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PREFACE.

THE Universal Dictionary, which is now offered in a complete form to the

public, is a work which, when the labor and care involved in its preparation

are considered, has been equalled by few works in the history of literature.

Nearly seventeen years of labor were consumed by the experienced editor and his corps

of able assistants in its preparation. Nor is this period in any sense extreme when we
consider the character of the work, original alike in *ts conception and its handling,

and occupying as it does new ground in the republic of letters. The labor involved

in the preparation of an ordinary dictionary—such a one, for instance, as "Webster

or Worcester—is exceedingly great, but this labor is increased to an extent which
few persons appreciate in the case of a work like the present, which is not alone a

dictionary, but adds to it the characteristics of an encyclopaedia; giving not only the

meanings of words, but their entire history, and a compact array of the most valuable

information concerning them.

The Universal Dictionary, was originally intended to be limited to 4656

pages; but it became evident to the editor as the work progressed, that if it was to be

completed in the exhaustive manner in which it had been commenced a considerable

addition to this space would be necessary, and in the end nearly 700 pages were added
bringing the full work up to the grand total of 5359 pages—a library in a book. This

addition was necessary to the completion of the work without unjust condensation of its

concluding portions. Many who have occasion to refer to existing dictionaries must have
noticed how the last few letters, say from S to Z, have been compressed in order to bring

the whole work within the limits originally laid out for it. Such a treatment causes a
serious detriment to the value of any book so handled, and the publishers, in the present

instance, decided that the fullest justice should be given to every word, however it might
lengthen the total work. As a consequence, the public have now given them in the

Universal Dictionary, the most exhaustive dictionary of the English language ever

offered to the reading world. It was designed and has been carried out on a plan adopted

by no other dictionary, the intention being to give the history of each word, step by step,

showing the successive gradations of its meanings, as they rose out of each other, and
illustrating each meaning by quotations from the written or printed page. In addition to

this completeness of dictionary treatment, each word has been handled in the

encyclopaedic sense, and a vast amount of compact information in art, science, history and
other branches of knowledge given, the whole rendering the work of inestimable value

alike to reader and student. In this conception, involving as it did years of labor and
research, the editor has eminently succeeded, and the publishers have no hesitation in

offering the result of his labor to the public as one without a rival in plan and unsurpassed

in execution.
(TO)
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The Universal Dictionary, contains in round numbers some 180,000 words or

headings (250,000, including compound words). If this be compared with the number

contained in other dictionaries, it will be seen at once how exhaustive it is. The early

edition of Webster's Dictionary contained 70,000 words. Worcester's Dictionary and

Supplement contains 116,000 words, Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, 118,000 words, and

Webster's International Dictionary, 140,000 words. The Universal Dictionary, thus

contains 40,000 more words than this most elaborate of its rivals.

But this is far from indicating the full measure of its comparative value, which

cannot be estimated by the extra number of words alone. The completeness of treatment

of each word must also be taken into account. Each has here been subdivided as far as

possible into the various meanings which it assumed at different times, so that its treatment

is not simply orthographical, but distinctively historical. The sorting and arranging

of the slips containing quotations illustrative of the various senses in which words occur

has been a task requiring very great care and labor, and one which has cost the editor

and his assistants many hours of anxious thought.* The exhaustive character of the

present work, therefore, cannot be fairly judged from its number of words as compared

with other dictionaries, since the space given to many words greatly exceeds that given

by other lexicographers. A truer conception can be gained by comparing the total space

occupied. Thus Webster's International Dictionary contains (exclusive of Introduction,

Appendix, etc.) 1681 pages, and Worcester's Dictionary 1696 pages, while the Universal

Dictionary, with similar exclusions, extends to 5249 pages, or more than three times the

number in either of the two leading dictionaries named.

It may be said further that the work has been brought up to date, words which

have only recently come into use being duly inserted in their places, so that one may find

within its pages a complete history of the English language from the time that this

language fairly began to exist to the final decade of the Nineteenth Century.

The name of the editor, indeed, is a sufficient guarantee for the character of the

work, Dr. Hunter's superior ability for a task of this kind being beyond question. His

duties—which were a labor of love— were lightened by the valuable assistance of Mr.

John Williams, M.A., of Trinity College, Oxford, and Mr. S. J. Herrtage, B.A., these two

gentlemen having mainly prepared the dictionary portion of the work, while Dr. Hunter

contributed the large majority of the encyclopaedic articles. In adapting the work to the

American public useful assistance has been rendered by Prof. Charles Morris, well known

for his large experience in encyclopaedia work ; by Prof. A. Estoclet, who, as a word-definer,

occupies a high rank among American lexicographers ; and by Prof. Seneca Egbert, M.D.,

of the Medico-Chirurgical College, Philadelphia. These general editorial labors were sup-

plemented by material furnished by numerous specialists in various branches of science and

art. The names of, and the classes of material furnished by, some few of these writers have

been given on the title page ; but it is impossible to mention by name a tithe of those who

have contributed directly or indirectly to the work. Presidents, secretaries and members

of scientific and learned societies, the chief officers of religious bodies, university professors,

government officials, and a host of private persons have rendered willing aid by affording

information in many cases possessed by themselves alone, the accuracy of the work being

thus assured and its completion greatly hastened. The gratitude of the publishers and the

thanks of the public are due to these voluntary co-laborers, who have done so much towards

making the Universal Dictionary, what it is acknowledged to be, an invaluable work

of reference for all classes of readers.

• It l» a cnrlons fact that, as a general rule, the si, orter the word, the more numerous its subdivisions una the more difficult its treatment.

See, as examplee, auch words at: bt, do, go, tiring, lake, etc
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THE FUNCTIONS OF A DICTIONABY.

The rapid growth and spread of living languages, the progress of philological and

linguistic science, and the facilities afforded by the art of printing for the diffusion of

knowledge, have made the dictionary an essential requisite to modern literature. The
dictionary, as we now understand the term, is of comparatively recent origin. Manuscript

vocabularies existed in ancient times, but the revival of classical learning at the close of

the mediaeval period created a necessity for the compilation of lexicons of the Greek and

Latin tongues, and these were quickly followed by dictionaries of the modern languages,

brief at first, but growing in amplitude as time went on and the demands of readers

increased. This growth of the dictionary continues ; modern languages are in a constant

state of change and development ; new words are continually being introduced in response

to the demands of civilized progress, and older words are frequently dropping out of use

:

thus it is that the labors of the lexicographer are still, and probably will long continue to

be, in demand. A dictionary may be described as an enlarged index verborum, a key to

the works of the great masters who have adorned, and the speech of the people who have

used, the language of whose elements it professes to be a repository. To serve, in any

complete manner, the purposes for which it is designed, it must conform to certain

requisites.

1. It should contain every word which properly belongs to the language and occurs

in its printed literature, from the period when it became a distinct form of speech to the

latest date.

2. It should give these words in the various forms of orthography which they

have successively assumed, indicating those which are obsolete and those which are still

in use.

3. It should represent by some simple and comprehensible system the pronuncia-

tion of every word, and the changes which have taken place in pronunciation, so far as

known.

4. It should give as complete definitions as possible of the original and historically

developed meanings, literal and topical, of each word, with copious exemplifications of

their uses, in every sense ascribed to them, since the force and significance of words cannot

be fully conveyed by definitions alone.

5. It should contain such combinations of words, popularly called phrases or

idioms, as have acquired a special signification not indicated by the ordinary meanings of

the words composing them. It should treat as compounds all word combinations whose
sense cannot be inferred from the meanings of their component elements, and should,

where practicable, give in full the original formula of which they are often elliptical

expressions.

6. The etymological history of each word, not formed by the regular modes of

derivation and composition from other or naturalized words, should be traced from its

earliest known or probable native root, or foreign analogue, to its latest form, and reference

should be made to all related words which either explain any of its forms or meanings,
or serve to show the ethnological relations of the language to other tongues.

Such is the ideal of a perfect dictionary. It is one that has rarely been attained or

even closely approached. Up to the last few years lexicographers, or rather the compilers

of dictionaries, have been content to copy from their predecessors, adding what fresh

material they could readily obtain, but usually not taking the trouble to verify the words,

definitions, or quotations found in existing works of the same kind. Misreadings and
misspellings have thus been perpetuated, and in some cases words and meanings been

given which had no existence beyond the brain of the comniler. Fortunately, in recent
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times, lexicographers have become far more careful and exacting, and the dictionaries of

the present day are becoming, in a truer sense than ever before, faithful and trustworthy

histories of the words of the various languages.

No other extant dictionary, however, can claim to fill the requisites above given in

so full a sense as the Universal Dictionary, in whose preparation all these essentials

have been sedulously attended to, with the purpose of making it, aside from its encyclo-

paedic character, a complete and perfect dictionary of the English language.

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNIVERSAL DICTIONARY.

I. WHAT IT CONTAINS.

In many respects the Universal Dictionary, differs from its predecessors, and

as well from its immediate rivals. In the first place, as the title implies, it is not an

ordinary dictionary, in the sense of being confined to a mere alphabetical list of the words

composing our language, but it partakes also of the character of an encyclopaedia. In

fact, it is et once a dictionary and an encyclopaedia ; it explains not only words but things

;

it gives not only the meanings of words, but also an explanation of the things to which

such words are applied. For instance, under the words Gas, Steam Engine, Spectroscope,

Architecture, etc., it does not confine itself to a bare account of the words, but gives a

concise account of the things understood by these terms. Further, where such seemed

likely to be of service to the student, an historical account of events connected with the

word treated of has been given, supplemented by statistics brought up to the latest date.

We may instance such words as Appendicitis, Roentgen Rays, Electrocution, Germ Theory, etc.

With the exception of the terms of geography and biography, the Universal Dictionary,

contains all the words to be found in an extended cyclopaedia, while the dictionary proper

includes not only modern English words, but a nearly exhaustive list of obsolete words from

about Chaucer's time to the present, and, in addition, a complete vocabulary of words to be

found in the works of Scott and Burns, the most widely read authors in Scottish literature.

1. technical terms.

In the compilation of a dictionary, one of the most important questions which

arises is: What words can legitimately claim admission? This question is, of course,

answered differently in different cases, in accordance with the scope of the plan and the

degree of fulness with which it is proposed to treat the language. The present work being

much more than an ordinary dictionary, or mere list of words with definitions, it neces-

sarily contains very many words not usually included in dictionaries. Among these there

can be no question that technical terms are entitled to insertion. The very title of the

work expressly includes all such terms.

Not only science and art, but sports and every day occupations need to be attended

to. While, for instance, racing, coursing, tennis, golf, and other games and sports, have

terms of their own which are becoming more and more widely known, a definition of most

of these terms would be vainly looked for in existing dictionaries, and could be found only

in vocabularies specially devoted to such subjects. Even where admitted they are often

incorrectly defined. In the present work an attempt has been made to include a complete

collection of these technical terms, and to define them fully and accurately, thus giving the

Universal Dictionary a special value to the large number of persons interested in

the popular amusements, as well as those devoted to the arts and sciences. The same may
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be said in regard to legal terms, the technical words and phrases of the various law

processes being clearly described, and all changes made of late years duly noted.

2. SLANG AND COLLOQUIALISMS.

The propriety of inserting slang and colloquial terms and phrases may by some

be questioned, yet certainly many of these may fairly claim a place. Few will question

this so far as colloquialisms, as distinguished from slang proper, are concerned. It is

difficult for many English-speaking people, and impossible for foreigners, to guess at the

meaning of numbers of our colloquial phrases from a reference to the literal meaning of

the words composing them. This has induced the editor of the Universal
Dictionary to give special attention to such phrases, and there will be found in this work,

arranged under the heading of the main word, as complete a collection of colloquialisms

as it was found possible to bring together. The right of slang terms and phrases to

insertion is more open to question, but cogent reasons for giving them a place may be

urged. In the first place, slang, or semi-slang, words and phrases enter largely into the

language of commercial and social life, and it is often difficult to distinguish between

what is slang and what is colloquial. Secondly, slang frequently expresses meanings and

shades of meaning which it would be difficult, if not impossible, to convey exactly and

clearly in more classical language. Thirdly, what is slang to-day, may to-morrow be

recognized and used as good English by even our best writers.

On the other hand, many words now tabooed as slang, or even worse, were formerly

used in good society; examples of which may be seen by reading " Pepys' Diary." Slang

is also largely employed by the realistic novelists of the present day, so that it is mere

prudery to affect ignorance of its existence, and it certainly should not be ignored in a

dictionary of the present kind, to which it is hoped that every one will naturally turn

who ia at a loss to appreciate exactly the meaning of a word or phrase. It is not, of

course, intended, nor would it be desirable, to insert every slang word. But in the modern

growth of language slang terms are, in a measure, the roots of new words, and all that

seem likely to attain this future dignity are fairly entitled to a present place. And many
which will doubtless die out, or be replaced by others, are now so widely used op

understood as to give them a similar claim.

3. SPECIAL COINAGES.

Each case belonging to this class must be judged on its own merits, and no strict

line or rule can be laid down. Many of these words are amusing and interesting, while

some are eminently expressive, and until the whole body of English literature has been

carefully read it would be rash to assert positively that any such word is peculiar to the

author in whose works the first instance (so far as known) of its use occurs. For instance,

Madame D'Arblay, in her " Diary," uses the word agreeability, and claims it as her own
coinage ;

yet Chaucer uses the same word. Disraeli, in his " Curiosities of Literature,"

claims to have coined the word fatherland. Yet it was used by Sir William Temple a

century and more before him. Both these words are now given in ordinary dictionaries,

and many such special coinages are as legitimate as other words, of no greater utility

which have found a place in lexicons. There are others which may be looked upon as mere

curiosities of literature,—such, for instance, as compactability and writability. "Words of this

kind can only be inserted as oddities, freaks of writers' fancies, and such of them as have

been given is with this view alone, the purpose being to raise the Universal Dictionary,

to a standard of completeness as a mirror of the English language and literature which none

of its competitors even seek to attain.
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4. SEMI-NATURALIZED WORDS.

There can hardly be any question as to the necessity of admitting this class of
words into any dictionary that claims to be at all a complete vocabulary of the English
language as ordinarily spoken and written. Many words now fully recognized as
components of the language were only a few years ago looked upon as foreign. Thus a
critic of the date of 1799 speaks of an author as having " disfigured his pages with the
French words fracas, route and trait" while Gray names together as French words
advertisement, Mat, ennui, fracas, hautgout, raillery, and ridicule. Of the many words
belonging to this class may be named collaborateur, millionaire, reverie, antique, cocoa,

hammock, hurricane, potato and mufti, nearly all of which have become good English words.

5. HYBRID COMPOUNDS.

Hybrid compounds, i. e., words made up from two different languages, have, as a
rule, been inserted, though, in many instances, not without hesitation, as in the case of
diamondiferous. But English abounds in such words, in which occasionally, as in the case
of interloper, which is half Latin and half Dutch, the two languages from which the word
is made up are brought into strange conjunction. Similar instances are cablegram,
daguerreotype, nonsense, somnambulist, peajacket, and many words beginning with the prefixes

dis-, inter-, mis- an I over-. In all cases of hybrid compounds each word has had to be
judged on its own merits.

II. ARRANGEMENT AND STYLE.

The style in which the Universal Dictionary has been compiled differs in many
particulars from that of all its predecessors. An important lesson has been learned from a
study of their deficiencies, and a strong effort made to add to the value of the present
work in every detail. These special excellences of treatment may be concisely pointed out.

1. The adoption of various styles of type removes all difliculty in distinguishing
the several divisions and subdivisions of the words. In these divisions it will be noted
that a regular system, entirely original, has been adopted. Verbs, for instance, are first

divided into transitive and intransitive. This division, while it may interfere with the
historical order of the various meanings, has been adopted from its convenience
for reference by the general reader. The transitive and intransitive divisions are
next subdivided as follows: firstly, into meanings used in ordinary language; and,
secondly, into technical uses. A further subdivision of each of these is then made into
literal and figurative senses. Last of all come the phrases and idioms connected with aach
verb. So far as the above divisions and subdivisions apply, the same course has been
adopted in the case of nouns, adjectiyes and adverbs. Each word has been broken up
into as many different meanings as can be discovered or are illustrated by quotations.
Words of the same form, but from different roots, and therefore really different words, are
placed under separate headings. The placing of such words under a single heading, as is

often done in other dictionaries, gives' readers a confused idea of their etymology, and
may often lead them into serious errors.

2. The etymologies given in the present work are based on the best and latest
authorities. The cognate forms of each word in other languages are shown distinct from
the roots. This is an important feature, since in some of the leading dictionaries the roots
and the cognate words or forms are mixed up in a way calculated to mislead and bewilder
the reader, if unfamiliar with etymology, and often to make him conclude that the
English word has been derived from the whole of the others.

3. The technology is almost as full as in works of special technical reference ; so
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full, indeed, as almost to supersede the necessity for the use of dictionaries of technical

terms, and to give to this work a manifold utility.

4. Quotations illustrative of every sense of every word are employed freely, and

with as full references as it was possible to give. In this respect the Universal
Dictionary far surpasses all its predecessors, inasmuch as in them, with very few

exceptions, only the name of an author is given, reference being rarely made to the name

of the work quoted from, and still more rarely to the chapter, page or line of the book.

Many quotations, it will be seen, are taken from newspapers and periodicals. But where

can be found so many instances of words in every day use, well understood, and

recognized in every way as elements of the English language, as in the columns of the

press ? It is hardly possible for an observant reader to take up any of the leading daily

papers without coming across some word or phrase either wholly omitted from, or

imperfectly explained in, our existing dictionaries. Colloquial words and phrases abound

in them, and it will be noted that from them have been quoted, in the present work, a

large number of technical terms connected with sporting, examples of which it would be

difficult, if not impossible, to find elsewhere. The writers in our leading daily papers and

periodicals are, in many, if not in most, cases far superior in their knowledge and use of

the English language to the authors of many of the books published in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, and are more entitled to be quoted as authorities for particular

uses and meanings of words surviving in the same senses.

5. Illustrations are freely given where it has been considered that they would

assist the reader to understand the word treated of. These, though finely made and artistic

in character, are in no sense mere embellishments, but in every case help to elucidate the

text.

6. The pronunciation of the words is shown by diacritical marks, the key to which

is, for the sake of convenience, printed at the foot of each page. Special attention has

been given to this highly important subject, the precise value of each vowel being

indicated with a clearness and exactness that stand unrivalled among ordinary diction-

aries. The common method is to mark only the vowels of the accented syllables. In the

Universal Dictionary, every vowel has its sound indicated. "Every vowel sound

must have some quality," we are told ; " and no pronouncing dictionary can lay any just

claim to completeness if it fails to tell what that sound is." This essential requisite has

been most carefully attended to in the present work. Of the innumerable instances that

might be adduced we shall give but one. The word anatomy, for instance, is ordinarily

marked as follows: A-nat'-o-my. In the Universal Dictionary, it is marked

An-at'-6m-y, each vowel being given its special sound, in accordance with the very full

series of diacritical marks placed at the foot of the page.

In this work the current pronunciation has been adopted as the standard. " While

speaking of pronunciation," says Dr. Murray, "I may refer to the great variety of

pronunciation in many words and classes of words at present to be found ; and also to the

fact that the dictionary pronunciation of many words, as founded on the labors of Walker,

Sheridan, Nares, Smart, Worcester, and other orthoepists, and found in most existing

dictionaries and spelling books, is often obsolete in actual usage, and in the case of words

specially irregular, replaced by one which is evidently founded upon the spelling." Some
writers tell us that " there is no standard of pronunciation." There is, in truth, only one,

that of "popular 'usage and usage of English scholarship." This highest standard, the

pronunciations in vogue among the cultivated people of the present day, is the one

employed in the Universal Dictionary. It should be remembered that no orthoepist

has the right to make pronunciations ; his utmost privilege is to follow popular usage.
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By lack of attention to this requisite many of the pronunciations given in dictionaries are

obsolete, and many others have never had any warrant in actual usage. In the present

wcrk the editors have taken no such liberties with language, their sole ambition having
been to give correct English, as it is spoken by the most cultivated persons and in the

most intellectual ranks of society.

7. Obsolete words, and those which are now rarely used in either written or spoken
language, are distinguished in this work by an asterisk (*), and those which have been

specially coined, or are seldom employed by modern writers and speakers, are marked by
an obelisk (f). Cross-references are also inserted where required, and in many cases

the past tenses and past participles of the verbs are given in the various forms assumed by
them.

8. The question of the insertion of compouno. words in dictionaries is a most

complicated and difficult one. The practice adopted in the Universal Dictionary is,

to admit all Buch compounds or combinations of words as have acquired a special meaning,

not readily deducible from the individual meanings of the several words composing them.

Of ordinary compounds, the meanings of which are sufficiently obvious, as being merely a

combination of words each of which retains its original force, a brief selection has been

given at the end of the principal word of the compound.

9. Proper names, when designating only certain definite individuals or places, are

not given in the Universal, Dictionary, it being aside from its purpose to make it a

dictionary of biography or of geography. Words of this character have been admitted

only when they could claim a place on special grounds ; e. g.

:

—
(1) "When, in addition to their original application, they have been given to some

other object in nature. Thus Saturn is given on account of the planet which bears his name.

(2) When they form the principal number of a compound word. Thus Aaron's rod

(botanical) renders necessary the insertion of the name Aaron.

(3) When they are the names of any of the Books of the Bible; as Isaiah, or

Jeremiah.

In the case of words which are derived directly from proper names, a brief account

of the person in question is given, either in the etymological portion of the article, or in

the definition. Thus a brief account of Arius is given under the word Arian.

10. The close of the twelfth century has been chosen as the limit of past time
from which words could be selected as definitely English. At that time, English literature

had fallen to its lowest ebb. The half century from 1150 to 1200 A. D. may be, so far as

English literature is concerned, likened to the narrow tube connecting two funnels—the

language widening backward into Anglo Saxon, forward into English. This period,

therefore, appears at once the proper and the most convenient one to start from. In fact,

up to nearly the close of the twelfth century, there was little or no English literature,

while by that time the old inflectional and grammatical system of Anglo-Saxon had
practically disappeared. The year 1066, that of the Norman invasion, saw the beginning
of the deepest mark graven both on our history and our speech. During the succeeding
century the Latin element—through the channel of Norman French—made its way into

English speech, inflectionalism in great measure disappeared, and the simplified system of
modern English superseded the more complex grammatical methods of ancient speech.

"Every time almost that we open our lips or write a sentence, we bear witness to the
mighty change wrought in England by the Norman conquest." It m the close of this

transition period, when English as it is now spoken first fairly began to be, and when
English literature awakened to its modern growth, that appears to be the true starting

point of existing English speech, and the Universal Dictionary may claim to
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present at once the geological development of the English language from its archsean

period to the present time,and the natural history of recent English speech.

11. As regards spelling, no attempt has been made to introduce any phonetic

system, the ordinarily accepted orthography being preferred. In truth, none of the several

phonetic systems advocated have been adopted by the people at large, and the

Universal Dictionary aims only to present English as it is, not as word reformers

would like it to be, or as it may become in some future time. As full a list as possible has

been given under each word of the successive forms of orthography which it has assumed

at various periods of its history, thus assisting the word in telling its own story. The

abbreviations used are few and simple ; a complete list of them is given.

12. What has been hitherto said is limited in great part to the value and

advantage of this work as a dictionary of language. It seems proper to say something

concerning its utility as an encyclopaedia. In this feature it deals with a host of subjects

not admitted to ordinary dictionaries, and gives a vast mass of information nowhere else

to be found in so compact a form. It gives not only the spelling, pronunciation, etymology,

and simple meanings of words, but their obsolete forms, their whole history, and their

various uses and relations in ordinary, figurative, technical, scientific and classical language.

Of this countless examples might be given. Let us take the word iron. First, we have

the historic spelling of the word ; second, its derivation ; third, its cognate forms. Then

the word is defined; first, in ordinary language; second, figuratively ; third, technically,

as employed in botany, in chemistry, in geology, in history, in mineralogy, and in

pharmacy. Then follow the special compounds and their meanings, more than fifty

being given which are not found in ordinary dictionaries, including such as iron-age, iron-

cage, iron-cross, iron-horse, iron-mask, iron-ore, iron-rations, etc.

In like manner, under the word chronology, we have Chinese and Japanese

chronology ; Hindoo chronology—historical and astronomical ; Egyptian chronology

—

historical and astronomical ; Greek, Roman, Jewish, Mohammedan, Christian, and

Scientific chronologies, with a satisfactory account of each. In other dictionaries we find

but a brief mention of the word in its ordinary signification.

The following supplementary information will be of importance in the use of this

dictionary. The division of words into syllables has been made solely with reference to

pronunciation, and does not indicate their etymology. In syllables wherein two or more

vowels come together, not forming diphthongs, only that one of them which gives its

Bound to the syllable bears a diacritical mark, the others being treated as mute. Thus, in

bread, sea, float, the a is mute, the syllables being pronounced as if spelt, bred, se, flot.

Words of more than one syllable bear a mark upon the accented syllable, as dl'-ter.

The Etymology will be found inclosed within brackets immediately following each

word. To understand the plan adopted, let it be noted (1) that retrogression is made from

modern languages to ancient; and (2) that when after a word there appears such a

derivation as this: " In Fr . . , Sp . . . , Port . . . , Ital . . . from Lat . . . ," the meaning is,

not that it passed through Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and French before reaching

English, but that there are or have been analogous words in French, Spanish, Portuguese

and Italian, all derived, like the English, from a Latin original.

We have here pointed out some of the features of excellence of the Universal
Dictionary, many of them unique in a dictionary of language, while the whole give it a

comprehensive value which pertains to no other work of the kind. It is, in short, a

library in a work, and can safely be offered alike to the busy student and the general

reader as indispensable for their purposes and literary pursuits.
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PREFATORY NOTE.
The principal points in which the UNIVERSAL Dictionary differs from other dictionaries are fully di»

.rased in the Preface, but it may be well to draw attention to the following

:

(1) Compound Words are inserted under the first element of the compound, and not in the place they would

•ccupy in strictly alphabetical order, if the second element were taken into account. Thus Ant-bear is inserted after

Kxt, and not ifter Antatbophic.

(2) The Pronunciation is indicated by diacritical marks, a key to which will be found at the foot of the severs,

pages, but the division into syllables has been based solely on pronunciation, and with no reference to- the etymology

of the word. In syllables wherein two or more vowels come together, not forming diphthongs, only that one of then:

which gives its sound to the syllable bears a diacritical mark, the others being treated as mute. Thus, in briad, sea

float, the a is mute, the syllables being pronounced as if spelt brtd, se,floU Words of more than one syllable bear >

mark upon the accented syllable, as dl'-lir.

(3) The Etymology will be found enclosed within brackets immediately following each word. To understand

the plan adopted, let it be noted (1) that retrogression is made from modern languages to ancient; and (2) that when

after a word there appears such a derivation as this—" In Fr. . . . Sp. . . . Port. . . . ItaL . . . from Lat. . '. .,"

the meaning is, not that it passed through Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and French before reaching English, but thai*

there are or have been analogous words in French, Spanish, Portuguese and Italian, all derived, like the English, fron

a Latin original

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS.

The following List, which contains the principal abbreviations employed in the Universal Dictionary,

is inserted here for the convenience of persons using the work for the first time. A full list, containing also the chief

abbreviations in general use, will be given at the end of the final volume.

A.N. Anglo-Norman.
Arab. Arabic.

Aram. Aramaic.
Ann. Armorican.
A.3. Anglo Saxon.

Amjr. Assyrian.

Boeh. Bohemian, or
Czech.

Bret Bas Breton, or
Celtic of Brittany.

Celt. Celtic.

Chal Chaldee.

Dan. Danish.
Dut. Dutch.
E. Eastern, or East.

E. Aram. East Aramaean,
generally called Chaldee.

Eng. English, or England.
Bth. Ethiopic.

Flem. Flemish.
Ft. French.
Fries. Friesland.

Fris. Frisian.

Gael. Gaelic.

Ger. German.
Goth. Gothic
Or. Greek.
Oris. Language of the

Orison?.

Heb. Hebrew.
Hind. Hindustani.

Icel. Icelandic.

Ir. Irish.

Ital. Italian.

Lat. Latin.

Lett. Lettish, Lettonlan.

L. Ger. Low German, or
Piatt DeuUch.

Lith. Lithuanian.
Mag. Magyar.
MediseY. Lat. Mediaeval

Latin.

M. H. Ger. Middle High
German.

Mid. Lat. Latin of the
Middle Ages.

N. New.
5. H. Ger. New High
German.

Norm. Norman.
Norw. Norwegian, Norse.
O. Old.
O. H Ger. Old High
German.

0. S. Old Saxon.
Pen. Persian.
Phcenic. Phoenician.
Pol. Polish.

Port. Portuguese.
Prov. Provencal.
ProTinc. Provincial.

Rabb. Rabbinical.
Rues. Russian.
Sam. Samaritan.
Sanac. Sanscrit.

Serv. Servian.
Slav. Slavonian.
Sp. Spanish.
Sw. Swedish.
Syr. Syriac.
Teut. Teutonic.
Turk. Turkish.
Walach. Walachian.
Wei. Welsh.

a., or ad), adjective.

adv. adverb.
art. article.

conj. conjunction.
inter), interjection.

pa. par. past participle.

particip. participial.

prep, preposition.
pr.par. present participle.

pro. pronoun

.

s., subst., orsubstan. sub-
stantive or noun.

v. i. verb intransitive.

v. t. verb transitive.

ablat. ablative,
accus. accusative,
agric. agriculture,

alg. algebra.
anat. anatomy.
antiq. antiquities,

aor. aorist.

approx. approximate, -ly.

arch, architecture.

archseol. archaeology.

arith. arithmetic.
astrol. astrology.
astron. astronomy.
auxil. auxiliary.
Bib. Bible, or Biblical.

biol. biology.
bot. botany.
carp, carpentry.
Cent. Centigrade.
cf. compare.
C.G. S. Centlmetre-gramme-
second.

chem. chemistry.
Ch. hist. Church history.
chron. chronology.
class, classical.

cogn. cognate.
comm. commerce.
comp. comparative.
compos, composition.
conchol. conchology.
contr. contracted, or con-

traction.

crystall og. crystallogra-

phy.
def. definition.

der. derived, derivation.
dimin. diminutive.
dram, drama, dramatically.

ram. dynamics.
East,

ecclea. ecclesiastical.

econ. economy,
e. g. exempli gratia=>lov
example,

elect, electricity,

entom. entomology,
etym. etymology,
ex. example,
f. , or fern, feminine,
fig. figurative, figuratively,

fort, fortification,

fr. from.
freq. frequentative
fut. future,
gen. general, generally.
gend. gender

.

geuit. genitive.

geog. geography,
geol. geology,
geom. geometry.
gram, grammar,
her. heraldry,
hist, history,
nor. horology,
hortic horticulture,
hydraul. hydraulics,
hydros, hydrostatics.
i.e. id es(=that is.

ichthy. ichthyology

.

Ibid. ibidem=the same,
imp. Impersonal,
imper. imperative,
indie, indicative.
intin. infinitive,

intens. intensitive.

lang. language.
Linn. Linnaeus.
lit. literal, literally,

mach. machinery,
m. or masc. masculine.
math, mathematics,
mech. mechanics,
med. medicine, medical
met. metaphorically.
metal, metallurgy,
metaph. metaphysics,
meteorol. meteorology,
meton. metonymy,
mil., milit. military,
min., miner, mineralogy,
mod. modern,
myth, mythology.
N. North,
n. or neut. neut.
nat. phil. natural philo-

sophy,
naut. nautical,
nomin. nominative,
numis. numismatology,
obj. objective,
obs, obsolete,

ord. ordinary,
ornith. oraithc ny.
paheont. palaeontology.
pass, passive,

path, pathology.

perf. perfect,
pers. person, personal,
persp. perspective,
phar. pharmacy.
phil. philosophy,
philol. philology,
phot . photography

.

phren. phrenology.
phys. physiology.
pi., plur. plural.
poet, poetry, or poetical-

polit. econ. political

economy,
poss. possessive.
pref. prefix.

pres. present.
pret. preterite,

prim, primary,
priv. privative.
prob. probable, probably
pron. pronounced*
pros, proaody.
psychol. psychology

.

pyrotech. pyrotechnics.
q.v. quod rid* —which s#»

rhet. rhetoric.

Scrip. Scripture,
sculp, sculpture,

sing, singular.

S. South.
sp. gr. specific gravity

spec, special, specially

Buff, SufflX.

sup. supine.

surg. surgery

.

tech. technical.

theol. theology.
trig, trigonometry.
typog, typography.
var. variety.

viz. namely.
W. West.
cool, zoology.
* Rare, or obsolete.

f Unusual, or special ooiav

ages.
— equivalent to, or algal-

\ Nota bene— take aottoe





Universal Dictionary
OF THE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

A_ a. The first letter in the English alphabet,

as in those of all the modern Indo-European
tongues. The Latin alphabet also commences
with a, and the Greek with a similar letter, a
(alpha). In Sanscrit the vowels are classified

by grammarians separately from the conso-

nants. The vowels are placed first, and two
sounds of a, the first a very short one, interme-

diate between & and ft, as in the word Veda,

and the other long, as in the first syllable of

Brahman, head the list. In the Semitic, also,

more accurately called the Syro-Arabian,

family of languages, a letter with the a sound
•lands first in order. Thus the Hebrew alpha-

bet commences with m (Aleph), followed in

succession by 3 (Beth), 3 (Gimel), t (Daleth),

designations which at once suggest the names
of the Greek letters Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta.

The comparative originality of the Hebrew
series is shown by the fact that the appellations

of the letters have meanings which the original

forms of the characters are supposed roughly

to represent: thus, # (Aleph) signifies an ox,

5 (Beth) a house, iJGimel) a camel, and t
(Daleth) a door. These terms are properly
Aramaean. The old Hebrew, the Aramaean,
and the Greek letters seem to have come from
the Phoenician, a Syro-Arabian tongue. The
Phoenician letters, again, as Gesenius suggests,

may have been derived from the Egyptian
hieroglyphics. [Alphabet.] The arrangement
which makes A the first letter extends far

beyond the Aryan and Syro-Arabian tongues,

and is believed to be nearly universal through
the world.

L A as a vowel sound.

A owes its position at the head of so many
alphabets to the facility with which it may
be pronounced : it is needful but to breathe
strongly through the open mouth, and one of
the a sounds comes forth. This letter has
three leading sounds, two of which again are
somewhat modified in many words, apparently
by the succeeding consonants.

1. The long sound ofA :

(i.) As in fate, marked in this work by a
(ii.) A modification of this sound, produced

by the consonant r following it, as in fare,

marked a.

2. The open sound ofA :

(i.) As in father (marked a). This, or a
sound much approaching it, is common in

many languages. *

% A trifling modification of this sound is

produced by its occurrence in a closed syllable,

as in fast, but it is not sufficiently distinct

from it to require a special diacritical mark.
(ii.) A shorter form of the open sound in a

closed syllable, as in/a(. It is here marked a.
(iii.) The shortest possible sound of A,

scarcely distinguishable from one of the u
Bounds, as in amidst. It is here marked a.
It is very common in Sanscrit words, as Veda.

3. The broad sound ofA :

(i.) As in fall, here marked a.
(ii.) A closer form of it, marked a, as in

what.

XL A as an initial is used

—

L In Chronology, for Anno (Lat.) = ln the

year : as A.D., Anno Domini — in the year of

our Lord ; A.U.C., Anno urbis cdndita= in the

year of the city founded

—

i.e., from the founda-
tion of the city (Rome)= 753 B.C. (Varro).

2. In Horology, for the Lat prep, ante—
before : as a.m. [ante meridiem) = oefore noon.

3. In designating University degrees, for

Artium: as A. M. (Lat.), or M. A. (Eng.).^r(ium
Magister = Master of Arts; A.B. (Lat), or

B.A. (Eng.), Artium baccalaureus — Bachelor
of Arts.

t In the United States and Scotland A.M.
and A.B. are moat commonly employed ; in

England MA. and B.A.

4. In Academies of Music, Painting, Science,

Ac. : (a) for Academy, or Academician, as

B. A.= Royal Academy ; or (6) for Associate,

as A.R.A.= Associate of the Royal Academy ;

or (c) for Antiquaries, as F.S.A.= Fellow of

the Society of Antiquaries.

6. In the Britith Army, for Artillery : as R.A.
— The Royal Artillery.

6. In Music, for alto : as & A.T. B.= Soprano,
Alto, Tenor, Bass.

7. In Nautical Language, for able. Thus,
A. B. = able-bodied seaman.

8. In Commerce, for accepted; also @ for at,

referring to price ; as, 10 lbs.@ 40 cents—84.00.

UX A as a symbol stands for

—

1. In Logic : A universal affirmative.

2. In Music : The 6th note of the diatonic
scale of C major, corresponding to the la of
the Italians and the French.

BE?

3. In Heraldry : The chief in an escutcheon.

4. In Pharmacy : a or dd is a contraction of
the Greek preposition uvd (ana), and has two
meanings : (i.) of each (ingredient) separately

;

or (ii.) in quantities of the same weight or the
same measure.

6. In Botany : According to the method of

notation in botanical drawings proposed by Mr.
Ferdinand Bauer, and followed by Endlicher
in his Iconographia Generum Plantarum, for a
flower before expansion, while A 1 is a flower

expanded.

6. In Nautical Language : A 1 = a vessel of

the first class, excellently built. Figura-

tively: Anything highly excellent, the best

of its class.

7. In Mathematics : A and the other letters

of the alphabet are used, e.g., in Euclid, to re-

present lines, angles, points, &c. In Algebra,

a and the other first letters of the alphabet
are used to express known quantities, and
the last letters to express such as are unknown.

8. In Law or arguments, the first letters of

the alphabet are used to indicate persons in

cases supposed or stated for illustration : as

A promises B to pay C.

IV. A used in composition—
1, As a prefix—

(1.) To English words derived from the A.8.,

fenerally means an (= one), at, to, in, of, on.

t may be severed from the rest of the word by

a hyphen, as a-day ; or the two may be com-
pletely united, as along. A was once used as

a prefix in many instances, especially to par-

ticiples, where now it is not used : e.g., "I am
a-going, or a~coming," are now confined to ths

vulgar, and are not looked upon as correct

But Max Milller considers such phrases more
accurate than those which have displaced

them ; and they are frequent in the Bible, as

Heb. xi. 21. Cf. Shakespeare, Merry Wives,

act iii., sc. 3, "We'll a-birding together."

"In some cases," says Lye, "it was originally

merely an initial augment, altering nothing in

the sense of the word." Sometimes it = A.B.

ge, as in aware = A.S. gewatr.

(ii.) To words derived from the Latin, la

(1) the Latin prep, a, ab, abs (of which a is

used before words beginning with a conso-
nant) : as avert = to turn away from ; abduet
= to lead away ; abstract = to draw away. (2)

The Latin prep, ad — to : as agnate, from
agnatus, past participle of agnascor = (pro-

perly) to be born to, or in addition to.

(iii.) To words of Greek derivation is some-
times what is called alpha privative; that

is, alpha which deprives the word to which
it is prefixed of its positive meaning, and
substitutes what is negative instead. It

signifies not: as theist = one who believes in

God ; atheist = one who does not believe in

God. In cases where the word so contradicted

begins with a vowel an is used, as a7ielectric,

the opposite of electric.

(iv.) To words derived from the French, occa-

sionally, but rarely, at: as amerce, from Fr.

d merci = (put) at the mercy (of the court).

(v.) d [apparently, from its accent, French,

but probably really only the Latin prep, a =
from ; and the accent is a mark of its having
come to us in this use through the French],

in English, sometimes =from or of. (1.) Oc-

curring as an element in personal names, as

Thomas d Kempis, i.e., from Kempfen, near
Diisseldorf ; Anthony d Wood = Anthmiy
Wood. (2) Logical progression, as in d priori

and d posteriori (q.v.).

2. As an affix in burlesque poetry at once

adds another syllable to a line, and produces a

ludicrous effect

—

"And chuck'd him under the chin-a." — Rhymm
quoted in Maeauiay't " Bitt. of Engl." chap. xvtt.

V. A as a part of speech.

A, a, an. [a before words commencing
with a* consonant or the aspirate ; an before

a vowel or silent A: as "a man," "a heart,"

"an art," "an heir." To this rule there are

exceptions :

—

(1) When the accent on a word com-
mencing with the aspirate falls on other

than the first syllable, an is used : thus we
say, "a his'tory," but "an historian," "on
hotel'.

"

(2) A is used before the vowel In one

where the vowel carries the sound of wu, as

In the phrase " such a one."

(3) A is used before the vowel u when it

carries with it a y sound, as if written you,

as "ounion," " o university ;" and also before

words commencing with eu or ew which have

a similar sound, as "a eunuch," "a ewe."

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine
;
go, pSt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey = a. qu = kw.

boll, bo'y; pout, Jo*wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, *hls; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon. exist. , >h =t
-niari, tian = sb.au. -tlon, -sion = shun; tion, sloti = xhun. -tious, -clous, sious^shus, -ble, -die, &c « bel, dfL



18 aabam—abacus

1 Originally an, meaning one, was used

before words beginning with a consonant,

as well as those beginning with a vowel. In

earlier English, as in the Bible, we lind on

rnerally used before words commencing with

whether aspirated or not, as "an house,"

"as heart" " Such an one" occurs as

frequently as ."such a one." An is found

before M with the » sound, as "an unicorn,"

"an usurer" These uses have been fol-

lowed by manv moiiem writers, but chiefly

in poetry. Macaulay speaks of "an univer-

sity."]

1. As the indefinite article, points out per-

sons and things vaguely; more specifically,

it signifies

—

(a) Each.
"Once a lie., each] year."—Lev. xrt 34.

(6) Any.
"II a [i.e., any] inan love me."

—

John xlv. SI

(c) One in particular.

"He sent a man before them/—Pi. cv. 17.

(d) Every.

"It i» good that a [i.e., every] man should both
hope and wait lor tn* salvation of the Lord."—
Lam. in. 26.

(e) When placed before the name of a person

it converts the proper noun into a common
noun, as

—

"An Orpheus! an Orpheus! Yea, faith may grow
bold." Wordnwrth: Power qf Mutic

2. As a substantive, as-^-

(a) In the expressions "Capital A, small a."

(6) In the phrase "A per se" (i.e., A by
Itself, A standing alone), which means " one
pre-eminent, a none-such."

" O faer Creaeide, the flower and A per ne

Qt Troy and Greece."
Chancer: Tettament of Creaeide, v. 18.

& As an adjective, as " the a sound.

"

VL A as an abbreviation, stands for—

L, The interjection ah! (Old Eng.)
" And seyd A/ doughter, stynt thyn hevynesse."

Chaucer : The £ nightei Talc, i. 2,360.

2. The personal pronoun he:
" Bounce- would 'a say ; and away again would '« go,

and again would 'a come."—Shaketpeare: Henry Jr.,
PartTl., hi. 2.

3. The infinitive haw. [Ha',]
" I had not thought my body could 'a' yield**,"—

Beaumont Jc Fletcher.

4. The word all (Scotch):
" They have a' t h ' soldiers to assist them."

air W. Scott : Guy Mannering, chap. v.

5. In Chemistry : A = acetate ; as KA =
Potassium acetate. Other letters, as O for

oxalate, are used in the same manner.

Hon.
. is used for amalgama or amalgama-

*a a-bam. [Old Fr.] A term formerly used
by 'French alchemists for lead.

aal, s. [Beng. and Hind.] A dye-plant of the
genusiIorinda(q.v.); used alsoofthe dye itself.

a'-am, a -ham, ohm, ohme, s. [Dut.
aam; Ger. ahrn : cogn. with Lat. ama, Gr. Hun
(hami) = a water-bucket] A Dutch measure
of capacity used for liquids, now obsolete.
It varied in different cities from 37 to
41 English wine gallons = 206 to 328 English
pints.

* a -in, adv. [On.] Oa
"Do, cosyn, anon thyn armys aan."—Athmole ifS.

{Balliwell; Dirt, of Archaic and Provincial Word*.)

* a'-ande, s. [Dan.] Breath. [Aynde.]
"... hys auntie ttynkte.'—ffampote JfS. Bowes,

( Wright : Diet. ObeoL and Provinc. Eng.)

* a ane, t, [Aww.J The beard of barley or
other grain ; an awn.

"And that we call the none which groweth out of
the tare like a long pricke or a dart, whereby the eare
Is defended from the danger of birds."

—

Googe: Put-
bandry \IX~.\. {HaUiutlL,

t

aar, &. [Arn.] The alder-tree. (Scotch.) (Jamie-
son: Scotch Did.)

* k'-axf
prep. TA.S. <rr.] Ere, before. {The

Romance of King Alisaunder.) (Halliwell)

a'-ard-vark, *. [Dut. aard = earth ; varken
= pig.] The name given at the Cape of Good
Hope to an ant-cater, the Orycteropus capensis
of Geoff, St Hilaire, [Oryctebopus.)

a'-ard-wolf, *. [Dut aard = earth, and
wolf= wo'if. ] The Dntch name of a digitigrade

carnivorous animal, the Proteies Lalandii, from

Caffraria, akin at once to the dogs, the hyaenas,

and the civets. [Proteles.]

* a'-arm, «. [A.S. tarm.] Thearm. (Wycliffe:

Bod. MS.) (HalliweU.)

* a -armed, pa. par. & a. [Armed.] (Wycliffe.)

Aaa'-on. [Greek of the Septuagint, 'Aapwv

(Aaron); lieb. rrrnH (Aharon). Derivation

uncertain.] The'bTst bigh-priait of the Jews.

Aaron's beard, s. <Ps. exxxiii. 2.) The
name sometimes given to a plant, Hypericum
calycinum, or large-flowered St John's wort.

Aaron's rod, s. (Numb, xvii.)

1. Arch. : A rod with a serpent twined

around. It is similar to the caduceus, or wand,
with two serpents about it, borne by Mercury.

2. Bot. : 0) Of wild British plants : Solidago

virgaurea, Verbascum thapsits. (2) Of garden
plants : Solidago Canadensis.

* aar -on, s. [A corruption of Arum, as

sparrow-grass is of asparagus. ]

* Bot. : The plant called wake-robin (Arum
maculatum). [Arum.] (Cotgrave.)

Aar on ic, Aar 6n-ic-aL a. Pertaining

or relating to Aaron.

aas, s. An ace. So of something very small

and valueless.

*a'-at,*. [AS.] Fine oatmeal used for tnicken-

ing'pottage. (Markham : Eng. Housewife.)

a'-a-vdr'-a, *. A name given to various palm-
trees. [AVOIRA.]

AJS. (-See was an initial, II. 3, 7.)

ah. The syllable ab found at the commence-
ment of the names of places, as Abingdon, is

possibly a shortened form of abbey; though
in Stevenson's edition of the Chronicon Monas-
terii de Abingdon the word is derived from
Abbenus, an Irish monk who is said to have
founded the monastery and called it after him-
self, " Mount of Abbenus " = Abingdon. (See

Stevenson's Preface, p. xii.)

Ab(ab). [Hcb. an(a&).] The fifth month ac-

cording to the ecclesiastical reckoning—the
eleventh, by the civil computation—of the
Jewish year. The name Ab does not occur in

the Old Testament or in the Apocrypha. It

was not introduced till the Captivity, and was
of Babylonian origin. The month Ab may
begin in some years as early as the 10th of
July, and in others as late as the 7th of
August

% Ab is also the twelith month ofthe Syrian
year, nearly coinciding with our August

* ab, «. [Etym. unknown.] The sap of a tree.

" Yet diuerse have assayed to deale without ok.es to
that end, but not witli su good succease aa they havo
hoped, bicause the ab or juice will not so Boon be re-
moved and clean drawn out, which some attribute to
want of time in tne salt water."

—

Harritom Detcrip.
ofEng. {HalliweU.)

abaca, ab'-a-ka,s. [Local name.) The
name given in the Philippine Islands to the
Musa textilis, or troglodytarum, a species of the
plantain genus, which yields Manilla hemp.

ab-a-cls'-cus, s. [Gr. u/3u«.'tncof (abakiskos),

dimin. from aflaf (abax)= a coloured stone for

inlaying mosaic work.]
Ancient Arch.: Any flat member. A tile or

square of a tessellated pavement [Abacus.]

ab -a-Cist* [lat. abacus. ] One who calculates,

one* who casts accounts. [Abacus.]

*&b'-ack, s. [Fr. absque.} A square tablet,

a cartouche. [Abacus.]
" In the centre or midst of the pegm was an alack,

lu which the elegy was written."

—

Ben Jonton : kin,-}

JamcM" Entertainment. vL 43&.

a back , * a-baoke, a bale, adv. [A.&
on baec = at or on the back.]

L Ordinary senses

:

1. Backwards.
" But when they ram* wber« thou thy skill didst show,
They drew atiacke, as half with shame confounded.''

Spetuer : Shepheard* Calender ; June.

2. Behind = from behind.

"Endangered her being set upon 1*ft before and
" -A' nolle* : Uat. of Turks, 879a.

3. Away, aloof (Scotch.)

"O wad they stay aback frs* courts
An please themselves wi conntra sports."

Burnt : The Twa Dogt.

i. Behind : of place. (Scotch.)

" The third that gawd a wee a>,<tck~—Burn*.

5, Back : of time past (Scotch.)

"Eight days aback."—Hou.; Helettore.

JX Technical:
/Vavt; Backwards, with the saili

presscd back against the mast
" Brace the foremost yards aback."

falconer; Shipwreck,

% Taken aback means (a) that the sails have
been driven in the opposite direction from that

in which the ship is advancing, and laid against

the mast. This may be produced by a sudden
change of the wind, or by an alteration in the
ship's course. A ship is laid abaci: when the

Balls are purposely put back to destroy the
forward motion of the vessel, or even make
her temporarily move stem foremost, to avoid
some danger ahead. Ships of war are also

laid aback when they have advanced beyond
their places in the line of buttle. Hence
(b) metaphorically from the above =s taken by
surprise.

tab'-a-co, *. Arithmetic. [Abacus.]

*a-back-ward, *a-bac-ward, adv. [Eng.

aback; -ward.] Aback, backward, to the rear.

"Arthur thehte hine abacward."
Layamon, ii. 41*

ab a cot, ab-o-cockod, ab-o-cock-et
A spurious word which owes its origin to

the fact that Hall, in his Union of Vie Two
Noble and Illustre Families of York and Lan-

castre, wrongly transcribed the word bycocket

(q.v.) from Fabyan, as booockxt, or that his

printer misread the manuscript and, joining

the article to the substantive, produced the

form abococket. Fleming corrected this form

to abaoot, and this error was perpetuated till its

exposure in the Athenceum of Feb. 4, 1882

ab- ac -tion, s. [Lat abactio = a drmng
away. ]

Law : A stealing of cattle on a large scaTa

[Abactor. J

ab-ac'-tor(p7.ab-ac-tdr'-es),s. [Lat.abactor

= a cattle-stealer on a large scale ; one who
drives away herds of cattle : abigo = to drive

away : ab = from ; ago = to lead or drive. J

Iil Law, with the same meaning as the Latin

word from which it comes. [Abigeat.]
" The ahactoret, or abigeatorea. who drove on* horse

or two mare* or oxen, or five hogs, or ten goaU, w*ra
subject to capital punishment"—Gibbon : Decl. t Fall.

cb. xliv.

ab'-a-cus, s. [Ger. abacus ; Fr. abaque ; I tal

abdeo ; fr. Lat abacus, Gr. «/*af, -a*oc (abax,

-akos). The word appears to have signified

originally and specially tlie Pythagorean mul-
tiplication table, and thus to have been de-

rived eithef from the first two letters of the

alphabet, or from the Heb. p^ (abag)= dust,

or a corresponding term in some other

Syro-Arabian language ; the allusion being to

the ancient practice of spreading dust on
tablets, with the view of tracing diagrams
among it Hence its various significations,

which are the same in English as they are in

Latin.]

wmtff
toce*- -«©©t

ABACUS, FOR COUNTING.

1. A counting-frame ; an instrument made
of wires and beads designed to facilitate arith-

metical calculations. It was used in Greece
as well as in Rome, and is still employed in

China, where it is called Shwanpan. In our
own country an abacus of a humble kind is

occasionally sold in toy-shops. [See Wright,

in Journ. Archaeological Assoc, ii. (1847), 64.]

2. Arch. : A flat stone crowning the capital

of a column. It was square in the Tuscan,

Doric, and all the ancient Ionic styles. In

the Corinthian and Composite orders the

sides were hollowed, and the angles in nearly

all cases truncated. It is the same in some of

the modern Ionic. In the Grecian Doric, the

Roman Doric, and the Tuscan, the abacus was
thick, while it was thin in the Doric and Corin-

thiau. It was to these last forms that Vitru-

vins, the Roman writer, who introduced the

word abacus into architectural nomenclature,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pfit,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, s6n; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian- se, oe = e ; ey = a. qu — kw.
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limited the term. The checker and tile, the

abacus of the Boric, he denominated plinthus

or plinthis = a plinth.

ABACUS : GRECIAN DORIC

IT Special uses of the word are found in the
following expressions :

—

(1.) Abacus harmonious: The arrangement
of the keys of a musical instrument.

(2.) Abacus major {Metal.) : A trough in

which ore is washed.
(3.) Abacus Pythagoricus : The multiplica-

tion table.

(4.) Abacus logisticus: A right-angled tri-

angle whose sides forming the right angle
contain the numbers from 1 to 60, and its area
the products of each two of the numbers per-

pendicularly opposite.

*abad, * a bade, * a-bai d {Scotch),

* a-bod ,
# a-bood' (Chaucer), s. [Abide.]

Delay, abiding, tarrying.

" For soone aitir that he was made
Lie iel witliouten k-nger abode."

Mti. of lUh Cent,

a-bad -don, a. [Gr. afio&Sov (abaddon) ;

Heb. riliw {abaddon)= destruction. It occurs
In the Heb. of Job xxxi. 12. From -Qtf (abad),

Heb. Chald. (E. Aram.), Syr., or Sam. = to be
destroyed, to perish.] A proper name.

1. The angel of the bottomless pit (Rev.
Ix. 11).

2. Poet. : Hell.
" In all ber gates Abaddon rues

Thy bold attempt" Milton : P. R., iv. tti.

* abide, * aba id (Scotch), pret. & pa. par.
[Abide.] Abode, remained.
" And courted wm with Britoiu that abode
With Cassibaslayn, the Kmg of Brytons brade."

Hardyng: Chronicle UM3J, W.

* ab-re-Il -i-en, v.t. [A.S. abmligan'i] To irri-

tate. (Stratmann : Did. 0. Eng. Lang.)

* abcellen, v.t. [A.S. dbatligan.] To oppose,
to irritate.

" Bruttee ofte hine abttileden.'
Layamon, it. 3.

* a baf -filed, pa. par. [Baffle.] Baffled,

treated scornfully.

"What do you think chill be abafelled up and
down the town."—London Prodigal, p. 21. {HalliwcU.)

ta-baffe, adv. [Abaft.] Behind.
"Once heave the lead again, and sound abaffe."

Taylor: Workt (1630).

a-baft', prep, [a = on ; beceftan, adv. &, prep.
= alter, behind ; A.S. atftan ; Goth, aftan.]

Naut. : Behind ; in the hinder part of the
ship, close towards the stern. (Opposed to
a/ore.)

" And the boteswalne of the galley walked abaft the
maate."—Hackluyt : Voyage*, vol. ii.

Abaft the beam: In that arch of the horizon
which is between a line drawn at right angles
to the keel, and the point to which the stern
is directed.

H Sometimes contracted into aft, as in the
expression "fore and aft." [Aft, After.]

* a-bais -anoe, s. [Fr. abaisser=to depress.]

[Obeisance.]
"To make a low abaUanc*.*—Skinner : Etymologi-

•on Lingua Anglican** (1671).

^1 Skinner considers tliat abaiaance is more
correct than obeisance, which even in his time
was taking its place and is now universal.

•a-baisch -ite, *a baischt ,
* a baissed

,

* a baisshed , * a baist , * a ba sit,
* a bast , pa. par. [Abase, Abash.*] Abashed,
aahamed, frightened, bereaved, disappointed.

** I was abaitchite. be oure Lorde
01 our beat* bernea," Morte Arthur*.

a-bai'-sor, 5. [Deriv. uncertain.] Burnt
ivory, or ivory black.

* a bai sse, v.t. LAbase.]

* a bait -en, v.t. To bait. (Stratmann.)

t a-bait meat, s. [Abate.] (Scotch.) Diver-
sion, sport.

"For qulia sa lint sere gladaum garni* tere

Ful niouy mery ubaUmeiUU CUowls litre."

Douglas: Virgil. 136, J6.

* a-balt -ward, adv. Backwards. (HaUiweU.)

ab-a'-H-en-ate, v.t. [Lat. abalienatus, pa.

par. of abalieno m to alienate property from
one to another, to transfer the ownership from
one to another : ab = from, and alieno = (1)

to alienate, to transfer by sale ; (2) to set at
variance, to render averse ; aiienus = belong-

ing to another, or foreign ; alius m another.]

1 1. Civil Law : To transfer property, or some-
thing else of value, from ourselves to others.

2. Gen. : To withdraw the affection from,
to estrange. [Alienate.]

"Soto bewitch them, so abalienate their miudt,"—
Archb. Sandyt : Sermon*, to. 13*i b.

ab-a'-li^Sn-a-ted, pa. par. [Abalienate.]

ftb-a'-li-en-a-ting, pr. par. [Abalienate.]

ab a li-en-a -tion, s. The transfer of pro-
perty, such as land, goods, or chattels, from
one to another. [Abalienate.]

ab-a-mur us, 5. [Lat. murus = & wall.]

Arch: A buttress, or second wall, erected

to strengthen another' one.

* a band , v.t. [Poet. : Contracted from aban-
don.] To forsake. [Abandon.]

'"And Vortiger enforat the kingdoine to aband."
Spenser: F. Q., II. x. 65.

a-ban -don, v.t. [Fr. abandonner, from A
bandon = at liberty : a = Lat. ad = at ; O. Fr.
bandon = Low Lat. baiulum — an order, a
decree ; Sp. ii Port, abandonnar; Ital. abban-
do)iare.]

* 1. Prim & special : To cast out an object
in consequence of its having been denounced
or fallen into evil repute.

"Blessed shall ye be when men shall hate you and
abandon your name as evil."

—

£ukc vi. 22 (Eheims
version). ' Oast out your name as evil" (Auth. version).

2. To cast away anything, without its being
implied that it has been denounced.

"Abandon fear." Milton; P. £., vi. 4M.

"In the Middle Ages the system derived from the
Roman calendar . . . was to a great extent aban-
doned."—Leteit : Attron. of the Ancient*.

3. To leave, to yield up.

"Meanwhile the British Channel seemed to he aban-
doned to French rovers."

—

Macaulay; Mitt, of Eng.,
chap. xlr.

4. To desert a person to whom one owes
allegiance, or is under obligation.

"A court swarming with sycophants, who were
ready, on the first turn of fortune to abandon aim as
they had abandoned his uncle. —Macaulay: Hist.
Eng., chap. xi.

5. ReJUx. : To resign (oneself), eg., to indo-
lence, or to vice.

"He abandoned himself without reserve to his
favourite vice."

—

Macaulay: Hut. Eng., chap. xiv.

6. Comm. : To give over to insurers a ship
or goods damaged as a preliminary to claim-
ing the whole money insured thereupon,

* 7. To bring under absolute dominion.
(Scofcft.)

" And 5w.i the land abandonteynt he.
That durst nane warae to do hie will." Barbour.

* 8. To let loose, to give permission to act
at pleasure. (Scotch.)

" The hardy Bruce ane ost abandonieynt
xx thousand he rewyilt be force and wit."

Wallace, x. SIT, MS.
* 9. To destroy, to cut off, in consequence

of being given over. (Scotch.)

" Yondyr the king this ost abandonand."
Wallace, x. 269, MS.

*10. To deter, effectually to prevent. (Scotch.)
m To dant their attemptatis and to abandon thaym

in tymes cumyng."

—

Belten. : Cron.. b. 10, c. 2.

If Wedgwood considers that signification

No. 7 is the primary one.

* a-ban -don, 5. [Abandon, v.t.]

1. A relinquishment.

2. One who completely forsakes or deserts a
person or thing.

"A friar, an abandon of the world."—Sir E. Sandy*

:

State of Religion.

In abandon (Scotch) : At random. (Barbour,
lix. 335, MS.)

* a-ban'-don, adv. [A.N. a ba/ulun = a.i dis-
creUuii.]

1. Lit : At discretion, freely.
" Aftir this swift gift 'tis but reason

lie give his gode tou in abandon."
Rom. of the Rate, 1,8*4.

2. In a completely exposed state.
" His ribbes and scholder fel adoun.
Men might see the liver aba >

Arthour * M*rMn, p. KB.

abandoned, pn. par. k adj. [Abandon.]
Used in the same senses as the verb, and also
As adjective

:

1. Deserted.

"Your abandoned streams." Thonuon : Liberty.

2. Wholly given up to wickedness, hope-
lessly corrupt.

"... the evidence of abandoned persons who would
not have been admissible as witnesses before the
secular tribunals."—Froude : MM. Eng., chap. vi.

% Dryden (Span. Friar, iv. 2) has the redun-
dant expression abandoned o'er, now obsolete.

a-ban'-don-ee, *. [Abandon.]
Legal : A person to whom anything is aban-

doned.

a-ban'-don-er, *. [Abandon.] One who
abandons.

"Abcindoner of revels, mute, contemplative."
Shakesp. <* Flei. : Ttoo Noble Kintmen, v. 8.

a-ban don Ing, pr. par., & s. [Abandon.]
As subst. : A forsaking ; a total desertion.
"When thus the helm of Justice is abandoned, a

universal abandoning of all other posts will succeed."—Burke.

* a-ban'-d4n-ljff adv. [Abandon. (Scotch.)
At random, without regard to danger. (Wal-
lace, iv. 670, MS. ; vii. 053, MS.)

a ban -don-ment, [Abandon,]
1. Ord. sense : The act of abandoning, giving

up, or relinquishing,

"The 1-atins now make secret preparations for the
open abandonment of their long-standing Roman
alliance"—Lewi*: Cred, Early Rom. Mist., ch. xiii.

2. The state of being abandoned, as *' He
was in a state of complete abandonment."

3. Comm. : The relinquishment of an interest
or claim. Thus, in certain circumstances, a
person who has insured property on board a
ship may relinquish to the insurers a remn;int
of it saved from a wreck, as a preliminary to
calling upon them to pay the full amount of
the insurance effected. The term is also used
of the surrender by a debtor of his property.

* a-ban dum, s. [Ban.]
Old Law Anything forfeited or confiscated.

(Ducange.)

* a-ban -dune, v.t. [A.S.] To subject, to
abandon.

" Fortune to her lawys can not alaudime me."
Skelton: Workt, 1. 2T3. (MalliioeU.)

a-ban -ga, *. [Local name.] A name given
by the negroes in the island of St. Thomas to

a kind of palm. [Ady.]

* a banne, v.t. [Ban.] To curse.

"So solemnly to abanne and accurse them all."

—

Jewell : Workt, ii. 697.

a-ban-nl'-tion, $. [Law Lat. abannitio, an
old legal term, now little used. ] Banishment
for one or two years for manslaughter. [Ban. J

* a bap-tis - ton, or a-bap-tist'-i-on, s.

[Gr. uBitittiorov (abaptiston) = not to be dipped,
/3ajrT('Cw (baptizb) = to dip; frequentative of

j3tiwTo> (baptb) — to dip, to dye. In Galen is

found the expression afta-mio-rov rpvtravo*

(trupanon)= a trepan not to be dipped, that
is, with a guard to prevent its sinking too
deeply. ]

Old Surg. : A guarded trepan. [Trepan.]

* a-bar'-$$7; s. [Low Lat. abartia.] Insatiable-

ncss. [Abarstick.] (Ducavgt.)

*a-ba're, v.t. [A.S. abarian.] To make bare,

"to uncover. [Bare.]

* a-bar-rand, pr. par. [Aberr.] Departing
from, aberring.

*a-ba'rre, v.t. [A.N. abarrer.] To prevent.
*' the famouse princes of Israel, which did

not only abarre. ydulatrye and other uugodlyness,
but utterly aWdiahed all occasyonc of the same."—
Wright : Monastic Letter*, p. 209.

* a-bar stick or abas -tick, a. [Etym.
uncertain, possibly connected with abarcy
(q.v.). Insatiable. (Blount.)

* a-bar'-Stick, 5. Insatiableness. (Cockeram.)

* a-bar'-stir, a, [Abase ?] More downcast.
" Might uo more be abarstir"—Townelcy Mytterie*.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, tian = ahan. -tion, -sion shun; tion, slon m shun, -tious, -clous, Hdous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. m bel» del*
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WISOS ABASED.

ab-ar-tlc'-n-la-tion, s. [Lat ab = from

;

articvlatio = a putting forth of new joints:

articulo = to divide into joints ; artuatlua m a

little joint ; artus = a joint. ]

Anat. : That kind of articulation, or joint-

ing, which admits of obvious or extensive

motion. Synonymoua with diarthrosis and

dearticulation (q.v.).

aV-bas, s. [In Ger., &a, abas : der. apparently
frum Shah Abbas of Persia.} A weight used in

Persia for weighing pearls. It is one-eighth
less than the European carat, and is equal to
2*25 grains Troy.

a'-bas,s. [Arab.]

Med. : A cutaneous disease, the scald-head
(Porrigo favosa). [Porriqo.]

a-base, v.t. [Ft. abaisser ; Low Lat. abassare
= to lower ; Ital. abbassare ; Sp. abaxar: cogn.
with Eng.baM; Low Lat. bassus= low.] [Abash.]

1. Lit. : To depress, to lower.
* And will she yet abate her eyes on me ?

"

> Shakesp. : Richard III., i. 2.

2. Fig. : To make low, to lower, to degrade,

to humble, to disgrace.

"But the Hydes abated themselves in vain."—
Macaulay : Hitt Eng.. ch. vi.

K To abase the coinage ; same as to debase

(q.v.). [Abasing, *., 3.]

a based , pa. par. or a. [Abas*.]

1. In the same senses as the verb.

8, Her. : The term used (1) when the
wings, e.g., in place of

being expanded, with
their apices pointing
outward, either look
down towards the
point of the shield,

or else are shut (2)

When a chevron, fesse,

or another ordinary,

is borne lower than
its usual situation.

(Parker, Glou. of Her.)

[Abase.]

arbase ment, s. [Abase.]

1. The act of bringing low or humbling.
2. The state of being brought low.

"There Is an abatement because of glory."—JTccJai
ax.lL

a-bash, v.t, [O. Fr. esbahir; Fr. ebahir.] To
put to shame, to cause to hang down the head,
by suddenly exciting in one the consciousness
of guilt, mistake, or inferiority ; to destroy
the self-possession of a person ; to dispirit

;

to put to confusion.
" He was a man whom no cheek could abash."—

Macaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. xiv.

%-baah ed, pa. par. & a. [Abash.] (1) As
the verb — to put to shame ; hence (2) Modest,
unobtrusive, bashful.

Wordtworth : Kxcurtion, bk. rUL

e>-bash-£ng, pr. par. &,s. [Abash.]

As subst. : A putting to shame.

" An abashing without end."

—

Chaucer : Boeciut,

abash -merit, s. [Abash.] Confusion pro-
duced by shame ; fear, consternation ; a being
put to shame.

" Which manner of abathment became her not yll."

—SkeUon, p. W.

%-ba -sing, pr. par. k t. [Abase.]

As substantive

:

1. Lit. (as 1. of the verb) : A depressing, a
making lowet

"Yet this should be done with a demure abating of
your eye."—Bacon : Workt, vol. L

2. Fig. : A making low, a humbling. The
same as Abasement.

*3. Depreciation of the coinage. [Deba-
V 8INO.]

a has -si, abas sis, or a baa sees, i

[Pers.] A Persian silver coin (from Shah
Abbas IL, under whom it was struck), bearing
the value of about lOjd. sterling, but varying
with the price of silver.

a-baa -tard-ise, r t. [A.N. abastarder.] To
' reduce to the conditfon of a bastard. [Bas-
tard. ]

" Corrupted and abattardited thus. " — Daniel

:

pi> Arc

* a-ba -sure, «. [A.N.] Abasement. (Towne-
ley Mysteries.)

* a-ba'-ta-ble, a. Able to be abated ; that

may be abated. [Abate.]

a-ba-ta-men'-tum, s. [Law Lat] [Abate.]

Law : An entry by interposition ; the terra

used when, on the death of a landowner, some
one, not the heir or devisee, takes unlawful
possession of the estate.

* ab a tayl -ment, s. [A.N.] A battlement.
(Sir Gawayne, p. 30.)

a-ba'te, v.t. ki. [O. Fr. abatre; Fr. abattre
= to beat down ; battre = to beat or strike

;

Sp. batir, abatir ; Port, bater, abater; I tat.

battere, dbbattere ; Low Lat. abatto : a = down,
and Lat batuo, battuo ~ to hit to strike.]

[Beat, Bate.]

L Transitive:
1. Lit. (of material things):
4 (a) To beat down, to overthrow.

" The more schuln they ben abatid and defouled In
b*lle."—Chaucer: Perto-net Tale, p. 184.

* (&) To lower.
" Alle the baners that Crysten founde
They were abatyd*r."—Octanan, imp. 1741.

2. Fig.:

(«) To contract, to cut short, to lessen,
diminish, moderate, mitigate.

"'Nought that he saw his sadness could abate.'
Byron; Childe Harold, L 84.

Abate thy rage, great du
Hhaketp.. Henry K, 111. 1

" weary night, Ion* and tedloni night.
Abate thy hours : shiue comforts from the east"

Shaketp. : Mid*. Nights Dream, iii. S.

1
(&) To subtract, to deduct : sometimes

followed by from.

(c) To remit : e.g., a tax.
" To replenish an exhausted treasury, it was pro-

posed to resume the lavish and ill-placed gifts of his
predecessor : his prudence abated one moiety of the
restitution.*—Gibbon ; DecL and Fall, ch. xlvllL

* 3. Law: (i.) To beat down, to pull down,
to destroy, to put an end to, as " to abate a nui-
sance." (ii.) To annul a suit or action, (iii.)

To reduce proportionally a legacy or a debt
when the testator or bankrupt has not left

funds enough to pay it in full.

4, Metall. : To reduce to a lower temper.

11. Intransitive

:

1. To decrease, to become less ; applied to
material substances, to movements, to dis-

eases, also to feelings or emotions, and indeed
to anything capable of diminution.

• The wind
Was fall'n, the rain abated."

Wordtworth \ Excursion, It
" The fury of Glengarry, not being inflamed bv any

fresh provocation, rapidly abated."— Macaulay : Hitt.
Mng., ch. xiii.

2. To lessen, to moderate.
" So toilsome was the road to trace.
The guide, abating of his pace,
Led slowly through the pass's laws."

•Scott .- Lady of the Lot*, Y. «.

3. To cease altogether.
" Ys continaunce abated eny boast to make "

Political Songs, p. 31*.

4. Law: (i.) To come to nought, to fall

through, to fail, (ii.) To abate into a freehold
= enter into a freehold on the death of the
former possessor, regardless of the rights be-
longing to the heir or devisee.

* 5. Horsemanship : A horse is said to abate,
or take down his curvets, when he puts both
his hind legs to the ground at once, and ob-
serves the same exactness at every successive
step which he takes.

5. Falconry : To flutter or beat with the
wings.

" A hawke that traveleyth upon the teyne. a man
may know If he take hede, for such is her maner that
she wolde pante for abatyng then another doth, for in
and if she wolde lose her breth whether ahe be hitch or
low.**—ReUg. Antiq., L 800.

abate, s. [Old Ft. abat.] Event, adventure.

L, (Scotch.) Accident ; something that sur-
prises, as being unexpected.

2. A casting down. [Abate, v.t.]

a-ba'-ted, pa. par. & adj. [Abate.]

As adjective

:

1. Generally the same as the verb.

1 2. Poet. : Humbled
" Still your old foes deliver you, as moat
Abated captives, to some nation."

Shaketp. ; Coriolanut, 11L I

abatelement (pron. abate -le-mangj, a
[From Fr. abattre = to beat down.]

1. Comm. : A local term, formerly a sentence
of the French consul in the Levant agaiust any
merchants of his country who broke their bar-
gains or defrauded their creditors. Till the
abatelement was taken off, the delinquent
could not sue any person for debt.

2. Her. : A mark of disgrace affixed to an
escutcheon. [Abatement, 5. ]

a bate ment, s. [Abate. J

L Gen. : The act of abating, the state of
being abated, or the amount abated.

U. More specifically

:

1. A lessening, diminution, decrease.

"Abatement in the public enthusiasm for the new
monarch. "—Index to Macaulay't " Hitt. Eng."

"The spirit of accumulation . . . requires abate-
ment rather than increase."— Mill: Pol. Econ., bk. i.

2. Deduction, subtraction.
" Would the Council of Regency consent to an abate-

ment of three hundred thousand pounds!"—Macau-
lay: Hitt. Eng., chap. xxii.

3. Comm.: (a) Discount for ready money.
(b) A deduction from the value of goods occa-
sionally made at custom-houses on account of
damage or loss sustained in the warehouse.
This is called also rebate, or rebatement.
[Rebate.]

i. Law: (i.) A beating down, a putting
down, as the abatement of a nuisance, (ii.) A
quashing, a judicial defeat, the rendering abor-
tive bylaw, as when a writ is overthrown by
some fatal exception taken to it in court ; a
plea designed to effect this result is called a
plea in abatement. All dilatory pleas are con-
sidered pleas in abatement, in contradistinc-
tion to pleas in bar. (iii.) Forcible entry of
a stranger into an inheritance when the person
seised of it dies, and before the heir or de-
visee can take possession. [Ouster,]

5. Her. : Abatements, sometimes called re-

batements, are real or imaginary marks of
disgrace affixed to an escutcheon on account
of some flagrantly dishonourable action on the
part of the bearer. Scarcely any instance is

on record of such marks of disgrace having
been actually affixed to an escutcheon.

a-ba'-ter, s. [Abate.] The person who, or
the thing which abates. [Abator.]

" A batert of acrimony or sharpness are expressed
oils of ripe vegetables. '—Arbuthnot.

aba-ting, pr. par. [Abate.]

abat-jour (a-ba -ihdr), *. [Fr.] A sky
light or sloping aperture made in the wall of
an apartment for the admission of light

abator, s. [Abate, Abater.]
1. Law : One who, on the death of a person

seised, of an inheritance, enters it before the
rightful heir or devisee can take possession.

2. One who abates a nuisance.

3. An agent or cause through or by which an
abatement is effected.

abattis or abatis (pron. a-bat'-te as a
French word, but often, as English, a-bat-
tis), s. [Ft. abatis, from abattre —to beat
down,]

1. Rubbish.
2. Fort. : A temporary defence formed by

felling trees, and placing them in a row, with
their boughs, which are pointed, directed

Tinst the enemy ; they impede the advance
the foe, besides affording cover for the

defenders to fire over.
" Kiltlades protected his flanks from the enemy's

cavalry by an abattit."—ThirUeaU: Greece, chap. xiv.

" Pretty groups of trees, too, have been cut down in
a slovenly manner to form abattU."—Timet, Dec., 187€.

a-bat'-tlsed, a. Furnished with an abattis.

abattoir (a-bit'-warX »• [Ft. abattre = to

beat down/to fell. ] A building in which cattle

are slaughtered. One was commenced in Pari*

by decree of Napoleon L, in 1810, and it was

fito, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, a), ce = e; ey = a. qu - lew*
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finished in 1818. An approach to the abattoir
system has been made in London since the
removal of Smithtield Cattle Market to the
north of the metropolis in 1855 ; it lias been
introduced also into various provincial towns.

a battuta (pron. a bat-tu'-ta). [Ital.

:

(lit.) to the beat]
Music: In strict or measured time. "This

term is usually employed when a break in the
time of a movement has occurred, and it is

desirable to resume the original pace by the
beat. (Stainer ct Barrett)

* ab a-tude ', ft [Late Lat. abatuda.] Any-
thing diminished. (Bailey,) (In old records,
Moneta abatuda is clipped money.) [Abate.]

* ab -a-tiire. [Fr. abattre = to beat.] Grass
beate'n down by the trampling of a stag pass-
ing through it.

ab at vent (pron. ab a van), ». [Fr.]

Arch. : The sloping roof of a tower ; a pent-
house.

ab at voix (pron. ab -av wa, *. [Fr.]
Arch. : A sounding-board over a pulpit.

abavi (pron. ab'-a-ve), a-ba-vo', s. [Local
names.] The name, in various African dia
lects, of the Baobab tree, Adansonia digitata.

* ab a we, * ab aue, aba ve, *a-bay,
v.t.

1. To bow, to bend. (MS. Cantab. Halli-
well.)

2. To dazzle, astonish, or confound.
"I «u abawed for nierveille."

Rotnaunt of the Rot*. 3.614

*ab a wed, pa. par. [Abawe. ]

*a-bay, *a-baye, s. [A.N.] [Bay.] The
barking of a dog.

"... and make a short ahay for to rewarde the
bond..-*."—Ms. Bodl. 646. (Halliwell.)

H At abaye : At bay.
" Then the forest they fraye
The hertes bade at abaye."

Degrevante MS. {Balliwelt .)

•a-bay', *ab-bay/

, * a-ba'yc v.i. To
obey. [Abawe.]

"... and every man have a small rodde yn bis
hood to holde of the houndea that the! ahul the
better abaye."—MS. Bodl. 546.

•a-ba'y, v.i. & v.t. [Abie (2).] (Skinner.)

#a-ba'y, v.t. To astonish. [Abawe.] (Scotch.)

•a-bays, v.t. [Fr. abassir.} To abash, to
confound . (Scotch .)

*a bay schid, * a-bay ssh-lte, pa. par.
Abashed, frightene'd. [Abash.]

•a-bayst, pa. par. of Abase. [A.N.] Disap-
pointed.

"And that when that they were travyat
And of herborow were abayit."

Brit. BM. iv. S3. {I/alliteell : Diet.)

* abb, 5. [A.S. ab or 06 = (1) a beam, (2) the
woof in weaving yarns.] A term formerly
used among weavers, and signifying yarn for
the warp.

If Abbwool := wool for the yarn used in a
weaver's warp.

ab -ba, s. [Heb. 3^ (ab) = father, with suffix
ba to represent the definite article.] The E.
Aram. (Chal.) and Syr. name Tot father.

* ab-bac'-in-ate, v.t. [Ital. ad = to ; bacino

= abasin.] To destroy the eye-sight by placing
a red-hot copper basin close to the eyes. It
was chiefly on captive princes, or other persons
of influence, that this detestable cruelty was
practised. Ducange cites instances of its per-
petration among the Italians in mediaeval
times, the Greeks of the lower empire, and
others. He also repeats the story that, early
in the twelfth century, Henry I., King of Eng-
land, thus treated his brother Robert, the
deposed Duke of Normandy, but the charge
is not supported by contemporary evidence.
(Ducange, Lexicon, art. "Abbacinare.")

* ab bac In a -tlon, *. The destruction of
the eye-sight in the manner described under
the verb Abbacinate

ab ba cy, s. [Low Lat. abbatia, from E. Aram,
and Syr. abba as father.] The dignity, rights,
and privileges of an abbot. [ABbOT, Abba.]

"According to Telinus, an abbacy is the dignity
itaelf."—Ayliffe : Parergon Jurit Canonici.

ab ban don a men -te. [Ital .]

Music: With self-abandonment, despond-
uigfy.

* ab'-bas, 5. Old spelling of Abbess (q.v.).

*ab'-bat, 5. [Abbot.] [In reality a more
correct form of the word than Abbot. It

comes from abbatem, accus. of Lat. abbas, from
Syr. abba = father.]

" The abbatt of exempt abbeys."— Qlouary of
Heraldry, 1677.

* ab -ba-tesse, s. Fern, form of Abbat (q.v.).

ab ba'-ti -al, a. Pertaining to an abbey.
" Abbatial government was probably much more

favourable to national prosperity than baronial au-
thority."—Sir T. Eden: State of the Poor. p. 60.

abbat -1-cal, a. The same as Abbatial.

* ab bay or * ab-baye, s. An old spelling
of Abbey.

" They carled him unto the next abbay."
Chaucer: Prioresses Tale, 15,035

" They would rend this Abbaye's massy nave."
Scott : Lay of Last Minstrel, canto 1L, 14.

abbe, (pron. ab ba), s. [The French term for
Abbot.] Literally, the same as an abbot, but
more generally :. mere title for any clergyman
without any definite office or responsibilities.

Before the first French Revolution the title

was so fashionable that many men who had
pursued a course of theological study, though
not at all of ecclesiastical proclivities, assumed
it ; but that practice almost terminated with
1789, after which the word became once mors
limited to its natural meaning.
" Ere long some bowing, smirking, smart Abbl."

Cowper : Progress of Error.

If Abbes Commendataires. [Abbot.]
* ab'-belt, *. [A corruption of Habit.] (Scotch.)

Dress, apparel. (Bannatyne: Poems.)

ab be88, 3. [O. Fr. abaese, dbbesse; Low Lat,
abbatissa.] The lady superior of a nunnery,
exercising the same authority over the nuns
that an abbot does over monks in a convent,
the only exception being that she cannot
exercise strictly ecclesiastical functions.

" The Palmer oaught the Abbess' eye."
gcott : Marmion, V.T*.

ab -bey, s. [O. Fr. abeie, abaie ; Fr. abbaj/e,

from Low Lat. abbatia ; Ital. abbadla or badia;
Ger. abtei.]

1. A monastic community. A society of
celibates of either sex, who, having withdrawn
from "the world" and bound themselves by
religious vows, henceforth live in seclusion,
the men, termed monks, in a convent, and the
females, denominated nuns, in a nunnery, the
former ruled over by an abbot [Abbot], and the
latter by an abbess. Originally the term
abbey was applied to all such fraternities or
sisterhoods, then it became more limited in
meaning, as a distinction was drawn between
an abbey proper and a priory. The more
powerful abbeys in the Middle Ages tended to
throw out offshoots, as a vigorous church
now is pretty sure to found one or more
humbler churches in its vicinity. These were
called priories, and were ruled by priors,
which was a more modest dignity than that of
abbot. For a period they were subject to the
authority of the abbot by whose instrumen-
tality they had been founded, then they
gained strength and became independent of
the parent monastery, and finally the distinc-
tion between an abbey and a priory almost
vanished. [Monastery.]

2. A building either now or formerly in-
habited by a monastic community. An abbey
in the Middle Ages had a church, a dormi-
tory, a refectory for meals, a proper pantry
for viands, and all other conveniences for the
monks, who, though individually poor, were
collectively rich. It stood in the midst of
grounds walled round for protection and
privacy. Some abbeys have been converted
into modern cathedrals or churches, others
are in ruins. [Priory, Convent, Nunnery,
Monastery.]

'* It is impossible to conceive a more beautiful speci-
men of lightness and elegance of Gothic architecture
than the eastern window of Melrose Abbey."—Scott i

Jfotei to " Lay of Latt Minstrel," il. 8.

IT In the mouth of a Londoner, " the Abbey"
signifies Westminster Abbey.

" All the steeples from the Abbey to the Tower sent
forth a joyous din."—Macaulay : Bin. ofEng., chap. xi.

% In Scotland, M the Abbey " specially means
Holyrood House. [Abbey-laird.]

3. The privileges of sanctuary possessed by
those repairing to any such building.

Scots taw : The right of sanctuary afforded
to a debtor who lives within the precincts of
Holyrood House.

abbey-laird, s. A cant term for an in-
solvent debtor who takes up his residence
within the precincts of Holyrood as a protec-
tion against his creditors. (Scotch.)

abbey-land, s. Land now, or formerly,
attached to an abbey. On the suppression of
the monasteries at the period of the English
Reformation, the abbey-lands were transferred
to the Crown, and were soon afterwards
given, at prices beneath their value, to pri-
vate persons. By the statute 1st PhiL &
Mary, c. 8, any one molesting the possessors
of abbey-lands, granted by Parliament to
Henry VIII. or Edward VI., incurred the
penalty of a premunire. While yet the lands
now referred to were attached to the respec-
tive abbeys, their possessors, in most cases,
had succeeded in freeing them from all charge
for tithes. When their modern owners manage
to prove this they also are exempt from tithe
rent-charge. (See Blackstone*s Commentaries,
Book IV., ch. 8; Book IL, ch. 3.)

abbey-lubber, s. Atermofcontemptfor
a fat, lazy, idle monk. Jennings says it is

still used in Somerset for an idle fellow.
" This is no Father Dominic, no huge overgrown

abbey-lvAbcr ; this is but a diminutive, sucking friar."—Drytien : Spanish Friar, Ui. 2.

% Besides abbey-land and abbey-lubber there
are in English literature a number of other
words compounded with abbey; for instance,
abbey-church and abbey-plate (Froude), abbey-
gate and abbey-wall (Shakespeare).

* ab -bey, *. [A.N. Probably a corruption of
Abele (q.v.).] A name given in Yorkshire
and Westmoreland to the great white poplar,
a variety of Populus alba.

" ab big -get, v. t. To expiate, to make amends
for. [Abie (2).]

* ab bis, s. pi. [An old form of Albs.] White
surplices worn by priests. (Scotch.)

*ab bod, 5. 01dformofABBOT(q.v.). (Robert

of Gloucester.

ab bot, * ab bat, or ab 6t. [A.S. abbod,

abbad; Ger.oot; Fr.a&fte; ltal.abate; Low Lat.
abbas, fr. E. and W. Aram.afa&a; Heb. an (ab)
= father, of which the plural sounds like
abbot, r\\yt».(aboth). [Abba.]
A term originally applied to any monk, or

to any ecclesiastic, specially if aged, and de-
signed to express veneration for his sanctity

;

then limited to the superior of a society of
monks living in a monastery; next restricted
still further to the ruler of an abbey as con-
tradistinguished from a priory ; and, finally,

acquiring again a somewhat more extended
meaning as the distinction between an abbey
and a priory became less regarded. [Abbey,
Priory.]
When in the fourth century, A.D., the scat-

tered and solitary monks living in the Egyp-
tian and other deserts began to be gathered
into small communities, each society elected
a spiritual chief over it, to whom the name
abbot was given by the Syrians and others,
and archimandrite by the Greeks. The bishop
soon gained the right of confirming the nomi-
nation. As yet the abbots were deemed lay-
men, but about the sixth century most of them
became priests. After the second Nicene
Council, in A.D. 787, they were allowed to
consecrate monks for the lower sacred orders.
The abundant leisure which they possessed
led a few of them to become learned men,
and the bishops finding them useful in con-
troversies with " heretics," gradually induced
them to remove their monasteries to the
vicinity of towns. By the eleventh century
their influence had so increased that the more
powerful of them succeeded in shaking off the
authority of the bishops, owning no jurisdic-

tion now but that of the Pope ; these were, in
consequence, called insulated- abbots. Though
nominally the next grade below bishops, yet
most of them adopted the episcopal crosier,

which, however, they bore in their right hand,
while the bishops did so in their left. They
also assumed mitres like their rivals, and
even many ordinary abbots became crosiered

;

thus a distinction arose between mitred and
crosiered abbots. The houses presided over
by insulated abbots had mostly sent forth

priories ; the heads of those which had done
so on a large scale were sometimes called car-

dinal abbots ; and the ambitious title of
oecumenical, meaning universal abbot, imitated
from the patriarch of Constantinople, was not
unknown. The privilege of making appoint-
ments to posts of such importance was

boll, boy; pout, jo^rl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem: thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = fc

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion-shun; -tlon, -slon = zhnn. -tious, -clous, aioas shus. -ble, -die, &e- = bel, del.
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claimed, and in many places successfully, by
the civil power, which then nominated laymen
for secular ends. Hence arose abbot-counts

(in Lat. abba- or abbi-comiUs) and field-abbots

(in Lat. abbates milites), who received appoint-

ments on condition of rendering military

service for what was deemed their feof. In

Germany there were prince abbots, and Kings

Philip I. and Louis VI. of France were abbots

of the monastery of St. Aignan.

In England, before the Reformation, twenty-

six or twenty-seven mitred abbots, with two
priors, sat in the House of Lords; the former

were called, in consequence, abbots-general, or

abbots-sovereign. They ceased to be peers

when the monasteries were suppressed by
Henry VIII.
Bishops whose cathedrals were at one time

abbeys have sometimes been called abbots.

In modern Roman Catholic countries abbots

are generally divided into regular and com-

mendatory {abbes commendataires). The former

are really monks ; the latter are only laymen,

but are obliged to take orders when they have
reached the right age.

1 Abbot of the People was a title formerly

given in Genoa to one of the chief civil

magistrates, a layman. A person who in

mediaeval times was the leader of Christmas

revels was called by the English the Abbot or

Lord of Misrule, by the Scotch the Abbot of

Unreason, and by the French Abbe de Liesse =
the Abbot of Joy. [Lord (1), «. 1 (3).]

6b -bot-shlp, 5. The state, position, or ap-
pointment of an abbot.

abbreuvolr (approximately ab - bx&v' -

war), s. [Properly Fr. = a watering-place ;

a drinktng-pond for animals. Ital. abbeverare :

from&ewre; Lat. bibers = to drink. The English
brew is from a different root. J

L A watering-place.

2. Masonry : The junction between two
stones ; the interstices between two stones

designed to be tilled up with mortar.

ab-bre -vi-at©, v.t. [Lat. abbreviates, pa.
" par. of abbrevio : ad = to, and brevis = short

;

op. abreviar ; Ital. abbreviare ; from Lat.

abbrevio ; Gr. &paxvvu> (brachuno), 0paxv«
(brachus) = brevis = short]

1. To shorten, to curtail, to reduce to a
smaller compass, yet without loss of the main
substance.

"It i« one thing to abbreviate by contracting
another by cutting oS."—Bacon: Xttay xxvi.

2. To shorten, to cut short with a lessening

of the main substance.

"The length of their days before the Flood were
abbreviated after."—Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

3. Arith. A Alg. : To reduce a fraction to its

lowest terms. [Abbreviation, II.]

ab-bre'-vi-ate, *. An abridgment. {Whit-
lock : Manners of the English.)

Scotch Law : Abbreviate of adjudication,

means an abstract of adjudication, and of the
lands adjudged, with the amount of the debt.

ab-bre'-vi-ate, a. & *pa. par. [Abbreviate,
v.t.) [Used occasionally fur the regular form
Abbreviated (q. v.).]

ab-bre'-vl-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Abbre-
viate.]

1. Shortened, abridged, contracted.
" Irregular, abbreviated, and bastardized language*."

—Da rwin ' Detc
«/ Man. toI. L,
part i.. ch. ii.

2. Arith. db

Alg. : Reduced
to lower terms;
shortened,sim-
plified.

3. Botany : A
term used in
comparative
descriptions to
indicate that
one part is

shorter than
another. For
instance.an ab-
breviated calyx
is one which is

shorter than
the tube of the
corolla (a in

fig.).

* ab-bre'-vi-ate-ljk adv. [Eng. abbreviate

;

-ly.] Shortly, concisely.

"Abbreviate and sneetely according to my old plain
•ong."—-VuiAe : Lcttem Stuffe.

FLOWER OF PCLMONARI

A

UARITWA, WITH ABBRE-
VIATED CALYX.

ab-bre'-vi-a-tlng, pr. par. [Abbreviate.]

ab-bre -vi-a -tion, s. [Abbreviate.]

L Gen- The act or process of shortening,

abridging, or contracting.
'*.

. . the process of abbreviation and softening,"—
Donaldson: S. CratyUu, bk. ii.. c. ii.. p. tvi.

1. Spec.: The curtailment of a document
or the contraction of a word or words by
omitting several of the letters, as M.A.=
Master of Arts [see A as an abbreviation], adj.

for adjective, &c
2. Alg. & Arith, : The reduction of a fraction

to a simpler form : as

(a + b)3a
to

1

3a* (a + 6) a

3. Music: A conventional way of writing

the notes so as to save space. Thus, a semi-

breve with the symbol of a quaver underneath

signifies
-•**_?*

(that is, as many quavers as there are in a semi-

breve) ; so _s*_ means as many demi-semi-

quavers as there are in a crotchet—viz., 8.

IX The result of such an act or process ;

thus M.A. is the abbreviation of Master of

Arts.

I is the abbreviation of~ +h
^
3a

, &c.
a 3a* (a + b)

"... In the circumstance of using abbreviation*."—
Swift.

UX The state of being shortened or

abridged.

ab-bre -vi-a-tor, *. [Abbreviate.]

1. Gen. : One who abridges or curtails.

" Neither the Archbishop nor his abbreviator*.'—
Hamilton : Logic, li.

2. Spec: The term applied to a college of

seventy-two persons in the Roman Chancery
whose duty it is to abridge the petitions

granted by the Pope into proper forms for

^eing converted into bulls.

ab-bro'-vl-a -tdr-jf, a. Abbreviating, short-

ening. [Abbreviate.]

•ab-bre'-vi-a-tiire, s. [Ital. abbrcmatnra.]

1. A mark used for the sake of shortening.
" Written with characters and abbreviature*.

'

—
Bp. Taylor: Rule of Commence.

2. An abridgment, a compendium, a short

draft {Abbrev iate. ]

" This is an excellent abbreviature of the whole duty
of a Christian."

—

Taylor .- Guide to Devotion.

* ab-broco, v.t. [Etyra. doubtful] To mo-
nopolise goods or forestall a market.

'ab-bro'che, v.t. [A.N.J To broach a barrel.

[Abroach.]
"Abbrochyn or attamyn a veatele of drrnke."—

Prompt. Pare.

ab-bro'ch-ment, s. [A.N.] [Abbboch.]

1. The act of forestalling.

2. Spec. : The act of forestalling a market or

fair. This was formerly regarded as a criminal
offence ; but by 7 & 8 Vict, the penalty for

it was abolished.

ab-biit'-tala, s. pi [Law Lat. abutto, and
* butta, ttomZatum, Fr. bout= end, termination

;

or Celt, bot or bod= foundation, lowest part.]

The buttings or boundary of land towards any
. point. Anciently, bounds were distinguished

by artificial hillocks called botemines, from
which came BoTTiito, Abuttals, &e.

* ab -byt, *. [Habit.] A habit.

" Under the abbyt of aeynte Austynne.*
Wright : St. Patrick'* Purgatory, p. «.

ABC. The first three letters of the English
alphabet, designed as symbols of the alphabet
generally.

" As alphabets in ivory employ,
Hour after hour, the yet unit-tier'd boy.
Sorting and puzzling with a deal of glee
Those seeds of science call'd his A B C."

Cowper: Conversation,

* a-b-ce» or a-be-ce, s. [Abece. ] The alpha-

bet (sixteenth century).

Abdal (Ab'-dal), s. [Arab. abd= servant;

Al = AUah= God.)
Among Mussulmans: A person supposed to

be transported by the love of God. Abdals
are called in Persia Divaneh Khodas. People
belonging to other faiths often find them dan-

gerous fanatics. (See D'Herbelot's Bibliotheque

Orientate, A.D. 1677.)

ab-del'-a-ri, *. [Arab.] The native Egyptian
name of the musk melon (q.v.).

Abderian <ab der i an), or Abderite
(ab-der'-ite), a. [From Abdera, a town
of Thrace, the inhabitants of which were
regarded as very stupid, yet from among them
sprung the philosophers Democritus and Pro-

tagoras.] Pertaining (1) to Abdera
; (2) to

incessant laughter, from Democritus, who was
known as " the laughing philosopher." Used
also substantively.

ab deat. s. [Pers. ab ss water ; dest = hand.]

The Mohammedan ceremony of washing the

hands as a religious duty.

• Abdcvenham (Ab-dev'-en-bam).

Astrol. : The head of the twelfth house in a
scheme of the heavens.

ab -di-cant, a. k s. [Lat. abdioans, pr. par. of

aldico] ' (Abdicate.]

1. As adj. : Abdicating, renouncing, relin-

quishing.
'%. . . monks abdicant of their order."— Whitlock :

Manner* of the English People, \>. 98.

2. As substantive : One who abdicates.

ab'-di-cate, v.t. k i. [Lat. abdioo = (lit.) to

say a tiling does not belong to one, to detach

oneself from, to renounce, resign, alxlicate
;

{legal) to renounce one (especially a son), to-

disinherit him : ab = from ; dioo m to bind,

to dedicate, consecrate, or devote.)

L Transitive:

L Gen.: To relinquish, abandon, give up.

2. Spec. : To relinquish the throne without
resigning it. After the flight of James II.,

in 1689, Lord Chancellor Somers, Maynard,
and other eminent men, contended that th«:

fugitive monarch had abdicated the tlirone,

and induced the House of Commons to adopt

the following extraordinary definition of the

verb to abdicate

:

—
" It was moved that King James II., having endea-

voured to subvert the constitution of the kingdom by
breaking the original run tract between king and
people, and, by the advice of Jesuits and other wicktd
persons, having violated the fundamental laws, mid
naving withdrawn himseH out of the kingdom, had
abdicated the government, and that the throne had
thereby become vacant."—Macaulay .- Hitt. of £ng..

ch*p. x.

It was not, however, at a logical definition

that Somers and his companions aimed, but at

framing a motiou likely to pass the House, as

this one triumphantly did.

% The word abdicate is sometimes used for

the desertion of offices inferior to the throne.

3. Formally to resign an office before

one's time of service lias expired, or an ettoe

which one might have been expected to retain

till death.

i in the twenty-first year of his reign that

Diocletian executed hi* memorable design of abdicat-— ;Ted the git

example <

*

'ery frequently ii

ceeding monarchs.'—Gibbon : Dec. 4 Fall. chap, xiii

ng the empire. . . . Diocletian acquired the gjorg of

'

to the'""
Diocletian acquire

giving to tne world the first example of a resign*

which has not been very frequently imitated by
F a resignation

4. To reject, to renounce, to relinquish as

a right or privilege, or a valuable possession.

"But Christ as soon would abdicate his own,
As stoop from heaven to sell the proud a throna.

"

Covper: Truth.

"The understanding abdicate* its functions, and
men are given over, as if by magic, to the enchant-

ments of insanity."—Froude : Biat. of Eng., chap, vil

5. Civil Law: To renounce a son, to dis-

inherit a son, during the lifetime of a father.

"It mar be further observed that parents were

allowed to be reconciled to their children, but afttr

that could never abdicate them again. —Potter i

Grecian Antiquities, iv. la.

•[ Also figuratively

:

•'.... draw them closer onto thee whom thon
seemest for the time to abdicate."—Bp. Ball.

* 6. To dethrone, to deprive of office, to de-

grade.
" The Turks abdicated Comulus. the next heir to the

empire."—tfurton: Anat. of Melancholy.

IX Intransitive : To abandon or relinquish

a throne, or other office, dignity, or prh
"... since he [a prince] cannot abdicate for his

children."—9ieift: On the Sentiment* of a Church of

England Man,

ab -di-ca-ted, pa. par. k adj. [Abdicate.]

1. Active : Used of one who has abdicated a

throne or other dignity.

"The) abdicated monarch retired."— Gibbon : De-

cline and Fall. chap. xli.

2. Passive: Abandoned, renounced, referring

to the throne or office abdicated.

"And hoped to seize his abdicated he\m. n
Cowper: Expostulation.

late, at, faro, amidst, wbat, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, oub, cure, unite, our, rule, fuUj try, Syrian, as, oe = e; ey = a. qn = Itw.
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ab-dl-ca'-tlng, pr. par. [Abdicate.]

.&b-dl-ca'-tlon, s. [Lat. obdicatio.] The act
of abdicating or relinquishing.

1. Spec. : The relinquishment of an office,

and particularly the throne, without a fanned
resignation. It differs from resignation, which
is applied to the giving back by a person into

the hands of a superior an office to which
that superior appointed him ; while in abdica-
r in, one theoretically, without an earthly
superior in the country, relinquishes what
came to him at first by act of law.

"Somera vindicated the use of the word oMfMttm
by quotations from Grotius and Brissonius. Spigefius
ami Bartolus."

—

JJacaulay: Hist, of Eng., ch. x.

2. The resignation of a throne or other office

With or without due formalities.

"The ceremony of his [Diocletian's] abdication was
performed in a spacious place, about three miles from
Sicoiaedia."—Gibbon: Deci. & fall, vol. ii., chap. xi lL

H An involuntary abdication may take
place, like that of Napoleon I. at Fontaine-

bleau, April 11, 1814, prior to his virtual ban-
ishment to the Isle of Elba.

3. Gen. : A casting off, a rejection.

4. The state of being abdicated or relin-
quished.

* ab -di-ca-tlve, a. [Lat. abdicatvvus.] That
which causes or implies abdication. [Abdi-
cate.]

ftb di ca tor, *. [Abdicate.] One who
abdicates.

* ab'-dlt-Ive, a. [Lat. dbdltiws; abdo — to
put away, to hide : db = from ; do = to put,

place, give.] Having the quality or power of
hiding.

*b -di-tory, ab-ctf-tbV-I-um, s. [Lat.

abdo.] A place for hiding articles of value, as
money, plate, or important documents.

Spec. : A cheat in churches for relics. (Dug-
dale.)

-.fib- do -men or ab '-do-men, s. [Lat ab-
domen, -inis;- from abdo — to put away, to
conceal ; or possibly contr. from adipomen,
from adeps = fat] Properly a Latin word,
but quite naturalised in English anatomical,
medical, and zoological works.

1. That portion of the trunk which in man
commences beneath, and in mammalia behind
the diaphragm, and terminates at the extremity
•of the pelvis. The abdominal cavity is the
largest in the human body. It is lined with
a serous membrane called the peritoneum. It

contains the liver, with the gall-bladder under
its right lobe, the stomach, the pancreas, the
spleen, the two kidneys, the bladder, and the
intestines. The more highly organised of the
inferior animals have a similar structure.

2. Entom. ; The whole posterior division of
the body united to the thorax by a small
knot or attachment, well seen in the wasp.
It includes the back as well as the parts
below. Externally it is made up of a series of
rings.

fib-dom -In-al, a. [Abdomen.] Belonging to
the abdomen.*

"... the size of the abdominal cavity."— Todd and
Bowman; Physiol. Anal., vol. ii., p. 266.

Abdominal regions : Certain regions on the
external surface of the abdomen formed by the
tracing upon it of imaginary lines. A line is

drawn horizontally from the extremity of the
last rib on one side to the same point on the
other. A second line is then drawn parallel
to the first between the two anterior superior
processes of the ilinm. These two lines neces-
sarily divide the abdomen into three horizontal
bands or zones. The first or highest one is

called the epigastrium [Epigastrium] ; the
second or middle one, the umbilical region
[Umbilical]; and the third or lowest the
hypogastrium [Hypooastrium]. Two vertical
lines are then drawn on either side from the
cartilage of the seventh rib downward to the
anterior superior spine of the ilium. These ne-
cessarily intersect the three horizontal zones,
dividing each of them into three parts so
as to make nine in all. The central division
of the epigastrium constitutes the epigastric
region, properly so called, on either side of
which lie the right and left hypochondria
[Hypochondria]. The central portion of the
umbilical region is the umbilical region pro-
perly so called ; whilst the compartments on
either side are named the right and left

lumbar regions. The hypogastric region is

similarly divided into three, the central called

the pelvic region, and the two side ones the
right and left iliac regions.

Abdominal ring or in-

guinal ring: One of two
oblong tendinous openings
or " rings " existing in

either groin. Through
these rings pass the sper-

matic cord in the one sex.

and the circular ligament
of the uterus in the other.

The aponeurotic fibres

which form the immediate
boundaries of the twoopen-
i ngs are called the pillars of

the ring. One of these is

superior, internal or ante-
rior, and the other inferior,

external and posterior.

THE ABDOMINAL AND THORACIC REGIONS.

jlbdohiital axmoifs.

4. Epigastric
j

10, Iliac.

5. umbilical. 11. Inguinal.
1 Hypogastric 15. Inferior dorsal
a Hypochondriac 16. Lumbar.

1. Humeral.
2. Subclavian.
* Mammary.
7. Axillary.
8. Sub-axillary or lateral.

THORACIC REOIOXS.

12. Scapular.
IS. Interscapular.
14. Superior doraal or

sub-scapular.

ab dom in-al, ab-dom -in-als, «. [Lat.

abdominal**.] [Abdomen.] (The full term is

Malacopterygii abdominales = soft-finned Ab-
dominals.) An order of fishes having the
ventral fins suspended to the under part of
the abdomen behind the pectorals, without

THE CARP, AN ABDOMINAL FISH.

being attached to the humeral bone. It is

the most numerous in species of the Boft-
finned orders, and contains the greater number
of the fresh-water fishes. It is divided into
five families : the Cyprinidae, or Carps ; the
Esocidie, or Pikes ; the Siluridae, or Siluri ; the
Salmonidae, or Salmon ; and the Clupeidse, or
Herrings. [Malacopterygii.]

ab-dom-ln-os -co-py, s. [Lat. abdomen; Gr.
o-Koireo) (skopeo) = to look at or after, to look
carefully.

]

Med. : An examination of the external sur-
face of the abdomen with the view of de-
tecting symptoms of internal disease.

ib dom -in ous, a, [Lat. abdomen; Eng.
•uffi. -ous = Lat. osus = full of.]

1. Pertaining to the abdomen.

2. With a large abdomen.
" Gorgoniua sits, abdominout and van.
Like a fat aqnab upon a Chinese fan.

Cowper: Progress of Error.

ab-du'ce, v.t. [Lat. abduco= to lead away.]

1 1. Gen. : To lead away.
" From the whych opinion I colde not abduce them

with al my endevor."—State Papers, Ren. riff., i. M7.

2. Anat: To draw from one part to a
different one, to withdraw one part from
another.

" If we abduce the eye Into either corner, the object
will duplicate."

—

Sir T. Browne : Vulgar Errors, iii.,

chap. xx.

ab-du'-cent, a. [Abduce.] [Lat. abdueew=
drawing from.] Drawing from, drawing back.
Anat. : The term applied to several muscles,

the function of Which is to fall back, with-
draw, or open the parts to which they belong.
The abducent or abductor muscles are opposed
in their action to the adductor or adducent
muscles. [Abductor.]

ab-diict', v.t. [Lat. abduco, pa. par. abduct us.]

Law: To take away by guile, or forcibly to
carry off ; as, for instance, a man's wife, or
his children, or a ward or heiress ; or to
kidnap human beings with the view of selling
them into slavery. [Abduce.]

"His Majesty had been abducted or spirited away,
enleve by some person or persons unknown."

—

Carlyli:
French Revolution, pt. ii., book iv., chap. iv.

ab-duct'-ed (
pa. par. & adj. [Abduct.]

ab-duct'-ing, pr. par. [Abduct.]

ab-duc'-tion, s. [Abduct.]

A. Active:

I. Gen. : A leading or drawing away.
" Increased abduction of the stream by the w*t«r

companies."—Timet, Sept. 9, 1878.

IL Spec :

1. Law : The taking away of a child from it»

parents, a wife from her husband, or a ward
from her guardian, by fraud, persuasion, or
open force. We also speak of the forcible
abduction of a voter in a similar sense.

2. Phys. : The action or operation by which
muscles part or separate certain portions of
the body from others with which they are con-
joined. [Abducent, Abductor.]

3. Surg. : A fracture in which the broken
parts recede from each other.

"It [the thigh-bone] may be separated from the
middle line of the body, so as to form an angle with
the lateral surface of the trunk {abduction), or It may
be restored and made to approximate the middle line
(abduction)."—Todd and Bowman, vol. i., ch. vi., p. 136.

4. Logic: An argument sometimes called,
after the Greek, apogoge, in which the greater
extreme is evidently contained in the medium,
but the medium is not so evidently implied
in the lesser extreme as not to require some
further proof to make this appear.

B. Passive : The state of being abduced, led,

or drawn away.

ab-duc'-tor, s. [Abduct.] One who abducts,
or thatwhich abducts

—

i.e., leads or pulls away.

Anat. : A muscle of the body, which pulls
back any part of the frame

—

e.g., the eye.

The word abductor is opposed to adductor, a
muscle which pulls to. [Abducent.]

Todd and

* a-be\* a -bee'. In the expression "
let abe"

= let be, let alone, far less, nnt to mention
(n — at, the Northern sign of the infinitive).

(Scotch.)

" Let that abee."—Robton ; M3/3., i. 17*.

" I hate fords at a' times, let abe when there's thou-
sands of armed men on the other tide."—Scott : Bride
of Lammermoor.

% Sometimes = forbearance or connivance.

"I am for let abe, for let abe, as the boys say."—
Scott : Pirate.

a-beam', adv. [a = on ; beam. ]

Naut. Lang. : On the beam.

* a-bear', v. t. [A.S. abosran.] Now shortened

to Bear.

1. To bear, to endure, to put up with.

2. To behave (one's-self).

" So did the faerie knight himself abeare.
And stouped oft his head from shame to shield."

Spenser : Faerie Queene, bk. v., xii. 1».

* a-bear'-ance, s. [a; -bear.] Behaviour,
conduct, demeanour.

"Good abearance, or good behaTioux."

—

Blacketonet
Comment., book iv., chap. 18.

*a bear -ing, *. [Abearance. ] Behaviour,
conduct, demeanour.

Law : Good abearing= the proper and peace-

ful carriage of a loyal subject.
" He shulde be of good aberynge towarde the king "

—Pabyan: Chronycles, c 154.

* a-beat'-en, v.t. (pret. abitte). To beat down.

[Beat. ] (Stratmann.)

* a-be-ce, s. A word used chiefly in the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries.

L The alphabet.
" He was more than ten yer old or he conthe yi

abece."—Robert of Glouc., p. W«.

fcSil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.

-elan, -tlan - shan. tion, -aion = shun: tion, slon = zhun. -tlous, -clous, -slous ehus. -ble, -die, &c. = bol, del.
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Hence, 2 : The elements of a science : as, for

instance, of arithmetic.
" When that the wise man, accompteth
Aftir the lormal projpirte

01 altforiamea abece.
Oover MSS. Soe. Antiq.

i-be-9e-dar'-il-»Ua, «. [From o, b. c, A]

1. One who teaches the alphabet.

•' One that taachea the croaa-row.'*—Coekeram : Diet.

2. One who is engaged in learning the

alphabet (Minsheu.)

• i-be 9e -dar y, or a be-ee-dir i an,
a. & s. [Froin a, 6, c, A]

A. As adj. : A term applied to compositions

arranged alphabetically ;
pertaining to the

alphabet ; rudimentary.

"Two abecedary circle., or ringf of lettaw."—

Bro\c»t : Vulgar Errouri.

B. As substantive

:

1. A primer.

2. (Pi.)-" Rudiments, principles.

Abecedarian Psalms: Psalms, the Terses of

which began with the successive letters of the

alphabet.

a beche , v.t. [Ft. abecher = to feed, fill the
" beak.) [Beak.] To feed, to satisfy.

a-beched', pa. par. [Abrche.]

ay-bed , adv. [Properly on bed ; pref. a = on,

or to; bed.)

1. In bed.
" Not to be a^ed after midnight la to be up betimea."

Sutltlp. : TireVih Jtlabl, li. I

2. To bed.
** Her nother dreamed, before ihe wai delivered.

That abe vu brought a-bed with a buzzard.**
Beaum i Flat. : Falte One, It. 1

*a-bede, v.t. To bid, to offer. [Bid.] (MSS.

of the lith Cent.)

• a bed e, v.i. (pret. of Abide.)

• a-bed ge, v. [Abie (2).]
" There durst do wight hand on him ledge
But he no swore he ebe.ll abedge." Urry: Chauetr.

• abefolr, adv. [a intensive, or without mean-
ing; befoir = before.] Before. (Scotch.)

"... the land is . . . quhilhes wer abefoir unite."—
Act* Jame* VI. 11609).

•a-beg'-en, v.t. (pret. abuyde). [A.8. abegan.]

To curve, to bend.

•a-begge, abege, v.t. To suffer for, to
atone for. [Xbie (2).

J

"He schal it abegge that brought* him thertoo."
Chaucer : Coke* Tale of Gamelyn, 81->-

" He would don his sacrilege
That uiany a man it sbulde abege."

MS. Bower. Soc of Antiq. (tlalHveU.)

a-beigh, a-beech, adv. [Prob. corrupted
* from atbay. ] Aloof, at a safe distance. (Scotch.)

a-be -is, a bies, prep. [Corrupt, of Albeit.]
In comparison with: as, "London is a big
town abies Edinburgh." (Supp. Jamieson's
"Scottish Dialect.")

* a-beis'-aunce. [ObeisanceJ Obedience.

•vbel-a'-sie, s. [Arab, local Egyptian name.]
The name given at Alexandria to certain little

fleshy and oleaginous tubers, slightly aromatic,
which are employed as food-plants and analep-
tics. They appear to possess the property of
increasing the secretion of milk in nurses.
They probably belong to the Cyprus esculentus.

* a-belde , abel den, v.t. [A.S.] To be-
come bold. [Bold.]

" The folk of Perce gan abetde."
Kyng Alytaunder, 1,443.

a'-bele. a bcille, a bel tree, s. [0. Fr.
abel, from Late Lat. albeUus.] The great
white poplar (Populus alba, Linn.).

"Six abeiet in the kirkyard grow."
Browning: Rhyme of the Ducheet.

•a-bel-gen, v.i. & t (pret. abalh, part.
(dbtigen). [A.8. abelgan; O. H. Ger. arbelgan.]

A. Intrant. : To grow angry. (Stratmann.)

B. Trans. ; To make angry.

a-beT-I-a, *. [Named by Robert Brown after
Mr. Clarke Abell, author of A Journey in
China, 181(5.] A genus of plants belonging to
the order Capri foliaceee, or Caprifoils. Abelia
fioribunda from Mexico, and A. rupestris from
China, are ornamental ibrubs, the former
with purple-red, and the latter with pale rose-
coloured flowers.

Abel I an, s. [Abelto.]

A-bel-Ite, A-beT-I-an, A-bel-o -nl-an,

s. [Ger. Abelonian; from Abel, the son of

Adam.] A sect mentioned by St. Augustine,

who imitated what they considered to be the

example of Abel in dying without having con-

summated marriage. They arose, in Africa,

in the time of Arcadius, about the end of the

fourth century, A.D., but exerted little perma-

nent influence on the Church.

a-b£l-mos -chUS, #. [Lat. abdmoschus; Arab.

kidb-il^nisk = a grain of musk ; Gr. /ioo-x"

(moschos) = musk.] A
genus of plants belonging

to the order Malvaceae,

or Mallowworts. The A.
esculentus is the Indian
Bendy, Bandikai, or Ram-
toorai. It furnished the

Ochro or Gobbo pods used
for thickening soup, while

those of A. moschatus are

used to perfume pomatum,
and bruised or steeped in

rum as an antidote to

snake-bite

.

a bel-mosk, s. The
Anglicised form of the
word Abelmoschus.

Abelonian. [Abelite.]

a'-bel-tree. [Abele.]

* a -bel whack'-ets, *

pi. [1, Abel ; 2, from
whack = a blow.] A game
of cards played bysailors, abelmoschus
so called from the horse- esculentcs.
play which succeeds it

;

the loser receiving a whack or blow with a

knotted handkerchief for every game he

loses. (Grose.)

* ubelyche, adv. Ably.

" That ne the craft abelyche may connc"- Co*is«ru-

tion of Maeonry. {Ballivett.)

* a-bS-d'-den. v.t. [A. 8. abeodan ; 0. H. Ger.

aribiotan.) To offer. (Stratmann.)

ab e'-qul tate, v.t. [Lat. abeguito = to ride

away ; from ab = away, from, and equito= to

ride.] To ride away. (Minsheu: Guide into

Tongues, 1627.)

*ab er-and, or *ab-ar-rand, pr. par.

*[Aberr.] (Scotch.)

"Aberand fra the Crister. faith.'
Beltend. : Cron. tIU. 1».

aberdevine, ab er da-vine, s. [Etym.
unknown ; said by some to have been coined

by some dealer to give fictitious value to the

bird.]

Zool. : An old name for the siskin

(q.v.).

* a-b-^re', a. [From A. S. abarian= to lay bare. ]

'Detected, convicted. "Abere theof is a de-

tected or convicted thief, and abere morth a
detected homicide." (See Ancient Laws and
Institutes of England : Lex Canuti, c 104.)

a-bere', v.t [A.S.] [Abear.] To bear.

"Abere thilke traage."—Sob. Gtouc., p. IBS.

a bere mord. a bere murder, a. [A.S.

abere = apparent* notorious ; mora = murder.]

Plain or downright murder, as distinguished

from the less heinous crime of manslaughter
or chance medley. It was declared a capital

offence, without fine or commutation, by the
laws of Canute, c. 93, and of Henry I., c. 13.

(Spelm.) (Walton: Law Lexicon.)
*
a-ber'-en, v.t. (pret. aber). [A.S. aberan.]

To bear. {Stratmann.)

*a-ber'-lngf s. [Abearino.]

* a'-berne, a. [Adburn.] (HaUiweU.)
" Long aberne beaxdes."

Cunningham: ReveVt Accounte, p. 56.

ab-err'. * aberre. v.i. [Lat. aberro = to
wander away : ab = away, from, and erro =
to wander, to stray.] To wander : used chiefly

in natural science.

"We may aberre from the proper acceptation."—
Browne : Vulgar ttrrourt, p. 189.

4b err ance, ab-Srr'-an-c^, *. [Aberr.]
* 1. A wandering from, in a literal sense, as

from a path.

* 2. A wandering from, in a figurative sense.

such as from right reason, from morality, or
from God.

'* Render it [his understanding] as obnoxious to
aberrance! as now."—(flanviil: SceptU Scienli/lea.

" They commonly affect no man any further thanht
deserts his reason or complies with their aberrandet."
—all-owns: Vulgar Errort, bk. i., chap. 8

3. Nat. Science: A divergence from the

typical characters of some division, great or

small, in the animal or vegetable kingdom.

ab-«3rr'-ant, o. [Aberr.]

tl. Gen. : In the same sense as the verb.

2. Spec. (Nat. Science) : Deviating from the

type of the group to which they belong. A
term much used by the Macleay or quinary

school of zoologists, who, arranging animals

in five kingdoms, five classes, five orders, &c,
called the third of these the first aberrant ; the

fourth, the second aberrant ; and the fifth, the

third aberrant The term aberrant is still in

common use among naturalists. [Quinary.]

"Our so-called osculant or aberrant groups."—Dar-
win : Origin of Specie*, ch. niii. 42».

ab-err-a-tlon. s. [Lat aberratio.] [Aberr.]

Lit. : A wandering from.

I. Gen. : A wandering from.

"... the aberration [of a river] from the direot

line of descent."—LyeU: Princip. of Geology, chap. xiv.

IX Nat. Phil

:

1. Optics. Spherical aberration : That wan-
dering of the rays of light from the normal
path which takes place when they are made
to pass through curved lenses, or are reflected

from curved mirrors, constituting portions of

a sphere, instead of parts of a parabola. It

arises from the unequal refraction by the

lenses of the several rays of light, and its

effect is to render the images formed in some
degree undefined about the edges. Chromatic

aberration [Gr. xp*S/*q (chroma) = colour]:

That fringing of images with the prismatic

colours which takes place when light passes

through curved lenses. It arises from the un-

equal refraction by the lenses of the several

elementary colours. Both spherical and chro-

matic aberration may be corrected by the eiu-

f)loyment of a proper combination of lenses

nstead of one. [Achromatic]

2. Astron. : The aberration of light is that

alteration in the apparent position of a star

which is produced by the motion of the earth

in its orbit during the time that the light is

coming from the star to the eye. The effect

of this aberration is to make each star appear
annually to describe a minute circle of about
40§" diameter parallel to the earth's diameter.

3. Terrestrial physics : The aberration of

light maybe seen on the earth as well as in the
heavens. If one walk rapidly forward in a
shower, the raindrops seem as if they come at

an angle to meet him ; if he walk swiftly back-

wards, they appear as if they come at an in-

clination from behind ; if, finally, he stand
still, their real motion becomes discernible

;

in other words, they appear to fall nearly or

quite vertically.

IIL Biol. : Deviation from a type.

IV. Med.:

1. The passage of blood, or any other fluid

of the body, from morbid causes, into vessels

not designed to receive it

2, Mental Aberration : That wandering from
soundness of judgment which is so con-

spicuous in the insane.

". . . . every degree of such mental aberration."—
Sir H. Holland : Chapter* on Mental Phyeiology, iv. 114.

V. Ethics and Theol. Moral or spiritual

aberration : A wandering from the path of

rectitude, or from God.
" So then we draw near to God, when, repenting us

of our former aberration* from Him, we renew our
covenants with Him." — Buhop Ball ; Sermon on
Jame* iv. 8.

ilb-*Sr'-ring, pr. par. k a. [Aberr.]

* ab-e-run'-cate, v.t [Lat averrvneo = to

avert as a calamity or evil omen. Perhaps

from verro = to sweep ; or verto = to turn ;

or the English form may be from pref. ab,

and Lat. erunco = to weed out] To pull up
by the root, utterly to extirpate, to eradicate.

(Johnson : Diet.)

* a-beVse, v.t [Fr. abaisser= to humble,] To
humble, depress, abase. (Blount.)

* a bes scd. pa, par. [Abesse.]

* a-bes -ton, *. [See def.] An obsolete form
of Asbestos (q.v.).

"Atbeiton . . . from its being inextinguishable."—
Leonardu*: Mirr. Stone*. (A. /- L>.)

* a bes yans, s. [Obeisance.]

"With all manner of abetyant w* recommend M
ryght."—MS^ Tanner. (BaUiweli.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, woli; work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cor. rule, foil; try, Syrian. ». oa = e ; oy = a. qu kw.
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abet', v.t [O. Fr. abeter = to deceive: from
bett = a ery designed to set dogs on their

prey. ( Wedgwood!)] [Bait. ]

* 1. To encourage or aid a person, or cause
by word or deed, not necessarily taken in a
bad sense.

"Abet that virgin's cause."—Spenser : Faery Queen.

2. Gen. and spec, in Law : To aid, coun-
tenance, encourage in, or to incite, stimulate,

or instigate to a criminal act.

"And you that do abet him in this kind
Cherish rebellion." Shakesp. : Hichard III., IL 8-

# a-bet', s. The act of aiding or encouraging to

a crime.

a-bet -ment, s. [Abet.] The act of abetting,

countenancing, or encouraging one in a crime.
" Advice and abetment amount to principal

treason."

—

Blackstone ; Comm., iv. 3.

a-bet -ted, pa. par. & a. [Abet. ]

a-bet -ting, pr. par. [Abet.)

a-bet -tor (formerly abetter), s. [Abet.]
One who encourages another in anything,
originally in a good as well as a bad sense.

Pope employs it in the former. Now it has
usually a bad sense.

Law : One who encourages, instigates, or

sets on another to the commission of some
criminal act; an accessory to a crime. An
abettor who is present at the time of com-
mitting a crime is considered as a principal in

the second degree. One absent, but still

cognisant of what is to take place, is called an
accessory before the fact. In Scotch law, an
abettor is said to be act and part in a crime.

(Blackstone: Comm.,iv. 3.) [Abet, Accessory.]
" But let the abetters of the Panther's crime."

Dryden : Bind and Panther, 3.

" But the Hesiodic demons are in no way authors or
abettors ol evil."—Grote: Greece, vol. I., chap. 11.

ab-6-vac-ii-a'-tion, s. [Lat. ab = from; eva-

euatio= emptying out ; vacuus = empty.]
Med. : An expulsion of the morbid matter

from the body.

a-besr, *a-beye', *a-beg£e', v.i. To
autfer from. [Abie (2).J

" That they ne perische ; for I dar wel seye.
If that they doon, ye schui f ul sore abeye."

Chaucer : Doctor's Tale, 1814 15.

a bey ance, * a bey an-cy. [O. Fr.

abeiance, from bea,7it, pr. par. of beer; Fr. bayer
= to gape, to look at with mouth open ; Ital
badare = to amuse oneself, to stand trifling,

cognate with abide.]

Lit. : Expectation.

1. Law: The expectancy of an estate. In
abeyance is the term applied to a freehold or
inheritance which is not for the time being
vested in any one, but which awaits the ap-
pointment or the competence of the person
who is entitled to the possession. Thus when
a living is vacant, as it is between the death
of one incumbent and the appointment of his
successor, it is held as being in abeyance.

2. Ord. Lang. : The state of being held back
for a time, dormancy, quiescence.

" The German league was left in abeyance till the
immediate danger was past."—Froude : Eng. Bist.,
ch. vii.

" In this state of things, the Senate decided to place
the consular functions in abeyance."—Lewie: Rom.
BUt., xii. 1.

H As regards a title of honour in abeyance,
the Sovereign has, by royal prerogative, a
special power of granting the same to a female
descendant on failure of male issue.

a-bey'-ant, a. Being in abeyance, dormant,
quiescent.

* a bey d, v. [Abide.]
"And to abeyd abstinc

MS. Douce. (Balliwell.\

* a-beye', v.i. [A.8. abegan.] To bow to.
[Abegen.]

•ab-gfi-tdr'-i'-a, s. [Erse aibgitir; Gael.

aibghitir = the alphabet.] The alphabet.
(Matt. West.)

* ab'-gre'-gate, v. t. [Lat. abgrego : ab = from

;

grex = flock. ] To separate from a flock or
nerd. (Minsheu.)

* ab gre-ga tion, s. [Aboregate.] Separa-
tion from a flock or herd.

* ab-hom -In-able, a. [Abominable.] A
pedantic spelling of the word Abominable,
formerly used by those who erroneously be-
lieved the etymology to be ab-homine instead

of abominor. It is thus ridiculed by Shake-
speare :

"This is abhominabte, which he [Armado] would call

aboiiiiiiiiblf."—Love's Labours Lost, v. 1.

abhor ', v. t. [Fr. abhorrer ; Sp. aborecer

;

Ital. aborrire

;

. all from Lat. abhorreo =s to

shrink back from ; ab = from, and horreo as

(1) to stand erect, bristle up ; (2) tremble as

with cold ; (3) shudder at, as in fear.]

1. So to hate as to shrink back in aversion
from ; to loathe.

" 1 abhor death." Byron ; Heaven and Earth, i. 3.

1 2. To despise, neglect.

13. To cast off, to reject.

" But thou hast cast otf and abhorred .... thy
anointed."—Ps. lxxxix. 38.

^[ Formerly the passive was sometimes
followed by of, applied to the person enter-
taining the hatred. Now by is used

:

"And all Israel shall hear that thou art abhorred of
thy father."—2 Sum. xvi. 21.

It is also found in a half transitive sense.

(Poet.)
" You would abhor to do ine wrong." Cowper.

* i. To protest against.

"I utterly abhor, yea, from my soul
Refuse you as my judge."

Shakesp. : Benry Till., ii. 4.

* 5. To fill with horror. (Scotch.)

" It wald abhor thee till heir red
The saikles blude that he did sehede."—Lindsay.

ab-nor'-red, pa. par. & a. [Abhor.]

"The weedy, foul, abhorred ground."
Thomson : Castle of Indolence, li. tit.

ab -nor rence, t ab-hor'-renHcy, 5. [Ab-

hor.] Hatred, producing a shrinking back
from, aversion to.

"And what theologian would assert that, in such
cases, we ought, from abhorrence of the evil, to reject

the good 1 "—Macaulay : Bist. of Eng., chap. xiv.

"A show of wonder and abhorrency in the parents."
—Locke on Education, § 110.

ab-hor'-rent, a. [Abhor.]

1. Feeling an extreme aversion to, drawing
back from with loathing or fear.

" He would abhorrent turn." Thomson : Seasons.

2. Contrary or foreign to, thoroughly incon-

sistent with.

% Followed formerly by from, now generally

by to, and sometimes used simply as a quali-

fying adjective

:

"And yet it is so abhorrent from the vulgar."

—

Qlanville ; Scepsis Scient.

"Their abhorrent gladiatorial exhibitions."—Dar-
win : Descent of Man, voL i.

ab-hdr'-rent-ly, adv. [Abhor.] With ab-
horrence.

ab-hor'-rer, s. [Abhor.]

1, One who abhors.

2. Spec. : A member of the Court party in

the reign of Charles II.

ab-hor'-ring, pr. par. &s. [Abhor.]

As a substantive : «

1, Subjective ; A feeling of aversion to any-
thing.

" I feel no decay in my strength ... no abhorring
in my appetite."—Donne: Devotion.

2. Objective : An object of great aversion.
Followed by to

:

"... shalt be an abhorring to all flesh.

—

Isa.
Ixvi.34.

a -bib, or ab'-ib, s. [Heb. 3vn« (dbib)= a full

green ear of grain, from the root ^2H (abab)
= to put forth fruit, especially ripe fruit; from
Aram, ^n (eb) = fruit (eb in Heb. = greenness). ]

The first month of the Jewish civil year
(Exod. xii. 2). The feasts of unleavened bread
and of the passover fell within it (Exod. xii.,

xiii., xxxiv. 18 ; Deut. xvi. 1). During the
Captivity the name Nisan supplanted that
of Abib. [Nisan.] The month fell about the
time of our April, and its name suggested
that at that period of the year in Palestine
barley was in green ear.

ab i chite, s. A mineral named after Dr.
Abich, of Tiflis. [Clinoclasite.]

a-bi -dance, s. [Abide.] Continuance.
"... so long is his abidance [in purgatory]"- The

Puritan, ii. 1.

a-bx'de (1), v.i. & t. (pret. and pa. par. abode).

[A.S. dtndan, from a = on, Mdan = to remain;
8w. bida ; Dut. beiden ; Dan. bie, for bide

;

Ital. abitare; Russ. vitaya — to dwell, rest,

or continue : Arab, abada = to be, or continue .]

L Intransitive

:

1. To dwell or live in a place.

"Lord, who shall abide in thy tabernacle?"

—

Pa.
xv. l.

2. To stay or tarry for a short time, to wait
"And they said, Kay; but we will abide in the

street all night."—Gen. xix. 2.

3. To continue, to remain, to rest.

" And I will pray the Father, and he shall give yon
another Comforter, that he may abide with you for
ever."

—

John xiv. 18.

4. To remain firm, to be incapable of being
overthrown.

If Abide is followed by the prep, with of the
person or persons, as in (3) ; and in, at, by, or
o;i of the place, as in (1) and (2). At, as in

Lev. viii. 35 :

" Abide at the door of the tabernacle."

By, as in Job xxxix. 9 :

" Will the unicorn be willing to serve thee, or abida
by thy crib?" [i.e., beside thy crib.)

On, as in IIoseA xi. 6

:

"And the aword shall abide on his cities."

In the sense of wait it is followed by for, as—
"They shall abide for me many days."—Bosea iii. 8.

IT To abide by a promise or resolution is to
stand to it, to avoid departing from it

"Abides by thia resolve."— Wordsworth: Bapp$
Warrior.

Similarly in Scotch Law: When a deed or
document has been challenged as forged, the
person founding on it is required to appear in

court, and sign a declaration that he will abids

by it, taking all responsibility of the conse-

quences that may ensue. In case of a bill of

exchange, the holder states that it came fairly

into his hands, and that if it be a forgery ha
was in no shape accessory to the crime.

II. Transitive

:

1. To await, to wait for.

" Bonds and affliction abide me."—Acts EX, 28.

(Or by supposing an ellipse of for, the verb
may be considered intransitive.)

2. To endure, to bear, to sustain.
" The nations shall not be able to abide his indignsV

tion."

—

Jeremiah x. 10.

* 3. To forbear. (Lydgate.)

a-bido (2), v.t, [Abie.]

t a-bi'-der, 5. [Abide.] One who abides or

continues.

"Speedy goers and strong abiders."Sidney : Poesis.

abiding, * a-bi -dynge, pr. par. & adj.

[Abide.]

As adjective .*

1. Continuing, permanent, durable. " An
abiding stain "= a permanent stain.

*2. Patient.

"And bold and abidynge Bismares to auffre."—Pitrt
Plough., p. 418.

"|[ Abiding-place = place of abode. Cf. rest-

ing-place = place of rest, &c.
" This deep abiding-place." Wordsworth : Excur., If.

a bi ding, s. [Abide.]

L The state of abiding.

1. Continuance, stay.
" Nothing in that place can consist or have abiding."

—Raleigh: Bist. of the World.

2. Spec. : Sojourning. (Rider: Diet, 1640.)

IL The place where one abides, an abode.
(Ibid.)

III. The act of abiding anything, or of con-
tinuing to do anything.

1. Suffering, endurance, or toleration of any-
thing. (Ibid.)

2. Perseverance in a course of action. (Ibid.)

a-bi'-ding-ly\ * a-bi'-dynge-l^, adv.

[Abide.] Ina permanent manner, with con-
tinuance.

"... with me familiar,
And in myn housolde ben abidyngely."

MS. Soc. Antiq. (Baltiwett.)

* a-bie (l), * a-by' (l), * a-bye' (l), v.i. & t

[Fr. abayer, abaier, baier, bier; O. Fr. baer=
(1) to gape, (2) to listen attentively: from
obs. root 6a, imitated, from the sound most
naturally uttered when one gapes. Corre-

sponds to Abide, but comes from Fr., whereas
Abide is from A.S.] (Wedgwood.) [Abide,
Abeyance. ]

1. Intransitive: To abide, to continue, to

remain.
" Bnt nought that wanUth rest can long aby."

Spenser: F. «., IIL riL &

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -aion - zhun. -tious, -dons, -sious-shus. -ble, -die, &e. = bol, del>
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2. Transitive: To stand to, to risk, to dare,

to endure, to abide by.

"Bat wlienoe shall come that hanne which thou
dost Heme

To threat hiiu that mindes his chance to abyet"
Spenser: F. Q., II- iv. 40.

5 Sometimes confounded with the next

• a-bie (2), * a-bye' (2), * a-by' (2), * a-buy',
* a be ,

* a-beye', * a-bege , * a begge

,

* a-bedgc, * a-big -gede, * a-big -gen,

*a^bidgTe, *a-buyge, *a-bygge'(pret.
abogt, aboght, aboghten), v.t. & i. [A.S. dbicgan,
abycgan = to redeem, to pay the penalty of.]

[Buy.]

L Trans. : To pay for, to expiate by suffer-
ing the appropriate penalty, to atone for ; also
to pay, to buy.

" Disparage not the faith thou doat not know,
Leat to thy peril thoa aby It dear."

Shakeep. : Midsummer Wight's Dream, lit X
" Here he had the destenee
That the poore man schulde obi."

Heltq. Antk/.. t 63.

"
. . . . thy loTt <«o«y«."

Oower MS (BalliveU.)
M He wolde don his sacrilege,
That many a man it schulde abege."

(tower MS : Soc Antiq., in, 1. 174. (HatliweO.)
" Alle Greet it schulde abegge sone."

Ibid., t. «. (Ibid.)

The wich schal it abiggede."
Legends Catholic*, p. 306.

" This ryot thoa shalt now abuyge."
Mapes : Puems, p. 34*.

" The kynge schalls hyt soone abygge."
MS Cantab., ft 11, 88, p. 107.

IX Intransitive : To suffer.
** But he that killed him shall abuy therefore."

Ariosto (Herring), xvi. S4.

'" Thoa sbalt abeye for that is done."
Hartshorne, Met. T. 225. ( Wright,)

M Ther durst no wyht hand upon him legse
That he ne swot anon he schuld abegge.

Chaucer : Reeve* Tale, 3,085.

"Alle they schalle abbigget dure
That token him in that tide."

MS. Athmole, S3, L 14. {HatliteeU.)

These bargeyn wyl be dere abogt."
MS. Douce, 303, I L (llalliteell)

" And that aboghten guiltles
Bothe Dejanire and Hercules."
Gover MS., Sec Antiq., 134, t 75. (Ibid.)

ab'-l-es, *. [Lat. abies, genit. -etis= white fir-

tree. Bullet says it is derived from one of the
dialecU of the Celtic abetoa ; ItaL abete ; Sp.
abeto. Hesychius calls it a/3(y.] A genus of
trees belonging to the order Pinacecs (conifers).

It contains four natural divisions—silver firs,

spruces, larches, cedars. Most of the best
known fir-trees belong to it, except the Scotch
fir, Pinns sylvestris. [Cedak, Fir, Larch,
Spruce, Silver.]

fcb'-i-e-tene, *. [Abies. ]

Chem. : A hydro-carbon obtained by dis-
tilling the resinous exudation of the nut-pine
of California {Pinns sabiniana). (Watts' 2nd
SuppL)

ab-i-et -Ic, a. [Abies.] Pertaining to the
vegetable genus Abies.

ablatio acid, *. (C«H«Os.) [Abies.]
Chem. : A crystalline aromatic acid con-

tained in colophony. It crystallises in small
colourless rhombic prisms, insoluble in water,
soluble in hot alcohol and ether. [Colophony. ]

ab'-I-S-tln, s. [Abies.] A neutral resin, ex-
tracted from Canada balsam and Strasburg
turpentine : the former the product of Abies
balsamea, the Balm of Gilead fir; and the
latter of A picea, the silver fir. [Abietic Acid. ]

ab-I-e-tr nse, s. pL [Abies.]
Bot. : The first sub-division of the conifer-

ous order of Gymnospenns. It is charac-
terised by inverted orules and oval-curved
pollen. The most noteworthy genera are
Finns, Abies, and Araucaria. [Pinace*.]

ab-Ie-tite, < (CsHiOi.) [Abies.]
Chem. : A sugar contained in the needles of

Abies pectinata. It much resembles mannite,
but differs from it in chemical composition.
(Watts.)

ab-I-et-i'-tes, s. [Lat abies, and Gr. X/fov
(lithoe) = a stone. ] A genus of fossil cones
found in the Wealden and Lower Greenland.

ab'-i-gail, s. [Originally a Heb. proper name,
S*3*3K= father ofjoy ; or, whose father is joyful.

The word is frequently derived from Abigail

Hill, Mm. Masham, waiting-woman to Queen
Anne, but this cannot >>e correct, as the ex-

pression occurs before Mrs. Masham entered
the Queen's service.] A waiting-maid.

" Mantua-maker, soubrette, court beggar, fine lady
abigail, and scion of royalty."—Cariyie ; Diamond
Jfecktaee.

ab-ig-S-at, s. [Lat abigeatus = cattle-steal-

ing : from abigo = drive away ; abigeator, abac-

tor, or abigcur = cattle-stealer. ] [Abactor, ]

Law: (1.) The crime of driving away cattle

in theft or robbery- (2.) A miscarriage crimi-

nally produced.

* a-big -gede, * a-big -gen. [Abie <2>]

ta-blT-I-ate,t;.t [Able.] To enable.
" To have wrought miracles before an age so expert

therein, and abihaied either to outvie, or at least to

detect them."—Bacon,

t a-bil'-i-a-ted, pa. par. [Abiliate.]

* a-bil -i- znent, s. [Able. ] Ability.

"... abiiiment to steer a kingdom."—Ford : Broken
Heart,

* a bil i ments, * a-byl -y-ments, *a-
bll -ments, * ab-bU'-i-ments (Scotch),

* a-byl y-ments, * a beil -y-ments,
*. 'pi. [Habiliments, Abulviements.]

a-bil'-I-ty, s. [Fr. habilite ; Ital. abilita; Sp.
* habilidad; Lat. habilitas, from habeo = have
or hold.] [Able.]

1. Power possessed by any one in virtue of

his physical, mental, or moral nature.
" The ability to spread the blessings wide
Of true philanthropy."

Wordsworth : Excursion, It.

2. Specially of intellect

"The public men of England, with much of a
peculiar kind of ability."—Macaulay: Hut. of Eng.,
ch. xxii.

•j Similarly, abilities in the plural is often

used specially for intellectual gifts

:

" That gentle firmness to which, more perhaps than
even tohis great abilities, he owed his success In life."—Macaulay ; Hist, of Eng., ch. xvi.

IT Ability and capacity are not quite synony-
mous. Capacity refers especially to one's
capability of receiving, particularly to recep-
tivity of knowledge; ability implies that the
intellect and knowledge are used in action

:

capacity looks upon the person as passive

;

ability as active.

3. The possession of wealth, means, or sub-
stance ; wealth being power or *' ability," con-
centrated in small compass till required.

"Then the disciples, every man according to bis
ability, determined to send relief."—Act* xi. 29.

4. Metaphys. and Theology : Moral or spiritual

power.

5. Law: Legal competence to do certain
acts.

If As a suffix = fitness for, capability of.

a -bilL a-bil, a. & adv. [Able.] (Scotch.)

1. Fit.

2. Able.

3. Perhaps. [Cf. Aiblins.]

* a -bill, v.t [Able.] To enable, to assist.

"And namely to tbame that abill* thame thereto."—
MS. Lincoln. (UaUiwtll.)

* a-bi me, * a by me, s. [A.N. J An abyss.
[Abysm, Abyss.]

"... till that they be fallen downs
Unto the abyme."

Cursor Mundi MS.. Trin, Coll., Cantab. (IlaUUeell.)

ab in tes -tate, a. & s. [Ft. ah intestat;

Lat ab intestatus: ab ^ from ; in — not ; testa-

tus, pa. par. of testor = to attest ; testis =
witness. ] [Test, Testify. ]

1. As adj. Law : Inheriting the estate of a
person who has died without making a will

2. As substantive : A person who inherits
the estate of one who has died without
making a will

a-bi o-gen'-e-sis, a-bi-6g -en-y, *. [Gr.
i, privative

; j8t'o« (bios)= life ; yeVecrtc (genesis)
= generation.] A scientific word invented by
Prof. Huxley, and first used by him in his
address as president of the British Association
at Liverpool, 1870, to indicate the view that
living matter can be produced from that whioh
Is not in itself living matter. It is opposed to
BiooENESi8(q.v.). (Brit. Assoc. Report, 1870.)

a-bi-o^-en-Ist, a-bl-^-gSn'-S-tist, *\

[Abiooenesis (q.v.).] One who holds the
hypothesis of abiogenesis. [Abiooenesis.]

"
. . .a common objection of abiogenittt."—Huxley

:

Preeidential Addrett, Brit. Auoc., 1870.

* a-bish -er ing, a-bish -er-sing, *. (1.

)

Originally, a forfeiture or amercement ; hence
in a more special sense (2) the state of being
quit of amercements, " a liberty of freedom."
" Wherever this word is applied to persons
in a grantor charter they have the forfeitures
and amercements of all others, and are them-

selves free from the control of any within
their fee. (Bastall : Abr. Termes de la Ley, 7.y

if Spelman considers that the words should
be written Mishkring, Mjshersing, or Miske-
raiq.

* ab -it. s. Old spelling of Habit (q.v.). (Rob.

Glouc, pp. 105, 434.)

* ab -it, s. Old spelling of Obit (q.v.).

"... an obit or other rites."—Apology for the IM*
lards, p. 108.

K In old Scotch, the plural is abitis:

"... davlie dargeis
"With owklie abitis to augment their ren tales."

Scott : Bannatyne Poem*.

* a-bit, 3 pers. sing., v.t. & i. [Abie (1).)

(Chaucer, &c.)

* ab'-It-a-cle, s. [Lat habitacidum : habito—
to dwell.] A habitation, a dwelling.

41 In whom also be ye bilded togedre into the ibitacl*
of God in the Hooli Goost."— \Yyciiffe ; Xew Tart.;
Ephes. ii. 2*.

*a-bi'te, *a-byte (pa. par. abiten). [AS.J
To bite.

" Broun lyouns and eke white
That wolden fayn his folk abyte:

Kyng Alisaunder, T,09«.

* a -bite, s. [Lat. habito.] A habitation.
" To leave his abite, and gon his wale."

Jtomaunt of the Hate, 4,914.

ab I -tion, s. [Lat aotfio = going away.]

1. Lit. : The act of going away.
2. Fig. : The act or state of dying. (Cockeram. )

ab'-ject, a. [In Fr. abject; Ital. abietto, from
Lat. abjectus, pa. par. of abjicio = to throw
away.] [Abject, v.t.]

1. Lit. (of material things): Cast away.
" From the safe shore their floating carcaaeas
And broken chariot-wheels : so thick bentrewn.
Abject and lost lay these, covering the flood."

Milton : ParadUe Lost, t. 312.

2. Fig. (a) (ofpersons) : Pertaining to a cast-
away ; a social pariah, or one excessively poor
and despised.

" See yonder poor o'erlabour'd wight,
So abject, mean, and vile."

—

Burnt.

Hence (b) (of persons) : Cringing, senile;
grovelling, morally debased to a contemptible
extent, whether from being a castaway, or
from other causes.

". . . the most abject of flatterers."—Macaulay :

BitC Eng.. ch. XL

3. Of things immaterial

:

(a) Servile, degraded, morally debased.
". . • or that abject peace of mind which springs

from impudence and insensibility."-~Jfaoaufay; hist.
Eng., ch. zv.

(6) Mean, low, quite dissevered from the
idea of debasement by loss of place or other-
wise.

" But the most abject ideas must be entertained of
their taste. '"—otbbon .- L>ecL * Fall, ch. x\v,

ab'-ject, *. [Abject, v.t & a.]

1. A person of the lowest social condition,
a social pariah, a humble servant

" We are the king's abjects, and must obey.'
Shakesp. j Richard III., L S.

2. One who, whatever his rank, is morahy
vile to an extent which might have been ex-
pected to exist only in miserable outcasts.

" Tea, the abjects gathered themselves together
against me."

—

Pi. xxxx. lb.

t ab'-jSct', v.t [From Lat. abjectus, pa, par.

of abjicio = to throw away : ab = from
;
jacio

= to throw. ]

1. To throw down, to throw or cast away.
" And downe againe himselfe disdsinefully abjf*ing"

Spenser: F. Q., bk. iii, xi. 13.

2. To cast off, to reject.

" For that offence only Almighty God objected 8anl
that be should no more reign over Israel."

—

Sir T.
Elyot i The Governor, c. i.

3. To cast down, to deject
"It objected his spirit to that degree that he fell

dangerously sick."—Stryp*: Memorials, b. i., c. 16.

ab-jfict'-fid, pa. par. & a. [Abject, v.t.]

ab-j£ot'-ed-ness, s. [Abject^t.*.]

1. The state of an abject; existence in the
condition of a social outcast

"Our Saviour . . . sunk himself to the bottom
of abjectedness to exalt our condition to the contrary
extreme. "

—

Boyle.

2. The servile spirit which such want of

position and regard is apt to produce; base-

ness, vileness.

* ab-jSct'-Inftpr. par. [Abject, v.t]

ab-jec -tion, s. [Abject, v.t.] [In Fr. abjec-

tion, from Lat. abjectio.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her. there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdw
or, wore, wolf, works wh$, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fttllj try, Syrian, se, ce - e ; oy -= a. qu - kv»
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l The act of casting away.
"The audacite and bolde speeche of Daniel sign!-

fveth the abjection of the kynge and hia re&lme."—
Joj/e: Exposition of Daniel, c. 5.

IL The state of being cast away.

1, The state of a social outcast.

2. That meanness of spirit which such a
State is apt to induce.

" That this should be termed baseness, abjection of
mind, or servility, la it credible? "—Hooker.

TIT, An objection.
" For they most take fn hande
To preche and to withstands
All manner of abjections."—Skelton, 1. W5.

ab'-ject-l^, adv. [Abject.] In a mean, con-
temptible, or servile way.

" He . . . abjectly implored the intercession of Dart-
mouth."

—

Maoaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. v.

ab -ject-ness, s. [Abject.]

1. The state of & social outcast; a low,
servile condition.

2. The character which is likely to be pro-
duced in a social outcast, servility, meanness
of spirit, debasement.

"Servility and abjectnett of humour Is Implicitly
involved in the charge of lying."

—

Gov. of the Tongue.

* ab-ju -<U-cate, v.t. [Lat. a&/i«itco= totake
away by a judgment or sentence: a&= from,
j'i'h'co= to judge.) To give, to take away, or
to transfer, by a judicial sentence.

ab-ju'-dl-ca -te*d, pa. par. [Abjudicate.]

£l>-Ju'-dI-cat-lA|j, pr. par. [Abjudicate.]

ab-ju-dl-ca-tion.s. [Abjudicate.] The act
of taking away by a judicial sentence; re-
jection.

Spec. : A legal decision by which the real
estate of a debtor is adjudged to belong to his
creditor.

abju-gate, v.t. [Lat. abjugo= to unyoke:
ab= from

; jugo= to bind to rails, or generally,
to join; jugum= & yoke.] To unyoke.

ab-jur-a-tion, *. [In Pr. abjuration; Sp.
abjuration; Lat. abjuro= to deny on oath, to
abjure : ab= from

; juro= to swear.]

L The act of forswearing, abjuring, or re-
nouncing upon oath; a denial upon oath, a
renunciation upon oath. Chiefly a law term,
and used in the following senses :—

1. An abjuration of the realm. During the
Middle Ages the right of sanctuary was con-
ceded to criminals. A person fleeing to a
church or churchyard might permanently
escape trial, if, after confessing himself guilty
before the coroner, he took an oath abjuring
the kingdom, i.e., promising forthwith to em-
bark, at an assigned port, for a foreign land,
and never to return unless by the king's per-
mission. By this abjuration the blood of the
criminal was attainted, and he forfeited all his
goods and chattels. This system of procedure
was modified in the reign of Henry VIII., and
entirely swept away in that of James I.

2. Spec. ; An abjuration or renunciation of
all imagined allegiance to the Jacobite line of
rulers, after the nation had given its verdict in
fevour of William and Mary.

"An Abjuration Bill of extreme severity was
brought into the House of Commons."

—

Macaulau
Hitt. Eng., ch. XV.

The oath of abjuration was fixed by 13 Wm.
III., c. 16. By the 21 & 22 Vict., c. 48, one
form of oath was substituted for the oaths of
allegiance, supremacy, and abjuration. For
this form another was substituted by the Act
30 & 31 Vict., c. 75, s. 5. This has in turn
been superseded by the Promissory Oaths Act,
31 & 32 Vict., c. 72, by which a new form of
the oath of allegiance is provided.

3. An abjuration, renunciation, or retracta-
tion of real or imagined heresy or false doc-
trine. Thus the now abolished 25 Chas. II.,
c. 2, enacted that certain tenets of the Church
of Rome were to be solemnly renounced. This
is sometimes called an Abjuration Act, but
the term is more appropriately confined to
that mentioned under No. 2.

4. In a popular sense : A more or less formal
giving up.

IX The state of being abjured.

HI. The document containing a Rolemn
renunciation on oath of a person or doctrine.

"Aa it was, he was committed to the Fleet on the
charge of having used heretical language. An abjura-
tion was drawn up by Wolsey, which he signed."*—
Froude: Bi$t. Eng., eh. viL

ab-J ur'-a-t6>-rjf', a. [In Fr. abjwatoire; fr.

Lat. abjuro.} Intended to intimate abjuration.

ab jure, v.t. & i. [Lat. abjuro = to deny on
oath ; Fr. abjurer ; Sp. & Port, abjurar.]

A. Transitive

:

L To renounce, recant, retract, or abrogate
anything upon oath.

Law: Especially (1) to abjure the kingdom;
that is, to swear that one will leave the king-
dom and never return. [Abjuration (1).]

"... if required so to do by four justices, muat
abjure and renounce the realm.' —Blackitone : Comm.,
bk. iv., ch. 4.

(2.) To renounce a pretender. Spec.: To
renounce allegiance to James II. and his suc-
cessors, after the nation had pronounced in
favour of William and Mary. [Abjuration
(2).]

" Nay. ia It not well known that some of these per-
sona boastfully affirmed that, if they had not abjured
him, they never could have restored him t "

—

Macau-
lay : Bixt. Eng,, ch. xv.

IX Solemnly to renounce, e.g., one's feith or
principles, or society ; or to act like one who
has done so.

". . . unless they speedily abjure this practical
heresy."—Gibbon ; Decl. * FaU, chap, xlix !

" To abjure for ever the society of man."
Shaketp. ; Midi, Jfight't Dream, 1 1.

"The servile crowU might purchase their safety by
abjuring their character, religion, and language."

—

Gibbon: Decl. and FaU, chap. xh.

B. Intransitive: To take an oath of abjura-
tion.

"An ancient man who had abjured in the year
1506."—Bp. Burnet : Hist. Ref.

ab-jii'red, pa. par. [Abjure.]

ab jure ment, s. [Abjure.] Solemn re-
nunciation.

" Such sins aa these are venial in youth, especially
if expiated with timely abjurement."—John Hall
Pteface to hii Poemt.

ab-Jiir'-er, *. [Abjure.] One who abjures;
one who solemnly renounces.

abjur'-Iag, pr. par. [Abjure.]

abkari, abkaree, abkary, abkarry,
aubkaury (pron. ab kah -re) [Hind.]

Revenue derived from duties levied on the
manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors,
as arrack, toddy, &c. ; or intoxicating drugs,
as opium or bhang.

Abkaree Regulations: Regulations for the
assessment and payment of such duties.

t ab lach, t ab lack, s. [Dimin. of Wei.
aoo = a carcase, carrion. In Fr. and Gael.
abach = a dwarf or sprite ; Gael, ablach = a
carcase.] (Scotch.)

1. A spectre.
" Up the kirkyard he fast did gee,

I wat he waa na hoolly :

And a' the ablacks glowr'd to see
A bonny kind of toolzie

Between them twae."
MB. by Rev. Mr. Skinner : The Ba'ing of Money Musk.

2. A dwarf.

3. The remains of any animal that has
become the prey of a dog, fox, polecat, &c.

4. A particle, a fragment.

+ ab-lac -tate, v.t. [Lat. ablacto = to wean:
ab; lacto = to suckle : lac = milk.] To wean.

ab-lac-ta tlon, s. [From Lat. ablacto = to
wean.]

1. Med. : The weaning of a child from the
mother's milk.

2. Old Hortic.: Grafting by approach or
inarching. [Grafting.

]

* ab la di urn, s. [Med. Lat.]

1. In Old Records: Cut corn.

2. A particular method of grafting where
the scion is, as it were, weaned by degrees
from the maternal stock, till it is firmly united
to the stock en which it is grafted. (Dic-
tionarium Rvsticum, 1726.)

"a-bland, pa. par. [A.S.] Blinded. [Ablende.]
" The walniee han the abland."

Sevyn Sages, 2.462.

ab-l&'-que'-ate, v.t. [Lat. ablagueo = to dis-
entangle, or turn up the earth round the roots
of a tree to form a trench : ab = from ; laqueus
— a noose or snare.]

Hortic. : To lay bare the roots of trees ; to
expose them to air and water.

ab-la -qu5-a'-tion, $. [Ablaqueate.]
1. Hortic. : The act or process of laying bare

the roots of a tree to expose them to the air
and to moisture.

" Uncover aa yet roote of trees where abla</ueation
is requisite."—Evelyn: Cal. Hart,

2, The state of being laid bare.

•ablaste, 5 [A.N.] [Lat. balista m a cross-
bow, or a more powerful engine for the pro-

pulsion of arrows.] A crossbow. [Arbalest.]

a blast -en, v.t. To blast. [Blast.]
" V en! in and fir to gedir he caste.
That he Jaaon so sore ablaste."

Qower MS. ( BalUwell.

)

ab-la'-tion, s. [Lat. ablatio = & takingaway;
ablatus = taken away : ab = away ; Uttus, pa.
par. of tollo = to raise, to remove.]

I. The act or process of carrying away.
1. In a general sense :

"And this prohibition extends to all injustice
wliotlier duue by force or fraud; whether it be by
ablation, or detaining of rights."—-Jeremy Taylor •

Works, voL Hi.

" Wrongful ablation of servaatship. If it be the
offence of the master, but not otherwise, coincides
with wrongful abdication of mastership ; if it be the
otieuce of a stranger, it involves in it ablation of
mastership, which, In as far as the mastership la a
beneficial thing, is wrougful."—Jeremy Bentham.

2. Med. : The carrying away from the body
of anything hurtful to health.

3. Chem. : The act of removing whatever Is

no longer necessary.

IL The state of being carried away.

ab la-tive, o. & s. [Lat. ablativns ; Ger. db-
lativ; Fr.ablatif; ItaL ablativo.] [Ablation.]

L As adjective

:

1 1. Gen. (from lit. sense of the word) : Per-
taining to ablation, i.e., the act of taking away.

"Where the heart is forestalled with mlsopiniona,
ablative directions are found ueedfull to unteach
error."—Bp. Hall: Serm,

2. Spec.;

(a) The sixth and last case in the Latin
language. An extant fragment of Julius
Caesar's De Analogia informs us that he was
the inventor of the term in Latin. He found
time to introduce it during his Gallic War.
The ablative case expresses a variety of rela-
tions, such as separation, instrumentality,
position in time and place, and these we ex-

. press in English by the prepositions from, by,
with, in, at, &c.

(b) Pertaining to the sixth case in the Latin
language.

1 The word is, no doubt, originally an adjec-
tive, as in Latin ; but as in that language there
is frequently an ellipse of the substantive
casus, so in English we find ablative standing
by itself, and it is thus used

—

IL As a substantive:
" The ablative denotes the moving cause."SchmUzi

Lat. Gram., g 29L

% The ablative absolute is a mode of expres-
sion in Latin by which, in a subordinate clause
detached from the rest, the subject is put in
the ablative, and the verb is changed into a
participle, and made to agree with it : as,

Reluctante naturd irritus labor est= exertion is

useless, nature being against it, i.e., when
nature is against it.

% There is an ablative in the Chinese aa
well as the Latin language. (See Max M tiller.)

t a-blaw -en, *a-blo'we, v. [A.S. abldwan
= to blow up.] To blow up.

". . . he gan hire herte ablowe."—Saoreham, 160.

ablaze, adv. & a. tPref. a = on ; blaze. ] On
*

fire, in a blaze, blazing.
" All a~blaMe with crimson and gold."

Longfellow : Golden Legend.

-able, in compos., a suffix — able (q.v.), im-
plying that which may do or be done: aa
perishable = which may perish ; eatable =
which may be eaten.

a ble, a. [O. Fr. habile; Norm, ablez, hable,

habler = to enable : fr. Lat. habilis — that may
be easily handled ; habeo — to have or hold.]

I. Old Eng. & Scotch (in the etymological
sense) : Fit, proper.
"... James Erie of Mortons his gvldschir, and

thereby maiat able to succeed to him. —Acts James
VI., 1681.

* IL Liable, in danger of.

" Finding yourself able to droone, ye wold preis
agane to the Doit."

—

Bannatyne: Trans., p. 159.

ILL Having sufficient physical, mental,
moral, or spiritual power, or acquired skill, or
sufficient pecuniary and other resources to do
something indicated.

" I have wounded them, that they were not abte to
rise."—/>*. xvliL 88.

boil, bop'; poltt, joltl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as ; expect, ^cnophon, e^ist. -ing,

-clan. -Uan *= shan. -tton. -sion = shun; (ton, sion = zhun. -tious, -eftoua, -sious = shus. -ble, -die* Ac. bel, deL
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"And no man was able to answer him a word.*

—

Afarr. xxiii. 46.

"God is faithful, who will not suffer you to he
tempted above that ye are able."—l Cor. x. 18.

". . . able to read."—Statesman's rear Book (1873).

"very man shall give as he is able."—Beat, xvt IT.

An able man : A man of intellect.

"Pepys. the ablett man in the English Admiralty."
—Macaulay : Hist. £ng., ch. iii.

•J Rarely of things: Sufficient, enough.
"... their gold shall not be able to deliver

them."—Ezek. viL 1»

IV. Having legal permission, or possessed

of legal competence, to do anything stated.

able-bodied, a.

1. Having a body sufficiently strong to per-

mit of one's doing an average amount of

manual labour.

"For the able-bodied vagrant, it Is well known that
the old English laws bad no mercy."—Fraud*: Bitt.

Eng., ch. i.

2. Naut.: Applied to a sailor possessing

some experience of the work on shipboard.

Often contracted into A.B. (q.v)

able-minded* a. Talented, clever, pos-

sessed of intellect.

t a'-ble, v.t. [From the adjective.]

1. To enable, to make fit for, to adapt, to

suit.

2. To warrant or answer for, to undertake
for any one. .

" None does offend, none, I say, none. 111 able 'em.

"

Shakesp. : King Lear, iv. 6.

a'-ble, a blins, adv. [Aiblins.] Perhaps,
possibly. (Scotch.)

" Who would go search among such heroes' sheep
May able find many poor scabbed crock," Ac

Bream of Sir David Lindsay : Works, 68.

a-blec tick, or a-blec -tive, a. [Lat. ab=
'from; lego =. to *lay in order.] Set out or
adorned for sale, (Cockeram.)

t ab le gate, v. t. [Lat. abhgo= to send away

:

ab; lego — to send as an ambassador.] To
send abroad specially as an ambassador.

4b le ga -tion, $. [Ablegate.] A sending
abroad ; as, (1) spec., an ambassador

; (2) gen,,

any person or thing from the place usually
occupied. .

"... an arbitrarious ablegatlonoi the spirit into
this or that determinate part of the body. —Dr. 11.

More: Antidote against Atheism, I. li. 7.

* a'-ble mentes.s .
• •!. [Habiliments.] (Hard-

yng's Chronicle, f. 145.)

ab -lcn, or ab -let, s. [In Fr. dblen or ablette.]

Names occasionally given to a small fresh-
water fish more commonly termed the bleak.
It is the Cyprinus alburnus of Linnaeus, and
the Leuciscus alburnus of Cuvier. [Bleak.]

**v-blen'de,"a-blend'-^n,r.«.(pretab;eji(<).

[A.S. abUndan = to blind.] To blind, to
dazzle. Also (Jig.) deceived. [Blind.]

"He schal both ablende his enemies' sigt."

MS. Douce. 391, 1 12.

t a'-ble ness, *. [Able.] Ability, physical
or mental. (Now Ability.)

" That nation doth so excel both for comeliness and
ablencu. "Sidney,

*a-blent', pa. par. [Ablende.] Blinded,
dazzled ; also deceived.

" Btronge thef, thou schalt be shent,
For thou hast me thus ablent.~

MS. Addit. (BaltiweU.)

a-blep -Bi-a, or a-blep -sy, s. [Gr. i/SXe^a
(ablepsia) = blindness.] Blindness, want of
sight. (Cockeram.)

a-blep'-tlc-al-ly, adv. [From Gr. u/9AewW«
(ablepteo)= to overlook. d, priv.

; £\ew»
(blepo)= to look.] Inadvertently, by over-
sight.

* a-bles'-syd. Old spelling of Blessed.

ab -let. [Ablen. ]

ablewe (&-blii\ pret. [Blow.] Blew.
"Aswon tho sche overthrewe
Wawain sone hir ablewe,"

Arthour and Merlin, p. SIS.

• a-bliche, adv. Fitly, properly.

"These mowe abliche be chosen to chivalry*."
MS. Douce, Ml, fo. 10.

ab -II-gate, v.t. |Xat ab; ligo = to tie, to
bind.] To tie up firm.

ab 11-ga' tion, c [Lat. ab; ligatio= a bind-
ing: hgo=to bind.]

1. The act of tying up.

2. The state of being tied up.

*ab-U-gu-ri-Uon,ab-U-gti-r^,s. [Lat
abliguritio = a consuming or feasting: ab;
Hgurio = to lick off, to consume in feasting

:

ab; liguritio = daintiness; liguriozndligurrio
= to lick.] Excess in eating and drinking.
(Minsheu.)

*a blin-dcn, * a-blyn'-den, v.t. TA.8. o-

blendan, v.t. [Ablende.]

1. Transitive: To blind, to dazzle.

thi mc
seighe,

Sithen a beem in thyn owene
/ Ablyndeth thiselve. Piers Plowman, p. 189.

2. Intransitive ; To grow blind.

t ab -ld-cate, v.t. [Lat. abloco (lit.)= to place
from, to place away from, to let out: ab; loco

= to place, to lease.] To let out, to lease out.
(Calvin: Lexicon Juridicum.)

ab 16-ca-tion, $. [From Lat. abloco.] A
letting out for hire.

* a- blode ', adv. Bloody, with blood, bleeding.
" Olubrious sat and byheld
How here lymes ronne ablode."—W. de Shoreham.

t a-bl6y', interj. [A.S. able!] An exclamation
used in hunting = " On I on I

"

* ab-lu'-ci-oun, s. [Sp. dblucion; Eng. ablu-
tion.]

Old Chan. : The cleansing of bodies from
impurities.

"Oyles, abludoun, and metal fusible."
Chaucer: C. T., 16.KM.

tab-lude, v.i. [Lat. abludo = not to be in
tune with ; hence, to differ from : ab; htdo =
to play.] To be unlike, to differ.

" The wise advice of our Seneca, not much abluding
from the counsel ol that blessed apostle."—Bp. Ball:
Balm of Gilead, Til L

tab'-lu-ent,a. &s. [Lai abluens, pr. par. of
abluo = to wash away : ab; luo — to wash

;

Gr. Xovot (loud).] Washing away, washing,
cleansing by means of water or other liquid.

As substantive ; A washing away.

Phar.: Applied to medicines which were
formerly supposed to purify or cleanse the
blood.

* ab-lu'-gen, v.i. (pret. abluied). [M. H. Ger.
erbliugen. ] To frighten.

" Tha iwarth that folc swithe abluied."—Morris : 0.
Eng. Bomiiies of the llth * VAth Cent.

ab lu-tion,* [In Ger. & Fr. ablution; Sp.
dblucion; Ital. abluzione; from Lat. ablutio —
washing.]

L The act of washing, cleansing, or purify-
ing by means of water.

1. Spec. : One of those washings which
figure so largely among the ceremonial observ-
ances of Oriental faiths, and are recognised
also in Christian baptism.

"Ablutions before prayer."—Berklott: Mussulmans
O/ India, xiil. 72.

2. Roman Ritual : The water and wine with
which the celebrant washes his thumb and
index finger, after his communion, in the
Mass.

3. Med. : The washing of the body externally

by baths, or internally by fluids effective for

the purpose.

4. Chem. : The purification of bodies by the
pouring upon them of suitable liquids.

LT. The state of being washed.
* LTL The water which has been used for

the purpose of washing.
" Wash'd by the briny wave, the pious train
Are cleans'd, and cast the ablutions in the main."

Pope : Bomer't Iliad.

* ab-lft'-vi-in. *. [Old Lat. abluvium = a de-

luge.] That which is washed off. (Dwight.)

a bly, adv. [Able.] In an able manner

;

with ability. »

" And bare him ably in the fight."
Scott : Lay of Last Minstrel, It. St.

ab-ne-gate, v.t. [Lat. abntgo =to refuse or
deny: ab; nego = to refuse, to deny.] [Ne-
gation.] To deny, to repudiate.

"The Tery possibility of Heroism had been, as it

were, formally abnegated in the minds of alL—Car-
lyle : Heroes and Hero- Worship, Lect. T.

ab -ne-ga -ted, pa. par. & a. [Abnegate.]

ab -ne ga ting, pr. par. [Abnegate.]

ab-ne-ga - tion, l [Lat. abnegatio; Fr. ab-
negation.] [Abnegate.] Denial, renunciation,
disclaimer.

"Fatience and abnegation of self, and devotion to
others.'' Longfellow: Evangeline.

t ab-ne ga-tive, a, [Abnegate.] Lat. ab~
negativus = negative : abnego.] Denying, nega-
tive.

t ab ne-ga -tor, *. [Lat. abntgator= one who
denies.] One who denies, renounces, or re-

pudiates. [Abnegate. ]

" Ab negatori and dispensers against the laws of
God."—Sir £. Sandys : State of Hetigion.

ab -no-date, v.t. [Lat. abnodo = to clear trees
of knots: a£=from; nodus= a knot.] To
clear knots away from trees.

ab-no da tion, s. [Abkodate.]

1. The act of cutting knots from trees.

2. The state of having knots cut away from
trees.

ab-nor'-maL, a. [Lat. abnormis=: without
rule : ab = from ; norma = a carpenter's square
(fig., a rule).] Not according to rule; irre-

gular; anomalous, departing from the ordi-
nary type. " Quite recently introduced into
English " (Trench : English, Past and Present,

p. 48). It is now quite a common word, espe-
cially in scientific works.

". . . she was reduced into that abnormal and
singular condition."—Froude : Hist, of Eng., ch. It.

"If present in the normal human embryo, they
become developed in an abnormal manner. "—Darwin :

Descent of Man, ch. iv.

ab-nor m&l -l-ty, s. [Abnormal.]

1. The quality of being abnormal ; depart-
ure from rule.

2. Anything abnormal ; an abnormal
feature.

"A single body presented the extraordinarT
number of twenty -five distinct abnormalities."

—

Darwin ; Descent of Man, vol. i. (1671), part i. ch.
iv., p. 10».

ab-nor -mal-ly, adv. [Abnormal.] In an
abnormal manner.

fcb-nor-ml-ty, s. [Abnormal.] Irregularity;
departure from the ordinary type.

ab-nor -mous, a. [Abnormal.] Not accord-
ing to rule ; departing from the ordinary type

;

misshapen, gigantic, monstrous.

" The former being often the more extravagant and
abnormotts in their Incidents, in proportion as the
general type of the gods was more vast and awful than
that of the heroes."

—

UrUt : History of Greece, voL L,
ch-L

ab'-o, *. [Welsh.] The carcase of an animal
killed by a wolf or other predatory animaL
(Ancient Laws and Inst, of Wales.)

a boar d, adv. & prep. [Pref. o ~ on ; and
* board.[ [Board.]

L As adverb

:

1. On board ; into a ship.
" And finding a ship sailing over unto Phenicia, we

went aboard, and set forth."—Acts xxi. 2.

2. On board ; in a ship.

"Pro. : Go. go, be gone to save your ship from wreck.
Which cannot perish, having thee aboard."

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, L 2.

Naut. : To fall aboard of is to come against

another ship when one or .both are in motion,

or one at least is so.

Aboard main-tack: The order to draw the

main-tack, meaning the lower corner of the

main-sail, down to the chess-tree.

All aboard t A call to go on board a ship, or

(U. S.) to enter a railroad train, a street car

or other vehicle, when it is on the point of

starting.

IX As preposition. [In Ital. a bordo.]

1. On board ; into a ship.

"... convey thy deity
Aboard our dancing boat."

Shakesp. : Pericles, 111 L

2. On board ; in a ship.

* aboard, s. Approach. (Sir K. Digby.)

* a-boar d, v.t. [Fr. aborder.]

1. To approach the shore.
" Ev*n to the verge of gold, aboarding Spain."

Soliman and Persida (ISMJl

2. In some games this phrase signifies that

the person or side in the game which was pre-

viously either none or few, has now got as

many as the other. (Dyche.)

*a-bobbed, a. [A.N. abol>y = astonished. ]

Astonished.
" The messangers were abobbed tho
Thai nisten what thai migbten do."

A rthour * Merlin, p. 71.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
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* ij-bdfche mcnt, * a-bbcch-ynge, i.

[A.N.] Increase. (Prompt. Pare.)

abococked. [See explanatory note, «. v.

Abacot.]

' a-bo dance, i. [Abode, v.t.] An omen.

*-bd'de, (pret. of Abide).

a-bo de, *. [Abide.] (Abode is connected with

bode, the pa. par. of the A.S. verb bidan — to

abide.)

L The state of abiding.

I. The state of residing for a longer or

shorter period fn any place ; residence.

" If a man love me, he will keep my words : and my
Father will love him. and we will come unto him, and
make our abode with him."—John xiv. 23.

*2. Delay.
•' [He] having her from Trompart lightly roared.
Upon his courser sett the lovely lode,

And with her fled away without abode."
Spenser : F. 0,, IIL rili. 1*.

II. The place where one resides ; a habita-

tion, a dwelling, a house, home, residence.

" Com*, let me lead you to our poor abode,"
Wordsworth : Excursion, bit. T.

a-bo de, v.t. k t. [Bode.]

L Trans'. : To foreshadow, to forebode, to

to bode, to omen.
" That this tempest.

Dashing the garment of this peace, aboded
The sudden breach on't.'

Skakesp. : Benry VIII., L 1.

H. Intrans. : To be an omen.
" Thla abodes aadly.' —Decay of Christian Piety.

•a-bd'de-m8ut, s. [a ; bode; and affix -ment.)

A foreboding an evil omen, unfavourabld
progn ostication.

* Tush, man 1 abodements muat not now affright ua
By fair or foul means we must enter in.

For hither will our friends repair to ua.

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., It. 1

a-bo -ding, pr. par. [Abode.]

a bo-ding, s. [Abode, Bode.] Prognostica-

tion, presentiment.

"What atrange ominoua abodings and fears do many
timea on a sudden seize upon men, of certain approach-
ing evils, whereof at present there is no visible ap-
pearance."—Bp. Bull: Works, it. 489.

a-bof e, * a- boff'e, adv. [Above.]
" Wolde God, for hia modura lief,

Bryng me onys at meyue abofe
I were out of theirs eye."

Cambridge MS. Uth Cent., ff. v. 48, 56. (ffaUiweU.)

•a-boghte, * a-bogh't-en, pret of v.

[Abohte,]

"a-bd'-gl-e'll, v.t. (pret. abogede, pa. par.

hbogen). [A.S. abugan.] To bow. (Bailey.)

"Wei corteiili thanne abogede the."—Balliwell:
Diet. 10.

* a- boh'te, or a-bSgh'te (pret. sing, of
Abie ; pi. aboghten). Atoned for ; paid for

;

expiated.

" Murie he ther wrohte
Ah Rymeuild hit abohte." Syng Born (14M).

a boil , a. or adv. [Boil, v.] In or into a
boiling state. Chiefly in the phrase, To
come a-boil — to begin to boil. (Scotch.)

"This without any other preparation is put Into a

St on the fire, and by the time it comes a-boil is

msformed into a coagulation or Jelly."— Agric
Survey, Kincard., p. 483.

* ab'-S-lete, a. [As if from a Lat. aboletus,

sup. of abolesco = to decay.] [Abolish.] Old,

" To practya* suche abotete sciena."—Skelton I Works,

y. *8-

a-bol -Ish, v.t. [Ft. abolir; Sp. abolir; Ital.

abolire : fr. Lat. aboleo= to grow out of use,

to abolish: ab; olesco = to grow.]

1. To do away with, to abrogate, annul,

disannul, cancel or revoke. Used especially

of laws, customs, institutions, or offices.

" It was therefore Impossible to abolish kingly
government,"—Macaulay i Bist. of Bng„ ch. i.

t2. (Phys. sense): To destroy.

"And the idols he shall utterly abolish,"—/«!. ii. 18.

"... our Saviour Jesus Christ, who hath
abolished death, and hath brought life and immorta-
lity to light through the gospel. —2 Tim, i. 10.

a-bol ish a ble, a. [In Fr. abolissable.]
' [Abolish.] * Able to be abolished; that may
be abolished, abrogated, repealed, annulled,

or destroyed.

a-bol ished, pa. par. & a. [Abolish.]

a-bol -Isb-er, s. [Abolish.] One who abo-
lishes.

a-bbT-Ish-ing, pr. par. [Abolish.]

t a-bol'-Ish-Ing, s. [Abolish.] A repealing,

an annulling, an abrogating, a destroying.

(Nearly obsolete, its place being taken by
Abolition.)

"The abolishing of detestable heresies."—Benry
VIII. Quoted by Froude ; Bist. Bng., ch. xvl.

t a-bol -Ish-ment, s. [In Fr. abolissement.]

The act of abolishing, the act of repealing,

annulling, or abrogating.
"... a godly act was made [in 1SW] for the

abolishment of diversity of opinion concerning the
Christian religion."—Froude: Bist. Bng., vol ill, ch.

xvii., p. ML
ab-ol-i'-tloil, $. [In Fr. abolition; Ital.

abolizione: fr. Lat. abolitio.] [Abolish.]

L The act of abolishing.

1. The act of annulling, erasing, effacing,

destroying, or sweeping out of existence.
". . . he would wiTTmgly consent to the entire

abolition of the tax. "— Miloutlay : Bist. Bng., ch. ii.

2. Law only : The giving by the sovereign
or the judges leave to a prosecutor or a criminal
accuser to desist from further prosecution.

(25 Hen. VIII., c. 21.)

A. The state of being abolished.

ab-dl-I'-tion-ism, s. [Abolition.] The views
entertained by an abolitionist.

ab-ol-r tion-Ut, i. [Abolition.] [In Ger.

abolitionist; Fr. abolitioniste.] One who en-

tertains views in favour of " abolition," mean-
ing the abolition of slavery.

" The abolitionists had been accused as authors of

the late inaurrection in Dominica." -Clarkson: Abol.

of Slave Trade, ii. 384.

a-bol -la, s. [Lat, fr. Gr. uufioXd (ambola)
= a mantle.]
Among the ancient Greeks and Romans

:

A thick woollen
mantle or cloak,
worn principally

by military men,
and thus was op-
posed to the toga,

which was especi-

ally the habiliment
of peace. [Tooa.]

Its use was, how-
ever, not confined

to military excur-
sions, but it was
also worn within
the city. It was
also used by the
Stoic philosophers
at Rome as a dis-

tinctive dress.

a-bd'-ma, s. [Local (Guiana) name.] A large
* and formidable American snake, called also

the ringed boa. It is the Epicratis Cenchrea.

Anciently it was worshipped by the Mexicans.

ab 6 ma' sua, ab 6 ma -sum, s. [Lat.

ab; omasum, a Latin or Gallic word signify-

ing the stomach of a bullock.] The fourth

stomach in a ruminating animal. Its sides

are wrinkled, and it is the true organ of

digestion. Analogous to the simple stomach
of other mammals.

a-bdm'-in-a-ble, a. [In Fr. abominable;
Ital. abbominevole : fr. Lat. abominabilis—
worthy of imprecation, execrable ; fr. abomi-
nor = to deprecate anything unpropitious.]
[Abominate.] Very loathsome, hateful, or

odious ; whether (1) as being offensive to the
physical senses

—

"And I will cast abominable filth upon thee.*—
Jfahum iii. 6.

or (2) (in Scripture) as being ceremonially

unclean—
" Any unclean beast or any abominable unclean

thing.
1 —Leviticus vii. 21.

or (3) as being offensive to the moral sense—
"And the scant measure that is abominable."—

Micah vi. 10.

•"
It may be used of persons as well as

things

:

"Ye shall not make yourselves abominable with
any creeping thing that creepeth."

—

Lev. xi. 48.

". . . In works they deny him, being abomin-
able."—Titus i. W.

a bom in able ness, *. [Abominable.]
" The quality or state of being physically or
morally loathsome.
"... to urge atheists with the corruption and

abominableness of their principles."—Bentley : Serm.

ABOLLA.

a-bom -In-a-bly; adv. [Abominable.] In
* a very loathsome manner, whether physically
or morally.

1. Phys.: As in the sentence, "Decaying
tangles smell abominably."

2. Morally

:

"And he did very abominably in following idol*."—
1 Kings xxi. 96.

a-bom -In-ate, v.t. [In Sp. abominar; Ital.

abbominare; Lat. abominor = to depreciate as
being of evil omen; hence, to detest: ab;
omen, genit. ominis; as if it had been said,

absit omen — may the omen depart, God forbid
that the omen should come to pass.] To
loathe, to detest, to hate exceedingly.

"He preferred both to abominate and despise all
mystery, refinement, and intrigue."—Swift.

a-bom -In-at-ed, pa. par. [Abominate.]

a-bom -In-a-ting, pr. par. [Abominate.]

a-bom In a -tion, s. [Abominate.]

I. The act of doing something hateful.
".

. . every abomination to the Lord, which te
hateth."— Deut. xii. 81.

"... because of the abominations which ye have
committed."—Jer. xliv. 23.

IX The state of being greatly hated or
loathed.
"... Israel alto was had in abomination with

the Philistines."—1 Bam. xiii. 4.

"Tobacco in any other form than that of richly-
•cented snuff was held in abomination."—Macaulay

:

Bist. of Bug., ch. iii.

III. Objectively: An object of extreme
hatred, loathing, or aversion. An object
loathed on account—

(1) Of its offensiveness to the senses.

(2) Of its ceremonial impurity

:

"... eating swine's flesh, and the abomination,
and the mouse."—lea. lxvi. 17.

(3) Of its moral offensiveness

:

". . . wickedness is an abomination to my lipa."

—Prov. vilL 7.

% In this sense the word is often used in

Scripture for an idol

:

"... M ileum, the abomination of the Am-
monitea."—1 Kings xi. 6.

(4) Of some other cause than those now
mentioned

:

". . . for every shepherd is an abomination unt*
the Egyptians."— Gen. XI vi. 3t

*a-bom'-Ine, v.t. The same as Abominate
Poet. A Ludicrous:

"By topics which though I abomine'em.
May serve ae arguments ad hominem."—Swift

a-bd'ne (1), prep. & adv. [Above.]

1. As prep. : Above. (Arthour dk Merlin,

p. 128.)

2. As adverb: Above.

* a-bo ne (2), adv. [Fr. a bon.] Well.

"Tho thei aeeche a litel hem abone
Seven knightes y-armed come."

Arthour and Merlin, p. ltt.

2. Adverb: Well-
" And a good swerde, that wolde byte abone."

Sir Gawayne, p. 217.

a-bood, pret. [Abide.] Waited, expected,

remained.

"And Cornelie abood hem with htse cosyns and
necessarie freudis that weren clepid togidre. — Wick-

life: New Test., Acts x. M.

a boon ,
prep. (Scotch and N. of Eng. dialect

' for Above.) [Abune.]
"... aboon the pass of Bally-Brough."—Sir W.

Scott: Waverley.

*a-boord, adv. [Fr. 6ord = border.] From
Ihe bank. (Spenser.)

" Ab men in summer fearles passe the foord,

Which is in winter lord of all thepUine,
And with his tumbling streames doth beare aboord

The ploughman's hope and shepheard's labour

valne." Spenser: Ruines of Borne (1691).

a-bdot', pa. par. Beaten down. (Skinner.)

a-boot , adv. [Abote.] To boot, the odds
* paid in a bargain. (Roxburgh.)

* a-bdrd', * [Fr.] First appearance, manner
6f address, accosting. (Chesterfield.)

* a-bbrd , v.t. [Fr. aborder = to approach.]

to approach, to accost. (Spenser.)

* a-bord', adv. [Fr. border = shore.] Across;

from shore to shore. (Spenser.)

* a bbrd age (age = Ig), s. [Fr. aborder -
{o board.] The act of boarding a ship.

"The master further gettis of the ship taken bi him
and his companie, the l&est cabell and anchor form*
abordage. —Balfour : Pract., 9. MO.

boil, boy: poit, Joltl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his, sin, as; expect, ^enopnon, e^ist. ph - f,
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a-bbr e, pa. par. Born. [Bkae. ]

"At Taunedeane loud 1 was abort and abred."
JfX JMriKrfa, 36, t 111 iBaUiweO.)

&b-6-rig -in-al, o. & a. [Lat. aft = from

;

origo, -inis = the beginning : fr. orior= to rise. ]

X. As adjective:

1. Original.
" And mantled o'er with aboriginal tort
And everlasting flowers."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vi.

"On ft sudden, the aboriginal population rote on the
colonists."—Macaulay : Bitt. £t\o.,cYu L

2. Primitive, simple, unsophisticated.
"... these are doubtless man; aboriginal minds,

by which no other conclusion is conceivable.''

—

Bwrbert

IL As substantive

:

1. A man or woman belonging to the oldest
known race inhabiting a country.

" I have selected for comparison these extreme speci-
men! of skulls characteristic 'of race, one of an abori-
gine! of Van Diemen'l Luid."

—

Owen; Mammalia,

2. An animal or plant species brought into
being within the area where it is now found.

".
. . hence it may be well doubted whether this

frog is an aboriginal of these islands."—Darwin :

Voyage round the World.

ftbH&-rlg'-In-al-l^, adv. [Aboriginal.]
From its origin, beginning or commencement;
at first, at the outset.

" We have evidence that the barren island of Ascen-
sion aboriginally possessed under half-a-dosen flower-
ing plants."—Dartein : Origin of Specie*, ch_ xii.

ab-o-rlg'-in-es, 5. at [Lat. Aborigines: (1)
An old tribe inhabiting Latium ; (2) the
earliest known inhabitants of any other land.]
[Aboriginal.]

1. The earliest known inhabitants of any
continent, country, or district.

" In South Africa the aborigine! wander over the
moss and plains."—Dartein: Descent of Man, voL i.,

pt L, ch. vii., p. 237.

2. Spec : The Latian tribe mentioned above.
" When jBneas arrived in Italy, they were Riven by

him to Latinos, king of the Aborigine*, as hostages for
the observance of the compacts entered into with the
natives."—Lewis: Early Rom, Hist., ch. x.

a-bor -xnent, *. An abortion (TopseU.)
Probably a misprint for abortment,

* ab-or'se-ment, s. Miscarriage, abortion.

ment ... is utterly unlawful and highly sinful."
Bp. Ball : Case* of Conscience.

a-bort', v.t. & i. [Lat. aborto, old form of
" abortio = to miscarry.]

1. Transitive : To render abortive.

. . the oil-gland is quite aborted."—Darwin

:

Orig. of Species, ch. 1-, p. 22.

"Although the eyes of the cirripeds are more or less
aborted in their mature state."

—

Owen : Camp. Ana'..

2. Intransitive : To miscarry. {Lord Herbert
o/Cherbury.)

*a-bort', s. [Abortion.] An abortion.
". . . dying of an abort in childbed. "—Reliqua

Woottonianm, p. 43L

*a-borf-ed,pa. par. [Abort, v.t.] Rendered
abortive.

•Vbor'-ti-ent, a. [Abort, v.i.] [From Lat.
abortiens, pr. par. of abortior.]

Hot. : Barren, sterile.

a-bort'-ing, pr. par. [Abort, v.L]

a-bor'-tion, s. [Lat. abortio = premature de-

livery, miscarriage : from abortus, pa. par. of
aborior = to disappear.]

L The state of miscarriage, failure to reach
independent existence.

Phys.: (1) A miscarrying, miscarriage. If
the foetus is brought forth before the end of
the sixth month, the term used by medical
Inen is abortion or miscarriage; but if after the
sixth month, that employed is premature birth.

The law does not recognise this distinction,
but applies the term abortion to the throwing

t
off of the foetus at any period of the pregnancy.
To take means to procure abortion—the crime
now generally termed foeticide—is felony.

"The symptoms which precede abortion will be
generally modified by their exciting cause."

—

Dr. R.
Zee: Cycl. of Pratt. Med.

2. The non-development of an organ or a
portion of an osgan required to constitute an
Weal type.
"... the development and abortion of the oil-

gland."— Darwin: Origin of Specie*, ch. i., p. 13.

3. Hortie. : The premature development of
the fruit, or any defect in it.

IX The fruit of the miscarriage.

1. The foetus brought forth before it has
been sufficiently developed to permit of its

maintaining an independent existence.

2. Fig. : Any fruit, produce, or project,
which fails instead of coming to maturity; as
in the sentence, " His scheme proved a mere
abortion."

tV-bort'-Ive, a. [In Fr. abortif; Sp. and Ital.
" abortivo; Lat. abortivus = born prematurely.]
[Abortion. ]

1. Brought forth in an immature state,

fading before it reaches perfection.
- " If ever he have child, abortive be it.

Prodigious and untimely brought to light."
Shakesp. : Richard III., t 1

2. Fruitless, ineffectual, failing in its effect

;

like a crude and unwise project.

"To their wisdom Europe and America have owed
scores of abortive constitutions."

—

Macaulay ; BUt.
Mng., ch. xi.

3. Biol.: An abortive organ is one wanting
some essential part, or which never comes to
maturity. An abortive stamen generally wants
the anther and pollen; an abortive petal is

generally a mere bristle or scale ; and an abor-
tive ovule never developes into a seed, but
shrinks away.

4. Pertaining to abortion. Thus, "Abortive
potions are potions designed to produce abor-

' tion."

t Abortive vellum is vellum made of the skin
Of an abortive calf.

* 5> Rendering abortive.
" Plunged in that abortive gull"

Milton : /'.£., IL 441.

a-bort'-iVe, *. [Abort, Abortion.] That
which is brought forth prematurely.
" Many are preserved, and do signal service to their

country, who, without a provision, night have
perished as abortive*.'—Addison: Guardian.

a-bort'-Ivo-l^, adv. [Abortion.]

1. Immaturely ; in an untimely manner.
" If abortively poor man must die.
Nor reach what reach he might, why die in dread T"

Foung: Sight Thoughts, vii.

2. So as to produce no proper effect; a
failure.

" The enterprise in Ireland, aselsewhere. terminated
abortively,'—froude: Hist. Eng., vol. iv., p. M.

a bort ive-ness, s. [Abort.] The quality
or state of being abortive.

* a-bort -ment, s. [Abort.] An untimely
birth,

"... in whose womb those deserted mineral riches
must ever be buried as lost abortment*. unless those
be made the active midwives to deliver them."

—

Lord
Bacon.

"a boste, v. [A.N.] To assault.

"A Bretoue, a hraggere
Abotted Piers als.

y
Piers Plow., p. 1*4.

* ab -ot. [Abbot.]

* a-bo te, pa. par. Beaten down.
" She was abashid and abate."

Chaucer: Dreamt, 1,290.

*
La-b©'te, prep. Old spelling of About.

" They cum the towne abate."—Reliq. Antig., ii. 21.

" a both e, adv. [Pref. o = on, bothe = both.]

On both.
"Abothe half lay mani on."

Arthour a Merlin, p. 19.

*a~bo"ugh'ed, ?>a. par. Bowed, obeyed. (College

of Arms MS. of Robt. of Glove in Heames
edit., p. 106.)

* abought, pret. of Abie.

1. Atoned for.

"And that hath Dido sore aboughte.
Whose deth scball ever he bethought*.

Oower MS., 8oc Anttg., 184, fo. 104.

2. Bought.

3. An incorrect form of About.

* a-bdul zie ments, *. pi. [Habiliments.]
Dress. [Abclyiement.]

"Aboulttement* I has, aneu
I'se gie myael and a' to you."

Taylor l Scotch Poems, U.

*a-boun, prep. [Above.] Above.
"To Ood aboun be Joy and blysse"

Tundal : Vision*, p. 15s.

abound', v.i. [Fr. abonder; Sp. abundar;
* Ital. abbemdare ; Lat. abundo = to rise up, to
swell, to overflow ; from unda s= a wave.]

1. To possess in great quantity, to be well

supplied. (Followed by with.)

% Followed by in

:

" That ye may abound In hops."—Aom. xv. IS.

2. To be in great plenty, greatly to prevail.

"And because Iniquity shall abound, the love of
many shall wax cold. —Matt. xxiv. 12.

* a-bou nde, a. [Abound.] Abounding.
*' Eyght so this mayd of grace most abounded
Lydgate Ms., Soc Antiq., IM, fo. &. {BaUiweU.)

a-bound -Ing, pr. par. [Abound.]

a bound Ing, s Existence in great quantity.

* a-boure, s. [A.N.] The same as Avourb »
a patron.

By God and Seynte Mary mvn abourt."
MS. of IMA Cent.

a-b6ut', prep & adv. [A.S. dbutan, dhuton,
on-butan, ymbe-utan, embutan m about or
around ; on, ym, or em being analogous to the
Gr. anq/i, and butan signifying without : be »
by, utan = out [But] ; literally = around, on
the outside. J

L Around (all round : of place), encircling a
person, place, or thing in whole or in i«rt.

" Let not mercy and truth forsake thee ; bind them
about thy neck. "—Proe. iii- a
2. Near in time.

"He went out about the third hour."—Matt. xx. a

3. Upon or near one's person ; easily acces-
sible where one is at the moment.

" If you have this about you." Milton ; Corns*, 547.

4. Near one, attendant on one.
" That he should come about your royal person.

"

Shakeep. : K. Benry Tl„ Part II.. iiL L

5. Concerned with, engaged with, connected
with.
"... I most be about my father's business. "—

Luke ii. «.

6. Respecting, regarding.

"The eleven hundred shekels of silver that were
taken from thee, about which thou cursedst. ' —Judg.
xviL 1

JX -4s adverb:

L Near to in quantity, quality, or degree.
"... the number of the men was about fit*

thousand."—Act* Iv. 4.

2. Here and there, hither and thither.
" And withal they learn to be idle, wandering about

from house to house."—1 Tim., v. IS.

3. Bound, by a circuitous route.

% Round about : In every direction around.

4. Just prepared to do an act.
" And as the ehipmen were about to flee out of the

mhip."—Acts xxvii 30.

If To bring about, or, as it Is in 2 Sam. xiv.
20, to fetch about, signifies to take effective
measures for accomplishing a purpose; to
accomplish a purpose or end.

Naut. : To go about is when a ship is

made to change her course, and go upon a
particular tack different from that on which
she has been previously proceeding. About
ship, or ready about, is the concise method of
giving orders for such a change of course.

•f Bring about: To bring to the point or
state desired.

"Whether she will be brought about by breaking
her head, I very much question."—Sprctat or.

T Come about : To arrive, to reach the
proper moment for the occurrence of an event

The time was come about."—I 8am. L 2*.

IT Go about: To wander hither and thither
with the view of finding opportunity to do a
deed.

" Why go ye about to kill me!"—John vii la

HX As the imperative of a verb, or especially
with oo requiring to be supplied

:

"About my brains" (<•*» brains go to work).
Shakeep. ; Hamlet, ii. I

about hammer, about sledge, s.

The largest hammer used by smiths. It is

generally employed by under-workmen called
hammer-men. (Note in Beaumont and Fletcher,

ed. Dyce, iv. 289.)

" about spelcb. [About; speech.] Circum-
locution. (Scotch.)

" Bycht so my about-speech often tymes
And semblabill wordis we compyl our rymes."

Douglas : Virgil, 10. L 11

fate, lat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine
;
go, pot

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fall; try, Syrian. **, os = e; ey = a. qu - kw.
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* about-ward, adv. Inclining to, on the

point of.

" But than syr Marrok, hys steward
Was iarft aboutew-irde
To do hys lady gyl<;."

MS. Cantab, ft. ii. 88, TL {HalUtoell,)

• a-boftt e, or * a-bout -on, prep. & adv.

About. [About.]"

" For both me goon abouten uure purchas."
Chaucer : C. T„ 7,112;

"And In this wise these lordes all and some
Ben on the Sonday to the citee come
Abouten prime, and in the tonn alight"

Chaucer: C. T. t 2,191.

f The form abouten is still in use in

Sussex.
* a-bouye, v. [A.S. abugan.] To bow.

"Alle Londys Hole abouye to by weste and by este."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 21&,

a-biVe, prep. & adv. [A.S. dbufaii, on/arc,

*
be u/an; Dak oown,.!

A. A s a preposition :

1. Lit. : Higher in place ; also to a higher

place beyond.
"... the waters which were [above the Arma-

ment."

—

Gen. L 7.

" Above the brims they force their nery way."
Dryden : vffneuf.

2. Fig. : Higher or superior to, of greater

rank or dignity than.

"The disciple is not above his master, nox the

servant above his lord."—Matt. x. a*.

3. Higher in number or quantity ; more in

number or quantity, upwards.

"For the man was above forty yt*rs old."—^c*»

W. 32.

4. Higher in measure or degree, more in

measure or degree, more than, beyond.

. thou art cursed above all cattle, and above

every beast of the field."—Gen. iii. 14.

5. Higher than it is possible to grasp intel-

lectually, unattainable.
" It is an old and true distinction that things may

be above reason without being contrary to it. "—Swift.

6. Too high in point of conscience willingly

to do a disreputable deed ; also too high in

one's own self-esteem for ; too proud for.

" Kings and princes in the earlier ages of the world

laboured in arts and occupations, and were above

nothing that tended to promote the conveniences of

life."—Pope.' Odyssey, Note*.

1f Above aU is an elliptic phrase for
M above

all things, above all circumstances, chiefly,

principally."

Above-stairs: On the floor above.

*7. Colloquial: (1) Above a bit = exceed-

ingly. (2) Above your hooks = too knowing,

too clever.

B, As an adverb .*

L Lit. (of place):

1. Overhead.
"When he established the clouds above."—Prov.

Tiii.28.

2. On the higher or upper part, on the top.

"... and in a cubit shalt thou finish it [the

ark] above."—Gen. vt 16.

3. In heaven.
" I should have denied the God that is above. "—Job

xxxi. 28.

II. Fig.:

1. Beyond, in point of size or number.
"... the fragments of the five barley-loaves,

which remained over and above unto them that had
eaten. "—John vi. 18.

2. In a superior social position of power

and dignity.
" And the Lord shall make thee the head, and not

the tail ; and thou shalt be above only, and thou shalt

not be beneath."—Deut. xiviii. IS.

III. Of time: Before, previously. In the

phrase, " We have shown above," and in the ad-

jectives above-cited, above-described, above-men-

tioned, above-named, above-specified, above sig-

nifies in the immediately preceding portion of

the book, but not necessarily on the upper

part of the same page. The use of these terms

carries us back to the time when books were

written on long continuous scrolls, and a

previous part of the composition was really

above that to which the writer had come.
"

. . - the above-cUed mammalian genera of the
Old World."—Owen.' Brit. Fossil Mammals.

T Sometimes it is employed almost like a
substantive. It then signifies—

(1) The higher part, the upper part.

\ "... the waters of Jordan shall be cut off from
the waters that come down from above."—Josh, iii. 13.

(2) Heaven, the place of bliss.

'* Who shall ascend into heaven t (that is, to bring
Christ down from above. )"—Rom. x 6.

aboveboard, adv.

Lit ; Above the board or table, in open

sight, so as to forbid the possibility or at

least the likelihood of fraud, trick, or decep-

tion, in a way opposed Ko the prvoftdve of

the gamester, who puts his hands under the

table to shuffle the cards.

1. In open sight, without trickery.

** It is the part also of an honest man to deal above-

board and without tricks."—L'Kstrange.

2. Opmlv. without the effort at conceal-

ment which a proper feeling of shame would

induce.
"Now-a-days they [villanies] are owned above-

board,"—Sotah: Sermons.

% Used more frequently in colloquial lan-

guage than by our best English classics.

above-deck, a.

1. Naut. : Upon tjie deck of a vessel, not in

the cabin or other parts below.

2. Fig.: (Like Above-board, q.v.) Without

artifice.

above-ground, a. Alive, unburied.

" I'll have 'em, an they be above-ground."
Beaumont and Fletcher : The Chances.

* a-b6'ven, prep. & adv. Old form of Above.

"And specially aoot-enevery thlii^."

Chaucer: Sompnouret Tale. .,296.

* a-bow, v. [Avow.l To maintain, to avow.

{Artlvour & Merlin, p. 193.)

a-bo'we, v.i. A t. [A.S. abugan.]

J. Intrans. : To bow.
" To Roland then sche gan abowe
Almost duun til his fete."

MS. Ashmole, 33, p. 37. {HalltveU.)

XL Trans. : To daunt, to put to shame.

(Cockeram.)

•a-bo^e (0. Eiig.), *a-b<£V-en(0. Fng. &
'Scotch), * a bow ne aud * a-bowyne (both

0. Scotch)'prep, at adv.

I, As prep. : Above.
"Above all othur."—Cov. Myat., p. 88.

II, As adv. : Above.
" Kepe hyt therfore wyth temperat hete adowne.
Full forty dayes, tyll hytwex black aboweti."

Ashmole : Theat. Chem. Brit., p. 171.

* a-bd'wed, pa. par. [Abowe, v.]

*a-b6%'-ef,s.pi. [A.N.1 Probablyforakwrw
"or avowte = patron saints. (Halliwell and
Wright.)
m God and Setnte Marie and Sein Denis slso

And alle the aboteee of this churche, in was ore ich

son l-do." Robert of Gloucester, p. 475.

•abowght, * a-b6w-tyne', prep. & adv.

[About.] About.

" Abowght the body.**—Torrent of Portugal, p. 9.

"And made fyere abowtyne."—MS. Ashmole, 61, I. b\

{Bailiwetl)

Abp. A contraction for Archbishop.

Ab'-ra-ca-dab-ra, or Ar-aa-a-dab'-ra,

the Ar '--a -ca-lan of the Jews.

1. A Syrian deity.

2- A magical collocation of letters placed as

in the figure below :

—

ABRACADABRA
ABRACADABR
ABRACADAB
ABRACADA
ABRACAD
ABRACA
ABRAC
ABRA
ABR
AB
A

It will be observed that the name abracadabra

can be read not only on the uppermost hori-

zontal line, but on any of the hues below it,

with a continuation, slantingly upwards, on

the right-hand side of the triangle. So can it

also on that right-hand line, or any one parallel

to it, the continuation in the latter case being

on the uppermost line towards the right hand.

A paper inscribed in such a fashion, and hung
around the neck, was supposed to be a tacit

invocation of the Syrian deity mentioned
above, and was recommended by the sapient

Serenus Saronicus as an antidote against fever

and various other diseases. Shortly before

A.D. 1588, a quack doctor, who charged £15
for his prescription, made a patient suffering

from ague much worse, by inducing him to

eat tho charm instead of wearing it round his

neck.

"... A little afore his flt was at hand he called

unto the wit'u of the patient to bring him an apple of

the largest sixe, and then wilh :i pTntW write on the
mule oi the apple Abraradubrn, and perswaUo hiln to
take it presently in the beginning of his lit, for there
was(sayth he) a secret in those words. To be short,

tlie p^LieJit, being hungry oi his health, followed his
cottnsell, and devoured all and every piece oi the
apple."—Clowes, A.D. 15Sfi.

* a-brad', pa. par. [A.S. abreothan = to bruise,

break, destroy, kill, frustrate.] Withered

(Halliwell). Killed, destroyed (Wright).
" Fair i-woxe and fair i-sprad.

But tiie olde tre was abrad."
The Seveyn Sages, 610.

abrade, v.t. [Lat. abrado = to Bcrafte away,

to rub off : ab = from, away, and rado = to

scrape off, to touch In passing, to graze.] To
rub down, to crumble or wear away by friction.

1. Geol. : To rub away rocks by water, frost,

or similar agencies.

"Stones which lie underneath the glacier and are

pushed along by It, sometimes adhere to.the ice ; mid

as the iiiasa glides slowly along at the rate of a few

inches or at the utmost two or threw feet per day,

abrade, groove, and polish the rock.' —Lyell : Man. of

Geol., ch. tk\

2. Naut. ; also Bot.
t Ac. : To rub or wear

away by friction.

3. Med. : To produce a superficial excoria-

tion, with loss of substance, under the form of

small shreds, in the mucous membranes of the

intestines ; to tear off or fret the skin.

" Instead of nourishing, it stimulates, abrades, and
carries away part of the solids." —Miscellanies (I76tf).

4. Fig. : To wear away.
" Nor deem it strange that rolling years abrade

The social bias." Shenstone : Bcon., p. 1

* a-bra'do, adv. [Abroad.]

ab-ra'~ded, pa. par. & a. [Abrade.]

"The abraded summits of the grinding teeth."—

Owen : FossU Mammals A Birds (1846).

ab-ra'-ding, pr. par. & s. [Abrade.)

As pr. par. : (See the verb),

As substantive

:

L Geol. : The rubbing down of rocks by
frost or similar causes.

2. Agric. : The abrading of earth Is the

causing it to crumble away through the action

of frost.

* a-br»'-den, v.t. [M. H. Ger. erbreiten.] To
dilate. (Stratmann.

)

'

A -bra-ham, A'-bram [Lat. Abrahamue;

Sept.'Gr. 'Kfspaun (Habraam); fr. Heb. rjrmN
(Abraham) = father of a multitude : the second

and original form (A brain) is from Gr. "A/?puu

(Ilabram); Heb. ETON (Abram) — father of

elevation.] An ancient patriarch, father and
founder of the Jewish nation. (See Gen. xi.

—XXV.)

Tf In compounds: Derived from, connected,

or pretending to be connected with the

patriarch Abraham.

Abraham man. Tom of Bedlam, or

Bedlam Beggar = a sturdy beggar. The
Abraham-men formerly roamed through Eng-

land, begging and pilfering: they were well

known in Shakespeare's time, and on to the

period of the Civil Wars.
" An Abraham-man is he that walketh bare-armed

and bare-legged, and fayneth hymself mad, and carytth

a packe of wool, or a stycke with bakcti on it, or such

lyke toye, and nameth himself poor Tom.'—Fra-
ternitye of Vacabondes (1575).

"And these what name or title e'er they bear

Jarkman, or Patrico, Orauke, or Clapper-dudgeon,

Frater, or Abram-man, I speak to all

That stand in fair election for the title

IT The phrase " to sham Abraham," still

common among sailors, and meaning to feign

sickness, is probably founded on the hypo-

critical pretences of the Abraham-men.

Abraham Newland. A name formerly

given to Bank of England notes, owing to tli'ir

bearing the signature of Abraham Newland,

who was chief cashier for many years. Dibdin

alludes to him in the lines

—

" Sham Abraham you may, „
But you mustn't sham Abraham A e'oland.

* Abraham's balm, *. According to

Cockeram, " a willow in Italy that brings

forth agnus castus like pepper." Bullokar

(1641) says that it was used as a charm to pre-

serve chastity. (See Halliwell: Diet, of Obs.

Eng.)

t Abraham** eye, s. A magical charm,

the application of which was supposed to

deprive a thief, who refused to confess his

crime, of eyesight. (MS. on Magic, 16tfi Cent.)

bSh, W&: p<»t. J.S*l: cat. 9eU, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this ;
da, a,

; expect,
¥»«£»•'JJ* J*

^ian.-tlan = sban. -tlon. -sion = «hun; -tion. -,lon = zhun. -tious. -clous. -dou.=rtxufc -We, -ale. t» - bcl, d*L



32 abraham—abridge

* a bra him, * a-bram, a. & $. Cata-
chrestic for A l' burn.

" Our heads are some brown, lome black, some
mbram, some baid.'*— i'arfy Edit, of Shakespeare;
CorioL, ii. X

U The folio of 1685 altered it to auburn.
(Hattiwell.)

Abraham-coloured, abram-coloured = auburn-
coloured.

A -bra-ham-Ites, s. pi [Abraham.]

Church History;

1. A sect of Paulicians who rose towards
the end of the eighth century, and were sup-
?ressed by Cyriacus, Patriarch of Antioch.
heir leader was Abraham, a native of

Antioch.

2. An order of monks who practised
idolatry, and were in consequence extirpated
by Theophilus in the ninth century.

3. A Bohemian sect, nominally followers of
John Huss, who, in 1782, avowed themselves
as holding what they alleged to have been
Abraham's creed before nis circumcision.
They believed in the unity of God, but at
the same time they accepted none of the
Bible except the Lord's Prayer. In 1783
the Emperor Joseph II. expelled them from
Bohemia.

A -bra-ham it ic, A bra ham it i

cal, a. Pertaining to or in some way related
to* the patriarch Abraham.

* a braid , * a braid c, * abray, * a-
brayd , * a brayde . * a brayd en,
* a-brey de, v.t. & i. [A.3. abredan.]

L Transitive:

1. To arouse, to awaken another person or
oneseif.

2. To excite, to stir up.
" For theyr comodites to abrayden up pride."

Lydgate : Minor Poerru, p. 121.

IT Reflectively: To stir up oneself to do any-
thing.

"labrayde, I enforce nie todoathynge."

—

Palgrave.

8. To start.

" Bouhas present felly gan abrayde
To Messaline, and even thus he sayde."
Bochas. bit vii, ch. 4. {See alio MS8. Bgerton

820, p. 72. UaUiweU.)

4. More Jig. : To draw a sword from a scab-
bard.

H. Intransitive:

1. To become awake, or to return to con-
sciousness after a reverie.

" This man out of his slep for fer abrayde,"
Chaucer : Sonne Priettes Tale, 16,494.

" But when as I did out of sleep abray
I found ber not where I her left whileare."

Spenter; F. 0,, IV. vt M.
*• But from his study he at last abray'd,
Oall'd by the hermit old, who to him said."

Fairfax : Tatso xiii. SO.

2. To start up, to become roused to exer-
tion, to speech, or to passion.

" Ipomydon with that stroke abrayde.
And to the kynge thus he sayde.

Ipomydon, 1,149.

3. To cry out, to shout, to speak with a
loud voice.

"Ait man all ravished with gladness
Abrayded with a loud voice."

Elyot on Boucher. ( Wedgwood.)

4. To arise in the stomach with a sense of
nausea. Still used in this sense in the North
of England. (Troilus A Creseide, i. 725.)
[Abrede.]

a-braid-It, pa. par. & o. Scotch form of
Abraded. [Abrade.]

ab -ra-mls, *. [Gr. dflpanit (abramis), genit.
-idor'(-tdos) = a fish found in the sea and in
the Nile: possibly the bream.] A genus of
jshes founded by Cuvier, and belonging to
fjie family Cyprinidae. Three British species
are enumerated by Yarrell : Abramis brama
= the bream or carp bream; A. blicca of
Cuvier= the white bream or bMam-flat; and
A. Buggenhagii= the Pomeranian bream. All
the species are inhabitants of fresh water.
[Bream.]

a bran chi-a, s. pi. [Gr. i, priv., and jSpa-yx'**
(fcrancAia)=-g*ills of fishes; pi of fipdyxtov
(branchion) = a. fin, a gill.] Cnvier's third
order of the class Annelida. As their name
Abranchia imports, they have no apparent
gills. The order includes two families—the
Lumbricidae, or Earth-worms, and the
Hirudinidae, or Leeches.

a-brah'-chi-an, adj. (generally used as sub-
stantive). A species of the order Abranchia.
[Abranchia.]

a bran -chi-atc, a. [Abranchia.]
Zool. : Destitute of gills.

"... the abranchiate annelides. "—Prof. Owen;
Lecture* on the Invertebrated Animals.

ab-rase', v.t. [Lat. abrasum, supine of abrade]
[Abrade.] To scrape, to shave. (Cockeram.)

ab-rase', a. [Lat. abrasus, pa. par. of abrado. ]

[Abrade.] Smooth.
" An abrate table."—Ben Jonson, ii. 366.

ab-ra'-sion, s. [In Fr. abrasion; fr. Lat.

abrasus, pa. par. of abrado.] [Abrade.]

L The act or process of rubbing away.

EL The state of being rubbed away.

1. Spec, in Geol ; The attrition or rubbing
away of rocks by ice, by contact with other
blocks of stone, &c.
"... if they are well protected by a covering of

clay or turf, the marks of abrasion seem capable of
enduring for ever.'—Lyell; Manual of Geol.. ch. xii.

2. Numis. : The wear and tear of coins.

UX That which is rubbed away from
bodies.

ab'-raum (an as far), s. [Ger.] Red ochre
used to colour new mahogany.

abraum salts, s. pi
Chem. : Mixed salts overlying the deposits

of rock-salt at Stassfurt, Germany. These
salts, formerly thought worthless, are now the
chief source of supply of chloride ofpotassium.

a brax '-as, s. [Prom the Greek letters a, /S,

0, a, f, a, c, of which the numerical values
are: a = l, 0=2, p = 100, a = 1, f = 60, a =
1, * = 200, in all = 365.]

1. A mystical or cabalistic word used by
the Egyptians, and specially by Basilides,
who lived in the second century. He intended
by it to express his view that between the
earth and the empyrean there were 365
heavens, each with its order of angels or in-
telligences : these also were 365 in number,
like the days of the year. Anything inscribed
with the word Abraxas became a charm or
amulet. Gems with it upon them are still

often brought from Egypt.
"

. v . the well-known figure of the lerpent-
legged Abraxas."—Archotol. Journ., xix. (1862), 104.

2. A genus of moths, which contains the
well-known gooseberry or magpie moth (A.
grossulariata). [Magpie-moth.]

*a-bra'y, *a-brayd', * a brayd en, v.t.

&, i. [Abraid.]

a bra-zite, *. [Gr. d, priv. ; #><*£«> (frrosS) =
to boil.] A mineral called also Gisraondite.
[GlSMONDITE.]

a -bra-zit'-Ic, a. Pertaining to the mineral
called abrazite. Not melting or effervescing
before the blowpipe.

a-brea'd, adv. Abroad. (Scotch.)
" O Jenny, dinna toss your head.

a-breast', adv. [a = on; breast.]

1. Gen. : Standing or moving with the
breasts in a line, exactly in line with each
other.

"... two men could hardly walk abreast."—
Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., ch. xiii.

2. Haul. : Ships are abreast when their
bows are in line.

"The Bettona. . . . grounded abreast of the
outer ship of the enemy. '—Bouthey ; Nelson, vol. ii.

IT Naut. : A ship is abreast of an object
when that object is on line with the vessel's
beam.
A vessel is abreast a promontory when it

lies or is sailing off the shore directly off that
promontory.
On board a ship, abreast means in a parallel

line to the beam.

* ab'-re-cdck, s. An apricot. (Gerard.)

ab-re de, v.t. & t. [A.8. abredian = to open.]
* Transitive: To publish, to spread abroad.

[Abraide. ] (Scotch. )

* Intransitive: To start, to fly to a side to
depart (Eng. & Scotch.)

" Troilus nere out of his witte abrede."
Test. Creseide Chron. 8. P. L l&l

a-breed, tv-bre'id, adv. [Abroad.] Abroad.
(Scotch.)

"The prophecy got abrted in the country."—Anti-
fuary, h. 216.

* a-bre gc, * a-breg ge, v.t. [Abridge.]
"And for he wolde his longe tale abrege."

Chaucer; Cant. Tales. 9,511.

"... they yit wel here days abregge."
Chaucer; Knightes Tale, 3,001.

* a-breid'-en, v.t. (pret. abreid, past abroden).
[A.S. abregdan, abredom..] To turn away, to
draw out, or start up. (Stratmann.)

* a brek en, v.i. (pa. par. abroken). [A.S.
abrecan.] To break out.

•And yf we may owhar abreke."
Arthour * Merlin, p. J92.

* a-brenn-e, v.t. [M. H. Ger. erbrennen.)
To burn up. (Stratmann.)

* ab re nounce, v.t. To renounce utterly.

"... either to abrenounce their wives or their
livings."—Fox ; Acts and Deeds, fol. 189.

t ab-re-niln-ci-a'-tioii, s. [Eccles. Lat. ab-
renuntio= to renounce: Class. Lat. ab; re-

nuncio = to carry back word, to announce;
nuncio= to announce; nuntius= one newly
come, a messenger; 7iU7ic = now.] Absolute
renunciation, absolute denial.

"They called the former part of this form the ab-
renunciation, viz., of the devil and all those idols
wherein the devil was worshipped among the heft-
then."—Bp. Bull.' Works, iii. 555.

•a breo den, v.i. [A.8. dbredtan.] To fall
away. (Stratmann.)

* ab-rept , v. [Lat. abripio = to snatch away
from : ab = from ; ra/pio = to snatch, to take
away by violence.] To take away by violence.

". . . hie nephew's life he questions.
And questioning abrtptt."

Billingsly's Brachy-Martyrotogia (1S57>.

ab-rep'-tion, s. [Lat. abreptio, fr. abripio=
to take away by force: ab; rapio = to cany
or snatch away.]

1. The act of seizing and carrying away.

2. The state of being seized and carried
away.

"Cardan relates of himself that he could when
he pleased fall into this aphairesit, disjunction ot
abreption ot his soul from his body."

—

BallimeU;
Melampronaa, p. 73.

abrenvolr (pron. a-bretiv'-war), s. [Fr.
abreuvoir = (1) a watering-place, (2) a horse-
pond ; abreuver m to water (animals) ; from O.
Fr. abeuvrer, from Low Lat. abeverare, abe-
brare : ad = in the direction of, and Lat. bibere

= to drink ; Sp. abrevar ; Gr. ppix** (brecho) as

to wet on the surface.] [Abbreuvoir.]

Masonry : The interstice between contiguous
stones left that it may be filled with mortar
or cement

* a-brey de. [Abraid.]

*a'-bric, *. [Deriv. uncertain.] [Brimstobsl]
Sulphur. (Coles : Eng. Diet., 1677.)

* ab rl cock, * ab'-ri-cdt, s. [Apricot.)
" Nor there the damson wants nor abricock."

Drayton : Poly-Olbions, s. xviiL

"T| The expression Abricock is still used in

Somersetshire.

abricock -apple, s. An apricot-tree.

(Ryder.)

a brld ge, * a-bry^gge, v.t. [From Fr.
" abrevier, abbregier, abrxdgier, abrigier, and
that from Lat. abbrevio : ad = in the direction

of, and brevio = to shorten ; brevis = short;

Fr. abreaer; Prov. &Sp. dbreviar ; Ital. abbrt-

viare. Wedgwood shows that the Provencal
has breu for brevis, breugetat for brevitas, in

analogy with which the verb corresponding to
abbreviare would be abbreujar, leading imme-
diately to the Fr. abreger.]

Gen.: 1. To curtail, to shorten in some wnj
or other; or, less specifically, to diminish.

"
. . . u in no wise she could abridge his wo."—

Turberville; Tragical Tales (1587).

" Besides, thy staying will abridge thy life."

Shakesp. : Two Gent, of Verona, UL t
"Tyranny sends the chain that must abridge
The noble sweep of all their privilege."

Coteper ; Table Talk.

2. To curtail the length of a book or other
literary composition, either by re-writing it In

shorter compass, or by omitting the less im-
portant passages.

" Plutarch's life of Coriolanus it principally a-

bridged from the history of Dionysius, and the ex-

tant account in Appian's Roman history Is derived
from the same source."—Lewis : Credibility of the
Early Roman History , chap. iii.

3. To deprive, to strip ; followed by the

accusative of the person, and qf referring to

the thing lost.
" That man should thus encroach on fellow-man.
Abridge him qf his Just and native right*."

Cowper ; Task, ok. V.

J&te, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, pdt»
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e ; ey - a. an = lew.
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% The use of from, of the thing, is now
obsolete.

" Nor do I now make moan to be abridg'd
From such a noble rate.

"

Shakesp. : March, of Venice, i. 1,

4. Alg.: To reduce a compound quantity or

equation to a simpler form. Thus x — a + 2a

mav be abridged to * + a ; and 3x — 5 — 2x~
+ 8 — 5 to x=S.

a-brid ged, pa. par. & a. [Abridge.]
" The following ia an abridged scheme of his

arrangements,"

—

Owen: Mammalia.

a-brldg'-er, s. [Abridge.]

1. Gen. : One who shortens, a shortener.

"... self-destroyers, at least abridgers of their
lives."— Whitlock: Mannen of the English.

2. Spec. : One who writes a compendium or

abridgment of a book.
"

. . . . to be a methodical compounder and
abridger."—Lord Bacon: Inter, of Nat., ch. vi.

a-brid g-ihg, pr. par. [Abridge.]

a brid g merit (formerly abridgement),
*

s. [Abridge.]

L The act or process of abridging.

Law. 1. The act of shortening a count or

declaration.

2. Abridgment of Damages: Exercise of a
right by a court of reducing damages when
justice seems to require it.

IL The state of being abridged.

1. In a general sense.

*2. Diminution, lessening.

"To be master of the sea is an abridgment of a
monarchy. "—Bacon : Work*, "Essay Civ. A Mor."
ch. xxix.

3. Deprivation of, restraint from.
" It is not barely a man's abridgment in his external

accommodation which makes him miserable."

—

South.

IIL Most common sense : The thing abridged.

1. An epitome of a book, a compend, an
abstract, a summary of a volume or of an oral

statement.
" Brutus testified to the merit of Ccelius by making

an abritigment of his work. "—Lewis : Credibility of
Sarly Roman Hist. (1855), ch. 11, § 3.

" This fierce abridgment
Hath to it circumstantial tranches, which
Distinction should be rich in."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, v. 5.

* 2. A short play, or the players.

(o) The play : so called, it is thought,
because in the historical drama the events of
several years are abridged or presented in

brief compass.
" Say, what abridgment have you for this evening t

What mask? what music?"
Shakesp. : Mids. Night's Dream, v. L

(b) The players.
" Hamlet . . . For look, where my abridgment comes.

(Enter four or five players.) "

—

Hamlet, ii. 2.

In the same act and scene Hamlet is made to

say—
"Good, my lord, will you see the players^ well

_, are the abstract i

time.

^y Abstract and brief chronicles are expres-

sions quite analogous to abridgment. [Ab-
stract.]

*a-brigge,'a-brige,v. [Abridge,Abryoge.]

1. To abridge.

2. To shield off, to ward off.

" Alle myschefles from him to abrigae."
Lydgate : Minor Poemt\

a -brin, s. [Abrus.]

Chem. : A poisonous principle contained in

Abrus precaiorius.

a-broach, * a-bro'che, v.t. [Abroach,

adv.] To set abroach, to broach.
" Thilke tonne that I shall abroche."

Chancer ; C. T., 5,769.

a-brda'ch, adv. or a. [Pref. a = on, and
broach — a spit.] [Broach.]

1. With egress afforded. (Used of vessels

or pipes in a position, &c, to allow the
included liquor to run freely out.)

" Hogsheads of ale and claret were set abroach in

the streets."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvii.

2. Fig, : In a state of currency ; current,

diffused, loose.

" Alack, what mischiefs he might set abroach
In shadow of such greatness.

'

Shakesp. ; 2 Henry IV., v. 2.

^[ Used, it will be seen, specially in the
phrase "to set abroach (properly to setten on

they are the abstract and brief chronicles of the

brocche) = (1) to tap, to pierce, to open
; (2)

(Jig.) to diffuse abroad.

*a-brda'ch-ment, s. The act of forestalling

the market.

abroad, adv. [Pref. a on, and broad.]

[Broad.]

Qen. : In an unconfined manner, widely, at

large. Hence

—

1. Out of the house, though it may be in

other houses.
" In one house shall it be eaten ; thou shalt not

carry forth ought of the flesh abroad out of the

house."—Exod. xii. 46.

2. Outside the house; in the open air;

away from one's abode.

"Abroad the sword bereaveth, at home there ia as

death."—Lam. i. 20.

" Ruffians are abroad." Cowper : Task, bk. v.

"... go abroad out of the camp."—Dettt. xxiii. 10.

3. In another country than one's native

land.

"Another prince, deposed by the Revolution, was
living abroad."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

4. Widely; not within definite limits; far

and wide.
"

. . . if a leprosy break out abroad in the skin."
—Lev. xiii. 12.

" And from the temple forth they throng,^
And quickly spread themselves abroad."

Wordsworth : White Doe of Jtylstone. canto 1

5. Throughout society, or the public
generally.

"... and all these sayings were noised abroad
throughout all the hill-country of Judsea."—Luke i. 65.

Spread abroad: Widely circulated. (First

Sketches of Henry VI., p. 97.)

*a-broa'd, a. [Broad.] Broad. (Minsheu.)

* a-brd-dl-eV-i-cal, a. [Gr. afipoiiatTa?

lhabrodiaitos) : fr. "a/Spoc (habros)— graceful,

delicate, luxurious; iiana (diaita)= mode of

life.] [Diet.] Feeding daintily, delicate,

luxurious. (Minsheu : Guide into Tongues,

A.D. 1627.) (Wright.)

ab'-rog-a-ble, a. [Abrogate.] Able to be
abrogated ; that may be abrogated.

" An institution abrogable by no power less| than
divine."—Dr. H. More : Letter viiL at the end of his
Life by R. Ward, p. 326.

ab'-rd-gate, v.t. [In Fr. abroger ; Sp. abrogar ;

from Lat abrogatus, pa par. of abrogo = to

repeal (a law) : db ; rogo = to ask
;
(spec.) to

propose a bill.]
'

1. To annul ; to repeal as a law, either by
formally abolishing it, or by passing another
act which supersedes the first.

"... statutes, regularly passed, and not yet
regularly abrogated."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xl

* 2. More general sense : To put an end to.

"... so it shall please you to abrogate scurrility."

—

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 2.

ab' ro gate, ' [Abrogate, v.t.] Abrogated.
"... whether any of those abrogate days have

been kept as holidays."

—

King Edw. VI.: Injunctions.

ab'-ro-gat-ed, pa. par. & a. [Abrogate, v.t]

ab'-rd-gat-Ing, pr. par. [Abrogate, v.t.]

ab rc-ga tion, s. [Abrogate, v.t.] [In Fr.
abrogation; fr. Lat. abrogatio.] The act of
abrogating. The repeal by the legislature of
a law previously binding.

IT It is different from Rogation, Deroga-
tion, Subrogation, Dispensation, and Anti-
Xjuation, all which see.

" The . . . principle of abrogation annuls all those
sentences of the Koran which speak in a milder tone of
unbelievers."

—

Milman: Hist. Lat. Christ, bk. iv.,ch. i.

*a-bro'ke, a bro -ken, pa. par. [Abrekmm.]

1; Gen. : Broken.

2. Spec. : Having a rupture. (Kennet : MS.
Glossary.) (Halliwell.)

3. Broken out ; escaped.
" But develis abroken oute of helle."

Sir Ferumbras MS. (HaUiweU.)

a-brd'-ma, s. [In Ger. abrome; Fr. ambrome;
' Gr. u priv., (Spwfxa (broma) = food—unfit for
food.] A genus of plants belonging to the
order Byttneriacese, or Byttneriads. They are
small trees with hairy, lobed leaves, clusters
of yellow or purple flowers, and five-celled

winged capsules. A. augusta, or the smooth-
stalked, and A. fastuosa, or the prickly-stalked
abroma, are cultivated in stoves in Britain:
the latter is from New South Wales ; the
former—the Wollut comvX or Wullut cumal of
the Bengalees—is from the East Indies, where

the fibres are made into cordage. It is a hand-
some tree, with drooping purple flowers.

* a bron, a. Auburn.
"With abron locks." Hall: Satires, iii. i.

ab-rd'-ni-a, s. [Gr. a£P<Ss (habros) = delicate.]

A genus of plants belonging to the order
Nyctaginacese, or Nyctagos. The A. um-
bellatu, or umbelled abronia, is a small plant,
with flowers surrounded by an involucre of a
fine rose colour.

* a bro od, adv. [Eng. a = on ; brood (q.v.).]

In the act or process of brooding.

"... seeing he sate abroad on addle eggs."—

°

Clobery : Divine Glimpses.

% Still used in the provinces.

* a-bro od, adv. Abroad. [Abroad.]
" To bere biahopes aboute
A-brood in visitynge."

Piers Ploughman, p. 88.

*a-br6'od-Ifig,a. [a = on; brooding.] Sitting

to brood.

*t>-brook', v.t. [Now Brook (q.v.).] To
brook*, to tolerate, to suffer.

"... ill can thy noble mind abrook
The abject people gazing on thy faee."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., IL 4

ab rot -a-num. s. [Lat. abrotonum; Gr.
d(3poTuvav (abrotonon) ac southernwood.] [Ar-
temisia.] Tournefort's name for a genus of

SOUTHERNWOOD (ARTEMISIA AEROTANU3|)l
PLANT, LEAF, AND FLOWER.

composite plants now merged in Artemisia.
[Artemisia.]

ab-rot'-am-old, a., used ass. [Gr. dpoorovov
(abrotonon), and eldov (eidos) = form.]

Lit. : Abrotanum-shaped. A terra applied
to a species of perforated coral or madrepore.

ab-riipt', a. [Lat. abruptus = broken off ; ab'
' rumpo = to break off: ao = from; rumpo =
to burst asunder, to break.]

1. Lit. : Broken off.

" The rising waves obey the increasing blast.

Abrupt and horrid as the tempest roars."
Cowper : Retirement.

2. Broken, very steep, precipitous (applied
to rocks, banks, &c).

3. Bot.: Truncated, lookingasif cutoffbelow
or above. An abrupt root is one which ter-

abrupt leaves. tulip-tree (liriodendron
tulipiferum).

minates suddenly beneath. The term abrupt

is nearly the same as premorse. An abrupt

or truncate leaf is one in which the upper

boll, bo^; podt, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = 1
clan, -tian -- shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -{ion, -sion m zhun. -tious, -clous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c - bel, del.
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part looks as if it were not now complete, but
as if there was a portion wanting which had
been cut away with a sharp instrument.

4. Applied to speech, to writing, or in a more
general sense: Unconnected, with no close

connecting links.

"The abrupt style, which hath many breaches, and
doe* not seein to end but fall."—Am Jonton: Dis-

eatery.

"The urn* principle* are (allowed by horticul-

turists ; but the variations are here often more
abrupt."—Darwin ; Species, eh. i.

6. Separated. (Middleton: Works, ii. 151.)

6. Sudden, without warning given.
**.

. . hit abrupt change on his election to the see

proves remarkably how the genius of the Papacy could

control the inclination of the individual. —Froude:
Bist. Eng., eh. xii.

•ff Used as a substantive : A precipitous bank
margining a gulf or abyss.

** Or spread his airy flight

Upborne with indefatigable wings
Over the vast abrupt." , ,

Milton .- P. Losf. bk. ii., 409.

*ab-l*Upt', v.t. To tear off, to wrench asun-

der, to disturb, to interrupt
"... the seenrity of their enjoyment abrupteth

our tranquillities."—Mr T. Browne : Christian MoraU.

* ab-rtipt'-tSd, pa, par. & a. [Abrupt.]
" The effects of this activity axe not precipitously

abrupted, but gradually proceed to their cessations."—

Sir T. Browne : Vulgar Errors, vt 10.

ab-rup'-tion, s. [Lat. dbruptio.] [Abrupt.]

1. The act of breaking off or wrenching
asunder, literally br figuratively.

"Who makes this pretty abruption

f

"—Shakesp. :

Troil. A Crest., iii. 2.

2. The state of being broken off or wrenched
asunder, literally or figuratively.

"... have commonly some of that matter still

adhering to them, or at least marks of its abruption
Iroin them."— Woodward: Bat. Hut.

ab-rupt'-ly, adv. [Abrupt.]

L In space:

1. As if broken off, as if a part were want-
ing; truncate.

Botany. Abruptly pinnate: Having a com-
pound leaf with neither a leaflet nor a tendril

at its extremity. It is called also equally

pinnate or paripinnate.

2. Sheer up, or sheer down, vertically,

perpendicularly.

"This small point rises abruptly out of the depths
of the ocean."—Darwin: Voyage round the World,
ch. I

XL In time: Sudienly, without warning
given.

** And thns abruptly spake—' We yield.'

Wordsworth : White Doe of Ilylstone, canto iii.

•b-riipt ness, 5. [Abrupt.] The quality of

terminating abruptly.

L Lit.:

1. The quality of ending in a broken-look-
ing or truncated manner.
"... which abruptness is caused by its being

broken off from the said stone."— Woodward: Jiat.

Bist.

2. Precipitonsness.

"In the Cordillera I have seen mountains on a
far grander scale; but for abruptness nothing at all

comparable with this."

—

Darwin: Voyage round the
World, ch. x v iii.

IL Fig. : Applied to speech, style of writing,

action, ore.

" But yet let not my humble seal offend

I
By its abruptness." Byron : Man/red, ill. 4.

"... in which we may evenly proceed, without
being put to short stops by sudden abruptness, or
puzzled by frequent turnings and transpositions "

—

Pope : Bomer's Odyssey, Postscript,

ft'-brus, *. [In Sp. abro de cuentas de rosario;

fr. Gr. a/3pu9 (habros)= graceful. So called

from the delicate and graceful character of its

leaves.] A genus of papilonaceous plants.

A. precatorius, a native of India, but which
has spread to Africa and the West Indies, is

the Jamaica wild liquorice, so called because
its roots are used in the West Indies for the
same purpose as the liquorice of the shops.
The plant furnishes those pretty red and black
bead-like seeds so frequently brought from
India. Linnseus says that they are deleterious,

but they are eaten in Egypt. The term preca-

torius (= pertaining to petitioning) refers to
the fact that the beads are sometimes used
for rosaries.

••Vbryg'ge, v.t. & i. [Abridge.)

A, Trans. : To abridge or shorten.

B. Intrans. : To be abridged.
" My dayes . . . schollen abrygge."

Cambridge MS. (UaUiwell,)

abs-cess, i. [In Fr. absces; Sp. abscesso;

Ital. absesso; Lat. pi. absceHentia (abscesses):

fr. Lat. abscessus=(X) a gofcig away, (2) an
abscess : abscedo = to go away ; a&s= from, or

away ; cedo = to go.]

Med. : A gathering of pus in any tissue or

organ of the body. It is so called because

there is an. abscessus (= a going away or depar-

ture) of portions of the animal tissue from each

other to make room for the suppurated matter

lodged between them. It results from the

softening of the natural tissues, and the exu-

dations thus produced. Abscesses may occur

in almost any portion of the body. They are

of three types : the acute abscess, or phlegmon,
arising from an inflammatory tendency in the

part; the chronic abscess, connected with
scrofulous or other weakness in the consti-

tution ; and the diffused abscess, due to con-

tamination in the Wood.

abs-ces-sion, s. [Lat. abscessus= a. going

away.] A departing, separating, or going

away.

ab-SCind', v.t. [Lat. dbscindo—Xo cut off:

ob = from ; scindo — to split.] tTo cut off.

"When two syllables are abscinded from the rest"
—Johnson : Rambler, No. 90.

ab-SCind'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Abscind. ]

ab scind Ihg, pr. par. [Abscind.]

ab-scis'-sa or abs-ciss', s. [In Ger. abscisse

;

from Lat. 'abscissus = torn off ; pa. par. of ab~

scindo: fr. ab and scindo; Gr. oVO (scfcizo) =
to split; cogn. with the Eng. scissors.]

Conic Sections: The abscissa of a parabola is

the part of a diameter intercepted between its

vertex and the point in which it is intersected

by one of its own ordinates. The abscissa of

the axis is the part of the axis intercepted

between its vertex and the point in which it

is intersected by one of its own ordinates.

Fig. 1. Pig. 2.

In the parabola cad (Fig. 1), a b is an ab-

scissa not of the axis, corresponding to the
point c. In Fig. 2, a b is the abscissa of the

axis, corresponding to the point c. Only the
abscissa of the axis is perpendicular to its

ordinate, as a b here is to the ordinate c i>.

In an ellipse, the
abscissa? of any dia-

meter are the seg-

ments into which that
diameter is divided
by one of its own
ordinates. In the
ellipse a B c d (Fig.

3), b q and q d are the
abscissae of the diameter bd, corresponding
to the point a .

The abscissas of the axis are the segments into
which the major axis is divided by one of its

own ordinates.

In a hyperbola, the ab-
scissas of any diameter are
the segments into which,
when produced, it is di-

vided by one of its own
ordinates and its vertices.

In the opposite hyper-
bolas, abc and deo (Fig.

4), e h and h b are the ab-

scisste of the diameter e b,

corresponding to the point d.

* ab-SCls'-sion, s. [Lat. abscissus (rhet.) = a

breaking off in the middle of a discourse.]

I. The act of cutting off. Specially

:

1. Surg.: The act of cutting off, cutting

away, or simply cutting.

"... not to be cured without the abscission of a
member, without the cutting off a hand or leg."—
Taylor : Sermons, vol. IL, Serm. 13.

% Old Med, : The termination of a disease

in death before it had run its natural course.

(Hooper : Med. Diet.)

3. Rhet. : A breaking off abruptly in the
middle of a discourse.

Fi«. 4.

4. The act of annulling or abrogating.
"... this designation of his [of Jesuit] in submitting"

himself to the bloody covenant of circumcision,
which was a just aud express abscission of it. was an'
act of glorious humility."

—

Jeremy Taylor: Oreat
Exemplar, p. 40,

* IL The state of being cut off.

"By cessation of oracles with Montacutius we may
underntand the iutercission not abscission or consum-
mate desolation."—Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

* jib -sconce, s. [Low Lat. absconsa.] A dark

lantern holding a wax light, used in the choir

to read the absolutions and benedictions at
matins, and the chapter and prayer at lauds.

abs c8nd',v.(. & i. [Lat. abscondo = to put
away or hide from : abs — away, and con4f =
to hide; Sp. esconderse, v.t. = to hide ; Ital.

ascondere.]

* A. Transitive

:

1. To put away with the view of hiding.

2. To conceal, to obscure.

"Do not abscond and conceal your sius."—llewyt;
Sermons, p. 56. {Leatham.)
" Nothing discoverable on the lunar surface is ever

covered and absconded from us by the Interposition of
any cluuds or mists, but such as arise from our own.
globe.

1'—Bentley : Serm, viii.

B. Intransitive

:

L Used ofmen :

1. Gen.: To vanish from public view and
take refuge in some hiding-place, or in some
foreign country, to avoid unpleasant conse-
quences which might arise by remaining at
one's post.

" But if he absconds, and it is thought proper to
pursue him to an outlawry, then a greater exactness is

necessary."—Blackstone : Comm., bk. iv., c. 2*.

2. Afore special : To desert one's post.

"... that very homesickness which, in regular
armies, drives so many recruits to abscond at the risk
of stripes and of death."'—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng,,
ch.xiit

3. Law: To go out of the jurisdiction of a

court, or to conceal oneself, to avoid having a

process served upon one.'

* IL Used of animals ; To lie concealed, to

hybernate.
" The marmotte, or Bus alpinus, which absconds all

winter, lives on its own int. "—Hay : On the Creation.

abscond -cd, pa. par. [Abscond.]

t abs-cdnd'-ed-ly, adv. [Abscond.] In con-
cealment, in hiding.
"... an old Human priest that then lived abscoHr

dedly in Oxon."

—

Wood: Athena Oxoniensts, i. 081.

abs-cdnd'-ence, s. [Abscond.] Conceal-
ment.

abs-cdnd-er, *. [Abscond.] One who ab-

sconds, one who vanishes from his post from
consciousness of crime, fear, or other cause.

"The notice of several such absconders may be
entirely lost."—JAfoof KettleweU {VIS), p. tt&

abs cond -ing, pr. par. & a. [Abscond (B).]

abs-cdnd'-Ing, s. Concealment. [Abscond.]
"... endeavour by night or absconding to save

themselves.'—Hicks' Sermon on the W)th of January.

abs-ccn'-sl-d, s. [Abscond (B).]

Anat. : A cavity in one bone which receives

and conceals the head of another one.

* abs-con'-sion. [Lat. absconsio.] Conceal-

ment.

ab'-sence, s. [In Fr. absence; Ital. assema;

Lat. absentia, fr. absens, pr. par. of abswm =
to be away, to be absent.]

1. The state of being away from a place in

which one has formerly resided, or from people

with whom one has previously been.
" Wherefore, my beloved, as ye have always obeyed.

not as in my presence only, but now much more in my
absence."—PhiL ii. 11

% Used of things as wejl as persons.
" We should hold day with the Antipodes,

If you would walk in absence of the sun."
Shakesp. f Merchant of Venice, T. 1.

2. Want of, destitution of, not implying any
previous presence.

"... the absence of medullary canals in the long

bones in the slotha"—Owen : datsific- <tf Mammalia.

3. Law: Failure to put in an appearance

when cited to a court of law.

4. Inattention to things present. Often a

person charged with " absence of mind " has

his mind intensely present in some imagined

scene or train of thought quite different from

that with which the rest of the company are

occupied. From their point of view, there-

fore, he manifests "absence of mind." In

other cases the absent person is not particu-

larly attending to anything, but is simply in

Ate, f&t. Hire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt»

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, enb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e ; ey = a. qn = kw.
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a lethargic mood In the same way we speak
of an " absence of ail thought."

&b -tent, a. [Lat. absens, pr. par. of absum
(abttsse) = to be away.]

1. Not present, away, implying previous
presence.

" To be absent from the body, and to be present,with
the Lord.'—a Cor. v. g.

2. Not present now, or ever having been so
before.

"The clavicle I* rudlraental or absent."—Owen;
Classification of Mammalia.

3. Inattention to what is passing around,
generally with the words "in mind" ap-
pended. [Absence, 4.]

•'I distinguish a man that is absent, because he
thinks of something. •—Budgetl ; Spectator, Ho. 77.

* As substantive : One who is not present.
" Let us enjoy the right of Christian absents, to pray

for one another."—Bp. Morton; To Archbp. Usher,
Letter* (1623).

ab-sent', v.t. [In Fr. absenter, fr. Lat. absento,

v.t. = to cause to be absent.] To make ab-

sent; to cause to leave, withdraw, or depart.

IT At first not always with the reflective

pronoun.
". . . or what change

Absents thee, or what chance detains!"
MUton ; Par. Lost, bk. x.

% Now always with the reflective pronouns.
"Some of those whom he had summoned absented

themselves.'—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. It.

* ab sen ta -ne-ous, a. (Absent, a.] Re-
lating to absence ; being ordinarily absent.

t ab sen-ta'-tion, s. [From Absent, v.] The
act or state of absenting oneself.

" Your absentation from the House is a measure
which always had my entire concurrence."

—

Wake-
field ; Letter to C. J. Fox (AD. 1800),

absent -ed, pa. par. [Absent, v.t.]

ab-sen-tce , s. & a. [From absent, v.t.] On«
who habitually lives in another district or
country from that in which, if a landed pro-

Srietor, his estate lies, or from which he
erives his revenues. It is especially used of

those owners of Irish estates who spend the
revenues derived from them in England, rarely

visiting, and never for any length of time
settling in the country from which their
Income is drawn.

"The personal estates of absentees above the age of
seventeen years were transferred to the king."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

Used as adjective : Habitually residing away
from the country or district whence one's

support is drawn.
"... pronounces confiscated the estates of all

absentee proprietors. "—A rt of Absentees, A.D. 153«.
{Frou.de : Hist. Eng., ch. viii., note.)

ab-sen-tee -Ism, *. [Absentee, Absent.]

The practice of habitually absenting one's self

from the country or district whence one's
pecuniary support is derived. (See Macleod,
Diet, of Pol. Econ., p. 2.)

Absent -er, *. [From absent, v.t.] One who
absents himself.

"He [Judge Foster] has fined sll the absenters £20
apiece. —Lord Thurtow : Ufa of Mr M. Foster.

ab sent -lhg, pr. par. [Absent, v.t.)

* ab sent-ment, s. [From absent, v.t.] The
state of being absent.

" A peregrination or abtmttment from the body."

—

Barrow : Works, 11 S&a.

* &b' sey -book, a [A B C] A primer.
" And then comes to answer like an Absey-book."

Shaktsp. ; King John, i. 1.

^[ In Mrs. Cowden Clarke's Concordance
the line reads, "an ABC book."

abs. feb. (absents febre). A contraction in
physicians' prescriptions, signifying "in the
absence of the fever."

ab'-slnth, s. [Lat absinthium; Or. a^lv9tov
(apsinthion\ also d^ivVoK (apsinthos) ; Pers. &
E. Aram, afsinthin.]

1. Wormwood, a species of Artemisia.
"... absintA and poyson be my sustenance."

The Passenger of Benvenuto (1812).

2. A strong spirituous liquor flavoured
with wormwood and other plants containing
the bitter principle termed absinthin. Indigo
and even sulphate of copper are believed to
be occasionally used as colouring matters in
it. It' is prepared chiefly in Switzerland, and
consumed in France and America,

ab-einth'-ate, s. [Absinth.]

Chem. : A salt formed along with water, by
the union of absinthic acid with a base.

absinthe, s. [Fr]

1. Wormwood.
2. Bitters.

*ab sin-thi an, a. [From absinth (q.v.).]

Of the nature of absinthium (wormwood) ; re-

lating to wormwood ; wormwood- like.

" Best physic they, when gall witn sugar melts,
Teuip'ring my absinthian bitterness with sweet*,"

Randolph ; Poems, p. 60.

ab-sln'-thl-a—te'd.pa. par. [Lat. dbsinthiatus.

From imaginary verb absinthiate.] [Absinth
(q.v.).] Tinged or impregnated with absin-

thium.

ab-sln'-thlc, a, [From absinthium (q.v.).]

Pertaining to absinthium (wormwood).
Absinthic acid: An acid derived from ab-

sinthium.

ab-sln -thin or ab-syn thi in, s. [From
absinth (q.v.).] The bitter principle inherent
in Artemisia absinthium (wormwood). Its

formula is C iaH„0,. It has a scent of
wormwood, and an exceedingly bitter taste.

ab-sin-thi'-tes, s. [Lat. absinthites, s. ; Gr.

aMtivtiirn* (olvoi) (apsinthites oinos).] [Ab-
sinth.] Wine impregnated with wormwood.

* ab-si-o-nar -e, v.t. To shun or avoid. A
term used by the Anglo-Saxons in the oath of

fealty. (Somner.)

t ab -sis, s. [Apsis.] An arch or vault.

ab-sist', v.i. [Lat. absisto = to stand off, to
withdraw : (1) ab = from, and (2) sisto = to
cause to stand ; sto — to stand ; root sta ;

Sansc. stha = to stand.] To stand off, to with-
draw, leave off, to desist.

* ab -sol ent, a. Absolute.
" And afterward syr, verament
They called hym knyght absolent."

The Syuyr of Lowe liegre. 880.

1 ab'-SOl-ete, a. Obsolete. (Minsheu.)

ab-so lute, a. [Lat. dbsolutus, pa. par. of
absolvo = to loosen from, to disentangle : ab
=a from, and solutus = unbound, loose ; solvo

= to untie, to loosen. In Ger. absolut; Fr.

absolu; Ital. assoluto.] Essential meaning:
Unbound, unfettered, under no restraint.

Hence specially

—

L Ordinary Language. Applied—
1. To God: Self-existent and completely

uncontrolled by any other being.
" In Judging of God*s dispensation we must not look

merely at his absolute sovereignty . . .'—Blunt;
Diet. Hist. £ Theol., art, "Decrees Eternal."

2, To a sovereign or sovereignty, or power in
general: Uncontrolled, unchecked by any other
human powers ; arbitrary, despotic.

"... either the king must become absolute, or
the Parliament must control the whole executive
administration."

—

Maeaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. L

*3. To a person:

(a) Absolved, freed. {Chaucer.)

(b) Highly accomplished, perfect.

"... Still
This Philoten contends in skill

With absolut* Marina."
Shakesp, : Pericles, iv., Prologue.

4. To a mental state, a quality, Ac. : Un-
limited.

"Faith absolute in God."

—

Wordsworth; Excur.,hk.lr,

* 5. Positive, undoubting, fully convinced.
*' Tm absolute

Twat very Cloten."
Shakesp, ; Cymbeline, iv. 1

6. Unconditional.
"... the words of his mouth are absolute, and

lack nothing which they should have for perform-
ance of that thing whereunto they tend."—Hooker;
Ecdm. Pol, ii. a

XL Logic.

1. Absolute or Non-connotative is opposed
to Attributive or Connotative. The former does
not take note of an attribute connected with
the object, which the latter does. Thus Rome
and sky are absolute terms ; but Rome, the
capital of Italy, and our sky are attributive or
connotative. (See Whately, Logic, bk. ii.,

ch. v., §§1,2—5.)
2. According to J. S. Mill, it is incorrect

to regard non-connotative and absolute as

synonymous terms. He considers absolute to
mean non-relative, and to be opposed to rela-

tive. It implies that the object is to be
considered as a whole, without reference to
anything of which it is a part, or to any other
object distinguished from it. Thus man is an
absolute term, but father is not, for father

implies the existence of sons, and is therefore
relative. (J. S. Mill, Logic, bk. i., ch. ii.)

III. Metaph. : Existing independently ofany
other cause.

"This asserts to man a knowledge of the uncon-
ditioned, the absolute and infinite."—Sir W.Hamilton :

Discussions, Ac, Append, f.

In this case the word has a substantival
meaning, and is often used as = The Great
First Cause.

IV. Gram. : A case absolute is one consisting
essentially of a substantive and a participle,

which form a clause not agreeing with or
governed by any word in the remainder of the
sentence. In Greek, the absolute case is the
genitive; in Latin, the ablative; in English, it

is considered to be the nominative.
In Latin, the words sole stante in the ex-

pression, "sole stante terra vertitur " (the earth
turns round, the sun standing still)-—that is,

whilst the sun is standing still—are in the
ablative absolute.

In English, thou leading, in the words—
" I shall not lag behind, nor err
The way, thou leading" (Milton)

are in the nominative absolute. So also are 1

rapt in the line

—

" And, 1 all rapt In this, ' Come out,' he said."
Tennyson : Princess, Prol. 60.

V. Law: Personal rights are divided into

absolute and relative : absolute, which pertain to
men as individuals; and relative, which are

incident to them as members of society, stand-
ing in various relations to each other. The
three chief rights of an absolute kind are the
right of personal security, the right of per-
sonal liberty, and the right of private property.

(Blackstone, Comment,, bk. i., ch. i.) Simi-
larly there are absolute and relative duties.

Public sobriety is a relative duty, whilst

sobriety, even when no human eye is looking
on, is an absolute duty. (Ibid.) Property in

a man's possession is described under two cate-

gories, absolute and qualified property. His
chairs, tables, spoons, horses, cows, &c, are

his absolute property; while the term qualified

property is applied to the wild animals on his

estate.

An absolute decision is one which can at
once be enforced. It is opposed to a rule

nisi, which cannot be acted on until cause be
shown, unless, indeed, the opposite party fail

to appear.
Absolute law: The true and proper law of

nature.
Absolute warrandice (Scotch conveyancing):

A warranting or assuring against all man-
kind.

VL Nat. Philosophy: Absolute is generally

opposed to relative. As this relativity may
be of many kinds, various shades of meaning
thus arise : thus—

1. Absolute or real expansion of a liquid, as
opposed to its apparent expansion, the expan-
sion which would arise when the liquid is

heated, if the vessel containing it did not
itself expand. (See Atkinson, Ganots Physics,

bk. vi., ch. iii.)

2. Absolute gravity is the gravity of a body
viewed apart from all modifying influences, as,

for instance, of the atmosphere. To ascertain

its amount, therefore, the body must be
weighed in vacuo.

3. Absolute motion is the change of place on
a body produced by the motion so designated,
viewed apart from the modifying influence

arising from disturbing elements of another
kind.

4. Absolute space is space considered apart
from the material bodies in it.

5. Absolute time is time viewed apart from
events or any other subjects of mental con-

ception with which it may be associated.

6. Absolute force of a centre: Strength of a
centre (q.v.).

VIL Astron.: The absolute equation is the
aggregate of the optic and eccentric equations.

[Equations, Optic, Eccentric]

VILL Algebra: Absolute numbers are those

which stand in an equation without having
any letters combined with them. Thus, in

the following equation

—

2x + 9 = 17,

9 and 17 are absolute numbers, but 2 is not so.

LX. Chem. : Absolute alcohol is alcohol free

from water.

ab'-sol-ttte-iy, adv. [Absolute, a.]

L With no restriction as to amount; com-
pletely.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; eat, cell, chorus, 911111, bench; go, gem; thin, (his, sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ing.

-elan* -tlan h shau. -tion, -sion 3 shun; tion, slon - zhun. -tlous, -clous, -slous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del,
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"... how persistently an absolute! v useless
faculty may lie transmitted."—Darwin: Descent of
Man, vol. L, pt. L, ch. L, p. SO.

1. Without restriction as to power; inde-
pendently.

2. After the manner of a person of inde-

pendent power; positively, peremptorily,
without leaving liberty of refusal in the
person commanded.

" Command me absolutely not to go."
Milton : Par. Lott. bk. ix.

3. As if decreed by absolute power ; indis-

pensably.
" It was absolutely necessary that he should quit

Loudon."— Va<:aulay : But. Jing., ch. xi.

4. Wholly, completely.
"... the anomalous prerogative which had

caused so many fierce disputes was absolutely and for

ever taken away."—Macaulay : Hut. Eng.. ch. xv.

" Assuredly the one [doctrine] is true, and the other
absolutely false."—J. 8. Mill : Logic

H Without restriction as to relation or
condition.

1. Without close relation to anything similar.

Opposed to relatively.

"... the antlers were both absolutely and rela-

tively larger in the great extinct species."—Owen :

Fossil Mammals and Birds (1846), p. 44*.

2. Unconditionally, without condition or
qualification.

" Absolutely we cannot discommend, we cannot abso-
lutely approve, either willingness to live or forward-
ness to die."

—

Hooker, v.

ftb s61 utc-ndss, *. [Eng. ft) absolute (q.v.),

and (2) suff. -ness = the quality or state of.]

L The quality or state of being unlimited.

1. In a general sense:

"The absoluteness and illimitedness of his commis-
sion was much spoken of."—Lord Clarendon, viiL

2. Specially in power : Despotism.
" They dress up power with all the splendour and

temptation absoluteness can add to it"—Locke.

IX The quality or state of being uncondi-
tional.

"... the absoluteness of God's decrees and pur-
poses."—South : Sermon*. viiL ML

&b-sdl-U'-tiott, s. [Fr. absolution ; Ital. asso-

luzione; fr. Lat. absolutio = acquittal, pro-

perly a loosing : absolvo = to loosen from : ab
= from ; solve = to loosen, untie. J [Absolve. ]

L In a civil sense:

1. In ancient Rome: Acquittal in a court of
few.

2. In Britain: "Absolution in the Civil

Law imports a full acquittal of a person by
some final sentence of law ; also a temporary
discharge of the further attendance upon a

mesne process through a failure or defect in

pleading." (Ayliffe : Parergon Juris Ca-

nonici.)
" From both these letters it is plain that the Whig

leaders had much difficulty in obtaining the absolution
ol Godolphin."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxii.

IX In an ecclesiastical sense:

1. In the Roman Catholic Church: Forgive-

ness of sins, alleged to be by the authority of

God. This power has been claimed since the
date of the Fourth Lateran Council, A.D.
1215; the formula previously in use, " Deus
absolvit te," or "Christus absolvit te," having
then been exchanged for " Ego absolvo te."

" He knelt by the bed. listened to the confession,
pronounced the absolution, and administered extreme
unction."'— Macau/ay: Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

2. In the Church of England: The remission
of sins declared and pronounced by the offi-

ciating priest to the people of God being
penitent. (Liturgy, Morning Prayer.)

3. In some other churches: Removal of a
sentence of excommunication.

"After prayer the sentence of absolution is to be
pronounced in these or like words. . .

' I pronounce
and declare thee absolved from the sentence of excom-
munication formerly denounced against thee, and do
receive thee Into the communion of the Church.'"

—

Compendium of the Laws of the Church of Scotland
(18S0), bk. iv. p. 459.

UX Ord. Lang. : * Finish.

r
"Then the words are chosen, their sound ample, the

composition full, the absolution plenteous, and poured
out all grave, sinewy, and strong."—B. Jensen • Dis-

4b sd-lut-lsm, s. [Absolute.]

1. Arbitrary government, despotism.
"... those political convulsions of 1848, which

shook absolutism all over the Continent."—Times,
Oct 21, HT&.

2. Predestination. (Ash.)

&b -so-lut-ist, s. & a. [Absolute.] One
who is in favour of arbitrary government; an
advocate for despotism.

As adjective: Pertaining to absolutism.

"... the same absolutist footing."—Times' Corre-
spond, from Hungary, 185L

ab-SOl-U-td-ry, a. [Eng. (1) absolute, and (2)

sulf. -on/ = relating to : in Ger. absolutorisch ;

Fr. absolutoire; Lat. absolutorius = pertaining

to acquittal.] Pertaining to acquittal ; absolv-

ing ; that absolves.

"Though an absolutory sentence should be pro-
nounced. —Ayliffe: Parergon Juris Canonici.

ab-sdl-vat-O-ry; a. [Eng. (1) absolve, (2)

suff. -atory — making.] Having power to ab-

solve, intimating or involving absolution.

[Absolve.] (Cotgrave.)

ab-sdTve, v.t. [Lat. absolvo = (1) to loosen

from, to disengage, (2) to free from, (3, in Law)
to acquit, (4) to pay off, (5) to complete or
finish : ab = from, and solvo = to loosen, to
untie ; Fr. absoudre ; Ital. assolvere.]

1. To loosen, to set free ; to release from, in

whatever way.

•fl Followed (1) by the accusative of the
person, and .from preceding the thing:

" What is the legal effect of the words which absolve

the subject from nis allegiance? "—Macaulay: Hist.

Eng., ch. xv.

or (2) by the accusative of the thing.

"... to absolve their promise."—Gibbon : Decl.
and Pall, ch. xlix.

% It is used similarly in senses No. 2, 8, 4.

2. Law: To acquit, to pronounce not guilty

of a charge.

"The committee divided, and Halifax was absolved
by a majority of fourteen."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xiv.

3. Theol. : To pardon a sinner or his sin.

" Thy merit
Imputed, shall absolve them who renounce
Their own both righteous and unrighteous deeds.

And live in Thee transplanted."
Milton : Par. Lost, bk. lit.

"That doom shall half absolve thy sin."
Byron : Siege of Corinth, 2L

4. Eccles. Lang. : To declare by Church au-

thority that men's sins are forgiven. To
declare forgiveness to one who is penitent; to

restore an excommunicated person to the
communion of the Church. [Absolution, II.,

1, 2, 3.]

" * Son of the Church ! by faith now justified.

Complete thy sacrifice, even as thou wilt

;

The Church absolves thy conscience from all guilt !

*

"

Longfellow: Tales of a Wayside Inn,

* 5. To complete, to finish, to bring to an
end. (From one of the uses of the Latin
verb solvo.)

"... and the work begun, how soon
Absolved." Milton: Par. Lost, bk. vii.

•][ Absolve is once used by Gibbon apparently

but not really as an intransitive verb

:

"They prayed, they preached, they absolved, they
Inflamed, they conspired."—Gibbon: Decl. and Pall,

ch. xlix.

Absolved, pa. par, & a. [Absolve.]

ab-SOlv'-er, s. [Eng. (1) absolve, and (2) -er

= one who.] One who absolves; one who
intimates the remission of sin.

"The public feeling was strongly against the three
absolvers."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

ab-sdlv'-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Absolve.]
" For when one near display'd the absolving cross."

Byron : Lara, canto iL 19.

ab-sol -vit-or, * ab sol -vi-toitr, ab-
Sol'-vi-tur, ». [Lat. 2nd or 3rd pers. sing,

fut. iraper., or the 3rd pers. sing. pres. indie,

pass, of absolvo (Lat.) = be thou absolved, or

let him be absolved, or he is absolved.]

In Scots Law: An acquittal, a verdict in

favour of the defendant in any action. It

is of two kinds. (1) An absolvitor from the

instance is where there is some defect or

informality in the proceedings, " for thereby
that instance is ended until new citation."

(2) An absolvitor from the claim, when a person

is freed by sentence of a judge from a claim

made against him by a pursuer. (See Spottis-

woode's Law Diet.)

"... by whose means he had got an absolvitor."

—Spalding, i. 904.

t ab -son-ant, a. [Lat. absonus = out of tune.

Or ab = from, and sonans — sounding, pr. par.

of sono = to sound ; Bonus = a noise or sound.]

1. TJntunable. (Cockeram.)

2. Discordant to or with.

more absonant to nature than reason."—
Quarles : Judgment and Mercy—The Mourner.

ab -son-ate, v.t. [Lat. absonus— out of tune

;

and suff. -ate = to make.] [Absonant.] To
avoid, to show aversion to.

t ab -son-ous, a. [Lat. t&twim» = out of tune,
discordant, incongruous: ab = from ; sonus=
a sound.]

1. Unmusical
"That noise, as Macrobfus truly inferreth. must b«

of necessity either sweet and luelsdious. or harsh and
absonous."—Fotherby : Atheomastix, p. 318.

2. Not in harmony with ; remote from being
agreeable to, discordant with or to.

".
. . is unwarranted by any of our faculties,

yen. most absonous to our reason."

—

Glanville : Scepsis
Scientifica, ch. iv.

ab sorb, v.t. [Lat. absorbeo ^to swallow up
or devour ; ab and sorbea = to suck in, to drink
down, to swallow ; Ger. absorbiren ; Fr. ab-

sorber ; Sp. absorver ; Ital. assorbire. Ap-
parently cogn. are the Arab, and Eth. shartihi,

the Rabb. Heb. skarap, whence syrup, sherbet,

and shrub.]

1. Lit. : To suck up, to drink in water or
other liquid as a sponge does.

" Little water flows from the mountains, and it soon
Itecoines absorbed by the dry and porous soil."

—

Darwin ; Voyage round the World, ch. xv.

"The evils that come of exercise are, that it doth
absorb and attenuate the moisture of the body.''

—

Bacon,

2. To cause a material body to disappear in
some more or less analogous way, as, for
instance, by fire; to swallow up.

" The final flames of destiny absorb
The world, consumed in one enormous pyre '.

"

Cowper : Transt. of Milton.

3. To cause the spirit, one's personal iden-
tity, or separate interest, to disappear in the
being or interest of another.

"... or was absorbed, and as it were transformed
into the essence of the Deity."

—

Gibbon: Decl. and
Pall, ch. xlvit

" I found the thing I sought—and that was thee

;

And then I lost my being all to be
Absorb'd in thine—the world was past away—
Thou didst annihilate the earth to me."

Byron : Lament of Tasso. 6.

4. Gen.: To cause anything immaterial or
abstract in any way to disappear.

"... dark oblivion soon absorbs them all."

Cowper.

5. To engross one's whole attention, to
occupy one fully.

"And here my books—my life

—

absorb me whole."
Cowper : Transt. of Milton,

% It may be used in this sense also of the
inferior animals :

—

"Wild animals sometimes become so absorbed when
thus engaged, that they may be easily approached."—
Darwin: Descent of Man.

ab-BOrb-tV-blT-I-tfc «. [Eng. (1) absorb;

(2) ability.] The state or quality of being able

to be absorbed.
"... the absorbability of different gases by

water."—Graham : Chemistry.

ab-sorb'-a-ble, a. [Absorb.] Able to be
absorbed \ that may be swallowed up.

absorbed, iib-sorVt, or ab-sorpt,
pa. par. & a. [Absorb.]

1. Lit. : Sucked in, swallowed up.

. . he sinks absorpt.
Rider and horse, amid the miry gulf."

Thomson : Autumn,

2. Engrossed, pre-occupied.
" Conceals the mood lethargic with a mask
Of deep deliberation, as the man
Were tasked to his full strength absorb'd and lost

Cowper : Task, bk. iv.

" Absent I ponder and absorpt in care."

Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. iv,

ab-sorb'-©nt, a. & s. [In Fr. absorbant ; Ital.

absorbent ; Lat. absorbens, pr. par. of absorbeo.)

Imbibing, drinking in, Bwallowing ; or in a .

state to imbibe, drink in, or swallow.
"

. . the specimen is absorbent, from the loss of

animal matter. —Own .' Brit. Fossil Mammals and
Birds, p. 11C

A. As adjective

:

1. Anat.: Producing absorption. The term
is applied chiefly to a system of vessels de-

scribed under Absorbent, s. (q.v.)

2. Painting: Absorbent ground is ground
prepared for a picture by means of distemper

or water-colours, which are designed to absorb

the oil of the painting, thus best economising

time and increasing the brilliancy of the

colouring.

B. As substantive

:

1 Gen. : That which absorbs or sucks In.

. for the clouded sky seldom allows the sun
to warm the ocean, itself a bad absorbent of heat. —
Darwin : Journal of Voyage round the World, ch. xL

TX Spec.:

L Chem. : A substance which has the power

of absorbing gases and vapours into its pores

as charcoal made from dense wood, which

Ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e ; ey - a. qu kw.
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thus takes up 90 times its volume of annuo-
niacal gas.

2. Anat. : All organised tissues are properly
absorbents, but Bonie are so to a much larger

extent than others. Hence the name is spe-

cially given to the lacteals and lymphatics.
[Lacteals, Lymphatics.] It is now known,
however, that the blood-vessels also have a

share in the function of absorption.

3. Vegetable Phys. : The portions of a plant
which imbibe the moisture necessary for

its growth ; the chief of these are the
spongioles of the root, although to a certain

extent moisture is undoubtedly imbibed by
the leaves and bark.

4. Phar. : (1) A medicine with no acrimony
in itself, which destroys acidity in the stomach
and bowels, such as magnesia, prepared chalk,

oyster-shells, crabs' claws, &c. Similar sub-
stances are applied externally to ulcers or

sores in neutralising any acid which they may
contain. They are called also antacids and
antacrids (q.v.). (2) A medicine which acts
on the absorbent vessels, causing them to

reduce enlarged and indurated parts. (Ex-
ample, iodine.)

ib-sorb'-er, s. [Absorb.] That which ab-
sorbs.

"... the power of different gases as absorbers of

radiant b«t"-TyndaU : Beat.

ab-sorb'-ing, pr. par. & a. [Absorb, v.t]

As adj. : (1, lit.) Imbibing
; (2, met.) engross-

ing one's whole care, occupying all one's
thoughts.

"
. . . » direct absorbing power of the blood-

vessels."—Todd and Bowman : Phys. Anat., vol. i.

"... the circulating, absorbing, and nervous
systems."

—

Dr. Fordyce, quoted by Dr. Tweedie, art.
"Fever," Cyclop, of Pract. Med.
"... engaged in the absorbing task of constitu-

tion-making.'— rjm«<, Nov. 10, 1875.

" Such is the absorbing hate when warring nations
meet" Byron : Childe Harold, lv. 63.

*svb-sorb-i'-tion. Old form of Absorption.
" Where to place that concurrence of water or place

of its absorbition, there is no authentick decision."

—

Sir Thos. Browne : Tracts, p. 166.

ab-sorp-tl-om -et-er, s. [Eng. absorption,

and Gr. fi4rpov (metron) = a. measure.] An
instrument used by Bunsen for measuring
the extent to which particular gases may be
absorbed by certain liquids. (See Graham's
Chemistry.)

ab-sorp'-tion, 5. [In Fr. absorption; late Lat.
absorptio = a drink or beverage ; fr. absorbeo =
to swallow up, to devour.] [Absorb.]

L The act, operation, or process of absorb-
ing, sucking in, or swallowing anything, or
otherwise causing it to disappear in another
body.

A. Lit.

:

1. Gen. : The sucking in of a liquid by a
sponge or other porous substance.

Biol. : Absorption by organised bodies is

the taking up or imbibing, by means of their
tissues, of material suitable for their nourish-
ment, that it may ultimately be transmitted
by the vascular channels to more distant
parts. [Absorbent, «., I. & II.]

"Death puts a stop to all further absorption of
nutritive matter."

—

Todd and Bowman: Phys. Anat.

2. Chem. : The taking up of a gas by a liquid,

or by a porous solid. [Absorbent, s. ]

"The absorption by the lungs of atmospheric
oxygen."—Martineau: Comte's Philosophy, bk. Iv.

3. Nat. Phil. : The taking up rays of light

and heat by certain bodies through which they
are passing.

Absorption of Light: The retention of some
rays and the reflection of others when they

fass into an imperfectly transparent body,
f all were absorbed, the body would be black

;

if none, it would be white ; but when some
rays are absorbed, and others reflected, the
body is then of one of the bright and lively

colours.
"... as the result of the absorption of all the

blue light, first came the rosy-fingered dawn, and then
the red sun himself."

—

Times: Transit of Venus,
April 20, 1875.

Absorption of Heat : The retention and con-
sequent disappearance of rays of heat in pass-
ing into or through a body colder than them-
selves. (See No. III.)

4. Old Geol. : The swallowing up of a solid
by anothev body.

Absorption of the Earth : A term used by
Kircher and others for the subsidence of tracts

of land produced by earthquakes or other
natural agencies.

B. Tig. : The act or process of causing
anything partly or wholly immaterial to dis-

appear in a more or less analogous way.
"... a constant process of absorption and appro

priation exercised on the dialects of Italy and Greece."
—Max Muller : Science of Lang., vol. ii., p. 309.

"... when the ordinary rule of the absorption
of the weaker letter does not hold good."

—

Beames

:

Comp. Gram., Aryan Lang, of India, vol. i.

(See also example under No. II.)

JX The state of being so absorbed, sucked
in, swallowed up, or made to disappear.

^[ Used in all the senses of No. I. (q.v.)

"When one of two adjoining tribes becomes more
numerous and powerful than the other, the contest is

soon settled by war, slaughter, cannibalism, slavery,
and absorption."—Darwin : Descent of Man, ch. vii.

IIL The thing so absorbed, or its amount.

Heat: The power of absorption is equal
to that of emission.

Chem. : The co-efficient of absorption of a
gas is the volume of the gas reduced to 0°

Cent, and 760 m. m. pressure, which is absorbed
by the unit of volume of any liquid, (Graham

:

Chem., vol. ii.)

absorption spectrum, s. An appa-
ratus used by Professors Stokes, Gladstone,
and others for observing the relative quantities

of the several coloured rays absorbed by a
coloured medium of given thickness. The
principle is to view a line of light through a
prism and the coloured medium (For details,

see Fownes* Chemistry.)

ab-sorp'-t$ve, a. [Lat. absorptus, pa. par. of

absorbeo = to absorb, and suff. -ive m (1) that
can or may, (2) that does. ] Having power to
imbibe, capable of imbibing or drinking in.

" This absorptive power of clay."

—

Graham: Chem.

abs quat u-late, abs quot I late, v.i.

[Amer. slang, imitating Lat. derivation.] To
run away, to abscond.

"Hope'B brightest visions absquatulate with their
golden promises,"—Dow : Sermons, i. 247.

abs '-que, prep. [In Lat. prep. = without.]

Law

:

*1. Absque hoc (without this): Technical
words formerly used in special traverses, but
abolished iu 1852.

2. Absque impetitione vasti (without im-
peachment of waste) : A reservation frequently

made to a tenant of life, and meaning that if

he take reasonable care of the land or houses
entrusted to him, no person shall be permitted
to impeach him for their waste.

* abs ta-cle, s. [An old spelling of Obstacle
(q.v.).]* (0. Eng. & Scotch.)

"Some of the Kingis servantis . . . maid absta^te
and debaitt "—Pittscottie : Chron., p. 36.

abs -tain, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. abstener; Fr.

s'abstiner ; Sp. abstenerse; Ital. astenersi; Lat.

abstineo = to hold away : abs = from, and teneo
— to hold.] [Tenant.]

L Intransitive:

1. Gen. : To hold back, to refrain from any-
thing in which there is a tendency to indulge.

" But not a few abstained from votimg."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

"... as abstaining from all stretches of power,
and as resigning his office before the six months had
expired."—Lewis: Credibility of Early Roman Hist.

(1855), ch. xiL, pt i., § 13, vol. ii., p. 49.

2. Used, Spec. , with reference to the indul-
gence of the appetites or passions, or to the
partaking of particular kinds of food or liquor.

"... abstain from fleshly lusts which war
against the soul."—1 Peter ii. 11.

IL Transitive: To keep (a person) back
from doing anything.

abs-ta'in-er, s. [Abstain.]

Lit. : One who abstains.

^[ Used specially of a person who all but
abstains from the use of intoxicating liquors,

as contradistinguished from a total abstainer,

i.e., one who totally abstains both in health
and in sickness. But even the latter term has
lost much of its primitive force, and is now
usually employed of a pledged teetotaller,

whose vow forbids him to use intoxicating
liquors as a beverage, but permits their use in

sickness, under medical advice.

"... was a prominent member of a Good
Templar lodge, and was followed to his final resting-

' " e body

abs-ta in-Ing, pr. par. [Abstain.]

abs-te'-ml-I, s. pi [Lat \>l. of dbstemius.l
[Abstemious.]

Ch. Hist. : The name given to such Christiana
in the Reformed Churches as declined to par-
take of the wine in the communion.

abs term ous, o. [Lat. abstemius = ab-

staining from intoxicating liquor, sober : abs=
from, and temum — strong drink, from the root

tern, in Sansc. tim — to be wet ; Ital. astemio.]

L Of persons .*

1. Sparing in the use of food and strong
liquors, especially of the former.

"The instanceB of longevity are chiefly amongst the
abstemious."—Arbuthnot.

2. Sparing in the indulgence of the appe-
tites or passions ; or careful to avoid tempta-
tion to such indulgence.

"... be more abstemious.
Or else good night your vow."

Shakesp. : Tempest, iv. L

II. Of things:

* 1. Inspiring abstinence.

"Such is the virtue of the abstemious well.
1*

Dryden: Fables.

2. Marked by abstinence.
" Till yonder sun descend, ah I let me pay
To grief and anguish one abstemious day."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xix., KW-8.

abs te mi ous ly, adv. [Abstemious.] In
an abstemious manner, very tempei-ately

;

with no undue indulgence in food or liquor,

but going rather to the opposite extreme.
"

. . . he lived very abstemiously afterwards."—
Whiston: Memoirs, p. 278.

abs te -mi-oiis-ness, s. [Abstemious.] The
quality of being very sparing in the use of

food and of liquor.

"... the Arab was disciplined in the severest
abstemiousness and endurance." — Milman : Latin
Christianity, vol. iv., ch. L

abs ten 7 Won, s. [Law Lat abstent io ; absten-

tum, supine of abstineo = to hold back.]

1. The act of abstaining ; a holding back.

"The Church superintended times and manners of
abstention."—Jeremy Taylor: Visitation of the Sick,

iv. 5.

1" Often followed by from

:

". . . an abstention from the sacrament."—Burnet:
Hist, of Reformation.

2. Law : (1. ) The holding of the heir to an
estate back from taking possession. (2.) The
tacit renunciation of succession by an heir.

(Used especially in French law.)

* abs-ter', v. t. [From Lat. absterreo : abs =
from ; Urreo = to terrify.] To terrify, deter.

"Bo this in like manner should abster and fear me
and mine from doing evil."—Bacon.

abster ge, v.t. [In Fr. absterger; Lat. abs-

tergeo = to wipe off or away : abs — from
;

tergeo or tergo = to rub off.]

Chiefly in Med. : To wipe clean ; to make
clean by wiping ; to purge by medicine.
"... they [the public baths] are still frequented

by the Turkes of all Borts, men and women, ... to
absterge belike that fulsomeness of sweat to which
theyare then subject."—Burton : Anat. of Melancholy,
p. 23&

abs ter -gent, a. & s. [In Fr. abstergent ; fr.

Lat. abstergens, pr. par. of abstergeo.] Wiping
clean, making clean by wiping.

Bot. : Having a cleansing quality, as the
berries of Sapindus. (Loudon.)

As substantive : A medicine which cleanses
away foulness, or removes obstructions, con-
cretions, &c. Soap is an abstergent. (Cf.

Detergent.)

*abs-ter'-gl-fie, v.i. [Lat. abstergeo = to
wipe off.] To cleanse.

"Specially when wee would abttergijle. —Passenger
of Benvenuto (1612).

" abs terse, v.t. [Lat. abstersus - wiped
away, pa. par. of abstergeo = to wipe away.]

To wipe, to cleanse.

"... an acid and vitriolous humidity in the
stomach, which may absterse and shave the scorioui
parts thereof. "—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

abs-ter -sion, 5. [In Fr. abstersion; Ital.

fistersione ; Lat. abstersus, pa. par. of abstergeo. 3

1. The act of wiping clean, a cleansing or

clearing away foulness in the body by medi-
cine.

"Abstersion is plainly a scouring off or incision of

the more viscous numoura, and making the humours
more fluid, and cutting between them and the part ; as

is found in nitrous water, which scoureth linen cloth
speedily from the foulness. "—Bacon : Nat. Hist., % 42.

2. The state of being so cleansed.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-dan, tian * shan. tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = zhun. tious, cious, sious shus. ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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abs-ters-lve, a, & s. [Eng. absterse; Fr.

abstersif; ItaL astersivo, fr. Lai abstersus.]

JL As adjective :

L, Cleansing.

"And let th' abstersiee sponge the board renew."
Pop*: gamer's Odyssey, bk. xx.

2. Purging, having the power of removing
Obstructions.

".
. . lor certainly, though it would not be so

etbstertive. and opeuing, and sofutive a drink as mead."
—Bacon : Bat. Hist.

B. As substantive: That which effects ab-

stersion, wipes, cleanses, or purges away.
" Abstersises are fullers'-earth, soap, linseed-oil, and

ox-gall."—Bp. Bpratt: Royal Hoc, p. Btt.

t abs ters -ive-nees, i. [Abstersive.] The
quality of being abstersive.

"Indeed, simple wounds have been soundly and
mddenly cured therewith, which is imputed to the
abstersiveness of the water [Epsom] keeping a wound
clean, till the balance of nature doth recover it"—
Fuller : Worthies, Surrey.

*Vbs tln-ence, s. [Lat. abstinentia = absti-

nence from anything.] [Abstain.]

1. Lit. : A voluntary refraining from, a

holding back from.
". . . the Gauls refused to fulfil their engagement.

and asserted that the money was the price of their
abstinent* from ravaging Etniria."—Lewis ; Credi-
bility of Early Rom, Hist., ch. xiii.

2. Spec, and more frequent uses: A refrain-

ing, generally voluntary, from some indulgence

of the appetite, or the gratification of the

ordinary propensities of nature.

(a) From food.
" But after long abstinence. Paul stood forth In the

midst of thent"—Acts xxrtt 21.

(b) From intoxicating liquor, especially in tlie

phrase " total abstinence." [See Abstainer.]

(«) From undue indulgence of the appetites.

" The precept that enjoins him abstinence."
Covper : Progress of Error. 236.

*(d) From fighting during a stipulated

Interval; a truce, a temporary cessation of

arms. (Old Scotch.

)

It was the 2Tth of September, some days before the
expiring of the abstinence, that the noblemen did

meet (as was appointed) to consult upon the means of

a perfect peace. Spotiswood : Hist., p. 263.

•ft This signification occurs also in French
and Mediaeval Latin.

3. Med. : Partial or total privation of food,

in most cases involuntary, or nearly so. It

may be the result of calamity, as of famine or

shipwreck ; it may be necessitated by disease

of body, as inflammation of the oesophagus, or

produced by mental frenzy or monomania

;

or it may be prescribed by a physician as a

remedy in certain diseases. When one has
suffered from severe abstinence food should
be administered at first in very sparing
quantities.

* aba'-tln-en-cy> «. [Lat. abstinentia,.]

[Abstain,] Abstinence.
" Were our rewards for the abstinencies or woes of

the present life . .
."

—

Hammond on fundamental*.

U Now nearly superseded by Abstinence.

abs'-tin-ent, a. [In Fr. abstinent; Ital.

astinente ; Lat. abstinens.) [Abstain.] Re-
fraining from undue indulgence, especially in

food and liquor ; abstemious.

"Seldom have you seen one continent that is not
abstinent."—Hales. Golden Remains,

fcb*'-tin-ent-ly> adv. [Abstinent.] In an
abstinent manner ; with abstinence.

"If thou hadst ever re-adinitted Adam into Para-
dise, now abstinently would he have walked by that
tree."—Donne: Devotions, p. 623.

abs -tln-ents, s. pi [Abstain.]

Church Hist. : A sect which appeared in
France and Spain about the end of the third
century. They were against marriage and the
use of animal food, and are said to have re-

garded the Holy Spirit as a created being.

abs-tort -ed, a, [Latin abs = from ; tortus
= twisted, pa, par. of torqueo = to twist. ]

Twisted away, forced away by violence.

abs tract , v.t. & t. [In Ger. abstrahiren; Fr.
abstrairt; Ital. astraere, from Lat. abstractus,
pa. par. of abstraho — to drag or pull away :

abs = from, and traho m to draw.]

A* Transitive:

L To drag or pull away ; specially to take
•.way surreptitiously, as when a thief abstracts
a purse from some one's pocket.

IX To separate physically, without dragging
away.

L Chem, : To separate by distillation.

" Having dephlegmed spirit of salt, and gently ab-

stracted the whole spirit, there remaineth in the
retort a styptical substance."—Boyie.

2. Writing ; To make an epitome of a book
or document.

"
. . . let as abstract them into brief com-

pends."— Watts : Improe. of the Mind.

IIL To separate the mind from thinking ou
a subject.
" Minerva fixed her mind on views remote,
AnH from the present bliss abstracts her thought.

Pope i Homer ; Odyssey xix. fciS, WB.

IY. To separate morally.
" That space the Evil One abstracted stood

From fi is own evil, and for the time remained
Stupidly good." Milton : P. L., ix. 463.

B. Intrans. : To perform the operation of

abstraction ; to distinguish logically ; to attend

to some portion of an object separately. (Fol-

lowed by from.)
"Could we abstract from these pernicious effects,

and suppose this were innocent, It would be too light

to be matter of praise."—ifore : Decay of Piety.

abs'-tr&Ct, a, [In Ger. abstract, abstrakt ; Fr.

abstrait; Lat. abstractus = dragged away, pa-

par, of abstraho — to drag or pull away.]

[Abstract, v.t.]

A. Used as an adjective :

L In Ordinary Language and Poetry

:

1. Gen. : Abstracted, separated, viewed
apart from.

(a) From other persons or things of a similar

kind.
"... the considering things in themselves, ab-

stract from our opinions and other men's notions and
discourses on them."—lAicke.

(b) From reference to an individual
" Love '» not so pure and abstract as they ase to say
Which have no mistress but their muse."

Donne : Poems, 27.

% Poet. : For abstracted ; absent in mind,
like one in a trance (pron. Hbstrfct').

"Abstract, as in a trance, methought I saw.
Though sleeping, where I lay, and saw the shape."

Milton : Par. Lost, bk. viiL

3. Separate ; existing in the mind only

;

hence with the sense of difficult, abstruse.

IX Logic and Grammar

:

1. In a strict sense : Expressing a particular

property of any person or thing viewed apart

from the other properties which constitute

him or it. Thus depth is an abstract term.
Used of the sea, it meanB that the property of

the sea expressed by the word depth is viewed
apart from the other properties of the ocean.
So is blueness an abstract word. In this sense
abstract is opposed to concrete. This use of

the term was introduced by the Schoolmen,
and was highly approved by Mr. John Stuart
Mill, who employed the word in no other
sense in his " Logic."

Abstract Nouns: The last of the five classes

into which nouns may be divided, the others
being (1) proper, singular, or meaningless
nouns

; (2) common, general, or significant

nouns
; (3) collective nouns ; and (4) material

nouns. Most abstract nouns are derived from
adjectives, as whiteness from white, height

from high, roundness from round; these are

called adjective abstract nouns, or adjective

abstracts. Others come from verbs, as crea-

tion from create, and tendency from tend

;

these are denominated verbal abstract nouns,
or verbal abstracts. Abstract nouns have
properly no plural. When used in the plural

this is an indication that they have lost

their abstract character and gained a con-
crete meaning, so that they are now common
or general nouns. (See Bain's Higher Eng.
Gram.)

2. In a loose sense: Resulting from the
mental faculty of abstraction, general as op-
posed to particular. The term is used even
when the idea conceived of as separate from
all others with which it is associated is not a

quality. In this sense reptile, star, and money
are abstract or general words, though none of
the three is a quality. Locke did much to
bring this looser sense of the word into cur-

rency. It is censured by John S. Mill (Logic,

Bk. I., ch. ii., § 4).

" The mind makes the particular ideas received
from particular objects to become general ; which is

done by considering them as they are in the mind,
such appearances, separate from all other existences
and the circumstances of real existence, as time,
place, or any other concomitant ideaa This is called
abstraction, whereby ideas taken from particular
beings become general representatives of all of the
same kind, and their names general names, applicable
to whatever exists conformable to such abstract
ideas."—Locks : Buman Understanding, bk. ii.. ch.
xi.,|a

t Abstract science : A term applied to mathe-
matics.

" Another discriminates mathematical properties,

and he addicts himself to abstract science.' —Isaac
Taylor : Element* of Thought (1846), p, 20.

Abstract or Pure Mathematics: Mathematics,
which treats of number or quantity viewed
as standing alone, as is done in geometry and
arithmetic. It is contradistinguished from
mixed mathematics, in which these are viewed
as modified by the physical properties of

the bodies in which they inhere. This is done
In mechanics, hydrostatics, optics, &c.

Abstract Numbers: Numbers considered in

themselves without reference to any persons or

things with which they may be conjoined.

Thus three is an abstract nurnljer, but if con-

joined with men it becomes concrete.

B, Used as a substantive :

1. Logic: An abstract name, as opposed to

one which is concrete, [See Concrete.]
" Bach of them [of the concrete terms] has or

might have a corresponding abstract name to denote
the attribute connoted by the concrete. Thus the
concrete 'like' has its abstract 'likeness;' the con-

crete 'father' and 'son" have or might have the
a&sfracf* 'paternity' and filiety or filiation."—Mill:
Logic P- *£.

In the abstract, or (less frequently) in ab-

stract, signifies in a state of separation, the
looking at an idea apart from all other ideas

with which it may be more or less intimately

connected. It is opposed to in the concrete,

which, however, is rarely used
" Honest. So the old gentleman blushed, and said.

Not Honesty in the abstract, but Honest is my name."
—Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

" The hearts of great princes, if they be connidered,
as it were, in abstract, without the necessity uf state*

and circumstances of time."

—

Sir B. Wotton.

2. A summary, an epitome, a compendium
of a book or document.

" The abstract of the papers was read by the clerk."

—Macaulay : Hist, of Eng., ch. xix.

" I have been urged to publish this abstract."—
Darwin : Orig. of Species (1859), Introduction.
" Neither press, coffer, chest, trunk, well, vault,

but he hath an abstract for the remembrance of such
Slacea, and goes to them by his note."—Shakesp, :

ferry Wives, iv. 2.

«T In Shakespeare (Hamlet, 11. 2), play-actors

are called the "abstract [or in some copies the
abstracts] or brief chronicles of the time,"

perhaps because they acted history on a much
smaller stage than that of the world, and in

briefer time than the events which they repro-

duced really occupied.

Abstract of Title (Law) ; An epitome of the

evidences of ownership. An abstract should
show the soundness of a person's right to

a given estate, together witn any charges or
circumstances in any wise affecting it A
perfect abstract discloses that the owner has

both the legal and equitable estates at his

own disposal perfectly unencumbered. The
object of any abstract is to enable the pur-

chaser or mortgagee, or his counsel, to judge

of the evidence deducing and of the encum-
brances affecting the title. (Wharton : Law
Lexicon.)

* Abstract of a Fine. [Fine.]

* Abstract of Pleas : An epitome of the pleas

used or to be used against the pleas of one's

opponent
* 4. An extract or a smaller quantity con-

taining the essence of a larger.
" If you are false, these epithets are small

;

You're then the things, and abstract of them alL
Dryden : A urungtebe, iv. I

** A man, who Is the abstract of all faults
That all men follow."

Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, 1. 4.

abS-tract'-tSd, pa. par. & a. [Abstract, v.f\

As adjective

:

1. Separated or disjoined from everything
else, physically, mentally, or morally.

"... from his intellect

And from the stillness of abstracted thought
He aak'd repose."— Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. L

Hence, 2 : Abstruse, difficult.

3. Refined, purified.

"Abstracted spiritual love, they like
Their souls exhaled. "—Donne.

i. Absent in mind [Absent, *. (4).]

ab8-tract'-t5d-ly\ adv. [Abstract.)

1. In the abstract, viewed apart from every-

thing else connected with it

"... deeming the exception to be rather a cane

abstracted!* possible, than one which is frequently
realised in fact"—J. 8. Mill: Polit. Econ. (I848f, voL L,

.bk. L. ch. fJL.Il, p. I«S.

2. In a state of mental absence.

fate, fit, Hire, amitlst, what, fall, lather ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rale, full ; try, Syrian. », o» = e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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" Or whether more abstractedly we look."
Dryden : Religio Laid.

&bs-tract -ed-ness, s. [Abstract.] The
quality or state of being abstracted ; abstract
character.

** They complain of the subtllty and abstractedness
of the arguments."— Baxter : Kngitiry iiuo the SaZv.ru
<tf the Soul, It. 3M.

'ibs-tract'-er, 5. [Abstract, s.] One who
makes an abstract.

"In the science of mystery of words, a very judi-
cious abstracter would find it a hard task to be
anything copious without falling upon an infinite
collection."

—

Mannyngham : Disc.

abs-trac'-ti, s. (pi. of dbstractus, pa. par. of
abstraho). [Abstract,]

Church Hist. : A Lutheran sect in the six-

teenth century. Their leader was Heshusius,
a Prussian bishop who contended, against
Beza, that not only was Christ to be adored in

the concrete as the Son of God, but that his
flesh, in the abstract, was an object of adora-
tion.

abs-tract'-Ing, pr. par. [Abstract, v.t.\

abs-trac'-tion, s. [In Fr. abstraction ; Lat.
abatractio = a separation ; abstraho = to drag
away : abs = from ; tralto = to draw or drag. ]

L The act of dragging or drawing away or
separating.

A. Gen.

:

Physically : The act, operation, or process
of drawing or dragging away, or otherwise
withdrawing any material thing, especially

by surreptitious means, as "the abstraction

of the purse by the pickpocket was cleverly

managed."

B. Technical:

1. In distillation : The operation of sepa-

rating the volatile parts in distillation from
those which do not pass into vapour at the
temperature to which the vessel has been
raised.

2. Mentally. In Mental Phil. : The act or
process of separating from the numerous
qualities inherent in any object the particular

one which we wish to make the subject of

observation and reflection. Or the act of with-
drawing the consciousness from a number of

objects with a view to concentrate it on
some particular one. The negative act of

which attention is the positive. [See Meta-
physics.]

XL The state of being separated, physically

Or mentally.

1. Physically

:

"... a wrongful attraction of wealth from
certain members of the community, for the profit of

the Government, or of the tax-payers."—^. 8, Mill:
Polil. Boon.

"... the abstraction of four equivalents of
water."

—

Graham: Chemittry.

2. Mentally :

(0) Absence or absorption of mind.
" What answers Lara? to its centre shrunk
His soul In deep abstraction Budden sunk."

Byron ; Lara, i- 23.

(b) The separation from the world of a

recluse ; disregard of worldly objects by an
unworldly person.

" A hermit wishes to be praised for his abstraction."
—Pope : Letters,

HI, That which Is abstracted. A mental
Conception formed by abstraction.

" Give us, for our abstractions, solid facts."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. v.

IV. The power or faculty of the mind by
which a person is able to single out from a
complex mental conception the particular

idea which he wishes to make the subject of

reflection, [See L (B. 2).]

abs-trac-tl -tlous, a. [Abstract, v.t] The
same meaning as Abstractive (2), the passive
sense (q.v.).

ibs-trict'-Ive, a. [(1) abstract, v.t.
; (2) -ive

= which may or can or does. In Fr. ab-

ttractif.] [Abstract, v.t]

1. Active : Possessing the power or quality

of abstracting.

2. Passive : Abstracted or drawn from other

substances, especially vegetables, without
fermentation.

fcbs-tr&ct'-Ive-ljf; adv. [Abstractive.] In
an abstractive manner, so as to be separated
from anything else with which it is associated.

"According to whatever capacity we distinctly or
abstractively consider him, either as the Son of God,
or as the Son of Man."—Barrow,

abs'-traot-l^, adv. [Abstract.] In an ab-

stract manner ; in a state of separation from
other ideas connected with it.

" Hatter, abstractly and absolutely considered, can-
not have subsisted eternally."—Uenlley : Sermons.

abs -tract-ness, s. [Abstract.] The quality
or state of being separated from other ideas.

"... which established prejudice or the oo-
stractness of the ideas themselves might render diffi-

cult. —Locke.

abs-trict -ed, a. [Lat. abstrictus, pa. par.

of abstringo.] Unbound. [Abbtringe,]

abs-tringe', v.t. [Lat a6 = from; stringo —
to draw, or tie tight, to bind together ; Gr.

OTpdyyot (stranggo) = to draw tight ; Ger.
strangeln.] [Strangle.] To unbind.

abs-tring'-ing, pr. par. [Ab6tringe0

* abs-tru'de, v. t. [Lat. abstrudo = to thrust
away.] [Abstruse.] To thrust away, to pull

away.

abs tru'se, a. [Lat. abstrusus, pa. par. nf

abstrudo = to thrust away ; Fr. abstrus ; Ital.

astruso. ]

Lit. : Hidden away (never used of material

objects).

1. Hidden from man's observation or know-
ledge. (Used of an object, an idea, or any
subject of inquiry.)
" Th' eternal eye, whose sight discerns
Abstrusest thoughts, from forth his holy mount."

Milton : Par. Lost.

2. Out of the beaten track of human
thought. Not such a subject as the popular
mind occupies itself with. Hence, difficult to

be understood.
"... and often toueh*d

'

Abstrusest matter, reasonings of the mind
Turn'd Inward." Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. I.

abs-tru'se-ljf", adv. [Abstruse.] In an ab-

struse manner, as if thrust out of sight, so

as not to be discovered easily.

S,bs-tru'se-ness, s. [Abstruse.] The quality

of being remote from ordinary apprehension,
difficulty of being understood.

". . . It is the abstrusentts of what Is taught in

them [the Scriptures! that makes them almost inevit-

ably bo [obscurei
"—Boyle on the Scriptures,

iibs-tru'S-I-tj?, s. [Abstruse.]

1. The quality or state of being abstruse.

2. That which is abstruse.

"... antipathies, sympathies, and the occult
abstrusities of tilings."—Browne: Vulgar Errours.

ab-su me, v.t. [Lat absumo — to take away :

ah = from ; sumo = to take. ]

1. To take away from.
" And from their eyee all light did quite absumt."

Virgil, by Vicars (1632).

2. To bring to an end by a continual waste
;

to consume.
"... If It had burned part after part, the whole

must needs l>e absumed in a portion of time."

—

Sir M.
Bale : Origination of Man.

ab-su'med, pa. par. & a. [Assume.]

ab-su m-Ing, pr. par. [Absuhe.]

ab sump'-tion, *. [Lat. absumptio = a con-
suming : ab = from ; sumptio — a taking

;

sumo = to take.]

1. The act, operation, or process of consum-
ing.

2. The state of being consumed ; extinction,

non-existence. (Applied to things material

and immaterial.)
"Christians abhorred this way of obsequies, and

though they stick not to give their bodies to be burnt
in tbeir lives, detested that mode after death ; affect-

ing rather a depositure than abtumptum."—Sir T.

Browne : Urne Burial, ch. i.

" That total defect or absumption of religion which
is naturally incident to the profaner sort of men."

—

* Dr. Gauden : Ecd. Ang. Buspiria (1«5»).

ab surd, a. [In Fr. absurde ; Ital. assurdo;
Lat. absurdus = giving a dull or disagreeable
Bound ; surdus = deaf. ]

I, Lit. : As much at variance with reason as

if a deaf man were to sing at a concert, not
knowing what notes the rest of the performers
were giving forth.

Applied (1) to persons: Without judgment,
unreasonable.
" Why bend to the proud, or applaud the absurd t

(2.) To things: Contrary to reason, incon-

sistent with reason.
" T is grave Philosophy's absurdest dream,
That Heaven's intentions are not what they seem.

"

Cowper: Bope.

XL Tech. (in Logic) : A scholastic term em-
ployed when false conclusions are illogieally

deduced from the premises of the opponent.
In this sense it is sometimes used in what
are known as indirect demonstrations of pro-
positions in geometry, where the proposition
is shown to be true, by proving that any sup-
position to the contrary would lead to an
absurdity: as, "Because in the triangle CBI)
the side B C is equal to the side B D, the
angle B D C is equal to the angle BCD;
but B D C has been proved to be greater than
the same BCD; therefore the angle B D C is

at the same time equal to, and greater than
the angle BCD, which is absurd." The term
is borrowed from the Latin absurdum in the
phrase "reductio ad absurdum" (q.v.). Im-
possible, however, is more frequently used in

this way than absurd,

ata-surd'-l-t^, s. [In Fr. absurdite'; from
Lat. absurditas = dissonance, incongruity.]

1. (Abstract) : The quality or state of being
flatly opposed to sound reason.

" The gross absurdity of this motion Was exposed by
severa- eminent members."—Macaulay : Elst. Kng.,
ch. xi.

2. (Concrete): Anything which is opposed
to reason.

It la not Mfee the story of Numa and Pythagoras,
a chronological absurdity.' —Lewis : Credibility of the
Early Rom. But., ch. xi.. S 23.

*f[ In this sense it has a plural

:

"A bewildering, inextricable jungle of delusions,
confusions, falsehoods, and absurdities, covering the
whole field of life." -Carlyle: Beroes and Bcro~
Worship, lect L

ab-surd'-l$r. adv. [Absurd.] In a manner
wholly at variance with reason, in an extremely
silly manner.

"To gaze at his own splendour, and to exalt
Absurdly, not his office, but himself."

Cowper: Tusk, li. 548.

t ab-surd'-ness, s. [Absurd.] Absurdity.

"The folly and absurdness whereof I shall not en-
deavour to expose."—Dr. Cave : Sermon (1675).

ab surd urn (Reductio ad). [See ab-
" SURD.]

" When large bodies of men arose with coiiscien-
tlous objections to oaths, the principle underwent a
practical reductio ad absurdum."—Bentham . Works.
flntrod.)

* ab'-thane, s. [Gael, abdhaine = an abbacy ;

Low Lat. abthania.] Properly an abbacy,
but commonly used as a title of dignity : as,
" Superior or High Thane." Fordun, in his

Scotochronicon, iv. 39, first used the title ab-

thanus to express the person holding an rrf>-

thania, which he took to be an office or dignity.

The word and its history are clearly explained
by Dr. Skene in his Historians of Scotland,

vol. iv. ; Fordun, pt. H., p. 413. Minsheu
renders the word "steward." Jamieson, in

his Scottish Dictionary, argues that ab in this

word implies inferiority, and not superiority,

The abthane pre-eminently so called had, how-
ever, a high position, being the High Steward
of Scotland. Speaking of this functionary,
Fordun says, " Under the king, he was the
superior of those who were bound to give an
annual account of their farms and rents due
to the king." (Fordun, bk. iv., ch. xliii.)

* ab -than-rie, s. [Abthane.] The territory

over which an abthane's rule or jurisdiction

extended. (Scotch.)

"David IT. granted to Donald Macnayne the lands

of Easter Fossache. with the abthanrie of Dull, in

Perthshire."—MS, Earl., 4,609.

* a-bu.9h'-ment, s. An ambush. (MS. Ash-

mole, S3, f. 10.) (HaUmell.)

*abude, v.t. To bid, to offer. (MS. Ash-

mole 33, f. 24.) (Halliwell.)

* a-bue', v.i. [Obey.] To bow, to render

obedience.
"The noble stude that al the worlde abueth to."—

Rob. Glouc, p. 19a

*R-buf (0. Eng,); *a-buf-In (0. Scotch),

prep. & adv. Old spellings of Above (q.v.).

*' Alle angels abuf."—Towneley Mysteries, p. 22.

"Of the landia abufin writln."—Act Dom. And.

(1478), p. 59.

*a-bu'-gen, v.t. [A. 8. abugan =» to bow, to

"bend, to turn.] To bow.

* a bug -gen* v.t. (pret. aboughte, past aboht).

*[A.S. dbyegan = to buy, to redeem.] To pay

for. [Abie.]

* a-bul'-yeit, * a-bul yled, * a-biiil -yled,

** a-bn-yelt, a. [Fr. habUler = to clothe.]

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as

-clan, -tian * shan. -tiou, sion = shun; tfoii. ?ion zhun. -tlous, -clous, -sious

expect, Xenophon, e^ist. -lug.

i ahufl. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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L Dressed, apparelled. (Scotch.)

" With the blessed torche of day.
Abulyeit in his lemand tresche array
Furtii of his palace reall ischit Phoebus."

Douglas ; Virgil. S».

2. Equipped for the field.

"... are ordanit to have (rude housholdis and
well abilyeit men as effeiria."—Acts Ja. II. (1455J,

ch. 61, ed. 1366.

& - bul - yio - ment, $. [Fr. habiliment.)

[AUILIMENTS.]

t 1. Singular: Dress, habit, habiliment
(Scotch.)

"... and came in a rite abulyiement to the king."
—Pittscottie, p. 45.

2. PtmaX : (a) Dress in general
"... nocht arraying theym wid gold, sylver. nor

preciou* abulyiementes, —BeUenden : Cron., bk. xiii,

ch. 11.

(o) Accoutrements. (Scotch.)

"... to return his armour and abulyiement*."—
Bir W. Scott : Old Mortality, ch. vii.

a-bu-na, s. [Coptic (lit.) = our father.] The
*

title given, to the archbishop or metropolitan
of Abyssinia. He is subordinate to the
patriarch of Alexandria.

a-bund -ance, s. [In French abondance;
Ital. abbondanza ; Lat. abujidantia = plenty.]

[Abound.]

L 0/ quantity:

1. So great fulness as to cause overflowing,
eiulK-rance.

" Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth
•peaketh."—Matt. xii. in.

2. Great plenty, a very great quantity of.

"Therefore the abundance they have gotten, and
that which they have laid up, shall they carry away
to the brook of the willows."

—

ha. xv. 7.

" There came no more such abundance of spices as
those which the queen of Sheba gave to king Solo-
mon."—1 King* x. 10.

IL Of number : Great numbers.
"Abundance of peasants are employed in hewing

down the largest of these trees."

—

Addison on Italy.

a-bund -ant, a. [In Fr. abondant; Ital.

abbondan'te; fr. Lat abundans ~ abounding. ]

[Abound.]

1. Overflowing, exuberant
"The Lord God, merciful and gracious, long-suffering,

and abundant in goodness and truth."

—

Exod. xxxiv. 6.

"... and was abundant with all things at first,

and men not very numerous."—Burnet.

2. In great supply, plentiful, fully suf-

ficient.

% Followed by in, or rarely by with.

H InArith.: An abundant number is one the
sum of whose aliquot parts exceeds the num-
ber itself. Thus 24 is an abundant number,
for its aliquot parts (the numbers which
divide it without a remainder) added toge-
ther (viz., 1+2 + 3 + 4 + 6 + 8+12), amount
to 36. On the contrary, 16 is not an abundant
number, for its aliquot parts added together
(viz., 1 + 2 + 4 + 8), amount to only 15.

a-blind -ant-ly, adv. [Abundant.]

1, Amply, sufficiently, fully, completely

;

nay, more than enough, exuberantly.

"... our God . . . will abundantly pardon."
—Iia. lv. 7.

2. Copiously, plentifully, in large quantity
or measure.

" And Moses lifted up his hand, and with his rod he
smote the rock twice : and the water came out abun-
dantly, and the congregation drank."—,Vumb. xx. 11.

a-bu nef prep. Above. (Scotch.)

" Bee, yonder'i the Rattan's Skerry—he aye held his
neb ubune the water in my day; nut he's aneath it
now."—Sir W. Scott: Antiquary.

*a-burne, a. An old spelling of Alburn.
XlirtT*—

]

"... his beard an aburne browne."
That, Heywood ; Great Britaine's Troy (1S0»1

a-bur ton, a,

Naut. : Stowed in the hold athwartships.
(Applied to the stowage of casks on board a
vessel.)

* a-bus'-a-ble, a. [Abuse.] That may be

abused, that may be put to an improper use.

" That abumble opinion of lmrmtative righteous-
ness."— Dr. B. More: Mystery of Godliness (1660),

Preface, p. xxvt

* a-bus -age, s. [Abuse, p.f.] Abuse.
" By reason of the gross abusage to which the cor-

ruption of men hath made them subject.'— Whateley :

Redempt. of Time (1634L p. L

abuse, v.t. [Fr. abuser; Sp. abusar ; ItaL
" abusare ; Lat abutor, pret abusus = (1) to

use up, (2) to misuse : ah = removal by ; utor

= to use, viz., to remove by use, to use up ;

Irish idh ; WeL gweth — use ; Gr. «0« (etho)

= to be accustom««L ] [Use.]

* L To disuse, to give up the practice of

anything. (Old Scotch.)
- At [that] the futhal and golf be abuttt in tyro

cummyng, and the huttU maid up; and schutmg
usit after the tenor of the act of parlyament"—ParL
Ja. III. (1471), ed. 1814. p. 100.

IL In a general sense: To put to an im-
proper use, to misuse.

" And they that use this world, aa not abusing it"—
l Cor. vii 31.

HX Spec .*

1. To maltreat, to act cruelly to a man.
"... lest these uncircumcised come and thrust

me through, and abute me."—1 Sam. xxxi. 4.

2. To use bad language to, to reproach
coarsely, to disparage.

"All the hearers and tellers of news abused the
Seneral who furnished them with so little news to
ear and to tell."— Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi v.

3. To violate a woman.
"... and they knew her, and abused her."

—

Judg.
xix. 25.

% Law : To abuse a female child is to have
carnal intercourse with her, which, if she be
under teu years of age, is felony, even if she
consent

4. To disfigure (applied to persons or things).

" Poor soul, thy face Is much abused with tears."
Bhakesp. ; Borneo and Juliet, lv. 1

5. To deceive, impose upon.
" The world hath been much abused by the opinion

of making old."

—

Bacon : Nat. Hist.

6. Applied to Language: To use in an ille-

gitimate sense, to wrest words from their

proper meaning.
" This principle {if one may to abuse the word)

shoots rapidly into popularity. —Proude : Hist. Eng.

abuse, s. [In Fr. abus ; ItaL and Sp. abuso;
Lat. abusus = a using up.] [Abusion.]

1. Employment for a wrong purpose, misuse.

"... but permits best things
To worst abuse, or to their meanest use."

Milton : Par. Lost. lv. SOL

2. A corrupt practice, especially in any
public institution.

"... if these be good people in a commonweal,
that do nothing but use their abuses in common
houses, I know no l&w."— Shakesp. ; Measure for
Measure, ii. 1.

"... whether better regulations would effectually
prevent the abuses which had excited so much dis-

content"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

% In Law:
(a) Abuse of Distress : Using an animal or

chattel distrained.

(&) Abuse of Process: The gaining of an ad-
vantage over one's opponent by some inten-
tional irregularity.

3. Insulting language.
" The two parties, after exchanging a good deal of

abuse, came to blows."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch.
xxiv.

4. Violation.
" After the abuse he forsook me."—Sydney.

5. (Applied to words or language.) Use in
an illegitimate Bense, perversion from the
proper meaning.

abused, pa. par. & a. [Abuse, v.t)
" you kind gods.

Cure this great breach in his abused nature ;

The untuned and jarring senses. O wind up,
Of this child-changed father."

Shakesp. ' King Lear, lv. 7.

a-bu'se-ful, a. [Abuse, v.t] Full of abuse,
abusive to a great extent.

" He scurrilously reviles the King and Parliament
by the abuseful names of hereticks and schismaticks."—Bp. Barlow : Remains, p. 397.

a-bus'-er, 5. [In Fr. abuseur.] [Abuse, v.t.]

L Gen. : One who puts any person or thing
to an improper use.

" And profligate abusers of a world
Created fair so much in vain for them."

Cowper : Task, bk. iiL

IL Spec:

1. One who reviles ; one who uses foul,
abusive language to another.

" The hononr of being distinguished by certain
abusers. . . ."—Br. Brown to South, p. 6.

2. One who deceives.

" Next thou, th' abuser of thy prince's ear."
Sir J. Dtnham . Soph*.

3. A ravisher, a violator of women.
"Abuser of young maidens."

Fletcher : Faithful Shepherdess, T. L
L A sodomite (1 Cor. vi. 9).

a-bus'-ing, pr. par., adj., &. s. [Abuse, ».t]

As substantive : The act of putting in any
way to an improper use.

"... the abusing of the tombs of my forefathers."—Earl of Angus, quoted in Froude : Hist. Eng. 11868L
vol. iv., p. S99.

a-bu s-I-O, s. [Lat. (in rhetoric) = a false use
of words: abutor = to misuse.] A misuse of
words. The error in composition called by
the Greeks KuT^xpnoiv (katachresis), a term
adopted by modem logicians to signify the
substitution of a wrong for the right word in

any sentence ; as if one who killed his mother
were called a parricide instead of a matricide.

•a-bu'-sion, s. [Abusio.]

1. An error in doctrine, an inconsistency
in reasoning ; an incongruity. (0. Eng. £ 0.

Scotch.

)

" And certes that were an abusion
That God should have no pernte clere weting
.Mure than we men."

—

Chaucer : Troilus, bk. iv.

2. An error in practice, a sin, an abuse.

3. A cheat, an illusion.

" For by these ugly formes weren portray'd
Foolish delights and fond abusion*
Which doe that sense besiege with light illusions.

Spenser : P. Q. It IL

abusive, o. [In Fr. abusif; Lat abusivus=
misapplied.]

L Gen. : Put to a wrong use, pertaining to

the wrong use of anything.
". . . both the things themselves and the abusitc use

of them may be branded with marks of God's dislike."
—Jeremy Taylor : Artificial Handsomeness, p. 16.

IX Spec :

(1) Of persons : Prone to use violent and in-

sulting language, or otherwise practise abuse.

"And most abusive calls himself my friend."
Pope : ProL to Satires, lift.

(2) Of the language used by them : Contain-
ing abuse, reproachful.

"Scurrilous abusive terms."—South: Sermons, vili
300.

(3) Of words spoken or written :

(a) Used wrongly, used in an improper
sense, misapplied.

" I am for distinction' sake necessitated to use the
word Parliament improperly, according to the abtuiee
acception thereof for these latter years."—Puller :

Worthies of England, vol. 1., ch. xviiL

* (6) Deceitful, fraudulent
"... whatsoever is gained by an abusive treaty,

ought to be restored in integrum."— Bacon : Consid.
on War with Spain.

a-bu's-Ive-l& adv. [Abusive.]

1. In an abusive manner; spec., with the
use of bad language.

* 2. Applied to a word wrongly used,

". . . th« oil abusively called spirit of rosea."—
Boyle i Sceptical Chemist.

a bus-ive-ness,s. [Abusive.] The quality
* of being abusive.

Spec. :

1. Foulness of language.
"... he falls now to rave in his barbarous abusive-

ness."—Milton : Colasterion.

* 2. Logical impropriety.
"... the abusiveness of evacuating all his [oar

Lords] laborious and expensive designs in acquiring
us."—Barrow, it S28.

abut', v.t- [Fr. bouter = to meet end to end

;

*
fr. bout — end : O. Fr. boter, boiter, bouter =to
strike with the head as a ram or goat does ; to

butt] [Butt.]

Lit. : To have its end contiguous to, to

adjoin at the end ; but the more general signi-

fication is, to border upon, to be contiguous
to, without reference to the side which con-

stitutes the boundary line.

" The leafy shelter, that abuts against
The island's side. —S*a*«sp. ; Pericles, r. L

ab-ut -H-on, *. [From A/Si/nXo* (abutilon),

said to be one of the names of the mulberry-
tree, which these plants resemble in leaf.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Mal-
vaceae, or Mallow-worts. The species are

annual or shrubby plants, generally with
handsome flowers, yellow or white, often

veined with red. They have a flve-carpelled

fruit A. esculentum is used in Brazil as a

fate, fat, faire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work. who. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, foil; try, Syrian, ae, ce c; ey a. qu lew*
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vegetable. Several species are wild in India.

Two of them, A. Indicum and A. polyandrum,
have fibres which may be twisted into ropes.

Other varieties, A. striatum, A. venosum, A,
insigne, &c, are ornamental garden or green-
bouse plants.

a-butf-ment, s. [Abut.] [Tn jy buttic or
butte — a knoll, a hill.]

Arch. : The solid part of a pier, or wall, or
mound, against which an arch rests. The
abutments of a bridge are the strong erections

at either end for the support of the two ex-

tremities of the bridge.

1. Literally:

"The abutments of the floodgates are still exiFting
between the hills through which it [the canal] pawed.
—Bryant : Annals of .inc. Mythol.

2. Figuratively

:

"... furnish us, so to speak, with chronological
abutment*."—Straus* i Life of Jesus, % 59, p. 416.

Mack. : A fixed point from which resistance

or reaction is obtained. In an ordinary
steam-engine this is alternately the two ends
of the cylinder ; and in a screw-press it is the
nut in the fixed head.
Carpentry : A joint in which two pieces of

timber meet in such a manner that the fibres

of one piece run in a direction oblique or per-

pendicular to the joint, and those of the other
parallel with it.

a-but -tax, s. [Abut.] [In O. Eng. boteminnes,
from the same root, are artificial hillocks de-

signed to mark boundaries.]
Gen. in the plural : The buttings or bound-

ings of land towards any point. (Properly,

the sides of a field are said to be adjoining to

and the ends abutting on the contiguous one,

but the distinction is frequently disregarded.)

"Selborne and its abuttals.''— White: Kat. Bist. of
Selborne.

t a-bot'-tal-ing, s. [As if pr. par. from v.

abuttal] ' The tracing on a title-deed the
abuttals or boundaries of land.

"The name and place of the thing granted were
ordinarily expressed, as well before as after the Con-
quest; but the particular manner of abuttalling, with
the term itself, arose from the Normans,"

—

Spelmun :

Ancient Deeds A Charters, ch. v.

a-but ter, s. [Abut.] That which abuts.

a -but -ting, pr. par. & a. [Abut.] (l)

Bounding, constituting the limit or bound-
ary of land; (2) butting with the forehead,
as a ram does. In the example which fol-

lows these two significations are blended
together.

** Are now confined two mighty monarchies.
Whose high upreared ana abutting fronts
The perilous, narrow ocean parts asunder."

Shafcesp. : Henry V„ Prologue.

Arch. Abutting power is the power of re-

sistance to the horizontal thrust.

* a -buy ,
* a-buyge'. [Abie (2). ]

Jlb'-vol-ate, v.t. [Lat. abvolatum, supine of
abvolo — to fly from. ] To fiy from.

[Abvolate.] The act ofab vol a tion, s.

flying from.

* a-by' (l), * a-bye' (1> [Abie (l).]

* a-by (2), * a-bye ' (2), *a bygge . [Abie (2). ]

* a-by$m', s. [0. Fr. abysme, now abime and
dbyme. ] An abyss.

*' When my good stars, that were my former guides,
Have empty left their orbs, and shot their fires
Into the abysm of hell."

Shakesp. : Ant. and Cleop., 111. 11.
** In so profound abysm I throw all care

Of others' voices."

—

Shakesp. : Sonnets, cxiL
** In the dark backward and abysm of time."

Shakesp. ; Tempest, L 2.

t%-bysm'-al, a. [Abysm.]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to an abyss.
" Far, far beneath ua the abysmal sea."

Tennyson: Krakem.
2. Fig. : Deep, profound.
" With abysmal terror.'—MeHvabi : Bist. Rom,, T.

a-bysm irig, a. Overwhelming.

"... these abytming depths."

—

Sir K. Digby.

%-byss', s. [In Fr. abime; Ital. abisso ; Lat.
abyssus; Gr. a/Wo-o? (abussos) = bottomless :

«, privative ; and /Wo-d?, the same as /3v06?

(buthos) = the depth, the sea, the bottom.]

% The English word abyss seems to have
been but recently introduced into the lan-
guage, for Jackson, in his Commentaries on
the Creed, b. xi., c. 19, § 6, says, "This is a
depth or abyssus which may not be dived into."

(See Trench, On some Deficiencies in our Eng-
lish Dictionaries, p. 27.)

Essential meaning: That which is so deep
as to be really bottomless, or to be frequently
conceived of as if it were so.

Specially

:

L Lit. : A vast physical depth, chasm, or
gulf: e.g., depth of the sea, primeval chaos,
infinite space, Hades, hell, &c.

" Thou from the firat

Wast present, and with mighty wings outspread.
Dove-like, sai'st brooding on the vast abysn."

Milton : Par. Lost, bk. i.

" Deep to the dark abyss might he descend,
Troy yet should flourish, and my sorrows end."

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. vi. 3S4-5.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Infinite time, conceived of as if it were
a bottomless depth.

" For sepulchres themselves must crumbling fall

In time's abyss, the common grave of all."

Dryden : Juven.

2. A vast intellectual depth.
" Some of them laboured to fathom the abysses of

metaphysical theology."

—

Macnulay : Hist. Eng., cb.

3. A vast moral depth, e.g., sin ; or emo-
tional depth, e.g., sorrow.

" Acknowledging a grace in this,

A comfort in the dark abyss."
Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylstone, it

TJX Technically:

Classic Archmol. : The temple of Proserpine.

The reason why it was called the abyss was
that it contained within it an immense quan-
tity of gold and other precious material, some
of it buried underground.
Her. : The centre of an escutcheon. To bear

a fieur de lis in abyss = to have it placed in

the middle of the shield free from any other
bearing.
Alchemy : (1) The immediate receptacle of

seminal matter, or (2) the first matter itself.

a-byss'-al, a. [Abyss.] Pertaining to an
" abyss of*any kind.

Xb-yM-in'-I-axt, a. [From Eng. Abyssinia.]
Pertaining (1) to the country of Abyssinia, or

(2) to the Abyssinian Church or religious

tenets.

Abyssinian gold, s. Also called Talmi
gold.

1. A yellow metal made of 20 '74 parts of
copper and 8

-

33 of zinc, the whole plated with
a small quantity of gold.

2. Aluminium bronze.

Ab-yss-In'-I-ans, s. [In Arab. Habashon =
Abyssinians, fr. habasha = to collect or con-
gregate.]

1. The people of Abyssinia.

2. A sect of Christians consisting chiefly of
the dominant race in the country from which
the name is derived. The Monophysites, or
those who believe that Christ possessed but
one nature, are^divided into two leading com-
munions—the Copts and the Abyssinians.
The Abyssinians look up to the Alexandrian
Patriarch as their spiritual father, and allow
im to nominate over them an ecclesiastical

ruler called Abuna. [Abuna.] The doctrines
of the Abyssinians are the same as those of
the Coptic church, but several peculiar rites

are observed. The oldest churches are hewn
out of the rock. Like the Greeks, the Abys-
sinians do not tolerate statues, but paintings
are numerous.

* a byss us. [Abyss. ]

•ab'-yt, s. [An old spelling of Habit.]
Raiment, dress, apparel.

" In <thyt njftjui with chastite and schame
Ye woinmen schuld apparayl you."

Chaucer: C. T., 5,924.

A.C., in Chronology, is ambiguous. It may
stand (1) for Ante, Christum = before Christ;
or (2) for Anno Christi = in the year of Christ,
i.e., in the year of the Christian era ; or (3),

for After Christ, as B.C. stands for Before
Christ. It should not be used without an
explanation of the sense in which it is to be
taken.

* ac, conj. [A.S. ox.] But, and, also.

ac in composition.

A* As a prefix

:

L In Anglo-Saxon proper names. [A.S. ac,

aac = an oak.] An oak, as .4cton = oak town.
In this sense it is sometimes varied, as ak or
ake. [Ak,]

IL In words from the Latin :

1. Most commonly as a euphonious change
for ad : as accommodate, fr. accommodo = ad~
commodo m to fit to.

2. Sometimes from an obsolete root=
sharp : as in acid, acrid, &c.

B. As a suffix (Gr.)—

(1.) To adjectives : Pertaining to, having the
property or the energy of, that can or may ;

hence, that does : as ammoniac = having the
energy of ammonia

(2.) To substantives : One who or that which
has or does : as maniac = one who has mania

;

polemac = one who makes war.

a cac -a-Us, s. [Gr. anaitaXiv (akakalis) =
the wfiite tamarisk.]

Phar. : A name given by some authors to
the wild carob.

a-cac-a-lot, or a« a lot, *. [Mexican.]
An American bird, the'Tantalus Mexicanus of
Gmelin.

a-ca -ci-a ($ as sh), s. [In Ger. akazie; Fr..
" Lat., and" Sp. acacia = (1) the acacia-tree, (2)
the gum ; Gr. axaKta (aJcakia), fr. am; (ake) =
a point or edge.]

1 1. The Acacia vera, or true acacia of the
ancients ; probably the Acacia Nilotica, the
Egyptian thorn.

BRANCH OF ACACIA ARABICA.

2. Bot : A genus of plants belonging to the
Mimosae, one of the leading divisions of the
great Leguminous order of plants. They
abound in Australia, in India, in Africa,

tropical America, and generally in the hotter
regions of the world. Nearly 300 species are
known from Australia alone. They are
easily cultivated in greenhouses, where they
flower for the most part in winter or early
spring. The type is perhaps the Acacia
Arabica, or gum-arabic tree, common in India
and Arabia. It looks very beautiful with its

graceful doubly pinnate leaves, and its heads
of flowers like little velvety pellets of bright
gamboge hue. It is the species referred to by
Moore :

(a) Literally

:

" Our rocks are rough, but smiling then
Th' acacia waves ner yellow hair.
Lonely and sweet, nor loved the less

For flowering in a wilderness."
Moore : Lalla Rookh (Light of the Haram).

(0) Figuratively

:

" Then come—thy Arab maid will be
The loved and lone acacia-tree."—Ibid.

Other species than the A. Arabica produce
gum-arabic. That of the shops is mostly
derived from the A. vera, a stunted species

growing in the Atlas mountains and other
parts of Africa. [Gum.] A. Verek and A.
Adansonii yield gum Senegal. [G um. ] A.
Catechu furnishes catechu. [Catechu.] Other
species contain tannin, and are used in

tanning. Others yield excellent timber. The
pods of A. concinna are used in India for wash-
ing the head, and its acid leaves are employed
in cookery. The bark of A. Arabica is a
powerful tonic ; that of A. femiginea and
A. Uucophoza, with jagghery water superadded,
yields an intoxicating liquor. The fragrant

flowers of A. Farnesiana, when distilled, pro-

duce a delicious perfume.
3. The Acacia of English gardens: The

Robinia pseudo-Acacia, a papilionaceous tree,

with unequally pinnate leaves, brought from
North America, where it is called the Locust-
tree.

4. Phar. : (1) The inspissated juice of the
unripe fruit of the Mimosa Nilotica. It is

brought from Egypt in roundish masses
wrapped up in thin bladders. The people of

that country use it in spitting of blood, in

boll, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench: go, &em; thin, this: sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph -f.

-olan, -tian= shan. -tion, -sion — shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tlons, -cious, -sious-shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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2uinsy, and in weakness of the eyes. (2)

lorn arable, (o) German acacia : The juice of
unripe sloes inspissated. (4) Acacics fiores

:

The blossoms of the sloe,

acacia-gum, s. [Acacia.]

acacia-tree, s. [Acacia.]

acacia leaves, s. [Acacia.]
"To obtain the acacia leaves they crawl up the low,

stunt. . I tree*."—Darwin i Voyage round (he World,
ch. xvii.

Bastard Acacia, or False Acacia: Robinia
pseudo-Acacia. [Acacia. ]

Rose Acacia : Robinia hUpida.

a-ca -ci-se, i pi.

Bot. : The third tribe of the sub-order
Mimosas.

A-ca -clans, 5. pi. [From Acacivs.]

Ch. Hist. : The name of several Christian
sects.

1, Two sects called after Acacius, Bishop of
Oflpsarea, who flourished between A.D. 340
and A.D. 366, and wavering between ortho-
doxy and Arianism, was the head first of the
one «>arty and then of the other.

2. A sect which derived its name from
Acacius, Patriarch of Constantinople from
A.D. 471 to A.D. 488. He acted in a concilia-

tory way to the Monophysites, and was in
consequence deemed a heretic by the Roman
pontiff and the Western Church, who ulti-

mately succeeded hi obtaining the erasement
of his name from the sacred registers.

a-ca -cin, s. [Acacia.] Gum-arabic.

a-ca'-cl-o, s. [Prob. a corruption of Fr.
acajou (q.v.).] A heavy wood of a red colour,
resembling mahogany, but darker. It is

prized in ship-building. [Savioo.]

* &C'-a-cjf, s. [Gr. axaKia (dkakia) — guile-

lessness ; fr. a*aKo? (akakos) = unknowing of
ill, without malice : a, priv. ; (taxot (kakos) =
bad.] Without malice.

+ ac a de me, *. Poet, form of Academy.
1. The Academy of Athens.

" See there the olive-erove o( Academe.
Plato s retirement'—Milton : Par. Regained.

2. Any academy.
"... the books, the academes

From whence duth spring the true Promethean Are."
Shakesp. : Lope's Labour » Lost, iv. a

" Our court shall be a little academe.
Still anil contemplative m living arts.'*

Shakesp. : Love's Labour's Lost, 1. 1.

&c-a-de -mi al, a. [Academy.] Pertaining
to "an academy"

iio-a-de'-ml-an, s. [Academy.] A member
of an academy, a student 'in a college or uni-
versity.

" That now discarded academian.'"
Marston .- Scourge of VMany, li «.

fic adem ic, a. & s. [In Fr. academique;
Bp, and Ital. accademico ; Lat. academicus.]
[Academy.]

L As adjective:

1. Pertaining to the Academical School of
Philosophy.

"... lost himself In the mazes of the old Academic
philosophy "

—

Macaulay : Hist. £ng., ch. xxi
The Academic Philosophy was that taught by
Plato in the " Academy " at Athens. [Aca-
demy. ] It was idealist as opposed to realist,

materialist, or sensationist. Plato believed
in an intelligent First Cause, the author of
spiritual being and of the material world, to
whom he ascribed every perfection. He
greatly commended virtue, and held the pre-
existence and the immortality of the immate-
rial part of our nature. No ancient philosophy
so readily blended with Christianity as that of
Plato.

2. Pertaining to a high school, college, or
university.

" Hither, fn pride of manhood, he withdrew
From academic bowers."

Wordsworth : Exc, bk. v.

H. As substantive:

1. A person belonging to the academy or
school of Plato, or adhering to the Academic
Philosophy. The academics were separated
at length into old, middle, and new. The
first followed the teaching of Plato and his
immediate successors ; the second that of
Arcesilaus ; and the third that of Caraeades.

" Of Academics, old and new."
Milton : Par. Reg., bk. iv.

2. The member of an academy, college, or
university.

" A yoang academic ihall dwell iipuu a Journal that
treats of tnwie.' — Watt*. Imgr. f/Mfl Mm.

ac-a-dem - i-cal, a. & s. [Academy.]

A. As adj. : The same as Academic (q.v.).

B. As subst. (PL): An academical dress; a
cap and gown.

ac-a-dem -I-cal-ly, adv. [Academic, a.]

In'an academic manner.
"These doctrines I propose academically, and for

experiment's sake."—C<ii»aii*f»c IHal. (1081* p. 17.

a-cad-e-mi -cian, s. [Ft. academicien.] A
person belonging to an academy, i.e., to an
association designed for the promotion of
science, literature, or art.

" Within the last century academicians of St.
Petersburg and good naturalists have described . ,

."

—Owen on the Classif. of the Mammalia, p. 57.

Royal. Academicians, of whom, excluding
Honorary Retired and Honorary Foreign
Members, there are forty-two, are members of

the Royal Academy, and constitute the elite of

British painters.

% The word academician is frequently used
also to designate a member of the celebrated
French Academy or Institute, established by
Cardinal Richelieu in 1635, for fixing and
polishing the French language. [Academy.]

academte (pron. ac-a-da-ml), *. [Fr.] An
academy. [Academy.]

"... for that sound
Huah'd ' Acadtmie' sigh'd in oilentawe."

Byron: Beppo, xxxli.

a-cad'-em-ism, s. [Academy.] The tenets
* of the Academic Philosophy.

" This is the great principle of academism and
scepticism, that truth cannot lie preserved."

—

Baxter:
Enquiry into Mature of the Soul, lL 275.

t a-cad em-ist, s. [Academy. ] A member
of an academy.

" It ts observed by the Parisian Jkcademists that
some amphibious quadruped, particularly the sea-
calf or seal, hath his epiglottis extraordinarily large."—Ray on the Creation,

iic a dc rafis, *. [Not classical in Latin,
except as a proper name. An academy, in

Latin, is academia, and in Greek axaAtjueta
(akademeia). ] [Academ y. ]

1, The academy where Plato taught.

2. Any academy of the modern type.

Coutper : Task, book ii.

a-cad -e-my, s. [In Ger. akademie ; Fr.

academie ; Sp. academia ; Ital. accademia

;

Lat academia ; Gr. dxaAwieia (akademeia) =
the gymnasium In the suburbs of Athens
in which Plato taught, and so called after a
hero, by name Academus, to whom it was
said to have originally belonged.]

L The gymnasium just described, which
was about three quarters of a mile from
Athens, and at last was beautifully adorned
with groves and walks, shaded by umbrageous
trees. The spot is still called Academia. For
the doctrines there taught, see Academic
Philosophy.

"Bot for thi Stoa, the Academy, or the Peripaton,
to own such a paradox, this, as the apostle says, was
without excuse. —South : Sermons, li. 345.

IX A high Bchool designed for the technical
or other instruction of those who have already
acquired the rudiments of knowledge ; also a
university.

1. Ancient : There were two public aca-
demies : one at Rome, founded by Adrian, in
which all the sciences were taught, but espe-
cially jurisprudence ; the other at Berytns, in
Phoenicia, in which jurists were principally
educated. (Murdock : Mosheim's Ch. Hist,
Cent. II., pt. ii.)

2, Modern: e.g., the Royal Military Aca-
demy at Woolwich. Sometimes used also for
a private school.

HX A society or an association of artists
linked together for the promotion of art, or of
scientific men similarly united for the ad-
vancement of science, of of persons united for
any more or less analogous object. Thus the
French possess the celebrated Academy or
Institute, established by Cardinal Richelieu in
1635, for fixing and polishing the French lan-
guage. In our own country are the Royal
Academy of Arts [Academician], the Academy
of Music, &c. The use of the word academy,
different from the ancient one, is bsttswl £0
have arisen first in Italy at the revival of
letters in the fifteenth century.

IV. The building where the pnpils of a

high school meet, or where such an associa-
tion for the promotion of science and art as
those just mentioned is held : e.g., "the
emy, which was one of the ornaments of the
town, caught fire, and was in danger of being
burnt down."

a-ca -di-al-ite, s. [Named from Acadia, the
Latin form of Acadie, the old French name
for Nova Scotia.] A mineral, simply reddish
chitbazite. [Chabazite.]

a cse-na, s. [Gr. linaiva (o.kaina) st a thorn,
prick, o"r goad : hU\ (akc) = a point, to eAfce, ]

A genus of plants belonging to the order mil-
guisorbacege, or Sanguisorbs. The species are

small herbs, oft. n with woody steins, un-
equally pinnate leaves, and small white or
purple flowers. They are found in South
America, Australia, &c, A. ovina, an Aus-
tralian or Tasmanian weed, has a bristly fruit,

which sticks to sheep and to clothes. A
decoction of A. sangxtisorba, the Piri Piri of
New Zealand, is there used as tea and as a
medicine.

ac'-a-jou (J as zh), s. [Fr. acajou.]

1. A name given to the cashew nut-tree
(Anacardium occidentale), and to a gummy
substance derived from it

2. A gum and resin obtained from the
mahogany-tree,

* a-cal'-di-en, v.i. & v.t. (pa. par. accolded).

[A.S. acealdian; O. H. Ger. escalten.] v.i. To
grow cold. v.t. To make cold. (Stratmann.)

* a-ca'-len, v. i. To grow cold (Stratmann.)

ac'-a-leph, or ac'-a-lephe, s. A member
of the class Acalephae. [Acalepha*.]

". . . the vascular system of the BevoTform Aca-
lephs."—T. Rymer Jones : Oen. Outline, sc, eh. vi.

"... a (piobably larval) acalephe, one inch In
diameter "—Pro/. Owen: Led. on Comparative Ana-
tomy, p. 178.

a-cal'-eph-a, generally written in the plur.

acalephae" (q.v.). Sometimes also the word
acalepha is used as a plural. (See Griffith's

Cuv., vol. xii.)

a-cal -eph-ae, or ac-a-le-phaa,s. pi [Gr.

aKa\n<pn (akaUpht)= a nettle ; so called from
the property some of tneni have of imparting,
when touched, a sensation like the sting of
a nettle.] The third class of the Radiata,
Cuvier*s fourth sub-kingdom of animals. In
English they are called Sea-nettles. They were

ACALFPH. (RHIZOSTOMA CVVIEKI.)

defined as zoophytes which swim in the sea,
and in the organisation of which some vessels
are perceived which are most frequently only
productions of the intestines, hollowed in the
]>arenchyma of the body. They were divided
into Acalephae simplices and A. hydrostaticoe

:

the first contained the genera Medusa,
VEquorea, &c. ; and the latter, Physalia,
Diphyes, and others. They are now combined
with the hydroid polypes to form the class
Hydrozoa. They fall under Huxley's Siphono-
phora, Diseophora, and probably a third as
yet unnamed order, to contain the animals
called by Haeckel Trachymedusai. Of Aca-
lephee may be mentioned the genus Medusa,
of which the species on our coasts are called

"jelly-fish," from their jelly-like aspect ; and
the Physalia, or Portuguese man-of-war, which
is common in more southern latitudes.

a-cal -eph-an, s. [Acaleph.] Any species
of the class Acalephs (q.v.).

"... a new genus of Aoatephan."—Owen.* Lett.
on Invert. Antrn., p. 111.

fite, fat, lore, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pdiv

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, 00 - e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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a-cal -eph-oid, a [Gr. axaAi^n (Vxtafepfc*) =
a nettle; ei

T
dof (eidos) m torn.J Resembling

one of the Acalephee. (Gloss, to Owen's Lect.

on Invert. A nimals. )

&C a 16t. [ACACALOT.]

a-cal -$f-cine, a-cal'-^-cin-ous, a. [a,

priv. ; calycine, fr. calyx (q.v.).]

Bot. : Destitute of a calyx.

a-cal'-yph-a, s. [Gr. axaA»jv - (akaUphe) = a
nettle.] Three-sided Mercury: . genus of
plants belonging to the order Euphorbiaceae,
or Spurge-worts. The species, which are

found in the warmer parts of the world,
especially in South America, are stinging
nettle-like plants of no beauty. More than
100 are known. A. rubra is the extinct string-

wood of St. Helena ; A. hulica, or Cupameni,
an Indian plant, has leaves a decoction of
which are laxative, and a root which, when
bruised in hot water, has cathartic properties.

U The word was originally acalepha, but it

appears to have beeu altered to acalypha, to
distinguish it from acalepha m a class of ra-

diated animals. [Acalepha]

tc-a-l$fph-e-je. [Acalypha.]

Bot. : A section, tribe, or family of the order
Euphorbiacese, or Spurge-worts.

a-cam'-a-tds, a. [Gr. u, priv.; naiivio (kamno)
= to work one's self weary.]
Anat. : That disposition of a limb which is

equally distant from flexion and distension.

ac-a-na -ce-oiia, a. [Gr. cuavoc (akanos) = a

kind of thistle. [Acanthaceous.]
Bot. : Armed with prickles. Applied to a

class of plants that are prickly, and bear
their flowers and seeds on a head.

* a-can gen, v. i. To become mad (?). (Strat-

mann.)

a-ca-nor, ». [Perhaps another spelling of
Athanor,] A particular kind of chemical
furnace. [Athanor. ]

a-can -tha, s. [Gr. aicavBa (akantlia) = a

spine or thorn : a«^ (ate) = a point or edge.]

L In Composition;

1. Bot. : A thorn.

2. Zoology : The spine of a fish, of a sea-

urchin, &c
XL Asa distinct word

:

Anat. : The spina dorsi — the hard posterior
protuberances of the spine of the back.

* a-can-thab'-cl-iis, a. [Gr. aKavBa (akan-
tha) = a spine or thorn

; ftdWta (ballo) = to
throw. ]

Old Surg.: An instrument called also vol-

sella, for extracting fish-bones when they stick
in the oesophagus, or fragments of weapons
from wounds.

a-can tha -ce-se (K. Brown, Lindley, &c.),

a-can-thi (Jussieu), s. [Lat. acanthus.)

[Acanthts.] Acanthads. An order of mono-
petalous exogens, with lwo stamina ; or if

there are four, then they art "Mdynamous. The
ovary is two-celled, with hard, often hooked

ACANTHACBOUS PLANT.

placenta1
, and has from one or two to many

seeds. There are often large leafy bracts. The
Acanthacea? are mostly tropical plants, many
of them being Indian. They have both a
resemblance and an affinity to the Scrophu-
lariaceae of this country, but are distinguish-
able at once by being prickly and spinous.
In 1846 Lindley estimated the known species

at 750, but it is believed that as many as
1,500 are now in herbariums. The acanthus,
so well known in architectural sculpture, is

the type of the order. [Acanthus.]
The Acanthacoae are divided into the fol-

lowing sections, tribes, or families :—1, Thun-
bergieae ; 2, Nelsoniea ; 3, Hygrophileffi ; 4,

Kuellieee ; 5, Barlerieee ; 6, Acantbe» ; 7,

Aphelandreae ; 8, Gendarussete ; 9, Eran-
thenieae ; 10, Dicleptereae ; and 21, Andro-
graphidese.

a-can-tha -oS-Otis, a, [Acanthus.] (1) Per-

taining to oue of the Acanthacese ; (2) more
or less closely resembling the acanthus; (3)
pertaining to prickly plants in general.

a can the se, s. pi [Acanthus.]
Bot. : A section of the order Acanthacese

(q.v.).

a-can'-thl-a, a. [Gr. aKavBa (akantha) = a.

' spine or thorn.] A genus of hemipterous
insects. The species consist of bugs with
spinous thoraxes, whence the generic name.
Several occur in Britain.

a-can -thi-as, s. [Gr. aica»8ia$ (akanthias) =
(1) a prickly thing; (2) a kind of shark.] A
genus of fishes belonging to the family Squa-
lidse. It contains the picked dog-fish (A. vul-

garis), so much detested by fishermen.

* a-canth -Ice, s. [Lat. Acanthict mastiche

;

Gr. aKuvOiKtj fiatrrixt) (akanthike mastiche)
;

a.Kav$tKOi (akanthikos)= thorny.] [Acanthus.]
The name given by the ancient naturalists to
gum mastick. [Gujl]

a-can'-thi l-dse, s. pi. [Acanthia.] A
* family of hemipterous insects. The typical

genus is Acanthia (q.v.)i

a-canth'-ine, a [Lat. acanthinus; Gr.
" aKaxtftkOf (akanlhinos).] [Acanthus.] Per-
taining to the acanthus plant.

* Acanthine garments of the ancients : Pro-
bably garments made of the inner bark of the
acanthus.

* Acanthine gum : Gum-arabic.
* Acanthine wood : Brazilian wood.

a-canth ite, s. [In Ger. akanthit. From
Gr. aKav0a (akantlia) = a thorn ; suff. -ite ;

fr. Gr. \i9a? (lithos) = & stone.] A mineral
classed by Dana under his Chalcocite group.
Comp., AgS. It has about 86'71 of silver

and 1270 of sulphur. It is orthorhombic

;

the crystals are generally prisms with slender

points. Hardness, 2 "5 or less. Sp. gr., 7 16

to 7
-

33. Lustre, metallic. Colour, iron-

black. Sectile. Found at New Friburg, in

Saxony.

a-canth-6 ceph -a-la, and a-canth 6-

ccph a lans, s. [Gr. HxavBa (akantha)
— a thorn ; Ke#aX») (kephali) = the head.]

Worms having spinous heads. An order of
intestinal worms, containing the most noxious
of the whole Entozoa. There is but one genus,
Echinorhynchus. [Ecbinorhynchus.]

a-canth-o'-des, s. [Gr. i.nav0<±6nt (akan-
' thodes) = full of thorns: anavtia (akantha) —
a thorn, prickle.] The typical genus of the
family of fossil fishes called Acanthodiche.
[Acanthodid.*.] A. MitchelU occurs in the
lower part of Old Red Sandstone of Scotland,
and other Scotch species in the middle Old
Red. The genus has representatives also in

the Carboniferous rocks on to the Permian.
It appears to have inhabited fresh water.

a can thod I dse, or a canth 6 di i, s.

[Acanthodes.] A family of fossil fishes placed

by Professor Muller in his first sub-order of
Ganoidians, the Holostea, or those with a per-

fect bony skeleton, &c, ranked by Professor
. Owen as the second family of his Lepido-
ganoidei, a sub-order of Ganoidean fishes.

They had heterocerral tails. They occur in

the Old Red Sandstone, Carboniferous, and
Permian rocks. [Acanthodes. ]

a-canth C li-mon, s. [Gr. aKavBa (akantha)
= a thorn; \up.u>v(leimon) = a meadow; any-
thing bright or flowery.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Plumbaginaceae, or
Leadworts. About forty species are known
from Persia, Asia Minor, and Greece. A.
glumaceum is a pretty plant, with pink
flowers and white calyx, occasionally culti-

vated in garden rockeries.

a can tho me tri na, s. [Gr. aKavBa(akan-

tha) •=. a thorn, a prickle ; fifrptos (metrics) =
within measure, moderate.]

Zool. : A family of Radiolarian Rhlzopods.
Hackel enumerates sixty-eight genera and
150 species. They are found in the Mediter-
ranean, the Adriatic, and the North Sea, They
form beautiful microscopic objects.

a-canth -6ph-I», s. [Gr. aKavBa (akantha) =
a thorn ; o^»*r (ophis) := a snake.] A genus of
snakes belonging to the family Viperidae. It

contains the Australian Death-adder or Death-
viper, A. antarctica.

a-canth -dp-o<i, s. [Gr. axavBa (akantha) =
a thorn, a Bpine ; wovt Qmis), genit. nodot
(podos) = foot. ]

1. Zool. : Any animal with spiny feet.

2. Spec. : A member of the "coleopterous
tribe Acanthopoda. [Acanthopoda.]

a-canth dp od a, s. [Gr. anavBa (akantha)
= a thorn, a spine ; now Cpous), genit. froAd*

(joodos) = foot.] A tribe of clavicoru beetles,
having, as their name imports, spiny feet. The
Acanthopoda include only one genus, Hetero-
cerus, the species of which frequent the bor-
ders of marshes, digging holes to conceal
themselves, but speedily issuing forth if the
earth about them be disturbed.

a-canth op tor a, a canthop -tcr I,

5. [Gr. amivtia (akantha) = athoni, a prickle ;

aKtj (ake) = & point; irrtpov (pteron)=^& fea-

ther, a wing, or anything like a wing, e.g.,

a fin ; m^aOat (ptesthai), infin. of niro/iai

(petomai) = to fly.]

Ichthy. : The fourth sub-order of Professor
Mtiller's order Teleostea. It contains those
fishes of Cuvier's Acanthopterygii, or spiny-
finned fishes, which have the inferior pharyn-
geal bones distinctly separated. Professor
Owen places under it two sub-orders, the
Ctenoidei and Cycloidei. It is divided into
the families Aulostomidse, Triglidae, Percoidte,
Trachinidee, MuUidte, Sphynenidse, Sciaenidae,

Sparidae, Chfietodontidee, Teuthidse, Scombe-
ridse, Xiphiidae, Coryphienidse, Notacanthidse,
CepQlidse, Mugilida;, Anabatidae, Gobeidte,
Bleniidae, and Lophiidaa. (See those words.)

a-canth-5p'-t£r-i. [Acanthoptera. ]

a-canth-6p-ter fg -I-an, a. & s. [Acanth-
opterygii.]
As adjective .* Pertaining to fishes af Cuvier's

order Acanthopterygii.
"... he [Cuvier] called those Acantliopterygian

which had the flu-rays or some of the anterior onea in

the form of simple unfointed and unbranched bony
pines. "

—

Prof. Owen: Ltct. on Comp. Anat. of Verteb.

As substantive : A fish belonging to Cuvier's
order Acanthopterygii (q.v.).

". . . and that the Acanthopteryoians, constituting
three-fourths of all the known species of fish, are Hlso
the type most perfected by Nature, and most homoge-
neous in all the variations It has received.' —Griffith'
Cuvier, vol. x., p. 18.

a-canth-dp-tSr-J&'-I-I, s. [Gr. anavOa
' (akantlia) = a spine ; -mipvt (pterux) = (1) the
wing of a bird, (2) the fin of a fish. Called
also Acanthopteri and Acanthoptera :

mepov (pteron) = a wing, a feather.]

1. In Cuvier's classification, a large order of
fishes placed at the head of the class, as being
in most respects its most highly organised
representatives. They have the first portion
of the dorsal fin, if there is but one, sup-
ported by spinal rays ; if there are two, then the
whole of the anterior one consists of spinous
rays. The anal fin has also some spinous rays,

and the ventrals one. The order contains
about three-fourths of all the known species

of fishes. Cuvier included under it fifteen

families, and Dr. Gunther makes it consist of

five great groups, the first containing forty-

eight families or sub-families, and the second,

third, fourth, and fifth, one each. It is the

same as Acanthopteri. [Acanthopteri.]

2. In the system of Muller, a group of

fishes belonging to the sub-order Pharyngo-
gnatha. It contains the families Chromidae,
Pomacentridse, and Labridee.

a-canth-iip-tSr-^'-X-otia, a. [Gr. aiarta
' (akantha) = a thorn ; mepCftov (jrterugion) =
. (1) a little wing, (2) a fin, dimin. of wTfpi'f

(pterux) = a wing or fin.] Pertaining to the
Acanthopterygii.

a-canth-iir us, s. [Gr. anavOa (akantha) =
"a thorn; ovpa (oura) = tail.] A genus of

fishes belonging to the family Teuthidae. The
A. chirurgus of the West Indies is called the

surgeon-fish, because it extracts blood from

the hands of those who, in handling it, forget

that it has a spine in its tail

boil, boy; pout, J6%1; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tlon. -sion = shun ; -(Ion, -sion ~ zhun. -tious, -clous, -slous= shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del*
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ft-canth US, $. [In Fr. acanthe; Sp. & Ital.

acanto ; Lat. acanrTiiw; Gr. utavtto? (akanthos),

fr. u«ai'*a(aJtan(Jta) = a thorn, because niany
of the species are spinous. Virgil confounds
two plants under the name acanthus. One is

either the acanthus of modern botanists (see

No. 1), or the holly ; the other is an acacia.

The acanthus of Theophrastus was also an
acacia, and probably the Arabica.] [See

Acacia.]

1. A genus of plants, the typical one of the

order Acanthaceae, or Acanthads. In English

it is inelegantly termed Bear's-breech, or more
euphoniously, brank ursine. There are several

pedes. Most have a single herbaceous stalk

of some height, thick, great pinnatifid leaves,

and the flowers in terminal spikes.
"

, . . on fit her side
Acanthus, and each odorous bushy shrub.
Fenced up the verdant wall."

Milton : Par. Lost. bk. iv.

2. Arch. : The imitation, in the capitals of

the Corinthian and Composite orders, of the

ACANTHUS rK ARCHITECTURE, AND IT*

PROBABLE ORIOIN.

leaves of a species of Acanthus, the A.

$pinosus, which is found in Greece. The
acanthus first copied is supposed to have
been growing around a flower-pot ; and the
merit of adopting the suggestion thus afforded
for the ornamentation of the capital of a
pillar is attributed to Callimachus. Another
pecies, the A. mollis, grows in Italy, Spain,

ACANTHUS MOLLIS.

and the south of France. Both are cultivated
in Britain.

% In composition, as :

acanthus leaf, «.

"Acanthus-leaves the marble hide
They once adorned In .rulptured pride."

Bemans I Widow of Crescentiut.

acanthus wreath, .

" To watch the emerald-coloured water falling
Thro' many a woven acanthus+trreath divine !

"

Tennyson: Lotus-eaters; Choric Song,

a-can ti cone, a can ti con-itc, s. [Gr.

(1) a.Krj (ake) m a point, an edge, (2) avri (anti)

= opposite ; kSvos (konos)— a cone.]

Min. : Pistacite. [Pistacite.]

kc-a-nus, s. [Gr. anavox (akanos) = a thorn,
prickle.] A genus of fossil fishes, belonging
to the family Pereoidese. It was founded by
Agassiz. The species are found in schists at

Glaris in Switzerland.

a ca pel la, alia ca-peT-la. [Ital. a,

alia = . . . 'according to ; capella = chapel.
As is done in the Sistine Chapel at Rome,
viz., without instrumental accompaniment to

the vocal music]
1. In the church style; i.e., vocal music

without instrumental accompaniment.
2. Church music in a chapel time, i.e., two

or four minims in each bar. (Stainer and
Barrett.)

a-car'-dl-ac, a. [Gr. a, priv. ; and napoia
Ocardia) = the heart.] Without aheart ; desti-

tute of a heart.
- Todd and Bowman

Phyt
in the ac-irdinc fojtua"-

tnat., it 872.

a-car'-i-dae, s. pi [Gr. Unapt (akari) = a

mite or tick.] True mites. A family of Spiders,

the typical one of the order Acarina. It con-

tains the genera Acarus, Sarcoptes, &c.

a car-id an, s. An animal of the family

Aearidai, or at least of the order Acarina.

a~car-I-des, ac-ar-i-na, s. [Gr. anapt
* (akari) = a mite, a tick.] The second order

of the Trachearian sub-class of Spiders. It is

also called Monomerosomata. It contains

the families Linguatulidae, Simoneidae, Macro-
biotidse, Acaridae, Ixodidse, Hydrachnidse,
Oribatidse, Bdellidae, and Trombidiidae. [See

Acabcs.] The young of most species have at

first birth six legs, to which another pair is

added on their first moulting.

ac-ar-i -na. [Acarides. ]

a-car -it-es, s. pi. In Cuvier's classification,

a tribe of spiders, the second of the division or

sub-order Holetra.

A-car'-nar, s. An obsolete or erroneous
* spelling of Achernar (q.v.).

ac -a-roid resin, or Resin of Botany Bay
(CgHgOe). A resin derived from Xanthorrhcea
hastilis, a liliaceous plant from Australia.

a-car'-pI-OUS, a. [Gr. anapnia (akarpia) =
unfruitfulness : fr. anapnov (akarpos) = with-

out fruit : «i, priv. ; Kapwos (karpos) = fruit ]

Without fruit, barren.

ac -a-rus, s. [Latinised fr. Gr. axapt (akari)
= a mite or tick.] The typical genus of the

family Acaridae. It contains the Acarus
domesticus, or cheese mite, and various other
species.

* a-cast-en, v.

t

. To cast down. (Stratmann.)

a-cat-a-lect'-Ic, a. [In Sp. acatalectico ; Lat.

acataUcticus ; fr. Gr. a.Kard\nKToc (akatalektos)

= incessant : A, priv. ; jtoToX^rrw (katalego) =
to leave off", to stop.]

Lit. : Not stopping or halting. The term
applied to lines in classic poetry which have
all their feet and syllables complete. The
ordinary iambic line of the Greek drama is

correctly described as the Iambic trimeter
acatalectic. Used also substantively.

a cat a lep si a, a cat a lep sy, s.

[Gr. atcaraXn^ia (akatalepsio) = incomprehen-
sibleness ; a, priv. ; a-on-dAn^** (katalepsis) =
a grasping, apprehension, or comprehension :

Kara (kata) = intensive ; \n^»t (lepsis) = a
taking hold : Aaji/Sdva* (lambano), \fjyffop.at

(lepsomai) = to take.] Acatalepsy ; incom-
prehensibility ; the impossibility that some
intellectual difficulty or other can be solved.

1. Incomprehensibleness.

1 2. Med. : Difficulty or impossibility of
correctly identifying a disease.

a-Cat-a*-l6'p'-ti'c,a. [Gr. aKaraXirKTOt (akata-

leptos)'= not held fast, incomprehensible.]
[Acatalepsia.] Incomprehensible.

"acate, or a chate, ». [Cates.] A thing
purchased. [Achat. ]

" The kitchen clerk, that hight Digestion,
Did order all the acates iu seemly wise."

Spenser : F. Q . II. ix. SL
" Ay and all choice that plenty can send in.

Bread, wine, acates, fowl, feather, fish, or fin."
B. Jonson : Sad Shepherd, L &

a-ca'-ter, s. [Acate.] A caterer, a purveyor.
" He is my wardrobeman, my aoater, cook,
Butler and steward."

Ben Jonson i Devil is an Asm. i. A

a-ca'-ter-jr, or ae-ea'-try\ s. A term
formerly applied in the royal household to
a kind of check between the clerks of the
kitchen and the purveyors.

ac-a-thar -sl-a, s. [Gr. axaBapaia (aka-
tharsia) = want" of cleansing, foulness of a
wound or sore : d, priv. ; Kattapm (katharsis)
= cleansing ; KaBaput (katharos) = clean

;

Kattaipto (kathairo) — to cleanse.]
Surg. : Foulness of a wound, or the impure

matter which proceeds from a wound ; im-
purity.

a-caul-eV-c£nt, a. [Gr. (n <1, priv.
; pj

Lat. caulis, Gr. Kav\6\ (kaulos) = & stem; (3)
-4Scent, fr. Lat. sunt •escens (properly crescens)
= growing.] The same as Acauline (q.v.).

a caul- inc. a caui ose, a-caul ous, a.
' [Gr. u, priv. ; Lat. caulis; Gr. «u».\« (kaulos)
— & stem.]

Bot. : Growing nominally without a stem.
Seemingly stemless, though in reality a short

acaulous plant. the cowslip
(primula veris).

stem is in all cases present, as in the case of
the cowslip.

*ac-ca'-ble, v.t. [Fr. accabler=to over*
\>urden. to oppress.] To weigh down, to
depress.
"... thankfulness which doth rather rack*

men's spirits than accabte them or press them down."
—Bacon, vi. 271

Ac-ca'-dl-an, a. [From Heb. T2n (akkad);

in the Sept. 'Apx<*o (ArcJiad), a "city" in the
land of Shinar grouped with Babel, Erech,
and Calneh (Gen. x. 10).] A language pre-

ceding that of the proper Assyrian cuneiform
inscriptions. It is believed to have beou ui

Turanian origin. Many Assyrian proper names
and other words were derived from the
Accadian. Its study is now throwing much
light on the early history of Western Asia.

" The principal dialect spoken by the latter [ths
primitive inhabitants of Babylonia, the inventors of
the cuneiform system of writing] was the Arcadian,
in which the brick-legends of the earliest kings are
inscribed, and of which we possess grammars, dic-

tionaries, and reading book* with Assyrian transla-
tions annexed."

—

Rev. A. B. Sat/ce, M.A., Trans. Brit.
ArchaioL Soc. VoL ill., pt a (1874), pp. 4*5-6.

* ac-cap-J-tar'-e, v. [Accapitum.] To pay-

money to the lord of a manor upon becoming
his vassal.

ac-cap'-I-ttim, s. [Lat. ad = to ; caput =
head.] Money paid by a vassal to the lord at
a manor on being admitted to a feud.

ac ce das ad cur -i am. [Lat. (iu.) =
you may approach the court. ]

Law : A writ nominally emanating from the
royal authority, and designed to remove a
trial which is not proceeding satisfactorily in

an inferior court to a court of greater dignity.

ac-ce de, v.i. [In Fr. acceder; Ital. accedere;

Lat. accedo = to go to, to approach ; also to
assent to : from ad = to; ced» = to go ; also,

among other meanings, to yield.]

L To assent to a proposal or to an opinion.
" To this request he acceded."—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., cli. x.

*'I entirely accede to Dr. Buckland's explanation."
—Owen : Brit. Fossa Mammals and Birds, p. 250.

2. To become a party to a treaty by append-
ing a signature to it, even though it may have
been negotiated by others.

"... the treaty of Hanover, in 1726, between
France and England, to which the Dutch afterward*
acceded."—Lord Chesterfield,

3. To succeed, as a king does to the throne.
" King Edward IV.. who acceded to the throne Is

the year 1«L"—T. Warton: Hist. Bng. Poetry, ii. 10*

* ac 96 dence, *. Old spelling of Acci-
dence.

* ac ce dens, s. [Lat. accedere, or Mediaeval
Lat. accidentia = escaeta = escheat (Ducange).]
A term used of rent paid in money. (Scotch.)

" Of the first aecedens that cuinis in the Den [Dean]
of t'ildis hrmais.'—Aberdeen, Reg., xvi., p. 525. Jf<S.

[Suppl. to Jamieson's Scottish Diet.)

ac 96 d irig, pr. par. [Accede]

ac-9el-er-an'-dd. [Ital.]

Music: An accelerating of the time In A
tune. It is opposed to rallentando, the term
for retarding it.

ac-^er-er-ate, v.t. [In Fr. acciUrer; Ital.

accelerare = to hasten : ad = to ; celero = to
hasten ; celer — quick : Gr. (ce'Xnc (keles) = a
riding-horse, a courser ; «\Au (kello) = to

Ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, m, oe = e ; ey ^ a, qu - kw.
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drive on ; from the root kel ; in Sansc. kal,

kalydmi = to drive or urge. Possibly remotely
connected with the Heb., Aram., and Eth.

^Sp (qalal) = to be light in weight, to be

swift.] [Celerity.]

1. Lit. ; To cause a moving body, a planet
for example, to move more rapidly.

"... a disturbing force oblique to the line Join-
ing the moon and earth, which in some situations acts
to ici;-l?rate, in others to retard her elliptical annual
motion."— Herschel : Attron., 9th edit., § *15.

2. Is the Natural World: To quicken de-

velopment, e.g., the growth of a plant or

animal.

3. To hasten proceedings in a deliberative

body, or to precipitate the coming of an event
by removing the causes which delay its

approach.
". . . could do little or nothing to accelerate the

proceedings of the Congress."—Macau/ay : Mitt. Eng.,
ch. xxii.

ac-cel'-er-a-ted, pa. par. &a. [Accelerate.]
"... has proceeded, during the nineteenth, with

accelerated velocity."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

Nat. Phil. : Accelerated motion is that of
which the velocity is continually becoming
greater and greater. If the increase of speed
is equal in equal times, it is called uniformly
accelerated motion; but if unequal, then it is

denominated variably accelerated motion. The
fall of a stone to the ground is an example of

uniformly accelerated motion.

ac eel -er~a-tlng,pr. par. &$. [Accelerate.]

1. As a participle :

"... the gravity of the accelerating force ceases
to act."—Gregory ; Haiiy's Nat. Phil., p. 51.

Mech. : The accelerating force is the force

which produces accelerated motion. In the
fall of a stone to the ground it is the gravi-

tating power of the earth. It is the quotient
produced by dividing the motion or absolute
force by the weight of the body moved.

2. As substantive : Hastening.
"... and, it may be, in the spring, the accelerating

would have been the speedier. —Lord Bacon: Work*
(1765), vol. i.

ae-cel-er-a'-tion, *. [Fr. acc&leration ; fr,

Lat. acceleratio. [Accelerate.]

L & IX The act of accelerating, quickening,
or hastening motion, energy, or development

;

or the state of being so accelerated, quickened,
or hastened. Applied—

1. To a material body in motion.

"The acceleration of motion produced by gravity."
—Gregory : Haiiy's Nat. Phil. (1806), p. 49.

". . . moderate acceleration and retardation, ac-
countable for by the ellipticity of their orbits, being
all that is remarked."— Herschel : Attron., 9th edit.,

|459.

2. Phys. dt Path. : To the quickening of the
movement of the circulating fluid and increase

of action in other portions of the body.

3. To increased rapidity of development in

animals or plants.
" Considering the languor ensuing that action in

some, and the visible acceleration it maketh of age in
most we cannot but think venery much abridgeth
our days."—Brown.

TTT. The amount of the quickening, hasten-
ing, or development

1. Natural Philosophy

:

The rate of increase of velocity per unit of
time. The C.G.8. unit of acceleration is the
acceleration of a body whose velocity increases
in every second by the C.G.8. unit of velocity
—viz. , by a centimetre per second. (Everett

:

C.G.S. System of Units (1875), ch. iii., p. 211.)
The Unit of Acceleration : That acceleration

with which a unit of velocity would be gained
in a unit of time. (Everett.) It varies
directly as the unit of length, and inversely as
the square of the unit of time. The numerical
value of a given acceleration varies inversely
as the unit of length, and directly as the
square of the unit of time. {Ibid., ch. i., pp.
2,3.) "If T stands for time, then angular

acceleration is = ™" (Ibid.) " If L stands for
T "

length, and T for time, then acceleration is ^
(Ibid.) T*

2. Astronomy:
The secular acceleration of the moon's mean

motion : An increase of about eleven seconds
per century in the rapidity of the moon's mean
motion. It was discovered by Halley and ex-
plained by Laplace.

Acceleration of the fixed stars : The measure
of the time by which a fixed star daily gains

. on the sun on passing the meridian. A star
passes the meridian 3 min. 55 9 sec earlier

each day ; not that the star's motion is really

accelerated—it is that the sun's progress is

retarded, as in addition to his apparent diurnal

motion through the heavens, he is also making
way to the east at the rate of 59 min. 8 2 sec.

a day.
Acceleration of a planet : The increased

velocity with which it advances from the

perigee to the apogee of its orbit.

3. Hydrology:
Acceleration of the tides : The amount by

which from Certain causes high or low water

occurs before its calculated time.

4. Phys. £ Path. : The extent to which in

certain circumstances the circulating fluid

and other parts of the system gain increased

activity.

i£c-ceT-er-at-ive, a. [Accelerate.] Pro-

ducing increased velocity, quickening motion.
" If the force vary from instant to instant, its ac-

celerative effect will also vary."—Atkinson ; Ganot'i
Physic* {IMS), p. IS.

Accelerative force. [Accelerating. ]

ac-cel'-er-at-6r, s. [Accelerate.] That

which accelerates ; a post-office van used to

convey officials from place to place.

1. Anat. : A muscle, the contraction of

which accelerates the expulsion of the urine.

2. Ord. : A cannon with several powder
chambers, whose charges are exploded con-
secutively, in order to give a constantly
increasing rate of progression to the pro-
jectile as it passes along the bore.

ac-^el'-er-at-or-jf, a. [Accelerate.] Ac-

celerating, as adapted to accelerate motion.

* ac-cend', v.t. [Lat. accendo — to set on fire.]

[Candid, Candle, Kindle.]

1, To burn up, to burn.
" Our devotion. If sufficiently accended, would, as

theirs, burn up innumerable books of this sort."

—

Dr.
H. More : Decay of Christian Piety.

2, To light up.
" While the dark world the sun's bright beams accend."

Harvey: Owen'* Epigrams (1677).

* ac-cend -ed, pa. par. & a. [Accend.]

ac c-end-ent'-es, s. pi. [Lat. accendentes, pi.

of accendens, pr. par. of accendo = to set on
fire.]

Eccles. : An order of petty ecclesiastical

functionaries in the Church of Rome, whose
office is to light, snuff, and trim the tapers.

They are not very different from the acolytes.

[Accensor.es.]

* ac-C^nd-i-bU'-I-t^, s. [Accend.] Com-
bustibility, capability of being set on fire or
burnt.

* ac-cencf-I ble, a. [Accend.] Capable of

being set on fire or burnt, combustible.

* ac-cend ing, pr. par. [Accend.]

ac-cen'-di-t€. [Lat. imper. of accendo = to

kindle.] A liturgical term signifying the
ceremony observed in many Roman Catholic
churches in lighting the candles on solemn
festivals.

* ac-cen'se, v. t. To kindle (literally or

figuratively) ; to incense.
'" Basil ins being greatly accented, and burning with

desyre of revenge, invaded the kingdom of Csasar."

—

Eden: Martyr., SOL

t ac cen -sion, s. [Lat. accensus = kindled,
7x1. par. of accendo.) The act of setting on
fire, or the state of being set on fire.

" The fulminating damp will take fire at a candle or
other name, and upon ita accension give a crack or
report like the discharge of a gun."— Woodward : Nat.
Hist. „

&c-cen-sor'-es, s. pi. [Lat. accensum, supine

of accendo.] The same as Accendentes (q.v.).

ac cent, s. [In Ger. & Fr. accent ; Ital.

accento, fr. Lat. accents = (1) the accentuation
of a word, a tone, (2) the tone of a flute, (3)
growth : ad = to; cantus = tone, melody, or
singing; ca?io=to sing: root can; Sansc.
lean — to shine ; Welsh can = bright, a song ;

canu = to bleach ; Cornish kana = to whiten
;

Irish canaim = to sing.] [Accend.]

*
I. Primarily, it signified the same as the

Greek npooyiia (prosodia), viz., a musical in-

tonation used by the Greeks in reading and
speaking.

TX Now (in general language) :

1. The laying of particular stress upon a
certain syllable or certain syllable* in a word ;

or an inflection of the voice which gives to
each syllable of a word its due pitch with
respect to height or lowness. In a dissyllable
there is but one accent, as a-baek', but in a
polysyllable there are more than one. In
Iransubstantiation there are properly three—tran'-sub'Stan'-ti-a'-tion. One of these, how-
ever—that on the fifth syllable, the a just
before -tion—is greater than the rest, and is

called the primary accent; the others are
called secondary. There is a certain analogy
between accent and emphasis, emphasis doing
for whole words or clauses of sentences what
accent does for single syllables.

2. Certain diacritical marks borrowed from
the Greeks, aud designed to regulate the force

of the voice in pronunciation or for other uses.

They are three iu number : the acute accent
('), designed to note that the voice should
be raised ; the grave accent (

' ), that it should
be depressed ; and the circumflex (" or a),

which properly combines the characters of the
two accents already named, that the voice
should be first raised and then depressed.
The acute and grave accents are much used in

French, but to discriminate sounds, as elite,

crime ; and the circumflex of the form * is

frequently employed in Latin to discriminate
the ablative of the first declension, as pennd,
from the nominative penna.

1[ Accents and other diacritical marks
occur also in English. Sometimes the former
are employed to regulate the stress of the
voice ; sometimes, again, they are employed
for other purposes.

Specially

:

(a) Geom. dt Alg. : Letters, whether capital

or small, are at times accented, particularly
when there is a certain relation between the
magnitudes or quantities which they represent.

Thus, for example, the line a b may be com-
pared with the line a' b', and the quantity x y
with sf y'.

(b) Trig. : Accents mark minutes and
seconds of a degree : e.g., 30° 16' 37".

(c) Hot. : Accents are sometimes used to
denote minutes and seconds of an hour : e.g.,

6h. V 14".

(d) Engineering ; Feet and inches, and
similar measures of length, are often noted by
accents : thus, 3' 10" = 3 feet 10 inches.

3. Mode of speaking or pronunciation, with
especial reference to dialectic peculiarities.

"The broadest accent of his province."

—

Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

1 Poetry ; Sometimes used for the language
of a nation or race.

" How many ages hence
Shall this our lofty scene be acted o'er

In states unborn and accents yet unknown."
Shakexp. : Jul. Ccetar, iii L

4. Sometimes without reference to dialectic

peculiarities.

"Accent is a kind of chaunting ; all men have accent
of their own, though they only notice that of others.

"

—Carlyle : Heroes and Hero- Worship. Lect. UL

5. In the plural ; Words. Chiefly in poetry,

but also in prose.
" But when he speaks, what elocution flows 1

Soft as the fleeces of descending snows.
The copious accent* fall, with easy art

;

Melting they fall, and sink into the heart
:

"

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. iii. 28»—See.
"... the last accents of the darling of the people,'*

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

*1[ In Poetry : Sometimes specially a vocal

accompaniment to instrumental music.
" Not by chords alone

Well touch'd, but by resistless accents more."
Cowper : Transl. of Milton's tat. Poem to his Father.

6. Mod. Music : The strain which recurs at

regular intervals of time. Its position is in-

dicated by upright strokes called bars. The
first note inside a bar is always accented.

When the bars contain more than one group
of notes, which happens in compound time,

other accents of lesser force occur on the first

note of each group : these are called secondary

or subordinate accents, whilst that just inside

the bar is termed the primary or principal

accent. Other accents can be produced at any
point by the use of the sign =— or sf. The
throwing of the accent on a normally unac-

cented portion of the bar is called syncopation.

A proper grouping of accents will produce

rhythm. It is considered a fault if an ac-

cented musical note falls on a short syllable.

(Stainer and Barrett : Dictionary of Musical

Terms.)

boll, bo^; pout, Jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go. gem; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon. exist, pn =1
-clan, -tlan= snan. -tion, -sion -shun; -tion, sion - zhua. -tious, -cious, -sious — shus. -ble, -die, &c. = Del, del.
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ac-cent', v.t. & i. [In Ger. accentuiren; Fr.

mecentuer.]

L Transitive:

1. To place stress upon a particular syllable

or syllables in a word or note in a piece of

music,
". . . and accenting the words, let her daily read."

—Lode*, on Education.

2. To place a diacritical mark over a syllable

meant to be accented.

II, Intransitive

:

Poetic: To utter, to pronounce.
" And now congeal'd with grief, can scarce Implore
Strength to accent. Here my Albertua lie*."

Wotton,

ac-cent'-ed, pa, par. [Accent, v.t]

Music: The terra applied to those notes in

a bar on which the stress of the voice falls.

[Accent, *., II. 6.1

ac-cent -ing, pr. par. [Accent, v.t]

ac-cent'-or, s. [Lat. accentor := one who sings

with another : ad ~ to ; cantor = a musician,

a singer ; cano — to sing.]

1 1. Music: One who takes the chief part

In singing.

2. A genus of birds so called from its

gweetness of note. It belongs to the family

Sylviadae, and contains two British species,

the A. alvinus, or Alpine accentor, and the

A. modularis, or hedge accentor, generally

called the hedge-sparrow. [Hedge-sparrow. ]

ic-ccnt -u al, a. [Accent.] Pertaining &>

accent, connected with accent; rhythmical.

i simply rhythmical
or accentual

that [music] which *

aV'—Maton : Church Mutic, p. 38.

ac-cent -u-ate, v.t. [In Ger. accentuiren;

Fr. accentuer; Sp. acentuar; Ital. accentuare.]

[Accent.]

L To pronounce with an accent.

1. Lit : To lay stress on a particular syl-

lable of a word in speaking, or on a particular

note of music

2. Fig. : To lay stress upon anything.
" In Bosnia the struggle between East and West was

•ven more accentuated."— Canon Liddon (in Timet,

Dec. 8. IST6).

IL To place a mark over a written or

printed word to indicate the accent.

ac-cent -u-at-e<l, pa. par. & a. [Accentu-

ate.]

ac cent -u-at ing, pr. par. [Accentuate.]

ac-cent-ii-a'-tion, s. [In German & French,

accentuation.]

1. The placing of stress on particular syl-

lables in speaking, or on particular notes of

music in singing, or playing an instrument.

"This in a language like the Greek, with long words,

Greece, ch. lxvii
Mbetween one syllable and another."—Urate : BUt. of

2. The placing an accent over a written or

printed word, or over a note of music.
" The division, scansion, and accentuation of all the

rest of the Psalms in the Bishops' edition."—Louth

:

Confutation of Dp. Hare, p. 18.

ac-c,ep ^ion, s. [Acception.]

1. Reception.
"... the emperour give thereto favorable accep-

don."— VegeciutMS., Douce, 1*1. t 4. (Barnwell)

2. Acceptation ; meaning in which a word
is taken.

"There is a second accepcion of the word faith."

—

Baunderson : Sermon* (1689), p. 6L

ac-cept', v.t [In Ger. acceptiren; Fr. ac-

cepter ; 8p. aceptar ; Ital. accettare ; Lat.

aocepto, frequentative n to take or accept
often: from acceptum, supine of accipio (lit.)

= to take to one's self, to accept : ad = to ;

oapio — to take.]

L, To consent to take what is offered to

one ; this element of consent distinguishing

it from the more general word receive. Thus,
«ie may receive a blow, i.e., it is thrust upon
him unwillingly ; but he accepts a present,

i.e., he consents to take it instead of sending
It back.

"Accept the gift." Wordtworth : Laodamia.

2. To view with partiality, to favour.

"How long will ye Judge unjustly, and accept the
persons of the wicked*"— Pt. lxxxii. 2.

3. Theol, : To receive into favour, granting
at the same time forgiveness of sin ; to

forgive

" If thou doest well, shalt thou not be accepted t
"—

Gen. iv. T.

4. To agree to with disfavour, under some
measure of constraint.

" The Spanish Government . . . was ready to accept
any conditions which the conqueror might dictate.' —
Macaulay : But. Eng., ch. ULii.

6, To admit to be true in point of fact, or

correct in point of reasoning.

"To the mind that will not accept such conclusion

. , . ."—Owen ; Clattific of the Mammalia, p. CO.

6. Comm. ; To consent to renew a bill and
promise to pay it.

* ac-cept', *. [From the verb.] Acceptance,

consent.

ac-ce^t -a-bfl.-l'-ty; s. [From acceptable.]

The quality of possessing the attractions likely

to produce, or which actually have produced,

a favourable reception ; likelihood of being

received.

"... for the obtaining the grace and acceptability

of repentance."—Jeremy Taylor: Worthy Communi-
cant.

ac-cept -a-ble, a. [In Fr. acceptable; fr.

Lat aeceptabilis.]

1. Able to be accepted, that may be re-

ceived with pleasure, gratifying.

" With acceptable treat of fish or fowl.

By nature yielded to his practised hand."*
Wordtworth : Excur., bk. vii.

*5 In poetry, often with the accent on the

first syllable.

•ft
Often used in advertisements, e.g., in the

phrase " an acceptable offer " = one which the

seller of anything considers sufficient to allow

the transaction to take place.

2. Agreeable to.

" Ben to the hlhe God mor acceptable

Than youree, with your festis at your table.'

Chaucer : Sompnouret Tale, 7.4S5-C.

" Let the words of my mouth, and the meditation of

my heart, be acceptable in thy sight, Lord."—Pt.
sir. 14.

3. Favourable.
" Thus saith the Lord, In an acceptable time have I

heard thee, and in a day of salvation have I helped
thee."—/m. xlix. 8.

&c-c6pt'-a-t>le-ness, s. [From acceptable.]

The possession of a quality or of qualities

fitting a person or thing to be favourably

received.

*'It will therefore take away the acceptablenett of

that conjunction."—Grew : Cotmologia Sacra, ii. 2.

ac cept a My, adv. [From acceptable.] In

such a manner as to please, gratify, or give

satisfaction to.

" Let us have grace, whereby we may serve God
acceptably."—Heb. xiL M.

ac cept ance, s. [Accept.]

I. <v IL The state of receiving with satis-

faction, or at least with acquiescence ; or the

act of taking what is offered to one.

The state of receiving anything—

(1) With satisfaction

:

"... shall come up with acceptance on mine
altar."—Ita. U. T.

(2) With dissatisfaction.

"... a sum which he thought unworthy of his

acceptance, and which he took with the savage snarl

of disappointed greediness."—Macaulay ; Mitt. Eng„
ch. xiv.

IIL That which has been received.

Comm. & Law: A bill of exchange drawn on
one who agrees absolutely or ponditionally to

pay it according to the tenor of the document
itself. To render it so valid that if the drawee
fail to liquidate it the drawer may be charged
with costs, the promise of the drawer must be

in writing under or upon the back of the bill.

"... every trader who had scraped together a
hundred pounds to meet his acceptance*, would find

his hundred pounds reduced In a moment to fifty or

sixty."—Macaulay: Mitt. Eng., ch. xxL

t IV. The generally received meaning of a
word, phrase, or assertion,

"... an assertion most certainly true, though
under the common acceptance of it, not only false,

but odious."—.Stilt' A.

ac--cep-ta-tion, s. [In Fr. acceptation; Sp.
aceptacion; ItaL accettazione.] [Accept.]

1. Reception, coupled with approbation,
" This is a faithful saying, and worthy of all accep-

tation,"—I Tim. i. 16.

t 2. Reception generally.
"

. . . all are rewarded with like coldness of ac-
ceptation."—Sir P. Sidney.

3. Acceptableness.
". . . are notwithstanding of so great dignity and

acceptation with God, that most ample reward in
heaven is laid up for them."

—

Booker.

4. Estimate, estimation.
"... kiug in the reputation ox acceptation of God-*"

—Report on the Nun of Kent's Cote. (See Fronde r
Hut. Eng., ch. vii.)

% Specially used of high estimation or
esteem.
"... the state of esteem or acceptation they are-

in with their parents and governors."—Locke i Educa-
tion, § M.

5. The sense or meaning put upon a word.
**.

. . proof that the words have been employed
by others in the acceptation in which the speaker or

writer desires to use them."—J. S, Mill : Logic.

•a-c-cep'-tfid, pa. par. & a, [Accept, v.t.]

" My new accepted guest I haste to mid.
Now to Peineus' honour'd charge consign'd."

Pope: Homer t Odyssey, t»k. IVtL, 66, fT.

ac-cep'-ter, sVc-cep -tor, s. [Lat. acceptor.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who accepts. In this

sense generally spelled Accepter.
" God is no accepter of persons."—Chillingworth :

Sermon*, 8.

2. Law & Comm. : One who having had a

bill of exchange drawn upon him, accepts it.

[Acceptance.] Till he has done this he is

called the drawee.

t ac-cSp-til-a'-tlon, s. [Lat. acccptilatio, fr.

acceptum (Comm.), that which is received;

latus, pa. par, of fero = to bear.] Forgiveness

of a debt, the extinction of a verbal contract

attended with some hollow formalities. " A
verball acquittance, when the debtor de-

mandeth of the creditour, Doe you acknow-
ledge to have had and received this or thatr
And the creditour answereth, Yea, I doe ac-

knowledge it " (Minsheu.

)

ftc-cep ting, pr. par. [Accept. ]

ac-^ep'-tlon, s, [Lat acceptio = an accept-

ing.]

1. Acceptance, the state of being received.

*'.
. , the original cause of our acception before

G<A\."—HomiUet, 11. : Alms Deedt.

t 2. The received meaning of a word.

"That this hath been esteemed the due and proper
occeprtonof the word."—Bammond: Fundamental*

t ao-fjSp'-tlve, a. Ready to accept.
" The people generally are very acceptive, and apt to

applaud any ineritable work."—B. Jomon: The Cat*

it Altered, u. 7.

ac cep -tor. [Accepter. ]

* &c-cerse, v.t [Lat. accersio.] To call

together, to summon.
"... and thereupon accerted and called together

hys army."—Mall: Edward IV., t 26.

lie 9ess, * ac'-^Ssse (formerly pron. ac-

cess : see the examples from Milton, Shake-

speare, Pope, Ac), «. [In Fr. tuxes; Ital. ac-

otsso, fr. Lat. acctssus= a going to, a coming
to : also, a fit, the sudden attack of a disease :

accedo = to go to, to come to.]

L The act, process, or movement of going

forward, in contradistinction to going back.
"

. . were it not for the variations of the accettet

and recesses of the sun. which call forth and put
back."—Bacon : De Colore et Frigore.

Hence, XL Increase, addition.

1. Generally:
" A stream which, from the fountain of the heart,

Issuing, however feebly, nowhere flows

Without access of unexpected strength."
Wordtworth: Excursion, bk. iv.

2. Medicine:

(a) The return of a periodical disease, such

as intermittent fever, madness, &c. An access

and paroxysm are different. Access is the

commencement of the new invasion made by

the disease, while the paroxysm is its height.

(See Blount.)
" And from access of frenzy loek'd the brain."

Pope ; Homers Odyuey, bk. xii. 2IA

Hence (* b) formerly used for a fever itself.

(Chaucer.)
" A water lllly, which doth remedy
In hot acceuet as bokea specify."

Bochat, bk. L, e. 15.

•fl The word is still used in Lancashire for

the ague. (Halliwell : Diet) [Axes.]

ITT. Liberty, means or opportunity of ap-

proach.

1. Gen. : Liberty of approach, as to God, to

a great man, or to anything ; approach,
"

I, in the day of my distress,

Will call on Thee for aid

:

For Thou wilt grant me free acetm.

And answer what I pray'd." _MUton : Pt. lxxxvi.

** When we are wrong"d. and would unfold our griefs.

We are denied access ante his person.
Shaketp. : K. Henry IK, Part It., W. L

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, ear, rale, fall; try, Syrian, ae, oa = e; ey = a. qu = lew.
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" Go. lest the haughty partner of my away
With jealous eyes thy close ./.'<.,, survey."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. i., «"&-?.

"... they were neither contemporary witnesses, nor
had personal access to the evidence of c-niteinporary
witnesses."

—

Lewis: Credibility of Early ttoma u HUt.

2. Spec. : Opportunity of sexual intercourse.
". . . if the husband be out of the kingdom of

Enfrlaiul, ... so that no access to his wife can be
presumed."—Blackstone : Comment., bk. t, ch. 16.

3. Means of approach,

(a) Generally

:

" The access at the town was only by a neck of
laud."—Bacon.

(&) Arch, : A passage, such as a corridor,

betweeu the several apartments in a building.

&c'-$es-sar-i-ly, adv. [Accessorily. ]

ac'-ces-sar-i-ne'ss, a [Accessoriness.]

ac -ces-sar-y; s. & a. [Accessory.]

* ac'-cesse, s. [Ft,] Old spelling of Access.

ac-cSs-sf-bU'-I-tj?', 5. [Lat accessibilitas.]

Approachableness.
".

. . to place the Scriptures in a position of
accessibility to the mass of the com in unity."

—

Glad-
stone : State in Relation to the Church, ch. vii.

&C-ces -si-ble, a. [In Fr. accessible, fr. Lat.
accessibitis.]

I. Able to be approached, approachable :

1. As a place with a path or road leading
to it.

" Conspicuous far, winding with one ascent,
Accessible from earth, one entrance high."

Milton; Par. Lost, bk. iv.

2. As a person of courteous manners, affable.

3. As God, in the capacity of Hearer of
Prayer.

" Hay she ! and if offended Heaven be still

Accessible, and prayer prevail, she will."
Cowper : Table Talk,

i. More fig. : As a mind by reason.
"... whose testimony would have satisfied all

minds accessible to reason.*—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. via.

IL Obtainable, procurable.
" It appears, from the best information which is at

present accessible . .
."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

" No authentic record of the migrations or acts of
the Pelasgian people appears to have been accessible to
the historians of antiquity."-
Enrly Roman Hist.

-Lewis: Credibility of

ac-$es'-sl-bly\ adv. [Accessible.] In such
a situation or of such a character as to be
approachable.

ao ces -sion, ». [In Fr. accession : fr. Lat.
accession a. going or coming to; accedo = to
go or come : ad =. to ; cedo — to go or come.]

L Lit. : The act of going to.

Specially :

1. The act of a king or queen in coming to
or reaching the throne when it has become
vacant by the death or removal of the former
occupant.

" The bill . . . received the royal assent on the
tenth day after the accession of William and Mary."—
Macaulay : Hist, Eng,, ch. xi.

2. The act of acceding to, adhering to,

engaging or joining in a project, enterprise,
treaty, or anything similar.

" Beside, what wise objections he prepares
Against my late accession to the wars f

Dryden : Fables.

* 3. Accessoriness to, complicity with or in.

"I am free from any accession, by knowledge, coun-
sel, or any other way, to his late Stajesty's death."—
Marquis of Argyle : Speech on the Scaffold.

II. That which goes or comes to another
thing, that which is added to anything.

1. Gen. : Increase, addition.
"... so enormous an accession of gain would

Srobably induce the improver to save a part." J. s.
fill : Polit. Economy.
"... a great accession of strength."—Macaulay •

Hist. Eng,, ch. xxiv.
" Nor could all the king's bounties, nor his own large

accessions, raise a fortune to his heir."

—

Clarendon.

2. Med. : The coming on of the paroxysm
of periodical disease : as, for instance, of
intermittent fever.

" Quotidian, having an interval of twenty-four
hours, the accession of the paroxysm being early in
the morning."—Cyclop, of Prac. Med.

3. Law : An addition to property produced
by natural growth or by artistic labour upon
the raw materials. The increase of a flock of
sheep by the birth of lambs is, in law, an
accession to the property.

ac-ces sion-al, a. [Accession.] Pertaining
to accession, additional.

" The accessional prepouderancy Is rather an appear-
ance than reality."—Sir T. Browne : Vulgar Errours.

* ac-ces -sive, a. [Eng. access; -ive.] Con-

tributary

.

" His own accessive and excessive wickedness."—
Adams: Works, 11.379.

* ac-ces -8ive-Ho, adv. [Kn^. mmmkm; -ly.]

By his own seeking (HaUiwell) ; accessorily,

as an accessory {Wright)

ae-ces-s6r'~I-al, a. [Accessory.] Pertain-
ing to an accessory. [Accessory, a,]

"A sentence prayed or moved for on the principal
matter in question ought to be certain, hut on acces-
sorial matters it may be uncertain. *—A>itiffe : Pa-
rtrgon, 490.

ac-ces-sdr-I-ly\ ac'-ces-sar-I-ly\ adv.

[Accessory or Accessary.] After the manner
of an accessory.

ac-ces-sbr-i-nGss, ac -ces-sar-I ness,
s. [Accessory or Accessary.] The state of
being accessory.
"... a negative accessoriness to the mischiefs."—Dr. B. More : Decay of Christian Piety.

ac'-ces-sdr-y; s. [In Fr. accessoire ; Low
Lat. acccssorius, fr. classical Lat. aocessus.]

[Access.]

A. Of persons:
Law : One who is not the chief actor in an

offence nor present at its commission, but still

is connected with it in some other way. Acces-
sories may become so before the fact or after the

fact. Sir Matthew Hale defines an accessory
before the fact as one who, being absent at the
time of the crime committed, doth yet pro-
cure, counsel, or command another to commit
a crime. If the procurer be present when the
evil deed is being done, he is not an accessory,
but a principal. An accessory after the fact
is one who, knowing a felony to have been
committed, receives, relieves, comforts, and
assists the felon. In high treason of a pro-
nounced character there are no accessories, all

are principals. In petit treason, murder, and
felonies, there may be accessories ; except
only in those offences which, by judgment of
law, are sudden and unpremeditated, as man-
slaughter and the like, which, therefore, cannot
have any accessories before the fact. So too
in petit larceny, and in all crimes under the
degree of felony, there are no accessories either
before or after the fact ; but all persons con-
cerned therein, if guilty at all, are principals.
(Blackstone : Commentaries, bk. iv., chap, hi.)

" Pot the law of principal and accessory, as respects
high treason, then was, and is to this day, in a state

l disgraceful to English Jurisprudence. In cases of
felony, a distinction, founded on justice and reason,
is made between the principal and the accessory after
the fact. He who conceals from Justice one whom he
knows to be a murderer is liable to punishment, but
not to the punishment of murder. He, on the other
hand, who shelters one whom he knows to l>e a traitor
Is, according to all our Jurists, guilty of high treason."
—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

2. Ord. Lang, (somewhat figuratively) : Ona
who abets or countenances anytiling which
is wrong, whether human law consider it a
crime or no.

" An accessary by thine Inclination
To all sins past, and all that are to come,
From the creation to the general doom."

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece.

B. Of things:

1. Gen. : That which helps something else.

"... the consideration constitutes an accessary
to the fundamental law of progress."

—

Martineau:
Comte's Philosophy, Introd., ch. L

2. Painting : Accessories are whatever
representations are introduced into a painting
apart from the leading figures. In literary

composition, &c., the word has an analogous
meaning.
"... who seeks only to embody In language the

substance of the fact, and who discards all accessories,
all ornament, and all conjecture."—Lewis: Credibility
of Early Roman Hist.

3. Bid, : Something added to the usual
number of organs or their parts. (Loudon.)

"The swim-bladder has also been worked in as an
accessor;/ to the auditory organs of certain flsh."

—

Darwin : Origin of Species.

accessory, ac -ces-sar y, a. [In Fr.
accessoire.]

L Of persons : Acceding to, contributing or
contributory to, partially responsible for.

he would rather suffer with them than be

% In the earlier editions of Macaulay the
spelling adopted is accessary, in the later ones
accessory.

II Of things: Contributing, aiding in a
secondary way.

1. Generally

:

". . . imply a whole train of accessory and ex-
planatory local legends."—Orote: Hist, of Greece,

2. Anat. Accessory nerves (accessorivs WiU
U.-tii, or par accessorium): A pair of nerves
which pursue a very devious coarse in the
bodily frame. Arising by several filaments
from the medulla spinalis of the neck, they
advance to the first vertebra, and thence
through the foramen of the os occipitit to the
cranium. After communicating there with
the ninth and tenth pairs they pass out close
to the eighth, and terminate finally in the
trapezius.

"The eighth pair [of nerves, according to Willan'i
arrangement] Including the glossopharyngeal, the
pueu mo-gastric, and the spinal accessory."—Todd 4
Batsman : Physiol. Anat., vol. ii„ ch. xi.

3. Zool Accessory ciisj)$ (in teeth) : Those
superadded to the more normal ones, and
contributing to their efficiency.

"The tooth of the fossil in question differs in the
shape of the middle and in the size of the accessory
cusps."—Owen : British Fossil Mammals (1846), p. 71

Accessory valves (in the shells of the mol-
luscous genera Pholas, Pholididia, and Xylu-
phaga) : Small valves additional to the twa
large ones naturally occurring in those " bi-
valve" shells. They protect their dorsal mar-
gins. They are well seen in the common
Pholas dactylus.

4. Painting : Pertaining to the unessential
parts of a picture, introduced either for the
purpose of illustrating the main subject, or
for ornament's sake.

5. Scots Law

:

(a) Accessory actions are those which are
subservient to others, or designed to prepare
the way for them : as, for instance, an action
for the recovery of lost deeds.

(&) An accessory obligation is an obligation
arising from another one which is antecedent
and primary to it. Thus when one borrows
money at interest, the repayment of the prin-
cipal is the primary, and the regular liquida-
tion of the interest the accessory obligation.

ac-ces'-SUS. [Lat. accessus.] A term in canon

law, signifying a method of voting at the
election of a pope, generally known as an
election by acclamation.

ac-ci-ar-oa-tu'-ra (oi as cbl), s. [ltal.,from

acciaccare = to bruise, to crush, to jam down.]
Music : The procedure of an organist when,

in place of touching a single note, he also
momentarily allows his finger to come in con-
tact with the semitone below.

ac -cl-dencc, s. [Lafc. accidentia = a casual
event] An elementary book of grammar,
especially of Latin grammar ; hence, first

principles, rudiments.
"My husband says, my son profits nothing in the

world at his book ; Ipray you, ask him somequestion*
111 bis accidence."—shakes?. : Merry Wises, iv. l.

ac-ci-dens, s. [Lat. accidens, pr. par. of
accido ; also s.] The opposite of essence or
substance. [Accident, No, II.]

"Accidens, on the contrary, has no connexion what-
ever with the essence, but may come and go, and the
species still remain what it was before."—J. S. Mill ;

Logic

ac'-ci-dSnt, s. [In Fr. accident; Ital. acci-

dente ; Lat. accidens, pr. par. of accido = to
fall to, to arrive suddenly, to happen : ad =
to; cado= to fall] [Case, Cadence.]

L Of occurrences :

1. Gen. : An occurrence or event of what-
ever kind.

"And ye choice spirits, that admonish me,
And give me signs of future accidents I {Thunder.)'

Shakesp.: King Henry VI„ Part I., v. a
2. Specially:

(a) Something unpurposed or unintentional,

an occurrence not planned beforehand by man.
"Ant. Do it at once ;

Or thy precedent services are all

But accidents unpurposed."
Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, iv. 11

" And more by accident than choice,

I listened to that single voice."
Longfellow : Golden Legend, lv.

OS) An unforeseen occurrence, particularly

if it be of a calamitous character. This is the

most common use of the word.

"An unhappy accident, he told them, had forced

him to make to them in writing a communication
which he would gladly have made from the throue."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. 1ST.
" The old ones seem generally to die from accidents,

as from falling down precipices."—Darwin : Voyage
round the World.

(c) The state of a betrayed girL

*TX Of unessentials

:

1. Ixygic:

(a) Whatever does not really constitute an

essential part of a person or thing ;»as the

clothes one wears, the saddle on a horse, &e.

bolL boy; poiit, Jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. 1h$%

-cian, - tian ~ shan. -tion, -sioa = shun ; -(Ion, -sion = zhun, -tious, -clous, -sious= shua. -Die, -die, 4ft m bel, del.
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(&) The qualities or attributes of a person or

thing, as opposed to the substance. Thus
bitterness, hardness, &c, are attributes, and
not part of the substanca in which they

inhere.

(c) That which may be absent from any-

thing, leaving its essence still unimpaired.

Thus a rose might be white without its ceasing

to be a rose, because colour in the flowers of

that genus is not essential to their character.

•fl Accidents, in Logic, are of two kinds-
separable and inseparable. If walking be

the accident of a particular man, it is a

separable one, for he would not cease to be

that man though he stood still ; while on

the contrary, if Spaniard is the accident con-

nected with him, it is an inseparable one,

since he never can cease to be, ethnologically

considered, what be was born. (Whately

:

Logic, bk. ii., chap, v., § 4.)

^ From logic these significations have

found their way into ordinary English litera-

ture.
** And tome substaunce into accident."

Chaucer : Pardoner** Tale, 13,9*4.

" The accident of his birth . . . had placed him
in a port for which he tu altogether unfitted. —
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

t. Gram. : A property attached to a word
which nevertheless does not enter into its

essential definition. Each species of word
has its accidents : thus those of the noun
substantive are gender, declension, and num-
ber. Comparison in an adjective is also an

accident
" Unto grammar al»o belongeth, aa an appendix, the

consideration of the accidents of words, which are

measure, sound, and elevation or accent, and the
sweetness and harshness of them."—Bacon: Advanc.
«/ Learning, bk. ii.

S. Her. : An additional note or mark on a

coat of armour, which may be omitted or

retained without altering its essential cha-

racter.

t Med. : A symptom of a disease. (Rider.)

fce-Cl dent -aL a. [Fr. accidentel]

1. Occurring suddenly, unexpectedly, and
from a cause not immediately discoverable,

or, as some of the unphilosophic and irreligi-

ous believe, " by chance."
" So shall you hear
Of accidental Judgments, casual slaughters.

Shakesp. : Hamlet, v. 2.

* 2. Adventitious ;
produced not from the

natural qualities of the agent or agency left

to itself, but by the influence of something
foreign to it.

" By such a minister as wind to fire.

That adds an accidental fierceness to
Its natural fury." Denham : Sophy.

3. Not essential to, which might be dis-

pensed with, and yet leave the thing to which
ft pertains, or in which it inheres, unimpaired.

" He determined that all the species occurring in

species now existing in Yorkshire," British
fossil Mam. k Bird* p. 16&.

•fl Specially:

(a) In Logic, an accidental definition is one
which assigns the properties of a species or

the " accidents " of an individual. Besides
accidental, there are also physical and logical

definitions. (Whately : Logic.)

(b) Persp. : An accidental point is the point

in which a straight line drawn from the eye
parallel to another given straight line inter-

sects the plane of the picture. Thus, in the

accompanying figure, a b is the line parallel

B
-71 A

C Pl/

to cr, the line given in perspective, a b
cuts the plane b f in the point b. b is the

accidental point.

(c) Music : Accidental is the teTm Used re-

specting such sharps, flats, and naturals as

do not occnr at the clef, and which imply a

change of key, or modulation different from

that in which the piece began. For instance,

in the key of C natural major, an accidental

sharp prefixed to F implies the key of G
major, and a flat placed before B implies the

key of F major or D minor.

(d) Optics: Accidental colours, called also

ocular spectra, are those which are produced by

a weakness in the eye, and which are not essen-

tial to the light itself. If a person look

intensely with one eye at a coloured wafer

affixed to a sheet of white paper, and then

turn that same eye on another part of the

paper, a spot like the wafer will appear, but of

a different colour. If the wafer was red, the

spot will be green ; if the former was black,

the latter will be white ; and there will be

corresponding transformations whatever the

colour.

(e) Painting. Accidental lights: Secondary

lights; effects of light other than ordinary

daylight. (Fairholt.)

ac-ci dent -ai, s. [From the adjective.]

1. Logic and Ord. Lang. : A property which

is not essential; that is, one which may be

dispensed with without greatly altering the

character of that of which it is a property.

% Often in the plural
" Conceive as much as yon can of the essentials of

any subject before you consider its accidentals. —
Watts : Logick.
" This similitude consisteth partly in esseutiali, or

the likeness of nature ; partly in accidentals, or the

likeness in figure or affections."—Pearson : The Creed,

Art L

2. Painting (plural) : Those fortuitous

effects produced by light falling upon particu-

lar objects, so that portions of them stand

forth in abnormal brightness, and other por-

tions are cast into the shadow and greatly

darkened.

3. Music (sing.) : A sharp or flat prefixed to

certain notes in a movement. [See the adjec-

tive.]

t ac-cI-dent-ai'-X-ty, s. [From accidental,

adj.] The quality of being accidental

"... to take from history its accidentality, and
from science it* fatalism."—Coleridge : Table Talk.

ac-cl-dent'-al-ly, adv. [From accidental,

adj.]

1. In an unforeseen way, without obvious

cause, casually, fortuitously, or what is so

called, though really regulated by law.
"

. . It [the Great Seal] was accidentally caiight

by a fishing net and dragged up."—Maeaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. ix.

2. Not essentially.

"Proprium and accidens,on the other hand, form no
part of the essence, but are predicated of the species

only accidentally.'-J. 8. Mitt : Logic

&c-cl-dent'-al-ness, s. [Accidental, a.]

The quality of being accidental, fortuitous-

ness.

* ac-cl-dent'-ar-y, * ac-cl-dent -ar-Ie,

a, [Lat. accidens, and suff. -ary = pertaining

to.] Accidental.
" Some are supernatural, others naturall, and others

accidentarie."— Time's Store-House, 760, 2.

* &c-cX-d8n'-tJ-a-r^f a. [Accidence.] Per-

taining to the accidence.
". . . which every accidentiary boy [ie., every

boy in a grammar class] in school knoweth as well as

yon."—Bishop Morton : Discharge, p. 186.

* iic -ci die, * ac'-cI-de, s. [Mediaeval Lat.

accidia ; Gr. amnoeia (akedeia) = carelessness,

indifference : Kn6tia Qcedeia) = care ; kti&oc

(kedos)= care ; k^&m (kedo), v.t.=to trouble, to

distress.] Negligence or carelessness arising

from discontent, melancholy, or other causes.

Specially used when the carelessness is in the

performance of one's religious duties.
" He hadde an accidie
That he sleep Saterday and Sonday."

Piers Ploughman, p. W.
" Accide ys slowthe in Code's service."—MS. Bodl.

48, L 133. ('/falli well : Diet)
" De accidia . . . (i.«., accidie) maketh him hevy,

thoughtful and wrawe . . .

. . . thanne Is accidie the anguishe of a trouble
hert" Chaucer: Parsones Tale.

ac-ei-pen -ser, 5. [Acipenser.]

ac-cip -I-ent, s. [Lat accipiens, pr. par. of

accipio = to receive : ad = to ; and capio = to

take.] A receiver, one who receives.

ac cip -It-er, s. [Lat. accipiter = a bird of

prey, especially (1) the goshawk, and (2) the
sparrownawk.]

1. A genus of raptorial birds belonging to

the family Falconidee. It is from this genus
that the whole order is frequently called

SPARROW-HAWK (ACCIPITER NISUS).

Accipitres. Formerly the genus Accipiter

contained, as among the ancient Romans,
both the sparrowhawk and the goshawk, but
now only the former is retained in it, the

goshawk receiving the name of Astur p-iJum-

barius. (See Yarrell, Birds of Great Britain.)

[Accipitres. ]

2. A bandage applied over the nose; so

called from its likeness to the claw of a hawk.
(Dunglison.)

&o-oXp'-X-tral, a- [j^t. accipiter, and Eng.

adj. suff. -al.]' Of or pertaining to a hawk.

* ic'-cip-I-tra-r^, $. [Lat. accipitrarius, fr.

accipiter (q.v.).] One who catches birds of

prey; a falconer. (Nash.)

ae-cip'-I-tres,s. pl- [Lat pl. of accipiter. ]

Zool. : The designation given by Linnaeus,

Cuvier, and other writers, to the first order of

the class Aves, or Birds. The name Raptores

is now more frequently employed. [Rap-

tores.] Though the Accipitres are called

from Accipiter, the hawk, the genus Falco

is the real type of the order.

ac-Cip-I-tri'-n», *• pl [Accipiter.] Spar-

row-hawks. A family of raptorial birds. Type,

Accipiter (q.v.).

&C-Cip'-I-trine,a. [From Lat accipiter (q.v.).']

Pertaining to the order Accipitres, or to the

genus Accipiter ; rapacious, raptorial, pre-

datory.

ae-cls -mus, s. [Gr. aKtuo-iioc (akkisynos) =
coyness, affectation.]

Rhet. : A feigned refusal of something which

a person earnestly desires.

• ae-cite, * t. [Lat. accitum, supine of accio

= to summon : ad = to ; cieo = to put in

motion, to excite.) [Cite.]

1, To incite, to impel, to induce.

"Every man would think me a hypocrite indeed.

And what accitet your most worshipful thought t*>

think so?"—Shaketp. t King Henry J v., Part II., ii. 2.

2. To cite, to summon.
" Our coronation done, we will accite

(As I before rememtier'd) all oar state."

Shaketp. : Henry I V., Part II., v. 2.

ac-claim (Eng.), ae-elame (Scotch), v.t.

[In Sp. aclamar; Ital. acclamare; fr. Lat
acclamo = to cry, or shout to : ad = to ; claino

= to shout: Welsh llevain; Irish HumhaTn,)

[Claim, Clamour.]

1 1. To applaud, to proclaim applaudingly.

(Eng.)
"... while the shouting crowd
Acclaims thee king of traitors."

Smollett : Regicide, v. Z.

2. To claim. (Scotcfc.)

contraire to the perpctuall custome, and

never acclamed before.'—Acts Chas. I., ed. 1314, p. 282.

ac cla im, s. [From the substantive.]

Poet, and Rhet. : Acclamation.
" As echoing back, with shrill acclaim.

And chorus wild, the chieftain's name.
Scott ; Lady of the Lake, a H

&c-clal med, pa. par. & a, [Acclaim, v.L]

ic-clai m-ifag, pr. par. & o. [Acclaim, v.t}

" Attended by a glad, acclaiming train.''

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, iL 76.

ac cla mate, v.t. [Lat. acclamatum, supine

of acclamo.] To applaud.
" This made them acclamatod to no mean degree."—

Waterhouse ; Apology for Learning <W»>. P- 120.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t»

or, wore, wolf, work, whA, son ; mute, ctib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », 09 = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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&0-Clazn-a'-t$d, pa. par. & a. [Acclamate]

ac-clam-a -ting, pr. par. [Acclamate.]

&C-clam-a -tion, s. [In Fr. acclamation;
It&\.'acclamazio7ie, from Lat. acclamatio — a
calling to, a shout : from acclamo ; ad = to ;

clamo = to call out or shout. The Roman ac-

clamatio (acclamation) differed from pktusus
(applause) in this respect, that the former,

ae its etymology (clamo = to call out) suggests,

meant applause uttered with the voice ; whilst
ptausus, from plaudo — to strike, clap, or beat,

meant clapping of hands.]

L Approbation of a person or thing ex-

pressed by clapping of hands.

Used (1) when the applause is given simply
to express feeling.

"The inhabitant* of the town crowded the main
street, and greeted him with loud acclamation*. "—

Macaulag ; Hilt. Eng., ch. ivi.

Or (2) when it is designed formally to carry

ft motion.
" When they [the Saxons] consented to anything, it

was rather in the way of acclamation than by the
exercise of a deliberative voice or a regular assent or
negative."—Bmh ; Abridgment of Eng. Hilt., ii. 1.

•tf
Among Antiquaries: Acclamation Medals

are medals which represent the people as in

the act of expressing acclamation.

IX Khek ; A figure of speech used by rheto-

ricians, and called by the Greeks, and after

them by the Romans, epiphonema.

ac-clam a- tor y,
by acclamation.

Expressing approval

t. [Ft.] Acclimati-t ac-clim-a-ta'-tlon,
sation(q.v.).

"The Acctimatation (or, as we term it, acclimatiza-

tion) Society of Paris was founded in ] 854."—Jfature,

voL L (1669).

ac cli -mate, v.t. [Pref. ac = Lat ad = to,

aud Eng. 'climate; Fr. acclimater.] Gradually

to adapt the body to the peculiarities of a

climate other than its own, so that it will be
uninjured by the diseases incidental to that

climate; to inure or habituate to a climate;

to acclimatize. [Climate.]

ic-cli'-ma-ted, pa, par. & a. [Acclimate.
]

" The native Inhabitants and acclimated Europeans
enjoy a state of health the most perfect."

—

Crawford ;

Commixture of Race*.

t ac-cli -mate-ment, s. [Acclimate.] Ac-

climatisation.

&C- cli mat Ing\ pr. par. [Acclimate. ]

tac-cli-ma-tion, a. [Acclimate.] Accli-

matisation (q. v.).

"... the means of acclimation and culture. "—
Loudon: EncycU of Agriculture.

twC-cli-ma- ti--aa -tion, ac-cli ma-ti za-
tion, s. [Acclimatize.]

1. The process of inuring a human being,

one of the inferior animals, or a plant, to a

foreign climate.
" The acclimatUation and agricultural societies Jin

Hew South Wales] have been directing their attention
to the subject."—Nature, vol. iii, p. 473.

2. The state of being so inured.
" The races differ also In constitution, in accUma'i-

tation, and in liability to certain diseases."

—

Darwin ;

Deicent of Man, voL L, pt. L, ch. vii.

ac-cli -ma-tise, ac-cli -ma-tlxe, v.t. [Fr.

acclimater.] [Acclimate.] To produce such
a change in the constitution of a human being,

one of the inferior animals, or a plant, as to

adapt it to endure the climate of a country
not its own.
"... in the case of some few plant*, of thetr

becoming, to a certain extent, naturally hnoituated
to different temperatures, or becoming acclimatited."
—Darwin : Origin of Speciet, ch. L, p. 140.

% Sometimes to is placed before the climate

to which the constitution is adapted :

" These men are so thoroughly acclimatized to their
©old and lofty abode."—Darwin ; Deicent of Man,
vol. L, pt i., ch. W.

ac cli ma tised, ac-cli ma tized, pa.

par. &o- [Acclimatise, Acclimatize.]

ac cli ma tl sing, ac-cli ma-ti '-zing,

pr. par. [Acclimatise, Acclimatize.]

ac-cli -ma-tize, v.t. [Acclimatise.]

ac-cli'-ma-tiire f s. [Acclimate.] Acclimati-

sation (q.v.).

t ac-cli ve, * ac-cli -voua, a. [Lat. acclivU

sa sloping upwards : ad = to; clivusm a slope

;

from the root kli or klin, Been in Gr. cXmt
(Wi»o) = to cause to bend ; Lat, declino = to

decline, to bend down ; inclino = to bend in,

to incline.] Sloping upwards, rising, steep.

[Cleave, Cliff.]

"The way easily ascending, hardly so acclive as a

desk."—Aubrey . Letters; Account of Verulam, ii. ML

ac-cli -vis, *, [Acclive.]

Anat. : A muscle of the stomach, otherwise

called the obliquus ascendens muscle,

a<j-cliv'-I-ty, s. [Lat. acclivitas, from ad m
to, and clivus = a slope.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A slope upwards, as the

ascent of a hill, or a sloping bank. The same
hillside or bankside would be called a declivity

by one descending it.

" The men clamber up the accUvitiei, dragging their

kine with them."— flay: Creation.

2. Fort. : The talus of a rampart. [Talus.]

* ac-cli -voua, a. {Acclive.]

* ac-cloy, v.t. [Fr, enclouer.] [Cloy.]

L To drive a nail into a horse's hoof, in

shoeing ; to lame (lit. and fig.).

2. To fill up, to choke.

" At the well-head the purest streams arise ;

But murky filth his brauuchiug amies auuoyes.
And with uncomely weedes the gentle wave accloyet."

Spemer: F. «., II. vii. 15.

3. To cloy (q.v.).

* ac cloy ', s. [Accloy, t>.] A wound inflicted

on a horse by driving the nail into the quick
of the hoof in shoeing it. (Topsell : Four-
Sooted Beasts (a.d. 1693, p. 14.).

*ac- cloyed, pa. par. [Accloy.] (Optick

'Glasse of Humors, a.d. 1639.) (HalliweU.)

*ac-coa«t, v.t. [Accost.]

* ac coi e, a-coi e, v.t. [O. Fr. coi ; Lat.

quietus

m

quiet.] To calm down; to daunt.

(Spenser.)

* ac coled , pa. par. [Accoie.]

*ac-coil, v.L [Fr. accueUlir =* to receive, to

welcome.] To crowd, to bustle. [Coil.]

"About the cauldron many cooks accoitd.

With hooka and UuUea.jw need did require.

Spcmer: F.Q... i i . SO.

Lat adac co lade, *. [Fr.= an embrace
= to, and collum = the neck.]

1. Her. : The ceremony by which in me-

dieval times one was dubbed a knight On
the question what this was antiquaries are

not agreed. It has been made an embrace

round the neck, a kiss, or a slight blow upon

the cheek or shoulder.

"The new attorney-general having stooped down
without objection to the usual accolade. —Towntend :

Liven of Twelve Eminem Judget; Lord Eldon.

2. Music: The couplet uniting several

staves. It may frequently be seen in part

music, or in pianoforte music

" ac-cdl'-dSd, a. [A.S. acdlian, acilan = to

become cold.] Cold.
" When this knight that was accotded—and hit was

arete froste—and he saw the fyre, he descendide of his

horse, and yede to the fyre, and wannide him. —
Qetta Romanorum, p. 83.

* ac-COll , v.t. [Fr. accoller, from Lat. ad = to,

and collum the neck.] To embrace round the

neck ; to hug.
** Thxiss raught I with mine armes t* accoll her neck.'

Surrey : Virgil ; ^Eneid, ii.

* ac -col-ent, *. [Lat. accola — a dweller near

a place, a neighbour : ad m to, or near ; colo

= to cultivate, to inhabit] One who dwells

near a country, a borderer. (Ash.)

ac-col -le, a. ks. [From Ft. col = the neck.]

L Used adjectively

:

1. Her. : Gorged or collared, as lions, dogs,

and other animals occasionally are in escut-

cheons.

2. Her. : Wreathed, entwined or joined

together, as two shields sometimes are by
their sides. The arms of a husband and wife

were often thus placed. (Gtow. of Her., A.D.

1847.)

II, Used substantively

:

1. An animal with a crown on Its head, or a

collar round its neck.

2. Two shields united to each other by their

sidei.

3. A key, baton, mace, sword, or other im-
plement or weapon placed saltierewise behind
the shield. (Ibid.)

* ac com -ber, * a-com'-ber, * ac-cSm-
bre, * a-cum'-bre, v.t. [Pref. ac = Lat
ad, and Eng. cumber (q.v.).] To encumber,
perplex, or destroy.

" Me th yuke ye are not grotty with wyt acomberyd "

Skelton : Magnificence, 2.2U.

* ac - com - bered, pa. par. [Accombkr,
ACOHBER.]

* ac com -ber ous, a. [Accohber.] Cum-
bersome, troublesome.

" A li til tyme his yeft Is agreeable.
But ful accomberoui is the usinge."

Complaint of Venut. *1

* ac'-c<5-mle, * ac-cu-mle, *. [Scotch for
alchemy.] A species of mixed metal ; what it

1b is unknown.
" His writing pen did seeiu to me to be
Of hardened metal, like steil, or accumie"

Hilt. .Same »f Scot., p. SI

accumie-pen, s. A metallic pen used for
writing on tablets. (Scotch.)

tac com mod able, a. [Fr. aceommodable.)
That may be accommodated or adjusted.

"Such general rule* as are aceommodable in their
variety."— Watti; Logic.

tac com mod a ble new, s. [Accou-
UODABLE.] Capability of being accommo-
dated.

ac com mod ate, v.t. & i. [Lat. accommo-
' datus, pa. par. of aewmmodo = to make one
thing of the same size and shape as another,
to fit, to adapt : ad = to, and oommodo = to
adapt ; commodus — measured with a measure,
from com = con — together, and modus wk ft

measure.] [Mode.]

L Transitive:

1. To fit, to adjust to.

**.
. . and their servile labours accommodated th*

old system to the spirit and views of despotism."—
Gibbon : Decl. and Fall, ch. xliv.

"... the art of accommodating his language an*
deportment to the society In which he found himself."
—Macaulay: Silt. Eng., ch. ii.

2. Spec. : To make up or adjust differences.

"... every attempt that was made to accommodaU
one dispute ended by producing another."—Macaulay;
But. Eng., ch. xL

3. To furnish with anything needful or con-

venient
" Heaven speed the canvas gallantly unfuri'd
To furnish and accommodate a world ;

To give the pole the produce of the sun,

And knit the unsocial climates into one."
Cowper: Charity.

4. Comm, : To lend with the view of suiting

the convenience of the borrower.

" In the former the borrower was obliged to restore

the same individual thing with which he had bee*
accommodated for the temporary supply of his want*.
—Gibbon : DecL and Fall, ch. zllv.

5. Tkeol, : To suit or fit the language of ft

prophecy to an event which it typifies or

illustrates rather than directly predicts ; to use

the sensus accomodativus of the Roman Church,
** In accommodating the passages of Scripturr "—

Tram., Tholuck on the Bebrewt, ii. 202.

*IX Intrans. : To be conformable to; to

agree with.
" How little the consistence and duration of many

of them seem to accommodate and be explicable by
the proposed notion."—Boyle: Sceptical Chemiit.

% In Shakespeare's and Ben Jonson's days
accommodate was a very fashionable word, or,

as the latter expresses it, one of "the per-

fumed words of the time." (See Shakesp.,

2 Hen. IV., iii. 2.)

*ac-Com'-miSd-ate,a. [See the verb.] Suit-

able to, fit for, adapted to.

" He condescended to it, pas most accommodate to
their present state and inclination."—Tillotion.

ac-com -m6d-at-6d, pa. par. & a. [Ac-

commodate, v.]

* ac-cdm -mdd-ate-1^, adv. [From accom-

modate, adj.] Suitably, agreeably.

" Moses his wisdom held fit to give an account accom.

modately to the capacity of the people.
-—Dr. H. More X

Conjectura CabalUtica, p. ISO.

* a<*-CcW-mM-ate-ne'*», *. [From accom-

modate, adj.] The quality of being accom-

modate ; fitness, suitableness.
" Its aptness and accommoda tenet* to the great pu£

pose of men's salvation may be further demonstrated.

—HalliweU : Saviour of Souli, p. M.

boil, b<»; v&t, Jtfrt; cat, cell, chonu, chin, bench; go. *em; thin. thU; sin, a* ;
expect. *onopnoB!^*Ul*:*V

1

'

BU=Shs;-clan= sh»n. -tlon. -«lon= »hun; -elon, #<"»= zhun. -tlooa, -dons, -clous = •hus. -bre-Der. ***
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ac-com -mod a-ting, pr. par. & a. [Ac-
commodate, v.t.]

L Used adjectively

:

1. Obliging; as "an accommodating man."

2. Convenient; as "an accommodating ar-

rangement."

3. Easily adjusted to.

EL Used substantively: Accommodation.
"Accommodating uf the eye."

—

Carpenter: Human
Physiology.

ac - com -mod-a -tlng-ljf, adv. [From the
pr. par.] In an accommodating manner.

ac-com mod-a -tion, s, [From Lat ac-
commodatio.]

Essential signification : (1) The act of ac-
commodating ; (2) the state of being accom-
modated ; and (3) that which constitutes the
convenience received.

More specifically

;

L Ordinary language

:

L Adaptation to.

*.
. . the organization of the body, with accommo-

dation to ita functions, is fitted with the most curious
mechanism."—Sir M. Bala: Organization of Mankind.

2. Adjustment of differences, the reconcilia-

tion of persons quarrelling.

"Accusations and recriminations passed backward
and forward between the contending parties. Ail
accommodation had become impossible."—Macaulay:
Mist. Eng.. eh. i.

3. Lodging, a place of resilience, or a place
to transact business in, convenience.

" There accommodation had been provided for the
Parliament."

—

Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xii.

IL Comm. : A pecuniary loan.

An accommodation bill of exchange la one
drawn for the accommodation of a person who
promises the friend lending him his signature
that he will either himself pay the bill when
it falls due, will furnish funds for the purpose,
or will in some other way prevent the accom-
modating party from suffering for the good-
natured deed he has done.

Similarly an accommodation note is one not
given in payment of goods received, but drawn
and discounted for the purpose of borrowing
its amount in money.
Accommodation lands : Lands bought by a

•peculator to be leased out for building pur-
poses. ^

Accommodation works ; Works which a rail-

way company is required by Act 8 & 9 Vict.,

c 20, § 68, to erect and maintain for the sake
of those resident near the line. They consist
of bridges, fences, gates, culverts, Ac.

ILL Theol. : Accommodation is used when
the language of a prophecy is applied to an
event which it typifies and illustrates with-
out there being any intention of asserting that
the event was designed as the direct fulfilment
of the prediction.

"... or rather, u the citation Is only an accom-
modation of Jer. xxxi. 15, *Soch another catastrophe
took place as that recorded by Jeremiah "... ,

—

Bloomjletd: Greek Test., note to Matt ii. 17.

IV. Naut lAtng. : An accommodation ladder
is a light ladder fixed outside the vessel, and
useful in aiding passengers to come on board
from small boats when the ship itself cannot
approach the quay.

ac com -mod a tive, a. (Accommodate.]
Supplying accommodation.

*ao-cdm'-m6d-a~tdr, s. [Accommodate.]
but- who accommodates. (Webster, &c.)

" Mahomet wanted the refinement of our modern
accommo>latort."— Bishop Warburton : Doctrine of
Brace, ii. 331.

* ac-com mod e, v.t. To accommodate.
" My L.>rd of Leicester hath done some good offices

to accommode matters. '

—

Howell, L Si, 4.

occompagnamento, accompagnatura
(pron. ak kom-pa-nya men -to, ak-
kom pa nya tu raj, s. [lul.]

Music: Something subordinate added to
give completeness to music, as instruments to
the voice or the voice to instruments. [AC-
COMPANIMENT, IL]

t ao-c«$m'-pan-a-ble, a.

IM. : Able to be accompanied ; (/f<r.)sodable.

"A show, as It were, of an accompanable solitat ine*s.
" Ir P. SUlney: Arcadia, I. 6.and of a civil wildnese."—.Mr J

ac com -pan-led, pa, par. A a [Accom-
pamy.]

1. In company with, attended by.

2. Her. : Between ; hence " accompanied
by four crescents " = between four crescents.

(Gloss, o/ Heraldry.)

ac-c6m'-pan-I-er, s. [Accompany.] One
who accompanies.

ac com -pan I merit, *. [In Fr. accom-
' jxignement; ItaL occompagnamento.} [Accom-
pany. ]

L Gen. : Something superadded to or at-

tendant upon another thing, something which
if present gives greater completeness to that
which occupies the principal place,

". . . recitation, with its kindred accompaniment
of action."—Merit/ale: Hut. of the Komant under the
Umpire, ch. xli.

"The outekirting houses rose out of the plain like
isolated beings, without the accompaniment of gar-
dens or court-yard*."—Darwin : Voyage round the
World, ch. iii., p. 42.

"... the Bure accompaniment* of the still, glowing
noonday of the tropics. -Ibid., ch. xxi.. p. 4M.

IL Music:

1, Something subordinate added to give
completeness to the music If vocal per-

formance is designed to occupy the chief

place, then the addition of instruments con-
stitutes the accompaniment, and vice versa.

" Modern composers Judiciously affix a violin accom-
paniment to the vocal pert."

—

Mason ; Church Music,
}>. 74.

2. Thorough base. The accompaniment of
the scale is the harmony assigned to the series

of notes ascending and descending, generally
called the diatonic scale, that scale being
taken as a base.

UX Painting: Whatever objects are added
to the principal figures for the purpose of
further illustrating them.

IV. Her. : Whatever additions are made to
the shield by way of ornament, as belt

mouldings, supporters, &c.

ac-com -pan-ist, s. [Accompany.]

Music : The performer who takes the sub-
ordinate part, or who plays the accompani-
ment. (Busby.)

ac-com'-pan-^. v. t. A i. [0. Fr. acompaignier

;

Fr. accompagner ; Sp. accompanar ; Port, ac-

companhar; ItaL a-xompagnare, [Company.]

A* Transitive

:

L 0/persons:

1. To go along with a person in motion.
"... and to accompany him in his early walk

through the Park. "—Macaulay : Mist. Eng., ch. lit

t 2. To cohabit with.

LL Of things:

1. Lit. : To go along with anything in motion.

2. To be in unison with, as a voice with a
musical instrument

"... his voice
Softly accompanied the tuneful harp."

Wordsworth; Excur., vt

3. Fig. : To attend upon, to be associated
with.

" But, lieloved, we are persuaded better thi
u, and things that act

Ihus speak. "—Beb. vL 9.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To associate, to keep company (followed
by with).

" No man. In effect, doth accompany with others,
but he leameth. ere he U aware, some gesture, voice,

or fashion."— lincon : Hat. Hist.

f 2. To cohabit (followed by with).
"... loved her and accompanied with her only,

till he married Elfrida."—Milton : Hist. Eng., bk. v.

3. Music: To execute the accompaniment
when a piece of music is sung or played.

ac-com'-pa-n^-ihg, pr. par. & a. [Accom-
pany.]

".
. . site of his temple, with Its rich accompanying

solemnities."—Grote: Hist, of Greece, vol. L, pL L.ch. I

ac com pan y- 1st, s. [Eng. accompany;
-ist.] The same as Accompanist (q.v.).

ac-com -plice, s. [(l) Lat. ad = to ; (2) Fr.

&. Itai. complice, adj. = privy, accessory; *.=
an accomplice, from Lat. complice = to fold
together : con = together, and plico m to fold."]

1. Orig.: One associated with another in doing
any action which might be good as well as bad.

" Success unto our valiant general.
And happiness to his accomplices t

Hhakesp. : 1 Bcnry VI., r. %.

*f It might be used also of things.

2. Now : Never used in a good sense, but
only for oue who is associated with another in
the perpetration of a crime or other misdeed.

place."—Macaulay :

" He offered to he a witness against his accomplices
on condition of having a good
Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

•J]
* Formerly it was sometimes followed by

to, of the crime.
" Suspected for accomplice to the fire."

DrydtH ; Juvenal.

•fl Now followed by in, of the crime, and
with of the person aided.

" He Judged himself accomplice with the thief."—
Dryden. Fables.

* ac-com plice, * ac-com -pllse, v.t

[Accomplish.] To accomplish.
*' And Tulltus sayth that grete thlnjres be not accom-

plished by strengths, ne by deliveruetae of body."—
Chaucer : luie of Melibanu.

ac com- plice- ship, s. [Accomplice, «.]

The state of being an accomplice. (E. Taylor.)

ac-c6m-pllc'-i-ty\ *• [Complicity.] Cora-
* plicity.

ac-com -plish, v.t. [0. Fr. acompUr; Fr.
* accomplir = to finish, from Lat. ad = to, and
compleo — to fill up, to complete.] Essential

meaning, to fill up ; hence, to complete, to

finish. [Complete.]

L Of apertures in any material thing : To
fill up holes or chinks in armour with tne
view of equipping its wearer, to equip.

" The armourers, accomplishing the knights.
With busy hammers closing rivets up,
Give dreadful note of preparation.''

Shakesp. ; King Henry V., iv., chorus.

2. Of time : To fill up, complete, or finish In

a certain space of time.
"... that he would accomplish seventy yean in

the desolations of Jerusalem."

—

Dan. ix. 2.

"Turn from him, that he may rest, till he shall
accomplish, as an hireling, his day."—Job xiv. 6

3. Of spoken words, as, for instance, of pro-
phecy : To fulfil, carry out.

"... that the word of the Lord iftoken by the
mouth of Jeremiah might be accontplished."—J Chron.
uxvi. si %
4. Of passions, desires, purjxtses, or projects

:

To carry out, to effect, to satisfy.

"... thus will I accomplish my fury upon them.

"

—Eu-k, vL 13.

"... thou shalt accomplish my desire. In giving
food for my household. "—1 Mings v. 9.

" Who appeared in glory, and spake of his decease
which he should accomplish at Jerusalem. '-

lx.3L
" He had, in the first year of his reis

leslre to tee an union acoo
'

and Scotland."

—

Macaulay

.

-Luke

j. expressed his
desire to tee an union accomplished between England

,- Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

5. Of education in any branch : To complete,
as far as education can ever be considered
complete.

" She remained in Paris, to become accomplished in
the graces and elegancies ... of that court."—
Frauds : Mist. Eng., voL i., ch. JJ.

ac-com -plish-a-fcle, a. [Accomplish.!
Able to be accomplished ; that may be filled

up, effected, or carried out. (Ogilvic.)

ac-com -plished, pa. par. & a. [Accom-
plish. ]

L As pa. par. : (In senses corresponding to
those of the verb).

IX As adjective:

L Filled up, completed.
" On scenes sun«"»ing fable, and yet true ;

Scenes of aceomplish'd bliss ! which who can tee t"
Cowpsr : Task, bk. vi.

2. Of persons:

(a) Thoroughly equipped, thoroughly fur-

nished, having received a thorough education
of the kind common in one's class, and
profited by it

". . . nor is there any purer or more graceful English
than that which accomplished womeu now &i>eak and
write."—Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., ch. iii.

(6) Possessed of experience acquired in the
school of active life.

" William was admirably qualified to supply that in
which the most accomplished statesmen of his king-
dom were deficient."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., eh. ILL

ac-com -plish-er, s. [Accomplish.] One
who accomplishes.

" Mahumed did not make good his pretences of l«*f ruj

the last accomvlithcr of the Mosaioal economy."

—

L. Addison: Life of Mahumed, p. 81.

ac-c6m pllsh-Ing, pr. par. [Accomplish. J

ac com -pllsh-ment, s. [In Fr. accomplisse-

ment.]

L The act of accomplishing.

1. The act of filliLg up, or fulfilling any-
thing: as, for instance, a prophecj'. (For
example, see No. II.)

fete, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w£t, here, camel, her, there ; pin*, pit, sire, bit, marine ; go, pdt,

JjK or, wore, wolt, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey a.
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2. The act of completing or finishing any-

thing.
"... to signify the accomplishment of the days

at purification. —Acts xxL So.

8. The gratification of a desire, effecting of

tk purpose, tile gaining of an end.
**.

. . who, for the accomplishment of a |P»t design,

wished to make use of both . . .
."—Macaulay ;

Mitt. Eng., ch. xiv.

IL The state of being accomplished.
**.

. . prophecies and nredictiona of things that have
their certain accomplishment.''—Bunyan: PUtp-tm't
Progress, pt t

TTT. The thing or things accomplished.

Spec., acquisitions arising from study or

practice, as contradistinguished from natural

gifts ; also polish, refinement, grace of man-
ners.

" O many are the poets that are town
mture ! men endow 'd with hif

1-

vision. and the faculty divine
By nature ! men endow 'd with highest gifts

—

The v

*f In this sense it is generally used in the

plural
"Accomplishments have taken virtue's place.

And wisdom falls before exterior grace.'
Copper : Progress qf Error.

* accompt , s. [Lai ad = to, and Low Lat
computus m a computation ; Fr. compte = com-
putation, compter= to calculate. J The old way
of spelling Account (q.v.X

" Smith. The clerk of Chatham : he can write and
read, and caste accompt."—Henry VI.. Part IL, Iv. 4.

* ac-cornp'-ta ble, a. [In Fr. comptabU.]

[Accompt.] Accountable.
"... accomptable to reason."

Beaumont 4 FUtcher; Spanish Curate, v., last&
* ac-comp'-tant, a [Fr. comptant m ready

money.] An accountant. [Accountant.]

". , . after the manner of slothful and faulty officers

and acoomptanU."—Bacon: Jnterpr. uf Nature, ch. x.

* ac-c6mpte', v. [Account.]

* ac compt -ing, pr. par. & a. [Accompt.]
Accounting.

• accompting-day, «. The day of ac-

counting ; the day on which accounts are

inquired for and made up; (Jig.) the Day of

Judgment.
"To whom thou much dost owe, thou much must pay,
Think on the debt against the accompting-day.

Denham : 0/ Prudence, 144.

* ac-cor-age', v.t. To encourage. [Courage.]
" Bat that same froward twain* would acoorage.
And of her plenty adde unto their need."

Spenser : P. £ IL IL H,

ao-cord, v.t. k i, [0. Ft. acorder; Fr. ac
cortler, from Low Lat. accordo = to be of one
mind, from ac = ad = to ; cor (genit. cordis) m
the heart. ]

L Transitive:

1. To make an alienated heart return again
to the heart from which it lias become sepa-

rated ; to adjust a difference between parties ;

to bring parties at variance to an harmonious
agreement.

2. To adjust one thing to another ; to make
one thing correspond with another.

'* These mixed with art and to due bounds confined-
Make and maintain the balance of the rafcnd,

The lights and shades whose well accnnied strife
Grace all the strength and colour of our life."

Pope : Essay on Man, it ill.

3. To grant, to bestow, to yield.

"Accord, good sir, the light
Of your experience, to dispel this gloom."

Wordsworth ; Excur., hk, v.

•f This is now the most common use of the
verb transitively.

IL Intransitive

:

L Of persons, or their thoughts, feelings,

words, or actions

:

(o) To concur in opinion, followed by with.
" The wrangler, rather than accord with you,
Will Judge himself deceiv'd, and prove it too."

Cowper; Conversation.

(b) To assent to a proposition or agree to a
proposal : followed by to.

"... whereunto the king accorded,"—Paget to
Pretre : State Papon, vol. xt, p. 1*4.

2. 0/ things:

(a) Gen. : To correspond, to agree ; now fol-

lowed by with, formerly also by to.

" Thy actions to thy words accord.'*
Milton : Paradise Regained, bk. Ill

" The lore of fame with this can ill accord"
Byron : Sours of Idleness.

"The development of successive parts in the indi-
vidual generally seem to represent and accord with
the development of successive beings in the same Hue
of descent. —Darwin : Descent of Man, vol. L, pt i.,

ch. vL, p. 309.

(6) Music : To chord with, to make melody
or harmony with, especially the latter.

Literally and figuratively

:

"The according music of a welVmixt state."
Pope, (OgUvie.)

ao-cord', s. [Fr. accord; Ital. accordo.) [Ac-
" cord, v.]

L The state of being In agreement with.

1. Reconciliation of hearts which or persons
who before were alienated.

" So Pallas spoke ; the mandate from above
The king obeyed. The virgin seed of Jove,
In Mentor's form confirmed the full accord.
And willing nations knew their lawful lord."

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey xxiv. 6S0.

2. Agreement between independent minds,
harmonious feeling or action, concurrence in

sentiment or in action prompted by one com-
mon impulse. In this case it is not implied
that there was previous alienation.

** And when the day of Pentecost was fully come,
they were all with one accord in one place."—A cts it l.

3. Of things

:

(a) Gen. : Agreement, fitness, just corre-

spondence of things one to the other.

"Beauty is nothing more but a Just accord and
mutual harmony of the members, animated by a
healthful constitution."—Dryden : Preface, Trans, of
Dufresnoy, "Art of Painting."

(&) Poet. : Accordance.
"... In accord

With their belief.

"

Wordsworth .- Excur., hk. lit

(c) Permission, leave. {Webster.)

(d) Music : Concord, concert, harmony of
musical sounds.

" Now In music it Is one of the ordinariest flowers to
fall from a discord, or hard tune, upon a sweet accord.

"

—Lord Bacon : Interpr. of Nature, ch. vtlt

(«) Painting : The harmony prevailing among
the lights and shades of a picture.

*
(f) Oratory : Action in speaking corre-

sponding with the words. (Minsheu!)

IX The act of agreeing ; consent, assent
"... you must buy that peace

With full accord to all our lust demands."
Bhakesp. : Henry V., v. 1

ITT. That which produces, or is fitted to
produce, an agreement, or itself agrees with
anything.

Spec. (Law): Satisfaction tendered to an
injured party for the wrong done. If he
accept it, an action for the wrong is barred.

The process is called accord and satisfaction.

There are cases in which an action is barred if

sufficient redress be offered, even though the
tender made may have been rejected.

Scots Law (plural). Accords of taw : Things
agreeable to law. (Suppl. Jamieson's Scott.

Did.)

H The phrase "of his own accord," or "of
her own accord," means that he or she has
acted spontaneously, without a command or
even a suggestion from others.

"... but being more forward, of Ms own accord
he went unto you."—a Cor. viit 17.

" Of its own accord " means spontaneously,
by the operation of natural law.

" That which groweth of its own accord of thy
harvest thou •halt not reap . . . ."— Lev. xxv. s.

* ao-cord -a-ble, a. [From accord, v.]

1. Lit. : Able to be accorded, " easy to be
agreed." (Minsheu.)

2. Fig. : Consonant with, agreeable to, in
accordance with.

" It is not discardable
Unto my words, but accordabte."

Oower: Confessio Amantit, bk. T.

ao-«ord'-ance, * ac-cord'-an-cf, 5. [From

accord, v.] Agreement, harmony, or con-
formity with.

"And what had been done that was not In strict
accordance with the law of Parliament? "—Macaulay :

Mitt. Eng., ch. it.

" This mention of alms and offerings certainly
brings the narrative In the Acts nearer to an aotor-
dancy with the epistle."—Foley : Horn Paulina, ch.

* ao-cord -and, pr. par. [Accobd.] Agreeing.
" For the reaoun of his saule was ay accordand with

the Godhed for to dye"—MS, Colt. Eton., 10, t SO.

ac-cord-ant, n. [Accord, v.] Making
melody or harmony with.

Used (1) of musical instruments or the
voice.

*'. . . the accordant strings of Michael's melodioui
fiddle.

"

Longfellow; Eoanytline.
" And now his voice, accordant to the string.
Prepares our monarch's victories to aiiif."

(ioldsmUh: An Oratorio, It

(2) Fig. : Of the feelings, of hearts, or gene-
rally of anything in consonance or agreement
with something else. Formerly followed by
to, now by with.

** Hlr dyete was accordant to hir cote."
Chaucer : C. T.. 16,30.

" Subjects that excite
Feelings with those accordant.'

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vt
"Strictly accordant with true morality."

—

Darwin;
Descent of Man, vol. t, pt. t, ch. ill.

" The doctrine which furnishes accordant solutions
on the various lending questions of polity."—Mar,
tineau : Comte't Philosophy, bk. v i., ch. 1., p. 6.

accord -ant ly, adv. [Accordant.] In ac-

cordance with, agreeably to or with. (Dwight.)

ac-cord-a-tu-ra, s. [Ital.] A particular
method of tuning 'a stringed instrument.

* ac-eord'-aunt, a. [Accordant.] In ac-
cord or agreement.

" Accordaunt to his wordes was his cheer*"*
Chaucer: C. T„ 10.417.

*ac-cor'de, s. [Accord.]
"Sche fel of hisaorord>

To take him for hir husbonde and hir lorde."
Chaucer; C. T., 11,068,

* ao-oor'de, v.t. <fc i. [Accord, v.]

" l counaeile yow that ye accordo with youre adveo
aaries."—Chaucer ; Tale qf Melibeeut.

accord' cd, pa. par. [Accord, v.)

t ac - cord'- or, s. [Accord, v.] One who
assents to or bestows anything.

"An accorder with or an assenter unto another ; an
assistant, helper, favourer."—Cotgraee.

ao-cord- nig, pr. par., a., & adv. [Ao-
cord, v.]

1. As pr. par. ; In the senses corresponding
to those of the verb.

2. As adj. ; Sounding in unison or in har-

mony.
"^ccordrna chorus rose."

Scott : Marmion, it IL

3. As adverb:

(1) According as (followed by a nominative
and a verb) : Just, precisely, the same, agree-

ably.

"I have done according as thou badeat ma."

—

Qen.
xxrit i».

(2) According to:

(a) Of persons : Agreeably to words or writ-

ings by [a person].

"According to him. every person was to be boufbt."
—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. a

* The gospel according to St Matthew."*—New Test.

(&) Of things : In harmony with, conform-

ably with, in relation to, arranged under.

"According to this definition, we should regard all

labour as productive which is employed la creating

Srmanent utilities."-^/. 8, Mill; PoUt, Econ., vot t,

. t, ch. lit, S a, p. UL
" God forbid that thy servants should do according

to this thing."—Qen. xllv. 7.

" ... let him and his neighbour next unto his

house take it according to the number of the souls

;

every man according to his eating shall make your
count for the lamb."—Exod. xlt 4.

"... and he measured the south gate according

to these measure*."—Ereh. xl. 28.

"... Christ died for our sins according to ths
scriptures."—1 Cor. iv. &
"Annates was first used as a general term for history

written according to years, ima lastly for any history.

—Lewis : Credibility qf Early Jtoman Hist., ch. m.

% There are other minute shades of meaning
besides these.

ac-oord'-Ing-ly% adv. [Accordinq. ] Con-
* formably with something which has before

been stated ; in consequence.

"Which trust aeeorrfi"n(7fff, kind cltisans."

Shakesp. : King John, it 1.

" The ranks were accordingly composed of persons

superior in station and education to the multitude, —
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. t

accord -I-in, s, A well-known keyed In-

strument with metallic reeds. The sounds

are produced by the vibration of the several

metallic tongues, which are of different sizes,

air being meanwhilo supplied by the move-
ment of the opposite sides of the instrument^

so as to constitute a bellows. The accordion

was introduced into England from Germany
about A.D. 1828. Improvements have been

made on it in the flutina, the organ-accordion*

and the concertina. [Flutina, Organ-accor-
dion, Concertina.]

"Wind Instruments : organ, siren, piper, ophicleidSi

accordion, seraphina, Sc."—Roget; Thesaurus. 9 «7.

hS%X boyr; pout, j6*rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bonch; go, tern; thin, this; sin, as; expect* Xonophon, exist, -tag.

HSia = sha : -clan = alian. -tion, -sion - shiu* ; -gion, -Jion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -cuma = shiia. -ble, -die, &c = Del, del*
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accordlon-stand. A stand for an ac-
cordion. One of an ingenious character has
been invented by Faulkner.

* accord -fng. (According.]
" I*7M °° t** ***' il P««wd thurgh hi. throte.
From word to word according with the note."

Chaucer ; Prioresses Tate, 14.WM.

* ac-cor -por-ata, v.t [Lat. accorporo = to
incorporate : ad = to ; corporo = to faahion
Into a body : corpus = a body.] To incorpo-
rate. [Incortorate.] (Milton.)

* ac-cor -por-a-t«5d, pa, jwr. &a [Accor-
FORATE.]

' accor -por-i-tlng, pr. par.
RATE.] ,

[Accorpo-

* ac-cort', a [In Pr, accortis = civil, cour-
teous.] Heedful, wary, prudent (Minsheu.)

accost ,
* ac-coite, ac coa st, v.t. k i.

Ft. accoster m to joiu side by aide : ad = to,
and cote (formerly coste = side ; also cote = rib,
hill, coast) ; Sp. acostar ; Ital. accostarc, from
Lat. costam a rib, a side. ] [Coast.]

A. Transitive:

L Of countries or places : To reach, to be
conterminous with.

" Lapland hath since been often surrounded (so
much m aceoMti the m) by the English."—Fuller;
Worthies; Derbyshire.

2. Of persons: To stand side by side, or to
be side by side.

(a) Generally

:

" Wrestlers do accost one Another by Joining fide br
•Me."-.Yew Eng. Diet. <l«»l).

*—«* /

(6) Heraldry. (See the past participle.)

3. To approach, to draw near to. (Minsheu.)
" I would not accost yon infant

With ruder greeting than * father's kiss."
Byron : Cain, Ui 1.

4. To try one, to attempt to take liberties
with. (Kennet.) (See Halliwell, Diet.)

5. To appropriate. (Cockeram.)

6. To address before being addressed, to
speak to first This is now by far the most
common meaning of the word.

**.
. . impatient to accost

The stranger." Wordsworth: The Brothers.

B* Intransitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To He alongside.
" All the shores which to the sex accost."

Spenser: F. Q^ V. xl. J.

2. Falconry : To approach the ground, to
fly low.

" Whether high lowering or acceasttng low."
Spenser: /•.«, VL It St.

ac-edst, *. [Accost, v.] Address, manner,
greeting.

"I remember her accost to me BS well u if It were
yesterday."—Ramsay : Scot. Lift and Character, p. «o.

ac co» -tabic, a. [Accost, v.\

* 1. Courteous, ready to accost (N. E. D.\
"The French ere a free, debonair* acconabts

people. —Bowetl; Letters, t ft.

8. That may be accosted or approached,
accessible.

''Oh]
I

soldiers . . . seem to he more aecostabl* than
old sailors."-Bawthome ; Up the Thames, p. xSS.

ac cost - ed, # ac-coait ed, pa, par. [Ac-
cost.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; (See the verb)*

t Her. : A term applied (i.) to a charge
supported on both sides by other charges, as
s pale accosted by six mullets

; (ii.) to two
animals proceeding side by side. (Gloss, of
Heraldry.) [Cottised.]

acedst Ing, •ac-cdaat-ina;, pr. par.
[Accost.]

ac coat mint, *. [Accost, v.) The action
of accosting ; aalutation, greeting. (JV. E. D.)

ac-couche , v.t. [Fr.] To act as an ac-
©oucheur.

accouchement (pron. a kuah' man or
a-kU5h minti, *. [Fr. from accoucher =
to deliver, to bring forth.J Confinement,
lying-in, delivery.

. "J*** approaching accouchement."—Agnes Strict.
land : Queens of Eng. ; Benristta Maria.

accoucheur (pron. » kuah ur), $. [Ft.]

1. A doctor who assists women at childbirth.

"Thus in England the medical profession la divided
Sato physicians surgeons^ apothecaries, accoucheur*.
©enlists, aunsts. deattsta*—Jfc> ft. C. Lewis : InJtuence
Sf Authority in Matters of Opinion^

^^ '**uence

2. Fig. (satirical): One who assists in bring-
ing a friend's manuscript into the world of
letters.

be delivered of rhyme, but do not know how to bring
forth."—Byron; English Bards * Scotch Reviewer*.
(hote.)

accoucheuse (pron. a ku sh6 oe), i. (Fr.;
the fem. form of Accoucheur.) a midwife.

* ac-coun -sayl, v. To counsel with.
" And called him without* fail.

And said he wold him accounsayl."
Richard Camr de Lion. 3,140.

ac-c6*u nt, *ac cdm pt. s. [O. Fr. acompter,
aconter, from Lat. ac = ad, and computo = to
count.] [Compute.]

L The act or operation of computing by
means of numbers ; of counting numbers
themselves ; or of making verbal, written, oi
priuted statements in explanation of conduct,
or for historic or other ends.

1. Of numerical computations

:

"... the courts of equity have acquired a con-
current Jurisdiction with every other court in all
matters of account.'—Blackstone . Comment., bk. lii.,
cb. xxviL

2. Of explanation, defence,
conduct:

or apology for

" Cut off even in the blossoms of my sin

;

No reckoning made, but sent to my account
With all my imperfections on my head."

Shakesp. ; Hamlet, i. S.

3. Of narration, especially of an historic kind.
(See No. 1IL 4.)

JX The state of being counted, computed,
or given forth orally, in writing, or printed.

1. Lit. : The state of being counted or com-
puted.

".
. . an host of fighting men that went out to

war by bands, according to the number of their
account. . . ."—x Chron. xxvL U.

". . . the money of 9Vtry one that peseeth the
account, the money that every man Is set at"—
S Kings x ii. 4.

2. Figuratively:

(a) The state of being estimated ; estima-
tion, honourable estimate, regard, considera-
tion, importance.

" Lord, what is man, that thou takeet knowledge ofhim ! or the son of man, that thou makest account of
h i rn '."—Ft. cxliv. a
"The state had been of no account in Europe."—

Macauiag : Mist. Mng. t ch. x.

ahi
(6) The state of being considered profit
>le, profit, advantage. Used specially in th«

phrases "to turn to account " = to produce
advantage ; and " to find one's account in

"

= to make worth one's while.
". . . such a solid and substantial virtue as will

ffi TTL sS *"*' <Ur*
~~Ad4imm: ***

"I cannot yet comprehend how those persons find
their account in any of the three. "Swift;

".
. . . the molecular motion produced In the

act of uniou may be turned to mechanical account "—
Tyndall Frae. %f Science, Srd ed., iv. a
•ff To lay one's account with : To assure one-

self of, to make up one's mind to. (Scotch.)

'1} eo«n»eI rou to lay your account with suffering."—Walker. Psden, p. w%
On one's own account : On one's own behalf,

for one's own profit or advantage, for one's
own sake.

. thoee members trafficked, each on his own
—Macaula* ; Hist, Mng., ch. ixiii.

3. The state of being accounted for. In the
phrase " on account of" = accounted for by

;

by reason of, because of, in consequence of.

".
. . on account of the sternness and harshness

of his nature. —Macautay ; Mist. Mng., ch. U.

HX The thing or things computed, given
forth, or told ; the statement made, the record
privately kept or more or less openly pub-
lished.

1. Banking, Commerce, Law, and Ordinary
Language: A registry of pecuniary transac-
tions

; such a record as is kept by merchants
by housewives, and by all prudent people,
with the view of day by day ascertaining their
fl nan rial position.

" It would be endlees to point out all the several
avenues in human affairs and in this commercial ace

I„,h teW^^SS M*QMsttSt; Com-
ntent., bk. lit, ch. uni.

f Spec. : A bill or paper sent in by trades-
Seople to those who do not pay for goods on
elivery. In it is entered the name of the

debtor, each item of his debt, and the sum
of the whole.

"If he hath wronged thee, or oweth thee ought, put

Ui«°n
n
w~h'!.^T

u
1f-

l JVl h»*« »*ltten It withmine own hand. I will repay it."—Philemon la, ia

To open an account is = to commence pecu-
niary transactions with, so that one's name is
entered for the first time in the books of the
banker or merchant.

An open account, or an account current, is

commercially one in which the balance has
not been struck ; in banking it is one which
may be added to or drawn upon at any time,
aa opposed to a deposit account where notice
is required for withdrawals. To keep an open
account is to keep an account of the kind now
stated running on, instead of closing it. A
stated account is one which all parties have,
either expressly or by implication, admitted
to be correct. A settled account is one which
has actually been discharged. Payment on
account = in partial payment of a debt.

2. Old Law : A writ or action brought
against a man whose office or business places
him under the obligation to render an account
to another, and who has failed to furnish it

;

as a bailiff neglecting to give one to his master,
or a guardian to his ward. The action, of
course was most frequently brought when
there was reason to believe that the money
unaccounted for had been embezzled.

3. A verbal or written explanation, excuse
or defence given by a defendant arraigned
before a tribunal, or a servant summoned
before a master to answer.

"Give an account of thy stewardship. "—Luke xvt 1.
**.

. . they shall give account thereof in the day
of Judgment —Matt, xil M.
"A member could no longer be called to account for

his harangues or his votea."—Macaulau : lliu. £ng
,chap xv. **

If In the last example account may be a sub-
stantive or a verb. It is probably the former.

4. A verbal, written, or printed recital of
incidents, an historic narrative.

% In this sense it is often plural.

"If. therefore, we require that a historical account
should rest on the testimony of known aud assignable
wituesses. whose credibility can be scrutinized and
Judged . . . ."—Lewis ; Early Roman Hist., ch. vii., | 7.

" The chroniclers have given us many accounts at
the masks and plays which were acted in the court"—
Froude: Hist. Eng., ch. L

[Fr. compter.

1

ac-ootl nt, r .t. ki
" X Transitive:

* 1. To count, to number, to reckon.
•' Long worke it were
Here to account the endleese progeny
Of ail the weeds that bud and blossome there.

Spenser: F. Q., IIL vL SO,

2. To place to one's account, to count, to
impute, to assign.

" Even as Abraham believed God, and it was ac-
counted [marg., imputed] to him for righteuusuesa"—
Gal. lii. «.

3. To assign, to nominate, to appoint
"

. . . they which are accounted to rule over the
Gentiles exercise lordship over them."—Mark x_ 41

". . . and it was, in truth, the only project that
was oceoutKed to his own service."—Clarendon.

4. To count, to regard as, to deem, consider,
judge, adjudge.
" Yon think him humble—God account him proud."

Cowper; Truth.
" Thou ! whose captain I account myself
Look on my forces with a gracious eye."

Shakespeare ; King Richard III., t. t

XL Intransitive:

* To count, to reckon.

—Bid:
IF To account for: (1) To render an account

of.
" At once accounting for his deep arrears.

"

Dryden : Jusenals Satires, xilL

(2) To afford an explanation of, to tell the
cause of,

*'.
. . we And evidences of a small change, which

theory accounts for. —Herschel; Astronomy, 5th ed..

".
. . a feature in the vegetation of this island

(the northern island of New Zealand) may iierhaps be
aoeownferf for by the land having been aboriginally
covered with forest-trees."—Darwin: Voyage round
the World, ch. xvilL, p. m.
* To account of (compound trans, verb) : To

value, to prize, to estimate highly.
"... none were of silver; it was not any thing

accounted of In the days of Solomon."— a Chron.
ix. 30.

account-book, 5. A book in which ac-
counts are kept. (Swift.)

ac-cotlnt-a-Ml -I-ty\ *. [Accocntablx.]
Liability to be called on to give an account of
money, of the discharge of a special trust, or
of conduct generally ; responsibility.

ac-co~unt -a-ble, a. [Eng. account, and suff.

•able. In Ft. comptable.] Liable to be called
on to render an account of money, of goods,
of the discharge of a special trust, or of con-
duct generally ; responsible.

ttU, »t, fare, amidst, wkat. AU. ath.r; we. wet. here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, .ire, sir. marfae; go. pot.
SS> wore, won work, who, .on

; mnU. oab. our* nnlte. our. rtU. roll ; try. SfrUn^ m. £ =T7y =1
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1. Ofmoney:

taw : An accountable receipt is a written

acknowledgment that a certain amount of

money or certain specified goods have actually

been received by the particular person. The
forgery of such a receipt is felony.

2. Of other matters than money.
"The House of Omnium* is now supreme in the

State, but is accountable to the nation. —Macauiay :

But. Eng., ch. iv.

". . . he would have known that he should be

held accountable for all the misery which a national

bankruptcy or a French invasion might produce."—
Macauiay: Hitt. Eng., ch. xxiv.

U It is followed by to placed before the

person, body, or Being to whom or which
account is to be rendered, and for placed

before the trust for which one is responsible.

(See the examples above.)

ac-count -a-ble-ness, s. [Accountable.]
" The state o\ being accountable ; liability to be
called on to render an account, whether of

money, of the discharge of a trust, or of con-

duct generally.

"The possession of this active power Is essential to

what is termed moral agency or accountableneu."—
Jtauc Taylor; Element* of Thought, 8th ed., p. 23.

ac~count a bly, adv.

an accountable manner.
[Accountable,] In

account -ant, s. [Account.] A person

skilled in 'figures, whose occupation is the

keeping of accounts.

1. Literally:

•ff The Accountant-General : An officer of

the Court of Chancery who, till recently, had
charge of the suitor's money ; now, the custody

of this has been transferred to the Chancellor

of the Exchequer's Department

The Accountant in Bankruptcy : An officer

who has charge of the funds belonging to

bankrupts' estates. By the Bankruptcy Act
of 1861 the office is to be abolished on the

occurrence of the first vacancy, and the duties

are to be transferred to the Chief Registrar.

8. Figuratively:
" A strict accountant of his beads."

Byron: Ode to Napoleon.

* ac-c<$unt'-ant, a. Accountable, responsible

for, chargeable with.
"... though, peradventure,

I stand accountant for a* great a *' "

Shaketp. Othello, ii. L

The office or workac-count ant ship,
of an accountant.

ac-coalnt'-ed, pa. par. [Account, p.]

account -Ing, pr. par. [Account, v.]

I. Used as a participle

:

"Accounting that God was able to raise him up,

even from the dead."—Ueb. xL 1ft.

% As a substantive: An adjusting of ac-

counts.
•' Which without frequent accounting* he will hardly

be able to prevent"—South : Sermon*.

Accounting for {used substantively) ; Ex-
planation of.

"... and leave to matuxer age the accounting
~ -Ooldimtth: The Bee, No. VL, "On

* ac-COU'-ple, v. t. [Fr. accoupler : Lat. ad =
to ; and Eng. couple. ] To couple to, to couple

together. [Couple.]
**.

. . the application which he accoupteth It

withal.™—Bacon; Advanc, of Learning, bk. ii.

» ao-cott'-pled, pa. par. k a. [Accouple.]

ac-cou -ple-ment, «. [Accouple. ]

1 A 2. The act of coupling together, or the

state of being coupled together.

". . . the son born of such an acoouplement."—
Trial of Men't Witt, p. til

8, The thing which couples or Is coupled.

Carpentry : (1) A tie or brace. (2) Work
when framed.

[Accouple.]

To en-

courage.

mmo-aawrttt v.U "Court.] To entertain cour-

teously.

•'[They] all this while were at their wanton rest,

Aceourting each her friend with lavish fest"
Spenaer : F. Q., II. ii. 1*.

• ac-conrt'-ing, pr. par. [Accourt.]

• ac-coup -ling, pr. par.

*s>c-oour'-s>|[Ot **• [Accoraoe.]

accoutre (ak-ku-ter), v.t. [Pr. accoutrer;

O. Fr. accoustrer, fr. O. Fr. cousteur, coustre,

coutre; Ger. kuster = a sacristan; fr. Low
Latin custriz — a female sacristan ; custos

sacrarii, or custos ecclesiie = church keeper.]

(Wedgwood.)
* L To perform the office of a sacristan to

a priest, to invest him with the garments
in which he is to conduct public worship.

(Wedgwood.)

IX To invest one with the garments or

habiliments suitable to any other occupation.

% It is followed by with or in of the habili-

ments.

L (Spec.): To dress in military vestments,

superadding offensive and perhaps defensive

arms.
" Bat first, said they, let us go again Into the

armoury. So they did ; and when he came there, they
harnessed him from head to foot with what was of

proof .... He being, therefore, thus accoutred . . .
."

—Banyan : Pilgrim t Progreu, Part L
* 2. To rig out and otherwise equip a ship.

"The same wind that carries a ship well•ball atted.

if til-rigged or accoutred. It drowns it"— South :

Sermon*, vili. 133. I

3. To dub a knight.

"One was accoutred when the cry began.
Knight of the Silver Moon, Sir Marmadan . . •

His vow was (and he well performed his vow).
Armed at all points, with terror on his brow,
To judge the land, to purge atrocious" crimes."

Cowper : Anti-TheTyphthora.

4. (Sarcastically) : To clothe in vestments
the reverse of splendid ; to bedizen in bur-

lesque or mumming attire.

" For this Id rags accoutred are they seen."
Dryden.

•fl
Occurs most frequently in the pa. par.

accoutred (ak-ku'-terd), pa. par. & adj.

[Accoutre.]

accoutrements, aocoutermenta (ak-

ku' -ter~ments), a. pi. [Fr. accoutrement.}

Dress and equipments of any kind, but spe-

cially those of a soldier. [Accoutre.]

1. Gen. : The equipments of any one.
" The pilgrim set forth with the simple accoutre-

numtt which announced his design : the staff; the

wallet, and the scallop-shelL"—Milman : Bitt. of Lat.

Chrittianity, bk. vii., eh. 6.

2. Spec : The military equipments of a

soldier.
" Hardly one of them troubled himself about the

comforts, the accoutrement*, or the drilling of those

over whom he was placed." -Macauiay : BUS. Eng.,

oh. xiv.

accoutring (ak-ku'-tring), pr. par. (Ac-

coutre.]

*ao-c6*V-ard, v.t. [Coward.] To make
one a coward.

" I thought that al the wordea in the world shude
nat have accowarded tht."—Pal*gra*e, to. 137.

* ac-co*^, v.t. [0. Fr. accoiser « to appease.]

To render coy or shy.

Specially

:

1. To appease, to soothe, to caress, to make
love to.
" 01 faire Pssana I received was
And oft embrast, as if that I were hee.

And with kind words accoyd, vowinggreat love to me.
Spenter: F. Q., IV. ix. 59.

2. To daunt.
" Thou foolish swain, that thus art overJoyM,
How soon may here thy courage be accoy d I

Peel* : Kglogue Gratulatorie (IMS).

* ac-co*^ d, pa. par. [Accoy.]

*sMS-00*^le,v.i. [Accoil.] To gather together,

to assemble, to stand around.

* ac-co*y^nt, v.t. To acquaint
" The people having so graciouse a prince and

souverayne lords as the hinges highness is, with
whom, by the continuance of his regne over them
thies twenty-eight yeres, they ought to be so well

accoynted,"—State Paper*, L 4T&.

* ao-co^nt-od, pa. par. [Accoynt.]

* ac-cra'se, v.t. [Fr. icrastr = to crush.]

[Crush.] To crush, to destroy.
" Fynding my youth myipent, my fubatanoe ym-

payred, my credyth accratea, my talent hydden, my
follyes laughed att, my rewyne unpytted, and my
trewth unemployed."—Queen'* progreue*, i. SL

* ac-cre'aae, v. t. [Lat. accresco = to continue

growing, to increase : ad = to; cresco = to

grow.] To increase. (Florio.)

ac-cred'-Jt, v.t. [Ft. accriditer = to bring

into credit, to give authority to ; Lat. accredo

= to yield one's belief to another : ad = to ;

credo = to entrust, to believe.] [Credit.]

1. To invest one with that authority which
will render statements made by him credible)

and weighty.
To accredit an ambassador is to give him

such credentials as will constitute him the
official representative of the country which
sent him forth, and empower him to speak in

its name.
" David Beton, the nephew of the Archbishop of 8t

Andrew's, was accredited to tfce Court of France."—
Froude: Bi*t. Eng., ch. xviii.

2. To credit or believe a statement

e particular hypothesis which is most accredited
time."- J. & MUl: '

at the tfiue."- J. S. iiill : Logic, vol. il„ ch. *r..p. 107.

"The version of early Roman history which was
accredited in the fifth century. '—LeuH* ; Early Roman
Bitt., ch. iii.

•ac-cred-s-ta'-tioiv, s. [Accredit.] Ths
giving one a title to credit.

" Having received my instructions and 1

letters of

accrcditatton,"—Memoir* of BUhop Cumberland.Hn.

ac-cred -I-ted, pa. par. & a. [Accredit.]
" Views which may seem new, but which have long

been maintained by accredited authors."—Milman:
Bitt. of Jew* (3rd ed.}, Pret

ac-crfid'-I-tlng, pr. par. [Accredit.]

*ac-cr6'sce, v.t". [Lat. accresco = to grow

on, to continue to increase.] To continue in-

creasing.

"Their power 'accreiceth to these present-"—Law*,
Church of Scotland (1830), p. 176.

ac-cres cence, s. [Lat. accrescens, pr. par.

of accresco.] Continued growth.

ac-cres -cent, a. [Lat. accrescens, pr, par. of

accresco.]

1 1. Gen. : Continuing to increase.
" New appearances of accrescent variety and alter**

tlon."—Shuckford : Creation * Fall of Man, p. »0.

2. Bot. : Continuing to grow after flowering,

as the calyx of Melanorrhcea.

ac-cres'-cl-men-to, s. [Ital., from accrescert

= to increase.]

Music : The addition to a note of half its

length in time, which is indicated by placing

after it a small dot.

ac-crete^o. [Lat. accretus, pa. par. of accresco.]

Bot . : Fastened to another body and growing
with it. (De Candolle.)

ac-cre'-tion, s. [Lat. accrctio = an incre-

ment, from accretus, pa. par. of arcresco : ad -
to, and cresco = to grow. ]

1. The act or process of causing anything to

in crease by making an addition to its substance.

1 By mechanical action. (For example- sett

No. II.)

2. By the growth of a living body.

Specially

:

(a) Med. ; By the growth of an animal body.
" Infants support abstinence worse from the quan-

tity of aliment consumed in accretion,"—A rbuthno*:
Aliment*.

(b) Bot. : The growth of one portion of a
plant to another. (Loudon : Cyclop. o/Planta,

Gloss.)

3. By the natural laws regulating the

action of the human mind. Spec, of the

growth of a myth by the addition of much
fable around a grain of truth.

" Upon this narrow basis a detailed narrative has

been built which was doubtless formed by a series of.

successive accretion*.''--Lewi* ; Early Roman zflsC,

ch. X.

4. By the action of human law.

English Law: The union or accession of

a thing vague or vacant to another already

occupied or disposed of. Thus, if a legacy be

given to two persons conjointly, and one of

the two dies, his share passes over to his col-

league by accretion. The most common use

of the term is with respect to land imper-

ceptibly deposited from a river or the ocean.

If this Is inconsiderable, it may be taken

possession of by the neighbouring proprietor

;

but if it Is great, it belongs to the Crown. (See

Will, Wharton's Law Lexicon.)

H, The state of having additions made to it

by the process now described.

"Secondly, plants do nourish, inanimate bodies do

not • they have an accretion, but no alimentation. —
Bacon : Bat. But., oh. vil., I «0i

UL That which is added by the above-

described process.

"Assuming, however, that we are to strip °***U*J*
subordinate parts of hi. n^«T»"*J»{^KSTft3S

retain only a nucleus of the leading acut

: Early Roman Bitt., ch. xiL

VSa, b^; p^t, J<flrt; oat, cell, cfcoru*, ohln. benon; go. gem: thin, fids; sla, a?; expect, Xenophon, exUt. ph-t

-dan =- shan. -tlon, sion =. shun ; ~
?ton, -tlon = ruin, -ttous, -slou», -clous = »hu». -Me, -die, &c. = bel, del. -pie-pei.
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* ftc-cre'-tlre, a. [L*t aeentvs, pa. par. of

uocrtsou.] [Aocuacx.] Increasing by means
of mechanical additions to the substance, as

In certain circumstances is the case with

minerals, or in some similar way. (See the

significations under Accretion.)
". . . the aecretir* motions of plants and animahi "

—Qlanvill: ScepeU Scienti/lca.

' M-orim'-I-nate, v.t. [Lat ad = to ;
crimi-

nor = to accuse ; fr. crimen = an accusation.]

To accuse of a crime. (Wood.)
" Bishop Williams, being accriminated in the Star*

chamber lor corrupting of witnesses, and being cou-

wfcted on full proof . . . ."—Wood: PueH Oxon,,

L »L {Latham.)

* ac-ciim-i-na'-tion, *. [Accriminate.]

An accusation.
" If this acerimination be levelled against me, let

me know my fault while I am here to make my
defence."—Life of Henrietta Maria (A.D. UtftL

ac-cripe, s. [Deriv. uncertain.] A herb (?).

" Some be browne and some be white,
And soiue be tender ac accriv*."

Retiq. Antia., I US.

^c-<»r6'a9h,*s>o-or6'-9li6,f.i. [Fr. aocrochtr

— to hook on, to hang up, from crocJis, croc •
a hook.] [Crook.]
* L To hook, to draw with a hook.

"And ore whan it to towe approeheth.

To hym anon the strength accrocheth

Till with hit hete it be devoured.

The towe ne may not be succoured.
(/over : Confeetio A mantii, V.

" Be never aceroeKtd treasour
Towarde hjTuselfe nere nor ferre.

Boch'it, bk. v.. e. K.

J. Old Law : To encroach. Used specially

of subjects directly or indirectly assuming the

royal prerogative.

"Thus the accroaching, or attempting to exercise

royal power (a very uncertain charge) was in the 21

Kdw nl held to be treason in a knight of Hertford-

shire, who forcibly assaulted and detained one of the

king*! subject* till he paid him *»."—MMM l

Comment., bk. !.. ch. vi.

ac*-crdacll'-In.g.pr. par.,a., &i. [Accroach.]

%c-crdaclx'-me)nt, s. [Accroach. ]

Old Law : Encroachment on the royal autho-

rity ; attempts, direct or indirect, to exercise

the royal prerogative.

* ao-cro'che, v. i. [Accroach.]

ao-cro che, a. [Fr.]

Her. ; Hooked into.

ac-crrie, v.i. [O. Fr. accreu, pa. par. of

accroistre, from Lat accresco = to continue

growing : ad — to, and ortxo m to increase.]

LU. : To grow to, to increase ; hence,

Comm. * Ord\ Lang. : To arise, to come to,

to fall to, to be added to.

" To artry labour Its reward act-rues.

"

Thornton : Castle of Indolence, 11

" The anatomical results accruing from this inquiry."

—Todd m Bowman : Physiol Anal.

__'•. *• [From the verb.] That which
added to the property of any one.

ao-crti ed, a. [From the verb.]

Her. : Having represented on it a full-grown

tree.

ftC-cxu -i&Si pr. par At a. [Accrue, v.i.)

Law. Accruing cost* : Expenses incurred

after a verdict has been pronounced.

's>c-cru-r2ilint, s. [From accrue, v.t.] In-

crease, addition, augmentation.

That toy Is charitable which overflows our neigh-

bour's fields when ourselves are unconcerned In the
personal accrumtnu."—Taylor : Groat Bxemplar. 48.

•ac-cfib. f. The footmark of an animal.

(HaUiwdL)

* ac-cu-bi'-tiOTi, * [Lat accubUio ~ a lying

or reclining at table ; accubitum (sup. of

accumbo) = to be near: ad « to, near; cubo.)

The custom, borrowed by the Romans from
the East, of reclining at meals. [Cube. ]

" It will appear that accusation, or lying down at
meals, was a gesture used by very many nations."—

r Vulgar Brrourt.

M-cn'-bl-tiaS, s. [Latsc a reclining at table.]

Arch. : A room attached to a large church,

in which the clergyman occasionally reposed.

• ac-cftmb', v.i. [Lat. accumbo r ad, and cubo.]

[AccuBATioir.] To recline at table as the

ancient Greeks, Romans, Ac. , used to do.

• ao-^r&m'-b?n-oy\ a [Acctjkb.] The state

of being aceumbent ; the state of reclining at

the supper-table, as some ancient nations did.

" No gesture befitting familiar accvmbontg.'

—

Sobinson; Mudoma (MM), p. 142.

ac-ciiin'-bflnt, a. & s. [Lat accumbens, pr.

par. of accumbo ; fr. ad & cuoo.]

L As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Reclining like the ancients

at the supper-table.

The Roman recumbent, or. more properly, aceum-
bent posture in eating was introduced after the first

Punlcwar."—Arbuthnot: Table* of Ancient Weights

and Measure*.

2. Bot. : Prostrate, supine. When the edges

of the cotyledons in a brassicaceous or other

plant are presented to the radicle, they are

said to be aceumbent; but when folded with

acctjmbent cotyledon, whole and in section.

their backs upon the radicle, they are termed

incumbent.

IX As substantive: One who reclines in

ancient fashion at a dinner-table, or, more

loosely, who sits at the table in the ordinary

way.
*' What a penance must be done by every aceumbent

in sitting at the passing through all these dishes 1
•—

Bp. Ball: Occasional Meditation*.

* ac'-cu-mle, *• [Acoomik.]

ac-cum -til-ate, v.t. & I. [In Fr. accumuier

;

ItaL accumulare ; fr. lat accumido, supine ac-

cumulatum = to add to a heap, to heap np :

ad = to | cumulo = to heap up ; cuwubm s= a

heap.]

L Transitive:

X. LU. : To heap up, as, for instance, stones

upon a cairn ; mechanically to pile one thing

above another.
"... considerable tracts of alluvium, which were

gradually accumulated by the overflow of former
years. —a*eU: PrUtdp. qf Geology, ch. xv.

2. Fig. : To bring together, to amass with-

out its being implied that each new addition

is mechanically heaped upon the mass of its

predecessors.
" In the seventeenth century, a statesman who was

at the bead of affairs might eaaily, and without giving

scandal, accumulate In no long time an estate amply
sufficient to eupport a dukedom."—Macaulag : Mitt.

Eng, ch. Ill

*T Sometimes, though really transitive, it

has an intransitive appearance, the accusative

being implied instead of expressed.

"... the average strength of the desire to aoew-
mutate is short of that which, under circumstances of

any tolerable security, reason and sober calculation

would approve.*'—/. A Mill j Polit. Moon., bk. t, eh. xL

XX Intransitive .' To grow np into a great

mass or number (literally or figuratively).

"... In such water tt is obviously impossible

that strata of any great thickness can accumulate "—

Darwin: Togago round the World, ch. xri.

"As their observations accumulate and as their expe>
rlenoe extends.'—Buckle I Hie*. CiHUtatien in 1

Col-• ao-cum -til-ate, a. [See the verb.]

Jected into a mass or quantity ; now generally

written Accuxclated.
Greatness of relief accumulate in one place doth

gather invite a (surcharge of poor."—Bacon; Sutton'i
Ketate.

ac cum'-fil-a-ted, pa. par. & a. [Accumu-
late, v.)

" With accumulated usury."—Macaulag : Biet. *v-
Cb-xii.

ac-cum ul-a-tiAg, pr. par. A a. [Accumu-
late, v.]

" There are many circumstances which, in England^
give a peculiar force to the accumulating propensity.

—J. B. Mill: Polit, Boon., bk. L, eh. xl, # 4.

ac-cum-tU-a -tion, «. [Lat accunulatio.]
" [Accumulate.]

A* Ordinary language .*

L The act of accumulating, heaping np, or

amassing

1. Lit. : The act of heaping np, as stones on
a cairn, snow on a wreath, or sediment on a
previously formed geological stratum.

"... the earliest exterior rugosities of the earth

would ... be placed beyond the influence of sedi-

mentary acovmulotion.'—Murchieon ; Silurui, ch. i.

2. Fig. : The act or process of amassing
anything, as, for Instance, houses, land, ships,

renown, Ac. These are not literally piled one

above another of the same kind in heaps, but

may still be viewed as if they were a single

aggregate, heap, or mass.
" One of my place in Syria, his lieutenant,

For quick accumulation of renown.'
Bhakeep. : Antong and Cleopatra, 111 L

TT, The state of being or having been ac-

cumulated, heaped up, or amassed.
•*, . . very long after their accumulation as marine

mud."—Murchuon : Siluria. ch. ti.

LTX That of which the accumulation is

made or takes place.

"... partly an accumulation of snow, increased
by lateral glaciers. "—Booker : Bimalagan Journal*,
ch. XXli.

B. Technically :

1. Ditch. Accumulation of Power Is the
motion which exists in some machines after

Intervals of time during which the velocity of

the moving body has been continually in-

creased.

2. Med. : The concurrent effect of medicines

of which the first dose seems powerless, but
of which some dose or other in the series

operates not simply with the intensity which
might have been expected from its own mag-
nitude, but also with that of all those which
have preceded it

3. Law:
(i.) Accumulation of Heal or Persnnal

Estate. One is not allowed to make a will

possessing legal effect which will postpone
the use of his wealth till, by means of com-
pound interest accumulating during a long

series of years, it has mounted up to a very

large sum.

(ii.) Accumulation of Titles. A claimant of

any property or privilege may possess a con-

currence of several titles in support of his

claim, and may urge them collectively instead

of resting his case on a single one.

4. PolU. Boon. : The adding of one sum
saved to another with the view of producing
capital

6. In Universities: The taking of several

degrees together, and with fewer exercises

than if there had been a considerable interval

between the examinations for successive

honours.

ac-eum'-ul-a-tlve, a. [Accumulate, v.]

Accumulating, amassing, relating to accu-

mulation, having a tendency to accumulate.
" The activity of thought and vivacity of the accw

mutative memory . . . ."—Coleridge : Table Talk.

" When a variation Is of the slightest use to a being,

we cannot tell how much of it to attribute to the
accumulative action of natural selection."—Darwin;
Orig. of Specie*, ch. v., p. 1SS.

Law:
An Accumulative Judgment is one In which

two punishments are prescribed to a criminal

for two distinct breaches of the law, the

second penalty to commence when the first

expires.
Accumulative Treason Is the addition to each

other of several acts which, though singly

falling short of treason, yet collectively

amount to that serious crime.

An Accumulative Legacy is the term used

when more legacies than one are given by suc-

cessive wills emanating from the same testator,

or by successive codicils to the same will

adv. (Accumula-
nanner ; in

Menu heaps, or In what may be figuratively

considered as heaps.

Heart Is put here accuenutatiwelg, as that whose

cleanness must be added to the purity of conversation

to compleat it "—A Uettrt ; Bernum*. il. SO.

ac-cum -til-a-tor, *.' [Fr. accumutateur.]

One who or that which accumulates.

M
, broils and quarrels, the great accumulator!

and' multipliers of injuries."—Dr. B. More .
Decag of

Christian Fietg.

ac -cu-ra-$t» *• [In It*L accuratezta, fr. Lat

oorurorio ; fr. accuro m to bestow care upon :

ad sa to ; euro = to take care of ; euro k« care.]

1. Exactness, freedom from mistakes, this

exemption arising from the care with which

every step in a process has been carried out

;

conformity to truth, even in minute particu-

lars.
** directing its beak with the greatest accuracy.'*

—WhoweU; Biet. of Scientific Idea*, bk. Ix.. ch. v. SS

**.
, . two works of undoubted accuraeg."—Davwm:

Detcent of Man, ch. i.

2. Precision of fit
" The efficiency of the instrument will also depend

upon the accuracy with which the piston fits the

bottom and aides of the barreL"—Lantner .
Bnew

matics. ch. V.

p*.

* *oHmm'-fil-»-ti(T*-iy
t
—

tive.] In an accumulative

Ote, t&t, fere, amidst, what, fall, fatter; we, w5t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, nil*, sir, marine; go,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, aon ; mate, cuh, cure, unite, cur, rule, fuU ; try, Syrian. a>, ce = e. ey = a. -don - shun.
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ac -curate, a. [Lat. aceuratus, pa. pur. of

accuro =s to take pains with : ac = ad = to,

and euro = care.] [Accuracy.]

1. Exact, without error or defect, free from
mistakes.

" For his knowledge, though not always accurate,

whoI iuimeuae extent- "—Macaui-xy . Hit. Eng.. ch.vii.

2. Determinate, exactly fixed.

"Those conceive the celestial bodies have more
accurate Influences upon theee things below thau
Indeed they have but In grow."—Bacon.

ac-cu-rate-ly, adv. [Accurate.]

1. In an accurate manner ; exactly, pre-

cisely, without mistake.
" The stipulations of the treaty of Dover were

accurately known to very few."—JfooouJajf ; Hut.
Eng., ch. d.

2. Closely ; so as to fit exactly.

ac-cu-rate-ness, *. [Accurate.] Accuracy,
exactness, precision, nicety.

" Suspecting that in making this observation I bad not
determined the diameter of the sphere wltb sufficient
accurattnmt, I repeated the experiment. '—tfewtott.

ac -curse, a curs o, v. [Pref ac = ad =
to, and curse.]

X Old Test. : Properly the rendering of the
Heb. verb mn (chharam) = to devote to God,
without permission that the person or thing
thus devoted should afterwards be redeemed
with money ; hence, to devote to utter destruc-
tion.

"And the city shall he accursed, even it, and all that
are therein, to the Lord : only Kanab the harlot shall
live .... And they utterly destroyed all that
was in the city, both man and woman, young and
old, and ox, and sheep, and ass, with the edge of the
•word."—Jotk. ri. IT, 81.

2. New Test. : To separate from the church,
or to exclude from eternal salvation. It is

doubtful In some cages which of the two is

meant.
" If any man preach any other gospel unto you than

that ye have received, lat him be accuried."—Bat. i. 9.

" For I could wish that myself were accursed from
Christ for my brethren, my kinsmen according to the
flesh."—Aom, ix. ft,

3. Eccles, Lang. : To excommunicate.
" And Hildebrand accuried and cast down from his

throne Henry TV."—Sir W. Raleigh; Euayt.

i. Ordinary Language

:

(a) To curse, to imprecate evil upon a
person because of regarding him with ex-
cessive hatred.

" For aye accursed* in minstrel line
Is ha who brawls 'mid song and wine."

Scott : Lord of the Isle*, canto 11. IS.

(6) To separate from the society of men.
" No one Is so accursed by fate,

No one so utterly desolate,
But some hearts though unknown.
Responds unto his own."

Longfellow: Xndymion.

(e) (Used of things): To curse, to execrate, to
jegard with excessive hatred.

Which is llf that oure Lord
In all* lawes acurteth."

Picrt Plate., p. 87k.

"Had Lara from that night, to him accurtt."
Byron : Lara, canto 11. 9.

ac-ciirsed, accurst, pa. par. & adj.
(Accurst,.]

". . . the aecwried thing."—Joeh. xxii. SO.

"... the Phenicean accuried rites."— Jeremy
Taylor : The Decalogue.
" Where the veil'd demon held his feast accurst."

Moore i Lalla Rookh.

ac-cur sing, pr. par., a., & s. [Accurse.]

As substantive : Used in senses correspond-
ing to those of the verb.

Spec. : Excommunication.
"Anathematization, excommunication, and occur*-

ing are synonymous."

—

Compend. Law* Church ef
Scotland (1830), p. xxxv.

ao-curst', pa. par. & adj. [Accursed.]

ac-cu-sa-ble,a. [Lat. accusabilis.} [Accuse.]

That may be accused, liable to be charged
with a crime or fault.

" Nature's improvision were Justly aceusoole if

. . .
."—Browne ; Vulgar Errour*.

ac-cu sal, s. [Accuse.]
"Adah. Cain 1 clear thee from this horrible acousal."

Byron : Cain, ill. L

ac-cu -sant, «. [Lat. accusant, pr. par. of

accuso.] One who accuses.
"... the accutant must hold him to the proof of

the charge."—Bp. Ball; Remain*, Life, p. Ml.

ac-cu sa-tlon, s. [In Tr. -accusation; ItaL

accusanone, fr. Lat accusatio. ] [Accuse, v. t. ]

1, The act of charging one with a crime, or
with a lighter delinquency.

"
. . . if I have taken anything from any man by

false accusation, I restore him fourfold. "—Luke xix. 6.

2. The state of being accused.
" What can secure him at last against false accusa-

tion;"—Adventurer, No. OS.

3. That of which one is accused ; the charge
itself.

" Pilate then went out unto them, and said. What
accusation bring ye against this man I — John
xviiL ».

ac-cu -aa-tlve, a. [In Ger. accusativ ; Fr.

accusatif; Itat. accusativo, fr. Lat accusal ivus,

s. = the accusative case.]

L As adjective

:

X Pertaining to accusation, prone to bring
forward charges against persons or institu-

tions.
" This hath been a verr accu*atit?e age, yet have I

not heard any eupermtition (much less idolatry)
charged upon the several bishops of London, Win-
cheater, Cheater, . . . *c."—Sir E. Bering : Speech's*.

p. ill

2. The case denned under No. IX, or per-

taining to it

"Relation of the Nominative and Accusative Caw."—Schmitt; Lat. Oram., xlil.

"The German languages have, so early U the
Gothic even, lost the acciuative mark in substantives
entirely. ~—Hopp .- Compar. Oram., L 185.

IX As substantive : The name given by the
Latins to the fourth of the six cases used in
the declension of nouns. It in many respects
agrees with the objective case in English,
which, in consequence, is often called the
accusative.

ac-cu -aa-tive-ly\ adv. [Accusative. ]

X In an accusative manner ; so as to In-

volve an accusation.

2. With relation to the accusative case.

ac-cu-aa-tor -i-al, a [Accusatory.] Accu-

satory (q.v.X

ac-cu-sia-tbr'-i-al-l&adt'. [Accusatorial.]

By way of accusation.

ac-cu'-aa-tor-;y\ a. [In Fr. accusatoire.]

[Accuse. ] Containing or involving an accusa-
tion.

"... their accueatory strain."

—

Towmend : Lite*
of Twelve Eminent Judge* ; Lord Eldon.

ao-cuse, t.f. [In Fr. accuser; ItaL accusart,

from Lat accuso = (1) to call to account, (2)
to arraign : ad = to ; cansor as to conduct a
law-suit ; causa = a cause, also a suit at law. ]

[Cause.]

X Law : To bring a civil or criminal charge
against one with the view of obtaining redress
from the criminal, his punishment, or both
together, from a judicial tribunal.

"And when he [Paul] was called forth. Tertullus
began to accute him. saying, . , . We nave found
this man a pestilent fellow.

—

Act* ixvi. % ft.

2. Ordinary Life

:

(a) To complain against, to find fault with.
"... having faithful children not accused of

riot or unruly."

—

Titu* i. C.

**
. . . their thoughts the meanwhile accruing at

else excusing one another."—Rom. ii. 15.

* (b) To discover or betray the existence or
action of any person or thing.

" The entrees of the yerde accuteth
To him that in the watir mnseth."

Rom. of the Rote, 1,691.

* ac-cu ae, «. [From the verb.] An accusa-
tion.

" By false accute doth level at my Hie."
Shaketp. .- Henry VI., Part II., Ui. L

ac-cu sjed, pa. par. k a. [Accuse, v.]

* ac-cusc'-m@nt, 5. [Accuse.] Accusation
"... and sometimes at the only promotion and

accutement of their summonere and apparitors."

—

Petition of the Common* to the King, Nov. 3. lfttt.

ac-cu-ser, *. [Accuse, v.t] One who ac-
cuses ; one who brings a charge against
another person, or, more loosely, against a
class, an institution, Ac.

ac-cu -sing, pr. par. & a. [Accuse, v.t]
"As school-boys, finding their mistake too late,

Draw a wet sponge across the accusing slate."
Longfellow : Tate* of a Wayside Inn.

ac-cua'-t6m,t.f. & i. [O. Fr. acostomer, from
Low Lat. accostumo, from Lat ad, and consue-
tudinem, accus. of consuetudo = custom ; ItaL
accostomare.] [Custom.J

A, Transitive:

X To create a custom or habit by practising
the same act a number of times ; to habituate,
to inure.

- Men were accuttomed to redress their wrongs. t*J
the strong hand."—Macauiay ; Rut. Eng., ch. i.

* 2. To frequent.

"A well-aocusfomsd house."—Mad, Centleere; Mettf
Stroke, i. 1.

B, Intransitive

:

X Gen. : To be habituated, to be used or
wont to anything.

" Which most living things accustom.'—Careee.

* 2. Spec. : To cohabit
"We with the best men accuttom openly.*—Milton:

BUt. Eng„ lit

' ac-ciis -torn, s. [Accustom, v.] Custom,
life."—Milton : Jetny

' ac-cus t£m-a-ble, o. [Accustom, v.] Oi
long custom ; very habitual.

"By accuMtomable residence In one climate.' —iSftr

M. Bale : Origination of Mankind.

ac-ciis -tdm-a-bl^, adv. [Accustomabix]
According to custom.

"Touching the kings fines accutomably paid."—
Bacon; Alienation*.

•ac-cus'-tdm-anoc, s. [Accustom, v.] Cus-
tom, practice.

"Through accusfomanos and negligence, and perhaps
some other causes, we neither feel it in our own bodies,

nor take notice of it In others."—Boyle.

# «w-cu»'-t£m-*>r-I-l& adr. [Aocubtomaby.I
According to custom.

"The peculiar emineocy which you aceuafow*aru>
marshal nefore logick."—Cleaweland.

•ac-cui'-tima ry, a. [Accustom.] Cus-
tomary, usual. [Customary.]

" The ordinary and accutomary swearing then Is
use among the Jews."—Fealty : Dipper Dipt, p. 160.

ac-ciis -tcmed, pa. par. & a. [Accustom, v.L]

X As pa. par. : As in the verb.

2. As adj. : UsuaL
" I roved o'er many a hill and many a dale
With my accustomed load."

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. L
8. Frequented.

ac ciis -tdmed-ruSsa, s. [Accustomed.] The
state of being habituated to ; familiarity.

" A ccustomrdnest to tin hardens the heart."*—MM -

Sermon*, p. 230.

ao ciis -tftm-ing, pr- Par- [Accustom, v.]

ace, *. [Fr. as « an ace of cards, dice, Ac ;

Ital. asso, from Lat as — (1) a unit, (2) a pound
weight, *c]
X A unit ; a single point on cards or dice

;

a card with but one mark upon it [Ambsace,]

An A ce of Hearts steps forth : The King unseen
Lurk'd In her hand, and mourn'd his captive Queen."

Pope : Rape of the Lock, canto Lit. 95, 06.

2. A very small amount, or a very small
quantity ; an atom.

"He will not bate an ace of absolute certainty.'*

—

Dr. B. More : Government of the Tongue.

ace-point. The side of a die possessing
but one point

ac-e-con-it -ic &c'-Id, *. (C6H60fl.)

Chem. : A tribasic acid produced, along with
citracetic acid, by heating ethylic bromacetats
with sodium. It is isomeric with aconitic

acid. (Watts : Suppl.)

A-cel'Hla-ma, i. [Syro-Chal Chhaqual =
field of ; dema, in Heb. rji (dam) = blood.]

X As a proper name : A field purchased by
the Jewish chief priests and elders with the
thirty pieces of silver returned by Judas. It
was used as a place of interment for strangers.

The traditionary site is on a small plateau
half way up the southern slope of the Valley
of Hinnom, near the junction of the latter

with the Valley of Jehoshaphat (See Matt
xxvii. S—10 ; Acts 1. 18, 19.)

2. As a common noun : A field of blood.
Spec, a field of battle just after a sanguinary
contest has terminated.

* a-cele, v .t. [Old form of Seal.] To seal

'{Robt. of Gloucester.)

* a-celed, pa. par. [Acele.]

ace naph thene, ^-et-j-lo naph

-

tua-lene, *. [Naphthalene.]

*a-cent'e, s. [Assent, 5.] (Robt. of Glow.,

p. 96.)

* a-cen -ten, * a-cen -tyn, v.t. [assent, v.)

(Prompt. Parv.)

boil, boy; pout. J6%1; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin,

-cia = aha ; -clan = shan. -tlon, -alon - shun ; -jion, -(Ion - zhun. -tioua, -sioua,

aa ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -In*.

-^lous = ahoa. -ble. -die, &c— beX deX
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n-cen'-tric, a. [Gr. i., priv. ; xlrrpov (kentron)
= a sharp point, the centre of a circle ; aarrtfa*

(kented) act to prick, to goad.] Destitute of a
centre.

* sV-Cen-tyn, V. i. [ACENTEM. ]

-aceous. An adjectival suffix. [Lai -actus,

as tesUtceus = of brick, shelly ; fr. testa = a
brick, a tile, a shell.} Having, characterised
by ; as testaceous m having a testa, or shell.

»-ceph a la, a-ceph -al-ans, s. pL [Gr.

•W^aXot (akephalos) = headless : i, priv.
;

*t<f>a\if Qccphale) = the head.] The fourth
class of Cuvier's great division or sub-kingdom
oLtfie Animal Creation called MoIIusca. He
Included under it two orders—the Testacea,

or Acephalans, with shells, generally bivalve

;

and the Nuda, or Naked Acephalans, without
shells. The class was a natural one, but the
name was objectionable, inasmuch as the
molluscs of the class Brachiopoda are also
without apparent heads. Hence new names
have been round for the Acephala—viz., Con-
chifera and Lamellibranchia (q.v.).

a-ceph-al an, s. [Acephala.]

1. Gen. : An animal without a head.

3. Spec. : A mollusc belonging to Cuvier's
class Acephala (q.v.). Often used in the pi.,

Acephalans.

sft-ceph'-al-i, *. pi [Lat Aoephali ; Gr.

*A**>a\o< (akephaloi) = headless : a, priv. ;

«$>a\i7 (kephale) — the head.]

I. Lit. : Without a head, or reported to be
without one.

1. Phys. : Infants born without heads.

2. Ancient Geog. : Certain nations in Africa,
India, &c, fabulously alleged to be without
heads.

II. Fig. : Headless in the sense of having
no chief

J. Civil Hist : Certain levellers in the reign
of Henry I. of England, who acknowledged
no head or emperor.

2. Church History

:

(a) The name applied to those who, on
occasion of a dispute which arose in the
Council of Ephesus, A.D. 431, refused to
follow either John of Antioch or Cyril of
Alexandria.

(o) The name applied, in the fifth and sixth
centuries, to a large section of the followers
of the Monophysite, Peter Hongus, who cast
him off as their leader because of his accept-
ing a peaceful formula called the Henoticon.
They soon afterwards split into three parties,

the Anthropomorphites, the Barsannphites,
and the Essianists, who again gave origin to
other sects.

(c) Bishops exempt from the jurisdiction
and discipline of a patriarch.

* a-ceph -al-Ist, «. [Acephala.] One who
does not acknowledge a head or superior.

"These acephaUstt, who will endure do bead bat
that upon their own shoulders."—4taudm : MeeUtim
Anglicanm Sutpiria.

* a-ceph -alite, a, [Acephala.]

Law: One who held nothing in fee from
king, bishop, baron, or other feudal lord.

avceph -al-o-cyst, s. [Gr. axe^aXot (akeph-

alos) = headless ; tixrtt*. (kustis) = bladder.
]

A sub-globular or oval vesicle filled with
fluid, which sometimes grows up within the
human frame. It varies from the size of a
pea to that of a child's head. Acephalocysts
nave recently been found to consist of the
cysts or larval forms of the cestoid Entozoa.
Livois, Dr. Budd, and other observers, have
discovered in them animalcules of the genus
Echinococcus. [Echinococcus, Hydatid.]

a-ceph al-oiis, a. [Acephala.] Without
a head.

1. Zool : Pertaining to any headless animal
[Acephala.]

" The acephalous mollusc* are all aquatic."—Owen :

Invert. Animals, Led. XX.

% Botany. Acephalous ovary : One with
the style springing from its base instead of
its apex.

a-ceph -al us, s. [Acephala.]

1, Among the Greeks and Roman* : A hexa-
meter line beginning with a short syllable.

*2. An obsolete name for the tcenia, or
tapeworm, founded on the wholly erroneous
belief that it is destitute of a head.

3. Med. : A foetus born (if born it can be
called) headless.

a'-cer, a [In Ital. and Port, acero, from Lat
acer = the maple-tree ; acer, adj. = pointed,
sharp, piercing ; obs. root ac = sharp. This
occurs in Lat. acuo, acies, &c. ; in the Fr.

aigre; and in Eng. acute, eager, Ac.] [Maple.]
The typical genus of the Aceraceae, or Maples
(q.v.). One species is indigenous in Britain—
the A. campestre, or common maple ; another,
the A. pseudo-platanus, the greater maple,

LEAVES, BLOSSOM, AND SEED-VESSEL OF MAPLE
(ACER PSEUDO-PLATAN VS).

sycamore, or plane-tree, is thoroughly natu-
ralised. [Sycamore.] It is wild in Germany,
Switzerland, Austria, Italy, &c A. saccha-
rinitm, is the sugar-maple of North America.
[Sugar-maple.] A. striatum, also from the
New World, has a black-and-white striped
bark, and furnishes a white wood much used
for inlaying in cabinet-work. The bark of
A. rubrum, the red or Bwamp-maple of
Pennsylvania, dyes dark blue, and is used
for making a good black ink.

a -cer-a (1> [Acerace*. ]

a -cer-a (2), a pi [Gr. oxtparot (akeratos)=
without horns : a, priv. ; Kepac {keras) = a
horn.]

Zoology:

1. A genus of Mollusc*, of the family
BuLUda?. Seven species are known.

2. Insects "without antenna;," or, more
accurately, the antennas of which are minute.
Some apterous insects, and the Hippoboscidae
among the Diptera, have this character.

a-cer a-ce-ae (Lindley, &e), a-cer-
In'-$-» (De Candolle), a -cer-a (Jussieu).

[Lat acer = maple. ] A natural order of
polypetalous, exogenous plants, consisting
of trees with simple leaves ; flowers with
eight stamens ; a samaroid, two-celled fruit

;

and the inflorescence in axillary corymbs
or racemes. In 1845 Llndley estimated the
known species at sixty. They are spread over
the temperate parts of the northern hemi-
sphere,

a -cer an, s. [Acera (2>] An Insect with

minute antennae.

a -c£r-aa, x. [Gr. A, priv. ; ««>ac (keras) — a
horn. So called from its being without a
spur on the labellum.] Man-Orchis, a genus
of plants belonging to the order Orchidacese,
or Orchids, ^eertw" anthrophora, the green
man-orchis, is wild in parts of England; A.
hircina, the lizard-orchis, is from Continental
Europe.

*ac-erb, $. [Lat acerbus * (1) unripe, (2)

bitter, aour; Fr. acerbe; Ital. acerbo.] Pos-
sessing sourness. (Applied to unripe fruits,
Ac.) (Quincy.)

* ac -er bate, v.t. [Lat. acerbatus, pa. par. of
acerbo.] To make sour or sharpen. [Acerb.]

"
' Tii this,' tald he. ' that acerbate* my woe.'

*

bili.ngtly : Brackp-Marttrrotogia (l'«7J. p. U.

* swC'^r-ha-tfid, pa. par. & a. [Acerbate.]

*ac -er-ba-tlng, pr. par. (Acerbate.]

* a cer -bl-tude, t. [Lat. acerbitudo.] Sour-
ness, acerbity.

a-cer'-M-ty^ s. [Lat. acerbitas m (1, lit.) sour-
ness, as of unripe fruit ; (2, Jig.) raoroseuess

;

Ital acerbita.]

I. Lit. : Sourness, with roughness, or astrin-
gency, as of unripe fruit

IX Figuratively:

1. Sourness of temper, morosenesa.
" True it 1b that the talents for criticism—naroehjt

smartness, quick censure, vivacity of remark, indeed
all but acerbity—-seem rather the gift of youth than at
old age."— t'vpe.

2. Sharpness of pain, torture, bitterness of
Suffering.

We may easily imagine what acerbity of pain must
be endured by our Lord, on his tender limbs being
stretched forth, racked, and tortured, and continuing
a good time in such a posture."—Barrow on the Creed,
Sermon 36.

a-cer -de»e, *- [Etym. doubtful.] A mineral
called also Mangasite (q.v.).

a cer-Ic, a. [Acer.] Pertaining to the maple-
tree.

a cer -1-des, *. [Gr. o, priv. ; rnmot (kiros)^
wax. Plasters made without wax.

a cer-i-na, s. [Mod. Lat, from Gr. itepos
(akeros) — without horns.] A genus of fishes
belonging to the family Percidae, or Perches.
A. vulgaris, the ruff or pope, is found in" some
of the English rivers.

a cer In -e se, s. [Acerace*.]

a-cer-os'6, «. [Lat acer = sharp. ]

Bot. (spec of leaves): Needle-shaped, ia,
narrow, linear, rigid, and tapering to a fin*

ACEROSE LEAF (iMNI/s).

point Examples, those of the Pinus sylvt9-
tris, Juniperus communis, Ac

* &9 -er-6te, *. Brown bread. (Minsheu.)

t a-^tSr-d-Uier'-i-ftiii, s. [Gr. <i) aKtpot
(akeros)= hornless [Acera); (2)

anpiov(therion)
aa wild animal.]

Palceont. : A lapsed genus of Tengulates,
now merged in Rhinoceros. It was created
for the hornless forms of which Rkinocerot
incisivus is the type.

a -cer-oiia, a. [Gr. a, priv. ; k*>uc (Jtera*) = a
horn.]
Zool : Without horns or antennae. With

reference to this form of structure, insect*
are divided into dicerous = such as have two
antennae ; and acerous, or such as have none.
[Acera (2>]

* a cer «e c6m Ick, «. [Gr. aKepeetSum
(akersekomis), fr. a, priv. = not ; «fpff», JEolic
s. Ep. 1st fut of ftcipu (keiro) m to cut the
hair short; <c6^n (kome) = hair. ] A person
whose hair has never been cut. (Cockeram.)

*acer tain, v. [Original form of Ascertain.]
To make certain ; to give certain information
about

" For now I am acertained throughly
Of everything I desired to know."

Todd : Gower i Chaucer.

*a cer tained, pa. par. [Acertain.]

* a-cer'-val, a. [Lat. aoervus =s a heap.] Per-

taining to a heap.

* a-ceV-vate, v.t. [Lat. acervatum, sup. of
acervo m to heap up.] To heap up, to amass.

a-cer -vate, a. [Acervate, v.t.]

Nat. Science : Heaped up ; also growing in
heaps or clusters.

* ac'-er-va-t«5d, pa. par. & a. [Acervate, u.t]

* ac er-va ting, pr. par. [Acervate, u,t]

# ao-er-va'~tioii, v. [Lat. acervatio.] The
act of heaping up.

* a-cer'-vom, o. [Lat aoervus = a heap.] Full
of heaps.

s>-^er'-vti-ltta, s. [Dimin. of Lat. aoervus m
a heap ; (ftf.) a little heap.] The name given
by Sdmmering to a mass of sabulous matter.

fit*, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, pot
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fall ; try, Syrian. ®, ee = e ; ey = a.
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composed of phosphate and carbonate of lime,

situated in a cavity towards the base of the

pineal body in the brain. It is found in the

human species after seven years of age, but

not in the inferior animals. (See Todd &
Bowman, Phys. Anat., vol. L, ch. x., p. 278.)

%-ces -991196, a-$e» -cen-$J, s. (Latace*

eens, pr. par. of acaco — to turn sour ; aceo =
to be sour. From obsolete root ac m sharp,

or sour, with the suff. -escence or -escency.) The
state of turning or being sour.

•J Substances which contain sugar tend to

undergo, first, an alcoholic, ana then an
acetous fermentation. While the latter pro-

cess is being effected, the substance exhibits

scescency, that is, it becomes increasingly

sour.
"... the inttk having an aceeemcy Terr prejudicial

to the constitution of the recipient."—Jonet: Lift of

Bithop Some, p. S&O.

»-9e« cent, 0. * ». [In Pr. acescent; Lat

acesccn3. The suff. -accnt = Lat crescent =
Eng. increasing.]

A, As adjective I

*1. Ord. Lang. : Becoming increasingly soar.

8ometimes used loosely for slightly sour.

2. Bot. : Sour, tart, acid. (Loudon ; Cyclop.

Of Plants, Glass.)

* B. As suhst. : That which tends to sour-

ness or acidity.

". . . qualified with a sufficient quantity of acetcent*.

bread, sugar, and fermented liquor*. "—Arbuthnot.

• a-je se, v.t. <b i. [Cease.]

L 2r»n»£Mw: To cause to cease, to satisfy.

" Al wo and werres he echal acete.

And act al reams in rest and peae."

.V*. Douce. 302, t 39. {EaUUeell.)

2. Jnfransi<ii* : To cease.

49-et-&b u-ltyr, «. [Acetabulum.] Pertain-

ing to the acetabulum.
•• Of the borders, one is external or acetabular ; as

it ends below, at the margin of the acetabulum. —
Flower: Otteology of the Mammalia, p. MS.

it- 6t ftb -u-ll-form, a. [Lat acetabulum

(q. v. ), andforma — form. ] Concave, depressed,

round, with a border a little turned outwards.

Example, the fructification of some lichens.

(Linduy.)

fcc-eVab'-u-liina, ». [Lat = (1) a vessel for

holding vinegar; (2) the socket of the hip-

bone ; (3) the suckers of polypi ; (4) the calyx

of flowers. From acetum (q.v.).]

L Anatomy

:

1. A cavity in any bone designed to receive

the protuberant head of another one, so as

to constitute the kind of articulation called

etuirthrosis. Spec., the socket of the hip-joint

in man.
". . . the acetabulum, an articular depression."

—Todd A Bowman: PkyiioL Anat.. i. 106.

2. A glandular substance found In the pla-

centa of some animals.

3. The fleshy suckers with which the Cepha-
lopoda and Bome other Invertebrata are pro-

vided.

H Zoology : A genus of polypes.

HX Botany:

1. A species of lichen.

2. A cotyledon.

3. The receptacle of certain fungals.

a-cdt'-al, s. [Eng. acet(ic) and alcohol).']

CaHjOiiCaH^O. A compound of aldehyde with

ethyl oxide ; it is isomeric with diethylio

ethenate. It is one of the products of the

slow oxidation of alcohol. Acetal is a colour-

less liquid boiling at 140". Oxidizing agents
convert it into acetic acid. It was first formed
by Dobereiner, who called it oxygenated ether.

a-9et'-a-mide, s. [Eng. acetate and amide.]

j,(C!,H30} [amide.] Formed by heating

ammonium acetate ; also by the action of

ammonia on ethyl acetate. Acetamide is a
white crystallic solid, melting at 78°, and boil-

ing at 222°. Heated with acids or alkalies, it is

converted into acetic acid and ammonia. Dis-

tilled with phosphoric oxide, it is decomposed
into water and acetonitrile or methyl-cyanide.

icctam ido ben zoic, a. [Aceto &
amido-benzoic (q.v.).]

Acetamido-benzoic acid : A monobasic acid

existing in the form of white microscopic
crystals. Formula,
"CoHoNOj+OHi, = CaH4Oa + C7H7NOa.

4.0-et-ar -I-OUS, a. [Lat acetaria, 8. pi., or

pL of adj., with olera (= vegetables) implied,

vegetables prepared with vinegar; a salad]

Prepared with vinegar, or suitable for being

so.

Acetarious plants : Plants suitable for being

made into salad with vinegar.

* ac'-et-arre, s. [Acetarious.] A salad of

small herbs. (Cocterom, 1659.)

a9'-et-ar-jf, «. [Acetarious.] The term ap-

plied by Grew to the inner or pulpy part of

certain fruits. It is sometimes called also the

inner parenchyma. In the pear it is globular,

and surrounds the core. The name acetary is

derived from the sourness of its taste.

&9-et-ate, s. [In Ger. acetal; Ft. acetate;

Lat acetas.] [Acetic Acid.]

*9 -et one, J. [Acetum.] The same as ethy-

lene and oleflant gas.

•a9-«th,'*9-ethe,j [Aseth.]

ao etiam (pron. ac e'-shi-am). [Lat. =
and also.]

Law : A clause devised by the officers of the

King's Bench for extending the jurisdiction

of the Court over causes with which otherwise

It could not have meddled. If a person charged

with breach of contract or debt, an offence be-

?ond the jurisdiction of the Court, was arrested

or trespass which the judges could try, they
took up the case of trespass, and coupling the

other offence with it by the magic words ac

etiam (and also), gave a verdict on both.

& 9«5t ic, or a-eot'-Io, a. [In Fr. acitique, fr.

Lat. acetum= vinegar.] Pertaining to vinegar,

akin to vinegar, sour.

acetic add, s. The acid which imparts
sourness to vinegar, vinegar being simply
acetic acid diluted, tinged with colour, and
slightly mingled with other impurities The
formula of acetic acid is -

CeH^OH), or HO
H
Co}- or

C^°}o
= methyl-formic acid. It is formed by the

acetous fermentation of alcohol. [Fermen-
tation.] Acetic acid is a monatomic mono-
basic acid. Its salts are called acetates. A
molecule of acetic acid can also unite with
normal acetates like water of crystallisation.

Its principal salts are those of potassium,

sodium, and ammonium, a solution *>f which
is called Spiritus Mindereri. The acetates of

barium and calcium are very soluble. Alumi-
num acetate is used in dyeing. Lead acetate

is called sugar of lead from its sweet taste. It

dissolves in H parts of cold water ; it also

dissolves oxide of lead, forming a basic acetate

of lead. Basic cupric acetate is called ver-

digris. Acetic acid below 15
-5° forms colour-

less transparent crystals (glacial acetic acid),

which melt into a thin colourless pungent,
strongly acid liquid, soluble in alcohol, ether,

and water. It ooils at 118°. Its vapour is

inflammable.
Pyroligneous acid is impure acetic acid,

formed by the destructive distillation at red

heat of dry hard wood, as oak and beech.

acetic ethers [example, ethyl acetate,

C
cfH°}o]

are formed by replacing the typical H in acetic

acid by a radical of an alcohol, as ethyl, &c.

Ethyl acetate is a fragrant liquid, ap. gr. 0'890,

boils at 74° ; methyl acetate boils at 56°.

acetic oxide = acetic anhydride, also

called anhydrous acetic acid. It is formed
by the action of acetyl chloride on sodium
acetate. It is a heavy oil which is gradually

converted by water into acetic acid. The
formula of acetic oxide is

C2H30)
CoH3Oi

u-

a-xSt-i-fI-ca'-tion, » [Lat. acetum = vine-

gar ; facio = to make.] The process of

making into vinegar, or of rendering bout.

a-$St'-i-f!j>, or S-oet'-I-flr, v.t. [Lat. acetum;

facio.] To convert into vinegar, to render sour.

" . . . the brandy is acetified without the addition
of a ferment"—Todd i Bowman: PhyrioL Anat., li.

427.

&-9et-aIss'-»st-«5rt 8. [AcETOMETER.]

H-tfit-ira'-it-Tf, s. [In Ger. acetimetrie; Lat
acetum = vinegar ; Gr. /i.rpo. (mefron) = a
measure.] The act or method of ascertaining

the strength of vinegar.

a-oet-in, ». [Eng. acetic); -in.] Acetic gly-

cerine. Compound ethers are formed by re-

placing the 1, 2, or 8 H atoms in the hydxoxyl,

when glycerine is heated in a sealed tube with

monatomic organic acids. Theseglycericethers

are called glycerides, and are oily liquids. By
the action of acetic acid are obtained—

(OH
Mono-acetin, C«H5'"-J OH

COCjHjX)
(OH

Diacetin, CSH5
'"< OC2H3

(.OCaHjO
(OCoHjO

Triacetin, C3H5
'"^ OC2HsO
(.OCsHjO

a cet dm et er, a 9<;t Im 6t-er, ». [In

Ger. acetimeter ; Lat. acetum = vinegar ; Gr.

jucrpov (mefron) = a measure.] A hydrometer
graduated for determining the strength of

commercial acetic acid according to its density.

(Watts: Chem.)

4-9<5t 6 ne, s. [Eng. acetic ; suff. -one.]

Chem. : A compound having the formal*

also called metnyl-acetyl, or dimethyl-ketone.

It is prepared by replacing the CI in acetyl

chloride by methyl CHS, also by the dry dis-

tillation of calcium acetate ; by the oxidation

of isopropyl alcohol ; by passing the vapour
of acetic acid through a red-hot tube. It is

a colourless, limpid liquid, with a peculiar

odpur. It is very inflammable, and bums
with a bright flame ; sp. gr. 0'792.

ie-cet-8n'-Io, a. (Eng. acetonle); suff. -it]

[Acetone.] Pertaining to Acetone.

acetonic acid, s.

Chem.: A compound formed by treating

acetone with hydrocyanic acid, water and
hydrochloric acid. C4H8Os. Isomeric with

oxybutyric acid.

4-cet-d-nine, s. [Eng. acetonle) ; suff. -int.)

Chem.: NofCsHsV'. A basic compound
obtained by heating acetone with ammonia to

100° 0.

i»-cSt-OIe'-It-riae,«. [Eng.a«Io(ne)andni<ri!e.)

Chem. : (C2H3N, or CH3CN = methyl cyan-

ide or ethenyl-nitrile.) An oily liquid, which

boils at 77° C. Prepared by distilling a mix-

ture of potassium cyanide and the potas-

sium salt of methyl sulphuric acid, or by the

dehydrating action of phosphoric oxide on

ammonium acetate. Isomeric with methyl

isocyanide.

a-9et-6ph'-e-n6ne, ». [Eng. acetoine, and

phenone.]

Chem. : Methyl-phenyl ketone,

CsH^CO" | OjJk
Prepared by distilliug a mixture of calcium
acetate and benzoate. It boils at 198°, and
is converted by nitric acid into two isomeric

nitracetophenones, C8H7(N02)0, one crystal-

line, the other syrupy. The syrupy modifi-

cation made into a paste with fifty parts of

a mixture of one pint soda-lime and nine

girts zinc dust is converted into indigo blue,

16HioN.P3 -l-2H,0-rOo.

6. 9et 6 Ba-119-^-lol, J. [Eng. acelo(ne) and
salicylol.]

Chem. : C8H4(CoH30)0-COH. Formed by
the action of acetic oxide on sodium-salicylol

;

it has the same composition as couinaric acid,

C9H8 3. It melts at 37' and boils at 253°. It)

is an aldehyde. (Fomnes' Chem., 10th ed.,

p. 821.)

• &-eet-dse', a. [Acetum.] Sour, acid.

* tt-cet-ds'-i-tjf, «. [Acetum.] Sourness,

&9 -et-oiis, or a-cet'-ous, a. [Acetum.]

• 1. Gen. : Containing vinegar, sour.

" Raisins . . . being distilled in a retort, did not

afford any vinous, but rather an acetous spirit."—BoyU.

2. Bot. : Producing acidity or sourness.

(loudon: Cyclop, of Plants, Gloss.)

&9 -et iim, or acetum (genit aceti), «.

[Lat., properly neut. of p. par. (= having

become sour) of aceo = to be sour.] Vinegar.

acetl spiritus, ». Plain spirit of vinegar.

It is distilled from a mixture of copper filings

VOX 1x5^; potlt, jtnrt: cat, 9011, chorus, fhln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph - fc

-ola= aba ; -clan = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ;
-fion, -tion = zhun. -tieus, -sious, -«ioua= alius, -ble. -die, &c. = bel, d?L
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and vinegar. Its uses are similar to those of
distilled vinegar, but its action is more potent.

a-cSf-£1, a. [Eng. acet(ic) ; suff. -yl)

Chem.: A nionatoniic organic radical, having

the formula C3H3O'. Acetyl chloride, crRcetic

chloride, C2H30C1, is prepared by the action

of phosphorus peutachlonde on glacial acetic

acid. It is a colourless liquid which boils at

55°. Acetyl cyanide, C2H3OCN.

«V-c5t'-$Mene, s. (Eng. acetyl ; suff. -ene.)

Chem. : A hydrocarbon having the formula
C5H2, also called ethine. The 'carbon atoms
are united to each other by three bonds. It

is produced by passing an electric current

between carbon poles in an atmosphere of

hydrogen, and also by the incomplete com-
bustion of hydrocarbons. It is a colourless

gas, sp. gr. 092, has a peculiar odour, and
burns with a bright flame ; it forms a red

precipitate with ammoniacal cuprous chloride,

which, by the action of nascent hydrogen, is

converted into ethylene, C2H4.

* ach, s. Smallage, water-parsley (Apium
graveolens. [Apium, Celery.] (Prompt. Parv. ,

pp. 6, 246.)

A.-chte an, A-chai'an, a. [Lat Achcsus,

Achaius; Gr. 'ax<™6? (Achaios).]

. A. As adjective : Belonging to the district

<rf Achaia, in the north of the Peloponnesus.

"... the number of Achaan emigrant*.-—Thirl-

watt: HUt. Greece, ch. r.

"I aver that they are Achaian men, Achaian
mannera. an Achaian age."— Gladstone : Homeric
Synchronism, pt. i., eh. iiC, pp. 79, ».

Achaan or Achaian League : A confederacy

among a large number of the long-separated

Hellenic States which, during the third and
second centuries B.C., maintained the inde-

pendence of a great part of Greece against

aggressions on its liberty, till at length the

league was vanquished and dissolved by the

Romans. It was from its prominence at the

time of the Roman conquest that Greece
received the name of Achaia.

B. As substantive : An inhabitant of Achiea
or Achaia.
"... the issue was in favour of the Achatans."—

Thirttcatl i BUt. Greece, ch. vii.

"The Achaian*. then, of Merepthah's relen probably
are the Danaans of the reign of Barneses III."—Glad-
itone: Homeric Synchronism, pt. ii., ch. i., p. 147.

a-chie ni um, a-che-nl-um, a-kc -

ni-um, a-che'ne, s. [Gr. axa«n (achane)

= a chest,*a box ; i,%avip (achanis), adj. = not
opening the mouth : fr. a, priv. ; xaivtt (chaino)

sc to yawn, to gape, to open wide.]

BORAGE (BORAGO OFFICINALIS).

1 Flower. 1 Seed-vessel. 8. Acbaeuiuin. 4. Section
of Actueniuin.

Botany: A simple fruit of the apocarpous

class, one-celled, one-seeded, indehiscent,

hard, and dry, with the integuments of the

seed distinct from it It has also been called

Spermidium, Xylodium, Thecidium, and by
Linnsus, Nux [See these words.] The most
notable example of the Achaenium is the fruit

of the Composite. "What used to be called

the " naked seeds in the Labiate and Bora-

ginacea are properly four Achenes.

' a-cha'-hl, s.

0. Chem. : Alum-water.
well.)

(Howell.) (Balli-

A,-chai-an. [Achaan.]

* a-cham £ck, s. The dross of silver.

(Howell) (Halliwell.)

a-chan'-I-a, s. [Gr. axa*"7* (achanis) = not

opening.] *A genus of plants belonging to the

order Malvaceie, or Mallowworts. The species

are shrubs from the hotter parts of the

Western world. A. malaviscus, a scarlet

flower, and others, are cultivated for their

beauty.

# a-charm'ed, a. Delighted

" Ther ben somuie that eteti chyldren and men. and
etetb noon other flesh fro that tyme that the! be
a-charmed with tuannys flesh, for rather Uiei wolde
be deed, and thei be cleped werewolfe*. for men
shulde be war of them."—MS. BodL, M6. {UallUo*U.\

* a-charne, v. [From Fr. acharnir.] To set

6n (Halliwell) ; to aggravate against (Wright).

"That other reaxon is whanne thei a-chatmeth in a
contre of werre there as bataylea have y-be, there thei

eteth of dede men, or of men that be honged."

—

MS
BodL, 5*6.

A-char-ner, [Acherkar.]

a ghat , achat e, a-cate, s. [O. Fr. acat,
' achat m a purchase ;* Fr. acheter ; Low Lat.

accapto = to purchase.]

L Singular:

1. Law French & Ord. Lang. : A contract or

bargain, especially one produced by purchase.

"'Cureed be he,' quod the kyng, 'that he achat

made. '"—MS. Cott. Vetpas., E. xv\. t f . 88 ;
see alto

Urry'a Chaucer, p. S62. (Halliwell.)

2. Bargaining.

"Coemption is to aaie. eomen achate or buying

together, that were established lupon the P»P** b?
oche a maner imposicion, as who so bought a bushel I

of corne, he must yeren the kyng the flveth parte. —
Chaucer: Boethius.

1" Mr. H. T. Riley, editor of the Munimenta
Gildhallai Londinensis, says, in his preface,

p. xviii., that in the fourteenth and the

beginning of the fifteenth centuries the more
educated classes used the French word achat,

probably pronounced by the English acat, to

designate buying or selling at a profit. This

"achat" was the source of Whittington's

wealth. When the term had gone into disuse,

and its meaning had become forgotten, some
inventive genius, not understanding it, devised

the story of "Whittington and his Cat."

Max Miiller declined pronouncing an opinion

upon this hypothesis till he had traced the

story or myth now mentioned to its earliest

form. (See Science of Lang., 6th ed., 1871,

p. 605.)

EL Plural. Ord Lang. : Provisions, viands.

" The kltchin clerke. that hight Digestion,

Did order all th' achates in seemely wise.

Spenser: F. Q., IL U. 81.

*I It is so in the first and second quartos,

but in the folios it is cates.

achates, s. [Gr. axdrw (achates), Lat.
' achates = the agate ; also in part the onyx.

Pliny says that it was first found on the bankB

of the Achates, now the Drillo, a river in

Sicily.] An agate. (Minsheu, die)

" Thee* following bodies do not draw, siuaragd,

achates."—Bacon : Physiol. Rem.

ach^a-ti'-na, *. [Gr. ax<«nc {achatis) = agate. ]

A genus of snails belonging to the family

Helicidffi. In 1851 Woodward estimated the

known species at 120 recent and 14 fossil. The
Achatina are the largest of all snails, some
African species being eight inches in length,

and depositing eggs an inch in their larger

diameter.

* a-cha tor, * a-clta-tour, *. [Achat.]

The person who had charge of the acatry,

the purveyor, a caterer.

•J By 34 Edward III., it was enacted that

all purveyors should thenceforth be called

achators.
" A gentil maunciple was ther of a temple.
Of which achatouri mighten take exemple.

Chaucer ; Prologue to BE T.. M».

•a~chaufe, v.t [AN. In Fr. ichauffer =
to heat, to overheat ; chauffer = to heat. ]

[Chafe.] To warm, to heat, to make hot
*' That swollen sorrow fer to put away
With softe salve achaufr it and dene."

Boetiut MS. {BaMwell.)

* a-chau nge, v.t. [An old form of Change
,(q.v.).] To change.

" Whan the empertee that nnderetod.
i Al aehaun>jed was hire blod." Sevyn Sages, 4M.

* a-cnaunged, pa. par. [Achaumoe.]

* achay-ere, s.
,
[Etym. doubtful.] Gear

array, or more probably chere, countenance.
" Scho was frely and fayre.

Wele semyd hir achayerf.''

Sir Degrevante, JM Lincoln. {Halliwell.)

ache (formerly pron. a^he), s. [A.S. d»e.]

1. Of the body: Pam, especially of a con-

tinued kind.

'In coughs, aches, stitches, ulcerous throes and cramp*.

"

Tennyson ; St. Simeon Stylites.

" Sore aches she needs must have 1 but less

Of mind, than body's wretchedness,
Frum damp, and rain, and cold."

Wordsworth: Ruth.

TT Often used in this sense In composition,
as a headache, an earache, toothache, o:c.

2. Of the mind: Distress, sorrow, grief.

(See second example under No. 1.)

ache (formerly pron. ache), * ake, v.t.

[A.3. acan, aeian.]

1, Of the body : To suffer pain, to be in pain,

to be painful.
" Tor all my bones, that even with anguish ache.
Are troubled." Milton : Trans. Pt. vi.

2. Of the mind: To suffer grief, to be grieved,

distressed, or afflicted.
-*' With present Ills his heart must ache."

Covper : To Re*. Mr. .Veteton.

% In this sense also it is used, though more
rarely, in composition, as heart-ache, meaning
not disease of the physical organ, but mental
distress.

m
] In Hudibras HI. ii. 407, ach-es is a dis-

syllable.

* Pricking aches: Convulsions. (Rid&r.)

* ache, s. [Ash.] An ash-tree. (Plumpto*

Corresp. t fo. 188.)

* ache, >. Age.
" But thus Godis low, and he wll welde
Even of blod. of good, of ache.'

MS Douce, soa, fo. 30. {BalliweXL)

* ache-bone, $. [Aitch-bone.] The hip-

bone. (Wright.)

* a-Chek'-Id, a. Choked,

"And right anon whan that Theseus sethe
The best achekid, he shal ou him lepe
To sleeu him, or they comln miue to hepe,"

Ley of Ariadne, Ut.

* aoh'-el-or. Old spelling of Ashlar (q.v.).

a-che'ne, a-che -ni-um, s. [Ach^emux.]

* a-chS-d'-kl-^n, a-chS-d'-ken, a-9ho-
ken, v. [Choke.] To choke, to suffocate.

(Chaucer.)

* &'9h-er, s. An usher.

". . . [Loys Stacy] acher to the Duke of Burgoine,"—
Quotation in ArcJueologia, xxvl. 278.

A 9her-nar, * A^her -ner, * A-char'-
ner, * A-car'-nar, *. [Corrupted Arabic.]

A star o"f the first magnitude, called also a
Eridani. It is not visible in Great Britain.

Ach'-e'-rdn, s. [Lat. Acheron; Gr. 'Avc'pui'

(Acheron) : £yo* (achos) = pain, distress ;
poac.

(rhoos) = a stream ; pew (rheo) = to flow.] A
fabled stream in the infernal regious. Some
rivers belonging to this world bore the samo
name.

". . . behold black Acheron!
Once consecrated to the sepulchre."

Byron ; ChUde Harold. U. 5L

Meet me I" tne moruUig : thither he
Will come to know his destiny."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, lit L

" And enter there the kingdoms void of day ;

Where Phleyethon's loud torrents, rushing down.
Hiss iu the flaming pulf of Acheron.'

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey X. 607—«09.

Xch-£-r5n'-ti-a, s. [Lat. Acherontis, genit.

of Acheron. So* called because of the terror

the sphinx so designated causes in some
superstitious minds.] A genus of sphinxes

or hawk-moths, containing the celebrated

A. atropos, or Death's - head Hawk -moth.
[Death's-head Hawk-moth.]

Xch-e-ron'-tic, a. Pertaining to the infernal

regions ;
gloomy, dark.

* a cher -set, s. [Cherset.]

* aoh'-er-spyre, *- [Acrospire.] a sprout,

a germination. (Scotch.)

"Am soon as the acherspyre appeal*."—Jamiescm:
Diet. Soott Lang

* ach' - er - spyre, v.i. [Acrospire.] To
sprout, to germinate,

" They let it acherspyre, and shute out all the thrift

and substance at balth the ends, uuhere it sould come
at ane end only."—Chalmerlan Air, ch. xxvl.

ate, l&t, liire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pit,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mnte, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, rdU ; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e. ey = a.
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ich-e-ru -sl-an, <*• [L»t. Acherusius, fr.

Acheron: GT.'A.xtpwv(Acherdn),'} Pertainingto
Lake Acherusia, in Campania, or to Acheron.

* a-ches-oun, s. [A.N. achaison.] Reason,

cause. Occasion. (Hearne: Gloss, to Langtoft.)

"And mil he it dede for traisoou
King to be was hia ai-hetoun."

Arlhour * Merlin, p. «.

ftch'-e-ta, *. [Lat. acheta = the cicada ; Gr.

ix^Tac (achetas) and a\era (acheta), fr. ux*t»iv

(acA«ies) = clear-sounding : nx*» (ec/ww) = to

sound. ] A genus of insects with no affinity to

the Cicadas, though the etymology suggests

the contrary. They belong to the order

Orthoptera, and the section of it called Sana-
toria, that is, having legs adapted for leaping.

It contains the well-known domestic hearth-

cricket (Acheta domestica) and the field-cricket

(A. campestris). [Cricket, Achetid*.]

a-chet'-i-dse, s. pt [Acheta.] The family
* of Orthopterous insects, of which Acheta is

the type. [Acheta.]

ach et-i'-na, ach-fit-i'-aw, *• pL
[Acheta.]

Entom. : In some classifications, a sub-

family of insects placed under the family

Gryllidse, which again is made to include all

the Orthopterous insects having legs adapted
for leaping.

* a-che -tyn, v. To escheat. (Prompt Parv.)

* a-che've, v. [A. N. ] To accomplish.

"And through falshed ther lust acheved."
Rom. of the Rote, 2,049.

% Urry reads achived.

ache-weed, *. An old name for the gout-

weed (q.v.).

a'-chi-ar, s. [Malay.] An Eastern condiment,

consisting of the young shoots of the bamboo
{Bambusa arundinacea).

a-chiev'-a-ble, o. [Achieve.] Able to be

achieved, within man's power to accomplish.
" Are enterprises like these achievable ) "—Bowring

Pre/, to Bentham't Works.

t a-chiev'-ance, s. [Achieve.] Achievement,

accomplishment of a great and arduous enter-

prise..

"
. . . it may sufficiently appear to them that will

read his noble acts and achUvanccs."—Sir T. Elyot
The Qovernour, 1956.

achieve, at chieve, v.t. [Fr. achever,

Prov. acabar = to bring to a head, complete^
to finish, to accomplish, achieve ; O. Fr.
chever = to come to the end : fr. French chef
a" head, in Prov. cap.] To gain by heroic
effort, to effect an exploit by skill, courage,
and endurance.

Used (a) when the aim is a person.
" Aaron, a thousand deaths would I propose,
To achieve her whom I love."

Shakoep. ; Titus J ndronicut, i i. 1.

(b) When it is a victory gained by arms or
Other advantage on the field of action.

"Some people, indeed, talked as if a militia could
achieve nothing great"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.
xxiii.

(c) When it is a great intellectual acquisi-
tion.

"For aught that human reasoning can achieve."
Wordtworth : Excurtion, It.

a-chie vcd, pa. par. & a. [Achieve.]

a-^hieve'-ment, s. [Fr. acftcvement = a com-
pletion, a finishing.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. An heroic deed, an exploit successfully
carried out on the field of action.

"The noble achievements of remote ancestors."—
Macaulay : ilitt. Eng., ch. xii.

2. An intellectual feat.

"The highest achievements of the human intellect."
—Macaulay : ffitt. Eng., ch. Hi.

" I, as a man of science, feel a natural pride in scien-
tific acAieeem*n*V'—Tyndall: Frag, of «cienc«(3rd ed.),

W. 93.

VL Technically:

Her. : A complete heraldic composition, ex-
hibiting the shield with its quarterings and
impalements, together with its external ac-
cessories of coronet, supporters, crests, motto,
Ac. Applied especially to a funeral escutcheon,
exhibiting the rank and family of a deceased
nobleman or gentleman, and placed on his
demise in front of his house, or in some other
Conspicuous place. [Hatchment.]

a-chle-ver, *. [Achieve.] One who is suc-

cessful in doing an heroic deed, or in making
an intellectual conquest

" These conquerors and achievers of mighty ex-
ploits. '^•Barrow.

a-chie -vihg, ;>r. par. [Achieve.}

ach -U, a. Noble. [Athil.] (Scotch.)

* ach-Il-er. [Ashlar,]

a-chll-le'-a» s. [From Achilles, a disciple of
* Chiron, said to have been the first physician
who used the plant for healing wounds.]
Milfoil. A genus of plants belonging to
the order Asteracese, or Composites, the sub-
order Tubuliflorese, and the tribe Antheniidese.

Two species are wild in Great Britain : the
A. millefolium, or Milfoil [Milfoil], which
is very common ; and- the A. ptarmica, or
Sneezewort Yarrow, which is not unfrequent.
[Sneezewort. ] Besides these there are three

rcies doubtfully native: the A. decolorans,

tanacetifolium, and A. tomentosa. There
are many foreign species. Some of these are
cultivated as edgings to walks in gardens.

a-chil-le'-in, 5. (CmHssNsOjk.) [Achillea.]

Chem. : A nitrogenous substance which,
along with moschatin, exists in the aqueous
extract of the iva-plant (Achillea moschata).

It appears to occur also in the common mil-

foil (Achillea millefolium). It is brittle, glassy,

of a brown-red colour, and melts at 100°.

a-chil-let -in, a. (CnH17N04.) [Achillea.]

Chem. : A substance formed by boiling
achillein for several days with dilute sulphuric
acid.

A-chil'-lis tSn -do (tendo Achillis = the ten-
* don of Achilles). [Lat. According to classic

fable, the mother of Achilles
dipped him in the waters of

the river Styx, thus render-
ing every part of him invul-

nerable, excepting only the
heel by which she held him.
He lost his life, notwithstand-
ing this, by a wound in the
heel produced by an arrow
from the bow of Paris, son of
the Trojan king.]

Anat. : A strong tendinous
cord affording insertion in

the bone to the gastrocnemius
and the soleus muscles. It

is situated at the part of the heel where
Achilles received his death-wound. It is the
largest tendon in the body.

"The tendo Achilti* inserted into the ot catcii."—
Todd A Bowman; Physiol. Anat.,vol. i., ch. vil., p. 170.

a-chlm'-en-es, s. [Etym. doubtful Pro-
bably a priv.; x«*Ma(cAeiwia)= winter-weather,
cold, frost, winter.] A genus of plants be-
longing to the order Gesneraceee, or Gesner-
worts. It consists of erect herbs, with axil-

lary flowers of great beauty. They have
underground tubers by which they are propa-
gated. They are cultivated in hot-houses, the
original country of most of them being Central
America.

a'-ching, pr. par., a,, & s. [Ache.]

As adjective : That aches.
" Each aching nerve refuse the lance to throw."

Pope ; Uomer't Iliad, bk. ii., 404.
" The aching heart, the aching head."

Longfellow : Golden Legend, it

What peaceful hours I once eniov'd I

How sweet their memory still

!

But they have left an aching void
The world can never fill."

Cowper : Olney Hymns.
As substantive

:

1. Continued pain of body.
"When old age comes to wait upon a great and

worshipful sinner, it comes attended with many
painful girds and achingt called the gout."—South.

2. Continued and very painful mental dis-
tress.

" That spasm of terror, mute, intense,
That breathless, agonised suspense,
From whose hot throb, whose deadly aching.
The heart hath no relief but breaking."

Moore : Lalla Rookh.

ach -ir-ite, ach -Ir-It, s. [In Ger. achirit.
Named after Achir Mahmed, a Bucharest
merchant, who discovered it about 1785.] A
mineral, called also Dioptase (q.v.).

a-chi'-riis, «. [Gr. a, priv.
;

\eip (cheir) =
hand, but here used for Jin.] The name
given by Lacepede to a genus of fishes of
the order Malacopterygii subbrachiati. The

tendon of
achilles.

species resemble soles, but are totally desti-
tute of pectoral fins,

ach-lam-yd -6-oiis, a. [Gr. a, priv.
; x^^w

(chlamus), genit. %\afiviot (chlamudos) = *
cloak, a mantle.] (Lit.) Without a cloak.

Bot. : Applied to plants in which the essen-
tial parts of the flower, the stamens and
pistils, are unprotected either by calyx or
corolla. The Willows, some species of Eu-
phorbia, the Peppers, &c , afford examples of
this structure.

" No very striking affinity can be pointed out as yet
between it and the other parts of Che Achlamydeout
group."—Lindley : A'at. Sytt. Bot., 2nd til., p. 192.

* ach lere, s. [Ashlar, ]

ach -ly-a, s. A genus of Algce (Sea-weeds), or
possibly" a fungus allied to Mucor, but deve-

loped in water. A. prolifera grows on diseased
gold fishes and similar animals, and is fatal to

their existence. The Achlya possesses spon-
taneous motion.

ach -lys,s. [Gr. a\\ve(achlus)= a. mist, gloom,
darkness. In Hesiod personified as the eternal

night, more ancient than chaos.]

Med. : A darkness or dimness of sight ; also,

a speck upon the cornea, rendering it more or
less opaque.

ach -ma tite, *. [In Ger. aehmatit, from

Achmatorsk, in the Ural Mountains, where it

occurs.] A mineral, called also EPi»OTE(q.v.).

ach -mite, ac-mite, s. [In. Ger. achmit;
Gr. ampi} (afcmc) = a point.] [Acmite.]

ach-nan -thS-re, *. [Achnanthes.]
Bot. : A cohort of Diatomacefe (q.v.).

ach-nan thes, ». [Gr. ax»-n (achne) — any-

thing shaved off, froth, chaff; avBoc (anthos) a
a blossom, a flower.]

Bot^j A genus of Diatomacese.

"a-chdk'ed, pa. par. & a. [Choke.] Choked.
" For lie was a-choked anon.
And toward the dethe he drough."

MS. Laud, 1«, fo. 166. {BaUiwett.)

a-Chol'-I-a, *. [Gr. axoMa (acholia.) = want
of gall : d* priv.

; x°*»; (eftole) = gall, bile.]

.Afcd. : Deficiency or absence of bile—often

a fatal disease. It differs from jaundice, in

which bile is made as usual by the liver, but
is afterwards absorbed by the blood, while in

acholia it is not formed at all. The latter

may arise from acute atrophy, impermeability
of the bile-ducts, cirrhosis, fatty degeneration
of the liver, or other causes. (Tanner : Manual
of Med.)

* ach -on, a. Each one.
" The lady tok her maydens achon.
And wente the way that sche haade er gon."

Launfal, 1,018.

ach-01% s. [Gr. axwp (achor), genit. axopos
(achoros), later axwp<s (achoris) = scurf, dan-
driff. Galen considered axwpes (achores) as

ulcerations peculiar to the hairy scalp, and
discharging from very small pores a viscid

ichor, consequent to pustules.]

Med. : The scald-head, a small pustule full

of straw-coloured matter, breaking out on the
heads of infants or young children.

ftch-or'-I-OH, ». [Gr. ax«p (achor) = scurf,

dandriff. ]

Bot. : A genus of Fungals, of which one
species, the A. Schaenleinii, is parasitic on
the human skin in the disease called Porrigo

favosa.

a-cho'tc, a-chi 6 te, s. A seed of the ar-

notto-tree '(Bixa orellana).

ach -ras, $. [Gr. axpa* (achras), genit. axf>6.bo*.

(cufcrados) = the Pyrus pyraster, a kiud of
wila pear.]

*1. A wild choak-pear. [See etymology.]
(Kersey.

)

2. Mod. Bot. : Sappodilla or Nisberry tree.

A genus of plants belonging to the order
Sapotacea? or Sapodillas, and containing the
Sappodilla plum (Achras sapota), the marma-
lade (.4. mammosa)^ both tropical fruits used
as articles of the dessert

ach-rd'-ite, *. [Gr. oxp°°* (achroos) ~ colour-

less: a, priv.; xptix; (chros), or xp°*a (chroia) =
(1) the surface of the skin

; (2) complexion,

colour.] A mineral, a colourless variety of

ordinary tourmaline. It is found in Elba.

ach-rd-mat'-ic, a. [In Fr. achromatique ;

from Gr. axpti^aTo? (pchromatos) = colourless-

a, priv. ; xp«v*« (chroma) m colour.]

Optics: Colourless.

boil, hoy: pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^noplion, e^cist. -lag,

-«la = aha
; -elan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -slon, -tion = zhun. -tious, -slous, -clous = shus. -We, -die, tc = bel, dpL



achromaticity—acidity

1, Achromatic Telescope: The name given by
Dr. Bevis to an improved form of the re-

fracting telescope constructed by Dollond in

1761. When a single lens is used for the

object-glass of a telescope, the image of the

object is fringed with colour, and hence high
magnifying powers cannot be used, unless the

focal length of the lens is very considerable.

8ir Isaac Newton, from experiments made on
the refrangibility of light, had erroneously

concluded that the size of the object-glasses

of refracting telescopes could not be enlarged

beyond three or four inches [Aperture] : for

this reason he turned his attention to reflected

light, in which the image of the object is

uncoloured. Reflecting telescopes of the

Gregorian form were from Newton's time

generally used. In the middle of the last

century, Dollond, a Spitalflelds weaver, under-

took a course of experiments with the object

of ascertaining the correctness of Newton's
statements. His researches were rewarded

by the valuable discovery that by using two
different kinds of glass, and giving to the sur-

faces of each lens a different curvature—the
focal lengths of the two lenses being in a

certain ratio—an image of the object could be

Obtained free from colour ; while, by a skilful

arrangement of the radii of the surfaces of

each glass, the errors arising from spherical

aberration [Aberration] could be entirely

removed. In the early telescopes made by
Dollond and his son Peter, the object-glass

was usually a double concave lens of flint

enclosed between two con-

vex glasses of crown (Fig.

1) ; but modern object-

glasses have only a concave
lens of flint combined with
a convex of crown or plate

iFig. 2). A century ago
lint-glass of a size suitable

for large telescopes could
not be obtained ; but more
recently the removal of the * **>• *
excise duty, and the success
attained by Guinand and others in glass manu-
facture, have enabled English and foreign

opticians to construct achromatic telescopes

of considerable magnitude, with object-glasses

of twelve, fifteen, and even twenty-six inches

diameter, the area of aperture having the

property of increasing in a considerable

ratio the power of the telescope to penetrate

into space and render visible the minutest

objects. Achromatic telescopes, from their

convenient size and comparative cheapness,

have been and still are generally used by
astronomers in Great Britain, Europe, and
America, and by their aid many modem ~Ls-

coveries have been made. So perfect is the

image formed by a well-corrected achromatic
object-glass, that almost any magnifying power
can be applied ; and thus a telescope of this

form three or four feet in length is superior

in its definition and surpasses in magnifying
power one of the old unwieldy telescopes 100

feet long. The eye-glasses of the telescope

also require to be free from colour and aber-

ration, and the correction of these defects is

accomplished by an arrangement of the lenses

forming the eye-piece, [See Eye-piece, Object-
s, Aplanatic]

2. Achromatic Microscope: In a compound
microscope an image of the object is first

formed by the objective, and afterwards en-

larged by the lenses constituting the eye-

piece. Till about the year 1830 the object-

glasses of microscopes were mostly formed of

single or combined lenses, the apertures of

which, in order to obtain a distinct image
of the object, were exceedingly small. The
labours of modern opticians to adapt the

achromatic principle to compound micro-

scopes were rewarded by the construction of

lenses in which the images of objects were ren-

dered distinct in their minute details even
when high magnifying powers were applied.

In a modern microscopic objective, not only

is the colour corrected and the image free

from distortion, but by an increase in the

angle of aperture [Angle of Aperture) the

penetrating power of the objective is con-

siderably increased, and less magnifying power
is required from the eye-piece. With a good
objective of one-eighth of an inch focus,

magnifying powers ranging from 450 to 1,200

diameters can be obtained by using different

eye-pieces. [Objective.]

•v-chrd-niat-Ic'-a-ty\ «. [Achromatic] *.

* The quality or state of being achromatic

c.-chro -mat-Ism, s. [Or. a, priv. ; xp«-

fiariffMW (chromatismos)— colouring, dyeing.]

The quality or state of being achromatic
•' The achromatism of the eye may be in part due to

the diveraity tf shape and density of the refractive

media, which aeeui to bear some analogy to the system
forming the achromatic object-glass of HerscheL"—
Todd & Bowman ; Phytiol. Anat., voL ii., p. 60.

ach-root (the ch is a strong guttural), *.

[Local name.] The root of Morinda tinctoria,

a Cinchonad. It is used in India as a dye

ach-tar-ag -dite, s. [Named from the Ach-
taragda, a tributary of the Wilna, where it

occurs.] A mineral ranged by Dana, in 1868,

as a doubtful species, and placed under his

" Appendix to Clays." It soils tne fingers like

chalk.

* a-chu'yn, ach'-wyn, v.t. [Eschew.] To
shun, to avoid.

"Achujfng* ot beynge ware. "—Prompt. Par*.

* ach'-wre, s. [Wei. ach-qwri = near-beet. ]

An enclosure of wattles or thorns surrounding

a building at such a distance from it as to

prevent cattle from gaining access to the
thatch. (Ancient Institut. Wales.)

* ach'-wyn. [AcHtJYN.]

ach-yr-an'-the*, a. [Gr. a%vpov (achuron) —
chaff ; avitos (anthos) = a blossom, a flower.

The name refers to the chaffy nature of the

floral envelopes. ] A genus of plants belong-

ing to the order Amaranthacess, or Amaranths.
About thirty species are known, all from the

hotter parts of the Old World, whence a few

have spread to America. They are sometimes
climbing trees or shrubs, but most are mere
weeds. A. aspera and A. fruticosa are used in

India in cases of dropsy ; A. viridis as a

poultice.

a-cic -ul-a, s. [Lat. = a small pin for a head-

dress. A feminine diminutive for acus = a
needle : Gr. aiti? (ake) = a point ; Lat. odes =
a point]

1. Bot & Zool : A slender spine or bristle.

^ In Bot. (spec.): The bristle-like abortive

flower of a grass. In this sense used specially

by Dumortier. (Lindley: Introd. to Bot)

2. Zool. : A genus of operculous pulmonated
Mollusca, A. fusca occurs recent in Britain,

besides being fossil in the Pliocene of Essex.

a-clc'-ul-ar, a. [From Lat acicula (q.v.).]

Needle-shaped.
1. Min. : A term applied to long, slender,

and straight prismatic crystals. (Phillips:

Mineral., 2nd ed., p. lxxxiii.) Example, the

crystals of titanite.

2. Bot. : A term applied specially to leaves.

(Loudon: Cydoposd. of Plants, Glossary.)

acicular bismuth, s. A mineral called

also Aikinite (q.v.).

a-cXc'-ul-ar-ly\ adv. [Acicular.] In an
acicular manner or form, in the form of needles

or bristles.

a cic-ul ate, a-cic ul a ted, a. [Lat
acicula (q.v.).]

Bot. : Marked with fine, irregular streaks,

such as might be produced by the point of a

needle (Lindley.)

a-clc-ul'-i-form, a. [Lat (1) acicula (q.v.);

(2) forma = form, shape.] Of an acicular form,

needle-shaped.

a-clc'-ul-lto, s. [Lat. acicula = a small pin
for a headdress, dim. of acus = a needle ; suff.

•ite.] A mineral called also Aikinite (q.v.).

See also Acicular Bismuth.

ac'-id, a. & *. [In Fr. acide; ItaL acido, fr.

Lat. acidus = sour, tart ; aceo — to be sour, fr.

root * ac~ sharp, which appears also in Lat.

acies = the point of a weapon, and Gr. a*»7

(ake) — point, a*** (akis)= point, ax^t»j (akme)
= point. aKpoc (akros)= at the point or end,

&c ; Sansc asi = the point of a sword ; Wei.
awe = an edge or point] [Edge.]

L As adjective: Sour, tart, sharp to the
taste.

" The fruit of Averrboa is Intensely acid."—Lindley :

JTat. Byrt. Bot. 2nd ed., p. 140.

IX As substantive:

1. Chem. : A salt of hydrogen in which
the hydrogen can be replaced by a metal,

or can, with a basic metallic oxide, form a

salt of that metal and water. Acid oxides

of the same element are distinguished by the
termination of -out and -ic— as sulphurous
and sulphuric—the latter containing the

most oxygen ; they are also called anhy-
drides. They unite with water and form acids
having the same terminations. By replace-

ment of the hydrogen by a metal they form
salts distinguished by the terminations -ite

and -ate respectively. These acids are called

oxygen acids ; formerly it was thought that

all acids contained oxygen, this element being
regarded as the acidifying principle (generat-

ing acid). But many acids are formed by
direct union of hydrogen with an element,

as hydrochloric acid (HO), hydrosulphuric
acid (HgS), or with an organic radical,

as hydrocyanic acid, H(CN). Acids which
are soluble in water redden blue litmus,

and have a sour taste. Acids are said to be
monobasic, dibasic, tribasic, &c, according

as one, two, or three atoms of hydrogen can

be replaced by a metal. Organic acids can
be produced by the oxidation of an alcohol or

aldehyde. They contain the monad radical

(HOOC)', once if they are monobasic, twice if

dibasic, &c They are also classed as mono-
tomic, diatomic, &c, according as they are

derived from a monatomic or diatomic alcohol,

&c Acids derived from a diatomic alcohol

can be alcohol acids or aldehyde acids. [See

Glycol.] Many organic acids occur in the

juices of vegetables, some in animals, as

formic acid in ants.

2. Min. : In W. Phillips' arrangement of

minerals, acids constitute his third class. He
arranges under it sulphuric acid and boracic

acid, both of which occur native.

ac-id-If :er-ous, a. [Lat. acid (root of acidus

= acid) ; -i connective, and fero — to bear.]

Bearing or containing an acid.

If In W. Phillips's distribution of minerals

into eight classes, Acidiferous Earthy Minerals

constituted the fourth, Acidiferous Alkaline

minerals the fifth, and Acidiferous-Alkaline

Earthy minerals the sixth. Under the fourth

class above-named were ranked such minerals

as calc spar, gypsum, boracite, witherite,

heavy spar, strontianite, &c ; under his fifth

class were ranked nitre, natron, borax, sal-

ammoniac, &c. ; and under his sixth, alum,

cryolite, and glauberite. Minerals are now
arranged on another principle. [Mineralogy.]

acid -I-fia-ble, a. [Acidity.] Capable of

being rendered acid.

ac-id I-fI-ca'-tlon, s. The act or process

of acidifying or rendering acid ; also the state

of being so acidified.

ac-Id'-I-fled, pa. par. & a. [Acidify.]

&c-IoV-a-fy, v.t [Lat acid (root of acidus m
acid); -i connective, and facio = to make.)

To render acid or sour.

ac-Id'-I-fy-lng, Pr. par. k a. [Acidify.]

acidifying principle, a. That which
gives an acid property to a substance.

ac-Id-im'-6t-er, s. [Eng. acid, and Gr.

fieVpov (metron) = a measure.] An instrument

for measuring the strength of acids.'

ac-Id-lm'-fit-ry, s. [In Ger. acidimetrie.]

[Acidimeter.] The process of determining

the quantity of real acid in a sample of

hydrated acid This may be done by volu-

metric or by weight analysis. The former

method is carried out by ascertaining the

measured quantity of a standard alkaline

solution required to saturate a given volume
of the add. That by weight analysis can l>e

effected in more ways than one. A con-

venient one is to decompose a known weight

of the acid with an excess of acid carbonate

of sodium or potassium, and estimate by
weight the quantity of carbonic anhydride

evolved. When this is done the quantity of

real acid can without difficulty be ascer-

tained. (Watts: Chemistry.)

* ac id 1st, s. [Acid.] One who maintains

the doctrine of acids.

"... agreeable to what the acidistt would call

an alkali."—Dr. alare : Bit. Roy. Soc., iv. 441.

&0-Id'-I-ty\ s. [In Ger. aciditat; Fr. addiU;

ItaL aciditd, fr. Lat aciditas.] The quality

of being sour or sharp to the taste ; sourness,

tartness, sharpness to the taste.

"... and consequently acidity was but an acci-

dental quality of some of these bodiea. — Man
MUUer: Sdenceof Lang.. 6th ed.. li- 54.

rate, fat, fere, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, air, marine; go. pSt,

or, wore, wolf" work, who, son ; mute, cuh, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syria*, ee, 09 = e. ey = a, wr6 = r*.
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$0-Id-ness, ». [Acid.] Acidity, sourness,

sharpness to the taste.

a9 Id 6m' et er, i. Same as Acidimeteb.

Ac -id -U-lsj, s. pi. [Fr. eaux acidules = acidu-

lated waters. ) Mineral waters containing car-

bonic anhydride. They effervesce and have
an acid taste.

acid -u-late, v.t. [In Fr. aciduler, fr. Lat.

acidulus — sourish, a little sour, a dimin. fr.

acidus = sour. ] [Acid.] To render slightly

sour, to make somewhat acid.

S^-Ia'-U-la-tdd, pa. par. & a, [Acidulate.]
" Simple acidulated fluids produce little or no

change on meat and albumen in the course of twelve
or twenty-lour hours.''

—

Todd & Bowman : Phytiol.
Anat., ii. 202.

acid -u-ia ting, ;rr. par. [Acidulate.]

fcc id ule, s. [IuGer. acidul.] The same as

ACIDULL'M (q.v.).

ac id u lent, a. [Acidclum ]

Fig. : With an expression of acidity, sharp.
"But king's confessor. Abbe Moudon, starts for-

ward ; with anxious acidulent face, twitches him by
the sleeve."— Carlyle : French Recol., pt I, bit L,
ch. iv.

ac Id -u-lous, a. [Lat acidulus.) A little

sour or acid, moderately sharp to the taste,
subacid.
"... dulcified from acidulous tincture."—Burke.

ssVsj'-l-e-rftge, ». [Fr. acUrage, fr. acitr, steel,

and -ag*.] The process of depositing a layer
of steel on another metal so as to render it

more durable, as in the case of " steel-faced "

stereotype and copper plates.

B9 l e rate, v.t. [Fr. acie'rer.] To change
into steel.

sV-ci-form, a. [Lat. acus= a needle
; forma =

form. ] Needle-shaped.

Jtc In-a c6-ous,a [Acinus.] Full of kernels.

jfc^-ln-ac -i-form, a. [Lat (1) acinous; Or.

oK(io« fjr (akinakes), properly a Persian word =
the short sword or sabre in use among the
Persians and Scythians : (2) forma = form.]

Bot. : Scimitar-shaped, i.e., curved, fleshy,

(lane on the two sides, the concave border

ACWACIFOBM LEAF OK ilESEMBRYANTHEMUM.

being thick, and the convex one thin. Ex-
ample, the leaves of Mesembryanthemum aciti-

acij'orme, (Lindley: Introd. to Hot.)

a cin e si a, a cine -sis, s. [Gr. dfufi]<7i'a

(akinesia), afeinjo-ts (akinesis) = quiescence :

a, priv. ; and Kiviw (kineo)= to set in motion.]

Med. : Paralysis of motion. A kind of
imperfect paralysis. Imperfect paralysis is

divided into acinesia = paralysis of motion,
and anaesthesia = paralysis of sensibility.]

^-cl ne -ta, s. [Gr. aa-inji-o? (akinetos) = mo-
tionless: o, priv. ; KLftu (kineo) = to move.]

1. Bot. : A genus of Epiphytal Orchids from
Central America. They have splendid racemes
of yellow flowers. Various species are culti-

vated in hot-houses.

2. Zoo\ : The type-genus of Acinetae (q.v.).

A~cl ne -taa, s. pi. [Acineta.]

Zool. : A group of tentaculiferous infusoria,
of which the genus Acineta is the type.

' a-9ln-et-i -na, s. pi. [Acineta.]

Z00L : An old name for the Acinetse (q. v.).

ac-In'-I-form, a. [Lat acinus ~ berry ; forma
= form.)

1. Bot. : Clustered like grapes.

2. Anat. : The Tunica aciniformis is the
same as the Tunica uvea of the eye.

ae -In-os, ac -yn-os, s. [Gr. awo* (akinoA
= basil thyme.] [Calamintha.]

ac-in-os e, a. [Lat acinoai« = (l)fullofgrapeB,

(2) resembling grapes. ] [Acinus. ]

Min. : Resembling grapes. A term applied

to iron ore found in masses and variously

coloured.

ac -in-ous, a. [In Fr. adneux.]
Min. : Consisting of minute granular con-

cretions.

ac In -u-la, a. [Lat. acin.ua = a berry, which

it somewhat resembles. ] A genus of fungi be-

longing to the order Physomycetes. A. clavus

is the ergot of corn.

ac in-us (pL ac'-In-i), *. [Lat actntw &
acinum = (1) a young berry with seeds, espe-

cially the grape
; (2) the kernel of a drupe.]

L Botany:

1. A bunch of fleshy fruit, especially a

bunch of grapes. In Gartner's classification

of fruits, Acinus is the first subdivision of the
genus Bacca, or Berry, and is one-celled, with
one or two hard seeds, as in the grape, the
raspberry, the gooseberry, &c.

2. (pi.) The small stones as in grapes, straw-

berries, &c. (Loudon : Cyclop, of Plants, Glos-

sary.)

XL Anat. (plur.) : Portions of glands sus-

pended like small berries around a central

stem.
" These cells grow, and become the future acini

-—
Todd * Bowman ; Physiol. Anat.. ii. 454.

-acious. Suffix. [Lat -axis, genit. of adj.

termination -ax, and suff. -osus, -ous = full of,

or characterised by : as pertinacious, fr. per-

tinacMs), genit of adj. pertinax, and suff.

•ous = full of determination, characterised

by determination ; veracious, fr. veraci(s)t

genit. of adj. verax, and -out = full of, or
characterised by, truth.] The suffix -acious is

akin to, but not identical with, -aceous (q.v.).

ac^i-pen -ser, s. [Lat. acipenser & acipensis

;

Gr. atKiwrio-tof (akkipesios) = a fish, probably

HEAD OF STURGEON (ACIPENSER).

the sturgeon.] A genus of fishes belonging

to Cuvier's seventh order, the Chondropterygii
(cartilaginous fishes), with fixed gills. The
best known species is the common sturgeon
(Acipenser sturio, Linn.), which figures in the
British fauna [Sturgeon], as does the A. lati-

rostris, or broad-nosed sturgeon. The great

habitat of the genus, however, is in the Targe
rivers which run into the Black Sea and the
Caspian, where several species of magnificent
size are found.

a'-tjls, s. A genus of endogenous plants be-
longing to the order Amaryllidacese, or Amaryl-
lids. The species are pretty, bulbous tubers
from Southern Europe and Northern Africa.

* a cis e, s. Assize, assizes.
*' Ther he sette his own adse.
And made bailifs and justices."

Kyng Aliiaunder, 1,428.

*a-cite'( v.t. [A.N.] To cite, to summon.
[Accite.]

a-cit'-ll, s. A name given to a bird—the great
* crested grebe or diver (Podiceps cristatus).

a'-ci-iir-g& s. [Gr. aid? (akis) = a point ; ep-yo*

(ergon) = a work, an operation.] A descrip-
tion of the several surgical instruments.

ack, < .?. [Act.] To enact (Scotch.)

ackawa i nutmeg, s. [Local name.]
The" fruit of the AcrodicUdium Camara, a

plant of the order Lauracese.

*acke, adv. [Ac, eonj.] But
" Ack4 that ne tel thou no man."

MS. laud. IOC, fa, L
* ac-ke le, v. [Acolen.] To cool.

" But verray love is vertue as I fele.

For verray love may freile desire acfcelc.*
Courte of Love, 1,071

* ack'-er, 'ak er, *ak'-jhrt
* agar (Bng.)\

al'-lcer (Scptch), s. [A.S. egor = the flowing
of the sea. J A ripple on the surface of the
water, a tide ; also the bore in a river.

[Eager, Bore.]
" Wel know they the reume yf it a-ryse,
An akcr is it clept, I understonde,
Whos myght there may no shippe or wynd

wytstonde."—MS. Cott. Titui, A. xxiiiw f. 4k

ack'-er, s. [A.S. «tcer = an acre.] An acre.

(Scotch.)

ack -er-dale, s. [A. S. oecer= an acre ; dadan
m to divide.] Divided into single acres or
into small portions. (Scotch.)

"... all of it is acktrdal* land."—Mtmorie of th*
SomervilU, i. 16&,

* ac ker-sprit, a'-cre-spire (B. of Eng.),

acker spyre (a local pronunciation in

use near Huddersfield). [Acrospire.]

1. A word applied specially to potatoes
when the roots nave germinated before the
time of gathering them. (Cheshire dialect.)

[Acrospire.]

2. Among masons and dtlvers : Pertaining to
stone of the flinty or metallic quality, and
difficult to work.

*tf Used specially near Huddersfield. (Halli-

well and Wright.)

* ack -e-ton, * ack -«5 ttSun, s. [Hacqusv
ton. ] [A. N. ] A quilted leathern jacket worn
under the mail armour ; sometimes used for

the armour itself.

" His fomen were well boon
To perce hys acketoun."

Lybeaut DUconut, 1.175.

ack -man, *. [First element unknown.] A
freshwater pirate ; one who steals from ships
on navigable rivers. (Smyth.)

# aO-know't v.t. [A. 8. oncnawan m to per-

ceive.] [Aknowe.] To acknowledge.
" You will not be acknovm, sir ; why, 'tis wise

;

Thus do all gamesters at all games dissemble."
Ben Jonton ; Volpone, 6.

•ff Now used only in the North of England.
(Suppl. to Hardyng's Chronicle, p. 75.) (HallU
well.)

acknowl edge, - ak nowl edge, * ak-
nowl-eg, v.t. [Mid. Eng. o = on; knovh
lechen = acknowledge.] [Know.]

A- Ordinary language

:

L To confess, to admit.

1. Spec. : To admit a trifling amount of
fault, error, or mistake, which the confession
all but compensates. In this sense it is

opposed to confess, but the distinction between
them is not always observed. [Confess.)

"... a gentleman acknowledge* his mistake, and
ie forgiven.'—Blair: Lecturei on Rhetoric and Belle*
Lettret (1817), vol. i., p. 232.

2. Less precisely : To confess a sin or crime.

"I acknowledged my sin unto thee, and mine ini-

quity have I not hid."—Pa xxxii. ft.

"... and acknowledged his treason."—Frouam :

Biat. Bng., ch. xiv.

n. To accept a statement of any kind, or a
doctrine as true ; this not involving admission
of personal mistake or error, sin or crime.

"For we write none other things unto you than
what ye read or acknowledge, and I trust ye shall
acknowledge even to the end.*—2 Cor. i. 13.

IIL To accept the just claims of a Being or
person. Specially—

1. Of God : To show veneration for, to admit
the paramount claims of, to yield unbounded
and loving homage to.

"In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall
direct thy paths. "—Prov. Hi. 6.

2. Of a son or daughter: To give parental
recognition to ; to admit relationship and
consequent parental obligation to a son or

daughter whom there may be a temptation
more or less to disown.

" He shall acknowledge the son of the hated for the
first-born. "

—

Dcut. xxi. 17.

•fj Similarly: To admit the position and
claims of other dependants. (Used of God as

well as man.)
" Thus saith the Lord, the God of Israel ; Like these

good flgs, bo will I acknowledge them that are ca r
f'

e
,

d
away captive of Jtidah, whom I have sent out of this

place into the land oi the Chaldeans for their good. —
Jer. xxiv. S.

boil, bo"y ; pout, jowl; cat, cell, cnorns, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -
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3. To recognise the authority of a public
functionary, or any one else bringing proper
credentials.

"Dundee, meanwhile, had summoned nil the clans
which acknowledged hii commission to assemble for
an expedition into Athol."—Macaulay : Mtt. Eng.,
eta. xiii. .

IV. To give a receipt for money, to feel or
express gratitude for some benelit bestowed.

"... they his gilt* acknowledged not."
Milton.

B. Law : To own ; so to assent to a legal

instrument as to give it validity.

TT In all the foregoing senses the place of
the accusative may be supplied by the clause
of a sentence introduced by that.

".
. . nothing would Induce them to acknowledg?

that an assembly of lords and gentlemen who had
come together without authority from the Great Seal
was constitutionally a Parliament." — Hacaulay :

ilia. Eng., ch. xv.

acknowl' edged, pa. par. & a. [Acknow-
ledge.]

". . . calm subjection to acknowledged law.

"

Wordsworth: Excur, bk. ili

"... namely, from what we know of the act ual
distribution of closely allied or representative species,
and likewise of acknowfeilged varieties.**— Darwin;
Origin of Species (ed. ISM)), ch. vi., p. 178.

4c-kn6wr-Sdg-er,s. [Acknowledge.] One
who acknowledges.

" She proved one of his most bountiful benefactors,
and he as treat an acknowledger of it"—/. Walton .

Life o/ Herbert.

ac-knowl'-edg-ing, pr. par. & s.

As substantive : An admission, a confession,
an acceptance, a recognition.

acknowl edg-ment, or * iic-knowl
edge ment, s. [Acknowledge.] The act

of acknowledging, the state of being acknow-
ledged, or the thing acknowledged.

A* Ordinary Language

:

1. (Spec): The act of acknowledging a trifling

mistake, or a more serious fault, sin, or crime.

"... an acknowledgment of fault by Henry."—
Froitde : Hut. Sag., ch. f.

2. The admission of the truth of a state-

ment, a narrative, a doctrine, or tenet, espe-

cially if it be for one's apparent self-interest

to controvert it,

"The advocates of the Government had bean by
universal acknowledgment overmatched in the con-
test."

—

Hacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

"... to the acknowledgment of the mystery of
God, and of the Father, and of Christ."—Co*, ii. 2.

3. The admission of the position and claims
of any Being or person ; also such homage
or other action as the admission thus made
implies.

". . . he himself, the Pope said, could not make
advances without some kind of submission; but a
single act of acknateledgment was all which he re-

quired."—Fronde : Hist. Eng., ch. vii.

4. The admission of having received money,
whether owing to one or bestowed as a gift

;

the admission of having received from one a
benefit of any kind; also (spec), the receipt

for such money, the expression of gratitude
for such favour.

"... the seeming acknowledgment of Henry's
services."*

—

Froitde: Hut. Eng., ch. xii.

". . . to use the benefits conferred on us by
M. Comte without acknowledgments."— Martineau ;

Comte't Positive Philosophy, Preface, vi.

B. Technically:

1. Law: The admission of an act to take
the responsibility of it, or the owning of a

legal deed to give it validity.

••jf
No verbal acknowledgment of a debt

more than six years old will bar the operation

of the statute* of limitation [Limitation] ; it

requires the acknowledgment to be in writing.

2. Feudal Custom. Acknowledgment money :

Money paid in some parts of England as a

,
recognition of the new lord who succeeds to

an estate on the death of his predecessor.

* ac-known', pa. par. [Acknow.]

tick -root, ak -root, s. An Indian name for

the walnut

*ack'-sen, *. [Ash! Ashes. (Kennel:
Gloss., MS. Landsd., 1,033.)

U Now confined to Wiltshire.

* ack-wards, adv.

% Used (sjjcc.) when an animal lies back-
wards and cannot rise. (Praise of Yorkshire

Ale, 1697, p. 89, Gloss.)

* ac-le a, *. [A. 8. ac = oak ; hag = a place.]

A fi«ld in which oaks grow. (Cunningham.)

ac li de, 5. [Lat. aclidem, ace. of aclis = a
small javelin.] An ancient Roman missile
weapon, furnished with spikes, which was
cast from the hand and then drawn back
again by a thong. Each Roman warrior
seems to have been provided with two.

a-clin -Ic, a. & s. [Gr. i, priv. ; k\Iw (klino)
= to cause to bend.] Lit. : Unbending.
Magnetism: Not dipping.

aclinic line, s. Professor August's name
for the magnetic equator where the needle
ceases to dip and becomes horizontal.

* a - eld'-men, v.i. [Dut. verkUumen = to
benumb.] "To become torpid.

* a-cl6"y 'e, v. To cloy, to overload, to overrun.
" How her contrey was grevously acloyed
Wyth a dragon venoms and orible of kend."

.UN. L-tud, 416, p. 35. [Halliwell.)

* a-cluni ^en, * a-clom sen, v.i. To grow
clumsy.

*a-clum sid, " a clom-sid, a. [A.S.]

Benumbed with cold. (Wycliffe.)

ac -me, s. [In Fr. acme ; fr. okm^ (akme) = a

point or edge, the highest point ; any (ake) = a
point or edge.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Gen. : The top or highest point (figura-

tively rather than literally).

If Till lately the word acme was so imper-
fectly naturalised in our language that it was
expressed in Greek letters. Jeremy Taylor,
South, Culverwell, and Phillips write it so.

(Trench : On some Deficiencies in our Eng.
Diet., p. 30 ; Eng. Past and Present, p. 46.)

" The Latin language was judged not to have come
to its an/it} or flourishing height of elegance until

the age in which Cicero lived."—Phillips : Pre/. New
World of Words, 3rd ed. (A.D. 1671).

" Its acme of human prosperity and greatness."

—

Burke : A Jtegicide Peace.

2. Spec. : Mature age.
" He must be one that can Instruct your youth.
And keep yonr acme in the state of truth."

Ben Jonson i Staple of News, Prol.

IL Technically

:

1, Med. : Used by the Greeks to designate
the height of a disease, a meaning which it

still retains.

2. Bhet : The height of pathos to which a
speaker has risen by means of a climax.

ac -mite, 5. [Sw. arhmit; Ger. akmit, fr. Gr.

Akm'7 (akme) = a point. So called from the
pointed extremities of the crystals.] A mine-
ral placed by Dana under his Amphibole
group, the Pyroxene sub-group, and . the
section of it with mouoclinic crystallization.

Composition, R3 + Si
? 2 + 2Fes03 + Si 3 2.

Or silica, 513; sesqmoxide of iron, 30 '4;

protoxide of iron, 51. Hardness, 6 ;

gravity, 3*2 to 3"53 ; lustre, vitreous ;

colour, brownish or reddish brown, blackish
green in the fracture. It is opaque, has an
uneven fracture, and is brittle. It occurs In

Norway in crystals nearly a foot long.

* ac-na'-wen, v.t. [A.S. onendwan = to ac-

knowledge.] [Acknow.] To acknowledge, to
own, to confess.

ac'-ne, s. [Gr. a\vn (achne) = anything shaved
off, as froth from a liquid, chaff from wheat,
&c.] A genus of skin-diseases containing
those characterised by pustules, which, after

suppurating imperfectly, become small, hard,

red circumscribed tubercles on the skin,

resolving themselves but slowly. Among the
leading species of the genus are (1) the A.
simplex, consisting of small vari, which break
out on the face, the shoulders, and the upper
part of the back ; (2) A. foUicularis, or
maggot-pimple

; (3) the A. indurata, or stone-
pock ; and (4) the A. rosacea, or carbuncled
face.

a-cnes'-tis, a. [Gr. a, priv.; xvata (knao)= ta

scrape or scratch.] The part of an animal
which it cannot scratch, being unable to reach
it. It is the portion extending along the
back from between the shoulder-blades to
the loins.

ac' ni-da, s. [Gr. a, priv. ; Kw'dn Qznide), a
nettle : "kw'O (knizo) = (1) to scrape, (2) to

make to itch.] Virginian hemp. A genus of
plants belonging to the order ChenopodJaeese,
or Chenopods. A. cannabina is the common
Virginian hemp.

a'-eo, i. A fish found in the Mediterranean.
It lias been called also the aquo, the sarachus,
and the sarachinus.

ac-6 can -ther-a, s. [Gr. (1) ax**M (akokZ)
= a point, (2) o»*»ip6r (antheros) = flowering,
blooming.] A genus of plants belonging to
the order Solanacese, or Nightshades. A.
venenata is a large bush with fragrant flowers,
which grows at the Cape of Good Hope, and
is so poisonous that the Hottentots use a
decoction of its bark to envenom their
arrows.

acock bill, adv.

Naut. : A term used (1) of an anchor which

ANCHOR A-COCKBILL.

hangs down by its ring from the cathead, or

(2) of the yards when they are temporarily

fixed at an angle with the deck.

a cock -horse, adv. Triumphantly. {Ellis:

Literary Letters, p. 265.) A somewhat slang

phrase now obsolescent (Nursery Rhpncs.)

a-COe-lo'-mi, 5. pi [Gr. a, priv. ; xoiXor (kotlos)

~ hollow.] [Opposed to Cozlomati (q v.).]

Bloodless worms. Ernst Haeckel's name for

those worms which possess neither blood nor
blood-cavity (Ccelomi). He includes under
the designation the Flat-worms (Platyhelmin-

thes), the Gliding-worms, the Sucker-worms,
and the Tape-worms.

a-ccem e-tae, a-ecem'-£-ti, s. pi. [Gr. d,

priv. ; Komdui (koimad) = to put to sleep.)

Ch. Hist. : A kind of monks and nuns who
flourished in the fifth century A. P., and wh<>se
practice it was to have Divine worship carried

on in their churches unceasingly, three relays

of them taking duty by turns. Some Roman
Catholic monks still follow the practice of the
old Accemetae.

*a-c6i'e, v.t. [Accoie.] To make quiet.

"Sith that ve reft him tharmaintaunce
Of Bialacoil. his moat Joi«,
Whiche all his painis mUht acoie."

Homaunt of the Rose. 8 564.

* a-eoil'd, a. [Acolen.] Congealed.
"Now thl blod It is acoUd'

6> of Warwike, p. 30.

* a coil C, «. A Christmas game, the same at

Level-coil (q.v.). (Beaumont <£ Fletcher, iv.

215, Note.)

* a-c61-as'-tlct
a. [Gr. aKoA.a<rnjcd«.] " In-

temperate, riotous, prodigal, lascivious."

(Minsheu : Guide into Tvngues, 1627.)

*a-cdl'-ate, a. [Gr. o, priv. ; *oW (kolan\

for KoAdo-eti' (kolasein), 2 aor. iuf. of koAo4<»

(kolazd) = to curtail, to prune, to check, to

punish.] Froward, peevish. (Rider: Did.)

*a-cold, a. [Acolen.] Cold.
" There lay this povere iu gret distreaM
Acolde and hungrid at the gate."

Oower J/S., Soc. Antiq. 184. fo. 188. (Hattiwelt.)

"Bless thy five wits ! Tom's a-cold,"— Shakesp.

.

Lear, ni. 4.

*a cold -ing, * a - cold -yng, pr. pot.

[Acold.] Getting cold.
" The syknesse ot the world thou sch*lt knowe by

cliaryte acoldyng. and etde of hys febleuesse."— Wim-
bleton | Sermon (1388). (-V& Button. 67, p. 34.)

*a-coled, a. fAcolen.] Cooled. (Robert

of Gloucester : Herald's College MS.)

If Another reading Is akelde. (Hearne's ed.

Robt. ofGlouc., p. 442.)

*a-cdl-en,v.«. [A.N.] To embrace. [Accoll.J
" Then aeoles he the knyt, and kysses him thryea."

Syr Oawayne. p 71.

late, l&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w£t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdfc

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son : -nute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try. SJrlan. ee, ce = e. ey = a.
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• a-coT-en, (rret. acolede, pa par. aeoled), v.

[A.S. acolian, acilan.} To become cool.

ac'-ol-in, s. A bird allied to the partridge,
common in the Spanish West Indies, where it

is used for food.

a-o6T-£-gy, a-kol-o-g?, s. [Gr. (l) a<o f

(afcos) = a cure, relief, remedy: fr. amount
(akeomai) = to heal ; (2) A670S (logos) = a dis-

course.] The science which treats of the

remedies for diseases ; the science of medi-
cines ; the materia medioa; therapeutics.

fctf-si-yte, ac-oi -6-thist, ac-ol-Jrth,

ac 61 ythe, ac-ol-y'-thus (pi ao-
61-y-thl), s. [In Ger. akoluth ; Pr. aco-

lyte ; Gr. ax6\ov0ot (akolouthos) = a follower,

a<o\ov04« (akuloutheo) m to follow : a, copula-
tive ; neXevtiot (keleuthos) = a path. ]

Ch. Hist. : One belonging to an order of
petty ecclesiastical functionaries instituted in

the third century to attend upon the Latin
clergy. Their chief duty was to light the
lamps and prepare the elements for the com-
munion. At their ordination they received a
candlestick with a taper, to symbolise the
first of these functions, and an empty pitcher
to represent the second. Similar officers still

exist in the Church of Rome.
"... to ordain the acolothist to keep the sacred

Tessels."—Ayliffe: Parergon Juris Canonici.

"At the end of every station an acolythe (an inferior

kind of officer) dips the pitiful pitch into the oil of a
burning lamp."—Brevint: Saul and Samuel at Endor.

" The words subdeacons, acolythi, ostiarii . . . ."

—Moshetm: Church Hist., cent lii., pt. ii., ch. ii.

* a-com'-ber, v. t. To encumber. (Chaucer.)

* a-c6m'-berd,j>a. par. [Acomber.] (Chaucer.)

* a-com'-bre, v. [A.N.] To encumber, to

trouble. [Acumbbe.]

"Acombred was he for to here
Aslte of so many lettres sere."

Cursor Mundi, MS Coll. Trhi., Ca>itab., t 7«.

* a-com el yd, * a clom myde. a. or pa.

par. [Cognate with provincial Clamm'd,
Clemmed.] Enervated with cold. (Prompt.

Parv.)

a-c8n'-dyl-ous, a. [Gr. a, priv. ; *6viv\ot

(kondulos) — the knob formed by a bent, the

knuckle.]
Chiefly Bot. : Having no joints.

"ac on-ick, a. [Aconite.] Poisonous.

(Rider.)

a©-on'-It-ate, s. [Aconitum.] A chemical
compound formed with aconitic acid and a
base, as calcium aconitate, magnesium aconi-

tate.

ac'-on-ite, s. [Lat. aconitum (q.v.).]

1. A name of the common Blue Monk's-
hood (Aconitum napellus). It occurs wild
in Carinthia and Carniola, and, having long

been cultivated in British gardens, has escaped

and become naturalised in England. It is a

very poisonous plant, the root being especially

dangerous. When the leaves and flowers have
died away, the root, or root-stock, has some-
times been mistaken for that of horse-radish,

and has been eaten with fatal results. The
root is of tapering form, and when old is

dark brown outside and white inside, whilst
the young ones are much paler. Its taste is

bitter at lirst, after which there is a numbness
and tingling of the lips and tongue. The root-

Btock of the horse-radish (Cochlearia amaracea)
Is much larger than that of the aconite, and
does not taper. Externally it is of a dirty

yellow colour, and marked at the top by trans-

verse scars, left behind by the leaves. Its

taste is at first acrid or pungent, not bitter.

[Aconitum.]

2. Less properly (among some gardeners, and
popularly): The Eranthis nivalis, a plant of

the order Ranunculacese, the same one as that
to which the proper aconite belongs.

If Winter-aconite = Eranthis nivalis. [See
Aconite, 2.]

itc-on-it'-ic, a. [Aconite.] Pertaining to

the aconite.

aconitic acid, s. An acid existing natu-
rally in Aconitum napellus, Delphinium con-

solida, and Equisetum fluviatile, and doubt-
less in some other plants, but obtained most
easily by the application of heat to citric,

acid. Formula C6H f,06= (CeH305)'"(OH)3. Its

salts are called aconitates.

ac-6n-It-i'-na, ac-6n'-It-ine, s. [In Ger.

aconilin.] An alkaloid substance existing in

Aconitum, napellus and some of its congeners.
Formula C30H47NC7. A white substance
slightly soluble in cold, soluble in fifty parts
boiling water, very soluble in ether. It

melts at 80°. It is intensely poisonous. It

is given internally in very small doses in

severe neuralgia and rheumatism, and also

forms a valuable liniment.

ac-on-i'-tum, s. [In Fr. aconit; Sp., Port., &
Ital aconito, fr. Lat. aconitum; Gr. aKovnov
(akoniton)= a poisonous plant growing on
sharp steep rocks iv a«iivuiv (en ukonais), or

in a place called 'AKovat (Akontii), in Bithynia,

or from ana** (akbn) = a dart, from its having
long ago been used to poison darts with.]

1. Bot. : Wolf's-bane, a genus of plants be-

longing to the order Ranunculaccie, or Crow-
foots. The species are generally from three

to six feet high, with digitate and palmate
leaves, and terminal spikes of blue or yellow
flowers. The best known is the Monk's-hood
(A. napellus). [Aconite.] The Indian A.

ferox, supposed to be only a variety of the
former, is a more virulent poison than it,

being acrid in a high degree. A. napellus and
cammarum are diuretic.

2. Ord. Eng. : Before the word aconite was
naturalised in the language, aconitum was the
terra employed.

"Ab aconitum or rash gunpowder."
Shakesp. : 2 Benry IV., iv. 4.

a-con the a, s. [Gr. &ku>v (akon) — a dart,
* and 0e'a (thea) = aspect.]

Entom. : Adolias aeon thea, one of the Nym-
phalidse, from India and Java. The cater-

pillar has long projecting spines.

a-cdii'-tl-&St s. [Gr. eUovTt'av (akontias) = a
quick-darting serpent ; anovnov (akontion) — a

dart or javelin ; anw (akon) = a javelin ; any
(old) = a point, an edge.]

1. Zool. : A genus of snake-like lizards, be-

longing to the family Anguidae. The species

are akin to the Anguis fragilis, but can rear

themselves up and dart forwards. Contrary,
however, to common belief in the regions

which they inhabit, they are quite harmless.

A. meleagris is the Cape pintado snake. A.
jaculis, the dart-snake of the Greeks and
Romans, and, according to Boehart, also the

TIDp (qippoz) mentioned in Isaiah xxxiv. 15,

which is improperly rendered "great owl"
in the authorised English version of the Bible.

[Dart-snake.]

2. Bot. : A genus of Brazilian plants rjelong-

ing to the order Aracea;, or Arads. So named
because the spots on the stem were supposed
to resemble the serpents above described.

* 3. Astron. : A comet, or meteor, so called
from its resemblance to a snake.

a-con'-tite, 5. A mineral, a variety of Mis-
PICKEL(q.V.).

*a-c6p't adv. [A.8. cop = top,] Onend,conically.
" Marry, she's not in fashion yet ; she wears a hood,

but it stands acop."—Iien Jonson: Alchemist, ii. a.

•itc^Cp-a, *. pi. [Gr. a, priv. ; a-oVo? (kopos)=s

weariness.]

Old Med. : Medicines which were supposed
to be useful in removing lassitude.

*&c-cp'-Ic, a. [Acopa.] Preventing or alle-

viating fatigue or weariness.

ac-op'-i-ca, ae'-op-inn, s. [Gr. anowia

(akopia) = freedom from fatigue.] A medicine
administered to relieve fatigue or weariness.

* a-c6'-pledj a. Coupled. (Plimpton Cor-
respond., p. 50.)

* ile'-cp-iis, s. A herb, or stone (it is not
known which), used as an ingredient for a
charm. (Middleton : Witch Works, iii. 327.)

&C'-OX*, s. [Lat acor — an acid taste, sourness :

aceo — to be sour.] Acidity or sourness in the
stomach.

* ac-or-a'-ce-» (Lindley), * ac- or-i'-nce
(Link), * ac-or-oi de se (Ag.). An old
order of plants cut off from Aracese, chiefly

on account of the different arrangement of
leaves in the bud, and the possession of the
rudiments of a perianth, these being wholly
wanting in Araceae.

* a-cord , s. & v. An old form of Accord
(q.v.).

" Lene me youre hand, for this i* oure acord."
Chaueor; Knightex Tat*. 3.064.

1 a -cor --daunt, * a cor-dend, a. [A.N.I

[Old forms of Accordant.] Agreeing.
" Me vhinketh it acordant to reaouu."

Chaucer : Prologue, 87.

*'. . . whiche in this vyse is acordend."
Chaucer; Prologue (ed. 1532). L 36. itlatlitcell.)

* a-cor'-ded, * a-cor'-dld, pa. par. [Acord.]
"And thus they ben acorded and i-swurn
To wayte a tyine. ;is I have told bLforn."

MMwr.1 Jtitleres Tate. 8,301, 8,302.

" They ben acordid, as ye achal alter heere."
Chaucer: Man of Lawes Tale, 4,«5B.

* a-core', * a-cor'-yo, * a-cor'-Xe, [A. a
ceorian — to lament. ] To sorrow, to grieve.

"At Gloucestre he deide, ac etr nadde he uon

;

That acorede al this lund, and ye men eehon."
Rob. Glouc, p. 7S.

Bu a peyre of a marc, other thou salt be acorye sore.*

Rob. alouc. p. 390.

" Thou it schalt acorie sore."

MS. Laud, 108, f. 122. iffulltwett.)

a'-corn, s. [A.S. axem, mceren, accern, neut.

pL == fruit of the field or country, from <ecct

= field (Skeat); Icel. akarn; Dan. agent; Dut.

aker; Ger. ecker, eichel ; Goth, akron = fruit.]

1. Lit. : The fruit of the oak. Formerly
acorns were used for human food, and in

times of scarcity are still eaten in different

parts of the Continent.

IT Botanically viewed, it is an indehiscent

dry fruit, surrounded by a cupulate involucre.

It is the type of the genus glans, in Gffirtner'a

classification of fruits.

" Considerable discuMion took place in the Time*
last autumn as to whether acorns were suitable for

employment as food for cattle."— /future, vol. iii

(1871), p. 318.

% Sweet acorn ifl the fruit of Quercu*

ballota.

2. Naut. : A little ornamental piece of wood,

conical in form, fixed on the mast-head above

the vane, to keep it from being detached when
the wind is violent, or the ship leans much to

one side when under a press of sail.

acorn-ball, s. An acorn fixed on its

cupule, or cup, as a ball may be in a socket.

" She, Dryad-like, shall wear
Alternate leaf and acorn-batt
In wreath about her hair.*

Tennyton : Talking Oak.

acorn-barnacle, s. The Balanus ere-

natus, common on our coasts. [Acorn-
shell. ]

acorn-coffee, s. A preparation made
from acorns, husked, dried, and roasted. In
some respects it is better than common
coffee, not having the drying properties of

the latter.

aoorn-cup, s. The calyx or cup in which
the acorn is fixed.

"Creeti into acorn-cups, and hide them there."
bhakesp. : Midsummer Sight's l>ream, ii. L

acorn meal, s. A meal made on acorns.
" And still the sad barbarian, roving; mixed
With beast of prey, or for bis acorn-meal
Foucht the fierce tusky boar."

Thornton: Autumn, 58.

acorn-shell, s.

1. The shell, gland, or husk of the actual
acorn.

"Who from hollow botiehs above him
Dropped their acorn-shell* upon him.''

Longfelluw : Song of Biateatha, xvl.

2. The English name given to the sessile

barnacles (Balanidie), from the resemblance
which they bear to acorns. The shell is

usually composed of six segments, firmly

united into a tube. The lower part of this

tube is fixed to some solid body, such as a

wooden stake or stone within high-water

mark. The upper part is covered and pro-

tected by a movable roof, consisting of two to

four valves, from between which the balanus

can protrude its beautifully delicate cirri.

a'-corned, a. [Acorn.]

1. Gen. : Bearing acorns ; having fed on
acorns ; possessed of acorns.

H Chiefly, if not even exclusively, in com-
position.

** A full acorned boar."
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, U- &.

2. Her. : Having represented upon it an oak
with acorns. (Used of escutcheons.)

* a-eor ae, v.t & i. [Accurbe.] To curso.

" Called hem catyvea,

Meowed for evere."
» Piers Ploughman, p. 375.

boll, bo$; poTtt, J61H; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Inft

-cla sha; -cian ^shan. -tion, -sion — shun; -sion, -tlon — zhun. -tlons, -sious, -clous = shiis. -bro-ber. -pic - pel
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r-sjf, v. [Accckse.] To curse ; to pro-
nounce anathema against.

" Deu* laudem it U y clepud
Thii uliue the queue radde

For to acorty here brother body.
And Kile that him ladde."

MS. CM. Trin,. Ozon., *7. {Balliweil)

•Vfi -or-us, s. [In Fr. acore ; Sp., Port, & Ital.
acoro, fr. Lat acorns, or acorum; Gr. duopot
(akoros) = the sweet-flag : i, priv. ; <op n (Jfcore)

= the pupil of the eye, or the eye, for the
diseases of which the plant was supposed to
be beneficial.] Sweet-rush.

1. Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to
the order Orontiacere, or to Aracese. There
U but one British species— the interesting
A. calamus, Linn., the sweet-sedge, or sweet-
flag. The flowers are arranged upon a sessile
spadix. The spathe, which resembles the
leaves, is not convolute. The perianth is in
six pieces, and inferior. The ovary is three-
celled, the fruit baccate. Its rhizome, which
is aromatic, is used in the preparation of hair-
powder and other perfumery ; confectioners
manufacture a candy from it ; blenders use it

for flavouring gin, and brewers in making
beer. The whole plant, when bruised, gives
forth a pleasant smell, on which account it

was formerly mixed with rushes when the
latter were strewed on the floors of rooms.
It is still scattered over the floor of Norwich
Cathedral on certain festival days. It is

abundant in Norfolk and Suffolk, and found
more sparingly in some other localities in
Britain.

2. Bot. & Phar. : A name sometimes given
to the great galangule (Alpinia oalanga), a
Zingiberaceous plant

3. Zool. : Blue coral.

a-cos mi a, $. [Gr. i, priv. ; Uo-uoc (kosmos)
= order.)

Med. ; Irregularity in the crises of diseases ;

also ill health, especially when attended by
lividity of aspect.

•%-0*«r,adt>. [A.N.] On the side.

Forth thai p***eth thU land acost
To Clarence with alle her oat"

Arthour and Merlin, p. Ml.

•>--c^6t-y-le'Hlon, «. [Gr. i, priv. ; torvknte*
(kotuledon) = any cup-shaped hollow or cavity,
from KorvAf) (kotule) — anything hollow ; also
Lat. cotyledon — a plant, the Cotyledon um-
bilicus of Linnaeus.] A plant with no coty-
ledon, that is, having no seed-leaf. [Cotyle-
don.] A member of the class Acotyledons
(q.v.>

a-cot-y-le'-don-gs (Jussieu), a-cSt-y-le-
don ete (Agardh), a-cot-y-le dons (in
Eng.), *. pi. [Acotyledon. ] One of tne
leading divisions of the Vegetable Kingdom,
the others being Dicotyledons and Mono-
cotyledons. In the Dicotyledons there are
two cotyledons, or seed-lobes ; in the Mono-
cotyledons, one ; and in the Acotyledons,

acotyledonous plants.
L Agaxicu* campestria. 1 Tuber melanosnorum.

a I'ulytrichuiQ commune.

technically considered, none. How then, does
germination take place ? It does so not from
two fixed points—the plumule and the radicle—but indifferently from any portion of the
surface, a character which the Acotyledons
share with some Aroidete. [8ee Acrogens,
Cryptogamia.] The old class of Acotyledons
has been divided by Lindlev into two—the
Thallogens, containing the Algal, Fungal, and
Lichenal alliances ; and the Acrogens, includ-
ing the Muscal, LycopodaL and Filical alli-

ances. [See these words.]

a-cot-y-le-d5n-ous, o. [Acotyledon.]
Having no cotyledons, pertaining to a plant
without seed-lobes.

"Clau III. AcotyledonouM or Cellular Plant*"—
Booker and Arnott : Brit. Flora, 7th ed., p. »77.

a-cou -chi, u, A kind of balsam.

Balsam of Acovchi, or Acouchi Resin: The
inspissated juice of a plant. Idea heterophylla.

belonging to theorderAmyridace»,orAmyrids.

a-cou -chy, s. [Local name.]

Zool. ; Dasyprocta acouchy, a rodent some-
what like a large guinea-pig, from Guiana and
the West Indies.

a-cou -me-ter, ». [Gr. (l) 0*0*17 (akoue) =
hearing, fr. a*ovu (akouo) m to hear ; and (2)

nfTpo* (metron) m a measure.] An instrument
for measuring the extent of the sense of hear-
ing in any individual case.

* a-coun -tre, s. [Fr. centre, adv. = against.]

[Encounter.] An encounter.
" The acountre of hem was so strong
That mani dyed ther among."

Oy of Warwiks. p. »L
* a-cdupe', v . [0. Fr. acoulper ; Fr. acouper,
from Lat. acculpare = to accuse, to And fault.]

To blame, to accuse, to inculpate.

"Alle ye pryde and Yanyte,
Of al ahalt thou acouped be."

MS. Marl 1,7.-11. f. 28. \B*Uivell)

* a-coupe -ment, s. [A.N.] [Acoupe.] An
accusation.

** Withouten an*we re to acoupemsnt."
BarUhorne; Met. Tain, p. 10ft.

* a-coup -yng, s. [Acucpe.] An onset
"At the acoupyng the knightea (aperea) either brak

on other,
Swiltll with there iwerdei twinge the! togeder."

William and the Werwolf, p. IK

a cous-mat Ic, or a cous mat -Ic, s.

[Gr. aicovo-LiaTtKos (akousmatikos) = willing to
hear ; d*ow7>a (akousma) = a thing heard ;

aKovu (akouo) — to hear.] A disciple of
Pythagoras, who had not yet completed his
five years' probation.

a cous -tic, or a-cous'-tlc, a, & a [In
Ger. akustik; Fr. acoustvjue; fr. Gr. oxoturrtKor
(akoustikos) = belonging to the sense of hear-
ing ; anovirrov (akoustos) = heard, audible ;

oiKoute (akouo) = to hear.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Anat.: Pertaining to the ear, constituting
part of the physical apparatus for hearing.

Acoustic duct : The meatus auditorius, or
external passage of the ear.

Acoustic nerves : The same as auditory
nerves (q.v.).

"... to transmit vibration* to the aoouet ic nerve."

—Darwin : Descent ef Man, pt. L, ch. i.

2. Med. : Designed to act on the ear.

Acoustic medicine : One designed to remove
some disease of the ear, or to improve defec-
tive hearing. (Quincy.

)

3. Hist. : Obtaining knowledge by the ear.

Acoustic Disciples, or Acousmatics. [Acous-
M ATI C. ]

4. Art: Designed to facilitate hearing or
itself to be heard. Pertaining to sound. (See
the ex. from Tyndall under Acoustical.)

Acoustic instrument : Generally a synonym
for a speaking trumpet

Acoustic vessels: Brazen tubes used in an-
cient theatres for the purpose of sending the
voice of the speaker as far as possible. In
general they succeeded in doing so to the
distance of 400 feet [Acoustics,]

B. As substantive

:

1. Med. : An acoustic medicine. (See ad}..
No. 2.) * '

2. Hist. : (See adj., No. 3.)

a-coiU'-tiC-al, or a-cous-tic-aL adj.

[Acoustic] The same as Acoustic (q.v.).

"Acoustical experiments on the Seine during the
lege of Pari*."—Xature, vl. 447.

"The sound of the village bell which come* mel-
lowed from the valley to the traveller upon the hill,
ha* a value beyond it* aeottetical one. — Tyndall •

Frag, of Science. 3rd e<L, V. 104.

a cous-ti-cian, or a cous ti cian,
[Acoustic-] One who investigates the phe-
nomena of sound.

".
. . the earlier icoiiiticixn*,~—WheveU: Bitt.

Induct. Science*, bk. vili., ch. vi.

a-cous tics, or a-cous'-tics, s. [In Fr.
acoustUrue.] [Acoustic] A term introduced
by Saveur. The science which treats of

sounds, or, more specifically, that branch
of natural philosophy which treats of the
nature of sound and the laws of its produc-
tion and propagation, as far as these depend
on physical principles. Sound is produced
by the vibration of the particles in a sono-
rous body, evoked by a blow or in some
other way. If a number of small light
wooden balls be suspended by silk threads
over a bell-jar, just in contact with the widest
part of the glass, the drawing of a violin-bow
across the edge of the glass will impart to the
particles of the latter a vibratory movement,
which will make itself visible by flinging 08
the balls oftener than once. Sound requires
an elastic medium for its transmission to the
tympanum of the ear. In vacuo it becomes
inaudible, but brought in contact with air it

is heard without difficulty. Its rate of pro-
gress through dry air, at a temperature of 32°,
is, according to Vander Kolfc, 1,091 feet 8
inches in a second ; and according to Mr.
Stone, 1,090-6 feet: through metallic rods its
motion is much more rapid.
Two particles which are in the same state of

vibration—i.e., are equally displaced from the
positions which they occupied in eouilibrio,
and are moving in the same direction, and
with equal velocities—are said to be in the

same phase ; whilst those which are proceed-
ing in a contrary direction are said to be in
opposite phases.

If the vibration of particles takes place in
the same direction as that in which the dis-
turbance is moving from particle to particle,
it is called longitudinal ; if at right angles to
it, transverse.

So analogous are the sound-producing vibra-
tions of particles to those of waves in the
ocean, that the terms waves and undulations
are used in Acoustics as well as in Hydrology.
The distance which separates two particles in
the same phase is called the length of a wave.
As in Optics, so in Acoustics, there are refrac-
tion and reflection, the laws in both cases being
the same.

Refraction ofsound : The change of direction
which is produced when a wave of sound,
travelling through one medium, meets a second
one not of the same kind, and excites in it a
wave of a different velocity and direction from
the first.

Reflection of sound: The change of direction
which is produced when a wave of sound,
travelling through one medium, meets a
second one diverse from the first, and in addi-
tion to transmitting to it a refracted wave,
excites in it an undulation travelling in a
different direction, but with the same velocity
as the other. A sound may be frequently
repeated, as from an echo-producing cliff, and
in a whispering gallery or a tunnel.
Two or more sonorous waves travelling

through the same medium, and acting on the
same particles, are said mutually to interfere
with each other. If they move towards such
an interference from exactly opposite direc-
tions, they produce between them a stationary
teave. This expression does not imply that
every particle of the wave thus produced is

motionless. Some particles are so, whilst
others vibrate longitudinally or transversely.
The points at which the particles are sta-
tionary are called nodes, and the vibratory
portions ventral segments. A vibrating musical
string, a tuning-fork, or other stiff rod vibrat-
ing longitudinally, make stationary waves.
These are generated also inside wind-instru-
ments when the latter are blown. The
vibrations of a solid are best communicated
to another solid : hence a tuning-fork being
struck is applied to a table, and violin-strings
are placed in contact with a hollow wooden
box, which imparts to their sound a greater
intensity than if its transmission to the ear
were entrusted to the air alone.

Noise is a single blow given to the ear,

whilst Music is caused bv a series of feeble
blows following one another at regular inter-
vals. [Music, Harmony, Sound.]

IT Some writers have divided Acoustics
Into Diacoustics, which treats of those sounds
which pass directly from the sonorous body
to the ear ; and Catacoustics, which inves-
tigates the phenomena of reflected sounds.
Another division is into Acoustics proper, or
the science of hearing, and Phonetics, or tha
science of sound ; the latter word being from
Gr. ipuvrj (phone) — sound.

•a-ccV-er, v.t. [O. Fr. cotTfr, couvrer, frosa
Lat. cooperio = to cover.] To uncover.

tatc, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wdt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, pdt
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, ce - e ; ey - a. tre = ter.
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" Beliseut, withou ten letting,

Aooverd said uudede her eyin."
Arttour and Merlin, p. 815.

•%-cdv-erd, pa. par. [Acover.]

• Sj-coV-er-unge, s. [Acover.] Recovery.

•a-coy^nte, v.t. [O. Fr. accotnter = to make
known.] To make acquaintance.

* Hec a-coynttd hym anon ; and bicomen frendes gode,
Bot'ne for here prowes and for heo were of on blode.'

Robert of Gloucester, p. 14.

*a cojK-slng, *. [Accusing.] Accusing, an

accusation.
" He is forth brought, and the kyng

•£"
Kyng Alisaunder, 3.97a.

ac-qua tnt, v.t. 4 i. [Fr. acointer = to become
intimate ; Prov. accoinder = to make known ;

O. Fr. coint = informed of a thing, from Low
Lat. adcognito = to make known, from Lat.

ad = to, and cognitus, pa. par. of cognoseo = to

know.] [Know.]

A* Transitive

:

1. Not reJUxively : To inform, to communi-
cate an item of intelligence.

% The person informed is in the accusative,

and the intelligence is introduced by of, with,

or the clause of a sentence commencing with
that.

" Wife, go you to her era you go to bed.
Acquaint her here o/my §ou Paris' love."

Shaketp. : Romeo i Juliet, lit. 4.

" Brutus acquainted the people with the doer and
manner of the tile deed."—Shaketp. : Tarquin 4 l.u-

erect, Argument.
" I mast acquaint you that I have received
New-dated letters from Northumberland."

Shaketp. i 2 Henry IV., lv. L

2. Refiexively: To make (one's selO familiar

with a being or person, his character, or his

procedure.
" Aauaint now thyself with him [God], and be at

peace, —/oft 0st SI.

B. Intrana. : To be cognizant of anything,
to be observant of what passes, or U taking
place at the time ; to be or become familiar

with.

"Though theChoiseuls will not acquaint with you.'
— Walpoie; Letters, iii. 50ft.

* ac-qua int (in Scotch pron. • ac-que nt,
* ac-qua'nt), pa. par. k a. [Acquaint.]

•J Now altogether superseded by Ac-
quainted (q.v.).

" Thou alto most entirely art
Acquaint with all my ways."
Route's metrical version of Pt. exxxix. S.

** He 1b weel acquent wi' a' the smugglers, thieves,
and banditti about Edinburgh."—Scott: Heart of Mid-
Lothian.

t ac-qua int-a-ble, a. [Acquaint.] Easy to
gain the acquaintance of, easy of access.

" Wherefore be wise and acquaint able."
Rom. of the Rote, 2,213.

9C-qua int-ance, $. & * a. [Acquaint.]

A* As substantive:

X. The act of gaining a greater or less
amount of knowledge of any person or thing.

IX The state of becoming known to a
person.

"As I'll myself disgrace : knowing thy will,
I will acquaintance strangle, and look strange."

Shaketp. I Sonnets, 89.

" For goodness' sake, consider what yon do ;How you may hurt yourself, ay, utterly
Grow from the kings acquaintance by this carriage."

Shaketp. : King Henry VIII,, lit L
"... from a familiar acquaintance with the

mechanical processes of certain arts, trades, and
manufactures."— «r Q. C. Lewis ; Influence of
Authority, ch. 1L

IIL A person with whom one is acquainted.
* 1. A friend.
" Put it was thou, a man mine equal, my guide and

mine acquaintance. We took sweet counsel together,
and walked unto the house of God in company."

—

Pt.
Iv. is, 14.

2, (a) Really singular : A person whom one
knows but slightly, or who, if he has been
long known, has still, for some reason or other,
been kept outside the circle of one's chosen
and trusted friends.

" Montgomery was an old acquaintance of Ferguson."
—Macaulay: Hist. Sng., ch. xvt

(6) Collectively : People whom one knows.
"... they sought him among their kinsfolk and

acquaintance. —Luke ii. 44.

II Sometimes applied figuratively to the
inferior animals or to things.

B. As adjective (highly vulgar): Acquainted.
"Bvant. . . . Give her this letter: for it is a 'oman

that altogether 's acquaintance with Mistress Anne
P»ge."—Shaketp. : Merry Wives. I 2.

II It should never be used in this sense.

ac qua Intance-ship, s. [Acquaint.] The
state of being acquainted. (Chalmers.)

* ac-qua int-ant, s. An acquaintance.
". . . an acquaintant and a friend of Edmund

Spenser."—/. Walton,

ac-qua int-ed, pa. par. [Acquaint. ]

•ft Used in the same sense as the verb, with
rarely the special sense of well-known.
"... as things acquainted and familiar to us."

Shaketp. ; Henry IV., Part II., T. 1

t ac-qua int-ed-ngss, s. [Acquaint.] The
state of being acquainted.

ac-quaInt-Iig, pr. par. [Acquaint. ]

ac -quart, alk'-wert, a. [Awkward.]
1. Turned away from ; averse : averted

from. (Scotch.)
" Dido aggreuil ay, quhil he his tale tald
Wyth acquart hike gan toward bin behald.
Rollyng vmquhile her ene now here, now there,
Wyth sycht vnstabill wauerand ouer al quhare."

Douglas : Virgil, cxii. M.
2. Cross, perverse.

* ao-que'lnt-aunfe. [Acquaintance.]
" For here acqueintaunce was not come of newe

;

Thay were his approwours prively."
Chaucer: Freret Tale, 6.924-5.

ac quels, v.t. [Fr. acquis, acquise, pa. par.
of acquirir; Lat. acquisitus = acquired.] To
acquire. (Scotch.)

" Sic badness and madness.
Throw kind, he did acquets."
Buret : Pilgrim, ( Watson's Coll., it M.)

&c -quest, s. [In Fr. acquise, pa. par. of ac*

querir; fr. Lat. acquisitus, pa. par. of acquiro;
or ad k quaesitus, pa. par. of quosro.}

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of acquiring.

TX The state of being acquired.

HX The thing acquired, e.g., a conquest.

" Mud reposed near the oetia of rivers makes con-
tinual additions to the land, thereby excluding the
sea, and preserving these shells as trophies and signs
of its new acquettt and encroachments. '

—

Woodward.

B. Law: Goods or effects acquired either
by purchase or donation.

* ac-que ynt, pa. par. [A form of Aqueynt.]
Quenched.

ac-qul-e ace v.i. [Lat. acquiesce- = to become
quiet, to rest : ad ; quiesco = to rest ; quits m
rest ; Fr. acquiescer.}

* 1. To rest.

" Which atoms never rest till they meet with some
pores, when they acquiesce."—Howell ; Letters, iv. 60.

2. To submit to, or remain passive under,
instead of rebelling against.

"The nation generally acquiesced In the new eccle-
siastical constitution."—Macaulay : Hist, Bng., ch. xv.

3. To assent to, to accept tacitly or formally.

ac-qui-eV-cSnce, tac qui es oen cy,
[Acquiesce.] Submission to, express or tacit
consent to endure without protest or rebellion
that which is not really liked.

"... if not with approbation, yet with the show
of acquiescence."—Macaulay : Hist. Bng., ch. ii.

2. Contentment, rest, satisfaction with.
"... but seldom from a full satisfaction and

acquiescence in their present enjoyments of it [>.<•.,

fame]."—A dditon.

ac-quX-es'-cent, a. [Lat. acquiescens, pr, par.
of acquiesco.] [Acquiesce.] Submissive to,

disposed tacitly or formally to submit to what
cannot really be liked.

". . . acquiescent in hi* condition."— Froude :

Hist. Bng., ch.' ii.

ac-qtli-e8'-cj£ng( pr. par. ft o. [Acquiesce.]

* 9C-qui'-et, v.t. [Low Lat. acquietare.]

1. To quiet, to compose. (Bng. & Scotch.)

"Acquiet his mind from stirring
own peace."—Sir A. Shirley: Travel
"... the pepill ar almaist gane wilde, it is

therefor statut, for the acquietting of the pepill, that
. . . ."—Acts Jas. IV., 1503 {ed. 1814), p. 249.

2. To secure. (Scotch.)

"... to werrand, acquiet, and defend ... the
landis."—^4ce Dom. Cone (A.D. 1489), p. 1SS.

ac qui et an dis pleg i is. [Lat.]

Law : A writ of justices lying for a surety
against a creditor who refuses to acquit his
debtor after the money owing has been paid.

* ac-qui ght (oh silent), v. t. An old spelling
of Acquit (q.v.).

"... for yonder way
We needes must pass (God doe us well icquight)."

Spenser: F. «., IX xU. &
* ao quill, v.t. [A.N.] [In O. Ft. enquiUtw,
aquUler, a form of accueillir. ]

Hunting : A term applied to the buck and
doe, the male and female fox, and all "ver-
min."

T Nearly synonymous with the more modem
word Imphime, afterwards applied to unhar-
bouring the hart. (Halliwell.)

"Syr huntere, how many bestis acquitt t Syr, the
buk and the doo, the male fox and the female, and
alle othir vermyn, as many as be put in the book.
And how many oraches t Sire, alle that be acquilea."
—Reliq. Antiq., i. 151.

ac-quir-a-blT-I-t?, s. [Acquirable.]
" Capability" of being acquired.

acquirable, a. [Acquire.] That may be
acquired.

"... though they ate truths acquirable."—Sir M.
Hale : Origination of Mankind.

ac-qui re, v. t. [Lat. acquiro, -isivi, -isitum =
to acquire : ad = to

;
qucero =to look or search

for; O. Fr. acquerre, aquerre; Prov. acquirir;
Fr. acqtUrir ; Ital. acquisitare.)

1. Ofman : To gain material possessions by
gift, by purchase, by conquest, or in any other
way ; also to make intellectual attainments
by study, to gain skill in manual employ-
ment, Ac.

". . . kingdoms, dukedoms, counties, lordship*,
acquired In different ways."—Macaulay : Hist. Bng..
ch. xii ii.

". . . had Indeed acquired more learning than
his slender faculties were able to bear. "—Macaulay:
Hist. Bng., ch. xiv.

2. Of the inferior animals, animals or plants
organs, or inanimate things.

". , . these organs acquire individual character*.*—Owen : Mammalia (1869), p. 17.

ac-quire -ment, s. [Acquire. ]

1. The act of acquiring or obtaining any
desirable object, such as wealth or other pro-
perty, skill in manual work, intellectual

attainments.
"... had grown, in the course of centuries, on

concession, on acquirement, and usurpation, to be
what we see it."—Carlyle: French Revolution, pt L,
bk.iii..ch. v.

2. The object gained.

% Used almost exclusively of those intel-

lectual conquests which one makes by the use
of his talents, as opposed to the talents them-
selves.

" That party was not large ; but the abilities, ac-
quirementt, and virtues of those who belonged to it

made it respectable."—Macaulay : Hist. Bng., ch. vii.

ac-qu'ir'-er, a. [Acquire.] One who acquires.

ae-qu'ir'-iiig, pr. por., o., & s. [Acquire.]

As substantive: Acquisition, that which is

gained.
"... with the acquiring-* of his father's profet-

iion."—Naunton: Fragmenta Regalia, Leicester.

* ac-qui'-r& s. [Acquire.] An acquiring,
an obtaining ; acquisition.

" No art requireth more hard study and pain toward
the acquiry of "
Sermons, ill. 62.

*aC'-qui'ae t i'.t. [A.N.] Toacquire. [Acqueis.]

* &c -qui-fjite, a. [Lat. acquisitum, or pa. par.

acquisitus.] [Acquire.] Gained with more or
less of permanence.

" Three [notions] being innate and five acquititt)
. . . ."—Burton: Anat. of Melancholy, p. 29.

ac-qui-si -tion, s. [In Fr. acquisition, fr.

Lat. acquisitio — (1) the act of acquiring, (2)
the thing acquired : fr. acquisitum, conven-
tionally called the supine of acquiro : ad and
quatro.)

L The act of acquiring.

IX The state of being acquired.
"... by his own industrious acquisition of them.*—South.

IIL Anything acquired, whether land,
money, material, skill, or intellectual gains.

"The English still held their acquisition."—Froude.
Bit*. Bng.. iv. SOS.

acquis I tfve, a. [Lat. acquisitus, pa. par.

of acquiro m to acquire (q.v.),]

1. Acquired.
" He [William I.] died not in his acquisitive, but In

his native soil."—Sir H. Wotton : Reliquim Wot-
tonianm, p. 106.

2. Prone to attempt acquisition, evem
though this should be made only by laying
hands on that which is not one's own.

boil, bd*y^; pout, JsHttj cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph m t
-«U= sha ; -*ian= shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -fion, -fion= shun, -tious, -sious, -clous= shus. -We, -die, 4c. = tool, deL
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*".
. . the knavish, smooth-tongued, keen, and

aequisUise Herme*" — GroCe : Hist. Greece, voL L,

p. 80.

1 It is sometimes followed by of.

»s>quIf'-It~iVe-ly, adv. [Eng. acquisitive;

-ly.] In virtue of having acquired anything ;

as having acquired anything.

ac-quls -it-ive-ness, 3. [Acquisitive.]

Among phrenologists : One of those human
propensities which are supposed to be repre-

sented externally by bumps or protuberances

on the brain. The spot which they point out

for acquisitiveness is at the inferior angle of

the parietal bone, with ideality in front and
secretiveness in the rear. It is described as

a propensity that prompts one to seek for

property. The individual so unhappily con-

stituted is considered to be a man who, if in

the upper ranks, will be prone to " klepto-

mania, and if in the humbler ranks of society

will too probably figure in the police-courts

as an inveterate thief.

*ac-quls itor, s. [Lat acquisitus, pa. par.

of acquiro.] One who acquires.

* ac'-quist, Hi [Lat. ac/uisit us, pa. par. of

acquiro.) To acquire. (Skinner.)

* ac-quist , s. [Prom the verb.] An acquisi-

tion, something gained.
" His servants he. with new acquist

Of true experience from this great event.
With peace and consobition hath dismissed.

Milton : Samson Agonistes, 1.755.

ac-qult', *ac-quight (gh silent), *ac-
2uite, # a-quite, * a-quy'te (mod. pret.

pa. par. acquitted, formerly also acquit), v.t.

[O. Fr. aquiter ; Pr. acquitter, from Low Lat. ao
quieto, from ad— to, quieto— to settle.) [Quit,

Quits.]

% In Old Scotch it has sometimes the pret
acquute, as in the example—

". . . worthily acquate himself of the great place
and trust.'—Actt Chat. J. (ed. 1814), v. 517.

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To pronounce one innocent of a crime,
tin, or fault [See II. 2.]

" God wlte in a dai wan it aquited be."
Hob. Glouc. p. MS.

" The Lord Is slow to anger, and great in power, and
Till not at all acquit the wicked."

—

yahum i. a

% Formerly followed by from prefixed to
the charge ; now of is employed.

". . . thou wilt not acquit me from mine iniquity.*
—Job*. 14.

* 2. To requite, to pay for, or to avenge.

* (a) To requite.
*0 bow ill dost thou acquits the love I beare thee."

Shepherdess FtlLcmena. [Collier : Shaketp., 28.)

(b) To pay for.

" Or if his winning be ao lite
That his labour will not aqutte
Sumclauntly at bis living,
Tet may be go his brede begging.''

Rom. o/ the Rote, 6.743.

(c) To avenge. (Scotch.)
" He exhortit his men to have enrage ; set asrd al

dredour (gif they had ony), remembring the gret
ipreit and manheid of tbair eldaris, that thay may
acquit* thair Ueith.-—liellend. : Cron.. bk, vi., ch. xiii.

S» To set free from obligation.
" For, as I hear, he was much bound for yon.

Ant No more than I am well acquitted of.*

Shaketp : Merchant of Venice, t. L
M Let each a token of esteem bestow.
This gift acquits the dear respect I owe."

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xx,, 361, 992.

4. Reflectively (with self superadded) : To
quit (one's self), to behave, to discharge the
frust reposed in one.

Marlborough, on this as on every similar occasion,
mcquitteti himself like a valiant and skilful captain."
—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xiv.

EL Law : To set at rest with respect to a
claim or an accusation.

1. With respect to a claim.

;

% According to the feudal system, if a
tenant held lands of a lord mesne, and the
mesne over the lord paramour, then the mesne
was expeeted to acquit the tenant of all ser-

vices except those which he himself claimed
for the lands.

2. With respect to an accusation : To pro-

nounce one void of guilt with respect to any
charge which has been brought against one

;

to justify.

acquit', pa. par. [The same as Acquitted
" (q.v.).] Acquitted, quit

" To be acquit from my continual smart"
Spenser.

ac-qui te, v.t [Acquit.]

ac-qult -ment, s. [Acquit.]

1 & 2. The act of acquitting, the state of

being acquitted ; acquittal
" The wortl imports properly an acquitment or dis-

charge of a man upon some precedent accusation, and
a full trial and cognisance of his cause had there-

upon."—South.

ac-quit -tal, 6. [Acquit.]

Law ct Ordinary Language,

:

1. A judicial direction that one is innocent
of a charge brought against him, or at least

that proof of the accusation has failed.

*J An acquittal may be in deed, that is, by a
verdict ; or in law, that is, the boon may
come to the accused person more indirectly.

Thus, if he be tried as accessory to a felony,

the acquittal of the principal will carry with
it also his acquittal.

"The acquittal of the bishops was not the only
event which makes the Soth of June, 1C88, a great
epoch in history."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Bug., ch. ix.

"... the audience, with great glee, expected a
speedy acquittaL'—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. viiL

2. Discharge or release from a promise or
obligation.

" And fair acquittal of his oath."
' Scott i Lord o/ the Islet, iv. 27.

Acquittal contracts; A discharge from an
obligation. This may be by deed, prescrip-

tion, or tenure. (Co. Lit. 100 a.)

acquit -tance, s. [A.N.] [Acquit.]

1. An acquittaL

L The act of acquitting or releasing from
a charge or debt

2. Forgiveness, acquittaL
"... but soon shall find

Forbearance no acquittance."
Milton : Paradise Lost, bk. x,

3. That which acquits. Spec., the receipt

which furnishes documentary evidence of the
discharge or release from a debt or obligation.

T[ Now more frequent in the North of
England than elsewhere.

" Boyet, you can produce acquittances.
For such a sum, from special officers

Of Charles his father."
Shakeep. : Love's Labours Lost, 11 L

# TX Requital
* III. Acquaintance. (Skinner.)

* ac-qult'-tance, v.t. [Acquittance, «.] To
acquit.
" Your mere enforcement shall acquittance me
From ail the impure blots and stains thereof."

Shaketp. : Richard ill., Hi. 7.

ac-quit'-ted, pa. par. & a, [Acquit, v.t}

ac-qult -ting, pr. par. [Acquit, t>.(.]

* ac-quy'se, v.t. [Acquire.] To acquire.
" Honour and goodes dayly to aequyse~

Matitand : Lambeth Books, p. SSI.

a-cra'-nl-a, *. pi [i, priv. ; upaviov (kranion)

= the skull] Haeckel's name for the skull-

less animals. Vertebrata without skull and
brain. Only representative, the A mphioxus
lanceolatus. [Lancelet.]

* a-crased, a. [Acraze.] Crazed. (Grafton.)

t ac-ra -si-a, ac -ra sy, acrasie, s.

[Gr. anpacia (akrasia) = want of power, espe-
cially over one's passions : u, priv. ; either
from Kpao-tc, (krasis) = the mixing of two
things, giving the idea of mixture of two sub-
stances, but not in due proportion ; or from
Kparoc (kratos) = strength ; meaning, want of
power or control.] Excess, want of power
over one's passions.

" Doth overthrow the Bowre of Blis,
And Acrasy defeat."

Spenser: P. Q., c xil, motto.
**.

. , the acrasie and diBComposedness of the outer
man."—Faringdon: Sermons (A.D. 1657), p. 120.

"... a little prone to anger, but never excessive
In it, either as to measure or time, which acrasie*.
whether you say of the body or mind, occasion great
uneasiness."

—

Cornish: Life of Firmin, p. IB*.

a-cra'-tJ-a, s. [Gr. a, priv. ; updroc (kratos)

= strength.] Want of strength, weakness.

* a-craz c, * a-crase, v.t. [Craze.]

L To make crazy.

"And I aerated was.'"
Mirror for Magistrates, p. 188.

2. To impair, to destroy.
"... my credit aerated."—Gatcoigne: Letters in

the HermWt Tale, p. n.

a-ere, * a -Iter, s. [A.S. oxer, axcer, axyr= a
field, land, anything sown, sown corn, com, an
acre ; Ger. acker = (1) a field, (2) soil, (3) arre

;

O. H. Ger. achar ; Goth, akrs ; Dut. akker ;

Sw. hker; Dan. ager ; IceL akr ; Fr. acre;

Irish acra ; Wei. eg ; Lat. ager = a field ; Gr.

o-ypds (agros); Pers. akkar.}

* 1. Originally, any field, whatever its

superficial area. This would seem to be the
meaning of the word in some names of places,

as Castle-acre and West-acre, in Nurfulk.
" Pople with alle the rechease, and akert, ais thai

wounen
Thorgh thcr douhtinesse, the land thorgh thei

ronuen." Peter Langtcft. p. IIS.

2. From about the time of Edward I. the
word became more definite, and its limits

were prescribed by the statutes SI and 35
Edward I., and 24 Henry VIIL By the Act
5 George IV. the varying measures of th*
acre current in the kingdom were reduced
to one uniform standard. The Imperial acre
contains 4,840 square yards, the Scottish one *

610412789 square yards, and the Irish one
7,840 square yards. The imperial acre is

current in the United States. The old Roman
jvgerum, generally translated " acre," was
about five-eighths of the imperial acre.

"The space enclosed was about half an acre."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng. ch. ili.

* acre-fight, s. A combat In the olden
time with lances between single combatants,
consisting of English and Scotch borderers.

It was also called camp-fight, and the com-
batants were named champions, from their
fighting In the open field (in Fr. champ).
(CowelL) Or more probably from A.S. camp,
comp = a battle.

acre-man, s. A husbandman.
". . . and acre-men yede to the plough."

Lay le Ereine, ITS,

* acre-shot, * acre-tax, s. A local tax
upon land, fixed at a certain sum for each
acre.

"The said In-dikes should be carefully maintained
and repaired by those dyke-reeves out of the common
acre-shot assessed within every of the said towns."—
Dugdale: Imbanking, p. 375.

acre-stafl; * aker-staff, s. An instru-

ment for clearing the plough-coulter. (Kersey.)

a -cre-age (age = ig)f s. [Acre.] The area

of any piece of arable or other land, measured
in acres.

". . . 8,000 farmers who made no return respecting
either the acreage of their farms or the number of
men employed. "—Centut Report of 1861 (Appendix^
vol. iii.. p. 139.

acred (pron. a'-kerd), o. [From the sub-
stantive. ] Pertaining to the owner of " acres,"
i.e., landed property.

* ac'-rcme, s. [Acre.]

Old Law : Ten acres of land.

*a-creV, v.t. [Accresce.] To accresce, to
increase. (Scotch.)

"Ay the tempest did acret,
And na was lykin to grow lea,

Bot rather to be in air."

Burel : Pilgrim. ( Watson : CoU., 11. ».)

ac-rl-bei -a, ». [Gr. axoifiua (akribeia) =
literal accuracy, exactness, precision. ] A

f

rarely Greek word occasionally used in Eng-
ish, there not being in our tongue a short term
bearing exactly the same shade of meaning.

acrid, or ac'-rid, a. [In Fr. den; Sp.,
Port., and Ital. acre; fr. Lat. acer, fern, acris,

neut. acre, genit. acris.]

L Lit. : Sharp, pungent, piercing, hot,
biting to the taste. Used of chemical sub-
stances, of plants, &a

"... the mariner, Ms blood Inflamed
With acrid salts.

"

Cowper : Task, bk. L
Bitter and acrid differ only by the sharp particles

of the first being involved in a greater quantity of oil

than those of the last."

—

Arbuthnot : On Aliments.

2. Fitf. : Sharp, pungent, sarcastic. (Used

of a person's mind, of speech, writing, ic.)
". . . of a man whose body was worn by the

constant workings of a restless and acrid mind."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

ac -rl-da, s. [Gr. axp»'t (akris), genit. aepiiot

(akridos) =s a locust.]

Entom. : Mr. Kirby's name for the genus
Locusta of Geoffrey, containing, however, not
locusts, but grasshoppers. Others use, instead

of Aerida, the term Gryllvs. [Grtllcs.] Ex-
ample, the great green grasshopper, Aerida

viridissima, or Grt/llus viridissimvs. Aerida
must not be confounded with Acridium (q.v.).

ac-rid'-I-ld-se, a-erid'-i-d»t s. plural
[ACRTDITOf.]

Entom, : A family of Saltatorial Orthcptcra,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », m = e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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of which the genus Acridium is the type.

Then is much confusion in the naming of

two out of three families of the Saltatorial

tribe. This one contains, among other in-

sects, the migratory locust, and some of the
small "grasshoppers" so often heard and
seen among grass, which are properly locusts.

the family is, by various authors, called

Locustidse, a term, however, which some
apply to the grasshoppers proper. [Locus-
TinJL]

". . . and the A cridiida, or grasshoppers."—Dar-
win: Descent of Man, pt. x_, ch. ix.

"... and the male migratory locust of Russia,
Otu of the Acridiidce."—Ibid., pt. it, ch. X.

ac-rid I ty, ac -rid-ness, s. [Acrid.]

1. Lit. : Sharpness, pungency ; used of
chemical substances, plants, &c.

"Acridity, causticity, and poison are the general
characteristics of this suspicious order [the Kiuiuncu-
faces]."—Mndley: Nat. Syst. of Botany, 2nd ed. (1836),

p. 6.

2. Fig. : Sharpness, pungency ; used of the
mind, or of speech or writing.

ac-rld'-i-iim, ac-ryd'-i-iiin, s. [Gr. <xkpU,

-i'iof (akris, -idos) = a locust.] A genus of in-

sects, the typical one of the family Acridiidae

(q.v.). There are four articulations to the
tarsi. The antennae are short, filiform, or
swelled at the extremity, and have ten to
twelve perceptible articulations. It contains
the Locusts. [Locust.]

&c-rI-mo'-ni-ous, a. [In Fr. acrimonieux,

fr. Lat. acrimonia = sharpness, pungency.]
Sharp, pungent, biting. [Acrimony.]

1. Lit. : Of material substances.

"If sail cannot be rendered acrimonious and bitter
of Itself, then whaterer acrimony or amaritude re-

dounds in it must be from the admixture of melan-
choly."—Harvey: On Consumption.

2. Fig. : Of a person ; of the mind, temper,
or of language.

" Even his most acrimonious enemies feared him at
least as much aa they hated him."

—

Jiacaulay: Hut.
Xng., ch. xv.

"... a prince of high spirit and acrimonious
temper."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxil.

"They had long been in the habit of recounting in
acrimonious language all that they had suffered at
the hand of the Puritan in the day of hU power."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. viiL

ttC-rl-md'-ni-ous-ly, adv. [Acrimonious.]
In an acrimonious manner, sharply, pun-
gently.

ac-ri-mo'-ni-ous-ness, s. [Acrimonious.]
The qwality or state of being sharp or pun-
gent ; acrimony.

ac'-rf-m6n-& s, [In Fr. acrimonie ; Ital. acri-

monia, fr. Lat. acrimonia. Webster thinks
the Lat. suff. -monia = Eng. -many, may come
from the same source as Lat. maneo, Gr. niv<*
(meno) — to remain. The suffix -mony signi-

fies the quality or condition, like hood in
knighthood.

% Acrimony is explained in the Glossary to
Philemon Holland's Trans, of Pliny's Nat.
Hist. (A.D. 1601) as being then of recent in-

troduction into the English. (Trench.)

L Lit. : Sharpness, pungency, corrosiveness
(applied to material substances).

"... for those milke have all an acrimony, though
one would think they should be lenitive.'—Bacon.

•

Nat. Hist.

2. Fig. : Sharpness, pungency (applied to the

mind or language). Bitterness of speech.
" In his official letters he expressed with great

acrimony his contempt for the king's character and
understanding.-—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

% Sometimes used in the plural.

"... to soothe the acrimonie* which the debate
had kindled."

—

Froude: Hist. Eng., ch. xrL

t aC'-ri-Sy, s. [Gr. aKpto-ia (akrisia) = want of
distinctness in judgment ; a«ptTov (akritos) =
unarranged, ^indistinguishable : a, priv. ; npivia

(krino) = to separate, to pick out, to decide.]

1. Inability to judge, want of judgment.
(Bailey.)

2. Med. : A case on which it Is very difficult

to pronounce, or on which one does not like

to pronounce, the symptoms being unfavour-
able.

&C'-rI-ta, *. pi. [Gr. oT«4xtoc (akritos), n. pi.

oKp.Ta (akrita) = unarranged, undetermined,
confused : A, priv. ; kd*t6f = separated, picked
out ; verbal adj. from npiva (krino) = to sepa-
rate.]

L Zoology:

1. A term totTe4uC84 by Mr- Macleay,

the founder of the now extinct circular or
quinary school of zoologists, and used by him
to designate those animals in which, as he be-

lieved, the nervous system was confusedly
blended with the other tissues, or, in other
words, that in which nervous molecules dis-

persed over, or, as it were, confounded with
the substance of those gelatinous animals, im-
pregnated their whole structure with sensi-

bility. He included under the Acrita the
following five classes :—O) Polypi vaginati ;

(2) Polypi natantes ; (3) Intestina ; (4) Agas-
tria, or Infusoria ; and (5) Polypi rude*.

These five classes he believed to constitute a
circle.

2. In 1835 Professor Owen proposed to use
the word in a more restricted sense for animals
whose nervous system is obscure. His Acrita
do not figure as a sub-kingdom of animals, but
constitute a series of the Radiated sub-king-
dom running parallel to another series, thus :

Nematoneura. Acrita.
Class Badiaria (Lamarck).

Echinodermata (Cuvier). Acalepha (Cuvier).

Class Polypi (Cuvier).

Ciliobrachiata (Farre). Anthozoa (Ehrenb.).

Nudibranchiata (Farre).

Class Entozoa (Rudolphi).

Ccelelmintha (Owen). Sterelmintha (Owen).

Class Infusoria (Cuvier).

Rotifera (Ehrenb.). Polygastria (Ehrenb.).

(Owen : Comp. Anatomy of the Invertebrate

Animals.)

IX Med. (lit.): The defect of crisis. Failure
to expel morbid matter from the physical
frame.

ac'-rlt-an, s. [Acrita.]

Zool. : An animal belonging to the Acrita,

either of Macleay or of Owen. [Acrita.]

ac -rite, a. [Acrita.]

Zool.: Pertaining to an Acritan.

The character of the lowest or acrite classes are
least defined and fixed."—Owen: Comp. A not. Invert.
Anim. (1843), p. 65.

a-crSt'-I-cal, a. [Gr. a, priv, ; Lat. criticus

(Med.) = critical ; fr. crisis, Gr. Kpio-ts (krisis)

= the point when a disease has reached its

height.]

Med. : Having no crisis.

^-ri-te-chro'-ma-cy; s. [Gr. aKpnoe

(akritos) — nndistinguishable, confused ; and
xptifia (chroma) = colour.]

Med. : Inability to distinguish colours
;

colour-blindness. [See Colour-blindness. ]

(Dvxon.)

ac'-rl-tude, s. [Lat. acritudo, fr. acer, genit.

acris = sharp.] Acidity, sharpness, pungency,
the quality of being hot and biting in taste.

" In green vitriol, with its astringent and sweetish
tastes, is joined some acritude."—Grew : Alusamm,

ao'-rl-ty; s. [In Fr. acrete; fr. Lat. acritas.]

Sharpness, pungency.

ac-ro-a-mat -Ic, a-cro-a-mat ic-al, a.

[Gr. aKpoafiaTtKos (akroamatikos) = designed
for hearing simply, not committed to writing

:

oxp6a/ia (akroama) = (1) anything heard, espe-
cially if it gave pleasure ; such as music, a
play, &c. ; (j>lur.) lecturers, or players, espe-
cially during meals ; axpodofiat (akroaomai) =
to hear.]

1, Lit. : Pertaining to the esoteric doctrine
of Aristotle and the other ancient philoso-
phers ; that communicated orally, in contra-
distinction to that committed to writing.
[Acroatic]

2. Fig. : Pertaining to any sublime, pro-
found, or abstruse doctrine.

ac-ro-a-mat -Ics, s. [Acroamatic] Jne
of the* two divisions of Aristotle's lectures.
[Acroatic]

ac-rd-at'-Ic, a. [Gr. aKpoarinoc (akroatikos) —
connected with hearing.] [Acboamatic] Pro-
perly that which was heard by the select few
who attended the more recondite lectures of
the great philosopher Aristotle. What may
be called his professorial teaching was of two
kinds—that which was a.Kpoav.art*6v (akroa-
matikon), or atpoaviKov (aJcroatikon), that is,

was heara by his genuine disciples ; and that
which was kZureptttov (exoterikan) = external,
from if«« (exd) = without, out of—namely, for

outsiders, or the public generally. The

former was, of course, the more abstruse, and
more rigorously established than the merely .

popular exoteric teaching. [Acboamatic]

ac -ro-bat, s. [Gr. aKpo0<mj« (akrobatis). from
aKpojSaTtw (akrobateo) = to walk on tiptoe :

anpov (akron) » a poiut
; pare'*) (bated) = to

tread ; from fiaiw (bainff) = to walk.] A
dancer on a tight rope.

ac-rdb'-a-ta, ac-roV-a-tey, s. [Gr.

a<p6/3aTos* (aJcrobatos) = walking on tiptoe.]

[Acrobat.] A guiius of Mammalia of the

ACROBATA (PETAURISTA PYGM^eA).

Marsupial sub-class. A small species, A.
pygmceus, now called Petaurista pygmosa, in-

habits Australia,

t ao-ro-bat'-I-ca, ac-rd-bat'-i-ctim, «.

[Acrobat.] An' ancient engine designed to

lift people to a high position that they might
have a better view.

ae-rd-car-pld'-i-tim, s. [Gr. a*p6Kapicas

(akrocarpos) = fruiting at the top : d«p«*
(akron) = top ; nupwoc (karpos) = fruit.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Pipe-

raceae, or Pepperworts, one species of which,
A. hispidulum, is used in the West Indies as

a bitter and stomachic.

ac-rd-ce'r'-l'-dw, s. pi. [Gr. a*poc (akros) m
at the top; Kipa* (keras) = horn.] A family

of two-winged flies belonging to the order
Diptera, and the sub-order Brachycera (short-

horned, or having short antemne). The organs

of the mouth are sometimes entirely wanting.

ac-rd-chord'-Sn, s. [Gr. iKpoxopiwv (akro~

chordon) = a wart with a thin neck: tixpov

(akron) = the top ; x°P&h (chorde) — (1) a
string made of gut, as in the lyre, (2) a
sausage.]

Med. : A wort or excrescence connected to

the body by a slender base.

aO-r6-cliord'-ti« (Latinised Greek), ac ro-
chord (Eng.), s. [Acrochordon.] A genus
of non-venomous serpents belonging to the

family Hydrophidae, or Water-snakes. The
type is the A . Javensis, the oularcuron of Java.

The genus is named from the small keeled,

wart-like scales with which the heads and
bodies of the several species are covered.

ac-rd-ci'-niisf
s. [Gr. anpov (akron) = the

top ; Ktvtia (kineo) = to set in motion, to

move.] The appellation given by Illiger to a

?enus of beetles belonging to the, tribe of

lOngicorns. The name refers to the fact that

these insects have, on each side of the thorax,

a movable tubercle terminated in a point.

Example : A. longimanvs, the Harlequin
Beetle ; locality, South America.

ac-ro-Clili'-I-tiia, s. [Gr. axpov (akron)= the

top ; n\ivn (kline) = a couch, a bed, probably

from the snowy down by which the fruit is

surmounted.] A genus of plants belonging

to the order Asteracea?, or Composites. A.

roseum has been introduced from Western
Australia, and is a fine plant, with the florets

yellow, and the involucre tipped with rose

colour.

ac-rd-cd'-mi-a, s. [Gr. axpoc (akros)= at

the top ; ko>h (komi) = hair. Named from the

appearance of the elegant tuft of leaves at

the top of the stem.] A genus of plants be-

longing to the order Palmacess, or Palms. A.

sderocarpa is found through a great part of

South America.

ac-ro-dac'-t^l-um, 5. [Gr. 4*po ¥ (akron) =
the top ; ddKTiAoc. (daktulos) = a finger.]

Anat. : The upper surface of each digit.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ihg.
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fcc-ro-dl-clid -i-um, s. [oapov (akron) m
the top ; diKkif, genit. -*&<* {diklis, -idos) m
double folding : or 6* (di), in composition =
twice, two; kAcicVov (kkidion) = a little key.]

A genus of plants belonging to the order
Lauracese, or Laurels. It contains the Acka-
wai nutmeg (q.v.).

He -r6-dUS, s. [Gr. dupoc (akros) m at the

top; idoi* (odous) = a tooth.] A genus of
placoid fishes established by Agassiz. The
teeth of A . nobilis (Agass. ) are abundant in the
lias of England and Germany ; and at Lyme
Regis are called by collectors fossil leeches.

ac-rog -en-ous, a. [Acrooen.]

Gen. : Growing at the top.

Spec. : Pertaining to the flowerless plants
called Acrogens. when applied to fungi, it

signifiesm attached to the tips of threads.

ac r6g-ens (Eng.), ac-r6g -en-» (Latinised

Greek), a, pi [Gr. axpov (Akron)=a point or

top, and ftvvau (gennao) = to engender, to

bring forth ; (lit) top-growers or point-

growers. ) Plants of which the growth takes
place at the extremity of the axis. The word
was formerly used in a wider sense than now.

1, Formerly it included all flowerless plants

—Linnteus's Cryptogamia. The term, however,
referred not to the absence of flowers, or to
the obscure character of the fructification,

but to the growth of the stem. All plants

were divided into Exogens, or those growing
•round the circumference of the trunk, just
within the bark ; Endogen$t or those growing
inside, that is, along the central axis ; and
Acrogens, or those increasing at the extremity
of the stem. In Lindley's Natural System of
Botany, 2nd edit. (1836), the Acrogens, used
in this extensive sense, constitute the fifth

class of the Vegetable Kingdom, the other four
being Exogens, Gymnosperms, Endogcns, and
Khtxanths. They are made to contain five

alliances : 1, FUicales (Ferns) ; 2, Lycopodales

(Club-mosses^; 3, Muscales (Mosses); 4, Cho-
rales (Charas) ; and, 5, Fungates (Mushrooms,
Lichens, and Algae).

2. The meaning is now more restricted. In
Lindley's Vegetable Kingdom (1846) the flower-

less plants compose not one, but two classes

:

(1) Thallogens and (2) Acrogens. The former
are the lower in organisation. The latter

compose three alliances

—

Muscales, Lycopodales,
and FUicales. The arrangement, it will be
observed, is now an ascending one, whereas
before it was descending.

ac ro gna -thus, s. [Gr. anpov (akron) = &
point, the tip; tvadoc (gnathos) = the jaw.]
A genus of fossil fishes established by Agassiz.
The A. boops, an abdominal cycloid fish, was
discovered by Dr. Mantell in a block of chalk
from Southerham. (See his Fossils of the
British Museum, p. 446.)

fcc-rog -ra-phy, c, [Gr. a*p©c (akros) = at

the top ;
ypa4>r) (graph?) = a drawing

;
ypaipai

(grapho) = to grave, to write.] The art of
making blocks in relief, with the view of
printing illustrations from them, in place of
having recourse to wood - engraving. M.
Schonberg was its inventor.

*a-croi sa, a cru -cl-a, s. Blindness.

*a-croke, adv. [A.S. a = on ; crake a a
hook. ] Crookedly.

"Who bo bvldeth after every man hia house, hit
•challe stonde acroke."—MS. Douce. b-L {MaUiweU.)

ic role in, s. [Gr. a«po? (afcr<w) = on the
top.] [See Acrylic Aldehyde.]

*C -rfi-Iep-is, s. [Gr. a*pov (akron) =. the
tip, and Xewt's (lepis) = a scale.] A genus of
ganoid fossil fishes founded by Agassiz. The
species occur in the magnesian limestones
and marlstones of Durham, which are of

( Permian age.

*C r6 lith, s. [Gr. aipov (akron) = the tip

;

XiSos (lithos) = a stone.]
Sculpture : A statue, the extremities of

which are made of stone, while the trunk is

generally of wood.

ac-rol -Ith-an, a. [Acrouth.] Pertaining

to an acrolith, framed like an acrolith.

frc-ro'-mi-al, a. [Acromion.]

Anat. : Belonging to the acromion.
"... to the acromial extremity of the clavicle."

—Cyct. Pratt. Med.

acromio-clavicular, a. Pertaining to
that portion of the clavicle which adjoins the
acromion.

ac-ro -mion, s. [Gr. axpov (akron) = top

vuos (omos) = shoulder.]
Anat. ; The upper portion of the shoulder

blade (scapula).

"... the third has a free end, usually more oi

leu prolonged into a curved, flattened process called the
acromion.'—/Tower; OtifAvgy of the Mammalia, p.L

ac-ro-mon-o-gram-mat -I-cum, s. [Gr.

aKpof (akros) = top or end ; uovos (monos)
= alone ; and •fpawia-tie.ov (grammatikon) m
alphabet.]

Poet. : A kind of poem in which each verse

subsequent to the first begins with the letter

on which its predecessor terminated.

ac ro my gal'-i a, ».

Path. ; A term now given to a rare disease,

or form of physical atavism,marked by apparent

gradual degeneration in both feature and body
toward the animal type. First recognized in

1886 by Dr. Marie, of Paris, who considered it

a return to primitive form. Virchow, however,

regarded it as a nervous disease, likely to result

in paralysis and death. A case was noted by

Dr. F. D. Weise, of New York, in January, 1896.

a cron ic, a cron -ic-al, * a-cron -

yc-al, a. [Gr. dxpoc (akros) = at the ex-

tremity ; vwf (nux) = night.]

Astron. : Pertaining to the rising of a star

at the time when the sun is setting, or the

Betting of a star when the sun is rising. It is

opposed to Cosmical (q.v.).

a cron -ic al ly, * ar-crSn'-yc-*U-ly\
* a-crdn -ych-al-ly, adv. [Acronical.]

At the acronical time.

ac-ro-no'-tlne, a. [Acronotus.] Pertaining

to the mammalian genus Acronotus. (Griffith's

Cuvier, iv. 346.)

ac-ro-no -tus, s. [Gr. axpoc. (akros) m on the

top, highest ; h*to* (notos), or vSerov (noton)=
the back.]

Zool. : A sub-genus of Damalis, a genus of

ruminating animals. The species are confined

to Africa. Example : Damalis (acronotus)

bubalis = the bubalis.

ac-rSn-^Ch'-I-a, s. [Gr. atpowxia (akronu-
chid) = nightfall : atpo? (akros) = on the top
or edge of= at the beginning of ; t>6( (nux) ~
night.]

Bot. ; A genus of Butacece, or Rueworts.

ac ro-phyl lum, s. [Gr. a«po* (akros) = at

the top ; <f>i>\\ov (phullon) m a leaf.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Cunoniacese, or Cunoniads. A. venosum

is a handsome greenhouse shrub,

ac-rd%pd'-dl-um, *. [Gr. anpov (akron)= the
top : jroue. (povs), genit. woifc (podos) = foot.]

Anat. : The upper surface of the foot.

a-crop -Sl-Ia, s. [Gr. anpowoXis (akropolis) —
* the upper or higher city : wpov (akron) = a
point or top, height ; *6Xi« (polis) m a city.]

ACROPOLIS AT ATHENS.

1. Lit. : The citadel crowning the hill at
Athens, which is said to have been occupied
before there were any buildings on the plain.

2. Fig. : Any citadel similarly situated.

ac ro-spire, ac ro spyre, ac kcr
sprit (Eng.), &c'-ker-spyre (Scotch), s.

[Gr. ixpox (akros) = at the top ; and o-*eip«

(speira), Lat. spira = anything wound, coiled,

or twisted ; a spire.] A name sometimes
given to the plumule of a germinating seed of

corn, because it has a somewhat spiral ap-
pearance. "That part which shoots out
toward the smaller end of the seed." (A'ersey.)

" Many corns will smilt or have their pulp turned
Into a substance like thick cream, and will send forth
their substance in an acro$pire."—Mortimer.

* he -rd-spire, v. [From the substantive.]

Malt-making, dc. : To send forth a germi-
nating plumule, or to sprout at both ends,
emitting both a radicle and a plumule, as grain
kept for malting will do in wet weather.

" For want of turning, when the malt is spread on
the floor, it comes ana sprouts at both ends, which
is called aerotpired, and is fit only for swine,"—
Mortimer.

* ac -r6-»pir«d, pa. par. & a.

* ic rd-spi-ridg, pr. par. [Acrospire.)

across (pron. a-crass ), adv. [Eng. a — on ,

cross.]

A. Literally:

* 1 On cross.
" When other lover* in arms aeroet
Rejoice their chief delight"

Surrey; Complaint of Abtene*.

IX Transversely.

1. The opposite of along, in a direction
at right angles to, so that the two lines, the
longitudinal and the transverse ones, consti-
tute a cross of the ordinary form.
"... the shoulders very wide across."—Owen :

Clauif. of the Mammalia, p. 70.

2. Intersecting at any angle, passing over in

some direction or other ; athwart
;
placed or

moving over something, so as to cross it.

" Of deep that calls to deep aeroet the hills."
Wordneorth ; Deecriptive Sketches,

**
. . . and pushing ivory balls
Acrott a velvet level."—Covtper : Taik, vt

B. Figuratively

:

IT An exclamation when a sally of wit mis-
carried. The allusion is to the procedure in

jousting.

a-crds -tic, s. & a. [Gr. aKpoorixtov (akrostU

chion), from axpot (akros) — at the point or
end, and <mx<K (stichos)= (l).a row, (2) a line

of poetry ; <rrei'xa> (steicho) = to ascend ; Fr.
acrostiche ; Ital. acrostico.)

1. As substantive: A series of lines so dis-

posed that their initial letters taken in order
constitute a name or a short sentence.

Acrostic verses are now regarded as some-
what puerile, and are consequently less culti-

vated than once they were. The best known
are by Sir John Davies. The following Hymn
to the Spring is from his pen, and the wordi
spelled out by the initial letters of the several

lines are Elisabetha Regina

:

E arth now Is greene, and heauen is blew,
L iuely Spring which makes all new,
/ oily Spring doth enter,
8 weet young sun-beames doe subdua
A ngry, aged Winter.

B lasts are mild, and seas are calma,
E uery medow flowee with lialme,

T he earth weares all her riches,
8 armonious birds sing such a psalm
A a eare and heart bewitches,

R eserue (sweet Spring) this nymph of ours,
X teraall garlands of thy flowers,

6 reene garlands neuer wasting
;

/ n her shall last our state's faire spring.
It ow and for euer flourishing,
A t long as heauen is lasting.

2. As adjective : Pertaining to an acrostic,

containing an acrostic.
" Some peaceful province in acrottic land.*—Dryden.

* a -cros tic, a.

breast.

"Agreed; but what melancholy sir, with acrottic
arms, now comes from the family T "— Middleton I

Workt. iL 179.

•a-cros'-tlc-al, a. [Acrostic, s.] Pertaining
to an acrostic.

* a-crdV-tic-ai-l& adv. [Acrostic, 5.] It
an acrostical manner, in a way to present the
phenomena of an acrostic composition.

a-crdV-tich-e-ce, ». pi. [Acrostichum.J
A family of Polypodiaceous ferns, with naked
sort

a-cros -tlch-um, *. [In Fr. acrostique ; Ital.,

8p., & Port, acrostico; Gr. axpos (akros) = at

the top, and o-r»xos = (1) a row, order, or line,

(2) a line of writing. Said to be so called

[Across.] Crossed on the

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, cub, euro, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce - e. lyre, qu = kw.
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because on the back of the frond are markings
like the commencement of lines of poetry.]
Busty-back, Wall-rue, or Fork-fern. A genus
of ferns belonging to the order Polypodiace«,
the son co»*r the whole back of the frond.

It is not British. A. aureum, the golden
acroetichum, occasionally seen in hot-houses,
is sometimes five or six feet high. It grows
in the West Indies and South America, and
also in Africa and India. A. huascaro is said
to have solvent, deobstruent, sudorific, and
anthelmintic properties. The New Zealanders
formerly used A, furcatum as food.

ac ros to ma, s. [Gr. axpoc (akroa) m at the
top, and trrofia (stoma) = a mouth.]

Zool. : A genus of Entozoa, parasitic in the
amnios of cows.

ac ro-tar slum, *. [Gr. axpoc (akroa) -
the top; Toptroc (torsos) =(1) a flat basket,
(2) anything flat, (3) the flat portion of the
foot.]

Anat. : The upper side of the tarsi.

• a-cro ten, v.t. [O. Fr. acrocher.} To take up,
to seize. (Huioet.)

" ac-ro-te-leu tic, a. [Gr. a*p<* (akroa)=
at the tip, point, or end ; r*X«rr$ (teleute)

= finishing, the end.] Pertaining to anything
appended to a psalm, as, for instance, a
doxology.

4c rd-tem -nua, s. [Gr. Slkdo* (akroa)= at
the top; retina (temn6) = to cut.] A genus
of fossil ganoid fishes, founded by Agassi/..

ac'-ro-ter, «. [Gr. i«puTr|ptov (oJcroterion) =
the topmost or most prominent part of any-
thing, as, for instance, a mountain-peak : from
axpov (akron) = the top.]

Arch. ; The angle of a gable or pediment
in which a statue stands. [Acroteria.]

ftcro teral, a.

an acroter.
"

[Acrotkr.] Pertaining to

fco-rd-ter'-l-a, a, pi [In Fr. acroterea; Ital.

acroterio; Lat. acroteria, fr. Gr.1 axpwTw><a
{akroteria), pL of axpuTi^piov (akroterion).]
Acroter.]

Arch. : Pedestals for statues placed on the

ACROTERIA.

apex or at the basal angles of a pediment, or
in other external parts of an edifice.

U It was used in this sense by Vitruviua.

ac-ro-tor'-I-al, a. [Acroteria.] Pertaining
to acroteria.

ao-rd-ter'-i-fim, a. [Lat.] The singular of
Acroteria (q.v.).

ao-rd-thy'-ml-Sn, a. [Gr. okPov (akroa) = at
the top ; 0wju<k (thumoa), in Lat. thymum =
thyme.]

Old Med. : A kind of wart with a narrow
base, a broad top, and a colour like thyme.

ac-rot-is miis, a. [Gr. a, priv. ; «PdTor
(krotos) = sound produced by striking.]

Med. : Deficiency in the beating of the
pulse.

ac-rdt -6m ons, a. [Gr. a«poc (akroa) = at
the top ; T^iuvw (temno) = to cut.]

Min. : Having its cleavage parallel to the
top. (Dana.)

a-crn'-el-a, 5. [Acroisa.]

a-crjrl'-Ic, a. [Acrolein.]

acrylic acid, (C3H403=C2H3 COOH.)
Ckem. : A monatomic organic acid obtained

by oxidation of acrolein. It is a colourless
liquid ; its salts are soluble. It is converted
by nascent hydrogen into propionic acid. It
is isomeric with iso-acrylic acid. When
acrylic acid is fused with caustic potash it

eliminates hydrogen, and forms acetate and
formate of potassium.

acrylic alcohol, s. [Allyuc Alcohol.]

acrylic aldehyde, a,

Chem. : (C3H4O) = Acrolein = ^O ^^
;

obtained by the oxidation of allylic alcohol,
by the dehydration of glycerine. It is formed
in the destructive distillation of fats which
contain glycerine, and is the cause of the
unpleasant smell produced by blowing out a
candle. Acrolein is a thin, colourless, volatile

liquid, boiling at 52°. Its vapour is very
irritating, attacking the mucous membrane
of the nose and eyes. It oxidises to acrylic

acid. It changes into a white flocculent body,
disacryl.

* acse, v. [A.S. ocaian, achsian a* to ask.] To
ask. [Ask.]

"The kyne Alesasdre actede
Hwan sal that be.'—Betiq. Antiq.. 1. 30.

&Ct, *ack (Eng.), and * akk (0. Scotch),

v.t. At. [Act, «.]

A* Transitive;

L Ordinary Language

:

*1. To actuate, to drive, to incite, to in-

fluence, to urge.
" Host people in the world are acted by levity and

humour, by strange and irrational changes."

—

South.

2. To do, to achieve, to perform. (Used in

a good sense.)
" With emulation what I act survey."

Pope : Bomer ; Iliad, six. 163.

3. To perpetrate, to commit, to be guilty

of, as a fault, a crime, or an offence. (Used
in a bad sense.)

" Uplifted hand*, that at convenient times
Could act extortion and the wont of crimes."

Cowper : Expostulation, 147.

4. To obey, to do according to ; to carry
out, to execute.

'Th' unwilling heralds act their lord's commands
Pensive they walk along the barren sands."

Pope : Homer ; IUad L, 426.

& To play the part of, to behave as : as, To
act the fool.

II. Technically

:

1. Dram. : To play the part of, to imper-
sonate, to represent dramatically upon the
stage or elsewhere.

". . . the masks and plays which were acted In the
court."— Froude : Hist. Eng., ch. 1

•tf In this sense it is sometimes followed by
the preposition over.

" How many ages hence.
Shall this our lofty scene be acted over
In states unborn, and accents yet unknown f

*

hhaketp. : Julius Cottar, iii. 1.

2. Scotch Law : To require by judicial au-

thority. "Nearly the same with English
enact, with this .difference, that there is a
transition from the deed to the person whom
it regards." (Jamieson.)

" Seeing I am actit in the buikes of the said com-
mittee not to depart off the towne without licence."—
Act* Cha. /., ed. 18H, v. 861.

If For example of ack, see Acta Dom. Cone.

(A.D. 1491), p. 221 ; and of akk, Ibid., 1493,

p. 310.

IT To act upon : To exert power over or
upon, to produce an effect upon.

"The stomach, the intestines, the muscles of the
lower belly, all act upon the aliment,"

—

Arbuthnot on
Aliment.

"All the waves of the spectrum from the extreme
red to the extreme violet, are thus acted upon."

—

Tyndall; Frag, of Science, srd ed., rii. 142.

To act up to: To act in a manner not in-
ferior to what one's promises, professions,
reputation, or advantages would lead people
to expect

"... vigorously to exert those powers and act up
to those advantages."—Rogert ; Sermont,

B. Intransitive :

L Of persons

:

1. To move, as opposed to remaining at
rest ; or to proceed to carry out a resolution,
as opposed to meditating or talking about it.

"You have seea,
Have acted, suffer'd."

Wordtvmrth : Excursion, bk. Iv.

" And I may now cry ' act I ' but the potency of
action must be yours. "—Tyndall: Frag, of Science,
Srd ed., v. 108.

2. To conduct one's self in a particular
manner, to behave.
" Tis plain that she, who for a kingdom now
Would sacrifice her love, and break her vow,
Not out of love, but interest, acta alone,
And would, ev*n In my arms. Me thinking of a throne.

Dryden 1 Conquest of Oranada. ii. 1.

3. To take part in dramatic representation
on the boards of a theatre or elsewhere.

" Or wrap himself in Hamlet's inky cloak.
And strut and storm, and straddle, stamp and stare.
To show the world how Gank-k did not act."

Cowper : Task, bk. vi

H. Of things : To exert power, to produce
an effect

T[ In general to or upon is prefixed to the
object operated upon ; sometimes, however,
by is used instead of to. [Act upon (A, III.).)

"And such. I exclaimed, Is the pitiless part
Home act by the delicate mind.
Regardless of wringing and breaking a heart
Already to sorrow resigned." Cowper : The Kate.

act, a. [Lat. actum-a. thing done ; neut. sing.

of actus, pa. par. of ago m to do, to drive, to
put into motion ; Gr. ay*t (ago); Icel. aka;
Ger. akte; Fr. acte; Ital. atto.}

A. Subjectively:

L Gen. : The exertion of power, whether
physical, mental, or moral ; doing, acting,
action.

" It argues an act : and an act hath three branches ;
It is, to act, to do, and to perform."—Shaketp.

:

Hamlet, . l.

"
. . . to demand from real life

The test of act and suffering."
Wordtworth . Excursion, bk. tiff.

". . . of alienated feeling, if not of alienated act.*
—Froude: Hitt. Eng., ch. vfl.

"By act of naked reason."
Wordtvorth : Excursion, bk. T.

U In act

:

(a) Just commencing action, on the eve of
doing anything.

" The rattlesnake 's in act to strike."
Byron : Stateppa, xiii.

" Gloomy as night he stands in act to throw."
i*o|>e. Bomer't Odyssey, bk. xi,, 749.

(o) In a state of real existence as opposed to
mere possibility.

" The seeds of plants are not at first in act, but hi
possibility what they afterwards grow to be."

—

Booker.
"... the Cyprus wars
(Which even now stand in act)."

Shaketp. : Othello, L i.

In the act signifies that action has com-
menced, but has not been completed.

" In the leaves of plants the sunbeams also wrench
these atoms asunder, and sacrifice themselves in th*
act."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science, 3rd ed., i. 21.

"Taken . . . in the very act. "—John viii, 4

IX Technically:

1. Mental Phil. A Logic : An operation of
the mind supposed to require the putting
forth of energy as distinguished from a state
of mind in which the faculties remain passive.
"... the distinction which the German meta-

physicians and their French and English followers so
elaborately draw between the actt of the mind and all
merely passive states ; between what it receives from
and what it gives to the crude materials of its experi-
ence."—J. & Mill: Logic, 2nd ed„ ch. Iii., g 4.

% In this sense such expressions as the
following are used : the act of thinking, the
act of judging, the act of resolving, the act
of reasoning or of reason ; each of these being
viewed as a single operation of the human
mind. (See second example under Act, v..

B. I. 1.)

"The act of volition."

—

Todd and Boteman: Physiol.
Anat., vol. i„ chap. vii„ 200.

2. Theol. : The carrying out of an operation
in a moment, as contradistinguished from the
performance of a work requiring a consider-
able time for its accomplishment.

"Justification is an act of God's free grace ....
Adoption is an act of God's free grace. . . . Sanctl-
fication is the work of God's free grace."—Starter
Catechism, Questions 33, 84, 85.

B. Objectively : Anything done.

(a) Generally:

"And the rest of the acts of Abfjah, and his ways,
and his sayings, are written in the story of the
prophet Iddo."—2 Chron. xiii. 22.

(l>) Technically:

1. Dramatic Language : A portion of a play
performed continuously, after which the
representation is suspended for a little, and
the actors have the opportunity of taking
a brief rest. As early as the time of Horace
there were five acts in a drama, and this
number still remains without modification.
Acts are divided into smaller portions called
scenes. (See Shakespeare throughout.)

2. Parliamentary Lang. : An ellipsis for an Act
of Parliament, Congress, Legislature, &c. A
statute, law, or edict which has been succes-
sively carried through any parliamentary body,
such as the two Houses of the English Parlia-

ment or of the American Congress, and (in

some countries) has received the assent of the
executive or ruling head of the government.

" For on that day (36th May, 1«79) the Habeas Corpua
Act received the royal assent"—Macaulay: Bttt. ef
Eng., ch. ii
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Id this country lucfa assent may be dispensed
with. Thus the ItiW Tariff Act became law
without the President's assent, on the morning
of August 24, btcause the ten days within
which he might express his assent or his dissent

had expired at midnight, without bis doing so.

3. Law:
(1) Gen. : Anything officially done by the

Court, as the phrases Acts of Court, Acts of
Sederunt, &e.

(2) Spec. ; An instrument in writing for

declaring or proving the truth of anything.
Such is a report, a certificate, a decree, a
Sentence, &c

Act of Bankruptcy : An act, the commission
of which by a debtor renders him liable to
be adjudged a bankrupt (Bankruptcy Act,
1869).

Acts done : Distinguished into acts of God,
of the law and of men.

(3) Scotch Law

:

Act of Grace: An Act passed by the Scottish
Parliament, in 1696, which provided main-
tenance for debtors whilst they were in prison
at the suit of their creditors.

Acts of Sederunt : Statutes for ordering the
procedure and forms for administering justice,

made by the Lords of Session, sitting in

judgment, the power to do so having been
conferred by an Act of the Scottish Parlia-

ment in 1M0.

M. Universities: A thesis publicly main-
*ained by a student to show his powers, and
specially to prove his fitness for a degree.

5. Ch. Hist. Act of Faith: The English
rendering of the Spanish Auto da rs (q.v.).

Acts of the Apostles. The fifth book
of the New Testament. It contains a narrative
of the achievements of the leading apostles,
and especially of St Paul, the greatest and
most successful of them all. Its author was
St Luke (compare Luke I 1—4 with Acts L 1),

who was Paul's companion from the time of
his visit to Troas (Acts xvi. 8—11) to the ad-
vanced period of his life when he penned the
2nd Epistle to Timothy (2 Tim. iv. II). In-
ternal evidence would seem to show that it

was written in all probability about A.D. 61,
though external testimony from the Fathers to
its existence is not obtainable till a considera-
bly later date. The undesigned coincidences
between the Acts of the Apostles and the
Epistles of Paul are numerous and important.

"•ac -table, a, [Eng. act; -able.] Capable of
being'done or acted ; practically possible.

" Is naked truth actable in true life T
-

Tennyton : Barold, UL L

ac-tffi-a, a tin Ft. actee; Sp., Port., & Ital.

actea; Lat. acUm. from Gr. aicrea (aktea), dK-rn

(akti), and aKrrj (akte) = the elder-tree, which
these plants were supposed to resemble in
foliage and fructification.] Herb-Christopher.
A genus of plants belonging to the order Ra-
nunculacese, or Crowfoots. One species, the
A. spicata = the bane-berry, or Herb Christo-
pher, is indigenous to Great Britain. It bears
black berries, which are ]>oisonous. With
alum they yield a black dye. The roots are
anti-spasmodic, expectorant, and astringent.
A. racemosa, the Snakeroot, receives its Eng-
lish name from being used in America as an
antidote against the bite of the rattlesnake.

* ac'-te, s. [Gr. aKrfi (akte) = a headland ;

Lat. acta = the sea-shore.] The sea-shore.

* ac'-te, s. [Gr. axria (aktea\ oktti, and axrri

{akte) = the elder-tree.] The elder-tree, Sam-
bucus nigra. (Phillips.)

t Act-er-al -mine, *. [Corrupted Arabic (?)]

A star of the 3rd magnitude, in the left

shoulder of Cepheus. [Alderamin.]

Ac-tils, s, pi. [Fr. actif = active.]

Ch. Hist. : An order of monks who are said
to have fed on nothing but roots and herbs.

ac'-tH-ly, adv. [Actually.] [Chiefly in
Lancashire.]

ac tin en -chy-ma, s. [Gr. sW| (aktis),
geuit atrXvoc icaktinos) = a ray of light : lv(en)
= in

; %1'fia (chuma), or x*"n* (cheuma) = that
which is poured out, a liquid, fr. x*» (che5) =
to pour. ]

Bot. : Stellate cellular tissue, the tissue of
medullary rays. (Cooke : Manual of Botanical
Terms.)

act Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Act, v.]

A. As pr. par. : With meanings corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

" Acting the law we live by without fear."
Tennyton I (£none, 146

B. As adjective :

L Gen. (of persons or things) : Operating in

any way.
"A continual direction of the acting force towards

the centre to which this character beluu.es."—dir
J. F. W. Berichel : Agronomy, 5th ed. (1858). §490.

2. Spec {of persons only) : Doing duty for
another during his absence ; officiating, as
in the phrase '"the acting governor."

C. As substantive

:

1. Gen. (of persons or things) : Action,
operation, doing of any kind.
" Or that the resolute acting of your blood
Could have attain d the effect of your own purpose."

Shuketp. : Measurefor Meantre, U. L
2. Spec : Performance of a part in a

dramatic representation on the stage or else-

where.
". . . the natural turn for acting and rhetoric,

which are indigenous on the shores of the Mediter-
ranean Sea."—MacauUty ; ilUt, Eng., ch. i.

ac-tin '-f-a, s. [Gr. ftjnfc (aktis), genit. eumvos
(aktinos) = a ray of light.]

Zool. : A genus of polypes, with many
arms radiating from around their mouth, in a
manner somewhat resembling the rays of the
sun surrounding his disc, or a double flower.

From this arrangement of the tentacles,
coupled with the bright colours of these
animals, they are called also Animal-flowers
(q.v.). Though simple and not aggregated,
they still have a somewhat close affinity to
the coral-building polypes. They are the type
of the class Actinozoa (q.v.). Cuvier placed
them with his Polypi Carnosi. They feed on
Crustacea, mollusca, small fishes, &c. In 1847
Dr. Johnston enumerated twenty species as
British.

ac-tin -i-a-d», s. pi. [Actin ia. ] The
family of polypes, of which Actinia is the
type. [Actinia.]

ac-tin'-Ic, a. [Gr. atcric (aktis), genit. aicrwuc
(aktinos) = a ray of light.] Pertaining to a
ray of light, or to rays of light.

actinic rays, s. Invisible rays, which
occur most abundantly beyond the violet part
of the spectrum ; they effect the chemical
changes produced by light [Photography.]

ac-tin'-I-form, o. [Eng. & Lat. actinia, and
Eng. form, or Lat forma.] Of the form of an
Actinia, shaped like an Actinia.

tiafly similar to our own sea-anemones, an external
calcareous axis or ske]eton."-^Oitr7i; Compar. Anat.,
Inverttbr. Anim., Lett. VIL

ac-tin-i -na, s. pi. [Actinia.]
Zoology ; *for. Johnston's fourth section of

Helianthoida, an order of polypes belonging
to the class Anthozoa. He divides it into two
families— the Actiniadse and the Lucerna-
riadae.

ac -tin-Ism, s. [Gr. attrlvoc (aktinos), genit.

of auric (aktis) = a ray. ] The chemical action
of sunlight. [Photography.]

ac tin-I op -ter is, s. [Gr. o«Wc (aktis),

genit. aKrivoc (aktinos) = ray ; wWp«s (vteris)
— a fern.] A genus of ferns belonging to the
order Polypodiacese. The species resemble
minute palms, with fan-shaped fronds. A.
radiata is from India and Africa, and A.
austrolis is from Africa.

ac-tln-o-ba'-tis, s. [Gr. hah (aktis), genit.
o-k-tIvoc (aktinos) = a ray, and fiaric (batis) ~
a skate?] A genus of placoid fossil fishes,
established by Agassiz on fossil remains of
tertiary age.

ac tin-6-car-pus, s. [Gr. dUrtf (aktis),

genit. a<rivoc (aktinos) = a ray, and napvoc
(karpos) = fruit Lit. : Rayed fruit.] A genus
of plants belonging to the order Alismaceae,
or Alismads. One species, the A. Damasonium,
or common Star-fruit, occurs in Great Britain.
It has floating leaves and delicate petals, the
latter coloured white with a yellow spot

ac tln-oc'-er-as (of Brown), a [Gr. o«t<>
(aktis), genit oktivos (aktinos^ =a ray, and
(^'pus (keras) = a horn. Lit. : Rav-horned, i.e.

having the "horns" or feelers radiated.]
Zool.: The second sub-genus of the mol-

luscous genus Orthoceras (q.v.). In ISil

Woodward estimated the known species at
six They are all fossil, and extend from the
Silurian to the Carboniferous rocks.

ac-tln-oc'-xin-ite, s. [AcnNocRiNrrEs.] An
animal of the genus Actinocrinites (q.v.).

ac-tin 6c rin-i -tes, *. [Gr. okti« (aktis)

genit aKTiro? (aktinos) = a ray; Kpivov (krinon)
= a lily ; and Gr. suff. -irrre (ites).]

Paleont. : A genus of Encrinites. Their
body is formed of several rays of angular
laminae. All are fossil.

ac tin 6 cy cliis, s. [Gr. auric (aktis) =
ray ; kuk\qc (kuklos) = a ring, a circle.]

Bot. : A genus of diatomaceous plants,
resembling minute round shells. They are
found in the ocean, and also occasionally in
Peruvian guano.

ac-tin-6-gast -ra, s. pi. [Gr. auric (aktis),

genit. axrivos (aktinos)= a ray ; ~,aori\t>(<jast£r\

genit. ya<rrtpoc (gasteros), contr. to v*o~tpo>
(gastros) = the belly, the stomach.] Haeckel's
first sub-class of the class of Star-fishes,

which he calls Asterida, or Sea-stars. It con-
sists of " Sea-stars with a radiated stomach."
(Haeckel: Hist, of Creation, it 166.)

ac tin o graph, s. [Gr. auric (aktis), genit.
aKrtyoc (aktinos) = a ray ; ipaiQm (grapho)— to
delineate, to write down.] An instrument
invented by Mr. Hunt for regulating the varia-

tions of chemical influence on the solar rays.
It is described in Brit. Assoc. Reports for 1845
and 1846.

ac-tin 6 lite, t ae-tyii'-o-lite (incorrect
spelling), s. [Gr. a«Ws (aktis), genit. eatrlvoc

(aktinos) = a ray, and \iifoc (litfios) m a stone.
The translation of the German strahlstein =
radiated stone.]

Min. : A variety of Amphibole (q.v.). It is

the Actinote of Haiiy. Its affinity and com-
position are indicated by Dana's compound
name for it—Magnesia-Lime-Iron Amphibole.
It is bright green, or greyish-green, the green
colour being imparted by the iron it contains.
It occurs crystallised, columnar, fibrous, or
massive. Sp. gr., 8 to 3*2. There are three
sub-varieties of it—Glassy Actinolite, which
occurs in long, bright green crystals ; Asbesti-
form Actinolite ; and Radiated Actinolite.

actinolite schist, s. A slaty foliated
rock, of metamorphic origin. It is composed
chiefly of actinolite, with a small admixture
of felspar, quartz, or mica, (Lyell: Elements
of Geol.)

ae-tln-d-lit'-Ic, a. [Actinolite.] Pertaining
to actinolite, composed in whole or in part o'
or resembling actinolite.

ac tin 6 16 ba, s. fGr. An-riV (aktis), genit
aurXvoc (aktinos) = a ray, and Kofioc = a pod.)
[Anemone. ]

ac-tln-c*n'-et-er, s. [Gr. axric (aktis), genit
i amrivoc (aktinos) = a ray, and iitrpov (meJron)
— a measure. Lit.: Measurer of solar rays.]
An instrument devised by Sir John Herschel
for measuring the intensity of the solar rays.
It consists of a thermometer with a large bulb
filled with a dark-blue fluid, and enclosed in a
box, the sides of which are blackened, and
which is covered with glass. It is placed for
a minute in the shade, then a minute in the
sun, and then one more again in the shade.
The mean of the two variations in the shade
is then subtracted from that in the sun, and
the result measures the influence due to the
solar rays.

"By direct measurement with the actinomtter
... I find that out of 1,000 calorific solar rays, 816
penetrate a sh^t of plate glaas 0'12 inch thick; and
that of 1,000 rays which have passed through one such
plate, 829 are capable of passing through another."—
Jfote in Bertcheft "A$tnmomy.bth ed. (IBM), § 3WJ.

ac tin om-et -ric, o. [Actinometer.] Per-
taining or belonging to an actinometer.

ac-tln-Sph-r^-l -na, s. pi. [Actinophrvs.]
Zool. : A family of Radiolarian Rhizopods.

Some have a shell, while others have not.

&c tin oph-rys, *- [Gr. auric (aktis), AicrTvoc

(aktinos) = a ray, and l>fp^ (ophrus) xs the
eyebrow.]

Zool. : A genus of Rhizopods, the ty]>e of
the family Actinophryina. They are found
both in fresh and salt water.

ac-tln-d-ph^l'-luni, s. [Gr. a*™ (aktis),

genit. a.KTi»uc (aktinos) = a ray, and tpvWow

fate, lat, fare, amidst, what, Jail, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,
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(vkullon) = a leaf.] A genus of plants belong-

ing to the order Araliacere, or Ivyworts. The

A. digitatum, an East Indian species, has in-

conspicuous flowers, but beautiful foliage.

fcc'-tfn-dte, s. [Name altered without reason

by Haiiy from Actinolite (q.v.).] A mineral.

[Actinolite.]

»C-tIn-6 -tus, s. [Gr. Urk (aktis), genit.

aiiTtfcx (aktijws) - a, ray.] A genus of Um-
belliferous plants. A. helianthus is the sun-

flower Actinotus, from Australia.

ac-tln-O-zd'-a, s. pi. [Gr. ijeri* (aktis), genit

iunTvot (afctwio*), and t&ov (z5on) — a. living

creature, an animal.] A class of animals

which Cuvier would have placed under his

Radiata, but which unite with Hydroaoa to

constitute the Ccelenterate of Frey, Leuckart,

and Huxley. It contains the sea-anemones

and coral polypes. It is to animals of this

class that the erection of the vast coral reefs

is owing. Most Actinozoa have a central

mouth with tentacles around It. Their

alimentary canal freely passes, by means of a

wide aperture, into the general cavity of the

body. That cavity is then prolonged into the

stomach, which is internal, a character in

which the Actinozoa differ from the Hydrozoa,

to which they are closely allied.

action (Eng.), ac'-tioun (0. Scotch), s.

[In Ger. aktion (rhet.) ; Fr. action; Ital.

azione ; fr. Lat. actio = a doing, an action ; fr.

ago (lit.) = to set in motion, to drive, as cattle.]

L The doing of a deed, the effecting of an

operation.

(a) Of persons or other living beings capable

of carrying out a purpose

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The doing of a deed, as dis-

tinguished from thinking, feeling, speaking,

or even writing.
" The men aeem formed for action, the women for

lore."—Gibbon: DecX. A Fall. ch. xlii.

" One wiae in council, one in action brave."

Pope : Homer't Iliad, bit. xviii,, 288.

1 Spec. : Fighting, which, demanding the

utmost energy, is deemed in the last degree

worthy of being called action.

"The King gave order* . . . that the Guards
hould be held ready for action.''—Macaulay: BisL

Kng., ch. via

3. Manege. : The movement of parts of the

body : as, A horse has a fine action.

4. Technically

:

(a) Mental Phil. : A volition carried into

affect.

Now, what ia an action t Not one, but a series of

two things: the state of m»d called a volition, fol-

lowed by an effect. The volition or intention to pro-

duce the effect ia one thing ; the effect produced in

consequence of the intention is another thing : the

two together constitute the action."— J. 8. Mill:
Logic, vol. 1., ch. HI., § 5, pp. 71, 71

(b) Ethics : The doing of a deed viewed as

an expression of the moral sentiments or state

of a responsible being.

(c) Oratory: The accommodation of a

peaker's voice, attitude, and especially his

gesture, to the subject on which at the

moment he is addressing his audience.

"For I have neither wit, nor words, nor worth,
Action, nor utterance, nor the power of speech.

To stir inen'a blood : I only apeak right on."
Shakesp. : Julius Cmar, iil. 2.

" As 'twere encouraging the Greeks to fight

;

Making such sober action with his hand.
That it beguiled attention, charm'd the Bight

:

Shakesp. : Tarquin and luerece.

(b) Of things

:

1. Gen. : The exertion of force or influence

upon ; operation, setting in motion, an acting

upon.
"Some little effect may, perhapa.be attributed to

the direct action of the external conditions of life."—
Barwin ; Origin of Species, ch. i.

2. Technically

:

(a) Nat. PhU. ' The exertion of a force by
[>ne material body upon another. It may
be by contact or by percussion. In either

case it is met by resistance precisely equal to

that produced by itself, or, in philosophical

language, action and re-action are equal and
contrary ; that is, they are equal in force and
contrary in direction. If an elastic ball be
struck against the ground, action compresses
it, and reaction brings it back again to its

natural shape. When birds fly, the action

§reduced by the strokes of their wings pro-

uces a contrary reaction on the part of the
air, and it is this reaction which carries them
forward.

"... the frost ruptures their cohesion, and hands
them over to the action of gravity."—Tyndall: Frag,
of Science, 3rd ed„ i. 24.

"Action and reaction being equal, and In contrary

directions."—Hertchcl : Astronomy, 4th ed., li 733.

(b) Chen. : The production of a chemical

reaction by the action of acid.

(c) Geol. (spec, of volcanoes) : In action = in

eruption.

"I was surprised at hearing afterwards that Soon*

cairua. in Chile, 480 miles northwards, was in flkftiofl

on the same night."—Darwin: Journal of toyage

round the World, ch. xlv., p. 29L

(d) Art (of machines), &c : Operation, move-

ment, or anything similar produced bv ex-

ternal agency of whatever kind (lit. ctfig.).

" At length the new machinery waa pat in action,

and soon from every corner of the rralm arrived the

news of complete and hopeleaa failure."—Macaulay:
Hist. Eng„ ch. viii.

(e) Law: In action. [See No. II., 4, d.]

(J) Mach., <tc. : The mechanism of a piano,

organ, &c. ; the movement or works of a

watch or clock.

IX A deed done, an operation effected.

1. Gen. : A deed, something done.

1[ There is a shade of difference in meaning

between an action in this sense and an act.

Strictly speaking, action is the general word

used of deeds, whether important or the

reverse ; whilst act is more appropriately

applied to a deed of some importance. The
examples which follow illustrate the differ-

ence, which, however, is not universally ob-

served.

"The Lord is a God of knowledge, and by him
actions are weighed.*—! Sam. it a
" He made known His ways unto Moses, Hit acts

unto the children of Israel."—Fs. ciii. 7.

" And ahe said to the king. It waa a true report

which I heard in mine own land of thine acts, and of

thy wisdom. "—2 Chron. Ix. 6,

" Here perhaps
Borne advantageous act may he achieved
By audden onset." Milton : P. I. , iL 86a

2. Spec. : A battle.
" All this William perfectly understood, and deter-

mined to avoid an action as long as possible. —Macau-
lay: nist. Bng., ch. ix.

3. Old Scotch : Affair, business, interest.

" Ylt sa far as pertenls to our actioun, consider that

onr ennymes are to fecht agania ua, quhome we nevir

offenden with inuris.'*—BeUend. : Oron., bk. iv,, eh. 17.

4. Technically:

(a) Phys. : The functions of the body,

divided into vital actions, natural actions, and

animal actions. [Functions.]

(b) Painting & Sculpture : Passion or move-

ment more or less correctly imitated. The
more life-like and spirited the figures repre-

sented appear to be, the more action are they

said to possess.

(c) Epic Poetry, the Drama, or History : The
leading subject of an epic poem, drama, or

history. In the former two it is divided into

two portions—the principal fable treated in

a lofty style, and the episodes which are

introduced to give fulness of detail, the

whole being carried on by a mixture of narra-

tive, dialogue, and soliloquy. So also there

are a leading theme and episodes in history.

"The voyage of .fineaa from Troy to Italy, and his

establishment in Latium (constituting, as they do, the

main action of the .Eneid)."—lewis: Credibility of

Early Roman Blst., ch. ix.

" But these resting-places, as it were, must be rare,

exceptional, brief, and altogether subordinate to what
may be called the action, the unfolding the drama ol

events. —HUman. Hut. of Jews. (PreL)

(d) Law:
(I.) Eng. Law : The form prescribed by law

for the recovery of one's due, or the lawful

demand of one's right. Actions are divided

into civil and criminal ; the former are called

also prosecutions, and are divided into three

classes—(1) Personal Actions, by which a man
claims a debt or personal duty to him, or

damages in lieu of it. These again are sub-

divided into Actions ex contractu, as for debt,

firomises, covenant, &c, and Actions ex de-

icto, or torts, as negligences, trespass, and
nuisance. (2) Feed or Feodal Actions, concern-

ing real property only, in which the plaintiff,

called in this relation the demandant, claims

a title to lands, tenements, or rents. (3)

Mixed Actions, partaking of the character of

both ; as, for example, when some real pro-

perty is demanded, and, in addition to this,

personal damages for a wrong sustained,

bucIi, for instance, as ejectment. There are

many kinds of actions ranked under these

three classes. Criminal Actions consist of

prosecutions and actions penal to recover

some penalty under statute.

"Actions were brought against persons who had
defamed the Duke of York."—Macaulay : Eist. Eng.,

ch. it

% In action. A plea in action is an answer
ing the merits of a complaint ; that is, by
confirming or denying it. Property in action

is property which a man has not at present in

his possession, but which another has cove-

nanted to give him. He may sue for the per- .

formance of the contract, and the property

thus recoverable is called, from the French
word chose = a thing, a chose in action.

Chose in Actum is thus a thing of which a

man has not the possession or actual enjoy-

ment, but which m has a right to demand
by action or other proceeding, as a debt, a
bond, &c. A chose in action must be reduced
into possession by a trustee without delay.

(ii.) Scots Law : Actions are sometimes
divided into ordinary and recissory. [Recis-

sory. ]

(e) Comm. (in France and some other foreign

countries) : A certain share of a public com-
pany's capital stock. Persons may subscribe

for actions in the latter as they do here for

shares.

action-sermon, *. (Scotch.) A sermon
preached previously to the administration of

the sacred communion. (Supp.Jamieson'sScot.

Diet.)

action-taking, a. Prone to have re-

course to law, litigious.

" A knave, a rascal, a filthy worated-stocking knave j

a lily-liver'd action-taking knave."—Shakesp. : K\ng
lear, ii. 2.

ac'-tion-a-ble, a. [Eng. action; -able.] Of

a character to provoke and justify an action

at law.
" His procew waa formed ; whereby he waa found

guilty of nought else, that I could learn, which waa
actionable, but of ambition."—ffowetl: Vocal Forest.

ac'-tion-a-bly, adv. [Actionable.] In a

manner to provoke and justify an action at

law.

ac -tion-a-r& ac -tion-I»t, *. [Ital. aeio-

nario.]

In France and. other Continental countries:

A proprietor of an action or share of a public

company's stock.

* ac'-tious, a. [Act.] Active.

"Martial men . . . very actions for valour, auch

as acorn to shrink for a wetting. "—Webster: Works,

ii. 296.

* ac-tl-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. actitatum, supine of

actito b to act frequently,]

1. Gen. : Quick and frequent action,

2. Spec. : A debating of lawsuits.

*&C'-tIv-ate, v.t. [Active.] To render active.

" . snow and ice especially being holpen, and
their cold activated by nitre or salt, will turn water

into ice. "

—

Bacon.

* ac'-tlv-a-ted, pa. par. [Activate.]

* ac'-tlV-a-tlng, pr. par. [Activate.]

active, a. & s. [In Ger. aktivum; Fr. acUf;

Ital. attivo; fr. Lat. activus, fr. actum, supine

of ago.] [Act.]

A. As adjective i

Essential signification: Possessed of the

power of acting ; communicating action or

motion to anj^thing else, instead of being itself

acted on.

% Used properly of the mind or spirit ot a

living being. " It is usual to speak of phy-

sical causes as active; but when any series of

natural changes is scrutinised, it appears that

what at first we called a cause, is itself the

effect of some preceding event, which was, in

its turn, an effect. . . . Strictly speaking,

mind is the only active principle." (Isaac

Taylor : Elements of Thought.)

J. Ordinary Language

:

(a) Of animated beings

:

1. Acting, as opposed to being acted upon,

[See example from Donne (B. 1).]

2. Quick in movement, nimble, agile. (Op-

posed to languid or inert.)

*'Aa adecrepit father takes delight

To see his active child do deeds of youth.
Shaketp. : Sonnets, xxxviL

"Active and nervoua waa his gait"
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. L

3. Continually employed, not idle or capable .

of idleness. Used of the body, the mind, or

their operations. (Opposed to idle or indolent.)

" Speed, Mallse, speed ! auch cause of haate

Thine active sinews never braced.

Bend 'gainst the steep hill thy breast,
_

Burst down like torrent from its creat

Scott : latly of the lake, canto ii., IS.

bSil, b*^; pout, jo^l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -l*g.

-cia = una ; -clan = shan. -tion, -sion = shiin ; -sion, -$ion > zhun. -tious, -sions, -clous = shits, -hie, -die, &c = hel, del.
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" Hi* seal, still active lor the coniuion-w**! "

Thomson ; Liberty, pt It.

4. GiTon to action rather than to contem-
plation, solitary meditation, study, or the
making of plans which are found in practice
to be unworkable. (Opposed to contemplative or
speculative.)

.J.'-
Wb

t
t
.
the •nglneer N to the mathematician, thesoli™ statesman u to the contemplative .uSaiman.-—Macaulay : But Bng.. ch. xi.

*' The only statesman. Indeed, actiee or speculative,who »»ita> wise to share In the general delusion wasEdmund Burke, -llacaula, But. inf.. ch. lis.

(l>) Of things inanimate

:

1. In continued, rapid, or powerful opera-
Bon. (Opposed to oitiesom. or dormant.) [See
U. (b)]

" 5?" aertv* taw* apply the needful curb,
To guard the peace that riot would disturb "

a t>„ i-i .u-ji Cowper : Table Talk.
2. Requiring activity,

(o) Opposed to tranquil

:

" |Je rlcheat earthly boon his hands afford,
Deserves to be beloved, but not adored.

£°?t **.*/ "wiltly to more active scenes,
Collect the scatter'd truth that study gleans.Mix with the world, but with its wiser part.No longer glee an image all thine heart.*

Couper: flefirejnewf.

(&) Opposed to sedentary :

—I'-i
* ' s*10'*?!* hlf life, orrender it unfit for derive

employment. —OouUmUh : On PotlU Learning, ch. X.

XX Technically:

(a) Of things animate :

1. Physiology

:

(a) Active life in an organised body is a statem which the several functions of life are in
activity, as in an ordinary vegetable or plant
It is opposed to dormant life, in which these
are quiescent (Todd <t Bowman: Physiol
Anat., Introd.)

(6) Active organs of locomotion : The textures
which form the skeleton, and by which its
segments are united. They are contradis-
tinguished from the possit* organs of locomo-
tion, which are the muscles to which the
nerves convey the mandates of the will
(Ibid., i. 67.)

(c) Active disease : An acute disease.

.
" 'Active congestion,' 'active dropsies.' ' actlnt

haunorrbsge. --'ncUxto farmer.- Manual./ Met
I. Mental Phil. : A division of the powers

or the mind. Reidand his followers classified
the mental powers in two categories-Kl) In-
tellectual powers, and (2) Active powers.

8. Mech.: Active or living force. (Vis

(b) Of things inanimate :

1. Gram. : Acting upon something else in-
stead of itself being acted on.
An active verb or a verb active : One which

expresses an action, and necessarily implies
an agent and an object acted upon. In this
classification there are two other descriptions
of verbs—passive and neuter verbs, the former
expressing passion, or suffering, or the receiv-

*"£s~ an action
; and the latter denoting

neither action nor passion, but being or a
state of being. (Lindlty Murray : Grammar )A verb actiw is now generally called a transi-
tive verb, in this Dictionary marked v.t.
A compound active verb (Dr. Campbell) • an

active transitive verb (Crombie) : One which
when standing alone, is neuter and intransi-
tive, but which being followed by a preposi-
tion inseparably connected with it, forms with
it a compound verb, which is active or transi-
tive. Example : To laugh at. Omit at, and
the verb is neuter, or intransitive, as *' He
laughed. " Insert it, however, and a compound
active verb is formed, as " He laughed at

Sem
' «"„theJr were kughed at." (Cromote:

Etym. at Synt. Eng. Lang., 1802, p. 86.)

2. Political Economy and Commerce :

Active capital : Wealth in the readily-avail-
able form of money, or which may without
delay be converted into money, and used for
any purpose requiring capital.

Active Commerce : The commerce of a nation
which carries goods to and from its own and
other lands in Its own ships, and by means of
its own sailors, in place of allowing the profit
of these lucrative transactions to be reaped by
foreigners. The commerce of our own country
is highly active, that of the Asiatic nations is
mostly passive.

3. Law:
An active debt : A debt due to a person.
Am. active trust: A confidence connected

with a duty.

Active use : A present legal estate.

active—actualnesg

4. Geology. An active volcano: One which
at not very remote intervals bursts forth in
eruption. It is opposed to a dormant volcano,
or to an extinct volcano. [Dormant, Extinct.]
B. As substantive

:

1. That which acts on something else
instead of being itself acted on. (Opposed to
passive.)

" When an even flame two hearts did touch.
His office was. indulgently to fit
Arena to passives : correspondency
Only hit subject waa."—florin*.

" active-valiant, a. Possessed both of
activity and valour.

" 1 do not think a braver gentleman.
More activetalia'it. or more valisnt-yonng.
More daring, or more bold, is uow alive."

Shakup. : 1 Henry /r., v, i,

* ac - tive - a Die, a. [Eng. active; able.)
Capable of activity.

ac-tive-ly. adv. [Eng. active; 4y.)

1. Energetically, briskly.

2. By active application.

tao-tive-ne»a,s [Active.] Activity. Nearly
obsolete, activity having taken its place.

"What strange agility and ocftvenea* do our com-mon tumblers and dancers on the rope attain to by
continual exercise !"— Wilkint ; Math. Magiek.

*0-tlV-I-ty, s. [In Fr. activitc; ItaL oHitiita.]

L Subjective: The quality or state of being
active.

1. Of persons or other animated beings :

(a) Chiefly ofthe body :
H

. . . and if thou knoweet any men of activity
among them, make them rulers overmy cattle. "—Gen.

(6) Chiefly of the mind

:

*. . . if we compare the brain and the mental
metiwity belonging to It. in wild animals and those
domestic animals which are descended from them."—
Baeckwi: But. of Creation, i. 23*.

2. Figuratively (of things) :

" Salt put to Ice, as in the producing of the artificial
lea, increaaeth the activity of cold. '—Bacon.

XL Objective: Occupation or sphere in
which sustained and energetic action is
required ; exercise of energy or force.
U In this sense it has a plural.
" A comparative survey of the history of nations, orwhat is called 'universal history.' will yield to us, as

the first and most general result, evidence of a con-
tinually increasing variety of human acriviri**, both
in the life of individuals and in that of families and
state*. —Haeckel : But. of Creation, I SSL

•wCt'-le»»,a, [Eng act; -less.) Without action.

acton, •ac-ke toun, s. |Fr. aooiteton;
O. Fr. auqueton, haucton; Ger. hockete, from
Low Lat. aketon, acton. Matthew Paris call*
it akalto.]

1, A kind of qnilted leathern Jacket or
vest, worn in the Middle Ages under a coat of
mail.

" But Cranctoun'a lance, of more avail
Pierced through, like silk, the Borderer's maU iThrough shield, and Jack, and acton past.
Deep in his bosom broke at last

"

scoff I Lay of the Last Minstrel, ill. a
2. The coat of mail itself.

" Hy* fomen were well bonn
To perce hys acjreroun."

„ Lybeaus Duconut, t 1,17*.

•lo'-tor, s. [In Fr. actsttr; Ital. attore, from
Lat. aefer^one who drives or sets in motion

;

one who does or accomplishes anything ; one
who acts upon the stage. Law Lat.=a plain-
tiff or defendant.] [Act.]

1. One who acts or performs any part upon
the stage.

* When a good actor doth hia part present
In every act he our attention draws

;That at the last he may find Just applause."
Denham.

2. One who takes a part in any drama of
actual life, especially if that drama be of an
important character.

Ji.! Tf.J"'?

J

' "•* • "lmple man who had passed hiswhole life in obscurity, and was bewildered by finding
himself an important actor in a mighty revolution"—
Macaulay: Bur. Xng., ch. X.

3. Among civilians : An advocate or proctor
in civil courts or causes.

ac-tor'-a, s.

Enfom. : A genus of Dipters,

•ic-toure, j. [A.N.] A governor, a keeper.
(Wyctiffc.)

ac -treae, s. [The fem. form of actor. In Fr
act rice.]

* 1. A female doer.
"Actreu. A feiual* doer."—^ocAeroJ*.

2. A female who acts upon the stage.
"They were almost always recited by lavoarfts

actrcuet. —Macaulay : Bist. Mno.. ch. Hi.

*| There were few, if any, actresses till after
the Restoration of Charles II. Prior to this
epoch, female parts in plays were performed
by boys, as wss the case in Shakespeare's
time.

3. A real or imaginary female who performs
her part in ordinary life.

"Virgil has indeed admitted Fame, as an actreu. inme -SYneta
; but the part she acta is very *hort and

none of the most admired circumstance* of thai
divine work."—Addison.

ac -tu-al (0. Scotch, ac tu-all), a. [In Fr.
actus! ; Ital. attuale, fr. Lat actualis = active,
practical.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

* L Involving action as opposed to rest
"Beside* her walking and other actual perform,

ancea Shakstp. : Macbeth, v. 1.

H. Real, in point of fact existing.

1. Existing in act or really, as opposed to
existing no more than potentially

; in action,
in operation at the moment

" Sin. there in pow'r. before
Once actual; now in body, and to dwell
Habitual habitant" MiUon : Par. Lost, hk. X.

* See also example under B. 1.

2. Existing in fact or in reality, instead of
being simply imagined.

(a) Opposed to theoretical, speculative, ima-
gined, or hypothetically assumed.

" The mimic passion of his eye
Was turned to actual agony."

£cocr I Rokeby, vi. 10.
". . .viewed by the light of actual knowledge,-—Ou&n: CtaatiS. of the Mammalia, p. 10L
"Actual may be opposed to theoretical. "—Mar.

ttneau : Comte i Pontile Philosophy, ch. i.
, p. 3.

(b) Opposed to figurative or allegorical.
Speaking of divine and angelic communica-
tions to man in Paradise, Wordsworth says,—
" Whether of actual vision, sensible
To sight and feeling, or that in this sort
Have condescendingly been shadow'd forth
I ileini i! mi-ati.tn. .,,i.i,,..ll.. ....:..,.:.>,
3;— -—.i--uuu.(ij itch anauUWU 101^
Communication* spiritually mainUtii'd,

1 intentiona moral and divine."Audi
Wordneorth : Fimrtion.

a Existing as a case to be settled at pre-
sent, in contradistinction to one disposed of
at some bygone period.

-." ' -
.}t u necessary to understand the circum-

stances of the cases adduced as precedents, in order to
be able to apply them with propriety to the actual
case under discussion."—Lowu: Credibility of EarlyRoman But., ch. iv., f 5, vol i.

'
B. Technically:

1. Nat. Phil. Actual or dynamic energy
Energy possessed by a body or bodies already
in motion.

i ".P""*!
U P»»««»<1 by bodle. already In motion ; H

1* then actual, and we agree to call it active or dynaiuis
energy. —Tyndall Pray, of Science, i. 2a

• ^iJ^y' Actuat « opposed to apparent
right of possession of property is one which
will stand the test against all comers. The
actual possession by a person of any property
creates the presumption that he is its rightful
owner. This presumption may be overthrown
by proof adduced by a claimant that the pro-
perty really is his ; but unless he urge his
suit, his right will ultimately lapse, and the
wrongful possessor become the legal owner.

* 3. 0. Scotch Law and Ch. Hist. An actual
minister: One ordained to the ministry, and
not simply a probationer licensed to preach.

t,tlc
' * noways being an actuall minister of thekirk, and sail elect none other than ane actuall

minister to be so nominat and recommendit be his
maiestve. "—Actt Jo. VI. (hit), p. sgo.

^
4. Theol Actual sins : Those committed by

the individual himself, as contradistinguished
from original sin, that of Adam, the father of
the race.

ao-tn-al'-i-tjr, s. [Actual,] The state of
being actual ; reality.

Im'rlte
a3u

^it" S' ??•?• spiritual qualities Is thus

autre^•ed"'—& potentiality be not quite

t ao'-tn-al-ixe, r.f. (Eng. actua.; -we.) T»
make actual. (Coleridge.)

t ac'-tu-al ized, pa. par. [Actualize.]

t 4o -tu-al-i-zlng, pr. par. (Actualize.)

ac tu-al-ly, adv. [Actual.] In fact, In
truth, really.

". . . and candidates for the regal office were
actually named. '—Macaulay : Bist. Bug., ch. vliL

ac tu al-nesa, » [Actual.] The quality of
being actual ; actuality, reality.

late, ftt, ftre, amld«t, what, All, totter; we, wit, here, camel, her, there, pine, pit, .ire, «r, marine; go, pot.or, wore. woli. work. whd. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try. Syrian. », ce = »Tey =t



actuary—acute rs

fcc'-tu-a-rj^, s. [In Ger. aktuar ; Fr. actuaire;
ital

' attuario, fr. Lat. acf-uarius and actarius
= (1) a shorthand-writer, (2) a clerk, book-
keeper, or registrar : fr. adj. actuarius = that
which is easily moved, swift, agile ; actus = a
moving or driving ; ago be to drive, to lead.]

* 1. Formerly ; The registrar who drew out
the minutes of courts of law, or registered the
acts and constitution of the Lower House of
Convocation ; also, the officer appointed to
keep savings' bank accounts, or the proceed-
ings of a common court.

"Suppose the judge should Ray, that he would have
the keeping of the acts of court remain with him. and
the notary will have the custody of them with hint
elf; certainly in this case the actuary or writer of
them ought to be preferred."—Ayliffe.

2. Now: An officer of a mercantile or
insurance company, skilled in financial calcu-
lations, specially on such subjects as the ex-
pectancy of life. He is generally manager of
the company, under the nominal or real
superintendence of a board of directors.

ac'-tu ate, v.t. [From Ital. attuare ; Low
Lat. actuo = to drive, to impel, from Lat.

actus, pa. par. of o^o=to drive, to move, urge,

or impel.)

L To excite to action, to put in action, to

furnish the motive of. (Used of persons, but
formerly sometimes of tilings.)

"For, on this occasion, the chief motive which
actuated them was not greediness, but the fear of

degradation and ruin."'— .Vacaulay : Bist. Sng., eh.

xxiii.

*2. To put in action, to produce, to invi-

gorate, to develop.

* ac tu ate, a. Actuated.
"The active informations of the intellect, filling

the passive reception of the will, like form closing
with matter, grew actuate into a third and distinct
perfection of practice."—South,

ac-tu-a-tlon, *. [Actuate.] The state of
being put in action ; effectual operation.
(Glanvill.)

t ac-tu-6s -1-tjr, s. [Lat actuosus = full of
activity ; fr. actus = a moving, a driving

;

actus, pa. par. of ago = to drive.]

1. Power of action.

2. State of action.

* JeC'-ture, *. [Lat. actus = done. ] Action.
" Love made them not : with acture they may be,
Where neither party is nor true nor kind."

Shakesp. ; A Lover* Complaint.

4c -tua, s. [Lat. actus = (1) A lineal measure
= 120 Roman feet ; (2) the length of one
furrow.]

CivU Law : A right of way through land ; a
servitude of footway and horseway. [Servi-
tude.]

A-cu'-a-nites, «. pi. [From Acua, alleged to
have been a disciple of the apostle Thomas.]
Ch. Hist. : A name sometimes given to the

Manichaeans. [Manich^eans.]

t&c'-n-ate, v.t. [Lat. acuo = to sharpen.]
[Acute.] To sharpen, to make corrosive.

"Immoderate feeding upon powdered beef, pickled
meats, and debauching with strong wines, do inflame
and acuate the blood ; whereby ft Is capacitated to
corrode the lungs.' —Harvey on Consumption.

* ac -U-ate, a. [From the verb.] Sharpened.
" And also with a quautyte of spyces acuate."

Ashmole: Theat. Chem. Brit., p. UL

Xc-U-be'-ne'. *. A star of the fourth magni-
tude, in the southern claw of Cancer.

* a'-cu-I, pi a -cu-Is, *. [Old or misspelt
form of Ague (q.v.).] An ague. (MS. of 14th
Cent.) (Wright?)

aC-u-I'-t}OIi, s. [Lat. acuc — to sharpen ; acus
= a needle or pin.] The sharpening of medi-
cines, i.e. t the rendering them more pungent,
to increase their effect

»-«U'-i-tjf, s. [Lat. acuo = to sharpen.] Sharp-
ness.

eVcu-le-a -ta, s. [Lat. n. pi. of adj. acukatus
= furnished with stings or prickles, from
aculeus = a sting, spine, or prickle ; Gr. ax>;
(ake) = a point.] [Acute.]

Entom. : One of the two leading divisions
or sub-orders of the order Hymenoptera. It
consists of those families in which the females
and neuters of the social species, and the
females of those which are solitary, are gene-
rally provided with a sting. It is divided into
four tribes : (1) the Heterogyna, or Ants and
Mutillas

; (2) the Fossores, or Sand-wasps
; <3)

the Dipfoptera, or True-wasps ; and (4) the
AnthophiUx, or Bees. The other tribe of
Hymenoptera, the Terebrantia, consists of in-
sects whose females are furnished with an
auger instead of a sting.

a-cu le-ate, v.t. [Aculeata.] To furnish
with a point, to sharpen.

a-cu -le ate, a. & s. [Aculeata.]

A. As adjective:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Sharpened, pointed (lit. kjlg.).

"The one of extreme bitterness of wmds, especially
if they be aculeate and proper . . . ,"

—

Bacon ; Etsayt.

JX Technically:

1. Bot. ; Furnished with prickles, prickly
Example, a rose-stem.

2. Zool. : Furnished with a sting.

"We now pass to the Aculeate series of the Hyme-
noptera."—Dalhit: Nat. Silt., p. 209.

B. As substantive : A hymenopterous insect

of the division Aculeata (q.v.).

a-cu-le-a -ted, pa. par. & a. [Aculeate, v.)

a-cu-lS-a'-ting, pr. par. [Aculeate, v.]

a-cu'-le-i, s, pi. [Aculeus.]

a-cu-ler, v.t. [Fr. accuUr.]

Manege : A fault committed by most horses
when learning to make demivolts. It consists
in failing to go far enough forward at each
motion, so that the shoulder of the animal
takes in too little ground, and his croup
comes too near the centre of the volt

a-cu le (is, s. [Lat. (1) the sting of an
" animal

; (2) the spine or prickle of a plant.
Probably a dimin. from acus m a needle or
pin ; but acus is fern., and aculeus mase.J

Bot. : A prickle ; a sharp, hard process of
the epidermis falling off when old, whilst a
spine or thorn does not fall off. (Loudon.)

•ft Aculeus enters into the composition of
aculeata, aculeate, &c (q.v.).

&c'-u-l6s, s. [Gr. &kv\oc (akuhs) m an esculent
acorn, the fruit of the prickly oak, and of
another more hardy species.]

Bot. .* The fruit or acorn of the Ilex, or
Scarlet-oak.

* a-cuxn'-ble'n, v.i. [Acomelyd.] To become
cramped. (Stratmann.)

* a-cum-MId, pa. par. [Acumblen.]

* a-cum -bre, v.t. [A.N.J [Acombre.]

1. To encumber.
" Oii of Warwike mi name is,

Ivel icta am acumbred y-wis."
Oy Of Warwike. p. «17.

2. To worry. (Halliwell.)

*a-cum'-£n, v.t. & i. [A.S. acumtan= to come
to, to pursue, to bear, to sustain, to suffer, to
perform, to overcome.] To attain. (Halliwell.)

a-cu'-miSn, s. [Lat. = a sharpened point, a
sting ; sharpness : fr. acus = a needle or pin. ]

Acuteness of mind, shrewdness ; ability nicely
to distinguish between things which closely
resemble each other.

"The author of the KeliquwB DUuvianm observes
with his usual acumen . . , .

—Owen:
Brit. Fouil MammaU and Bird*.

t a- cu-min-ate, v.t. [From
Lat. acuminatus, pa. par. of

acumino = to sharpen.] [Acu-
men.] To sharpen. (Rider:
Diet., 1640.)

a-cu -min-ate, a. [See
verb. ]

Nat. Science: Taper-pointed,
tapering gradually to the tip.

". . scarcely reconeileable with
the idea of its applying its slender
acuminate teeth to the act of g
bones."—Owen: B "

and Bird*, p. 118.

bones."—Owen: Brit. Fouil MammaU

Bot. : Applied chiefly to the
mode of termination of certain
leaves. When the tapering is at
the other extremity of the leaf, acuminate
the term employed is acuminate leaf of
at the base. parietaria.

"... leaves often opposite,
broader upwards, acuminate, serrulate."—Description
of Salix purpurea. {Booker * Arnott : Brit. Flora.)

t a-cu -min.-a-tetl,i>n. par. & a. [Acuminate.}
Nat. Science : The same as Acuminate, but

not so frequently employed.
"This is not acuminated and pointed, as in the

rest, but seemeth, as it were, cut off."— Browne'
Vulgar Errours.

t a-cu mln-a -ting, pr. par. [Acuminate.]

a-cu-min-a-tiou, s. [Lat acuminatum,
supine of acumino = to sharpen.]

1. The act or process of making sharp.

2. Termination in a sharp point

a-cu min ose, s. [Acumen.] Terminating
gradually in a flat narrow end. (Lindley

:

Int. to Bot.
t 3rd ed., p. 459.)

- a-cun'-tre, v.t. [A.N.] To encounter.
" So kenlt thei acuntred at the coupyug to-gadere
That the knight spere in speldes al to-shivered."

William and the Werwolf, p. 180.

&C u-pfil'-pus, s. [Lat acus=:& needle or
pin ; palpus or palpum a stroking. Now by
entomologists used for & feeler.] [Palpus.]
Entom. : A genus of predatory beetles of

the family Harpalidae.

ac -u-pres8
t v.t. [Lat. acus = a needle, and

Eng. press.]

Surg,: To treat, as a bleeding artery, by
acupressure.

Ac u press ion (ss as sh), s. [Acupress.]
The same as Acupressure (q.v.).

ac u press -ure (»s as «h), s. [Acupress.]

Surg. : A method of stopping arterial
hemorrhage by pressing the artery with a
needle in place of tying it.

ac u punc tiir-a -tion, s. [Acupuncture.)
The making of a puncture or punctures by
means of a needle. A less proper word than
Acupuncture (q.v.).

" From forgetting that the word puncture has two
significations—that it is used to signify both tbe
wound and tbe act of making it—some have termed
the operation acupuncturation."—Cycto. Pract. Med.,
art. ' Acupuncture."

ac-u-punc -tiire, s. [In Ger. acupunctur

;

Fr. acupuncture; Ital. acopuntura ; Sp. acu-
puntura ; fr. Lat. acu, ablative of acus = a
needle or pin, and punctura = puncture,
pricking ; pungo = to prick.]

Med. : The puncturing of portions of the
body by means of a needle made for the
purpose. The practice has existed from a
remote period of antiquity among the Chinese.
From them it passed to Japan ; then it was
made known In Europe ; and Anally, after a
long interval, was actually tried, and with
good effect, in cases of rheumatism not in-

volving much inflammation, in rheumatic
neuralgia, and some other diseases.

acupuhc tiire, v.t. [Acupuncture,*.] To
practice acupuncture upon.

"... those who care nothing about being acu-
punctured. — lir. Filiation ; Cyclo. I'ract. Med.

ac-u punc-tiired, pa. par. & a, [Acupunc-
ture.]

ic-u-punc-tur-ing, pr. par, (Acupunc-
ture.)

*a-cu'r»e, *a-cur-8«?n, v.(. [Accur«e.] To
accurse.

" Which is lif that oure Lord
In alle lawes acurteth."

Piers Ploughman, p. STL

a-ciir'-u, *. [Acuyari.]

a-cut-an -gul-ar, a. [Lat. acutus = acute

;

angulus = an angle.)

Bot. : Having acute angles. Example, the
capsule of Corchorus aeutangnlus. (Loudon:
Cycl. of Plants, Gloss.)

a-cu'te, a. [In Ital. acuto, fr. Lat. acutus =
sharp, pa. par. of acuo = to sharpen, acus m a
needle or pin, fr. old root ac = sharp = the
primeval Aryan root as = to be sharp or swift,

as in Sansc. asva = the runner, i.e. the horse.]
(Max Milller : Science of Lang.)

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Of material things i Terminating in a
sharp point.

TX Of immaterial things

:

1. Of the senses of man or of (he inferior

animals : Sharp, keen.
"Were our senses altered, and made much quicker

and acuter, the appearance and outward ^scheme of
things would have quite another face to us."

—

Locke.

bSU, \>6$; ptflt, Jd^l; oat, cell, chorus, cliin. bench; go, gem; thin, this; gin, aa; expect. Xenophon, exist. ph = t
-«la= sha; -clan= shsa. -tion,-«lon= »h&n; -sion, -{Ion= shun, -tious, -«lou», -eloua = «hu». -bre = ber; -tre = ter.
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2. Of the intellect : Having the power of per-

ceiving minute differences, penetrating ; the
reverse of obtuse, dull, or stupid.

** Some more acute and more industrioui itill

Contrive creation, travel nature up.'
Cowper : Task, bk. 3.

3. Of the feelings or emotions; Keen, easily

and deeply affected for the time or more per-

manently.

B. Technically:

1. Geometry

:

An acute angle Is one which is less than a

right angle.
An acute-angled triangle is one of which all

the three angles are acute, that is, each of

them is less than a right angle.

An acute-angled cone is one having the solid

angle at its vertex acute.
An acute octohedron. [Octohedron.]
An acute rhomboid. [Rhomboid.]

2. Bot. : Sharp-pointed, terminating at once
In a point, neither abruptly nor tapering.

ACUTE LEAVES OF THE OLEANDER.

3. Music. An acute sound: One which is

Ugh or shrill, as opposed to one which is

grave.

4. Grammar. An acute accent: One which
marks where the voice should rise instead of
falling. [Accent, «., II. 2.]

5. Pathology. An acute disease: One in

which the symptoms are severe, and which
speedily reaches a crisis. It is opposed to a
chronic disease.

acute -angled, a.

1. Geom. : Having an acute angle. [See
Acute, a., B. I.]

2. Hot. : With sharp instead of rounded
margins. [Angular.]

fa-cute, v.t. [From the substantive.) To
make the accent on a word acute or sharp.

f>-cu'te-l#, adv. [Acutf.] In an acute manner,
sharply, keenly.

1. Of material substances;
"... the upper 1mm acutely auricled."—Dmcrip.

tf Aipidium LeoncMtie. [Hooker and Arnott : Brit.
Flora.)

2, Of things immaterial

:

(a & 6) Of the senses or of the intellect:

Keenly, discriminatingly.
** He that will took into many parts of Asia and

America, will find men reason there, perh&pe as
acutely a* himself, who yet never heard of a syllo-
|iim. -£o«t«.

(c) Of the feelings or emotions: Keenly,
deeply.

%-cu te-ness, % [Acute, a)

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Of material bodies : Sharpness, keenness
of edge or of point.

TX Of things immaterial

:

1. Of the senses: Sharpness, keenness of per-
ception.

"If eyes so framed could not view at one* the hand
and the hour-;>lat«, their owner could not be benefited
by that acuteneu ; which, whilst it discovered the

2. Of the intellect : Subtlety of intellect, the
power of perceiving minute differences and
discriminating them in language.
"... a much higher notion of his sincerity than

of his Judgment or acutenett."—Jfacaulay ; BUt. Eng.,
cb , xiv.

3. Of the feelings or emotions : Keenness, the
power of being easily or deeply affected

;

susceptibility of impression.

B. Technically :

1. Music : The sharpness or shrillness of a

note.
" This acuteneu of sound will show that, whilst to

the eye the bell seems to be at rest, yet the minute
parts of it continue in a very brisk motion, without
which they could not strike the air."

—

Boyle.

2. Med. : The violence of a disease which,
however, makes it more speedily reach a

crisis.

"We apply present remedies, according to indica-
tions; respecting rather the acutmeet of the disease,

and precipitancy of the occasion, than the rising and
setting of start. —Brown.

•a-CU-ti-a'-tor, s. [Low Lat. acutiator.]

*Oue who, in medissval times, attended armies
to sharpen the weapons of the soldiers.

a-cu'-ya-ri, a-cuV-u, s. [Local name.]
The name given in India to the fragrant wood
of Idea aXtissima, a plant ot the old order
Amyridacese, or Amyrids. [Cedar-wood or
Guiana.]

"a-owa'-kI-eil,v.(. [Cwacian.] To quake,

to tremble.

* a-cwec'-chen, v.t. [A.S. acweccan = to

shake, to brandish.] To shake, to brandish.

*a-cwe'-den, v.i. [A.S. aewtthan = to an-
swer, connected with acwaUhan = to say.] To
answer.

-acy. [Lat suffix -ado, -atio m the state or
quality ot Examples : fallacy (Lat fallacia),

advocacy (Lat. advocatioj.}

* a-cy-den-an -dys, * a-eyd -riande, *a-
cy-ddn-axu, adv. [Apparently a corrupt

spelling of Asidenands. {Wright) ] Aside,
obliquely. (Prompt. Parv.) (HaUiweU.)

* a-cy-nen, v.t. Old form of Assign.

(Prompt. Parv.)

ac'-yn-os, »- [Acinos.]

a-cyr-o-log; -I-calL a. [Gr. axvpoKoyia

(akurologia)—&n improper phrase; aiu-po*

lakuros) at without authority : a, priv, ; nvpoe
ucuros) = authority ; \670s (logos) — word.]
Containing an impropriety of expression.

(Rider: Diet., 1640.)

* a-cy SO, s. [Assize, II. 8.] Manner, custom.
" An ha.ly.Uy fvl. a* yt the acyte
Hen to go to Goddys servyse."

MS. Bart. 1.701, i. SL {BalliweU.\

a-cyt-tiurM-a, s. pL [Gr. o, priv. ; Kv-rrapt*

(kuttaros)= (l) a hollow. (2), the cell of a
honeycomb or of a plant]

Zool. : Chamber-shells. Haeckel's name for

the first " legion " of the Ray-streamers, or
Rhizopoda (Root-feet) Though the lowest
in organisation of the class, the whole of

their body consisting merely of slimy cell-

matter, yet most of them secrete a shell of
calcareous earth, and generally of exquisite

form. The larger number of the species live

at the bottom of the sea.

ad, j. A favorite abbreviation of Advertise-
ment (C £.).

* ad, 3rd person sing. , pre*, indicat . 0/ verb to
have. Obsolete spelling of hath. [Have.]

" Lo, hou he ad me to rent
Hi bodi and mi face i-ichent."

The Seven Sage*. 449.

ad, Lat. prep. [In Lat = to. Cognate with
Eng. at, and many words in other Aryan
tongues. (At.) Perhaps more remotely akin
to various Syro-Arabian verbs, as Heb.

,

£. Aram., and Sam. nrw ("thoh) = to come,
to go ; Arab, athe (a-the) = to come near, to
approach. (See Ad, II., in compos.) Ad was
formerly written ar, a form which still remains
in some words, such as arbiter.]

L As an independent word : A purely Latin
preposition, used in many phrases from that
tongue more or lees frequently quoted in
English composition.

ad admittendum clericum (lit.) =
to admit a clergyman.

Law: A writ requiring a bishop to admit to
a church a clerk who has been found to have
legal right to be instituted.

ad arbitrlum — at will, at pleasure.

ad captandum = to captivate.

% Captandum is the accusative of the gerund
or the gerundive participle of capfo = to catch
at frequently or eagerly, freq. of capio = to
take.]

Oratory: With the view of captivating.

Used specially of public speakers who utter
sentiments which they do not themselves
believe, but which they think will render
them acceptable to their hearers.

ad eundem. [Lat m to the same degree
(gradum).] A term employed when a graduate
of one university is admitted to the same
degree of another university without having
to undergo any examination for it. Such a
person is said to take an ad eundem,

ad finem = to the end.

ad hoc — with respect to this, specially of
this.

"... appoint their various ambassadors and
consuls as reporters ad hoc"—Daily Telegraph. March
14. 1877.

ad homlnem (lit.) = to a or the man.

Logic. [AhGi/MKNTt/M. under which also

similar logical phrases will be found.]

ad indeflnitum. [Lit. m to the in-

definite.] To an indefinite extent

ad Infinitum. [Lit.= to the infinite.)

To infinity, without any limit.
" Nay, then, thought I, if that you breed so fast,

111 put you by yourselves, lest you at last
Should prove ad infinitum, and eat out
The book that I already am about.

"

Bunyan ; Pttgr, Prog., Apology.

ad Inquirendum = to be inquired into.

Law : Used when a writ is issued ordering
an inquiry to be made.

ad interim = in the meantime.

ad largum (law) s> at large.

ad leones (lit.) m to the lions.

C'n. Hist. : A popular cry or a magisterial
sentence among the old Romans, dooming a
real or supposed criminal to be given to the
lions. The cry "Ad leones I" was raised

against the apostolic father Polycarp, though
death was ultimately inflicted in another way.

ad libitum at pleasure.

1. Gen. : As much as one likes.

2. Music : At the performer's pleasure

;

generally applied to a portion of the piece
which may be played or passed over as the
performer likes.

ad manes fratrum = to the manes of
[some one's] brothers. [Maxes.]
" Give us the proudest prisoner of the Goths,
That we may hew bis limbs, and on a pile,

Ad mane* fratrum sacrifice his flesh.'

Bhaketp. : Titxa Andronicu*. L &

ad quod damnum (lit.) = to what
damage.
Law .* A writ Instituted in the time of

Edward L, and issued by the sheriff, to ascer-

tain what damage might arise from the grant
of certain liberties or franchises. By means of

it the king's licence might be obtained for the
alienation of lands, unless the design were to

give these over to the Church.

ad referendum = to be referred to a
higher authority, or held over for the present
that it may receive further consideration.

ad valorem. [Lit. — to or according to

value. Valor, however, it should be added, is

not classical Latin.]
Comm. ; A term applied (1) to the amount

of the duties or customs paid on certain goods
taxed according to their value, and not simply
by their number, weight, or measure ; (2) to
stamp-duties, payable according to the value

of the subject-matter of the particular instru-

ments or writings.

ad vitam aut culpam. [Lat. (lit.) m
to (one's) lifetime or fault. ]

Law : Used of the tenure of an office which
the incumbent holds for life, provided that he
conduct himself with propriety. A beneficed

clergyman holds office ad vitam aut culpam,

IX In composition, ad= to: as Lat. adhorreo,

Eng. adhere —to stick to. In the Latin words
into which it enters, the final letter d generally

remains unchanged when it is followed by a
vowel, or by some one of the consonants 6, d,

h, m, and v, as adbello, addo, adhcereo, admiror,

and adveho; while, for euphony's sake, it is

assimilated to the succeeding letter when that

letter is one of the consonants c, f, g, I, n, p,
r, s, or f, as accelero, affcro, aggredior, alligo,

annuncio, appareo, arripio, assigno, attendo.

The Latin preposition ad enters directly or in-

directly into the composition of many Enplish
words derived from the Latin ; and the laws
of assimilation are essentially the same in both

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ; go, po%
or* wore, wolf, work, whd. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, re, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = lew.
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tongues. Examples—(1), unassimilated : addi-

tion, adhere, admire, advocate ; (2) assimi-

lated : accelerate, affluence, aggressive, alle-

giance, announce, apparent, assignation, at-

tention.

AJ). Initials for Anno Domini (lit.) = in the

year of the Lord, i.e., our Lord Jesus Christ

* ad-act', v.t [Lat adigo, -egi, -actum = to

drive to: ad=to, and ago = to drive.] To
drive, to compel, to drive in by force.

(Minsheu.)

* ad-act'-6d, pa, par. [Adact.]

* ad-act'-Ing, pr. par. [Adact.]

a~dac -tyle, *. [Gr. A, priv. ; 6dK7v\o*

(dactulos) = a finger. ]

Anat .* Used of a foot without toes, or a

hand without fingers.

* a did', adv. [A.S. a = in ; dad = deed, or

it may be a corruption otegad = bygad, bygod.]

Indeed truly.
*' They are all deep, they are very deep and ham,

harp as needles, adad, the wittiest men in England.
—Shadwell : Squire qf Altatia (1688).

* ad'-»-quate, a. [Adequate. ]

*a-daff, v.t. To daunt. [Junius refers to

adatfed as occurring in Chaucer, but Urry reads

adassed = dazzled.] (Halliweli.)

*a-daffed, pa. par. [Adatf.]

ad age. *ad'-a-£#, s. [In Fr. adage; from
Lat. adagium = "a proverb, an adage.] A pro-

verb or short sentence, embodying a wise

saying, generally discovered by popular ob-

servation or experience ; a pithy saying, hoary

with antiquity, but whose eaBily-apprehended

truth keeps it in popular currency still.

" That Is because I have done it myself, and not left it

to others.
Serve yourself, would you be w*ll served, is an excel-

lent adage."
Longfellow: The Court»Mp of Mile* StandUh. 1.37.

ad-ag'-I-al, a. [Adage.] Pertaining to an
adage, proverbial.

ad-a -gi 6, adv. & s. [ItaL adagio ; fr. ad =
with ; agio = ease, leisure.]

Music;

1. As adverb : Slowly, In a leisurely manner,
with ease and grace.

2. As substantive : A slow movement
"He teaches those to read, whom schools dlsmlsa'd,
And colleges, untaught ; sells accent, tone.

And emphasis in score, and gives to prayer
The adagio and andante it demands.

"

Coirper : To*, hk. it

* ad -ty-ef, s. [Adage.]

Ad-am, 5. [In Lat Adamus; Or. 'AoVi/i

(Adam), fr. Heb. DIM (Adam) m (1) man in

general ; (2) Spec., Adam, the first man, fr.

Dl£ (adam) = to be red. Cognate with these

are rrflM (ddamah) = the ground, DT^t (edom)

and trib (odem)= tha ruby or sardine stone.

In Gen. ii. 7, it la stated that God formed

man (D^^rrrw, etk-ha-adam m the man) of

dust (Tr^^W',! *P, min-ha-aaa^mah = from the

ground), as if to suggest that man was made

of red earth, or perhaps that his blood (in

Heb. O^, dam) remotely resembles the colour

of some reddish or brownish-red soils. ]

1. Gen. : The name given in the Hebrew
Scriptures (1) to the human race or man in

general ; and (2) to Adam, as being the first

man and the progenitor of the human race.

* 2. Technically. Mirth/uUy : A serjeant, a
bailiff, a jailor.

"Not that Adam that kept the Paradise, but that
Adam that keeps the prison."—Shaketp. : Comedy of

t,iv. 1

Adam and Eve, s. [Adam, see etym.

;

Bve = the first mother of the human race.]

* 1. Bot. : The two tubers of Orchis macu-
ktta, which, by the fanciful, were held, singly,

to resemble the human figure, and, together,

to suggest the first parents of our race.

(Craven.)

2. In America: The similar tubers of
another orchid, the Aplectrum hyemale. It is

called also the Putty-plant It grows in the
United States.

Adam's ale, s. Water. (Eng. colloquial.)

Adam's apple, s. [In Lat. Adami
pomum.]

* 1. Bot. : (I) The name given by Gerarde
and other old authors to the plantain-tree

(Musa paradisiaca), from the notion that its

fruit was that sinfully eaten by Adam in

Eden. (2) The name given for the same
reason to a species of Citrus.

2. Anat. : A protuberance on the fore part

of the throat formed by the os hyoides. The
name is supposed to have arisen from the

absurd popular notion that a portion of the

forbidden fruit, assumed to nave been an

apple, stuck in Adam's throat when he atr

tempted to swallow it down.

* Adam's flannel, s. [Named possibly

from the soft white hairs which densely

clothe both sides of the leaves of the plant.]

(Carr.)

Bot. : The white mullein (Verbascum lych-

nitis). (Craven.)

Adam's needle, s.

Bot. : The popular name of the genua Yucca,
magnificent plants of the Liliaceous order.

The term needle refers to the sharp-pointed

leaves. [Yucca.]

Adam's Wine, $. Water. (Colloquial)

(Scotch.)
" Borne take a mutchkln of porter to their dinner,

hut I sloken my drouth wl' Adam't wine."—Sir A.

Wytie, i. 107.

* Ad -am tl'-ler, *. [Apparently from a cer-

tain Adam Tiler.] A pickpocket's associate,

who receives stolen goods and runs otf with

them. (Wright.)

ad'-a-m&nt, a. k a. [O. Fr. , from Lat. ado-
manta, ace. of adatnas; from Gr. aoajias

(adamas). As substantive = (1) the hardest
metal, probably steel ; (2) a compound of

gold ana steel ; (3) the diamond. As adjective

= unconquerable : d priv. ; 6ap.d£u (damazd)=
to overpower, to subdue ; Ger. demant or
diamant ; Sw. damant; Fr. diamant; ItaL

diamante.] [Diamond.]

A, As substantive

:

L Lit. ; A stone of such impenetrable hard-
ness that it cannot be subdued.

" 80 great a fear my name amongst them spread.
That they supposed I could rend bars of steel.

And spurn in pieces posts of adamant."
Shaketp. : 1 Henry TI„ i. 4.

" As an adamant harder than flint have I mad* thy
forehead.'-Eztk. lit 9.

Specially:

* L The loadstone.
* As iron, toaoht by the adamant* effect,

To the North Pole doth ever point direct.
Xylvttttr : Im Bartat, p. 64.

" Bel. Yondnwrme.yon hard-hearted adamant;
But yet you draw not iron, for my heart
Is true as steel."

Shaketp. : Midtammer Xight'i Dream, It. S.

«[ See also the ballad Romaunt of the Bote,

1,182.

2. The diamond, the hardest of minerals.
" Laws inscribed on adamant,"

Cowper : Trantl. 0/ MVton,

Still used in this sense, but chiefly in poetry.

3. The scori» of gold.

H, Fig. : Hard, incapable of feeling, desti-

tute of pity.

"An unblushing forehead, a smooth, lying tongue,
and a heart of adamant."—Macaulay I Hut. Eng.,

ch. xrili.

B. As adj. : Made of adamant, pertaining

to adamant. (Literally & figuratively.) [See

the substantive. ]

Ah I strike off this adamant chain,
And make me eternally free."

Cowper ; Olney Bymnt, lxviL

ad-a-man-te'-an, a. [Lat. adamanteus =
made of steel, adamantine.] As hard aa

adamant.
" Of brazen shield and spear, the hammered cuirass,

Chalybean-tempered steel, and frock of mail
Adamantean proof I " Milton : Samton AgoniiUe;w.

ad-a-man'-tine, a. [Lat adamantinus ; Gr.

aHapavTivos (adamantinos) = hard as steel,

adamantine.] Very hard. (Rider: Diet, 1640.)

t, Lit. : Made of adamant.
" Wide Is the fronting gate, and raised on high
With adamantine columns, threats the sky.

Dryden : Virgil ; JBneid vi. 74K.

t. Fig. : Which cannot be broken.
" With hideous rnln and combustion, down
To bottomless perdition ; there to dwell

In adamantine chains and penal Are."
Milton I P.L.,11*.

% In poetry it is not always easy to decide

whether the word adamantine is used in a
literal or figurative seuse.

adamantine spar, a

Afin. [80 called from ita lustre.] The name
fiven by Black and others to corundum from
ndia. It is of a dark-greyish smoke-brown

tint, but is greenish or bluish by transmitted
light, that is, in specimens sufficiently trans-

lucent to admit of the experiment being made.
When ground it is used as a polishing material

Dana classifies it with his anhydrous oxides.

ad'-a-mas, s. [Lat] [Adamant.] (Pliny,

xxxviL 15.) The diamond. [See Adamant and
Diamond.]

Adamas siderites. [Gr. o-lonpos(sideros)

= iron.] Pliny's name for corundum. (Pliny,

xxxvii. 15.) [Corundum.] (Dana.)

* ad'-a-mate, v. t. [Lat. amo, -avi, -at-um = to

love.] To love dearly. (Minsheu.)

Ad-a-mi, genit. of Lat. s. Adamus = Adam.
[Ad'am.] Of Adam.

Adami pomum, s. [Adam's Afple.]

Xd -am'-lc, Xd-am'-I-cal, o. [Lat. Adam-
icus.] Pertaining to Adam (q.v.).

Adamlo earth, a A term for red clay.

ad -amine, s. [Adamite, 2.]

Xd'-a-mite (1), s. [From Adam, our first

father. ]

1. A descendant of Adam.
"... to an Adamite

Forgive, my Seraph 1 that such thoughts appear,
For sorrow is our element."

Byron : Heaven and Marth, t 1.

2. Plural. Ch, Hist. : A sect of Gnostic*
which arose in the second century. Profess-

ing to imitate the state of our first father

in Paradise, they rejected marriage and the

use of raiment. It v£b not long before the

sect became extinct, ft was, however, revived
again in the twelfth, and subsequently in the

early part of the fifteenth century. John
Zisca, the famous general of the Hussites,

attacked the Adamites, who were bringing

discredit upon his army, slew some of them,
and committed others to the flames. [See

Merry Beggars, ii. 1.]

ad'-a-mite (2) (Dana, &c), ad'-a-mine
(Friedet), s. [In Ger. adamits. Named after

Mr. Adam, of Paris.] A mineral classed by
Dana with his Hydrous Phosphates and Ar-

seniates. Its composition is arsenic 39*95,

xinc 54*32, with a trace of iron and manganese.
Hardness, 35 ; specific gravity, 4338 ; lustre,

strongly vitreous. It is of a honey colour,

with violet externally. It is transparent. The
crystals are orthorhombic. Found in Chill

Xd a mlt'-Ic. Xd-a-mlt -I-cal, a. [Adam-
ite (1).] Pertaining to the Adamites, resem-

bling the Adamites.

ad'-ams-ite, *. [Named by Shepard after a

Mr. Adams.] A mineral, a variety, or perhaps

a mere synonym of Muscovite (q.v.). It is a
greenish-black mica, from the United States;

ad-an-so'-nl-a, s. [In Fr. Adansonie. Named
after Adanson, a celebrated French traveller,

who lived from 1749 to 1754 in Senegal, in-

vestigating its natural history.] A genus of

plants belonging to the order Bterculiacea, or

Sterculiads. The A. digitata is the Baobab,
Monkey-bread, African calabash, or Ethiopian

sour-gourd tree. It has a fantastic look, ita

stem being of little height, but of great thick-

ness ; one specimen was found thirty feet in

diameter. The fruit is about ten inches long.

Externally it is downy ; within this down is a

hard woody rind, which requires a saw to cut

it across ; and Inside the rind is an eatable

pulp, of slightly acid taste. The juice mixed

witn sugar is serviceable in putrid and pesti-

lential fevers. The Africans mix the dried

and powdered leaves with their food to pro-

mote perspiration, and Europeans have found

them useful in diarrhoea and dysentery. The
Adansonia is properly a native of Africa, but

it has been introduced, probably by the

Mussulmans, into India, where its large white

flowers appear in May and June, to be in due

time followed by fruit

*a-dant>(. [Adaust.J

ad'-a-pls, a. [From adapts, a synonym for

the common rabbit, given by Gesner, and

adopted for this genus from its resemblance

in size, structure, and, it is beUeved, In habita,

to the rabbit.] „ , .

PaUeont. : A fossil mammal of which some

bSil, b6*S>; ptSut, J6>1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, af ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -lng.

-cia - sha ; -clan= shan. -tioa, -sion = shun ; -slon, -fton= zhun. -tlous, -sious, ~$ious shun, -ble, -die, & c. bel, del.
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remains were met with in the gypsum of
Montmartre, near Paris. It appears to have
resembled a hedgehog, but to have been one-
third larger. It was of eocene age.

ad apt, v.t. [In Ft. adapter; Sp. adaptor

;

ItaL adattare : Lat ad — to ; apto = to fit

:

Gr. awrm (hapto) = to fasten, or bind to.] To
fit to, to adjust to, to make suitable for. (Used
either of things material or immaterial.

)

"flhipt adapted both for war and for trade were
Wquired."—Macautay; Hist. Eng., ch. xxlv.

" Can portion oat his pleasure and adapt
His round of pastoral duties."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. It.

*ad-apt', a. [Adapt, v.] Fitted.

"At
Walk,

ad apt-a-bll -i-ty, s. [Adaptable.]

I. Gen. : The quality of being able to be
adapted.

" One of the moat wonderful circamatancea in the
construction of the hand la ita adaptibility to an in-
finite number of offices."—Todd k Bowman : Physiol.
A tat., 1., 14a

IX Technically:
Darwinism. Variability : The capability

possessed by organized beings to acquire new
qualities through the operation of the external
conditions of life under which they are placed,

" On the other hand we call adaptability (adapta.
bUUtut, or variability {variability), the capability in-
herent in all organisms to acquire such new qualities
under the influence of the outer world."—Baeckei :
Hut. of Creation, i. 220.

ad apt able, a. [Adapt.] That may be
adapted.

tad-apt a ble nesa, • [Adaptable.] The
Jiuality of being able to be adapted or ad-
osted.

If Nearly obsolete, its place being supplied
by Adaptability.

4d apt a tion, *ad ap -tion, a [In Ft
adaptation.)

A. Generally: The act of adapting, ad-
justing, or fitting to ; the state of being
adapted, adjusted, or fitted to; the thing
adjusted.

"Ita [the eye's} capacity of adaptation, under the
Influence of the will, to distinct vision at every dis-
tance beyond that of a few inches. "—Todd k Bowman:
Physiol. Anat, ii. 47.

B. Technically:
Darwinism : The capability of acquiring new

characters ; also the new characters acquired
by a living being through the operation of the
external conditions of life under which it is

placed.

"They can hardly be due to adaptations within a
late period."—Darwin . Descent of Man, pt 1. , ch vi.

"... more perfect adaptation to the external
conditions of life.*-/oid., pt ii.. ch. viii.

ad apt ed, pa, par. & a. [Adapt.]
" Bat in the case of an island, or of a country

ertly surrounded by barrier*, into which new and
tter adapted forma could not freely enter . . . ."

—

Darwin : Orig. of Species, ch. tv.

ad apt -ednoM, s. [Adapt.] The state of
being adapted, suitableness.

ad-apt -er, *. [Adapt, y
Gen. : One who or that which adapts.
% The term adapter is also used to denote

that piece of tubing by which the smaller
tube of a telescope or microscope containing
the eye-piece, Ac, is connected with the
larger or main tube. It also signifies, in
chemical apparatus, a connecting piece of
tube to unite a retort to a bottle, &c.

ad apt -Ing, pr. par. & a. [Adapt.]

* ad ap -tion, t . [adaptation. ]

ad apt -Ive, a. [Adapt.]

L In an active sense : Having the power of
adapting one thing to another, or in fact so
adapting it.

•*. . . the adaptive understanding."—Coleridge:
Aids to Rejection, p. 8L

% The adaptive power = the understanding
which has the faculty of adapting means to
ends.

**
. . . what I hare elsewhere called the adaptive

power, that is, the faculty of adapting means to proxi-
mate ends."—Coleridge ; Aids to Reflection, p. 171.

2. In a passive sense. Spec, in Biology:
Capability of being adapted, or being actually
adapted to something else.

"In the greater number of mammals the bones
i a very modified and adaptive position."—
,- Osteology of the Mammalia, p. S4X

"... adaptive changes 'it structure."—Darwin :

Descent of Man. voL L. pt L, ch. iv.

T Biol. An adaptive character: An ana-

logical character ; one founded not on affinity,

but on analogy. [Analogy. ]

"These resemblance*, though ao Intimately con-
nected with the whole life of the being, are ranked as
merely adaptive or analogical characters."

—

Darwin:
Origin of Species, ch. xiii

ad-apt'-fve-ljf, adv. [Adaptive.] In an
' adaptive manner, so as to be adapted to some-
thing else.

"... such later and leas typical mammalia do
more effective work by virtue of their adoptively
modified structures, '—Owen.- Classif. of Mammalia.

* ad-apt -nose, s. [Adaptness.] The state
of being fitted to.

*i Adaptation and aptness have now taken
its place.

ad apt or -I-aL a. With the tendency to
adapt ; fitting, suitable.

A dar, s. [Heb. tth (Adar). Perhaps from
the Syrians ; or from the Heb. «nn (adar)
= to be ample, to be magnificent.] The
sixth month of the Jewish civil, and the
twelfth of the ecclesiastical year. The name
was not introduced till after the Captivity
(Esther iii. 7, 13 ; viiL 12 ; ix. 1, 15, 17, 21).

It corresponded to the latter part of February
and the beginning of March. If derived from
the Heb. tw = to be ample or magnificent,
the name may refer to the splendid character
of the spring vegetation as seen during Adar.
The Jewish months being lunar, the year of
twelve months thus constituted falls short of
the solar one by about eleven days. To
remedy this inequality, a second Adar was
intercalated once in three years, which was
called Veadar.

Adar a, s. [Corrupted Arabic*?).]

Astron. : A fixed star of the 2*5 magnitude,
called also c Canis Majoris.

ad ar-blt -ri-um, [Lat] [Ad.]

fr-dajr'-oe, s. [Gr. aoopxn or aocipanf, or
aodpKof or adapKi'ov (adarki, adarkSs, adarkos,
or adarkion) = a saline efflorescence on the
herbage of marshes.] A saline efflorescence
on marsh-herbage, first seen in Galatia. It
was used in leprosy, tetters, and some other
skin diseases.

a-dar -odn, s. [Heb. pTVTM (adarkon) m a

daric (1 Chron. xxix. 7 ; Ezra viii. 27), in
which our English translators rendered it

"a dram." In Ezra ii. 69; Neh. viL 70, 71,
72, the word is *TQTn (darkemon), also ren-

dered "a dram." Talmud, rOTl (darkon) ; Gr.

tapciKos (dareikos).] A daric, a Persian gold
coin current in Palestine after the Captivity.
Who first struck them is still a matter of
dispute. [Daric]

a-tlax'-me, s. A small weight used in the
Spanish peninsula and in Spanish America.
It is the sixteenth part of a Spanish ounce.

* a-dar - nech, s. A golden colour. (Howell.)

* a-da rued, a. Ashamed. (Coles.)

* a-dar -rls, s. The flower of sea-water.

(Howell.)

**-d»'ae (pa. par. adased, adassid), v. [Icel.

dasa ; cf. AJ3. dwtks = stupid.] [Dasa.]

1. Lit. : To dazzle.

"My clere and shynynge eyen were all adased and
derked. —Caxton : Divert Pruytful Ghostly Motors.

2. Fig. : To put out of countenance.
" Beth not adased for your innocence."

Chaucer (ed. UrryJ, p. loft.

a-da -ta la, a-da tla, or a-da tys, s. A
kind of cloth made of muslin. It is manufac-
tured in Bengal and other parts of India.

•a-daunt, 'adant, v.t. [A.N. Old form
of Daunt (q.v.).]

1. To daunt. (Daniel.)

2. To tame, to subdue, to extinguish.
" His Mesne wolde have charged him with fatnesae

but that the wantoneaae of his wombs with travaile
and fastyig he adauntetk."—Robert of Gloucester.

3. To mitigate, to restrain.
" Ageyna heom thy wrathe adant,
Oef beom mercy." Kyng Alisaunder. %Uk

* a-da unt-rel-ey, s. [Avauktlat.J

* a-daw ,
* a daw e, v.t & i.

A. Tn nsitive :

1. To daunt

" Aa one adaw'd and half confused stood.'*

Spenser .- P. Q., V. V. «a>

2. To awake.
" But. aire, a man that waketh of his slept
He ui;*y not sodenly wel taken kept
Upon a thing, ne seen it parntly
Till that he be adawed veraily/

Chaucer : O. T. t 10JT4
3. To abate.

B. Technically:

L To be daunted. (Spenser.)

2. To awake.

* a-dawe, adv. [Adaw, v.] Of (from) day,
i.e., life.

" Some wolde have hym adawe.
And some sayde it was notlawe.'*

Richard Vrnur de Leon, 978.

a daw let, a daw-lut, s. [Hindustani:
(1) Justice, equity ; (2) a court ofjustice.]

In India: A court of justice. In those
portions of our Oriental possessions where
Mohammedan law terms are in use, the courts
of justice are divided into Dewanee and Fouj'
darry, the former being civil and the latter
criminal courts.

a-da'y, a-day, adv. [Eng. a; day.]
* 1. In the day-time, by day.

" For what thing William won aday with his bows,
Were It fethered foul, or foure-feted beste."

William and the Werwolf, p. a
2. Each day.

" Cym. Nay, let her languish
A drop of blood a-day ; and, being aged.
Die of this folly '.

" Shakesp. : Cymbeline, I 1

a-da ys, adv. [Eng. a ; days.] On days or Ik

days. Used in the expression "now-a-days."
"There he many servants now-a-dayt that break

away every man from his master."—1 Sam. xxv. 10.

ad-ax, s [Addice.] (Kennel's MS. Gloss.)

(Halliwell.)

ad cor -por-ate, v .t. [Lat. od= to; corpus

=

body.] To unite one body to another, to in-

corporate. (Minsheu: Guide into Tongues^
1627.)

&d<L,t'.f. &t. [InGer. addiren; Fr. additionner;
fr. Lat addo = (1) to give in addition to, (2) to
add : ad — to, and do = to give.]

A. Transitive .*

1 1. To give in addition to.

2. To put a number or anything to another.

(a) To put one number to another with the
view of ascertaining their sum. As a rule,

the number added to is larger than that which
is added to it, but it may be otherwise.

" Whatsoever positive idea a man has in his mind
of any quantity, he can repeat it. and add it to the
former, aa easily aa he can add together the idea of
two days or two years,'— Locke.

(b) To put one thing to another.
" Can Nature add a charm, or Art confer
A new-found luxury not seen in her T

"

Cowper: Expostulation.

1[ In this sense it is often followed by up,
with reference to the fact that one desirous of
finding the sum of a series of figures pin d
line beneath line, generally commences with
the lowest, and moves up, till he reaches the
topmost one. (Lit. & Jig.)

". . . aa man can certainly produce great result*
bv adding up in any given direction mere individual
differences.'

—

Darwin; Origin of Species, ch. iv.

...at which U b
ad-ling up all thatla good."—Ibid.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To augment, to produce an increase.

"His influence at Edinburgh added to the terror
which he inspired among the mountains."—Macaulay:
Hist, of England, ch. zilL

2. To append one statement to another.
" He added that he would willing!v consent to the

entire abolition of the tax if it should appear that the
tax and the abuses were inseparable. —Macaulay:
Hist, of Eng., ch. xi.

1" In the example under B. 1, there may be
an ellipsis of an accusative after added ; and
in that under B. 2, the whole statement com-
mencing that he would may be regarded as a
substitute for an accusative.

ad da, s. [Arabic.] A small lizard, the
Scincus officinalis, which occurs in Syria,
Arabia, India, Egypt, Nubia, Abyssinia, and
elsewhere. It is celebrated by Eastern phy-
sicians on account of its imagined efficacy in
coring elephantiasis, leprosy, and other cu-
taneous diseases common in those regions.

t ad -da-ble, a. [Addiblk.]

fttfj, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wit, here, camel, hep, there; pine, pit, aire, air, marine; go, pft*
or. wore, wolf, work, who, adn; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, riUe, fin ; try, Syrian, »,« = ©. ey = a. q.u - kw.
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ad dax, - [An African word ; Lat. addax,

fenit. addacis. (Pliny, ii. 37.) Colonel Hamilton
mith considers Pliny's strepsiceros to be the

genuine addax. (Griffith's Cuvier, iv. 193.)]

A species of antelope, formerly called Oryx
addax, now Oryx nasomaculata. It is about
three feet seven inches high at the shoulder,
and three feet eight inches at the loins. It has
a lengthened mane upon the neck, and a tuft of
hair beneath the throat, points by which it is

distinguished from the typical Oryces. The
horns are equally robust in both sexes, and
have two and a-half spiral turns. The greater
part of the animal is of a white colour. It is

found in Arabia, in the Sahara, and as far west

# adde,j>re(. of v. [Had.]

£d dec -Im-ate, v.t. [Lat. ad = to ; decimo
= to decimate ; decimus = the tenth ; decern

m ten.] To take tithes, or to ascertain the
amount of tithes.

ad dcd, pa. par. & a. [Add.]

A. As past participle

:

"... I wish to get the added force of all ten."—
Tyndall: Frag, of Science, iv. 77.

B. As adjective : Additional.
" The baby teems to smile with added charms."

Cowper; Progreu of Error, 521.

* ad deem', &d-dem'e, v.t. [A.S. ademan
= to judge, adjudge, doom, deem, or try.] To
deem, to adjudge, to account, to regard.

" And for revengement of those wrongful smarts.
Which I to others did inflict afore,
Addeem'd me to endure this penance sore,"

Spemer : F. Q., VI., vilL 32.

* ad docmod, * ad dem ed, pa. par. [Ad-
deem.]

ad den -dum, pi. ad don -da, gerundive
par. [Latin.]

Sing. : A thing (plur. things) to be added.

ad de-phag-i a, *. [Adepuaoia.]

ad -der, s. [A.S. nozdre = an adder, the form
adder having arisen from the wrong division
of the article and the noun, a rurddre, an
ceddre ; Dut. adder = a viper ; Icel. nadkr,
Twulhra ; Goth, nadrs ; Wei. neider ; Lat.
natrix= a water-snake.] [NatbIx.]

L Specifically:

1. The most common English name of
the viper, Pelias berus. Its colour is yel-

lowish-brown or olive, with a double series

of black spots along the back, and the sides

paler and spotted with black. It has a broad

THE ADDER (PELIAS BERUS).

triangular head and a short tail It rarely
exceeds two feet in length. It is the only
poisonous reptile in Britain. The common
snake (Coluber natrix), which is sometimes
confounded with it, may be distinguished by
having a longer tail, and what looks like a
yellowish-white collar around its neck. The
minute wounds made by an adder-bite should
be promptly sucked and the poison spat out,
after which they should be bathed with olive-

ail, and ammonia administered internally.
" It is the bright day that brings forth the adder ;

And that craves wary walking."
Shaketp. : Juliut Ccuar, ii. 1.

2. In Scripture : An appellation given to
four probably venomous snakes :

(a) 3VD35? (achshub), Or. ao-mc (aspis) = the
viper (Bochart, &c.) or the pun* adder (Col.

Hamilton Smith), Ps. cxL 3, quoted in Rom.
iii. 13, where the reptile is called the asp.

(&) jnD (pethen), Ps. lviii. 5 ; xci. 13 = the

" asp " of Deut xxxii. 33 ; Job xx. 14, 16 ;

Isa. xi. 8. It may be the Naia haje (Dr.
Lindsay Alexander, &c).

(c) '3WDS (tsiphoni) and 5?rj^ (tsepha), Prov.
xxiii. 32. In this passage it is rendered in
Septuagint Greek *epao-rn« (kerastes). It is

the " cockatrice " of Isa. xi. 8 ; xiv. 29
;

lix. 5. [Cockatrice,]

bably the Vipera cerastes.

" Dan shall be a serpent by the way, an adder in the
path, that biteth the horse heels, so that his rider
shall fall backward."—Gen. xlix. 17.

H, Generically :

1. Any serpent of the extended Linnaean
genus Coluber. (Griffith's Cuvier, ix. 256, 331.)

2- Plural. Adders : The name given by
Haeckel's translator to the Aglyphodonta, a
sub-order of Serpents.

3. An animal, plant, or anything more or
less closely resembling the adder described
under No. 1. (See the compounds below.)

adder-bead, s. [Adder-stone.] (Scotch.)

adder-bolt, adder-fly, s. A name
sometimes given to various species of dragon-
flies.

adder-gem, s. A kind of charm.

adder-like, a. Like an adder.

Spec. : Venomous, revengeful.

"Worm-like 'twas trampled—adder-like avenged."
Byron : Cortair, canto i. 14.

adder-pike, s. The lesser weaver, or
sting-fish (Trachinus vipera).

adders grass, s.

* 1. A plant ; the Cynosorchia. (Gerard

:

Herball)

2. A name sometimes given to the Adder's
tongue (q. v.>

adder's mouth, ». A name for the plants
of the genus Microstylis. (American.)

adder-stone, adder-bead (Scotch), s.

[So called because it was formerly supposed
to be formed by adders. (See Jamieson : Scott.

Diet.)] A stone or bead used by the Druids
as an amulet.

adder's tongue, s.

L Singular

:

1. The English name of the fern-genus
Ophioglossum. The scientific appellation [fr.

Gr. ttyts (ophis) as a serpent ; yXtoow* (glossa)

= tongue] has nearly the same meaning. The

adder's tonoue (ophioglossum vulgatum).

1. Complete plant S. Fructification
a Portion of No. 2. magnified. 4. Spores.

reference is to the fact that the fructifica-

tion is not, as is usual with ferns, on the back
of the frond, but is in a lengthened spike,
remotely resembling a serpent's tongue. One
species occurs in England, the common adder's
tongue (Ophioglossum vulgatum).

2. Yellow adder's tongue : A name for the
Erythronium Americanum, a genus of lilia-

ceous plants.

IX Plural: Lindley's name for the Ophio-
glossaceae, an order of the Filicales or Fern-
alliance. [Ophioglossacea]

adder's wort, s.

•1. The common bistort, or snakeweed
(Polygonum bistorta).

1 2. The adder's tongue (q. v.).

T Sea-adder. The fifteen-spined stickleback
(q.v.); sometimes applied to Syngnathus acus,

the needle-fish (q.v.),

*ad-det-tit, pa. par. [Debt.] Indebted
(Scotch.)

And was addettit tor my misdoing
Unto our cuntre to hare sufferit pane."

Douaku : Tirgii, SSL

ad-di-bn-1-t^, * ad-da-bil-I-tfc a
[Lat. addo — to put to, to add.] Capability
of being added.

"This endless addition or addibility (if any one like
me word better) of numbers, so apparent to the mind,
is that which gives us the clearest and most distinct
idea ot infinity""— -Locke.

ad -di-ble, ad -da-ble, a. [Lat. addo = to
put to, to add.] That may be added, capable
of being added.

" The first number in every addition is called the
addable number ; the other the number or numbers
added ; and the numbers invented by the addition, the
aggregate or sum."

—

Cocker.
44 The clearest idea it can get of infinity is the eoia,

fused incomprehensible remainder of endless addible
numbers, which affords no prospect of stop or boun-
dary."—Locke.

* ad dice (1), s. [Adze.]
" The addict hath its blade made thin and some-

what arching. As the axe hath its edge parallel to
its handle, so the addice hath its edge athwart the
handle, and is ground to a basil on its inside to its
outer edge.''

—

Moxon: Mechanical Exercite*.

* ad -dice (2), *. An addled egg. (Huloet.)
(Halliwell.)

ad-diet', v.t. [Lat. addictus, pa. par. of addico
= to adjudge or assign, to devote to : ad <= to

;

dico, dicavi — to dedicate, to consecrate.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1, Completely to give one's self over to a
practice or pursuit This may be good, in-
different, or bad.

(a) Good:
" They have addicted themselves to the ministry of

the saints."— 1 Cor. xvi, 16,

(b) Indifferent

:

". . . m little addicted to staying at home as th«lt
kinsfok of New England."—J. S. MM ; Pol. Earn

" A poet s cat, sedate and grave
As poet well could wish to have.
Was much addicted to inquire
For nooks to which she might retire."

Cowper ; The Retired Cat.

"... the Hebrew, which stands second in point of
antiquity, is less addicted to this practice."—Beatnet ;

Compar. Oram., Aryan Lang, of India, voL L, ch. iv

(c) Bad

:

"A man gross indeed, sottish, and addicted to low
company and low merriment . "—Macaulay ; BUt. Kng.,
ch. iv.

% It is not creditable to human nature that
the bad sense of the word now is the most
common one, as if one more frequently gave
himself over to an evil pursuit or practice than
to a good one, and the devotion in the former
case was, as a rule, greater than in the latter.

B. Technically. Old Roman Law : Various
meanings, among others, to assign a debtor to
the service of liis creditor as a means of
liquidating his debt. The principal of the
debt, as contradistinguished from the interest
accruing on it, was called addictus. With
tacit reference to this Roman custom, Ben
Jonson says, " I am neither author nor fauter
of any sect, but if I have any thing, defend
it as truths."
"... the technical difference between the nezue

and the addictus. or between the debt arising from the
principal loan and that arising from unpaid interest.*
—Lewie; Early Roman Hut., ch. xii.

ad-dfct', a. [Lat. addictus, pa. par. of addico.]
* Addicted.

"If he be addict to vice."
Shakesp. : Pauionate PUgrim,'\t.

addicted, pa. par. [Addict.] Wholly
given over to. This may be done formally ; or
it may arise, without the deliberate intention
of the individual, by his allowing himself to
be overmastered by a habit.

t ad-dlct -ed-ness, s. [Addicted.] The
quality or the state of being addicted.

"Those know how little I have remitted of my
former addictedneu to make chemical experiments.
—Boyle.

addict -ing, pr. par. [Addict.]

IT It is generally followed by a reflective

pronoun. Its meaning is = devoting [one'a

self] to, giving one's self wholly over to

;

allowing one's self to become a slave to a
habit.

ad-dlc'-tlon, *. [Lat. addictio — the sentence
* of a praetor adjudging property to any one, or

a debtor to the service of his creditor. ]

1. The act of addicting or devoting.

2. The state of being addicted or devoted*
propensity, proclivity.

boll, bo^; pout, jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem ; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pb = £

-ola - aha ; -clan ^ shan. -Hon, -slon = shun ; -flon, -^lOQ= Zhun. -tlous, -slous, -clous Shu*, -ble, -die, & = bel, deL
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" Since his addiction til to conw* vain

:

His companies unletter'd. lude. and ihallow.
sh'iknp. : King Henry P., L L

ad -ding, pr. par. [ADD.]

ad-dit -a-ment, a. [Lai additamentum, q. v.

]

Something added, a* property to property

previously acquired, furniture to a house, or

a commercial venture to one which has gone

before. (Additamentum. ]

"But then It must be considered whether the
charge of the addUamt* will not destroy the profit"
—Bacon : Physiol. Rem.

ad-dit-*-m6n'-tftm, a [Lat. an addition,

an increase.]

Old Anat. : That method of joining bone to

bone which is called epiphysis. [Epiphysis.]

ad-dl-tion, s. [In Ger. and Fr. addition;

Ital. addizione: fr. Lat additio; addo m to

put to.] [Add.]

L The act of adding—

(o) An arithmetical number, an algebraic

term, or, more generally, anything to another

of the same kind.
" The Infinite distance between the Creator and the

noblest of all creatures can never be measured, nor ex-

hausted by endless addition of finite degrees."—Sent.

(b) Anything to one of a different kind, as
" this addition of insult to injury."

p. The state of being added to.

" Their common object was to collect the memorials
preserved in the different nations and cities, whether

£ sacred or civil depositories, and to publish thein fur

general information, in the form in which they were
obtained, without addition or subtraction. —Leuu;
Sari* Horn. But,, ch. xlv.

TTT. The thing added.

(^Ordinary Language: An arithmetical

number, an algebraic term, or anything added

to another of the same kind or ts something

else of a different character.
** Bach a kingdom, had it been contiguous to Pro-

vence, would indeed have been a most formidnble

addition to the French monarchy."—Mucaulay ; But.

Eng., ch. XXiT.
" They are not mentioned by Livy, and probably

formed no part of the Licinian law, but were adtiir

tions of a lubsequent date.'—Lewu : Marly Bom. BisL.

«ta.xiiL

(b) Technically

:

L Arith. : The branch of arithmetic which
teaches how one can find a number equal to

the sum of two or more given numbers. It

Is divided into simple and compound addition.

Simple Addition deals with numbers of the

tame denomination, as

£4

11 £9
while Compound Addition has to do with those

of different denominations, as

a? a. A
1 6 11
2 4 8

fS 11 7
" Addition U the reduction of two or mora numbers

of like kind together into one sum or total."—Cocker :

Arithmetic*.

% Law: The title or designation given to

a person beyond his name and surname, with

the view of more accurately distinguishing

him from others. Thus in the title *' A. B.,

Esq., Barrister at Law," the expressions Esq.

end Barrister at Law are the addition. In

"A. B., Esq., of " [naming his estate], all

tfter the Christian name A. and the surname

B. is an addition. In Scotland the term

designation is generally used instead of addi-

tion.

8. Her. : Something added to a coat of arms
as a mark of honour, as, for Instance, a

bordure, a quarter, a canton, a gyron, or a

file. It is opposed to Abatement. [Abate-

ment.] (Lit. and jig.)

" Ajax. I thank thee. Hector

:

Thou art too gentle, and too free a man :

I came to kill thee, cousin, and bear bene*
A great addition earned tn thy death."

Snakesp. : TroUus and Creesida. lv. L

"They clepe ue drunkards, and with swinish phrase

Boil oar addition ; and indeed it takes

From our achievements." ShaJcesp. : Bamlet, i. 4-

4. Music ; A dot placed at the right side of

a note, to indicate that it is to be lengthened

one halt Thus •• is a crotchet and a half,

not simply a crotchet.

o\ Distillation : Anything added to a wash

or lfquor when It is in a state of fermenta-

tion.

ad-di -tlon-al, a. &$. [In Fr. addition*!]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to that which
Is added.

*',., whether any, or if any, how much, of these

additional debts would be claimed."—Proude : But.
s/ssat,lsQr,
M

. . . every increase of capital gives, or is capable

of living, additional employment to industry, and
this without assignable UinffW. B.MVU; Political

Economy.

B. As substantive : That which is added.

Maybe, some little additional may further the in-

corporation."

—

Bacon.

ad-di -tion-al-ly, adv. [Addition.) Byway
* of addition.

* ad-dl'-tlon-a-r^, a. [Addition.] The
same as Additional.,

ad -tJJt-Ive, a, [Lat addifiru*.] That may
be or is to be added ; opposed to snbtractive.

(Used of numbers, of algebraic quantities, or

figuratively.)
"

. . . all of it is additive none of it is subtrac-

Uve."—Carlyls: Berorn and Bero-Worship. Lect IV.

ad'-dlt-or-J; a. [Addition.] That which
adds or may add.

" The additory fid. .

.

share of reputation than belongs 1

him to serve some good end or purpose."—ArbtUhnot.

ad-dix, s. [Gr. ao0if (addix) m a measure of

four xot'vtxec (ckoinikeMy\ A Greek measure of

capacity, containing about half an English

gallon.

1 ad -die (1), v.t. ft i. [O. Norse odlask - to

get, to grow ; Sw. odJa = to till, to cultivate

the soil, the sciences, the memory.]

A. Transitive: To earn, to get by cultiva-

tion or labour.
" With goodmen • hogs, or corn, or hay,

1 addle my uiuepenoe every day."
Richard 0/ Datton Dale

^ In this sense it is now confined to the

North of England. (HalliweU.)

B, Intransitive; To grow, to thrive.

" Where ivye erabraseth the tree very sore.

Kill Ivye, ar tree else will addle no mora."
TusssT : Pi** Bundred Points (1573), p. «.

a,d -die (2), v.t [In AS. aa% adel, add Is = a

disease ; as adj. = diseased, corrupted, putrid

:

adela = filth, adelilit = filthy ; WeL hadlu =
to decay, to rot ; Sw. adla or ala — to pass

urine. (Used of cows.)] To cause to rot by
depriving of vitality. (Used chiefly of eggs.)

[See the adjective.]

H Rarely, if ever, employed, except in the

pa. par. Addled (q.v.).

id die, * lid -HI (0. Scolds), a. ft s. [See the

verb.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Putrid through having been deprived of

vitality, as an egg.

" There s one with truncheon, like a ladle.

That carries eggs too fresh or addl* ;

And itill at random, as he goes.

Among the rabbit rout bentows. "—Hud ibras.

2, Deprived of intellectual vitality.

. . ye* thy head has been beaten as addUM an
eyg, "—Shxketp. : Romeo and Juliet. ML 1.

B. At substantive:

1. Foul and putrid water.
**.

. . sche gan behold
In black adill the hallowit waiter cold

Changit in the altare."—Doug. ; Yirg., 115.

2. The dry lees of wine.

5 In Somersetshire, addle = a swelling with

pus in it ; and in the South of England
oddfe-pool is spool into which the liquid from

a dunghill trickles. (Halliwell.)

addle heAded. ' [En p. addle; head.] A
term of contempt applied to one whose brain

seems destitute of all intellectual vitality.

addle-pated. a. [Eng. addle; pate.) The
same as Addle-headed.
" Poor slaves In metre, dull and addl*-pa<wi

;

Who rhyme, below even David psalms translated.
Dryden.

&d r

-dlc>cl,pa. par.ka. [Addle(2>] Putrescent,

rotten. (Used chiefly of eggs when in a state

of decay through being deprived of vitality.)

•• Vow tf the cuckoo was obliged to ait on her own
egss, she would either have to sit on all together, and
therefore leave those flmt laid so long that they pro-

bably would become addled."—Danrin: Journal of

Voyag* round tks World, ch. iii.

ad-doT-or-ate, v. i. [Lat. ad = to, for ; doZor
* = grief.] To grieve. (Plorio: Eng. B Ital. Dwt.,

"Dolorare.")

ad-doom, v.t. [A. 8. deman = to deem, judge,
* think.] To adjudge, to doom. [Deem, Doom.)

ad-dor Be, v.t [Lat oJ= to; o*orrum = back.)

Her. : To place back to back. (Used of
animals on coats of arms.)

ad-dor Bed, pa par. & a. [Addorse.)

As adjective. Her.

:

Back to back (used
of animals on coats of
arms, or, less fre-

quently, of any other
figures capable of

being placed back to
back). In place of
addorsed, the French
term adossi, or the
English word endorsed,

is occasionally em-
ployed. (Glossary of addorsed.
Heraldry.)

4 ad doub ed, a. [A.N.] Armed, accoutred.

"... was hotter than ever to provide himself «f
horse and armour, saying that he would go to th*
Island bravely addouSod. and show himself to hi*
charge."—Sidney; Arcadia, p. 177.

ad doul se, v.t. [Adulce.]

address, v.t. it {. [Fr. adresser; 0. Fr.

adrescer, adrecier, from Late Lat drictio,

directio, from Lat. direct us.} [Dress.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language ;

1, To make straight.

2. To dispose, to make military or naval
dispositions, or generally to prepare for any
enterprise or work.

" They fell directly on the English battle ; where-
upon the Earl of Warwick addressed bis men, to Uke
the muik."—Bayward.

•J It is sometimes used in this sense with
the reflexive pronoun self or selves.

•• It lifted up Its head, and did address
Itself to motion, like as it would peak."

Bhakesp. : Hamlet. L L
* 3. To put on : as, To address one's arms.

4. To direct prayers, vows, or, indeed, oral

communications of any kind to a person or
being. Followed by the accusative of the
vow, petition, or other communication, aud
to applied to the person or being addressed.

" Away 1 address thy prayers to Heaven."
Byron : Parisinm, Is.

Specially

:

(a) To make a speech to, followed by the
accusative of the public body or other audi-

ence addressed.
" H* now addressed the House of Peers, tor th* first

time, with characteristic eloquence, sprightllness, and
audacity."—Macau***: Hist. Eng , ch. vL

(b) To present to a superior, and especially

to the ruling sovereign, a congratulatory, sup-

Elicative, or other formal document in which,

e figures in the second person. Also to pray

or return thanks to God.

"The representatives of the nation In Parliament,
and the privy-council, addressed the king to have it

reoklUsd.'^-Asi/r.
" Strains follow'd of acknowledgment addrm'd
To an Authority enthroned above
The reach of sight" .. „,

Wordsuorth : Excursion, bk. ML

T In this second sense also it is sometimes

need with the reflexive pronoun se^or selves,

" In vain did she address herself to numerous place*

In Oreece, the Asiatic coast, and the interiiiedtat*

Islauds.'—Grots ; But. of Greece, vol i.. pt i., ch. 1.

5. To write a direction on the back of s

letter. [Address, «., III. 8.]

II. Technically:

1. Coram. I To consign goods to the care of

an agent, or, generally, of another.

2. Golf. : To aim : as, To address the ball

B. Intransitive:

h To prepare.

2, To make a communication to, to speak to.

"Young Turnus too the beauteous maid addressed.'

Dryden : Kirwif; Jtneid viii Si.

% By supposing ellipses of accusatives 1ft

the two last senses, the intransitive use of tha

verb will disappear.

ad-dress , s. [In Ger. ft Fr. adresse.]

* L The preparing of one's self for actlott

or a course of conduct
" His [ChrisfB] addVesf to rodgment shall "ffl^entlr

declare his person, and his office, and his proper

glorias,"—J. Taylor; Sermon.

IX The act of making a verbal or written,

communication.

fata, &fc. fare, taxntdat. what, fall, father: we. wSt. here, camel, her. there

or. wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ;
try,

; pine, pit, sire, sir, niarine; go. p«hr

Syrian. «, ce = e : ey = a. Qu ^ stw.
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Specially

:

L -Maimer of speaking, delivery.

"... Affectionate in look.

And tender in address, as well becomes
A messenger of grace to guilty men."

Cowper ; Talk, bk. ii.

J. Tact, skilful management.
"Prior, with much address, and perhaps with the

help of a little hypocrisy, completely removed this
unfavourable impression.'

—

Macaulay ; Hist, of Eng.,
ch. xxin.

IIL The verbal or written communication
made*

Specially

:

1. A soft speech, or soft speeches, made to

a female with the view of gaining her affec-

tions ; courtship. Formerly sing, and plur.,

now plur. only. Chiefly in the phrases "to
pay one's addresses to," or, more rarely, " to

make one's addresses to."

" They often have reveal'd their passion to me

:

But tell me whose address thou favuitr'st most

;

I long to know, and yet I dread to hear it"
Addison.

"A gentleman, whom I am sure you yourself would
have approved, made his addresses to ine."—Addison.

2. A written orprinted communication from
•one or both the Houses of Parliament, or from
Any inferior body, to the sovereign ; a written

communication to one who is about to receive

-a testimonial ; a petition, or anything similar.

" The address was instantly sent up to the Lords."

—

Macaulay : Hist, Eng., ch. xi.

"While Westminster was in this state of excitement,
the Common Council was preparing at Guildhall an
address of thanks and congrattQation."—Macaulay:
Hi.it. £ng„ ch. X.
** Venus had heard the virgin's soft address.
That, as the wound, the passion might increase."

Prior,

3. The direction on the back of a letter

;

the intimation on a visiting card, or anything
similar, as to what one's full name is and
where one resides.

ad dress ed, * ad-drest , pa. par. [Ad-
dress, v.] Prepared, ready.
M Philost. So please your grace, the prologue U adarest.
The, Let him approach.

"

Shakesp. : Midsummer Wight's Dream, t. L

ad dross -er, s. [Address.] One who ad-

dresses.
" The addressers offer their own persona."—Burke to

the Sheriff qf Bristol.

ad-dress'-ful, a. [Address, s.] Full of

address, full of tact, skilful. [Address, s.

II. 2.]

ad-dress -ing, pr. par. [Address, v. ]

* ad dress -ment, s. [Eng. address; -merit.}

Addressing.
" The most solemn piece of all the Jewish service

—

I mean that great atonement—was performed towards
the east, quite contrary to all other manner of
addressment in their devotion."—Ord MS. {Latham:
DicL)

t ad-drest ,
pa. par. [Addressed.]

Ad du ce, v.t. [Lat. adduco = to lead to, to
conduct : ad = to; duco — to lead.]

t 1. To lead or draw to.

2. To bring forward or cite a passage, an
example, an argument, or decision in favour
of a statement or opinion.

" In such cases it would seem to be the simple duty,
and the only coarse for the historian, to relate the
facts as recorded, to adduce his authorities, and to
abstain from all explanation for which he has no
ground. "—Milman .• Hist, of Jews, 3rd edit.. Preface.

" Numerous examples of this power may be ad-
duced,"—Todd s) Bowman : Physiol. Anat., i 1L
" Reasons of no great weight were adduced on both

ides ; for neither party ventured to speak out"

—

Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., ch. xii.

ad-du ced, pa. par. [Adduce.]

ad-du'-cent, a. [Lat. adducens, pr. par. of

adduco.] [Adduce.] Leading or drawing to.

Anat. : A term applied to muscles which
draw one portion of the bodily structure to-

wards another.

Adducent muscles = adductor muscles. [Ad-
ductor.]

ad-du -cer, a. [Adduce.] One who adduces
or brings forward, or cites for the purpose of
argument.

ad-du -ci-ble, a. [Eng. adduce ; -ible = able.]

Which may be adduced or brought forward.
" The adducible testimonies in favour of . . .

."

—Gladstone State in Relation to Church.

ad-du'-clng, pr. par. [Adduce.]

\ ad-diiet', v.t. To draw or lead to, to lure.

". . . either impelled by lewd disposition, or
adducted by hope of rewards."— Time's Storehouse.
Ord MS

ad-duc'-tlon, s. [Lat. adductum, supine of

adduco.] [Adduce.]

A. Ord. Lang. : The act of leading or draw-

ingto, bringing forward or citing; the state

of being led or drawn to, brought forward or

cited.

B. Technically:

Anat. : The drawing together of one part of

the frame to another by the action of muscles.

ad-duct'-IVe, a. [In Fr. adductif.) Leading
* or drawing to ; bringing forward ; or fitted to

do so.

"... their adductive motion."—Brtvint : Saul
and Samuel at Endor, p. 41L

ad-duct'-or, s. or a. [Lat] (s.) That which
* leads or draws to

;
(a.) leading or drawing to.

Anat : A term applied to a muscle whose
function it is to bring one part of the physical

frame towards or in contact with another one,

which, as a rule, is larger or more important
than the first.

"The muscular impressions [in bivalve shells] are
those of the adductors, the foot and byssus, the
siphons and the mantle."-^Woodward; Mollusca,
p. 401.

*'Th_
although the muscles themselves may be composed oi

two elements. '—Ibid., pp. 400*1.

*ad dulce, *a diilce, *ad-doiilse, v.t.

[Lat. dulcis = sweet.]

Lit. & Jig. : To sweeten. (Minsheu : Diet.

Howell: Diet.)

"Thus did the French ambassadors, with great show
of their king's affection, and many sugared words,
seek to adduXce all matters between the two kings."
—Bacon : Henry VII.

-ade. A suffix occurring in words originally

French, as cannonade, rodomontade. It corre-

sponds to the Spanish ada, the Italian ata,

and the Latin pa. par. atus. It implies an
action in progress.

a'-dob, s. [Arab.] An Egyptian weight, gener-
ally of 210 okes. In Rosetta, however, it is

only 150 okes. The oke Is about 2j English
pounds avoirdupois.

a-de'-la, s. [Gr. aSn\o* (adelos) ;= not seen,

inconspicuous: a, priv. ; and ih^os (delos)^
visible.] A genus of moths, belonging to the
family of Yponomeutidee. It contains the A.

De Geerella, or Long-horn Moth, which spins
thin gossamer threads like those of spiders.

It is found in woods.

^d el-an-ta'-do, s. [Span.] A governor of

a province ; a lieutenant-governor. {Minsheu.)
" Open no door ; if the adelantado of Spain were

here, he should not enter."

—

B. Jonson: Every Man
out of his Humour.

a del ar thros -ma ta, a. pi. [Gr. aSnAos
(adelos) — not seen, " inconspicuous, secret ;

apQoov (arthron) = articulation, joint ; and
a-s>fia (soma) = body.] Animals having bodies
with inconspicuous joints.

Zool. : The third order of Trachearian spiders.

It consists of animals which have the cephalo-
thorax and the abdomen closely united

;

but in the latter, wh§n closely examined, in-

conspicuous annulations will appear. They
have jaws, connected with which are palpi
and nipping claws like those of the scorpion.

They are divided into three families—the
Phalangidse, the Cheliferidae, and the Solpu-
glda3(q.v.).

a~del-&8'-ter, s. [Gr. adnXoc (adelos) = not
seen, and aa-rrjp (aster) — a star. Lit. : An
unseen star.]

Bot. : A nominal genus proposed for the
purpose of placing under it those garden
plants which, not having been seen in flower,

or at least not yet having had the flowers
botanically examined, cannot for the present
be classified. With the progress of botany,
one adelaster after another will find another
resting-place, and the artificial genus will dis-

appear.

* &d -el-intr, * ath'-el-Irig, s. [A.S. cetheling,

adelyng = the son of a king, a prince, one of
the royal blood, the heir apparent to the
crown, a nobleman next in rank to the king.

(Bosworth.) From mthel, mthele = noble, and
ling = state or condition of a person. In Sw.
adelig ; Dut. edel ; Ger. edel and adelig = noble.

In Sp. hidalgo = an inferior grade of noble-

man. In Arab, athala is = to be well rooted,

or to be of noble stock or birth.] A title of
honour in common use among the Saxons. It

occurs in the name Edgar Atheling. [Ethel,
Athel.]

ad-Sl-ite, s. [Sp.] A person belonging to
the class of Spanish conjurors who pretended
to read fortunes by the flight or singing of
birds and other so-called omens. They wert
called also Almoganeans.

a-del'-d-pode, a, [Gr. adnXo*. (adelos) m not
seen, obscure : 0, priv. ; 6h\oq (delos)— visible

;

iruvs (pous), genit irooo? (podos) = foot.]

Zool. : Not having visible feet, not having
the feet apparent.

a del phi-a, *. pi [Gr. aU\<f>6c (adelphos)

= a brother."]

Bot. : Brotherhoods. The fanciful but still

not inappropriate name given by Linuseus to
the aggregations or bundles of stamina found
in some genera of plants. When all the
stamina in a flower were aggregated into one
bundle, as in the mallows and geraniums, he
placed the plant under his class Monadelphia
(one brotherhood) ; when into twe bundles,
as in most of the papilionaceous sub-order, he
ranked it under his Diadelphia (two brother-
hoods) ; and when into more than two, as in
the Hypericum, then it was assigned its place

In his Polyadelphia (many brotherhoods).

A-del pM a ni, A del'-phi-ana, s. pi
[Named after their leader, Adelphius.]

Ch. Hist. : A Christian sect in the fourth
eentury, the members of which always fasted

on Sunday. [Euchiteb.]

a del -pho lite, s. [In Ger. adelpholit, fr.
* Gr. adeXftfc (adelphos)= a brother, and \i80t
(lithos) = stone. ]

Min. : A columbate of iron and manganese.
It is subtranslucent, has tetragonal crystals, a
greasy lustre, a brownish-yellow, brown, or
black colour, and a white or yellowish-white
streak. It is from Finland, where it occurs
with columbite. (Dana.)

* ad-em-and, s. [Adamant.]

ad-emp -tion, s. [Lat. ademptio = a taking
* away : ad= to ; emptio = a buying ; adimo,
ademi, ademptum = to take to oneself, to take
away : ad = to ; emo — to take, to receive, to
buy.]

Law : The revocation of a grant.

* a-den' (pa. par. adenyd), v. [Old form of

Din (q.v.).] To din, to stun.
" I wm adenyd of that dynt,
Hitstoned me and made me stout,
8tyl out of my steven."

MS. Douce. IffaMxHil)

A-den, s. [Arabic for Heb. Eden.]

Poet.: Eden.
" For thee in those bright isles la built a bower,
Blooming as Aden In its earliest hour."

Byron t Bride of Abydos, canto il. SO.

a-dSn-and'-ra, s. [(l) Gr. &&)» (aden)= (i.) an

acorn, (ii.) a gland ; a.vt)p (aner), genit av&potj

(andros)m a male. Bot. : A stamen.] A genus
of plants belonging to the order Rutacese,
Rueworts, and the section Diosmeaj. Several
species are cultivated in greenhouses.

a den an ther a, s. [In Sp., Port., and

Ital. adenantera, fr. Gr. AoV (aden) = (l) an
acorn, (2) a gland ; a,v$np6i (antheros)= flowery,

blooming : avdeat (antheo) = to bloom ; i.v8o*

(anthos) = s. blossom, a flower.] Bastard
flower fence. A genus of plants belonging
to the order Leguminosse, and the sub-order

Mimosese. The best known species is the A.
pavonina, an unarmed tree, with small white
flowers, in axillary and terminal racemes. It

is wild in some parts of India, besides growing
there in gardens. The bright scarlet seeds

are worn by women in the East as beads, and
the chips yield a yellow dye, called in the

Mahratta country Rukta-chundum, or red

sandal-wood, which is used by the Brahmani
for marking their foreheads.

a-den'-I-form, a. [Gr. a&fjv (adSn)= (\) an
* acorn, (2) a gland ; Lat. forma = form, shape.]

Shaped like a gland.

a-den-X'-tla, *. [Gr. adijv (aden) = . . . a
* gland ; suff. -itis = inflammation.]

Med.: Inflammation ofthelymphatlc glands.

It almost always exists with angeioleucitis =
inflammation of the lymphatic vessels. It is

produced when an open wound of any kind

T>olI, bo^; jxSut, jo>l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, thia; Bin. aa ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -In*.

-clan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -sion, -$ion = zhun. -txous, -sious, -cious ~ anus. -We, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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comes in contact with irritating or poisonous
matter, generally from without, though some-
times also generated within itself, when one
with a sore on his hand has to touch a noxious
fluid, he should smear the wound with oil or
grease to prevent the poisoning of the ab-
sorbents.

n-den 6.

In composition: Connected with a gland,
affecting a gland.

adeno meningeal fever, a A par-
ticular kind offerer, believed by Pinel to arise
from the diseases of the mucous follicles of
the intestines, and from that alone. (Dr.
Tweedie: Cycl. of Pract. Med., art. "Fever. )

O-den o car pus, a [Gr. aofa (aden) =
.... & gland; napm* (karpos) = fruit.]

Botany : A genus of papilionaceous plants
allied to Genista. They have fine yellow
flowers, and are found on the mountains of
Southern Europe and the regions adjacent.

*d en-o-ce le, a (Gr. fofa (aden)= a gland

;

trj\n (keli) = a tumour.]

Surgery: A growth or tumour in the female
breast, resembling the tissue of the breast
Itself. It takes a variety of forms, and has
been called Chronic Mammary Tumour, Pan-
creatic Sarcoma, Mammary Glandular Tumour,
Hydatid Disease of the Breast, and Serocystic

Sarcoma. It requires excision.

a-den 6g ra-phy\ a [Gr. Ufa (aden) =
a gland, and ?pu$"j (graphe) — a delineation, a
description ; •jp6qnMt<(grapho) = to write.] The
department of anatomy which treats of the
glands.

fcd en oid, a. [Gr. kofa (aden) = a gland ;

tiAus (eidot) = that which is seen, form ; from
ii&m (eido) = to see.] Having the form of a
gland, glandiform.

a-den-ol-dg'-f-cal, a, [Adenoloqy.] Per-
taining to the science of adenology ; pertaining
to investigations regarding the glands.

a-den-61 -6-eft a [Gr. Ufa (adin) = %
gland ; \070s (logos') m a discourse. ]

Anat. : That part of anatomical science
which treats of the glands, their structure,
function, and the alteration which they
undergo in disease.

a-den oph y -ma, a [Gr. a&fa (aden) m
a gland ; <fvna, or fvfia (phuma), in Lat.
phyma = a growth, a tumour, fr. a>6v (phuo)=
to bring forth.]

Med. : The swelling of a gland. When the
liver is thus affected, the term used is hepato-
phyma ; when the groin, then it is bubo.

Ad -en-os, s. " Marine cotton," a species of
cotton brought from Aleppo.

aUT-en-oee, a. [Gr. adfa (aden) = a gland.]
Resembling a gland ; pertaining to a gland ;

adenous.

id-en 6st y lew, s. pi. [Gr. Ufa (aden)=
. . . a gland ; enTXoc (stulos), Lat. stylus m
a pillar, a style for writing with, the style of
a plant]

Bot. : A sub-tribe or sub-division of Com-
posite plants of the tribe or division Eupa-
toriaceee. It consists of genera in which the
style is covered with long glandular hairs.
Examples : Adenostylis, Eupatorium, Lina-
tris. [Adenostylis.]

4d-en ost y -lis, a [Adenosttle*.]
Bot. : The typical genus of the tribe Adeno-

styleae (q.v.)t The species are found on the
mountains of Southern Europe. A. glabra has
been used in coughs.

ad-en dt '- 6m-y, a [Gr. Ufa (aden) = a
gland, and rou\ri(toml)=z& cutting, from rc/iru
(temno) = to cut ]

Anat. : The cutting of a gland.

id-en-oua, a, [Gr. Ufa (aden) = 3. gland.]
Tne same as Adenose (q. v.).

* a-dent ', v. t. To fasten. (Minsheu.)

* a-dfin'-yd, pa, par. [Aden, v.]

Ad-e-o'-na, $. [A Roman goddess]

1. Astron. : An asteroid—the 145th found.
It was discovered by Mr. C. H. T. Peters
on the 3rd of Jane, 1875 ; another asteroid,
Vibilia, having previously been met with by
the same gentleman that night

2. Zool. : A genus of Zoophytes allied to

Eschara.

* a-dep -cl-oun, a [Adeptiok.]

a-deph a ga, s. pi. [Gr. aBr^ayos (adephagos)
m eating one s fill and more : (1) ainy (aden)
= to one's fill, enough ; «$e'w (adeo) m to

satiate ; (2) dvayeu- (phagein) = to eat, 2 aor.

of 4>ayo^ai. (phagomai) - to eat]

Entom. : A sub-tribe of Coleoptera (Beetles).

If the Coleopterous order be divided according

to the number of joints in the tarsi, the
Pentamera, or beetles with five joints, will

head the list. At the commencement of the

BEETLE OF THE SUB-TRIBE ADEPHAGA,

tribe Pentamera is the sub-tribe Adephaga,
consisting of beetles which have two palpi in

each jaw, or six in all. All are predatory.
They are divided into the Geodephaga, or
Land Adephaga, and the Hydradephaga, or
Water Adephaga. The Geodephaga contain
the Cicindelidie, Carabidae, ice. , and the Hydra-
dephaga the Dytiscidffi.

a4-g-ph&*-i-a, ad de phafc -I-a, *. [Gr.

adn^afia (cutephagia) = gluttony.] [Adeph-
aga.]

Med. : A morbidly voracious appetite for
food. [Bulimia.]

&d eps, a [Lat adept, genit adipis, the soft
fat of animals. ] Animal fat

ad -Opt, or a dept, $. & a. [InGer. adept;
Fr. aaepte ; fr. Lat. adeptus, pa. par. m ob-
tained ; adeptus, s. = an obtaining ; adipiscor
— to come up to, to attain : ad = to, and
apisoor = to obtaia.]

A. As substantive :

1. Alchemy : One who was supposed to have
obtained the elixir and philosopher's stone
which enabled him to transmute everything
into gold.

SL One completely versed in any science or
art.

H Followed by in of that in which the
person is skilled.

" An adept next In penmanship the grows."
Byron : A Sketch.

", . . adept* In the arts of factions agitation."—
Macaulay : But. Eng., ch. xi.

B. As adjective : Thoroughly versed, well-
skilled.

" It then be reallj such adept philosopher* as we
are told of. I am apt to think that, among their
arcana, they are masters of extremely potent men-
struum*."—Bogle.

H It may be followed by in, or be without it

a-dep -tion,*ad-6p-ci-oun,s. [Lat adeptio
-an obtaining.] An obtaining, acquisition;
an acquirement.

* a dept 1st, s. [Adept.] An adept

ad -el-qua-cy, s. [Lat adcequatio ^ a making
equal ; adcequo — to make equal : ad = to, and
aquo= to make level or equal ; aquus= level,

equal.] The state or quality of being equal
to, on a level with, proportionate, commen-
surate, or suitable to ; sufficiency, commen-
suraten ess.

". . . the adequacy of the forms observed."—
Froude : Hit. Eng., ch. U.

ad -e'-quate, * ad -ee quate, a. [Lat. adm-
quatus, pa. par. of adatquo = to make equal

;

Ger. adaquat ; Fr. adequat ; 8 p. adecuado ; Ital.

adequato.)

1. Equal to.

" Why did the Lord from Adam Rve create f
Became with him she should not b' adequate.
Had the been made of earth, she would nave deem'd
Herself his sister, and his equal seem'd."

u«M ; Epigram* ( \%TT\.

2. Sufficient, proportionate, commensurate,
suitable.

".
. . an ambassador of adequate rank."—Froude:

Bat, Eng., ch. V.

"Thus by the Incessant dissolution of limits we
arrive at a more or less adequate Idea of the infinity
of space."— TyndaU : Frag, of Science, Srd ed., i *.

% It is often followed by to.

"Small skill in Latin, and still less In Greek.
Is more than adequate to all I seek.

"

Cowper: Tirocinium,

* ad -e quate, * ad-e -quate, v.t. [Sea

the adj.] To make even or equal ; to equal

;

to resemble exactly. (Minsheu.)
" Though it be an Impossibility for any creature to

adequate God in bis eternity . . . ,—Shelford

:

Ducourtet, p. 377.

id -e-quate-ljr, adv. [Adequate, a.] In
an adequate manner, commensurately, suitably

to, in proportion to, in correspondence with,*
on the level of.

". . . a gulf of mystery which the prose of the
historian will never adequately bridge."— Froude:
But. Eng., ch. i.

"... an adequately modified form of the me-
chanism of sound."

—

TyndaU: Frag, of Science, Srd
ed.. vli. 1*3.

ad-6-quate n6sa, s. [Adequate.] The state

or quality of being adequate or in just pro-
portion to.

* ad-e-qua -tion, s. [Lat adaquatio = a
making equal, an adapting ; fr. adaquo = to
make equal.] Adequateness. (Barlow.)

t Ad-er-ai'-min, or Al der a mirx, s.

[Corrupted Arabic (?).] A star of the third
magnitude in the left shoulder of Cepheua

* ad ~er-cop, a [Attercop.]

* a des, s. [Addicl]

* A -des, a [Hades.]

a-des mi a, a [Gr. a&fouto*; (adesmiot\
adco-^ioc (adesmos) = unfettered.]

Bot.: A large genus of papilionaceous plants
found in South America. The balsam, A.
balsamifera, a Chilian species, is highly bene-
ficial as an application to wounds.

a-des -my, s. [Adesmia.]

Bot. : The division of organs which are
normally entire, or the separation of organs
normally united.

A des sen ar I-ans, f. [Lat ademe- to
be present, infin. otadsum.)

Church Hist. : A sect of Christians in the
sixteenth century who held that the body of
Christ was really in the Eucharist, but rejected
the hypothesis of transubstantiation. They
had no universally accepted view of their own.
They were at variance with each other as to
whether the Saviour's body was in, about, or
under the bread.

Ad es'-te Fi de les. [Lat. (lit.) = " Be
* present, be faithful."] Tbe first words of a
Christmas carol, translated "Come, all ya
faithful."

* a-dew", pa, par. [A.S. adon, don = to do, to
make.]

L, Done.
" Derffly to dede that chyftans waa adew."

Wallace, vli., l.iw, MS. {Jamietrnj

SL Gone, departed, fled.

" Anone Is be to the hie monte adew."
Dougtat: Virgil,**

•a-dew*. [Adieu.] (O.Scotch.)

ad-fext'-ed, o. [Lat ad/ectus or afectus=
endowed, furnished, constituted ; officio = to
do to, to affect : ad ~ to

;
/ado = to make

or do.)

Alg. : Containing different powers of an
unknown quantity. The term is used in
describing quadratic or higher equations.
Quadratic equations are divided into two
classes : Pure Quadratics, involving only the
square of the unknown quantity ; and Adjected
Quadratics, involving both the square and the
simple power of the unknown quantity.
Thus, 2x*+6= 10 is a pure quadratic; s* + 5
= 11 — x is an adfected one

* ad-fil'-i-ate, v.t. [Affiliate.]

ad-fil-I-a'-tion, *. [Lat ad = to, and Jtlius
= a son.] A Gothic custom, still perpetuated
in some parts of Germany, by which the chil-

dren of a first marriage are put on the same
footing with those of a second one.

id -ha, a [Arab.] A festival celebrated by
the Mohammedans on the tenth day of their
twelfth month, by the sacrifice of a sheep and
other ceremonies. It is the feast called by the
Turks the great Rainun,

* ad nan -tare, .«. [Haunt.] One who haunts
a place. {6. Scotch.)

" Vaigaris adhantarU of allebousela."—Ah. Reg.

Ote, fit, tare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, air, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ss, os = e. ey = *. ew =i
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ftd-ha-to'-da, s. [Malayalim or Cingalese
name Latinised.] A genus of Acanthacean
plants. The fruit and other parts of A.
varriea are used in asthma, fever, and ague.

ad-here', v.t. [Lat. adhcereo = to stick to:

ad xc to, and hozreo = to stick ; Ital. aderire;

Fr. adherer.]

L Literally:

1. To stick to, as a viscous substance more
or less does to anything with which it is

brought in contact.

2. To stick to anything, not through the
possession of glutinous qualities, but by some
other physical process.

" Each tooth has its peculiar socket, to which it

firmly adheres by the close co-adaptation of their
opposed surfacea, —Owen .- Classif. of the Mammalia,
pi 15.

IL Figuratively:

1 1. To cleave to, as a bribe does to the
guilty hand which accepts it, or commission
or other payment for work done left unob-
jectionably in the hand of the person who
executed it.

" In thia wealth, without reckoning the large portion
which adheres to the hands employed in collecting it"
—J. 8. Mill: Potit. Econ., p. 15.

2. To remain firmly attached to one's
Church, political party, or expressed opinions.

"Rochester had till that day adhered firmly to the
royal cause."—Macaulay ; But. Eng., ch. x.

"These people, probably somewhat under a million
In number, had, with lew exceptions, adhered to the
Church of Rome."—Macaulay : But. Eng., ch. vi

"A. hundred and eighty-eight were for adhering to
the vote of the eleventh of December."

—

Macaulay:
But. Eng., ch. xxiii.

*3. To cohere, to hang together, to be con-

sistent, or agree with.
" Nor time, nor place,

Did then adhere." Shaketp. I Macbeth, L 7.

ad her -once, t ad-her'-en-o& s. [In Fr.

adherence; Ital. aderema.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

fL Lit. : The act or the state of sticking to

by the operation of something glutinous, or

In any other way, to a material thing.

T[ In this sense the much more common
word is Adhesion (q.v.).

IL Figuratively

:

1. Of immaterial things: Power of sticking

to, pertinacity in clinging to.

"Vices have a native adherency of vexation."—
Decay of Piety.

2. Of persons : Firm attachment to one's

church, political party, or opinion.
" The firm adherence of the Jews to their religion Is

no leu remarkable than their dispersion ; considering
It as persecuted or contemned over the whole earth."—
Addison.

B. Scots Law. An action of adherence : One
which may be brought by a husband to compel
his wife to "adhere," or return to him when
she has deserted him without adequate reason.

ad her -ent, a. & s. [In Fr. adherent ; Ital.

aderente, fr. Lat. adhatrens, pr. par. of adhatreo
= to stick to.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Sticking to, as a glutinous sub-
stance does to anything with which it is

brought in contact, or as various non-glutin-

ous bodies do in other ways. [See B. 1. ]

2. Fig. : Tenaciously attached to a person,
party, or opinion.

"If a man be adherent to the king's enemies In his
realm, giving to them aid and comfort in the realm, or
elsewhere, he is also declared guilty of high treason."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 6.

IX Technically

:

1. Botany: [Adhering.]

2. Logic Of modes : Improper.
" Modes are said to be inherent or adherent ; that is,

proper or improper. Adherent or improper modes
arise from the joining of some accidental substance to
the chief subject, which yet maybe separated from it

:

so, when a bowl is wet, or a boy is cfothed, these are
adherent modes ; for the water and the clothes are
distinct substances, which adhere to the bowl or to
the boy. "— Watts : Logick.

B* As substantive:

1. Of things : Anything adhering to one in

whatever way.
" When they cannot shake the main fort, they must

try if they can possess themselves of the outworks;
raise some prejudice against his discretion, his humour,
his carriage, and his extrinsic adherents."—Dr. B.
More : Government of the Tongue.

2. Of persons : One attached to another by
veneration, affection, or other close bond, so
as to be disposed to follow him as a leader

;

one attached to a church, a political party,
or an opinion, so as to be prepared to make
sacrifices on its behalf.

"He had consequently a great body of personal
adherents."—Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., ch. it

ad-her'-ent-ly, adv. [Adherent.] In an

adherent manner; after the fashion of a thing
or of a person adherent to another.

ad-her'-er, s. [Adhere.] An adherent; one
who adheres to.

" He ought to be indulgent to tender consciences

;

but, at the same time, a firm adherer to the Estab-
lished Church."—Swift.

ad-her -ing, pr. par. &a. [Adhere.]
"... the adhering impurities are got rid of."

—

Todd * Bowman : Physiol. Anat., i., ch. L, p. 37.

Botany. An adhering or adherent organ is

one united externally by its whole surface to
another one.

ad-he -sion, *. [In Fr. adhesion; Lat. ad-
' hcssus, pa. par. of adhatreo = to adhere.] [Ad-
here.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The act or state of sticking to.

"... and by the firm adhesion of the alveolar
periosteum to the organised cement which invests the
fang or fangs of the tooth."—Owen: Classif. of the
Mammalia, p. 15.

"So also by tapping the end of the poker we loosen
the adhesion of the fluids to the atoms, and enable the
earth to pull them apart."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science.

2. Fig. : A sticking to ; but when the sense
is figurative, adherence is the word more com-
monly used.

"... and choose justice with adhesion of the
mind."—Jeremy Taylor: Works (1889), vol. iii, p. 4.

B. Technically:

1. Min. Adhesion to the tongue, or failure

to do this, is one of the points to be tested
when one seeks to identify a mineral.
(Phillips: Mineralogy, 2nd ed., p. xxxvi.)

2. Nat. Phil. : The molecular attraction
exerted between bodies in contact. Its effect
is to make them adhere firmly together. It
takes place between two solids, between a
solid and a liquid, or between a solid and a
gas. It acts only at insensible distances. It
differs from chemical affinity in this respect,
that it acts between surfaces of any size, and
without altering the character of the adhering
bodies ; whereas chemical affinity takes place
between the ultimate particles of substances,
and generally alters the aspect of the latter in

a remarkable way.

3. Med. : The sticking together or uniting of
parts of the bodily frame which, in a per-
fectly healthy subject, remain apart ; the re-

uniting of parts temporarily severed by
wounds or bruises.

" The healing of wounds, the adhesion of divided
parts, are familiar to every one."— Todd M Bowman

:

Physiol Anat., L n.

4. Bot. : The growing together of two por-
tions of a plant normally distinct, as of two
opposite leaves, &c.

ad-he' -siVe, a. [Fr. adhesif, as if from Lat
" adhcesivus.] [Adhesion.]

I. Literally:

1. That adheres ; sticky, tenacious, viscous.

2. Fitted with some appliance or means for
adhesion : as, adhesive envelopes.

IL Fig. : That tends to adhere ; clinging,
persevering ; remaining attached.

*' If slow, yet sure, adhesive to the tract"
Thomson : Autumn, 487.

adhesive-felt, s. A kind of felt used for
sheathing wooden ships.

adhesive inflammation, 5.

Med. : Inflammation terminating in adhesion
of parts of the body previously separated.

adhesive-plaster, s.

Pharm. : A plaster of litharge, wax, and
resin, used for closing wounds.

adhesive-slate, s.

Min. : An absorbent slaty clay which ad-
heres to the tongue.

ad-he -siVe-l& adv. [Adhesive.] In an
adhesive manner ; in a way to stick to.

ad he -sive ness, s. [Adhesive.]

1, Ord. Lang. : The power of sticking to,
the quality of sticking to ; stickiness, tenacity
of union.

" We might also name it [the associating principle]
the law of adhesion, mental adhesiveness or acquisi*
tion."—Bain : The Senses and the Intellect, bk. li., en. i.

2. Phren. : The mental faculty by which
attachment is manifested and friendships are
formed.

a'-dhi, a'-di, s. [Sansc. and Pali = over,
supreme. ]

adhi buddha, adi buddha, 5.

Among the Booddhists: The first Buddha,
identified with the Supreme Being.

adhl raja. [Lit. = over king.] Supreme
king or ruler. The Sanscrit terra suggested
by Prof. Max Miiller as the best rendering of
the term emperor in the expression " Emperor
of India," conferred by Parliament in 1876 on
future English kings.

adhl rajni. [Lit = over queen.] A term
similarly suggested as the best to apply to
Queen Victoria and any queens regnant who
may succeed her as "Empress of India."
(Max Muller: Letter, Times, April 10, 1876.)

If These terms, derived from Sanscrit, were
not ultimately adopted ; but terms derived
from the European title of Caesar were used
instead. [Kaisie, Kaisirin.]

* acT-hib, s. [Deriv. uncertain.] A plant;
the eye-bright (Euphrasia officinalis). (Dr.
Thos. More's MS. additions to Bay.) (Halliwell.}

ad-hlb'-Xt, v.t [Lat. adhibitus, pa. par. ot
adhibeo = to hold to, to apply one thing to
another : ad = to ; habeo = to have or hold.]

* 1. To use, to employ.
" Salt, a necessary ingredient in all sacrifices, was

adhibited and required in this view only, as an emblem
of purification."—Pres. Forbes's Letter to a Bishop.

1 2. To apply, add, append : as, To adhibit
one's name to a petition.

ad hn> 1 -tion, s. [From Lat. adhibUio =
* an employing ; fr. adhibeo. ] Application, use.

" The adhibilion of dilute wine . . . ."— WhUakeyr

:

Blood of the drape.

Ad -nil, a. [Corrupted Arabic (?).] A star of
the sixth magnitude, in the constellation
Andromeda. It is situated upon her garment,
and under the last star in her foot.

* ad-hort', v.t. [Lat. adhortor: ad—to ; hortor
=to exhort.] To exhort, to incite ; to advise.

"Julius Agricola was the first that by adhorting
the Brltaines publikely, and helping them privately,
wun them to Duilde houses for themselves."Stow

:

Survey of London (ed. 1598), p. 4.

ad hort a tion, s. [Lat. adhortatio, fr.

adhortor= to exhort : ad = to; hortor = to
exhort. ] Exhortation, incitement, encourage-
ment, advice.

". . . the swete adhortations, the hyghe and assured
promises that God maketh unto us."—Remedy for
Sedition.

ad-hort'-a-tor-jf, a. [From Lat. adhortator
sb an exhorter. ] Pertaining to an exhortation

;

addressed to one ; hortatory.

a'-di, 5. [Adhl]

a-di-a-bat-le, 5. [Gr. acW/Sa-rot (adiabatos)
= not to be crossed or passed : A, priv. ;

iiafiaTos (diabatos) = to be crossed or passed ;

otafiaivw (diabaino) . . . = to step across, to
pass over : itd (dia) = through ; Salvia (baino)
= to walk, to go.] Not able to be crossed or
passed.

Nat. Phil. Adiabatic compression ofa fluid

:

Compression under such circumstances that
no heat enters or leaves the fluid. (Everett:
The C.G.S. System of Units, ch. ix, p. 55.)

a-dl-a-bat'-lc-al-l& adv. [Adiabatic] In
such'a way that Ihere is no passage through.

" Increase of pressure adiabaticaUy."—Ibid., p. 56.

a-dl-ant'-um, *. [In Fr. adiante ; Sp., Port.,

and Ital. adianto ; Lat. adiantum, from Gr.
a&lavTov (adianton) = maiden-hair ; doiavroe;

(adiantos) = not wetted : a = not ; 6taiv<a

(diaino)=: to wet, to moisten, because, says
Pliny, you in vain plunge it in water, it

always remains dry.] [Maiden-hair.]
A genus of ferns of the order Polypodiaceae.

The involucres are membranaceous, and art

formed from the margins of the frond turned
inwards. The only British species is the

fraceful A. capillus veneris, or maiden-hair,

t furnishes the substance called capillaire.

Taken in small quantity, the maiden-hair is

pectoral and slightly astringent, while in
larger quantities it is emetic. Other species

have similar properties. In India the leaves

ot A. melanocaulon are believed to be tonic.

a-di-aph-6r-a-oy\ *. [Gr. ddia<popia

(adiaphoria) = indifference, from dotdtpopot

(adiaphoros)= not different. [Adiaphobistio.1

Indifference.

b6il, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus* chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph f.

-cia = sha ; -clan - shan. -cioun, -tion, -sion - shim ; -sion, -tion = shun, -tious, -slous, -cious = shus. -ble, &c. = boL
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adiaphorism—adjacent

a-cU-aph'-or-lsm, s. [Eng. adiaphor{y);
-ism..] The belief or tenets of an adiaphonst.

" The Protestant Lecture Hall*, says Scuerr, rung for
years with the most perverse contests about adiaph-
orism,"~S. Baring-Gould ; Germany, i. Jlo.

a-df-aph-dr-Is'-tio, a. (Gr. <L6u»>opo? (adia-
pkoros) — not different, indifferent : a priv. ;

Sid^opos (diaphoros) = different] [DrrrER.]

Ch. Hist. : Pertaining to things indifferent,

or looked upon as not worth disputing about.
The term was introduced to designate an
ecclesiastical controversy which broke oat in

the year 1548. The Emperor Charles V.
having issued a paper, popularly called the
Interim, in which he prescribed what faitli

and practice the Protestants were to adopt
till the Council of Trent should dictate a per-

manent form of belief and worship, Maurice,
Elector of Saxony, urged Melanchthon and
his friends to decide what portions of the
document they would accept and follow.

Melanchthon, whose temperament was timid,

and whose spirit was eminently conciliatory,

proposed to go very far in the direction pre-

scribed. Regarding many doctrines and prac-

tices in dispute between the antagonistic
churches of Rome and Wittenberg as adia-
phoristic—that is, as pertaining to matters
indifferent—he considered that, for the sake
of peace and harmony, the Emperor might be
permitted to have his own way with regard
to them, and that, to a very large extent,

the Interim might be accepted and obeyed.
Luther had died two years previously, but
his followers, being specially irritated to
find the doctrine of justification by faith

figuring among the things adiaphoristic, re-

fused to join in the great concessions pro-
posed. A controversy in consequence arose
between the followers of Luther and those of
Melanchthon. It was called the adiaphoristic
controversy, and embraced two questions : (1)
What things were indifferent ; and (2) whether,
with regard to things indifferent, the emperor
could or could not, in conscience, be obeyed.
(Mosheim: Ch. Hist.)

A-dl-aph -or-ists, A-dl-aph -or ites,

$. pi. [In Ger. Adiaphoristen.]

Ch. Hist. : Those who sided with Melanch-
thon in the Adiaphoristic controversy already
described.

a~di-aph -or-oiis, a. [Gr. i3«i>opof (adia-
phoros) = not different] Indifferent [Adia-
phoristic]

* 0. Chem. : Neutral. The name given by
Boyle to a spirit distilled from tartar and
some other substances. He called it adia-
phorous, i.e., neutral or indifferent, because ill

was neither acid nor alkaline.
" Our adiaphorous spirit may be obtained by distil-

ling the liquor that Is afforded by woods and divers
Other bodies."— Boyle.

Med. : Producing no marked effect, either
good or bad.

%-dI-fcph'-or-jft 8. [Gr. ahtatpopta (adia-
phoria) = indifferenc "(Terence. ] Indifference.

a-dieu, nominally an adverb, but more re-

sembling the imperative of a verb ; also a
substantive. [In Ger. and Fr. adieu, fr. Fr.
dDi«* = toGod.]

L As adverb or imperative of a verb

:

* 1. Originally: A pious commendation of a
friend, on parting with him, to God. [See
etym.j

2. Now : Farewell ; good wishes at parting,
expressed after the French fashion, [Alio.

]

It It may be spoken to inanimate nature as
well as to a person.

" My home henceforth Is In the slues

;

Earth, seas, and sun, adieu!"
Cowper | mama, " Bill of Mortality" (17M).

IX As substantive : Farewell.

Tf In this sense it has a plural.
*' Where thou art gone

Adieus and farewells are a sound unknown."
Cowper : Mother1

» Picture

a-dight (gh silent), a. [A.S. adihtan = to
dress, to equip.] Made up, fitted up, done
up, dressed, equipped.] [Bedioht, Dioht.]

*• Yonder ben tuo yonge men. wonder well adtght.
And parsventure there ben mo. who so loked aright."

Chaucer ; C. T., «36, OS.

* a -dilate, v.t [Adioht.] To fit, to suit.

(Wright: Political Songs.) (HaUitoeU.)

ad'-I-main, *. The long-legged sheep, a breed
of sheep in Sooth Africa remarkable for their
long legs and their robust make.

ad'-in-ole, a. [Perhaps fr. Gr. ia*w>« (adinos)
= close, thick.] A mineral classed doubtfully
by Dana under his Compact Albite = Albitic

felsite. He says of it
—"Adinole is probably

albitic ; it is reddish, from Sala, Sweden.
"

It cannot, therefore, be as yet considered an
established species or variety.

t ad'-i-O, s. [Sp.] The Spanish form of

Adieu, and with a similar derivation.

"In the evening I gave my adiot, with a hearty
good-will, to iny companion Mariano Gonzales, with
whom I had ridden so many leagues in Chile."—
Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch. x vi.

* adior nale, * ad-journ'-al, s. [Adi-

ORNISE.)

0. Scotch Law: The record of a sentence
passed in a criminal cause.

"The saidls persouis to bring with thame, and pro-

duce before my said Lord Governour and thre estatis

of Parliament, the pretendit acts of adiornale, sen-
tence and proees of fon f&llour."

—

Acts Mary (1542),

p. 480.

* ad l-or'-nise, v.t. [Fr. adjourner = to cite
one to appear on a certain day

;
jour = a day.]

To cite, to summon. (Scotch. )

"Tha had adiornist him tharfor as insufficient

stut"—Aberd. Reg., A.D. 1545.

a-dlp'-ic, a. [Lat. adeps, genit. adipis = the
* soft fat of animals.] Pertaining to fat

adipic acid, s.

Chem. : C<jH?0O4 (C4H8)" (COOHV An
organic diatomic diabasic acid produced by
the oxidation of fats by nitric acid.

ad-ip-o'-cer-ate, v.t. [Lat adeps, genit.

adipis = fat ; cera, Gr. leiipo* tyeros) — wax
;

suff. -ate= to make.] To make into adipocere,

to convert into adipocere.

ad-Ip-o-cer-a'-tion, s. [Adipocerate.] a
making or conversion into adipocere.

ad-Ip-6-cere, ad -ip-o-cire, s. [In Fr.

adipocire; Lat adeps = fat, and cera, Gr.

Kiipof (ker^s) — wax.] A chemical substance
in its character somewhat resembling wax or
spermaceti. It arises through the chemistry
of nature, when the bodies of men and
animals buried in soil of a certain kind are
subjected to the action of running water, or

otherwise brought in contact with moisture.
In such circumstances the soft parts of the
corpses, instead of decaying, may become
transformed into adipocere. A notable case
of the kind occurred in a Parisian burial-

ground in the year 1787.

\ Mineral adipocere is a name given to a
certain fatty matter found in the argillaceous
iron ore of Merthyr.

ad I-p<Sc -er-otis, o. [Adipocere.] Full of
adipocere; relating to.or containing, adipocere.

ad ip-o-cire, 5. [Adipocere.]

ad'-ip-dse, a. [Lat adipis, genit of adeps,

= fat ; and suff. -ose — full of. Webster in-

quires whether adeps may be connected with
Chaldee and Heb. -cctq (taphash) = to grow
fat, and Arab, tafashan = fat, bulky.]

1'hys. : Fat loaded with fat, with fat abun-
dantly secreted.

adipose cells, s. The cells described
under Adipose Tissue (q.v.),

adipose cellular tissue, «. A term
formerly applied to two distinct kinds of
structure which the perfection of modern
microscopes has now enabled physiologists to
separate, as being different both in structure
and function — Adipose tissue, properly so
called, and Areolar tissue. [Areolar.

J

adipose ducts, «. The ducts containing
animal fat

adipose membrane, ». The membrane
whence the cells of the adipose tissue are
formed. It does not exceed the s^i^th of an
inch in thickness, and is quite transparent.

adipose sacs, s. The sacs or vesicles
containing animal fat

adipose substance, s. Animal fat

adipose tissue, s. A membrane in a
state of great tenuity, fashioned into minute
cells in which fat is deposited It occurs in
man, and in the inferior animals, both when
mature and when of imperfect development

adipose vesicles, * [Adipose Sacs.]
(Todd and Bowman : Physiol. A not.)

ad -ip-ous, o. [Lat. adipis, genit of adept,

m fit] Full of fat, fatty, fat. The same as
Adipose (q.v.).

a-dlp'-sl-a, a-dlp'-s^, s. [Gr. d&J,***
' (adipseo) = to *be free from thirst \ adi^ot
(adipsos) = free from thirst.]

Med. : Absence of thirst

* a'-dir, a. Old form of Either (q.v.).

"And that adir of them shall have , . .

"—Davim

:

York Records, p. 155. {HalUweU.)

ad-ist , prep. [Ger. dies = this.] On this side.
* (Scotch.)

"I wish you was neither adist her nor ayout her."—Scotch Proverb.

* ad -it, s. [In Ital. adito, fr. Lat. adltus = a
going to, entrance, avenue : adeo = to go to ;

ad = to; eo = to go.]

1. A passage for the conveyance of water
underground ; a subterranean passage in
general.

" Pot conveying away the water, they stand in aid
of sundry devices ; as adits, pumps, and wheels driven
by a stream, and interchangeably filling and empty-
ing two buckets."

—

Varew.

2. The entrance to a mine, or sometimes to
an ordinary building ; also the approaches to
these.

"Care has then to be taken for the drainage of the
mine, which is partly effected by the excavatiou of an
adit or tunnel. —Black ; Guide to Cornwall, p. 226.

* 3. Eutrance, approach.
'" Taunt me no more :

Yourself and yours shall have free adit."
Tennyson; Princess, vi. 288.

* ad-i'-tion, s. [Lat. aditio = a going to, an
approach ; aditum, supine of adeo = to go to, to
approach ; ad = to ; ifio = going : ad, and eo*
to go.] The act of going to, or approaching.

a-dit-ya, s. [Sansc]

Hindoo Myth. : The sun, worshipped as a god.

ad-Ive, 8. [Local name.] A fox, the VuJpts
corsac, found in Siberia.

ad ja-cence, ad-Ja'-cen-c^, «. [Lat
adjacens, pr. par. of adjaceo = to he near to

:

ad = to; jaceo = to lie.] The state of lying
adjacent or near to.

" Because the Cape hath sea on both side* near It,

and other lands (remote as it were) equi -distant from
it; therefore, at that point, the needle is not dis-

tracted by the Tieinity of adjacencies."
Browne: Vulgar sTrroun.

ad-ja-oent, a. &, s. [In Fr. adjacent; ItaL

adiacente ; Lat. adjacens, pr. par. of adjaceo =
to lie near to, to adjoin : tr. ad — to; jaceo =
to lie.]

A. As adjective:

t. Lying near to ; situated contiguous to,

in place.

"... the tribes Inhabiting adjacent districts are
almost always at war."

—

Darwin : Descent of Man,
pt. i., ch. iii.

2. Lying near to, in other respects than in
place.

V . . when the ease to which we reason ts an osV
jacent case ; adjacent not as before, in place or time,
out in circumstance*. —J. 8. Mitt : Logic.

B. As substantive : Anything lying near to,

anything contiguous to another. (LiteraUy or
figuratively.)

"The sense of the author goes visibly in Its own
train ; and the words, receiving a determined sense
from their companions and adjacents, will not con-
sent to give countenance and colour to what must
be supported at any rate."—Locke.

Geom. Adjacent angle : One contiguous to
another, so that one side and the vertex are
common to them both. The terra is most
frequently employed when the other sides en-
closing the angles are in the same straight line.

In Fig. 1, e is the vertex, ce the side com-
mon to the two ad- q s
jacent angles c e a,

bec; ae and eb the
other sides which, it

will be observed, are
in the same straight
line a e b. In such
a case the two ad-
jacent angles together constitute two right
angles, and each is the supplement ofthe other.
Adjacent, when used of an angle, is opposed
to opposite; cba and bed are opposite
angles ; so also are ceb and aed; whilst
cia and aed, aed and deb, deb and
ssc, with bec and cba already mentioned,
are adjacent angles.

In a triangle with one side produced, the
angle contiguous to the exterior one is called

the interior adjacent, whilst the others are
denominated the interior and opposite angles.

Fig. 1.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, ther*; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt»

or, wbr a, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, care, nnite, car, rale, full ; tr>, hfvikVL », co = e. ey - a. qu kw.
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c

In the triangle a b c (Pig. 2), one side (b c)

of which is pro-
duced to D, ACD
is the exterior

angle and acb
the interior ad-

jacent, whilst
cba and bac
are the interior ^S- »V

and opposite

angles. (See Euclid I. 15, 16, 32.)

ad-Ja'-cent-ljf, adv. [Adjacent.] So as to

be contiguous to.

*ad-ject', v.t. [Lat. adjectum, supine of ad-

jicio = to throw to, to add to : from ad = to;
jacio = to throw.) To put or add one thing
to another.

* ad-ject -ed, pa. par. & a. [Adject.]

* &d-ject'-Ing, pT. par. [Adject.]

* ad-jec'-tion, s. [Lat. adjectio = a throwing
to, an addition.] The act of adding ; the state

of being added ; anything added.
"That unto every pound of sulphur, an olfaction

of one ounce of quicksilver ; or onto every pound of
pet re. one ounce of sal-ammoniac, will much intend
the force, and consequently the report, I find no
verity."—Browne ." Vulgar Brrourt, bk. ii., eh. v.

* ad jec ti -tious, a. [Adject.] Added.

ad-ject-i'-val, a. [Adjective.] Pertaining

to an adjective ; used as an adjective.

"... and so an adjectival offspring . .
.**—

Key : Philological Essays, p. 257.

&d -ject ive, a. & s. [In Ger. adjektiv; Fr.

u<ljectij; Ital. addiettivo, fr. Lat. adjectivus =
added ; adjicio — to throw to ; ad = to ; jacio

= to throw.]

A* As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language.

1. Defining the quality of a noun.

"An adjective word."— Whitney : Life and Growth oj

Language.

%. Adjectival.

3. Added to, additional.

IL Law • Relating to procedure.
" The whole English law, substantive and adjective,

ni, in the judgment of all the greatest lawyers, of
Hi .it and Treby, of Maynard and Souters, exactly the
saute after the Revolution as before it,"—Macaulay ;

Hist. S'vj.. eh. x.

B. As substantive

:

Grammar : One of the parts of speech, con-
sisting of words joined to nouns to define
and limit their signification, as bright silver,

which is leas extensive in signification than
silver in general ; and a good man, which is a
narrower term than man in the abstract.

t ad'-ject-Ive, v.t. To make into an adjective,
to use with the meaning of an adjective.
(Home Tooke: Diversions o/Purley, p. 050.)

adjective colours, s. pi *

Dyeing : Colours which require to be fixed
by some base or mordant in order to be used
as permanent dye stuffs.

fcd'-ject-Ive-ljf, adv. [Adjective.] After
the manner of an adjective.

" In place of braxen in this sense we now substitute
the substantive bran, used adjectively.'—Trench:
English, Poet * Present.

ad join , v.t. & i, [In Fr. adjoindre, from Lat.
aajungo : ad = to, and jungo — to join.]

A* Transitive:

•t To join to.

" To whose huge spoke ten thousand lesser things
Are mortised and adjoined.'

Shakesp. : Samlet, ill. a
2. To be situated next to : as, His house

adjoins mine.

B. Intrant.: To be immediately adjacent;
to join : as, Our houses adjoin.

•ad join ant, 'ad-jo^n-aunte, a. A $.

(Adjoin.]

1. As adjective : Adjoining, lying immedi-
ately contiguous to. (Halliwell.)

2. As substmntive : A person or thing con-
tiguous to another.
"... to grove and hurt* his neighbors and ad-

joynauntes of the realm of England."—Hall: Henry

ad-join'ed, pa. par. & a. [Adjoin.] [Ad-
JOYNT, ADJOYNATE.]

adjoin -Eng, pr. par. & a. [Adjoin.]

1, Transitive : Joining to.

2. Intransitive : Adjacent to, contiguous.
(Either with or without the prefix to.}

"The adjoining hospital was sacked."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

* ad -joint, s. [Adjunct.] An associate.

"This lady is your adjoint,*—Gentleman Instructed,

p. 108.

adjourn', v.t. k i. [O. Fr. ajorner, ajwrner:
' a = to, and jour = day.]

A* Transitive

:

1. To put off (anything) for a single day.
" Or how the son shall In mid heaven stand still

A day entire, a night's due course adjourn.'
Milton -P. L.. bk.xiL

Spec : To postpone till next day the re-

maining business of Parliament, of a law
court, or other meeting, releasing the members
from attendance meanwhile. The term ad-
journ may be used indifferently of the business
or of the meeting. [See No. 2.]

2. To postpone such business or meeting to

a specified time, which need not be limited to

the next day.

"The debate on this motion was repeatedly ad-
journed."—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., eh. xiv.

" Halifax, wishing probably to obtain time for com-
munication with the prince, would have adjourned
the meeting: but Mulgrave begged the lords to keep
their seats, and introduced the messenger."

—

Ibid.,

eh. x.

B. Intransitive : To defer business or cease

to meet till the next day, or till some other
date generally fixed beforehand.

" It was moved that Parliament should adjourn for
six weeks. *

—

Select Speeches, vol. v., p 408.

To adjourn sine die. [Adjournment.]

T[ The Houses of Parliament adjourn by
their own authority, whilst the intervention
of the sovereign is needful before they can be
prorogued.

adjourn ed, pa. par. A a. [Adjourn.]

adjourn -Ing, pr. par. [Adjourn.]

ad journ-ment, s. [Fr. ajournement: d =
to, and jour = day; suffix -ment (q.v.).]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The putting of anything ofT till next day,
or, more loosely, till a future period.

*L (Spec.): The putting off duty which
should be done to-day till to-morrow, and
when that arrives then again till to-morrow ;

procrastination.

"We will, and we will not; and then we will not
again, and we will. At this rate we run our lives out
In adjournments from time to time, out of a fantas-
tical levity that holds us off and on, betwixt hawk
and buzzard."—L'Estrange.

2. Properly the putting off the remainder
of a meeting of Parliament, or any other body,
for one day; but it may be used in a wider
signification for postponement till a specified

day. When no day is indicated, then, if the
word adjournment is used at all, it is said to

be sine die—i.e., without a day. The adjourn-
ment of Parliament is not the same as either

its prorogation [Prorogation] or its dissolu-

tion [Dissolution].

"Common decency required at least an adjourn-
ment."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

TX The time during which or to which
business or a meeting is postponed. Used,
for example, of the time during which the
Parliament or any other public body which
has been adjourned remains without re-assem-
bling f as " the hon. member saw his friend

for a few hours during the adjournment

"

B. Technically:

Law:
(a) A further day appointed by the judges

at the Nisi Prius sittings for the trial of issues

in fact, which were not before ready for dis-

posal.

(b) Adjournment in eyre: An appointment
of a day when the justices in eyre mean to sit

again. (Cowett.) [Eyre.]

* ad Jojn'-ate, pa, par. [Adjoin.]
"Two semely princes, together adjoynate."—Ear-

dyng ; Chronicle, p. 154.

* ad-j6"ynt', s. [A form of Adjoined.] One
joined with another, an associate, a com-
panion, an attendant.
" Here with these grave adjoyntt
(These learned maisters) they were taught to see
Themselves, to read the world and keep their points."

adjudge, *a-Jug'£e, v.t & i. [O. Fr.
* ajuger ; Fr. adjxtger = to adjudge, from juger,

Lat judico = to judge.] [Judge.]
A. Transitive

:

1. To judge or try a person ; to come to

a judicial decision regarding a case ; to an-
nounce such a decision when arrived at.

"Adjudged to death.
For want of well pronouncing Shibboleth.*

Milton ; Samson Agonutes.

IT Followed by the person whose case is pro-
nounced upon in the objective, and to before
the verdict given. (Lit. &Jig:.)

Sometimes, instead of to, the verdict con-
stitutes the clause of a sentence introduced
by that

:

" The popular tribunal was more lenient ; it was ad-
judged that his offence should be expiated at the
public expense."—Lewis : Early Roman Bist., ch. xi.

2. To award by a judicial decisiou (Fol-
lowed by the thing awarded as the object,

and to of the person.) (Lit kjlg.)
" The great competitors for Rome,

Caesar and Pompey, on Pharsalian plains ;

Where stern Bel Itma with one final stroke
Adjudg'd the empire of this globe to one." philips.

3. In a more general sense: To judge, to con-
sider, to deem, to regard as, to decide to be.

"He adjudged him unworthy of his friendship,
_ trposing sharply to revenge the l

ceived."—Knolles.
purposing sharply to revenge the wrong he had re-

B. Intransitive: In the same senses as A*
Spec. : To decide, to settle.

"... there let Him still victor sway.
As battle hath adjudaed."

Milton : Paradise Lost, bk. x.

adjudged, pa. par. [Adjudge.]

ad judg ing, pr. par. [Adjudge.]

adjudg'-ment, s. [Adjudge.] The act of
* judging or deciding by a judicial decision

;

also the judgment or verdict given.

ad-ju -die-ate, v.t. & i. [Lat. adjudicatum,
supine of adjudico : ad = to ; judico= to

judge ; judex = a judge ; jus = a judicial deci-

sion ; dico = to pronounce. ]

1. Transitive: To judge, to determine.

2. IntransiUv* : To come to a judicial deci-

sion.

1 To adjudicate upon : Judicially to decide
upon.

adJu'-dic-a-tSd, pa. par. [Adjudicate.]

ad ju -die a-ting, pr. par. [Adjudicate.]

ad-ju-dic-a-tion, s. [In Ital. anamdica-
* zione, fr. Lat. adjudication &n adjudication.]
A law term.

L The act of adjudging or judging.

TX The state of being adjudged.

HI. The decision, judgment, sentence or
decree given forth after the act or prooess of
judging is complete

Specially

:

1. Eng. Law : The decision of a court that

a person is bankrupt.
" Whereas, wider a Bankruptcy petition presented

to this Court against the said , an order of ad-
judication was made on the 18th day of March, 1876.

This is to give notice that the said adjudication was,
by order of this Court, annulled on the 3rd day of
November, 1875. Dated this 3rd day of November,
1875."

—

QffMal Advertisement in Times, Nov. 6, 1875.

2. Scotch Law: The "diligence" by which
land is attached in security for the payment
of a debt, or by which a feudal title is made
upon a person holding an obligation to con-

vey without procuratory or precept. It is

thus of three kinds : (1) Adjudication for debt

;

(2) Adjudication in security; and (3) Adjudi-
cation in implement The first two require no
explanation. They are sometimes classified

under the heading Adjudication Special. Ad-
judication in implement is a form of adjudica-

tion for the completion of a defective title to

landed property.

ad-Ju'-dic-a-tor, s. [Adjudicate.] One
* who adjudicates.

ad-ju'-gate, v.t [Lat. adjugo = to yoke to

:

" ad = to
;
jttgum = a yoke.] To yoke to.

* ad-ju'-mSnt, s. [Lat. adjumentnm= a means
bfaid; help: contracted from adjuvamentum ;

adjuvo = to help : ad - to; juvo = to help.]

Aid, assistance, help. (Miege.)

ad'JUAOt, 5. & a. [Lat. adjunctus = joined

to, pa. par. of adjungo = to join to : ad = to,

and jungo = to yoke, to join ; Ger. adjunkt;

Fr. adjoint.}

b6H, bo*^; pdrU, jolW; cat, oell, chorus, ©hin, bench; go, gem; thin, thl»; sin, as; expect, £enophon, exJjrt. -inSi

-cia aha ; -cian - shan. -tlon, -sion - shun ; -sion, -tion — zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -We, -die, &c . = bel, deL
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A. As sv.bdan.tive

:

I Of things:

1. In a general sense; Anything joined to
another without being an essential part of it.

"But they wan comparatively an idle adjunct of
the matter."

—

Carlyle ; Beroet and , Bero- Worship,
LeCtl.
"... bat to avoid the risk of asking amiss, we

ought to purify the question of all adjuncti which do
not necessarily belong to it."—Tyndall : Frag, of
Ssience. 3rd ed.. Till 4, p. 180.

2. Technically:

(a) Metaphysics : Any quality of a physical
substance or of the mind. Thus weight is an
adjunct of a body, and consdonsness of the
mind

(b) Grammar: Words used to qualify other
leading words. For instance, in the sentence,
" The stars visible in our latitude," the word
stars, which, standing alone, would include all

visible from any pari of the globe, is limited
in meaning by the adjunct or adjuncts, " visible

In our latitude."

3. Music: The relation between the prin-

cipal mode and the modes of its two fifths.

IX 0/ persons:

1. Gen. : A person associated with another
for the promotion of some pursuit, or for any
other purpose.

He made him the associate of his heir-apparent
together with the Lord Cottington, as an adjunct of
lingular experience and trust, in foreign travels, and
In a business of love."— Wotton.

2. Law: An additional judge.

B. As adjective

:

1. Gen. : Added to, or conjoined with any
person or thing of greater importance.

" And every humour hath his adjunct pleasure.
Wherein It finds a Joy above the rest

Shaketp. : Sonnet t, »L
'And when great treasure Is the meed proposed.
Though death be adjunct, there's no death sup-

posed." Shaketp. : Tarquin and Lucrece.

2. Roman Archaeology. Adjunct deities were
inferior gods or goddesses attendant upon
those of higher rank. Thus Mars, the god of
war, was at times attended by his wife or
sister Bellona, the goddess of war. He was a
principal, she an adjunct deity.

ad-junc -tion, s. [In Ft. adjonction ; fr. Lat
adjunctio = a joining to, a union ; fr. adjungo
= to join to : or from ad = to; junctio = a
Joining. ] A joining to ; the act of joining to,

the state of being joined to, a thing joined to.

"... upon the adjunction of any kingdom unto
the King of England."—Bacon.

ad-junc -tlve, a. &s. [Lat adjunctivus.)

L As adjective

:

1. Gen. : Having the quality of joining or
being added to.

2. Latin Grammar : The adjunctive pronouns
are ipse, ipsa, ipsum — self. {Schmitz : Latin
Grammar. Chambers, 1860.)

U, As substantive: Anything joined to
(another).

ad-junc -tlve-ly\ adv. [Adjunctive.] In
an adjunctive manner, as is the case with
anything joined to.

ad-junct-ly, adv. [Adjunct.] As is the
* case with anything joined to ; in connection
with ; consequently.

ad-jur-a-tion, *. [In Fr. adjuration; fr.
" Lat. adjuratio = a swearing by ; adjuration.]

1. The act of adjuring, or charging one on
oath or solemnly ; also the act of swearing by.

14 A Persian, humble servant of the sun.
Who. though devout, yet bigotry had i

Hearing a lawyer, grave in his addiiddress.
With adjuratiom every word Impress,

bishop, or at leai'
upon

Bow'd at the close with all his graceful airs.

Ue 11 J. Ill H DlitlKJ^f, UI Kb 1CABI.,

e so much upon his lips, a priest

:

And begg'd an interest in his frequent prayers."
Cowper : Convertation.

2. The thing sworn ; the form of oath ten-

dered in adjuring one ; also the particular oath
used by a solemn or by a profane swearer.

3. A solemn charge or adjuring conjuration.

These learned men saw the daemons and evil spirita
forced to confess themselves no gods by persons who
only made use of prayer and adjuration! in the name
•f their crucified Saviour."—Addiion : On the Chrittian
B-sUgion.

ad-juro',tJ.(. [In Ft. adjurtr ; fr. Lat. adjuro
= to swear, to confirm by oath : ojI — to, and
juro = to swear ; jus = equity or law.]

1. To charge upon oath, to charge upon
pain of a curse or of the divine displeasure.

"And Joshua adjured them at that time, saying.
Cursed be the man before the Lord, that riseth up and
bulldeth this city Jericho. "—Jos*, vi. w.

2. To charge solemnly.
" But he adjured them as gentlemen and soldiers

not to Imitate the shameful example of Cornbury."

—

Maoaulay; Hist. Bug., ch. U.

t 3. To attempt to procure by adjuration
or earnest entreaty. (Poetic.)

" My friends embrae'd my knees, adjur'd my stay;
But stronger love impell'd, and 1 obey."

Pope : Homer t Iliad, bk. xx.it 507, 908.

ad-Jur ed, pa. par. & a. [Adjure.]

ad-jtir-er, s. [Adjurk.] One who adjures.

ad-jur -Ing, pr. par. [Adjure. ]

ad-just', v.t. [Sp. ajustar; Fr. ajuster ; Ital.

aggiustare — to adjust : Lat. ad = to; Justus
= just] [Just.]

1. To fit, to adapt to, mechanically or other-

wise,

A striding level is furnished with the [transit]
instrument, to be used when required for adjusting
the axis."—Chamber! : Attron., bk. vii., p. 652.

2. To regulate, to dispose.
"... the representative system was adjuited

to the altered state of the country."—31acaulay • Bitt
Bng„ ch. xiv.

3. To arrange, as the terms of a treaty, by
mutual negotiation.

"... the terms of the treaty known as the
Second Treaty of Partition were very nearly adjuited.'
—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xxiv.

4. To put on properly, as dress, arms, or the
like. (Also used reflex.)

ad just -able, a. [Adjust.] That may or

can be adjusted.

t ad-just age (age = Ig), $. [Adjust.]
The same as Adjustment.

ad-just'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Adjust.] Fitted;

regulated ; arranged.
"... taking advantage of nicely adjuited com-

binations of circumstance."—Bertchet; Agronomy,
5th ed., | 48L

ad-just'-er, «. [Adjust.] One who or that
* which adjusts.

"... collectors of various readings and adjustert
of texts."—Dr. Warton : Buay on Pope, li. 288.

ad-just -ing, pr. par. [Adjust.]
". . . the precision of this adjusting power."—

Todd and Bowman : Phytiol. Anat., ch. vii.

". . . the adjusting screen."—Tyndall on Beat,
Srd ed., p. 80S.

t ad-Just'-ive, a. [Adjust.] Tending to
adjust.

ad-just -mSnt, s. [In Ft. ajustement.]

[Adjust.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L The act of adjusting, fitting to, rendering
conformable to a certain standard ; or re-

ducing to order.

1. The act of fitting to (lit. or fig).
"... the time which was absolutely required

for the erection and adjuttment of the instruments,
with or without observatories over them."—Transit of
Venus ; Timet, April SO, 1876.

". . . let us see what, by checking and balancing,
and good adjustment of tooth and pinion, can be made
of iC'—Carlyie : Heroes and Bero- Worship, Led V.

2. The act of arranging or coming to an
agreement about.

" The farther and clearer adjustment of this affair I

am constrained to adjourn to the larger treatise."—
Woodward.

IL The state of being adjusted, fitted, or
adapted to.

" As the prismatic camera was the Instrument re-

quiring least time for adjustment, so It was tbe one
which could be employed for the longest period during
the eclipse."—Transit of Venus ; Times, April 30, 1B75.

TTTr Things adjusted, fitted or adapted to

each other ; the nature of the fitting itself.

"... the various parts of the body are weights,

and in the muscular adjustment! are treated as such."
—Todd and Bowman: Phytiol. Anat., ch. vii.

". . . the eye may be perfect In all its optical
adjustments'—Ibid., en. Till.

"... tbe mechanical adjustments of his frame
are leas favourable to preserve the standing posture
than In the four-footed animal."— Ibid., ch. iii.

B. Technically. Marine Insurance : The
ascertainment of the exact loss at sea on goods
which have been insured, and the fixing the
proportion which each underwriter is liable

to pay.

ad jut -age, or a-jt\t'-age (age = Ig), s.

Fr. ajutage; fr. ajouter= to adjoin.]

Hydraulics : The effect of a tube fitted to an

aperture in a vessel from which water is flow
ing, as, for instance, in a jet or fountain,

ad'-Ju-tan-cy\ s. [Adjutant.]

1. The office of an adjutant.

2. Skilful arrangement.
"Disposed with all the adjutancy of definition and

division."—Burke; Appeal to Old Whigs

ad'-ju-tant, a. & s. [In Ger. and Fr. adju-
tant; Ital. ajutante ; fr. Lat adjutans, pr.
gir. of adjuto = to help often or much ; freq.
om adjuvo.] [Adjuvant.]

A. As adj. : Auxiliary.

B. As substantive:

L Of persons : An officer whose duty it is

to assist the major. Bach regiment of horse
and each battalion of foot has one. Every
evening he receives the orders of the brigade-
major, and after communicating them to tht
colonel, then issues them to the sergeants.

Adjutant-General

:

1. Military : A high functionary who stands
to the whole army in the same relation that
an ordinary adjutant does to a battalion or
regiment. The department of the Adjutant-
general is charged with the execution of all

orders relating to the recruiting and equip-
ment of troops, their instruction, and their
preservation in proper efficiency. There are
also assistant and deputy•assistant adjutants-
general of divisions and districts.

2. Ecclesiastical: A certain number of
fathers who resided with the general of the
Jesuits, and made known to him the important
events passing throughout the world Each
limited his attention to a single country, in
which he had emissaries, visitors, regents,
provincials, &c, to furnish him with informa-
tion and forward his views.

3. Any assistant

XL Of a genus of birds

:

Spec : The gigantic crane. The name ad-
jutant was given by the Anglo-Indians of
Bengal to this bird from the fancy that it

resembled the dress and the dignified wal's
of the military
functionary called
an adjutant. It is

the Leptovtilut Ar-
gala, and belongs
to the Ciconinse,
or Storks, a sub-
family of the Ar-
deidee, or Herons,
which again are
ranged under the
order Grallatores,
or Wading birds.

The adjutant of
Bengal and of
Southern Africa is

about five feet

high, and is an ex-

tremely voracious
bird. The expanse
of its throat is so
wide that it can
swallow a large cat
entire. It is deemed sacred in the East,

and, apart from superstition, earns the title

to be left without molestation by being so

useful a scavenger. A somewhat smaller

species, the L. Marabou, which furnishes the
marabou feathers, occurs in tropical Africa.

UX Of things in general : An assistant.

"A fine violin must and ever will be the best adju-
tant to a fine voice."—Maton : Ch. M . p. 74.

t &d'-ju-ta-tor, s. [Agitator (2).]

* ad-jute, v.t. [Fr.o;'ot<teT=toadd.] To add.

" Six bachelors as bold as he.

t ad-Jut'-dr, s. [Lat adjutor.] One who
aids or assists. [Coadjutor.]

"All the rest, as his adjutori and assistants, yon
must awake out of this error."—Spalato: Bocks o
Christian Shipwreck (1616), p. 12.

asj-ju-tbr'-I-um, s. [Lat. = assistance, sup-

port.]
Anat. : A name applied to the humerus

from the assistance which it renders at time*

when it is needful to raise the arm.

i%d'-Jut-or-^t a. [Lat. adjutorius.] Aiding.

assisting ; which aids or assists.

ad-ju-trlx, s. [Lat The feminine corre-

sponding to the masc Adjutor.] A female

assistant

adjutant (leptoptiltjb
argala).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w*t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pSt,
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&d'-juv-ant, a. & 5. [Lat. adjuvans = helping ;

pr. par. of adjuvo = to give help to : ad, aud
ju vo = to help. ]

As adjective : Which aids or assists ; aiding,

assisting.

"They [minerals] meeting with apt matter and
adjuvant causes . . ."—Howell : Letter*, I., 635.

As substantive : An assistant ; he who, or

that which assists.

" I have only been a careful adjuvant, and wa»
sorry I could not be the efficient.'— Yelverton (1609)

:

Archiix!., XV. 51.

Specially. Med. : A substance added to the
principal one prescribed in order to increase

its efficiency.

t ad'-jUV-ate, v.t. [In Ital. ajutare, fr. Lat.

adjuvo.] To give aid to, to assist, to help.

ad lar gum. [Ad.]

a (ill, ad die, s. [Addle, s.] Foul and
putrid water. (Scotch. )

ad-leg-a'-tlon, s. [In Ger. adlegation; Lat.

ad — to ; legatio = the office of an ambassador

:

lego, -avi = to send as an ambassador. ] A term
formerly used in the public law of the German
empire to designate the right claimed by the
several states of sending plenipotentaries to

be associated with those of the emperor in

negotiating treaties and transacting other
public business which affected their welfare.

When a dignitary sent a negotiator not on
state business, but on his own affairs, this

was called legation, and not adlegation.

ad-loc-u -tion, 3. [Allocution.]

t ad-mar'-fcln-ate, v. t. [Lat. ad = U, ;

inarginem, ace. of rxargo = margin.] To
write on the margin of a book, or anything

" else capable of being so treated.

ad-mea'-aure (a as th\ v.t. [Lat ad ; Eng.
measure.]

1. Gen. : To measure with the view of
ascertaining the dimensions or capacity of
anything. [Measure.]

2. Law: To apportion, as in the case of
dower, pasture, etc. [Admeasurement.]

"It recited a complaint that the defendant hath
surcharged, superoneravil, the common ; and there-
fore commands the sheriff to admeasure and appor.
Uon it."—Blackstone : Comment., bk. 111., ch. 16.

admca -sured (a as zh), pa. par. [Ad-
measure.]

admea sure-merit (a as zh), s. [Ax>
measure.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of measuring.
" In some counties they are not much acquainted

with admeasurement by acre ; and thereby the writs
contain twice or thrice bo many acres more than the
land hath."—ilacon.

2. The state of being measured.

3. The dimensions ascertained.

B. Technically:
Law. A writ of admeasurement is a writ

directed to the sheriff, and designed in two
specified cases to reduce to their proper share
of goods or privileges those who have obtained
more than a fair amount of either. The two
cases are called Admeasurement of Dower and
Admeasurement of Pasture. The former is had
recourse to when an heir (being under age) or
his guardian assigns to the widow of the former
occupant of an estate more dower chargeable
against it than she is fairly entitled to ; and the
latter is put in force when a person not having
the privilege of sending his cattle to graze upon
a common does so, or one who has the privilege
puts in more than a reasonable number, or in
place of" commonable animals," such as cows
and sheep, sends "uncommonable ones," as,
for instance, hogs and goats. (See Blackstone's
Comm., bk. ii., ch. 8; bk. iii., chaps. 10 & 16.)

ad-mea'-aur-er (a as zh), s. [Admeasure.]
One who admeasures.

ad mea -sur ing (a as zh), pr. par. & s.

[Admeasure.]

t ad men su ra -tion (a as ah), s. [Lat. ad,
and Bng. mensuration.] The act or process of
measuring

; the state of being measured ; the
amount, capacity, &c, ascertained by mea-
surement.

* ad mer all, s. [Admiral.]

t ad-me'-ti-ate, v.t. [Lat. admetiatus, pa. par.
of admetior = to measure out.] To measure.

t ad-min i cle, t ad-min -a-cle, 3. [In

Fr. adminicule = help, aid, support ; fr. Lat.
adminiculum = (1) the prop by which a vine
twines

; (2) aid, assistance : adminicular= to
prop, or support. ] A law term.

1. GUI Law Books : Aid, help, assistance,

support

2. Civil Law : Imperfect proof.

3. Scotch Law: A collateral deed produced
to prove, or at least throw light upon, the
contents of another deed or document which
has been lost

" When it is to be proved by the testimony of wit-
nesses, the pursuer ought, in the general sense, to

Sroduce some adminicle in writing, i.e., some collateral
eed referring to that which was lost, in order to

found the actum."—Erskine : Inst., bk. tv.

*ad min ic' u lar, ad min ic -u-lar y,
o. [Adminicle.] Pertaining to aid, helpful,
auxiliary.

" He should never help, aid, supply succour, or grant
them any subventitious furtherance, auxiliary suf-
frage, or adminicular!/ assistance."— Translation of
Rabelais, iii. 34.

Law. Adminicular evidence : Evidence of
an explanatory or completing tendency.

* ad-min-ic'-u-late, v.i. [Lat. adminicu-
latus, pa. par. of adminicular = to prop up. ]

Law : To give adminicular evidence (q.v.).

*ad-min-ic-u-late, a. [See the verb.]
Supported, set forth. (Scotch.)

"It is so notoriously adminiculate by an act ol
secret council, and yet denied upon oath by the prin-
pal officers of state."—Crookshank : Bit., i. 381.

* ad-min-Ic-u-la'-tion, s. [Lat. adminicu-
late, pa. par. of adminicular.] A prop or
support.

"Some plants are helpt by adminiculation to be
straight."—Backet : Lite of miliums, ii. 217.

ad-mln'-Iat-er, v.t & i. [In Ger. adminis-
triren; Fr. administrer ; ItaL amministrare

;

fr. Lat. administro — (1) to attend upon, to
assist, to serve, (2) to execute, to perform

:

ad = to, and ministro = to attend, to wait
upon; fr. minister m a servant] [Minister.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To act as minister, i.e., as servant to.

(Used of the political ministers of a constitu-
tional country, who constitute the executive
government for carrying out the enactments
of the legislative body.)

" Beyond that mark is treason. He is ours.
To administer, to guard, to adorn the state."

Cowper ; Task, bk. T.

2. To dispense, as, e.g., justice, the sacra-
ments, grace, &c.
"... the settlements of those squatters who, far

to the west of the Mississippi, administer a rude
Justice with the rifle and the dagger."

—

Macaulau
Bist. Eng., ch. Hi.

" Have not they the old popish custom of adminis-
tering the blessed sacrament of the holy euchariat
with wafer cakes t '—Booker.
"... this grace, which is administered by us to

the glory of the same Lord."—2 Cor. viii. 19.

3. To tender an oath. Authoritatively to
require one to take an oath.

" Swear by the duty that you owe to heav'n
To keep the oath that we administer."

Shakesp. : Richard II., L &
4. To give to one as medicine is given.
" He asserted that his malady was not natural, that

a noxious drug had been administered to him in a dish
of porridge."—Macaulay: Bist. Eng., ch. xv.

a, To grant, to bestow, to afford.

"When he was come up to the gate, he looked up to
the writing that was above, and then began to knock,
supposing that entrance should have been quickly
administered to him."—Bunyan ; Pilgrim's Progress.

XL. Technically. Law : To take legal charge
of the affairs of a person dying intestate ; to
act as administrator. [Administration, B. 1.]

"
. . . that in case of intestacy, the ordinary shall

depute the nearest and most lawful friends of the
deceased to administer his goods."— Blackstone :
Comm., bk. ii., ch. 32.

E. Intransitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. ; To conduce, to tend.

H The simple form minister is generally
used in this sense.

"I must not omit, that there is a fountain rising
in the upper part of my garden, which forms a little
wandering rill, and administers to the pleasure as well
as the plenty of the place."

—

Spectator.

2. Law : To arrange financial matters con-
nected with the real or personal estate of one
dying without a will. [Administration, B. 1.]

t ad min' ist-er, s. [Prom the verb.] An
administrator.

"... a good administer of the revenue."—Bacon :
To Sir John Denham.

*ad-min-Is-ter-I-al, a. [Administer.]
Administering, having the power of per-
forming ministerial functions ; conducive to
an end.

ad-min Is-tra-ble, a. [Administer.] Able
* to be administered.

t ad-mln'-Ia-trate, v.t. [From Lat. adminis-
iratum, supine of administro= to attend upon. ]

[Administer.] To administer.
" They have the same effects in medicine, when in-

wardly administrated to animal bodies. "— Woodward.

t ad-min -is-tra-ted, pa. par. [Adminis-
trate.]

ad-min is-tra -tion, s. [In Fr. administro-
' tion ; ItaL amministrazione, fr. Lat. adminit-

tratio.] [Administer.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I. The act of administering.

1. The act of managing anything on certain
principles or by certain methods. Spec. , the
carrying out by a constitutional minister of
the laws and regulations established by the
legislature for the management of the several
departments of government [See No. III.]

"... those effects which make up what we term
good or bad administration."—J. 3. Mill ; Logic, 2nd
ed., vol. ii, oli. xx.

"... the conducting of delicate negotiations, and
for the administration of war."—Macaulay : Bist.
Eng., ch. ii.

"His financial administration was of a piece with
his military administration."—Ibid., ch. v.

2. The act of dispensing anything, as justice,
the sacraments, or medicine.
"... the very scheme and model of the adminis-

tration of common justice between party and party
was entirely settled by this king {Edward I.)."—
Blackstone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 33.

our blessed Saviour, enlarged by his apostles, carried
on by their Immediate successors, and to be completed
by the rest to the world's end), all types that darkened
this faith, are enlightened."—Sprat : Sermons.

IX The state of being administered.

HI. That which is administered, or those
who administer.

1. The thing administered ; the duties or
responsibilities of government, or of some
department of it, as the civil, the military,
the naval, or the financial departments.

"Sunderland had good reason for recommending
that the administration should be entrusted to the
Whigs."

—

Macaulay: Bist. Eng., ch. xx.

"... to take on himself the civil and military
administration,"—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. x.

" The naval administration and the financial ad-
ministration were confided to Boards."

—

Ibid., ch. xi.

"And there are differences of administrations, but
the same Lord."—1 Cor. xii. &.

2. The administrators ; the members of
government taken collectively.

" Did the administration in that reign [in Queen
Anne's] avail themselves of any one of those oppor*
tun ities

! "

—

Burke : Tracts on the Popery Laws.

B. Technically

:

1. Law : The management, by means of an
administrator, of the estate of any one dying
intestate. First the king's ministers of justice
were commissioned to undertake the duty,
next it was given over to the bishops, who,
having in many cases abused their trust,
were compelled by the statute 31 Edw. III.,

c. 11, to appoint as administrators the nearest
and most lawful friends of the deceased
intestate. The person so appointed can do
nothing till letters of administration are first

issued. He then buries the dead person in a
manner suitable to his rank, collects debts
due to him, pays what he owes, and finally

distributes the property among the heirs.

2. The office or power of an administrator.
". . . that the ordinary is compellable to grant

administration of the goods and chattels of the wife
to the husband, or her representatives."—Blackstone:
Comment., bk. ii, ch, 82.

3. The document, or documents, called

letters of administratioji, conferring on one the
right to act as administrator.

"First, as to the original of testaments and ad-
ministrations."—Blackstone : Comment., bk. ii., p. 489.

"... then general letters of administration
must be granted by the ordinary."

—

Ibid., bk. it,
ch. 82.

ad mm is tra-tivc, a. [In Fr. adminis-
tratif, from Lat administrativus be fit for ad-
ministration.]

1. Fit for administration, or which actually
administers.

" It was too large and too divided to be a good ad-
ministrative body."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. ii.
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2. Pertaining to administration, designed
for administration.

"Suffolk is, fox administrative purposes, divided
into an Eastern and a Western division."

—

Consul of
Eng. and Wain (1*71). Population Tablet, vol. i.,

P. 36L

ad-mln'-Is-tra-tor, s. [Tn Ger. adminw-
*
trator; Fr. twim^iistrai^ir; Ital. atyminis-

tratore, fr. Lat. administrator = a manager,
an agent There is also in Lat administer =
a servant.]

A. Ordinary Language !

1. One who administers affairs in general

;

one who conducts the administration of the

country, or of any institution or business
within its limits.

"It is Indeed most Important that legislators and
administrator* should be vented In the philosophy of
government."

—

Macaulay : Hist, Eng., en. xi.

% Among the persons who have been spe-

cially called administrators may be enumerated
the regent of a kingdom during the minority
of a king, the governor of a province, a noble-

man who enjoys the revenues, of a secularised

bishopric and one who receives and distri-

butes the revenues of a religious house.

B. Technically:

t. Law : One who administers to the estate

of a person who has died without making a

will. [Administration, B. 1.]

" But if the deceased died wholly Intestate, without

of administration must be granted by the ordinary to

racb administrator as the statutes of Edward III.

SAd Henry VIIL before mentioned direct."—Black-
stone : Comment., bk. it, ch. 32.

2. Ecclesiastical : One who dispenses the

sacraments.
*' I feel my conscience bound to remember the death

of Christ, with some society of Christians or other,
since it is a most plain command ; whether the person
who distributes these elements be only an occasional

or a settled administrator."— Watt*.

ad-mln'-Is-tra-tor-shlp, s. CAdminis-
* trator, ] The office of an administrator.

ad-min-lS-tra'-trix (fern, form of Adminis-
trator), s. [Lat, but not classical. In Fr.

administratrice.} A female who administers
either in government or to the estate of one
dying without a will.

"... and any feme-covert may make her will of

goods which are m her possession in auter droit, as
executrix or -idministratrix. "—Blackttone ; Comment.,
bk. 9m ch. 31

* ad mir ab il-Is sal. [Lat. = admirable
salt. ] Glauber's salt

ad-mir-a-luT-I-tjf', *. [Lat. admirabilis —
*
(1) the quality of exciting wonder ; (2) ad-

mirableness.] Admirableness ; worthiness of

being admired.

ad'-mir-%-bl6, a. & s. [In Fr. admirable ;

ItaL ammirabile, fr. Lat admirabilis = worthy
of admiration.]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Exciting wonder, without its being
stated whether or not this is combined with
moral approval.

In man there Is nothing admirable but hie ignor-

ance and weakness. "

—

Jeremy Taylor : Diuuasivefrom
Popery, pi iL, bk. L, § 7.

2. Exciting wonder, mingled with approval.
" Cowper defended himself and those who were said

to he his accomplices with admirable ability and self-

possession."—Macaulay: BUt. Eng., ch. xrv.

"His fortitude was the more admirable because he
was not willing to die."

—

Ibid., ch. xxv.
" I have attempted to show how moch light the

principle of gradation throws on the admirable archi-
tectural powers of the hive-bee."—Darwin; Origin of

i,cLxiv.

*B. As substantive: That which is to be
admired.

1. A liquor made of peaches, plumB, sugar,

water, and spirit. (OgUvie : Diet., Supp.)

2. The White Admirable: The name given
In Harris's Aurelian to the butterfly more
commonly called the White Admiral (Llmenitis

Camilla). [Admiral, G. ; Limenitis.]

id-mir-a-ble-ness, s. [Admirable.] Ad-
mirability ; worthiness of exciting admiration.

" Eternal wisdom appears in the admirablenem of

the contrivance of the gospel."—Ballywell; Saving of

MouU,i>. 115.

ad'-mlr-a-bl$f, adv. [Admirable.] In an

admirable manner.
"... the whole hand Is admirably adapted for

retaining a firm grasp of the boughs of trees."—Owen :

Clastif. of the Mammalia, p. «*.

ad'-mir-al, * ad -mer-aU, am -er-al,
* ad myxoid, * am'-or-ayle, *axn-
rtill, *am'-rayi, *am-y^-ral, s. [In

Ger. admiral; Fr. amiral ; Sp. almirantc ;

O. Sp. alamir; Ital. ammiraglw, as if from
Lat. admirabilis ; Low Lat admiraldus,

amiralius ; Byzantine Gr. annpat (ameras),

a/irjpaTov (ameraios). The tirst part of the

word is pretty certainly Arab, amir, often

spelled in Eng. emir — a prince, a leader
;

perhaps with the Arab, article al merged in it.

The second half is more doubtful. "Ham-
mer's derivation from amir-al-odhr ^com-
mander of the sea, is untenable. " (Max Miiller

:

Science of Lang., 6th ed., ii. 264.) Others
make the word Emir-alma = emir of the

water.]

A. Of persons:
* I A Saracen commander or king.

" Tho spec on admyrold,
Of wordes he wee swythe bold."

King Born, 95.

It A naval officer of high rank.

Specially

:

* 1. Originally: The Lord High Admiral of

England. His office commenced in A.D.

1286, if not earlier. Among its duties were

the trial and punishment of offences com-
mitted at sea. Under George IL the functions

were divided among seven commissioners,

and the arrangement having been continued
till the present time, England has not now a

Lord High Admiral, but in lieu of him
possesses Lords Commissioners of the Ad-
miralty.

% Now : A naval officer of rank who, when
in active employment, exercises a command
over several ships of war, as a general does

over several regiments.

"It was said of him that he was competent to fill

any place on shipboard from that of carpenter up to

that of admiral**—Macaulay : BUt. Eng., ch. xr.

If There are various gradations in rank
among admirals. The chief distinction is

into admirals, vice-admirals, and rear-admirals.

Among the former stand pre-eminent the

"admirals of the fleet," of whom at present

there are three. This distinction gives no
additional command, but only additional pay.

In each of the three grades of admirals there

were till of late years three sub-divisions,

named from the colour of their flags, the Red,
the White, and the Blue -. now they are styled
respectively, admiral, vice-admiral, and rear-

admiral. The flags of admirals, strictly so

called, are displayed at the main-top-gallant
mast-head ; those of vice-admirals at the
fore-top-gsllant mast-head ; and those of rear-

admirals at the mizen-top-gallant mast-head.
All are called flag-officers. The admiral and
commander-in-chief of the fleet ranks with a
field-marshal In the army ; admirals with
flags at the main-top, with generals ; vice-

admirals with lieutenant-generals ; and rear-

admirals with major-generals,

B. Of ships : A ship which carries an
admiral ; a flag-ship ; the most considerable
ship of any fleet, whether of merchantmen or

Ashing-vessels, hence, any large and fine

ship.
"The mast of some great ammiraU."

Milton: P. L..1.9H.

C Of butterflies: A name given to more
than one butterfly.

1. The Bed Admiral Butterfly is the Vanessa
atalanta. It has Oie wings black above,

THE RED ADMIRAL (VANESSA ATA LANTA).

crossed by a bright red band, the upper pair

with white spots, and the under part of all

the four marked with various colours. The
caterpillar, which is spiny, in colour black,

and with a range of saffron lines on each side,

feeds on the nettle, the leaves of which it

forms into a sheath fastened with silk. It

Is found in Great Britain. [Vanessa.]

S, The White Admiral : A butterfly—the Li-

mettitis sybilla. It is dull black above, vane-

gated with obscure dark spots. Both pairs of
wings are traversed by a broad oblique white
band, which on the upper pair is much in-

terrupted. Each of these has also four white
spots on it, whilst the lower pair of wings has

numerous dark ones. The prevailing colour

beneath is brownish yellow, with the base of

the hinder wings and the under-side of the

body pale blue. The expansion of the wings
is nearly two inches. The caterpillar, which
is green, with the head, dorsal appendages,

and sides of ithe belly reddish, feeds on the

honeysuckle. The White Admiral is found in

the south of England, but is rare.

D. Of shells:

Admiral Shell: A shell—the Conus am-
mlralis. It has three pale yellow transverse

bands alternating with two broad mottled
ones of a darker colour, and occurs in the
Philippine Isles and the adjacent regions of

the ocean.

ad -mir-al-ship, s. [Admiral.] The office

of an admiral.

ad -mir-al-ty, am -er al-te, s. [Ad-

miral.] [In Ger. admiralit'dt ; Fr. amlraute

;

Ital. ammiragliato. ]

* I. The sovereignty of the sea. {BaUi-
well.)

" Cherish merchandise and kepe the ameralte.
That we be maeaters of the narow see."

MS., Soc. Antiq., 101, f. 60. [HalliweU.)

2. That department of the British Govern-
ment which, subject to the control of Par-

liament, has the supreme direction of naval
affairs. This was formerly in the hands of a

Lord High Admiral, but from the reign of

George II. it has been placed under certain

functionaries called " Lords Commissioners of

the Admiralty." At present (1877) there are

a First Lord of the Admiralty with a seat in

the cabinet, a senior, a second, and a junior

naval lord, and a civil lord, assisted by several

secretaries. There are eleven departments in

the Admiralty.

"There have certainly been abuses at the Admiralty
which I am unable to defend."—Macaulay ; BUt. Eng.,
ch, 1 1 J v.

The High Court of Admiralty is a court, the

judge in which was originally a mere deputy
of the Lord High Admiral, but is now ap-

pointed by the Crown. It is divided into a
prize and an instance court; the first takes

cognizance of cases arising out of the capture
of vessels as prizes in time of war at sea, and
the last of assaults and batteries occurring on
the high seas, collisions between ships, pirati-

cal seizure of vessels, officers' and seamen's
wages, &c Formerly it had cognizance of

all crimes occurring on the high seas or in

large tidal waters beneath that part of their

course spanned by bridges, but these are now
transferred to the ordinary judges. Ireland

has a court of admiralty ; Scotland has none.

There are vice-admiralty courts in many of

the colonies ; from these an appeal lies to the
Sovereign in Council.

3. The building in which the Admiralty
business is carried on.

Admiralty, Droits of. [Droits.]

* cUl-mir'-ance, » [Admire.] Admiration,

"With great admirance inwardly was moved."
Spenter: F. O., V. x. N.

ad-mir-a -tion, s. [In Fr. admiration ; ItaL

ammirazione, fr. Lat. admiratio se a wonder-
ing at.] [Admire.] The act of wondering or

admiring ; the state of being wondered at or

admired ; the object of wonder, the object ad-

mired,

t Specially

:

1. Wonder, not yet limited to cases in which
this is mingled with approbation. It is

excited by an astonishing object
" And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of

the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus :

and when I saw her, I wondered with great admira'
tion."—Xev. xviL 6.

[See also example under Admire, 1.]

2. Wonder coupled with approbation. It

Is excited by a person or thing in any respect

possessed of unexpectedly high excellence.

*\ . . even at Versailles the hatred which he
Inspired was largely mingled with admiration."—
Macaulay ; BUt. Eng.. ch. xi.

" I could not look on the surrounding plants without
admiration."—Darwin: Journal of Voyage round the

World, ch. xviii.

t ad'-mlr-a-tiVe, o. [Admire.] Expressing

admiration'in either of the two senses of that

word.

fate, flit. Hire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; «6,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, s6n; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, ee, ce - e. ey = a. ew-n.
P*V
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Punctuation. The admirative point : The
roint of exclamation, the point of admiration

!). (Minsheu.)

admire, v.t. & i. [Fr. admirer; Sp. <fc Port.
admirar ; Ital. ammirare ; Lat. admiror = to
wonder at, to regard with admiration, to ad-
mire : ad =. to, and mtror = to wonder, to
marvel at.J

A. Tmnsitive

:

*I. To wonder at anything novel, unusual,
extraordinary, or great, without its being im-
plied that the wonder is coupled with appro-
bation.

Tf Followed by the objective case of the
thing wondered at ; or, impersonally, by part
of a sentence introduced by that.

"It taketh away vahi admiration of any tiling,

which is the root of all weakness : for all things are
admired, either because they are new or because they
are great"—Bacon: Advanc. of Learning.
" Neither is it to be admired that Henry fIV.1 . .

should be pleased to have the greatest wit of these
times in his interest."—Dryden: Preface to the
Fable*.

II. To wonder at, the wonder being coupled
with approval.

1. To feel more or less respect, but not
actual love for a person or being. This may
be evoked by beauty or other gifts, unaccom-
panied by sensibility of heart.

"Yet rather framed
To be admired than coveted and loved."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. vt

2. To feel ardent affection or deep and loving
veneration for a person or being. This may be
evoked by beauty, with sensibility of heart

;

by heroism, by high moral character or con-
duct.

"... to him made known
A blooming lady—a conspicuous flower,
Admired for beauty, for ner sweetness,
Whom he had sensibility to love.
Ambition to attempt, and skill to win."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. ft,

"Admir'd as heroes, and as gods ol«yI
d."

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. xii. 878.

" Cleo. Celerity is never more admired
Than by the negligent"

Shakeap. ; Antony and Cleopatra, ilL 7.

•*Tis virtue that doth make them motft admired;
The contrary doth make thee wonder'd at

;"

Ibid. : King Henry YL, Part III., 1. 1
" When he 9hall come to be glorified in bis saints,

and admired in all them that believe."—3 These, i. 10.

3. To regard with somewhat analogous
emotions things inanimate. [See example
under Admirer.]

B. Intransitive ; To wonder ; to wonder
with approval.

"They see their lord, they gaze, and they admire."
Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xxiv. 491.

So spake the eternal Father, and all heaven
Admiring stood a pace : then into hymns
Burst forth, and in celestial measures moved."

Milton: P. R. t bk. L

* ad-mi' re, s. [From the verb.] Admiration.
" He thus concludes his censure with admire."—

Rowland.

ad-mired, pa. par. & a. [Admire.]

As adjective

:

1, Wondered at ; wonderful, astonishing.
" With most admired disorder."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iii. t

2. Regarded with respect, love, or high
veneration of persons, beings, or things.

** Or vainly conies the admired princess hither."
Shakesp. : Love's Labour '$ Lost, i. I,

"Of this once-admired poem."

—

Scott: Thomas the
Rhymer, pt. iii.

ad-mir'-er, s. One who admires a person or
*
thing.

" See Nature gay, as when she first began
With smiles alluring her admirer, man."

Cowper: Hope.

ad-mir'-ing.jw. par.&a, [Admire.]
" In vain the nations, that had seen them rise
With fierce and envious yet admiring eyes."

Cowper: Expostulation,
** Now round the liBts th' admiring army stand."

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. Iii. 423.

ad-mir' ing-ly, adv. [Admiring.] In an
admiring manner.

" Ber. Admiringly, nay liege : at first
I stuck my choice upon her."

Shakesp. : All s Well that Ends Well, v. S.

ad-mis si-bll-I-ty, s. [In Fr. admissibilite.]
The quality of being admissible ; capability of
being admitted. [Admit.]

ad-mil -si-ble, a. [In Fr. admissible.]
Capable of being admitted. [Admit.]

" Even if this explanation were admissible in other
instances."—/iarwin : Descent of Man, pt it, ch. xl

ad-mis'-sl-bl^, adv. [Admissible.] In an
admissible manner.

admission (ad-mish'-un), s. [In Fr. ad-
mission, from" Lat. admissio = a letting in,

admission : ad ss to ; missio = a letting in, a
sending ; from missus, pa. par. of mitto «= to
let go, to send.] [Admit.]

A, Ordinary Language

:

L The act of admitting.

1. Permission to enter, in a literal sense.
" By means of our solitary situation, and our rare ad-

mission of strangers, we know most part of the habit-
able world, and are ourselves unknown."—Bacon : Sew
A talantis.

2. Permission to enter, in a figurative sense.

" Dionysius agrees with Livy as to the proposal for
the admission of plebeians to the consulate.'

—

Lewis:
Early Human Hist., ch. xii., pt iv., § 56.

3. The confession that an argument, a state-

ment, or a charge which one would gladly
deny or repudiate, if he had the power, is

true. [See example under No. III.]

IX The state of being admitted or permitted
to enter. (Lit. or jig.)

" All springs have some degree of heat none ever
freezing, no not in the longest and severest frosts

;

especially those, where there is such a site and dis-
position of the strata, as gives free and easy admission
to this heat"

—

Woodward: Nat. Hist,

TIL A thing admitted.
"... the truth of this admission will often be

disputed by other naturalists. "—Darwin : Origin of
Species, ch. ii.

B. Technically:

Law

:

(a) Eng. & Civil lAvm

:

L Permission accorded to one to enter on
the possession of land, office, or privilege.

2. In a suit: Facta acknowledged by one
party to be true, and which, therefore, the
other one is not under the necessity of proving.
[Admittance.]

(b) Ecclesiastical Law : A term used when a
bishop declares a clerk presented to a vacant
church by a patron to be duly qualified for

the office, and admits him to it, using the
words, Admitto te habilem, {Aylijfe: Parer~
aon.)

ad mis slve, a. Tending toward, having
the nature of an admission, or actually con-
taining one.

ad-mlt', v.t. & i. [In Ital ammettere; fr. Lat.
admitto = to let in, to admit : ad = to ; mitto
= to let go, to send, whence is Ft. mettre = to
put.]

A. Transitive

:

L Lit. : To let in, to permit to enter, as the
door of a house.

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiiL

IL Afore or lessfiguratively

:

1. Ordinary Language and Law : To declare
one qualified and entitled to enter on an office,

civil or ecclesiastical, or to enjoy a privilege,

or to give him actual possession of it.

(a) To declare the office or privilege legally
open to him.

"They should with pleasure see Protestant Dis-
senters admitted in a proper manner to civil office."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. vii.

"If the bishop hath no objections, but admits the
patron's presentation, the clerk so admitted is next to
be instituted by him."—Blackstone: Comment., bk. i.,

oh. xL

(&) Actually to put one In possession of the
office or privilege.

" They had not had their share of the benefits pro-
mised by the Declaration of Indulgence : none of
them had been admitted to any high and honourable
post"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ix.

f Used in this sense in the phrase, To
admit to a copyhold [Admittance], to admit to

bail, &c. Or actually to give one legal

possession of some property or privilege.

". . . he thereupon admits him tenant to the
copyhold."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk. ii., ch. 22.

"... had, after a long confinement been ad-
mitted to bail by the Court of King's Bench."

—

Macaulay: Hist, eng., ch. iv.

2. To allow approach in a mental or moral
sense, as an inferior to one's intimate friend-

ship, a thought into the mind or an emotion
into the heart.

"... the recollection of the familiarity to which
he had admitted them inflamed his malignity."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

" Pleasure admitted in undue degree
Enslaves the will, nor leaves the judgment free."

Cowper : Progress of Error.

3. To accept as valid in point of argument,
or as sustainable at the bar of justice, or
simply to tolerate.

(a) As valid in point of argument

"That we have been far too stow to improve on
laws must be admitted. "

—

Macaulay: Hist. Ena~
ch. xi.

*
" He. with sighs of pensive grief,

Amid his calm abstractions, would admit
That not the Blender privilege is theirs
To save themselves from blank, forgetfulness 1"

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vflt

(&) As sustainable at the bar of justice.
" This only spares no lust, admits no plea,
But makes nim if at all, completely free."

Cowper: Hope.

(c) To tolerate, to suffer, to endure, to stand.

"... the dreadful day
No pause of words admits."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. v., 681-1

" Her power admits no bounds."
Pope: Homer's Odyssey, xvi. 239.

B. Intransitive : To be susceptible (of); to
permit (of).

^T This sense occurs in the compound tran-
sitive verb admit of, and by the use of that to
introduce the subjunctive sentence,

"The liberality of the House admits, however, of
an easy explanation."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xl

t ad mit'-ta-ble, a. [Admit.] Able to be
admitted ; that may or can be admitted.

"The clerk who is presented ought to prove to the
bishop that he is a deacon, and that lie has orders

;

otherwise the bishop is not bound to admit him ; for,

as the law then stood, a deacon was admittable."

—

Ayliffe : Parergon,

admit -tance, s. [Admit.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

W The act of admitting anything, physically,
mentally, or morally.

1. Physically : The act of admitting a body
in whole or in part material to a place. [For
example see No. II. l.j

2. Mentally : The concession of a position
In argument.

" Nor could the Pythagorean give easy admir-i'anot
thereto ; for, holding thai separate souls successively
supplied other bodies, they could hardly allow the

3. Morally: The permission tacitly given to

Mi emotion to enter the mind.
" Upon mine honour, all too confident
To give admittance to a thought of fear."

Shakesp. : King Henry Jr., Part XL, iv. 1

XX The state of being admitted in any of

the above three senses.

1, Physically : Permission or facilities to
enter a place.

(a) Of persons.
" They had requested admittance to his presence for

the purpose of tendering their counsel in this emer-
gency."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ix.

% In this sense it is used specially of am-
bassadors desiring audience of the sovereign

to whom they are accredited.

Enter a Messenger.
"Mess. Ambassadors from King Henry of England

Do crave admittance to your majesty."*
Shakesp. : King Henry V., ii. 4.

(&) Of things.
" As to the admittance of the weighty elastic parts of

the air into the blood, through the coats of the vessels ]

it seems contrary to experiments upon dead bodies."—
Arbuthnot on Aliments.

III. That which procures admission. *Spec. t

rank or culture, carrying with it by custom or

by law the privilege of being permitted to
enter a particular place, as, for instance, the
court of the sovereign or "society," in the

limited sense of the word.
" Now, Sir John, here is the heart of my purpose :

Ton are a gentleman of excellent breeding, admirable
discourse, of great admittance, authentic in your
place and person."—Shakesp. : Merry Wives, ii 1.

B. Technically:

Law: Permission with due formalities to
enter on the possession of land or other pro-

perty, or of office or privilege.

In copyhold assurances, admittance is the

last stage of the process, and is of three kinds

:

Admittance (1) upon a voluntary grant from
the lord, (2) on surrender by the former

tenant, and (3) upon descent from an ancestor.

admit -ted, pa. par. & a. [Admit.]
" Around that lucid lake,

Upon whose banks admitted souls

Their first sweet draught of glory take 1**

Moore : Lalla Rookh ; Paradise and the Pert.

"... from the admitted fact that other associa-

tions . . ."—J. S. Mill : Logic, ii. »7.

+ ad-mit'-ter, a. [Eng. admit; -er.] One
who admits.

" Here is neither a direct exhibition of the body to

this purpose in the offerer, nor a direct consecration
to this end in the admitter."—Bp. Hall: Honour of

Married Clergy, p. 10.

t ad-mit'-tl-ble, a. [Admit.] The same as

Admissible (q.v.). [Admittable.]

boil, bo*^; p6ut, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Xenophon, eyist. -1A«.

Htfa = aha ; -clan = shan. -tion, -sion^ shun; -?ion, -tlon-zhun. -tlous = anus, -sure = zhur. -ble, -die, &c. = bcl, del.
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"Many disputable opinions may be had of wane
without the prayaiug of it as ouly admittible by
enforced neoesaitie, and to be used only for peace
sake."—Barriton: Betcript. of Britain.

ad mit -ting, pr. par. [Admit.]

&d-mix', v.t [Lat. admisceo, admiscui, ad-
mixtum = to admix ; ad = to, and misceo = to
mix.] To mix with.

* ad-miat'-ti-on, s. [Lat. admixtio = an ad-
mixture, fr. admisceo — to admix,] Admix-
ture, mixture. [Admixture.]

"AH metals may be calcined by strong 'waters, or
by admixtion of salt, sulphur, and niercory."—Lord
Bacon : Physiol. Rem.

ad-mix -tiire, s. [Admix.]

L The act of mixing. (Lit. or Jig.)

2. The state of being mixed. (Lit. or Jig.)

"The condition of the Hebrews since the disper-
sion, has not been such as to admit of much admix-
ture by the proselytism of household slaves."

—

Owen :

Claui/. of the Mammalia, p. 97,

3. That which is mixed. (Lit. or Jig.)

". . . the above admixture varies at different
parts of the body."—Ibid., p. 74.

ad mon ish, * ad-mon'-ist, admon
est, * a mon est, v.t. [In Fr. admonester
= to admonish ; Ital. ammonire, from Lat.
admoneo = to put in mind, to admonish, to
warn : ad = to, and moneo = to remind, to
warn, from the root men = to cause to re-

member.]

A* Ordinary Language:

* L To put in mind, to recall to remem-
brance.
"... as Moses was admonished of God when he

was about to make the tabernacle: for, See, taith he,
that thou make all things according to the pattern
hewed to thee in the mount."

—

lleb. viii. 5.

IL To reprove, to warn, to caution.

1. Gently to reprove for a fault committed.
In this sense it was formerly followed by of,

referring to the fault ; now some such word as
regarding or respecting is used.

"
. . . he of their wicked ways
Shall them admonith . . .

."

Milton: P.L., bk. xi.

% To warn or caution against a future
offence or a more or less imminent danger.
Followed by against, referring to the offence
or peril, or by the infinitive.

".
. . able also to admonith one another."—Rom.

XT. 14.

" One of his cardinals, who better knew the intrigues
of affairs, admonlthed him against that unskilful piece
of ingenuity."—Decay of Piety.

". . . they were therefore admonUhed to compose
all internal dissensions."—Lewis : Early Roman But.,
ftb.HL

" Me fruitful scenes and prospects waste
Alike admonith not to roam."

Cowper : The Shrubbery.

B. Technical. Ecclesiastical discipline :

Kindly, but seriously, to reprove an erring
church-member for some fault of a grave
character which he has committed. [Admo-
nition. ]

ad mon -ished, pa, par. [Admonish.]

ad m6n -Ish-er, t. [Admonish.] One who
admonishes.

" Horace was a mild admonither ; a court satirist, fit

for the gentle times of Augustuf."—Iiryden.

ad mdn -Ish-ihg, pr. par. [Admonish.]

ad mon ish ment, s [Admonish.] An
admonishing ; au admonition.
" But yet be wary In thy studious care.

Plan. Thy grave admonithmentt prevail with me."
Shaketp. ; King Henry P/., Part I., L s.

"... she who then received
The same admonishment, have call'd the place."

Wordtworth : Naming of Placet, iv.

fcd mdn-i-tloil, 5. [In Fr. admonition; Ital.

ammonizione, fr. Lat. admonitw. "Admonitio
est quasi lenior objurgatio " (Cicero) = " An
admonition is, as it were, a somewhat mild
reproof." Admoneo = to put in mind, to ad-
monish : ad ; moneo = to cause to remember. ]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Gentle reproof on account of bygone
faults.

"Steal. : Double and treble admonition, and still

forfeit in the same kind ! "—Shakesv. : Meat,for Meat.,
1112.

2. Friendly caution against future dangers,
especially of a moral nature.

B. Technically:

1. Law: A simple lesson given by a Judge,
cautioning a suspected person, showing that
he is observed, and recalling him to his duty

by a respectable authority. (Bentham: Prin-
ciples 0/ Penal Law, ch. ii.)

2. Ecclesiastical discipline: Gentle reproof
given to an erring church-member, publicly if

his offence was public, and privately if it

was private. It was the first step of the
process which, if it went on to the end, ter-

minated in excommunication.
"... after the first and second admonition

reject"—Titut iii. 10.

Xd mon i -tion-er, s. [Admonition.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
admonishes.

".
. . those whose better gifts and inward endow-

ments are admonitionert to them of the great good
they can da"

—

Bale* : Retnaint, p. 24.

2. Ch. Hist. : The name given to certain
Puritans who, in 1571, sent an "admonition "

to the Parliament, condemning the retention
of ceremonies in the Church of England not
'* commanded in the Word," and desiring that
the Church should be placed in agreement
with the doctrine and practice of Geneva.
(Hook : Church Diet.)

" Albeit the admonitionert did seem at first to like
no prescript form of prayer at all, but thought it the
beBt that their minister should always be left at
liberty to pray as his own discretion did serve : their
defender, and his associates, have sithence proposed
to the world a foim as themselves did like,"

—

Booker.

Ad-mon-i -tion-Ist, s. [Admonition.]

Ch. Hist. : The same as Admonitioner, 2.

ad-m6n'-it-IVe, a. [Lat. admonitum, supine
* of admoneo.] [Admonish.] Containing ad-

monition.
" This kind of suffering did seem to the fathers full

of instructive and admonitive emblems."—Barrow :

Bermont, 11 870.

ad-mdn'-It-ive-ly\ adv. [Admonitive.] In
* an admonitive manner ; by way of admonition.

ad mon-itor, s. [Lat] One who ad-
monishes. (The same as Monitor.)

" Conscience is at most times a very faithful and
very prudent admonUor.

"

—Shenttone.

* ad mdn-i-tbr -I-al, a. [Eng. admonitory;
•at] Admonishing.

"Miss Tor has acquired an admonUorial tone."—
Dickent : Dombey 4b Son, ch. IL

ad-mon -It-or-y, a. [Lat admonUorius.)
Pertaining to admonition.

" Admonitory texts inscribed the walls.
Wordtworth: Excursion, bk. v.

ad-mor tiz-a' -tion, «. The settling of lands
or tenements in mortmain.

* ad-move, v.t. [Lat admoveo : ad = to, and
moveo = to move.] To move to.

ad mur-mur-a -tlon, s. [Lat admurmu-
ratio, from admurmuro = to murmur at] A
murmuring to another.

ad-nas -cent, o. [Lat adnascens, pr. par. of

adnascor m to be born in addition to : ad =
to ; nascor = to be born.] Nascent to, grow-
ing to or from. [Adnata. ]

" Moss, which Is an adnaecent plant. Is to be rubbed
and scraped off with some instrument of wood which
may not excorticate the tree. "— Evelyn : Sylva, ii. 7, 1 8.

ad-na'-ta, s. [Lat. adnata, fern. sing, and
neut pi. 'of adnatus= born in addition to : fr.

adnascor.)

L Fern, singular:

Anat. : One of the coats of the eye, the
same that is called also Albuginea. It lies

between the sclerotica and the conjunctiva.

IL Neut. plural

:

1. Biol. ; Hair, wool, or any similar cover-
ing attached to plants or animals. Also
excrescences on them, such as fungi, lichens,
Ac,

2. Gardening: Offsets proceeding from the
roots of the lily, the hyacinth, and various
plants of similar organisation, and which
after a time become true roots. Fuchsius
called them also Adnascentia, or appendices.

ad-na'te, a. [From Lat. adnatus.] [Adnata.]
Biol. : Adhering to the face of anything.

Bot. Adnate applied to the anther of a
flower implies that it is attached to the fila-

ment by its back. Had it been attached by
Its side, it would have been called innate ; and
by a single point, versatile. Applied to the
lamellae or gills of an Agaricus, it signifies

that the ends nearest the stipes, or stalk,

cohere with it.

ad-na -tion, s. [Adnate.] The state or con-
dition of being adnate ; the attachment of
surfaces ; spec, in Bot, the union of different
circles of inflorescence.

ad-na'-tum, s. [Lat. sing, of adnatus.)
[Adnata.] Richard's name for one of the
small bulbs, called bv gardeners cloves, de-
veloping in the axil of* a parent bulb, and at
last destroying it.

t ad-nexed', a. [Lat. adnexus.]
Bot. : Connected ; used of the gills ofagaricus

when they reach,butarenotadnate to, the stem.

*ad-nl'-chil,v.f. [Lat.ac?=to; ntt«=nothing.]
Law : To annul, to cancel, to make void.

(28 Henry VIII.)

ad-nom -In-aL, a. [Lat. adnominis, genit. of
* adnomen.] [Adnoun.] Relating to an adnoun.
(Prof. Gibbs.)

* ad note, v.t. [Lat. adnoto, annoto = to write
down.] To note, to observe.

" In this mateir to be adnoted
What evyl counsell withe pryncys maye Induce."

Brit. Bibl., iv. 204.

ad noun, s. [Lat. ad, and Eng. noun. In
Lat. adnomen, agnomen.] [Noun.] (Joined)
to a noun ; an adjective.

t ad nu -Dilated, a. [Lat ad = to: «wMto
= to be cloudy ; fr. nubes — a cloud. ] Clouded.

*ad-nul (Eng.), ad-null (Scotch), v.t.

[Annull.]

*a-do', v.t. [Mid. Eng. at = to, and don m
"do.] To do.

". . . and done al that the! have ado."
Romaunt of the Rote, 5,080.

*a-do, "a-don, pa. par. [Ado, v.) To do
away.

" Now his venlme Is adon."—Leg. of Byperm, SI

a-do , s. [In Eng. with no pL ; in Scotch wit*
pis. adoes, adois, addois.]

* 1. Trouble, difficulty, not implying that
any unnecessary fuss is made.

"He took Clitophon prisoner; whom, with much
ado, he keepeth alive ; the Helots being villainously
cruel. "

—

Sidney.

2. Fuss, bustle.

"Why make ye this ado and weep? The damsel la
not dead, but sleepeth."

—

Mark v. 89.

"Will you be ready? do you like this haste T

We "A keep no great ado ;—a friend or two "

Shaketp. "Romeo and Juliet, iii. 4.

" Then should not we be tired with this ado."
Shaketp. : Titut Andronicut, ii L

3. Plural (Scotch):

(a) Business, affairs.

" Thai wer direetlt be hie Haiestle to retnrne within
this realme ffor certane his Maiesties special) udoii
within the same."— Art, Jo. VI. (UM).

(b) Difficulties. (See No. 1.)

a-do T>e, s. [Sp. ] A sun-dried brick.

a- do Ing, pr. par. [Pr. par. of do, with am
on, or in, prefixed.] Being done

" Let us seem humbler after it is done.
Than when It was a- doing."

Shaketp. : Coriolanut, lv. 1

Kd-oi-eV-cence, ad-dies -cen-cy, s. [In

Fr. adolescence ; Ital. adolescenza, fr. Lat
adolescentia — the age of a young person of
either sex growing up—twelve to twenty-five

In boys, twelve to twenty-one in girls— or,

less precisely, fifteen to thirty, or even to
thirty-four, forty, or forty-four. From adolesco
= to be growing up.]

1. Ordinary Language and Physiology ; The
state of growing youth ; the period of life

after the cessation of infancy when one is

growing up to his or her proper height,

breadth, and firmness of fibre. In Britain

the term of adolescence is generally reckoned
to be, in the male sex, from fifteen to twenty-
five, or even thirty years of age. In females
adolescence is reached at an earlier period.

"The sons must have a tedious time of childhood
and adoleteence, before they can either themselves
assist their parents, or encourage theut with new
hopes of posterity. "—Bentley.
" He was so far from a boy, that he was a man born,

and at his full stature : if we believe Josephus, who

f
laces him in the last adoletcency, and makes him
wenty-flve years old."

—

Brown.

1. Eng. Law: The period of life between
fourteen and twenty-one in males, and twelve

and twenty-one in females. (Wharton: Law
Lexicon, by Will)

auol es -eent, a. & *. [Fr. adolescent, fr. Lat

adolescens, pr. par. of adolesco — to grow up.]

A. As adjective: Growing from a boy into a

young man, or from a girl into a young woman.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, a&n ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce - c. ey = a. qu _ kw.
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"School*, unless discipline were doubly strong.
Detain their actoleicent charge too long."

Cowper: Tirocinium.

B. As substantive : One growing from a boy
into a young man, or from a girl into a young
woman.

" There are two sorts of adolescent* : the first duretb
until eighteen yean."— Wodrolphe: Fr. ± Eng. Oram..
p. 365.

id -6l ode, s. [Gr. a, priv., and d6\ot (dolos)
= a bait for fish, a stratagem.) An instru-
ment occasionally employed for detecting
fraud in distillation.

a-d6n',pa. par. [Ado, v.]

Ad on, s. [Adonis.]

Ad on ai, s, [Heb. 'fy (AdSnai) = lords

;

pi. of excellence of fn$ (adon) = Lord ; fr. JH
(dun) = to subject to one's self, to rule over

;

£. Aram, and Syr. Adonai; the same mean-
ing as in Hebrew. ] A Hebrew name for God,
less sacred than Jehovah. The general opinion
now is that throughout the Hebrew Bible the
vowel-points of Jehovah are really those of
Adonai, the Jews fearing to pronounce the
latter awfully holy word. The Jews, when
they meet with Jehovah in the sacred text,

E
renounce Adonai in its stead ; and as they
ave done so from time immemorial, the

proper vowel-points of Jehovah are now a
matter of dispute. [Jehovah,

j

id 6 ne an, a. [Adonis.] Pertaining to
Adonis.

A-do'-nl-a, *. plwr. [Adonis.] Festivals

formerly held by the Fhenicians, the Syrians,
the Egyptians, the Lycians, and the Greeks,
in honour of Adonis. They lasted two days

;

the first of which was spent by the women in
mourning and cries, and the second in feasting
and jollity. The prophet Ezekiel is supposed
to allude to the procedure of the first day in
ch. viii. 14.

A-dSn'-Ic, a. & s. [Adonis.]

A. As adjective: Pertaining to Adonis, or
to the verse called by the same name. [See
the substantive.]

B. As substantive: A kind of verse consist-
ing of a dactyl and a spondee or trochee. It

is fitted for gay and sprightly poetry. It Is

common in Horace and other Latin lyric
poets, being generally combined with three
Sapphic lines preceding it, this combination
making up what is known as. the Sapphic
metre. '

' TSrriiit urbem " and '

' ^EquOrS damae "

are Adonics. Anglo-Saxon Adonics consist of
one long, two short, and two long syllables, as
" Wop up-a-ha-fen."

A-do'-nis, s. [Gr. "A&wvtt (Adonis); Lat.
Adonis= the mythological personage described
under A. 1. In Fr. Adonide ; Sp. & Port.
Adonis ; Ital. fiore oVAdono — a plant (the
Pheasant's Eye, B. 1) : fr. Adonis, the person.]

A. 0/persons:

L Classic Mythology

:

1, Lit : An exceedingly beautiful youth,
killed by a wild boar. The goddess Venus, by
whom he was greatly beloved, soothed her
grief for his loss by converting him into a
flower, supposed to be the anemone. The
death and re-appearance in a beautiful form of
Adonis were supposed by some to symbolise
the death of vegetation in winter and its

revival in spring.

If In this sense the word is sometimes
shortened in poetry to Adon.

" 'Nay, then," quoth Adon, 'yon will fall again
Into your idle, over-handled theme."

Shakesp. ; Venus and Adonit.

2. Fig. : A young man greatly beloved, or
remarkable, like Adonis, for great beauty.

" Bich, thou hadst many lovers—poor, hast none.
So surely want extinguishes the flame,

And she who call'd thee once her pretty one.
And her Adonit, now inquires thy name."

Cowper : On Female Inconstancy.

B. Of things:
Bot. : Pheasant's eye. A genus of plants
o called because the red colour of the species
made them look as if they had been stained
by the blood of Adonis. It belongs to the
order Ranunculaceae, or Crowfoots. It has
five sepals and five to ten petals without a
nectary ; stamens and styles many ; fruit

consisting of numerous awnless achenes
grouped in a short spike or head. A species
— the A. autumnalis, or Corn Pheasant's
Eye—is found occasionally in corn-fields in
Britain, but it had escaped from gardens,

and is not properly wild. It is a beautiful
plant, with bright scarlet flowers, and having

4 1
THE ADONIS (PHEASANT'S EYE).

L The plant 2. The flower. 3. The trait:
a head of achenes. 4. A single achene.

very markedly composite leaves with linear

Xents. Plants of this genus are easily

rated.

Ado -nists, s. pi, [In Ger. Adonisten, fr. Heb.
* TW (Adonai).] [Adonai.] The name applied
to those scholars who believe that the vowel-
points of the Hebrew word Jehovah are really
those of Adonai [Adonai.] Those who hold
the contrary view are called Jehovists. The
controversy is now all but settled in favour of
the Adonists.

*a-doors, *a-db'res, adv. [Eng. a = of;
doors.] Out of doors.

" But when he saw her goe forth adores, he hasted
after Into the streate."—a£a« ; Farewell (lMl).

". . when we came out a-doors.'
Woman Pleased, iv. L

ad-opt', v.t. [Lat. adopto= to choose, to select:

ad = to, and opto = to choose, to select ' Ger.
adoptiren; Fr. adopter; Ital. adottare.]

A. Ofpersona:

1. To take a stranger, generally a child, into
one's family, and give him or her all the
privileges of a legally-begotten son or daughter.
Similarly, to take a foreigner into a country,
and give him the same rights as if he had been
one of the native population.

We will adopt us sons

;

Then virtue shall inherit, and not blood."
Beaum. A Fletcher ; Maid's Tragedy, it. L

^J One is now* said to be adopted by the
person or country welcoming him ; formerly
to was occasionally used.

" Sold to Laertes, by divine command.
And now adopted to a foreign land."

Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. xv. ML
2. To take one into more or less intimate

relations with.
" Friends, not adopted with a schoolboy's haste.
But chosen with a nice discerning taste."

Cowper: Retirement.

B. Of things : To make one's own what pre-
viously belonged to some one else, according,
at the same time, proper respect to the rights
of the original possessor.

"Fortunately for himself, he was induced, at this
crisis, to adopt a policy singularly judicious,"—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. 11.

"This view Is adopted by Dr. Arnold."—Lewis

:

Early Roman Hist., ch. xiii.

ad-dp -ted, pa. par, & a. [Adopt.]
" To be adopted heir to Frederick."

Shakesp. : As you Like Tt, L I.

" Hix'd with her genuine sons, adopted names
In various tongues avow their various claims."

Pone: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xix., 198, 1».

* ad-6pt'-ed-l& adv. [Adopted.] After the
manner of a person or thing adopted.

"Lucio. Is she your cousin t

Isab. Adoptedly ; as school maids change their
names.

By vain, though apt Affection."
Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, i. 4.

ad opt er, s. [Adopt.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; One who or that which
adopts.

" Adopter : He that makes the adoption."— Hutoet.

2. Chem. : A conical tube placed between a
retort and a receiver with the view of lengthen-
ing the neck of the former. [Adapter.]

Ad-op-tl-a'-ni, Ad-op tians, Ad-op'-
* tion ists, s. plur. [Adoption.]

*

Ch. Hist : A Christian sect which arose in

Spain towards the end of the eighth century.

Its leaders were Felix, Bishop of Urgel, and
Elipand, Archbishop of Toledo, who believed
that Christ was the Son of God not by nature,
but by adoption.

ad-opt'-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Adopt.]

ad-dp'-tion, s. [In Ger. & Fr. adoption, fr.

Lat. adoptio, possibly contracted from adop-
totio = (1) adoption

; (2) (gardening) ingraft-
ing ; adopto = to choose, to select : ad = to ;

opto = to choose. ]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of taking a stranger into one's
family as a son or daughter. (See B. 1.

)

1. The taking a person, a society, &c, into
more intimate relations than formerly existed
with another person or society.

2. The taking as one's own, with or without
acknowledgment, an opinion, plan, &c, origi-

nating with another ; also the selecting one
from several courses open to a person's choice.

H. The state of being adopted in any of
these senses. (See example under B. 8.)

B. Technically ;

1. Foreign Law, Ancient and Modern : The
act of taking a stranger into one's family, as a
son or daughter, and constituting the person
so adopted one's heir. The practice was com-
mon among the Greeks ana Romans, and hi

still practised in some modern nations. There
is no law of adoption in this country. Else-
where
Adoption by matrimony is the placing the

children of a former marriage on the same
footing, with regard to inheritance, &c, as
those of the present one.
Adoption by testament is the appointing a

person one's heir on condition of his assuming
the name, arms, &c, of his benefactor. (See
below, Her., "Arms of Adoption.")
Adoption by hair was performed by cutting

off the hair of the person adopted, and giving
it to the adoptive father.

Adoption by arms ; The presentation of
arms by a prince to a brave man. These the
recipient was expected to use for the protec-
tion of his benefactor.

2. Her. Arms of Adoption : The heraldic
arms received when the last representative
of an expiring aristocratic family adopts a
stranger to assume his armorial bearings and
inherit his estates. The recipient may obtain
permission from Parliament to take the name
of his benefactor, either appended to or sub-
stituted for his own. (Gloss, of Her.)

3. Scripture and Theology : The act of
admitting one into the family of God, or the
state of being so admitted. The previous
position of the person adopted in this manner
was that of a " servant," now he is a " son,"
an "heir of God," and a "joint heir with
Christ"

" To redeem them that were under the law, that we
might receive the adoption of sons. . . Wherefore
thou art no more a servant, but a son."

—

Oal. iv. 5, 7.

"And if children, then heirs: heirs of God, and
Joint heirs with Christ. "—Rom. viii. 17.

No one of the Thirty-nine Articles formally
defines adoption ; but the doctrine of the
English Church and most others is identical
with that of the Shorter Catechism.

" What is adoption f Adoption Is an act of God's free
grace, whereby we are received into the number, and
have a right to all the privileges of the sons of God."—
Shorter Catechism, Q. 84.

4. Ecclesiastical Language, t Adoption by
Baptism : The act of becoming godfather or
godmother to a child about to be baptised.
Unlike real adoption, however, this does not
constitute the child heir to its spiritual father
or mother.

Ad op'-tion ists, s. pi [Adoptiaki.]

adop -tlous, a. [Adopt.] Adopted.
"... with a world

"Of pretty fond adopt ious Christendoms,
That blinking Cupid gossips."

Shakesp. : All 's WeU that Ends Well, I L

ad-op'-tive, a. & *. [In Ger. adoptiv; Fr.
* adoptif; Ital. adottivo, fr. Lat adoptivua.']

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language i

1. One who is adopted.

(a) Of persons : Taken into a family ; not
native to a country.

"There succeeded him the first divlfratres, the two
adoptive brethren."—Bacon: Adv. of Learn., bk. 1

"There cannot be an admission of the adoptive,
without a diminution of the fortunes and condition*

of those that are not native subjects of this realm. —
Bacon: Speech in Parliament (5 Jas. I.).

boll, boy; pout, j<nvl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-cia = sha ; cian shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -sion, tionm zhua. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = be*. deL
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(b) Of things : Not native.
" Intellectual weakness, whether it be indigenous or

adoptive, is prejudice."—Howring : Bcntham. i. tli.

2. One who adopts another.

"An adopted ton cannot cite his adoptive lather
Into court without hi* leave, "—Ayliffie : Parergon,

XL Technically:

Her. Adoptive arms are those which a
person enjoys not in virtue of himself having

a right to them, but solely by the gift or

concession of another.

B. As substantive: A person or thing

adopted.

ad-or-a-blT-i-t& *. [Adorable.] Adorable-

ness ; capability of being adored, worthiness

of being adored.

•^d-dr -able, a, [In Fr. adorable ; Ital ador-

abile, from Lat. adorabilism worthy of adora-

tion.]

1. Specially : Worthy of divine honours.

' On these two, the love of God and oar neighbour,
hanf both the law and the prophets.' says the ador-

able Author of Christianity ; and the Apostle says,

'The end of the law is chanty.'"—Caeyne.

2. Generally; Worthy of the utmost love

and respect

ad-6r'-a-ble-nesa, s. [Adorable.] Worthi-

ness of being adored.

ad-or'-a-M^, adv. [Adorable. ] In an

adorable manner.

• &d'-or-at, s. A weight of four pounds, for-

merly used for weighing chemical substances.

(Phillips.)

* ad~or-ate, v.t. [Lat. adorutum, supine of

adoro.] To adore.
" A king that kings adorote."—Danes : Witta Pit-

grimage, p. 37.

Id-dr-a'-tlon, s. [In Fr. adoration; ItaL

adorazume, from Lat. adoration praying to : ad
»«to; oratio = speaking, an oration: oro M to

speak, to pray ; os, gemt. oris = the mouth.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L The act of adoring.

1. Worship: The expression, by means of

tome visible symbol, of intense veneration for

the true or for a false God. Kneeling, bowing,

uncovering the head, maintaining silence dur-

ing divine service, prayer, and praise, are all

acts of adoration.

"... a hero of worth immeasurable; admiration
for whom [Odini transcending the known bounds,

became adoration."—Carlyle; Heroes 4 Hvro-Worthip,
Lect. I.

2. The expression of intense veneration for

some earthly being or other creature, without

however, mistaking such a being fora divinity.

" How much more.
Poured forth by beauty splendid and polite.

In language soft as adoration breathes.

*

Cowper : Task, ii. «5-

H, The state of being adored.

"And when the One, ineffable of name,
In nature indivisible, withdrew
Prom mortal adoration or regard."

Wordstoorth : Excursion, bk, lv.

B. Technically: The election of a Pope by

adoration means that the cardinals, as if sud-

denly possessed in common by a divine im-

pulse, rush hastily to some one, and declare

him pope.

ftd-bre' (1), vtt. [Fr. adorer ; ItaL adorare,

from Lat. adoro = to speak to, to entreat, to

pay to, to pray to, to adore : ad = to, and oro

a to speak to, to pray ; os, gemt:, oris = the
mouth

,
possibly hinting at kissing the hand to. ]

1. To express intense veneration for, as

man for the Supreme Being. To pay divine

honours to.
" Here yon stand,

Adore and worship, when you know it not

:

Pious beyond the intention of your thought,
Devont above the meaning of yonr will

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. lv,

" Therefore thou shalt vow
By that same god, what god soe'er it be.

That then adorett and bast in reverence

—

To save my boy, to nourish, and bring him up.
-

Shaketp. : Titus Andronicut, v. %
% To express intense veneration for a created

being, as a real or imagined hero, or a person

of the opposite sex from one's own.
"The great mass of the population abhorred Popery

and adored Monmouth."—Macaulay : Hist. Etsg., ch. v.

•3. To Invoke.
" Doe yet adore the Roman forces."—P. Holland :

• *d-6re (2), v.U [Adorn.]
" Like to the bar*

Congealed drops which do the morn adore."^m
Bpenmr: P. «., IT. xX «.

* %-dbre-ment, 5. Worship, adoration.

" Downright adorement of cats, lizards, aud beetle*.'

—Browne ," Vulgar Errors, i. a

ad-br'-er, *. [Eng. adore ; -er.]

1, Spec. One who worships the Supreme
Being or any false god.

" Not longer than >ince I, in one night, freed

From servitude inglorious, well nigh half

The angelic name, and thinner left the throng
Of his adorers." Milton : P. U, bk. U.

2. One who greatly venerates or entertains

deep affection for a woman or other created

being, as, for instance, a lover for his mistress.

"I would abate her nothing; though I profess my
self her adorer, not her triend. '—Shaketp. .- Vymbeline,

Lt

ad-bY-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Adore.]

A* * B» As pr. par. d> adj. : (See the vwb).
" Hark bow the adoring hosts above
With songs surround the throne." Watts.

C As subst. : The act of adoration.

ad-br'-lng-iy, adv. [Adobe.] In an adoring
* manner.

adorn, * adorn e, *an-orne, v.t [Lat.

oa*or»o = to prepare, to furnish, to decorate :

ad = to, and orno = to fit out, to adorn ; Fr.

or7i«r = ornament ; Sp. & Port, ornar ; Ital.

ornare; Arm. aourna.]

L Spec To decorate, to ornament ; to deck
out with something glittering, or otherwise

beautiful
H...a«a bridegroom decketh himself with

ornaments, and as a bride adorneth herself with her

Jewels."— lea, lxi. 10.

2. To add attractiveness to, by supplying

something whose chief grace fs derived from
its usefulness rather than from its glitter or

beauty. *

" For him sod seats the cottage-door adorn."
Wordsworth : Descriptive Sketches.

3. To furnish the intellect with the know-
ledge requisite to set it off to the best advan-

tage.
" His books well trimm'd and In the gayest style,

LOte regimented coxcombs, rank and file.

Adorn Els intellects as well as shelves.

And teach him notions splendid as themselves.
Cowper: TTuth.

4. To render anything attractive by illus-

trating or publicly displaying its inherent

glories.

"... that they may adorn the doctrine of Sod
our Saviour in all things. "— Titus ii. 10.

* ad-orn', * ad-orn'e, a. & s. l*-dorn, v.]

1. As adjective : Adorned.
" Made so adorn for thy delight the more

;

So awful, that with honour thou may st lov«

Thy mate." MUton : P. L., viil. 67*.

2. As substantive : Ornament.
" Without adorne of gold and silver bright,

Wherewith the craftsman wonld it beautify."
Spenser : P. «., III. xii- SO.

t ad-orn'-ate, v.t. [LaL adomatum, supine

6f adorno.] [Adorn.] To adorn.

"... to adornate gardens with the fsirnesB thereof

[of the tobacco flowerj."—Prampton, 3*. (Latham.)

t id-orn-a'-tion, s. [Adorn.] Ornament.
" Memory Is the soul's treasury, and thence she hath

her garments of adornation."— Wit's Commonwealth.
(Latham.)

* ad-orn'e (0. Eng. & Scotch), v.t, pa. par.

adomit (Scotch). Old spelling of Adore.
" The sonne, the moone, Jubiter and Satume,
And Mars, the god of armes, they dyd adorne.

Hardyng ; Chronicle. L 65.

"... that thou snld be adomit >and worahippit
asgodde,"—Archbp. Hamilton's Catechism.

ad-orn ed, pa, par. & a. [Adorn.]

1. Ord. Lang. : In Benses corresponding to

those of the verb.

2. Her. : Ornamented or furnished with a

charge.
" An article of dress which is charged is said to be

adorned with the charge."—mots, of Heraldry.

ad-orn er, «. [Adorn. ]

ad-orn -Ing, pr. par., o., A ».

As substantive : Adornment.
" Whose adorning let It not be that outward adorn-

ing of plaiting the hair, and of wearing of gold, or

putting on of apparel. "— 1 Pet. in. a
" Mne. Her gentlewomen, like the Nereides,

So many mermaids, tended her i' the eyes.

And made their bends adomingt."
Shakeep t Antony and Cleopatra, li. 1

ad-orn -ing-ly, adv. [Adorning.] In a

manner calculated to adorn.

ad-orn -ment, s. [Adorn.] As adorning,

ornamentation, decoration.

" This attribute was not given to the earth while H
was confused : nor to the heavens before they had
motion and adornment.~~Raleigh ; Hist, of the World.

ad-ors ed, ad-bss ed, a. [Addorskd,]

ad-os-cul-a -tion, *. [Lat. adosculor = to

kiss : ad = to, oscular = to kiss ; osculwm = &
small mouth, a kiss, or the mouth.)

1. Physiol. : Impregnation by external
contact.

2. Bot. : Impregnation by the falling of the
pollen upon the pistils.

ad oss ed, a. [Addoksed.]

* a-do te, v.t. [Old form of Dote.] To dote.
" It falleth that the moste wise
Ben otherwbile of love adoted.
And so by-whaped and assotea.*"

tiower. (BalHwell.)

a-doubt -ed (b silent), a. Dreaded, re-

doubted. [Doubt.]

"And Michel adoubted In everfch flcM."
Gy of Wanoike, p. 1M.

a-down, *»-donn, *a-doline, m &
adv. [Eng. a ; down ; fmm A.S. adun, adune
— down ; qf-dune, lit.= off the hill.] Poetical
form of Down, prep.

L As preposition

:

1. Down, from a higher to a lower place.

" Adovm the path which from the glen had led
The funeral train, the shepherd and his mate

2. Throughout
" Full well tis known adovm the dale,

Thoush passing strange indeed the tale."*——
Percy Keligtte*, I. Ui. lb

JX As adverb: Down, from a higher to a
lower place; already at the lowest place;

below.
" The drone of death each other ehaae

Adotcn in agonizing dew."
Byron: Oscar of Alva.

a-dSx-a, $. [Gr. A, priv., and 66fa (doia) =
glory ; literally, inglorious, meaning that the

plant is an inconspicuous one.] Moschatel,

or Musk Crowfoot. A genus of plants be-

longing to the order Araliacese, or Ivyworts.

There is a British species, the A. McschateUina,

or tuberous Moschatel, which, though small

and not striking in its inflorescence, is yet an

interesting plant It is found in moist shady
places.

ad-po'pnt'e, v.t. Old form of Appoint (q.v.).

ad pressed, a, [Lat adpressus, apprestus,

pa. par. of adprimo or apprimo — to press to

:

ad = to, and premo = to press. ]

Bot. : In close contact with, but not ad-

herent.

* fid-qul-e'-td, s. [Lat adquietum, supiue of
adquieso or acquiesce = to become physically
quiet.] Payment. (Blount.)

*ad-rad', a. [Adred.]

ad -ra-gant, s. Gum tragacanth.

*a-dram-ing, a. Churlish. (Kersey.)

a-drast-iis, s. [A Greek hero, a king of
" Argo, who obtained great glory in that mythic
war against Thebes called the War of the
Seven Worthies.] A genus of Coleoptera, of

the family Elaterids Yciub-beetles). The A.
acuminatus is one of the insects, the larva? of

which constitute the wire-worms, so called

from their long slender, cylindrical, Bomewhat
rigid forms, occasionally so destructive to the

crops of the farmer and gardener, from their

habit of root-gnawing. It is the smallest of

the species inhabiting cultivated land.

a-drawe, v.i. & (. [A.S. dragan m to draw.]

A- Intrans. : To withdraw oneself.

" Away fro hem he wold adratee
Yf that he myght" OctaHan, 3M.

B. Tram, : To draw.
_ . bygan ys mace a^raiee."

Rob. Glouc, 207. (HallUeeU.)

* a-drSad', * a-dr&d' (Eng. & Scotch),.

* a-dr&dd'e (ScotchX a. & adv. [Eng- « = 'n *»

and dread ; A.& adnsdan = to dread, to fear ;.

dred = feared.] In dread ; afraid. [Adreid.]

And thinking to make all men adread to such a

one, an enemy who would not spare nor fear to kill so

great a prince."—Sidney.

"... and was adrad of gyle."

Chaucer: C. T., The Cokes Tate, Ml

* a-dre'am, v.t. & i. [Old form of Dream.]

To dream.

Ate, lat, fare, amidst, whit. Call, father ; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; ante, cub, euro, unite, cur, rule, full; try.

; pine, pit, aire, air, marine ; go, pot.

Syrian. », oe = e, ey = a. ew = u..
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ta-dream'^a-dre amt,/a. ]wr. [Adream.]
" I was even now adream d that you could Bee with

either of your eyes, iu so much as I waked for Joy, and
I hope to find it true."— Wits. Fittes and Fancies

(low), H.
" Wilt thou believe me, sweeting? by this light

1 was adream on thee, too."—0. PL, vt 851.

»a-dred',adr. [Fr. adroit or droit.] [Adroit.]

Downright. (Scotch.) (Jamieson : Scott. Diet.)

*a-dred'e» v.t. & i. [A. 8. adrcedan = to

"dread.] [Adbead.J To dread, fear.

" Gauhardin seighe that sight.

And sore him gau adrede."
Sir Tristram, p. 288.

a-dreich, a-drigh' (ch and gh gutturals),
* adv. [Adrihe.] (Scotch.)

*a-dreid', conj. [From a = on, in, and dreid

= dread, fear.] Lest. (Scotch.)

" Yet studie nocht ouir melcell adreid thow waree,
For I persaue the halflinga in aue farie."

Palice of Honour, Ui. 65.

*a'-drel-wurt, s. [In A.S. adremint = the

feverfew, the nmgwort, from adre, cedre, ceddre,

= a vein.] A plant, the feverfew (Matricaria

parthenium ?) (Old MS. list ofplants.) Halli-

well.)

a-drench'-en, v.t. [A.S. adrencan, adrenchan

= to plunge under, to immerse, to drown

;

pa. par. adrent, adreynte, adronc] To drown.

*' The see the shall adrenche."
Kyng Born, 109.

*a-dr6nt' f pa. par. [Adrenchen.] (Root,

'of Gloucester, 39 ; Piers Ploughman, 918.)

*a-dres'-l#, adv. [Address.] With good
address. (Scotch.)

" Commendyt heily his affere,

His aporte and his manere.
As ha liym havyt adreily."

Wyntoun, ix. 27, 817.

* a-dress'e, v.t. Old form of Dress (q.v.).

a-dres-see', s. [Address.] .One to whom
" anything is addressed.

*a-dres-sid, pa. par. [Adresse.] (Gower
MS.) (Halliwell.)

A'-dri-a, s. [Eng. Adria = the Gulf of Venice
(or the* sea adjacent, Acts xxvii. 27) ; fr. Lat.
Hadria, a town of the Veneti.]

Astron. ; An asteroid, the 143rd found. It
was discovered at Pola by Palisa, in February,
1875.

X'-dri-an, a. [In Lat. Hadrianus.] [Adria.]

1. Pertaining to the Gulf of Venice, or the
sea adjacent to it.

" When Paul and all his hopes seemed lost.

By Adrian billows wildly tossed." McCheyne.

2. Spec. Venetian.
" Was Alp, the Adrian renegade !

"

Byron : Siege of Corinth, S.

A'-drl an-ists, s. pi. [From Adrian, a man's
name. ]

*

1. Gh. Hist. : The followers of a real or
mythic Adrian, a disciple of Simon Magus.

2. The followers of Adrian Hamstead, an
Anabaptist.

A-drl-at'-ic, a. & s. [Lat. Adriaticus, Hadri-
aticus; from Adria or Hadria, the Gulf of
Venice.] [Adria]

1. As adjective: Pertaining to the Gulf of
Venice.

2. As substantive : The Gulf of Venice.

a-drift', a. & adv. [From a = on, and drift
(q.v.).] [Drift.]

1. Lit. : Driven, Impelled ; floating about
hither and thither on the sea, a lake, or other
sheet of water, as the winds may impel it.

"... then shall this mount
Of Paradise by might of waves be moved
Out of his place, push'd by the horned flood.
With all his verdure spoiled, and trees adrift."

Milton: P. L., bit. xl

2. Fig. ; Detached from a fixed position and
cast loose upon the world. (Used ofpersons or
things.)

" As T hare said, it was
A time of trouble : shoals of artisans
Were from their daily labour turn'd adrift
To seek their bread from public charity.

Wordsworth i Excursion, bk. L

* a-drihe, * a dry ghe, a drei ch, a-
drigh (ch and gh guttural), adv. [Adreich.]
Aside, behind.

" The kyngis doughter which this syghe
For pure abaschement drow hyre adrihe."

Gower MS. (Balliwell.)

ad-ro-sa'-tiOH, s. [Lat. ad = to ; rogo = to

ask, taken from the questions put in adroga-
tion.]

Old Rom. Law : A kind of adoption in which
the person selected was old enough to have
an opinion with regard to the advantage or

otherwise of the step contemplated. His or

her consent had, therefore, to be obtained to

render the proceedings valid. Adrogation
was the form of adoption had reccurse to in

the case of boys above fourteen and girls above
twelve years of age.

a-droit , a. [Fr. adroit = handsome, apt, or fit

for anythiug, prosperous : d = to, and droit =
right, as opposed to left. The word dexterous is

from Latin dexter = right, as opposed to left

;

it is, therefore, etymologically of the same
meaning as adroit.] [Direct, Right, Dex-
terous.]

A* Of persovs

:

1. Dexterous in the use of the hands

;

handy.
"An adroit Btout fellow would sometimes destroy a

whole family, with justice apparently against him the
whole time. '

—

Jervat's Don Quixote.

2. Dexterous in the use of the mind,
cunning.

" They could not without uneasiness see bo adroit
and eloquent an. enemy of pure religion constantly
attending the royal steps, and constantly breathing
counsel in the royal ear. "—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng.,
ch. xxi.

B. Of things : Resulting from dexterity of

hand or of mind.
"... still had a superiority of force ; and that

superiority he increased by an adroit stratagem."—
Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xx,

" Before going on board, Mr. Wilson interpreted for

me to the Tahitian who had paid me so adroit an
attention."—Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch.

iviii.

a-dr6"it'-ljf, adv. [Adroit.] In an adroit

manner ; dexterously, skilfully.

H Used primarily of the hands, but more
frequently of the mind.

" Use yourself to carve adroitly and genteelly."—
Chesterfield.

a-droit'-ness, s. [Adroit.] Dexterity, skil-
* fulness. (Usedpf the, hands, or, more frequently,
of the mind.

)

" He had neither adroitness to parry, nor fortitude
to endure, the gibes and reproaches to which. In his
new character of courtier and placeman, he was
exposed."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

*a-dronc', pt. t. [Adrench.]

* a-drop', s. A mixed metal, a kind of auri-

calciurn, in Eng. auricalc.

a-dry', a. [A.8. adrigan, adrygan, adrygean,
&c. = to dry, to dry up, to rub dry, to wither. ]

Thirsty.

1[ It is placed after the noun.
" He never told any of them that he was his humble

servant, but his well-wisher; and would rather be
thought a malcontent, than drink the king's health
when he was not adry."—Spectator,

* a-dry'e, v. t. [A. S. adriogan, adriohan = to

bear.] To bear, to suffer.

" In alle thys londe ther ys not soche a knyght,
Were he never so welle y-dyght,
That his stroke myght adrye,
But he schulde hyt sore abye."

MS. Cantab. (Battiwell.)

ad-SCl-tl'-tiOUS, a. [Lat. ascitus = approved,

adopted ; ascisco = to approve, to adopt, to
join.] Joined; additional, supplemental.
(Bentham.)

" He found no term characterizing the use In one
litigation of evidence which had been elicited for ser-
vice in another, so as to distinguish it from evidence
collected solely for the litigation in which It Is applied
—and he called the former adscititious evidence."—
Bovrring : Jeremy Bentham's Works, % L

ad-sci-ti -tious-ly, adv. [Adscititious.] In

an adscititious manner.

ad-script, s. [Lat. adscrvptus, ascriptus. As
substantive = a naturalised citizen ; as ad-
jective = prescribed, fixed ; fr. ascribo, <-ipsi,

-iptum ss to add to or insert in a writing ; to
enrol.] One enrolled as under the obligation,
or at least under the necessity, of giving
service to a master. A slave is an adscript
to a certain place or person. (Bancroft.

)

ad-stric -tion, s. [Lat. adstrictio, astrictio =
a power of binding close, astringency : ad-
stringo, astringo = to draw close, to bind : ad,
and stringo = to draw tight, to be tight. ]

[Strict. ] A binding fast.

Med. : The rigidity of any portion of the
body, as of the bowels, producing constipa-
tion.

ad-strfot -or-y, a. [Adstriction.] Binding,
astringent. ]

* ad-string'-ent, a. [Astringent.]

v ad-tem'pte, v. [Attempt.] (Scotch.)

t ad'-ul-a-We, a. [See Adulate.] Suscepti-

ble of flattery. (Minsheu.)

ad-ul-ar'-I-a, s. [In Ger. adular; Fr. & ItaL

adulaire, from Mount Adula, in the Grisons
in Switzerland, whence it is believed that

the first specimens were brought.] One of

the minerals called Moonstone. It is a sub-
variety of Orthoclase. Dana divides Orthoelase
into two varieties : (1) Ordinary Orthoclase

;

(2) Compact Orthoclase, or orthoclase-felsite.

Under the former of these he ranks thirteen

sub-varieties, of which adularia is the first. It

is transparent, is cleavable, and in most cases

has opalescent reflections. Specific gravity,

2*539 to 2'678. It occurs on Snowdon, in the
Isle of Arran, and at various places abroad.

ad'-Ul-ate, v.t. [Lat. adulatiis, pa. par. of

adulor, rarely adulo .= to fawn like a dog ; Fr.

aduler. ] To fawn upon.
" It is not that I adulate the people ;

Without me there are demagogues enough."
Byron : Don Juan, ix. 25.

ad-ul-a'-tion, s. [Fr. adulation; Hal. adula-

zione, from Lat. adulatio~(l) fawning like a

dog, (2) cringing, flattering.] [Adulate.]

1. The act of fawning upon or flattering.

2. The state of being so fawned upon,
flattered or addressed with exaggerated com-
pliment.

"... had already returned to enjoy the adulation
of poets."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

ad-ul-a'-tdl% s. [In Fr. adulateur ; ItaL

adulatore ; fr. Lat. adulator.) One who fawna
upon ; one who flatters.

ad'-ul-a-tor-Jf", a. [In Fr. adulateur ; ItaL

adulattye, fr. Lat. adulatorius.] Flattering;

containing extravagant compliments.

"The language of Jeffreys is most offensive, some-
times scurrilous, sometimes basely adulatory. "—
Macaulay: Bitt. Eng., ch. xviii

ad'-ul-a-tress, s. [The feminine form of
Adulator.] A female who fawns upon or
flatters in a servile manner.

* a-dii'tye, v.t. [Addulce.]

A-dulT-a-mite, a. & s. [Adullam (Heb.) a
" the cave" mentioned in 1 Sam. xxiL 1, 2 ; -iU
= a native of, one connected with.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to the village or cave of
Adullam, or the natives of the latter place.

2. Pertaining to the political party described
under B. 2.

B. As substantive

:

1. Scripture: A native of the village of
Adullam.
"... and his friend Hirah, the Adullamite."—

Gen. xxxviii. 12.

2. Eng. Hist. Plural : The name or nick-
name of a political party which arose in 1866,

and continued for a short time subsequently.
In the year now mentioned, Earl Russell and
Mr. Gladstone having introduced a Reform
Bill embodying proposals for a considerable
enlargement of the franchise, some of the more
moderate Liberals declined to support it, and
took counsel together how to prevent its

passing into law. On this Mr. Bright, who was
warmly in its favour, compared the new party
to the discontented persons who repaired to

King David when he was in the Cave of

Adullam (1 Sam. xxii. 1, 2). The name took
effect, and those to whom it was applied

became, for the time, universally known aa

the Adullamites. A more sweeping Reform
Bill than that proposed in 1866 having been
carried under a Conservative Government a
year later, the Adullamite party, which con-

tained men widely differing on many points,

ceased to act together, and gravitated some to

the one and others to the other side of the
House.

a-dliir-am-& s. [From Adullam.'] [Adull-
amite.]*

A newspaper word : What is deemed the

political offence of taking refuge in a cave,

like that of Adullam, with the view of thwart-

ing the measures of one's Parliamentary chief

[Adullamite. ]

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, ceil, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -in*.

-cia-sha; -cian^ahan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -sion, -tion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c . = bel, deL



9S adult—adultery

adult, or adult, a. & 5. [In Fr. adulte;
Ital. adulto, from Lat adultus = full grown,
pa. par. of adolesco = to grow up.)

A* As adjective : Grown to maturity. (Used
of man, of the inferior animals, of plants, and
of the several organs which they possess.)

" They would appear less able to approve themselves.
not only to the conlessor, but even to the c&techist
in their adult age, than they were In their minority.'
—Detajf of Piety.

"The difference in the facial angle between the
joong and odull apes."—Owen: Clatsif. of Mammalia,
P. 66.

"... In the home of our sheep and cattle when
nearly adult."—Darwin : Origin of Species, ch. iv.

" examination of adult cuticle."

—

Beats: Bioplasm,

I 116.

"... adult texture."

—

Todd it Bowman: Physiol.
Anat., i. 10.

B. As substantive

:

1. Gen, : A man or beast grown to maturity.
It may be used even of plants.

"... children, whose bones are more pliable and
oft than those of adult*."—Sharp*: Surgery.

In Law : A man or woman of the age of
twenty-one or more years.

2. Among Civilians: A youth between
fourteen and twenty-flve years of age.

adult school, s. A school attended by
adults instead of by children.

* a-dul -te<l, a. [Adult.] Having completely
reached maturity.

* a-dul -ter, v.t. [Lat. adultero.]

L To commit adultery against ; to violate
conjugal obligations to.

" His chaste wife
He adulter* still." Ben Jonson.

X To stain, to pollute.
**

. . . his adultering spots."
Martton : Scourge of Villany.

a-dul' ter-ant, s. A person or thing that
adulterates."

a-dul'-ter-ate, v.i. & t. [Adulterate, a.]

* A. Intransitive : To commit adultery.
{Lit. dt Jig.)

"... we moat not kill, steal, nor adulterate."—
lAghtfoot : MisceU., p. 201.

" Bat Fortune, oh I

She is corrupted, changed, and won from thee ;

She adulterate* hourly with thine uncle John.

'

Shakesp. I King John, iii. L
B. Transitive :

1. Lit. (Of a metal or other article of com-
merce) : To corrupt or debase anything by
Intermixing it with a substance of less money
value than itself.

" Common pot-ashee, bought of them that sell it in
aho|«, who are not so foolishly knavish as to adul-
terate them with saltpetre, which is much dearer
than pot-ashee."—Boyle.

2. Fig. (Of the mind) : To corrupt, to con-
taminate.

" Could a man be composed to such an advantage of
constitution, that it should not at all adulterate the
Images of his mind yet this second nature would alter
the crasis of his understanding."—Giant. ; Seep. Scient.

a-dul -ter-ate, a. [From Lat. adulteratus,
pa. par. of adultero -(\) to commit adultery,
(2) to falsify, to debase.]

1. Tainted with the guilt of adultery.

"I am possess'd with an adulterate blot
My blood is mingled with the crime of 1

Shakesp. i Comedy of Errors, il. 1
"That incestuous, that adulterate beast.''

Shakesp. : Hamlet, 1. 6.

2. Corrupted or debased by the admixture of
a less valuable substance.

" They will have all their gold and silver, and may
keep their adulterate copper at home."— Swift :

MiseelL

a-dul -ter-a-ted, pa. par. & o. [Adcltbr-
ATE.]

a-dul -ter-ate-ltf, adv. [Adulterate.] In
an adulterate manner.

a-dul -ter-ate-ness, s. [Adulterate.] The
quality or state of being adulterated.

a-dul -ter-a-tlng, pr. par. [Adulterate,]

a-dul-ter-a'-tion, s. [In Ital. adulterazione,

fr. Lat. adulteratio ; adultero = (1) to defile, (2)
to falsify, to adulterate. ]

L The act of adulterating.

IX The state of being adulterated.

UX The thing which mixed with another
debases its value.

Specially

:

1. Of different hinds of food, or any other
articles possessed of marketable value : " The
act of debasing a pure or genuine article for

f lust"

pecuniary profit, by adding to it an inferior

or spurious article, or taking one of its con-

stituents away." Another definition which
has been given is, " The act of adding inten-

tionally to an article, for purposes of gain,

any substance or substances the presence of

which is not acknowledged in the name under
which the article is sold."

The practice of adulteration must, more or

less, have prevailed in every country, and in

all but the most primitive ages. In England,

as early as the thirteenth century, the legis-

lature attempted, though with but partial

success, to strike a blow against it, in the
Act 51 Henry III., stat. 6, often quoted as

the " Pillory and Tumbril Act." The methods
of debasing saleable articles which were
adopted in those early times were few and
simple ; it was not till a comparatively recent

period that the more ingenious forms of adul-

teration began to prevail. Once having taken
root, however, they Boon flourished greatly.

Between 1851 and 1854, and even on to 1867,

a sanitary commission on the adulteration of

food, instituted in connection with the Lancet

newspaper, and most ably conducted by Dr.

Arthur Hill Hassall, made revelations of so

startling a character that parliamentary action

took place on the subject. The first legisla-

tive measure which followed—that of 1860—
was a complete failure, the act being ineffi-

cient and useless. A stronger enactment was
consequently passed in 1872. It was entitled
" An Act to Amend the Law for the Adul-
teration of Food, Drink, and Drugs." Under
this Act many prosecutions and convictions

took place ; but owing to the seller being
entirely in the hands of the analyst, there

being no appeal from his certificate, a feeling

of dissatisfaction and distrust arose in the
minds of manufacturers and traders, and
another act was demanded. This, which came
into force in 1875, gave the right of appeal to

the Laboratory, Somerset House, in cases in

which the correctness of the local analyst's

certificate was disputed. In 1869 an Act had
been passed to restrain the adulteration of
seeds.

The most notable kinds of adulteration are
the following :—1st The addition of a sub-
stance of inferior value for the sake of adding
to the bulk and weight of one more precious, as
the mixing of water with milk, fat with butter,

or of chicory with coffee. 2nd. The addition of

a substance with the view of heightening the
colour and improving the appearance of an
article, as well as to conceal other forms of
adulteration. Example : The colouring of
pickles or preserves with salts of copper. 3rd.

The addition of a substance designed to aid
or increase the flavour or pungency of another.
Example : The addition to vinegar of sulphuric
acid. 4th. The addition of a substance de-
signed to ensure that a larger quantity of
another one shall be consumed. Example:
Beer, one of the chief adulterants of which at
present is salt, put into the liquor to ensure
that when one employs it to slake his thirst,

the more he drinks the more thirsty will he
become. Some of the substances used for
adulterating articles of food—the salts of
copper and sulphuric acid for instance—are
Eoisonous ; but Mr. Harkness, F.C.8., of the
aboratory, Somerset House, who has had

much experience in analysing specimens sent
thither on appeal, considers that at present
adulteration does not prevail so extensively
as the public believe, and that, as a rule, the
purchaser of a debased article is more likely
to suffer in purse than in health.

2. Of anything else, material, mental, or
moral, capable of being debased :

"... they manifest but little evidence of Egyp-
tian, Asiatic, or Thracian adulterations."—GrUe :

Bitt. of Greece, vol. L, pt L, ch. 1.

a-dul -ter-a-tdr, *. [Lat.] One who adul-
terates.

"... the great depravers and adulterators of the
pagan theology."—Cudteorth, 855.

a-dul'-ter-er, s. [In Fr. adultere; ItaL
adultero ; Lat adulter.] [Adultery.]

L Ordinary Language

:

Law : A married man who has sexual com-
merce with a woman, married or unmarried,
who is not his wife. Or an unmarried man
who has such intercourse with a married
woman.

" There foul adulterer* to thy bride resort."
Pope: Homer* Odyssey, xL 148.

H Scripture & Theology

:

1, In the same sense as No. I.

"The eye also of the adulterer waiteth tor tha
twilight saving No eye shall see me : and disguUeth
his face. —Job xxiv. 15.

2. A violator of the seventh commandment,
in deed, word, or thought (Matt. v. 28).

[Adultery, No. II. 1.]

3. One who gives the supreme place in his
affections, not to God, but to idols, or to the
world ; idolatrous.

" But draw near hither, ye sons of the sorceress, the
seed of the adulterer and the whore. . . Enflaraiug
yourselves with idols under every green tree."

—

ha.
IviL 3, 5.

"Ye aduUerert and adulteresses, know ye not that
the friendship of the world is enmity against God T "

—

James iv. 4.

a-dul -ter-ess, s. The fern, form of Eng.
Adulterer.

1. A married woman who holds sexual com-
merce with any other man than her husband.

2. In Scripture : A woman who gives the
supreme place in her affections, not to God,
but to some inferior object of desire. (James
iv. 4, already quoted.)

a-dul -ter ine, a. k s. [In Fr. adulterin ; fr.

Lat. adulterinus — (1) adulterous, spurious,

(2) counterfeit]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Proceeding from adulterous com-
merce.
"... asserted that Chariot was an adulterine

bastard."

—

Palgr. : Hist. Eng. and A'orm., i. 271.

Adulterine Marriages : According to St.

Augustine and others, marriages contracted
after a divorce.

2. Fig. : Spurious ; counterfeit.
Adulterine Guilds : Traders acting as a cor-

poration without possessing a charter, and
annually paying a fine for permission to
exercise their usurped privileges. {Smith

:

Wealth of Nations, bk. i., ch. x.)

B. As substantive: A child proceeding from
adulterous commerce,

* a-dul ter-ize, v.i. [Adultery.) To com-
mit adultery.

" Such things as give open suspicion of adulterizing
. . .

."

—

Milton : Doctrine and Discipline of Dieorce.

a-dul -ter-ou8, a. [Adultery.]

1. Pertaining to adultery. When applied to
a person, it means guilty of adultery.

" iiec. Welcome, dear madam.
Each heart in Rome does love and pity you

:

Only the adulterous Antony, most large
In his abominations, turns you off"

Shakesp. : A ntony and Cleopatra, iii. 8.

J Also in the same sense as Adulterer,
II. 8 : idolatrous.

" An evil and adulterous generation seeketb after a
sign. '—Matt. xii. 39.

t 2. Spurious.
"... yet did that forged and adulterous stuff;

translated into most languages of Europe, . . . pas*
currently."—Casaubon: Qf Credulity, p. t»7.

*a-dul'-ter-ous-ly\ adv. [Adulterous.]
In an adulterous manner.

"Because some husbands and wives have adulter-
ously profaned that holy covenant" — Bp. Taylor:
Artificial Handsomeness, p. 22.

"

a-dtll'-ter-^, s. [Fr. adultere; Ital. adulterio;

from Lat. adulterium = (1) adultery, (2)(Bot.),

the ingrafting of plants. Hence Pliny speaks
of the arborum adulterea = the '

' adulteries " of

trees.] [Adult, Adulterate.]

A. Of persons:

I. Law & Ord. Lang. : An unlawful com-
merce among two married persons not stand-
ing to each other in the relation of husband
and wife, or between a married person and
another unmarried. In the former case it has
been called double, and in the latter single

adultery. Varied punishments, mostly of a
very severe character, have in nearly all

countries and ages been inflicted on those who
have committed this great offence. In some
cases it has been deemed lawful for a husband
or the woman's father to kill the guilty person
if taken in the act By the law of England,
the slaughter of the offending parties in such
cases is deemed manslaughter of a not very
aggravated sort. The spiritual courts give
divorce a mensa et thoro, meaning from board
and bed. The Court for Divorce and Matri-
monial Causes, created by 20 and 22 Vict,

c. 86, grants it a vinculo matrimonii, from the
bond of marriage, with damages often heavy
against the " co-respondent"

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, wnd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fulls try, Syrian. », oo = e. ey = a.
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*' So neither was anything but adultery esteemed a
violation of the seventh [commandment]."—Jeremy
Taylor ; The Decalogue.

JX Scripture & Theology

:

1. Any violation of the law of chastity, in

thought, word, or deed, specially the sin

described under No. I.

" Thou shalt not commit adultery."—Exod. xx. 14.

2. The worship of idols, or of any created

things ; a transference to them of the affection

which Bhould have been supremely given to

God.
"... she [the nation of Judah] defiled the landj

and committed adultery with stones and with stocks.

—Jer. lit ».

III. * Among old ecclesiastical writers : The
Intrusion of one prelate into the bishopric of

another, without waiting till it was made
vacant by his death.

B. Of things : Adulteration, corruption.
" Such sweet neglect more taketh me
Than all the adulteries of art

:

They strike mine eyes, but not my heart
B. Jonton : Epicene, t t

a-dult-ness, s. (Adult.] The state of an
adult ; the adult state.

* ad-um'-ber, v.t. [Lat. adumbro.] (Adum-
brate.] To shadow or cloud.

ad-uni'-brant, a. [Lat. adumora7W= shadow-
ing forth ; pr. par. of adumbro.] [Adumbrate.]
Shadowing forth.

ad um-brate, v.t. [ItaL adombrare, from

Lat. adumbratum, supine of adumbro — (1) to

cast a shadow, (2) to image forth by means
of a shadow. From ad = to, and umbra, in

Ft. ombre, Ital. ombra, Sp. sombra=& shadow.]

Faintly to image forth, as a shadow does the

object from which it proceeds.

"Heaven is designed for our reward, as well as

rescue; and therefore is adumbrated by all those

positive excellence* which can endear or recommend.
—Decay of Piety.

ad-um-bra'-tion, s. [Lat. adumbratio m a

drawing, a sketch, from adumbro.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of faintly shadowing

forth ; the state of being faintly shadowed
forth ; the thing which in such a case casts

the shadow and forms the image. {Lit. A Jig.)

"To make some adumbration of that we mean.'
—Bacon : Nat. Hist., Cent II., { 187.

2. Her. : An adumbration or transparency is

a figure on a coat of arras traced in outline

only, or painted in a darker shade of the same
colour as the field or background on which it

is represented. Families who had lost their

possessions, but did not like to surrender

their armorial bearings, are said to have occa-

sionally adopted this method of indicating

their peculiar position. {Gloss, of Heraldry.)

*a-dun', prep. & adv. [A.S. adun, adune =
down, adown, downward.] [Adown.] (Reliq.

Antiq., ii. 175.)

t ad-u-na'-tion, s. [Lat. adunatio— a uniting,

a union ; aduna = to make one : ad — to, and
-u.no = to unite ; unus — one.]

1. The act or process of making one.

2. The state of being made one.

% There is an analogy between this word
and atonement, both in etymology and signi-

fication, except that adunation is from Latin
and atonement from English : ad = at ; un —
one ; ation = ment. [Atonement.]

" When, by glaciation, wood, straw, dust and water
are supposed to he united into one lump, the cold does
not cause any real union or adunation ; butonly hard-
ening the aqueous parts of the liquor into ice, the
other bodies being accidentally present in that liquor,
are frozen up in it, but not really united."—Boyle.

t ad-tin'-cl-t^, s. [Lat. aduncitas = hooked-
ness, curvature inwards ; aduncus = bent in-

wards : ad = to, and uncus = hooked ; uncus,
8.= a hook, a barb.] The state of being
curved inwards, or hooked; curvature in-

wards.

"There can be no question but the aduncity of the
pounces and beaks of the hawks is the cause of the
great and habitual Immorality of those animals."—
Arbuthnot 4s Pope : Martinus Scriblerus.

ad uhc-ofis, * adunque (ue mute), a.

(Lat. aduncus. ] Curved inwards, hooked.
" Of which parrots have an adunque bill, but the

rest not"—Bacon ; Nat. Hist., Cent III., 9 238.

* a-dun-ward, adv. [A.S.] Downwards.
(Layamon, i. 8L) (Adun.]

* ad u re, v.t. [Lat aduro = to set fire to, to
burn, to scorch : ad = to, and uro = to ourn.]
To burn.

. . doth mellow and not adure."—Bacon; Nat.

But., Cent IV., §319.

ad-iir -ent, adj. [Lat. adurens, pr. par. of
" aduro.] [Adure.] Burning, hot to the taste.

"
. nitre ; the spirit of which is less adurent

than salt"—Bacon; Nat. But., Cent V., I 840.

* ad urn e, * ad-orn'e, v.t To adore. [See

Adorn, Adore.] {Scotch.)

" Gif ye deny Christis humanitie, bi resoun of the
inseparable eonjunctioun thalrof with his divinitie to

be adumit."—Keith ; Bitt. App., p. 388.

[Dusk.] In duska dusk , adv. or pred. a.

or gloom ; dark, gloomy.

a-dust , a-d&St'-ed, a. [In ItaL adusto, ft.

Lat. adustus, pa. par. of aduro = to burn.]

1. Lit. : Burnt, scorched, dried with fire,

intensely hot
"And vapour as the Lybian air adult.
Began to parch that temperate clime."

Mxlton: P. L., bk. rlt
" Sulphurous and nitrous foam

They found, they mingled ; and, with subtle art
Concocted and adusted, they reduced
To blackest grain, and into store convey'd.

vW.bk.vL
2. Fig. : Hot, fiery, choleric in temper or

temperament.
"They are but the fruits of adusted choler, and the

evaporations of a vindictive spirit "— Howell.

ta-dust-i-ble,a. [Adust.] Capable of being

burnt or scorched.

t a dust I- on, s. (In ItaL adustione, fr. Lat
adustio = the act of burning.] The act of
burning or scorching ; the state of being
burnt or scorched ; heat or dryness of the
humours of the body. [Adure.]

"Against all asperity and torrefactlon of inward
parts, and all adustion of the blood, and generally
against the dryness of age."—Bacon; Med. Rem.

a-dus'-tive, a. [As if from a Lat. adustivus.]

That burns or scorches.

ad va-lor'-em, phr. [Lat] [Ad.]

ad vance, v.t. & i. (In Fr. avancer = to
* advance, to move forward : avant, prep. =
before ; adv. = for, forward. In Sp. avanzar
= to advance ; Ital. avanzare = to get, to
increase ; Armorican avans = to advance,
from Lat a* = from; ante = before.] [Van,
Advantage. ]

A. Transitive:

L Of place:

(a) To cause to move forward horizontally

;

to bring to the front.

1. Lit. ; To move a material thing thus for-

ward in place.
" Some one glides in like midnight ghost-
Nay, strike not ! 'tis our noble Host
Advancing then his taper's flame."

Scott : Lord of the Met, iii. a

2. Fig. : To cause any thing, and especially
any immaterial thing, to move forward, to
bring it to the front, to move it from the
background into the foreground, or from
obscurity into public notice.

Specially : To express an opinion, to adduce
an argument.
" What we admire we praise ; and, when we praise,
Advance it into notice, that its worth
Acknowledged, others may admire it too."

Cowper : Task, bk. ill.

" The views I shall advance in these lectures . . ."

—Beale : Bioplasm, § 2.

"... has often been advanced as a proof."—Dar-
rein • Descent of Man, pt i. . cb. i.

(b) To move upward, to render more ele-

vated.

1. Lit. : To move a material thing upward.
" Who forthwith from the glittering staff unfurl'd
The imperial ensign ; which, full high advanced.
Shone like a meteor streaming to the wind."

Milton: P. L., bk. i.

2. Figuratively:

(a) To promote a person to a higher rank.

"... the greatness of Mordecai, whereunto the
king advanced him."—Either x. a
" The weak were praised, rewarded, and advanced. "

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. Hi.

(o) To heighten, to grace, to shed lustre

upon anything.
" As the calling dignifies the man, so the man much

more advances his calling. As a garment though it

warms the body, has a return with an advantage,
being much more warmed by it .

—

South : Sermons.

(c) To cause to mount up in an unpleasant
way, as a parasite climbs up a tree to the
injury of the stem supporting it ; to increase,

to augment.
"... like favourites,

Made proud by princes, that advance their pride
Against that power that bred It."

SHakesp. : Much Ado about Nothing, lit 1.

II. Of time or development (lit. dt fig.) :

1. Lit. : To move forward in time or in
development : as to accelerate the growth of
plants, to move the season of the year for-

ward.
"These three last were slower than the ordinary

Indian wheat of itself ; and this culture did rather
retard than advance."—Bacon.

" The summer was now far advanced."—Afacaulay ;

Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) To cause any thing, as a science, one'a

knowledge, &c, to move forward.

"... there is little doubt that the photographs
his party has secured will do more to advance solar

physics than any permanent records obtained by any
former expedition."—Times, April 80, 1875, "Transit
of Venus."

(6) Ordinary Language and Commerce. To
advance money is to give money before an
equivalent for it is rendered ; or to lend,

with or without interest ; to pay money before

it is legally due.
"... the farmer, who advances the subsistence

of the labourers, supplies the implements of produc-
tion."—J. S. Mill : PoL Econ.

"... advanced to the government *t an hoar's
notice, five or ten thousand pounds."—Macaulay:
Bitt. Eng., ch. xxL

B. Intransitive

:

L Lit. : To move forward.

L, In place

:

"... our friend
Advanced to greet him."

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. v.

•ff When applied to a promontory or penin-
sula, it signifies to jut or project into the
ocean.

" And thus the rangers of the western world.
Where it advances far into the deep."

Cowper : Talk, bk. i.

2. In time

:

Advance."
Smoothly did our life

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. lit.

TX Fig. : To make progress, as in know-
ledge, rank, &c.

"It will be observed, therefore, that the scale of

composition goes on steadily increasing in copiousness
as the work advances."—Lewis : Early Bom. Hist.,
ch. a, § 9.

T To advance in price : To rise in value.

ad-va'nee, s. [Advance, v.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act or process of moving forward.

1. Gen. {Used ofmovement in time, inplaos,

or in both) {Lit. &Jig.)
"A letter announcing the advance was written on

the 31st of August"—Proude; Hist. Eng, ch, ixt

2. Spec, (plural): Approaches made by a
lover to gain the favour of the person courted

;

or approaches made by a government to

another one with which it is at variance.
" Falsely accused by the arts of his master's wife,

whose criminal advance! he had repelled, he was
thrown into prison."—Mitman; Bist. Jews. i. 60.

"Finally, that he might lose no time In reaping
the benefit of his advances."—Fraud* : Bitt. Eng.,
ch. xii.

LT. The state of being moved forward.

X, Lit. : (Used of material things.)

Longfellow; Maidenhood.
2. Figuratively

:

(a) Promotion in rank or office.

(6) Improvement, as in knowledge or
virtue ;

progress towards perfection.

"The principal end and object of the greatest Im-
portance in the world to the good of mankind, and for

the advance and perfecting of human nature."

—

Bale.

LTX The amount by which a person or
thing moves another forward, or is moved
forward by another. (See B. 1.)

B. Technically:

1. Comm. : Increased price.

2. Money given beforehand for goods after-

wards to be delivered ; money paid on account
or before it is legally due.

3. A loan to be repaid.

1 In advance: Beforehand; before it is

actually due: specif., the payment of a por-

tion of a man's wages before the whole is due.

(Lit. A fig.)

"In order that the whole remuneration of ths
labourers should be advanced to them in daily or
weekly payments, there must exist in advance, and
he appropriated to productive use, a greater stock or

capital"—J. 8. MiU : Polit. Econ.. bk. L, ch. iv., § a
"... and paid you in advance the dearest tributs)

of their affection."—Junius to the King, 17«».

% "A is in advance to B £50," means, A is

in the state of having advanced to B the sum
of £50.

boil, bo^; poiit, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £
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ad -va need, pa. par. & a. [Advance.]
As adjective:

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Ofplace:

1. Moved forward.
" When thou hut hung thy advanced sword i' Um

air." Shakesp. : Troilus and Cressida, iv. 5.

8. Occupying a more forward position than
that with which it is compared.

" The more advanced position of the aatragalua. "—
Owen .- Classif. of MammaUa, M.

TX Of time or development

:

1* Advanced age = very considerable age.
"... to re-appear in the offspring at the same ad-

vanced age,"—Darwin : Descent of Man, pt. It, ch. viii.

2. An advanced thinker, country, or com-
munity: A man before hia age in ideas; a
country or community before most others in
Civilisation.

"This demand Is often supplied almost exclusively
by the merchants of more advanced communities."—
J. 8. Mill ; Polit. Econ., Prelimin. Rem., p. 16.

•*.
. . however much accelerated by the salutary

influence of the ideas of more advanced countries."—
Ibid., ok. a, ch. v., §8.

B. Technically:

1. Fortification. Advanced ditch : The ditch
which surrounds the glacis and esplanade of
-a fortress.

2. Milit. Advanced guard, 1 advance-guard

:

t (a) The first line or division of an army
inarching in front of the rest, and therefore
likely to come first into collision with the
«nemy.

(b) A small detachment of cavalry stationed
in front of the main-guard of an army.

" It was, however, impossible to prevent all skirmish-
ing between the advanced guards of the armies."—
Macaulay ; Bitt. Eng., ch. ix.

$d va nee-ment, * a-van ce ment, ».

[Eng. advance; -ment. In Fr. avancement

;

Ital. avanaamento.] [Advance.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L The act of advancing any person Or thing.

IX The state of being so advanced.

Specially

:

1. The moving forward or promotion of any
one to a higher offt.ee or rank in society ; pre-
ferment

"The dungeon opens a way to still farther advance-
ment."—Milman : But. of Jew*, 3rd ed., 1. 50.

" He had hitherto looked for professional advance-
ment to the corporation . of London."—Macaulay

:

Mist. Eng., ch. iv.

** K. Rich. The advancement of vour children, gentle
lady."—Shakesp. : K. Rich. III., iv. 4.

2. The moving of any one forward to a
higher intellectual or moral platform ; intel-

lectual or moral improvement
"... tbe advancement of the intellectual

faculties."—Darwin t Descent of Man, pt i., ch. iv.

"And as thou wouldst the advancement of thine beir
In all good faculties."

—

Cowper : Tirocinium.

3. A similar movement forward of society,
wealth, or civilisation.

"From this time the economical advancement of
•ociety has not been further interrupted."—J. 8. Milt :

Polit. Econ., Prelim. Rem., p. S2.

" Many of tbe faculties which have been of inestim-
able service to man for his progressive advance-
ment."—Darwin : Descent of Man, pt. 1., ch. iL

4. The promotion of science or anything
similar.

". . . £«. the combination of individual efforts
towards the advancement of science. "—Owen: British
Fossil Mammals and Birds, p. vii.

TIL The thing advanced ; the amount by
which anything advances or is advanced,

L Thethingadvanced. [See B. Comm.&Lav>.)

2. The amount by which anything advances
or is advanced ; a stride forward.

"This refinement makes daily advancements ; and I
hope in time will raise our language to the utmost
perfection. "

—

Swift.

B. Technically:

L Com*. : The payment of money in ad-
vance ; also the amount of money paid in

1 advance.

IX * Old Law:
1, The settlement of a jointure on a wife, or

the jointure settled.
" The jointure or advancement of the lady was the

third part of the principality of Wale!*."— Bacon.

* 2. Property given to his child by a father

in his lifetime instead of by will at his death.

ad-va nc-er, ad-va unc-er, *. [Advance.]

1. Ord. Lang.: One who advances any
person or thing ; a promoter.

"... and the succession Is between master and
disciple* and not between inventor and eontfaauer, or
advancer."—Bacon : PQum Laby., f 4.

2. Among sportsmen : A start or branch of a
buck's attire between the back antler and the
palm ; the second branches of a buck's horn.

"In a bock they say bur, beame. braunch. ad-
vauncers, palme, and spellers." — Manwood: Forest
Lawes.

ad-va nc-ing, pr. par. &a. [Advance.]
"And Asteris th' advancing pilot knew."

Pope : Bomert Odyssey, J. 1. 104.

" He was now no longer young : but advancing age
had made no essential chance in hia character and
manners."—Macaulag : U Ut. Eng., ch. vi.

. . tbe advancing winter.*'—Darwin : Origin of

"... an advancing physiology."—Todd Jc Bowman
Physiol. Anal., i. 28.

*ad vane ive, a. [Advance.] Tending to
advance or promote.

ad-va nt-age (age = **?), *- [In Fr. avan-
tage, from* avant = before ; ItaL vantaggio.]
[Advance.]

L Essential meaning : That which is fitted

to move one forward ; any natural gift, any
acquisition made, any state, circumstance, or
combination of circumstances calculated to
give one superiority in any respect over an
antagonist, or over people in general.

Specially

:

1. Profit or gain of any kind,

(a) In a general sense

:

"What advantage then hath the Jew*, or what
profit is there of circumcision ? "

—

Rom, iii. 1.

"It was not impossible, indeed, that a persecutor
might be convinced by argument and by experience of
the advantages of toleration."

—

Macaulay : Bitt. Eng.,
ch. vi i.

(6) In a more limited sense: (Lit.) The in-

terest of money
; {fig. ) overplus, increase.

*' Methought you said, you neither lend, nor borrow,
Upon advantage."—Shakesp. : Merck. Venice, 1. A
"We owe thee much ; within this wall of flesh
There is a soul counts thee her creditor.
And, with advantage, means to pay thy love."

Shakesp. : King John, iii. 1

2. A favourable time or opportunity.
" Give me advantage of some brief discourse
With Desdeinona alone.'*

Shakesp. : OtheUo. Iii. L
"... and somewhere, nigh at hand.

Watches, no doubt, with greedy hope to find
His wish and best advantage, us asunder."

Milton: P.L.,Vk. ix.

3. Personal qualities, natural gifts, acquired
knowledge or experience, good habits, &c

" If it be an advantage to man to have his hands
'and arms free, of which there can be no doubt"—
Darwin : Descent of Man, pt i., ch. Iv.

"In the practical prudence of managing such gifts,

the laity may have some advantage over the clergy :

whose experience is, and ought to be, leas of this world
than the other."

—

Sprat.

% In this sense it is similarly used of the
inferior animals.

" When these birds are fishing, the advantage of the
long primary feathers of their wings, in keeping them
dry, is very evident"

—

Darwin : Voyage round the
World, ch. vii.

4. A consideration superadded to one going
before, and giving it increased force in argu-
ment.

" Much more should the consideration of this
pattern arm us with patience against ordinary cala-
mities; especially if we consider his example with
this advantage, that though his sufferings were
wholly undeserved, and not for himself, but for us,

yet be bore them patiently.*

—

TiUotson.

XL The victory or success of whatever kind
actually resulting from such aids.

"... and because in other struggles between the
dictatorial and tribunician authority, the dictator had
always the advantage,"—Lewis : Early Roman Bist.,
cn-xilL

"TJ In this and in some other senses it may
be used of the inferior animals or of things
inanimate,

When I have seen the hungry ocean gain
Advantage on the kingdom of the shore,
And the firm soil win of the watery main."

Shakesp. : Bonnets, 64.

f Formerly used occasionally with on; now
of, over, or a clause of a sentence introduced
by that is used instead. (See various examples
given above.)

"Upon these two arches the superincumbent weight
at man is solidly and sufficiently maintained, as upon
a low dome, with the further advantage that the

mttted to affect the enormous brain-expanded cra-
nium."—Owen : Ctaseif. o/ Mammalia, p. M.

**f To set out to advantage, to set to advantage

:

To arrange or place in such a manner that its

value may be seen ; to place in the most
favourable light.

" Like Jewels to advantage set,

Her beauty by the shade does get" Waller.

To take advantage of; * to take advantage
on: To avail one's self of an opportunity of
gaining the superiority over one in some
matter. Usually in a bad sense, to outwit, to
overreach.
"... but the Roman consuls, who had led out

an army to meet them, take no advantage- of their
weakness."—Lewis: Early Rom, Bist.. ch. xii.

" To take advantage on presented Joy

:

Though I were dumb, yet his proceedings teach
thee." Shakesp. : Venus and Adonis.

Advantage-ground. [Vantage-ground. ]

"This excellent man. who stood not upon the ad-
vantage-ground before fr*m the time of his promotion
to the archbishoprick . . ."—Clarendon.

t ad-va'nt-age (age m Ig), v.t. A i.

A. Transitive

:

1. To benefit one, to profit one.

(a) Personally.
" For what fl a man advantaged, if he gain the

whole world, and low himself, or be cast away?"—
Luke ix. :;-.

" The liquid drops of tears that you have shed.
Shall come again, transform'd to orient pearl

;

Advantaging their loan, with interest
Of ten times double gain of happiness."

Shakesp. : Eing Richard III., tw. 4.

(b) Half impersonally.

"If after the manner of men I have fought with
beasts at Ephesus, what ndvantageth it me, if the
dead rise not? let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we
die."—1 Cor. xv. 32.

2. To promote the interests of.

" To ennoble It with the spirit that inspires the
Royal Society, were to advantage it in one of the best
capacities in which it is iuinn.-veable."—VlanviUe:
Scepslt Scienttflca.

B. Intransitive : To be advantageous, to be
fitted to confer superiority.

*' Not flying, but forecasting in what place
To set upon them, what advantageii best"

Milton : Samson Agonlttm.

ad-van -tage a ble (age = Ig)t a. [Ad-
vantage.] Able to be turned to advantage

;

advantageous, profitable.
" Shall see advantageable for our dignity.
Anything in, or out of. our demands."

Shakesp. : KingBenry V., . 1

ad-van taged, pa. par. & a, [Advantage.]

As pa. par. : In the same sense as the verb.

* As adjective : Excellent.

"In the most advantaged tempers this disposition
la but comparative."

—

tiUtnviUe,

ad van-ta -geous, a. [Advantage.] Pro-

mising or actually conferring advantage
;

profitable, beneficial ; opportune, convenient.
" The large system can only be advantageous when

a large amount of business is to be done."—/. & Mill

:

Polit. Econ., bk. L, ch. ix.

"... the amount of advantageous modification in
relation to certain special enda."—Darwin.- Descent of
Man, pt ii., ch, viii.

"Just it that advantageous glade,

p a line had made."
.Scoff .' Mum-ion, iv. h.

The halting troop a

"... to capitulate on honourable and advan-
tageous terma."—Macaulag: Bist. Eng., ch. xii.

^ Always with to before the person or thing
benefited.

"Since every painter paints himself In his own
works, 'tis advantageous to him to know himself."—
Dryden.

ad van-ta -geous-ly, adv. [Advanta-
geous.] In an advantageous manner; profit-

ably, beneficially.

" It has, in consequence, appeared to the author of
the following work that an attempt might advan-
tageously be made to treat the history of ancient
astronomy."—Lewis: Astronomy of Che Ancient n, ch. L,
§i..p»
"... a business) of real public importance tan

Only be carried on advantar/eouxli/ upon so large a
scale."—J. S. MM; Polit. Econ., bk. L, ch. ix.

ad van-ta -geous ness, s. [Advanta-
geous.] The quality of being advantageous ;

profitableness, pro tit, benefit
"The last property which qualifies God for the

fittest object of our love, Is the advantageousness of
his to us, both in the present and the future life."-*

Boyle : Seraphic Love.

ad-van -tag-Ing, pr. par, [Advantage. J

* ad-vaun ce, v.t. [Advance.]

1, To recommend. (Spenser.)

2. To incite, to inflame, to stimulate. [Ad-
vance.] (Spenser.)

* ad vaun ced, ad-vaun St, 2 « 2>ar. [Ad-
vaUNCE.]

* ad-vaunt , s. [Avaunt.] A boast, a vaunt-
ing, a bragging.

"And if ye wyn, make none advaunt."
Beywood : The Pours Ps.

* ad-vaunt'-our, s. [Advaunt.] A boasts*.

Ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, woU, work- who, son ; mute, cub, care, unite, ear, rale, rail ; try, Syrian, », ce = e. geous - jus.
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* ad-vSo-tl'-tiou*, a. [Lat. adveeticius, ad-
vectitius, from adrectus, pa. par. of adveho =
to carry to.] Brought from another place;
imported, foreign.

t &d-vene, v.i. [Lat. advenio = to come to,

to arrive at : ad = to, and venio = to come.]
To come to, to accede to, to be added to,

though derived from a foreign source.
" A cause, considered in judicature, is stiled an acci-

dental cause, and the accidental of any act is Mid to
be whatever advenes to the act itself already substan-
tiated.'*—Ayliffe: I'arergon

*ad ve-nl-ent, a. [Lat. advenUns, pr. par.

of advenio.] [Advene.] Approaching, coming,
being superadded from foreign sources.

" Being thus divided from truth in themselves they
are yet farther removed by advenient deception, for
they are daily mocked into errour by subtler devisers,"—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

ad-vent, s. [In Ger. advent; Fr. avent; Ital.

avvento; all from Lat. advcntum, supine of
advenio.] [Advene.]

L The act of coming.

1. (Spec) Theol. : The first, or the expected
second coming of Christ

" Gives courage to their foes, who, could they see
The davm of thy last advent, long desired.
Would creep into the bowels of the hills,

And See for safety to the falling; rocks."
Cawper ; Task, bk. vi.

2. Ordinary Language (in a respectful or in a
mock-lieroic sense) ; The coming of any merely
human personage, or of people, to a place.

"... changed habits of life which always follow
from the advent of Europeans."

—

Darwin; Descent of
Man, pt. i., eh. vii.

" When it was known that no succour was to be
expected from the hero whose advent had been fore-
told by so many seera. the Irish who were abut up in
Galway lost all heart.'*

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. sTVtL

JX The time when a coming takes place.

Spec (in the Ecclesiastical Calendar) : The
season of the year when the Roman Catholic,
the English, and various other churches
commemorate the first and anticipate the
second coming of Christ It comprises four
Sundays, and commences on the one which
precedes, or that which follows, St. Andrew's
Day (November 30), or on St Andrew's Day
itself.

Ad vent ist, i. A believer in the second
advent or coming of Christ. Adventfsta are
divided into Advent (or Second Advent) Ghritt-

tons, Seventh-day Adventists (of whom there
are 34,000 in these States) and Evangelical
Adventists.

ad-ven-ti -tious, o. [In Fr. adventice; fr.

Lat adventicius or adventitius = coming from
abroad, foreign.] [Advent.]

1. Not properly pertaining to ; extraneous
to ; foreign to.

"... the adventitious moisture which hangeth
loose in the body."—Bacon: Nat. Hut., Cent. TV.,
| 365.

"The adventitious matter of this communication. "—
Frmule: Hist. Eng., iv. 455.

2. Coming unexpectedly or incidentally,

a Bot. : Abnormal, as a genuine root with

HaNGROVE-TREE, SHOWING ADVENTITIOUS ROOTS.

leaf-buds on it, or a slender aerial root sent
down from the branches, as in the banyan and
mangrove trees.

ad-ven-tl'-tlous-l^, adv. [Adventitious.]
In an adventitious manner; casually; acci-
dentally.

ad ven-ti tious-ness, ». [Adventitious.]
The quality or state of being adventitious.

t ad-v6nt'-Ive, a. A ». [Low Lat. ad-
ventivus, from adventum, supine of idvenio.)

[Advene.]

As adjective : Foreign to, not native ; ad-
ventitious.

". . . the considerations of the original of the
soul, whether it be native or adventive, ami how far it

Is exempted from laws of matter and of the immor-
tality thereof, and many other points . . ."—Bacon ;

Adv. of Learn., bk. li.

* As substantive : A person or thing coming
from abroad.

" That the natives be not so many, but that there
may be elbow-room enough for them aud for the
advcntives also. "— Bacon.

* ad-vent -ry, s. [Adventure.] An adven-

ture, an enterprise.
'

' Act a brave work ; call it thy last advtntry.

"

B. Jonson; Epig.

ad-vent'-u-al, a. [Advent.] Pertaining to

the season of Advent.
"I do also daily use one other collect »». namely,

the collects adventual, quadragesimal, paschal, or
Pentecostal, for their proper seasons. "—Bitkop Saun-
derson.

ad-vent -iire, * a-vent -iire, &. [Fr. aven-
tine; Ital. avveniura, from Lat. adventurus
fut. part, of advenio.] [Aunter.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

X. The act of venturing or hazarding, hazard
(followed by of or standing alone).

"The adventure of her person.

"

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, v. 1.

" He loved excitement and adventure.

"

—Macaulay :

Hut. Eng., ch. xil.

At all adventures: At all hazards, at all

risks.

" Where the mind does not perceive probable con-
nection, there men's opinions are the effects of chance
and hazard: of a mind floating at all adventures,
without choice and without direction."—Locke.

XL That which, constitutes the venture or
hazard.

* 1, Chance, fortune. [Aventure.]
" A venture so hath turned his pas
Ageynes the kyng hie mas."

Eyng Alisaunder, 7,897.

* 2. An occurrence, especially if it is of an
Important character.

"The adventures of one's life.-—Bacon,

3. An enterprise of uncertain issue ; an
exploit not to be achieved without risk.

" This hard adventure claims thy utmost care."
Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. xxiv., 4N.

" To taste the fruit of yon celestial tree,
Or die in the adventure."

Shakesp. : Pericles, L 1.

"He . . . had been accustomed to eccentric ad'
ventures."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ix.

B. Technically

:

Comm. (especially by sea): That which is

Sut to hazard ; a ship or goods sent to sea at
he risk of the sender.

**.
. . reserving to himBelf only one-tenth part of

the gains of the adventure:—Macaulay: Hist. Eng..
ch. xxv.

IT More usually Venture (q.v.).

A biU of adventure: A writing signed by one
who receives goods on board his vessel at
their owner's risk. Or a writing signed by a
merchant, stating that the goods shipped in
his name belong to another, to the adventure
or chance of which the person so named is to
stand.

ad-vent'-iire, v.t. & i. Tin Fr. aventurer;
Ital. awenturare.] [Adventure, s.]

1. Trona, ; To risk, to hazard, to put in

danger.
" So lx>ld Leander would adventure it."*

Shakesp. ; Two Gentlemen of Verona, lit 1.

Yet they adventured to go back."

—

Bunyan: The
Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ).

•fl It is sometimes used reflectively.

2. Intrans. : To venture.
" Page I am almost afraid to stand alone

Here in the churchyard : yet I will adventure."
Shakesp. ; Borneo and Juliet, v. 3.

% There is properly an ellipsis in the above
example, the meaning being, "yet I will ad-
venture to do it

;

" it thus resembles the
example from Bunyan.

ad-vent -tired, pa. par. & a. [Adventure, v. ]

* ad-vent'-itre-ftil, a. [Adventure.] Full

of adventure ; delighting in enterprise.

* ad-vent'-ure-mSnt, s. [Eng. adventure;
*ment.] Danger, hazard, risk.

• Laughs at such dangers and adventurements."
Hall; Satires, IV. iiL U.

ad-ven'-tur-er, s. [In Ger. abenteurer; Fr.
* mventurier ; Ital. avventuriere.]

1. Originally: All who belonged to a com-
pany of merchants united for the discovery
and colonisation of new lands, or for trade
with remote parts of the world. The Society
of Adventurers arose in Burgundy; it was
established by John, Duke of Brabant, in
1248, and, being translated into England, had
its constitution and privileges confirmed by
various kings, beginning with Edward III.,
and terminating with Henry VII. The official

name which it ultimately bore in this country
was the Merchant Adventurers.
Adventurers upon return ; called also Putters

out. Adventurers who lent money before
departing on a hazardous journey, stipulating
that if they returned alive they should receive
their capital back, with heavy interest upon
it ; while if they died abroad it would become
the property of the borrower. [Putter out.]

2. One who, being conscious that be pos-
sesses courage and ability, seeks his fortune
in new and perilous enterprises, military,
political, or of any other kind, it not being
implied that he is a member of any chartered
company like that above described.

"These conteete, however, did not take place till the
younger adventurer had attained riches and dignities
such that he no longer stood in need of the patronage
which had raised him."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

* ad vent' iire-sorne, a. [Adventure.]
Bold, daring, adventurous.
\ Now shortened into Venturesome (q.v.).

ad vent iire some ness, s. [Adventure-
some.] The act or quality of being venture-
some. (This word is now shortened to Yen-
tubesomeness.)

ad ven' tiir -ess, «, An unscrupulous,
designing woman.

ad-vent iir ing, pr. par. [Adventure, v.]

advent -iir-ous, a. [In Fr. aventureux.]
' [Adventure.] Full of adventure.

1. Ofpersons : Fond of adventure, prone to
embark in hazardous enterprises, enterprising.

" What time I sailed with Morgan's crew,
Who oft, 'mid our carousals, spake
Of Raleigh, Frobisher, and Drake ;

Adventurous hearts ! who bartered, bold.
Their English steel for Spanish gold."

Scott ; Rokeby, 11. IS.

2. Of things : Involving danger, perilous

;

not to be done or achieved without danger,
not to be encountered without risk. The
hazard may be to life, to liberty, to reputa-
tion, or to anything else which is prized.

"... that breathed
Heroic ardour to adventurous deeds

[See also the examples under Adventur-
ously. ]

ad-vent'-iir-ous-ry, adv. [Adventurous.}
In an adventurous manner ; courageously,
boldly, daringly.

"They are both hanged : and so would this be, if he
durst steal any thing adventurously."—Shakesp. ; &.
Henry V., iv. 4.

" He lias drawn heavily upon time in bis develop-
ment of species, and ike has drawn adventurously uj">n
matter in his theory of pangenesis."

—

Tyndall; Pray,
of Science, 3rd ed_, vii. 15B.

ad-vent '-ur-ous ness, s. [Adventuro us. ]

The quality of being adventurous ; enterprise,

courage, boldness, valour.

* ad'-ven-ue, 5. Old spelling of Avenue.

ad -verb, s. [In Ger. adverbium; Fr. ad-
verbe; Ital. avverbio; from Lat. adverbium
= an adverb : ad= to, and verbum = a word, a

verb. The etymology does not suggest
the full meaning of the term adverb. An
adverb may be placed before, or in imme-
diate connection with, other parts of speech
than a verb (see below).] One of the "parts
of speech." A word placed in more or less

immediate conjunction with a verb, a par-

ticiple, an adjective, or another adverb,

and designed to qualify its meaning. In

the sentences, "he rides well," "splendidly
done," "remarkably good," and "very pros-

perously," well, splendidly, remarkably, very

and prospermisly are adverbs.

ad-verb'-I-al, a. [In Ger. adverbialisch ; Fr.

adverbial; Ital. avverbiale, from Lat. adverbi-

aiis, from adverbium m an adverb.] [Adverb.]

1. Pertaining to an adverb, containing an
adverb.

"I next proceed to the adverbial forms."—-isy :

Philological Essays (IBM), p. 179.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9ell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenopnon, eyist. -ing.

-eia^sha; -cian-shan, -tion, -eion = shun ; -sion, -tion ^ zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = Del, del*
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2. Liberal in the use of adverbs.
" He is wonderfully adverbial In hie professions."—

Toiler, No.a»L

ad-verft -I-al-l^, adjL JAdverbiai.] After
the manner of an advert).

"... and which are used adverbially by the
moderns."—Bcames: Compar. Oram. Aryan Lana. of
India, i. 183.

^
* ad-ve're, v. t [Advest. ]

t ad -vers-a Die, a. [Adverse.] Contrary
to, opposite to. (Johnson : Diet.)

* ad'-vers-a'-cy-on, s. [Adverse.) Con-
tention.
" Desyringe so a caatell In to dwell,
Hym and his men to kepe from all adversacyon."

Bardyng: Chron., t bS,

* ad -ver-sant, a. [Adverse.] Adverse.
(Minsheu : Guide into Tongues.)

ad-ver-ear'-I-a, *. pL [Lat., a note-book, a
common-place book, a journal, memoranda,
especially a book in which debtor and creditor
entries were placed adverse, that is, opposite
to each other.]

1. A common-place book.
"These parchments are supposed to h*T» been St

Paul's adversaria "—Bull : Sermons.

2. A printed miscellany.

* ad -ver-sa-rie, s. [Adversary.]

ad ver-sar -I-ous, a. [Adversary.] Pull
of opposition to, exceedingly adverse to.
(Poetic.) (Southey.)

fcd'-ver-sar-^, «. & a. [In Fr. adversaire;
ItaL avveharvo, fr. Lat. adversarius = turned
towards, opposed to : adversus, part , adj. , &
prep. = turned towards, opposite : ad = to

;

venue = turned, pa, par. of verio = to turn,]

A* As substantive

:

1. One temporarily or permanently brought
into antagonism with another, as in a battle,
a lawsuit, a competition, or even a friendly
game ; an opponent.

" And eek by witnessyng of many a wight,
That al was fals that sayde his adversarie,"

Chaucer: C. T„ 1S.WM0.
" A«d do as adversaries do In law-
Strive mightily, but eat and drink as friends."

Shakesp. ; Taming of the Shrew, i. 1
**.

. . let him not go dewn with us to battle, lest
In the battle he be an adversary to us."—1 Sam, xxix. 4.

2. One who from having been brought in
some way Into antagonism with another, has
become his secret or avowed foe. In a mora
general sense, an enemy, whether public or
private. (Used also of the enemies of God.)

" And he was an adversary to Israel all the days of
Solomon."—1 Kings xi. 25.

" Let mine adversaries be clothed with shame "—
Ps. cix. ».
"The adversaries of the Lord shall be broken to

pieces . . . "—l Sam. it 10.

% Applied in Scripture by way of eminence
to Satan.

"
. . . your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion,

walketh about, seeking whom he may devour "

1 Pet. v. &.

B. As adjective : Opposed to, adverse to.

"An unvanqulshable fort against the impressions
and assaults of all adversary forces."—£p. King •

Vtti* Palat. (1«U), p. SO.
r v

Law : Not unopposed. An adversary suit is

a suit to which opposition has been intimated.

ad-vers'-a-tive, a. & s. [In Ger. adversa-
tivum; Fr. adversatif; ItaL awersativo, from
Lat adversativus. ]

Aa As adjective

:

1. Gen. : Expressing some opposition to, or
at least some difference from or with.

2. Spec : Pertaining to, resembling, or con-
taining an adversative.

" Two members of one and the same sentence con-
nected with the adversative particle 'but.'"— Worth-
ington : MlsceU., p. 4.

IT Prof. Bain considers the Adversative
f terms as the second class of Co-ordinating

Conjunctions, the others being called Cumu-
lative and Illative. The adversatires place
the second sentence or clause in some kind of
opposition to the preceding one. There are
three species or divisions in the class : Ex-
elusive Adversatives (viz., not, but, else, other-
wise), Alternative Adversatives (viz., either—or;
whether—or; neither—nor), and Arrestive Ad-
versatives (as but, but then, still, only, neverthe-
less, and others). (Bain: Higher Eng. Gram.)
B. As substantive

:

Grammar : A word putting in more or less
distinct opposition to each other the two por-

tions of a sentence between which it is
placed. [See the adjective.]

ad -verse, a. [In Fr. adverse; ItaL avverso

;

fr. Lat adversusm turned to : ad= to; versus,
pa. par. of verto = to turn. ]

IT Shakespeare generally accents on the first
syllable as is now done ; but in the following
passage he does so on the second

:

" Though time seems so adverse, and means unfit"
Shakesp. ; All s Weil that Ends Well, v. i.

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Ofpurely physical opposition : 8o turned
towards a person as literally to stand in the
way of his progress.

Used (1) of anything in action against a
person or thing.

" One by storms annoyed and adverse winds."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. lit

(2) Of what is simply opposite to a person
or thing.

" And Afric's coast and Calpe's adverse height"
Byron : English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

IL Of opposition not purely physical

L Of persons or beings : Hostile, antagon-
istic, inimical, unpropitious.

" Besides, the king's name is a tower of strength.
Which they upon the adverse faction want?*

Shakesp. : King Richard III, T. &
"The adherents of the ministers were victorious,

Sut the adverse mob to the rout . . ."

—

Maeaulav •

'1st. Eng., ch. xxiv.

" E'er since our adverse fates decreed'
That we must part, and I must mourn.*'

_ 1 Cowper : To Delta,
2. Of things:
(a) In opposition to the real or supposed

welfare of ; calamitous, afflictive.
" What if he hath decreed that I shall first
Be try'd in humble state, and things adverse i

By tribulations, injuries, insults.
Contempts, and scorns, and snares, and violence T"

Milton. P.R.. bk. iil

(&) In its nature opposed to, incongruous
or inconsistent with.

"The benevolent spirit of the Christian morality
Is undoubtedly adverse to distinctions of caste. "—
Macautay: Hist. Eng., eh. i.

B. Technically:

Law. Adverse possession: Occupancy against
the person rightfully entitled, but which,
however, will become unimpeachable if the
latter remain quiet on the subject for twenty
years.

* ad-verse, r. r [Prom the adjective. In Lat.
adversor = to oppose.] To oppose, to manifest
hostility to.

"Of that fortune him schulde adverse.''
Oower; Confessio Amantis, bk. 11

ad'-verse-l& adv. [Adverse.] In an ad-
verse manner, oppositely.

" If the drink you give me touch my palate ad-
versely, I make a crooked face at it

1'—Shakesp
C'iriolanut, IL 1.

ad -verse-ness, s. [Adverse.] The state or
quality of being adverse ; opposition.

* ad-vers'-er, s. [Adverse.] An adversary.
" Myn adversers and false wytnes berars agaynste

me."—ArchcBologia, xxiil. M.

ad-vers-I-fo-li-ate, ad vers If6 -II-
ous, a. [Lat. adversus— turned to, opposite

;

folium — a leaf]

Bot. : Having opposite leaves.

* ad ver -sion, $. [Advert.] A turning to,
attention.

" The soul bestoweth her adversion
On something else."—More: Phil. Poems, p. 3M.

ad-veV-sI-t£, * ad ver -si te, s. [In Fr.
adversite ; ItaL awersita, fr. Lat. adversitas =
(1) contrariety, antipathy; (2) misfortune,
calamity. ]

1. Adverse circumstances, misfortune,
calamity, trouble, either one affliction or a
series of them. (In this sense it has a plural.)

*' He hath said in his heart, I shall not be moved •

for 1 shall never be in adversity."—Ps. x. *,

"And though the Lord give you the bread of ad-
versity, and the water of affliction . . . "—/so. xxx. 20.

"And ye have this day rejected your God, who him-
self saved you out of all your adversities and your
tribulations . . . *—l Sam. x. i».

2. The state of mental depression produced
by such adverse circumstances or calamities.

"Haveth aom reuthe on hir adversite."
Chaucer : C. 71, 8,074.

ad-vert', v.t. ki. [In Ital. awertire, fr. Lat
adverto, v. t= to turn towards : ad = to; verto— to turn.]

* 1. Transitive : To regard, to advise.
" §£ though the soul, the time she doth advert
The body s passions, takes herself to die."

Dr. H. More; Song of the Soul, iv. M.
2. Intransitive : To turn the mind or atten-

tion to, to remark, to notice.

(a) With to

:

*'
I

.

ma>' R«ain advert to the distinction. "—Owen

:

Classtf. of the Mammalia, p. 97.

*(&) With upon:
" A child of earth. I rested, in that stage
Of my past course to which these thoughts advert.
Upon earth's native energies."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. Ill
' While they pretend to advert upon one libel, they

•et up another/— Vindie, of the Duke of Guise (IMS).

* ad-vert , v.t. [Lat. averto : a m from ; verto
= to turn. The d is improperly inserted.]
To avert, to turn away from. (Scotch.)

" Prae my sinnea advert thy face."
Poems, 16tb cent

ad-vert'-ed, pa. par. [Advert.]

* ad vert ance,
Scotch.)

s. [Advertence. ] (Old

* ad-ver-ta'-tlon, * ad-ver ta cy-oun, *.

[Advert.] Information. (Digby Myst.
, p. 106.)

ad vert -ence, * ad-vert -ance (0. Scotch),

s. [In Ital awertenza.] [Advert.].

1. The act of turning the mind to; atten-
tion, notice, needfulness.

*1. Without to;

"Although the body sat among them there,
Her advertence is always ellis where ;

For Trollus full fast her soule sought
Withouten worde, on him alwaie she thought"

Chaucer : Troitus and Cress., iv. flM.

2. With to

:

" Christianity may make Archimedes htsxhallenge

:

give it but where it may set its foot, allow but a sober
advertence to its proposals, and It will move the wholi
world."—Decay of Piety.

IX A person or persons attending upon,
(0. Scotch.)

1. Retinue.

"And all his advertanee that in his court dwellis."
—Rauf Coilyear.

2. Adherents, abettors, advisers.

"Bchir William of Crechtoun and Schir George of
Crechtoun, and thar advertence."—Short Chron. of
JOS. If, p. 3*.

t ad-vert'-$n-9y; s. [Advertence. ] The
same as Advertence, in sense No. L

"Too much advertency Is not your talent ; or els*
you had fled from that text, as from a rock."—Swift.

ad-vert'-ent, a. [Lat. advertens, pr. par. of
adwrto.] [Advert.] Turning towards, atten-
tive, heedfuL

" This requires choice parts, great attention of mind,
sequestration from the importunity of secular em-
ployment*, and a long advertent, and deliberate con-
uexing of consequents. —Bale .- Origin of Mankind,

ad-vert'-exit-l^, adv. [Advertent.] In an
advertent manner ; not unintentionally, but
with deliberation, or, at least, wilfully.

ad-vert'-Iiig, pr. par. [Advert.]

ad'-ver-tipe, ad -ver-tize, v.t. & i. [0. Ft.

advertissant, pr. par. of advertir ; Fr. avertir ;
Ital. awisare ' Lat adverto.] [Advert.]

A. Transitive:

* 1. Gen. : To notify, to inform, to give in-
telligence to.

" I have advertiz'd him by seeret means."—Shakesp •

Henry VI., Part III., iv. ft.

"And I thought to advertise thee, saying. Buy it
before the inhabitants . . . "

—

Ruth iv. 4.

"I was advertised their general slept"
Shakesp. : Troilus and Cressida, IL 1

2. Spec. : To publish in a newspaper, or In
some similar way, a paragraph generally
designed to promote the financial or other
interests of the person who seeks its inser-
tion. [Advertisement, III. 2.]

" By statute 25 Geo. II.. c S6, eve" *^ advertise a
reward for the return of things stole*, *ith no ques-
tions asked, or words to the same purport, subject!
the advertiser and the printer to a forfeiture of £fto
each."—Blackttone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 10.

B. Intransitive: To publish an advertise-
ment in a newspaper, or in any other way
give it currency.

1[ Formerly used sometimes with upon, so
as to make a compound transitive verb.

".
. . do advertise upon that learned knight my

very worthy friend."—Sir Wm. Read : Tatler.No. 22*

ad ver tiscd, ad'-ver-tized, pa. par.
[Advertise, Advertize.]^

ad-ver '-tise -merit, " ad-ver ti ^e-mSnt,
*. [In Ger. & Fr. avertissement.]

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p»t,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, as, oe = e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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I, The act of advertising.

1. Gen. : Tha act of advertising, intimating,

or giving notice of anything.

• 2. Spec. : Admonition.
"My griefs cry louder than advertisement."

-"
: Much Ado about Jfothing, v. L

H The state of being advertised, ability to

be advertised.

IIL That which advertises.

t 1. Gen. : Intimation in any way of some-
thing which has occurred.
" K. Ben. The Earl of Westmoreland set forth to-day

;

With him my son. Lord John of Lancaster;
For this advertisement is five days old."

Shakesp. : Henry IV., Part /., lit 1

2. Spec. : A public announcement, notice, or
tatement in the columns of a newspaper or
other public print, giving information regard-
ing a private or public undertaking, stating a
want or a fact or a coming event, and usually
paid for by the party to be benefited by such
announcement. Circulars, handbills, posters,

and signs of various kinds are advertisements,
but tbe term is quite commonly restricted

to announcements appearing in newspapers,
magazines, theatrical programmes and the like.

&d-ver-ti -ser, *. [Advertise. ]

1. Ofpersons : One who advertises.

The great skill In an advertiser Is chiefly seen In
the style he makes use of."— Toiler, No. 234.

2. Of things: That which advertises. (Used
as the name of various newspapers, as the

"Morning Advertiser.")
" They have drawled through columns of gazetteers

and advertisers for a century together."

—

Burke:
Works, iL 13.

&d-ver-tisj'-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Advertise. ]

L As present participle : In senses corre-

•ponding to those of the verb.

JL As adjective

:

1. Furnishing advertisements, as "an ad-
vertising firm."

2. Constituting a receptacle- for advertise-

ments, as an "advertising van." Vehicles
designed for such a purpose cannot legally be
sent forth to traverse public thoroughfares.

* 3. Attentive.

H Advertising and holy = attentive and
faithful. (Johnson.)

"As I was then
Advertising and holy to your business,
Not changing heart with habit, I am still

attornied at your service."
Shakesp.: Measurefor Measure, v. L

ad -ver-tize, &c. [Advertise.]

ad-vesp'-er-ate, v.L [In Lat. advesperascit,

impers. verb= evening approaches : ad m to ;

vesperasco = to become evening ; vespera or
vesper = the evening.] To draw towards
evening.

* ad-vest', v.t. [Norm. Fr. advestir: fr. Lat.

ad = to, and vestis = a garment.] To put in

possession, to invest. (Cotgrave.)

* ad-vew'e, v. [View.] To consider. (Spenser.)

* ad-vew'ed, pa. par. [Advewe. ]

ad-vi '96, * a-vls', * a-vi'se, * av-I-ls',

•a-vy'S, « [Fr. avis; Ital. awiso.] [Advise.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

*L Opinion, view, sentiment.
*' And seth then sayd hir aviis
Of God, that Loverd was and ever isse."

Saynt Katerine, p. 179.

*2. Deliberate consideration, prudence.
" What he hath won, that he hath fortified

;

So hot a speed, with such advice dispos'd

;

Such temperate order, in so fierce a course,

Doth want example."
Shakesp. : Sing John, ill 4.

(See also example under No. 3. ]

S. Information. [See also Commerce (B. 1).]

"How Bhall I doat on her with more advice.

That thus without advice begin to love her I"

Shakesp. : Two Gent. U. 4.

4. Counsel; an opinion offered as to what
one ought to do either habitually, or in the
circumstances which have at the time arrived.

"... give here your advice and counsel."

—

Judg.
XX. 7-

" His friends were summon'd on a point so nice,

To pass their judgment, and to give advice

;

But flx'd before, and well resolved was he
(As men that ask advice are wont to be)."

Pope : January and May, 81—84.

To take advice is to accept it when tendered,

and act upon it
" This advice was taken, and with excellent effect.'

—Macaulay: Hist. Eng„ ch. ix.

To take advice with, is to take counsel with
;

to consult, to hold a conference with, and ask
the opinion of, as, for instance, an adept in

any art.

" Great princes, taking advice with workmen, with
no less cost set their things together." — Bacon:
Essays.

B. Technically:

1. Comm. ; Information on some business
matter communicated by one engaged in

mercantile life to another person similarly

engaged.

IT Often in the plural ; in which case it

means telegrams, letters, or other documents,
or even verbal communications, interesting to
commercial men, regarding occurrences hap-
pening elsewhere.

A letter of advice : A letter sent by one mer-
chant to another, informing him when bills or
cheques are drawn on him, with particulars

as to when payment is to be made.

2. Nautical. Advice-boat : A small vessel to
carry despatches, or, in some cases, verbal
information between places accessible by
water.

* ad-vlK'-ll-ate, v.t. [Lat. advigilo = to

watch by, to keep guard over : ad = near,

and vigiXo = to be wakeful, to watch ; vigil =
awake, watchful.] To watch over, to watch.

ad-viy-a-bfl'-I-ty, s. [Eng. advisable ; -Uy.)

The quality or state of being advisable ; ad-
visableness.

ad vis'-a ble, a. [Advise.]

* 1. Able to be advised ; not indisposed
to accept advice, and therefore encouraging
others to offer it.

" He was so strangely advisable that he would advert
unto the Judgment of the meanest person." — Fell :

Lift of Hammond,

2. Such as one acting on good advice would
adopt ; right, proper, befitting, fitting, ex-

pedient.
" He called a council of war to consider what course

it would be advisable to take."—Macaulay : Mitt. Eng.,
ch,xiii.

ad- -vis'-a-ble-ness, s. [Advisable.] The

quality of being proper, befitting, or ex-

pedient. (Johnson : Diet.)

ad-viS'-a-My, adv. [Advisable.] In an
" advisable manner. (Webster.)

ad vi'se, *ad-vy'se, * ad-vi'ze, * aviso,
•a-vy'se, *a-vi'«et v.t. & i. [O. Fr. ad-

viser ; Ital. avvisare = to view, to perceive, to

take note.] [Advice.]

1. Transitive

:

(a) Ordinary Language :

* 1. To observe, to look at.

" Heo heom avyted among ther play.
For he was nought of that contray.*

Kyng Alisaunder, 221.

"He looked back, and her avizing well
Weened, as he said, that by her outward grace.
That fairest Florimel was present there in place."

Spenser : F. Q., IV. li. 21

* 2. To consider, to deliberate upon.

(a) Not with self added (unrejlectively).

(b) With self added (reflectively): To take
counsel with one's self ; to reflect.

" Now therefore advise thyself what word I shall
bring again to him that sent me."—1 Chron. xxi. 12.

3. To inform, to acquaint, to apprise ; to

teach. [See Commerce.]
" Quick. Are you advised o' that? you shall find it a

great charge: and to be up early and down late."—
Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, i. 4.

4. To counsel ; to offer counsel to, in the
hope, or at least with the desire that it may
je followed.

*' Brother, I advise you to the best"—Shakesp. : King
Lear, i. 2.

" I would advise all gentlemen to learn merchants'
accounts. "

—

Locke.

(b) Technically

:

* 1. 0. Scotch Law

:

To advise a cause or process : To deliberate

so as to give judgment on it.

"... and desynt the estates to advise the process,

and to pronounce their sentence of parliament thiiir-

with."—Acts, Ja. VI. (1598).

To be advysit with: To be ready to give

judgment after deliberate investigation.

"... and thay thalrwith being ryplle advysit,

findia, decernis, Ac'—Acts, Ja. VJ. (1593).

2. Comm. : To communicate intelligence re-

garding the state of the markets, the con-

signment of goods, bills drawn on one, &c.

IL Intransitive : To consult, to deliberate,
to reflect.

[Advise.]

acting with

ad-vis ed, pa. par. & a.

As adjective

:

1. Of a person : Counselled
deliberation

; prudent, wise.
" Let htm rather be advised In his answers than

forward to tell stories. "—Bacon ; Essays.

(a) Well advised: Humble, prudent
"Only by pride cometh contention: but with the

well advised is wisdom."—Prov. xiii. 10.

(b) III advised : Foolish.

2. (a) Of a resolution : Well considered.

(6) Of an act: Deliberate.
"... after a great and long and advised disputa-

tion."

—

Froude: Hist, Eng., ch. xvi.

" When they had sworn to this advised doom."
Shakesp. : Tarquin and Lucrece.

"In other words, he may either have been aware of
the circumstance or not aware ; it may either have
been present to his mind or not present. In the first

case, the act may be said to have been an advised
act, with respect to the circumstances ; In the other
case, an unadvised one."—Bowring: Bcnthams Works,
1.42.

ad-vi'-sed-l$r, adv. [Advised.] With mature

deliberation.

* 1. Attentively.
" This picture she advisedly perused.
And chid the painter for his wondrous skill."

Shakesp. : Tarquin and LucreM.

2. With mature deliberation ; with delibe-

rate purpose.
" I dare be bound again.

My soul upon the forfeit, that your lord
Will never more break faith advisedly."

Shakesp. ; Merchant of Venice, v. L

*ad vi-sed-ness, s. [Advised.] The

quality of having been adopted after mature
deliberation ; advisableness.

" While things are in agitation, private men may
modestly tender their thoughts to the consideration of

those that are in authority ; to whose care it belongeth,

in prescribing concerning indifferent things, to pro-

ceed with afl Just advisednest and moderation."—
Saunderson : Judgment in One View.

* ad-vise'-ment, * a-vise'-ment, *. [Ad-
vise.]

1. Consideration, deliberation.

"... whloh [lake or portion of the sea] is not
without perill to such as with small advisement
enter the same."—Harrison: Descript. of Britain*.

p. 38.

"... in good advisement and remembrance.'*—
A MS. from the Rolls' House, quoted in Fronde's " Hist,

Eng.," ch. Iv.

2. Consultation.
"... David, when he came with the Philistines)

against Saul to battle : but they helped them not : for

the lords of the Philistines upon advisement sent him
away, saying. He will fall to his master Saul to the
Jeopardy of our heads."—1 Chron. xii. 19.

3. Advice, counsel.

"Ten schippes were dryven, through ille avisement,
Thorgh a tempest ryven, the schipmen held them

schent."—Langtoft : Chron., p. 148.

ad-vi'-jer, s. [Advise.] One who advises.

"... nor had he near him any adi'lser on whoa*
judgment reliance could be placed."

—

Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. vii.

" Halifax was generally regarded as the chief ad-
viser of the Crown."—Ibid., ch. xiv.

ad-vi'-fjer-Sbip, s. [Adviser.] The office

or position of an adviser.

ad-vi'-glng, pr. par. &s. [Advise.]

As substantive: Advice, counsel.

"... fasten your ear on my advisings.

"

—Shakcsp.i
Measurefor Measure, ill. L

* ad-vT- jion, s.

'dream. (Wright.)

* ad-vi'-§ilve, a. [Eng. advise,

1. Prudent, cautious.

2. That advises or counsels.

* ad-vi'-sive-ness, s. [Eng. advisive ; -nes$,\

The quality of being advisive.

[Low Lat. adviso; Ital. aviso.]

[Avision.] A vision, a

-ive.)

* ad-vi'-sd, s.

Advice.
"... their counsels and adfisos."— Wagitaje: Hist,

RefL, p. 4.

* ad-vi'-s6r-jf» a. [Advise.]

1. Having power to advise.
" The general association has a general advisor*

superintendence over all the ministers and churches.
—Turnbull: Iltst. Conn.

2. Containing advice.

ad vi'-tam aut cul'-pam. [Lat] [Ad.J

biSil, bo"^; p«Sut, J6%1; eat, yell, chorus, cMit, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. P^**
-clan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -sion, -fion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -We, -die, &c. - oel, del, ewe = u«
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•W'-vd-ca--cy, * [Lat advocatio, fr. advoco=
to call or summon to.} [Advoke.]

* 1. A law-suit.
" Be ye not ware how that false Pollphete
1% now about eftsonis for to plete.

And bring In on you advocacies new ?
"

Chaucer : Troiliu <t Creseide, UL 1,469.

2. The act of pleading for a person or a
cause.

" If any then are, who are of opinion that there are
no antipodes, or that the stars do fall ; they shall not
want herein the applause and advocacy of man."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours.

ad vo cate, *ad vo cat, *ad-vok etc,
i. [Lat advocatus = (1) originally one whose
aid was called in or invoked ; one who helped
in any business matter ; (2) Law, at first, one
who gave his legal aid in a case, without,
however, pleading, this being the function of
the patronus; (3) the advocatus jtsci, who
attended to the interests of the Jtscus, or
the emperor's privy purse. From aduoco =
to call or summon to one : ad = to, and
roco m to call, to summon; Oer. advokat:
Fr. avooat; Ital. awocato.] [Advowson, Ad-
voke, Voice.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : One who pleads a cause in a civil
or criminal court belonging to any country.

" thou, that art so fair and fal of grace,
Be ujyn adoocat In that hihe place."

Chaucer : C. T., 11,995-6.

"The advocate* contended on both sides with far
snore than professional keenness and vehemence."

—

Macaulay ; ilitt. Eng., oh. viii.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) One who defends against opposers, and
seeks to recommend to the acceptance of the
public any opinion or cause.

" And thtther will I bear thy suit.
Nor will thine advocate be mate."

Scott : Lord of the Islet, It. 15.

^T It is used with of or for after it.

" The advocate* of ' transmutation ' have failed to
explain them."—Owen: Classification of Mammalia,
p. 49.

"And advocatesfor folly dead and gone."
Pope: Epistles.

(b) Christ, as pleading before the Eternal
father for sinners.

" And if any man sin, we have an advocate with the
Father, Jesus Christ the righteous,"—1 John ii. L

B. Technically:

L In the old German empire: A person ap-
pointed by the emperor to do justice. In
Germany and elsewhere juridical advocates
were made judges in consequence of their
attending when causes were pleaded in the
count's court

n. In tlie Mediaeval Church : One appointed
to defend the rights and revenues of a church
or monastery. The word advocate, intthe sense
of a defender of the church, was ultimately
superseded by that of patron, but it still

lingers in the term advowson. [Advowson.]
Constitutional advocates, in Rome, pleaded

before the consistory in cases relating to the
disposal of benefices which they opposed.

Elective advocates were chosen by a bishop,
an abbot, or a chapter.
Feudal advocates were persons assigned

lands on condition of their fighting for the
Church, leading out their vassals for the
purpose.
Matricular advocates defended the cathedral

churches.
Military advocates were appointed to fight

for the Church. [See also Advocatus.]
Devil's Advocate. [Advocator, Fra.]

TJL In English Law :

1. Originally: One who pleaded a cause
m a civil, but not In a criminal court.
Formerly, certain persons called advocates,
learned in the civil and canon law, were
alone entitled to plead as counsel in the
English ecclesiastical and admiralty courts,
but these are now thrown open to the ordi-
nary bar. {Will : Wharton's Law Lexicon.)

2. Now : One who pleads a cause in any
court, civil or criminal. It is not, properly
speaking, a technical word, but is used only
in a popular sense, as synonymous with
barrister or counsel. [Counsel: Advocate,
A. 1.]

The Queen's Advocate was a member of the
College of Advocates, whose office it was to
advise and act as counsel for the Crown in
questions of civil, canon, and international
law. He ranked next to the Solicitor-General.
{Will : Wharton's Law Lexicon.)

% At stations of the army the judge-advocate
la ths officer through whom prosecutions

before courts-martial are conducted There
is also a Judge-Advocate-General for the army
at large.

IV. In Scotland:

1. Law: A member of "the faculty of
advocates," or Scottish bar. These nave
not derived their privileges from any Act
of Parliament incorporating them into a
society, but have possessed them from a
period of unascertained antiquity. The
association is formed on the model of that of
the French avocats, and, like it, is presided
over by a dean, or doyen,

"The College of Justice, a great forensic society
composed of fudges, advocates, writers to the signet,
and solicitors . . . "—Macaulay : Hist. Ena., ch. xiii.

2. A solicitor practising in Aberdeen.

U The Lord Advocate is the principal Crown
lawyer in Scotland. It is his duty to act as
public prosecutor, which he does in great
cases in which the Crown is interested,
leaving the inferior ones to the procurators
fiscal, who act under his instructions. He is

virtually Secretary of State for Scotland, and,
as a rule, it is through him that the Govern-
ment proposes, explains, and defends the
special legislation for that country.

ad'-VO-cate, v.t & t [Lat. <ntro6o = to call

or summon to. In Law : To call an advocate
to one's assistance : ad = to ; voco = to call.

This is an old English word which fell into
disuse and again revived " It would be diffi-

cult," says Trench, "to find an example of
the verb ' to advocate ' between Milton and
Burke "(Trench: Eng., Past & Present, p. 65.).

L Transitive:

* 1. To call upon or to, to summon, to ask
to hear.

"... we may, in those cases, express our oath in
the form of advocating and calling the creature."—
Jeremy Taylor : Of the Decalogue.

2. To speak or write, if not even to agitate
in favour of a person, an opinion, or a mea-
sure.

" The most eminent orators were engaged to advo-
cate her cause."

—

Mitford.

"... persons who advocate this sentiment"—
Mackenzie : Life of Calvin.

XL Intransitive

:

* 0. Scotch : To strive, as an advocate does,
to win a cause.

" For men seldom advocate against Satan's work
and sin In themselves, but against God's work in
themselves."—Rutherford: Letters.

ad -vo-cate-shlp, s. [Advocate.]

1. The office of an advocate.
" Leave your advocateship.
Except that we shall call yon orator Fry."

Ben Jonson : JVeto Inn, It 8.

2. Advocacy.
"The redemption of the world was made a great

part of the advocateship of the Holy Spirit by our
Lord."—ffaUytoea: Salv. of Souls, p. 7L

ad -v6-ca-tess, s. The feminine form of
Advocate.

" He [the Archbishop of Florence] answers . . . God
hath provided ne of an advocates! who is gentle and
sweet, ftc, and many other such dangerous proposi-
tions."—5je. Taylor: Dissuasive* from Popery.

ad -vo-ca-ting, pr. par. [Advocate. ]

ad-vo-ca'-tlon, «. [Lat. advocatio — a sum-
moning of legal assistance.] [Advocate.]

1. The act or office of pleading ; advocacy.
"t>es. Alas : thrice gentle Cassio,
My advocation is not now in tune ;My lord is not mj lord."

Shakesp. : Othello, Hi. 4.

* 2. Scots Law : A mode of -appeal from cer-
tain inferior courts to the supreme one. By
31 & 32 Vict., c 100, the process of advocation
is abolished, and appeals are substituted in
its room.
Note of advocation: A writ employed for

this appeal.

ad-vo'-ca-trice, s. [Advocate,] A female
advocate. (Elyot.)

ad-vo-ca -tiis, s. [Lat.] [Advocate.]
In the Papal Court : A. diaboli = the devil's

advocate ; the same as the Fra di diabolo.
A person appointed to raise doubts against
the genuineness of the miracles of a candi-
date for canonization. [Fra.]

* ad-void , v.t. [Avoid.]

•ad-volte, v.t. fLat advoco=. to call or
summon to one : ad = to ; voco m to call] To
call or summon to ; to transfer a cause (to
one's self) for trial.

His holiness . . . promising not to revoke the
said commission . . . should not, at the point of
sentence, have advahed the cause, retaining it at
Rome."—Bonner. (Proudes "hist. Eng.,'' ch. TU.J

* ad -vd-kete. [Advocate.]

* ad-vol-a -tion, 5. [From Lat. advolatio =
a flying to, from advolo = to fly towards : ad
= to, and volo = to fly.] The act of flying to
or towards anything. {Johnson : Diet.)

* ad-vol u -tion, s. [Lat. advolutio = a roll-
ing up, from advolutus, pa. par. of advolvo =
to roll to or towards : ad = to, and volvo =
to roll.] The act or processof rolling towards,

*ad-vouou, v.i. [Avouch.]

* ad-voli'-ter-cr, $. [Advoctry.] An adul-
terer.

*' God will condemn advout erer* . ,
."—Bayle : Yet a

Course at the Romysche Fox, i. 70.

* ad vou tress, * ad-vow -tress, s. The
fern, form of Advoutrer, or Advowtrer.

"This kind of danger is then to be feared, chiefly,
when the wives have plots for the raising of their own
children, or else that they be advowtresses."—Bacon

:

Euayr, ch. xvL

* ad-vou'-trie, * ad-vou -try; * ad-
v<Sw-try, * a-vd%'-try, * a-vou -ter-ie,
a [O. Fr. avoutrie.] Adultery. [Adultery.]
"... calling this match advoutrie, as it was."—

Mirrorfor Magistrates, p. 3*3.

"... that he had lived in frequent avoutry."—
Anderson: ColL, iv., pt. i., p. 10L

* ad-vou -trous, a. [Advoctry.] Adul-
terous.

"... the fall of the advoutrous, cursed, and indig-
nant church of hypocrites."—Bate: Revelations, U.

* ad-vo"w't
* ad -vow e, v.t. [Avow.]

ad-vow'-ee, a-vd*w'-ee, s. [Advow, Avow.)
1. An " advocate " of a church or monastic

body. [Advocate. ]

2. A person possessed of an advowson ; the
patron of a .church.
The paramount advowee : The sovereign.

ad-vow'-son, s. [Norm. Fr. avoeson, avotrie;
Fr. avoueric, fr. avouer = to grant, to allow ;

avoue = an attorney. Low Lat. advoatio; Class.
Lat. advocatio=h summoning legal assistance,
the bar, &c ; Low Lat. advoo; Class. Lat. ad-
voco = to call or summon.] [Advocate.]
Law: The right of presentation to a

vacant benefice, what is called in Scotland
patronage. [Patronage.] This is of three
kinds : (1) Presentation, when the patron has a
right to present a clergyman to the bishop for
institution

; (2) collation, when the bisliup is

himself the patron of the living; and (3) dwia-
tion, when the king or a subject, acting under
the royal licence, founds a church or cliapel
on the footing that it shall be subject to his
visitation only, and not be placed under the
bishop, and that he (the patron") shall have
the power of putting a clergyman in it without
presentation, institution, or induction. Hence
advowsons are classified as presentative, colla-

tive, and donative. The reason why they were
generally vested in lords of the several manors
was that it was in most cases their ancestors,
or at least predecessors more or less remote,
who originally built the church, or were " ad-
vocates ' of ecclesiastical privileges. [Advo-
cate.] An advowson still attached to a
manor is called an appendant. If, however,
it be once sold to a purchaser it ceases in all

future time to be appendant, and is said to be
in gross, or at large. Advowsons, origtn<ally
trusts, are now considered heritable property.

" llie advoweon and right of next and perpetual
presentation to the rectory of , subject to the life
of the present incumbent, now in his seventy-first
year."—Advertisement in Times, 1875.

* ad-vo'w'-tre'ss, *. [Advoutress.]

* ad-vo*w'-try, s. [Advoutry.]

advoycr, or avoyer (pron. ad-vo*y'-a, a-
vo^'-a), s. [O. Fr. advoes. ] The chief magis-
trate of a Swiss town or canton.

* ad-vys-y6n, *. [Avision.] A vision, a
dream.

"... the old lady that thow sawect In thru ad.
vy*yon.~—Mart* d'Arthur, ii 3*5.

* ad ward, v.t [Award, v.t.)

* ad -ward, s. [Award, s. ]

•ad-waythe, v. [Await.] To wait for.

(Wright : Monastic Letters, p. 202.)

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, air, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, le, ce = e ; & = e. ey = a.
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a'-dy, 5. A palm-tree, called also abanga, a
native of the West Indies. The large leaf-

Bhoot at the summit of the stem, when cut
into, furnishes a liquor used as wine. The
kernels of the fruit are regarded as a cordial,

and an oil prepared from the fruit may be
used as butter.

* a-dyght (gh mute), a. [Adioht.]

adyn a-ml-a, a-dyn -am-y, s. [Gr.

adwapia (adunamia) = want of strength : a,

priv. ; di'vufus (dunamis) = strength ; dvvapat

(dunamai) ~ to be able. ]

Med. : Debility resulting from sickness.

a-dynamic, a. [Adynamia.] Pertaining

to adynaray ; without strength, weak.
Medicine. Adynamic fever: "A kind of

fever characterised by great prostration or
depression of the vital powers, with a ten-

dency to putridity." (Dr. Tweedie: Cycl. of
Pract. Med., Art. " Fever," ii. 162.)

u-dyn'-am-& s. [Adynamia. ]

* &d'-jft, ad'-jft-um, *. [Lat. adytum ; Gr.

m&vTov (aduton) and 'a6vto$ (adutos), fr. the

adj. advros (adutos) = not to be entered : a,

pnv. ; 6i><Mi (duo) = to get into, to enter.] A
hrine ; the innermost and most sacred part of

a temple ; the holy of holies.

*a-dy'te, v.t. [In Old Fr. endicter, fr. Lat.

vndico = to indite ; in and dice-.'] To indite,

to write.
" Eyiig Rychard dede a lettre wryte,
A noble clerk it gan adyte."

Richard Caur de Lion, 1,174.

ad2e, adz, * ad-dice, s. [A.S. adese; Bp.

azuela.]

1, An instrument consisting of an arched
cutting blade of
iron and a han-
dle, the latter

being placed
transverse to
the edge of the
blade, whereas
in the axe the
two are paral-

lel. It may be
considered as a
kind of crooked
axe. It is used
"by shipwrights,
carpeute r s,

coopers, and
•ther artisans,
and is specially
designed for adze.

chopping a
horizontal surface of timber. (Minshw, &c.)

2. Her. : A common axe.

adze, v.t. To shape by means of an adze.

adzed, pa. par. [Adze, v.]

adz -nig, pr. par. [Adze, v.]

sb (pron. generally e, and occasionally e ; when
it has the latter sound, it is marked in this

work »).

L As an initial : A Latin diphthong cor-
responding to the Greek a\ (ai), and used
chiefly in words originally derived from the
Greek language. When fully naturalised in
English the Greek a\ (ai) and Lat. a become
:Simply e. Thus the Gr. aSfo (aither) is in
Lat. aether. In Eng. some writers, Tyndall
for one, looking on the word as but partially
naturalised, still write it with the diphthong
aether ; whilst the generality, regarding it as
fully naturalised, make it ether. [Ether.]

% Quite a multitude of Anglo-Saxon words
commence with a, but the a becomes changed
in various ways when these are naturalised in
English. It is often transformed into a or e,

less frequently into ee, or ea, or o, or aw, or oi,

or oa ; or it is wholly omitted.

Examples :

1. As a. A. 8. axsc, ax — Eng. axe ; acern
=acorn ; cefter = after ; ande = and ; angel
m angel ; apl, ceppel, 6c. = apple ; at m at.

2. As e. A.8. abbung = Eng. ebbing ; afen,
ajyn, afenn = even ; celf= elf; ametta, amete= emmet, ant ; ^Englisc — English.

3. As ee. A.S. al = Eng. eel

4. As ea. A.S. asttan = to eat ; amian = to
•am.

5. As o. A.S. ozne = Eng. one.

6. As aw. A.S. ml = Eng. awL

7. As oi. A.S. al\= Eng. oiL

8. As oa. A.S. ac m Eng. oak.

9. With the * wholly omitted. A.S. abaft
sb bare ; aend m and.

XL As a termination. [Lat. nomm. pL of
the first declension, as penna, nomin. pi. of
pen.no = a pen. ]

Science (chiejly Biology): The termination
of most orders of plants, and also of most
families and sub-families of animals. Some
of these terms are classical Latin,«but the
majority are only modern imitations of it.

Examples :—Class. Lat. : Alga (pL of alga),

Sea-weeds, the sea-weed order of plants

;

Rosacea (with plantm = plants, understood),
the Rosaceous order of plants, called by
Lindley Roseworts.

ae, a. & adv. (Scotch.) [One.]

fe-cid'-i-al, a. [See def. ]

Bot. : Pertaining.to ^cidium(q.v.)l
"sXcidial forma.**—Smithsonian Report, 1880, p. 824.

»-cId'-1-6-form, *. [Mod. Lat. acidium, and
Eng. -form.]

Bot. : The same as JScidiostage (q.v.).

ce-cid-£-e-my-ce'-tes, *. [Mod.lAt.ceeidium,

and pi. of Gr. ^vmjs (mukes) =. a fungus.]

Bat. : A group of minute parasitic fungi,
each species of which exists in two or more
forms, generally very unlike.

3e-cid-i-6-spore, s. [Mod. Lat. acidium,
and Gr. trvopd (spora) = seed, spore.]

Bot. : A spore produced in the aecidiostage
of growth of certain parasitic fungi, dis-
tinguished by, or peculiar in, their develop-
ment by a process of abstriction.

avcid-i-6-stage, s. [Mod. Lat. acidiitm,

and Eng. -stage.]

Bot. : The first stage of development of
several fungi of the order Uredinese.

ae-cId'-X-um, s. [Mod. Lat., a dimin. from
Gr. auci'a (aikia) = injury, loss.]

Botany

:

h A genus of fungi, natural order Uredineaa,
now thought to be a subordinate stage in the
development of the genera Uromyces and
Puccinia.

2. The cup-like form cliaracteristic of the
genus or form. [Pseddopebidium.]

»d, in compos. [A.S.] [Bad.)

se del-fors -ite, s. [From Mdelfors, in
Sweden.]

Min. : The name of two minerals.

1. An impure Wollastonite, which, to dis-
tinguish it from No. 2, is better spelt, as by
Dana and others, Edelforsite (q.v.).

2. The name given by Retzius to a red
zeolite from JMelfors. It is considered by
J. N. Berlin and by Dana to be an impure
Laumonite. [Laumonite. ]

sed -el-ite, ed elite, s. \JEdel, a shorter
form of ^idelfors, in Sweden ; -ite, Gr. suff.=
belonging to, derived from.]
Min. : Prehnite from Adelfors. [Prehnite.]

Cet'-dile, s. [Lat. adUis, originally from ades
= (1) a sanctuary, a temple, (2) a dwelling

• for men. ]

1. (Plural.) In ancient Rome: Magistrates
who had charge of public and private build-
ings, of aqueducts, roads, sewers, weights,
measures, the national worship, and, specially
when there were no censors, public morality.
There were two leading divisions of aedileB

—

plebeian and curule. Two of the former class
were created in A. U. 260, to assist the tribunes
in their judicial functions. The same number
of curule aediles were elected from the
patricians A.U. 387, to perform certain public
games. For a time these officers were chosen
alternately from the patricians and the ple-
beians, then they were taken indiscriminately
from either of these castes. Their insignia of
oflloe were like those of the old kings—the
toga pratexta (a purple robe) and the sella

curulis, or curule chair, ornamented with
ivory. To the ordinary two plebeian fiediles

Julius Caesar added another pair, called cereal
aid ties, to look after the corn supplies and the
food of the capital generally.

2. The term adile is sometimes applied to
the President of the Board of Works and
Public Buildings, who is a member of the
British Government, but does not belong to
the Cabinet. His duties' are not, however, in
all respects similar to those of the old Roman
asdiles, for whilst, like them, he looks after

public buildings, he regards some other
matters which they regulated as pro}x?rly
appertaining to other functionaries, or as
fitted rather for private enterprise than for

direct government management.
" Flavins was a icriba, or clerk, the ton of a freed*

man, aiid of humble origin : but this act obtained him
uch popularity that he was elected curule tmiiie in the
year 304 8.c."—Lewi* : Early Rom. Bist., ch. v. ,

' l.

so -dile-ahip, s. [Eng. adile; -ship.] The
office of an adile.

"But he had nlied no higher office than the —We
ahip."—Arnold: Hut. Rome, ch. xlvii.

0B-dce-5r-6-gy, s. [Gr. aiSola (aidoia) m the
private parts, and \6yos (logos) — a discourse.]

Medicine

:

1. That part of medical science which treats
of the organs of generation,

2. A treatise on, or an account of, the
organs of generation.

se-dce-6p to sis, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.
alBola (aidoia) = the private parts, and minnt
(ptosis) = a falling.]

Med. : Displacement downward of some
part of the female genital organs, and also of
the bladder.

se-dce-6t'-d-my, s. [Gr. atfiota (aidma) =
the private parts, and to^-ij (tome)= a cutting.]

Med. : Dissection of the organs of generation.

"ae-fanld, a. [ce=one;.fauZd=fold.] "One-
fold," simple. (Scotch.)

* ee fer, w fro, *c^-vere, adv. [Ever.]

£e ga, s. [A Greek mythological name.] A
genus of Isopod Crustaceans.

»~gag'-rS, or aa-gag -riis, s. [Gr. a'taypot
(aigagros) = a wild goat : from at} (aix), genit.

alio* (aigos) — a goat; a^pio? (agrios) = wild.]

A name for the wild goat, the Capra agagrus
of Gmelin. It appears to be the stock whence
all the varieties of the domestic goat sprung.
The male has large horns, whilst those of the
female are short or wanting. It inhabits the
Caucasus and the mountains of Persia, and is

still more abundant in Asia Minor. It may
possibly be wild even in the Alps and the
Pyrenees, though the identity of species from
these various localities has been doubted. It

is gregarious. Its name in the Persian moun-
tains is Paseng.

sa-ga-grSp'-i-la, s. [Lat. agagrus (q.v.);

pilus = hair.] A ball composed of hair, found
m the stomach of the chamois.

©-ger'-I-a, s. \JEgeria, or Egeria, a nymph
or goddess from whom Kuma Pompilius pre-

tended that he received his laws.] A genus
of Sphinxes (Hawk-moths), the typical one of

the family iEgeridEe. Example, the Currant
Clear-wing, M. tipuliformis, so called from its

resemblance to the two-winged tipula, whilst

the English appellation points to the fact that

the larva feeds on currant bushes.

ee-geV-Id-SB, s. pi. [Egeria.] A family of

Sphinxes (Hawk-moths). The wings are so

transparently clear that the insects are popu-
larly called Clear-wings. This character, how-
ever, obtains also in the neighbouring family

of Seshuhe.

te'-gi-as, s. [Gr. aifiat (aigias) = a white spot

in the eye (Hippocrates).] (For signification

see etym.)

se gil-dps, s. [Gr. atytXu* (aigiWps) =* (1) a

wild oat, (2) a kind of oak, (a) an ulcer

in the eye ; a«f (aix), genit. aiyos (aigos) = a
goat ; and (2) wi£ (dps) = the eye, the face.]

L Botany:

1. Hard-grass. A genus of grasses of the

family Triticeal The heads of M. ovata, the

oval-spiked hard-grass, are roasted and eaten

by the Sicilian peasantry.

H Kersey, in his Dictionary, 3rd ed., A.D.

1724, uses agilops in an analogous sense for

"a weed that grows among corn, darnel,

wild oats."

2. The specific name of a gall-bearing oak,

Quercus agilops.

IX Med. : A tumour in the corner of the

eye adjacent to the nose. It is so oallei

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as ; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -ing;

-oia = aha ; -cian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -eion, -tion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous - shiis. -hie, -die, & -•. = bel, doL
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because goats are supposed to be specially

liable to it.

"JSgilops is a tubercle in the Inner canthus of the
eye."

—

Wiseman; Surgery.

*£-gl -na, *• [Lut., fr. Gr. Atftwa (Aigina), a
daughter of Asopus and Metope, carried off

by Jupiter. The island of JSgina was named
from her.]

1. Class. Myth. (See the etym.)

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the ninety-first

found. It was discovered by Stephan, on
November 4, 1866.

•V-gin-St'-I-a, 8. [Named after Paul JSginette,

• physician of the seventh century.] A genus
of plants belonging to the order Oroban-
chacese, or Broom-rapes. The M. Indica is a

mall rush-like plant, with a purple flower.

When prepared with sugar and nutmeg it is

considered an anti-scorbutic.

•S-giph-U-a, s. [In Ft. agiphile; Ital.

egijua ; Bp.'ejWa; Port, egiphila ; Gr. a*f

(aix), genit. 0*765 (aigos) = a goat ; At'Xos

Cphilos) = beloved, dear.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Verbenacese, or Ver-

benes. The species are found in the West
Indies, and are favourably regarded by goats.

»'-gir-ine, s. [JSgikite.]

* te-gir'-in-dn, t. [Deriv. uncertain. Pos-
sibly it is Gr. aif (aix), genit 0*76$ (aigos) =
a goat; ptvov (rhinon) = shield ; or piv6$

(rhinos) =skin, hide. Why so called is not
obvious.] " A sort of ointment made of the
berries of the black poplar-tree. " (Kersey.)

•'-gir-ite, se'-gyr-ite, » -gir-ine, *. [In

Ger., Sw., &c, agirin, fr. Mgir, the Scan-
dinavian god of the sea ]

M in. : This mineral, all the spellings of

which given above are used by Dana either in

the body of his work or in the index, is

classified by him under his " Oxygen Com-
pounds—Bisilicates." It contains more than
50 per cent, of silica, 22 of sesqui-oxide of
Iron, 9 of soda, and 6 of lime. It is mono-
clinic, and isomorphous with pyroxene. It

generally occurs in striated or channelled
prisms of a greenish-black colour and
vitreous lustre. It is found in Norway, in

Arkansas, &e.

ee-gir'-us, s. [Possibly from alyor, genit of

at{ (aix)= a goat (Woodward.)] A genus of
molluscs belonging to the family Doridas, or
Sea-lemons. Two species occur in the British

seas.

se'-gis, *. [In Ger. cegide; Fr. egide ; Lat
agis; Gr. alfis (aigis), genit atfioos(aigidos).]

L Classic Mythology

:

L The shield of Jupiter.
'' The dreadful jBgis, Jove's Im-

mortal shield,
Blax'd on her arm, and lighten d

all the field
Bound the vast orb a hundred

serDents roll'd,

Form'd the bright fringe, and
seem'd to bum in gold.

Pope : Iliad, it, 526-39.

t2. The shield of any other
classic god, as, for instance,
Apollo.

** Thrice at the battlements Patro-
clus struck.

Hii blazing mgis thrice Apollo
shook.

Ibid., xvI, 86JMJO.

3. A short cloak (not,

most modern poets represent
it, a shield) worn by Minerva.
It was set with the Gorgon's
head, and fringed with snakes.
{Liddell d- Scott : Greek Lex.)

" Gone were the terrors of her awful brow,
Her idle agis bore no Gorgon now."

Byron : Curse of Minerva.

XL Fig. : Protection.
"... withdrew the national agit that so long

had sheltered fraud."—Daily Telegraph, Oct. 8, 1877.

segls-orb, s. An orb—that of the sun,
•haped like the round "Bhield" worn by Mi-

MIXBEVA,
WEARING
HER ALG16.

" Hung o'er a cloud above the steep that rears
Its edge all name, the broadening sun appears

:

A long blue bar {is agis orb divides.

Wordsworth : Evening Walk.

jEg'-lg, »g 16, *. [Class. Myth. , Lat. MgU

;

Gr. Aly\n (Atyle)= a very beautiful naiad;
fr. alf\n (axgle) m splendour.]

1. Class. Myth. : The naiad mentioned in the
etymology.
"And make him with fair J£gle break his faith."

Shakesp. : Mideummer Sight's Dream, it 5.

2. Zool. : A genus of decapodous short-
tailed crabs. The M. ru/opunctata, or red-
spotted JSgle, is found in the Mauritius and
the Philippine Islands.

3. Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Aurantiacese (Citron-worts). The MgU,
Marmelos, the Bhel, Bale, Bilwa, or Bengal
Quince, a thorny tree with ternate leaves and
a delicious pulpy fruit, with a smooth, yellow,
very hard rind, grows wild in India. Dr.
Royle says that the astringent rind is used in

dyeing yellow. In Ceylon a perfume is pre-

pared from it, and the seed is employed as a
cement In India the legumes are used in
asthma, the fruit, a little unripe, in diarrhoea

and dysentery, and a decoction of the root and
bark in hypochondriacal complaints and pal-

pitation of the heart.

4. Astron. .* An asteroid, the ninety-sixth
found. It was discovered by Coggia, on
February 17, 1868.

* seg -logue, s. [Eclogue.] An eclogue
(q.v.). " A pastoral song. " (Kersey.) A word
introduced by Petrarch, who derived it from
al'f (aix), genit. 0176s (aigos) = a goat, and
A670S (logos) = speech, and attributed to it

the meaning "the talk of goatherds," in place
of the "talk of goats." Spenser and some
other writers adopt it It is simply eclogue

spelled in a different way, owing to the fact

that its proper etymology has been misunder-
stood. [Eclogue.]

" Which moved him rather in agloguet otherwise to
write. "—Spenser : Pastorals.

*B-go-bron-ch6ph'-dn-y, s. [Gr. aif (aix),

genit a»7<k(ai0os)= agoat; fooyxot (bronchos)
= the windpipe ; dxtn-^ (phone) = a sound.] A
mixture of two sounds called respectively
ctgophony and bronchophony, heard by means or
the stethoscope in cases of pleuro-pneumonia.
Laennec compared it to the squeaking voice of
Punch ; but there is also a tremor in the sound
whichseems alternatelytoapproachand recede.

» go phon ic, a. [^gophony.]
Jlfed. ; Pertaining to BEgophony.
"... through the whole of the cegophonlc region."—Dr. Williams: Cyclop. Pratt. Med., ''Pneumonia."

je-gdph'-on-y, s. [Gr. <w? (aix), genit. a^dc
(aigos) m a goat ; <p<avi} (phone) = a sound.]

Med. : A sound like that of the bleating of
a goat, heard in cases of pleuro-pneumonia.

(Dr. Williams: Cycl. of Pract. Med.)

s& go pod i um, *. [In 8p. and Port.
egopodio ; Gr. alf (aix), genit alyds (aigos) = a
goat; ntnJc (pons), genit irooo«(podos)=a foot,
so called because the leaves are cleft like the
foot of a goat.] Gout-weed. A genus of plants
belonging to the order Apiacea, or Umbellifers.
The M. podagraria, Common Gout-weed or
Bishop's-weed, is a common weed in Britain,
though it is said to have been introduced by
the monks. The leaves smell like thoBe of
angelica, and may be eaten as salad.

86 -gro-tans, *. [Lat. pr. par. of ozgroto = to

be sick.]

English Universities : One who is sick.

"The Mathematical Tripos list contains ninety-six
names, of which thirty-six are wranglers, . . . ana one
ranks as an cegrotans. —Daily Telegraph. Jan. 27, 1877.

» grd tat, s. [Lat. 3rd sing. pres. ind. of
agroto = to be sick.]

English Universities : A medical certificate

given to a student showing that he has been
prevented by sickness from attending to his
studies, &c.

»-gyp-tx'-a-CUm, s. [Properly n. of Lat adj.

ozgyptiacus, with unguentum implied. From
Gr. AiyvTrrKK (Aiguptios) = belonging to the
Egyptians ; Aitvittoc (Aignptos) = (1) the
river Nile

; (2) Egypt] A kind of ointment.
" Jtgyptiacum, an oiutment made of honey, ver-

digris, dyers' galls, Ac."— h'rrnry.

r iE-gyp-tlan, s. [Egyptian.]

W-gyr-ite, *. [Malum.]
* a'-eir-& s. [Eyrie.]

* seit lond, * eit lond, eyt-lond, s. [A.S.
igoth, from Icel. ey = an island, and dlmin.
•et.] An island. [Arr.] (Layamon, ill. 159.)

&U S'-al, S-all', aL, in compos. [A. a] All,
as Mlfred [Alfred] = all peaceful; ALlwin
[ELWiN] = all conqueror; Alberts ail illus-

trious ; Aldred = altogether reverend.

i&lf, in compos. [A.S.] An elf, a geniui
(Bosworth), as Ml/win [Elfwin] = victorious
elf, or genius. Camden, Todd, and others con-
sider ozlf, ulf, welf, hulph, hilp, helfe, and helve
in proper names all to mean help, and make
Mlfynn — victorious help ; Mlfwold = an
auxiliary governor ; ^El/giva = a lender of
assistance. (Gibson, Camden, Todd's Johnson.)

a-el 16, s. [Lat. aello ; Gr. ae\Xw (aello) = a
storm-swift, the name of a harpy, also one of
Actseon's dogs: fr. aeWa (a««a) = a stormy
wind, specially a whirlwind.] A genus of
bats founded by Leach on a single species of
unknown habitat, the A. Cuvieri.

* fe-liir'-iis, *\ [Lat] The cat. (Kersey.)
[Ailurus.]

.ffi-mil-i-a, s. [Name of several Roman
ladies.]

Astron. : An asteroid, the 159th found. It

was discovered by Paul Henry, on the 26th
of January, 1876.

* iem -u-lous, a. [Emulous.]

* ftm -u-lus, s. [Lat cpmuZus=8triving after.]

A rival, a competitor.
" The rival of his fame, his only cemuhu."

Drayton : Polyolbion, 1. 18.

(Trench: On some Deficiencies in our Eng.
Diet., p. 12.)

JE'-ne-Id, *. [Lat. AVneis, fr. Mneas.] One of
the great epic poems of the world. It was
written in Latin by Virgil, and published
after his -death, which took place about
16 B.C. Its hero is ^Eneas, one of the Trojan
chiefs, whose adventures during and after

the siege of Troy it recounts, till the time
when he succeeded in fully establishing him-
self in Italy. The poet, like the majority of
his countrymen, believed that the imperial
family of the Caesars had J£neas for their
remote ancestor, and that many other illus-

trious Romans were descended from his

companions in arms.

* sen-ga geants, *. pi. [Fr. engageant =
engaging, pr. par. of engager = to engage.]
A kind of ruff.

"j&ngageants are double ruffles that fall over tfct
wrists.*—Ladyt Diet. (1994).

' se-mg -ma, 5. [Enigma.]

* vq nig-mat ick, a. [Enigmatic.]

* re nig-ma-tize, v.i. [Eniomatizk.]

83 61 anth us, s. [Lat. Molus; Gr. a^ot
(antho8) = & blossom, a flower.] A genus of
plants belonging to the order Laniiacese,

Labiates, and the section Ocimoidece. The
M. mavis is used in Brazil in spasmodic
strangury. (Lindley.)

JE o II an (1), se 6 li-an (2), a, [From

iEolus, the god of the winds and king of the
volcanic islands off the coast of Italy, now
called the " Lipari" Islands, in the caverns of

which the winds were supposed to be con-

fined. This is probably an old way of

attempting to explain the occurrence of noises

as of struggling air in the caverns, the result,

perhaps, of volcanic commotion.]

1. Pertaining to ^lolus, or the cavern in

which he was fabled to keep the winds con-

fined.
" Less loud the winds that from th' jSolian hall

Boar through the woods, and make whole forests falL"
/'/-. : Bomer't Iliad, xiv., 459, 460.

2. Pertaining to the wind.

"A wind that through the corridor
Just stirs the curtain, and no more.
And, touching the aolian strings.

Faints with the burden that it brings !"

Longfellow ; Golden Legend.

JEolian harp, s. A harp played by
.aSolus—in other words, by the wind. It is

made by stretching strings of catgut over a

wooden sound-box. If exposed to the action

of the wind, a succession of pleasing sounds
proceeds from it, plaintive when the breeze is

slight, but bolder as it increases in force.
" As an aolian harp through gusty doors
Of some old ruin its wild music pours."

Longfellow: The Student t Tale.

" Like an aolian harp that wakes
"So certain air, but overtakes
Far thought with music that it makes."

Tennyson: Two Voices,

-Ed- II an (2), JE-dl'-IC, a. [Lat JEoliut,

sEolicus'; Gr. AioAto? (Axolios), klo\m6t
(Aiolikos) = pertaining to JEolia, or Motis.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try* Syrian, », ce - e ; & = & ey = aC
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JHolic dialect : One of the three great dia-

lects of the Greek language, the others being
the Doric and the Ionic. The expression
Attic dialect often occurs, but this should be
regarded as the normal type of Greek rather
than as a divergent dialect of that tongue.

A^olic digamma : A letter similar in character
and sound to the letter F. It is so called be-

cause the j-EoIians used to prefix it to certain
words beginning with a vowel, and insert it

between vowels in the middle of words. It

does not appear as a letter of the ordinary
classical Greek alphabet.
Malic rocks (Geol): Rocks formed by the

action of the wind. Example, sand dunes.
They are sometimes called also aerial rocks.

jEolic verse, called also Eulogic, Archilochian
and Pindaric verse : A verse consisting of one
iambus or spondee, then of two anapests
separated by a long syllable, and then another
syllable concluding all.

JE-6-li-an, s. [The adjective used substan-
tively. ]

" A native of jEolia.

a»-dl'-i-cUB, s. pi. [^OLIS.]
Zool. : A family of gasteropodous marine

molluscs, belonging to the section Tecti-
branchia. The gills are papillose, and
arranged around the sides of the back ; the
tentacles are non-retractile, and there is no
distinct mantle. There are several genera

;

some have representatives in Britain, viz.,

.£oHs, Fiona, Embletonia, Proctonotus, An-
tiopa, and Hermaea. (Woodward: Mollusca.)

* tt-ol-i'-na, s. [Lat. JEolus, the god of the

winds.] [jEolian.] A small musical instru-
ment, consisting of a frame set with a number
of metallic laminae, or springs, and played by
the human breath. It is now rarely used.

•6-61 i pile, 5. [Eolipile.]

aV-dl-is, 5. [Deriv. uncertain. From Molis =
ancient Mysia, in Asia Minor (?).] A genus
of molluscs, the typical one of the family
JSolidBe, The species move about in an active
manner among the rocks at low water, moving
their tentacles and extending and contracting
their papillae. Thirty-three occur in Britain.
(Woodward: Mollusca.)

*o -61 1st, $. [From Lat. Aeolus.] [JEolian.]
A pretender to inspiration. [Inspiration.]
(Sunft.)

se -61 6-phon, s. [Eolophon. ]

•e -6n, s. [Lat ceon = eternity, fr. Gr. alwv
(aion) = (1) a period of time, (spec.) a life-time,

a generation ; (2) a long space of time,
eternity

; (3) a space of time clearly marked
out, a period, an age, a dispensation. (Liddell
d Scott.) TJ The Lat. ceon, given above, which
is simply the Gr. altbv (aion), with the substi-
tution of the Lat. diphthong at for the Gr. one
at, is rare. The common Lat. word is cevum,
which is used in poetry in most of the senses
of alwv, and is siniply that Gr. term Latinised,
the inserted v being the remains of the ^lolic
digamma (q.v.). Cognate words are Goth.
aws, crude form awa. Bopp, Graff, and Kuhn
derive all these terms from Sansc i = to go.]

L Ancient Philosophy and. Theology

:

Among the Gnostics: A virtue, attribute, or
perfection of God, personified and regarded
as an inferior sort of god or goddess. Thus
Valentinian, in the second century, taught
that in the pleroma (the Gnostic name for the
habitation of God) there were thirty ceons,

fifteen male and fifteen female ; besides these
there were four unmarried—Horus, Christ, the
Holy Spirit, and Jesus. (Mosheim : Ch. Hist.,

2nd cent., pt ii., ch.. v.)

IX Modern Science and Literature : A period
of immense duration, specially one of those
which geology makes known.
"... the Silurian and Devonian mm*."—Owen:

Classif. of Mammalia, p. 68.

"Having waited through those Son* until the
proper conditions had set in. did it send the flat forth,
* Let life be I '

"—TyndaU : Frag, of Science, vii. 168.

JE-dn'-£-aH, a. [Latinised from Gr. aituwoc
(a/idnios) *= lasting, eternal ; Lat. awn ; Gr.
awv.) [JEon.] Of all but eternal duration.

" The sound of streams that swift or slow
Draw down jEonian hills, and sow

The dust of continents to he."
Tennyson ; In Memoriam, S6.

ae-6 nl-um, or $e-6n-I-um, s. [Latinised
form of Gr. atwvtov (aidnion), n. of adj. a\wvto<
(aionios)— lasting, eternal. ] Named from their
tenacity of life. A genus of planti belonging
to the order Crassulacere, or House-leeks. M.

arboreum, the tree house-leek, a garden plant,
is thickly laden with yellow flowers.

W-p^-or'-nis, 5. [Gr. alwut (aipus) = high
and steep ; 8pwv (ornis) — bird.]

Pakeont. : A genus of gigantic birds founded
by Isidore Geonroy St. Hilaire on some fossil

bones and eggs brought from Madagascar.
It belongs to the order Cursores, and has a

certain affinity to the ostrich, but it is be-

lieved to have been twice as high as that tall

bird. The eggs were 12} inches in length,
and had a capacity equal to six ostrich eggs,
or to 148 of the domestic fowl. The remains
were found in alluvial soil, and were, geologi-
cally viewed, so recent that it is open to ques-
tion whether living specimens may not yet be
found in the unexplored parts of Madagascar.

* se-qui-llb -li-iim, s. [Equilibrium.]

* se qui noc tia, s. pi. [Lat. plural of cequi-

noctium = the equinox : cequus = equal ; nox
= night.] The equinoxes.
"... as natural tempests are greatest about the

cequinoctia."—Bacon: Essays, ch. xv.

* ae qui'-pa-rate, v. [Lat. csquiparo = to
put on alevel : cequus = level, flat

;
paro = to

make equal; par — equal.] To level (to the
ground), to raze.

" Th' emperiall citie, cause of all this woe,
King Latine's throne, this day i'le ruinate,
And houses tops to th' ground wquiparate."

Vicart: Virgil (1683).

»-q,u6V-&-a, s. [Lat csquor = the sea.] A
genus of Medusas, the typical one of the
family JSquoridte. Example : M. cyanea.

se-qudV-^-al, a. [Lat. cequoreus m belonging
to the sea.]" Pertaining to the sea. A term
applied to a fish—the aequoreal pipe-fish, Syn-
gnathus cequoreus, Linn. (Yarrell: British
Fishes, ii. 335.)

»-quor-i-tl», s. pi. [JBqcorea.] A family
of Medusas belonging to the class Discophora,
and the order Gymnophthalmia. It contains
some of the largest species of naked Medusas.
Prof. Forbes describes two British species.

a'-er, s. [A.S. or = an oar.] An oar. (Scotch.)

* a'-er, s. [Lat. aer; Gr. dfjp (aer).] The air.

aer perflabilis. [Lat. (M.) = air able
to be blown through ; hence airy, windy.]
Open air.

"... open air, which they call aer perftabili*.'—
Bacon : Sat. But., Cent IV., $ 831.

aer -a, 5. [Era.]

a-er-an'-thus, s. [Gr. ai^p (air) = air ; at>8os

(anthos) = a blossom, a flower. ] A genus of

plants belonging to the family Orcnidacete,
or Orchids. The species are aerial, and have
large beautiful flowers. They occur in Mada-
gascar.

SB-rar'-I-an, s. [Lat cerarius, fr. csrarius—
pertaining to the cerarium, or treasury : cera,

plural of ces = copper ore—money.]
.

In ancient Rome : A citizen who had either
been deprived of or was not allowed to possess
a vote, and who was moreover subjected to a
heavier rate of taxation than others possess-
ing the same pecuniary resources.

" The wrariant, consisting of those freedmen,
naturalised strangers, and others, who, being enrolled
in no tribe, possessed no vote in the comitla, but still

enjoyed all the private rights of Roman citizens."

—

Arnold : Hist, of Rome, ch. xvii.

"
. . . or if he were an ordinary citizen he was

expelled from his tribe, and reduced to the class of the
ararian*. "—Ibid.

a'-er-ate, v.t. [Lat. aer = air ; suffix -ate (fr.

Lat. -atum) = to make. ]

L Gen. : To subject to the action of atmo-
spheric air, or any of its constituents.

IX Specially

:

1. Agric. (of land): To cause air to permeate
the soil of cultivated land for the purpose of
facilitating the growth of the plants upon it.

[Aeration.]

2. Physiol, (spec, of blood) : To subject to the
action of the oxygen existing in atmospheric
air ; to oxygenate. (Used specially of the
arterialisation of the venous blood by the air

inhaled into the lungs.)

"As in most groups of animals, Important organs,
such as those for propelling the blood, or for aerating
if—Darwin : Origin of Specie*, ch. xiiL

"The air passes to aSrate the blood. "— Todd A Bow-
man : Physiol. Anat.. It 603.

" The function by which the fluids are thus aerated
Is called respiration."

—

Ibid., 1. 24.

3. OfChem. & Art (of bread): To subject, at
one stage of the process of manufacture, to
the action of carbonic dioxide. [Aerated,]

a-er-a-ted, pa, par. &a. [Aerate.]

aerated bread, a. Bread formed by
forcing carbonic dioxide, generally called car-
bonic acid, into the dough in lieu of that
developed by fermentation.

a -er-a-ting, pr. par. & a. [Aerate.]
"... the inaction of the lungs as atraHntj

organs."—Todd A Bowman: Physiol Anat,, ii. 343.

a-er-a'-tion, s. [Aerate. ]

L Gen. : The act of subjecting to the action
of atmospheric air or to any of its con-
stituents.

IL Specialty:

1. The act or process of causing land
to be permeated to a certain extent Dy air,

which is necessary for the proper growth of
plants. The thorough breaking up of tena-
cious land by steam gives access to air and
to moisture, the latter carrying with it much
atmospheric air.

2. Physiol, (of blood) : Oxygenation. [See
Aerate. ]

**.
. . any mechanical impediment to the aeration of

the blood."— Todd A Bowman : Physiol. Anat., ii. 408.

3. Chem. db Art (of bread) : The act or art .of

aerating it. [Aerated.]

t a-er e-al, «. [Aerial]

* a-er-e^man-ce', a'-er-#?-mail-c& 8.

[Aeromancy.]

a-eV-l-al, t a-er'-e-aL a. [Formed, in imi-
tation of ethereal (q.v. J, from Lat aerius, more
rarely aereus = (1) pertaining to air, (2) rising
high in air, (3) vain, fleeting ; Fr. aerien ; Ital.

aereo,\

y The spelling aereal is rare, and used
chiefly in poetry.

L Gen. : In any way pertaining to, or con-
nected with the air.

TX Specially :

1. Consisting of air, or of a gaseous sub-
stance like it Filled with air or anything
similar.
" Soft o'er the shrouds atrial whispers breathe.
That seemed but zephyrs to the train beneath."

Pope : Rape of the Lock, canto ii., 57, ML
"... from the earth

Up hither, like atrial vapours, flew."
MiUon : P. L., bk. Hi.

" Twelve days, while Boreas vez'd th' atrial space,
Hy hospitable dome he deign'd to grace."

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xlx, 230-1.

2. Resembling air.

" Before us, mountains stern and desolate >

But in the majesty of distance now
Set off, and to our ken appearing falr
Of aspect, with atrial softness clad,

•union, bk. ii.

3. Produced by the air.

" The gifts of heav'n my following song pursues

;

Atrial honey and ambrosial dews,"
Dryden : Virg., Q*er.

4. Inhabiting or traversing the air.

" Where those immortal shapes
Of bright atrial spirits live inspher'd.
In regions mild of calm and serene air."

Milton: Comu*.

"Atrial animals may be subdivided Into birds and
flies."

—

Locke.
" Or fetch the atrial eagle to the ground.
Till drooping, Bick'ning, dying, they began."

Pope: Essay on Man, ep. Mi., 222, MS.

"... although, as we have seen, the young of other
spiders do possess the power of performing atrial
voyages."

—

Darwin: Voyage round the World, ch. viii.

% Atrial music : Music in the air. (Milton.)

5. Rising high in the air.

"... upon rock
Atrial, or in green secluded vale."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. ilL

6. Feeding on air. Aerial plants are those

which absorb most of their food from the
atmosphere.

HX Pig- : Ethereal, refined.

"Somemnsic is above me; most music is beneath
me. I like Beethoven or Mozart, or else some of th«
atrial compositions of the older Italians."—Coleridge:
Table Talk.

* % Aerial acid : What was subsequently
called carbonic acid, and now is termed car-

bonic dioxide. (Tire.)

Aerial images : Images caused by the con-

vergence of refracted and reflected rays of

light, when these appear to be suspended in

the air. Examples, the mirage and the

images formed by a concave mirror.

Aerial perspective: That higher artistic

management of the perspective of a landscape

b&a, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - 1

-tla = shd-a ; -tian shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -sion, -tion = zhuxu -tious, -sious, -clous = shits, -hie, &c. = beL
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which not merely presents the various ob-

jects of the relative size which, by the laws of
perspective, they must assume when viewed
from the observer's stand-point, but also suc-

ceeds in imparting effects as if they were
seen with their outline softened by the action

of air. Claude Lorraine was specially distin-

guished for this high artistic attainment.

"These results have a direct bearing upon what
artists call aerial perspective." — Tyndall : Frag, of
Science, x. 384.

•a-er-i-al'-I-ttf, *. [Bng. aerial; -Uy.)
Airiness, unsubstantiality. (De Quincey.)

a-er'-i-al-ly\ adv. [Aerial.] In an aerial

manner*
• Your hair is darker, and yonr eyes
Touched with a somewhat darker hue,
And leu aerially blue." Tennyson; Margaret.

i-er-i ans, s. pi. [See def.]

Church Hist. : The followers of Aerius, a
piesbyter who lived in the fourth century,

and held semi-Arian tenets respecting the

Trinity. He, moreover, maintained that there

was no scriptural distinction between bishops
and presbyters, that Easter should not be
celebrated, and that there should be no prayers
for the dead. (Mosheim: Ch. Hist., Cent. IV.)

• ttr'-i-ca, s. [Lat. aeris, genit. of era = copper,
bronze, s'ometimes incorrectly rendered brass.)

"A fish of the color of brass, a herring, a red

herring." {Kersey.)

a-er -l-des, s. [Lat. aer ; Gr. arjp (air) = the
air.] [Ajh-plants. ] A genus of plants be-

longing to the order Orchidaceae, or Orchids.
It derives its name from the fact that the
species appear to derive their principal nou-
rishment from the air, as they can exist for
weeks in their native clime, and send forth
blossom after blossom while hung up in a
room quite away from the vegetable soiL
Their flowers are beautiful and finely fragrant.

The A. odoratum is sometimes kept in green-
houses in Britain, but rarely flowers.

• a'-er-Ie, s. [Etrie.]

sVer-lf-er-ous, a. [Lat. air= air ; fero= to
hear.] Air-bearing, bringing air, conveying
air. (Used chiefly in biology.)

" The aeriferous tubes in insects are called tracheae.

"

—Owen: InverUbr. Animal*. Lect. ivii.

a-er-If -ic a -tion, s. [Lat aer = air ; faeio= to make. ]

1. The act of combining air with another
substance, or the state of being so combined.

2. The act or process of rendering any sub-
stance gaseous, or the state of being so trans-
formed.

a'-er-i-fied, pa, par. & a. [Aerify.)

A'-er-X-form, a. [In Fr. airiforme ; Lat. aer
= air, and forma= form. ] Of the form of air

;

that is, gaseous, as opposed to liquid or solid.

" The inorganic matters are aeriform, liquid, or
•olid."—Todd * Bowman : PhytioL Anat., L 11

a'-er-I-fy, v.t. [Lat. aer — air, and facio = to
make.]

1. To combine (a substance) with air; to
infuse air into.

2. To convert from the liquid or solid into
the gaseous state.

a'-er-O^-cytrt, s. [Gr. ifjp {air) = air ; a-wrm
(kvstis)= a bladder.]

Bat. 1 One of the air-cells of an algaL

ft-er 6-dy-nam -ics, t [Lat. aer; Gr. ifo
(air), and &vva+xi* (dunamis) = force, power.]
[Dynamics.] The science which treats of the
force exerted by air when in motion.

a-er-og'-nd«-tf, s. [Gr. aijp r<tfc*)=air, and
•j*£><rts {gnosis) = (1) inquiry, (2) knowledge:
T'vWk« (gignosko) = to perceive, to know.]
The science which investigates the subject of
the air.

a-er-6s;'-raph-& *. [In Fr. aerographie, fr.

Gr. i»jp (aer) — the air ; 7paTWj (graphi)= a
description, fr. ypd<pw (prapha) — to write.) A
description of the air as it is, without special
inquiry into the causes which make it as we
find it These fall under Aeroloqy (q.v.)

" Aerograph)/.—A description of the air or atmo-
sphere, its limits, properties, Ac, amounting to mu<:h
the same as aerology, unless the latter be confined to
the theory, and the former to the description."—
Pantologia, "

Aerography.''

a'-er-ol-ite, t a -er-ol-ith, *. [In Ger.
aerolit; Fr. aerolithe; Port aerolithe, aerolitho:
ft. Gr. i*7p (aer) — the air ; Alloc (lithos) = a

stone.] A stone which falls from the air or
sky. The name is somewhat inappropriate
now that it is known that the connection of
these stones with the air is but slight, they
simply traversing it as, under the operation of
gravity, they falffrom the regions beyond to
the earth. They have also received the name
of meteorites, from the fact that t!ie fall of
one or more aerolites is generally preceded by
the appearance of a meteoric fire-ball, which,
after gleaming forth for a brief period, then
explodes, irresistibly suggesting the inference
that the aerolites which fall constitute its

fragments. Hence in many scientific reports

aerolites and large meteors are classed under
one category. Sometimes aerolite and meteorite
are made quite synonymous terms ; but it is

better to draw a distinction between the two,
makiDg meteorite the general word and limit-

ing aerolite to the stony varieties of the genus.
This is done by Prof. Haskelyne in his "Guide
to the Collection of Minerals in the British
Museum." The aerolites in this limited sense,

as a rule, fall to the ground in an incandescent
state. They are generally sub-angular, but
with the angular points rounded off, and are
coated, to the depth of about a quarter of a line,

with a black crust like varnish. When frac-

tured they commonly display a series of small
grey spherical bodies in a gritty substance,
occasionally with yellow spots interspersed.
When thus consisting of stony spherules they
are sometimes termed chondritic aerolites,

from Gr. xovdptT'K (chondrites) = of the shape
or size of groats

; xo^opov (chondros) = a
corn, grain, groat Iron is found in large
quantity in nearly every aerolite, sometimes
malleable, and sometimes in a state of oxide.
It is always in connection with nickel. Other
substances found in more limited quantity in
aerolites are silica, magnesia, sulphur, alumina,
lime, manganese, chrome, cobalt, carbon, soda,
and water. No new element has been found,
but the combination of the old ones is differ-

ent from any occurring in this planet.
Though the fact that stones could fall from

the sky to the earth was doubted by the
scientific almost till the close of the eighteenth
century, the occurrence of such a phenomenon
had been again and again popularly reported
in various countries, and from a high period of
antiquity. There is reason to believe that the
object of worship in many a pagan shrine in

ancient times was an aerolite ; that this was
the case with the idol worshipped in the great
temple of Diana at Ephesus is all but implied
in the town-clerk's words, " The image which
fell down from Jupiter" (Actsxix. 35). Among
the notable aerolites in the British Museum
collection may be enumerated a great chon-
dritic one, which fell at Parnallee, in Madras,
on February 28th, 1857 ; one which descended
at Basti, in India, on December 2, 1852, and is

remarkable for containing crystalline calcium
sulphide, associated with enstatite andaugite

;

and, finally* the carbonaceous stones which
came down at Cold Bokkeveldt, Eaba, Grosnja,
and Montauban. [Aerosiderite, Meteorite,
SlDERITE.]

a-or-el-iV-Ie, a. [Aerolite.) Pertaining to
an aerolite ; of the character of an aerolite.

"May 22nd.

—

Aerolitic meteor observed at L'Orient
and Vannes."—Brit. Auoc Report (186»).

a-er-Sl-og -I-cal, a. [Or. (l) ifo (air) =
air; (2) \6yoe (logos) = a discourse.] Pertain-
ing to aerology.

a-er-61 -6-gIst, s. [Gr. k'no (aer) = air, and
Ao7«rrrps (logistes) 3E a calculator, a reasoner

;

or fr. Eng. aerology, and affix -ist . ] One who
is a proficient in, or at least studies, aerology.

*-er-&l'-6-jrft #. [In Fr. oArologie, fr. Gr.
ii7p (aeV)= the air; Xo-voc (logos)= & dis-

course.] The science which treats of the air.

When little could be done in this department
of knowledge except to record facts, aerography
(a writing about or a description of the air)

was an appropriate enough name ; but now
that the causes of many aerial phenomena are
becoming known, aerology (a discourse or
reasoning about the air) is the more suitable
term.

a'-er-6-man-cy, * a er-6-man-tio, or

* a -er-e-nian-ce, s. [In Fr. aeromancie

;

Ital. aerimanza ; Lat. a'eromantia, from Gr.
aepo/iatreia (aeromanteia) : a> p (air)=z air, and
tiavreia (manteio) = divination.] Divinatior
by means of the air and its movements.

"He tempteth ofte, and eek also
Aeremance in juggement."

Qower MS., Soc Antig.. 134, I (BaUiweU.)

% A'eromaniie is the spelling by Cotgrave,
aeromancy that by Kersey and in modern
books of reference.

ta-er-o man -tic, a. [Aeromancy.) Per-
taining to divination by air.

t a-er-Oin'-4t-er, s. [In Fr, aerometre, fr.

Gr. aw (aer) = the air
;
^iipov (metron) = a

measure.]
In a general sense : Any instrument for

" measuring the air."

Specially: An instrument invented by Dr.
Marcus Hunt, and used (1) for ascertaining
the density or rarity of air, and (2) for making
the necessary corrections in ascertaining the
mean bulk of gases. It is now little employed.

t iv-er-d-met'-ric, a. [Aerometer.] Per-
taining to the measurement of the air ; to
aerometry or the aerometer.

t a-er-#m'-St-T& *. [In Ft. airomitrie, fr.

Gr. o^p (air) =. the air; nirpov (metron) = »
measure.] The science which " measures the
air," that is, ascertains the mean bulk of the
several gases of which it consists, with their
pressure, elasticity, rarefaction, and conden-
sation. Pneumatics is the term more com-
monly employed.

" Wolflua, in lien of pneumatic, uses the word
aSromttry, q.d., the art of measuring the air."—£neg.
Londin., art. " Pneumatiet.'

a'-er-fa-aut, s. [In Fr. aeronauU, fr. Lat.
air = the air, and nauta = a sailor : or fr. Gr.
af]p (aer) = the air ; vavrtn (nautes) = sailor

;

va\>* (naus) = a ship.]

I. Lit. : A human being or one of the
inferior animals navigating the air.

Used : (a) Of a human being who ascends in
a balloon.

the valve at the top of the balloon by e
cord, which allows gas to escape, and the balloon
sinks."

—

Atkinson ; Qanot'i Phgeiat, § 170.

(o) Of a spider which sails aloft by means
of a thread which itself has spun.

** The little aeronaut, as soon as it arrived on board,
was very active, running about, sometimes letting
itself fall, and then re-ascending the same thread."—
Damein : Voyage round the World, ch. viii.

IX Fig. : One who commits himself to a
political or other scheme, beautiful for a
spectator to contemplate, but very perilous to
the operator.

" Let us he satisfied to admire rather than attempt
to follow the aUronautt of France."—Burke.

a-er dn-au -tic, a. [(1) Lat. aer = the air, or
Gr. ai^p (aer) = the air

; (2) Lat. nauticus, Gr.
vauTtKoe (nautikos) = nautical, pertaining to
ships.] Pertaining to the navigation of the
air by means of balloons, or in some similar
way.

a-er on-au -tics, s. [In Fr. a&ronautiqrte,}
The science or art which treats of aerial navi-
gation. With the example before him of
birds created anatomically on a type in some
essential particulars similar to his own, man
was certain to covet and seek to attain the
art of flying. Two fatal difficulties, however,
appear for ever to forbid his success in this
endeavour unless he be assisted by machinery
to supplement his physical defects. Com-
Eared with a bird he is proportionately
eavier, and that to no slight extent ; whilst,

in addition to this, the conformation of his
breast does not afford a proper point of
attachment for the powerful muscles required
to use his arms after the manner of wings.
Any one carving the breast of a fowl can at
once perceive the superiority in this respect.
even of that type of bird, to the strongest
man. To affix wings to the arms is useless,

lata, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, aer, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p&t*
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. n.o» = e;4e = & ey = a.
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if the latter are too weak to turn them to

account. From the half, if not wholly, mythic

Icarus to the " Fiving-man," who ascended

from London in 1874, failure of the most

disastrous kind has attended every effort to
M

fly " [but Bee Balloon and Ballooning).

ta-er-fcn-au-tlam,*. [Eng. aeronaut ; -iim.}

The same as Aeronautics (q.v.).

ft-er-O-phd'-Wt-a, s. [Gr. dw (air) — air,

and ip6fios (phobhs) = fear ; fr. Qefiopat (phe-

bomai) = to fear.]

Med. : Dread of the wind or fresh air, a

morbid Bymptom in hydrophobia and some
other diseases.

fc'-£r-&-pHyte. s. [Gr. a.fjp (aer) = air, and
0kt6v (phuton) = a, plant, a tree; tftOot (phuo)

= to bring forth.] A plant which lives exclu-

sively in the air, a parasitical plant. Many
Orchids are aerophytes, and a fungus akin to

Mucor is called Aerophyton.

a e ro plane, $. A flying machine, of a

bird-like construction, having two compressed-

air propellers, two laterally extended wings

and a steering tail. Invented 1879.

fc -er-o-scep-ssf, s. [Gr. ofa (air) = air, and
«€^i5 (skepsis) = perception by the senses;

CKirrrofiai (skeptomai) = to spy.] The faculty of

perception by means of the air, supposed by

some entomologists to exist in the antennae

of insects. (Kirby.)

a-er-6s'-odp-y, * [G r - *ip !&*r) = a'r> and
vkovc* (skopeo) = to beholdl The observation

of the air.

i'-«r-6-»i-der'-lte, t. [Gr. aw (air) m air,

vionpo* (sidiros) = iron.]

Min. ; Meteoric iron, an alloy of iron and
nickel, with small amounts of other metals.

[Meteorite, Aerolite, Siderite.] (Prof.

Maskelyne: Guide to Brit. Mus. Minerals.)

»r os-ite, s. [In Ger. aerosit; fr. Lat. cerosus

= abounding in copper or bronze ; oss =
Copper ; Eng. surT. -itt m of the nature of.l A
mineral, an ore of silver ; the same as Pvrae-
otrite (q.v.).

a'-cr-os-tat, *. [In Fr. aerostat; fr. Lat
aer = the air, and status = a standing ; sto =
to stand : or fr. Gr. d^p (air) = air, and trraroe

(statos) — standing ; 'itrrny.1 (histimi)= to cause

to stand.] A name sometimes given to a

balloon, from the fact that it not unfrequently

"stands" or is poised almost without motion

in the air.

" Hence the machines which are employed for thU
propose [aerial navigation! are called aerostats or

aerostatic machines, and fsom their globular shape
air-balloons."—EncycU Londin.,

'
' Pneumatics.

'

a-cr os-tat ic, or a-er-os-tat'-l-cal, a.

[In Fr. aerostatique.] " Standing " in the air.

Pertaining to aerostatics,

"... aerostats or aerostatic machines."—SncycL
Londin., "Pneumatics."

aVer-os-tat -Ics, s. [In Ger. aerostatik.] The
science which treats of air at rest, that is,

with its particles in equilibrium. Opposed
to pneumatics, the science which treats of air

in motion.

a-er-os-ta'-tlon, *• [In Fr. aerostation.]

1, The science or art of suspending, and if

possible controlling balloons in the air

;

aeronautics.

2. The science of weighing air ; the static

portion of pneumatics.
" The general principles of aerostation are so little

different from those of hydrostaticka, that it may
seem superfluous to write more upon them."—Adams.

e-ru gin c ous, so-ru'-gl-nous, a. [Lat.

oerugiiiosus.] Pervaded by copper rust ; with
the rust of copper upon it.

Nat. Science: Verdigris-green; having a

colour like that of arugo, or verdigris, without
its being implied, however, that any oxide of

copper is actually present (Loudon : Cycl. of

Plants, Gloss.)

[Lat, from ces= copper ore,

copper, whether natural or

t le-ru -go, s.

copper.]

1. Rust of
artificial.

"Copper Is turned into green, named aerugo, ess

viride. —Bacon ; PhysioU Hem.

2. Mildew.
" *£rugo. The rust or canker of metal, verdigrise :

also mildew, or the blasting of corn."—Kersey.

fc'-er-y, a. [Lat. aureus, a rarer way of spelling

aerius.] [Aiky.] A poetic way of spelling

Airy (q.v.).

" Throws his steep flight in many an airy wheel.

Nor Btay'd till on N'iphates' tup he lights.

"

Milton ; P. L., bk. lii

" Whence that airy bloom of thine."
Tennyson; Adeline.

Airy-light : The same as airy-light, that is,

light as air.^ "... bit sleep

Was aery-UgJU, from pure digestion bred,

Aod temperate vapours hland.
Milton i Par. Lett, bk. v.

a'-©r-& s. [Eyrie.]

a38, s. [Lat] 1, Copper ore, copper ; 2, bronze ;

3, 4, &c
ses cyprium. Copper. (Pliny.) (Dana.)

M grave. [Lat as = copper
;

grave, n.

of gravis = heavy.]

Numism. : (1) The old heavy coins as dis-

tinguished from oses reduced in value. (2) Any
quantity of copper coins reckoned not by
tale, but by the old standard of 1 lb. weight

to the as. (3) Uncoined metal. (Smith: Diet,

of Greek and Rom. Antiq.)
" Next, In thia ancient division, come the Roman

coins, beginning with the copper—the ats grave—at
first ft pound in weight, which came into use about
the third century B.C."—yickoti : Handbook of Brit.

Mu*. (1B70), pp. S87-8.

£08 ustum. Calcined copper. (Kersey.)

ses viride (lit = green copper). The rust

of copper. [£3rugo (2).]

* ses'-chna, s. [J£shnaJ

•M-ohy-nan -thtis, s. [Gr. aXcrxyvn (aischunl)

= shame; av0o$ (anthos) = blossom, flower.]

A genus of plants belonging to the order

Gesneraceae, or Gesner-worts. They are very

beautiful, having for the most part pendent
stems, opposite fleshy leaves, and scarlet or

orange-scarlet flowers. They grow in Java,

Borneo, and other parts of tropical Asia,

whence several have been introduced into hot-

houses in this country.

ses -chy-nite, *. [In Ger. oachynit ; Gr.

u»vx""> (aischune) = shame, dishonour. So

named by Berzelius, who felt put to the blush

because chemical science was not sufficiently

far advanced at the time of the discovery of

the mineral to separate two of its dissimilar

constituents, titanic acid and zirconia.] A
mineral classed by Dana with his "Oxygen
Compounds—Tantalates Columbates." Its

crystals are orthorhombic, generally long

serrated prisms, H 5-6, C4-9—5 23. Lustre,

resinous ; colour, nearly black when opaque,

brownish yellow when translucent. Compo-
sition : columbic and titanic acids, together

about 51 '45, protoxide of cerium 1849, thoria

15*75, with other ingredients in smaller

quantity. From Minsk and Orenburg, in

Russia.

ses-chyn-om'-en-e, *. [In Fr. eschynomene ;

Lat ozschynomene ; Gr. a\c*xwoixivr\ (aischu-

nomene) = ashamed, pa. par. of aicrx^vonat

(aischunomai) = to be ashamed ; cuo-xvw (ais-

chuno) = to disfigure, to dishonour. A plant

with sensitive leaves mentioned by Pliny.

Apparently it was a Mimosa.] Bastard Sen-
sitive Plant, a genus of papilionaceous
giants of the sub-section Hedysareifi. They
ave jointed pods, and generally yellow

racemes of flowers. Upwards of thirty species

are known. JE. sensitivus, from the West
Indies, has sensitive leaves ; so also is M. visci-

dula from Florida. The stem of M. aspera,

which resembles pith for lightness, and is

called in India sofah, is cut into thin strips

for the manufacture of solah hats, most useful

articles for the protection of the head against

the fierce tropical sun-heat It is also made
into swimming jackets, floats for nets, bottles,

models of temples, and other objects of sale.

ih^-n6m'-en-otis, a. [JSschynombne.j

Bot : Pertaining to the genus Eschynomene,
or to any plant which, when one comes near

it with his hand, shrinks in its leaves.

(Bailey: Diet, &c.)

a?« cu la pian. a
iEsculapfus or the
medicinal.

Of or pertaining to

healing art; medical;

JEs cu la' pius, s. [L.] The god of medi-

cine in ancient Roman mythology ;
hence, fig.,

a physician.

«s-cii-le -tin, s. [Lat. cesculus (q.v.).]

Chemistry ; A bitter crystalline subatanot
(CoHeO*).

seS'-CU-lin, 5. [Lat. orsculus (q.v.).]

Chem. : C21H24O13. A crystalline fluorescent
bitter substance obtained from the bark of

the genera Esculus and Pavia. Its aqueous
solution is very fluorescent. The reflected

light is of a sky-blue colour. By boiling with
hydrochloric acid it is resolved into glucoae

and sesculetin.

£0S'-cu-lus, s. [In Sp. & Port, cesculo, fr. Lat.

(Bsculus, used by Virgil and Horace for a kind
of oak, believed by Lindley and others to be

a variety of Quercus sessiflora. (Lindley : Veg.

Kingd., 1847, p. 291.) In classical Latin it

appears never to mean the horse-chestnut tree.]

Bot : Horse-chestnuts. A genus of plants

of the order Sapindacese, Soap-worts, and the

section Hippoeastaneie. One species, the

JE. hippocastanum, the Horse-chestnut, is

well known in Britain, where, however, it is

not indigenous. It is supposed to have been
introduced into Europe from Northern India,

or some other part of Asia, about the middle

of the sixteenth century. Its pyramidal in-

florescence is much admired. It has the

unusual number of seven stamens. Its leaves

are digitate, and seven in number. The seeds

are excellent for feeding sheep upon. The bark

has been recommended for fever-patients. A
decoction has been tried in gangrene, and the

powder has been used as an errhine. The
young leaves are aromatic, and have been used

as hops in brewing beer. [Buckeye.] The
other species have quinate leaves.

seen -na, * ses -chna, s. A genus of insects

belonging to the order Neuroptera and the

family Libellulidse, or Dragon-flies. They
have the abdomen narrow and elongated, in

place of ensiform, as in the Libelluhe proper.

The middle lobe of the labium is large, and
the two hinder simple eyes are on a transverse

keel-formed elevation. The larvse are propor-

tionately larger than those of Libellulse ;
their

eyes are larger, their mask is flat and pro-

vided with two strong talons. The*€. grandis,

juncea, and a few other species, occur in

Britain. Of fossil species, M. Brodiei and
liassina occur in the Lias, and M. perampla in

the Purbeck beds.

"JSschna.—The ash-coloured water-fly."—Kersey.

ses-nec-y, s. [Ebkect.]

£3' sop prawn, 5. [See def.]

Zool. : Any prawn of the genus Hippolyte,

from the large protuberant abdomen, sup-

posed to resemble that of the Greek fabulist

iEsop, said to have lived in the 6th cent. B.C.

SBS-the'-si'-a, s. [From Gr. alo-Bntrtc (aisthesis

= perception by the senses, feeling ; aiaBa-

vonai (aisthanomai) = fut. aiaS^trofiai. (aisthe-

somai) = to perceive.] Perception, feeling,

sensibility. The opposite of Anastbesia (q.v.).

S6B'-tliete, s. [Gr. aiirflnTij? (aisthites) * one

who perceives.] One who professes great love

for the beautiful, and endeavours to carry his

ideas of beauty into practice in dress and

surroundings.

ses-the'-tic, »s-the'-tlc-al (sometimes

-thOt'-ic-), a. [In Fr. esthetique • Gr. ai<rdi\-

tik6s (aisthctikos) = of or from perception,

perceptive ; aitrBnais (aisthesis) = perception.]

[Aisthesia.] Pertaining to the science of

aesthetics.

"Many years ago I met with a quotation from a

German author to the effect that the tmthette senti.

ments originate from the play-impulse, -fferoert

Spencer ; Principles of Physiology, voL ii., I &38.

»s-the'-tic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. assthetical ; -ly.)

In an aesthetic manner.

WS-the'-tl-cism, s. [Eng. esthetic; -ism.}

.Esthetic quality ; love or pursuit of the

beautiful.

ws-the'-tXcs, eVthe'-tic* (sometimes

-thet'-IC»>, t. [In Fr. estUtiqiu, from Gr.

aitrenriKte (aisthetikos) = Perceptive^ [Aa-

thfsia 1 The science which treats or tneS& and the pleasing. ^wX"
first used in its present sense by Wolf about

til middle of the last century According to

Herbert Spencer, one characteristic:

of.rati o

t-^^i^^jcfr^arit'i.
functions requisite to sustain me,

bSfc, W$; ptfit, J.5*l; oat, cell, ohonu, chin, bench; go. gem; thin, this; ntn. as; e*pect, *eno^°*J^V^
-cian = shan. -tion, -slon = shiin ; -slon, -»lon = zhftn. -tious, -sious, -clous = shtis. -We, -die, &c - »e». »«•
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not till the latter have had proper scope ac-
corded them that the former gain power enough
to act. The delight in painting, music, sculp-
ture, poetry, and the drama, nay, even in fine
mathematical demonstrations, is aesthetic

;

and the science investigates the origin of
«uch sensations, the laws which characterise
them, and the excellent effects which, when
they are not abused, result from their opera-
tion to humanity. (Herbert Spencer : Principles
of Physiology, 2nd ed., vol it, §§ 533-40.)

8e5tho-physiology, s. [Gr. (1) a7<r0n<r<s
(aisthesis) = perception by the senses, espe-
cially by feeling, from a\<r6&vonai (aisthanomai)
= to perceive; and (2) physiology (q.v.).
For brevity preferred to oesthesi-physiology. ] A
word introduced by Mr. Herbert Spencer to
designate that section of Psychology which
treats of sensation and emotion in their rela-
tions to nervous action. (Herbert Spencer:
Psychology, vol. L, ch. vi.)

*ea -tIm-a-tor-y\ a. [Estikatory.]

i ses-ti val, esti-val, * ees ti -vail,
»S-tIve, a. [Lat. osstivus, from asstas =*the
hot season, summer.] Pertaining to summer

;

continuing through the summer.

If The spelling cestivall is in Holland (1609),
and in Rider's Diet. (1640) ; that of osstival is

in Kersey's Diet (1721) ; estival in Johnson's
Diet (1773X

" Auriga mounted in a chariot bright
(Else styl'd Heniochus), receivesTiis light
In th atti<M circle."—Sylvester : Du BarCat.

The ctttival solstice : The summer solstice.
" In which at the time of the testivall solstice, when

the lunnc itretcheth to the uttermoat of his summer
race."—Holland: Ammianus Marcellinus ( i*>9).

jss -tlv ate (also »), es-tiv ate, v.i. [Lat.
cestivo m to spend the summer. ]

1. Gen, : To remain in a place during the
trimmer.

2. Spec ; To fall into a summer sleep.

"The mollusc* of temperate and cold climates are
subject to hybernation; during which state the heart
ceases to beat, respiration is nearly suspended, and
injuries are not healed. They also cntivatt, or fall
into a summer sleep, when the heat is great, but in
this the animal functions are much leas interrupted."
—MiUler : Quoted in Woodward's " Mottusca," p. 49.

m-tlV-a'-tion (also ft), eVtlva tion, s.

[Lat astivatum, supine of cestivo = to spend
the summer.] [^Estivate.] The state of
pending the summer at any place or in any
particular way.

^f In the same book (Introd. to Bot., 3rd ed.),

Lindley has the spelling aestivation at p. 152,
and estivation at p. 483.

Used: t L Of man.
" A grotto is a place of shade or estivation."—Bacon.

t 2. Zool. : Of molluscs. The state of being
In a summer sleep. (Woodward: Mollusca,
p. 475.) [See .Estivate (2).]

3. Bot. : A term used of the manner in
which the parts of a blossom are arranged
within a flowep-bud before the opening of the
latter. It is more rarely called prefioration.
The word aestivation is separately applied to
the calyx, the corolla, the stamens, and the
pistil, but not to the flower in general. There
are many kinds of aestivation. It may be im-
bricated, or valvate, or convolute, or cir-

culate, or twisted, or of various other types.

«s'-tu-ar-y\ s. [Estuary.]

* ees'-tiire, s. [Lat ozstuo = to boil, to rage
;

cestus m heat, fire ; the ebb and flow of the
sea; a surge, a wave.] Rage. (Chapman:
Homer.)

* »-ta -tS pro ban -da, s. & par. [Lat. =
with the age to be proved ; for the proving
of the age.]

Old Law : A writ which lay for the heir of
the tenant holding of the king in chief to
pr*ve himself to be of full age. (Kersey.)

»-thaT-I-um, s. [Gr. altfaAoets (aithaloeis)

= sooty ; from aiffaAoc. (aithalos)= soot] A
genus of Fungals, one species of which, M.
jlavum, does much damage to stoves and
garden frames, the high temperature enabling
ft greatly to flourish and increase. When it

appears on a stove plant, the latter should be
dusted with quicklime or salt (Treasury of
Bot., Ac.)

Ath'-el, stth'-el, Xth el, s. [AS] In
compos. = noble. Used in proper names, as
Ethelbert, Ethelred, Ethelwulf, Ethelbald,
Athelstane.

^th el ing, jfith -el-Ing, Ath'-el-ing, s.

[AS.] Properly a nobleman, but generally
confined to princes of the blood ; it is less
frequently used of a ruler or governor. It
occurs as a proper name, as Edgar Atheling.
[Adeling.]

a-e-the 6g -am-ous, a. [Gr. ai}&V (aethes)

= unwonted,* unusual, and ya/joc. (gamos) =
marriage.]

Bot. : A term designed to describe the
method of fructification in the lower forms of
plants more accurately than the Linnaean
word Cryptogamic The latter term implied
that these are " of concealed nuptials; the
former word expresses the idea that these nup-
tials are not secret, but only of an unusual
character.

ae -ther, s. [Ether.]

89-ther -e-al, a. [Ethereal.]

ae -thi-ops mineral, s. [Ethiops Mineral,
Sepia.]

eeth'-ra, s. [Prom Lat. aethra ; Gr. atOpn

(aithri), later at$pa (aithra) = clear sky, fair

weather. ]

1. In Class. Myth. : A female attending on
Helen at Troy.

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the 132nd found.
It was discovered by Watson, on the 13th of
June, 1873.

»th -ri-os-cope, s. [Lat. aethra ; Gr. attpm
(aithria) = fine weather, the open sky ; and
o-koWo) (skopco) = to behold.] An instrument
devised by Sir John Leslie, and designed to
determine the radiation against the sky. It
consisted of two glass bulbs united by a
vertical glass tube so narrow that a little

column of liquid was supported in the tube
by its own adhesion. The lower bulb was pro-
tected by a metallic envelope, and gave the
temperature of the air, whilst the upper one
was blackened, and was surrounded by a
metallic cap, designed to protect the bulb
from terrestrial radiation. " The sensibility
of the instrument," says its inventor, "is very
striking, for the liquor incessantly falls and
rises in the stem with every passing cloud."
(See TyndaU on Heat, 3rd ed., 1868, p. 367.)

ffl-thu -sa, a. [In Ft. cethuse ; Gr. al$» (aitho)

= to light up, to kindle, to burn. The name
Is given from its acridness.] Lesser Hemlock,

JETHU3A CTNAPIUM (FOOL'S PARSLEY).

or Fool's Parsley. A genus of plants belong-
ing to the order Apiacese, or Umbellifers.
The M. cynapium, or Fool's Parsley, occurs
in Britain. In aspect it partly resembles
garden parsley, but is darker in colour, and
is not curled. Its odour is unpleasant. It
is so acrid as to be poisonous. As an anti-
dote. Dr. Christison recommends that milk be
swallowed, that mustard-poultices be applied
to the legs, and that the body be sponged
with vinegar.

JE -ti-ans, s. [From Lat. A?tius.]

Church Hist. : The followers of ^Etius, an
Arian who flourished about A.D. 336, and
held that both Christ and the Holy Spirit
are completely different from the Father.

»t f 61 -6-g$t eH-6T-o gy, ai-ti-dT-S-
gy, s. [Gr. alroXoyia (aitologia) = a giving a
cause of anything ; airoXovew (aitologeo) = to
inquire into and account for : curia (aitia) =
a cause, from alrtio (aiteo) = to ask ; \6yot
(logos) = a discourse.]

1. An account of the causes of anything.

" The whole of this is a mere conjectural atMogy of
the ancient appellation of theBenatora."—Lewis . Aarly
Roman Hist., ch. xii.

2. .Spec. ; The science which investigate*
the causes of the several diseases to which
man or the inferior animals are liable. (Report
by Dr. Creighton, on the JEtiology of Cancer;
Reports of tlie Medical Officer of the Privy
Council and Local Government Board, No. S
(1875).

* a-e-ti'-tes, s. [Lat. aetites ; Gr. acriVn*
(aetitis); from a«Tov (aetos) — an eagle.] The
eagle-stone : a nodule or pebble which re-
ceived its name from the belief that the eagle
transported it to its nest, knowing that it

would not be possible without it to hatch its

eggs. Nor were these its only reputed virtues.
Thieves could be discovered by its aid ; and,
according to Lupton, it was a charm to be
used by women in childbirth, and produced
love between man and wife. Kersey's defini-
tion of it is, " The eagle-stone, a certain stone
which, when shaken, rattles as if there were
another within it." Any pebble or nodule
answering to this description would have
been called aetites, or eagle-stone ; but, appa-
rently, the term was most frequently used
of those nodules found abundantly in the
Carboniferous strata, which are hollow in
place of solid, or have what was once a cavity
filled up with clay ironstone in a pulverulent
state. It is unnecessary to add. that the
aetites possessed none of the virtues attributed
to it by the credulous in pre-scientific times.

" And so doth the aetites. or eagle-stone, which hath
a little stone within it."—Bacon; Ifat. Hist., Cent
It, flail

a et 6 ba '- tea, s. [Gr. at<r6* (aetos) ; otero?
(aietos)= (l) an eagle, (2) a fish, the white ray;
/3a tic Qjatis) = a fish, probably the skate.]
A genus of fossil fishes from the London clay
of the Isle of Sheppey. It was founded by
Agassiz, and is allied to the Rays.

* aey (pron. a), adv. [Ate.]

**>£ prep. [A.S. of— of.] Of, from. [Of.]
'* With a teer a/ thyn ye."

MS. Douce. [BalliveU.)

'a-fal-ten, *a-fai'-t^, v.t. [Affaiten.]

" a -falu, ae -fauld, a fauld, aw fall,

ef -fauld, a. [Scotch ae = one
;
/aid, fauld

= fold.] (Scotch.)

1. Honest, upright, without duplicity.
"

. . . to gif his hienes a trewe and ofaid counseU
in all maters concerning his Maiestie and his Realme."
—ActtJa. IV. (H89), ch. 8, ed. 1566.

"That the said WilUame sail tak aytfall, trew, and
plane part with hlin and his foirsaidis in all and
sindre his and thair actlonis, quarrellis, &<."—Acts
Jos. VI. (1592), ed. 1814, p. 624.

"... sail tak afauld, plane and upricht pairs
with him . . ."—Bond to Bothu-ell (\tel). (Keith: Hist.,
p. SSL)

2. Possessed of real unity.
" The afauld God in Trenyte."

Barbour, xx. 618, MS. (Jameson.)

* a -fald ly, adv. [Afald, Aefauld, &c]
Honestly, uprightly. (Scotch.)

"... to m.ik thame stand the mair (tfaidly at
thair opinioun."—Beltend., t. liv., p. 1S7.

* a-faHe, pa. par. [Fall.] Fallen.

"At foot he come to one w&lle.
And some therof wes a-faU4."

Qfth* Vox and of the Wolf. Relig. Antlq. il. JTl

a far , 'a-farne, adv. k s. [A = on, of,

and far. Cf. abed, asleep. Cognate words
are afaran, afearrian, afeorsian = to depart

;

afor = departed ; afearrian, aferran = to re-
move ; and various others. [Far,]

A* As adverb

:

L Lit. : At a distance, remote in space.

(a) Generally followed by of, and sometimes
preceded by from.

" But Peter followed him afar off."—Mutt xxvL 58.

"The ballads of a people.
That like voices from afar off.
Call to us to pause and listen."

Longfellow: Hiawatha. (Introd.)

(b) Sometimes used absolutely, as in the
following example.

** Afar, the royal standard flies.

And round It toils, and bleeds, and dies
Our Caledonia a pride."

Scott : Marmion, vi. SS.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Alienated in affection, estranged from;
purposely keeping a ceremonious distance

from one.
" Though the Lord be high, yet hath he respect unto

the lowly: but the proud he knoweth afar off."—
Ps. cxxxvilL 6.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, ae, 03 = e ; » e. ey = «v
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2. At a distance, in the sense of declining

to render aid.

" Why standest thou afar off. Lord T why hidest
thou thyself in times of trouble ! "—Pt. x. 1.

3. Outside the pale ; not with privileges like

those of a favoured, religious or civil organisa-

tion.

"And came and preached peace to you which were
afar off (meaning to the Ephesi&n Gentiles], and to

them that were nigh [the Jews].''—Ephes. H. 17.

'•* For the promise is unto you, and to your children,
and to all that are afar off.' —Actt U, 39.

H Afar is now little used, except in poetry.

B. In a kin'i of substantival use: A dis-

tance, preceded by from.
"I will fetch my knowledge from afar"— Job

xxx vi. a

* afare, s. [Affair.]

*a-farne, v.i. [A. 8. afaran = to go, to de-

part.] To go.
" A ; th.iv wosd wiht hym afarne,"

Guy of Warwicke. MiddlehiU MS. (KaUiwell.)

* a-fate'-ment, s. [Affaiten, v.] Behaviour,

good conduct, good manners.
" Theo thxidde him taughte
Theo feorthe afatement in hall

Kyng Atituutider, ML

a'-fauld, a. [Afald.] (Scotch.)

*a-faunce, s. [Affiance.]

*a-fayl'e, v.i. [A.S. a intensive, and feallan

m to fall dawn <?).] To fall.

" Two hundred knyghts take •

The Lerons boldely to assayle,

Loke youie hertyB not a-fayle.'
M.S. Cantab. {BaUiweU-.)

•a-fa'ynd, v.t. [A.S. afandian - to prove, to

make triaL] To attempt. (Scotch)
" War ly thai raid, and held thar hone in ayud,

For thai trowide weyll Sotheron wnld afaynd
With haili power at anys on them to sett,

But Wallace West thair power for to lett."

Wallace, 874, M8S., Perth ed. (Jamieton.)

% Altered to Offend in the edition of 1648.

* a-fay -ting, adv. [A = on, and A.N. fuiten

= to beg.] A-begging.

"And sooth afaytyng with here fauntes."
P. Plowman (ed. Skeat), c. x. 170.

* a-fear, a fere, * a-ferr e, af-fear',
v.t, [A.8. afdrran — to frighten, to astonish,

pa. par. afertd.] [Affright.] To make afraid,

to frighten, to terrify.

" Te have with you good engynes,
Swilke knowe but few Sarezynea ;

A mangenet thou doo arere,

And soo thou schc.lt heve wel afere."
Richard Cmur de Leon, 4,104

U This word still exists among the un-

educated.

* a feared , * a fer id, * a feard ,
* a-

fered ,
* a-ferd ,

* a fert ,
* a fere ,

*a-ferr'e," * af- feared; *af- feard,
•^f-fer'-tWde, pa. par. [Afear.]

tared t

I reverence, those I fear.*'

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, tv. 1
*'A flake of fire that flashing on his beard,
Him all amazed, and almost made him ofeard."

Spenser: F. Q.,1. xl. M.

*%-fede', v.t. [A.S. afedan = to bring up,

to feed.] To feed. (Chaucer.)

* a-fefe , v.t. [Eng. a; fUf.} To give a fief to.

" Thel lete make a guode abbey,
And well yt afefed tbo."

Amis and AmUoun, 2,486.

* a-feld , adv. [Afield.]

* a-feld

'

t pa. par. [Afelle.]

* a-felle, v.t. [A.S. afyllan — to fell, to strike

down, to overturn, condemn, destroy.] To
fell, to cut down, to destroy.

" The kyng dude onon affelle

Many thousande okes ich telle."

Kyng Alisaunder, 5,240.

* a-fen'ce, *. [Offence.]

* a-fend , v. t. [Offend. ]

*a-fenge, v.t. [A. 8. afeng = received.] To
receive.

" Selnt Martha quod was.
As ye hereth of telle,

Hy afengc oure Lord In here hoot,
As it seith in the Gospelle."

MS., Trin. Col., Oxf., 67. {Balliwell.)

* a-fe-orrne, v.t. [A.N.] [In Fr. affermir =
to establish ; to confirm.] To confirm.

" Have who so the maistry may
Afeormed facte is ther deray."

Kyng AlUaunder, 7.SM.

* a-fe-or'med, pa. par. [Afeorme.]

* a-ferd , pa. par. [Afeared.]

* a-fere (1), v.t. [Afear, Afeared.]

*a-fere'(2), v.t. [A.N.] To be busied, engaged.

*' And hoteth him senile, fer and nere.

To his justices lettres hard.
That the contrais beo aferd
To frusche the gadelyng, and to bete,

And none of heom on lyve lett;."

Kyng AlUaunder, 7,813.

* a-fer id, * a ferr e, * a-fert', pa. par.

[Afeared.]

* a-fet'-id, a. [A.N.] Shaped.
"... and wel a-fetid is whanne the hed [of a

deer] is wel woxeu by ordyuaunce after the height
and the schap, whan the lyndes be wel growe yn the
beem by good mesure."—MS Bodl. {Balliwell.)

aft adv. &prep. [Off.] Off. (Scotch.)

" 0* an' he could hae hauden aff the smugglers a
bit!"—Sir Walter Scott ; Guy Mannering, ch. xi.

af -fa, s. [A West African word.] A weight
in use on the Gold Coast, and consisting of

two eggebas. It is about equal to an ounce.

aff a-bll -I-ty, s. [In Fr. affabiliU; Ital.

affabilitate, affabilita, affabilitade, from Lat.

affabilitas. ] The quality of being affable

;

courtesy of manners, encouraging strangers or
inferiors to approach and converse with one.

"... envy was disarmed by the hlandness of
Albemarle's temper and by the affability of his de-
portment " -ifaraulay : But. Eng., ch. xxiii.

affable, a. [In Fr. affable; Ital. affabile:

from Lat. affabilis = affable ; affari = to Bpeak
to.]

1. Of a person's manners, or of himself : Cour-
teous, so as to invite strangers or inferiors to
approach and converse with one.

"... his manners polite and affable."—Macaulay

:

But. Eng., ch. 1L
" An affable and courteous gentleman.

"

Shakesp. | Taming of the Shrew, t 2.

* 1| Milton applies it to condescension.
" Sent from whose sovereign goodness I adore,
Gentle to me and affable hath been
Thy condescension, and shall be honour'd ever."

Milton: P. L., l.k. viii.

2. Of a countenance : With a soft and gentle
expression, so as to encourage approach and
conversation, as opposed to Forbidding (q. v. ).

aff a ble ness, s.

Affability.

aff -a-bl^, adv.
manner.

[Eng. affable; -ness.]

[Affable.] In an affable

* af-fa'-brous, a. [Lat. <yTabre=ingeniousIy,
skilfully : ad = to, and fabre = in a workman-
like manner; faber m a workman.] Made in

a workmanlike manner ; skilfully or ingeni-

ously manufactured.

* aff-ab-u-la -tlon, s. [Lat. ad = to, or for,

and fabulatio = discourse
; fabula = a story.]

The moral of a fable.

* af -fa-dlL, * if-fa-dUL [Daffodil]

* af-fai'e (pi. affaies), s. A burden. (Langtoft.)

* af-faied', pa. par. [Afeared.] Afraid;

affrighted, affected. (Langtoft.)

*af-fain, v.t. [Old form of Feign (q.v.).] To
feign. (HaU.)

* af-fained , pa. par. [Affain.]

af fair , s. [Fr. affaire, s. ; O. Fr. afaire, from
a = to, and /aire =to make or do ; Ital. affare
= affair, from fare = to do, to make or do ;

Lat. facere, infin. of facio = to make.]

A* Singular:

L Gen. : Any sort of business.
" 2 Mur. We have lost best half of our affair.''

Shakespeare : Macbeth, ill. 8.

"They knew that church government was with him
merely an affair of State, and that, looking at it as an
affair of State . . .

"

—

Macautay : But. Eng., ch. xxi.

" The courtship of butterflies is a prolonged affair."—Darwin ; Descent ef Man\ ch. xL

IL Specially:

1. A dispute of a serious character with a

fentleman, as an affair of honour, that is, a

ispute which a mistaken sense of honour
makes one think can be settled only by the
illogical and criminal expedient of a duel.

2. A partial engagement; a battle on a
limited scale.

3. Colloquially (with a certain measure of con-
tempt): A thing not striking or remarkable.

" The Plata looks like a noble estuary on the map,
but is in truth a poor affair."—Darwin : Voyag*
round the World, ch. viii.

B. Plural : Concerns, circumstances, public
or private business.

" But that ye also may know my affairs, and how 1
do . . .

"—Ephes. vi, 21.

"
. . . he set Shadraoh, Mefhach, and Abednego

over the affairs of the province of Babylon." -Dan.
a 49.

af fai ten, * a-fai ten, *a-fa'-ty, v.t

[A.N. In Fr. affaiter (a term in falconry) =
to tame, to domesticate a bird of prey ; O. Fr.

afaiter, afaitier = to prepare, to dispose : akin
to affecter (Littri).]

1. To prepare, to make ready.
" His cookes ben for hym affaited."—Gower. ed,

1532, f. 180.

2. To instruct.
" He hadde a clergon yonge of age
Whom he hath m his chamber affaited.

Gower, ed. 1532, f. 4S.

3. To tame, to subdue, to bring under con-

trol, to conquer.
" It afaiteth the flesh
Prom folles fui manye."

Piert Ploughman, p. 29L
" As soon as somer come to Yrland he gan wende
Vor to afaty that lond, and to wynne ecu ende."

Bob. Glouc,, p. 179.

' af fam Ish, v.t. [Fr. affamer; Ital. affa-

mare, from Lat. fames = hunger, famine.] To
famish, to starve, to deprive of food.

" With light thereof I doe myself sustain.
And thereon feed my low affamuht hart."

Spenser; Sonn. 85.

* af fam ished, * af fam isnt, pa. par. St

a. FAffamibh.] (Bee example under th»
verb.)

* af-fam'-ish-Xng, pr. par. & *. [Affamish.)

As substantive: The act of starving one, the
state of being starved.

"What can be more unjust than for a man to en-
deavour to raise himself by the affamuhing of others T
Neither can it serve his turn to say, by way of excuse,

that the multitude of buyers may be the cause of e>

dearth."—Dp. BaU; Cotes of Conscience, Dec. 1, e. fr.

* af fam -Ish ment, s. [Affamish.]

"[Christ was] carried Into the wilderness . . .

for the affamishment of his body."—Bp. BaU: Con*
templationt, bk. iv.

* af-fat -n-ate, a. [Infatuate.] Infatuated.

(Milton.) To be busied, engaged.

* aff caat, *. [Scotch. a/= off ; Eng. & Scotch

cast.] One cast off or out, a castaway.

"... that he will thinke him to be a reprobate,

to be an aff-cast, and neuer able to recouer mercle. —
Bruce: Bern, on the Sacr. (1590).

* aff come, s. [Scotch ajT=off; Eng. fr

Scotch come.] (Scotch.)

Lit. : A come off, an escape, the issue of a
business.

"1 hope we'll hae a gode aff<om$"— Tennant

:

Cardinal Beaton, p. 1W.

*affe, v. [Have.]
" That mester affe to wynne theem mede."

Ritson : Ancient Songs, I it.

•af-fear1

(1), v.t. (pa. par. *affeared, tt&V
[A.S. afaeran = to frighten.) [Afear.]

* af-fear (2), v.t. [Affeer, (1).]

*,af-feared', * af-feard', pa. par. [Affear.)

* af-fec-ei-onn, *. [Affection.]

affect', v.t. [Lat. affecto, -an = to strive
*
after, to pursue, to aim at, to feign (lit. =j to

pretend to); Ger. affektiren; Fr. affecter; Sp

afectar; Port, affectar; Ital. affettare.)

L To exert an influence upon, or produce

an effect upon.

1. In a general sense (ofpersons or things)

:

"But, though the majority was diminished, the

result was not affected."—Macaulay : Bist. hng.,

ch. xv.

. and the balance of maritime power would"

not' be affected by an union between Spain and

Austria."—Ibid, ch. xxUi.
" The tides were very curiously affected."—Darwin :

Voyage round the World, ch. xiv.

" Dem. Chiron, thy ears want wit, thy wit wants edgr

And manners to intrude where I am graced
. ; u

And may, for aught thou know'ut, affected be.

Shakesp. : Titus Andrantcut. il. 1.

2. Specially (of persons)

:

(a) To bring under the influence of a disease

or morbid influences.

toSh, bo^; ptfitt, Jo%l; cat. cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -sV

-dan= shan. -tion, -sion, -cioun = shun ; -sion, -*ion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shits, -ble, -die, &c. - bel, d#a.
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"The climate affected their health and spirit*."—
Macaulay : BUt. Eng., ch. xvi
" On the other hand, the laborious part of mankind

are much more rarely affected by this prolonged form
of phthisis."—Cycl. Pract. Med., It 279.

(b) To cause to feel emotion.
" Mine eye <ijTecrefa mine heart because of all the

slaughters of my city."

—

Lam. ill. sl
*'.

. . this old gentleman [Mr. Sagacity!, ** *ie

told me the story, did himself seem to be greatly
affected therewith."—Bunyan; Pilgrim'* Progr., pt. 2.

(c) To render well or ill disposed to.
" Buck. Well, then, no more but this : Go, gentle
Catesbv,

And. as it were far off, sound thou Lord Hastings,
Bow he doth stand affected to our purpose."

Shakesp. | King Richard III., iii. 1.

" But the unbelieving Jews stirred up the Gentiles,
and made their minds evil affected against the
brethren."—AcU xiv. 2.

TT In these senses the part of the verb which
generally occurs is the past participle.

IL To inspire with love ; to desire, to follow
after.

* 1. To inspire with love, to love.

(a) To inspire with love.

"Is thine own heart to thine own face affected t"
Can thy right hand seize love upon thy left ?

"

Shaketp. : Venus and Adonis.

(b) To love, to like, to be fond of, to be
partial to.

" Go, let him have a table by himself

;

For he does neither affect company.
Nor U he tit for it, indeed."

Shaketp. : Timon of Athens, L 1

2. To desire, to pursue, to strive after, to
aim at, to endeavour after.

(a) With a person for the agent (used in the
foregoing senses)

:

" And He. that wean the crown immortally.
Long guard it yours ! If I affect it more
Than as your honour, and as your renown.
Let me no more from this obedience rise.''

Shaketp. : King Henry IT., Part II., iv. 4.

" For shame, be friends ; and join for that yon jar.
Tis policy and stratagem must do
That you affect ; and so must you resolve.

"

Shaketp. ; Titus A ndronious, li. L
" Thy soldier, servant; m*-kl"g peace or war,
As thou affect'st."

Shaketp. ; Antony and Cleopatra, i. a

(6) With a thing for the agent : To tend to,

to assume.
" The drops of every fluid affect a round figure, by

the mutual attraction of their parts : as the globe of
the earth and sea affects a round figure, by the mutual
attraction of its parts by gravity. "—Aeietfon : Optics.

UX To feign, to pretend.

Specially :

1. To pretend to feel as one does not really
feel ; to be what one is not ; or to be acting in
one way whilst really doing so in another.

" The old hypocrite had, it was said, while affecting
"~"1 ana love

his
Eng., ch. il
" Toe interlopers, therefore, determined to affect the

character of loyal men, who were determined to stand
*"T the throne against the insolent tribunes of the
ty."—Ibid., ch. xviii.
**

. . . those who affected to observe ft made ficti-
tious conveyances to their kinsmen, who held the

. «r, gh__
signal to his master's enemies."—Macaulay : Hist.

%
land merely as trust***, while the
the law at open '

"

ch. xiii.
si

,t majority set
rl, J l Bin.,

viimv iHUBvcrs ui uor language, in ineir
dignified compositions, affected to us* French
when English words, quite as expressive and
dioua, were at hand."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., o

2. To prefer or choose for the sake of
artifice.

"Great masters of our language, in their most
" "ected to use French words,J_

i and melo-
,ch. iii.

• af-fSct , * affect e, s. [In Ger. affekt, fr.

Lat affectum — (1) state or disposition of body
or mind ; (2) love, desire, sympathy. ]

f 1. A property of the mind ; an affection or
other emotion of the heart.

" It seemetb that as the feet have a sympathy with
the head, so the wrists have a sympathy with the
heart ; we see the affects and passions of the heart, and
spirits are notably disclosed by the pulse."

—

Bacon
Ifat. Hist.. No. 97.

2. Quality or circumstance of anything.
"... of the influences of heaven, of heat, cold,

moisture, drought, qualities active, passive, and the
like, have swallowed up the true passages, and pro-

f cesses, and offsets, and conaisteucie* of matter, and
natural bodies."—Baoon : Nat. Bitt., Cent IX, | 8S5.

# af fec-tate, * af-fec-ta -ted, a. [Lat.
affectatus, pa. par. of affecto.] [Bee Affect.]
Marked by affectation, far-fetched.

"Acoertltum dictum. An oration to much affectate,
Or as we sale, to farre fet."—Elyot .- THct.

" A style or oration too much affected with strange
words ; a little curious or affectatsd ; with too much
affectation or curiosity."—Barret.

af-fec-ta -tion, s [In Fr. affectation; Ital.

affettazione, fr. Lat. affectatio m an eager desire
for ; conceit ]

1. Love of or to, fondness for, affection.

(a) With no culpability implied, but the

reverse

:

"There are even bonds of affectation, bonds of
mutual respect, and •eciprocal duties between man
and wife. "—Bp. Hall : Cases of Conscience.

(b) With some slight culpability implied :

"In things of their own nature indifferent, if either
councils or particular men have at any time, with
sound judgment, misliked conformity between the
church of God and infidels ; the cause thereof hath
been somewhat else than only affectation of dissimili-
tude. "—Hooker : Keel. Pol, ok. iv., f T.

2. An aiming at, a striving after.

" It was not any opposition to the law of Moses, nor
any danger threatened to the temple, but pretended
sedition and affectation of the crown objected, which
moved Pilate to condemn him."

—

Pearson: On the
Creed, Art. i.

3. An attempt to appear to possess what
one really does not possess, or to be what one
is not ; pretence, show.

*f[ It is sometimes followed by of, as "an
affectation of wit," "an affectation of virtue."

"Affectation. A curious desire of a thing which
nature has not given."

—

Rider.
44 Romance '. disgusted with deceit.
Far from thy motley court I fly.

Where Affectation holds her seat.
And sickly Sensibility."

Byron ; Hours of Idleness : To Romance.

af-fe'ct'-tSd, pa. par. & a. [Aitect.]

L As past participle : With meanings corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

IX As adjective

:

* L Beloved.
**

. . . In all the desperate hours
Of his affected Hercules."

Chapman ; Iliad, viii. 31&.

2. Given to false show ; pretending to what
is not natural or real ; unnatural (applied to
persons).

" He is too picked, too spruce, too affected, too odd,
as it were. "

—

Shakesp. : Love's Labour t Lost. v. I.

"... a most affected and pedantic writer."—
Maoaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. li.

af-fect'-tSd-lj^, adv. [Affected.] In an
affected manner.

Specially

:

1. Studiously, with laboured intention.
**,

. . as If they were designed and affectedly
chosen for that purpose. "— //, More : Decay ofPiety.
" Nothing in beauty, in habit. In action, in motion,

can please, that is affectedly laboured and over-
adorned."—Sprat: Sermon before the King.

2. In an affected manner ; stiffly, un-
naturally.

" Perhaps they are affectedly ignorant ; they are so
willing it should be true that they have not attempted
to examine it"—Government of the Tongue, % 5.

"Some have indeed been so affectedly vain as to
counterfeit immortality."—Browne : Vulgar Errourt,
vii. 10.

af foct 6d nesa, s. [Aftkcted.] Affecta-
tion. (Johnson : Did.)

affect -er, af-fect'-or, s. [Affect]
1. One who affects or produces an effect on

any person or thing.
" I beheld your danger like a lover,
A Just affecter of thy faith.

"

Beaumont A Fletcher : Bonduea, iii. 1
2. One who pretends to anything, or who

practises affectation.

" The Jesuits, affectort of superiority, and disgracen
of all that refuse to depend upon them."—Sir E.
Sandys: State of Religion.

af-lt$c'-te-oii»-ljf, adv. [Affecttjously.]

af-fee-t*-b*T-l-t^, s. [Affectibxe.) Capa-
bility of being affected.

af fee -tl-ble, a. [Affect.] Able to be
affected ; that may be affected.

af fSct-ing, pr. par. & a, [Affect, v.]

1. As present participle: With meanings
corresponding to those of the verb.

2. As adjective : Touching, moving ; fitted
to excite emotion.

"... the most affecting eloquence.

"

Wordsieorth : Excursion, hk. Iv.

•ff
In the same sense as affected.

" These antick, lisping, affecting phantasies, these
new tuners of accent*."—Shakesp. : Mom. a Jul, ii. t

af-f8ct-I*ag-ty, adv. [Affecttno.] In an
affecting manner ; in a way fitted to excite the
emotions. (Todd's Johnson.)

af fee -tion, * af fec-ti-oun, * af-fec-
ci-oun (0. Eng. & Scotch), s. [In Fr. affec-

tion; ItaL affezione ; Lat affectio, fr. affec-
tum, supine of officio = to do something to
affect the mind or body : ad — to, and facio
m to make or do.]

A. Ordinary language

:

L The state of being affected.

1. Sympathy of one part of the bodily
frame with another. (Shakesp. : Merchant of
Venice, iv. 1.)

2. State of the mind in general.

"... there grows
In my most Ill-composed affection, such
A stanchless aviiriL-e that, were I king,"
I should cut off the nobles for their lands."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. a
3. An emotion of whatever eharacter.

"Affections, as joy, grief, fear, and anger, with sucn
Uke, oeing, as it were, the sundry fashions and forms
of appetite, can neither rise at the sight of a thing in-
different, nor yet choose but rise at the sight of some
things."—Hooker: Eccl. Polity, bk. i.

4. Spec : A drawing of the mind towards
any person or thing, and which does not
depart even when that person or thing is

absent. It is intermediate between disposition,
in which there is ouly a more or less latent
tendency, and passion, in which there is ex-
citement aroused, especially by the pnsence
of its object. It is chiefly used of parental,
filial, or conjugal love, as that mutually
existing between a lover and his mistress;
but it may be also employed of love for one's
country, for a party or principle, or anything
capable of exciting regard.

•IT It is followed by to, towards, for, upon,
or on.

" My king is tangled in affection to
A creature of the queen s, Lady Anne Bullen."

Shakeep. : Henry VIII., iii. l
" For ... a grateful affection such as the restored

Jews had felt for the heathen Cyrus."—Macaulay

:

Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

" I have reason to distrust mine own judgment ; as
that which may be overborne by my tea! and affection
to thiB cm use. "—Bacon.

" Nor while on Ellen's faltering tongue
Her filial welcomes crowded hung,
Harked she, that fear {affection's proofL
Still held a graceful youth aloof.'

r
Scott.- Lady of the Lake. iL H.

" Thyn is affeccioun of holyneese,
And myn is love, as of a creature."

Chaucer: C. T., 116M1.

% It is sometimes used in the plural. In.

a good sense—
" All his affections are set on his own country."—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xU.

Or in a bad sense.
" And they that are Christ's have crucified the

flesh with the affections [margin, passious] and lusts."—Galatians v. 2*.

IX A person or thing affected, or constitut-
ing an object of love or other passion.

Specially

:

* (0. Scotch) ; Relationship, affinity, consan-
guinity.

"That na persone offerit to pass vponn aasyssis salbo
repelllt q,unan thai attene to the parti* aduersar in
the lyke, or nerrar greis of that same tsrt of affec-
tiouno.~—Acts James Tl. (1MT), (ed. ISM}, p. M.

B. Abnormally:

L Affectation.

"There was nothing In it that could indiet the)

author of affection.
"—Shakesp. : Hamlet, IL Z.

2. A motion or utterance.

"Every affect ion at theirs wasauoracl*. —Andrews:
Sermons, v, 11,

C. Technically:

1. Med. : A disease or a morbid symptom
affecting the body.

"Local palsy seated in either extremity ia mostly,
as all the other forms of local palsy, found as the first
step or stage to a more extended affection,"—Cvd
Pract. Med., iii. 2SL

2. Mental Phil, and Ethics : The same as
A., I. 4 (q.V.).

3. Painting: Passion represented on the
canvas in a lively manner.

"Affection is the lively representment of any passion
whatsoever j as if the figures stood not upon a cloth or
board, but as if they were acting upon a stage."—
Wotton: Architecture.

4. Math, and Nat. Phil : An essential

attribute, quality, or property of a number,
quantity, magnitude, body, or anything.

"The certainty and sccurateness which is attributed
to what mathematicians deliver, most be restrained
to what they teach concerning those purely mathema-
tical disciplines, arithmetick and geometry ; where the
affections of quantity are abstractedly considered.

1'

—

" The mouth being necessary to conduct the voice to
the shape of its cavity, necessarily gives the voice
some particular affection of sound in its passage before
it comes to the lipa "—Bolder .- Elements of Speech,

t af-fec -tlon, v.t. [From the substantive.]

Vulgar: To show affection to, to love.

" Era. But can you affection the 'otnan f
"

Shakesp. : Merry Wives, L 1.

flste, fat, fare, amldfrt, what, fall, father; we, wtt, here, camel. Her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; fro, ptftV

«rf wore, wolf, work, who, sdn ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, w, oe - e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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af-fec -tion-ate, a, [In Ital. affezzionato.]

A* 0/persons:

1, Of a loving disposition, tending to love,

amorous.
"Frugal, affectionate sober, and withal
Keenly uidustrioua'

WorcUieortk : Excursion, bk. i.

From his epistles it Appears that St Paul was a
mail of warm feelings and of affectionate disposition.''

—Duke *>/ Somerset; Christian Theology.

2. Inspired with intense and loving venera-
tion for.

" Kan, in his lore to God and desire to pleaee Him,
can never be too affectionate."—Sprat.

1 3. Strongly in favour of. (Followed by to.)

" As for the Parliament, it presently took fire ; being
affectionate of old to the war of France,"—Bacon:
Henry VII.

*4. Affected.

"Wise rather than affectionate and singular."—
Brook* : Works, i. 226.

* 5. Angry, impetuous.

B. Of things: Indicating or expressing love.

"... In his speech, assured them in gracious and
affectionate language . .

."—Macaulay : Hist. Hng.,
en. xxxv.

• affection-ate, v. t. [From the adjective. ]

To inspire with love to ; to dispose or incline

to. (Generally in passive voice, and specially
in past participle.)

"Be kindly affectionated one to another.*

—

New
Testament, Cambridge (1688).

• af-fec -tion a-ted, pa. par. & a, [Affec-
tionate, v.]

• af-fec'-tion-ate-ly, adv. [Affectionate.]

In an affectionate manner.

af fee -tion-ate-nes»s, s. [Affectionate.]
The quality of being affectionate ; fondness,
affection.

" They [the letters of Cowper] unite the playfulness
of a child, the affect ionatcues* of a woman, and the
strong sense of a man."—Quarterly Review, No. 59,

p. 105.

af fee tioned, a.

1. Disposed. (Generally in composition.)

* 2. Imbued with affectation.

"An affectioned ass, that cons state without boos,
and utters it by great swaths."—Shaketp. : Twelfth
Sight, 11. 8.

t af-fec'-tious, a. [Affect.] Affectionate.
" Kiese of true kindness and affection* love."

Tragedy of Hero (IKft).

af-fec -tlOU»-ly\ adv. [Affectiotjs.] In an
affecting manner ; so as to produce an effect.

(Johnson : Diet.)

t af-feV-tiVe, a. [In Fr. afectlf] Fitted to
affect, moving.

(a) Ofpersons:
" He was an instructive and grave preacher ; more

Instructive than affective."—Burnet : Hist, of Ait Own
Timet (16MI

(6) Of things

:

" Pain is so uneasy a sentiment, that very little of it
Is enough to corrupt every enjoyment ; and the effect
God intends this variety of ungrateful and affective
sentiments should have on us. is to reclaim our affec-
tions from this valley of tears."

—

Rogers.

•af-fec'-tive-ly; adv. [Affective.] In Buch
a way as to affect. (Todd : Johnson's Diet.)

af-feot'-£r, a. [Affecteb.]

* af-fec -tu-al, a. [Effectual.]

af-fec'-tu-al-ly^ adv. [Affect.] Passion-
ately.

"... concerning yo1" faro1* which I most affec*
tually coveyte. "—Cott. MSS.

af-fec-tu-6s'-i-ty\ s. [Low Lat. afectuositas,
fr. Class. Lat. affectuosus = full of inclination
or love.] The quality of being full of love
or other passion

; passionateness. (Johnson

:

• af fee -tu oils, a. [In Ital. affettuoso; Lat.
affectuosus = full of love ; from affectus — (1)
state or disposition of body or mind, (2) sym-
pathy, love.] Affectionate. (Scotch.)

"We audit to lufe our self and sa our ntchtbour
with ane affeetuous and trew lufe unfeynltly.*

—

Archbp. Hamilton : Catech. (1561).

•af-fec'-tu-ous-ly; * af fec-te-ous-ly,
ttdv. [AFFECTUO0S.]

L Affectionately.
" I have sought hym desirously,

I have sought hym affectumitly.''
Reliq. Antia., il. 157.

"After hys death his life again was daily wished
and affecteously euiuug his subjected desyred."—Hall

:

Edward IV„ f. 61.

2. Passionately.
" To locke up the gates of true knowledge from them

that affectuoutly seketh it to the glory of God, is a
property belongynge onlye to the hypocritiah Pharisees
and false lawyers.' —Leland : New Year's Gift.

* af-fee -ble, v.t. [Fr. affaiblir, affoiblir.] To
enfeeble.

"... the affeeblod members."

—

Harrison: Descrip.
of Eng., p. 214.

t affeer' (l), *af-fear\ v.t. [0. Fr. afeurer
m to fix a price officially ; Low Lat. afforo

:

ad = to, and forum, forus =* price (Sfceat).]

Old Law: To confirm.

"Goodness dares not check thee 1 wear thou thy
wrongs.

The title is affeered .'—Fare thee well, lord :

I would not be the villain that thou think'st."
Shaketp. ; Macbeth, iv. 8.

t af-feer' (2), v.t. [Afferor.]

Law : To reduce a vague and excessive
penalty to one that is fixed and moderate.
(HuheL)

t»f-feered'(l&2), pa. par. [Affber (1 &2).]

af-feer'-er, s. [Affeer (2).] Onewnoaffeers,
that is, reduces a vague ana excessive penalty
to one moderate and certain.

af-feer-Ing (1 & 2), pr. par. [Apfeer(i&2).]

af-feer'-ment, s. [Affeer (2).] The act or
process of affeering, or reducing a vague and
excessive penalty to one that is fixed and
moderate.

af-feer'-dr, s. [Afferor.]

*af fende, v.t. [Offend.]

af -fer-aunt, pr. par. [Afferk (2), v.I Be-
longing, to, attaching to ; forming a distin-

guishing mark or characteristic of.

af fer'-dede, pa. par. [Afeared.]

*af-fe>e' (l), v.t. [Afear.]

*af-fere' (2), v.i. [A.N. offerer =* to belong.]

To belong to, to pertain to, to be a distin-

guishing mark or characteristic of.

"He was then buryed at Winchester in royall wIbs,
As to suche a prince of reason should affere."

Hardyng: Chron.. p. 106.

*af fere (Eng.), af fer, a feir, ef feir

,

ef-fere' (all Scotch). [Affair.]

1. Business affairs. (Scotch*)

" Quhen the king had left the spering,
Hys charge to the cud king tauld be
And he raid he wad blythly se
Hys brothyr, and se the offer
Off that cuntre, and of thar wer,"

Barbour, xvi. 27, MS. (Jamieson.)

2. Warlike preparation, equipment for war.
(Scotch.)

" Erll Patiik, with xx. thousand, but lett

Befor Dunbar a stalwart sage he sett

The told Wallace off Patrikis gret offer.'
Wallace, viii. 166, MS. Uamieson.)

S. Appearance, show. (Scotch.)

" But off thafr noble grct offer
Thair sen-ice, na thair realte
Ye sail her na thing now for me."

Barbour, ii. 162, M.S. (Jamieson.)

4. Countenance, demeanour, deportment.
(Eng. <fi Scotch.)

" That fre answered with fayr afetr
And said, ' Schir, mercie for your inychfc.

Thus man I bow and arrowis bear."
Murning Maiden. (Maitland Poems, p. 207.) ,

af*-fer-ent, a. [Lat afferens, pr. par. of affero

= to bear or carry : ad = to, and fero m to
bear.]

Phys. : Bringing to, conducting to, as
opposed to efferent = bearing or conducting
away from. [Efferent.]
"... these vessels being styled afferent as they

enter the gland, and efferent as they leave it."

—

Toad
& Bowman: Phystol. Anat., ii. 274.

" The terms efferent and afferent are only so far
applicable to certain nerves, as they refer to the direc-
tion in which such nerves appear to propagate the
change produced in them, or to the position at which
the effects of the stimulation become manifest, that
direction having reference to the point at which the
stimulus is designed to act."

—

Ibid., p. 28L

"Of these fibres, some are afferent, or Incident,
others efferent, or reflex ; and these two kinds have an
immediate but unknown relation to each other, so
that each afferent nerve has its proper efferent one,
the former being excitor and the latter motor."—
Ibid., pp. 322-3.

* af-fe rt», af-fe ir», impersonal v.I [0. Fr.

afflert, impers. v.^belongs to, from Lat. qfert,

8rd sing. pres. ind. of affero = to bring to : ad
m to, and fsro = to bring.] (Scotch.)

1. Becomes, belongs to, is proper or ex-
pedient.

"I sail als frely In all.thing
Hald it. as it afferit to king."

Barbour, L 162, MS. UamnMon.)
% Is proportionate, corresponds.
"... great sums affeiring to their condition and

rank, and quality of their crimes." — Act CouncU
(1683). t Wodrow, 11 3.181.)

*af-ferm', v.t. [Affirm.]

' af-ferru -id, pa. par. [Affirmed.]

af-feV-dr, af-feer'-dr, 5. [From A.N.
affeurer=to tax, assess, moderate.] [Affeer.]

Law : One appointed in court leets, and
sometimes elsewhere, to act with others in
deciding upon oath what amount of penalty
should oe inflicted on any one who has com-
mitted an offence to which no precise punish-
ment is attached, but the amount of which is

left to be settled when all the circumstances
are taken into account.

* af-fe se, v.t. [Deriv. uncertain. Halliwell

believes that it has no affinity to A.8. phesian
= to drive away, or to pheeze, with which
Richardson connects it. He thinks it is from
Old Eng. fesyne m to make afraid. Used in
Prompt. Pare., p. 158.] To frighten.

"She for* while was well sore affesed."
Browne : Shepherds Pipe, ecL i.

* af-feaed , pa. par. [Affese. ]

af fe-tu -6 -so, adv. [In Ital. an adj., not an
adv. = affectionate, obliging, kind : fr. affetto

= love, affection.]

Music : In a smooth, tender, affecting

manner, and hence to be performed slowly
rather than quick. It is much the same as
con affetto.

tail '-gate, 1. [Scotch a/=off; gate** manner.]
A mode of disposing of. (Used specially of
merchandise.) (Scotch.) (Jamieson : Diet.

Suppl.)

taff-hand (either as one word, offhand; or
as a compound, aff-hand), adv. k a. Offhand.

" Wer't my c 1, yet clear it up aff-hand."
Ramsay : Poems, ii. 1H.

t aff-hands, s. Off-hands, hands off.

"... but aff-hands is fair play."-*Seo«; Old JTor-
tality, ch. iv.

af-fi-ance, *af-fy'-atmce, s. [Norm.-Fr.

ajiaunce = confidence; Ital. jidanza, fidenza=
confidence ; Sp.^an2a=bail, surety ; Low Lat.

ffdantia, fr. hat, fides = faith.] [See the verb.)

1. A eontract of marriage, betrothal ; the

solemn pledging of faith to marry a certain

person, or give a certain person in marriage.
" At last such grace I found, and means I wrought^
That I that lady to my spouse had won

;

Accord of friends, consent of i«rents sought,
Affyaunce made, my happiness begun."

Spenser: F. <?., IL iv. It
" In many countries it is necessary to tarry long in

the vestibule of the temple before Advancing to the
altar under the title 01 affiances."—Bowring : Ben-
tham's Works, L 367.

2. Affinity, connection.
". . . religion and superstition have more affi-

ance, though the one be light and the other darkness,
than superstition and profaneness, which are both
vicious extremities."—Hooker: Ecct. Pol., v., | 65.

3. Implicit, or at least strong, trust in man
or in God.
"Ah ! what's more dangerous than this fond affiance t

Seems he a dove ! his leathers are but borrowed."
Bhakesp.: Henry VI., Part II., iiL 1.

"There can be no surer way to success, than by dis-

claiming all confidence in ourselves, and referring the
events of things to God with an implicit affiance."—
Atterbury : Sermons.

af-fi ance, v.t. [From the substantive (q.v.).

Ft. flancer = to betroth ; Sp. afianxar — to

bail, to fix with ropes ; Ital. fidanzare = to

caution, to guarantee, to betroth : from Lat.

fides = faith, trust.] [Affy, Affidavit.]

1. To betroth one in marriage; solemnly and
ceremoniously to promise one in marriage.

"Halifax's only son had been affianced to the Lady
Mary Finch, Nottingham's daughter."—Macautay:
Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

2. To inspire with confidence.
" Doubt you the gods ? Lo ! Pallas' self descends,
Inspires thy counsels, and thy toils attends.

In me afftane'd, fortify thy breast."

Pope : Homers Odyssey, bk. xx., 67—*ft

"Pay due devotions to the martial maid.
And rest, afftane'd in her guardian aid."

Ibid., iv. 991-&

"Stranger (replied the prince), securely rest,

Afflancd in our faith ; henceforth our ff««t.^^
Ibid., xv. SOUL

boil, boy: pout, jotH; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist. -lag.
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aX-fl -anced, pa. par. & a. [Affiance, p.]

As adjective

:

"It ii Baptists, and his affianced maiden.

"

Longfellow : Blind Girl of Caetel-CuiU.

%f-fi'-an-cer, s. [Affiance.J One who affi-

ances ; one who makes a contract of marriage
between two people.

af-fl -an-cing, pr. par. [Affiance, v.]

*af fiche, v.t. [O. Fr. aficher, from Lat.flfo
— to fix.) [Affix.] To fix, to settle.

" Of that they sen a womman riche
Ther wol they alle here love affiche."

Gower MS. {BalUweU.)

a# fi da -tion, s. [Law Lat. affido = to
pledge one's faith.] [Affidavit.] A con-
tract of mutual fidelity.

&f-fI-da -vit, *. [Law Lat, third pera. sing,

pret indie, of affido, pret. affidavi m to plight
one's faith ; Class. Lat. ad m to, and Jldo = to
trust ; fides = trust, faith.]

Law: Properly a voluntary affirmation or
solemn declaration sworn to before a person
at liberty to administer an oath. The affi-

davit must give the name and address of the
person stating the facts within his own
cognisance, and the exact sources from which
other facts are drawn. If lawyers present
affidavits loosely drawn up, their expenses are
disallowed when costs are taxed. [Motion.]
"... an affidavit (the perfect tenae of the verb

affido) being a voluntary oath before some Judge or
officer of the court, to evince the truth of certain facta,
upon which the motion ia grounded ; though no such
affidavit is necessary for payment of money into
•ourf—Blackttone: Comment., bk. lit, ch. xx.
" Count Rechteren should have made affidavit that

his servants had been affronted ; and then Monsieur
Mesnager would have done him Justice."—Spectator,

* Affidavit Office in Chancery : An office for
the reception and custody of affidavits. It
was abolished by 15 & 16 Vict., c. 87, as. 27 &
29, and its functions transferred to the Clerks
of Records and Writs.

• af-fle ', v.t. [Afft.J

* af-fled , pa. par. & a. [Afft.]

•affile, *a-file, v.t. [Fr. affiler; ItaL
affilare = to sharpen ; Sp. afilar : fr. Fr. JU =
an edge ; Lat filum = a thread.] To rub, to
polish. (Lit. a>fig.)

• " For when be hath his tonge aflled
With soft apeche and with lesynge."

Gower ; Con/. Amant., bk. 1

*»f-fll'-I-a-ble, a. [Affiliate.] That may
be affiliated ; chargeable as a result. (With
on or upon.

)

" Affiliable upon the force which the i

—Merbert Spencer : First Principle*, ch. xvii.

Af-fil -i-ate, v.t. [Fr. affilier, fr. Lat. ad =
to, and Jilius = a son.]

1. To adopt into one's family as a son or
daughter.

2. To attempt legally to fix the paternity of
an illegitimate child on one.

hence there would be no medical ground
ting the child to one man r

"
Other."

—

Taylor : M*d. Juris., ch. lxix.

3. To adopt as a member of a political or
other society ; or to adopt a society as a
branch of a larger and more extensive one
with the same aim.

*' Affiliated in every garrison with the Jacobin club."—Ryde: Lamartine'i Girondist!, bk. i.. j 19.

4. To attribute to.

Upon him, iu general, all rites isnd ceremonies of
- -ntiquity were affiliated." '

Hut., ch. xL, pt L, i IS.

Af-fIT-i-a-ttSd, pa. par. & a. [Affiliate.]

af-fIV~I-a-ting, pr. par. & a. [Affiliate.]

af-fU-I-a'-tlon, s. [Fr. affiliation, from Low
Lat affiliatio, from Lat. ad = to

;
filius = n son.]

1. Adoption of a child into a family.

2. Law : Legal assignment of an illegitimate
child to the real or reputed father.

"Questions of paternity are involved In those re-
lating to affiliation."—Taylor : Med. JurU., ch. lxix.

Affiliation order : An order from a court of
law designed for this purpose.

3. The initiation of one into a political or
other society ; also the adoption of a smaller
society by a larger and more powerful one
having the same aim.

* af-f In -age, i. [Ft. affinage.) The refining

of metals. (Skinner: Diet.)

unknown an
Marty Rom.

- Lewi* : Cred,

* af-fi'ne, s. [Lat. affinis, s. = a relative ; adj.
"=

(1) at the border (ad finem) ; hence, border-
ing, (2) connected with.] A relative.

"... as affines and alyes to the holy orders"
Bali: Benry VII., I. 50.

af-fi'ne (1). v.t. [From Affine, s. (q.v.)] To
" join in affinity.

"... Now, sir, be Judge yourself,
Whether I in any just term am affin'd
To love the Moor. Shakesp. : Othello, L L

" If partially affin'd, or leagued in office,

Thou doat deliver more or leas than truth.
Thou art no soldier." Ibid., ii. a

' af fine (2), v.t.

(Skinner: Diet.)

[Fr. affiner.] To refine.

* af-fined (1 & 2), pa. par. [Affine (1 & 2).]

# af-fIn'-Ing (1 & 2), pr. par. [Affine, v.

(1&2).]

af-fln'-I-ta-tive-l^, adv. [Affinity.] By
means of affinity.

af-fin'-i-ty^ s. [In Ger. affinitat; Fr.
"
affiniU; Ital. affinitd, fr. Lat. affinitas= (l)

neighbourhood, (2) relationship by marriage,
(3) union, connection. ]

L Ordinary Language & Law :

L Lit : The relationship contracted by
marriage between a husband and his wife's
kindred, or between a wife and her husband's
kindred. It is opposed to consanguinity, or
natural relationship by blood. It is of three
kinds : (1) direct, viz. , that subsisting between
a husband and his wife's blood relations, and
vice versa; (2) secondary, or that which sub-
sists between a husband and his wife's rela-

tions by marriage ; and (3) collateral, or that
whieti subsists Detween a husband and the
relations of his wife's relations.

•fl The word affinity in this, as other mean-
ings, may be followed by with, to, or between.

"And Solomon made affinity with Pharaoh king of
Egypt, and took Pharaoh's daughter, and brought her
into the city of David."—1 Kings iii. l.

"... The Moor replies,
That he you hurt is uf great fame in Cyprus.

"

And great affinity."—Shaketp. ; Othello, iii. l.

"He would doubtless gladly have avoided the
scandal which must be the effect of a mortal quarrel
between persons bound together by the closest ties of
consanguinity and affinity.

"—Macaulay : Hist. £ng.,
ch. vi i.

2. Connections (not necessarily by 1.);
associates.

3. Fig. : The resemblance produced, more
or less remotely, by a common origin between
languages now in many respects distinct. Or
generally, the similarity between things which
essentially resemble each other.

"There is a close affinity between imposture and
credulity."—Lewie: Influence of Authority, ch. iii.

IX Biol. Sing. & plur. : A resemblance, or
resemblances, on essential points of structure
between species, genera, orders, classes, &c,
really akin to each other, and which should be
placed side by side in any natural system of
classification. To this Mr. Darwin would add
that the resemblances arise from the fact that
the species in which they occur were derived
at a more or less remote date from a common
ancestor. Affinity differs from analogy, the
latter term being applied to resemblances
between animals or plants not really akin, but
which ought to be more or less widely sepa-
rated in classifications. Thus the falcons, the
hawks, the eagles, &c, are related to each
other by genuine affinity ; but the similarity
on certain points, such as the possession of
retractile claws, between the raptorial birds
and the feline race of mammals, is one only
of analogy.

" We can understand, on these views, the very im-
portant distinction between real affinities and ana-
logical or adaptive resemblances. "—Darwin: Origin of
Species, ch. xiii.

"... the nature of the affinities which connect
together whole groups of organisms."—Mid., pt. i.,

ch. i

IIX Chemistry:

1. Chemical affinity, or chemical attrac-
tion, is the force by which union takes place
between two or more elements to form a
chemical compound. According to another
definition, it is a force exerted between two
or more bodies at an infinitely minute dis-
tance apart, by which they give rise to a new
substance having different properties to those
of its component parts. Elements have the
greatest affinity for other elements which
differ most in their chemical properties.
Thus H has great affinity for CI and O, but
the affinity between O and CI is much weaker.

Acids unite readily with alkalies, most metals
with sulphur. When two salts are mixed
together they are decomposed if an insolubl*
substance can be formed : thus AgN(>3 + NaCl
yields NaNOa and insoluble AgCl, and BaCl,
+ MgS04 yields MgCl2 and insoluble BaS04.

A strong acid generally expels a weaker one,
as H28O4 expels HC1 or CO2, and C02 precipi-
tates SiOs ; but when two salts are fused, if a
more volatile compound is formed, it is driven
off*, as when NH4CI is heated with dry CaCOo,
then (NHAjCOs volatises. Si02 fused witn
salts expels the strongest acids and forms
silicates. Iron filings heated to redness in a
tube decomposes the vapour of water, but Hg
passed over red-hot oxide of iron reduces it to
a metallic state. These reactions are due to
the diffusion of gases, the resulting gas being
diffused through the mass of vapour passing
through the tube. The relative affinities be-
tween different substances varies with their
temperature, insolubility, and power of vapo-
risation. The nascent state is favourable to
chemical combination : thus H and N unite
readily when organic matter containing N is

decomposed by heat or putrefaction, also H
with S. This is due to the bonds of the atoms
being liberated at the moment of decomposi-
tion. Disposing affinity is the action of a
third body, which brings about the union of
two other bodies, as Ag + Si02 and alkali

forms a silicate of silver ; Pt is attacked by
fused KIIO. Organic decompositions in the
presence of caustic alkali, or lime, are also
examples. Catalysis is the action of a body
to bring about a chemical reaction whilst the
body itself undergoes no perceptible change,
as Mn(>2 in the preparation of O from KClOg.
Certain chemical compounds at high tempe-
ratures are dissociated from each other, as
NH4CI at high temperatures forms NH3 +
HCL Chemical union is promoted by finely
dividing the substances ; thus finelyKlivideo
metals, as iron or lead, take fire in the air,

uniting with O. Alteration of temperature
alters the affinity ; thus mercury heated to its

boiling-point absorbs oxygen, which it libe-

rates at a higher temperature ; also BaO ab-
sorbs O at a low heat, forming BaOo, and
gives it off at higher temperatures. Strong
bases generally replace weaker bases ; thus
alkalies precipitate oxides of iron, &c

"The affinity which held together the elements of
the organic substances is destroyed by the cause which
occasioned their death, and they are set free to obey
new affinities and form new compounds."

—

Todd i
Bowman : PhysioL Anal., i. 12,

2. Affinity of solution is such an affinity as
exists between a soluble salt and the fluid In
which it is dissolved. Till the liquid is satu-
rated with the salt the two can combine in an
indefinite ratio, instead of being limited to the
fixed proportions in which alone chemical
affinity operates.

IV. Nat. Phil Current affinity : The foroe
of voltaic electricity.

V. Psychol. : An alleged attraction existing
between persons, generally of the opposite sex

;

a supposed union or attraction of minds. Also
the person exerting such influence. (A doc-
trine of spiritualism.)

* af-fire , adv. [Afire.]

affirm, * af-fcrmc , v.t. & i. [In Fr.
*
affirmer ; Sp" afirmar ; Port, affirmar ; ItaL

affermare, affirmare, all fr. Lat affirmo a* (1) to
make steady, to corroborate, (2) to assert
positively: ad used intensively; firmo = U>
strengthen!; firmus = firm.]

A* Transitive

:

1, Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To strengthen, to confirm.

"The Pape set that terme, for his hopyng was
The pes thei suld afferme, for dred of harder cas."

R. Brumne, p. 311

H See also B.

2. To assert positively, to allege confidently,
to aver. (Followed by the objective case or
by that, introducing the statement asserted.)

(a) In a general sense

:

"... a mere speculative proposition which many
members might be willing to affirm without scruti-
nising It severely."—Macaulay : Bist. Bng., ch. xxv.

"And they said unto her, Thou art mad. But she
constantly affirmed that it was even so "—Acts xii. 15.

0)) Spec. (Scripture) : . To teach dogmati-
cally, to preach.
"... these things I will that thou affirm con-

stantly."— Titut iii. a

IL Technically:

Law A Ord. Lang. : To confirm the Judg-
ment of a legal decision ; to ratify a law.

Ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cab, care, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, so, 09 - o. ey = a. qu = kw.
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B. Intransitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To declare strongly or posi-

tively.

2. Law : To make a declaration solemnly
before a court of law, or before a magistrate,

with the object of confirming a fact ; or
to having an affirmation administered to
(one) by way of confirmation, or as a sub-
stitute for an oath : as, The witness affirmed
to the fact ; or, He was affirmed to the fact
(Webster.)

t af-firm'-a-hle, a. [Affirm.] That may
be affirmed.

Those attributes and conception! that were applic-
able and affirmable of him when present, are now
affirmable and applicable to him though past."—.ffale

:

Origin of Mankind.

* »>f-firm'-a-bl^v adv. [Affirmable.] In a
way capable of affirmation ; with certainty.

"I cannot wryte of such affirmably."—Hardyno
Chron., t W.

af firm'-anco, • .affirm aun^, s. [Lat.

affirmans, pr. par. of affirmo.) [Affirm.]

1. Confirmation, ratification of a voidable
act

" This statute did but restore an ancient statute,
which was itself also made but in affirmance of the
common law."

—

Bacon.

t 2. Affirmation, declaration.

"And e'en when sober truth prevails throughout,
They swear it, till affirmance breeds a doubt."

Cowper: Conversation.

Af-flrm -ant, s. [Lat. affirmans.] [Affirm-
ance.]

1. Gen, : One who makes an affirmation.

2. Specially. Law : One who makes a
solemn declaration in lieu of an oath.

af-firm-a tion, * af-ffrm-a'-of-tn, s.

[In Ft. affirmation; Sp. afirmacion ; Ital.

affermazione, all fr. Lat affirmation [Affirm.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L The act of affirming anything.

1. The act of confirming anything.
" The learned In the laws of our land observe, that

Our statutes sometimes are only the affirmation or
ratification of that which by common Taw was held
before."—Booker.

2. The act of asserting anything confidently.
" This gentleman vouches, upon warrant of bloody

affirmation, his to be more virtuous and less attempt-
able than any of our ladies."—Shakesp. ; Cymbeline,

t IX The state of being affirmed, confirmed,
or confidently asserted.

IIL The thing confirmed, the assertion con-
fidently made.

*. . . allowed the affirmation of a Quaker to be
received in criminal cases,"—Macaulay: Hi*. Sng.,
ch. ixiiL

B. Technically

:

1. Logic : The combination of the two terms
of a proposition so as to produce a statement
or judgment.

2. Law: The act of affirming in the sense
of solemnly declaring in a court of law that
certain testimony about to be given is true.
Also the statement made. First, the Quakers
and Moravians, who objected on conscien-
tious grounds to take oaths, were allowed to
make solemn affirmations instead ; now, every
one objecting to take an oath has the same
privilege ; but, as is just, false affirmations, no
less than false oaths, are liable to the penalties
of perjury.

af-firm'-at-Ive, a. & 5. [In Fr. affirmatif;
Sp. affirmativo ; Ital. affermativo, all from Lat.
affirmativus.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

L Confirmatory, imparting confirmation to.

2. Positive ; dogmatical in assertion.

.
" Be not confident and affirmative in an uncertain

matter ; but report things modestly and temperately,
according to the degree of that persuasion which is, or
ought to be, begotten by the efficacy of the authority
or'the reason inducing thee."— Taytor.

3. Pertaining to that which asserts, as
opposed to denying a statement or proposi-
tion.

"... rather answers to objections than the ade-
quate materials of affirmative conviction. "—Gladstone :

Studies of Homer, i 70.

IL Technically:

1. Logic <t Gram. : In the same sense as
A., I. 3.

* 2. Algebra: Positive, as opposed to nega-
tive ; having the sign plus + denoting addition,
as opposed to minus - denoting subtraction.

" As in algebra, where affirmative quantities vanish
or cease, there negative ones begin ; so in mechanicks,
where attraction ceases, there a repulsive virtue ought
to succeed."—A'ewton : Optic*.

B. As substantive : That which affirms, as
opposed to that which denies.

H Used with the definite article before it

1. In a general sense

:

"For the affirmative we are now to answer such
proofs of theirs, as have been before alleged."—Hooker.
" Whether there are such beings or not, 'tis sufficient

for my purpose, that many have believed the affirma-
tive."—Dryden,

"The question Is, of course, wholly distinct from
that higher one, whether there exists a Creator and
Ruler of the universe ; and this has been answered in
the affirmative by the highest intellects that have
ever lived. "—Darwin: Descent of Man, pt. t, ch, ii.

2. Specially. Parliamentary or other voting

:

That side of a question voted on which
affirms, in opposition to that which denies.

"The Whigs, who had a decided majority in the
Lower House, were all for the affirmative. —Macaulay :

Hist. Sng., ch. xi.

3. Logic : An affirmative pregnant is an
affirmative implying a negation.

af-firm'-at-$ve-ljf, adv. [Affirmative.]

1. In an affirmative manner, positively.

"... to the end that though I cannot positively
or affirmatively advise your majesty, or propound unto
you framed particulars."—Bacon.- Adv. of Learn., bk. f.

2. "Yes" in place of "no." In a way to
render support to a motion submitted to one.

"The people answered affirmatively.'—Carlyle

:

Heroes and Hero- Worship, Lect. IV.

* af-firmed', pa. par. & a. [Affirm.]

af-finn -er, s. [Affirm. ] One who affirms.

"If by the word virtue, the affirmer Intends our
whole duty to God and man. and the denier, by the
word virtue, means only courage, or at must our duty
toward our neighbour, without Including in the idea
of It the duty which we owe to God. "— Watts : Logic

af-firm'-lng, pr. par. [Affirm.]

af-flx', v.t. (pa. par. affixed, affixt). [Lat affixes,
pa. par. of affigo = to fasten to, to fix on : ad
= to, and Jigo = to fix; supine fixum.] [See
Affiche.]

L Lit. : To fix to the end of, to append
to, to annex, to subjoin ; also to fix to any
part of.

". . . the Great Seal was affixed."—Macaulay:
HUt. Sng., ch. xxlv.

"... whereas should they [white cabbage butter-
flies] affix them [their eggs] to the leaves of a plant im-
proper for their food."—Hay : On the Creation.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To fix. (Followed by on or upon.)
" Her modest eyes, abashed to behold
So many gazers as on her do stare,
Upon the lowly ground affixed are."

—

Spenser.

2. To connect with, to unite with.
" He that has settled in his mind determined ideas,

with names affixed to them, will be able to discern
their differences one from another."

—

Locke.

affix, s. (pi iffIx-es,* af-flx-a). [In
Ger. cuBarum; Fr. affixe, fr. Lat. affixus, pi. n.

affixa= joined to, pa. par. of affigo.] [Affix, v.]
A word or a portion of a word united to the
latter portion of another one, and in general
modifying its signification ; a suffix.

IT The plural of this word came into the
English language first as affixa.

" In the Hebrew language the noun has its affixa, to
denote the pronouns possessive or relative."—Clarke:
Latin Grammar.

. . fashioning that new-learned language to their
nnovation of points, affixes, and conjugations."—

af fixed ', * af-fixt , pa. par. & a. [Affix.]

af-fix'-lng, pr. par. [Affix. )

t af-fix'-l-on, s. [Lat. affixio = an addition,
or supplement] The act of affixing; the
state of being affixed, or fixed to anything.

" Six several times do we find that Christ shed his
blood : in his circumcision, In his agonies, in his
crowning. In his scourging, in hia affixion, in his
transfixion."—Bp. Hail : Works, It 329

* affixt', pa. par. [Affix.]

* af fix -tiire, s. [Affix, v.] That which is

affixed. (Drake.)

If Now superseded by Fixture (q.v.).

af-fia-tion, s. [Afflatus.] The act of
blowing or breathing upon ; the state of being
blown or breathed upon.

af-fla'-t&s, s. [Lat. = a blowing or breathing
* on, a blast, a breath : affiatum, supine of affio

= to blow on : or ad = to, and flattie = a
blowing, a breathing

; flo = to blow.]

L Lit. : A breath or blast of wind.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Theol. ; The inspiration by the 8pirit of
God of a prophet, imparting to him power to
see such future events as God may be pleased
to reveal to him.

" The poet writing against his genius, will be like a
prophet without his afflatus."—Spence : On the Odyssey.

2. Ord. Lang. : The divine impartation to
poets and others of genius.

af flict , v.t. [From Lat. affiictus, pa. par. of
affiigo = (1) to fling, strike, or dash against or
down

; (2) to damage, to ruin, to weaken, to
cast down : ad - to, and fligo to strike, to
strike down.]

1. To inflict on one for some considerable
time, or even for a briefer period, bodily pain
or anything else fitted to produce mental dis-
tress.

"Therefore they did set over them taskmasters to
affiict them with their burdens."—Ezod. i. 11.

2. To cast down in mind, to make the mind
distressed ; to trouble.

(a) In a general sense

:

" The mother was so afflicted at the loss of a fine boy*
who was her only son, that she died for grief of It."—

•

Addison: Spectator.

t (6) Spec, (reciprocally) : To practise self-

humiliation as a religious duty.
" And this shall be a statute for ever unto you : that

in the seventh month, on the tenth day of the month,
ye shall affiict your souls, and do no work at all,

whether it be one of your own country, or a stranger
that sojourneth among you."— Lev. xvl. 29.

* af-ttfet', s. [Afflict, v.] A conflict.

"Continual affiict with hia enemies.*— Beoon:
works, am*.,

af flict -od, pa. par. & a. [Afflict.]
" Say, spirit I whither hath she fled
To hide her poor afflicted head ?

"

Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylttone, c. vil.

af-flict'-ed-ness, s. [Afflicted.] The quality
or state of being afflicted ; affliction.

" Thou art deceived if thou thinkest God delights In
the misery and afflictedneu of his creatures. '

—

Bp.
Ball : Balm of GUead, c 2, f *.

af-fllet -er, s. [Afflict.] One who afflicts.

af-flict'-ing, pr. par. &a. [Afflict.]

1. As present participle: In senses corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

2. As adjective : Fitted to produce distress
or trouble ; calamitous, afflictive.

'* What, when we fled amain, pursued and struck
"With heaven's afflicting thunder, and besought
The deep to shelter us? " Milton : P. L., bk. U.

af-flict'-lng-l& adv. [Afflicting.] In an
* afflicting manner.

af-flic'-tion, s. [In Fr. affliction; Sp. afiiccion;

Ital affivsione, all fr. Lat. affiictio.] [Afflict.]

1 1. The act of afflicting.

IL The state of being afflicted ; the state of
being subjected to pain or over-fatigue of body,
or to mental distress.

"Look upon mine <iffliction and my pain ; and forgive
all my sins."—Pi. xxv. 18.

UX That which tends to produce continued
bodily pain or mental distress ; a calamity, a
trouble, a trial.

" God hath seen mine affliction, and the labour of
my hands."—Gen. xxxi. 42.

"The calamity of Moab is near to come, and hii
affliction hasteth fast."

—

Jer. xlviii. 16.

% In this sense it is frequently used in the
plural.

" Oh, tell me—life Is in thy voice

—

How much afflictions were thy choice.
And sloth ana ease thy scorn.

'

Cowper: Trans.fr. Guion, "Joy of the Crate."

* % Bread o/affiiciion

:

(a) Bread given to prisoners in jail ; bread
doubtless inferior in quality, and designed to

be distasteful to the eater.
" And say. Thus saith the king, Put this fellow in

the prison, and feed him with bread of affliction and
with water of affliction, until I return in peace."—
2 Chron. xviii. 26.

(6) Unleavened bread consumed by Divine
command at certain religious fasts and feasts.

" Thou shalt eat no leavened bread with it : seven
days shalt thou eat unleavened bread therewith, even
the bread of affliction."—Deut. xvL &

IV. Abstract for concrete: An afflicted per-

son, a person in poverty or distress.

" Then grant what here all sons of woe obtain j

For here affliction never pleads in vain."

Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. viii., N, m.

t>Sil. ooy ; pout, jo^I; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph *

-tian s* shan. -tion, -slon shun ; -sion, -tion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = hoi, del.
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af-fllct -Ive, a. [In Fr. ajflicti/; 8p. atlietivo ;

Ital. affiittivo.] [Affuct.] Giving pain, dis-
tressing.

"All this from Jove's afflictive hand we hear."
Pope : Bomar's Iliad, bk. xiv„ 75.

tf-fliot'-xVe-iy, adv. [Afflictive.] In an
afflictive manner ; in a way to canse distress.

"The fallen angels, having acted their first part in
kwaven, axe made sharply miserable by transition.

•af-fllght (gh mute), s. [In A.S. ailygan =
to drive away, to put to flight.] Flight, hasty
departure.

" Of the grip* he had a sight
How she lew Id afflight,

'

Torrent of Portugal, p. 82.

* af fUg -It, pa, par., as if from a verb afflige,

[Lat affligo = to afflict] [Afflict.] (Maunde-
ville.) (HaUiwell.)

t aff-loof ,
* aff-lufet adv. [Aloof.]

1. Off-hand, unpremeditated, extempore

;

•si the spur of the moment
" But I shall scribble down some blether

Just clean aff-loof."
Burnt : Fsnsllc to J. Lapraik.

2. Forthwith, immediately.
" Sae I was ca'd into the preceence, and tent awa

affloof tae sper ye out an' bring ye tae speak tae the
muckle fox.*—St. Patrick, 1 78.

ftf -flu-ence, t tt'-flft-fn-fy, s. [In Fr.

affluence ; Sp. ajlvenzia ; Port, affhtenda

;

Ital. affluenza ; Lat afftuentia, fr. afftuens =
flowing to.]

I The state of flowing to. (Lit. and fig.)
"... a perpetual affluency of animal spirits."

—

Addison : Spectator, No. 247.

II. The act or series of acts of thronging to.

" I shall not relate the affluence of young nobles
from hence into Spain, after the voice of our prince
being there had been noised."

—

Wotton: Betiq.; Life ef
Buckingham.

UL That which flows to (one).

Specially

:

1. Wealth of money, or other material
property.

"
. . . a youth of misery was concluded with an

old age of elegance, affluence, and ease."—Goldmith :

Essays, lit

2. Wealth of emotion, intellect, or any other
immaterial thing.

" O precious hours ! O golden prime,
And affluence of love and time I"

Longfellow : The Old Clock on the Stair*.

4f Ail ent, a. & *. [In Fr. affluent; Sp. afiu-

ente ; Port and Ital. afiuenie, fr. Lat. aMuens,
pr. par. of affluo = to flow towards or to : ad
= to, and Jluo = to flow.]

L As adjective

:

1. Lit : Flowing to.

"... which are afterwards to he increased and
raised to a greater bulk by the affluent blood that is
transmitted out of the mother's body."—Harvey; On
Consumption,

2. Fig. : Abounding in waalth.

(a) Abounding in material wealth.
" Lifted at length, by dignity of thought
And dint of genius, to an affluent lot.
He laid his head In luxury! soft lap.

'

Cowper : Table Talk,

(b) Abounding in intellectual, emotional,
or other immaterial wealth.

"And fish of every fin thy seas afford.
Their affluent joys the grateful realms confess.
And bless the Power that still delights to bless."

Pope: Homer't Odyssey, bk. xix., l3*-fi.

IX As substantive : The tributary of a river.

"Mississippi {i.e., the great water), the most im-
portant river at North America, and, with the -Mis-
souri, its principal affluent, the longest in the world."—Keith Johnstone : Gazetteer.

&f-flu-ent-ly, adv. fAffluent.] In an afflu-

ent manner ; abundantly.

&f flu ent-ness, [Affluent.] Aflluency,
abundance of wealth.

afflux, affluxion (af flfik shun), s.

[From Lat affluxut), pa. par. of affhto = to
flow to.]

L A flowing to.

" An animal that must lie still receives the afflux of
eoUler or warmer, clean or foul water, as it happens to
tome to it"—Locke.

2. That which flows to.

" An Inflammation, either simple, consisting of an
hot and sanguineous affluxion, or else denominate
from other humours, according unto the predominancy
of mebsocholy, phlegm, or cooler."

—

Browne .* Vulgar
Errourt.

*af-f5nd, j-r*?,, as if from & verb afftndan.

IA.S. aflndan = to find.]

" A motisth after a man myghtte horn effond
Lyand still on the grownd.

Buntyno of the Bare, K3.

1 af-fong, v.t [Afon-ge.]

* af-for -age, «. [Fr. affortr = to value.]

[Affeef,] A duty formerly paid in France to
the lord of a district for permission to sell

wine or other liquor within his seigniory.

*af-fbrce, * a-force, v.t. [A.N. afforcer;

Fr. forcer ; Low Lat. afforcio.]

L, To force, to compel. (MS. Lincoln.)
(HaUiwell.)

" Me to aforce is In his thought"
A rthour and Merlin, p. 88.

To offeree one's self: To labour to do a thing

;

to exert one's self.

"And bav aforeedm bom the more the hethene away
to drive. Robert of Olouemtter.

*2. To add to, to increase, to strengthen.
(Blount, &c.)

*af for ce, af-forie, *a-fbr ae, adv. [Fr.

forcer.] As if commanded by force ; of neces-
sity.

" Than ffelle it afforte to mile hem ageyne."
Deposition of Richard II.

, p. 38.

* af-forcement, * af for'-cl a ment, s.

[Affobob.J

Law:
L The act of strengthening.

2. The state of being strengthened, as " an
afforcement of the assize." (WUl: Wharton's
Law Lexicon.

)

3. That which affords strength ; specially a
fortress, a stronghold, a fortification. (Blount.)

afford, # a-for*tlief v.t. k i. [Properly
aford, from A.S. ge-forthian,, iforthian = to
further, promote, from forth.] [Fobth, Fur-
ther, Afoethe.]

A* Transitive ;

X. To put forth, to bring forwards, to pro-

duce. (Used of fruits, of money, or other
property of any kind, or, indeed, of anything.)

" That our garners may be full, affording all manner
of store,"—Ps. cxliv. 11
"A large proportion of those divines who had no

benefices, or whose benefices were too small to afford
a comfortable revenue, lived in the houses of laymen."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

**.
. . fuses easily, and affords a black pearl a

little blebby."—Dan<i : Min.. 6th ed.. p. 611.

IL To bestow, to confer upon, to grant to.

(Followed by two objectives, one of the psrson
receiving the boon, and the other of the boon
itself ; or with one objective, that of the boon,
with to prefixed to the person to whom it is

given.)
" The party whose principles afflyrded him no

guarantee would be attached to him by interest.—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng.. ch. vii.

•fl Sometimes, though rarely, afford is ap-

plied to the opposite of a boon.

HX To be able to incur a certain expense
;

or bear the loss of certain pecuniary or other
material advantages.

1. To be able to spend or give away, without
permanent diminution of one's resources.

**.
. . luxuries which few could afford to pur-

chase."—Macaulay: Bin. Eng., ch. xn.

2. To be able to sell at a profit, or at least

without loss. (See v.i.)

3. To be able to incur an expenditure of
feeling, or anything else not of a pecuniary or
material kind.

" The tame errours run through all families where
there is wealth enough to afford that their sons may
be good for nothing."—Swift : Mod Educ.

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. 1.

B. Intransitive : To be able to sell
" They all their mssjaxines in times of the greatest

flenty, that so they may afford cheaper, and increase
he public revenue at a small expense of its members,"—Addison en Italy.

afford -ed, pa, par. & a. [Afford.]

* af-for'-dSll, a, [Scotch fordel = ready for

future use.] Alive. (Scotch.)

" Of his brether sum ar deed, utheris yet affordetl."
—MM. Weal Arbttthnet Family. {Jameson, BwppL)

afford -ihg, pr. par. [Afford.]

* af-ford -ment, s. [Afford.] Grant, do-
nation.

*# Todd says of affordment, " A word much
wanted.

"

... your forward helps and affordmenu U> Mr
Purcnas in the production of his voluminous w«rk."—
Lord i Disc of the Sect of the Banians (1630). Itedic.

* af-fbr'e, v.t. [A.S. fore = before.] To pro-
mote, to strengthen, to render effective.

" Heete and moisture directyth ther passages
With green fervence f affort yong coragee."

lydgate : Minor Poems, p. 344.

•ff Possibly a mistake for aforce (q.v.).

af-for -est, v.t [Low Lat. aforesto : Lat. ad
= to, and foresta = forest.] To convert into
forest.

'

' It appeareth by Chart* de Foresta that he afforested
many woods."—Sir John Davies : On Ireland,

af-for-est-a -tion, $. [Afforest.] The act
or process of converting cultivated land into
forest ; the state of being so transmuted.

"The charter de Foresta was to reform the en-
croachments made in the time of Richard I. and
Henry IL, who had made new afforestations, ana
much extended the rigour of the forest laws."

—

Bale

.

Com. Law of Eng.

af for -est-ed, pa. par. & a. [Afforest.]

af-f6r-6»t-ing, pr. par. [Afforest.]

* af-form e, v.t. [Lat ad = to ; fbrmo = to
shape, to fashion

; forma = form, figure,

shape.] To conform.
" To hytn that is most honourable
Afforme your mailers and enteuL"

Doct. of Good Servauntet, p. 8.

* af-forn , prep. [Aforni.] Before. (AfS.

Ashmole. ) (HallitceU. )

*a^foi^,*a-farst' t
*a-ferst',a. [AthirstJ

Thirsty.
" Not halffe ynowh thereof he hadde,
Oft he was afforst"

The Prere a) the Boy, iv.

MS. CoU. Trin. {EaUiweU.)

•jiff'-put, t aff-put ting, s. [Scotch aff=
off; Eng. puL] Delay, or some pretence for

it (Scotcli.)

* af-fra ie, s. [Fr. affrayer = to frighten.)

[Affray.] Fear.

Romaunt of the Rose, 4,397.

* af- fra' - mynge, *. [A. S. fravOan, = to
frame. ]

" Fraonynge or afframynge, or wynnynge. Lucrum,
emolumentum."—Prompt. Parv., p. 178.

* af-fran phise, v.t. [In Fr. affranchir == to

make free ; Ital. affrancare.] To make free.

af-fran -ohised, pa, par. [Affranchise.]

* af fran chi^e ment, s. [In Fr. affran-

chissement.] The aot of making free ; the act
of emancipating from more or less galling

servitude.

af-fran'-4?hl8-ing, pr. par. [Affranchise.)

* af frap, v.t M L [fr. Jrapper = to strike.}

[Raf.J

1. Trans. : To encounter, to strike down.
" I have been trained up in warlike stoure,

To tossen speaxe and snield. and to affrap
The warlike ryder.'' Speneer .- F. a, II. ii. &

2. Intrant, : Same sense as No. 1 (au objec-

tive case being implied).
" They been* ymett, both ready to affrap."

Spenser ; F. Q,, II. I 28.

f affray , v.t. (pa. par. affrayed, a/rated). [Fr.

affrayer = to frighten, especially with sudden
noise as of something crashing ; Low Lat
exfrido = to disturb the peace, from Teut
fHdh - peace.] [Affrayed, Afraid.]

1, To rouse out of a sleep or swoon.

" I was out of my swowne affraide."
Oower : Conf. Aman., bk. viiL

2. To frighten.
" Pray let us first, sayd Salyr&ne, entreat
The man by gentle meanea to let us in,

And afterwards affray with cruel threat."
Spenser.- P. O,, III. ix 9.

" Ob, now I would they had changed voices too

:

Since arm from arm that voice doth us affray."
Shakesp. : Romeo and Juliet, lit. A

3. To put In doubt
"To affrays one or put one in doubt,'—Buioet: /Hot

af-fray', a. [In Fr. effroi = noise, outcry

;

* Arm. effreyza and effreu. See v.t.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

t Objectively:

* 1. Commotion, tumult

f&te, lat. fare, amidat, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, air, marine ; go, pSt,

•r. wore. woU, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. ca,od = e. ey = a. qu- kw.



affrayed—afirontingly m
** Who lived ever in swiche delite o' day,
That him ne meved other conscience,

Or ira, or talent, or soui kin Affray."
Chaucer: C. T., 6.6S7.

2. A fight between two or more persons,

•whether it take place in public or private.

% More generally written Fray.

II. Subjectively: Fear, fright, terror; the
result of such commotion or fray. (Scotch.)

" Stonayit aa gretly than thai war.
Throw the force of that fyrst assay.
That thai war in till gret affray.

Barbour, ix. 605, MS. {Jamieton.)

B. Technically:

Law : A fight between two or more persons
which takes place in public. When in private

It is called an assault.
" Affray* (from affraier, to terrify) are the fighting

of two or more persons in some public place, to the
terror of hi* Majesty's subjects : for, if the fighting be
in private, it is no affray, but an assault. —Black-
Hone; Comment., bk. Vr„ ch. xi.

"Little affrays, such as, at every great pageant,
almost inevitably take place between those who are
eager to see the show and those whose business it is to
keep the communications clear, were exaggerated with
all the artifices of rhetoric."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. ii.

* af frayed ,
* af frayd ,

* af-fraid e, pa.

par. [Affray, "Afraid.]
"Thei reuieived from the Bege and were affrayed."—

Warkworth: Chron., p. 2.

" With that the darts which his right bande did straine,
Poll dreadfully he shook that all did quake.
And clapt on hye his coulourd winges twain.
That all his many it affraide did make."

Spenser: P. <}., IIL xit iS.

af-fray'-er, af-fray -or, s. [Affray.] One
who rakes part as a principal in an affray.

" Every private man being present before or in
and duHng the time of an affray ought to stay the
affrayors, and to part them, and to put them in

aunder, but may not hurt them if they resist him;
neither may he imprison them, for that he is but a
private man."—Dalton: Country Justice (1629).

*af-fray -ment, s. [Fr. effrayer= to frighten. ]

Law:
1. The offence of terrifying a person by

brandishing a weapon against him.
2. An affray.

# af-trayn'e, *af-*reyne, *a-freyn'e, v.t.

[A.8. frcegn, pret. of frignan = to Know by
asking, to inquire, to interrogate, to hear, to

learn.J To ask, to question.
" 1 affrayned hym first

From wbesnes he come." Piers Ploughman.

af-fray'-er, s. [Affrayer.]

t affreight (af-frat ), v.t. [Ger. befraetSten;

Fr. affreter.]
' To hire a ship for the convey-

ance of goods.

If Now generally written Freight.

* affreighted (af-fra'-tSd), pa. par. [AF-

FREIGHT.]

'affreighter (af-frat'-er), s. [Eng. af-

freight ; -er. In "Fr. affreteur.] One who hires

or charters a ship for the conveyance of

goods ; one who freights a ship.

* affreighting (af-frat'-frig), pr. par. [Af-

freight.]

* affreightment (af-frat -ment), s. [Eng.

affreight ; -ment.} ' The act of hiring or
chartering a ship for the conveyance of goods.
[Charter Party.]

"a-frend, v.t. [Affriend.1

* af-frSt', s. fltal. affrettamento^ haste, htrrry

;

affretare = to hasten.] A rencounter, a colli-

sion, an attack, an assault.
" Their steel-hed speares they strongly coucht, and met

Together with impetuous rage and forse,

That with the terrour of their fierce affret
They rudely drove to ground both man and horse."

Spenser: P. Q., III. ix. 16.

* af -fri, * af -fra, s. pi. [A.N.] Bullocks,
horses, or other animals fitted for ploughing.
[Aver, B.]

* af-friC'-Won, s. [Lat. affrictvs = a rubbing
against ; affrico m to rub against.] The act or
process of rubbing one thing against another

;

the state of being so rubbed ; friction.

" I have divers times observed in wearing silver,
hilted swords, that If they rubbed upon my cloaths,
if they were of a light-coloured cloth, the affriction
would quickly blacken thorn."

—

Boyle.

H Now written Friction.

* af-friend , * af-frend , v.t. [A.S. Jreond,

frtend= friend. J To make friends, to reconcile.

" Where when she saw that cruel! war so ended.
And deadly foes so faithfully affrended."

Spenser : P. Q., IV. ilL 6a

* af friend -ed, af-frend -ed, pa. par.

[Affriend.]

t af-fright' (gh mute), v.t. [A. S. afyrhtan = to

frighten.] To inspire with sudden and lively

fear, to frighten, to terrify. It was followed

by at or with placed before the object of

dread.

t Now almost superseded by Fright (q.v.).

" To keep thy sharp woes waking, wretched I,

To imitate thee well, against my heart
Will fix a sharp knife, to affright mine eye."

Shakesp. : Tarouin and Lucrece.

"Thou ihalt not be affrighted at them."— Oeut.

vit 21.

af-fright (gh mute), s. [From the verb. In

Fr. effroi.}

1. Fright, the emotion of fear suddenly
Inspired and rising to a considerable height.

•JI Used chiefly in poetry.
" They lay like fawns reposing.
But now, upstarting with affright,
At noise of man and steed.
Away they fly to left, to ri

Wordsworth :

2. That which inspires fright, an object of

dread, a terrible object.
" I see the gods

Upbraid our suffrings, and would humble them.
By sending these affrights, while we are here :

That wo might laugh at their ridiculous fear.

'

Ben Jonton : Catiline.

taf-fright'-ed, t affright (gh mute), pa.

par. & a. [Affright.]

As adjective

:

" From Bruno's forest screams the affrighted Jay."
Wordsworth : Descriptive Sketch**.

•R The form affright is rare, and found only
in poetry.

" As one affright
With hellish fiends, or furies made uprore.
He then arose." Spenser : P. Q., II. V. 87.

* af-fright -ed-ly (gh mute), adv. [Af-

friqhted.] In an affrighted manner ; in a
way to indicate fright.

The thunder of their rage and bolatrous struggling make
The neighbouring forests round affrightedly to quake."

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, a. 12.

* af fright en (gh mute) v.t. [In A.S. afyrhte
*= affrighted ; from afyrhtan = to frighten.]

To frighten.

af fri gh-ter (gh mute), *. [Affright.] One
who frightens.

"The famous Don Quixote of the Maneha, the lighter

of wrongs, the redresser of injuries, the protector of

damsels, the affrighter of giants."—Shelton : Trans, of
Don Quixote, L iv. 25.

* af fright -ful (gh mute), a. [Affright.]
Fitted to inspire great dread ; frightful.

" There Is an absence of all that Is destructive or
affrightful to human nature."—Decay of Piety.

•f Now superseded by Frightful (q.v,).

*af-fHght'-fiil-l$r (gh mute), adv. [Affrioht-
*ful.] In a frightful manner ; frightfully,

•fl Now superseded by Frightfully (q.v.).

af-frighf-ing (gh mute), pr. par. [Af-
fright.]

*af fright' ment (gh mute), s. [Affright.]
The state of being frightened ; fright, dread.

*' Passionate words, or blows from the tutor, fill the
child's mind with terrour and affrightment ; which
Immediately takes It wholly up, and leaves no room
for other impressions. "—Locke : On Edueation.

af-froit'-lfe, adv. [Ft. effroyer = to frighten.
*
(Scotch.) Affrightedly. (Rndd.)

af frftiU, 'a fxo'unt, v.t. &i. [O.Fr. afron-
ter ; Fr. affronter = (1) to face, (2) to affront

;

Sp. afrontar = to confront ; Port, affrontar,

afrontar ; Ital. affrontare=to engage in front, to
attack : all from Lat. ad — to, and Jrons, genit.

frontis = the forehead, the front.] [Front.]

A. Transitive :

Essential meaning : To meet face to face, to
confront.

TT Trench considers affront to have originally

meant to strike on the face. Wedgwood and
many others think it was to meet face to face.

1. To do so without its being implied that
such an encounter is a hostile one.

" For we have closely sent for Hamlet hither;
That he, as 'twere by accident, may here
Affront opholia."—Shakeep. : Hamlet, 111 1.

2. To do so with the implied meaning that
the encounter is hostile.

(a) Of individuals

:

hostile

"He highly leapt out of his place of rest,
' g forth into the empty field,

. j ready prei

flpenser.- P. «., iV. fit

And rushing forth into the empty fl

Against Camhello fiercely htm addresc.
Who him affronting soone to fight was ready prest"

(b) Of armies: To confront in

manner, to engage in a battle with.
" Bkllfull captaines, in arraunging their battailes,

place first in the vantguard thicke and strong squa-
dron* to affront the eu<smie."—Holland : Ammianu*
itarcellinut, b. xiv.

(c) Fig. : Of anything wholly immaUrial : T«
confront, to defy.

"I have affronted death."—Byron : Man/red, li. 1
"... Yea, often placed

Within hia sanctuary Itself their shrines,
Abominations ; and with cursed things
His holy rites and solemn feasts profan'd,
And with their darkness durst affront his light."

Mdron : P. £ hk. t

3. To insult one to the face by language or
demeanour.
"... that a man who was known not to hare

signed ran considerable risk of being publicly of*
fronted."—Macaulay: Hill. Eng., ch. xxi.

% In this sense the omnipresent God may
be the object of affront.

" The air of insolence affronts your God,
You, need his pardon and provoke his rod.*

Cowper : Conversation.

4. Colloquially. In a looser sense : To slight

one, either in his presence or in his absence.

"... that his Majesty would never have been so
grossly affronted abroad if he had not first been
affronted at home."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

B. Intransitive : To offer an insult to.

% In the example there is probably an
ellipsis to be supplied, in which case the verb
would become transitive.

" Your preparation can affront no less

Than what you hear of ; come more, for mom
you're ready."—S/taketp. : Cymbellne, iv. a

affront, s. [From the verb. In Fr. affront;

Sp. afrenta; Port, affronta ; ItaL affronto.)

* 1. An encounter face to face.

(a) Not hostile.

"Only, sir, this I must caution you of, in your
affront or salute, never to move your hat. '—Qreen:
TuQuoque.

(b) Hostile : An attack.
" But he met with no other affront from Apollyon

quite through this valley."—Bunyan: Pilgrim's Pro-
gress, pt. i.

1T On affront: Face to face. (MS. Ash-
mole.) (Halliwell.)

t 2. Chiefly Scotch : The disgrace or shame
resulting from defeat.

"Antonius attacked the pirates of O.'ete, and by his
too greatpresumptton was defeated ; upon the sense of
which affront he died with grief."—Arbuthnot; Coins.

3. Disrespect offered to the face ; contuma-
cious treatment by word or demeanour; an
insult, or something which, falling short of

insult, is still fitted to stir up resentment,
" He had been apprehensive that the oomniou people,

i absence had given so many proofs or
would offer him some

who during his i

their aversion to Poperj,
affront.''—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. x.

IT In this sense the word may be used of

God or his worship.
"... oft have they violated

The temple, oft the law, with foul affronts.
Abominations rather, as did once
Antiochus."—Milton : P. R., bk. ill.

i. Colloquially: Slight disrespect offered to
one, either in his presence or in his absence.

ai-fron t(Se. [Ft.]

Heraldry

:

1. With the forehead
or face towards one.

2. Face to face, as con-
tradistinguished from
back to back. [See Aj>
dorsed. ]

*[ In this latter sense
confrontee, or the phrase
" confronting one an-
other," is more fre-

quently employed.

3. Standing at gaze.

af-front -ed, pa. par. & a. [Affront, v.]

"... who shows favour to the few men of letters

who deserve- it inflicts on the many the miseries of

disappointed hope, of affronted pride, of jealousy

cruel as the grave.
h--Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

*af~front'-ed-l& adv. [Affronted.] In-

sultingly.

"His majesty hath observed that ever since his

coming to the crown the popular sort of lawyers have
been the men that most affrontsdly in all Parliaments
have trodden upon his prerogative."

—

Bacon.

* aX-frdnt'-ed-ness, 5. [Eng. affronted.}

"Great impudence." (Skinner.)

af-front -er, s. [Affront.] One who affronta

af-front'-ing, pr. par. [Affront.]

af-lYint'-iatsr-l^, adv. [Affronting.] Ia»
* manner calculated to affront.

AFFR0NTEF-.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat; sell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem: thin, this ; sin, af ; ;expect, Xenophon, exist. -In*,

-dan - shan, -tion, -sion - shun ; -sion, -tion at zhun. -tious, -slous, -clous - shus. -hie, -die, &c. m hel, del. ewe = iv



112 afifrontive—afore

af-front'-Ive, a. [Eng. affront.] Involving
affront, calculated tc affront, offensive.

" How much more affrontive is it to despise mercy
ruling by the golden sceptre of pardon than by the
iron rod of a penal law

! "

—

South i Serrn. on Restoration.

af-front- ive-ness, s. [Affrontive. ] The
quality of being titted to affront. (Ash.)

Aff -set, s. [Scotch aff= off ; Eng. set.)

1. The act of putting away, dismission.

2. An excuse, a pretence.
" But words I wiuna langer using be,

Nor will sic offsets do the turn with me."
Ross : Helenore, p. 85.

• aff -side, s. [Scotch aff= off, and Eng. side.)

The farther side of any object

taff-ta-kin, 5. [Scotch off -off; taHn =
taking.] The habit of taking off, or exposing
others to ridicule. (Jameson : Suppl.)

*af-fiind', v.t. [Lat. affundo =.io pour on:
ad = to, and /undo = to pour. ] To pour on.

• af fuse, v.t. [From Lat affusus, pa. par. of

affundo = to pour ou : ad — to, and /undo =
to pour.] To pour upon.

"I first affuted water on the compressed beam till

the tube seemed wholly full."—Boyle : Works, iv. i6B.

• af-fused, pa. par. & o. [Affuse.]

As adjective

:

"I poured acid liquors to try if they contained any
volatile salt or Bplrit, which would probably have dis-
covered Itself by making an ebullition with the af-
futed liquor."

—

Boyle.

af-fu -sing, pr. par. [Affuse.]

af-fu -sion, s. [Affuse.]

1. Gen. : The act of pouring upon, the state
of being poured upon.

"Upon the affusion of a tincture of galls It imme-
diately became as black as Ink."—Grew .- Musantm.

2. Med. : The pouring of water upon the
body as a remedial agent in disease.

• af-fy', * af-fic ',
* a-fye ',

* a-fy ghe (gh
mute), v.t & i. [Ft. affier.)

L Transitive :

L To affiance, to betroth.

"And wedded be thou to the hags of hell
For darina to affy a mighty lord
Unto the daughter of a worthless king,
Having neither subject, wealth, nor diadem.''

Shakesp. : King Henry VI., Part II., It. L
2. To bind, to unite, to join, to ally.

"... so that personal respects rather seem to affle me
Onto that synod [Dort]."—Montagu : Appeal to Cmtar.

IX Intransitive ; To trust, to confide In.

• af-fy -aunce, «. [Affiance.]

AX-ghan (h mute), adj. & «.

As adjective : Belonging to the country
Afghanistan.
As substantive : A native of Afghanistan.

af'-ghan (h mute), t, A rug or slumber-rube
crocheted from soft worsted, usually in fancy
patterns and bright colors.

• Af gdd-ness, s. [A.S. a/godnu= idolatry 1

fr. a/god = an idol ] Idolatry.

a field , adv. [Eng. a; field.]

I. Literally :

L To the field.

" We drove a-field."—Milt-on: Lycidas.

1 In the field.

" And Uttle lads with pipes of corn.
Sat keeping beasts a-field."

Old Ballads, i. SSL {Todd.)

XL Fig- * Extensively abroad.
"... but the words of a First Minister of the

ngliah Crown fly too easily afield."—Times, March 25,
1876.

•a-fll e (1), v. [A.S. a/ylan = to foul, to defile.]

To defile.

" Alas ! hfi> lalde, y nere y-ipilled !

For men me clepeith queue aftled."
hyng Alisaundwr, 1,064

v m-faa'6(2), v.t. [Ft. affiler = to sharpen.] To
file.

1. Lit. : To file.

2. Fig. : To polish.
" He must preche and well afile his tongue.*

Chaucer: C. T„ 714,

• a filed (1), pa, par. [Afile (I).)

•a-flled'(2), *a-fi'-liil, pa. par. [Afile (2).]

• a-find ,
* a-find 'e (pa. par. afounde), v.t.

[a.8. aflndan m to find.] To find.

"And tho the Sarsenes afounde
Her lord was Blayn.' '—Octavian, 1659.

* a-fin e (1). *a-fyn', adv. or a. [Fr. fin =
fine.] In perfection.

" Till grapes be ripe and well afine."
Romaunt of the Rose, S.690.

" Mete and dryuk they had afyn :

Pyement, clare, and Reynysche wyn."
Launfal, MS.

* a-fin c (2), * %-fyn' adv. [A.S. a = on ; Fr.

'fin = the end, from L&t.jlnis — end.] In fine.

* a fiiig ret, * a-fyng -red, a. [Old form of
a-hungered, from A.S. o/hungren = to hunger ;

hungrig = hungry.] Hungry, a-hungered.
" A vox gon out of the wode go
Afingret so, that him wes wo
He nes nevere in none wise
Afingret evour half so swithe."

Of the Vox and of the Wolf (reign ol
Edw. I.). (Reliq. Antiq., li. 272.)

a-fir'e, adv. [Eng. a; fire.)

1, Lit. : Burning.
" Yet give us our despatch :

I am hush 'd until our city be afire,

And then I'll speak a little."

Shakesp. : Coriotanus, v. a

2. Fig. : Inflamed by passion.
" This Jason young, the more she gan desere
To look on him, so was she set a-fire

With his beauty and his semelynesa

"

Lydgate : Tale of Princes, ch. 6.

* a-fI've, adv. [Eng. a = at or on ; five.) Into

five pieces.
" Sir Oil to him gan to drive
That his spere orast a-five.'

6y of Warwike, p. 895.

'aflame, v.t [Eng. o = on; flame (q.v.).]

To flame.

* a-fla'-ming, pr. par. & a. [Aflame.]
"... the afiaming fire.

'*—Appendix to W. Mapes,
p. 29L

a-flat , adv. [Eng. o = on ; flat.) Flat, level
* with the ground.

". . . take a low tiee and bow it. and lay all his
branches aflat upon the ground."—bacon; Jfat. Hist.,

Cent V.. | 426.

* a-fiaunt , adv. [Eng. a = on ; flaunt.]

Dressed or equipped in a showy manner.
" He sayled all aftaunt."

Herring: Tale, 16W. {Hallitcell.)

"A merle gentleman, seeing a gallant that was
bound for the Indies walk the streets, his hat all

Saflaunt, and befeathered with all kinds of coloured
lumes, said , . . "—Copley : Wits, Pits, and Fancies
,BH), p. ».

*a-flee' (prat aJUd), v.i. [A.8. JUtm, flivn
— to/lee.) To flee, to escape.

"He shoke his eares
And from grete feares
He thought hym well aftee."

Sir That. More ; WorkeS (1657).

* a-flight ,
* af-flygnt e (gh mute), v. [A.N.]

to be afraid, to be troubled. [Afflict.]
" Tho was the boy ajflyght
And dorst not speke. —Octavian, HI.

a-flo at, adv. [Eng. a = on ; float]

L Literally

:

Ord. iMng. & Naut. : Floating, not aground
or anchored.

" There are generally several hundred loads of
timber afloat.''—Addison ; Italy.

IX Figuratively

:

1. On the surface, not sinking in grief or
adversity.

" Your shallowest help will hold me up afloat.
Whilst he upon your soundless deep doth ride."

Shakesp. : Sonnets, 80.

2. Moving, in place of being at rest (Used
of persons who have embarked upon an enter-
prise, or of things driven in some direction or
other by causes external to themselves.)

" On such a full sea are we now afloat.
And we must take the current when It serves,
Or lose our veuturea"

Shakesp. : Julius Catar, iv. X
t 3. Uncontrolled, unguarded.
"Take any passion of the soul of man while it is

predominant and afloat . . ."—South : Sermons, 1L SS3.

a-flocht , a-flought (ch and gh soft gut-

tural), pa. par. [Scotch form of afflict (q.v.).]

[Flocht.] Agitated, in a flutter. (Scotch.)

" Al this day and nicht bygone my mynd and body
Is aflocht, specially sen I hard ther innocent men sa
cruelly tormentit,' —Bellenden : Cron., bk. tx., ch. 2».

* a flog en, pa. par. [A.8. flogen, pa. par.

of fleogan = (1) to fly, as a bird ; (2) to flee.]

Flown.
" And were ajtogen grete and smalle,
And eke the amereL"

MS.Athmole. IHalliwell.)

*a-flb're, adv. [A.8. a= on; florr flore=&
On the floor. (MS. Cantab.) (HaUiwelLi

* a flyght e (gh mute), v.i. [Aflioht.]

* a-f6', v.t. [Afonge.]

* a-foild', pa. par. [Afoile.]

*a-foil'0 (pa. par. a/oild), v.t [A.N.] T»
foil, to cast down.

" Al to michel thou art afoild.
Now the blod it is acoiUl."

Gy of Warwike, p. JO.

* a fond e, v.t. [A.S. afandian, a/andigean *
to prove, to try.] To prove, to try.

*a-fonge', *af-fdhg', * a-fenge, *a-fo,
v.t. [A.S. afon = to receive ; a/angen and
afeng — received, and afehth = receives.] To
take, to receive, to undertake.
" And such myght wan yt so y», then mygbt ther thorn

afonge.
That thou myght perauntre Rome wynne ar come

o'gbt longe.

'

Robt. Qlouc. iHearne, ed. 1724, L 9L(
" For nought that y might afo.IHUlk'

I bet:Y nil betray therl. Tirri."

Gy of Warwike, p. 199.

ta-foo_t' t
* a-foofe, *a-fo'te, " a fote,

x a-vo te, * a-uo'tet adv. [Eng. a = on ;

foot; A.S./of,/ef.]

I. Lit. : On foot ; not on horseback, or in a
vehicle.

" And many knew him, and ran afoot thither. —
Mark vl. as.

" It felle they foughten both afote."
QowerMS. [HatliweU.)

IL Figuratively:

1. 0/ persons: In motion, having com-
menced to execute, or at least to plan an
enterprise.

" Kent Of Albany and Cornwall's powers you heard
notT
dent. Tis so, they are afoot."

Shakesp. : King Lear, It. I.

2. 0/ things: Inaction.
"The matter being afoot."
Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, iv. 5.

t a-fore (Eng. & Scotch), *a-fbr'-en f *a-fbp'-

yene, * a-forn e, * a-fbrn' (Eng.), prep.

& adv. [A.S. 03t = at ; /ore.) The same as
Before, which has now almost entirely sup-
planted it in ordinary use.

A. As a preposition

:

L 0/ place : Before, in front of, as opposed
to behind, or in the rear.

1. Generally

:

2. Nautical. A/ore the mast : Before the
mast (Used of a person, it means having no
title at ordinary times to go on the quarter-
deck, as being only a common sailor.)

IX 0/ time : Before, earlier than.

HX Figuratively

:

1. In presence of.

" Afore Ood I speak simply."
B. Jonson : Every Man out of his Humour, li. L

2. Under the notice of.

Notwithstanding aU the dangers I laid afore you."
B. Jonson : Silent Woman, iii. 5.

3. Prior to in time ; superior to in nature
or in dignity.

" And in this Trinity none it afore or after other."*—
Athanasian Creed.

B. As an adverb:

L 0/place:

1. In front, in the fore part.
" Her Iockes that loathlie were and hoarie gnj
Grew all afore, and loosely hong unrold."

Spenser: P. Q., II. iv. 4.

2. Before, in front, preceding the rest.

" .Kiu'.lin, run you to the citadel,
And tell iny lord and lady what hath hap'd :

Will you go ou afore t "—Shaketp. ; Othello, v. L

IL 0/ time: Before, anteriorly to, sooner
than, in time past.

" But it will be past sunset afore I get back fnse
the Captain's . . ."—Scott: Waverley, ch. lxviL

HX Fig. : Rather than.

"... Afore I1\
Endure the tyranny of such a tongue
And such a pride."—A Jonson : Magn. Lady.

C. In composition :

U In some cases a/ore is separated from
the word in conjunction with it by a hyphen;
in others the hyphen has disappeared.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p6t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, ea, ce - e ; & - e. ey — a.
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t a-lore -go-ing, particip. adj. [Eng. afore;
going.] Going before.

'* All other nouns ending in -l/ndo follow the general
role aforegoing.'— Lilly: Grammar.

* a-fore-hand, adv. & a. [Eng. a/ort; suff.

hand.]

1. ^4* adverb : Beforehand, by a previous
provision,

". . . she is come aforehand to anoint my body
to the burying."—Mark xiv, 8.

2. As adjective: Provided, prepared, pre-
viously fitted, ready.

"For it will be mid, that In the former times
whereof we have spoken, Spain wu not so mighty as
now it is ; and England, on the other side, was more
aforehand in all matters of power."—Bacon: Consid.
on War with Spain.

t a-fore'-men-tioned, particip. adj. [Eng.
afore; mentioned.] Before-mentioned.

" Now they were come to the place where the afore-
mentioned battle was fought —Bunyan: Pilgrim'

t

Progress, pt. ii.

* o-for'-«n, prep. & adv. [Afore.]

a-fore'-named, particip. adj. [Eng. afbrt;
named.] Before-named.

"Imitate something of circular form, in which, as
in all other aforenamed proportions, you shall help
yourself by the diameter."—Peacham on Drawing.

aforesaid (a-for -sed), particip. adj. [Eng.

afore; said.] Said before.

"It need not go for repetition, if we resume again
that which we said in the aforesaid experiment"—
Bacon : Natural Hut org, i 77L

aforethought (a-for -that), particip. adj.

[Eng. afore; thought] Thought before, en-
tertained in the mind before, premeditated.
Used especially in the legal phrase, " malice
aforethought," the existence or absence of
which is inquired into when one person takes
another's life. If the one kills the other from
malice aforethought, then the crime is murder.
If malice aforethought is absent, it is but
homicide or manslaughter. Murder is there-
fore now thus defined, or rather described, by
Sir Edward Coke, "When a person of Bound
memory and discretion, unlawfully killeth
any reasonable creature in being, and under
the king's peace, with malice aforethought,
either express or implied." (Blackstone : Com-
ment., bk. iv., ch. 14.)

a- fore'- time, * a fore -tyme, adv. & s.

[O. Eng. afore ; Eng. time. ]

1. As adverb : Beforetime. at a former time,
previously.

"Thus saith the Lord God. My people went down
aforetime into Egypt to sojourn there.'

—

Ita. lii. +.

2. As substantive : The previous period.
". . . fills up the blank of the aforetime in a

manner at once plausible and impressive,"

—

Grote:
Bitt. of Greece, pt L. ch. L

* a-for-gayn', prep. [A.S. o./fer = over ; and
gean, agen = against ; or Scotch tor against.]
Opposite to. (Scotch.)

" Aforgayn the echippes ay
As thai aailyt, thai held thaer way."

Barbour, xvi. 665, MSS. [Jameson.)

* a forn ,
* at-fbrn'e, prep. & adv. [Afore.]

Before.

* aforne caste, a. [O. Eng. aforne =
before ; and caste — a cast or throw, as in the
word forecaste. ] Premeditated.

" By high im«inacion aforne-caste
On a night tnorghe the hoggis sky hee brast"

Urry's Chaucer, p. 17L

* a-for -nande, adv. Beforehand. (Prompt.

Parv.)

* a-for -nens, prep. [Old form of Foranent.]

Opposite to. (Scotch.)

" The castelle than on Tweed mouth made,
Set ewyn ofomens Berwyke
Wes tretyd to be castyn down."

Wyntown, vii. 8.

a-forse', * af-forse', adv. [Afforcb.]

* a Jorthe , v.t. [Afford.]
" And yaf him mete as he myghte aforthe."

Pieri Plowman, p. 129.

* a-4brthe', v.i. [Afford.]
" And here and there, as that my litille wit
Aforthe may eek thinke I translate hit"

Occleve MS.

a fortiori (a for-she-br'-i), prep, governing
adj. [Lat. = from the stronger, i.e., by so
much stronger reason.]

Logy: a> Math. : An argument derived from
what is stronger ; an argument more potent
than that which lias just before been employed.
When in Euclid it is reasoned, e.g., that much

more then is the angle bdc greater than the
angle bcd, the use of the words much more
implies that the a fortiori argument is used.

a-for'-ward, adv. [Eng. a; forward.] In
front, in advance.
" Hid thre hondred knyghtes, a duk, that he* Si ward,
Asaailede Corlneus hymself a-forward."

Robert of Gloucester, p. IT.

* a-for'-yene, prep. & adv. [Afore.]

*a-fo'te, adv. [Afoot. 1

* a-fou e, s. [Avow.] Avowal.
" Jake seyde, Y make afoue,
Y am as reddy as thow."

The Frere A the Boy. M.

a-foul', a. & adv. [A.S. aful— a fault ; afulad,
' afuiod = putrefied

; pa. par. of afulian = to
putrefy, to become foul or corrupt

;
ful =

foul, dirty, guilty, convicted.] Foul; fouled,
as when the oars in a boat-race become en-
tangled.

* a-found
,
pa. par. [Afind.]

* a-found -rift, pa, par., as if from verb
afoundre or afounder. [Founder.]
" He was ner afoundrit, and coud none othir help."

Urry'i Chaucer, p. 699.

* a-four', prep. & adv. Old form of Over
(q.v.).

a fraid ,
* af frayed ,

* a fray ct, pa.

par. & adj. [Properly the pa. par. of the verb
to affray, and has no close connection with
afeared. From Fr. effrayer, formerly affraier
= to terrify.] (See Trench, English Past &
Present, pp. 87, 180.) Impressed with fear,

terrified. (Followed by of, or rarely by at,

prefixed to the object of dread.)
" The freson was afrayet and ferd of that fere.

Robton : Romances, p. 16.

* a fraye , s. [Affray.] Affright, fear.

(Promjtt Parv., p. 175.)

* a-fray'-et, pa. par. [Afraid.]

af-reet, 5. [Afrit.]

a fresh', adv. [Eng. a; fresh.] Again, anew,
freshly.

" For it came now afresh again Into their/minds how
but a while ago he had slain old Grim Bloody-man, the
Sant, and had delivered them from the lions."

—

wnyan; Pilgrim's Progress, pt U.

a-fret', pa. par. k a. [A.N.] Fretted, placed
crosswise. [Fret.]
As past participle

:

" For round environ her crounet
Was full of riche stonis afret."

Romaunt of the Rose, $,204,

* a-lYSt-le, v.t. To devour.
" The fend ou afretie
With fleis ant with felle."

Wright ; PH. Songs, p. MO.

* a-freyn e, v. t. [Affrayne. ]

Af-ric-an, Xf-rlC, a. & s. [Lat. Africanus,

fr. Africa, generally reckoned by the Romans
the third division of the ancient world, and
now universally regarded as one of the great
" quarters " or continents of the globe.]

L As adjective: Pertaining to Africa.

1. Hist. The African Company : A company
which, under a charter of Charles II., ob-
tained the exclusive right of trading with
Africa from the Port of Bailee to the Cape of
Good Hope. Its privileges were abolished
by 1 & 2 Geo. IV., c. 28, its forts and castles
were made over to the Crown, and trade to
Western Africa thrown open.

2. Botany:

The African Almond: The English name of
the genus Brabej urn. It belongs to the
Proteaceee.

The African Flea-bane : The English name of
the genus Tarchonanthus. It belongs to the
Compositee.
African Hemp : A fibre prepared from the

leaves of Sanseviera Zeylanica, a member of
the Lily order, extensively distributed through
tropical Africa and India.

The African Lily : The English name of the
liliaceous genus Agapanthus.
The African Lote: Zizyphus lotus, a fruit-

bearing plant of the order Rhamnacese.
The African Marigold : Tagetes erecta, one of

the Compositae, which, though called African,
really comes from Mexico.

African Teak: A valuable wood for ship-
building, the produce of OldfUldia Africana,
Bth., a tree belonging to the order Euphor-
biacefle, or Spurge-worts.

3. Zoology ; The African elephant (Eltpha*
Africanus). [Elephant.]

IX As substantive : A native of Africa, or a
person, wherever born, who belongs ethno-
logically to one of the African races.

Af ric-an-ism, *. A word or idiom or
custom used exclusively by natives of Africa
or by members of some African race.

Af ric-an ize, v.t.

1. To render African in character.
2. To place under African control [used o'

the colored race in this country].

af rit, af-reet, ef-reet, *. [Arabic]

Mahommedan Myth.: A particular kind of
demon.

"Gk>—and with Gouls and Afrit* rave.
Till these in horror shrink, away "

Byron : The Giaour.

Xf-TO. In compos. : Pertaining to Africa, from
Africa.

Afro American, a. & s.

1. As adjective : Pertaining to Americans of

African descent.

2. As substantive: An American of African

descent.

Afro-Phenlcian, a. Of mingled African
and Phenician descent.

*a-fr6ut', *a-frontte , adv. [Eng, a; front]

W Of persons

:

1. In front, directly in face of one; in

opposition to one.
" Pal. These four came all a-front, and meanly

thrust at me."—Bhaketp. : King Henry IV., Part /.,

ii. 4.

2. Abreast.

TX Of things : In front ; on that side of any
place or thing on which the speaker at the
moment is.

" We reposed us on a green wood side,

Afront the which a silver stream did glide."
Mirr. for Magittr., p. ML

* a-frount , v.t [Affront.]

* a-fryght'e, a-fright'e (jgh mute), pa. par.

or a. Frightened.

aft (1), *afte, adv. & a., and in compos. [A.S.

aft, eft— after, again, behind, afterwards.]

I. As adverb <& adjective :

Naut : Towards or at the hinder part of a
ship ; towards or at the stern of a vessel

;

abaft,

"Seeking King Olaf then,
He rushes aft with his men."

Longfellow : Saga of King Olaf, xxi.

1f In several parts of England the word aft

is used not in a nautical sense, but as an
ordinary term, signifying behind. (Halliwell.)

Fore and aft

:

1, Naut Adv. & adj. : At the former and
hinder parts of a vessel ; towards the bow and
towards the stern of a ship.

" Though the flying sea-spray drenches
Fore and aft the rowers' benches."

Longfellow : Saga of King Olaf, xi.

2. Ord. Lang. Adj. : Pertaining to the parts

of anything which lie at or near its two
extremities.

"... the fore and aft extent of the premolars."—
Owen : Clatsif. of Mammalia, p. 66.

* n. As adjective : Foolish (?) (Halliwell.)

" Hit nis bot trewth, I wend, an afte.

For te sette nego in eni crafte."
Wright: Polit. Songs, p. 810.

HX In composition : »

1. After ; behind in place.

2. After ; late in time.

* aft meal, * aft meale, s. A late

meal.
" Indeede, quoth he. I keepe an ordinary.

Eightpenoe a meal who there doth sup or dyne.
And dyse and cardes are but an accessarye :

At aft-meaJet who shall paye for the winef "*

Thynne t Debate, p. «.

" aft ward, a. & adv. [Eng. aft ; ward.

In A.S. cefteweard = after, back, late, latter,

full. (Lit m towards the aft)] Aft, to the

hinder part.

aft (2), adv. [Different spelling of Oft (q.v.JJ

Oft, often. (Percy.)

boil. t>6y
; polit, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -= f.

-ciaxi = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; sion, tion = zhun. tious, sious, -clous shus. -hie, -cle, -die, &c. = bei, eel, del.

5
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af -ten, adv. [Different spelling of Often
(q.v.).] Often. (Scotch.)

"Aften I have young sportive gilples teen."
Ramsay : Poems, i. »i

after, *af-tir, *af-tyr, prep., adv., adj.,

«.,»., & in compos. [Properly the comparative
of ojfl From A.S. after = after, next, second,
new, last In Sw. efter ; O. 8w. after; Dan.
«/ter & aji/er; Dut. alters; Goth, aftra.)

A. As preposition :

1 Ofplace: Behind, as opposed to before.

1. Placed behind.
"Sometime* I placed a third prism after a second,

and sometimes also a fourth after a third ; by all

which the image might be often refracted sideways."—
Jfewton: Optick*.

2. Following In place. (Used of persons or

things in motion.)

(a) In a general sense

:

"So Samuel turned again after Saol."—1 Sam. it. 31.

(6) Spec. : In pursuit of.

"After whom is the king of Israel come out* after
whom dost thou pursuer after a dead dog, after a
flea."— 1 Sam. xxiv. U.

JX Of time : Subsequent to, posterior to in

time or in date.

"And it came to pass on the second Sabbath after
the first . . . '—Luke vL I.

"Assuredly Solomon thy son shall reign after me,
and he shall sit upon my throne in my stead."—
1 Kings L 30.

HX Figuratively

:

1. According to.

(a) As far as relates to, in relation to.

"Of the sons of Iasachar after their families . .
."—

Numb, xxvi. 13.

(6) In conformity with a model; in imita-

tion of; as influenced by.
"

. . . alt the silver vessels weighed two thousand
and four hundred shekels, after the shekel of the
sanctuary."—.Vunift, vii. 85.

"This allusion is after the Oriental manner: thus
In the Psalms, how frequently are i>erHoiis compared
to cedars."—Pope : ffomer't Odyttey, .Vote*.

2. Later than in time ; inferior to in nature
or in dignity.

" And in this Trinity none is afore or after other."—
Athanasian Creed.

&, Colloquially: Respecting, regarding, as
" He asked after you."

^f After all, adv. : When everything has
been taken into account ; when everything
has been revealed ; when everything has been
done, when there remains nothing more to be
added ; at last ; in fine, in conclusion, upon
the whole, at most

" But after nil. If they have any merit, it is to be
attributed to some good old authors, whose works I

study."—Pope on Pastoral Poetry.

After ane, adv. (Scotch.) (Lit. = after one.)

Alike. (Jamieson.)
" A' my time that's yet bygane
She's fiat my lot maist after ane"

Cock* : Simple Strains, p. 69.

B. As adverb:

1 1. Behind in place ; following another.
" Let go thy hold when a great wheel runs down a

hill, lest it break thy neck with following ft ; but the
great one that goes upward, let him draw thee after."
—Shakesp. : King Lear, ii. 4.

2. Later in time, afterwards.

"And Moses verily was faithful In all his house, as
"Stimmiy

to be spoken after."—Beb. iii. b.

a servant, for a testimony of those things which were

C. As adjective

:

1, Behind in place.

(a) Generally : As in the expression, " the
s/ter-part of anything."

(b) Naut. : Pertaining to what is more aft,

i«. further towards the stern of the vessel.

2. Subsequent in point of time.

1[ In these two senses often connected by a
hyphen with the substantive which follows it,

so as to form a compound word, (See F.)

D. f As substantive :

*' Religion, Providence, an after s tale."

Young : Fight Thought*. 4.

E. t As verb

:

Colloquially: To follow, as "after them,"
i.e. "follow them." In all such cases there
is, no doubt, originally an ellipse of some such
verb as go, after still remaining really a pre-

position. [Cf. Oh.]
"m after him, and see the event of this."

Shakeep. : Taming of the Shrew, til 2.

F. In composition. When constituting the
first part of a compound word it is often an
adjective, meaning subsequent, and the word
of which it constitutes a part may be a sub-
stantive, a verb, a participle, or an adjective.

after-acceptation, s. [Bng. after; ac-

ceptution.) An acceptation or signification (of

a word) admitted not at the outset, but subse-

quently.
" 'Tie true, some doctors in a scantier space,

I mean in each apart, contract the place i

Some, who to greater length extend the line,

The church's after-acceptation join."
Dryden : Bind and Panther.

after-account, s. [Eng. after; account.]

A reckoning made subsequently.
" The slavish fears which the dread of an after-

account raised in the minds of these they [the

atheists] call credulous and believing men."—Killing-
beck : Serm., p. 166.

after-act, $. [Eng. after; act.]

"After-act* of sobriety. "—id. Berkeley: Hut. Appli-
cations, p. T6.

after-age, s. [Eng. after; age.) An age

not yet come, a subsequent age. (Generally

in the plural.)

"... what after-age could exceed the Inst of the
Sodomites, the Idolatry and tyranny of the Egyptians,
the feeble levity of the Greeks ? "—South : Sermon*,
vii. 299.

" What an opinion wiU after-age* entertain of their
religion, who bid Uir for a gibbet, to bring in a super-
stition which their forefathers perished in flames to

keep cut? —Addison.

after-application, s. [Eng. after; ap-

plication.] Subsequent application.

"From the after-application we meet with both
of the symbol and character of Pan in the mytho-
logical agea . . ."—Coventry ; Phil. Con*., 4.

after-attack, s. [Eng. after; attack.) A
subsequent attack.

Locke afforded no ground for the after-attack* of

envy and folly by any fanciful hypothesis."

—

Warbur-
ton to Burd. p. 283.

After-band, s. [Eng. after; band.] A
band formed subsequently.

" But, if death
Binds ns with after-bantls, what profits, then.
Our inward freedom?"—Milton t P. L., bk. Ix.

after-bearing, ft [Eug. after; bearing.]

Usual or ordinary product of a plant. (Lit.

" The fig-tree denoteth the synagogue and rulers of

the Jews, whom God having peculiarly cultivated,
singularly blessed and cherished, he expected from
them no ordinary" show or customary fructification,

but an earllness In good works, a precocious or con-
tinued fructification, and was not content with after-
bearing."—Sir T. Browne: Tract*, p. 76.

after-birth, • after-burthen, *. [Eng.

after, and birth.]

Phys. : The membrane in ivhich the birth was
enveloped, which is afterwards brought away

;

the secundine.
"The exorbitances or degenerations, whether front

a hurt in labour, or from part of the afterbirth left
behind, produce such virulent distempers of the blood,
as make it cast out a tumour."— Wiseman : Surgery.

after-call, *. [Eng. ufter ; call] A call

coming subsequently. .Spec., a call for retri-

bution arising subsequently to the commission
of a sin or crime.

"
. . . Hence an after-call

For chastisement, and custody, and bonds.
And ofttimes death, avenger of the past,

And the sole guardian in whose hands we dare."
Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. ix.

after-carnage, s. [Eng. after ; carnage. ]

Carnage too often perpetrated by victors in a
battle or siege after the enemy has been over-
powered

" But the rampart is 'won, and the spoil begun,
And all but the after-carnage done."

Byron .- Siege of Corinth, US.

* after-caste, * aftir-caste, s. [Eng.
after ; O. Eng. aftir ; O. Eng. caste= cast. ]

1. Lit. : A throw at dice after the game is

finished, and too late, of course, to produce
any result

2. fig. : Anything done too late to be of
use.

" Thus ever he playeth an after-ca*te
Of alle that he schalle say or do,"

Oower MS. {BaUiweU.)

after-Clap, *. [Eng. after; dap.] An
unpleasant occurrence which makes a noise
after a disagreeable affair was supposed to
have come to a termination. (Usually in a
bad sense.) (Eng. & Scotch.)

" Pot the next morrows meed they closely went,
For fear of afterclap* to prevent."

Spenser : Bub. Tale.

"Let that man who can he so far taken and trails-

ported with the present pleasing ofTersuf a temptation
as to overlook those dreadful afterrlaps which usually
bring up the rear of it. . . ."South . Serm., vL K"

after-come, aftercome, .- [Eng &
Scotch after; come.] Consequence.

"And how are ye to stand the aftercome $ There
will be a black reckoning with you some day."—
Brownie of Bodtbeck, ii. I

after-comer (Eng.\ after cummer,
aftercummer (Scotch), s. [Eng. & Batten
after; Eng. corner; Scotch cummer.] A suc-
cessor.

" As neither predecessors nor ourselves can keeps,
ywis, nor aftercamers shall observe the same."— Tur-
bervile: Mantuan.

" That he and all his aftercummer* may break the
samen, as a pledge and taiken of our goodwill and
kindness for his trew worthiness "—Lett., Jo*. V. (IMS),

il/Ub*** Heraldry. I 97.)

after-comfort, s. [Eng. after; comfort.)

"Which may their after-comfortt breed."
IS. Jonton ; Basque* at Court.

after-conduct, s. [Eng after; conduct.]

Subsequent conduct.
" It wUl appear from the after-conduct of the chief

priests themselves that they were conscious that the
story was false."—Sherlock : Trial of the Witnette* of
the Resurrection, p. 49.

after-conviction, s. [Eng. after; con-

viction.] A conviction or belief arising sub-
sequently.

" These first and early aversions to the government
which these shall infuse into the minds of children,
will be too strong for the clearest after-conviction*
which can pass upon them when they are men."—
South : Sermons, v. «.

after-COSt, s. [Eng. after; cost.] Cost
arising after all the charges connected with a

more or less expensive operation had been
supposed to be met

" You must take care to carry off the land-floods

and streams, before you attempt draining ; lest your
aftercost and labour prove unsuccessful."

—

Mortimer:
Bush,

after-course, s. [Eng. after; course.]

Subsequent course ; future course.

"Who would imagine that Diogenes, who in his
younger days was a lalsifier of money, should, in the
after-course of his life, be so great a contemner of
metal t '—Brown , Christ. Mor., vL %

after-crop, s. [Eng. after; crop.] A
second crop in the same year as the first.

" Aftercrop* I think neither good for the land, nor
yet the hay good for the cattle. —Mortimer : Busb.

after-damp, s. [Eng. after; damp]
Among miners: A term used to designate

the gas which abounds in coal mines just
after the " fire-damp," or carburetted hydro-
gen, has exploded. It consists chiefly of

carbonic dioxide or carbon dioxide, formerly
called carbonic acid gas (CO^

" The fatal " after-damp " of the coal mines contain*
a large proportion of carbon dioxide."

—

Fownm

:

Manual of Chem., 10th ed., p. 176.

after-days, s. pi. [Eng. after ; days.]
" But afterday* my friend must do thee right.
And set thy virtues in uuenvyed light."

Congreoe to Sir Godfrey Kneller.

"It grows to guerdon afterdayt,''
Tennyson : Work* (1872), voL i., p. «7.

after-dinner, s. & adj. [Eug. after;
dinner.)

1. As substantive : The time just after dinner.

"Thou hast nor youth nor age,
But, as It were, an after-dinner'* sleep,

Dreaming ou both."
Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, iii. 1.

2. As adjective : Occurring after dinner, and
perhaps modified by the fact that dinner has
taken place ; post-prandial.

" It seems in after-dinner talk.
Across the walnuts and the wine."

Tennyton : The Miller'* Daughter.

after -divulgcr,s. [Eng. after ; divulger.]

One who subsequently divulges anything.

after-eatage, s. [Eng. after; eatage.]

Part of the increase of the same year ; after-

math.
" The aftermowth or after-eatage are undoubtedly

part of the increase of that same year."

—

Burn : Bed.
Law.

after endeavour, s. [Eng. after; endea-

vour.] An endeavour made after a previous

one.
" There is no reason why the sound of a nine

should leave traces in their brains ; which not first,

but by their after-endeavour*, should produce the
like sounds."—Locke.

after-enquiry, *. [Eng. after; enquiry.'!

Enquiry made after an act or occurrence.

"You must either be directed by some that take
upon them to know, or to take upon yourself that
which, I am sure, you do not know, or Jump the
Qfter-enqairy on your own periL"—Shakeap. : Cymbe-
Une, v. 4.

after-eye, v.U [Eng. after; eye.] To ey»

one afterwards.
" As little as a crow, or less, ere left

To after-eye him. -

Shakeep. : Cymbelitut, L 4.

Site, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir. marine ; go. »&,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, x ale, full ; try, J"»y rian. se, o© - e ; se - 6. oy*a»
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alter game, s. [Lug. after; game.]

1. (Ten. : A game played subsequently to
another one.
* Our first design, iny friend, has prov'd atwrtive

;

Still there remains an after-game to pity.
Addison; Caio.

2. Spec. Aftergame at Irish: A particular
game formerly in vogue with gamblers. [See
Devil's Law Case (1(523); Compleat Gamester
(1707.)]

" What cursed accident was this i what mischievous
stars have the managing of my fortune? Horn's a
turn with all my heart like an aftergame at Irish."—
Etherege: Comical Revenge (leoa).

after-gathering, s. [Eng. after ; gather-

ing.] Crop gathered after the rest; a glean-
ing

" I have not reaped so great a harvest, nor gathered
*> plentiful a vintage out of their works and writings,
but that many gleanings and after-gatherings remain
behind fur such as have more idle hours than myself."
— World of Wonders, L 9.

after-grass, s. [Eng. after; grass.] The
grass which springs up after a first crop has
been mowed that year in the same field.

after-growth, a. [Eng. after; growth.]
A growth taking place alter another one.
(Lit. &jlg.)

"... the greater become the obstacles to repairing
them, arising from the after-growth which would
have to be torn up or broken through."

—

J. S. Mill:
Polit. Scon., bk. it, ch. ii., § 2.

after-guard, & [Eng. after; guard,]

Naut. (specially in the Royal Navy) : The
seamen stationed on the poop of a ship to
attend to the after sails. (Marine Diet.)

* after-hand, a A future labourer ; one
of a coming generation.

" Whence after-hands may more the world."
Tennyt-m : Princess, iii. 846.

after-help, s. [Eng. after; help.] Help
given subsequently.

"Fur other after-helps, the want of intention in the
priest may frustrate the mass of the prerogative of
virtue."—Sir B. Sandys : State of Religion.

after-hope, a. [Eng. after; hope.] Sub-
sequent hope.

" A splendent sun shall never set.
Hut here sliine nxed, to affright
All after-hopes of following night"

Ben Jonson : Entertainment*.

after hours, s. pi. [Eng. after; hours.]
Hours subsequent to those in which any
specified deed is done or occurrence takes
place.

" Men shall deal unadvisedly sometimes,
Which after-hours givo leisure to repent."

Shakesp. : Richard III., It. 4.

after-Ignorance, s. [Eng. after ; ignor-
ance.] Subsequent ignorance.

" Many rude souls there were whose after-ijnorance
makes them almost unworthie of their first infusion."
—Stafford : tfiobe, ii. 3.

after-Inquiry, s. [After-enquiry.]

* after-kindred, * after kinrede, s.

[Eng. after; kindred, * kinrcde.] Distant
kindred.

" Yet, nathelesse, your kindrede is but after-kinrede,
for they ben but litell sibbe to you. and the kiime of
your enemies ben nie sibbe to hem. — Urry's CItaucer
p. 153.

after-king, s. [Eng. after; king.] A
subsequent king.

"The glory of Nineveh and the increase of the em-
pire was the work of after-kings."—Shuckford : Sacred
and Profane Hist., i. 109.

after-law, s. [Eng. after ; law.] A sub-
sequent law, whether or not it is designed to
have a retrospective influence.

after-life, 8. [Eng. after; life.]

1. The subsequent portion of one's earth lv
lffe.

. . . brought up from childhood in habits of
luxury which they will not have the means of indulg-
ing in after-life. —'. S. Mill: Polit. Ecrm., bk. if:

ch. i I, . § a.

2. The life after this one ; the future state
of existence.

" Like the Tartars give their wives
With settlements for after-lives."

Butler; Remains.

after-liver, s. [Eng. after; liver.] One
who lives in subsequent times.

„ " By thee my promise sent
Unto myself, let after-livers know."

Sidney • Bk. 11.

after-living, s. [Eng. after; living.]
The state of living subsequently to any specific
time or event

" I have some speech with yon
That may concern your after-living well."

Beaum. A Fleteh. : Maids Tragedy, Hi. 1.

after-long, * after-longe, adv. [Bug.
after; long.] Long after.

" And after-longe he lyved withouten atryfe,
Till he went from his mortal 1 Ivie."

A'./i-/. Antiq., i- *'

after loss, . [Eng. after; loss.] A loss

sustained after, and possibly in consequent-
of, a previous one.

" And do not drop in for an after-ion."
Shakesp. : Sonnets, xc.

after- love, s [Eng. after; love.] Love
arising subsequently ; the second or later

love.
" Boling. To win thy after-loot I pardon thee."

Shakeip. : King Richard III., v. 8.

after-malice, s. [Eng. after; malice.}

Malice arising subsequently. (Dryden.)

after-math, after-mowth, *. [Bug.
after; math or mowth = a mowing.) [Math]
A second crop of grass mown in the same
year as the first. [Rowen. ]

"After one crop of corn is taken off the ground in
harvest before seed-time is come, for winter-grain, th
grass will be so high grown that a man may cut it

down and have a plentiful «>
Holland; Trans, of Pliny, 1. Wfi.

have a plentiful aftermath for nay.'

" Of meadow smooth from aftermath we reach'd
The griffin-guarded gates.

Tennyson: Audlcy Court.

after-meeting, s. [Eng. after; meeting.]
A meeting held subsequently.

"... it remains
As the main point of this our after-meeting."

Shakesp. .'" Coriolanut, ii. 2.

after-mowth. [After-math.]

after-night, s., adj., & adv. [Eng. after

;

night] After nightfall. (Used in America.)

after-pains, a pi. [Eng. after; pains.]
The pains which follow childbirth, and by
which women are delivered of the secundine.

"The after-pains mark the final efforts of active
contraction."—Todd A Bowman : Physiol. Anat.. L 193.

after-part, 5. [Eng. after; part]
1. Generally

:

" The flexibleness of the former part of a man's age,
not yet grown up to be headstrong, makes it more
governable and safe ; and, in the afterpurt, reason and
foresight begin a little to take place, and mind a man
of hia safety and improvement —Locke.

2. Naut. : The part of a ship towards the
stern.

after-piece, s. [Eng. after; piece.] A
piece acted after a play. It is generally of
lighter character than that which preceded it

"Eight and twenty nights it (the West Indian]
went without the buttress of an ofter-piece."—Mem
of R. Cumberland, 1. 2K.

after-proof, s. [Eng. after; proof]

1. Evidence obtained after an assertion has
been mode.

2. Evidence of one's character obtained after
action has been taken in one's case.

" All know that he likewise at first was much under
the expectation of his afterproof, such a solar influ-
ence there is in the solar aspect."— Wotton.

after-reckoning, s. [Eng. after ; reckon-
ing.] Subsequent reckoning.

"In Parliament the power of obtaining their object
Is absolute, and the safety of the proceeding perfect-
no rules to confine, no after-reckonings to terrify."

—

Buckley : Works, ii. 29L

after-repentance, s. [Eng. after; re-
pentance.] Subsequent repentance.

" Presuming upon impunity, through the Interposals
of an after-repentance. —South : Sermons, ix. 163.

after-report, s. [Eng. <yTer; report]
Report or rumour arising subsequently, or at.

least not heard of by the parties concerned
till afterwards ; subsequent report, informa-
tion obtained afterwards.

"Is it of any moment whether the soul of man
comes into the world with carnal notions, or whether
it comes bare and receives all from the after-reports
of sense t"—South: Serm,. ix. 26.

after-rottenness, s. [Eng. after; rot-
tenness.] Future rottenness.

"Palliated remedies, such as by skinning over her
[the Church of England"s] wounds for the present
though probably not so much as that neither), will be
sure to cure them into an af'er-rattenness and sup-
puswtion."—South: Serm., vi, 89.

after-sails, s. pi. [Eng. after; sails.]

Naut. : All sails on or abaft the main-mast.
(Marine Diet)

after-sermon, s. [Eng. after; sermon.]
A sermon delivered subsequently.

" But because our great Lawgiver rei«at«d also other
parts of the decalogue in bin after-sermons."—Jeremy
Taylor on the Decalogue ; Works, ed. I83it. vol. Hi., p. 8.

after-Silence, s. [Eng. after; siUnot.]
Silence succeeding to noise and tumult

" It is not in the storm nor in the strife
We feel benuiub'd, and wish to be no more.
But in the after-tilenee on the shore

When all is lost, except a little life."

Byron : Lines on Hearing that
Lady Byron was Hi.

after-Stage, s. [Eng. after; stage.] A
subsequent stage. (Webster: Diet)

after-state, 8. [Eng. after; state.] Sub-
sequent state. (Used especially of the state
of man after death.)

"To give an account of ths after-state of the mors
degenerate and yet descending n.Li, some fane \ -ry
odd hypothesis."—Qlanfille; Pre-existence oj Souls,
ch. 14.

after-Sting, 5. [Eng. after; sting.]
" Mixed are our joys, and transient are their date,
Nor can reflection bring them hack again.
Yet brings an after-eting to every pain."

Ld. Heroey : Epistles.

after-Storm, s. [Eng. after; storm.]
" Yuui calmness does not after-storms provide.
Nor seeming patience mortal aiiper hide."

Dryden; Cor. of K. Ch., 9L

after-SUpper, s. [Eng. after; vmpper.}
The period between supper and bedtime.

"... What masques, what dances shall we have
To wear away this long age of three hours.
Between our after-supper and bed-time?

Bhaketp. : Midsummer Wight's Dream, T. i.

after-swarm, s. [Eng. after; swarm.]
A swarm of bees leaving the hive after the
first swarm.

after-taste, «. [Eng. after; taste.] The
taste which lingers in the mouth after the
substance which caused it has been with-
drawn or swallowed. According to the ob-
servations of Horn, this is sometimes of a
complementary character, for while the after-
taste of most substances is bitter, that of
tannin itself, an exceeedingly bitter substance,
is sweet (See Todd & Bowman's Physiol Anal,
vol. i., 1845, p. 448.)

* after-think, «i [Eng. after; think.)
To repent. (Wycliffe.)

If Still used in Lancashire. (Trench : Eng.
Past & Present, p. 81.)

after-thrift, s. [Eng. after ; thrift ]
Thrift coming too late.

*' Sad waste ! for which no after-thrift atones.
The grave admits no cure for guilt or sin."

Cowper: Stanzas subjoined te
Bill of Mortality (1786).

after-tossing, s. [Eng. after; tossing.]
The swell which continues for some time after
a storm at sea.

"Confusions and tumults are only the impotent
remains of an unnatural rebellion ; and are no more
than the after-tossings of a sea, when the storm is
laid."—Addison : Freeholder.

after-undertaker, s. [Eng. after;
undertaker.]

" According to their model, all after-undertakers an
to build."—Dryden.

after-Wise, a, [Eng. after; wise.] Wise
after the event, but too late to be of use for
the occasion in connection with which the
wisdom was required.

" These are such as we may call the afterwise, who
when any project fails, foresaw all the inconveniences
that would arise from it, though they kept their
thoughts to themselves "—Addison.

after-Wit, s. [Eng. after; wit] Wit in
the sense of wisdom, which comes after the
event which it is designed to affect

"There 1b no recalling of what is gone and past, «o
that afterurit comes too late when the mischief w
done

. "

—

VEstrange.

* after-witness, s. [Eng. after; witness.]

A witness arising after a trial ; a record of an
event after the latter has long gone by.

" Oft have I writ, and often to the flame
Condemned this after-witness of my shame."

Lord Bervey: Epistles.

* after-witted, n. [Eng. after; witted,]

1. Wise after the event has taken place, and
not till then.

2. Uncircumspect, inconsiderate, heady,
rash.

"Our fashions of eating make us slothful and un-
likely to labour and study, . . . afterwiUed (as we
call it), uncircumsiH'ct. inconsiderate, heady, rash."—
Tyndal: Exposit. of Matt. vi. (Trench.)

after-wrath, s. [Eng. after; wrath.]
Wrath arising not at the time, but after reflec-

tion on an insult or injury, which seemed at
the time light, has shown its enormity.

"I hear him mock
The luck of Caesar : which the gods give men,
T excuse their after-urrath."

Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, v. &

boll, bo^; pout, J6"wl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
-elan m shan, -tion, sion, -cioun = shun ; sion, -Jion = Zhun. -tious, - sious, cious = shns, -tole, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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after-writer, s. [Eng. after; writer.]

A succeeding writer. (Shuckford.)

after-years, s. pi [Eng. ajter; years.]

Tears succeeding those previously referred to

;

future years.

"The impetuosity of his [Faraday's] character was
then unchastened by the discipline to which it was
subjected in after-years.'—Tyndall: Frag. of Science,

Srded.,sii.SU.

*af*er-yerne, i-.t. [Eng. after; *yerne-
yearn. ] To yearn after, to long after.

" God grauntes us noghte ay that we for pray, for be
wille gyle us better thenne we after-yerne."—MS,
Lincoln. (BaUiweli.)

% The compounds of After are indefinite

in number. In addition to those given above,

there are After-beauty (Tennyson: Princess,

iv.), After-fame (Gladstone: Studies on Homer,
i. 68), After-history (Ibid,, iii. 2), * After-
send (Spenser: F. Q., I. v. 10), and others.

* af-ter deal, af-ter-dele, s. [A.8. after;

ihrl, rfaZ=apart, a portion.] [Deal.] Dis-

advantage. (Reynard the Foxe, p. 149.)

af ter-gang, v.t. [Eng. after, and gang= go.]

To follow. (Scotch.)

" With great hamstram they thrimled thro' the th rang,

And gae a nod to her to aftergang.

"

Ross : Belenore, p. 88.

af ter-hend, * af-tir-hend, adv. [A.8.

lifter = after, and heona = hence. (Jamieson.).]

Afterwards. (Scotch.)

af-ter-Ings (Eng. and Scotch), af-t'rins
(Scotch), s. pi. [Eng. after.} The last milk
taken from a cow's milkings ; strokings.

(English.) (Grose.)

^[ In Scotch this form occurs :

" Stane still stands hawkie, he her neck does claw.
Till she'll frae ber the massy affrins draw."

Morison : Poems, p. 185.

after-most, a, [Eng. after ; and the super-

lative most. (Lit. = the most after.) In A.S.

atftermest, mftermyst.]

Naut. : Nearest to the stern. The opposite

of Foremost.
"I ordered the two foremost and the two after-

most guns to be thrown overboard."—Bawksworth :

Voyages.

af-ter-noon, s. [Eng. after; noon.] The
period of the day between twelve o'clock

(noon) and the evening.

"And they tarried until afternoon, and they did
eat both of them. "—Judg. xix. 8.

"He arrived there on the afternoon of Sunday, the
lfith of December."—Macaulay : BUt. Eng., ch. x.

after-thought (af-ter-tnat), s. [Eng.

after; thought.] A thought which did not

occur to one- at the time when the matter to

which it referred was under consideration.

".
. . this afterthought was made the subject of

a separate negotiation."

—

Lewis: Early Rom. Bist.,

th. xii., pt. i., f 17.

af ter-time, * af-tir-time, s. [Eng. after

;

time.] Futurity.
" Direct against which open'd from beneath.
Just o'er the blissful seat of Paradise. *

A passage down to the earth, a passage wide.
Wider by far than that of after-times
Over Mount Sion. and. though that were large.

Over the Promised Land, to God so dear."
Mitton : P. L., bk. iii.

" What record, or what relic of my lord
Should be to aftertime. but empty breath."

Tennyson: Morte d*Arthur,

af ter-wards, t af-ter-ward, * af-tir-
ward, * af-tyr-ward, adv. [A.S. mfter-

ward, afterweardes, ceftewearde, atftewerd. ]

Subsequently ; some time after a specified

event.

H Of the twenty-four passages in which,
according to Cruden's Concordance, this word is

found in the English translation of the Bible,

the form afterward occurs in fifteen, and after-

wards in nine ; now afterwards is almost ex-

clusively employed. The form aftyrward is in

(
Prompt. Parv.

" And sone aftirward he lay stoon stille."

Chaucer: C. T., 8,788.

" Assemblid ben, his answer for to htere ;

And after-ward this knight was bode appiere,

To every wight comaondid was silence.
Ibid.. 8,811-13.

"... afterward shalt thou be gathered unto thy
people."—Xumb. xxxi. 2.

"... afterwards he will let yon go hence."—
Exod. xi. l.

af-tln, adv. [Often.]

* af-tir, prep. & adv. [After.]

aft -most, a. [Eng. aft; -most.] Situated
uearest to the stern.

af -ton ite, s. [Corrupted form of Aphthosite
(q.v.).] A mineral, called also Aphthonite.

* af-tyr, prep. & adv. [After.]

* aftyr-part, s. The croup of an animal

;

the hinder part of a ship. (Prompt. Parv.)

* a- fill-leu, v.t. [Fell.] To cast down, to

Tell.

*a-fure'( adv. [Afire.]

*a-furstf, a. [Afforst.] Athirst
" Afurst score and afyngred." P. Plowman, 9.243.

* afved, pret. [Have.] Had.

* a-fy e, * a-fy ghe (gh mute), v.t [Affy.]

'a-fyght'e (gh mute), v.t. [A.S. afeohtan=
to win by assault or force ; to vanquish by

fighting.] To tame, to subdue; to reduce by

subjection.
" Delfyns they nymeth, and cokedrlll,

And a'yghteth to beore wille."

Kyng Alisaunder, 6,581.

a-fyn' (1), adv. or adj. [Afine (1).]

* a-fyn (2), adv. [Afine (2).]

a ga, s. [In Ger. & Ft. aga, from Pers. ok, oka
= lord, a title of respect for a person of rank ;

Tartar aha. In A.S. aga is = an owner, and

if the Persian ak or oka is Aryan, they are pro-

bably connected ; but if the Persian ak or afca

is Turanian, then the resemblance between

the Anglo-Saxon and Persian forms is in all

likelihood only accidental.]

Among the Turks: A civil or military officer

of high rank. The title is sometimes given by

courtesy to persons of distinction, to large

landowners, and to those officers who occupy

a confidential position in the Sultan's seraglio.

"There came a vast body of dragoons, of different
|

nations, under the leading of Harvey, their great aga.
'

—Swift ; Battle of the Books.

ag aba' nee, s. The native name in

Aleppo of a cotton fabric embroidered with

silk.

ag-a-cel'-la, s. A Latinised form of Al-

oazel (q.v.).

Her. : An antelope, or a tiger with horns

and hoofs.

a ga' da, a gad'-ic, &c. [Haoada, Haga-
DIC, &C.]

again' (often as if spelt a-geV), *a-gayn',
*
*a- gayne, ta-gen, *a-geyn', a-gein
(ail Eng.), a gayn, a-gan'e (Scotch), prep.

& adv. [A.S. agen, agean, ohgean, ongen, adv.
= again ; agen, ongean, ongen, prep. = against

;

fr. gean = opposite, against ; O. 8w. gen, igen
= opposite, again ; Dan. igien ; Ger. dagegen,
gegen ; Bret, gin = opposite. ] [Against. ]

% Agen was once common, but is now used
only in poetry and in various dialects.

A. As preposition

:

1. Towards.
"Till it were ageyn evyn.
The childerne wold gon horn."

Songs and Carols, x.

2. Against.
" Somtyme with the lord of Palatye,
Ageyn another hethene in Turkye."

Chaucer : C. T., Prologue, 85, 68.

"ror what saith seint Paul? the fleissh eoveitith
agayn the spirit, and the spirit agayn the fleisch."—
Chaucer : The Persones Tale.

"Agen that folc of Weataex hll nome an batayle."—
Root. Glouc, p. 240.

" With thir agane grete Hercules stude he."
Douglas: Virgil, 141. 35.

B. As adverb

:

L Of time.

1. A second time, and no more, noting the
repetition of the same act or occurrence.

"If a man die, shall he live again?"—Job xiv. 14.

"As if some angel spoke agen.
All peace on earth, good will to men."

Scott : Marmion, Introduction to canto i.

H Agen, agen: An exclamation noting im-
patience.

"Agen, agen! VU no wan give me credit?"
Chapman : Revengefor Honour (1854).

Again and again: Repeatedly, frequently,

often.

"This is not to be obtained by one or two hasty
readings ; it must be repeated again and again, with
a close attention to the tenour of the diseoujse. '—

Locke,

2. Besides, in any other time, or in various
other times, the number not being limited, as
in the former signification, to two.

IX Of place : In any other place or places.

". . . there is not in the world again such a spring
and seminary of brave military people as in England.
Scotland, and Ireland."

—

Bacon.

IIL Of quantity or magnitude: Twice aa
much, twice as great.

" I should not be sorry to see a chorus on a theatre
more than as large and as deep again u ours, built
and adorned at a king's charges."—Dryden />»-

fresnoy.

IV. Of reaction following on previous action ;

Back.

Specially

:

1. Noting reaction, or reciprocal action.

"To grynde oure corn, and carie it ham ageyn."
Chaucer; C. T.. 4,010.

2. In restitution.

"When your head did but ake.
I knit my handkerchief abuut your brows,
The best I had : a princess wrought it me ;

And I did never ask ityou again."
Shakesp. : King John, It. L

3. In return, in recompense.
" He that hath pity upon the poor lendeth unto the

Lord ; and that which he hath given will he pay him
again."—Prov. xix. 17.

4. In answer to a question with or with-

out antagonism to the person or Being who
puts it..

"Exhort servants to be obedient unto their own
masters, and to please them well In all things ; not
answering again.

'

—Titus H. 9.

5. In the sense of bringing back the answer
to a message.

" So David's young men turned their way, and went
again, and came and told him all those sayings."—
1 Sam. xxv. 18.

" Bring us word again by what way we must go up"
—Deut. l. VL

V. Of addition to, transition from, or succes-

sion to:

^[ The word again may be repeated oftener

than once to introduce a new quotation or

argument, or something additional to what
has been said or done before.

1. Of addition to or transition from :

(a) With no opposition or contrariety

implied
"Again, It is of great consequence to avoid in this

operation every source of uncertainty."—Berschet :

Astron., 6th ed., { 214.

"... And again, I will be to him a Father, and
he shall be to me a Son ? And again, when he liringeth

in the first-begotten into the world, he saith. Ana let

all the angels of God worship him."—Beb. L ft, 8.

(b) With such opposition or contrariety

implied.
" Those things that we know not what to do withal

if we had them, and those things again which another
cannot part with but to his own loss and shame."

—

L'Estrang* : Fables.

2. Of succession : The next in rank, import-

ance, or dignity.
" Question was asked of Demosthenes, What was the

chief part of an orator? He answered. Action. What
next? Action. What next, again/ Action."—Bacon:
Essays.

C. In composition. Again, in composition,

may be a preposition = against, as againsay=
to say or speak against. Or it may be, as it

generally is, an adverb = again, as againbuy
= to buy again, to redeem. If its numerous
obsolete compounds were arranged according

to the precise spelling of again in the indi-

vidual example given to illustrate them, some
would require to figure under again, others

under agen, or agane, or agayn. It has been
thought better to bring them together, and to

effect this the form again has been assumed to

exist in all cases, that actually found being

placed after it. The same system will be

adopted in similar cases throughout the

Dictionary.

* again ask, *ayen aske, v.t. To ask
again or back.

again beget, - aycn biget, v.t. To
bear or bring forth again.

* again bite, * ayenbytc, s. Remorse.

"This Doc that het Ayenbyte of inwyt."—Ayenbyte,
p. 1.

* again buy, *agen-buy, v.t. [Eng
again; buy.] To buy again, to redeem.

"We hopcden that he should have agon-bought
Israel."— Wickliffe: Luke xxiv. 2L

* again buyer, *agayn-byer,« [Eng
again; buyer.] One who buys again; the

Redeemer. (Prompt. Parv. i, T.;

fate, lUt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. p«5t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur- rule, full ; try, Syrian. 80,oa = e* ey = a, qu = lew*
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* again-buying, * ageyn-byinge, *
[Eng. again; buying.] Redemption. (Prompt.
Parv. i. 7.)

* again-call (pa. par. again caltit, againe
collet), v.t. [Eug. & Scotch again; coll.] {Scotch.)

1. To revoke.

"And that the said Robert sail nocbt revoke nor
again-call the said procuratour quhiil it be vsit and
hafe effect."—Act. Bom. Cone. (1480), p. 70.

2. To oppose, to gainsay, so as to put in

a legal bar in court to the execution of a
sentence.

"That the dom gevin in the Schirref court of Dum-
fress—was wetle gevin and evil again callit—the dom
gevin—and falsi t ami againe callet—was weile gevin."
—Pari. Jo. III., A. 1469. Act*, ed. 1814, p. 94.

* again-calling, s. [Eng. & Scotch
again; calling.] Revocation. (Scotch.)

"... to endure but ony revocation, obstacle, im-
pediment, or again-calting quhatsurnever."

—

Barry;
Orkney App., p. 491-2.

* again-coming, * agaync com
mynge, s. [Eng. again; coming.] Coming
again, return. (MS. Lincoln.) (HaUiwell.)

* again gevin, s. [Eng. & Scotch gevin
= giving.] Restoration. (Scotch.)

"And alss to sell ane instrument of retignacioune
and again-gevin of tbe foresaid land is . . .

"

—

Act.
Bom. Cone, A. 1491, p. 229,

* again-rising, * agen-rising, s.

[Eng. again; rising.} Resurrection.
" And he was before ordained the Sone of God in

vertu, by the spirit of halowiug of the agen-riting of
deede men."

—

Wycliffe : Rom. i. 4.

* again say, * agayn say, agen-
say, * agen-saye, * agen-seye (all 0.

Eng.), * agane-say (0. Scotch), v.t. ^Eng.
again ; say. ]

1. To gainsay, to contradict

TT Now shortened into Gainsay (q.v.).

"
. . . all you cannot Justly agayntay, nor yet

truly deny."—Hall: Henry VI., I. 96.

"For I shall give to you mouth and wisdom, to which
all your adversaries schulen not mowe agenstande and
agenseye."—Wycliffe : Luke xxi, 16,

2. To recall. (Scotch.)

"... revoke and aganesay."—Aberd. Reg. (1538),

T. l«.

* again say, * agayn say, * again-
saying, * agayn-sayyng, s. [From the
Terb. ] Gainsaying, contradiction.

"They grauntyd hym hya askyng
Withouten more agaynsayyng.

Richard Coer de Lion, 600.

* again stand, * agayne stand, * a
gen-stand, v.t. [Eng. again; stand.} To
stand against, to withstand. (See example
from Wycliffe, under Againsay.)

* again-standans, pr. par. [Again-
tand.] (MS. Bodl.) (HaUiwell.)

* again-ward, agayn warde, *a-
gein ward, * agen-ward, adv. [Eng.
again; ward — toward.]

1. Backward, back again.

2. In an opposite direction.

"And pray'd, as he was turned fro
He would him turn agninward tho'.

1*

Cower ; Confestio Amantii, ok. i.

3. Again, once more.

4. Conversely.

5. On the other hand, on the contrary,
contrariwise.

" Not ycldinge yuel for yuel. neither cursyng for
cursyng, but agenward blessy uge. "— Wicliffe: \ f*e(.iii.9.

against (usually prpnounced a-gsnst ),

* a-gaynst e, * a-gains , * a-gayns',
* a-geins', * a gens , * a gein , prep.

[A.S. togeanes, togenes= towards, to, against,
in the way. Dut. tegens = against

; jegens =
toward. Ger. entgegen = toward, towards

;

dagegen = against
;
gegen = toward, towards.

Closely akin to Again (q.v.).]

A. 0/place:
* 1. Towards, not implying that the motion

is being or will be continued till an actual
collision takes place.

To ride against the king or queen : To meet
the king or queen.

"And preyeth hir for to ride agein the queene,
The honour of his regne to susteene."

Chaucer : C. T., 4,811-12.

2. With contrary motion to, continued suffi-

ciently long to produce an actual collision, or
tend to do so. (Used of two bodies or persons,
one or both of them in motion. In the case
of persons, hostility is often in fact implied,
but this is not necessarily the case.)

*' Such a force is called into play when one body
strikes against another."—Atkinton : Oanot't Physics,
§54.

3. Upon, so as to obtain support from, as,
" he was leaning against a tree."

4. Simply opposite to. (Used of bodies or
places, both of which may be at rest, and
neither of which may in any way be supported
by the other.)

"And the children of Israel rose up in the morning,
and encamped againtt Qibeah.'—Jadg. xx. 19,

U In this sense it is very generally preceded
by over.

" And they arrived at the country of the Gadarenes,
which is over against Galilee."

—

Luke viii. 26.

B. Of time : Until, so as to be waiting or
ready.
"... and am persuaded that he is able to keep

that which 1 have committed unto him againtt that
day."—2 Tim. L 12.

C. More or less figuratively :

L With a person or persons as the object

:

1. In opposition to, in conscious or uncon-
scious hostility to.

2. Adverse to, detrimental to, injurious to.

"Me have ye bereaved of my children: Joseph is

not, and Simeon is not, and ye will take Benjamin
away : all these things are againtt me."

—

Oen. xliL 86.

H. With a thing for the object

:

1. With pronounced and conscious opposi-
tion, in contradiction to.

" But they might with equal Justice point to ex-
ploded boilers as an argument againtt the use of
steam."

—

TyndaU: Frag, of Science, 3rd ed., vii. 180.

2. In contrariety to, contrarily to, incon-
sistently with, not implying an overt act to
give that antagonism etfect or place it on
record.

" Which is agent your lawes reverence T
'

Chaucer : C. T., 14,975.

3. As a set-off against. (Used of a negative
quantity as balanced by a positive one, or
vice versd.

)

"Againtt the fall of Mons might well be set off the
taking of Athlone, the victory of Aghrim, the sur-
render of Limerick, and the pacification of Ireland."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvilL

TT Formerly, both in Eng. and Scotch, again
was frequently used for against. [Again.]

* a-gait , adv. [A.S. gat, geat = a gate ; IceL
gata = a way, road.]

1. On the way, or road.

"A strength thar was on the watir off Ore
With in a roch, rycht stal wart wrocht off tre

;

Agait befor mycht no man to It wyn.''
Wallace, vi, 802. MSS. (Jamieton.)

2. Astir. (Jamieson : Suppl.)

* a gait ward, a gait -waird, adv. [In

Scotch agate ; ward.

}

1. Literally. Of the body : On the road.
" The haill tounsmeu of Edinr. past on fote agait'

ward that day."

—

Belhaven MS., Moytey Mem. Jamet
VI., fol. 41. (Jameton, SuppL)

2, Figuratively. Of the mind : In a direc-
tion towards.

" Efter he had be thir meanis and many utheres
brocht me agaitward to his intent."— Instruction.
(Keith: Bist.,p. 891.)

a -gal, «. A shortened form of Agallochum
(q.v.).

agal wood, agila wood, eagle-
wood, s. The wood of Aloexylon agallochum,
Aquilaria ovata, and A. agallocha or agallo-
chum. [Aqalloch, Agila, Eagle-wood.]

a^-a-lac'-ti-a, s. [Gr. dyaXaKria (agalaktia),
fr. cLfdWaKToc; (agalaktos) = without milk :

o, priv., and ya\a (gala) = milk.]

Med. : The absence of milk after childbirth.

ag-al'-ax-y, s. [Gr. dyaXaSia (agalaxia).']

The same as Agalactia (q.v.).

Med. : The absence of milk after childbirth.

a-gal -loch, a gal -loch um, a-giT-
loch-um, s. (ch guttural). [Gr. aydWoxov
(agallochon) — the bitter aloe: aid\\o/iat
(agallomai) = to glory ; a-yd\Xu> (agallo) = to
make glorious. Or perhaps it came from
aghil, karaghil, kalagara, the nam^s of the
agallochs in the East Indies, their native
country. In Hebrew the terms are d^HN
(ahalim), n^HN (aheloth), which also look
like the native Indian term a little changed.]

[Aloes-wood, Lign Aloes.] A dark, fra-
grant, resinous, inflammable substance, once
supposed to be produced by the Exccecaria
agallocha, a Euphorbiaceous plant, but which
is now known to come from two species
of the Aquilariads—the Aquilaria ovata and
the A. agallochum. It is the inside of the
trunk of those trees. Some Asiatic nations
consider it as cordial, and it has been used in
Europe as a remedy in cases of gout and
rheumatism. (LindUy : Vegetable Kingd.)

a-gal'-ma, s. [Gr. d-yaX^a (agalma) := (l) a
delight, (2) a pleasing gift, (3) a statue in
honour of a god, (4) any statue or picture,

(5) an image : dydWofiat (agallomai) = to
take delight.]

Law : The impression or image of anything
upon a seal (Cowel.)

ag-al-mat'-dl-ite, s. [In Ger. agalmatolith;
fr. Gr. a-yaX/jia (agalma), (q.v.); \i6os (lithos)— a stone. ]

Mineralogy :

1. A variety of Pinite, but with much more
silica in its composition. Its hardness is 2 to
2*25; its sp. gr. about 2

-

8. It is usually
greenish-grey, brownish, or yellowish. It is

found in China, the specimens from which
have been called Pagodite (q.v.). It is found
also in Transylvania, Saxony. Oncosin, oosite

r

and gongylite are sub-varieties.
* 2. A name formerly given to some Chinese

specimens of Pyrophyllite.
3. A name formerly given to some Chinese

specimens of talc.
* 4. A synonym of Biharite (q.v.).

ag'-a-ma, s. [The name given by the people
of Guiana to one of the species (Daudin : Rep-
tiles). Thence it has spread to Jamaica and
elsewhere.] A genus of Saurians, the typical
one of the sub-family Agaminaa. The A. coh-
norum, or spinose agama, is common in Egypt

t S.g'-a-m», *. pi. [PL fern, of Lat. agamus

;

fr. Gf. a-jafxo^ (agamos) = unmarried: u,priv.,
and 70/H09 (jgamos) = marriage. ]

BoL : A name given by some authors to
cryptogamic plants. The term denotes that
the union of the sexes in them is not merely
concealed, as implied in the word Crypto-
gamia (which see), but is non-existent

* a-gam'-DO, a. or adv. [Akimbo.]

* a-ga'me, a-ga'me, adv. [Eng. a = in

;

game.] " In game," gamesomely, in jest

lig'-a-mi, s. [A South American native name.]
A bird, called also the Trumpeter from the
sound which it emits. It is the Psophia
crepitans. It belongs to the family Gruidaa,
or Cranes, and the sub-family Psophinge, or
Trumpeters. It is about the size of a large
fowl, is kept in Guiana, of which it is a native,
with poultry, which it is said to defend, and
shows a strong attachment to the person by
whom it is fed.

agamic, a. [Agamous.]
1. Pertaining to agamy ; asexual ; independ-

ent of any generative act.

f 2. Pertaining to Aoam*:.

a-gam'-I-d», s. pi. [Agama.] A sub-family
" of Saurians, better called Agaminse (q.v.).

ag-a-mi'-nfiB, *. pi. [Agama.] A sub-family

of Saurians, one of the two ranked under the
family Iguanidie. It contains the Iguanas of
the Old World, which differ in the insertion
of their teeth from the Iguaninae or Iguanas
of the New World.

* tig
7 am 1st, s. [Gr. o-vomos (agamos) = un-

married : d, priv., and -ydju-o; (gamos) = mar-
riage.] One who is unmarried. Spec., on«
who is theoretically opposed to marriage.

"And, furthermore, to exhort in like manner those
agamtttt and wilful rejectors of matrimony to take
to themselves lawful wives, and not to resist God's
holy ordination."—Fox : Book of Martyru (Rich.)

agamo genesis, s. Agamous or non-
sexual reproduction as in the case of Alter-
nation.

ag-a-moid, a. [Agama, and Gr. eldos (eidos)

= form, appearance.] Of the form of the
Agama ; resembling the Agama.

ag a mous, a. [Gr. ayuju.0? (agamos) — un-
married.]

*
I. Gen. : Unmarried.

IL Technically

:

+ 1. Zool. : Of concealed nuptials.

bfil, boy; pout, jo"wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - L
-clan = shan. -tion, -slon, -cioun = shun ; -sion, -tion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble = bel ; -dre = der.
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*fo

t 2. BoL : PerUiniug to the flowerless plants

sometimes called AQAM<«(q.v.^

ag am y, «. [Aoamoot.] Non-marriage;

absence of or abstention from any generative

act ; non-recognition of the marriage relation.

ag -a-pre, J. pi. [Agape, ».]

ag-a-panth -us, ». [Gr. iyiir* (agapi) =
love, and sWot (anttios) = flower : Um-flowtr,

meaning lovely flower.) African Lily. A
Srnus of plants belonging to the order Liliaceas,

ily-worts, and the family Hemerocallidete.

The speciea are of a blue colour.

a-ga'pe, adv. or adj. [Eng. o = on, and gape.]

Oaping; having the mouth wide open with won-

der, attention, or eager expectation. [Gape.]

" Dazzle* the crowd, and seta them all agape.'
Milton: P. L., W. K7.

ape, «. ; pi tUT-a-pse. [A Latinized

iorm of the Greek afanat. From Gr. cWetwrt

(agape), pi. ai&nai (agapai) = brotherly love,

or the lore of God ; not sexual aifection, but

affection founded on reason, implying respect

and reverence. (For an excellent account of

the distinction between ayana.* (agapad) = to

love, and rf>iAea> (philen), which more generally

Implies sexual affection, or affection at least

instinctive rather than founded on reason,

ee Trench's Synonym** of the New Testament,

pp. 4S-49.)]

Church History : " A love-feast," a kind

of feast held by the primitive Christians in

connection with the administration of the

sacred communion. Either before or after the

Lord's Sapper—it is not completely decided

which—the Christians sat down to a feast

provided by the richer members, but to which
all, however poor, who belonged to the Church

,

were invited. As piety declined, the Agapoz

began to cause scandal, and finally they were

condemned bv the Council of Laodicea and
the 3rd of Carthage, in the fourth century, and

by that of Orleans in A.D. 541. It was, how-

ever, found hard to eradicate them, and finally

the Council in Truth, A.D. 692, launched the

penalty of excommunication against those

who, in defiance of previous prohibitions,

persisted in carrying them on.

Xg a-pem'-on-e, s. {Or. i-yan-n (agapi) =
brotherly love, and jiok i (mone), s. = (1) a stay-

ing, abiding, (2) a stopping station, from m'"»
(meno) = to remain. The abode of love. ] The

name given by the Rev. Henry James Prince,

a clergyman who seceded from the English

Church, to a religious society, founded on the

principle of a community of goods, which he

established at Charlinch, near Taunton, in

1845. It once occupied a good deal of public

attention, but now is seldom mentioned.

ig-a pem-6 -ni ana, s. pi. [Agapemone.]

enure* History : Followers of the Rev. H. J.

Prince, and inmates of the Agapemone. [Aoa-

pemone.]

ag-aph lte, s. [Named after a naturalist,

Agaphi ; suff. -ite.l

Min. : Conchoidal Turquois (Dana). A
variety of Calaite (flrif. Af»«. Catal) ; but

Calaite Is again classed by Dana under Tur-

quois. ICalaiti, Torquois.]

a'-gar, s. [Eaore, Higre.]

a -gar-a'-gar, a'-gal-a'-gal, a [Cerlonese

local name.] The name of a sea-weed—the

Oracilaria lichenoides, or Ceylon moss. It is

largely used in the East for soups and jellies.

ag -ar-ic, ag'-ar-icir, s. [In Fr. agaric

;

Ital, Sp., & Port, agarico ; Lat. agaricon, fr.

Gr. ijapocov (agaricon) = a tree-fungns used

for tinder, the 'Boletus igniarivs, Linn. Said

to be from Agaria, a region of Sarmatis.]

L Botany:
* 1. Gen. : The English name of the fungi

belonging to the genus Agaricus (q.v.).

" She thereat, as one
That smells a foul-flesh'd agaric in the holt,

And deems It carrion of some woodland thing.
Tenngeon : Oaretk and Lgnettm.

• 2. Specially

:

(o) A fungus on the larch. (Gerard.)

(o) An Assyrian herb.

IX Pharmacy. What was called the Sur-

geon's Agaric, or Agaricus chirurgorum, was

the Boletus igniarius. The Agaric of the oak,

or Agaricus qucrcus, was also the Boletus

igniarius.

"There are two excrescences which grow upon trees.

both of them in the nature of mushrooms : the one

the Romans call botetue, which groweth upon the

roots of oaks, and was one of the dainties of their

table ; the otiler is uwdicinal. and is called agarick,

which groweth upon the tops of oaks, though it be

affirmed by some that it groweth also at the roots. —

HX Min. Agaric Mineral : So called from

its resemblance in colour and texture to the

Agaricus genus of Fungi. A sub-variety of

ealcite, an extensive mineral species, or rather

genus, of which the Mrd variety or series of

sub-varieties described by Dana includes those
" deposited from calcareous springs, streams,

or in caverns." Under this heading five sub-

varieties are enumerated, of which the Agaric

Mineral, called also Back-milk, is the fourth,

the others being Stalactites, Stalagmite, Calc-

sinter, and Rock-meal. Agaric mineral is

either yellowish or greyish-white. It is soft

in texture, dull in lustre, and so light that it

floats for a short time on water. It is almost

entirely composed of carbonate of lima It is

found in Durham, Oxfordshire, Ax. In Swit-

zerland it is used to whiten houses.

a-gar-i-ca-ce SB, « pL [Aoabicu*.] An
order of plants belonging to the Alliance

Fungales. It contains the most highly or-

ganised species belonging to the Alliance. It

is called also Hvmenomvcetes (q.v.).

ag-ar-lC'-I-a, s. [Named from its resem-

blance to the Agaricus genus of mushrooms]
[Agaricus.]

Zool. : The name given by Lamouroux to a

genus of Zoophytes containing what are

called the Mushroom Madrepores. Lamarck
enumerates five species, and Parkinson seven.

agaricus, s. ; pi ag-ar-i-ci. [Gr.

iiapmov (agariknv).'] [Agaric. 1 A genus

of plants, the typical one of the Fungus
or Mushroom family, consisting of the species

which possess a fleshy pileus or cap, with a

number of nearly parallel or radiating plates

or gills on its lower side, bearing spores,

the whole being supported upon a more

MUSHROOMS. (AGARICl.)

or less lengthened stalk. More titan one

thousand species are known. They may be

separated into five natural divisions, accord-

ing as the colour of the spores is white,

pink, ferruginous, purple-brown, or black.

There are many sub-genera. Some species

are poisonous. It is difficult to identify these

with the accuracy which the importance of the

subject demands ; but the following marks have
been given :—An agaric is poisonous, or at

least suspicions, if it has a very thin cap com-
pared with the thickness of the gills, if the

stalk grows from one side of the cap, if the

gills are of equal length, if the juice is milky,

if it speedily decays into a dark watery fluid,

if the collar round it is like a spider's web.
All these characteristics do not meet in the

same individual, but the presence of one or

more of them is enough to inspire caution.

The eatable agarics, British and foreign, are

the A. campestris, or Common Mushroom—
that often cultivated in gardens ; the A.

Georgii ; the A. pratensis, or Fairy-ring Mush-
room ; the A. personatus, &c. The A. can-

thvrellus, ptperatus, kc, contain sugary

matter, considered by Liebig to be mannite.

The agaric of the olive is poisonous, bnt
pickling and subsequent washing render it

harmless, as has been ascertained by experi-

ence in the Cevennes. Similarly, the applica-

tion of vinegar and salt deprives the poisonous

A. bulbosus of its noxious qualities ; bnt too

much caution cannot be used in experiment-

ing upon such dangerous articles of food.

A curious circumstance about some agarics.

such as the A. OardncM nf Brazil and the A.
olearius of the south of Europe, is that they

are luminous.

* a-ga'sed, * a-gast , * a-gast e, a-

gitst-ed, pa. par. k a. [Aohast.]

* a gasp e, v.t. [Old form of Gasp (q.v.).J

To gasp.

"Oalba, whom his galantys garde for agaepe."~
Sketton Worts, 1. 174.

* a-gast', v.t. [For etym. see Aghast] To
terrify, to appall

" In every place the ugsyme stchta I law

;

The silence selfe of night ag.i.t mv a; rite
"

Surrey . t'iriri'e, bk. 11.

* a-ga te, adv. [Etym. doubtful; prob. con-

nected with A.S. gan = to go, and En;
(q.v.). In Scotch and in North of Eng. i

gaed is = went, and gate is = way. Prob-ii'Iy

a = on ;
gate = going. Icel. gata = a way,

road ; A.S. gtat, gat = a gate, way. Q»going.]
On the way, a-going. [Gait.]

"Is it his 'motut tr«pidatio*is ' that makes him
stammer? I pray you. Memory, set him agate again.

'

—lirewer : Lingua, lit 6.

ag -ate, * Jig'-atll, s. [In Ger. orhat, agnt

;

ft. agate; Ital agata ; Lat. achates; Gr.

oxdrnc (achates).]

1. Jftn. : A mineral classed by Dana as

one of the cryptocrystalline varieties of quartz,

some of the other minerals falling under the

same category being chalcedony, camelian,

onyx, homstone, and jasi«r. Phillips, and
the earlier school of mineralogists, had made
quartz and chalcedony different minerals, and
placed agate nnder the latter species. The
classifications differ but little; for Dana dsfloe.

agate as a variegated chalcedony. He sub-

divides agates by their colours into those

which are banded, those in clouds, and those

whose hues are due to visible impurities.

Under the first category is reckoned the eye-

agate, and under the third the moss-agate, or

mocha-stone, and the dendritic agate. Other
terms sometimes UBed are ribbon-agate,

brecciated agate, fortification agate, &c.

Of these the most familiar is the fortifi-

cation agate, or Scotch pebble, found in

amygdaloid, and with layers and markings

not unlike a fortification. Moss-agate does

not, as the name would lead one to infer,

contain moss, the appearance of that form of

vegetation being produced, in most cases at

least, by an infiltration of mineral matter.

"The agate lor agathi was in old time of great esti-

mation, but now It is uj more request- Found it waa
finrt in Bicilie. neare unto a river called also Arhatrt,

but afterwards in many other places."— Iloliund

:

PHn.r, bk. xxxvil.. c. la

"And the third row a ligure. an agate, and an
amethyst"—Mxod. xxvtti. u.

2. Art : An instrument used by those who
draw gold wire. It is so called because there

is an agate in the middle of it.

3. An American name for ruby tyre.

agate-Jasper, ». [Eng. agate; Jaktw.)

An agate consisting of jasper with veinings

and cloudings of chalcedony.

agate-ring,
in it.

s. A ring with an agate set

agate-Shell, s. The English name of a
genus of shells—the Achatina of Lamarck
(qv.).

agate-stone, s. A stone consisting of

agate.
" She is the tatries' midwife, and she cornea

In shape no bigger than an agatt-ttone

On the fore-finger of an alderman.
-

Shakes?. : Borneo and JuHet, 1. 4.

• a-ga tes, adv. [Scotch a = all ; gates = w:iys.

All ways.] Everywhere. [Aixjate.] (fefsM )

"Ye maun ken I was at the shin* s the day ;
tor I

gang about a-gatm like the troubled spirit."—Scott

;

Antiquary.

• a-gath'-er, * a-ga'-dre, v.t. [Old form of

Gather (q.v.).]' To gather. (Skinner, tx.)

• ag'-ath-is, ». [Gr. oVraS't (agathii) = a clue

or ball of thread, a cluster, so called because

the flowers are collected in clusters. ]

BoL : An old genus of plants, now called

DAMMARA(q.V.).

ag-ath-ls'-te-ga, e. [Gr. a7a«oc (agathos) =
good ; o-rero (stegi), o-Teroc (stegos) = a roof,

a cover.] D'Orbignys name for a primary

group or order of Rhizopoda. Characters:

Body consisting of segments wound round

about an axis ; chambers similarly arranged.

Site, Hit, Hire, amidst, what, tall, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir,

•r, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian. «e, ce = e

;

marine; go, p8t,

ft = e. ey = ft-
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BowrJnm:
i ;.!. note.

each investing half the entire circumference.
(Owen: PaUeont., 2nd ed., p. 12.)

ag-ath-d-ph$fr-lum, s. [Gr. a^ado* (agaOws)
•ikI ; and phylium. Latinized form of Gr.

tfii'Wov (phullon) = * leaf.] Madagascar Nut-
meg. A genus of aromatic trees of the order
Lauracese, or Laurels. One species, the A.
aromaticum, furnishes the clove-nutmegs of
Madagascar. (Lindley: Veg. Kingd., 1847,
p. 536.)

&g -ath-6-p6i-eut'-lC, "• (Gr. ayaBowoiiia
(ugaOtopouo): avvtios (agathos)— good ; iroitai

(podf^acto make or do.] Intended to do
good ; benevolent

"All these trusts might be comprised under some
such general name as that of agatho-poieutic trust'"—

- • Bentham's Morals and Legist, ch. xvilL,

ag-athos ma, s. [Gr. ayu66i (agathos)—
good; ovist) (o»me)= smell.] A genus of
plants belonging to the order Kutacete, or
Rue-worts. Some species have white or
purplish flowers. A. pulckella is said to be
used by the Hottentots to anoint their bodies.
(Treas. o/Bot.)

a-gath'-ot-es, s. [Gr. a-,a06TrK (agathotes)
= goodness; fr. aya$6s (agathos) = good.] A
genus of plants of the order Gentiauacese, or
Gentians. A species, the A. Chirayta, an
annual which .grows in the Himalayas, has
febrifugal qualities, and is sometimes used in
India when quinine is unprocurable. (Lindley:
Veg. Kingd., 1847, p. 614.)

a-gath'-rid, pa. par. [Aqatheb. ]

a-ga'-ti, s. [The native name used in India]
A genus of papilionaceous plants, of which
one species, the A. grandifiora, a tree with large
white, variegated, or red flowers, grows in
India. Both the flowers and legumes are eaten
by the natives. The bark is bitter and tonic,
and is used in small-pox, while the juice ex-
pressed from the flowers is given in defective
eyesight

a. [Agate.] Pertaining to agate.ag at-ine,
(Webster.)

* a-ga'-tis, adv. [Scotch a = all; yatis, i.e.

gates = ways.] [Agates, Algatb.] In every
way, uniformly. (Scotch.)

" That wyrkys uocht ay quhar agatiM.
But sum quh:ir less, and sum quhar mor "

Barbour, it. 7oz, MS. (JamUson.)

ag at ize, v.t. [Eng. agat ; suff. -ize = to
make.] To convert into agate, an operation
which has not unfrequently been carried out
in the chemistry of nature.

ag'-at-ized, pa. par. & a. [Aoatize.]

agatized-wood, s. Wood converted into
agate, but still showing vegetable structure,
as, for instance, medullary rays.

ag'-at-i-zing, pr. par. [Agatizb.]

*ag/

-at-3^, a. [Agate.) Of the nature of agate.

+x!*
Au

.

a?at9 ffiwt WM *h°ve two inches in diameter.
the whole covered over with a friable cretaceous
crust — Woodward.

ag^-a
7
ve, ag-a'-ve, $. [In Lat. agave ; from

Gr. ayavos (agauos) = illustrious.]

L Classical Mythology :

1. One of the Nereids.

2. A daughter of Cadmus, afterwards
deiiied.

".
. . the mythe of Pentheua . . . torn in piecesby his own mother Agave, at the head of her com-pan ions In the ceremony, as an intruder upon the

»!".«* riU* * weU ! * »«offer at the god."—Orote
Hist. Greece, pt. 1., ch. i,

II. Bot. [In Fr. agave; Sp. & Port, agave ]A genus of plants belonging to the order
Amaryllidaoeae, or Ainaryllids. The species
have large fleshy leaves, with teeth ending in
spinous points. From the centre of a circle
of these leaves there rises, as the plant ap-
proaches maturity, a tall scape of flowers
The idea that the agave flowers but once in
a hundred years is, as Dr. Lindley says a
gardener s fable : what really happens is that
the plant taking many years (ten to seventy
it is thought) to come to maturity, flowers
but once, and then dies. The best known
species is the Agave Americana, or American
Aloe. The hard and spiny leaves of this fine
endogen form impenetrable hedges. The fibrew tough enough to make excellent cordage,
l he expressed juice may be employed as a
substitute for soap. It mav also be manu-
factured into a liquor like cider. The root is
diuretic and an tisyphilitic. The plant is now

cultivated in the south of Europe. The A.
Mexicana has similar properties to tliose of the
A. Americana. The A. saponaria is a powerful
detergent, and its roots are used as a substitute

"Through faith aLbo Sara herself received
to conceive seed, and was deli
she was past age."—H<sb. xi. 1L

seed^ and was delivered of a child.
strength
id when

AUAVK. (AME&ICAN ALOE.)

for soap, (lindley

:

pp. 157, 158.)

Vegetable Kingdom, 1847,

*a-gayn', * a-gayn'e, prep. & adv. [Again.]

* a-gayns', prep. [Against.]

* agaze, v.t [Eng. gaze.} To strike with
amazement.

t a gazed, pa. par. [Agaze.] [See Aghast.]
" All the whole army stood agased on him."

ShaJCe$p. : Henry YL, Part /., I. L

age, in compos. (Lat. -agium) = something
added. Spec : (1) An added state ; also per-
sons or things in that state taken collectively :

iis baronetage — the added state of being a
baronet ; also the baronets taken collectively.
(2) An impost ; as porterage = something
added for a porter, an impost fur a porter.

age,s. [Fr. age; Arm. oage; O. Fr. aaget eage,
edage, eded; Prov. edat

t
etat; Sp. edad; Port.

idad; Ital. eta; Lat. ostatem, accus. of mtax —
(1) time of life, age

; (2) life in general
; (3) a

period of time, an age ; (4) time or duration
in general

; (5) the people who live through
any such period. (See Wedgwood, &c.) The
Lat. crtas was formerly mvitas, from aevum,
Gr. oiu»> (jEon) ; Sansc. yooga or yilga = an
age : whence are Wei. hang Be fulness, com-
pleteness, an age, a space of time ; Gotbl aiw ;but eew.]

A. Ordinary Language :

L 0/ organised beings, taken singly :

1. The whole duration of an organised being
who or which has a term of existence and
then passes away.
"... so ths whole age of Jacob was an hundred

forty and seven years. "— Gen. xlvli. 28.

2. That portion of the existence of an or-
ganised being which has already gone by.

"And straightway the damsel arose, and walked ; for
she was of the age at twelve years."

—

Mark v. 43.

3. The latter part of life ; oldness.
"And there was one Anna, & prophetess, . . . she

was of a great a.7« . . ."_Lute it «.
4. One of the stages of human life, as the

ages of infancy, of youth, of manhood or of
womanhood, and of decline. [B. 1, Physiol]
" And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts beinff seven ages. At first, the infant.
Mewling and puking in the nurse's arms

;And then the whining school-boy, with his satchel,And shining morning face, creeping like snail
Unwillingly to school : And then, the lover.
Sighing like furnace, with a woeful ballad
Made to his mistress' eye-brow ; Then, a soldier
Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard, \

Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel.
Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in the cannon b mouth : And then, ths Justice
In fair round belly, with good capon lined,
With eyes severe, and beard of formal cut,
Pull of wise saws and modem instances,
And so he plays his part : The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and slipper'd pantaloon

;With spectacles on nose, and pouch on side
;

His youthful hose well saved, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank : and his big manly voice.
Turning again toward childish treble, pipes
And whistles la his sound : Last scene ot all,
That ends this strauge eventful history.
Is second childishness and mere oblivion ;

Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans every thing.

"

Skaketp. : As Vuu Lit* It, i i. 7.

5. The time at which man or any other
organised being reaches maturity. (B., Law.)

" But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full
age, . ."—ffeb. t. 14.

6. The time at which women cease to bear
children.

IX Oforgwcised beings, viewed collectively:

L The time required for a generation of
mankind to pass away. [Generation.]

2. Those who are contemporaries on the
earth at a certain time.

"Which in other ages was not made known unto
the sons of men."—ifpA. ML 8,

" Yet I doubt not thro' the ages one increasing purpose
runs.

And the thoughts of men are widen d with the pro-
cess of the suns." Tennyson : Locksley Ball.

UX 0/ unorganised beings: The time during
which an unorganised being has existed in the
same state, as the age of the moon, i.e., the
time since it was new moon.

"As the moon gains age, . . .
."—Rerschel ; Attron.,

5thed.(ltoS). J 417.

IV. Of time or duration in general

:

1. A particular period of time marked by
certain characteristics which distinguish it

from others. Thus the Greeks andKomans
imagined an age of gold, an age of silver, an
age of brass, and an age of iron, Hesiod inter-
calating also before the fourth of these one of
heroes.

"I venture one remark, however, upon Hesiod's very
beautiful account of the Ages. . . . Beginning with
the Golden, he comes next to the Silver Age, and then
to Brass. But instead of descending forthwith the
fourth and last step to the Iron Age, he very singu-
larly retraces his steps, and breaks the downward
chain by an Age of Heroes. . . . After this the scale
drops at once to the lowest point, the Iron Age . . .

the age of sheer wickedness and corruption."

—

Glad-
stone : Studies on Homer, i. 84.

[See also B., Archeol.]

"Those who compare the aae on which their lot has
fallen with a golden age which exists only in their
imagination may talk of degeneracy and decay."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. L
"... in the literary age of Rome."—Lewis: Early

Rom. Hist., ch. v., § ia

2. A century, one hundred years.

3. Colloquially: A long time, as " I have
not seen you for an age."

"... and hh tiering thus, he made
Minutes an age." Tennyson : Geraint and Enid.

B. Technically:

L Physiol. If the word age be used in ths
now all but obsolete sense given under A.,
I. 4, ie., as one of the stages of human life,

then physiology clearly distinguishes six of
these : viz., the periods of infancy, of child-
hood, of boyhood or girlhood, of adolescence,
of manhood or womanhood, and of old age.
The period of infancy terminates at two, when
the first dentition is completed ; that of child-
hood at seven or eight, when the second den-
tition is finished ; that of boyhood or girlhood
at the commencement of puberty, which in
Britain is from the fourteenth to the sixteenth
year in the male, and from the twelfth to the
fourteenth in the female

; that of adolescence
extends to the twenty-fourth year in the
male and the twentieth "in the female ; that of
manhood or womanhood stretches on till the
advent of old age, which comes sooner or
later, according to the original strength of the
constitution in each individual case, and the
habits which have been acquired during life.

The precise time of human existence similarly
varies.

2. Law : The time of competence to do cer-
tain acts. In the male sex, fourteen is the
age when partial discretion is supposed to be
reached, whilst twenty-one is the period of
full age. Under seven no boy can be capitally
punished ; from seven to fourteen it is doubt-
ful if he can ; at fourteen he may. At twelve
a girl can contract a binding marriage ; at
twenty-one she is of full age. In mediaaval
times, when a girl reached seven, by feudal
custom or law, a lord might distrain his
tenants for aid [Aid, B., 1] to marry, or rather
betroth her ; at nine she was dowable

;

at twelve she could confirm any consent to
marriage which she had previously given ; at
fourteen sho could take the management of
her lands into her own hands ; at sixteen she
ceased, as is still the law, to be under the
control of her guardian ; and at twenty-one
she might alienate lands and tenements be-
longing to her in her own right

* Age-prier, * age-prayer (lit. =- a praying
of age) : A plea put forth by a minor who* has
to defend an action designed to deprive him
of his hereditary lands, to defer proceedings
till he is twenty-one years old. It is generally
granted.

3. Arehazol. : In the same sense as A., II. 2
The Danish and Swedish antiquaries and

fcfifc. bi^; |AM4M| cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gom; thin, this; sin. as; expect, ^enophon, e 1st.
Hnan-shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -eion, Uon = zhun. -tlous, -siou*, -clous - shus. -Me, -die = bel, Ac. -dre =

-inff.

der.
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naturalists, MM. Nilson, Steenstrup, Fore-
hammer, Thomsen, Worsaae, and others, have
divided the period during which man has
existed on the earth into three—the age of
stone, the age of bronze, and the age of iron.

During the first-mentioned of these he is

supposed to have had only stone for weapons,
Ac Sir John Lubbock divides this into two
—the Palaeolithic or Older, and the Neolithic

or Newer stone period. [Palaeolithic, Neo-
lithic.] At the commencement of the age of

bronze that composite metal became known,
and began to be manufactured into weapons
and other instruments ; whilst when the age
of iron came in, bronze began gradually to be
superseded by the last-mentioned metal.

(Lyell : The A ntiquity of Man, Lubbock

:

Pre~historic Times.)

age, a. [In Fr. ache..] A name sometimes
given to celery. [Ace, Stallage.]

»ge, f.i. [From the substantive.] To assume
the marks of old age ; as, " he is aging
rapidly."

a-ged, a, ks. [Age, *.]

A* As adjective:

L Of beings

:

1. Having nearly fulfilled the term of exist-

ence allotted to one's species. (Used of
animated beings or any individual part of
them.)

" And aged charger* in the alalia.'*

Scott : Murmion, vi %
" With feeble pace,

And settled sorrow on his aged face."
Pope: Homers Iliad, bk. xxL, 617, «18.

2. Having lived, having reached the number
of years specified ; spoken of the time which
has elapsed since birth. Often in obituary
notices, as "aged thirty-three," "aged four-
teen years," "aged eighty-six," &c
IX Of things : Old, or very old.

"... aged custom,
Bnt by your voices, will not so permit me."

Shnkesp. : Coriolanus, 1L 3.

B. As substantive : Old people.
"... and taketh away the understanding of the

aged."—Job xil. 20.

t The Aged of the Mountain : A title for the
Prince of Assassins, more commonly called the
Old Man of the Mountain. [Assassin.]

Y-ged-ly', adv. [Aged.] After the manner of
an aged person. (Huloet : Diet.)

a' ged-ness, s. [Eng. aged; -nest.] The
quality of being aged ; age.

*' Nor as his knowledge grew did 'a form decay.
He still was strong ana fresh, his brain waa gay.
Such agedness might our young ladies move
To somewhat more than a Platonic love,"

Cartwright : Poem* (1561).

a-gee', adv. [Ajee.]

* a-gein', prep. k adv. [Again.]

* a-geins , prep. [Against.]

ag-e-lai'-us, s. [Gr. ayeXaXos (agelaios) = be-

longing to a herd, feeding at large s afeXri
(agele) = a herd.] A genus of conirostral
birds belonging to the family Sturnidse, and
the sub-family Icterinae. A. phosniceus, the
Red-winged Starling, is destructive to grain-

crops in the United States.

ag'-el-ast, «. [Gr. ayehatrrov (agelastos) ; from
a, priv., and ycXdv (gelao) ; fut ye\da-ofxat

(gelasomai) — to laugh.] One who does not
laugh ; a non-laugher.

". . . men whom Rabelais would have called
agetattt, or n on- 1 anghers. *—Meredith : Idea of Comedy,
a Lecture at the London Institution, (Timet, Feb. i,

U77.)

&g el e'-na, a [Perhaps from Gr. htiXn

(agele) = a herd. ] A genus of sedentary spiders,

belonging to the family Araneidse, and the
sub-family Tapitelse of Walcnaer. The pretty
A. labyrinthica makes its nest on commons,
spreading its web almost horizontally over
heath, furze, &c

* a-geltf (1), pret. & pa. par. [A.8. agyUan =
to repay. ] Forfeited.

" Yet had he nowt agett his lit

"

Sevyn Sages, «86.

* ft-gelf (2), pret. [A.S. agyltan = to offend.]

Offended. (MS. Arundel.) (HaUiweU.)

a gen ', adv. [O. Eng. & poetic for Again

a'-gen-ey; s. [In Ft. agence; Sp. k Port.

agenda ; Ital. azione, azienda ; from Lai

agens == doing, pr. par. of ago = (1) to set in

motion physically, mentally, or morally, (2) to

do.]

A. Ordinary Language:

1. The exertion of power, action, operation,

or instrumentality, by man or the inferior

animated creation, or by natural law.

(a) By man.
". . . employing the agency of desperate men."

—

Macaulay: But. Eng,, ch. xiui.

(b) By the inferior animated creation, or by
natural law.

"... absolutely requiring the agency of certain
insects to bring pollen from one flower to the other."—
Darwin : Origin of Species (e<L 1853), Introd., p. &
"... ao obscurely coloured that it would be rash

to assume the agency of sexual selection.
-—Ibid., ch.

xtL

2. The office or place of business of an agent
or factor for another ; the business of an agent.

" Some of the purchasers themselves may be content
to live cheap in a worse country rather than be at the
charge of exchange and agencies."—Swift.

B. Technically:

Law. A deed of agency is a revocable and
voluntary trust for payment of debts.

* a-gend', agendum; pi. * a-gends,
a gen -da, s. [Lat. agendum, neut sing.

;

agenda, neut pL of the gerundive participle

of ago = to do. ]

A. In. its Latin form: sing, agendum =
something to be done ; agenda = things to be
done.

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Generally: Things to be done or per-

formed, or engagements to be kept, in conse-
quence of a man's duty.

2. Specially

:

(a) A memorandum-book in which such
things are entered to prevent their being for-

gotten.

(b) A list or programme of several items of
business to be transacted at a public meeting.

IX Technically:

1. Christian ditty : Things to be done or
practised in contradistinction to credenda =
things to be believed.

"... the moral and religions credenda and agenda
at any good man."—Coleridge : Table Talk.

2. Ecclesiastically:

(a) Anything ordered by the Church to be
done. (SeeB., 1.)

(6) The service or office of the Church.

(c) A book containing directions regarding
the manner or order in which this is to be
performed ; a ritual, liturgy, formulary, missal,
or directory of public worship.

" For their agenda, matters of fact and discipline,
their sacred and civil rites and ceremoniea. we may
have them authentically set down in such books as
these."

—

Bishop Barlow : Remains.

B. In its English form, at present all but
extinct, but which may, and it is to be hoped
will sooner or later, revive

:

1. Anything ordered by the Church to be
done. [A., II. 2(a).]

" It is the agend of the Church, he should have held
him too."—Bishop Andrewes : Answer to Card. Perron
(1629), p. 1
2. Anything to be done, as distinguished

from a credent = anything to be believed.
[A., IL 1.]

"For the matter of oar worship, oar credenta, our
agenda are all according to the rule."— Wiicocks :

Protest. Apol. (16+2|, p. 34.

a-gen-ei-o'-sus, s. [Gr. i-y^veioc. (ageneios) ~
beardless : a, priv. ; and yhnum (geneion) =
the chin, the part covered by the beard.] A
genus of fishes belonging to the order Mala-
copterygii Abdominales and the family Silu-
ridV They have no barbels or cirrhi.

a-gen-es'-I-a, s. [Gr. i, priv. ; and yeVtonf

(genesis) — (1) origin, (2) birth.]

Medicine

:

1. Impotence.

2. 8terility.

•a-gen-fri-da, *a gcn-fri -ga, *a'-gen-
fri'e, s. [A.S. agen-frigea, agend-frea, agend-
frigea, agend-fres, agend-frio = an owner, a
possessor, a master or mistress of anything :

agen = own
; frea = lord.] The true lord or

possessor of anything. (Cowel, Skinner.)

* a -gen-hine, * ho -gen-hine, * no-gen-
hyne, s. [A. S. agen = own ; hina, hine —
domestic, one's own domestic.]

Old Law: By an enactment of Edward the
Confessor, a guest who having lodged three
consecutive nights at an inn, was looked upon
as if that was his residence. His host waa
therefore made responsible for his good con-
duct. On the first night he was called uncuth
= a stranger ; on the second, gust = a guest.

a gens , prep. [Against.]

a'-gent, adj. k $. [In Ger. and Ft. agent, s.

;

Sp. agent, agente, s. ; Port agente, a. & s. ; all

fr. Lat. agens = doing, pr. par. of ago = to do.

J

A. As adjective ; Acting; opposed to patient
in the sense of being the object of action.

" This success is oft truly ascribed unto the force of
imagination upon the body agent."—Bacon : Hat. Uut,

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Of persons or other animated beings :

(a) Generally : One who acts or exerts power;
an actor.

" Heaven made ua agents free to good or ill,

And fore'd it not. though he foresaw the will;
Freedom was nrst bestow d on human race,

And prescience only held the second place."
Itryden.

"A miracle ia a work exceeding the power of any
created agent."—South : Serm.

IT A free agent or a voluntary agent 1s a
person who is under no external compulsion
to act as he does, and who is therefore re-

sponsible for his actions.

(b) Specially : One who acts for another, a
factor, substitute, deputy, or attorney. Agents
are of four classes : (1) Commercial Agents, as
auctioneers, brokers, masters of ships, ke. ;

(2) Law Agents, as attorneys at law, solicitors,

&c. ; (3) Social Agents, as attorneys in fact,

and sen-ants. (Will: Wharton's Law Lexicon.)

(4) Political Agents : Diplomatic functionaries

appointed by a powerful government to arrange
matters with one of inferior dignity. Such
have been frequently employed by the Anglo-
Indian Government to maintain communica-
tions with the semi-independent rajahs.

" All hearts in love use their own tongues

;

Let every eye negotiate for itself,

And trust no agent."
Shakesp. : Much Ado about Xothing, 11. 1.

"The agent of France in that kingdom must be
equal to much more than the ordinary functions of an
envoy."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

"It was therefore necessary that another agent
should be employed to manage that party."— Ibid., ch.

xiii.

TJ The functionary who in England is gene-
rally termed a steward is called in Scotland a
farm agent or factor.

2. Of things inanimate, and of natural law:
Anything which exerts action upon another.

"... that natural selection bad been the chief
agent of change."—Darwin ; The Descent of Man,
vol. i., ch. iv.

[See also II. 1, 2, 3, 4.]

IL Technically:

1. Law. Agent and Patient: The terms
applied to a person who at once does a deed, or

has it done to him or her ; as when a widow
endows herself with the best part of her de-

ceased husband's property ; or when a creditor,

being made a deceased person's executor, pays
himself out of the effects which he has to

collect and distribute.

2. Nat. Phil. A physical agent is one of
the natural forces acting upon mitter ; viz.,

gravitation, heat, light, magnetism, or elec-

tricity. (Atkinson: Ganot's Physics.)

3. Chem. A chemical agent is a substance
of which the action is chemical. In various

phenomena light acts as a chemical agent

4. Med. : A medical or medicinal agent is a
substance the action of which on the human
or animal body is medical.

"... such articles of electrical apparatua as are
Indispensable with a view to ita application as a
medicinal agent."—Cyclop. Pract. Med., L T03.

a'-gent, v.t. [From the adj.] To carry out,

to perform. (Scotch.)

"The duke was carefully solicited to agent this
weighty business, and has promised to do his endea-
vour."—Baillie. L 9.

* a'-g^nt-ship, s. [Eng. agent; suff. -ship.]

The office or work of an agent Now super-

seded by Agency (q.v.).

" Bo, goody agent, and vou think there to

No punishment due for your agents/tip."

Beaum. * Fletcher : Lover's Progress.

ag cr a si a, ag-er'-a-s& a [Gr. iynpa-

aia (agerasia) = eternal youth.]

Med. : A green old age ; actual old age

reckoned by years, but with many of its

characteristics yet absent.

late, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; & - e. ey = a.
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ag-er-aV-tuni, s. [In Ger. & Dan. ageratum;

rr. agerate; Sp., Port., & Ital. agerato ; fr.

I^at ageraton, Gr. o.7»jpaTo« (afferaion) = some
plant or other which docs not grow old : a,

priv. ; and ynpae (geras) = old age. So called

because it does not soon decay.] A genus of

plants belonging to the order Asteraceae, or

Composites, the sub-order Tubuliflorae, and the
tribe or section Vernoniaceae. A. mexicanum,
a plant with bluish or occasionally with white
heads, is cultivated in this country as a border
plant ; other species are less frequently seen.

" a'-ger-d6T*'S, a. [Aigre-Doulce.] Keen,
biting, severe.

" He wrote an epitaph for bis gravestone
With wordes devoute and sentence ayerdows."

Skelton : Works, L 411.

* a-gethe, v., 3rd pers. sing. pret. [O. Eng.
agoeth; fr. ago = go (q.v.).] Goeth, (Ritson.)

a-geus'-tl-a, s. [Gr. aytvaria (ageustia) =
fasting : a, priv. ; and fti/opai (geuomai) — to
taste.]

Med. : Loss of the sense of taste. It may be
produced by local palsy of the tongue or the
face : by the existence of a mechanical deposit
on the surface of the tongue in fever, &c. ;

or by the long use of tobacco in any form.

* ageyn (a-gen1

), prep. & adv. [Again.]
(For its compounds, Ageyn-byinge and
Ageyn-wabde, see Again.)

* ag-gel-a'-tion, s. [In Ital. aggelazione

;

fr. Lat. ad =. to, and gelatio — freezing : gelo

= to congeal; gelu = frost, cold.] Congela-
tion, or solidification of a fluid.

" It is round in hail, and figured in its gnttulous
descent from the air, growing greater or lesser ac-
cording to the accretion or pluvious aggelation about
the fundamental atoms thereof."

—

Sir T. Browne:
Vulgar Errours.

* ag-gen-er-a'-tion, s. [From Lat. aggenero
= to beget in addition ; or from ad = to, and
generatio.] [Generation.] The state of grow-
ing to anything else.

" To make a perfect nutrition, there Is required a
transmutation of nutriment : now where this conver-
sion or aggeneration is made, there is also required.
in the aliment a familiarity of matter."—Browne

:

Vulgar Errours, bk. liL, eh. xxL

t ag -ger, s. [Lat. : (1) materials heaped up ;

(2) a mound, a fortress.]

Fort. : An earthwork.
" Before the west gate there Is at a considerable dis-

tance an agger, or raised work, that was made for the
defence of the city when it was besieged on that side."
—Hearne : Journey to Reading.

'ig'-ger-ate, v.t. [From Lat. aggeratum,
sup. of aggero = to form an agger (Agger), to
heap up : ad — to, and gero = to carry.] To
heap, to heap up. (Rider.) [Exaggerate.]

* ag-ger-a'-tion, s. [Lat. aggeratio.] A heap-
ing ; an accumulation.

" Seeing, then, by these various aggerations of sand
and silt the sea is closely cut short and driven back.

"

—Hay: Dissolution of the World, [Ord MS., in
Latham's Diet)

* ag'-ger-dse, a. [From Lat. agger = a heap.]
Iieaped up ; in heaps.

* ag-gest', v.t, [Lat. aggestum = a dyke or
mound ; aggestus, s. = a carrying to, an accu-
mulation

; pa. par. of aggero, -essi, -estvm = to
carry towards : ad = to, and gero = ... to
bear, to carry.] To heap up. (Coles.)

* 9-g-gesf-ed, pa. par. [Agoest.J

* ag'-glate, v.t. [Aglet, v.]

* ag -gla-ted, pa. par. [Aglet, v.]

ag glom er ate, v.t. & i. [From the adj.]

1. Trans. : To heap or collect together by
natural or by human agency into a ball or mass.

2. Intrans. : To be so heaped or collected
together.

ag-glom'-er-ate, a. <fe s. [Lat. agglomero m
to wind as a ball or clue, to heap up : ad = to,
and glomero — to form into a ball

; glomus =
a ball or clue ; Fr. agglomirer ; Ital. aggomito-
lare.]

I. As adjective :

Nat. Science : Heaped up.

II. As substantive;

Geol. : An accumulation of angular fragments
of rocks thrown up by volcanic eruptions. It
is distinguished from conglomerate, in which
the agency massing together the generally
rounded constituents of the rock is water.

ag- glom'-er-a-t&d, pa. par. & a. [Agglo-
merate.]

As adjective

:

Botany ; Collected in a heap or head, as
the individuals of the minute fungi called
AEcidium Jacob&a ultimately become. (Loudon

;

Cyclop, of Plants.

)

ami
on

Young : Night Thoughts, ix.

ag-glom'-er-a-ting, pr. par. & a. [Agglom-
erate.]

" Besides the hard agglomerating salts.

The spoil of ages would impervious choke
Their secret channels." Thomson; Autumn.

ag-glom-er-a'-tlon, s. [In Ft. agglomera-
tion ; Port, agglomeracao. ] The act of heaping
into a ball or mass ; or the state of being so
heaped.

"An excessive agglomeration of turrets, with their
fans, is one of the characteristic marks of the florid
mode of architecture which was now almost at its

height"— Warton: Hist. Eng. Poetry, U. 239.

* ag -glot, s. [Aglet.]

ag-glu -tin-ant, a. & s. [In Fr. agglutinant

;

Port, agglutinante ; fr. I^at agglutinins, pr.

par. of agglutino.] [Agglutinate.]

1. As adjective: Gluing together; causing
adhesion.

"I shall beg you to prescribe to me something
strengthening and ayglutinant."—Gray ; Letters,

2. As substantive : A viscous substance
capable of gluing others together.

Pharm. Agglutinants were medicines of a
glutinous nature which were supposed to
adhere to the solids and help to repair what
they had lost.

ag-glu -tin-ate, v.t. [In Ft. agglutiner; Port.
agglutinar; fr. Lat. agglutino: ad— to ; and
glutino = to glue ; gluten = glue. ]

1. Lit. : To glue together, to cause to adhere
by interposing a viscous substance, keeping
the two bodies to be united in contact and
excluding the air.

" The body has got room enough to grow into Its full
dimensions, which is performed t>y the daily ingestion
of food that is digested into blood, which being dif-
fused through the oody, is agglutinated to those parts
that were immediately agglutinated to the foundation
parts of the womb."

—

Harvey on Consumptions.

2. Fig. : To cause anything not of a material
character to unite with another. [Aggluti-
native. ]

1" Used in a tropical sense in Philology.
[See Agglutinative (2).]

ag-glu -tin-ate, ", [From the verb.] Glued
together (lit. or Jig.). Chiefly in Philology.
[Agglutinative (2). ]

ag-glu'-tin-a-ted, pa. par. & a. [Agglu-
tinate. ]

ag-glu'-tln-a-ting, pr. par. & a, [Agglu-
tinate.]

ag-glu-tin-a'-tion, s. [In Fr. agglutination

;

fr. Lat. agglutino = to glue together.] The
act of gluing or uniting by means of a viscous
substance ; also the state of being so united
or made to adhere.

1, In a general sense

:

" To the nutrition of the body there are two essen-
tials required, assumption and retention ; then there
follow two more, concoction and agglutination or co-
hesion."

—

Howell; Letters, i. 6.

2. Philol, : The adhesion of a pronoun to a
verb to make a conjugation, or a preposition
to a substantive to form a declension ; the
root and the adhering word not in any way
being properly incorporated together. [Ag-
glutinative.]

ag-glu'-tln-a-tive, a, [In Fr. agglutinatif
';

Port, agglutiiiativo.]

1. Gen. : Possessing the power to cause
bodies to adhere together ; causing to adhere,
adhesive.

2. Philol The agglutinative family of lan-
guages consists of those tongues in which no
proper inflections exist, but in which pro-
nouns are made to adhere to the root of the
verb to form the conjugation, and prepositions
to substantives to form the declension. There
must be no proper incorporation between the
root and the adhering word ; the two must
simply lie side by side and " glued " together,
but one must not modify the form of the
other in any way.

5T The term agglutinative is specially op-

posed to injiectional. The Turanian language*
are agglutinative, whilst the Aryan and Semitic
families of languages are inflectional.

" The Turanian languages allow of no grammatical
petrifactions like those on which the relationship of
the Aryan and Semitic families Is chiefly founded.
If they did they would cease to be what they are

;

they would be inflectional, not agglutinative."—Max
Miiller ; Science of Lang., 6th ed., vol. H. (1871), p. 25.

* ag-gra'ce, * a-gra se (pa. par. agraste),

v.t. [Ital. aggraziare = to restore to favour,
to pardon ; Low Lat. aggratiare = to spare, to
pardon

: from Lat. gratia — favour.] To show
grace or favour to.

" She graunted, and that knight so much agraste,
That she him taught celestial discipline.

Spenser; /*. Q., I. x. 18.

* **Sf-gra'9e, *. [See the verb.] Grace,

favour.
" So goodly purpose they together fond
Of kindness and of courteous aggrase."

Spenser ; F. Q., II. vfll. 5C

* ag grand Iz a tion, s. [Aggrandize.]
The act of aggrandizing; the state of being
aggrandized.

T[ Now Aggrandizement (q.v.).

" There will be a pleasing and orderly circulation,
no part of the body will consume by the aggrandixa-
tion of the other, but all motions will be orderly, and
a Just distribution be to all parts."— Waterhouse on
Fortescue, p. 1>7.

*M£-g*"&nd-Iz'-a-ble, a. [Eng. aggrandize;
able.] Capable' of being aggrandized. (Web-
ster,]

&g'-Krand-Ize, v.t. & i. [In Fr. agrandir

;

Ital. aggrandire: Lat. ad = to, addition to,

and grandio = to make great
;

grandis =
great]

A, Transitive

:

* 1. To make great, to enlarge. (Lit. and
fig.) (In this sense it was applied to things.)

"These furnish us with glorious springs and me-
diums, to raise and aggrandize our conceptions, to
warm our souls, to awaken the better passions, and to
elevate them even to a divine pitch, and that for
devotional purposes."— Watts : Improv. qf the Mind.

2. To make great in power, wealth, rank,
or reputation. (Applied only to persons.)

" If the king should use it no better than the pope
did, only to aggrandize covetous churchmen, it cannot
be called a Jewel in his crown."—Ayliffe; Parergon.

B. Intransitive : To become great.
" Such sins as these are venial in youth, especially

If expiated with timely abjurement ; for follies con-
tinued till old age do aggrandize and become horrid."—John Hall ; Pref. to his Poems.

ag'-grand-Ized, pa. par. k a. [Aggrandize.]
"Austria may dislike the establishment on her

frontier of an aggrandized or new Court, whether
likely to receive inspiration from St. Petersburg or
from Berlin."—Times, Nov. 1«, 1877.

ag-grand'-ize-ment, s. [In Fr. aggran-
dissement.] The "act of aggrandizing ; an
exalting of one in power, wealth, rank, or
reputation ; also the state of being aggran-
dized.

" Instead of harbouring any schemes of selfish
aggrandizement, he [Solon] bent all his thoughts and
energies to the execution of the great task which he
had undertaken."—Thirlwatt; Hist, of Greece, ch. xi.

"The very opportunity creates the wish, and we
hear Bchemes of territorial aggrandizement attri-
buted to Powers whose obvious interests might have
been thought a sufficient guarantee of their modera-
tion."—Times, Nov. 16, 1877.

&g'-gTiJ3i-<M\l'-ZQTt s. [Aggrandize.] One
who aggrandizes.

ftg-gran-di'-zlng, pr. par. [Aograndize.)
"Aggrandizing, money-getting Britain gave twenty

millions for the emancipation of slaves. —Bowring;
Bentham's Works, vol. i., p. 28.

t *g-grap'pes, s. pi. [Ital. aggrappare = to
grapple or gripe ; whence aggrappamento = a
taking, a catching.] Hooks and eyes used
on armour or on ordinary costume.

* ag-gra'te, v.t. [In Ital. aggradare, aggro>

dire, aggratiare— to accept, to receive kindly.]

To gratify, to please, to inspire with satisfac-

tion, to delight, to propitiate.
" And in the mldBt thereof, upon the floor,

A lovely bevy of fair ladies sate,

Courted of many a jolly paramour.
The which them did in modest wise innate,
And each one sought his lady to aggrate."

Spenser: F. Q., II. Ix. 84.

&g'- gl*a - vat©, v.t. [From the adj. In Fr.

aggrav'er; Ital. aggravare; Lat. aggravo : ad
= to, and gravo ~ to load or burden ; gravis
= heavy. (Used only in &fig, sense.)]

1. To render less tolerable, to make more
unendurable, to make worse.

" Heaven such Illusion only can Impose,
^

By the faJseJoy to aggravate my woes.
Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. xvl., 216, 517.

boH, b6^; ptfut, J6M; cat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t.

-dan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -sion, -tion = zhun, -tious, -sious, -eious = shus. -ble, -die = bel, &c. -are = der.
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won\d ajjrmttfg every fvil of which they complained.'

H

"Still leas could it be doubted that their failure
wot*- every evil of w]

"

.- Bit. Bug., ch. iL

2. To render a sin or a fault worse by the
addition of some circumstance involving a
new element of blame.

" This offence, in itself no heinous, was yet in him
aggravated by the motive thereof, which wu not
malic* or discontent, but an inspiring mind to the
papacy."—Bacon t Henry VII.

3. To make a sin, a crime, or a fault look
worse by skilful colouring introduced by the
person who narrates it; to exaggerate a
charge.

" Small matters aggravated with heinous names."—
Ball: Idward V.

4. Colloquial: To provoke, to irritate, to
cause to lose the temper.

ag - gra-vatO, a. {h&t aggravatus, pa. par.

of * aggravor : ad = to, and gravis — heavy.]

Burdened, weighed down. (Barclay: Mirrour

of Good Manners.)

ag -grav-a-ted, pa. par. ft a. [Aooravat*.]

ag -grav-a-tlng, pr. par. &a. [Aqgratate.]

grav-a-ting-ljf, adv. [Aggravating.]
In an aggravating manner.

ftg-grav-a'-tion, a. [In Pr. aggravation;
Lat. euZ = to, and gravatio = heaviness.]

1 The act of making heavier.

1. The act of making worse or more in-

tolerable.
" Corellhis Rufus is dead ! and dead, too, by his own

act! a circumstance of great aggravation to my
affliction.'—Melwnath : Pliny, bk. L, lett. 12.

2. The act of making more blameworthy.
[See No. III.]

1 3. The act of colouring or exaggerating.

"A painter added a pair of whiskers to the face, and
by a little aggravation of the features, changed it

into the Saracen's head."

—

Additon.

4. Colloquially : The act of irritating or
provoking.

fi. Eceles. ; The threat to fulminate excom-
munication after three monitions of the
Church ; also the stoppage of all intercourse
between the excommunicated party and the
body of the faithful.

JX The state of being rendered heavier,
worse, or more difficult to be borne ; the state
of being coloured or exaggerated.

HX That which constitutes the heavier ele-

ment in anything aggravated.
" He to the sin* which he commits, hath the aggra-

vation superadded of committing them against know-
ledge, against conscience, against sight of the con-
trary law. "—Eammond.

" Not that I endeavour
To lessen or extenuate my offence ;

But that, on the other side. If it be weigh'd
By itself, with aggravation* not surcharged,
Or else with Just allowance counterpoised,
I may. If possible, thy pardon find.'

Milton : Sainton Agonittm.

ag-gl*e'd6, *.t. [Lat aggredior = to go to ;

to attack or assault.] To aggravate, (Coles.)

ig-greg-a -ta, s. pi [Properly the n. pL of
^Lat. aggregates, pa. par. of aggrego.] [Aggre-
gate, v.] Aggregated animals. Cuvier's
name for his second family of Naked Acepha-
lous Mollusca. They are analogous to the
Ascidis, but are united in a common mass.
Genera : Botryllus, Pyrosoma, Polyclinum,
and perhaps Eschara. Botryllus and Poly-
clinum are now included by Woodward in

his Botryllidte ; Pyrosoma is the type of his
Pyrosomidae, both families of Tunicata ; and
Eschara is not included among the Mollusca.

greg-ate, v.t. ft i. [From the adj. In
er. aggregiren; Ital. aggregare,]

1. Trans. : To collect together, to bring to-

gether into a mass or heap ; to add together
into one sum.

" So that it is many times hard to discern, to which
of the two sorts, the good or the bad, a man ought to
be aggregated."— WoUatton : Retif. of Nature. \ 6.

%. Tntrans. : To unite.
" By the attraction of cohesion, gases and vapours

ay 11 sjrili to liquids and solids, without any change of

thill llssiahwl ml in i —Tyndali : Frag, of Science.

grog-ate, a ft *. [In Ger. aggregal, s. ;

r. agregdt, s. ; Sp. agregado, a. ; Ital. aggre-

galo, all from Lat. aggregating, pa. par. of ag-

grego = to bring into a flock : ad = to, and
grego = to gather into a flock ; grez (genit.

gregis) = a flock.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ord. Lang. : Collected together ; made

%

f

up by the massing together of its details in

one sum.
'*

. . any part of the aggregate fund."

—

Black-
stone; Comment., bk. I., ch. viiL

"... the aggregate debts of the English residents
in the Low Countries. "—Proud* : BiU. Mng. (ed. 1858),

Ir.sM,
"... the compounds or aggregate characters are

broadlydistinguished.'*

—

Gladstone: Studie* on Horner,
i 205.

IX Technically:

tl. Physics: Collected together. [See B., II.;

also Aggregated.]

2. ZooL Aggregate animals : Compound
animals, that is, groups of individuals united
together by a common organized external
integument. Examples, the aggregated Polypes
and the Compound Ascidians. [Aggrkgata.]

3. Bot. : Gathered together.

% This term is usually applied to any dense
sort of inflorescence.

t An aggregate flower: One composed of a

number of small florets enclosed within a

common involucre or inserted in a common
receptacle, but with the anthers not United.
Hence it differs from a composite flower.

Examples : Dipsacus, Scabiosa.

aggregate floweus,
L Scabiosa. 2. Dipsacus.

An aggregate fruit, in Dr. Lindley's classifi-

cation, is properly one formed by the union of
the ovaries of a single flower. [Aggrbgati]
It is not the same as a collective fruit (q.v.).

(Lindley: Introd. to Bot., 3rd ed., pp. 233,234.)

4. Law. An aggregate corporation : One
consisting of two or more persons ur!ted, and
which is kept in existence by the admittance
of a succession of new members.

"Corporations aggregate consist of many persons
united together into one society, and are kept np by a
perpetual succession of members, so as to continue lor
ever; of which kind are the mayor and coininona.lt

y

of a city, the head and fellows of a college, the denii
and chapter of a cathedral church."—Btackttone .

Comment,, bk, 1, ch. xviii.

B. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang. : An assemblage, mass, or
collection of quantities of the same thing,
or of different things brought together ; the
sum of various numbers, the generalisation of
various particulars.

" When we look to our planet we find it to be an
aggregate of solids, liquids, and gases."—Tyndali :

frag, of Science, trd ed., i. 8.

" ... .in aggregate of eella"— Todd 4 Bowman .-

Physiol. Anat., i. 50.

"... and the aggregate and system of all such
things is nature. '—Coleridge ; Aid* to Reflect, (ed. 1839),

p. 46.

•ff In the aggregate, adv.: Not separately.

but collectively ; together. For instance, the
infantry, the cavalry, the artillery, the en-
gineers, ftc, taken in the aggregate, constitute
the army.

"... will differ at least as much in the aggregate
of their derivative properties."—J. B. Milt : Logic, 2nd
ed., bk. iiL, ch. xx.

". . . U would be difficult to predicate anything
of them in the aggregate."—l^wit : Early Rom. Hit.,
ch. iiL, 5 n.

IL Tech. Physics: A collection together
into one mass of things which have no natural
connection with each other.

ag -greg-a-ted, pa. par. ft a. [Aggregate,
v.] Massed together without any very inti-

mate conjunction of the separate parts.

Min. & Geol. An aggregated mineral or rock

is one in which the constituents are not
chemically combined, but only adherent to
each other, so that they may be separated by
mechanical means. Examples : Granite, the
felspar, quartz, and mica of which are thus
loosely conjoined.

ag'-greg-atO-ly, adv. [Aggregate.] In an
aggregate manner ; taken in mass ; viewed
collectively.

"Many little tilings, though separately they seem
too insignificant to mention, vet aggregately are *oo
material for me to omit."—Cheeterjioid .- Latter*.

ag'-grSg-a-ti, s. pi [Lat. m. pi. of aggre-
gatus, pa. par. of aggrego, -avi — to bring into
a flock, to add or join to.]

Bot. : Lindley's name for his second class nf
fruits, those which are aggregated. [Ag<;ki
gate Fruit.] He includes under it the
Eterio, the Syncarpium, and the Cynarrhu-
dum. (Lindley: Introd. to Bot., 3rd ed., pp.
234, 237.)

ag -greg-a-ting, pa. par. [Aggregate.]

ag-greg-a'-tion, s. [In Fr. agregation; Sp.
agregacion ; Ital. aggregarione.]

1. The act of collecting together, as sub-
stances of any kind into one mass, or numbers
into one sum.

way in which, by nature or by art, the molecules of
matter are arranged together."— Tyndali: Frag, of
Science, 3rd ed., x. 347, 248.

2. The state of being so collected or added
together.
"... the relations of radiant heat to ordinary

matter in its several states of aggregation.'— TyndaU
on Beat, 3rd ed. (1968), p. xiii.

"Their individual Imperfections being great, they
are moreover enlarged by their aggregation, and. being
erroneous in their single numbers, once huddled t'j-

gether they will be errour itself. "—Browne : Vulgar
arroun.

3. The whole composed of separate portions
put together ; an aggregate.

" The water resident in the abyss is, in all parts of
it, stored with a considerable quantity of heat, and
more especially in those where these extraordinary
aggregation! of this fire happen."— Woodward : Sat.
But.

ag -greg-at-Ive, a. ft s. [In Fr. agregatif.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Disposing towards aggregation. [See
example from Spelman given under B. ]

2. Gregarious, social.
" Seldom had man such a talent for borrowing. The

idea, the faculty of another man he [Mirabeau, can
make his ; the man himself he can make his. ' All
reflex and echo !

' snarls old Mirabeau, who can see
but will not. Crabbed old friend of men ! it Is his
sociality, his aggregative nature, and will now be the
quality of qualities for him."

—

Carlyte : French Raol.,
pt, i., bk. lv., ch. iv.

B. As substantive : An aggregating, an
aggregate, a mass.

" To save the credit of the author [the word now)
must be favourably understood to be meant of such
customs as were In use either before the Conquest
or at the Conquest, or at any time since, in th>- dis-
junctive, not in the aggregative"—Speiman; Feud*,
c 14.

ag -greg-a-tor, s. [Aggregate, v.] One
who aggregates or collects together.

" Jacobus de Dutidis. the aggregator, repeats amber-
grise, nutmegs, and allspice among the rest."— Burton:
A natomg of Melanch., p. K&.

* ag-gre ge, " ag greg'-g^n, v. t. [Agbeo. }

* ag-gress', v.t. ft i. [Lat aggressus — an at-

tack, also pa. par. of aggredior = to go to :

ad = to, and gradior = to walk or go. 1 [Grade.]

1. Trans. ; To make an aggression against,

to attack ; to take the initiative in a quarrel
or tight with any one.

2. Intrans. : To make an aggression ; to
take the first step in a quarrel or in a war ; to
be the first to fight. [See example under the
pr. par.]

"aggress, i. [See the verb.] An act of
aggression.

"Leagues offensive and defensive, which oblige the
princes not only to mutual defence, but also to be
assisting to each other in their military aygr.ttei
upon others "—Bale .- Plea* of the Crown, ch. U.

* ag-gres -sing, pr. par. ft a. [Aogress.]
" The glorious pair advance,

With mingled anger and collected mltrht.
To turn the war. and tell aggre*ting France.
How Britain's sons and Britain's friends can fight"

Prior.

ag-gres -sion, s. [Fr. agression ; from Lat.
"
aggressio.] The first act or step leading to a
quarrel or a fight ; attack before the other

party to a quarrel has made any assault.

"... to make a public protest against the French
aggreation.~—Froude: Bitt. Sng., ch. xii.

ag-grt3s -alve, a. [In Fr. agressif.] In-
* volving an act of aggression ; implying the

commencement of a quarrel or a tight.

**.
. . contributed ereatly toreconcile its military

and agar****** character with the maintenance of it*

free institutions."—LewU : Early Rom. Mi*t., ch. xii.,

Pt t, i 14.

" No aggreetiee movement was made."—Macaulay

:

Hist. AT*?., ch. xxii.

fate, lat, Hire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p6t^

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full : try* Syrian, ee, ce = e ; & - e. ey = a.
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*g sres sivc ness, s. [Aggressive.] The
quality or state of being aggressive

;
quarrel-

someness ; the disposition to make encroach-
ments on, or commence hostilities against,
another power.

"If any apprehensions of the future military ag-
grctsivsnett ofan enlarged and multiplied Montenegro
have ever beeaentertained . . ."—JiWaDec. 5, 1877.

*>g-gTeV-s6r, s. [In Fr. agresseur; fr. Lat.
o.-fressor.] The person who tikes the first

step in a quarrel ; one who commences hos-
tilities ; an assailant.

" Fatal to all, but to tV aggressor first."
Pope: Homer i Odyssey, bk. xxl., 334.

"... they had recourse to the more solid argu-
ments of sticks and stones; the aggressors were
punished by the emperor."—Gibbon : Decline and Fall,
ch. xlvi.

* ag-griey -ance, * ag-greev'-ance,
* ag-greV-auns, * a griev ance, s.

[Old form of Grievance (q.v.), which has
now superseded it.]

1. The act of grieving.

2. The state of being grieved.

"To the aggriaeance of good subjects and to the
encouragement of the wicked."—atanihurtt; Hut.
Ireland, u. 172.

3. Anything which causes grief, annoyance,
or hardship ; a grievance.

" Now briefly without circumstance
Delivw those agrieoances, wliich lately
Your Importunity possesst our counsel
Were fit for audience."
Beaum, A FleU Fair Maid of the Inn. lit L

•ff Now superseded by Grievance.

s>g-grlev'e, *a-grev'e, v.t. & i. [0. Fr.
agrevar, from Lat. ad — to, and gravari, from
(/ruths = heavy.] [Augravate, Grieve.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Gen. : To cause one grief, annoyance, or
pain.

" Those pains that afflict the body are afflictive just
so long as they actually possess the part which they
aggrieve, but their influence lasts no fongerthan their
presence."

—

South • Sermon*, vol. Viii., ser. L
2. To perpetrate injustice against one, or

do anything fitted to make him grieve or com-
plain.
" Sir. moreooere be not gredy, gvrtee to rrype.
Bather thou shalt yrue hem. that fele hem agrered."

Crowned King (ed. Skeat), 125. 126.
" It was then resolved, in opposition to th« plainest

principles of Justice, that no petition from any pernou
whomti-'ht think himself aggrieved by this bill should
ever be received."—Macaulay : Btst. Bng., ch, ixv.

B. Intrans. : To be hostile.
" The dredful figures gan appere to me,
Aud great gods eke agreeed with our town."

Surrey : Virgil, li.

ag grleVed, *ag-greV -f&, *a-greVed,
pa. par. [Aggrieve.]

ag griev -Ing, * a grev ynge, pr. par., a.,
& 8. [AOORIEVE.]

As subst. : An aggravation. (Prompt. Parv.)

*ag-gri'se, v.t. & i. [AcRtsE.]

* 9g - grog - g^d, pa. par. Aggravated.
{Prompt. Parv.) [Agreo.]

tag group', v.t. & i. [In Fr. agrouper; Sp.
agrupar; Hal. aggrupare, aggropare = to knot
or bring together.] To group together; to
combine into a group persons or things origi-
nally separate. So painters group together
figures on their canvas. [Group.)

"Bodies of divers natures, which are atgrowped or
combined together, are agreeable and pleasant to the
Sight. '—Dryden : Dufremnoy, } 60.

* ag-group ed, pa. par. [Aooroop.]

* ag-g**oup'-ing, pr. par. [Aqgroup.)

* ag-grug'-gynge, pr. par. [Agreo.]

ag guize, . [Aouise.]

*agh, "ague, ' aght (gh guttural or mute),
* agt, * agte (ail Eng ), aw, awe (Scotch),
v.t. (pret. & pa. par. agkt). [A.S. agan, asgan
= (1) to own, to possess, to have, to obtain

;

(2) to give
; pret. & pa. oar. akt, ahte, cekte.]

1. To owe anything ; to be under an obliga-
tion in duty to do anything; onght. [Aw.]

Tdumus the dwrfe kyng, and hi* dere cosyn
Otr.irenaes the Are that hym faith aght.
To ftlacanaa the men meuit all soniyn.

Colonne: " Gest Bystoriale'' of Oie Destruction of
Troy, 13,0»2-J.3,OM.

IT Often used in the phrase "As horn wele
ight = as they were in duty bound.

" To a counsel! to eom« for a cause herb.And his wllle for to wete at horn mie aght."
Colonne: Gent ffygtoriate, 1,703, 1,704.

2. To possess.
" He was all the world and at his wllle aght."

Colonne : Gest Butoriale. 315.
" He had wille for to wvn, and away lede
By leue of the lord that the loud aght."

Ibid., 377, 378.

3. To acknowledge. (Colonne : Gest Histo-
riale, (Jlossarial Index.)

aghast' (h mute), * a -gast', 'a-gaste,
* a gast , * a -gast -ed, * a-ga zed,
* a gaze, pa. par. of Agast, also a. & adv.

[According to Hoare, from A.S. gast = (1) the
breath, (2) a spirit, a ghost Aghast would
then signify frightened, as if one had seen a
spirit or ghost. Wedgwood considers it con-
nected with the Fris. ijuwysje; Dan. gyst; 8w.
dialects, gysmig = to shudder at

; gase, gust =
horror, fear, revulsion ; Scotch gousty, gou-
strous — waste, desolate, awful, full of the pre-
ternatural, frightful. The h crept into it from
its being confounded with "ghostly." On the
other hand, the form agaaed arose at a time
when it was erroneously thought that it meant
set a-gasing on an object of astonishment and
horror. Richardson adopts the last-mentioned
etymology.] [Aoast,«.(.] Terrified, frightened,
appalled, struck with terror.

* 1. With the idea of gazing, in a literal or
figurative sense more or less implied.

" The French exclaimed, the devil was la. arms;
AX) the whole army stood agazed on him."

Sh-tketp. : Henry VI., Part I., i. 1.

" In the first week of the reign of King Edward VI
whilst most men's minds stood a gaze. Waster Hurley,
in the i>»riah church of Oxford, in a solemn Lent
sermon, mibiiquely preached nntipapal doctrine, and
powerfully pressed Justification by faith alone "—
Puller: Worthies; Buck*.

2. Witli no such idea implied.
'* My limbs do quake, my thought agaMed Is."

Mirrmir for Magittr., p. 454.
" The porter of his lord was full sorea^orf."

Chaucer; C. T., 185.

"... a shivering wretch
Aghast and comfortless."

Thornton: TJie Seasons, Autumn,
II Often combined with the verb " to stand,"

implying that one is so struck with terror that
he. remains motionlesa and incapable of action.

"The commissioners read and stood aghast."—
Mucaulay: Btet. Eng., eh. iz.

% See also examples under No. 1.

aghe, s. [Awe.]

* a -ghen (h silent), a. [A.S. agen, agon m
own, proper, peculiar.] Own. (llalliwell.)

* a-ghen (h silent), prep. & adv. [Again.]

agh'-ful (h silent), a. [A.S. ege *= horror
;

ful = full.] Fearful.

*a ghill (/* silent), a. [A.S. astlul = noble.]
Noble. [JEtiiel.J

*' Knew the kyud and the curse* of the clere sternys
Of Articus the aghill, Treaires, and othere
Of the folde and of the firmament."

Bomante of Alexander (Stevenson ed.}, 29.

*agh'-licfa (gh guttural or mute), a. [A.S.
ozglosc, aglox = misery, torment, wickedness,
mischief; osgkeca, osgleca, mglosem, eglaeca,
agloKea = a wretch, a miscreant, from ag =
wickedness.] Fearful, dreadful, terrible.

"Tber hales In at the halle-dor an aghUch mayster."
Syr Gawayne, p. 8.

* aght, V.t. [Aqh.]

* aght, * aghte, * aht, * ahte, * oehtc,
* aught (gh and h guttural or mute), *. [A.S.
tvht = property, substance, cattle, posses-
sions, lands, goods, riches, value, estimation.]
Possessions, property.

" For they are al the deul betawpht
That okeryn falslv the worldea right."

MS. Barl., 1,701. {Boucher.)

* aght, * aht, * aunt (gh and h guttural or
mute), pro. [A. 8. aht, auht = aught, any-
thing, something.] [Auqht, Ought.]

* aght (1), ancht, * agh'-tene (gh and ch
guttural or inuteX a. [A.S. aht, eahta, ehta.]
Eight.

*

*1. OldEnglith:
" Cairet on the cold ythe» coggea and other
Aght dayes be-dene and the derke nichtes.

"

- n , ,
Colenne ; Uest Byttorfile, 8.M2.

i. bCOtCJt. ;

" Wyth awc« hundyre spare* and ma.*
Winston, ix. 4. 61.

"aght (2), o. [A.S. athelQ).] Noble.

*aght (3), "aght'-and, "ach-tuthe {gh
and ch guttural or mute), a. [A.S. ceht, eahta,
ehta = eight.] Eighth.

" The aght ee> t, maister of larv
May bete a clerk."

MS. Cott., Galba. { MSN*-.)
The seuent day toke he rest

:

On the achtanil come our «ra%"
MS. Cott., Vespas. tBouaher.)

" The achtuthe dale is al of the vtter rule
'

MS. Cott., Cleop. (Boucher.)

•agh-tele (gh guttural or mute), v.t [AS.
euhtian = to devise.] To Intend.

" The knight said. May I walsh ha toe
r or to tel my prevete
That I have aghteld for to do."

Bvvyn Sages. t,0U.

* agh'-teled, *agh'-teld (gh guttural or
mute), pa. par. [Aghtele.]

ag'-il-a wopd, s. [Native names in India
aghil, karaghil, kalagaru.] The fragrant wood
of Aquilaria ovata and A. agallochum, two
trees belonging to the family AquiUriacece, or
Aquilariads. [Agalloch, Aquilaria, Aloes-
wood, Eagl£-wood, Lign-aloes.]

*a-gild't a.
b
[A.S. agilde = without compensa-

tion
; gild, geld, gyld = a payment of money,

an exchange, a compensation, a tribute. J

0. Law: Free from penalties, not subject to
customary fines or impositions. (Blount.)

ag'-ile, a. [In Fr. agile; Sp. & Port, agil

;

Ital. agile ; all from Lat. agilis = (1) easily
moved

; (2) moving easily
; (3) quick, active,

busy; ago = to set in motion.] Easily made
to move ; nimble, active.
Used (1) chiefly of the limbs of man or of

the lower animals.

then leisurely impose,
And lightly, shaking it with agile hand
From the full fork, the saturated straw.'"

Cowper -. The Task. bk. Hi.

t(2) Of the mind.
" Once more, I said, once more I will inquire
What is this little agile, pervious fire.
This fluttering motion, which we call the roindf

Prior; Solomon, bk. iii.

* ag'-ile-ly, adv. [Agile.] In an agile man-
ner, nimbly, actively.

t ag ile-ness, s. [Agile.] The quality or
state of being agile ; nimbleness, activity

;

ability to move quickly.

a-gil'-l-ty, s. [In Fr. agilite; Ital. arilito ;

from Lat. agilitas.] The quality or state of
being agile

; nimbleness ; activity in the use
of the limbs, or more rarely of the mind.

" A limb over-strained by lifting a weight above itspower may never recover its former agU'ttu and
vigour. — Watts. ' "

a-gil -loch~um, s. [Agallochum, Voila-
WQOP.]

*a-gilt', v.t. & {. [Agult.]
i

'a-ginno', v. [A.S. an-ginnan.] To begin
(q.v.).

a'-gl-d, s. [In Ger., Fr., Sp., & Port. a>/io,
from Ital. agio, aggio = ease, convenience.]
In Commerce: (1) The difference in value

between metallic and paper money, or be-
tween one kind of metallic money and another.
1 hus if paper money be at a discount, or gold
or silver coins worn so much as ouly to pass
at a reduction, at least in foreign countries,
the difference between its nominal and its
real value is the agio. (2) Premium ; a sum
given beyond the nominal value of an article.
(A) The business of a money-changer.

A'-gi 6n-ite«, s. pi. [F.tym. doubtful; per-
haps from Gr. aytoc (hagios) = holy.] An
obscure sect of abstinents who pretender! to
special sanctity. They appealed in the seventh
century, and were condemned in the Cornell
of Gangra.

a'-g*-ot-aget 5. [Fr , Ger.. & Port] Stock-
jobbing; manoeuvres on the part of stock-
jobbers to raise or depress the value of
government or other stocks.

a-gist', v.t. [Norm, or O. Fr. ges(e = & lodging,
a place to lie down ; agiser = to be levant
and couchant; giser, Mod. Fr. gesir = to lie
down ; fr. Lat. jaceo = to lie down.]

A- Transitive

:

1. Originally: To superintend the feeding
of cattle not belonging to the king in his
forest, and collect the money paid by the
owners for such a privilege.

2. AW: To afford pasture to the cattle of
another man at a certain stipulated rate.

B. Intrans. : To remain and feed for a
specified time (as cattle).

*fc ^S P^t. Jo^rl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -lAr
-«lan = shan, -tion, sion, -cioun = shun ; -sion, -$ion = ahun. -tious, -sious, -dons = shiis. -hie, -die, 4te = bel, deL
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a-gis-ta'-tor, a [Agist.] The same as

Agistor (q. v.). It is sometimes corrupted

into gist-taker and guest-taker, the uneducated

not being aware that tator as a suffix in a

word modelled on the Lat. and the Eng. taker

are not identical or even akin.

sVgiSt -ed, pa. par. & a. [Aoist.]
" Hogs, when fed on the pannage, were said to be

affixed.'—Boucher ; Glots. Archaic Word*, " Agist.

a-gist'-er, s. [Agistor. ]

a-gist'-ing, pr. par. & a. [Agist.]

"The agisting farmer.' — Blackstone: Comment.,
bk. 1L, chap. 90.

a-gist'-ment, t a-gist -ago, t agist -a-
"
tion, s. [O. Eng. agist ; O. Fr. gisement = a

bed or resting-place.] [Agist.]

A. Law:
L Civil Law

:

1. The act of taking in cattle to one's fields

to graze, on receiving payment for them at so

much per week. It is used* especially for

taking cattle into the king's fields.

"If a man takes in a horae, or other cattle, to graze

and depasture In his grounds, which the law calls

agistment, he takes them upon an implied contract to

return them on demand to the owner. —Blackstone:

Comment., bk. ii., ch. 30.

2. The profits arising from the pasturage of

cattle, or in some analogous way.

(a) From the pasturage of cattle.

1 Title of agistment. A small tithe paid to

the rector or vicar on cattle or other produce

of grass lands. It is paid by the occupier

of the land, and not by the person who puts

in his cattle to graze. A similar tithe was

abolished in Ireland by the Act of Union, its

payment having long previously been so

vehemently disputed that little of it was ob-

tained.

(b) In some analogous way : Any tax, burden,

or charge: as when lands are charged with

money spent in erecting a barrier against the

influx of the sea.

IX Canon Law: A composition or mean
rate at which some right or due may be

reckoned : as if the word was derived from Fr.

ajustement; Eng. adjustment.

B. Ord. Lang. : In the above legal senses ;

also any mound, embankment, wall, or barrier

against the influx of the sea or the overflow

of a river, provided that such erection has

been made in discharge of the legal obligation

described under A., I. 1 (b). Boucher states

that this last sense is in use chiefly in the

marshy counties.

a-gist -or, a-gist'-cr, a-gis-ta'-tor, a

(Agist.] An officer who has the charge of

cattle pastured for a certain stipulated sum
in the king's forest, and who collects the

money paid for them [Agistator.]
'• A forest hath laws of her own, to take cognizance

of all trespasses; she hath also her peculiar officers,

as foresters, verderers, regarders, agisters, 4c. ;
whereas

a chase or park hath only keepers and woodwards.
—Howell : Lett., *.

1 ag'-I-ta-Me, a. [Lat. agitdbUii.] Easily

agitated or moved. {Lit. & fig-)

"Such is the mutacyon of the common people, lyke

a rede wyth every wind is agitable ana flexible."—

Ball : Edward IV., t 28.

fig-i-tate, v.t. [In Fr. agiter; Sp. & Port.

agi-tar; Lat. agitare ; from agito, -avi, -atum

= to ' put in frequent or constant motion
;

freq. from ago = to put in motion.]

A. Of things simply material

:

1. To move or shake backwards and for-

wards, or up and down, as water in a vessel

may be shaken by the hand, or the ocean or a

lake be put in perturbation by the wind.
" Winds from all quarters agitate the air,

And fit the limpid element for use."
Oowper : Task. bk. L

2. To cause motion in, as God causes the

planets to move in their orbits.

** By whom each atom stirs, the planets roll I

Who fills, surrounds, informs, and agitate* the whole.
Thornton : Cattle of Indolence, cant ii., 47.

B> Of things not simply material

:

L Of persons, parties, or communities : To
trouble the mind or heart of an individual or

of a community ; to create perturbation or

excitement in a person or persons. The ex-

citing cause may be an event, an inflammatory

apeech by a politician, or anything capable of

moving the mind or heart

"While the City was thus agitated, came a day

appointed by royal proclamation fox a general fast. —
Macaulay: BisL Eng., ch. XT.

Each consul forms a party, and agitates the i»eople

in favour of his own views."—Lewu: Credibility of

the Early Rom. Hist., ch. xu.. pt ii., i 36.

IX Of questions or projects:

1. To debate or discuss a question, generally

with publicity, and often with some excite-

ment
"Though this controversy be revived and hotly

agitated among the moderns, yet I doubt whether it

be not in a great part a nominal dispute."—Boyle on
Colours.

2. To revolve in one's own mind practical

questions or enterprises of moment.
"Formalities of extraordinary zeal and piety are

never more studied and elaborate, than when politi-

cians most agitate desperate designs."—King Charles

a#-I-ta-t«3d, pa. par. & adj. [Agitate.]

" Then peace and Joy again possess'd

Our queen's long agitated breast."

Cowper : A nnus Mirabilis (1788).

ag-l-ta -ting, pr. par. [Agitate. ]

ag-I-ta'-tion, s. [In Fr. agitation ; Sp.

agitacion ; Port, agitagao ; Ital. agitazione ;

all from Lat. agitatio = (1) frequent or con-

tinued motion ; (2) emotion, activity of mind. ]

1 The act of agitating.

1. Lit.: The act of agitating, shaking or

moving hither and thither any material thing

or things, as water or the leaves of trees.

"Putrefaction asketh rest, for the subtle motion
which putrefaction requireth is disturbed by any
agitation."—Bacon,

2. Fig.: The act of directly or indirectly

exciting the mind or heart of any one. [See

II. (o).J

IX The state of being agitated.

Fig. Of what is not simply material

:

(a) Of a person or persons other than one's self

agitated : The state of being alarmed, rendered

anxious, or otherwise put into perturbation

or excitement
" In both places the tidings produced great agita-

tion."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. SOL
"

. . kept the (Sty in constant agitation."—Ibid-,

ch. xviii.
" The merchants of the Royal Exchange . . . were

in great agitation."—Ibid., ch. xxiv.

(6) Of a question or project agitated : The

state of being kept before the public mind by

being discussed at meetings, in the press, or

in any other way.

The project now in agitation for repealing of the

Test Act, and yet leaving the name of an establishment

to the present national church, is inconsistent
Test Act, and yet leaving the name o

to the present national
Swift: Miscellanies.

(c) Of one's own mind agitated : The state of

being revolved in one*s own mind, so as to be

thoroughly comprehended. It can in a looser

sense be used of the inferior animals.
*' A kind of a school question is started In this fable

upon reason and instinct : this deliberative proceeding

of the crow was rather a logical agitation of the

matter."—L Estrange: Fables.

t UX The tiling or the person agitated. In

the questions, "Where is the agitation in the

stream?" "Where is the agitation in the

city you bid me look at? " the meaning is not
" where is the state of agitation ?" but n where

is the agitated water? "where are the ex-

cited people ?

"

a. [Agitate.] Tending toar-I-ta-tlve,
agitate.

ag l-ta'-to, adv. [Ital. agitare = . . . to

agitate.]

Music : In a broken style of performance,

fitted to excite surprise or agitation.

agM-ta-tdr, s. [Eng. agitate; -or. In Fr.

agitateur ; Port agitador ; ItaL agitatore ; all

from Lat agitator.)

1. One who agitates ; one who finds his

happiness, and attempts to make a livelihood,

by stirring up excitement or commotion.
**

. . an indefatigable agitator and conspirator."

—Mocaulay: Bist. Eng., ch. xviL

2. Eng. Hist. As a corruption o/adjutators :

Officers appointed by the English army in

1647 to attend to its interests during the revo-

lutionary period then in progress.

^[ Clarendon calls them agitators ; Whitlock,

agents or agitators ; Ludlow, at first agitators,

then by their proper appellation, adjutators.

"The common soldiers made choice of three or four

of each regiment, most corporals or sergeant*, few

or none above the degree of an ensign, who were called

agitators, and were to be as a House of Commons to

the council of officers."—Clarendon; BisL of the Re-

bellion, bk. x.

" The adiwatori began to change their discourse and

to complain openly in council, both of the king and

the malignant* about him."—Ludlow: Memoirs, i. M.

ag-I-ta-tor'-I-al, a. [Eng. agitator; -xaL\

Pertaining to au agitator. (Saturday Review,

Feb. 7, 1S03.)

ag-I-ta'-trlx, s. [Lat.] A female agitator.

{Saturday Me»Lew, March 19, 1881.)

Ag-la'-I-a, s - proper name. [Gr. proper name,

'AvAcua {Aglaia) ; from a-yXaia {aglaia) = (1)

splendour, beauty, adornment ; (2) festive joy,

triumph, glory ; ayhao* {aglaos) m splendid,

brilliant, bright]

1. Class. Myth. : The youngest of the Three

Graces.
i

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the forty-seventh

found It was discovered by the astro-

nomer Luther, on the 15th of September,

1867.

* ag-lSt, * algf-lSt, * ag-glSt, * ag'-

glgtte, ag-lette, * ay -gitl-et, s. [Fr.

aiguillette = (1) an aiglet, (2) a slice (of

flesh) : fr. aiguille — a needle aigu = sharp.]

[AlOOILLE.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The tag of a lace, or of the points for-

merly used in dress. These were often cut

into the representation of a man or of one

of the inferior animals. " A little plate

"

(Huloet).
" So fairs, and thousand thousand times more fatra,

She seemd, when she presented was to sight

:

And was yclad, for heat of scorching aire.

All in a silken Cainus lilly whight,
Purfled upon with many a folded plight.

Which all anove besprinckled was throughout
With golden aygutets. that glistred bright

Like twinckling starres : and all the skirt about
Was hemd with golden fringe," -,

Spenser: P. «., II. ill. «.

2. The lace to which the tag was attached.

{Albert Way I Note in Prompt. Parv., ii. 8.)

3. "A spangle, the gold or silver tinsel

ornamenting the dress of a showman or rope-

dancer." (Hartshorne : Salop Antlq., p. £03.)

"Aglette Bracteolum," i.e., bracteola=& thin

leaf of gold." {Levins: Manipulus Vocabw
lorum.)

"And all those stars that gaze upon her face

Are aglets on her sleeve, pins in her train."
0. PL, ill. 194.

" The little stars and all that look like aglets"
Beaum. t Flet.: Two Noble Kinsm., in. 4.

B. Technically:

1. Old Bot. : An anther. {Kersey.)

2. An ament or catkin of the hazel-tree

{Corylus aveUana, Linn.). {Gerard.)

aglet-baby, s. [Eng. aglet; baby.] A
being no larger than an aglet or tag, or

possibly a tag made in the shape of a small

figure. [Aglet, A. 1.]

"Why give him gold enough, and marry him to a

puppet, or an aglet-baby."—Shakesp. : Taming of the

Shrew, i. a

aglet headed, a. [Eng. aglet; headed.]

Having an aglet for its head.

* ag let, * ag -glSt, * ag'-glat, v.t. [From

the substantive.] To set an aglet upon a

point or lace ; to adorn with aglets.

To applet a poynt, or set on an agglet upon a poynt

or lace Femer."—PaUgr.

a gley , a-gly', adv. [A.S. a = away from

;

'
gley.] Off the right line; wrong. [Ajee.]

(Scotch.)
" The beat laid schemes o' mice an' men.

Gang aft a-pley." Burns.

* ag-lo'-pen, v.t. [Glopen.] To surprise.

" Then airis him one Alexander, to his own moder.

Bees not aglopened, madame . . .
#

Romance of Alexander, Stevenson s ed., 874.

agios -sa, s. [Gr. Aybwrtro* (aglossos) m
*
without tongue : a, priv., and «/\w<ro-a (glossap

= the tongue. ]

Entom. : A genus of moths belonging to the

family Pyralidae. A. pinguinalis and capreo-

latus are British. The larva of the former

feeds upon butter, grease, and other fatty

Bubstances.

• ag-lfct'-ye, v.t. [Old form of Glut. In Fr.

enfftai«r= togIut] To glut ; to satisfy. .

To maken with papelotea
ner*To aglotye with here gurles

Tl»tfre««naft»rfode."
Piers Ploughman, p. 521

u [Eng. o = on, or at ;
glow.]

lowing.

And we saw the windows all aglow

agio W.
Gl

With lights that were passing to and fro."

Longfellow : The Golden Legend, \r.

fit*, f&t. &re, amidst, what, laU, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p»t.

«. wore, won; work. whd. son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, fuU; try, SJrian. as<e = e. ey = a. o.u = kw.
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"The shoulder of the Alphubel was similarly
coloured, while the great mass of the Fletschom wiw
all a-glow, and so was the suowy spine of the Monte
Leone."—Tgndall: Frag, of Science, 3rd ed., x. MS,

* a-glutt e, v.t. [Probably cognate with
Aolotye (q.v.) = to glut. ] To choke.

" And whan she is waking, she assayeth to put over
at thentxing, and it is agluttyd and kelyd wyth the
glette that she hath engeudt-red."—Book of St. Albans,
suj. c ii.

* a-glut'-tjfal, pa. par. [Aglutte.]

* a-gljrft'e, pa. par. , as if from a verb aglyfte.

[Deriv. uncertain.] Frightened. (MS. Harl.,
1701, f. 24.) (Ilalliwell.)

* ag -min-al, a. [Lat. agminalis = pertaining
to a march ur train; from ag-men = anything
driven or set in motion, ... an army on the
march, or simply an army; ago = to lead.]
Pertaining to an army marching, or to an
army or body of soldiers, however engaged.

* ag -nail, * ag nayl, * ag -nayle, * ag -

nele, * ang -neyles, s. [A.S. angnagl as
an agnail, a whitlow, a sore under the nail

:

ang, in compos., for ange ~ trouble ; ncegel= a nail. ]

1, A hang-nail, either on the finger or on
the toe. (Minsheu, Palsgrave, &c)
"... with the shell of a pomegarned, they purg«

away angnayles and such hard swellings."—Turner •

Herbal. { Wright : Diet, of Ob*. A Prov. £ng.)

2. A whitlow. (Bailey, &c.)

ag nat, ag'-nate, $. & a. [In Ger. & Ft.

agnat; Sp. & Port, agnado ; Ital. agnato; all
from Lat. agnatus, pi. agnati ; from agnatus,
pa. par. of agnascor= to be born in addition
to : ad = to; nascor — to be born.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Old Roman Law : A person related to
another through males only. He was contra-
distinguished from a cognate, in the connect-
ing line of whose kinship to a second person
one or more females had been interposed.
Thus a brother's son is his uncle's agnate,
because the short line of connection between
them can be constituted by males only ; while
a sister's son is his cognate, because there is

a female in the chain of descent. By the law
of the twelve tables only agnates possessed the
rights of family and succession, the cognates
of every rank being disinherited as strangers
and aliens. Justinian wholly abolished the
distinction between agnates and cognate*.
{Mackenzie : Rom, Law, 1870, ch. ix.)

2. Scotch Law: In this the terms agnates
*nd cognates are used, but not quite in the.
Roman sense. In Scotland all kinsmen by
the father's side, whether females intervene
or not, are agnates ; and all by the mother's
side are cognates. (Ibid. ; also Erskine's
Jnstit.)

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Pertaining to male relatives by the
Jather's side.

2. Fig. : Akin, similar. (Used of languages.)
"By an attentive examination of the peculiarities

in enunciation which each people have in the one
way or the other, by a fair reciprocal analysis of the
agnate words they reciprocally use . .

."

—

Povmall •

Study of Antiquities,

ag-na-tl,s. [Lat pi. of agnatus.) tAgnate.]
Agnates.

agnat ic, a. [In Fr. agnatique; Lat. agna-
ticius.] Pertaining to descent by the male
line of ancestors.

"This I take to be the true reason of the constant
preference of the agnatic succession, or issue derived
from the male ancestors, through all the stages of
collateral inheritance."—Blackstone : Comment., bk
ii-, ch. 14.

ag-na tion, s. [In Ft. agnation ; Sp. agna-
cion

; Port, agnacao; Ital. agnazione; fr. Lat.
agnatio. ]

L Law:
1. Roman Law : Consanguinity by a line of

males only.

"All who were connected by the tie of the paternal
power, or who would have been so if the common
author had been alive, had between them the rela-
tionship called agnation, which alone, by the ancient
civil law. gave the rights of family and of succession "

—Mackenzie : Roman Law, 3rd ed., p. 138.

2. Scotch Law : Consanguinity by the father's
side, even though females are links in the
chain of descent. [Aonate.]

II. Fig. : Affinity of languages.
"I think a much greater agnation may be found

mongst all the languages in the northern hemisphere
of our globe."—PoumaU: Study of Antiquities.

AGNEL.
(Obverse side.)

ag'-nel* s. [Fr., from Lat agnus = a lamb.]
An ancient French gold coin, called also
mouton d'or and
agnel d'or. The
name agnel was
given to this coin
from the circum-
stance that it al-

ways bore the
figure of an Ag-
nus Dei (Lamb of
God) on one side.

(Agnus Dei (1).]

It was worth about
12 sols 6 deniers,
and it was first

struck in the reign
of St. Louis.

ag-ni'-tlon, s. [In. Sp. agnicion ; from Lat.
agnitio — a recognising ; agnosco = to recog-
nise.] Recognition.

" Jesus of Nazareth was borne in Bethlem. a city
of Iuda, where incontinent by the glorification of
the angels, the agnition of the shepherds, ... he
was held in honour."—Grafton: The Seventh Age,
vol. i.

ag-ni'ze, v.t. [Lat. agnosco = to recognise.]

1. To acknowledge ; to recognise.
" I do agnize

A natural and prompt alacrity,
I find In hardness, and do undertake
These present wars against the Ottomites."

Shaketp. : Othello, i. z.

o agnize the king
authority."—Froude: Bin. Eng., ch, x.

2. To know, to learn.
" The tenor of your princely will, from you for to

agnize." Cambytet.

ag-ni zed, pa. par. [Aonizc]

ag-ni -ring, * ag-ni syng, pr. par., a., & s.

[Agnize.]

As substantive : Recognition.
".

. . y* agnityng and knowlageyng of theyr
owne sinfnlnesse."— Udal : Luke, ch. L, p. 7.

ag no-e'-tro, *. pi [Gr. ayvota (agnoia) =
want of perception ; aivotu (agnoeS) = not to
perceive or know: A, priv., and yeywwxKw
(gignoskS) = to know.]

Ch. Hist. : A sect called also AgnoltSs and
Themistiani, which flourished in the sixth
century. They maintained that the human
nature of Christ did not become omniscient by
being taken into conjunction with the divine
nature. They were deemed heretics, and their
tenets misrepresented. They soon died away.
(Mosheim: Church History, Cent VI. , pt. ii

ch. 5, § 9, Note.)

ag no-men, s. [Lat. agnomen; from ad, and
nomen = name.]

L A surname appended to the cognomen
or family name. Thus in the designation
Caius Marcius Coriolanus, Corialanus is the
agnomen ; Caius being what is termed the
pramomen, and Marcius the nomen, or name
proper.

2. In a more general sense : Any epithet or
designation appended to a name, as Aristides
the Just.

"... with light sandy-coloured hair and small
pale features, from which he derived his agnomen of
Bean, or white."—Scott; Waverley, ch. xvll.

t ag-nom'-in-ate, v. t. [From Lat. agnomen
(q.v.).] To append an " agnomen " to one's
name; to surname one from some* striking
incident or exploit in his history. (Used
chiefly of persons, but also of places or things
to which memorial names are given.)

"
. . . the silver stream

Which in memorial of victory
Shall be agnominated by our name."

Locrine, ill, i.

ag-nom-in-a'-tion, s. [Lat. agnominatio.]

1. The act of appending an epithet, title, or
additional surname to the ordinary name of a
person ; the state of being so appended ; the
surname itself.

" Agnomination, a surname that one obtaineth for
any act: also the name of an house that a man
commeth of."—Minsheu,

2. Rhetoric, ttc

:

(a) The placing together of two words dif-
ferent in meaning, but resembling each other
In sound.

"The British continueth yet In Wales, and some
Tillages of Cornwall, intermingled with provincial
Latin, being very significative, copious, and pleasantly
running upon agnomination*, although harsh in
aspirations. —Camden: Remains ; Of Language.

(b) An allusion founded on some fancied
resemblance. (Richardson.)

ag-nos'-tic, s. & a. [Gr. a-ywooToc (agnostos)
= unknown; cf. Acts xvii. 23. The word
was suggested by Prof. Huxley in 1S6D.]

A. As subst. : A thinker who disclaims any
knowledge beyond that obtained by expe-
rience ; and maintains that no one lias any
right to assert any with regard to the absolute
and unconditioned.

"In theory he [Prof. Huxley] is a great . . . agnostic"—SpecUUor, Jan. 39, 18T0.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to agnostics or
agnosticism.

"The same agnottic principle which prevailed in
our schools of philosophy.--/»rfnrf/>a? Tulloch in
Weekly Scotsman, Nov. 18, 1876.

ag-ndV-tic-al-ly,adv. [Eng. agnostic; -ally.]
In an agnostic manner or tendency.

ag nos ti ci^m, s. [Agnostic]
Mental Philosophy & Theol. : A school of

thought which believes that beyond what
man can know by his senses or feel by Ms
higher affections, nothing can be known.
Facts, or supposed facts, both of the lower
and the higher life, are accepted, but all in-
ferences deduced from these facts as to the
existence of an unseen world, or of beings
higher than man, are considered unsatisfac-
tory, and are ignored.

ag-nos tits, *. [Gr. ayvonrroc (agnostos) =
unknown.]
Palmont. : A genus of trilobites characteristic

of the Lower Silurian rocks. A. trinodus
(Salter) and A. pisiformis (Brongniart) are
mentioned by Murchison, in his " Siluria," as
occurring in Britain, the latter having before
been known only in the Lower Silurian schists
of Sweden. They are minute in size, and
may be the larval form of some larger trilo*

bite. They usually occur in groups, with
nothing but the cephalic shield preserved.

ag no ther i um, *. [Gt. iyva* (agnos)-=
unknown, and Bnpiov (therion) = animal. 1

PaUeont. : The name given by Kaup to a
fossil mammal.

agnus, s. [Lat.] A lamb.

Agnus Del, s. [Lat = the Lamb of God.]

1. A figure of a lamb bearing a flag or sup-
porting a cross.

2. A cake of wax stamped with the figure
of a lamb supporting a cross. Such agnuses,
being consecrated by the Pope and given away
to the people, are supposed by the believing
recipients to be protective against diseases,
accidents, or other calamities. [Agnel.]

3. The part of the mass in which the priest
rehearses the prayer beginning with the words
"Agnus Dei."

agnus Scythicus, s. [Lat = Scythian
lamb.]

Bot. : A name given to the rhizome of a fern,
Dicksonia Barometz, which grows in Eastern

AGNUS SCYTHICUS.
1. The plant, 2. Rhizome, with stalks cut. s. Back of

frond, showing seed-vessels. 4. A seed-vessel opened.

Central Asia. The stem, which is covered
with brown woolly scales, somewhat resemble*
the body ofa lamb, as do the leaf-stalks its legs.

ag nus cas'-tus, s. [Lat= the chaste tree]
Agnus here is only a transliteration of the
Greek name of tlae tree, and has no connection
with agnus = a lamb.]

Bot. : Vitex agnus-castus, an aromatic shrub,
with digitate leaves and spikes of purplish-
blue flowers. [Vitex.]

" Of laurel some, of woodbine many more,
And wreathes of agnus castus others bors

"

Lryden : Slower * Leaf, ITS.

WmX b6^; p^ut, fflMs cat, jell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t.

Htfan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun : -gion, -flon = ahuJi. - tious, sious, clous = shus. -We, -die = bel, &c. -dro = der.



i'20 ago—agouti

* a go ,
" a-gon ne, v. i. [A.S. agangan = to

go from, to go or pass by or over.] To go, to
move, to pass, to proceed, to depart. [Ago,
par.] (MS. Bodl., 415.) (Halliwell.)

" Syr Key arose uppon the morrowne.
And toke hU hors, and wolde a-gonne."

Syr Qatsajme, p. 201.

a go', 'a-gdo', 'agone, 'a gon, i-go',
" pa. par., a., & adv.' |A.a. agan = gone, past.]

(Aoo, v.i.]

A. -is pa, par., adj., £c : Gone, departed,
passed away.
" For iu swioh caaa wommeo can have auch sorwe.
When that here houaboud's beu from hem ago."

Chaucer: C. T„ 3,8*4.

" And yet moreover in his armea twoo
The vital strength is lost, and al agoo."

ibid.. 2,803, S.804
" A clerk ther was of Oxenford also.
That nnto logik hadde longt %-go.

m*umk
" That othir fyr «u queynt and all agon."

Ibid., 1,338.

B. As adverb: Gone by, bygone, passed,
passed away.

**.
. . three days agone I fell sick."

—

Ibid., xxx. 13.

* a-god -cheeld, interj. [A.S. God = God ;

scyhl, scild, gescild, sceld, sceold = shield. ]

God shield you. (Pegge.)

a-gdg , adj. & adv. [From Eng. a = on, and
* the syllable gog =jog, or ahog. (Wedgwood.)
Johnson has doubtfully suggested a connec-
tion with the Low French a gogo — to (one's)
wish, as Us vivetU a gogo= they live to their
wish. Richardson takes it from Goth, gaggan;
A.S. gangan o to go. In Ital. agognare is ss
ardently to desire. (Google, Jog.) Lit. : On
the jog, on the start] Eagerly expectant,
ardently desirous of starting after an object
greatly wished for.

A* As adjective

:

" So three doors off the chaise was stay d,

Where they did all get in.
Six precious souls, and all agog
To dash through thick and thin."

Cowper : John Gttpin.

^ The object of desire has on or for before it.

" On which the saints are all agog.
And all this for a bear and dog."—Budiora*.

"Gypsiee generally straggle into these parts, and set
the heads ofour servant-maids so agog for husbands.
that we do not expect to have any business done as it

should be wnilst they are in the country."—Addison.

B. As adverb :

" The gawdy gossip, when she's act agog.
In jewels drest, and at each ear a bob.

a-go'-ge, a-go'-gjf, s. [Gr. aymji] (agoge) —
a leading ; 07m (ago) = to lead.]

Rhet. : The leading towards a point ; the
course, tenor, or tendency of any discourse.

a-go'-ing, pr. par. [Ago, v.; or from a = on,

and participle going.]

1. Going, walking or riding to a place.

"Cham. Sir Thomas,
Whither were you a-going t"

Shaketp. : Henry Fill., L 3.

2. Into motion, in motion.
" Their first movement, and Impressed motions, de-

manded the impulse of an almighty hand to set them
tlrst agoing."— Taller.

a gdm'-plu-as-is, s. [Gr. ajoniptoe (agom-
' phios) = without grinders : o, priv., and 70/1-

tpioq (ooovc) (gomphios, odous) = a grinding
tooth, a molar ; jo^os (gomphos) = a bolt,

band, or fastening.]

Med. ; Looseness of the teeth.

agon', a-gon'e, pa. par., a., & adv. [Ago.]

t ag -on, t atf-one (pi. ag-o-nes .), «. [In

Lat agon ; trom Gr. a7«v {agon) = (l) an
assembly ; (2) an arena, the stadium

; (3) the
Olympic or other games, or a contest for a
prize there ; (4) any arduous struggle, trial,

or danger : from aja (ngo) = to leader carry.]

A contest for a prize, properly speaking, in

the Grecian public games, but also in a more
general sense, anywhere.

"They must do their exercises too, be anointed to
the agon and to the combat, as the champions of old."
—Sancro/t : Sengs., p. 106.

"... other agone* were subsequently added."—
Orve : UieU Ortece, pi. L, ch. i

a-gon'e, adv. [Ago. ]

a-gon'-Ic, a. [Gr. ajwoc. (agonos) = without
an angle ; having no dip : a, priv. , and jwm
(gdnia) = an angle. ] Having no dip.

Agonic line : An imaginary line on the

earth's surface, along which the magnetic
coincides with the geographical meridian.

It curves in a very irregular manner. It

passes from the North Pole to the east of the
White Sea, thence it proceeds to the Caspian,
and next through the eastern portion of Arabia
to Australia, and on to the South Pole

;

thence it runs to the east of South America
and the east of the West Indies, and entering
Continental America passes Philadelphia, and,
traversing Hudson's Bay, finally reaches the
North Pole whence it emerged.
"... a line of no variation, or agonic line."—

Atkinson : Oanot't Phytic*. 3rd ed- p 566.

* ag-O'-nl-OUS, a. [Eng. agony; -ous = full

of] Full of agony; agonising. (Fabian.)
"When Lewys had long lyen in tbisaponiotusyckenea."

Fabian ; Chron,, pt. vi.

ag-6n-I se, v. ; ag on lsed, pa, par. & a.

;

ag-on-i sing, pr. par. , agon-Is'-Ing-
ljf, adv. [See Agonize, Agonized, Aoonizino,
Agonizingly.]

ag-on-ism, s. [Gr. a7*je«j>ia (agdnisma).~\

The act of contending for a prize ; a contest,
a combat [Agon.] (Johnson.)

ag'-on-ist, * agonist -er, * ag-dn-
Ist'-es, I. [Gr. a7«wo*r^c (agonistis); whence
Lat. agonista.]

1. LU. : One who contends for a prize at
any public games, or on a less conspicuous
arena ; a champion ; a prize-fighter. (Rider.)

2. Fig. : A person struggling in an agony of
exertion, as a combatant at the Olympic or
other games. (Milton : Samson Agonistes.)

ag on is -tic, * ag 6n-is -tick, ag-6n-
is'-tl-cal, a. [Gr. a7(DK(rT(aoc (agonistUcos).~\

Pertaining to contests in public games.
" The prophetic writings wen nut (smith St. Peter),

I conceive, in an agonittick sense, of their own
starting or Incitation. —J/amwiond; Workt, lv, 58'j.

". . . so Is this agoniatical, and alludes to tin-

prize set, before propounded and offered to them that
run in a race . . . —lip. Bull : H'or**, vol. L, Sei. \\.

ag-dn-Xs'-tlc-al-l^, adv. [Agonistical.
]

In an agonistic'manner ; with desperate exer-
tion, like that put forth by a combatant at

the Olympic or other games. (Webster.)

ag-on-ize, agonise, v.i. & t [Gr.

ayuvi£ouat (agonixomai) — to contend for a
prize ; from b-f<i>» (agon).] [Aoon, *.]

A* Intransitive

:

1. LU. : To fight in the ring. (Minsheu.)

2. Fig. : To endure intense pain of body or
of mind ; to writhe in agony.

" The cross, once seen, is death to every vice :

Else he that hung there suffer'd all his pain.
Bled, groan d, and aganiaed, and died, in vain.'

Cotcper : Progrms* of Error.

B. Transitive : To subject to extreme pain
;

to torture, [Agonized.] (Pope.)

ag-on-i'zed, ag on-iscd, pa, par. ft a.

[AOONIZE, V.t.]

"Of agonized *ftectlons."—n'ord*worfh't Thank*-
giving Ode. Composed in Jan., 1816.

"... lirst an agonised sufferer, and then finally
glorified."—6Vo.'e.- Bitt. Qroece, pt. i., ch. L

ag-on-i'-zing, ag 6n-i sing, pa. par. &
a. [Agonize, ]

1. Active : Inflicting agony.

I tell thee, youth.
Our souls are parch 'd with agonising thirst.
Which must be quench d, though death were In the

draught."—Hvmant : The Vesper* of Palermo.
" To the right shoulder-Joint the spear applied.
His farther flank with streaming purple dyed.
On earth he rnsh'd with agoniting pain."

Pope: Homer t Odyssey, hk. xix., 529-531.

2. Passive: Suffering agony of body or
mind.

" Convulsive, twist in agonizing folds.*
Thornton: Spring, JS8.

'* And bade his agoniting heart be low."
Thomson : Liberty, pt v.

ag-on-i'-xing-ly» adv. [Agonizing.] In an
agonizing manner ; with extreme anguish.
(Webster^

* a-gon'ne, v.i. [Aoo, u]

ag-on-6-thete, s. [Lat. agonotheta, agono-
thetes; fr. Gr. 6.-r<*vo$tTTje (agonothetis) ; niu>»
(agon), and riBniit (tithemi) = to set or place.]
An officer who presided over the public games
of ancient Greece.

agon 6-thet Ac, • ag-ono-thet ick, <*.

[Gr. ayuiyov'tTtKos (ag6not?ietikos).'] Pertaining
to the agonothete, or president at the Grecian
games. (Johnson.)

a-gd'-ntia, s. [Gr. aywos (agdnos) — without
angle : a, priv., and junta (gonia) = an angle.]
A genus of fishes belonging to the family
Triglidse, or Gurnards. The A. cataphractus
is the Lyrie of the British seas. It is called
also the Armed Bull-head, the Pogge, the Sea-
poacher, and the Noble.

&g'-6n-ft •ag'-Sn-Ie, # 4g-6n ^e, s. [in
Ft. agonie ; Sp., Port., & Ital. agonia ; fr. Gr.
ijuivta (agonia) = (1) a contest for victory iu
the public games ; (2) gymnastic exercise, as
wrestling

; (3) anguish. ]

1. A struggle on the part of an individual
or of a nation for victory ; violent exertion,
ardent and convulsive effort.

"All around us the world is convulsed by the
agonie* of great nations."—Macautay : Bitt. Eng.,

2. Bodily contortion or contortions, as of a
wrestler, produced by pain, by a paroxysm of
joy, or any other keen emotion.

" So round me presa'd, exulting at my sight,
With cries and agonie* of wild delight.

Pope: Homer* Odystey. bk. x., Wl-1.

3L Extreme anguish of body, of mind, or of
both.

" Who but hath proved, or yet shall prove,
That mortal agonv of lovet"

Hemant : Tale of the Secret Tribunal.
** To hear her streets resound the cries
Four d from a thousand agonie* l"

Ibid.: Alaricin Italy.

". . . exult in Rome's despair
Be thine ear closed against her suppliant cries.
Bid thy soul triumph in her agontet,"

Ibid. : Mariu* amongst the Ruin* of Carthage.

% In this sense it is often used of the
mental anguish endured by the Redeemer in
Gethsemane,

" And being in an agony he prayed more earnestly

:

and his sweat waa as it were great drops of blood
falling down to the ground. "—Luke xxii. 44.

" By thine agony ant
and Passion."—Litany.

a-gon-Sr-cli'-tae, «. pi. [Gr. a, priv.
; 70**

* (gonu) = the knee ; and xA<V«* (klino) = to
cause to bend. J

Ch. Hist. : A sect which arose in the seventh
century. They prayed standing, thinking it

unlawful to kneeL

* a-goo', a. & adv. [Aoo.]

*a-good', adv. [Eng. a; good.} Well; ia

right earnest.
" At that time I made her weep a good.
For I did plwy a lamentable part"
Shakesp. : Ttoo Gentlemen of Verona, It. 4.

* a-goon', pa. par. [Ago, ».]

ag 6-ra, s. [Gr.) The public square and
markets-place of a Greek town, answering to
the Roman Forum.

"Another temple of Diana was In the agora.'—
Lemin : Su Paul, i. ail.

a-gon'-ti, a-goU'-t& s. [South American
native name.] One of the accepted English
appellations of the South American and West
Indian rodents belonging to the genus Dasy-
procta of Illiger ; another designation applied
to some of them being Cavy. The scientific

name Dasyprocta is from the Gr. <Wtc (dasus)
— shaggy with hair, and «-p«»*t6c (proktas) =
the hinder parts. There are various species,

THE BLACK AGOCTI (DASYPKOCTA CRISTATAJi

the best known being the common Agouti
(Dasyprocta Agouti), called also the Long-
nosed or Yellow-rumped Cavy. The hair is

brown, sprinkled with yellow or reddish,
except the crupper, which is orange. Th6
ears are short, and the tail rudimentary.
The animal is nearly two feet long. It is

found In Guiana, Brazil, Paraguay, and some
of the Antilles. It feeds voraciously on vege-
table food, especially preferring various kinds
of nuts. One of the other species of Agouti
is the Acouchy (q.v.).

"On these same plains at La Plata we see the
agouti and bixcacha, animals having nearly the sai^e
habits as our hares and rabbits, and belonging to the
same order."—Harurin ; Origin 0/ Spec***, ch. xi.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian* sa, ce - e ; se = e. ey-«v
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* ^gra'5«, r.f. [Aggrack.]

• a grade, v.t. [In Sp, agradar = to please
;

Ital. jratiire = to accept, approve, mount up;
Lat. gradior = to take steps

; gradus — a
step.] To be pleased with. [Agrayde.]
{Florio: Hal. Diet., " Gradire.")

a-grame, agremc, a-grome, v.t.

[A.S. graviian = to anger; grama — anger
;

^ram.= furious anger.] To make angry; to
anger.

" Than wol the officers be agramed."
Plowman'* Tale, 3,281.

* a gram mat 1st, s. [In Lat. agrammatos;
from Gr. dypa^ato? (agrammatos): a, priv.,

and ypdnftara, pi. of •ypafi/na ({Tramffia} =
written character; -ypdupoj (jroj)Ao)=to write.]
An illiterate person. (Johnson.)

a-graph -i-a, «. [Agraphis.]

Med. : Inability to write, owing to brain
disease. (Academy, Mar. 15, 1871.)

a-graph'-ic, a. [Agraphia.]

Med. : Pertaining to, or characterized by,
agraphia (q.v.).

ag'-ra-phis, s. [Gr. i, priv. ; tfidfrn (grapkd)
= to write. In virg , Eel. iii. 106, mention
is made of a plant inscribed with the names of
kings. It is supposed that those mythic
flowers were of this genus, whieh, however,
has no writing on it now, and hence is called
agraphis — unwritten upon.] A genus of
Elants belonging to the order Liliaceae, or
lily-worts. It contains a British species, the

A. nutans. Wild Hyacinth or Blue-bell,
formerly called Hyacinthus non-scriptus. It
flowers from April to June. [Hyacinth.]

a-grar'-I-an, a, A s. [In Fr. agraire; Port.
agrario ; all fr. Lat agrariua = pertaining to
land ; ager = a field.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Gen. : Pertaining to fields or lands.

2. Spec : Pertaining to laws or customs, or
political agitation m connection with the
ownership or tenure of land.

" The question which now supersede* the agrarian
movement in importance, is the proposal for a code of
written laws made by the tribune Terentillus. '—
Lewit : Early Rom. Hist., ch. xii., pi. HI., § 36.

The Agrarian Jxiws, in the ancient Roman
republic, were laws of whieh the most im-
portant were those carried by C. Licinius Stolo,
when tribune of the people, in B.C. 367. The
second rogation, among other enactments, pro-
Tided (1) that no one should occupy more than
600jitgera (by one calculation about 280, and by
another 333, English acres) of the public lands,
or have more than 100 large and 500 small
sattle grazing upon them

; (2) that such por-
tion of the public lands above 500 jugcra as
was in possession of individuals should be
divided amongst all the plebeians, in lots of 7
jugera, as property

; (3) that the occupiers of
public land were bound to employ free la-
bourers, in a certain fixed proportion to the
extent of their occupation. When at a later
period efforts were made to revive the Licinian
rogations, such opposition was excited that
the two Gracchi lost their lives in conse-
quence, and this, with their other projects,
proved abortive. It is important to note
that the land with which the Licinian or
"agrarian" laws dealt waa public land be-
longing to the state, and not, as is popularly
supposed, private property.

" The real opposition to an agrarian law arose from
those who. by occupying the unappropriated land of
the state, and employing their capital and slaves in
1U cultivation, had acquired a possessory right to it."—Lewis: Early Horn. Hist., ch. xli., pt. if., J 28.

"Masnlns, a tribune, the proposer of an agrarian
law. had hindered the levies of soldiers."—Ibid, eh
xii., pt. iv,, igs. '

Bot. Geog. Agrarian Region: The name
given by Watson to a botanical region mark-
ing the area of com cultivation, and limited
by the Pteris aqnilina. It rises up the High-
land hills to the height of 1,200 feet. It is

divided into the Infra-agrarian, the Mid-
agrarian, and the Super-agrarian.

B. As substantive : One in favour of agrarian
law.

Vgrar'-I-an-l^m, s. ["Agrarian.] The prin-
ciples of those who desire an agrarian law
either in its true or in its mistaken sense
(Webster.)

Gr-i-an ize, v.t. [Agrarian,] To
vide or distribute (land) among the poorer

classes by the operation of an agrarian hwt.

* a-gra'ste, jx*. par. of Aocracr fq.v.).

* a-grayde, v.t. [Icel. greidr.) To dress, to
ornament, to decorate.

" Thyn halle agrayde, and hole the wallet,
With clodea, and wytb ryche palles."

Laun/al, 904.

a-gra'ze, v.i. [Eug. a = on, and grazing.} To
graze. "To aeu&.a-grazing" = to dismiss a
servant. (Cotgrave's Diet., "Envoyer;" also
Halliwell.)

* a-gre, v.t. [Agreb.]

* a-gre , o. [A.N. agre.] Kind.
"Be mercyfuUe, agre, take parte and sumwhat par.

dooue."—MS. Harl. [UalUweiL]

* a-gre', * a-gree, adv. [A.N. agri.] In a
kindly manner, kindly, in good part.

Whom I ne fonnde froward, no fell,

Bottoke agre all whole my plaie."
Homauiu of the Rose. 4,849.

* a-gre-a-bil'-I-te, «. [Aqreeabiuty.]

* a-gre'-age, v.t. [From Eug. agree (?).] To
allege.

" Neither dyd I euer put in question yf I shoulde
do you right, as you appeal* to agreage.'—Lgcrton
Paper*, p. K36.

*a-great', adv. (A.S. a = on (!) ; great =
great.) Altogether. (Bartt: Alvearie.)

* a-gre-a -tion, s. [Fr.] Agceement.

"A popular agreat'vm of a'l the vndertakers."—Act*
Chat. I. ted. 1S14>, vol. v., -j».

a-gree, * a-gre, v.t. k i. [Fr. agreer- to
accept with favour, to consent to, to agree :

are ~ will, pleasure, favour ; Prov. agreiar —
to agree ; Sp. agradar = to please; Port
agradar = (1) to be pleased

; (2) to please
;

Ital. aggradire = to accept, to receive kindly
;

Lat. gratus = acceptable, pleasing. In Lat.
gratia — grace, favour.] [Grace, Grateful.]
A. Transitive

;

1. To please.
" If harme agre me, whereto plafne I thenne."

Chaucer .' TroUus, bk. L, 410.

2. To put an end to a controversy or quarrel

;

to carry by unanimous concurrence a point
which has been debated ; *to assent to.

" He saw from far, or seemed for to see,
Some troublous uprore or contentious fray.
Whereto he drew in hast It to agree.'

Spenser; E. O., II. Iv. 3.

3. To make friends, to reconcile, without
implying that there has been marked variance
previously ; also to make up one's mind.

" The mighty rivals, whose destructive rage
Did the whole world in civil arms engage,
Axfi uow agreed." fSuemmm

B, Intransitive

:

L Ofpersons or other beings possessed of feel-
ings and a uHll :

1. To be pleased with, and to be prepared to
grant, admit, accept with favour, assent, or
consent to a proposition, opinion, measure, or
project submitted to one, joining, if called
upon, in carrying it out in action.

1f Followed by to of the thing to which
assent or consent is given.

" And persuaded them to agree to all reasonable
conditions."—2 Jlfaecabrei xi. 14.

2. To concur in an opinion or measure, to
enter into a stipulation or join in a course of
action ; to come to an accommodation with
an adversary, it not being implied whether
the sentiments or proposals were made to or
by one.

•J" Followed by with of the person or persons,
and in, on, upon, as touching, an infinitive, or
a clause of a sentence introducing or express-
ing th« thing concurred in.

(a) Of concurrence in an opinion or mea-
sure.

"The two historians differ in *J-«ir accounts as to
the number agreed on for ths consular tribunes."—
lewis: Early Roman /list., ch. xit, § 5$.

" In the cases which have been mentioned, all parties
seem to have agreed in thinking that some public
reparation was doe."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xlv.

IT To agree to differ is to consent to a friend
or acquaintance differing in opinion from one
on certain points, and tacitly stipulate that
no breach of friendly intercourse shall thence
arise.

"They could, therefore, preserve harmony only by
agreeing to differ. '—Afacanlay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiil.

(6) Of entering into stipulation.
*' And when he had agreed with the labourers tor a

penny a day."—Matt. ax. a
(c) Of coming to a common resolve with

regard to a course of action.
" Again I say unto you, That if two of ron shall

agree on earth as touching any thing that they shall
ask. it shall be done for them of my Father which is
in heaven."—Jfact. xviii. 19.

"... for the Jews had agreed already, that if

any man did confess that he was Christ, he should be
put out of the synagogue."—John ix. 22.

" For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil bis wilL
and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast."—Rev. xvii. 17.

(d) Of accommodation with an adversary.
'Agree with thine adversary quickly, whiles thou

art in the way with him . . ,
"—Matt. v. 2Bt

3. To live in harmony or free from conten-
tion with one, it not being implied that there
has been previous variance.

" Gob. How dost thou and thy master agree t I have
brought him apresent? How 'gree you now?"

Shaketp. ; MercJutnt of Venice, ii. 1
"The more you agree together the less hurt can

yonr enemies do you. "—Broten ; View of Epic Poetry.
" Still may oar souls, O generous youth ! agree."

Pope : Homer t Iliad, bk. xxiU., Mf
4. To resemble one another.
" He exceedingly provoked or underwent the envy,

and reproach, and malice of men of all qualities and
conditions, who agreed in nothing else.™—Clarendon.

H Of things

:

1. To harmonise with, to correspond with,
to be consistent with.

A body of tradition, of which the members, drswn
from scattered quarters, agree with one amther, and
agree also with the general probability that ariseB. "—
Gladstone : Indies on Homer, i. 49.

2. To resemble, to be similar to. [For an
analogous example, see I. 4.]

3. To be suitable to, to be adapted for, to
befit.

"Luc Thoughts black, hands apt, drugs fit, and time
agreeing ;

Confederate season, els* no creature seeing."
SKakesp. : Hamlet, fii 1

" Many a matter hath he told to thee,
Meet, and agreeing with thine infancy."

Shaketp. : Titus Andron., v. 8.

4. To be nutritious to, to be in no danger of
exciting disease in.

**I have often thought that our prescribing asses'
milk in such small quantities is inindicions. for un-
doubtedly, with such as it agree* with, it would per-
form much greater and quicker effects in greater
quantities. "

—

ArbuXhnot on Coins.

* a-gree', adv. [Agre, adv.]

a-gr«e-a-biT-I-t& * a-gre-a-biT-I-te\ «.

[Agreeable.] Agreeableness of manner or
deportment

" All fortune is blisful to a man, by the agreabUite
or by theegnlityof hym that sunereth it."—Chaucer

:

Boecius. bk. ii.

a-gree'-a-ble, c. [Eng. agree, and -able ; Fr.

agriable.]

1. Colloquially: Disposed to consent with
pleasure to an arrangement or proposal.

2. Consistent with, in harmony with, con-
formable to.

If Followed by to, or more rarely by with.
"... is agreeable to optical principlea"—Herichel:

Astronomy, 5 417.

"What you do is not at all agreeable, either with so
good a Christian or so reasonable and great a person."— Temple.

3. Pleasing to the senses, to the mind, or
botlL

" Once he was roused from a state of abject despon-
dency by an agreeable sensation, speedily fi.Howea by
a mortifying disappointment"—Macaulay : Hist, of
Eng., ch. xiv.

If Often in advertisements of houses one of
the recommendations held out is "agreeable
society."

4. Abnormally for the adverb agreeably
(though Webster contends that this use of the
word is normal and right) : In pursuance of.

[Eng. agreeable;

amiss. "—Locke on Education.

a-gree'-a-ble-ness,
ness.]

1. The quality or state of being agreeable.

"Pleasant tastes depend, not on the things them-
selves, but their agreeableness to this or that parti-
cular palate ; wherein there Is great variety."

—

Locke.

2. Fitness to inspire a moderate amount of
pleasure.

" It is very much an image of that author's writing,
who has an aoreeabltmess that charms us, without
correctness : like a mistress whose faults we see, but
love her with them all."—Pope.

b6U, b^; ptfit. 1<Jwl; eat, oeU, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, thin; sin, aa; expect, yenophon. exist. -Ing.
-Man = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -sion, -tion zhun, tioua. -sious, clous = shus. -We, die, \ bcl. del.
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%-gree -a-bl^, adv. [Eng. agreeable; -ly.]

1. In conformity with, in harmony with.

"They may look unto the affairs of Judea and Jeru-
salem :

agreeably to that which is In the law of the
Lord.-—l Esdras via 16.

* 2. Alike, in the same raamner.

"At last he met two knights to him unknowne.
The which were armed both agreeably."

Spenser : F. O,, VL vii. a

3. Pleasingly, in a manner to give a mo-
derate amount of pleasure.

"I did never Imagine that bo many excellent rules

could be produced so advantageously and agreeably."—

a-gree'-ance, s- [Agree.] Accommodation,
accordance, reconciliation, agreement (Bou-

cher.) (Scotch.)

"The committee of estates of Parliament travail

between them for agreeance, but do settling." —
Spalding: Hist., f. 3SS.

"God, who is a Father to both, send them good
agreeance.'—Baillie: Letters, L 91.

a-greed ,
pa. par. & a. [Agree, ».]

1. As past participle :

Law : The word agreed in a deed creates a

covenant

2. As adjective

:

"When they had got known and agreed names, to

signify those Internal operations of their own minds,
they were sufficiently furnished to make known by
words all their ideas. —Locke.

•a-greef, *a-grere, "a-gretVa-grev'e,
'adv. [O. Eng. a = in ; Eng. ffrie/(q.v.).l In
grief, as a grief, after the manner of one
grieved; sorrowfully, unkindly.

" Madame,
I pray you that ye take It nought agree?.'

Chaucer: C. V-, W,St9.

a-gree'-iiig, pr. par. & a. [Agree.]

f a-gree'-Iag-l#, adv. [Agreeing.] In

agreement with.

"Agreeingly to which St Austin, disputing against

the fJonatists, contendeth most earnestly."—Sheldon :

Miracles y' A ntichrist.

a-gree ment, * a gre -ment, s. [Fr.

agrement.]

A. Ordinary Language:

L The act of agreeing.

IL The state of being agreed to.

1. Of persons :

(a) Identity of sentiments among different

minds.
"Close investigation, in most cases, will bring

naturalists to an agreement how to rank doubtful
forms."—Dmrtein: Origin of Species, ch. ii.

(b) Mutual stipulation with regard to any
matter ; a bargain, a compact, a contract

"Three times they breathed, and three times did they
drink,

Upon agreement, of swift Severn's flood."

Shakesp. : Henry IV., Pt. /., i. 8.

"... We have made a covenant with death, and
with hell are we at agreement. . .

."

—

Isa, xxviii. 15.

"... thus saith the king of Assyria, Hake an
agreement with me by a present, and come out to

me."—2 Kings xviil. 31.

(c) Concord, harmony.
"... what fellowship hath righteousness with un-

righteousness T and what communion bath light with
darkness? and what concord hath Christ with Belial*

or what part hath he which belleveth with an infidel T

And what agreement hath the temple of God with
idols I '—2 Cor. vt 1«.

2. 0/ things: Resemblance, likeness, simili-

tude ; consistency, harmony.

" By wilful malice to aggrege their grevance."
Bochas, bk. Ut

" There will therefore be a competition hetween the
lownpoii
ffereuce

xx., p. 101

npe1
known points of agreement aud the known points of

difference in A and B."—J. 8. Mill : Logic, vol. it, ch.

. either there will be no agreement between
them, or the agreement will be the effect of design."—
Paley: Bora Paulina, ch. I.

HI The thing or things agreed to, specially

the document in which the stipulations are

committed to writing, as " Have you forgotten

to bring the agreement with you?"

B. Technically

:

1. Law : A contract, legally binding on the
parties making it [The same as A., II. 1 (6).]

" Agreement, or contract ; that is to say, the making
a promise between two or more persons, upon the
understanding that it is regarded as legally binding.'
—Bowring : Bentham's Works, i. S40.

A* agreement executory: One to be per-

formed at a future time.

2. Gram. : Concord. [Concord.]

"a-gref, *a-gref'e, adv. [Aoreef.]

a-greg ,
* a-greg'e, * a-gred ge, 4 ag-

greg e, * ag greg -gyn, v.t. [A.N. In

Fr. agriger is = to admit into a society.] To
increase, to aggravate,

In gode clothes of gold, agrethed fui riche

With perrey and pellure, pertelyche to the righttes."

" And therefore a vengeaunce is not warished by
another vengeaunce, ne a wrong by another wrong,
but everich of hem encreaseth and aggregate other."—
Chaucer : Toll of MeUbeut.

'a-gresse, v.t. 4 t. [Aggress]

t a-gres'-ti-al, a. [Agrestic.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Living in the fields or open
country.

2. Bot. : Growing wild in cultivated land,

t a-gres'-tl-an, a. ins. [Agrestic]

A. As adj. ': Rustic, rural ; characteristic of

the couutry.

B. As subsL : A rustic ; a countryman.

ta-gres-tic, t a-gres -ti-cal, a. [Lat
'agrestis, fr. ager = a field.] Pertaining to the

fields, pertaining to the country, as opposed

to the town ; rural : hence, rustic, unpolished.

(Johnson.)

* a-gret', a. or adv. [A.S. grcstan — to weep,

to cry out = greotan = to lament ; Scotch, to

greet = to weep, to cry.] Sorrowful, in sorrow.
*' And gif ye hold no agret
Shall I never it meet." Sir Degrtwant, 1.TW.

* a-gre thed, " a-grei thed, pa. par. & a.

[O. Icel. greidha '; Mid. Eng. greithan, graithen

— to prepare or make ready.] Dressed, pre-

pared, made ready, trimmed, or ornamented.

"Clothed ful komly, for ani kud kinges s
" s of gold, agrethed fui ric

_nd pellure, pertelyche to '

William o/ Palerne tSkeat's ed), M-3.

" Al that real May reksn schold men neuer,
Ne purueaunce that prest was to pepul agretthed."

ibid.. 1.S97-S.

* a grov e, v.t. [Agorievk.]

* a-grev'e, adv. [Aoreef.]

tBg-ii-col-a'-tion, t- [Lat agrtookUio.] Cul-

tivation of fields or the soil generally.

(Johnson.

)

t a-gric'-dl-lst, «. [Lat agricola.] A person

engaged in agriculture.

"First let the young agricolist be taught."
Dodsizy. Agriculture, ii.

t ag-rl-cul'-tdr, a [Sp. , Port., & Lat ] One
engaged in agriculture.

ag-ri-ctil'-tur-alt a, [Eng. agriculturt; -al]

Pertaining to the culture of the soil.

Agricultural Chemistry is the department of

chemistry which treats of the composition of

soils, manures, plants, &c., with the view of

improving practical agriculture.

The Agricultural Class (in Census Returns) :

A term introduced by Dr. Parre in 1861. It

constitutes the fourth class in the Census
Report of that decade, and comprises persons

engaged in agriculture, arboriculture, aud
about animals. (Census Report for 1861, vol.

iii., p. 123.)

Agricultural Societies : Societies established

for the promotion of agriculture, as the

"Royal Agricultural Society of England," the
" Highland Society of Scotland," &c.

t a^-ri^ul'-tur--al-Ist, s. [Agricultural]
Tne same as Agriculturist.

Ja-g'-rf-cul-ture, a. [In Fr. agriculture; Ital.

agricoitura; Sp., Port., & Lat. agricultura =
the culture of a field. Ager in Gr. is 0.706%

(agros), and in Sans, agros. It is also cognate
with the Goth, akrs, the Ger. acker, and the

Eng. acre] Essential meaning = earth tilt,

earth tillage. (Beames: Early England.)

1. In a general sense : The art of cultivating

the ground, whether by pasturage, by tillage,

or by gardening. In many countries the pro-

gress of human economical and social de-

velopment has been from the savage state to

hunting and fishing, from these to the pastoral

state, from it again to agriculture properly so

called, and thence, finally, to commerce and
manufactures ; though even in the most ad-

vanced countries every one of the stages now
mentioned, excepting only the first, and in

part the second, still exist and flourish. The
tillage of the soil has existed from a remote
period of antiquity, and experience has from
time to time improved the processes adopted
and the instruments in use ; but it is not
till a very recent period that the necessity

of basing the ' occupation of the farmer on
phvsical and other science has been even par-

tially recognised. Now a division is made
into theoretical and practical agriculture, the

former investigating the scientific principles

on which the cultivation of the soil should be

conducted, and the best methods of carryina,

them out ; and the latter actually doing so ii

practice.

The soil used for agricultural purposes is

mainly derived from subjacent rocks, which
cannot be properly understood without some
knowledge of geology, while a study of the
dip and strike of the rocks will also bo of use
in determining the most suitable directions

for drains and places for wells. The com-
position of the soil, manures, &c, requires

for its determination agricultural chemistry.

The weather cannot be properly understood
without meteorology. The plants cultivated,

the weeds requiring extirpation, the fungous
growths which often do extensive and mys-
terious damage, fall under the province of

botany ; the domestic animals and the wild
mammals, birds, and insects which prey on the
produce of the field, under that of zoology.

The complex machines and even the simplest
implements are constructed upon principles

revealed by natural philosophy : farm-build-

ings cannot be properly planned or constructed
without a knowledge of architecture. Rents
can be understood only by the student of
political economy. Finally, farm-labourers
cannot be governed or rendered loyal and
trustworthy unless their superior knows the
human heart, and acts on the Christian prin-

ciple of doing to those under him as he would
wish them, if his or their relative positions

were reversed, to do to him. Information on
the multifarious subjects bearing on agricul-

ture will be found scattered throughout the
work ; it is not according to the plan pursued
that they should be brought together in one
place.

" And the art of agriculture, by a regular connection
and consequence, introduced and established the ides

ot a more permanent property in tne soil than had
hitherto been received and adopted."—Blackstone:
Comment. (1830), bk. 11., ch. i.

2. Spec: Tillage, i.e. preparing the ground for

the reception of crops, sowing or planting the
latter, and in due time reaping them. In this

sense it is contradistinguished from pasturage

and even from ornamental gardening.
" That there was tillage bestowed upon the antedilu-

vian ground, Moses does indeed intimate in general

;

what sort of Ullage that was, is not expressed. I hope
to show that their agriculture was nothing near so

laborious and troublesome, nor did it take so inuct
time as ours doth."

—

Woodward : A'at. Hist.

t ag-ri-cill'-tiir-i^m, *. [Eng. a^ricultwn,
-ism.) Agriculture.

ag-ii-oul'-tiir-ist, s. [For etymology see

Agriculture.] One engaged in agriculture;

one skilled in it.

ag-ri-mo'-ni-a (Lot.), ag-ri-mony,
* eg~ri-m6n-^ (En9-)t 8- [In Dut agri*

monie ; Fr. aigrimonie ; Sp., Port, Ital., &
Lat agrimonia, a corruption of Gr. cp?e/x»i"'

(argemone) — a kind of poppy believed to be »

cure for cataract in

the eye ; 5p*rejio« (ar-

gemos), apfcfiov (ar-

gemon) b a small
white speck or ulcer

which occurs partly

on the cornea, and.

partly on the scle-

rotic coat of the
eye.] A genus of
plants belonging to
the order Rosacese,
or Rose-worts. The
calyx is 5 cleft, with
hooked bristles, the
petals 5, the stamens
7-20, the achenes 2.

There are two British

species, the A. eupa-
toria, or Common,
and the A. odorata, or
Fragrant Agrimony.
It is to the former
of these that the term agrimony is specially

applied. It is a well-known and handsome
plant, with long spikes of yellow flowers, and
the cauline leaves interruptedly pinnate. In

spring the root is sweet-scented, and the

flowers when freshly gathered smell like

apricots. A decoction of the flower is useful

as a gargle, and has some celebrity as a

vermifuge. It contains tannin, and dyes wool

a nankeen colour. [See Hemp-Agiusioxy.]

agrin, a. [A.S. a = on; grin.] Grinning
* with laughter, or for some ether cause.

" But that large-moulded man.
His visage all a-grin, as at a wake."

Tennyson : The Princes*, r.

COMMON AGRIMONY.
(Flower and Fruits.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pSt,

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, s$n ; mute, cub, cure, untt ur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ob = e. ey = a. an = kw.
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as ri-6 pes, or ag ri-6 pus, s. [Gr.

Syptos (agrws) = . . . wild, savage ; mwrj (ope)

= sight, view. ] A genus of fishes of the

order Acanthopterygii, and the family with
mailed cheeks, the Triglidse. The typical

species is the A. torvus, a large fish found at

the Cape of Good Hope, where it is called by
the Dutch Seepard (or sea-horse). It is used
for food.

•ig'-ri-it, &g-rl-6t tree, s. [Fr. griottier

= the agriot-tree, from griotte, its fruit.] A
tart cherry. (Howell: Lex. Tetraglott.)

ig-rl-i-tes, s. [Gr. ayptortK (agriotes)= (1)

wildness, (2) fierceness, cruelty.] A genus of

Elateridae (Click-Beetles). The larvae of three

species—the A. lineatus, A, obscurus, and A.

spectator—are too well known as wireworms
destructive to crops. The perfect insects

deposit their eggs on or near the roots of the

plants on which they are designed to feed.

The larvae when hatched rapidly increase in

size. They lie in the earth as pupae during
the winter months. The perfect insects

usually emerge—the A. lineatus in March,
and the other two in April They are found
abundantly till July. (Curtis, in Morton's

"Cyclop. Agric.")

Ag-rlp -pir/ -i-ans, s. pi. [Named after

Agrippinus, Bishop of Carthage.]

Church Hist. : The followers of the above-

named Agrippinus, in the third century, who
taught a kind of Anabaptist doctrine.

* a-gri'se (0. Eng.), ag-gri'se (Scotch), v.t. &
<.; * agros (0. Eng.), v.i. [A.S. agrisan,

agrysan = to dread, to fear greatly.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To cause to shudder, to frighten, to

terrify, to intimidate.

(a) English

:

" Such peynes that oar hert* might agrise,"
Chaucer; C. T., 7,331, 7,282.

(b) Scotch

:

" My goist sail be present the to aggrise.
Thou «;il. vnwourthy wicht, apouu thys wise
Be punyat wele." Douglas: Virgil, 113, 1G

2. To make frightful or horrible. (See

Spenser, Clarendon ed., bk. ii.)

" The waves thereof so slow and sluggish were,
Engrotft with mud, which did them fowle agrise."

Spenser : F. Q., IL vL 46.

B. Intrans. : To shudder ; to be greatly
afraid.

" Thenne hit theater bi-gon, and thonderde swithe.
That the graue quakede, and thel agrisen a!le."

Joseph of Arimathie, 235. 236.

" That fire under the feet aros,

Nas ther non that him agros."
Gy of Warwtke, p. 49.

a-gri'se, pa. par. [A.S.] [Aorise.]

a -groin, s. A disease of the tongue, frequent
in Bengal and other parts of the East Indies.

* a-gr«!m'-dm-& s. [In Ft. agronomie ; Gr.

aTpovojuo? (agronomos), s. = a magistrate at
Athens, overseer of the public lands ; as adj.

= haunting the country, rural ; aypoi (agros)
= a field, and vofios (nomos) = pasture-ground,
pasture ; vein* (nemo) = to deal out, to distri-

bute, to dispense.] Agriculture.

" a-gro 'pe, v.t. [A.S. grdpian = to grope.]
[Grope.] To grope, to examine.

" For who so will it well agrope."
Cower : &nf. Amant., bk. v.

a-gros'-te-ae, s. pi. [Agrostis.] The first

sub-tribe of Agrostideee (q.v.).

agros tern ma, s. [In Port agrostema,

fr. Gr. aip'jv (agrou), genit. of aypos (agros) ~
a field, and o-Tt^a (stemma) = materials for
crowning; a wreath, garland, chaplet Crown
or garland of the field. ]

Botany: A Linnsean genus of plants, now
looked upon by many as a sub-genus or sec-
tion of the genus Lychnis. It belongs to the
order Caryophyllaceae, or Clove-worts, and
the section Sileneae. Lychnis (Agrostemma)
githago, a tall plant with large purple flowers,
is the well-known corn cockle so common in
grain-fields. It is said by agriculturists that
when the seeds of the plant are ground along
with those of corn they are found to render
the latter unwholesome.

ag-rds-tJd'-e'-w, s. pi. [Agrostis.] A tribe
or section of Grasses, divided into two sub-
tribes, Agrostese and Calamagrosteae.

a-grds'-tls, s. [In Fr., Port., & Lat. agrostis;

Gr. a7pwffTi? (agrostis* = a grass (Triticum
repens) ; a-jpos (agros) = a field.] A genus
of Grasses, the type of the tribe or section
Agrostidew and the sub-tribe Agrosteae. Six
species occur in Britain. Three of these, the
A. setacece, A. spicaventi, and A. interrupta, are
rare or local : the others, A. vulgaris, the
fine bent; A. alba, the marsh bent; and the
A. canina, or brown bent, are common. The
A. cornucopia;, or dispar herd grass, was intro-
duced into Britain for agricultural purposes,
but has not succeeded well. A. pulchella,

an elegant garden plant, came originally from
Quito. Many other species occur abroad.

agros tog-ra-phy, *. [Gr. a^pwrns
(agrostis), and ypatfir} (graphe) = a description. ]

[Agrostis.] A description of the several
kinds of Grasses.

ag-ros-tdT-<i-gy\ s. [Gr. aypaiort^ (agros-

tis), and A670S (logos) — a discourse.] The
department of botanical science which treats

of the order of Grasses.

* a-gro te, v.t. [Deriv. uncertain.] To cloy,

to surfeit (Tyrwhitt). To ingurgitate, to satu-

rate (Skinner). [Agrotone.]
" But I am agroted here beforne
To write of nem that in loue been forsworne."

Chaucer ; Legend of Phillis.

* a-gro -ted, * a gro tid, * a-gro-
tei-ed, pa. par. [Agrote.]

a-grd'-tls, s. [Apparently from Gr. ayp6rrK
' (agrotes) or aypwrm (agrotes) = belonging to
the field; a?pd? (agros) = a field.} A genus
of Moths of the family Noctuidae. Two
species, the A. exclamationis, Heart and Dart
Moth ; and A. segetum. Common Bart Moth,
have caterpillars called by agriculturists sur-
face grubs, which are destructive to various
field-crops, as also to garden flowers.

* a-gro -tine, v.t. [Agrote.] To surfeit.

The same as Agrote (q.v.). (Prompt. Parv.)

* a-grd'-ton-yd, pa. par. [Agrotone.]

(Prompt. Parv.)

* a-gro -ton ynge, s. [Agrotone.] Sur-

feiting. (Prompt. Parv.)

a-gro"und', adv. [Eng. a = on, and ground.]

A* Literally:

1. On the ground ; resting on the ground

;

ashore (q.v.).

" By the middle of the next day the yawl was
aground, and from the shoallncss of the water could
not proceed any higher."—Dnrwin : Voyage round Vie
World, ch. viii.

2. On the ground ; implying motion towards,
ending in rest upon.

" And falling into a place where two seas met, they
ran the ship uground ; and the forepart stuck fast."—
Actt xx vii. 41.

B. Fig. : In difficulties ; in the same all but
hopeless predicament as a ship is when she in

aground.

* a-grud ge, v.t. [Old form of Eng. Grudge. ]

To grudge. (Palsgrave.)

a-gruf'e, * a-grulf , adv. [Gruf.] Flat,

grovelling. (Scotch.)
" Some borne on spars by chance did swim aland.
And some lay swelting on the s!ykle sand,
Agruif lay some . . . "—Mutes Threnodie, p. Ill

* a-grym.', s. [Algorism, Awgrim.]

a-gryp'-nl-a, s. [In Lat. agrypnia, from Gr.

aypvwvia (agrupnia) = sleeplessness ; ayptrnvos
(agrupnos) = sleepless : a>oeu'ei»' (agreuein) =
to hunt, to seek, and virvo* (hupnos) = sleep.]

Med. : Wakefulness ; called also Insomnia
and Perviligium (q.v.). [See also Wakeful-
ness.]

a-gr$rp-n5-cd'-nia, & [Gr. ayptm-vla (agrup-

nia), and Kw^a (!;6ma) — deep sleep ; notpaw
(koimao) = to lull to sleep ; ml^ai (keimai)
= to lie.]

Med. : Lethargy, without actual sleep.

a-grjfp'-niis, *. [Gr. aypimvos (agrupnos) =
sleepless.] A genus of Coleoptera, of the
family Elateridae. The A. murinus, or mouse-
coloured click beetle, has a larva with a flat

and indented tail, and is one of those destruc-
tive animals called by farmers Wireworms.

* agt, * agte. * hagt, s. [A.8. eaht = esti-

mation ; eahtian = to meditate, to devise : in

Ger. acht = care, attention ; achten = to attend
to, to regard.] Thought, anxiety, sorrow,
grief, care, fear.

" Amalechkes folc fledde for agte of dead."
Story of Qen. and Kxod. [ed. Morris), 3.SS1

" With the prisunes to liuen in hagt."
Ibid., 2.044.

*agt, 'agte, «. [A.S. ceht~\ Possession;
property.

* agte, v.t. [A.S. agan; pret. ahte =to own.]
To possess, to own. [Aght, i\(.]

* agte, pa. par. [Agte, v.t.~\

* agte, v. [Ought.] (Aghtes — oughtest)

'agte, s. [Agt.]

* agtea, *. pi. Moneys. [Aght.]

a'-gu-a toad, s. [Local name.] The Bufo
Aqua of Pr. Max. A large South American
toad imported into Jamaica to keep down
rats.

ag-u-a'-ra, s. [See def.]

Zool. : The native name of Canis Jubata,
the maned dog of South America.

ague, * a-gew, * ag-w6, * ha-ge, *.

[Skinner and Johnson, whom Wedgwood fol-

lows, take this from Fr. aigu = sharp, acute
;

in Sp. & Port, agudo. The primary meaning
would then be an "acute" fever. Sereniua
and Tooke derive it from Goth. agis= trem-
bling. Webster is of the same opinion, and
cites as cognate words A. S. age, ege, oga, hoga
= fear, dread, horror ; Arm. hegen = to shake

;

Irish agle = fear. "The radical idea," he
says, " is a shaking or shivering similar to
that occasioned by terror."]

* L Originally, in a general sense : Any
sharp fever.
" But Ihesu thorgh his myght, bllssed mot he be.

Reified him vprlglit, and passed that hage.
R. Brunne, p. 358.

IX Hence in a limited sense :

1. An intermittent fever, in whatever stage
of its progress or whatever its type. A person
about to be seized by it generally feels some-
what indisposed for about a fortnight pre-
viously. Then he is seized with a shivering
fit, which ushers in the cold stage of the
disease. This passes at length into a hot
stage, and it again into one characterised by
great perspiration, which carries off the dis-
order for a time. The three leading types of
ague are the quotidian, with an interval of
twenty-four hours ; the tertian, with one of
forty-eight hours ; and the quartan, with one
of seventy-two hours. The remote or the
proximate cause of ague is generally the ex-
posure of the body to the malaria generated in
marshes. The remedy is quinine or some
other anti-periodic. [Anti-periodic]

" And he will look as hollow as a ghost.
As dim and meagre as an ague's fit."

Shakesp. : King John, lit 4.

2. Specially

:

(a) Lit. : The cold fit, often accompanied by
trembling or shaking, which constitutes the
first of the three stages of intermittent fever.

In the phrase "fever and ague," ague means
the cold stage, and fever the hot one which
succeeds it.

"Cold, shivering ague."
Dryden : Palamon and Arcite,

(b) Fig. : Any shaking produced by cold,
however removed it may be from the first

stage of an intermittent fever.

III. As the rendering of a word of doubtful
meaning

:

The ague of Scripture. The Hebrew word
nrnp (qaddachliath), Lev. xxvi. 16, which is

translated "fever "in Deut. xxviii. 22, from the
root rnp (qaddachh) = to set on fire, is ren-

dered in the Septuagint in Leviticus 7mepo^
(ikteros)= the jaundice, and in Deut. m-pero?
(jpuretos) = fever, especially of a tertian or
quartan type. Probably a more formidable
disease is meant than simple ague, or the
word may be used in the extended sense of

No. I.

"I also will do this unto you; I will even appoint
over you terror, consumption, and the burning ague,
that shall consume the eyes, and cause Borrow or
heart : . . "

—

Lev. xxvi. 16.

ague-cake, .•.

I. Lit. : An affection of the spleen which
sometimes accompanies ague. There arises

in the left hypochondrium a hard swelling,

indolent at first, generally little influencing

bSil, bo*^; pout, Jtffcl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-eJan = shan. -tion, -sion, -cioun = shun; sion. -tfon = zhun. tious, sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -41e, &c. = bel, deL
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the health in this country, but in warmer
latitudes sometime* becoming large anil very
painful, and on its suppuration causing death.

(Dr. Joseph Brown : Art. " Intermittent Fever,"

Cycl ofPract Med., ii. 223.)

2. Fig. : A morbid mental excrescence, pro-

duced by heated feeling.

"... this worthy motto, ' No bishop, no king,' Is

of the same hatch, and infauted out of the saint*

lean, a mere ague-cake . . ."—.Villon; Of Reform,
in England.

ague-draught, s. A draught designed
to ward off or cure an attack of ague.

" Our soldiers In the Peninsular hospitals regularly
applied for an ague-draught (« droja of laudanum
and a drachm of ether) when they saw their nails

turning blue, which fs generally the first sign of the
commencement of a paroxysm. —Dr. Brown: Cydo.
of PracL Med., vol. ii.

ague-drop, s. A kind of drop designed
to cure ague.

ague-fit, s.

L Lit. : A fit of the ague.
" Cromwell, who had an ague-Jit from anxiety, . .

."

—Proud* : Hist. Eng., pt. i. , ch. xv.

2. Met. : A fit of trembling produced by fear.

" This ague-fit of fear is over-blown."
Shaketp. . Richard If., lit. X

ague-ointment,.s An ointment for the

ague. Halliwell says that in Norfolk one

made from the leaves of the elder is used.

ague-powder, s. A powder designed

to cure ague.

ague-proof, a. Proof against ague.
" I am not ague-proof."

Shaketp. : King Lear, W. 6.

ague-Spell, s. A spell or charm be-

lieved by the superstitious to prevent or cure

ague. {Gay.)

ague-struck, a. Struck with ague.

(Hewyt.)

ague-tree, s. The Laurus sassafras.

[Sassafras.] {Gerard, &a)

ague-weed, s.

Bot. : (1) Eupatorium perfoliatum, {Amer.)

(2) Gentiana quinquejlora.

a'-gue, v.t. (From the substantive.] To cause
to tremble or shake like one in the first stage

of intermittent fever.

a -gued, pa. par. & a. [Ague, v.]

"... faces pale
With flight and agxied fear."

Shaketp. : Coriolanue, i. «.

* a-gUeV-ry\ v.t. [Fr. agiterrir; from guerre
*= war.] To instruct in the art of war; to

inure to the hardships, of war. (Lyttleton.)

*aguiler (ag'-wil-er), s. [Fr. aigvilU =
a needle.] A needle-case.

" A stiver nedil forth I drowe,
Out of aguiler queiut i-knowe."

Romaunt of the Rote, 98.

a-guis -ard frig, verb. $. [Eng. a = on,

guisard, and suff. -inc.] The action of a
gttisard (q.v.), or mummer; mumming, mas-
querading. (Special coinage.)

"Or else they hae taen Yule before it comee. and
faun a^guUarding."— Scott; Guy Mannering, ch.

xxxvl.

*a-gui'se, 'agnize, v.t. [Fr. guise = (i)

manner ; (2) fancy, humour.] To guise, to
adorn, to dress out.

" Sometimes her head she fondly would aguiim
With gaudy garlands."

Sponger: M, Q., II. vi. 7.

1 It is opposed to disguised = aguised,

guised, or dressed out in a way to mislead.
" So bad false Archimneo her disguysd,

To cloke her guile with sorrow and sad teene

;

And she himselfe had craftily devisd
"o her service i .

Spenser; P. Q.

* a gui se, * a-gui'ze, t ag-gui ze, s.

[From the verb. ] Guise, dress.

" The glory of the court, their fashions
And brave agguize. . . ."

More: Song of the Bout, bk. i. 23.

a-gu-ish, a. [Eng. ague; -ish.]

1. Lit. : In any way pertaining to ague
;

causing or tending to cause ague ; noted for

the occurrence in it or them of ague.
" And aguish east." Comper | Task, bk. 111.

"The aguish districts of England continue to b*
inhabited —Arnold: Hist Rome, ch. xxiii.

2. Fig. : Alternately chilly, cold, like a

Eatient in the first stage of ague ; or burning
ot, like one in its second stage.
" Her aguish love now glows and burns."

Lanstloume : To Mgra.

a -gu-ish-ness, s. [Eng. aguish; -ness.] The
state of being affected by ague.

Spec. ; Chilliness. {Johnson.)

* a-gult', * a-gflt', * a-gilt e (pa. par-

agelt), v.i, [A.S. agyltan.]

1. To offend.
*' He agilte her nere In other case,
bo nere all wholly his trcsuasse."

Romaunt of the Rote, 5,832-3.

2. To be guilty, to offend, to sin against
•' Thanne was he scorned that nothing bad agilt."—

Chaucer: The Pertonet Tale.

" And neuer agult the wil i liue in game ne on ernest.

'

William of Paterne (Skeat ed.), 4,4oI.

a-giis'-tite, a gus-tine, s. [Ger. agus-

tin,] A mineral, the same as Apatite (q.v.).

* ag'-we, s. [Ague.]

a-gy'e, gye, gie, v.L [Fr. guider.] To guide,

to direct.
" Laun fal toke leave of Teranoar
For to wende to kyug Artour,
Hys feste for tu «-jy.'

Eng. Trans, o/ Grand* Fabliaux, 323.

a^-yn-a-r^, a. [Eng. agyn(pus) ; «jxy.\

Bot. : Having no female organs. A term
introduced by A. P. de Candolle to denote
double flowers, which are composed entirely
of petals, no pistils being present.

A-gy-nen'-ses, A-gy-ni-a'-ni, A-gy"-
Ui-l, s. [Gr. d, priv.

; yus-ij (gune)=& woman.]

Ch. Hist. : A sect who opposed marriage
and the use of flesh-meat, saying that tlies

practices were opposed to spirituality of life,

and emanated not from God, but from tjbe

devil. They arose about a.d. 694, but not
long afterwards died away.

a-gyn'-Ic, a. lEng. agynCous); -ic.}

Bot. : Characterized by, or describing, the
insertion of stamens which are entirely free
from the ovary.

•a-gyune, *a-gln', v.t. &i. [A.8. aginnan,
onginnen = to begin ; agynth = beginnetli.]
To begin.

"The maister his tale he gan agin."
The Seeyn Sage*, 1,410.

ag'-yn -OUS, a. [Gr. aywoc (agunos) m having
no wife: o, priv., and ywrj (pttne)= awoman.]

Bot. : Destitute of female organs.

ah, inter). [Ger. ah, ha, ach ; Fr. ah; Port.

ah, ai ; Ital. ah, ahi; Lot. ah, a; Gr. a «,

or & d.] An exclamation nttered

—

1. In surprise.

"Then said 1, Ah Lord God ! they say of me. Doth
be not speak i>anibles ?

"—Ezek. xx. 40.

2. In exultation.
** Let tbem not say In their hearts. Ah, so would we

have it . . . "—Pt. xxxt. 88.

3. In mourning.
"... they will lament thee, saying, Ah lord !

"

—Jor. xxxiv. 5.

4. In contempt (mingled with surprise).

" And they that pnssed by railed on him, wagging
their heads, and Baying, Ah. thou that destroyest the
temple."

—

Mark xv. 29.

5. In simple pity.

"
. . . ah t it [the sword] Is made bright, it to

wrapped up for the slaughter ' —Ezek. xxi. 14.

6. In mingled pity and contempt.

"Ah sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity, ft

seed of evil-doers, children that are corrupters. "—
£aVl4
7. In self-abasement.

"Then said I, Ah, Lord God : behold, I cannot speak:
for I mma.ehila.-—Jer. I. «.

8. In adoration.

"Ah Lord God ! behold, thon hast made the heaven
and the earth by thy great power and stretched-out
arm . . . "

—

Jer. xxxii. 17.

^ In such a case, however, it is more fre-

quently written 0.

aha, inter}, fin Ger. ha ha, aha ; Fr. ahc

;

* Lat. aha.} An exclamation uttered with
different modifications, however, of the voice

and features.

1. In mingled exultation and derision.

"Thus AAith the Lord God ; Because thon aaidst, Aha.
against my sanctuary, when it was profaned "—
Ezek. xxv. &

2. In surprise

"... yea. he wamieth himself, and saitb.Jfta, i
am warm, 1 have seen the tire."—tea. xliv. 14.

% Sometimes it is doubled.

"Let them be turned l«ck for a reward of their
shame that say. Aha, ahii."—/,

t. lxx. a

aha , *. [Ha-Ha.]

*a-hang, a. [A.S. ahangen, ahania n
hung.] Hanged, been hanged. {Robert oj

Gloucester.)

ahead, adv. [O. Eng. a = on ; head.']

A. Ordinary Language:
* 1. " On head," on the head, head-foremost,

headlong.

IAt. & Fig. : Used generally of animals or
persons not under proper restraint.

"They suffer them at first to run ahead-, and when
perverse indinatuaia are advanced into habits there is

no dealing with tbeiu."

—

/.'Estrange; Fables,

2. Onward, forward, in front, in advance.
" One of the young men, however, cried ont, ' Let us

all be brave,' and ran on ahead"—Darwin : Voyage
round the World, cb. xvni.

If To go ahead :

(a) Lit. : To proceed in advance.
"... It wis necessary that a man should go ahead

with a sword to cut away the creepers."—Darrein:
Voyage round the World, ch. iL

(6) Colloquially: To proceed rapidly, to
make satisfactory headway in what one is

doing. (Used of literal movement forward in

the case of railway guards directing trains or
seamen navigating ships. Used figuratively
of anything in which progress of any kind is

possible, even though there be no physical
movement.)

B. Naut. : In front, before, further forward
than a vessel, as " There is a rock ahead.

"

* a-height (gh silent), adv. [Eng. o = on
;

height.] On high.
" Fdg From the dread summit of this chalky bourn
Louk ap a-height:—the shrill gorged lark so far
Cannot be seen or beard. Do hut look

Shaketp,;

a-hem', interj. [Hem.]

*a-ner'e, v.t. [A.S. aheran = to hear.] To
hear. [Heab.]

* a-hi'gh, % a-hy ghe (gh silent), adv. [O.

Eng. a = on ; high.] On high. [Ahy.]

* a-blght' (gh silent), pret. pass, of verb.

[Hioht.] Was called.

"And that aniial'tij malde ADsnundrine a-hight."
William of Palerne (Skeat ed.), SSC

a-hint , a-hind , prep. & adv. [Ger. hinten,

dehiten.] Behind. (Scotch.)

look up."
King Lear, iv. a

the la
Scott : Warerley,

.2 green ahint the clachan."

a-hoight' (gh silent), a. [AS. a — on ;

• Keahdhv, = height. [Height.] Elevated. In

good spirits. (Florio : Diet., t.v. Jntresoa.)

ahold , adv. [Eng. a = on ; AoM.]

Naut. : Near the wind.

To lay a ship a-hold : To lay or place her in

such a position that she may hold or keep to

the wind.
" Boats. : Lay her a-hoJd ; set her two courses : off to

sea again, lay her off."—Shaketp. : Tempest, L L

a-horse', adv. [Eng. o = on ; horse.] On
* horseback. (Hearne : Gloss.)

a-hool'-ai, s. The Brazilian name for a shrub
" (Cerbera ahouai), the kernels of the nuts ot*

which are a deadly poison. It belongs to the

order Apocynaceffi, or Dogbanes. [Cerbera.]

a-ho'y', interj. [In Fr. ho.]

NauL : A word used in hailing vessels or

people, as " Ship a-hoy t

"

A.h -rim-au (h guttural), a [Zend Ahriman

;

from Zend agro or anghro — wicked, murder-

ous, and maineyits — invisible, from (1) adj.

mainyu, (2) substantive mono, corresponding

with the Sansc manas = the mind ; in Lat.

mens, whence English mental, &c. (See

Wilson On the Parsee Religion, Bombay, 1843,

p. 328.)]

In the Zoroastrian Creed (that held by the

ancient Persians and their descendants, the

modern Parseea) : The Evil Principle or Being,

supposed to have created darkness, to be the

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try,

; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p8t,

Syrian. », ce = e, ey — a. qu = lew.
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patroa of all evil, and to live in perpetual

conflict with Hormuzd, the Good Principle, or

Being. Ahriman, like Hormuzd, lias under
him a hierarchy of angels. He differs from
the Satan of Scripture in being on an equality

both in years and in power with the good God.
[ZoROASTRIANISM.]

a-hu , s. [Tartar, Persian, and Bokharian.
Not the ahu of Ksempfen.] The Tartarian

roe (Cervus Pygargas, or Capreolus), which is

identical with the Antilope subgutturosa. It

is larger than the European roebuck, and
inhabits the mountains in Siberia, Tartary, &c.

a hull, adv. [O. Eng. a= on ; hull.]

Naut. : With the sails furled and the helm
lashed on the leeside, causing the vessel to lie

nearly with her side to the wind and sea, and

vk ^-_- --

A VESSEL A-HULL-

her head Inclined somewhat in the direction
of the wind. This situation affords a great
protection against the fury of a storm.

a h uri -gered, a. [Eng. a— on , and hungered.

]

Hungered.

a-hun'-gry, a. [O. Eng. a = on, and hungry.]
Hungry. (Shakesp. : Merry Wives, i. I.)

* a-hy-, 'an-hy', * a-hy'gh (gh silent), adv.
[O. Eng. a = on ; hy — high.] On high.
" By that, Raymound vu doubted of ech wight
Into gret honour risen is a-hy,
And worshipped is in ech company."

La CotaireUe: The Romans of Partenaf
(I5W -i) tike.it ed.), L2W-1L

ai, aie, s. [Dut. & Ger. ei = an egg.] An egg.

V-i, s. [Ger. & Fr. ai. A word framed by the
South American Indians to imitate the plain-
tive cry of the animal which they called Ai.]
A species of sloth, the Brady-pus tridactylus
of Linnaeus. As its name imports, it has hut
three toes, or rather nails, on each foot, in

this respect differing from the Unau (Bradypus
didactylus, Linn.), which has but two. It is

of the order Edentata, or toothless mammals.
It is the only known species of its class which
has as many as nine cervical vertebrae, seven
being the normal number. It is about the
size of a cat. The tail is very short The
limbs also are short, but exceedingly muscular.
It clings with extraordinary tenacity to the
branches of trees. It is pre-eminent even
among sloths for sluggishness. Its apathy is

on a par with its inertness. Its practice is

to strip a tree completely bare before it can
prevail upon itself to put forth the exertion
requisite to enable it to roll itself into a ball,
fall to the ground, and climb another tree.

It inliabits America from Brazil to Mexico.

ai-ai'-ai, s. The name given in Paraguay to a
wading bird, the American Jabiru (Mycteria
Americana).

ai'-blins, adv. Perhaps, it may be. (Scotch.)
"

. . . it may feed a hog, ot aibllns twa, in a good
year. '—Sir W. Scott i Guy Mannering, ch. xxxvi.

aid, *ayde, v.t. & i. [Fr. aider = to help;
Sp. ayudar; Port, ajudw; Prov. adjudar,
ajudar, aidar ; Ital. aiutore ; Lat adjiito —
to help ; freq. from adjutum, supine of adjuvo
= to help : ad ; juvo — to help. In Arab, aid
ta = to assist or strengthen, and ayada and
adawa ~ to help (Webster), but these resem-
blances seem accidental.] To assist, to help.

L Transitive

:

"
. . . which aided him in the killing of his

brethren."—Judg. ix. 24.

"... to aid each other in many ways."—Darwin

;

Descent of Man, ch. hi.

"Neither shall they give any thing unto them that
make war upon them, or aid them with victuals,
weapons, mouey, or ships."—1 Maccabees viii. 26.

2. Intransitive

:

"Or good, or grateful, now to mind recall.

And, aiding this one hour, repay it all.

'

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, ok. xxii., S29, 230.

aid, * ayde, s. [From the verb. In Fr. aide ;

Sp. ayuda ; Port, ajuda ; Ital. aivto; Lat.
adjuius.']

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of helping or assisting.

IL The state of being helped.

% In aid : To render assistance.
" Your private right should impious power invade,
The peers of Ithaca would arm in aid."

Pope ; Homers Odyssey, bk. 1., 51S, 514.

ILL The thing which, or more rarely the

_ person who renders assistance. (In this sense
it is often used in the plural.)

1. The thing which does it.

"... he might hope for pecuniary aid from
France,"—Slacavday : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

"And he has furnished us with some aids towards
the consideration of this question. "

—

Gladstone : Studies
on Homer, i. 23.

2. A person or persons rendering assistance.

(a) Generally:

"Let us make unto him an aid like unto himself."
—Tobit viii «.

(b) Specially : Auxiliary troops or com-
manders.

" No sooner Hector saw the king retir'd.

But thus his Trojans and his aids he flr'd."

Pope : Homer's Iliad, xi 366.

If The word is used in this sense in the term
aide-de-camp, sometimes contracted into aide
or aid,

B. Technicatty:

L Feudal System : A tax paid by a vassal or
tenant to his lord, chiefly on three occasions,
when the superior just named was put to
unusual expense. These were, 1st, to ransom
him when he was a prisoner ; 2nd, to defray
the charges when his eldest son was made a
knight ;-3rd, to help the eldest daughter to
obtain a husband by furnishing her with a
suitable dowry to be given her at the time
of her marriage. At first the aids on these
occasions were voluntary, but the feudal lord
succeeded in converting them into a compul-
sory tax This, however, was abolished by
the statute 12 Charles II.

"Aids were originally mere benevolences granted by
the tenant to his lord in times of difficulty and dis-
tress: but in process of time they grew to be con-
sidered as a matter of richtand not of discretion."—
Dlackstone : Comment., bk. ii., ch. v.

IX Parliamentary Hist. : A subsidy granted
by Parliament to the king as part of his
revenue when he had to take an active share
in political life. It is generally used in the
plural, aids, and is called also subsidies and
supplies. [Subsidies, Supplies.]

"The whole of the extraordinary aid granted to the
king exceeded four millions."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng.,
ch. xvi.

ILL English Law

:

1. To pray in aid ; To put forth a plea or
petition that one who has an interest in a
cause which is being tried shall be conjoined
with the defendant making such application.
For instance, when litigation arises in connec-
tion with an estate, the person in possession
may petition for the aid, of him who has a
reversionary title to it Such a petition is

called an aid-prayer.

"In real actions also the tenant may pray In aid, or
call for assistance of another, to help him to plead,
because of the feebleness or imbecility of his own
estate."

—

Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. xx.

2. Aid of the King : Assistance demanded
of the king when a city or borough, holding a
fee-farm from the king, has an unjust demand
for taxes made upon it.

IV. French Fiscal Arrangements (in the pi.) :

Duties in most respects corresponding to our
custom-house charges.

Courts of Aids: Courts which take cogni-
sance of cases arising out of the payment of
aids, in the sense now explained.

* aid major, s. The adjutant of a regi-

ment. (Scotch.) (Society Contendings, p. 395.)

fald'-ance, *ayd ance, «. [Eng. aid;

-once.] Aid, assistance, help.
" For lovers Bay, the heart hath treble wrong,
When it is barr'd the aidance of the tongue,"

Shakesp. : Venus and Adonis.

aid -ant, # ayd ant, a. [Fr. aidant, pr. par.
of alder = to help.*] Helpful, assisting.

"... be aidant and remediate
In the good man's distress."

Shakesp. : King Lear, It. 4.

aide-de-camp (appro*, ad -de -tori),
sometimes contracted to aide, s. [Fr.

aide du camp ; Sp. ayudante de campo

;

Port, adjudante de campo; Ital. ajudauU di
campo.]

Military : An officer who receives the orders
of a general and communicates them. His
functions are exercised whilst battles are in
progress, as well as in more tranquil times.

ai'-ded, pa. par. & a. [Aid, v.]

^[ Used as adjective in the phrase " aided
emigration." [Emigration.]

aid -er, s. [Eng. aid; -er.] One who aids, an
assistant, a helper.

" All along as he went, were punished the adherents
and aiders of the late rebels."—Bacon; Henry VI.

aid ing, pr. par. [Aid, v.]

* ai -die (1), v. t The same as Addle = to
render putrid (q.v.).

* ai'-dle (2), v.t. The same as Addle = to

earn (q. v. ).

aid-less, a. [Eng. aid; -less.] Without aid,

destitute of assistance.
" The aidless innocent lady."

MiUon : Comus.

"It is not meet. Sir King, to leave thee thus.
Aidless, alone, and smitten through the helm."

Tennyson; Jlorte d Arthur.

* ale, s. The same as Ai = an egg (q.v.)i

* aielf, s. pi [A.N.] Forefathers.
" To gyve from youre heires
That your axels yon left."

Piers Ploughman, p. 814.

* aler, s. [Air.]

* aier, s. ; pi. aier'-is. [Heir.] An heir

(0. Scotch.)

* al'-er-y\ «. [Eveie.]

* aie$e, s. [Ease.]

* aight'-Sd-en (gh mute), a, [A.H. oehta,

eahta = eight.] The same as Auutand —- the
eighth.

aiglet. [Aglet.]

ai-g6c'-er-ine, a. [Aioocerus.] Belonging

to the Aigocerus genus or sub-genus (q.v.X
Col. Hamilton Smith has an Aigocerine group
of the genus Antilope. (Griffith's Cuvier, iv.

175.)

ai-gdc/-er-tis, s. [Gr. al'f (aix), gen.it. al-jo?

(aigos) = a goat, and «<-'pas (keras) = a horn ;

ai7o«epa? (aigokeras) in classical Greek is a
plant, the fenugreek (q.v.).] A genus or
sub-genus of Antelopes, type A. leucophlcea,

the Blau-bock, South Africa.

t al'-gre, s. [Eager, Aker, Higre.]

t al'-gre, a. [Ft.] Sour, sharp.
"... like aigre dronpjngs into milk."

Shctkesp. : Hamlet, i. 5.

* aigre doulce, a. [Fr. aigre dovx, feni.

douce.] Sour-sweet. (Holland.)

" ai -green, [Aygreen.]

ai'-gre-more, s. [Fr.]

Art: Charcoal in a state of preparation to

be mixed with other ingredients for the manu-
facture of gunpowder.

ai'-gret, ai'-grette, s. [Fr. aigrette,.]

A. Ordinary Language : A tuft, as of

feathers, or a small bunch, as of diamonds.
" Still at that Wioud's feet their spoil* he hurled—
Ingots of ore from rich Potosi borne.
Crowns by Cacin.nes, aigrettes by Omrahs worn."

Scott: Vision of Don Roderick, xxil.

B. Technically

:

I. Botany. [Egret.]

IX Zoology:

1. [Egret.]

2. In the form Aigrette : Button's name foi

the Hare-lipped Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus).

t ai-gue-ma-ri'ne, s. [Fr. = aquamarine.)

Min. : De Lisle's name for the aquamarine,
or beryl. [Aquamarine, Beryl.]

boll, bo"y; pollt, Jolkrl; cat, cell, chorns, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -tng,

-tion, -sion = shun ; -sion, -tion = shun, -ttons, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del. -gre = crer.
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" aiguilette (ag-wU-St), s. [Aglet.]

1 aiguille (ag'-wlll), s. [Fr. - a needle.]

1. Ord, Lang. : A needle-shaped peak of rock.

"... and where the aiguille* above present no
kind of way for crowning the height* and outflanking
the defenders."—Timet, Oct. ». 18T7.

% Mining : An instrument for boring cylin-

drical holes in the rock to receive charges of
gunpowder for blasting purposea

aiguille-like, a. [Eng. aguille; like.]

"The aiguille-tike peaks on either side."— Timet,
Oct. 29, 1877, Montenegrin Corresp.

aiguillons <ag -wil-long), s. pi. [Fr.]

Bot. : Stalked glands, once called setae by
Woods and Lindley. In the genus Rosa they
resemble aculei, but are distinct from them
in nature. (Lindley: Introd. to Bot., 3rd ed.,

1839, p. 65.)

* aiguisce, * aiguisse, * eguisce, ai

guise, * eguisse (ag-wis-se'), a. [Fr.,

from aiguiser = to sharpen.]

Her. : Sharply pointed ; applied especially

to a cross on an escutcheon which has its

four angles sharpened, but still terminating

in obtuse angles. It differs from the cross

fitchee in this respect, that whereas the latter

tapers by degrees to a point, the former does
so only at the ends.

taik,s. [Oak.] (Scotch.)

1. An oak-tree. (Lit. &fig.)
"

. . . sic s sprout frae the auld oik"—Scott : Buy
Man tiering, eh. xiii.

2. Oak-wood.

t aik-snag, t aik-snaggy, s. A knotty
stump of an oak, or an oak-tree having the
branches roughly cut off.

" Hell glowr at an auld-warld barkit atk-tnag as if

K were a queez-maddam in full bearing."—Scott : Rob
Roy, ch. ni,

•ai'-ken, ai -kin, adj. [Oaken.] Oaken, of

oak. (Scotch.)
**

. . for bringing haroe of aikin tymmer. 1'

Actt, Mary (1563), ed. 1814, p, M5.

ai'-kin-ite, *. [Named after Arthur Aikin,

M.D., F.C.S.] A mineral classed by Dana
with his sulpharsenites. Compos. : Sulphur
16-7, bismuth 36*2, lead 36*1, copper 110 =
100. It is orthorhombic, with lomg embedded
acicular crystals, as also massive. The lustre

is metallic, the colour lead-grey, with a pale

copper-red tarnish. It occurs in the Ural
Mountains, in Hungary, and in the United
States. [Patrinite, Belonite, Aciculite,
Retzbantite.]

ail, *eyle, v.t. & i. [A.S. eglian — to feel

pain, to ail, trouble, or torment ; eglan = to
inflict pain, to prick, torment, trouble, or

grieve. Generally impersonal, as " me egleth
"

= to grieve me ; egle = troublesome, difficult,

hateful Goth, agio = affliction, tribulation.]

A. Trans. : To cause uneasiness of body or
mind ; to pain, to trouble.

*J It is generally used in interrogatories in

which inquiry is made as to the unknown
cause of some restlessness or trouble. The
nominative to the verb is generally something
indefinite, as what or nothing, though in

Piers Ploughman the definite word syknesse

(sickness) is used.

1. Lit. Ofpersons

:

" My mother thonght. What aiU the boy?"
Tennyson : The Miller'* Daughter.

2. Pig. Of things:
** What ailed thee. O thou sea, that thou fleddsstT'

—P*. CXlV. 5.

B. Intrans. : To be affected by uneasiness

or pain.
* And much he ail*, and yet he is not sick."

Daniel : Civil Wart, bk. 111.

all (1), s. [From the verb.] Indisposition;

source of weakness ; affliction. (Pope : Moral
Essays, iii. 89.)

all (2), aile, * eile, s. [Fr. aile= a wing, from
Lat ala.} The beards of barley. (Gerarde :

Herbal, bk. i., ch. xlvi.)

* all, imperat. of verb, used as inter}. (Hail.]

all anth -us, s. [From ailanto, the Molucca
name of one of the species.] A genus of
plants belonging to the order Xanthoxylacese,
or Xanthoxyls. The A. glandulosa has very
large, unequally pinnate leaves and unplea-
santly-smelling flowers. In France and Italy

it is used for shading walks, and it has been
introduced into Britain from China to afford

nourishment to a fine silkworm (Attacus

Cynthia). The Ailanthus excelsa, from India,

is also cultivated here.

Ailanthus Silkworm, or A ilant?ius Moth

:

Attacus Cynthia. [Attacus.]

f aile, s. [Fr. aieul = grandfather.]

0. Law : A writ lying in cases where the
grandfather or great-grandfather was seised

in his demesnes, as of fee of any land or tene-

ment in fee simple, on the day that he died,

and a stranger that same day enters and dis-

possesses the heir. (CoweL)

aile, s. [Aisle.]

* ai lettcs, * ail -lettes, *. pi [Fr. ailette

= a winglet.]

Heraldry: Small escutcheons fixed to the
shoulders of armed knights. They were

called also emerasses. They were of steel, and
were introduced in the reign of Edward I.,

and were the origin of the modern epaulet.

ail'-ing, pr. par. & a. [Ail, «.]

Touch but his nature In its ailing part."
Cooper: Tirocinium.

ail'-ment, *. [Eng. ail ; -ment.] Sickness,

disease, indisposition, especially of a chronic
character.

14
1 am never 111, but I think of your ailment*."—

Swift; Letter*.

al-lur'-us, s. [Gr. aldxx» (aioUo) = to shift

rapidly to and fro ; and oiipd (oura) = tail.] A
genus of mammals belonging either to the
family Ursidse, or Bears, or to that of Viver-
ridsi. Civets, being a connecting link between
the two. The Wah (A. Julgens) is found in

India

aim, 'aime, *ayme, v.t. &i. [O. Fr. es-mer

= to aim or level at, to make an offer to
strike, &c ; also to purpose, determine, in-

tend (Cotgrave). Prov. esmar = to calculate,
to reckon, aesmar, azesmar, adesmar, adsstimar
= to calculate to prepare ; estimar = to
reckon ; Lat. cestimo.]

A. Transitive : To direct by means of the
eye to a particular spot against which one
desires to hurl or propel a missile. (Lit. &flg.)

" A knotty stake then aimina at his head,
Down dropp'd he groan i tic, and the spirit fled."

Pope: Homer* Odytscy, bk. xiv.

"Another vote still more obviously aimed at the
Bouse of Stair speedily followed."—Macaulay ; Rist.
Eng., ch. xiiL

B. Intransitive

:

L Lit. : So to direct a missile or other
weapon as, if possible, to make it strike a
particular spot

" Who gave him strength to sling,

And skill to aim aright."
Cowper : Olney Hymn*, Jehovah Jfitti.

JX Figuratively

:

1. To seek to obtain a particular object of

desire.

"... did our soldiers, aiming at their safety.
Ply from the field."

Shaketp. : Henry JV„ PL //., L L
* 2. To guess, to conjecture.

" But, good my lord, do It so cunningly,
That my discovery be not aimed at

Shaketp. ; Tko Gent, of Verona, Ui. L

% Aim Ib now uniformly followed by at of

the object ; but formerly to was employed.
" Lo, here the world is bliss ; so here the end.
To which all men do aim, rich to be made."

Spenter : F. Q.

aim, * aime, * ayme, *. [From the verb. ]

I. The act of aiming.

1. Lit. : The act of so directing, or taking
means to direct, the course of a missile or
projectile as, if possible, to make it strike a
definite spot

" Each at the head
Level I'd his deadly aim." Milton ; P. a*, bk. ii.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) The act of directing the efforts to obtain
an object of desire

;
purpose, intention, de-

sign.
*"

. . . with ambitious aim.
Against the throne and monarchy of God,
Eaisd impious war." Milton; P. L., bk. L

(b) Conjecture, guess.
" It is impossible by aim to tell it.' —Spenter eet

Ireland.

H The thing aimed at.

1. Lit. : The point to which a missile or
other weapon is directed.

** Arrows fled not swifter toward their aim."
Shaketp. : Henry IV., PC. JJ., I 1.

2. Fig. : An object sought to be attained.
" Happiness 1 oar being's end and aim I

Good, Pleasure, Ease, Content, whate'er thy name.*
Pope: Ettay on Man, Ep. IV., 11

*I In this sense it is often used in the

plural
" Disgusted, therefore, or appall'd by aim*
Of fiercer sealota."

n'ordttoorth : Excursion, bk. iii

"On the Historic Aim* of Homer."—Gladstone,
Studift on Homer, f i. 21.

* To cry aim (Archery): To encourage the
archers by crying out " Aim " when they were
about to shoot. Hence it came to be used for

to applaud or encourage, in a general sense.

(Nares: Glossary.)
" It ill beseems this presence to cry aim
To these ill-tuned repetitions.

"

Shaketp. : K. John, ii. L
"To it, and we'll cry aim."

Beaumont i Fletcher : Falee One.

* To give aim (Arcliery) : To stand within a
convenient distance from the butts, to inform

the archers how near their arrows fell to the
mark ; whether on one side or the other, be-

yond, or short of it. (Nares : Glossary.)

"... but I myself give aim thus : wide, four
bows ; short, three and a half. " — Middleton .* Spanith
vyptey, ii.

aim-crier, &
1. Lit. : A stender-by, who encouraged the

archers by exclamations.

2. Fig. : An abettor or encourager. (Nares.)
" Thou smiling aim^n-ier at princes' fall.*

6. Markham : Englith Arcadia.

aimed, pa. par, & a. [Aim, -v.]

As adjective, used in composition with adverbs:

"The king's troops received three well-afntsa
volleys . . ."—Macaulay ' Hitt. Eng^ chap. ix.

aim'-er, s. [Aim.] One who aims.

"Leaving the character of one always troubled
with a beating and contriving brain, of an aimer of

great and high spirits . . "~A. Wood: Athen. Oxen.

aim ful, a. [Eng. aim, 8. ; -ful.] Full of

purpose ; having a fixed purpose.

aim'-ful-ly\ adv. [Eng. aimful ; -ly.] In an
aimful manner.

aim -irig, pr. par. [Aim.]

aiming-drill, -.

Mil. : Drill in which recruits are taught to
handle and aim firearms, preparatory to
target-stand.

aiming-stand, *.

Mil. : A rest for a rifle, used in aiming-drill
(q.v.)-

aim less, a. [Eng. aim; -less.] Withon-
aim ; purposeless.

" In his blind aimtes* hand a pile he shook.
And threw it not in vain." May: Lucan, bk. S.

[Eng. aimless; -ly.] Inaim -less ly, adv.
an aimless manner.

ain, * aw in, * aw-yn, * awne, a. [Own.]
Own. (Scotch.)

" Out o' his ain head."

—

Scott : Waeerley, chap. Ixfv.

ain a lite, s. [Derivation uncertain.] A
mineral, a variety of cassiterite. It is black
or greyish black, contains nearly nine pel

cent, of tantalic acid, and occurs in Finland,
with tantalite and beryl, in albite.

+ aince, * ains, adv. [Once.] (Scotch.)

aind, v. & s. [Avnd.]

ain '-sell, a. [Scotch ain = own ; sell = self.]

Own self. (Scotch.)

"... and I'll be your wife my aimell."—Scott :

Guy Mannering, chap. xxvi.

Ai 6 -II an, a. [Gr. AioAtoc (Aiolios).~\ JBo-

lian (q.v!). Used also substantively.

"The easy conquests of Croises and of Curos over
the Ionians and Aioltani of the Continent."— Glad-
stone : Homeric Synchronitrnt, pt. i., ch. i v., y IS.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. a\ ce - c, ey - a. qu = kw
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•air, r.t. (3 pers. sing, airis). [O. Fr. errer

= to travel or journey, from Lat, iter = it

journey.] [Eyre.] To turn, to go.
"

. . . of nakyd knyghtes
Bot airu even furth him ane."

Alexander, Stevenson ed., 5,523-4,

*air, *aire, *ayr, s. A journey. [Eyre.]

* air, prep. & co%j. [A.S. <*>= before.] Before.
[Are, Ere.

]

* air, * ear, a. or adv. [A.S. dr = before

;

cerlice = early.] [Early.] Early. (0. Eng.
& Scotch.)

"... air day or late day, the fox's hide finds aye
the flaying knife. '—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxvii.

* air, * aire, * ayre, s. [Norm, hier, here —
an heir.] An heir. [Heir.]

alp, * ayre, * aire, * aier, * e"yr, * eir, s.

[In Wei. awyr ; Irish aer; Gael, aethar, athar ;

Arm. aiar; Fr. air; Sp. aire; Port, ares;
Ital. aria ; Lat. aer. From Gr. a^p (aer) = the
lower atmosphere, the air as opposed to the
purer upper one, alBfip (aither), or ether ;

* ato

(a5)= to blow; cognate with Sansc vd, vdmi
= to breathe, to blow ; whence Lat. ventus =
the wind.]

A* Ordinary Langiiage

:

L Literally

:

1. Gen. : The gaseous substance which sur-
rounds the globe and is taken into our lungs
when we breathe. (For its composition and
properties, see B., I. 2.)

" One [scale] 1b bo near to another that no air can
come between them."—Job xli. 16.

To take the air is to take a walk or ride with
the view of respiring purer air than is obtain-
able inside the house.

" The garden was enclosed within the square.
Where young Emilia took the morning air."

Dryden : Palamon A Arctte, i. 304.

2. The atmosphere, the hollow sphere of air
enclosing our planet

H
. . . the birds of the air have nests,"— Matt.

ViU.20.

3. Air in motion, especially in gentle mo-
tion.

" FreBh gales and gentle airs
WhUper'd It to the woods, and from their wingB
Filing rose, flung odours from the spicy shrub.
Disporting." Milton: P. L, bk. vlii.

* 4. The odoriferous particles which convey
the sense of smell to the nostrils.

"Stinka which the nostrils straight abhor are not
the most pernicious, but such airs aa have some simi-
litude with man's body."—Bacon.

XL Figuratively

:

In allusion to (a) its lightness

:

* 1. Anything light or uncertain. Hope
Bure to disappoint.

" Who builds hia hope in air of your fair looks,
Lives like a drunken sailor on a mast."

Shaketp. : Richard III., iiL 4.

(b) Its mobility : Volatility, mobility of
temperament or of conduct.

"He waa still all air and fire."—Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., chap. xxii.

(e) Its capability for conveying sound

:

1. (SeeB., II.)

2. Poet. : A song.
" The repeated air

Of sad Electra's poet had the pow*r
To save th' Athenian walls from ruin bare."

Milton : Sonnet viii.

S. Intelligence, information.
"It grew from the airt which the princes and states

broad received from their ambassadors and agents
kere."—Baoon: Henry VII.

4. Vent, publication, publicity.
M I would have aak'd you, if I durst for shame,

If still you lov'd : you gave it air before me.
Dryden : Don Sebastian, t. L

% To take air is to be divulged, to obtain
publicity.

" I am sorry to find it has taken air that I have
some k> ind in these papers. "—Pope .- Letter*.

(d) Its healthful influence when in motion

:

Adverse, but bracing influence.
" The keen, the wholesome air of poverty."

Wordsworth : The Excursion, bk. i.

(e) Its capability of presenting objects in dif-

ferent aspects at different times

:

1. (See B., III.)

2. Appearance.
"... and again they hare too buainese-like and

simple an air for legendary stories handed down by
popular tradition."—Lewis: Early Rom, Hint., chap.
rlt , pt. 1 ., i 15.

" Aa It waa communicated with the air of a secret.
It soon found ita way into the world."—Pope : Dedica-
tion to Rape of the Lock,

3. The aspect, look, mien, or manners of any
particular person, from which his character
may be inferred.

" 8o thinks that dame of haughty air.
Who hath a page her book to huld."

Wordsworth: White Doe of Rylst one, i.

" Ulysses sole with air majestic stands."
Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xlii. 12.

4. Often in the plural : Affectation, an as-

sumption of dignity to which one is not
entitled, and which it would be inexpedient
to parade even if he were.

"Their whole lives were employed in intrigues of
state ; and they naturally give themselves airs of
kings and princes, of which the ministers of other
nations are only the representatives."— Addison :

Rem. on Italy.

B. Technically:

L Natural Philosophy and Chemistry

:

* 1. Formerly : Any gas, whatever its cem-
position.

"The division of bodies Into airs, liquids, and
solids."—Uerschei : Study Nat. Philos. (1831), Lardner's
Cyclop., p. 328.

* Dephlogisticated air = oxygen gas.

* Fixed air = carbonic acid gas.

* Inflammable air = hydrogen gas.

* Phlogisticated air = nitrogen gas.

2. Now .* The gaseous substance which fills

the atmosphere surrounding our planet. It

is elastic, and is destitute of taste, colour,
and smell. It contains by weight, oxygen
23'10 parts, and of nitrogen 76*90 : and by
volume, of oxygen 20 90, and of nitrogen
79*10 ; or of 10,000 parts there are in perfectly
dry air, of nitrogen 7,912, oxygen 2,080, car-

bonic acid 4, carburetted hydrogen 4, with a
trace of ammonia. But air never is dry ; it

has always in it a varying amount of watery
vapour. When exhaled from the lungs it is

saturated with moisture, and contains about
4'35 parts of carbonic acid. The prevalence
of this latter gas in abnormal quantity is

prejudicial to human life, while air with a
high per-centage of oxygen in it is healthful
and invigorating. Dr. R. Angus Smith,
F.R.8., found that the oxygen in the air of
various localities varied as follows:

—

N.E. sea-shore and open heath of
Scotland .... 20*999.

Tops of hills, Scotland . . 20*98.

Suburb of Manchester in wet
weather 20*98.

Fog and frost in Manchester . 20*91.

Sitting-room which feels close . 20'89.

After six hours of a petroleum
lamp 20*83.

Pit of theatre .... 20*74.

Gallery 20*86.

Average in 339 specimens of air

in mines 20*26.

When candles go out . . . 18 5.

Difficult to remain in . . . 17*2.

Quart. Journ. of Science, ii. (1865) 222-3.

The density of air being fixed at the round
number 1,000, it is made the standard with
which the specific gravity of other substances
is compared. If water be made unity, then
the specific gravity of dry air is '0012759.

At 62° Fahr. it is 810 times lighter than water,
and 11,000 times lighter than mercury. At
the surface of the sea the mean pressure is

sufficient to balance a column of mercury 30
inches, or one of water 34 feet in height.
[Atmosphere, Acoustics, Barometer, Pneu-
matics, Respiration.]

IX Music : A tune or melody. A melodic
succession of notes as opposed to a harmonic
combination. [Tune, Melody.]

" There is in souls a sympathy with sounds.
And as the mind is pitch 'd the ear is pleased
With melting airs or martial, brisk or grave. **

Cowper : Task, bk. vi.

If Formerly, harmonised melodies were said
to be airs in several parts, but the term is

at present generally restricted to an unaccom-
panied tune, or the most prominent melody
of a composition, as found usually in the
highest part, whether in vocal or instrumental
music.

UX Painting <fc Sculpture : Gesture, atti-

tude ; that which expresses the character of
the action represented.

IV. Horsemanship (plur.): The artificial

motion of a horse under direction.

air- Enters into the composition of a number
of words (in addition to those given below)
denoting objects variously related to air, such
as air-bath, air-blast, air-box, air-brake, air-brick,

air-cock, air-cooler, air-gauge, air-heading, air-

ship, Ac.

air-atmosphere, s. The atmosphere
consisting of or filled with air.

"... the lofty air-atmosphere,"—Prof. Airy on
Sound (1868), p. 8.

* W * •"

air-balloon, s. (I) Properly a balloon
rendered lighter than the surrounding atmo-
sphere by the rarefaction of the air within it

;

but (2) the word "air" may be used in the
old sense for any gas, and the term "air-
balloon " thus becomes simply a synonym for
Balloon (q.v.).

air-balloonist, a One who makes or
uses air-balloons. (Kirby.)

air-bed, s. A " bed " or mattress made
of air-tight cloth or vulcanized india-rubber,

divided into compartments and inflated with
air. Its disadvantage is that the air within
it becomes heated by the warmth of the body.

In this respect it is inferior to the water-bed,

which is now generally used instead of it as

an easy couch for the sick.

air-bladder, s. [Eng. air; bladder.)

L Ord. Lang. : Any bladder filled with air.

IX Physiology:

1. Gen. : Any bladder or sac occurring in

an animal or plant.

"The pulmonary artery and vein pass along the sur-
faces of these air-bladders In an infinite number of
ramifications,"—Arbuthnot on Aliments.

2. Spec. : Another name for the swimming
bladder in a fish. [Swimming Bladder.]
"... a bladder usually double, known by the

name of air-bladder, and which la generally placed
above the abdominal viscera."

—

Gregory Haiiy : Ant,
Phil. (London, 1807), f 68.

air-born, a. Born of the air.

" And see I the ait born racers start,
Impatient of the rein."

O ngreve to Lord Qodolphin.

air-borne, a. (1) Borne by the air, or
(2) borne in the air.

air-braving, a. Braving the air, the
wind, or the tempest.
"... your stately and air-braving towers."

Shaketp. : Henry V[„ Pt. I., iv. 2.

air-breathers, s. pi. Animals breathing
air.

" Dr. Dawson's Memoir on Air-breathers of the
Coal-period."—Q. Journ. of Science (1864), p. 675.

air-breathing;, a. Breathing air : applied

to terrestrial members of the animal kingdom,
in contradistinction to fishes, which breathe
by gills.

"... the earliest trace of warm-blooded, air-
breathing viviparous quadrupeds."—Owen : British
Fossil Mammals and Birds, p. xiii.

air bugs, s pi. [Eng. air; bugs.]

Entom. : The English equivalent of Auro-
corisa, the name given by Mr. Westwood to
the Geocores, or Land-bugs, a tribe or section
of the sub-order Heteroptera. [Aurocorisa,
Geocores, Land-bugs.]

air-built, a. Built in the air or of air

;

constructed of baseless hopes by a wayward
fancy ; chimerical.
" Hence the fool's paradise, the statesman's scheme.
The air-built castle, and the golden dream."

Pop»: Dunciad.

air-cells, air-sacs, s.

Animal Physiol. : Certain cells existing in

masses in the lungs, where they surround and
terminate each lobular passage. In man they
are but tooth of an inch In diameter ; in the
other mammals they are also very small. In
birds they we not merely distributed over the
chest and the abdomen, but they penetrate

the quills, and in birds of powerful flight even
the bones. They communicate with the
lungs, afford a great extension to the surface

with wh*ch the air inhaled comes in contact,

and in consequence increase the heat and
muscular energy of the bird, while at the

same time diminishing its specific gravity.

In insects some branches of the tracheae dilate

into air-receptacles, the number and size of

which, like the air-cells in birds, are in direct

relation with the powers of flight. (See Owen's
Invertebrata, Lect xvii.)

" On the exterior of a lobule [of the lungs] we
observe bubbles of air of various sl»s in its tissue ;

and if the bronchial tubes be injected the lobule ia

diatended, and its exterior presents a number of bulg-

inga known as the air-cells, about which much con-

troversy baa existed."—Todd A Bowman: Physiol,

Anat., iL 888, 389.

bill, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t
-cisn = shan. -tion, sion, -cioun m shun ; sion, tion = zlixin. tious, sious, cions shus. -ble, -die, &c. bel, del.
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* Veg. Physiol. : An old and erroneous name
ftill popularly given to certain intercellular

mniiMi
LU Section* of leaves. S\ Section of pith of a mat).

spaces which contain air, and ore not recep-

tacles of secretion. They are called by Link
lac mice. They vary in size, figure, and arrange-
ment. In water-plants they are designed to
enable the plant to float in the stems of Grasses,
Urabellifene, &c. They are caused by one part
growing more quickly than another.

air-chamber, a
Mech. : One of the chambers in a suction

and force-pump. [Pomp.] (Atkinson: Ganot's
Physics, 3rd ed\, § 1S5.)

In the plural Veg. Physiol. : The same as
Air-cells (q.v.>

air-condenser, s. Any machine for

rendering air more dense by subjecting it to
pressure. The principle is that of a syringe
driving air into a close vessel till the required
degree of condensation is produced.

air-current* s. A current of air.

air-cushion, «. A cushion consisting of
an air-tight bag inflated.

air-drawn, a. Drawn by the imagination
in air.

" This ii the air-drawn dainrer, which, yon said,
Led you to Duncan." Shakttp. : Macbeth, iii. 4.

alr-drlll, a A drill driven by com-
pressed air.

air-dram, *. A large inflatable cyst on
the neck of some game-birds.

air-duct, *. The duct leading from the
swim-bladder to the intestinal canal in some
fishes.

air-engine, caloric engine, s. Any
engine which has for its moving power heated
air, that is, which employs air, like steam in

a steam-engine, as a medium for transform-
ing heat into mechanical energy. The best
known air-engines have been those of the
Rev. Dr. Stirling in 1816, Capfc Ericsson in
183, and Mr. Philander Shaw in 1867. As
yet they have been very partially successful.
Were they so they would have this advantage
among others over steam-engines, that air can
with safety be raised to a higher temperature
than steam, and therefore can generate a
higher amount of mechanical energy.

air-escape, s. A contrivance for per-
mitting the escape of the air which tends to
accumulate till it obstructs the progress of
the water in pipes led over a rising ground.
It consists of a hollow vessel, having in its

top a ball-cock, so adjusted that when air
collects in the pipes it ascends into the vessel,
and, displacing the water, causes the ball to
descend till it opens the cock and allows the
air to escape.

air-fountain, s. A fountain in which
the moving power designed to raise the water
in a jet is air condensed within a vessel.

air-gossamer, s. [Air-threads.]

air-gun, s. An instrument designed to
propel balls by the elastic force of condensed
air. A strong metal globe is formed, fur-

nished with a small hole and a valve opening
inwards. Into this hole a condensing syringe
Is screwed. When, by means of this appa-
ratus, the condensation has been brought to

the requisite point of intensity, the globe is

detached from the syringe and screwed at the
breech of a gun, so constructed that the valve
may be opened by means of a trigger. A ball
is then inserted in the barrel near the breech,
so fitting it as to render it air-tight, and the
trigger being pulled, the elasticity of the con-
densed air impels it with considerable force.

A piece of simple mechanism may supply the
barrel with ball after ball, and thus make
re-loading after a discharge easy and rapid.

air-hammer, s. A hammer of which
the moving power is compressed air.

air-holder, s. An instrument for hold-
ing air for the purpose of counteracting the
pressure of a decreasing column of mercury.

air-hole, a An opening to admit the in-

gress or egress of air.

air-jacket, s. A jacket having air-tight
bladders or bags designed to be inflated, with
the view of supporting the person wearing it in
the water. The air-ben has now superseded it.

air-line, *. A straight line as if drawn
through the air; the shortest distance between
two points; hence a direct railroad line.

air-motive engine, a [Air-enoine.]

air-pillow, s. A pillow consisting of an
air-tight bag inflated with air.

air-pipe, a A pipe connecting the hold
of a vessel with the furnace of a ship, and
designed to convey the foul air of the hold to
the furnace that it may be burnt. That this
purpose may be effected, no air is allowed to
reach the furnace for combustion excepting
that of the hold supplied by the air-pipe.

air-plant, aerial plant, s. a plant
which is capable of deriving its nutriment
for a certain limited period from the air. The
chief genera to which the name has been
applied are Aerides, Vanila, and Sareauthus,
all Orchids. [Aerides.}

air-poise, s. [Eng. air; poise.) An in-
strument for measuring the weight of the air.

air-pressure engine, s. An engine in
which the moving power is produced by the
pressure of air of different densities.

air-pump, $. An instrument invented
by Otto von Guericke, of Magdeburg, in 1950.

THE COMMON ALR-Pl MP.

It was designed to exhaust the air from a
receiver, but in reality it can do no more

than reduce it to a high d>grce of rarefaction.
The air-pump now generally in use is a con-
siderable improvement on that of Guerieke.
A bell-formed " receiver" of glass is made to
rest on a horizontal plate of thick glass ground
perfectly smooth. In the centre of that plate,
under the receiver, is an opening into a tube
which, passing for some distance horizontally,
ultimately branches at right angles into two
portions, entering two upright cylinders of
glass. The cylinders are firmly cemented to
the glass plate, and within them are two
pistons fitting them so closely as to be air-

tight. Each piston is worked by a rack and
pinion, turned by a handle ; whilst each
cylinder is fitted with a valve, so contrived
that when the piston is raised, communica-
tion is opened between the cylinder and the
receiver, which communication is again closed
as the piston falls. It is evident that when
any one commences to work the machine, the
air in the cylinders will be immediately ex-
pelled the first upward motion that they are
made to take. The valve will then flv open,
and the air from the receiver will fill both
the pistons as well as itself, though, of course,
now in a somewhat rarefied state. As the
same process is again and again repeated, the
air will become Increasingly rarefied, though,
as stated above, an actual vacuum never can
result from the action now described.

Bianchi's Air-pump is an improvement on
the common one. It is made of iron, and has
but one cylinder. It can be made larger than
the common machine, and produces a so-
called vacuum more quickly. It is described
in Ganot's Physics, Atkinson's translation.

Sprenget's Air-pump is a form of air-pump
of a totally different kind from the ordinary
one. It depends on the principle of convert-
ing the space to be exhausted into a Torricel-
lian vacuum. {Ibid., pp. 144, 145.) [Vacuum.]
Condensing air-pump, or condensing pump.

[Condensing.]

Air-pump gangs: A gauge for testing the
extent to which the air has been exhausted in
the receiver of an air-pump. It consists of a
glass tube bent like a siphon. One leg is

closed, as in a barometer, the other open. It
is plaeed under a small bell-jar communi-
cating by a stop-cock with the receiver, and
the more nearly the mercury stands at the
same level, the more nearly haa a vacuum
been produced.

A ir-pump of a condensing steam-engine .*

The pump which draws the condensed steam,
with the air commingled with rt and the
condensed water, from the condenser, and
casts them into the hot well.

air-sac, air-sack, s. [Eng. air; sac,
wd.] [Air-cells.]

"The bronchial tabea [in bird*) open upon the sur-
face of the lungs into air-itct, which differ in number
and in development In different birds."

—

Huxley •

Clattif. qf A nimalt, xxvtL, "Am"
" The air-iacJu on each side of the month of certain

male frog*"—Darwin: Itaeent of Man, vol ti., chap.
rill

air-shaft, a A hole bored from the
surface of the earth to some portion of the
galleries of a mine for the purpose of ventila-
tion. There should always be two—one, with
a furnace under it, for vitiated air to ascend

;

the other, with no furnace, for pure air to
descend. If there be but one, it requires to be
divided longitudinally into two passages—the
one for the ascending, and the other for the
descending air.

airship, *. A balloon or aeroplane, par-
ticularly one that is dirigible «>r relatively so.

air-slacked, a. Slacked or pulverised
by exposure to the action of the air, as '*air-
slacked lime."

air-stirring,
the air.

a Stirring or agitating

"... This plague "a* staved at iMt
By blasts of strong atrttirrino Northern wind.'

May* Lucan, bit vi,

air-Stove, s. A stove, the heat of which
is employed to warm a stream of air directed
against the surface, which air is then admitted
to the apartment of which the temperature is

to be raised The stove is enclosed in a
casing somewhat larger than itself, so as to
leave a space of a few inches between the
two. At the lower part of the casing is an
aperture fitted with a register to regulate the

fate, flat, tare, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, ciib, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e. ey - a. qu - kw.
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admission of the air, and at Che uppar pari

is a similar opening to allow of its exit mto
the apartment.

air-thermometer, s. An instrument
which is designed to measure the degrees at

heat by means of the expansion of air. When
used to measure small differences of tempera-
ture, it is a capillary tube with a bulb at the

upper end, and with its lower end plunged
into a coloured liquid in a bottle. The air in

the bulb at the top is heated, so as to cause
a portion of it to be expelled, leaving the
coloured liquid free to rise a certain finance
in the tube. An alteration of temperature
will then make the remainder of the air in the

tube to expand or contract with the effect

of making the liquid correspondingly fall or
rise in the tube. Within certain limits it is

a delicate thermometer, and was the first form
of tliat instrument as invented in 1590, by
Santorio, a physician of Padua. It can
measure only the lower temperatures. When
employed to note higher degrees of heat, a
bent capillary tube is substituted for the
straight one. It agrees with the mercurial
thermometer up to jJ6Q° f but above that point
mercury expands relatively more than air.

The differential thermometer of Sir John
Leslie isaraodiflcation of the air-thermometer.
[Differential Thermometer ]

Kin nersley's Electric Air-thermometer : An
instrument consisting of a glass tube closed
at both ends by air-tight brass caps, through
which two wires slide in the direction of the
axis of the tube. These wires are terminated
by brass balls, which are made to approach
within the striking distance. To an aperture
in the bottom of the lower cap is fitted a bent
tube of glass, which turns upwards, and is

open at both ends ; the bend is filled with
mercury, or with a coloured fluid, which may
indicate by its rising or falling within the
tube any dilatation or contraction that may
take place in the air within the vessel. Every
time a spark passes between the brass balls

the fluid suddenly rises, but descends again to
its old level immediately after the explosion.

air-threads, or air gossamers, $.

The name given to the long slender filaments
often seen in autumn floating in the air.

They have been darted out by spiders, espe-
cially the Aranea obtextrix, which, mounting
to the summit of a bush or tree, darts such
threads out till it succeeds in launching one
strong enough to support it, and float rt up
into the air, which it desires to ascend in
quest of prey.

air threatening, a. Threatening the
air ; lofty.

" As from air-threat'ning tor* of cedars tall."
Mirror for Magistrates, p. M&.

air-tight, a. So tight as to prevent the
passage of the air. (Used of a bottle or tube
hermetically sealed.)

"... which c\ote the cylluaer air-tight,"—Tynda 11.-

Beat, 3rd ed . p. 303.

air-trap, *. A trap or contrivance to
prevent the e»cape of foul air from a sewer,
or to allow the pure air liberated from water
to escape from the knee of a water-main.

air tube, .

1. Mech. : A tube constructed for the re-

ception or passage of air.

'*.
. . the powerful air-pumps(driven by largeateam-

enginesl which were used to exhaust theatr-fuoe* upon
the Atmospheric Railway."—Airy .' Sound (18C8), p. 18.

2. Physiol: A tube or pipe in an organised
being, designed for the reception or passage of
air. The term is often used for the tracheae
of insects—tubes which pervade the bodies
of these animals, as arteries and veins do our
own, but with this essential difference, that
they carry air instead of a circulating fluid

;

the arrangement in insects being that "the
air is distributed by a vascular system over
the reservoirs of blood, instead of the blood
being distributed by a capillary network over
a reservoir of air." (Owen: Invertebrata, §
rvii.)

**
. . . that series of air-cells associated by de-

pendence on a single terminal air-tube."— Todd *
Bowman; Phys, A nut., vol. U., p. 388.

" By this stru-ture the most delicate and invisible
ramifications of the air-tubes may be easily recognised
under the microscope."

—

Owen : Invertebrata, i xvii.

alr-valTO, *. A valve commonly applied
to a boiler to guard against the creation of

a vacuum within it when the steam ir

condensed.

air-vesicle, s A vesicle or small blister-

looking cavity tilled with air.

"The 1'hysophora floats by many smaller air-
resides."—Owen ," Invertebrata, Lect. IX.

air-vessel, s.

1. HydraiU. : A vessel in which air is con-
densed by pressure, in order that when
released its elasticity may be employed as
a moving or regulating power. Such a vessel
is used in a forcing pump to render the dis-

charge of water continuous instead of inter-

mittent.

2. Animal. Physiol : Any vessel containing
air ; specially one of the tubes, or trachea?,

through which air for the purpose of respi-

ration is conveyed into the bodies of insects.

[Air-tube.]

3. Veg. Physiol. : The spiral vessels, one
main function of which is believed to be to
convey air, charged with an unwonted propor-
tion of oxygen gas, to the interior of plants.
(See Lindley's Introd. to Bot., 3rd ed., 1839,

pp. 299—301.)

air-wave, s. A wave of air.

"... whose length of air-teas* was therefore
known."—Airy: Sound (IMS), p. 25L

air-way, «. A way or passage for the
admission of air to a mine.

t air (1), v.i [Norm. Fr. aery — a nest of
hawks.] To breed as birds do in a nest.

" You may add their busy, dangerous, discourteous,
yea, and sometimes despiteful stealing, one from an-
other, of the eggs and young ones ; who, if they were
allowed to air naturally and quietly, there would be
store sufficient to kill not only the partridges, but
even all the good housewives' chickens in the country."—Careto: Survey of Cornwall.

air (2), v.t. [From the substantive air, the
gaseous snbstanee which we breathe. In Fr.

airer.]

I. Of exposure to atmospheric air

:

1. Of things:

(a) To expose to the free action of the air
;

to ventilate.

" We have had In our time experience twice or
thrice, when both the judges that not upon the jail,
and numbers of those that attended the business, or
were present, sickened upon it and died. Therefore,
it were good wisdom that (in such cases) ths Jail were
aired before they were brought forth."— Bacon

:

Natural History.

(b) Colloquial : To expose to public discus-
sion and criticism, as " to air an opinion."

2. Of persons : To expose one's self to the
fresh air by walking or riding out.

" Cam. It Is fifteen years since I saw my country :

though I have, for the most part, been aired abroad,
I deBlre to lay my bones there."—Shakesp. ; Winter'!
Tale, ir. t.

T[ In this sense sometimes used reflectively.
" Were you but riding forth to air yourself,
Such parting wen too petty. Look here, love."

Shakesp. : CymbeUne, \. 2.

IX Of exposure to heat (colloquial) : To ex-
pose to the action of more or less heat, as "to
air liquors," that is, to warm them before the
fire; *' to air linen," i.e., to dry it before the
fire.

ai'-ra, *. [Gr. ajpa (aira) — (1) a hammer

;

(2) darnel grass.] Hair-grass. A genus of
Grasses, of which six species are indigenous
in Britain. The most common are the A.
cosspitosa, or Tufted ; the A . Jtexuosa, or Waved

;

the A. caryophyllia, or Silvery ; and the A.
proscox, or Early Hair-grass. Among the Airas
cultivated in Britain may be mentioned A.
Deschampsia cosspitosa, called by farmers the
Tufted or Turfy Hair-grass or Hassock-grass.
All the species are elegant plants of delicate
make.

Ai-ra'-ni, Ai-ran'-ists, *. [Named after
Aims. ]

Church Hist. : An obscure sect, founded in
the fourth century by Airos, who denied the
eonsubstantiality of the Holy Ghost with the
Father and the Son.

aired, pa. par. & a. [Air, v.t.]

air'-er, 5. [Air, v.t.]

1. Of persons: One who airs anything.

2. Of things: A frame on which clothes are
placed that they may be aired.

airgh, v.t. [Eroh.] (Scotch.)

air -I, s. [A Brazilian Indian word.] The
name given in Brazil to a kind of cocoa-nut,

from the stem of which the Indians of that
region manufacture their best bows.

air'-I-l& adv. [Eng. airy; -ly.) In an airy
manner. Cluefly in a figurative sense = gaily,
with lightness, with levity.

air'-i-ness, s. [Eng. airy ; -nets. ]

1. Lit. : The state of being exposed to the
free action of the air ; openness,

2. Fig. : Lightness or levity of disposition,
tending to indulge in extravagant gaiety, even
at times unsuitable for mirth of any kind.

"The French have Indeed taken worthy pains to
make classick learning speak their language : if they
have not succeeded, it must be imputed to a certain
talkativeness ami airiness represented in their tongue,
which will never agree with the sedateness of the
Romans or the solemnity of the Greeks. "—Felton.

"Pleasures. . . la Gaiety ; 11. Airiness ; 12. Com-
fort. "—Boterina : Bentham's Table of the Spring* of
Action, [Works, I 305.)

air -Ing, pr. par. [Air, v.i. & (.1

air-log, s. [Air, *.]

L Of atmospheric, air

:

1. Gen. : Exposure to the free action of the
air.

2. Spec. : A walk or ride in the open air for
health's sake.

"Mary had remarked, while taking her airing,
that Hyde Park was swarming with them."—JUa-
caulay : Hit!. Eng., ch. xv.

1 It may be used also for the exercise of
horses in the open air.

IX Of Jteat (colloquial) : Exposure to heat.

air ish, a. [Eng. and Scotch air; -ish.)

Chilly. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

* airl, * ar'-les, * ar'-lis, s. [GaeL tarlas

;

Lat. arrha, arra,= earnest-money ; Heb. Vftyp
(arabhon) =a a pledge ; fr. y\s (arabh or gharvbh)
— zc give a pledge. Cognate with Earnest,
t. (q.v.).] Earnest-money. (Scotch.)

* airl penny, s. Having the same mean-
ing as the word Earnest-Money. (Scotch.)

" Your proffer o' love's an airl-penny,
My tocher's the bargain ye wad buy."

Burnt i My Tocher's the Jewel.

air -less, a. [Eng. air; -less.] Destitute of
free communication with the open air.

" Therein, ye gods, you tyrants do defeat

:

Nor stony tower, nor walls of beaten brass.
Nor airiest dungeon, nor strong links of iron."

Shakesp. : Julius Casar, i. &.

air-ling, «. [Eng. air ; -ling.] A young, light-
hearted, thoughtless person.

" Some more there be, slight airlings, will be won
With dogs and horses, . . ."

—

B. Jonton.

airn, s. & a. [A.S. iren.] Iron. [Iron.] (0.
Eng. and Scotch.)

"
' Ye 'II find the stone brocks and the aim garters

—

ay, and the hemp cravat, for a' that, neighbour,' re-
plied the Bai 1 ie. —A'cof l ; Bob Boy, ch. zxiiL

a*rn, v.t. [Iron, v.] (Scotch.)

airt, art, v.t. [Airt, 6.) To direct, to in-

struct, to advise. (Scotch.)

"Jeanie I perceive that our vile affections . . .

cling too heavily to me in this hoar of trying sorrow. tryiut
to permit me to keep sight of my ain duty, or to
airt you '

ch. xlx.
airt you to yours." — Scott.• Heart o/ M\idloth,

airt, s. [Gael, aird = a quarter of the com-
pass : ard = high.] Direction ; point of the
compass. (This word is generally used in the
plural, airts.)

" Of a' the airts the wind can blaw,
I dearly like the west."

Burns : 1 Lose my Jean.

aiir'-f, s. [Eyrie.]

air'-y, a. [Eng. air; -y.]

A. Ordinary Language :

I. Literally :

1. Composed of air, or of something analo-

gous to it ; light, bright.

"The first is the transmission or emission of the
thinner and more airy parts of the bodies, as in

odours and infections : and this is, of all the rest,

the most corporeal. "

—

Bacon.

"And sauntered home beneath a moon, that, just

In crescent, dimly rain'd about the leaf

Twilights of airy silver."
Tennyson : A udley Court.

2. Pertaining to the air ; filled with air.

"There are fishes that have wings, that are no
strangers to the airy region."— Boyle.

3. Open or exposed to the free action of the

air. If used of a room, then it means well

ventilated ; if of a dress, it signifies not close

fitting, but hanging loosely to the person, so

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^cist. -Ing.

-clan = shan. tion, -sion - shun ; sion, -tion = zhun. tious, sious, -eious — shus. -ble. -die, ta = bel, deL
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as to be easily moved by the air, and afford
it free ingress and egress.

" The winged Iris heard the hero's cmll,
And Instant hasten 'd to their airy hall."

Pope: Homer t Iliad, bk. xxiii., 8*4-5.

"The painters draw their nymphs in thin and airy
habits, but the weight of gold and of embroideries is

reserved for queens and goddesses."

—

Dryden.

4. High in air.

" Approach, and lean the ladder on the shaft

;

And climbing up into my airy home.
Deliver me the blessed sacrament."

Tennyson : St. Simeon Stylites.

"... round the crest
Of a tall rock their airy citadel."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. ill.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Unsubstantial

(a) Of spirits: Not material, intangible.
** Ghost throng'd on ghost, a dire assembly, stood.
Dauntless my sword I seize : the airy crew,
Swift as it flash a along the gloom, withdrew."

Pope: Homer t Odyssey, bk. xi., 276—278.

(b) Of words, specially of promises, threats,

etc. : Not meaning anything ; empty, insin-

cere, or likely soon to be departed from.
" Nor think thou with wind

Of airy threats to awe whom yet with deeds
Thou canst not." Milton: P. L., bk. vt

(c) Of opinions ; of feelings, such as hopes,

fears, also of projects : Vain, empty, likely to
disappoint expectation.

"I have found a complaint concerning the scarcity
of money, which occasioned many airy propositions
for the remedy of It"

—

Temple : Miscellanies.

2. Of persons or speeches : Characterised by
levity

; gay, sprightly, vivacious, thoughtless.
" He that is merry and airy at shore when he sees

a sad tempest on the sea. or dances when God thunders
from heaven. regArds not when Ood speaks to all the
World."—Bp. Taylor.

" Three civil brawls, bred of an airy word."
Shakesp. : Romeo £ Juliet, i. 1.

B. Technically:

Astrology. Airy triplicity: The three signs,
Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius.

airy-flying, a. Flying like air, as fingers
delicately applied to the strings of a musical
instrument.

" With airy-jlying fingers light"
Thomson : Castle of Indolence, L 40.

'aiB-U, *ais ill, *ais yll, *. [Aysylle.]

*als'-lair, s. [Ashlar.]

aisle (11), * aile, * ele, * hole, * el yng,
* hy -ling, * yle, * isle (II), s. [Fr. aile =
a wing, an aisle, &c, aisselU = the armpit;
Ital. ala = wing, ascella = the armpit ; Lat. ala
= the wing of a bird or insect, &c. In Archi-
tecture (pi), the wings, the side apartments,
or the colonnades of a building ; axilla (dimin.
of ala) = the armpit When spelled isle or
yle, it seems to be erroneously taken from isle

(Lat. insula) ss an island.]

1. (pi.) The wings of a building; specially
the wings of a church as contra-distinguished
from the nave or body of the building.

" The Latin Church called them ailos, wings : thence
the French les axles ; and we, more corruptly, ties

;

from their resemblance of the church to a dove."—Sir
67. Whelert Descrip. of Ane Churches., p. 81

" The floor
Of nave and aisle, in unpretending guise.
Was occupied by oaken benches ranged
In seemly rows."— Wordsworth : Excur., bk. v.

TF * Transverse aisles: The transepts of a
church or cathedral.

AISLE.

Church of St Eustacbe, Paris.

2. The lateral divisions of a Gothic building
divided by two longitudinal rows of piers,
pillars, or columns.

3. A passage up the area of a church or

chapel, to enable the worshippers to reach
their respective pews. This meaning arises,

perhaps, from aisles having been confounded
with alley. [Alley.]

* i. Abnormally: The central portion of a
church. Kiug, in his Vale Royal, as quoted
in the Gloss, of Arch., speaks of the body of a
church being divided into a broad middle
" ile," and two lesser " iles," evidently deriv-
ing the word erroneously from isle (Lat. insula)
= an island.

T Aisles is often used figuratively for a
natural avenue, from the fancied resemblance
of the trees to rows of piers, pillars, or
columns.

" Ambrosial aisles of lofty lime."
Tennyson i Princess, ProL 87.

aisle (Ma), a. [Old Fr.]

Her. : Winged.

aisled (lid), a. [Aisle.] Converted into
aisles.

Power, Glory, Strength, and Beauty all are aisled
"'" A worship undented."

Byron : Childe Harold, lv. 154.

# ais'-let,s. [For air; -W.J [Ait (1).] A
little ait or island.

ais-ment, s. [Easement.] (Scotch.)

aisne (a -na), a. (Norm. Fr. — elder, as
aisne Jilz m elder son ; aisni Jille = elder

daughter.] Older, senior in years or in rank.

(Applied specially to the senior or higher
judge in a court where there are two judges.)

" The aisni judge is the older or senior Judge- The
term is opposed to puisne" judge, the younger or Junior
Judge."—Hitrnes : Early England, p. &2,

*alssch, *aissh; plur. *alss-ches, *ais-
shcs, aiss -chcn, or * ais -shcn, •.

Ashes.
" Unslekked lym, salt, and glayre of an ey,
Poudres dyvers, aissches."

Chaucer : C. T„ 18,275-1
41 And leet anoon his deere doughter calle ;

And with a face deed as aisshen colde.'
Ibid., 13,623-4.

ait (1), ey'-«5t (1), s. [A.S. ig =* an island;
Dan. oie = the eye ; o = island ; Sw. 6" =
island.) [Island.] An islet in a river or
lake. [JSitlond.]

t ait (2), 5. [A.S. ata.] [Oat.] The oat. (Un-
less in composition, used generally in the
plural.) (Scotch.)

" Let husky wheat the haughs adorn.
And aits set up their awnie horn."

Burns; Scotch Print

t ait-farle, s. [Scotch ait ; farle — one of
the divisions of a circular oat-cake

; generally
the fourth of the whole.] [Farle.] (For sig-
nification, see etymology.)

" Two pints of well-bollt solid sowins,
Wi whauks o' glide ait-farle cowins.
Wad scarce hae ser't the wretch."

A. Wilson ; Poems (17K>), p. »L

t ait-jannocks, s. A bannock made of
oats. (Scotch.)

"... but Hattie gie us balth a drap scimmed
milk, and ane o* her thick ait-jannocks, that was as
wat and raw as a divot"—Scoff * Hob Hoy, ch. xlv.

t alt-meal, s. [Scotch ait — oat; meal.]
Meal made from oats. [Ait.] (Scotch.)

"
' Four bows o' aitmeal, two bows o' bear, and two

bows o* pease. ' "Scott : Old Mortality, ch. xx.

t ait-seed, t aitseed, $. [Scotch ait

;

seed.]

1. The act of sowing oats.

"... and that the hatll month of March salbe
vacant for the aitseed. "—A cts Ja. VI. (1587).

2. The season at which oat-sowing takes
place.

faith, s. [A.S. ath; Goth, aiths.] [Oath]
Oath. (Scotch.)

"... these difficulties anent aiths and itatronages
. . ."—Scott ; Heart of Midlothian, ch. xxxix.

* aith, s. [Heath.] Heath (?). (0. Scotch.)

* aith-henne, s. A heath hen (?).

" Nae man tall sell or buy any Murefowles. Black-
cocks, AUh-hennes, Termiganes, [or] any ore kinde of
fowles commoiilie vsed to be chased with Hawks,
vnder the paine of ane hunder pounds to be incurred.—Acts Jos. VI., Part. 16, ch. xxlii.

at'-ther, adj. & conj. [Either.]

ai-ti-dT-d-fcy; *. [^h-ioLooT.]

ai-to'-nl-a, s. [Named after Mr. W. Alton,
many years head-gardener at Kew.] A genus

of plants doubtfully referred to the order
Weliaceae, or Meliads. A. Capensis, from the
Cape of Good Hope, is cultivated in green-
houses.

t al'-ver, t a'-ver, s. An old horse, a work-
horse. (Scotch.)

" I hae been short-breathed ever since, and canna gang
twenty yards without peghing like a miller's aivtr."—
Scott : Bride of Lammermoor, ch. xxiv.

aix tree, s. [Axle-tree.] (Scotch.)

*ai-zle, *ei-zel, *i-aH, *i'-siale, 'I'-sel,
*. [A.S. ysle=:& tire-spark, a spark, an ember,
a hot cinder.]

1. Lit. : A hot cinder ; a bit of wood reduced
to charcoal. (Scotch.)

" She notic't na, an aisle brunt
Her bra w new worset apron

Out thro' thatuight"
Burns: Halloween.

2. Fig. : The ruins of a country ravaged by
war.

" Amang the assis cald,
And latter isillis of thare kind cuutrt."

Douglas : Virgil, 814, 4L

ai-zd'-itn, s. [Port, aizoa; Lat. aizoon, from
Gr. aet (aei) = ever, and $*>6v (zoon) = living

;

neut, of <Jw6s (zoos) ; ^au (zoo) «= to live, to be
in full life and strength.]

1. A genus of plants belonging to the family
Tetragoniaceae. The ashes of two species,
the A. CanarUnse and the A. Hispanicum,
abound in soda, (Lindley : Vea. Kina.. r>.

527.)
** *

2. The English name given by Lindley to
the order Tetragoniaceae, of which the typical
genus is Aizoon. They bear a close resem-
lance to the Ficoidese (Mesembryacea), except
that they are apetalous. (Ibid., pp. 626, 527.)

a-Jar', adv. [Eng. on ; char= on turn : A. 8.
acyrran = to turn from, to avert ; cyran,
cerran, cirran = to turn. In Swiss Ft.
achar; Dut. akerre.] [Char.] On (the) turn,
having commenced to turn or be turned, but
with the process not complete

; partly open.
".

. . he had once stood behind a door which
was ajar.'—Macaulay : Hist Eng., ch. U.

a jce, a gee, a-Jy-e, adv. [Eng. o=on;
jee = to move, to turn or wind. ] (Scotch, and
some English dialects.)

L To one side, awry, off the right line.

Whllk pensylie he wears a thought ajee."
Ramsay : Poems, ii. 71

"Tod Lowrie tlec w( head agee."—JL Galloway
Poems, u. 208.

2. Ajar, a little open.

"But warily tent, when ye come to court me.
And come nae, unless the back yett be ajee.
Syne up the back style, and let na body set.
And come as ye were na comln to me.

Burns : Whistle, and I'll come to Tou.

3. To one side. Sometimes of the mind.
Slightly deranged.

"His brain was a wee ajee, but he was a braw
preacher for a' that.*'—Scoff ; Old Mortality, xxxviL

* a -join e, * a-jojta e, v.t. [Adjoin, Joih.)

L To join.

2. To add.
" Jason full iustly aioynet to my seluon.
With a soume of soudiours assignet vs with,
J>raw furthe in the derke er the day springe."

Colonne; Oest Hystoriale, 1,136-87.

" a joined ,
* ajoyncd, " a jo"ynct

, pa.

par. [Ajoine.] [O. Norm. Fr. ajoyni =joine<Ll
L Joined.

2. Added.

H For 1 and 2 see the verb.

3. Adjoining, near.
" But nathelee as bllue sche brought hem on well
Priuely be the posterne of that perles erber.
That was to meliors chaumbre cboisll a-ioyned.'

William of Palerne (Skeat ed.(, 1,761-H

aj 6 wains, s. pi. [AjWAiNa]

* a-jo^-'ne, * a-joi ne, v.t. & t. [Apparently
from A.S. agangan = to go from, to go or pass
by or over

; gan = to go.]

A. Intrans. : To go to.
" Jason [a\ioynid and his iust fferis,
Steppit vp to a streite streght on his gate."

Colonne : Gest Hystoriale, 350-5L

B. Transitive:

I. Essential meaning : To cause to go to (?).

IX Specially:

1. To appoint, to allot.

" I aioyne thee this iorney with ioy for to take.
And the charge of the chaunse, chef as tbou may."

Colonne: Gest Hystoriale. 2.107-M.

late, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; gro, po*
Syrian, ee, ce - e ; fe - e. ey - a.
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8. To caU.
** And Juon, that gentill aioynet wu to name

:

A faire man of feturs, and fulliat in arwys.
As nieke as a lnayden, and utery of his wordls."

Cotonne : Gett Hittoriale, 138—130.

aj'-tig-a, s. [Gr. a{vtifl (azuges), a{w(os (azugos),

or ofwf (azux)= unyoked, unwedded : d, priv.

;

ftvfwut (zeugnumi) sa to join, to yoke. Or cor-

rupted from abigo= to drive away, to hinder
from taking : ab = from, and ago = to drive. ]

Bugle. A genus of plants belonging to the
order Lamiacese, or Labiates. There are four
British species : the A. reptans, or Common

;

the A. pyramidalis, or Pyramidal ; the A,
alpina, or Alpine ; and the A. ckamipitys, or

Yellow Bugle. The first-named of these is

common in woods, usually flowering in May
and June.

* %-JUg'ge, vt- An old form of Adjudge.

* a-Jiist', v.t. An old form of Adjust.

a-jut'-age, ad-Jut'-age, *. [Fr. ajutage;

from ajouter = to add.] An efflux tube. An
additional tube fixed to the mouth of a pipe
through which water is to be passed, and
determining the form the water is to take, as

a gas-burner does that of the gas-flame.

" If a cylindrical or conical efflux tube or adjutage .

Is fitted to the aperture, the amount of the efflux is

considerably Increased."—Atkinson: Qanot't Phyiic*.
3rd ed., p. 157.

aj -wains, aj 6 wains, s. vL A name
given to some species of the Umbelliferous
genus Ptychotis, used in India for their aro-

matic and carminative fruits. (Lindley.)

' ak, *ac, *ek,wry. [A.S. ac = but] But
" Softili he awaked,

Ak so liked him his layk with the ladi to plefe."
William of Palerne (Skeat ed.), 677, 678.

"** wittsrli am i wod, to wene swicbe a thing."
Ibid., 715.

A-kal ees, A kal -is, A-kha -lies, ft. pi.

[Anglicised form of their name in the Punjabee
language.] A race of fanatical Sikh warriors
of fatalistic creed and turbulent character.

» a-kan -ti cone, s. [Perhaps from Gr.

aitavOa (akantha) = a thorn, and tUm* (eikon)
= image, likeness.]

Min. : A name formerly given to dark-
green specimens of epidote brought from
Arendal, in Norway. [Arendalite, Epidote.]

* ake, 5. [A.S. ac, cec] An oak. [Oak.]

* ake, v.i. The same as Ache (q.v.).

" Myn eerea aken for thy drasty speche."
Chaucer : 4. T., 15,380.

* ake, «. An old form of Ache.

ak-eb'-I-a, s. A genus of plants belonging
to the natural order Lardizabalacese (Lardi-
zabalads). The fruits of one species (A
quinata) are used by the Japanese as an emol-
lient medicine. (Lindley : Veg. Kingd. , 1847,

pp. 303, 304.)

ak -e-doun, s. The same as Acton (q.v.).

a-kee, s. [A Guinea (?) word.] The fruit of
the tree mentioned below.

Akee-tree : The English name of a tree, the
Blighia sapida, or Cupania sapida. It belongs
to the natural order of the Sapindacese (Soap-
worts). Its succulent aril is eaten, and is

esteemed in the West Indies very wholesome
and nourishing. It can be cultivated under
cover in Britain. (Lindley : Veg. Kingd., 1847,

p. 383.)

* ake home, 's. pi [Old form of plural of
Acorn.] Acorns. (Chaucer.)

* a keld'e, pa. par. [Akele.]

•a-kele, v.t. [A. 8. acelan = to cooL] To
cool. (Chaucer.) [Ackele.]

a-ke -na (Necker), a kc nl-um (RicJiard),

8. [ACH*NIUM, CYPSELA.]

a-kenne, v.t. [A.S. acennan.] To beget, to
bring forth, to bear. (Boucher.)

•i'-ker(l), $. [Acre.]

* a -ker (2), • a-kyr, a. [A 8. egor = the tide. ]

(ACKER.]

1, A turbulent current or commotion in the
sea. (Way.)

1f An old poet, in commending the skill of

mariners in judging of the signs of weather,
says

—

" Wel ltnowe they the reume yf it a-ryte,

An oJter is it clept, I understondu,
Whos inyght there may no shlppe or wynd wyt-
stonde.

This reume in th" occian of propre kynde
Wyt oute wynde hathe his cominotioun ;

The maryneer ttierof may not be blynde.
But when and where in euery regioun
It regnetbe, he moste haue inspectloun,
For iu viage it may lx>the haste and tary,
And vnavtsed thereof, al mys cary."

Knighthode and. Batayle, Cott. J/8. Tit in, A. xxtlL, t. 49.

" Akvr of the see ftowynge (alter P). Impetus
maris. —Prompt. Parv.

2. The bore at the mouth of a tidal river.

[Eager, Hiqre.]

ik'-e'-toiin, s. [Acketon.] The same as

Acketon and Acton (q.v.).

"And next his schert an aketoun.
And over that au haberjoun."

Chaucer : C. T., 15,268-69.

a ki, s. [Maori.] The New Zealand name of

a shrub, the Metrosideros buxifolia, belonging
to the natural order of Myrtacete (Myrtle-

blooms). It is sometimes called the Lignum
Vitm of New Zealand. It adheres by its

lateral roots to the trunks of trees, and thus
supported climbs to their summits.

a kim'-bo, 'akcm boll, ' a gam bd,
* adv. [Ital. a ;' sghembo, adv. = awry : as s. =»

crookedness ; as adj. = crooked, awry. The
Eng. form agambo is of much use in pointing

to the correct etymology, arid Latham con-

siders it more correct than akimbo. ] [Kimbo. ]

Arched, crooked, bent.

With arms akimbo : With the arms resting

on the hips, and the elbows constituting an
angle pointing outwards.

" He observed them edging towards one another
to whisper, bo that John was forced to sit with hia
arms a-kimbo to keep them asunder."—Arbuthnot.

"Thereat her rage was so increased, that, setting
her arms a-kembolt, and darting flre from her eyes

. . ."—Comical Bitt. of Prancion.
" To rest the arms a-gambo, and a-prank, and to rest

the turned-in backe of the hande upon the side, is an
action of pride and ostentation."—Btilwer : Chirono-
mia (1644), p. 104. (Latham.)

a-kin', a. [Eng. o = of; kin.] [Kin.]

1. Of persons or other organised beings: Al-

lied to each other by descent, with an affinity

to each other : consequently resembling each
other more or less closely in structure.

" I do not envy thee. Pamela ; only I wish that,
being thy sister in nature, I were not so far off akin
in fortune."—Sidney.

" Though in voice and shape they be
Form d as if akin to thee.
Thou surpassest, happier far.

Happiest grasshoppers that are."
Cowper : TheCrU&et.

2. Of things : Like each other.
*' Some limbs again In bulk or stature
Unlike, and not akin by nature,
In concert act, like modern friends.
Because one serves the other's ends."—Prior.

" He separates it from questions with which it may
have been complicated, and distinguishes it from
questions which may be akin to it."— Watt$ : Imp.
of the Mind.

ak nut. s. :::
Min. : The same as Acmite (q.v.).

* a-kna we, v.t. [Aknowe.]

* a-kne', *a-kne'e,*a-kna'we, "a-knon',
* a-kne 'wes, a kno we, adv. On knees

;

kneeling.

a-knowe, *a knawe, v.t. [A.S. on-

'endwan = to know, to recognise, to acknow-
ledge, to treat.] To acknowledge, to confess.

% It is always joined with the verb ben =
to be : as, " we be aknowe "=we confess ; "to
be acknowe " = to be aware, to acknowledge,
to confess.

" I haue the gretli agelt to Ood lch am aknowe."
William of Pal«rne, 4,891.

*' That we are worthl to the deth wel we be aknowe."
Ibid., 4,788.

a kno we, adv. On knee.

a-kon'-tit, s. [Gr. axtav ((akon), genit aieovroc
' (akontos) = a javelin.]

Min. ; A name given to Swedish specimens
of arsenopyrite or mispickle (q.v.)u

* a-kdv'-er-en, v.i. (pret acovered). [A.S.

acofrian; O. H. Ger. irkoboron.] To recover.

ak root, [Ackroot.]

a -kund, s. [Native name.] A name given in

parts of India to the Mudar (Calotropis gigan-
tea), a medicinal plant [Calotropis, Mudar.]

al may be a complete word or part of a word
in composition.

A. As a complete word, adj. [A.S. al, eal,

aall, ozl = whole, every. ] All. Properly speak-
ing, al was used for the nomin. sing., and all*

for the pi., but the rule was not at all strictly
observed. [All, Alle.]

.
" Hit bltldde that time thel travailed at a night"

William of Palerne. 8,416.

"Convertyng al unto his propre wille."
Chaucer : C. T., 3.089.

* al bothe, a. Both of them.
"And gon than to that gome a god pas a' bothe."

William of Palerne, 861.

• al bole, adv. All whole, entirely
wholly.

"A derwurth gyfte he wulde with the lets
Hym self al hole vn to thy mete."

Bonaventure {K & Text 8oc. ed.), 131, 181.

B. As part of a word in composition :

L As a prefix—

1. To words derived from the Anglo-Saxon:

(a) All, as almost (A.S. ealmcest); also (A.S.
eallswa, alswa),

(b) Old (A.S. aid, alda) : as Albourne, Al-
brighton, A Iburgh, A Ibury, all parishes in
England.

(c) Noble (A. S. osthele contracted), as A Ifred.

2. To words of Latin origin. [Lat. ad,
changed when it stands before the letter I,

for euphony's sake, into al. Signification in
composition to, more rarely at, up, upon, with,
against, Ac. : as alligo (ad, ligo) = to bind to •

allatro (art, latro) = to bark at ; alltvo (ad, levo)
= to lift up; alluceo (ad, luceo)=to shine
upon ; alludo (ad, ludo) = to play with ; allido
(ad, lido) = to strike against.] To ; as alloeur

tion = a speaking to. More rarely in the
other senses in which al is employed in the
Latin words cited above.

3. To words derived from the Arabic. [Arab.
aZ = adj., art., or inseparable prefix = the.]

The : as Alkoran — the Koran ; AWorak = the
Borak, the mythical animal on which Mo-
hammed performed his equally mythical night
journey to Paradise.

IL As a suffix. [Lat. -alis = of or belonging
to, pertaining to ; as septentrionalis = pertain-
ing1 to septentrio, or the north.] Of, belong-
ing or pertaining to : as scriptural, pertaining
to Scripture ; autumnal, pertaining to autumn.

C. As an abbreviation, a symbol, or both :

Chem. : An abbreviation and symbol for

Aluminium.

a'-la, s. [Lat. = a wing ; pi. aim. An abbre

viated form of axilla = the armpit. (Cicero
Orat., 45, § 15a)]

L Animal Physiol. : A wing, or anything
resembling it.

In the plural. Alee auris (lit. = the wings of
the ear) : The upper part of the external ear.

Alai nasi (lit. = the wings of the nose) : The
cartilages which are joined to the extremities
of the bones of the nose, and constitute its

lower movable portion.

Aim of the thyroid cartilage (in the larynx) :

Two square plates of cartilage united in front

at an acute angle. (Todd & Bowman : Physiol.

Anat., ii. 433.)

IX Botany

:

1. Plur. : The two side petals in a papilion-

aceous corolla. Link formerly called them
talarm. Of the remaining three petals, the

large upper one is called the vexillnm, or
standard, and the two lower, viewed in con-
junction, the carina, or keel.

2. Singular:

(a) The dilated and compressed back in the

corona of some flowers. (Lindley: Introd.

to Bot.) [Corona.]
• (fc) Formerly the point whence two

branches diverge. This is now called the

axil. (Lindley: Introd. to Bot., p. 73.)

. (c) One of the basal lobes of the leaves of

mosses.

Al a ba mi an, a. ft *.

I. As adjective: Pertaining to Alabama,

one of the Southern States of this country.

Area, 51,540 Bquare miles. Population (1890),

1,513,017.

II. As substantive : A native or inhabitant of

Alabama (see a.) I

al a band ite, t al-a-band -in, s. [Lat

alabandina m a precious stone, named from

Ml, bo^; pdut, J6iv-1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $ht»; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t

-tion, sion, cioun = shun ; -sion, -flon = shun, -tious, - sious, -clous - shus. -Die, -die, Ac = bel, del. -sle = seL
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Alabanda, a town in Carta, Dear which it was
found.] A mineral classed by Dana among
the sulphides of the Galena division. It is

isometric, occurs in cubes and octahedrons,
or more usually grauularly massive. Its

hardness is 35 to 4, its sp. grav. 395 to 4-04.

The lustre is sub-metallic, the colour iron-

black with a green streak. Its composition
is MnS = sulphur 36", manganese 63"3. It

occurs in Mexico. It has been called also
Manganblendo, Blumenbach it, &.C.

al a barch, *. [Lat alabarches = a receiver

of taxes; Gr. aAa^apxis ("labarches), possibly
a corruption of apafiapxni (Liddell & Scott).]

Jewish Arckceol. ; A representative and ruler
of the Jews in Alexandria, elected with the
sanction of the Roman emperor, very much
as the leading religious communities in the
Turkish empire have heads over them, recog-
nised by the Porte.

" But Philo, the principal of the Jewish embassage.
* mail eminent on al! accounts, brother to Alexander
the alabarch*"— Whiston : Jotephus t A ntiq., bk. xviii.

MS
al a bast -er, *. ; al a bas -tre, * al-a-

blas-ter, s. A a. [In Ger. alabaster; Fr.

albdtre; Sp., Port., and Ital. alabastro ; Lat.
alabaster (m. pL alabaatra) = (1) a tapering
box made for holding ointment ; (2) a rose-

bud ; (3) a measure of capacity, holding 10 oz.

of wine or 9 of oil. From Gr. aAajtfaorpec

(alabastros), or the earlier form aXa/3a<rros
(alabastos) = (1) the mineral now called granu-
lar gypsum

; (2) any vessel made of it. Ala-
baster was named from Alabastron (near
modern Antinoe), an Egyptian town in which
there was a manufactory of small vessels or
pots, made formerly, at least, from a stone
occurring in hills near the town, though ulti-

mately other substances were often used, not
excluding even gold.]

If The common form of the word in O. Eng.
was alablasUr.

A. As substantive

:

L Ord, Ijxng. : Any material from which
small boxes for holding ointment, or for

similar purposes, were made. Judging from
the descriptions of Theophrastus and Pliny,

the stone most frequently employed was
stalagmite, often called in consequence Orien-
tal Alabaster ; in other cases it was a variety
of gypsum. The former is carbonate of lime,
and hard ; the latter sulphate of lime, and
soft.

"... Yet Til not shed her blood;
Nor scar that whiter skin at hers than snow,
And smooch as monumental alabaster."

Shakesp. : OtheUo, r. %
XL Technically

:

Min. : Massive gypsum, either white or
delicately shaded. A granular variety is found
in Cheshire and Derbyshire, and a more com-
pact one in England at Ferrybridge in York-
shire, in Nottinghamshire, and in Derbyshire

;

the latter has been made into columns for man-
sion-houses, and i3 extensively manufactured
at Derby into cups, basons, or other vessels.

Some of the alabaster occurring near the town
just mentioned is white, whilst some has
veins of a reddish-brown colour.

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Made of alabaster.

"And, behold, a woman in the city, which was a
tinner, when she knew that Jeans aat at meat in the
Pharisee's house, brought an alabaster box of otnb-
ioeut, "—Luke vll «.

2. Fig. : White and transparent like ala-

baster.
** With more than admiration he admired
Her asure veins, her alabaster skin."

Shakesp. : Tarquin and Lucrece, *18-«.

al a bas -trl-an, a. [Alabaster.} Made

ofalabasteT; resembling alabaster. (Webster.)

dl-a bas'-trite, s. [Lat. aktbastrUes; Gr.

oAa/?atTTiTTr» (alabastltet), or aXa/SaTTiTtc (alo-

bastilis), properly an adj., alabastrian.] A
box, vase, or other vessel of alabaster used
by the Greeks and Romans for holding per-

fumes.

al a bas trum, $. [Lat.] [Alabaster.!

alabastrum dendroide (lit. = tree-

like alabaster). A kind of laminated ala-

baster, variegated with dendritic markings.
[DEWDBrric] Locality, the province of Ho-
henstein.

al-a-bas-trus, ». [Lat alabaster = in the
sense of a rose-bud.] [Alabaster. ] The
flower of a plant whan in the state of a bud.

(Lindley: Introd to Botany, 3rd ed., 1839, p.

152.)

H Sometimes written alabastrum, but impro-
perly. In fact, it should not even be alabas-

trus, but alabaster.

a-la-bea, a [Greek mXdpnt (alabes\ or

aWdfim (allabes); Lat. alabeta — a, fish, the
SUurus anguillaris, Linn., found in the Nile.]

A genus of fishes of the order Malacopterygii
Apodes and the Eel family. Locality, the
Indian Ocean.

alack, interj. [In Ger. aeh; Fr. hela$; Pers.
kalaka = perdition, destruction ; alaksadan
= to perish.] An exclamation of sorrow
evoked by personal distress or pity for others.

" But then transform'd him to a purple flower

:

Alack, that so to change thee H niter had no power !

"

Milton ; Death of a Fair Infant.

t a lack -a-day, interj. [Alack and a-day.]
A lack-the -day. The same meaning as the
simpler word Alack.

a-lac'-ri-oiis, a. [Lat. aXacer = cheerful,
brisk, gay ; and Eng. -ous — full of. ] Cheer-
ful, brisk, gay. (Hammond.)

t a lac-rl-ous-ly, adv. [Alacrious.] With
alacrity ; with cheerful gaiety.

"Bpaminondas alacriously expired. In confidence
that he left behind him a perpetual memory of the
victories he had achieved for nis country."

—

Dr. H.
More: Government of the Tongue.

t a-lac'-ri-ous-ne"ss, s. [Alacrious.] The
quality of being full of alacrity. Sprightli-

ness, briskness, cheerfulness, or even gaiety
in undertaking or performing duty.

"To infuse some life, some eilacrUmsnees into you,
for that purpose I shall descend to the mora sensitive,
quickening, enlivening part of the text"—Hammond
Ser., p. MS.

a-lac'-rl-ty^ a [In Fr. aHearetse; Sp. and
Port, olegria; ItaL allegrtssat allegria, from
Lat. alacritas » cheerfulness, ardour, eager-

ness ; alacer = cheerful, brisk.] Sprightli-

ness, vivacity, briskness, eagerness ; used
especially of the cheerful ardour with which
certain persons, exceptionally constituted,
undertake and execute duty.

"E. Rich, Give me a bowl of wine

:

I have not that alacrity of spirit.

Nor cheer of mind that I whs wont to have."
Shakesp. : X. Richard III., v. &

" The young nobles of his court had tried to attract
his notice by exposing themselves to the hottest fire

with the same gay alacrity with which they were
wont to exhibit their graceful figures at his balls."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch, xvii.

a-lac'-ta-ga, s. [In the Mongol Tartar lan-

guage alactaga is said to mean = variegated
colt.] The name of a small rodent, the Lfipus
jocvlus, or Syrian Jerboa, It is foand from
Syria, along by the north of India, eastward
to the Pacific. It has often been confounded
with the common Jerboa (Dipus sagitta).

a-lad'-irj-ists, s. pi. A rationalistic sect
amongst the Mohammedans.

a la francaise (approx, a la fran -sas),
adv. [Fr.f According to the French practice

;

as the French do.

a la grecque, a la grec (a la grek),
used as adv. & a [Fr.] After the Greek
method.

Arch. : One of the varieties of fret orna-
ment.

[Alack.] Alack, alas It a-la ke, interj.

(Scotch.)

" Alake t that e'er my M use has reason
To wyte her countrymen wi' treason."

Burns: Scotch Drink.

al'-a-lite, a [From Ala, a town a little south

of 'Trent, in the Tyrol ; and Xi'tfoc (lithos) =
stone. J

Min. : A variety of Malacolite or Diopside,
which ajjain stands in a similar relation to
Pyroxene. It occurs in broad right-angled
prisms, and is sometimes colourless, at others
more or less green. Bouvoisin found it crys-
tallised in twelve-sided prisms. A mineral
almost the same, bri having quadrangular
prisms, he denominated Mussite, from the
Mussa Alp where it occurs. [Malacolite,
DlOPSIDK.]

* a -la-mi re, s. [O. Ital.] The lowest note
but one in three septenaries of the gamut or
scale of music,

"She run throunrh all the keys from aAa-mt-r* to
double gtmiuuL'-ii'ajiton : Jfotet on D. Quix., p. 63.

a-la-mod-aT-It-y, s. [Fr. a la. mod* (q. v.).]

The quality of being according to the "mode"
or fashion prevailing at the time.

a la mode, or a -la mode, adv. k s. [Fr.

a la mode.)

A. As adverb: According to the fashion ;

agreeably to the custom then prevalent.

«H One of Hogarth's series of pictures is

called Marriage a la mode."
"3o away we went, slipping and sliding.
Hop, hop, d la mode de deux frogs."

Ceseper : The Distressed Travellers.

B. As substantive: A thin, glossy, black
silk used for hoods, scarfs, Axe.

"... the regular exchange of the fleeces of Cots-
wold for the alamodet of L\ ons."—Mac.iitiat : Hist.
Eng., ch. ixiii.

t a la mort (a la mor), a. [Fr. a la mori
= to the death, or to death.] Mournfully,
melancholy, depressed in spirits.

" To heal the sick, to cheer the alamort."
Fanthawe : Lueiad, v. 85.

a- land, adv. [Eng a; land,] At land, or
on land, implying (1) motion to, terminating
upon, at the laiid.

"If e'er this coffin drive a-land."
Hhakesy. : Pericles, iii. 1

Or (2) rest upon, or at the land. (Sidney.)

"Three more fierce Kurus, In bis angry mood,
Dwh'd on the shallows of the moving sand

;

And, iu mid ocean, left them moor'd aland."
Dryden : VirgU ; ASneid i. ML

"1 Fish. Why. as men do a-imstd; the great ones eat
up the little ones."

—

Shakesp. ; Pericles, ii. 1.

* a-land , a-lant ,
* a launt ,

* a- launz

.

[Alant.]

t a-la ne, a. [ALONt] Alone. (Scotch.)
" CouldnA ye let the leddy alane wi your whlggery ?

"

—Scoti : Old Mortality, ch. vii.

* a-lan-er-ly, adv. [Anerly.] Only, alone.

talang', adv. [Alono.] Along. (Scotch.)

"He went on board the vessel alana wi' him."—
Scott : Qmy Mannering. ch. to.

'alange, * a-lyand e, a. [A.S. elelomde,
elelendisc = strange, foreign, a foreign country.]
Strange, exotic (f). (Prompt Parv.) Fitted to
make one " think long " or feel lonely.

* a-lange-ly*. * a*lyaund'-ly, adv.

[Alanoe.] Strangely (?). (Prompt. Part.)
Tediously.

* a-lang e-nesse, * a-lyaund nesw, s.

[Alange.] Strangeness (?). (Prompt. Parv.)
Tedium ; loneliness.

a-lan-gl a'-ce-fe, or a-lan -gI-S-» (Lat),

a-lan'-gi-ads (Eng.), a pi. [Alanoiux.] A
natural order of plants akin to the Myrtacea,
Combretaceae, &c. It consists of large trees

with alternate, exstipulate leaves, corollas

with sometimes as many as ten narrow linear

reflexed petals, and inferior drupaceous fruit.

Locality, Southern Asia, especially India In
1847, Dr. Lindley estimated the known genera
at three, and the species at eight.

a-lan -gi-um, s. [The Malabar name Lati-

nized.] A genus of plants belonging to the
order Alangiacea, or Alangiads. "The Alan-
gium (Ucapetahtm and hexapetalum are said

by the Malays to have a purgative hydragogic
property. Their roots are aromatic. They
are said to afford good wood and edible fruit.'

a 1'anglalse (a Ian gla se), used as adv.

[Fr. a VAnglaise.) In the English method, as

the English do.

al a nine, s. [Formed from alidehyde), and
Butf. -ine; the an being inserted for euphony.]

Chem. : Amidopropionic acid, C3Hj[(NHsX^= C3H4(NH2)CO.OH. A monatomic acid,
wliich can also form definite salts with acids
It is obtained by the action of bromine on pro-
pionic acid, and by acting on the resulting
bromopropionic acid by alcoholic ammonia.
Alanine is homologous with glycocine and
isomeric with sarcosine. It can also be formed
by boiling a mixture of aldehyde ammonia,
hydrocyanic and dilute hydrochloric acids.

It forms nearly rhombic prisms. Nitrons
acid converts alanine into oxypropiontc acid.

'a-lant', a land, * a launt', "a-launx,
s. (Norm. Fr. ala-n, alant; iu Sp. & ItaL
aZono.] A large hunting dog.

" About* his chare wente white ataunz,
Twetity and mo, as pr-te itseny stere.

Chaucer: C. T.. 2.1S0-5L

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rv !e, full ; try, Syrian, oe, ce e. ey - a. qu kw.
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ALARIA
ESCULENTA.

*-lan -tin, s. [From Dut. and Ger. ttiant =
the elecampane plant (Inula heleniim).] The
same as Inulin. A starchy substance ex-

tracted from the root of an umbelliferous
plant, the Angelica Archangetica.

ill ar, o. [Lat alarius, rarely a/oris = per-

taining to a wing : a/a = a wing.] Pertaining

to a wing, whether that word be used in a

strictly literal, or in a more or less figurative

sense.

Anat. : The aZar cartilage is the " wing" of

the nose. (Toddct Bowman: Phys. Anat., ii. 2.)

*a-larg'e, v.i. & t. [Large.]

A. Intrans: To grow largely.

" Swiche part, in their nativite,
Wu them aturged of beute."

Chaucer: Ih-*m*.

B. Trans, : To enlarge, to make great.
" Thou sbuldiat alargn my teed as the grauel of th«

Me."- fVydife : Veneris xxxii. 12,

6-lar-I-a, s. [Lat. alarius = winged ; from
ala = a wing. 1 A genus of sea-weeds belong-
ing to the order Fucaeeae, or
Sea-wracks, and the tribe

Larninaridce. In the classi-

fication of Mr. Harvey, it

is of the sub-class Melano-
spermeee, or Dark-spored
Algte. The only British

species, A. esculenta, called

by the Scotch Balderlocks,
is used for food, after being
stripped of its thin part,

by the poorer classes in

Ireland, Scotland, Iceland,
Denmark, and the Faroe
Isles. [Balderlocks.] The
Alaria shoot out into the
water from their slender
yet stiff stems, which are
surrounded at their top by
a beautiful collar of short
and sinuous ribbons, from
the centre of which rises a
thong-like leaf fifteen or
twenty yards long, which,
at its commencement, is

narrow, then continues an
equal size, and at last

gradually narrows into a point. (The World
o£ the Sea, Tandon, translated by Hart.)

alarm', * a -lar'-um, * al'arme, 'a
larm'e, s. [Sw. & Dut alarm; Dan. allarm,
•farm; Ger. Idrm, larmen = noise, bustle,
uproar, alarm ; Wei. aiarm ,- Fr. alarme; Sp.
alama ; Ital. allarwie, all' arme, from afle = to
the ; arme, arma = arms. When the O. Eng.
form al'arme is compared with the Ital. all'

arme, it is seen, as lias been done by Richard-
son, Wedgwood, and others, that the English
word is from the Italian, and means "To
arms." (See the ex. from Holland's Livy.)
The spelling alarum evidently arises from a
vocalisation of the r sound.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Objectively:

* 1. " To arms ! " an exclamation designed
to act as a summons to arms, with the view
of meeting and resisting an enemy.

"This sayd, he rims d'»wne with as great a noyse
andshowting as he could, crying al'arme. help citizens,
the castle is taken by the enemie, come away to
defense."— Holland: Livy, p. 331, quoted by Richard-
ton.

2. Such a summons given in some other
way than literally by the use of the words
"To arms." [B. 1J [Spec.) Warning of
danger given by the trumpet.
"... because thou hast heard, my soul, the

tound of the trumpet, the alarm ol war."

—

Jer. v. Is.

^T Hence arise such expressions as "to blow
an alarm," or " to sound an alarm," the former
rare, the latter common.

" Blow ye the trumpet in Zion. and sound an alarm
in my holy mountain."

—

Joel ii. L

"[ A false alarm. [B. 1.]

3. A warning of dangers, not connected
with wars.

** No powdered pest, proficient in the art
Of sounding an alarm, assaults these doors
Till the street rings; no stationary steeds."

Cowper ; Task, bk. It.

4. Any tumult or disturbance.
Crowd* of ri rail for thy mother's charms
Thy palace 811 with insults and alarm*."

Pope : Homer t Odyssey.

XL Subjectively : Fear, especially mingled
with surprise ; sudden and deep apprehension
of approaching peril.

"The city is now filled with alarm at the near
approach of the redoubtable enemy."—Leant: Early
Rom. Hist., ch, xii.. pt ii., 5 tt

B. Technically

:

1. Mil. : The sound of a trumpet or other
signal used in time of war, summoning soldiers

to their posts to meet a threatened danger
which has suddenly arisen.

If A false alarm is an alarm given by order
of a military commander, either to prevent the
enemy from obtaining needed repose, or to try

the vigilance of his own sentinels.
" One historian even describes the stratagem of the

false alarm at the games as intended, not to furnish a
pretext for the war, but to overcome the reluctance
and inertnesa of the Volscians,"

—

Lewis: Marly Rom.
Bist. (1855), ch. xii., pt ii., I S3.

2. Mcch. : A contrivance designed to enable
one to awake at a particular hour, or to be
used for some similar purpose. It is to this

signification tliat the spelling alarum has
become especially attached. [Alarm-clock,
Alarm-watch.]

S. Fencing : An appeal or challenge.

alarm-bell, alarum-bell, s. A bell

rung on any sudden emergency, and designed
to give prompt and extensive warning of the
danger which has arisen.

" Ne'er readier at alarm~betTs call

Thy burghers rose to man thy wall.
Than now. in danger, shall be thine.*

Scott : Marmion, c. v., Introd.
" Ring the alarum-bell! let folly quake,"

Byron : Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

alarm-clock, -. A clock so contrived
as to strike loudly at a particular hour, say
that at which one ought to awake in the
morning.

alarm gun, $.

MilU. : A gun fired to give notice that
sudden cause for alarm, or at least for vigi-

lance, has arisen.

alarm-post, s.

MilU. : A post or station to which soldiers

are directed to repair if danger suddenly arise.

alarm watch, * A watch capable, like

a clock, of striking the hours. (Spec.) A
watch so constructed that it can strike fre-

quently at a certain hour, say that at which
one desires to awake from sleep.

"You shall have a gold alarm-watch, which, as
there may because, ahull awake you."

—

Sir T. Herbert.

alarum-gauge, s. A piece of mechanism
attached to a steam-engine, and designed to

give warning when there is a dangerous pres-

sure of steam, or when the water has sunk so
low in the boiler as to threaten an explosion.

a-larm, alarum, *a-larm'e,«.t. [From

the s. In Dan. larnte = to alarm, to make a
noise, to bawl, to bustle ; Ger. larmen — to
make a noise, to bluster ; Fr. alarmer ; Sp.
alarmar ; Port, alarmer ; Ital. allarmare.]

[Alarm, «.]

* 1. To summon to arms.

2. To give notice of approaching danger.
" Withered murder

fAlarum'd by his sentinel the wolf,
Whose howl s his watch) thus with his stealthy pace
Moves like a ghost."

—

Shakesp. : Macbeth, ii. 1.

" The wasp the hive alarms
With louder hums, and with unequal arms."

Addison.

3. To inspire with apprehension of coming
evil ; to terrify.

"... his ghastly louk surprised and alarmed
them."—Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

i. To disturb in any way.
"And, threat'ning still to throw.

With lifted hands, ularm'd the seas below."
Dryden: Virgil ; Jtneid x. 281.

a lar'mcd, pa. par. & a. [Alarm, v.]

" The white pavilions rose and fell

On the alarmed air."

Longfellow : The Beleaguered City.

alarm -lug, pr. par. & a. [Alarm, v.]

" It may be doubted whether oar country has ever
passed through a more alarming crisis than that of
the first week of July, 1690."—Maeaulay : Bist. Eng.,
ch. xv.

a larm -iiig-ljf, adv. [Alarming.! In a
manner to alarm, to an extent to cause alarm.

". . alarmingly rapid."— Maeaulay : Hist. Eng,,
ch. ill

a-larm'-lBt, s. [Eng. aZarm ; -ist. In Fr.

alarmiste.] A person of a temperament the
reverse of sanguine, who in all contingent
matters forebodes the worst, and at times of

excitement perpetually raises needless alarms.

If Todd says, " The word is quite modern."

a-lar-um, * [Alarm.}

alarum, v.t [Alarm.]

aT-ar-Jr, a. [Lat alarius= pertaining to &
wing ; from ala = a wing. ]

JVaf, Science : Of the form of a wing.

alas, interj. [Dut. helaas; Fr. helas ; Ital.

lasso.]

1. Applied to one's own case : An excluma-
tion expressive of sorrow or grief.

"Alas, how little from the grave we claim

!

Thou but preserv'st a form, and I a imme."-~Pop*.

2. Applied to the case of another, or others, or
to things : An exclamation expressive cf pity
and concern. (Often followed by for.)

". . . Alas for all the evil abominations of the
house of Israel ! —Kzek. vi. II.

Alas a day, or Alas tlie day: Ah 1 unhappy
day I

"Alas a day/ you have ruined my poor mistress
. . . ."—Congreve.

" Alas the day I I never gave him cause.

"

Shakesp. : Othello. 11L 4.

Al**s the while : Ah 1 unhappy time 1

" For pale and wan he was, alas the wh'le t

"

tsmuan

A-las-ci-a'-nl, s. pi. [From Alosco, an altera-

tion for euphony's sake of Loschi, the name
of a Polish Protestant nobleman.]

Church Bist. : A sect of Protestants in the
sixteenth century, who, in opposing Luther's
doctrine of consubstantiation, maintained that
the words, " This is my body," pronounced
by Christ in instituting the Eucharist, re-

ferred not to the bread simply, but to the
whole sacramental action in the supper.

A las kan, a. Pertaining to Alaska, for-

merly Russian America, now a territory of the

United States. Purchased in 1867 for $7,200,000.

Area, 531,409 square miles. Population (1890),

31,795.

a-las-mod on, s. [Gr. A, priv. ; 2X007x0.
"
(elosma) = metal beaten out, a metal plate ;

odovs (odous), genit. oAoi'toc (odonU)s)= a

tooth.] Say's name for a genus of Molluscs

now reduced under Unio (q.v.).

a-la'te, a la-ted, a. [Lat. alatut— winged,
from ala = a wing. ]

t A. Ord. Lang. : Having wings (lit. or fig.).

"Power, like all thtnfrs alated, seldom rests long in

any continued line.*"— Waterhouse : Apologyfor Learn-
ing, ftc. (1653), p. W.

B. Technically

:

L Nat. Science:

1. Zool.: Having wings in the literal a

WINGED STEM.

2. Bot.: Having a thin expanded margin,
as the fruit of the sycamore (Acer pseudo-

platanus), various stems, it'-

ll. Architecture

:

Of a building : Having wings.
" Nainby, Lincolnshire—from an alate temple there

;

as the name testifies: Utb. ganaph, alatu*."~Btukeley :

Pakeogr. Sacra. (1763). p. 73.

a l&t'-er-C, Lat. prep, and substantive used a$

adj. [Lat (ii«.)=from the side.] A legate

a latere is a legate who counsels or assists the

pope. [Legate.]

ar a-tern, * al -a-tern us, *. [Lat. ala-

ternus.] The name given to a species of

Rhamnus, the broad-leaved alatern (R. alater-

nus), an ornamental evergree» with flowers,

Mil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, *}es% chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -tng.

-tion, -sion, -cioun = shun ; -sion, -tion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -Die, -die, &c. m bel, del. tre = ter.
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much frequented by bees. It has been intro-

duced into Britain.
" The alaternus, which w* have lately received from

the hottest parts of Liuiguedoc. thrives with us in

England, as it it were an indigene."

—

Evelyn.

a-lau'-da, s. [Lat alauda = lark.] The lark.

A genus" of birds constituting the type of

the sub-family Alaudinae (q.v.). Five species

occur in Britain. [Lark.]

a-lau-dl -nae, s. pi. [Lat. aZauda = lark.]
" Larks. Asub-familvof FringillicUe, or Finches.

It is allied to the Emberizinffi, or Buntings,

and yet has in the elongated hind claw and
the great development of the tertiary quills a

close affinity to the genus Anthus, or Pipits,

in quite another tribe of birds. [Alauda.]

a lau na, s. {Alauna, the ancient name of
*
the Frith of Forth.]

Zool : A genus of Crustacea belonging to

the family Cumadse. A. rostrata has been
found in the Frith of Forth, but is rare.

{Bell : British Stalk-eyed Crustacea,)

* a-launt , * a-launz , a [Alant.]

* a-la'ye, a [Alloy.]

alb, * albe, *. [Eccles. Lat. alba, from Lat
albus = white.]

Eccles. : A
long linen robe
hanging down
to the feet,

worn by offici-

ating priests.

Anciently it was
used also by
those newlybap-
tised, whence
the first Sunday
after Easter,
on which they
appeared in it,

was called Do-
minica in alb is

(literally, the
Lord's day in

albs ; meaning,
when albs were
worn). The
Rev. H. J. Tod
says, " It differed from the modern surplice,

as it was worn close at the wrists, like as the
lawn sleeves of a bishop now are."
" Each priest adorn'd was in a surplice white :

The bishops doiin'd their albs and copes of state."
Fairfax : Tasso, it 4.

"They [the bishops] shall have upon them in time
of their ministration, besides their rochet, a surplice
or alb, and a cope or vestment."—Rubric of K. Edw. VI.

* alb, 5. An old Turkish coin, called also

ASPER.

alba, a. [Lat., the fem. sing, of albus, -a, -um
= white.] Used in composition = white.

alba terra, s. [Lat. = white earth.] A
name for the so-called philosopher's stone.

al -ba (1), s. [Eccles. Lat = an alb.] [Alb.]

al-ba (2), *. [Lat albus = white, a.pearl.]

* alba firma, a [Lat. firmus, -a, -urn =
firm, strong, stedfast ; alba = of pearly lustre. ]

Rent paid in silver, and not in corn ; the
latter method being sometimes denominated
black mail. Alba firma was sometimes called

also album, from neut. of albus = white.

aT ba-cbre, al bi core, s. [Port, albacora,

albecora; from bacora— a little pig.] Several
fishes of the Scomberidse, or Mackerel family.

1. The Albacore, or Albicore, of the Atlantic
near the West Indies, is the Thynnus albacorus.

It is esteemed for the table. Sometimes the
name is used more loosely for other species of
Thynnus, not even excluding the well-known
Tunny (Thynnus vulgaris).

" The albicore that followeth night and day
The flying-Ash, aod takes them for his prey."

Davort: Secrets of Angling, li.

2. The Pacific Albacore : The Thynnus pacifi-

ems. Mr. F. D. Bennett describes it as attend-

ing in myriads on ships slowly cruising in the

Pacific, but deserting those which are be-

calmed, or which are sailing rapidly. He
thinks they seek the proximity of a ship to

protect them against the sword-fish.

sU'-ban, s. [Lat. albus = white.] A white,

resinous substance, extracted from gutta
percha by either alcohol or ether.

Al ban en -ses, Al-ban-en'-si-anf (si as

shi\s. pi. [From Alby, in Montferrat, where
their ecclesiastical head lived. ] A sub-division

of the sect called Cathari, who rejected the

Manichsean doctrine of the two principles, and
were closely akin to the Albigenses. [Albi-

oenses, Cathari.] (Mosheim: Church Hist.)

al ba -ni, al ba -ni stone, $. [From the
* Alban hills" near Rome.] A dark volcanic tuff,

the peperino of Italian geologists ; used as a

building stone in Rome before marble came
into extensive use.

albas -trus, s. [Alabastrds.]

al-ba'-ta, s. [Lat. albatus = clothed in white. ]

* What is more familiarly known as German
silver. [Silver.]

al'-ba-tr6s^*al'-ba-trd«,*. [Ger.atbatross

;

Fr. 'albatros ; all from Port alcatros or alca-

tras ; introduced into Eng. by Dampier, altered

by Grew to albitros, and by Edwards to alba-

tros. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. viii., 1829, p. 571.).]

A large sea-bird, belonging to the Procella-

rida;, or Petrel family. It is the Diomedeaexu-
Uxns of Linnreus. When young it is of a sooty

or brown colour, but when mature it is white
with black wings. It nestles on elevated

land, and lays numerous eggs, which are

edible. It has a voice as loud as that of the

ass. From its colour, its large size, amount-
ing to as much as fifteen feet in the expanse
of its wings, and its abundance in the ocean
near and especially south of the Cape of

Good Hope, sailors call it the Cape Sheep
;

sometimes, also, it is named the Man-of-war
Bird. There is a northern species near
Behring Straits. [Diomeoea.]

". . . whales and seals, petrels and albatross."—
Darwin: Voyage round the World, ch. viii.

(See also Coleridge's Ancient Mariner.)

al-be'-do, *. [Lat = the colour white, white-

ness. ]

Astron. : A term used in describing planets,

and meaning "the proportion diffusedly re-

flected by an element of surface of the solar

light incident on such element." (Monthly
Notices Roy. Astron, Soc, voL xx., 103, &c.)

t al'-be-it, * al -be, * al -bee, conj. [Eng.

all; be; it = be it all.] Be it so, admit,
although, notwithstanding. (Obsolescent.)

" I Paul have written it with mine own hand, I will

repay it : albeit I do not say to thee how thou owest
unto me even thine own self besides."—Philem, 19.

"Departed thence : albee his woundea wyde
Mot thoroughly heald unready were to ryde."

Spenser: F. 0... I., v. «.

al-ber'-i-a, a [From Lat. albus — white, or,

according to Meyrick, from a people called

the AWenses.]

Her. : A shield without ornament or armo-
rial bearing. (Gloss, of Heraldry.)

al'-bert-ite, s. [From Albert county, New
Brunswick, where it was first found.]

Aftn. : A variety of asphaltum, from the

typical specimens of which it differs in being

only partially soluble in oil of turpentine, and
in fusing imperfectly when heated. It is

looked on as an inspissated and oxygenated
petroleum. It is found filling an irregular

fissure in rocks of Lower Carboniferous age in

Nova Scotia.

al'-ber-type, *. A rapid process of photo-
graphy, in which a plate is prepared by pho-
tographic appliances, and then treated with
printing ink. Excellent pictures are obtained

in this way. The process is essentially the
same as that of lithography.

al-bes'-cent, a. [Lat. albescens, pr. par. of

albesco = to become white. ]

Bot. ; Becoming white ; whitish.

al'-bi-odre, s. [Albacore.]

* al-toif-i-ca -tion, * al bi fi ca ci oun,
a [Lat albus = white ; facio = to make.]

0. Chem. : The act or process of making
white.

" Oure fourneys eek of calcinacioun.
And of watres albiiicucioun,"

Chaucer: C. T., U.TM-S.

Xl'-bl-gen-SOS, s. pi [In Ger. Albigenser

;

Fr. Albigeois ; from the town of Albi (Albi-

gea), in Aquitaine, at which a council which
condemned them was held in A.D. 1176;

or from Albigesium, a mediaeval name of

Languedoc, where they abounded. ]

1. Specifically : A sect which is believed to

have sprung from the old Pauliciaus [Pa&u-
cians] of Bulgaria, and which received the
further names of Bulgarians, or Bougres ; Pub-
licani, or Popolicani (Pauliciani corrupted);

Cathari, meaning pure; and Los Bos Homos,
signifying good men. They are supposed to
have arrived in Italy from the East in the
eleventh century, and in the twelfth they
spread to the south of France. In most
respects they held primitive Scripture doc-

trine, though, in the opinion of many, with a
tinge of Manichseism. They had the courage
to carry out their religious convictions when
the Church of Rome was in the plenitude of

its power.

2. In a more general sense : All the so-called

heretics in Languedoc, whatever their origin,

who imitated the Albigenses in casting oil the

authority of the Church of Rome. Against
these of every name a crusade was let loose

by Innocent III. in A.D. 1209, and when it

had done its work the further suppression
of the sect was handed over to the Inquisition.

(Mosheim: Church History.)

Al-bl-gen'-sl-an (si as ski), a. Pertaining to

the Albigenses."
" The energy of Innocent the Third, the zeal of the

young orders of Francis and Dominic, and the ferocity

of the Crusaders whom the priesthood let loose on
an unwarlike population, crushed the Albigensian
churches."—Macaulag : EUt. Eng., ch. i.

al bin, al-bine, s. [In Ger. albin, from
Lat. albus = white. ] A mineral, a variety of

apophyllite. It occurs in opaque white cubical
crystals in Bohemia.

al bin -Ism, al bi no ism, s. [Eng. al-

bino; -ism.] The state of an albino.

"Every one must have heard of cases of albinism
prickly skin, hairy bodies, Ac, appearing in several

members of the same family. —Darwin: Origin q/

Species, ch. L

al bi -no, al bi -no, s [In Ger. albino; Dut
and Fr. albinos ; Port albino ; Lat albineus
= whitish ; fr. Lat. albus = white. The name
came originally from the Portuguese, who ap-

plied it to white negroes seen in Africa.] A
man or animal abnormally white, and with
pinkish eyes. The phenomenon must have
struck most people in the case of white mice
and white rabbits ; it occurs, however, occa-

sionally, though not very frequently, in «the

human race, especially among the darker
coloured varieties or sub-varieties of mankind.
The Isthmus of Darien and Africa have been
mentioned as special localities for it. A
human albino has the skin preternaturally

fair. The hairs on his head and body are

white. The pigmentum nigrum is deficient

in the eyes, and these organs have a pinkish
appearance, produced by the visibility of the
blood in the choroid and iris ; moreover, they
are painful when exposed to light of even the
ordinary intensity. Used also adjectively.

Al'-bJ-on, s. [In Ger. and Fr. Albion; Lat.

albus = white. From the white cliffs of

Dover, &c] An old name of England still

retained in poetry.

Al-bi-re'-d, a [Corrupted Arabic (?)] A fixed

star of the third magnitude, called also $
Cygni. It is in the head of the Swan. It

is a beautiful double star—the primary one
orange, and the smaller one blue.

albite, «- [In Ger. albit, from Lat. albus

= white, and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.). So
named from its colour by Gahn and Berzelius

in 1814.] A mineral classed by Dana in his

Felspar group of Unisilicates. Its crystals

are triclinic ; its hardness 6-7 ; its sp. gr.

259—265 ; its lustre on a face produced by
cleavage pearly, elsewhere vitreous. Its

colour is typically white, though sometimes
it is more highly coloured. Its comp. is

silica, 68*6 ; alumina, 19"6; soda, 11-8=100.

Dana divides it into—Var. 1 : Ordinary, (a)

In crystals or cleavable masses; (6)Aventu-
rine ; (c) Moonstone, including Peristerite

;

(d) Pericline ; (e) Hyposclerite
; (/) (Lamellar)

Cleavelandite. Var. 2. : Compact albitic fel-

site. Albite enters into various rocks : with

hornblende, it constitutes diorite or green-

stone. It occurs also in some granites ; in

the state of felsite it is the base of albite

porphyry and granulite. It is closely akin to

Oligoclase (q.v.). (Dana.)

albite felsite, albitic felsite, s. [See

above.]

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se. ee - e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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albite porphyry, s. A porphyry of

which the base is albite.

al-blt'-ic, a. [Albite.] Pertaining to albite.

Composed in greater or smaller proportion of

albite. v

" Adinole is probably albttic"—Dana: Min., p. 85L

al'-blas-tre, s. [Arbalist.] (Scotch.)

al-bol-Ite, al-bol-ith, s. [Lat. aWus =
white; Gr. \t6ot (titkos) = stoue.} A cement
prepared by calcining magnesite (carbonate
of magnesia), and mixing the magnesia thus
obtained with silica.

al-bdr'-a, s. [From Lat. albor = the white
of an egg ; albus = white. ]

Old Med. : The name formerly given to a
disease, said to be a sort of itch or rather
leprosy. It was seated in the face at the root
of the tongue, &c, (Parr : London Med. ;Hct.

,

1808, i. 60.)

Al-bdr'-ak, s. [Arab, al = the ; and booraq.]

The animal on which Mohammed is said by
his followers to have performed his night
journey to Paradise. [Borak.]

al'-bronze, $. A contraction for Aluminum
Bronze.

fi1-bu-gtn -e-a, j. [From Lat. albugo (q. v. ). ]

The outer coat of the eye lying between the
sclerotica and the conjunctiva It makes the
white of the eye. It is very sensitive, and
abounds in blood - vessels, which become
visible when inflamed.

al-bu-gln'-e-ous, al-bu'-gin-ous, a. [In

Sp. albugineo; from Lat albuginis, genit. of

albugo (q.v.).] Resembling the white of an
egg. [Albugo. ]

" Egg* will freeie in the albuptnout part thereof."—
Browne: Vulgtr Brrourt, bk. ii., eh. 1.

"I opened it by incision, giving vent, first to an
albugineotit, then to a white concocted matter : upon
which the tumour suiik."— Wiseman : Surgery.

albugineoua humour, s. The aqueous
humour of the eye.

albugirieous tunic, a The same as.

Albuginea (q.v.).

fil-bu'-gd, s. [Lat. aZ&w/o= (l) a disease of the
eye ; albugo = film : (2) pi., scurf on the head. J

Med.: A white speck on the eyes, called
by Dr. Wallis the albuginous, or pearly corneal
speck. Other names given to it have been
speck, applied when it is seated superficially

;

dragon, when it is deeper ; and pearl, when it

somewhat projects. It arises from a chronic
inflammation of the eye.

&1 -bul-a, a. [Lat. albula, fern, of atbulus, -a

= whitish.] A genus of fishes belonging to
the order Malacopterygii Abdominales, and
the family Clupeidas (Herrings). Several
species exist, nom?, however, in Britain.

al bum, «. [In Fr. album; Lat. album = the
colour white, anything white. Among the
Romans, specially (1) the tablet* on which the
Pontifex Maximus registered the chief events
of the year ; (2) those on which the edicts of
the Praetor were inscribed

; (3) any register.]

A. Formerly

:

1. In ancient times : In the senses men-
tioned in the etymology.

2. In the Middle Ages

:

(a) A register of saints ; a muster-roll of
soldiers.

(b) An ordinary letter.

(c) Rent paid in silver. [Alba Firma.]

B. Now : A book tastefully bound, and
kept chiefly by ladies to be filled, as oppor-
tunity presents itself, with scraps of poetry,
or autographs, or anything similar.

album Grsecum, s. [Lat. (lit.) = Greek
white.] A name given to the excrement of
dogs, which becomes white as chalk by ex-
posure to the air. It is used also of the dung
of hyenas, which is almost of the same compo-
sition as bone, and nearly as durable ; among
other places it has been found abundantly in a
fossil state in the celebrated Kirkdale Cavern,
twenty-five miles N.N.E. of York, described
bv Dr. Buckland in his Religuios Diluvianai.

&1 bu men, al bu min, s. [Lat., whence
Fr. albumine, Port, albumina, Ital. albvme.)

1. Chem. : The name of a class of Albumi-
noids (q.v.) that are soluble in water, as serum

(q.v.) and egg albumen. Egg albumen differs

from serum by giving a precipitate when
agitated with ether ; it is scarcely soluble in

strong nitric acid; its specific rotation is35o0
for yellow light. The white of eggs is com-
posed of this substance ; it dries up into a
light yellow gum-like substance, which will

not putrefy. It is converted into coagulated
albumen by heating the fluid albumen to 72°

C. It contains sulphur, and blackens a silver

spoon. It is precipitated by strong acids. It

is an antidote in cases of poisoning by corro-

sive sublimate or copper salts.

Coagulated albumen is obtained by heating
neutral solutions of albumen, fibrin, &c, to
boiling, or by the action of alcohol, also by
heating precipitated albuminates or casein.

It is insoluble in water, alcohol, and scarcely
in dilute potash, but dissolves in acetic acid

;

by the action of caustic potash it is con-
verted into albuminate. Pepsin and HC1
(hydrochloric acid), at blood-heat, converts it

into syntonin, and then into peptone.
Derived albumins are insoluble in water,

and in solutions of NaCl (sodium chloride),

but soluble in dilute acids and alkalies. There
are acid albumins and alkali albumins.
Acid albumin is formed by adding a small

quantity of dilute HC1 (hydrochloric acid) to
serum or egg albumen, and gradually raising
the temperature to 70° ; it does not coagulate,
and the rotation to the left is increased to 72°.

By neutralizing the liquid, a white flocculent
precipitate is obtained insoluble in water, but
soluble in alkali and in dilute solutions of
alkaline carbonates.

Alkali albumin, or albuminate, is obtained
by adding very dilute caustic alkali, heating
the liquid, and precipitating with acids. It

closely resembles the casein of milk. Potas-
sium albuminate is also called protein.

2. Bot. : A substance interposed between
the embryo and the testa of many plants.
It is sometimes soft and fleshy, and at other
times hard. It varies greatly in amount in
those plants in which it is present, being par-
ticularly large in some endogens, such as the
cocoa-nut, in which it constitutes the eatable
part of the fruit. It is the perispermium of
Jussieu, and the endospermium of Richard.
(Lindley: Int. to Bot., 3rd ed., 1839, pp. 24, 249.)

3. Phot. Albumen Process: A process by
which albumen is used instead of collodion to
coat glass or paper. A method of doing this
in the case of glass was published by M.
Niepce de Saint Victor in the Technologist for

1848. It was subsequently improved by M.
le Gray. The foreign transparent stereoscopic
views were at one time obtained by the use
of albumen in the way now described.

al bu min ate, s. [Albumen.]

al-bu min-ip -ar-oiis, a. [Lat albumen,
and pario = to bear. ] Bearing albumen. (Ap-
plied to a part, gland, or surface secreting
albumen. ) (Glossary to Owen's Invertebrate
Animals.)

al-bu-xnln-i'ze, v.t. [Eng. albumen;
Phot. : To treat with albumen.

']

al-bu-min-i'zed, pa. par. & a. [Albuminize. ]

Albuminized Collodion : The mixture or
compound formed when albumen is poured
over a collodionized plate.

Albuminized Paper : Paper coated with al-

bumen in lieu of collodion.

al bu-min-Iz'-ihg, pa. par. [Albuminize.]

al bu mm olds, 3. pi. [Lat. albumen, genit.

albuminis ; Gr. ctdo? (eulos) = (1) form, (2)
species, kind.] Proteids. (Ger. eiweisslcorper.

)

Chem. : A name given to certain chemical
substances which occur in the animal and
vegetable tissues. They are amorphous, and
their chemical constitution has not yet been
discovered. They contain about 54 parts
of carbon, 7 of hydrogen, 16 of nitrogen, 21
of oxygen, and 1 to 1$ of Bulphur. They are
dissolved by acetic acid and strong mineral
acids ; nitric acid converts them into xan-
thoproteic acid ; caustic alkalies decompose
them, forming leucine, tyrosine, oxalic acid,
and ammonia. They are divided into the
following classes :—(1) Albumins, soluble in
water ; as serum and egg albumen. (2) Globu-
lins, insoluble in water, soluble in very dilute
acids and alkalies, soluble in a solution

—

one per cent.— of NaCl (sodium chloride),
as myosin, globulin, fibrinogen, vitellin. (3)

Derived Albumins, insoluble in water and
in solutions of NaCl (sodium chloride), solu-
ble in dilute acids and alkalies ; as acid
albumin, alkali albumins, or albuminates,
as casein. (4) Fibrin, insoluble in water,
sparingly soluble in dilute acids and alkalies
and in neutral saline salutions; as fibrin and
gluten. (5) Coagulated Proteids, soluble
in gastric juice ; as coagulated albumin. (6)
Amyloids, or Lardacein, insoluble in gastric
juice. (See papers by Kekule, Wanklyn, &c.

;

also Watts's Chem. Diet.)

al bu min ous, al bit min ose, a. [In
Fr. albumineux ; Port, and Ital. albuminoso

;

from Lat. albumen (q.v.).]

1. Consisting of albumen, or, at least, con-
taining albumen in their composition. Fibrin,
gelatin, casein, and vegetable gluten, with, of
course, albumen itself, fall under this category.

"This looks like the white, or albumen, of the bird's
egg, but it is not albuminous.*—Beale : Bioplasm
(1872), i 44, note.

2. Resembling albumen.

al-bu-mln-ur -i-a, s. [Lat. albumen ; urina
= urine.]

Med. : A disease characterised by the pre-
sence of albumen in the urine. It may be
acute or chronic. Acute albuminuria is a
form of inflammation of the kidneys. Chronic
albuminuria, the commoner and more formid-
able malady, arises from grave constitutional
disorders. It is often attended by or pro-
duces dropsy. Whether acute or chronic,
but specially when the latter, it is generally
called Bright's disease, after Dr. Bright, who
first described it with accuracy. [Bright's
Disease.]
"... In cases of albuminuria connected with

kidney disease."— Todd & Bowman: Phyt. Anat., L SOS.

al bu min-ur-ic, o. [Eng. albuminur(ia)

;

~ic.] Marked by, or pertaining to, albuminuria.

al-bun'-e-a, s. [From Albunea, a prophetic

nymph or sibyl worshipped at Tibur (Tivoli)
in a temple still remaining.] A genus of de-
capod short-tailed Crustaceans belonging to
the family Hippidee. Example, the Symnista
(A. symnista).

al -burn (1), s. [Alburnum.]

ALBURN (CYPRINUS ALBURNUS).

al'-burn (2), s. & adj. [Lat. alburnus.]

A. As subst. : A silvery-white fish, th«
Bleak (Cyprinus alburnus). [Bleak.]

B. As adj. : Auburn.

al burn ous, s. [Eng. alburnum; -ous,]

1. Pertaining or relating to alburnum.

2. Consistingin whole or in partof alburnum.

alburn um, or al'-burn, s. [In Fr.
aubier ; Lat. alburnum.}

Bot. : The sapwood in exogenous stems ;

the wood last formed, and which has not yet
had time to acquire its proper colour or hard-
ness. It is interposed between the liber, or
inner bark, and the duramen, or heart-wood.
Lindley: Introd. to Bot. : 3rd ed., 1839, p. 94.)

al'-ca, s. In Sw. alka.] A genus of birds,

the "typical one of the family Alcadse (q.v.).

The wings are so short as to be useless for

flight. Two species occur in Britain—A.
impennis (the Great Auk), now all but extinct
everywhere [Auk] ; and A, torda (the Razor-
bill). [Razor-bill. ]

al cad ae, or al cid se, s. pi. [Alca.] A
family of birds belonging to the order Nata-
tores, or Swimmers. They have the feet

placed very far back, the toes united by a

membrane, the hinder one rudimentary or
wanting. The genera represented in Britain

are Alca (Auk), Fratercula (Puffin), Mergulu*
(Rotche), and Uria (Guillemot).

al cade, al-ca'ld, al-ca'yde, or al-

ca yd, s. [In Ger. alkade ; Fr. alcaide and
aleade ; Sp. aleade, from Arab, kayid = the

head ; kada = to head. ]

In Spain, Portugal, and Barbary : The go-

vernor of a castle ; also, the keeper of a jail.

l>6h. »6"y; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, thla; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t
-dan = shan. -tion, sion, -cioun = shun; -ston, -fion = zhun. -tious, -«lous, -clous = snus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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% Often confounded with an alcalde, who is a

dvil officer, while the alcade is a military one.

" Th* alcaid
Shuns me. and, with a grtm civility.

Bows." Drydmn i Don Sebastitm, ii 1

il-ca-hest, [Alkahest.]

U-ca'-lC, a. k s. [In Fr. tUeaique. Named
after Alcceus, or, to give the Greek instead of

the Roman form of the name, Alkaios, a lyric

poet, born in Mitylene, the capital of Lesbos,
and who flourished about B.C. 606. ]

A. As adjective :

1. Pertaining to the above-mentioned Al-

cseus or Alkaios.

2. Pertaining or relating to the descriptions

of verse called after him, and of which he is

supposed to have been the inventor.

Alcaic Ode: An ode written in the alcaic

metre, composed of several strophes, each
consisting of four lines. Thirty-seven of the

Odes of Horace are in this metre.

Alcaic Strophe. The usual form of this con-

sists of four alcaic lines, viz., two alcaic

hendecasyllables (eleven syllables), one alcaic

enneasyliable (nine syllables), and one alcaic

decasytlable (ten syllables),

Videe
I
ut al | tA I rtet niva | eandidura I

1 te, nee I
jam | sustinel ant onus f

Sylvie I lano I ran I
tea, ge | rnque

Sorac | te. nee I
jam | sustine

I
ant onus f

Sylvie I lano I ran I
tea, ge | rnqut

Fluntina | couatite | rint a| cuto
|

Usually scanned as follows :

Z -
J
-- J- |- V- ,

|
v - t- I

- "

--
I
w -

I
- I-

|-vv|. •
I

-

B. As substantive : Used by an ellipse both
in singular and plural for the strophe or the

lines, but more generally for the strophe and
in the plural

t tU'-c&l-a-mide, s. [Alkalamide.]

alcalde, s. [Sp. ; from Arabic. ]

In Spain : The mayor of a town ; alBO a

judge, magistrate, or justice of the peace.
Used in the latter sense also in Portugal It

is not the same as Alcade (q.v.).

" Padre C. Ah ! aald yon ao?
Why, that was Pedro Creapo, the alcalde /"

Longfellow : Spanish Student, ii i 1

t iU'-cal-l, al'-cal-y, s. [Alkali.]

t al-cal-im -et-er, s. [Alkaliheteb.]

* al -cam-ist-er, *. [Alchemist.]

al-camph'-or-a, * [Arab, al = the ; cam-
phora, contracted from Port, camphorosma =
camphor-tree.] A name given in portions of
Brazil to the Oroton perdicipes, a Eupborbia-
ceous plant, used as a diuretic and in other
ways. (Lindley: Veg. Kingd., p. 279.)

* aT-ca-myne, *. [Alchemy.] The mixed
metal * described under A lchemy, 2 (q. v. ).

(Prompt. Part)

al -can -na, s. [In Ger. alkanna ; Fr.

Vhenne ; from Arab, alhen-na : al = the, and
henna.] [Henna.] There are at least two
plants bearing this name—(1) Lawsonia iner-

mis, (2) Anchusa tinctoria. [Alkanna.]
" The root of alcanna, though green, will give a red

tain."

—

Browne: Vulgar Erraur*.

al-car -gen, s. [Cacodylic Acid.]

al-car-ra'-zas, $. [8p. alcarraza= a pitcher.]

Porous earthen vessels used in hot countries

for cooling water by means of evaporation.

As the water percolates through the pores of

the vessel and becomes exposed outside to the

action of the air, it evaporates, with the effect

of cooling the portion inside which remains
liquid. (Ganot's Physics, tranal. by Atkinson .)

al car -sin, al-kar sin, s. [Cacodyl.]

* al ca -traz, * al-ca -tras, s. [Sp.] A
name given by the Spaniards and by Fer-

nandez Hernandez and Nieremberg to an
American bird, the pelican of Mexico, pro-

bably the Onocrotalus Phoenix of Lesson, the

Pelecanus VieUlotii. Clnsius and others erro-

meously applied the name to an Indian horn-
bill, the Buceros hydrocorax of Linnaeus.
• Moat like to that ahortaii-htod alcatra*.
That beata the air above that Mould glass :

The New World'a bird, the proud iraperions fowl

Whose dreadful preaence frlghta the narmleaa owl."
Drayton : Owl, p. 1.S04.

al-cayd, s. [Alcad*.]

al'-ca-zar, s. [Sp. = a fortress, a palace ; the

main deck between the main-mast and quarter-

deck.]

1. A fortress, a palace. (Lit, or fig.)
" But tli* Cid waa passing to hia sleep.
In the silent alouar."

Semani; The CWt Deathbvd.

2. A continental place of amusement, de-
corated in the Moorish style.

3. Naut. : The quarter-deck.

* ftl'-ce, adv. [Also.]

t alee, i. [Alces.]

al-ce-din'-id-w, $. pi [Alcedo.]

Ornith. : A family of birds, belonging to
the order Passeres and the sub-order Fissi-

rostres, or Cleft-beaks. They have an elon-
gated bill, usually broad at the base and
tapering towards the point ; their wings are
long and rounded, the tail generally short.
The toes are sometimes scansorial (two before
and behind;, sometimes two in front and one
behind ; but more frequently they are three
before and one belli ud. There are three sub-
families,AIcedininie,orTrue Kingfishers, Dace-
lonina?,and GaIluIinae,or Jacamars. [Alcedo.]

al-ced'-i-nid, s. [Alcedinid*.] Any bird

of the family Alcedinidse (q.v.).

al-ce-din-i -nra, s. pi. [Alcedo.]

Ornith. : The typical sub-family of the
family Alcedinidw, or Kingfishers (q.v.).

al-ced'-i-nine, a. [Alcedinin^.] Pertain-

ing to. or resembling the true Kingfishers.

&l-ce'-dd, s. [Lat. alcedo ; later alcyon ; Gr.

i\Kvu>v (alkuon), and aKxvtav (iialkuon) ; from
a'X? (halt) = the sea ; atid kvow (kuon) = hold-

ing, pregnant] [Halcyon.]

Ornith.: The typical genus of Alcedininse,

with nine species, from the Palaearutic,

Ethiopian, and Oriental regions (absent from
Madagascar), and extending into the Austro-
Malayan sub-region. A. ispidat the common
Kingfisher (q.v.), is British,

alc-cl -a-phus, »- [Gr. oAk^ (alke)= an elk,

and eActios (elaphos) — a deer.]

Zool. : A genus of African antelopes, con-

taining the bubaline antelope (A. bubalis), the
hartbeest (A, caama), and the blesbok (A.

albifronsX

al-ce$, t fil'-ce, «. [Lat alces; Gr. oAki?

(alke) = elk.]

ZooL: A genus of Cervidae (q.v.) with two
species, or a single species(A. -malchis) running
into two varieties, the moose-deer of North
America, and the elk of northern Europe.
Both are of large stature with broad palmated
horns.

lesf-Is, s. [Lat Aleestis, fr. Gr'AAwijo-ris

(Alkestis), a queen who sacrificed her life for

her husband Admetus, king of Pherse, and in

consequence became the heroine of a tragedy

by Euripides.]

Astron. : An asteroid, the 124th found.

It was discovered by Peters on the 23rd of

August, 1872.

al-chem'-ic, tt-4h2m-i'-cal9 al-chym
xc, al-ch^m'-i-CeU, a. [From Eng. al-

chemy. In Ft. alchimique ; Port, and Ital.

alchimico.] Pertaining to alchemy ; produced

by alchemy.
"The roBe-notle, then enrrent Tor sfx ahillinm and

eight-pence, the alchjrmiBts do nfnrra as an unwritten
verity, waa made by projection or multiplication
alchymical of Raymond Lully in the Tower of tion-

don. —Camdm,

al-chSm'-I-cal-tf, al-chym -I-cal^,
* ftl-^hl '

1" -i-ca\l-l^T adv. [Alchemical,

Alchtmical.] After the manner of an al

chemist; by means of alchemy.
" Raymond Lnlly would prove it alchymteaUy."—

Camden.

al-chem-il'-la, ». [In Fr. alchimilU ; Port.

alchimillc ; Sp. alchemila ; from Arab, alk-

melyeh, meaning alchemy, the fancy being
entertained that it possessed alchemical
virtues.] In English, Lady's Mantle, that is.

mantle of " Our Lady " the Virgin Mary. A
genos of plants belonging to the natural order

Rosacese, or Rose-worts. Three species occur
in Britain : the A. vulgaris, or Common
Lady's Mantle ; the A. Alpina, or Alpine

Lady's Mantle; and the A. arvnsis, the field

Lady's Mantle, or Parsley Piert. The last-

Xl-cc

[En
(Lit

named member of the genus is small md
inconspicuous, but the other two are re-

markably graceful, the A. Alpina, hedged,
being regarded as oue of the must elegant
plants in the British flora. A decoction of

the A. vulgaris is slightly tonic. According
to Frederick Hoffmann, and others, it has also

the effect of restoring the faded beauty of
ladies to its earliest freshness.

al -chem ist, al -chym ist, * al-oam-
Ist'-er, "ar-kym-iat-er,fi. [Eng. alchemy;
-ist. In Sw. a , Ger. alchymist ; Fr.

alchimiste ; Sp. alquimistti ; Port & Ital.

alchimista.] One who studies or pra

alchemy. Hermes Trismegistus is mu.:
as one of the earliest alchemists, but the
work on the subject attributed to him is

spurious. Geber, an Arabian physician, who
lived in the seventh century, is another early

alchemist, but the genuineness of his works
has been doubted. Raymond Lully, born in

1236; the illustrious Friar Bacon, born in

1214; Arnoldus de Villa Nova, born in 1210.

were all known as alchemists. A mmhei <><

similar inquirers arose in the fourteenth it u

tury ; Basil Valentine is said to have lived in

the fifteenth century, and with Paracelsus

(1493—1541) the list may be said to close.

The successors of the old alchemists may be

grouped in two classes : Inquirers into natttiv

in a scientific nmnuer, and impostor^
professed or self-deceivers who hoped to Read

means to transmute the baser metals into

" To solemnize tliia day. the glorious aim
Stays in liia cutirae, and playa tiie alchymitt."

Shaketp. • King John, ill. 1.

" And wutn this atcamitter aaugli Lis tyine
"

Chaucer : C. T^ 1S.W2.

al-chem-Ist -ic t al-chem ist -I-cal, al-

ch^m-ist -ic, al -chym ist -i-cal, a.

^ng. alchemist; -ic] Practising alchemy.
r

Lit. & Jig.)
" The alehymvaicai caljalista, or cabalistical stahy

miata. have extracted the name, or uumber. whether
you will, out of the word Jehovah, alter a strange
maimer."—Ligftffoot : MiscetL, p. ».

"A* the first sort of legislators attended to lava

different kinds of citizens, and combined tli-

1

oue commonweal tli, the others, the metaphysical mid
a'chemUtical legislator*, have taken the direct con-

trary courae."

—

Burka.

al -chem y, al -chym-y, * &1 -ohinvy, i.

[In Sw. alkemi; Dan. akhytni ; Ger. aelciiyvnt ,

Fr. alchimic ; Sp. alguimia ; Port &. Ital.

alchimia. Arab, al — the, and Gr. xrM*"- 1

(chemeia) = chemistry ; or from Arab, komia
= secret, hidden, tlve occult art ; kamai = to

hide.]

A, Literally

:

1. A study of nature with three special

objects : (1) that of obtaining an alkuhcxt,

or universal solvent; (2) that of acquir-

ing the ability to trausmute all metals into

gold or silver, especially the former ; (3) that

of obtaining an elixir vita:, or universal nan-
cine which might cure all diseases and inde-

finitely prolong human life. These objects'

were all desirable, and it could not be aUUXSTTJ

d priori whether or not they were attainable.

To take the transmutation of metals, the
substances (some seventy or more) at present

classed as simple elements may not always

remain in that category ; at any moment one

may be found to be a compound of other sub-

stances, and require to be taken out of the list.

The possibility of this becomes greater when
it is remembered that not merely do allied

metals generally occur in nature together, but

there is also a definite relation between their

atomic weights. The means adopted in the pre-

scientific age, when alchemy most flourished

[Alchemist], were more open to ridicule

than the objects aimed at. To achieve BSScesi

in the study it was thonght needful for one

to obtain first the " philosopher's stone," de-

scribed as a red powder with a peculiar smell.

A skilled alchemist was called an "adept." In

all ages scientific intellects are brought into

being, and many "adepts" were the physical

philosophers of the age. Though they nrfled

in their immediate objects, they discovered

the sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic acids, and
laid the- foundations of the noble science of

modern chemistry. Others were pteudn-

scientists and impostors who pretended that

they really had made gold : by means of men
of this latter type alchemy gradually sank in

reputation, and ultimately became an object

of ridicule to real scientific inquirers and to

the civilised world at large.
" Astrology and aichem* became jeata."—Macanla-g :

ffitt. Eng., ch. 111.

tate, Hat, faro, amidst, what, f&U, father ; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p$t,

©r, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, te, ce - e. ey = a, qu = 1
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2, A mixed metal from which spoons,
kitwhen utensils, and trumpets were formed.
The name was given because it was supposed
to nave been made by some of the processes
of alchemy.

IT It is called in Scotch alcomye, and in Old
English sometimes alcamayne.

"Belt-metal, 4c, and the counterfeit plate, which
they carl alchemy."—Bacon : Physiol. Rem.

" Then, of their session ended, they bid cry
With trumpets' regul sound the great result

;

Toward the four winds four speedy cherubim
Put to their mouths the sounding alchemy.'

Milton ; P. L, bit. ii.

IT Properly speaking, there were two kinds
of "alchemy" in this sense—the white and
the red.

"White alchemy is made of pan-brass one pound,
and u-senicum three ounces."

—

Bacon : Phyt. Rem,, § 6.

'" Red alchemy is made of copper and auri pigment"
—ibid., i 7.

B. Fiji. ; The process of transforming any-
thing common into something more glorious
and precious, whether this is done by nature
or art.

" Kissing with golden face the meadows green,
Qtldiug paie streams with heavenly alcaj/my."

Shaketp. : Sonnets, ver. 33.

t alchemize, t al -chym Ize, v.t. [Eng.
alchemy: -ize.] To transmute.

" Not that you feared the discolouring cold
Might alchymize their silver into gold."

Lovelace : Luc P., p. 7.

Al'-clrf-ba, *. [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed

star of the 4} magnitude, called also a Corvi.

al-drym'-Ic, al chym-I-caL a. [Alche-
mic, Alchemical.]

al-chym'-I-cal-ly, adv. [Alchemically.]

al'-chym-±8t, s. [Alchemist. ]

al chym 1st ic, al-chyin ist'-i cal, a.

[ALCHEMISTIC, ALCHEMI3TICAL.J

al chym y, s. [Alchemy.]

al cid-se, s. pi. [Alcad^e.]

al' cine, a. [Lat. alces ; Gr. &\k*i (alke) = an
elk.] Pertaining to the elk. There is an
alrine group in the extensive geuus Cervus.
Type, the Elk (Cervus alces, Linn.). [Elk.]

Alcraan Ian, a. [Eng. Alcman, a proper
name, and -ton, suff.]

1. Pertaining to the Greek lyric poet Ale-
man, who flourished about CjO B.C.

2. Pertaining to the verse called after him.
It consisted of two dactyls and two trochees, as
" Virgin!

I bus piiS
I
risque I canto." Horace

also has an Alcmanian metre consisting of a
dactylic hexameter and a catalectic dactylic
tetrameter.

Ale rae-ne, s. [Lat. & Gr. Alcmena (Class.

Myth.), the mother of Hercules. ]

Ash-on. : An asteroid, the 82nd found. It
wa3 discovered by Luther, on November 27th,
1804.

al'-co, s. [A native American generic name
(En/on).'] The Canis familiaris, var. America-
» its. A variety of the dog, inhabiting Peru and
Mexico. It has a small head, an arched back,
a short and pendent tail. The fur is long.
That of the back is yellow, while the tail
is whitish. It is akin to the shepherd dog.

al co-hoL s. [In Sw. & Ger. alkohol; Ft. al-

cool ; Port, alcohol : from Arab, al = the ; kohl
= stibium — snlphuret of antimony; Heb.,
E. Aram., and Eth. "jrp (kachhot) -to paint
the eye-brows black with stibium, as was
done anciently, and still is, by women in
parts of the East.]

A. Ordinary language:

1. As a solid :

* 1. Originally : The mineral mentioned
above, stibium, or sulphuret of antimony,
especially when reduced to an impalpable
powder.

" The Turks have a black powder made of a mineral
called alcohol, which, with a tine long pencil, they lay
under their eyelids, which doth colour them black."

—

bacon: Nat. Bitt., Cent VIIL, f 729.

2. Any impalpable powder, whatever its
composition.

"If the same salt shall be reduced into alcohol, as
the chymists apeak, or an impalpable powder, the
particles mid intercepted spaces will be extremelv
lessened."—Boyle.

IX As a liquid: Pure spirit, rectified
spirit, spirits of wine, or, more loosely, a

liquid containing it in considerable quantity.
[See B.]

" The Blixir of Perpetual Truth,
Called Alcohol, in the Arab speech."

LongJelUm J Odd. Leg., i.

"Sal volatile oleosnm will coagulate the serum on
account of the alcohol, ox rectified Bpirit, which it
contain*"—A rbuthnot.

B. Organic Chem. : Alcohol is the name
given to a class of compounds differing from
hydrocarbons in the substitution of one
or more hydrogen atoms by the monatomic
radical hydroxy! (OH)'. Alcohols are divided
into monatomic, diatomic, triatomic, &c,
according as they contain 1, 2, or 8 atoms
of H (hydrogen), each replaced by (OHV.
Alcohols may also be regarded as water in
which one atom of H is replaced by a hydro-
carbon radical. Alcohol can unite with cer-

tain salts, as alcohol of crystallization. The

O in
jj j O (water) can be replaced by S

(sulphur), as H j S (hydrogen sulphide) ; so

in alcohol, 2
jj

5
JO, forming mercaptan,

H
5
} ®' Alcon°l ™ay *lso be compared

with acids, as H I O (hypochlorous acid),

^H5
} O (alcohol); the H can be replaced

by K or Na, as
Nft

> O (sodium hypochlorite),

and •jjj | O (sodium ethylate), therefore it

can be considered as a weak acid. Also it

can be compared with bases, as „ \ O (potas-

sium hydrate) with acids forms salts and
water. As KHO + HC1 = KC1 (potassium
ulioride) and H2 (water), so alcohol' and

C2H£*}oacids form acid ethers and water :
2
,H

+ ^ (hydrochloric acid) = H2 and CsjHfrCl

(ethyl chloride). An alcohol is said to be
primary, secondary, or tertiary, according as
the carbon atom which is in combination
with hydroxyl (OH) is likewise directly com-
bined with one, two, or three carbon atoms.
The hydrocarbon radicals can also have their
carbon atoms linked together in different
ways, forming isomeric alcohols. [Amvl
Alcohol.] Primary alcohols, by the action of
oxidizing agents, yield aldehydes, then acids

;

secondary alcohols, by oxidation, yield ke-

tones; tertiary alcohols, by oxidation, yield
a mixture of acids. Alcohols derived from
benzol, or its substitution compounds, are
called aromatic alcohols; they contain one
or more benzol rings. [See Benzene.]

ethyl alcohol (commonly called al-
cohol), ethylic alcohol, methyl car
binol, spirits of wine, ethyl hydrate,

*., C2HeO = C2H5(OH)' = { 2n\ (OH)'.

Chem. : Pure ethyl alcohol, also called abso-
lute alcohol, is obtained by distilling the
strongest rectified spirit of wine with half its

weight of quick-lime. Pure alcohol is a colour-
less limpid liquid, having a pungent agreeable
odour and a burning taste. Its specific
gravity at 0° is 08095, and at 15"5° is 07938,
its vapour referred to air 1-013. It is very
inflammable, burning with a pale blue smoke-
less flame. It boils at 78'4° when anhydrous.
It becomes viscid at— 100°. It mixes with
water in all proportions, with evolution of heat
and contraction of volume ; and it readily
absorbs moisture from the air, and from sub-
stances immersed in it. Chlorine converts
alcohol into chloral, C2HC130, but in the
presence of alkalies into chloroform, CHCI3.
By oxidation alcohol is converted into alde-
hyde, C2H40, then into acetic acid, C2H402.

The alkaline metals replace one atom of H,
forming C5.H5.NaO (sodium ethylate). Strong
H2SO4 (sulphuric acid) forms with alcohol
(C2H5)H.S04 , sulphovinic acid. HC1 (hydro-
chloric acid) with alcohol yields ethyl chloride,

CaHfrCl, and water. Alcohol can be formed
by synthesis from the elements C, H, O : thus
acetylene, C2H2, can be formed by passing
an electric current in an atmosphere of H
between carbon points ; this is converted by
nascent H into defiant gas, C2H4 , which is

absorbed by H2S04 (sulphuric acid) ; by
diluting with water, and distilling, alcohol is

obtained. Alcohol is used as a solvent for
alkaloids, resins, essential oils, several salts,

&c. Alcohol is obtained by the fermentation
of sugars, when a solution of them is mixed
with yeast, Mycod^rma cervisice, and kept
at a temperature between 25° and 80°, till

it ceases to give „ff COs (owbonic acid gas*
It is then distilled. Proof spirit contains
49 S per cent of alcohol, and has a epecifio
gravity of 0.9198 at 60° F. Methylated spirit
contains 10 per cent of wood spirit in alcohol
of sp. gr. 0-830 ; it is duty free, and can b<
used instead of spirits of wine for making
chloroform, defiant gas, varnishes, extracting
alkaloids, and for preserving anatomical pre-
parations, &c Wines contain alcohol

; port
and sherry, 19 to 25 per cent

; claret and hock
and strong ale, about 10 per cent ; brandy,
whiskey, gin, &c, about 40 to 50 j>er cent
These liquids owe their intoxicating effects
to the alcohol they contain.

alcohol bases, s. pi. [Amines.]

alcohol metals, s. pi.

Cheat. : Compounds formed by union of a
metal with an alcoholic radical, as zinc methyl
Zn"<CH3)2 .

alcohol oxides, s. pi. [Ethers.]

alcohol radicals, hydrocarbon ra-
dicals, s. pi.

Chem. : Organic radicals, as methyl (CHj)'.
Alcohols may be considered as hydrates of
these radicals, (CH3)OH, and hydrocarbons as
hydrides, CH3.H. Diatomic alcohol radicals,
as (C2H4)", or glycol radicals, and triatomic
alcohol radicals, as (C^B.5y'', &c, can also be
said to exist. A radical is pari of a molecule.

alcohol thermometer, s. a thermo-
meter in which coloured alcohol is used in-
stead of mercury. Its chief use is for regis-
tering very low temperatures, for which it

is well adapted, as alcohol does not become
solid at the greatest known cold. (Ganot't
Physics, transl. by Atkinson, 3rd ed., 1860, p.
223.)

al -CO hdl atO, s. [Eng. alcohol; -aU.\

Chem. : A name given to definite crystalline
compounds, in which alcohol acts like water
of crystallization: thus, ZuCl2 crystallizes
with two molecules of ethyl alcohol, forming
ZnCl. 2(C2H60). The following are also known

:

CaCl2.4(C2lL30) and Mg(N03)2.G(C2H 60). (See
Watts' Diet. Chem.) Crystalline substances con-
taining methyl alcohol, &c, are also known.

al co-hoT-ic, a. & s. [Eng. alcohol; -ic. la
Fr. alcoolique.]

1. As adjective: Pertaining to alcohol; con-
taining alcohol in greater or lesser amount;
resembling alcohol.

". . . and which emitted a strong alcoholic odour."
—CycL Pract. JletL, i. 461.

2. As substantive: One who immoderately
partakes of alcoholic liquors.

"In the chronic alcoholic we hare a greater or lee*
transformation of the individual . . . "—Brit, and
For. A/edico-Chirurgical Review, VOL lx. { 18T7J, p. 36S.

al -eo-hol Ism, s. [Eng. alcohol; -ism.) The
state of being largely under the influence of
alcohol; the excessive use of alcoholic drinks.

"The most frequent mode (writes Magnan) of ter-
mination of chronic alcohnlixm is deunMitm."— Hrit.
and For, Medico'Chirurgical lieeiew, vol, lx. (1877),
p. 369.

al co hdl-13-a tion, s. [In Fr. alcoolisa-
tion.]

* 1. The act or process of reducing a body
to an impalpable powder.

2. The act or process of rectifying any
spirit.

al- co- hoi -ize, v.t. [Eng. alcohol; -ize. In
Fr. alcooliser.]

* 1. To reduce a body to an impalpable
powder.

2. To rectify spirits till they are completely
deprived of any water commingled with them.

al-co-hol'-6-mcVer, al-cd-hol -met-er,
al-cd-hom-et-er, al-c6m'-*5t-er, *.

[Eng. alcohol; meter = measurer, from Gr.

fiirpcv (metron) = & measure. In Fr. alcoolo-

meter, alcoometrc.] An instrument devised by
Gay Lussac for measuring the proportion of

?ure alcohol which spirituous liquors contain,

t is placed in the liquid to be tested, and the

depth to which it sinks indicates by marks on
a graduated scale what proportion of alcohol

there is in the mixture.

The Centesimal Alcoholometer : The instru-

ment just described. It is called centesimal

because it indicates the per-centage of alcohol

in the liquid.

*>£*!. bd"y; poUt, JoavI; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist -Inft.

-clan = shan. -tion. sion, cioun = shun ; sion, -tion = zhun. -tlous, -slous, -clous - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deU
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al-co-hol 6 met -rt cal, al co hd met
rl-cal, al-cd-met -rl-cal, a. [Alcoholo-
meter.] Pertaining to the alcoholometer.

al-co-hS-lom -et-ry, s. [See Alcoholo-
meter.] The act, art, or process of testing

the proportion of pure alcohol which spirituous

liquors contain.

the standard or proof spirit in all

metry."—Proceeding* of the Physical Society of Lon-
don, pt iL. p. M.

al-co-hom -et-er, s. [Alcoholometer.]

al co^ho-met -ri-cal, a. [ALCOHOL©*!ETHI-
CAL.]

* al' com ye, *. [Alchemy.] The Scotch
name of the mixed metal described under
Alchemy (2).

Al-cor, s. [Corrupted Arabic.] A fixed star

of the fifth magnitude, called also 80 Ursse

Majoris. It is situated near the large bright
star Mizar, in the middle of the tail of the
imaginary " Bear."

t Al-cor -an, s. [Alkoran, Koran.]

t al-cbr-an'-ic, a. [Alkoranic.]

al cor'- no -co bark, al-cor noque (qv

m k) bark, s.

1. A kind of bark brought to this country
from Tropical America. It is said to be the
product of Byrsonima laurifolia, rhipalafolia,

and coccolobcefolia, plants of the natural order
Malpighiaceae, or Malpighiads. (Lindley : Veg.

Kingd.)

2. The alcornoque of Spain is the bark of the
cork-tree (Quercus suber). (Treasury of Bot.)

al'-cove, s. [In Sw. alkov ; Dan. alkove ; Dut.
aUcove, alkoof; Ger. alkoven ; Fr. alcove ; Ital.

alcova ; Port, alcova, from Sp. alcoba ; Arab.

alcobba, cobba — a closet It is not thoroughly
settled whether the Arabs adopted the word
from the Spaniards, or the Spaniards from the

Arabs.]

I. Of recesses in sleeping apartments, vaults,

or ordinary rooms

:

1. A portion of a Spanish or other chamber,
separated from the rest, with the view of its

being used for the reception of a bed. The
idea was borrowed from the ancients. In state

bedchambers in Spain, the alcove was a flat

form or estrade, raised a few inches above the
floor, and, as a rule, cut off from the rest of the
chamber by a balustrade provided with doors.

" Deep in a rich alcove the prince was laid.

And slept beneath the pompous colonnade,"
Pope: Homers Odyssey, bk. ILL, 510, 511.

2. In smaller chambers in Spain and else-

where, a recess or closet in which a bed is

placed by day, so as to leave the greater

portion of the sleeping apartment unencum-
bered by its presence during the hours when
it is not in use.

3. A similar recess in a vault, designed to

accommodate the coffins of the dead.
" The patriarch or parent of the tribe has the place

of honour in the common cemetery, which is usually
hewn out of the rock, sometimes into spacious chain
hers, supported by pillars, and with alcoves in the
sides, where the coffins are deposited."—Milman

:

Silt, of Jem, 3rd ed., bk. i., vol i., p. 25.

4. A recess in a library or ordinary room.
" This china, that decks the alcove.

Which here people call a buffet"
Cowper: Gratitude.

5. A niche for a seat or statue.

XL Of a complete building : A small orna-
mental building with seats, erected in a

garden for shelter from rain, for shade in
bright sunlight, or other purpose.

If This is at present the most common
signification of the word.

• The summit gain'd, behold the proud alcove
That crowns it 1 yet not all ite pride secures
The grand retreat from injuries impress'd
By rural carvers, who with knives deface
The panels, leaving ai

arartpra uncouth.. _
Cowper : The Task, bk. L

In characters uncouth, and spelt amiss."

HI, Of a recess in a grove, a garden, or plea-

sure ground

:

" Look where he comes—in this embower'd alcove
Stands close conceal d, and see a statue move."

Cowper : Retirement.

"Clifden's proud alcove.
The bower of wanton Shrewsbury and love.

Pope : Moral Essays, lit SOT

Xl-cy-o-ne, 8. [Lat. Alcyone, or Halcyone ;

Qf. 'AXuvovn (AUcuone), from aAnvuf (alkudn)
= the kingfisher, or halcyon.] [Halcyon.]

1. Class. Myth. : A daughter of JSolus and
wife of Ceyx, king of Trachis, in Thessaly.
Her husband was drowned, and both were
transformed into kingfishers.

" From Cleopatra chang'd his daughter's name,
And call'd Alcyone, a name to show
The father's grief, the mourning mother's wee."

Pope : Homer* Iliad, bk. is., 676-8.

2. Astron. : A fixed star of the third magni-
tude, called also n Tauri. It is in the Pleiades,

and is sometimes termed y Pleiadis. This star
was considered by Madler to be the central
sun of the stellar universe, but his opinion
has not been accepted by the rest of the astro-

nomical world.

al cy on el la, #. [Dimin. of Alcyonium
(q.v.).]

ZooL : A genus of animals belonging to the
Fresh-water Polyzoa, or Ascidian Zoophytes,
the order Hippocrepia, and the family Pluma-
tellidse. A. stagnorum of Lamouroux is

found in stagnant waters, especially those
containing iron. It is composed of tubes con-
nected by a gelatinous substance. It is of a
blackish-green colour.

al-o^-dn'-Ic, a. [Alctoniom.] Pertaining to

the Alcyonidae.

al-cy-dn'-id-», 5. pi. [Alcyonium.] A
family of Polypi, or Polypes, ranked under
the order Asteroids. The polypary, or poly-

pidom, is attached and fleshy, with numerous
chalky spicules. [Alcyonium.]

al-cy-on-i-'di'-a-dee, » pi- [Alcyonium.]

A family of marine Polyzoa, of the order In-

fundibulata, and the sub-order Cyclostomata.

al-'Cy-ftn-Id'-I-um, s. [So named from its

superficial resemblance to Alcyonium (q.v.)/]

A genus of animals belonging to the Infundi-
bulate section of the Polyzoa, or Ascidian
Zoophytes. The A. gelatinosum is the species
called by fishermen and others the Sea Ragged
Staff, the Mermaid's Glove, or, more com-
monly, Dead Men's Fingers.

al-cy'-6n-ite, s. [In Ger. atcyonit, alcyonium

;

and -ite, from Gr. XiBo*. (lithos) = stone. ] A
fossil akin to the Alcyonium.

al-C^-6n'-I-um, s. [Lat Alcyoneum medica-

men, or simply alcyoneum, or alcyonium.
Gr. a\*v6vetov (alkuoneUm) and a\*v6vtov
(alkuonion)= bastard sponge, a zoophyte :

from a\Kvwv (alkudn) = the kingfisher, the
nest of which it was supposed to resemble.]

ZooL : A genus of Polypes, the typical one
of the family Alcyonidse. It contains two
British species, A. digitatum, or Sea-finger,

known to fishermen as Dead Men's Fingers,
Dead Men's Toes, and Cow's Paps ; and A.
glomeratum.

al-cy^-noid, s. [Mod. Lat. alcyonium; -oid.)

Any individual of the family Alcyonidae.

* al -day, adv. [Bng. all ; -day.] All day
;

continually.

"For which he hadde alday gret repair."
Chaucer: C- T„ U,*XL

Xl deb-ar-an. Xl deb or an, s. [Cor-

rupted Arabic] A fixed star of the first mag-
nitude, called also a Tauri. It constitutes

the eye of Taurus. It is one of the group of

five stars anciently called Hyades, and is the
brightest of the assemblage. Its colour is

red. It is found by drawing a line to the
right through the belt of Orion.

" Now when Aldeboran was mounted bye.
Above the shlnie Cassiopeias chaire.
And all in deadly sleep*- did drowned lye."

Spenser. P. O... I., ill. 16.

al-de-hydes, 5. [Contraction from Med.
Lat alcohol dehydrogenatus = alcohol deprived
of hydrogen.

]

Chem. : Aldehydes are formed by the oxida-
tion of alcohols, and are re-converted into
alcohols by the action of nascent hydrogen ; by
further oxidation they are converted into acids.

They differ from alcohols in having two atoms
less of hydrogen, which are removed from the
carbon atom containing the radical HO' (hy-
droxyl) connected to it in the alcohol ; thus
the aldehyde monatomic radical is (0=C— H)'.

The carbon atom having two bonds united
to an atom of oxygen, and another to an
atom of hydrogen, the fourth is united to a
monatomic hydrocarbon radical, or hydrogen.
From monatomic alcohols only one aldehyde
can be formed ; from a diatomic alcohol there
may be formed a diatomic aldehyde contain-
ing the radical (OCH)' twice, or an alcohol
aldehyde, or acid aldehyde : thus, glycol
alcohol could yield

Glycol alcohoL Glyoxal. Glyoxyltc acldl

CHa(OH) CH^OH) HCO HCO

CHg(OH) HCO HCO (HO)CO

Many aldehydes of monatomic alcohols have
been prepared by oxidation of the alcohols,

or by distilling a mixture of the potassium salt

of the corresponding acid with potassium for-

mate, which yields potassium carbonate and
the aldehyde. Aldehydes form crystalline com-
pounds with acid sulphites ; they also unite
with aniline. Ketones are aldehydes in which
the atom of hydrogen united to the radical

(CO)" is replaced by a hydrocarbon radical.

acetic aldehyde, commonly called

aldehyde, acetyl hydride, s.

CH 3
Chemistry: CaH4 = ' or CsH3O.H.HCO

Aldehyde is a colourless, limpid, suffocating

smelling liquid, boiling at 22°
; it is soluble in

alcohol, water, and ether ; its sp. gr. is '8 at 0".

It is readily oxidized into acetic acid ; when
heated with caustic potash it forms a resin

called aldehyde resin. Heated with AgXOg
(nitrate of silver), the silver is deposited as a
bright mirror, and the liquid contains silver

acetate. Nascent hydrogen converts it into

alcohol. Chlorine converts it into C2H30.C1
(acetyl chloride). When treated with H(CN)
(hydrocyanic acid), it yields alanine, C3H7NO2
(amido-propionic acid). Aldehyde forms a

crystallic compound with ammonia, called

aldehyde ammonia, C2H40.NH3, which forms
transparent colourless crystals ; these melt
at 76° and distil at 100°. Aldehyde forms
a cryBtallic compound with NaH903 (add
sodium sulphite). It forms polymeric modifi-

cations, paraldehyde and metaldehyde. It is

prepared by the action of chlorine and weak
alcohol, or by a mixture of Mn02 (binoxide of
manganese) and H2S04 (sulphuric acid), or
again by distilling a mixture of potassium
acetate and formate. It unites with aniline to
form diethidene-dianiline and water.

* al den, pa. par. Holden. [See Haldb.]
(William of PaUme, Skeat's ed., 1875.)

al'-der, *. [A.S. aler, air; Sw. al ; Dan.
ell, elletrce ; Dut eUenboom ; Ger. erle ; Fr.

branch of alder (alnus qlutinosa).

aune, \aulne; Sp. aliso ; Ital. alno ; Lat
alnus.)

Bot. : A well-known English tree ; the
Alnus glutinosa. It grows in wet places. Its

wood has the property of remaining under

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e ; & - e. ey _ a.
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water undecayed for a long time ; hence it is

often employed for the piles of bridges, mill-

work, pumps, and sluices. The shoots of the

alder, cut off in spring, dye a crimson colour,

and the fertile flowers a green one ; they are

also employed by tanners. The bark is bitter

and astringent It has been used for gargles

as well as in ague. [Alnus.]

"And under the alders that skirt its edges."
Longfellow : Paul Jievere't Ride,

alder-branch, s. A branch of alder.

" Trailing o'er the alder-branches."
Longfellow: Song of Hiawatha, v.

alder-buckthorn, s. The English name
of the Rhammts frangula, a small shrub with
obovate entire leaves, axillary stalked, minute
whitish-green flowers, two or three of them
together, and dark purple berries with two
Beeds. It is found in woods and thickets in

England, and flowers in May and June. Its

berries are a hydragogue purgative, but are

not now officinal. It was formerly called the

Berry-bearing Alder. It is still sometimes
termed the Black Alder.

IT The Black Alder of America is the Prinos
verticillatvs ; the Red Alder of the Cape of

Good Hope is Cunonia capensis ; and the

White Alder of South Africa is Platylophus tri-

foliatus; while that of North America is

Clethra alnifolia. (Treas. of Bot.)

*ald'-er, a. & s. [A.S. cUdor, ecddor ; compar.
of aid, eald — old. J

1, As adjective : Elder.

2. As substantive : An elder; an ancestor.
" Of alderes of amies and other adventures."

Syr Gawayne, 95,

" Two seemlich sonnes soone they hrulden,
The alder hight Alisaunder, as I right tell.

And Sir Philip forsoothe his frobroder night."
Alexander (ed. Skeat), 21-23.

*AT-der, *al'-dyr, *al'-ther, *al'-thlr,
* al thur, * al'-ler, * aire, * al-dre,
genit. pi. of adj. [A.S. ealra, genit. pi. of eal,

al, eel = all, whole, every. Used only in com-
position. Sometimes it is joined with a noun,
but more frequently with an adjective, which,
in almost every case, is in the superlative

degree. (See the words which follow.)]

* alder-best, * aldyr-beste, *alther-
best, a. Best of all.

" For him, alas ! she loved alder-best."

Chaucer : Booke of the Dutchesse.

* alder-cock, s. The cock of all—i.e.,

the leader of all. (See Hoare's English Roots.)

* alder-cost, alther-cost, adv. At
the cost of all, or at one's chief cost, probably
the former.

" And which of yow that bereth him best of alle.

That is to seye, that telleth in this cams
Tales of best sentence and of solas.
Schal han a super at your alther cost
Here in this place sittynge by this post,
Whan that we comen ageyn from Canturbery."

Chaucer : C. T.t 801.

* alder- earst, a. [A.S. arrest m first.)

The same as Alder-first = first of all.

(Chaucer.)

* alder-eldest, a. Eldest of all.

* alder - fairest, * alther -fairest,
* alther fairest, a. Fairest of all.

" The altherfairest folk to see
That in this world may founde be."

Romaunt of the Rote.

* alder first, * alther-first, a. First
of all.

That suiertli schal smite the alderfirst dint ."

William of Palerne (ed. Skeat J,
3,846.-

* alder-formest, a. Foremost, or first

of all.

"William and themperour went alder-foremest,
and Alphonus next after."— William of Palerne,
Skeat' s ed., 4,864-5.

* alder-highest, althir hegeste, a.

Highest of all.

"This is the name that is abowne all names, name
swthir-hegeste."—Richard Rolle de ilampole.

* alder-last, * alder last, a. Last
©fall.

" And alderlast of everychon.
Was peyuted Povert al aluon."

Rom. of the Rose.

* alder-least, * aldyr leste, a. Least
of all.

" Love, agens the which ho so offendlth
Uym self moost aUherteet availleth."

Chaucer : TroUus A Creseide, bk. i

* alder- lievest, a. [From A. S. Inf, Ivfe ~
love. In Ger. aller-liebit. ] Loved most of all.

"The mutual conference that my mind bath had,
In courtly company, or at my beads.

With you, mine alder-lievest tmntn ;

Hakes me the bolder. "—Shakesp. : 1 Ben. VI., L L

* alder-lowest, a. Lowest of all. (Reliq.

Antiq., i. 7.)

* alder -most, ' alther moost, m. Most
of all.

" But althermoost in honour, out of doute,
They had a reltk hight Palladion,
That was her trust abovyn everychon."

Chaucer : TroUus A Creseyde, bk. t.

•alder next, alther nexte, ". Next
of all.

*' The 8aterday althernexte sewyng."
Lydgate: Minar Poems. {Wright.)

* alder-sconist, a. [A.S. scone = beauti-

ful. SameasALDER-FAiREST(q.v.). (Chaucer.)

* alder - wisest, * alther - wysest,
altherwysest, a. Wisest of all.

" And trewly hit syt wele to be so

;

For altherwysest han therwith be plesyd."
Chaucer : TroUus A Creseide, bk. i.

If There are many other similar compounds.

Al der a-min, s. [Corrupted Arabic] A
fixed star of the third magnitude, called also

a Cephei.

al -der man, s. [Northumbrian aldormon;
from A.S.* ealdor = an elder ; man = man

;

Ger. aldermann; Fris. alderman; generally

supposed to be from alder (older), and man,
alder being the comparative of the Anglo-
Saxon aid or eald. If so, then an alderman
is so called from being, as a rule, well-up
in years. But Dean Hoare thinks the term
means not alderman, but of all the men chief,

the alderman being the first in the council

after the mayor. [Alder, in composition.]

* 1. In Saxon times : A person possessed of

an office of rank or dignity. The title Alder-
man of all England was applied to the first

subject of the realm, and, as Kapin informs
us, corresponded to our Grand Justiciary.

Other aldermen, or eaidermen, were governors
of counties ; hence the English word earl.

(See Hoare, pp. 94, 95.) Even kings were so
called, as, for instance, Cerdic, founder of
the kingdom of Wessex, and his son Cymric.
The office reached its highest dignity about
the times of Ethelred and Ms son Edward.

"But, If the trumpet's clangour you abhor.
And dare not be an alderman of war.
Take to a shop, behind a counter lie."

Dryden : Jut. Sat.

2. An apocalyptic "elder." (Rev. iv. 4, 10.)
" For aungells and arcaugells all thei whit vseth.
And alle aldermen that bene ante tronum."

Piers Ploughman, 690-1.

3. One of the class of municipal officers

ranking in dignity above the councillors, and
below the mayor, in the burghs of England
and Wales. In the corporation of London,
which was not included in the Burgh Reform
Act, the aldermen are elected for life. In
England and Wales they are elected for six

years, one half going out every three years.

They are elected by the corporation, and are

one-third part as numerous as the councillors.

In Ireland they arc elected by the distin-

guished citizens or burgesses. In Scotland
the word alderman is not in use, the corre-
sponding term there being baillie. Aldermen
(and baillies) exercise magisterial functions
like those discharged by justices of the peace.

"But elbows still were wanting : these, some say.
An alderman of Cripplegate contrived."

Cowper : Task, bk. L

al der-man-cy, s. [Alderman.] The func-

tion or office of an alderman.

al der man Ic, a. [Alderman.] Pertaining
or relating to an alderman, or to the office

which he fills.

* al der- xnan'-i- ty, s. [Alderman.]

1. The behaviour and manners of an alder-
man.

" I would fain see an alderman in chlmla 1 that is, a
treatise of aldernianity, truly written. "—lien Jonson:
Staple of News, iii.

2. The society or fraternity of aldermen.
" Thou [London] canst draw forth thy forces, and flght
The battles of thy aldermanUy ;

Without the hazard of a drop of blood.
More thau the surfeits tn thee that day stood."
Ben Jonson : Unaerwoods; Speech ace to Horace.

al -der-man-like, a. [Eng. alderman ; -like,]

Like an alderman.

al -der-man-ly, a. [Eng. alderman. ; 4sj m
like.] Like an aldermau.

; pertaining to a*
alderman ; as might be expected from am
alderman.

"Wanting an aldermanly discretion." — Swift:
Uiscetl.

alder-man ry, s. [Alderman.] The dig-
nity or office of an alderman.

al'-der-man -ship, s. [Eng. aldermatt;
ship.] The same as Aldermanry.

al-dern, a. Made of alder.

"Then aldern boats first plowed the ocean."
May ; lirgC

AT-der-neys, s. pi. [From Alderney, one of

the Channel Islands.] A designation given to
a breed of cattle, better termed Jerseys (q.v.).

*ald fa der, s. A father-in-law. [Eld
FATHER.]

" Sir Alexander the athill thine aid fader bane

Al -dine, a. [From Aldus Manutius, a cele-

brated printer who lived in
Venice in the sixteenth cen-
tury.]

1. Aldine Editions: Edi-
tions, chiefly of the classics,

which emanated from the
printing-press of Aldus Manu-
tius mentioned above.

2. More recently the word
has been used for an edition
of the English poets, designed imprint or
to be of special excellence. aldus.

al-dd% 5. [Eng. ala\ehyde) (alcohol.)

Chem.: C4Hs02 = CH3.CH(OH).CH2.CHa
A substance intermediate in its chemical
characters between aldehyde and alcohol. It
is a colourless, syrupy liquid ; at 135° it is

converted into water and crotonic aldehyde.

It is obtained by the action of hydrochloric
acid at a low temperature on a mixture at
aldehyde and water.

* Al -dri-an, * Al -dry-an, s. [Corrupted

Arabic] A star in the neck of the Lion (tha

constellation Leo).
" Fhebus hath left the angel merydyonal.
And yit ascendyug was a best roial.

The gentil Lyoun, with his Aldryan."
Chaucer: C. T., 10,577-%

Xl-drd-van'-dine, a. [Named after Aldro-
vandL] Pertaining to Ulysses Aldrovandi, a
celebrated Italian naturalist (1527—1005).

Aldrovandine Owl: A name given by Mao-
gillivray to the Scops-eared Owl (Scops Aldr%>~

vandi). [Scops.]

* al'-dur fa-dur, s. [A.S. aldefatder = a

grandfather.] An ancestor.
"... that wolde bone haue.
Thin aldurfadur Alexandre."
Stevenson : Alexander, Appendix, 1, 049*51

ale, s. [A.S. aloth, alath, ealoth, ealath, eolotk^

eulo, ealu, eala, eal ; Dan. ale ; Sw. bl ; Dut
eel ; Ger. ael ; Fr. ale, adopted from the Eng.

;

Gael, leann, lionn, ol, 611, v. = to drink, a.=
drink, potations, drunkenness.]

1. An intoxicating liquor, made by infus-

ing malt in hot water, then fermenting the

liquid so formed, and adding a bitter, usually

hops. It differs from porter in having a lea*

proportion of roasted malt. It was the
favourite drink of the old Germans, the
Anglo-Saxons, the Danes, &c. The old Welsh
and Scots had two kinds of it, spiced and
common ale, the former being legally fixed

at twice the value of the latter.

^1 Asa rule, beer is the term applied to weak
ale ; but in some parts of England this rule is

reversed, and the weaker liquor is called ale.

Medicated Ale is that in which medicinal

herbs have been infused or added during tha
fermentation.

* 2. A merry meeting in a rural district-

So called because the consumption of ale warn

a prominent feature in such gatherings.

"ThoXale \a festival, appears from it« sense iaa*a»-

position; as, among others, in the words Lv«t~*l<
iAmb-a/e, whttson-tf&f, Clerk-aic, and Church-*J«. —
Warton : Hist. Eng. Poetry, iii. 128, note.

" On ember-eves, and holy ales."

Shakesp.: Pericles, i., Introd.

ale-bench, s. [Eng. aie, and bench; A.8L

ealo-benc. ] A bench either inside or oui_"

of a public-house.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -

1

-tlon, sion, -cioun = shiin ; -elon, -$lon = aShun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -hie, -die, &c = bel, del ; dre = den
* 6
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*. . . ** he talketh now with you, to will he Ulk
when he is on the ale-bench."—Banyan: P. P., pt i.

ale-berry, *. A beverage made by boiling
ale with spice, sugar, and sops of bread;
caudle, warm broth.

" Tbetr ale-berries, cawdlea, posset*, each one,
Syllibubs made at the uiilkiug pale.
But what are composed of a pot of good ale."

Beaumont and Fletcher.

ale-brewer, s. A brewer of ale,

"The summer-made malt brewa ill. and is disliked
by most of our ale brewers."—Mortimer j Husbandry.

* ale Conner, * ale kcnner, • ale-
founder, * ale-taster, s. [Ale-conner or
kenner means one who knows what good ale
is. ] One of four officers formerly chosen by the
liverymen of the City of London, in common
hall, on Midsummer Day, to inspect the mea-
sures used in public-houses, and ascertain that
they were of the proper legal capacity. Similar
officers existed also in other parts of England.

" Headboroughs, tithing-men, ale-oonners, and sides-
men are appointed, in the oaths Incident to their
«mcea, to be likewise charged to present the offences
lof drunkennessJ."—Act qf Pari. 21 Joe. /., ch. 7.

* ale -cost, s. [Ale, and cost occurring in
the Eng. word costmary; Lat. costum; Gr.
*«ttos (kostos) = an Oriental aromatic plant,
Costus speciosus.] An old English name of
the common costmary, Pyrethrum tanacetum,
formerly called Balsamita vulgaris, a compo-
site plant. The appellation was given because
the plant was put into ale.

* ale-draper, s. A common designation
for an ale-house keeper in the sixteenth
century.
" Well, I get me a wife ; with her a little money ; when
we are married, seek a house we must ; no other occu-
Sition have I but to be an ale-draper."— ff. Chettle:
md-harU Dreamet (ed. RimbaultJ, p. 37.

* ale-drapery, s. The selling of ale.

"Two milch maydens that had set up a sboppe of
ale-drapery."— H. Chettle: Kind-harU Dreamt fed.
Riiubault), p. 2a

ale-fed, a. Fed with ale.

ale-gallon, 5. A gallon measure of ale.
In the United States and Canada, an ale-
gallon is to an imperial one, as 1*01695 to 1.

^Statesman's Y ear-Book.)

ale-gill, a. [Eng. ale; 0iW= ground-ivy.]
A liquor prepared by infusing the dried leaves
of ground-ivy in malt-liquor. It was reputed
abstersive and vulnerary, and was used in
disorders of the breast and in obstructions of
the viscera

ale-house, s. [Eng. ale, and house ; A.S.
ealo, and hus.] A house in which malt liquor
(ale, beer, or porter) is sold, but no spirituous
liquors ; a beerhouse.

"They filled all the ale-hornet of Westminster and
the strand."—Macaulay ; Hut. Eng., ch. 111.

* ale-knlght, s. A " knight " of the ale-
house ; one who frequents an ale-house, and is

its champion and defender.
" The old ale-knightt of England were well depainted,

by Hanville, in the ale-house colours of that time "

—

Camden.

ale measure, s. A liquid measure for
ale. (Ash.)

H The ale or beer measure at present used
in Britain is the following :

—

2 Pints = I Quart written 1 qt
4 Quarts m 1 Gallon „ 1 gaL
9 Gallons = 1 Firkin „ 1 fir.

18 Gallons = 1 Kilderkin „ 1 kil.

S6 Gallons m 1 Barrel „ 1 bar.
li Barrel = 1 Hogshead „ 1 hhd.
2 Hogsheads = 1 Butt „ 1 butt
2 Butts n 1 Tun „ 1 tun.

ale-shot, s. A shot or reckoning to be
settled for ale purchased or consumed.
iWebsUr.)

* ale-silver, s. A duty paid to the Lord
Mayor of London by the ale-sellers within the
City.

* ale-Stake, s. A stake set as a sign
before an ale-hou^e.

" As gret as It were for an ale-stake.'
Chaucer : The Prologue, 6#*.

* ale-taster, s. Formerly an officer ap-
pointed in every court leet, and sworn to
look to the assize and the goodness of bread,
and ale or beer, within the precincts of that
lordship. (Cowel.

)

ale-vat, *. [Eng. ale, and vat; A.S. ealo,
and fat- j A vat in which ale is fermented.

* ale-washed, a. Steeped or soaked in ale.
".

. . ale-washed vrit*."—Shakeep. ; 1 Henry V„ iii. 6.

ale-wife, s. A woman who keeps an
ale-house.

" Ask Marian Hacket, the fat ale-wife of Wincot, if
she know me not. "—Shakesp. ; Taming of the Shrew

;

Induction, ii.

aleak', a. [Eng. a m on ; leak.] Leaking.

a lean -big, pr. par. or adj. [Eng. a = on ;

leaning.]

Poet. : Leaning.
" Weak Truth a-teaning on her crutch."

Tennyson : To , a

al'-eVa-tor-y; a. [Lat. aleatorius = pertaining
to a gamester ; aleator = a gamester ; alea = a
die or cube.] Pertaining to what is uncertain,
and as if dependent on the throw of a die.

Aleatory contract: A contract or an agree-
ment of which the effects, whether they
involve gain or loss, depend upon an uncer-
tain event (Civil Law.)

alec -to, s. [From AUcto, one of the Furies.]

1, The Alecto of Leach, a genus of Star-
fishes, now more generally called by Lamarck's
name of Comatula (q.v.>

2. A genus of Polyzoa. Example, A. dicho-
tovta.

* a lee -tor, s. [Gr. i\«jtT»p (alektor) = a
cock: o, priv., and hitcrpov (Uktron) = bed ; or
fiA*a-Twp (elektor) m the beaming sun.]

Zool. : Merrem's name for the birds of the
gallinaceous family Cracidte. [Curasson.]

a-leVtbV-I-a (1), *. [Lat. alectorius = per-
taining to a cock.] [Alector.] A stone,
called also Alectorius lapis, Alectorolithos, and
Cock-stone, said by the ancients to be found in
the gizzards of old cocks. They attributed to
it many fabulous virtues.

a lector' i-a (2), s. [Gr. oAAcmp (alektor),

and aAea-Tpoc (aiektros) = unwedded ; a, priv.,
and KtKTpov uektron) = bed ; meaning that
nothing has been made out regarding the
male organs of fructification.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
alliance Lichenales,and the order Parroeliacea*.
The A. Arabum is reported to be sedative

;

the A. usneoides may be used for the same
purpose as the Iceland Moss; and the A.
jubata, a British species found on fir-trees,
employed like archil for dyeing. (LindUy

:

Veg. Kingd., 1847, pp. 47, 48.)

a lee tor 6 mach y, a-leV-try-A-
mach-y, s. [Gr. aAe«Twp (alektor) = a cock,
and tLaxn (mache) = a fight.] A cock-fight

a-leo-tru-ri'-nae, s. pi [Mod. Lat. alec-
trur(us); Lat. fem. pi. ad], suff. -ince.] A
sub-family of Muscieapidse, or Fly-catchers.
They are found in South America.

a lec-tru -riis (Mod. Latin), a-lec'-trure
(Eng.), $. [Gr. aXea-Tup (alektor) = cock, and
ovpd (oura) = tail.]

Zool. : Cock-tails. The typical genus of the
sub-family of Birds called Alectrurinse (q.v.).
The tail is long, compressed, and able to
be erected in so remarkable a way that the
circumstance has suggested the generic and
the popular names. Type, A. tricolor.

a-loc tru'-rous, a. [Alectrurus.] Having
a tail like that of a cock.

a-lec'-try-d-mS.n-cy, s. [Gr. aAe«Tp(«ev
(alektruon) — a cock, and uavrtia (manteia) =
divination.] Imagined divination by means
of a cock. A circle being described upon the
ground, and divided into twenty-four equal
portions, each with a letter of the alphabet
inscribed in it, and a grain of wheat laid upon
the top of a letter, a cock was then turned
loose into the area, careful note being taken
as to what grains of wheat he ate. The letters
under the eaten grains were then made into a
word or words, and were supposed to be of
value for purposes of prophecy or divination.
The practice was said k> have existed during
the declining period of the Roman empire.

A-lSc'-try-dn, s. [Gr. aheicrpvutv (alektruon)
* = a cock. ] A name given by Longfellow to a
cock in a farm-yard.

" And. from out a neighbouring farm-yard.
Loud the cock Alectrgrm crowed."

Longfellow : Pegasus in Pound.

a-lede, s. [A.S. hod = people, law.] Rule.
(Scotch.)

u " •

" He taught htm lch a lede.~-Sir Tristram, p. n.

* a-ledg e-ment, s. [From Eng. alegge (q.v.).]

Ease; relief. (Skinner: Diet.)

a lee, adv. [Eng. a = to, at, or on ; lee.]

Naut. : To or at that side of the vessel to-
wards which the wind is blowing. The helm
of a ship is alee when it is pressed closely to
the lee side of the vessel. When this is the
case the fact is intimated in the words,
" Helm 's alee; " on hearing which the sailors
cause the head-sails to shake in the wind,
with the view of bringing the vessel about.
The order to put the helm alee is generally
given in the words "Hard alee," or "Lutf
alee." (Falconer: Marine Diet., &c)

al'-e-gar, *. [Eng. ale and eager, in the sense
of sour ; Fr. aigre s sour.] [Eager.]

1. Properly : Sour ale ; the acid produced
when ale has undergone a fermentation similar
to that which converts alcohol into vinegar.
It is used by the makers of white lead, by
dyers, Ac,, instead of vinegar. (Dyche: Diet)

2. Vinegar, from whatever source produced.

* a-leg'e, v.t. [Alegge.]

* a-leg'-c-aunce, s- [Aleggeacnce.]

* a-leg'-er, a. [Fr. alegre and allhgre ; Lat
alacer.] Sprightly, gay, filled with alacrity.

**
• • do all condenae the Bpirlta, and make them

strong and aleger."—Bacon; A'at. Hist., Cent viiL.
J788.

*a-legge, * a- lege, v.t. [Fr. oi%er = to
lighten, to disburden, to relieve. In A.S.
aUcgan, alecgean is = to lay down.] [Allay.]

1, To alleviate, to lighten.
"The Joyoui time now nigheth fast.
That shall alegge this bitter blast,
And slake the winter sorowe."

Spenser : Shepheards Calender ; March.

2. To absolve from allegiance. (Scotch.)

"All bis liegis of alkyn greii
Conditiounys, statis, and qualitela.
Lev it and I.iwit alegit he
Of alkyn alth of fewW." Wgntoun, ix. Ml

* a-leg'ge, v. t. [Allege. ]

* a leg'-ge aunce, * a leg'-e-aunce, r
[AlegqbO Alleviation.

" What bootee It him from death to be unbownd.
To be captived in endlease duraunoe
Of sorrow and despeyre without aleggeaunce."

Spenser: P. «., IIL, v. 41

a-leg-get, pa, par. [Alegge.] Alleviated,
allayed.]

" Alle the surgyens of aalerne so sone ne couthen
Haue your Luigoures a-legget i leue for sothe."

. William of Palerne (Skeat ed.), 1.03S-4.

* ale -hoof, a [A.S. ealo — ale ; heafod =
head. In Dut eiloof is = ivy.] A plant, the
ground-ivy (Nepeta glechoma). It was called
alehoof, as being among the old English the
chief ingredient in ale. [Alegill.]

"Alehoof, or ground-ivy, is, in my opinion, of the
most excellent and nunc general use and virtue, of
any plants we have among us."

—

Temple.

a le ide, pa. par. [A.S. alegd = deposed,
frightened.] Abolished, put down.
" Pes among the puple he put to the reaume,
A-leide alle luther lawes that long had been vsed."

William of Palerna (ed. Skeat), 6,210.

* al'-eis, s. Old spelling of Aloes.

*a-le'ive, v.t. Old form of Alleviate.

a - leitt' - bio, * a - lSm' - bike, s. [Fx.

alaTnbique ; Sp. & Port, alambique ; ItaL livu

b kco ; Arab, alan-

bik: ai = the; anbik
= a chemical ves-

sel.] A vessel made
of glass or copper,
which was formerly
used for distillation.

The lower part of it,

shaped like a gourd
(in Lat cucurbita),
was called in con-
sequence cucurbit;
whilst the upper
part, which received
the steam and con- alembic.

densed it, was
named the head, and had a beak, which
was fitted into the neck of a receiver. The
alembic has now, in a large measure, given
place to the retort and the worm-still.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there: pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, .full ; try, Syrian. a%oa = e. ey - a. ew = u.
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• Viola, crosleta, and suhlimatories,
Coucurbites. and atembikas eeke."

Chaucer: C. T„ 12.TJ1-2.

** This art the Arabian Geber taught,
And in alembics, finely wrought.
Distilling herbs and flowctt . . ."

Longfellow: Golden Legend, L

Sl-em' broth, s. [Arabic]

Alcliemy : Alembroth, or salt of alembroth,
was (1) an alkaline salt believed, like the
celebrated alkahest [Alkahest], to have the
power of dissolving bodies and promoting the
separation of metals from their ores. It con-
tamed HC12.2NH.C1.0H2 . (2) A double salt

of corrosive sublimate and sal-ammoniac,
HgCl^NHiCl^.HaO.

a-length' (Eng.), a lenth (Scotch), adv.

[Eng. o = at or on; length.] At length; un-
folded to full length ; stretched out at full

length.

ftl-e och'-a-ra (ch guttural), s. [From Gr.

oAcdy (aleos) = warm ; o\ea (aha) = warmth,
heat : and x«'P« (chairo) — to rejoice

; xap<*
(chara) = joy.] A. genus of beetles belonging
to the section Braehelytra and the family
Tachyporidse. Some species deposit their

eggs in rotten turnips, and the larvae, when
hatched, feed afterwards in large numbers on
the decaying bulbs.

• al'-eois, a. Old form of Alleys (?>

Milit. Arch. : Loopholes in the walls of a
fortified building through which arrows might
be discharged.

a-lep'-i-dote, a. [Gr. i, priv., and Xeiri*

(lepis), genit. Xtwi&oc (lepidos) = a scale ; X^ttoi

(tepo) = to strip off a rind or husk. ] Any fish

without scales.

a-lep-6-ceph-a-lus, *. [Gr. i, priv., *eim
(lepis) = scale, and KeQaXrj (kcj>haU) = heinl.

Having the head bare of scales.] A genus of
fishes belonging to the order Malacopterygii
Abdominales, and the family Esocidse (Pikes).

Type, A. rostratus, from the Mediterranean.

&l'-erce, s. [Sp. alerce = the larch-tree ; from
Lat. tarix; Gr. Xaptf (iartx)=the larch (Larix
europcea.] The Spanish name for the European
larch and the American species of the Pine
family akin to it

" On the higher parts, brushwood takes the- place of
larger trees, with here and there a red cedar or an
alerce pine, —Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch.
xiil

alert', adj. & s. [Fr. alerte; Sp. alerto

;

Ital. all' erta = on the watch ; erta =. hill,

declivity ; stare all' erta= to stand on one's
guard (lit., on the hill) ; erto = steep, upright

;

Lat. erectus = upright, erect, lofty ; pa. par.

of erigo am to put up straight, to erect.]

A* As adjective:

1. Watchful, vigilant ; not to be thrown off

one's guard.
" The in.it ecnn tents who were leagued with France

were alert and full of hope. "—Macautay : But. Eng.,
ch. xv.

2. Brisk, sprightly, quick in movement,
and flippant in speech and conduct.

"I saw an alert young fellow that cocked his hat
upon a friend of his, and Hccosted htm, 'Well, Jack,
the old prig Is dead at last.' "—Addison : Spectator.

B. As substantive : Watch.

On the alert : On the watch, on one's guard

;

ready in a moment to start up and act. (Used
specially of a military or civil watch, but also
of a political party, or of an individual, &c.)

" Nestor gives the watch an exhortation to be on
the alert, and then re-enters within the trench."—
Qladttone : Studies on ffomer, toL hi., 85, 86.

a-lert'-l$f, adv. [Eng. alert, -ly.] In an alert

manner, briskly.

al-ert-ness, s. [Alert.] Cheerfulness in
undertaking work ; alacrity ; sprightliness.

". . . in energy, alertness, and discipline, they
were decidedly superior to their opponents,—Ma-
caulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

a-le-tni 6T-6-gy\ s. [Gr. aA*jd«ia (aletheia)
' = truth ; -ology.]

Logic: That part of logic which treats of
truth and error, and lays down rules for their
discrimination. (Hamilton : Logic, iv. 69.)

al e-tris, *. [From Gr. oAeiop (aleiar) —
wheaten flour, the plants being powdered
over with a kind of mealy-looking dust ; aXiio
(aleo) — to grind.] A genus of North American
plants belonging to the order Heemodoraceee

(Blood-roots). The A. farinosa is the most
intense bitter known. In small doses it is a
tonic and stomachic, and has tweu found use-
ful in chronic rheumatism. In large doses it

produces nausea and vomiting.

t al-ett'e, 5. [Fr., dimiu. of aile — a wing.]

Arch. : A small wing ; a jamb or door-post

;

the face of the pier of an arch ; the border of
a panel which overshoots a pilaster.

al eiir-i'-tes, 5. [In Fr. aleurit; Gr. dAeupmjs
(aleurites) =- made of wheaten flour.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Euphorbiacuae (Spurge-worts). The best
known species is the A. triloba, which grows
in the Moluccas, in India, and elsewhere.
The nuts are believed to be aphrodisiac. The
Tahitians chew the gummy substance which
exudes from the seeds. In Ceylon gum-lac is

made from the A. laceifera.

al-eur'-6-man-c3f, a. [Gr, aXevpofiawrtlov

(aleuromanteion) a> divination from flour

;

oAevpoe (aleuron), generally in the pi. aXevpa
(aleura) = flour, and fiavreia (manteia) = divi-

nation.] Divination by means of the flour
with which the victim was besprinkled.

al-eur-6m'-e-ter, s. [Gr. aAevpoe (aleuron)
= fine flour, and Eng. meter.] An instrument
for ascertaining the bread-making qualities
of wheaten flour.

al eiir -one, s. [Gr. a\evpo» (aleuron) m fine
flour.]

Chem. : A name for the protein granules
found iii the endosperm of ripe seeds and in
the cotyledons of the embryo.

* a-leV-on, a. Old form of Eleven.

* a-lew, s. [Halloo.] A clamour, outcry,
howling, lamentation.
" Yet did she not lament, with loud alete
Aa women wont, but with deep sighs and Bingulfs few."

Spenser ; F. q. t V. vi. 13.

ale'-wife, a-loof (pi. akwives or aloofs), s.

[North Amer. Indian.]

Zool. : Clvpea serrata, au American fish of
the Herring genus.

Al-ex-and'-er, «. [Lat. Alexander ; Gr. 'ax* f-
av<5poc. (Alexandros). (1) The original name
of Paris, who figured in the siege of Troy. It

was given because of his siiccess in defending
the shepherds of Mount Ida, among whom he
was brought up, against robbers and wild
beasts. From o\Xifa (alexo) = to ward or keep
off; avrjp (aner), genit. ivdpor (a?idros)= a man

:

" defending men. " (Liddell & Scott.) (2) The
world-renowned Alexander of Macedon, born
B.C. 356, died B.C. 823. (3) A multitude of
other men in ancient and modern times called
after the Macedonian king.]

Alexander's foot, s. [Named after No.
2.] The name of a plant; the Pellitory.

(Skinner.) [Pellitory.]

al-ex-and'-era, s. [A corruption of Lat.

olusatrum, the specific name of the plant ; from
Lat. olus = kitchen herb, and atrum = black.]
The English name of the Smymium olusa-
trum, a plant of the order Apiacese (Umbelli-
fers). It is from three to four feet high, with
bright yellow-green, slightly aromatic, leaves
and flowers of the same colour in dense round
umbels. It is most frequently found near
the sea. It was formerly cultivated instead
of celery.

Al-ex-an'-dra, s. [The feminine form of
Alexander.]

1. Rom. Hist. .* One of the nurses or attend-
ants of the Emperor Nero.

2. Eng. History: Wife of Albert Edward,
Prince of Wales, and eldest daughter of
Christian IX. of Denmark.

3. ^*(ron.; An asteroid, the 54th found.
It was discovered by Goldschmidt, on the
11th of April, 185a

Al ex-an dri an, Al ex an -drme, a.

& *. [From the name of Alexander the Great. ]

A. [From Lat. Alexandrinus = pertaining
to Alexandria, the maritime capital of Egypt,
named after Alexander the Great, its founder. ]

J. As adjective ;

1. Gen. : Pertaining to Alexandria.

Bot. : The Alexandrian laurel. A popular
name for the Riiscvs racemosus, which is not

a laurel at all, but au aberrant member of
the Liliaceas, or Lily family. [Ruscus.]

2. Hist.: Pertaining to the celebrated school
of Alexandria, or some one of the philosophies
which emanated thence.

Alexandrian School of Philosophy. In a
general sense: The teaching of the series of
philosophers who lived in Alexandria nearly
from the commencement of the dynasty of
the Ptolemies on to the early centuries of the
Christian «ra. Specially, the teaching of the
Neo-Platonists, who attempted to spiritualise,
harmonise, and modify for the better the
several pagan faiths and philosophies, with
the view, among other results, of raising a
barrier against the advance of Christianity.
[Neo-Platonists. ]

IX As substantive

:

1. A native, or, more loosely, an inhabitant
of Alexandria.

2. A person attached to one of the Alexan-
drian philosophies.

3. The same as B., I. (q.v.).

B. [From a kind of verse used in a French
poem on the life of Alexander the Great,
published, in the twelfth century. (In Fr
alexandrin; Sp. & Port. aUxandrino.).}

I. As substantive

:

Prosody: A kind of verse consisting of
twelve syllables, or of twelve and thirteen
syllables alternately. It is much used in
French tragedies. English alexandrines have
twelve syllables. The last line from Pope
quoted below is an example of one.

"Our numbers should, for the moat part, be lyrical.
For variety, or rather where the majesty of thought
requires it, they may be stretched to the English
heroic of five feet, and to the French Alexandrine of
six."—Dryden.

" Then, at the last and only couplet, fraught
With some unmeauing thing they call a thought

;

A needless Alexandrine ends the song
;

That, like a wounded snake, drags its slow length
along." I'ope: Essay on Criticism.

XL As adjective: Pertaining to an Alexan-
drine; having twelve syllables.

Alexandrian judaic, a. Pertaining
to or emanating from the powerful Jewish
colony long resident in ancient Alexandria.

"... the Alexandrian-judiac theology."—
Strauss : Life of Christ, Trans. 1846, vol L, 5 46.

al ex-an -drite, s. [Named after Alex-
ander I. , Czar of Russia. ]

Min. : A variety of chrysoberyl, of a green
colour by daylight or magnesium light, but
an amethyst colour by gas or candle light.

It is an aluminate of glucina. It is ortho-
rhombic. Hardness, 8*5 ; sp.gr., 3 64. Lustre
vitreous, transparent. Found in the Ural
Mountains.

al-ex i-pharm ic, al ex i-pharm-I-
cal, * al-ex-i-pharm-a-cal, a. & s. [In

Fr. alexipharmaqne, adj. & s. ; Sp. and Port.
alexipliarmaco, adj. ; Lat. alexipharviakon ,-

Gr. akegufr&pfiaKoc (aleripharmakos), fr. aAe£t»
(alexo)= to ward off"; fyapfJ-oKQv (pharmakon)
= medicine, drug, remedy.]

A. As adjective: Constituting an antidote
against poison.

B. As substantive: An antidote against
poison.

ftl-fe-i-tor -I-al, al-ex iter -ic, al-gx-
i-ter-l-cal, a. & s. [In Fr. alexitere, adj. &
s. ; Port aUxiterio : from Gr. aAe^jT^pto?
(alexeterios) = able to keep or ward off, from
dAe'£ti> (alexo) = to ward off.]

A* As adjective: Acting, or at least given
as an antidote against poison.

B. As substantive: An antidote against
poison.

* al'~ey, *. [Alley.]

al-ey-ro'-de^i, *. [Gr. iXevpv&w (aleurddls)-^

like flour : aXevpov (aleuron) = wheaten flour ;

eldos (eidos) = form, appearance.] A genus of
insects of the family Aphidae, of which one
species, the A. proJetello3, is often found in
large numbers on cabbage, brocoli, &c.

al fal' fa, «. [Sp. from Ar. at-facfacah—best

provender.] A fodder plant of the family

Leguminosse, somewhat resembling clover.

(Western U.S.)

* al fer cs, * ttt-far'-Sf, «. [0. Sp. aJJhm ;

Sp. a4/er«2 = an ensign, from Arab. al-Jaris

boil, Doy
; pout, jtftrl; cat, cell, chorus, ohin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin. aa ; expect, Xenophon, exist. Ing,

-tion, - sion, -cioun = shun ; slon, -(ion = shun, -tioue, -sious, -clous= shua. -ble, -die, &c. *= bel, del ; dre = der.
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(al = the, and faris m a horseman).] An en-

sign or standard bearer.
- It may be Mid to have been adopted for a time aa

aa English word, being in use m our army during the

civil wan of Charles I. In a Ms. in the Uarleian Col-

lection, No. 6,804. |M, amuiig papers of that period, it

ie often repeated. ' Alferes Johu Manneriug, Alferet

Aitfcar Carrol,' 4c"—Nartt.

*al-fet, $. [Low Lat. alfetim, from O.E. di =
burning, and feet = vat.] The caldron used in

the ordeal of boiling water.

* al fin, * al fyn, s. [Alphvn.J

il ion si a, s. [Named after Alphonso
Esterse, Duke of Ferrara.]

Hot.: An old genus of palms belonging to
the section Cocoinee. It is now merged in

Ekt-is (q.v.). One species, the A. amygdalina,
lias been computed to have as many as

J07,000 male flowers in a spathe. (Lindley

:

Yeg. King., p, 134.)

*«U-M-dar'-I-a,*al'-fWd-a-r^,s. [Deriv.

uncertain, prob. Arab.]

Astrol. :
,4A temporary power which the

planets have over the life of a person." (Kersey.)

"I'll finde the cuspe, and atfridaria.m

Albumaiar, in Dodtley. vii. 17L

U'-gaj (P1 - aT-&»), s- [Lat- = sea-weed-]

L Ord. Lang. : Sea-weed.

"Garlanded with alga or sea-grass."
BenJonson: Matque of Blacknett (Introd-f.

2. Bot. : Any plant of the Algales.

&l-ga - ce », al gee, s. pi. [Alqa.]

Bot. : An order of flowerless plants belong-
ing to the class Thallogens, and containing

GROUP OF ALQ^.

a. Diatoms. 2. Protococcus. 3. Spirogyra. 4. Fucus.
a Conceptacle of Fucus. 6. Oogonium. 7. Antheridial
branch. 8. Uosphere with antherozoids. 9. Sargassum
iacciftrum.

what are commonly denominated Sea-weeds,
with other allied species. Lindley elevates

the Algee into an alliance called Algales,
which he divides into five orders. [Algales.]

41 gse-61 6 gy\ &c [See Algology and its

•'erivatives.]

H gal, a. & s. [Alga.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to sea-weeds, or to
the botanical order of Algee.

"By cleariug off the algal growth."—Tate : British
Jtolhukt, lv. 185.

B As subst. : Any individual of the Algales

fc.v.).
" In many algal* the cellular spores are surrounded

\j ellia, "—Sncyc. Brit. {9th ed.), v. «».

algal alliance, s.

Bot. : The Algales (q.v.).

Alga 169, s. pi. [Lat. alga = a ea-weed.]
(Alga.]

Bot. : An alliance of plants, belonging to
{he class Thallogens, and consisting of Sea-
weeds and their allies. The species are
lowerless, without proper leaves, but the
higher species have lobed fronds formed of
uniform cellular tissue, and the sporules con-
tained in thee*. The alliance contains five

orders : Diatomacese, Confervacete, Fucaceae
fthe typical one), Ceramiaceas, and Characese
(q.v.). Another division given of them is

into Melanospermece, or olive-spored ; Rhodo-
apermess, or rose-spored ; and Chlorospermese,
•r green-spored. In 1827, Lindley estimated
the known species at 1,994. The most highly-
crganised and typical of the Algales inhabit
the ocean, their geographical distribution in it

: marked, like that of plants on land

;

alfet—Algiabarn

others occur in fresh water, and some on damp
soil, rocks, walls, or glass.

al-ga-rd'-ba, s. [From Algarrobo, a town in

Andalusia : or from Arab, al = the ; kharroub
= carob-tree. ]

1. The carob-tree, Ceratonia siliqua, which
is one of the Caasalpiniea. [Carob.]

2. Certain South American species of Pro-

sopis, belonging to the sub-order Mimoseae.

"... where there is a tinv rill of water, with a
little vegetation and even a few algarroba trees, a
kind of mimosa."—Darwin: Voyage round the World,
ch. xvi.

algaroba bean, s. The name given to

the pods of the Ceratonia siliqua, which are
imported from Spain.

al-gar 6t, al-gar-oth, s. [Either Arabic

or named after its inventor, Algarotti, a
physician of Verona.]

Chem. : The name of an emetic powder. It

is a pale fawn-coloured crystalline precipitate,

consisting of a compound of trichloride and
trioxide of antimony, obtained by pouring
antimonous chloride, SDCI3, dissolved in HC1,
into water. Alkaline solutions dissolve out
the chloride and leave the oxide.

- al gat, * al gate, "al -gates (Eng.),

1 al gait, * al -ga-tis (Scotch), adv. [A.S.

al-geais = always, altogether ; al = all, whole,

and geat, gat = & gate, door, opening, or gap.]

[Gait, Gate ; Aoate, Agates, Agatis.]

1. Always, continually, at all times, under
all circumstances.

" He bad hem algates wake and pray."
Bonarentura, S57.

" That he was deed er It was by the morwe

j

And thus algatet bouabondes had sorwe.
Chaucer : C. T. 6.337-8.

2. Altogether, wholly.
" And how and whan it schulde harded be,

Which is unknowe algal unto me."
Chaucer; C. T.. 10,55<MW.

" Crlstes curs mot thou have, brother art thou myn

;

And if I schal algate be beten anon
Crlstes curs mot thou have, but thoi be that oon."

Chaucer: O. T.. 114-111

3. In any way, by any or by all means, on
any terms.
" Allsandrine algate than after {that) throwe
Bi-thought hire feel busily howe best were to werche
To do William to wite the wille of hire lady."

William of Palerne. Skeat's ed.. 64»—«5L

4. Certainly, of a truth, verily, indeed.
" And seyd. ' My fadyr ener lastyng.
Shall my dere sone dye algate /

Bonaventura, 6M, Ma
5. Nevertheless.
" But if thou algate lust light virelayes.
And looser songs of love to underfong.
Who but thy selfe deserves slke Poetes prayse?"

Spenser; Shep. Cat, xi

aT-gaz-el, s. [Arab, al~ the ; gazl m gazelle.]

The'name given to a species of antelope, the
Antilope Bezoastica, inhabiting Western Africa,

in the vicinity of the Niger and in Gambia.
It is about 5 feet 2 inches long, and 3 feet 5

inches high. The horns are separate from
each other. They are about 3 feet long, and
have their lower half annulated with thirty-

six rings.

Al ge bar, s [Arab. aZ=the; gebar ; Heb.
"^31 or "133 (gibbor) = brave, strong, energetic.

Used in Gen. x. of a hunter : 133 (gabhar,
gabher) =to be strong or brave.] A poetic
name for the constellation Orion, viewed as
resembling a strong man or a hunter.

" Begirt with many a blazing star,
Stood the great giant A Igebi

Orion, hunter ofthe beast!'
Longfellow : Occuttation of Orion.

^ In using the expression " Occultatlon of
Orion," Longfellow explains that he speaks
not astronomically, but poetically. He is well
aware that Orion cannot be occulted, but only
the individual stars of which it is composed.

algebra, s. [In Sw., Dan., Dut, Ger.,

Sp. , Port. , and Ital. algebra ; Fr. algebre.

Evidently all from Arabic. Many etymologies
from this language have been given. It has
been taken from the Arabic phrase, al jebr e al
mokabalah = restoration and reduction (Penny
Cyclo.). This view is essentially adopted by
Wedgwood, who spells the phrase eljabr wa el

mogdbala, and renders it = the putting together

of parts, and equation.] What Sir Isaac
Newton termed universal arithmetic. The
department of mathematics which enables one,
by the aid of certain symbols, to generalise,

and therefore to abbreviate, the methods of
solving questions relating to numbers. It

was not till a late period that the Greeks be-

came acquainted with algebra, the celebrated
treatise of Diophantus not having appeared
till the fourth century, A.D. The BCience
came into Western Europe through the Arabs,
who probably derived it from the Hindoos. It

conducts its operations by means of alpha-
betical letters standing for symbols of num-
bers, and connecting signs (+ — , &c.) repre-

sentative of arithmetical processes. Of the
letters, those near the commencement of the
alphabet

—

a, b, c, d, &c—generally stand for

known quantities ; and those towards its end

—

x, y, and z—for unknown ones. One of the
most important operations in algebra is the
solution of what are called equations—a beau-
tiful and interesting process which, without
tentative guesses of any kind, fairly reasons

out the number or numbers for which one or

more unknown quantities stand.
" The Greek Algebra was as nothing In comparison
tli the Greek Geometry ; the Hindu Geumelry was

as little worthy of comparison with the Hindu
with the Greek Geometry ; the Hindu Geometry was
as little worthy of comparison with U
Algebra."—Calcutta Review, ii. (1846), p. 640.

Double Algebra: A terrr. introduced by Prof.

De Morgan for ». kind of algebra, which he
thus delines :—

" Signification of Symbols in Double Algebra.

—This particular mode of giving significance

to symbolic algebra is named from it* mean-
ings requiring us to consider space of two
dimensions (or area), whereas all that ordinary
algebra requires can be represented in space of
one dimension (or length). If the name be
adopted, ordinary algebra must be called

single.

"

—De Morgan ; Trigonom. and Doubt*)

Algebra (1849), c. v., p. 117.

algebra ic, al-ge bra'-I-cal, a. [Eng.

algebra; -ic In Port, algebraico.]

1. Gen. : Relating to algebra ; containing
operations of algebra.

" In the case of algebraic reasoning. . ." —Her-
bert Spencer, 2nd ed.. vol. it. p. l». f SSL

"Its algebraical conditions will be the following."
—Airy on Sound (1868), p. 44.

2. Spec.; Having but a finite number of

terms, each term containing only addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division, and ex-

traction of roots, the exponents of which are

given. (In this seuse it is opposed to trans-

cendental.)

Algebraic curve: A curve, the equation of

which contains no transcendental quantities;

a figure, the intercepted diameters of which
bear always the same proportion to their

respective ordinates.
Algebraic signs: Symbols such as + (plus)

the sign of addition ;
— (minus) that of sub-

traction ; x or . that of multiplication ; + that

of division ; and ( ) implying that the
quantities within parentheses are to be treated

as if they were but a single one.

al-gS-bra'-I-cal-l^, adv. [Algebraic] By
the process or processes used in algebra.

"... this, however, has not been proved alge-
braically."~Airy on Sound (1868), p. 124.

al ge bra 1st, s. [Eng. algebra; -ist. In
Ger. and Dut. algebraist.] One who is pro-

ficient in algebra.

"... the synthetlck and analytick methods of

geometricians and algebraists . . ."—Watts: Logic

al-gS-bra'-ize, v. t. [Eng. algebra; -tee.] To
reduce to an algebraic form, and to solve by
means of algebra.

Xl-gei'-ba, s. [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed

star of the second magnitude, called also 7
1

Leonis.

* al gen, v.t. [Halgen.]

Al gen ib, $. [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed

star of the second magnitude, called also 7
Pegasi.

Al-ger-lne, o. & a [From Algiers, in the

north of Africa, now the capital of Algeria.]

L As adjective : Pertaining to Algiers.

IX .4s substantive : A native of Algierm.

al ger ite, s. [From Mr. Francis Alger, an
American mineralogist.] A mineral, a variety

of Scapolite, which is reduced by Dana under
Wernerite, though he has a Scapolite group
of Uni silicates. He considers algcrite as an

altered scapolite, allied to pinite. It occurs

in New Jersey.

Al-gi-a-bar'-i'-I, s. [From the Arabic] A
Mohammedan sect who attribute all the actions

of men, whether they be good or evil, to the

agency of God. They are opposed to the

Alkadarii (q.v.).
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t al'-gfd, a- [In Ft- olgide ; from Lat algidus.]

Cold? (Cotes.)

al gid -I-t#, al-gid-ness, 5. [From Lat.

algidus = cold. ] Coldness.

'Algidity, algoT."—Colei : Eng. and Lat. Diet.

al-glf-ic, a. [Lat. algificus; from aJgwa^
cold, and /ado = to make.] Producing cold.

(Johnson.)

ftl- god -on-ite, s. [Named after the silver

mine of Algodones, near Coquimbo, in Chili,

where it is found.] A lustrous mineral, con-
sisting of 8350 parts of copper, and 1650 of
arsenic ; found both in North and South
America.

Al gol, $. [Corrupted Arabic.] A fixed star

in Medusa's head, in the constellation Per-
seus. It is called also 8 Persei. It is techni-

cally of 2i magnitude ; but really varies in

brilliancy from the 2nd to the 4th magnitude
in '6\ hours, remaining thus for about 20
minutes. In 3} hours more it is again of
the 2nd magnitude, at which it continues for

2 days 13 hours, after which the same series

of changes takes place again.

al-go-log -ic-al, a. [Eng. algolog(y); -fcaZ.]

Pertaining to algology.

il gol 6 gist, s. [Eng. cdgologiy); -Ut.]
One who studies algae ; one versed in algology.

al gdl -6 gy, s. [Lat. alg(a); sufT. -ology.]

Bot. ; The study of Algae.

al-gor, s. [Lat. algor = coldness.]

Med. : Any abnormal coldness in the body.
(Parr: London Med. Diet., 1809.)

Xl -gor es, s. [Corrupted Arabic] A star of
the third magnitude, called also & Corvi.

* algor ithm, al gor ism, * al-gor-
Isme, * al -grim, s. [Arab.] Arithmetic

;

numerical computation. [Awoeim.]
"He[Gerbert] certainly was the first who brought

the algorithm from the Saracens, ami who Ululated
it with such rules as the most studious In that science
canuo t explain."— Warton : It tit. of Eng. Poetry, Ut 46.

* al gose, a. [Not from Lat algosus= abound-
ing in sea-weed, but from algor or algus =
coldness; algeo = to be cold, to feel cold.]

Full of cold ; very cold. (Johnson.)

U'-gOUS, a. [Lat. algosus m full of, abound-
ing in sea-weed ; alga = sea-weed.] Pertain-
ing to sea-weed ; abounding in sea-weed

;

resembling sea-weed.

al -guaz'-Il, 5. [Sp. alguacil ; Arab, al = the,

and wazir = an officer, a lieutenant, a vizier.]

In Spain : An inferior officer of justice,
whose duty it is to see the decision of a judge
carried into execution ; a constable.

" The corregidor, in consequence of my information,
has sent this alguazil to apprehend you."—Smollett
6UBta*.

algum, al'-mug, *. [Heb., pi. D^^^M
(algummim), 2 Chron. il. 7, 10, 11, and with
the letters transposed, D*30^W (almuggim),

1 Kings x. 11, 12. According to Max Miiller,
from the Sanscrit word valguka = sandal-
wood ; ka is a termination, and valgu has
almost the sound of algum,} The wood, ap-
parently sandal-wood, which Solomon and
Hiram's mariners brought from Ophir, pro-
bably at the mouth of the Indus, along with
gold, ivory, apes, and peacocks. The terms
for apes and peacocks, like that of algum, and
the corrupted form almug, are primarily of
Sanscrit origin ; and there can be no doubt
that they were brought directly or circuit-
ously from India, and seemingly from Malabar.
(See Max Miiller's Science of Language.) [San-
dal-wood, Ape, Peacock.]

al-hag i, *. [Arabic] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Fabaceae (Leguminous
Plants), and the sub-order Papilionacese. It
contains the Camel-thorns, A, camelorum, A.
maurorum, &c. They are, as the name im-
plies, thorny plants, which are found in the
desert, and afford food to the camel as he
traverses those wastes. Several species of
Camel's-thorn, allied to A. maurorum, pro-
duce a kind of manna in Persia and Bokhara,
but not, it is said, in India, Arabia, or Egypt
[Manna.]

Al-ham bra, [Arab. = a red house.] The
palace and fortress of the Moorish sovereigns
of Grenada, in Spain. It was built in the

year of the Hegira 675= A.D. 1273. Extensive
and splendid ruins of it still exist
" He pa&s'd the Alhambra's calm and lovely bowers,
Where slept the glistening leaves and folded flowers.''

Hemant : The Abencerrage, c 1.

al hen -na, 3. [Arab, al = the, and henna. ]

[Henna.]
*

al -i-as, adv., a., & adj. [Lat adv. = other-
wise.]

J£ A3 an adverb

:

Law: A term used to indicate the various
names under which a person who attempts to
conceal his true name and pass under a ficti-

tious one is ascertained to have passed during
the successive stages of his career.

U Used in a similar sense' in ordinary lan-

guage.

"Nor Verstegan, alia* Rowly, [had 'undertook'—
undertaken] the confidence to render well-nigh all the
considerable gentry of this land, from the etymology
of their names, Teutonic-Its. "—Sir T. Herbert ; Travels.
p. 396.

B. As a substantive

:

L A second name, or more probably one of
a string of names, assumed by a member of

, the criminal classes to render his identifica-

tion difficult

"... forced to assume every week new aliatet
and new disguises."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng , ch. xxi,

* 2. Formerly : A second writ or execution
issued against a person when the first had
failed of its effect. The first was called a
capias, requiring the sheriff of some county to
take a certain person that he might be sued
on a specified charge. If the answer were
Non est inventus (he is not found), then an
alias writ went forth in which these words
occurred, Sicut alias prascipimits (as we have
formerly commanded you). If this failed, a
pluries writ followed. [Pluries.] (Black-
stone's Comment, bk. Hi., ch. 19; also Appen-
dix, p. xv.; bk. iv., ch. 24.) It was abolished
by 15 and 16 Vict, c. 76, § 10.

C. As adjective : In a similar sense to B. 2,

as " an alias writ."

aT-I-Dl, *. [In Lat not a substantive, but an
adverb = elsewhere, in another place.]

Law: A plea that the person accused of
having committed a crime, perpetrated, of
course, at a certain place, could not possibly
have done what was laid to his charge, inas-
much as he was " elsewhere " at the time
when the breach of the law occurred. If he
substantiate this, he is said to prove an alibi.

"... characteristically negligent in taking steps
to verify the alibi which he had set up."—Daily Tele-
graph, 8th Oct., 1877.

t itt'-l-ble, a. [Lat. alibilis, from alo = to
nourish.] That may be nourished. (Johnson.)

* al -leant, * al -leant, * itt'-i-gaunt,
* al -li gant, s. [Named from Alicante, a
province and fortified city in Spain.] A kind
of wine said to be made near Alicant from
mulberries. (Nares.) [Alleoant.]

"You'll blood three pottles of alicant, by this light,
If you follow them."—O. PI.. iiL 262.

"... as the emperor had commanded, the wine
(as farre as my judgement gave leave) being alligant."
—Sir Thomat Smith : Voyage to Russia (1605).

al Ida da, al l-dade, s. [In Sp. alidada,
from Arab.] "The label or ruler that moves
on the centre of an astrolabe, quadrant, or
other mathematical instrument, and carries the
sight." (Blount : Glossog., 1719.)

a'-li-en, a. & s. [In Ital. alieno, from Lat.
alienus = (\) belonging to another person or
thing not one's own

; (2) not related, foreign,
Btrange

; (3) unsuitable
; (4) hostile ; (5) dis-

eased in body or mind ; fr. alius = another. ]

A. As adjective

:

L Of foreign extraction ; having been born
or had its origin in another country ; or
simply foreign. (Used specially of man, the
inferior animals, plants, or countries.)

" ... no honourable service which could not be
as well performed by the natives of the realm as by
alien mercenaries.*'—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

"The mother plant admires the leaves unknown
Of alien trees, and applee not her own."—Dryden.
'" Par, far away did seem to mourn and rave
On alien shores." Tennyson : The Lotos-eaters.

Alien Priories : Priories filled solely by
foreign monks. These were suppressed in
the time of Henry V. , and the lands given to
the crown. They were not again revived in
Britain. (Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv., ch. 8.)

2. Foreign, with the added sense of being
estranged from in nature or affection.

3. Estranged from ; averse to ; hostile to,
wheresoever born. (Used of persons.)

" Oft with its fiery force
His arm had q uelled the foe.

And laid, resistless, in its course.
The alien armies 1<jw."_j. Montgomery.

K In this sense used with from or to.

"The sentiment that arises is a conviction of the
deplorable state of nature to which sin reduced us ; a
weak, ignorant creature alien from God and goodness,
and a prey to the great destroyer. "—Rogers • Sermon,

4. Incongrous with ; inconsistent with ; not
fitted to harmonise or amalgamate with ; in
contrariety to the geniua of; adverse to.

(Used of things.)

"To declare iny mind to the disciples of the fire, by
a similitude not alien from their profession."

—

Boyle.

B. As substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. : One born in another country
than that in which he now resides ; a foreigner.

"... for he said, I have been an alien in a
strange hmd."—Exod. xviii. &

*I[ It is sometimes followed by from or to.

". . . being aliens from the commonwealth of
Israel."—Kphes. ii. IS.

" The lawgiver condemned the persons, who sat idle
In divisions dangerous to the government, as aliens to
the community, and therefore to be cut off from it,"—
Additon; Freeholder.

II. Technically:

Law : A person born out of the British em-
pire, and whose father is not a British subject
The whole body politic may be divided into
three classes : natural-born subjects, consti-
tuting the great mass of the people ; aliens,

or foreigners residing in Britain, but not
naturalised ; and denizens, who are naturalised
aliens. The children of aliens, if the former
are born in Britain, are denizens. Formerly an
alien could neither purchase nor inherit landed
property, and in commercial matters he was
taxed more heavily than natural-born subjects.
(Blackstone's Comment., bk. iv., ch. 10.) By the
Act 7 and 8 Vict, c. 66, passed in 1S44, various
restrictions on aliens were swept away.

alien ami, or amy, *. [Fr. <nni =
friend.] [See Alien-friend.]

alien-duty, s. The duty or tax formerly
paid by aliens on mercantile transactions in

larger measure than by natural-born subjects.

alien enemy, *. An alien belonging to
a country with which Britain is at the time
at war. (Blackstone's Comment., bk. i, ch. 10.)

alien friend, ami or amy, *. An
alien belonging to a country with which
Britain is at peace.

alien-nee, s. [Fr. ne — born.] A man
born an alien.]

* a'-li-en, * al'-I-*5ne, v.t. [Fr. alUner; n*.

Lat. alieno.] The same as Alienate (q.v.).

Used(l.) Of property:
"If the son alien lands, and then repurchase them

again in fee, the rules of descents are to be observed,
as if he were the original purchaser."

—

Hale: Hist, of
Common Law.
"... our whole estate aliened and cancelled."

—

Jeremy Taylor : On Forgiving Injuries.

(2.) Of the affections or desires :

"The king was disquieted when he found that the
firince was totally aliened from all thoughts of, or
nclination to, the marriage."

—

Clarendon,

a-ll-en-a-bil'-J-ty, *. [Eng. alien ; ability.

In Fr. alienabilite.] Capability of being alien-

ated. (Used of property.)

a II en-a ble, a. [Eng. alien; -able. In Fr.

alienable.] That may b* alienated. (Used of
property.)

"Land is alienable and treasure is transitory, and
both must pass from him by his own voluntary act*

or by the violence of others, or at least by fate."—
Dennis: Letters.

a'-U-en-a&e, 5. [Eng. alien; -age.] The
state of being an alien.

"Why restore estates forfeitable on account of
alienage t "—Story.

a li en ate, v.t. [Lat. alienatus, pa. par.

of alieno = to make another's ; to estrange

;

alienus = belonging to another, foreign, alien.]

1. Law and Ord. Lang.: To transfer one's

title to property to another; to dispose of

property by sale or otherwise. Whilst the

feudal law existed in full force, it was not _

permitted to any one to alienate his property
without the consent of the superior lord.

Ultimately, however, the right became esta-

blished by successive steps, and one may now

bo\l. boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t
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alienate an estate really his own by sale, gift,

marriage settlement, devise, or other method.

Anciently, a person alienating lands and tene-

ments to another, contrary to law, as a punish-

ment forfeited them altogether. This heavy

penalty was specially enforced against the

king's tenant* in capite ; most, if not all,

private vassals escaped from it Afterwards

the forfeiture was modified into a fine for

alienation. (Blackstone: Comment., bk. ii.,

chaps. 18, 19 ; bk. iv., ch. 33.) [Alienation,

Mortmain.]
" He could not alienate one acre without purchasing

a license."—Macaulag : Bist. Eng., ch. U.

2. To estrange the affections from one who
before was loved, or from a government,

dynasty, or ruling house, to which loyalty

was felt

"... then my mind was alienated from her,

like as my mind wit alienated from her sister."—

Sxek. xxiii' 16.

" I shall recount the errors which. In • few months,
alienated a loyal gentry and priesthood from the

House of Stuart"—Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., ch. i.

a -ll-©n-atet a. & s. [Lat. alienatus, pa. par.

of alieno' = to make another's, to estrange.]

A- As adjective: Estranged ; withdrawn in

affection from.

"O alienate from God, spirit accursed,

Forsaken of all good." Milton : P. L., bk. v.

B- As substantive : An alien ; a stranger.

" Whosoever eateth the lamb without this house,

he is an alienate."—Stapteton : Fortreste of the Faith,

foL 148.

a'-li-en-at-ed, pa. par. &, a, [Alienate.]
" His eye survey'd the dark idolatries

Of alienated Judah." Milton: P. L„ bk. 1.

a-il-en-at ing, pr. par. [Alienate, v.]

a-11-en-a -tlon, s. [In Fr. alienation, from

Lat alienatio.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

1 The act of alienating.

IX The state of being alienated.

Used (1) Of the transference of property by
gift, sale, or otherwise, from one to another.

(SeeB.)
" God put It into the heart of one of our princes to

give a check to sacrilege ; her successor passed a law
which prevented all future alienation* of the church
reven ues."—Atterbury.

(2) Of the estrangement of the affections

from one previously loved, or from a govern-

ment to which loyalty was felt ; the transfer-

ence of the desires from one object of pursuit

to another.
" It is left but in dark memory, what wu the

ground of his defection, and the alienation of his
heart from the king."

—

Bacon.

(3) Of the aberration of reason in an insane
person ; delirium.

'* Some things are done by man, though not through
outward force and impulsion, though not against, yet
without their wills ; as In alienation of mind, or any
like inevitable utter absence of wit and Judgment."
Booker.

B. Technically :

Law : The transference of land or other pro-

perty from one person to another. Alienation

may take place by deed, by matter of records,

by special custom, and by devise.

Alienation in Mortmain: An alienation of

lands or tenements to any corporation, sole or
aggregate, ecclesiastical or temporal

Alienation Office : A place to which all writs

of covenants and entries were carried for the

recovery of the fines levied upon them. It is

now abolished.

a -II -en -a -tor, *. [Lat alienator; Fr.

alienateur.] One who alienates (spec., of pro-

perty).

"Some of the Popish bishops were no less alienator*

of their episcopal endowments."— Wharton i Life of
Sir T. Pope, p. 40.

•a-ll-ene, v. Old spelling of Alien. (Black-

stone.)

a'-li-en-ee, *. [Eng. alien; -«.] One to
whom property is transferred.

*' The forfeiture arises from the Incapacity of the
alienee to take."— Blackstone Comment., bk. 11.

oh. xvlii.

a'-ll-en-lsm. *. [Eng. alien; -ism.i

1, The state of being an alien.

"The law waa very gentle in the construction of th*>

disability of alienism, "—Kent.

% The treatment or study ofmental diseases.

a -Hen 1st, s. [Alienism.] One devoted to

the study or treatment of mental diseases.

a'-H-en-or, s. [Eng. alien; -or.] One who
alienates or transfers property to another.

"... for the alienor himself to recover lands
aliened by him during his Insanity."—Blackttone :

Comment., bk. ii., ch. xix.

t a-li'fe, adv. [Eng. a = on ; life.] On my life.

(A mild oath.)

I love a ballad in print a'-life."Shakesp. :

Winters Tale, lv. 4.

a-llf-er-ous, a. [Lat. oto = a wing^ and
/<ro=to bear.] Bearing wings; possessing

wings. (Johnson.)

a -II-form, a. [Lat. ala = wing
;
forma=form

,

shape.] Wing-formed ; shaped like a wing.

a-Hg'-er-OUS, a. [Lat. aliger, from ala — a.

wing ; and gero sm to bear, to carry, to have.]

Bearing wings, i.e. possessing wings. (John-

son.)

a-light' (gh silent) (1), v.i. (pret alighted, or, in

poetry, alit). [A.S. (a)lihtan, gelihtan = to

alight, to descend from ; from liht, leht =
light, not heavy. The meaning is thus to

lighten anything by removing a weight from it. ]

1. To descend, aa a bird from the wing ; to

cease flying and rest upon the ground.

"That there should be geese and frigate-birds with
webbed feet, either living on the dry land or most
rarely alighting on the w»t*r."—Darwin : Origin of

Upeciee, ch. vt.

" I saw his wing through twilight flit.

And once so near me he alii,

I could have smote, but lacked the strength.''
Byron : Uazeppa, 8.

2. To descend, as a person from a carriage,

or from horseback.
" My lord, alig'iting at his usual place.

The Crown, took notice of au ostler's face."
Cottier: Retirement, 685.

3. To reach the ground, as falling snow, or

anything else descending from the sky, or

from above one.
" But storms of stones from the proud temple's height
Pour down, and on our battered helms alight."

Dryden : Virgil ; JEneid it 664.

4. To stop, to pause as a man on foot running.
" Came running In .• , .

But he for nought would stay his passage right.

Till fast before the king he did alight.
Spenser: F. U-. I- xil 24, 35.

5. To light on, happen on, meet with.

"By good fortune I aliOhted on a collection of HSS.
in the State-paper office. —Froude : Bist. Eng., iv. M9.

a-light (gh silent) (2), v.t. [A.S. amtan.] To
make light, to remove a weight from, to lighten.

a-light (gh silent) (3), v.t. [A.S. aleohtan,
* alyhtan ~ to illumine; leoht = light]

1. To illumine, to give light to.

2. To set alight, to set light to.

" Anon fer sche alight' Layle Freine, 1M.

a light (gh silent), a. [Alight, v.] Alighted,

as from a horse or vehicle.
" How that we bare us In that like night,
Whan we were in that ostelrie alight."

Chaucer: C. T., 723, 724.

a-H«ht(ffft silent), adv. [ALiGBT(S),t>.] Lighted.

a-fight'-ing (gh silent), pr. par. [Alight.]

t align' (g silent), v.t. & i. [Fr. aligner = (1)

lo lay out in a straight line, (2) to square.]

A. Trans. : To measure by means of a line

;

to regulate or adjust by means of a line.

B. Intrans. : To form a line, as soldiers do.

a-lign'-ment (g silent), s. [Eng. align ;-ment.]

In Fr. alignement.]

1. The act of adjusting by means of a line.

2. The state of being so adjusted.

3. The line of adjustment

4. Sngin. : The ground-plan of a road or

earthwork.

alike, * a-ly'ke, a. & adv. [A.S. onlic, anlic,
' on — on; lie = like.]

A. As adjective

:

1. The same ; without any difference.

"... the darkness and the light are both alike

to thee."—Pa exzxiz. IS.

2. On the same model.

"He faahioneth their hearts alike."— P$. xxxili. 15.

% This adjective never precedes the noun
which it qualifies.

B. As adverb : Equally.

"... thou knowest not whether shall prosper,

either this or that, or whether they both shall he alike

good."—Eeclet. xi. 6.

t alike-minded, s. Like-minded ; simi-

lar in mind or disposition.

"I would to God, not you only that hear me tht*

day, but all our brethren of this land, were alike-

minded.'—Bp. Ball; Bern., p. 82.

al'-im-a, s. [Gr. 5\<yoc (halimos) = belonging

to the "sea : a\* (hols) = the sea. ] A genus of

Crustaceans belonging to the order Stomapoda
and the family Phyllosomidae. Example, the

transparent Alima of the warmer seas.

al'-l-ment, s. [In Fr. aliment; Sp., Port., &
Ital. alitnento; Lat. alUnentutn, from alo = to

nourish, to feed. ]

1. Lit . : Nutriment supplied to an organised

body, whether animal or vegetable ; food.

" Though the aliments of insects are for the most
part in a liquid form . .

."—Griffith's Cuvier, vol.

xiv„ p. 70.

2. Fig. : That which tends to nourish, aud
consequently to perpetuate anything.

".
. . he aaith they were but aliments of their

sloth and weakness, which, ii they were taken away,
necessity would teach them stronger resolutions. —

•

Bacon : Colours of Good and Evil, ch. x.

Scotch Law : The maintenance which parents

and children are reciprocally bound to accord

to each other when a necessity for it exists.

(It is used also for similar obligations.)

al-i ment, v.t. [From the substantive. In
Fr. alimenter ; Sp. and Port, alimentar; Ital.

alimentare.] To furnish with food and other

necessaries of life.

al-i-ment -al, a. [Eng. aliment ; -ah] Per-

taining to aliment ; fitted to supply aliment

;

nutritive.
"... and the making of things lnaJlmental to

become atimental may be an experiment of great
profit for making new victual "—Bacon; A'at. Bist.,

Cent, vii, $ 649.

al-i-ment'-al-iy, adv. [Eng. alimental ; -ly.)

So as to furnish aliment

"The substance of goldislnvinciblebythepowerfull-
estaction of natural! neat,and that not only atimentallg
in a substantial mutation, but also medicamentally in

any corporeal conversion."—Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

al-I-ment'-ar-i-ne'ss, s. [Eng. alimentary

;

-ness.} The "quality of being alimentary ; that

is, furnishing nourishment. (Johnson/)

al-i-ment -a-ry, o. [Eng. aliment ; -dry.

In Fr. alimentavre ; Port & Ital. alimentario

;

from Lat. alimentarius.

}

A. Ordinary Language ;

1. Pertaining to aliment, as the "alimentary

canal" (See B., I.)

2. Furnishing aliment
"Of alimentant roots, some are pulpy and vajs/

nutritious; as turnips and carrots. These have a
fattening quality."—Arbuthnot : Ailments.

B. Technically:

L Physiology

:

1. Alimentary Canal : The great tube or

duct by which the food is conveyed through
the body.

". . . Including the alimentary canal."—Oven :

Mammalia (1U»L p. 57.

2. Alimentary Compartment : The lower part

of the pharynx, which is dilatable and con-

tractile. It affords a passage for the food

from the mouth to the oesophagus. (Todd d
Bowman: Physiol Anat, vol. ii., 185.)

3. Alimentary Mucous Membrane : The mem-
brane which lines the interior of the long and
tortuous passage by which food taken into

the mouth makes its way through the body.

The ducts of the mucous, as well as some
other glands, open into it (Todd & Bowman:
Physiol. Anal, voL ii., 162.)

4. Alimentary Tube: The passage by which
the food makes way through the body from
the mouth downwards. (Ibid., p. 185.)

XX Law. Alimentary Law: The law by
which parents are held responsible for the

alimentation of their children. In Scotch Law
it is called obligation of aliment

al I-ment-a -tlon, s. [Eng. aliment; -ation.

In Ger. & Fr. alimentation ; Sp. alimentacion.\

1. The act or quality of affording nourish-

ment
"... they [the teethl are subservient in man not

only to alimentation, but to beauty and speech."—
Owen: Ctassif. of the Mammalia (1853), p. 60.

2. The state of being nourished by assimila-

tion of matter received into the body or frame.

"Plants do nourish, inanimate bodies do not: they
have an accretion, but no alimentation."—Bacon:
/fat. Bist.

HI i ment -ive-ness, s. [Eng. aliment, -ivet

-ness.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf, work. who. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p&t,

Syrian, se, oe - e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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Phren. : A protuberance on the brain or
skull, alleged to constitute t!ie organ which
imparts the pleasure which is felt in eating or
drinking.

t &1 i mo -ni-ous, a. [Eng. alimony; -ous.]

Pertaining to nourishment.
"The plethora renders ua lean, by suppressing our

spirits, whereby they axe incapacitated of diyestiiitf

the alimonious humours into flesh."

—

Harvey: Con-
sumption.

al -I- mon-y, s. [Lat. alimonia&nd alimonium
= nourishment, sustenance ; from ata = to
nourish. ]

Iaw : (a) The proportional part of a hus-
band's income allowed a wife for her support
duringa matrimonial suit ; also (/<) that granted
her at its termination. In matrimonial liti-

gation between husband and wife, he is obliged
to allow her a certain sum, generally a fifth of
his net income, whilst the suit continues

;

and if she establish ground for dissolving the
marriage, he must give her what the court
directs. She is not, however, entitled to
alimony of any kind if she elope with an adul-
terer, or even desert her husband without
adequate reason.

" Till alimony or death them parts." Budibras.

Al-i-oth, s. [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed
star of the third magnitude, called also < Ursa
Majoris. It is situated in the tail of the
imaginary " Bear." This star is often used in
observations for finding the latitude at sea.

al l ped. a. & s. [In Sp. & Port, alipede.

From Lat. alipes : ala~a. wing, and pes, genit.

pedism a foot. ]

A. As adjective : Wing-footed ; with toes
connected together by a membrane which
serves the purposes of a wing.

B. As substantive: An animal whose toes
are connected together by a membrane which
serves the purpose of a wing. The Bats, or
Cheiroptera, have this structure.

fil'-Ip-ite, s. [Gr. aAiirfc (alipes) = without
fat: o, priv., aud Atvot (lipos) = faX, without
fat ; and -ite = \i6os (lithos) = a stone. So
named because it is not unctuous.] A mineral
of an apple-green colour, containing about
thirty-two per cent, of oxide of nickel. It

occurs in Silesia. Dana makes it distinct
from, though closely akin to, pimelite. The
British Museum Catalogue regards the two
as identical. Alipite is sometimes written
Alizite. [ Pi melite. ]

aliquant, a. [In Ger. aliquant; Fr. ali-

quante ; Sp. & Port, aliquanta ; Lat. aliquantus
= somewhat (great), or somewhat (small)

;

hence, in considerable quantity or number.
From the root ali- = any, and quantus~ great ]

Pertaining to a numlwr which does not
exactly measure another number, but if used
as its divisor will leave a remainder. Thus 4
is an aliquant part of 7, for 7 + 4 = 1, with a
remainder of 3.

If Aliquant is the opposite of aliquot.

al' i-quot, a. [In Ger. aliquot; Fr. alxquote

;

Sp. & Port, aliquota; Ital. aliquoto. From
Lat. aliquot act somewhat, some, a few.] Per-
taining to a number which will measure
another given one exactly, that is, without
leaving a remainder. Thus 4 is an aliquot
part of 8, for 8 -r 4 =: 2 exactly.

" In place, then, of measuring this precise aliquot
part, . . ."—Berschel: Astron., 5th ed. (1868), j 218.

al ish, a. [Eng. ale ; -ish. ] Resembling ale

;

having some, at least, of the qualities of ale.

" Stirring it, and beating down the yeast, gives it
the sweet alith taste. "—Mortimer ; Husbandry.

al is ma, s. [Lat. alisma; Gr. akia-fia (alisma)

= the water-plautain.]

Bot. : A genus of plants of the natural order
Alismacese, or Alismads. Three species occur
in Britain : the A. plantago, or Greater Water-
planfciin; the A. natans, or Floating Water-
plantain ; and the A, ranunculoides, or Lesser
Water-plantain. The first is the best known.
It is frequent in lakes, rivers, and ditches,
and has pale, rose-coloured flowers, with six
stamens. The Calmucks eat its rhizoma,
having first dried it to take away its acidity.

il-is-ma'-ce-se, or alls mad?, s. pi
[Alisma.]

Bot. : An order of endogenous plants, with a
ferianth of six pieces, the three outer being
erbaceous, and the three inner petaloid. The

ovaries are numerous. The genera Actinocar-
pus, Alisma, and Sagittaria (q.v.) are British.

al Is on Ite, s. [Named after Mr. R. E.
Alison, of Chili.] A mineral; a variety of
covellite. Colour, deep Indigo blue, tarnishing
on exposure. Compos. : sulphur, copper, and
lead. It is found in Chili.

al-I-sphe -nold, s. & a, [Awkwardly com-
pounded of a mixture of Latin and Greek.
Lat. ala * a wing ; Gr. o-^rfv (sphen) =» a wedge,
and eUot (eidos) = form, shape.]

A. As substantive : One of the greater wings
of the sphenoid bone at the base of the skull.

". . . tuc rnramen ovale pressing the alisphenold."
—Flower : Osteology of the Mammalia (1870), p. 118.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to, or connected
with, the greater wings of the sphenoid bone.

" Through this the external carotid artery runs for
part of its course, and it has been called the alisphenoid
canal."

—

Flower: Osteology rf the Mammalia 11870),

p. 118.

* a lit e, adv. [Eng. a; and little, contracted.]

A little.

" And though thy lady would alite her greve.
Thou shaft thy peace hereafter make.

Chaucer : Troilus, bk. It.

t al'-i-tr&nfe, s. [Lat. ala = a wing; and Eng.
trunk, from Lat. trvncus. ]

Entom. : The thorax of an insect; that por-
tion of the body or trunk to which the wings
are affixed.

* al'-i-ture, s. [Lat. alitura.] Nourishment.
(Blount : Glossographia, 2nd ed., 1719.)

a -live, *a-ly've, * a- life, * 6- life,
* on live, a. [A.S. on life = in life, alive ; on
= on, in; lif ™ life.]

I. Literally : In a state of life ; living, as
opposed to dead.

Tf It is sometimes used simply to give em-
phasis to the noun with which it agrees. At
first this was done in formal and serious com-
position : now it is colloquial, and even begins
to carry with it a slight tinge of the ridi-

culous.
" John was quick, and understood business ; but

no man alive was more careless in looking into his
accounts."—Arbuthnot.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Existent, as opposed to extinct ; remain-
ing ; continuing.
"... I had not left a purse alive in the whole

ariny."—Sfcaiteijj. .' Winter's Tale, lv. t

To keep alive, v.t. : To maintain in such a
state of continued existence.

"Hence Liberty, sweet Liberty, inspires
And keeps alive bis fierce but nobie fires."

Cowper: Table Talk.

"This fame. If due to her beauty, would probably
have kept her name alive."—Gladstone : Studies on
Bomer, L 167.

2. Of quick, susceptible temperament ; or,

for the time being, highly active in mind or
body, especially in the phrase all alive.

" She's happy here, she's happy there.
She is uneasy everywhere ;

Her limbs are all alive with joy."
Wordsworth: Idiot Bon.

3. Swarming with living beings in active
movement; thronged, crowded.

" In a few minutes the Boyne, for a quarter of a
mile, was 'dire with muskets and green boughs."—
Mucaulay : Hist. Eng., chap, x vi.

4. In a spiritual sense: Temporarily or per-
manently free from the power of sin ; having
sin dead within one, or being one's self dead
to it.

" For I was alive without the law once: but when
the commandment cnine, sin revived, and I died."

—

Rom. vii. ».

5. Sensitive, attentive. (With to or unto.)
" Likewise reckon ye also yourselves to be dead

indeed unto Bin, but alive unto God through Jesus
Christ our Lord.'— Horn. vi. 11.

al iz ar ic, a. [Eng. alizarUn) ; -ic] Per-
taining to or derived from madder.

alizario acid, s. [Phthalic-acid.]

al iz -ar-in, s. [From alizari, the name given

to madder in the Levant]

Chem.: C14H8O4=C12H0(CO.OH)2. Thechief
colouring matter of madder (Rubia tinctoria).
It crystallises in red prisms, slightly soluble
in water or alcohol, but dissolving in concen-
trated sulphuric acid, also in alkaline liquids.
It is a feeble dibasic acid. Heated with zinc
dust, it is converted into anthracene. Nitric
acid oxidises it into oxalic and phthalic
acids. Alizarin has been produced artificially

by oxidising anthracene to anthraquinone,
converting the latter into dibromanthraqui-

none, and heating this with caustic potash,
the two atoms of Br are replaced by (OH^.

al-iz-lte, s. [Alipite.]

al ka dar it, s. [Arab, alkadan — a decree.]

Among the Mohammedans : A sect who
maintain free-will as opposed to the doctrine
of eternal, absolute decrees. They are a
branch of the Motazalites, and have for their
theological opponents the Algiabarii (q.v.).

al ka hest, s. [In Ger. alkahest; Sp. alkaest;

Arab, al — the ; Ger. geist = ghost, spirit ; =
all spirit : or Low Lat. alk(alc) est = it is an
alkali; =all spirit; spirit of salt.] A word
first used by Paracelsus, and adopted by his
followers to signify (1) what was fancied to
be a universal menstruum, a liquid capable
of resolving all bodies Into their constituent
elements; (2) fixed salts volatilised.

al ka-hes -tic, a. [Eng. alkahest ; -ic. ] Per-

taining to the alkahest.

Al-kaid, s. [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed
star of the 2\ magnitude ; called also Beuet-
nasch, and n Ursa.1 Majoris. [Benetnasch.]

al kai a-mlde, al cal amide, <. [From
alkali and amide (q.v.).]

Chem. : An amide containing both acid and
alcohol radicals.

al-kal-es' cence, al kal 6s -cen cjf, s.

[Eng. alkalescent; -ce, cy.) The state of be-
coming alkaline, or the tendency to do so.

al kal ea-cent, a. [Eng. alkali); -escent,

from Lat. crescens = increasing. In Fr. aloales-

cent; Port, alcalescente.]

1. In process of acquiring the properties of
an alkali, or possessing a tendency to become
alkaline.

2. Bot. : Having the properties or effects of
an alkali. Example, Rumex acetosa.

al-kal I, 'alcal-y, s. [In Sw., Ger., &
Sp. alkali; Fr., Port., and Ital. alcali. From
Arab, al= the, and kali = plants of the genus
Salicornia (Glass-wort), which, being burnt,
left behind a white residuum now called
alkali. The word was then first a botanical,
and afterwards a chemical one.] A Bait of
any kind which effervesces with acids ; but
now the terra is used to denote a strong base,
which is capable of neutralising acids, so that
the salts formed are either completely neutral,
or, if the acid is weak, give alkaline reac-
tions. Alkalies turn reddened litmus blue,
turmeric paper brown, and most vegetable
purples green ; they have a soapy taste, act
on the skin, and form soaps with fats. The
fixed alkalies are the hydrated oxides of the
alkaline metals and metals of the alkaline
earths. The volatile alkalies are ammonia
and the amines of Organic Chemistry ; their
salts are volatilized at a moderate heat. The
term alkali in commerce usually means caustic
soda or potash, impure, NaHO or KHO ; both
are used in the arts for the manufacture of
glass, soap, and many other purposes. Caustic
potash is used in surgery as a cautery.

" Salt tartre, alcaly, and salt preparat."
Chaucer: C. T., I2,TS8.

alkali-metal, s. A metal whose hydrate
is an alkali. The alkali metals are all niona-
tomic, oxidise in the air, and decompose water
at ordinary temperatures. They are potas-
sium, sodium, lithium, ceesium, and rubidium.

alkali-works, s. pi Manufactories where
alkali is prepared. Also applied to those in
which carbonate of sodium is manufactured
from common salt, by converting it into sul-

phate of sodium through the action of sul-

phuric acid, and roasting the sulphate of
sodium with a mixture of chalk and coal-dust.

Alkali works are regulated by Acts of Parlia-
ment, 26 and 27 Vict., c. 120, and 31 and 32
Vict., c. 36.

al kal-i-fi a ble, a. [Eng. alkalify; -able.)

Capable of being converted into an alkali.

al'-kal-I-fled, pa. par. & a. [Alkalify.]

al'-kal-I-f^, v.t. & i. [(1) Alkali ; (2) the v.t

from Lat. facio = to make ; the v.i. fromjlo =
to become, the passive of/acio.]

1. Trans. : To convert into an alkali.

2. Intrans. : To pass into the state of an

boil, boy; podt, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ing.

-tion, -slon, - cioun = shun ; sion, tion = zhun. tious, sious, -clous = shus. -hie, -die, Ac = hel, del ; dre = der.
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alkali ; to be converted into or become an

alkali.

41-kal-lg -en-OUS, a. [Arab., &c, alkali and

Gr. "-jevwiot (gennao) = to beget; from yiwa
(genna) = birth ; the causal of iiyvopai (gigno-

nai) = to be born.] Generating or producing

alkali.

41 kill im -et-er, s. [In Ger. alkalimettr,

from Arab., tic, alkali ; and Gr. tiirpat

(mrfnm) = a measure.] An instrument in-

Tented by M. Descroizilles for ascertaining

the amount of alkali in commercial potassa

and soda by neutralising it with a standard

acid solution. It is called also burettt. One
of another kind has been contrived by Dr.

Mohr of Coblentz. It consists of a graduated

tube with a shorter glass tube attached to it,

and a clamp by which the flow of the liquid

can be regulated.

il-kal-i-met'-ri-cal, " [Alkalimeteb.]

Pertaining to the measurement of the propor-

tion of alkali in certain impure salts.

"The object of an alkallmetrical process may also

be obtained . . ."—Graham. Chem., vol. i.. p. 651

il-kal-am'-sH-rjf, ». [Alkalimeter.] The

measurement of the amount of alkali con-

tained in caustic soda or potash, and of car-

bonates of the alkalies in a commercial

sample, by means of a standard acid solution.

(See Walts's Diet. Chem.)

U-kal ine, a. [Eng. alkali ; -int. In Fr.

alcaiin; 8p. alkalino; Port. & ItaL aXcalmo.)

Having the properties of an alkali.

". . . an alkaline state "—ArouthnoL

*U An alkaline substance has a soapy taste,

turns reddened litmus paper blue, gives a

brown colour to turmeric paper, neutralises

acids, dissolves organic matter, and forms

soaps with fats. The alkaline metals are

potassium, sodium, lithium, caesium, and
rubidium ; the metals of the alkaline earths

are calcium, strontium, and barium.

JU-kal-In'-i-tjf, » tin Ger. alkalinitat; Fr.

aka'liniU.] The quality which constitutes

any substance an alkali.

"It is an alkaline fluid, and its alkalinity is chiefly

due to the presence of free soda"—Todd * Bowman :

Phytiol. Anat.. it &S.

SI -kali-oils, a. [Eng., &c, alkali; -out]

Possessing the properties of an alkali.

" Bach of them may partake of an acid and alkalioat

nature."— Or. Kinneir : Sua]/ an the Nervee (1789), p.

1M.

* sU'-kaHz-ate, v.t. To render bodies al-

kaline* {Johnson.)

al-kal Iz ate, a. &». [Alkalize] Possessed

of alkaline properties.

A. As adjective : Impregnated with alkali.

"The colour of violets in their syrup, by acid

liquours turns red ; aud by urinous and alkalizate

turns green _yeieton.

B. As substantive : "That which has the

qualities of alkali." {Sheridan : Diet., 4th ed.,

1787.)

al-kal-i-za -tion, t iU-kal-I-fiv'-tlon, s.

[Alkalize. ] The act of alkalising bodies, or

impregnating them with an alkali. (Blount.)

&l-kal-i'ze, v.t. [Eng. alkali ; -ize. In Ger.

aOmlisiren ; Fr. alcaliser ; Port, alcalisar ;

Ital. alcaliziare.] To render alkaline either

by working a chemical change in them, or by
impregnating them with alkali. {Webster.)

41 -kal old, a. ft s. [(1) Eng., &a, alkali; and

(2) Gr. e'ooc {eidos) = form, appearance.]

A. Asadj .-Resemblinganalkaliinproperties.

B. ^s-aTt&s-L.-Oneofa class of natural organic

bases containing nitrogen, and having high

molecular weights. Theyoccurin many plants,

and some in animal tissues ; they have not,

except conine, been formed by synthesis. They
are substitution compounds of ammonia, most
are tertiary amines. They form salts with

acids, and double salts with platinic chloride.

They are generally crystalline bodies, soluble

in hot alcohol, sparingly soluble in water.

They have mostly a bitter taste, act power-

fully on the animal system, and are used in

medicine as quinine, morphine, and strych-

nine ; they are often violent poisons. The
names of most of the alkaloids end in tne, as

theine, which occurs in tea and coffee.

* tU'-kav-m^e, s. The metal * alchemy "

(q.v.). {Prompt. Pan.)

al -kan-et, * al-ken-et, s. [Arab, al-

kaniia.) [Henna.] The English name of

several plants.

t 1. Properly Lawsonia inermit. [Henna.]

2. (a) The Alkanna tinetoria. [Alkanna.]
Lindley mentions that it was once supposed

to exhilarate, and was in consequence re-

garded as one of the four cordial flowers ; the

ALKANET (ALKANNA TINCTORIA).

other three being the borage, the " rose," and
the "violet" (&) Its root, which is much
used to give a fine red colour to oil and other

fatty matters, and was formerly employed to

stain the face.

3. The English name of the genus Anchusa,

belonging to the order Boraginacese, or Borage-

worts. Two are doubtful natives of Britain,

A. officinalis, or Common, and A. sempervirens,

or Evergreen Alkanet The former has purple,

the latter beautiful blue flowers. The ever-

green species is less rare than the other.

iU-kan -na, s. [Arab.] A genus of Boragina-

cese, or Borage-worts, akin to Anchusa (q.v.).

A. tinetoria, generally called Anchusa tinetoria,

is the plant to which the name alkanet is most
frequently applied. [Alkanet.]

al-kar gen, «. [Eng. alkaiisin) and oxygen.)

[Cacodyl.)

* al-kar oun, ». [Alkoran.]

al-kar -sin, ». [Eng. alk{ali), artienic), and

suff. -in.] [Cacodyl.]

al-ke-ken'-gi, * [In rr- alkekenge; Sp.

alkakengi, alkanquegi,alkanquengi ; Port, alke-

kengio.] The specific name of the Common
Winter Cherry, Physalis alkekengi. Though
called cherry, it is really of the Nightshade

order. The berries are acidulous and slightly

bitter. The ancients considered them as de-

tergent and aperient The plant is a native

of Southern Europe : the fruit is eaten in

Germany, Switzerland, and Spain.

Al-ke-na,s. [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed star

of magnitude 2J, called also 7 Geminorum.

al-ken-na, al-hen-na. [Henna.]

al-kerm -es, s. [In Fr. alkermes ; Sp. aXker-

rwes, cdquermes ; Arab, al = the, and kermes. ]

[Kermes.]

0. Med. : An imagined remedy made mainly
of kermes " berries," really the swelled bodies

of insects belonging to the family Coccidfie,

that to which the cochineal insect belongs.

With this were combined into a confection,

pippin-cyder, rose-water, sugar, ambergris,

musk, cinnamon, aloes-wood, pearls, and leaf-

gold. Sometimes, however, the sweets were
omitted from this strange confection. Much
medicinal virtue was attached to it ; but it is

almost needless to add that it has disappeared

from the modern pharmacopoeia

"The other is of beads, made of the scarlet powder,
which they call kermee. which is the principal ingre-

dient in their cordial confection alkerme*. —Bacon :

.fat. But.. Cent s., i 96s.

Xl kef, «. [Corrupted Arabic (?).] A fixed

star of the fourth magnitude, called also a
Crateris.

alkoran, alcoran, * alcheron, * alkar
oun <al kor-an or al kor am, >. [In

Ger. alkoren ; Fr. aleoran; Ital. alcorano.

From Arab, al m the ; koran = book. ]

1. The Mohammedan Scriptures. [Koran.]

"The holy lawes of our Alkaroun,
Geven by Ooddes measangere Makamete.

Ckaaeer Tke Man of iosm Tale. 4.TB4.

"With souleprofanlng Turkish Alckeron,-
Timet whittle. Satire L IBS.

" I had rather believe all the fables in the Legend,

and the Taliuud. and the Alcoran, than that this

universal frame is without a mind."—Bacon: £imji,
Cie. and Mor., chap. xvi.

2. Arch. : The name given to a high slender

tower in Persian mosques in which the priests

at stated times recite aloud prayers from the

Koran. {Gwilt.)

al-kor-an'-ic, al-cor-an'-Ic, a. [Eng.,

4c, alkoran; -ic.) Pertaining to the Koran.

jU'-kor-an-ist, s. [Eng., 4c, alkoran; -i»(.]

One who adheres to the letter of the Koran,

rejecting all traditions. The Sheeah sect is

alkoranist, while the Soonnee one adheres to

the opposite practice.

aU, • al, • ale, * alio, * awl. • awlo (Eng.);

a' (Scotch), adj., 8., adv., conj., and in compos.

1A.8. eai, eel, al, pi. eaile. In Sw. all, hel;

Dan. a!, alle ; Dut. al, alle, geheal ; Ger.

oiler, in compos, all; Goth, alls; Irish 4
Gael, uile ; Arm. ole; Wei. oil, hole; IceL

allr, pi. aliir ; Goth, alls, allai ; O. H. Ger.

al alter. Gesenius recognises a connec-

tion, also, with Heb. % (kol) = every, alL

Wedgwood looks in another direction, be-

lieving all to be from the same root as nje

(q.v.).!

A. As adjective

:

L Of number: The whole number of ; every

one of.

" And Samuel Mid unto Jesse. Are here all thy

children ?"—1 8am. xvi. 1L

IL Of quantity

:

1. Of an article, of work, *c. : The entire

amount ; the whole of.

'* 8U d*y« «halt thou Ubour and do aU thy work."

—Exod. xx. 9,

2. Of time: The entire, or whole duration of.

"... Master, we have toiled all the night, and
have taken nothing. . ."—Luke v.t.

3. Of space or extension: The whole extent;

whether this is to be reckoned by length only,

by length and breadth, or by length, breadth,

and depth.

"Ther waa alao a Doctour of PhUik.
In at this world ne was ther non him lyk.

Chaucer : C. T., 413, 414.

TJ Sometimes all is loosely used, especially

in colloquial language, for a large number,

Suantity, amount, or extent of anything;

aough this may fall far short of the whole.

"I am a linen-draper bold.

Am all the world doth know."
Coteper : John GUpin.

B- As substantive

:

1. Plural : All people ; all persons of the

kind indicated.

"And aU that believed were together."—Acts li 44

2. Singular:

(a) The whole, as opposed to a part.

" And win, what haply fate may yet accord,

A soldier's death—the all now left an empire a lord.

ffemaru: The Latt Conttatitine, 90.

(&) Every person ; every thing.

" . . to-morrow I will let thee go and will toll

the* atl that Is in thine heart"—l Bam. ix. 19.

Co As adverb:
* 1. Originally: A particle intended to give

increased emphasis to a sentence or clause

of a sentence. It is still so used in the lan-

guages of the Germanic family.

" He thought them sixpence ail too dear."^ Shaken. : OtheUc. ii a (Song.)

2. Just ; exactly ; at the exact time when,

or the place where.
"^aasthedwarfetbe way to her assynaV

Bptnter : F. ft.. I. vii It,

a Wholly, completely, entirely.

"Woe to the bloody city ! it is all full of lie* and
robbery."—Jfah. ill. t

"Unwounded from the dreadful close.

But breathless all. FiU-James arose.

(Scott i Lady of the Lake, t. If.

4. In all respects.
" None are*a« evil."

Byron : The Coriair, I. xii.

6. Only; to the exclusion of all other

persons or things.
" Sure I shall never marry, like my sister.

To love my father aU."
Shaketp. : Sing Lear, L L

* D. As conjunction : Although.

"And those two froward sisters, their faire loves,

O-me with them eke, aU they were wondrous lotn.

Spetuer: F. «., IX.. li. S4

•If In this sense it is often written atbe, or

atbet (q.v.).

*J There are many phrases in which &#**
found in composition with other words. Tho
most important of these are—

fite, flit, ttire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w*t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, air, marine
;

go, pot,

•r, wore, wplt; work, who, son ; mute, ctib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce - e
.

ft «= 6. ey = a>
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After all: After everything has become
known or been taken into account.

All along: (1) The whole way along (in

•pace) ; (2) during the whole bygone period to
which reference is being made (in time)

; (3) a
term used in bookbinding, denoting that the
thread passes from end to end of the fold, or
directly between the distant points of punc-
turation.

A 11 and some : One and all ; every one ;

everything.

"In armour eke the souldiers all and some.
With all the force that might so hood be bad."

Mirr. for Mag., p. 9L

All a-row, all-a-row: All in a row.
" My friends above, my folks below.
Chatting and laughing all-a-row,

1"

Pope: Imitations of Horace, Sat. vi., ISM.

t All four. In the same sense as All
Fours, No. 1 (q.v.).

".
. whatsoever goeth upon all four."~Lev.

zi. 42.

All fours: (1.) The whole of the four ex-
tremities (used of a human being creeping on
arms and legs, or arms and knees ; or of the
ordinary movements of a quadruped).

"He [the gorilla] . . . betakes himself to alt
fours."—Owen ; Classif. of the Mammalia (1869), p. 89.

(2.) A low game at cards played by two; so
named from the four particulars by which it is

reckoned, and which, joined in the hand of
either of the parties, are said to make allfours.
(Johnson.) (3.) Law: One case is sometimes
said to be on all fours with another one when
the two a^ree in all particulars with each
other. (Will : Wharton's Law Lexicon.)

"... it must stand on aU-fours with that stipu-
lation."—Daily Telegraph, March 15, 1877.

All in all: (I.) Supreme and undisputed
rnler (adj. , used of God).

" And when all things shall be subdued under him,
then shall the Son also himself be subject unto him
that put all things under him, that God may be all in
•«."—1 Cor. xv. 88.

(2.) The aggregate of the qualities required
to form an estimate (substantive).

" Earn. He was a man, take him for all in all,
I shall not look upon his like again."

Shakesp. : Samlet, t. 2,

(3.) In all respects (adv.).
** Lod. Is this the noble Moor whom our full senate
Call all-in-all sufficient?"

. Shakesp. j Othello, iv. l.

AU one : In all respects the same thing.

" The Saxons could oall a comet a fixed star, which is
ml! one with stella crinita, or cometa."— Camden:
Remains.

All over: (1) Spread over every part;
Wholly, completely. (Colloquial.)

(2) AU included.
" Give me your hands, all over.

"

Shakesp. : Julius Cmsar, il. L
AU the better: In all respects the better.

Used loosely for " So much the better."

f All to : [All-to].

And all: Included, not excepted.

"A torch snuff and all, goes out in a moment, when
dipped in the vapour."—Addison : Remarks on Italy.

At all: In any respect; to the extent; in
any degree ; of any kind ; whatever.

" I find in him no fault at all."—John xviii. 88.

E. In composition : In composition all may
be an adjective, joined with a present or a past
participle, or an imperative, as all-absorbing,
all-abandoned, albeit; an adverb, joined with
an adjective or present or past participle, as
all-merciful, all-pervading, all-accomplished ; a
substantive, as all-shunned; or an interjec-
tion, as all-hail.

all-abandoned, a. Abandoned by all.

"... this all-abandoned desert"—Shclton : Tr. of
D. Quiz., i. 4, L

all-abhorred, a. Abhorred by all.

"... all-abhorred war."
Shakesp. ; Henry IV., Part /., v. L

all-absorbing, a. Absorbing all. En-
grossing the attention ; wholly occupying the
mind so as to leave no room for thought about
anything else. (Webster.)

all-accomplished, a. In all respects
accomplished ; of thoroughly finished educa-
tion. (Webster.)

all-admiring, a. Wholly admiring.
" Cant. Hear him but reason in divinity,

And, all-admiring, with an inward wish
You would desire, the king were made a prelate."

Shakesp. : King Henry V., 1. L
all-advised, a. Advised by all.

"He was all-advised to give such a one."—Bishop
Warburton : Letters, p. 13.

all-aged, a. Of all ages without distinc-
tion.

" Lowlander made the All-aged Stakes."— rim**,
30th Oct., 1B75, Sporting Intelligence.

all-amazed, a. Thoroughly amazed.
" And all-amazed brake off his late intent."

Shakesp. : Tenia and Adonis.

all-approved, a. Approved by all.

all-approving, a. Approving of every-
thing.

" The courteous host, and all-approving guest"
Byron; Lara, I. xxix.

all-arraigning, a. Arraigning all people,
or every part of one s conduct or reputation.

" We dread the all-arraigning voice of Fame."
Pope: Homers Odyssey, bit. xxi., 348.

all-assistless, a. Wholly unable to ren-
der one's self or others assistance.

" Stupid he stares, and all-assistless stands."
Pope: Homers Iliad, bk. xvi., 970.

all-atoning, a. Atoning for all, or for
everything ; making complete atonement.

" A patriot's all-atoning name."
Dryden; Abs. and AchitopheL

all-be, conj. [Albe.]

all-bearing, a. Bearing, in the sense of
producing everything ; omniparous.

" Where on th* all-bearing earth unm&rk'd it grew."
Pope i Homer's Odyssey, bk. x., 382.

all-beauteous, a. Everywhere, and in
all respects, full of beauty.

". . . . All-beauteous world !"

Byron : Heaven and Earth, i. 8.

all-beautiful, a. In all respects very
beautiful.
" All-beautiful in grief, her humid eyes.
Shining with tears, she lifts, and thus she cries."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xix., 301-302.

all-beholding, a. Beholding everything.
" Jove to deceive, what methods shall she try,
What arts, to blind his all-beholding eye?

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xiv., 185, 186.

"Of all-beholding man, earth's thoughtful lord."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk, viiL

all bestowing, a. Bestowing everything,
or bestowing whatever is bestowed.

" Had not his Maker's alb-bestowing hand
Given him a soul, and bade him understand."

Cowper: Conversation.

all-blasting, a. Blasting every creature
under its influence.

"This boundless upas, this all-blasting tree."
Byron : Childe Harold, iv. 126.

all-bounteous, a. Infinitely bounteous
—an attribute of God.
"... the all-bounteous King, who shower'd
With copious hand." Milton : P. L„ bk. v.

all-bountiful, a. [The same as All-
bounteoos.] Infinitely bountiful; whose
bounty has no limits. (Webster.)

all-bright, a. Completely bright ; bright
in every part.

"All-bright in heavenly arms, above his squire,
Achilles mounts, and sets the field on fire."

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. xix., 434-5.

all but, all but, adv. Only slightly

falling short of universality ; nearly, almost.
"

. . , I too acknowledge tbe ail-but omnipotence
of early culture and nurture."

—

Carlyle: Sartor
Resartus, bk. ii., ch. ii.

all-changing, a. Perpetually changing.
"... this all-changing word."

Shakesp. : K. John, ii. 2.

all-Cheering, a. Cheering all ; inspiring
all with cheerfulness.

"... the all-cheering sun."
Shakesp. : Romeo and Juliet, i. 1.

all-collected, a. Thoroughly collected.
" Fierce, at the word, his weighty sword he drew,
And, all-collected, on Achilles flew."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xxil., 389-90.

all-comfortless, a. Wholly without
comfort.

"All-comfortless he sits, and wails his friend.*'
Pope ; Homer's Iliad, bk. xix., 867.

all-commanding, a. Commanding all,

that is, issuing commands to all ; possessed of
unlimited sovereignty.

" Who, by his all-commanding might.
Did fill the new-made world with light'

Milton: Transl. of Ps. cxxxvi.

all-compelling, a. Compelling all
beings, and in all matters.

". . . and aH-compeUing Fate."
Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xix., 88.

all-complying, a. Complying always,
and in every particular.

" All bodies be of air compos'd,
Great Nature's all-complying Mercury."

More : Song ofthe Soul, App., 31

all-composing, adj. Composing all;
making all tranquil.

"... all-composing sleep."
Pope : Homer s Iliad, bk. xxiv,, 1

all-comprehending, a. Comprehend-
ing everything. (Webster^)

arl comprehensive, a. [The same as
All-comprehending.] Comprehending every-
thing.

"The divine goodness is manifested in making all
creatures suitably to those ideas of their nature*,
which he hath in his all-comprehensive wisdom."—
Qlanvill : Pre-existence of Souls, ch. a

all-confounding, a. Confounding alL
" Ever higher and dizzier are the heights he leads HI

to ; more piercing, all-comprehending, all-confound-
ing are his viewB and glances."— Carlyle: Sartor
Resartus, bk. i., ch. xL

all-concealing, a. Concealing every-
thing.

". . . all-concealing night."
Spenser : M. Hubb. Tale, ver. 840.

all conquering, a. Universally con-
quering ; everywhere victorious.

"... all-conquering Rome."
Cowper: Expostulation.

" And sunk the victim of all-conquering death."
Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. xviii., ISO.

all conscious, a. In every respect con-
scious.

" He, whose all-conscious eyes the world behold,
Th' eternal Thunderer, sat thron'd in gold."

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. viiL, 550-1

all-considering, a. Considering all
things.

" On earth he tum'd his all-considering eyes,"
Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xL, ltt,

" To few, and wondrous few, has Jove assign'd
A wise, extensive, all-considering mind.

Ibid., bk. xiii., 017-18,

all-constraining, a. Constraining all.

"... Nature, by her all-constraining law.
Bach bird to herown kind this season doth Invite,"

Drayton: Polyolb., Song IS.

all-consuming, a. Consuming every-
thing exposed to its action.

"... an all-consuming fire."

Byron: Hours of Idlenem.
" To God their praise bestow,

And own his all-consuming power,
Before they feel the blow."

Goldsmith : An Oratorio, act 1U.

all-controlling, a. Controlling all
(Everett.)

all-covering, a. Covering all persons
or things.

" No : sooner far their riot and their lust
All-covering earth shall bury deep in dust."

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xv., 87-8.

all-creating, a. Capable of creating
everything ; which actually creates, or has
created everything.

" His other works, the visible display
Of alVcreating energy and might.

Cowper : Task, bk. v.

all-curing, a. Curing all or everything.

"When Death's all-curing hand shall close their
eyes." Sandys: Job, ch. xxi,

all-daring, a. Daring everything

;

shrinking from no effort, however arduous.
". . . the all-daring power of poetry."

—

B. Jonson;
Masques at Court.

all-dazzling, a. Dazzling all.

"... bind
To his young brows his own all-dazzling wreath."

Cowper : Transl. of Latin Poems of MonttX

all-defying, a. Defying all.

"Love, all-defying hove, who sees
No charm in trophies won with ease."

Moore : The Fire- Worshipper*.

all-depending, a. Depending more or
less upon every creature.

"... bereft
By needy man, that all-depending lord."

Thomson: Summer.

all-designing, a. Designing all things.

(Webster.)

all-destroying, a. Destroying every-
thing.

" But ah I withdraw this all-destros/ing hand."
Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xxi., 487.

boll, bo"^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin,
-tion. -sion, - cioun m shun ; -sion, -tion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -cious = shiis.

as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = L
-hie, -die. &c. = bel, del ; ore m dor.
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all-devasting, a. Devastating every-
thing.

"From wotuids her eaglet* suck the reeking blood.
And all-devasting war provides her food.

Sandy t : Job, p. 58.

all devouring, o. Devouring or con-
mining everything. (Lit. & jig.)

"... all-devouring name."
Cowper : Burning of Lord Mansfield's Library.

all-dimming, a. Rendering everything
dim.

"Then close Mb eyes with thy all-dimming hand.'
Marston : Address to Obliv. at the end of Satires.

all-directing, a. Directing everything.
". . . all-directing day."

Thomson ; Cattle of Indolence, ii. 47.

all-discerning, a. Discerning every-

thing. (Webster.)

all-discovering, a. Discovering in the
Bense of disclosing everything.

"Till all-discovering Time shall further truth declare."
More j Song of the Soul, Inf. of Worlds, st. 98.

all disgraced, a. In every respect dis-

graced ; thoroughly disgraced.
" The queen

Of audience, nor desire, shall fait : so Bhe
From Egypt drive her all-disgraced frieud.
Or take his life there."

Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, lii. 10.

all-dispensing, a.

1. Dispensing all things.
" As frankly bestowed on them by the all-dispensing

bounty as rain and sunshine."—Milton: Of Reform.,
bk. ii.

2. Affording a dispensation from the en-

forcement of a law or penalty ; indirectly

granting permission to do an otherwise illegal

act.
" That little space you safely may allow

;

Your all-dispensing power protects you now."
Dryden : Bind and Panther.

all-disposing, a. Disposing all things.
" Of all-disposing Providence."

Wordsworth : The White Doe of Rytstone, c vi

all-divine, a. In all respects divine

;

infinitely divine.
" Then would I write the all-divine
Perfections of my valentine."

Howell : Letter, L S, 21.

all divining, a. Divining everything;
sagaciously unravelling every present mystery
And forecasting every future event.

" But is there aught in hidden fate can shun
Thy all-divining spirit?"

Sir R. Fanshawe : Pastor Fido, p. 18L

all dreaded, a. Dreaded by all.

"... the aU-dreadtd thunder-stone."
Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iv. 2.

all-dreadful, a. In all respects dread-

ful ; very dreadful.
" When Juno's self and Pallas Bhall appear,
All'dreadful in the crimson walks oi war."

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. viil. , 459-60.

all-drowsy, a. Very drowsy.
" All-drowsy night."—Browne : Brit. Past., ii 1.

all-eating, a. Eating everything. (Lit.

"Were an all-eating shame and thriftless praise.

"

Shakesp. : Sonnets, ii.

all-efficacious, a. In all respects effi-

cacious. (Everett.)

all-efficient, a. Of unlimited efficiency.

In all respects, and to an unlimited extent,

efficient. (Webster.)

all-eloquent, a. In the highest degree

eloquent ; of unbounded eloquence.
" O Death all-eloquent t you only prove
What dust we float on, when 'tis man we love."

Pope : Eloisa to Abelard, 336-6.

all-embracing, a. Embracing every-

thing. (More or less figurative.)

"... an all-embracing ocean tide."- Carlyle:
Heroes and Hero- Worship, Lect. L

" Soon as, absorb'd in all-embracing flame,
Sunk what was mortal of thy mighty name."

Pope : Bomer't Odyssey, bk. xxlv., 91-2.

"A. comprehensive, all-embracing, truly Catholic
Christianity."—MUman : Hist, of Jews, 8ro ed., Pref.,

Tol. L, p. xxrlv.

all-ending, a. Putting an end to all

things.
" HetMnks, the truth shall live from aga to age.

As 'twere retail'd to all posterity.
Even to the general all-ending day."

Shakesp. King Richard III., lii. 1.

all-enduring, a. Enduring everything.
" With a sedate and all-enduring eye."

Byron : Childe Barold, lii. 39.

all-enfolder, s. He who unfolds every-
thing.

" Who dares to name His Dame,
Or belief in His proclaim.
Veiled in mystery as He is, the All-enfolder t"

Goethe. IQuoted in Tyndall's Frag, of Science, xiv. 442.)

all-engrossing, a. Engrossing all.

"... the all-engrossing torment of their indus-
trialism. "-J. 8. Mill ; Pol Econ., bk. L, ch. vii., f a.

all-enlightened, a. In all respects or
on all matters enlightened.

"0 all-enlightened mind !

"

Pope: Bomer's Odyssey, bk. xiii., 484.

all-enlightening, a. Enlightening all,

or everything.
'* Forth burst the sun with all-enlightening ray."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xviL, 736.

all-enraged, a. Enraged in the highest
degree.
" How shall I stand, when that thou shalt be hurl'cl

On clouds, in robes of fire, to Judge the world,
Usher'd with golden legions, in thine eye
Carrying an all-enraged majesty 1"

John Ball : Poems, p. 77.

aU-cnvied, a. Envied by all.

". . . th' all-envied gift of Heav*n."
Pope: Miscellanies ; Horace, Epist., bk. L, 4.

all-essential, a. Quite essential ; that

cannot on any account be dispensed with.

(Everett.)

all-evil, o. In all respects evil ; evil in

the highest degree.
**

. . . his own all-evil son."
Byron : Parisina, bk. vi.

all-excellent, a. Infinitely excellent ; of

unbounded excellence.
"0 Love all-excetlent."

Cowper : Transl. from Onion.

all-flaming, a. In a thorough blaze

;

flaming in every direction.
" She could not curb her fear, but 'gan to start
At that all-Jtaming dread the monster spit."

Beaumont: Psyche, viil 85.

All Fools' Day, s. The 1st of April

;

the day when, according to the ethics handed
down probably from pre-Christian times, it

is considered right, if not even laudable, to

make fools of all people, if one can, or at

least of as many as possible. The approved
method of doing this is to send them on silly

or bootless errands. The victim thus en-

trapped is called in England an April fool,

in Scotland an April gowk, and in France
Poisson d'Avril, an April fish. A similar

practice obtains in India at a somewhat licen-

tious festival called the Huli, or Holee, which
is designed to celebrate the vernal equinox.

" The first of April, some do say.
Is set apart for A 11 Foots Day."

Poor Robin's Almanack, (1760).

" The French too have their All Petals' Day, and call

the person imposed upon 'an April fish, poisson
d'Avril,' whom we term an April fool. '—Brand :

Popular Antiquities.

all forgetful, a. Wholly forgetful.

"... all-forgetful of self."

Longfellow; Evangeline, pt. i., 4.

all-forgetting, a. Forgetting all people.

"How blest the solitary's lot,

"ho all-forgetting, all-forgot.

Within nis humble celL"
Who all-forgetting, all-forgot,

"nimble cell."

Burns : Despondency, S.

all-forgiving, a. Forgiving all
" That all-forgiving king,
The type of Him above."

Dryden: Thren. Aug., ver. 257.

all-forgot, all-forgotten, a. Wholly
forgotten, or forgotten by alL

" For hours on Lara he would fix his glance.
As all-forgotten in that watchful trance."

Byron : Lara, I. xxvi.

(For ex. of All-forgot, see All-forgetting.)

all-giver, s. The giver of everything.

all-gloriOUS, a. Infinitely glorious,
" A ll-glorious King of kings.

"

Cowper : Transl, from Guion .- Joy in Martyrdom.

all-good, «. & a.

A. As subst, : A name sometimes given to

a plant, the Chenopodium Bonus Henricus,

called also the Mercury Goose-foot or Good
King Henry. It is common in Britain.

[Chenopodium.]

B. As adj. : Infinitely good.

all-governing, a. Governing all.

" But Jove, a?I-governing, whose only will
Determines fate, and mingles good with ill.'

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xvii., 507-8.

all-gracious, a. Infinitely gracious.
"'

, . . all-gracious Heaven."
Scott : Lord of the Isles, v. 38.

all-grasping, a. Grasping everything.

all-great, a. In every respect great

;

infinitely great.

"... that France was not all-great.''—Carlyle:
Heroes and Hero- Worship, Lect. VL

all-guiding, a. Guiding all persons and
things.

" Kow give me leave to answer thee, and those,
Who God's all-guiding providenw Oj|ius»."

Sandys : Job, ch. xxxv.

all-bail, imper. of v., or inter]., s., & v.

[Eug. all, and hail = health.]

A. As an imperative of a verb, or as an
interjection: A salutation to God, to a human
being, or to an inanimate thing.

1. Applied to God, it indicates reverential

joy or adoration in approaching his presence.
" Jehovah, with returning light, all-hail."

Byron : Cain, I. 1.

2. Addressed to a person, it properly wishes
him perfect health, but is used more vaguely
as a salutation to express the pleasure which
is felt in meeting him.

"And as they went to tell his disciples, behold,
Jesus met them, saying, All-hail."—Matt, xxviii. 9.

3. Addressed to a thing, it implies that it is

to the utterer a source of great delight

"All-hair, ye fields, where constant peace attends !

All-hail, ye sacred solitary groves

!

All-hail, ye books, my true, my real friends."
Walsh.

B. As substantive : Welcome.
" Greater than both, by the all-hall hereafter 1

"

Shakes//. : Macbeth, i. L
"Give the all-hail to thee, and cry, 'Be bleas'd
For making up this peace

! '

"

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, v. S.

C As a verb : To salute.

" Whiles I stood rapt In the wonder of it,

Came missives from "
Thane of Cawdor."
Came missives from the kins, who all-hailed me,

Shakesp.: Macbeth, i. 5.

* All hallond, s. [All-hallows.]

* All hallond eve, s. The eve of Alt-

hallows' Day. [All-hallows' Eve.]

All-hallow, s. [All-hallows.]

all-hallowed, adj. Hallowed in the
highest degree.

"... our all-hallow'd ark."
Byron : Heaven and Earth, 1. &

All halloween, s. [All-hallows' Eve.]

All hallowmas, s. The same as All-
hallows (q.v.).

All-hallown, a. Pertaining to the time
about All-hallows.

If An All-hallown summer is a late summer.
" Farewell, thou latter Bpring ! farewell,
All-hallown summer."

Shakesp. : Henry IV., Part I., i. 2.

All hallows, All hallow, All hal
lowmas, Hallowmas, * All hallond. s.

[Eng. all; hallows, or hallow; A.8. halgt
(genit. halgan) = saints.] [Hallow.]

1. The old English designation of All
Saints' Day, the 1st of November, formerly
ushered in throughout Britain by the cere-
monies and merry-making of All-halloween.
[All-halloween, All Saints' Day.]

"Book of Riddles \ why, did you not lend ft to Alice
Shortcake upon All-hallowmas last, a fortnight afore
Michaelmas!"—Shakesp.: Merry Wives, I l.

2. During the darkness of mediaeval times,
if the example which follows may be trusted,
there were people who believed All-hallows to
be a saint instead of a saints' day, and had no
misgivings with regard to the genuineness of
"his" relics when exhibited.

" Frendea, here shall re se evyn anoue
Of All-hallowes the blessed jaw-bone.
Kiss It hardely with good devocUm *

Heywood : Four Pt.

All-hallows-eve, ' All hallond eve.
All-halloween, *All-halloween- tide,
Halloween, s. [Eng. all ; hallows-eve ; hal-

lond = hallows ; eve, een = eventide. In A.S.

tid, tiid = tide, time.] The 31st of October,
the evening before All-hallows (q.v.). Till

recently it was kept up (especially in Scot-

land) with ceremonies which have apparently

come down from Druidical times. [Hallow-
een.] Though connected with All Saints' Day
(1st of November), yet it seems to have been

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

Syrian, ee, 03 - 6. ey a. cw-u.
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formerly a merry making to celebrate the end
of autumn, and help to fortify the mind against

the advent of winter.

"Froth. Allhallond eta,"
Shakesp. : Measure for Measure, 11. 1.

"Betwixt Michaelmas and All-halloweem-tide
—The Petition of John Field, in Proud*'t Hist, of Eng.,
ch. vi.

All-hallow-tide, s. At or about the
•* tide " or time of All-hallows (q.v.).

"Cutoff the bough about All-hattowtide."—Bacon:
Jfat. Hist., Cent v., f 427.

all-happy, a. Completely happy. Happy
in the highest degree. {Webster.)

all-hating, a. Hating all.

"... this all-hating world."
Shakesp. : Richard II., v. 5.

all-heal, s. [Eng. all ; heal : doubtless
from the erroneous notion that the plant so
designated was a remedy for all diseases.]

* 1. The mistletoe,

"This was the most respectable festival of our
Druids, called yule-tide ; when mistletoe, which they
called all-heal, was carried in their hands and laid on
their altars, as an emblem of the salutiferous advent
of Messiah."—Stvkeley : Medallick Hist. of Carausius,
b. 1
2. A name for a plant, the Valeriana offici-

nalis, or Great Wild Valerian.

ALL-HEAL (VALERIANA OFFICINALIS).

3. Clown's All-heal ; a plant—the Stachys
pahtstris—belonging to the Labiata, or La-
biates.

all-healing, a. Healing all (diseases).

"The Druids' invocation was to one all-healing or
all-saving power."—Selden : Drayton's Polyolb., Song 9,

" Thy all-healing grace and spirit
Revive again what law and letter kill."

Donne : Die. Poems, xvi.

all-helping, a. Helping all.

"That all-healine detty, or all-helping medicine,
among the Druids. "—Selden on Drayton's Polyolb.,
Bong 0.

all-hiding, a. Hiding all things ; con-
cealing all things.

" O Night, thou furnace of foul reeking smoke,
Let not the Jealous day behold that face

Which underneath thy black all-hiding cloak
Immodestly lies martyr'd with disgrace I

"

Shakesp. : Tarquin and Lucrece.

all-hollow, adv. Completely; as "to
beat one all-hollow," that is, completely to
surpass one. (Vulgar.)

all-holy, a. Infinitely holy; holy to a
boundless extent.
"... the yearning for rescue from sin, for recon-

ciliation with an All-holy God."—Milman: Hist, of the
Jews, Pref., vol. i. f p. xxii.

all-honoured, a. Honoured by all.

"... the all-honour'd honest Roman, Brutus."
Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, ii. 6.

all-hoping, a. Hoping everything.
"... all-hoping favour and kindness. "—Carlyle

:

Heroes and Hero- Worship, Lect. VL

all-hurting, a. Hurting all things.
" That not a heart which in his level came,
Could 'scape the hail of his all-hurting aim."

Shakesp. : A Lover's Complaint.

all-idolizing, a. Idolizing everything.

"All-idolizing worms, that thus could crowd
And urge their sun into thy cloud."

Crashaw : Poems, p. 166.

all-illuminating, a. Illuminating every-
thing. (Webster.)

all-Imitating, a. Imitating everything.

"Alt-imitating ape.**

More : Bong of the Soul, L 11. 186.

all-important, a. Important above all

things ; in the highest degree important ; ex-

ceedingly important.
" The all-important emotion of sympathy is distinct

from that of love."—Darwin: Descent of Man, Part
I., ch. lii.

all Impressive, a. Exceedingly im-
pressive ; impressive in the highest degree.
(Webster.)

all-including, a. Including all.

"... when he spreads out his cutting-board for
the last time, and cuts cowhides by unwonted patterns,
and stitches thetu together into out* continuous all-

including case . . ."—Carlyle: Sartor Resartus,
bk. iiL, ch. i.

all-infolding, a. Which covers over or

infolds all things.
" The foodful earth, and all-infolding skies.

By thy black waves, tremendous Styx '. that flow."
Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. iv., 42, 13.

all-informing, a. Informing all.

" Twas He that made the all- informing light,

And with dark shadows clothes the aged night."
Sandys : Ps. civ.

all-interesting, a. In the highest de-

gree interesting. (Webster.)

all-interpreting, a. Interpreting all

things.
" The all-interpreting voice of Charity."

Milton ; Doct. and Disc of Divorce, ii. 9.

all-invading, a. Invading everything.
" What art thou. Frost? and whence are thy keen

stores
Deriv'd, thou secret all-invading power!

"

Thomson : The Seasons ; Winter.

all-jarred, a. Completely, or in all re-

spects jarred ; completely shaken.

"All was confused and undefined
To her alUjarr'd and wandering mind."

Byron : Partsina, xiv.

all-Judging, a. Judging all.

'•
. . . of all-judging Jove.*

Milton : Lycidas.

all-just, a. Infinitely just; perfectly

just. (Webster.)

all-kind, a. Perfectly kind ; kind in the

highest degree. (Webster.)

all-knowing, a. Knowing everything ;

possessed of all knowledge.
" Since the all-knowing cherubim love least."

Byron : Cain, i. L

all-knavish, a. Wholly knavish.
" After the same manner it may be proved to be

all-weak, all-foolish, and alt-knavish.*— Bowring

:

Bentham's Works, voL i.. p. 382,

all-licensed, a. Licensed by all, or
having received boundless license.

"... your alt-licensed fool."

Shakesp. : Lear, 1. 4.

all-loving, a. Infinitely loving ; of un-
bounded love.

" By hearty prayer to beg fhe sweet dellce
Of God"s all-loving spright."

More : Song of the Soul, I. ill. 32.

all-making, <>. Making all ; all-creating,

omnific.
" By that all-seeing and all-making mind."

Dryden.

all-maturing, a. Maturing everything
;

bringing all things forward to ripeness.

"Which atl-maturing Time must bring to light."
Dryden : Ann. Mir., ver. 564.

all-merciful, a. Infinitely merciful ; of
unbounded mercy.

" The A ll-merciful God. "—Coleridge : Aids to Reflec-
tion, 4th ed.. p. 301.

all-murdering, a. Murdering every
creature within his or its power to kill

"... one all-murdering stroke."
Sir R. Famhawe : 4th Hook of Virgil.

all-nameless, a. Not on any account to
be named.

"Since that all-nameless hour."
Byron: Manfred, I 1.

all-noble, a. In all respects noble.

"Spirit and matter have ever been presented to us
in the rudest contrast, the one as all-noble, the other
as alt-vile."—Tyndali : Frag, of Science, viL 164.

all-nourishing, a. Nourishing all

;

nourishing all men, animals, and plants.

"Friend, hast thou considered the 'rugtred all-
nourishing Earth,' as Sophocles well names her?"—
Carlyte : Sartor Resartus, bk. ii., ch. vi.

all-obedient, a. Thoroughly obedient
to every command.

"Then bows his all-obedient head, and dies."
Crashaw .- Poems, p. 169.

all-obeying, a. Receiving obedience
from all.

" Tell him, from his alt-obeying breath I hear
Tha doom of Egypt.

"

Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, IiL L

all-obllviOUS, a. Causing complete for-

getfulness.
" 'Gainst death and all-oblivious enmity

Shall you pace forth."—Shakesp. : Sonnets, Iv.

all-Obscuring, a. Obscuring everything.
" Till all-obscuring earth hath laid
The body in perpetual shade."

Bp. Menry King's Poems : The Dirge.

all-overish, a. [All over, and the suffix
-ish.] Possessed of a feeling of being out of
health from head to foot, without being able to
specify any disease existing in one's frame.
(Vulgar.)

all-overpowering, a. Overpowering
all.

"Yes ! such a strain, with all-o'erpowering measure,
Slight melodise with each tumultuous sound."

Scott : Vision of Don Roderick, Introd., ver. 2.

all-overtopping, a. Overtopping all

the rest.
".

. . the grand all-overtopping Hypocrisy Branch."—Carlyte: Sartor Resartus, ok. ii., ch. lii.

all-panting, a. Thoroughly panting.
" Stong with the smart, 'all-panting with the pain."

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. xt, 851.

all -patient, a. Thoroughly patient
(MitfvrcL)

all-penetrating, a. Penetrating every-
thing.

" Since I cannot escape from thy [Christ's] all-pen*
trating presence . . ."—Stafford : Niobe, ii. 8L

all peopled, a. Peopled by all
"... the alt-peopled earth."

Byron : Cain, i. L

all-perfect, a. Infinitely perfect.

"... such th' all-perfect Hand I

That poia'd, impels, and rules the steady whole,"
Thomson: Summer.

all-perfection, s. Complete perfection.
[All-PERFECTS ess. ]

" All-perfection of the British Constitution."—Bow-
ring: Bentham's Works, vol. i., p. 225.

all-perfectness, s. Complete perfec-

tion
;
perfection unmarred even by the smallest

flaw or imperfection.

". . . the world, heaven, and all-perfectness."—
More: Conj. Cabb., p. 168.

all-pervading, a. Pervading all space.

"An all-pervading Spirit . .
."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iv.

all-piercing, a. Piercing everything.
'* Lett Phoebus should, with his all-piercing eye,
Descry some Vulcan. "—Marxian : Satires, Sat. 5.

all-pitlless, a. In the highest degree
pitiless ; totally destitute of pity.

"An all-pitiless demon . . ."

Byron : Manfred, ii. 2.

all-pondering, a. Pondering on every-
thing.

" To whose alt-pondering mind . . ."

Wordsworth : Sonnets to Liberty.

all-potent, a. Having all power ; all-

powerful, omnipotent. (Irving.)

all-powerful, a. Having all power;
omnipotent. (In its proper sense it can be
used only of God, but it is sometimes loosely

employed of men.)
"O all-powerful Being ! the least motion of whose

will can create or destroy a world . . . "—Swift.

"... the all-powerful Campbells."—Macaulay:
Hist. Eng., ch. xlx.

all-praised, a. Praised by all.

"This gallant Hotspur, this all-praised knight."
Shakesp. : Henry IV., Part I., iiL 2.

t all-prayer, s. Unceasing prayer.
". . . he [Christian] was forced to put up his

sword, and betake himself to another weapon called
all-prayer f Eph. vi. 18)."—Bunyan : Pitg. Prog., pt. L

all-present, a. Present everywhere ;

omnipresent. (Webster.)

all preventing, a. Preventing every-

thing. (Spec.) Preventing a person or persons
from being taken unawares by an enemy or by
danger.

" The cautious king, with all-preventing care.

To guard that outlet, plac'd Eumaeus there.

'

Pope : Bomer's Odyssey, bk. xxii., 146, 147.

all-protecting, a. Completely protect-

ing ; in all respects protecting ;
protecting

against everything said or done. (Webster.)

all-quickening, a. Quickening all; im-
parting life to all.

"... all-quickening grace."
Cowper: Charity.

all-redeeming, a. Redeeming all ; ran-

soming every one.

"Not the long-promised light, the brow whose
beaming

Was to come forth, all-conquering, all-redeeming.
Moore : Lalla Rookh.

boll, bo*^; p6ut, Jdivl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan = shan. -tion, -sion, -cioun shun ; -sion, -tion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &a. = bel, del*
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all-rending, a. Rending everything.

"The all-rending Hammer flung from the hand of
Thor."—Carlyle: Heroes, Lect L

all-righteous, a. Of unbounded right-
eousness.
" Such future scenes th' all-righteous powers display
By their dread seer, and such my future day."

Pope: Homer i Odyssey, bk. xxiii., 80&-4.

all-ruling, a. Ruling over all
;
possessed

of universal sovereignty.

all-sagacious, a. Possessed of perfect
sagacity. (Webster.)

All Saints' Day, s. A festival instituted

by Pope Boniface IV. , early in the seventh cen-

tury, on the occasion of his transforming the
Roman heathen Pantheon into a Christian
temple or church, and consecrating it to the
Virgin Mary and all the martyrs. It did not
take root for two centuries later, but once
having done so, it soon spread through the
Western Church. It is kept by the Churches
of England, Rome, &c, on the 1st of Novem-
ber. It is designed, as its name implies, to

honour all saints, or at least those no longer
living on earth. It was formerly called All-

hallows (q.v.).

all-sanctifying, a. Sanctifying all.

" The venerable and all-sancti.fying names of the
Apostles."— West on the Resurrection, p. 328.

all-saving, a. Saving all.

"The Druid's invocation was to one alt-healing or
all-laving power."

—

Selden : Drayton's Polyolb., Song 9.

all-searching, a. Searching everything.

"Consider next God's Infinite, aU-searching know-
ledge, which looks through and through the most
secret of our thoughts, ransacks every corner of the
heart, ponders the most inward designs and ends of

the soul in all a man's actions. "—South : Serm,, ii. W.

all-seed, s. The name given to the Poly-
carpon, a genus of plants belonging to the
order Caryophyllacese, or Clove-worts. The A.
tetraphyllum, or Four-leaved All-seed, occurs
wild on the southern coasts of Britain. It

has three stamina and a three-valved, many-
seeded fruit. [POLYCARPON.]

all-seeing, a. &

.

As adjective : Seeing every person and thing.

(bit. ttftg.)
".

. . for what can 'scape the eye
Of God aU-seeing I "—MUton : P. L., bk. x.

" Q. Elii. All-seeing Heaven, what a world is this
!

"

Shaketp. : Richard III., ii. 1.

"... the all-seeing sun."
Shakesp. : Romeo and Juliet, i. 1

As substantive : The Being who sees all per-

sons and everything—God.
"... he has cast himself before the All seeing

. . . ."—Carlyle : Sartor Retartut, bk. ii., ch. in.

all-seer, s. He who sees all.

" That high All-seer, which I dallied with.
Hath turned my feigned prayer on my head."

Shaketp. : Richard III., V. i

all-Shaking, a. Shaking everything.
" Thou all-shaking thunder."

Shaketp. : Lear, iii. 2.

all-shamed, a. Shamed, or put to shame
before all ; completely put to shame.

" Tho' thence I rode all-shamed, hating the life
He gave me." Tennyson ; Enid.

all-Shrouding, a. Shrouding everything.
(Webster.)

all-shunned, a. Shunned by all.

" His poor self,

A dedicated beggar to the air,

With his disease of all-shunn'd poverty,
Walks, like contempt, alone."

Shaketp. : Tim. of Ath., It. L

all-Sided, a. On every side.

". . . a culture which should not be one-sided,
but aVrrided."~Tyndaa : Frag, of Science.

all-silent, a. In complete silence.
" Sighfully or all-silent $aze upon him
With such a flxt devotion, that the old man,
Tho" doubtful, felt the flattery.''

Tennyson ; Merlin and Vivien.

All Souls' Day, s. The day on which
the Church of Rome commemorates all the
faithful deceased. It was first enjoined in

the eleventh century by Oidlon, Abbot of
Cluny, on the monastic order of which he was
the head, and soon afterwards came to be
adopted by the Church generally. It is held
on the 2nd of November.

"Rich. This is All Souis' Day. fellows, 1« It not!
Sher. It is, my lord.
Rich, Why, then All Souls' Day Is my body's dooms-

day,"-^koietp. . Richard III., v. L

All Souls' Eve, s. The evening before
All Souls' Day. The evening of Novem-
ber 1st.

" 'Twas All-Souls' Eve, and Surrey's heart beat high

:

He heard the midnight bell with anxious start.

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, vi. 16.

all-spreading, a. Spreading in every
direction.

"... all-spreading happiness."
Byron ; Cain, i. L

all-Strangling, a. Strangling all.

**. . . the surges of the all-strangling deep . .
."

Byron : Heaven and Earth, pt. i. , s. iii.

all-subduing, a. Subduing all persons,
or all things.

" Love, all -subduing and divine."
Cawper : Translation from Guion.

all submissive, a. Completely submis-
sive ; in all respects submissive. (Webster.)

all sufficiency, s. Sufficiency for every-
thing.

" God, the more we are sensible of our own indi-

gence, the more let us wonder at thine all-sufficiency.
"

—Bp. Ball i Occasional Meditations, lxx.

all-sufficient, a. & s.

A. As adjective

:

1. Sufficient for everything.

"Books and schooling are absolutely necessary to
education, but not aU-suMcientf'—J. S. Mill ; Political
Economy (1848), vol. i, bk. ii., ch. viL, | 2, p. 830.

2. In all respects sufficient

"Here, then, is an all-sufficient warrant for the
assertion of objective existence."

—

Herbert Spencer:
Psychol., 2nd ed. (1872). vol. ii.. p. 452, f 448.

B. As substantive : The all-sufficient Being
—God.

"Through this [faith] Abraham saw a phcenix-like
resurrection of his son, as possible with God ; therefore
obeyeth that command of offering his son, believing a
metamorphosis possible with the All-sufficient. —
Whitlock : Manners of the English, p. 644.

all-surrounding, a. Surrounding every-

thing. Spec., encompassing our globe.

"... aU-surrounding heavit"
Thomson: Spring.

all-surveying, a. Sun-eying everything.
" Then I observed the bold oppressions done.
In presence of the all-surveying sun."

Sandys : Eccles., p. 8.

all-SUStainlng, a. Sustaining all things.

"Doth God withdraw his all-sustaining might T
"

Sir J. Beaumont : Poems, p. 89.

all-telling, a. Telling, that is, divulging
everything.

" A tt-teUing fame
Doth noise abroad, Navarre hath made a vow,"

Shakesp. : Love's Labours Lost, it L

all-terrible, a. In all respects terrible ;

terrible to all.

" High o'er the best all-terrible he stands.
Ana thunders to his steeds these dread commands."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xix., 438-9.

all the world, $.

Fig.: An epithet applied by a person in love

to the object of affection.
" You are my all-the-world, and I must strive
To know my shames and praises from your tongue,"

Shakesp. : Sonnets, cxtl.

t all to, t all to, t ail-too, adv. [Eng.
all; to.)

1. Originally, the all and to were distinct

from each other, the to being connected with
the verb immediately following, to which it

imparted force. At first that verb was always
one meaning to break or to destroy, and
the prefix to implied that this breaking or
destruction was complete or thorough.

" The bagges and the bigirdles
He hath to-broke hem all."

Piers Ploughman, Vis. i., 6,073.

"Al Is to-broken thilke regioun."—Chaucer: C. T,
2,759.

2. Subsequently, in the opinion of some,
the all and to became connected, acquiring
the signification of altogether, quite, wholly,

completely. Others would reduce all these
cases under No. 1, and sweep No. 2 away.

" It was not she that call 'd him all-to naught

:

Now she adds honours to his hateful name.
Shakesp. : Venus and Adonis.

" She plumes her feathers, and lets grow her wings,
That, in the various bustle of resort.
Were alhto ruffled, and sometimes impaired."

Milton: Comut.

"And a certain woman cast a piece of a millstone
upon AMmelech's head, and all to brake his scull.

**—

Judg. Ix. 53.

". . . your Bonaparte represents his Sorrow* of
Napoleon Opera in an ail-too stupendous style; with
music of cannon-volleys, and murder-shrieks of a
world . . ."—Carlyle : Sartor Retartut, bk.tL.cn.vt

all-too-full, a. Altogether too full

"Strait-laced, but all-too-full in bud
For Puritanic stays."

Tennyson : The Talking OeJs.

all too timeless, a. Altogether too
timeless.

" But some untimely thought did instigate
His all-twximclets speed, if none of those."

Shaketp. : Tarquin and Lucrece.

all-triumphing, a. Triumphing every-
where, or over every one.

" As you were Ignorant of what were done,
By Cupid's band, your all-triumphing son.*

B. J onsets.

all-unwilling, a. Highly unwilling.
" His presence haunted still ; and from the breast
He forced an aU-unitUling interest."

Byron : Lara, I. xix.

all-upholder, $. One who upholds alL
(Special coinage.)

" Gleams across the mind His light,
Feels the lifted soul His might.
Dare it then deny His reign, the All-upholder t~
Goethe. (Quoted in Tyndall's Frag, of Science.

all-watched, a. Watched throughout
" Nor doth he dedicate one Jot of colour
Unto the weary and all-watched night"

Shaketp. : Ben. V., iv.. Choc

all-weak, a. Thoroughly weak,
"After the same manner it may be proved to be

all-weak, all-foolish, and all•knavish.'
1—Bowring : Ben-

tham's Fragment of Government, voL i., p. 282.

all-Wise, a. In all respects wise. Wise,
with no admixture of folly. (A term applied

to the Supreme Being, or to His action in the
universe.

)

" Adam. God, the Eternal 1 Infinite 1 All-wise I

'

Byron : Cain, L L

all wltted, a. Having all descriptions of
wit.

"Come on, slgnlor, now prepare to court this akV
witted lady, most naturally, and like yourself."—J.
Jonson ; Every Man out of his Humour, v. l.

all-worshipped, a. Worshipped by alL

"... in her own loins
She hutch'd the all-worshipp'd ore and precious gems."

MQton; Comut.

all-worthy, a. In the highest degree

worthy.
" Fit. Oh, my all-worthy lord !

Clo. All-worthy villain 1"

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iii. i.

al -la, prep, lln Ital. the dative case fern, of

the definite article la, the one which is used
before feminine nouns beginning with a con-

sonant. Or it may be considered the prep.

alio, alii, agli, alia, alle, which is = to, at, and.

is identified with the article. It corresponds
with the French au, aux, a la.]

1, To the ; according to.

2. After the manner of the . . ; as AUa
Francese =- after the French fashion.

alia breve, a., s. , & adv. [Lit. = accord-

ing to the breve.] In quick time ; in such
time that the notes take only half their usual
time to execute. It is the same as alla-capeUa.

It is very rarely used in modern music.

alla-oapella, a., s.,& adv. [Lit.= accord-

ing to the capella, or rather cappella, meaning
chapel.] As is done in church music, which
contains one breve, or two semi-breves, or
notes equivalent to them in time.

alia prima, s. [Lit.= to the first ; mean-
ing, at the first ; at the very first]

Painting: A process by which the proper
colours are applied at once to the canvas
without its being previously impasted for

their reception.

Al'-la,s. [Arab.] [Allah.]

al'-lag-ite, *. [In Ger. allagit. Apparently

from Gr. aXAa^n (allagl) = change ; a\Xn>o-ts
(allasso) — to change; -ite.] A mineral, a
variety of rhodonite, arranged by Dana iu his

Carbonated section. It is of a dull green or
reddish-brown colour, and is found in the
Harz mountains.

Al'-lah, *. [Arab. Allah, contr. from Al-Jlah

= the Adorable ; the (Being) worthy to be
adored. Al = the ; Hah, from alah = to

adore. Heb. nV?« (Eloah) ; E. Aram, yrtg

(Elah)= God.] The name of God in use

among the Arabs and the Mohammedans
generally.

" He called on AUa, but the word
Arose unheeded or unheard."

Byron : The Giaour.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6%

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son : mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce c. ey a. qu - lew.
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Allah akbar, interj, =God (is) great A
Mohauunedan war-cry.

Alia, hu, Alia ho, interj. (=God is).

A Mohammedan war-cry, consisting of words
taken from the muezzin's call to prayer. The
fall form is Allah-hu akbar = God is great.

(See Herklots, Saffur Shumeef's Moosulmans of
India, 1832, p. xcviii.)

" God and the prophet

—

A lla Bu I

Up to the skies with that wild halloo I

"

Byron ; The Siege of Corinth, v. 82.

Allah 11 Allah, interj. God is the God.
** Alia it Alia I Vengeance swells the cry

—

Shaine mounts to rage that must atone or die I

"

Byron : The Cortair, ii, 8,

al la-man -da, s. [Called after Dr. Frederick

Allemand, a professor of Natural History in

Leyden University, and a correspondent of

Linnteus.] A genus of plants belonging to

the order Apocynaceas, or Dogbanes. The
A. cathartica is, as its name implies, ca-

thartic. In moderate doses it is useful in

Buch diseases as painter's colic, but given in

excess it is violently emetic and purgative.

(Lindley: Veg. Kingd., 1847, p. 600.)

all amort, a, [Fr. a la mort.] [Amort.]

al'-lan-ar ly, adv. [All»narly.]

JU'-lan-ite, s. [From T. Allan, the Edinburgh
mineralogist, who fiist recognised it as a dis-

tinct species.]

Min. : According to the British Museum
Catalogue, a variety of Orthite ; but Dana
considers it a distinct species. He places

it in his Epidote group of Unisilicates. It

is monoclinic and isomorphous with epidote.

Its crystals are sometimes tabular and fiat, at

others long and slender, or even acieular.

The hardness is 5-5-6, the sp. grav. 30 to 4-2.

It is generally of a pitch brown or black
colour, with a sub-metallic pitchy or resinous

lustre. It is akin to epidote, and. is a cerium
epidote. It contains the other rare metals-
lanthanum, didymium, yttrium, and some-
times glucinium. Dana divides it into seven
varieties : (1) Allanite proper, including
Cerine, Bucklandite, and Tantalite; (2) Ural-

orthite, (3) Bagrationite, (4) Orthite, (5) Xan-
thorthite, (6) Pyrorthite, and (7) Erdmannite.
It is found in Green\and, Norway, and other
places.

al Ian to I c, a. IEng. allantois ; -ic ] Be-
longing to the aliantois

;
pertaining to the

allantois.

allantoic add, s. An acid found in the
liquor of th'j fcetal calf. It was formerly
called amniotic acid. [Allantois.]

allantoic fluid, s. A fluid found in the
embryo of man and animals. The most notable
element found in it is allantoin (q.v.).

al-lan-to -id, a. & s. [Allantois.)

A. As adj. : Allantoic.

B. As subst. : The allantois.

al-lan-to '-in, s. [From allantois (q.v.).]

Chem. ; C4N4H6O3. A neutral organic sub-
stance which contains the elements of 2 mole-
cules of ammonium oxalate, minus 5 molecules
of water. It is found in the allantoic liquid
of the foetal calf. It is obtained artificially,

together with"oxalic acid and urea, by boiling
nric acid with lead dioxide and water, and
forms colourless, tasteless prismatic crystals.

al-lan-to -is, t al-lan-to -Id, s. [In Ft.

and Port, allanto'ide ,* from Gr. aWavroeiS^c
(allantoekles) = shaped like an dAAas (alias),

genit. aWavros (allantos) = a kind of meat.,
intermediate between our sausage and black-
pudding.] A thin membrane existing in the
embryos of amniotic vertebrata. It is situated
under the chorion, and outside the amnion
of the embryo. It is well developed in the
Ruminantia, but less so in the Rodentia. In
the chick of birds it becomes applied to the
membrane of the egg-shell, and constitutes the
breathing apparatus of the young animal till

the lungs are formed. The embryo of man
possesses an allantois, which, however, is but
transient, shrivelling before the end of the
second month of development, and soon after-
wards entirely disappearing. (Todd £ Bow-
nan : Physiol. Anat., vol. ii., pp. 590, 603, 620.)

Al-lan-tur'-ic, a. [Eng. allantois; uric.]

Obtained from allantoin and uric acid.

allanturic acid, s.

Chem. : An organic acid having the formula
C3N2H3O3.H, obtained from uric acid.

al'-lar, s. The same as Alder (q.v.). (Scotch.)

* al Las', interj. [Alas.]

* al la -trate, v. [Lat. allatro m to bark at

:

ad = to ; latro = to bark. ] To bark as a dog.

" Let Cerberus, the dog of hell, allatrate what he
list, to the contrary."—Stubbet : Anat. of Abuse*.

al -la-vo-lee, adv. [Fr. a la volte (lit.
—

according to night)= at random.] At random.
(Scotch.) (Jameson.)

al la y, * a la y, * a la ye, * al -legg e,

a-legg'e, v.t. & t [Wedgwood considers

that the A.S. alecgan and the Fr. alleger have
both had to do with the origin of this word,
which in its old form is best spelled with a
single I (alegge) when from alecgan, and a
double one (allegge) when from alliger. The
A.3. alecgan, imp. alege, is — (1) to place, to

lay down, to lay along, (2) to lay aside, con-
fine, diminish, take away, put down or depress.

Cognate with Dut. leggen = to lay, put, or
place. The Fr. alleger is = to lighten, unload,
ease, relieve, mitigate ; lege = empty, light.

In Sp. aliviar; Ital. aUeviare; Lat. allevo =
(1) to lift up, (2) to lighten, to alleviate, (3)

to diminish the force of, to weaken ; from
levis = light, not heavy. At first, allay and
alloy were the same words.] [Alegge, Al-
lege, Alloy, Alleviate.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. Formerly ; To mingle the precious
metals with baser ingredients.

2. To diminish the acrid character of a
substance ; to mix wine with water.

" Being brought into the open air,

It would allay the ourning quality
Of that fell poison which asaaileth him."

Shaketp. : King John, v. 7.

" If he dtinketh wine let him alaye it. or let it be
•oure."—Bollybuth : Bomith Apothecary, p. 41.

3. To appease, to quiet, to diminish, to

soften, to mitigate. (Applied to the appetites,

the emotions, the passions, &c.)
" But God, who caused a fountain, at thy prayer.
From the dry ground to spring, thy thirst to allay
After the brunt of battle. . .

"

Milton: Samton Agonistet.

"But his exhortations irritated the passions which
he wished to allay."—Macaulay : BUt. Eng., ch. zii.

B. Intransitive : To abate.

t al-lay, s. [From the verb.] [Alloy, s.]

The act of adding one thing to another, with
the effect of diminishing, mitigating, or sub-
duing the predominant characteristics of the
one to which the addition is made ; the state of

being so mixed ; the thing added to, mingled,
or combined with the other ; the mixture or
combination thus made.
Used (1.) Of metals : An alloy of one metal

with another ; alay, alaye, allay being the old
way of writing alloy. [Alloy.]

" For if that thay were put to such assayes.
The gold of hem hath now so badde alayet
With bras, that though the coyn be fair at ye,

It wolde rather brest in tuo than plye."
Chaucer : C. T., 9,042-5.

" The Scriptures mention the rust of gold, but that
Is in regard of the allay."—Lord Bacon: Work*.

(2.) Ofother things: Used in the general sense
already given.

" Dark colours easily suffer a sensible allay by little

scattering light."—Newton: Opticks.

"True it is that the greatest beauties in this world
are receptive of an allay of sorrow."—-Jeremy Taylor

:

Life of Jetut, 9 xv.

al layed, //, -par. & a. [Allay, v.t]

al-lay'-or, s. [Allay.] A person or thing
that has the power of allaying.

" Phlegm and pure blood are reputed allayert of
acrimony. "—Barvey.

al-lay'-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Allay.]
" Men. . . one that loves a cup of hot wine with

not a drop of allaying Tyber in 't."

Shaketp. : Coriolanui, ii. L

al-lay'-ment, s. [Eng. allay ; -ment. In Fr.

allegement.] The act of allaying ; the state of

being allayed ; that which allays, alleviates,

diminishes, mitigates, or subdues.
"... and apply

Allaymentt to their act
Shaketp. ; CymbeUne, L 6.

• alio, a. & adv. [All.]

al'-le, *. [The Swedish name.]
Zool. : The little auk, or black and white

diver, Mergulus alle, or M. melanoleucos. It is

called also the Common Rotche. It inhabit*

the seas north of Britain, and visits our coast*
only during winter. [Alca. ]

t al'-lo-crSt, s. [Ger. aVUr = all ; krajl =
strength.] A kind of light armour worn by
the Swiss and some other nations in the six-

teenth century.

t aT-lS-crlm bra'-bd, s. [Brazilian name.)
The name given in Brazil to a plant, the Hj/-

pericum laxiusculum, there reputed to be a
specific against the bites of serpents . (Limit.

;

Nat. Sys. Bot., 2nd ed,, 1836, p. 7a)

* al-lect, v.t. [In Fr. alUcher ; Ital. allettare;

Lat. ullecto, freq. of allicio = to draw gently
to, to entice; * lacio = to draw gently.] To>

entice, to allure.
" Allected and allured to them."

Ball : Henry YL, an. at.

* al-lec-ta -tion, s. [Lat. allectatio, fr. ailed*

= to allure.] Enticement, allurement

al -lee -tive, a. & s. [Eng. allect ; -ive.J

A. As adjective: Enticing, alluring.

"Woman yfarced with fraude and dlscelpt,

To thy confusion most allective bait,"
Chaucer : Rem. of Love, vet. 14.

B. -<45 substantive : An enticement, aa
allurement.

" An allective to synne."Sir Thomat More : Worker

al ledge, v. [Allege.]

* alle-feynt'e, a. [Apparently from Eng.

alle = all, and Fr. faineant — lazy, idle, slug-

gish.] Lazy, sluggish. (Prompt. Parv.)

* alle - feynte - lye, adv. [Allefeynte.1
Lazily, sluggishly. (Prompt. Parv.)

*all'e-ful-ly, adv. Totally, completely.

(Prompt. Parv.)

* al-le-gance (1), * al-leg'-o-an9e, *-

[Allege.] An allegation.

"How foolishly doth he second his allegean&tS—
True yonconformitt. (Pref.)

* al'-lc -gance (2),
* al -15-gaunce, * tt-

le-ge-ance, s. [O. Fr. allegeance.] A
lightening, relieving, relief.

" I hadde noon hope of aUegaunce."
Romaunt of Rote, p. T*.

* Xl le-gant, * Al'-l-gannt, *. [Alicast.)

Wine from Alicant.

fil-le-ga'-tion, s. [In Fr. alUgation; Sp. «flr-

gacion ; Ital. allegazione ; Lat. allegatio — CO
a dispatching, a mission, (2) an assertioa

by way of proof or excuse ; from allego.}

[Allege.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

t 1. The act of affirming ; the act of posi-

tively asserting or declaring.

2. The assertion which is made by oust

alleging anything ; especially used for an ex-

cuse, justificatory plea, &c.
" My lord of Suffolk, Buckingham, and York,
Reprove my allegation, if you can

;

Or else conclude my words effectual."

Shaketp. : Benry 17., Part II., 1U. L

B. Technically

:

L In the Ecclesiastical Courts

:

1. Formerly : A specific charge against a
person drawn out in articles. It followed oa
the citation of the party. The next step after

the allegation was the defendant's answer

upon oath. Any circumstances which the

defendant felt disposed to communicate for

his defence or exculpation were propounded
in what was called his defensive allegation.

(Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 7.)

* Allegation of faculties was the statement

of a person's means. It was used in proceed-

ings respecting alimony.

2. Now: The first plea in testamentary

causes ; also every successive plea in causes of

every kind. A responsive allegation is the

first plea given in by a defendant A counter

allegation is the plaintiff's answer to this de-

fence. An exceptive allegation is one which
takes exception to the credit of a witness.

H. In the Civil and Criminal Courts: An
asserted fact, the adduction of reasons or

witnesses in support of an argument (BUI

:

Wharton's Law Lexicon.)

al-leg e, t al-lSd'fire, a-lfcflft'e, * a-leyda,
*

v.t. & i. [In Fr. alleguer = to allege, to cite;

Sp. alegar; Port, allegar; Ital. allegare. From

boll, boy; pout, jolvl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =4

-tion, -slon, -cloun = shun ; -sion, -tion - zhuxu -tlous, -slous, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bcl, del. tre tor
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Lat, allego, -avi = (1) to dispatch on private
business ; (2) (later) to adduce, to allege : ad
= to, and lego, -avi m to send . as an ambas-
sador, to appoint by will. &c]
A. Transitive

:

1. To adduce as an authority, or plead as an
excuse.

". no law of God or reason of man hath
hithferto been alleged of force sufficient to prove they

cannot allege any colour of ignorance or want of in-
struction : we cannot say we nave not learned them,
or we could not"

—

Bishop Sprat.

2. To affirm positively, to declare, to aver.

[See p.i]

B. Intransitive : To assert, to affirm posi-

tively, to aver.
" Here negative evidence, they allege, can never

satisfactorily establish the proposition." — Oicen:
Clauif. of Mammalia, p. S8.

al-legO able, a [Eng. allege; -able.] That
may be alleged.

" Passing over of time is not allegeable In pre-
scription for the lose of any right."

—

Froude : Hist.
Eng.. pt. L, vol. lv., p. 194.

alleged , pa. par. & a. [Allege.]
" It was not sufficient to prove that the Bishops had

written the alleged libel. *—Macaula>j : Hist. Eng..
ch. viii.

* al-lege-ment, s. [Eng. allege; -merit]

Allegation.

"To Raman they come to flaol, with many eom-
Slaints and allegementt in their mouths."—Bishop
a rulerton: Sermon*.

al-lSg'-er, s. [Eng. allege; -er.] One who
* alleges.

"The narrative. If we believe it as confidently as
the famous alleger of it, Pamphilio, appears to do
. . . "—Bogle.

alio -glance, * al-le'-ge'-ance, * al-

leg -aunce, s. [Norm. Fr. ligeance; Low
Lak Htgancia, ligiantia, ligeitas = allegiance.

Generally taken from Lat. alligo — to bind to

:

ad = to ; ligo = to bind. But Ducange, whom
Wedgwood follows, derives the above words
from Low Lat. litus, lidus, ledue = a person
intermediate between a freeman and a serf,

and who owes certain services to his lord.]

[Liege, Lad.]

L The area or dominion within which the
bond of obligation described under No. II.

exists.
" Natural-born subjects are sach as are born within

the dominions of the crown of England : that is, within
the ligeance, or, as It is generally called, the allegi-

ance of the king ; and aliens, such as are born out of

it"—Blackstone : Comment., bk. L, ch, 10.

EL The obligation itself.

1. The tie or ligamen which binds the sub-
ject to his liege lord the king, in return for the

Protection which the king allows the subject.

t is founded on reason, and therefore affects

all natural-born subjects of the king, that is,

all born within his "ligeance." For a long
time it was formally called universal and per-

petual, to distinguish it from the local and
temporary obligation contracted by aliens,

whilst they remained in a country, to the
ruler of that land in return for protection
received. Recent legislation has, however,
given up this principle, and a British settler

in the United States, who has for ever left his

country, is no longer entitled to claim the
protection of our sovereign, or expected to

render him or her allegiance in return.

"... yet, he, that cau endure
To follow with allegiance a fallen lord.

Does conquer him that did his master conquer.
And earns a place i' the story."

Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, HI It

"To which of these two princes did Christian men
owe aliegianee t "—Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

Local allegiance is such as is due from an
alien, or stranger born, for so long time as

he continues within the king's dominion and
•'.- protection. (Blackstone: Comment., bk. L,

ch. 10.)

Natural allegiance is such as is due from all

men born within the king's dominions imme-
diately upon their birth. (Blackstone : Com-
ment., bk. i., ch. 10.)

Oath ofallegiance : An oath binding one who
takes it faithfully to discharge such obligation.

For 600 years previous to the Revolution of

1688, this was of a sweeping character, but
immediately after that great event it was
modified, and made to run thus :

" that he [the

person swearing it] will be faithful and bear
true allegiance to the king. " It will be seen

that no mention is here made of the king's

heirs, and no effort is made to define the
nature or extent of the "allegiance" to be
rendered. Modifications of the oath of alle-

giance have since been made by 21 & 22 Vict.,

c. 48 ; superseded by 30 & 31 Vict., c. 75, § 5 ;

and it again by the Promissory Oaths Act,

31 & 32 Vict., c, 72, that now in force.

2. The infinite obligation due by every in-

telligent creature to the Creator.

"Tour military obedience, to dissolve
Allegiance ft the acknowledged Power Supreme."

Milton: J>. L„ bk. lv.

t al-le -gi-ant, a [Allegiance.] Loyal
"... poor undeserver, I

Can nothing render but allegiant thanks.
My pr*y'rs to heaven for yuu."

Shakesp. ; Henry Till., iii. 2.

al~leg'-Ing, pr. par. [Allege.

al-le-gor -Ic, al-le-g6r -i-cal, o. [In Fr.

allegorigue ; 8p. alegorico ; Port and ItaL
aUegorico ; Lat. allegoricus; Gr. aWnyoptKot
(alligorikos).~\ Pertaining to an allegory ; con-
taining an allegory ; resembling an allegory.

* "A kingdom they portend Thee, but what kingdom,
Beal or allegoric, 1 discern not, . .

"

Milton: P.R.,bk. iv.

al-le^g6V-l>cal-iy\ adv. [Eng. allegoric;

-ally.) After tfie manner of an aHegory.

"Anaxagoras and his school are said to have ex-
plained the whole of the Homeric mythology allegori-

cally."—Max MUUer: Science of Lang., vol it, p. i31.

" Even when he speaks aUegorically he seems to
represent the first form of allegory. In which it Is

traceahly moulded upon history, and serves for its

key."—Gladstone : Studies on Homer, i. 1M.

al le gor -I-cal ness, s. [Eng. allegorical;

-ness.] The quality of being allegorical.

(Johnson. )

*al le-gor-i^m, *. [Eng. aUegoriy); -ism.]

An allegory. (Bp. Jewell.)

al-lfi-gor-Ist, s. [Eng. allegory; -ist. In
Ger. atlegorist ; Fr. allegoriste ; Port and Ital.

allegorista.] One who allegorises ; one who
uses figurative language, or writes a work of a

figurative character.
" Bunyan is indeed asdecidedly the first of aUegoristt

as Demosthenes is the first of orators, or Shakspeare
the first of dramatists." — Maeaulay : Hist. Eng.,

ch. viL

al-lS-gor-i'ze, al-lS-g6r-i'se, v.t.&i, [In

Ger. allegorisircn ; Fr. allcgoriser; Sp. alego-

rizar ; Port allcgorisar ; from Later Lat. alle-

gorizo.]

A. Transitive : To convert into an allegory*

'

to interpret allegorically ; to explain in a

figurative sense.

" An alchymist shall reduce divinity to the maxims
of his laboratory, explain morality by sal, sulphur,

and mercury, and allegorize the Scripture Itself, and
the sacred mysteries thereof, into the philosopher's
stone. '—Locke.
" Be hath very wittily allegorized this tree, allowing

his supposition of the tree itself to be true,"—Raleigh.

"As some would allegorize these signs, so others
would confine them to the destruction of Jerusalem.

-

—Burnet: Theory.

B. Intransitive : To use allegory, to speak
in a figurative manner. (Sometimes followed

by upon, of, regarding, Ac.)
" After his manner, he atlegorizeth upon the sacri-

fices of the law."—Pulke against Allen, p. 231

"Origen knew not the Pope's puriptory. though he
allegorize of a certain purgatory, —ibid., p. 4*7.

al -le-gor-ixed, pa. par. & a. [Allegorize.]

al-le-gor-i'-zer, s. [Eng. allegorize; -er.]

One who allegorises.

"The Stoick philosophers, as we learn from Cicero,
were great aUegorizer* in their theology."—Coventry :

Phil. Conn., v.

al-le-gor-I'-xiiig, pr. par,, a., & s. [Allk-

oorize.J

al-lS-gor-fc • al-lS-gor-ie, • *U-lS-

g6r-$fe, a [In Sw. aUegori ; Dan. and Ger.

allegorie; Fr. alUgorie; Sp. alegoria; Ital.

and Lat allegoria; Gr. aXXnfopia (aUegoria)

;

fr. aXA« (alios) = another, and afoptvut (ago-

reuo) = to speak in the assembly, to harangue

;

o-Yopo (agora) = an assembly, the forum

;

ayeipw (ageiro) = to bring together.)

1, A discourse designed to convey a different

meaning from that which it directly expresses.

A figure of speech or a literary composition in

which a speaker or writer gives forth not the

actual narrative, description, or whatever else

he seeks to present, but one so much resem-

bling it as on reflection to suggest it, and
bring it home to the mind with greater force

and effect than if it had been tJd directly.

In many cases the description given appeals
to the eye, whilst the truth designed to be
conveyed is one of a moral or spiritual kind.
As a quotation already made [Allegorist]
shows, Maeaulay considered John Bunyan as
unquestionably the first of allegorists ; and
every reader of the " Pilgrim's Progress " will

at once understand both what an allegory is,

and how effectual a vehicle it can be made for

the communication of religious knowledge.
Spenser's "Faerie Queene"is a moral allegory.

A brief allegory may be considered as a single

metaphor; a long one as a series of metaphors.

The distinction between an allegory and a
parable is very slight. €rabbe says that a
parable is mostly employed for moral purposes,

and an allegory in describing historical events.

The latter diners from a riddle or enigma in

not being intended to perplex. For the dis-

tinction between an allegory and a myth, see

the subjoined example from Max M tiller.

"The difference between a myth and an vMooory
has been simply but most happily explained by Pro-
fessor Blackie in his article on Mythology in Chambers
Cyclopetdta. ' A myth is net to be confounded with an
allegory ; the one being an unconscious act of the
popular mind at an early stage of society ; the other, a
conscious act of the individual mind at any stage of

social progress.' "—Max Miiller : Science of Language,
(6th ed., 1871), vol. a, p. 430.

" And thus it was : I wri*lng of the way
And race of saints, in this our gospel day.
Fell suddenly into an allegory

' journey, and the way to glory
Bunyan: Apologyfor PH. Prog.

AKmt their Journey, and the way to glory. . . ,
*

" But he who was of the bondwoman was born after
the flesh ; but he of the freewoman was by promise.
Which things are an allegory."—SaL iv. 23, 34.

% In the passage from Galatians—the only
place in the Authorised Version of the Bible in

which the word allegory occurs— it is a mis-
translation, and should disappear. The ren-

dering should be :
" Which things are alle-

gorised."

2. Painting and Sculpture: A figurative

representation of something else than that
which is actually painted or sculptured.

al-le-gret'-to, «. or adv., &s. [Ital. diniin.

of allegro = joyful ; somewhat joyful.]

Music : As adv. & adj. : With pace and
character livelier than that indicated by the
word andante, but less rapid and brilliant

than that denoted by allegro (q.v.).

As substantive: A movement in the time
now described.

al-le -gro, a., adv., or *. [ItaL = joyful.]

A. As adjective or adverb

:

1 Ordinary Language: Gay, merry, cheer-

ful. (Milton : Allegro and Penseroso.)

H Music : Gay, joyful, mirthful, sprightly,

and, by implication, quick in time. It is the
fourth of the five grades of musical pace and
character, Largo, Adagio, Andante, Allegro,

Presto.

B. As substantive

:

Music : A movement in the time now de-

scribed.

allegro agitato, a. or adv. Allegro in

an agitated manner.

allegro assai, a. or adv. Very allegro.

allegro brillante, a. or adv. Allegro in

a brilliant manner.

allegro glnsto, a. & adv. A just and
precise allegro. The term is generally em-
ployed to guard a ;>erformer against com-
mencing at a too rapid pace.

allegro moderato, a. & adv. Mode-
rately allegro.

allegro di znolto, a. & adv. Exceed-
ingly aUegro.

allegro Vivace, a. & adv. Allegro in a
spirited manner.

% Piu allegro, adj. & adv. : Quicker, more
quick.

T Poco allegro, adj. & adv. : A little quick,
rather quick.

**alle-hdle, * alle-hdyle, o. [Mid Eng.
aUe; hole = whole or hale.] Whole, sound.

(Prompt Parv.)

* sUle-hoo'-iy, adv. [Mid. Erjg.aH«=all; hooly

sb wholly.] Wholly, entirely. (Prompt. Parv.)

al-le-lu-ia (Rev. xix. 6), al-lg-lu -lau
(laU or la as yai, *. [Hallelujah.]

fcto, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, woli; work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, », ce=^ e. ey = a. qu = kw,
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• Alle-lyk'e-iy, adv. [O. Eng. aUe = all

;

lykely = likely.] Equally, evenly. (Prompt.

Parv.)

ill -le-mand, al le mande. al -main, s.

[In Ger. allcmande, from Fr. Allemagne = Ger-

many. From Alemanni, the Germanic tribe,

whose name (probably meaning All-men) seems
to imply that tb-jy were a very miscellaneous

assemblage of people. The name appeared

about the middle of the third century, if not

earlier. The Alemanni were then on the

Upper Rhine, In 490 they were defeated by
Clovis, at the battle of Tolbiac, four leagues

from Cologne.]

1. Music : A slow air in common time ; or a

grave, solemn air, with a slow movement.

2. Dancing: (a) A brisk dance. (6) A figure

in dancing.

al-le-mont'-ite, s. [From Allemont, where
it occurs.] A tin-white or reddish-grey

mineral. Composition : SbAsg, or arsenic

62*15 to 65 '22 per cent., and antimony 34'78

to 37-85.

al -len-ar-l#, t al'-lan-ar-l^t
* an-

er-ljr, * an'-j?r-l& adv. [Etym. doubtful,

perhaps Eng. = alone ; -er = more ; -ly.)

Solely, entirely, only, singly, alone, solitarily.

(Scotch.)
"

. . . is not like Goshen, in Egypt, on which the
Bun of the heavens Rnd of the yospelshineth allenarly.
and leaveth the rest of tbe world in utter darkness."
—Scott : Heart of Mid-Lothian, ch. xxxlx.

* al'-ler, a. [A.S. genit. pi. of eal = all.] The
same as Alder, a. (q.v.).

Chaucer: C. T„ 816, 811

ftl-ler'-i-dn, al-eV-I-6n, s. [Fr. aierfon,

from Mod. Lat. alarionem, ace. of alario =
large, eagle-like bird.]

Her. ; An eagle with the wings expanded, their

points turned downwards, and no beak or feet.

* aT-leV-eiire, s. [O. Sw. (?), or fr. French
leveur = lifter, raiser, gatherer (?).] A coin
formerly in use in Sweden : its value was
about 2.1 d.

*al-leV-I-ate, a. [Low Lat. alleviatus, pa.
par. of allevio; Lat. atlevo = to lighten : ad,

expressing addition, lew = to lighten.] Alle-

viated.

al-leV-i-ate, v.t. [From the adj. ; Sp. aliviar;
' Ital. alleviare.] [Levity, Lift.]

1. To make light in a figurative sense ; to

lessen, diminish, mitigate, allay. (Opposed to
aggravate an to make heavy.)
"... those gentle offices by which female tender-

ness can alleviate even the misery of hopeless decay
. . .

"

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiil

2. To extenuate or excuse an offence.

[Aggravate.]

al-lov'-I-a-ted, pa, par. & o. [Alleviate.]

al-leV-i-a-tlng, pr. par. [Alleviate.]

al-lev-I-a'-tion, s. [From Lat. allevatio = a
' lifting up.]

1. The act of lightening, lessening, or miti-
gating an emotion, or extenuating a fault

"All apologies for and alleviations of faults, though
tbey are the heights of humanity, yet they are not
tbe favours, but the duties of friendship."—South.

2. That which lessens or mitigates sorrow
or other emotion, or extenuates a fault ; an
alleviating circumstance.

"Pleasures. ... 82. Relaxation ; 88. Alleviation ;
94. Mitigation."—Bowrhig ; Rentham's Table of the
Springs of Action. ( Works, i. 205.)

al-lev'-i-a-tlve, a. k s. [Eng. alleviate; -ive.]

1. As adjective : Which alleviates.

2. As substantive : That which alleviates.

"Some cheering alleviattve to lads kept to sixteen
or seventeen years of age in pure slavery to a few
Greek and Latin words.'—Corah's Doom (1672), p. 126.

al'-lejf (l), * al-ey, * al -laye, * al-ltfe,

al -lire, 5. <fc a. [Sw. alii ; Dan. & Ger. allee;

Port, alka ; O. Fr. alier; Fr. allee=& passage,
from aller= to go : (lit.=& passing or going).]

A. As substantive

;

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A walk in a garden, or a path in a wood
or plantation.

" Where alleys are close gravelled, the earth putteth
forth the first year knotgrass, and after spiregraBS. "—— : Natural History.

"... I know each lane, and every alley green.
Dingle, or bushy dell, of this wild wood.
Ana every bosky bourn from side to side."

Milton : Comas.

"And rode till midnight, when the college lights
Began to glitter firefly-like in copse
And linden alley : then we ]>ast an arch."

Tennyson: The Princess, i.

2. A narrow passage in a city, as distin-

guished from a public street. As a rule, it

is not a thoroughfare for wheeled carriages.

(a) Designed for bowling.
" Two sorte i of allayes in London I flnde

—

The one agaynate the la we, and the other againste
kind,}.

The first is where bowlings forbidden, men use,

And wastynge theyr goodes, do their labour refuse."
Crowley: Epigrams; Of Allayes {Ibid).

(6) Designed for the habitation of the

poorer classes,
" The other sorte of allayes that be agaynst kynde
Do mak my harte wepe when they com to my

mind;
For there are por people welmost innumerable
That are dryveu to begge, and yet to worcke they

are able.
If they might have al things provided aright."

Crowley: Epigrams; Of Allayes (1560).

" That town is a small knot of steep and narrow
alleys . . .

"

—

Macaulay: Mist. Eng., ch. v.

TT The Alley, or Change Alley, was a place in

London wher* stocks were formerly bought
and sold. (Ash: Diet., 1775.)

3. Fig. : One of the narrower passages for the
conveyance of blood through the human frame.

" That, swift as quicksilver, it courses through
The natural gales and alleys of the body."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. 6.

II. Technically

:

* 1. Arch. ; Formerly an aisle in a church.
[Aisle.]

" The cross aUye of the Lanthorne before the Quire
dore, goinge north and south."

—

Qloss. of Arch.

2. Printing : The compositor's standing
place between two opposite frames. (Ameri-
canism.)

3. Drill Husbandry : The vacant space be-
tween the outermost row of grain on one bed
and the nearest row to it on the next parallel

bed.

4. Perspective : Any passage represented as
greater at its entrance than at its exit in the
background, so as to give it the appearance
of length.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to or derived
from an alley, as above described.

" Alas I it's not wya, a greate ouer syght,
Ye Aldermen and other that take allaye rente."

Crowley: Epigrams; Of Allayes.

al'-ley (2), s. [A dimin. or corruption of ala-

baster (q.v.).] A fine marble or taw, originally

of alabaster.

al'-leyed, a. [Eng. alley (1); ed.] Formed
into an alley ; of the form of an alley.

" By pointed aisle, and shafted stalk.
The arcades of an alley'd walk

al-li-a-ceous, a. [In Fr. alliace; Lat. al-

lium.] [Allium.] Pertaining to the plant-
genus Allium, which contains the onion,
garlic, &c.

1. Bot. : Alliaceous plants are plants more or
less closely resembling the genus Allium.

2. Min. ; Pertaining to the odourj like that
of garlic, given out by arsenical minerals
when exposed to the blow-pipe or struck by
the hammer. (Phillips: Mineralogy.)

al-li'-ance, t al-li -aunce, * al-i -ance,
* al-y'-aunce, s. [Eng. ally; -ance. In
Dan. alliance; Ger. allianz; Fr. alliance, from
allier, lier= to tie, to unite; Sp. alianza;
Port, alianca; Ital. alleanza.] [Ally.]

A. Ordinary Language : The act of uniting
together by a bond ; the state of being so
united ; the document in which the nature of
the union is particularised.

Specially

:

1. A treaty, compact, or league formed be-
tween two or more independent nations. It

may be offensive or defensive. [Offensive,
Defensive.] Also the parties so uniting.

"Thus was formed that coalition known as the
Triple Alliance."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. 11

2. Marriage, viewed specially as bringing
into intimate relations two families previously
unconnected ; also kinship of a less intimate
kind ; also the person so uniting.

"... and read
The ordinary chronicle of birth.
Office, nil inner, and promotion—all
Ending in dost"

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. v.

ARMS OF ALLIANCE.

*' For my father's sake,
And for alliance sake, declare the cause
My father lost bis head

*'

Shakesp : Henry VI., Part I., 11 *.

"I would not boast the greatness of my father.
Bat point out new alliances to Cato. —Addison.

3. Fig. : Any sort of union more or less
closely resembling either marriage or a league
of nations.

B. Technically. Her. : Arms of Alliance are
arms which come
into a man's posses-
sion by matrimo-
nial alliances, as the
arms of his wife,

which are impaled
with his own, and
those of heiresses,

which, he, in like

manner, quarters.

The arms here shown
are those of the
Prince and Princess
of Wales. (Gloss, of
Heraldry, 1847.)

*al li-ance, v.t [From the substantive. 1
To join in alliance ; to unite.

" It [sin] is allianced to none but wretched, forlorn.
and apostate spirits."—Uudw>rth ; Serm., p. ffi.

* al-li -ant, s. [Eng. ally; ant.) An ally.
" We do promise and vow for ourselves of each party'

alliants. electors, princes, and states.' —The Accordof
Ulm. { Mutton's Hem., p. 4S2.)

al-li-ar'-I-a, s. [From Lat. allium = garlic

;

also the leek, which the alliaria resembles
in smell.] A genus of plants belonging to
the order Brassicaceae, or Crucifers. The A.
officinalis is the common garlic mustard,
Jack-by-the-hedge, or Sauce alone. It was

' formerly called Erysimum alliaria.

al-llce, * al-lls, s. [From Lat. alosa or

alausa = the shad.} The Allice-shad (q.v.).

Allice-shad (Alosa communis): The name of
a fish of the family Clupeidse (Herrings). It is*

about two feet in length, and in Britain is

found chiefly in the Severn.

t al-Hc'-I-en-9y, s. [Lat. allicio = to draw
gently, to entice ; ad= to, and lacio — to draw
gently. Ger. locken; Dut lokken; Sw. locka;

Dan. lokke.] The pow;er of attracting any-
thing ; attraction ; magnetism.

" The feigned central alliciency is but a word; tat\

the manner of it still occult."—Olanrille.

t al-li9'-i-9nt, s. [Lat. alliciens = attracting,

pr. par. of allicio.] That which attracts.
" The awakened needle leapeth towards its aUidnnL"

—Robinson : Eudoxa, p. 121

*al-li'e, v.t. [Ally.]

*al-li'et s. [Ally.]

al li ed, pa. par. & a. [Ally.]

Frequently as adjective

:

1. Bound together in a league, or united ilk

marriage.
"... the other chiefs of the allied foroea."—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

2. Related to by affinity ; akin to. (Used
often in describing animals or plants.)

" But that the same laws should largely prevail with
allied animals is not surprising."

—

Darwin: Descent
of Man, pt. li., ch. xv.

al'-li-gant, a. [Lat. alligans, pr. par. of
alligo = to bind to.] Binding (?), or a mispro-
nunciation by an uneducated woman of ele-

gant (?).

" Yet there has been knights, and lords, and gentle-

men, with their coaches ; I warrant yon, coach after
coach, letter after letter, gift after gift; smelling so
sweetly (all musk), and so rushling, I warrant you,
in silk and gold; and in such alligant term*,"—
Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, it 2.

tal-ll-gate, v.t. [In Sp. aligar. From Lat
alligo— to bind to: ad = to, and ligo =to
bind.] To bind or tie together (lit. or fig.\
"... certain connatural instincts alligated tc*

their nature."—Hale: Origin of Mankind.

t aT-li-ga-ted, pa. par. & a. [Alligatb.]

t al'-li-ga-tlilg, pr. par. [Alligatb. ]

al-li-ga'-tion, s. [In Ger. alligation ; Spu

aligadon ; Lat. alligatio = a tying to ; ad =
to, and ligatio = a tying, a binding.]

1. The act of tying together ; the state of
being tied together.

2, Technically. Arith. : A division of arith-

metic which treats of the process for finding

the value of compounds consisting of ingre-

t)6il, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; eln. as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -£!*>

-tlon, -slon, -eloun = shun ; - sion, -tion m zhun. -tlous, -sious, -clous, -ccous = shus. -M<* -die, &c. m bel, dot
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dients differing from each other in price. It

is divided into medial and alternate. Medial
alligation is when the quantities and prices of

the several ingredients are calculated to deter-

mine the value of the mixture, and Alternate

when from the value of the separate ingre-

dients and the value of their mixture is de-

duced the quantity of each which enters into

the compound. Alternate alligation has three

varieties : (1) Alligation simple, when the ques-

tion is unlimited with respect to the quan-
tities both of the simples and of the mixture ;

ii)
alligation partial, when the question is

touted to a certain quantity of one or more
of the simples ; and (3) alligation total, when
the question is limited to a certain quantity

of the mixture.

41-ll-ga'-tor, * fci-U-gar'-ta, * la gar -

tds, s. [In Dan., Ger., & Fr. alligator; from
8p. el legarto = the lizard, pre-eminent above
other lacertine animals in size. Herrera calls

the caiman lagarto o crocodile ; Cowel derives

it from Port allagarto = a crocodile ; Sir T.

Herbert from allegartos, which he calls Sp.

and Almain (Todd's Johnson). Sir Walter
Raleigh terms the alligator Lagartos (q.vA
Al would then be the Spanish definite article

el = the ; and when the English sailors heard
it pronounced immediately before lagartos,

they, as Trench believes, supposed it part of

that word. (Trench : Study of Words, p. 118.)

Some older writers looked for the origin of the
word alligator in another direction, deriving

it from legateer, or ullegater, the alleged Indian
name for the animaL J

" I do remember an apothecary,

—

And hereabout* he dwells,—which late I noted
In tatter'd weeds, with overwhelming brows,

ling «

"

irp in
,

And in bis needy shop a tortoise hung,

ng I

Culling of simples ; meagre were hie looks,

Sharp misery bad worn him to the bone* :

An alligator stuflTd."
Shakesp. : Romeo A Juliet, v. 1.

1. Zool. : A genus of reptiles belonging to

the order Crocodilia, and the family Crocodil-

idae. It is known from its nearest allies, the
Crocodiles and Gavials, by having the head
depressed and the canine teeth of the lower
jaw received in a pit in the upper. The hind
feet are never completely webbed, and some-
times there is scarcely any membrane at all.

The genus was formerly thought to be con-

fined to the New World, but in 1890 two speci-

mens of the Chinese Alligator (A. sinensis)

were received by the Zoological Society, and
exhibited in their Gardens, Regent's Park.

AXLIOATOR (ALLIGATOR MISSISSIPENSIS).

The best known species is A. mississipiensts,

tlie Alligator of the Mississippi. It attains
the length of fifteen or eighteen feet, or even
more. At the approach of winter it buries
itself in a hole on a river's bank, and becomes
lor a time torpid.

2. Popularly : Any crocodilian animal in-

habiting the New World. These are not all of
the genus above described ; thus the " alli-

fitors" of the West Indies are true croco-

Ues.

alligator apple, s. A kind of Anona,
jt. palustris, which bears a fine sweet-scented

fruit, but too narcotic to be eaten. It grows
wild in soft marshy places in Jamaica. Its

wood is so soft that it is called cork-wood,
and is made into corks.

alligator pear, s. A tree, the Laurus
vernea, which is about the size of an apple-

tree, and produces a fruit about the dimen-

| aions of a large pear. It is highly valued in

the West Indies, the pulp being rich and mild,
but requiring some addition, such as pepper
and salt, to give it pungency. It is called

also the Avocado pear.

alligator tortoise, a. The Chelydra
serpentina, a tortoise found in North America,
its head and limbs are too large to be retracted

within the shell. It belongs to the family
Emydidse.

• al-lig'-a-tiire, s. [Lat aUigatura: ad =. to,

and Hgaiura = a band, a ligature, from Ugo=
to bind.] A bandage. The old form of Lioa-
TTOE(q.V.)i

al-lign -ment, align -ment (g silent), or

al-lin e-ment, s. [AiMnHt]

al'-ll-kee, *. The Teloogoo name for a sedge,

the Scirpus dubius of Roxburgh, the tuberous

roots of which are eaten by the natives of

Southern India, who consider them as good
as yams. (Lindley : Veg. Kingd., 1847, p. 118.)

al-lln'e-ment, «. [A ligkment. ]

* Al'-tf-Oth, s. An old form of Alioth.

al-lire, *al-lirs', a. [Alder, a.] Of them
alL The same as Alder (q.v.).

"Sir Heleager, in gret tnynd a man out to sende
To Sir Alexander bely ve thaire allire maister
To come and help "

—

Stevenson : Alexander, 1,254-6.

" AJexandire the athill, he alliri acoide."—Ibid., 620.

al'-lis, s. [Lat. alosa.) The same as Allice
(q.v.).

al-li -sion, *. [Lat. allisio, from allido = to

strike or dash against : ad =to, and lasdo.]

1. Ordinary Lang. ; A striking or dashing
against with violence.

There have not been any islands of note or con-
siderable extent torn and cut off from the continent
by earthquakes, or severed from It by the boisterous
allltion of the sea."— Woodward.

2. Marine Law : The running of one vessel

against another. The same as Collision (q. v.).

al-lit'-er-al, o. [Lat. ad - to, and literalis =
' pertaining*to a letter; litera = a letter.

J

1. Ordinary Lang. : Pertaining to the prac-

tice of commencing two or more words in

immediate succession with the same letter.

2. Ethnol. and Philol : A term applied by
Appleyard to the Caffre family of languages.

(Max Miiller: Science of Lang.)

al lit-er-a'-tion, 5. [In Ger. and Fr. allitera-

tion ; Port, alliteracao; Lat. ad = to, and
literatio = instruction in reading and writing;

litera = a letter. J

1. The commencement with the same letter

of two or more words in immediate succession.

Milton's expression, "Behemoth biggest born"
(P. L. t bk. vii.), is an alliteration ; so is the
example which follows :—

" Apt alliteration i artful aid."
Churchill : Prophecy of Famine.

2. Less properly : The repetition of a parti-

cular letter m the accented parts of words,
even though these may not all be at their be-

ginning; as—
"That, hush'd in grave rtpoae, expects hla evening

prey." Gray.

al-lit'-er-a-tlve, a. [In Ger. aUiterativ.] Per-

taining to alliteration.

"... alliterative poetry."—Darwin: Descent of
Man, pt. L, ch. i i.

al-lit'-er-a-tive-ne'SB, s. [Eng. alliterative-
'

n>ss.] The quality of being alliterative. (Cole-

ridge.)

al-lit'-er-a-t6r, *. [Lat. ad = to, and literator

sc (1) a teacher of reading and writing, (2)

a grammarian.] One who habitually prac-

tises alliteration.

al-li-tiir -Ic, o. [Eng. alloxan), it connect.,

and uric.] Pertaining to or derived from
alloxantin,

allituric acid, -.

Chem. : C6N4H5O4.H. An acid obtained
from alloxantin.

al li urn, s. [In Fr. ail; Sp. ajo; Port, alho;

Ital. aglio ; from Lat allium, alium = the

garlic, leek, &c
Theis derives it

from the Celtic

all — acrid or
burning. ] A
genus of plants
belonging to the
order Liliaceee,

or Lily-worts,

and the section

Scillese. Eight
Bpecies occur in
the British flora,

butoneisdoubt-
fnlly native. Of
these the A.
vrsinwm, the
Broad-leaved Garlic, or Ramsons, is pretty

frequent, and another, the A. vineare (Crow-
garlic), is not rare. The most familiar species

allium.
L Bulb. 2. Plant a Flower.

4. Single Floweret

ARMS OF THE
EASTLAND COMPANY.

of the genus are, however, those which occur
ill our gardens. The onion is A. cepa; the
leek, A. porrum ; the garlic, A. sativum ; the
chive, A. schainoprasum ; and the shallot, A.
ascalonicum. Tho chief species cultivated in

our Eastern empire are the A. ascalonicum and
the A. tuberosum. The hill-people in India
eat the bulbs of A. leptophyUum, and dry and
preserve the leaves as a condiment

" He allium calls his onions and his leeks."—Crabbe.

al-lo-ca-mel'-us, s. [From Gr. aXXot (alios)

= another, hence strange, unreal, mythic; and
Ka/iiAos (kamelos),

Lat. camelus = a
camel.] An unreal

or mythic camel.

In Heraldry

:

The ass - camel, a
mythical animal,
compounded of the
camel and the ass

;

borne as a crest by
the Eastland Com-
pany, now merged
in the Russia Com-
pany. (Glossary of
Heraldry.)

al -locate, v.t. [Lat- ad = to, and loco = to

place ; locus = a place.]

1. Ordinary Lang. : To locate or place one
thing to another ; to assign, to set aside ; to

place to one's account
"Upon which discovery the court Is empowered to

seize upon and allocate fortheliumcdiatc maintenance
of sucn children a sum not exceeding a third of the
whole fortune."—Burke: Popery Law*. (Richardson.)

2. In the Exchequer : To make an allowance

on an exchequer account

3. To fix the proportion due by each land-

holder in an augmentation of a minister's

stipend. (Scotch.) (Erskine's Institutes, II..

ii. 10.)

al 16 ca ted, pa. par. [Allocate.]

al -locating, pr. par. [Allocate.]

al-lo-ca'-tlon, s. [In Fr. allocation; Ital.

allogazione; Lat ad = to, and locatio = a
placing, an arrangement ; loco = to place. ]

L In a general sense : The act of putting
one thing to another ; the state of being bo

allocated; the thing allocated. Frequently
used in connection with the assignment to an
applicant of shares in a company or land in a
colony, after the purchase-money for one or

other of these has been paid.

2. Spec : The admission of an item in an
account, and its consequent addition to the

other items. The term is used chiefly in the

Exchequer, and a writ " de allocat io%e facienda
"

is a writ directed to the Lord Treasurer or

Barons of the Exchequer, commanding them to

allow an accountant such sums as he has law-

fully expended in the execution of his offtoa.

al -16-ca -tur, s. [Law Lat. (lit. = it is al-

lowed.).]
Law ; A certificate given by the proper

officers, at the termination of an action, that

costs are allowed.

al-loch'-rd-lte, s. [In Ger. allochroit ; Gr
(1) a,\Aos (alios) = another ; (2) xpoa (chroo) =
nrface .... colour ; and (3) stiff, -ite.] A
mineral, a variety of Andradite, or Lime
Iron-garnet, which again is classed by Dana
under Iron-garnet, one of the three promi-
nent groups into which hs divides the great
mineral species or genus Garnet (q.v.). Al-
lochroite is of a greyish, dingy yellow, or
reddish colour. It is opaque, and has a
shining vitreo-resinous lustre. It, strikes fire

with steel. It is found in the iron mine of
Virums, near Drammen, in Norway.

alloc'-la-site, s. [Gr. a\\o* (alios) =
another ; «\oo-(c (klasis) = breaking, fracture

;

from kAow (klao) = to break, break off. So
called because its cleavage differs from that of

arsenopyrite and marcasite, which it is like.]

An orthorhombic mineral classed by Dana
with his Sulphides. It contains 8269 of

arsenic, 30-15 of bismuth, 16*22 of sulphur,

1017 of cobalt, with smaller quantities of
iron, zinc, nickel, and gold. It occurs in

Hungary.

alldcu-tion, s. [Lat allocution (lj a
speaking to ; (2) a consolatory address

; (3) ar
• oration addressed by a Roman general to hia
' soldiers: ad = to, and locutions speaking,

from loquor = to speak.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pl*e, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, sin ; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. . *s o»=e\ ey ^ tv _*u **-



allodial—allotropy 1m

1. The act of speaking.

2. That which is " spoken," whether by the
lips or by the pen.

1[ Used specially of utterances by the Pope
on matters regarding which he desires to
address his followers and the world.

41-16 -dial, a. [In Sw. odal; Ger., Fr., &
Port, allodial; 8p. alodial.) Pertaining to

land, or the tenure of land held without any
acknowledgment of a feudal superior ; held
not by feudal tenure, but independently.
"... allodial, that is, wholly independent, and

held of no superior at all."—Blue/atone: Comment.,
l>k. it, ch. 4.

alio -dial 1st, s. [Eng. allodial ; -ist.) One
who holds allodial land.

"Moreover, Instead of paying a fine like the free
allodialUt . .

."—Penny Cycl., i. 355.

al-lo-dl-al'-I-ttf, s. [Eng. aUodial ; -ity. In
Fr. allodialite; ltal. allodialita.] The state of
being in possession of allodial land.

" Allodialita, «/., atlodiality."~Oraglia : ltal. Diet.
(1848).

al-16'-di-al-l$r, adv. [Eng. allodial; -ly.] By
the tenure called allodial.

"And in Germany, according to Du Cange (Olost.,
lit Barones), a class of men called Semper Baronet
held their lands allodiaUy."—Penny CycL, i. S56.

t al-16-di-an, a. [From allodium (q.v.).] The
same as Allodial (q.v.). (Cowel.)

al-16 -di-um, s. [In Sw. odalgodo ; Ger.
allodium; Fr. alleu, or franc-alUu; Low Lat.
allodium. A word of uncertain etymology.
According to Pontoppidan, it comes from all

and odh — all property, whole estate, or pro-
perty in the highest sense of the word. Odh
is connected with odal ; Dan. odel ; Orcadian
mdal ; all having the same signification as the
word allodial. Less probably derived from
the Celtic allod = ancient.]

1. Law : Landed property belonging to a
person in his own right, and for which he
consequently owes no rent or service to a
superior. It is contradistinguished from feod
(feud), which is landed property held from a
superior, on condition of the tenants rendering
him certain service. According to Sir Edward
Coke, Blackstone, and other writers, there is no
allodial land at all in Britain, every fragment
of the island being held mediately or imme-
diately from the sovereign. It is considered
however, by those who have investigated the
subject that " udal," namely, allodial tenure,
exists in parts of Orkney. [Udal. ] The land
in the British Colonies and. America is also
allodial. (Blackstone: Comment., ii.,4, 5, 7.)

t 2. An estate inherited from an ancestor,
as opposed to one acquired in any other way.

41 16g-6n-ite, s. [In Ger. allogonit. From
Gr. aAAof (alios) = other

;
ywLa. (gunia) =

angle ; -ite.\

Min. : A mineral, called also Herderite (q.v).

al -Id-graph, s. [Gr. dWos (alios) — annther,
and ypa^ri (graphe)=& writing.] A document
written by other parties than those to whom
it refers. It is opposed to Autograph.

*U-ld-mor'-phlte, s. [In Ger. allomorphit;
Gr. oAA6/iop0os (allomorphos) — of strange
shape : aXAos (alios) = another, strange, and
ILQpfyri (morphe) = form, shape ; -tie.}

Min. : A mineral, a variety of barite, or
barytes. It has the form and cleavage of
anhydrite. It is found near Rudolstadt, in
Germany.

*al lo ne, a. Old spelling of Alone.

*al-longe', s. [Fr. aUangk. = lengthened
; pa.

par. of allonger = to lengthen, to extend, as
the arm ; hence to thrust.]

1. In Fencing : A pass or thrust with a
rapier, so called from the lengthening or ex-
tending of the fencer's arm in delivering the
blow.

2. Horsemanship : A long rein used when a
horse is trotted in the hand.

S. Comm. : An additional slip of paper an-
nexed to a bill to afford room for endorsements
when the original bill is too small for the
purpose. (Byles: On Bills, 10th ed., p. 150.)

t al-loo', v.t. Rare form of Halloo (q.v.).
" Alloo thy furious mastiff; bid him vex
The noxious herd, and print nun their ears
A sad memorial of their past offence. "—Philipi.

* al loon , a. Old spelling oi Alone.

alio pal-la'-dl-um, s. [Gr. £aao« (allos)=

another; Eng., &c, palladium.] A mineral

which crystallises in hexagonal small tablets,

while palladium, to which it is akin, does so
in minute octahedrons. In occurs in the
Harz Mountains.

al 16 path-et ic, a. [Gr. aWo* (alios) —
another, and Tru0t]TiK6s dxttketikos) = subject
to feeling.] [Allopathy.] Pertaining to allo-

pathy.

al-l6-p&th-<$t'-Ic-al-ly\ adv. [Eng. aUopa-

thetical ; -ly.] After the manner prescribed by
allopathy.

al-l6-path'-lc, a. [In Fr. allopathique ; Gr.
aKXoe (alios)= another, and ndttos (pathos) =
state, condition.] [Allopathy.] Pertaining
to allopathy.

al 16-path -Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. allopathi-

cal ; -ly. ] After the manner prescribed by
allopathy.

al 16 path 1st, or al lop -a thist (the

form al 16 path, occasionally used, is of
doubtful propriety), s. [In Ger. allopath.]

One who practises or believes in allopathy.

al 16-path-y, or al lop a thy, s. [In Fr.

and Ger. allopathic; from Gr. aKXoc (alios) =
another, and wddos — anything which befalls

one ; hence, a passive state or condition
;

naifeiv (pathein), 2 aor. inf. of trdo-xia (pascho)
= passively to receive an impression, to
suffer.] A system of medicine—that ordi-

narily practised—the object of which is to pro-
duce in the bodily frame another condition of
tilings than that in or from which the disease
has originated. If this can be done the disease,
it is inferred, will cease. Allopathy is opposed
to homoeopathy, which aims at curing diseases
by producing in antagonism to them symptoms
similar to those which they produce ; the
homoeopathic doctrine being that "like is

cured by like."

If It is chiefly by homceopathists that the
term allopathy is used.

al lo-phane, a [In Ger. allophan; Gr.
a\\o« (alios) = another, and <f>aivu (phaino) =
to make to appear. The reference is to its

change of appearance under the blow-pipe.]
A mineral classed by Dana as the first of his
Sub-silicates. It occurs amorphous, in in-
crustations, stalactitic, or nearly pulverulent.
It is pale sky-blue, green, brown, yellow, or
colourless. Its hardness is 3 ; sp. gr. 185-
1"89. It is very brittle- It consists of silica,

198 to 24*11 parts; alumina, 32-20 to 41 parts;
water, 35 '74 to 44 20, with a little lime.

al lo-phan'-Ic, a. [Gr. aAAo*(atfos)=another,
and dmi'vii) (phaino) = to cause to appear.]
Pertaining to anything which changes its

appearance, or of which the aspect is altered.

allophanlc acid, s.

Chem. : C2N0H4O3. A monureide of car-
bonic acid obtained by passing the vapour of
cyanic acid into absolute alcohol.

* al-16 phite, s. [Gr. aAAoc (alios) = another,
and bipLTne (ophites) ~ serpentine.]

Min. : A pale greyish-green mineral, a
variety of Penninite. It contains silica,
36-23; alumina, 2192; magnesia, 3553, with
smaller amounts of water, sesquioxide of
iron, and oxide of chromium. It resembles
pseudophite. It is found in Siberia.

t al-lo-phyT-I-an, a. & $. [Lat. allophylus;
Gr. aAAo^uAos (allophulos) = of another tribe

:

aAAo? (alios) = another, and <£uA« (phule) =
a tribe.]

A, As adj. : A term introduced by Prichard
(Nat. Hist. 0/ Man, 2nd ed., pp. 185, 18C) to
characterise the nations or races of Europe
and Asia not belonging to the Indo-European,
the Syro-Arabian, or the Egyptian races. The
term has all but fallen into disuse, having
been superseded by Turanian (q.v.).

B. Assubst.: Amemberofanysuchrace[A].

al 16 -quy\ s. [Lat alloquium; from allo-

quor = to Bpeak to : ad = to, and loquor = to
speak.] The act of speaking to any one ; an
address delivered to one in conversation, or
more formally.

parsley fern
(allosorus crispus).

al-16-sdr -us, s. [Gr. 3\Xo? (aitoa)= various,
and the botanical word sorus = the organs
of fructification

upon a fern. So
named on account
of the different

aspects of the
sori at diverse
periods.] A genus
of ferns now much
more commonly
known by the
name of Crypto-
gramma. A. cris-

pus is now C.
crispa, and is

commonly called
the Parsley Fern
from its similarity
in appearance to
that plant In
the annexed illus-

tration is shown
a specimen with
one fertile and two barren fronds.

al lot ,
* a lott e, * a lot , v.t. [A.S. hleotan

= to cast lots, to appoint or ordain by lot

;

hlot — a lot.]

1 1. To distribute by lot.

2. To distribute in any way, to give a share
to each.

" Since fame was the only end of all their studies, a
man cannot he too scrupulous in allotting them their
due portion of it."

—

Tatler.

3. To grant, to bestow, to assign.
" Five days we do allot thee for provision,
To shield thee from disasters of the world ;

And, on the sixth, to turn thy hated back
Upon our kingdom." Shaketp. : Lear, L L

al lot-ment, s. [Eng. allot; -ment.]

A, Ordinal^/ Language

:

1. The act of assigning by lot, or of assign-
ing in any way to one as his lot or share, or
of bestowing anything on any one.

2. The state of being so allotted , or having
one's lot assigned.

" I see it not in their allotment here."
Byron : Cain, ii. L

3. Anything allotted.

(a) Anything allotted to a person ; one's
share or portion.

"... and they were not even permitted to buy th»
allotments, when the grantee was willing to sell."

—

/,. wti : Early Horn. His'., ch. xiii., pt. L, J 9.

(*) Anything appropriated to a particular

purpose, or set apart for a special use.
" It is laid out into a grove for fruits and shade, a

vineyard, and an allotment for olives and herbs."

—

Broome.

B. Technically:

1. Comm. : The dividing of a ship's cargo
into portions, the right of purchasing which is

assigned to several persons by lot.

2. Polit. Econ. Allotment of Land, or the

Allotment System: An assignment of small
portions of land to agricultural labourers or
the humbler class of artisans gratuitously,

or for a small rent, to enable them to eke out
their scanty incomes, and develop home feel-

ings in their minds. Or an assignment of
portions of land for the production of par-
ticular crops. (Mill: Pol. Econ., pp. 440, &c.)

allotment-holder, s. One who holds
an allotment.

"It does not answer to any one to pay others for
exerting all the labour which the peasant, or even th«
allotment-holder, gladly undergoes when the fruits

are to be wholly reaped by himself."

—

Mill: Polit. Econ.

al-lf5~trdp'-ic» a. [Eng. allotropy; -ic.) Per-

taining to allotropy ; existing in diverse states,

as the diamond in the form of the hardest of

minerals, and also of charcoal.

"Well, what is lamp-black? Chemists will tell

you that it is an allotropic form of thediamond : hen,
in fact, is a diamond reduced to charcoal by intens«
heat Now the allotropic condition has long been de-

nned as due to a difference in the arrangement of a
body's particles."— Tyndall on Beat, 3rd ed., p. 828.

al lot-rop 19m, s. [Eng. allotropy; -ism.)

The same as Allotropy (q.v,).

al-lSt'-r&jp-y^ al -16-trtfp-y, s. [Gr. i\\o-
Tpoiroc (aUotropos) = of or in another manner;
aWoc (alios) = another, and rponfi (trope) ~ a
turn, turning, change ; Toiiru> (trepo) = to turn.]

The name given by Berzelius to the variation

of properties which is observed in many
substances. For instance, there are some
minerals which crystallise in two distinct and
unallied form of crystals. This dimorphism is

a case of allotropy. (Graham's Chemistry, voL

boll, boy; pout, jtffel; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph =1
-tion. -sion, -cioun = shun ; sion, -$ion = zhun. -tlous, -sious, -clous = shiis. -We, nil©, &c, = bel, del. qu-kw.
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t, pp. 176—81.) For the diamond and carbon
see «xample under Allothopic So also there

is a variety of sulphur which is soluble, and
another which is insoluble ; and a common,
and again an amorphous phosphorus differing

in their qualities.

$1 lot -table, a. [Eng. allot ; -able.] That
may be allotted or assigned.

allot -ted, pa. par. & a. [Allot.]
" What will tba suitors? Must my servant-train
Tb' allotted labours of the day refrain.
For them to form some exquisite repast?"

Pope : Bomer's Odyssey, bk. iv., 906—906.
" Tn the house of God every Christian has bis allotted

function."—Froude : Bitt. Enj., vol. Iv, p. 361.

al-lot'-tee, s. [Eng. allot ; -tee.] A person
to whom land is allotted when an Enclosure
Act is being carried out, or shares are assigned
when a public company is being formed.

al-lot'-ter, *- [Eng. allot; -er.] One who
" allots or assigns.

al-lot'-ter-^, *. [Eng. allot; -en/.] That
which is assigned to one by lot or otherwise.

" Allow me such exercises as may become a gentle-

man ; or give me the poor allottery my father left me
by testament."—Shikgip. : As Tou Like It, i. L

allot -ting, pr. par. [Allot.]

* all-d'-ver, prep. [Eng. all ; over.'] Over and
above. (ScekXh.)

**.
. . which makes his emolument above twentie-

four thousand marks a years, by and aUover his heri-
" CuUodenrtable jurisdiction."- <i State Papers, p. 336.

•al-loV (1), *a-low (1), a-loue (1), *.t

[O. Fr. alouer, from Lat. atlaudare, adlaudare
= to praise, from ad = to, and laus (ace

laudem) = praise.]

* 1, To praise.
" Saint Mary Hagdaleyn was more slowed of Christ

for bestowing that costly oynteinente vpon hys beads,"
—Sir T. Mori : Work*, to. 672.

* 2. To approve, to sanction, &c.

"Truly ye bear witness that ye allots the deeds of

Jour fathers : for they indeed killed them, and ye
uild their sepulchres."—Luke xL 48.

•3. To take into account, to reckon.

"Abram levede to God. and It was alowid to hym
lor rygbtwlsnea.

1'— Wycliffe : Osnssii it. 6.

1-16V (2),
# a-low (2), v.t. & i. [O. Fr.

alouer = to let out to hire, from Low Lat.

aUoco, from Lat ad =s to, and loco — to let, to

lease, to farm out.]

A. Transitive

:

J. Ordinary Language :

1. To accord, grant, give, or bestow, either

in satisfaction of a claim of right or from
generosity.

" But in the Netherlands England and Holland wen
determined to allow him nothing."—Macaulay : Bist.

Any., ch. XXlv.

2. To permit, as a course of conduct ; to
grant licence to.

*' Let's follow the old carl, and get the bedlam
To lead him where be would ; his roguish madness
Allow* itself to anything." Shakesp. : Lear, iii. 7.

3. To admit of, to tolerate, as being con-
sistent with the genius of.

" All that the nature of his poem demanded or
allowed."—Pope ; Bomer ; Odyssey. (Postscript).

4. To admit, or concede, as that a statement
la true, or that a right has been established.

(Followed by an objective case, or by the
infinitive mood.)

** And have hope toward God, which they themselves
also allow, that there shall be a resurrection of the
dead — Arts xiiv. 1&.

"That some of the Presbyterians declared openly
against the king's murder, I allow to be true."—Swift.

IX Technically :

Comm. : To dednct from rent or other
money for a specified cause.

B. Intransitive:

* X, To permit, to suffer.

•2. To grant, to concede, to admit.

8. To make an abatement or deduction for.

"Great actions and successes fn war, allowing still

for the different ways of making it, and the circum-
stance* that attended it."—Addison.

al-lo^ able, a. [Eng. allow; -able.)

* A* [See Allow (1).] Approvable, worthy
of approbation. (Hacket : Life of Archbp.
Williams, quoted in Trench's Select Gloss., p. 4.)

B. [Allow (2).] Permissible, that may be
allowed, either as legitimate in argument, or
Unobjectionable in conduct.

"A plea allowable or just." Cowper 3 Conversation.

al-16% a ble ness, s. [Eng. allow; -able

;

•ness. ] The quality of being allowable ; law-
fulness, exemption from prohibition.

Lots, as to their nature, use, and allowableness in
matters of nervation, are indeed impugned by sown-,

though better defended by others."—Sow:h : Sermon*.

al-16"w'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. allow; -able; -ly.]

In a manner that may be allowed.
" These are much more frequently, and more allow-

ably, used in poetry than in prose."

—

Lowth.

* al-low'-ance (1), * al low-aunce, *al-

ow -ance, # al-ow-ans, s. [Eng. allow

(1) ; -ana.]
* L, Praise, approbation.

- His pilot

Of very expert and approved allowance.''
Shakesp. : Othello, ML 1.

2. Sanction, consent
" The taking from another what is his, without his

knowledge or allowance, is properly called stealing."—
Locke: Buman Understanding, ok, it, ch. xxviii.,

p. 196.

3. Taking Into account, reckoning.
" The lord loketh to bane alowance for hus hestea."

P. Plowman, p. 16L < llichardson.)

allowance (2), * al - low - aunce, p
[Allow (2).]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. An allotment, an appointed portion of

food, liquor, Ac.
" Short attowance of victual."

Longfellow: Miles .itandUh,v.

" In such a scant allowance of star-light."
Milton ; Comas, 308.

2. An abatement, deduction.
" Altowaunce in rekonynge. Subductio."—Buloet:

Abecdarium.

(a) Figuratively:

(1) An excuse.

"The whole poem, though written in heroick verse.

Is of the Pindarlck nature, as well in the thought as

the expression ; and as such, requires the same grains
of allowance for It" —Dryden.

(2) An abatement.
" After making the greatest allowance tor fraud."—

Macaulay : Bist. Kng., ch. xxL

*3. Permission, licence, indulgence.

"They should therefore be accustomed betimes to
consult and make nse of their reason before they give
allowance to their inclinations."—Locke.

4. Assent, acknowledgment ; assent to the
truth of an opinion ; admission that there is

justice in a claim.

7 "Modesty in general which is a tacit allowance of

imperfection.'"— Burke : Sublime A Beautiful, L 333.

5. Sufferance, permission.
" There were many causes of difference ; the chief

being the allowance of slavery in the iki uth.'—Free-
man: Qen. Sketch of Bitt., p. 364.

6. A stated sum of money given in lieu of

rations, of food, Ac. , or designed to enable a
person occupying a high official station to
dispense hospitality on a large scale.

"... that, though he drew a large allowance
under pretence of keeping a public table, he never
asked an officer to dinner."

—

Macaulay: Bist. Eng.,
ch. xiv.

IX Technically:

(a) Law:
1. The state of being admitted : as, the allow-

ance of a franchise = the admission that a
franchise which one has been exercising, or
claims legitimately, belongs to him. (Black-
stone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 17.)

2. The state of being granted : as, the allow-
ance of a pardon = the granting of a pardon

;

the allowance of a writ of error = the permis-
sion to obtain a writ of error. (Blackstone

:

Comment., bk. iv., chaps. 30, 31.)

3. Money or property allotted, as, for in-

stance, that which is allotted to a bankrupt
for subsistence. (Blackstone: Comment., ii. 31.)

(b) Comm. : Deductions from the weight of
goods sold on account of the weight of the
packages in which they are enclosed ; or,

more specifically, for draft, tare, tret, and
cloff (q.v.).

t al-16w'-ance, v. t. [From the substantive. ]

To put upon allowance ; to assign a certain
weighed or measured quantity of food or
liquor.

" You've bad as much as you can eat . . . Then
don't you ever go and say you were allowanced, mind
that —IHckent : Out Curiosity Shop, ch. xxxvi.

allowed , pa. par. & a. [Allow.]
As adjective

:

1. [Allow (1).] Approved of, tolerated,
sanctioned, licensed, chartered.

" There is no slander in an aliow'd fooL*
Shakesp. : Twelfth Sight, t 1

2. [Allow (2).] Admitted, not denied;
yielded to ; or in the other senses of the
verb.

"These, my lord.

Are such allowed infirmities, that honesty
Is never free of." Shakesp. : Winters Tale, i.t.

al-16w'-er, s. [Eng. allow; -er.) One who
" allows.

"This unruly bandfull of ministers that made tb«
fashion of keeping this pretended assembly, together
with their associates and allowert, do much brag of

the equity of their cause."—The King's Declarati n,

in a Declaration of Bis Majesty's Proceedings against
those attainted of Bigh Treason (W06), p. 18.

al low ihg, •al-ldV-jfai, pr. par., a., *.,

" Aconj. [Allow.)
* As conjunction: Supposing, admitting for

the sake of argument.

al-lox-an, s. [Eng. aU{antoin) ox(alic), and
suff. -an.)

Chem. : A substance obtained by the action
of strong nitric acid on uric acid in the cold.

Alloxan crystallises in large efflorescent rect-

angular prisms, C4N0H2O4. 4HaO i
which lose

their water of crystallisation at 160°. Alloxan
dissolves in water ; the solution is acid and
astringent, and stains the skin red ; it gives
a blue colour with a ferrous salt and an alkali,

and white precipitate of oxaluramide with
hydrocyanic acid and ammonia.

al ldx-an-Ic, a. [Eng. oilman; -ic.] Per-
taining to alloxan.

alloxanic acid, s.

Chem. : C4H4N2O5. A bibasic acid obtained
by adding baryta-water to a solution of alloxan
heated to 60°, and decomposing the barium
salt by dilute sulphuric acid. Alloxanic acid
crystallises in small radiated needles. Its

silver salt is insoluble and anhydrous, and
when Its salts are boiled with water they are
decomposed into urea and mesoxolates,

al-lox-an -tin, s. [Alloxan.]

Chem. : CsN^EljOj.3H9O. A substance ob-
tained by passing H2S through a strong cold
solution of alloxan, when the alloxantin is

erecipitated along with sulphur ; it dissolves

1 Nailing water, and separates on cooling
in the form of small four-sided, oblique,
rhombic, colourless prisms. Its solution

reddens litmus paper, gives a violet-coloured
precipitate with baryta-water, which disap-
pears on heating ; it reduces silver salts. By
chlorine or nitric acid it is oxidised to al-

loxan. It is converted into dialuric acid by
passing H£S through a boiling solution of it.

A hot saturated solution of alloxantin, mixed
with a neutral salt of ammonia, turns purple,
which disappears, uramile being deposited.
When boiled with water and lead dioxide,
alloxantin forms urea and lead carbonate. Its

crystals, when heated to 160°, give off their

water of crystallisation.

al-lo^-', * al la y, * a-la ye, s. [In Dut
allooi ; Fr. aloi (from loi = law), alliage; Sp.
liga; Port, liga ; ItaL lega, Uganza = league,
alloy. (See the verb. ) Connected with Lat
ligo = to bind, and with lex = law ; the pro-
portion of any metals combined for the pur-
pose of the coinage being regulated by law.
(See Wedgwood, &c.).]

*][ Alloy was formerly spelled Allay (q.v.).

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. The act of mixing a baser with a more
precious metal for a legitimate purpose or for
fraud. Used socially, though not exclu-
sively, of the coinage. The general alloy of
gold is from twenty-two to two per cent ; a
pound of silver contains 11 oz. 2 dwt of silver,

and 18 dwt. of alloy. For jewellery there
are the following legal standards : 18, 15, 12,

and 9 carats.
" The gold of bem hath now so badde atayet
With bras, that though the coyn be fair at ye.
It wolde rather brest in tuo than plye."

Chaucer: C. T., 8,MS-a>

2. The baser metal so mixed with the one
more precious.

TX Fig. : The act of mixing anything of
lesser value, or of no value at all, with some-
thing precious.

"It would be interesting to see how the pore gold
of scientific truth found by the two philosophers was
mingled by the two statesmen with Just that quantity
of alloy which was necessary for the working."—
Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xxi.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fail, father ; we, wet. Here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, worn- well, work, who, sen; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce -- c ; & = e. ey - - a.
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B. Technically:

1. titan. .* The mixture of any metal with

any other, precious or less precious, it matters

not, mercury only being excepted. A mixture

of mercury with another metal is called an
amalgam, and not an alloy. [Amalgam.]

"The combinations of metallic elements among
themselves are distinguished by the general term
alloys, and those of mercurj as amalgams."

—

Graham

:

Cham., 2nded,, vol. I, p. 115.

2. Min. : A natural alloy is the occurrence

of two or more metals united in a state of

nature. Osmium and iridium, when met
with, are always in this condition. [Iridos-

mine.J On the contrary, the alloys of metals

for manufacturing purposes are, as a rule,

artificially made. Thus brass, an alloy of

copper, contains 28 to 34 per cent, of zinc

;

fun-metal, 90 parts of copper to 10 of tin ;

ronze, 91 parts of copper, 2 parts of tin, 6

parts of zinc, and 1 part of lead.

al-16"y', * al-la'y. * a-la'ye, v. t. [Apparently

from the 'verb, rather than the verb from it.

In Fr. allier = (I) to ally, to unite, to alloy

;

Port ligar; Lat. ligo = to bind.] [Allay.]

I, Literally

:

1, To mingle a precious metal with one of

a baser character.

"Silver maybe readily alloyed with most metals."
—Graham: Chem., 2nd ed.. vol. ii., p. 343.

2. To mingle two metals together without
reference to the question whether one is more
and the other less precious.

IX Fig. : To diminish the purity or value of

anything by mingling with it that which is

inferior to it in these respects. (Sometimes it

has after it with, or more rarely by.)

" His history appears to be better ascertained than
' >f his fathc
Lively alloi

Bin., ch. xiv., J 14.

are largely alloyed with fable."—Lewis: Early Rom.

. learned with delight, alloyed by shame
, . . "—Macaulay: Uitt. Eng., ch. x.

t alloy -age, s. [Eng. alloy ; -age. In Fr.

alliage, from allier = to alloy. ] The art of

alloying metals ; also, the combination thus

formed. (Lavoisier.)

al-loyed', pa. par. & a. [Alloy, v.]

al-16^-Ing, pr. par. [Alloy, v.]

all' spice, *. [Eng. all; spice. So named
because its flavour somewhat resembles that

of a mixture of cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg. ]

1. A kind of pepper, consisting of the

dried berries of Pimenta officinalis (Myrtus
Pimenta, Linn., Eugenia Pimenta, De C), a

tree' belonging to the order Myrtace® (Myrtle-

blooms). It is imported almost entirely from
Jamaica, and is hence called Jamaica pepper.

It is termed also Pimento, from Sp. pimienta
= pepper ; its berries in shape and flavour

resembling peppercorns. The trees are culti-

vated In Jamaica in plantations called pimento
walks. Their unripe fruits, and to a lesser

extent all parts of them, abound in an essen-

tial oil, which has the same composition as

oil of cloves ; of this the berries yield from
three to five per cent. It is a powerful irritant,

and is often used to allay toothache. The

ALLSPICE (PIMENTA OFFICINALIS).

Leaves, flower, and fruit.

braised berries are carminative : they stimu-
late the stomach, promote digestion, and re-

lieve flatulency. The allspice imported into

this country is derived from Pimenta officinalis,

and not from Pimenta acris. The latter

affords a product somewhat similar, which is

occasionally used as a substitute for the other.

Hence the allspice-tree, properly bo called, is

the Pimenta officinalis.

2. The English name of the genus Calycan-
thus, and specially of C. Jloridus, which has
a scent like the pimento-tree. It grows
in Carolina, and is often called the Carolina
allspice. Lindley, in his Nat. Syst. of Bot.,

termed the order Calycanthaceae, the Carolina
Allspice tribe ; but in his Veg. Kingd. he
altered the designation to Calycauths.

|f Japan allspice is the English name of the
genus Chimonanthus, which belongs to the
Calycanthaceae ; Wild allspice is Benzoin odori-

ferum, a species of the Laurel order, said to
have been used as a substitute for the true
allspice in the American War of Independence.
(Lindley : Veg. Kingd. and Treas. of Bot., &c.)

al lu-aud -ite, $. [Named after M. Allaud.]

The name given by Damour to a mineral
supposed to be altered triplite, found near
Limoges. It is not the same as the AUuaudite
of Bernhardi. Dana classes it as a variety of
Triphylite (q.v.)i

allude, v.i. [In Sp. aludir; Port, aliudir

;

Ital. alludere ; Lat alludo = to play with ;

ad = with respect to ; ludo = to play.] To
make indirect reference to, to hint at, without
directly mentioning.

" These speeches of Jerome and Chryaostom do seem
to allude unto such ministerial garments as were then
in use."

—

Hooker.

al-lu -ding, pr. par. [Allude.]

al-lu -mee, a. [Fr. allume", pa. par. of allumer
= to light.] [Alluminate.]

Her. : A term applied to describe the eyes
of animals when they are depicted sparkling
or red

* al-lu -mln-ate, v.t. [Fr. allumer = to

light, to illuminate ; from lumiere = light.]

To colour, to paint upon paper or parchment,
to illuminate a manuscript.

Tf Now superseded by Illuminate (q.v.).

* al lu'-min-or, s. [Fr. allumer = to light.]

One who colours or paints upon paper or
parchment. He was called an alluminor, that
is, an illuminator, because of the light, grace,

and ornament which he imparted to the figures

on which he operated. (See Stat. 1 Rich. III.,

cap. 9 ; also Cowel.)

•Jf Now contracted into Limner (q.v.).

* allunge, * al lin go, * al lun ges,
al lins, adv. [A.8. eallunga, eallinga.) En-
tirely, completely, fully.

"It semethe as it were of whete, but It is not
allvnge* of suche eauuxa." — Maundei'ille : Travels,
p. 189.

"Turn me allunge to the."
0. E. Homilies (ed. Morris), L 186.

al liir ancc, s. [Allure.] Enticement,
flattery."

" To draw by atlurance. Blandior.'—Saret.

* al liir e, s. [From Fr. Uurre = a lure.] A
lure or decoy for birds ; or, figuratively, a
source of temptation to people.

•jl It is now contracted into Lure (q.v.)i

"The rather to train them to his allure, he told
them both often, and with a vehement voice, how
often they were over-topped and trodden down by
gentlemen. "

—

Haywa rd.

al-lure, v.t. [From Fr. leurrer=to decoy, to
lure ; from Uurre = a lure.] To draw or
tempt one forward by presenting an object of

attraction likely to act upon him or her, as

bait does upon fishes, or the crumbs in a

snare upon birds.

"They allure through the lusts of the flesh, through
much wantonness, those that were clean escaped from
them who live in error."—2 Peter iii. 18.

al-liired', pa. par, & a. [Allure, v.]

al-lur'e-ment, s. [Eng. allure ; •ment.']

1. The act of alluring.
" Adam by hla wife's allurement fell."

Milton: P. JL.bk.ll.

2. That which allures ; that which attracts

or tempts.
" With feminine allurement soft and fair."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bit. viiL

al-lur'-er, s. [Eng. allure; -er.] One who
* allures, attracts, or entices.

" Our wealth decreases, and our changes rise

;

Money, the sweet allurer of our hopes.
Ebbs out in oceana, and comes in by drops."

Dryden : Prologue to the Prophetess.

al liir ing, pr. par., a,, & s. [Allure.]

A. As present participle or adjective; Luring,
enticing, attractive.

B. As substantive : Enticement, lur-t.

"J. stand.
Thus heavy, thus regardless, thus despising
Thee, and thy best allurmyt,"

Beaumont & Fletcher : Woman's Prite, 1. 1.

al-lur'-Ing-ly; adv. [EDg. alluring; -ly.)

In an alluring manner, attractively, enticingly.
(Johnson.)

t al-lur -Ing-ness, s. [Eng. alluring; -ness.]

The quality of alluring or attracting by the
presentation of some object of desire. (Dyche.)

al-lu -9Ion, s. [In Fr. allusion ; Sp. alusion

;

Ital. allusione : from Lat. allnsio = a playing
or sporting with. ] [Allude. ]

1, Ordinary Language : A reference to any-
thing not directly mentioned, a hint.

". . , considerations to which no allusion can be
found in the writings of Adam Smith or Jeremy
Beuih&m."-*Macaulay -' Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

2. Rhet. : A figure by which something is

applied to or understood of another, on ac-

count of a certain resemblance between them.

al lu slve, a. [In 8p. alusivo ; Port, and
Ital. allusivo.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Containing an allusion. [See B.]

* 2. Parabolical.

"Allusive, or parabolical. Is a narration applied only
to express some special purpose or conceit, which
latter bind of parabolical wisdom was much more In
use in the ancient times, as by the fables of .£sop,
and the brief sentences of the Seven, and the use of
hieroglyphics, may appear."

—

Bacon; Advancement of
Learning, bit. ii.

B. Technically:

Her. ; Allusive arms, called also canting or
punning arms, and, by the Freuch, armes par-
lantes, are those i u
which the charges
suggest the bearer's

name. Thus the arms
of Castile and Leon
are two castles and
two lions. The arms
of Arundel are swal-
lows (Hirondelles). Till

the time of James I.,

allusive arms were
treated respectfully,

but afterwards they
fell into disrepute.

(Gloss, of Heraldry.)
ARMS OF ARUNDEL,

al-lu'-slVe-l& adv. [Eng. allusive ; -ty.] By
means of an allusion ; by way of allusion.

"
. . . by those eagles (Matt xxiv. 28), by which,

allusively, are noted the Roman armies, whose ensign
was the eagle."—Hammond.

al-lu -sive-ness, *. [Eng. allusive; -ness.]

The quality of being allusive.
" There may, according to the multifarious allusive-

nest of the prophetical style, another notable meaning
be also intimated."

—

More: Seven Churches, ch. 9.

al-lu'-SOi'-y; a. [From Eng. allusion.] Con-
taining an allusion.

"This was an unhappy allusory omen of his after
actions."—Heath's Flagellum, or Life of Cromwell
(1679J, p. lx.

al-lu'-vi-al, a. [Eng. alluvium ; -al. In Ger.

and Fr. alluvial; Lat. alluvius.] Pertaining
to alluvium ; washed away from one place and
deposited in another. (Used specially in geo-
logy)

"Portions of plains loaded with alluvial accumula-
tions by transient floods."

—

Lyell : Princip. 0/ QeiL,
8th ed. US50). ch. xlvii.

Alluvial deposits: Deposits consisting of
alluvium (q.v.).

t al-lu'-vX-otis, a. [Lat. aUuvius,] Alluvial

al-lu'-vi-um, t al-lu'-vi-Sn (Eng.), al lu -

vi-6 (Scotch), s. [In Fr. alluvion ; Sp. alu-

vion ; Port, alluviao; Ital. alluvione. From
Lat. alluvio = (1) an inundation, (2) alluvial

land ; alluo = to wash against : ad = to,

against ; luo = to wash.]

A. Ordinary Language : The act or process
of washing away soil, gravel, rocks, &c, and
depositing the debris in other places ; also the
materials thus deposited.
"... either by alluvion, by the washing ap of

sand and earth, so as in time to make terra Jktna."
—Blackstone; Comment., bk. ii., ch. 17.

B. Technically:

L Geol. and Physical Geog. In these Bciencea

the form of the words is alluvium, or rarely

alluvion.

boll, boy; pout, JotvI; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as

-tton, sion, -tiouu, - cioun m shun ; -tion, -sion zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous 1

expect, yonophon, exist, -Ing,

: shus. -ble = bel ; -die = del.
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* 1. Formerly : The gravel, mud, sand, &c.,
deposited by water subsequently to the
Noachian deluge. It was opposed to dilu-

vium, supposed to be laid down by the deluge
itself, or, in the opinion of others, by some
great wave or series of waves originated by
the sudden upheaval of large tracts of land or
some other potent cause, different from the
comparatively tranquil action of water which
goes on day by day. [Diluvium.]

2. Now:
(a) "Earth or mud, gravels, stones, and

other transported matter which have been
washed away and thrown down by rivers,

floods, or other causes upon land not per-
manently submerged beneath the waters of
lakes or seas.'* (Lyell: Princip. of Geol, Glos-

$ary.) As generally used, the word is specially

employed to designate the transported matter
laid down by fresh water during the Pleisto-

cene and recent periods. Thus it indicates

partly a process of mechanical operation, and
partly a date or period. It should not be for-

gotten that the former has gone on through
all bygone geological ages, and has not been
confined to any one time. Many of the
hardest and most compact rocks were once
loosely-cohering dibris l&id down by water.

The most typical example of alluvium may
be seen in the deltas of the Nile, Ganges,
Mississippi, and many other rivers. Some
rivers have alluviums of different ages on the
slopes down into their valleys. The more
modern of these belong to the recent period,

as do the organic or other remains which they
contain, while the older(as those ofthe Somme,
Thames, Ouse, &c), which are of Pleisto-

cene age, enclose more or less rudely chipped
flint implements, with the remains of mam-
mals either locally or everywhere extinct.

[Neolithic, Palaeolithic, Pleistocene, &c]
Though in many cases it is possible clearly

to separate alluviums of different ages, yet

the tendency of each new one is to tear up,
re-distribute, and confound all its predeces-
sors.

"Moreover, the last operations of water have a
tendency to disturb and confound together all pre-
existing alluviums."—Lyell : Elem. of Geol., ch. vi£

" As a general rule, the fluviatile alluvia of different
ages . . . "

—

Ibid., ch. x.

(6) Volcanic alluvium : Sand, ashes, &c.

,

which, after being emitted from a volcano,

come twder the action of water, and are by it

re-deposited, as was the case with the mate-
rials which entered and filled the interior of

houses at Pompeit (Lyell : Elements of Geol

,

ch. xxv., index.)

(c) Marine alluvium: Alluvium produced
by inundations of the sea, such as those which
have from time to time overflown the eastern

coast of India. (Lyell: Princip. of Geol, ch.

ilvii.)

IX Law. The form of the word generally
nsed in English law is alluvion, and in Scotch
law alluvio. In both of these the enactment
is, that if an " eyott," or little island, arise in

a river midway between the two banks, it

belongs in common to the proprietors on the
opposite banks ; but if it arise nearer one side,

then it belongs to the proprietor whose lands
it there adjoins. If a sudden inundation cut
off part of a proprietor's land, or transfer the
materials to that of another, he shall be re-

compensed by obtaining what the river has
deposited in another place ; but if the process

be a gradual one, there is no redress. (Black-

stone : Comment, bk. ii., ch. xvii.) (" Allu-

vio :
" Index to Erskine's Instit Scotch Law.

)

• all-way, * all'-wayes, * all wayes,
* al-wey, adv. [Always.] (Prompt. Parv.,

Spenser, &c.

)

ally', * ally e, * al-lie, * a-ly', v.t. [Fr.

"
allier — to ally, to combine ; Sp. aliar ; Port.

alliar : from Lat. alligo = to bind to ; ligo =
to bind.]

1. To unite or form a relationship by means
Of marriage.

"EUaahib . . . wae allied unto Tobiah."—NeK
xiii. 4.

2. To unite in a confederacy ; also, to unite

by the bond of love.

"These three did love each other dearely well,

And with bo flrme affection were aUyde"
Spenser . F Q.. IV., IL 43.

"0 chief I la blood, and now in arras allied f
Pope: Homer t Iliad, bk. vt, 667.

3. To establish between two things a rela-

tion founded on their resemblance to each

•ther.

"Two lines are indeed remotely allied to Virgil's
sense ; but they are too like the tenderness of Ovid."—
Oryden.

% Ally is used more frequently in the pas-
sive than in the active voice.

al-ly', * ally e, * al-lie, * a-ly", *. [From
the verb. In Fr. allie.]

1. A person united to another by the mar-
riage bond, or by the tie of near relationship.

" ' This day I take the for myn allye,'

Sayde this blisful faire mavde deere."
Chaucer : C. T., 12.220-2L

" Thy brother sone, that was thy double allie."

Ibid., 15,889.

U Now rarely used in this sense, unless
when the person to whom one is united is of
rank or political importance.

"This gentleman, the prince's near ally.'
Shaketp. : Romeo A Juliet, ill. L

2. A state or prince bound to one by a treaty
or league ; a confederate.

" Lewis had spared no effort to gain to valuable an
ally ''—Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. lx.

" Then, turning to the martial hosts, he crlee

:

Ye Trojans, Dardans, Lycians, and allie* I

Be men, my friends, in action as in name."
Pope : Bomers Iliad, bk. xvii.

, 305-307.

* al'-l^-ch6l-y\ a. [Apparently the word me-
lancholy half remembered by an uneducated
person.] Melancholy.

"Host. Now, my young guest, methinki you're
aUycholly ; I pray you, why is it ?

Jul. Marry, mine host^ because I cannot be merry."
Shaketp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv. 3.

* al'-lyfe, conj* [Eng. all; if.) Although.
" That allyfe your Lordshlppes letters came . .

."

—W. BlUhemane, Letter* (1523), Monatt., iv. 477.

ally -ing, pr. par. [Ally, t>.]

al-lyl* *• [From allium (q.v.).]

Chem, : A monad organic radical having the
formula (C3H5)', isomeric with the triad radical

propenyl (C3H5)'", two of the carbon atoms
being united to each other by two bonds.

allyl alcohol, v

Chem. : C3H6
- C3H5.OH= allylic alcohol

= acrylic alcohol, a primary monatomic alco-

hol obtained by decomposing allyl iodide with
silver oxalate. The allyl oxalate is decom-
posed by ammonia, yielding oxamide and allyl

alcohol. Allyl alcohol is a colourless, pungent
liquid, boiling at 103°. It is oxidised into

acrylic aldehyde and acid.

Allyl Iodide, C3H5I, is obtained by distilling

glycerine with phosphorus tetriodide. A
liquid boiling at 100°. By the action of zinc

and hydrochloric acid it is converted into

propene.

AUyl Sulphide, {C^H.5)^, exists in volatile

oil of garlic, obtained also by distilling allyl

iodide with potassium monosulphide.

Allyl Sulpho-cyanate, C3H5.CNS, occurs in

volatile oil of mustard.

&1 -lyl-ene, s. [Eng. allyl ; -ene. ]

Chem. : C3H4 = propine, a hydrocarbon, ob-
tained by the action of sodium ethylate on
bromopropene. It is a colourless, stinking

gas, which burns with a smoky flame. It

gives a yellow precipitate with cuprous
chloride.

* al lynge, adv. [A. S. eallunga, eallinga,

allunqa = entirely, absolutely, altogether.]

Completely ; absolutely. [Allunqe.]
** Hit Is not aUynae to carpe, sire kyng, wher-of we

comen."—Joseph of Arimathie, 440.

"AUynge to carpe = altogether (the right thing) to
apeak: quite (the thing) to apeak. '—Glostarial Index
to Joseph of Arimathie.

al -ma, s. [Alice.]

al ma, a. [Fem. of Lat. adj. ahnus— nourish-

ing ; from alo — to nourish.]

Alma Mater (lit. — the nourishing mother,
or the fostering or bountiful mother): A term
often applied to the university at which one
studied, and which, like a bountiful mother,
fostered the higher powers of one's intellect

and heart
"The studious sons of Alma Mater.''

Byron: Granta.

* al-ma-can'-tar, s. (Arab.). [Almucantar. ]

Al-mach, Al ma-ac, s. [Corrupted

Arabic.] A fixed star of the third magnitude,
called also 7 Andromedse.

alma die, s. [Local name.]

1. In Africa: A sort of canoe, or small

vessel, about twenty-four feet long, made
generally of bark, aud in use among the
negroes.

2. In India : A swift boat, eighty feet long,
and six or seven broad, used at Oalicut, on
the coast of India. Small vessels of this
description are called also cathuri.

Al ma-gest, s. [In Ger. almagut ; Fr. alma-
geste; Sp., Port, & ItaL almagesto. From
Arab, article al = the ; Gr. nifto-ros (megistos)

— greatest, superl. of /ley*? (megas)= great.]

1. Spec. : A name of honour conferred on &
book treating of geometry and astronomy,
published by the celebrated Alexandrian geo-
grapher and astronomer Ptolemy.

" On crosa, and character, and talisman.
And almagett, and altar, nothing bright.'

Scott : The Lay of the Lait Minstrel, vt. 17.

2. Gen. : Any similar production.

al ma gra, al ma gre, *. [Sp. Called

by the Latin writers Sil. Atticum, that is,

Attic or Athenian yellow ochre.] A fine
deep-red ochre, of high specific gravity, dense
yet friable, and with a rough, dusty surface.
It is found in Spain, and is used atSeville to
colour snuff.

al mai, s. [Alme.]

* Al main, * Xl mayne, Al maun, a.

& $. [From Fr. Allemagne = Germany.]

A. As adj. : German.
" Almain ratters with their horsemen's staves."

Marlowe: Fauttus.
B. As substantive:

1. A German.
"Why, he drinke you, with facility, yonr Dane

dead drunk: he sweats not to overthrow your Al-
main "—Shaketp. : Othello, ii. s.

2. A kind of solemn music. (Nares, &c.)

almain leap, s. A dancing leap.
" Ami take his almain-teap into a custard."

B. Jonton : Devil an Att, i. L

almain rivet, s. [Eng. almain; rivet]

A kind of light armour introduced into this

country from Germany. It has plates of iron
for the defence of the arms.
"... and by the Btatute of the 4th and 6th of

Philip and Mary, we learn that the military force
of the kingdom was composed of . . . black bill-

men, or halberdiers, who wore the armour called
almain-rivets, and morions or Ballets, and haquebu-
tiers similarly appointed."— Planche: Sit. Brit.

Costume (1847), p. 818.

(See also Blount's Glossographia.)

al maist, adv. [Almost.] (Scotch.)

al man fur'-nace, s. [Almond-furnace.]

al man ac, al man ack, s. [In Sw.,

Ger., &, Ft. almanach ; Dan. & Dut. almanak ;

Sp. almanak, almanaque; Port, almanach;
Ital. almanacco. Apparently Arab. Probably
from al = the ; manach = a calendar or diary

:

from mana, or manah = to compute ; Heb.

H2Q (manah) m to distribute, to compute.
Wedgwood points out that in the Arab, of Syria

almanakh is= climate or temperature. Others
consider the word to be of Teutonic derivation.

Thus Dean Hoare believes it Anglo-Saxon. He
says that a square stick on which the Anglo-
Saxons carved the course of the moon during
the year, to fix the times of new and full

moon and the festival days, was called by
them almonaght= all-moon-heed. (Hoare: Eng.
Roots, 1855.) Other derivations, both Arabic
and Teutonic, have been given.]

* 1. A kind of instrument, usually made of
wood, inscribed with various figures and
Runic characters, and representing the order
of the feasts, the dominical letters, the days
of the week, the golden number, and other
matters. It was used by the old Scandinavian
nations for the computation of time, civil and
ecclesiastical. It might be made of leaves,

connected like those of books, or of brass, or
horn, or the skins of eels ; or the information
might be cut on daggers, or on tools of various

kinds. Such productions were sometimes
called rimstocks, or primestaffs, or runstocks,
or runstaffs, or clogs. Remnants of them are
still found in some English counties.

2. A small book primarily designed to fur-

nish a calendar or table of the days belonging

to the several months of the year for which it

is constructed. It is known that an almanac
was published by the Greeks of Alexandria

about the second century A.D. Almanacs
were produced by Solomon Jarchus, about

late, fat, faro, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian- ce, m = e. ey = a. ew = u.
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1150 AD. ; by Purbach, 1450—1461 ; and by
Regiomoutanus, between 1475 and 1506. In
England, King James I. gave the niouupoly of
almanack-printing to the Universities and the
Stationers Company, but the former were no
more than sleeping partners in the concern,
and were, therefore, only partially disgraced

by the extent to which astrological predictions

were issued in their works. Not that the
company, much less the universities, believed

in these airy vaticinations ; they only pandered
to the credulity of the public, which would
not till 1828 tolerate an almanac with these
biota upon it omitted. In 1775 and 1779,

mortal blows were struck at the monopoly of

the Universities and the Stationers' Company,
and the publication of almanacs is now free

to all. An objectionable stamp duty of Is. 3d.

on each copy issued lias also been swept away.
Some modern almanacs, in addition to the
calendar, contain an immense mass of astro-

nomical, historical, political, and statistical

information, all brought up to the latest date.
" Here comes the almanack of my true date.
What now T

"—Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, 1. 2.

" To watch the storms and hear the sky
Give all our almanack* the lie."

Cowper : Verte* on a Flood at Olney.

^f The Nautical Almanac is a work origi-

nated in the year 1767, by Dr. Maskelyne, the
astronomer royal, and many years edited by
him. It contains a summary of the lunar
observations made at Greenwich Observatory,
and by its aid the mariner observes the moon
and adjacent stars with his sextant, and from
comparison of his observations with the posi-
tions given in the Nautical Almanac com-
putes his longitude, and ascertains the place
of his vessel on the trackless ocean. This
work contains about 600 pages of elaborate
astronomical tables, constructed specially for

the use of seamen in any part of the globe,
bnt containing valuable information for the
astronomer on land. Each month has twenty
pages, containing full details of the pheno-
mena of the sun and moon ; then follow the
ephemerides of the seven principal planets.
After this comes a catalogue of the leading
fixed stars, with their annual variations, fol-

lowed bya list of the principal stars nearwhich
the moon passes in her monthly revolution
through the heavens. The eclipses of the

J
ear are elaborately described. Then follows a
st of stars to be occulted by the moon during

each month. The eclipses of Jupiter's satel-

lites, so useful in determining the longitude
at sea, together with thfe configuration of the
satellites on those occasions when the placet
Is visible, are successively detailed ; besides
other matters equally valuable to the mariner.
This almanac has always been published three
or four years in advance, in order that it may
be sent to all parts of the world in time for

the observation of the phenomena described
In its pages.

almanac maker, s. A maker of al-

manacs.
"Mathematicians and almanac-makers are forced

to eat their own prognosticks."

—

Gaytorit Notes on
Don Quix., p. 268.

al mand ite, al mand ine, al mand
In, almond ine, s. [From Lat. Alaban-
dicits (Pliny) = pertaining to Alabanda, a city
of Caria, where the mineral was cut and
polished. Alabanda is said to have been
called from Alabandus, its founder. ] A
mineral, a variety of garnet classed by Dana
under the heading Iron-alumina garnet. Com-
position : Silica 361, alumina 20'6, protoxide
of iron 43 3 = 100. Thus it is mainly a silicate

of alumina and protoxide of iron. When it

Is of a deep red colour and transparent, it is

called precious garnet ; when brownish-red,
or translucent, common garnet; when black,
melanite. It is found in Ireland, Norway,
Greenland, Hungary, Brazil, and other places.

"But I would throw to them back in mine
Turkis and agate and almondine."

Tennyson : The Merman, 3.

al man dre, s. [Almond.]

* al-mar-^, s. [Ambry. ]

* Al -maun, s. [Almain. ]

* al -maund, s. [Almond.]

"al-mayne riv'-ets. [Almain Rivets.]

al me, al ma, al mai, s. [Mod. Arab, of
Egypt, alme, dlmai = the learned ; corrupted
from Arab, alimah, fern. adj. — knowing, wise.]
An Egyptian dancing-girl.

t al-me'-na, s. A weight used in various parts

"of Asia to* weigh saffron. It is about two
pounds.

* il'-mer-^, * al'-mer-Ie, s. [Ambry.]

* al mis, * al messe (I silent), s. [Alms.]

* al-might -i-ful (gh silent), a. [Eng. al-

mighty; -Jul.] In the fullest sense possessed

of almighty power.
".

. . almightiful voiee of Jesus."— Vdai: Lukevv.

al-mlght'-I-lj? (gh silent), adv. [Eng. al-

mighty ; -*y.] With almighty power.

al-might-I-ness (gh silent), s. [Eng. al-

mighty ; -ness. ] The quality of being almighty

;

omnipotence.
" Jfoah. Ask Htm who made thee greater than myself
And mine, hut not leas subject to His own
Almigfuiness." Byron : Heaven and Earth, L a

Al-might^f, Al might y, *Al-myght-
fe, * Al -myght-i, * al'-mygt-y (gh and
g silent), a. & s. [Eug. all; mighty. A.S.
ozlmiht, wlmihti, celmihtig, ealmiht, ealmihti,

eahnihtig, a. ; ^Elmihtiga, Ealmihtiga, s. ]

A. As adjective

:

1. In a strict sense ; Omnipotent ; able to do
everything not inconsistent with the divine

attributes, and not involving a contradiction

in terms.
". . . I am the Almighty God . . ."—Gen, xvii. L
" Insensible of Truth's almighty charms.
Starts at her first approach, and sounds to arms !

"

Cowper : Bope.

2. In a loose sense : Possessed of great ability,

strength, or power.
" O noble almighty Sampson, leef and deere,
Haddest thou nought to wommen told thy secret"

Chaucer : C. T., 15,538-9.

B. As substantive : God, viewed specially

in connection with his omnipotence.
"I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the

ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was, and
which is to come, the Almighty. '—Rev. i. 8.

" The trembline queen fth' almighty order given)
Swift from th ldaean summit shot to heaven."

Pope: Homer't Iliad, bk. xv., 84, 86.

* alm'-ner (I silent), s. [Almoner.]

al mond, * al maund (I silent), s. [In

Sw.,Dan., & Ger. mandel ; Dut. amandel; Fr.

amande (the fruit), amandier (the tree) ; Sp.

almendra (the fruit), almendro (the tree)

;

Ital. mandola, mandorla; Lat. amygdala and
amygdalum (the fruit and the tree both)

;

amygdalus (the tree only). From Gr. awi-
ia.\n (amv*jdale), e\fxvy6a\ov (amugdalori), and
anfyiaXos (amugdalos) — the almond fruit and
the almond-tree

almond (amygdalus communis).

Leaves, Flowers, and Fruit.

A* Ordinary Language

:

1. The fruit of the almond-tree. It is a
slight ovate drupe, externally downy. There
are two varieties of it, the one sweet and the
other bitter. Sweet almonds are eaten. Taken
in moderate amount they are nutritive and
demulcent, but consumed in large quantities
they are purgative. Bitter almonds contain
prussic acid, and eaten in large quantities are
poisonous. The distilled water containing
their concentrated essence, if drunk, is almost
instantly fatal. Brandy and ammonia may be
given as an antidote.

"... spices and myrrh, nuts and almonds."—Gen.
xliii. 1L
"Pound an almond, and the clear white colour will

be altered into a dirty one, and the sweet taste into an
oily one."—Locke.

2. The tree on which the fruit now described
grows, the Amygdalus communis, of which
there are two varieties, the A. communis,

simply so termed, and the A. communa, var.
amara, or bitter almond. The former has
pink and the latter white flowers. They
bloom very early in the season. The leaves
are oblong-lanceolate, with serrated margins.
Both varieties of almond are cultivated in
this country, the sweet one being the more
common. They seem to have come originally
from Persia, Asia Minor, Syria, and the north
of Africa, [Amygdalus. ]

If Almond in Scripture seems correctly
translated.

" Many varieties of the almond are cultivated, dif-

fering in the nature of their fruits.*'—Treat, ef Botany.

B. Technically :

I. Among lapidaries ; Pieces of rock crystal

used in adorning branch candlesticks.

IX Anatomy:

1. Almonds of the throat, or tonsils: Two
round glands placed at the basis of the
tongue on either side. Each has a large oval

sinus opening into the fauces. This, with a
number of smaller sinuses inside it, discharge

a mucous substance designed to moisten and
lubricate the fauces, larynx, and oesophagus.

2. Almonds of the ears : An inaccurate name
sometimes given to the almonds of the throat,

or tonsils.

"The tonsils, or almondt of the eari, are also fre-

quently swelled in the king's evil ; which tumour may
be very well reckoned a species of it."— Witeman : Surg,

C. In Composition. Among the compounds
are the following :—

almond blossom, s. The blossom of

the almond-tree.
" Where all about your palace-walls
The sun-lit almond-blossom shakes."

Tennyson : To the Queen,

almond-flower, s. The flower of the
almond-tree.

" Springs out of the silvery almond-flower.
That blooms on a leafless bough."

Moore : Lalla Rookh ; Light of the Baram,

almond leaved willow, s. Salix
amygdalina, now ranked, not as a distinct
species, but simply as a variety of S. triandra

t

the blunt-stipuled triandrous willow.
" Trees more and more fady, till they end in an

almond-tvtitow. "—Shenstone.

almond oil, bitter almond-oil, or

benzoic aldehyde, s.

Chem. : An oil obtained by pressing al-

monds. The oil of bitter almonds, at least

when impure, is very poisonous. It has,

however, been used as a cure in intermittent
fever. It produces urticaria. It also relieves

intoxication.

almond-peach, s. A hybrid between
the almond and the peach, cultivated in
France.

almond-shaped, a. Of the form of an
almond.

".
. . round or almond-shaped nodules of some

mineral.'
1—LyeU : Manual of Qeol., 4th ed., ch. xxviiL

almond-tree, s. [Almond. ]

" And I said, I see a rod of an almond-tree."—Jer.
111.

" Not a vine, not an almond-tree, was to be seen on
the slopes of the sunny hills round what had once been
Heidelberg.''

—

Macaulay; Bist. Eng., ch. xii.

al mond fur'-nace, s. [A corraption of
Fr. Allemand = German.]

Mech. : A kind of furnace used by refiners

to separate metals from cinders and other
dross. By means of it also the slags of litharge

left in refining silver are reduced by the aid

•f charcoal again to lead.

al'-mond-ine, s. [Almandite. ]

al mond worts (I silent), s. pi. [Eng-

almond ; worts. ] Lindley's name for the order

Drupacese(q.v.).

al moner, * aim -ner (I silent), s. [Fr.

aumonier.] A person whose office it is to dis-

tribute alms. It was first given to such a

functionary in a religious house, there being

an ancient canon which specially enjoined

each monastery to spend a tenth part of its

income in alms to the poor. By an ancient

canon also, all bishops were required to keep
almoners. Kings, queens, princes, and other

people of rank, had similar functionaries.

"... the chaplain and almoner of the queen
dowager."—Macaulay; Bist. Eng., ch. vi.

% The Lord Almoner, or Lord High Almoner

of England, is a functionary charged with the

boll, ho^; poTit, jo*wl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -

1

-clan, -ttan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhuru -tious, -sious, -clous= shus. -Ore - der ; -grem ger.
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duty of distributing the royal alms. Amid
other resources for doing this were the for-

feited goods of a felo de « ; but by the Act
33 & 34 Vict., c. 23, these are not now taken
from the heirs. The Archbishops of York
long acted as Lord High Almoners of England.
Now there is an " Hereditary Grand Almoner "

(the Marquis of Exeter), and under him a
Lord High Almoner and a sub-almoner, both
ecclesiastics. [Maundy. ]

al-mon-ry, * alm'-ry, * alm'-er-y (i

silent), * awme-bry, * awm'-er-y\ 5.

[Fr. aumonerie ; Ital. eiemosinieria.]

1. A room in which alms were distributed.

In the case of monastic establishments, the
almonry was generally a stone building near
the church.

" The Queen's royal alma were distributed on Satur-
day by Mr. Hanby, at the almonry office."— Timet,
April u, 1838.

2. Sometimes confounded with AMBRY(q.v.).

al most. * al' mosto, * al mest, * all

most, ado. &adj. [Eng. all; most]

L As adverb : Nearly, well nigh ; very nearly

approaching the whole.

"And Paul said. I would to God, that not only thou,
but also all that hear me this day, were both almott,
and altogether such aa I am, except these bonds.*'—
Acts XXTi 29.

t 2. As adjective : Well nigh ; all but.
". . . between the first rudiments of an art, and

its almott perfection."—Goldsmith ; Polite Learning.

alms, * alines (I silent), * al -mess, * al

mease, * al mos, * el messe, 5. [A.8.
celmesse, almasse, celmysse, almes. In Sw.
alwiosor ; Dan. almisser ; Dut. aalmoes ; Ger.

ahnosen; Fr. aum&ne ; Norm. Fr. almoynes;
Bp. Umosna; Port, esmola; Ital. limosina;
Low Lat. eleemosyna ; Gr. iXcn^otrvvn (dee-

mosune) = (1) pity, mercy, (2) charity, alms
;

£A.ee'« (eleed) = to have pity ; tfAeo* (deos) =
pity. Thus aims in English, when traced to

its origin, is really the Greek word e\entiotr<>vn

(eteemosune) corrupted ; and the fact that so

long a Greek word should have been worn away
into so short an English one, is fitted to

suggest that in these islands during the Middle
Ages it can scarcely ever have been out of
people's lips. The Continental nations, it

will be observed, have not yet succeeded in

reducing the six Greek syllables into less than
three or two ; we have cut it away into a mono-
syllable, not susceptible of much further re-

duction. There must have been among *©ur

ancestors much charity or much mendicancy,
or much of both one and the other.]

A. Ordinary Language : Money, food, cloth-

ing, or anything else given as a gratuity to

relieve the poor. [Oblation.]

•f The s of the word alms is not the sign of

the plural ; it is the tr (s) of the Greek word.
Alms is now, however, often used as a plural.

"... whan a freeman by kyn or burthe Is con-
ttreigned by povert to eten the almes of his enemyes."—Chaucer: Tale of Jfclibeu*.

" Hit bond mynistre of fredom and almetse."
Chaucer : C. T., 4.589.

"... who seeing Peter and John about to go into
file temple, asked an alms."—Ads iiL %.

B. Technically:

In Law

:

(a) Reasonable alms : A certain portion of the
•states of intestate persons allotted to the
poor.

(6) Tenure by free alms, or frank almoyne

:

Tenure of property which is liable to no rent

or service. The term is especially applied to

lands or other property left to churches or
religious houses on condition of praying for

the soul of the donor. Many of the old

monasteries and religious houses in Britain ob-

tained laads in this way, which were free from
all rent or service.

alms-basket, s. The basket in which
money or provisions are put in order that

they may be given at the fitting time in alms.
{Lit. or jig.)

Oh, tbey have lived long on the alms basket of

words t "—Shakeep. ; Love's Labours Lost, . 1.

alms-box, s. A box for the reception of

m«>ney or provisions to be given in alms.
Anciently alms were collected in such boxes
both in churches and in private houses.

alms-chest, t A chest for the reception
of money or provisions to be given as alms.

In English churches it is a strong box, with
a slit in the upper part. It has three keys :

one kept by the clergyman, and the other
two by the churchwardens.

alms-deed, s. A deed, of which the
essence was giving of alms, an act of charity.

The sombre close of that voluptuous,day
Which wrought the ruin of my lord the king."

Tennyson : Guinevere.

' alms-drink, s. Wine contributed by
others in excess of one's own share.

" 1 8erv. They have made him drink alms-drink.

"

Shakctp. : A ntonw and Cleopatra, ii. T.

* alms-folk, s. Persons supported by
alms.

" This knight and his lady had the character of very
?ood alms-folks, iu respect of their great liberality to
he poor."—Strype : Ann. of the Ref., i. 233.

alms-giver, s. A person who gives
liberal alms to the poor.

"The fugitives of Palestine were entertained at
Alexandria by the charity of John, the Archbishop,
who is distinguished among a crowd of aaints by the
epithet of alms-giver."—Gibbon : Decline and Fall.
en. xlvi

alms-giving, $. The giving of alms.
" .Mercifulness, and alms-giving, purgeth from all

sins, and delivereth from death."—Homme*. Bk.2, "Of
Ainu-deeds.''

alms-house, * almess house, s.

1. A house designed for the support of the
poor on a private charitable foundation.

"And, to relief of laiars, and weak age
Of indigent fafnt souls past corporal toil,

A hundred alms-homes right well supplied."
Shakesp. : Benry Y., L 1.

2. A poor-house, what is now called a work-
house. A house designed for the support of

the poor upon public rates.
" Only, alaa ! the poor, who had neither friends nor

attendants.
Crept away to die in the almshouse, home for the

homeless.

"

Longfellow ; Evangeline, pt. ii., v. 6.

* alms-man, * almes mann, s. A man
who lives by alms. [Bedesman.]

" My gay apparel for an alms man's gown."
Shaketp. : Richard 11., ill 3.

* alms-people, s. People supported by
alms.

"They be bound to pay four shillings the week to
the six almtpeopXe.'— Weeper : Funeral Monument*.

t al mu-can -tar, t al mu ©an -tor, t al-
ma-can'-tar,tal-mo-can'-tar,s. [Arab.,

whence Fr. almicantarat ; Ital almucantaro. ]

A circle drawn parallel to the horizon. Gene-
rally used in the plural for a series of parallel

circles drawn through the several degrees of
the meridian. They are the same as what are

now called parallels of altitude.

almucantar's stall; s. An instrument
commonly made of pear-tree or box, with an
arch of fifteen degrees, used to take observa-
tions of the sun about the time of its rising

and setting, in order to find the amplitude,
and consequently the variation of the compass.

al muce, a'u-muce, s. [Low Lat. almu-

cium. ] A cover for the head, worn chiefly by
monks and ecclesiastics. It was square, and
seems to have been the original of the square
capB worn by students in some universities,
schools, and cathedrals.

al'mud,5. [Sp.]

In Spain and Barbary : A measure for corn.

It contains about half an English bushel.

al -mud, s. [Turkish, fr. Sp. almud (?).] [Al-
mude.] A measure used in Turkey and Egypt.
It is = 1151 imperial gallons.

al'-mttde, s. [Port.] A wine measure used
in Portugal. The almude of Lisbon is = 3 7
imperial gallons, that of Oporto = 6*6. (States-

man's Year-Book.)

al -mug, s. [Aloetm.]

al-mu-ge-a, ». [Corrupted Arabic]

Astrol. : A certain configuration of the five

planets, in respect to the sun and moon,
correspondent to that which is between the
hours of those planets and the sun's and
moon's hours. (Rees ; Cyclop.)

al-my gh-ty, a. &*. [Almighty.]

t al -nage, t auT nage, s. [Fr. aunage ; O. Fr.

aulnage ; from aune — an ell.] [Ell,] Mea-
surement by an ell as a standard ; ell-measure.

(Cowel.)

t al'-nag-er, t aul -nag-er, s. (Eng. a '.nagt,

or aulnage ; -tr.
J An officer whose original

function it was to examine woollen cloth,
ascertain that it was of the proper length,
affix to it a seal testifying to the fact, and then
collect alnage-duty. Next, a searcher and a
measurer relieved him of part of his work,
leaving him only the alnage to collect ; and
finally this, and with it his office, was swept
away by the Act 11 and 12 William III., c. 20.

t Al nath, t All -nath, s. [Corrupted Arabic. ]

The first star in the horns of Aries, whence
the first mansion of the moon derives its

name.
" And by his thre apeeres in his worchlng.
He knew ful wel how fer Allnath was schove
Fro the heed of tbilk fixe Aries above,
That in the fourthe speere considred is."

Chaucer : C. T., 11.5M-I.

* aln'e-way, adv. [Alwat. ]

*al -night (gh mute), s. [Eng. all ; night.] "A
service which they call alnight, is a great cake
of wax, with the wick in the midst ; whereby
it cometh to pass that the wick fetcheth the
nourishment farther orT." (Bacon.)

Al nil am, ». [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed
star of magnitude 2fc, called also e Orkmis.

al nus, a. [Lat.] [Alder.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Betulacess (Birch-worts). The flowers
are monoecious and amentaceous. In the
barren ones the scale of the catkin is three-
lobed, with three flowers ; the perianth is four
partite ; the stamina, four. In those which
are fertile the scale of the catkin is subtrifid
with three flowers, and there is no perianth.
The ovary is two-celled, two-ovuled, but only
one ovule reaches perfection. The only British
species is A. glutinosa, the Alder (q.v.).

ta-16-dy, s. [Allodial.] Inheritable land
(Wharton's Law Lexicon.)

il'-6o, s. [In Sw. aloebrt ; Dan., Dut., Ger.,
Sp., and Ital. aloe; Port aloe, aloes; Fr. aloes;
Lat. cdoe ; Gr. a\6n (aloe). Not the same as
the aghil of some Hindoo languages.] [See
AGA.LLOCH, AG1LA.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Any species of the genus described under
B, or even of one, such as Agave, with a close
analogy to it.

If The American aloe is the Agave Ameri-
cana, an Amaryllid.

2. The aloe of Scripture, which is probably
the agallochum. Royle believes that the
reason why the aloe proper and the agallochum
became confounded was that aUech, alloet, or
aUieh, the Arabic name of the latter, closely
resembled etwa, the appellation given to the
former in various Hindoo tongues. [See
Agalloch.]

B. Technically:

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Liliacea;, or Lily-worts, and constituting
the typical genus of the section ealled Aloinse.
The species are succulent herbs, shrubs, or
even trees, with erect spikes or clusters of
flowers. They are used in the West Indies for
hedges ; the juice is purgative, and the fibres
are made into cordage or coarse cloth.

al'-oed, a, [Eng. aloe; -ed.]

1. Mixed or flavoured with aloes ; bitter.

2. Shaded by aloes.

al -oes, * al -els, s. [Aloe.]

A* Ordinary Language :

I, LiteraMy :

1. The drug described under B.

2. The aloes of Scripture. [Heb. D,l
?rtH

(dhdlim), Prov. vil. 17 ; niW (ah&loth), Ps.

xlv. 8 ; Song iv. 14. Gr. a\6n (aloe), John
xix. 39.] The fragrant resin of the agalloch.

[Aloe (A. 2), Aloes-wood, Lion-aloes.]

IT, Fig. : Anything bitter to the feelings.

" And sweetens in the suffering pangs it bears.
The aloe* of all forces, shocks, aud fears."

Shaketp. ; A Lover's Complaint.

B. Technically

:

Pharm. : The inspissated juice of the aloe.

The cut-leaves of the plant are put into a tub,

the juice collected from them, and either

boiled to a proper consistence or exposed to
the sun till the fluid part evaporates. There
are four principal kinds, two officinal. (1)

Barbadoes Aloes (Aloe Barbadensis), formed

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fail, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ce, ca -- o. ey = a. qu= kw.
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from the juice of the cut-leaf of Aloe vulgaris.

It is imported in gourds, and has a dull yel-

lowish-brown opaque colour, breaks with a
dull conchoidal fracture, shows crystals under
the microscope, has a nauseous odour, and is

soluble in proof spirit. (2) Socotrine Aloes
(Aloe Socotrina), the produce of several species

of aloes ; it occurs in reddish-brown masses,
and breaks with a vitreous fracture. Its pow-
der is a bright orange colour. It has a fruity

smell. It comes from Bombay. (3) Hepatic
Aloes, or East India Aloes non-officinal, is

liver-coloured ; its powder is yellow. (4)

Cape Aloes, the produce of Aloe spicata ana
other non-officinal species, is a greenish-brown
colour; this is given to horses. An inferior

rariety is called Caballine Aloes. Aloes acts

as a purgative, affecting chiefly the lower part
of the intestinal canal. It increases the flow
of the bile ; it often produces griping when
given alone, and sometimes causes haemor-
rhoids. The watery extract of aloes is free

from these objectionable properties. Cape
Aloes is less purgative. The use of aloes is

not followed by constipation. Aloes has a
very bitter taste.

alocs -rcsin, s.

Chem. : A substance differing from resin in

being soluble in boiling water. It is produced
by the oxidation of aloine.

aloes-wood, s.

Comm. : The name for a highly fragrant
gum taken from the inside of two trees—the
Aqidlaria ovata, or Malacceiisis, a native of

Malacca, and A. agallochum, which grows in

the district of Silhet, in Bengal It is an in-

flammable resinous substance. Some Asiatic

nations consider it as a cordial ; and in Europe
It has been prescribed in cases of gout and
rheumatism. [Aqalloch, Aquilaria, Aloes,
(A. 2), Lion-aloes.]

*4»l'-des, s. [Sp. oKo= oil.] An olio, or

savoury dish composed of meat, herbs, eggs,
and other ingredients, the recipe for which
Is to be found in an old book of cookery
called The Housewife's Jewel, printed in 1596.

(Boucher. )

IU-6-et lC, a. As. [In Fr. aloetique; Fort
and ItaL aloetico.}

1. As adj. ; Pertaining to the Aloe genus of
plants, or to the substance called aloes ; con-
sisting chiefly of aloes.

"
. . . a perceptible smell of aloetic drugs."—

Carlyle: Sartor IZetartus, bk. ill, chap. iv.

2. As substantive ; A medicine of which the
principal ingredient is aloes. (Quincy.)

aloetic add, s.

Ckem. : An acid occurring in aloes.

&1 6 et'-l-cal, a, [Eng. aloetic; -al.) The
same as Aloetic, adj. (q.v.).

"It may be excited by aloetical scaninmniate, or
acrimonious medicines."— Wiseman's Surgery.

stl 6 ex'-yl-on, s. [Gr. £x6n (aloe), and Ev\o*
(xulori) = wood. ] A genus of papilionaceous

Slants. The A. agallochum produces one of
le two kinds of Calambac Eagle-wood, or

Lign-aloes. [Lion-aloes.]

9-loft', adv. & prep. [Eng.a = on ; loft.] [Loft.]

A. A s adverb

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1, From a lower to a higher situation.

(Applied to an animate or inanimate being
ascending.) (Lit. <&Jig.)

"ftimon also built a monument upon the sepulchre
Of his father and his brethren, and raised it aloft to
the sight, with hewn stone behind and before."

—

1 :/ xiii. 87.

"Is temper'd and allay'd by sympathies
Attft ascending."

Wordsworth : The White Doe of Rylstone.

2. High, far from the ground. (Applied to
an animate or inanimate being at rest)

" The peacock In the broad ash-tree
Aloft is roosted for the night."

Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylstone, Iv.

IX Technically

:

Naut. : High above the deck, in the rigging,

or even at the mast-head ; also on the deck, as

opposed to below.

"Come, aloft, boys, aloft t"
Beaum, and Flet. : Knight of the Burning Fettle.

K All hands aloft : An order designed to
call the seamen on deck from below.

B. As preposition : Above.
" Now I breathe again

Aloft the flood, and can give audience
To any tongue, speak it of what it will.

Shaketp. : King John, iv. 3.
£

Al' £-gi, s. pi. [Gr. aho-fus (alogos) = (1) With-
out speech, (2) without reason.] Unreason-
able or senseless people.
"... the greater number of our Atogl, who feed

on the husks of Christianity."—Coleridge: Aide to
Kefiection (ed. 1839), p. 187.

A-16 gi-ans, *. pi [Gr. a, priv., and A670*,

the Logos, translated " Word " in John i. 1,

14.] [Looos.]

Church Hist. : A sect which arose towards
the end of the second century ; they denied
that Christ was the Logos, rejected John's
Gospel and the Apocalypse, and considered
that the miraculous gifts mentioned in the
New Testament had ceased to exist in the
Church.

3l-5-got'-rdph-$r, s. [In Ger. alogotrophie.

From Gr. aXo-yo? (alogos)= without reason,
unreasonable: a, priv., and \6yoc (logos) —
reason ; rpo<f>ij (trophe) = nourishment ; rpidxa
(trepM) = to nourish.] Disproportionate
nourishment of portions of the body ; over-
nourishment to some parts of the body as
compared with others, as in the disease called
the rickets.

sU'-o'-gj?; s. [In Ft. alogie; Gr. ahofia (alogia)
= (1) want of esteem, disrespect, (2) senseless-
ness ; a, priv. , and A670C. (logos)= word, reason. ]

Unreasonableness and absurdity. (Coles.)

aT-o-ine, s. [Eng. aloe ; -ine.]

Chem. : CnHjiOn, the active principle in

all aloes. It crystallises in needles.

al-o-in -e-ae, a, pi [Aloe.]

BoL : The third of the eleven sections into
which Lindley divides the order Liliaceaa.

[Liliace*;.]

* al -6m, s. [Alum.]

ar-d^m&n-c& s. [Gr. fix? (hals) = salt, and
navreia (liuinteia) = divination.] Imagined
divination by means of salt.

a-16' -na, s. [Derivation uncertain. ] A genus
of Entomostraca belonging to the family
Lynceidae. Three species, A. reticulata, A.
quadrangularis, and A. ovata, are British.

a-16 ne, * al-loon' (Eng.), a lane (Scotch),

a. & adv. [Eng. all ; one. In Sw. allena

;

Dan. alene ; Dut atleen; Ger. allein.']

A. As adjective

;

1. Not in the company of others ; by one's
self, in solitude. (Used of one single person
when temporarily or permanently apart from
all others.)

"I watch, and am as a sparrow alone upon the
house-top."—Ps. dl. 7.

% Sometimes the word all is prefixed to
alone to render the idea of solitude more em-
phatic.

"Alone, alone, all, aU atone.
Alone onthe wide, wild sea."

Coleridge: Ancient Mariner.

% It may be used of two or more persons
separated from all other company.
"... and they two were alone in the field."—

1 King* xi. 29.

2. Possessed with the feeling of solitude.
" Then stirs the feeling infinite, so felt

In solitude, when we are least alone."
Byron : Childe Barold, III. xc.

3. Not to be matched ; peerless.

"To her, whose worth makes other worthies nothing :

She is alone." Shaketp. : Two Gent., ii. 4.

To let alone signifies = to leave undisturbed,
to allow to remain quiet It is used some-
times to dissuade one from officiously aiding
a man quite competent to manage his own
affairs ; at others, to caution a person against
compromising himself by speech or action,

when it would be wiser to abstain from either.

(Followed by an objective case of a person or

Uiing.)

"Is not this the word that we did tell thee in
Egypt, saying. Let us alone, that we may serve the
Egyptians » "—Kxod. xiv. 12.

t 4. Own, peculiar.
" God, by whose alone power and conservation we

all live, move, and have our being."—Bent ley.

B. As adverb : Merely, simply, only.
" To Ood atloon in berte thus sang scbe."

Chaucer : C. T., 14,068.

"With wise reluctance, you would I extol.
Not for gross good alone which ye produce."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. v.

If Blair objected to this adverbial use of

the word. He thus discriminates between
only and alone; *'Only imports that there is

no other of the same kind; alone imports

being accompanied by no other. An only-
child is one which has neither brother nor
sister ; a child alone is one which is left by
itself. There is a difference, therefore, in
precise language betwixt these two phrases,
'Virtue only makes us happy,' and 'Virtue
alone makes us happy.' Virtue only makes
us happy, imports that nothing else can do
it ; virtue alone make3 us happy, imports that
virtue, by itself, or unaccompanied with other
advantages, is sufficient to do it." (Blair:
Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles-Lettres, 1817,
vol. i., p. 230.)

* a-16'ne-l^, * all o'ne-ly, a. & adv. [Eng.

alone; -ly.]

1. As adjective : One only.
" By the same grace of God, by atonely God."

Mountagu : A p/ieal to Caesar, p. 201

2. As adverb : Only, merely, singly.
" The sorowe, daughter, which I make,

Ib not all onely for your sake."
Gower : Conf. Am., b. 1.

a-lone ness, s. [Eng. alone; -ness] The
state of existing alone. (Applied to God.)

"God being . . . alone himself, and beside himself
nothing, the first thing he did or possibly and con-
ceivably could do. was to determine to communicats'
himself, and did so accordingly, primo primutn, com-
municate himself out of his Alonenesse everlasting
unto somewhat else."—Mountagu'sApp. to Cottar, p. 61.

a- long', adv. & prep. [A.S. andlang = on
length, by the side of.] [Long.]

A. As adverb

:

1. In the direction of anything lengthwise.
" Some rowl a mighty stone ; some laid along,
And, bound with burning wires, on spokes of wheels

are hung.

"

Dryden,

2. Through any space measured lengthwise.
". . . we will go along by the king's highway."—

Humb. xxi. 22.

3. Onward, in motion forward, in progres-
sive motion.

'* Come then, my friend, my genius, come along.
Thou master of the poet and the song !

"

Pope : kstay on Man, iv. 374.

All along: The whole length, full length;
all throughout, In space or in time.

"They were all along a cross, untoward sort of
people.' —South,

*Along by: [Along with], (Shakesp, : Julius
Ccesar, ii. 1.)

Along with: In company with, in union
with, in conjunction with.

" I yoor commission will forthwith dispatch ;

And be to England shall along with you."
Shaketp. : Hamlet, lit a

Along shore (Naut.) : Along the shore, as of
a ship moored lengthwise along the shore.

Along shoreman : [Long Shokeman.]

Lying along : Pressed down on one side, as
by the weight of soil.

B. As preposition

:

(1) In consequence of, owing to. (Chaucer.)

(2) By the side of.

" Along the lawn where scattered hamlets rose.
Goidttnith: Deterted Village.

a long e, * al-long', v.t. [Old form of

Long, *.] To cause to long for.

"And he was sore alonged after a good meel."
Chaucer: C. T., 680.

a -long -Side, adv. [Eng. along; side.]

Naut. : By the side of.

a-longst', adv. [Along. ] The same as Along.
"The Turks did keep strait watch and ward in alt

their ports alongst the sea coast" — Knollet: Hist.

\ of Turks.

aloof',
* a-ldofe, * a-16"uf'e, adv. & prep.

[For onloof; Dut. teloef=to windward. (Skeat.)}

A. As adverb :

1. To windward.

2. At a distance, but within view.

"Thy smile aud frown are not aloof
From one another." Tennyton : Madeline.

* B. As prep. : At a distance from.

To hold, stand, or keep aloof: To take no
part, to abstain, to keep clear.

"It was on these grounds that the prince's party
was now swollen by many adherents who had pre-

viously stood aloof from it."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
cb. x.

t a loof -ness, s. [Eng. aloof; -ness.) The
state of keeping at a safe distance from. (Lit

or fig.) An Old English word used in Rogers'

"Naaman the Syrian," and revived by Cole-

ridge, who apparently did not know that it

had been in use long before. (Trench : On
Some Defic. in our Eng. Diet, p. 15.)

boll, boy; ptfut, ftffetj cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; ton, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-tion, -sion, -eioun = shun ; -sion, tion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, - cious, -ceous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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al 6 pe-cur-us, «. [In 8p., Port., & Ital.

alopecu.ro; Lat alopecurus ; Gr. a\wtr€Kovpoc.

(alopekouros), from akw-nnt (alopez) o a fox,

and owpa (oura) = the tail.] Fox-taiL A
genus of grasses (Graminacete), of the tribe

Phalarete. Six species are indigenous in

Britain, the A. pratensU, cUpinus, agrestis,

bulbosus, geniculatus, and ftdvvs. The A.
pratensis, or Meadow Fox-tail Grass, is useful

for forming lawns, and is valuable for both
hay and pasture, as are also A. geniculate
and most other species of the genua.

&l-6'-pe-cy, s- [Lat. alopecia ; Gr. A.\tnttnia

(alopekia), from ^«rn( (alopex) = a fox.]

1. Old Med. : A disease like the mange in

foxes, in which the hair falls off; the fox
sickness ; the fox mange.

2. Mod. Med. : (1) The falling of the hair
from certain parts of the body. (2) Baldness.

al-o -pi as, al-o pe -Ci-as, s. [Lat alo-

pecias; Gr. a\unrtKias (alopekias)."]

Zool. : A genus of fishes belonging to the

THE THRESHER (ALOFIAS VULPES).

family Squalidae, or Sharks. A, vulpes is the
Thresher, or Fox-Shark.

al-6-p6-no -tus, 5. [From Gr. AAwiror (cUopos)
= fox-like, and \>s>tos (notos) = the back.] A
fenus of Saurians belonging to the family
guanidae. [Aplonote.]

a lor ing, * a-ldr'-y-Ing, ». [Autre.]

ftl-6-Sa, s. [In Ger. & Fr. aloee; Lat. atom
or alausa.] A genus of fishes, of the family
Clupeidae. It contains two British species,
the A. finta, or Twaite Shad, and the A.
communis, or Allice Shad. The shads resemble
herrings in their form and structure, but are
so much larger than the well-known species
that they have been popularly called the
mother of herrings. The Twaite Shad enters
the Thames and other rivers in May, and
spawns there in July. The Allice Shad is

rare in the Thames. [See Allice and Alice
Shad.]

* a-16'se, v. t. [Norm, aloser ; Fr. louer = to

praise. J To praise.

* a-16 sed, pa. par. [Alose.]
" Too bryng at his bauer, for bold thei wert\
And aioied in loud for leenich knightea."

Aluaunder (Skeafs ed.), 138-9.

al ou at -ta, al ouat-e, s. A name of
the Mono Colorado, or Red Howling Monkey
(Mycetes seniculus, llliger) of South America.
[Mvcetes.]

aloud, * a-lowd' t adv. [Eng. a; loud.]

Loudly ; with a loud voice.

"... break forth Into singing, and cry altmd . . ,"

—/ta. liv. L
" Then fjan the curaed wretch alowd to cry.
Accusing highest Jove and gods ingrat*.

Spetmr: F. q., II.. Til 90.

* aloue, v.t. [Allow.]

* a lou-ten, v. [A.S. hluUm = to bow.] To
bow to.

" As the lioun rs lorde of living beastes,
60 the ludea in the lond alouten him shall."

Aluaunder (Skeafs ed.), 851-1

a-16 W, * a-16 we, adv. [Eng. a; tow.] Low;
in a low place ; not high. (Generally, but not
always, opposed to aloft.'

" And now alow and now aloft they fly."

Dryden.
" Not the thousandth part so much for yonr learn-

ing, and what other gifts els you have, as that you
will creep alovre by the ground. —Fox : Life of Ttndat.

t a-16"w', re. [Eng. a = on ; Scotch low = a

blaze. ] In a blaze, on fire.

" Sit doon and roam, ye sure the sticks are alov."
—Scott ; The Pirate, ch. v.

U To gang alow (u.i.)= to take fire.

* al-6w -er, a. or adv. The same as All-
over. (Old Scotch.)

* a-loyse, inter}. [Alas(?).]
" Aloyie, alojfte, how pietle It is ! Is not here a good

face ? "—O. PL, L 226.

a~16"y/'-sf-a, a [Named by a Madrid botani-

cal professor after Maria Louisa, Queen of
Charles IV. of Spain.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Verbenaceae, or Ver-
benes. A. citriodora is the Lemon-scented
Aloysia.

alp, 5. sing. , but more often in the pi. , Alps,
* Alpes. [In Ger. Alpen ; Lat pi. Alpes,

more rarely sing. Alpis; Gr. plur. "AXir««c

(Alpeis) : from a\q>6$ (alphas), Lat albus —
white ; or from Irish & GaeL ailp — a huge
mass or lump.]

L Literally:

1. Plur. ; A magnificent chain of mountains
connecting France, Italy, Switzerland, Ger-
many, and Austria. They are of crescent
form, extend abo.ut six hundred miles, and
contain Mont Blanc, the loftiest mountain
in Europe, which rises 15,744 feet above the
level of the sea.

2. Sing. : Any high mountain, wherever
situated.

" A tpt frown on A tpt, or rushing h ideous down,
As if old Chaos were again return'd.

Wide rend the deep, and shake the solid pole."
Thornton: Winter.

XL Fig. : Anything towering, and opposing
formidable obstacles to the person who wishes
to surmount it, or to ignore its existence,

•J This may be (a) physical—
** Those that, to the poles approaching, rise
In billows rolling into alp* of ice."

Thornton ; Liberty, pt. lv.

Or (6) mental or moraL
" If the body bring but in a complaint of frigidity,

by that cold application only, this adamantine alp
of wedlock has leave to dissolve."—Milton: Tetra-
chordon.

al-pac'-a* s. [Sp. Ameri can. ] The name given

to a species of llama, which has for a long
time back domesticated in Peru. It was
first found by Pizarro, and was afterwards
scientifically described in 1590 by Acosta. Its
modern zoological name is Auchenia Pace It

THE ALPACA (AUCHENIA PACO).

has a long fine fleece, valuable in the woollen
manufacture. Quantities of alpaca-wool are

continually imported into Britain, and the
animal itself has recently been introduced
into both England and Ireland. There is a
second species of llama in Pern, but its fleece

is short, and therefore much less valuable.

[Llama.]

* alpe, s. [Boucher thinks it is from alp = a
mountain, to which the tufted head of the
bird is hyperbolically compared.] A bullfinch.

" For there was many a bridde syngyng,
Thoroughout the yerde al thringyng. .

In many places were nyghtyngalea,
Alpes, fynches, and wodewales."

Chaucer : Rom. of Rote, «55-8.

*alpe, s. [A. 8. elp.] An elephant. (Old Scotch.)

Alpes-bon (alpes = alpc's — elephant's ; bon
= bone): Ivory. /

"Thei made her bodi bio and Mac,
Thater was white so alpet-bon."

Leg. Cathol.. p. 185. [ffaWweU.)

al -pen-glow, s. [Ger. Alpen — the Alps ;

glu*he = glowing, ignition.] The glow from
the Alps.

"On August 28, 1S89, the evening Alpen^tote was
very fine."—TyndaU: Frag, of Science, x. 282.

al -pen-Stock, s. [Ger. Alpen = the Alps ;

stock — stick.] A staff used by an explorer

to aid him in ascending the Alps or other
mountains.

aT-pha, $. [Gr. aXdta (alpha).)

A. Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : The first letter of the Greek alpha-
bet As a Greek numeral, it stands for 1 ; or
marked thus (9) for 1,000.

2. Figuratively:

(a) The Being of all others first existent
(Applied to Christ.)

(6) Combined with omega, and applied to
things, it means= the first and the last, the
supreme aim, or the sum total; as "Ambition
was the very alpha and omega of his existence."

B. Technically:

1. Astron. : Alpha (a) and the other Greek
letters are used to catalogue the stars in the
several constellations, even though some of
them may have Arabic or other distinctive
names. Alpha (a) stands for the brightest star.

This method of indicating the stars in each
constellation in the order of their brilliancy
was first introduced by Bayer, a German
astronomer, in the 17th century. It is still

retained in modern star-maps and catalogues.

2. Chan. : Alpha, or u, is used to distinguish
one of the modifications of the same com-
pound, as

—

Alpha-cymic acid : A monatomic aromatic
acid, CuHi|02, formed by the action of
caustic alkalies on cymyl cyanide.

Alpha- or sellic acid : C18HJ4O7, obtained
from the South American variety of RocceUa
tinctoria.

Alpha-toluic acid: CeH5.CH2-CO.OH, a
monatomic, crystalline, aromatic acid, melting
at 765°. It is prepared by boiling benzyl
cyanide with strong potash solution as long as
ammonia is liberated.

Alpha-xylic acid: C6H4(CH3).CH2. CO. OH,
a crystalline, aromatic, monatomic acid, ob-
tained by boiling xylyl chloride with K(CN),
and boiling the resulting xylyl cyanide with
potash.

al -pha bet, *. [In Dut, Ger., & Fr. alphabet;

Sw. and Dan. alfabet; Sp. and Ital. alfabeto;
Port, alphabeto ; Later Lat of Tertullian
(about 195 A.D.) and of Jerome (about the
end of the fourth century) alphabetum; Gr.
of Epiphanius (about 320 A.D.^ a\<pdfinToe
(alphabUos), from Gr. £Ao>u (alpha)= the first,

and flriTa (beta), the second letter of the Greek
alphabet.! A table or list of characters which
stand as the signs of particular sounds. Koppe
in 1819, and Gesenius in 1837, with much
probability, traced back most of the chief
Syro-Arabian alphabets, and nearly all those
current in Europe, to the ancient Phoenician
one. The latter investigator constructed an
elaborate table of their complex affinities. The
square Hebrew now used in printing figures
In this table as a descendant of the old Ara-
maean, modified by the influence of the Palmy-
rene letters. The old Greek characters are a
primary offshoot from the earliest Phoenician,
and the Roman letters are modifications of the
Greek alphabet Perhaps the old Phoenician
alphabet itself may have been altered from the
Egyptian hieroglyphics, and they again from
picture writing like that by means of which
the ancieat Mexicans on the coast sent to
their government an intimation that white
men (Spaniards) had landed in their country.
[Hieroglyphics.] Other families or £oups
of alphabets exist besides those now indi-
cated. The cuneiform letters of Babylon,
Assyria, Persia, &c, are not closely akin to
these now described, and appear independent
[Arrow-headed, Cuneiform.] The alpha-
bets of all the modern languages of India have
apparently been derived from one common
character—the Devanagari. Inscriptions in
caves, on seals, &c, show an older form of
this than that to which one is acsnstomed in
ordinary Sanscrit books. It does not seem to
have sprung from the Phoenician. [Devana-
gari.] Similarly independent of the latter

tongue and of each other are the Chinese cha-
racters, the Mexican or Aztec alphabet, and
that of Yucatan. Other groups may yet be
discovered, and some of those already known
may be affiliated together. It will be observed
that any division of mankind formed on
similarity or dissimilarity of their alphabets
would be of an artificial kind : it is mainly
on philology, physiology, and history that a

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ao, ce ~ e. ey a. qu kw.
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proper ethnological arrangement must rest

[See A (page 1).]

al-pha-bet, v.t. [From the substantive.]

To arrange in the order of the alphabet, to

designate or number by means of the letters

of the alphabet. (Webster.)

al'-pha-bet-ar'-I-an, s. [Alphabet, «.]

One engaged in learning the alphabet

"Every alphabetarian knows well that the Latin

[tor a city] is urbt or cimtat."—Archbishop Bancroft:

Sermons.

alphabetic, * al-pha-bet'-ick, al-

pha-bet'-i-cal, a. [In Fr. alphabetique

;

Bp. & Ital. alfabetim; Port, alphabetico.'] Per-

taining to the alphabet, arranged in the same
order as the letters of the alphabet

"I have digested in an alphabetical order all the

counties, corporations, and boroughs in Great Britain,

with their respective tempers."—Swift.

al-pha-beV-lC-al-1^, adv. [Eng. alphabeti-

cal; 4b.] In an" alphabetical manner, in the

order in which the letters of the alphabet

stand.
" I had once- in my thought* to contrive a grammar,

more than I can now comprise in short hints; and a

dictionary, alphabetically containing the words o( the

language which the deaf person is to learn. "—Solder :

Element* of Speech.

al'-pha-bet-Isni, s. [Eng. alphabet; -ism.]

Notation by means of alphabets instead of by
symbols for ideas.

al' pha bet lze. v.t.

1. To arrange alphabetically.

2. To express or symbolize by alphabetic
character!. |

JLl'-phard, ». [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed

star of the second magnitude, called also a
Hydra, or Cor Hydra = the heart of the
Hydra.

Al-phec'-ca, s. [Corrupted Arabic (?).] A
fixed star of magnitude -\, called also a
Coronae Borealis.

al phe i-dse, s. pi. [Alpheus.] A family of

decapod, long-tailed Crustaceans.

U-phe'-nix, * [Arab, al = the ; Lat. phosnix,

the fabulous bird so called.] [Phosnix.]

White barley sugar. [Barley Sugar.]

Xl'-pher-atz, s. [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed

star of the first magnitude, called also a
Andromedse.

al-phe -tis, *. [Alpheus, a river in the Pelo-
ponnesus, or a fabled god presiding over it]

A genus of Crustaceans, the typical one of the
family Alpheidae. Two species—the A. ruber,

or Edwards's Red Shrimp, and A. ajfinis, or
the Scarlet Shrimp—have occurred, though
rarely, in the British seas.

Al-phirk, s. [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed

star of the third magnitude, called also ft

Ctphei.

sU-phi-to-man-oy, *. [Gr. ahtptrov (alphi-

ton) = peeled or pearl-barley, or barley-meal
;

uairretu (manteia) = prophecy or divination.]
Divination by means of barley-meal. (Knowles.)

Al phon sin, Al phon sine, a. [From
Alphonso X., King of Castile and Leon.]
Pertaining to the above-mentioned Alphonso.

Alphonsin tables, $. pi Astronomical
tables, published in A. D. 1252, which had been
prepared under the patronage of the sovereign
Just named, by certain Jews of Toledo.

al-pbon sin, s. [From Alphonso Ferri, a
Neapolitan physician, who lived in the 16th
century.] An instrument invented by the
above-mentioned Alphonso Ferri for extract-
ing bullets from gunshot wounds. It consists
of three branches, closed by a ring. When
inserted into a wound, the ring is drawn
back, so as to allow the branches to separate
and take hold of the ball. Then the ring is

pushed from the haft, by which means the
branches grasp the ball firmly, and permit of
its being extracted.

al -phus, s. [From Gr. aAdwc (alphas) =s a dull
white leprosy, or tetter, found especially on
the face ; the same which is called in Latin
vitiligo.]

Med. : With the same meaning as the corre-
sponding Greek word. (See etymology.)

* al phyn, * al phyne, * al-fyn, * al-fin,
* au iyn, s. [Probably a Persian or Arabic

word.] A name for the bishop in chess.

" He byheld the kyug sette yn ths pley . . . among
aufyn* and powuya."—Qetta tiomanorum (ed. Heri-
tage), p. 70.

al'-pi-gene, a. [Lat. Alpes ; or Gr. *AAir«i?

(Alpeis), and 7cwaw (gennao) = to engender.]

Produced in Alpine districts or countries

;

growing in Alpine regions. (Webster.)

Al -pine, a. & s. [In Fr. Alpin; Sp. St Ital.

Alpino, from Lat. Alpinus.}

A. As adjective

:

L Pertaining to the Alps, or to any high

mountain.
*' H« was a creature of the A Ipine sky

"

Uemans: League of the Alps, 21.

2. Growing on the Alps, or growing on any
high mountain. Applied especially to plants

which are at home in elevated regions, or, if

natives of the plain, have their structure

modified to adapt them to the high and un-

genial localities which they now inhabit.

B. As substantive : The Alpine Strawberry,

which is a variety of the Wood Strawberry,

Fragaria vesca.

Alpine-brook, s. A species of Saxifrage

;

the Saxifraga rivularis.

Alpine-stock, s. [Alpenstock.]

al-pin-I-a, a. [Named after Prosper Alpinus,

an Italian botanist who lived in the sixteenth
century. ] A genus of plants belonging to the
order Zingiberacese, or Ginger-worts. Some
of the species, as, for instance, the A. nutans,

are very beautiful. Their rhizomes possess

ALPINIA NUTANS.

aromatic and stimulating properties. The
Galanga major of druggists, and the Carda-
moms of commerce, are produced by species
of Alpinia. [Galanga, Cardamom. ] The
fresh roots of the A. galanga are used to season
fish and for other economical purposes. They
and the rhizomes of A. racemosa are used by
Indian doctors in cases of dyspepsia. In infu-
sion, they are deemed useful also in coughs.
The root of the A. aromatica, which, as its

name implies, is finely aromatic, is employed
in Bengal as a carminative and stomachic
(Lindley: Veg. Kingd., 1847, pp. 166-7; and
other writers.)

alp 1st, alp -I a, s. [Fr., Sp., and Port.

alpiste.] A small seed used for feeding birds.
It is derived from a species of canary-grass
(Phalaris).

al quicre, al queire, $. [Port.] A mea-
sure used in Portugal and Brazil. The alquiere
of Portugal is = 36 of an imperial bushel;
the alquiere of Rio, in Brazil = 1 imperial
bushel. (Statesman's Year-Book.)

already, * al read ie, all read y,
adv. [Eng. all; ready. In Dan. allerede.)

Properly all ready, completely prepared ; but
generally used to mean at a bygone time, or
commencing at a bygone time, and ending
now, or previously to some event which has
occurred.

"Is there anything whereof it may be said. See. this
Is new T it hath been already of old time, which was
before n*."—fCrclet. i. 10.

% It may be used in the future perfect tense ;

as, " Long before the formal decision of the
judge, the verdict of public opinion will already
have been given."

* als, adv. & conj. [Also.]

Al -sa'-tian, Al-sa-ctan, s. [From Alsatia
= Alsace.]

1. A native of Alsatia, or Alsace, a German
territory between the Rhine and the Vosges
mountains, long in French possession, but
re-taken by Germany during the war of 1870-1.

2. One of the names adopted by those debtors
and others who fled to a sanctuary to avoid
imprisonment.

H The term was applied in the 17th century
to the outlaws who lived in Whitefriars, which
went by the name Alsatia. (See Sir Walter
Scott's Fortunes of Nigel.)

al seg -no, adv. [Ital. segno = a sign, mark,
index. ] [Sign. ]

Music: "To the sign." A direction given
to a singer or player to go back to the sign
•;&•, and repeat the music from that place. It

is an expedient to save the space and trouble
of printing the same notes twice over.

Al-shain, s. [Corrupted Arabic] A fixf A

star of magnitude Z\, called also ft Aquilse.

al-sin-a -ceous, a. [Eng. and Lat. alsine;

Eng. suff. -aceous.] Pertaining to the genus
Alsine, or to chickweed ; resembling chick-
weed in some particular. An alsinaceoue
corolla, in Link's classification, Is one with
short, distant claws.

al-Si'-ne, «. [Sp. & Lat. alsine ; Gr. ahcrivn
(alsine). A plant, probably chickweed ; from
aAff-o* (aZaos) = a grove. ] Chickweed, an old
genus of plants belonging to the order Caryo-
phyllaceae (Clove-worts). It is now broken up,
the species being distributed among the genera
Arenaria, Stellaria, and Spergularia. Alsine
media is the Linnsean name for the Common
Chickweed, now called Stellaria media.

al-Si'-ne-W, 8. pi. [From alsine (q.v.).]

Bot. : One of the three sub-orders into which
the Caryophyllaceae (Clove-worts) are divided.
The sepals are distinct, and when equal in
number to the stamens, are opposite to them.
They have a close affinity to the Silenese,

though having far less conspicuous flowers.

The genera Sagina, Buffonia, Cherleria,
Honckenya, Arenaria, Malachium, Stellaria,

Holosteum, Moenchia, and Cerastium are
represented in the British flora. [Caryc-
PHYLLACE.*.]

al so, * also, * als, * als'-wa, adv. & conj.

[A.S. ealsva, eallswa, wlswa, alswa. Alto
is etymologically the same as as (q.v.).]

1. Also, likewise, in like manner, even as.
"

. . . . thereof was William a-wondred an4
melioxs aUe."— William of Paterne (Skeat's t-d.J, 2,Sua

". . . and for the peril als.'—Ibid., 996.

*2. As. [See etymology. See also As.]

"Also fresch as the hauk." Joteph of Arim., 591.

Also well As well.
4' He seigh the peple thorw peine, passen in-to helle.
Also wel the holyeste heolde thider eueue
As the moste fooles." Joteph of Arim., 112, IIS.

al-sdph'-i-la, s. [Gr. aAo-o* (alsos) = a grove

;

<pi\oc. (philos)=& friend.] A genus of ferns,

most of them arborescent. They occur in
tropical America, the South Sea Islands, the
Malay Archipelago, and Australia. About
sixty-five species are known.

als-to -ni-a, $. [Named after Alston, once

Professor of Botany in Edinburgh.] A genus
of plants belonging to the order Apocynaceae,
or Dog-banes. The A. scholaris has wood as
bitter as gentian. (Lindley: Veg. King., p. 600.)

als ton ite, s. [Named from Alston in Cum-
berland, near which it is found.]

Min. : The same as Bromlite (q.v.).

als-trce-mer'-I-a, s. [Named after Baron

Claudius Alstrosmer, of Sweden, who, when
travelling in Europe, sent many plants to

Linnaeus.] A genus of Plants belonging to the
order Amarylltdaceaa. They are beautiful, and
A. liatu is highly fragrant. The A. salsella

is a diaphoretic and diuretic ; the A . ornata is

astringent, and a kind of arrowroot is made
in Chili from the roots of the A. pallida.

•als'-wil-X, *alss'-wflc, adv. [A.S. alswiU
or eallswilc : als = as, swuc=such.] Even as,

likewise.

" And good let oc tnn hem bi-se

Alnnlc als hem bihu[f]llk bee."

Story of Gen. and Exod. (ed. Morris), 4,1074.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph £
-clan, tian a shan. -tlon, -sion = shun; -(ion, -slon - zhun. -tious, -sious, -oeous= shus. -ble, -die. &c = bel, del.
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alt, s. &. o. [Ger.] ,[Alto.]

Al-ta-Ic, a. [Altaitk.] [Turanian.]

Al-talr', s. (Corrupted Arabic] A fixed star

of magnitude lj, called also a Aquilae.

al-ta'-ite, 5. [Named from the Altai or Al-

taian range of mountains in Central Asia;

Altai in some Tartar tongues is=a gold
mountain.] A mineral placed by Dana in his

Galena division. It is a compound analogous
to Ilessite. It is tin white, with a yellowish
tinge. A specimen consisted of tellurium

37, lead 47*84, silver 1130, and gold 3 86
= 100.

al -tar, * al'-ter, * al -tere, * aul -ter,

*a'u-ter, *a'w-ter, s. [A.S. alter. In
Sw. altare ; Dan. alter ; Dut. altaar ; Ger., Sp.,

& Port, altar ; Pr. autel ; ItaL altare. From
Lat. altar or altare at an altar, especially one
higher and more splendidly adorned than KG
ara. From altus = high. ]

A. Literally : An erection made for the
offering of sacrifices for memorial purposes, or

for some other object

1. In Patriarchial times. An altar designed
for sacrifice is mentioned in Scripture as early

as the time of Noah (Gen. viii. 20). Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob built several altars in places
where for a brief or more lengthened period
they sojourned. Most of these appear to have
been for sacrificial purposes, and. one or two
seem to have been for memorial ends ; but the
most unequivocal case of the memorial altar

was subsequently. (Josh. xxiL 10—34 ; Gen,
xii. 7, 8 ; xiii. 4, 18 ; xxiL 9 ; xxvi 25 ; xxxiii.

20 ; xxxv. 1, 7.)

2. In Jewish times. At Sinai directions were
given that altars should be of earth or of stone

unhewn, and that the ascent to them should
not be by steps (Exod. xx. 24—26). When the

tabernacle worship was established, there was
an altar of wood covered with brass, designed

for sacrifice, and one overlaid with gold, on
which incense was burnt (Exod. xxvii. 1—8;
xxxi. 1—10). Both had projections at the four

corners of the upper surface. To those of

the brazen altar victims were bound, and a
fugitive from death seizing hold of one of these

could not legally be dragged away to meet his

doom. Strictly speaking, all sacrifices were
to be confined to the one sacrificial altar, but
the injunction was observed only to a partial

extent. (1 Sam. vii. 17 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 25

;

1 Kings xviii. 32.)

3. In Christian times

:

(a) In the early Christian centuries altars

were generally of wood. During the sixth

century stone was employed in the construc-

tion, and this continued to the time of the
Reformation.

(b) In the Church of Rome an altar is

essential, it being believed that in the mass
an actual though unbloody sacrifice is offered

for sin. Formerly, also, there was an upper
altar (superaltare), which was a small portable
one for the consecration of the communion
elements, when the priest had not the oppor-
tunity of using the altar in a church or chapel.

(c) In the Church of England. The stone

altars which were in the churches when the

Reformation began [see (a)] were removed
about the year 1550, and tables substituted

for them. Queen Mary restored the altars,

which were, however, again removed on the
accession of Queen Elizabeth. What is some-
times called "the altar" is everywhere in the
Prayer Book called " the holy table."

4. Among the old ethnic and modem non-

Christian nations. Many of the old ethnic

nations built alta» for idolatrous worship on
the tops of hills or in groves. The Greeks
and Romans built high altars to the heavenly
gods, and some of lower elevation to the demi-
gods and heroes, whilst they worshipped the

infernal gods in trenches scooped out of the

ground. Many nations have had, and yet

possess, altars of turf, stone, wood, or, in rare

cases, even of horn ; but they are wholly
absent among the Mohammedans.

B. More or less figuratively

:

1. Used of Christ, by the figure of speech
called metonymy, by which the altar is sub-
stituted for the piacular victim offered upon
It in sacrifice, (Heb. xiii. 10.)

2. The most sacred spot or most sacred
service of religion, truth, or aught else to
v. Inch complete consecration of the powers is

tine. (Pope : Homer; Iliad v. 592.)

3. The hymeneal altar, or simply the altar:

The altar in a church before which a marriage

is solemnised. [Hymeneal.]
" In man v countries it La necessary to tarry long in

the vestibule of the temple before advancing to the
altar, under the title of affiances."—Bowring : Ben-
thams Principle of the Civil Code. ( Works, vol 1 , 860.)

To lead to the hymeneal altar : (Lit.) : Used,
properly, of a bridegroom, who, after the first

portion of the marriage service has been per-

formed in the body of the church, goes with
his bride to the communion rails, for the
conclusion of the service as directed in the
rubric, (iJoofc of Common Prayer.)

% Loosely and incorrectly = to marry.

altar-bread, s. Bread used in the cele-

bration of the Eucharist. In the Roman
Church it is thin, round, and unleavened, and
usually stamped with a crucifix. {Host.]

altar-card, s. A portion of the Mass,
printed and placed on the altar to assist the
memory of the celebrant. There are three

;

one is placed at each side and one against the
tabernacle. They are occasionally used in

Ritualistic churches.

altar-carpet, 5. The carpet covering
the sanctuary.

altar cloth, s. The cloth which covers
an altar in a church.

altar-lire. s. The fire on an altar, or
connected with religion.

altar frontal, s. [Antependiuh.]

altar-hearse, s. [Herse.]

altar-horn, s. [Horn.]

altar-piece, s. A picture or ornamental
sculpture Dehind the altar in a church.

altar place, s. A place which has
served for an altar, or on which an altar lias

been at one time reared. (Byron : Darkness.)

altar-plate, *. The plate which is de-
signed for the service of the altai.

altar screen, *. The partition behind
an altar in a church; the reredos wall or
screen at the back of an altar.

altar-stairs, s. pi. The stairs of an
altar. (Used in a figurative sense.)

The great world's altar-stairs
That slope through darkness up tc God.'

Tennyson : In Memoriam, Uy.

altar-stone, s. The stone constituting
the altar; also, loosely, the chancel or sanc-
tuary. (Scott : Lord of the Isles, ii. 24.)

altar-thane, s. The same as Alta&ist.

altar tomb.

altar-tomb, s. A raised monument re-

sembling an altar. It is a term of modern
introduction. (Gloss, of Arch.).

altar-vase, s. A vase to hold flowers for

the decoration of an altar.

altar- vessel, s. A vessel used in the
AnglicasCommunion Service or in the Roman
Mass.

altar-wise, adv. After the manner of an
altar. (Laud: Speech in the Star Clumber.)

a!-tar-age, s. [Low Lat. altaragium.}

1. Revenue derived by a priest or clergy-

man from offerings made in connection with
an altar.

2. An altar or altars erected within a church
in mediaeval times, with money left to pur-

chase masses for some person deceased.

al -tar 1st, vJ. -tar-thane, s. [Eng. altar.)

Old Eng. Law: One who ministered at th«
altar, and was the recipient of the offerings
there presented. [Thane.]

alt-az'-i-muth, «. [Eng. altitude), and
azimuth (qv.).] The same as Azimuth and
Altitude Instrument (q.v.).

al'-ter, v.t. & t. [Ft. alterer = to alter; Sp.
k Port, alterar; Ital. alterare; Low Lat.
altero. From Class. Lat. alter = one of two.]
[Altercation.]

1. Trans. : In some respect or other to
change anything more or less completely from
what he or it was before.

" And the God that hath caused his name to dwell
there destroy all kings and people, that shall put to
their hand to alter and to destroy this house of God
which if at Jerusalem."—Ezra vi. 12.

" My covenant will I not break, nor alter the thing
that is gone out of my lips."—Pt. Uxzix. 34.

2. Intrans. : To change ; to become different

in some respect or other.

"... according tc the law of the Medea and
Persian*, which altereth not"—Dan. vi. &

sU-ter-a-bO'-I-ty, «. [Eng. alter; ability.]

The quality of being alterable ; capability of

being altered ; alterableness. (Webster.)

al ter able, n [Eng. a Iter; -a lie] Able to

be altered ; capable of being altered.

"... the manner of It is very alterable ; the
matter and fact of It is not alterable by any power
under the sky."

—

Carlyle : Heroes and Hero-Worship,
Lect. v.

al -ter-a-ble-nSss, s. [Eng. alterable ; -ness. ]

Alterability ; capable of being altered. (John-
son.)

al -ter-a-bly, adv. [Eng. alterable; -ly.] In

an alterable manner ; in a manner capable ol

change. (Johnson.

)

al '- ter-age, s. [From Lat. altor m a foster

father; ato=torearJ The breeding, nourish-
ing, or fostering of a child. (Davies on Ireland.)

al'-ter-ant, a. k s. [Eng. alter; -ant. In
Fr. alterant]

1. As adjective : Altering, changing.

"And whether the body be alterant or altered."—
Bacon : Mat. Hit*.. Gent. ix. t § 800.

2. As substantive: An alternative. (Used in
medicine.)

al-ter-a'-tion, s. [Fr. alteration; 8p. altera-

cion ; Port. alteraQ&o ; Ital. alteraxione ; Low
Lat. altero m to change.]

1. The act of altering, or change.
' Alteration, though it be from worse to better, hath

in it inconveniences, and those weighty."—Hooker.

2. The state of being altered.

" 31 ethinks it should be now i huge eclipse
Of sun and moon ; ami that the affrighted globe
Should yawn at alteration.

"

Shakesp. . Othello, v. 1
3. The change made.

" Wnen man fell,

Strange alteration! Sin and Death amain
Following his track (such was the will of Heaven)
Paved after him a broad and beaten way
Over the dark abyss." Milton ; P. L„ ii. 1.0*4.

al -ter a tive, a. & s, [Ft. altfratif, m.,
alteiative

t f.J

A. As adjective : Producing alteration.
*'.

. . such an internal cellular or cellulo-vaacular
structure as can receive fluid matter from without,
alter its nature, and add it to the alterative structure
—Owen : PalaontoL (I860), p. 4.

Chiefly Med. : Producing alteration in the
system, from a morbid state to, or towards,
one of health.

meant the continued exhibition of certain toMuM
wer of altering cert
i chronic character

agents supposed to have the power of altering certain
disordered actions, chiefly of a c*

Cycl. Pract. Med.i. 53.

B. vis substantive

:

1. Lit. Med. : A kind of medicine which,
when given, appears for a time to have little

or no effect, but which ultimately changes, or
tends to change, a morbid state into one of

health. Garrod divides alteratives into seven
groups : (1) Mercurial Alteratives, (2) Iodine
Alteratives, (3) Chlorine Alteratives, (4) Ar-
senical Alteratives, (5) Antimonial Alteratives,

(6) Sulphur Alteratives, and (7) Alteratives of
undetermined action.

2, Fig. : Anything fitted to produce an
alteration for the better on a morbid mind.

"Like an apothecary's shop, wherein are remedies1

for all infirmities of mind, purgatives, coniials, alterar
tive*."—Burton ; Ana', of Mel., p. 279.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit*

or. wore, woit worfc, whd, son ; mute, cub, euro, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce - e ; & - e. ey = a.



altercate—alternation i/l

al-ter-cate, v.i. [In Sp. altercar; Ital. ptttr-

core. From Lat. attercor, sometimes alterco =
to wrangle, to quarrel ; from alter= another. ]

To carry on an angry contention in words ; to

engage in noisy wrangling.

al-ter-ca'-tion, s. [In Fr. altercation; Sp.

altercac io n ; Prat, altercacao ; Ital. alte rea -

none; Lat. a/tercafio, from alterco.] [Alter-
cate.] A wrangling, dispute, or debate.

Angry contention of words between two per-

sons.
". . . a stormy altercation followed."—Macaulay:

IIi.it. Eng., ch. xxv.

"Livy regrets that he cannot ascertain the truth
with respect to this unseemly altercation."—Lewis:
Early Rom. Hist., ch. xUL, pt. ii., 9 S3.

al'-tered, pa. par. & a. [Alter.]
" But be found the comrade of hit youth an altered

mtva.."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., eh. xxiv.

dl'-ter-ing, pr. par. & a. [Alter. ]

"With age, and altering rheums? Can he speak?
heart* Shaketp. Winter's Tale, iv. &.

al-t<5r'-i-t& s. The state of being another

;

the state of being different. (Coleridge.)

til -tern, a. [In Fr. alterne; Port, alterno.

From Lat alternus = every other, alternate ;

from alter = one of two.]

A. Ord. Lang. : Alternate.
" And God made two great lights, great for their use
To man, the greater to have rule liy day.
The less by night, attcrn ; and made the stars."

Milton: P. L., bk. viL

B. Technically:

1. Geom. A Item base : A term used for a base
which is not the true one. Thus, if in an
oblique triangle the true base is = the sum of

the sides, then the altera base is= their differ-

ence ; or, if the true base is = the difference

of the sides, then the altera is = their sum.

2. Crystallography : Exhibiting on its upper
and lower part faces which alternate among
themselves, but which, when the two parts

are compared, correspond with each other.

*&l'-tern, v.t. [From Eng. altern. In Ft.

alterner ; Sp. & Port, altemar; Ital. alternare.)

To alternate.

"Altemar, <m, to aliern,"—Fernandez : Spanish
Diet. (1811).

t al-tern'-a-c& s. [Eng. altem ; -acy.] The

state of being alternate. (Webster.)

t al-tern'-al, a. [Eng. altern; -al] Pertain-

ing to what is alternate. Alternative. (Sher-

wootl) Done by turns or courses one after

another. (Bullokar.

)

t al-tern'-al-ly, adv. [Eng. alternal; 4y.]

The same as Alternately.
• AfTtaoius and Petreius did command "

Those camps with equal power, but concord made
Their government more firm : their men obey'd
A Itemail)/ both generals' commands."

- May : Luean, bk. iv.

t al-ter'-nant, a. [In Fr. alternant; Let.
alternans, pr. par. of alterno = to do first one
thing and then another ; alternus = one after

another, interchangeably ; alter = one of two,
the other.] Alternating.

al-ter'-nate, or al ter-nate, v.t. & i.

[Alternate, a.] [Altern, a. & v.]

A. Transitive: To perform by turns with
another person or persons, or to change one
thing for another reciprocally, i.e., to do first

the one, then the other, and afterwards the
first again, uniformly observing the same
order of succession as long as the operation
goes on.

"The most high God, In all things appertaining unto
this life, for sundry wise ends, alternate* the disposi-
tion of good and evil.*—Oraw.

" Those who in their course.
Melodious hymns about the sov' reign throne
Alternate all night long."—Milton: P. L., bk. v.

B. Intransitive

:

1. In time : To happen by turns with another
occurrence.
"... tempests quickly alternated with sun-

shine. "—Froude : Hist, of Eng., pt i., vol. iv., 94.

2. In place : In turns to precede and then
to follow anything else. Often used in geology
for a bed, or a series of beds again and again
recurring in a section ; but in most cases
what now are successive re-appearances in
place were produced in a remote age by the
return of the same combination of circum-
stances in time.

"*.
. . hot as we proceed northwards to Yorkshire,

It [the mountain limestone] begins to alternate with
true coal measures."—Lyell: Manual of Oeol., ch. xxiv.

al- ter-nate, a., s., & adv. [From Lat alter-

natus, pa* par. of alterno.]

A. As adjective:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Of time: Done or happening in a series,

first one and then the other, by turns ; reci-

procal. In colloquial language, " turn about."
" In either cause one rage alone pussess'd
The empire of the alternate victor's breast"

Byron: Lara, ii. 10.

".
. , Castor and Pollux, who enjoyed a peculiar

privilege of life after death, and revisited the earth in

2. Of relative place or poeition. (See II., 1.)

IL Technically

:

I. Bot. : Alternate leaves are those which
are not inserted opposite to each other, but
of which each is higher or lower on the stem

ALTERNATE LEAVES.
COMMON ELM (ULMUS CAMPE8TRIS)l

than the corresponding one on the other side.

The word alternate is the reverse of opposite

also when used of other portions of a plant, as
sepals, petals, stamens, Arc.

2. Zool. : In a corresponding sense to that
described under No. 1.

*1 Alternate generations. [See Alternation,
B. 1]

3. Other Physical Sciences ; With a similar
meaning.

Math, Alternate angles: Two angles are
said to be alternate with each other when they
are made by two straight lines, intersected
by a third, and are on a.

opposite sides of that \
third. One alternate c \P
angle is beneath the

""

first of the two lines

so intersected, and the B

other is above the
second one. If the
two straight lines be
parallel, then the alternate angles are equal
to each other. (See Euclid, I. 29.) If the
straight line a b intersect the two parallel

straight lines c d and e f, then c g ii and
o h f constitute one, and d o h and g h e a

second pair of alternate angles.

Her. Alternate quarters : A term applied to
the first and fourth quarters on an escutcheon,
which are generally of the same kind ; and
also to the second and third, which also simi-

larly resemble each other.

B. As substantive : That which alternates
with anything else ; an alternative ; a vicis-

situde.
" ' Tis ncft In Fate th' alternate now to give."

Pope : Homer't Iliad, bk. xviii., 117.

" And rais'd in pleasure, or repos'd in ease.
Grateful alternate* of substantial peace.

'

Prior.

C. As adverb : Alternately.

II Common in poetry, owing to the difficulty

of introducing alternately into a line.

" And live alternate, and alternate die,
In hell beneath, on earth, in heaven above."

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xi., 872*
" Oft, placed the evening Are beside.
The minstrel art alternate tried."

Scott: Rokeby, It. IS.

al-tern'-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. alternate ; -ly.}

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. In time : Happening by turns.
" * Tis thus, reciprocating each with each.
Alternately the nations learn and teach."

Cowper: Charity.

2. In space: In reciprocal succession; first

on one side, and then on the other. (See B. 1.)

B. Technically :

1. Bot. Alternately pinnate: A term used
of a pinnate leaf which has the leaflets alter-

nate on a common ]>etio]e. Example: Patent
tiila rupestris, Toluijerabalsamuin,

ALTERNATELY PINNATE LEAVES.
(TOLL'IFEtiA BALSAMUM.)

2. Geom. or Ala. : If there be four magni-
tudes or quantities in proportion, of which
the first is to the second as the third to the
fourth, then either of the expressions permu-
tando (by permutation) or alternando (alter-

nately) is employed, when it is inferred that
the first proportional has the same ratio to
the third that the second has to the fourth, or
that the first is to the third as the second is

to the fourth.

Thus if ab :cd : : mn :pq,
then these proportionals are placed alter-

nately ; if they stand thus—
cd:ab::pq:mn,

or ab:mn::cd:pq.
So also if a : b : : c : d,

then these symbols are placed alternately if

they are written

b : a : : d : c, and a : c : : b : d.

(See Euclid, Bk. V., Def. 13, Prop. 16.)

t altern ate-ness, s. [Eng. alternate;

-ness.] The same as Alternation (q.v.).

al-tern -at-ing, pr par. & a, [Alternate, v. )

Elect.: Changing periodically in direction,

as an alternating current.

al-tern-a'-tion, $. [In Sp. cdtemacion ; Port.

alternagao ; Ital. alteniazione, from Lat. alter-

natio. ]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Gen. : The succession of things to one
another in a reciprocal order; interchange of
things oftener than once with others, in time*

or in space.

(a) In time:

"... the alternation of day and night . .
.*

—Levis: Astron. of the Ancients, ch. i., | a
" Slow alternations of land and sea."—Owen: Classif.

of the Mammalia, p. 65.

(b) In space

:

"Each successive tide brings its charge of mixed
powder, deposits its duplex layer day after day. and
finally masses of immense thickness are piled up.
which, by preserving the alternations of sand and
mica, tell the tale of their formation."

—

Tyndall:
Frag, of Science, 8rd ed., p. 408.

IL Specially

:

1, Responses by the congregation in litur-

gical worship.
" For such alternations as are there used must be by

several persons ; but the minister and the people can-
not so sever their interests as to sustain several ]*t-
sons. he being the only mouth of the whole body which
he presents."

—

Milton: Apology for Smectymnuus.

2. Alternate performances between the two
divisions of a choir.

B. Technically;

1. Biol, or Zool. Alternation of Gener&tions ?

The rendering of a scientific term used by
Prof. Steenstrup to express an abnormal kind
of generation, called by Prof. Owen Meta-
genesis. It implies that one kind of birth,

takes place in one generation, and another in

the next ; the third is again like the first, and
the fourth resembles the second. In the first

generation there is the ordinary propagation
of the race by impregnation ; in the second,
immature animals, which appear as if they had
not passed beyond the larval state, give birth
to young. This feature in the case Prof. Owen
calls Parthenogenesis (q.v.). By the curious
arrangement now mentioned, the young do
not resemble their immediate parents, but their

grand-parents ; as in due time what may 1«
termed their grandchildren will resemble
them. The best known instance of alternation

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, a?; expect, yenophon, exist. -in&

-tion, sion, cioun = shun ; -tion, -slon m zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous, -ceous = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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of generations is in the Aphides. [Aphis.]
(Steenstrup: Alternation of (fenerations, Ray
Society. Owen: Invert. Anim., 2nd ed., pp.
667, 668.)

2. Alg. : Alternations are the same as what
are more generally called permutations.

al tern -a-tlve, a. k s. [In Ger. alternativ

;

Fr. altem'atif, adj., alternative, s. ; Sp. & Port
atternativo, adj., alternativa, s; ItaL alterna-

tivo, adv. = by turns ; alternativa, s.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Offering a choice of two things, as an
"alternative proposal"

2. Alternate.

"The manners, the wits, the health, the Age, the
strength, and stature of men daily vary, but so as by
a vicissitude and revolution they return again to the
former points from which they declined, and again
decline, and again return, by alternative and inter-

changeable course."

—

Hakewiltt Apology, p. 41.

IT Technically

:

1. Bot. : A term used when the pieces of an
organ being in two rows, the inner is covered

by the outer in such a way that each of the
exterior rows overlaps half of two of the
Interior ones.

2. Grammar: Tho alternative conjunctions

are Either—or, Whether—or, Neither—nor.
(Bain : English Grammar, London, 1863, p. 65.)

B. As substantive

:

1. Strictly : Permission to choose either of

two things, but not both ; also the two things
viewed as standing together that choice may
be made between them. In this sense it has
no plural.

"... this was partly owing to their apparent
difficulty in understanding the simplest alternativ*."
—Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch. x.

2. More loosely: One of two things offered

for choice. In this sense the two things

offered are called, not as they should be, an
alternative, but two alternatives.

"... and announce that if this demand is re-

fused, the alternative is war. The Romans refuse all

redress, and accept the alternative."—Lewie : Early
Rom. HUt.. ch. xii., pt L, } 9.

3. Still more loosely : One of several things
offered to choose among.

" Hy decided preference is for the fourth and last

of these alternatives."— Gladstone : Homer, L 48.

% There is no alternative, means, no choice

is offered ; only one thing is presented for

acceptance.
" With no alternative but death."

Longfellow : The Golden Legend, iv.

il-tern'-a-tlve-ly\ adv. [Eng. alternative;

•ly.] By turns; reciprocally.

"An appeal alternatively made may be tolerated by
the civil law as valid."—Ayliffe : Parergon.

al-tern -a-tlve-n£ss, s. [Eng. alternative;

•ness.] The quality or state of being alterna-

tive. (Bailey.)

t al-tern'-I-ty; *. [Eng. altera; -Uy.] The
same as Alternation (q. v.).

"They imagine that an animal of the vastest dimen-
sions, and longest duration, should live in a continual
motion, without the altemity and vicissitude of rest,

whereby all other animals continue."

—

Sir T. Browne :

Vulgar Errours.

Rl thae a, al the a, s. [In Sp. k Port.

althea ; Ital. altea ; Fr. k Lat althaea ; Gr.

i\9aia (althaia)= marsh-mallow : a\8a (altho)

= to cure ; so called from its healing virtues.]

1. A genus of plants belonging to the order
Malvaceae, or Mallow-worts. It contains one

ALTHEA OFFICINALia

generic British species, the A. officinalis, or

Common Marsh-mallow, and one only appa-

rently wild, the A. hirsuta, or Hispid Marsh-

mallow. The A. rosea of our gardens is the
Hollyhock. Its flowers are used in Greece in

poultices, lozenges, Ate Its leaves are said to

furnish a colouring matter not inferior to

indigo. Marsh-mallow contains much muci-
lage and altheine, which is the same as aspara-

gin. It is used as a demulcent to allay

cough.
"Althaa with the purple eye ; the broom.
Yellow and bright, as bullion uiialloy'd,"

Cowper : Task, bk. vi.

2. An asteroid, the 119th found. It was
discovered by Watson on the 3rd of April, 1872.

al the -ine, s. [Eng. althea ; -ine. ] A vege-
table principle found in the roots of the
marsh mallow, now shown to be identical
with Asparagin (q.v.).

* al'-ther, a. [Alder, Elder. ] Elder. (Piers
Plowman.)

' al thcr, 'al thir, * al'-thire, a. [Al-
der.] Of all. (For their numerous com-
pounds, as Alther-cost, Alther-fairest,
Alther-first, &c., see Alder.)

"Certec, ne never other man
flith Lameth was, that alther-jlrst bygan
To loveu two, as writen folk biforn.

'

Chaucer: C. T., 10.BM.

al though, * all though, * al thogh
(ugh or gh silent), conj. [Eng. all; though.

In Dut. al, or alhoewel — although. Though
= A. 8. thea\ tkeh.] [Though.] Notwith-
standing that ; however it may be that ; even
if ; even supposing that.

"Al thogh he were of age."
Bonaventura.

"But Peter said unto him. Although all shall be
offended, yet will not I.'—Mark xiv. 29.

• al tl ca, s. [Haltica.]

* al - tl grade, a. [Lat. alius = high ;
gradus

= a step, a pace ;
gradior = to take steps, to

walk.] Rising on high ; mounting, ascending.

(Johnson.)

al-tIT-d'-<iuSnce, 5. [In Port, altiloquencia

;

Lat. altus —high, and loquentia= fluency of

speech; loquor= to speak.] Lofty speech;
pomposity of language. (Johnson.)

al til 6-q.uent, a, [Lat. altus — high, and
loquens = speaking ; pr. par. of loquor= to

speak.] Lofty or pompous in speech. (Bailey.)

al-tlm'-et-er, s. [Lat alius = high, and Gr.

titTpov (metron) — that by which anything is

measured ; a measure, a rule.] An instrument
employed for measuring altitudes trigono-

metrically.

al-tlm'-^t-ry; 5. [For etym. see Altimeter.
In Sp. k Port, altimetria.} The art of measur-
ing altitudes trigonometrically, as by a quad-
rant, theodolite, &c. (Johnson.)

al -tin, s. [Russian.] A Russian coin worth
between a penny and three half-pence sterling.

It is equal in value to three copecs, one hun-
dred of which again make a rouble.

t al-tln'-ear, s. [Tincal]

al-tin-gi-a'-ce-88, s. pi. [From the old bota-

nical genus Altingia, now called Liquidambar.]

Liquidambars. An order of exogenous plants,

placed by Lindley in his first sub-class Dicli-

nous Exogens, and in his eighteenth Alliance,

the Amentales. It consists of tall, balsam-
bearing trees, which are placed under the Lin-

naean genus Liquidambar. [Liquidambar.]
They are found in the hotter parts of Asia
and America.

al' ti scope, s. [Lat. alius = high, and Eng.
•scope.] An instrument enabling the observer
to look over anything that intervenes between
him and the objects he desires to see.

al tis on-ant, al-tis -6n-ous, a. [In Sp.,

Port, k ItaL altisonante; Sp. & Port, altisono;

Lat altisonus = high sounding : altus = high ;

sonans, pr. par. of*ono = to sound : or from
sonus = a sound.] High sounding ; of lofty or
pompous sound.

"Speculative and positive dootrines. and altieonant
ph rases. "—Evelyn,

al tlss i mo, a. or adv. [Lat. altissimus,

superl. degree of altus.] [tAi.TO, Alt.] A
term used in music to designate the sounds
that lie in the octave above the pitch of
sounds in alt^viz., from g"' to/"".

al ti-tude, s. [In Fr. altitude; ItaL altitu-

dine. From Lat. aUitudo = altitude ; altus m
high.]

A. Ordinary language

:

L Lit. : The elevation of an object above ita

base, or of an object in the air above the sur-
face of the earth.

"... Oft did he take delight
To measure th' altitude of some tall crag
That is the eagle's birthplace, or some peak.
Familiar widi forgotten years."

Wordsworth ; The Excursion, bk. L

IL Figuratively

:

1. The highest point in degree of anything.

"He did it to please his mother, and to be partly
proud, which he Is, even to the altitude of hie virtue."
—Shakesp. : Cartel, i. L

2. High rank, superiority in wealth or other
resources ; mental or moral elevation.

" Your altitude offends the eyes
Of those who want the power to rise." Swift.

3. (Plural.) Haughty airs.

B, Technically

:

1. Geom. : The altitude of a triangle, paral-

lelogram, or other figure, is the straight ling

drawn from its vertex perpendicular to its base,

or the base produced. (Euclid, bk. vi., def. 4.)

2. Perspective : The altitude of the eye is a
right line let fall from the eye perpendicular

to the geometrical plane.

3. Trigonom. : The same as A., I.

An accessible altitude is one the lower part

of which may be approached, so that a base
may be measured from it for the purpose of
trigonometrical calculation. An inaccessible

altitude is one of which the lower part is

unapproachable ; as, for instance, a castle

beyond a river which one has not the means
of crossing.

4. Astron. : The elevation of a heavenly
body above the horizon, i.e., the arc of a verti-

cal circle intercepted between the centre of

the body and the true horizon. It is generally

expressed in °, ', and ". The apparent aUir

tude of a heavenly body is the apparent l*eight

above the sensible horizon. Its true altitude

is its height above the real horizon, after cor-

rections have been made on account of refrac-

tion and parallax. Meridian altitude is the
altitude of a heavenly body when passing the

meridian. The body is then at the highest

point it can on that day reach.

Observed altitude is the altitude as shown by
the instrument with which the observation

was taken.

Refraction of altitude is the increased eleva-

tion given to a heavenly body by refraction.

Altitude and Azimuth Instrument. [Sea

Azimuth and Altitude Instrument.]

t al-ti-tud-*n-ar'-i-an, s. [Lat altitudlnU,

genit. of altitude = height ; suffix -arian = a

person who.] A term occasionally used to

Indicate a person of lofty aim or pretension,

an ambitious person. (Coleridge.)

t al-tIV-61-ant, a. [Ital. altivolante; Lat
altus sb high, and volans = flying, pr. par of

volo, -avi— to fly.] High-flying. (Evelyn.)

* al -to, adv. [All to.]

t al to, alt, s. [In Ger. alt, alto; Ft. Kaut;

O. Ft. hault; Sp., Port., k Ital. alto; Lat
altus. It may have a remote connection with

E. Aram. ^ (illay or ghillay)= highest ; Heb.

rT^J (aldh) = to ascend, and various cognata

words.] A term designating pitch of sound,
derived from the old gamut of the organ-

builders. The sounds lying between o, the
highest note on the treble stave, and f, seven

notes above (or, as it would now be written,

from g" to f"\ are said to be in aU.

al -to, a. k s. [f Alto, Alt.]

A* As adjective

:

L Music:

1. The term applied to the highest mala
voice, most usually falsetto, having a com-
pass of about an octave and a half, from /to
c", called also the counter-tenor voice. The
term contralto is usually applied to the
lowest sort of female voice, which frequently

takes the same part in vocal music as the alto

male voice.

2. When applied to musical instrument*
the term is usually employed to designate

those next in pitch above the tenor of the
same species, as alto trombone.

IL Old Law. Alto and basso, or in alto and
in basso (high and low), were words used to

mean the reference of all differences, great

and small, to arbitration.

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w5t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine;

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. ». 09 = e. ey a. t

go, po\
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B. As substantive : The part of the music
puiig by persons possessing the alto or con-

tralto voice. [A., I., 1, Music.]

alto-clef, *. A name for the C clef when
it is placed on the third line of the _^^^
stave ; called also the Counter-tenor --

fU- •

clef. The usual form of the clef is JW -

shown in the accompanying figure.

[Clef. ]

alto -fagotto, s. A musical wind instru-

ment, known also by its French name of the

basson, quinte. It is similar in character to

the bassoon or fagotto, and has a compass of

the same extent, but five notes higner in

pitch. [Bassoon.]

alto rilievo, or alto-relievo, s. [Ital.

alto rilievo; alto — high, and rilievo = relief.]

SCULPTURE IN ALTO-RILIEVO.

Sculptured work of which the figures project
more than half their true proportions, as
shown in the illustration. When they pro-
ject just one-half, the term used is Mezzo-
relievo ; and when less than half, Basso-relievo,
or in English, Bas-relief. (Glossary of Arch.,
5th ed.) [Bas-Relief.]

alto ripieno, s. [Ital.] An alto part,
either vocal or instrumental, used for filling

up and adding to the force of a Tutti. [See
Ripieno, Tutti.]

alto-viola, s. [Ital.] A stringed instru-
ment of the violin species, usually called the
viola or tenor, somewhat larger than the
violin, and with a system of tuning five notes
lower in pitch. [Viola, Tenor.]

al to geth'-er, adv. [Eng. all ; together. ]

Wholly, completely, entirely.

"Thou wast altogether born tn sins."

—

fohn la. Si

t al toun, s. [Scotch al = auld = old ; toun
= town.] Old town. (Scotch.)

al-tru-ism, s. [In Ital. altrui = others ;

altrui = other people's goods. Lat. alteruter

= one of two, the one or the other, either

;

alter

=

one of two ; uter= which of the two, or
whether. A word framed by M. Comte, and
adopted with warmly expressed approval by
Herbert Spencer, to express an antithesis to
Egoism.] Benevolence, beneficence. (Herbert
Spencer: Psychol. (1881), vol. ii., § 524.

al tru ist, s. [Fr. altruiste.} One who
practises altruism.

al-tru-Ia'-tic, a. [From Eng. altruism (q.v.).

A word framed like altruism by M. Comte,
and adopted with high approval by Herbert
Spencer, to express an antithesis to Egoistic.]

Benevolent, beneficent. [Eoo- altruistic]
Herbert Spencer: Psychol. (1881), vol. ii., § 524.

•l-trii-ist'-lo-al-l& adv. [Eng. altruistic

;

•al, -ly.] In a benevolent manner ; with care
for the interests of others. (H. Spencer: Data
0/ Ethics, § 73.)

al-u'-cf-ta, a. [Lat alucita = & gnat.] A
genus of moths, the typical one of the family
Alucitidffi.

ll-n-oIt'-I-dSB, s. pi. [From the typical

fsnus Alucita (q.v.).] A family of moths,
istinguished by naving the wings split into a

series of feather-like lobes. A few species
exist in this country. One, the A. hexadactyla,
called erroneously the Twenty-plume Moth,
for it has, in reality, as many as twenty-four

plumes, may often be seen running up window-
panes in autumn.

al -u-del, s. [In Fr. aludel ; Gr. A, and Lat.
lutum = mud, clay, potter's earth. Without
clay; without luting.] A subliming pot used
for chemical purposes, without a bottom, but
which was fitted into a second, and that into
a third, and so on, without luting being re-

quired. The complex vessel thus made was
used in sublimations. At the bottom of the
furnace a pot was placed to hold the sub-
stance which had to be sublimed, and at the
top a head was added for the purpose of re-

taining the vapour which mignt arise from
the process. (Quincey.)

al' ii la, *. [Dimin. of Lat ala = a wing.] A
little wing.]

Entom. : (1) One of the two minute mem-
braneous scales situated above the halteres in
some dipterous insects. (2) One of the similar
scales placed under the elytra of certain
water-beetles.

alum (1), * al -ym, s. [In Sw. alun ; Dan.
allun; Dut alum; Ger. alaun; Fr. alum;
Sp. alumbre; Port, alumen; Ital. allume. From
Lat. alumen = alum.]

1. Chem. : The name given to double salts

of sulphate of aluminium with sulphates of
potassium, sodium, ammonium, or of other
monatomic metals, as silver, thallium, caesium,
rubidium. They crystallise in octohedra.
Potash alum, A12K2(S04)4+24H20, is pre-
pared by the decomposition of a shale con-
taining iron pyrites, FeS^ which is gently
burnt and exposed to the air in a moist state

;

it oxidises and forms sulphates, and, on the
addition of a potash Bait to the solution ob-
tained by water, alum crystallises out Alum
has a sweet astringent taste, reddens litmus
paper, and dissolves in its own weight of
boiling water. Sodium alum is very soluble.
Ammonium alum is often prepared by adding
the ammonia liquor of gas-works instead of
potash. Alum is used in dyeing and in pre-
paring skins, &c. Alums can be also formed
in which ferric or chromic sulphates replace
aluminium sulphate, as potassio-ferric sul-

phate, Fe2K2(SO4)4+24H30, and ammonio-
chromic sulphate, Cr^NH^SO^-^^O.
These crystallise in the same form, and can-
not be separated from each other by crystalli-

sation. Alum is used in medicine as an
astringent in doses of ten to twenty grains.
Burnt alum is alum deprived of its water of
crystallisation by heat ; it is used externally
as a slight escharotic.

"... and oyle
Of tartre, alym, glas, berm. wort, and argoyle."

Chaxtcer : C. T., 1S.740, 12,741.

2. Mineralogy, Dana makes Alum the type
of a group of minerals, classed under his

"Oxygen Compounds—Hydrous Sulphates,"
and places under it Tschermigite and Kalinite.

Ammonia Alum : A mineral, called also
Tschermigite (q.v.).

Feather Alum : A mineral, called also Halo-
trichite (q.v.).

Iron Alum: A mineral, called also Halo-
trichite (q.v.).

Magnesia Alum, : A mineral, called also
Pickeringite (q.v.).

Manganese Alum : A mineral, called also
Apjohnite (q.v.).

Native Alum : A mineral, called also Ka-
linite (q.v.).

Soda Ahvm: A mineral, called also Mendo-
zite (q.v.).

3. Art: Saccharine Alum is a composition
made of common alum, with rose-water and
the white of eggs boiled together to the con-
sistence of a paste, and thus capable of being
moulded at pleasure. As it cools it grows as
hard as an ordinary stone.

* alum earth, or poleura, 5. Names
formerly given to a fibrous mineral of a silky
lustre, brought by Dr. Gillies from the Chilian
Andes. It was said to be used by the inha-
bitants as a mordant in dyeing red. Ure
describes alum-earth as an impure earthy
variety of lignite. Both alum-earth and
poleura seem to have disappeared from the
most modern works on mineralogy.

alum-root, s.

1. The English name of the Geranium macu-
latum. Its root contains a great deal of
tannin, and is powerfully astringent. Bigelow

recommends it in diseases which on their
removal leave debility behind. The tincture
may be locally applied with much advantage
in sore throats and ulcerations of the mouth.
(Lindley : Veg. Kingd.)

2. HeucheraAmericana and Heuchera cortusa,
plants of the Saxifrage order, both of which
figure in the American pharmacopoeia.

alum-schist, s. [Alum slate]

alum-slate, alum schist, s. A kind
of slate occurring low in the Carboniferous
rocks of Britain. It is a siliceous clay, with
coaly matter and bisulphide of iron in minute
portions. Alum is often manufactured from
it. [Schist.]

alum-stone, s. [Alunite.]

al'-um, v.t. [From the substanthe alum (1);
in Dan. aUune ; Ger. alaunen ; Fr. aluner. ]

Dyeing : To steep in a solution of alum, or
otherwise to impregnate with the salt. The
fibre of cotton which has been impregnated
with an aluminium salt has the property of
retaining vegetable colouring matters so firmly
that they cannot be washed out ; such colours
are called fast.

alum (2), *. [Lat] A plant described by
Pliny as resembling thyme or sage. Some
have made it the comfrey (the Symphytum
Brochum of Bory).

al limed, pa. par. k a. [Alum, v.]

al-u'-men, s. [Lat]

Chem. : The technical word for common
alum. [Alum(1).]

al u mi an, s. [Lat atumin(is) ; sun*, -an.]

A mineral classed by Dana with his Crocoite
group of Anhydrous "Sulphates, Chromates,
Tellurates. " It is white and sub-translucent
It consists of sulphuric acid, 60*9 ; alumina,
39" 1. It is found in Spain.

al u mln a, f al ii mine, a. [In Fr.

alumine ; from Lat. alumina, pi. of alumen =
alum.]

1. Chem. : The only oxide of aluminium
known. Its sp. gr. is 3 9. It is isomorphic
with ferric and chromic oxides. It occurs
native in crystals, as corundum, ruby, sap-
phire, and less pure as emery. It is the
hardest substance known except the diamond.
It can be obtained by precipitating a^alt of
aluminium by ammonia and igniting the pre-
cipitate. It is nearly insoluble in most
acids. It is a white, insoluble, tasteless, amor-
phous powder. Three hydrates are known,
A12 3.H20, A12 3.2H20, and A12 3.3H2 ; the
trihydrate is the ordinary gelatinous precipi-

tate. It is soluble in acids and fixed alkalies.

It is a weak base, many of its salts having an
acid reaction. It is largely used in dyeing as
a mordant. It forms insoluble compounds
with vegetable colours called lakes. It occurs
native as Gibbsite. The monohydrate is Bias-
pore. The dihydrate cannot act as a mordant

;

it is soluble in acetic acid. (See Watts's Diet.

Chem.) Silicate of aluminium forms the basis
of clays.

2. Mineralogy. Aluminium, sometimes called

argil, or the argillaceous earth, is the basis of

all clays, and imparts to them the plastic cha-
racter for which they are distinguished. For
the aspects which it presents when it occurs
native, see No. 1. It enters into the com-
position of many minerals, the proportion in

which it occurs being generally stated just

after that of the silica ; thus, garnet taken
from the Ural Mountains has silica 36 86, and
alumina 24*19.

Cupreous Phosphate of Alumina : A mineral,

called also Amphithalite (q.v.).

Fluate of Alumine: A mineral, called also

Fluellite (q.v.).

Fluosilicate of Alumina : A mineral, called

also Topaz (q.v.).

Hydrate of Alumina: A mineral, called also

Diaspore (q.v.).

Hydrosulphate ofAlumina : A mineral, called

also Aluminite (q.v.).

Hydrous Phosphate of Alumina and Lime : A
mineral, a variety of Amphithalite (q.v.).

Mellite of Alumina: A mineral, now called

simply Mellite (q.v.).

Native Carbonate, of Alumina and Lime : A
mineral, called also Hovite (q.v.).
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SubphosphaU of Alumina : A mineral, called

also Wavellite (Q.v.).

Sulphate of Alumina: A mineral, called

also (1) Alumian, (2) Alunogen, and (3) Felso-

banyite (q.v.).

Ol-um'-ln-ate, s. [Eng. alumin ; -ate.]

Chem. : The hydrogen in aluminium trihy-

drate can be replaced by an equivalent quantity

of various metals ; such compounds are called

aluminates, as potassium aiuminate, A12 3K20.

Borne occur native, as Spinell, an aiuminate

of magnesium ; Gahnite, an aiuminate of

line. (See Watts's Diet of Chem.)

al-um-in-iT-er-OUS, a. [Lat. alumen, genit.

-inis = alum ; fero — to bear.] Bearing alum;
containing alum.

8^-um-In-I-form, a. [Lat. alumen, genit.

tUuminis, and forma = form, shape.] Having

the form of alumina. (ChaptaL )

• al-um-in'-i-lite, a. [Lat. alumen = alum,

and suff. -its.) The name of a mineral, called

also Al unite (q.v.).

ftl - um' - In - Ite, » f Lat. alumen m alum,

and suff. -ite.] A mineral called also Web-
sterite. It is a hydrosulphate of alumina.

Its composition is alumina ?£V8, sulphuric

acid 232, and water 47'0 = 100. It is opaque,

has a dull earthy lustre, a white colour, and

an earthy fracture. It adheres to the tongue.

Found in the Harz mountains, in Germany,
and in Sussex, in England, &c.

&1 um in i um, s. [In Ger. & Dut alu-

minium. From Lat. alumen = alum.]

Chem. : A tetratomic metal ; symbol Al

;

atomic weight 27'4 ; sp. gr. 26 ; melts at red

heat. It is a white, sonorous, ductile, malleable

metal, not oxidised in the air, nearly insoluble

in dilute sulphuric or nitric acid, readily

soluble in HC1, and in solutions of potash or

soda with evolution of H. It is used for in-

struments and ornaments ; it forms a valuable

alloy with copper, resembling gold, and not

easily tarnished, called aluminium bronze.

It is prepared by decomposing the double
chloride of aluminium and sodium by metallic

sodium. It forms one oxide, alumina, AI2O3
(q.v.). Its most important salts are alums
(q.v.) and aluminium chloride, AlaClg, which
is formed when aluminium hydrate is dis-

solved in HCI, but upon evaporation HC1
escapes and leaves AI2O3. It can be obtained

by pouring CI over a mixture of AI.1O3

and carbon heated to redness. It is a trans-

parent waxy substance, boiling at 180°. It

forms double salts with alkaline chlorides,

as AIf>Chj.2XaCl. Aluminium fluoride, AIjFg,

also forms double salts, aluminium and so-

dinm. Fluoride, Al2F6.6NaF, occurs as the

mineral cryolite in Greenland. Numerous
silicates of aluminium occur as minerals [see

Clays, Felspar, &c.]. The salts of aluminium
are recognised by giving a blue colour when
moistened with nitrate of cobalt, and heated
before the blow-pipe. Alumina is precipitated

from its solutions by caustic alkalies as a

white precipitate, soluble in excess ; ammonia
gives a similar precipitate, insoluble in excess ;

alkaline carbonates precipitate the hydrate,

and CO2 escapes ; ammonia sulphide gives a

white precipitate of aluminium hydrate. The
salts of aluminium belong to the same class

as the ferric and chromic salts ; oxides of

aluminium, chromium, and sesquioxide of iron

are precipitated with ammonia. [Analysis.]

The alumina and phosphate of aluminium
are dissolved by boiling with caustic potash

;

phosphate of aluminium is distinguished by
being insoluble in acetic acid.

aluminum bronze, t, An alloy of

copper and aluminum resembling gold iu color

and almost untarniBhable.

U-um'-in-ous, a. [Lat aluminis, genit. of

alumen = alum, and suffix -ous = full of.]

Composed, at least, in part of alumina, or

in some other way pertaining to alumina.
" When the firmt aluminous solution, contain in? not

less than 4 or 5 per cent, of alumina . .
."—Graham :

Chem,, 2nd ed., vol. li., p. 769.

41-um-ish, a. [Eng. aim ., -i**.] Some-
what resembling alum.

alum ua, . ;lalum' nffi 1

, Feminine
of Alumnus (q.v.).

a-lum'-nus, s. ; pi. a-lum'-ni. [Lat alum-
nus, adj. = nourished, brought up ; alo = to

rear, to nourish.] One brought up at a school,

a university, or other place of learning. Thus,

an alumnus of Cambridge University means
one whose higher education has been obtained

there.

al-um-O-cal'-Clte, s. [Lat alumen, ant

calx, genit calcis = lime.] A mineral, a

variety of tripolite, which is itself again a

variety of opaL It seems to be tripolite with

a little lime and alumina.

al unite, al um stone, * al-um-In'-i-

lite, 5. [Alunite is from Fr. ahirt = alum, and
sun", -ite. Alum-stone is from Eng. alum, and
atone. [Aluminilite.] A mineral classed

by Dana under his "Oxygen Compounds
—Hydrous Silicates." It consists of about
35 '50 of sulphuric acid, 39-05 of alumina,

about 10 of potash, and 15 of water. It

crystallizes in obtuse rhomboids, variously
modified. It is white, greyish, or reddish. It

varies from transparent to sub-translucent.

Dana makes five varieties : (a) Crystallised
;

(6) Fibrous concretionary ; (c) Massive and
moderately tender ;

(d) Hard, mainly from
disseminated silica ;

(e) Cavernous. It fonns
seams in trachytic and allied rocks, beimr
produced by the action on them of sul-

phurous vapours. It occurs in Italy, Hungary,
and France. Roman alum is prepared from
this mineral. It is almost free from iron.

al-un'-O^-gSn, s. [Tr. olun = alum, and
tewdta (gennoS) = to engender.] The name
of a mineral ; according to the British Museum
Catalogue, the same as Keramohalite ; but
of the two names Dana prefers alunogen. He
classes it with "Oxygen Compounds—Hydrous
Sulphates," and makes it the type of a group
containing itself with Coquimbite. It gene-

rally occurs either in delicate fibrous crusts or

massive. It is white, tinged with yellow or

red, has a vitreous lustre, is sub-translucent

or transparent, and tastes like alum. It is a

sulphate of alumina, containing about 36"40 of

sulphuric acid, 16 of alumina, and 46 of water.

It is found near Bogota, and also in the

vicinity of K<5nigsberg.

t a-liint', adv. In a blaze.

To set alunt, v.t : To cause to blaze (lit.

and Jig.). (Scotch.)

" For It they raise the taxes higher.
They'll set alunt that Bmoostin' fire.

Hogg : Scot. Pastorals, p. 1«.

* al ure, * al -oure, * al'-iir, * aT-iir-a,

•al-lur-a, *a-l6r'-Ing, * a-lbr'-fng;,

&L-iir-fng9 s. [In Fr. alleure, or allee.

;

Low Lat. allorium, alatoria. Cognate with
Alley (l) (q.v.).]

A. Generally of the form alure, or one of

the four which immediately succeed it

1. The passage behind the battlements in a

castle, cathedral, church, or similar building,

which served as a channel to collect the water

which fell upon the roof, and was carried, off

by the gurgoyles ; the galleries behind the

battlements of a castle.

" Up the alurs of the castles the ladies then stood.

And beheld this noble game, and which knight
were good." Rob. Gloucester.

The towrs to take and the torelUs,
Vautes, aJourlx and corneris."
Eyng Alisaunder. [.Votes to Prompt. Par*. #c.)

2. A passage, a gangway, a gallery.

•* For timber for the new alur l>etween the king's

chamber and the said chapel."— Braytey : Bouses of

Parliament, p. 127. (Glou. of Arch.)

3. A covered walk, sometimes called a

deambulatory, in a street
*' Devysed were longe, large, and wyde
Of every streate on the rronter side ;

Fresh alures with lusty hye pynacles.

And in roouiistrylng outward costly tabernacles.

Vaulted above Ivke to reclynatoryes.
That were called deambuiatoryes.
Men to walke togethirs twaine and twain*,
To keep them drye when It happed to rayne.

Lydgate : Bake of Troy*. [Gloss, o/ Arch.

)

4. The clerestory galleries of a nave or

transept in a cathedral
" In •uperioribus aUurit ecclesUe,"

Ely Sacris Roll, 21 E. (Glou. of Arch.)

5. The middle aisle or passage in a church.
" In alhtra Inter frontem et rubroctom chori."

Testam. Ebor., p. 197. [Gloss, qf Arch.)

6. A walk in a garden. (Lydgate : Story of

Thebes.)

B. (Chiefly of the form aloring, or the two
immediately succeeding it.) The parapet wall

surrounding the alure, or gutter, described

under A. 1.

A botras rising unto the tablll that sail here the
mtortrng."— The Catterick Contract. (See Glou. of

Arch.)

fil-UTg'-ite, s. [Gr. dAoupyd?. (alourgos) =•

wrought in by the sea, sea-purple ;
iA* (hals)

= the sea; *lp-y« (ergo) - to do work,

and suff. -ite. So named from its colour. 1

A mineral, arranged in the British Museum
Catalogue as a variety of Biotite. It occurs

massive and in scales. It varies in colour

from purple to cochiueal red ; there is much
manganese in its composition. It is found ai

At Marcel, in Piedmont

a-lu'-»i-», s. [Gr. aXwri? (alusis) = distress,

anguish.]

Path. : Hallucination (q.v.).

alusta elatio, s. Sentimentalism

;

mental extravagance.

alusia hypochondriasis, s. Hypo-
chondriacism ; low spirits. (Mayne: Lexic

Med. Terms.)

al-u'-ta, s. [Lat = a kind of soft leather

dressed with alum.] In English it has the

same meaning.

al-U-ta'-ce'-OUS, a. [Lat alutacius = per-

taining to aluta, or soft leather.]

Chiefly as a botanical term

:

1. Leathery, having the consistence »f

leather, as the leaves of Prunus lavrocerasus.

2. Leather-yellow, whitish-yellow.

al-u-ta'-tion, s. [Lat aluta (q.v.).] The
tanning of leather.

al-u'-ter-es, s. A genus of fishes of the

order Plectognathi, and the family Balistidte.

al'-vS-ar-y, * fil'-vS-ar-Ie, s. [In ItaL

alveario ; Lat. alvearium and alveare — a

bellying vessel, a bee-hive; from alveus=*
cavity, a hollow vessel ; alvus = the belly.]

1. A bee-hive (lit. &jig.). (Barret.)

2. Anat. : The hollow of the external ear,

or the bottom of tiie concha, in which th«

cerumen, or wax, is deposited.

al-ve a'-tcd, a. [Lat alveatus — hollowed

out like a trough.] Formed like a bee-hive;

of the same shape as a bee-hive.

al'-ve-o-lar, t al'-v6-d-lar-y, a. [From

Lat alveolus.] [Alveolus.] Pertaining to

the alveoli, or sockets of the teeth.

alveolar arch, *. A semi-parabolic arch

in the upper jaw, separating the palatine from
the zvgoinato-facial region, and perforated in

the adult by alveoli, or honeycomb-like pits foi

the insertion of teeth. There is a correspond-

ing arch in the lower jaw, also with alveoli.

"... which IwmdB the alveolar arch In front"
—Todd & Bowman ; Physiol. Anat.. vol. iL, p. 173.

alveolar processes, s. pi. Cavities

in which the teeth are fixed ; they are called

also alveoli.
•• The alveolar processes in both jaws appear with

the teeth, ami disappear when no longer needed to

support and enclose them."—Todd * Bowman; Phy-
siol. Anat., vol. it, p. UL

al'-vc-o-late, a. [Lat alveolaius = hollowed

out like a little trough, channelled ; from

alveolus (q.v.).] Excavated like the section of

a honeycomb ; honeycombed, deeply filled, as

the receptacle of many Composite flowers and
the seeds of Papaver (Poppy).

t al vc ole, s. An Anglicised form of Al-
veolus.

al'-vS-d-lite, s. [Lat alveolus, and Gr. Xi'tfoc

(lithos) = stone.)

ZooL : A genus of fossil Polypiaria, founded

by Lamarck. It belongs to the Cretaceous and
Tertiary strata.

&l'_vg_0-lus, s. ; plur. aT-vS-d-li. [Lat

alveolus = a little trough ; diinin. of alvus=
the belly.]

1. One of the sockets in which the teeth are

set, or other similar cavity.
" The alveoli, or sockets In which the teeth are s«t"

—Tedd & Bowman: Physiol Anat., voL ii., p. 17S.

2. One of the cells of a honeycomb.

al vine, a. [From Lat. alvus = the belly.]

Pertaining to the belly, or to the intestines.

alvine concretions, s. pi Concretions

or calculi arising in the stomach or intestines.

al -vite, s. [From Lat. alvus = the belly,

and suff. -ite (Mtn.).] A mineral placed by

Dana in his Hydrous Silicates. It contains

ftte, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, lather ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit,
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iiilica, 20'33 ; alumina and glucium, 14-11
;

thoria, (?) 15*13 ; sesquioxide of iron, 966

;

yttria, 22*01 ; zirconia, 3*92, with other in-

gredients. It is a reddish-brown, greasy

mineral, with crystals like those of zircon,

and occurs in Norway.

Ai-waid, s. [Corrupted Arabic] A fixed star,

of magnitude 2\, called also fi Draconis.

al-war'-grim, s. An English narae for a
plover, the Charadrius apricarius, which some

' consider to be the young of the Golden Plover,

C. pluvialis.

al ways, t al way, * all-wey, *al-
wales, * al-waycs. * all wayes, * all

wayes, adv. [A.S. ealne weg, alles weis ;

eal = all ; weg = way.] (1) At all ways, at
all goings ; (2) at all times.]

L Throughout.

1. All the while, without intermission ; tan-

Interruptedly.
" The child weped al-way wonderllche fast " —

William of Palerne (ed. Skeat), S4&.

" But loke ahoey that thy counaeilours have thilke
thre condiciouna chat I have aayd biiort."—Chaucer.
"1 have aet the Lord always before me,"—Ps. xvi. 8.

2. Whenever opportunity presents itself;

at stated and other convenient times ; on all

occasions.
'*.

. . and prayed to God aUeay."—Acts x, 2.

IX For a very lengthened period.

1. For ever.
" I loathe it ; I would not live aIvxiy."—Job vil. 16.

2. During life ; while one lives.

*'.
. . Mephiboflheth, thy master's son, shall eat

bread ulway at my table."—3 .Sam. ix. 10.

* III Although. (Scotch.)

"The kind and maner of the disease is concealed:
ahcai-s it may be gathered of the penult verse of
the chapter."

—

Bruce: Serm. (1691).

IV. As an expletive without definite mean-
ing. (Scotch. ) (Jamieson).

f The forms alwaies, alwayes, allwayes, and
all wayes are in Spenser, F. Q.

* Al -wes, s. An old form of All-hallows.

* al'- yin, «. [Alujc]

»I -yp-ultt, s. [Gr. aXwrov (alupori), a certain
plant ; from adj. aAwro* (alupos) = without
pain. So called from its anodyne qualities.]

A plant mentioned by Dioscorides. It was
once conjectured to be the Globularia Alypum,
one of the Selagads, but is now believed to be
a Euphorbiaceous species. (Lindley : Veg.

Kingd., p. 667.)

al-jrs'-I-a, s. [Gr. ii\vat$ (halusis) = a chain,
" a oond.]" A genus of insects belonging to the
family Ichneumonidse. The A. manducator is

believed by Mr. Curtis to be parasitic in the
maggots of Anthomyza and other two-winged
flies which feed on the roots of turnips. A.
rujiceps, a smaller species, has similar habits.

al-y s-sin -e-ee, s. pi. [From alyssum (q.v.).]

A tribe of plants belonging to the order Bras-
sicacees (Crucifers). Its representatives in
Britain are the genera Armoracea, Cochlearia,
Koniga, and Draba.

al-yV-Sold, a. [Lat. alysson ; Gr. elooq (eidos)

= form, aspect] Resembling the alyssum.
(Mayne.)

al ys-siim, *. [In Ft. alysse; Port. & Ital.
" alisso ; Sp. alien ; Lat alysson ; Gr. aXvao-on

(ahtsson), a plant used as an antidote to the
bite of a mad dog : a, priv., and Xwro-a (lussa)

= rage, madness. Or a plant used to cure
hiccup: u, priv., and Xvfw (luzo)=zto have
the hiecup.] Alysson Madwort. A genus of

plants belonging to the order Brassicaceae, or
Crucifers. A. saxatile, popularly called Gold-
dust, is a showy plant with bright yellow
flowers. It flowers early in the season. It,

with other species, is sometimes used to

decorate rockeries on the margin of walks in

gardens. Sweet Alyssum is Glyce or Koniga
maritima. [Koniga.]

al'-y-tes, s. [Gr. aAvros (alutos) ~ continuous,

in allusion to the connected mass of eggs the
animal carries about.] A genus of Amphibia
belonging to the family Ranids. The A.
obstetricans is the Nurse-frog (q.v.).

*a-lythe, v.t. [Alight (2).] To lighten,
to mitigate.

" Ful feyne she wulde hys pene alythed."
R. de Brunne"s Tram, of Bonaventura, H9.

a-lyx'-i-a, s. [Apparently from Gr. aAvfis
(aluxU) — a shunning, an avoiding.] A genus
of plants belonging to the order Apocynaceae, or
Dog-banes. The species, of which sixteen are
known from Australia, Madagascar, and tropi-

cal Asia, are evergreen trees or shrubs with
fragrant flowers. The bark of A. stellata is

aromatic.

am, * ame, v. [O. North, am ; A.S. torn ; Goth.
im; Pers. am; Gr. ei^u (eimi); Mo\. Dor.
In-pi (emmi) ; Lith. es-mi ; Sansc. asmi, from
as = to be.] The first person sing, present
indicative of the verb to be. [Be.]

" And God said unto Moses, I AM that I am : and
he said. Thus shalt thou say unto the children of
Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you."—Exod. tit 14.

" Come then, my soul : I call thee by that name.
Thou busy thing, from whence I know I am :
For knowing that I am, I know thou art

;

Since that must needs exist, which can impart."
Prior.

" What hard misfortune brought me to this same

;

Yet am I glad that here I now In safety ame."
Spenser: F. O,., III., vtli. 58.

am-, pref. [Amri-.] The same as ambi- around,
but much rarer. Example, am-plexUcaul =
embracing the stem (around).

A.M. as an abbreviation: (1) For Lat. artium
magister = master of arts ; (2) for Lat. anno
mundi = in the year of the world.

a ma, a'-mul-a. ha -ma, ha miila, s.

[Dut aam (q.v.).]

Eccles. : A vessel in which wine, water, or
anything similar, was kept for the eucharist.

* am-a-TOT-l-ty^ s. [Amiability.]

* a-ma'-byr, s. [Welsh = the price of vir-

ginity.] A custom formerly exi&tene at Clun,
in Shropshire, and some other places, by
which a sum of money was paid to the feudal
lord whenever a maid was married within his

territory.

am-a-crat -Ic, a. [Gr. apt*, (hama)= together

;

KfXLTo? (kratos)m strength, mind.]

Optics: Uniting the chemical rays of light

into one focus. (Used of photographic lenses.)

(Sir /. Herschel.)

AMADAVAT (ESTRELDA AMANDAVA).

am ad a-vat, s. [Occurs in this form in
several of the Hindoo languages.] An Indian
bird, the Estrelda amandava. Male : Bill,

carmine-coloured ; upper parts, brownish-grey
before, red behind ; lower, whitish, with dashes
of red and black ; wings dark, covered, as
are the sides and posterior parts of the back,
with white spots. The female is less highly
coloured. A small bird, about five inches

long, occurring in the Indian Archipelago.
[Amadina, Estrelda.]

"The Bengali taaboos make the pretty little male*
of the amudavat ( Estrelda amajutava) fight together."—Darwin ; Descent of Man, pt~ iL, oh. Jtiii.

* am-a-det'-to, s. [Named by Evelyn, after
the person who first introduced it] A kind of
pear. (Skinner.)

am-a-di'-na, s. [From Indian name amodat-at

(q.v.).] A genus of birds arranged by Swain-
son under his family Pringilliuae, or Finches,
and his sub-family Coccosthraustinse, or Hard-
bills. One of its sub-genera he makes Estrelda.
[Amadavat.]

am-a-dot, s. [In Ger. amadottenbirn.] A
kind of pear. (Miller, Johnson.)

am -a-dou, 5. [In Fr. amadou.] A kind of
brown match, tinder, or touchwood, brought
chiefly from Germany. It is called also
spunk, German tinder, and pyrotechnic sponge.
It is made by steeping a large fungus—the
Boletvs igniarius—in a strong lye prepared
with saltpetre, and afterwards drying it tho-
roughly. In addition to being employed as a
match, it is used to stop haemorrhage. The
Hemandia Guianensis, a species of Daphnad,
readily taking fire with flint and steel, is used
as amadou. In India, a fungus, the Polyportis
fomentarius, or an allied species, is employed
for the same purpose. (Lindley : Vegetable
Kingdom.)

* A- mai -mon, * A-may -mon, s. The
name of a fiend, inferior in rank to Sidonay
or Osmoday. According to R. Holmes, "he
is the chief whose dominion is on L-n c north
part of the infernal gulf " (Nares.)

" Amaimon sounds well 1 Lucifer, well, Ac . .
"

Shakexp. : Merry Wivet, 11 ft.

"He of Wales, that gave Amaimon the bastinado,"
Ac Ibid. : 1 Henry IV., iL 4.

a-main, adv. [A.S. a=on; mcegen, moegyn—
' main, strength, power, force, energy, valour.]

[Main, May, Might.]

1. With might, power, force, or strength

;

energetically.

" Silent he stood ; then laugh'd amain—
And shouted, ..."

Wordtworth : The Mother't Return.

2. Quickly, at once.

"Now, when be was got up to the top of the hill.

there came two men running amain . . .

"

—

Bunyan

:

Pilgrim's Progress, pt. i.

Naut. : To strike amain = to lower or let

fall the topsails. To wave amain= to wave a
drawn sword, or make a signal of a similar
kind to the enemy, as a demand that they
lower their topsails.

a-maist, adv. [Almost.] Almost (Scotch.)

amalgam, * a raal gam-a, *. [In FT.

amalgame; Sp., Port., and Ital. amalgama.
By some derived from Gr. apa (hama) — to-

gether, and yafiiw (gamed) = to marry. By
others taken from fidKafpa (malagma) = (1)

an emollient, (2) soft materials, from fxa\6.<r<r*>

(malasso) = to soften. The latter is the more
probable derivation. ]

L, Literally

:

L Chem. : The union or alloy of any metal
with quicksilver (mercury).

"Alloys of mercury or amalgams.—Mercury com-
bines with a great number of metals, forming com-
pounds called amalgams, which are liquid or solid

according as the mercury or the other metal prevails."
—Graham : Chemistry, voL 11., p. 824.

2. Mineralogy

:

(a) A mineral classed by Dana under his

"Native Elements." It occurs crystallised,

massive, or semi-fluid. Its colour and streak

are silver-white. It is brittle, and when cut

gives a grating noise. It consists of silver

34 -8, and mercury 65 *2. It occurs in Hungary,

the Palatinate, Sweden, Spain, Chili, and
elsewhere.

(&) Gold Amalgam : A mineral occurring in

white crumbling grains about the size of a

pea, or in yellowish-white four-sided prisms.

It consists of gold 39 02, and mercury 60*98.

It is found in Columbia and in California.

LI. Fig. : A mixture of two things, which
in their nature are different from each other.

(a) Of two physical substances.

"... either that the body of the wood will be

turned Into a kind of amalgama, as the chemists call

it . . .'—Bacon: Nat. But., Cent i., f ».

(6) Of what is not physical.

bSil, btfy; poiit, jo^rt; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -Won, -slon * shun ; -tion, -sion m zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = ahus. -hie. -die, &c. — bel, deL
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They have attempted to confound all sorts of citi-

zens as well as they could. Into one homogeneous
nuut ; and theu they have divided thit their amal-

gama into a number oi incoherent repubticks. "—

Bark*.

a-mal -gam-ate, v.t. & i. [Eng. amalgam;

-ate. In Ger. amahjamiren ; Fr. amalgamer

;

Sp. & Port, amalgamar; ItaL amalgamate.}

A. Transitive

:

1. Lit. : To unite or alloy a metal with

quicksilver.
" When tlie zinc ii pure, or its surface amalgamated

with mercury . . . —Graham: Chem., 2nd ed.. vol.

L, p. Ho.

2. Fig. : To compound two things together.

" Ingratitude 1b indeed their four cardinal virtue!

compacted aud amalgamated into one. —Burke.
" \U inclination to amalgamate Eastern

beliefs" with Greek philosophy."—Duke of Somerset:

Christian Theol, xii. W.

B. Intransitive: To mix together intimately,

to blend, to merge into one, to become united.

(Lit. or fig.)

"The feudal system had, some centuries before,

been introduced into the hill-country, hut had neither

destroyed the patriarchal system nor amalgamated
completely with It"—Bacaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xnL

a-mal -gam-a-tfid, pa. par. & adj. [Amal-
* OAMATE.]*

"In the amalgamated plate it Is not rinc itself, but

a chemical continuation of mercury and zinc, which is

presented to the acid."*—Graham: Chem., 2nd ed.,

TOL i., p 24".

a-mal'-gam-a-tlng, pr. par. [Amalgamate.]

a-mal gam-a-tion, s. [Eng. amalgam;

•ation. In Ger. & Fr. amalgamation; Sp.

amalgamacion ; Port, amalgamacao.']

1. Lit. : The act or process of uniting or

alloying a metal with mercury ; or the state of

being so united. (It is by amalgamation that

native gold and native silver are extracted

from the rocks in which they occur.)
•• Amalgamation is the joining ur mixing of mercury

with any other of the metals."—Bacon: PhytioL Bern.,

It
2. Fig. : The act or process of uniting two

things together, or the state of being so

united.

"Early in the fourteenth century the amalgama-
tion of the races was all hut complete."—Macaulay :

BUt. Eng., ch. i

t a-mal -gam-a-tixe, v.t. [Eng. amalga-

mate ; -izel] To amalgamate, to blend, to

unite.
" . . . amalgamating, or turning into • soft

body."

—

Bacon: PhytioL Rem.

a-mal gam-a'-tor, >. One who or that

which amalgamates.

•a-mal-game, v.t. '[Fr. amalgamer.'] The

nine as Amalgamate (4. v.).

• a mal gam-ing, • a-mal-gam-jfage,
pr. par. oi *.

At substantive : Amalgamation.

"That we hadde in oure matters sublymynge,
And in amalgamynge, and calcenynge
Of qtiyksilver, y-ciept mercury crude."

Chaucer: C. T., 12,658-12, 700.

Sy-mal-gam-i'ze, v.t. [Eng. amalgam; -ize.~\

To amalgamate. (Gregory.)

a-mal ic ac-id, s. [Gr. auaAds (amalos) —

(1) soft, slight, (2) weak, feeble.]

Chem, : CgtCH^N^ + aq. A weak acid

obtained by the action of chlorine on caffeine.

It is a hydrated tetramethyl-alloxantin. By
the action of ammonia it is converted into a

murexide of caffeine, forming green crystals

and a crimson solution.

A-maT-phi-tan, a. [From Amalfi, a sea-
" port of Southern Italy, situated on the Gulf

of Salerno.] Belonging to or connected with

Amain.

Amalphitan Code, $. A collection of

laws bearing on navigation, collected by the

inhabitants of Amalfi about the eleventh

century, and received as authority for a long

period subsequently.

JLm-al the-a, am-al-the -a, s. [Lat]

L As a proper name

:

1. Roman Archteology

:

(a) One of the ten Sibyls. It was she who,
according to the old Roman legend, offered

Tarquinius Priscus the nine Sibylline books

at a price so high that instead of giving her

what she asked, he laughed at her, believing

her to be mad. On this she burnt three of

the nine volumes in his presence, and asked

amalgamate—amarulence

the original price for the remaining six. Meet-

ing with a second refusal, she proceeded to

burn three more, and asked the full price

for the remaining three. Awed by her extra-

ordinary conduct, the king at last purchased

the three for the sura originally asked for

the nine. [Sibyl.]

(b) The nurse of Jupiter.

2. An asteroid, the 113th found. It was

discovered by Luther, on the 12th of March,

1871.

IX As a botanical term:

Bot. : Desvaux's name for the species of

fruit called Etaerio, when it has no elevated

receptacle. [Et*rio.]

a-man ca, s. [Sp.] A species of yellow lily

growing in Peru.

"Ou the hills near Lima, at a height hut little

greater, the ground U carpeted with moss and beds of

beautiful yellow lilies, vailed Amancaei."—Darwin:
Voyage round the World, ch. xvi.

* a-mand ', v. t. [Lat. amando = to send away.]

To send one away. (Cockeram.)

* a-man-da'-tion, s. [Lat amandatio = a

sending away ; amando = to send away, to

remove.] The act of sending on a message

or embassy. {Johnson.)

a-man'-dine, *. [Fr. amande = an almond.]

A cold cream, prepared from almonds, for

chapped hands,

* a-man'-do-la, s. [ItaL mandorla = an

almond.] A marble with a honey-combed
appearance ; in colour, green, with white

spots.

t a mang ,
* a-xnang'-Is, * a-man -Iss,

prep. [Among.] (Scotch.)

am-an-l'-ta, s. [Gr. afiavlrat (amanitai),

Situr.
= a sort of fungi. From "A/iavoc.

Amanos), a mountain in Cilicia, where many
ungi grew.] A sub-genus of Agaricus, the

typical genus of the alliance Fungales, and
the order Agaricacea. The A. muscaria is

ordinarily poisonous, so much so that the

name muscaria (from musca = a fly) is de-

signed to imply that the Amanita steeped in

milk kills the flies which partake of the liquid

thus poisoned. Yet, so much does the quality

of a fungus depend on climate and place of

growth, that, if Langsdorf is accurate, the A.
muscaria in Kamschatka and other portions

of North-eastern Asia, is not poisonous, but
only intoxicating. (Lindley: Veg. Kingd., p.

3S.)

am-an-l'-tine, s. [From amanita.]

Chem, : The poisonous principle in the

Amanita. [Amanita.]

* a-man se, v.t. [A.S. amansumian = to dis-

join, to excommunicate ; opposed to mmn-
sumian or gematnsuman = to join, to marry.]

To interdict, to excommunicate, to accurse.

" Be amantede alle thulke. that suche rnright adde ido

To the church of Kanterbury, ami the king i-crowuedso."
Bob. Glouc, vi, 1. ii., p. 474.

a-man- n-en'-sis,s. [In Dan. & Ger. amanu-
ensis; Sp., Port., & Ital. amanuense; all from
Lat. amanuensis : a = from ; manus = hand. ]

A person employed to write what another

dictates.

a-mar'-a-<SUS, s. [In Fr. amaracus ; Lat

amaracus; Gr. auapaKo* (amarakos), afiapanov

^amarakon) = (1) a bulbous plant, (2) mar-

joram. ]

1. Poet. : Marjoram. Spec., the dittany of

Crete (Origanum dictamus).

"Violet, amaracut, and asphodel.''
Tennyson : (Enone.

2. A genus of Labiate plants of the sub-

section or family Origanidie.

t am'-ar-ant, s. Rare form of Amaranth ;

found principally in poetry.

a-mar - an-ta '-96 re, a mar anth-a '-

ce-re, s. pi. [Amaranthus.] Amaranths.

A natural order of plants, consisting of
" Chenopodal exogens, with separate sepals

opposite the stamens, usually one-celled an-

thers, a single ovary often containing several

seeds, and scarious flowers buried in imbri-

cated bracts." The order is divided into three

sub-orders—Gomphrenese, Achyranthese, and
Celosese. Tha species are generally unattrac-

AMA.KANTH.
(AMARANTH fS HYPO-

CHONDR1ACUS.)

tive weeds, but sometimes they are of mora
showy appearance. In 1S4IJ, Lindley esti-

mated the known
species at 282 ; now,
it is believed, about
500 are known. They
occur chiefly In the

tropics of America
and Asia ; a number
also are Australian.

None are truly wild

in Britain ; but
the Cockscomb, the

Globe Amaranth, the

Prince's Feather, and
Love - lies - bleeding,

are found in gardens.

Many Amnranthacese
are used as potherbs.
AmaranVms obtusi/o-

lius is said to be
diuretic ; Gomphrena
officinalis and macro-
cephala have a high
reputation in Brazil

as remedies in intermittent fever, diarrhcea,

colic, and snake-bite.

amaranth, t am'-ar-ant, $. [In Ger.

amaranth; Fr. owaraK**, amarantlu; Sp. t

Port.,& Ital. amaranto ; Lat. amarantus ; Gr.

audpavroc (amarantos) : as adj. = unfading,

undecayiug ; as subst = the never-fading

flower, amarant; i, priv., and naoatvw (ma-

raino = to put out, to quench : in the passive

= to die away, to waste away, to fade.]

1. Poet. : An imaginary flower supposed
never to fade.
" Immortal amarant, a flower which once
In Paradise fast by the tree of life.

Began to bloom : but soon for man's offence

To rieaven removed, where first it grew, there grows.

And flowers aloft, shading the fount of life,

Aud where the river of bliss through midst of heaven
Rolls o'er Etysian flowers her amber stream.''

Milton: P. I., bis. iii.

2. The English name of the several si»ecie*

belonging to the botanical genus Amaranth ua

(q.v.).

3. Plur. : Amaranths. Lindley's English

name for the botanical order Amarantacea
(q.v.).

am ar anth ine, am -ar ant Ine, adj.

[Eng. amaranth, amarant ; -ine. In Ger.

amaranthin. From Gr. afiapavrtvos (amaran*

tinos) = of amaranth. ]

1. Lit.: Pertaining to amaranth.
" By those happy souls that dwell

In yellow meads of asphodel.
Or amaranthine bow'ra." Pope.

2. Fig. : Unfading, as the jwetic amaranth.
" 'Tis hers to pluck the amaranthine flower of faith."

Wordtworth : White Doe of ByUtone (Introd-Ji

" Of amarantine shade, fountain, or spring.

By the waters of life ..."
, . _,

Stilton: P. L., bit. xL

am ar anth -us, t am-ar-ant -us, a

[Lat.] [Amaranth.] A genus of plants, the

typical one of the order A innranta ecu.'. It la

placed under the sub-order Achyranthese. A
species, the A. Blitum, or Wild Amaranth,

has here and there escaped from English

gardens. A. melancholicus and tricolor are

tender annuals, and A. sanguineus and cave

datus common border flowers. The leaves of

A. viridis are employed externally as an
emollient poultice. A. obtusifolius is said to

be diuretic. A. debilis is used in Madagascar

as a cure for syphilis. The seeds of A. fru*

mentaceus and A. Anardluina are used as com
in India. (Lindley: Veg. Kingd.)

t am-ar-ant '-ine, 0. A rare form of tha"

word Amaranthine.

a-mar -ine, *. [From Lat. amarus = bitter,
* referring to the bitter-almond oil (benzoic

aldehyde) which, with ammonia, constitutes

hydrobenzamide, one of its ingredients.] A
chemical substance formed by boiling hydro-

benzamide with aqueous potash. Its formula

is CoiH18Nj. It is insoluble in water, but dis-

solves readily in alcohoL It is called also

Benzoline (q.v.)u

t a-mar'-i-tude, «. [Lat. amaritudo. ] Bitter*

hess.

"What amarUude or acrimony Is depreheiided hi

choler, it acquires from a commixture of melaucboly,

or exUrnal malign bodie*."—Barvey on Consumption.

* a-mar'-u-len5e, * [From Lat. amarw

lentus= full of bitterness.] Bitterness. (Joh**

son.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t,

or. wore, wolf* work, whd, sin ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. ». oe= e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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* a-mar -u-lent, a. [From Lat. amarutentus
'= full of bitterness. ] Full of bitterness.

(Boucher.)

am-ar-^l-lI-da'-ce-aB, *. pi. [Amaryllis.]

Amaryllids. An order of plants placed by
Lindley in the Narcissal alliance of the class

Endogens. In their six-partite or six-cleft

coloured perianth, and their three-celled fruit,

they resemble Lily-worts, from which, how-
ever, they are at once distinguished by their

inferior ovary. In 1846 Lindley estimated
the known species at four hundred. The
representatives of the order in the British

flora are Narcissus, Galanthus, and Leucojum.
Beautiful as they are, most of them have
poisonous bulbs. The Hottentots are said to

dip the heads of their arrows in the viscid

juice of the bulbs of Hcemanthus toxicarius

and some allied spices. Several are emetic,
having a principle in their composition like

that of the squill. Oporanthus luteus is pur-
gative, Alstromeria salsilla diaphoretic and
diuretic, and Amaryllis ornata astringent A
kind of arrowroot is prepared in Chili from
Alstromeria pallida and other species. A
wine called pulque is made from the wild
Agave of Mexico.

im-ar-p'-Hs, s. [In Sw., Dan., and Fr.

amdryllis ; Sp. & Port, amarylis. From Lat.

Amaryllis, the name of a certain beautiful

girl beloved by the shepherd Tityrus, also the

AMARYLLIS.

servant-girl of a sorceress. (Virgil) A similar

meaning in Theocritus. From Gr. apapoaaw
(amarusso) = (1) to sparkle, (2) to dazzle.] A
genus of plants, the typical one of the order
Araaryllidaceae. The species are numerous,
and splendid in appearance ; many are culti-

vated in greenhouses, stoves, flower-pots, &c.
The A. oriiata is astringent. [Belladonna.]

a-mar -yth-rine, s. [Lat. amarus = bitter,
* and Eng. erythrine.] The bitter principle of

erythrine.

* a-mass , * a masse, s. [In Fr. amas ;

Ital. ammasso ; Lat. massa — that which ad-
heres like dough, a lump, a mass ; Gr. /ia£a

(maza) = barley-bread, udora-to (masso) = to
knead. ] A mass, a heap ; an accumulation.

" This pillar is but a medley or amass of all the pre-
cedent ornaments, making a new kind by stealth."—
Wotton.

a-mass , v.t. [From the substantive. In Fr.
amasser ; ItaL ammassare.} [See Amass, s.)

1. Lit. : To make into a heap, as to knead
dough into a lump ; to collect together, to
accumulate, in a more figurative sense.

"The rich man is not blamed, as having made use
of any unlawful means to amass riches, as having
thriven by fraud and injustice."—Bp. Atterbury: Serm.

" For her amasses an unbounded store.

The wisdom of great nations, now no more."
Cowper : Tirocinium.

a-massed, pa. par. [Amass, v.]

amas set te, s. [Fr.]

Painting : A scraper, spatula, spattle, or
painter's knife ; a blade used for collecting the
colours together whilst they are being ground.

amas -Sing, pr. par. [Amass, v.]

a-mass ment, * a mas -ment, s. [Eng.

amass; -ment.] A mass heaped up, a collec-

tion, a heap, an accumulation.
" What is now, -iB but an amasment of imaginary

conceptions, prejudices, ungrounded opinions, and
infinite impostures."—Granville: Scepsis Scientiflca.

am as-then ic, adj. [Gr. uMU (hama) =
together; cBivoc (sthenos) = strength.]

Optics: Uniting the chemical rays of light

into one focus; amacratic. (Used of photo-
graphic lenses. ) (Sir J. Herschel.)

* a ma te (1), v.t. A i. [From O. Fr. amater,

mater =to mortify ; fr. ma£= dull, faint, sad
;

Ger. matt]

1. Trans.: To stupefy, to paralyse,

"Thou, wretched man, of death hast greatest need.
If in true balance thou wilt weigh thy state

;

For never knight that dared warlike deed
More luckless duntuventure did amate."

Spenser : F. 0... I. ix. 45.

2. Intrans. : To be stupefied, to be stupid.

* a-mate (2), v.t. [Eng. a ; mate.] To act as

mate to, to entertain as a companion, to keep
company with, to associate with.

"And in the midst thereof upon the floure,

A lovely bevy of faire ladies sate,

Courted of many a jolly parauioure,
The which them did in modest wise ornate.
And each one sought his lady to aggrate

."

Spenser : F. Q., II., ix. 84.

&m'-a-teur, am-a-teur , s. & a. [Fr., from

Lat. amator = a lover ; amo = to love.]

A. As subst. : One who follows any science,

art, or occupation, not from pecuniary
motives, but from a love for it, and who, as

a rule, is not so proficient in it as if he had
to depend upon it for a livelihood.

". . . it is precisely that in which amateurs of

the science—aud especially voyagers at sea—provided
with good eyes or moderate instruments, might em-
ploy their time to excellent advantage."—Berschel :

AStron., 6th ed. (1858), § 832.

B, As adj. : Done by or in any way per-

taining to an amateur.

am'-a-teur-ish, a. [Eng. amateur; -ish.]

Pertaining to, or characteristic of an amateur.

am -a-teur-Ish-ness, •> [Eng. amateurish;
ness.] The quality of being amateurish.

am -a-teur-ism, s. [Eng. amateur ; -ism.]

The quality of being an amateur ; the practice

of any art or sport as an amateur.

am'-a-teur'-Ship, s. [Eng. amateur; ship.]

The procedure or characteristics ofan amateur.
(Edirib, Review. Worcester.)

am'-a-tlv©» a. [From Lat. amo = to love.]

Amorous.

am -a-tive-ness, s. [Eng. amative; -ness.

]

Phrenology: A protuberance on the skull,

supposed to mark the portion of the brain
which stimulates to sexual intercourse. It

covers the portion of the brain known as the
cerebellum, which is situated at the back of

the head between the two mastoid processes.

The researches of Dr. Carpenter have thrown
great doubt on the correctness of this view.
[Cerebellum. ]

* a^-a-tdr'-cul-ist, *. [Lat. amatorculus.'}

A pitiful little lover. (Johnson.)

amator -i-al, a. [Lat. amatorius, from amo
= to love. (Applied especially to sexual
affection.).]

1 Ordinary Language

:

1. Pertaining to love.

"amatorial verses . . ,
."

—

Warton: Hist. Sng.
Poetry.

" They seem to have been tales of love and chivalry,
amatorial sonnets, tragedies, comedies, and pastorals."
—Ibid., It. 7.

2. Causing love, or designed to cause love.

IL Anat. : A term applied to the oblique
muscles of the eye, from their being used in

ogling.

Jim-a-tbr'-X-al-l^. adv. [Eng. amatorial;

-ly.\ In an amatory manner ; as a lover does.

am a -tor i-an, a. [Lat. amatori(us) ; suff.

an.] Amatory. (Webster.)

am-a-tor'-l-OUS, a. [Lat. amatorius.] Ama-
tory.

" This Is no mere amatorious novel ; but this is a
deep and serioUB verity."—MiUan.

am'-a-tor-& a. [Lat. amatorius.] Pertaining

to love ; causing or designed to cause love.

"
. . . by amatory potioiiB. not only allure her,

but necessitate her to satisfy bis lust, and incline her
effectually, and draw her inevitably to follow him
spontaneously."

—

Bp. Bramhall against Hoboes.

am a -tsja. [Japanese = Tea of Heaven.] A
kind of tea made in Japan from the dried

leaves of Hydrangea Thunbergia. Its name.
" tea of heaven," shows the opinion which i»

entertained of its excellence. (Lindley : Veg.
Kingd., 1847, p. 570.)

am-au-rd -sis, s. [In Fr. amaurose; Gt.
ai±avp<»o-ts (amaurosis) — a darkening, from
ifxavpoia (amauroo) = to make dark ; atiavpo*
(amauros) = dim, faint.] A disease of the
eye arising from impaired sensibility of the
retina. It is held to exist when a patient
without opaque cornea, closed pupil, or cata-
ract, complains of lost or defective vision. It

commences with confused vision : then there
is the appearance of a black spot in the centre-

of an object looked at ; next, floating bodies
called muscm volitantes appear before the eye,

or objects appear brighter than natural. In-

the commencement of the disease the pupil
dilates and contracts sluggishly ; after a time
it becomes more dilated and fixed ; and at
last there is established a state of complete
blindness, constituting the true nutta serena.

Amaurosis arises from inflammation or tur-
gescence of the retina, from derangement of
the digestive organs, from exercise of the eye
on minute objects, and from injury or disease
of the fifth nerve or its branches, or from in-

jury of the eye itself. (Dr. Arthur Jacob, Art.
"Amaurosis," Cyclop. Pract. Med.)

amaurosis suffusion, s. A suffusion
of the eyes produced by amaurosis. (Fig- )

"... but never perhaps did theBe aynaurosis
suffusions so cloud and distort his otherwise most,
piercing vision, as in this of the Dandiacal Body I

"

—
Carlyte: Sartor Resartus, bk. iii., chap. x.

am au-ro -tic, a. Pertaining to amaurosis ;

affected with amaurosis.
" The symptoms complained of by an amaurotic

patient . ."—Dr. Arthur Jacob, Art. "Amaurosis"
in Cyclo. Pract. Med

a-maus'-ite, s. The name given by Gerhard
to a granulite brought from Moravia. Dana
classes it under Albite (q.v.).

a max-imis ad min'-im a. [Lat.]

Logic : From the greatest things to the
smallest

a maze, v.t. [Eng. a; maze.] Properly, to
bewilder, as if one were in a maze or labyrinth.

More specifically

:

1. To perplex or bewilder, by presenting to-

one something beyond his capacity to under-
stand.

" When bis disciples heard it, they w*re exceedingly
amazed, saying. Who then can be saved?"— Matt. xix.
as.

2. To bewilder one with alarm.

"And when the men of Israel turned again, tha
men of Benjamin were amazed : for they saw that evil

was come upon them."

—

Judg. xx. 41.

3. To perplex and stun with sorrow.

"And he taketh with him Peter and James and
John, and began to be sore amazed, and to be very
heavy."—Mark xiv. 88.

1. To astonish.

"And all the people were amazed, and said, Is not.

this the son of David 1 "—Matt. xii. 23.

"... from amazing Europe with her wit, to
amusing them with the greatness of her catholic cre-

dulity. —Goldsmith: Polite Learning, ch. vL

1| Blair thus distinguished the four words
mrprised, astonished, amazed, and confounded :

" I am surprised at what is new or unexpected ;

I am astonished at what is vast or great ; I aro

amazed with what is incomprehensible ; I am
confounded by what is shocking or terrible."

(Blair: Rhet. £ Belles-Lett res, 1817, voL i, p.

228.)

f a-ma'ze, s. Bewilderment on encountering

anything incomprehensible ;
terrifying, or

occasioning deep sorrow. (Rarely used except

in poetry.)
"... soon our Joy Is turned

Into perplexity and new amaze."
Milton: P. R., bk. U.

" The stars with deep amaze."
Ibid, i Morning of Christ's Aativity.

" Now wasChristian somewhat in amaze. "—Bunyan.
Pilg. Prog., pt i.

a-ma zed, t a-ma'-zfid, pa. par. & adj.
' [Amaze, v.]

" Who, with his miracles, doth make
Amazed heaven and earth to shake.

"

Milton: Ptalmcxxxn.

amazedly, adv. [Eng. amazed; -ly.] In
amazement

" Which, when her sad-beholding husband saw,

Amazedly in her sad face he stares."

Shakesp. : Tarqutn <fc Lucrecsx.

tooH, bd"^; po"ut, fffet; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph-i.

-tion, -sion, tioun, -cioun = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -oious m shiis. -ble = bel ;
-die = deL
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f-IDAX-ed-netS, .s. [Eng. amazed; -tubs.]
The state of being aniazed.
"... whereupon, after a little amamdnsm. we

wen all commanded out of the chainber.'—3*a*«n;.
Winter's Tale, v. s.

4 ma ze-ment, s. {Eng. unuue ; -merit. ] Be-
wilderment of mind caused by the presenta-
tion of anything incomprehensible, wonderful,
terrifying, or fitted to inspire deep sorrow.

"... they were filled with wonder and amazement
at that which had happened unto him.'—Acts iii. 10.

a-ma'z-lng, pr. par. [Amaze, v.]

" Amazing scene : behold ! the gloom* disclose."
Thornton i Tim Seasons ; Autumn

a ma zing ly\ aJr [Eng. amazing; -ly.] In
an amazing manner. In a manner fitted to
bewilder. To an amazing extent.

" Lys. Hy lord, I shall reply amazingly.
Half 'sleep, half waking.

Skakosp. i Jfidtum. Night's Dream. It. 1.

m -a-zon. Am a-rone, s. [In Sw. & Dan
Amazon ; Dut., Ger., & Fr. ^mazone ; Sp. and
Port .4wuuona ; ItaL Amazzone; VaX. Amazon ;

Or. 'Afua£tt>»(.<4ma3OTL) : from a = without, and
/iaCos (niaaos) = the breast, from the story
that the Amazons cut off their right breast
to prevent its interfering with the use of the
bow.]

1. A nation on the river Thermodon, the
modern Termeh in Pont us, in Asia Minor,
said to consist entirely of women renowned
as warriors. Men were excluded from their
territory, and commerce was held only with
strangers, whilst all male children born among
them were killed. They are mentioned by
Homer. Diodorus also speaks of a race of
Amazons in Africa.

" Glanced at the legendary Amazon
As emblematic ofa nobler age."

Tennyson : The Princess, ii.

2. A bold, masculine woman ; a virago.
" When I see the avenues of the Strand beset everv

night with troops of fierce Amazons, who, with dread-
ful imprecations, stop, and beat and plunder pas-
sengers, I cannot help wishing that such martial talents
were converted to the benefit of the public."

—

Gold-
smith: Essays; Female Warriors.

" Yet are Spain's maids no race of Amazons,
But form d for all the 'witching arts of Jove."

Byron : Chitde Harold, i 67.

3. Plural:

(o) The females of an Indian tribe on the
banks of the great river Maranon, in South
America, who assisted their husbands when
fighting against the Spaniards, and caused
the Maranon to receive the new name of the
Amazon. (GarcUasso, p. 606.)

AMAZONS OT THE KINO OF VAHOMEY S GUAKD.

(6) Any female soldiers, such as the band
of female wanriors kept by the King of
Dahomey in Africa.

4. Entom. : Huber's name for the neuters of
a red ant {Polyergus), which are accustomed to
sally forth in large numbers from their nests,
in military array, and proceeding to some
neighbouring anthill belonging to another
species, plunder it of the larvae of its neuters.
These, when hatched, become a kind of pariah

* caste in the habitation of the Amazons.

amazon ant, s. The same as Amazon,
No. 4.

"Huber is erroneous In supposing that the amazon
ants have a sting."

—

Griffith's Cuwier, vol. iv„ p, 601.

amazon-llke, a. Like an Amazon.
** His hair, French-like, stares on his frighted head,
One lock, amazon-like. dishevelled."

Bp. Ball Batrm, 111 7.

amazon stone, s. A mineral, bright
verdigris green, and cleavable ; a variety of
orthoclase.

am-a-zo -ni-an, a. (Eng. amazon ; -ian.]

1. Pertaining to the female Amazons in
Asia Minor or Africa.

"... those leaves
They gather'.! broad as Amazonian targe.
And with what skill they had. together sew'd."

MUton: P. sV.bk.lx.

2. Pertaining to masculine women.
" I do not less willingly own my own weakness than

my sex, being far from any such amazonian N^F*—
as affects to contend with so many learned and godly
men."—Bp. Taylor: Artificial Bandsomenets, p. ITS.

" How ill beseeming is It in thy sex
To triumph like an amazonian trull 1

"

Shakes*. : 8 /Ten. VI., L 4.

3. Pertaining to the river Amazon, or to the
territory of Amazonia on its banks. ]

am azon-ite, s. [Prom Amazon, the great

South American river, and -ite ~ Gr. xiBov
(lithos) — a stone. ] The name of a mineral,
called also Amazon-stone : it is a variety of
Orthoclase. [Amazon-stone.

]

amb, t am, prefix. [In compos, only. Lat.
amb — on both sides ; around, as amino = to
surround ; ambo m both ; am, with the same
meaning, as amplector= to encircle. Gr. a^'
(amphi)— on both sides. In A.S. emb, ymb

;

O. H. Ger. umpi ; Irish un, urn ; Welsh am ;

Sansc. abki, abhitas.)

amb, aan'-ba, s. In some of the languages of
India, a mango-tree, Mangi/era Ivdica.

Ran amb, s. [From Mahratta ran = the
jungle.] The hog-plum, Spondias mangifera.

" am bajc, t am-ba -ges, ft [Lat ambages
= (1) a going round, a going by a roundabout
way ; (2) a circumlocution, a quibble ; (8) ob-
scurity, ambiguity. In ItaL ambage. ]

* 1. Turning ; change.
"... shall, by ambages of diets, bathings, anoint-

ings, medicines, motions, and the like, prolong life."—
Bacon t Ade. of Learn,, bk. ii., p. 62.

2. Circumlocution ; also quibbling, the use
of ambiguous language intended to modify or
deceive,

" Bpigramma, In which every mery conceited man
might, without any long studie or tedious ambage.
make his trend sport, and anger his foe, and give a
prettie nip, or shew a sharpe conceit In a few verses,

"

—Puttenham : Art of Poesie, L L, eh. 37.

" And, but if Calkas lede us with ambages.
That is to seyn, with dowble wordes slye,
Swich as men elene 'a word with two visages.'"

Chaucer : Troilut and Cretseide, bk. v.

" Tbey gave those complex ideas names, that they
might the more easily record and discourse of things

t am-bagf-In-ons, o. [From amba'jinU, obs.

genit. of Ambages (q.v.).] Circumlocutory.
(Christian Observer. Worcester,)

t am-ba -gl-ous, a. [Lat ambagiosus.] Cir-

cumlocutory. {Johnson. )

t im-bagJ
-It-6r-y, a. [Eng. ambag(es)

;

-itory.J Circumlocutory. (Scott) {Worcester.)

am-ba-ree, am'-ba-dee, s. [Mahratta
ambadee.] The native name of an Indian
malvaceous plant, the Hibiscus cannabinus,
or Hemp-leaved Hibiscus. The natives use
the leaves for greens, and hemp is made from
the fibres of the baric.

t am'-bar-ie, am-bar-ee, s. [Mahratta
ambaree. ] The covered seat on the back of an
elephant, better known as a howdah.

am -bas-sade, s. [Fr.] [Embassy.]
" When you disgraced me in my c
Then I degraded you from being king."

Shakeip. : 3 Henry VI., It. 8.

am-bas-sador, * am-bas -sa-dour,
* em-bas -sa-dor, s. [In Sw. ambassador ;

Dan. ambassador ; Fr. ambassadeur ; 8p. em-
baxador ; Port embaixador ; Ital. ambascia-
dore, ambasciatore = an ambassador ; ambas-
siadomrro = a deputy ; ambasewso = full of
grief and sorrow ; ambasciare = to pant ; am-
bascia m shortness of breath, suffocation

;

Low Lat ambasciari — to carry a message ;

Lat ambactus = a vassal, a dependant upon a
lord. Cognate with A.S. ambiht, ambeht, am-
byht, embeht, ombiht = a servant, messenger,
legate ; Dut ambacht, trade, handicraft, pro-
fession, business; Ger. amten, amtiren-= to
perform the duties of an office ; ami = charge,
place, office, magistracy ; O. H. Ger. ampah-
tan = to minister, ambaht = a minister, also

service ; Goth, andbahts = a minister, a ser-

vant, and bahti = service, ministry ; according
to Grimm, from and (Ger. ami) = office, and
bah = back.] [Embassy.]

1 Gen. : A measeager, by whomsoever scut.
" A wicked mseeeoger falleth into mischief, bat a

faithful ambassador is health."—Pro*, xiii. IT.

IX Specially :

1. Lit, : A minister of high rank sent oa
an embassy to represent nominally his sove-
reign, but really his country, at the court of
another monarch, or at the capital of a repub-
lic. Sir Henry Wotton's definition of an am-
bassador as " an honest man sent to Ik abroad
for the commonwealth," however correctly it

may have described the older school of diplo-
matists, is now, it is fondly trusted, quite out
of date. (Wotton : Letter to Vtbterus, A.D.
1612.) Ambassadors are of two kinds : extra-
ordinary, employed on special missions ; and
ordinary, who reside permanently at the seat
of government to which they are accredited.
All the ancient ambassadors were of the former
class. In every civilised nation the person
of an ambassador is sacred, his mansion also
is inviolate, and his retinue subject to no
local jurisdiction but his own. An envoy
is an inferior kind of ambassador dispatched
on a special mission. A resident, or charge
d'affaires, \b also of less dignity than a proper
ambassador. Many such residents exist in
India, and represent the Anglo-Indian Govern-
ment at the courts of the several native rajahs.
Consuls are again of inferior rank to residents.
and are specially charged to protect and pro-
mote the commercial enterprise of their count*/
in the place where they are stationed.

" Howbeit in the business of the ambassador* of the
princes of Babylon who sent unto him to inquire of
the wonder that was done in the land . . .

."—
3 Chron. xxxii. 81.

"... the killing of an embassador."— Blackstone :

Comment., bk. iv., en. 6.

" An extraordinary ambassador of high rank was
instantly dispatched by Levis to Rome. "—Macaulay ;

But. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. Fig. : An apostle, regarded as a repre-
sentative of Christ, sent on a special mission
to men.

"Sow then we are ambassadors for Christ, as
though God did beseech you by us : we pray you In
Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to God."—t Cor. v. 20.

am-bas -sa-ddi\ i ( [From the substantive.]
To oppress a sovereign with the incubus of
too many and too importunate ambassadors.

•f The use of the word as a verb is of recent
invention, and can hardly be called correct

" These are no longer the times in which a young,
gentle, and nervous SuM-an Med lid used to be
literally ambasxadored to death.' —Timet, 19th of

Jan., 1876, Pera Corrttp.

am-bas sa-dor -I-al, a. [Eng. ambassador

;

•iaL ] Pertaining to an ambassador ; as ** am-
bassadorial privileges." {Eclectic Review.
Worcester.)

am-bas -sa-dress, s (Eng., the fern, form

of ambassador. In Sw. ambassadris ; Fr.

ambassadrice ; Ital. ambasciadrice ; Port, em-
baixitriz. ]

1. The wife of an ambassador.

2. A woman sent on a message of any kind.
(Used generally in a moek-heroic sense.)

"
' Again !' she cried. ' are you ambassadresses
From him to me ? '

"

Tennyson ; The Princess, ill.

t am-bas sage, am-bas sy, * am-
bas sate, * am-bas-satry-e (Old

Eng.), * ambas -si-ax, * am -bax-at
(Old Scotch), s. [In Sw. ambatsad; Fr. am-
bassede; Port, embaixada; Ital. ambasciato.]

An embassy.
" Or else, while the other is yet a great way off. be

atndeth an ambassage, and uesiretn conditions of
peace."—/.»ke xiv. 32.

** What needeth gretter dilatacionu
I say by tretys and amb'sssatrye.
And by the poDe'smediaciouu. -

Chaucer .- C. T., -1,653.

"The kynge then gaue unto that hre ambassate.
Poll rlebe glftes and gold enonghe to spends."

Hardynge Chron,, fol. T4, b
" Than the ambassiat that was retnmlt agane
From Dioniedes. . . ."—Douglas" Virgil, 860

" Our soverane lordis legacioun and ambarat.
Act. Dom. Cone 114911, p. at*.

am-bas '-sis, s. [In Fr. ambasu.] A genus
of fishes, of the order Acanthopteryfii, and
the family Percidae. The Bpecies, which are

smell and nearly transparent, occur in the

rivers and ponds of India

[Akbassagb, Embassy]* am -bas-sy.
An embassy.

ambe, am' bi, s. [Ionic Gr. avfin {ambe), Gr.

au&tav (ambon) = a projecting lip or edge

;

from amb = about]

fiste, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p&t,

or, wore, wolf, work. who. son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e ; se e. qu - kw.
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1. Old Surgery: An instrument formerly
used for reducing dislocated shoulders. It

was so called because its extremity jutted out.

2. AncU. : The superficial jutting out of a
bone.

* am-bei, s. [Amble.]

amber, s. & a. [In Dan. ambra; Dut. & Ger.
amber; Fr. ambrt (all these forms meaning
ambergrense or the mineral amber). In Bp.
ambar; Port, ambo.r, alambra; ItaL ambra
(all these forms meaning the mineral amber
only); Pers. anhar, anabar ; Arab, anbar, an-
barun=:(\) ambergris, (2) amber.] [Amber-
gris.]

A. As substantive

:

L The genuine amber.

1. As a mineral. It is called also Succinite,
from Lat. succuium = amber. [Succinite.]
Its colour is generally yellow, but sometimes
reddish, brownish, or wlutish and clouded. It

is resinous in lustre, always translucent, and
sometimes transparent. It is brittle, and
yields easily to the knife. It fuses at 287° C.
It is combustible, burning readily with a
yellow flame, and emitting an agreeable odour.
It is also highly electrical, so much so that
electricity is derived from the Greek word
nAfKTpov (elektron), or rtXetcrpos (ilektros) =
amber. Composition : Carbon, 78 "94 ; hy-
drogen, 10-53 ; oxjgen, 10'53 = 100. Found
occasionally in masses as large as a man's
head ; but at other times in smaller pieces,
some no larger than a grain of coarse sand.
Occurs along the Prussian coast of the Baltic,
between Dantzig and Memel, as well as in
various other parts of the Continent ; in
Middlesex, near London ; in Essex, Suffolk,
Norfolk and York ; and finally in Asia and
America. It is valued as a gem.

"
. , . whose sisters, metamorphosed into poplar-

trees, shed tears at his death, which were hardened
Into amber."—Lewis : As'ron. of the Ancients, eh i.

, § 2.

"Pomeranian amber was set in Lydian gold to adorn
the necks of queens."

—

Macavlay .- Hist. Eng.xh. xxiv.

2. Asa geological product. Pliny was correct
when he considered it to be an exudation from
trees of the Pine family, like gum from the
cherry, and resin from the ordinary pine.
Prof. Goppert, of Breslau, in 1S45, deemed it

a resinous exudation from an extinct pine,
Pinus succinifer, most nearly allied to P.
abies (Abies excelsa, the Norway Spruce), or P.
rncea (Abies picea, the Silver Fir). He be-
lieved that forests of this tree once grew in
the south-eastern part of what is now the bed
of the Baltic in about 55° north latitude, and
37—38° east longitude ; but that during the
time of the drift they were swept away, and
the amber carried south and south-west to
Pomerania and the adjacent regions, where
now it is- found. Subsequently he discovered
that amber had been formed not by the P.

succinifer only, but by eight other- allied

species, if, indeed, all the Abietince and Cu-
Sressimese of the time and place did not share

1 its production. In 1845 he thought it of
the age of the Molasse (Miocene ?) ; in 1864 he
deemed it Pliocene, and perhaps of the drift

formation (Upper Pleiocene = pleistocene)

;

but its exact age is as yet undetermined. Of
163 species of plants found in it, thirty still

exist. 800 species of insects have also been
met with in it, with remains of animals of
other classes. [Quart. Journ. Geol Soe., vol.

fl. (1846), i. 102 ; vol. x. (1854), ii. 1.]

1L The amber of Scripture.

If In Scripture the word " ambar," ^^
(chashmal) (Ezek. i. 4, 27 ; viii. 2), is not what
is now called by the name, but a mixed metal.
It may be polished brass, or brass and gold,
pr sHver and gold ; it is difficult to say which.

" And I saw as the colour of amber, as the appearance
Of fire round about within it . . ."—SxekA. 27.

B. As adjective

:

1. Made of amber.
** Sir Plume, of amber snuff-box justly vain.
And the nice conduct of a clouded cane."

Pope l Rape qf the Lock, iv., 123, 124.

2. Coloured like amber, reflecting light as it

does, or in some other way resembling it.

" Then Susa by Choaspes' amber stream."
Milton; P. R., bk. Ill

" To dream and dream, like yonder amber light."
Tennyson : The Lotos-eaters.

C. Tn Composition it is a substantive or
adjective.

amber -coloured, a. Coloured like

amber.
" Biron. An amber- rolour'd raven was well noted."

Shakesp. ; Love's Labour's Lost, iv. 8.

amber drink, s. Drink of the colour
and translucency of amber.

" All your clear amber'drink is flat"—Bacon.

amber-dropping, a. Dropping amber.

amber-flora, s. The flora educed from a
study of the vegetable fragments found in

amber.
" The stomach of the fossil Mastodon found tn New

Jersey contained twigs of Thuia occidentalU (found
in the amber-Jtora)."— T. R. Jones; Q. J. deal. Hoc,
rot x., if. 4.

amber forest, s. A forest of amber-
producing trees.

"
. . . we are led to infer a similar extension In

former times of the amb<*r-forests."—T. R. Jones: Q.

J. Geol. 8oc, vol. x., ii. a.

amber-locked, a. Having locks of hair
coloured like amber.

". . . nay, thy own amber-locked, snow-and- rose-
bloom Maiden . . ."—Carlyle ; Sartor Resarttts.bk.
t, ch. v.

amber-seed, s. A seed resembling millet.

It has a Bomewhat bitter taste. It is brought
In a dry state from Martinico and Egypt It

is called also Musk-seed.

amber-tree, s. The English name of the
Cinchonaceous genus Anthospermura. It is

an evergreen, with leaves like those of heath,
which are fragrant when bruised.

amber-weeping, a. Letting fall drops
of" amber."

" Not the soft gold, which
Steals from the amber-weeping tree.

Hakes sorrow half so rich,

As the drops distill d from thee."
Crashaw ; Poems, p. 2.

am'-ber, V.t [From the substantive. In Fr.

ambrer.] To scent with amber.
'* Be sure

The wines be lusty, high, and full of spirit*

And amber'd all."

Beaum. a Flet. : Cust. of the Country, Ui. L

am'-bered, pa. par. & a. [Amber, v. ]

am -ber-grease, am'-ber-gris, * am'-
ber-greese, J am'-bra-gres-i-a, * [Eng.

amber, and Fr. gris. In Fr. ambre-gris ; Sp. &
Port, ambar-gris ; Ital. ambragrigria. Lit. =
grey amber.] [Amber.] A light, fatty, in-

flammable substance, opaque in lustre, ashy
in colour, with variegations like marble, and
giving forth a pleasant odour when heated.
It is found in masses swimming on the sea
in certain latitudes, or cast on the adjacent
coasts, or buried in the sand. It is a morbid
secretion found in the- stomach, or more pro-
bably iu the gall-ducts, of the great-headed
Cachalot, or Spermaceti Whale (Physeter macro-
cephalus). In this country it is now used
solely in perfumery, having the property of
adding to the strength of other perfumes.
"Bermudas . . . where hugh lemons grow;
Where shining pearl, coral, and many a pound.
On the rich shore, of amb>-rirris.in found?**

Waller; Battle of the Summer /stands, &

am-bi-, pref. [Lat. m Gr. au<pt- (ampfef-).]

Round about, around, on both sides.

(Amphi-.I

ambidexter, am'-bd dex-ter, a. &
s. [In Fr. ambidcxtre; Sp. and Port, ambi-
dextro ; Ital. ambidestro = using both hands
equally. From Lat. amoo= both ; dexter, adj.

= to, or on the right side.]

t L As adj. : Using either hand with equal
facility.

" How does Melpy like this? I think I have vext her :

Little did she know, I was ambidexter."
Sheridan to Swift.

IX As substantive

:

1. One who can use either of his hands with
equal facility.

" Bodiginua, undertaking to give a reason of am-
bidexters, and left-banded men, delivereth a third
opinion. —Browne.

2. Ludicrously : A person who, when politi-

cal or other parties are in conflict, is almost
equally ready to take either side.

"The rest are hypocrites, ambidexters, outside*."—
Burton ; Anat. of Melancholy ; To the Reader, p. 86.

3. Law : A juror or embraceor, who accepts
money from both sides for giving his voice in

their favour.

"... Thy poor* client's gold
Makes thee to be an ambodexter bold."

Gamage ; Epigrams, Bp. to a Lawyer, E. 71.

ftm-bl-dex-teV-i-t*, s. [Formed on the
analogy of dexterity, from Lat. dexteritas.]

1. The quality of being able to use eithei
hand with almost equal facility. (Johnson.)

2. The pretence of agreement with each of
two antagonistic parties ; double dealing.
(Johnson. )

am bl deac'-trous, a. [Eng. ambidexter;
-ous.]

1. Using either hand with equal facility.

"Other*, not considering ambidextrous and left-
handed men. do totally submit unto the efficacy of tlit
liver. "

—

Browne.

2. Pretending agreement with each of two
antagonistic parties ; dealing in a double
manner.

"JEsop condemns the double practices of trimmer*,
and all false shuffling and ambidextrous dealing.- —
L'Estrange.

am-bl dextrous neS8, s. {Eng. ambi-
dextrous; •ness.]

1. The quality of being ambidextrous.
(Johnson. )

2. Double dealing.

ilm'-bl-ent, a. flu Fr. ambiant; Port, am-
biente, adj. ; Sp. A Ital. ambiente, as s. = the
ambient air. From Lat ambiens, pr. par. of
ambio =z to go around or about.] Surround-
ing, encompassing on all sides, circumfused,
investing. (Used especially of the air, but
also of other things.)

"... and this which yields or fills

All space, the ambient air wide interfused."
MUton; P. L., bk. Til

" With darkness circled and an ambient cloud."
Pope; Homer's Odyssey, bk. vii., 187.

"Blue ambient mists th* immortal steeds embraced."
Pope ; Homer's Iliad, bk. viii., 9L

am-big'-en-al, a. [In Ger. ambigene. From
Lat. ambo = both, and genu = the knee. Lit.

= pertaining to both knees.]

Geometry: A word used in the following

mathematical term :—
An ambigenal hyperbola. Sir Isaac Newton's

name for one of the triple hyperbolas of the
second order, having one of its infinite legs

falling within an angle formed by the asymp-
totes, and the other falling without.

am'-blg-U, s. [Fr. & Sp. ambigu = ambigu-
ous.] An entertainment, consisting not of

regular courses, but of a medley of dishes set

on together.
" When straitenM in your time, and servants few.
You'd richly then compose an ambigu ;

Where first and second course, and your dessert.

All in one single table have their part."
King: Art of Cookery.

j&m-bi-gti'-J-tSr, *. Tin Fr. ambiguite ; ItaL

ambiguita; Lat. ambiguitas, from ambiguus.]

1. The state of being ambiguous ; doubtful-

ness or uncertainty of signification.

"... the point was at last left in dangerous am-
biguity."—Macaulay . Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

2. Anything which is ambiguous.

t (a) An event, or series of events, not easily

understood.
" Prince. Seal up the mouth of outrage for a while.
Till we can clear these ambiguities.
And know their spring, their head, their true descent."

S/takesp. ; Romeo £ Juliet, v. 3

(6) A word, or a series of words, in a speech
or written composition susceptible of more
than one meaning, and which therefore intro-

duces uncertainty into the whole sentence in

which it occurs.
" The words are of single signification, withoutany

ambiguity • and therefore I shall not trouble you, by
straining for an interpretation, where there la no
difficulty ; or distinction, where there UnodifTerence.
—South,

Am big -u ous, a. [In Fr. ambigu ; Sp. k
Ital. ambiguo. From Lat ambiguus = (1) shift-

ing from one side to another, changeable

;

(2) uncertain ; (3) (of speech) perplexed, dark,

ambiguous ; (4) (of conduct) vacillating : am-
bigo = to wander about, to go round ; amb =
around ; ago — to set in motion, to drive ; with

reflective pron. = to go.]

1. Susceptible of two or more meanings.

(Used of spoken or written words or other

utterances, or of deeds or events.)

^f Blair thus discriminates between the two
words equivocal and ambiguous : " An equi-

vocal expression is one which has one sense

open, and designed to be understood ; another

sense concealed, and understood only by the

person who uses it. An ambiguous expression

is one which has apparently two senses, and

boil, boy; pout, JotVI; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenopnoa, exist. -Ing.

-tion, -sion, -cioun - shun ; - tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -dons, -ceous = shus. -ble, -die, Ac, = bel, del.
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leaves us at a loss which of them to give it

An equivocal expression is used with an in-

tention to deceive ; an ambiguous one, when
it is used with design, is with an intention

not to give full information. An honest man
will never employ an equivocal expression ; a

confused man may often utter ambiguous
ones without any design." (Blair: Rhet. A
Belles-Lettres, 1817, vol. I, p. 233.) Whately,

in the first of the appendices to his Logic,

explains the signification of thirty ambiguous
terms—viz., argument, authority, case, &c—
and inserts seven more treated by Prof. Senior,

the eminent political economist.
" No man understood better how to instigate others

to desperate enterprises by words which, when re-

peated to a Jury, might seem innocent, or, at worst,

ambiguous.*—Maeaulay Bist. Eng., ch. v.

"... Oh. cooldst thou speak.

As In Dodona once thy kindred trees
Oracular, I would not curious ask
The future, best unknown, but at thy mouth
Inquisitive, the less ambiguous past.

'

Cowper : Yardley Oak.

2. Accustomed to use words susceptible of

two or more meanings. (Used of persons.)

"Th' ambiguous god who nil'd her lab'ring breast,

In these mysterious words his mind exprest.

Some truths reveal 'd, in terms involv'd the rest.

Zh-yden,

3. Occupying the boundary line between.

At home in more elements than one.

"... ambiguous between sea and land.

The river-horse and scaly crocodile,™
Milton: /*. Z-, bk. rti

fan-blg'-u-ous-ltf, adv. [Eng. ambiguous;

-ly.] In an ambiguous manner, in words
susceptible of more interpretations than one.

" Wilfrid ambiguously replied."
Scott : Rokeby, ii. M.

am-big u-ous-nSss, *. [Eng. ambiguous;
-ness. ] The quality of being ambiguous. Sus-

ceptibility of more interpretations than one.

(Johnson.)

* am-bU'-eV-OUS, a. [Lat ambo = both, and
Icemis = Mt.) "Left-handed on both sides."

(Browne: Vulgar Errours.)

&m-bll -og-y, s. [Lat ambo = both ; Gr.

A670E (logos) = a word, language ; \e7a1 (lego)

= to say, to speak.] Talk or language of

ambiguous meaning. (Johnson.)

&m-bH.'-6uqU0USt a, [Lat. ambo = both, and
toquor = to speak.] Using ambiguous expres-

sions ; involving ambiguity of speech. (John-

son.)

am-bil'-o-quy, s. [Lat. ambo — both ; loquor

= to speak.] The use of ambiguous expres-

sions. (Johnson.)

4m bit, s. [In Sp. & Ital. ambito ; from Lat.

ambitus.} The circumference, compass, or

circuit of anything.
" The tusk of a wild boar winds about almost into a

perfect ring or hoop, only it is a little writhen ; in

measuring by the ambit, it is long or round about a

foot and two inches."—Grew : Museum.

am-bi'-tion, * am-bi'-cion (Eng.), 'am-
bit -tion (Old Scotch), s. [In Fr. ambition ;

Sp. ambicion ; Port, -ambicao; Ital. ambizione:

from Lat. ambitio -s ambition ; ambio = to go
around, or go about ; and Wo = a going, from
ire =to go. A going round, or going about
of candidates for office in ancient Rome.
Ambitio was considered a lawful kind of

canvassing ; while ambitus implied unlawful
efforts to obtain an office ; as, for instance, by
bribery. ]

* 1. A going about to solicit or obtain any-

thing desirable, or to sound the praise of

one's own deeds.
" I on the other side

" TJs'd no ambition to commend my deeds

:

The deeds themselves, though mute, spoke loud
the doer." Milton : Samson Agon.

2. A desire for power, which one may seek

to gratify in a thoroughly unobjectionable

manner, but which, when strongly developed,

tempts one to adopt tortuous or tyrannical

courses with the view of removing obstacles

to the attainment of his wishes.

"... with a far fiercer and more earnest ambl-
Hon . .

.""—Maeaulay: Bist. Eng.. ch. ii

"... ascendancy on the sea the great object of

their ambition."—ibid., ch. xxliL

3. A desire for superiority or excellence in

any object of pursuit.
*' The quick'uing power would be, and so would rest

;

The sense would not be only, but be well

;

But wit's ambition lonjieth to the best.

For it desires in endless bliss to dwell."— Davie*.

«J Ambition is often used with the infinitive,

and sometimes with of before a noun ; occa-

sionally it is used in the plural
" Like kings we lose the conquests gain'd before.

By vain ambition still to make them more.
Pope : Btsay on Criticism, ft*. 85.

*' There was an ambition of wit. and an affectation

of gaiety."

—

Pope : Pre/ace to Ms Letter*.

" What aims and ambitions are crowded into this

little instant of our life . . ."—Pope : letter to

Addison {1713).

t am-bi'-tion, v.t. [From the verb. In Fr.

ambitionner; Sp. & Port, ambicionar. } To seek

after with an eager desire to obtain.

"They wrought their fates by nobler ends, by
ambitioning higher honours."—Moral State of Eng-

land (1670), p. 16.

ambl -tion-less, a. [Eng. ambition; •less.'}

Without ambition. (Pollok.)

am bl tious, o. [In Fr. ambitieux, from

Lat. ambitiosus.]

L Literally. Ofpersons:

1. Desirous of acquiring power, rank, or

office.

"*Cit. Mark'd ye his words! he would not take the
crown

:

_

Therefore, 'tis certain, he was not ambitious.
Shakesp. : Julius Catsar, lit 2.

2. DesirouB of gaining mental or other supe-

riority, or of achieving some great intellectual

feat from a higher motive than that of excell-

ing others.
"... Ambitious souls

—

Whom earth, at this late season, has produced

To regulate the moving spheres, and weigh
The planets in the hollow of their hand.

-

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. W.

«| It is sometimes followed by of placed

before the object of ardent desire.

"... ambitious of the favour which men of dis-

tinguished bravery have always found in the eyes of

women."—Maeaulay : Bist Eng., ch. XvlL

IX Fig. Of things:

1. Swelling or mounting up, like the desires

of an ambitious person.
" I have seen

Th' ambitious ocean swell and rage, and foam.

To be exalted with the threatening clouds.

Shakesp. : Julius Casar, i. 8.

2. Designed for display ; showy, pretentious.

am-bi'-tious-ly, adv. [Eng. ambitious; -ly.}

In an ambitious manner, with eagerness of

desire after power, greatness, or any other

object believed to render one eminent amorg
his fellows ; also with the intention of display

;

pretentiously.
" With such „_

Salute th' appearance of the prince s ...

And each ambitiously would claim the ken.
That with first eyes did distant safety meet.

Dryden.
" And the noblest relics, proudest dust.

That Westminster, for Britain's glory, holds

Within the bosom of her awful pile.

Ambitiously collected. . .

* ...
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vl

t am-bl-tloUS-neSS, s. [Eng. ambitious;

-ness.} Ambition.
"... reigning here as gods vpom earth in am-

bitiousnfts."— Bale : Image ofBoth Churches, pi. 1.

am ble, am bill. * am -bule, v.i. [In

Fr. ambler; Sp. amblar; Ital. ambiare. From
Lat. ambulo = to go about, to walk.]

1. To adopt the pace called an ambU. [See

the substantive.] Properly applied to a horse,

but sometimes also to its rider.

" Frequent in park with lady at his side.

Ambling and prattling scandal as he goes.

Cowper : The Task, bk. ii.

2. To move easily, without hard shocks or

shaking.
" Orl. Who ambles time withal?
Ros. With a priest that lacks Latin, and a rich

man that hath not the gout, for the one sleeps easily

because he cannot study, and the other lives merrily
because he feels no pain ; the one lacking the burden
of lean and wasteful learning, the other knowing no
burden of heavy tedious penury ; him time ambles
withal."—Shaketp. : As FV>u Like It, Hi. %

3. Ludicrously : To move with submission

and by direction, as a horse which ambles
uses an unnatural pace.
" A laughing, toying, wheedling, whimpering she.

Shall make him amble on a gossips message.
And take the distaff with a hand as patient
As e'er did Hercules." Rove : Jane Shore.

im blc, am'-bel, • aum-bel, s. [From
the verb. In Fr. amble; Sp. ambla ; Ital.

ambio.} The first pace adopted by young
colts, but which they quit on becoming able

to trot In an amble, a horse simultaneously

moves the fore and hind leg on one side (say

the right), whilst those on the other stand

still. Then when the legs first moved are

again fast on the ground, the other two
are simultaneously moved forward. Riding-

masters discourage the pace, and limit the

horses which they train to the walk, the trot,

and the gallop.
" His steede was al dappul gray.
It goth an ambel in the way.

Chaucer: C. T., U,2M-t.

" Such as have translated begging out of the old
hackney-pace to a fine easy amble. "—Ben Jonson :

Every Man in his Bumour.

am -bier, * am'-blere, s. [Eng. amble ; -er.}

A horse which has been taught to amble, a
pacer.

" A trotting horse is fit for a coach, bnt not for a
lady's saddle ; and an ambler is proper for a lady's

saddle, but not for a coach."—Howell : Lett., L, v. ST

am bll-ceph -ar us, s. [Gr. an0hv* (amblus)

= blunt ; K€fp<x\rj (kephale) = head. ] A sub-

genus of Coluber, or snake ; or it may be
elevated into a distinct genus. The name
cannot be distinguished by the ear, but only

by the eye, from Amblycephalus, a genus of

insects, to which, of course, it has no affinity.

[Coluber, Amblycephalus.]

* am -bllg-on, *. [Amblygon.]

* am-bli-go'-ni-al, a. [Amblygonal.j

ambling, am'-blyng, pr. par., adj., & *.

[Amble, v.]

1. As participle or (participial) adjective :

"... an hors snow-whyt, and wel ambh/ng."
Chaucer: C. 7.. S.K4.

" An abbot on an ambling pad."
Tennyson: The Lady of ShalatL

" I am rudely stampt, and want love's majesty,

To strut before a wanton ambling nymph."
Shakesp. : Rich. III., i. L

2. As substantive :

"... and this is true, whether they move per
latera, that is, two legs of one side together, which Is

tollutation or ambling.'—Sir T. Browne: Vulgar
Errours, iv. •.

am'-bUng ly, adv. [Eng. ambling ; -ly.]

With an ambling pace or gait. (Johnson.)

* am bio -sis, s. [Gr. an0\t»vic (amblosis)."]

Abortion or miscarriage. (Glossographia Nova,

2nd ed., 1719.)

am-bld'-tlo, a. &s. [Gr. au\fl\*>o-t* (amblSsis)

an abortion. ]

1. As adjective : Tending to cause abortion.

2. As substantive: A medicine designed to

cause abortion. (Ghssogr. Nov.) (To admin-

ister any such to a pregnant woman is felony,

by the Act 24 & 25 Vict., c. 100, § 58.)

am-bly-apb'-I-a, s. [Gr. i^s\vc (amblus) =
(1) blunt, (2) dull; &*4 (haphi) = (1) « lift-

ing, (2) union, (3) touch; qtttw (hapto)— to

fasten, ... to touch.] Dulness or in-

sensibility of touch ;
physical apathy.

am-bly-sjSpli'-al-tia, s. [Gr. au-phi*; (am-

blus) — blunt, and K«pa\fi (kephale) = head.]

A genus of insects of the order Homoptera,
and the family Cercopidse. The A. inter-

mptus, the Hop-frog, or Froth-fly, breeds in

May, and in July and August is found in

numbers in hop plantations, where it doe*

damage by sucking the sap from the plant*.

[Amblicephalus.]

t am'-blyg-*n, * am'-bilg-An, «. [Gr.

ati(3\v<; (amblus)= blunt, obtuse ;
?sm'a (gonial

= a corner, an angle.] An obtuse-angled

triangle.

If The form ambligon is in Dyche'i Diet

(1758).

t axn-blyg'-in-al, * am-bU-gd'-nl-al, a.

[From Eng. amblygon; -al] Pertaining to an

obtuse angle ; containing an obtuse angle.

1 The form ambligonial is in Glossographia

Nova, 2nd ed. (1719) ; Dyche's Diet (1758>

am-blyg'-in-ltO, s. & a. [In Ger. ambligonit.

From Gr. ap/3AvywiaOf (amblugonios) ** having

obtuse angles ; d>0Au* (amblus) = blunt, ob-

tuse, and yuvia (gonia) = a corner, an angle

;

suff. -i(e(Afin.)(q.v.).]

A. As substantive: A green, white, grayish,

or brownish-white mineral, consisting of

phosphoric acid, 47 58 to 56 69; alumina,

35 69 to 36 88 ; lithia, 668 to 911 ; soda, 329 ;

potassa, 043; and iron, 811. It is usually

massive, but sometimes columnar. When
crvstallised it is triclinic. It varies from
sub-transparent to translucent It occurs in

Saxony, Norway, and the United States.

fitte, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w«t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, v6U

or. wore, wplt work, who; son : mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, co c ; & e. qu = kw.
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B. As adjective : Dana has an Amblygonite
group of minerals, the seventh of the nine
which he classes under Anhydrous Phosphates
and Arsenates.

dm-bl^-op'-I-a, s, [Ambltopt. ]

am-bly-ops -I-dse, s. pi. [From amblyopsis

(q.v.XJ A family of fishes belonging to the
sub-order Physostomata and its Abdominal
section. It contains only a small blind fish

{Amblyopsis spelceus), found in the caves of
North America,

am-bly-op -sis, s. [Gr. ap>9\ve (amblus) =
(1) blunt, (*2) dull of sight ; and d^ins (opsis) =
look, appearance.] The typical genus of the
Amblyopsidae (q.v.).

am -bljMp-y, * am-bly-o'-pl-a, * am-
bll-O'-pI-a, s. [Gr. aM/3\ii»fr (amblops) or
aM/3A««r6s (umblopos) = dim, bedimmed, dark ;

aju/SAus (amblus) = . . . dim, and <*>>/* (ops)

= the eye, face, or countenance.] Weakness
of sight not proceeding from opacity of the
cornea, or of the interior of the eye. It is of
two kinds—absolute and relative. Absolute,
produced by old age or disease ; relative, as
in near and far-sightedness, strabismus, &c
% The form ambliopia occurs in Glossogra-

phia Nova, 2nd ed. (1719).

am-blyp'-ter-us, s. [Gr. ap.0\v$ (amblus) =
blunt ; and jrTepdt- (pteron) = a feather, a wing

;

anything like a wing, a fin, for example.] A
genus of fishes, found in the Carboniferous
formation. In 1854 Morris enumerated three
species from Scotland, and one from Ireland.

am-bly-rhyn -chus, s. [Gr. d/t/SXifc (amblus)
= blunt ; and pvyxo* (rhunghos)= a snout or
muzzle, a beak, a bill

; pvfcw (rhuzeo) or pvfa
(fhuzo)= to growl or snarl. ] A genus of lizards,
of the family Iguanidee. The A. cristatus, dis-
covered by Mr. Darwin, found in Galapagos,
is an ugly animal, three, or sometimes four
feet long, which lives on the beach, and occa-
sionally swims out to sea. (Darwin: Voyage
Round the World, ch. xvii.)

am blys -to ma, s. [Ambystoma.]

ambly iir us, s. [Gr. ap.0\6s (amblus) =
blunt ; oitpa. (oura)= tail. ] A genus of lepidoid
fishes. A. macrostomus is found in the English
lias.

am -bo (pi. am bos, am-bo-nes), ».

[Fr. & Ital. ambone ; Gr. apputv (ambon),
genit. afxf3tovo?.(amb6nos)= any rising, as of
a hill ; in later Greek, a raised stage, a pulpit,
or reading-desk. From ava/3aiw (anabaino)
= to go up ; dm (ana) = up, and 0aivto (baino)
— to go. Ambo is cognate with the Latin
umbo, genit. umbonis = a convex elevation ; a
boss, as of a shield. ]

Arch. : A pulpit or reading-desk in the early
*nd mediaeval churches. Sometimes there

were two ambones, one for reading the Gospel,
and the other for reading the epistle; but in
most eases one sufficed. (Gloss, of Arch.)

The principal use of this ambo was to read the
Scriptures to the people, especially the epistles and
gospels They read the gospel there yet, and not at

altar."—Sir 0. Whe<,T! Dei. of Anc Chu

'The admirers of antiquity have been beating their
brains about their ambones."—Milton: Ref. in gno.,

Am-btfy'-na, s. & a, [One of the Molucca
Islands ; also its capital. ]

As adjective. Amboyna wood : The wood of
Plerosjiermum Indicum, one of the Byttneriads.

am bread -a, s. [In Fr. ambre = amber.]

A kind of fictitious amber sold by Europeans
to the natives of Africa.

am-bri'-na, s. [Apparently from Fr. ambre,

referring to the aromatic odour of the several
species.] A genus of plants belonging to the
order Chenopodiaceee, or Chenopods. The ^4.

anthelmintica, called in North America Worm-
seed Oil, is powerfully anthelmintic. The A.
ambroscoides, or Mexican tea, and A. botrys,

possess an essential oil, which renders them
tonic and anti-spasmodic. (Lindley : Veg.
Kingd., p. 513.)

am'-brite, *. [Fr, amhtt = amber (?), and
surf, -ite.]

Min. ; A mineral, classed by Dana under
his Oxygenated Hydrocarbons. Compos. :

Carbon 7638 ; hydrogen 10'88; oxygen 12-70,

and ash '19. It is yellowish-gray, sub-trans-
parent, occurring in the province of Auck-
land, New Zealand, in masses as large as
the human head3. It is often exported with
the resin (kauri gum) of Dammara Australia,
which it much resembles. [Kauri.]

am -bro'-si-a, *am bro-sie, *am -brose,
s. [In Dan., Ger., Sp., Port., & Ital. ambro-
sia ; Fr. ambroisie, f ambrosie ; Dut. ambro-
syn ; Lat. ambrosia, all from Greek ififipoo-ia
(ambrosia), from a, negative, and /Spords =
mortal = (1) the food or the drink of the gods

;

literally, immortal food ; supposed to give
immortality to all who partook of it; (2) a
mixture of water, oil, and various fruits used
in religious rites ; (?) Med. , a perfumed
draught or salve

; (4) a plant (Ambrosia mari-
tima). In Sansc. amriti is = the elixir of im-
mortality.] (Liddell & Scott.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : The fabled food of the gods, as
nectar was the imagined drink.

" And pour'd divine ambrosia in his breast.
With nectar sweet (refection of the gods '.),"

Pope : Homer't Iliad, bk. xix., 375-6.

". , . gorgeous frescoes which represented the
gods at their oanquet of ambrosia. —Jiacaulay :

Bit. Eng., ch. xxlv.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Whatever is very pleasant to the taste or
the smell.

" The coco, another excellent fruit, wherein we flad
better tbjji the outside promised ; yielding a quart of
ambrosie, coloured like new white wine, but far more
aromatick tasted."—Sir T. Herbert: Travels, p. 2».

44 Her golden Iockes that late in tresses bright
Embreaded were for hindrlng of her haste.
Now loose about her shoulders hong undignt,
And were with sweet ambrosia all besnrinckled

light." Spenser; F. Q., III., vi. 18.

2. Certain alexipharmic compositions.

3. A fragrant plant ; a wild sage.
" At first ambrote it selfe was not sweeter,
At last black hellebore was not so bitter."

Burton : Anal, of Melcn., iii. 1
B. Technically

:

Botany ; A genus of plants belonging to the
order Asteraceae, or Composites. They are
mostly annual weeds, of no beauty, which
derive their name from the fact that when
bruised they emit an agreeable smell. None
are British ; their habitat being Southern
Europe, Africa, India, and North and South
Araerica.

t am-brd -si-ac, a. [Lat. ambrosiacus.] Am-
brosial.

" Ambrosiar odour for the smell."
Ben Jonton : Poetaster, iv. s.

&m-bro'-si-al, a. [Derived either from Eng.

ambrosia, or from Gr. i/i/3pd<no? (ambrosias)
= immortal, divine, and so = divinely beau-
tiful or excellent.]

1. Consisting of, or containing, the fabled
ambrosia.

*' There stopp'd the car, and there the coursers stood.
Fed by fair Iris with ambrosial food."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk v., 459-60.

2. Having, really or presumably, the taste
or fragrance of ambrosia.

" And all amid them stood the tree of life.
High eminent, blooming ambrosial fruit"

Milton: p. l., bk iv.

"
. . Of their ambrosial food

Can you not borrow? . .
."

Thomson: Autumn.
" Thus while God spake, ambrosial fragrance fill'd
All heaven . . ."—Milton.• P. L. t bk. iii.

" The bath renew'd. she ends the pleasing toil
With plenteous unction of ambrosial oil."

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xix., 589-90.

3. With the sense of divinely or lastingly
beautiful or excellent (der. 2). As transla-
tion Of Gr. anfifx'xTios.

"Shakes his ambrosial curls, and gives the nod."
Pope : Homer't Iliad, bk. L, 684.

1 The modern use of the word seems t«
vary between, and to a certain extent blend,
meanings 2 and 3, so that it is difficult always
to say which of the two senses predominates.

" But the solemn oak-tree sigheth.
Thick- leaved, ambrosial."

Ttnnyson Claribel, L T.

" The broad ambrosial aisles of lofty lime
Made noise with bees and breeze from end to end,"

Tennyson: Princess. (Prol.)

am-brd -sialic, adv. [Eng. ambrosial.)

After the manner of ambrosia ; with a sweet
taste or a delicious perfume.

" He smiled, and opening out his milk-white palm.
Disclosed a fruit of pure Hesperian gold
Taut smelt ambrosially." Tennyson: (Enone.

t ambro -fiii-an, a. [Eng. ambrosia.] The
same as Ambrosial (q.v.).

"And swim unto Elysium's lily fields ;

There in ambrosian trees I'll write a theme
Of all the woeful sighs my sorrow yields."

Song in the Seven Champ, of Christendom.

Am bro -sri-an, a. [Named after Ambrose,
who was born about A.D. 840, became Bishop
of Milan in 374, and died in 397.] Pertaining
to Ambrose.
Ambrosian Chant: A mode of singing or

chanting introduced by Ambrose of Milan,
It was more monotonous than the Gregorian
chant.
Ambrosian office, rite, or use : A form of

worship introduced by Ambrose at Milan, and
which was afterwards successfully maintained
against the papal effort to exchange it for
another.

am -brd-^In, $. [From Ambrose, Bishop of

Milan.] [Ambrosian.]

Numis. : A coin struck in mediaeval times
by the dukes of Milan, on which Ambrose
was represented on horseback holding in his
right hand a whip.

am'-brd-type, s. [From Gr. au.0poros (am-
brotos) = immortal, and rvnos (tupos) — type.]
A kind of photographic picture on glass, in
which the lights are represented in silver, and
the shades are produced by a dark back-
ground visible through the unsilvered glass.

amj-br^, * am brie, * aumbry, * dum-
ber, * am -ber, aom'-er^ * aum'-ry,
*U'-mt)T-&*U'-mer-y,& [In Fr.armoire
= a cupboard ; Sp. & Port, armario, almario ;
ItaL armario, armadio = a press, a chest ; Ger.
aimer= a cupboard ; Medieev. Lat. almariolum
(Class. Lat armariolum) = a little chest or
closet, a small book-case ; Mediaev. Lat. al-
murium (Class. Lat. armarium) = a place for
tools ; hence a chest for clothing, money, &c.

;

arma = tools, implements. In the Middle
Ages, according to Ducange, bookcases and
libraries were called armaria.]

1. Gen. : A cupboard or a chest, specially
one designed to contain the tools, implements,
vessels, or books needed for one's profession
or calling.

(a) The niche or cupboard near the altar In

a church, designed to hold the utensils re-

quisite for conducting worship, or otherwise
be convenient to the officiating priests. Some-
times the ambry is a hollow space within the
wall itself, at others it is a wooden box affixed

to the surface of the wall. Ambries were also
placed in monasteries for the convenience of

the monks. (See examples in Gloss, of Arch.)

(b) A cupboard, cabinet, or case for kerning
the most needful books of a student or any-
thing similar.

Ml t>6^; pout, jowl; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = L
-tion, -sion, -tioun, -cioun = shun ; -flon, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shiis. -bio, -die, &c = bel, del.
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" Almarv&tm, u lytell almary or » cobborde.

Sertmjmm, Angltce, aimer*."—Prompt. Part.

"AD my lytell bolt*» I putt in atmeriet (sertwii*
;

dkarCosAtiofaiK /oruiti, vol armarium all my greatter

I okis I put in my lyberary."—Prompt. Par*.

(c) A close press or cupboard for keeping

cold victuals, bread, Ac. (0. Eng. & Scotch.)
[

"The only furniture, excepting a washing-tab and

a wooden proas, culled In Scotland an ambry. —Scott

Waeerlmy, eta. xxxvii.

(d) A safe for keeping meat.

"Almery of met* kepynge. or a saue fox mete.

Cibutum. '—Prompt. Par*.

'Aimer,, aumbry to pot meate in. unet almoin*"
—Palsg. {Prompt Part.\

2. Less properly: The place where an al-

moner lives, and where alms are distributed
;

an almonry ; the similarity of sound between

this and an almery causing the two words to

be confounded. Nor is the error much to

be lamented, since alms previous to distribu-

tion were often kept in an almery, or cup-

board. [ALMONRY. J

3. A chronicle, an archive. (Armary.)

"These same thingis weren born in discripciouns ,

and the atmertes \rommentariit, Valg.] of Neemye. —
tfyclifik t % Mace, it IB.

atubs' ace, ames -ace, s. [Lat ambo

both, and Eng. ace.) A double ace, the term
applied when two dice turn up the ace.

" I h"* rather be in this choice, than throw ambs-ace

for my life,'-Sfta*e#p. : AtCs Weil that Ends Well, 11. a

* am -bu-bey, s. [Deriv. uncertain.] A kind

of wild endive (?).

" A kinde of wild endive, like ambubey."—Jtomen-
Hator (IMS). iffuUiveU: Contr. to Lexicog.)

am-bn-la-crar'-i'-a, s. [From ambulacrum

(q.v.)!] A name given to the groups or series

of the coronal pieces in an echinus, which an-

p«rforated. (Griffith's Cuvier, voL xii, p. Ml.)

am-bu-la'-crum (pi. am-bn-la'-cra), s.

[Lat ambulacrum = a walk planted with trees

;

from ambulo = to walk.]

ZooL Plur. : Ambulacra are the perforated

spaces arranged in regular lines from the apex

to the base of an Echinus, or Sea-urchin.

Through these, when the animal is living, the

tubular feet or tentacles are protruded.

am -bu-lance, s. [Fr. In Port. ambulancia.)
:

An invention made in France by Baron Percy
j

for removing wounded men from the battle- '

field. It consists of covered wagons on

springs, in which the wounded and sick may
j

be conveyed, without much jolting, to the

rear of an army, to obtain the surgical and !

other aid which they require.

am'-bu-lant, >/. [In Fr. & Ital. ambulant;

Port ambulatite; Lat. ambitions, pr. par. of

ambulo = to go about, to walk. ) Walking.

Ambulant brokers at Amsterdam are those

brokers or exchange agents who, though trans-

acting brokerage business, yet cannot give

valid testimony in a law court, not having

been sworn before the magistrate.

Her. : Ambulant signifies walking, and co-

ambulant walking together.

t am -bu-late, v.i. [Lat ambulatum, supine

of ambulo — to walk backwards and forwards. 1

To walk, especially to walk backwards and
forwards. (Kng. & Scotch.)

" I half ambulate on ParoasM the mountain."—
E^er-Oremn, vol U.. p, M.

am-bu-la-tian, a [Lat ambulatio.} The

act of walking.
" Prom the occult and invisible motion of the

moscles in station, proceed more offensive lassitudes

than from ambulation.'—Brown* : Vulgar Errourt.

am-bu-la-tlve, a. [Eng. ambulate; -ive.

In Sp. ambitlativo.] Walking. (Sherwood.)

am'-bu-la-tor, s. [Lat w. = (l) one who
walks' about; (2) a costennonger. ]

Road surveying : An instrument for measur-

ing distances. The same as Perambulator.

ana -bu-la-tbr-y, a. & $. [In Fr. embula-

toire; Port. & Ital. ambuUttorio. From Lat.

ambulatorius m (1) movable, (2) suitable for

walking.]

A. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language

:

I. Possessing the power of walking.

L " The gradient, or ambulatory, are snch as require
* some basis or bottom to uphold them in their motions

,

such were those self-moving statues which, unless

violently detained, would of themselves run away. —
Bp. Wilktm : Math. Maffick.

2. Pertaining to a walk : met with upon a

walk ; obtained while walking.
' He was sent to conduct hither the piancess, of

whom his majesty had an ambulatory view in his

trave la,"— Wot ton.

3. Moving from place to place ;
movable.

" His council of state went ambulatory always with

him."—Hou/ett : Letters, L, % St
" Religion was established, and the changing amb.-

'atory tohernacle fixed into a standing tempi*. -
.•south sermons, vii. 286.

IX Technically :

1. Ornith. : Fitted for walking. (Used of

birds with three toes before and one behind—
the normal arrangement. Opposed to scan-

serial = fitted for climbing, having two toes

before and two behind.)

2. Law:
*(a) An ambulatory court ia one which is

moved from place to place for the trial of

causes.

* (6) An ambulatory will is one which may
be revoked at any time during the lifetime of

the testator.

B. As substantive

:

Arch, : A place to walk in, such as a cor-

ridor or a cloister. It is called also deambu-

AMBULATOKU

latory »r ambulacrum. Barret defines it as

"the over-most part of a wall, within the

battlements whereof men may walk."
" Parvii la mentioned as a court or portico be forr

the church of Notre Daw* at Paris, in ." obu de Meun's
part of the Roman de la ause. The word is aunposeii

to be contracted from Paradise. This perhaps signified

an ambulatory. Manv of our old religious houses had
a place called Paradise,"— Warton ; Bitt. of Eng.
Poetry, 1. 4S&

am-birr'-I-a, s. [Lat. amburo m to burn
around, to "scorch. ] A genus of plants be-

longing to the order Chenopodiaceae, or

Chenopods. A. antkelmintica, a native of

North America, furnishes the anthelmintic

called Wormseed Oil. Other species also fur-

nish volatile oils used in medicine.

am -bury, aii'-Wir-jr, *• [Possibly con-

nected with A.S. ampre, ampore = a crooked

swelling vein. Webster asks if it may come
from Lat «mio=the navel, or from Gr.

a>£«v (aanbon) = a rising, a hill, the rim of a

dish, &c.J

Farriery : A wort on a horse's body, full of

blood, and soft to the touch.

am-bus-ca de, * am-bus-ca'-do, *. [Fr.

tmbuscade ; Sp. * Port emboscada ; Ital. em-

boscata. Prom Fr. embusquer (t) ; Sp. em-

boscar (t), emboscarse (i.) ; Port emboscar (t)

;

Ital. imboscare (i.), the transitive verba = to

place in ambush ; the intransitive = to lie

concealed in bushes: em, im=Eng. in; and

Fr. buisson, bosquet = a clump of thorny shrubs

or bushes ; Sp. & Port, basque = a wood, a

grove ; Ital. boscata = a grove, bosco = a wood,

a forest ]

1. The military device of lying concealed

among bushes, trees, or in some similar place,

with the view of waiting for a foe, and then

suddenly attacking him when he does not

suspect danger to be near ; an ambush.

(a) Lit. In military life :

" Sometimes she driveth o'er a soldier's neck.

And then dreams he of cutting foreign throats.

Of breaches, ambutcadoet, Spanish blades."
Shakmrp. : Komeo and Juliet, V 4.

'" Ambuscades and surprises were among the ordinary
incidents of war."

—

Macautay : Bis*. Kng.. eh. v.

(ft) Fig. In civil life :

" In civil as in military affairs, he loved ambuecadtt,
surprise*, night attacks. —Maeanlay : Bitt. En*/., ch.

mm

2. The place where the soldiers and oth<-:

lie in mail.
" Then waving high her torch, the signal mad*,
Which roua'd the Grecians from their ambuscade.

Dryd*>\

t 3. The soldiers or others lying in w*J
Fig., lurking peril

'* What deem ye of my path way-laid.

•J To lay an ambuscade (v.i.) = to lay ai

ambush. [Ambush.]

To lie in ambuscade (v.i.)= to lie in ambush
[Ambush.]

"When I behold a fashionable table set out, 1 hswsj

that gouts, fevers, and lethargies, with innmn-nti •

distempers, lie in ambuscade among the dishes, -

AHdisan.

am-buscade, " am biis-ca -do, v.L & i.

[From the substantive.]

A. Trans. : To place in ambush ; to attack

from a covert or lurking-place.

"By the way, at Radgee Mahal, 1m was with such

fury assaulted bv fcurshimcau (by this time re-

encouraged and here ambuscaded with six thousand
horse i. that little wanted of puttmg faiin to the rout.

'

—Sir T. Berbert : Travels, p. as.

B. Intra)is. : To lie in ambush.

am-b'&s-ca'-diiig, pr. par. [Ambuscade, p.]

"An Ironic man, with bis sly stillness, and ambus-
cading ways . . r—Cariyte: Sartor Resartus, bit.

ii, ch. lv.

am -bush, em'-busb, s. [From Fr. em-

buche = ambush, embusquer— to lie in ambush ;

properly, to lie iu a wood.] [Ambuscade.]

1. The state of lying or remaining concealed

in a wood, in a clump of trees, or in any

similar lurking-place, with the view of sur-

prising a foe, (Lit. A Jig.)

" Charge 1 charge ! their ground the faint Taxallanp

Bold in dose ambush, b««e is open field. lyteid.

Oryden : indian Jhspepc*.

2. The act of attacking a foe from such a

place of concealment
" Nor shall we need.

With dangerous exi>ediUott. to invade
Heav'n, whose high wiills fear no assault or ilege

Or ambush from the deep.- Milton .- P. h. , bk. ii.

3. The place where the party in concealment

lies hid, (See No. 1.)

"Thentheearl maintained the fight ; but toe enemy
intending to draw the English mrther into then
ambush, turned away at an easy pace,' —Uayward.

4. The soldiers or others lying iu wait

(a) Lit. : With the above meaning.

"Andthean»frwa arose quickly out of their place.

and they ran as soofl as he had stretched out his
" viii. 1*.

(6) Fig. : Unseen periL
" Me Man inspired to turn the fee te flight

.
And tempt the secret ambush of the rnjrht

Pope; Homers Odyssey, bk. xiv., a6»-4.

% To lay an ambush : To place soldiers or

other combatants in a suitable spot whence
they may surprise an enemy.

*' Lay thee an ambush for the city behind It"—
Joshua v lii . 2.

"Twm their own command,
A dreadful ambush tor the foe to lay."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey xiv. M9-30.

To lie in ambush : To lie concealed in such

a place till the time for action arrives.

"And he took about five thousand men, and set

them to lie in ambush between Beth-el and Ai, on the

west side of the city."-W©*A. viii. 13.

am'-bush, * em'-biUlx, v.t. k t. [From the

substantive. ]

li Traits. ; To place in ambush ; to cause to

He in wait
" When Ilion in the horse receiv'd her doonL
And unseen armies ambushd in its womb.

Pope; Homer's Odyssey, bk. xL. tn>40.

\ Reciprocally: To conceal one's self.

" What council, nobles, have we now T—
To amousA us In greenwood bough."

Scott ; Lord of the Islet, v. VI.

2. Intrans. : To lie in wait, as soldiers for

their enemy, or an assassin for his victim.

% The use of the word as a verb is almost

entirely confined to poetry.

am -bashed, pa par. [Ambush, v.i]
" The soft and smother'd step of those that fear

Surprise from ambushd foes."

Bemam ; The Last Conttomtine, 80.

" Baste to our ambush'A friends the news convey,"

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xvi., SS6.

am -busta-ing, pr. par. [Ambush, v.]

I am bush -meat, * em busli meat,
* em basse -meat, * iSm -bo^swe-

mont, * bus3h-ment, s. [Eng. ambush;
ment.\ An ambush (q.v.).

&te ttt, fire, amidst, wHat, fin, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot.

or, wore, wplir. work, who, son ; urate, cub. core, unite, cur. rule, ffUl ; try, Syrian, sb, cb = e. ey = a. ew = n.
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"But Jeroboam caused an ambuahmenZ to come
about behind them : no they were before Judah, and the
mnbushtnent was behind them. "—2 Chron. xiii ui

* Saw not nor beard the ambushnvetu."
Scott : Ookeby. iv. 27.

* am'-bus.';, a. (Lat. ambustus, pa. par. of
amburo = to burn around, to scorch ; from
pref. amd= about, and »ro=to bum.] Burnt,
scalded. (Johnson )

4m bus -ti-on, s. [Lat ambuspio = a burn
;

from annburo.] A burn or scald. (Cockeram.)

am bys to ma, s. [Gr. atifikik (amblus) =
brunt, and <r-niu,<2 (stoma) = mouth.]

ZooL : A miswriting for Aniblystoma, a
lar-e genus of tailed batrachians, which
undergo remarkable transformations. [Sire-
DON.]

* aine, s. [Fr. time. = soul, mind, from Lai
anima; Dut. adem.] The spirit.

" That alle this werde it is fulfllde
Of the ame. and of the snielle."

MS, Col. Med. Edinb. (Boucher.)

* ame, v. (1 per*, sing. pres. indie). [Am.)

* ame, vJ. [Ger. oilmen; Bavarian omen, h&men
= to gauge a cask, fathom, measure.] [See
ex] To place. (Early Eng. Text Soc)
" I compart hem a kynde crafte aud keude hit hem

derue,
And amed hit in myn ordenaunce oddely dere."
Alllteratine Poems; Cleanups* (ed. Morris), flW-8.

v.t. & i. [Aim.]

ame, $. [Aim. ]

am-e-be -an. An incorrect spelling of Amce-
B^EAN (q.V.).

ameer', amir', meer, mir, s. [Hindus-
tani.] An Indian title of nobility.

"Separate treaties were entered into with theKhyrpore and Hyderabad Ameers.'—Calcutta Review
vol. i., p. 327.

ameer ool omrah. or amir ul omra,
s. Noble of nobles, lord of lords.

a-meer'-ship, s. [Eng. ameer; ship.) The
office or dignity of an ameer (q.v.).

* a me'ise, a-me'se, a-meys, ame is,
v.t. [O.F. amesir, amaisir - to pacify.] To
mitigate, to appease. (Scotch.)

" But othyr lord is that war him by
A meissyt the king . . ."—Barbour, rvi. 181

t am-elt , s. [AMrcE.] (Scotch.)

a-mei'-va, s. [An American Indian word.]
A genu* of lizards, the typical one of the
family Ameividae. The species are elegant
and inoffensive lizards which abound in the
West Indies.

a-mei'-vi-d«e, *. pi. [From ameiva (q.v.).]
A family of lizards which in the New World
represent the Lacertidaj of the Eastern hemi-
sphere. One, the Teins tegnexin, is about
six feet in length.

" am' -el, *am'-U, *au'-mail, an may1
(Eng), a-mal'-ye (Seotch), v.t. fin Sw
amelera; Dan. emaiUre ; Dut. emuilleeren-
Ger. emailliren; Fr. emaiUer; Sp. & port
esmaltar • Ital. smaltare = to enamel to cover
over with mortar ; smalto » cement, mortar
basis, gFouud, pavement, enamel.] [Enamel'
Smelt, Melt.] To enamel.
"And her straight legs most bravely were embavldIu gilden buskius or costly eordwayne ^^
d/?i^ini_Jwith «oldeu bendes. which were entayldwith curious antickea, and full foyne aumayld."

Spenser: F. y., II iii. 2;.

am el, * am-mel, * am'-mell,
'am all, au-mail (Eng.), a-maiile,A-mql (Scotch), s. [Amjil, v.] EnameUim;,
enameL

"The materials of glass melted with calcined tin
compose an umliaphanous body. This white amel is
the basis of all those fine concretes that goldsmiths
andartific rs employ in the curious art of enamelling "

*-BoyIs on Colours.
" Hesv-n's richest diamonds, set in amel white."

Fletcher ; Purple fsl., x. «S.
" Marks how the payle is curiously inchased,
In these our daies such workes are seldome found.
The handle with such anticks is unbraced.
As one would thinck they leapt above the ground

;The ammell is so faire and fresh of hew,
Aud to this day it seemeth to be new."

An Ould-facioned Lose, by J. T. (l&M).

vm-el-an -chl-er, s. [From amelancur,
the old Savoy name of the medlar.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Po-
maces, or Apple-worts. It resembles Pyrus,
but has ten cells in the ovary. The species
ire small trees indigenous in Europe and

North America. None are wild in Britain,
but the A. vulgaris, or Common Amelanchier,
has long been cultivated in England, some-
times attaining the height of twenty feet.
A. botryapium is the grape-pear of North
America.

am'-el-corn, s. [Probably from Lat amybum,
amuium ; Gr. ayuW (amnion) — starch. Or,
according to some, from O. Eng. amell m be-
tween, and com, beeanse it is of a middle size
between wheat or barley. " Olyra, <se, f., rice,
oramelcorn." (Coles: Lat. Diet., 1772.) "Amel-
corn, Triticum amylium, olyra, amylium."
(Ibid.) Fr. scourgeon = amel-corn, or starch-
corn. J A wild or degenerate wheat, which is
sown in the spring, and, being ground, yields
a very white, but very light andlittle-nouriBh-
ing meal. (Cotgrave.)

a-me'-U-or-a-ble, s. [Eng. ameliorate)-,
suff. -able.] Capable of being ameliorated.
(Webster.)

a-me'-li-or-ate, v.t. & i. [Ft. anUUortr:
from Lat. melioro — to make better ; melior —
better.]

1. Trans.: To make better ; to better, to
improve.

" In every hnmnn being there is a wish to ameliorate
bi8ownca^eHtual.'•—Macaulay. Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

2. Intrans. : To grow better ; to improve.
(Webster.)

*

^ Ameliorate, though now thoroughly in
use, is not in Dyche's Diet. (1758), nor in
Johnson s last edition (1773), nor in Sheridan
(4th ed., 1797). It appears as a new word in
Todd's Johnson (2nd ed., 1S27).

a me'-li-or-a-ted, pa. par. [Ameliorate.]

a-me'-li-or-a-ting, pr. par., a., & s.

[Ameliorate.]

a-me-li-or a-tion, s. [Fr. amtlioration

;

Lat. imlioratio.) The act or process of
making better, or the state of being made
better ; improvement

"There is scarcely any possible amelioration of
human anairs which would not, among its other
benefits, have a favourable operation."—J. 8. Mill
PoUt. Eoon. (18481, bk. i.. ch. rli., 5 3.

a me'-H-or-a-tor, s. [Eng. ameliorate ; -or. ]

One who ameliorates.
"... but dishonest ' ameliorators ' are far more

anxious to break up the Ottoman Empire by their
'improvements' than to benefit its inhabitants."—
Daily Telegraph, 1 8th Dec, 1877.

* a-meT, * a-mell
, prep. [In Sw. emellan

;

Dan. imellem. ] Between. (Boucher.)

* am -ell, s. [Amel.]

a-mSl'-le-», s. pi. [From amellus (q.v.).1 A
sub-tribe of Asteroideae, which again is a tribe
of Tubuliflorous Composites.

* am -elled, pa. par. & a. [Amel, v.] En-
amelled.

". . . thine ameU'd shore. "—Phillips : Past., 2.

"So doth_his [the jewellers] hand iuchaae in am-
melTd gold."—*7. Chapman on B. Jo-nson's " Sejanut."

a mel -lus, s. [A plant mentioned by Virgil
It is the purple Italian Star-wort, Aster
amellus, Linn. ] A genus of plants, the type of
the Amellere (q.v.). A. Lychnites, villosus, and
spinuloses, have been introduced into Britain.

a-men, or a men, adj., s., & adv. or inter}.
[In Sw., Dan., Dut, Ger., Fr., Sp., & Port.
amen; Ital. ammen, ammene ; Later Lat. amen

;

Gr. a/LUT* (amen) : all from Heb. |?pN! (amen), a
verbal adj. = firm, trustworthy ; also a noun
= trust, faith

; and an adv. = certainly, truly :

from 7*?W (aman) = to be energetic, firm, or
strong. In the passive, to be firm, trust-
worthy, or certain. In Isa. lxv. 16, the words
rpiidered " God of truth " are, literally, " God
of amen." Iu the N. T. "verily" is the
rendering of 'htstjv (Amen).]

A. As adjective: Firm, certain, trustworthy
;

deserving of all confidence.
" For all the promises of God in him are yea, and in

him Amen . . ."—2 Cor. i. 20.

B. As substantive: The faithful one; the
true one. "These things saitli the Amen,
the faithful and true Witness," Rev. iii. 14.
Though in the passage in English, Amen is

clearly a substantive, yet, properly speaking,
it is the Hebrew ad1. amen, and is designed
to be synonymous with the words " faithful

"

and '* true," which succeed it in the verse.

C. As adverb or interj. : So be it May rt

be as has been asked, said, or promised.

Even the prophet Jeremiah said. Amen: the Lord
do so : the Lord neriorm thy words which thou hast
prophesied . . ."—Jer. xxvrii. s.

Used (o) at the end of prayers.
"Porthine is the kingdom, and the power, and the

glory, forever. Amen"—Matt, vi 18.

H To render it more emphatic it is some-
times reduplicated.

" Blessed be the Lord God of Israel from everlasting
and to everlasting. Amen, aud Amen."—Pt, xlL IS.

(6) At the end of imprecations.
"Cursed be he that setteth light by his father or hi*

mother. Aud all the people shall say, Amen,"— firu
xxvii. ia.

(c) After thanksgivings.
"Else when thou shalt bless with the spirit, how

shall he that occupieth the room of the unlearued sav
Amen at thy giving of thanks, seeing he understands* •>

not what thou sayest f"—l Cor. xiv. is

(d) After prophecies, the fulfilment of which
is eagerly sought.

"He which testifieth these things saith, Surely I
come quickly. Amen. Even so «me. Lord Jesus "—
/lev. xxii. 20.

(e) In assent to commands given forth by
legitimate authority. When David issued
orders that Solomon should be proclaimed
sovereign, "Benaiah the son of Jehoiada
answered the king, and said, Amen: the
Lord God of my lord the king say so too

"

(1 Kings i. 36.)

a-men-a-ml'-i-ty, s. [Eng. amenable, and
suff. -ity.] The state of being amenable to
jurisdiction ; liability to answer any charges,
if any be brought. (Coleridge.)

a-men'-a-ble, a. [Fr. amener = to bring,
conduct ; introduce, cause ; induce, bring to

;

(naut.) = to haul down : amene. s. , summons,
call of authority, citation, order to appear

;

mener= to lead, conduct, drive, command,
. . . : from Lat. ad = to ; manus — hand.]
[Dbmeam.]

1. Law dt Ord. Lang. : Liable to certain legal
jurisdiction ; liable to be called upon to
answer charges, if any be brought against one.

" Again, because the Inferiour sort were loose and
poor, and not amenable to the law. he provided, by
another act, that five of the best and eldest persons of
every sept should bring in all the idle persons of their
surname to be justified by the law."—Sir John Davies
on Ireland.

"Else, on the fatalist's unrighteous plan.
Say to what bar amenable were man ?

Cowper : Progress of Error.

2. Inclined to submit to ; subject to.

"It* 1 to hope that mere words would quiet a
bad not, in any age, been very a

to control."—Macaulay. Hist. Eng., ch. xin.
nation which had not, in any age, been very amenable

a-men -a-ble-ness, s [Eng, amenable ;-ness.]
The same as Amenability (q.v.). (/. Pye
Smith.)

a-men'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. amenable; -ly.]
In an amenable manner. (Webster.)

* a-men'-age, v. t. [Fr. amenaaer = to regu-
late the management (of woods).] To manage.
" With her [Occasion], whoso will raging Furor tame.
Must first begin, and well her amenafje."

Spenser : F. Q., IL, iv. 1L

a-men -age, s. [Fr. amener.] [Amenable.]
Mien, carriage, behaviour, conduct (Nares.)

a-men'-ance, * amen -aunce, s. [Fr.

amener. (See Amenable.).] Mien, carriage,
behaviour.

" How may strange knight hope ever to aspire.
By faith full service and meet amenaunce.
Unto such blisse ?

"

Spenser .- F. <£., K, Ix. 5.

a mend', * amende, * a-mextd' en, v.t
& i. [Fr. amender ; Ital.

* ammendare ; Lat.
emendo, from e m without, and menda or men*
dum=& blemish or fault.] [Mend.]

A. Transitive : To remove defects in any-
thing.

" Of your disese, if it lay in my might,
I wold amenden it, or that it wer night"

Chancer: C. T., 10,781-2.

" And pray yow that ye wol my werk amende."
Ibid., 13,012.

Specially :

(a) To correct a fanlt or error of any kind
in a written or printed composition, as in a
bill before the legislature, a literary work, &c.

" But would their Lordships amend a money bill ?"

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

(6) To correct what is vicious or defective
in one's conduct or moral character.

" Therefore now amend your ways and your doings,
and obey the voice of the Lord your ©id . . . —
Jer. xxvt 18.

Mtt, bo^; porit, jtffel; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as:
-tlon, -sion, -cioun = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous, ceous =

expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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B. Intransitive : To become better by the

removal of whatever is amiss.
" Then enquired he of them the hoar when he began

to amend. "

—

'ohn iv. M.

a-mend'-a-ble, a. [Eng. amend ; -able. In

Fr. amendable; Ital. ammendabile.] That may
be amended ; capable of being amended.

(Skerwood.)

a-mSnd'-at-or-y, a. [Eng. amend; -atory.]

Amending, corrective. (Hale.)

amende, amend, *. [Ft. amende =
penalty, fine.] A penalty ; a recompense.

«fl Often in the plural [Amends.]

amende honorable.
1. In Old French Law: A humiliating

punishment inflicted upon traitors, parricides,

or persons convicted of sacrilege. The offen-

der was delivered into the hands of the exe-

cutioner, his shirt was stripped off, a rope put

round his neck, and a taper placed in his

hand. In this state he was led into the court,

where he implored pardon of God, the king,

the court, and his country.

2. Now (in England) : Public apology and

reparation made to an injured party by the

person who has done him wrong. It is

called also amends.

amend cd, * a-mend'-Id, pa. par. & a.

[Amend, v.]

*"Thl» makth the feend, this most* ben amendid.*
Chaucer : C. T., 7,415.

* a-mend'-en, v.t. [Amend.]

amend -er, f [Eng. amend; -er.] One who
amends. (Barret.)

a-mend-ful, a. [Eng. amend; full] Liable

to amend, correct, or punish.
" Far 11 y such rigour your amendful hand !

"

Beaumont A Fletcher : Bloody Brother, iii. L
• When your ears are freer to take in

„
'Your most amendful and unmatched fortunes.

/Mb

* a-mend id. [Amended.]

a-mend Ing, pr. par. &. s. [Amend, v.]

As substantive : Correction.
"' All ingenious concealing* or amending* of what Is

originally or casually amiss."—Bp. Taylor: Artificial

Eandwmenet*. p. 163.

-mend -ment, s. [Eng. amend ; -ment. In

Ger. & Fr. amendement.]

A. Ord. Lang.: A change from something

amiss to what is better.

" We stedfsatly and unanimously believe both his

Souter's] poem and our constitution to be the best

at ever human irit invented : that the one is not

more incapable of amendment than the other . • .

—Pope : Homer t Odytsey, P.8.

Specially

:

L Ofpersons:

L Change from a state of sickness to, or in

the direction of health.

"8erv. Your honour's players, hearing your amend-
Are come to play a pleasant comedy, ^

[ment.

For so your doctors hold it very meet."
khakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, Induction, li.

2. The removal of intellectual faults or de-

ficiencies.
" There are many natural defects in the understand-

ing capable of amendment, which are overlooked and
wholly neglected."—Locke.

3. Improvement or reformation of moral

conduct.
" Behold ! famine and plague, tribulation and an-

guish, are sent as scourges for amendment."—2 Ktdrat

xvt 19.

H Of things : The removal of defects.

" Before it was
In it have passed
—Dryden.

B. Technically:

1. Jjow : The correction of any mistake dis-

covered in a writ or process.

2. Legislative Proceedings: A clause, sen-

tence, or paragraph proposed to be substituted

for another, or to be inserted in a bill before

Parliament, and which, if carried, actually

becomes part of the bill itself. (As a rule,

amendments do not overthrow the principle

of a bill.)

The Lords agreed to the bill without amendmentt :

and the King gave his sasent"— Macaulay: Hist.

Mng . en. xvi.

3. Public Meetings: A proposed alteration

on the terms of a motion laid before a meet-

ing for acceptance. This " amendment" may
be so much at variance with the essential

character of the motion, that a counter motion

would be its more appropriate name.

amends, a pi. [Fr. amende. In Ital.

ammenda.]

1. Lit, : Satisfaction, compensation ; atone-

ment for a wrong committed.
•' And he shall make amends for the harm he hath

done in the holy thing . . ."—lev. t. 18.

2. Fig. : Compensation for sorrow, suffer-

ing, or inconvenience.
"... and finding rich amends

For a lost world in solitude »ud verse.*
Cvtcper; Task, bit. It.

* a-me ne, a. [In Sp., Port., and Ital. ameno,

from Lat. amwnus.] Pleasant.
" Dame Nature bade the goddes of the sky,

Thatsche the heven suld keepe amene and dry-"
Lord Bailes : Bannatyne.

a-m6n'-X-ty\ s. [Fr. aminite ; Ital. amenita

;

' Lat. amcenitas — pleasantness ; amcenus —
pleasant.) Pleasantness of situation or of

prospect ; agreeableness to the eye.

" Acknowledge that to Nature s humbler power
Your cherish d sullenness is forced to bend
Even here, where her ameni'ies are sown
With sparing hand."— Wordsworth : Exc, bk. W.

a-men-OX-rhce'-a, s. [In Fr. amenorhee

;

' Port, amenorrhea,' From Gr. a, priv. ; isrjv

(men) = a month ; peo> (rheo) — to flow.]

Med. : An obstruction of the menses. It

may be divided into retention and suppression

of the menses. [Menses.]

a-men-or-rhce'-aL, a. [Eng. amenorrhcea

;

-at ] Pertaining to amenorrhcea.
" It appears to depend principally upon a torpid or

amenorrhaal condition of the uterus. '—Dr. Locock
CycL Pract. Med., " Amenorrhaa.'

a men'-sa St thbr'-o. [Lat =from table

(i.e., board) and bed.] A legal term used when
a wife is divorced from her husband (so

far as bed and board are concerned), liability,

however, remaining on him for her separate

maintenance.

am ent, ament -um, s. [Lat. amentum —
(1) a strap or thong tied about the middle of a
javelin or dart to give it rotation, increase the

force with which it was thrown, and recover

it afterwards; (2) a latchet with which t<>

bind sandals. ]

Bot. : A kind of inflorescence, the same that

is now called a catkin, and to which the old

authors also applied the designations of catu-

lus, iulus, and nucamentum. An amentum is

presented on the stage, some things

your approbation and amendment'

AMENTUM.
1. Willow, i. Butter* ort. 8- Plane. 4. Beech.

a spike, which has its flowers destitute of

calyx and corolla, their place being supplied

by bracts, and which falls off in a Bingle piere,

either after the flowers have withered, or when

the fruit has ripened. Examples : the hazel,

the alder, the willows, the poplars, &c.

amen ta -ce », s. pi. [Amentum.] Jussieu's

name for an order of apetalous exogens, cha-

racterised by the possession of amentaceous

inflorescence. It is now broken up into the

orders CorylaceBe, Betulace«, Salicaceae, &c

am en ta -ceous, a. [Amentum] Pertain-

ing to or possessing the inflorescence denomi-

nated the ament or catkin.

"Ord. Uxxvl. Cupuliferse. Rich. Monoecious. Bar-

ren, ft. amentaceous, or on a lax spike."—Booker A
Amot. British Flora (7th ed. 18S5), p. 411

ament I-a, a-m6nt'-y, «. [Lat. amentia
* = want of reason, madness, stupidity ; amen*

— mad, frantic ; more rarely foolish : o for

ab = from ; and mens= mind. ]

Med. : That kind of madness which is cha-

racterised by utter fatuity, the total failure of

all mental action to such an extent, that many
in this state would not eat unless food Ml
actually put into their mouths ; or lie down,
or rise again, unless put to bed and brought
out of it again by their attendants. It is the

saddest to behold of all kinds of madness.

a ment um, s.

1 a- ment -y, s.

[Ament.]

[Amentia.] Madness.

* am en use, v.t [Fr. amenuiser = to plane,

to diminish, to render thin ; Lat. imminuo
or minuo — to lessen, to diminish.] To lessen,

to diminish.
' The thridde is to amenuse the bounte of bit

neighebor."

—

Chaucer : The Persons* Tale.

* a-mer', v.t. [Amerre.]

* am -er-al, s. [Admiral.]

amerce, at [Fr. d = to, at; merci = ri)

mercy, (2) thanks ; A merci = at the mercy
(of), at the discretion of. ]

L Law : To inflict a pecuniary penalty, the

amount of which is fixed at the discretion of a

court ; to place one at the king's mercy, with

regard to the fine to be imposed. [Amerce-
ment.] (Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ck 23.)

" But I'll amerce you with so strong a fine.

That you shall all repent the loss of mine."
Shakesp. : Romeo and Juliet, 111. L

JX Ordinary Language

:

1. To fine even when the amount of the

penalty is legally fixed, and nothing respecting

it is left to the discretion of the court
" And they shall amerce him in an hundred shekel*

of silver."—Deut. xxli. 1».

2. To punish in any other way than by a
fine.

" Millions of spirits for his fault amerced
Of heaven, and from eternal splendours flung.

Milton: P. 1., bk. L

"... llustthe time
Come thou shalt be amerced for eius unknown r"

Byron : Cain, ill. L

% Amerce is followed by in, of, for, or with,

placed before the fine or other penalty inflicted.

(See the examples given above.)

a-mer'ce-a-ble, adj. [Eng. amerce; -able.]

Liable to be amerced.

"If the killing be out of any vill, the hundred is

amerceable for the escape."—Bale : B. P. C, xi. 10.

a-mer ced, pa. par. & a. [Amerce.]

a mcrce ment, t a-mer -oi-a-mSnt,
* * a-meV-cI-mSnt, * mer'-c^-ment, s.

Low Lat. amerciamentum.]

1. Old Law : A fine inflicted on an offender,

the amount of which was left to the discretion

of the court, and was determined by affeerors

;

whereas the amount of a fine, properly so

called, was settled by statute, and could not

be altered by the judges who executed the

law. Now that (within certain limits) the

amount of fines is generally left to the discre-

tion of the law courts, the distinction between

fines and amercements has disappeared.

". . . amercimentes, whiche mighte more re-

sonably ben callid extorciounB than mercyment»a —
Chaucer : The Pertones Tale

"... that all amercementes and fines that shal

be Imposed upou them shall come unto themselves."

—Spenser : Present State of Ireland.

" The amercement is disused, but the form still con-

tinnea "—Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 23.

amercement royal,

1. A penalty imposed on an oflicer for a mis-

demeanour in his office.

2. Fig. : Punishment of any kind ;
loss.

(Miltvn : Civil Power in Eccl. Causes.)

a-mer'-cer, j. [Eng. amerce; -er.) One whe

amerces. One who inflicts a fine, at his disere

tion, on an offender. One who inflicts a flue

or punishment of any kind. (Coles, 1772.)

t a-mer'-c* a-ment, * a-mer -el-ment,

». [Amercement.]

A-mSr'-l-can, a. & *. [Eng. America; -e*.

In Ger. Americanisch, adj., Americaner, s.; Er.

Americain, adj. &s. ; 8p., Port, & Ital. Ameri-

cano. From America, the name applied to

two great continents of the globe, called—

with little regard to justice—after a Florentine,

Amerigo Vespucci ; though the great pioneer

who had opened the way for him and other

explorers had been the immortal Christopher

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
fate at, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ;

cr. wore, wolf, work, who; son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e ; & = e. qu - Itw.
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Columbus. Columbus is popularly called the

discoverer of America ; but it appears estab-

lished on good evidence, that about four cen-

turies before he, on the memorable 12th of

October, 149*2, landed on Guanahani, or " San
Salvador." one of the Bahama islands, the

Norwegians had fallen in with Greenland, and
had settled in it ; nay, more, that they had
even a feeble colony near Rhode Island, on the

Western continent itself. But no important

results followed to mankind, or even to them-
selves, from these explorations. Alexander von
Humboldt considers that the general adoption

of the word America arose from its having

been introduced into a popular work on geo-

graphy published in 1507.]

A. As adjective: Pertaining to America.
" And that chill Nova Scotia's unpromising strand

Is the last I shall tread of American land."
Moore : To the Boston Frigate.

fl A number of American animals and plants,

though identical in genus, are yet different in

species from their analogues in the Old World.

A yet greater number are named as if they
were of the same genus, though not so in

reality. All such terms, and others similar to

them, if they find a place in the Dictionary,

will be arranged under one or both of the sub-

stantives with which the adjective American
agrees. Thus, in Zoology, American blight

(Lachnns lanigerus), will be found under
Blight ; and in Botany, American Aloe
(Agave Americana), under Aloe and Agave ;

American Cranberry (Oxycoccus macrocarpus),

under Cranberry and Oxycoccus ; and
American Marmalade (Achras mammosa), under
Marmalade and Achras.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Atfirst: Aii aboriginal of the New World;
a so-called "Indian" belonging to the New
World.

" Such of late

Columbus found the American, so girt

With feather'd cincture ; naked else, and wild
Among the trees, on isles and woody shores.

AfUton; P. I.. bk.fr.

2. Now : Any human inhabitant of America,

aboriginal or non-aboriginal, white, red, or

black. Specially, a native of the United

States of North America. The name began
while yet the future Republicans were British

colonists.

"It has been said in the debate, that when the
first American revenue act (the act in 1764 imposing
the post duties) passed, the Americant did not object

to the principle. —Burke on ConciL with America.

XL Technically

:

1. Ethnol : The American race is one of the

primary or leading divisions of mankind, the

Aryan or Indo-Germanic, the Semitic or Syro-

Arabian, the Turanian or Mongolian races

being some of the others. The American
rariety of mankind has long, lank, black hair.

TYPES OF AMERICAN INDIANS

not curly ; a swarthy-brown, copper, or cin-
namon-coloured skin ; a heavy brow ; dull
and sleepy eyes, with the corners directed up-
wards—in this respect resembling those of
the Malay and Mongolian races

; prominent
cheek-bones ; a salient but dilated nose ; full

and compressed lips, and an expression of

f;entleness combined with a gloomy and severe
ook. It includes all the American Indians,
with the exception of the Esquimaux (Eskimo),
who appear to be Turanians from the north
of Asia.

2. Philol. : All the American languages are
classified as polysynthetic, by which is meant
that the greatest number of ideas is com-
pressed into the smallest number of words.
[Polysynthetic. ]

A-mer -I-can-Ism, s. [Eng. American

;

*
-ism.] A word or phrase believed to be of

American origin, or, at least, to be now used
nowhere except in America. The genuine
Americanisms are far fewer than some suppose.

Many words and expressions supposed to have

originated in the United States have really

been carried thither by settlers, and still

linger in some county or other of England.

A-mer'-i-can-Ist, s. [Eng. American; -ist.]

"... one who investigates what is dis-

tinctive of America, so far as that it belongs,

or is supposed to belong, to the domain of

scientific research." (Times, Jan. 9, 1877.)

A-mer-i-can-l'ze, v. t, [Eng. American

;

-izt.\ To render American, especially

—

1. To naturalize one as an American. (Jack-

son.)

2. To assimilate political institutions to

those of America.

am-er-$m'-num, s. [Lat. amerimnon ; Gr.

afxtptfivov (amerimnon) = the house-leek ; a,

priv., and fiiptuvu (merimna) = care, because

it requires no care in cultivation.] A genus of

Papilionaceous plants, tribe Dalbergieae, with
no affinity whatever to the house-leek. A.

ebenus is "American ebony."

* am'-er-ous, a. [Amorous.]

* a-mer're, * a-mer', v.t. [A.S amyrran —
to dissipate, waste, consume, spend, distract,

defile, mar, lose, spoil, destroy.] To destroy.
" He ran with a drawe swerde

To hys momentrye.
And all hys goddys ther he amerrede
With greet en nye."

Octavian, I., 1,807. (Boucher.)

* a-mer'-vayi, v.i. [Marvel.]

* a'mes-ace, s. [Ambs-ace.]

* a-mese', v.t. [Ameise.]

a-mes-yng, s. [Ameise.] Moderation.

"That in his mild amesyng lie mercy may fynde."
Alliterative Poem*; Patience (ed. Morris), 400.

*am'-et,s. [Ant.]

am-et ab' ol-a (Lat.), am-et-a-bol'-I-
ans, s. pi. [From Gr. a^e* apoAos (ametabolos);

a, priv., and ju.era0QA.oc, (metabolos) ae change-
able.] [Metabola.]

Zool. : A sub-class of insects, consisting of

those which do not undergo metamorphosis.
It includes three orders : the Anoplura,orLice;
the Mallophaga, or Bird-lice ; and the Thy-
sanura,or Spring-tails. All are wingless insects.

* i-meth-dd'-i-cal, a. [Eng. a, from Gr. a,

priv. = not ; methodical.'] Not methodical.
(Bailey.

)

If Unmethodical has now taken its place.

* a mcth 6d-ist, s. [Eng. a, fr. Gr. i, priv.

= not ; methodist.] A physician who does not
proceed on methodical (in the sense of fixed

or philosophic) principles, but acts empiri-

cally ; a quack.
" But what talk I of the wrong and crosse courses of

such physicians' practice, since it cannot be lookt for,

that these empiricall amethodists should understand
the order of art, or the art of order? "—Whitlock:
Mannert of the English, p. 89.

am eth-yst, * am-at-yst, s . k a. [In Sw.
& Dut ametist ; D&n.'aviethist ; Ger. amethyst;

Fr. amethyst ; Sp. & Ital. ametista ; Port, ame-
thysta, amethysto ; Lat. amcthystus. From Gr.

a^Ovo-ros (amethustos) : as adj. = not drunken ;

as s. — a remedy for drunkenness ; a, priv.,

ntsBi'ta (methuo) — to be drunk ; fiiBu (rtiethu)

= wine. So named either (1) from the foolish

notion that it was a remedy for drunkenness
;

or (2), as Pliny thinks, because it did not
reach, though it approximated to, the colour
of wine.]

A. As substantive:

1. A mineral, a variety of Quartz, named by
Dana Amethystine Quartz. Its colour, which
is either diffused through the entire crystals or
affects only their summits, is clear purple or
bluish violet ; hence it is sometimes called
violet-quartz. The colouring matter is gene-
rally believed to be manganese, but Heintz
considers it to arise from a mixture of iron and
soda. The beauty and hardness of the ame-
thyst cause it to be regarded as a precious
stone. It occurs in veins orgeodes in trappean
and other rocks. The best specimens are
brought from India, Armenia, and Arabia,

but others of an inferior sort occur in various
parts of Britain.

2. The Oriental amethyst : A rare purple
variety of Sapphire (q.v.). [See also Co-
rundum.]

^f The word amethyst in the English Bible
[Sept. and N. T. Gr. afAtOvaros (amethustos)
(Exod. xxviii. 19 ; Rev. xxi. 20)] is the render-

ing of the Heb. word rrcJjrrN (achhelamah).

It is from the root D^l (chhalam) ~ to sleep
;

apparently from the delusion that the fortu-

nate possessor ofan amethyst is likely to sleep
soundly. The last stone in the third row of
the Jewish high-priest's breastplate was an
"amethyst" (Exod. xxviii. 19); and the twelfth
foundation of the new Jerusalem, mentioned
in Rev. xxi. 20, was to be an " amethyst."

3. A colour, that of the mineral described
above. (See B.)

"A hundred and a hundred savage peaks, In the
last light of Day ; all glowing, of gold and amethytt
. . . —Carlj/le: Sartor Hesartus. bk. iL, chap. vl.

B, As adjective:

Her. : The term applied, in describing the
armorial bearings of peers, to the colour
called purpure.

am-eth-jfat'-S-a, s. [Ger. amethyste pjlanze;

Dut. amethystkruid ; Fr. amethystee.] A genus
of plants belonging to the order Lannacew
(Labiates). A. ccerulea is a pretty garden
annual, with blue flowers.

am-eth-^St'-ine, a. [In Fr. amethystiti;

Lat. ame.thystinus ; Gr. afitOvo-nvot (amethus-
tinos),~\

1. Made of or containing amethyst
"A kind of amethystine flint not composed of

crystals or grains, but one entire massy stone. '—Grew.

2. Resembling amethyst in colour or in

other respects.
".

. . to assume a red amethystine tint."

—

Graham:
Chem., 2nd ed., vol. L. p. 618.

3. Otherwise pertaining to amethyst.

iim e tro'-pia, «. Irregular vision, or that

abnormal condition of the eye which causes it.

See Astigmatism, Hypermatropia, Myopia,
Presbyopia.

Amhar-ic, a. [From Amhara, an Abyssinbm
kingdom, having Gondar for its capital.] The
language of Amhara. It is classed by Max
Miiller under the Ethiopic, which again he
places under the Arabic, or Southern division

of the Semitic languages.

Am-herst'-I-a, s. [Called after Lady Amherst,

wife of Lord Amherst, Governor-general of

India from 1S23 to 1828.] A genus of plants

belonging to the order Fabacess, and the sub-

order Csesalpiniese. The only known species

is the A. nobilis, one of the most splendid

trees existing. The flowers are large, scent-

less, and of a bright vermilion colour, diver-

sified with three yellow spots, and disposed
in gigantic ovate pendulous branches. The
leaves are equally pinnate, large, and, when
young, of a pale purple colour. It grows
near Martaban, in the Eastern peninsula.

The Burmese call it thoca, and offer handfuls
of the flowers before the images of Booddha,

a'-ml-a, s. [Lat. amia; Gr. apia (amia) = a

fish, the Scomber sarda of Bloch, which is

allied to the tunny.] A genus of fishes for-

merly placed in the Esocidae, or Pike family,

but now constituting the type of the Ganoid
family Amiidw (q.v.). The species inhabit

rivers in the warmer parts of America. The
amia of the ancients, it will be perceived, is

quite different from any of these fishes.

a-mi-a-bifl-i-ty\ * am-a-bil -i-ty\ s.

Fr. amabilite ; Ital. amabilita, from Lat.

amabilitas.] The quality of meriting love

;

amiableness, loveliness. It is applied not so

much to attractiveness of physical aspect, as

to humility, good temper, and other moral
qualities fitted to excite love.

"So many arguments of amiability and endear-

ment "—Jeremy Taylor : Of Not Judging, p. Z.

V-mi-a-fole, a- [In Fr. aimable ; Sp. amigable,

amabte ; Ital. amabile. From Lat. amabilU =
lovely ; amo = to love.]

1. Possessed of qualities fitted to evoka

love, or a feeling nearly akin to it

(a) Of persons:
"... a man. not indeed faultless, hut distUguUhed

hoth hy his anilities and by his amiable qualities. —
Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph - t,

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -ceous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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(6) O/«u«0»:
"How unliable are thy tabernacles, O Lord of

hosts !

"—Pi. Ixxxiv. L

2. Expressing love.
" Lay amiable siege to the honesty of this Ford's

wife: use your art of wooing."—Shakesp.: Merry Wive*,

U. S.

am -i-a ble-ness, s. [Eng. amiahle ; -ness.]

The same as Amiability. The possession of
the qualities fitted to call forth love.

"As soon at the natural gayety and amiabteness of
the young man wears off, they hare nothing left to
commend th*iu."—Addi*on.

km I a-Dly\ adv. [Eng. amiable; -iy.J

1. In an amiable manner ; in a manner
fitted to call forth love.

". . . in ail the other parallel discourses and
parables, they are amiably perspicuous* vigorous, and
bright, "-Blackball: Sac Cta**.. i. 380.

* 2. Pleasingly.
" The palaces rise so amiably, and the mosanea and

hummums with their ceruleaa tiles and gilded vanes.'*

—Sir T. Herbert* Travel*, p. 129.

am i-anth'-i-form, a. [In Ger. amianthi-
fdrmig.} Of the form of amianthus, with long
flexible fibres.

[Same etyni. as Ami-

amiANTHIL'M.

am I anth i-um, s.

anthus(?).] A genus
of plants belonging to

the order Melantha-
cese (Melanths). The
A. musccetoxicum, as

its name imports, is

used to poison flies.

The Americans of the
United States call this

plant Fall Poison, and
say that cattle are poi-

soned if they feed in

the fall (or autumn)
upon its foliage.

(Lindley : Vegetable

Kingdom, p. 199.) The
illustration shows the
complete plant and
one of the single

flowerets.

am-i-anth oid, * am-I-anth'-6ide, a. &
*. [Eng., &c, amianth(us) ; -oid, from Gr.
«7di>c (eidos) — form.]

1. As adjective : Of the form of amianthus ;

resembling amianthus.

2. As substantive : A mineral akin to Amian-
thus No. 1, that arranged under Amphibole.
It is called also Byssoliteand Asbestoid(q.v.).

Amianthoid Magnesite, or A mianthoide Mag-
netite, A mineral, called also Brncite (a,, v.).

am i auth us, s. [In Ger. avdantk; Fr.

amiante ; $p. amianta, aniaiUo ; Port. & Ital.

amiatito ; Lat. amiantus. From Gr. ifiiavrftc.

(amiantos) = under! led, pure: from a, priv.,

and tuaivui (miaind)= (1) to stain or dye ; (2) to
defile, to sully. So called because, it being
incombustible, the ancients were wont from
time to time to throw into the fire rutpery and
towels made of it to cleanse them from im-

City. They also sometimes enclosed the
ies of their deceased friends in cloth of

the same material, that when cremation took
place the ashes might remain free from inter-

mixture with those of other people.]

1. Min. : A mineral, a variety of Asbestos,
which again is classed by Dana as a variety of
Amphibole. Tremolite, Actinolite, and other
varieties of Amphibole, unless they contain
much alumina, have a tendency to pass into
varieties with long flexible fibres of flaxen

aspect, to which the name of amianthus is

applied.

2. A name for the fibrous kinds of chrysolite,

which Dana classes as a variety of Serpentine.
As in the former case, there are long flexible

fibres, looking like those of (lax. The colour is

greenish-white, green, olive-green, yellow, and
brownish. It constitutes seams in serpentine
rocks, occurring at home in Cornwall ; Portsoy

;

Unst, and Fetlar, in Shetland ; abroad in

Savoy, Corsica, the Pyrenees, and other lo-

calities. Most of the so-called amianthus is

of this second variety.

3. Any fibrous variety of Pyroxene.

am'-lc, a. [Eng. am = amide; -ic] Pertain-
ing to an amide.

amic acids, s. pi.

Chem. : Acids consisting of a bivalent or
trivalent acid radical combined with hydroxy!
(OH/ and amidogen (SHj)', as succinamic
acid (CtHtpsTOELNHa.

am-I-ca-bfl'-i'-t-y\ s. [Eng. amicable; -itp.)

The quality or state of being amicable ; ex-

ceeding friendliness.

am'-I-ca-ble, a. [In Ital. amicabik; Lat
amicabuis, from amicus — a friend.]

A. Ordinary Language :

1. Friendly, imbued with the spirit of friend-
ship.

" Enter each niild, each amicable guest.
Receive and wrap me in eternal rest. ~~Popo.

2. Expressing friendship, manifesting friend-

liness to.

" An amicable smile retain'd the life."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. Ii.

3. Designed to be friendly ; resulting from
friendliness, and intended to promote it.

(Used ofarrangements, conferences,colloquies,
agreements, treaties, &c.)

"Halifax saw that an amicable arrangement was no
longer possible."—Macaulay : Ht*t. Eng., ch. x.

•J Treating on the difference between ami-
cable and friendly, Crabb says that amicable
implies a negative sentiment, a freedom from
discordance

;
friendly, a positive feeling of

regard, the absence of indifference. We make
an amicable accommodation, and a friendly
visit. Amicable is always said of persons who
have been in connection with each other

;

friendly may be applied to those who are per-

fect strangers. Neighbours must always en-
deavour to live amicably with each other.

Travellers should always endeavour to keep
up & friendly intercourse with the inhabitants
wherever they come. "To live amicably or in

amity with all men, is a point of Christian
duty ; but we cannot live in friendship with
all men, since friendship must be confined to
a few."

B. Technically:

1, Law. An amicable suit is a law-suit com-
menced by persons who are not really at
variance, but who both wish to obtain, for
their future guidance, an authoritative de-
cision on a doubtful point of law.

2. Arithm. Amicable numbers are pairs of
numbers, of which each is equal to the sum of
all the aliquot parts of the other. The lowest
pair of amicable numbers are 220 and 284.

The aliquot parts of 220 are 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11,

20, 22, 44, 55, 110, and their sum is 284. The
aliquot parts of 284 are 1, 2, 4, 71, 142, and
their sum is 220. The second pair of amicable
numbers are 17,290 and 18,416 ; and the third
pair 9,363,584, and 9,437,056.

am'-i-ca-ble-ness, s. [Eng. amicable; -ness.]

The quality of being amicable. (Applied to
persons, to the mutual relations of societies,

or to arrangements.) (Dyche's Diet, 1758.)

am'-i-ca bly, adv. [Eng. amicable ; -ly.] In

an amicable manner ; in a friendly way.

phaip*.

• am -I-cal, a. [In Fr. arnica! ; fr. Lat amicus
— a friend, and suffix -al.] Friendly, amicable.

" An amical call to repentance and the practical
belief of the Gospel. By W. Watson, M.A., 1OT1."—
A. Wood : Ath. Ox., 2nd ed. vol. ii.. col. 1,133.

am ice, am is, * am-isse, s. [In Fr.

amict ; Sp. amito ; Port amioto ; Ital. ammitto.
From Lat. amictus as an upper garment

;

amicio = to throw
around, to wrap
about.]

1. Property: The
uppermost of the
six garments anci-
ently worn by an
officiating priest

;

the others being the
alba or alb, the ««•
gulum, the stola or
stole,the manipulus,
and the planeta. It

was of iinen, was
square in ligti: .

covered the head,
neck,ami shoulders,
and was buckled or

clasped before the
breast. It is still

worn under the alb.

It is not the same
as the axmuce, or altnv.ee, which is from Lat.
almutium. [Almuce.)

2. Any vest or flowing garment. (Wares.)

"Cams forth with pilgrim steps, in amice gray."
Milton; PR., i* 41T.

ECCLESIASTIC WEARING
AN AMICE.

ami cus cur'-I-JB, s. [Lat. = friend of ths
" senate or court.]

Law: A bystander who, in an amicable
spirit, gives information to the court regard-
ing any doubtful or mistaken point of law.

amid ,*a mid de, amidst , a middes
,

prep. [Eng. a — in ; mid : a — in ; fstfflrf.

A.S. on~middan = in the midst; middes — in
midst ; fr. midde = middle, superl. midmesl.]

1. In the midst or middle.
" But of the fruit of this fair tree amidst
The garden, G< J hath said. Ye shall not eat"

JWton: P. L.. bk. is.

2. Among.
"... amid the gloom

Spread by a brotherhood of lofty elms.*
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. L

3. Surrounded by, attended by.
" The second expedition sailed as the first had sailed

ami<Ut the acclamations and blessings of all Scotland.'—MaiauUiji : Bi*t. Eng., ch. xziv.

% Amid is now more common in poetry thai
in prose.

am lde, s. [Eng. am = ammonium or am-
monia; suffix -idV]

Chem. : Generally in the plural Amides
are compound ammonias, liavingthehydmgen
atoms replaced by acid radicals : asacct:
N(CjH sO)H2 ; diacetamide, N(C.H 30)-H ; and
triacetamide, N(C2H 30)'j. Acid radicals can
also replace H in amines, as ethyl-diacetamide,
(C2H6)'(C3H30)'2N.

am Id-In, am'-id-ine, «. [From Lat. amy-
lum ; Greek dfxuXov (amnion) = starch (?).]

[Starch. J

arn id 6, a mid, in compos. Combining
forms of amides.

antido caproic add, a.

Chemistry: CjsH 10fNH 2)CO.OH = Leucine.
Produced by digesting together valeral am-
monia, hydrocyanic* acid, and hydrochloric
acid. It is also formed by the putrefaction of
cheese, and by the treatment of horn, glue,
wool, &c, with acids and alkalies. Leucine
crystallises in white shining scales, which
melt at 100°. It is slightly soluble in water.
When it is heated with caustic baryta, it yields
amylamine and CO«.

amido compounds, s. pL
Chem. : Compounds in which one atom of

hydrogen has been replaced by the mouatomio
radical (NH<>)' ; as amido-propionic acid =
C2H4(NH2),CO.OH.

amido propionic acid, s. [Alanine.)

am' id-6 benzene, *. [Eng. amido; ben-
zene.] [Aniline.]

am id o gen, s. [Eng. amide, and Gr.
-yeiwau (gennao) = to engender, to produce.)
A name given to the munat<.>micradical(NHo)'.

a mid ships, adv. [Eng. amid; -ships.}

1. In or towards the middle part of a ship.
A stateroom or cabin so situated is not so
affected by the pitching and rolling of the
vessel as if it were farther forward or aft

"The above magnificent st«amers have good ao-
commodation amidth if*.*—Times. Nov. 4, tt-75.

2. In a line with the keel.

a mid ward, adv. [Midward.]

* a-mlg'-del-S, *. [AMvcDALtrs,] An almond.
" It was greneand leaved bl-cnm«n.
And mites amigdele* that oune tinmen.*

Story of Gen. £ Exod.. ed. Morris, a,839-40.

t a-mi'-go, s. [Sp.) A friend.

"Chltpa (drinkin'j). Ancient Baltamr, amtfof
Longfellow; Ths Spanish Student, I. 4.

am i id, s. [Seedef.] Any fish of the familf
Amiidie (q.v.).

am-I-Id-se, «. vl. [From amia (a. v.).] A
family of fishes belonging to the order Ganoi-
dea, and the sub-order Holostea. They have
small horny scales, usually covered with a
layer of animal matter. The tail is homocercal,
but with a certain approach to the heterocercal
type. The family consists of small fishes, in-

habiting rivers in the warmer parts of America,

• amfl. [Amel, v.]

am -ines, j. pi. [Eng. am = ammonia, or am-
monium: suffix -hie.]

Chem. : Compound ammonias, having the
hydrogen replaced, atom for atom, by alcohol
radicals. When one atom of H is replaced,

fato, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ptft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, ce - e. ey a. qu - kw.
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th--y ire called monauunes ; when two H atoms
Are replaced, diamines ; when three atoms of
H , triamines. They are obtained by heating the
iodides of the alcohol radicals with ammonia.
Tims iodide of ethyl and ammonia yields ethyl-
.itniine, N(C«H 5)Ho ; by heating the mono and
the diamines with more iodide of ethyl, di-

i rhylainme, NtCjjHs)*. H, and triethylamine,
N(,0.iH3>j, are obtained, Triethylamiue unites
directly with iodide of ethyl, forming
^'-^HjOj.CaHal, triethylamiue ethyl iodide.

TaUl compound, heated witli silver oxide and
water* forms N(CgH*)3,C

:
»H9.OH, a strong

base, which is solid, like caustic potash. The
II atoms can be replaced by different alco-
V>1 radicals, as methyl-ethyl-aniylamine,
N (CH3)'(C2H 5y(C5Hu)'. The H can be also
replaced, by metals, as monopotasaaniine,
NU 2K, and tripotassamjne, NK3. The amines
have a strong alkaline reaction like ammonia,
and unite with acids to form salts,

' am is. [Amice.]

amiss, *a-misse, * amis, "a-mys,
* a-mjrs'se, s., a,, A adv. [Eng. a-miss~
miss (q.v.). Id A.S. mis in com p. is — a defect,
an error, evil, unlikeness ; and mission is =
to miss, err, mistake.]

A. As substantive: A fault, a mistake ; cul-
pability.

" Each toy Beeini prologue to some great arms*."
S'Mkesp. : Hamlet, iv. 5.

" Trten gent.li> cheatpr, urge nut my amiss.
Lest guilty of my fault* thy sweet self fKOnf

1 bid. : Sonttets.

B. As adjective, but following Ike substantive
with which it agrees : Faulty, wrong ; im-
proper, unfit ; criminal

" But moat Is Mars amine of all the rest.
And next to him old Saturue, that was wont be

best* Spenser: F. ©., T., Intro., 8.

" For that which then hast sworn to do amiss,
Is yet amiss when it is truly done."

Bhakesp. : King John, ill. 1.

C As adverb : In a faulty manner ; wrongly,
improperly, criminally.

" I ue hadde not moche mystalce In me, ne seyd
amgs." Chaucer : The Tale of Jsfelibeus.

" For tn this world certeln no wight tber is.

That he ue doth or Myth some time amis."
Chaucer: C. T., 11,091-J.

" And king in England too. he may be weak.
And vttin enough to be ambitious still

;

Kay «xerctt« amiss his proper lowers."
Vowper : The Task, bk. t,

* amis sion. [Lat. amissto.] Loss.

t a-mit', v.i. [Lat. amitto.]

1. To lose. {English.)
" Ice U water congealed by the frigidity of the air,

whereby it acquireth no new form, but rather a con-
sistence or determination of its ditnueucy, and umti-
teth not its essence, but condition of fluidity."—
Browne i Vulgar Errours.

2. To alienate ; make over. (Scotch.)

"In quhilk case the vassal tines and amittis all the
lands quhilk he holdis oif the suueriour, and the
pronertie thereof returned to the auntriour."—Skene:
Deverborum Stgnificatione, p. 48. (Boucher.)

a-mit -ter-e legem teV-rw, a-mlt'-
ter-e lib'-er-am le'-gem. [Lat. (««.)=
to lose the law of the land ; to lose free law.]
To lose the privilege of swearing in a court of
law, and consequently forfeit the protection of
the law, as do outlaws, who can be sued, but
cannot sue. By 6 & 7 Vict., c. 85, certain
criminals and interested persons, whose evi-
dence was formerly rejected, may now give it,

the jury being afterwards left to decide what
it is worth.

* am'-i- tiire, s. [Eng. amity; ~ure.] Friend-
ship.

" Thow, he saide, traytoure,
Yurstuxday thow come in amiture "

Aiieaunder, 8,975. {Boucher.)

*m'-i-t& * am 1 tie, * a-my'-te, a. [Fr.

amitie ; Norm, amietie ; 8p. amistud ; Port.
amizade ; Ital. amista, amistade, amistate.
From Lat. amicitia ~ friendship ; atno = to
love. ]

1. Ord. Lang. : Friendship, harmony, mutual
good feeling. It may be used—

(a) Of nations, and is then opposed to war.
" The monarchy of Great Britain was in league and

amity with all the world."—Sir J. Davies on Ireland.

(b) Of political parties, or generally of the
people of a single country among themselves

;

in which case ft is opposed to discord.
" The amity of the Wliigs and Tories had not sur-

vived the peril which had produced it."—Macaulay

:

Hist. fti/..ch. x.

(c) Of private persons ; when it is opposed
to quarrelling.

"The pleasures of amity, or self-recommend Atum, arc
the pleasures that may accompany the persuasion of a
man a benuj in the acquisition or the possession of the
goodwill ot such or such assignable iwraon or persons
in particular ; or. as the phrase is, of being upon good
terms with him or them ; and as a fruit of it, of bis
being In a way to have the l>euent of their spontaneous
and grR tuitoua services."—Bowrmg; Benthams Prtnc
Hf Morals <& Legislatiuu, ~h. v . J vL, 4.

(d) Of impersonal existences.
" To live on terms of amity with vice.**

Cmvper; The Task, bk. v.

2. Astrol. ; A most favourable omen.
"... and therfore the astronomers say, that

whereas in all other planets conjunction is trie per-
fectest amity ; the sun coutrariwise is good by aspect,
but evil by conjunction."—Ixn-d Bacon's Works (ed.

1765), vol i. : Colours of Good and Evil, cb. vif., p. 441.

amm, in composition.

Chem. : A contraction for Ammonia ; as
ammiridamnionium.

am ma, s. [Heb. DN (im)= a mother. ] An
abbess"

am ma, s. [Gr. afx^a (hamma) = anything
tied or made to tie ; a cord, a band : u*t«
(hapto) = to fasten or bind. ]

1, Surgery: A girdle or truss used in

ruptures.

2. Mensuration : An ancient Greek measure,
about sixty feet in length.

am-ma'n-i-a, 5. [Named after John Am-
maim, a native of Siberia, and Professor of
Botany at St. Petersburg.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Lythracese, or Loose-
strifes. The leaves of A. resicatoria have a
strong smell of nrarlatic acid. They are very
acrid, and are used by the Hindoo practitioners
in cases of rheumatism to rais^ blisters.

(LvndUfy: Veg. Kingd., 1847, p. 575.)

am mel-ide, s. [£ng. ant m ammonia ; itul

= meUn (q.v.) ; suffix -ide.]

Chemistry: C(jHoNa03 . A white insoluble
powder, formed by the action of concentrated
acids or alkalies on ammeline or melamine.

am -mel-ine, s. [Eng. an = ammonia ; mel
m meian ; suffix -inc. ]

Ckem. : C3TISN5O. An organic base, formed
by boiling melan for several hours with a
solution of caustic potash. It crystallises
in white microscopic needles, and is insoluble
in alcohol and water.

arum.' et-er, . A contraction of Ampebe-
ueter or Ampero-hetes.

am mi, s. [Lat ammi and ammium ; Gr.
aunt (ammi), and omm'«v (ammion) = an um-
belliferous plant, Ptychotis coptica (f), fr. aju^io?

(amnios) ot Sm/io? (hammos) = sand. ] A genus
of umbelliferous plants, of delicate habit,
with finely-divided leaves and white flowers.

They grow in sandy places.

am'-mi-dl-ite, s. [Gr. anfiiov (ammion) =
cinnabar in its sandy state ; an^os (amnios) =
sand.] A scarlet mineral, classed by Dana
under his Monimolite group of Anhydrous
Phosphates, Arsenates, and Antimonates. It
is an earthy powder, considered as a mixture
of antimonate of copper and cinnabar with
some other ingredients. It iB found in the
Chilian mines.

" am'-mir-al, ». Old spelling of Admiral.

* am '--mite, * ham -mite, s. [Gr. «u/ioc
(ammos) or a^noc. (hammos) = sand.] An
obsolete name for the rock now called, from its

resemblance to the roe of a fish, Oo^if* =: roe-
stone. [Oolite.J

am -mo, in compos. [Gr. a^fioc (ammos), a/ijuoc
(hammos) = sand.]

1. Sand.

2. Chem. j A contraction for ammonium
; as

amino-chloriridammouium.

am'-md-cete, s.
[
Ammoccete.]

* am-mo-chry'se, s. [Lat. anvntochrysns

;

Gr. auu.oxpvtr6<; (ammochrusos) ; a/i/uoc (aniTnos)
= sand, and xpwos (chrysos) = gold : golden
sand. J A mineral, described by Pliny,
which has not been identified. It was a
gem like sand, veined with gold. Some
have thought it may have been golden
mica.

am-mo cce te, s. [Ammoocetes.] Any in*

dividual of the pseudo-genus Ammocostes
(q.v.).

LARVAL FORM OF PETROMYZON BRANCHIAL.!*.

be the larval furm of Petromyzon branchialis,
the Sandpiper.

am-mo-ooe'-ti-form, a. [Mod. Ltit. am-
viocoetes, and -form.] Having thy shape 01
character of an amnioccete or larval lamprey.

am -mo-dyte, s. [Ammodytes.]

1. The English equivalent of the word
Ammodytes (q.v.).

2. A venomous snake, the Vipera ammodvtes,
called also the Sand-Natter. It is found in

Southern Europe.

am-md-dy'-tea, s. [Gr. a/iuodcrnc (ammo-
dutes) = sand-ourrower ; annas (ammos) =
sand; ot/T«s (dutes) =. diver ; dvu (duo) t= to
enter, ... to plunge or dive.] A genus
of fishes belonging to the order Malacoiiterygii
Apodes, and the family AnguiUidee (Eels). It

contains the Sand-eel (^4. tobianns), and the
Sanddance (A. lancea). These two species,
long confounded by naturalists, have now
been distinguished. The A. tobianns, at Edin-
burgh called the Hornei [horn-eel t], is the
longer, being sometimes a foot in measure-
ment; tin: .el. lancea, which is common, is from
five to seven inches.

am mo-ni-a, s. [In Ger. ammoniak; Fr.

ammoniagve ; Poll, ammonia; Ital. armonioeo
— hydrochlorate of ammonia. From sal am-
moniac, the salt from which it is generally
manufactured. That name again came from
Ammonia, the district in Libya where it was
first prepared, or from its being first manu-
factured from camels' dung collected by the
Arabs at the temple of Jupiter Amnion, iu
the locality just named.]
Chem. : A substance consisting' of NH 3 .

Molecular weight, 17. Sp. gr. 85, compared
witli H ; compared with air (1), its sp. m. in

0*59. It is a colourless, pungent gas, with a
strong alkaline reaction. It can be liquefied

at the pressure of seven atmospheres at
1.0°. Water at 0° dissolves 1,150 times its

volume of NHg, at ordinary temperatures
about 700 times its volume. A fluid dram
of ammonioB liquor /orIvor contains 15 "83 grains
of NHg, and has a sp. gr. of "891. The liquor
ammonia of the Pharmacopoeia has a 9p. gr.

of 359, and a fluid dram contains 5'2 grains
of NH3. (Water being unity, the specific
gravity of ammonia is '0007594. ) Ammonia is

obtained by the dry distillation of animal or
vegetable matter containing nitrogen ; horns,
hoofs, &c produce large quantities, hence its

name of sjtirits of hartshorn. Guano consists
chiefly of urate of ammonia. But ammonia is

now obtained from the liquor cf gas-works ;

coal containing about two per cent, of nitrogen.
Ammonia is formed by the action of nascent
hydrogen on dilute nitric acid. Ammonia
gas is prepared in the laboratory by heating
together one part of NH4C1 with two parts
by weight of quicklime, and is collected over
mercury. NH« is decomposed into N and Hs
by passing it through a red-hot tube, or by
sending electric sparks through it ; the result-

ing gases occupy twice the volume of the
ammonia gas. It is used in medicine as an
antacid and stimulant ; it also increases the
secretions. Externally it is employed as a
rubefacient and vesicant. Ammonia liniment
consists of one part of solution of ammonia to

three parts of olive oil. Ammonia is used as
an antidote in cases of poisoning by prussic
acid, tobacco, and other sedative drugs. Sub-
stitution ammonias are formed by the replace-

ment of H by an alcohol radical forming
Amines (q.v.), and by acid radicals forming
Amides (q.v.). There are also ammonia sub-
stitution compounds of cobalt, copper, mer-
cury, and platinum. (See Watts's Did. Chem.)

ammonia alum, s. [Ammonium Alum.]

boH, bdy; pout, Jd^l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; po, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Kenophen, exist -ln|*
-tton, -sion, -eioun = shun ; -tion. -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous, -e<"His=shus. -We, -die, &c =bel, del.

am m6-cc© t©«, s. [Gr. attfux (ammos) -
sand, and «otTn (koite) = a bed.]

Zool. : A pseudo-genus of Cyelostomata,
the sole species of which is now known U
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ammonia and soda phosphate, s.

A mineral, called also Stercorite (q.v.).

Bicarbonate of Ammonia: A mineral, called

also Teschemacherite (q.v.).

Muriate ofAmmonia : A mineral, called also

Sai-ammoniac (q.v.).

Phosphate of Ammonia: A mineral, called

also Stercorite (q.v.).

am-mo'-nl-ac, a. & s. [In Sp., Port., & Ital.

ammoniaco ; Fr. ammoniacum.]

1. As adjective. Chem. : In part composed
of ammonia ; pertaining to ammonia ; ammo-
niacal.

2. As substantive : Gum-ammoniac. [Ammo-
niacum (q.v.).]

am mom -a-cal, a. [In Ger. ammoniaka-
lisch ; Fr. & Port, ammoniacal. ] In part com-
posed of ammonia

;
pertaining to ammonia.

The same as ammoniac No. 1.

'This ammoniacal compound . . .*'— Graham;
Chem., 2nd ed., vol. iL, p. 299.

am-mo-ni -a-cum, s. [In Fr. ammoniacum;
Ital. armoniaco.] A gum resin, called also

gum-ammoniac, which is imported into this

country from Turkey and the East Indies in

little lumps, or tears, of a strong and not very
pleasing smell and a nauseous taste, followed
by bitterness in the mouth. It is a stimulant,

a deobstruent, an expectorant, an antispas-

modic, a discutient and a resolvent. Hence it

is internally employed in asthma and chronic
catarrh, visceral obstructions, and obstinate
colic, whilst it is used externally in scirrhous
tumours and white swellings of the joints.

The plant from which it comes has not yet
been thoroughly settled. That of Persia has
been said to come from the Dorema Ammonia-
cum, but is more probably derived from the
Ferula orientalis. (Lindley : Veg. Kingd.)
Garrod believes it to be from the first-named
of these two plants, which grows in Persia and
the Punjaub. Both are Umbelliferse.

immo-ni-an (1), t Am 6 -ni an, adj.

[From Greek "Amm*"**' (Ammon) and "Afiw
(Amon). Plutarch says that Amon was the

earlier and more correct form. Heb. ]VDN

(Amon), Jer. xlvt 25. On the Egyptian
monuments Amn.~] Pertaining to Jupiter
Ammon, or to his celebrated temple in the
oasis of Siwah in Libya. [Ammonite.]

'* Joyful to that palm-planted, fountain-fed
Ammonian Oasis in the waste."

Tennyion i Sarin Sonnets, It.

Am-mo -ni an (2), a. [From the philosopher

mentioned in the def. ] Relating to Ammonius
Saccas, who set up a school at Alexandria in

the latter part of the second century, and
founded the Neo-Platonic philosophy. He
maintained that all religions taught essentially

the same truths, and required only to be
rightly interpreted completely to harmonise.
To produce the wished-for agreement he alle-

gorised away whatever was distinctive in the
several systems. Origen adopted his views.

am-md'-Iil-d-. In compos. — ammonium
;

as ammonio-magnesian, ammonio-palladmis —
ammonium in combination with magnesium,
ammonia in combination with palladium.

Am -mon lte, s. [Eng. Ammon; -tie. In

Ger. ammonit ; Greek *Aftfitav (Ammon), either
an Egyptian word, or from the Gr. a/x^o?

(amnios) = sand, and suffix -tic. "Amnion-
stone." Jupiter Amnion had a celebrated
temple in au oasis of the Libyan desert,

and was worshipped there under the form
of a ram, the horns of which the fossil

Ammonites were thought to resemble. Hence
the genus was called by the older natura-

lists Cornu Ammonis, a designation altered

by Bruguiere into Ammonite.] A large

genus of fossil chambered shells, belonging
to the class Cephalopoda, the order Tetra-

branchiata, and the family Ammonitidse. The
•hell is discoidal, the inner whorls more
or less concealed, the septa undulated, the

sutures lobed and foliated, and the siphuncle
dorsal. Before geology became a science,

even scientific men, and much more the un-

scientific, were greatly perplexed by these

fossils. They were looked on as real ram's

horns, or as the curled tails of some animals,

or as petrified snakes, or as convoluted marine
worms or insects, or as vertebrae. The petri-

fied snake hypothesis being a popular one,

some dealers "fraudulently appended heads to

make the resemblance more complete. It is

to ammonites that Sir W. Scott refers when
he says that—

"... of thousand snakes, each one
Whs changed into a coil of stone
When holy Hilda prayed."

Marmion, U. 13.

The ancients venerated them, as the Hindoos
still do. About 700 so-called species have
been described, ranging from the Trias to the

Chalk. Several attempts have been made to

AMMONITE.

divide the genus into sub-genera or sections

;

or if Ammonites be looked upon as a sub-
family, then they will be elevated into genera.

The following is the scheme adopted in Tate

& Blake's Yorkshire Lias, pp. 267, Ac. :

—

A. Aptychus absent. (By aptychus is meant
the operculum, cover, or lid, guarding the

aperture of the shell.)

Chamber short, appendage ventral. Phyl-

loceras (Suess). Distribution : Trias to Cre-

taceous. Ex. : A. heterophyllum.

Chamber short, appendage dorsal Lyto-

ctras (Suess). Trias to Cretaceous. Ex : A.

fimbriatwm.
Chamber 1$—2 whorls. Arcestes (Suess).

Trias.

Chamber short, appendage ventral, aper-

tural margin falciform, ornaments argonaut i-

form. Trachyceras (Laute). Trias.

B. Aptychus present

:

L Aptychus undivided

:

1. Horny anaptychus :

Chamber 1—1£ whorl, pointed ventral ap-

pendage. Arietites (Waagen). Trias and Lias.

Ex. : A. Bucklandi.
Chamber J—1 whorl, rounded ventral ap-

pendage. Mgoceras (Waagen). Trias and Lias.

Ex.: A. capricornus.

Chamber £—| whorl, long ventral appen-
dages. AmaUheusQ/loxxi.). Tnas to Cretaceous.

Ex. : A. margaritatus.

2. Calcareous (sidetes) : Shell unknown. Cre-

taceous.

II- Aptychus divided, calcareous:

1. Aptychus externallyfurrowed :

Aptychus thin, chamber short, apertural

margin falciform, with acute ventral appen-
dage. Harpoceras (Waagen). Jurassic Ex.

:

A. radians.
Aptychus thick, chamber short, apertural

margin falciform, rounded ventral appendage.
Oppelia (Waagen). Jurassic and Cretaceous.
Chamber short, with a groove or swelling

near the aperture, margin with auricles and
rounded ventral appendages. Raphceras
(Zitt). Jurassic and Cretaceous.

2. Aptychus thin, granulated externally :

Chamber long, apertural margin simple,

or furnished with auricles. Stcphanoceras
(Waagen). Jurassic and Cretaceous. Ex. :

A. communis.
Chamber long, aperture narrowed by a

furrow, simple, or furnished with auricles.

Perisphinctes (Waagen). Jurassic and Creta-

ceous.
Chamber short, aperture simple, or furnished

with auricles. Cosmoceras (Waagen). Jurassic

and Cretaceous.

3. Aptychus thick, smooth, punctated exter-

nally :

Chamber long, umbilicus large, shell with
furrows, ventral appendage nasiform. Simo-
ceras. Tithonic
Chamber short, apertural margin generally

simple. Aspidoceras (Zitt). M. and Upper
Jurassic and L. Cretaceous.

Dr. Oppel of Stuttgart (about A.D. 1856),

Dr. Wright of Cheltenham (I860), and others,

have divided the Lias into different zones,

distinguished from each other by the occui-

rence in them of typical ammonites. The
zones at present recognised are here presented
in an ascending series, commencing with the

oldest. Geologists quote them in such a form
as this : The zone of Ammonitis planorbis at

the base of the Lower Lias, the zone of A.
capricornus in the Middle Lias, Ac. [Zone.]

Lower Lias : A. planorbis, A. anguhatus, A.
Bucklandi, A. axynotus.

Middle Lias : A. Jamesoni, A. capricornus,

A. margaritatus, A. spinatus, A. annulatus.
Upper Lias: A. serpentinus, A. communis,

A. Jurensis.

The following ammonites characterise the—
Midford Sands : A. opalinus.

Inferior Oolite : A. Humphriesianus, A.
Sowerbii, A. Murchisoni, A. Parkinsoni.

Fuller's Earth : A. gracilis.

Cornbrash : A. macrocephalus.
Kelloway rock : A. Kanigi, A. Callovicensis,

A. subloevis.

Oxford clay : A. Duncani, A. Jasoni, A.

perarmatus, A. Goliathus, A. Cordatus, A.

Lamberti, A.Eugenii, A. Hecticus, A. dentatu*.

Coral rag • A. varicostatus.

Supra coralline : A. deciftiens.

Kimmeridge clay : A. biplex, A. serratus,

A. mutabilis.

Portland Oolite : A. giganteus.

In 1868 Judd divided the Lower Neocomian
(Wealden) rocks into the zones of Ammonites
Astierianus, A. Noricus, and A. Speetonensis.

Lower Greensand : A. Deshayesii.

F. G. Price gives the following ammonites
arranged in zones from the Upper Neocomian
to the Greensand of the Gault at Folke-

stone :

—

A. mammillatus, A. intemtptus, A.

auritus var., A. Delaruei, A. lautus, A. dena-

rius, A. auritus, A. Beudanti, A. varicosus,

A. rostratus.

Grey chalk : A. Coupei, A. ManteUi, A.
Ehotomagensis, A. variant.

^ Ammonites in the Himalayas occur 16,200

feet above the sea,

am-mo-mt-i-dce, s. pi. fjFrom Eng., Ac,
ammonites (q.v.).] The family of Tetrabian-

chiate Cephalopods, of which the genus Am-
monites is the type. It contains also the

genera Ancyloceras, Scaphties, Turrilites, Ham-
ttes

l
Baculites, and several others. All are

extinct.

ammo nit-lf-er-ous, a. [Eng., &a, am-

monite, and Lat. fero — to bear or carry.]

Containing the remains of ammonites.

"The ammonttiferout beds of the Lias." — Quar.
Jour. tieol. Soc., vol. xvi. (1860), pL i., p. S7&.

am-mo-ni um, s. [In Ger., &c, ammonium.]

Chem. : The name given by Berzelius to a

supposed monatomic radical (NH^y. It is

doubtful whether the ammonia salts— as

chloride of ammonium, NH4C1—contain this

radical, that is, whether N is sometimes a pen-

tatomic element, or the molecule of KH3 is

united with the acid, as HC1, by molecular

attraction— thus, NHS.HC1— in the same
manner as water of crystallisation is united

in certain crystalline salts. At high tempera-

tures this salt is decomposed into NH 3 and
HC1. The so-called amalgam of mercury and
ammonium decomposes rapidly into hydrogen
ammonia and mercury. It is formed by
placing sodium amalgam in a saturated solu-

tion of NH3HC1. It forms a light, bulky,

metallic mass. A dark-blue liquid, said to be

(NH.^ (ammonium), has been formed at low

temperature and high pressure. But many of

the salts of ammonium are isomorphous with

those of potassium and sodium. The salts of

ammonium give off NH« when heated with

caustic lime or caustic alkali. With platinic

chloride they give a yellow precipitate of double

platinic ammonium chloride ; also with tar-

taric acid a nearly insoluble white crystalline

precipitate of acid tartrate of ammonia. The
salts of ammonium leave no residue when
heated to redness.

ammonium alum, also called ammo-
nia alum,
Min .: The name of a mineral ; the syune as

Tschermigite (q.v.). The British Museum
Catalogue of Minerals terms it Ammonium
Alum; Dana, Ammonia Alum.

ammonium carbonate, s.

Chem. Several ammonium carbonates art

known. (See Chem. Soc. Journal, 1870. pp.

171, 279.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e. ey = a. ew = u.
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ammonium chloride, .

1. Chem, : NH 401 or NH3.HC1, obtained
chiefly by neutralizing the liquor of gas-works
by HCL It is then evaporated to dryness and
sublimed, and forms a fibrous mass. It is

soluble in 2£ parts of cold water. It forms
double salts with chlorides of Mg, Ni, Co,
Mn, Zn, and Cu. It is used on the Continent
as a remedy for neuralgia.

2. Min. : The name of a mineral, called also

Sal-ammoniac. Formerly it was termed also

Chloride of Ammonium.

ammonium nitrate, NH4.N03 , or
NH3. HNO3,crystallises in transparent needles,
/ery soluble in water ; by heat is decomposed
into nitrous oxide, NgO, and 2H20.

ammonium nitrite, NH4.N02, or
NH3.HN02, is decomposed by heat into N
and 2H 20.

ammonium phosphate, (NH^.PC^ or
(NH^HPOj. Microcosinic salt, used in blow-
pipe experiments, is an ammonium, hydrogen,
and sodium phosphate, Xa(NH4).HP04.

ammonium sulphate, «.

1. Chem. ; (NH^SOj or (NH3VH2SO4. A
white salt, soluble in two parts of cold water ;

crystallises in long six-sided prisms.

2. Min. : The name of a mineral, called also

Mascagnite (q.v.). Formerly it was termed
also Sulphate of Ammonia.

ammonium sulphide, 5. A salt of
ammonium, used as an analytical re-agent:
it is prepared by passing H2S into a strong
solution of NH3 in water to saturation.

ammophila, s. [Gr. anno* (ammos) or

afifxos (hammos) = sand, and #i'Aos (philos),

adj. = beloved ; subst = a friend, a lover. A
lover of sand. ]

Zool. : A genus of Hymenopterous insects

;

family Sphecidae. Several species exist in

Britain. Like other burrowing Hymenoptera,
they are popularly called Sand-wasps. [Sand-
wasp, Fossoria.]

2. Bot. : Sea-reed. A genus of grasses which
contains the A. arundinacea, formerly called

Arundo arenaria, or Psamma arenaria, the
Common Sea-reed—Marum or Mat-weed. It

is woven in Sussex into table-mats and basket-
work ; but its chief utility is in the economy
of nature, in which it protects sand-dunes,
and sandy coasts in general, from being blown
away by wind, or speedily removed by the
action of the sea.

ammo schist a, s. [Gr. aMM°? (ammos)~
sand ; and Lat. schistos, Gr. ax«rros (schistos)=
split, cleft ; from oVC" (schizo) = to split or
cleave.] Sand-schist.

am-mo-trag-el -a-phus, s. [Gr. a^fiot (am-
mos) = sand, and rpa^iKatpoq (tragelaphos) — a
mythic animal, the goat-stag ; TpdVyor (tragos)

= a he-goat ; £Aa<po? (elaphos) = a deer.] The
aoudad, a wild sheep ; to a certain extent
a connecting link between the sheep and the
goat. It is met with on the mountains of
Northern and Eastern Africa.

am-mu-nf-tion, s. [Lat. ad = to, and
munitio = a fortifying, fortification ; munio =
to raise a wall ; to fortify.]

Formerly : Military stores in general.

Now : Powder, shot, shells, &c. , for guns of
all sorts.

" Arms for ten thousand men and great quantities
of ammunition were put on board."

—

Macaulay :

Bill. Eng., eh. xii.

ammunition bread, s. Bread for the
supply of an army in the field or a garrison.
(Johnson.)

ammunition-waggon, s. A waggon
used to convey ammunition.

" Ammunition-waggons were prepared and loaded."
Froude: Hist. Eng. (1858), voL iv„ p. 375.

*am'-ner-^, 5. [From almner = almoner.]
The same as Almonry. An alms-house.

am-ne -si-a, s. [Gr. afAvneia (amnesia) = for-

getfulness ; u, priv., and M<M^<r*a>(mimttesfco)
;

nit. fivrjtrai (mneso) = to put in mind.] For-
getfulness ; loss of memory.

am nes ty, s. [In Fr. amnistie; Sp. am-
nestia and amnistia ; Port.. & ItaL amnistia

;

Lat. amnestia. From Gr. afxvna-ria (amnestia)
m forgetfulness of wrong : i, priv. , and nvho-Tt$

(mnestis) = remembering. ] An act of oblivion

passed after an exciting political period. Its

object is to encourage those who have com-
promised themselves by rebellion or otherwise
to resume their ordinary occupations, and this

it does by giving them a guarantee that they
shall never be called upon to answer for their

past offences.
" But the Prince had determined that, as far as his

power extended, all the past should be covered with a
general amnesty"—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. liii.

am-nic'-6l-lBt, s. [Lat. amnicola, from
amnis — a river, and colo = (1) to cultivate,

(2) to inhabit] One dwelling near a river.

(Johnson.)

am-nig -en-ous, a. [Lat amnigenus = born
in a river ; amnigena — born of a river ; amnis
= a river, and gen, the root of gigno — to beget,
to bear. ] Born of or in a river. (Johnson!)

am -ni on, am -ni 6b, s. [Gr. a/iviov (am-
nion) or afiviov (amnion)— (1) a bowl in which
the blood of victims was caught

; (2) the mem-
brane round the foetus ; the caul Dimin. of
afAv6$ (amnos) = a lamb.]

Animal Physiol. : The innermost membrane
with which the foetus in the womb is sur-
rounded. In the development of the higher
animals, the germinal membrane, at a very
early period, separates into two layers : the
external one serous, and the internal one
mucous. The portion of the serous lamina
immediately surrounding the embryo develops
two prominent folds, one on each side, which,
approaching, form two considerable reduplica-
tions, and ultimately unite into a closed sac.

It is these uniting folds that are termed the
amnion, (Todd £ Bowman : Physiol. Anat.,
vol. ii., pp. 384, 688, 606.)

Liquor Amnii : An albuminous fluid filling

the amniotic cavity. [Amniotic Cavity.]

Bot. : A clear and transparent fluid arising
after fecundation in the centre of the ovulum,
where it appears first in the form of a small
drop or globule. In some cases it has no
particular cuticle, but in others it is invested
with a fine and filmy membrane, called by
Mirbel, quintin; and by Brown, embryonic sac.

am-ni-St'-Ic, a. [Eng. amniofn), t, and -&.]
Pertaining to the amnion ; formed by the
amnion ; contained in the amnion.

amniotic cavity, s. A particular cavity
in the partially-developed foetus of an animal.
It is filled with the liquor amnii, and has
within it the embryo. [Amnion.] (Todd and
Bowman: Physiol. Anat., vol. ii., p. 588.)

am 6-be -an. [Amcsbean. ]

am o-be-um. [Amosbeum.]

a-mce'-ba, s. [Gr. afioifirj (amoibe)= (1) a re-

compense, (2) a change : from atxtijit* (ameibo)
as to change. ]

Zool. ; A term applied to a Protozoon which
perpetually changes its form. It is classed
under the Rhizopoda. It is among the sim-
plest living beings known, and might be de-
scribed almost as an animated mass of perfectly
transparent moving matter. Amoebae may be
obtained for examination by placing a small
fragment of animal or vegetable matter in a
little water in a wine-glass, and leaving it in
the light part of a warm room for a few days.
(Prof. Lionel S. Beale : Bioplasm, 1872, § 75, pp.
49, 50.) The Amceba diffluens is sometimes
called, from its incessant changes of form, the
Proteus.

am ce bse an, am 6 be an, am' --e- be-
an, a. Answering alternately. [Amoebeum.]

am-ce-be'-um, am o be um, 5. [Gr.

apotflalos (amoibaios) = interchanging, altei-
nate ; anot^rj (amoibe)= requital, recompense

;

aneifiai (ameibo) = to change.] A poem con-
taining alternating verses, designed to be sung
by two people, one in answer to the other; a
responsive song^

am - Sib'- ite, s. [Gr. afiotB^ (amoibe) =
change; suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).j

Min. : A variety of Gersdorfftte or Nickel
Glance (q.v.). It contains arsenic, 47*4 ; buI-
phur, 15*2; nickel, 37'4. It occurs at Lich-
tenberg, in the Fichtelbirge.

am-S-U'-tion, s. [Lat. amolitio = a remov-
ing ; a putting away from ; amolior = to
remove

; molior= to put one's self in motion,
to construct or build. ] Removal.

" We ought here to consider—a removal or amolition
of that suppoaal ;—the grounds and reasons of this
amolition.' —Bp. Seth Ward: Apologyfor the Mysteries
of the (iospel 11673), PP- *. 6-

a-mo'-me-fia, s. pi. [Amomuh.]
Bot. : Jussieu's name for an order of endo-

genous plants, called Scitaminese by Brown,
and Zingiberacese (q.v.) by others.

a-mo'-mum, s. [In Ger. amome and kardo-
momen ; Dut. kardamom ; Fr. amome; Sp.
and ItaL cardamomo ; Port cardomono ; Lat.
amomum ; Gr. a/iw/iov (amomon) — an aromatic
shrub from which the Romans prepared a
fragrant balsam. Arab, hamamma, from
hamma = to warm or heat ; the heating
plant. ]

1. A genus of plants belonging to the order
Zingiberaceae, or Ginger-worts. They are
natives of hot countries. The seeds of A.
granum paradisi, A. maximum, and on the
frontiers of Bengal of A. aromaticum, are the
chief of the aromatic seeds called Cardamoms
(q.v.). A pungent flavour is imparted to
spirituous liquor by the hot acrid seeds of A.
angustifolium, macrospermum, maximum, and
Clusii. (Lindley : Veg. King., 1847, p. 167.)

" The amomum there with intermingling flowers
And cherriea, hangs her twigs."

Cowper : The Task, bk. 11L

2. The specific name of the Sison amomumr
the Hedge-bastard Stone-parsley, believed by-
some to be the Amomum of Pliny and Dios-
corides. It is wild in Britain.

3. Among the French : The Solanum pseudo*
capsicum.

among, a mong st, • a -mong'e?,
* a mong uis, * among est, * a-
mong o, * e mong e (all Eng.), a-mang'
(Scotch), prep. [A. 8. on-mang, ongemang m
among ;

gemang (prep. = among), s. = a
mixture, a collection, an assembly, an en*
eumbrance, a burden.]

1. Noting environment by : Mingled with,
in the midst of : with persons or things on
every side.

"... and Adam and his wife h'd themselves from
the presence of the Lord Ood amongst the trees of the
garden."—Gen. lit 8.

". . . they have heard that thou Lord art among
this people."—Numb. xiv. 14.

" Unmindful that the thorn is near,
Amang the leaves."

Burns : To James Smith.

2. Noting discrimination or selection from
any number or quantity : Taken from the
number of.

". . . there is none upright among men. '*

—

Mtcah
viL 2.

" There were also women looking on afar off ; among
whom was Mary Magdalene, and Mary . ,

."

—

Hark
iv. 40.

" Senek anumges other wordes wyse
Saith, that a man aught him wel avyse."

Chaucer: C. T., 9,397-8.

3. Noting distribution to various persons,
or in various directions.

"There is a lad here, which hath five barley loaves,
and two small fishes : but what are they among so-

manyV—John vL 9.

Tf Here there iB properly an ellipsis. "What
are they [when they will have to be parted],

among so many ?
"

A- mo'-ni-an, a. [Ammonian.]

t am-or-a'-dd, s. [Lat. amor = love ; from'

amo= to love.] A lover. [Inamorato.]

am-or-e'-an§, s. pi. [Corrupted Arama-an (?). ]:

A sect of Gemaric doctors, or commentators
on the Jerusalem Talmud. [Talmud.] They
were preceded by the Mishnic doctors, and
followed by the Sebureans.

am or ct, am or cttc, am our ette,
* am-or-<$t'-td, s. [Fr. amourette= (1) lova,

(2) a love affair.]

1. An amorous woman ; a wanton girl.

" When amorets no more can shine.
And Stella owns she's not divine."
Dr. J. Warton: Poems; Sappho't Advice.

" And eke as well by amorettes
In mourning black, as bright brunettes.**

Rom. of the Rot*
2. A love-knot (?).

" For not iclad In silke was he.
But all In flouris and flourettes,
I-paiuted all with amorettes."

Rom. of the Rote, 89£

3. A petty amour ; a trifling flirtation.

" Three amours I have had in my lifetime : as for
amourettes, they are not worth mentioning."— Walsh'%-

Letters.

boil, bo^; po^t, Jo>l; oat, cell, chorus, $hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph =f
-tlon, -slon, -tloun, -olonn = shun ; -fton, -elon = shun, -tious, - sious, -olous'= shus. -ble, -die. && - bel, del.
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IT Spenser uses Amoret, AmoreU, or A moretta,
as a proper name.

"With whom she went to seeke faire Amoret."
Spenser: F. Q., IV. vi. 46.

" Falre Amorett must dwell in wicked chaines,
And Scudamore bete die with sorrowing."

Ibid., 111. xi.34.
" She bore Belphoebe : she bore in like cace
Fayre Amoretta in the aecond place."

Ibid., III. vi 4.

am-or-eV-td, s. [Fr. amourette.] [Amoret.]
An amorous man.

" The amoretto was wout to take his staud at one
place—where sate his mistress."—Qayton : Notes on D.
Quix., p. 47.

* am-or-ev'-6l-ous, a. [Itai. amorevole.]
Sweet, obliging, affable, generous, amorous.

• He would leave it to the prlncesaa to shew her
•ordial and amorevolou* aHectiuns. '—Racket: Life of
Arch*. William*, pt. i., p. 16L (Trench.)

* am'-or-i-ly\ adv.. [Old form of Merrily.]
Merrily.

** The second lesson Robin Redbreast sang,
Haile to the god and goddess of our lay,
And to the iectorn amorily be sprang,
Haile m<L eke), O fresh season of May."

Chaucer : The Court of Love.

am'-OT-iSt, $. [Lat. amor = love ; Eng. suff.
-ist. ] A man professing love ; an inamorato,
a gallant.

* Female beauties are as fickle in their faces as their
minds; though casualties should spare them, age
brings in a necessity of decay; leaving doters upon
red and white perplexed by lncertainty both of the
continuance of their mistress's kindness and her
beauty, both which are necessary to the amorist's joys
and quiet."—Boyle.

a-mom -ings, adv. [Eng. a = on ; mornings.]
On or in the mornings.

— ..
" Thon and I

Will hve so finely in the country, Jaques,
And have such pleasant walks Into the woods
Amornings. "—Ueaum. and FL: Noble Uent.. iL L

fim-or-O'-sa, s. [Ital. adj. f.] A wanton
female.

" I took thera from am»rosas, and violators of the
boundBol modesty."—Sir T. Herbert! Travels, p. 19L

am-or-d'-so, s. [Ital ] A man enamoured.

am -or-ous, * am'-er-ous, a. [Lat. amor,
and Eng. suff. -oii$= full of. In Fr. amoureux;
8p., Port., & Ital. amoroso. From Lat, amor= love. J

t 1. In love with, entertaining love for;
desirous of obtaining. This love or desire
may be attributed to a person or other being,
or to a thing personified ; and it may go out
towards a person or thing. (Formerly followed
by on, now by of.)

(a) Literally

:

u This squyer, which that hight Aurilius,
On Dorigeu that was so amerous."

Chaucer: C. T.. 11,803-4.

**Bure my brother is amorous on Hero "

Shaketp. : Much Ado about Nothing, 11. 1.
" Even the gods who walk the sky
Are amorous of thy scented Bigh."

_. „. . ,
Moore: Anacreon, Ode 48.

(6) Figuratively

:

" Which to the tune of flutes kejrt stroke, and made
The water, which they beat, to follow faster,
As amorous of their strokes."

Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, It 2.

2. Naturally inclined to love ; having a
strong propensity to be inspired with sexual
passion.

(a) Lit. 0/persons:

IT Crabb says that amorous, loving, and fond
" are all used to mark the excess or distortion
of a tender sentiment Amorous is taken in a
criminal sense, loving and fond in a contemp-
tuous sense : an indiscriminate and dishonour-
able attachment to the fail- sex characterises
the amorous man ; an overweening and
childish attachment to any object marks the
loving and fond person. . . An amorous
temper should be suppressed, a loving temper
should be regulated ; a fond temper should
be checked." {Crabb: Eng. Synonymes.)

". . . where 1 was taught
Of your chute daughter the wide difference
'Twixt timorous and villainous."

t
Shakesp. : CpmbeUne, v, 5.

(b) Fig . Of things personijled

:

44 Nor Chloris, with whom amorous zephyrs play.

"

Cowper : Milton's Latin Poems, Elegy iii.

" While the amorous, odorous wind
Breathes low between the sunset and the moon."

Tennyson : Eleanor?, 8.

3. Relating to or belonging to love ; indi-
cating love : produced by love ; fitted to
inspire love, or excite to sexual indulgence.
" Where the gay blooming nymph constrain'd his stay
With sweet, reluctant, amorous delay."

Pope : Homer's <Mys*ey, bk. xxiil., 861-1

to the harp they sung
Soft amorous ditties, and in dance came on.

Milton: P. L.. bk. xt

amoretto—amove

am-or-ons'-ly", adv. [Eng. amorous; -ly.] In
an amorous manner ; fondly, lovingly.

" If my lips should dare to kiss
Thy taper fingers timorously."

Tennyson .- Madeline, 8.

am or-oiis-ness, *. [Eng. amorous; -ness.]
The quality of being amorous ; disposition to
love.

" Lindainor has wit and amorousness enough to make
hiia find it more easy to defend fair ladies, than to
defend himself against them."

—

Jioyle on Colours.

a-morph'-a, e. [In Dut and Fr. amorplia;
Gr. a^op^.o» (amorpltos), adj. = unshapely ; o,
priv., and tsopqtt) (morphe) = form ; alluding
to the fact that the corolla has neither aim
nor carina.] Bastard Indigo. A genus of
papilionaceous plants. A. fruticosa was for-
merly cultivated in Carolina as an indigo
plant.

a morph-6-phal -lus, s. [Gr. auop<pot
(amorphos) = (1) misshapen

; (2) shapeless
;

and <pa\\6v (phallos) = a phallus.] A genus
of plants belonging to the order Araceai, or
Arads. The A. orixensis has very acid roots,
and, when fresh, is applied in India, in cases
of cataplasm, to excite or bring forward tu-
mours. It is powerfully stimulating. A.
montanwm, is similarlv employed. (Lindl ;

Veg. Kingd., pp. 128, 120.)

a-morph'-oua, a. [In Fr. amorphe; Port.
amorpho ; Gr. anopqjov (amorpJios) = (1) mis-
shapen, (2) shapeless: a, priv., aud yuopat;
(morphe)= form, shape. ] Without form, shape-
less. (Used specially in mineralogy, in which
it is applied to minerals of indefinable, inde-
terminate, or indefinite forms.) (Phillips:
Mineralogy, 2nd ed., 1819, p. lxxxiii.) Ex-
ample : Native minium.

a-morph'-y, s. [Gr. Anopsia (amorphia).']
Shapelessness, irregularity of form.

"As mankind is now disposed, he receives much
greater advantage by bein^ diverted than instructed

;

his epidemical diseases beiiut fastidiosity, amorphu,
and oscitation."—Tale of a Tub.

a-mdr'-rha, ». [Possibly from Sp. amorrar
= to bow the head.] An American plant with
purple flowers.

"Bright with luxuriant clusters of roses and purple
amorrhas.

Over them wander the buffalo herds, tlie elk, and the
roebuck. Longfellow : £vangeline, pt. li, 4.

a-mort', adv. [From Fr. d la mort = after the
manner of the dead. In Sp. amortiguado;
Ital. ammortilo.] As if dead, dejected, spirit-
less, depressed.
"How fares my Kate? what, sweeting, all amort t"

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. a

amort ise, v.t. [Amortize.]

a-mort-I-za'-tion, *. [In Ger. amortisation ;

Sp. amortization; Port amortisacac] The
act or the right of alienating lands in mort-
main.

" Every one of the religious orders was confirmed by
one pope or other ; and they made an especial jirovieion
for them after the laws of amortization were devised
and put in use by princes."—Ayllffes Parergon Jurtt
Cunonici.

a-mdrt'-ize-m«5nt, s. [Fr. amortissement =
1 (of debts), liquidation ; 2 (finance), sinking;
3, redemption.] The same as Amortization
(q.v.). (Johnnm, dv.)

a -mort'-xzo, a mort'-ise , v. t. [Norm

.

amortizer or amort ir ; Fr. amortlr ; Sp. amor-
tize r ; Port avuyrtisar=to sell in mortmain

;

Ital. ammortire = to extinguish; Lat mors,
genit. mortis = death.] [Mortmain.]

1. In a general sense: To make dead, to
render useless.

"' But for as moche as the good werkes that men don
while they ben in good lif, been all amortized by sinne
following."—Chaucer : The Personnes Tale.

2. Law: To transfer the ownership of land
or tenements in permanence to a corporation,
guild, or fraternity. [Mortmain.]

".
. . if his Majesty gave way thus to amortize

his tenures, his courts of wards will deoay."—Bacon to
the Mara, of Buckingham, Let. 205.

*a-mor'-w9, *%-mor'-wen, *a-mor'-ewe,
adv. [A.S. a=on; morgt'n, morgyn, morltgen
= morrow.] On the morrow.

"This tuessanger a-morwe whan he awook."
Chaucer: C. T., 5,226.

A'-mos, *. [Heb. DiD£ (Amos or Ghamos).}

1. A Hebrew prophet ; not to be confounded,
as some of the early Christian writers did,
with Amoz, the father of Isaiah, whose name,

fi^W (Amos), has N instead of 3?, and S instead

of D. He was a native of Tekoa, about six

miles south of Bethlehem, where he was a
herdmau and gatherer of sycomore fruit
Though a native of Judah, lie paocfcejftiedl in
Israel, some time between 7»8 and 784 B.C.
He was a contemporary of Isaiah aud Hosea.

2. The book of the Bible called by the name
of the foregoing prophet Its Hebrew is ex-
cellent, though there are in it peculiarities of
spelling. It has always been accepted as
canonical. It is twice quoted in the New
Testament (eh. v. 2/3, '26, in Acts vii. 42 ; aud
ix. 11 in Acts xv. lti).

a-md-tion, a, [Lat. amotio=& removing or
removal; from amoveo= to move away. ] Re-
moval.

"The Universities of Eup-laud shall need no other
punishment than what amotion of church honours
and preferments will occasion them."— Waterhouse
Apologyfor Learning, 4c. jlG^J), p. 9L
"The cause of his amotion is twice mentioned by

the Oxford antiquary."— T. Wartarit Life of Sir T
Pope, p. 252.

a mount', v.i. [Fr. monter = to ascend, from
mont — a mountain ; Noun. & Fr. aviout =
up (a stream); Sp. amotttm; tummtam = to
get up into the mountains (montar = to
mount, monte = a mount ; montana = a
mountain, monta m an amount) ; Port, anion-
toar = to heap or hoard up (monte, -montanha
= a mountain) ; Ital. ammontare — to heap
up (montare — to amount ; moutagna = a
mountain.) In all these languages amount
and mountain are connected, suggesting the
fact that if new items of debts, of assets, or
of anything be constantly added to others
which have gone before, the sum total will
ultimately be (at least, hyperbolically speak-
ing) mountain-bigh.

L Lit : To go up, to mount
" So ui> h* >-ose, and thence amounted streight."

Spenser : F. $., L ix. M.
IL Figuratively

:

1. To _un into an aggregate by the accumu-
lation of particulars ; to mount up to, to add
up to.

" Thy substance, valued at the highest rate,
Cannot amount unto a hundred marks."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, t. 1.

"... he had a taste for maritime pursuits, which
amounted to a passion, indeed almost to a mono-
mania."—Macaulay: Uiit. of Eng., ch. XKili.

2. To count for, to deserve to be estimated
at, when everything bearing on the case is

allowed for.

" Thus much amounteth all tliat ever he ment."
Chaucer: C. T., 10.421

amount', s. [From the verb.]

1. The total, when two or more sums are
added together.

"The amount was fixed, by an unanimous vote."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiti.

2. The result when the effect of several
causes is estimated.

"And now ye lying vanitie? of life.

Where are you now, nud what is your amount t
Vexation, disappointment* and remorse."

Tlumuon,

a-mount'-Ing, pr. par. [Amount, t>. ]

am our, 'am-oure, s. [Fr., from Lat.
amor ~ love.] A love affair; an affair of
gallantry. (Used almost exclusively of illicit

love.)
" But lovely peace, and gentle amity.
And in Amours the passing howres to spend."

Spenser : F. <?.. II. vi. 35.

"Grey and some of the agents who had served him
In his amour were brought to trial vn a charge of
conspiracy,"—Macaulay: Mist, Eng^ ch. v.

* a-mous'e, s. [Possibly from Gr. a^ovaoc
(amousos) = . . . unpolished, rude, gross.]
A counterfeit gem or precious stone. (Glossog.
Nova, 2nd ed., 119.)

* a-m.6'v-al, s. [Eng. amove; -al] Complete
removal,

" The amoval of these insuflerable nuisances would
infinitely clarify the air."—Evelyn.

* amove, v. t [Fr. tmouvoir, from Lat
amoveo = to remove away : a = from ; moneo
= to move. ]

1, To remove.
"She no lesse glad then he desirous was
Of his departure tbence . .

That sho well pleased was thence to amove him farm"
Spenser: F. Q., IL vi. ST.

2. To move, to inspire with emotion. (This
sense is not from Lat. amoveo = to move away,
to remove, but from the simple verb moveo =
to move.)

"And him amoves with speaches seeming fit
'Ah, tit-are Sansloy ' . . ."

Spenser: F. ©, I. It. if.

I&te, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ptft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, ee, ce - e. ey - a. ew u.
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[Amove, v.]

[AHPHlAHTHROSia]imp-ar-thros'-is, s.

fem-poT-I-dSB, s. pi. [From AmpeUs (q.v.).]

Chatterers. A family of birds belonging to

the order Passeres, and the sub-order Denti-

rostres. Thev stand between the LaaHdse,

r>r Shriks*. and the Museicapidje, or Fly-

catchers. They chiefly inhabit the warmer
legions. They are often very beautiful iu their

Tlumage. They feed on fruits and insects.

The Ampelidse may be divided into six sub-

families : (1) Diei-uriua;, or Drongo Shrikes ;

(2) Campephagime, or Caterpillar -eaters ;

(3) Gymnndcrime, or Fruit Crows; (4) Am-
pdime, or True Chatterers ; (5) Pipnnse, or

M,uiikina ; and (6) Pachycephalinse, or Thick-

heads.

am-pel id e-ee, s. pi [From Gr. ap.ire\oe

(ompelos) — a vine.] Vine-worts. An order

of plants placed bv Lindley uuder tlie Ber-

beral Alliance. They are called also Vitacese.

The calyx is small ; the petals 4—5 ; the

stamens as many, and inserted opposite to the

petals ; the ovary two-celled ; the berry often

by abortion one-celled, with few seeds. There

is not a modern genus Ampelos.

iim-pel i-iue, s. pi. [Ampelid^b (4).)

4m'-pel-ls, s. [Gr. AitrreAi's (ampeiis) = dimin.
from ipireAo* (ampelos) = (1) a young vine,

(2) a kind of bird.] The typical genus of
the family of birds called Ampelidse, or
Chatterers. The beautiful Bohemian Chatterer
is Ampelis garrula, [Chatterer.]

&m -pel-ite, s. [Gr. ann-eAiTts (ampelitis) =
pertaining to the vine, yi ajuwreAiTw (ge ampe-
litis) — " vine-earth ;

" Lat. ampelitis = a kind
of bituminous earth with which the vine was
sprinkled as a preservative against worms

;

from afiTreko? (ampelos) = a vine.] Perhaps
a preparation of cannel-coal, with which bus-
bandmen in France smear their vines to kill
insects, [Cannel-coal.]

&m pel-op -Sis, s. [Gr. ap,ire\o<; (ampelos) =
vine, and 3<f>if (opsis) m look, appearance.]

Bot. : A geniLs of Ampelide* (q.v.) Being
rapid in growth, the species are sometimes
used for covering walls and arbours.

&m-pere'f s. [Named from a French elec-
trician.] [Unit, s., 11. 4. (2).]

amperemeter, ampero meter. §.

Elect. ; An instrument for measuring in am-
peres the strength of an electric current. Also
called ammeter.

am'-per-lan, «. Relating to Andre Marie
Ampere (see Ampere) or to his theories.

am -per-aand, s. [See def.] A corruption
of and per se — and standing by itself; the
signi.

am phi-, in composition. [Gr. ap.<pi (amphi)
= on both sides; Sansc. abhi, abhltas ; Lat.
amh and am; O. H. Ger. umpi (ntn). [Amb.]
On both sides. (See the words which follow.)

am-pln-ar-thro -sis, s. [Gr. ip,<pi (amphi)
— on both sides ; apdptavi? (arthrosis), or,
more classically, ipepto&ia [arthrddia) — arti-
culation ; apQpwo (arthroo) = to fasten by a
joint ; apOpor (arthron) = a joint ; * apia (aro)= to join ; Sansc. or.]

Anat. : A form of articulation in which two
plane or mutually adapted surfaces are held
together by a cartilaginous or fibro-cartila
giuous lamina of considerable thickness, as
well as by external ligaments.

T It is considered by Todd and Bowman to
be a variety of the synarthrodal joint. In
man it occurs in the articulations between the
several vertebrae, between the ossa pubis, and
between the ilium and the sacrum.

fcm-phlb'-I-a, s. pi [Xeui pi. of om0*/9*oc
(amphibia) — living a double life, i.e., both
on land and water ; Gr. ap,<pi (ompM)=double
and pio?(bins) = life.] [Amphibium.]
Zoology: Animals which can live indiscri-

minately on laud or water, or which at one
part of their existence live in water and at
another on land. It is used—

1. By Linnreus for the third of his six
classes of animals. He Includes under it
reptiles in the wide sense of the word, with
such ttshes as are most closely akin to them
He divides the class into three orders. Reptiles
Serpentcs, and Nantes.

[Eng., Ac, amphibia

;

to any amphi -

libious animal.

iibian (q.v.).

[Eng., &c, amphibia;

2. By Cuvier, in his Reane Animal, for his

third tribe of Carnivorous Mammalia, the first

and second being the Plantigrades and Digiti-

grades. He included under it the Seals and
their allies. In his Tableau Elemental re, the
arrangement is different, the Amphibia being
an ouier ranked with tlie Cetacea (Whales),
under his third grand division, Mammalia,
which have extremities adapted for swimming,
the fltsfc betas " Mammalia which have claws
or nails," and the second " those which have
hoofs.

"

3. By Macleay, Swainson, Huxley, and other
modern zoologists, the fourth great class of
animals corresponding to Cuvier's reptilian
order Botraehia. It is intermediate between
Re^iilia and Pisces. They have no amnion.
Their visceral arches during a longer or
shorter ]>eriod develop filaments exercising a
respiratory function, or branchiae. Tlie skull
articulates with the spinal column by two
condyles, and the Iwse occipital remains un-
ossihed. But Huxley divides them into four
orders, the Urodela, the Batrachia, the Gym-
nophiona, and the Labyrinthodonta. The
fngf the toad, and the newt are familiar
examples of the Amphibia.

* am phib -i-al, a. &.s.

-al]

1. As adjective: Pertainin,
bious animal.

2. As substantive : An amphibious animal.

U Now superseded by Amphibian (q.v.).

am-phib'-I-an, a. & s.

-OK.]

L As adjective : Pertaining to any amphi-
bious animal, or specially to the Amphibia
(q.v.).

2. As substantive: An animal belonging to
the Amphibia (q.v.).

". . . the close affinity of the fish and the am-
phibian."—Huxley ; Classif. of Animals, xxv.
"It is founded on souie reptiles and amjjAtMan*.'—

Darwin : Descent of Man, vol. i., i>L i., ch. i.

t am-phib'-I-d-lite, s. [Gr. a^duyfcoe (am-
pkibios), and Atfor (Mhos) = stone.] A fossil
amphibian.

am-phib-I-dl-og'-I-cal, a. [Eng. amphi-
biotogy ; -ical.] Relating to amphibiology.

am-pblb-I-ol'-S-gy, s. [Eng. amphibia;
-jogy. In Ger. amphibiologie. From Gr.
a/KpiPio? (amphibws), and Aoyos (logos)= a dis-
course.] The department of science which
treats of tlie Amphibia.

am-phlb'-I-oiis, a. [In Fr. amphibie; Sp.
&. ItaL anfibio; Port, amphlbio ; Gr. au.q>i{lto<;

(amphibios) = amphibious, living a double life,

<.«., on land and water: apupt (amphi) = on
both sides, double, and 0to? (bios) = life.]

1. Capable of living both on land and in
water.

"As soon as the young [crocodile*] are born, they.
hasten to cast themselves Into the water, but the
greater number of them become the prey of tortoises
of voracious fish, of amphibious animals, and even, as
is said, of the old crocodiles"—6riffUhs Cueicr vol
ix., u. 18*.

2. Of a mixed nature.
" Traulua of amphibious breed.
Motley fruit of uauugrel seed." Swift.

am-phib'-i-ous-ness, s [Eng. amphibious;
-ness.) The quality of being able to live both
on land and water, or of partaking of two
natures.

tarn phib ium, s. [In Ger. amphibinm;
Latinised from ap,<pifitt», (amphibion), neut. of
i+xtpifitos (am-fjhibios) = living a double life.]
Living either on land or water. Its plural is
Amphibia (q.v.). While the sing, amphibinm
is rare, amphibia is a common scientific word.

"Sixty years Is usually the age of thifl detested am-
phrbitim. [the crocodile), whether it be beast, fish, or
sen>enf—Sir T. Herbert : Travels, p. 36*.

am-phlb'-d-le, s. [In Lat amphibolus;
from Gr. ap.q>iflo\o^ (amphibolos) = doubtful,
ambiguous

; a.fj.<pt@ah\u> (amphibolic?) = to
throw around as a garment ; v.i., to turn out
uncertainly : au<pi (amphi) = around : /SaAAw
(ballo) m to throw.] The name of a mineral,
or great mineral genus which the British
Museum Catalogue makes synonymous with
Hornblende. Dana considers that the term
Amphibolo proposed by Haiiy should have
the precedence, inasmuch as thatdistinguished
scientist was the first rightly to appreciate the
species, bringing together under it horn-
blende, actinolite, and tremolite. It varies

much in composition, and its constituent
elements will be best exhibited under its

several varieties. These Dana classifies as
follows :

—

I. Containing little or no alumina :

1. Magnesia— Lime— Ainphibole= Tremo-
lite.

2. Magnesia— Lime— Iron — Amphibole=
Actinolite.

3. Magnesia—Iron—Amphibole =Antholibs.
4. Magnesia— Lime— Manganese— Amphi-

bole = Kichterite.

5. Iron—Magnesia—Amphibole =Cumming-
tonite.

6. Iron—Manganese—Amphibole = Danne-
morite.

7. Iron—Amphibole = Griinerite.

8. Asbestus.

11. Aluminous:

9. Aluminous Magnesia — Lime — Amphi-
bole= (a) Edenite, (6) Smaragdite.

10. Aluminous Magnesia—Lime—Iron Am-
phibole = (a) Pargasite, (6) Hornblende.
1L Aluminous Iron—Lime—Amphibole =

Noralite.

12. Aluminous Iron — Manganese— Amphi-
bole — Camsigraditc. (See these words.)

IT Dana makes Amphibole the type of a
group, and also a sub-group, of minerals, which
ho classes at the head of his Bisilicatcs.

am-phi-b8l'-X-a, am-phib'-dl-tf, *. [Lat
ampkibolia, fromGr. a.fsqn/3o\ia(am]ihibolia)z=

(1) the state of being attacked on botli sides

;

(2) ambiguity. From Greek a/jupiftoho? (am-
phibolos)= (1) put round as a garment; (2)
attacked from both sides ; (3) ambiguous

:

o/i<p(/?d\Aco (amphiballo) = to put round, to
surround, to double ; ap\<pi (amphi), and fi*K\m
(ballo) =s to throw.]

A. Chiefly in the form Amphibolia

:

Logic: What logicians have described as ths
fallacia amphibolice. It occurs when a sen-
tence, though consisting of words each of
which, taken singly, is unambiguous in its

meaning, is yet itself susceptible of a double

-

signification, on account of the order in which
the words are arranged, or for some similar
reason. The Latin language was particularly
liable to afford examples of amphibology—a.
fact well known to those who gave forth* the
"prophetic" utterances of the ancient oracles,
as in the famous answer returned to Pyrrhus.
when he asked counsel as to whether he would
be successful if he invaded the Roman empire,
" Aio te, iEacida, Romanos vincere posse*
(" I say that you, Oson of ^Eacus, can conquer
the Romans ;" or " I say that the Romans can
conquer you, O son of ^Eacus "). Similarly, the
witcli "prophecy" in English, "The Duke
yet lives that Henry shall depose," may mean
" The Duke yet lives who shall depose Henry,"
or, "whom Henry shall depose;" but it may
be said that the word that is ambiguous, and
that consequently tlie sentence is an example
not of amphiboly, but of equivocation. (See
Whateiy's Logic, 9th ed., 1848, bk. iii., § 204.)

B. In the form Amphiboly:
Ordinary Language: In the same sense as

that given uuder A., Logic.

"Come, leave your schemes.
And tine amphibolus."

Hen. Jonton : Jfapn. Lady, It 8.

"If It oracle contrary to our interest or hmnour, we
will create an amphiboly, a double meaning where
there is none. — Whitlock; Manners of the Eng.,p.ibi.

" Making difference of the quality of the offence
tuny (say they) give Just ground to the accused i*rty
either to conceal the truth, or to answer with sneh
amphibolies and equivocations as may serve to hi*
own preservation."—Bp. Hall: Cases of Conscience

&m-phi-bSl'-Jc, a. [Eng., &c, amphibole;
-ic] Pertaining to amphibole, containing
amphibole ; consisting to a greater or lesa
extent of amphibole.

&m phib 6 lite, &m-pliib'-*-lyte, a.

[Eng. amphibo(le) (q.v.) ; lite = Gr. Atloc (lithot)
= a stone.]

1. Another name'for Hornblende-rock (q. v. ).

(Dana.)

2. A name for a rock, called also Diabase,
which consists of hornblende and Labradorite
compacted together into a fine-grained com-
pound.

im-phib-6-16^ -I-caL, a . [Eng. amph ibology

;

-ical,] Pertaining to amphibology; of ambi-
guous meaning.
"A fourth insinuates, ingratiates himself with as .

amphibological speech."—Burton : Anal. Mel., v. 811.

oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenopnon, exist. -T*g,
-tlon. -slon. Hdoun = »hun

; -Jion. -ston = «hun. -tlon.. -slous, -dous, -ceous = shfis. -Me, -die, &c =b7l, deL

boo, bo^; poTU, jcn*-l:
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Am phib o log -i cal-ly, adv. [Eng. am-
phibological; -J*/.] In a manner to involve an
amphibolia ; with ambiguity of meaning.
(Johnson.)

Am-phib 61 6 gy, * am phib-61 -6-gie,
m. [In Ft. amphtbologie ; Sp. and Ital. anfibo-
login ; Port and Lat amphibologia ; Gr.

£.u<pifto\o<; (amphibolos) ~ (1) put round as
a. garment, (2) attacked from both Bides, (3)
ambiguous ; A070S (logos) — word, discourse. ]

The same as Amphibolia (q.v.).
" For goddis speke in amphibologies.
And lor one sothe they tellin twenty lies."

Chaucer : Troil. and Creu., iv. 1,406-7.

" Now the fallacies whereby men deceive others, and
mre deceived themselves, the ancients have divided
into verbal and real : of the verbal, and such as con-
clude from mistakes of the word, there are but two
worthy our notation ; the fallacy of equivocation and
amphibology."—Browne : Vulg. Errourt.

jun-pbib -<Sl Old, a. [Eng. amphibole, and Gr.
e/do? (eidos) =. appearance.] Having the ap-
pearance of amphibole.

&.m-phlb -ol-otis, a. [Eng. amphiboly), -ous.

In Lat. amphibolies; Gr. ajifi'/3oAor (amphi-
bolos).'] [Amphibolia.]

1. Of actions : Doubtful, ambiguous.
" Never was there such an amphibolou* quarrel

:

"both parties declaring themselves for the king, and
-making use of his name in all their remonstrances to
Justify their actions."—Howell.

2. Of words : Susceptible of a double con-
«truction, though the meaning of each word,
taken singly, is apparent.

"An -imphiboloia sentence is one that is capable of
two meanings, not from the double sense of any of the
words, but from its admitting of a double construc-
tion."— Whately : Logic, 9th ed. (1848), bk. iii., \ 10.

•Am-phib 6l-y\ s. [Amphibolia]

&m -phi brach, am-phib ra chys, s.

[In Ger. amphibrachys; Fr. amphibraque ; Lat.
amphibrachys; Gr. a.^fi8pa\v% (amphibrachiis)
= short at both ends ; afiipi = on both sides

;

fipa\is (brachus) = short.]

Pros. : A foot of three syllables, the middle
-one long, and the first and third short : * ~ w

,

as in the Greek eXatov (e-ldi-on), the Latin
& |

lis
|
ma, or the English in \ hit

|
man.

4m phi-branch'-i-a, s. pi. [Gr. a.n<pi (amphi)
= on both sides

; /apa-Jx'a (pranchia) = (1) fins,

(2) gills, (3) for 0p6yX t* (bronchia) = the bron-
chial tubes.] The tonsils and the parts sur-
rounding them. (Glossogr. Nova, <tc.)

~&m-phI-Coa'-li-a, s. [Gr. a/upUoiXoc (am-

phikoilos) — hollowed all round, quite hollow
;

an$i, and koIaos (koilos) = hollow.] In Prof.
Owen's classification, the first sub-order of
Crocodilia (Crocodiles), which again is the 9th
order of the class Reptilia, or Reptiles. (Owen

:

Palceontol.)

fan phic -6m-e, s. [Lat. (Pliny), from Gr.
ifMipiKOfioi; (amphikomos) = (as adj.) with hair
all round ; (as subst) an unidentified precious
•tone, used for divination and to inspire love.]

Bot. : A genus of Bignoniaceae (Bignoniads).
A. Emodi and. A. arguta, both from India, are
fine flowers.

im phi C05 ml-a, *. [Gr. a/upi (amphi) =
on both sides ; and Koo-fxios (kosmios) = well-
ordered ; koVmo? (kosmos) = order.] A genus of
ferns, of which the typical species, A. capensis,
is a fine tree-fern, twelve to fourteen feet high,
growing at the Cape of Good Hope and in
Java. (Treas. of Bot.)

Xm-phic-ty-on'-ic, a. [Eng., &c, Amphic-
tyon; -ic.] Relating to the Amphictyonic
League or its members.

" The affairs of the whole Amphictyonic body were
-"transacted by a congress."—ThirlwaU: Bitt. Greece,
voL L, ch. x.

am phi 2 ty 6x19, *. pi [According to the
Greeks, from an ancient hero, Amphictyon,
said to have founded the most celebrated of
the Amphictyonic associations ; but he seems
to have been a myth invented and named
in order to explain the existence of the
association. Doubtless from Gr. a^dtWoves
(amphiktiones) = they that dwell near, next
neighbours ; apapi (amphi)= round about ; and
KTi'fu (ktizo)= to people a country.] Delegates
.from twelve of the states of ancient Greece
which entered into a league to protect the
temple of Apollo at Delphi, and to promote
peace among the confederate states. The
conception was a noble one, but, like the Holy
Alliance in modern times, the performance was
of a different character. The Amphictyonic

written amphictiony, denotes a body referred to a
" -Thirhoall ; Bitt. Greece, vol.

League were chiefly responsible for two cruelly-
conducted wars, and on the whole exerted
an evil rather than a beneficial influence.
Besides the association which attained such
celebrity, and which met in the spring at
Delphi, and in the autumn at a temple of
Demeter, within the pass of Thermopylae,
there were other ancient Amphictyonies of
lesser celebrity.
"... a war which will be hereafter mentioned

between the Amphidyons and the town of Criasa."—
ThirlwaU: Bitt. Greece, vel. L, ch. x.

Am-phIc'-ty-on-$r, s. [Gr. 'An<ptKrvovia (Am-
phictuonia) — (1) the Amphictyonic league or
council; (2^ a league in general.] The Am-
phictyonic League or its council, as also any
association of a similar character.

"The term amphictyony, which has probably been
adapted to the legend, and would be more properly
written amphictiony, '~~

local centre of union.'
i (1835), ch. x., p. 374.

am'-phid, s. [Gr. in<pi (amphi)= around.]

Chem. : A name applied by Berzelius and
others to any compound consisting of an acid
and a base. It is opposed to Haloid (q.v.>

am phi des ma, s. [Gr. a^i — on both

sides ; 6Veru.a m a bond. ]

Zool. : A genus of orbicular, bivalve mol-
lusks, with long siphons, and a large tongue-
shaped foot. (Van der Hoeven.)

am phig-a-mous, a. [Gr. d><K - on both
sides, or doubtful ; and ydju.oc = marriage.]

Bot.: Having no trace of sexual organs.
(Be Candollei)

am-pbl-gas'-tri-a, s. pi. [Gr. an<pi (amphi) =
on both sides ; and plur. of 7ao-Tp*'o» (gastrion)

= a sausage ; dimin. from -yao-T^p (gaster)= the
belly.]

Bot. : Stipule-like appendages at the base
of the leaves of various Jungermannias.

am -phi-gene, s. [Gr. o\p.<pi (amphi) — on
both sides, &ndyfvvaai(gennao) — to engender,
to produce ; so called from the erroneous belief

that it had cleavage on both sides, j A mineral,
the same as Leucite (q.v.).

am-phig'-en-ous, a. [Gr. a.fx<pl (amphi) = on
both sides ; •yevfaw (gennao) = to engender.]

Bot. : Growing all around an object.

t ani-phig'-en-yte, s. [Prom •amphigene
(q.v.).] The name given in the parts around
Vesuvius to a lava occurring there which has
thickly disseminated through it grains of am-
phigene. (Dana.)

" am phi hex-a-he -dral, o. [In Fr. am-
phihexaedre : from Gr. £/*?>» (amphi) = on both
sides, on two sides; and hexahedral, from
hexahedron = a cube, not a hexagonal figure.]

CrystaXlog. : Hexahedral in two directions
;

terminating in each of two directions with a
hexahedron or cubical figure. (Cleaveland,
quoted by Webster.)

am-phil'-o-glte, t. [Gr. afj.<pi\oyes (amphi-
logos) = disputed, disputable: ajuox' (amphi)=
on both sides; Xo-yos (logos) = . . discourse.]
A doubtful mineral, if mineral it be, called
also didymite, and provisionally placed by
Dana under Muscovite. It was formerly called
talcose schist, and Dana believes it probably
only a mica schist.

am-phil'-o-gy, s. [Gr. a.n<pt\o-jia (ampkilo-
gia) = dispute, debate, doubt : an<pi (amphi)
= on both sides, and Ao7tov (log-ion) = an
announcement ; \6fos (logos) = a word, a dis-
course.] Equivocation ; ambiguity of speech.
(Johnson.)

am-phim'-a-^er, s. [Lat amphimacrus ; Gr.

apiplnaKpos (amphimakros), as substantive =
an amphimacer; as adj. = long at both ends :

afupi (amphi) = on both sides
; naKpoc (makros)

= large, long. ]

Prosody: A foot consisting of three syllables,
the first long, the second short, and the third
long : as Gr. «um«»^s (eumenes), Lat dejluunt
and Eng. slumbering. (Glossogr. Nova, £c.)

am-phl-oac'-i-dse, 5. pi. [From amphioxvs
fq.v.).l A family of fishes, which Owen makes
the only one under his first sub-order Pharyn-
fobranchii, or Cirrhostomi, of his Order I.,

lermopteri. Huxley regards it as the only
family under his sixth and last order of fishes,

the Pharyngobranchii. [Amphioxus.]

am phi-ox -us, s. [Gr. ifupi (amphi) = on
both sides ; ofa (oxus) = sharp. So designated
because it tai«rs at both ends.] A genus of
fishes of an organisation so humble, that the
first specimen discovered was believed by
Pallas to be a slug, and was described by him
as the Limax lanceokxtus. It is now cabled
Amphioxus lanceolatus. It is found in the
Archipelago, and is a member also of th°
British fauna. [Amphioxijxe. ]

phioxu*.'
so lowly organised as the lancelet, or am-

-Darwin: Detcent of Man. voL L, pL i.,eh. vt

am phi pneust a, am phi pneusts,
s. pi. [Gr. d>du (amphi) — on both sides, and
nvitit {pneo), fut. nvevo'op.o.i (pneusomat) = to
breathe. Double-breathers.]
Zool : An old order of tailed amphibians

which retain the gills through life.

am phi pod, am phi pode (sing.), am-
phip od a, am phi pods, am phi-
pddes (pi), s. [From Gr. o/*<pi [amphi) =
on both sides ; jroii? {pons) = genit. wo66%
(podos) = foot ; n-ooa (poda) = feet. Having
feet on both sides.]

A. Sing. : An animal belonging to the
Crustaceous order Amphipoda. [See plural.]

B. Plur. -. An order of Crustaceans, con-
sisting of species provided with feet both for
walking and swimming. They live in the
water, or burrow in the sand, or are parasitic
upon fish. When they swim they lie on their
side. Some, when on shore, leap with agility.
The order consists of two families, the Hy-
peridae and the Gammarid*.

am phip 6 dal, a. [Amphipod.] The same
as amphipodous (q.v.).

am-phlp -6-dan, 5. [Amphipod.] Any in-

dividual of the Amphipoda.

am-phip -dd-oiis, a. [Eng. amphipod ; •ous.']

Pertaining to the Amphipoda (q.v.).

am-phip'-ri on, s. [Gr. a^i (amphi) = on
both sides, and wpi'wv (prion) = a saw.] A
genus of fishes belonging to the order Acan-
thopterygii, and the family Sciaenidae.

am-phip'-ro-style, s. [In Fr. amphiprostyle ;
Port, amphyprostylo ; Ital. anjiprostilo ; Lat
amphiprostylos ; all from Gr. afiftirp6o-ru\os
(amphiprostulos) = having a double prostyle :

a^i (amphi) = on both sides, and wp6o-r~v\o<
(prostulos) = having pillars in front ; *rpd (pro)
= before, and o-tSXos (stulos) =. a pillar.]

Arch. : A temple having a portico at either
end ; a temple with pillars before and behind,
but none on the sides. (Glossogr. Nova.)

am-phi-sar'-ca, «. [Gr. ap^pi (amphi) = on
all sides ; and o-dp? (sarx), genit. crap«6s (sar-
kos) — flesh.] A name applied to fruits which
are syncarpous, superior, dry externally, in-
dehiscent, many-celled, and pulpy internally.
(Lindley.)

am-phis-hae -na, s. [Lat, from Gr. a fi<pi<r-

Baiva (amphisbaina) = a serpent found in
Libya, fabled to have two heads, and in con-
sequence to be able to move equally well in
either direction. Gr. oV^u'c (amphis) = at or on
both sides ; Balvu (baino) ~ to walk, to step.]

1. Myth. : The faMed snake of the Greeks
and Romans just described.

" With complicated monsters head and tail.
Scorpion and asp and amphisbeena dire."

Milton; P. L., bk. x., 523-4.

2. Zool : A serpent-like genus of lizards,
formerly classed with the Ophidia. The
species are American. They feed on insects,
and are often seen in the vicinity of ant-hills.

am-phia bee -ni-dee, s. pi. [From the typi-
cal genus Amphisbazna (q.v.).] The family of
Saurians, of which the genus Amphisbaena if

the type. They are cylindrical, vermiform ani
mals, with their heads no thicker than their
necks, and their tails exceedingly short.
Their eyes are small, and sometimes cony
cealed. Only in the genus Chiiotes are there
visible limbs. Most of the species come
from America.

&m-phls'-cl-ans, amphis -ci-i, * pi.

[Lat amphiscii, from Gr. aMfimiot (amphi*-
kios), as adj. = throwing a shadow both ways ;

auft (amphi) = oti both sides, and <r<ua(sfcia)=
a shadow.] Those who live in that part of the

Site, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pfct,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e ; & = & qu = kw.
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world where, at one season of the year, their
shadows fall northward, and at another south-
ward. In other words, the people residing
within the tropics.

fan-phis '-i-en cock -a-trice, s. [Fr. am-

phiscien = tropical (see Amphiscians), and
Eng. cockatrice.]

Her. : A name for the mythic animal called

the Basilisk, which resembles a cockatrice,
but is two-headed ; the second head being
affixed to its taiL (Gloss, of Her.)

im phis i lc, am phys y le, s. [Or.
ip.<t>i (amphi) — on both sides ; second element
duubtfuL]

Zool. : A genus of fishes of the order Acan-
thopterygii and the family Fistularidse. They
have the back covered with large scaly plates.

Locality, the Indian Ocean.

am phi sper mi um, s. [Gr. au<pt (amphi)
= on botn sides, on all sides ; and <rn-cpju.a

(«j)erma) = aseed.]

Bot. : Prof. Link's name for a pericarp, which
is of the same figure as the seed it contains.

&m phis -to ma, s. [Gr. an<f>i (amphi) —
on ooth sides ; "<rro/*a (stoma) = mouth.] A
genus of parasitic worms, which have two
minute apertures like mouths, one at each
end of their body.

am phis y le, s. [Amphisilk.]

dm phith -a lite, *. [In Sw. amflthalit.

?rom Gr. ap<pt#a\fc(amphithales)= (l) bloom-
ing on both sides ; (2) flourishing, abounding,
rich : an<pt (amphi) = on both sides ; $d\ttv
(thalein) = 2 aor. inf. of 0a\Xo> (thallo) = to
abound, to be luxuriant. Dana says that it

is so called because it is usually surrounded
by other beautiful minerals, though unattrac-
tive itself.] A sub-translucent mineral, of a
milk-white color. Composition: Phosphoric
acid, 30*06 ; alumina, 48 50; magnesia, 1 55 ;

lime, 576 ; and water, 12*47. It occurs in
Sweden.

am-phi-the -a-tral, a. [Eng. amphitheatre;

al. In Ger. amphitheatrisch ; Fr. amphi-
thedtral ; from Lat. amphitheatralis.] Per-
taining to an amphitheatre ; resembling an
amphitheatre. (Tooke.)

am phi-the a tre, s. [In Dan., Dut, &
Ger. amphitheater; Fr. amphithedtre ; Sp. 4
Ital. anfiteairo ; Port, amvhitheatro ; Lat. am-
phitheatrum. From Gr. anQtOedrpov (amphi-
theatron) : ip.ipi (amphi) = on both sides, and
Oeurpov (theatron) = a theatre, from Qta.op.at

(theaomai) = to see.]

1. As the name implies, a double theatre.

The ancient theatres were nearly semi-
circular in shape ; or, more accurately, they
were half ovals, so that an amphitheatre,
theoretically consisting of two theatres, placed
with their concavities meeting each other,
was, loosely speaking, a nearly circular, or,

more precisely, an oval building. Amphi-
theatres were first constructed of wood, but
in the time of Augustus stone began to be

THE COLISEUM AT ROME.

wnployed. The place where the exhibitions
took place was called the arena (Lat. = sand),
because it was covered with sand or sawdust.
The part next the arena was called podium,
and was assigned to the emperor, the senators,
and the ambassadors of foreign nations. It
was separated from the arena by an iron rail-
ing and by a canaL Behind it rose tiers of
seats, the first fourteen, which were cushioned,
being occupied by the eqvites, and the rest,
which were of bare stone, being given over to
the common people. Except when it rained,

or was exceedingly hot, the amphitheatre was
uncovered. Among the sights were combats
of wild beasts and gladiator fights. The
Romans built amphitheatres wherever they
went. Remains of them are still to be found

PLAN OF THE COLISEUM
1. Section of ground plan. 2. Section of first floor.

3. Section of second floor. 4. Section of highest gallery.

in Great Britain at Cirencester, Silchester
and Dorchester ; but the most splendid ruins
existing are those of the Coliseum at Rome,
which was said to have held 87,000 people.

" Conceive a man placed in the burning Iron chair at
Lyons, amid the Insults and mockeries of a crowded
amphitheatre, and still keeping his seat ; or stretched
upon a grate of iron, over coals of fire, and breathing
out his soul among the exquisite sufferings of such a
tedious execution, rather than renounce his religion
or blaspheme his Saviour."

—

Additon.

2. The upper gallery In a theatre. In Eng-
land, the front seats in such gallery.

3. Fig. : The place or scene of any contest or
performance ; also, a valley resembling an
amphitheatre in shape.

4. Gardening:

(a) The disposition of trees or shrubs in an
amphitheatric form ; their arrangement for

this purpose on a slope, or with the smaller
ones in front, so as to make it appear as if

they were growing on a slope.

(6) The arrangement of turf in an amphi-
theatric form.

am -phi the at ric, am - phi the at '-

ri-cal, a, [Lat. amphitheatricus = pertain-

ing to an amphitheatre.]

1. Pertaining to an amphitheatre ; exhibited
in an amphitheatre.

" In their amphitheatrical gladiatures, the lives of

captives lay at the mercy of the vulgar.'*

—

Qayton :

Notes on D. Quiz., iv. 21.

2. In form resembling an amphitheatre.
". . . the name of bay is Justified, as applied to

this grand amphitheatrical depression."

—

Darwin.
Voyage round the World, ch. xix

am-phi-the'-at'-rl-cal-l$r, adv. [Eng. am-
phitheatrical; -ly.] In'the form of an amphi-
theatre. (Worcester.)

am -phi-there, s. The English term corre-

sponding to the word Amphitherium (q.v.).

"
. . . we must travel to the antipodes for myrme-

cobians, the nearest living analogue to the amphitheres
and spalacotheres of our oolitic strata."— Owen ;

Claiiiftc of Mammalia, p. 55.

am phi the ri -i dae, s. pi [/ ^iphithe
riijm.] A family of fossil mamnuls classed
by Owen with the Insectivora, but possessing
some marsupial affinities.

am phi-ther -i-um, s. [Gr. ap^C (amphi)=
on both sides, here = doubtful ; Qnpiov (therion)
=a beast, especially one of the kind hunted

;

dimin. of B-ffp (thir) = a wild beast. So called
by Blainville from the difficulty of placing it,

there having been discussions whether it was
a mammal, a reptile, or even a fish.] A genus
of fossil mammalia, founded by Blainville
from a fossil iaw found in Oxfordshire in the
Stonesfield slate, a sub-division of the Lower
Oolite. The A. Prtvostii was examined by
Cuvier in 1818, noticed by Buckland in 1823,
and figured by Prevost in 1825. There is a
second species, the A. Broderipil of Owen.

Am-phl-tri'-te, Am'- phi -trite, s. [In
Ger., 4c, Amphitrite; Lat. Amphitrite; Gr.
'A^iTpn-n (Amphitrite)= (I) the wife of Posei-
don (Neptune), (2) the sea. J

1. Classic Myth. (See the etym.)
" Or some enormous whale the god may send
(For many such on Amphitrite attend}."

Pope: Homer 'i Odytsey, bk. v., 588-9.

2. Znol : A genus of animals belonging to
the class Annelida, and the order Tubicola.
They have golden-colored bristles, arranged
like combs, or a crown, in one or more rows,
on the anterior part of the head. There are
very numerous tentacula round their mouths.
Some form light tubes, which they carry
along with them.

3. Astron. : An asteroid, the twenty-ninth
found. It was discovered by Manh and Pog-
son March 1, 1854, the date on which Bellona
was first seen by Luther.

am-phit-rop-al, a. [Gr. a^t (amphi)=ou
both sides, and Tpomj (trope) = a turning
round or about, or rpoiros (tropos) = a turn

,

TptTTut (trepo) to turn.]

Bot. : Curved round the body to which it

belongs. (Lindley.)

amphitropal embryo, s. An embryo
so curved as to have both apex and radicle
presented to the hilum, as in Reseda.

am phit rop ous, a. [Amphitropal.]

Bot. : A term used in describing the ovules
of plants.

An amphitropous ovule : One whose foramlnal
and chalazal ends are transverse with respect
to the hilum, which is connected with the
latter by a short raphe. (Lindley.)

Am-phit'-r^-oii, s. [Gr. 'Xix<pirpvutv (Am-
phitruon) = a king of Thebes, the son of
Alcaeus and Hippomenc]

1. Lit.: [See Etym.].

2. Fig. : A host, the giver of a banquet.

am -phi type, s. [Gr. ap.<j>C (amphi) = on
both sides ; twoc. (tupos)— type.] An applica-
tion of the calotype process, negative and posi-
tive pictures being produced at once.

&m-phi-um'-a, b. [Gr. atupi (amphi) = on
both sides ; the second element is said to be
a corr. of Gr. wvevp.a (pneuma) = breath, for

these animals have both gills and lungs.]

Zool. : The type genus of the family Am-
phtumidee. They have exceedingly elongated
bodies, with the legs and feet but slightly de-
veloped. One species (the A. tridactylum) has
three toes, another (the A. means) lias but two.

am phi-um' i dse, s. pi. [Amphiuma.]
Zool. : A family of Urodelian Amphibia,

chiefly from North America, [Amphiuma.]

am-phod'-el ite, s. [In Sw. amphodelit. ] A
mineral, a variety of Anorthite. Its cul«r
is reddish-grey or dingy peach-blossom red.
It is found in Sweden and Finland. It is

called also Lepolite.

am phor a (Lat), t am phor (Eng.), t.

[Ger., Port., 4c, amphora; Fr. amphore, from
Lat. amphora; Gr. apapopevt (amphoreus) ; cf.

A.S. amber.]

L Among the Romans :

1. A two-handled vessel, generally made of
clay, and used for holding wine, oil, honey, or
even the skeletons or ashes of the dead.-

AMPHOR-fi.

2. A liquid measure, containing 48 sectari,

or nearly six gallons. The Greek amphoreut
held nearly nine. The capacity of the Saxon
avibra is unknown.
"... which forbade all senators and sons of

senators from being the owners of a ship of the burden
of more than 800 amphora."—Arnold : Rome, eh. xlti.

II. Bot. : A genus of diatomaceous plants.

am phor al, a. [Eng., &<*,, amphora; -a/.]

Pertaining "to or resembling an amphora.

am phor ic, a. [Eng., 4c, amphora; -ic.]

Resembling an amphora.

boil, bc^; poiit, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =1
-tlon, -sion, -cioun = shun ; -^ion, sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious, -ccous = shus. -Me, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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amphoric resonance, t,

Med. : A sound as of one blowing into an
amphora, bottle, or smaller vessel, heard in

certain circumstances in auscultation of the
lungs.

am pith 6 e, am-phith'-o-e, *. [From
Amphithoe, one of the Nereids.]

Zool. ; A genus of Amphipodous Crustaceans.

am'-ple, a. [In Fr. ample; Sp. amplio; Port.

umplo ; Ital. ampio. From Lat. ampins.]

L Large, wide, great Used specially—

1. Of material things or of space

:

(a> Spacious, roomy ; widely extended.
*".

. . and ail the people in that ample nous."
Spenser ; F. Q.., IIL xi. 4fl.

" And Hycalessia's ample piny plain."
Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. ii., 593.

" Their cliff* above and ample bay below."
Ibid., 681.

" An ample forest, or a fair domain."
Ibid., bk. XX., 223. 964.

(6) Large in material bulk.
*" O'er the smooth surface of an ample crag."

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. UL

2. Of the mind or spirit : Great intellectu-

ally, morally, or both ; of vast courage.
" Thy soul as ample as thy bounds are small.
Emlur'st the brunt, and dar'st defy them all."

Cowper : Expostulation.

3. Of wealth or its distribution

:

(a) Large in amount.
" The other fifteen were to be unplaced noblemen

and gentle»ien of ample fortune and high character."
—iiacaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

(6) Liberal ; munificent.
** Extended Phrygia own'd thy ample retgn,
And all fair Lesbos' blissful seats contain."

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. xxi v., 6SS-C

" When men lived in a grander way.
With ampler hospitality."

Longfellow: Tales of a Wayside In* ; Prelude.

4. Of style in speaking or writing : Copious,
diffuse ; not concise.

'* His confessions during his imprisonment were free

and amp's."—Fronde; Hist. Eng., pt. ii.,voL UL, oh. xiv.

IL Fuliy sufficient, if not even more than
enough.
"... ample and conclusive evidence."

—

Darwin :

Descent of Man, pt i., ch. i

"F -reign nations did ample Justice to his great
qualities —iiacaulay Hist. Eng., ch. xl

If Crabb says of the difference between
ample, spacious, and capacious: "Ample is

figuratively employed for whatever is extended
in quantity ; spacious is literally used for

whatever is extended in space ; capacious is

literally and figuratively employed to express
extension in both quantity and space. Stores
are ample, room is ample, an allowance is

amjtfe ; a loom, a house, or a garden, is spa-

ciows ; a vessel or hollow of any kind is

capacious ; the soul, the mind, and the, heart

are capacUme. What is ample suffices and
satisfies ; it imposes no constraint What is

spacious is free and open ; it does not confine.

What is capacious readily receives and con-

tains; it is liberal and generous." (Crabb:
Eng. Sy)wn.)

am pie neas, s. [Eng. ample; -ness.] The

quality of, being ample.
" Impossible it is for a person of my condition to

produce any thin? in proportion either to the ample-
nessot the body* you represent, or of the places you
bear."

—

South.

am-plSx-a'-tien, s. [Lat. amplexus = an

embracing ; ampUctor = to embrace. ] An
embrace.

.

"... the amplexation of those sacred feet . .
"

—Dp. Hall : Contempt, on the Resurrection.

&m-plSx'-a-caul, t am-plex-I-caul -cnt,
a. [Lat. amplector = to embrace, and caulis

= the stem of a plant. ]

AMFLKXICAUL LEAVE*.

1. Germander Speedwell ' Veronica Ckammdrgsl
1 Hanbit Dead Settle {Lamium amplexicaule).

3. Elecampane {Inula Helenium).

Bot. : Embracing the stem, clasping the

stem ; as the base of the leaves in some cases

does. Example, Hyoscyamus niger. (Lindley,

o?c.)

am'-pli-ate, v.t. [In Sp. & Port, ampliar

;

Ital. ampliare ; fiom Lat. amplio.'] To make
wider, to extend, to enlarge.

" He shall look upon it not to traduce or extenuate,
but to explain and dilucidate, to add and ampliate,'
—Browne.

\ am-plt-a'-tion, s. [In Fr. ampliation ; Sp.

ampliation ; Port, ampliagao ; Ital. amplia-
zione; from Lat ampliatio.]

_

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Enlargement, extension.
" Odious matters admit not of an ampliation, but

ought to be restrained and interpreted in the mildest
tense."

—

Ayliffe's Parergon.

2. Dift'useness ; amplification of style.

"The obscurity of the subject and the prejudice and
prepossession of roost readers, may plead excuse for

any ampliations or repetitions thai may be found,
whilst I labour to express myself plain and full."—
Holder.

B. Imw : Deferring of judgment till a case

has been more fully examined.

«ff Amplification is now generally used in

its stead.

am -pli-fi-cate, v.t. [In Sp. & Port, ampli-

ficar ; Ital. ampUficare; from Lat amplifico.)

To amplify, to enlarge, to extend. (Johnson.)

am-pll-ffl-ca'-tloil, a. [In Fr. amplification ;

Sp. amplificacion ; Port, ampliflcacao ; Ital.

amplificazione ; from Lat amplificatio.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Gen.: Enlargement or extensionof space,

or of a material object Specially, an enlarge-

ment of the ordinary size of an object by the
aid of the microscope.

" The degree of the amplification of the one-fiftietii

object-glass made for me. . .
"—Deal* : Bloptas.it

(1872). 5 s.

2. Specially: In the same sense as No. II.

(Rhet.).

elaborate amplifications, in which epithet

Hist. Eng-.

IX Rhet. : A descent to minute particulars

in a narrative, so as to lengthen it unduly

;

the presentation of a subject in many lights,

when a smaller number would better answer
the purpose ; the employment of a multitude
of words where a few would be more effective

;

copiousness of language.

am'-pli-fied, pa. par. [Amplify.]

am-pli-fI-er, * am'-plj?-fy-ei\ ». [Eng.

amplify ; -er.\

1. One who enlarges any space or any
material object

"
. . the wonderfull tyranny which should,

folowe in y* great cytie Rome wherof they were the
fyrst amplyfyers."—Bale: English Votaries, pt ii.,

2. One who uses amplification in rhetoric.

[Amplification.]
" Dorlllans could need no amplifier's mouth for the

highest- point of praise. "—Sidney.

am -pll-fy, v.t & i. [In Fr. amplifier. From
Lat ampins= ample ; facio m to make. ]

A. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language:

t, Tc enlarge or extend a space, any mate-
rial substance, or an object of sense. Spec,
to enlarge the size of an object bv, the aid of

the microscope ; or to increase sound by re-

flection from a concave mirror.

"All concaves that proceed from more narrow to

more broad, do amplify the sound at the coming out"
—Bacon.

2. To enlarge or extend anything not mate-
rial in its composition.

(a) Generally

:

"
. . . is 't not meet

That I did amplify my Judgment in
Other conclusions T

"

Shakeep. : CTnbeUnm, t «.

"Itellthee.fellov,
Thy general la my lover ; I have been
The book of his good acta ; whence men have read
Uis fame tin parallel d, haply amplified."

Shakesp. : CorUt, V. 2.

(') Specially : In the same sense as No. II.

" He further supposes that these brief notices were
amplified by the niftorians, upon their own con-

Jectorea."—lewis ; Credibility of the Earls/ Soman
Hist. (1835), ch. xii., pt ii.. § la. vol. ii, p. 96.

EL Technically

:

Rhet : To enlarge on any subject ; to descend
to minute particulars in a narrative ; to use a
superfluity of arguments in a debate ; to em-

ploy a diffuseness of style in writing ; to exafc

gerate.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To speak or write diffusely.
* I have (as I think I formerly told you) a very gev-J

opinu>n of Mr, Kowe's sixth book of Lucan ; indeed, It*

amplifies too much, as well as Breltteuf, the Duno'iu
French imitator."—Pope : Letter to H. Cromwell flTlO).

•jj It is sometimes followed by on.
" When you affect to amplify on the former branches

of a discourse, you will ufteii lay a necessity ujiuu

yourself of cuntractiug tht; hitter, and prevent your-
self in the most important part of your design."*

—

Watts; Logic*.

2. T<i exaggerate ; to speak or write hyper-

bolically.
" Homer amplifies, not invents; and as there was

really a people called Cycloueaus, so they might be
men of great stature, or giants."

—

Pope's Odyssey.

&m'-pH-fy-Ing, pr. par. [Amplify.]

ain'-pll-tude, s. [In Fr. & Port, amplitude ;

Sp. amplitud ; Ital umpliliuiiiie. From Lat
amplitudo = (i.) width, breadth, size, bulk.

(ii.) Of moral qualities, &c. ; (1) greatness ; (2)

dignity, grandeur; (3) Rhetoric, copiousness.
From amplus = ample.]

A. OrdiTiary Language

:

L Of space or of material things:

1. Width, breadth, extent.

"Whatever I look upon, within the amplitude of
heaven and earth, is evidfnce of human ignorance."—
Qlanville,

2. Size, bulk, largeness, greatness,

"Men should learn how severe a thing the true
inquisition of nature is, and accustom themselves, by
the light of particulars, to enlarge their minds to the
amplitude of the world, and not reduce the world to

the narrowness of their minds."

—

Bacon.

"... the amplitude of the largest is probably a
hundred times that of the smallest"

—

Tyndall: Frag,
of Science, 3rd ed., vii. 187.

IX Of the mind : Breadth, comprehensive-
ness, capacity, greatness, largeness.

"But in truth that amplitude and acuteness of
intellect, . .

."—Macaulay. Hist. Eng.. ch. v\i

". . . amplitude of comprehension . . —Ibid.,
ch. xiv.

HX Of the position or resources of an indi-

vidual or a community

:

(a) Power, splendour, dignity.

"... hut in the great frame of kingdoms and
commonwealths, it is the power of princes or estates
to add amplitude and greatness to their kingdoms "—
Bacon: Essays, Civ. and Mor., ch. xxix.

(6) Sufficiency, abundance, or over-abun-
dance.

IV. Copiousness, superabundance of words.

"You should say every thing which has a proj>er

and direct tendency to this end ; always proportioning
the amplitude of your matter, anil the fulness of your
discourse, to your great design ; the length of yuur
time, to the convenience of your hearers. **

—

Watts;
Logick.

B. Technically:

L Nat Phil. : Breadth, width, extent

(Used speciilly of anything which oscillates

or vibrates.)

"Technically speaking, the ampUtudes of the oscil-

lations are imcveased."—Tyndall: Frag, of Seience,

Srd ed., via.. % p 178!

".
. .to determine by measure the amplitudes

of the vtbratiousof particles of air in a wave of seuud "

—Prof. Airy: Sound (1868), p. 148.

" But the ultimate amptit.ude of the recoil is soon
attained."—Tyndall: Frag, of Science, 3rd ed.. i.. 34.

IL Gvnnery : The amplitude of the range of

a projectile is the distance it traverse* mea-
sured along the horizontal line subtending the

parabolic curve along which it moved in its

flight. It is now in general more simply
termed the range of a gun.

IH, Astron. : The angular distance from the

east point of a heavenly body at the moment
of its rising, or from the west point at the

instant when it sets. Depending, as it does,

on the declination of the heavenly body and
the latitude of the place, the sine of the

amplitude is equal to the sine of the decl' na-

tion, divided by the cosine of the latitr de

The amplitude of the fixed stars remains in-

altered during the year ; that of the smj on

the contrary, greatly varies : standing at

nothing at the vernal and autumnal equinoxes,

and 39* 44' in the latitude of London at the

summer and winter solstces. Amplitude,
measured when the sun or a star rises, is called

ortive, or eastern ; and that when it st-ts,

occiduous, or western. If a star rise nortli of

the east point, its ortive amplitude is northern,

and its occiduous amplitude southern, and
vice versd. The azimuth of a heavenly body
Is the complement of its amplitude.

Magnetic amplitude is an anipi i Lude measured
not from the true, but from the magnetic east

or west.

fit*, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sii% marine; go, p»t,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, clib, euro, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce - e. ey -- a. ew-u.
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amplitude compass, ». A ooorau
designed to aid in measuring the amplitude of
r le suii or other celestial body at its risim- or
fitting.

°

ftm'-pl^, adv. [Eng. ample; -ly.]

, Largely, liberally.

" For whose well-being,
80 ampin, and with minds so liberal.
Thou hast provided all things."
_ .. Miicon: P. L
Quite, completely.

But shallow cistern* yield
.A scanty short supply :

The morning sees them amply fill'd.
At evening they arc dry.

Cowper : Union's Living Water.
" The pledge which he had given had therefore beenamply redeeiatd.-—Macaulay .- Bitt. Sng.. ch. xxv.
3. Copiously

; in detail.

j
8*^ pa

,

r
^.°'f' P *1" r*!"'"' to be amply written,ana with all the force and elegance en' words: otl*rs

inuat lie cast into shadows, that is, pawed over in
silence, or but faintly touched."—Dryden : Dufrotnoy.

" ampt -man, s. [Sw. amtman ; Dan. antmand
= bailiff.] The custodian of a castle. {Scotch.)

" Before my departing, I took au attestation from
the amptman of the castle, of the good order and dls-
cipline that was kept by is there. -

pt li., 9, io.

ampul, * am'-pol-jr (Eng-), am -ptil-la
(Lat.),s. (Ampullahaathe pi. ampullae.) [A.S*.
ampulle, ampoUe, ampelle^a vial, bottle, or
flagon

; Fr. ampoule; Sp. and ItaL ampolla

;

Port, empola ; all froin Lat. ampulla =a nearly
globular vessel ; a glaa? or earthenware flask
bellying out like a jug, used especially to hold
unguents, perfumes, &c. Perhaps from amp= amb, ambi, Gr. &,(*.& ~ around, and Lat
oUa 3? a pot or jar.] [Amphora.]
A. In ikeforms ampul, ampoly, and ampulla

:

Bccles. : One of
the sacred vessels
Tised at the altar.

Such vials were
employed for hold-
ing the oil for
chrismation, as
also that for con-
secration, corona-

I tion, enclosing mf 49^fA |W-
the relics of saints
and similar pur-
poses. [See Am-
pulla] AMPULLA

" And als he in his celle sate.
He saw a fend ga M the gate.
And boyates on him sell he bare,
And ampoliet also lech* ware."

MS. Co{l. Afcd., Sdinb. (flowener.)

B. In the form ampulla only

:

L Biol. : Any membranous bag shaped like
leathern bottle.

IL Specially

:

1. Anat. : A dilatation occurring in each of
the semi-circular canals of the ear.

" Bach la dilated at one end Into am ampulla of
more than twice the diameter of the tube."—Todd ABowman : Physiol. Anat., 11., p. 71

HT. Botany ;

t, One of the little flasks composed of
metamorphosed leaves found on certain water-
plants, such as Utrieularia. It is called also
Ascidium (q.v.).

2. A spongiole of a root.

am-pul-la'-ceous, a. [Lat. ampvUaceus;
from ampulla (q.v.).] Pertaining to an am-
mtlla (q.v.); resembling a little flask or
bladder.

jam-pul-lar'-I-a,5. [From Lat. ampulla.'] A
fenus of Molluscs, of the family Paludinidae.
ts English name is Apple-shell or Idol-shell.

,

The shell is globular, with a small spire, and
I

a large ventricose body. In 1801, Mr. S.

i

Woodward estimated the known species at

I

fifty. In 1871, Tate made them 136. They
occur in South America, the West Indies.
Africa, and India, in lakes and estuaries!

! They are fine large shells, occurring, as a rule,

!

m fresh water, though species are found in
Egypt, in Lake Mareotis, which is a salt-

>
Water lagoon, and in India, among marine

j

shells, at the mouth of the Indus.

" Amongst the cruisers It was complained that their
surgeons were too active in amputating fractured
members."—iriawnoM .- Surgery.

2. Gardening ; To prune trees.

am'-pu-ta-ted, pa. par. & a. [Ahpctatk.)

am'-pu-tfir-tlng, pr, par. , a. ,& *. [Am potate. ]

am-pu-ta'-tlon, s. Eng. amputate; -ion,]

In Ger. & Fr. amputation ; Port, amputacao

;

ItaL amputazione ; all from Lat. am-putatio ==
a cutting or lopping off ; amputo = to cut
away or off. ]

1. Surgery : The act of cutting off a limb,
or a portion of a limb.

"Amputation Is not unfrequently advisable in order

llrgVry (?£«). £
™currei"» °< fttngrene."-Miller ;

2. Gardening: The pruning or dressing of
vines, &c, (Dyche, 1768.)

* **** -pute, v.t. [Lat. anvputo.] [Amputate. 1

To cut off. (Cockeram.)
J

[Gr. a/.n-i>£ (ampux) = a band

.

>.t. [In Dan. amputere ;

ampular ; Lat. amputo.
fr.•m'-pu-tate,

' amputer ; Port.
I

-arum ; puto = to prune, to cleanse. Prom
the root pu, in Latin puns ; Sansc. v& = to

1
pmify.]

L Surgery: To cut off. (Used especially
I

or a limb, or the portion of a limb.)

im'-pyx,
or fillet.]

1. A band or
fillet used by the
ancient Greek and
Roman women for
binding their front
hair ; a head-band

;

a snood.

2. A similar head-
band for elephant*
and horses. Homer
describes the steeds
of the god of wax
as thus adorned. ~

*
*—

im-ri'-ta, s. & a. [Sansc. amrut = the water
of immortality, nectar ; amar — immortal :

a, like the Gr. i, priv., and mruta = dying
;

cognate with Lat. mcrior = to die: mers =
death.]

A. As subst : The ambrosia of the Hindoo
gods.

B. As adj.: Immortal; conferring immor-
tality, or bearing fruits that do so.

"The divine Amrita tree
That blesets Iiklvvu'i isliabitiutte
With fruit* of immortality."

Moor, : light o/Oie Barom.

Ams-dor'-fi-ans, a. pi. [From Nicholas
Anisdorf, their leader.]

Church. Hist. : A German Protectant sect In
the sixteenth century who, with their chief,
are said to have maintained that good works
are not only uuprolitable, but are obstacles to
salvation. Amsdorf made this assertion in the
luat of controversy, and does not seem to have
meant much more by it than to enforce the
teaching of the Apostle Paul, " that a man is
justified by faith without the deeds of the
law " (Rom. iii. 2S).

* am'-Sttftck, v.t. (Hamshacket.) (Scotch.)

&m-sd'-ni-a, s. [Named from Charles Amson,
a scientific traveller in America.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Apocynaceas, or Dogbanes. The species
are pretty, and are easily propagated. They
were introduced from North America,

* amt, 8. [Ant.]

a muck , a-mok', a. or arft>. [It has no
connection with the English word mix,' but
is from the Maiay atnmk m engaging furiously
ill battle, attacking with desperate resolution,
rushing in a state of frenzy to the commission
of indiscriminate murder. (See the def.) Ap-
plied to an aninial or a man in a state of violent
rage. (Marsden : Malnyan Diet., 1812.)] Wild,
headlong, frenzied ; in a state of frenzy. Used
only in the expression To run a muck or
amuck, which means to rush, under the in-
fluence of opium or " bhang " (an intoxicating
drug made from hemp), out of one's house
into the street, armed with a sword, a dagger,
or other lethal weapon, and kill every one

—

man, woman, or child — who cannot with
sufficient promptitude escape. This maniacal
and inhuman method of venting rage ismostly
confined to the Malays ; or if practised by
othnr races, it scarcely ever passes beyond the
limits of the Mohammedan world. (Generally
followed by at, sometimes with on or against.)

am u-let, «. [In D^n., Dut., & Ger. amulet;
Fr. amvMU ; Sp. , Port. , & Ital. amuleto ; Lat.

amuletum. Prom Arab, hamalet = an amulet •

humala= to carry. ]
•

L Lit.: Anything hung round the neck,
placed like a bracelet on the wrist or other-
wise attached to the person, as an imagined
preservative against sickness, "witchcraft''
or other evils.

'

Amuleta were
common in the
ancient world,
and they are so
yet in nations
where ignor-
ance prevails.

Thus an ob-
servant visitor
to a school in
India may see
many a pupil
with a piece of
ordinary string
tied bracelet-
fashion round
one or both of
his wrists. This is an amulet, or talisman
which having been blessed by a Brahman
i

s
„-
tLe

,
n been soW for Iialf a ™1*« (about a

shilling), or even for a rupee itself, as a sure
preservative against fever. [See Talisman.
Charm.] '

the earrmge piuliably considered «B amulag or talis-

<v -/ews, 3rd ed., vol. i„ p. M.
" How could she thna ttiat gem forget ?Mer mother's sainted amulet."

Byron

;

2. Fig.:

AMULET.

' Bride of Abydm, it »,

A preservative against sin.

. thou hadst an amulet
In the loved image, graven on thy heart,Which would have saved thee from the tempters art,"

Moore ; LaUa Sookh ; Veiled Prophet.

am-u-Igt-ic, o. [Eng. amulet; -ic.] Per-
taining to an amulet. (Webster.)

t a-mur'-ca, a. [In ItaL amurca and morchia

;

Lat. amurca; Gr. apLopyr, (amorgf), i/iop-rnf
anwrges) = the watery part which flows outwhen olives are pressed; oil-lees: a/i(

'

P7w
{amergo)== to plnck or pull. (Never used of
liquids.).] OiMeea ; a lye made of oil

>,''J
h0

f
g
A
h
A.
8Tsill

'

1

that tovchetli oil or fat, receivethhurt, yet the steeping of it in the dregs of oil whenit

SEfStat vufTero
"ga!Mt ""»*"-*««»• **

* a-mur-c8s-i-t$, a. [Prom Lat. amurca
(q.v.).] The quality or qualities inlierent in
the lees of any substance. (Johnson.)

* a-mur'-cous, a, [Eng- amurca; •ous,]

1. Pertaining to the lees of oil. (Ash.)

2. Foul with the dregs of anything.

a-mu'9-a-ble, a. JEiig. omuse; -able. In
Fr. amusable.] Capable of being amused.
(Mackintosh. Worcester.)

amuse, v.i. & t. [Eng. muse, v.i. ; Fr.
amuser = to divert ; from muser = to loiter,
to trifle

; Ital. musare — to lounge ; Ger.
mussig = idle.]

t A. Intransitive

:

1. To muse, to think, to reflect; to be
absent in mind, owing to the concentration of
the attention on the thoughts with which one
is occupied at the time.

"Or In some pathless wilderness amntina
Plucking the mossy bark of some old tree."

£*« •" Luciut Juniut Brutus, I. 2.

J*. Transitive

:

* 1. To cause to mnse ; to occupy or engage
the attention, and consequently to divert it
from other objects.

" Being amuse* with griof, fear, and frigH, he
could not find a house."—Fuller : Ch, Hut. of Britain,
bk. ix., § 14.

'"Such a religion as should afford both sad and
solemn objects to am isc and aiiect the pensive part of
the soiiL"

—

South: Sermons.

*2. To keep a person from departing, or from
acting, by telling him some frivolous st-.-ry

which causes him to lose his time and his
opportunity; to delude by vain promises, or
expectations, or pretences ; to cheat, to de-
ceive.

" Bishop Henry, on the other side, amuted her w> th
dubious answers, and kept her in suspense for some
days. "—Swift .- Character of K. Stephen.
"And then for the Pharisees, whom our Savnmi

represents as the very vilest of men, and the greatest
of cheats ; we have them amusing the world with pre-
tences of a more refined devotion, while thsir heart
was at that time in their neighbour's coffers. "—South :

derm., ii. isa

b*iX b^; pout, J6%1; cat. cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this
-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious,

sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -Ing.

-sious, -ceous = snus. -ble, -pie, 4c. = bel, peL
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% In this, as in other senses, it is sometimes
used reciprocally, when it means to deceive or
delude one's self with some vain imagination.

" They think they see vision*. and are arrived to
some extraordinary revelations : when, indeed, they
do but dream dreams, and amine themselves with the
iantastick idea* of a busy imagination."—More: Decay
*/ Piety.

3. To entertain or divert the mind ; to
inspire it with agreeable emotions ; in general,
though not always, attended with mirth.

*' A mus'd at ease, the godlike man they found,
Pleas'd with the solemn harp's harmonious sound."

Pope ; Homer's Iliad, bk. ix... 245, 246.

" With these went all who live by amusing the
leisure of others, from the painter and the comic
poet, down to the ropedAncer and the merry andrew."—Macaulay: Bin. Sng., ch. i.

a-mu sed, pa. par. [Am ose. ]

" Amused spectators of this bustling stage.'*

Counter ; Task, bk. v.

ta-mu^-ee,i [Eng. amuse; -ee.] The person

amused, as contradistinguished from the
amuser.

". . . given the amuser, the amuse* mast also be
given."—Carlyte: Heroes, Lect III.

ft-mu se meilt, i. [Eng.'amwe; -men**. In

Ft. amusement.]
* 1. Subjectively: An occupation of the

attention ; the state of being in a reverie.
" Here I pat my pen Into the Ink-horn, and fell into

a strong and deep amusement, revolving in my mind
with great perplexity the amazing changes of our
•flairs."—Fleetwood ; Pref. to Lay Baptism.

2. Objectively : Whatever is fitted to engage
the attention ; to divert it from other objects
of contemplation ; to inspire it with pleasing
and even mirthful emotions, or to delude it

with vain expectations.
" In a Just way it Is lawful to deceive the august

enemy, but not to lie : that is, by stratagems and
semblances of motions, by amusements and intrigues
of actions, by ambushes and wit, by simulation and
dissimulation."—Jeremy Taylor : Ductorfmbitantium,
hk.UL.ct.
"... his favourite amusements were architec-

ture and gardening. -—Macaulay : Hist. Sng., ch. xi.

amusement monger, s. One who deals
in amusement as in an article of merchandise.
One who caters for the amusement of the
public.

" Next, busy actor on a meaner stage.
Amusement-monger of a trifling age.
Illustrious histrionic patentee.

Cowper: Valediction.

a-mus -er, s. [Eng. amuse ; -er. In Fr.

amuseur.] One who amuses. (Cotgrave.)

* am-u-sett'e, s. [Ft. = chad's play.] A
mall one-pounder cannon, designed, on ac-

count of its lightness, to be used in mountain
warfare.

ty-mus irig, P r - par. & a. [Amuse. ]

"I have the greatest proof in nature at present of
the amusing power of poetry, for it takes me up so
entirely, that I scarce see what passes un

*

and hear nothing that is said about
i under my nose,

" -Pope .

"
. . . and with a strange.

Amusing, yet uneasy novelty . . .'

Wordncorth : Excursum, bk 1.

•y-mu s-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. amusing; -ly.]

In an amusing manner. (Todd's Johnson.)

t ft-mu'8-Ive, a. [Eng. amuse ; -ive.] Which
amuses the mind.

*' Whose lofty elms and venerable oaks
Invite the rook, who, high amid the boughs,
In early spring his airy city builds.
And ceaseless caws amusive."

Thomson : Seasons ; Spring.

t 4-mu's-ave-ly; adv. [Eng. amusive; -ly.}

In a manner to give amusement
" A south-easterly wind succeeded, blowing fresh,

and murmuring amusively among the pines."—
Chandler : Trav into Greece, p. li

*sV-my\ # a'-meye, s. [Fr.ami = & friend.]

A friend, a lover, a sweetheart.
" Seheo saide heo was amcye
To Amnion, the god of pleye."

Alisaunder, i. 50.

" For he aside, in that nyght Ammon
Scholde come to theo lady
And beon hire leof amy.

Ibid, i. 3T6. {Boucher.)

* a-myd'-ward, adv. [Amidward.]

a my -61-ous, o. [Gr. AtsteXoc. (amvehs) se

without marrow ; a, priv., and nvehfc (muelos)
= marrow.]

Med. : A term applied to or descriptive of a
foetus in which the spinal cord is absent

a-myg -dal-SB, s. pi. [Lat. amygdala, pL
* amygdala = an almond. In Fr. amydales
(pi); Port, amygdalas (pi.).] The tonsils, or
what are popularly called the " almonds " of

the throat [Almond.]

a-myg -dal-ate, a. & 8. [Medieval Lat.

amygdalatum, a.; from Lat amygdala, amyg-
dalum, or amygdalus — the almond, ] [8ee

Almond.]

A. As adj. : Made of almonds. (Johnson.)

B. As substantive

:

1. An artificial milk, or emulsion made of
blanched almonds. (Blount, Dyche, Ac.)

2. Chem. : A salt whose acid is the aniyg-
dalic.

a-myg-dal -e-», *. pi [From Lat. amygdalus
(q.v.).] An old sub-order of Rosacea, elevated
by Lindley into his order Drupaceee, or Al-
mond-worts. [Drupace*.]

a-myg-daT-iC, a. [Lat amygdalus; Eng.
* -ic] Pertainiug to plants of the genus
Amygdalus.

amygdalae acid, s. C^H^O^. An
acid obtained from the bitter almond.

a-myg1

-dal-In, 5. [Lat. amygdalinus = per-
* taining to'an almond.]

Chem. : Amygdalin, CaoH^NOu-SHoO, is

extracted by alcohol from bitter almonds and
the leaves of the Cherry Laurel (Cerasus
Laurocerasus). It crystallises in very small
white crystals, and is decomposed by the
action of a fermentable substance, Synaptase,
in the presence of water, into hydrocyanic
acid, (CN)H, benzoic aldehyde, C6H$.CO.H,
and glucose, C,

;
H

lL:
O

fi
.

a-myg -dal-ine, a. [Lat amygdalinus.]

(1) Pertaining or relating to almonds
; (2) re-

sembling almonds. (Johnson.)

t a-myg'Hlal-ite, s. [Lat amygdalites.) A
plant mentioned by Pliny, which is so called

from resembling the almond-tree. Probably
a Euphorbia.

a myg -dal-oid, a. k s. [1. Lat amygdala;
Gr. anvjddx* (amugdale), contracted from
ifivfiaKta (amugdaha) = the kernel of an
almond. 2. Or. etdoc. (eidos) = that which is

seen, form, shape : eio« (eido) = to see. The
form of an almond.]

1 1. As adj. : Almond-shaped. The more
common term is Amygdaloidal (q.v .).

2. As substan. Geol. ; Any rock in which
round or almond-shaped nodules of some
mineral, such as agate, chalcedony, calc spar,

or zeolite, are scattered through a base of
wacke, basalt, greenstone, or other kind of
trap. Amygdaloid is of volcanic origin. When
bubbles of steam and gas are confined in the
molten matter they form small cells. When
the lava before cooling runs for some distance,
the cells, originally globular, become almond-
shaped. The mineral which they contain is

introduced, after or during consolidation, by
matter separating from the mass or infiltered
by water permeating the rock. (See Lyell's
Manual of Geol, ch. xxviii)

a-myg-dal-oid'-al, a. [Eng. amygdaloid;
-al.] Almond-shaped. Spec., pertaining to
the rock called amygdaloid.

"In some of the amygdaloidal traps of Scotland,
where the nodules have decomposed, the empty cells
are seen to have a glazed or vitreous coating, and in
this respect exactly resemble scoriaceous lava or the
slagsof furnaces."—Lyttl : Man. of ueol., ch. xxviii.

a-myg -dal-us, s. [Lat. amygdalus; Gr.

aM"7Aa\oc (amugdalos) = the almond- tre?.]

[Almond.] A genus of plants belonging lo
the order Drupaceaa, or Almond-worts. H
contains, among other species, the common
peach, A. Persica, with the nectarine (var.

nectarina), the almond, A. communis, with
the var. amara, or bitter almond. They are
valued both for their flowers and their fruit.

The flowers of the common peach are gently
laxative. They are therefore suitable to be
employed in the ailments of children.

am'-yl, *. [Lat amylum, amulum; Gr. ap.vXov
(amnion)= fine meal . . . starch ; auv\oc
(amnios) = not ground at the mill: o, priv.,

and tivhoc. (mulos)=a mill]

Chem. : A raonatomic alcohol radical (CsHji)',
also called Quintyl from its containing five

carbon atoms.

amyl acetate, s. [See amyl Ethers.

j

amy! alcohols, quintyl alcohols,
s. pi. C5HitO. Eight alcohols may have thia

formula-

Four primary

:

fCH 2.OH2.CHs.CH, fCHs.CH.(CH3),

C
j B Cjg
C OH (.OH
Butyl carbinol

;

Isobutyl oorMnol

;

boiling pt 13*».

(-CCCHsk

(.OH

ilini pt. 1M«.
itvl

OH
Three $econdary

:

-CHj.CH2.CH3 fCH.CCHj);! CCH2 CHtCCHS.CH2.CHS (-CH.(CHs)j (-

;}ch, c jCH, c
^

(.OH (.OH (.

H
H> C CH

LOH (.OH
Methyl-propyl car- Methyl-isopropyl
binol ; bg. pi. 130s . carbinol '

pi CHg. CH«
u i H
(.OH

Diethyl
carbinol ; bg. pt 108 c

. carbinol;
_ bg. pt llf.

One tertiary

:

Lo

CHgCHs"")
CHj [ Dimrthyi-ethyl

CH8
OH

f carbinol ; bg.
\ pt 100e.

The boiling-points are given of the six

alcohols which have yet been obtained. (See
Watts's Diet. Chem.)

The important alcohol is isobutyl carbinol,

commonly called amyl alcohol ; it forms the
greater part of fusel oil, which is obtained in

purifying spirits distilled from corn or pota-
toes. It is a colourless, oily liquid, with a
penetrating, peculiar smell and burning acrid
taste ; sp. gr. 0'81. There are two modi-
fications which act differently on polarised
light ; by oxidation it yields isovaleric acid,

C'H»0}0.

amyl ethers, s. pi. Several are known

;

the most important is amyl acetate, nfix
1

^ \ 0,

obtained by distilling sodium acetate with
amyl alcohol (isobutyl carbinol) and sulphuric
acid. It boils at 140°, is a colourless liquid,

and has the flavour of jargonelle pears. It is

used in perfumery.

am-yl-a ceous, a. [In Fr. amylaci ; from
Lat amylum — starch (q.v.).]

1. Generally : Pertaining to starch, contain-
ing starch ; resembling starch ; having the
properties of starch.

"Amylaceous substances are not digested by the
stomach, but are acted upon whilst they are in tb*
small intestines."—Todd A Bowman; Physiol. AnaL,
vol ii., p.m
2. Botany. Amylaceous granules : Certain

granules of starch found in all plants, and
particularly abundant in some, as in the
rhizoma of equisetum. Turpin called them
Globuline. (Lindley: Introd. to Bot., 3rd ed.,

1839, bk. i., ch. i.)

am -yl-am-ine, t,

Chem. : An amine

[Eng, &c, amyl; amin*.)

'CfiHii

in }*
am'-yl-ene, quin -tcne, pen- tcne, «.

[Eng., &c, amyl; -ene.]

Chem. : C5II10. Three Isomeric olefines art

known having this formula.

Pentene, or Ethyl-aUyl,

CH$—CH2—CH2 -CH=CHo,
obtained by the action of zinc ethyl on allyl

iodide. A limpid liquid, boiling at 39f .

Amylene, or Isopentene, obtained by die-

tilling amyl alcohol with ZnCl2. A colour-

less liquid, boiling at 85°. Its formula if

|
3^>CH-CH=CH2 .

Methyl Ethylethene, |
°3^>C=CH—CH*

prepared by action of strong alcoholic potash

on tertiary pentyl iodide. It boils at 8o°.

amylene glycol.. *. (C5H10)"(OH)a. A
diatomic alcohol. It is a thick, sweet, colour-

less liquid, boiling at 177°.

am'-yl-Ic, a- [Eng. amyl; -ic.] Pertaining

to amyl.
" jtmylic alcohol."—Qraham: Chem., vol. 1L

* a-myl'-U-er, s. An old form of Almond.

[Ahyodalus.]

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, ce -- e. ey = a. ew - u.
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fan -yl-6id, a, [Am$, and Gr. etSo* (eidos)=
Son*, appearance.] Resembling or containing

amyl.

amyloid substance, or lardacein, s.

Chem. : An albuminoid (q.v.) which in cer-

tain diseases is deposited in the liver. It is

coloured red by iodine, and violet by H2SO4
and iodine ; concentrated HC1 dissolves it,

forming acid-albumin. Dissolved in KHO, it

forms potassium albuminate. It can also be
obtained by the action of very dilute HC1 and
fibrin, and evaporating the solution to dryness

in a water-bath. It is insoluble in gastric juice.

Xm'-^r-ald-isin, s. [From Moses Amyraldus

or Amyraut, a French theological professor at

SamnuT, who was born in 1590, and died in

1664.]

Chwch Hist. & Tkeol. : The tenets of Amy-
raid and his followers. They were that God
desires the happiness of all men, and that

none are excluded from it by an eternal decree.

That those who would be saved must believe

in Christ. That the power of believing is

refused to none, but divine assistance effective

for the purpose is not bestowed on all. These
views were called Universalis

4-

-, but they were
so in words rather than in reality,

* am'-J-rale, *. An old form ox Admiral.
(SCOtC/L)

am-jrr-I-da'-ce'-», s. pi. [From the epical

genus Amyris (q.v.).] An order of exogenous
plants placed by Lindley under his Rutales,

or Rutal alliance. The Amyridaceae have a

panicled inflorescence, hypogynous stamens,
double the petals in number, a one-celled

ovary, with two to six pendulous ovules ; the
fruit sub-drupaceous, samaroid, or leguminous,
with from one to two seeds, the leaves com -

pound with pellucid dots, and abounding in

resin. They occur in the tropics of India and
America, in the latter region extending as

far north as Florida. In 1846, Lindley esti-

mated the known species at forty-five.

am'-irr-Is, s. [Lat. myrrha and myrrhis; Gr.

fiuppts (murrhis) = a plant, Myrrhis odorata.]

The typical genus of the Arayridacepe, or
Amyrid order of plants. It has a finely

smelling resinous gum. A. Gileadensis pro-

duces the celebrated Balm of Gilead. [Balm.]
The A. toxijera is said to be poisonous. The
A. Plumieri and the A. hexandra furnish part
of the Gum Elemi of commerce. The wood of

A. balsami/era in Jamaica yields one kind of
Lignum Rhodium. The layers of the liber of

a species belonging to the same genus are
employed by the Nubian Mohammedans for

paper. (Lindley: Veg. Kingd., p. 460.)

* a mys , adv. Old spelling of Amiss.

a-myV-tH, *. The Mexican name of a species
* of Sea-lion (Otaria), found on the sea-coasts
and estuaries of the American Pacific coast.
Its skin is valued on account of the length
and softness of its hair.

an, article. [A.S. an, am = (1) one ; (2) single,
sole, another

; (3) a certain one, some one
;

(4) any, every one, all. In Sw. en; Dan. en,

ten; Dut. een, tent; Ger. tin; Gael, aon;
Irish tin, earn., aon; Welsh wn, yn ; Cornish
vynyn; Arm. yuaau; Lith. wtna; Fr. un,on;
Sp. uno, un ; Port, hum; Ital. uno ; Lat.
unus; Gr. els (heis), masc., Zv (hen), neut. =
one.] [One.]

L Its form: The indefinite article, and at

first its only form, being placed before words
beginning with a consonant, no less than those
commencing with a vowel, as is still the case
with the similar word one. [One.] (See the
subjoined examples in which an is used before
a consonant.)

" He it setten on an mirie stede."
Story of Qen. and Exod. (1250), ed. Morris, 680.

" In a weie an time he aim."—Ibid., 1,485.

" On an busk rane and wel tidi."—Ibid., 2,015.

" An kire."— Ibid., 2,451.

"An wis man."— Ibid., 2,649.

" An Ml"—Ibid., ^769.

Now the form a occurs as well as an. For
rules as to when the one and when the other is

employed, see A. as a part of speech (A., V.,
page 1). See also Moon's Bad English (1868),
pp. 56, &c.

II In some words now beginning with n,
that letter has become detached from a, and
has adhered to the commencement of the
subsequent word, which formerly began with

a vowel. Thus, in East Anglia, according to

Forby, an ass is called a nasil or nozzle, i.e.,

an asil, or an azzle. Similarly, a newt, ori-

ginally called an eft, evet, or twt. In adder,

again, the contrary appears to have happened :

it was at first a nadder, and became an. adder.
So also with apron, originally napron. [Adder,
Natrix.]

II. Its signification : The primary significa-

tion of an is (1) one, in a very indefinite sense,

any one; (2) each ; (3) any; (4) one in parti-

cular; (5) every. [See A as a part of speech

(A, V., p. 1). See also Moon's Bad English,

p. 89.] Sometimes an, like a, is placed before

a participle or an adjective without in any way
altering the meaning.

"And when he had fasted forty days and forty
nights, he was afterward an huugrcd."— Matt. ir. 2.

an* conj. [A contracted form of And (q.v.).

Wedgwood thinks this may have come from
e'en, a contraction of even ; O. Sw. osan — and
yet, still, continuously. Home Tooke derives
it from A.S. unnan = to give. In Lat. an is

= or, or whether ; Gr. av (an), contraction
from idv (tan) — if, haply, perchance ; Arab.

& Sam. an — if ; E. Aram. |N (an), and JVJ

(ayin) = if, or whether.]

^1 An is obsolete in English, but still exists

in Scotch.

1. If.

* (a) Old English :

" He can't flatter, he 1

An honest mind and plain, he must speak truth.
An they will take it, so ; if not, he's plain."

Shakesp. : King Lear, li. 2.

(b) Scotch

:

" Troth, I kenna

—

an they come so many as they
speak o' . ."—Scott : Antiquary, eh. xliv.

2. As if.

"My next pretty correspondent, like Shakespeare's
lion In Pyranms and I"

- ~"

nightingale."—Additon.
'yrarous and ThiBbe, roars an it were any

*3. And.
" Thurch wani a cuntre vp an doun."

Amu t Amiloun, 1,798.

an, or a, as a prefix, derived from the Greek.
[Gr. av (an), or a, generally called a (alpha)

privative, but av, and not a, is the original

form. In English, Anglo-Saxftn, Old Saxon,
German of ali ages, and Goth, un ; Dut. on

;

Old Norse & Sw o; Dan. u; Wel. an; Gael.

ana, an, am; Lat. in; Sansc. an.] From a
study of its use in Gaelic, Prof. Key infers

that it originally signified badly, from which
there came the senses (2) of negation, and (3) of

intensity. Badness is a negation of good, and
the more intense that it is, the more is it

worthy of the name of badness. [See Prof.

Key's Philological Essays (1868), pp. 127—148.]
Now an priv. is used before a vowel, and a
before a consonant, as anomalous, atheist.

* an, * irane, v.t. [A.S. unnan, geunnan = to

give. ]

1. To give. (Boucher.) To appropriate, to
allot as one's own. (Jamieson.)

" Y take that me gode an.

"

Sir Trittrem, iii. 7. (Boucher.)

2. To consent. (Boucher.

)

" Job an wel 1 cwath the nightingale.
Ah wraune, naut for thire tale.

Bale and nightingale, 1,728,

* ail, v.t [O. Sw. an, pres. tense of una, or

unna = to wish well. (S. in Boucher.).~\ To
wish well to. (BoucJier/) To owe, to be in-

debted to. (Jamieson.

)

" Tristrem speke bigan
In King, God loke the

At y the love and an
And thou hast served to me"

Sir Trittrem, 1. 77.

*an, adv. or conj. [Icelandic en, enn = than.)
[Than.] Than.

"And als was he mar an prophet
"

.V.-'. Coll. Med., Idinb. {Bouchsr.)

an, prep. [On.]

* an, *. [Inn.]

an -a, prefix & s. [From Greek. Gr. ava
(ana) = up ; with numerous significations

derived from this primary one. According to
Prof. Key, cognate with Lat. an, a, ad, & in ;

Wel. ad ; Gael, ath or as ; Breton ad or as

;

Irish ath, adh, an, or amh ; Old Sax. ant ; Mid.
Ger. ent or en; Mod. Ger. ent; Dut. ont; Old
Frisian and, ont, on, and, ant, und; Dan. &
Sw. und ; A.S. on, od, &t, and ed. (Key

:

Philolog. Essays, pp. 1 to 56.).]

I. As a prefix: Up to ; increase, or strength-
ening ; repetition, or improvement ; back,
backwards. (See the various words which
follow.)

2. As a substantive. [Gr. ava (ana), in tlw
distributive sense = each, throughout]

Med. Prescriptions : The like quantity. It

is often contracted to dd, or d ; as ana 3 02.
;

aa 3 oz. ; a 3 oz.

" In the same weight prudence and innocence take,
Ana of each does the just mixture make."

Cowley.
" He'll bring an apothecary with a cliargeable long

hill of anui."—IiryUen.

ana, a-na, suffix & s. [From Latin. In
Fr. ana. Properly, the termination of the
neut. pi. in Latin adjectives ending in anus,
as in sing. Trojamts = a Trojan man; neut.
pi. Trojana= Trojan things.]

1. As a suffix: Added to proper names, as
an appellation of books consisting of clever
or witty sayings of deceased men of eminence,
and anecdotes regarding them ; some doubt-
less authentic, others as obviously mythic.
This use of the term ana seems to have begun
in France about the middle of the seventeenth
century, whence it spread to other parts of the
Continent, and to England. The Scaligeraua,
or Scaligeriana, appeared in two parts : the
first ultimately called, however, Scaligeriana
Secunda, first appeared in the year 1G66 ; the
former in 1699. Among other Continental
ana the Meuegeana came forth in 1692, and the
Poggiana in 1720. England has had its Vol-
poliana, its Addisoniana, its Johnsonians, its

Swiftiana, its Mooriana, &c. ; and some works
like Boswell's celebrated Life of Johnson,
though not called ana, might with much pro-
priety receive the name. Sometimes ana is

made a suffix to the name of a place, as
Tunbrigiana = the gossip or scandal of Tun-
bridge Wells.

"They were pleased to publish some Tunbrigiana
this season, but such anal I believe there never
were so many vile little verses put together before."—
West to Gray.

2. As an independent word, when it becomes a
substantive pi. (See example under No. 1.)

an abai na, s. [Gr. avapaCvut (anabaind) =
to go up : ava (ana) = up, and f&aCvw (baino) —
to go.] A genus of plants belonging to the
alliance Algales (Sea-weeds) and the order
Confervacese (Confervas). It is to the A. or

Svhosrozyga spiralis that the green colour of

the water in Ballydrain Lake is attributable.

(Lindley: Veg. Kingd., p. 16.)

an -a b&p tism, s. [In Ger. anabaptism ; Fr.

anabaptisme ; Sp. & Port, anabaptismo ; Lat.

anabaptismus ; Gr. ava^airrt<Tu.a (anabaptisma)
= re-baptism, from avafiairrt^u (anabaptizo)^ =
(1) to dip repeatedly

; (2) to re-baptise ; ava
(ana) = in the sense of again, and 0airri'£h>

(baptizo) = (1) to dip in or under water, (2)

to draw water, (3) (New Test.) to baptise.]

(Liddell £ Scott.)

1. The doctrine of the German Anabaptists
of the sixteenth century.

t 2. The doctrine of the modern Baptists,

looked at from the point of view of those who
hold that baptism administered in infancy is

valid, and consequently that if it be repeated
in adult life there is a second baptism.

"Anabaptism is an heresy long since condemned
both by the Greek and Latin Church." — Featley:
Dippers Dipt, p. 1.

"That would be Brownism and Anabaptism indeed."
—Milton: Reason of Ch. Gov., bk. 1.

an-a-bap'-tfet, s. [In Ger. Anabaptist; Fr.

anabaptistt ; Sp. anabaptista, andbatista

;

Port, anabaptista; Ital. anabatista.] [Ana-
baptism.]

A. As substantive. Church History ;

1. A member of a well-known fanatical sect

which largely figured in the ecclesiastical and
civil history of the sixteenth century. It

began to attract notice within four years

of the ever memorable 31st of October, 1617,

on which Luther affixed his "theses" to

the gate of the castle church of Wittenberg.

The most eminent of its early leaders were
Thomas Munzer, Mark Stubner, and Nicholas

Storck. They had been disciples of Luther

;

but becoming dissatisfied with the moderate
character of his reformation, they cast oft*

his authority, and attempted more sweeping
changes than he was prepared to sanction.

During his absence, they, in 1521, began to

preach their doctrines at Wittenberg. Laying
claim to supernatural powers, they saw visions,

uttered "prophecies," and made an immense
number of proselytes. The ferment which

the exciting religious events taking place in

Central Europe had produced in men's minds,

b61i, b6^; pout. J«ftrl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; tnin, %hia; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

cian, -tian = shan. -tion, sion shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, sious, - ceous shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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bad made them inilutn'iit of social or political

as well as of spiritual despotism ; and in

1525 the peasants of Suabia, Thuringia, and

Francouia, who had been much oppressed by

their feudal superiors, rose in arms, and com-

menceda sanguinary struggle, partly, no doubt,

for religious reformation, but chiefly for poli-

tical emancipation. The Anabaptists cast in

their lot with the insurgent peasantry, and

became their leaders in battle. After a time

the allied princes of the Empire, led by Philip,

Landgrave of Hesse, put down the rebellion ;

and Munzer was defeated, captured, put to the

torture, and ultimately beheaded. In 1532,

some extreme Anabaptists from Holland, led

by a baker called John Matthias, and a tailor,

John Boccoldt, called also, from the place

whence he came, John of Leyden, seized on

the city of Minister, in Westphalia, with the

view of setting up in it a spiritual kingdom,

in which, at least nominally, Christ might

reign. The name of Minister was changed to

that of Mount Zlon, and Matthias became its

actual king. Having soon after lost his life

in a mad warlike exploit, the sovereignty de-

volved on Boccoldt, who, among other fanati-

cal freaks, once promenaded the streets of his

capital in a state of absolute nudity . On the

24th of June, 1535, the Bishop of Minister re-

took the city by force of arms, and Boccoldt

was put to death in the most cruel manner

that could be devised. The excesses of the

Anabaptists were eagerly laid hold of by the

Popish party to discredit the Reformation.

It was in the year 1534, when Boccoldt was
in the height of his glory in Minister, that

Ignatius Loyola took the first step towards

founding the order of the Jesuits, and the

extension and rapid success of that celebrated

fraternity arc to be attributed in a very large

measure to the reaction against Protestantism

produced by the share which the Anabaptists

took in the peasants' war, and the character

of the spiritual sovereignty which they set up

while Miinster was in their hands.

t 2. One belonging to the modern Baptist

church. The term is used only by those who
believe in infant baptism, and is properly

Incoming obsolete, there being an unfairness

in using an expression which suggests a con-

nection between the turbulent fanatics of

Miinster and the quiet law-abiding English

Baptists. [AtTABAPTISM.]

. rebels, schismaticks. Presbyterian*. Inde-

pendents, Anabaptists, Quakers, the blessed offspring

of the late reforming times. "—.Soula .• Sermons, vi. 83.

B. As atljective : Relating to the Anabaptist

doctrine or sect.

". . . the anabaptist anarchy.*—Proud* : Mitt.

Eng., pt L, ch. U.

an-a-bap-tls'-tic, * an-a-bap-tis'-tlok,

an-a-bap-tls-ti-cal, a. [Eng. anabap-

tist ;'-ic or -ical.~\ Pertaining to AnaliaptUm,

or to the sect holding the doctrine so charac-

terised by its opponents.

"The excellent Racer takes occasion severely to re-

prove thoBe sour lrypocrites of the anabapt illick sect

In his tiioe, who would not allow of any freer use of

the good creatures of God. and would frown at any
mirth in company, though never so innocent. —&p.

Bull's Works, O, 6J7.

anabaptistieal, antinoinian, heretical,

atheistical epithets . . ."—AlUton: Colatterion.

t ana bap -tis-try, «. [Eng. anabaptist

;

try.] The Anabaptist doctrine, worship, or

dominion.
"Thus died this Imaginary king ; and anabapttstrg

was suppressed in Minister. —I*ugi! t ; Btresiograpktf.

• an-a-bap-ti'ze, v.t. [Gr. ivaPawri{o> (ana-

baptlzi) = to baptise a second time.]

" Though some call their profound ignorances new
Itahta, they were better annoa;rffee-f into the apiJeilv

tlon of extingwishexe."— Irai/ioe*.- Manners o/ tke

English, p. 160.

* an-a-bap-ti-zInK, pr. par. It a, [Ana-

baptize.]

As substantive : Re-baptising.

"... the anabapbising of infants, tx-'—FeU-

Life of Hammond, i L

an'-a-bas, s. [Gr. iraptumo (anabaina) = to

go up : did (ana) — up, and $amo (baind) = to

go.] A genus of fishes of the order Acan-

thoptera, and the family Anabatidas. The

species the A. testudineus, of Southern India

and Java, ordinarily live in rivers and fresh-

water ponds, emerging, however, at times,

and worming their way, by means of their

serrated opercnln and the spines in their tins,

along the ground, and, according to some

observers, even up trees. In Tamul, the name
given to them is Paneiri — Tree-climberi.

an-ab -a-sis, s. [Gr. anif3ao-« (anabasis) =
(1) a going up, as on horseback ; (2) a journey,

an expedition : euvaPaiVoj (anabaina) = to go

up ; dvd (ana) = up ; (5<uW (6atnd)= to go.]

1. Spec. : The name given by Xenophon to

his celebrated work describing the expedition

of Cyrus the younger against his brother

Artaxerxe8 Mnemou, king of Persia. Arrian

also calls the expedition of Alexander the

Great to Asia an anabasis.

2. Gen. : Any similar expedition, as that of

Napoleon 1. to Moscow. (De Quinary.)

an-a-ba'th-rum, s. Lat., from Gr. avdfSaBpov

(anabathron)= a seat upon steps, a professor's

chair.) A pulpit, desk, or high seat.

ana-bat -I-das, a pi- [From anabaj, the

typical genus (q.v.).] A family of fishes be-

longing to the order Acauthoptera. Cuvier

formerly placed them under his family with

labyrinthifonu pharyngeals.

* an-a-bib'^a-zon, a [From Gr. d>-a0i0d£oj

(anabibazo) == to make to go up : di-d (ana) =
up, and 0i/3i£u (016020)= to make to mount]

Astronomy: "The Dragon's head, or the

northern node of the moon." (Vtossog. Nova.)

an'-a-bleps, s. [Gr. dra (ana) = up, and

/3Aemo (blepo), tat fU<<|/co (Mepso) = to look.

)

A genus of abdominal lushes, of the order

Malacopterygii Abdominales, belonging to

the family CyprinidsB (Carps). Their eyes

greatly project, and moreover seem, but only

seem, as if divided into two ; hence the species

is called A. tetrophthalmus. It is found in the

rivers of Guiana

an-a-brS-ehis'-mus, ». [Gr. iwppox>»>oc

(anabrochismos) ; iw^poxi'pn (aitabrocrtuo) =
to draw out by a loop : ova (ana) = up, and

ftjoxw (brochos) = a noose or slip-knot]

Old Med. : " A way of drawing out the in-

verted pricking hairs of the eyelid." (Clossog.

Nova.)

an a-brd'-sls, s. [Gr. dpdPfxoo-is (anabrosis),

from f3aio-n (brosis) = an eating u]

(2) an eating : fhfipuio-a-u. (bi&rosi

fut. 0pu>o-ou.ai. (brosomai).] A waSL»«6 o.«-j »
the body.

" A nabroits is a consumption of the body by sharp

haniours."— Oloesogr. A'opa.

ana camp-ter'-i-a, s. pi. [Gr. arattaiir-

nipW (anal-amptirion)= a place to walk back-

wards and forwards in.] Lodgings of those

who fled to religious houses for sanctuary.

ana-camp tie, • an-a-camp'-tlck, a.

[From Gr. dvax-duirre) (anakampto) = to bend

back ; am (ana) = back, and jtdu.o-r« (kampto)

= to bend.] Pertaining to anacamptics (q.v.).

" Anaeampttck (Gr.) signifies reflecting."—Gloss, tfova,

anacamptic sounds, s. Reflected

sounds, such as those of echoes ; sounds

falling from acute to grave.

an-a-camp'-tic-al-ly, adV I
Eng. ana-

campticaJ; -ly] By reflection, (fftitfon.)

an-a-camp'-tics, s. pi. [Anacmiptsc]

1. Anciently : The science of reflected light,

now called catoptrics.

2. The science of reflected sounds.

an-a-camp -tis, s. [Gr. amttaairru (ana-

kampto) = to bend back : ivi (ana)= back,

and Kaatma (kampto) = to bend. 80 called

apparently from the reflexed edges of the

pollen masses.] Richard's name for a genus

of Orchidaceie containing the pyramidal

orchis, A. pyramldalis, the 0. pyramidal™ of

Linnaeus, and many modern writers. It Is

British.

an-a-oantlt-i'a-i, a pi. [Gr. a* priv., and

aa-oWirM (atanfftinai) = thorny ; from AWOa
(akantha) — a thorn ; ami (a*«) = a point]

Zool. : In Muller's elassiflcation of Fishes,

the second sub-order of the order Telcostea.

It is equivalent to the Malacopterygii of

Cuvier and other writers. It is distinguished

from the Acanthoptera (the same as the old

Acanthopterygii) by the absence of spines in

the rays of the fin*. There are four families :

the Ammodytidse (Sand-eelR), the Opmdelda-,

the Gadidre (Cods), and the FleuranectidK

(Flat-ttohes). The last-mentioned family has

fossil representatives.

an-tv-c&nth'-tis, s. [Gr. d, priv. and euph.

;

d«:av«a (akantlia) — a thorn.] A geuus of

lislies of the Ray family.

an-a-car-dl- a -ce-ee, s. pi. [From anacar-

dium, the typical genus.

)

^nacards or Terebinths: An order of exo-

genous plants, placed by Lindley under Ids

Rlitalts, or Rural alliance. They have

usuallv unisexual flowers. The stamina are

equal in number to the petals, or twice as

many, or even more ; the ovary' is generally-

single ; the fruit most commonly drupaceous

;

the seed, solitary. The leaves are without

dots. The order consists of trees or shrubs,

with a resinous gummy caustic, or even milky

juice. They occur in the tropics of both

worlds. In 1846, Lindley estimated the

known species at ninety-five. Among these

may be noted the Cashew-nut, the Pistacia-

nut, and the Mango-fruit. Plants of the

order furnish various varnishes, lacs, lacquer,

and mastic. Rhus toxicodendron and R. radi-

cans are exceedingly poisonous.

an a-oor-dl-um, « (•" SP- anacardw;

Port, anaenrdo ; Gr. did (ana) = resemblance,

and a-apSio (kardia) = heart. 80 called from

the form of the nut.] A genus of plants, the

type of the order Anacardiacero (Anaeards).

It contains the Cashew-nut of commerce (A.

occidentals), the clammy juice of which is used

in India for varnishing. The varnish is first

white, but afterwards becomes black. It is

all but poisonous ; so is the fruit, which acts

upon the brain. (Lindley: Vtg. Kingd., p.

46a.) The tree itself is an elegant one, with

panicled corymbs of sweet-smelling flowers.

an a-ca-thar'-sls, s. [G r. = a clearing away :

ai/i (ana) — up, and ««edpo-« (l.atharsis) =
cleansing : Kafloupo* (kalhairo) = to make pure.

Cleansing by an upward action ; expectoration

or vomiting. (Parr.)

t an-a-ca-tnar'-tlc, a. & a [Gr. driuraftap-

Tis-dc (anakafnarfifcos).]

L At adj. .- Promoting (a) expectoration, or

(6) vomiting. (Glossoyr. Nova.)

2. As nbstatt. : A medicine fitted to excite

expectoration or vomiting.

an-a-^eph-al-ffl-d'-sis, t. [Gr. di»a«**«-

Aaioio-tc (anakephalaldsis) = a summary : dra

(ana), and *e<f>aAu»«-ic (kephaliosis) = (1) a com-
prehension of several notions in a general

term ;
(2)summary treatment ; *-«<J>aA>i (kcjihall)

= the head.]

Rliet. : The recapitulation of the heads of a

discourse. (Glossagr. Nova.)

a-nach'-ar-is, s. [Gr. kvi (*na),sui the
' sense of a repetition of, and xdpic (c7»w) =
a contraction for Hydrocnaris. A repetition of

ANACHARI8 ALSINASTRUM.

1. Portion of a plant of AmickurU altrnaurum.

a Knd of a branch, showing female flower.

8. Female flower enlarged.
4. Main stem, showing branching and sootleta.

5. A leaf enlarged.

the Hydrocbaris, or Frog-bit] A genns ol

plants belonging to the order Hydrochan-

daccse, or Hydrocharis. The A. alsinastrnm,

or Long-flowered Anacharis, an American

Slant, is now naturalised in ponds, canals,

c, in Britain.

• a-nach or et, a-naob -6r-ito, a [B«
'Anchorite.]

fate «t, ISre, amlttet, what, fall, father; we. wet, here, camel, her, there

or. wore, wolf! work, wh6, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full: try,

;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian, as, cs o. ey = a. ew = n.
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•%-n5-Chor-St'-3t-caI,a. [0. Eng. anackoret

= anchorite; suffix -ical. In Fr. anachoiYttipie

;

8p. anacoretico ; Port, anachoretico.] Pertain-
ing to an anchoret or anchirite.

"Those severe anachoretical and philosophical per-
sons, who live meanly as a sheep, and without vanity
as the Baptist."—Bp. Tai/U>r: Sermons at QoUimt drove.

t &n-*vchr8n-lc, a. [Gr. dvd (ana) = back-
ward

; xpovikos (chronikos) = of time
; xpovos

(chronos) = time.] Involving an anachronism.
(Coleridge. Worcester.

)

an acli ron ism, * an ac ron Ism, s.

[In Ger. anachronism,; Fr. anachronism*;
Sp. and Ital. anacronismo; Port, anachro-
nismo; all from Gr. dvaxpovio-poe (anachro-
nistnos); dvd (anu), and xpovuTfi.6* (dvrotiis-
mos) = (1) a long duration, (2) a coming late

;

Xpow'gt* (cAnmfeo) = to touch
; xpo"os (cAronos)

= time.] The placing of an historic event,
or manners aud customs, Ac, at a wrong
chronological date. The term is especially
used when anythiug is dated too early. Thus",
it would be a very great anachronism were a
modern poet to introduce cannon at the siege
of Troy.

"This leads me to the defence of the famous ana-
chronism, in niakiijji ^neiusiiiid Dido con temporaries -

for it is certain that the hero lived almost two hun-
dred years before the building of Carthage."'—Drytlcn.
"The statement, therefore, which represented the

Soman envi>y* in the year after the first secession as
obtaining corn from Diouysius the elder, resemhVs
the anachronism which makes Numa the disciple of
Pythagoras, or that which describes the co!!"rx uy
between Solon and Creasus."—Lewis: Early Roman
Bist., eta, xii., pt ii., i W.

an a chron-Is tic, a. [From Eng. ana-
chronis(m) ; -tic. Or from Gr. dvd (ana) =
back

; xpovi<rr6<; (chroyiistos) = tarrying, delay-
ing.] [Anachronism.] Pertaining to or in-
volving an anachronism ; wrongly dated.

" Among the anachronistic Improprieties which this
poem contains, the most conspicuous is the fiction of
Hector's sepulchre,"— Ifarton .• Hist. K P., h., } 5,

t an-a-cla -sis, s. [Gr. dvdWao-i* {anakkuis)
= h bending back and breaking; dvaxXdo
(anaJclao)=z(l) to fracture, to bend back, (2)
to break short off; dvd (ana) = back, and
cAdw (klao) = to break. ]

Surgery : The bending back of any part.

Hn-a-Clas'-tie, a. [Gr. ara«Aao-ro$ (ana-
klastos) sx bent back.] Bent back ; refracted.

anaolastic glasses. 5. [Called in Ger.
vexur glaser, i.e., vexing glasses, from the dis-
tnrbance produced by their resilience.] A
kind of sonorous flat-bellied phials, shaped like
inverted funnels, with bottoms extremely
thin, and slightly convex. When alternately
filled with air, and exhausted by the mouth,
they emit a considerable sound, produced by
their thin bottoms assuming first a convex
and then a concave form. They are made
chiefly in Germany.

itn-a-clas'-tics, a pL [Anaclastic.] The
science of dioptrics

; the science which treats
of refracted light

* ana cli' sis, *. [Gr. dvdKAtm (anaklixis)

= a lying or leaning back: dvd (back), and
«A«ri« (klisis) = a bending, inclination ; kAiVw
(klino) = to make, to bend.]

Med. : A term used by Hippocrates to
describe the reclining posture of the sick

;

also a couch or sick-bed.

an-a-cce-no -sis, 5. [Gr. aiwotVua-ic (ana-
koindHs) = an arrangement, a communica-
tion : dvasanvota (anakoinoo) == to communicate
or impart ; or avd, intensive, and Koivwtris
(koinosis) = a making common ; now6m
(koiJiod) = to make common ; kolvos (koinos)m common.]

Rhet. ; A figure by which a speaker applies
to his opponents for their opinion on some
poiait *n dispute between him and them.

ftn-a-ctfl-fi'-thon, *. [In Fr. anacolouthe.
From Gr. deaxdAovflos (anakolouthos) = want
of sequence; dv, priv., and drdAoufltx (akolou-
thos) — following

; okoAouoVm (akoloutJieo) = to
follow.

]
'

Rhet. & Gram. : Want of sequence in a sen-
tence. Such a change in the structure of a
sentence as to render it ungrammaticaL

*H-a-ooV-da, *. [Ceylonese name.] A large
snake, the Ennectus murinits, which occurs in
the island of Ceylon.

an -a-cos'-ta, s. [Dut.] A woollen diaper
made in Holland for the Spanish market.

an-ao-re-on'-tic, a, & 3. ; an-ac-re-on-
tique, s. [In Kr. Atuicreontique ; Sp., Port,
and Ital. AnturwonHco, From Anacreon, a
celebrated Greek lyric poet, who flourished
about 540 B.C. His writings were elegant in
diction, and melodious in cadence, but liable
to censure from a moral point of view, his
unvarying themes being wanton love aud
wine.]

A. As adjective ; Pertaining to Anacreon,
or to erotic poetry.

Prosody. Anacreontic verse; A kind of verse
much used by Anacreon. It consists of three
feet and a half, usually spondees and iambuses,
though sometimes anapaests occur in it.

" It is, indeed, a memorable fact to be recorded of a
boy, that, before completing his fifteenth year, he had
translated the Greek Hymn of Syuesius into English
Anacreontic verse. "-De Quistceys Works (ed. 1863), vol.
it, pp. 71, 12.

B. As substantive

:

1. A verse composed in the metre called
Anacreontic [Anacreontic Verse.]

2. An erotic poem i a poem treating on
Anacreon's favourite subjects, love and wine.

"To the miscellanies [oi Cowley) sucoeed the ami-
crcontiques, or paraphrastic* I translation!* of some
little poems, which pass, however Justly, under the
name of Anacreon. "—Johnson : Life of Cowley.

ANACREONTIC.
" Friend of my soul ! this goblet sip,

Twill chase that pensive terer:
Tis not so sweet as woman's lip;

Bnt, oh ! 'tis morewnceia.
Like her delusive beam,
Twill steal away thy mind:

But like affection's dream.
It leaves no sting behind !"—Moore.

* &n-a~cri'-8ls, *. [Gr. dwi*pto-tc (anakrisis)
= an examination, an inquiry : dvd (ana) =
again, and Kpiot? (krisis) = a separating

;

KpiVw (krino) = to separate.]

Among old Civilians : Interrogation of wit-
nesses, especially by torture.

an a-9yc -lus, s [In Ft. anctcycle; Sp.,Port.,

& Ital. anaciclo ; Gr, dvaxvickeui (anakukleo) =
to turn round again : dt-d (ana) = again, and
kvkKcu (kukleo) = to move round ; KVKhas = a
ring or circle. So called because there are
rows of ovaries without flowers, placed in a
circle round the disk.] A genus of plants be-
longing to the order Asteraceae, or Composites.
The A. radiatus was brought to the south of
Ireland in ballast, but is not a genuine British
plant The Pellitory of Spain (A. pyrethrum)
has a fleshy root, which, when fresh, produces
on the hands of those who gather it first a
sensation of great cold, and then one of burn-
ing heat. In rheumatic affections of the
mouth it is employed as a masticatory. In
other diseases it is used as a powerful rubefa-
cient and stimulant (Lindley : Veg. Kinad
p. 707.)

'

an'-a-dom, ana-dome, s. [Lat ana-
dema; Gr. ii/dS^a (anadema), for dra6Yo>a
{anadesma) — a band for women's hair.] A
garland or fillet. A chaplet or crown of flowers.

" In anadems tor whom they curiously dispose
The red.^ the dainty white, the goodly dainask

rose." Drayton : Polyolb., Song 15.
" The self-lov'd will

Of man or woman should not rule in them.
But each with other wear the anademe."

B. Jonson : Matq. at Court.
"At the end of [this song], Circe was seen npon the

rook, quaintly attired, her h.-Or loose about her
shoulders, an anarlem of flowers on her head, with a
wand inherhand."— ST. Brown: Inntr Tempi* Masque.

" Sit light in wreaths and anadsms."
Tennyson : T?ie Palace of Art.

an-a'-dl a, *, [Etym. doubtful.] A genus of
snakes containing the A. ocellata, or Eyed
Anadia, believed to be from India.

an-a'-di-a-dae, *. pi FFrom the typical
genns Anadia (q.v.).] A family of Ophidians.

an-a-di plo -sis, *. [Lat anadiplosis, from
Gr. ava&iirXtittris (anadiplosis) m a doubling
back. In rhet = a repetition ; in gram. =a
reduplication : dvd (ana) = again, and fttVAcoo-tc
(dijHosis) =a compounding of words : 5nr\6to
idiploo) = to double ; SwrAdos (diplnos) =
doable.]

Rhet. : The reduplication of a word by the
repetition at the commencement of a* new
clause of the word by which the former one
was terminated. {Glossogr. Nova,)

Ti A_* *• ** retaintA his virtues amidst all his
misfortunes, misfortune* uhi<h only Ml virtues brought
upvn him. '—Johnson.

b«a. btfjT; p<at. J<S^rl; cat, cell, chorus, 5Wn, bencb; go, gem; tMn,t*lB; sin
-Mon. -.Ion, -tioun, -donn = shun ; -flon, -slon = «hnn. -Mens, -sious, -clons

ftn'-a-drdm, ». [For etym. set Akadromous 1

Any tish wliicfc mxnii rivtra • the eel for
instatK-c.

'

an ad-rom ous, a. [Gr. iviSpo^o, (ana-
dromoa) = nwnina up, as a fish " running no "

a river : i»i («mi)=up, and Spdnos (dnaiiot)= a course, or running
; Sponeti, (drameiu), pr

infln., ami telpo^a (dedrmm), 2 pert of rp.vo,
(trecho)= to run.] Pertaining to such fishes
as at certain seasons ascend rivers.

^HSft'-ml-a, s. [Gr. avai^Ca (anairtiUx)= want
of blood : kv (an), priv., and iV° Qiaima) =
blood. ] Bloodlessness : a morbid state of the
system produced by loss of blood, by depriva-
tion of light and air in coal-mines, or causes
more obscure. The patient is characterised
by great paleness, and blood-vessels, easily
traceable at other times, become unseen after
great hemorrhage, or in cases of anwmi.i.
(Tfxld £ Bowman : Physiol. Anal,, ii. 20.").)

an-M'-mic, a. [Gr. apcu^os (aiiaimos) = blood-
less ; Eng. suffix -ic-.J Keiating to thedisea.se
called Anieuii.i (q.v.).

" If ths br.un be anixrnic, the quantity of surround-
ing fluid will be large."—Todd ± Bowin** : Phutivl
Anat., vol. t., ]>. 238.

an-fe-mot -roph-y, i. [Gr. avatf,oc(aitai«ot)
= bloodless, and Tpofjtr] (tropin) — nourish-
meui.] Want of nourishment

; its cause being
deficiency of blood.

an ass tho'-si a, s. [Gr. ivaia9<i<r(a (amis-
tlie^ia) = want of perception, or of feeling :

iv (an), priv., and ino*>|<ri5 (aistiisis) = ptr-
ceptiou by tiie

i

senses ; aio-tfaroMac (aistlta-
nomai), fut. aio-0>jo-oiAai (uUtliesomai) = to
perceive.] Loss of feeling ; insensibility.

an ses-thct'-ic, S.n ses tho tic, o. 4 s.
[Gr. ai/ (an), priv., and oio-6Vi*6i (a«(n*t)tos)= perceptive.]

A. As. adj. : Pertaining to an anaesthetic
;

deadening or destroying consciousness. [B.
]

B. As substantive (PI.) : A class of medicines
which, when inhaled in the form of vapour,
destroy consciousness for a time, and with
it the sense of pain. Garrod makes ana**-
thetics the third order of liissub-class, defined
as medicines acting especially upon the brain
proper, but probably also upon other portions
of the central nervous system. Among the
uses to which they are put are the alleviation
of pain ami spasm, the production of uncon-
sciousness during surgical operations or par-
turition, and tl»e procuring of sleep in de-
lirium. The best known are chloroform,
ether, and nitrous oxide.

"Since toe introduction of ether mid chloroform fut
awx.ttt<tiM in the practice of lurgery."—Tudd A Bow-man : I'hyuol. Anttt., vol. ii., p. 4uts.

an-SBS'-the-tlse, v.t. [Anesthesia.) To
render insensible by an anaesthetic (/our
tied. Soc., ix. 210.)

an'-aBS-thise, v.t. [Anaesthesia.] To anaes-

thetise (Daily Telegraph, Apiil S, 1880, p. 5.)

ana gal' lis, s. [In Sp. anirgalide; Ital.
anagallids ; Lat. anagallis ; Gr. ApayaAAcc
Otnagallis) ; avd (ana) = again, and ayaAAu
(agallo) = to make glorious, to adorn.]

Bat. : A genu* of Piinmlaeese (Primworts).
Two species occur in Britain, the Anagallis
arvensis, the Scarlet Pimpernel, and the A.
tenella, or Bog Pimpernel. The former is a
well-known plant, easily recognised by its
pretty rotate flowers, generally crimson,
though more rarely blue, flesh-white, coloured
or white, with a purple eye. Opening in sun-
light, and closing when the beams of the
luminary are withheld, it is sometimes called
the Poor Man's Weather-glass. It flowers
from May to November. Loudon says that in
our latitude it opens about 7 or 8 a.m., and
closes about 2 or 8 p.m. A very poisonous
extract can be formed from it ; nevertheless,
the plant has been used in cases of madness,
epilepsy, and dropsy.

an'-a-glyph, s. [Gr. aya-yAWr,; (anagluphfy ~
a work in low relief : avd (ana) = up, and
yAvoW (ijlnphl) = carving ; -yAv^io (gluplw) =
to hollow out, to engrave.]

Sculpture: A figure cut in low relief on a
plane or smooth surface, as in the case of a
cameo.

an-a-glyph'-io, a. [Gr. <W-yAvaSoc (anaglu-
phos).] The same as Anaglyptic (q.v.).

Anagtyphlck Art: " The art of carving and
engraving." (Glossogr. Nova.)

as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

e shus. -ble, ic. = bel. tique = «U.
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stn-a-glyp'-tic, a. & s. [Lat. anaglyptus;

Grr ivi-ykvirrtx (anagluptot).]

1. As adj. : Wrought in low relief, embossed,

engraved, or enchased in low relief. When
the design is produced by the engraving or in-

dentation, as in the case of seals, it is then

termed diaglyphic, or intaglio.

2. As substantive: Anything wrought in

low relief, in the manner described under the

adjective.
" They rather concern the statuary art : though we

might yet safely. I think, admit eome of the Greek
anagly'pticke."—Evelyn i Seulptura, p. X6.

an-a-glyp'-td- graph, «. [Or. draYAvrf")

(aniigluphe) = a work in low relief ; yoa4>i

(graph?) ~ a drawing ;
ypatpu* (grapho) = to

scratch, to scrape, to grave.]

Nat. Phil. : A machine for producing draw-

ings or etchings in relief, from models, coins,

medals, Ac. One sent by Mr. George Hogarth

Hakins to the Kensington Loan Collection is

described in the Report (1877), p. 478.

an-a-glyp-t&-graph'-ic, a. [Eng. anaglyp-

tog'raph; -to.] Pertaining to the art of pro-

ducing drawings or etchings in relief, or to

the anaglyptograph (q.v.).

an-a-glyp-tog'-raph-y, s. [Lat. anaglyp-

tus; Gr. ivovAutTTM (anagluptos) = wrought

in low relief, embossed ; ypcufnj (graphs) —
delineation; ypiSoi (grapho)= to grave, scrape,

or scratch.] The art of copying works in

relief. (.Edinburgh Renew. Worcester.)

an-ag-nbr'-I-Sa's, s. [Gr. ivayvu>pio-ie (ana-

gnorisis)= recognition : ova (ana)= again, and

•yvupio-ic (gnorisis) = acquaintance (with each

other); wupif™ (gnorizo)= to make known.]

Recognition ; the denouement in a drama.

(Bjair.)

in-ag no'-sis, s. [Gr. a.v6.yvoio-t< (anagnosis)

= a knowing again: ava (ana)= again, and

yrio-ic (gnosis) = an inquiry, judgment ;
yiwai

(gnonai), iufin. of viyelo-Kio (gignosko) — to

know.) Recognition. The same as Ana-

gnorisis (q.v.).

in a go-ge, an'-a-go-gy, s. [In Fr. ana-

gog'ie ; Sp. anagoge, anagogia; Port. & ItaL

anagogia; Gr. ovnyioYi) (anagoge) = a leading

up : dvd (ana) = up, and dymyr/ (agoge) = a

leading ; dye> (ago) = to lead.]

Theol. : Elevation of the mind to spiritual

objects.

•J The form anagogy is in Dyche's Diet.

(1758).

Extgetics : The pointing out of a spiritual

sense under the literal words of portions of

Scripture ; the indication of a reference to

New Testament doctrine in the prophecies,

types, and symbols of the Old. [Anagogical. ]

Afed. : The return of humours or the rejec-

tion of matters upward by means of the

mouth.

JLn-a-gS-get, -I-cal, a. [Formed as if from

Gr' ayayioynrtKot (anagogetikos), from d*ay«>y>j

(anagoge) (q.v.).] Pertaining to anagoge. The

same as Anaoogical (q.v.). (Bailey.)

ton-a-gSg'-I-cal, a. [In Fr. anagogigue ; Gr.

avayoiyUoc (an'agogikos) = raising the mind to

heavenly things, mystical.] Pertaining to

anagoge ; mysterious, elevated, spiritual. (Ap-

plied specially to one of the four chief methods

of interpreting Scripture, the other three being

the literal, the allegorical, and the tropological

methods.)
"Anagogical. Mysterious, or which hath an ele-

vated, raised, and uncommon signification. — Blount.

" Which Is an analogical trope or hygh speakynge

of my lorde above hys compasse. —Bale : Fee a Court*

at the Romythe Foxe, fol. 56.

"Prom the former of these two have been drawn
certain senses and expositions of Scriptures which

had need be contained within the bounds of sobriety :

the one analogical, and the other philosophical. —
Bacon : Advancement of learn., bk. iL

" We cannot apply them [prophecies] to him, but by

a mystical anagogical explication."—Sot^a : Serm.,

vlil 161.

an-a-gog'-I-oal-ajf, adv. [Eng. anagogical

;

ly'.] Mysteriously, with spiritual elevation ;

in a spiritual sense. (Johnson.)

an ni gog'-ics, * an-a-g5g-icks, »• pi

[Gr. avayorytKos (anagogikos) — mystical.] The

study of mystical subjects.

"The notes upon that constitution say, that the

Misna Torah was composed out of the cabal istick* and
anagogidu of the Jews, or some allegorical interpreta-

tions pretended to be derived from Moses. —L. Addl-

son : state of the Jews, p. Ms.

an -a-gram. s. [In Sw. anagram ; Ger. ana-

gramm ; Fr. anaaramme ,- Sp. anagrama ; Port.

& ItaL anagramma. From Gr. e\va (ana) =
backwards, and yoip.p.a (gramma)= that which

is drawn or written, a letter : ypafro (grapho) =
to grave, to write. ]

1 1. The letters of any wo»d read backwards.

Thus in a satire on the Whig government

under Lord Melbourne, which appeared in a

provincial Tory paper, the political leader was

described as Enruoblem, which was simply

Melbourne spelled backwards.

2. The letters of any word or words trans-

posed in their order so as to make another

word, or more generally a short sentence.

Thus the letters in the name of William Noy,

Attorney-General to Charles I., who toiled

hard in his vocation, become, when transposed,

/ moyl in law. Similarly Galen becomes by

transposition angel, and Mary, army. The
practice was not much in vogue among
the Greeks and Romans, but it was com-

mon among the Jewish cabalists. Among
European nations it first began to be exten-

sively employed in the sixteenth century.

Sometimes writers put not their own name
but its anagram on their works ; thus,

Calvin put not Calvinus, but its anagram,

Alcuinus, on the edition of his Institutes

published at Strasburg in 1539. In certain

cases mathematicians who had made dis-

coveries for which they wished to claim

priority without communicating their secret,

gave forth its anagram instead of itself. This

was done by Galileo, Huyghens, and Sir Isaac

Newton. Sometimes these anagrams were

intentionally so obscurely worded, and of

such a length, as to render their solution

almost impossible. Thus Galileo announced

his observations on Saturn :—Smaismrmilme
poeta leumi bone nugttaviras = altissimum

planetam tergeminum observavi (I have ob-

served that the most distant planet is triple-

formed). Huyghens also announced his dis-

covery of Saturn's ring in the following ana-

gram :—aaaaaaa ccccc d eeeee iiiiiii 1111 mm
nnnnnnnnn oooo pp q rr s ttttt uuuuu =
annulo cingilur, tenui, piano nusquam coha-

rente, ad eclipticam inclinato (it is surrounded

by a slender ring, nowhere coherent, inclined

to the ecliptic).

" Though all her parts be not in th' usual place.

She hath vet the anagrams of a good face

;

If we ml^lit put the letters but one way.

In that lean dearth of words, what could we say T

Donne'l Poem*, p. 70.

" Thy genius calls thee not to purchase fame
In keen iamhicks, but mild anagram."

Dryden : Mac Flecknoe, v. S04.

t an -a-gram, v.t. [From the substantive.]

To construct an anagram by transposing the

letters of any particular word. (Warburton.

Worcester.)

an-a-gram mat'-ic. an-a-gram-mat'-
i-cal, a. [From Gr. ivd (ana), and ypau-jid-

•niecK (grammatikos) ; ava.ypap.ua (anagramma)
= an anagram.] Containing an anagram

" For whom was devised Pallas'a defensive shield,

with Gorgon's head thereon, with this anagramma-
licit vora."—Camden.

"Some Iplaces] have continued anagrammatlcal
Appellations, from half their own and their wives'

names joined together."—Bieift : On Barb. Denom. in

Ireland.

an-a-gram-mat'-i-cal-ly, adv. [Eng.

anagrammatical ; -ly] After the manner of

an anagram.
"Please to cast your eye anagramma'ically upon

the name if the halsamum ; you will And, '
Convenimit

rebus nomina s»pe suis." "—Gayton : \ofes on Don
Ouix., ILL s.

an-a-gram'-nvat-lsm, s. [Gr. ipaypaupa-

Tio-u.dc (anagrammatismosy] The art or prac-

tice of making anagrams.

"The only quintessence that hitherto the alchymy
of wit could draw out of names is anagrammatitm, or

metagrammatism, which is a dissolution of a name
truly written into its letters as its elements, and a
new connection of it by artificial translation, with-

out addition, subtraction, or change of any letter into

different words, making some perfect sense appliable

to the person named."—Camden.

an a gram mat 1st, s. [From Gr. iv«

(aria), and ypdo-(i.aTio-Tr/c(aramma(i«le«).] One
who makes anagrams.

"To his lo. fr. Mr. W. Auhrey, an ingenious ana-
grammnrlMt, late turned minister."—Oamage : Epi-

gram*, Ep. IB.

an-a-gram'-mat-ize, t>.t. [In Fr. ana-

grammatiser; Port anagrammatisar ; ItaL ana-

grammatizzarc ; Gr. ivaypap.nari(a> (anagram-

matizd.] To make anagrams.

" Others suppose that by the word Sophyra, which
is Ophyr anagrammatitea, mentioned in the seventy-

two interpreters, is intended or meant Soffala or
Sophura."—Sir T. Herbert : Trae., p. aso.

"Others, in Latin, anagrammatize It [the name of

Eve] from Eva into Yce; because, they say, she was ths

cause of woe I"—Austin: Hcec Homo, p. 18s.

an a-graph, s. [Gr. avaypatpn (anagraphe) =
(a writing up, a record ; ayaYpdipw (anagrapho)
— to write up : aKoi (ana) = up, and ypaipto

(grapho) = to write. ]

1. An inventory ; a register

2. A commentary.

a-na'-grSs, s. [Sp.] A Spanish measure for
' grain used chiefly in Seville, and containing

about two bushels.

an-a-gy'-ritt, s. [In Port, anagyro; ItaL,

anigiride; Lat anagyros ; Gr. dvd-yupic (ana-

guris) and oydyvpoc (anaguros) : ava (ana) =
backwards ;

yOpo? (guros) = a circle.] A genus

of papilionaceous plants, one of the Cistropical

Eupodalyriese. The A. fietida, a bush with

trifoliolate leaves and yellow racemose flowers,

has purgative properties, and its seeds are

narcotic.

an ai ma, a. [Gr. a = without, and atp.a

(haima) = blood ; avatpAn (anaimia) = want of

blood.] A zoological term used by Aristntle,

and signifying without blood. It need scarcely

be added that Aristotle's idea of the bloodless

character belonging to certain animals was
wholly erroneous. [Anaemia.]

a'-nal, a. [From Lat. anus = the anus.] Per-

taining to the anus.

Ichthyol. : The ana! fin is the fin placed on

the lower part of a fish's body, and so far

behind as to be near the anus.

"... the first rays of the dorsal and anal fins."—

OrigUKl Cuvier, vol. X,, p. 7.

an al cite, an al cime, s. [In Ger. i

analzim ; Gr. oVoakic (analkis) = weak : a,

priv., and aAxij (alkl) = strength. So called

because by rubbing it becomes weakly electric]

A mineral classed by Dana as the type of his

Analcite group. It occurs isometric, in trape-

zohedrons, and massive granular. Its hard-

ness is 5 to 5'5, its sp. gr. 2'22 to 2'29 or 2278,

UK lustre vitreous, the colour white tinged

with other hues. It varies from transparent

to opaque. It is brittle. It consists of silica

51 to 5512, alumina 2228 to 2413, lime 0'27

to 5'82, soda 6'45 to 1465, potassium 065 to

4 48, and water 7 68 to 9'76. It is found in

Scotland in the Kilpatrick and Campsie Hills,

at Bowling, in Glen Farg, on the Calton Hill

near Edinburgh, and at Kilmalcolm ; in Ire-

land in Antrim ; in the Faroe Isles; in various

other parts of Europe ; in Nova Scotia,

Canada, and the United States.

If Dana considers Picranalcime probably to

be analcite altered by the magnesian process,

and Cluthalite also to be changed analcite.

analclme carnea, s. [Lat. cornea =
fleshy; from caro, genit. carnis = flesh.] The

old name for Sarcolite (q.v.).

analcite group, ». A group of minerals

placed by Dana as the third in order under

the Zeolite section of Ids Hydrous Silicate".

an a lee' - ta, s. pi. [Analects. ]

.j£n-a-lec'-tic, a. [From Gr. ayaAe'KTtkc*

(oiiaieWitos).] Pertaining to analects : as,

an analectic magazine— i.e., one containing

essays or selections. (Webster.)

an a lects, an-a-lec -ta, s. pi. [In Ger.

analekten ; Fr. anciectes ; Sp. anaiectos. From
Gr. dvoAeara (analekta), neut. pi. of ardAenroc

(analektos) = choice, select.]

* 1. Crumbs which fall from the table ; "the

remains or fragments taken otf the table.

(Dyche, 1758.)

2. A collection of short literary productions,

as essays or jottings ;
" certain parts or por;

tions selected out of different authors.

(Dyche.)

&n-a-l6m'-ma, s. [In Ger. & Lat. aiiafemmo.

From Gr. uvdAijufia (analimma) = that whicll

is used for repairing or supporting anything
j

dxaAnu/Sdru (anaUtmbano) = to take up :
avi

(ana) = up, and X<tuf>dwo (lambano) = to take. J

1. Geom. : A projection of the sphere on th«

plane of the meridian orthographically mad*

by a straight line and ellipses, the eye being

supposed at an infinite distance, and in tht

east or west point of the horizon.

fate OX, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go pot.

or. wore, wolf. work, who, son ; mute. cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. ». «e = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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1 Mech. : An instrument made of brass or
wood on which the projection now mentioned
i» drawn, with an horizon or cursor fitted to it,

in which the solstitial colure and all circles

parallel to it will be represented as concen-
tric, all circles oblique to the eye as ellipses,

and all the planes of which pass through the
eye as straight lines. The analcmma now
described is used for illustrating, at least with
an approach to accuracy, the various astrono-
mical problems.

/•n a lcp' sis, an'-a-lSp-s$r, an-a-lep
si-a, s. [Gr. awxAn^ts (analepsis) = a taking
up, * restoration ; avaXa^dvia (analambano),
fut. avaArnl/ofiai (analepsomai) = to take up, to
restore to health : avd (ana), and Xa/x/Sacw

(lambano), fut. Ajji^ojicu (lepsomai) — to take.]

1. The augmentation or nutrition of an
emaciated body ; recovery of strength after

disease. (Quincey, d\.)

2. The name given by Johannes Anglicus and
Riverius to a kind of epilepsy which is said

to proceed from disorder of the stomach. It

is sometimes used in a more extended sense
for epilepsy in general. (Parr.)

ana lep -tic, * an-a-lep '-tick, a, & a

[In Fr. analeptique ; from Gr. avaMfintKo^
(analiptikos).']

1. As adjective : Restorative.
" Analeptic!: medicines cherish the nerves and renew

the spirits and strength."—Quincy.

Analeptic Tonics : In Garrod's classification

of medicines, the same as blood tonics or
blood restoratives (q.v.).

2. As subst. : A medicine designed to impart
tone to the system, restoring flesh, strength,
and cheerfulness after sickness or weakness
from whatever cause ; a restorative.

an al ge si a, .«.

Pathol. : Insensibility to pain ; inability to

feel pain.

* ana-lie, * anailizic (ana i-ly-Jf), v.t.

[Aliene.] To alienate.

"Wil ye me to have analied, sold and disponed, as
1 by these presents analic . . . to the said B . .

"

—Spottiswoode i Style of Writs. {Boucher.)

* a-nal'-o-gal, a. LEng. analog(y); -ai.]

The same as Analogous.

an a-ldg-i-cal, a. [In Fr. analogique; Sp.,
Port., & Ital, analogico ; Lat. analogicus ; Gr.
dva\oyiK6s (analogikos) — proportional, analo-
gous.]

* 1. Analogous.
"There is placed the minerals between the inani-

mate and vegetable province, participating something
analogical to either. '

—

Bale ; Origin of Mankind.

% Dr. Johnson draws the following distinc-
tion between the words analogous and ana-
logical:

" Analogous signifies having relation,
and analogical having the quality of repre-
senting relation."

2. Logic and Ordinary Lang. : Pertaining to
analogy ; pertaining to resemblances of any
kind, on which may be founded reasoning
falling short of the conclusiveness possessed
by induction. [Analogy, Induction.]

"The cases in which analogical evidence affords Jn
Itself any very high degree of probability are, as we
have just observed, only those in which the resem-
blance is very close and extensive."—John Stuart Mill
Logic, 2nd ed. (1846), vol. il, ch. xx., p. 105.

3. Biol. : Pertaining to two animals, two
plants, or even an animal and a plant, which
in certain respects resemble each other; the
similarity, however, being one of analogy only,
and not of affinity. [Analogy, Affinity.]

"All analogical resemblances, as of a whale to a
fish . .

."—.Oar-win; Descent of Man, vol. i, pt. i.,

ch. vii., p. 280.

ana-log -I-cal-l$r, adv. [Eng. analogical;
Ay. ] In an analogical manner.

".
. . we are often obliged to use these words

analogically to express other powers of the mind which
are of a very different nature."—Reid: Inquiry in,'*
the Buman Mind, c. 7.

ana log -i cal-ness, s. [Eng. analogical;
-ness, ] The quality of being analogical ; fitness
to be applied for the illustration of some
analogy.

* an-al-6g-ie, s. [Analogy.]

an al-dg ism, s. [In Ger. analogism; Fr.

analogisme ; Port analogismo. From Gr.
avoAcryio-fxoc (analogismos) = fresh calculation,
reconsideration, a course or line of reasoning,
proportionate calculation ; from avaAoycgbpat

(analogizomai) = to count up again : avd (ana)
= again, and koyifyfuu (logizomai) — to count.]

1. An argument from the cause to the effect.

(Johnson.)

2. Investigation of things by the analogy
which they bear to each other. (Crabb.)

anal Og-ist, s. [Eng. analogy); ~ist.) One
* who on a particular occasion, or habitually,
reasons from analogy. (Webster.)

t an-al' og-ize, v. t. [Eng. analogy) ; -we. Gr.

dvaAoyifanai. (analogizomai).'} [Analogism. ]

To reason from analogy ; to explain by means
of analogy.

"We have systems of material bodies diversely
figured and situated, if separately considered ; they
represent the object of the desire which is analogized
by attraction or gravitation."—Cheyne: On Regimen ;

Hatural Analogy, f 8.

t an-al-og-ized, pa, par. [Analogize.]

t a-nal'-o-gon, $. [Neut. of Gr. adj. dvdxoyoc
(a«a7o<70s)= proportionate, analogous to. ] That
which is analogous to something else.

an alog ous, a. [In Sp., Port, & Ital.

analogo; Lat. analog us; Gr. dvdXoyos (analogos)
= proportionate to. ]

1. Logic <£ Ord. Lang. : Presenting some
analogy or resemblauce to ; parallel to in some
respect ; similar, like.

"The language is analogous, wherever a thing,
power, or principle in a higher dignity is expressed by
the same thing, power, or principle in a lower but
more known form."

—

Coleridge ; Aids to Rejection
(1B39), p. 149.

". . . the artificial instruments which we our-
selves plan with foresight and calculation for analo-
gous uses."—Owen ; Classif. of the Mammalia, p. 62.

•ff It is followed by to of the thing to which
the resemblance is perceived.
"... that the particular parts principally ob-

jected against in this whole dispensation are analogous
to what is experienced in the constitution and course
of Nature or Providence."—Butler : Analogy, Introd.

2. Grammar. Nouns are sometimes divided
into univocal, equivocal, and analogous.
(Whately: Logic, bk. ii., ch. v., § 1.)

3. Pyro-electricity. Analogous pole is the
name given to the end of a crystal which
shows positive electricity when the tempera-
ture is rising. It is opposed to antilogous
pole (q.v.). (Atkinson : Ganot's Physics, § 037.)

4. Biology:

(a) Having a relation of analogy, but not
one of affinity.

"The pigeons in one order [the Rasores], and the
Edentates in the other [UngulataJ. follow next: let
us therefore see how far these groups are analogous."—Swainson : Birds, vol. iiL (1837), p. 160.

(6) Having a relation of analogy combined
with one of affinity.

"The two owls, the two tyrant fly-catchers (Pyro-
cephalus), and the dove, are also smaller than the
analogous but distinct species."

—

Darwin: Voyage
round the World, ch. xvii.

Analogous variation : Variations of a similar
character in different species, genera, &c.

" Many of these resemblances are more probably due
to analogous variation, which follows, as I have else-
where attempted to show, from co-descended organisms
having a similar constitution, And having been acted
on by similar causes Inducing variability."

—

Darwin :

Descent of Man, vol. i., pt. i., ch. vi., p. 194.

an-al -6g ous-ly, adv. [Eng. analogous

;

-ly.] In an analogous manner.
"Can you, then, demonstrate from his unity, or

omnipresence, which you conceive but analogously
and imperfectly, . . . —Skelton .Deism Rev., Dial. 6.

". . . the same word may be employed either uni-
vocally, equivocally, or analogously." — whately :

Logic, bk. ii., ch. v., { l.

an -a-ldgue, s. [Fr. analogue = analogous
;

Gr. oWdAoyo? (analogos) = proportionate to :

&vd (ana) = up to ; \6yoc (logos) = reason. Ac-
cording to reason ; analogous to.] That which
resembles something else in one or more
respects.

Specially

:

1. Philol. : A word in one language corre-
sponding to a word in another.

"8. (Sanscrit} an, water, the analogue of the Latin
aqua.*—Key: Philological Essays (1868). p. 258.

2. Biol. : A part of an animal or plant which
has the same function as another part in a
second animal or plant differently organised.
[Homologue.]

3. Geol.: Any body which corresponds with,
or bears great resemblance to, another body.
(Especially used by geologists in' comparing
fossil remains with living specimens.)
"... the great abundance in the oolitic ocean of

fishes, whose nearest living analogue is the Port Jack-
son shark. (Cestracion)."—Owen: British fossil Man-
mals and Birds (1846), p. xiv.

an-al -og-y, * an-al 6g-ie, *. [In Sw. A
Dan. analogia ; Ger. A; Fr. analogic ; Sp., Port,
Ital., & Lat. analogia ; all from Gr. ivakoyia
(analogia) = (l) equality of ratios, proportion

;

(2) analogy ; dvd (ana), and Adyos (logos) . . .

= a ratio, &c. ; Aeyw (lego) = to count. ]

A. Ord. Lang. : Similitude of relations
between one thing and other (see B., Logic,
No. I.), or such resemblances as are described
under Lo^ic, No. 2. (The thing to which the
other is compared is preceded by to or with.)

" The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to
the Constitution and Course of Nature. By Joseph
Butler, LL.D., late Lord Bishop of Durham."

% When both are mentioned together they
are connected by the word between.

".
. . If a real analogy between the vegetable

world and the intellectual and moral system were
presumed to exist . . ."—Isaac Taylor; Elements
of Thought, 8th ed. (1846), p. JL

B. Technically:

L Logic:

1. Resemblance of relations, a meaning
given to the word first by the mathematicians,
and adopted by Ferguson, Whately, and, as
one of various senses, by John Stuart Mill
To call a country like England, which has
sent out various colonies, the mother country,
implies that there is an analogy between the
relation in which it stands to its colonies and
that which a mother holds to her children.
(Mill's Logic. (See B., II., Math.)

2. More usitally : Resemblance of any kind
on which an argument falling short of induc-
tion may be founded. Under this meaning
the element of relation is not specially dis-
tinguished from others. " Analogical reason-
ing, in this second sense, may be reduced to
the following formula : Two things resemble
each other in one or more respects ; a certain
proposition is true of the one, therefore it is

true of the other." If an invariable conjunc-
tion is made out between a property in the
one case and a property in the other, the
argument rises above analogy, and becomes
an induction on a limited basis

; but if no
such conjunction has been made out, then
the argument is one of analogy merely. Ac-
cording to the number of qualities in one
body which agree with those in another, may
it be reasoned with confidence that the as yet
unexamined qualities of the two bodies will
also be found to correspond. (Mill's Logic,

pp. 98—107.) Metaphor and allegory address
the imagination, whilst analogy appeals to the
reason. The former are founded on similarity
of appearances, of effects, or of incidental cir-

cumstances ; the latter is built up on more
essential resemblances, which afford a proper
basis for reasoning.

IL Math. : Proportion ; the similitude of
ratios. (Euclid, Bk. V., Def. 8.)

m. Grammar : Conformity with the struc-
ture or the genius of a language.

IV. Biol. : The relation between parts which
agree in function, as the wing of a bird and
that of a butterfly, the tail of a whale and
that of a fish. (Huxley's Classif. of Animals,
1869, Gloss.) Relations of analogy were made
very prominent in the system of the now ex-
tinct Quinary School of zoologists. They are
to be carefully distinguished from those of
affinity. [Affinitv.]
"... the analogy of the hawk to the shrike, or

eagle to the lion."—Swainson ; Classif. of Birds, i. 846.

"The analogy between the swan and the ostrich Is

one degree, that between the ostrich and the giraffe is
another, while the analogy between the bee and the
weaving birds (Ploceans:) is another. "—Ibid.

t an'-a-lyji-a-ble, a. [Analyzablb.)

t an a lyse, v.t. [Analyze.]

an'-a-lys-er, s. [Analyzer.]

anal -ys -its, s. [In Sw. analys; Dan. aralyrts;
Ger. analyse (Logic), analysis (Math.); Fr. &
Port, analyse ; Sp. analisis ; Ital. analisi.
From Gr. avdWvons (analusis) = (I) a loosing,
releasing

; (2) a dissolving, the resolution of
a whole into its parts, analysis opposed to
genesis or synthesis ; in Logic, the reduction of
the imperfect figures into the perfect one;
(3) the solution of a problem, &c. : avd\vu
(analuo) = to unloose • avd (ana) = backward,
and Aiiw (luo) see to loose.]

A. Ordinary Language :

1. Gen. : The act of analysing ; the state of
being analysed ; the result of such investiga-
tion. The separation of anything physical,
mental, or a mere conception into rte con-
stituent element*. (A scientific word which

bSll, bo^; pd*ut, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, $hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =f-
-tion, -sion, -cioun = shun; -flon, -sion-zhun. -tious, -sious, cious, -ceous^shus. -hie, -die, &c = bet del.
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has partially established itself in ordinary
speech. ) [Analyze, $. ]

" We canuot know auy thing of nature, bat by an
analysis of its true initial onuses ; till we know the
f-'rst springs of natural motions, we are still but
i,uuruiU.' —Glantrille.

Used specially—

(1.) In some of the senses given under B.
{q.v.).

"... but the subsequent translation of the ahock
of the aethereal wares into consciousness eludes the
analysis of ecience."—Tyndalt : Frag, of Science (Srd
ed.), ¥iu., p. 177.

(2.) A syllabus, conspectus, or exhibition of
the heads of a discourse ; a synopsis, a brief
abstract of a subject to enable a reader more
readily to comprehend it when it is treated at
length. Thus Lindley, in his Vegetable King-
dom, presents a conspectus of the several
orders of plants ander the heading "Artificial

Analysis of the Natural Orders.

"

B. Technically:

X. Math. : The term analysis, signifying an
unloosing, as contradistinguished from syn-
thesis = a putting together, was iirst employed
by the old Greek geometricians to characterise
one of the two processes of investigation
which they pursued. The Analytical Method
of inquiry has been defined as the art or
method of finding out the truth of a proposi-
tion by first supposing the thing done, and
then reasoning back step by step till one
arrives at some admitted truth. It is called
alao the Method of Invention or Resolution.

Analysi. in Mathematics may be exercised on
finite or on infinite magnitudes or numbers.
Twa analysis of finite quantities is the same as
Spmoious arithmetic or algebra. That of infi-

nites, called also the new analysis, is particu-
larly used in fluxions or the differential cal-

culus. But analysis could be employed also
in geometry, though Euclid preferred to make
his immortal work synthetic ; it is therefore a
departure from correct language to use the
word analysis, as many ou the Continent do,
as the antithesis of geometry ; it is opposed,
as already mentioned, to synthesis, and to
that alone.

"Calculations of this nature require a very high
analysis for their successful performance, such as is

far beyond the scope and object of this work to
attempt."—Berschel : Astron., 5th e<L (1S68). $ 804.

IL Chem. : The examination of bodies with
the view of ascertaining of what substances
they are composed, and in what proportion
these substances are contained in them. The
former is called qualitative and the latter
quantitative analysis.

"The following method may be adopted for this
kind of quantitative analysis."—Todd A Bowman :

Physiol. Anat., vol. ii., p. 308.

Chemical analysis is classified into Blow-
pipe, Qualitative, Gravimetrical, and Volumetric
analysis ; and the Proximate and the Ultimate
analysis of organic bodies.

1. Blowpipe A natysis ; The substances ex-
amined by the blowpipe are (1) heated alone
on charcoal ; (2) heated on a platinum wire
with borax (q.v.) ; (3) with microcosmic salt,

NaH.(NH^P04+4H20; (4) with sodium car-
bonate ; (5) on a piece of charcoal which has
been moistened with a few drops of nitrate of
cobalt ; (6) fused with potassium nitrate. The
reactions are given under the respective metals
(q.v.). (Consult Plattner on the Blowpipe.)

2. Quali'Sriive Analysis is employed to find
out the c vmposition and properties of any un-
known substance, and to separate different
substances from each other. It is performed
in the following manner :—The substance is

dissolwd in distilled water ; if not soluble in
water, then in hydrochloric acid or in aqua-
regia ; if insoluble in these, it is fused with
sodium carbonate. The commoner bases and
acids contained in the solution are tested for
as follows :

—

Add hydrochloric acid. A white precipitate
Is either AgCl (argentic chloride), Hg2Clj> (raer-
curous chloride), or PbCl2 (plumbic chloride).

Filter ; pass H23 (sulphuretted hydrogen
gas) through the filtrate. A black precipitate
is either PbS (plumbic sulphide), CuS (cupric
sulphide), HgS (mercuric sulphide), or Bi^$3
(sulphide of bismuth). A yellow precipitate
is either Cd8 (cadmium sulphide), AsjSj or
AS2S5 (sulphides of arsenic), or SnSs (stannic
sulphide). A brown precipitate is SnS (stan-
nous sulphide). An orange precipitate is

Sb>si3 (antimonic sulphide).
Filter ; boil the filtrate to expel HeS, add a

few drops of nitric acid, and boil to oxidise
the r*T>n ; then add chloride of ammonium and
amraoaia. A red precipitate is FejOg (ferric

oxide). A blmsh-green precipitate is C^Os
(chromic oxide). A white precipitate is AI0O3
(ulummic oxide), or phosphates, borates, and
oxalates.

Filter ; to the filtrate add sulphide of ammo-
nium. A black precipitate is either CoS (sul-

phide of cobalt), or MS (sulphide of nickel).
A pink precipitate turning brown is MniS (sul-

phide of manganese). A white precvpitute is

ZnS (sulphide of zinc).

Filter ; to the filtrate add ammonium car-

bonate. A white precipitate is either BaC03,

SrC03 or CaCOg (carbonates of barium,
strontium, or calcium).

Filter ; divide the filtrate into two parts. To
one part add Na3H.P04 (sodium phosphate).
A white precipitate is M^NH^POj +6H20,
indicating the presence of magnesia. The
other part is evaporated to dryness, heated
strongly to drive off the ammoniacal salts,

and if there is a residue it is tested for potash
and soda.
Amraoniacal salts are tested for in the origi-

nal solution by adding caustic potash, which
liberates ammonia, NH3, which is recognised
by its smell, and by its turning red litmus
paper blue.

The sulphides of arsenic, antimony, and tin
are soluble in sulphide of ammonium, and
are re-precipitated by HC1.
The tests for the other rarer metals and

acids, and the confirmatory tests for the
above, are given under their respective names
(q.v.).

Acids may be tested for as follows :—Car-
bonic, hydrosulphuric, hydrocyanic acids are
liberated by stronger acids with effervescence.
Carbonic, arsenious, arsenic, chromic, boracic,
phosphoric, oxalic, hydrofluoric, and silicic

acids give from a neutral solution a white
precipitate, with BaClo. (barium chloride),
whiuh dissolves in hydrochloric acid ; but
sulphuric acid gives a white precipitate in-

soluble in acids.

Tartaric and citric acids are recognised by
the precipitate charring when heated, and
emitting fumes of peculiar odour.
Chloride of calcium, with phosphoric and

boracic acids, gives a white precipitate, which
is soluble in acetic acid ; also with oxalic
and hydrofluoric acids, a white precipitate,
insoluble in acetic acid.

Nitrate of silver (AgNOs) gives a black pre-
cipitate with hydrosulphuric acid, a yellow
precipitate with arsenious, phosphoric, and
silicic acid ; a red precipitate with chromic and
arsenic acid; and a white precipitate with
boracic and oxalic acids. All these precipi-
tates are soluble in nitric acid.

Nitrate of silver (AgN03) gives a precipitate
insoluble in nitric acid with hydrochloric,
hydrocyanic, hydrobromic, and hydriodic
acids.

Ferric chloride (FeaClg) gives a red colour
with acetic acid and sulphocyanic acid ; a black
precipitate with gallic and tannic acids ; a
blue precipitate with ferrocyanides.
Nitric acid (HNOg) and chloric acid (HCIO-,)

are not precipitated by any reagent. Their
salts deflagrate on ignited charcoal.
For confirmatory tests for acids, see under

their respective names. (See Fresenius', Gal-
loway's, or Will's Qualitative Analysis.)

Z. Gravimetrical Analysis, or quantitative
analysis by weight, is the method of separating
out of a weighed quantity of a compound its

constituents, either in a pure state or in the
form of some new substance of known compo-
sition, and accurately weighing the products

;

from the results of these operations the per-
centage of the constituents contained in the
substance can be determined. (For methods
see Fresenius' Quantitative Analysis.)

4. Volwmetrical Analysis, or quantitative
analysis by measure, determines the amount
of the constituents contained in a given solu-
tion by

—

(a) Neutralisation of a measured quantity
of the liquid by a certain volume of a standard
solution of acid or alkali.

(6) By the quantity of a standard solution of
an oxidising or reducing agent required to
oxidise or reduce a measured quantity of the
liquid to be tested.

(c) By observing when no further precipita-
tion takes place on adding the standard solu-
tion of the reagent to a known volume of the
liquid to be tested. (See Sutton's Volumetric
Analysis and Mohr's Titrirmethode.)

5. By Proximate Analysis we determine the
amount of sugar, fat, resin, alkaloid, &&, con-
tained in an organic compound, each of these

being removed and separated by diflereut
solvents, Sot.

6. By Ultimate Analysis of an organic sub-
stance we determine the percentage of carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, and
phosphorus contained in it. Thus the amount
of carbon and hydrogen is determined by
burning a weighed quantity of the substance
in a combustion tube along with oxide of
copper, and collecting the water produced in
a weighed U tube filled with chloride of cal-
cium, and the carbonic acid gas in weighed
bulks filled with caustic potash. (See Fre-
senius' Quantitative Analysis.)

ITX Other sciences, Logic, Metaphysics, Philo-
logy, <£o- •' The separation of anything which
becomes the object of scientific inquiry into
its constituent elements ; also the result thus
obtained.

"Analysis consists In making experiments and ob-
servations, and in drawing general conclusions from
them bv induction, and admitting of no objections
but such as are taken from experiments, or other
certain truths."—Newten: Qpticks.

"By anatamico-physiological analysis we separate
the solids and fluids of toe body into their various
kinds, and classify and arrange them according to
their characters and properties."

—

Todd & Bowman;
Physiol. Anat., voL i.. In trod., p. Si.

" By prismatic analysis Sir William Herschel sepa-
rated the luminous from the non-luminous rays ot
the sun, and he also sought to render the obscure rays
vislhle by concentration."

—

Tyndali: Frag, of Science,
Brd ed., viii. 5, p. 186.

**.
. . it will be wen that synthesis, or putting

together, Is the keynote of the ancient languages, at
analysis, or dissolving, is of the moderns."—Beames:
Compar. Gram., Aryan Lang, of India, voL L, p. 113.
"

. • . this first step In the analysis of the object
of belief."—J. 8. Mill: Logic, 2nd ed. (1848), p. 24,

an'-a-lyst, a [In Fr. analyste; Port ama-
lysta.] One who analyses ; one who prac-
tises or understands analysis.

" I beg leave to repeat and insist that I consider the
geometrical analyst as a k^-ician, i.e., bo far forth as
he reasons and argues."—Berkeley : The Analyst, S 20.

an-a-lyt'-lc, an-a-lyt -I-cal, a. [In Fr.

analytique; Sp. & Ital. analitico; Poit.analy-
tico. From Gr. avaXvriKoc (analutlkos).] Per-
taining to analysis ; resolving anything, of
whatever character, into its constituent parts.
(It is opposed to synthetical.) [Analytics.]

"If, however. Logic be divided into the Analytic
brniicSi and the Synthetic, he |BcnthamJ has left be-
hind him traces of his labours m both department*,'—Bowring: Benthum's Works, voL L, p. 81.

an-a-ly^t-i-cal-ly; adv. [Eng. analytical;

ly. ] In an analytical manner.
" If this were analytically and carefully done ...

—Boyle: Works, vol. it, p. 186.

an-a-lyt -ics, * an-a-lyt' ick, s. [From
Eng. analytic (q.v,> In Ger. analytik; Fr.

analytique.]

Logic .* The department of logic which treat*
of analysis.

Tf The form analytick is in Glossogr. Nova.
"Towards the composition and structure of which

form it is incident to handle the parts thereof which
are propositions, and the parts of propositions which
are simple words, and this or that part of logic which is

comprehended in the analytics."—Bacon.

an' a lyz a-fcle, a. [Eng. analyze; -able,]

Capable of being analyzed.
". . . the mental processes into which they enter

are more readily anaLyzab:e."— Herbert Hyencer :

Psychol., 2nd ed., voL ii.. p. 35, J 287.

aji-a-lyz-a-ble-ness, s. [fing. analyse;

•able; -ness,] The state of being analyzabla.
(Webster.)

an a lyz a tion, s. [Eng. analyze; -atlon.)

The act of analyzing. (Gent. Mag. Worcester.)

an a lyze, an alyse, v.t. [In Sw. analy-

sera; Dan. analysere ; Ger, anulysiren,; Fr.
analyser; Port, analysar.] [Analysis.] To
resolve anything, of whatever character, into
Its constituent elements.

"
. . . if we analyze language, that Is to aay, If

we trace words back to their most primitive elements,
we arrive not at letters, but at roots."—Max Mailer:
act. of Lam. , 8th ed., voL ii. (tSilJ, p. so.

" No one, I presume, can analyse the sensations of
pleasure or pain."— Darwin : Descent qf Man, vol. L,

pt. 1.. ca. ta

* an a lyze, s. [Gr. dVoAvo-ic (analusis).']

Analysis. [Analysis.}
" The analyze of it [a little tractate] may be spared,

since it is in many liands. "—//m-ket : Life of A rckbp.
Williams, vol. ii., p. 104. {Trench: On Oome DeJ. in
our Eng, Diet., p. 14.)

an -a lyzed, an -a-lysod, pm. par. [ANA-

LYZE, ANALVSK, V.]

Cftte. flit, tare, amidst, \rfcat, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, po\
«», wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cfib, ciire, unite, cur, rule, foil ; try, Syrian, as, oe = e ; Sb = e. qu = kw.
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U i lyz cr, in alys-er, *. [Eng. « Jia

lyu or analyse ; -er.]

1. Gen. : One who or that which analyses.

2. Optica: The name given to a crystal

mirror or other instrument used to exhibit

the fact of light having undergone polarisation.
" Every instrument for investigating the properties

of ]K<L'iriwMl Light consists essentially of two parts, one
for poUrisiiiji the lifciit, the other for ascertaining the
fact of li^ht hiring undergone polarisation. The
former part is called the polarizer, the latter the
ant-tyzer."—Atkinson : Ganot's Phytic*. 3rd ed., p. 681

"Oar incipient blue cloud Is a virtual JTicols prism,
and between it and the real prism we can produce
all the effects obtainable between the polanser and
anatyter of a polatiaeope. "

—

Tyndall : Frag. o r Science.
ird od., x. 274.

ftn a-lyz ing, an a-lys-Ing, pr. par.

[Analyze, Analyse, v.]

• an am'-ayl, v.t. [Enamel.]

ftn a-mirt'-a, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Menispermacea;, or Menispermads. The
A. cocculus produces the seed called Cccculns

Imlicus, which is poisonous, but yields a fatty

oil on being crushed.

an am-ne'-sis, s. [Gr. avdnvnots (anamnesis)
= recollection, from avatiifxy^o-Kta (anam i m -

niskd) = to remind one of anything ; avd (ana)
= again, and ^iu.ioja-*w (miinncsko) = to re-

mind.]

llhet. : A figure calling to mind anything
which has been forgotten. (Ghssogr. Nova.)

&n am-nest'-ic, a. & s. [Gr. a.va*tvn<rrtK6<;

(anamnestikos) — able to recall to mind.]

1. As adj. ; Pertaining to anamnesis ; acting
as a remembrancer.

2. As substantive: A medicine believed to

restore the memory. (Glossogr. Nova.

)

an am-ni a'-ta, an am m o'-ta. or

less correctly an am ni 6 na'-ta, e. pi
Vertebrates that have no amnion.

an a-ntorph'-ism, $. Same as Anamorph-
osis.

ana morph-6 sis, an-a-morph -6 sy,

s. [In Ger., Pr., &. Port, anamorphose. From
Gr. aca^.opd\o)o-i? (a>tamorpJwsis)=z a, forming
anew : iva (ana) = again, and popdwris (mor-
phosis) — (1) shaping, moulding ; (2) from
uop06o» (morphoo) = to give form to ; ftop^)^
(morphe) = form.]

Perspective : A projection of any object in

such a way, that if looked at from one point
of view it will appear deformed ; whilst from
another it is properly proportioned. Some-
times the object is so projected thRt to the
naked eye it appears deformed, whilst a mirror
of a particular shape will at once present it in

its proper aspect.

an-amp'-sis, a [Altered from Gr. dvdxaiutyts
(anakampeis) = a turning round or back ; re-

turn. ] A genus of fishes of tho family Labridse
(Wrasses). They are from the Indian Ocean.

IT Cuvier, &c, spell this word anampses.

an a ' na, an-a'-nas, an-a-nas'-sa, s. [In

Dan., Ger., Fr., Sp., & Ital ananas; Port
ananas or ananas. From nomas, the Guiana
name. ]

J, Ord. Lang. (Of the forms anana, ananas,
and ananassa.) The pine-apple.

1, The pine-apple.
" Witness, thou best anitna, thou, the pride
Of vegetable life, beyond whate'er
The poets iniag'd in the golden age."

Thomson; Seasons; 9v.rn.mer.

2. A fruit of the same family—the Bromelia
Pinguin, called in the West Indies Penguin;
but, of course, not to be confounded with the
well-known bird of the same name.

IL Technically. (Of the form ananassa only.

)

Botany: A genus of Bromeliacew (Bromel-
worts), to which the pine-apple, A. sativa,
belongs. [Pinb-applk. ]

an-an-chy'-tej, s. [From Gr. d, priv. ; ayx<*i

(angcho) — to press tight, to strangle. "Not
pressed. '* (Owen.).] A genus of Echinoderms
occurring in Cretaceous strata.

an-an'-drf-a, [See Anandrous] A genus
of plants belonging to the order Asteracese
(Composites). The A. discoidea has mucila-
ginous and other leaves. (Lindley : Veget.

Kingd., p. 708.)

an-an'-drous, a. [Gr. dvav&pos (a?u>na*ros)

= without a husband ; avfja (aner), genit
di-Spos (andros) = a man, . . . a husband.]

Bot. : Pertaining to a flower which is desti-

tute of stamens ; as are the females of all

ANANDROUS FLOWERS.
1. Mulberry, a. Common Birch. 8. Bulrush.

i. Hop. fr. Bottle Bedge.

monoecious and dioecious plants ; for example,
the willows.

* an-ang -or, v.t. [Anger.] To anger, to in-

cense.
".

. . and when the emperoure herde this, he was
it!y amcued and sore anangerttt."— YirtfUiu* fed.

an ang -u-lar, a. [Gr. av (an), priv., and

Eng. angular (q.v.).] Not angular.

* an an -tres, conj. [Enaunter,]

an a psest, an a pest, s. [In Ger. ana-

pa's/ ; Fr. anaveste ; Sp. & Port, anapesto ; Lat.

anapcestus. From Gr. afd^-aioTos (anopaistos),

as substantive = anapaest ; as adj. = struck
back ; avairaua (anupaio)^ to strike again or

back ; dVa (ana) — again ; vauo (paid) = to

strike.]

Prosody : A foot consisting of three syllables

:

the first two short, and the third long. It

may, from one point of view, be considered
the reverse of a dactyl, which has the first

syllable long, and the second and third short.

In Latin, Helena; is an anapest. In English it

is difficult to find single words, each consti-

tuting an anapest ; the tendency In our
language being to pronounce trisyllables as
dactyls. Overflow and various other words
beginning with over may be made anapaests

;

thus, 6 ( uer I flow, o \ ver | reach, though tliey

might also be made amphimacers,<6
j
ver \flov\

6
|
ver | reach. The following is an anapaistic

line :

—

To your homes ] cried the lea \
dhr 6/ fs \ r&- el's

host.

" An anapfttt Is all their music's song.
Whose first two feet are short, and third Is long."

Sir J. Daviet ; Orchestra, »t. 70.

an-a-p80S'-tic, t an-a~pes'-tic, * an-a-
pes-tick, a. & a [In Fr. anapestique ; Lat.

anap&sticus ; Gr. ava.Trat<rrtK6* (anapaistikos).']

1. As adjective : Pertaining to an anapaest.

Anapcestic Verse : A verse consisting mainly
of anapaests. [Anapaest.]

"

.

our common burlesque Alexandrine or
anapest tc verse."*—Percy on the Met. of P. Plowman's
Vistom.

2. As substantive: An anapaestic line or
verse.

"... several seeming examples, where an m?<i-
pettiek is terminated with a trochee, or a tribrachvs,
oracretick."—Benttey : PhaL III.

an a psost -i cal, t &n-a-pes'-tlc-al, a.

[Eng. anapcestic, anapestic ; -al.] The same
as Anapkstic, adj. (Worcester.)

an-a-p&st I- cal-ly , t an a pest 1 cal
1^, adv. [Eng. anapmstical', anapestical ; -ty.]

After thf manner of an anapest, or an ana-
pestic verse. (Christian Observer. Worcester.)

* g. napes, s. [Seedef.] A corruption of " of

Naples," used to describe a kind of fustian
fonnerly made in that city. (N. E. D.)

"A wealt toward the band of fustian anap?*."—
Lanehani: Letter 38.

an-aph -or-a, s. [In Ger. anapher; Fr.

nnaphor* ; Port. <fe Lat anaphora. From Gr.
avai^opa. (anaphora) = a bringing up, a raising

;

iyaifte'pui ((inaphero) — to bring or carry up
;

avd (ana) = up, and <f>cpta ( »a«ro) = to carry. ]

Rhetoric : The commencement of successive
sentences or of successive verses with the
same word or words, as—
Where is the wise t Where is the senbe f

Where is the disputer of this world ?

an-aph rod-is' i-a, s. [Gr. ava^poSt^Ca (a na-

phrodisia) : av (an), priv., &. admoSuria (agi&ro-

disia), neut. pi. of atypoBiaio* (apkrodisios) =
belonging to venery ; 'AcipoSi-rn (AyhrodUi) =
Venus.] Sexual imj^otence.

an aph ro-dls'-I-ac, s. [Eng. ahafahro-

disi(a); -ac.]

Pharm. : A medicine intended to diminish
sexual feeling. Garrod divides remedies of
this kind into direct and indirect : the former
acting as sedatives on the spinal cord ; the
latter lowering the tone of the general system.

an a-plcr 6t'-ic, * an-a^pler-6t ick, a.

& s. [Lat anaplerotieus ; Gr. 6-va tva »jptoo- is

(anaplerosis) pa a filling up ; avaTrAnpou (ana-
pleroo) — to fill up : avd (ana) = up, and
TTAnpow (pleroo) *m to fill ; 7rAijpn« (pUris) =
full.]

1. As adjective: Which fills Dp; especially
used of "filling up" flesh in an emaciated
body.

" Anapterotic medicine* are such as till up ulcere,
with flesh."—Glos&O'jraphia Nova.

2. As substantive : A medicine fitted to "fill

up " flesh in an emaciated body.

an-a-poph'-y-sis, *. [Gr. as* (an), priv. =
not, and an-mpuo-t-c (apajihusis) = (1) an olf-

shoot ; (2) Anat., the process of a bone ; the
prominence to which a tendon is attached.]

Anat. : A process connected with the neural
arch, which projects more or less backwards,
and is generally ratlicr slender or styliform.
(See Flower's Osteology oj the Mammalia, 1870,

pp. 15, id.)

an -arch, s. [Gr. <Lvapx?s (anarchos), adj. =
without head or chief.] One who is the
author of anarchy ; one who plots or e fleets
the overthrow of legitimate government

" Thus Satan : aud him thus the A narch old.
With faltering speech and visage iucotn posed.
Answered." Milton: P. L., ii. Ml.

an-arch Ic, * an arch ick, an arch -

1 cal, a. [Eng. anarch ; -ic ; -ical. ] Per-

taining to anarchy, tending to subvert legiti-

mate government

"Which they regarded aa anarchic and revolution-
ary."—J>'rou<ie: Sat. Eng-, 1>U i., voL ii., p. 4ul.

an arch I cal-ly, adv. [Eng. anarchical;

-hj.) In an anarchical manner ; in opposition
to established authority ; lawlessly.

an -arch-ism, s. [Eng. anarch; -ism.} An-
archy ; the principles or practice of anarchists.

" It will prove the mother of absolute anarchiim/
~8trE. Derxng: Speeches, p. 163.

an arch ISt, s. [As if from Gr. dfapxi'<rrn«

(anarchistes).] One who aims at or succeeds
in producing anarchy ; one who opposes.

"There is no pretence at all to siiBpect tliat the
Egyptians were universally atlieista aud anarchists."
—CuUworth: Intellectual System, bk. i., c, 4.

an arch ^, s. [Fr. anarchie; from Gr. dV
ap\ia. (anarchia), drapxoc (anarchos) = without
a head or cliief: av (an), priv., and apx<>s
(arckos) = leader.]

1. Absence or insuffldence of government

;

social and political confusion owing to the
want of strong controlling power.

"That n community should be hurried into errors
alternately by fear of tyranny and by fear of annrchy
is doubtless a great evil."— Ifacaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch.
XV,

2. A social theory which would do away
with all authority except that; sanctioned by
conviction, and which is intended to secure

individual liberty against tlie encroachments
of the state. [Socialism.]

3. Disorder, confusion.

Where oHestNiffht
And Chaos, ancestor* of Nature, hold
Eternal anarc^." Milton: P. s\, IL ML

*>6il. ooy; pov.t, jo%l: cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; atn, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. inx,

- tlon. -slon, -tioun, cioun — shun ; -(Ion, sion = zhun. -tions, -sious. -clous = shus. -Die, &c. m beL -trc - tcr.
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an-ar'-rich-as, s. [Gr. dvappi\dofiai. (anar-
rhichaomQi) = to scramble up.) A genus of
fishes of the order Acanthopterygii, and family
Gobiodee. It contains the A. lupus, called

in England the Wolf-fish ; in Scotland, the
Sea-wolf or Sea-cat ; and iu the Orkneys, the
Swine-fish. It is more common in the north
than in the south of Britain, In our latitudes

it attains the length of six or seven feet. It

has a cat-like head, wolf-like voracity, and a
by no means prepossessing appearance.

an-arth -roils, a. [Gr. dvapBpoc (anarthros)
= without joints : dv (an), priv., apBpov (ar-

tkren) = a joint, . . . the article ; apapt'oxw
(ararisko) — to join ] It is the reduplicated
form of apt* (ard), which occurs only as a root.

1. Entom. : Without joints.

2. Grammar: Without the article.

a lias, s. [Lat anas, genit. anatis = a duck.]

The typical genus of the Anatidae, a family of
wading birds, and of the Anatina?, one of its

sub-families. It contains the most charac-
teristic of the ducks The wild duck is the
Anas Boschas of naturalists. (Boschas is the
Greek 0oo-km (boskas) = a kind of duck.)
[Wild Duck.] Most, if not all, the species of
the genus breed in the cold regions, and
migrate to our own or .similar temperate coun-
tries at the approach of winter.

an-a-sar -ca, s. [In Fr. anasarque ; Port.

anasarca ; Gr. dvd (ana) = up, and crdpf (sarx),

genit o-ap«oc (sarkos) = flesh.]

Med. : A disease characterised by a dropsical
effusion of serum into the cellular tissue. It

may be acute or chronic, local or general.

The dropsical effusion which often appears in

children after scarlatina, and that which after

heart disease in old age creeps up from the
lower limbs till it terminates life, with other
dropsical effusions, are all ranked under
anasarca. Anasarca may either generally or
locally attend upon organic disease of any
part of the body.
"... that dropsical effusion which is commonly

called Anasarca"— Todd * Bowman : Phyt. Anal.. LH>

an-a-sar -cous, a. [Eng. anasarca; -©us.]

Pertaining to anasarca.

"This anasarcoxu swelling in commonly observed
first in the (ace.

-*—Dr. J. Darwell : Cyclo. Pract. Med.,
vol. i., p. 79.

t ail-a-Btal'-tlc, a. [Gr. aWcrraArtKoc (ana-

staltikos) = fitted for checking ; aeaore'AAu
(anastello)= (1) to send or raise up ; (2) to draw
back, to restrain ; oca (ana) *= again, and
trrtXXbi (stello) = to set in order, to sen<L]

Old Med. : Astringent

an-as -ta-sis, s [Gr. dvdaraa-ic (anastasis) =
(1) a making to stand up, (2) a removal, (3)

a or the resurrection ; dvtorntu (anistemi) —
to make to stand up, to raise from sleep or
from death : dvd (ana) = up or again ; and
t<7Ti)p.i (histemi) = to cause to stand, to raise.]

* 1. Old Med. : Hippocrates used the word
in various senses, as for (a) a migration of
humours, and (b) a rising up or recovery from
sickness.

2. Theol. : The resurrection. In the Greek
of Matt. xxii. 28 and many other parts of the
New Testament (Sometimes a work on the
resurrection is called Anastasis.)

fcn a-Stat -ic, a. [Gr. cWo*totoc. (anastatos).]

Pertaining to the raising up of any person or

thing.

anastatic printing, s. A method of

zincography invented by Wood in 1841, de-

signed to reproduce drawings, engravings,

printed matter, &c, whether recentor old. If,

for instance, it be sought to obtain the fac-

simile of an old newspaper, the paper is first

wetted with dilute phosphoric acid, and then
placed between sheets of blotting paper to

remove the superfluous moisture. It is then
found that the acid has corroded the blanks,

but has not affected the printed letters. The
sheet is next placed in contact with a plate,

and pressure applied, which makesa/ac-siwn/<
of the letters in reverse order on the plate.

Gum is next applied, and more ink, then a

little acid, and finally again ink, when the
printing stands out as clear and distinct as in

the original.

an- a-Stat'-I-ca, s. [Gr. ai-ao-raTo* (anastatos)

= made to stand up ; from araorao-ic (anas-

tasis) (q.v.).] A genus of plants belonging

to the order Brassicacese, or Crucifers. The
A. hierochieiitina is the celebrated " Rose
of Jericho." It is an annual, inhabiting the
Egyptian desert It is so highly hygrometric
that when fully developed it contracts its

rigid branches so as to constitute a ball.

Exposed then to the action of the wind, it is

driven hither and thither. If, however, it be
brought in contact with water, the ball-form

vanishes, and the branches again acquire their

natural expansion. Superstitious tales about
this so-called rose are afloat in the East It is

said to have first bloomed on Christmas Eve,
and continued in flower till Easter ; at its

birth heralding the advent of the Redeemer,
and immediately before its departure honour-
ing his resurrection. It is almost unnecessary
to add, that for these fancies there is no
foundation whatever in fact (Gardener's
Chronicle, 1842, p. 363. Lindley : Veg. Kingd.,
1847, p. 354.)

an a-stdm-at-Ic, a. & & [Gr. dvd (ana)=.

through, and crrofia (stoma) = the mouth.]

1. As adjective : Having the quality of open-
ing vessels, or of removing obstructions.

2. As substantive : A medicine having the
quality of opening the mouths of the vessels
of the body and removing obstructions. Ex-
amples : deobstruents, cathartics, and sudo-
rifics. (Glossogr. Nova.)

a nas to mosc, a nas to mize. v. i.

[In French anastomoser ; Port, anastomosarse.
From Gr. dvaaro^ooj (anastomoo) = to furnish
with a mouth : dvd (ana) = throughout, and
o-to/jlow (stomoo) — to stop the mouth of ;

crrd^ta (stoma) = mouth.]

Nat. Science : To blend together mouth to
mouth. (Used of vessels or cells which, re-

taining their distinction throughout a great
part of their extent, still either really or
apparently blend together at their mouths

;

to inosculate.)

"Anastomosing (ana-ttomozam): the ramifications
of anything which are united at the point* where they
come in contact are said to anastomose. The term is

confined to veins."—Lindtey : Introd. to Bot., p. «*.
" The capillaries are very fine, their meshes large,

and they anastomose throughout."

—

Todd & Bowman:
Physiol. Anal., vol. ii. (1856), p. 374.

a nas -to-mos-ing, pr. par. & a. [Anasto*
* MOSE.]

"... the branching or anastomosing character
of its flbrilloB."— Todd* Bowman: Physiol. Anat., i. 74.

"... the length of the transverse anastomosing
capillaries.'—Ibid., vol. L, p. 160.

a nas to mo -sis, »* [In Fr. & Port., anas-
tomose ; Gr. aeacrrd/xwa-ic. (anastomosis) = an
opening, an outlet, a discharge.] [Anasto-
mose.

]

1. A uniting by the mouths of vessels dis-

tinct during the greater part of their course.
(Used especially of the veins and arteries in

the human or animal body, and of the veins
in plants.)

"One of the most simple of these anastomose* Is

fonnd in the union of two arteries, originating from
different trunks to form one.'— Todd * Buwman:
Physiol. Anat. vol. if., p. 333.

2. An interlacing, as of any branched sys-

tem ; a network.
" The anastomosis of nerves thus formed differs from

the more correctly named anattomitisot blood-vessels

;

for in the latter case the canals of the anastomosing
vessels communicate, and their contents are mingled ;

but in the former the nerve-tubes simply lie In juxta-
position, without any coalescence of their walls, or any
admixture of the material contained within them."—
Todd i Bowman : Physiol Anat., vol. ii., p. 218.

an-a-Stom-Ot'-ic, a. A 8. [Gr. dvac?rop\tari.K6c

(anastomotikos) — fit for opening.]

1. As adjective ; Pertaining to anastomosis.
" An anastomotic branch." — Todd t Bowman :

Physiol. Anat., vol. 11., p. 116.

2. As substantive. Old Med. : A medicine
designed to open the mouths of the extreme
blood-vessels. (See Parr's London Med. Diet.,

1809, vol. i., p. 107.)

an as -troph e, an as troph y, s. [In

Ger., Fr., & Sp. anosrropft*. From Gr. aca-
crrpoipif (anastrophl) = a turning back or wheel-
ing round ; dvaarpe<pot (anastrepho) = to turn
upside down, to turn back : avd (aTia) = back,
and <rrpc'i^<i> (strepho) = to twist, to turn.]

Rhet. of Gram. : A figure by which the
natural order of the words in a sentence or in

a clause is reversed. (Glossogr. Nov.)

an -a-tase, s. [Gr. dvdram<! (anatasis) = ex-

tension ; dvaTtivta (anaUino) =to stretch up

:

dvd (ana) == up, and t*<W (teino) = to stretch.

Named anatasis = extension, from the length
of its crystals as compared with their breadth .

they are, however, minute in size.] A mineral,
called also Octahedrite (q.v.).

an-ath cm a, t ana-theme, * an-
ath-em, ft. [In Ger. anathem ; Sp. & Ital.

anatema ; Port. & Lat. anathema. In Greek
there were two similar words, one avdBrjtia

(anathema), and the other avdOena (anathema).
Both in Latin became anathema. In Greek the
first signified a votive offering set up in a
temple to be preserved ; the second, ultimately
at least, a similar offering devoted to destruc-
tion. It is from the latter that the English
word anathema conies. Both are from dvari-
<%u (anatithimi) = to lay upon, to set up
as a votive gift ; dvd (ana) = up, and riOn^K

(tithemi) — to put, to place.]

1 In the New Testament

:

1. The act of pronouncing "accursed," the
solemn giving over of a person to God for
utter destruction, corresponding to what is

called in Hebrew E^rr (chherem), or CPin

(chherem), 1 Kings xx. 42. (See Trench's Sy-
nonyms of the New Testament, pp. 17—22.)

2. The object of such a curse.
" If any man love not the Lord Jesus Christ, let him

be Anathema."—\ Cor. xvi. 22.

IX Church History:

1. Excommunication and denunciation by
a pope, a council, or a bishop, of a real or
reputed offender. This was called the judi-
ciary anathema. Scott thus describes it :

—

" At length, resolved in tone and brow.
Sternly he questional him—' And thou,
Unhappy ! what hast thou to plead.
Why I denounce not on thy deed
That awful doom which canons tell

Shuts paradise and opens hell

;

Anathema of power so dread.
It blends the living with the dead.
Bids each good angel soar away.
And every ill one claim his prey ;

Expels thee from the church's care.
And deafens Heaven against thy prayer;
Arms everv hand against thy life.

Bans all wno aid thee in the strife-
Nay, each whose succour, cold and scant,
With meanest alms relieves thy want;
Haunts thee while living,—and, when dead.
Dwells on thy yet devoted head.
Rends Honours scutcheon from thy hearse.
Stills o'er thy bier the holy verse.
And spurns thy corpse from halluw'd ground.
Flung like vile camon to the hound

;

Such is the dire and desperate doom
For sacrilege, decreed by Rome.'

"

Scott . Lord of the Isles, U. «.
"Her bare anathemas fail but like so mwiy iruM

fulmina upon the schisnuttii-'al '—&>uth . Sermons.
". . . the Apostle, who hath denounced an ana-

theme to him, . . ."—Sheldon Miracles of Anti-
christ il616). p. ft,

"Your holy father of Rome hath smitten with his
thunderbolt of excommunications and anathemes, at
one time or other, most of the orthodox churches of

the world."—Ibid., p. 12».

2, The abjuratory anathema pronounced by
a convert in renouncing his " errors " or
" heresies."

an-ath-em-at -l-cal, a. [Gr. tMs%Mrw4
(anathematikos.).] Relating to an anathema;
containing an anathema. {John son.)

an-ath-em at -I-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. ana*A«-

matical ; -ly.] In an anathematical manner.
(Johnson.

)

an ath em at-ism, s. [In Port, anathem-

atismo; Gr. ai-a0t>iaT<o>dc (anathematismos).]
An excommunication, a cursing.

"Sundry civil effects—excommunication and ana-
thematism by law do work."—Dr. Tooker: Of the
Fabrique of the Church (1604).

an ath em at i za tion, s. flu Fr. ana-

(JiemafisafioH ; Port, anatliematizacao.] The
act of anathematising, an excommunication,
an accursing.

"Anathematisation, excommunication, and accurs-
ing are synonymous. "—Compend of the Laws of the
Church ofScotland (18*1), xxxv.

an ath-em-at ize, v.t. [In Fr. anathema-

User; Sp. anatematuar ; Port, anathematisar

;

Ital. anatemizzare ; Lat. anathtmatizo ; Gr.

dvaSefxarl^tit (anathematizo)."]

1. Lit. : To excommunicate, to accurse, to

put under a ban.

"The pope once every year (on Maund.iy Thursday)
excommunicates and anathematizes all heretics."—Bp.
Barlow: Remains, p. 220.

2. Fig. : Publicly to denounce.
"That venality was denounced on the hustings,

anathematised from the pulp't,and burlesqued on tns
stage."—Macaulay : Hist. Bna , ch. xv.

an ath em at Izcd, pa. par. & a. [Ana-

thematize.
]

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, aa, oe c. ey - a, ew = u.
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an-ath-em-at-l'z-er, $. [Eng. anathematize;

-er.) One who excommunicates, curses, or
denounces.

"How many famous churches have been moat un-
justly thunderstruck with direful censures of excom-
munications, upon pretence of this crime, which have
been less guilty than their anathematizers /"— Bp.
Ball ; Cats* o/ Conscience.

»n ath era at-lz Ing, pr. par. [Anathem-
atize.]

t an a-theme, 5 [Anathema.]

an-ath'-er-um, 5. [Gr. av (an) = without,
* and a&Jp (ather) = the beard or spike of an ear

of corn ; awn, Awnless.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Graminacepe, or Grasses.

ANATHERUM NARDU3 : ROOT, STEM, AND FLOWER.
(One-aixth natural sixe.)

The A. muricatum is said to be acrid, aro-
matic, stimulating, and diaphoretic ; while
the A. nardus possesses similar qualities to
such an extent, that it is called the Ginger-
grass. (Lindley: Veg. Kingd., p. 113.)

an at'-i-dse, s. [From Lat. anas = the Duck
genus.] A family of birds, the last of the
Natatorial, or Swimming order. They have a
flattened bill covered with a soft skin, and
furnished at the edges with a series of Uunellaa,
with which they sift the mud in which they
seek their food. The family contains geese
and swans as well as ducks, and has been
divided into the following sub-families : Ana-
tinae (True ducks) ; Fuligulinse (Pochards)

;

Merginae (Mergansers) ; Cygninae (Swans)
;

Anserinse (Geese) ; and Phenicopterinae (Flam-
ingoes), the last-named sub-family connecting
the family Anatidae and the order Natatores,
or Swimming, with the Grallatores, or Wading
Birds.

*

•itn-at-If-er-ous, a. [Mod. Lat. anas, and
feto = to bear.] Producing ducks or geese,
i.e., barnacles. [Barnacle, 2.]

" K there be anatiferout trees whose corruption
' breaks forth Into bemaclea, yet if they corrupt they— Tgota, which produce not themdegenerate into
again."—Browne

:

Vulgar Errourt, bk. ill., ch. xlf.

an-a-ti'-nse, s. [Lat. auatinus — pertaining
to a duck.] The typical sub-family of the
Anatidae. [Anas, Anatidae. J

t anat -deism, *. [In Fr. anatocism*; Sp.
aiiatocismo ; Lat. anatocismus; Gr. oWtojcio--
Kos (anatok ismos) = compound interest : ava
(ana) = again, and toko? (tokos) = (1) a bring-
ing forth, (2) offspring, (3) interest of money

;

tutu (tikto) — to bring forth.] Compound
interest. (Glossogr. Nov.)

+ an a torn ic, an a torn i cal, a. [Fr.

anatomiqite; Sp., Port., & Ital. anatomico =
anatomical ; Lat. anatomicos = an anatomist

;

Gr. acarofitKos (anatomikos) = skilled in ana-
tomy.] Relating or pertaining to anatomy
[Anatomy.]

1. Spec. : Used for the purpose of anatomy.
" An anatomical knife,"— Watts : Logick.

2. Proceeding on the principles of anatomy
;

as exhibited by anatomy.
"- • the various tissues, the anatomical charac-

ter or which will *« discussed in subsequent pages."—
Todd a Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. i., p. 46.

"
. . the anatomical evidence by which theymaybe supported."—Ibid., vol. ii., p. 47.

3. Separated into minute portions, as if by
the knife of an anatomist.

" TJ»e continuation of solidity is apt to he con-
founded with, and, if we look into the minute ana-
tomical parts of matter, is little different from, hard-
ness. —Locke.

an atom -I-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. anatomical ;

lij.) In an anatomical manner ; on the
recognised principles of anatomy ; in the way
required by anatomy ; by anatomical research.

"The presence of nerves, and their mode of sub-
division, have not as yet been satisfactorily demon-
strated anatomically. —Todd a Bowman; Physiol.
Anat., vol. i., p. 70.

"... it ceases to be anatomically recognisable."
—Ibid., vol. 1., p. 168.

an-at'-om-ist, *. [In Sw. anatomist; Fr.

anatomiste ; Sp., Port., & Ital. anatomista,]

1. Lit. : One who dissects the bodies of men
or animals to ascertain their internal organi-

sation. One who dissects plants with a
similar object in view is never simply called

an anatomist ; he is denominated a vegetable

anatomist. Adjectives are prefixed to the noun
to indicate the departments of animal anatomy
which a cultivator of the science specially
studies ; as

—

Comparative anatomist : One versed in com-
parative anatomy.

" Pursuing the comparison through the complexities
of the bony framework, the comparative anatomist
would first glance at the more obvious characters."—
Owen: Classific of the Mammalia, pp. 77, 78.

Morbid anatomist : One whose special de-
partment of the science is morbid anatomy.
[Anatomy. ]

"... the researches of the morbid anatomist."—
Todd A Bowman: Physiol. Anat., i. 316.

Tf The chief names in antiquity which have
come down to our time as anatomists are
those of the second Hippocrates, who was
born B.C. 460, and died about 377 ; Aristotle,
who made his chief anatomical investigations
between B.C. 334 and 327 ; Herophilus and
Erasistratus of Alexandria, in the third cen-
tury B.C. (T) ; Celsus, A.D. 3 to 5 (?) ; and the
most illustrious, in this respect, of all, Galen
of Pergamus, who was born in A.D. 131, and
died about the beginning of the third century.
In modern times the revival of anatomical
study began in Italy, and quite a crowd of
illustrious inquirers flourished in that country
before much was done in this department of
science in the other parts of Europe. The
first was Mondini of Bologna, who flourished
about A.D. 1315. Of the rest may be men-
tioned Eustachi, about 1495 or 1500, after
whom a tube in the ear is called, and a
valvular membrane in the heart [Eusta-
chian] ; Fallopio, or Fallopius, who was born
about 1523, and died in 1562, and who
gave a name to the Fallopian tubes of the
uterus ; Caesalpini, after whom the Caesalpinia
genus of plants is called ; and finally, Malpighi,
born in 1628, and died 1694, after whom the
Malpighia genus of plants and a gland are
named. Of the early English anatomists, the
most illustrious was Harvey, who was born in

1578, published his immortal work, in which
the circulation of the blood is intimated, in
1628, and died in 1657. The later anatomists
who have rendered good service to the science
are too numerous to be mentioned here.

2. Fig. : One who examines the internal
structure of anything ; one who keenly dis-

sects anything submitted to his scrutiny.

an-a-tom-i za' tion, s. [Eng. anatomize ;

-ation.] The act or process of anatomizing.
(Webster.)

an-at'-6m-ize, v.t. [In Sw, anatomisera;
Fr. anatomiser ; Sp. & Port, anatomisar ; Ital.

anatomizzare.]

1. Lit. : To dissect an animal with the view
of ascertaining its internal structure. Simi-
larly, to dissect a plant

" Our industry must even anatomize every particle
of that body which we are to uphold."—Abater,

2. Mentally to dissect »r separate into
minute portions, with the view of thoroughly
understanding it, any object presented to the
senses, or any idea suggested to the mind.

"
. . . his psychological dissection went no farther

than the extremities of the subject he had laid out for
anatomizing."—Bowing : Benthams Works (1843), vol.

. 11.

" I think it will be most useful to begin, as it were,
by dissecting the dead body of language, by anatomis-
ing its phonetic structure . . ."—Max MUtler: Science
of Lang. (6th ed.|, vot ii. (1877), p. 80.

an at' om-Ized, pa. par. [Anatomize.]

anat dm-iz-Ihg, pr. par. [Anatomize.]

an-&t'-6m-y, * anat om-ie, s. [In Sw.
& Dan. anatomi ; Ger. & Fr. anatomie ; Sp. &
Ital. anatomia ; Latin anatomia, anatomica,
anatomise. From Gr. avarofirj (anatomi) = a

cutting up, a dissection ; avarefLvw (anatemnd)
= to cut up : avd (ana) = up, and riu-vm
(temno) = to cut. ]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

1. The act or process of dissecting the body
of a man or an animal, with the view of ascer-
taining its internal organization, its develop-
ment, and the changes which its structures
undergo in disease. The act or process of
similarly treating a plant (In this first sense
anatomy is an art.)

2. The knowledge of the internal structure
of human or animal bodies, or of plants, ac-
quired by such dissections. (In this second
sense anatomy is a science.)

II. Figuratively:

1. A skeleton.
" Oh that my tongue were In the thunder's mouth.
Then with a passion I would shake the world,
And rouse from sleep that fell anatomy
Which cannot hear a feeble lady's voice."

Shakesp. : K. John, 1U. 4,

2. The body.
"... Oh, tell me, friar, tell me,

In what vile part of this anatomy
Doth my name lodge? tell me, that I may sack
The hateful mansion."

Shakesp. ; Borneo and Juliet, iii. 8.

3. Inridicule: A thin, meagre-looking person.
" They brought one Pinch, a hungry lean-faced villain,
A mere anatomy, a mountebank,
A threadbare juggler, and a fortune-teller,
A needy, hollow-ey'd sharp-looking wretch,
A living dead man."

—

Shakesp.; Com. of Xrrors, v. L

4. Such elaborate division and subdivision
of anything as remind one of dissections by
an anatomist.

"It is therefore in the anatomy of the mind as in
that of the body ; more good will accrue to mankind
by attending to the large, open, and perceptible parts,
than by studying too much such finer nerves and
vessels as will for ever escape our observation."—Pope.

B. Technically:

L Science : The knowledge of the structure
of organised bodies obtained by their dissec-
tion. (See A., 1. 1, 2.) It is naturally divided
into (1) Animal Anatomy, generally called by
way of eminence simply Anatomy, and (2)
Vegetable Anatomy.

1. Animal Anatomy. To this the name of
Zootomy is sometimes applied. It is naturally
subdivided into (a) Human and (b) Compara-
tive Anatomy.

(a) Human Anatomy, or the anatomy of the

human subject. It is sometimes called An-
thropotomy (q. v.). The prejudi ce against
allowing the body of a relative, or even a
corpse of any kind, to be dissected, long re-

tarded the progress of this highly important
and useful department of human knowledge,
the ancients, and many moderns too, being
obliged to limit their dissections to the dead
bodies of the lower animals, drawing analogies
thence to the human frame instead of directly
studying the corpses of mankind. Happily
this difficulty has now been in large measure
overcome in all civilised countries. Human
anatomy is generally divided into three sub-
divisions, Descriptive, General, and Pathologic
cal or Morbid Anatomy. The first investigates
the various organs of the human body as they
are in health, and the third as they are in
disease ; whilst the second inquires into the
tissues, structures, or characteristics which
are common to several organs. Sometimes
Descriptive Anatomy, as distinguished from
that which is General, is called Particular or
Special. Sometimes, again, a new category is

added, Surgical Anatomy, which treats of the
position of the several organs with the view
to possible surgical operations.

(6) Comparative Anatomy : The science which
compares the structure of man with that of
the inferior animals, and also that of the
several classes, orders, &c, of the animal
kingdom among each other, to ascertain the
resemblances and dissimilarities in their analo-
gous structures and organs. The knowledge
thus acquired is then used for purposes of
classification and for the study of develop-
ment. This is the science of Cuvier, Owen,
and Huxley.

"There is no just ground to fear that the time
required to gain the requisite elementary knowledge
of Comparative A natomy will detract from that which
ought to have been exclusively occupied in the study
of human anatomy and surgery."— Owen: Lectures on
the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of the In*
vertebrate Animals (1843), p. 5.

% Akin to Comparative Anatomy are Physio-
logical Anatomy, defined by Todd and Bow-
man (Anat, vol. i., p. 28) as "that kind of
anatomy which investigates structure, with a
special view to function," Ac.; Transcendenta*

fcSfc, btf^; pdut, Jd%l; cat, cell, chorus, 911111, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £
-tion, -slon, -cioun = shun ; -flon, -slon = shun, -tious, -sious. -clous, ceous = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bei, deL
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Anatomy, which inquires into the plan or

model on wiiich the animal structure and its

several parts have been trained.

2. Vegetable Anatomy: The similar dissec-

tion of a plant, or any part of it, to ascertain

its structure. It is sometimes called also

Phytotomy (q.v.).

"... little was known of vegetable physiology,
nothing of veytable anatomy."—Liadlea - Introd. to

Bot. (art ed\, 1839), Pref.

EL Art:

W The art described under A., I. 1 (q.v.).

2. Artificial anatomy : The art of making
models in wax, or some similar material, of

the several parts of the frame in health and
disease.

ftu-a-trep'-tlc, a. [Gr. avaTpeirrtKos (a/ta-

treptikos)= turning over, overthrowing ; ava-

rpiwu) (anatrepo) w to turn up or over, to over-

throw : avd (ana) = up, and rpe'irw (trepo) = to

turn.] Overturning, overthrowing. (Enfield.)

• ana -tron, * a-na'-trdm, s. [Gr. virpov

(nitron) = natron, not saltpetre, but potassa,

soda, or both. Lat nitrutit ; Ital. natrum.]

Old names for Natron (q.v.).

eja-at'-r^p-OUS, a. [Gr. avarpthna (anatrepo)

v= to tuni up or over. ]

Bot. : The I erm applied to the position of an
ovule of which the whole inside has been so

reversed that the apex of the nucleus, and
consequently the foramen, corresponds with

the base of the ovule, with which, however,

it maintains a connection by means of a

vascular cord called the raphe. Examples

:

the almond, the apple, the ranunculus, &c.

(Lindley: Introd. to Bot.)

an aux'-lte, s. [Gr. avavfyfi (anauxes) = not

increasing : av (an), priv., and au£to (auxo) =
ivfaw* (auxano) — to cause to increase.] A
mineral, according to the British Museum
Catalogue, a variety of clay, but placed by
Dana under the same number as Comolite.

It is translucent, is of greenish-white colour

and pearly lustre, and contains about 55 '7

parts of silica, a large percentage of alumina,

11 5 of water, a little magnesia, and protoxide

of iron. It occurs at Bilin, in Bohemia,

tta'-trar-y; an'-ber-ry, am-bur-& s.

£A.S. ampre, ompre as a crooked swelling vein.]

1. A soft wart on a horse's neck.

*2. The disease called " fingers and toes " in

turnips. The roots of turnips grown in too

wet soil or otherwise unfavourable conditions,

lot. and send forth an offensive smell Insects

are then attracted to the decaying structure,

and deposit their eggs, which in due time
generate larvae, whose effice it is to consume
the putrid bulb. One of the species most
commonly found it. the Trichocera hiemalis, or

Winter Gnat.

t&nce, adv. [Once.] Once. (Scotch.)

". . - the pwir Colonel was only out tmce."—
Bcott : Wamerley, ch. lxiii.

-ance, or -an'-cy. An English suffix, corre-

sponding to aud derived from the Lat. -antia

;

as Eng. abundance, Lat abundantia. It is =
the state of: as abundance m the state of

abounding ; temperance = the state of being
temperate.

* an-cell e, s. [From Lat ancilla.] A hand-

maid.
" Glorias virgin, mayden, moder off God,
Doaghter and ancclle, which miltest wlth-all

The sone of God with thy brestes brod."
The Soman* of Partenay ted. Skeat), 6,455-7.

investor, * aun^estor, an'-ces

tre, * an -ces-soiire, s. [Fr. ancetre; O.

Ft. ancessour ; Sp. & Port, (pi.) antecessores

;

Ital. antecessor*. From Lat. antecessor = he
who goes before ; antecedo = to go before.]

One fromwhom a person is descended, whether
on the father or mother's side. It is distin-

Suished from predecessor, one who previously

eld the office to which one has now succeeded.

^ The Old English term which ancestors

displaced wfien it came into the language was
Fore-elders. (Barnes : Early Eng., p. 104.)

"But I will for their sakes remember the covenant
of their ancestors, whom I brought forth out of the
fcryA of Egypt. . ."—Lev. xxvi. 45.

an-^es-tor/l-al, a. [Eng. ancestor; -4al]

Ancestral.

"... they wish to adhere to their anrestorial
form of a regal government."

—

Lewis Early Roman
i/ist., ch. xl, i 1.

an-ces'-tral, an'-ces-trel, a. [Formed as

from Lat. antecessoralis. ] Pertaining to ances-

tors ; derived from or possessed by ancestors.

"He generally vegetated as quietly as the elms of

the avenue which led to his ancestral grange."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

an -ces-tress, s. [O. Eng. ancestre; -ess.]

A female ancestor. (More usually ancestor is

used in a feminine sense.)

an'-ces-try, * an'-ces-trie, * aun'-ces-
trie, * aun-ces-trye, s. [O. Eng. an-

cestre ; ~y. ]

1. The whole series orsuceession of persons,

the last pair of whom were oue*s father and
mother ; the men and women who lived in

one's country before he was born, and came of

the same race as he now is.

"... Many precious rite*
And customs of our rural ancestry
Are gone or stealing from us."

Wordsworth : The Excursion, bk. 11.

2. High birth, aristocratic or otherwise
honourable lineage.

" Who so wil seeks, by light deserts, V attaine,
tjnto the type of true nobility ;

And not by painted shewes, and titles vaine,
Derived farre from famous auneeetrie."

Spenser ; Sonnets ; True A'obility.

" Heirs to their labours, like all high-born heirs,

Vain of our ancestry as they of theirs."
Byron : Opening of Drury Lane Tlieatre, 1812.

* anch'-ent-ry, s. [Ancientry.]

* an'-che-soun, s. [Encheson.]

anch-i-e'-ta, s. [Named after P. Anchietea, a

Brazilian writer on plants.] A genus of plants

belonging to the order "Violaceae, or Violet-

worts. A. salutaris, a creeping bush, smelling

ANCHIETA SALCJTAiUS : BRANCH, FLOWER, AND
SEED.

(One-fourth natuial site.)

like cabbage, is a native of Brazil, and is con-
sidered by the inhabitants of that country as
useful in skin diseases. It is also a purgative.

(Lindley: Veg. Kingd., p. S39.)

anch'-i-lops, s. [Gr. <xyxiXa>iiy (angchilops)
= a sore at the inner corner of the eye : ayx*
(angchi) = near ; A, euphonic ; and <In/» (ops) =
the eye.] Same meaning as the Greek word.

anch-i-ther'-i-um, s. [Gr. a-y^i (angchi) m
near; frnpiov (therion) = a. beast, specially a
wild beast hunted.] A fossil mammal belong-

ing to the family Palaeotheridae. It has been
called also Hipparitherium, suggesting an
affinity to the horse in the neighbouring
family of Equidffi. The A. Aurelianense
occurs in Miocene rocks in Spain, France,
Germany, and in Nebraska, but has not
hitherto been found in Britain.

" The second and fourth toes may be subsequently
developed as in the rhinoceros ;, or they may he repre-
sented only by mere splint-like rudiments of their
metacarpals, as in the horse. All intermediate condi
tions are met with in various extinct forms, as 1'alas-

otherium, Anchitherium, and Hipparion."*

—

Flower;
Osteal, of the Mammalia (1370), p. 265.

an cho '- Ic ac'-Id, s. [From Gr. ayxetv (an-

chein) = to throttle, with reference to its suf-

focating fumes.]
Chemistry : Lepargvlic acid, Co. Hig O4 =

(C7H14)"(CO".OH>2 . A dibasic acid obtained

by the action of nitric'acid on Chinese wax or

the fatty acids of cocoa-nut oil.

anca'-or a), *an'-cre,*an'-kre,*an'-kei%
s. [A.S. ancer, ancor, oncer. In Sw. ankar,
onkare ; Dan., Dut., & Ger. anker; Irish on-

kairt, ancoir, ingid; Gael, acair; Cornish

ankar ; Arm. tuic&r; rr. ancre; Sp. a;tc/a,

aacora ; Port, and Ital. ancora; Lat. ancora,
less properly anchora ; Gr. ayKvpa (angkura)

;

Huss. iacor ; Pers. anghar. All from a root

anc or ang= a bend. In Sansc. ak, ankami,
ake = to bend ; ankas = a bend or curve. ]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : The well-known instrument for

mooring a ship. (Described at length under
B. 1.)

% Of the several nautical phrases arranged
under B. 1, some have made their way into
ordinary English. Specially —

To cast anchor :

(a) Lit. : To drop the anchor into the sea
with the design of mooring the vessel.

"Regularly at that season several English ships
cast anchor in the bay."

—

Mticaulay : Mist. Eng., ch.
xxiii.

(6) Fig. : To infix itself firmly In a rock, as
a tree does on a mountain side.

" Aloft the ash and warrior oak.
Cast anchor in the rifted rock."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, I. xii.

To drop the anchor, or to drop anchor: To
let it run down into the sea. The same as
cast anchor.

" Entering with the tide.

He dropp'd Alt anchors and his oars he ply'd,
Purl'd every sail, and drawing down the mast.
His vessel moor d, and made with haulsera fast"

Dryilen.

To lie at anchor: To remain steady in the
water without drifting ; being held to a nearly
fixed spot by the anchor.

To ride at anchor: The same as to lie at
anchor, but employing more motion.

" Far from your capital my ship resides
At fieithrus, and secure at anchor rides"

Pope.

To weigh anchor : To heave or raise the
anchor from the ground to which it is fastened.

2. Ftjj. Scripture, dte. : That which gives
stability and security to hope or faith or the
affections.

" Which hope we have aa an anchor of the soul, both
sure and steadfast, and which entereth into thai
within the vm.il."—Ifeb. vl. 19.

B- Technically

:

1. Mech. <&Naut. : A well-known instrument
for preventing a ship from drifting, by mooring
her to the bottom of the sea, provided that
the water is shallow enough to permit of this

being done. Its invention was at a very
early period. Those of the early Greeks ware
simply large stones, sacks filled with sand, or

logs of wood loaded with lead. Then the
Tuscans, or Midas king of Phrygia, introduced
a tooth, or fiulce, which was ultimately ex-

changed for two. Themodernancliorcoiisista
of a long bar or shank of iron (c), branching out

ANi HOR.

at the lower extremity into two arms (6) ending

in flukes (a), barbed at their extremity, and

with a stock of oak or wood (d) at the upper

one, while it termiuates in a ring, to which a

rope or chain is affixed. The arms or flnkes are

designed to penetrate and fix themselves in the

sea-bottom. They consist of a blade, a palm,

and a bill. The one end of the shank is made
square to receive and hold the stock steadily

in its place without turning. To keep the

stock also from shifting along the shank,

there are raised on it from the solid iron, or

welded on it, two square tenon-like projections,

called nuts. The end of the shank next the

stock is called the small round. The other

extremity, where the arms and the shank

unite, is called the crown ; and the points of

the angle between the arms and the shank,

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p**,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, 09 = e. ey --- a. ew = u.
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the throat. A distance equal to that between
the throat of one arm and its bill [Bill] is

marked 011 the shank from the place where it

joins the arms, and is called the trend. The
use of the shank is to present an attachment
for the cable. [Cable, Shackle, Ganger.

1

That of the stock is to make the anchor fall

in such a way as to enable oue of the flukes
easily to infix itself in the ground. Large
vessels have more anchors than one, which
are stowed in different parts of the ship. The
best bower to the starboard, the small bower
[Boweii] to the port-oathead, with the flukes
on the bill-board, the sheet anchor on the
after part of the fore-channels on the Btar-

board side, and the spare anchor on the port
side. [For other anchors, see Stream,
Kedoe, Grapnel, Mushroom, Floating,
Moor ino.]

2. Naut. Some technical phrases which
have found their way into English literature

have already been given. [A, l.J Others
are the following :

—

An anchor is said to come home when it

h wrenched out of the ground and dragged
forward by the violence of the wind or the
sea, or by the strength of a current. It is foul

Pif it become entangled with the cable ; a-wash,
when the stock is hove up to the surface of
the water ; a-peak, when the cable is so drawn
as to bring the ship directly over it ; a-cockbill

[A-uockbill], when hanging vertically ; a-tip,

when drawn out of the ground in a perpen-
dicular direction ; and a-weigh, when it has
been drawn just out of the ground and hangs
vertically.

At anclior is the same as anchored.

To back an anchor is to lay down a small
anchor a-head of the one -by which the ship
rides, with the cable fastened to the crown of
the principal one to aid in preventing its

"coming home."
To cat the anchor: To draw the anchor to

the cathead by means of a machine called the
"cat."

To Jlsh the anchor: To employ a machine
called a " fish " to hoist the flukes of an
anchor to the top of the bow.
To steer tfie ship to lier anchor : To steer the

ship to the spot where the anchor lies while
the cable is being heaved on board the ship.

To shoe Vie anchor: To cover the flukes of
It with a triangular plank of wood to enable
it to fix itself more tenaciously in a soft
bottom.

To sweep the anchor: To dredge at the
bottom of the anchoring ground for a lost
anchor.

To throw (he anclior. The same as Cast the
anchor (A. 1).

3. Art: The shape of a buckle, the latter
being usually described as having a tongue
and an anchor. (Todd's Joh)ison.)

4. Arch. : A kind of carving somewhat re-
sembling an anchor. It is generally used as
part of the enrichment of the bottoms of
capitals in the Tuscan, Doric, and Ionic
orders, or as that of the boultins of bed-
mouldings in Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian
cornices, anchors and eggs being carved
alternately throughout the whole building.

6. Her. : An anchor is an emblem of hope.

C. In composition, anchor is a substantive.

anchor-ground, s. Ground suitable for
anchoring. It should not be too deep, or too
shallow, or rocky. [Anchorage.]

anchor hold, s.

1. Lit. : The hold or fastness of the anchor.

2. Fig. : Security.
".

. . as the one and only assurance and fast
anchor-hold of our Boob' health.*"—Camden.

anchor-ice, §. Ice formed on and in-
crusting the bottom of a stream or body of
water.

anchor-lining, s. [Bill-boards.]

anchor-smith, ». A smith who forges
anchors,

anchor-stock, s. The transverse beam
of wood or bar of iron near the ring of an
anchor.

anch'-or, *an'-cro, *an'-kre. v.t, & i.

[From the substantive. In Sw. ankra ; Dan.
ankre ; Dot. ankeren ; Ger. ankem; Fr. an-
crer ; 8p. anclar, anoorar ; Port, ancorar: Ital.
ancorarsi.

]

A. TransUioe

:

1. Naut. : To moor by means of an anchor.

2. Fig. : To fix firmly, to cause to rest
". . . and great Pompey

Woold stand, aud wake hut eyes grow in my brow ;

There would be anchor his aspect, and die
With looking on his life."

Shaketp. ; Antony and Cleopatra, i. i.

" Stan countless, each in his appointed place.
Fast anchored in the deep abyss oi space."

Cowpsr ; Retirement.

S. Intransitive

:

1. Naut. : To come to an anchor.
" Hoarse o'er her aide the rustling cable rings

;

The sails are furld; and anchoring round she swings.
'"

Byron: Corsair, L 4.

2. Fig. : To fix (the eye) upon.
" Posthuinus anchors upon Imogen :

And she, like harmless lightning, throws her eye
On him. Shakesp. i Cymbeiine, v. s.

" inch or (2), s. [Anchorite.]

*anch'-dr (3), *. [Anker.]

anoh -or-a-ble, a. [Eng. anchor, -able.] Able

to be used as a place of anchorage.
"... and the tea everywhere twenty league* from

land anchorable."—Hir T. Herbert'* Travels, p. 10.

anchor a car-pa'-ce a, s. pi. rFrom Gr.

ayievpa (angkura) = (1) an anchor, (2) a hook ;

and KapjioV (fcarpos) = the wrist, the carpus.]

Zool. : The name given by Milne-Edwards
to a tribe of Entoniostracans, belonging to the
order Lerneada?. They attach themselves to
their prey by means of long, arm-shaped ap-
pendages springing from the thorax, united
to each other at the tip, and terminating In a
horny button in the centre. It contains two
families represented in Britain— the Lernaeopa*
dada? and the Anchorelladie.

anch or-a-cer a'-ee-a, s. pi. [From Gr.

ayteupa angkura) = (1) an anchor, (2) a hook ;

and Kcpas {keras) = a horn.}

Zool. : The name given by Milne-Edwards to

a tribe of Entoniostracans, belonging to the
order Lerneadse. They attach themselves to

their prey by means of the head itself, which
is furnished with one or more pairs of horn-
shaped appendages, projecting laterally. It

contains two families, represented m Britain
—the Penelladse and the Lerneeoeeradfe.

anch'-or-age (age = Ig), s. [Eng. anchor;

•age. In Fr. ancrage; Sp. ancorage.]
* 1. The hold of the sea-bottom by the

anchor.

"Let me rtswlre whether there be indeed such effi-

cacy in nurture aud first production, for if that sup-
pos.il should fail us, all our anchorage were loose, and
we should but wander in a wild sea '— Wotton.

2. The set of anchors belonging to a vessel.

"The bark that hath diacharg'd her freight
Returns with precious lading to the bay
Prom whence at first she weigh' it her anchorage.*

Shakesp. : Titus Andron., i. 2.

3. Duty paid at a port for permission to
anchor.

" This corporation, otherwise a poor one, holds also
the anchorage in the harbour, ana uushelage of mea-
surable commodities, as cools, salt, ic, in the town of
Fowey."—Carew; Survey of Cornwall.

4. A place suitable for anchoring in—that
is, a place in which the water is of convenient
depth, and the bottom such as will permit
the anchor to hold. (This meaning, which is

not in Johnson, as if it were unknown in his
time, is now the almost exclusive signification
of the word anchorage.)

".
. the water was so deep that no anchorage

could be found."—Dartcin: Voyage round the World.
ch. xi.

anch or-a-stom a -ce-a, s. pi. [From Gr.
ayttvpa (angkura) = (l)an anchor, (2) a hook ;

and o-rofiA (stoma) — mouth.] The name given
by Milne-Edwards to a tribe of Entoniostra-
cans belonging to the order Lerneadag. They
attach themselves to their prey by means of
their stout foot-Jaws, which are armed with
strong hooks. It contains one British family,
the Chondracanthidse.

anch'-ored, pa. par. Sua. [Anchor, ».]

As adjective

:

1. Held by an anchor.
" In the anchor'd bark."

Byron i Corsair, 1, 7.

2. Shaped like an anchor; forked. (Used
of a serpent's tongue.)

Shooting her anchor'd tongue,
t l»er venom'd teeth."
ore ; Song of the Soul, IL U. 29.

3. Her. : An anchored cross is

four extremities of
which resemble the
flukes of an anchor,
as shown in the illus-

tration. It is called

also anchry or ancre.

It is designed to be
emblematic of hope
through the cross of
Christ Cf. Heb, vi.

19, "Which hope we
have as an anchor of
the soul, both sure
and stedfast."

one the

ANCHORED CROSS.

anch -or-eT-la, a [Dimin. of Lat. annhora or
ancora = little* anchor. ] A genus of Entonio-
stracans, the typical oue of the family Ancho-
relladae. The A. uncinata is parasitic on the
cod and the haddock. The A. rigosa was taken
upon a cod.

anch or- eT-la-d.ee, s. pi [From anchorella

(q.v.).] A family of Eutoinostracans, belonging
to the order Lerneada; and the tribe Auchora-
carpacece. It contains only one British genus,
Anchorella (q.v.).

an chbr-ess, * an' cres, s. [Eng. anclior

= anchorite ; -ess, to mark the leuiiniue

gender.] A female anchorite.
" A nch'reaes that dwell

Mewed up in walls."— Fairfax : Taseo,
" To this secluded spot, now famous more
Than any grove, mount, plain bad been before,
By relique, vision, burial, or birth.
Of anchoress or hermit."

Browne i Brit. Pastorals, li. 4.

ouch or-et Ic, anch or ct;'-I cal, a.

[Eog. anchoret, -ic, -ical. In Fr. anactioretique;
. tip. anacoretico ; Port, anachoretico ; Gr. aya\m-
pnTucos (anuchdretikos).] Pertaining to an an-
chorite ; after the manner of an hermit.

ahch-dr-et'-Ish, a. [Eng. anchoret; -ish.]

Resembling an anchoret in some way.

anchor et Ism, s. [Eng. anchoret; -ism.]

The state, condition, or mode of life of an
anchoret.

anch'-br-ihg, pr. par. [Anchor, v.]

anch or ite, anch or 1 1, t an ach or-
et, 'an-ach or ite, "anch -or, * an-
ker, s. [A.S. ancer; Fr. anachorete; Sp. &
Ital. anacoreta ; Port. & Lat. anaclioreta ; Gr.
ot-a^oipTjT^sr (anachorites), from a*a.x<opiui (ana-
chorco) = to go back, to retire : ava (una) =
backwards, and x"P«'w (c/i6raJ)=to make room
fur another, to retire

; xwpoc (choros) = space,
room.]

1. Church History: Any person who, from
religious motives, has renounced the world,
and retired from it into seclusion. (For the
distinctions between the various kind of As-
cetics, see that word. See also Eremites.)
The peculiarity of the anchorites, properly so
called, was, that though they had retired for
solitude to the wilderness, yet they lived there
in fixed abodes (generally caves or hovels) in
place of wandering about When they did
travel they slept wherever night overtook
them, so that visitors might not know where
to find them. They were most numerous iu
the Egyptian desert, where they lived on
roots and plants, believing that to afflict the
body was the best method of spiritually bene-
fiting the souL Most of them were laymen ;

there were also female anchorites. They first

arose, it is said, about the middle of the third
century, aud in the seventh the Church ex-
tended its control over them, and ultimately
threw difficulties in the way of any one who
wished to adopt such a mode of life. [Ascetic,
Eremite, Monasticism, Monk, &c] {Mosheim:
Church Hist., Cent, iv., pt. h\, ch. iii.

, § 15.)

2. In a general sense : Any person of similar
habits to those of the old anchorites now
described. The mistaken desire to retreat

from the " world " to the wilderness is not
distinctively Christian : it tends to mauifest
itself to a greater or leas extent in all religions

and in all ages. Anchorites of various Hindu
ascetic sects are at present to be found among
the jungles and hills of India, and they were
much more numerous when the dominant
faith in that land was Booddhism.

** To desperation turn my trust and hope I

An anchor's cheer in prison lie my scope.*
Shakesp. : Hamlet, til. t

" Yet lies not love dead here, but here doth sit,

Vow'd to this trench, like an anachoritc.

'

Donne

b»l. bo^; potU, J<Swl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; (Sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
-clan = shao. tion, sion -shun; -tlon, -alon = zhun. -tious, -slous shus. -ble - bel. -ere, -kre = ker. -tre = ter.
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iin chov-y, aa-cho'-vy\ s. [In Sw. anjovis

:

Dan. anschovit ; Dut. aiisjovis; Ger. anschove;

Fr. anchois; Sp. aucAoa, anchova; Port, an-

cftora ; ItaL atciujja ; Lat. aphya, apua ; Gr.

£<pvtj (opAtte), usually translated an anchovy or

sardine, but according to Yarrell and Adams,

the mackerel-midge (Motella glauca).~] (Liddell

ct Scott.) A fish, the Engravlis encrasicolus ot

Fleming ; the E. vulgaris of Cuvier. It belongs

to the Clupeidse, orHerring family. In general,

its length is from four to five inches ; but speci-

mens have been found seven and a-half inches

ANCHOVT (ENGRAULIS ENCRASICOLUS)

long. It is common in the Mediterranean and

parts of the ocean. It occurs also, though

not very commonly, on the shores of Britain.

Shoals of anchovies annually enter the Medi-

terranean, and various fisheries exist along

its northern shores, the most celebrated being

at Gorgona, a small island west of Leghorn.

Sometimes another species, the E. meletta,

is either mixed with, or substituted for the

genuine fish. There is a large importation of

anchovies into London.

anchovy-pear, s. The English name of

the genus Grias, which is placed by Lindley

doubtfully under the order Barringtoniaceae

(Barringtoniads). Grias caulifiora, the stem-

flowering anchovy-pear, is an elegant tree,

with large leaves, which grows in the West
Indies. The fruit, which is eaten, tastes like

that of the mango, and is pickled in the same
way.

anchovy-sauce, s. A sauce made of the

fish called anchovy.

in-chu'-sa, s. [In Ital. ancusa; Sp. & Lat.

anchusa. ' From Gr. ayxovtra (angchousa) =
alkanet; ayvw (angcho) = to press tight, to

strangle ; so called from a ridiculous notion

entertained by Dioscorides that one might kill

a viper if he irritated its throat by spitting

into its mouth after having chewed the leaves

of alkanet.] A genus of plants belonging to

the order Boraginaceae (Borage-worts). Two
species are generally inserted in the British

flora, but both are doubtfully native. They are

the A. officinalis, the Common, and the A.

sempervirens, the Evergreen Alkanet. Lycopsis

arvensis is sometimes called Anchusa arvensis.

The real alkanet, once termed Anchusa tinc-

toria, now figures as Alkanna tinctoria. [Al-

kanna, Alkanet.] A beautiful species, some-
times cultivated in flower-borders, is Anchusa
paniculata or Italica.

an-chu -SIC, a. [Mod. Lat. anchus(a) ; Eng.
suff. -u..] Derived from or contained in a

plant or plants of the genus Anchusa (q.v.)

anchusic-acid, *. [Anchusine.]

anch-u-sine, s. [Eng. anchusa; -ine.] A
red colouring matter obtained from the plant

formerly called Anchusa tinctoria, but now
Alkanna tinctoria.

anch-jMo5'-er-as, «• [Gr. iyicuAoc (angku-

los) = crooked, and xepac (keras) — horn.] A
shell belonging to the class Cephalopoda. The
A. Calloviensis) occurs in the Kelloway rock.

anch y lose, arik y lose, * ahc -y lose,

v.t. & i. [Gr. oY*wA6to> (angkuloo), 1 fut
<ry«vAttf<rw (angkuloso) = to crook, hook, or

bend ; AyicvAn {angkule)

=

the bend of the arm

;

ayxos (angkos) = a bend or hollow.]

A* Trans. : To stiffen by consolidating the

surfaces of (as of two bones. More frequently

used in the passive.)
" They [the teeth] are always lodged In socket* ; and

never anchyloted with the substance of the jaw. —
Owen: Classif. of Mammalia, pp. 11, 13.

B. Intrans. ; To grow stiff (as a joint); to

grow together (as the surfaces of two bones).

JLrich y losed, ahky loscd, anc y-

16'sed, pa. par. or a. [Anchvlose.]

1. Grown together (as two bones), stiffened

(as a joint).

"Coalesced and a*cfcyia»«d sygapophyse*."—Mieart:
The Cat, p. 45.

2. Cramped, rigid.

anch-y lo -sis, ank-y-lo -sis, anc-y-lo-

sis, s. [Gr. ivicuAwo-is (angkulosis) = a stiffen-

ing of the joints or of the eyelids.] [Anchy-
LOSED. ]

Anat. : The coalescence of two bones, so as

to prevent motion between them. If anything

keep a joint motionless for a long time, the

bones which constitute it have a tendency to

become anchylosed, in which case all flexibility

is lost. In other cases, when anchylosis is the

lesser of two evils, the bones which nature is

about to weld together should be kept in the

positions in which they will be of the greatest

use when the union between them takes

place.

"Had immobility been the object to be attained,

that might have been more effectually accomplished

by the fusion of the extremities of the segments to-

gether, as in anchylosis"—Todd A Bowman: Physiol-

Anat., vol. i.,p. 133.

anch y lot ic, ank-y-lot -Ic, anc-y-
lot'-ie, a. [From Eng. anchylosis.] Pertain-

ing to anchylosis.

* an'-cien-cy, s. [Eng. ancien(t); -cy. In Ft.

" ancienneti.] Antiquity. [Ancienty.]

"... And the rest of the bishops follow him, in

their due precedency, according to the dignity and
anciendm of their respective sees."—Jura Cteri, p. 42.

an -cient, a. & s. [Fr. ancien ; Sp. anciano ;

ItaL anziano, from ami = before. Cognate

with Lat antiquus = old, ancient ; anticus =
in front, foremost ; and ante = before.]

A. As adjective

:

J. Ordinary Language

.

1 1. Old, estimated tacitly or explicitly by
the standard of human life.

(a) Pertaining to persons advanced in years.

(Opposed to young.)
"... Then they began at the ancient men which

were before the house."—Ezek. ix. 6.

(b) Pertaining to things which have existed

for some considerable time in one's history.

(Opposed to recent.)

"But they, upon their ancient malice, will

Forget with the least cause, these his new honours.
Shaketp. ! Coriolanus, ii. 1.

2. Old, estimated by the average duration of

that to which the term ancient is applied.

"... some far-spreading wood
Of ancient growth." Cowper : Task, bk. I.

"
, . an ancient castle overgrown with weeds and

ivy. , , .-—Macaulay : EM. Eng., ch. xvi.

3. Old, estimated by the historic standard

of time.

(a) Opposed to modem, and especially re-

ferring, at the present day, to the centuries

anterior to the fall of the Roman Empire. (In

this sense, which is the most common use of

the word, it is opposed to modern.)
" The whole history of ancient and of modern times

records no other such triumph of statesmanship. —
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ix.

(h) In the mouth of one who lived at an

early period of the world's history, it meant

an age prior to his own.

"Is this your joyous city, whose antiquity is of

ancient daysT"—Ita. xxiii. 7.

4. Old, estimated by the geological standard

of duration.
" Processes now going on in nature on a small scale,

or imitated artificially by man, may enable us to

comprehend imperfectly in what manner some of

these infinitely grander ancient metamorphoses were
effected."—Murchison : Siluria, ch. i.

5. From eternity.

"Thales affirms that God comprehended all things,

and that God was of all things the most ancient, be-

cause he never had any beginning."—Raleigh.

IT The words ancient and old are akin in

meaning, and it is not easy to draw an abso-

lutely precise line between their respective

significations. Old, being opposed to new, is

especially used of anything which is fresh

when new, but has a tendency to wear out

wheu old, or has nearly reached its proper

term of existence, as an old hat ; but it is

also used when the lapse of time has increased

instead of diminished the value of an article,

as old wine. So also we speak of the old

masters, meaning those who lived long ago,

not those who are advanced in years. Finally,

old generally indicates a lesser amount of

duration than ancient. [Old.]

IX Technically:

In Law

:

(a) Ancient demesnes or ancient domains:

Such manors as, after the survey the results

of which were recorded in Doomsday book,

were found to belong to the Crown. (Coivel.)

(b) Ancient sergeant : The eldest of the

Queen's sergeants, (W harton.)

(c) Ancient tenure: The tenure by which
the manors which belonged to the Crown in

the times of Edward the Confessor and Wil-

liam the Conqueror were held. (Cowel.)

(d) Ancient writings : Legal documents more
than thirty years old. {Wharton.)

B. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language

:

+ 1. An old man, especially when invested

with important office in the community.

"The Lord will enter into Judgment with the

ancients of his people, and the princes thereof."—

Ita. iii. 14.

"The ancient and honourable, he is the head; and
the prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail."—Ibid.

ix. 15.

* 2. A predecessor in anything.

"He toucheth it as a special pre-eminence of Junias
and Andronicus, that in Christianity they were his

ancients."—Booker.

^ The reference is to Paul's statement,
" Andronicus and Junia, my kinsmen and my
fellow-prisoners, . . . who also were in

Christ before me." (Rom. xvi 7.)

3. (Plur.) Those who lived long ago. To
us in general this means before the fall of the

Roman empire, the relapse into semi-barbarism

which followed its overthrow making a great

gap in time between the civilisation of what
may be called the old world and that now
existing. In this sense, ancients is opposed to

moderns. This is the common use of the

word. Sir G. Cornewall Lewis employs it

thus in the title of his book, The Astronomy

of the Ancients.

"Some by old words to fame have made pretence,
t

Ancients in phrase, mere moderns in their sense.

Pope: Essay on Criticism, 324, 325.

If To those who lived in the early ages of

the world, of course the term signified men
of a considerably prior date.

"As saith the proverb of the ancient*. . . .
—

1 5am. xxiv. 13.

4. The Being existent from eternity.

"I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the

Ancient of days did sit."—Dan, vii. 9 (see also verses

13,22).

B, Technically. In the Inns of Court * (a)

In the Middle Temple, those who had passed

their readings, (b) In Gray's Inn, the oldest

barristers, the society consisting of benchers,

ancients, barristers, and students under the

bar. (c) In the Inns of the Chancery, the

division is into ancients and students, or

clerks. (Wharton : Law Lexicon, ed. Will.)

* an cient, * an-shent, s. [A corruption

of Fr. enseigne, from Low Lat. insignia, Lat
' insigne = a standard.] [Ensign.]

L Of things

:

1. A flag, ensign, or streamer of a ship, and
formerly the flag or ensign also of a regiment

"
. ten times more dishonourable ragged than

an old-faced ancient."—Shaketp. : I Ben. jr.,lv. 2.

"It was a spectacle extremely delightful to behold

the jacks, the pendants, and the ancients sporting in

the wind."—Oon Quixote (ed. 1687), p. 669. (Boucher.)

2. Heraldry : (a) In the form anshent = the

guidon used at funerals. (6) A small flag

ending in a point (Gloss, of Heraldry.)

IL Of persons: The bearer of a flag, a flag-

bearer, an ensign-bearer, an ensign in a regi-

ment.
"This is Othello'B ancient, as I take it—

m
The same indeed, a very valiant fellow.

Shakesp. : Othello, v. 1.

" Tis one Iago, ancient to the general."— Ibid., 11. i.

"... ancient Pistol."—Shaketp.: 3 17 en. /F., it 4.

"
. and now my whole charge consist* of

ancients, corporals, lieutenants, gentlemen of com-

panies . . . —Shaketp. : 1 Ben. IV. iv. 2.

an'-cient-iy, adv. [Eng. ancient; -ly.] In

ancient times ; in times long gone by ;
the

antiquity being estimated in any of the ways

mentioned under Ancient (q.v.).

" The colewort is not an enemy, though that were

anciently received, to the vine only, but ^o any other

plant because it draweth strongly the fattest Juice of

the earth."—Bacon.

. for new varieties are still occasionally pro-

duced by our most anciently domesticated produc-

tions."—Darwin : Origin of Specie*, ch. xiv.

an cient ness, s. [Eng. ancient; •ness.']

The state of having existed from ancient or

old times ; antiquity.
" The Fescenine and Saturnian were the same ;

they

were called Saturnian from their ancientnew, wnen

Saturn reigned in Italy."—Dryden.

t an'-<jient-r& * an'-chent-ry. s. [Eng.

ancient; -ry. In Fr. ancienneti; Ital. and-

anita. ]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, «6n ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try.

;
pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, p*t.

Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a. ew = u.
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1. The honour or dignity of having ancestry
capable of being traced a long way back.

"Wherefore, most foolishly do the Irl»h think to
ennoble themselves by wresting their ancientry from
the Spaniard, who is unable to derive himself from
any in certain."

—

Spenser: On Ireland,

2. The people of ancient lineage taken col-

lectively.
**. . . wronging the ancientry."—Shakesp. '

Winter's Tale, ill. 1.

3. Antiquity, or imitation of it.

" Heralds may here take notice of the antiquity of

their art ; and, for their greater credit, blazon abroad
this precious piece of ancientry; for before the time
oiSemiramis we hear no news of coat* or crests 1"

—

Gregory's Posthuma, p. 336,

"You think the ten or twelve first lines the best;
now I am for the fourteen last ; add, that they contain
not one word of ancientry."— West to Gray, Lett.

M*
* an'-cient-& s. [Eng. ancient; -y.] Age;

antiquity. [Ancientry. ]

" Is not the forenamed council of ancienty above a
thousand years ago?"—Martin : Marriage of Priests,

sign. I., ii. b.

on-ci'-le, s. [Lat.] A shield said to have

fallen from heaven during the reign of Numa
Pompilius. It was believed to be the shield

of Mars ; and as the prosperity of Rome was
supposed to depend upon its preservation,

eleven others were made like it, that any one
wishing to steal it might not know which to

take. (Could it have been originally a lump of

meteoric iron ?)

" Recorded to have been sent from heaven in a more
celestial mAnuer than the ancile of ancient Rome."

—

Potter : On the Number 666, p. 176.

"The Trojans secured their palladium ; the Romans
their ancile ; and now the Roman Catholicks have so

great cars if their images."—Bretnnt 1 Saul A Samuel
at Eiuior, p. 885.

stn-cU-lar'-l-A, s. [Lat ancilla = a maid-ser-

vant.] A genus of shells belonging to the
family Buccinidse. Both the shell and the
animal resemble those of Oliva. Recent

—

twenty-three species from the Red Sea, India,

Madagascar, Australia, and the Pacific Ocean.
Fossil, twenty-one. Eocene—Britain, France,
Ac. (Woodward, 1851.)

* in'-gfl-lar-tf, * &n-^il'-li>r-^, a. [Lak

ancillaris = pertaining to female servants.]

1. Lit : Pertaining to female servants or
their occupation ; subservient

2. Auxiliary, aiding.
" It Is beneath the dignity of the king's courts to be

merely ancillary to other inferior jurisdictions."—
Blackstone,

an-cfl -le, *. [Lat anciUa.] A maid-servant.

(Chaucer.)

an-cSp'-I-tal, an-cip -i tous, a. [Lat
anceps, genit ancipitis = (1) two-headed ; (2)
having two sides, double.]

Bot. : (The translation of the Latin anceps.)
Two-edged, compressed, with two sharp edges,
as the stem of an iris.

itn-^is-tro-cla'-deee, s. pi [From Ancis-

trocladus (q.v.).] A new order of plants pro-
posed by Planchon for the reception of a
solitary and anomalous genus Ancistrocladus.
The inflorescence is in panicles, with ten sta-
mens in one row, five shorter than the others.
The ovary is one-celled, with a single ovule.
The fruit is a nut, crowned by the persistent
calyx. Its nearest affinity is with the Dip-
terocarpacese. (Treas. ofBot)

saUn^is-tro^-cla'-dus, s. [Gr. ayKio^rpov (ang-

kistron) = a fish-hook ; dy*os (angkos) = a
bend or hollow ; kXo&os (klados) = a slip or
shoot of a tree ; k\om (klao) = to break, to
break off.] A genus of East Indian climbing

Cits, the type of Planchon's order Ancistro-
eae (q.v.).

anc'-le, s. [Ankle.]

* anc ome, * oric omc, * unc' ome, s.

[A.S.] A kind of boil, sore, or foul swelling
in the fleshy parts. (Kersey's Diet.)

"Swell bigger and bigger till it has come to an
ancome,"—Marston: Eastward Hoe, iii. 1.

suite' on, s. [Lat. ancon, genit. anconis; Gr.
ayKttiv (angkon) = the bend or hollow of the
arm, the elbow.]

1. Anatomy : The apex of the elbow.

2. Architecture (plural ancones) : (1) Orna-
ments on the keystones of arches, or on
the side of door-cases

; (2) the corners of walls
or beams.

3. Zool. <£ Auric. ; A name for a breed of
sheep, now extinct. It originated from a
malformed lamb with short crooked legs, so
that it and its progeny in which this pecu-
liarity was perpetuated were unable to leap
fences. (Used also adjectively.)

"This is known to have been the caw with the
ancon sheep."—Darwin : Origin of Species, ch. i.

an-co'-ne-al, a. [Eng. ancon; -eat] Per-

taining to the ancon or apex of the elbow.

anconeal process."—Flower ; Osteology of the Mam-
malia (1870), p. 248.

an co ne -us, * an-co-nee -us, a [Lat.

ancon ; Gr. ayiaav (angkdn) = the elbow. ]

Anat. : A muscle used in distending the
fore-arm or cubit (Glossographia Nova, <tc.)

an-con'-oxd, a. [Gr. aynuiv (angkon)= elbow,
and e»oo$ (eidos) = form, appearance.] Elbow-
shaped, angular.

an con y, s. [Gr. aytvav (angkon) = the

elbow (?).]

Iron manufacture : A bloom wrought into

the figure of a flat iron bar, about three feet

long, with two square rough knobs, one at
each end. (Chambers.) [Bloom.]

* an'-cre, s. [Anchor.]

* an -cred, pa. par. & a. [Anchored.]

* an'-cres, s. [Anchoress.]

an cyl -6d-6n, s. [Gr. ayxvKoc (angkulos) =
bent, crooked, and Wove (odous), genit. oooito?

as a tooth.] A genus of fishes of the family
Scisenidee.

anc-y-16'sed, pa. par. & a. [Anchyloses.]

anc y-lo -sis, s. [Anchylosis.]

anc y-lot -om-us, 5. [Gr. ayxvAi) (angkuU)

— (1) a bend in the arm ; (2) a joint bent or
stiffened by disease ; (3) a loop, a thong

:

Tepvui (temno) — to cut.]

Surgery ; (I.) A crooked knife or bistoury.

(2.) A knife for dividing thefrasnum linguceio.

tongue-tied persons. (Hooper's Lexic. Med.)

an -cyl-us, s. [Gr. ayxvAos (angkulos), adj. =
crooked, curved, rounded ] A genus of fluvia-

tile shells belonging to the family Limnteidee.

They have limpet-like shells, and are called

river-limpets. In 1875 Tait estimated the
recent species at forty-nine, and the fossil

at eleven ; the latter from the Eocene. Two,
A. fluviatilis and A. oblorlgus, occur recent in

Britain.

sand, *ande, conj. & s. [A.S. and; Dut. en;
Ger. und. The English and and an = if, are
essentially the same word, and were of old
used almost interchangeably.] [An.]

A. As conjunction

:

* L, As expressing contingency.
" And thon wilt gyuen vs any good."

Pierce the Plowmans Crede [liai. ed. Skeat), MS.

(o) As standing for if, though, or although.
" It is the nature of extreme self-lovers, as they will

set an house on fire, and it were but to roast their
eggs."—Bacon.

(6) As joined to {/, and therefore redundant.
" I pray thee, Launce, on' if thou seeat my boy.

Bid him make haste."
Shaketp. : Two Gent, of Verona, 111. 1.

2. As a simple connecting particle, conjoin-

ing words with words, clauses with clauses,

or sentences with sentences. This is now
the normal use of the word and.

" Shem, and Ham, and Japheth."—Gen. viL 18.

" Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters in

the seas, and let fowl multiply intheearth."—<»en.i. 22.

" And he put them altogether into ward three days.

And Joseph said unto them the third day, This do, and
live : for I fear God."—Gen. xbX 17, IB.

B. As substantive

:

" Thou servest me, I ween, w* iffes and with andes.'

—Sir T. More : Works, p. M.

II In Gen. iii. 16. "Thy sorrow and thy
conception " = the sorrow of thy conception.

In this respect the English simply copies the

Hebrew. A similar idiom exists in Latin.

Virgil speaks of hurling " molem et montes " (a

mass and mountains) = a mass of mountains.

* -and as a suffix.

Old English dialects : The present participle

termination in northern dialects, now super-

seded by the southern -ing.

" His glitterand armour nhined far away."
Spenser : F. <t» L vu. 2».

and -a, s. [? Native name.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to tne
order Euphorbiaceae (Spurge-worts). Habitat,
Brazil. The Anda is remarkable for the pur-
gative properties of its seeds, in this respect
resembling the not remotely allied plant, the
well-known castor-oiL The Brazilians use
them in indigestion, liver-complaints, jaun-

dice, and dropsy. They are called Purga da
Paulistas. Their rind roasted on the fire is

used in diarrhoea brought on by cold. If

steeped when fresh in water, they render the

liquid so narcotic that it is sufficient to stupefy

fish. The oil is well adapted for the purposes

of the painter. The fruit is eatable. (Lindley:

Nat. Syst. of Bot., 1836, p. 114.)

t and-ab'-a-tlsm, 5. [From Lat. andabata =
a gladiator whose helmet was without any
opening for the eyes. ] Uncertainty,

" To state the question, that we might not fail to
andabattsm, we are to understand, that as there be
two kinds of perfection, one of our way, the other of
our country to which we are travelling; so there are
two kinds also of fulfilling God's law, one of this life,

the other of the next."—Shetford : Learned Discourses
(1686), p. 121.

and-alus'-ito, s. & a. [From Andalusia, in

Spain, where it was first found ; and -ite =
\i60s (lithos) = stone.]

A. As substantive : A mineral classed by
Dana with his Subsilicates. It is ortho-
rhombic. The hardness in typical specimens
is 7

'5, but in some opaque kinds only 3—6.

Its sp. gr. 3-1 to 3% 3'05 to 3-35; its lustre
vitreous ; its colour whitish-red, flesh-red,

violet, pearl-gray, reddish-brown, or olive-

green. There is strong double refraction.

The composition is silica, 33 to 40'17 ; alumina,
60*96 to 61-9; sesquioxide of iron, O'SOto 6*71;
sesquioxide of manganese, 0*53 to 0*83 ; mag-
nesia, 0-17 to 114; lime, 021 to 412; soda,

010; potassa, 030 to 150; water, 0'25 to
2*60. Dana divides andalusite into " Var. 1,

Ordinary; 2, Chiastolite (made)." Andalusite
is found in argillaceous schist, in gneiss, in
mica-schist, and rarely in serpentine. It fs

sometimes allied to kaolin, to mica, or to
cyanite. It occurs at Andalusia in Spain, in
Germany, Austria, France, and Russia ; at
Killincy Bay, near Dublin, in Ireland ; near
Ballachulish, in Scotland ; and at Cumber-
land in England Myelin has the composition
of cyanite and andalusite.

B. As adjective ; Dana has an Andalusite
group of minerals defined as anisometric,
containing only sesquioxides. It includes
andalusite, flbrolite, kyanite, and topaz.

an-dan -t£, s. &. adv. [Ital. andante m going,
the pr. par. of andare = to go.] [Wend.]

1. As substantive : A moderately slow move-
ment between largo and allegro. It is the
third in order of the five kinds of musical
movement

"... and gives to prayer
The adagio and andante it demands.''

Cowper ; Task, bk. 1L

2. As adverb: In the time described above.

an dan ti -no, adv., a., & s. [Ital.] A move-
ment quicker than andante, of which the word
andantino is a diminutive. It is intermediate
between andante and allegretto.

an'-dar-ac, s. [Sandarac] Red orpiment

an-da' tesf, 5. [Celtic] A goddess or female

power worshipped in Britain in pagan times.
" And to Andates, female power ! who gave
(For so they fancied! glorious victory.

'

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. ix.

An-de an, a. [See def.] Pertaining to,

living in, or found on the Andes, a mountain-
chain extending along the Pacific coast of
South America.

and'-e^-ite, s. [In Ger. andesin. From the

Andes mountains, in which it occurs.] A
triclinic mineral classed by Dana in his
thirteenth, or Felspar group of Unisilicates.

The hardness is 5—6 ; the sp. gr. 2"61 to 274 ;

the colour white, gray, greenish, yellowish, or
flesh red ; the lustre sub-vitreous, inclining to
pearly. It consists of silica, 57*15 to 60'29;

alumina, 17'62 to 2678; sesquioxide of iron,

O'SO to 8 '35; magnesia, 0"03 to T85 - lime,
2'24 to 9'23 ; soda, 8'91 to 7'99

; potassa, 005
to 8-99; and water, 0"34 to 3*84. It is often,

if not always, altered oligoclase, and itself it

sometimes changes to kaolin. It occurs In
the Andes, in Canada, in France, and Austria.
Saccharite, a variety of it, is found in Silesia.

[Andesyte. ]

hSU, b6$; pout, jowl; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, £eiri: hln, this; sin, 09; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =C
-tion, -sion = shun ; -tlon, -sion = Shun, -tious, -sious = tAfu -den = shen, -dent = shent. -le m el ; -ere = ker.
8
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fcn-de-syte, s. [From andesite, but with yte

in place of ite, to show that it is a rock, and
not a mineral.] A syenite-like rock occurring

in the Andes. One of its ingredients is the

mineral Andesite (q.v.).

fijld-'ir'-a, 5. [The Brazilian name.] A genus

of plants belonging to the Papilionaceous sub-

order. Abont twelve species are known, all

tropical American trees of moderate height,

with alternate equally pinnate leaves about a

toot long, and axillary or terminal panicles of

generally showy flowers. The fruit is one-

seeded, drupaceous, and in aspect like a plum.

A. inermis is the cabbage-tree of the West
Indies. [Cabbage-tree.] Its bark and that

of A. return are anthelmintic. In small quan-

tities it is drastic, emetic, purgative, and
narcotic, while in larger doses it is actually

poisonous. (Lindley: Veg. Kingd., p. 548.)

in-dir-a-graa'-ca, s. [A South American

name of the Vampire Bat, Phyllostoma spec-

trum. ] [Phv LosTOMrD^, Vampyre. J (See

Griffith's Cuvier, voL v., p. 7L)

&nd ir on, hand'-'ir-on, * awnd -ir-on,
* awynd -yrne, * awyntV-er, s. [In

A.S. brand-isen is = a branding-iron or rod,

a tripod (Bosworth), but this does not seem

the origin of the English word. 8w. brand-

jeni ; Fr. & Arm. landier ; Medisev. Lat. andena
= an andiron. Skinner derives it (a) from

hand and irons, or (&) from and and irons, or

(c)from brand and irons. In Yorkshire the

term end-irons (see &) is applied to two coarse

Iron plates used to contract the fire-place.

These being movable may be placed at a

distance from each other when a large fire is

wanted, and nearer when what is needed is

only a. small one. Boucher thinks that and
in andirons is the A.S. separable prep, and,

Gr. avri (ontO, implying opposition, and that

ami-irons are pieces of iron opposed to each
other. Wedgwood believes the true etymo-
logy is the Flemish wend-ijser, from wenden =
to turn : andiron would then be the rack in

front of the kitchen dogs in which the spit

turns.]
Generally in the plural : A pair of and-irons

s= fire-dogs. A utensil consisting of two
npright and generally ornamented pillars at

some distance from each other, with a hori-

zontal bar connecting them together. It was
originally designed, as it still is in America,
to prop up the extremities of logs of wood
whilst they were being burnt Then it was
used to support the ends of a spit.

"... Her andirons
(I had forgot them) were two winking Capida."

Bkahmp. I Cymbetine. tl. 4.

andiron brass, s. Lustrous brass, suit-

able to be used in the construction of andirons.
" And bnides, I take it, andiron brats, which they

call white bra*, hath some mixture of tin to help the

lustre."—Bacon; Phytiol. Rem.

an drad ite, s. [Named after the Portu-

guese * mineralogist, D'Andrada, who first

described it.] A mineral arranged by Dana
as a sub-variety of garnet, and the variety

chrome-garnet. He designates it "E. Lime
Iron-garnet." It is the same as Allochroite.

Its colors are various shades of yellow, green,

brownish red, brown, and black. It is sub-

divided by Dana into—1. Simple Lime Iron-

Srnet : (a) Topazolite ; (&) Colophonite ; (e)

elanite, including Pyreneite ;
(d) Dark-green

Garnet, including Jelletite. 2. Manganesian

Lime Iron-garnet : (a) Rothoffite, including

andesyte—andropogon

Polyadelphite ; (6) Aplome. 3. Yttriferous

Lime Iron-garnet, or Ytter-garnet Sub-
division 1 seems to include Caldente, the place

of which is not yet thoroughly determined.

an'-drse-a, s. [Called after J. C. R. Andre, a

German botanist ] The typical genus of the

Andraeaceae (q.v.).

an-drse-a'-ce-se, $. pi. [From Andrcea

(q.v.). ] Split-mosses. An order of acrogenous

plants, placed by Lindley under his Muscales,

orMuscal alliance. Itcontains onlythesiugle
genus Andraea, which agrees with mosses in

having a calyptra and operculum, and with
Jungermanniaceffi in having a valvular theca.

In 1846 Lindley estimated the known species

at thirteen.

an-dran-at'-£m-?f s. [Gr. avrtp (aner),

gen. ofSooc (flndros) — a man as opposed to a

woman ; and avarott-q (anatome) = dissection.

]

[Anatomy.] The dissection of a human being,

especially of the male sex.

an-dre as-berg 6-lite, s. [(1) Andreas-

berg, a bailiwick and town oY the province of

Hanover, in the Harz mountains, with mines

of iron, cobalt, copper, and silver in the

vicinity ; (2) -lite.] A mineral, the same as

Harmotohe (q.v.>

an-dre n-a, s. [From Gr. avQpijvri (anthrene)

= a wasp.] A genus of bees—the typical one

of the family Andrenidae. The British species

are numerous ; all are small, solitary bees.

an-dre'n-i-cUe, s. pi [Fiom. Andrena (q.v.).]

A family of bees, one of two constituting the

sub-tribe Anthophila. They differ from the

Apidse, the other family, in having a short and
blunt trunk, and in other respects. The
species are all solitary in their habite.

an -dre-6-lite, *. [In Ger. andreolick.]

[Andheasbercolite.] A minera. ^he same
as Haiucotome (q.v.).

an-drce'-9e-um, s. [Gr. Art? (aw) :
genit.

avSpos (andros) = a man, as distinguished

from a woman ; and ot*os (oikos) = a house.]

Bot : Roper's name for the male system or

apparatus of a plant ; in other words, for the

stamens. {Lindley : Introd. to Botany.)

an-drog'-ra-phls, *. [Gr. dvrip (aner),

genit. otvSooc (andros) = a man ; ypa^ns (gra-

phis) = a style for writing.] A genus of plants

belonging to the order Acanthaceae. A.panicu-
lata, called in India Kariyat, is a bitter tonic

and stomachic, very similar to quassia. It is

used in general debility, in convalescence after

fever, and in an advanced stage of dysentery.

an-drSg'-^n-al, a. [Formed as if from Lat.

androgynalis.]' [Amdrogyhe.] The same as

Androgynous (q.v.).

an-drd&'-jfaa-al-rjf, adv. [Bng. androgynal

;

-ly.] With the characteristics of hermaphro-

dites ; at once male and female.

an-drSfc'-fi--*, *. [In La*- *• /«* = & mMA'

online, heroic woman ; in Gr. feminine of

arSpdywoc (androgunos) = a hermaphrodite :

from avfip (aner), genit. aropos (andros)= a

man, a male ; and yunj (gune) = a woman. ] A
hermaphrodite.

an-drog'-yn-OUS, a. [Lat. androgynus = a

hermapnrodite.] Presenting the character-

istics of both sexes in the same individual ; at

once male and female
;
pertaining to a her-

maphrodite.

Bat. ; Producing both male and female
organs on the same root, or in the same flower.

(Loudon: Cydo. of Plants, 1829* Gloss.)

an -droid, an-drol d-es, a. IGr. £n}p (an*-),

genit av&pos (andros) = a man, and ettoc

(eidos)= form, appearance.] The name given

to any machine constructed to imitate some
of the movements or actions of a man, as,

for example, to an automaton flute-player.

an dro ma' ni a, *. [Gr. avSpos (andros)
— a man ;

fiavta (mania) — madness.]

1. (See extract.)

" There 1b an element tn the feminine world that la

offering front what I ahall venture to call andromania.
. . . Andromania Is a passionate aping of every-

thing that Is mannish."— Dr. I'arkhurtt

:

Some Journal, February, 1895.

2. The same as Nymphomania (q.v.).

an dro ma ni ac, a. A woman showing
evidence of or sufferiug from andromania.
[See Andromania.]

An-drom -ed-a, -. [Lat. andGr.]

1. CUis*. Myth. : A daughter of Cepheus,
king of Ethiopia, and Cassiope. It was fabled

that she was chained to a rock by order of

Jupiter Amnion, and then exposed to the

attacks of a monster. Perseus released, and
afterwards married her. On her death she

was changed into the constellation which bears

her name. (Ovid : ATetam., iv. 070, &c.)

2. Astron. : A constellation, fancifully sup-

posed to resemble a woman chained. It is in

the northern hemisphere, and is surrounded by
Cassiopeia, Lacerta, Pegasus, Pisces, Triangu-

lum, and Perseus. It contains the bright

stars Almaeh and Mirach, and Alpherat is on
the boundary-line between it and Pegasus.

There is in the girdle of Andromeda a fine

elliptic nebula, visible to the naked eye, and
continually mistaken by the uninitiated for

a comet. (Herschel : Astron., § 874.)
*' from eastern ijotnt

Of Libra to the fleecy atai- tliat bean
Aniiromttla. far on" Atlantic seas."

Jfitton: P. I., bk. iii.

3. Bat. : A genus of plants belonging to tho

order Ericaceae, or Heath-worts. A species

(the A. i>oU/oUa, or Marsh Andromeda) occurs

V

MARSH ANDROMEDA (ONE-THIRD NATURAL SIZI^L

in the bogs of Britain, the desolate character of

the localities which it inhabits recalling to

classical minds of fanciful tendency the barren

rock to which Andromeda was chained («ee

No. 1). The Marsh Andromeda is an ever-

green shrub, with beautiful rose-colored

drooping flowers. Its shoots poison sheep, as

do those of the A. Mariana, which grows in

America ; and the A. ovalifolia, of Nepaul, act*

with similar effect upon goats. A. hypnoides,

which looks when in leaf like a moss, covert

great tracts of ground in the Lapland Alps,

and adorns them with its red flowers.

iln dro pet -al ons, n. [Gr. ii/ijp (nnfr)=»

man, and ireVaAoi< (petalon) — a leaf, but used

by botanists for a petal.]

Botany : Having stamens transformed into

petals, as sometimes takes place when a

single flower is converted into a double one.

An-drSph'-a-fci, ;. pi. [Gr. -ArSp^iyoi

(Androphagoi), the people described below
;

avSpofyaytK (androphagos) = eating human
flesh ; a»nip (anir) = a man, and 2 aor. inf.

^>avet>' (phagein) = to eat.] A race of can-

nibals, adjacent to Seythia, mentioned by
Herodotus ; hence cannibals generally.

An-drSph'-or-um, s. [Gr. injo (aw) = i

man, a male ; and 4>e>» (phero)= io bear.]

Bot. : Mirbel's name for the tribe formed by

the union of the filaments in monadelphoua

plants. (Lindtey : Introd. to Bot.)

an drop -o-gon, «. [In Sp., Port., & Ital

andropogon ; from Gr. avrip (aner) = a man,

and irtirjtav (pogon)— a beard ; there being on

the flowers a beard-like tuft of hairs.] A genus

of plants belonging to the order Graminaceae,

or Grasses. The A. sorghum, better known a»

Holms sorghum, is extensively cultivated in

India as a cereaL It is the Jowaree or Jondla

of that country, and is called in English Great

Millet. Another species, also grown in the

Decean as a cereal, is A. taccharatus, or Shaloo.

Other species are the A. Schmomthus, of

Lemon-grass [Lemon-orass] ; the A. caiama

cte. tit fire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, air, marine; go. pot,

or. wore, wolf, work. who. son; mute. eiiD. cure, unite, our. rule, full; try. Syrian, m. • = «. -*n» = tw«.
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aromaticus [Calamus] ; and the A. Iswaran-
cusa. The fragrant roots of the A. muricxttus,
called throughout India Khus, are uaed for
making tatties [Tatty], or for similar pur-
poses.

an-dro-sac'-e, s. [Fr. androsace. In Latin

androsaces, Greek avSpoo-aKtc (androsakes), is

not a plant, but a madrepore, from ayrjp
(an&r), genit avSpoc (andros) = man, and <raicoc

(sakos) = a shield, to which the large round
hollow leaf of the most common species has
a certain resemblance.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Primulacete. Elegant
mountain plants found on the continent of
Europe. None are wild in Britain.

an dro s«m um, s. [Lat. andrososmon

;

Gr. avSpoaaifiov (androsaimon), lit. =: man's
blood ; avT\p (aner), genit av6poc (andros) = a
man, and alfta (haima) — blood.]

* 1. Ancient classic writers : A species of St
John's Wort, with blood-red juice : Hypericum
andrososmum, montanum or ciliatum.

2. Modern Botany: A genus of plants be-
longing to the order Hyperieaeese, or Tutsans.
The A. officinale is tonic and astringent

an -dr6-sphinx, s- [Gr. ai/ipoo-dnvf (andro-
sphinx), from avrjp (aner) = a man, and o-dn'-yf

(sphinx).] A man-sphinx, that is, a sphinx
with the oust of a man, and not, as is usually
the case, with that of a woman.

4n-drdt'-6m-y, s. [Gr. dvopoToVew (andro-
tomeo), lit as to cut a man ; atnjp (aner) = a
man, and rifiM (temno) — to cut] Dissection
of the human body, in contradistinction from
zootomy, or dissection of the bodies belonging
to the inferior animals. (Johnson.)

-Jfcn-drous, in compos, [Gr. atrijp (aner) = a
man, a male.

]

Bot. ; Pertaining to the stamina. It is used
only in composition, as monandrotis plants,
those with one stamen ; diandrous, those
with two, &c.

* and iwere, v. & s. [Answer.]

* and -vile, *. [Anvil. )

ane, a. [One.] One. (Scotch.)
"

. . . ane a the Celonels aiu ruffled lark*. . .—Sir Walter Scott t Waverley, ch. xxxix.

f ane, v.t, [Ger. einen = to agree.] To agree,
to accord, (Scotch.)

" Sav a hapnyde hym to ta the Kyng.
And anyd for hit rawnsownyng."

Wgntoun, III. lit. 42.

t ane-a'-Wfl, a. [O. Ft. anible — capable ; Lat.
inhabilis= unmarried.] Unmarried. (Scotch.)

". . . aneabil or singitl woman."—Reg. Maj., bk.
ii., e. 19, 4 S. (Jamieson.)

* ancal. [Anele.]

•-near, adv. [Eng. a; -near,] Near.
"The lady shrieks, and. well a-near I

Doth fall in travail with her fear."
Shakesp. : Pericles, ill. (Introd).

ane ath, prep. &, adv. [A.S. beneothan = be-
neath. ] Beneath. (Scotclt.

)

"See, yonder's the Ration's Skerry—he aye held his
neb abune the water in my day—bat he ' aneath it
now."—Scott i A ntlquary, ch. tII.

an ec do tal, a. [Eng. anecdote ; -al.) Per-
taining to anecdotes. (Prof. Wilson.)

anecdote, s. [In Sw. anekdot; Dan. &
Ger. anekdote; Dut & Fr. anecdote; Port.
anekdota; ItaL aneddoto; Gr. afCKJoros (anek-
dotos) = something not published, but kept
secret

: av (an), pnv., and UttrrtK (ekodotos)—
given out; U (ek)~ out, and 6oto* (dotos) =
granted ; &iSu>p.t (didomi)= to give. ]

L Originally something kept unpublished,
ecret history, or an ancient work not in fact
published, though there was no intention of
keeping its contents undivulged. The best
collection of anecdotes, in this first sense of
the word, is generally said to have been that of
liuratori, in A.D. 1709 : but the thing, if not
the name, must have been much older.

" Some modem anecdotes aver.
He nodded in hii elbow chair." Prior.

2. A short but generally striking narrative
of some single event in a person's history, re-
lated generally with a view of exhibiting his
characteristic peculiarities. Among the best
collections of anecdotes, in the modern sense,
are the *' Percy Anecdotes," sent forth by
George Byerley and Joseph Clinton Robinson.

* an -ec dot Ic, * an ec dot i cal, a.

[Eng. anecdote, -ic, -ioal. In Fr. anecdotique;
Port, anecdotico.]

1. Pertaining to anecdotes.
" Particular anecdotical traditions, whose authority

is unknown or auspicious."—Bolingbroke to Pope.

2. In the habit of relating anecdotes.

an ec-dot-ist, s. [Eng. anecdote ; -ist. In
Port, anecdotista.] One who relates anecdotes
by word of mouth or by the pen. (Ogilvie.)

* an e -ding, s. [Aande, Aind, Aynde.]
Breathing. (Scotch.)

" All thnr fleache of swate wes wete.
An sic a stew raise out off tham then.
Off etnedUtg bath off horse and men." Barbour.

* a no-fold, o. [Aefauld. ] (Scotch.

)

'ane-hede, s. [A.S. an, cen = one; suffix
had = Eng. hood or head ; as in A.S. vmduwan-
had = Eng. widowhood ; mcedenhad = Eng.
maidenhead or maidenhood.] Oneness, union.

" The anehede of Godd with mannis soule."—Richard
Rolle de Hampole, viil (ed. Perry), p. 14.

* an-ei'-mi-a, an-e -ml-a, s. [Gr. imipmv
(atieimon) = without clothing; i, priv., and
elfia (etTno) = dress, a garment ; ivwp\t (hen-
numi) — to dress. So called from the naked
appearance of the spikes of inflorescence.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Poly-
podiacete, or Ferns. A. tomentosa smells like
myrrh. (Lindley : Veg. Kingd., p. 79.)

* an -el-ace, an el a -ci-o, s. [Anlaci.]

*an~e'le(l), a-ne'al, *m-n£$le
t
v.t. [A.S.

asl = oil. ] To administer extreme unction to.
" Hyt ys not gode to be helut,
How a wyght scbal be an-elst."

Instruction*for Parish Priests (ed. Peacock), 1811-13.

* a-nele (2), v.t. [Derivation uncertain, prob-
ably from Lat. anhelo ~ to pant.] To attack,
to worry. (R, Morris.) To approach. (Sir

"Buthe wyth bullex and berez and bores other
quyte

And etaynez that hym a-neleds, of the heghe
felle." Sir Oateayne (ed. B. Morris), 722, 72a.

* an-e-lec'-tric, a. & *. [Gr. av (an), priv.,
and Eng. electrics (q.v.).]

1. As adjective : Non-electric.

2. As substantive (plur.): A term formerly
used to designate those bodies which werecom-
monly believed to be incapable of becoming
electrical by friction.
"... bodies were formerly divided into Ideoelec-

tries, or those which become electrical by friction, and
anelectrics, or those which do not possess this pro-
perty. —Atkinson: Ganot's Physics, 8rd ed. (186B), p. 586.

ane-lee -trode, a [Gr. avd (ana) = up ; and
Eng. electrode (q.v.).]

EUc. : The positive electrode or pole of a
galvanic battery. (Faraday.) [Anode.]

an e-lec-trot onus, «. [Pref. on-, and
Eng., &c. electrotonus (q.v.).J The condition
of the nerve close to. the positive pole. (Ganot

:

Physics (ed. Atkinson), p. 924.)

ahe ly, adv.
= like.] Only

[A.S. an = one ; Eng. sun*, -ly
alone.

"I fande Ibeeu in deserte, faatande in the monte,
anely prayande."—Richard Rolle de Hampole.

* an el ye, v.t. [Lat. anhelo.] To aspire, to
breathe. (Scotch.)

* anely-aes, *. [O. Eng. anely (q.v.) : -nes= -ness.] Loneliness.

«!:«:— no^to in intone Joyenge. bot in bytter
gTetynge, nogbte eiuange many, bot in anelvne* —
Richard Rolle de Hampole, I. (ed. Perry), p.T

an em-og -raph y, s. [Gr. aV^o* (anemos)= the wind, and ypn/py (graphi)= . a
description.] A description of the winds.

an-em-Sl'-ofc-y, *. [Gr. SLVt(Xtyt (anemos) =
the wind, and Aoyos (bgos) = & discourse.]
The science which treats of the winds.

a^em-ftm^St-er, *. [In Ger. anemometer;
Ft. anemometre; Port anemometro ; Gr. aee>ioc
(anemos) = the wind, and uerpov (metron) = a
measure.] An in-
strument designed to
measure the velocity
ofthe wind, on which
its strength depends.
Anemometers have
been made of three
kinds : 1st, those in

Fig. 1.

which a windmill twists string round an axle
against pressure ; 2nd, those in which a de-
fined surface, say of a foot square, is pressed

against a spring (Fig. 1) ; 3rd, those in which
water or some other liquid is made to stand
at a higher level in one leg of an inverted
siphon than in the other (Fig.
2> The anemometer now most
commonly in use is more akin
to the first, which also was the
earliest type of the instrument,

(

than it is to the second or the
third. Four light metallic
hemispheres,
called from Dr.
Robinson, who
first employed
them, Robin-
son's cups (Fig.

3), are made to
revolve like a
vane or weather-
cock, and are
found to do so
at the rate of
exactly one-
third the velo-
city of the wind.
in pencil marks by a self-registering apparatus.

an-Sm-om'-St-r^, $. [In Fr. animometrie

;

Port, anemometria. (For etym. see Anemo-
meter.).] A measurement of the velocity and
strength of the wind [Anemometer,]

Fig. 3.

The result is then recorded

an-em -on e, an -cm on y,
Ger. , Dut. , Fr. , Sp. , Port , ItaL , & Lat. anemone

';

[In Dan.,

in Port also anemola. Gr. avep-tutrn (anemone),
lit. = wind-flower, from aVeu-os (anemos) = the
wind ; because the flowers . are easily moved
by the wind.]

A. Ord. Lang. (Of the forms anemone and
anemony.) Any wild or cultivated plant of
the botanical genus Anemone. (See B., 1.)

"From the soft winr of vernal breezes shed,
Anemonies, auriculas, enrich'd
With shining meal o'er all their velvet leaves.

-

Thomson: Spring, 688.

B. Technically. (Of the form anemone only.)

1. Bot.: A genus of plants belonging to the
order Ranunculaeese, or Crowfoots, what to

ANEMONE, (ONE-THIRD NATURAL SIZE.)

the uninitiated seems a corolla is in reality a
petaloid calyx highly developed. Two ane-
mones are genuine natives of Britain : the A.
nemorosa, or "Wood, and the A. Pulsatilla, or
Pasque-flower Anemone. Two others, the A.
Apennina and A. ranunctdoides, are natural-
ised. A. coronaria and hortensis are common
garden flowers.

SEA ANEMONES.

2. Zool. : A popular name for those
marine radiated animals which presagt some

Hi. b6y; ptfnt, Jtffct; cat, celL, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
Hdan. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -#on, -sion = zhun. -ttous, -sious, -clous = shus, -ble, -die, &c.= Del, deL
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resemblance to the anemone, but really look

more like the Chrysanthemum or »ome other*

of the Composite. The "anemone " meaning

the Sea-anemone is A. rnesembryanthemum,

called also the Bendlet; the Snake-locked

Anemone is the Sagartia viduata, and the

Plumose Anemone is the Actinotnba diontAit*.

an-em-6 -nl-a, «. [Abehomsb.]

t an-em-on'-Ic, a. [Bog. anemone; -fe] Per-

taining to the anemone.

an em on ine, an-em'-on-In, an-em-
6-ni-a, s. A chemical substance obtained

from various species of anemone. It burns

like camphor.

an em -6n-y, »• [Anemone.]

an-em -o-scope, s. [In Fr. aiterooscoM ; Sp.

anemoscopio ; from Gr. avcfUK (anemos)— the

wind, and o-«oir«i» (skopeo) = to look at.] An
instrument for rendering visible the direction

of the wind. In that commonly used there is

a vane exposed to the wind acting upon ao

index moving round a dial-plate on which

the thirty-two points of the compass are en-

graved.

in-Sn-c^-pMl'-I-a, «. [For etymology see

Anencefhalus.] Absence of the brain, or

a portion of it.

an-en-ceph-al-lc, a. [Eng., &c anemxph-

alus (q.v.); Eng. -ic.] Brainless; without a

brain.
" In th« aneneenViHc foetus in which all the euceph-

alon but part of the medulla oblongata la wanting

by congenital defect . .
."—Todd * Solomon : Phys.

Anat., ii. 311.

an-en-ceph'-al-OUS, a. [Eng., &c., anen-

cephalut (q.v.)," and Eng. suff. -oim.] Brain-

less ; anencephalic.

"... an anencephalous foetus."—Todd A Bowman :

Physiol. Anat., vol. i., p. 117.

anen ceph al us, s. [Gr. i.v (an), priv.,

and eyieeipaAoc (engkephalos) = the brain ; adj.

= without brain.]

Animal Physiol : A foetus born without the

brain.

* an end (1),
* an-ende (1), * an-end-es,

* an ont, * an-ente, * an-ent-is, * an-
ent-es, * an-ens, * an-empt es, * o-

nence, * an-ent, an enst, prep. [A

contraction for awjt.nl or onefent, representing

the true form anefen or orufen = A. 8. on-efen

= even with, near, on an equality with.]

1. Opposite.
" Bot a wounde ful wyde and weete con wyse,
.an.end^hyshertthurghhydeto-rjnte. '

Alliterative Poems ; Pearl (ed Morns), 1,154-6.

2. Respecting, regarding, concerning. (Eng.,

in the forms an end* and anente ; Scotch, in

the form anent.)

"An-ende ryghtwys men, yet sayts a gvme
Daaid in sauter. if euer ye eey hit ^^

Alliterative Poenu ; Pearl {ed. Mor.-U), S98-7.

an end (2),
* an-ende, on-end (an or on

= on, in, and end), adv.

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. On end, perpendicularly.

2. Lastly.
" I drede on ends quat schulde byfalle,

Leat ho me ea-chaped that I tlierchoa.

Alliterative Poem* ; Pearl (ed. Morris), 1S6-7.

II. Naut. : A term applied to the situation of

any mast or boom when standing perpendicu-

larly to the plane of the deck, to that of the

tops, &c. Top-masts are also said to be an-

end when they are hoisted up to their usual

station at the head of the lower masts.

an-e-pal lac -ta, «. pi [Gr. iitsraKXarroc

(an«))a(!aitos)=not interchanging; iv, priv.,

.rroAAio-o-co (epaUassS) = to change over, to

interchange; hrC (epi) = upon, or over, and

iAWo-oj (allasso) = to change.] The term

applied by Aristotle to those animals in which

the upper and lower teeth do not interlock
;

namely, the herbivorous quadrupeds. (Owen

:

Classif. of the Mammalia, p. 2.)

an'-er-ly, a. Single, solitary. (ScofcA.)

an-er-oid, a.&s. [Gr. i, priv., and .-boot

(neros) = wet, damp ; from vies (nao) = to

flow.)

A. As adjective: Not containing any liquid.

(Used chiefly in the expression, "Aneroid

barometer.)

Aneroid Barometer: A barometer not con-

taining a liquid, but constructed on a totally

diflareut principle from a mercurial barometer.

ANEROID BAROMETER.

Various forms of the instrument exist. One

of these consists of a cylindrical metal box

exhausted of air, and having its lid of thin

corrugated metal As the pressure increases,

the Md, which is highly elastic, and has a

spring inside, is forced inwards ; whilst, again,

as it diminishes, it is forced outwards. Deli-

cate multiplying levers then transmit these

motions to an Index which moves on a scale,

and is graduated empirically by a mercurial

barometer. It is wonderfully delicate, but is

apt to get out of order, particularly when it has

been exposed to great variations of pressure.

Prom its portability it is much used for deter-

mining the heights of mountains. (Ganot's

Physics, 3rd ed., 1868, pp. 130-1.)

B. As substantive : A barometer of the kind

described under A.

anes (often pronounced ens), adv. [A.S. anes,

genit. m. and n. of an, an = (1) one, (2) single,

sole, another; one, aene — once, at once.]

1. At one time, at once ; once. (Scoteft.)

•' I downa take mnckle siller at anm . . ."—Scott:

Antiquary, eh. xil.

2. Only, solely.

anes er'-rand, adv. [0. Eng. an*j=sole;

Eng. errand. Lit. m sole errand.) Of set pur-

pose. (Scotch.)

". . . If he was coming alive again an« errand."

Soott : Redgauntlet, eh. X.

an'-es-is, s. [Gr. oWcs (anesis) = (1) * loosen-

ing relaxing, (2) remission, abatement ; avtn^t

(anierni) = to send up or forth, . . . to slacken,

to relax : ivi (ana) = up, and Intu (hiemi) —
to set a-going.]

Med. : The abatement of morbid symptoms.

a-nes-S-rhis'-a, s. [Gr. oVno-oi' (aneson), or
'
avno-ow (anesson), the same as irtfiov (anethon)

= dill anise, and pi(a (rhiza) = root.] A
genus of plants of the Umbelliferous order, of

which one species, the A. capensis, is used in

Southern Africa as an esculent. (Lindley

:

Veg. Kingd., p. 976.)

a neth -ol, 8. [Lat. anethum m anise ; oleum

=oil.] [Oil or Anise.]

a-neth -um, s. [In Fr. aneth ; Ital aneto

;

'
Sp. eneido; Fort, endro. From Lat. anethum ;

Gr. avniov (anethon) = anise or dill.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Apiacese, or Umbellifers. A. graveolens is

the dill. Its fruit is aromatic and carminative.

a neuch (h guttural), adv. [Enouoh.] Enough.
' (Scotch.)

an eiir i?m, t an'-eiir-ysm, ». [In Fr.

anivrisme, anivrysme ; Sp. & Port, aneurtema ;

Gr. 6.vevpva-u.a (aneurusma), and avevavatioc

(aneurnsmos), from avevpvvot (aneuruno) — to

widen, to open ; eipv^oi (eurano) = to make
wide or broad ; evpvt (eurus) = wide, broad]

Med. : A morbid dilatation of the aorta, or

one of the other great arteries of the body.

Four varieties of this malady have been

described. In the first the whole circum-

ference of the artery is dilated ; in the second,

or true aneurism, the dilatation is confined to

one side of the artery, which then takes the

form of a sac ; in the third, or false aneurism,

the internal and middle coats of the artery are

ulcerated or ruptured, while those which are

external or cellular expand into a sac ; in the

fourth, or mixed variety, the false supervenes

upon the true aneurism, or upon dilatation.

(Dr. J. Hope, Cycle. Pract. Med. , vol. L , p. 104 )

aneurism -al, o. [Eng. aneurism; -al.

In Fr. anevrismal, anevrysmal; Port aneu-

rism<i(.] Pertaining to an aneurism ; affected

by an aneurism.
"

. a rational treatment of aneuriemal ant
wounded arteries."—Todd a Bovrman : Phytiol. Anat .

vol. i., p. ».

anew, adv. [Eng. o= on; neui. In 8w.

a nuo.]

1. Another time ; over again ; afresh, again.

"... when, lo ! the North anew.

With stormy nations black, on Rngjand pour d
Woes the severest e'er a people felt

Thomson : Liberty, pt IV.

2. Newly, in a new manner, freshly.

" He who begins late is obliged to form anew tba)

whole disposition of his soul . . ."—Rogers.

anfelt, s. [Anvil.]

an-trao'-tu-ose, a. [From Lat. anfractuosu*

= winding, crooked.] [Anfractoositv.] An-

fractuous.
" Behind thedrum are several vaults and anfractuott

cavities in the ear-bone, so to intend the least sound
imaginable, that the sense might be affected with it:

as we see in subterraneous caves and vaults how the

sound is redoubled."—flay.

an-frac-tu-<Ss'-i-ty, s. [Eng. anfractuose;

•ity. In Fr. an/ractuosite ; Lat. anfractus =
(1) a curving or bending, an orbit ; (2) a tor-

tuous route.] [Anfractuous.] The quality

or state of being anfractuous ; tortuousness.
M

. . . their surface ia generally smooth :
thai

anfractuotitiet, when present, are few and simple."—

Owen : Claetif. of the Mammalia, p. 24.

an-frac'-tu-ous, a. [In Fr. anfractueux;

Port, anfractuoso. From Lat. anfractus, adj.

= broken, bent, round, winding, crooked

;

an- = amW- = around, and fVactas = broken,

pa. par. olfrango - to break.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Winding, crooked, mazy ; full of

winding passages ; spiral.

". . . with anAoctuoMS spires and cochleary turn-

Inge about it."—/i*«er : Worthies; London.

2. Pig. : Tortuous.
"

. . anfractuous and Involved consequencea.**—

Bp. Taylor : Rule of Conscience, bk. ii-. c. 3.

B* Technically

:

Botany : Spiral, resembling in direction the.

spires of a corkscrew, or full of turnings and

winding passages. (Lindley.)

an-trio'-tu-oiis-nSss, s. [Eng. anfrac-

tuous; -ness.] The quality of being anfrac-

tuous ; anfractuosity, tortuousness. (Bailey.)

* an-gard-ly. *an-gare-ly, * an-gar-ly,
* an-gurd-ly, adv. Angrily. [Anqby.]

» Jin-gar-l-a'-tlon, s. [In Fr. angarier = to

follow after, to persecute ; Ital. angariare =

to force, to overcharge ;
angariatore = an

oppressor ; angheriare = to compel, to oppress

;

angheria = force, compulsion ; Lat. angarw

;

Gr dyyaptvo, (angareuo) [see Matt. v. 41, in

Gr ) = to press one to serve, as an ayyapoc

(angaros) (in Lat. angarius) a slight modifi-

cation of a Persian word, angaria = a mounted

courier ; Gr. iyyapeia (angareia) = (1) Spec.,

such service, (2) Gen., service to a lord,

villenage.] Compulsion, service forcibly ex-

acted.

"But if In these earthly angariationt one mile,

according to our Saviour's counsel, may bring on

another
"
yet. in spiritual evil ways, no compulsion

car. prevail uion a resolved spirit."-Bp. Ball: Temp-

tations Repelled,

"This leading of God's Spirit must neither be a forced

angariation (as if God would feoffe grace and salvation

upon us against our wills! nor some sudden protrusion

to good."—Bp. Ball .' Rem., p. 16a
•• The earth yields us fruit but It is only perhaps

once a year, and that not without much cost and an-

giriation, requiring both our labour and patience. -
Ibid., p. 4a

an-gei-8l'-4-gy, s. [Gr. dyyelov (angeion) =
a vessel; A6y« (logos) = a discourse.] lhe

doctrine of the vessels of the body. (Brandt.)

an-gei-6-ten'-Io, a. [Gr. iyyelov (anjeion)

= (1) a vessel, (2) a blood-vessel ; rttyai (ttino),

tat. rtvSs (tend) = to stretch, strain, extend.]

Lit. = straining the Mood-vessels. (See below.)

angeiotenic fever, ». A name of in-

flammatory fever. Pinel believed its scat to

be in the organs of circulation. (Dr. 7 weedU

.

Cyclo. of Pract. Med., vol. ii., p. 162.)

late fat fare amidst, what, fall, father; we. wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, P*.
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itiK£ci-5t'-6m-y, $. [Akoiotomy.]

an gel, * an'-gle (1), s. & a. [In A.S. mjrei,

angel; Sw., Dan., Dut, & Ger. en.j/eZ ; Buss.
angel; Irish am-geat, atngiol; Fr. ange; Sp.

ongei ; Port onjo ; Ital. angelo ; Lat. anjcius.

From Gr. ayyeAo* (angelos) m (1) a messenger,

(2) an angel, (3) the message brought ; ayye'AAw

(angello)— to bear a message, to announce. ]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Gen. : * A messenger, one employed to

carry a message, a locum tenens, a man of
business. (In this sense it is masc. or fern.)

" Resigni his crown to angel CarweH'a trust."
Marvell: Britannia and Raleigh, 132.

5T Grosart, the editor of Marvell's works,
considers that this is the true explanation of
the very common "Angel Inn." {Andrew
Marvell : Poems, ed. Grosart, vol. i., p. 335.)

2. Spec. Lit. : One of an order of spiritual

beings superior to man in power and intelli-

gence, vast in number, holy in character, and
thoroughly devoted to the worship and service

of God, who employs them as his heavenly
messengers. Their existence is made known
to us by Scripture, and is recognised also in

the Parsee sacred books.
"... uoe mail, iioe angle, noe god,"

—

Onhographie
and Congruitie of the Britan Tongue (ed. Wheatley).

"And the angel answering said uuto him, I ua
Gabriel, that stand in the presence of God."—Luke i. 19.

" We find, as far as credit is to be given to the celes-

tial hierarchy of that supposed Dlonyslui, the senator
of Athens, the first place or degree Is given to the
angele of love, which are termed Seraphim ; the second
to the angels of light, which are termed Cherubim;
and the third, and so following places, to thrones,
principalities, and the rest, which are all angel* of

ewer ami ministry, so as the angel* of knowledge and
umlnation are placed before the angel* of office and

domination."

—

Lord Bacon: Adv. of Learn,, bk. 1

T We learn from Scripture that many angels,

originally holy like the rest, fell from their
pristine purity, becoming so transformed in

character that all their powers are now used
for the purpose of doing evil instead of good.
These are to be identified with the devils so
frequently mentioned in holy writ.

"And the angel* which kept not their first estate,
but left their own habitation, he hath reserved in
everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment
of the great day."

—

'ude 6.

" He cast upon them the fierceness of his anger,
wrath, and indignation, and trouble, by sending evil
angel* among them. "—Pi. lxxviii. 49

3. Figuratively

:

(a) Christ in angelic form or otherwise.
(Compare Gen. xxxi. 11—13, with John i. 18.)

(&) A spirit which has assumed the aspect of
some human being. The reference probably
is to the Jewish belief that each person has
his or her guardian-angel.

"But she constantly affirmed that It was even so.

Then said they, It is his angel."—Art* iii. it.

(c) The representative of each of the seven
Asiatic churches. " Unto the angel of the
church of Ephesus write " (Rev. ii. 1) ; and
"unto the angel of the church of Smyrna
write," ver. 8. (See also ii. 12, 18 ; iii. 1, 7, 14.)

(d) An appellation given by an intimate
friend, or especially by a lover, to the object of
his or her affection.
" For Brutus, as you know, was Caesar's angel:
Judge, O you gods, how dearly Caesar loved him !"

Shaketp. ; Juliu* CtBtar, iii. 2.

(e) A person of seeming innocence, purity,
and benevolence.

" Oh, what may man within htm hide.
Though angel on the outward side !"

Shaketp. : Measurefor Measure, ill 2.

4. The name of a beautiful flsh, Pomacanthua
cilictris, which has large green scales, and the
laminae above the gills armed with blue
spines. It is one of the ChBetodons, from the
coast of Carolina, and is quite different from
the British angel-fish (q.v.).

IX Technically:

Numis. : A gold coin, named from the fact

that on one side of it was a represeutatiou

ANQEL OF EDWARD VI.

of the Archangel Michael in conflict with the
Dragon (Rev. xii. 7). The reverse had a ship

with a large cross for the mast, the letter E
on the right side, and a rose on the left

;

whilst against the ship was a shield with the
usual arms. It was first struck in France in

1340, and was introduced iuto England by
Edward IV. in 1465. Between his reign and
that of Charles I. it varied in value from 6s. 8d.

to 10s. It is not now current either in Prance
or England^ The last struck in England were
in the reign 'of Charles I. (H. Noel Humphreys

:

Coins of England, 5th ed. , 1848 ; and other

authorities.)
". . . shake the bags

Of hoarding abbots ; their imprisoned angel*
Set them at liberty."—Shaketp. : K. John, iii. 3.

"... and a counterfeit angel is made more like
a true angel than if it were an angel coined of China
gold."—Bacon ; Inter, of Nat., ch. ii.

B. As adjective : Angelical.
" All angel now—yet little less than all,

While still a pilgrim in our world below."
Scott : Lord of the Isles (Conclusion).

C. In composition, Angel is generally a sub-
stantive, but sometimes it is an adjective.

angel-age, s. [Eng.angel; and age = time
of life.] An age or period of life at which
a certain character is possessed, or certain
actions done. It is not the same as Anoelagg

" Why should you two.
That, happily, have been as chaste as I am,
Fairer, rthink, by much (for yet your faces.
Like ancient well-built piles, show worthy ruins),
After that angel-age turn mortal devils?

Beaum. and Ft. : Valentinian, 1. 3.

angel-bed, s. A bed without posts.

angel-choir, s. A choir of angels, espe-
cially that which sang when Christ's birth
was announced to the shepherds at Bethlehem
(Luke ii. 13, 14).

" God set the diadem upon his head,
And angel-choirs attended."

Cowper : The Task, bk. vi

angel-fish, tX A flsh of the Squalidse, or
Shark family, the reverse of angelic in its look,
but which derived its name from the fact that
its extended pectoral fins present the appear-
ance of wings. It is called also Monk-fish,
Fiddle-fish, Shark-ray, and Kingston, It is

the Squatina angelus of Dumeril, the
Sgualus squatina of Linnaeus. It has
an affinity to the Rays, as well as to
the Sharks. It lies close to the bottom of the
sea, and feeds ravenously on flat-fishes. It

sometimes attains the length of seven or eight
feet It is more common in the south than
in the north of Britain, and is not uncommon
on the coasts of the United States. (Yarrell:

British Fishes, vol. ii., pp. 407 to 409.)

angel-form, s. A form deemed to be or
resemble that of an angel.

" To weeping grottos and prophetic glooms.
Where angel-forms athwart the solemn dusk."

Thomson: Seasons; Autumn.

angel guest, s. An angel who has been
received as a guest.

angel-hand, s. The hand of an angel.

" Fleeter than the starry brands
Flung at night from anyl-handt.''

Moore : Paradise and the Peri.

angel-head, s. The head of an angel cut
In stone or other material.

" What, always dreaming over heavenly things.
Like angel-heads in stone with pigeon-wings T

"

Cowper : Convertation.

angel-like, a. & adv. Like an angel ; in
an angelic manner.

" How angel-like he sings
!

"

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, lv. 2.

angel-peopled, a. Peopled with angels.

(Jewsbury.

)

angel-quire, $. pi. A quire (choir) of
angels.

" And join thy voice unto the angel-quire.
"

Milton : The Morning of Christ's Nativity.

angel-seeming, a. Appearing aa if they
were angels.
" Than these same guileful angel-teeming aprighta,
Who thus in dreams, voluptuous, soft, and bland,
Pour'd all th' Arabian heaven upon our nights."

Thomson: Castle of Indolence, 1. M.

angel-trumpet, s. A trumpet used by
angels.

" Where the bright seraphim, In burning row.
Their loud uplifted angel-trumpets blow,"

Milton ; At a Solemn Music

angel-water, s. A scented water pre-
pared in Portugal. It consists of rose, orange
blossom, and myrtle water commingled to-

gether, and additionally perfumed with musk
and ambergris.

A welcome byangel-welcome, s.

angels. (Bowring.)

angel-Wing, «. The wing of an angeL
" Subjected to his service, angel-unng*
And flaming ministers, to watch and tend
Their earthly charge."—Milton . P. L., bk. ix.

angel-winged, a. Possessed of wings
resembling those of angels.

Fig. : Rising to a high and serene atmo-
sphere.

" She [philosophy] all angel-winged
The heights of science and of virtue gains,
Where ail is calm and clear."

Thomson : Spring.

angel-worship, s. The worshipping of
angels.

" a ngel-worthip Is plainly forbidden in the text of
St. Paul, which I am now considering [Col. ii . 19, 20], as
also in Rev. xix. 10, xxli. 9."—Trapp; Popery truly
stated, i>t. ii.

* an -gel (2). * an'-geU, ft [A.S. angel =
a hook, a fishing-hook.] A hook. (Scotch.)

angell hede, a The hooked or barbed
head of an arrow.

" Ane angeli-hede to the hukis he drew."
Wallace, iv. (54. [Jameson.)

an -gel (3), *. [Apparently a corruption of
Eng. angle (q.v.). In Fr. ange m chain-shot]

angel shot, s. Chain-shot; cannon-shot
cut in halves, which are then connected to-

gether by means of a chain.

an -gel-age, s. [Eng. angel; suffix -age.] The
existence or the state of angels.

an'-gel-et, s. [Dimin. of angel] An old
English coin, in value equal to half an " angeL "

[Am,iv $.]

an'-gel-hood, s. [Eng. angel ; stiff, -hood.]

Angelic nature or character ; the state of being
an angel. (E. B. Browning : Song for Ragged
Schools.)

angel ic (I), * an gel ick, * an gel -

ique, an-gel'-lc-al, a. [In Dan. engleliig;

Ger. angelika; Fr. angelique; Sp., Port., &
Ital. angelica; Lat. angelicus, from Gr. dyyeAi-

*6s (angelikos).']

1. Gen. : Pertaining to a messenger of any
kind.

" Angelick Cromwell, who out-wings the wind."
Marvell: Pint Anniversary, 196.

2. Spec. : Pertaining to an angel, or the
hierarchy of angels ; resembling an angel

;

like what an angel might have done ; of a
nature like that of the angels ; superhuman.

"The union of womanly tenderness and angelic
patience.';—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., cb. xiv.

% Angelic Doctor: A title given to St.Thomaa
Aquinas.

angelic-hymn, s. The hymn sung by
angels to the shepherds. (Luke ii. 14.)

angelic-salutation, s. The Hail-Mary
(q.v.).

an-geT-ic (2), a. [From Eng., Ac, angelica

(q.v.).] Pertaining to the Angelica plant.

angelic acid, s.

Chem. : C5Hg02 = C4H7.CO.OH. A mona-
tomic acid belonging to the acrylic series,

obtained by boiling the root of Angelica arch-

angelica with lime and water, and distilling

the concentrated liquid with dilute sulphuric

acid. Angelic acid forms long needle crystals,

which melt at 45°, and boil at 190°.

an-geT-I-ca, s. [In Ger. angelika ; Dut
engelwortel ; Fr. angelique ; Sp. anjelica ; Dan.,

Port., & Ital. angelica. From Lat. angelus;

Gr. ayyeAos (angelos) = an angeL So called

from its medicinal qualities.] A genus of

plants belonging to the order Apiacece, or

Umbellifers. It contains one species, the

>>oll, boy; pout, jowl: cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph-f.

-tton, -sion, -tioun, -cioun = shun : -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, &c. m beL -ique = iolft>
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A. sylrestrit, or Wild Angelica, truly tnd

genous in Britain, and one, the A. arc)

angelica, or Garden Angelica, natunalised. It

ANGELICA 8YLVESTBJS : BRANCH, FLOWER, AND

SEED. (ONE-FIFTH NATURAL SIZE.)

is sometimes cultivated for its leaf-stalks,

which are blanched and eaten as celery, or

candied with sugar. It is regarded as stimu-

lant and anti-pestilential.

" In his hand he carried,

Angelicas uprooted,
With delicious fragranoe

Filling all the place" _ . - ._
Longfellow : The Saga 0/ King Otof, ch. xrt.

angelica-root, s. The root of the Arch-

angelica officinalis. It is fragrant, bitter, and

pungent. When first tasted it is sweet, but

leaves, behind a glowing heat in the mouth

The Laplanders eat the stalks, roasted in hot

ashes, tor coughs, hoarseness, etc., and boil

the tender Sowers in milk to promote per-

spiration in catarrh attended with fever. In

a candied state it is eaten as a sweetmeat.

(Lindley: Veg. Kingd., p. 776.)

angelica stalk, s. The stalk of an an-

gelica plant."
'• Now will I confess it.

Better things are Jewels

Thau angelica-stalks are

For a Queen to wear.

UmgfelUne The Saga of King Olaf, eh. xrt.

angelica-tree, s. Aralia spinosa. Its

leaves are like those of the Angelica, whence its

name. It is a small tree ornamental for lawns.

an-gel -i-caL, a. [Angelic]

an-gei'-i-caH& adv. [Eng. angelical; -Is/.]

In an angelic manner ; as an angel might be

expected to do. (Webster.)

iin-gel'-i-«al-n5as,». [Eng. angelical ; -nae.]

The quality'of being angelical. (Webster.)

in-gel'-I-cI s. pL [Plural of Lat. angelicas

= angelic.1
.

Church History : The name given to an old

Christian sect who greatly venerated angels,

if indeed they did not attribute to them even

the creation of the world. They flourished

about A.D. 180.

Sn-geT-i-fy
1
, v. t. [Lat. angtlus = an angel

;

facio = to make. ] To render angelic

"The aoul at this first resurrection must be spiri-

tualised, refined, and angeUjled.'—Parhtdon : Sermons

(1M7), P. M.

in-gei-i'-na, s. [A female name, from Lat.

anc/edu = an" angel.] An asteroid, the sixty-

fourth found. It was discovered by Tempel,

on the 6th of March, 1861.

An'-gel-ite§,s. pf. [In Ger. AngelUm. Named

from Agelins, or Angelius, a part of Alexandria

in which they used to meet.] An old Christian

sect a branch of the Sabellians, who flourished

towards the termination of the fifth century.

They believed that the persons of the Trinity

were not the same or self-existent but dis-

tinct gods, existing by participation in a deity-

common to them all. They were called also

Severites and Theodosians, from Severus and

Theodosius, who were successively their

leaders.

an-gel-Sr-Og-*, «. [Gr. avyAot (ar^elos) m
an angel, and Xoyot (logos) m a discourse]

The department of theology which treat* or

angelic beings.

the manner in which the Interpreter con-

stantly traaU of ssbMiw and demnnolqgy, —
Strauts : Life of Jena (Jfartineaus transL), voL L, I 17.

an-gel-o'-ni-a, s. [Sp. angtlm; from Lat.

angelus= Gr. iyytKos (angelos) = an angel.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Scro-

phulariacere (Fig-worts). A. saUcarimfolia, or

Violet Angelonia, is a herbaceous stove-plant,

with fine large light-blue flowers.

an-gel oph -an-jf, a [Gr. ayy«A« (angelos)

— an angel j (jmuVui (phaino)= to bring to light

;

to make to appear.] The appearance or mani-

festations of angels.
"

. . the Theophany and Angelophany of the

Old and New Testament."—Strauss : Life 0/ Jetus

(Martineau'stransl.), voL L. S 14, p. 67.

an'-gel-ot, s. [Fr.]

1. Numism, : An ancient French coin struck

at Paris whilst that capital was temporarily

in English occupation. It was so called from

having on it the figure of an angel supporting

the escutcheon of England and France.

2. A small cheese made in Normandy.

3. Music : A musical instrument somewhat

resembling a lute. (In this sense it is pro-

bably derived from the Fr. anche, the reed of

a wind instrument. (Johnson.)

an -gel-us, s. [Lat.=angel] A prayer to the

Virgin, instituted by Pope Urban II., offered

in Roman Catholic countries in the morning,

at noon, and in the evening, at the sound of

a bell called the Angelus. It is so called

because it begins with the words " Angelus

Domini nuntiavit Marire" (the angel of the

Lord announced to Mary). [Hail-Maby.]

"Sweetly over the village the bell of the Angelus

sounded." LongfeUose : Evangeline, L 4.

ang'-er, s. [A.S. ange = straitened, sorrow-

ful, troubled, from Icel. angr = grief, sorrow.

Ang in compos. = trouble. It implies nar-

rowness, constraint, or difficulty ; as ang-

sum, angesum = difficult, narrow; angbreost

= an asthma, a difficulty- of breathing (Ak-

ocish). Cognate with enge= narrow, confined.

Meditev. Lat. angaria = vexation, trouble,

distress, anxiety ; Lat. ango ; Greek 0.7x01

(angchff) a to press tight.]

• 1 Originally : Any vexation, distress, or

uneasiness of mind having its origin—

(a) In bodily pain.

"I made the experiment, setting the moxa where

the first violence of my pain begin, and where the

greatest anger and soreness still continued, notwith-

standing the swelling of my foot —Temple.

If Though the substantive has now lost this

sense, the adjective still retains it ; for we

speak of " an angry wound."

(d) In any other cause. Spec. ,
grief.

" She held hire hard in thralles wune,

Anddede hire forge and anoer mune
Story 0/ Oen. and Eased, (ed. Morns), 971.72.

2 Now : An emotion or passion of the

human heart excited by the spectacle of wrong-

doing, especially to one's self. When it arises

the heart beats more frequently, the blood

circulates more rapidly, the voice becomes

loud and menacing, all thought of personal

danger passes away, and a desire is felt, it

indeed it be not carried out, of punishing

the offender. Essentially anger is a virtuous

emotion, planted in the breast to intimidate

and restrain wrong-doers ; but, through human

infirmity, it is almost sure to be abused in one

of four ways. A person under its influence may

be hasty, passionate, fretful, or revengeful.

anger Is like

(a) Ofman:
• By them that areno people, and by a foolish nation

I will anger you."—Jbtiwai X. It.

(6) Of God:
"They angered him also at the waters of strife."

—Ps. cvi.33.

B. Intransitive: To become angry. (Scotch.)

" When neebors anger at a plea.'*

Burnt : Scotch Drink.

ang'-erod, pa. par. & a. [Anger, v ]

" The flush of anger'd shame
O'erflows thy calmer glances."

Tennyson : Madeline. 8.

ang'-er-fiil,a. [Eng. anger; -fuUJ.).^ Angry.

(Sylvester: The Arke, 205.)

ang -er-ing, pr. par., a., At a [Anger, r.]

ang-er-less, a. [Eng. anger; -less.] Calm;

without anger. (Sylvester : The Arke, 222.)

t ang'-er-ly, * ang'-er-licn, adv. [Eng.

anger, -ly ; AS. lie = like. ] Angrily ; like an

angry person.

"And anoerlrea 7 wandrede the Austyns to proue.'

Pierce the Plowman's Crede (ed. Skeatj, 200.

*• Why. how now, Hecate? you look angerly."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, in. 5.

* ang'-er-nSss, t [Eng. anger; -ness.] The

state of being angry.
" Hail, innocent of angprneul"

MS. cited by Warton, Bitt. Eng. Poetry. >• «»

an-#-en'-chjMna, s. [Gr. a-ryelov (angeion)

= a vessel, and lyxvua (engchuma) = an infu-

sion; ryxeVo (engchid) = to pour in ; iv (en) =
in, and \eo> (cheo) a to pour.]

Bot. : Professor MorTen's name for vascular

tissue. It is his fourth division of tissue, and

comprehends (1) Pleurenchyma, or woody
tissue

; (2) Trachenchyma, or spiral vessels ;

(3) Modified trachenchyma, or ducts ; (4) Cmeu-
chyma, or laticiferous vessels.

an-gl'-na, s. [In Fr. angine; Port. & Lat.

angina = the quinsy. From Lat. ango, Gr.

ayx«> (angcho) = to press tight, especially the

throat ; to strangle.]

Medicine

:

* 1. A quinsy or other inflammatory disease

of the throat.

A full-hot horse, woo oeing aiiow uu«--j,
Belf-mettle tires nimT-Shaketp. : Benry rill., i. 1.

" A slight flush

Of moral anger Previously had tinged

The old mans cheek."—Wordtieorth: Etc, w. t.

H In Scripture it is frequently attributed to

God.
•• And the Lord's anger was kindled the same time,

and he sware. saying. . .-*»» xxxii. 10.

"
. let not thine aa»<r bum against thy ser-

Tant"—Oen xliv. 18.

•J In poetry anger has sometimes, though

rarely a plural. In this case it ceases to be

an abstract word, because a concrete one =
successive acts or states of indulgence of anger.

" Delicious spites and darling angers."
Tennyson : Madeline.

a^g -er, v.t. St, i. [From the substantive. |

A, TroTtsifife:

• 1. To render painful (used of the body)

;

to trouble, to vex (used of the mind).

"He turneth the humours back, and maketh the

woundiK Inward., and ansjereth malign ulcers and

pernicious imposthumations. —Bacon.

2. To inspire with anger, to provoke.

IThjtta-

" Angina — . . . It Is an inflammation on the parts

of the throat subservient to respiration, si«ecli, and

denlutition ; It is called a strangulation of llie faucea,.

m5re properly an inflamuiation of the internal fauces.

—Pafr : Med. Diet. (1809), 1. lie.

2. The angina pectoris (q.v.).

" Angina occurs in both sexes."—fir. ^oftn Forbes :

CycL Prod. Med., vol. L. p. 88.

angina pectoris, s. [Lat. = angina ot

the breast] The name first given by Dr.

Heberden in 1768, and since then univer-

sally adopted as the designation of a very

painful disease, called by him also a disorder

of the breast ; by some others " spasm of

the chest," or "heart-stroke," and popularly

"breast-pang." It is characterised by intense

pain in the precordial region, attended by a

feeling of suffocation and a fearful sense of

impending death. These symptoms may con-

tinue for a few minutes, half an hour, or even

an hour or more. During the paroxysm the

pulse is low, with the body cold, and often,

covered with clammy perspiration. Death,

does not often result from the first seizure,

but the malady tends to return at more or

less remote intervals, generally proving fatal

at last There are several varieties of it
:
an

organic and a functional form ; and again

a pure or idiopathic and a complex or sym-

pathetic one have been recognised. Angina

is produced by disease of the heart It

specially attacks elderly persons of plethoric

habits, men oftener than women, generally

coming on when th-y are walking, and yet

more if they are running up-stairs or exerting

great effort on ascending a hill. Stimulants,

should be administered during the continu-

ance of a paroxysm ; but it requires a radical

improvement of the general health to produce

a permanent effect on the disorder.

an gi -nose, a. [Lat an^inosw, fern, angi-

nosa.] Pertaining to angina (q.v.)

anginose scarlatina, s. [Lat scoria-

tinaa~nginoia.\ A variety of scarlatina, more

severe than Scarlatina Bimplex, and less dan-

gerous than Scarlatina maligna [Scarlatina. J

(Tanner: Manual of Medicine,)

an-gi-nous, a. [Lat. anginosus; Fr. angi-

neux.] Pertaining to the Angina pectoris.

"... the anginotie symptoms being either feebly

manifestod . . r-Oyclo. tract. Med., vol. L, p. 87.

or- we wet here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. P»*.
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«n-gi-o-carp'-I-ans, s. pi [Angiocarpous.]
Bot.: Hlfnl's second claas of fruits. The

fruit is sacred In envelopes not forming part
of the calyx. It is opposed to Gyrunocarpians
(q.v.). (Lindley: Introd. to Bot., p. 232.)

an-gi-tf-carp'-OUS, a. [Gr. ayytiot- (angeion)
= a vessel, a pail, a receptacle; from sryyos
(rt/ijos) = a vessel, a jar, and »o.pir<x (karpos)

Bot. : With fruit seated in an envelope not
(instituting part of the calyx.

an-si-og'-raph-y, s. [In Fr. angiographic.
From Qr. dyyetov (angeion) — . . .a vessel
(of the human body), and ypaifnj (graph?) = a
drawing, a writing, a description.]

Anat. : A description of the vessels of the
human body, arteries, veins, lymphatics, 4o.

an-gi-ol'-o'-g^, s. [In Fr. angiologie; Sp. k
Port, angiologia. From Gr ayytlov (angeion)
= a vessel, and Aoyos (logos) = a discourse.]
Anat. : The science which treats of the

arteries, veins, and other vessels in the human
body.

an-gi-6-mon 6-sperm -ous, a. [Or.
oyyeioi' (angeion) — a vessel

; fidVoc (monos) =
alone ; and o-nepua (sperma) — seed.]

Bot. : Producing one seed only, and that not
naked, but in a seed-vessel.

Sn-gl-op'-ter-Is, s. [Gr. iyyclov (angeion) =
a vessel ; irTepc'c (pteris) = a kind of fern.) A
genus of plants belonging to the alliance
Filicales (Ferns), and the order Danuacese
(Danasworts). The A. erecta is used with a
fern of another genus in the South Sea Islands
in preparing cocoa-nut oil. (Lindley: Veget.
Kingd., p. 79.)

an -gl-8-SCOpe, s. [Gr. aywioi' (angeion) =
a vessel, and o-iroireai (skopeo) = to look at, to
contemplate. ] An instrument designed to be
employed in the study of the capillary vessels
of an organised body.

an-gi'o-sperm, > [Gr. ayyctoi/ (angeion) =
a vessel, and o-7re'pua (sperma) = seed.]

Bot.: A plant presenting the characters of
Linnams's order Angiospermia (q.v.).

il. [Gr. ayyeid-
— having the seed in

a capsule ; also ivayyt loo-Tre'puaroc (enangeio-
tpermatos), from eV (en) = in, ayyetop (angeion)
= vessel, and o-Wpuo. (sperma)= a seed.]

Bot. : In the artificial classification of Lin-
na?us the second order of the class DIdynamia.
It includes those didynamous plants "which
have their seeds inclosed in a seed-vessel, as
contradistinguished from those in which they
are apparently "naked." [Gymnospermia]
Most of the Scrophulariaceas and their imme-
diate allies fall under this Linmean order.

in gi 6 sperm -oils, a. [Axoiospehmia.]
Bot. : Having the seeds inclosed in a peri-

carp. It is opposed to Gymnospermous (q v )
[Anoiospermia.]

am-gi-os'-pdr-ofis, a. [Gr. iyvtiov (angeion)— a vessel, and enropos (sporos)= a seed, a
spore ; <nretpu> (speiro) = to sow.]
Botany: Having the spores enclosed in a

hollow shell or bag : e.g., Lycoperdon.

an-gl-ot -om-j', ». [In Fr. angiolomit ; 8p.
and Port, angiotomia. From Gr. ayyetW
(angeion) = a vessel of the body, and touot
(fomos) = a cut, from rtp.vu> (temno)= to cut ]

Med. : The cutting open of a vein, an artery
or some other vessel of the body.

ftng -lar-lte, s. [From Anglar, one of the
places where it is found.] A mineral a
massive variety of Vivianite (q.v.).

**'-gle (I), «. [A.S. angel, angil, angl = a
hook a fishing hook ; Dan. angel; Dut. hengel]A Ashing rod, with its attached line and hook.

Jl V'VL **'? 1? tU "' thera »ltk the angle, they
jatch them in toelr net, and gather them in their
•rig- . . —Bab. i. 15.

" The patient Usher takes hie silent stand.

'°*f
"'• I"» angle trembling in his hand

:

with look!
i
nnmov'd he hopes the scaly breed,And eyes the dancing cork and bending reed.

Pope : Windsor forest, 137—1+0.

angle-rod, ». A fishing rod.

t>„12° "rand bigness Is used for angle-rode. .
.-_

Boom. Hat. But.. Cent rtl., j U4

aA'-gle, v.i. 4 (. [From the substantive. In
Dan. angle; Dut. hengelen; Ger. angtln.]
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o*7reppoc (angeiospcrmos)

-

A. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To fish with a rod, line, and hook.
"The ladies angling in the crystal lake.
Feast on the waters with the prey they take."

., ». fatter.
But angled in the higher pooL"

Tennyson : The Miller's Daughter.
2. Fig. : To attempt to gain human hearts by

the use of tempting bait of one kind or other.
" 8he knew her distance, and did angle for me,
Madding my eagerness with her restraint"

Xhakesp. : Alts Well that ends Well. V. 3.

t B. Transitive:

X. To fish for (as with rod and line).
"If he spake courteously, he angled the people'i

hearts
: if he were silent, he mused upon some dan-

gerous plot."—Sidney.

2. To allure, to draw.
" You have angled me on with much pleasure to the

Thatch d House. "— Walton : CompL Angler, ch. L
an'-gle (2), s. [In Fr. angle; 8p. and Port.
angulo; ItaL angolo ; from Lat angulus =
an angle, a corner; Gr. iya-uAos (angkiUos)=
crooked. In Wei. ongU is = an angle. Cognate
with A.S. angel, angil = a hook (see Angle,
No. 1) ; Teut. ang or eng= a narrow strip.]

A. Ordinary Language: The opening be-
tween two lines which meet one another ; a
corner, as of a room.

« .

.

" For> where the rock and wall
Met In an angle, bung a tiny roof."

Wordneorth : Excursion, bk. it

B. Technically : The inclination of two lines
to one another.

1. Geometry. Angles may be ranked under
two leading divisions, plane and solid angles.
A plane angle is the inclination of two lines to
one another in a plane, which two lines meet
together, but are not in the same straight line.
[Plane.] A solid angle is that which is made
by the meeting in one point of more than two
plane angles, which, however, are not in the
same plane. [Solid.] Each of the leading
divisions, plane and solid angles, may again
be subdivided into rectilineal, curvilinear, and
mixed angles. A plane rectilineal angle is the
inclination to each other of
two straight lines, whicn meet
together, but are not in the
same straight line (Fig. 1). A
cttrMZtnear angle is the in-
clination to each other of
two curved lines, which meet
in a point (Fig. 2). A mixed angle is one
formed by the meeting of a curve and a
straight line (Fig. 3).

Angles are measured by arcs (Fig. i, m n
p q), and it is immaterial
with what radius the latter A
are described. The result is

generally stated in degrees,
minutes, and seconds, ° ' " •

thus—36» 14' S3" = 36 de-
grees, 14 minutes, and 23
seconds. When an angle is Fig. 2. Fig. 3.
isolated from other angles,
it may be named by a single letter, as A (Figs.
1 to 4) ; but when two or more angles meet
at one point they are named by three letters,
never by one or two. In such cases the letter
at that point is always
named in the middle.
Thus, in Fig. 5 there are
two angles, the first of
which may be named
indifferently b c a or
a c b, but not bag;
and the second d c a
or a c d, but not cad.
The point at which the
lines forming the angle
meet is called the angular point, or the vertex
of the angle, and the lines themselves the
sides or fer/s of the angle. In Figs. 1, 2, and
3, a is the angular point of the respective
angles, the legs or sides being
unlettered. In Fig. 5, c is
the angular point, and b c,
a c, and c d, or c b, c a, and
D c are the sides or legs.

Plane rectilineal angles are
generally divided into right
and oblique, or into right,
obtuse, and acute. When a
straight line standing upon
another straight line makes
the two adjacent angles (those on the right
and left of it) equal to one another, each of
them is called a right angle. An oblique angle
is one which is not a right angle. An oortue
angle Is that which is greater than one right
angle, but less than two. An acute angle is
that which is less than a right angle ; both

Fig. 5.

are oblique. The angles marked a iu Figs 1
and 4 are acute angles.

^
In Fig. 5, if a c make

i b and a c D equal to
the adjacent angles
each other, then
each of them is a
right angle. In Fig.

6, a c d is an obtuse
angle, and a o b au
acute angle. Anal- b.
ogous terms exist
in the case of cur-
vilinear and mixed angles. Thus, in Figs 2
and S, a is an acute angle. A spherical angle is
one formed by the intersection or the meeting
of two great circles of a sphere. Many other
designations are applied to angles ; thus, in
Geometry there are opposite, exterior, interior,
alternate, vertical, and other angles, also angles
of contact, &c (See the italicised words.)

2. Mech. In this science there are angles of
direction, of friction, of repose, &c.

3. Opfics has angles of incidence, of reflection,
of refraction, of deviation, of polarisation, ic.

_
i. Astronomy has angles of position, of situa-

tion, of elevation, inclination, depression, Ac.
(For these see the italicised words with which
angle is combined.)

5. Fortification. Dead Angle : An angle so
formed that a small plot of ground in front ot
it can neither be seen nor defended from the
parapet

6. Anatomy. The angle of thejaw is the point
at which the vertical hinder edge of the ramus,
descending from the condyle, meets the hori-
zontal inferior border. (Flower : Osteol. of the
Mammalia, 1870, p. 122.)

1[ Facial Angle. [Facial.]

angle bar, s.

Joinery : A vertical bar at one of the angles
of a polygonally-shaped window.

angle-bead, s. A bead of wood or other
material affixed vertically to the exterior angle
of a room or similar erection, and placed in
the same plane with the plaster. It is called
also staff-bead.

angle-brace, angle-tie, s.

Carpentry : A piece of timber affixed to two
adjacent sides of a quadrangular frame, so a*

angle-brace.

to make, with the angle to which it is opposite,
a right-angled triangle. If the wood join the
two opposite angles of the rectangle, then it
is called the diagonal brace or tie.

angle bracket, s. A bracket placed at
the point where two straight lines containing
an angle meet, but not at right angles to either
of those sides.

angle-capital, s.

Architecture: A term used in describing
Ionic capitals. It signifies such a capital on
the flank column of a portico, having the
volutes placed at an angle of 45° with the
plane of the front and returning friezes.

angle-float, s.

Plastering: A float made to any internal
angle of a room. [Float.]

angle-Iron, s. Plates of iron, angular in
form, used for the edges of any structure.

angle-modillion, s. [Modillion.]

angle-rafter, .-.

Architecture : A rafter placed along the
angle of a hipped roof.

angle-shades, s. A fine British moth,
Phlogophora meticulosa, the generic name,
which means bearing flame, alluding to the
shape of the markings on the anterior wings.

-Hon, -lon = shu1.; -Hon. -#lon = «nua. -Mov*. -sl0M= rtliifc -cle» = shea, -cleni J^nT bTfb£ ST=«^
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The insect has long, slender ciliated antennas,

the abdomen tufted, and the wings dentate.

The upper wings are pale rosy white, clouded

with olive brown, each with a large triangular

purplish mark in the centre, and beyond it a

white band. The hinder wings are whitish,

with a dusky central crescent, and two or

three faint transverse-waved dusky lines. The
expansion of the wings is nearly two inches.

The caterpillar is green, with a row of oblong

white spots on the back, and a continuous

white line on each side. It feeds on culinary

vegetables and various field plants. The moth

is common in England, and is found also in

Scotland ; it is met with most plentifully in

April, June, and September, there being appa-

rently three broods in the season. (Sardine :

Naturalist's Library, vol. xl., 235, 236.)

angle-Staff, s. A vertical head of wood

or other material affixed to the exterior angle

of a building, in line with the plaster.

angle-tie, s. [Angle-brace.]

an gled,a [Eng. angle (2); -ed.] Furnished

with angles. (Used chiefly in composition.)

"... ftfty-anofed custards.

"

B. Jonion: Masques, Kept. Triumph.

" The thrice three-anfffed beech-nut shell"
Up. Ball : Sat. ill. 1.

aA-gle-me -ter, s. [Lat. angulus, and Gr.

ss.itpov (metron) = a measure.] An instrument

used by geologists to measure the dip of

strata, the angle of joint-planes, &c. (Brands. )

angler, j [Eng. angle ; -er. In Ger. angler

;

Dut hengelaar.'j

1. Gen. : One who angles ; one who fishes

with a rod.
" Five or six years alter the Revolution, an inde-

fatigable angler published an account of Scotland. —
i/aca ulay . Bist. of Eng., ch. xiii.

2. Spec. : A Ash called also Sea-Devil, Frog, or

Frog-fish ; and in Scotland, Wide-gab, signify-

ing wide mouth. It is the Lophius pixatorius

of Linnaeus, and is placed under the order

Acanthopterygii, and the family which has the

pectoral fins feet-like. It has an enormous

bead, on which are placed two elongated ap-

THE ANGLER-FISH.

pendages or filaments, the first of them broad

and flattened at the end. These, being mov-

able, are manoeuvred as if they were bait; and

when small fishes approach to examine them,

tie angler, hidden amid mud and sand, which

it has stirred up by means of its pectoral and

ventral fins, seizes them at once; hence its

name. It occurs along the British coasts, and

is three, or occasionally five feet long. (Yar-

rtU: Brit. Fishes.)

An'-gle-sey Mor'-rls, ». [From Anglesey,

or Anglesea, the island, and Mr. William Morris,

its discoverer.] The name given by Pennant

to a supposed distinct genus and species,

Leptocephalus morrisii, of the family Murse-

nidse, or Eels. This form is now known to be

only an arrested stage in the development of

the conger-eeL

ang les ite, ». [Named from the isle of

Anglesea, in which it was first found.] A
mineral classed by Dana under the Celestite

group of Anhydrous Sulphates, Chromates,

and Tellurates. Anglesite has been called also

"Lead mineralised by vitriolic acid and

iron," " Lead Vitriol, and " Sulphate of

Lead." It is orthorhombic. The hardness is

2-75—3 ; the sp. gr. 612 to 6-39. The lustre

is resinous, vitreous, or adamantine ; the

colour white, tinged with yellow, gray, green,

or blue. Anglesite varies from transparent to

opaque. It is very brittle. The composition

is sulphuric acid, 26-4 ; oxide of lead, 73'6 =
100. In addition to Anglesea, it is found in

Cornwall, Derbyshire, Cumberland, in Scot-

land at Leadhilis, in Australia, America, and

elsewhere. A variety of it is called Sardinian

(q.v.)

Mean ; -wm.

Cupreous Anglesite : A mineral, the same as

Linarite (q.v.).

Ang -li can, t Xng'-lic, a, & «• (In D<rt.

Anglicaansch ; Ger. Anglicaner (».) ; Fr. An-

glican; Sp., Port., & Ital. Anglicano; Lat.

Anglicanus. From Anglia, a Latin name of

Britain, which at a yet unascertained date

superseded that of Britannia, which had been

formerly employed. The Lat. Anglia is from

A. 8. or O.S. AngUn, now Angeln, a district in

the south-east of Schleswig, extending from

the river Schlei, in the south, to the Fleus-

burg Hills on the north, with an area of about

330 square miles, and a population at present

amounting to about 50,000. Angeln comes

from A.S. ange, enge = narrow.]

A- As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to England ; English.
" the sober principles and old establishment

of the Anglican church."—Pell : Life of Bammond, 5 1.

2. Pertaining to one holding the religious

views described under B., 1 or 2. Spec., per-

taining to one holding high church views or

to high churchism.

B. As substantive

:

1. In the sixteenth century : One who held

Roman Catholic doctrine, but preferred the

rule of the English king or parliament to that

of the Papacy.
"Secondly" [the reference is to A.D. 153SL "there

were the Anglican*, strictly orthodox in the specu-

lative system of the faith, content to separate from
Rome, but only that they might bear Italian fruit

more profusely and luxuriantly when rooted in their

own soil."—Froude : Hut. Eng., pt. i., voL ill., ch. xvi.

2. Now:
(a) A member of the Church of England

belonging to the High Church party.

(6) An English churchman, whether high,

low, or broadl

"The old persecutors, whether Pagan or Christian,

whether Arian or Orthodox, whether Cjthohcks,

Anglican,, or Calvinists, actually were, or at least they

had the decorum to pretend to be, strong Dogmatists.

—Burke : Letter to A Burke.

Ang -li-can-ism, <. [Eng. Angl

In Fr. Anglicanisme.]

1, The Anglican system of doctrine or ad-

herence to it.

2. Admiration of England leading to efforts

to copy its institutions.

Ang 11-ce, adv. [Lat.]

1. In English. (Used of language or idiom.)

2. After the manner of the English. (Used

of manners or customs.)

•J This word is frequently written thus—
AnglicL

Ang -li-ci-fy, v.t [Anglici, genit. sing of

nomin. pi. of Lat. Anglieus; suff. -fy, from

facio = to make.] To make English ; to An-

glicise.

Ang'-U-cifin, «. (In Gor. Anglicism.; Fr.

anglicisme; Port. ft Ital. Anglicisme.] The

English idiom, such as Englishmen are

almost sure to introduce when they attempt

to speak or write an ancient classic or a

modern Continental tongue.

"They corrupt their style with untutored Angli-

cisms."—Milton.

Ang H-cize, v.t. [Eng. Anglic; -fas. In

Ger. Englicisiren.] To make English ; to as-

similate to the English language in idiom, or

to the English people in pronunciation, man-

ners, customs, or sympathy.
" He [the letter TT] pleaded, that the same place and

powers, which Y had In the Greek language, he stood

folly intitled to In the English ; and that therefore of

right he ought to be possessed of the place of Y even In

all Greek words Anglicised, as system, hypocrite, Ac.

—Edwards: Can. Grit., p. 275.

"The glaring affectation of Anglicising Latin words."
— Warton : Bist. Eng. Poetry, ii. 282.

Ang -li cized, pa. par. & a. [Anglicize.]

Ang -11-ci-zihg, pr. par. [Anglicize.]

Ang li-cus su'-dor,s. [Lat. = the English

sweat ; the English perspiration.]

Med. : A term applied to the sweating sick-

ness of the Middle Ages. [Sweating Sick-

ness. ]

Ang-li-fic-a'-tlon, s. [Lat. Anglus = Eng-
lish ; Socio = to make.] The act or process of

rendering English.

Ang'-li-fled, pa. par. ft a. [Anglitt.]

Xng'-li-fy, v.t. [Lat. Anglus = English ; -fy,

from Lat. facio = to make.] To make English

It is used (1) of people who, born in another

country than England, yet settle here, or

copy English manners, or approximate more
or less to a correct English pronunciation.

It may be also employed of a place thronged

by English, or modified in the direction of

English manners by an influx of tourists or

settlers from this country.

"... Indeed, I should think that Calais or Boulogne
was much more Anglifted."—Darwin : Voyage round
the World, ch. xxi.

(2) Of an English idiom occurring in speech

or composition in another language.

Ang'-U-fy-iaig, pr. par. [Anglify.]

ang'-ling, pr. par., a., & s. [Angle, v.]

A. As present participle : In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Fishing with an angle.

2. Designed to be used in fishing.

C. As substantive : Fishing with a rod and
tackle. This may be done at the bottom of

the water, midway between the bottom and
the surface, or with the fly on the surface

itself.

" Then did Deucalion first the art invent
Of angling."—Davors : Secrets of Angling, b. L

angling-rod, s. A fishing-rod.

Ang -lize, v.t. [Anglicize.]

An'-glo. In compos. = English, but properly

implying that the word combined with it is

the more emphatic one, though this rule is not

always observed. Among the numerous com-

pounds which it forms are the following :—

Anglo American, a. ft -

.

A. As adj. : Pertaining to an American,

whose more or less remote ancestors were

English.

B. As subst. : An American more or les»

remotely of English descent,

Anglo-Catholic, a. ft s.

A. As adj. : Regarded as being at once

English and Catholic.

B. As substantive

:

1. In the sixteenth century : An Englishman

who, though a Roman Catholic, leaned more to

his country than to the Papacy.
"... and the Anglo-Catholics did not intend to

repeat the blunder of showing a leaning towards the

Romanists."—Froude : Bist. Eng., ch. xvii., vol. lit.

p. 617.

2. Now : A member of the English Church

who contends for its Catholic character.

Anglo-Catholic Church : Any church modelled

on the English Reformation. (Hook.)

Anglo-Danish, a. Pertaining at once to

the Danes and the English.
" His excellent and large collection of Anglo-Saxon

and Anglo-Danish coins.'— Wotton: View of Etckesl

Thesaurus, p. 82.

Anglo German, a. Pertaining at once

to the Germans and the English.
"

. if the Anglo-Qerman league assumed an

organised form."—Froude : Bist. Eng., pt 1., vol. iii,

ch.xvU.

Anglo-Imperial, o. Pertaining at ones

to an empire (not the British one), and to

England or the English.

. would put a final end to Anglo-Imperial

trifling."—Froude: Bist. of England, pt L, voL iii,

ch. xvii.

Anglo-Indian, a, ft s.

A. As adj. : Pertaining at once to India and

to England.
" Every Anglo-Indian official . .

."

—

Times tf

India, July 19, 1878.

B. As subst. : A native of England or of the

British Isles resident in India.

"There Is no doubt of its permanent popularity

among Anglo-Indians.-—Times of India, July 19. 1871.

Anglo-Irish, ". & s.

A. As adj. : Pertaining at once to the Irish

and the English, or to one who has relations

with both.

B. As subst. : A settler in Ireland, who was

of English origin, and, unlike the native Irish,

was regarded as within the " Pale."

"The Anglo-Irish of the Pale and the Celts of the

provinces." — Froude: Bist. Eng., pt. i.. ch. xvuu
vol. iv.

Anglo-mania, [Anglomania.]

•tl t&t fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go P*
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try. Syrian. ». oe= e. ey = a. on - fcw.
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Anglo-Norman, a. & s.

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the Anglo-
Normans.

" Unable to encounter the shock of the A nglth.Vorman
cavalry."—Scott ; The Aemun Bone-Shoe. (Note.)

B. -45 *udgtariti&e ; A Norman, and yet an
Englishman. (Used specially of the Normans
who came over with William the Conqueror,
and, not returning to the Continent, became,
and still are, an important element in the
tomposite English nation.)

Anglo-Saxon, a. & *.

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to the Anglo-Saxons.
*'.

. . Anglo-Saxon monasteries," — Macaulay

;

Eitt. Eng., oh. L

2. Pertaining to the Anglo-Saxon tongue.

"It Is estimated that ia English (here are about
88,000 words. Of these, 23,000, or more than five-eighths,

are of Anglo-Saxon origin."—Botvorth ; Anglo-Saxon
and Eng, Diet, (pref.j.

B. As substantive

:

1. One of the Anglo-Saxon race—that is, of
the mingled Anglo-Saxons and other Teutonic
tribes from whom the English, the Lowland
Scotch, a great proportion of the present in-

habitants of Ulster, and the mass of the popu-
lation in the United States and various British

colonies sprung.
" Thus it appean that one Jute, three Saxon, and

four Angle, altogether eight kingdoms, were established
In Britain by the year 586, and that the Angles and

" «rt in theSaxons bore the leading and chief part
ben settled in
nglo-Sax>

Anglo-Saxon and Eng. IHct. (pret).

ditions ; they, therefore, when settled in this country,
wen collectively called Anglo-Saxon*." — Botworth :

2. The language originally spoken by the
race or races mentioned under No. 1.

"Anglo-Saxon, that Is Angle, Engle, or English
Saxon, is the language of the Piatt, Low, Flat, or
North part of Germany, brought into this country
by the Jutes, the Angles, and Saxons, and modified and
written in England. Those who remained in their
old locality on the Continent had the name of Old
Saxons, and their language Old Saxon ; but those settled
in Britain were properly designated Anglo-Saxon*, and
their language, perfected and written in England, was
called A nglo-Saxon."—BotwrtK : Anglo-Saxon and Eng.
Dial. (pref.]u

% The Anglo-Saxon tongue did not pass
directly into the English. The Norman con-
quest, as was inevitable, introduced a new
element into the language, and produced tem-
porary confusion. When this began to pass
away, and it became evident that the tongue
of the conquered rather than that of the con-
querors was destined ultimately to prevail, it

was not the old Anglo-Saxon pure and simple
which remained. There came in place of it

various dialects, specially a Midland, a North-
ern, and a Southern one. It was a mixed
dialect, mainly Midland, but also slightly

Southern, which with Chaucer, in the four-

teenth century, became the standard language

;

and at last, by a series of insensible changes,
developed into the modern English tongue.
[English.] (See the several volumes pub-
lished by the Early English Text Society.)

Anglo Saxonism, s. [A word or idiom
belonging to or borrowed from the Anglo-
Saxon tongue.

An glo ma nia, *. [In Fr. anglomanie;
Port, anglomania'.] ' A passion on the part of

a person or persons belonging to another
country to imitate whatever is English. Such
a tendency manifested itself in Germany in

the seventeenth century, and it has sometimes
appeared, though to a less extent, in France.

An glo-ma'-ni-ac, s. [Anglomania.] One
possessed by Anglomania (q.v.).

An p;lo phb' bi a, «. Hatred, fear or dis-

like of England or of whatever is English.

An glo phob'e, *. One affected with Anglo-
phobia.

An-gO'-la, s. The native name of a country
on the west coast of Africa, between lat.
8' 2C and 9° 2C S.

Angola-pea, *. A papilionaceous plant,
belonging to the genus Cajanus (q.v.). It is
called also Pigeon Pea.

aA -gdn, s. [In Fr. angon.] A barbed spear
used by the Anglo-Saxons, the Franks, and
many other Teutonic nations.

ang -or, s. [Lat. = (1) a compression of the
neck, suffocation, the quinsy

; (2) anguish,
torment, vexation ; from ango = to suffocate,
to strangle.]

1. Pain.

2. Anxiety and constriction in the pre-
cordial region. (Mayne.)

* Angor Pectoris. [Lat. = intense pain in
the breast.] The name used by Franche, in
1813, for the disease called Angina pectoris.

[Angina.]

An-gbr -a, $. [The name of a vilayet in

Asiatic Turkey.] A stuff made from the wool
of the Angora-goat.

Angora-goat, s. A goat reared In the
vilayet of Angora, famed for its wool.

An gos-tur a, An gus-tiir-a, s. [The

old name of a city in Venezuela, in South
America, now called Ciudad-Bolivard.]

Angostura bark : A bark, very valuable as a
febrifuge, in possession of the Capuchin friars

belonging to the missions on the river Carony,
in South America. It is a Rutaceous plant
of the genus Galipea, but whether it is the

G. cusparia (Bonptandia trifoliata), or the G.

officinalis, has not yet been completely deter-

mined. (Lindley : Veg. Kingd., p. 471.) In
Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Plants it is said to

be the Cusparia febrifuga.

an-gos-tiir'-in, s. [Angostura.] A prin-

ciple extracted from the Angostura bark.

ang -red (rod as erd), pa. par. [Angered.]

aftg'-fi-lj?, adv. [Eng. angry; -ly.] In an
angry manner ; under the influence of anger.

" Let me not angrily declare
No pain was ever sharp like mine."

Cowper: Otney Hymn*, xliii., Prayer for Patience.

ang -rf, * an'-gre, a. [From Eng. anger; -y.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

* L Of things inanimate : Bitter.

"The clay that clenges ther-by arn corsyes strong,
As alum and alkaran, that angri am bothe."

Alliterative Poem* ; Cleannet* (ed. Morris). 1,0*4-*.

II. Of the body : Inflamed, painful. (Used of

a wound or sore.)

HX Of the mind or heart.

1. Temporarily under the emotion of anger.

(a) Followed generally by with of the person
regarded with anger.
"... Now therefore be not grieved nor angry

with yourselves that ye sold me hither."—Qen. xlv. 5.

(6) * Formerly it was occasionally followed
by at of the person.

". . . sre ye angry at me because I have made
a man every whit whole on the sabbath day?"

—

John
Til. 38.

(c) Followed by at or for of the thing
exciting anger.
"... wherefore should God be angry at thy

voice. . . T—Eccle*. v. C
"... wherefore then be ye angry for tbia

matter T "—2 Sam. xix. 42.

if It may be used of the inferior animals

;

and (with the inappropriateness of all human
language employed of the Divine Being) of

*" An angry Waspe th' one in a vlall had.
Spenter : F. Q., III. xlt. 18.

"And the Lord was angry with Solomon, because his
heart was turned from the Lord God of Israel, which
had appeared unto him twice."—1 King* xi. 9.

2. Habitually under the dominion of anger.
" It is better to dwell in the wilderness than with m

contentious and an angry woman."—Prov. xxi. 19.

3. Exhibiting the marks of anger, proceed-
ing from anger, sounding angrily.

"The north wind driveth away rain; so doth an
angry countenance a backbiting tongue."—Prov.
xxv. 38.

J Sometimes the term angry is applied to a
whole group of passions, in place of a single
emotion or its manifestations.

" He had always been more than sufficiently prone
to the angry passions."—Macaulay: Hitt.Eng., en. viL

4. Fig. : Of such a character, that if it pro-
ceeded from a being capable of emotion, it

would be regarded as a manifestation of anger.
" So that wildest of waves in their angrieit mood.
Scarce break on the bounds of the land for a rood."

Byron : The Siege c/ Corinth, ver. 16.

B. Technically

:

Hist. : Angry boys was the designation as-
sumed by gangs of uproarious youths, who
rendered the London streets unsafe during
the Elizabethan age, like the Mohawks of a
subsequent time. (See Nares' Gloss. : Boys.)

" Get thee another nose, that will be pull'd
Off, by the angry boy*, for thy conversion."

Beaum. and Flet. : Scorn/. Lady, lv. L

ang-sa' na, ang-sa'-va, «. [Name given in

some Indian languages.]" A red gum resem-
bling that called dragon's blood. It is brought
from the East Indies.]

ang-u, s. [West Indian name.] Bread made
frum the Cassada (Jatropha manihot), a
Euphorbiaceous plant growing in the West
Indies.

AA'-gtli-fei% s. [Lat. anguifer ; from anguis
m a snake, and fero = to bear.]

Astron. : Another name for the northern
constellation Ophiuchus, which has been
called also Serpentarius.

an-gnll'-la, s. [Lat. = an eel. In Fr. on-
guule ; Sp! an guila; Ital. anguilla,] A genus
of fishes of the order Apodal Malacopterygii,
and the family MuraenidEe (Eels). At least

three species occur in the British fauna—
A. acutirostris (Yarrell), the 8harp-nosed Eel

;

latirostris (Yarrell), the Broad-nosed Eel ; and
A. nudiorostris (Yarrell), the Snig. [Eel.]

an gull -li-form, a. [Lat. anguilla = an
eel ; and forma m form, shape.] Eel-shaped.

(Todd's Johnson.)

ail gnll-li form -09, s. pi. [From Lat. an-
guis = a snake, and forma = form.) Accord-
ing to Cuvier, the only family of fishes in-

cluded under the order Malacopterygii Apodes.
It is now more commonly called Mursenidss.

an-gull'-lu-la, s. [Dimin. of Lat. anguilla

= an eel.]" The typical genus of the family
Anguillulidffl (q.v.). The "eels" in vinegar
are A. aceti; the similar animals in blighted
wheat, A. tritici; and those in sour paste,

A. giutinosus.

ah-gull lu -li dee, *. pt [From the typical
genus Anguillula.]

Zool. : A family of annuloee animals belong-
ing to the class Nematelmia, and the order
Nematoidea. It consists of non-parasitic
nematoid worms, and nearly corresponds to
Dujardin's family of Enoplidse, Typical genua,
Anguillula (q.v.).

an-guln-ar'-l-a, *. [From Lat. anguineus
= pertaining to a snake.] A genus of Zoo-
phytes belonging to the family Eucratidse.

There is a British species, the A. spatulata.
(Johnston's British Zoophytes, 1847.)

ah'-guine, a. [Lat. anguinus, from anguis
= a snake.] Pertaining to the genus Anguis,
or to snakes in general.

Anguine Lizard (Chamcesaura anguina): A.

lizard with four rudimentary feet. It is very
snake-like. It inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.

ah-gUl'-ne-aL, a. [Lat. anguineus.] Per-
taining to a snake, snaky ; resembling a snake.

ah-guin -i-dse, s. pi. [Anouis.] A family
of serpent-like lizards. Typical genus, Anguis.
It is sometimes reduced to a sub-family, An-
guininee, or made altogether to disappear in

the family Scincidse.

an-guin-I -nse, s. pi. [Anguinid*.]

an guis, s. [Lat. anguis = a snake.] A
genus of lizards of the family Scincidee. It

contains the Anguis frag His, or Slow-worm,
which is so snake-like, from its being entirely

destitute of limbs, that until lately it was
ranked with the Ophidians. Though called

the Blind-worm, it is not blind, but has per-

fectly visible though small eyes. The popular
belief that it is venomous is quite erroneous.

an'-guish, * an'-gu$rcn, *. [A.S. ange =
vexation, trouble, sorrow, affliction, anguish ;

ange = vexed, troubled, sorrowful, trouble-

some, vexatious; angsum = difficult, narrow.
In Sw. dngsldn, angest ; Dan. angest, amgste

;

Dut. & Ger. angst, angoisse ; Sp. ansia, an~
gustia; Port, angustia; Ital. angoscia, an-
gosciamento = anguish, vexation ; angustia =
distress, scarcity. From Lat. angustia = a
strait, a defile, generally in the plur., angus-
tiat = straits ; angustus 3 narrow ; ango = to

press tight. (Anger.) Properly, such present

fear and anxiety for the immediate future as

arise when one has got squeezed into too narrow
a place and cannot extricate himself.]

1. Excessive pain or distress.

(a) Excessive pain of body.
"... the anguith as of her that bringeth forth

her first child . . ."—Jer, iv. SI.

(b) Excessive distress of mind.
h

" For when thaccea of anguych watz bid In my sawl*,™

Alliterative Poem* ; Patience [ed. Morris), SS6.

". . . we saw the anguith of his soul when ha
besought us, and we would not hear."—Gen. xllL 2L

2. The expression in the countenance of

intense bodily pain or mental distress.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £
-tion. -sioa = shun ; -(Ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shits. -We, -die, &c. = bel, del. gul = gwi. 4 = a.
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" She spoke : and, furious, with distracted pace,

Fears in her heart and anguish in her face,

Flies through the dome (the maids her steps pursue),

And mounts the walls."
Pope : Bomer's Iliad, bk. xxiL, 592-595.

3, Anything fitted to excite intense bodily

pain or mental distress.

"Seeing myself engaged, yea and engulfed in so

many anguishes and perplexities."—Tram, of Bocca-
Um (1026), p. 87.

* anguish, v.t. [Fioin the substantive.] To
cause anguish to ; to inflict excessive bodily

pain or mental distress on.

"Socrates was seen and observed to be much an-

gviiki'd, grieved, and perplexed ; still seeming to feel

some grief of mind."—Tram, of BoccaUni {162H p. 108.

an -guished, pa. par. & a. [Anguish, v.]

"A strong emotion shakes my anguish'd breast.'

Pope t Bomer't Odyssey, bk. xlx., 442.

ang -U-lar, a. [In Fr. angulaire; 8p. & Port.

angular ; Ital. angolare. Fro!T Lat. angularU
— having angles or corners ; angulus = a

corner, an angle.]

A. Ordinary Language:

1. Lit.: Having angles or corners, cornered;

so shaped as that the sides are united to each

other by angles ; containing an angle ; aiding

to constitute an angle ; situated at the point

where an angle is formed.
" As foT the figure of crystal, it is for the most part

hexagonal or six-cornered, being built npon a confused

matter, from whence, as it were from a root, angular
figures arise, even as in the amethyst and basaltee. '—

Browne : Vulgar Errours.

[See also B., I. 1, &c]
8. Fig. Of persons : Too little disposed to

make concessions to others, and therefore

exciting or tending to excite opposition to

itself which a more conciliatory course of con-

duct would have prevented from arising.

B. Technically:

L Mathematics:

1, The angular point m an angle is that at

which the two lines inclined to each other

meet. (Used also in natural philosophy and
other sciences.)

"The distance of the edges of the knives from one
another, at the distance of four inches from the
angular point where the edge* of the knives meet, was
the eighth part of an inch."—Newton : Opticks.

2. Angular section is the section or division

of an angle into any number of equal parts.

Angular sections : The branch of mathe-
matical analysis which investigates the pro-

perties of circular functions.

IL Mechanics:

1. Angular motion is the motion of any

body around a fixed point, whether it revolves

like a planet or vibrates backwards or for-

wards like a pendulum.

Angle of angular motion or Angle of rota-

tion: The angle made by the two directions

before and after the turning of a line per-

pendicular to an axis. (See III. 1.)

2. Angular velocity is the absolute velocity of

a body moving round a fixed axis at a certain

unit of distance. (See III. 2.)

ITT. Astronomy:

1. Angular intervals: Arcs of the equator

intercepted between circles of declination

passing through the heavenly bodies observed

2. Angular motion

:

(a) Angular motion of the sun is a calculated

movement of the luminary through space,

which in 1783 made Sir William Herschel

propound the hypothesis that the luminary

was in progress towards the star a. Herculis.

(o) The angular motion of the stars is a

minute deviation from their relative places of

several " fixed" stars, as the two stars of 61

Cygni, e Indi, fi Cassiopelae, and many others.

(Herschel: Astron., §§ 852-4.)

3. Angular velocity. The angular velocity of

the sun's apparent motion is in the inverse pro-

portion of the square of the distance : thus, to

compare the daily motion of the sun in longi-

tude at one point, a, of its path, and at another

b, the formula used is : The square of the line

connecting the earth and sun, when the latter

is at b, is to the square of that connecting
' them when he is at a, as the daily motion at

a is to the daily motion at b. (Herschel

:

Astron., §350.)

•fl The expression is used in a similar sense

of the planets.

IV. Perspective : A kind of perspective in

which the two sides of the leading object re-

presented are not parallel to the plane of the

picture, and in which, therefore, the horizontal

lines are so drawn as to meet each other at a

vanishing point. It is called also oblique

perspective.

V. Anatomy:

1. Angular Artery: The terminal part of the

facial artery, which inosculates at the inner

side of the* orbit with a terminal branch of

the ophthalmic artery. (Qvain : Anat. t 1876,

vol. i., p. 365.)

2. Angular vein: The vein formed by the

junction of the supra-orbital and frontal veins.

It is perceptible beneath the skin, as it runs

obliquely downwards, near the inner margin

of the orbit, resting against the side of the

nose at its root. (Ibid., p. 476.)

VL Botany:

1. Of the general form : Having projecting

longitudinal angles. (Sometimes the terms

"acute angled and "obtuse angled" are

used.)

2. Spec Of the margin of a leaf or other

organ: Having several salient angles on the

margin, as the leaf of Datura stramonium.

(Lindley.)

ang-u-lar'-i-t& s. [From Lat. angularis =
having angles.] The quality of being angular,

i.e., having corners. The Glossographia Nova
defines it :

" Squareness; also an abounding
In nooks and corners."

" What body ever yet could figure show
Perfectly perfect, as rotundity
Exactly round, or blameless angularity t

More; Song qf the Soul, III. ii. 38.

&&g'-\l-laXJlf, adv. [Eng. angular; 4y.] In

an angular manner; with angles, with corners.

". . . a Iabyrinthean face, now an^uiarty, nowcircu-
larly, every way aspected."—B.Jonton : Cyntkia'$ Bevels.

" Another part of the same solution afforded us an
Ice angularly figured."—Boyle.

t S,ng'-lJ-llM"-il*3sS, s- [Eng. angular ; -ne&s. ]

The quality of being angular ; angularity.

(Johnson's Diet.)

ang u-late, ang-u-la'-tSd, a. [Lat an-

gulatus, from angulo = to make angular, an-

gulus = an angle.] Angular ; having angles.

" Topazes, amethysts, or emeralds, which grow in the
fissures, are ordinarily crystallised or shot Into angu-

'—it! i~; whereas in the strat*. they are fount

rude lumps like yellow, purple, and
lated figures
rude lumps '

Woodward.
I green pebbles."-

an-gus-ti-fd'-li-ate, aii-gust-I-fo -U-
Otis, a. [From Lat. angustus — narrow, and.
folium = a leaf. ]

Bot. : Having the leaves narrow.

An-gus -tiir -a, 3. [Angostuha.]

* an -hang, v.t. [A.S. hangian — to hang.]'

To hang up ; to hang.
The remenaunt were anhanged, more and lesse.

That were consented to this cursednesBe."
Chaucer: C. T., 14,690. 18.691.

* an -hanged, pa. par. [Anhang.]

an-har-mdn'-ic, a. [In Fr. anhannnnique

;

Gr. av, priv., and ipfioVios (harmonios) = pro-

ducing harmony.] Not harmonic. [Har-
monic.]

anharmonic ratio or proportion, $.

Geom. : The term used by Prof. Chasles,

when four points, a, b, c, d, being in a straight
a c b r

line, the ratio or proportion is ^ : gj" Or

when A, B, c, d meeting in the same point,

sin. (a :c) Bin, (b : c)

ang -u-lo, in compos. Having an angle.

angulo-dentate, a.

Botany: Angular and toothed, angularly

toothed. (Loudon: Cyclo. of Plants, 1829,

Gloss.)

t ang-u-lSm'-St-er, s. [Lat. angulus = an
angle, and Gr. nerpov (metron) = measure.]

An instrument for measuring angles. The
more common term is Anglemeter, and in

the case of crystals, in mineralogy, Gonio-
meter is employed. [See these words.]

ang-u-los'-i-t^, s. [From Lat angulosus »
full 6f corners. ] Nearly the same as angular-

ity; but perhaps, as its etymology suggests,

a stronger word. (Johnson's Did.)

* ahg-UlOUS,a. [In Fr. anguleux.] Angular,

hooked.
" Vor can it be a difference, that the parts of solid

bodies are held together by hooks and angutous Invo-

lutions, since the coherence of the parts of these will

he of as difficult a conception."—QlantiUe.

* an-gust , a. [In Ital. angusto; Lat. angustus,

from ango — to press tightly.] Narrow, strait,

contracted. (Glossogr. Nov., 2nd e<L, 1719.)

an-guV-tate, a. [Lat. angustatus, pa. par. of

angusto = to make narrow.]

Botany, Ac. : Narrow at the base, but dilated

above.

an-gus-ta'-tion, s. [From Lat. angustus =
narrow.) The act of making narrow, the state

of being made narrow ; straitening.

" The cause may be referred either to the grumous-
nees of the blood, or to obstruction of the vein some-
where in its passage, by some angustaiion upon it by
part of the tumour."— Wiseman.

an-gus'-ti-clave, a. [In Fr. angusticlave ;

Lat. angusticlavius, from angustus = narrow,

and clavus = a nail, ... a purple stripe

on the tunic]

In old Rome: Wearing a narrow purple

stripe on the tunic. This was done by the

Equites, or Knights, and by the plebeian

tribunes, whilst the senators had a broad

purple stripe.

sin. (a : d) ' sin. (b : d)
[Harmonic] (Chaslcs:

Geomitrie Superieure, 1852, p. xix.)

an he ale, v.i. [Lat. cmhelo.] To pant.

(Latimer: Works, i. 51.)

an-he-la -tion, *- [Lat- anhelatio = diffi-

culty of breathing, panting, from anhdo — to

pant; halo = (l) to breathe, (2) to exhale.]

The act of panting ; the state of being short

of breath, difficult respiration.
" Those unknown tendencies and anhelations

_
of

divine souls after the adorable object of their love. —
Glanvil : Serm. (1681), p. 31S.

an he lo se, a. [In Sw. aandelos. From Lat.

anhelus = (1) panting ; (2) causing shortness

ofbreath.] Out of breath, panting. (Johnson.)

an -him a, s. [Brazilian name.} The name
of a bird* the Horned Screamer (Palamedea

oornuta, Linn.). It is a wading bird, and

THE ANflIHA (PALAMEDEA CORNUTA).

the type of the family Palamedeidee of Mr.

G. R. Gray. It is blackish, with a red spot on

the shoulder. The top of the head bears a

long, horny, slender, and mobile stem, and

the wing is armed with two triangular spurs.

It lives in the marshy parts of South America,

and has a powerful voice, heard at a gruat

distance. The sexes manifest much fidelity

to each other.

tan-hiin-gry, a. [A-hunorv.] Hungry.
(Shakesp. : CorioUxnus, i. 1.)

* an by', adv.

On high.

[Old Eng. an = on ; hy= high.)

. . . besecbith god an-higk."
Romans of Partenay (ed. Skeat), 2.T04.

an hy dride,s. [From Gr. awopCa (anudria)

=i want of water ; awSpos (anudros) = wanting

water: av (an), priv., and vhutp (hudor)=-

water.] An anhydride or an anhydrous acid

is a chemical substance formed by the substi-

tution of an acid radical for the whole of the

hydrogen in one or two molecules of water.

(Graham: Chem., 2nd ed., vol. ii., p. 542.) By
the action of water they are converted into

acids. Anhydrides do not act on litmus or

other vegetable colours.

an hy drite, s. [In Ger. anhydrit ; Gr. ayv-

fipos (anudros) = without water ; referring to

tne fact that it contains no water of crystal-

lisation.]

Min. : A mineral classed hy Dana under his

Celestite group. Its crystals are orthorhombici

fare, amidst, what, tail, lather; we, wet, here, cameL her, thSre; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*,.

•r, wore, wolf, work, whdssdn; mute, cub, cure, nalte, cur, i^le, full; try. Syrian. »,ce = e. ey=a, gu = gw.
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The hardness is 3—3 5; the sp. gr. 2 899—
2 985; the lustre vitreous, or somewhat
pearly ; the colour white, or brick-red. Com-
position : Sulphuric acid, 55"80 to 6978 ; lime,

4021 to 43'06, with smaller portions of silica,

sesquioxide of iron, and water. It is altered,

by the absorption of moisture, into gypsum.
It is divided by Dana into Var. 1. Ordi-

nary, (a) Crystallised ; (o) Fibrous
;
(c) Fine

granular
;

(d) Scaly granular, under which
is ranked Vulpinite (q.v.). Var. 2. pBeudo-
morphous. It occurs in various parts of the
Continent, and in North America.

fJI~hy*-drous, a. [In Ger. ankyder. From
Gr. aw&pos (anudros) = without water ; av
(an.), prtv., and vSwp (hudor) = water.]

1. Chemistry: Having no water in its com-
position ; as anhydrous gypsum, gypsum with
no water in its composition.
"... thus the anhydrout sulphuric acid does not

redden litmus."—Graham: Chemittry, vol. ii., p. 188.

2. Mineralogy. Dana divides the mineral*
classed as compounds of Chlorine, Bromine,
and Iodine into (1) Anhydrous Chloride, (2)

Hydrous Chlorids, and (3)Oxychlorids. {Dana

:

Mia., 5th ed., p. 110.) He separates Fluorine
Compounds into Anhydrous and Hydrous
(Ibid., p. 123), and adopts the same classifica-

tion of the Oxyds: 1st. (Ibid., 131); the
Silicates (Ibid., 203); the Phosphates, Arsen-
ates, Antimonates (Ibid., 527) ; the Sulphates,
Chromates, Tellurates (Ibid., 613), and the
Carbonates (Ibid., 669).

•in'-i, a. [Any.]

a'-ni, s. [The Brazilian name.] The name
given to the birds belonging to the genus
Crotophaga, and indeed to those ranked under
the sub-family Crotophaginse, a division of the
Cuculidse, or Cuckoos. The typical anis—
those of the genus Crotophaga—are found in
South America in companies. They are
about the size of our blackbird.

• an'-Ie, a. [Any.]

• an-i-ent e, v.t. [Fr. ctnean(ir=to annihilate

;

from a — to, and niant = nothing, nought.]
To bring to nought ; to frustrate. The same
as Anientisbe (q.v.).

* an i-en'-tisse, v.t. [Fr. aniantissement =
annihilation; aneantir m to annihilate.] To
reduce to nothing ; to annihilate.

*'
. . . the -which three things ye ne nan not ani'en-

fitted or destroyed."—Chaucer : Melibeus.

* an-I-en -tissed, pa. -par. [Anientisse.]

t a-m'ght (gh silent), adv. [Eng. a ~ on, at,

and night.} At night, during the night.
" I broke my sword upon a stone, and bid him take

that for coming anight to Jane Smile.*—Shaketp. : At
You Like It, ii. 4.

f a-ni'ghts (gh silent), adv. [Eng. a = on, at

;

nights, pL of night.] Night after night.

"Sir Toby, you must come in earlier anights; my
lady takes great exceptions at your III hours."—
Shaketp. : Twetfth Night, i. 3.

" The turnkey now his flock returning sees.
Duly let out anightt to steal for fees I

"

Swift : Detcription of Morning.

an-Igo-zanth'-os, s. [Gr. avi'irvu (anischo),

the same as aWx« (anecho) = to hold up, to
lift up ; and av6o^ (anthos) = flower. ] A genus
of plants belonging to the order Haemodoracese
(Blood-roots). They are curious Australian
plants, with yellow or green flowers. The
roots of the A. Jtoridus, though acrid when raw,
become mild and nutritious when cooked, and
are used for food by the natives of the Swan
river. (Lindley: Veg. Kingd., 1847, p. 152.)

an' il, *. fin Ger., Fr., Port., & Sp. anil =
indigo ; Arab, nilon ; Mahratta and some
other Indian languages nila = dark blue, as
Nilgherry Hills = the Blue Hills.] The Indigo
plant.

an He, a. [Lat. anilia.] Old-womanish.

tan lle-uess, s. [Eng. anile; suff. -ness.}

Anility.

&n il ic, a [Eng. anil; -ie.] Pertaining te
anil (q. r.).

anilic acid, -.

Chem. : Indigotic acid = nitrosalicylic acid,
C7H 8N05 = C7H5(N02)08. Obtained by the
action of boiling nitric acid and water on
indigo, or on salicylic acid. It crystallises in
light yellow needles, soluble in hot water and
alcohol.

an II me, 5. [from anil (q.v.)] = amido-

benzene — amido benzol = phenyl
amine =

C6H7N =1 H ) [ N m CgH^NHj;)'.
H )

Chem.: Aniline was first obtained by distilling

indigo with caustic potash. It occurs in the
heavy oils from coal-tar. It is prepared from
benzene, CgHg, which is converted into nitro-

benzene, CflHgfN'Oa)', by the action of strong
nitric acid. The nitrobenzene is reduced to
aniline by the action of acetic acid and iron

filings, or by sulphide of ammonium. Aniline
is the basis of most of the coal-tar colours.

It is an oily, colourless, refractive, volatile

liquid, boiling at 182°. Its sp. gr. at 0° is

1-036. It solidifies at -8° to a crystalline mass;
when exposed to the air and light, it becomes
brown. It is nearly insoluble in water, but
dissolves in ether, alcohol, and benzene. It

forms crystalline salts with acids. It does
not turn red litmus paper blue. A slight

trace of aniline gives a deep purple colour
with a solution of bleaching powder. Aniline
combines with the iodides of alcohol radi-
cals like amines. The atoms of H united
to N in aniline can be replaced by alcohol
radicals, as ethyl aniline—

C8Hfi

•I C0H5.
The H in the benzol ring (CpHg) can also be
replaced by radicals forming substitution
compounds of aniline, of which, when one
atom of H is replaced by an atom of CI or a
radical, there can be always three modifi-
cations : thus, three modifications of nitro-
aniline (CgH^XNOsXNHs) are known ; also
chloraniline, C6H4C1(NH2)', and bromaniline,
C«H4Br(NH2). [See Kekule's Organic Chem.]
M, Langorrois has found that the putrefaction
and decomposition of animal matter can be
prevented, even when it is exposed to the air,

and in an elevated temperature, by the use of
small quantities of aniline. (Medical Press and
Circular, quoted in the Times, May 7, 1873.)

aniline black, s. A dye produced by a
mixture of aniline, potassium chlorate, and
cupric sulphate or a vanadium salt It is used
in calico printing.

anUlna blue, s. Obtained by heating
rosaniline with excess of aniline at 150°—
160°. A hydrochloride of triphenyl-rosaniline,

C2oHig(C6H5>3N3.

aniline-green, s. The aldehyde green
is obtained from aldehyde, magenta, and sul-

phuric acid heated together, and then poured
into a boiling solution of sodium thiosulphate.
The dye is precipitated by sodium acetate.

The iodine green is obtained by heating
aniline violet with iodide of methyl.

aniline orange, s. A salt of dinitro-
paracresol.

aniline purple, or mauve, is prepared
by adding to aniline sulphate a dilute solution
of potassium bichromate. It contains a base
called mauveine, C27H24N4.

aniline red [see Rosakiune], called
also Magenta. Obtained by heating crude
aniline with arsenic acid to 140°. The pre-
sence of toluidine is necessary for its for-

mation.

aniline Violet, s. Obtained by heating
rosaniline with ethyl iodide, a liydroiodide of

triethyl-rosaniline, CsoHiaCCsHg^Ng.

aniline yellow. [See Chrysaniline.]

an-ll'-i-ty, 5. [Lat. anilitas, from anil is =
pertaining to an old woman, old womanish

;

anus — an old woman ; Celtic hen — old.]

The state of being an old woman. The state
of entertaining such views and feelings as are
natural to women well advanced in life,

"Since the day in which the Reformation was began,
by bow many strange and critical turns has it been
perfected and handed down. If not entirely without
spot or wrinkle, at least without blotches or marks of
aniUty."—Sterne: Sermon on the Inauguration of K.
George III.

1 Todd says :
" Anility is not confined to

the feminine character, as Dr. Johnson would
imply. It means dotage in general, in our
older dictionaries.

"

an'-im-a-ble, a. [Prom Lat. animo — to fill

with breath or air, to animate.] Capable of
being animated. (Johnson's Diet.)

an im-ad-ver -sal, a. & s. [Prom Lat.
aiUmadversum, supine of animadverto.] [ANI-
MADVERT.]

1. As adjective : Having the faculty of per-
ception, or the power of perceiving.

2. As substantive: That which has the
faculty of perception ; the soul.

"That lively inward animadvertal ; It Is the soul
itself; for I cannot conceive the body doth animmd-
eert: when as objects, plainly exposed to the sight,
are not discovered till the soul takes notice of them,"
—More : Song of the Soul, Notes, p. M.

an Im-ad-ver'-sion, *. [In Fr. animadver-
sion. From Lat. animadversio = (1) the per-
ception of an object, attention

; (2) censure,
punishment.]

L Ordinary Language

;

1. The act of perceiving an object ; atten-
tion.

" The soul is the sole percipient which hath animad-
version and sense, properly eo called."—Qlanville.

2. As close attention to any one's conduct
is pretty sure to detect serious imperfections
in it, the word acquired the secondary signifi-

cation of severe censure, reproof, serious
blame. This is now almost its sole meaning.

" He dismissed their commissioners with severe and
sharp animadvertiont,"—Clarendon.

3. Punishment. [See II.

]

" When a bill is debating in Parliament, It is usual
to have the controversy handled by pamphlets 011 both
sides, without the least animadvertion upou the
au thors."—Swift.

II. Technically

:

Medicev. Eccles. Law : The infliction by the
civil power, at the instigation of the church,
of punishment on offenders against ecclesias-
tical law.

"An ecclesiastical censure and an ecclesiastical ani-
madvertion are different things : for a censure has a
relation to a spiritual punishment, but an animadver-
tion has only a respect to a temporal one, as degrada-
tion, and the delivering the person over to the secular
court "

—

Ayliffe Parergon.

* an Im-ad-ver'-sive, a. [From Lat. ani-

madversum, supine of animadverto. [Animad-
vert, ] Having the power of perception.

"The representation of objects to the soul, the only
animadverrive principle, is conveyed by motions made
on the immediate organs of sense."—GlanviUe.

an-im-ad vcr' sive-ndss, s. [Eng. ani-

madversive ; -ness.] The quality or state of
perceiving

;
perception. (Johnson,)

an-im-ad-vert', v.i. [Lat. animadverto =
(1) to turn the mind to, (2) to notice, (3) to
censure or punish : animus— the mind ; ad-
verto — to turn to ; ad = to, and verto = to
torn.]

1. To turn the mind to any person or thing

;

to notice.

2. To blame, to censure, to make objurga-
tory remarks upon.

" Certain questionable people . . . were animad-
verted upon [In an Act of Parliament;."—Froude:
HUt. Eng., vol. it., p. 4S4.

3. To punish.
" If the Author of the universe animadverts upoa

men here below, how much more will it become Him
to do it upon their entrance Into a higher state of
being ?

"

—

Grew.

H Animadvert is followed by upon or on.
(See the foregoing examples. Very rarely
against is also used.)

"Your Grace very Justly animadvert* against the
too great disposition of finding faults . .

."

—

Pope:
Letter to the Duke of Buckingham (1718).

an-im-ad-ver'-ter, s. [Eng. animadvert;

-er.] One who censures or punishes.
" God is a strict oheerver of, and a severe animad-

verter upon, such as presume to partake of those
mysteries without such a preparation."—South.

an im-ad verting, pr. par. [Animad-
vert.]

an-im-ad-ver-tise, v.t. [Animadvert.]
To inform. (Nashe : Lenten Stuffe.)

an'-im-al, s. & a. [Lat. animal m an animal

;

animale = neut. of adj. animalis = possessing
life. [Animate.]

- A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A beast, as contradistinguishedfrom aman.
" Combat!venees is the natural disposition which

men and animate feel in various degrees to quarrel
and fight"—Penny Oycl., xvill. 16.

2. In contempt : A man of no Intellect, or of
bestial propensities. (Johnson.)

3. In the same sense as No. II. (Zool.)

This signification of the word includes man.

Mil. bo^ t pmit, jo^l; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-tion, -sion. -tioun m shun ; -tion, -sion - Shun* -tious, -sious, -clous, -ceous = ahus, -We, -die, && m bei, del.
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". . . though defenceless, Man can »nu himself

with every variety of weapon, and become the moat
terribly destructive of animals." — Owen: Classif. of

the Mammalia, p. 50.

U. Technically

:

Zool. : An organic being, rising above a

vegetable in various respects, especially in

possessing sensibility, will, and the power of

voluntary motion. Professor Owen defines an

animal as an organism which can move, which
receives nutritive matter by a mouth, which
inhales oxygen and exhales carbonic acid, and,

finally, which develops tissues, the proximate
• principles of which are quaternary compounds
of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen.

(Owen : Palceont., 1860, p. 4.) Though, practi-

cally speaking, there is in general no difficulty

In distinguishing an animal from a vegetable,

yet the animals and plants of humble organi-

sation closelyapproach each other in structure,

and it is not always easy to say whether a

particular organism belongs to the one king-

dom or the other. By his bodily organisation

man is an animal, though his mental and
moral qualities give him an immeasurable
superiority over all the other members of the

animal kingdom. (For the classification of

animals, see Animal Kingdom.)

B. As adjective:

1. Pertaining to an animal as opposed to a

vegetable, or to an animal as distinguished

from the more general term, an organised

being, as Animal Functions (q.v.).

*' The animal membranes exercise the property. .
."

Todd and Bowman: Physiol. Anat., vol. i„ p. 54.

2. Pertaining to the inferior sentient beings

as opposed to man ; brutal.

"The immortal Aristotle, in his system of the

animal world, excludes man from his scheme. —
8wainson; Clastiftc- of Quadrupeds, i 15.

3. Pertaining to those parts of our complex
nature which we have in common with the

Inferior sentient beings, as contradistinguished

from those mental, moral, and spiritual capa-

bilities in which man on the earth stands alone.

"There are things in the world of spirits, wherein
our ideas are very dark, and confused : such as their

union with animal nature, the way of their acting on
material beings, and their converse with each other. —
Watt* ; Logick.

animal charcoal, s. [Charcoal.]

BBlBMsl economy, $. The natural laws

on which the welfare of the animal world de-

pends, and to which, within certain limits,

Instinct teaches the several species to conform.

animal electricity, s. [Galvanism.]

animal flower, s. A name often given

to those radiated animals which havetheirten-

tacles in rows around their mouths, not unlike

the petals of a double flower. The term has

been applied specially to various species of

the genus Actinia, which have been called,

from their fancied resemblance to particular

flowers, Sea Anemones, or fixed Sea-nettles.

(Griffith's Cuvier, vol. xii., p. 572.) The other

radiated animals which have been called

animal flowers belong to the genera Holo-
thuria, Tubularia, Sertularia, Hydra, and
Alegonia. [Actinia.]

animal food, 5.

1. Food consisting of the flesh or other

portions of animals.

t 2. Food designed for animals. #

animal functions, s. pi. Functions exer-

cised by animals. They are divided into two
classes. (1) Those peculiar to and character-

istic of animals, as distinguished from organic

functions, which are common to them and
vegetables. The animal functions of this

first category are sensibility, or innervation,

and voluntary motion, or locomotion. (2) The
merely vital or vegetative functions, which are

common to animals and vegetables. These

are nutrition and generation. [Organic Func-
tions.] (See Todd and Bowman's Physiol

Anat., vol. L, p. 26.)

nnflTwaJ heat, s. The beat possessed by
the higher animals, and which, so long as they

retain life, they maintain, whatever the sur-

rounding temperature may be. It is highest

in birds, and lowest in reptiles and fishes.

frTilwnn.1 kingdom, s. One of the three

great kingdoms oTvisible Nature, the other two

being the Vegetable and the Mineral Kingdoms.

Cuvier divided the Animal Kingdom into four

great sub-kingdoms—1, Vertebrata; 2, Mol-

lusca; 3, Artieulata; and 4, Badiata. Pro-

fessor Owen, in his Palaeontology, adopts the

following classification:— Kingdom I. Pro-

tozoa. Kingdom II. Animalia. Sub-kingdom
I. Iuvertebrata : Province 1, Radiata ; 2,

Artieulata; 3, Mollusca. Sub-kingdom II.

Vertebrata. (See his Palmontol. , 1860.) Pro-

fessor Huxley divided the Animal Kingdom
into eight distinct groups :—Vertebrata, Mol-

lusca, Molluscoida, Ccelenterata, Annulosa,

Annuloida, Infusoria, Protozoa. It is now
generally admitted that no exact line can be

drawn between the lowest animals and the

lowest plants ; and classifications of animals

are based on the principle of descent from a

common ancestor, the term -phylum being used

instead of Order. Scarcely any two authorities

agree as to the number of these phyla or tribes

;

but the following is a good working division

:

Protozoa (forming one phylum) ; Metazoa :

Phylum 1, Ccelenterata; 2, Echinodermata

;

3, Vermes ; 4, Arthropoda ; 5, Molluscoidea

;

6, Mollusca ; 7, Vertebrata.

animal magnetism, s. A science, or art,

so called because it was believed that it taught

the method of producing on persons of sus-

ceptible organisation effects somewhat similar

to those whicha magnet exerts upon iron. It is

now generally denominated Mesmerism (q.v.>

animal mechanics, s. [Mechanics.]

aatfnMsJ oat, 5. An oat (Avena sterilis),

which has a beard so hygrometric that, when
the seeds fall off, it twists itself and moves
spontaneously, when certain alterations in the

weather occur. At such times it resembles

a strangely-shaped insect crawling on the

ground, whence its English name of Animal

Oat. It is sometimes grown as an object of

curiosity.

MJBMsl painter, s. A painter whose
special taste and skill lie in the representation

of animals.

agfjaal painting, s. The department

of painting which treats of the representation

of animals.

aalBMsJ spirits, *. pi Nervous or vital

energy, the gaiety and capability for action

which arise from the possession of a sanguine

temperament and a healthy physical organi-

sation.

animal strength, $. [Strength.]

an im al - cu la, s. pi [The neut. pi. of Lat.

animalculum, but not classic ; compounded of

animal, and the termination culum, signifying

little.] Minute animals.

f Sometimes the word animalcula is mis-

taken by incorrect writers for a Latin noun
of the first declension, and receives at their

hands a plural animalculce. Such an error

should be carefully avoided. [Animalcule.]

an im al cu lar, «. [Ena, Ac, animaUula;

-ar.] Pertaining or relating to animalcula.

" It rendered at once evident to the senses why sir

filtered through cotton-wool is incompetent to gene-

rate animalcular hte.—Tyndall : Frag, of Science,

3rd «]., XL 824.

an-lm-al'-CUle, s. [Ft., from Lat. animal-

cuto(q.v.). In Port, animalculo.] An animal

so minute as to be visible only by means of

the microscope. The term is applied spe-

cially to members of the classes Infusoria and

Rotifera; the former called Infusorial, and

the latter Wheel-animalcules. [Infusoria,

Rotifera.]
"

. . Infusorial Animalcules."—Owen : Com-
pa rat. Anat. of the Invertebrata (IBM), p. 17.

". . . the Rotifera, or Wheel•animalcules."—
Huxley : Introd. to the Classif. of Animals (1869), p. 47.

t an-fan-al'-cu-line, a, [Eng., Ac, animal-

cule ; -inc.'] Pertaining or relating to animal-

cula.

% Not so common a term as Animalcular
(q.v.).

" AnimalcuUne putrefaction is the immediate cause

of those diseases. —Dr. Dwight: Trav. in New Eng.,

*c, vol. L, p. 436.

an-im-al -cn-llst, s. [Eng. , Ac. , animalcuU

;

•ist.] One who makes animalcules a special

study.

an im al ish, a. [Eng. animal; -ish.] Like

an animal.

an'"im-al-ism, s. [Eng. animal; -ism.] The

series of qualities which characterise a mere

animal in contradistinction to a man.

an-fan-al'-i-t& s. [In Ger. animalit&t ; Fr.

animaliti; Ital. animalita.] Conformity to

the animal type of structure.

" It is evident that such characters must be derived
from the animal functions of sensation and notion.
for these not only constitute and create an animal, but
also by their greater or less capacity may be said in

some measure to establish the degree of its animality."

—Griffith's Cuvier, voL L, p. W.

an-im-al-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. animalize

;

-ation. In Fr. animalisation ; Port, ani-

malisacao. ] The act of making into an animal,

or into animal matter ; the state of being

made into an animal, or into animal mattei.

an'-im-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. animal ; -ize. In

Fr. animaliser ; Port, animalisar.]

1, To make into an animal ; to impart
animal life to.

2. To convert into animal matter.

an im al lzed, pa. par. A a. [Animalize.J

As adjective

:

" But they eat, I observe, a very large proportion of

fat, which Is of a less animalized nature."—Darwin :

Voyage round the World, ch, vi., p. 117.

an Im-al iz ing, pr. par. A a. [Animalize.]

As adjective

:

"
. . the unconscious irony of the Epicurean poet

on the animalizing tendency of his own phUosophy.
—Coleridge : Aids to Reflection (18S9), p. 97.

t an'-Im-al-ness, s. [Eng. animal; -ness.]

The quality or state of being an animal

;

animal existence.

an im ate, v.t. A t. [In Fr. animer ; Sp. A
Port, animar ; Ital. animare. From Lat. animo
= to till with breath or air, to make alive. To
endow with anima = air, a souL] [Animal.]

A. Transitive:

I. Literally : To endow with natural life

;

to impart life at first, or preserve it when
imparted.
" Where searching sunbeame scarce can find a way
Earth animated heaves." Thomson : Summer, 2W.

IX Figuratively:

1. Of inanimate things: To impart the sem-

blance of life to ; to give power to ; to heightem

the effect of.

" Heroes in animated marble frown."
Pope I Temple of Fame. 73.

2. Ofpersons

:

(a) To inspire with courage or ardour, to

enliven, to stimulate.
•' Thus arm'd, he animates his drooping bands."

Pope: Homer ; Iliad v. 606.

(6) To imbue or inspire with ; to cause to be

actuated by.
" They would come up to Westminster animated by

the Bpirit of 1640."—Macaulay .' Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

B. Intrans. : To become lively, to revive.

(Mad. D'Arblay : Cecilia, bk. i., ch. iv.)

an im ate, a. The same as the participial

adj. Animated (q.v.).

"... the admirable structure of animate bodies."

—Bentley.

an -im-a ted, pa. par. A a. [Animate, v.]

As adjective

:

"
. . the same animated descriptions, . . .

—Lewis : Early Rom. Hist., ch. xiil., pt. i„ f 1.

«• on the report there was an animated

debate.'*—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

Animated Nature: That portion of Nature

in which there is life, in contradistinction to

that from which life is absent.

" Nature inanimate employs sweet sounds.

But animated Nature sweeter still,

To soothe and satisfy the human ear.

Cowper : Task, bk. L

+ an -Im-ate-ness, s. [Eng. animate ; -ness.]

The state of being animated. (Johnson.)

an -Im a ting, pr. par. A a. [Animate, v.]

As adjective : .„ ,"... to the sun allied,

From him they draw their animating fire."

Thomson: Seasons; Summer.
" As from a lethargy at once they rise,

.

And urge their chief with animating cries.

Pope : Homers Odyssey, bk. x., 668, 66B.

Animating Principle: An English term

corresponding to the Greek J/v™ (psifhr).

which means (1) breath, life ; (2) soul ; (3)

reason ; (4) a living spirit, supposed to go

through all the earth and the ocean. It was

called by the Romans anima mundi. In the

plural, animating principles correspond to the

Greek ^vXaJ. (psuchal). The hypothesis or

Aristotle on the subject was that there were

an infinite number of distinct animating prin-

ciples, no two precisely identical with each

other in qualities. Each of these necessarily

had its corresponding body, which accounted

tttc fat, Hire, amidst, what, till, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ptt»

•r, wore, woli, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, lull; try, Syrian, », oe = e; » = ©• qu-nw.
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for the great diversities among the species of

animated beings existing in the world. All,

however, acted under the direction of the

aupreme animating principle or <f>v<rt<; (phusis)

= (1) growth, (2) outward form, (3) nature.

The immortal Harvey held a somewhat similar

belief, and the "materia vita*" (material of

life) of John Hunter, the " organic force " of

Muller, and the " organic agens " of Dr, Prout
are all akin to the ^v\n (psuche), or animating
principle of Aristotle. (See Todd and Bow-
man's Physiol. Anat., vol. i., pp. 16, 17.)

an'-im-a-tlng-ly\ adv. [Eng. animating

;

-ly.] In a manner to produce animation.

an-im-a'-tion, s. [In Fr. animation ; Sp.

animation ; Port, animacao ; Ital. animazione

;

Lat animatio, from animo= to fill with breath

or life; anlma m air, life.] The act of ani-

mating ; the state of being animated.

Specially:

1. Lit. : The act or process of making to

breathe or live for the first time, or after vital

action has been suspended ; also the state of

having life thus imparted or revived.

"The body is one . . . much more by the ani-

mation of the same soul quickening the whole frame.''

—Bishop Taylor : Of B*p*ntance, c. vi., f 2.

" A nimation (Lat.) is the informing an animal body
with a soul."— Glouog. Not.

Suspended animation is a term used in the

case of persons all but drowned, in whom the
vital actions have temporarily ceased, and will

probably do so permanently unless means be
adopted for their immediate restoration.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) Of men or other conscious beings, singly

or in combination : The act or process of

inspiring life-like energy or ardour ; also the
state of having such energy or ardour im-
parted.
"... the faction which had been prostrated and

tunned began to give signs of returning animation."
—MacaUtay: Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

(6) Of things inanimate : The act or process
of making painted or sculptured figures so
life-like that they appear to the imagination
as if actually alive.

an'-im-a-tive, a. [Eng. animate ; -ive. ]

Having the power to impart life or spirit.

an'-im-a-tor, 5. [Lat.] One who or that
which animates or imparts life or spirit.

"... those bodies . . . conform themselves
to situations wherein they best unite unto their ani-
mator."—Brown* ; Vulgar Errourt, bk. 1L, ch. 2

an-i-me', a. [Fr. anime = animated.]

Her. : A term used when wild animals are

represented with fire proceeding from their

mouth and ears. It is called also incensed.

(Gloss, of Heraldry.)

an-l'me, s. [In Ger., Sp., &c, anime.] A
resin procured from the Hymencea Courbaril, a
plant of the Papilionaceous sub-order. It is

of a transparent amber colour, an agreeable
smell, and little taste. The Brazilians use it

in fumigations for pains and aches arising

from cokL

tin im-et -ta, s. [Ital. — the part of a cuirass

which covers the body in front.]

Eccles. Ritualism: The cloth with which
the cup in the eucharist is covered.

an-Im ine, *. [Lat. anim(a); Eng. suff -inc.]

Chem. : An organic base obtained from bone
oil. It has not been prepared pure.

an -im-ism, s. [From Lat. anima — the

Srinciple of animal life.] [Animus.] The
octrine that the phenomena of life in animals

is caused by the presence of a soul or spirit

;

and that the functions of plants are carried
out by the principle of life, and not by any
chemical or material causes. (Webster.)

an'-Im 1st, s. One who holds the doctrines
of Animism (q.v.). (Webster.)

an-i-mo fur-an'-di (used in Eng. as adv.).

[Lat.] With the mind or intention to steal.

* an-im-ose, a. [In Sp. animoso; Lat. ani-
mosus.] Full of life and spirit ; spirited.

* an-lm ose ness, s. [Eng. animose; -ness.]

The quality of being spirited. (Johnson.)

an im 6s -f-ty, *. [In Fr. animositi ; Port.
animosidade ; Ital. animosita, animositade,
animositate ; Lat. animositas = (1) boldness,

(2) impetuosity, (3) hatred ; animosus — full

of courage, spirited ; anima = (1) wind, (2) the
air, (3) breath, life. Gr. apep-oc. (anemos) =
wind ; Sansc. animi, anas = wind, air : an =
to breathe.]

* 1. Spirit, courage, boldness, without im-
plying the presence of the malignant element.
(See ex. from Plutarch's Morals in Trench's
Select Gloss., p. 6.)

2. Irrepressible anger or hatred against one,

prompting the individual who entertains it

to open endeavours to injure the person
against whom his spirit is so violently excited.

"Animosity (Lat.). stoutness, stomach fulness : Ani-
mosities, quarrels, contentions."—Glouogr. Nov.

"To the evils arising from the mutual animosity of
factions were added other evila arising from the
mutual animosity of sects."—Macaulay . But. Eng.,
ch. zi.

an'-im-us, s. [Lat. = the spiritual and ra-

tional soul in man ; opposed to anima= (1) the
principle of animal life, (2) the will, purpose,

(3) the affections, the inclinations, the pas-
sions.] Intention ; purpose, especially of a
hostile character founded on the presence of
animosity in the heart.

"The lightest of these charges were symptoms of an
animus which the Crown prosecutors would regard as
treasonable."

—

Froude : But. Eng., vol. in., ch. xiv.

" During the last eighteen months there had been a
curious animus in certain quarters against the subject
races of the Porte."

—

Mr. Trevelyan, MP. : Tim**,
Feb. 2. 1878.

an-In'-ga, s. [W. Indian name.] The desig-

nation given in the West Indies to several

plants, most of them Aroids. One species, if

not even more than one, was formerly used in

sugar refining.

an -l-in, s, [Gr. avitav (anion), pr. par. of

iutifxi (anevrni) = to go up ; ava (ana) = up,

and lav (ion), pr. par. of etyu (eimi) = to go.]

Electrolysis : Faraday's name for that element
in a body decomposed by voltaic electricity

which appears at the anode [Anode], or posi-

tive electrode of the battery. It is opposed
to Cation (q.v.).

an'-is-al, s. [From Eng., &c, anise.] A
chemical substance called also anisic aldehyde
and hydride of anisyl. (Fovmes : Chemistry.)

an-i san thous, a. [Gr. avuros (anisos) =
unequal, and av8o<; (anthos) = a flower.]

hot. : Having perianths of different forms.

an i sate, a, & s. [Anise.]

A* As adj. : Resembling anise.

B. As subst. : A salt of anisic acid.

an Ise, s. [In Sw., Dan., Ger., Fr., Sp., &
Port., ants; Dut. anys; Lat. anisum; Gr.
avt<rov (aniso7t) and avrfiov (anethon), also Ionic
avvqaov (anneson), ar»jo~oe (aneson)

;
poetic.

awrrrov (anneton), avnrov(aneton); Later Attic,

Doric, & JSolic avio-ov (anison), awio-ov (anni-
son) = dill or anise. Arab, ainison.] [Ane-
thum.]

1. The anise proper : An umbelliferous plant,
the Pimpinella anisum. It is cultivated in
Malta and Spain for the sake of the seeds,

ANISE (PIMPINELLA ANISUM).

re ; plant, f

enlarged.

which are imported into this and other coun-
tries. They are aromatic and carminative.
Its scent tends to neutralise other smells. It

is sometimes sown here for its leaves, which
are used like fennel as a seasoning or garnish.

2. The anise of Scripture : In Gr. to avnQov
(to [the] anethon), should, it is believed, have
been translated "dill," Anethum graveolens.

[Dill.] It also is of the Umbelliferous order.

Oil of anise : A solution of anise camphor, or
anethol, C10H12O, in an oil like turpentine ; it

solidifies at 10*. It is the essential oil of
Pimpinella anisum. The camphor is obtained
pure from alcohol by pressure and crystallisa-

tion. In pharmacy it is used as a stimu-
lant, aromatic, and carminative : it relieves

flatulency, and diminishes the griping of pur-
gative medicines. (Garrod.)

anise-camphor, s. [Anethol.]

Chem. : A white crystalline substance ; sp.

gr. 1-014. It melts at 18°, and boils at 222°.

an-I-seed, 5. [Eng. ani(se); seed.] The seed
of the anise (q.v.).

aniseed-tree, s. [Anise-seed tree, so
called because the leaves and capsules have
a strong smell of anise-seed.] The English
name of Illicium, a genus of Magnoliacese, or
Magnoliads. The best known species are I.

Jlortdanum and J. parvijlorum, from Florida.

an 1 sett e de Bourdeaux (Bor do ), $.

[Fr.] A liquor consisting of anise macerated
in eau-de-vie.

an-is'-ic, a. [Eng. anise, and suff. -ic.] Per-
taining to anise or anise-seed.

Anisic acid = Methyl-paraoxybenzoic acid
= hydrate of anisyl m draconic acid, CfiHg03.

A monobasic aromatic acid, obtained by the
oxidation of anisic aldehyde. It crystallises

in colourless prisms which melt at 175°. It is

soluble in hot water, alcohol, and ether. By
distillation with lime it yields CO2 and anisol.

Anisic alcohol: C8H 10O2 - An aromatic
alcohol obtained by treating anisic aldehyde
with alcoholic potash. It boils at 250°. It

crystallises in hard white needles, which melt
at 23°.

Anisic aldehyde = Anisal = Hydride of
Anisyl : CgHgO^. An aromatic yellow liquid

obtained by oxidising anisic alcohol. It is

oxidised into anisic acid, and by nascent H
converted into anisic alcohol ; it forms crys-

talline compounds with alkaline acid sulphites.

Also obtained by the action of dilute HNO3
and anise-camphor. It boils at 255°.

an-Is-i-di ne, s. [From Eng., &c, anise.]

Chem. : N.C7H7O.H2 = methylphenidine, an
organic base formed by the action of sulphide
of ammonium on nitranisol ; it combines with
acids forming salts.

ani"- so-dac -tyl-es, s. pi. [Gr. aViero*

(anisos) = unequal : dv (an), priv. , and 10-0$

(isos)= equal ; (2) ookti/Aoc (daktulos)= a finger
or a toe.]

Zool. : Temminck's name for those inses-

sorial birds which have toes of unequal length.

an-i-sd-dyn a raous, a. [Gr. (1) ivim
(anisos) = unequal : av (an), priv. , and to-os

(isos) = equal
; (2) Bvvatus (dunamis)= power,

strength ; Bvvafjiat (dunamai) = to be able.]

Bot. : Of unequal strength. (Used of mono-
cotyledonous plants which, when they ger-
minate, grow with greater force on one side of
their axis than on the other.

an-i-so -ic ac -id, ». [From anise (q.v.).]

Chem. : CjoH 18 6 . A product of the oxida-
tion of oil of star anise.

an'-is-ol, s. [Lat. anisum = anise, and oleum
= oil.]

Chemistry : C7H8 = C6H4(CH3).OH. An
aromatic alcohol (also called methyl phenol,
methyl carbolic acid, or dracoV) obtained by
heating potassium phenate, C6H5.OK, with
methyl iodide, CH8.I ; also by the dry dis-

tillation of methyl salicylate, or by distilling

anisic acid with excess of caustic baryta.

Anisol is a colourless liquid, boiling at 152°.

It dissolves in H3SO4, forming sulphanisolie

acid, C7H88O4. By fuming HNO3 there are

one, two, or three atoms of H replaced by
(NOj)', forming mono-, di-, or tri-nitranisol,

which by reducing agents give corresponding
basic amido-compounds ; as Oj^QHO^O, ni-

tranisol, gives C7H7(NHa)0, nitranisicUne.

(See Watts's Diet Chem.)

an-i-sd-met'-rJc, a. [Gr. avHrintrpos (oni-

sometros) = of unequal measure with : av (an).

priv. ; tew (isos) = equal to
;
pirpov (metron)

= a measure.]

boil, bc'y; pout, J 6^-1; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f,

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -tion, slon = zhun. -tioos, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, Sxc. = bel, deL
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Min. : Of unequal measurement.
"II. Titanite Group. Anuometric"—Dana: Min. ;

(thed.p. 361
" "tfesotype Group. AnUometric,''—Ibid., p. 421.

in-i-«6 ne -ma, s. [Gr. cU<i<ros (anisos) =

unequal ; and v^p-a (nema) = a thread.1

'lool. : A genus of Infusoria belonging to the

family Thecamonadina.

ftn-i-SOp'-lI-a, s. [Gr. aviotx (anisos) = un-

equal, and imKov (hoplon) = a tool, an imple-

ment, a weapon.] A genus of lamellicorn

beetles. One species, A. horticola (Garden
Chafer or May-bug), which may be recognised

by its green body and tawny elytra, is common
In England from May to June, destroying

thorn hedges, roses in gardens, corn in fields,

&c. Another, A. agricola (Field Chafer), green

In colour, 1b similarly hurtful in France and
Germany.

in i so-scel -i-dse, s. pi. [Gr. dV- croc (anisos)

= unequal ; <rx«Aoc (skelos)= the leg, including

the foot.J A family of bugs. The Diactor

bilineatus has enormous expansions on the

hindmost pair of legs.

4n- i-so -sper -ma, s. [Gr. avivoc (anisos) —
unequal, and oTre'p^a (sperma) = seed.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Cucur-

bitacese (Cucurbits). The seeds of A. passi-

flora contain a bitter oil mixed with a bland
sebaceous matter and resin. Taken in small

doses they are stomachic, but swallowed in

larger quantities they act as purgatives.

(Lindley : Veg. Kingd., p. 315.)

in i-so stem-on-ous, a. [Gr. £iu<roc

(anisos) = unequal, and <mju,«iv (stemon) = a
thread. ]

Bot. : Having the stamens in number un-

equal to the petals. (Lindley.)

t an i-soB -tom-ous, a. [Gr. ano-os (anisos)

= unequal, and o-ropM. {stoma) = mouth.]

Bot. : " Having unequal mouths." (Used
of a calyx or corolla divided unequally.)

Hn'-i-Bfl, s. [From Eng., &c, anise.]

Chem, : C§H702. An organic radical con-

tained in anisic acid, anisyl hydride, &c.

an-ith -er, a. A Scotch form of Another (q. v.).

4ikcr (1), s. [In Dut., Ger., & Dan., anker

;

Sw. ankare.]

1. A Dutch liquid measure containing about

10i imperial gallons.

2. An English liquid measure for spirits,

wine, &c, containing about 8\ imperial gallons.

". , . anJfcsrs of brandy."—Macaulay: BUt. £ng.,
CtLlit

* an'-ker (2), s. [Anchorite.]

* anker -as, s. Old spelling of Anchoress.

* ink -ere, 5. Old spelling of Anchor (q.v.).

An'-ker-ite, s. [In Ger. ankerit. Named after

Prof. Anker, of Styria.] A mineral classed by
Dana under his Calclte group of Anhydrous
Carbonates. Its crystals are rhombohedral

;

it occurs also massive, granular, or compact.
The hardness is 35 to 4 ; the sp. grav. 2*95 to

S*l ; the lustre vitreous to pearly ; the colour

white, gray, or reddish. It is translucent, or

nearly so. Its composition is carbonate of

lime, 46*40 to 56"45 ; carbonate of magnesia,
11-86 to 36*35

;
protoxide of iron carbonate,

13 26 to 35 "31
;
protoxide of manganese car-

bonate, 034 to 10'09. It is found in Styria,

in Nova Scotia, &c.

ftn kis-tro des mus, *. [Gr. ayKitrrpov

(angkistron) = a fish-hook ; Seo>©« (desmos) =
a bond. ]

Bot: A genus of Desmidiaceae. Character:

Cells elongated, attenuated, entire, aggregated

into faggot-like bundles.

in kle, an'-cle, s. [A.S. ancle, aneleo ; Sw.

& Dan. ankel; Ger. aenkel; Dut. enkel] The
joint by which the foot is united to the leg.

"... and he brought me through th*waters ; the
water* were to the ancles.

"

—Etek. xlvit. 3.

" For still, the more he works, the more
Do his weak ankles swell."

Wordiworth : Simon Lee.

ankle-bone, ancle-bone, «. The bone

of the ankle.

"... immediately his feet and ancle-bones re-

ceived treiigtb."- Acts iii 7.

ankle-deep, a. Sunk in some semi-

liquid or liquid substance as deep as the

ankles.
" Hence, ankle-deep in moss and flowery thyme.
We mount again . . ."—Cowper t Task, bk. i.

ankle-joint, s. The joint of the ankle.

"... the backward position of the ankle-joint

surface presented by the astragalus to the tibia."—

Owen; Vlauif. of the Mammalia, p. 67.

an'-kled, a. [Eng. ankte ; suffix -ed.] Per-

taining to the ankles. (Chiefly in composi-

tion.)

"Well ankled, two good confident calves."—Beau-
mont * Fletcher ; Wit at Several Weapon*.

ank -let, s. [Dimin. of Eng. ankle.]

1 1. A little ankle.

2. An ornament placed on the ankle as a

bracelet is on the wrist. It is much worn in

the East.

* an'-kre, s. [Anchor.]

" ank'-ress, s. Old spelling of Anchoress.

ank-y-lo sod, a. [Anchylobed.]

ahk-y-16 -sis, «. [Anchylosis.]

S,nk-y-l6t'-Ie, a. [Anchylotic]

an -lace, an las, s. [In Mediaev. Lat. ane-

lacium,. From Wei. anglas = a sword.] A
falchion, a wood-knife, a dagger.

" An anlas and a gipser al of silk

Heng at his gerdul, whit as inorne mylk."
Chaucer: C. T., 359, 560.

" Bot Arthur with ane anlace egerly smytter,
And hittex ever in the hulke up to the liiliez."

Morte Arthure fed. Perry), 1,148-49.

"And by hit side an anlace hung."
Scott : Rokeby, V. 15.

ann, s. [Annat.] (Scotch.)

an'-na, s. [Mahratta anna; Bengali and Sansc.

ana.]* An imaginary coin used in calculations

in India. It is the sixteenth part of a rupee, is

in value about lid. sterling, and is- astim atari

to contain four piee.

an-na-her gite, 5. [From Annaberg, in

Saxony, where it occurs.] A mineral placed

by Dana in his Vivianite group. It is mono-
clinic, has capillary crystals, and is besides

massive and disseminated. The colour is a
fine apple-green ; the streak greenish-white.

Composition : Arsenic acid, 36*8 to 38 '90 ; pro-

toxide of nickel, 35 to 37 '35 ; oxide of cobalt,

from a mere trace to 2*5 ; water, 23*91 to 25*5.

Besides Annaberg, it is found in Dauphiny,
in Connecticut, and other places.

an'-nal, s. [In Fr. annal is = annual (used

specially of plants). From Lat. annalis = be-

longing to a year ; annus = a year. ]

A- Singular (Annal).

1 1. Generally : The singular of the word
Annals (q.v.). [Annal-writinq.]

2. Technically. In the Roman Catholic

Church : A mass said for an individual every

day in the year, or annually on a particular

day of each year. (Du Cange.)

B. Plural (Annals). [In Sw. Ac Dan. anna-
ler; Ger. annalen; Fr. annales; Sp. anales;

Ital. annali. From Lat. annales (pL) ; rarely

annalis (sing.) = year-books, yearly records,

from annus = a year.]

1. Properly : "ihe record of historical events

arranged chronologically, and divided into

yearly portions. In this sense the record oT

the important events in the Roman State, said

to have been made annually for the first six

cent'iries of its existence by those who succes-

sively filled the high office of Pontifex Maxi-
mus, were annals.

"Their model was the official annate of the year
kept by the Pontlfei Maximum."—Lsntie: Early Rom.
But., ch.iL. J a.

2. More loosely : Records of historical

events, or even of less important incidents,

although they may not be formally divided

into yearly portions. There has been con-

siderable dispute regarding the precise differ-

ence between annals and history. [See a
dissertation on the subject by Niebuhr in the

Philological Museum, vol. ii. (Cambridge,

1833), pp. 661-670.] Broadly speaking, annals

are simple records or chronicles of events, in

yearly portions or otherwise, without any
effort to trace occurrences to their causes, to

investigate the characters and motives of the

chief actors, or to intercalate philosophical

generalisations. When these elements are

superadded to the bare chronicle of incident*

then annals become history-

" Nor Grandeur hear with a disdainful smile
The short and simple annals of the poor."

Gray : Elegy.

annal-book, 5. A history. (Tennyson:

Coming 0/ Arthur, 116.)

annal-writing, s. Writing of annals.

•
. . . the distinction we have stated between

history-writing and annal-writing."~ Penny Cydo..
vol. U-, p. 41.

un - nal 1st, s. [Eng. annal ; suffix ~ist. In

Ger. 'annalist ; Fr. annaliste ; Sp. analista;

Port. & Ital. annalista.] One who writes

annals.
" The native historians of Rome, who were prior to

Sallust, l)iony»iUB, and Livy. have been sumetiuiea
grouped together under the common designation of

annalists."~Lmoit : Early Rom. BUt., en. iiL, 1 11.

" The records of an annalist may be jejune."—Ibid.,
ch. xiii.. pt. L, £ L
". . . confirmed in every page of the Celtic

annalitis.'—Froude ; Bist. Eng., ch. vill., vol. ii, p.

2M.

an-nal-ist'-ic, a. [Eng. annalist ; suffix -ic]

Pertaining to annalists.
" Now the annalutic style is marked by brevity and

dryness."—Lewis i Early Rom. BUt., ch. xiii.. pt. L.S 1.

"... thedry unnnlistic style of the early Roman
historians."—Ibid., ch. ii., { 2.

an'-nal-ize, v.t. [Eng. annal; suffix -ize.]

To note down as annals.
" Observe the miracle, deserving a Baronius to an-

nalue if—Sheldon : Mir. u/Antich. (1616}. p. 382.

an'-nals, s. pi. [Annal.]

an'-nat (Eng. & Scotch), * ann (Scotch), s.

Often in the plural, an nats, an -nates.

[In Ger. annaten; Fr. & Ital. annate; Sp.

anata; Port, annafa. From Lat annus =a
year.]

L " Primitice " (First-fruits)

:

1. When the Papal power was dominant:
The first year's revenues of a benefice which
each new incumbent was required to remit

to the papal treasury. Cowel says that

first-fruits were called annates because paid

after one year's profit of a living had been
obtained. The original imposition of annates

is generally attributed to John XXII. in the

fourteenth century, but they existed before

his time. Valuations of them were made in

England in A.D. 1254 and in 1292. (See

Mosheim's Church Hist., Cent, xiv., pt. ii., ch.

ii., § 6, Murdoch's note ; also Cent xv., pt. ii.,

ch. ii., § 532.)

"Though the Council of Basil damned the payment
of annati, yet they were paid here till Htnry VIIL
annexed them for ever to the crown. '—Rp. Barlow:
Remains, p. 172.

2. Since the Reformation

:

(a) In England : The first-fruits exacted by
Henry VIII. in England, at the Reformation,

were the annates of the bishoprics, which the

king had dissevered from the Pope. They
were valued in A.D. 1535, the result being

recorded in what was generally called Liber

Regis (the King's Book). By this valuation

the clergy still are rated. During the reign of

Queen Anne, the annates were given up to

form a fuud for the augmentation of poor

livings. [Queen Anne's Boontt.]
"... which annates, or first-fruits, were first

suffered to be taken within the realm, for the only

defence of Christian people against the Infidels. '—

Acts of Pari., 83 ann. Hen. VIIL, SI.

" No annates would be sent any longer to Rome."—
Frovde : BUt. Eng., ch. viL, vol. Ii., p. 194.

(b) In Ireland : Before the passing of the first

Reform Bill the annates were applied primarily

to the repair of ecclesiastical buildings, and

then to the augmentation of poor livings
;
but

about a year after that event the annates were

abolished, their place being supplied by t

graduated tax on the higher clerical incomes.

(c) In Scotland, the annat is declared by Car.

II., Pari. Sess. 3, cap. 13, to be due to the

executors of a deceased minister, and to be

half a year's stipend in addition to what he

had earned by his official services up to the

time of his death. [For details see Comr#nd

of the Laws of the Church of Scothund (1830), p.

326.]

H In the modem Church of Rome : Masses

said for a year either for the soul of a person

deceased, or for that of a person living.

(See Ayliffe's Pareraoa.)

an-ne'al, v.t. [A.S. ancelan = (1) to kindle,
*
to inflame, to light ; (2) to anneal. From
alan = to kindle, light, set on fire, also to

bake ; a^=fire.]

ftt«. fltt, Dire, amidst, what, lall, father; we, we% here, camel, her, there

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, »on; mate, onto, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try
; pine, pit, aire, air, marine; so, ptftv

SyTianu », »^e. •*=*. qu = kw.
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L Literally:

1. To heat a metal with the view of regu-
lating its elasticity, or glass to render it less

brittle, or to fix colours in it. When a metal
Is to be annealed it is raised to a temperature
lower than the one necessary to temper it, and
then allowed to cool slowly. The elasticity

of the metal is thus diminished. Springs
have thus imparted to them the precise mea-
sure of elasticity which is deemed the most
suitable. Glass is similarly annealed. It is

first heated, and then allowed to cool slowly.
(See Ganot's Physics, 3rd ed., 1868, p. 63.)

"But when thou dost anneal in glass thy story,
then the light ami glory

More rev'rend grows, aud more doth win.
Which else shews waterlsh, bleak, and thin.™

Herbert.
" Beneath those chambers of the Sun,
Some amulet of gems anneal'd
In upper fires . . ,"

Moore : Paradise and the Peri.

t 2. To temper by cold. (ShtnMone,)

3. To bake. (Used of tiles.)

H. Figuratively : To temper the character
by the heat of suffering or trial, so as to enable
It to endure more without being shattered.

" The mind to strengthen and anneal.
While on the stithy glows the steel I"

Scott : Rokeby, L 81.

an-nealed, pa. par. & a. [Anneal.]
" Both the poles, you And, attract both ends of the

needle. Replace the needle by a bit of annealed iron
wire, the same effects ensue." — TyndaU ; Frag, of
Science, 8rd ed., xiii. SSL

an nc'al ing, * a-ne al-Ing, pr. par., a.,

& s. [Sometimes corrupted into Nealing.]

As substantive : The process of first heating
and then cooling a metal, with the view of
regulating its elasticity or tempering it. The
process of similarly treating glass to render it

less brittle or fix colours in it.

"Enameling and anealing." — Sprat: Hitt. of the
Royal Soc., p. 286.

in -nee -tant, a. [From Lat. annectens, genit.

annectentis, pr. par. of annecto = to tie to, to
annex; od = to, and necUt — to bind, to tie.]

Annexing, connecting. {Webster.)

an -nel-id, an -nel ide, * an -el ide.
an-neT-i-dan, s. [Annelida.] An animal

belonging to the class Annelida. {Huxley, &c.)

an nel'-I-da, s. pi. [Lat. anntllus, or anellus
= a little ring, dimin. of annulus, or arvulus =
a ring.] A class of animals belonging to the
sub-kingdom Articulata, the Annulosa of some
naturalists. They are sometimes called Red-
blooded Worms, being the only invertebrated
animals possessing this character. They are
soft-bodied animals, mostly living in the
water, sometimes in moist earth, but never
parasitically within the bodies of other
animals ; the higher ones possessing limbs,
though of a rudimentary character, which
makes them resemble centipedes ; whilst the
lower ones, like the leeches, are wholly desti-
tute of these appendages. The respiration is

effected by external branchiae, by internal
vesicles, or by the skin itself. Contractile
vessels supply the place of a heart The ner-
vous system consists of a single or double
ventral cord, furnished with ganglia at inter-
vals, and surrounding the oesophagus above.
Cuvier divided them into three ordera—Tubi-
cola, Dorsibranchia, and Abranchia; Milne-
Edwards into Suctoria, Terrieola, Tubicola,
and Errantes; Professor Huxley into Cha>
tophora and Discophora ; and Griffith and
Henfrey into Turbellaria, Suctoria (Apoda),
and Chaetopoda (Setigera). [Annellata.]

an nel I dan, s. [Annelid.]

an-nel la -ta. an-el-lata, $. ft. [Lat.
anellus, annellus — a little ring.] A name
sometimes given to the class of animals called
by Cuvier Annelida. It is thus used in the
first edition of Owen's Comparat. Anat. of the
Invertebrate Animals (1843), but in the second
edition (1855) Annulata is the term used.

Sn'-nett, s. [See def.] A provincial name for
the Kittiwake gull, Larus tridactylus.

annex, v.t. [In Fr. annexer; Sp. anexar

;

Port, annexar. From Lat. annexum, supine
of annecto = to tie on or to : ad — to, and nectom to bind to, to add to the end of anything.]
L Ordinary Language

:

1. Properly ; To tie to the end of ; to append.
2. To add something of lesser size or im-

portance to anything else of greater size or

importance existing previously. (It is often
used for the addition of another kingdom or
province to an empire.)

" He wished to bumble the United Provinces, and
to annex Belgium. Pranche Compte, aud Loraine U>
his dominions."—Macautay : Hist. Eng.. chap. ii.

" The great fiefs which, three hundred yearn before,
had been, In all bat name. Independent principalities,
had been annexed to the crown. —Ibid.

3. To connect something with another by
the relation of sequence to it, as a penalty to
a crime.

". . . some fatal curse annex'd.
Deprives them oftueir outward liberty

;

Their inward loet"—Milton t P. L., bk. xii.

II. Technically:

1. English Law: To appropriate church
lands to the Crown.

1. Scots Law : In the same sense ; also to
transfer church lands lying at a distance from
the church to which they belong to another
one to which they are more contiguous. [An-
nexation.]

* annex, 5. [From the verb. In Fr. annexe;
Port, annexa.] Anything annexed, appended,
or added.

1. 0/ writings

:

"Moeee did In other annexe* of the law.*—Jeremy
Taylor: Qf the Decalogue, Work* (ed. ia*>), vol. lii„
p. 42.

H An additional stipulation to the Anglo-
Turkish convention of 1878 was called an
annex.

2. Of buildings : A subsidiary building
added on to a main building, as in the case of
the machinery annexes of the Exhibition of
1862. In this sense it is generally gpelt
annexe, as in French.

an-nex'-ar-y, s. [Eng. annex; suff. -ary.]

Something appended ; an addition,
**.

. . of these societies, . . . unto which sundry
of them are no otber than annexaries and appurten-
ance*."—Sir E. Sandy*: Slate qf Religion.

an-nex-a'-tion, s. [Eng. annex ; suff. -ation.]
The act of annexing ; the state of being an-
nexed ; anything annexed.

L Ordinary Language ;

1. The addition of any document or writing
to the end of one which is already in exist-
ence. The joining of something smaller to
something greater, or something less to some-
thing more important. (Used especially of
the addition of a kingdom or province to an
empire, that of a fief, a bishopric, or any right
or privilege formerly in the hands of subjects
to the Crown.)

"On the other hand, tlie proposed annexation* in
Asia, which had an injurious bearing upon the in-
terests of Great Britain, are not likely to excite any
serious opposition on the part of the other European
Powers."—Marqui* of Salisbury to Lord Odo Outsell
June 8, 1878.

2. The addition of one thing to another,
the thing added being joined to its predecessor
by the bond of logical or other sequence.

" If we can return to that charity and peaceable
Handedness which Christ so vehemently recommends
to us, we hare his own promise that the whole body
will be full of light. Matt, vi., that all other Christian
virtues will, by way of concomitance or annexation,
attend them. "—Hammond.

XL Technically

:

(a) Eng. Law : The appropriation of church
lauds to the Crown ; also the vesting of a
privilege, patronage for example, in one hold-
ing a certain office.

"How annexation* of benefices first came into the
Church, whether by the prince's authority, or the
pope's licence, is avery great dispute."—Aylijfc: Parer-
gon.

"The Dean of Windsor, by an ancient annexation.
Is patron thereof."—Bp. Hall : Specialitiet of hi* life,
p. 27.

(6) Scots Law I In the same senses ; also
the appropriation of lands lying at a distance
from the church to which they belong to
another one to which they are more contiguous.

an-nex ed, pa. par. & a. [Annex, v.]

annex -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Annex, v.]

t an- nex -ion (xton = kshun), a. [In Fr.
annexion; Sp. anexion. ] Annexation; addition.

" It is necessary to engage the fears of men, by the
annexion of such penalties aa will overbalance tem-
poral pleasure."—Roger*.

" With the annexion* of fair gems enrich'd
And deep-DEatn'd sonnets, that did amplify
Each stone's dear nature, worth, and quality."

Bhakesp. : A Lover'* Complaint.

an-nex -ion-Ist, a. [Eng. annexion; -ist.]

Tending to annexation.
"... with the mysterious neutrality of Ger-

many on one, and the annexioniet inclinations of
Italy on the other side . . ."—Timet, Nov. 18, 1876.

t an-nex -mentis. [Eng. annex; suff. -men*.]
The act of annexing, the state of being an-
nexed ; the thing annexed.

" When it fall*.

Each small annexmem, petty consequence,
Attends the botst ruus ruin."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, iii. 1

an m-ciit, an'-I-ciit, 5. [Native term.
Canarese annekattie, finekatte.']

" One of the principal anient s has given way, aud the
waters have swept down into the plain, doing enor-
mous damage to the crop*, "—rimes, loth Sept., 1878.

In India: A dam or mole built across a
river to raise the level of the water for the
purposes of irrigation, and, to a certain extent,
also with the view of facilitating navigation.
Such an annicut was some years ago con-
structed near the mouth of the Godaver*
River.

an ni -hil-a ble {h silent), a. [Eng. anni
hiUaU) ; -able.} Capable of being annihilated,

an ni-hil-ate {h silent), v.t. [In Fr. anni-
hiler ; Sp. aniquilar; Port, anniquilar; ItaL
annichilare. From Lat annihilo : ad — to,
and nihil = nothing. ]

1. To reduce to non-existence in the literal
sense of the word.

"There is nothing more certain In nature than that
It la impossible for any body to be utterly annihi-
lated ; but that as it was the work of the omnipotency
of God to males somewhat of nothing, so it requLreth
the like omnipotency to turn somewhat into nothing.

"

—Lord Bacon : Nat. Mitt., Cent L, S 10O,

2. To reduce anything to non-existence by
dissolving it into its constituent elements,
and thus destroying its distinctive character.
Thus an army is annihilated if some soldiers
belonging to it are slain, some taken prisoners,
and the remainder so demoralised that they
have scattered in all directions with no inten-
tion of again repairing to their standards.

" He proposed, he said, first to annihilate the army
of Vaudesnont."—Maaamiay : Hitt. Eng., chap. xxL
3. To annul, to abolish, to destroy the

force of.

"There is no reason that anyone commonwealth
should annihilate that whereupon the whole world
has agreed. '—Hooker.

4. Fig. : To make one feel as if blotted out
of existence, as by severe rebuke, the refusal
of an important request, &c. (For ex. see
Annihilating as adj.)

an ni -hil ate {h silent), re. [Annihilate, ».J
Reduced to nothing ; null and void. '

"... then you do repute the same as vain, and
annihilate."—Oath to the Statute *of Succtuion, A.J>.
1634.

an ni nil a-ted {h silent), pa. par. & a
[Annihilate, v.]

"Annihilated senates—Roman, too.
With all thy vices, for thou didst lay down
With an atoning ainile a more than earthly crown."

Byron ; Childe Harold, iv. 88.

Sn ni'-hfl-a-tlng, pr. par., a., & a. [Anni-
hilate, v.]

A. & B. As present participle & adjective : In,
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

"If they must mourn, or may rejoice
In that annihilating voice.

Byron : The Siege of Corinth, M.

C As substantive : The act of blotting out
of existence, either by reducing to nothingness,
or by resolving into its constituent parts ; the-
state of being thus blotted out.

"... for spirits that live throughout
Vital in every part, not as frail man
In entrails, heart or head, liver or reins,
Cannot but by annihilating die."

MUton: P.L., bk. Tt

an -ni- hil-a'- tion (h silent), s. [Lat.
annihilatio. In Fr. annihilation; Sp. aniqui-
ladon; Port, anniquilagao ; Ital. anniekila-
rione.)

L The act of blotting out of existence

—

(1) By reducing to nothingness-

Unequal is the strife
Between our strength And the Eternal Might 1

"

Byron : Heaven and Earth, L a
Or (2) by resolving into its constituent ele-

ments, and rendering useless for the purpose
to effect which these were combined.

IL The state of being thus blotted out of
existence.

"God hath his influence into the very essence of
things, without which their ntte
not choose but follow."

—

Hooker.
, without which their utter annihilation couldihi'l <>;<,

IT Blank annihilation = complete annihila.
tion.

"*. . . which presents not the too fugitive glimpses tt
past power, but its blank annihilation."—DeOvinoey;
Work* (ed. 1863), voL ii, p. 118.

M% btf^ p*Sut, iS^rh; cat, ceil, chorus. 9I1I1V bench; go, &em; thin, $hls; sin,
-ttoa, sUb ^ shun ; -t^on, -fIon = zhun. -tious, -clous = shus. -hie, -die, &c, =

as; expect, £enophon, exist, -lac.

hel, del. -cle, -kle = kel. -kre==ker.
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an ni hU a tion-ism, s. [Annihilation.]

Eccles. : The doctrine that the wicked will

be annihilated after death.

an ni-hil-a -tion-Ist, s. [Annihilationism.]

Eccles. : One who believes in annihilationism.
(Used also adjectively.)

an-ni -hll-a-tlve, a. [Eng. annihilate ; -ive.]

That causes annihilation.

an ni -hil-a-tor (h silent), s. [Eng. anni-
hilate; suffix -or.] One who, or that which
annihilates. (In the latter sense chiefly in

composition, as smoke-annihilator.)

an -nite, s. [Named from Cape Ann, in North
America.] A mineral classed by Dana in his

Mica group. Its hardness is 8 ; sp. gr. , 3*169

;

colour, black ; streak, dark green. Composi-
tion : Silica, 37*89 to 39*55 ; alumina, 16*66 to
16*73 ; sesquioxide of iron, 12*07 to 13*74

;

protoxide of iron, 17*48 to 1903 ; potassa,
10*20 to 10*66, with smaller proportions of
sesquioxide of manganese, magnesia, &c. At
Cape Ann it occurs in granite.

an-ni -ver-sar-i ly, adv. [Eng. anniver-

sary ; suffix -ly.'} At the return of the same
period of the year ; annually.

"A day wm appointed by public* -authority to be
kept annivertarzly sacred unto the memory of that
deliverance and victory."—Bp Sail: Rem., p. Sll

an-nl-ver'-sar-y, a. & *. [In Pr. anniver-

saire ; Sp. aniversario ; Port. & ItaL anniver-
tario. Prom Lat. anniversarius — yearly,

annual ; anni m of the year, genit. of annus
m the year, and versum, supine of verto— to
turn.]

A* As adjective

:

* X. Performed in a year.

"The heaven whirled about with admirable celerity,

most constantly finishing its anniversary vicissi-

tudes."—Rati.

2. Recurring once a year at a stated time

;

annual, yearly.

Anniversary services : Services held on an-

nually recurring days to commemorate cer-

tain occurrences which happened on those
days, or are associated with them. Most con-

gregations of recent origin have an anniversary
service to commemorate the day on which
their church was opened. The name is less

frequently applied to Good Friday, Christmas
Day, and similar Christian festivals.

B. As substantive

:

"L Ordinary Language

:

1. An annually recurring dayon which some
notable event in ecclesiastical, in national, in

local, or in personal history took place, or is

wont to be celebrated.
**

. . . the memory of the rout at Allia, kept
alive by a solemn anniversary, was fresh Id the minds
of the people."

—

Lewi* : Early Rom. EM., ch. ziii., pt.

L, $13.
" That day was the anniversary both of William's

birth and of his marriage."—Macauiay : Bitt. Eng.,
ch

.
iz.

" It was near nine in the evening before the House
rose. The following day was the 30th of January,
the anniversary of the death of Charles I."— Ibid.,

ch. x.

2. The celebration which takes place at
guch annually recurring periods.

" Donne had never seen Mrs. Drury. whom he has
made immortal in his admirable anniversaries."'—

Dryden.

IX Technically. In the Church ofRome : An
office for the souls of certain deceased persona,,

which is celebrated once a year, but which, it

is held, ought to be so daily. (Aylijfe:

Parergon.)

* an'-ni-verse, s. [Lat. anni, genit. of an-
nus= a year, and versus m turning ; verto = to
turn. The turning of a year.] An anniver-
sary.

"... shall an annirerse
Be kept with ostentation to rehearse
A mortal prince's birthday, or repeat
An eighty-eight, or powder plot's defeat."

Hale on Christmas Day.

an'-niv-ite, s. [Named from the Anniver
valley in the Valais.] A mineral, a variety of
Tetrahedrite.

an -no, s. [Lat Ablative of annus = a year.)

Anno Domini. In the year of the Lord,
<.«., our Lord Jesus Christ The time is

fixed by the calculations ofDionysius Exiguus,
which are erroneous, it is thought, by about
four years. [Dionysian Era.] (^Usually

written A.D.)

Anno Mundi. In the year of the world
(Usually writteu A.M.)

**fl
Since Geology has proved the earth to

have existed infinitely longer than was once
believed, the expression Anno Mundi, in the

old sense, has become obsolete. The dates

which it furnishes are now known not to have
even approximated to the truth.

an -no-dated, a. [Node.]

Heraldry: Bowed, embowed or bent like

the letter S. (Gloss, of Heraldry.)

an no don, s. [Akodon.]

* an nois ance, s. [Nuisance.]

an-nom i nate, v.t. [As if from a Lat. an~

nominor.] To name. (Souihey: The Doctor,

ch. viii.) ^
an nom in a -tion, s. [In Ft. annomina-

tion. From Lat. annominatio, agnominatio;

ad = to, and nominatio = a naming ; nomino
= to name ; nomen = a name.]

1. Alliteration. The use of several words
beginning with the same letter.

" Gimldus Cambrensis speaks of annomina tion,

which he describes to be what we call alliteration."—

TyrwhUt : Ess. on (As Lang, of Chaucer, 1 1, n.

2. Rhet. : A paronomasia, a pun. The using

of two words alike or nearly alike in sound,

but widely different in meaning.

an-no -na, s. [Lat ]

1. The year's produce ; hence the necessaries

of life, grain.
" L. Minucius was appointed prefect of the annona,

with the special duty of providing supplies of corn."—
Levis : Early Rom. Hist. (,1855i, ch. xii., pt iv., f M.

2. Bot. [ANONA,.]

an'-no-tate, v.i. [In Ft. annoter; Port an-

notar ; ItaL annotare. From Lat. annoto =
to write down, to comment upon.] To make
notes or comments upon a book or manuscript
or other composition. (Used also as v.t.)

"Give me leave to annotate on the words thus."—
Hive : Oration, p. 26.

an-no-ta -tion, s. [In Fr. annotation; Sp.

anotacion; Port, annotacao; ItaL annotazione.

From Lat annotaPio ran a noting down, anno-
tation : ad = to, and notatio = a marking, a
noting ; noto = to distinguish by a mark ; nota
= a mark. ]

1. The act of noting anything down.

2. The thing noted down. Generally in the
plural, signifying notes, comments, or scholia

on a published work or a manuscript writing,

of which the annotator is not the author.
" It might appear very improper to publish annota-

tions without the text itself whereunto they relate. "—
Boyle.

Med. : The first symptoms of a fever, or
attack of a paroxysm.

t an-no-ta -tion-ist, *. [Eng. annotation;
-ist. ] One who annotates ; an annotator.

".
. . Mr. Mede bath with far more clearness

shewn, than the annotationists of the new way have
discovered."— Worthington: Miscell., p. 5S.

an no-ta-tor, s. [Lat annotator = an ob-

server, remarker, overseer. In Fr. annota-
teur; Sp. anotador ; Port, annotador ; ItaL
annotatore. ] One who makes annotations

;

a scholiast, a commentator.
"I have not that respect for the annotators which

they generally meet with in the world."—Felton ; On
the Classicks.

an-no-ta'-tor-y^ a. [Eng. annotator, and
suff. -v.] Containing annotations. (Webster.)

an-not'-i-noiis, a. [Lat. annotinus = of a
year old ; from annus = a year.]

Bot. : Yearly, annual, having the growth of
a year.

an not -to, an-not-ta. [Arnotto.]

an-no~U nee, v. t. [Fr. annoncer= to proclaim

;

nonce = a nuntio ; Sp. anunciar ; Port annun-
ciar ; ItaL annunciare. From Lat. annuncio
or annuntio = to announce, to proclaim :

ad = to, and nv/ntio m to proclaim ; nuntius
= a messenger.] [Nuntius.]

1. To proclaim, to publish as news, to make
publicly known. (Followed by the objective
case of the intelligence made known, or by a
clause of a sentence introduced by that.)

" Of the Messiah I have heard foretold
By all the prophets ; of thy birth at length
Announc'a by Gabriel with the first I knew."

Milton: PR., bk. iv.

" The peal of a musket from a particular half moon
was the signal which announced to the friends of the
House of Stuart that another of their emissaries had
got safe up the rock,"

—

Macauiay .- Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

t 2. To give forth a judicial decision.

"Those, mighty Jove, meantime, thy glorious care.
Who model nations, publish laws, announce
Or life or death.'* Prior.

an-noun ced, pa. par. &a. [Announce.]

an -noun ce -ment, s. [Eng. announce;

-ment. ] The act of announcing ; the state of
being announced ; the news proclaimed, pub-
lished, made known, or declared.

*"f[
Of modern introduction into the lan-

guage, announcing having been the term for-

merly employed. [See Tod ]

"As soon as Lewis was again at Harll, he repeated to
the Court assembled there the announcement which
he had made at Saint Germaiua."—Macauiay : Hist.
Eng., ch. xxv.

an noun eer, s. [Eng. announce; -er. In

Fr. annonoeur.] One who announces. (C(rt-

grave.)

an-nou n-cing, pr. par. [Announce.]

annoy ,
* a-noy'e, * %-nol'e, v.t. [Norm.

annoyer, from neure or nuire — to hurt ; Fr.

ennuyer = to weary ; nuire — to damage, to
hurt ; ItaL annoiare -= to weary, to tire

;

nuocere m to hurt. From Lat. noceo m to harm
or hurt.] [Nuisance, Noxious.)

1. Lit. 0/persons or other conscious being* i

To tease, to molest, to put to inconvenience,
to trouble, to inflict vexation upon.

* None awenture, for wich the knyghtls weire
Anoit all at the abiding thare."

Lancelot of the Laik (ed. Skeat), bk. 1. B60, SSL
" His falous-chip abasit of that thing.
And als therof anoyt was the king.

Ibid., bk. ii., 2,2-13. 2,244.

". . . he determined not yet to dismiss them, but
merely to humble and annoy them."~-Macautay : Hist.

Eng., ch. iv.

2. Fig. Of unconscious existence :

(a) To drive or toss hither and thither.
" His limbs would toss about him with delight,
Like branches when strong winds the trees annoy."

Worasworth.

(b) To harm, to injure.

"Salamon saith, that right as mottoes In schepes
flees annoyeth the clothes, and the smale wormes to the
tre, right to annoyeth sorwe to the herte. "—Chaucer.

* an-noy ,
* an~no^ e, s. [From the sub-

stantive.] Annoyance. (Obsolete, except i»
poetry.)

" Conncel or help : and therfor telleth me
Al your annoy, for it schal be secre."

Chaucer: C. T., u,540, U,*>4L

" And, in the shape of that young boy.
He wrought the castle much annoy.

Scott : The Lay of the Last Minstrel, iii. SI

an-noy -ance, s. [Eng. annoy ; -ance.}

1. The act of annoying, molesting, or
teasing.

" For the further annoyance and terrour of any be-

sieged place, they would throw into It dead bodies. **

—

Wilkin*.

2. The state of being annoyed, molested, or

"... a government which has generally caused
more annoyance to its allies than to its enemies."—
Macauiay ; Hist. Eng., ch. zz.

3. That which annoys, molests, or teases.
" Prud. Can you remember by what means you find

your annoyances, at times, as ii they were van-
quished?"—Bunyan; P. P., pt. L

* an-noy e, s. [Annoy.]

an-no'y'ed, pa. par. & a. [Annoy, t.]

an-n6y/-©r, 5. [Eng. annoy; -er.] One who
" annoys. (Johnson.)

* an noy ful, * a-nol'-fnl, a. [Eng. an-

noy; full.) Eminently capable of inflicting

annoyance.
" For al be it so, that al tarying be anoiful, algatet

it is not to repreve in geviog of Jugement, ne in ven-

geance taking, when it is sumsant and reasonable."

—

Chaucer: Melibeu*.

* an-no"y -Ing, pr. par. & a, [Annoy, v.]

* an-noy nte, v. t. [Anoint. ]

* an noy ous, * a noy -ous, a. [Eng.

annoy; -ous.] Troublesome, fitted to produce
annoyance.

" Ye han cleped to your consell a gret multitude est

people, ful chargeant and ful anoyous for to here."—
Chaucer : Melibeus.

an-nu-al, a. &$. [In Fr. annuel; Sp. anual;
Port, annual; Ital. annuale. From Lat
annualis = a year old ; annus = a year.

fcte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po\
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian* ee, ce — e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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"Annus was synonymous with annulus, and
originally meant a ring or circle, like circus

ana circulus." (Lewis: Astron. of the Ancients,

ch. i., § 3.) The old form of annus was amnus,
as in solemnis. (Key: PhiloL Essays, 1868, p.

•260).]

A. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Requiring just a year to finish ;
per-

formed exactly in a year.
" That waits thy throne, as through thy vast domain.
Annual, along the bright ecliptic road."

Thornton: Seasons; Summer,

2. Occurring or returning every year.

"To Castile came the annual galleons laden with

3. Fulfilling its function and running its

course ; or being born, living and dying within

a period often falling short of, but in no case

exceeding, a year. (See II. 3, and B. 1.)

" Every tree may, in some sense, be said to be an
annual plant, both leaf, flower, and fruit proceeding
from the coat that was superinduced over the wood
the last year."

—

Ray.

% The Old English word which annual
partly displaced when it came into the lan-

guage was yearly. (Barnes: Early English,

p. 104.)

H. Technically:

1. Astronomy

:

Annual Equation. [Equation.

Annual Parallax. [Parallax.]

Annual Variation. [Variation.]

2. Scots Law. Annual rent : Rent annually
paid by a proprietor of lands or houses to a

creditor as interest of his debt, and ceasing if

the debt be paid.

3. Botany and Gardening

:

(a) Annual leaves, called also deciduous
leaves, are those which fall in the autumn, as
those of most of our common trees. (Lindley.)

(6) Annual rings : Concentric rings or circles

seen when exogenous stems are cut across

transversely. Though generally indicating

annual additions to the woody growth, yet
there are rare and abnormal cases in which
a tree may produce two of them in a year.

(c) Annual plants. [B. 1.]

B, As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. Botany dt Gardening: A
{riant which is sown, grows up, flowers, sheds
ts seeds, and dies, all within the compass of
one year, or, more probably, of the portion of

the year extending from spring to autumn.
" Now is the time to procure and sow (under glass]

the seeds of all the choicest annuals. . . . Asters of

varieties, balsams, zinnias, and stocks are quite indis-

pensable."— Bortic. Record, March 1, 1877.

2. A book published only once a year, and
probably about Christmas.

% See also Annuel.

an'-nu-al-ist, s. [Eng. annual; ist.) One
who edits or writes in an annual.

an-nu-al-ly, adv. [Eng. annual; -ly.\ Year

by year, every year.

"An army for which Parliament would annually
frame a military code."—Macuulay : But. Eng., ch.
xxiii.

* an ~nu -ar y, a. & s. [In Fr. annuaire

;

Port, anhuario m a book published once a
year.]

A. As adj. : Annual.
" Supply anew

With annuary cloaks the wandering Jew."
John Hail : Poems, p. 10.

B. As subst. : An annual publication.

* an nu $1, * an u ell, s. [Fr. annuel =
annual.] A mass to be said annually on the
anniversary of a person's death, or the money
to pay for it. [Annal, A. 2.]

" To hauen hir to our nous and hen ten gif y mighte
An Anuell for myn owen [vBe] to helpen to clothe."

Pierce the Plowman t Crede (ed. Skeat), 413, 414.

* an'-nu-el-ler, s. [From Fr. annuel =
annual.] A priest who sings anniversary
masses for persons deceased.

'" In London was a prett annueller
That therein dwelled hade many a year."

Chaucer ; O. T., 12,940.

an-nu -i-tant, s. [Eng. annuity; -ant] One
who receives or is entitled to receive an
annuity.

"As the annuitants dropped off, their annuities
were to be divided among the survivors, till the num-
ber of survivors was reduced to seven. ~Macaulay ;
Bin. Bug., ch. six.

an-nu'-i-ty\ s. [Fr. annuite; Ger. annuit&t,
* from Lat. annus = a year. ]

A. Ordinary Language : A fixed sum of

money paid yearly.

Specially

:

1. A yearly allowance.
" He was generally known to be the son of one earl,

d brother to another, who supplied his ex
beyond what his annuity from his father would

2. In the same sense as B., Arithmetic, Law,
£c. (For example, see Annuitant.)

B. Technically

:

1. Arithmetic, Law, <£c. : A sum of money
which, according to the etymology, should be
paid annually, but is more frequently settled

half-yearly or quarterly, given to one as a
superannuation or other allowance for services

rendered, in which case it is synonymous with
a pension, or in consideration of its value in

money paid beforehand. Under the Roman
law annuities were sometimes granted by
will, the obligation of paying them being
imposed upon the heir. Borrowers in the
Middle Ages were frequently obliged to grant
annuities, in lieu of interest, the exaction of
which by creditors was forbidden as usury

;

and the practice received the Papal sanction
in the fifteenth century.
Annuities may be primarily divided Into

annuities certain and life annuities.

An annuity certain is one in which the
annual payment does not depend upon any
contingent event, but is to be made certain
either in perpetuity or during a period named.
A perpetual annuity, or perpetuity, differs from
interest in this respect, that the purchaser of
the former cannot demand back the principal,

whilst if he has put his money out at interest

he can. He may, however, sell his annuity to
some one else, which is tantamount to obtain-
ing the principal back. The other original

party to the transaction can, as a rule, at
any time terminate the obligation to pay the
annuity by giving back the principal.

A life annuity, often called simply an
annuity, is one payable during the lifetime

of the annuitant or annuitants. An im-
mediate annuity is one commencing at once,
and payable whenever the stipulated period
for the handing over of the first instalment
arrives. A deferred or reversionary annuity is

one of which the payments are not to com-
mence till after the lapse of a considerable
period. A man of forty, for example, may
make provision for his declining years by
purchasing an annuity not to commence till

he is sixty, if he live so long. A temporary
or terminable annuity is one which will cease
at a certain stipulated time, say in twenty
years, or at the death of an individual. The
term or period for which it is to continue is

generally called its status. An annuity not
to commence till after a certain period, and
then to continue for ever, is called a deferred

perpetuity. Under the English system of
financej all Government annuities on the lives

of individuals are terminable annuities

;

whilst the Interest of the national debt, which
is also called an annuity, is a perpetual one.
It does not cease till that portion of the
principal is paid off. An annuity in possession

is one which has already commenced. A. joint

annuity on two lives is one payable only till

one of the parties dies. Sometimes, again, an
annuity is purchased which it is stipulated
shall continue till two persons who are to
receive it are both dead. The holder of an
annuity is called an annuitant ; the person on
whose life the annuity depends, the nominee ;

and the annual sum paid, the rent or the
magnitude of the annuity.

The calculation of annuities falls under the
province of arithmetic. A perpetual annuity
is easily calculated, the yearly payments of
which it consists being simply interest on the
principal given for its purchase. To calculate
a life annuity it is needful to ascertain the
probability of life in one of the age and sex of
the applicant for an annuity. [Probability,
Expectation, Life, Mortality.] The other
element is what compound interest the sum
paid for the purchase of the annuity would
fetch during the number of years that the life

is likely to continue.

The principles on which the value of an-
nuities certain is calculated, are applicable
also to the case of leasehold property.

The subjoined table shows the value of an
annuity of £1 per annum, estimated on the
life of a male or of a female, at the several

ages given below, it being supposed that at
the time of calculation interest is 3 per cent,
annually. The purchase money is stated in
pounds sterling and decimals of a pound :

—

Age last
Birthday. Hale. Female.

... £181506 ... £18*8502
10 ... 231071 ... 231470
20 ... 21 0012 ... 21-2093
30 ... 190143 ... 193374
40 ... 164744 ... 17-0353

50 ... 13 4242 ... 140942
60 ... 10 0176 ... 105274
70 ... 66100 ... 7*0162
80 ... 39192 ... 41872
90 ... 2-1788 ... 23277
100 ... 11671 ... 12415
In England, government annuities are now

granted for sums not exceeding £50 annually
at the several local Post Offices, whilst those
above £50 may be procured at the National
Debt Office. No similar Bystem exists in the
United States.

"These duties were to be kept in the Exchequer
separate from all other receipts, and were to form ft

fund on the credit of which a million was to be raised
by life annuities.'—Macaulay : But, Eng., ch. xlx.
" The differences between a rent and an annuity are.

that every rent Is going out of land ; but an annuity
charges only the granter, or his heirs, that have assets
by descent. The second difference Is, that for the
recovery of an annuity no action lies, but only the
writ of annuity against the granter, his heirs, or
successors;: but of a rent the same actions lie as do
of land. The third difference is, that an annuity is

never takeu for assets, because it is no freehold in law

;

nor shall be put in execution upon a statute merchant,
statute staple, or elegit, as a rent may."

—

Covet.

an-nul't v.t. [In Fr. annuUr ; Sp. anular

;

Port, annullar; Ital. annullare; Eccles. Lat.

annullo ; from ad — to, and nullum, »ccua
neut. of nullus = none.]

* 1. To reduce to nothing. (Used of per-

sons as well as things.)

" Truly the like y* nan might to do good, and don*
It not, y* crown of worship shall be take from hem,
witb shame shall they be annutted."—Chaucer : Tern

of Love, bk. ii i.

" Light, the prime work of God, to me Is extinct.
And all her various objects of delight
Annull'd, which might in part my grief have eased.

Milton : Samson Agonist*.

2. To abrogate, to make void, repeal, nul-

lify, or abolish a law, a legal decision, an
obligation, arrangement, or a custom deriving
its validity from constituted authority ; also

to nullify a gift, grant, or promise by whom-
soever made,
"... that he should assume the power of annul-

ling some Judgments and some statutes."—Macaulay.
But. Eng., ch. xlii.

" How in an hour the power which gave annuls
Its gifts, transferring fame as fleeting too."

Byron : Ch, Bar., ill. Is.

". . . all subsisting debts shall he forthwith
annulled, and all insolvent debtors, reduced to slavery
by their creditors, shall be liberated."—Lewis : Early
Rom. But., ch. xiL, pt. L, f IS.

in nu lar, a. [Fr. annulaire ; from Lat
annularis or anularis = pertaining to a signet

ring; annulus or anulus—a, ring.] In the
form of a ring ; ringed ; wearing a ring, at
annular finger. (Beaumont : Psyche, 50.)

1. Min. An annular crystal is a hexagonal
prism with six, or an octagonal prism with
eight, marginal faces disposed in a ring about
its base, or one or other of these prisms trun-
cated on all its terminal edges.

2. Astron. An annular eclipse of the sun is

an eclipse in which the whole of the moon is

seen upon the sun's
disc. The moon,
however, in certain
positions being too
small to cover the
disc, the sun ap-
pears in a form
more or less resem-
bling a ring. At
other times the
moon is so situated
as to be able to pro-
duce a total eclipse

of the greater lu-

minary. (Herschel:

Astron., 5th ed., 1858, § 425.) An annular
nebula is a nebula of a form suggestive of a
ring. Such nebula exist, but are among the

rarest objects in the heavens. A nebula ot

this character, situated between the stars

and y Lyras, has been resolved by Lord
Rosse's powerful telescope into a multitude

of minute stars, with filaments of stars adher-

ing to the edges. (Ibid., 10th ed., § 875.)

3. Anat. : Noting any part of the human
frame which approaches the form of a ring.

ANNULAR ECLIPSE.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph-fc

-tion, sion, tioun, cioun = shun ; -tion, -flon = shun, -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -We, -die, &c. = bel del*
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"That thev might not in bending the arm or leu

rise up, he hu tied thetu to the bones by annular
UicsmeuW—Chegne.

Annular protuberance: The same as the

Tons Varolii. It is called also the Isthmus

tncephali, and the Nodus encephali. {Todd &
Bowman: Physiol. Anat, vol. i., pp. 273, 274.)

4. Arch. Annular vault: A vaulted roof

supported on circular walls.

&Ti'-wii-lftj--ljr
r
adv. [Eng. annular; -ly.] In

the form of a ring.

on'-nu-lar-y, a. [Lat. annularis, annnlarius.]

In the form of a ring or rings.

"Became continual respiration is necewitry, the
windpipe is made with annulary cartilage*, that the

•idee ofit may not nag and fall together."—May.

an-nu-la'-ta, *. pi. [From Lat. annulatus, or

anulatns= furnished with a ring ; annulus or

anulus = a ring.] A elass of annulose animals

—the same which was called by Cuvier the

Annelida. [Annelida.]

an -nu-late, an -nu-la-ted, a. [See An-
nulat a,]

I. Ord. Lang.: Furnished with rings, or

made of a series of rings ; marked with ring-

like farrows or depressions.

"This group (of antelopes] Is distinguished by
having heavy, thick, annulated boras."—P**nit Cycl.,

Em
IL Technically:

1. Zool. : Pertaining to the class Annulata,

Cuvier's Annelida, or, like them, having the

body formed of a series of rings.

2. Bot. : Ringed, surrounded by elevated or

depressed bands ; as the roots of some plants

or the cupulas of several oaks. (Lindley?)

3. Her. : Having a ring or annulet. (Used

specially of a cross with its extremities thus

fretted.)

an-nu-la -tion, s. [From Lat. annulatus —
ringed.]

BoL, &c. : A ring or circle. (Loudon : Cycl.

of Plants')

an'-nu-let, s. [In Fr. anneUt; Ital. anetetto

;

from Lat annulus or anulus — a ring.]

L Architecture:

1. A small fillet, one of several encircling

the capital of a Doric column, just under

the ovolo or echinus, as

Bhown in the illnstration.

They are also called fillets

and listels. Their number
varied, being three, four, or
five, according to the taste

of the architect.

2. A narrow fiat mould-
ing common to other parts

of the column which it en-

circles.

JX Her. : A ring borne on an escutcheon
(In heraldic descriptions the

colour of the annulet must
always be expressed.)

* (a) Formerly it stood as
the symbol of nobility and
jurisdiction, being the gage
of the royal favour and pro-

tection. [See Annulum et
Bacclum.)

(b) Now it is the mark of
distinction which the fifth

son in a family bears on his coat of anna.

ftn-nu-lSt'-ty, a. [Eng. annulet; -y.] Per-

taining to an annulet ; annulated, or ringed.

(Gloss, of Arch.)

an-nuT-la-Dle, a. [Eng. annul; -able.] Capa-

ble of being annulled, repealed, or abrogated.

(S. T. Coleridge.)

an-nul-ment, $. (Eng. annul; -ment.] The

act of annulling. (Todd.)

an-nu-loi'-da, s. pi. [Lat. annulus or anulus

= a ring ; and eTfioc (eidos) = form, appear-

ance.] In Professor Huxley's classification,

one of the eight primary groups into which
he divides the Animal Kingdom. He places

it between the Annulosa and the Infusoria.

He includes under it (1) the Trematoda, or

Flukes ; (2) the Tceniada, or Tape-worms and
Bladder-worms ; (3) the Turbellaria ; (4) the
Acanthocephala ; (5) the Nematoidea, or

Thread-worms ; and (6) the Rotifera, or Wheel
Animalcules. But he thinks it not improbable

ANNULET.

ANNULET.

that the Annuloida will require ultimately to

be merged in the Mollusca. (Huxley : Introd.

to the Classif. of Animals, 1809, pp. 81—80,
127, 128.)

an-nu-ld'-sa, 5. pi. [Lat. annulus or anulus
= a ring.] *A sub-kingdom of the Animal
Kingdom, corresponding with Cuvier's Articu-

lata. The word Articulata, signifying jointed,

is not a sufficiently distinctive term, for the
Vertebrated animals are also jointed. Annu-
losa, signifying ringed, is decidedly better, for

the animals ranked under this sub-kingdom
have their skeleton, which is external, com-
posed of a series of rings. Prof. Huxley
divides them into Chsetognatha, Annelida,

Crustacea, Arachnida, Myriapoda, aud Iu-

seeta, these classes being ranged in an ascend-

ing order. The last four are further grouped
together under the designation Arthropods
(q-T.>.

t an-nu-lo -aana, $. pi. [Annulosa.] An
English term corresponding to the Latin An-
nulosa (q.v.).

an-nu-16 ae, a. [Annulosa.]

1. Gen. : Ringed.

J. Spec. : Pertaining to animals of the sub-

kingdoin Annulosa.
'* The body is always divided into rings or transverse

Joints ; from which circiuii»tance naturalists have
agreed to call them annulate or ringed animals,"—
Suainsun A Shuckard : Hist, and Clauif. of Intectt

(1840), p. L

an -nu-lum et bac -u-lum, oxcus. sing, of

two Lat. substantives with copulative et. They
are in the accusative because the preposition

per is understood. [Lat. = (by means of) a ring

and a staff or crosier.] [Annulus,] A ring

and pastoral staff or crosier formerly delivered

by kings to bishops on their election. These
were designed, it was said, to confer the tem-
poralities annexed to the spiritual office ; but
Pope Gregory VII. and his successors con-

tended that the symbols adopted were not

those of secular, but of sacred office. The
papal views on the subject ultimately pre-

vailed; and the Emperor Henry V., with the

other European sovereigns, agreed to confer

investitures not per annulum et baculum, but

per sceptrum, by the sceptre, the undoubted
symbol of temporal authority.

an'-nu-lus (plur. an -nu li), s. [Lat. = a
ring.]

L Bot. ; (1.) The thickened longitudinal ring

which partially surrounds the sporangia of

ferns. (Lindley.) (2.) The elastic external

ring with which the brim of the sporangium
in mosses is furnished, (Ibid.) (3.) That part

of the veil in fungi which, remaining next

to the stipes, surrounds it like a loose collar.

(Ibid.)

XL Anatomy:
1. Gen. : Anything resembling a ring.

"They [the horns of the Nyl-ghau [Antilop* pteta)\

are perfectly smooth and without annuli. —Penny
Cgd.. li. 75.

2. Technically. Annulus ovalis: A thick

fleshy ring nearly surrounding the/ossa ovalis,

a depression on the middle of the septum in

the right auricle of the heart. (Todd and
Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. ii., p. 835.)

TJL Astron. : The " ring " of light left

during a solar eclipse, when the sun's disc is

almost covered by the dark body of the moon.
[Annular, 2.]

"... an annular eclipse, a phenomenon to which
much interest is attached by reason uf some curious
optical phenomena first observed >>y Mr. B&ily at the
moments of the forming aud breaking of the annului,
like beads of light alternating with black thready
elongations of the moon's limb, known by the name
of ' Baily's beads. "—Uertchel: Attron., 10th ed. (1W9),

an-nu'-mer-ate, v.t. [Lat. annumero = to

count out to, to pay ; ad = to, and numero =
to number.] To add a number to a former
one. (Johnson.)

an-nu -mer-a -tion, s. [Lat. annwmeratio or

adnumeratio, from annumero. } Addition to a

former number. (Johnson.)

Xn-nun -ci-ade, s. [Fr. Annoneiade.]

Church Hist. : A religious order of women
founded by Queen Jane of France, wife of

Lewis XII., and confirmed by the Pope in

1501 and 1517. It was called also the order of

the ten virtues or delights of the Virgin Mary,

and was designed to honour these specially

by reciting the rosary. (Hook.)

i an-ntin'-ci-ate, t an nun ti-ate (tit

as Shi), v.t. [In Sp. anunciar. Prom Lat.

annuntio, annuncio : ad = to, and nitnti<_> =
to announce ; nuntius = a messenger.]

1. Gen. : To announce ; to proclaim tidings

of an important character.

"Let my death be thus annunciated and shewr.
forth till i come to judgemeut."—Bp. Bull: Corrupt,
of the Church of Rome.

2. Spec. : To announce, as the angel did to

the Virgin Mary that she was about to become
the mother of the long-promised Messiah.

"There should be see his blessed Saviour s conception
annuntiated by the angel, March 25."—Bp. Bait;
Rem., p. 83.

". . . they who did annunciate unto the blessed
Virgin the conception of theSaviourof theworld . .

.'

—Pearton on the Creed, Art. 9.

t an-nun'-ci-a-ted, f an nun ti a ted,
* an nun ci ate (ti as Shi), pa. par. ot

o. [Annuntiate.]
" Lo Sampson, whlche that was annunciate
by thaugel, long er hit* nativite.'

Chaucer; C. T-, 15,501-i

an-nun-91 a -tion, s. [In Fr. annonciation

;

ftp, anuncixtcion ; Ital. annuntiazione. From,
Lat. annuntiatio, annunciatio.]

L Gen. : Announcement
;
promulgation of

important tidings.

"The annunciation ot the GospeL''— Hammond"*
Sermons, p. 578.

IL Specially

:

1. The announcement by the angel to the
Virgin that she was about to become the
mother of the Divine Saiiour.

"Upon the day of the annunciation, or Lady-day.
meditate on the incarnation of our blessed Saviour.
and so upon alt the festivals of tl»e year."—Bp. Taj/lor.

"The most prevalent of these was the year com-
inenctug on the festival of the Annunciation ot the
Virgin, or Lady-day, March 25, which was generally
used in England from the 15th century till the abuli-

tiou of the old style in 17*2."*—tenrit: Attron. eg the
Ancientt, chap 1., j 0.

2. An appellation given by the Jews to a
portion of the Passover ceremonies.

Annunciation-day, s. The 2oth of

March, the day on whieh the Churcln-s of

England, Rome, Ac., celebrate the anp l's

annunciation of the Saviour's approaching
birth to the Virgin Mary. It is called also

Lady-day.

an-nun -cl-a-tor, s. [In Ital. annvnziatort

;

from Lat. annitntiator.1

L. Gen. : One who announces.
". . . appeal to Moses and the prophets as an-

nunciatort of the death of Jesua."—Straus*: Life w*
Jesus {Transl 1SMJ, | LOT.

2. Used attributively to denote an appar.it us

for announcing a call from one place to another,

as annunciator drop, annunciator clock, annunci-

ator needle, Ac.

an-nun'-ci-a-tor-y\ a. [Eng. annunciator

;

-y.] Containing an announcement; giving

intelligence. (Worcester.)

annus, s. [Lat] A year. The ablative

anno occurs in such expressions as Anno
Mundi, contracted A.M. = in the year of the

world ; Anno Domini, contracted A.D.= in the

year of our Lord.

Scotch Law. Annus deliberandi (a year for

deliberating): A year allowed an heir to-

deliberate whether or not he will enter on
possession.

a-no'-a, s. [A name found in the MSS. of

Governor Loten.] A sub-genus of ruminating
animals provisionally placed by CoL Hamilton
Smith under Antilope. The typical species

is the A. depressicornis, a quadruped resem-

bling a small buffalo, found gregariously in

the mountains of the island of Celebes.

a-no'-bi-um, s. [Gr. avu> (ano) = up, upward,
"... aloft ; fit6<M> (bioo) ;= to live.] A genus
of beetles belonging U> the family FtmicUa.

It contains the well-known Death-watch in-

sects, A. striatum, A. tesselatum, Ac.

an 6 ca thar -tic, a, [Gr. aw (anS) = up,

upwards, and KaBapTiKoc (kathartikos) — (1)*

fit for cleansing, (2) purgative; a-afai'pw (ka-

thairo) =* to purify, to cleanse ; Kadapoc (katha-

ros)= clean, pure.] Purging upwards ; emetic
(Castle : Lexicon Pharmacsuticum, 2nd ed.

(1827), p. 273.)

1 an-o-cys'-ti, s. pi [Gr. i , (ant) = up, up

wards, and mJoris (kustis) = bladder.] An
old division of Echmidse, comprising those

fftte, flit, fire, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wSt, Here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,,

or, wore, wolt; work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, foil; try, Syrian, ee, ce = 6; ft = & <W = kw.
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species which have the vent on the dorsal
surface. The others were Pleurocysti, with
tlie vent marginal ; and Calocysti, with the
vent on the under surface . Fleming divided
the Anocysti into two sections : (1) Vent
ventral, in the axis of the body ; genera,
Cidara, Echinus, Glypeus. (2) Vent lateral,

above the margin
;

genera, Cassidula and
Hucleolites.

fai ode, s. [Gr. avo&os (a)iodos) = & way up;
ava. (ana) =. up, and 686$ (hodos) = a way, a
road.]

Electrolysis : The name given by Faraday
to what is called by Danieil the zincode, and
by various other writers the positive pole of
an electric battery ; or, more precisely, the
" way " or path by which the electric current
passes out and enters the electrolyte on its

way to the other pole. It is a platinum plate
occupying the same place in the decomposing
cell that a zinc plate does in an ordinary cell

of a battery. The other plate corresponding
to the second platinum one in an ordinary
cell is called by Faraday the cathode or ka-
thode, by Danieil the platinode, and by many
other writers the negative pole. At the posi-
tive pole appears one element of the de-
composed body called anion, and at the
negative the other element termed cation.
[Kathode.]

an odon, t an-S-d6n -ta, s. [Gr. avoiovv
(anodoun), neut. sing., and aVoSoWa (a /lorfonfa),

neut plur. of dv66ov<; (anodous) = toothless :

o.v (an), priv., and o6ou« (odous), genit oooitot
(odontos) = a tooth. ]

1. A genus of fresh-water molluscs belong-
ing to the family Unionidae, or Nai'des. The
ordinary English name of them is Swan-
mussel. Woodward, in 1851, estimated the
known recent species at fifty, and those found
in a fossil state at five, the latter from the
Eocene formation. Tate raises the former
number to 100, and the latter to eight A.
cy<ju«"s is the river-mussel.

2. A genus of serpents destitute of teeth.
They belong to the family Das; ,teltidffi. One
species, the Dasypeltii scabra, or Rough Ano-
don, feeds on eggs, which it sucks. It is

found in Southern Africa. (Wood: Nat. Hist,
1863, p. 135.)

an 6 dyne, s.ka. [In Fr. anod*in;Sp., Port.,
& Ital. anodino. From Gr. ai'toSwos (anodunos)
= free from pain; av (an), priv., and oovnj
(odune) = grief, pain.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Med. : A medicine which alleviates pain,
though, if given in too large doses, it induces
stupor.

U Garrod arranges anodynes with narcotics
and soporifics together thus :—Class II.

Medicines whose principal effects are upon
the nervous system. Sub-class I.—Medicines
acting especially upon the brain proper ; but
probably also upon other portions of the cen-
tral nervous system. Order 1. Exhilarants.
Order 2. Narcotics, Anodynes, and Soporifics.

Order 3. Anaesthetics. Opium is soporific
and anodyne ; whilst belladonna is anodyne
and ant i-spasmodic.

2. Fig. : Anything designed to mitigate the
pain produced by the consciousness of guilt

;

an opiate for the conscience.
" He had tit his command an immense dispensary of

anodynes for wounded consciences. "

—

Macaulay : Hist.
Mng.. chap. vi.

B. As adjective: Mitigating or assuaging
pain.

". . . whilst anodfine, emollient, or gently laxa-
tive enemata should be administered."

—

Dr. Joseph
Browne: Cyclop, Pract. Med., vol. ii., p. 228,

•Ja-dd'-jftn-oiis, a. [Gr. avwtvvos (anSdunos)
= (1) free from pain; (2) mitigating pain.]
Having the qualities of an anodyne ; miti-
gating pain of body, or stilling inquietude of
mind. (Coles.)

* a n5g , a. [A.S. genog, genoh - sufficiently,
abundantly, enough.] [Enough.]

" It adde Hated longe anog."
Story of Qen. and Exod. (ed. Sk»t), 600.

• a-noi e, v.t. [Annoy, v.]

• a-noi e, s. [Annov, $.]

* a-nol'-ful, a, [Annoytul.]

A-nd'-ine, a. [Anoa.] Pertaining to the
Anoa (q.v.). In Griffith's Cuvier the last sub-
division of Antilope is called the Anoine group.
(GriJJUh's Cuvier, vol. iv., p. 292.)

an-oi'nt, * an-oy nte, * annoy nte, v.t.

[Fr, oindre, pa. par. oint. In Sp. & Port.
ungir, untar ; Ital ugnere. From Lat. ungo
or unguo.]

L Literally:

1. To pour oil upon. This may be—
(1.) For purposes not specially sacred.

"But thou, when thou fastest, anoint thine head,
•aid wash thy face."

—

Matt, vi 17.

(2.) For sacred purposes, and specially for con-

secration of a person, place, or thing. Under the
Old Testament economy this was done in the
case

—

(a) Of Jewish priests.

"Then shalt thou take the anointing oil. and pour
ft upon his [Aaron's] head, and anoint him,"—hxod.
xxix. 7.

(&) Of Jewish and other kings.

"Samuel also said unto Saul, The Lord sent me to
anoint thee to be king over his people, over Israel."—
1 Sam. xt. 1.

". . . and wheu thou contest, anoint Hacael to be
king over Syria."—I Kings xix. la,

(c) Of Jewish prophets.
m

. . , and Elisha the son of Shaphat of Abel-
meholah shalt tbou anoint to be prophet In thy
room."—1 Kings xix. 16.

(d) Of the tabernacle and its utensils. (For
the anointing of the tabernacle, see Exod. XL
9 ; for that of the altar of burnt-offering, see
ver. 10 ; and for that of the laver and its foot,

see verse 11.)

2, To smear with some more or less viscous
substance, which need not be oil.

(1.) For purposes not specially sacred.
"

. . . he anointed the eyes of the blind man with
the clay."—-John ix. «.

" A nninted let me be with deadly venom ;

And die, ere men can say—God save the Queen !

"

Shakes?. ; Richard III., iv. 1.

* (2.) For sacred purposes.
" That hade beu blessed bifore wyth bWchopes hondes,

and wyth beaten blod busily anoyntcd."—Alliterative
Poems; Cleanness {ed. Morris), 1,4454,

II Figuratively:

1. Very seriously

:

(1.) To set solemnly apart to sacred office,

even when oil was not actually poured upon
the head.

(2.) To adopt the means of obtaining spiritual
discernment.
"... and anoint thine eyes with eye-salve, that

thou niayest see."— AVw. iii. 18,

* 2. Jocosely : To give a good beating to.
"' Then thay put hyin hout, the kyng away fly.
Which so well was anounted indede.
That no sleue ne pane had he hole of brede."

The Romans of Partenay {ed. Skeat), 5,652-4.

anointed, * an-oy'nt 6d, * annoynt
ed, pa. par., a., & s. [ANorNT.]

A. & B. As past participle and adjective

:

In senses corresponding to those of the verb.
" Thou [Tyre] art the anointed cherub . , ."—

Ezek. xxviiL 14.

C. As substantive

:

1 An anointed king. Used—
L Literally

:

(a) Of any Jewish king [Anoint, I. 1, (2),

(&)] ; the customary phrase being " the
anointed of the Lord," or "the Lord's
anointed."

" The breath of oar nostrils, the anointed of the
Lord, was taken in their pits. "— Lam. iv. so.

"And David said unto him. How wast thou not
afraid to stretch forth thine hand to destroy the
Lord's anointed /"—2 Sam. L 14.

(T>) Of an English or other sovereign. In
this sense the term is applied with latent
sarcasm to those despotic rulers who have
largely exercised what has been termed " the
right divine of kings to govern wrong."

Still harder was the lot of those Protestant clergy-
men who continued to cling, with desperate fidelity,
to the cause of the Lords anointed,"—Macaulay:
Mist. Eng., chap. xii.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) Cyrus, as executing the Divine commis-
sions of conquering Babylon and releasing the
Jews from captivity.

"Thus saith the Lord to his anointed, to Cyras,
whose right hand I have holden, to subdue nations
before him."'—Isa. xlv. l

(6) Christ, the Messiah, the former appella-
tion being from Greek, and the latter from
Hebrew ; both signifying Anointed. (John
1 41.)

" But let ns wait ; thus far He hath perform'd.
Sent His A nointed. "—Milton : P. R., bk. ii.

t IX An anointed prophet (Lit. £ fig.)
[Amoint, I. l,(2),(c).]

" Saying, Touch not mine anointed, and do my
prophets uo harm."—1 Chron. xvi. 22 ; Pt. cv. 15.

an-oint -er, s. [Eng. anoint ; -er.] One who
at the moment is engaged in anointing, or
whose office is to anoint.

1. In a general sense.
"... ami the sinner abo an anointST."~~Stra*m'

Hfe of Jesus (TTKnU. 1946), 5 90.

2. Church Hist. (See the example.)
"At Watliugton, in Oxfordshire, there was a sect

called Anointen. from their anointing people before
they admitted them into their coiuuiunion."—Dr.
Plot's Oxfordshire, ch. xxxviiL (Orey: Jfotes on Itudi-
brat, iii. 2.)

an oint -ing, pr. par., a., ks. {^Anoint. ]

A. As present participle: In senses corrw»
sponding to those of the verb.

B. As adjective. Used—
1. Of the person apj^ying the oil.

". . . the anointitj woman. . . ."—Strauss:
Life of Jesus (TransL 134t), i V).

2. Of the oil applied.

"... spices for anointing oil, , . ."—Exod.
xxv. 9.

". . . This shall be an holy anointing oil unto
me throughout your generations."— Ibid., xxx. SI.

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The act of anointing ; the state of
being anointed for ordinary or for sacred pur-
poses.

"Their bathings and anointingt before their feasts,
their perfumes and sweet odours in diverse kinds at
their feasts."

—

ffakevill: Apology, p. 390.

". . . for their anointing shall surely be an ever*
lasting priesthood throughout their generations."

—

Exod. xl. 15.

2. Fig. : The reception of spiritual benefit,
even when no actual application of oil has
taken place.

" But the anointing which ye have received of him
abideth in you, and ye need not that any man teach
yon: but as the same anointing teacheth you of all
things, and is truth, and is no lie, and even as it liath
taught yon, ye shall abide in him."—1 John ii. 27.

anoint -ment, s. [Eng. anoint; -ment.]

The act of anointing ; the state of being
anointed. (Lit, &fig!)

". . of his holy anointment from God the
Father, which made bim sapreme bishop of our suuls,
. . ."—Milton: Animade. Rem. t>ef.

&n'-6l-is, s. [From Anoli, OTAnoatli, the name
given to the Anolis in the Antilles.] The same
as the Anolius of Cuvier. A genus of Saurians,
belonging to the family Iguanidee. Various
species exist, some of which have been re-

moved to other genera. All are from America.
Two of the best known are the Green Carolina
Anolis (.4. principalis), and the Red-throated
Anolis, a native of the American continent
and the West India islands.

t an-iim'-al, s. [Fr. anomal = anomalous.]
An anomalous verb or other word. (Ogilvie.)

an dm a li ped, an-om a li podc, a,

& s. [In Ger. anomalepedisch. From Gr.
aewjxaAi'a (anomalia) = anomaly, and Lat. pes,

genit. pedis, or Gr. wouc (pous), genit. no&os
(podos) as foot ]

A. As adjective : Having an anomalous foot

;

having the middle toe united to the exterior
by three phalanges, and to the interior by a
single phalanx only (said of birds).

B. As substantive: A bird with toes that
constituted.

* an 6m -al ifm, «. [Formed by analogy, as

if from a Greek atnofidWiTu.a (anoinalisma).']

[Anoualous.] An irregularity, an anomaly.
(Johnson.)

anom-al is tic, an om-al is -ti-cal, a.

[In Ger. anomalistisch ; Fr. anomalistique

;

Port, anomalistico. ] Pertaining to what is

anomalous or irregular.

Astronomy:

Anomalistic Period: "The time of revolu-

tion of a planet in reference to its line of

apsides. In the case of the Earth, the period

is called the anomalistic year." (G. F. Chambers:
Astron., ed. 1867, Gloss.)

Anomalistic year: A year consisting of

365 days, 6 hrs., 13 min., 493 sees. It

exceeds the sidereal year by 4 min., 30 "7

sees., because owing to a slow motion which
the longer axis of the earth's ellipse makes of

118 seconds yearly in advance, our planet is

the number of minutes and seconds mentioned

above in travelling from perihelion to peri-

helion. (Herschel: Astron., 10th ed., § 384.)

fcoll, bo';y, pout, J6%1 ; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, ay ; expect* Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-tlon, -slon, -tioua, -cioun = shun ; -tion, -sion sj zhun. - tious, -sious, -clous - shits. -We, -die, &c = bel, del.
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^n-dm-al-Is'-ttc-al-lj^ adv. [Eng. ano-

malistical; -ly.] In an anomalous way; in

an abnormal way ; irregularly.

an om-al-ous, a. [In Fr. anomal; Sp.,

Port., &" Ital. anomalo; Lat. anomalos. From
Gr. avu>i*.a\os (anomalos) = uneven, irregular;

deviating from a general rule : av (in), priv.,

and 6/iaAos (homcUos) = even, level jmooth
;

ouds (homos) = one and the same, in common ;

Wei. hama; Irish amhail = similar.] Deviating

from rule ; irregular, abnormal.
" And how long was the anomaloxu government

planned by the genius of Bancroft to last."

—

Macau-
lag : Bist. F.n:i-, ch, x.

an dm -al-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. anomalous;
-ly. ] In an anomalous manner.

" Eve was not solemnly begotten, butsuddenly framed
•nd anomalously proceeded from Adam."

—

Browne;
Vulgar Errourt, bit. v., en. v.

an-om'-a-ly, s. [In Ger. & Fr. anomalie;

8 p. anomalia, anomalidad. From Gr. ii'^o-
Aia (andmalia) unevenness, irregularity,

deviation from rule ; aeio^aAos (anomalos) =
uneven, irregular; d, av, priv., and ojiaAos

(homalos) = even, smooth ; ofios (homos) = one
and the same.] [Anomalous.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

Gen. : Deviation from rule ; Irregularity.

**A» Professor Owen has remarked, there is no
mate* anomaly in nature than a bird that cannot

Jy."

—

Darwin : Origin of Specie*, ch. v.

" The truth is that the dispensing power was a great

mnomaly in politick."—Maeaulay : But. Eng., ch. iL

B. Technically:

1. Astron. : The deviation in a planet's

course from the aphelion or apogee. It is of

two kinds, the true and the mean anomaly.

The true is that which actually takes place.

The mean is the angular motion which would
have been performed had the motion in angle

heen uniform instead of the motion in area.

(Herschel : Astron., 5th ed., § 409.)

Astron. Excentric A rwmaly : " An auxiliary

angle employed to abridge the calculations

connected with the motion of a planet or

comet in an elliptic orbit. If a circle be

drawn, having its centre coincident with that

of the ellipse, and a diameter equal to the

transverse (major) axis of the latter ; and if

from this axis a perpendicular be drawn through
the true place of the body in the ellipse to

meet the circumference of the circle, then the

excentric anomaly will be the angle formed

by a line drawn from the point where the per-

pendicular meets the circle, to the centre, with

the longer diameter of the ellipse." (Hind.)

Describe the circle a b c d, so that its centre

L shall coincide with that of the ellipse,

A e c f, in which the planet p moves, and its

diameter a r be = the longer axis of the

EXCENTRIC ANOMALY.

ellipse. Let s be the position of the sun in

one of the foci of the ellipse, then a is that of

the planet when in perihelion, and c that

which it occupies when in aphelion. Join

p s, then the angle p fl l is the true anomaly.

Proximity to the sun made the planet travel

more quickly at a than at c. If the rate had
been uniform, it would not have reached p.

Let it be supposed that it would have been
only at e, then a s e is its mean anomaly. Let

fall p b a perpendicular to a c from p ; pro-

duce it in the other direction to b in the cir-

cumference of the circle
;
join b l, then alb

is the excentric anomal) In calculating the

motion of the moon, the earth is supposed to

be at s, as it is also held to be when inquiry is

made into the apparent course of the sun
through the ecliptic.

2. Music : A small deviation from a perfect

Interval, in tuning instruments with fixed

cotes ; a temperament.

an o-me -ana, an-o-mce -ans, s. pi. [Gr.

av6fj>oio$ (anomoios) = unlike : a.v (an), priv.,

and ojuotos (homoios) ss like. ]

Church Hist. : A sect who are reported to

have held that Christ was a created being,

and possessed of a nature unlike that of God.
Their leader was Eunomius, secretary to

.astius. He was made Bishop of Cyzicum
in A.D. 360, and died about 394. The Ano-
means were considered extreme Arians. They
were condemned by the Semi-Arians at the

Council of Seleucia in A.D. 359, but they soon
afterwards retaliated at the Council or Synod
of Constantinople.

an 6 -ml- a, 5. [Gr. avdixow (anomoios) —
unlike (Woodward) ; avofxla (anomia) = lawless-

ness (Owen).'] A genus of molluscs belonging

to the Ostreidae, or Oyster family. They are

found attached to oyster and other shells, and
frequently acquire the form of the surface

with which they are in contact They are not
eatable. In 1875 Tate estimated the known
recent species at twenty, and the fossil thirty-

six, the latter from the Oolite upwards. The
A. Ephippium is the saddle-shell. It is a

beautifully thin and elegantly waved shell.

It inhabits the British seas.

an-6-mi-I-daa, «- pi [From the typical

genus Anomia (q.v.).] A family of Conchi-
ferous Molluscs, recently separated from Os-

trekhs. Tate includes under it the genera
Anomia, Placunomia, Placuna, Carolia, Placu-

nopsis, and Placenta.

an'-d-mlte, s. [From Eng. anomia (q.v.), and
-tie.] A fossil anomia.

an^m-i^d&a'-tt-at, s. pi [Gr. ai/ou,o? (ano-

mos)=irregular : a, 'priv., vofios (uomos)=. . .

law, and o&ovs (odous), genit. bSovros (odontos)

— a tooth. ]

Pakeont. : In Professor Owen's classification,

the fifth order of the class Reptilia, or Reptiles.

He includes under it two families, Dicyno-

dontia and Cryptodontia.

an-6 mce ans. [Anomeans.]

anoni-ur'-a, s. pi [Gr. aeou,o$ (anomos)=
without law"; ovpd(oura)— tail.]

Zool. ; A sub-order of Decapod Crustaceans,

intermediate between Macrura and Brachyura,

differing from the former in the absence of an

abdominal fan-shaped fin, as also of natatory

feet ; and from the latter in general possess-

ing appendages attached to the penultimate
segment of their abdomen. The sub-order is

divided into the families Paguridse, Hippidffi,

Raninidse, Homolidse, and Dromiidse (q.v.).

Its best known representatives are the Hermit
Crabs (Paguridse).

an 6m iir al, an-Sm-ur'-ous, o. [Mod.

Lat. anomuria); -al, -ous.] Belonging to,

characteristic of, or resembling the Anomura
(q.v.)-

an'-om-y, ». [Gr. dvonCa (anomia) = lawless-

ness; a, priv., and v6^o<; (notnos) = law.]

Breach or violation of law ; lawlessness.

" If sin be good, and Just, and lawful, it Is no more
evil, it is no sin, no arfomy."— BramhaU againtl

Bobbet.

a non , *a -noon, adv. [A.S. on m in ; an =
* one. Junius, Home Tooke, &c, supply

minute, and make anon mean primarily "in
one minute." Webster believes it should be
In continuation, in extension, applied first to

extension in measure, and then by analogy to

time. He quotes the Saxon Chronicle, A.D.
1022, where it is stated that a fire " weax on

lengthe up an on to tham wolcne," which he

freely renders, "increased in continuation to

the clouds." See also, he adds, A.D. 1127.

Morris brings anon from A.S. anane, onane =
in one moment. (Alliterative Poems, Gloss.)

In Bosworths A.S. Diet, anon is = singly,

and on-an = in one, once for all, continually.]

1. Quickly, speedily, at once, in a short

time.
" And hastily for the Provost thay sent.

He came anoon, without-- tarying."
Chaucer: C. T., 15,027-28.

ff Anon, sir = Immediately, presently, sir;

or as the phrase now is, " Coming, sir," was
the customary answer of waiters in the Eliza-

bethan age, when called to attend on a guest.

(Naret.)
" Like a call without Anon, tir,

Or a question without an answer."
Witt* Recreations, sign. T. 7.

2, At other times. (Opposed to sometimes.)
" Full forty days he pass'd. whether on hill

Sometimes, anon tn shady vale, each uiifht,

Ot barbour'd in one cave, is not reveald."
Milton : P. R., bk. i.

Ever and anon: Every now and then.

* anon-right, adv. Immediately, at once.

a-no'-na, s. [Corrupted from the Malay
maiioa, "pronounced, in the Banda Islands,

menonaJ]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order of

plants called Auonacese, or Anonads. It eon-

tains the Custard Apple (A. squamosa), the

Sour-sop (4. muricata), the Bullock's Heart
(A. reticulata), and the Cherimolia (A. cheri-

molia), &c. The seat of the genus is properly
the warmer parts of America, but the species

ANONA SQUAMOSA (CUSTARD APPLE).

now named are cultivated in India, where the
Custard Apple is called Sectaphul (that is, Sec-
tas fruit), and the Bullock's Heart, Ramphul,
that is, Ramas fruit. A. palustris is tht cork-
wood of Jamaica. A species of Anona grew in

Britain during the Eocene period, its seeds
being found fossil in the London clay of
Sheppey. The seeds of A. squamosa are highly
acrid and poisonous. Powdered and mixed
with flour made from grain (Cicer arietinum),

they are used by the natives of India for

washing their hair. In Brazil corks are made
from the root of A. palvstris, and the light

white wood of A. sylvatica is employed by
turners ; whilst the fruit of the last-named
species is eaten at desserts.

an o-na-ce-ee (Mod. Lat), a-no nads
(Eng.), s. pi. [From the typical genus Anona
(q.v.).] An order of exogenous plants classed

by Lindley under his Ranales, or Ranal
Alliance. They have six petals, hypogynous
stamina generally indefinite in number, nu-
merous ovaries, and a many-carpelled, suc-

culent, or dry fruit, and alternate simple leaves

without stipules. They are trees or shrubs
occurring in the tropics of both hemispheres.

In 1846 Lindley estimated the known species

at 300. Most have a powerful aromatic taste

and smell, and the flowers of some are highly

fragrant. Some have a succulent and eatable

fruit [Anona.]

an o na -ccous, a. [Anonace-b.] Pertain-

ing to, characteristic of, or closely resembling
the Anonaceee (q.v.).

* an-6n'-der (Eng. ct Scotch), * in oner,
* an-imd'-er (Scotch), prep. [A.S. ar. =in;
onder = Eng. under.) Under.

" Ther nis non betere anonder sunne."
Sing Born (E. E. T.), WT

" Then the Bible anunder his arm took he."
Bogg : Mountain Bard, p. 19.

* a-nont ,
* an-ond'e, * on ond e, * an-

end'e,prcp. [Anend.] Oppositeto, level with.
" Bere thyn ost a-nont thybreste,
In a "box that ys honest e."

Instruction*for Parish Priest* (ed. Peacock), 1,962.

an 6-nym, s. [Anonymous.]

1. One who remains anonymous.

2. A pseudonym.

an on -yrnal, a. [Anonymous.]

an-on-jfm'-i-t#, s. [In Dan. anonymitet.]

[Anonymous.] The state of being anonymous ;

anonymousness, anonymity.

t an-on-^-moV-i-t^, s. [From Gr. avuw
u« (anonumos); Eng. suffix -ity, from Lat.

-ifcw.j The state of being anonymous ;
anony-

mousness, anonymity.

ate, f&t. Ore, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w8t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p8t

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son : mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fuU ; try, Syrian, m. a> = e. ey= a. qu - kw.
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an-on -J-moti.S, a. [In Sw. anonym; Fr.

anonyms; tip. & ItaL anonimo; Port anony-
<mo. From Gr. avawiLos (anonumos) : av {an),

priv., and 6Vou.a (onoma) = name.]
* 1, Which has not received a name, imply-

ing, however, that one will yet be attached to it.

"These animalcules serve also for food to another
anonymous insect of the waters."

—

Hay.

2. Intentionally nameless. Used—
(a) Of the authorship of verbal statements,

writings, pnblications, &c.
". anonymous letters.

1'—Macauiay: Bist,

Xng , ch. xii.

(&) Of writers not appending their names to

their literary productions ; of benevolent men
withholding their names when they give
charity.

"The combatants on both sides were generally an-
onymous,''—Macauiay : Hit!. Eng., ch. xxiii.

"yearly a hundred years have passed since an
anonymout benefactor founded in France a prise for
virtue, "—Daily News, 3rd August, 1878.

an-dn'-jf-mous-ly, adv. [Eng. anonymous

;

-ly.] Wifnth no name attached to it.

. the edition published anonymously . . ,"

—Scott ; William and Helen,

an on jf moUS ness, s. [Eng. anonymous

;

-ness.] The state of being anonymous ; anon-
ymity, anonymosity.

* a-no on, adv. [Anon.]

an op lo the re, s. [Anoplotherium.] The
English name

—

(1.) Spec. : Of the Anoplotherium commune.
'*.

. . the aquatic cloven-hoofed animal which
Cuvier has cnllea Anoplothere."—Owen : Brit. Fott.
Jiammalt and Birdi (1846), p. xviii.

(2.) Gen. ; Of any fossil mammal belonging
to the same family.

Cervine Anoplothere : Dichdbune Cervinum.
[Dichobune, Anoplothere.]

•tn-dp-ld-ther'-I-dw, s. pi. [Anoplo-
therium.] A family of mammals belonging
to the order Pachydermata. All are extinct.

[Anoplotherium. ]

an op-lo-ther i-um, s. [From Gr. av (an),

priv. , on-Aoy (hoplon) = a weapon, and Bnpiov

(therion) = beast. "Unarmed beast." The
name refers to the absence of such natural
weapons as tusks, long and sharp,canine teeth,

horns or claws.] The appellation given by
Cuvier to a genus of hoofed quadrupeds found
in the middle Eocene gypsum of the Paris
basin. It is the type of the family Anoplo-
theridse (q.v.). A curious peculiarity of the

SKELETON OF ANOPLOTHERIUM.

Anoplotherium genus, shared only by man, is

that the incisors and canine teeth were so
equally developed that they formed one un-
broken series with the premolars and true
molars. • The A. commune was about four and
a-half feet long, or with the tail, eight feet
It is found not merely in the vicinity of Paris,
but also in the contemporary Eocene strata of
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight. [Anoplo-
there.] (Owen: Brit, Foss. Mamm. & Birds,
pp. 432-439.)

an op lo ther oid, a. k s. [From Eng.,
Ac, anoplotherium (q.v.), and Gr. el&os (eidos)
= form.]

1. As adjective (Palosont.) : Resembling the
Anoplotherium.

2. As substantive (Palceont): An animal re-

sembling the Anoplotherium.

an-8p-lur'-a, *. pi. [Gr. av (an), priv. ; owkov
(hoplon) — a tool, # . . . a weapon, arms

;

ovpd (oura) = tail. Having unarmed tails. ]

ZooL : An aberrant order of insects, some-
times termed from their parasitic habits
Parasitica or Epizoa. They have six legs, no
wings, and either two simple eyes or none.
They undergo no proper metamorphosis,
though there is a certain semi-transformation

when they shed their skins. They are para-

sitic upon mammals and birds, and are gene-
rally termed lice. There are two sub-orders :

(1) Haustellata, or Rhynchota, having a mouth
with a tubular, very short fleshy haustellum.
and (2) Mandibulata, or Mallophaga, in which
the mouth is provided with two horny man-
dibles.

an-6p'-»^t s. [Gr. iv (an), priv., and «i/» (dps)

= the eye. ]

Med. : Absence of sight, want of vision;
blindness.

an'-*$-rSx-& s. [In Fr. anorexie ; Port.

anorexia ; Gr. avope£ia (anorexia) : av (an),

priv., and opef« (orexis)— a longing or yearn-
ing after anything; bpeyu> (orego)=to reach,

to stretch out ]

Med. : Want of appetite.

t a-noi^-mal, a. [In Fr. anormal] [Abnor-
mal.]

* an-or'ne, * an-our'ne, v.t. [Lat adorno.']

To adorn. (Scotch.

)

" Thar lyfe Ulumynt and anomit clere.**

Douglas : Virgil, 188. 34.

an-orth'-ic, a. [Gr. iv (an), priv., andopfldc

(orthos) =- straight . . . right, as a right

angle.] Irregular ; abnormal.

CrystaUogr. : A term applied to all crystals
which do not belong to the more regular sys-

tems, i.e., which do not fall under the cubical,

the pyramidal, the rhombohedral, the pris-

matic, or the oblique systems. (Phillips:

Min., ed. 1852, p. 9.) The Anorthic is called

also the Triclinic, the Dotibly Oblique, and
the Tetarto-prismatic system. [Triclinic. J

(See Dana's Min., 5th ed. 1875, p. xxri)

an orth -ite, $. [In Ger. anorthit. From Gr.
dv (an), priv., and oa0os (orthos) =. direct,

straight ; suff. -ite. So named in 1823 by
Rose from its "anorthic," or what would
now be called triclinic, crystals.] [Anorthic.

|

A lf.in^ral placed by Dana under his Fel-

spar group of Unisilicates. Anorthite occurs
crystallised or massive. Its hardness is 6—7 ;

Bp". gr. 2'66—2'78
; lustre of ordinary faces

vitreous, of cleavage planes inclining to pearly
colour, white, grayish, or reddish. It is

transparent or translucent, has a conchoidal
fracture, and is brittle. Composition : Silica,

41*78 to 47*63 ; alumina, 28*63 to 37'5
; lime,

828 to 19*11 ; magnesia, 029 to 6*87 ; sesqui-

oxide of iron, *07 to 40
;
potassa 0*25 to 658

;

soda, 0'27 to 3*35; and water, 0*31 to 5*03.

The varieties recognised by Dana are (1) Anor-
thite proper, which occurs in Italy among the
old lavas of Monte Somma, at Mount Vesuvius,
and on the isle of Procida. It has been called

also Christianite and Biotine. Thiorsite is

the same species from the plain of Thiorsa,
near Hecla, in Iceland. (2) Indianite, from
India. (3) Amphodelite, from Finland and
Sweden, called also Lepolite. It includes

Latrobite, from Labrador, and apparently
Tankite from Norway. Besides these, Linseite

and Sundvikite are altered Anorthite. Dana
numbers Cyclopite, Barsowite, and Bytownite
as if they too were not properly distinct from
Anorthite.

an-orth -6-scope, s. [Gr. av (an), priv.;

6p06? (orthos) = straight ; o-Ktnrito (skopeo) = to
look at]

Optics: An instrument for producing a par-
ticular kind of optical illusion by means of
two opposite disks rotating rapidly. The
hinder disk, which is transparent, has certain
distorted figures painted upon it The other
one, which is in front of that now described,

is opaque, but is pierced with a number of
narrow slits, through which the figures on the
disk behind it may be viewed.

an-6s' mi a, s. [From Gr. A*- (an), priv., and

t»-ru,i) (osme) = smell.]

Med. : Absence of the sense of smell. When
it exists, which is but rarely, it is a congenital

defect, or arises from disease or from the sub-

jection of the olfactories to strong stimuli.

t an os-tom-d'-sls, s. [Anastomosis.]

an ob -tonv us, s. [From Gr. avta (onS) —
above, and o-rofia (stoma) = the mouth.] A
genus of fishes belonging to the Salmon family.

an 6th er (Eng.), an lth -er (Scotch), a. &
adv. [Eng. an, other; A.S. an = one, and
other.] [Other.]

A. As adjective:

1. Not the same ; different.
" But my servant Caleb, because he had another

spirit with him , . ."—Numb. xiv. 84.

" When the soul Is beaten from its station, and the
mounds of virtue are broken down, ft becomes quits*
another thing from what it was before."—South.

2. One in addition ; one more.
" Have ye another brother?"—Gen. xllli. 7.

3. Any other.
•' Discover not a secret to another."—Pro*, xxv. t.

4. Not one's self.

5. It is sometimes used when the two
entities compared belong to different cate-

gories, whereas in its more normal senses
another implies that they are of the same kind.

" I am the Lord : that fs my Dame ; and my glory
will I not give to another, neither my praise to graven
Images."—Ita. xlli. 6.

* B. As adv. : Otherwise.

"'Bi Mary,' quoth the menskful, 'me thynk Lit
another.' Sir Oawayne (ed. Morns). 1.2M.

f (1) One to another, or one another (Eng^m
ane anither (Scotch), Is used reciprocally

" This Is n-y commandment, That ye love one
another."—Joi,nxv. 12.

" There has been mony a blythe birling—for death
and drink -draining are near neighbours to ane anither.''

—Scott ; Bride of Lammermoor, ch. xxlli.

(2) You're another: The tu quoque of the
uneducated classes. Davies {rives an example
from Udal : Roister Doister, ill. 5.

* another -gaines, a. Of another kind.
" If my father had not plaid the hasty fool. I might

have had anothergainet husband than Dametas. —
Sidney.

* another-gates, s. Of another kind,
[Other-oates.]

" And his 'bringing up another-gates marriage than
such a minion."—Lyly : Mother Bombie, I.

"A good report maketh the bones fat. saith Solo-

mon ; and that, 1 ween, is anothergates manner, than
to make the face shine."—Bp. Sanderson: Sermons.

" Hudibras, atnmt to enter
Upon anothergatei adventure."

Butler : ffudib., 111. 428.

another-guera, a. (Corrupted from
another-guisc.) [Eng. another, and Fr. guise =
manner, way, corresponding in meaning to

the Eng. & A.S. wise appended to a word, as

likewise.] Of another kind. (Vulgar.)

"Oh Hocus! where art thou? It used to go us.

another-guess manner in thy time."—Arbuthnot.

another-guiae, a. [Another-guess.]

a-n8t'-ta, s. [Arnotto.]

* an-d'-ven, adv. [A.S. an = on, aud u/an a
up, above, high.] Above,

" And sette hit on his swerde,
Anouen at than orde."

King Horn ( E. E. T. 8.), 653-4.

* a nou rne-ment, s. [Anorke.] Ornament
" The hous and the anournementes he hyghtled togeder."

Alliterative Poems ; Cleanness (ed. Morris), 1,390.

* a-noy'e, v.t. [Old form of Annoy (q.v.).]

To hurt.
" Who badde foure spirits of tempest
That power han to noyen land and see,

Bothe north and south, and also west and eat,

Anoyen neyther londe, see. ne tree?"
Chaucer : C. T., 4.9T3-14,

an'-ssa, s. pi. [The pL of Lat ansa

=

a handle,
a haft]

Astron. Ansae of Saturn's ring: The pro-
jections or arms of the ring on each side of th©
globe of the planet (Hi ml.) They were so

THE ANSaS OF SATURN S RING.

palled by Galileo and other early astronomer*
from their resembling to the eye of nne looking
at them through the imperfectly-constructed
telescopes of that period, the handles of a
pot or other utensil.

An sar. An sar -i-an, *. [Arab.] Ahelper,
an auxiliary ; spec., one of the inhabitants of

boil, bl$-; pout, joSW; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph-

1

-tion, sion, -tioun = shun ; -tion, sion = zhon. -tious, -sious, ceous, -clous = shus. -Die, -die, &c m bcl, del.
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Mecca who befriended Mahomet when he fled

thither from Mecca, A.D. 622.

" BU bravest disciples . . . assembled round his

person ; aud tn« euual, though various, merit of the

Moslems was distinguished by the names of Moria-

geriana and Ansari: the fugitives of Mecca and the

auxiliaries of Medina."— Oibbon: Decline * Fall, ch.l.

an -sate, an'-sa-ted, a. [Lat. ansatus =
having a handle; from ansa = a handle.]

Furnished with a handle

or handles. Cnr^ansated cross (crux
ansata), s. The handled
Tau cross, uniformly
found in the hands of
the old Egyptian deities,

being regarded as the
symbol of life. It was
called in Coptic ankk =
lif«. (Cooper : Archaic
Diet.)

anso, s. [Lat. ansa = a handle.] One of the
handles of a cannon.

LA
ANSATED CROSS.

an'-ser, s. [Lat. anser ; Ger. gans ; O. H. Ger
leans; Eng. gander, goose; Gr. xhv (chin);

Sansc. hansa.]

1. Zool: A genus of Natatorial or Swim
ming birds, the typical one of the sub-family

Anserinso. It contains the geese. Several

Bpecies are found in the United States continu-

ously or as winter visitors. [Goose. ]

t 2. Astron. : A portion of the constellation

called by Hevelius Vulpecula et Anser (the

Fox and Goose). It belongs to the northern
hemisphere, is placed over the Eagle, imme-
diately under the star Albireo, or Cygni.
with a little one called the Arrow between.
It is rarely met with in modern star-maps.

An ser a ted, a. [Lat. anser m goose ; Eng.
-ated.}

Heraldry. An anssratea' cross is one with

its extremities shaped like the heads of lions,

eagles, or similar animals.

an -ser es, s. pi. [The pi. of Lat. anser — a

goose.] The third of Linneeus's six orders of

Birds. The species are characterised by smooth
beaks, broadest at the point, covered with
smooth skin, and denticulated. The toes are

web-footed. The tibiae are short and com-
pressed. It includes the birds now called

Natatores, or Swimmers. [Natator.es.]

an-ser-i'-nw, s. pL [Anser.] A sub-family
of Anatidae (^Ducks), containing the Geese.

an -ser-ine, a. [Lat. anserinus.] Pertaining
to the Anseres, or Geese ; resembling a goose

;

framed on the model of a goose ; after the
manner of a goose.
"... a flattened beak like that of a duck, which

is used in the anserine manner to extract insects and
worms from the mud."—Owen: Clauific. of the Mam-
malia (1859), p. 37.

• an'-seyne, s, [Ehseinyie. ]

* an-sla ight (gh silent), s. [Onslaught.]
An onslaught, an attack, an affray.
" I do remember yet that antlaight, thou wait beaten.
And fled'st before the butler."

Beaumont A Fletcher : Mons. Thomas, ii. 2.

an -swer (w silent), * an-swere, * an-
swer-en/ and swere {Eng.), * an'-swir
(Scotch), (w silent), v.t. & i. [A.S. answarian,
andswarian, andswerian^to answer : and, in-

Beparate prep, like Gr. avrC (anti), denoting
opposition in reply, in return ; and swaran =
to answer, cognate with ewerian = to swear.
[Swear.] In 8w. svara, and in Dan. svare
and ansvare = to answer.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To reply to a question formally put to

one. (In this and some of the following senses
answer may be followed by an objective of the
person replied to, by an objective of the com-
munication made, or by both together.)

"And he him answerede modi and bold."
Story of Gen, and Exod. (ed. Morris), 17M.

"The baptism of John, was tt from heaven or of

men '! answer me."

—

Mark xi. 30.

" But he answered her not a word."

—

Matt. it. tt.

(See also the example under No. 3.)

If In the authorised version of Scripture the
expression occurs, " answered him and said."

" And Peter answered him and said, . . ."—Matt.
Xlv. M.

2. To reply to a statement of facts, or an
argument, whether given forth verbally, in

writing, or by means of the press. Spec., to
attempt in whole or in part to refute it.

"This reasoning was not and could not be answered."
—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., eh. xiv.

3. To reply to an accusation ; to endeavour
to rebut it.

"And the high priest arose and said unto him,
Antwerest thou nothing? What is it which these
witness against thee?"'— Matt. nvi. 62.

4. To sing in alternate parts, or in any other
way to alternate with another person in what
he or she is saying or doing.

"And the women answered one another as they

£hived, and said, Saul hath slain his thousands, and
«vid his ten thousands."—l Sam. xviii, 7.

(Apparently one choir sung "Saul hath slain

his thousands," and a second one finished the
sentence b

thousands.

'

" With piercing shrieks his bitter fate the moans.
While the sad father answers groans with groans."

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. iia., 514, bib.

"So spake the mournful dame : her matrons hear,
Sigh back her sight, and answer tear with tear."

Ibid.. 662. 66*.

5. To solve an arithmetical, mathematical,
or other question or problem proposed to one.

IX Figuratively

:

L To make a suitable return for anything
said or done. Thus, to answer a prayer or

petition is, if it be deemed right, to grant
what it solicits ; to answer the door-bell is to

go and ascertain who has rung it, and what
his object is in visiting the house ; to answer
a legitimate claim on one's purse is to pay it

;

to answer an evil doer or evil deeds is to

punish him or them ; to answer an enemy's
fire in battle is to fire back at him.

" Thou calledst In trouble, and T delivered thee

;

T answered thee In the secret place of thunder."—
Pi. lxxxl. 7.

" I the Lord will answer him by myself. And I will

•et my fac* %gainat that man, and will make him a
•ign and*, proverb, and will cut him off from the midst
of my people."—E*ek. xiv. 7, 8.

2. To stand accountable for; to incur the
penalty of.

••Shall he that contendeth with the Almighty in.
'tract him I he that reproveth God, let him answer
it —Job KL 2.

"Tn thine own person answer thy abuse."
Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., U. L

"... who studies day and night
To answer all the deht he owes unto you,
Rven with the bloody payments of your deaths."

Shakesp. : 1 Benry IV., i. S.

" Let his .neck answer for it, if there is any martial
law in the world."— Ibid., Benry V.

3. To be suitable for ; to be capable of being
employed for ; to serve for.

"... money answereth all things,"—Bed. x. 1».

4. To correspond to or with.

"Weapons must needs be dangerous things If they

" Still follow Sense, of ev*ry art the soul.
Farts answering parts shall slide into a whole."

Pope; Moral Fttays, Epistle IV., 65, M.

5. To be opposed to, to face.

" Fire answers Are ; and, by their paly beams,
Each battle sees the other's umber'd face."

Shakesp. : Benry V. ; Chorus.

B. Intransitive

:

L Literally

:

1. To reply verbally, or in writing, to a
question, a call, a summons, a judicial charge,

a petition, or a prayer.
" And he said unto him, Thou halt answered right

. . ' ."—Luke x. 28.

" But there was no voice, nor any that answered."—
1 Kings xvili. 9*.

% In the English Bible the expression
" answered and said " is common.

" Bat he answered and said unto him that told him.
Who is my mother I and who are my brethren T

"—
Matt. xii. 48.

Once it is used anomalously, in the sense of
made a statement, no question having preceded
it :

" The king answered and said unto Daniel

"

(Dan. ii. 26). Daniel had not previously to
this addressed the king. (See also Acts v. 8.)

H.. Figuratively:

1. To reply to any of these by deeds rather
than words.
"... and the God that answer*A by lira, let him

be Ood."—1 Kings xvUL 34.

2. To speak for, to vindicate, to witness for.

" I have ever been of opinion, that, if a book ean't
answer for itself to the public, 'tis to no sort of purpose
for its author to do it."—Pope : tetter to the Bon. J. C.

3. To be held responsible for, to \>e liable

for, to be accountable for ; to satisfy any de-

mands which justice may make concerning
(one's actionsX

" Those many had not dared to do evil.

If the first man that did th' edict infringe.
Had answer'd for tii* deed."

Shakesp. I Meat, for Meat., 11. t.

I. To be suitable for, to serve for, to succeed
"... the trial In great quantities doth not answer

the trial in small ; and so deceiveth many. "—Bacon.
"Jason followed her counsel, whereto, when the

event had answered, he again demanded the fleece."

—

Raleigh.

5. To correspond to or with.
" Dot. Hear me, good madam :

Your loss is as yourself, great ; and you bear It

As answering to the weight."
Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, v. Z

" As in water face answereth to face, so the heart of
man to man."—Prov. xxrii. 19.

6. To sound in return, as in the case of the
response from an echo.

"The woods shall answer, and their echo ring."
Pope: Pastorals; Summer, 18.

7. To vibrate to the touch, or otherwise act
reciprocally to.

" Say, do'st thou yet the Roman harp command I

Do the strings answer to thy noble hand *

"

Dryden.

an'-swer, * an-swere, * an swar,
* and swere (w silent), s. fA.S. andswaru.
In Sw. 4; Dan. svar.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. Gen. : A reply to a question, command,
call, entreaty, address, or argument.

" Efft] thii andswere, ben ut gon,
Hoyses forth and Aaron."

Story of den. and Exod. (ed. Morrlt), 8,081. 8,«1.

• So watch al samen her answar soght."
AUUerative Poems; Pearl (ed. Morris), SIT,

" .Vow »dvis«, and see what answer I shall return to

him that sent me."—2 Sam. XXX*. IS.

2. Specially

:

(a) A reply to a legal accusation against

one. (B., Law.)
" At my drat answer no man stood with me, but all

men forsocJIt me."—3 Tim. iv. 16.

(6) A reply in an oral debate to the allega-

tions of an opponent, or a publication in reply

to another publication.

(c) The solution of an arithmetical question
or a geometrical problem, the former at least

being generally proposed in the form of a
question.

IX Figuratively:

1. A return for anything said or done.

"... the answer was given by a volley al mu>
ketry."

—

Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch. iv.

2. One thing produced by another ; an
effect viewed as proceeding from a certain

specified cause.

"Contraction is an answer to stimulus."— Todd 4>

Bowman: Physiol. Anat., vol. i., p. 174.

3. Account to be rendered to justice.

" Hell call you to so hot an answer for it,

That you shall chide your trespass."
Shakesp. : Henry V., iL L

4. The reverberated sound of an echo.

B. Technically (Law): The formal defence
made by an accused person against the
charge brought against him, or the formal
reply of one side in a lawsuit to the allegations

of the other. Also the appearance for such
defence. (Aylijfe's Parergon, and other au-
thorities.)

t answer Jobber, s. One who makes a
business of wnting answers.

"What disgusts me from haring any thing to do
with ansxser-jobbers is, that they have no conscience."
—Swift.

an -swer-a-ble (w silent), a. [Eng. answer;
-able.]

1. That to which a more or less satisfactory

answer can be given.

2. Responsible, liable to be called to account
for, liable for.

" For the treaty of Dover the king himself is chiefly

answerable."—Macaulay : Bist Eng., ch. U.

3. Correspondent, similar, like.

"ft was but such a likeness aa an Imperfect glass

doth give; answerable enough In some features and
colours, but erring in others. —Sidney.

i. Proportionate to, commensurate to or
with.
"... and twenty cubits was the length, and the

height In the breadth was five cubits, answerable t«
the hangings of the court."—Exod xxxvili. IS.

5. Suitable.

"... it was a violent commencement, and thoa
sris.lt see an answerable sequestration."— Shakesp.

:

Othello, t. S

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », 03 = e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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*' If answerable style I can obtain
Of my celestial patroness.'' Hilton.

6. Equal, sufficient to meet.

"There be no kings whose means are answerable
obIo other men's desires."—Raleigh.

IB-swerable-neil (w silent), s. [Eng.

answerable; -ness.] The quality of being
answerable.

" To sh«w therefore the correspondency and answer-
allenet* which is between this bridegroom and his

spouse," Ac.

—

Harmar ; Traml. of Beta, p. 1W.

AB'-SWer-a-biy (w silent), adv. [Eng.

answerable ; -Jy.] Proportionally, correspond-
ingly.

" It bean light sorts into the atmosphere to a greater
or leaser height, answsrably to the greater or leaser
intenseiiess of the heat."— Woodward.

an -swered (w silent), pa. par. St a. [See

Answer, v.]

an'HBWer-er (w silent), s. [Eng. answer; -tr.]

One who answers to a question, or who *eplies

in a controversial manner to a writing or pub-
lication.

"I know your mind, and I will satisfy it : neither
will I do it like a niggardly answerer, going no farther
than the bounds of the question."

—

Sidney.
" It is very unfair in any writer to employ ignorance

and malice together, because it gives his answerer
double work."

—

$**ift.

an swering, *an swer-yng (w silent),

pr. par., a., & ». [Answer, v.]

" Discret ache was in answeryng alway."
Chaucer: C. T., U,4«8.

**.
. . while all the Greeks around

With answering sighs return 'd the plaintive soand."
Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. iv., 184, 186.

. for an answering s .

That the good Cross doth hold its lofty place
Within Valencia still."

ffemans : Siege of Valencia.

an'-swer-less (w silent), a. [Eng. answer

;

suffix -less.] Without an answer, either as

not yet having been replied to, or as not
capable of being answered. (Byron.)

ant, 'aunt, * amt, •am-et, • em'-et,

6m'-met, s. [According to Junius, the Bug.
word ant is derived from Eng. emmet, A.S.
atmette ; Trench considering the successive
steps of the process to hare been emmet, emet,

amet, amt, and ant. (Trench : Eng. Past and
Present, pp. 198 to 200.) A.S. cemete, cemette,

atmetta, cemytta, emete, emette ; Ger. ameise.]

1. Ord. Lang. & Entom. ; The name given to
certain small, but singularly intelligent and
Industrious insects well known in this and
other lands. They are classed by naturalists
under Heterogyna, the first tribe of acu-
leated Hymenoptera. Ants live in society
like the more common species of wasps and
bees. Like them also, their polity consists of
three kinds of individuals, males, females, and
neuters, the last-named being probably abor-
tively-formed females. The males are winged
during the whole course of their existence,
the females only during the pairing season,
and the neuters not at all. The males and
females meet not on the ground, but in the
air. Soon afterwards the males, which cannot
do much for themselves, having neither stings
nor even mandibles, perish of cold or other
hardships. The females, on the contrary,
Immediately after meeting with the other sex
in the air, lose or actually pull off their wings,
axe found by neuters, and become the object
of their tender care. The neuters are the
most numerous class of ants, and do nearly
the whole work of the community. Specially,
they carry the eggs, the larvae, and the cocoons
from place to place in the nest, as the
temperature and moisture vary ; they feed
the larvae with liquid disgorged from the
stomach, and besides open the cocoons for

them when they are ready to emerge as per-
fect insects. Hence the neuters are sometimes
.called workers or nurse-ants. Sir John Lub-
bock says that ante can distinguish colors,

being particularly sensitive to violet. They
have very delicate smell, bat apparently no
bearing. The different species present curious
analogies to the earlier stages of human
progress—the hunting and pastoral, and
even the agricultural—as has been noted
by several authorities. There are various
genera and species of ants, differing in habits
and methods of operation. Some, like For-
mica sanguinaria and b'. catspitum, have been
called Mining-ants ; others, as F. fUxva, pro-
duce a kind of masonry; while F. ruja, the
Wood-ant, similarly addresses itself to car-

pentry. Finally, some ants keep aphides as

graziers do milch cows, on account of a
secretion which they yield ; and others hold
slaves, the eggs, larvae, and pupa; of which
they have captured in war. Of these the
most notable is the Amazon-ant. [Amazon'
No. 4. See also Hetebogyna, Formica,
Myrmica Acta, &cj

H The ant of Scripture, Heb. rfyjj (nsmalah),

Sept. nvpurit (manner), Vulg. formica, seems
correctly translated.

2. Popularly : The White Ant [Termites],
which is not a genuine ant at all, but a neu-
ropterous insect. [Anthill.]

ant-bear, s. The name generally given
in Demerara to the Great Ant-eater, Myrmeco-
phagajubata, [Ant-eater, Mykmecophaga. ]

ant-eater, s.

1, The English name of the animals belong-
ing to the genus Myrmecophaga of Linnaeus.
[Gr. fj,vpfj.ri£ (murmex) — an ant, and $ay6<;

(phagos) =t a glutton
; fayeiv (phagein) = to

eat] They have a lengthened muzzle ter-

minated by a small, toothless mouth, from

the ant-eater.

which they protrude a long, thread-like tongue,
covered with viscous saliva. This they thrust
into the nests of termites or those of ants
proper, sucking the animals which adhere to
it up into their mouths. Their claws are

strong, and are used for tearing to pieces the
structures erected by the Termites. Among
the species may be enumerated the M. jubata,
the Great or Maned Ant-eater, which has four
toes before and five behind, and the M. di-

dactyla, the Little or Two-toed Ant-eater.

Both are South American.

The Scaly Ant-eaters are of an allied genus,
Manis. They derive their English name
from the fact that they are covered with
thick scales, which give them the superficial

appearance of reptiles. The Short -tailed

Manis, M. pentadactyla, Linn., is found in

Bengal and the Indian Archipelago, and M.
tetradactyla in Africa. The proper and Scaly
Ant-eaters belong to the mammalian order of
Edentata, or toothless animals. To the same
order belong the Cape Ant-eaters (Orycteropus
Capensis. [Aard-vark.] Prof. Owen con-
siders it remarkable that not a trace of a
Scaly Ant-eater, recent or extinct, has been
discovered in South America, where the
Edentate order is so richly represented by
other generic and specific forms." (Owen

:

British Fossil Mammals and Birds, 1846, p.

xxxix.)

The Porcupine Ant-eater, or AcuUated Ant-
eater (Echidna Hystrix), is not closely allied

to the species now mentioned, but is one of
the Monotremata. [Echidna.]

2. The King of the Ant-eaters : A bird, the
Turdus rex of Gmelin, and Corvus grallarivs
of Shaw, now Grallaria rex, [Ant-catcher,
Ant-thrushes.]

wit-eggs, ants' eggs, *. pi.

1. Accurately: The eggs of ants. They are
of different sizes and in small parcels, so that
they can be moved from place to place.

2. Popularly, but erroneously : The elongated
egg-looking bodies which ants when disturbed
seem so anxious to carry off. They are not
eggs, but cocoons. They have been recom-
mended as food for the nightingale and other
birds, and have been extensively used for
feeding pheasants and partridges.

ant-hill, ska. [In A.S. cemete-hyll,

amette-hyll.]

A* As substantive

:

1. The mounds or hillocks raised by some
species of ants proper. There are many in

the mountains of Pennsylvania, in the Eastern
States, and elsewhere.

** Put blue Sowers Mg an ant-hill, they will m
stained with red; because the ants drop upou ibein
their stinging liquor, which hath the effect of oil ul

vitriol.,—Hay.
2. The much more remarkable erections

made by different species of termites (white
ants). In most cases the descriptions of un-
scientific travellers refer to these rather than
to the constructions of the ants proper. The
nest of the African Termes bellicosus is de-
scribed by Sparrmann as rising ten or twelve
feet above the surface of the earth. Its shape
is that of a sugar-loaf. Externally it is

covered with a broad cap, whilst inside it is

divided into a multitude of chambers. The
T. atrox and the T. mordax build nests two
feet high with conical roofs, called turretted
nests. [White Amt and Termes.]

B, As adjective: In various respects pre-

senting the characteristics of an ant-hill like

those just described ; small, petty.
" . , . all things that do pass,

UpOD this ant-hill earth !

"

Thornton : Castle of Indolence. \. «.

ant hillock, s. Nearly the same as Ant-
hill (q. v.j, but smaller.

"Those who have seen ant-hillocks . . ."

—

Addison.

ant-like, a. Like an ant.

ant-lion, f. The English name of a genus
of insects. [Myrmeleon. ] It belongs to the
order Neuroptera, and has gauzy wings like a
dragon-fly, from which, however, It may be at

the ant-lion.

a. Perfect Iusect. 6. Larva.

once distinguished by having longer antennae.
The species are called Ant-lions from the
extraordinary habits of their larvaj, which
construct a funnel-shaped pitfall in the sandy
or dusty ground, at the bottom of which they
bury themselves all but their antennae. When
ants or other insects are hurrying along they
are apt to miss their balance and tumble into

the pitfalls, where they are at once devoured.
It is said that when they do not quite lose

their equilibrium on the brink of the abyss,
they are helped into the jaws of death by a
shower of sand or dust flung up from below.
Ant-lions occur in the iouth of Europe, in

India, &c.

ant thrushes, t ant-catchers, ant-
eaters, «. pi. Names given to the several

species of birds placed by Illiger under his

genus Myiothera, and some of its immediate
allies. They belong to the family Turdida-,

and the sub-famiiy Formicatinae, called Myo-
therinae by Swain son. They live on insects,

especially on ants. They are found in both
continents, but those of the Old World have
the more brilliant plumage. The Common
Dipper (Cinclus aquaticus), a British bird, is

arranged in the same sub-family. The names
Ant-thrushes or Ant-catchers are ] -referable

to that of Ant-eaters, used in Griffith's Cvvier,

vol. vi., 399, as the latter designation has
long been pre-occupied for various mammalian
animals,

* ant, conj. [And.] And.
" Twin-wiring ant twin-manslaght "

Story of Genesis and Exudu* (ed. Morris), 465.

ant, conj. A contraction for and it, or and
if it ; as " an't please you " — if it please you.

(Johnson.)

an' ta (I), s. [Lat. ] The sing, of Ant* (q. v. ).

an ta (2), *. The Brazilian name of the Ameri-

can Tapir (Tapirus Americanus).

ant ac id, * ant'-i-&c-id, a. & «. [Gr. &vri

(anti) = in opposition to, and Eng. acid (q. v.).]

1. As adjective : Diminishing acidity ; alkal-

ine.

Pharm, Antacid or Alkaline Medicines:

Agents designed to diminish acidity in the

frame by increasing its alkalinity. For in-

stance, they relieve heartburn, which is pro-

duced by an over-acid state of the alimentary

total, bo^, pout, jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Inc.

-tion, -sion, -tioun - shun ; -tion, -fion = shun, -tious, -sious. -clous, -oeous = shus. -bio, -die, Ac, = bcl, doL
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canal, increase the alkalinity of the blood,
alter the urine and other secretions. In
Garrod's classification alkaline or antacid
medicines are the second order of his first

class (medicines which act upon the blood)

;

these again ranking under his first division

(internal remedies). He divides Alkaline or
Antacid Medicines into (1) Direct Alkaline
Remedies ; (2) Direct but not remote Antacids,
at least upon the urine ; and (3) Remote
Alkaline Remedies. (Garrod: Materia Medica,
3rd ed., 1868, pp. 385—387.)

"AH *tilm»l diet it alkalescent or anti-acid."—
Arbuthnot.

2. As substantive : An antacid or alkaline
remedy. (See the adjective.)

" Oil* are anti-acids, so far a* the; blunt acrimony

;

bat as they are hard of digestion, they produce acri-
mony."—Arbuthnot.
" It will be seen that a sub-division of these medi-

cines is made into direct and remote antacids."—
Garrod : Materia Medico, 3rd ed., p. 388.

* &n-tac -rid, a. [Gr. am' (anti) = opposed
to ; acrid (q.v.).] Fitted to correct acrimony.

an -t», 5. pi. [Lat. In Ger. anten; Fr. antes;
Sp. antas ; Ital. ante.]

Roman Architecture: Pillars on either side
of a door, or pilasters terminating the side
walls of temples when they are prolonged
beyond the faces of the end walls. [Antes. ]

ftn-tig -on-Iym, s. [In Fr. antagonism*;

Port antagonismo. From Gr. avrayuv«ru.a
(antagonismo) — a struggle with another.]
[Antagonize.] Contest with ; opposition to.

(Oftenpreceded by in, and followed by to.)

"Trustees have abandoned their old attitude of
exclusireness and antagonism."— Timet. 8«pt 17, 1878.

"... new wars, fresh antagonisms. n
—Echo, Sept.

16, 1878.

an-tag -on-lst, s. k a. [In Fr. antagonists;

Sp., Port., & Ital. antagonists. From Gr.
aKra-yiui'LO'TTjc (antagonistes) = an adversary,
opponent, rival.]

A* As substantive

:

1 Ordinary Language

:

1. A person who combats against one in
a public contest or in battle.

" The earldom of Shrewsbury had been bestowed, in
the fifteenth century, on John Talbot, the antagonist
at the Maid of Orleans."—itacaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch.
viii.

2. A controversial opponent ; a person
encountering one on the field of public dispu-
tation.

"Mr. Locke was a philosopher; his antagonist,
BtiUingneet, Bishop of Worcester, was a man of learn-
ing."—Goldsmith : The Bee, No. viii.

TX Technically

:

Anatomy: That which counteracts. (Used
specially of muscles which, like the flexor
and extensor muscles of the arm, operate in
counteraction of each other, and, between
them, produce the needful motions of the
limb.)

*' Muscles opposed in action are called antagonists."—
Todd A Bowman : Physiol. Ana',., vol. i, p. 169.

B. As adjective : In conflict with ; opposed
to in nature or in action.
"... the nature of the two antagonist forces by

which the productiveness of agricultural industry is
determined."-/. S. Mill: Political Economy (1848),
vol. i., bk. i., ch. xii., § s, p. 324.

*'.
. . the antagonist schools of philosophy."

—

Herbert Spencer ; Psychol., 2nd ed., vol. ii., §417, p. 889.

an-tag - on-is -tic, * an-tag-on-Is -tick,
an-tag-on is -tlc-al, a. [Eng. antago-
nist; ~ic, -teal.]

1. In personal conflict or contention with.
" It may be too, i' the ordinance of nature

;

Their valours are not yet so combatant,
Or truly antagonistick, as to fight.
But may admit to hear of some dii
Of fortitude, may put 'em eff their quarrel.
But may admit to hear of some divisions

Ir qui ...'.

'. Jonson : Magn. Lady.

2. Opposed in action to.

"... the action of the external and internal inter-
eostals must be antagonistic.''—Todd A Bowman :

Physiol. Anat., vol. ii., p. 899.

in-tag-on-l ZC, v.t. [Gr. avray<avi$ofi.ai (an-
tagonizomai) = to struggle against : avri (anti)
= against, and aywvi&nat (agonizomai) = to
contend for a prize.] [Agonize.] To contend
against in combat or in controversy ; to oppose
in action.

"... the brain and spinal cord are surrounded
by fluid, the pressure of which, probably antagonises
that which must he exerted through the blood-vessels."
—Todd * Bowman ; Physiol. Anat., vol. L, p. 297.

antagonized, an-tag on -Ised, pa.
par. [Antagonize.]

an-tag-on Iz-lhg, an tag-on is-ing.
pr. par. [Antagonize.]

". . . there is some antagonizing principle at
work capable for a time of making head against the
law."—/ 8. Mill : Pol. Econ,, bk. L, ch. xii., § 3.

*'.
. . but the antagonizing agency, . .

."—
Ibid.

an-tag'-on-y, s. [Gr. avrayuvia (antagonia).']

A struggling against in combat; contest or
controversy with ; opposition to.

"... the incommunicable antagony that is be-
tween Christ and Belial, . •

."

—

Milton: Doct. and
DUcipl. of Divorce, 1. 8.

* an-tal -gic, a. & s. [Gr. im (anti) = op-
posed to ; aAyos (algos) = pain.]

A. As adjective : Fitted to alleviate pain

;

anodyne.

B. As substantive: A medicine fitted to
alleviate pain ; an anodyne. (Johnson.)

* an-taT-kal-1, s. [Gr. avri (anti) = opposed
to; Eng., kc, alkali.] A chemical agent which
has the property of neutralising an alkali.

Nearly all the acids can do so.

* an-tal -kal-ine, s. [Gr. avri (anti) = op-

posed to; Eng., &c, alkali ; -inc.]

Med. : A remedy designed to neutralise an
alkali, or counteract an alkalescent tendency
in the system. The same as Antalkali (q.v.).

* an-ta-nac -la-sis, s. [In Ger. antanaclasis.

From Gr. avravaKXaa-i.% (antanaklasis) = (1) a
reflection of light, of heat, or of sound ; (2) the
use of a word in a different sense : avri (anti)
= against ; avd (ana)— . . . again, and jcAounc.

(klasis)= a breaking ; «Adw (klao) - to break
off.]

Rhetoric:

1. A figure by which a word is repeated in
a sentence, but in a different, if not even in a
contrary, sense from that in which it was
used on the first occasion. As, In thy youth
learn some craft, that in old age thou mayest get

thy living without craft. In the first clause it

may be observed that craft means handicraft
or business, and in the second, trickery.

(Glossog. Nova.)

2. The returning, after a parenthesis, to the
same words which were previously employed.
By doing so the structure of the sentence is

made more clear.

* an-tan-a-go'-ge, s. [In Ger. antanagoge.
From Gr. dvravdyta (antanago) = to lead up
against ; or avri (anti) = against, and dvayuyq
(anagoge) = a leading up.] [Anagoge.]

Rhet. : A figure by which, when the accusa-
tion of one's adversary is felt to be unanswer-
able, he is declared to have done the same
thing which he charges against one, or at
least to have acted quite as badly.

* an -taph -ro -dis i ac, a. & ». [Gr. avri

(anti) = against and a<f>po6itrtax6c (aphrodi-
siakos) = belonging to venery ; a^poSio-tos
(aphrodisios) = belonging to love or venery.]
[Aphroditic]

A. As adjective : Fitted to lessen or extin-
guish venereal desire. The same as Anaphro-
disiac (q.v.).

B. As substantive : A medicine fitted to lessen
or extinguish venereal desire.

* an-taph-ro-dxs -I-a-cal, a. [Eng. antaph-

rodisiac ; -al.] The sameasANTAPHRqpisiAc,
adj. (q.v.).

*an-t&ph-r*-dXf-Ic, * an-taph-riS-tttt -

lCk, a. k s. [Gr. avri (anti) s against, and
'A.<ppo&irn (Aphrodite) = Venus ; ad>poc (aphros)
= foam, whence she was fabled to have
spruog.]

A. As adjectiev

:

1. Fitted to lessen or extinguish venereal
desire. [Anaphrodisiac] (Johnson.)

2. Suitable to be employed against the
venereal disease. (Glossog. Nova.)

B. As substantive

:

1. A medicine fitted to lessen or extinguish
venereal desire. (Johnson.)

2. A medicine suitable to be employed
against the venereal disease.

* an-tap-6-plec -tic, a. [Gr. avri (anti) =
against, and dwowKn$ia (apoplexia) = apo-
plexy.] Suitable to be employed in apoplexy.
(Johnson.)

* an-ta rch-ism, s. [Gr. avri (anti), and Apx*
(arche) = . . . sovereignty.] Opposition to
government in general. (Webster.)

* an-ta rch-Ist, s. [Antarchism.] One who
apposes all government, and fancies he may
possibly better his condition if anarchy arise.

* an-tarch Is -tic, * an tarch is tic al,
a. [Eng. antarchist, -ic, -teal.] Opposed *to

government in general. (Webster.)

* an-ta rc-tlc, a. [In Fr. antarctique; Sp. k
Ital. antartico; Port, antarctico. From Gr.
avrapKriKoc (antarktikos) ; avri (anti)= over
against, opposite to, and dprrueot (arktikos) =
near the Bear, northern ; apjeroc (arktos)= (1)

a bear, (2) the constellation of the Great Bear.)
[Arctic]

A. As adjective : Opposed to arctic ; the
opposite of arctic.

Antarctic Circle : A small circle of the earth
described around the Southern pole at a dis-

tance from it of 23° 28. Sometimes, however,
the term was more loosely applied to the South
polar regions in general

t Antarctic Pole : The Southern pole, whether
of the earth or of the heavens. (Glossog.

Nova.)
* Antarctic Tropic: The tropic of Capricorn.

coldest, and so beyond the antarctic tropic, the
southern wind the coldest." — Bacon ; De Colore e€

Frigore,

B. As substantive : The antarctic circle, or
the zone which it encloses.

" It advances far Into the deep,
Tow'rds the antarctic."

Cowper : Task, i. WO.

An-tar'-ea, s. [Gr. avri (anti) = opposed to,

in the sense of rivalling; 'Apijs (Ares), Ares.

the Greek name of Mars. " Rivalling Mars '*

in its red colour.] A fixed star of the first

magnitude, called also a Scorpionis, and Cor
Scorpionis = heart of the Scorpion.

*an-tar-thrit-lc * an-ar-thrft -ick, a.

& s. [Gr. avri (anti) = against, and dplpmt
(arthritis) = gout.]

A. As adjective : Suitable to be employed in

gout. (Glossog, Nova.)

B. As substantive ; A medicine believed to be
of use in the gout.

*an-taath-mat-Ic, a. k s. [Gr. avri (antf)

= against, and avQfia (asthma).]

1. As adjective : Suitable to be employed in
asthma.

2. As substantive : A medicine suitable to
be employed in asthma. (Glossog. Nova.)

t an ta-tropn -Ic, a. & s. [Gr. avri (anti) =
against ; arpofyia (atrophia) = atrophy. ]

1. As adjective : Tending to check atrophy.

2. As substantive : A medicine given to
check atrophy. (Nuttall.)

an-te, s. [Anta]

ante, en'-te, a. [Fr. anti, or ente = en-
grafted.]

Her. : " Engrafted," or joined into each
other in any way, as by dovetails, swallow-
tails, or rounds.

an-te, in compos. [Lat. ante, prep., adv., or
more rarely adj. = before. In Fr. ante, in
compos. ; Sp. ante, prep, and in compos.

;

Port, ante, in compos. ; Ital. anzi = before,

ante, anze, in compos. ; Ger. ant, in compos.

;

A.S. & Goth, and, in compos. Cognate with
Gr. avri (anti) (Anti), dvra (anta) = over
against ; avrnv (anten) = against, over against

;

Sansc. ati = above or beyond.] Before, in
place or in time, as anU-chamber = a chamber
before or in front of another ; antedate = to
date before the true time. (Very few com-
pounds of ante retain the hyphen.)

ante historical, a. Prior to the time
when so-called "history" becomes worthy of
the name.

"The second and third books seem likewise to han
turned upon the legendary and ante-historical period
of the Italian cities."—Lewis : Early Rom. Mist., ch.

* Hi.. | 8.

an te-act, s. [Lat. ante, and Eng. act] A
previous act. (Johnson.)

an te al. a. [Lat. ante, and Eng. suffix -al]

Pertaining to what is before or in front.

(Fleming.)

rate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or, wore, won, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. *», ce - e ; & = e. qu = lew*
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in-te am bu la -tion, s. [Lat. ante, and
ambulatio = walking about ; ambulo= to walk
about.] The act of going before one to clear

the way, as a forerunner does. {Johnson.)

an te-bell' um, «. [Lat. ante = before, and
oeHum= war.] Of or pertaining to the times
before the war, specifically (U. S.) before the
Civil War. Used attributively.

an-te-cam'-er-a. [Anti-camera.]

an-te-ce-da -ne-ous, a. [Lat. antecedo =
to go before.] Antecedent in point of time

;

preceding another event.

"Admit that, which as capable of antecedaneous
proof maybe presupposed. "—Barrow : Sermons, ii. 407.

ante-cede, v.t. [In Sp. antecerfer. From
Lat. antecedo = to go before : ante = before,
and cedo = to go.] To precede in point of
time.

" It seems consonant to reason that the fabrick of
the world did not long antecede its motion."—Bale.

ante 96 dencc. an-to" ce -dcn-cy, *.

[From Lat. antecedentia =- a going before

;

antecedenSy pr. par. of antecedo = to go before.]

A going before in point of time.

Astron. * In antecedence [Lat in antece-
dentia] : A term formerly used in describing
what is now called the retrograde motion of
a planet, that is, its motion from east to west.
(Glossogr. Nova.)

an-te-ce -dent, a. & s. [In Ft. antecedent;

8p., Port, & ItaL antccedentc. From Lat.
antecedens = going before, pr. par of antecedo
= to go before. ]

A. As adjective : Preceding in point of time

;

prior to.

"... derived their doctrines from antecedent
writers."—Duke of Somerset : Christian Theology and
Modern Scepticism, xxx. 13L

"Prud, I ask, then, if there was ever anything that
had a being antecedent to or before Godt"—Burn/an '

Pilgrim t Progress, pt ii.

B. At substantive

:

J. Ordinary Language

:

1. (Sing.) Gen.: That which goes before in
point of time.

" A duty of so mighty an influence that It Is indeed
the necessary antecedent, if not also the direct cause,
of a sinner's return to God."

—

South.

2. (Plur.) Spec. : The events of a person's
bygone history sought out to test his present
character or pretensions, and afford assistance
in forecasting his future action. (Used some-
times also of public events instead of persons.)

*\ . . and it was trebly necessary to act In the
matter with entire openness, owing to so many ques-
tionable antecedents. '—Froude : But. Eng., vol. i v.,

p. 183.

IX Technically

:

1. Grammar. An antecedent is a word going
before a relative pronoun, and to which that
relative points back. In the connected clauses,
" Then Saul, who also is called Paul," Saul
is the antecedent to the relative who.

" Which is likewise used for restrictive purposes, or
to limit or explain its antecedent."—Bain : Eng.
Oram. (1863), p. 23.

2. Logic : That part of a conditional propo-
sition on which the other depends. (Whately.)
The other part is called the consequent. In
the sentence, "If thou faint in the day of
adversity thy strength is small," the words
"If thou faint in the day of adversity" are
the antecedent, whilst those which remain,
viz., "thy strength is small," are the conse-
quent.

**3. Mathematics:

(a) Gen. : "That term or quantity which the
mind considers first in comparing it with
another." (Glossogr. Nova.)

(b) Specially (Plur.): The first and third
terms in a series of four proportionals. The
second and fourth are consequents. Thus, if

a : b : : c : d, then a and c are antecedents,
and b and d consequents. (See Euclid, Bk. V.,
Def. 12.)

4. Med. Antecedent signs: The signs or
symptoms which precede the attack of any
particular disease.

4n-tc cedent -al, a. [Eng. antecedent; -al.]

Pertaining to what is antecedent, or goes
before.

Math. Antecedental method : A method of
InvRstigating universal comparison and
feneral geometrical proportion, published by
Ir. James Glenie in 1793. It is derived from

an examination of the antecedents of ratyjs

having given consequents, and a given stan-
dard of comparison in the various degrees
of augmentation and diminution which they
undergo by composition and decomposition.
(Rees.)

* an-te-ce-den -tia (tla as shi a), s. [Lat,

but not classic.] Antecedence.
* In antecedentia. In antecedence. [Ante-

cedence.]

an-te-ce -dent-ly, adv. [Eng. antecedent

;

-ly.] Previously ; before, in point of time.
".

. . an agrarian law which, antecedently to a
division, dispossessed patrician squatters." — Leu-is ;

Early Rom. But. (1S55). chap. xli.. pL ir., J 68, p. 295.

* an te ces-sor, * an te 90s sour,
(Eng.), * an-ty-ces'-sor, * an te ^es
sour, * an te ces -tre (Scotch), s. [In

Sp. antecesor; Ital. antecessor. From Lat.
antecessor = one who goes before : ante = be-
fore ; cedo = to go. ] One who goes before
another. Specially—

1. An ancestor.
*' For in Charlemain time antecessour had she,
When Charlemain had conquered truly
The hole erldume and coutre by werre myghty."

The Romans of Partenay (ed. Skeat), 6,369-61.

2. A predecessor in an office or estate.
" And hiscruell antecessoures also.

By whom to greuous torment put we be."
The Romans of Partenay (ed. Skeat), 4,786-7.

"The successor seldom prosecuting his antecessor's
devicest."—Sir E. Sandys: State of Religion,

ante cham-ber, * an tichamber, s.

[In Ft. antichambre ; Ital. anticdmera.]

1. Lit : An outer chamber or room in which
people wait before being admitted to the inner
or chief apartment

"When the host was elevated there was a strange
confusion in the ante-chamber." — Macaulay; Bitt.
Eng., chap, i v.

2, Fig. : The mouth, viewed as the entrance
to some of the interior parts of the physical
frame.

"... the mouth, the ante-chamber to the digestive
canal."—Todd A Bowman; Physiol. Anat.,vo\. L, p. 434.

" The empress has the ante-chambers past,
And this way moves with a disorder d haste."

Dryden ; Aurungtebe, Ii. 1.

an'-te-chap-el, 5. [Eng. ante (from Lat.), in
compos. = before ; and Eng. chapel.] The part
of a ^chapel which lies between the western
wall and the quire-screen. (Glass, of Arch.)

". . . the ante-chapel of Trinity College chapel."— Warton; Life of Bathurst, p. 1M.

an-te'-cians, s. pi. [In Fr. anteciens; Sp.
antecos; Lat. pi. antaei. From Gr. arrowcoc
(antoikos) = living in an opposite latitude

:

ami (anti) = opposite to, and otxc'w (oikefi) =
to dwell ; 0U0? (oikos) = a house.]

Geog. eft Astron. : A term applied to two
persons or two communities living the one
north, the other south of the equator, on the
same meridian of longitude and the same
parallel of latitude. Taking the whole course
of the year, both parties have the same length
of day ; only it is winter with the one while it

is summer with the other. [Ahtiscian. ]

an tc Col urn bi an, a. [Eng. ante (from
Lat.), in compos. = before ; Eng. Columbian,
from Christopher Columbus, the navigator.]
Previous to the time of Columbus ; before
the discovery of America.

an-tg-our'-sdr, s. [Lat ante = before, and
cursor — a runner ; from cursum, supine of
curro — to run. (1) A forerunner ; a precursor

;

one whose arrival presages the coming of
some other person, v persons. (2) One of the
advanced guard or pioneers in front of an
army.] A forerunner. (Johnson.)

an te date, s. [Eng. ante (from Lat), in
compos.= before ; and date, s. In Fr. antidate

;

Sp. antedata.] A date preceding another
date ; a prior date.

"Why hath riot my soul these apprehensions, these
presages, these changes, those antedate*, those Jea-
lousies, those suspicious of a sin, as well as my body of
a sickness?"—Donne: Devotion*, p. 10.

an -te-date, v.t. [Eng. ante (from Lat), in
compos. = before; and date, v. InGer. anti-
datiren; Fr. antidater ; Sp. antedatar ; Ital.
antidatare.]

1. To date a document earlier than the time
at which it was actually written for fraudulent
or other purposes.

" As the error antedates the event by twenty years,
. , "—Lewis ; Early Rom. But., chap, xii., pt. Iv., 1 68.

2. To cause an event to come at an earlier
date than it otherwise would have done, by
removing the hindrances which postpone it*
arrival.

"But for the long contest with Prance, the most
beuenceut domestic legislation of uur time might have
beeu antedated by perhaps half a eeutury."—Times,
November 34, 1676.

3. To anticipate the arrival of an event
before its actual coming, and feel and act as if

it were already passing.
" Controls, decides, insults thee every hour.
And antedates the hatred due to Pow'r."

Pope; Satire, 1,740.

an -te-da-ted, pa. par. & a. [Antedate, v.]

an -te-da ting, pr. par. [Antedate, v.]

an-tS-dJ-lu'-vi-al, a. [Antediluvian.] The
same as Antediluvian, a. (q.v.).

an te dl lu -vi an, a. & a. [In Ger. ante-
diluvianisch ; Fr. antediluvien ; Port, ante-
diluviano ; Ital. antidiluviano. From Lat
ante = before, and diluvium = a or the
deluge.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit : Before the deluge ; relating to the
persons, the events, or the period before the
Noachian deluge.

" The text Intends only the line of Setb, conducible
unto the genealogy of our Saviour and the anted iturian
chronology."—Browne: Vulgar Erreurt.

"These huge reptiles, surrounded by the black lava,
the leafless shrubs, and large cacti, seemed to my fancy
like some antediluvian animals."—Darwin ; Voyage
round the World, ch. xvii.

2. Fig. : Rude and primitive, such as may
be supposed to have existed before the deluge,
in the infancy of manufactures and other
departments of civilisation.

"... above all, the whole system of travelling;
accommodations was barbarous and antediluvian for
the requisitions of the pampered south."—be Quinceys
Work* (ed. 1863), vol. ii., pp. 163, 168.

B. As substantive : One who lived before
the deluge.

"We are so far from repining at God, that he hath
not extended the period of our lives to the longevity of
the antediluvian*, that we give hliu thauks for con-
tracting the days of our trial."— Hen! ley.

* an.'-te-£S,ct, *. [Lat. ante = bufur* : factum
= something done.] Something a ,;..- before
another. (Opposed to postfaot)

"Borne have published that there Is a proper sacrifice
In the Lord's Supper to exhibit Christ's death in the
postfact, as there was a sacrifice to prefigure in the old
law the ante/act."—Copie of the Proceedings of some
Divines (1641), p. 2.

an te-fix -», an te fIx -e«, ft pi. [In Ft.

antefixes; Ital. antefisse ; Lat. antefixos.]

Arch. : Ornamental tiles, placed on the
cornices and eaves of ancient buildings, wiiere-

each ridge of tiling terminated. They were
designed to conceal the ends of the ordinary
tiles. (GIosm. of Arch.)

an-te-goth -tc, a. [Lat. ante = before ; Eng.
Gothic.] Previous to the rise of the Gothic
architecture.
"... the style which belongs to the Roman or

AnFe-Gothic architecture, . .
."

—

Longfellow ; Introd.,
Skeleton in Ar

an' te-lope, s. [In Dut. & Port, antelope

;

Dan., Ger., & Fr. antilope. From Gr. avdokoty
(antholops)— a species of antelope (a word
used by Eustathius, who wrote about A.D„
1160) ; actio? (anthos)= & flower, . . . bright-
ness : A (0, euphonic (?) ; 6d/ (ops) = the eye.
" Brightness of eye. "] [Antilope.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The English equivalent of the large
zoological genus Antilope, or sub-family An-
tilopina. For its scientific characters see the
former of these two words. Most antelopes
are deer-like animals of great elegance. They
have large lustrous eyes ; are swift of foot,

and take enormous leaps, when flying from a
foe, when wishing to clear a bush or other
obstacle in their path, or in the exuberance of

their activity, apparently for very wanton-
ness. The species referred to by Moore in the
examplesquoted is the common Indian antelope
(Antilope cervicapra. Pallas), common in the
Deccan and other parts of the Indian empire.
[Sasin.]

" Our sands are hare, but down their slop*
The silver-footed antelope
An gracefully and gaily springs
As o'er the marble courts of kings."

Moore : L. R. ; Light of the liaram.

2. Fig. Comparisons of a person beloved to>

an antelope are common in the erotic poetry
connected with the East.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph^f.
-clan - shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiXn. -tious, -clous = shus. -hie, -die, &c, - bol, del. -tre = top.
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B. Technically:

Her. The heraldic antelope : An antelope
drawn in a conventional way to gratify heraldic

taste. It is distinguished from the natural

antelope, which is one in which the artist has

aimed at a genuine imitation of nature.

an-te-lu'-can, a. [Lat. antelucanus = before

daybreak : ante ~ before, and lux, genit. lucis

— light] Held before daylight A term
specially applied to the religious services held

in the early ages of Christianity before day-

light, to shield the worshippers from persecu-

tion, or to afford convenience to those who
were not their own masters, and could not
attend a congregation during working hours.

There was a fascination to some minds about
such meetings, which were continued after the

necessity which hail first brought them into

existence had passed away.
"There tbe Juuiter of exemplary honour and mag-

nificence, there the Phosphorus of piety and antelucan
devotion."— Bp. Hall: Jtem., p. 4*.

"All manner of antelucan laliouren, who make
provision for the flesh, make the flesh theirprovision."
—Qayton ; Note* on Don Quix., iii. 6.

t ant-em-blet'-lc, a. [Gr. avreupaWw (an-

temballo) = to make an inroad in turn, to

attack in turn; avri (anti)— corresponding

to ; e»9aAAu (emballd) = to throw in ; kv (en) —
in; /SaAAw (balld) = to throw. J Bestowed in

reparation of a loss.

"Offences against antembtetie trust." — Bowing:
Bentham'i Principles of Morals and Legitl., c\\. xviii.,

Note 4, f liv.

ito-tO-mer-Id'-I-an, a. [Lat. ante, and Eng.

meridian.] Before the time at which tlie sun
comes to the meridian, that is, before noon.

If It is usually contracted into a.m. or a.m.

an-tem-et -ic, a. & s. [Gr. Am (anti) =
against, and Eng. emetic (q.v.).]

1. As adjective: Fitted to act in a manner
opposite to that in which an emetic does ; in

other words, fitted to check, instead of pro-

duce, vomiting. (Quincey.) The same as Anti-
emetic, adj. (q.v.).

2. As substantive: A medicine fitted to
check vomiting. The same as Anti-emetic, s.

(q.v.).

an-te-mo-sa'-Ie, a. [Lat. ante = before, and

Eng. Mosaic] Before the time of Moses.

an te-mun-dane, a, [Lat. ante, and Eng.
mundane.] Before tlia creation of the world.

in-te-mii 'r-ai, s. [Iu 3d, antemural, ante-

muralla, antemuro ; Hal. antemurale. From
Lat. ante — before, and murus = a wall.] A
barbican consisting of a high and strong wall

with turrets built in front of the gateway in

old castles, and designed for its defence.

an-te-na -tal, a. [Lat. antet
and Eng. natal.]

Happening before birth.
" My spirit's antenatal home."

Kinjtley l Saint' t Tragedy.

in'-te-nat-ed, a. [Lat ante = before; and
natus, pa. par. of nascor= to be born.] Before

the proper time. {Hacket : Life of Williams,

U. 48.)

&n-te-Ni-cene, a. [Lat. ante, and Eng.

Nkene.] Before the meeting of the first Chris-

tian council which took place at Nice in A.D.
326. (The term is applied to the first three
Christian centuries, but not to any period of

greater antiquity.)

an ten -use, s. pi. [Lat. pi. of antenna — a
sail-yard ; Fr. sing, antenne; Port pi. anten-

nas ; Ital. sing, antenna.]

Zool. : The organs of insects, placed nearly

In the same position as horns in ruminating
quadrupeds. The antennae are two in number,
and are perhaps always present, though in

some few genera they are so inconspicuous
that these have been considered acerous
[Acebous], or " without horns," whilst to the
great mass of insects the term dicerous
[Dicerous], "two-horned," has been applied.

The antennae vary greatly in length, in form,
in texture, and in the number of joints which
they possess. They are organs of touch and
probably of hearing. The term is applied to
similar organs in other arthropod animals.

an ten -nal, a. [Lat. antenna; Eng. -at]
Pertaining to the antenna; of an insect, or an
animal of similar organisation.
"... the antenna! nerve . .

.*—Owen. In-
Pertebrata (1843), Led ivl, p. ail.

an ten-nar-i-a, s. [Lat. antenna — (1) a

sail yard
; (2) one of the two horn-like appen-

dages to the head of an insect. The Antenuaria
genus of plants is so called from the resem-
blance which the hairs of the pappus in the

sterile florets bear to the antenna of an insect. ]

Botany

:

1. Everlasting, a genus of plants belonging
to the order Asteraeeae, or Composites. The
A. dioica, Mountain Everlasting, or Cat's

Foot, is indigenous to, and the A. margarita-
cea, or Pearly Everlasting of North America,
naturalised in, Britain. The former, which is

abundant on mountain heaths, has cottony
stems and white or rose-coloured flowers.

The latter, called iu France and elsewhere
immortelles, are often made on the Continent
into wreaths to be laid on the graves of de-

ceased relatives. Here they may be often

seen either in their natural hue, or dyed of

bright colours, as ornaments in rooms.

2. A fungus of the tribe Phyaomycetes.
The species may be seen hanging from the
roof of wine vaults and enveloping the casks
and bottles below.

an ten-na r-i-us, s. [Lat. antenna = a sail-

yard.]

Zool. : A genus of spiny-finned fishes akin
to the Fishing Frogs (Lophius). The Walking-
fish (A. hisjndus) is an exceedingly grotesque-

looking animal. It is a native of the Indian
seas.

an ten nif-er-ous, a. [Lat. antenna = a

sail-yard
; fero = to bear.] Bearing antenna;.

i&n-ten'-ni-form, a. [Lat anteiina = a sail-

yard
; forma = form, shape.] Shaped like the

antenna of an insect.

an-ten nu lar-i-a, s. [Lat. antenna, the

dimin. -ul, and the sun*, -aria. ] A genus of Zoo-
phytes belonging to the family Sertulariadae.

Two species, the A. antennina and the A.

ramosa, occur in the British seas.

an'-te-nilm-ber, s. [Lat. ante, and Eng.
number. In Sp. antenombre.] A number
preceding another one.

" Whatsoever virtue is In numbers for conducing to
consent of notes, is rather to be ascribed to the ante-
nnmber than to the entire immlw, as that the sound
returneth after six or after twelve, no that the seventh
ot thirteenth is not the matter, but tbe sixth or the
twelfth."

—

Bacon,

itn-te-nup -tiaL a. [Lat. antenuptialis.]
Before marriage.

an-te-pag-ment (Eng.), an-te-pag-
men'-tum (Lat.), s. [Lat. antepagmentum =
the jamb of a door : ante = before, in front of,

and pagmentum = a joining together ; pag,
root of pango = to fasten or fix.]

Architecture

:

1. One of the jambs of a door.

ANTEPAGMF.ST.

2. The ornamented architrave of a doorway.

% The plural may be antepagments, or ante-

pagmenta. The latter is the more common.

ante-pas -chal, a. [Lat ante = before,

and paschalis = jwrtaining to the passover or

to Easter ; from pasclta, in Gr. irdaxa. (pascha)

= the passover ; Heb. HDB (pwacfc)= indul-

gence, immunity from punishment, but more
frequently (1) the paschal lamb, (2) the festi-

val of the passover ;
npS (pasach) = to pass

ov«(Exod. xii. 27).]

1. Before the passover.

2. Before Easter, which nearly coincided in

time with the passover.

"The dispute was very early in the Church concern-
ing the observation of Easter ; one point whereof was.
concerning the ending of the antehaschal fast, which
both sides determined upon tbe day they kept the
festival."—Selton : Fasts and Pmivalt.

in -te past, s. [In Ital. antipasto. Lat
ante = before, and pastue, pa. par. of pasco,

pavi, paslum = to feed. ] A foretaste.

tin-te-pen'-dl-um (lot), an'-te-pend,

an ti-pend (Scotch), s. [Mediaev. Lat. ante-

pendium.] The frontal of an altar [Frontal] ;

a veil or screen for covering the front of an
altar. It is used in some Roman Catholic

churches, especially on festival days.

"Item, ane antependot black velvet."—Coil. Invent
toriet imi). {Jamieton.)

aii-te-pen-ult'(?>^an-te-p6n-ul'-ti[-ma),
s. [In Fr. antepenultieme ; Sp., Port., & Ital.

antepenult imo ; Lat ante = before, and penul-

timus or pcenultimus, (s.) the penult, (a.) the

last but one ;
pcene or pene — almost, and

vltimus = the last.] The syllable before the
penultimate one. As the penultimate one is

next to the last, the antepenultimate is two
from the last, as cin in vaccinal ion. The word
is really only a shortened form of the fol-

lowing.

an te pen ul -tim-ate, a. & s. [In Fr.

antepenult ieme. ]

A- As adj. : Pertaining to the last syllable

but two. (Crabb.)

B. As subst. : The last syllable but two.

an-tep-Il-ep'-tlc, an-tep-l-l6p'-tl-cal,
a, & s. [In Ger. antiepileptisch. From Gr.

avri (anti) = against, and en-iATnJ/ts (epiUpMs)
= (1) a taking hold of; (2) epilepsy, falling

sickness ; k-nika^avm (epilambo.no) = to take

besides, to lay hold of : imC (epi) = on, upon,
and Ka^ivoi (lambano) = to take.]

1. As adjective: Deemed of use against
epilepsy (falling sickness).

" That bezoar is antidotal, lapis Judaicus diuretiosd,
coral antepileptical. we will not deny." — Browne:
Vulgar Srrourt.

2. As substantive : A medicine deemed of
use against epilepsy.

an -te-pone, v.t. [In 8p. anteponer; Ital.

anteporre = to prefer. From Lat. antepouo

:

ante — before, and pono = to put or plat' 1

.]

To place one thing before another ; to prefer
one thing before another. (Bailey.)

an -te-pbrt, s. [Lat. ante = before, and por-
tam, accus. of porta = a city gate, a gate.] A
gate in advance of a gate ; namely, an outer
gate. (Todd.)

faa-tS-pos-l'-tion, s. [In Ital. anteposizione

From Lat ante, and Eng. position = a placing.]

Grammar : The placing a word before
another, the natural position of which would
be after it (Ash.)

&n~t£-pran'-di-aL, a. [Lat. ante = before

;

Eng. prandial (q.v.).] Before breakfast.

(Quart, Review.)

t an-te-prS-dic'-a-ment, *. [Lat. ante,

and Eng. predicament.] [Predicament.]

Logic : Anything in logic proper to be
studied before the subject of the predicament

an-t6-pr6s'-tate, s. [Pref. ante-, and Eng.
prostate.]

Anat. : Anteprostatic (q.v.).

&n-te~prSa~tat'-£c,a. {Eug.anteprostat(e);-ic.)

Anat. : Situated in front of the prostate gland

.

* an -ter, s. [Aunter.]

an-ter -l-des, s. pi. [Lat. anterides = but-

tresses ; Gr. amjpi'Se* (anterides), plur. of

dirnpi's (anteris), genit. avrnpCSos (anteridos) —
a prop. Anterides, in Greek, are beams to stay

the outer timbers of a ship's bow in case of

their receiving a shock : avrrfpn* (anteris) =
set against, opposite ; avrnv (anten) — against,

over against ; avri (anti) = against]

Architecture : Buttresses for the support or

strengthening of a wall.

Sa-te'r-I-or, * an-te'r-I-our, a. [Lat. an-

terior = before, preceding. In Fr. antirieur;

Sp. APort. anterior; Ital. anteriore.)

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Situated before anything in place. (In

this and the second signification it is opposed
to posterior.) (For example, see No. II.)

2. Preceding in time.

II. Technically : Used chiefly in sense No. I.,

in Anatomy, Zoology, Botany, and Science
generally.

"Hence, if after the anterior face has received the
heat from one radiating source, a second source, wbish
we may call the compensating source, be permitted
to radiate against the posterior face . . ."—Ti/ndmll :

Frag, of Science (3rd ed.), viii. 4, p. UL

Ate, lat, Aire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet. here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,

or, were, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, roll ; try, Syrian, ee, oe - e. ey - a. qu = lew.
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ftn-ter-I-OT'-I-ty, s. [Eng. anterior; -ity.

In Fr. anteriority ; Sp. anterioridad ; Port.
anterktridaiU ; Hal. anteriorita.] The state of
being before in place or in time.

" Our poet could not haveMen the prophecy of Isaiah,
because ne lived 100 or 150 years before that prophet:
and this anteriority of time makes this passage to*
more observable."—Pope: Iliad, itr., note, v. 93.

an-te'r-i-Or-lJ, adv. [Eng. anterior; -ly.]

In an anterior situation.
"Anteriorly the preaphenoid narrows to a sharp

vertical edge,"—Flower : Otteol. of the Mammalia,
(1870 J, p. 128.

an-ter-6, En compos. [From Lat. anterior^
which is before ; ante = before.]

antero lateral, «. That which is an-
terior, and also lateral ; that is, to the side.

" All that is anterior to the posterior horn [of the
gray crescent belonging to the spinal cord] is called
the antero-lateral column."

—

Todd e) Bowman; Physiol.
Anat., vol. i., p. 256.

antero-parietal, a. Belonging or per-

taining to the front of the parietal bones of

the skull.

antero posterior, a. Commencing in

the anterior part of an organic structure and
continued through it, so as to appear also on
the posterior part, or in a direction from
behind forward.

" When the medulla oblongata is divided vertically
along the median plane, a series of fibres is seen to

form a septum between its right and left hall These
fibre* take a direction from before hackwards : and
appear to connect themselves with the posterior olivary
fibres. They are limited interiorly Ity the decussating
fibres. Cruveilhier proposes for them the name antero-
posterior fibre*. Tiiey appear to belong to the same
system aa the arciform fibres."— Todd A Bowman:
Physiol. Anal., vol. L, p. 369.

ante room, *. [Eng. ante (from Lat.), in
compos. = before, and Eng. room.] A room
before or in front of another one.

"An ante-room. In the Duke's palace."
Shakcsp. : Two Gent, of Ver.. Stage /Mr.

an-ter-d'g, s. [Gr. aireo*** (anteros or An-

teros)— return-love, love for love. (Personified.

)

(1) A "god" who avenged slighted love; (2)

a "god" who struggled against Eros, the
personification of love. In Latin anteros sig-

nified a kind of amethyst (Pliny).] A being
poetically imagined to struggle against love.

" He who from out their fountain dwellings raised
Eroe and A nteros, at Gadara."

Byron: Man/red, ii. 1.

* an -ter-ous, a. [Aunterous.]

an'-tes, s. pi. [Lat., plur. = rows or ranks of

anything. In Port, antes; Sp. antes.
~]

ANTES AT HERCULANEOlt.

Arch. : Pillars of large dimensions support-
ing the front of a building.

an-te-stat -ure, s. [Fr.]

Fort. : An entrenchment formed of gabions.

an tc stom- ach, 5. [Eng. ante (from Lat.),
in compos. = before, and stomach.] An an-
terior cavity leading into the stomach. It
occurs in birds which feed on fishes.

" In hir»v there Is no mastication or comminution of
the meat *. the mouth, but it is Immediately swal-
lowed into a kind of ante-stomach, which I have ob-
•arveal In piscivorous birds."—Ray.

an tc temple, s. [Eng. ante (from Lat.),
in compos.= before, and temple.} The portico
of a temple or of a church.

" The ' narthex ' or ante-temple, where the i*nl tents
and catachumeus stood.'"—Christian Antiquities, i. 299.

• an' to teme, * an te theme, s. [First
element doubtful, second Gr. 0«>a (thema).]
[Theme.] The text or theme of a sermon or
discourse. (N. E. D.)

* an-te-vert, v.t. [Lat. anteverto = to take
one's turn before another ; ante = before, and
verto m to turn.] To prevent.

"To antevert some great danger to the pubUck, to
ourselves, to our friend, we may and must disclose our
knowledge of a close wickedness."—Bp. Hall ; Cotes of
Conscience, Add C. 3.

an -te-vert-ing, pr. par. & s. [Antevert.]

As substantive : Preventing, prevention.
" It is high time to mourn for the anteverting of a

threatened vengeance."—Up. Hall: Hem., p. 157.

an-te-vir-giT-i-an, a. [Gr. hffi (anti) =
against ; Eng. Virgilian — pertaining to the
poet Virgil.

j

Agric. : Noting a method of husbandry or
horse-hoeing introduced by Tull. (Webster.)

ant hee-mor rhag Ic, a. [Gr. irtl (anti)

= against, and ai^ioppayufos. (haimorrhagikos)=
pertaining to hssmorrliage ; atpMppayia (hai-

moirhagia) = haemorrhage : oVa (haima) ~
blood, and prrywfju (rhegnumi) = to break or
break through ; 2 aor. eppaynv (errhagen).~\

Pharm. : Deemed of use against haemorrhage,
meaning a flux of blood.

an-the -11-on, s. [Gr. ai^Aios (anthilios)=
a later fonii of aenjAioc (antelios) = opposite
to the sun ; but it is now used for instead of
the sun : avri (anti) = instead of, and tjaioc.

(helios) = the sun.] A mock sun ; the repre-

sentation, by an optical deception, of one or
more pseudo-suns in the sky besides the
actual one. It is a polar phenomenon, occa-
sionally seen in the north of Scotland, but
not often in England.

an-the'-lix, s. [Gr. ivrC (anti) — opposite to,

and c'Atf (helix) — anything spiral ; «Ai£ (helix)

= twisted, curved ; «aiVo-(«j (helisto) ~ to turn
round or about ; eiAe'u> (eileo), cIacd (eilo) = to
roll op. ]

Anat. : The curved elevation within the
helix or rim of the external portion of the
ear. It surrounds the concha or central cup.
Above it bifurcates so as to include a fossa.

(Todd & Bowman : Physiol. Anat, vol. il.,p. 66.)

an thel min -tic, a. & s. [In Fr. anthelmin-

tique ; Port anthelmintic ; Gr. ami (anti) —
against, and «A/j.ti^ (helming), genit. e\p.ivSo^

(helminthos)— a worm, especially a tapeworm.]

1. As adjective : Capable, or believed to be
capable, of killing and expelling intestinal

worms from the human frame.

2. As substantive : A medicine given against
intestinal worms. The chief intestinal worms
found in the human body are the Long Thread
Worm (Trichocephalus dispar) in the upper
part of the large intestines ; the Common
Tape-worm (Tamia mlium), the Broad Tape-
worm (Bothriocephalus latus), and the Large
Bound Worm (Ascuris lumbricoides\ in the
small intestines ; and the Maw or Thread
Worm (Oxyuris or Ascaris vermicularis), in the
rectum. Of these the most frequent in
Britain are the common tape-worm, the large
round worm, and the maw or thread worm.
Garrod makes anthelmintics, defined as sub-
stances which have the power of destroying
the life of entozoa in the alimentary canal,
the fourth order of his Class IV., Sub-class I.,

and subdivides it into Direct Anthelmintics,
or Vermicides ; Indirect Anthelmintics, or
Vermifuges ; and Worm Preventives. Among
direct anthelmintics may be enumerated oil of
male fern, oil of turpentine, kousso, kamela,
and bark of pomegranate root ; of vermifuges,
calomel, scammony, jalap, gamboge, and castor-
oil ; and of worm preventives, sulphate of
iron or other ferruginous salts, quassia, and
mix vomica. (Garrod: Mat. Med.)

an them, 'an -theme, * an -tern, s. [In

A.S. ante/en = a hymn sung in alternate
parts, an anthem ; O. Fr. anthame, antene,
antienne, antevene ; Prov. antifene, anti-
fona ; Sp. & ItaL antifona ; Low Lat.
antiphona ; from Gr. anri'dWroe (antiphdnon)
= an antiphon, an anthem ; ivri^navov (an-
tiphonos) = sounding contrary, ... re-
sponsive to : avri (anti) = opposite to,

contrary to ; 4W17J (phone) = a sound, a
tone.]

* 1. Originally : A hymn sung " against

"

another hymn ; in other words, a hymn in
alternate parts, the one sung by one aids of
the choir, the other by the other.

"Anthem, a divine song sung alternately by two
opposite choires and choruses. "—Glossog. Nov., 2nd ed.
Iin*

[See also example under Anthem-wise.]
%. Now : A portion of Scripture or of the

Liturgy, Bet to music, and sung or chanted.

There are three kinds of anthems : (1) A verse
anthem, which in general has only one voice
to a part ; (2) a full anthem with verse, tht
latter performed by single voice, the formei
by all the choir ; (3) a full anthem, performed
by all the choir. Anthems were introduced
into the English Church service in the time of
Queen Elizabeth, and among those who have
distinguished themselves in this kind of com-
position may be mentioned Tallis, Farrant,
Orlando Gibbons, Blow, Purcell, Michael
Wise, Jeremiah Clark, Croft, Greene, Boyce,
Nares, as well as many modern writers.

•*,
. . the thanksgiving sermons and thanksgiving

anthems."—Macaulay: Hist.. Eng., chap, xxiii.

anthem wise, adv. After the manner
of an anthem.

" Several quires placed one over against another, and
taking the voice by catches, anthem-wise, give great
pleasure."

—

Bacon; Essay*. Civ. and J/or., ch. xxxvii.

an'-them-is, s. [In Fr. anthemis; Lat. an-
themis ; and Gr. apQtuis (anthemis) = chamo-
mile ; av$*tii (antlieo) = to blossom ; avOo*
(anthos) = a blossom, a flower. The anthemis
is so called apparently from the copiousness
of its bloom.] A genus of plants belonging
to the order Asteraceae, or Composites. It
contains the Common Chamomile (A. nobilis),

which grows wild near London. The flower-
buds constitute the cliamomile of the shops.
Cattle eat it with avidity. As a medicine it is

tonic and stimulating. A warm infusion of it

excites vomiting. The true chamomile plant
has a fine smell, in this differing from another
common species of anthemis, the A. cottila, or
"Stinking Chamomile." The latter plant,
moreover, is erect, whereas the former is

prostrate. A third species, the A. arvensis,
or Oorn Chamomile, is local. Two others, the
A. tinctoria, or Ox-eye Chamomile, often culti-

vated in consequence of its having medicinal
qualities like the common species, aud the
A. Anglica, or Sea-chamomile, are doubtfully
native. A brilliant yellow dye, derived from
the first of these plants, is used in France.

" The anthemis, a small but glorious flower,
Scarce rears his head

;
yet has a giant's tower."

Tate's Cowley.

an'-ther, s. [In Fr. anthire ; Lat. antliera =
a medicine composed of flowers ; Gr. ai-dnpfc
(antheros)= flowery, blooming ; avOiw (antketi)

= to blossom, to bloom ; &v<h$ (anthos) = a
blossom, a flower.]

Bot. : An organised body constituting part
of a stamen, and generally attached to the
apex of the filament, as a rule, it is composed

ANTHERS.
L Geranium lucidum. 2. Limo. a. Lily.

of two parallel lobes or cells ; sometimes,
however, there are four, and sometimes only
one. The cells are united by the connective,
and contain pollen. When the time for shed-
ding it arrives, the anthers burst generally
by a longitudinal fissure from the base to the
apex, but in some plants in other ways. The
anther is the tlieca of Grew, the capsula of
Malpighi, the apex of Ray, the tcsticulvs or
testis of Vaillant, the capitulum of Jungius,
and the spermatocystidium of Hedwig. (Lind*
ley: Introd. to Bot.)

Anther-dust: The pollen from an anther.

It constitutes a yellow dust, which, when it

falls from the atmosphere, has often been mis-
taken for a shower of sulphur. It is very
copious in the Conifene.

an'-ther-al, a. [Eng. anther; -al.] Pertain-

ing to a single anther of a plant, or to the
anthers collectively.

an-ther-O'-a, ». [From Lat. anthera.] [Aw-
ther.] A genus of moths of the family Bom-
bycidse. The A. Paphia is the Tusser or

Tusseh of the Bengalese, which furnishes &

Wo, bo"^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; «in, a., expect, ^enophon, exist. -log.
-iUn, -aion, -tioun = shun ; -tion, -slon » zhun. -tious, -sious, -ceous, -clous = shiis. -ble, -pie, &c. = bet Pet
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kind of silk used by the natives of India in

the manufacture of cloth for dresses, and even
imported into England.

in-thor'-I-cfim. s. [In Dut anthericum;

Ft. antheric; Sp., Port., & ItaL anUrico,

antheria*; Gr. av9eptK<x (antherikos).'} A
genus of plants belonging to the order Liliacea;,

or Lilyworts. The A. ramosum is considered

to be diuretic

anther I dial, a. [Mod. Lat. antheridi(um)
(q.v.) ; -al.)

Bot. : Pertaining to, or bearing antheridia.

an-ther id -I-um (plur. anther-id -I-a),
*. [Lat. anthera, and dimin. -Lillian.]

Bot. : A term used by some cryptogamic
botanists in describing certain obscure organs
in the Mosses, Jungermanniacese, and Hepa-
tic;*-. In mosses the antheridia are cylindrical,

articulated, clavate membranous bodies open-
ing by an irregular perforation at the apex,
and discharging a mucous granular fluid.

Some contain spermatic elements endowed
with power of motion. Organs somewhat
similar i*s found in Jungermanniacese and He-
paticse in the axillae of the perichsetial leaves.

an-ther-if -er-ous, a. [Lat. anthem; and
fero = to bear.] Bearing anthers.

an-ther-dg -en-ous, a. [Eng. anther, and
Or. ytivoficu (geinomai) = to be engendered.]
Engendered from anthers. Applied to such
double Sowers as have anthers transformed
on the principles of morphology into petals.

an ther-oid, a. [Eng. anther, and Gr. e!6oc

(eidos) = appearance.] Presenting the appear-
ance of an anther.

an there so -Id, an ther 6-z6'-oid, *.

[Gr. av&r>p6$ (anthiros) = flowery, blooming
;

i*woi' izoon) m a living being, an animal ; tlSos

(eidos) = appearance.]

Bot. : One of the minute bodies like slender
spiral threads, produced in the antheridia of
cryptogamic plants, serviug to fertilise ths
female ~rgans.

". . . and with th* Algas. Ac., by the locomotive
power of the antherozooidt"—Darwin; £H*c*nt of
Man, if- U., ch»i>. Till.

an -thesis, 5. [Gr. &vBnnt (anthais), the
same as nyfhj (anthe) = a blossom.]

Botany : The time when a flower opens.
(Lindley : Introd. to Bot.)

An-thes ter 1 on, s. [Gr. 'KvBetrrnpuav (An-
thesterion).] The sixth mouth of the Athenian
year. It was so called because within it there
occurred the three days' festival of Dionysos
(Bacchus), which was called Anthesteria.
The mcfith consisted of twenty-nine days, and
corresponded to the latter part of November
and the first part of December.

&n'-thl-a,4. [From Lot. anthias.] [Anthias.]
A genus of large predatory beetles belonging
to the family Brachinidse. The A. sulcata is a
native of Senegal.

an -thi as, s. [Lat anthias; Gr. <ir0iac

(anthias)= a fish (Labrus or Serranus anthias).'}

A genua of spiny-finned fishes belonging to
the Percidse, or Perch family.

an-thid ae, s. pi [Anthus.] In the arrange-
ments of Yarrell and others, a family of Den-
tirostral Birds. [Anthus.]

an thi-stir -I a, s. [Gr. av0io~rnfii (anthis-

temi) m to stand against. Named from its

very stiff stubble.] A genua of plants be-
longing \o the order Graminaceae, or Grasses.
The A. australis is the Kangaroo-grass of
Australia. It is used for fodder, as is the A.
ciliata in India, (Lindley; Veg. Kingd.)

an-tho -Qi an, 5. [Gr. Ji^oc (anthos) - a

blossom, a flower, and 0i'o* (bios) = course of
life.] An animal passing its existence on
flowers.

an-tho-car'-pl, s. pi. [Gr. 5i*9w (anthos) = a
blossom, a flower, and xapiro? (karpos) = fruit. ]

Lindley s fourth class of fruits. He calls them
also Collective Fruits, and defines them as
those of which the principal characters are
derived from the thickened floral envelopes.
They are divided into single and aggregated

;

the former including the fruits called Diclesiura
and Sphalerocarpiurn, and the latter those

d Syconus, Strobilus, 1
termei
ley: Introd. to Bot.)

, and Sorosis. (Lind-

an-tho-carp -ous, a. [Asthocarpi.] Per-
taining to the order of fruits called Anthocarpi.

an-thoc -er-os, s. [Gr. avQ<x (anthos) = a

flower ; xepac (keras), genit. ttiparos (keratos)
= horn.]

Botany : The typical genus of the family
Anthocerote»(q.v.). A.lccvis is found in wet
places in this country.

an-thd-cer-ot -e-», s. pi. [Anthoceros.]

Botany ; A tribe of Hepaticas.

an-th6-ch» r-a, s. [Gr. avBos (anthos), and
vtupot (chairo) = to' rejoice ; rejoicing in
flowers.] The nams given by Vigors to a
genus of insessorial birds belonging to the
family Meliphagidae, or Honey-eaters. The
A. carunculata of Australia, called by the
natives Goo-gwar-ruck, in imitation of its

harsh note, and by the settlers Wattled Honey-
eater or Brush Wattle-bird, frequents the
Banksias when they are in flower.

an-tho cy a-ne, an tho cy -an ine,

an tho ky an, an tho-cy an in, s.

[Gr. av$<K (anthos), and kvovw (kuaneos), adj.

se dark-blue ; icvavos (huanos), s. = a dark-
blue substance.]

Bot. : A blue matter, which Macquart con-
siders to be produced from chlorophyll by
the abstraction of water. It is an extractive
matter, soluble in water, but not in alcohol.

It is stained red by acids, and green by alkalies.

It forms the bases of all blue, violet, red,

brown, and many orange flowers. (Lindley

:

Introd. to Bot.)

an-tho dl um, s. [Gr. avBuBris (anthodes) m
like flowers, flowery, from apfoc (anthos) m a
blossom, a flower, and eZftos (eidos) = appear-
ance.]

Bot. : The inflorescence seen in the Com-
posite. It is the cephalanthium of Richard,
the calathis of Mirbel, and the calathium of
Neea von Esenbeck. (Lindley: Introd. to Bot.)

an tho leu cin, s. [Gr. av&x (anthos) m a

flower, and Aevwk (leukos) — bright, . . .

white.] The white colouring matter in plants.

an -tho lite, *. [Gr. avtox (anthos) = a blos-
som, a flower, and Atfloc (lithos) = a stone.] A
mineral—a variety of Amphibole (q.v.). Dana
sums up its constituent elements in calling it

Magnesia-Iron Amphibole. It graduates into
kupferrite, under which Dana places part of
the German antholith, assigning another por-
tion of it to anthophyllite.

an-th6-l6& -I-cal, a. [Eng. anthology;

•ical.~\ Pertaining to anthology. (Todd's
Johnson.

)

an-thol -6-gf (I), s. [In Sw. anthologi ; Dan.,
Ger., & Ft. anihologie; Sp. antologia; Port.
anthologia; Gr. avQokayia (anthologia) = (1) a
flower-gathering, (2) a collection of poems :

av0<K (anthos) m a flower, and Aryw (lego)= . .

to gather. ]

1. Gen. : A gathering of flowers in a meta-
phorical sense ; a collection or gathering
together of passages of flower-like beauty from
Greek, Roman, or indeed from any classic
authors. Though some of these might be in
prose, yet the great majority were, as was
natural, in poetry, which might be grave or
gay, it mattered not : what, above all, was
needful was, that whatever the subject treated
of, some one prominent thought should be
expressed in terse and felicitous language.
[Epigram. ]

" They are very different from the simple sepulchral
inscription* of the ancients, of which that of Melciger
on his wife, in the Greek anthology. Is a model and
master-piece."—Dr. Warton; Euay on Pope, ii. 472.

2. Spec. In the Greek Church: A collection
of devotional pieces.

an-thol og-f (2), s. [From Gr. avtJoc (anthos)
= a flower ; Adyoc (logos) = a discourse.] A
discourse about flowers ; a dissertation on
flowers.

"Anthology (Gr.). a discourse or treatise of flowers."—6leuog. >uw, 2nd ed.

an-thol y^-a, s. [In Dut. antholyza; Ft.

antholise. From Gr. dv0oc (anthos)= a blossom,
a flower, and \vo-tra (lussa) = rage, madness.
The flower remotely resembles tne mouth of
an animal which may be supposed full of rage
and about to bite. ] A genus of plants belong-
ing to the order Iridaceae, or Irids. The A.

athiopica, or Flag-leaved Antholyza, has been
introduced into Britain.

an tho-ma ni-a, s. [Gr. ZvBos (anthos) m a
flower, and fiavia (mania) = mania

;
fxai'po*i<u

(mainomai) = to rage.] A mania for flowers.

an tho-my -i-a, s. [Gr. 5.vQ<k (anthos) = a
blossom, a flower, and nyia (muia) = a fly.]

A genus of flies, of which one of the best
known is the Anthomyia Brassicos (Cabbage-
Fly). Its larvae feed on the roots of cabbages,
turnips, &c. In the adult state the male and
female are so unlike that they might be mis-
taken for different insects. Another species,
the A. trimaculata, the Three-spotted Antho-
myia, when in the larva state, also feeds on
the roots of turnips ; so likewise does the A.
radicum, or Root Turnip-Fly ; whilst the A.
tuberosa attacks the tubers of potatoes.
(Curtis.) Many species of the genus occur in
Britain. [Anthomyza. ]

an-tho-my* -a, s. [Gr. av0os (anthos) m a
flower, and fivfa (muzo)~ (1) to murmur with
closed lips, (2) to suck.] The name given by
some entomologists to the dipterous genus
more commonly called Anthomyia (q.v.).

an-tho-my -zl dre, s. pi. [Anthomyza.] A
family of Dipterous insects, of which Antho-
myia is the typical genus.

An-tho -nians (h silent), s. pi [From the

monk Anthony.]

Church Hist. : An order of monks said to
have been founded by St. Anthony about A.D.
324. (Glossog. Nova.)

An'-thon y's fire (h silent), s. [Sain-

Anthony's Fire, Erysipelas,]

an-thdph II a, s. pi [Gr. ai>ftx (anthos) = a
blossom, a flower, and dtiXoc (philos) a. = (1)
beloved ; (2) poet, loving, fond ; *., a friend.]
"Flower lovers." A division of Hynieuop-
teroua insects established by Latreille, and
still recognised. It contains the Bees. [Bee.]
It is divided into two families, Apidae and
Andrenidse.

an-thdph -or-a, 5. [Gr. i^oc (anthos) = a
flower, and <j>op*bi (phoreo) = to bear or carry.]

A genus of Bees, family Apidae. A. return is

the Mason-bee (q.v.).

an tho-phore (Eng.), an thoph -ir-nm
(Mod. Lot.), s. [From Gr. ai*6od>6poc (anthoph-
oros) = bearing flowers ; avBo* (anthos) — a
flower, and dtopc'w (phored) — to bear.]

Botany: The name given by De Candolle to
the lengthened internode below the receptacle
in Caryophylleaj which bears the petals and
stamina at its summit (Lindley : Introd. to

Botany.)

an thoph'-yl lite, s. [In Dan. k Sw. antho-
phyllit. Schumacher, as quoted by Dana,
says that it was derived from Lat. anthophyl-
lum = the clove, and so named from its clove-
brown colour.] A mineral placed by Dana
under his Amphibole group and sub-group of
Bisilicates. It is orthorhombic, and usually
lamellar or fibrous massive ; the hardness is

55; thesp. gr., 81 — 322; the lustre, pearly

;

colour, brownish-gray, yellowish-brown, or
brownish-green. It is translucent, or nearly
so, brittle, and possesses double refraction.

Composition : Silica, 56 to 5674 ; alumina,
265 to 3 ; protoxide of iron, 13 to 1413 ; pro-
toxide of manganese, 91 to 4 0; magnesia,
23 to 24-35 ; lime, 1-51 to 2 ; and water, 1-67

to 2'38. Occurs in mica schist in Norway.
Hydrous anthophyllite : According to Dana,

an altered asbestiform tremolite, from New
York Island. The British Museum Catalogue
makes it a variety of Hornblende.

an thoph-yl-lit Ic, a. [Eng. anthophyfUte

;

-ic.] Pertaining to anthophyllite ; containing
more or less of it in composition with some
other substance.

an thor ism (Eng.), an-thor is -mus
*. [Gr. du'0opio>i.bc (anthorismos) = a counter
definition : avri (anti) = against, and 6010*^10?

(horismos) = (1) a marking out by boundaries ;

(2) the definition of a word : from opinio (horizo)

= to divide or separate.]

Logic d Rhetoric.: A counter definition ; a
definition different from, and counter to, that

made by one's adversary.

fate. Mi* tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p8t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, euro, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, jc. ce e. ey= a. qu = kw.
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*n-thd-sid'-er-ite, s. [From Gr. oV&k
(a n (tot) = a blossom, a flower : o-io'rjpos (sideros

)

= iron. J A mineral placed by Dana in the
Appendix to his Bisilicates. It occurs in

fibrous tufts, or feathery-looking flowers. The
hardness is 6'5 ; the sp. gr., 3; the lustre,

silky; the colour, yellow, yellowish-brown,

or white. Composition in one specimen :

Silica, 60 3; sesquioxide of iron, 357; and
water, 4. Found in the province of Minas
Gereas, in Brazil.

an-tho-so -ma. s. [Gr. <iv$o$ (anthos) = . . .

a flower ow^a' (soma) = a body.] A genus of
Entoinostracans. [Anthosomad.*.]

in-thd-so ma d», s. pi. [Anthosojca. ] A
family of Entomostracans, of the order Sipho-

nostomata, and the tribe Pachyeephala. It

has only one British genus, Anthosoma. The
A. Smitkii was found sticking to a shark.

an-tho sper' me-ee, *. pi [Gr. avBos

(anthos) = . . . flower, and trnippM. (sperma) =
seed.] A section of the Cinchonaceous order
of plants.

an-tho-sper'-mum, s. [In Fr. anthosperme

;

Sp., Port., and Ital. antospermo ; Gr. avBos

(anthos) — a flower, and tnrtpua (sperma) =
seed.] A genus of plants belonging to the
order Cinchonacea?, or Cinchonads. A. cethio-

picum is the Ethiopian amber-tree. [Ahber-
tree.]

an tho -tax - is, s. [Gr. avQos (anthos) = a
flower, and rafts (taxis) = an arranging ; rao-o-w

(tas&d) = to arrange.]

Botany : The arrangement of flowers in the
several kinds of inflorescence.

an -tho-type, *. [Gr. aVflw (anthos) = a
blossom, a flower, and tviw (tupos) = a blow,
the mark of a blow, . . . a type, Ac.] [Type.]

A generic term for papers impregnated with
the coloured juices of flowers, used for photo-
graphic purpose*. (OgilvU.)

an tho xan thine, s. [Gr. SlvBos (anthos) m
a flower" and £av06f (xanthos) = yellow.] The
yellow colouring matter in plants. It is an
extractive resinous substance, soluble partly

in water and partly in alcohol or ether.

Treated with sulphuric acid it becomes blue.

[Ahthocyane.] (Lindley: Introd. to Bot.)

an tho xan thum, s. [In Sp. & Ital. an-
toxanto ; Gr. acflos (anthos)— a flower, and
£av06s (xanthos) = yellow, because the flower-

spikes are yellowish, especially when old.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Grarfli-

nacete, or Grasses. It has but two stamina,
whereas three is all but the universal number
among grasses. The A. odoratum, or Sweet-
scented Vernal Grass, is very common in

Britain, flowering in May and June. The
sweet scent is more conspicuous when the
plant is dying than when it is fresh. It has
been attributed to benzoic acid.

t an-thd-zo'-a, s. pi. [Gr. av$os (anthos) = a

flower, and £Smv (zoSn) = a living being, an
animal.] A class of Zoophytes now more
commonly called Actinozoa (q.v.). Johnston
divides his Zoophytes into Anthozoa and
Polyzoa, the formor again subdivided into
Hydroida, Asteroida, and Helianthoida.
(Johnston: Brit. Zoophytes, 1867.) Another
classification places under the Anthozoa the
eight following families : Actiniadae, Zoan-
thidse, Xeniidas, Alcyonidse, Pennatulidaa,
Tubiporidse, Caryophyllidse, and Gorgoniadse.

an thra-cene, s. [Gr. *v0p*$ (tmtfirar), genit.

affl^axos (anthrkkos) = coal.] Cjj
Chemistry: CUH10 = C6H4/ \ ^>c6h4-

Obtained by the fractional distillation of the
coal tar boiling above 360°. It crystallises

in monoclinic plates ; it is slightly soluble in

alcohol, but dissolves readily in benzene ; it

melts at 213°, and boils at 362°. It can be
formed along with benzyl-toluene by heating
in sealed tubes to 180° a mixture of benzyl
chloride and Water.

an-thrac -i-*lse, s. pi. [Anthrax.] A family

of dipterous insects belonging to the section
Tanystomata, but having shorter probosces
than its immediate allies. The British genera
are Anthrax and Lomatia.

an thra-cite, s. [From Gr. ai^paiemjc. (an-

thrakites) = resembling, or of the nature of
coal ; a.vQpa£ (antkrax), genit. avBpaxos (an-

thrakos — coal.] In Dana the first variety of

Mineral coal. Called also Glance coal. Hard-
ness 2 to 2*5 ; sp. gr. 1*32 to 17 ; lustre sub-
metallic, iron-black, often iridescent. It con-
tains from 80 to 94 per cent, of carbon, and
burns with a pale feeble flame. Found in

extensive deposits in the State of Pennsylvania.

Free-burning anthracite : A variety of an-

thracite intermediate between the typical kind
and bituminous eoal.

an-thra-clt'-ic, a. [Eng. anthracite; suff.

-ic.] Pertaining to anthracite ; composed in

whole or in part of anthracite.

an-thrac' -It-oils, a. [Eng. anthracite ; -ous.]

The same as Anthracitic (q.v.). (Edin. Rev.)

an thrac -on-ite, s. [From Gr. S.v0pa£ (an-
thrax)= eoal. ] A mineral, a variety of Calcite.

The name has been specially applied to—
1. Black marble ; marble coloured by the

carbonaceous matter arising from the remains
of the animal and vegetable organisms in-

habiting the old sea from which the carbonate
of lime forming the calcite was derived.

Marbles of this type are called also Lucullan
and Lucullite (q.v.).

2. Black bituminous fetid limestone. From
their odour they have beeu named also Swine-
stones and Stinkstones.

an thra co ther 1-um, s. [Gr. avQp*$ (an-

thrax),
' genit. avQptLKO? (anthrakos) = coal or

charcoal ; and Bypiov (therion)= a beast, espe-

cially one of the kinds hunted ; properly
diinin. from typ (Our) = a wild beast, a beast
of prey.] A fossil mammal of the Pachyder-
matous order, named from the fact that it was
first found in tertiary lignite or brown coal.

"The Din-jtheriuin awl Narrow-toothed Mastodon,
for example, diminish the distance between the Lo-

Ehiodon and Elephant; the Anthracotheriunn and
fippophysis that between Chceropotainusand Hippo-

potamus. —Owen : British fottil Mammal* and Bird*
(1646), pp. xx L, xxli.

an thrac-o xen Itc. an thrac 6 xc he,
*. [In Ger. anthracoxen ; Gr. av$pa£ (anthrax)
= coal; £eVof (xenos)= foreign, a foreigner;

suff. -ite = Gr. in)* (ites) = of the nature of.] A
mineral classed by Dana in his sixth, a yet

unnamed group of Oxygenated Hydrocarbons.

It is obtained as a black powder from a resin-

like mineral between layers of coal in Bohemia.
Its composition is, carbon 75*274, hydrogen
6*187, and oxygen 18539. It is insoluble in

ether.

an-thran-il'-ic, a. [Gr. av0pa4 (anthrax) =
coal ; Eng., &c, anil — a plant.] [Anil.]

anthranilic acid. [Carbanilic Acid.]

an thra-QUin one = oxyantracene, s.

CO.
Chemistry: Ci4H8Oa = C6H4<^

(

L,
y
>C6H4.

Obtained by boiling anthracene with dilute

H2SO4 and potassium dichromate. It crystal-

lises from hot nitric acid in pale yellow

needles, melting at 273°.

an -thrax, s. [In Fr. anthrax; Port, anthraz;
Gr. av#pa£ (anthrax) = coal or charcoal, . . .

a carbuncle.]
* 1. Old Med. : A carbuncle.

2. Entom. : A genus of dipterous insects,

the type of the family Anthraciche (q.v.).

an-thris'-CiLS, s. [Lat. anthriscus (Pliny);

Gr. avBpio-Kos (anthriskos) = the southern
chervil (Scandix australis).^ A genus of plants
belonging to the order Apiacese (Umbellifers).

Two species are common in Britain, the A.
sylvestris, or Wild Beaked Parsley, and A.
vulgaris, or Common Beaked Parsley. The
former has smooth and the latter muricated
fruit The A. ceri/olium, Garden Beaked
Parsley or chervil, is occasionally found out-

side cultivated ground, but is not a true
native of Britain. Its roots are eatable, and it

was formerly used as a potherb, whereas the
two indigenous species of the genus are semi-
poisonous.

&n-thrdc'-dr-a, s. [Gr. av0pa£ (anthrax) =
coal; itc'pa? (keras) = a horn.] A genus of
hawk moths, Sphingides, the typical one of

the family Anthroceridee.

&n-thr8-9er'-i-d», s. pi. [Anthroceba.]
A family of Sphingides. The species fly by
day, and are brightly and beautifully coloured.

The Burnet Moths and the Green Forester
belong to the family. It is called also

ZygeenicUe.

an-throp -ic, a. [Gr. &v6pu>mK0$ (anthropi-
kos).~\ Man-like, resembling man ; human.

" In the same degree they impress that anthropie
feature upon the face of the living gorilla."—(Jwem:
Clattif. of the Mammalia, p. S3.

an throp 1 dee, s. pi. [Gr. ai^puiw (anthrd-
pos) = aman.] In Professor Huxley's classi-

fication the first family of the order Primates,
which stand at the head of the class Mam-
malia. There is but one species, the Homo
sapiens, or Man. The dentition is as follows :

r . 4-2 1—1
,

2—1
Incisors,

2^; canines, 1m1 ;
premolars, £^;

sometimes the same dentition, though in

other cases the premolars are 8—9 in placa

f ?=?. The hallux is nearly as long as the

second toe, and is susceptible of being moved
both backward and forward only to a very
limited extent, whereas in the Simiadae it is

much more mobile. In Man the arms are
shorter than the legs, whilst in the Simiadss
they may be either longer or shorter. After
birth in Man the legs grow faster than the
rest of the body, whilst in the Simiadae they do
not. Man's stature is erect, whilst the natural
attitude of the apes and monkeys is on all

fours. (Professor Huxley's Classification of
Animals, p. 90.) Man has a higher facial

angle and a brain of greater volume than the
monkeys, and his mental and moral powers
are infinitely greater.

an thro -pS-glot (Eng.), an thro p6-
glot'-tiis (Mod. Lat.), s. [Gr. a.v0puTr6y\unr-

o-o« (anthropoglossos), in Attic ai^pwiroyAoTTos
(anthropoglottos) — speaking man's language :

avSputiros (anthropos) = man, and yAwo*o*a

(glossa), in Attic yAwTra (glotta) = the tongue.)
An animal possessing a tongue, i.e., speech
remotely resembling man's. Example, the
imitative species of the Parrot family of Birds.

an-thro pog raph-^, *. [Gr. a*>6p**not

(anthropos) = man, and ypad>n (graphe) = . . .

a description ;
ypoi^u) (jjrapho)= to grave, . . .

to write. A writing about man ; a description

of man.] A science which investigates the
geographical distribution of mankind, noting
the physical character, the languages, the
customs, and the religious tenets and obser-

vances of the several races distributed over
the globe. When the historic element receives

prominence, anthropography becomes ethno-
graphy or ethnology. It is a branch of the
great science of Anthropology (q.v.).

an-thro'-poid, a. [Gr. avUpwirotitys (anthro*

poeides) = in the shape of a man ; avOpwiroi

(anthropos) = a man ; and «T8o? (eidos)= . . .

form ; from «t5w (eido) — to see.] Resembling
man ; a term applied especially to the apes,

which approach the human species in the
following order : 1st (most remote), the gib-

bons ; 2nd, the orangs ; 3rd, the chimpanzee ;

and 4th (nearest), the gorilla. (Owen: Classif.

of Mamrnalia, 1859, p. 84.)
"... only in the very highest and most anthro-

poid, viz., the gorilla and the chimpanzee."—Owen.*
ClauiAc. of the Mammalia, p. 78.

an thro-poi des, >\ [Anthropoid.] A genus

of wading birds, belonging to the sub-family
Gruinae. A. virgo is the Numidian Crane.

an thro'-p#-lite, s. [Gr. av8ptano<; (anthropoe)
= man ; and -lite — Gr. \i9os (lithos) = a stone.]

Man petrified, as in the Guadaloupe specimen
now in the British Museum.

an-thr6-p<5-l6g;'-I-cal, a. [In Ger. anthro-

pologisch ; from Gr. av0pu>iro\6yos (anthropoto-

gos)= speaking or treating of man.] (For an
extended investigation of the etymology, see

Prof. Turner in Brit. Assoc. Rep. for 1871,

Pt. ii., pp. 144-146.) Pertaining to the science

of anthropology ; formed for the study of

anthropology, as the Anthropological Society

of London, a society formally inaugurated

on the 22nd of January, 1873, and now known
as the London Anthropological Institute. In
1866 was formed an anthropological "De-
partment of the Biological Section " of the

British Association. [Anthropology,]

an-thTO-pdl'-ig-lBt, s. [In Ger. anthro-

polog.} One who cultivates the science of

anthropology.
*.

. . the comparative study of the arts of different

races in different conditions of culture, must continue

to hold a prominent place amongst the reBearches ol

anlhropologittt"—Col. lane Fox; Brit. Auoc. Jtep.

for 1873, Ft. H., p- 171.

101 \>6$; pxSut, J6^1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f.
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an-ttirc~pdl'-o-sy, s. [In Ger. k Fr. anthro-

pologie; Port anthropologic. From Gr. far-

0pum>f (antftropos)= man ; and kayx (logos) —
. . . discourse.]

L Natural Science

:

1. Gen. : The science of man in the widest

sense of the terms. The word anthropology

figures in Johnson's Dictionary with the signi-

fication, "The doctrine of anatomy ; the doc-

trine of the form and structure of the body of

man." The Glossographia Nova, 2nd ed., ex-

plains it to be "a discourse or description of a

man or of a man's body." Kant gave a much
wider range than this to the subject in his An-

thropologie, published about the year 1798, as

he had previously done orally in his univer-

sity lectures. Finally, the Anthropological

I Society of London defined its aim to be "to

study man in all his leading aspects, physical,

menial, and historical, to investigate the laws

of his origin and progress, to ascertain his

place in nature, and his relation to the inferior

forms of life." In this sense ethnology is a

department of anthropology.
" The science of Man, therefore, or, km it la some-

timea called. Anthropology, mnst form the crown of

all the natural science*. —Max Mikller : Science of

Language, vol. ii. (*th ed., 1871), p. 7.

2. Spec. : The science which investigates the

relation in which man stands to the inferior

animals. In this sense ethnology is a cognate

Bcience to anthropology. Dr. Latham uses

the word in this limited sense.

in thro po man -9y, s. [Gr. avBatatroe (an-

thropos) = a man, and fiavrtia (manteia)

power or mode of divination ; navrevofiai

(manteuomai) = to divine
;
^uuris (mantis) =

one who divines, a seer.] Fancied divination

by inspecting the entrails of a human being.

(Webster.)

in-thrd-p6m'-§t-r$?, s. [Gr. aVflpw"" * (an-

thropos) = man, and pci-pop (metrori) = a

measure.] The measuring or measurement
of the human body ; the science which
deals with the proportions of the human
body.

an-thro po niorph -ic, a. [Gr. avBftuwo-

iio/xfeo* (anthropomorphos) — of human form ;

av&puiiros (anthropos) = man, and p-op^t-q (mor-

phe) = form.] Pertaining to anthropomor-
phism.

*' From Borne quarter or other the anthropomorphic
force came in."

—

Gladstone.

fal-thrd-pd-morph'-ifjm, s. [In Ger. an-

thropomorphism; Fr. anthropomorphisme; Port.

anthropomorphismo ; Gr. avBpunoatipAia (an-

thropomorphia) = human form ; av4pv>iroc

(anthropos) = man, and p-opd"? (morphe) =
form, shape.]

Properly : The attributing of a human
form to God. When this is really done it is

a gross degradation of the divinity, and is con-

demned in Scripture. But when the only

anthropomorphism is the use of metaphorical
phrases, such as the arm of the Lord (Ps.

lxxvii. 15), or his eyes (Ps. xi. 4), or his ears

(Ps. xxxiv. 15), to make abstract ideas more
readily conceivable, the practice has the

countenance of Scripture itself. There are

thus in this sense a legitimate and an illegiti-

mate anthropomorphism.
"Anthropomorphism is always connected with an-

thropopathism."—Smith A Wact: Diet. Christ. Biog.,

vol. f., p. 119.

an-thrd-po-morph'-ist, s. [In Ger. anthro-
pomorphist.'] One who really or apparently
attributes to God the human form, or thoughts,
emotions, or passions like our own.

an-thro-p<S-morph'-Ite, s. k a, [In Fr.

anthropomorphite ; Port, anthropomorphita ; Gr.

avdpwTrbpop^os (anthropomorphos) = of human
form.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary language : One who attributes

to God the human form, or thoughts, emotions,
•nd passions like our own.
"... though few profeaa themselves anthropo-

morphitet, yet we may find many amongst the ignorant
of that opinion."

—

I&cke.

IX Technically:

1. Church Hist, (pi) : A sect which arose in

Egypt in A.D. 395, and becameprominent in the
fifth century. They were a sub-division of the
Acephali, who again sprung from the Mono-
physites or Eutychians. They held anthropo-
morphism in a gross form. Many individuals

also in the Church catholic, and in the sects
which had sprung from it, entertained a

similar belief. (Mosheim : Ch. Hist., Cent. V.,

pt. ii., ch. t., § 20.)

"The Anthropomorphitet who awarmed among the
monks of Egypt and the Catholics of Africa . .

,"—

Gibbon : Decline and Fall, ch. xlvii.

2. (Plur.) A party (they had scarcely the

coherence of a sect) which existed in Italy and
elsewhere in the tenth century : they supposed
that God possesses a human form, and sits

upon a golden throne.

B. As adjective : Attributing to God human
form, thoughts, or emotions.

"Multitudes could awallow the dull and coarse an-

ihropomorphite doctrines." — GlanviU : J'raexitt. of

Souls, ch. iv.

an-thro-po-morph-It'-i'c, an-thro-po-

morph-It'-i-cal, «. [Eng. anthropomor-

phite ; -ic, -icaL] Pertaining to anthropo-

morphism, or to the Autbropomorphites.

an-thro-po-morph - It-Ism, s. [Eng. an-

thropomorphite ; -ism.] The system of doctrines

characteristic of the Anthropomorphites ; an

thropomorphism. [Anthkopomorphism.]

an-thro-p«i-morph'~dse,t>.(. [Gr. aveponrof

(anthropos) = a man, and nop^ow (morphoo) =

to form, to give shape to.] One would expect

this verb to mean to change into the form of

a man ; but Davies gives an example from

Howell (Parley of Beasts, p. 3), in which it

evidently = to change from the form of a man
into that of a beast.

an-tlurd-pd-morph'-ous, a. [In Fr. em-

thropomorphe. From Gr av6punr6u.opA>os (an-

thropomorphos).'] Possessed of a form resem-

bling that of man.
** Mr LyelL however, in 1880, had remarked that the

evidence of the total absence of the Anthropomorphous
tribe [the Quadruman*] was inconcluaive. —Owen:
Brit, t'ouil Mammals and Birds, p. 2.

an-thro-pS-path'-Ic. an-thro-po-
path r cal, a. [Gr. avBotoirowaff^: (anthro-

popathes)= with human feelings. ] Pertaining

to human feelings ; having human feelings.

(Smith and WaceT)

an-thrd-p6-path-i-cal-l& adv. [Eng.

anthropopathical ; -ly.} In a manner to show
the possession of human feelings.

^-thro-pop'-a-thism, s. [Eng. anthro-

popathy; -ism.] The same as Anthropopathy
(q.v.). (See example under Anthropomorph-
ism.)

an-thrd-p5p'-*-th& * an-thro-pop'-?'-
thie, s. [In G*er. anthropopathie. From Gr.

av&putTroiraBei.* (anthropopatheia) = humanity;
av&p*rnxK (anthropos) = a man, and naBn (patlU)

= a passive state, or iraBw (pathos) = anything

that befalls one, . . . suffering, emotion
;

naBetv, aor. inf. of *a<rx<*> (pascho) = to receive

an impression.]

1. Human feeling, humanity.
"Two ways then may the Spirit of God be said to be

grieved, in Himself, in his saiuts; in Himself, by an
anthropopalhie, as we call it; in his saints, by a aym-
pathie ; the former is by way of allusion to human
passion and carriage."

—

lip- Hall I Rem., p. 106.

2. Theol. : The attributing of human
thoughts, emotions, or passions to God. As

in the case of anthropomorphism, this may
be legitimate or illegitimate. It is the former

if done only figuratively ; it Is the latter if

done really.

(o) Figuratively : " And it repented the Lord

that he had made man on the earth, and it

grieved him at his heart " (Gen. vi. 6).

(b) Really : " Thou thoughtest that I was
altogether such an one as thyself" (Ps. 1. 21).

ftw-t rirft-pftpri -sv-gi. «. pi. [Plural of Lat.

anthropophagous ; "Gr. oe#pwn-od>ayo« (anthroj*)-

phagos) ao a man-eater ; avSpwroi (anthropos)

m man, and fyayelv (phagein), from * 4>ay<a

(phago), now made 2 aor. inf. of «<rf)uj (esthw) =
to eat. In Fr. anthropophage.] Man-eaters.

Cannibals, people feeding on human flesh.

" Histories make mention of a people called anthro-

pophagi, men-eater*."—B. Qilpin: Sermonbefore King
gdward VI. (1552),

&n-thrd-po- ph&g'-i-cal, a. [Eng. anthro-

pophagy ; -ical. In Fr. anthropophage ; Port.

anthropophago.] Pertaining to anthropophagy

;

eating human flesh.

in thrd-poph-a-gin -i-an, s. [From Lat
anihropophagus (Anthropophagi), and the
dignified suff. -inian; Shakespeare's design

being to frame in ridicule a word "of learned

length and thundering sound."] A cannibal.

pophaginian unto thee ;

Merry Wives, iv. 6.

'11 speal
knock, I say. "—Shahtip. :

anthro pdph ^a-gotis, a. [In Fr. anthro-
pophage. From Gr. avQpwnoibdyoc. (anthro-
pophagos).'] Man-eating, cannibal.

an-thro-poph -a-g^f s. [In Fr. anthro-

pophagie. From Gr. a.v&f.<toTro<payia (anthro-
pophagia).^ Man-eating, cannibalism.

"Upon slender foundations was raised the anthro-
pophagy of Dioiuedes his horsei-."—Browne: Vulgar
Jirrour*.

aH-tnr6-p6s'-COp-y, S. [Gr. aVepwrros (an-

thropos) = man, and tncoiria (skopia) = . . . a
looking out ; o-kowcw (skopeo) — to look at or
after.] An attempt to discover the mental
and moral tendencies of any one by studying
his bodily characteristics.

an-thrd-p6s'H>-ph$r, s, [Gr. avBowtQ* (an-

thropos) ~ man, and enxfua (sophia) = skill,

higher knowledge, wisdom.] The knowledge-
of man ; the acquisition of wisdom (if such a
thing is possible) by the study of mankind.

an thrd-pdt om-Ist, s. [Gr. ai^pwrros (an-

thropos) = man, and ro#i« (tennis), or To^evs
(tomeus) = one who cuts.] One who cuts up
or dissects a man ; an anatomist.
"... the large mass of transverse white fibres

called 'corpus callosuin ' by the antfiropolomist."—
Owen : Ctassif. of the Mammalia, p. 22.

ftn-thrd-p5t'-ini-^, s. [Gr. aV0p«j7ros (an-

thropos) = man, and tou.tj (tome) ... a rutting ;.

T€p.vvi (tem.no) = to cut.] The anatomy of man y

i.e., the dissection of the human body.

an thro- pur -gle, a. [Gr. i^pwrrovpyos

anthropourgos) m making man; but intended
by Bentham to signify operated on by man %.

at-flpwTTos (anthropos) — man ; *«pyw (ergo) = to

do work.] (For def. see example.)

"Thus Natural HiBtoryaud Natural Philosophy are-

respectively represented by Pbysiurgic brnujitology

and AtUhropurgic Somatology ; the one signifying the
science of bodies, in so far as operated ui>on in the
course of nature, without the intervention of man ;

the other, the science of bodies so far as man. by hia-

knowledge of the convertible powers of nature, is able-

to operate upon them."—Bowring : Bentham't Works,
Introd., S «, vol. i.. p. 16.

&n'-tbus, s. [Lat. anthus; Gr. avloc (anthos),

masc. = a small bird like a bunting (not

a.t>6os (anthos)= a flower, which is neut.).]

Zool. : A genus of birds, the typical one of

the family Anthidse, in the Dentirostral tribe,

but with affinity, shown by their lengthened
hind toe, to the genus Alauda (Lark) in the

Conirostral one. Some place the genus Anthus
under the MoiAcillince, a sub-family of Sylvklre,

or Warblers. The species are called in English

Titlarks or Pipits. Four occur in Britain

:

the A. arboreus, or Tree Pipit ; the A. praten-

sis, or Meadow Pipit ; the A. petrosus, or Rock
Pipit ; and the A. Micardi, or Richard's Pipit

a&'-thyl-Us, *. [In Fr. anthyllide; 8p. k
ItaL antillide; Gr. SlvOo*. (anthos)— a. flower,

and tovAoc (ioulos) ~ (1) first growth of the

beard, (2) down on plants. So railed from its-

downy calyces.] A genus belonging to the

ANTHYLUS VI LNERAK1A.

Papilionaceous sub-order of the Fabacete, or

Leguminous plants. It contains one British

species, the A. vulneraria, or Common Kidney

Vetch, called also Lady's Fingers. It grows

chiefly in the vicinity of the s*a. It has from

5 to 9 leaflets and crowded heads of generally

red flowers. The roots of a foreign speciss,

the A. Hermannue, are diuretic.

an-thyp-ndt'-xc, a, ks. [Anti-hypnotic.]

fate, fitt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ptft,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cfto, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce ~ e. ey = a .
qu = kw.
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&nt hyp 6 chon dri-ac, a. & t. [Anti-
hypochondriac. J

sant-h^-pfiph'-dr-a, *. [Anti-hypophora.]

ant-hys-ter ic, a. & s. [Anti-hysteric]

an -tf, prefix. [See def.]

A. [From Gr. avri (anti), f-rep., original

meaning = over against . . . ; hence =
opposed to. In Greek compos. = (1) over
against, opposite to, (*J) against, in opposition
to ; (3) one against another, mutually ; (4) in

return
; (5) instead

; (6) equal to, like ; (7)

corresponding to, counter. (Litldell £ Scott's

Greek Lexicon.) The Greek avri (anti) — over
against, against, is essentially the same word
as the Latin ante — before : hence there are
In Lat. anticipo (B.) ; in Ital. anticomere=&
forerunner, antidata = antedate, anti-camera
= antechamber ; in Sp. Antechristo ; in Fr.

Antechrist, antidate, antichambre ; and in Bug.
anticipate (B. ; see also Ante). The root is

<mt ; Sansc anti = opposite, facing.]

1. The opposite of, as anticlimax.

2. Opposed to : as Antichrist, antidote.

% (a) Compound words having as one of
their elements the Greek prefix avri (anti) are
infinite in number. We do not profess or
Indeed desire to give a complete list Those
which are still loosely compacted together,
being generally spelt with a hyphen, follow
as compounds under anti ; whilst those in
which the union has become more complete,
the hyphen being generally dropped, are
arranged as primary words. In the case of
the former, the usage of authors or printers
(it is uncertain which) with regard to the
employment of capital letters varies in three
ways :—

(1) There may be one capital commencing
the word Anti, as Anti-arminian. (Bishop
Barlow. )

(2) There may be one, but beginning the
second of the two words in the compound, as
smtt-Realism, anti-Realistic (Herbert Spencer)

;

anti - Galilean (De Quincey) ; anti-English
4\Froudt) ; anti-Republican (Times newspaper).

Or (3) each of the words united may begin
•with a capital, as Anti-Judaic (Milman) ; AntU
Laudism (Carlyle).

(b) With in the word withstand, and gain in
gainsay, tin equivalents in signification,
though not in etymology, to the Greek oWt
ianti).

t B, [From Lat. ante= before, as anticipate,
1n Lat. anticipo = to take beforehand ; ante =
before, and capio = to take.] Before, before-
hand, as anticipate. (See etymology of B.)

anti-abolitionist, s. One opposed to
4 party in the United States which, when
slavery existed there, sought its abolition ; or,
more generally, one opposed to the abolition
of slavery in any country where It still lingers.

anti -American, a. Opposed to the
American people or their aims.

anti-anarchic, a. Opposed to anarchy
or disorder. (Carlyle : Fr. Rev., III. iv. 2.)

anti apostle, s. One opposed to the
Apostles.

"The cardinals of Rome are those persons which
may be fitly styled anti-apontles in the Romish hierar-
chy."—Potter : On the Jfumb. em, p. M.

antl-Armlnlan, s. One opposed to the
Arminian tenets.

"... and many bad characters cast on good men.
•specially on the A lUi-arminians . . ."—Bp. Barlow •

Remains, p. 181.

anti -attrition, *. Gen., that which
wposes attrition. Spec. , a mixtnre ofplumbago

"with some oily suljetance, or any similar com-
Sosition used for lubricating machinery to
iminish the effects of friction. (Webster.)

anti - centenarianism, s. [Gr. sW
(anti), and Eng. centenarianism, from Lat.
centum = a hundred, and annus = a year.]
Opposition to the assertion that the persons
from time to time reported to have died aged
a century or more, had really attained to that
*ge.

" Anti centemirianism.' —Heading 0/ a paragraph
«n the Time*, Thursday, 8th January, 1874.

anti-chamber. [Ante-chamber.]

anti-corn-law, s, [Gr. «W (awti) =
against, and Eng. Corn kw.] Opposition to
the Corn Law or laws. The Anti-Corn-Law

League was formed in Manchester on the 18th
of September, 1888, and ultimately became a
most powerful organisation, carrying agita-
tion everywhere. The Corn Laws having
been abolished on June 26th, 184$, the reason
for the continued existence of the League
ceased, and it dissolved itself on the 2nd of
July of the same year.

anti docetse, a. Opposed to the Boceta?,
a Gnostic sect [Doc*rr.«]

( or to their religious
tenets. (See example under anti-Gnostic)

anti-dynastic, a. Opposed to the reign-
ing dynasty in any particular country.
"... but the leaders of the popular movement

belong to the anti-dynastic fraction of the Opposition.'
—Daily Telegraph, 8th October, 1877 : t ierma Corresp.

anti-English, a. Opposed to the English
or their aims.

"The anti- English party were in the ascendant"—
Froude : Hist. Eng,, ch. xix., vol. iv., p. 168.

anti Gal lican, a. Opposed to the "Gal-
lican," i.e., the French aims or aspirations.

" One of the cardinals, he [Coleridge] tells us, warned
him, by the Pope's wish, of some plot, set on foot by
Bonaparte, for seizing him as an anti-Galllean writer."—De Quincey i Workt (ed. 18§3). voL ii., p. 95.

anti-Gnostic, a. Opposed to Gnosticism
or to the Gnostics.
"... the anti-Gnostic, or mure strictly, the anti-

docetic tendency which has been ascribed to the
gospel."—Strauu : Lifeof Jesus, Transl. (1848), j 107.

anti-Jacobin, s. One opposed to the
principles and procedure of the Jacobins in
the first French Revolution.

" Then grew a hearty anti-Jacobin."
Byron : Vision of Judgment, 97.

H The word is best known as the title of a
famous satirical Tory periodical (1798-1821),
the principal contributors to which were
Gifford, Hookham Frere, and Canning.

anti-Judaic, a. Opposed to what is

Jewish.
"... the anti-Judaic party In Alexandria, of

which Apion was no doubt a worthy representative."—Milman : Hist, of Jews, 3rd ed., vol. L, note to p. 70.

anti Laudism, s. Opposition on the part
of the Puritans to the doctrine and discipline
of Archbishop Laud.

". . . Anti-Laudiems, Westminster Confessions."
—Carlyle : Heroes and Hero- Worship, Lect. VT

anti-national, a. Opposed to the aims,
the procedure, or what are believed to be
the interests of one's nation.

"... could have attended the most ultra profes-
sions of anti-national politics."—De Uuincey't Works
(ed. 18SSX vol. ii., p. 178.

anti-principle, *. A principle opposed
to another principle which has been previously
specified.

"... That besides one great cause and source of
good, there was an anti-principle of evil, of as great
force and activity in the world. —Spencer: On Prodi-
gies, p. 168.

anti-prophet, s. An opponent of pro-
phets or of prophetic revelation.

" Well therefore might St. John, when he saw so
many anti-prophets spring up, say, ' Hereby we know
that this is the last time.* "—Made : Apostasy af the
Later Times, p. 88.

anti-Realism, s.

Metaphys. : The system of speculative belief
opposed to that of realism ; nominalism.

"And thus is Realism negatively Justified: any
hypothetical uncertainty it may have is incomparably
less than that at Ami-Realism.'—Herbert Spencer.
Psychol., 2nd ed., voL ii., j «L

anti-Realistic, a.

Metaphys. : Opposed to what is realistic

;

nominalistic, nominalist.
"... that contradiction which the anti- Realistic

conception everywhere presents. "—Herbert Spencer:
Psychol., 2nd ed., vol. 11, f 469, p. 486.

".
. . we proceeded to value by It the Realistic

and A nti Realistic conclusions. "—Ibid., p. 491.

anti-Republican, a. Opposed to Re-
publican institutions and their advocates or
defenders.

" For the simple reason that he and the Due de
Broglie and the anti-Republican party are determined
not to resign the power which they accidentally hold."
—Times, November 16th, 1877.

anti-Roman, a. Opposed to Roman
aims.

" Bat at this crisis the anti-Roman policy was
arrested in its course by another movement."--/. A.
Froude : Hist. Kng., ch. vt, vol. 11.

, p. 12.

anti-Socialist, a. Opposed to the
Socialists.

•The debate oa the anti-Socialist BiU commenced
in tu-days sitting of the Ut-rujau Parliament "—Times
bept. 17, 1878.

anti-Tribonian, s. A person opposed
to the great jurist Tribonian.

Plural: A sect, the distinctive pecularityof
which was this opposition.

an-ti-ac'-id, a. & s. [Antacid.]

an-ti -a-des, s. pi. [The plur. of Gr. ivrti^

(antias), genit. avTid&os (antiados) = one of the
glands of the throat when swollen ; avrios
(antias) = opposite to ; from avri (anti).]

Anatomy : The tonsils.

an-tl-a-dl'-tis, s. [Gr. acrid? (antias) ; and
sulf. -iris (itis) = inflammation.] [Antudes.]
Med. : Inflammation of the tonsils.

an-ti-aph-rdnlis'-i-ac, an ti-aph ro-
dis -i-a-cal, a. [Antaphrodisiac]

an ti ar, or ant-Jar, s. [Antiaris.1 A
poison made from the upas-tree of Java,
Antiaris toxicaria.

an-ti-ar'-Ine, s. [Antiaris.] The active
principle in the poison of the upas-tree. [An-
tiaris.] It is ootained from the inspissated
juice of the plant in shining whitish crystals,
soluble in water.

an ti ar is, *. [Latinised from Javanese
antiar (q.v.).] A genus of plants belongingto
the order Artocarpacete, or Artocarpads. Tb*»

ANTIARIS TOXICARIi.

A. toxicaria is the famous upas-tree of Java.
[Upas.] The antiar poison is made from it. Its
exceedingly deleterious properties arise from
its containing strychnine. A shirt made from
the fibre, if insufficiently prepared, excites
much itching.

an-tiC-ar-thrit'-Xc, a. i *. [Antarthritic.]

an tl-asth-mat'-Ic, s. [Gr. avri (anti)=.
against ; Eng. asthmatic] A medicine used
against asthma. [AjTtastrmatic]

" Anti-asthmatics (Or. ), are medicines against the
shortness of breath."

—

Qlossogr. Noma.

an ti-bac chi us, s. [In Fr. antibachique

;

8p. antibaquio ; Port, antibaechio ; Ger. &
Lat antibacchius. From Gr. o.vTi(iaK\<toc

(antibakcheios). ]

Prosody : A reversed Bacchiua, that is, a
foot like the Bacchius of three syllables, but
differing from it in this respect, that whereas
the Bacchius has the first syllable short and
the last two long, as in be

|
a

j
te, the Anti-

bacchius has the first and second syllables
long and the third short, as in au \ di \

ri,

an ti bar' bar-ous, a. [Gr. avri (anti) =
against, and Eng. barbarous.] Against what
is barbarous. Used—

(a) Of books like those of Erasmus, Nizolus,

and Cellarius, directed against the use of bar-

barisms in the Latin or in other tongues.

(b) Of the use of an unknown tongue in

divine service. Peter de Moulin employed it

in this sense. (Rees.)

anti bas ii '-i can, a. [(1) Gr. *W (anti)

= against, opposed to ; and Lat. basilica = a
building in the forum with double colonnades,

used as a court of justice and as an exchange.

(2) A cathedral : Gr. Boo-tAia-r} (basilike), same
meaning

;
0acriAue6« (basilikos), adj. = kingly,

royal
;

/3ao-iX«v$ (basUeus) = king.] Opposed
to royal or ecclesiastical pomp or splendour.

to-tl-bib-U-oT-a-titf, t [Or. imi (antf),

and Eng. bibliolatry.] Opposition to biblio-

latry (q.v.).

^oiL, bo>, pout, jo^-i: cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; on, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-tioa, -sion, -tioun = shun ; tion, -sion -zhun. -tious, sious, -clous, -ceous-shus. -ble, -die, &.^ bel, del.
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"'At a period in which Dra Marsh and Wordsworth
have by the zealous of one side been charged with

Popish principles ou account of their aMX-biiholatri/

. . .-—Coleridge : Aid* to Selection, p. 115, note.

in-ti-bib -Ids, « [G r. dm (on(i)= in return

;

»nd 0(p*x (bibloi) = (1) the Inner bark of the

papyrus, (2) paper, a book]

Civil Law : An instrument by which a ch>

fendant admits that he has received a " libel,"

or a copy of it, and notes the date when it

was served upon him.

an-ti-blT-i-ous, a. [Gr. dm (anttX and

Eng. bilious).]

Pharm. : Opposed to biliousness ;
counter-

acting biliousness.

• an-ti-bir -ming-ham, s. [Gr. ivri (anti) ;

Eng. Birmingham. ]

Plur. : One of the numerous appellations

given to those who sided with Charles II. in

refusing to exclude his brother James from

the succession.

"Opponents ol the Court were called Birmingham*.

^Those who took the kings side were Antxbxr-

wxtnghamt . . ."—MacaxOay : Bltt. Eng., chap. 11.

Sn-ti-brach -I-al (<* guttural), o. [Lat

antibrachialis.] [Antibrachicm.] Pertaining

to the forearm.

. the peculiar length ol arm in those Mong-

arm'ed apes ' is chiefly due to the excessive length of

l£? antebrachial bouea.--0u.en.- Claaif. of Mam-
malia, p. 7a

in-ti-brach -i-tim (eft guttural), s. [From

Lat ante= before ; and brachium, Gr. 0paxuov

(6rocMoit)=the arm, especially the forearm,

from the hand to the elbow.] The forearm.

" the forearm, or anrifrracMum."—Flower:

Otteol. of the Mammalia (1870), p. 914.

An ti-bur'-ghers (h silent), «. pi. [Gr. ivri

(anti) = against, and Eng. burghers.)

Church History : A Scottish sect which arose

in 1747. A certain oath having been instituted

in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Perth, to be

taken as a criterion of burghership, many
members of the Associate Synod, or Secession

Church, considered its terms to be such that

they could not conscientiously take it. Others

declared that they could. The Secession in

consequence split into distinct bodies—the

"Burghers," who took the oath, and the

"Anti-burghers," who refused it. Another

schism ultimately followed, owing to the con-

flict between progressive and conservative

ideas ; and thus there were produced four

distinct denominations—viz., the Old Light

Burghers, the New Light Burghers, the Old

Light Anti-burghers, and the New Light Anti-

burghers. Most of these are now merged in

the United Presbyterian Church, and their

old denominations are becoming obsolete.

(Burton : Hist. Scotland.)

£ n tic, • an -ticke, * an'-tike, a. A s.

[In Sw. antik, adj. = (1) antique, ancient,

(2) antic ; subst. = (1) an antique, (2) an antic

;

Dan. antik, adj. = (1) antique, (2) antic ; Pr.

antique = (1) ancient, (2) antiquated ; Sp.

antiguo= (l) antique, ancient, (2) antic ;
Port.

antigo, adj. = antique, ancient ; subst. e» an

antique ; Ital. antico = antique, ancient ;
Lat.

antiquus — antique, ancient The English

antic was originally the same word as Amtkhje
(qv.).]

A- As adjective

:

1. Antique, ancient ; old.

"At the nether ende were two broade arches upon

ttre antike pillers all of gold . ."—BaU: Ben. Till.,

an. 18. (TrencA.)

2. Old-fashioned, antiquated ; out of date,

and therefore grotesque.
" A foule deform'd. a brutish cursed crew.

In body like to antike work devieed

Of monstrous shape, and of an ugly hew.
Barrington : Ariott., vi. 61. ISare*.)

3. Grotesque, odd, ludicrous, without any

reference to antiquity.
" With frolic quaint their antic Jests expose^

And teaae the grumbling rustic as he goes.

Byron : Hourt of Idleneu ; Childxth Recollection*.

" The prise was to be conferred upon the whistler

that could go through his tune without laughing,

though provoked by the antic postures of a merry-

Andrew, who was to play tricks."—Addison.

" Of all our antic sights and pageantry.
Which English idiots run in crowds to see.

Dryden.

(See Trench 071 the Study 0/ Words, p. 156

;

English, Past and Present, p. 161.)

B. As substantive

:

L Ofpersons

:

L A person or being of hoar antiquity, out

of harmony with modern manners, and left by

people in society as much as possible to him-

self.

"... within the hollow crown
That rounds the mortal temples of a king

Keeps Death his court ; ami tliele the aittxc sits.
*^

Shakeip. : Rich. II. , ill. 2.

2. A merrv-andrew, a buffoon; one who
dresses up fancifully, adopts odd postures, and

says what he deems smart tilings, with the

object of eliciting halfpence from those who
behold his tricks.

" Fear not, my lord, we can contain ourselves.

Were he the veriest antic in the world."

Shakeip. : Taming of the Shrexe, Ind.

H, Of things. Generally in the plural

:

1. Works of art, specially architecture,

sculpture, or painting produced by the an-

cients ; antiques. [Antiqce.]

2. Grotesque representations, odd imagery

or devices. [Anti-mask.]
"A work of rich entail and curious mold,

B
Woven with anticket and wyld yniaeery.

Spenier : F. «.. II. vii. 4.

" For e'en at first reflection, she espies
h

Such toys, such anticke, and such vanities.
Dade*.

3. Odd tricks.
" And fraught with antic* as the Indian bird

H
That writhes and chatters in her wiry cage.

Wordtxeorth : Excxtrtion, bk. vi.

an -tic, an tick, v.t. [From the substan-

tive.] To cause to assume the appearance of

an antic.
" Mine own tongue

Splits what it speaks ; the wild disguise hath almost

antick'd us all."
Shakeip. : Ant. and Cleop., ii. 7.

an-tica-chec-tic, * an-ti-cha-ch6c -

tick* (ft silent), a. k s. [Gr. am (anti) =
against, and «av««T»s (kachektes) = having a

bad habit of body ; team (kakos) = bad, and

ef« (hexis) = a having possession ; efoi (htm),

fut. of «X" («**) = to nave.]

1. As adjective : Deemed of use against a

cachectic state of the constitution.

2. As substantive: A medicine designed to

counteract a cachectic state of the constitu-

tion
" Antt-ckackectick* (GrA Kennedies that correct the

ill disposition of the blood."—Olouogr. Ifova.

* an'-tl-call, » UW- anticaglia = (1) an-

tiquity ; (2) monuments of it) An antique.

(Scotch.)

"When they are digging Into old mines for anti-

coil*.*—Sir A. Balfour : Letter*, p. 139.

an ti C&l vin-Ist, «. [Gr. ivri (anti) ; Eng.

Calvinist.]

Church Hist. : One opposed to the Calvin-

ists or their religious tenets.

anti-Cal-Van-ls'-tic, a. [Gr. ivri (anti)

;

Eng. Calvinistic]

Church Hist. & Theol. : Opposed to the Cal-

vinistic tenets,

an ti cam era. * an-tS-cam -er-a, »

[Sp. anfecaTftoro ; Ital. atUicamera = ante-

chamber ; from camera = a chamber.) An
antechamber.

"
. whereof you must foresee, that one of them

be for an infirmar'-. if the prince or any special person

should be sick, with chambers, bedchambers, ante-

camera and recamem, Joining to it."—Bacon : Buagi,

Chv. and Mor., ch. xlv.

anti-car -di ilm, s. [Gr. isTucopoioi- (anti-

kardion).']

Anal. : The pit of the stomach, the jcrobi-

eulus cordis.

in-tt-«3ar-niv'-t.r--ouB, o. [Gr. dm (anti),

and Eng. carnivorous.) Opposed to the use

of flesh as an article of food ; vegetarian.

&n-ti-ca-tar'-rhal (A silent), a. & «. [Gr.

ami (anti) = against, and «aToppooc (katar-

roos) = a flowing down. A catarrh.] [Ca-

takbh.]

1. As adjective: Deemed of use against

catarrh, i.e., a cold.

2. As substantive : A medicine given as a

remedy against catarrh.

ta-ti-cau-sot'-lc, o. & s. [Gr. ivri (anti) =
against, and taitras (kausos) = (1) burning

heat ; (2) bilious, remittent fever ; /cauo-io, later

fut. of «nuo (kaii) = (1) to light, (2) to bum.)

1. As adjective: Used against a burning

fever of whatever kind.

2. As substantive : A medicine used against

burning fevers. (Juncker.)

an -ti-cham-bcr. *iAnte-ch*mber.]

an'-tl-cheir, s. [Gr. awrix'to (anticheir) =
the thumb; from ivri (anti) = opposed to,

and x«i'p (cheir) as the hand.]

Anat. : The thumb ; so called from being

opposed to the rest of the hand.

* an-ti-chrij'-fis, s. [Gr. aim'xpno-is (onfi-

chrtsis) = reciprocal usage . ivri (anti) = in

return, and xP^'" (christi) = a using, an

employment ; xpaof"" (chraomai) — to consult

or use an oracle, to use
; XP<"" (cftmo) = to

furnish what is needful.]

Old Law : A mortgage.

an'-tl-christ, An'-ti-christ, s. [In A.S.

Antecrist, Anticrisl; Sw., Dan., Dut, S: Ger.

Antichrist; Fr. Antechrist; Sp. & Port, vlute-

christo; Ital. Anticristo ; Lat. Antichristus.^

From Gr. 'Akti'xpio-toc (^"(icftristos) : anrt

(anti) = instead of, or = against (see Trench's

Synonyms of the New Testament, pp. 115—120) ;

Xpio-ro! (Christos) = Christ.]

1. Gen. : Any one who denies the Father

and the Son ; or who will not confess that

Jesus Christ is come in the flesh ; or who,

leaving the Church, pretends to be the Christ

(or Messiah), and thus becomes a rival and

enemy of Jesus, the true Christ, as in the

following examples.
" He is anMcTiriK, that denieth the Father and the

Son."—1 John ii. 22.

" For many deceivers are entered into the world,

who confess not that Jesus Christ i. come in the flesh.

This is a deceiver and an antichritt. —2 John ,.

•• Little children, it is the last time : and as ye have

heard that antichritt shall come, even now are there

many antichrists ; whereby we know that it is the last

time. They went out from us. but they were not of us
"—1 John ii. 18, 19 ; compare with Matt XXIV.

s-j, Mark xiii. 1—5, Luke xxL 5—«.

2. Spec. : One who should pre-eminently

stand forth as the antagonist of Christ, and

should be a sufficiently prominent personage

to become the theme of prophecy ; or if avri

(anti) be held to mean instead of [see etymo-

logy], then the characteristic of Antichrist

will be a supercession of Christ, not an

avowed antagonism to him. If, when St.

John says, "Ye have heard that antichrist

shall come," he refers to the rival and oppo-

nent of God described by St. Paul in 2 Thess.

ii then Antichrist is to be identified as the
" man of sin," " the son of perdition, and that

Wicked," of verses 3, 8. Many Protestant

controversial writers, from Luther downwards,

have applied the name Antichrist in this

specific sense to the Papacy. (See the el-

ample from Bishop Hall, as a specimen of

a multitude more scattered over the whole

extent of English and Scotch theological

literature.)

'•Antichritt which was conceived in the primitive

timl O-The light in Boniface the Third, and wje

grown to his stature and o«o.r/ in Gregory t*e

Seventh."—Bp. BaU : Bon. of the Marr. Clergy, 8, 1 «.

an-tl^brtat'-s-an, o. 4. «. [Gr. ivri (anti) =
against ; Eng. Christian. In Fr. antichritisn ;

Port. anficAristao ; Ital. anticristiano.

)

1 As adjective : Opposed to Christianity, or

pertaining to the Antichrist of New Testament

prophecy.
"That despised, abject, oppressed sort of men the

ministers, whom the world would make antxehruttan,

and so deprive them of heaven."—South.

2. As substantive: One opposed to Chris-

tianity, or a follower of the prophetic Anti-

christ.
"A new heresy, as the antichrUtian* and priests of

the broaden God, would persuade and make their

credulous company to believe."—Roger* : On the treed,

Pref.

•To call them Christian Deists Is a great abuse ol

language ; unless Christians were to be distributed

into, two sorts. Christians and No-chnstians, or Chna-

tians and Anti-chrittiaru. "—Watertand: Ch., p. 84.

an-tt^liri»t'-I-an-i«>m, s. [Eng. anUchris-

tian; -ism. In Fr. antichristianisme.) Oppo-

sition to Christianity in an individual, a party,

or a speculative tenet.
• Have we not seen many whose opinions hav»

fastened upon one another the brands of anttchrutxan-

x*m1"—More: Decay of Piety.

an-tl-cbriBt-i-an'-i-lry, «. [Gr. av (??«*>

= against; Eng. Christianity.] Opposition

or contrariety to Christianity in an indi-

vidual, a party, or a speculative tenet. (In

use identical with the previous word.)

"They breed grief of mind in a number that art

godly-minded, and have AntichrtXianity in such de-

testation, that their minds are martyred with the >cry

sight of them in the Church."—Booker .
Eoct. Pol.. M

iv., i S.

fito, fat, fare, amid*, what, talL father; we. wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, nxartne; go pit,

or. wore, wol* work, who, son ; mute. cub. cure, unite, our. rule, full : try. Syrian. ».03= e. ey = a.au-kw.
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ftn <ti- Christ -i an-ize, t>. t. [Eng. anti-

christian ; -ize.] To turn from Christianity
those who previously accepted its doctrines.

an ti chron -i -cal, a. [Gr. am (anti) =
against, and xP°vtK°* (chronikos) = pertaining
to time; xp01

' * (chronos) = time.] Opposed
to or out of the proper chronological date.

fcn-ti chron -I-cal-ly\ adv. [Eng. ana-

chronical; -ly.] In an antichronical manner.
In a manner characterised by opposition to, or
neglect of, proper chronology. {Webster.)

t an-tlch'-ro-msrn, *. [In Ger. antichronlsm, ]

Deviation from proper chronology ; the placing
events in wrong order of time.

"Our chronologies are by transcribing, interpola-
tion, misprinting, and creeping in of antichronlsms,
now and then strangely disordered."

—

Seldeti: On
Drayton's Polyolb., Song 4.

a&-tlCh -thon, s. [Gr. am' (anti) = on the
opposite side of, and xB^v (chthon) = country.]
One of the Antipodes. (Bp. Hall : Works, v.

478.)

an-tic'-f-pant, a, [Lat. anticipant, pr. par.

of anticipo = to take beforehand, to antici-

pate.] [Anticipate.] Anticipating, in anti-

cipation of.

Med. : A term used of periodic fevers or

other diseases in which the paroxysms arrive

earlier than their normal period, the succes-

sive intervals of respite diminishing from day
to day. (Parr.)

En tic l-pate, v.t. & i. [In Ger. iantizU

piren ; Fr. antidper ; Sp. anticipar ; Port.

antecipar; Ital. anticipare. From Lat anti-

cipo = to take beforehand ; ante — before, and
eapio = to take, from the root cap.]

A* Transitive

:

1. To take before another person has had
time to do so, and thus preclude his gaining
possession at all. Or to perform a work be-

fore he has had time to execute it, and thus
render his services in the matter needless ; to
be beforehand with one.

"... he would probably have died by the hand
of the executioner, If indeed the executioner had not
been anticipated by the populace, "—Macaulay : Hist.

Mng., ch. xx.
" Anticipated rent*, and bills unpaid.
Force many a shining youth Into the shade."

Cowper ; Retirement.

2. To say or do anything before the appro-
priate, or at least the normal, time for it has
come.

(a) In a speech or literary composition, to
say or write anything before the time or place
at which it should appropriately be intro-

duced.

(o) To carry out an expected command be-
fore it is given, or conjectured wishes before
they are uttered in speech.
" The dinner served, Charles takes his usual stand.
Watches your eye, anticipate* command."

Cowper; Truth.
**.

. . would have done wisely as well as rightly
6f anticipating the wishes of the country."—Macaw

y: Hist. Mng., ch. xxi.

3. To realise a future event, and feel as one
would if it had already arrived ; or simply to
•xpect a future event to happen.

"Timid men were anticipating another civil war."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvlii.

" Now, it looks as If this Important and anticipated
result has been established."— Times. April 20, 1875;
Transit of Venus.

B. Intransitive : To aay or write anything
before the time or place at which it should
appropriately be introduced into a speech or
literary composition.

how they pay it."

—

Dryden.

an-tic i-pa-ted, pa. par. & a. [Anticipate.]

* an tic -i-pate-ly\ adv. [Eng. anticipate

;

-ty] By anticipation.
" It may well be deemed a singular mark of favour

that our Lord did intend to bestow upon all pastors,
that he did anticipately promise to Peter."—Barrow :

On the Pope's Supremacy.

Un-tic'-i-pa-ting, pr. par. & a,

"... an active and anticipating intelligence."

—

Owen : Clastif. of Mammalia, p. 62.

tn-tic-i-pa'-tlon, *. [In Fr. anticipation;

Sp. anticipation ; Port, anticipacao, anted-
pacao ; Ital. antidpazione. From Lat. anti-
cipate = (l) a preconception, an innate idea ;

(2) the first movements of the body in infancy
;

(3) Rhet., occupation, prolepsis: from anti-
cipo = to anticipate.]

A. Ord. Lang. : The act of anticipating

;

the thing anticipated.

Specially

:

1. The act of forming a preconceived notion
of any Being, person, or thing ; the formation
of an opinion before the grounds on which it

can be safely based are known ; the thing
thus preconceived, a prejudice.

" What nation is there, that, without any teaching,
have not a kind of anticipation, or preconceived
notion of a .Deity '/"— />enham.

" Of the great error of inquiring knowledge in antici-
pations. That I call anticij>atio)u, the voluntary col-
lections that the mind maketh of knowledge, which
is every man's reason."—Bacon: Interpr. of Mature.
ch. xv.

2. The act of saying, writing, or doing
something before the natural time for giving
attention to it has arrived.

"The golden number gives the new moon four days
too late by reason of the aforesaid anticipation, and
our neglect of it "

—

Holder.

3. The act of realising a future event, and
feeling or acting as one would do if it had
actually arrived. The act of foreseeing, or at
least of expecting a future event, or providing
for a future necessity.

"If we really live under the hope of future happi-
___ss, we shall taste it by way of anticipation and fore-
thought : an linage of it will meet our minds often,
and stay there, as all pleasing expectations do."-
Atterbury.
" But whose achievements, marvellous at they be,
Are faint anticipations of a glory
About to be revealed."

Robert Browning : Paracelsus.

B. Technically

:

1. Med. : The attack of a fever before its

usual time. (Coze.)

2. Painting : The expression of an expected
action.

3. Logic : A presumption, prejudice, or pre-
conceived opinion. It is called also precon-
ception, presentation, or instinct.

4. Epicurean Philosophy: The first idea or
definition of anything.

5. Rhetoric: A figure, called also Prolepsis
(q.v.).

6. Music : The obtrusion of a chord upon a
syncopated note to which it forms a discord.
(Busby.)

an-tic -i-pa-tlve, a [Eng. anticipate; -{-we.]

Anticipating, containing an anticipation.

(S. T. Coleridge.)

an - tic' I pa tor, *. [Lat. anticipator;

Ital. anticipatore.] One who anticipates.

(Webster.)

an-tl$'-i-pa-t4r-jf, a. [Eng. anticipator;

-j/.] Anticipating, foreseeing, forecasting;

containing or implying an anticipation of
some future event.

". . . and this distinguished geologist concluded
by the remarkable anticipatory observation that
. .

."

—

Owen: British Fossil Mammals and Birds
(16M), [>. 2.

* an tick, *. [Antic]

an-ti-cli max, s. [Gr. ami. (anti) = opposite

to, or the opposite of ; and «Ai/*af (klimax) = a
ladder or staircase . . . ; (Rhet.), a climax.]

Rhet. : The opposite of a climax. As in a
climax the ideas increase in grandeur as the
sentence advances, so in the anti-climax they
sink lower and lower as the sentence proceeds.
The effect in the former case is sublime ; in
the latter, ridiculous. The example of an
anti-climax most frequently given (and there
could scarcely be a better one) is the follow-
ing:—

" Nej
Lieutenant-col'nel to the earl

"A certain figure, which was unknown to the
ancients, is called by some an anti-climax."—Addison.

". . . more tolerant of avowed indifference to-
wards his own writings, and. Anally {if the reader will
pardon so violent an anti-climax), much more ready to
volunteer his assistance in carrying a lady's reticule
or parasol."—De (^uincey's Works (ed. 1863), voL 11., p.

ME

an-ti-cli -nal, a. k s. [Gr. aw«A:Vw (anti-

klino) = to lean on again ; ivri (anti) =
against, and kAu*o (klino) = to make to bend
or slant.]

A. As adjective:

1. Geol. : So situated that the strata dip
from it in opposite directions.

". . . one of the anticlinal ridges of the Jura."—Lytll : Manual of Geol., ch. v.

Anticlinal axis or anticlinal line ; An
imaginary line on the two sides of which the
strata dip in opposite directions. The two
sloping sides of the roof of a house resenibb
strata in an anticlinal position, and the ridge
running lengthwise along the roof is like an
anticlinal axis or line. Anticlinal is con-
trasted with synclinal (q.v.). In the majority

SECTION OF ANTICLINAL STRATA.

of cases an anticlinal axis forms a ridge, and
a synclinal one a valley ; but there are excep-
tions to this rule. (Lyell: Manual of Geo*.,

ch. v.)

2. Anat. ; Presenting a certain remote
resemblance to a geological anticlinal axis.

Anticlinal vertebra : A vertebra which has
an upright spine towards which the others art
directed. (Flower: Osteal, of the Mammalia,
1876, p. 47.)

B. As substantive : The same as an anticlinal

axis or line (q.v.).

"The Silurian and Devonian rocks are thrown up
into a number of narrow antieUttals."—Duke of
Argyle: Q. J. Bool. Soc., vol. xxiv,, p. Ixv.

t an ti clin ic, an ti clin ic al. a. [Am.
ticlinal.] The same as Anticlinal.

an'tlc-ly, 'in tick ly. adv. [Eng. antic;
•ly.] Like an antic, after the manner of an
antick.

"Scrambling, out-facing, fashion-mongring boys.
That lye, aud cog, and flout, deprave mid slander,
Oo antickly, and shew an outward iiideousuess.
And speak off half-a-dozen daugeruus words."

Shakcsp. : Much Ado About Sothing, v. L

* an'-tic-mask. Another spelling of Anti-
mask, as if from Eng. Antic (q.v.).

an-tic-ne -xni dn, *. [Gr. aprixi'ij^ioi' (an-

tiknemion) = the shin, the leg: 4vrt(a»tt)w
against, and Ktrfiftrn (fencing)= the part of the
leg between the knee and ankle ; the leg.]

Anatomy : The bone of the shin.

* an -tic-ness, * an tick-n?ss, 9. [Eng.
antic: -ness.] The state or quality of being
" antic" [Antic, a.]

"Horn. And 'tis believ'd how practice quickly
fashioned,

A port of humourous antickness in carriage,
Discourse, demeanour, gestures."

Ford: Fancies, iv. 2. (Richardson.)

a-n-ti-cSl'-ic, a. [Gr. aim (anti) = against,
kuAikoc (kolikos) — suffering in the KtoKov
(kolon), having the colic] Deemed of use
against colic

an-ti-con-sti-tu -tion-al, a. [Gr. «W
(anti) = against ; Eng. constitution; -al. In
Fr. an7icons(t£ufionneT.] Opposed to the con-
stitution of the country, or to sound constitu-
tional principles.

" Nothing can be more easy than the creation of an
anti-constitutional dependency of the twn Houses ol
Parliament on the Crown will be in that case."

—

Bolingbroke : On Parties, Lett. IV.

an ti cdn-sti-tu'-tion-al ist, s. [Gr. ivri

(anti) = against ; Eng. constitutional, -ist]

1. One opposed to the constitution of the
country, or opposed to sound constitutional

principles. (Webster.)

2. One opposed to the political party calling

themselves the constitutionalists.

an-ti-con-ta gi-6n-Ist, *. [Gr. im (anti)

= against ; Eng. contagion, -ist.] One who
opposes the view that an^ particular disease,

generally believed to be transmitted by con-

tact with those suffering from it, is really

contagious. (Webster.)

an ti con ta -gi ous, a. [Gr. im' (anti) =
against; and Eng, contagious. ] Believed to

have the property of neutralising contagion.

boil, boy; pout. Jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, sion m shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun, -tious, -sious, -clous - shus. -hie, -die, &c = bel, del.
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in-ti-con-vul'-sive, O, [Gr. am (anti) =
against; ami Eng. convulsive (in Fr. corivul-

«/).] Deemed of use against convulsions.
" Whatsoever produces an inflammatory disposition

in the Mood, produces the asthma, as anti-coneuUioe
medicines."—Floyer.

an'-tl-cor, &. [Gr. avri (anti) = opposite to ;

and Fr. cceur, Lai cor = the heart.] (For def.

Bee example.)
" A preternatural swelling of a round figure occa-

sion . ii oy a sanguine and bilious humour, and appear-

ing in a horse's breast, opposite to his heart. An
>r may kill a horse, unless it be brought to a

suppuraticn by good remedies. "—Farrier'i Diet.

an-ti-co§i-met'-ic, * anti-cos met' ickt

m. & s. [Gr. dvrC (anti) = against, and koo>tj-

tikoi (kosnietikos) — skilled in decorating;

koo>i«u) (kosmeo) = to adorn ; koo>« (kosmos)

7= order . . . decoration.]

1. As adjective: Destructive of or detri-

mental to beauty.
' I woold have him apply his anti-sosmetick wash to

the painted face of female beauty."—Lyttleton.

2. As substantive: A preparation which

destroys beauty.

* an'~ti-COUrt, a. [Gr. om (anti) = against

;

and Eng. court.] Opposed to the court.

"The anti-court party courted him at such a rate,

that he feared it might create a jealousy elsewhere. '—

Jteresby : Mem» p. 1W.

&n'-t*-cdurt-I-ei\ s. [Gr. avri (anti) as

against ; and Eng. courtier.] One opposed to

the courtiers, or to the political party then in

favour at court (Ash.)

t an'-tl*-COUS, a. [Lat. anticus — m front,

foremost; ante — before.]

Botany : Turned towards the axis to which

it appertains. Brown applies to those anthers

which have their line of dehiscence towards

the pistil the term anticm; other botanists

call them introrsos, meaning— turned towards.

(Lindley.)

ftll-tl-cre-a'-tor, *. [Gr. avri (anti) =
against ; and Eng. creator.]

1. One who has the impiety and folly to

oppose the Creator.

2. One who is the opposite of the creator

of anything.
" Let him ask the author of those toothless satires,

who was the maker, or rather the anti-creator of that

Tiniversa! foolery. "—Milton: Apol. for Smectym.

fcn'-tl-cy-clone, s - [Gr. avri (anti) = mark-

ing opposition, and Eng. cyclone (q.v.).] A
meteorological phenomenon consisting of a

high barometric pressure over a limited region

—with the pressure highest in the centre—
and having light winds with a rotatory out-

ward flow. Iu the summer it is accompanied
with hot and in the winter with cold weather.

fcn-ti -dem-o-crat -ic, an-ti-dem-&-

crat -i-cal, a. [Gr. dvri (anti) = against

;

Eng. democratic, -ical] Opposed to demo-

cratic government or to the democracy them-

selves. (Webster.)

fcn-tl-des'-ma, s. [In Fr. antidesme; Gr. dvri

(anti) = instead of, and 8eo>t6s (desmos) = a

bond, a fetter. So named because its bark is

used in making ropes.] A genus of plants

belonging to the order Stilaginacese, or Anti-

desmads. It consists of trees or shrubs with

the inflorescence in spikes, and the leaves,

which are alternate, simple and entire. About
thirty species have been described ; they are

found in India, Africa, Australia, and the parts

adjacent The currant-like drupes of A.

mtbescens, as mentioned by Roxburgh, are

eaten by the natives of India. The leaves of

A. alexiteria have been named as one of the

multifarious Eastern remedies for snake-bite,

but there is no reason to believe them effec-

tive. It is a middle-sized evergreen tree, with

leaves like those of the lemon, and the fruit,

which is red and acid like the barberry, in

racemes.

fcnti-des' mad*. «. pL [Antidesma.] The

English name given by Dr. Lindley to the

order of plants called in Latin Stilaginaeere.

It contains the genera Stilago and Antidesma.

(Stilaoinace.*.]

An-ti-dI-kdV-mar'-i-an-S-t$e (Lat.), An-
tl-di-kd-mar'-i-an-iteB (Eng.), s. pi

[Gr. 'AvTtSiJcoftaptarl'Tcu (Antidikomarianitai)

s= adversaries of Mary. J

Church History The name given to those

Arabians who, in the 4th century, held with

Bunusus and Helvidius that the brethren of

Jesus (see Matt. xiii. 5o ; 1 Cor. ix. i>, &•.)

were real brothers of His, horn to Joseph and
Mary after His miraculous nativity.

an-ti-dd-ce'-tic, a. [Gr. avri (anti) =
against, and Eng. Docetic] Against the Do-
eetic doctrines ; against the doctrines of the

Docetse (q.v.).

". . . the anti-Gnostic, or, more strictly, the anti-

Docetic tendency which has been ascribed to the gospel

[of John!."—Straus* : Life of Jesus (Translation 1840),

t an-tl-dl'-nick, s. [Gr. dvrl (anti)= against,

and Sivos (dinos) — (1) a whirl, an eddy; (2)

vertigo, dizziness.] A medicine given to coun-
teract dizziness.] (Glossogr. Nova, 2nd ed.)

an-tl-do -ta.1, a. [Eng. antidote; -al.] Per-

taining to an antidote ; considered as fitted to

neutralise the effects of poison.

That bezoar is antidotal, we shall not deny."—

" Animals that can innoxiously digest these poisons,
become antidotal to the poison digested."—Browne :

Vulgar Errours.

an-tl-do'-tal-ly; adv. [Eng. antidotal ; -ly.]

In the manner of an antidote ; by way of

antidote.

"The Africans, men best experienced in poisons,

afllrine whosoever hath eaten basil, although he be
stung with a scorpion, shall feel no pain thereby

;

which Ib a very different effect, and rather antidotaUy
destroying than generally promoting its production.

'

—Burton: Anat. of Melancholy, vol. 11., en. 7.

an-ti-do'-tar-y, a. & s. [Low Lat. antido-

tarius = pertaining to an antidote, from anti-

dotum; Gr. dvriSorov (antidoton).~\

A. As adjective : Antidotal.

B. As substantive. [In Sp. antidotario= a

dispensary ; Medisev. Lat. antidotarium. ]

1. A book giving directions as to the pre-

paration of the several medicines.

"Ant. Guianerins In his antidotary hath many
such."—Burton; Anat. of Melancholy, p. 36.

2. A dispensary, a place where medicines

are dispensed.

an ti dote (Eng.), * an-ti-do'-tum (Lat.).

[In Fr. antidote; Sp., Port., & Ital. antidote

;

Lat antidotum. From Gr. irrcooroj' (anti-

doten) — a remedy, an antidote, properly the

neut. of adj. avriSoros (antidotes) = given as

a remedy: avri (anti)= against, and Soto?

(dotos) = given ; &Ou>ut (diddmi) to give.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. (Med.)

"... to find the antidotum for this disease is

impossible."— Report on the State of Ireland, 1515.

(State Paper*, vol. ii., p. 18.)

" And the antidotes lor poisons.'

Longfellow .- The Song of Biawatka, xv.

2. Fig. : Whatever acts or is designed for

the counteraction of any eviL
" Mae. . . . can'st thou

With some sweet oblivious antidote
Cleanse the stufTd bosom of that perilous stuff

That weighs upon the heart?"
Shakesp. : Macbeth, v. a

" In guld time comes an antidote
Against sic poison'd nostrum."

Burnt : The Bely Fair.

II. Technically

:

Med. : A medicine designed to counteract

the influence of poison introduced by any

means into the system. In Garrod's classifica-

tion, Antidotes figure as Order 1 of his Divi-

sion III. He discriminates them into direct

and indirect antidotes ; the former neutralising

or destroying the poison against which they

are prescribed on meeting it in the system

;

the fatter counteracting its injurious physio-

logical effects. He gives a classified list of

the more common poisons, with their respec-

tive antidotes. It commences with " (a) Acids

counteracted by magnesia, chalk, and dilute

solutions of alkaline carbonates; (6) Alkali.es

and Alkaline earths, to which the antidotes

are first vinegar and water, or second, oil ; (c)

alkaloids, against which should be adminis-

tered finely divided animal charcoal." (See

Garrod's Materia Medina, 3rd ed., 1868, pp.

420, 421.)

t an'-ti-ddtet i>.*. [From the substantive.] To
give as a remedy against poison (lit. A Jig.).

It may be followed—

(a) by an objective of the person to whom
the remedy is administered

:

"
. . antidote thyself against th* idolatrous in-

fection of that stranire woman's breath, whose lips yet

drop as an honeycomb."—More: Again* Idolatry,

cb . x.

Or (b) by an objective of the poison ad-

ministered, or the thing containing the poison.
" Either tbev were fiwt unhappily planted in tola*

place of ill ;uiil vicious education, where the dtvil :md
his agents infused such diabolical filth and poison luto
their hearts, that no discipline or advice, no sermons
or sacr-unents, could ever after antidote or work it

out"—South : Serm., vi. 367.

" Fill us with great ideas, full of heaven.
And antidote the pestilential earth."

Toung : Xigtu Thought*. ».

an-tl-do'-tlC-al, a. [Eng. antidote; -ical.]

Pertaining to an antidote, suitable for an anti-

dote, used as an antidote. (Webster.)

an-tl-dd'-tic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. antidotical;

-ly.] After the manner of an antidote. By
way of antidote. (Browne, quoted by Webster.)

an ti-do'-tum, s. [Antidote.]

an-tld'-rom-al, a. [Gr. avnopofidu (anti-

dromeo\ = to run against ; or avri (anti) =
against, and Spo^os (dromos) ~ a course,

running; Spauttv (drainein), 2 aor. —to run.]

Pertaining to that which runs against another.

Bot. : A term used of the cyme in niono-

cotyledonous plants when the direction of the
spire is the reverse of that on the central

stem. (Lindley : Introd. to Botany.)

an-ti-dys-en-ti&r'-Ic, * an-ti-dys-en-
ter'-lCk, s. [Gr. avri (anti) = against, and
Eng. dysenteric. ] A medicine given against

dysentery. (Glossogr. Nova, 2nd ed.

)

an-tl-dys-ur'-Ic, a. [Gr. avri (anti) =
against, and &vo-ovpia (dusouria) s= dy^ury,

retention of urine.] Deemed of use against

dysury.

an-tl-Sd'-rlte, s. [In Ger. antiedrit; Gr.

avri (anti) = over against ; Hlpa (hedra) = a

seat ... a base, and suff. -ite.] A mineral,

called also Edingtonite (q.v.).

an ti em-et -ic, * an ti em et icks, a.

& s. [Gr. avri (anti) — against, and iu.eriKos

(emetikos) = provoking sickness, emetic]

1. As adjective : Opposed to the action pro-

duced by an emetic—namely, vomiting
;
given

to allay vomiting.

2. As substantive : A remedy employed to

check vomiting. (Glossog. Nova, 2nd ed.)

an-tl-en-n6-a-he -dral, a. [Gr. avri (anti)

= against ; kwia (ennea) = nine, and tSpa

(hedra) = a sitting place, a seat ... a base.]

Crystallography: Having nine faces on two
opposite parts of the crystal (Cleaveland.)

* an tient. [Ancient.]

an tf-Sn-thu-ji-as -tic, * an-ti en-thu-

Si as -tick, a. [Gr. avri (anti) = against,

and Eng. enthusiastic] Opposed to anything

enthusiastic ; resisting enthusiasm.

"According to the anti-enthutiaatick poet's method.
—Shaftetbury.

* an'-tient-ry^ s. The same as Ancientry
(q.v.).

t an-tl-eph-i-al'-tic, a. [Gr. avri (anti) =
against, and eduaArrjs (ephialtes) = one who
leaps upon, ... the nightmare.] Used
against the nightmare. (Castle : Lexic. Pliar-

maceut., 2nded, 1827.)

an-tl-gp-Il-ep -tie, * an-tl-ep-ll-ep'-

tlck, a. & ». [Gr. ami (anti) = against, and

iirtXnwTtKoc. (epileptikos) = epileptic. [Ant-

epileptic]

1. As adjective: Deemed of use against

epilepsy.

2. As substantive: A remedy administered

in cases of epilepsy. (G'oxsog. Nova. 2nd ed.)

an ti ep is -copal, a. [Gr. avri (anti) =
against, and Eng. episcopal In Fr. antiepis-

copcU.] Opposed to episcopacy.
" Had I gratified their anti-epitcopal faction at first,

in this point, with my consent, and sacril.ced the

ecclesiastical government and revenues to the furj_oi

their covetousness, ambition, and revenge, . . .
—

K. Charles I. : Sik. Bas., ch. ix.

"As for their principles, take them as I finJ th«m

laid down by the anti-episcopal writers. —Dr. Uxcktt

:

With Jan. Serm.. p. 17.

fcn^ti-e-van-gel'-ic-al, a. [Gr. avri (a?ifi)

ss against, and Eng. evangelical In Fr. anti-

evangelique. ] Opposed to evangelical doctrine.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, boh; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t,

Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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in -ti-face, s. [Gr. ami (anti) = opposed to,

And Eng. face.] The face with characteristics

exactly the opposite of those possessed by
another one.

"The third U your soldier's face, a menacing and
astounding face, that looks broad and big : the grace vt

this face consisteth much in a beard. Tne antiface to

this is your lawyer's face, a contracted, xubtile, and
intricate face, itc'—B. Jonton: Cynth Bee.

an-ti-fan-at-ic, * an ti-fan at -ick, s.

[Gr. ami (anti)= against, and Eng. fanatic.]

One opposed to fanatics or to fanaticism.
" What fanatick. against whom he so often inveighs.

oo'ild more presumptuously affirm whom the comforter
hath empowered, tnan this anti-fa ntttick, as he would
be thought 1~—Milton : Note* on Grifftth'i Sermon,

an-ti-fe -brile, a. & s. [From Gr. ami (anti)

= against, and Eng. febrile. Or from Fr. anti-

febrile ; Lat. febrilis — producing fever
;
febris

m a fever. ]

A. As adjective : Deemed of use against
fever. (Webster.)

" Antifebrile medicines check the ebullition."—
Floyer.

B. .45 substantive : A medicine deemed of
use against fever ; a febrifuge.

an-ti-fed -er-ai, a. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against, and Eng. federal ; -ism.] Opposed to

Federalism. (Webster.)

1. Opposed to federation or its advocates.
At the formation of the United States on a
federal basis, opposing that constitution for

the new nation. (Webster.)

2. In the American War of 1861-5 : Opposed
to the Federalists.

an ti-fed -er-al-ism, s. [Gr. irrt (anti)=
against, and Eng. federation.] Opposed to
Federalism. (Webster.)

an-ti-fed'-er-al-Ist, s. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against, and Eng. Federalist.]

1. At the formation, of the constitution of the

United States : One opposed to Federalism or
its advocates. (Webster.)

2. In the American War 0/1861-5 : Opposed
to the Federalists.

an ti-flat'-ter-ing, a. [Gr. ami (cmH)=
against, and Eng. flattering.] Opposed to the
practice of flattering people ; also who or
which in fact does not flatter, but the reverse.

" Satire is a kind of anti-Jlattering glass, which
shews us nothing but deformities in the objects we
contemplate in it-"—Delany : Observ. on Ld. Orrery,

P. 144.

an-tl-flat'-u-lent, a. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against, and Eng. flatulent] Deemed of use
against flatulence. (Webster.)

an ti -gal-ac -tic, s. [Gr. ami (anti) ==

against" and yaAeucTiicd's (galaktikos) — milky
;

from yaXa. (gala), genit. yaAa*ros (galaktos) =*

milk.] A medicinal substance fitted to di-

minish the secretion of milk. (Webster.)

Xn tig on 6, s. [Gr. 'A.mlyovn (Antigoni)t a
feminine proper name. ]

1. Classical Mythology ;

(a) The daughter of GSdipus, king of Thebes,
who was most dutiful to her blind father.

(6) A daughter of Laomedon, king of Troy.
Presuming to set herself up as a rival in

beauty to Juno, she was changed into a stork.

(c) A play on this subject by Sophocles.
('/) A musical setting of a version of the

play by Mendelssohn.

2. Astronomy : An asteroid, No. 129. It was
discovered by Peters, February 5th, 1873.

an tig or-ite, s. [From Antigorio Valley,

in Piedmont, where it is found.] A mineral,
a variety of lamellar Serpentine, of a brownish-
green colour by reflected, and a leek-green by
transmitted light

an - ti -graph, s. [Gr. amtypa.^ (antigraphy)
— (1) a reply in writing

; (2) an answer in

law ; (3) a copy.] A transcript ; a copy.

•%n ti-giig -gler, s. [Gr. ami(anti)= against,
and Eng. gugyter, from guggle, the same as
gurgle.] A bent tube, one end of which is

introduced into a bottle to enable the liquor
to be drawn off without the gurgling sound
usually heard on such occasions. (Webster.)

an ti hec tic, * an ti hec tick, a. & s.

[Gr. ami (anti) — against, and eVrueos (hekti-
kos) = . . . hectic, consumptive.]

A. As adjective: Deemed of use against
hectic fever.

B. As substantive: A medicine used against
hectic fever. (Glossog. Nov., 2nd ed.)

an-ti-he'-llx, s. Another form ofAsthelix.

an-ti-hy-dro-phob'-ic, a, & s. [Gr. Afti

(anti)= against, and v&po&ofiLKos (hudropiiobi-

fctw)=pertaining to or seized with hydrophobia.

A. As adjective: Used to counteract hydro-
phobia.

B, As substantive: A medicine given to
counteract hydrophobia.

an-ti-hy drop -Ic, a, & s. [Gr. am' (anti)=
against, and Eng. hydropic.]

A. As adjective: Used to counteract dropsy.

B. As substantive : A medicine given to
counteract dropsy.

an-tl-hyp-not'-ic, an-thyp-notf-Ic,
* an-ti-hyp-notf Ick, a. & s. [Gr. ami
(anti) = against, and Eng. hypnotic. ]

A. As adjective : Tending to prevent sleep.

B. As substantive : A medicine given in
cases when it is needful to prevent sleep.

(in ti hyp 6 chon -drI-ac, an thyp-5-
chon-dri-ac, * &n-tI-hyp-5-chdn'-
dri-ack, a. & s. [Gr. ami (anti) = against,
and Eng. hypoclwndriac ; from Gr. viro\ov5pta-
koc. (hupochondriakos) = affected in the hypo-
chondrion (q.v.).]

A. As adjective : Deemed of use against
hypochondria. (Webster.)

B. As substantive : A medicine given against
hypochondria. (Glossoa. Nova, 2nd ed.)

an-ti-hy-poph'-or-a, an-thy-poph
or-a, s. [Gr. av9viro^>opd (anthupophora) =
an objection ; avOvirofydpto (anthupopliero) = to
urge by way of objection against.]

Rhet.: A figure by which an objection is

refuted by a contrary inference occurring in
some sentence or other. (Johnson.)

to-t*-*ys-teV-ic, an thys ter -ic, * an-
tl-hyS-tSr'-Ick, a. its. [Eng. hysteric, from
Gr. ami (anti) = against, and iorepiKos (hus-
terikos) = hysterical. ] [Hysterics. J

A. -4s adjective : Deemed of use against
hysteria. (Webster.)

B. As substantive: [In Fr. antehysterique

;

Port, antihysterico]. A medicine used against
hysteria.

"It ralseth the spirits, and is an excellent anti-
hvnterick, not less innocent than potent."— Bp. Ber-
k<il.ey : Siri$, 99.

"wtnfi-AyjfeHdhi are undoubtedly serviceable In mad-
ness arising from some sorts of spasmodic*: disorders.''—Battle: On Mad nets.

itll-tl-lS-gSm'-Sn-a, S. pi. [Gr. ayriXiyo^tva

(antilegomena) = disputed, contradicted, pr.

par. pass, of avriXeyw (antilego) = to speak
against : Am (anti) = against, and keyto (lego)

= ... to speak.]

Biblical Criticism: A term borrowed from
Eusebius, and still in use for those books of
Scripture which were not at first universally
received throughout the Churches. The Anti-
legomena were the Epistle to the Hebrews,
James, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, Jude, and
Revelation. The term is opposed to Homo-
LOGOUMENA (q.V.).

an ti-llth' Jc, a. & s. [Gr. ami (anti) —
against, and AxOixoc (lithikos) — pertaining to
stones ; \C0os (lithos) = a stone. ]

A. As adjective: Tending to check the depo-
sition of calculi in the bladder, or destroy
them whan formed. (Webster.)

B. As substantive : A medicine designed to
check the deposition of calculi in the bladder,
or destroy them when formed ; a lithon-
thryptic. (Webster.)

Plural. Antilithics: The medicines just
described.

anti lith-o trip tist, a. [Gr. ami (anti)
= against ; \i6os (lithos) = a stone, and Tpumjc
(triptes) = one who nibs, from rpi/3u> (trifto) =
to rub;] One opposed to lithotripsy ; one who
does not approve of the practice of attempting
to remove a calculus from the bladder by the
process of trituration. (Webster.)

an tx Id bi-um, s. [Mcdiasv. Lat antilo-

bium, from Gr. ami (anti) = opposite to, and
Ao/3<k (tobos) — the lobe or lower part of the
ear.]

Anat. : The part opposed to the lobe of the
ear ; the tragus.

an - ti -I6g' -ar - ithin, s. [Gr. aW (a?iK) =
against, and Eug. logarithm.]

* 1. The complement of the logarithm of a
sine, tangent, or strcant, i.e., the difference of
that logarithm from the logarithm of 90°.

2. The number to a logarithm : thus, on
Briggs's system, since 3 is tin logarithm of

1,000, 1,000 is the antilogiuithm of 3.

an ti log -ic-al, a. [Gr. iTnf Qimll)piiii>tnct.

ami Eng. logical.] Contrary to logic, illogical.

(Coleridge.)

an tir-ig-oiis, a. [Gr. oWAoyoc (untilogas)

= contradictory : ami (anti) = against, and
A»7<k (logos)— proportion.] Reverse.

Pyro-electricity. Antilogous pole: The end
of a crystal which shows negative electricity

when heated, and positive when cooled. It

is opposed to the analogous pole (q.v.).

&n-til -o-gy, s. [In Fr. antilogie ; Sp. & Port.

antilogia. From Gr. AtTtAovta (antilogia) =
controversy, disputation : ami (anti) s against,

and Ao-yos (logos) = a word, a thought, reason. ]

Contradiction between different passages in

the same author. (Glossog. Nova, 2nd ed.)

an ti loi -mic. * an-ti-lSi'-mick, s. [Gr.
Am (anti) = against, and AoiuuicdV (loimikos)=
pestilential, from Aoip-6s (loimos) = the plague.]
A medicine given against the plague.

Antiloimics (plur.) : Medicines of the kind
now described : such as chlorine, nitric acid,

muriatic acid, &c (Glossog. Nova, 2nd ed.)

&n-til'-o-pe, s. [For etym. see Antelope.]
A genus of ruminating animals belonging to
the family Bovidse. They have more or lesc

cylindrical horns, often annulated, and, in
some cases, sub-orbital sinuses and inguinal
pores. Linnaeus placed the few species known
to him partly under his genus Capra (Goats),
and partly under Cervus (Stags), and they
have a certain affinity with both those genera
of animals. They make an approach also to
oxen and sheep. The size of the genus has
caused it to be broken up into numerous sec-

tions or sub-genera. Col. Hamilton Smith has
Dicranocerine, Aigocerine, Orygine, Gazelline,

Antilopine, Rednncine, Oreotragine, Tragu-
line, Raphicerine, Tetracerine, Cephalophine,
Neotragine, Tragelaphine, Namiorliaedine,
Rupicaprine, Alpocerine, and Anoine groups
of Antelopes—seventeen in all. (Griffith's

Cuvur, iv., 162 to 294. In vol. v., 322 to 355,
the Oreotragine group being suppressed, the
remaining sixteen become sub-genera Dicrano-
cerus, Aigocerus, Oryx, Gazella, &c.) Some,
again, have made Antilope not a genus, but a
sub-family Antilopina?, or even a family Anti-
lopidse or Antelopidee, and have elevated the
sections or sub-genera into genera quite dis-

tinct from each other. The great metropolis
of the extended genus Antilope is Southern
Africa. Of sixty-nine species recorded by
Professor Wagner, twenty-five occur in that
locality, and twenty-nine in other parts of
Africa, making fifty-four from the whole of
that continent. Among the species found in

Southern Africa are the Ourebi or Oribi (A.
scoparia, Schrebcr); theSteenbok(-4. tragulus,

Lichtenstein) ; the Klippspringer (A. oreotra-

gus, Forster ; Oreotragus saltatrix, Smith) ; the
Koodoo (A. strepsiceros, Pallas ; Strepsiceros

koodoo, Smith) ; the Boschbok (A. sylvatica,

Sparrmann) ; the Rheebok (A. capreolus,

Licht.); the Duikerbok (A. mergens, Blain-
ville); the Kleenbok (A. perpusilla, Smith);
the Springbok (A. euchore, Forster) ; the
Blessbok (A. pygarga, Pallas); the Gerasbok
(A. oryx, Pallas); the Blaubok (A. Usucophcea,

Pallas) ; the Canna, the so-called Eland =
Elk of the Cape Dutch (A. areas, Pallas) ; the
Caaraa or Hartebeest (A. caama, Cuv.); the
Gnu or Gnoo (A. gnu, Gmelin ; Catoblepas gnu,
Smith) ; the Brindled Gnu (A. gorgon, Smith).

Pringle alludes to several of these species,

but " the gazelle " of which he speaks ic not
that of North -Eastern Africa.
" By valleys remote where the oribi plays.

Where the gnu, the gazelle, and the harttbeest &ra»»,

And the gemabok juul eland imhunted recline

By the skirts of grey forest* o'erhnng with wild
Tine." Pringle : Afar in the Desert.

Among the antelopes from other parts of

Africa may be mentioned the Madoqua (A.

Saltiana, Blainville), a dwarf species from
Abyssinia; the Gazelle (A. dorcas, Pallas),

(Gazella dorcas), from Egypt and Barbary ; the
Addax (A. addax, Lichtenstein ; Oryx a*\iax,

Smith), widely spread ; the Abu-harte (A.

leucoryx, Pallas) [Unicorn], in Senaar and
Kordofan ; the Bekr-el-Wash (A. bubahus,

boil, boy, pout, Jowl; oat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ixkg.

-tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous m shus. -hie, -die, && = bel, del. -tient = shent.
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Pallas), from Barbary ; and the Bush Antelope

{A silncuUrix, Afzelius ; Cephalophus sylvi-

eultrix. Smith), from Sierra Leone. Next to

Africa, Asia, including the Eastern Archi-

pelago, is the most impoHant habitat of the

fenus. The Sasin or Common Antelope of

ndia is A. ccrvicapra, Pallas ; and in the same

country the Nylghau (A. picta, Pallas ;
Portal

jricto, Smith) ; the Chickara (A. quadncornxs,

Blainville ; Tetracerus chickara, Leach), &c.

Other species are in Western Asia, Thibet,

Sumatra, but none appear to exist in Australia

or Madagascar. In Europe there is a typical

one-the Saiga (A. colus. Smith), found in

Roumania, Poland, and Russia, and one of a

more aberrant character, with affinities to the

goats—the Chamois (A. rupicapra, Pallas;

Jtupicapra vulgaris, Smith), in the Alps

Pyrenees, Carpathians, and the mountains of

Greece. The New World has only two undis-

puted species—the Rocky Mountain sheep or

goat (Haplocerus taniger), a true antelope ;
and

tte Prongbuck, called goat by the fur-traders.

It is Antilope or Dicranus furcifer (Smith)

and is found in the western part of North

America.

•I Some of the above species of antelope

have other designations than those now
given. The Springbok is now frequently

called Gazella euchore ; the Blessbok, Gazella

mlbifrons ; the Blaubok (blue antelope), Gazella

leucophasa; the Eland, Boselaphus areas or Ureas

carina; the Brindled Gnu (bastard wild beast),

Catoblepas gorgon, ; the Addax, Addax nasoma-

cvlata; the Chickara, Tetracerus quadricorms

;

the Saiga, Coins saiga or Antilocapra saiga

;

and the Chamois, Rupicapra tragus.

an til op -I-dae, an-tel-6p'-I-da>, «. p!.

[From Antilope (q.v.), and Antelope (q.v.).]

Zool. : In some classifications a family of

ruminants, with its type Antilope (q.v.).

in-til-o-pi'-nsB, s. pi. [Antilope.] A sub-

family ofBovidaj. If the various sub-genera

of the old genus Antilope be raised to the

rank of independent genera, then it becomes

needful to point out their affinity for each

other by grouping them into a sub-family,

naturally designated Antilopinae. [Antilope,

Gazelle, Ac.]

4n til -o pine, o. [From antilope (q.v.).]

Pertaining to an antelope.
•• We have here another instance of wool on the skin

ol an antUopim epeclea."—Griffith! Cutter, vol. iv., p.

197.

* an-tlT-o-qUxSt, J. [Gr. aim (anti)

=

against

and Lat. louuor = to speak.) A person who
speaks against or contradicts any person or

statement. (Bailey.)

•in-ta-6-tinf. s. [Gr. ivri (anti) = (1)

against, (2) over against ; and Lat. loquor = to

speak.]

1. Contradiction. Spec., contradiction be-

tween two passages in the same author; an

antilogy (q.v.). (Cockeram.)

* 2. A preface. (Webster.)

• fcn-tl-lyV-ses, s. [Gr. am (anli)=against,

and Aiio-o-a (iussa) = rage, fury, as of warriors;

of rabid dogs, &c] Any medicine alleged to

be of use in cases of madness in dogs or

hydrophobia in men.

Sn-ti-ma-cas'-sar, s. [Gr. am (anti) =
against, and Eng. macassar = oil (q.v.). J An
ornamental covering thrown over chairs,

sofas, &c, to prevent their being soiled by

the hair.

fcn-tl-mag -Ic. a. [Gr. am (anti) m against

and Eng. magic.) Opposed to magic, fitted to

remove the delusive effects of so-called magic

(Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii. 65.)

* an-ti-mag-ist'-ri-cal, a. [Gr. avri (anti),

and Eng. magistrical.) Opposed to magis-

tracy. (South : Sermons, v. 261.)

an-tl-ma-ni-ac, an-tl-ma-iii'-a-oal, a.

[Gr. dm (ami) = against, and Eng. maniac,

maniacal.) Suitable to be employed in cases

of mania. (Battie : On Madness.)

•an ti-mask, * an ti -masque, s. [Pref.

anfi- (B.), and mask, in Fr. masque.] A
secondary mask, or masque, designed as a

contrast to the principal one; a ridiculous

interlude dividing the parts of the more
serious one. (Nares.)

" Let anti-matkt not be long ; they have been com-

monly of fools, satyrs, balloons, wild men. antics,

beast*, spirits, witches, ethiopes, pigmies, turuuets.

nymphs, rustics, cupids, statues, moving and the like.

As for angels, it is not comical enough to put

them in anti^naeks . . .'—Bacon: Euayt, Or.

and Mor., ch. xxxvii.

" On the scene he thrusts out first an anti^natque of

bugbears."—Jtilton: An* to E'tk. Bat., XX.

an'-ti-ma-son, s. [Eng. anfi; mason.) One

opposed to Freemasonry. (Webster.)

an ti -ma son -ic, * an-ti-ma-son'-ic-al,

a. [From Gr. avri (anti) = against, and Eng.

mason ic.] Opposed to Freemasonry. (Webster.)

an-ti-ma'-sdn-ry, s. [Gr. am (anti) =
against, and Eng. masonr".] Opposition to

Freemasonry. (Webster.) In New York State,

in 1826, a man called Morgan was carried oB

and not again seen. As he was believed to

be writing a book disclosing the secrets of

Freemasons, they were suspected of his ab-

duction, and anti-masonry, for some years

afterwards, was the badge of a party polling

many votes at elections.

* anti masque, s. [Antimask.]

an-ti-niat-ri-mo'-ni-al, a. [Gr. im(anti)

= against, and Eug. matrinumial.) Opposed

to matrimony. (Webster.)

Sn-tt-mat-ri-mo'-ni-al-Ist, s. [Eng. a»(i-

matrimonial ; -ist.) A person opposed to

matrimony. (Richardson : Clarissa, iv. 144.)

an-tl-mel-an-ehoT-aC, «. [Gr. am (anti)

= against, and neAayxoAia (melandioKa) = (1)

a depraved state of the bile, in which it grows

very dark ; (2) melancholy madness.] A
medicine administered in eases of melancholy

madness. (Webster.)

an ti me~tab -6-le, «• [Lat., from Gr. ivri-

n.era0oA>j (aniimeiaoo(e) = an interchange, a

transformation, a revolution ; from Gr. avri

(anti) = against, and i»eTa0oArj (metabole) = a

change ; urrapiAAio (metabalW) = to throw in

a different position, to turn quickly ;
(xero

(mefov), in comp, implying change, and 0oaaoj

(ballo) = to throw.]

Rhet. : The shifting or transferring of two

things over against each other. It occurs

twice in the following sentence :
" Allowing

the performance of an honourable action to be

attended with labour, the labour is soon over

but the honour is immortal ; whereas should

even pleasure wait on the commission of what

is disnonourao*, the pleasure is soon over, but

the disAononr is eternal." (Bees.)

&n-ti-me-tath-es-U, s. [In Ger. anti-

metathese. From Gr. a^iftrrofleortc (antimefa-

thesis) = a counter charge : iiri (anfi) =
against, and iieTaOeo-is (metathesis) ^trans-
position, change ; a*rar&mi.i (metatithemi) =
(1) to place among, (2) to place differently, to

alter; iirra (meta), implying change, and

Ti'frruii (tithemi) = to put, to place.]

Rhet. : The inversion of the parts or mem-
bers of an antithesis, as " Compare this peace

with that war." (Bees.)

an-tlm'-et-er, s. [In Ger. antimeter; Gr.

ivTiueTpeio (antimetreo) = to measure out in

turn, to recompense ; or avri (an«i)= opposite

to, and xte'rpov (metron) = a measure.] An
optical instrument for measuring angles with

greater accuracy than can be done by the

quadrant or Bextant. (Rees.)

an ti-met -rl-cal, a. [Gr. avri (anti) =
against, and Eng. metrical.) Opposed to or

in contrariety to what is metrical (Bailey.)

an-ti-min-is-ter -i-al, a. [Gr. am (anfi)

= against, and Eng. ministerial. In Ger.

antiminUterieU.] Opposed to the ministry,

for the time being, in political power.
" If I say anything anti-ministerial, yon will tell me

you know the reason. "

—

Oray'i Lettert.

an-ti-min-is ter-i-al-ist, s. [Gr. am
(anti)= against, and Eng. ministerial.) One
opposed to the ministry. (Ash.)

an ti mon ar chic. * an ti mon ar ch
lek, an-tx-m6n-ar'oh-Ic-al, * an-ti-

mon-ar'ch-I al, a. [Gr. am (anti) =
against, and Eng. monarchic, monarchical

;

monarchy; suff. -ai. In Fr. antimonarchiqtie.)

Opposed to monarchical government. (Glossog.

Nova, 2nd ed.)

an ti mon ar"ch -io-al ness, s. [Eng.

anti-Monarch.) The quality of being opposed

to monarchy. (Johnsvn. )

an-ti-mon'-arch-ist, s. [Gr, arrl (auti) =
against, and Eng. monarchist.) One opposed

to monarchy.
" Dennis Bond, a great Ollverian and anti*nonar-

chitt. died on that day ; . . ."—Life of A. Wood.o. 11J.

an-tim -6n-ate, s. [Eng. antimonG/) ; -ate.]

A salt of antimonic acid. [Antimoniate.]

Min. : Dana has as the third division of hi»

"Ternary Oxygen Compounds," " Phosphates,

Arsenates, Antimonates, Nitrates," the first

sub-division of which is headed " Phosphates,

Arsenates, Antimonates, . .
. " For its

sections see Phosphates.

antimonate of lead, s. A mineral,

called also Bindhe'imite (q.v.).

an-tim -6n-8t-ted, a. [Antimoniuretted.]

an-ti-mo'-ni-al, a. 4 s. [In Fr., Sp., & Port

antimonial ; ItaL antimoniaZe.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to antimony ;

made of antimony, consisting of antimony

;

containing more or less of antimony.
" Though antimonial cups prepar'd with art.

Their force to wine through ages should impart;
This dissipation, this profuse expence,

Nor shrinks their sixe, nor wastes their store*

immense." Btackmora

"They were got out of the reach of antimonial

fumea."—Orew.

B. As substantive: A medicine in which
antimony is a leading ingredient.

antimonial arsenic, t,

Afin. : A mineral containing above ninety

per cent, of arsenic ; the other element in its

composition being antimony. It is found in

radiated reniform masses in California

antimonial copper, s.

Afin. : A mineral, called also Chalcostilbita

(qv.)

antimonial copper glance, s.

Min. : A mineral, called also Bournonits

(q.v.)

antimonial nickel, .-•.

Afin. : A mineral, called also Breithanp-

tite (q.v.).

* antimonial ochre, s.

Min. : An obsolete name for two minerals,

Cervantite and Stibiconite (q.v.).

antimonial powder, a
Pharm. A medicine consisting of oxide of

antimony one ounce, and phosphate of lime

two ounces. It is used as a substitute for

James's powder.

antimonial silver, s.

Afin. : A mineral, called also Dyserasite

(q.v.)

antimonial silver blende, 1.

Min.: A mineral, called also Pyrargyrite

(q.v.)

antimonial wine, s.

Pharm. : A wine consisting of forty grains

of tartarated antimony (tartar emetic) dis-

solved in twenty ounces of sherry wine. (Cups

used to be made of antimony, and the liquid

became medicinal.) (See Jermyn Street

Museum Catalogue.)

an-ti md-nl ate, ». [Eng. antimony; -ate.)

Chem. : A salt of antimonic acid. [Anti-

laONATE.]

anti moni a-ted, a. [Eng. antimony;

suff. -ated.] Tinctured naturally or prepared

artificially with antimony.

-snCtTOoniafed' galena : A variety of galena

occurring in the Dufton mines in the north of

England.

an-ti-mon'-ic, a. [Eng. antimony; -ic.)

Pertaining to antimony or containing anti-

mony.

jlntimonic chloride, or antimony penta-

chloride, SbCl5, is obtained as a colourless

volatile fuming liquid by passing excess of

chlorine over the metal or the trichloride.

On distillation it decomposes into 80CI3 and

CI,.

Antimonic tetroxide, or antimonnso-anti-

monic oxide, SbjO., or SbsOsSbjOs, obtained

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit. sire, sir, marine; go, pifc

or. wore, wolf. work. whd. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, a. ee = e
; * = 6. qu _ kw.
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by heating the metal or trioxide. It is a
yellow infusible non-volatile powder, insoluble
in aoids, but dissolves in alkalies.

Antimonic oxide, SboOj. Obtained by the
action of HNO3 on the metal. It is a yellow
insoluble powder, which by heat is converted
into the tetroxide. Its hydrate forms salts
called antimoniates ; those formed from the
hydrates of the trioxide are called antimonites.
By adding water to antimonic chloride, St^Cls,
a hydrate is precipitated called metantimonic
acid, H4SD2O7. The acid sodium metantimoni-
ate, Na2H28b207+6H20, is insoluble in water.

ftn'-ti-mon-ide, s. [Eng. antimony ; suff.

ide.)

Chemistry : A compound of antimony and
some other element or metal.

an ti mon if cr ous, a. Meditev. Lat.
antimonLum y and Class. Lat. fero - to bear.]

Bearing antimony ; antimoniated (q.v.)

&Q-tI-md -ni-ous,T. [Eng. antimony ; -ous.]

Containing as one of its ingredients antimony.

Antimonious chloride, or antimony tri-

chloride, S0CI3, called also butter of antimony.
By dissolving the metal or the sulphide in
strong HC1, and distilling the liquid, SbCl3
volatilises and forms a white crystalline mass.
Antimonious oxide, or antimony trioxide,

SD2O3. Obtained by decomposing SbCI3 with
an alkaline carbonate. It is a colourless
powder, crystallising in octohedra ; it becomes
yellow when heated, melts at red heat, and
volatises in a close vessel, but absorbs oxygen
from the air, and becomes SD2O4. Antimoni-
ous oxide dissolves in cream of tartar, forming
tartar emetic, or potassium antimony tartarate
2(C4H4K(ShO)06)+

H

20.

Antimonitms sulphide, S02S3, occurs native
as a lead-grey, shining, crystalline, brtttle
mineral; sp. gr. 4 6; easily fusible, and a
food conductor of electricity. It is used in
orse medicine and in Bengal lights. When

precipitated by H2S it is an orange-red powder,
which is soluble in ammonium sulphide.
Kermes mineral is a mixture of 80383 and
8b203. Sulph-antimonites are compounds of
SbaS3 with Dasic sulphides.

Antimony pentasulphide, or antimonic sul-
phide, 80285, is a yellow-red powder obtained
by decomposing sodium sulphantimoniate,
Na3SbS4, a crystalline substance.

&n -ti mdn-ite, s. [Eng. antimony, and suff.

•ite (q.v.). In Ger. antimonit.] A mineral,
the same as Stibnite (q.v.).

an ti mo ni urn, s. [Latin, but not classi-
cal.] Antimony.

in ti mo ni ur et ted, an ti raon et
ted, a. [Eng. antimony ; suff. -uretted,

-ettedfa.v.). j Mingled with antimony fumes.
(Applied to gaseous antimony in combination
with another gas.)

Antimoniuretted hydrogen, or antimonious
hydride, or stibine, SbH3. Obtained by the
action of HC1 on zinc, in the presence of an
antimony salt. It is a colourless gas, burning
with a white flame, liberating SbjjO?. At red
heat it deposits metallic antimony ; passed
through a solution of AgNOj, it deposits a
black precipitate of SbAgg.

&n ti-mon 6-phyl -lite, s. [Oer. antimon ;
Gr. <£uAAo* (phullon) = leaf, and suff. -ite.] A
mineral oe*tirring in thin angular six-sided
prisms. Its precise locality is unknown. It
was originally named by Breithaupt. Dana
considers that it is probably the same as
Valentinitb (q.v.).

in -M-mon-J^, $. [In Ger. antimon, anti-
monium; Sw. & Mediaev. Lat. antimonium ;
Fr. antimoine, wrongly said to be made up
of anti = against, and moine - monk. This
form is said to have arisen from the fact that
the celebrated alchemist Basil Valentine, who
was a German monk, having observed that
hogs fattened on antimony, administered
some of it to render a similar service to his
fellow monks, but found the well-meant pre-
scription attended by fatal results. The nar-
rative is evidently mythic. Hence Morin
derives it from Gr. kvri (anti) = against, and
ftovos (monos) = alone, because it is not found
alone

; an improbable etymology. The word
is probably of Arabic origin. In Class. Lat.
itibiumov8timmi

t GT.trrinm(stimmi)
t \s = ^xit\

mony, or rather sesquisulphuret of antimony
J

L Chemistry: Antimony is a triad metallic
element, but in some less stable compounds
it appears to be pentad. Symbol, Sb. ; atomic
weight, 122; sp. gr., 6 8 ; melting-point, 450°.
It can be distilled, but takes fire when strongly
heated in the air, forming 8b2Os . Antimony
is a bright bluish-white, brittle, easily pul-
verised metal, which occurs as 80583, and as
cervanite, Sb204 ; also as valentinite and senar-
monite, 80^03. The metal is obtained by
heating the sulphide with half its weight of
metallic iron, or with potassium carbonate.
It is oxidised by nitric acid, forming St^Og.
Type metal is an alloy of lead with twenty per
cent, of antimony. Finely powdered anti-
mony takes fire when thrown into chlorine

fis. It forms three oxides : (1) Antimony
rioxide, or Antimonious Oxide

; (2) Anti-
monic Tetroxide, or Antimonoso-antimonic
oxide ; and (3) Antimonic Oxide. (See these
words.) Antimony also forms bases with
alcohol radicals, as Trimethylstihijie, Sl>(CH3^.
Salts of antimony are used in medi<-ine ; in
large doses they are poisonous. Antimony is

detected by the properties of its sulphide,
chloride, and of 8bH3. It is precipitated by
metallic zinc and iron from its solutions as
a black powder. Copper is covered by a
•metallic film. Antimony salts, when fused on
charcoal with Na2C03 ,

give a white incrusta-
tion and a brittle metallic bead, converted by
nitric acid into a white oxide soluble in a
boiling solution of cream of tartar. Antimony
is precipitated by hydric sulphide, H28 (see
Analysis), as an orange-red powder, sulphide
of antimony, SbS^ which is soluble in sul-
phide of ammonium, again precipitated by
hydrochloric acid. With potash the solution
of trichloride of antimony gives a white pre-
cipitate of the trioxide, soluble in large excess.
Ammonia gives the same precipitate, which is

insoluble in large excess ; but if tartaric acid is

present these precipitates dissolve easily. A
liquid containing antimony salts, treated by
zinc and dilute sulphuric acid, yields anti-
moniuretted hydrogen, 8bH3, which burns
with a bluish tinge. A deposit of antimonv
takes place on a cold porcelain plate held in
the flame. This metallic film may be de-
stroyed from arsenic by dissolving it in aqua
regia, and the solution treated with HgS,
which gives the characteristic orange sul-
phide. Or moisten the metallic film with
Ditric acid, evaporate the acid without boiling,
a white deposit of trioxide of antimony re-
mains, which gives a black spot with ammonio-
nitrate of silver. A film of arsenic treated in
the same way gives either a yellow precipitate
of arsenite or a red-brown precipitate of ar-
seniate of silver.

XL Mineralogy : Antimony occurs native,
occasionally alloyed with a minute portion
of silver, iron, or arsenic. Its crystals are
rhombohedral ; hardness, 3—35 ; sp. gr., 662
to 6 72 ; its lustre is metallic ; its colour and
streaks tin white. It is very brittle. It
occurs in Sweden, Germany, Austria, France,
Borneo, Chili, Mexico, Canada, and New
Brunswick.

Arsenical Antimony : A mineral, called also
AUemontite (q. v.).

* Butter of Antimony : A name formerly
given to the trichloride, or Antimonious
Chloride, the formula of which is SbCl3. It
is a white highly crystalline mass, very deli-
quescent. It is used as a caustic for foot-rot
in sheep.

* Female Antimony. [Male Antimony.]
* Glass of Antimony : An impure oxide of

antimony fused.

Gray Antimony: A mineral, called also
8tibnite (q.v.).

Male Antimony : A trivial name sometimes
given to a specimen of antimony ore in which
veins of a red or golden colour occur, whilst
one in which they are wanting is denominated
Female Antimony.

Native A ntimony : A mineral more usually
called simply Antimony (q. v. ).

Oxide of Antimony, Oxyd of Antimony,
[Antimony Oxide.]
Plumose Ore of Antimony, Plumose Anti-

monial Ore : (1) A mineral, called also Jame-
sonite. [Feather Ore.] (2) Stibnite (q.v.).

Red Antimony : A mineral, called also Ker-
mesite (q.v.).

Saffron of Antimony : A compound of oxide
and sulphide of antimony. Its formula is
80O3. 28bS3. It occurs also as a mineral, and
is then called Red Antimony Ore.

"*& b©^; p6Ht, j«S*i; 0^ cell# ^OTnBt
-clan, -tlan = than, -tion, -sion = shun

Sulphid of Antimony, Sulphuret of Anti-
mony : A mineral, called also Stibnite (q.v.).

White Antimony: A mineral, called also
Valentinite (q.v.).

IIL Pharmacy:
Black Antimony consists of native sulphide

of antimony fused and afterwards powdered.
It is not itself used as a drug, but is employed
in preparing tartar emetic, sulphurated anti-
mony, and terchloride of antimony. It is given
to horses as an alterative powder : 2 parts of
sulphur, 1 of saltpetre, and one of black anti-
mony. It is used in the preparation of Bengal
signal lights : 6 parts of saltpetre, 2 of sulphur,
and 1 of black antimony.

Chloride of Antimony: SbClj. A solution
of it is used as a caustic and escharotic ; it is
never given internally.

Sulphurated Antimony consists of sulphide
of antimony with a small admixture of oxide
of antimony. It enters into the composition
of compound calomel pills.

Tartarated Antimony. [Tartar Emetic]

antimony blende, antimony bloom,
s. A mineral. The same as Valentinit*
(q.v.).

antimony glance, s. A mineral, called
also Stibnite (q.v.).

antimony ochre, s. A mineral, in part
Cervantite and in part Volgerite. [See these
words. ]

antimony oxide, oxide of anti-
mony, oxyd of antimony, s. A
mineral, made by Dana the same as Valen-
tinite, and by the Brit. Mvs. Cat. synonymoua
with White Antimony. Senarmontite, Valen-
tinite, Cervantite, and Kermesite (q.v.).

antimony sulphide, s. A mineral,
called also Stibnite (q.v.).

an tl-mor al-Ism. *. [Gr. dvri (anri)=
against, and Eng. moralism.] Opposition to
morals. (Coleridge.)

an-tl-moV-al-urt, s. [Gr. dvri (anti)~
against, and Eng. moralist.] An opposer of
moralists or of morality, or one alleged to be
so. (Warburton : On Prodigies, p. 26.)

an ti mu sic al, a. [Gr. dvri (anti)~
against, and Eng. musical.] Opposed to music,
through inability to appreciate it, from want
of ear, of early training, or both. (American
Review.)

an-ti-na' tion-al,a. [Gr. a»rt(an(i)=against,
and Eng. national. ] Unpatriotic. (MerivaU.)

an ti neph rlt 1c, a. A s. [Gr. dvri (anti) =*

against, and vtfypfc (nephros) = a kidney.]

A. As adjective : Deemed of use against
diseases of the kidneys. (Coxe.)

B. As substantive : A medicine given in dis-
eases of the kidneys. (Glossog. Nova, 2nd ed.)

• an tin 6m a-cy, s. [Gr. dvri (anti) = in-
stead of, and olofia (onoma) = name.]

Gram. ; A figure in which an appellative Is

used for a proper name. (Gloss. Nova, 2nd ed.)

An tino mi an, a. & s. [In Ger. Antinomier;
Gr. avrt (anti) — against, and vofuy; (nomos) =
. . . law, from viput (nemo) — to deal out, to
distribute. ]

A. As adjective ; Opposed to the law. Per-
taining to the Antinomian sect or to their
doctrine. (See the substantive.)

"It is a mad conceit of oar Antinomian hereticks,
that God sees no sin in his elect : whereas he notes ana
takes, more tenderly, their offences than any other."—
Bp. Hall : Rem., p. 383.

B. As substantive. [In Ger. Antinomier; a
term first introduced by Luther.]

1. Gen. : One who holds tenets opposed to
the authority of the moral law or ten com-
mandments revealed in Scripture. From the
apostolic times downward individuals mis-
understanding the doctrine of justification by
faith "without the deeds of the law " (Rom.
iii. 21, 28), have tended to Antinomianism
(Rom. vi. 15).

"That doctrine that holds that the covenant of
{Trace is not established upon conditions, and that
nothing of performance is required on man's jiart to
give hfm an interest in it, hut only to believe that
he Is justified ; this certainly subverts all the motive*
of a good life. But this is the doctrine of the Anti-
nomiaru."—South : Serm... vil. 1M.

Spec, (pi): A sect which originated with
John Agricola, a companion of Luther, about
the year 1538. He is said to have held that

chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = l
-tion, -sion = zhitn. -tious, -sious, -clous = ahus. -We, &c. = beL -que * k.
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as the church is not now under the law,

but under the gospel, the ten commandments
should not he taught to the people. Enemies

said that he or his followers considered that a

believer might sin at his pleasure, but this is

believed to have been a calumuy. (ifoencrm :

Church Hist., Cent. xvi.. sect, iii., pt. ii. 26.)

•J Views like those of Agricola were held

by some Presbyterians in England during the

seventeenth century. (Mosheim : Ch. Hist. ,

Cent xvii., sect ii., pt. lL 22, and note.)

in-ti-no'-ml-an-ism, s. [Eng. antinomian,

and sum* -ism.] The system of doctrine held

by the Antinomiana.
" A atinomianism began in one minister of this

diocese [Norwich], and how much it is spread, I had

rsther lament than speak."—Bp. Ball : Rem., p. 188.

in tin -dm-Ist, s. [Eng. antinomiy) ; -ist.]

An Antinomian.
"Great offenders this way are the libertines and

Antinomists. who quite cancel the whole law of God,

under the pretence of Christian liberty. —Bp. San.

de-son : Sams,, p. 810.

fcn-tin'-6m-jf, s. [In Fr. antinomy ; Sp. &
Port, antinomia; Gr. avrivoaia (antinomia) —
an ambiguity in the law : i.vri(anti) = against,

and vojzoc (iiomos) = law. ]

£ Law:

1. Gen. : A contradiction between two laws

Of any kind, or two portions of the same law.

" A ntinomies are almost unavoidable In such variety

of opinions and answers."—Baker.

2. Spec. : A contradiction between the Code

and Pandects of Justinian.
" and the antinomiet or contradictions of the

Code and Pandecte, still exercise the patience and

subtlety of modem civilians."—Gibbon: Decline ana
Fall, ch. rllv.

"The antinomies or opposite laws of the Code and

Pandects are sometimes the cause, and often the ex.

•use. of the glorious uncertainty of the civil law. —
Ibid., Note.

H. Phil. : In the Critical Philosophy of

Kant, the self-contradiction into which, as

he believes, reason falls when it attempts to

conceive the complex external phenomena of

nature as a cosmos or world.

in-tin -6-us, < [pat Antinmts; Gr. 'AtriVooc

(Antinoos). (See Def. I.).]

I. Classical Mythology <f} History

:

1. One of the suitors of Penelope, Ulysses'

queen.

2 A beautiful Bithynian youth, a favourite

of the Emperor Adrian. He was drowned in

the Nile.

IL Astronomy : An old constellation called

after the second or these notabilities. It

was one of the forty-eight recognised by the

ancients, and ia the only one of all that num-

ber which has been degraded from its pristine

rank. It is now included under the Northern

constellation Aquils.

in-tl-d'-cW-an (1), a. [From Anliochia, now

Antakia, a celebrated city on the Orontes, in

Syria, built by Antiochus or Seleucus. ] Per-

taining to Antioch, in Syria, or any other city

of the same name. (Anciently there were

several.)

Chronol. : The Antiochian epoch was the date

of the bestowal of liberty on the city of An-

tioch, just after the battle of Pharsalia. The

Syrians dated it from 1st of October, B.C. 48 ;

the Greeks from September, B.C. 48.

in-«-6'-chI-an (2), a. [From the philoso-

pher Antiochus. See def.] Pertaining to

Antiochus. The Antiochian Sect or Academy,

sometimes called the fifth Academy, was a sect

or academy founded by Antiochus, a philoso-

pher, who was contemporary with Cicero.

Though nominally an Academic, Antiochus was

really a Stoic in his views.

Sn-ti-o-dont-ai-giC, a. [Gr. few* (o«(i) =
against ; 000^0X710 {odontalgia) = the tooth-

ache ', oooiic (odous), genit ooovroc (odontos) =
a tooth, and iXyo- (algos) = pain.) Deemed
of use against the toothache. (Castle : Lexic.

Pftarm.)

An-ti'-o-pe, «. [Lat. and Gr.]

1. Class. Mythology: The wife of Lycus,

king of Thebes. Iler history was wild and
romantic.

2. Astronomy: An asteroid, the ninetieth

found. It was discovered by Luther on the

1st of October, 1866.

ta-tl-pea-dd-bap -tist, s. [(1) Gr. avri

(anti) = against, and (2) Eng. P&dnbaptist,

from Gr. irols (pais), genit. rrai&oc (paidos) =
a child, and 0otirri'ju> {baptize*) = to baptise.]

Opposed to psedobaptists or their procedure in

baptism. (Stillingjleet.)

in ti-pa -pal, a. [Gr. sW (anti) — against,

and Eng. papal, from Lat. papa = (1) a father ;

(2) (in ecclesiastical writers), a bishop, or

specially, the pope.] Opposed to the Pope or

to Papal doctrine. (Webster.)
"

. to turn the current and conciliate the

anti-Papal party . . .'—Froude: Bite. Eng., ch.

xxi., VOL iv., p. 381.

t an-ti-pa'-plsm, s. [In Ger. antipapismvs.

From Gr. avri (anti) = against, and Lat. papa

= a father, . . . the pope.] Opposition to

the Pope.

an-ti-pa-pis-tlo, an-ti-pa-pfa'-tlc-al,

a. [Gr.' ami (anti) = against, and Eng. papis-

tic, papistical. InGer. antipapistich.] Opposed
to the Papists or to Papistical doctrine or

procedure.
" It is pleasant to see how the most anti-papistical

poets are inclined to canonize their frienda —Jortin:

On MiU. Lyeidas.

an ti-par -al-lel, s. *. a. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against, and Eng. parallel. In Ger. anfi-

pardUel.}

A. As substantive

:

In Geometry (plural)

:

(a) Lines making equal angles with two

other lines, but in the reverse order. If a b

and a c be two

(John*

In this case

E c, and r £ :

lines, and F c and
F E two others
intersecting them
in such a manner
that the angle

DBF18 = I>EA,
and the angle c =
A D E or B D T,

then B c and dec b

are anti-parallels

to a B and a c, and vice versd.

A b : a c : : a £ : a D::D
fc::fb:bf::de:bc.

(6) Leibnitz called any two lines anti-

parallel which out two parallels so that the

external angle and the internal one are together

= a right angle.

B. As adjective: Acting not in the same
manner, but quite in the opposite direction

;

running in a contrary direction.
" The only way tor us. the successors of these Igno-

rant Gentiles, to repair those ruins, to renew the image
of God in ourselves, which their idolatrous lgnonuice

defaced, must be to take the opposite course, andto
provide our remedy anti-parallel to their disease."—

Hammond : Serm., p. 846.

an-ti-par-a-ljrt'-Ic, a. & ». [Gr. trri (anti)

= against, and Eng. paralytic ; Gr. irapaXvriKoe

(paralutikos) = affected with paralysis (the

palsy).] [Paralysis.]

A. As adjective : Deemed of use against the

palsy. (CasUs : Lexic. Pharmaceut.)

B. As substantive : A medicine given against

the palsy.

an-tf-par-a-yft'-io-al, o. [Gr. tu-H (ant')

= against, 'and Eng. parahjtical] The same

as Anti-paralytic, adj. (q.v.).

t an-tl-par-as'-ta-sls, s. [Gr. am (anti)

= opposite, and rrapatrratnc (parastasis) = a

putting aside or awy ; irapio-njaii (paristimif

= to place by or beside.]

Rhet. : The admission of one part of an

opponent's argument coupled with a denial

of the rest

an-ti-pa-the't'-ic, an-ti-pa-thet'-ick,

an-a-pa-thet-ic-al, a. [Gr. «W (and)

= against, and Eng. pathetKol.'l Having an

antipathy or contrariety to. (It is opposed to

sympathetic.)
"

f Being 1 ty'd upon the sledge, a papist and a protes-

tant in front two and two together, being two very

desperate and antipathctick companions, was a very

ridiculous scene of cruelty, —/con Libcll., p. 110.

"The circumstances of moral, religious, sympathetic.

and antipathetic sensibility, when closely considered,

will appear to Iw included in some sort under that of

bent of inclination."—Souring : Bentham's Work*.

vol. t, p. M.
" The soil is fat and luxurious, and antipathetical to

all venomous creatures."—Btneell : I'oeol Forest.

an-tI-pa-th5t'-ic-al-niSs8, .«. [Eng. anti-

pathetical: -ness.] 'The quality or state of

having a contrariety or antipathy to.

son.)

anti-path -ic, a. [In Fr. antipathique ; 8p.

& ItaT. antipafico ; Port, ant Ipathico ; Gr.

ixTiirafhjs (antipatkis) = (1) in return for suffer-

ing, (2) of opposite feelings or properties.]

1. Gen. : Having opposite feelings.

2. Jkfed. : The same as Allopathic (q.v.).

8n-tIp'-»-tMyo, ». i. [Eng. antipathiy);

-ise.) To be opposed to. (Usually followed

by against.) (Adams : Works, iii. 15T.)

an-tip -a-thite, s. [Eng. antipathy; -ite.)

One who has an aversion to anything.

" An antipathite to vertue."—Feltham: Resolve, M.

IRicharason.)

an-tip'-a-thoiis, a. [Eng. antipatMv) :
-on*. ]

Having an aversion to ; in contrariety to.

" As if she saw something anttpathous

Unto her virtuous life.

Beaum. a Flet. : Oaten of Corinth. Hi. 2.

an-tip -a-thy, s. [In Dan. antipathi : Dut
Ger. At Fr. antipathic; Sp. & Ital. anHpoHa;
Port & Lat. antipathia, from Gr. aVnrdeW
(aneipa(aeia) = an opposite feeling, aversion

;

o'vTiTraA'oj (antipalhed) = to have an aversion :

u'vri (anti) = against, and -aBelv (puthein), 2

aor. inf. of irio-x<o (pascho) = to suffer ; also

iraOos (pafaos) = suffering, feeling.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. 0/ beings susceptible of emotion: The state

of feeling exactly the contrary to what another

feels ; the opposite of sympathy. Antipathy

may be strong or weak ; it may be founded on

contrariety of nature, and therefore be per-

manent ; or it may arise from something-local,

conventional, or temporary, in which case it

may pass away. The natural result of this

pronounced contrariety of feeling is a drawing

back from, an aversion to, a hatred of.

•ntc-ugh really a distinct meaning from the

former, the two are so closely connected that

they are scarcely ever dissevered. Antipathy

is used

—

(a) Of man to man.
Antipathy : Ul will, vis., towardsthia or_that par-

ticular individual."—Boierinff: Bcnthatn't Works, vet

I, p. 218.

"Antipathy or resentment requires always to be
regulated, to prevent ita doing mischief."— Ibid., vol

L, p. 11.

" The personal and perpetual antipathy he had for

that family, . . ."—Goldsmith: The Bee. No. vm.

(6) Of man to any of the inferior animals, or

of them to him, or to each other.

" Antipathies are none. No foe to man
Lurks in the serpent now : the mother sees.

And smiles to see. her infant's playful hand
Stretch'd forth to dally with the crested worm.
To stroke his azure neck, or to receive

The lambent homage of his snowy tongue.
Cotsper : Task, bk. vi.

(c) Of man to an inanimate thing, or to

what is abstract in place of concrete.
" A man may cry out against sin, of policy :

but he
cannot abhor ft but by virtue of a godly antipathy

against it"—Banyan : The Pilgrims Progress, pt L

•J Hatred is entertained against persons

;

antipathy is felt to persons or things : and

repugnancy to actions which one is called on

to perform.

2. Of inanimate things, or of abstractions

:

Mutual repulsion, as that of oil and water, or

certain other chemical substances to each

other, or figuratively, of good and evil.

"All concords and diBcords of music are, no doubt,

sympathies and antipathies of sounds."—Bacon .
,\at.

fffsCCent lit, i 278.

"Another ill accident is. if the seed happen to have
touched oil, or anything that is fat for those sub;

stances have an antipathy with nourishment of water.

—Ibid., Cent vii.. j 688.

" Ask you what provocation I have had ?

The strong antipathy of good to had.

When truth or virtue an affront endures, ,

Th' affront la mine, my friend, and should be

youra" Pope: Epilogue to Satire*.

•J Formerly antipathy might be followed by

wit* ; now to, against, or for is used. (See the

examples already given.)

B. Technically:

1. Afed. : Internal horror and distress on the

perception of particular objects, with great

restlessness or with fainting. (Coptend : Diet.

Pract. Med., 1858.)

2. Painting : The mixing of incongruous

colours, such as purple with yellow, or green

with red, the result being that the brilliancy

of the respective colours is destroyed and a

very dark gray is produced.

ta-ttf-pa-trs-St'-iC, a. [Gr. avri {anti) —
against, and Eng. patriotic.] Opposed to

patriotic conduct. (Webster.)

fate tat, fare. aroitlBt, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her. there; pine, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, i

sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

i.eee. ey a. qu = kw.
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aii-tl-pa'-trlo-tism, s. [Gr. aw* (anti) =
against, and Eng. patriotism.] Unpatriotic
conduct. (CarlyU.)

an-tl-pe~dd-bap -tist, s. [AnTI-I\EDOBAR-
TIST.]

an ti-per-i-od-ic, a. [Gr. Awt (anti) =
against, and Eug. periodic]

A. As adjective: Designed to counteract
periodic fevers.

". . . the anti-periodic remedies, snch as quinine
or arsenical solution."—Or. Joseph Brown*: Cyci.
Pract. Med., vol. ii., p. 234.

B. At substantive : A medicine designed to
cure diseases like intermittent fever, which
return at periodic times. They consist (a) of
various remedies derived from the cinchona
tree, vie., " bark," the salts of quinine, quini-
dine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine

; (6) of
arsenical solution ; (c) of the sulphate of zinc:
and (d) of various bitters and combinations of
them, with aromatics. Garrod combines
"a&ti-periodics " with " nervine tonics," and
places them as the second order of his Class
II., Sub-class 3.

"... anil II the anti-periodic he employed in this
care."—Dr. Joseph Browne: Cyd. Pract. Med., vol. IL.

p. 237.

an tl-per-I stal'-sls, s. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against, and Trepto-raATiKos (peristaltikos) =
clasping and compressing ; ir€p«rr«AAu> (perf-

stelld) — to dress, to clothe : vtpC (peri) =
around, and <rre'AX« (stello) — to set, to send. ]

Resistance to the peristaltic motion of the
bowels. [Perista ltic. ]

"But Dr. Brunton has very ably shown that then
is iim anti-peristalsis of the bowels under these circum-'
Stances."— Todd A Bowman: Physiol. Anac, voL ii.,

p\ 237.

an tl-per-I-stal -tic, a. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against, and Eng. peristolic. In Fr. peri-
staltique; Port, antiperistaltico.] Opposed to
peristaltic (q.v.), or pertaining to anti-peri-
stalsis. [Peristaltic. ]

"... An inverted direction of the actum of the
muscular tissue of the intestine* (anti-peristaltic
action)."—Todd 4 Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. ii.,

p. 23T.

on ti per Is -ta sis, s. [In Ger. antiperi-

st«*e ; Up. antiperistasis ; Gr. awiircpwrrao-«
(antiperistasis) : avri (anti) = against, and
irepurraffiy. (peristasis) — a standing round, . . .

circumstance ; weputmnii (periistemi) = to
stand round : irepi' (peri) = round about, and
to-nuii (histimi) — to make to stand.] A
term used by Aristotle and others to signify
the heightening of any quality by the reaction
produced in it by the action of its opposite.
Thus in warm countries the influence of even
hot air blowing on water in porous vessels
is to cool the water. So also an unjust attack
on one's character will often raise instead of
impairing it.

% Bacon uses the Greek accusative.
"... which is that they term cold or hot per

antiperistaein, that is, environing by contraries. —
Bacon : Workt (ed. 17«Sf, vol. L ; CoUmrt of Good and
Soil, ch. vii., p. 441.

an ti perl stat Ic, a. [Gr. Aw* (antt)=
against, and Eng. peristolic] Pertaining to
antiperistasis. (A ah.)

an ti-pes-ti len ' tlai, a. [Gr. avri (anti)
= against, and Eng. pestilential. In Fr. anti-
pestilentiel ; Sp. anti-pestilential.] Counter-
acting pestilential influences ; checking con-
tagion and infection,

" Perfumes correct the air before it is attracted by
the lungs; or, rather, anti-pestHernial nngnenta, to
anoint the nostrils with."—Harvey on the Plague.

an ti phar-i-sa'-ic, a. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against, and Eng. pharisaic] Against the
Pharisees, their tenets or procedure.

". . . the anti-pharisaic discourse. Matt, xxiii."—
Strauu : Life of Jesus (transl. 1846), 5 117.

an ti phil o-soph I cal, ". [Gr. Aw*'(an(i)

= against, and Eng. philosophical. In Fr.
antiphilosophique.] Opposed to philosophy.

an ti phlo gls -ti-an, s. [Gr. Aw* (anti) =
against, and <pAoy*Cu» (phlogizo) = to set on
fire, to burn; 4>Ao£ (phlox)=& flame.] One
opposed to the old doctrine of Phlogiston

an-tl-phlo-gis'-tfo, * an-ti-phl*-gls'-
tick, a. & s. [Gr. avri (anti) = against, and
Eng. phlogistic]

A. As adjective

:

1. Med. ; Tending to counteract burning
heat; anti-febrile.

"I soon discovered . . . under what circumstances
recourse was to lie had to the lancet, aud the anti-
phlogtstick rujiuien.' —Sir W. Fordyce, on the Muria-
tick Acid, p. ST

"... and the antiphlogistic remedies alone per-
severed ln.~—/)r. Joseph Browne: Cycl. of Pract. Med.,
vol. ii., p. 237.

2. Cheat. : Opposed to the old doctrine of
phlogiston. [Phlogiston.]

B. As substantive : A medicine designed to

counteract phlogistic tendencies.
" It is both unctuous and penetrating, a powerful

antiphlogitiiirk, and preservative agaiui
*

and infection."—Bp. Berkeley : Sirit, 5».

against corruption

* &n ti phon, *. [Antiphonv.]

&n-tiph'-6n-al, a. & s. [Eng. antipkon; -al t ]

A. As adjective: Pertaining to antiphony.
[Antiphony, (2).]

Eastern churches."— liinyhum : Christian Antiquities
(ed. 1855), vol. v.. p. 13.

"He [Calvin] thought that novelty was sure to
succeed, that the practice of antiphonal chanting was
superstitious," 4c— Warton: Hist. Eng. Poet., Hi. 16*.

B. As substantive: The same as Antipho-
nary (q.v.).

"... to bring and deliver unto you all anti-
phonal*, missals, grayles, processionals," Ac—Burnet:
Hist. Reformed Records, pt iL, bk. L, 47.

antiph ou-ary, * in tiph on ere,
* an-tjph'-iii-er, an-tlph'-6n-ar
(Eng.), &n-tl-ph6n--ar'-i-um (Medicev
Lat.)

t s. [In Fr. arUip/ioiiatT'e, antiphonier

;

from Gr avrbfaivos (antiphonos) — (1) an
accord in the octave ; (2) an autiphon, an
anthem.] A service-book compiled by Pope
Gregory the Great. It comprised all the in-

vitatories, resi>onsories, collects, and what-
ever else was sung or said in the choir except
the lessons. From the responses contained
in it, it was sometimes called responsorium.
Similar compilations, or books of anthems,
also received the name of antiphonaries. In
1424 two antiphonaries bought for a small
monastery in Norfolk cost £62= at least £200
of modern English money, i [Anthem.]

" He alma redemptorit herde eynge.
As children lerned her antiphonere."

Chaucer : 0. T„ 14.9S0.

jin- ti phd net -Ic, a. [Gr. am (anti) = op-

posite, aud- Eng. phonetic (q.v.).l Answering
to, rhyming. (Barham : Ingotdsby Legends;

Cynotaph.)

&n-ti phon ic, an ti phon ic al, a.

[Eng. antiphon; -ic; -ical. In Gr. avrifotvtw.

(antiphdnos).'] Pertaining to antiphony.
"... they sung in an antiphonical way."—

Wheatley on the Common Prayer, p. 191.

in tiph on-y, dn -ti phon, * &n- ti

pho'-na* &• [In Ger. antipltunk ; Ital. anti-

fona ; Gr. avrujuiipeia (aTUiphoneo) = to sound
in answer : avri (>uitL) = again.st, and (pweew
(phoned)m to sound

; fan* (phone)= a sound. ]

1. Opposition or contrariety of sound.
"True It is that the harmony of music, whether It

be in song or instrument, hath symphony by anti-
phony (that is to say), the accord arise th from discord,
and of contrary notes Is composed a sweet tune."

—

Bolland: Plutarch, p. 186. (Richardson.)

2. The alternate chanting or singing in a
cathedral, or similar service by the choir,

divided into two parts for the purpose, and
usually sitting upon opposite sides. It is

sometimes used also when the parts are re-

peated instead of sung. Antiphony differs

from symphony, for in the latter case the
whole choir sing the same part. It also differs

from responsorium, in which the verse is

spoken or sung by only one person instead of
many.

" In antiphon* thus tune we female plaints."
Old Play, vii 497. (JVares.)

"These are the pretty respotuorlea, these are the
dear antiphoniet, that so bewitched of lata our pre-
lates aud their chaplains, with the goodly eoAo they
made."—Milton : Areop.

" Then came the epistle, prayers, antiphoniet. and a
benediction."— .\fticm!<t>i : Hht. Eng., chap. xiv.

". . . when the antiphoniet are chanted, one party
singing, with fury and gnashing of teeth." — Da
0.uincey : Works (ed. 1863), voL ii., Note, pp. 180-1.

3. The words given out to be sung by
alternate choirs.

"... this [alternate psalmody
I
for its division

into two parts, and alternate answers, was commonly
called antiphony."—Bingham: Christian Antiquities
(ed. 1866), vol. v., p. IS.

4. A composition made of several verses
taken from different psalms, the expressions
of sentiment in which are appropriate to the
occasion for which the antiphony is prepared.

an-tiph ra-sis, s. [In Ger. & Fr. anti-

phrase; Sp. anti/rasis; Port, antifrase, anti-
phrasis ; Gr. avri<ppao~ic (antiphrasis), fron?

drri<J>pd£to> (antiphrazo) = to express by anti-
thesis or negation : avri (anti) = against, and
d>pa£w (phrazo) =to intimate.]

Rhet. & Gram. : The use of words in a sense
contrary to their ordinary one. In Greek the
change was of words with an evil sense intc
those with a good meaning, but in English it

may also be an exchange of good for bad.
"You now find no cause to repent that you uevei

dipt your hands in the bloody high courts of justice,
so called only by antiphrasis —South.

an ti phras tic, anti-pbras tic-al, a.

£Gr. avruppatrriKov (antiphrastihos).] Pertain-
ing to antiphrasis.

an-ti-phras'-tlc~al-ly, adv. [Eng. anti-

phrastical; -ly.] In an antiphrastic manner;
in the form of speech called antiphrasis.

"The unruliness of whose pen, and the vimlency
thereof, none hath more felt than myself, as well n.
his book of Mitigation, as in his (antiphrtuticaUy k
called) Sober Reckoning,"—Bp. Mortons Discharge, p
90S.

an-ti-phthla-Ic, an tl ohthi? ic-al
(ph silent), a. [Gr. avri (anti) = against, and
pOio-LKOc. (phthisikos) = consumptive ; d>th'o*i?

phthisis) = consumption ; d>0»w (phthio) = U)
lecay.] Given against consumption. (Glossog.

Nov., 2nd ed.)

an ti phys ic al, o. [Gr. Aw* (anti) m
against, and Eng. physical ; from Gr. d>u<rtKd«

(phusikos) = natural ; d»vo*«(pft ,usis)= nature. 1

Contrary to physics, that is, to Nature or tc
natural law. (Webster.)

an ti pleur-It -Ic, * an--tl-pleur it'-ick,
s. [Gr. Aw* (anti) = against, aud Eng. pleu
ritic] A medicine given against pleurisy
(Glossog. Nov., 2nd ed.)

an-tl-p«$d-ag'-rlc, a. & «. [Gr. Aw* (anti) =
against, and wooaypueos (podagrikos) = gouty
rro&dypa (podagra) = (1) a trap for the feet,

(2) gout (Lat. podagra — gout; : ttous (pons),

genit. noSos (podos) — a foot, and aypa (agra)
= hunting.]

A. As adjective : Deemed of use against the
gout.

B. As substantive : A medicine given againsj
the gout ; an antarthritic. (Glossog. Nov.,
2nd ed.)

an-tip -dd-al, a. & s. [Eug. antipod(e); -al.

In Port, antipodal.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to the antipodes,
or the part of the world which they inhabit.

B. As substantive : One inhabiting the othez
side of the world from that in which tht
speaker or writer is. [Antipodes.]

t an' ti pode, t An ti-pode (sing.); an-
tip 6 des, An tip 6 des (plur.), 8. [Il

Sw. & Dan. antipoder (pi.) ; Ger. antipoden
(pl.); Fr. antipode (sing.), antipodes (pi.)

Sp. & Port antipoda (sing.); Ital. antipodx
(pl.) ; Lat antipodes (pl.) ; Gr. Aw*'iro6>s

(antipodes), pl. of Awi'irovs (antipons) (a wore
first introduced by Plato) m with the feet

opposite. From Aw* (anti) = opposite to, and
irous (pons) = a foot ; ttocVs (podes) ss feet]

1 Rare in the singular, common in the
plural.

L Lit. (Plur.) : People who, from their situa-

tion on the globe, have their feet opposite to
those of the speaker or writer who applies to

them the term antipodes. For ' example, i!

Greenwich Observatory is in lat. 51° 28' N.,

and long. 0° E. or W. , then the antipodes, ifanj
exist, of the astronomers at Greenwich must
be sought in lat. 51° 28' S. and leng. 180" E.

or W. That point falls in the ocean S. E. o*

New Zealand, near Antipodes Island. Those
who are our antipodes have seasons exactlj

like those of our land, but reversed in time,

their Bhortest day being our longest, their

winter our summer, and vice vertd.

IL Met. : Something exactly aud com-
pletely opposed or opposite to another.

an tip -A-de -an, a. & s. [Eng. antipode(i);

suff. -an.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the antipodes.

B. As subst. : One who lives at the antipodes

an-tip'-o-deg, «. pl. [Antipode.]

boil, boy
; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; tain, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -In*

.

-tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -?ion m than. -tious, sious, clous = shus. -hie, -die, &c. bel, del. -tlal = shal.
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antipoison—antirheumatic

in ti poi sin, » [Gr. irri (anti) = against,

and Eng. poison.] An antidote to poison of

iome kind or other.

an-tt-pope, .. m *»* («»«) = TV;
s
a i'

and K»J«*» I" Fr. anUpaw; Sp.
;& Ital

antipapl] One who usurps the popedom, in

opposition to the individual elected in the

normal way. . . ,

••This honae U toom to history <"}>»/""*' ot

an iSl«Sa™h. called himself Felix vr-AddUon.

4li-tt-p»P'-U-lar, a. [Or. ivrs (anfi)==

against, and Eng. popular.] Against the

interests or opinions of the people.

• The last two tables an th. work of the second

d.cem.lr* wlnt government was .•"'{'W-f'-
~

ie»il Oed. ATarly «om. «•(.. oh. Xll.. P<- 1U-. » »•

an'-tl-port, «. [In Ital. antiporta, antiporto,

from Br. dsri (antt) = opposite to, and I*t

porta = a city gate, a gate.] An outer gate

,

am outer door.
••
Ii a Christian or Jew should but lift up tneonji-

port'and set one step Into It, he profaned it -Smifa.

Mann, of the Turks, p. 7ft.

la ti practise, «... [Gr. W (a«H)-

againstT and Eng. practise.] To oppose.

(Hac^et : Life of Williams, i. 195.)

in « pre lit Ic, • an-tl-pre-lat-ick,

kn-tt-prS-Ut'-Ie-tvl, a. [Gr. sirrt (anti)

s> against, and Eng. prelal

to prelatists or to prelacy
against, and Eng. prelaric; -woi.) Opposed

"The rooter., the anti-preHUict party, declaim

afaluat inc."—Sir E. Bering : Speeches, p. 16L

in ti priest, J. [Gr. irri (antt) = against,

and Eng. prtesf.) One opposed to priests.

" While they are afraid of being jruidedby priest*

they consent to be governed by ant%-prieeu. -Water-

land: Ch., P-M-

in-tt-priosf-oraft, «. [Gr. ivrl (anti) =
against, and Eng. priestcraft.) Opposition to

priestcraft .

••
I hope the |the Chnrch of England] is secureJfrom

lay bigotry and anli-priettcraft.~—Burke: Speech on

the Claims of the Church.

an-tip-sor'-lc, a. [Prom Gr. irri (anti) =
against, and Eng. psoric. From Lat. psora,

Gr il/if>a (psora) = the itch or the mange

;

-am (psao), or uniai (psoo) = to rub. In Fr.

antipsorioue.] Deemed of use against the

itch. (WtbsUr.)

an-tiD-td'-»I», s. [In Fr. & Port, antiptcse ;

Gr ivritrroxrtc (antiptosis) = (I) a falling

against, (2) (In Gram., see below) ; irnawra
(antipipto) = to fall against ; arri (antt) =
against, and iriirru (pipto) - to fall.]

Grammar : An Interchange of one case for

another. (Glossog. Nov., 2nd ed.)

an-tl-pu'r-i-tan, i. * a. [Gr. irri (anti)=
against, and Eng. puritan.]

A. As substantive: One opposed to the

Puritans or to Puritanism.
•'

. Dr. Samuel Parker, famous for hie ter-

giversation with the timea now an anu-puruan in

the extreme.•-Warttm: Holes to MiUons Smaller

Poems, p. ML
B. As adjective : Opposed to Puritanism.

. the purification of oar lighter literature

from that foul tkint which had been contracted during

the anrt-purtlan reaction.
-—Macaulay: But. Eng.,

chap. xiv.

an-tl-pyr-^t'-ic, a. A «. [Gr. irri (anti) =
against* and Eng. pyretic. From Gr. mpem
(puretos) =(1) fiery heat, (2) fever ;

wvp (pur)

= fire. In Port, antipyretico.]

A. As adj. : Deemed of use against fever.

B. As substantive : A medicine given^gainst

fever. (Glossog. Nov., 2nd ed.)

an-tl-pyr-in, «. A preventive of or remedy

for fever ; spec, dimethyloxy-quiuizin.

an-ti-quar -l an, a. «t i. [In Sw. antujuarU,

s. ; Dan. antiquarist, a., antiquarivs, s. ;
Ger.

ontiouar, 8. From Lat antiquarius, a. & s.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to antiquarians

or to antiquity ; antique, old.

•The belief in an original year of tan month. was

prevalent among the a*l«i«i™» and historical

writer, of Koma"-£«lfit.' Astron of the Ancients.

chap I. It.

B. As substantive

:

1. An antiquary.

"Thus Ctncius ia described ny Llvy a> being a

diligent antiquarian, in relation toevento.prior to

bil own ft. -U*is: Early Rom. Bit., chap it. i «.

2. A large kind of drawing paper.

ta-tf-quar'-I-an-Ism,s. [Eng. anf^uarian;

-iOTt.) Love of antiquities or of antiquarian

research. „
"

I uied to despise him for his anttyuartansrm. —
H'«ri»ur(on, Letter 221.

* an-tl-quar-Ism, «. [Eng. an«ouar(u) ;

-ism.] The same as Antiquarianism (q.v.)

"... a question above antiauaritm."—Browns:

Byartotaphia.

an'-ti-auar-jT, s. & a. [In Ger. antiquar;

Fr. anTtouuire; 8p., Port.,& Ital. antiquarw;

from Lat. antiquarius, lis.)

A- As substantive

:

1 Originally : A keeper of the aitlivuarium

or cabinet of antiquities. (Henry VIII. called

John Leland his antiouary.)

2 A student of antiquity, or rather of the

relics, such as inscriptions, old buildings

manuscripts, &c, which antiquity has lea

behind.
« With sharpend sight pale antiquaries I»re

Th' inscription value, but the rust adore, —pope.

B. As adjective: Antique, old.
" Here's Nestor,

Instructed by the antiquary times:

He must, he la he cannot but be wisa
Shakesp. : Troilus and Vrsssida, ii. i

tan-ti-tjuate, v.t. [In Port. aiUiouar. From

Lat. anliouafua, pa. par. of antwuo = to

restore a thing to its former condition.] To

render anything out of date, and therefore

presumably less valuable than once it was.

To render obsolete. When a law becomes

antiquated it is rarely put in force, if indeed

it is not swept from the statute-book.

" The rrrowth of Christianity to this kingdom might

reaaonatV introduce new lxws, and antiiuate or al.ro-

git?some old one* th»t seemed less consistent with

the Christian doctrines."—Hale.

•J The verb is rarely used except in its past

participle.

an'-tt-quiv-tSd, pa. par. & a. [Antiquate.]

As adjective

:

1. Out of date, obsolete, of less value than

formerly ; superseded, abrogated.
• Almighty Latium. with her cities crown'd

Shxll liki an antiquated fable sound. —^oVftson.

2. Made to imitate antiquity.
•' In reading a style judiciously antiquated, one finds

a . Mill not unlike that of travelling on an old

Eoman way.'-Pope: Bomers Odyssey, r-ostacript.

t 3. Old, but in nowise out of date.

'• The antiouated earth, u one might say."

Worasmrth: Sonnet to a Friend (ISM).

an'-tl-qua-tSd-neM, t an-«-quate
nes»,« [Eng. antiquated, -nets; antiquate,

-ness.) The quality or state of being out of

date, obsolete, or superseded.

. that no one may pretend anliquatcnesi of

the Old Testament."—Appendix to Life of Mods, xii.

an-tf-qua-tlon, s. [Lat. antiquatio = an

abrogating, an annulling ; from antinuo, v.t. J

The act or process of rendering obsolete ; the

state of being rendered obsolete. Spec. ,
used

of the antiquation of a law, which is properly

its repeal or abrogation, but is sometimes

more loosely used for the refusal to pass it

when it appears as a bill for discussion.

" You bring forth now, great queen, as you foresaw.

An antiquation of the salique law.
Cartwright : Poem to the Queen.

" Reason is a law
High and divine, engrav'd in every breast.

Which must no change nor antiquation know.
Beaumont : Psyche, xv. l«t

"... antlouation, which is the refusing to paea

a law."—JTncjr. lend.

an ti que, * an tique, o. H i. [In Ger.

anfifc, a, antike, s. ; Fr. antique, a ft s. ;

Ital. antico, s. From Lat. anfiouus = former,

old, ancient ; ante = before.]

A As adjective

:

1 Ancient, old, that has long existed. It

may be used (a) in the geological sense = of

an age measured by millions of years ; or <»)

historically = prior to the birth of Christ

;

or (c) mediaeval ; or (d) having been long in

existence compared with others of its kind.

[Ancient, Antiquity. ]

"... a rock very different m age from the

antique and crystalline gneiss of Scotland and Scandi-

navia"—klurchison: Siluria, ch. xiv.

"The seals which we have remaining of Julius Cessr

which we know to be anttjue. have the star of Venus

over them."—Dryden.
- Huge convent domes with pinnacles and towers.

And antioue castles seen through dnnlnigshowm.^^
IfordsieoK'i : Btecnptxre Sketches.

2. Old-fashioned, antiquated.

"Thefinrt. If I remember. Is a sort <^«* •"'£
coat, msde antique fashion. . . . -SoMsmUA The

Bee, No. IL

a Odd, antic. (See Antic, which wai

originally the same word as antique.)

" And sooner may a gulling weather-spy,

By drawing forth lieav u s scheme, toll certainly.

Whit fsaluou'd hats, or ruff* or suits, next year

Our giddy-headed anfiyue youth will wear^

B. As substantive, it is frequently used

in the plural Antiques = such busts, statues,

vases &c, as have come down from classic

antiquity, and are prized for their value as

works of genius and art no less than for the

light they throw on the life of the old world.

" Misshapen monuments and maim d antiques,'

Byron : Eng. Bards * Scotch fienevyert,

I an-t*que-*y. adv. [EnS. antique : -ly_ ]
In

m antique manner ; after the manner of anti-

quity. (Webster.)

an tique ness, s. [Eng. anfioue ; -ness.)

The quality of being antique.

"We may discover something venerable to the

antiquenest of the work.~-A aduon.

anti que*, s. pi. [Antique.]

Hu-tlq-ul-tar -I-an (ui = wl). «
• .

[Eng.

antiquity): -arian.) One * P»« by-

gone days ; a medievalist (Milton. UJ ttt],

in Eng., bk. i.)

an-tiq -ul-tles (ui = wi), s. pi- [Antiquity.]

an-tiq-ultif
4
, *an-«q;-ul-tIe(ul = wQ.

s. [Fr. antiquite, from Lat. antiffuita.., anil-

quus — ancient.]

A. Sinoular:

I. The state of having existed long ago

;

the state of being ancient

1. By the geological standard: Vast and

uncertain age.

inferiority to position Is connected with tha

superior owivuity of granito."-l»e«.- Afanuo! of

OeoL. sth ed., ch. xxxiv.

Antiquity of man: The specific term applied

to the hypothesis now generally accepted by

geologists and other scientific investigators at

correct, that man came into being not later

than the glacial period, if indeed he did not

exist in pre-glacial times. From the historic

point of view this makes him very "antique,

though by the geological standard the date of

his birth is exceedingly modern. (Lyea:

Antiquity of Man.)

2. By the historic standard

:

(a) Ancient times, especially those from the

earliest known period to the fall of the Roman

empire.
"I mention Aristotle. Polyblu* and Cicero the

greatest philosopher, the most impartial h.iturian

Ind the most consummate sUtosman. of all anttgutty.

—Addison.

(b) Sometimes the word in this sense is used

much more vaguely.
•• From a period of immemorial antiquity it had

been the practice of every English government to con-

tract debts."—Afacaniay. But. Eng., ch. 111.

3. By the standard o/numan or other life or

existence. Ludicrously : Old age.

"Par Hadst thou not the privilege of aWwuity

upon thee ."-Shakssp. : Alls Welt. IL 3.

H The ancients, the people who lived

during the times mentioned under No. 2.

" Wherefore doth vaine antiquitie so vaunt

Her ancient monuments of mightie peerei.

.

Spenser ; Sonnet on Scanderoeg.

B. Plura!. Antiquities signify such coins,

inscriptions, statues, weapons, sepulchral

urns, ruined edifices, nay, even manuscripts,

as have come down to us from the classical and

other nations of antiquity, or from the early

period of our own country s history. I hey

are valued as confirming, checking, or enlarging

the information given by historians, or In

some cases as laying the basis for reconstruct-

ing the most outstanding events connected

with nations or periods regarding which

ordinary histories are silent.

" Soof histories we may find three kinds :
Memorials.

Perfect Histories, and Antiquities : tor memorials.as*

hStory m.linishea. or the first or rough draughts of

history : and antiquities are history defaced, or soma

renSii. of hi.tjy which have casually
"^J''

11'*

shipwreck of time.'-Bacon : Ads. of Learn., bk Ii.

an-tl-rtHaV-a, «. [Gr. ivrt (anti) = against

;

aiu, (rheo) = to flow. Named from being used

against hemorrhage. ] A genus of plants.be-

longing to the order Cinchonacete (Cimho-

nads). The species are found in Mauritius

and Bourbon. The root and bark of the A.

wrliceWota are believed to be very astringent.

ta-tf-rheu-mat'-Ic (h silent), a. & ». [Or.

ivri (anti) = against, and Eng. rJt.uma.ic]

1. As adjective: Deemed of use against

rheumatism.

r^^-Bih^***, wrvat, «a father; we. wet. here, cantel.^^'g^*?^tf^S^
or. wire, wolf, work, who, son ; mute. cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, full

;
try. Syrian, lyre. ». ce
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2. As substantive : A medicine given against
rkeumatism.

fcn-ti-reV-o^lu'-tion-ar-jf, a. [Gr. Irri

(anti) = against, and Eug. revolutionary. In
Ft. antirevolutionnaire.) Opposed to jjolitical,

and especially to sanguinary, revolution.

"... to disgorne their anti-revolutionary pelt"

—

Burke i Regicide Peace.

stn-ti-rev-<fc-lu'-tIon-Ist, s. [Gr. Am (anti)

= against, and Eng. revolutionary.] One
opposed to revolution or to revolutionary
parties.

"\
. . the apartment called by the anti-revolu-

tionists, 'the plotting parlour.' "—Quthrie: Eng.

an tir-rhi -num (h silent), s. [In Sp., Port.,
& Ital. antirrino. From Lat. antirrhinon, a
plant, Lychnis githago (?) ; Gr. avripfuvov
(antirrhinon) = snap-dragon : am (anti) =
compared with ; pis (rhis\ genit. pi^oc. (rhinos)

m the nose. Nose-like.] Snap-dragon. A

ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS.

L Upper portiou of a plant of A ntirrhinum majits
(Sna]*lragon). 2. Corolla cut opeu, showing
stamens. 3. Ripe fruit

genus of plants belonging to the order Scro-

phulariacese, or Fig-worts. The A. Orontium,
or Lesser Snap-dragon, is wild, and the A.
majus, or Great Snap-dragon, naturalised in

Britain.

&n ti-ru'-mour, v.t. [Gr. avri (anti), and
Eng, rumour.} To spread a report contrary
to one generally current. (Fuller; Ch. Hist.,
III. viii., 1 14.)

intisabbatar Ian, s. [Gr. Am (anti)
— against, and Eng. Sabbatarian.] One who
holds that the Jewish Sabbath was part of the
ceremonial rather than of the moral law, and
that, in its essential character, it is different
from the "Lord's Day " of the New Testament.

"The anti-sabbatarians hold the sabbath day, or
that which we call the Lord's day, to be no more a
aabbath : in which they go about to violate all religion

;

lor take way the sabbath, and farewell religion."—
Pagit : fferesiography, p. 119.

in-ti-sa -bl-an, a. [Gr. Am' (anti) = against,
and Eng. Sabian (q.v.).] Opposed to Sabian-
ism, that is, to the worship of the heavenly
bodies. (Faber.)

an-ti-sac-er do tal, a. [Gr. am (anti) =
against, and Eng. sacerdotal] Opposed to the
priestly office or procedure.

"The charge of such sacerdotal craft hath often been
unjustly laid by anti-sacerdotal pride or resentment."— Waterland: Ch., p. 58.

an ti scho-las -tic, a. [Gr. am (an(f)=
against, and Eng. scholastic.} Opposed to
what is scholastic. (S. T. Coleridge.)

antisc ians (sc as sh), an-tls'-ci-i,

$. pi, [In Fr. antisciens; Lat. antiscii; Gr.
dmo-Kiot (antiskioi) ; avri (anti)~ opposite,
and oTKia (skia) = a shadow.] [Antosci.]

Geog. & Astron. : Two sets of people, whose
shadows at the same moment fall in opposite
directions. The parties south of the tropic of
Capricorn are always autiscians to those
north of the tropic of Cancer, and vice versd.

in ti scor bu tic, an ti scor bu
tick, a. & s. [Gr. avri (anti) = against, and
Eng. scorbutic ; Ger. antiscorbutisch ; Fr. anti-
scorbutique ; Sp., Port. & Ital. antiscorbutico,]

A. As adjective: Deemed of use against
scurvy. (Glossog. Nov., 2nd ed.)

B. As substantive; A medicine deemed of
use against scurvy.

an-ti-scor-bu'-tic-al, a. [Eng. antiscor-
butic; -al.] [Antiscorbutic]

* an -tl-script, s. [Gr. avri (anti)= against,
and Lat scriptum = something written ; scribo
—

. . . to write.] A writing directed against
(any person or thing).

" His highness read the charges, and admired at the
viruleucy; with the antiscripts of the keeper, which
were much commended."—Backet ; Life of Archbishop
Williams (1693), p. i :<-.>.

anti-scrip -tu-ral, a. [Gr. b*i (anti) =
against, and Eng. scriptural] Opposed to

Scripture. (Webster.)

anti scrip -tu-rism, s. [Gr. avri (anti) =
against, and Eng. scripture; -ism.] Opposition
to Scripture.

** Now that anti-scripturism grows so rife, and spreads
so fast . . ."—Bogle on the Style of the H. 5., p. 146.

an-ti-scrip'-tu-rist, s. [Gr. Am (anti)=
against, and Eng. scripturist (q.v.).] One
opposed to Scripture.

*' Not now to mention what is by atheists and
anti-tcripturittt alleged to overthrow the truth and
authority of the Scripture."—Bogle.

an tl SCroT-u-lous, a. & s. [Gr. Am (anti)

= against, and'Eng. scrofulous. In Fr. anti-

scrofuleux.)

A. As adjective: Deemed of use against
scrofula.

B. As substantive : A medicine given against
scrofula.

an ti sep tic, * an ti sep tick, a. k «.

[In Ger. antieeptisch ; Fr. antiseptique ; Port.
antiseptico ; Gr. Am' (anti) = against, and
otttttoc (septos) = putrid, decayed ; <njirti> (sepo)

— to make rotten or putrid.]

A. As adjective: Counteracting the ten-
dency to putrefaction.
"... the gastric fluid itself, which, according to

all observers, is remarkably antiseptic, being capable
of checking the further progress of putrefaction lu
meat in which that process has already begun."—Todd
i Bowman; Physiol. Anal., vol. ii. (1856), p. 303.

B. As substantive : A substance which has
the effect of counteracting the tendency to
putrefaction. Garrod makes " Disinfectants
and Antiseptics" the second order of his
" Division III. Chemical agents used for other
than their medicinal properties." Antiseptics
prevent chemical change by destroying the
activity of the infectious matter, the chemical
composition of the body still in many cases
remaining the same ; while disinfectants de-
compose and remove the infectious matter
itself. Antiseptics are called also Colytics
(q.v.). Among them may be named carbolic
acid, alcohol, sulphurous acid, chloride of
sodium (common salt), corrosive sublimate,
arsenic, ftc.

an ti sep -tlc-al, a. [Eng. antiseptic; -al.]

Pertaining to an antiseptic ; counteracting the
tendency to putrefaction.

&n-tI-sla'-ver-& a & ». [Gr. Am (anti) =
against, and Eng. slavery.]

1. As adjective : Opposed to slavery.

2. As substantive : Opposition to slavery.
(Webster.)

an tl ao cial (rial = shal), a. [Gr. Am
(anti) ~ against, and Eng. social In Fr. anti-
social.]

1. Opposed to social intercourse, averse to
society ; loving solitude. (Webster.)

2. Opposed to the principles on which
society is constituted. (Webster.)

an-tlS -paste, s. [In Port, antispase; Gr.
avrionratris {anttspasis)= a drawing back of the
humours of the body ; Ammrato (antispao)
— to draw the contrary way : Am (anti) =
against, and cmata (spao) = to draw.]

Med. : The revulsion of any fluid in the body
from one part to another.

an tl spas mod Ic, * an ti spas mod
ick, a. & s. [From Gr. avri (anti) = against,
and Eng. spasmodic. In Fr. antispasmoaique ;

Port, antispasmodico. From Gr. Am<rffa<ru,6s
(antispasmos) = an anti-spasmodic : Am (anti)
= back, and <nra<ru.6c. (spasmos) = (l)a draw-
ing, (2) a convulsion ; o-iraw (spao) = to draw.]
A. As adjective : Deemed of use against

spasms or convulsions.

B. As substantive : A medicine designed to
counteract or allay spasms. Garrod makes
anti-spasmodics the 1st order of his Sub-class
3. They are of two kinds : (1) Direct Anti-
spasmodics, or Spinal Tonics, of which the
chief are assafoetida, valerian, musk, castor,

various oils, camphor, &c. ; (2) Indirect Anti-
spasmodics, as conium, bromide of potas-
sium, salts of silver, hydrocyanic acid, bella-
donna, stramonium, henbane, opium, chloro-
form, Ac. (Garrod: Materia Medica.)

an ti spast, anti spas-tus, s. [Lat.
antispastus ; Gr. AmViratrTos (antispastos) ss an
antispast ; from Aimo-TrAw (ant ispao) = to draw
the contrary way : avri (anti), and o-trdut (spaS)— to draw.]

Prosody : A foot consisting of four syllables,
the first and fourth short, and the second and
third long : as me

j
dul

j
15

|
sus.

an ti spas tic, * an ti spas tick, a.&s.
[From Gr. Am (anti) as against, and Eng.
spastic (q.v.) ; or from Gr. Amo-Trao-Tos (anti-
spastos) = drawn in contrary directions.]

A. As adjective

:

* L Medicine

:

1. Pertaining to antispasis ; believed to
cause a revulsion of fluids from one part of
the body to the other. (Johnson.)

2. Antispasmodic. (Webster.)

IL Prosody : Pertaining to an antispast.

B. As substantive:

1. A medicine believed to cause a revulsion
of fluids from one part of the body to the
other. (Glossog. Nova.)

2. An antispasmodic. ^Webster.)

an ti splc net ic, * an ti sple net -

ick, a. & s. [Gr. Am (anti) = against, and
Eng. splenetic.]

A. As adjective : Deemed of use against
diseases of the spleen.

B. As substantive : A medicine given against
diseases of the spleen.

*' AntUplenetickt open the obstructions of the
spleen."—Floger.

an tis ta sis, s. [In Ger. antistase; Gr.
avriaratns (antistasis) = standing against, op-
position : Am (anti) = against, and crra<r«

(stasis) = (1) a placing, (2) a standing ; 'io-rnfAt

(histemi) = to make to stand.]

Rhetoric : A defence of any action on the
ground that what was done was the lesser of
two evils.

&n-tis -tes (plural an tls -tl-tes), s. [Lat.]

(1) A president of any kind
; (2) a high-priest.

" He tells what the Christians had wont to do in
their several congregations, to read and expound, to
pray and administer, all which he says the irpoeo*T»t

,

or antittes, did."—Milton; Qf Prel. Episcopacy.
" Unless they had as many antistitet as presbyters.*—Ibid.

an tis tro phe, an tis tro phy, s. [In
Ger. & Fr. antistrophe ; Port, antistrophe,
antistrope. From Gr. AmoTpo<J>»j (antistrophA
= a turning about; AtT(.oTpe<p<i) \antistrephb)
= to turn to the opposite side : Am (anti) =
opposite to, and crptyot (strepho) = to twist,
to turn.]

L A ncient Choruses and Dances

:

1. The returning of the chorus, exactly
answering to a previous strophe, except that
now they moved from left to right, instead of
from right to left.

2. The lines of the poem or choral song
sung during this movement.

" It was customary, on some occasions, to dance
round the altars, whilst they sung the sacred hymns,
which consisted of three stanzas or parts ; the first of
which, called strophe, was sung in turning from east
to west : the other, named antistrophe, in returning
from west to east ; then they stood before the altar
and sung the epode, which was the last part of the
song."—Potter : Antiq. of Greece, bk. ii., chap. 4.

IX Rhetoric : The figure of retortion.

IIL Logic : Aristotle's designation for the
conversion or transposition of the terms of a
proposition.

IV. Grammar : An inverted construction.

V. Relation of one thing to another.

"The latter branch touching impression, hath not
been collected into art, but hatn been handled disper*

an ti stroph Ic, ". [Eug. antistrophe; •<&]

Pertaining to an antistrophe. (Webster.)

an-tis tro-pndn, *. [Gr. Am'o-Tpwpo* (anti-

strophos) = turned opposite ways.] The turn-
ing of an argument on the person who used ifc

* "That he may know what it is to be a child, and yet
to meddle with edged tools, I turned his antistrophon

head."—

i

upon his own he* -Milton: Apol.for Smectymnuus

bSil, bo*^; pout, J6%1; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = l
-tion, -slon m shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. tious, -sious, ceous, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c- = bel, deL -que = k.
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an-ti-stru-mat -Ic, a. & 5. [Gr. ami (anti)

m against, and Lat. struma = a scrofulous

tumour ; struma.]

A. As adjective : Counteracting or mitiga-

ting the strumous, that is, the scrofulous con-

stitution.

B. As substantive: A medicine believed to

have some effect in counteracting or mitiga-

ting the strumous constitution.
" I prescribed him a distilled milk, with antirttru-

maticks, and purged h im."— Wiseman.

an-tl-stru -mous, a. [Antistrumatic] The
same as Antistrumatic (q.v.). {Webster.)

an-ti-syph-i-lit'-iC, a. [Gr. ami (anti) -
against, and Eng. syphilitic. In Fr. anti-

syphilitique.} Believed to be of use against

syphilis. (CastU : Lexicon Pharm.)

in-t*-tac'-t», An-t*-tac'-tes, s. pi. [Lat-

inised from Gr. amiTavtrto (antitasso) — (I) to

range in battle, (2) to counteract, to resist

:

ai/Ti (anti) — against, and Ta<r<rui (tasso) = to

arrange.]

Church Hist. : A Gnostic sect who main-

tained that not God but a creature had

created evil.

an-tt-tar-tar'-ic, a. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against, and Eng. tartaric.} Opposed to Tar-

taric (q.v.).

anti tartaric acid. An acid differing

from tartaric acid in this remarkable respect,

that whereas the latter turns the plane of

polarisation to the right, this does it to the

left. If the two be mixed together they lose

all influence on polarised light {Graham:

Chem., vol. ii., p. 478.)

an-tithe ism, 5. [Gr. ami (anti) = against,

and Eng. theism. Or from ami0eo<: (antitheos),

a., in the sense of opposed to God; for in

Homer it means god-like, equal to the gods.]

Opposition to God or to belief in His existence.

(Chalmers.)

an-tl-the'-ist, s. [Gr. avrl (anti) = against,

and Eng. theist.] One who opposes the belief

in a God. The antitheist takes a more de-

cided stand against theism than the atheist

does. (Webster.)

an-ti'-the-i'st'-iC-al, a. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against, and Eng. theistical. Or Eng. antitheist;

•ical.} Opposed to theism; contending against

the belief in God. (Webster.)

an-tl-the-ist'-ic-al-ly^ adv. [Eng. antitheis-

tical; -ly.] After the manner of an antitheist

;

with active opposition to belief in God.

(Webster.)

an-tlth'-cn-ar, *. [Gr. ami (anti) = against,

and Btvap (thenar) — the palm of the hand,

the sole of the foot. ]

Anat. : One of the muscles which extend

the thumb. (Glossog. Nova, 2nd ed.)

an-tith e sis (pi. an-tIth'-£-«e», * [In

8w. antithes ; Dan. & Ger. antithese ; Fr. an-

tithese; Sp. antitesis, antiteto ; Port, antithese,

antithesis ; Ital. antitesi ; Gr. Airt0c<ri$ (an-

tithesis) = opposition, from amiTi0nu,t (anti-

tithemi) = to set against, oppose : ami (anti)=
against, and wftpK (tilhemi) = to Bet or place.]

Rhet. : Sharp opposition or contrast between
word and word, clause and clause, sentence

and sentence, or sentiment and sentiment,

specially designed to impress the listener or

reader.

«J Macaulay's writings are full of antitheses,

of which the following may serve as examples

:

as " He had covertly shot at Cromwell, he now
openly aimed at the Queen." (Hist. Eng. ,ch. v.)

" But blood alone did not satisfy Jeffreys ; he

filled his coffers by the sale of pardons."

{Ibid., ch. xvii.)

" Antithesis or opposition."—Coleridge : Aids to Re-

jection (1839), p. 189.

•'.
. . the habitual antithesis ot prose and poetry,

fact and fiction."—Herbert Spencer, 2nd ed., vol. ii., p.

632, {491.

"Athene, the man-goddess, born from the head of

Zens, without a mother, and without feminine sym-
pathies, is the antithesis partly of Aphrod itt."—Grots :

Mist of Greece {1846), vol. i., pi L, ch. i.t p. It.

IT The plural is still in the Greek form anti-

theses.

" I see a chief who leads my chosen sons, .

All ann'd with points, antitheses, and puns.
Pope.

• ftn-tl-thetf, s. [Antitheton.] An opposite

statement or position. (C. Kingsley : Two
Years Ago, ch. xxvi.)

an-tlth'-e-ta, s. pi. The pL of Antitheton
(q-v->

antithetic, an-tl-thetf ic-al, a. [In

Fr. antithetique ; Sp. antitetico. From Gr.

avTi6>nTi.*e<K (antithetikos).}

A. Ordinary Language: Pertaining to or

marked by the presence of an antithesis.

" The antithetical groopof cases."—Herbert Spencer :

Psychology, 2nd ed., voL iL, p. 64, § 29a.

B. Technically

:

* Old Chem. Antithetic or polar formula are

formulae written on two lines instead of one.

In the upper line are placed all the negative

constituents, and in the lower the nositive.

an-tl-tlhet'-fc-al-ljS adv. [Eng. antithetical;

-ly.] In an antithetical manner; with sharp
contrasts.

"Antithetically opposed divisions.'*—Herbert Spen-
cer : Ptychology, 2nd ed., vol. it, p. 811, J 387.

an-trth'-e-ton, s. [Lat. and Gr. amtfciw
(antitheton).'} An antithesis.

In the plural : Antitheta ; in the Instruc-

tions for Oratory (1661) erroneously made
antithetas. Theses argued for and against.

" Antitheta are theses argued pro et contra."—Bacon:
Adv. of Learn., bk. ii.

an-ti-tox'-in, an-tx-to3r/-ine, «. The
serum of the blood of a horse that has been in-

oculated with diphtheritic material; used as

a subcutaneous injection for the cure of diph-
theria.

" The experiments with diphtheria antitoxine serum

Seld iatlsfactory results wherever the famous remedy
applied."—N. Y. Herald, Jan. It, 1895.

an-ttt -ra-gus, s. [Gr. ami (anti) at oppo-

site to, and Lat. tragus, Gr. rpa-yos (tragos).~\

[Tragus.] A portion of the external ear

opposite the tragus and beneath the concha.
" Opposite this [the tragus], behind and below the

concha, is the antitragus. —Todd * Bowman : Physiol.

Anat.. vol. ii., p. M,

an-t!-trln-i-ta'r-X-*n, a. & a fEng. anti,

trinity; suffix -arian. In Ger. antitrinitarisch,

a.; antitrinitarier, s.; Port, antitrinitario.]

1, As adjective : Opposed to the doctrine of

the Trinity.

2. As substantive : One opposed to the doc-

trine of the Trinity.

"The anti^rinitarians have renewed Arlns's old

heresy : and they are callod Anti-trinitariant. because

they blaspheme and violaU the Holy Trinity. —Pagit ;

Heresiography, p. 118.

to-tt-trfn-s-tar-I-an-Iym, a. [Gr. ami

(anti) = against, and Eng. trinitarianism.]

The system of doctrine of which the essential

feature is a denial of the doctrine of the

Trinity. (Webster.)

an tit ro pal, &n-t*t'-r6-poi4s, a, [Gr.

im (anti)= opposite to, and rpoiroc (tropos) ~
a turn, direction ; tphm (trepo) m to turn.]

Bot. : A term applied to an embryo which
Is inverted so as to have the radicle at the

extremity of the seed most remote from the

hilum. The sacs of the ovule are in no degree

inverted, ' but have their common point of

origin at the hilum, the raphe and chalaza

being necessarily invisible. (Lindley : Introd.

to Bot.)

an-ti-typ -al, a. [Eng. antityp(e); -aJ.J 01

the nature o*t an antitype (q.v.). (C. Kingsley

:

Yeast, Epil.)

an -tl-type, $. [In Sp. antitipo; Gr. ami-

tvtw (antitupos) — (I) repelled by a hard

body ; echoed, echoing
; (2) corresponding as

the stamp to the die : ami (anti) = opposite

to, and TiJiroc (tupos) = (1) a blow, (2) that

which is produced by a blow ; tvjtow (tupoo)

m to impress, to stamp ; tvjttw (tupto) m to

strike.]

1. Gen. : That which corresponds to some-

thing else, as a stamp does to the die by

whic*h it was struck off.

•* and the observant friars, with their chain

eeroleaand shirts of. hair, were the anttfypmoi Parsons

and Campion."—Froude : Hist. Eng., vol. ii., p- *78-

2. Theol. : He who or that which in th© New
Testament corresponded exactly to the types

of the Old—namely, Christ or his atoning

death.
" He brought forth bread and wins, and was the

priest of the most high God; imitating the emtitype

or the substance. Christ himself."— Taylor.

3. Among the ancient Greek fathers, and in

the Greek liturgy : A term applied to the

symbols of bread and wine in the sacrament.

aii-ti-typ'-ic-al, a. [Gr. ami (anti)= against,

and typical; or Eng. antitype, and-icaZ.] Per-

taining to an antitype. (Johnson.)

jin-ti-typ'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. antitypical

;

-ly.] In an antitypical manner; by way of

antitype. (Webster.)

an-tl-ty'-pous, a. [Eng. antitype; -ous.]

The same as Antitypical.

an-tl-vac-cln-a'-tion, 5. [Gr. ami (aiiti) =
against, and Eng. vaccination.} Opposition

to vaccination. (Times, Oct. 29, 1878.)

an-ti-vac-^ln-a'-tion-ist, s. [Eng. anti-

vaccination; -ist.]

1. One opposed to vaccination, as believing

it to be injurious to the human frame.
"

. . to describe anti-vaccinationists as a ' school'

Is to push satire to the verge of cruelty." —Times,

Nov. 13th, 1876.

2. One who, though deeming vaccination

beneficial, is yet opposed to the law which
renders it compulsory, as believing that such

an enactment is inconsistent with proper civil

liberty.

an-tI-va-rI'-6l-oi»a, a. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against" and Eng. variolous, from Medisev.

Lat. variola = small-pox.] Deemed to be

protective against the contagion of the small-

pox. (Med. Repos.) (Webster.)

an-tl-vSn-e'r-e-al, a. [Gr. ami (anti) =
against, and Eng. venereal. In Ger. anti-

venerisch; Fr. antivenerien ; Port. & Ital. anti-

venereo.] Believed to counteract or resist

venereal poison.

"... yon will scarce cure your patient without

exhibiting anti-venereal remedies."—Wiseman.

ant-jar, a [From antiar or antschar, its

Javanite name.] A poison made from the

upas tree of Java, Antittris toxicaria. [An-

TIARIS.]

ant'-ler, s. [Ft. andouiller = a brow-actler.]

1. Properly the first branch, but now used

for any ramification of the horns on the head

of any animal of the deer family. The lowest

furcation, that nearest the head, is called the

brow-antler ; and the branch next above it,

the bes-antler.

"Huge stags with sixteen antlert."—Jfacaulay

:

Hist. Eng , ch. vli.

2. (Fl.)the solid deciduous horns of any
animal of the deer family.

" Richardson figures a pair of antlers of the wild

reindeer with twenty-nine points."-Darwin : Descent

of Man, pt. ii., ch. xvii.

3. A moth, the Charawa or Cerapteryx gra-

minis. It is of the family Noctuida?. It ia

ANTLER MOTH.

of a brown colour, with a white line on the

upper wings, and a row of black marks at the

apex of each. The caterpillar, which is

brown with yellow streaks, feeds on grass.

It occurs in England, but not abundantly.

ant lered, a. [Eng. antler ; -ed.] Furnished

with antlers.
" The antter'd monarch of the waste m
Sprung from his heathery couch in haste.
*

Scott ; lady of the Lake, 1. 1.

ant'-li-a, s. [Lat. antlia = a machine for

drawing water ; a pump ; Gr. imkla (antlia)

= (1) the hold of a ship, (2) bilge-water.]

Entom. : The spiral proboscis of the Lepid^p-

terous order of insects. It " is formed by the

Hit, fill, fether; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. p*

or, wore, woit, work, wh6, son ; mute, cud. cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try. Syrian, m, «e = e. ey= a, au - *w.
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elongated slender maxillae, still characterised

by the minute palpi at their base. The inner

aqrbM ol the maxillas are concave, and the

edges of the channels are in close contact, or

are confluent, so as to form a canal along

which the juices of the flowers can be pumped
up into the mouth. The large labial palpi de-

fend the antlia when it is retracted and coiled

up." (Owen: Comp, Anat. Invert. Animals.)

Ant 11 a, s. [See preceding.]

Astron. : An abbreviation for Antlia Pneu-
matica (the Air-puinpX one of the Southern
constellations introduced by Lacaille.

ant li sY-ta, s.pl. [Mod. Lat. = furnished
with a sucker, like a pump.] The name given
by Fabricius to the Dipterous order of insects ;

but as antlia is now confined to the spiral

sucker of the Lepidoptera, Antliata, as a syno-
nym for Diptera, would be misleading.

Ant ling,
A VOI'"™

p. 20,

ling, *. [Eng. ant; dimfn. suff. -ling.]

oung ant. (McCook: Agric. Ant of Texas,

20.)

ant ce pi (Lat), ant ce 91 an?, ant-e-
oi-ans (Eng.), s. pi. [Gr. plur. of avroiKOs

(antoikos) = living in an opposite latitude
;

avri (anti) = opposite to, aud o'lk€u> (oikeo) —
to inhabit, from oT«« (oikos) — a house.] Per-
sons living in the same latitude north and
south of the equator, as well as in the same
longitude. The identity of longitude makes
them have exactly the same hours, but the
difference of N. and 3. in the latitude causes
the seasons of the one to be opposite to those
of the other, and the length of any day in the
one to be exactly equal to the same night of

the other. [Antiscians.]

int onoma sia 0-"t.)> ant on 6 ma
tf$ (Eng.), s. [Ger. antonomasie ; Fr. antono-

mase; Lilt, unto iwrriasia ; Gv. a.vTovou.a.aia(an1o-

nomasia) = (1) a different name ; (2) see def.
;

ai'Tovofxa^ot (antonomazo) = to name instead ;

iurri {anti) = instead of, and bvou,dfa (onomazo)
= to name ; ovo^a. (onoma) = name. ] The
designating of a person not by his actual sur-
name, but by his office, rank, dignity, or even
by his trade, his country, &c. ; as Her Majesty,
His Grace, the Hon. Member for Oxford Uni-
versity, the learned counsel, the great com-
mauder, the shameless mendicant, "a Daniel
come to judgment."

ant 6n d ma* -tic ally, adv. [From Lat.,

Gr., & Eng. antonamasia (q.v.).] In a way to
involve the rhetorical figure antonomasia.

an -to-nym, s. [Gr. krri (anti) = against,
opposite ; ovopa (onoma) = a name, a word.]
A word expressing the reverse of any other
word ; the opposite to a synonym : thus bad
is an antonym of good.

"Ant^mymf and synonyms."—Title of book by C. J.
Smith. { 1870).

Ant 6 si an dri an, *. [Gr. krri (anti) =
against, and Osiander.) One of a religious
party opposed to Andrew Osiander, a theolo-
gical professor at Kb*nigsberg from 1548, who
called that redemption which Luther regarded
as justification, and that justification which
the great German reformer denominated sanc-
tiflcation. The Antosiandrians were strongly
Lutheran.

Ant ozone, s. & a. [Gr. avrC (anti) m against

;

and Eng., &c, ozone (q.v.).]

L As substantive: In the opinion of Schon-
bein, a permanently positive variety of oxy-
gen, opposed to ozone, which he holds to be a
permanently negative one. Inactive oxygen
he considers to be a produce of the union of
the two. Meissner agrees with him, and
states that ordinary oxygen is resolved by
electrication into ozone and antozone ; the
former is absorbed by iodide of potassium,
pyrogallic acid, &c, while the latter remains
unabsorbed. Antozone has been found by
Engler and Nasse to be nothing but hydrogen
peroxide, HgOa- (Watts: Chem., Suppl. II.)

" The dark violet-blue ftuor of Woltendorf, Bavaria,
afforded Schlatter o

-

02 per cent of ozone, which Bchon-
bein

. . . showed to be antozone."—Dana: Min..
6th ed., p. 124.

'

2. As adjective : Pertaining to antozone, a,

(q.v.).

"Its strong antozone odour [that of Antoxonite] U
aald often to produce headache and vomiting in the
miners,"—Dana : Min., 5th ed., p, UU,

ant 6 zon ite, s. [Eng. be, antozone (q.v.),

and sutf. -itt.\ A mineral, a variety of Flu*

orite or Fluor. Dana divides Fluor into (1)

Ordinary
; (2) Antozonite of Schbnbein. The

latter is a dark violet-blue mineral, found at

Wblsendorf, in Bavaria. [Antozone.]

* an'-tre, s. [Fr. autre ; Lat. antrum = a
cave.] A cave, a cavern, a den.

" With all my travel's history.
Wherein of antres vast, ana deserts idle,

H was my bent to speak."
.shaketp. : Othello, i. 3,

an -trim 6-lite, s. [Named from Antrim,
in Ireland, where it is found ; suffix -ite = Gr.
\L9o*(lithos) = astone.] A variety of Mesolite.
Its hardness is 3 "6—a ; its sp. gr., 2'006.

an'-trum, s. [Lat. = a cave.]

L Anat. : A term used for several parts of
the body which have a cave-like appearance.
Thus antrum pylori is the great concavity of
the stomach approaching the pylorus ; antrum
buccinosum is the cochlea of the ear, and
antrum genae is the maxillary sinus.

2. Bat. : A name given by Mtench to the kind
of fruit called by Lindley Pomum, an apple or
pome. (Lindley: Introd. to Botany.)

A -nu, s. [Assyrian.]

Assyrian Myth. : The first great deity of the
upper Triad : Ann = Heaven ; Elu or Bel =
Earth ; and Hea = Hades. The Accadians
regarded him as the spirit or fetish of heaven

;

while the Assyrians elevated him to the high
position of the Greek Zeus or the Latin Jupiter.
(Boscawen : quoted in Mr. W. B. Cooper's
Archaic Diet., 1876.)

A-nu -W», *. [Old Coptic (?).]

1. An Egyptian god represented with the
head of a dog, or rather of a jackal. Mr.
Cooper describes him as the chief deity pre-
siding over the mummied or other dead.

" The brutish gods of Nile as fast,
Isls, and Orus, and the dog Anubis haste."

Milton : Odes, i.

2. Zed. Anubis zerda, the Sabora of the
Arabs, and the Megalotis famelicus of natural-
ists, is a fennec found in Kordofan, and be-
lieved by Professor Krcetschmer to be the
animal taken for a jackal on Egyptian temples
and on the catacombs of Thebes. (Jardine

:

Naturalist's Library, vol. iv. (Dogs), p. 235.)

* an-un'-der, prep. [Anondsr.] Under.
(Scotch.)

anus, «. [In Fr. anu$; Lat, m.] The lower
or posterior opening of the alimentary caual.

a nu s - wa-ra, a-mi 's-war, s. [Sanscrit.]

Philol, : A nasal sound given to certain
letters in the Indian languages.

" Secondly, this anuswAra Is in most languages pro-
nounced as a distinct . . . nose intonation."—
Beames : Compar. Oram, qf the Aryan Lang, of India,
vol i. {1872), p. 296.

an vil, * and -vile, * an vild, * an vilt,
s. [A. 8. anfilt, aenfilt. In Dan. ambolt ; Dut.
aanbeeld, from aaii = to, at, in, upon ; and
beeld = image, statue, figure. On this etymo-
logy an anvil is that on which things are built
or fashioned. So in Latin, incus is from in-
cudo = to forge with a hammer, to fabricate :

in = upon, and cudo ~ to strike, beat, pound,
or knock. An anvil, then, is that on which
anything is fabricated by being struck.]

1. A mass of iron or other material, smooth
above, on which a smith hammers into the re-
quired form the metal which he has previously
softened by heating it in a furnace.

" So dreadfully he did the andtrtle beat.
That seeni'd to dust he shortly would it drive."

Spenser ; F. O.. IV. v, IT.

2. Anything on which blows are laid.
" Hera I clip

The anvil of my sword, ana do contest
Hotly and nobly. "—Shakesp. 1 Coriol., iv. 5,

To be on the anvil, means to be contemplated,
to be in process of preparation, to be En pro-
cess of being hammered into presentable shape
by public discussion or private conference. (It
is used especially of measures sought to be
carried into law.)

" Several members of our house, knowing what was
upon the anvil, went to the clergy and desired their
Judgment. "—Swift.

an vil, v.I. [From the substantive.] To
fashion on an anvil

If Used chiefly in the pa. par. (q.v.).

an -vUled, pa. par. Fashioned on an anvil
"... with all care put on

The surest armour anvil'd in the shop
Of passive fortitude."

Beaum. A Flat. : loners Progress, lv. 1.

t anx-l -e^tude, s. [Late Lat. anxietudo m
anxiety.] Anxiety (q.v.).

•tikf-l'-f-tjy, s. In Ft. anxicte; Port, anxi*
dade ; Ital. ansieta ; Lat anxietas, from anxius.)
[Anxious.]

1. Ord, Lang. : Trouble, solicitude, or mental
distress, on discerning the seeming approach
of a future event which it la believed will, on
its arrival, inflict on one loss, injury', or sorrow,
aud which one fails clearly to see any practic-
able means of averting.

"Another week of anxiety and agitation patted
away."—Maoaulay: Mist. Eng.,ch. via.

2. Med. : Lowness of spirits, restlessness,
witli uneasiness of the stomach.

" In anxieties which attend fevers, when the cold
fit la over, a warmer regimen may be allowed ; and
because anxieties often happen by spasms from wind,
•picas are useful."—A rbuthnot.

anxious (ank'-shus), adj. [In Fr. anxieux

;

Sp. & Ital. ansioso ; Port, anxioso ; Lat. anx-
ius, from ango = to press tightly, to strangle.]
[Anger,]

1. Very much troubled and solicitous about
some future event of a nature likely to lie

painful to one, and which one knows no meanB
of averting.

" Our days are number'd, let us spare
Our anxious hearts a needless care."

Cowper : Oulon's Love of Bod.

2. Inspiring anxiety ; such as cannot be
contemplated without some measure of doubt
and fear.

" An anxious duty ! which the lofty site,
Far from all public road or beaten way . .

.*

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. V.
" And. reading here his sentence, how replete
With anxious meaning, heavenward turn his eye I"

Cowper ; Bill qf Mortality (1788).

3. Eagerly desirous (to do something).
" He sneers alike at those whoare anxious to preserve,

aud at those who are eager for reform."—Mavauhty:
Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

% A nxious U followed by a verb in the in-
finitive, or by about, concerning, or for, of the
noun designating the object of solicitude.

"No writings we need to be solicitous about the
meaning of, but those that contain truths we are to
believe, or laws we are to obey ; we may be leas anxious
about the sense of other authors. "—Locke.

^[ The phrase anxious of is rare or obsolete.

"Anxious of neglect, suspecting change."—GranvHU.

anxiously (ahk -ahus ly), adv. [Eng.
anxious; -ly.] In an anxious manner, solici-

tously.

"... and the members asked each other anxiously
whether it was likely that the Abjuration and money
bills would be passed before he died."—Macaulay

:

Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

anxiousness (ank -snuo-ness), *. [Eng.
anxious ; -ness.] The state or quality of being
anxious.
"... her cards, to which she returns with no

little anxiousness till two or three in the morning."—
Addison; Spectator, No. 79.

any, * anio, *anl (en'-y), a. [A. 8. asnig,

mneg, asng = any, any one : from an = one,

and suffix -ig — Eng. -ic = having. In Dut.

eenig; Ger. einige.] At least one, if not even
a few. Used—

1. As a singular

:

(a) Of persons or living existences, not ex-

cluding the Supreme Being himself. (It is

used in opposition to no or none.)
" And David said. It there yet any that is left of tb*>

house of Saul, that I may shew him kindness for

Jonathan's sake ?"

—

t Sam. lx. 1.

" Is there a God beside me t yea, there it no God ; I

know not any."

—

Isa. xllv. 8.

>\ pout, Jd^rl: cat, ecu, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -lag.
ion = shftn : -tlon. -.inn = «kM„ _*b_. ^.i«„. _.«__ „ ^shus. -Me, -die, &c= pel, del. -tre = t«r.

-tlon, -sion = shun; -tlon, -slon -shun, -tious, -sious, -clous, ceous
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(b) Of things, in the most extensive sense

:

an amount small, but not precisely defined of

anything ; some.
" The was of bin fer ear bi-foun.

Or ani werldes time boren"
flrory of Oen. and Exod. (ed. Morris), 47, 48.

*' They loved aruies, and knighthood did ensew,

Seeking adventures where they ante knew.'
Spc/uer . F. <L, IV. u. 46.

"There he many that aay. Who will shew us any

taoiV-Pt iv. 8.

2. As a plural : Any living beings, any per-

sons any things.

if he found any of this way. whether they

were men or women, he might bring them bound unto

Jerusalem."—-4cM ir. 2.

anybody (Sn'-y-bid-y), s. [Eng. any;

body. ] Any person.

"His Majesty could not keep any secret from anjr-

body."—MaeauUsy: Biet. Eng., chap. xii.

•fl
Whilst the expression " anybody," spelled

as one word, is applied to persons, as in the

foregoing example, "any body" standing as

two distinct words, is used only of material

things, as the human body, a planet, &c.

anyhow (en-y-how), adV [Eng. any;

how.) At any rate, any way, some way or

other, in any case. (Colloquial.)

anything, any-thlng, any thing (en -y-

thlng), s. [Eng. any ; thing.

]

1. Any thing ; something or other.

•".
. . or in any thing of skin."—Lee. xiii. 57.

2. (Personified.)

". . . also Mr. Smoothman. Mr. Facing-both-ways,

Mr. Anything"—Bunyan: P. P.. pt. i.

anything ar i an. (anything as Sn-y-
thing, s. [Eng.'anyiMna ; -urtan.] A per-

son indifferent to all creeds. (C. Ktngsley

:

Alton Locke, ch. xxii.)

anything ar i an ism (anything as

Jny thing), s. [Eng. dnythingarian ; -ism.]

Indifference to religious matters.

anywhere (gn'-y-where), adv. [Eng. any;
where. ] In any place. (Locke.)

anywhile, t any while (en'-y-while),
adv. [Eng. any and while.) Any time ; for

any length of time.
".

. . and calling unto him the centurion, he
asked him whether he had been any while dead."—
Mark xv. 44.

t anywhither, t any whither (en-y-
whith-er), adv. [Eng. any and whither.)

To any place.
" This [profit] Is the bait, by which yon may inveigle

most men any-whither."—Barrow : Works, i. 9.

anywise, t any-wise, tanywise (Sn'-y-

wise), adv. [Eng. any ; wise.) In any way,

in any manner, in any respect ; to any extent.

" How can he be any-wise rich, who doth want all

the best things, . . f"—Barrow: Work*, 1. 18.

H When any wise are made separate words
the preposition in may be put before them.

" And if he that sanctified the field will in any wife
redeem it . . ."—Lee. xxvii. 19.

A-o'-nl an, a. [From A"nia: see definition.]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to the region of Aonia,
In Bceotia, said to be inhabited by the Aones,
descendants of a son of Neptune. It con-
tained the mountains Helicon and Citlueron,

sacred to the Muses, who from their supposed
residence in the district were called Aonides.

2. Fig. : Pertaining to the Muses.
" And they are sure of bread who ewink and moil

;

Bnt a fell tribe th' Aonian hive despoil."
Thomson : Castle of Indolence, 11. 2.

aV-or-Ist, s. & a. [In Ger. aoristus ; Fr. aoriste ;

8p., Port., ft Ital. , aoristo; Gr. adpio-roc

(aoristos) = an aorist : from adj. adpio-Toc

{aoristos) = without boundaries, from a, priv.

,

and opinio (horizo)— to separate by a boundary ;

ope* (Kotos) = a boundary.]

A. As substantive (Greek Grammar): A tense

expressing time of an indefinite date or

character. In English the phrase " He went,"
Is properly an aorist, as no information is

given as to when the action spoken of was
performed. Greek verbs have two aorists, a

first and a second ; but, as a rule, only one of

them is generally used.

B. As adjective : Like an aorist ; indefinite

in time.

avor is tic, a-or-Is'-tio-al, a. [In Ger.

aoristisch ; from Gr. aopioriKoc (aoristikos) =
pertaining to an aorist ; indeterminate, like

an aorist. ]

1. Pertaining to an aorist.

2. Like an aorist, indefinite in point of

time.

a-or'-ta, s. [In Ft. aorte ; Sp. ft Port, aorta ;

'
Gr. dopTij (aorte) = (1) f» p(. , the lower ex-

tremities of the windpipe ; (2) iater £ sing.

,

the aorta (see def.). From iei'pui (aeird) = to

lift.] The largest artery in the human body,

and the main trunk of the arterial system

itself. It takes its departure from the upper

part of the left ventricle of the heart, whence

it runs upward and to the right, at that part

of its progress being called the ascending

aorta; then it turns to the left, passes the

spinal column, and bending downwards forms

the arch of the aorta. Continuing its course

along to the left of the spine, it is called the

descending aorta. Passing through the aper-

ture in the diaphragm into the abdomen, it

becomes the abdominal aorta. Finally, it

bifurcates about the fourth pair of lumbar

vertebrae, and forms the two primitive iliac

arteries. Upwards from the heart the ramifi-

cations are numerous and exceedingly im-

portant The aorta has three valves called

the sigmoid or semi-lunar valves, to prevent

the reflux of the blood into the heart

a-or taL, a. [Eng. aorfa; suff. -a!.] Pertain-
"
taining to the aorta ; aortic. (Webster.)

a-or -tic, a. [Eng. aorta ; suff -tc] Pertaining
'
to the aorta. (Cyci. Pract. Med., i. 110.)

Aortic arch, or Arch of the aorta : The name
applied to that downward bend of the aorta

which takes place just after that great artery

has turned to the left, passing in front of the

spinal column.

Aortic Sulb : The first portion of the ventricle

whence an artery springs. It is dilated and

surrounded by muscular fibres.

a-or-ti'-tlta, s. [Gr. ioprrj (aorte)= the aorta ;

-trie (itis) ss inflammation.]

3fed. ; A disease ; inflammation of the

aorta.

a-6 -tes, * a-d'-tits (Humboldt), $. [Gr. i,

priv., and ow (ous), genit wrdc (dios)= the

proving the absurdity in which one is landed

who proceeds on the supposition of its being

incorrect. Its more usual name is a reductio

ad abswrdnm. (Dyche.)

ap'-a-go-gy, s. [Afagoge.]

ap-ag -y-nous, a. [Gr. dVa| (hapax) = onoe,
' and yvit? (gune) = a woman. ]

Bot. : Fructifying but once ;
monocarpic.

* a pa id, * ap-pa'yed, " a-pa'yed, • a-

pa yde, a-pa'yd, pa. par. [Apav.) Satis-

fied, pleased, paid.

•'
. . . thy toUs. but ill apaid."

Thomson : Castle of Indol, 1. 88.

"
. . he was so wel apayd."

Chaucer: C. T.. 11,851

" Whan that oure pot is broke, as I have sayd^

Every man chyt, and halt him evel apayde.
'

7Md.. C. f., 12,848-49.

" thay holde hem nought apayd. as aaith

the book, of soden fleissh that was to hem offred but

thay tooke by force the fieissch that l

The Persones Tale
—Ibid. :

. and thou art well appay'd."
Shakesp. : Tarouin t 'and Lucrece.

ear.] A genus of very' short-eared monkeys
belonging to the family Cebidse, or American

monkeys with prehensile tails. The A. intnr-

gatus of Humboldt inhabits the thick forests

adjacent to the Cassiquiare and the Upper
Orinoco.

a ou dad, s. [Native name.] The Ammo-
tragus tragelaphus, a remarkable species of

sheep, with certain aflmities to the goats. It

is of a reddish-brown colour, with much long

hair hanging down from the front of the neck

and the base of the fore legs. It has long

powerful horns, and is fierce in character. It

inhabits mountainous regions in Abyssinia

and Barbary.

a pa ce, adv. [Eng. a = on, at, and pace.]

'
With a pace, at a pace ; that is, at a quick

pace ; speedily. (Applied to things in motion,

actions done quickly, or events in a state of

rapid progression.)
" Apace he shot, and yet he fled apace.''

Spenser: P. Q., II. xl 27.

" Kings of armies did flee apace,'—PS- lxviit 12.

ap'-a-go-ge, ap'-a-gtvgy, •. [In Ger., Ac,

apagoge. From Gr. anayurvri (apagoge) = (1) a

leading away ; (2) a taking back or home ; (3)

pavment
; (4) bringing a delinquent taken in

the act before the magistrate, also the process

against him ; (6) In Logic, see below.)

1. Logic : The Greek term for what is now
called, from Latin, abduction, a kind of argu-

ment in which the greater extreme is unques-

tionably contained in the medium one, but the

medium not so obviously contained in the

lesser extreme as to render it unnecessary to

establish this by proof. Thus, Whatever God
has revealed is true. But God has revealed

the doctrine of the incarnation : therefore it is

a true doctrine.

2. Math.: A progress or passage from one

proposition to another, by employing one pre-

viously demonstrated to establish the truth of

others.

ap-a gog 1-caL a. [Eng. apagoge; ical.)

Pertaining to apagoge]

Math. : An apagogical demonstration is a

demonstration of the truth of a proposition by

a par,
name.]

ap'-a-like, s. [American name.] A large

fish* of the Herring family, the Megalaps Cypri-

noides. It is called also Savalle. It is occa-

sionally twelve feet long. The A . filamcn teuz,

an Asiatic species, is also sometimes termed

Apalike.

* a-palled, pa. par. [Appalled.]

ap-an-age. [Appanage.]

ap-an'-thripp-y, s. [Gr. airavGowiria (apan-

thropia)(aee def.) : ami (apo) = from ; aV0pu»r«

(anthropos) = man.] A holding aloof from

man ; dislike of the society of man ; love of

retirement (Webster.)

a'-par-a, s. [A South American

A name occasionally given to the

three-banded Armadillo, Dasypus Apar. It

is one of the digging Edentata, and lives in

Brazil and Paraguay.

"The apar, commonly called mafaco, Is remark-

able by having only three movable bands, the rest of

its teaaelated covering being nearly inflexible. —Dar-

win : Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), ch. V.

* a-par -ailed, * a-par'-al-it, pa. par. ft a.

[Appaeelled.]

a-pa-re'-]6 (J as h). ». [8p. = a pack-

saddle.] A kind of Mexican pack-saddle,

formed of leather cushions stuffed with hay.

According to Bartlett (Diet. Americanisms)

the word is chiefly used in those parts of the

Union bordering on Mexico, where pack,

saddles are used.

ap-ar'-gi-a, s. [Gr. itrapyia (apargia), pro-
"
bably a kind of succory : otto (apo) — from,

and ipyia (argia) = idleness ; meaning that

the weed, whatever it was, sprung up in con-

sequence of the idleness of the husbandman.

Had he been industrious, he would have mt
short its existence at the outset.] A genus of

plants belonging to the order Asteracese (Com-

posites), and the sub-order Cichoraceai. Two
species of this family occur in Britain :

the

A. hispida, or Rough Hawkbit, and the A.

autumnalis, or Autumnal Hawkbit. In some

respects they have a remote resemblance to

the Dandelion.

ap a rith me - sis, s. [Gr. iirofiiOijr/o-ic (ava-

rifhmesis) = a counting over : oWo (apo) =
from, and ipiHuno-tc (arithmesis) = counting ;

or from airopiSue'io (aparithmeo) = to count

over ; aird (apo) = from, and apttVe'w (arithmeo)

= to count ; ipiUpds (arithmos) = a number.]

iWiet ; Enumeration. (Webster.)

apart, adv. [From Fr. d part = to one side

;

" apart* (in dramas) = aside ; Sp. apart* ; Port.

& parte; Ital. da parte.]

1. In a state of physical separation from,

at a greater or less distance in place removed

from.
" And when he had sent the multitudes away, he

went up into a mountain apart to pray."—Matt. xiv.

28.

"This seems to have actually taken place at aVout

the same period in Southern Patagonia and Chill,

though these places are a thousand miles apart. —
Ihirwin : Vot/age round the World (ed. 1870), ch. xvt

2. In a state of separation, mentally viewed ;

as two distinct ideas are separated in thought

Distinctly, separately.
" Wisdom and Goodness are twin-bom. one_heart

Must hold both sisters, never seen aenrf.
Coteper: Expostulation.

fate l&t. Hire, amittat, what, atS, lather; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t,

8>r'. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mnte, cub, cure, unite, ciir, rnle, frill ; try, Syrian. a>. ce = e. ey = a. qn - kw.
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"Yet we Europeans all know how difficult it la to
distinguish apart the sounds in a foreign language."—

.

Darwin: Voyage round the World fed. 18701, ch. x., p.

3. To the exclusion of, putting aside, omit-
ting all reference to, not taking into account.

*| Used withyrom; as, apart from all this.

4. In a state of moral separation.
"But know that the Lord hath set apart him that

1* godly (or himself."—/»», iv. 3,

4p ar thro bis, s. [From Gr. anap6p6ou,ai
(aparthroomai) = to be jointed : «W6 (apo) =
from, and apBpoia (arthroo) se to fasten by a
joint ; apQpov (arthron) = a joint.]

Anat. : An articulation which admits of
free motion. It is called also abarticulation,

tt-part -ment, 5. [Ger. apartement, from Ft.
appartement, from a part — aside, apart, sepa-
rately ; Sp. apartiamento ; Port, apartamento
*s separation, division ; apartar = to part, to
separate; Ital. appartemento.] [Part.]

* L Originally : As its etymology, aspart-

ment, imports, a partitioning out ; a separa-

tion of a part of a house required for the
accommodation of a family or an individual.

(Though this sense is obsolete in English, it

is still retained in many foreign languages.)

II- Now

:

1. A suite of rooms separated from the rest

for the same special purpose.

"The word apartment meaning, in effect, a com-
partment of a bouse, already includes, in its proper
sense, a suite of rooms ; and it is a mere vulgar error,
arising out of the ambitious usage of lodging-house
keepers, to talk of one family or one establishment
occupying apartments, in the plural The queens
apartment at St. James's or at Versailles, not the
queen's apartment*, is the correct expression."

—

ife

Quincei/i Work* (ed. 186S), vol. ii., Note, p. 838.

2. A single room.
• The walls of the principal apartment! were finely

sculp tii red with fruit, foliage, and armorial bearings,
and were hung with embroidered satin."

—

Macaulay :

Bi*t. Eng., ch. iii.

apartment-house,*. A house divided
into apartments or suits of rooms for the use
of different tenants, subject to certain restric-

tions. (See Flat-house.)

ft-p&t -el-ite, s. [Gr. owanjAd'c (apatelos) m
illusive, deceitful.] A yellow mineral resem-
bling Copiapite, fountLJn small friable nodules
or balls at Meudon and Auteuil. Composi-
tion : Sulphuric acid, 42 '00; sesquioxide of
iron, 55-30 ; water, 8-96 = 100'16.

Ipa thet ic, * ap -a-thct ick, ap a
thet'-ic-al* « [From Gr. i, priv., and
nafrnrik6<; (jKithttikos) = subject to feeling.]
Destitute of feeling ; not susceptible of deep
emotion.

" I am not to be apathetick, like a statue."—Harris :
Treatise of Happiness.

4p -a-thist, *. [Eng. apath(y); -ist. In
Ital. apatista.] A person destitute of feeling.

&p a this '-tic-al, « [Eng. apathist; 4cal.~\

Pertaining to one destitute of feeling ; apa-
thetic.

"Pontenelle was of a good-humoured and apathis-
tical disposition."—Seward ; Anecdotes, v, 252.

ftp -a-thy, s. [In Dan. apathi ; Ger. & Ft.
apathie; Port. & Lat. apathia; Ital. apatia,
from Gr. ana-daa (apatheia) - want of pas-
sion or feeling ; avaHs (apathes) = without
suffering : a, priv., and Trctfos (pathos) - any-
thing that befalls one; also suffering, fee'l-

ing, passion ; Tra0eti> (pathein), 2 aor. infin. of
*ao-xu> (pascho) = to suffer.] Want of feeling,
deadness of the emotions, a calm and un-
ruffled temper, produced, not by the domi-
nancy of conscience or an iron will over
violent emotions, but by the natural feeble-
ness of the latter. Unruffled tranquillity of
mind produced in such a way is not a virtue,
but a defect.

" Of good and evil much they argued then
Of happiness and final misery.
Passion and apathy, and glory and shame."

Milton : P. L., ii. 684.

The helpless apathy of Asiatics."- Uacaulay : Hist,
ssng., ch. xit.

% Apathy may be produced in any mind
temporarily by despair.

" Monmouth had passed from pusillanimous fear
to the apathy of despair."—MacauUiy : But. Eng

.

ch. v.

ap -a-tite, s. [From Gr. airaraw (apatao) =
to deceive, and suff. -iU. So called because
it has often been mistaken for other minerals.]

An important mineral classed by Dana as the
type of the "Apatite " group of his Anhydrous
" Phosphates, Arsenates, Antimonates." The
crystals are hexagonal and often hemihedral.
The hardness is 5, or less frequently 4 5 ; the
sp. gr. 2 92 to 3 25 ; the lustre vitreous ; the
streak white ; the colour sea-green, violet,
blue, white, gray, various reds, or brown.
Apatite may be transparent, translucent, or
opaque. Composition : Phosphate of lime,
91-13 to 92-31 ; chloride of calcium, "15 or less
to 4-28

; and fluoride of calcium, 4*59 to 7-69.

It occurs chiefly in metamorphic crystalline
rocks. It is found widely in the United
States, and extensively in the province of
Quebec, Canada. Dana divides it into—
Var. 1. Ordinary : (a) Asparagus Stone, with
which is associated Moroxite, ip) Lasurapatite,
(c) Francolite ; 2. Fibrous Concretionary,
Stalactitic, specially Phosphorite ; 3. Earthy
Apatite, specially Osteolite ; 4. Fluor-apatite

;

5. Chlor-apatite. In addition to these there
is Pseudo-apatite. Akin to Apatite are (A.)
Fhosphatic Nodules, generally called from
their origin Coprolites; (B.) Staffelite of
Stein ; (0) Guano ; (D.) Epiphosphorite ; (E.)
Talc-apatite

; (F.) Hydro-apatite. (See these
words.) (Dana: Min., 5th ed., 530-5.)

ap-a-tii'r-a, s. [Gr. airdrn (apate)= craft,

deceit, and ovpd (oura) = tail.] A genus of
butterflies belonging to the family Nympha-
lidse. There is one British species, the A. iris,

APATURA IRIS.

called, from its colour and gorgeousness, the
Purple Emperor. The male has dark-brown
wings, changing in certain lights into very
rich purple blue, whence the name iris =
rainbow. Wilkes called it the " Purple High-
flyer," from its mounting to a great elevation
in the sky. [Emperor.]

apaume, apaumec, appaumce (pron.

apau-me), a [Ft.]

Her. : Appalmed. (Used of a hand open so
as to exhibit the palm.)

a-pa'y, v.t. [Lat. pacare = to satisfy, to quiet.]
To please, to satisfy. (Used chiefly in the
past participle.) [Apaid.]

" For that (aire Ladies love : past perils well apay "

Spenser : F. Q„ IV. ix. 40.

* a pa yd, * apayde, * a-pa yed, pa, par.

[Apaid. ]

A. P. C. N. [Lat. = anno post Christum
natwn = inthe year after the birth of Christ. ]

ape, s. [A.S. & 8w. apa; Icel. ape; O. Icel.

apt; Dan. abe, abektxt; Dut. aap, naaper

;

Ger. affe; O. H. Ger. affo ; Gael, apa, apag

;

Wei. ab, epa; Malabar & Sansc. kepi or kefi,

(s.) a monkey, (adj.) swift, active.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Originally : Any member of the Quadru-
manous or Monkey order.

** We shall lose our time.
And all be turned to barnacles or to ape*.
With foreheads villanous low."

Shakesp. : Tempest, iv. I.

5f This extended sense is not yet extinct

:

thus the monkey (Pithecus inuus) brought to
the rock of Gibraltar from Africa is called the
Barbary "ape," though, scientifically viewed,
it is not an ape at all.

IX Later :

1. Literally

:

(a) Any monkey remarkable for its imita-
tiveness or for antic manners.

(6J
The Ape of Scripture (1 Kings x. 22

;

2 Cnron. ix. 21), Heb. rhp (qoph, pronounced

koph), Sept irtftajeoc (piihekos), Vulg. simia,
is a species of tailed Indian monkey. The
Heb. rnp(qoph), plur. O^Ep (qophim), which

occurs in the above passages, is simply the
|

Malabar and Sanscrit word kepi naturalised.
(See the etymology.)

(c) A tailless monkey. (This sense of the
word has come into use since the time of
Ray.) (B. Zool.)

2. Fig. : A human being prene, like the
monkey tribe, to imitation or mimiary.

" The apes of him who humbled once the proud."
Byron : Chllde Barold, iv. 9$.

% (a) To lead apes in hell is an expression
applied occasionally in old writers to a
woman who dies unmarried,

" But 'tis an old proverb, and you know it well.
That women dying maids lead apes in hell."

[Loud. Prodigal, 1. 2. Wright : Bid. Ms. A Pro. Eng.)

(See also Shakesp., Taming of the Shrew, ii. 1.)

(6) To put an ape into one's hood or cap : To
make a fool of one.

" The monk put in the mannes hood an ape,
And in his wyves eek, by seint Austyn.

Chaucer: C. T., 14,851-2.

B. Technically ;

Zoology (Plur.): The highest, or anthropoid
section of the order Quadrumana, or Monkeys
—that which forms the connecting link be-
tween the lower animals and man. [Anthro-
poid, Anthropid.e.] They have the teeth of
the same number and for a time of the same
form as those of man, but when full maturity
is reached the canines become almost ex-
tremely prominent, as may be perceived by
examining specimens in Museums of Natural
History. There is no tail; nor are them
cheek-pouches. There may or may not be
callosities on the hinder parts. They are four-
handed rather than four-footed. They hobble
on the ground, but are splendid climbers of
trees. The facial angle is about b'5 , almost
equal to that of some negroes ; but the least
intellectual of mankind are inconceivably
before the highest of the monkey race. The
apes are the only Simiidse in which the hyoid

bone, the liver, and the caecum exactly re
semble those of man. They constitute the
first section of the Simiidas. The species are
the gorilla and the chimpanzee from tropical
Africa, and the ouran-outang and the gibbons
from the Asiatic islands of Sumatra, Borneo,
and Java. [Gorilla. Chimpanzee, &c]
Sea Ape: A species of Shark, the Alopias

vulpes. Called also the Thresher (q.v.), the
Fox-shark, and the Sea-fox.

ape-like, a. Like an ape.

ape-man, s. A hypothetical being (Homo
alalus) intermediate between the anthropoid
apes and man, conjectured by Hackel to have
been the progenitor of the human race.

ape, v.t. [From the substantive.] To imitate
in a servile manner, as an ape mimics the
outward actions of man.

" Profusion apes the noble part
Of liberality of heart,
And dulneas of discretion."

Cowper: Friendship.
** Thus, while I ape the measure wild
Of tales that charmed me yet a child."

Scott : Marmion, Introd. to Canto ilL

apeak, * apeek, adv. [Eng. a ; peak. In

Fr. ptc = the peak of a mountain ; a pic =
vertically.] [Peak. ]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. In a position to pierce.

2. Formed with a point; pointed.

ML btSy; poUt, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, 911111, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = fc
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -$ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c, = bel, del*
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H. Naut. : Perpendicular. Thus the anchor
is said to be a-ptak when the stem of the

hip ia brought directly over it by drawing in

the cable.

* a-pe'-ce, s. [Eng. A B C] The tame as

A&ece. (Prompt Fan.)

* a~pe'ohe, v.t. [Appeach.]

aped, pa. par. [Ape, v. ]

&pe dom, s. (Eng. ape; -dom.] Apes col-

lectively; the condition of being an ape.

(D* Quincey : Antob. Sketches, i. 87.)

* a peek, adv. [Apeak.]

a-pe'i-ba, s. [Brazilian name.] A genus of

plants belonging to the order Tiliacese (Linden

blooms). There are twelve species from the

hotter parts of America. Apeiba Petoumo, in

Panama called cortega, is used for making
cordage, and A. Tibourbou is employed in the

construction of the raft-boats called in Brazil

Jangadas. (Treas. ofBot.)

*a-pe'ire, v.t. & i. [Appaire.]

*a-pe'le,5. A peal. [Peal,*,] (Prompt. Parr.)

A pcl'Htes, A-pel-le'-ans, s. pi [Prom

Apelles (Gr. 'AraaAqejL a follower of the Gnos-
tic Marcion.]

Church History : A sect in the second cen-

tury who affirmed that Christ received from
the four elements a body which he rendered
back before his ascension.

a-pel'-lous, a. [Gr. a, priv., and Lat. pellis

~ skin.] Destitute of skin. (Brandt.)

*ap'-6n, v.t. {Open.] (Scotch.)

Ap en nine, adj. Pertaining to the Apen-
nines (q.v.).

Ap'-en-nlnes, s. pi. [Lat. ad = to; pen-

ninus, connected with Celtic pen or ben =
mountain-top.] The name of a chain of

mountains extending through Italy

a-pep'-Sy, * a-pep'-aie, t [In Fr apepsie;
'
Gr. an-eifria (apepsia) = indigestibility, indiges-

tion, from an-MTTos (apeptos) = uncooked, undi-

gested : o, priv. ; ireuros (peptos) — cooked ;

ireirrw (peptd), or via-a-at (pesso)= to soften, to

boil, to cook.] Indigestion. (Dyche.)

a'-per (1), *. [Eng. ape ; -tr. In Dut naaper. ]

One who apes or mimics. (Johnson.)

a'-per (2), a [Lat aper = a wild boar.]

[Capros.]

* a-peir-ans, s. [Appearance.]

* a-per'-ddne, v.t. [Appardone.] (Scotch.)

* a-pe're-mexit, a (Appaire.] An injury.

(Prompt. Pare.)

a-per'-i-ent, a. & s. (Lat. aperiens = open-
"
ing, pr. par. of aperio = to open.]

A. As adj. : Opening the bowels to a slight

extent in constipation ; laxative, deobstrueut.

B. As subst. : A medicine prescribed to open
the bowels gently ; a gentle purgative, a laxa-

tive, a deobstruent.
*' By combining tonic* with aperient*."—CjfcL Pract.

Med., ii. 62&>

a-per'-I-tive, a. & t. (In Ft. aperitif; 8p.
aperitivo, from Lat. aperio m to open.]

A. As adj. : Opening the bowels ; laxative,

deobstnient. [Aperient.]

B. As subst. : An aperient medicine.

(Richardson : Grandison, iv. 311.)

* a'-pern, *. [Apron.]

a'-pern-er, a (0. Eng. apem = apron, and
suff. -er.] One who wears an apron ; a drawer.

"We have no wine here, methinks; wbere't tbii

aperner t"—Chapman : Hay-day. ill. 4.

•a'-per-ae, a. [Lat. = A by itself.] Super-

excellent.
"She wu A woman, A -perse alon."

Roman* of Partenay (ed. Skeat), 1,H8.

*a-pers'-mar, * a-pirs'-mart, a. [Jamie-

son thinks it is from A.S. afor, a/re — bitter,

sharp, or from Icel. apar = bitter.] Crabbed,
ill-humoured. (Police of Honour, Hi. 77.)

* apert (Eng. and Scotch), ap-pert' (Scotch),

a. [Lat. apcrtvM = opened, pa. par. of aperio
— to open.]

1. Open, unconcealed, undisguised.
" . . both pryvj and apert."

Chaucer ; C. T., 10,944.

2. Pert, bold, forward. (Skinner.)

H In apert is used adverbially, and means
evidently, upeuly. (Jamiewn.)

* ap-er-te'yn, v.i. [Appertain.]

* ap-er'-tion, s. [Lat. apertio.]
' Lfc2. The act of opening ; the state of

being opened.
"The plenitude of vessels, otherwise called the ple-

thora, when it happens, causeth an extravasation u(

blood, either by ruption or apertion of thew."— Wim-
man.

3. An aperture made through anything ; an
opening, a gap.

"The next now In order are the apertion* ; under
which term I do comprehend doors, windows, stair-

caaea. chimneys, or other conduits ; ill short, all LnleU
or outlets."

—

Wotton.

ap-ert'-ly, * ap-ert-lye, * a-pert-
liche, * a-pert e-liche (ch guttural), adv.

[Eng. apert; -ly.] Evidently, plainly.

" Borneo al of red blod romyuze a-boute ;

Ai priueliche his peyne a-prrtliche he aaith
Joseph of Aramathie (ed. Bkeatj, 27i. ««.

". . . though he aeth wt\ apertly, that it is agenst

the reverence of God."—Chaucer: Perform Tale.

a-pert -ness, 5. [Eng. apert; -new.] The
* quality of being open ; openness, frankness.

"The freedom ormpertnemand vigour of pronouncing,
and the cloaeneaa of muffling and lasiuea* of speaking,

render the sound different —Bolder.

t ap-ert'-or, s. [Lat — opener.]

Anat. : A term applied to the muscle which
raises the upper eyelid. Levator is, how-
ever, the more common appellation which it

receives. (Quincey.)

ap'^r-tiire, *. [In 8p. & Port abertura;

Ital. apertura. From Lat. apertura.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L & IL The act of opening; the state of

being opened.

1. Jn a literal sense

:

2. Figuratively. Spec., explanation.
" It is too much untwisted by the doctors, and, like

philosophy, made intricate by explications, and diffi-

cult by the aperture and dissolution of distinctions."
—Taylor.

HX A thing or place opened ; an opening,

a hole.

L Literally:

2. Figuratively:
"... and to him who treads

Rome for the sake of ages. Glory sheds
Her light through thy sole aperture."

Byron: Child* Harold, It. let

B. Technically:

L Anatomy, Zoology, Botany, ate ;

(o) The aperture of a univalve shell is the

opening or mouth. In molluscs which tied

on vegetable matter it is entire ; while iu

those which are animal feeders it has a notch

or canal. In some families it has an operculum

or cover. The margin of the aperture is called

the peristome, (Woodward : Mollutca, 1st ed.,

1851, p. 101)
(b) Any other opening.
•*.

. . the back.tfp«rtt»r*of the nostrila "—Oteen

:

Clatsif. of Mammal., p. 29.

2. Optics : The diameter of the object-glass

of a refracting telescope, or the speculum or

mirror of a reflector. The larger the aperture

(i.e., the area of the surface throngh which
the light is transmitted, or from which it is

reflected), the greater is the power of the

telescope to penetrate into space and con-

sequently bear higher magnifying powers.

The apertures of Sir W. Herachel's celebrated

reflecting telescopes were 7, 12, 18, and 48

inches ; while those of the Earl of Rosse are

3 and 6 feet Very powerful refracting tele-

scopes with large apertures have been recently

constructed, that at the Lick Observatory

being 36 inches, while still larger ones are

projected. Within the last few years silvered-

glass parabolic mirrors of the Newtonian
form have been constructed with large aper-

tures and short focal length, thus rendering

these instruments exceedingly convenient for

use. Sir W. Herschel's 18-inch metallic

speculum, used for examining the nebula; and
Milky Way, had a focal length of 20 feet

;

modern telescopes, with silvered-glass mirrors,

have been constructed of the same aperture,

but with a focal length of not more than 7

feet Thus a larger aperture is now a more
valuable feature in a telescope than great focal

length, the unwieldy tubes formerly used
being entirely dispensed with.

"
' Aperture' always means the dear spaoe which re-

ceives the light of the object; the diauitWr of the
object-glass hi achromatic^, or the large speculum in
reflectors, exclusive of its setting."— Webb: Veleeiial

Objects, srd ed 0873). p. 1.

Angula aperture (in microscopes): The
amount of light transmitted by the objective,

and consequently the distinctness of the
image afterwards m*gniiied by the lenses

forming the eye-piece When an objective of

the largest angular aperture is employed, the
more delicate markings of the object under
examination, invisible when objectives of less

angular aperture are used, are seen with great
distinctness. [Obj ective. ]

3. Geom. ; The space between two right

lines which meet iu a point and form au angle.

ap'-er-y, s. [Eng. aper; -y.] An aping ; ser-

vile imitation. (Coleridge.)

a-pet-al-se, *. pi [In Fr. apitale (sing.),

apetele (sing). From Gr. o, priv. , and n-eroAoi'

(petalon) = a leaf.] Plants without petals.

A sub-class of Exogenous plants ; the others

being Polypetalse aud Monopetalie. [Apetal-

ous Exooems.]

a-pet -al ous, t a-p$t-al-o'se, a. [Ape-
TALjE.]"

Botany: Without petals.

Apetalous or Incomplete Exogens: In Dr.

Lindley's earlier arrangement, the 2nd sub-

class of the great class Exogens. (Apetal.*:]

Besides the orders ranged under this sub-

order, there is among flowering plants an
absence of petals in various other exogenous
genera and species, in all the class of Gymno-
sperms, and in important orders like Graini-

nacee, not to speak of genera in that of Endo-
gens.

a pet-al-oiis-xiess, s. [Eng. apetalous;
'
-new.]

" The state or quality of being destitute

of petals. (Johnson.)

a'-pex (plur- a'-pI-^Sf or a pex o§), s.

[Lat. apex (pi. apices) s the top of anything.]

A. Ordinary Language: The tip, top, or

summit of anything (Glossog. Nova, 2nd ed.)

B. Technically:

L Geom. : The angular point opposite to the

base of a triangle, of a cone, &c.

XL Nat. Science : "Bie top of anything.

Specially

;

1. Zcol. : The top of a sheU.

2. Botany

:

(a) The tip of a leaf, the siwt on the summit
of a pericarp where the style was inserted, or

any other part of a plant terminating in a
point

* (6) A name given by the old botanists to

what we now call a stamen. It was generally

used in the plur. apices. (LindUy.)

* (c) Ray's name for what is now called the

anther of a stamen. (Lindley.)

# a-po'yre, v.t. [Lat. aperio = to open.] To
open. (Wright: Diet. Obs. <£ Prov. Eng.)

aph, prefix. [From Gr. o^> (a;»n), the preposition

am (apo) — from, modified by an aspirate

immediately following It, as a<fropco>a (a^)h-

orisma) = aphorism, the derivation of which

is iiro (ajw) = from, and 6pt£« (horizo)=to

divide or separate from. ]

aph-wr-l-sls, aph-er-l-sls, a [In

Fr. apherese ; Sp. aferesis ; Fort, apheresis ;

Lat. aphceresis ; Gr. a^atpco*t« (aphairesin),

from ifyaipeta (aphaireo) = to take away : ano

(apo) = from, and alpet* (haired) = to take

away.]

Gram. : A figure which drops a letter or

syllable at the commencement of a word, as

'tis, for it is ; *gan, for began. (Glossog. Nova.)

aph-an'-e-Jite, s. [In Fr. aphanese, from

Gr. a<pawj* (aphanls) = unseen, unmanifest,

and suff. -itc.] A mineral, called also Cliuc-

clase (q.v.).

aph-an-ip'-ter-a, s. pi. [Gr. (1) ijtavfo

(aphanes) = unseen, invisible: a, priv., and
tpav^yax (phanenai), 2 aor. infin. of fyaivouai

(phainomai) = to come to light, to appear;

pass, of <£cuVw (phaino) = to bring to light;

and (2) irrepov (pteron) ~ a feather, a wing.]

An order of wingless insects, called by De
Geer Suctoria, and by Leach Siphonaptera.

They have a sucker of three pieces, and a

true metamorphosis. The thorax is distinctly

fite, lat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pit,

<*r, wore, wolf, work, wad, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian- *e,a» = e;ft = 5. q.u = kw.
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separated from the abdomen, and two homy
plates mark the spots where in the higher

insects wings would be. It contains the

Pulicidse, or Fleas. [Flea, Pulicida:, Polex.]

\ aph-an-Is'-tlc, a. [Gr. a^avtariKOf (apha-

nistikos)= destroying, putting out of sight
;

a^avL^w (aphanizo) = to make unseen ;
cupo-irj*

(aphanes) = unseen : a, priv., and $ami}wu

(l-hanenai), 2 aor. pass, of ^u'vw (phaino) =
to cause to appear. ]

Min. : Indistinct, unmanifest. (Webster.)

aph-an ite, s. [In Ger. aphanit; from Gr.

ad>ai-»jc (aphanes) = unseen, invisible, unmani-
fest, obscure ; a, priv., and fyaivia (jiaatno) ss

to causa to appear. So called because the

granulations of which it consists are not dis-

tinctly visible.]

Min. A GeoL : A rock, called also Corneine.

The absence of distinct granulations distin-

guishes it from Diabase.

a pha'-sia, *. The impairment or loss of the

power of using spoken or written language,

independently of any disease of the vocal organs

or failure of the intellect.

a- phe II on, t a-phe -li um, *. [In Fr.

aphelie ; Gr. arra (apo) = from ; and tjAkk

(helios)= tJie sun. J

Astronomy: Literally, away from the sun.

As the planets move in elliptic orbits, and
not in circles, they are necessarily at a greater

distance from the sun at one part of their

course than at another. When as far away
from the sun as they can go, they are said

to be in aphelion ; and when as near to the

luminary as possible, in perihelion. [See

Apoqeb, Perigee.]

aph en-ge-scdpe,s. [Gr. o^yyn^ (aphenges)
= without light, and cncon-e'w (skopeo) — to

look at, to behold.] A modification of the
magic lantern for exhibiting opaque objects,

such as cartes-de-visite, movement of watches,
coins, &c.

aph-er-e'se, s. [Fr. apherese.] A mineral

the same as Libethenite (q.v.).

aph e r-e-fcis, s. [Aph^eresis.]

a- phe ta, s. [Arabic (?).]

Astrology: The name of a planet which was
Imagined to be the giver or disposer of life in

a nativity. (Johnson.)

a-phet -Ic-aL a [Eng. Apheta; -ical.] Per-

taining or relating to the so-called planet
Apheta (q.v.). (Johnson.)

a phi dee, aph i-dse, *. pi [Aphis.]
Leach's name for the family of Homopterous
insects, of which Aphis is the type. [Aphis.]

a -phi de$, aph -i des, s. pi The plural

of Aphis (q.v.). Shuekard and Swainson
made Aphides the third tribe of the order
Hemiptera.

a-phid -i-an, a. & *. [Mod. Lat aphis, genit.

aphidis = a plant-louse. ]

1. As adjective : Pertaining or relating to
an aphis, or plant-louse.

2. As substantive : An insect of the tribe
Aphidii, the family Aphidse, or the genus
Aphis.

a-phid I I, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. aphis, genit.
aphidis.] Cuvier's name for the family of
flemipterous (or Homopterous) Insects', of
which Aphis constitutes the type. He made
it the second family of the Homopterous
Hemiptera, and the fourth of the whole order.
He included under it Psylla, Thrips, and other
genera, besides Aphis proper. [Aphis.]

a-phid-Iph -a-gl, s. pi [Mod. Lat. aphis,
and Gr. <pay6> (phagos) = a glutton

;
Qayetv

(phagein) = to eat] The name given by
Cuvier and others to a family of insects,
ranked as the second of the Trimerous section
of Beetles. The name is given because the
appropriate food of the insects which it con-
tains are aphides. Instead of Aphidiphagi,
the family is now designated CoccinellicbE. It
contains the " lady-birds."

a-phid -l-iis, «. [From Mod. Lat. aphis,
genit. aphidis.] A genus of ichneumons, of
which one species, A. avenm, preys on the

aphis of the oat and other analogous species,

while a second, A. rapoc, does so on that of

the turnip.

a-phid-iV-or-ous, a. [Mod. Lat aphides,

and Lat voro = to swallow whole, to devour.]
Devouring aphides.

" The larva of the syrphi, or. m they have been
called, aphidivorous worms."

—

(Jrtf/kh: Cuvier, vol.

xv., p, 760.

a-phil-an'-thrdp-y\ s. [Gr. &, priv., and
4><.\av6pa}irCa. (jihilanthropia) — philanthropy.]

1. Want of love to mankind ; the opposite
of philanthropy. (Johnson.)

2. Med. : The first stage of melancholy,
when solitude is preferred to society.

a'-plus, aph -is (plural a-phi-des, aph -

Ides), s. [Mod. Lat.]

Entom. : Plant louse. A genus of insects,

the typical one of the family Aphidse. It

contains those soft pulpy little animals,
winged or wingless, and with long antennas,

which are seen beneath the leaves, or in

curled-up leaves, or in the axils of many
plants, or even on the roots of some. Some-
times, as in the case of the elm, their destruc-
tive operations upon a leaf raise a gall of
considerable size. The Bpecies are very nu-
merous, and are generally called after the
plants on which they feed, as A. roso?, the

aphis of the rose ; A. fabas, the bean apis

;

A. brassicce, the cabbage fly ; A. humuli, the
hop fly. They are exceedingly prolific, but
are kept within bounds by various insects
especially by the Coccinellidse, or Lady-birds,
of which they are the appropriate food. They
drop a fluid called honey-dew [Honey-dew],
which is so grateful to the ants, that the
latter, to receive it, tend them like milch cows.
The mode of propagating their race is the
abnormal one described as Alternation of
Generations, Metagenesis, and Partheno-
genesis (q.v.). The winged aphides, con-
fessedly perfect insects, bring forth a wingless
race, apparently mere larvae, and which

,

therefore, it might be thought, would be
incapable, while thus immature, of bringing
forth young. In certain cases they do it,

however, and their offspring are winged, and
as perfect as their grand-parents. This alter-

nation of generations, or metagenesis, with its

attendant parthenogenesis (or birth from
virgins) in every second generation, goes on
for nine or ten generations, by which time the
season is over. The last aphides of the year
are fully formed and winged, and deposit eggs,
which are hatched in spring.

aphis sugar, s. Honey-dew, the honey-
like substance secreted by aphides. [Aphis,
HONEV-DEW. ]

" Honey-dew, or aphis-sugar, and the honey of the
bee are intermediate between animal and vegetable
organ*.*"—Penny Cycl., vol. xxiil., p. 225.

a-phlo-gis'-tic, a-phlS-gis-tic, a. [Gr.

atpAovioroc (aphlogistos) = not inflammable :

o, priv., and. d>,\ovio-TQc (phlogistos) — set on
fire, burnt ; <j>\oy£$a (phhgizo) = to set on Are

;

«pA.d£ (phlox), genit <pAoyor (phlogos)= flame ;

<f>\cyu> (phlego) = to burn.] Without flame.

Aphlogistic lamp, or fiameless lamp: A lamp
formed by winding a coil of fine platinum
wire loosely round the lower part of the wick
of a spirit lamp. When the flame is extin-
guished the coil will continue in a state of
ignition till the spirit is consumed.

a-pho'-ni-a, aph'-on-jr, $. [In Fr. aphonie

;

Gr. afatvui (aphonia); from o, priv., and
<bu>vt<a (phoneo) as to produce a sound ; <pwe>j

(phong)m a sound. ]

Med. : Inability to speak, loss of voice,
dumbness.

"In cases of aphonia, where the vocal chords cannot
be made to vibrate freely . . ."—Max Millter; Science
of Language, 6th ed., vol, ii. (1871), p. 127.

"Aphony (Or.), want of voice."—Olouog. Nov., tod

a-phb'r-I-a, s. [Gr. a<i>op£a (apJioria) ; from
d<popos (aphoros) — not bearing; a, priv., and
60009 (phoros) = bearing, . . . fruitful ; 6e'pw
fj)Aer6)=to bear.] The absence of bearing,
uutruitfulness ; barrenness.

aph'-or-ism, s. [In Ger. aphorism; Fr.

aphorisme; Sp. 4: Ital. aforismo ; Port, aphor-
ismo. From Gr. ad>opi.o><k (aphorismos) =
(1) a separation; (2) a definition, also an
aphorism ; odtopujw (aphorizo) = to mark off

by boundaries: ana (apo) — from, and 4pi£w
(horizo) = to separate from as a boundary

;

bpos (horos) =a boundary.] A short detached
pithy sentence, containing a maxim or wise
precept, educed from the general experience
of mankind. (See example under ArnoRiZE.)

"Solomon became enabled, not only to write tlioao

excellent parables or aphorixmt, cmcernimj divine
and mural philosophy, but also . .

."

—

Bacon ; Adi-anc.
of Learning.

aph-ir-if-mat'-ic, aphor-is'-mic, a.

[Eng. apltorism; -atic; -ic] rertruning to
an aphorism or aphorisms ; containing an
aphorism. (Ogilvie.)

aph-6r-is'-mer, s. [Eng. aphorism; -er.)

One who habitually quotes aphorisms.

"We may infallibly assure ourselves, that it will as
well agree with monarchy, though all the trilip of
aphoritmer* and politicasters would persuade us tbert
he secret and mysterious reasons against it."

—

Milton,'
Of lief, in England, bit. 2.

* aphor-is'-ming, a. [Eng. aphorism;

-ing.] Overbearing unduly by the use of
aphorisms.

" There Is no art that hath been more cankered la
her principles, more soiled and slabbered with aph«v
ismmg pedantry, than the art of i>olicy."

—

Milton.

aph'-or-ist, s. [Eng. aphoris(m)t.~] A com-
piler of aphorisms.

" He took this occasion of farther clearing and Justi-
fying what he had written against the uj-hoHst.'—
A'eUcu : Life of Bp. Bull, p. 248.

aphor is -tic, aph-dr-fe'-tlc-al, a.

[Eng. aphorist, -ic, -lad ; or aphoris(m), -tic,

-tical. In Fr. aphoristique ; Port, aphorxstico.]

[Aphorism.] Pertaining to an aphorism ; in
the form of an aphorism ; in short, detached
sentence like an aphorism.
"... because the style of his conversation Is less

flowing and diffusive—less expansive—more apt to
clothe itself in a keen, sparkling aphoristic form."

—

De Quincey ' Works (ed. 1863), vol. u\, p. 232.

aph-or-iS'-tic-al-l^, adv. [Eng. aphoris-

iioal ; -ly.] In the form of an aphorism.
"These being carried down seldom miss a cure, as

Hippocrates doth likeways aphoristicaUp tell us."—
Harvey.

aphor-i ze, v. i. [Gr. a<popif« (aphorizo) =
(1) to mark out by boundaries

; (2) to limit, to
define.] To utter or write an aphorism.

" In order to get the full sense of a word, we should
first present to our minds the visual linage that forma
its primary meaning. Draw lines of different colours
round the different counties of England, and then cut
out each separately, as in the common play-maps that
children take to pieces and put together, so that each
district can be contemplated apart from the rest, as a
whole in itself This twofold act of circumscribing
and detaching, when it is excited by the mind on
subjects of reflection and reason, is to aphorize, and
the result an aphorism."

—

Coleridge: Aids to Reflec-
«<m(ed. 1839), pp. 18, 17.

aph -rite, s. [Gr. d<ppos (aphros)= foam, and
suff. -ite (Mi)i.) (q.v.).J

Min.: A variety of Calcite, sometimes called

also Earth Foam, and by Kirwan Silvery

. Chalk. Dana considers that the harder and
more sparry specimens approach argeutite,

and the softer ones chalk.

aph'-ri-zlte, s. [In Ger. aphrisit; Gr. a<p/»V*»

(aphrizo) = to foam ; d<ppo? (aphros) = loam,
and suff. -ite.] A variety of the mineral called

Tourmaline. It is found in the Harz Moun-
tains.

aph-ro-dls'-i-ac, * aph ro dis i-ack,

a. & s. [In Port, aphrodisiaco ; from Gr. i^po-
b)lo-ia (aphrodisuz) = venery ; a<ppo5i'o*tos (aph-

rodisios) = belonging to love or venery. From
Aphrodite = Venus.] [Aphrodite.]

1. As adjective : Exciting or tending to ex-

cite venereal desire.

2. As substantive : A provocative to venery.

Garrod makes Aphrodisiacs the 2nd order of

his Division I., Sub-class 5. He divides them
into direct and indirect. Among the former

are nux vomica, strychnia, cantharides ; and
among the latter, blood tonics and nervine

tonics. (Garrod: Materia Medica, 3rd ed.,

p. 415.)

boil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, e$ist. -Ing,

-clan, -tian = shan. -tiou, -sion m shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious - sails, -blc, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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aph-ro-dis-i'-ac-al, t aph-ro-dis'-ic-al,

a. [Eng. aphrodisiac, in full or contracted ;

suffix -a/.] The same as Aphrodisiac, adj.

(q.v.). (Glossog. Nova, 2nd ed.)

Sph-rd-dls'-I-an, a. [Aphrodisiac] Per-

taining to love" or venery. Davies gives an

example from C. Reade {Cloister <£ Hearth,

ch. hi.).

itph-ro-di-ta, t aphrodite, a [Or.
T
\4ao«iV7] {Aphrodite), a name of Venus, given

because it was believed that she sprung from

the a.pp6s (aphros), or foam of the sea.]

Zoo! : A genus of Annelids, the typical one

of the family Aphroditidie. The Sea-mouse in

the Aphrodita aeul'uta. The scales on its

back are covered and concealed by a substance

resembling tow, which arises from the sides.

These also give rise to groups of strong spines,

which pierce through the tow, and are not

merely brilliant in hue, but vary that hue

according as the light falls on them, so as to

exhibit the various rainbow colours. From
this exceeding brilliance, coupled with its

connection with the sea, in the deep water of

which it resides, it has come to be known by

one of the epithets of Venus, while its oval

form and tow-covered skin have led to its

being denominated the Sea-mouse.

..ph'-ro-dite, s. [In Ger. aphrodU, from Gr.

adipoc (aphros) = foam, and suff. -ite, or from

•Ad>po«Tri (Aphrodite) = Venus, in aUusion to

her as foam-bora.] A mineral placed by Dana

in his Sepiolite group of Bisilicates. It is a

soft opaque mineral, of a milk-white colour.

One specimen contained silica, 51 '55 ; mag-

nesia, 33-72; protoxide of manganese, 1'62;

protoxide of iron, 59 ; alumina, 0'20 ; water,

13-52. It occurs in Sweden. [Aphrodita.]

aph-ro-dit-I-dso, s. pi. [Aphrodita.] A
family of Annelida ; the second of the order

Erraiitia. Their dorsal surface has on it a

double row of large membranous scales at-

tached to the alternate segments, between

which appear the beautiful bristles of the

feet. [Aphrodita.]

iph-roph'-or-a, s. [Gr. aoWKpopo? (aphro-

vhoros) =. foam-b'earing ; ij>po« (aphros) = loam,

and (j>opos (phoros) = bearing ; <p«x» (phero) =
to bear or carry.] A genus of insects be-

longing to the order Homoptera, and the

family Cercopidae. The Aphrophora spumaria

(formerly called Teltigonia spumaria) is the

Cuckoo-spit Frog-hopper, the insect the larva

of which envelops itself in froth. There are

other species, as the A. UJasciata, which is

common in gardens. When come to maturity

the Aphrophoras leap well.

&ph-r8-sid'-6r-ite, s. [From Gr. ioipA

(aphros) = foam ; <ri'S>?po! (sideros) = iron, and

suff. -ite.] A doubtful mineral akin to Pyro-

chlorite. It is a soft ferruginous chlorite, of

dark olive-green colour, found in Germany. *

ftph'-tha (pi. aph'-thn), ». [In Fr. aphthe

;

Port, aphtha (sing.); Lat. aphtha (pi.); Gr.

a«p0a (aphtha), sing. ; d<f>9ai (aphthai), plur.,

from airrio (hapto) — to fasten ... to kindle,

to set on fire, to inflame.]

Med. : One of the numerous white-looking

specks or vesicles which sometimes appear on
the tongue and palate, whence they gradually

diffuse themselves over the mouth and fauces.

There are three varieties : (1) The Aphtha in-

fantum, or milk-thrush ; (2) the A. maligna;

amd (3) the A. chronica. The first variety is

an idiopathic disorder, chiefly attacking in-

fants brought up by hand ; the second and
third are symptomatic of other diseases. The
aphth* which frequently appear in the mouth
in advanced stages of consumption generally

precede dissolution by about a week or a

fortnight

H The term aphtha anginosa is sometimes
applied to a variety of sore throat

&ph -thalose, aph-thit'-al-ite, s. [Or.

ipSc-rw (aphthitos) = undestroyed, unperish-

able : a, priv., and <p0itto (phthind), or <p&w

(phthio)= to decay, with aA? (hals)= salt.] A
mineral classed by Dana under his Celestite

group. It is called also Arcanite, Glasserite,

Vesuvian Salt, and Sulphate of Potash. One
specimen was composed of potash, 54 '1, and
sulphuric acid, 459 = 100. It is a bluish-

white or greenish-white mineral, with vitreous

lustre, and a saline taste, found on Mount
Vesuvius.

aph -thong, s. [Gr. icpfloyyos (aphthongos) =
voiceless: a, priv., and ^oVyyoc (phtliongos)

= the voice ; <pdeyyop.at (phthengomai) = to

speak loud or clear.] A letter or letters left

unsounded when a word is pronounced.

aph thon ite, ». [From Gr. inflow (aphtho-

us) = without envy, bounteous, plentiful

;

a, priv., and tp66i>os (phthonos) = envy, and

suff. -ite.) A mineral ; a variety of Tetra-

hedrite. It is of a steel-gray colour, and

is found in Sweden.

aph'-thous, a. [Eng. aphtMa); -ous.]

1. Pertaining to aphthae.
"

. . . so long as the aphthous specks retain their
purely white colour, little danger need be apprehended.

"

—Cycle. Pract. Med.

2. Botany: Resembling something covered

with little ulcers. (London: Cycl. of Plants.)

a-phyl Ire, s. pi. [Gr. iAvAAos (aphullos) =
* leafless : a, priv. ; tpuAAo^ (phullon) = a leaf]

Bot. : Plants destitute of leaves. (A term
sometimes applied to Thallogens, from the
absence in them of all proper leaves.)

a-phyl'-lous, a. [Aphyll*.]

Bot. : Destitute of leaves.

a-pi-a ce-», s. pi. [TJmbellifers.]

a-pl-a'r-l-an, a. [From Lat. apiarivs — re-

lating to bees, and suff. -an.] Relating to

bees. (Jardine.)

a'-pi-ar-ist, s. [Lat. apiarius= a bee-keeper. ]

A bee-keeper ; one who keeps bees. (Kirby.)

a'-pl-ar-$r, s. [Lat. apiarium = a bee-hive ;

apis = a bee.] A shedor stand for bee-hives.

"Those who are skilled in bees, when they see a

foreign swarm approaching to plunder their hives,

have a trick to divert them into some neighbouring
apiary, there to make what havock they please."—

Swift.

a'-pi-cal, a. [From Lat. apex, genit. apicis =
the tip" or top.] Pertaining to the tip, top, or

vertex of a cone, a triangle, a leaf, &c.

a pi ces, a pex-es, s. pi. The Latin and

English forms of the plural of Apex (q.v.).

* a pick pack, adv. Astride on the back,

as a child is sometimes carried. (Flora's

Vagaries, 1670, giioteo* in Wright's Diet. Obs.

and Prov. Eng.) [Pick-a-back.]

a-pic'-ul-ate, a pic til a ted, a. [Mod.

Lat. apiculus, dimin. of Class. Lat apex.)

Bot. : Pointleted ; terminating abruptly in

a little point It differs from mucronate in

this respect, that the point constitutes a part

of the limb, instead of arising wholly from a

costa. (Lindley.)

a'-pi-cul-ture, * [Lat. apis = a bee, and
cultu-ra = tilling, cultivating, tending.] The
" culture " or tending of bees ; bee-keeping.

"To those acquainted with German and American
apiculture, it is a well-known fact that we are at least

a century behind these nations in this important art."

—Ret. George Raynor, in Timet, October 1, 1876.

a-pIC-u-luS, » [In Lat., an unclassical

dimin. * from apex. ]

In Bot. : A small point, used especially of

cases in which the midrib projects beyond the

leaf, so as to constitute a small point, or when
a small point is suddenly and abruptly formed.

(Loudon: Cycl. of Plants, 1829; Glossary.)

a'-pl-dse, s. pt. [From Lat. apis = a bee.] A
family of insects, the typical one of the Hy-
menopterous sub-tribe Anthophila, the tribe

Aculeata, and the order Hymenoptera itself

The Apid<* have an elongated tongue ; whilst

the Andrenithe, the other family of Anthophila,

have the tongue short and blunt. It contains

the social bees, Apis, Bombus, &c, with some
of the solitary ones, as Xylocopa.

a-pie'ee, a—piece, adv. [Eng. a, and piece.)

Each. To each.
" The golden spoons were twelve, full of incenaa,

weighing ten shekels apiece."—Sumb. vii. 86.

* a-pie'-cSs, adv. [Pref. a = in. and Eng.

pieces.] In pieces. (Beaumont £ Fletcher:

Little French Lawyer, ii. 1.)

a'-pi in, s. [Mod. Lat. apiium) ; suff- in.]

Chem. : A gelatinous substance deposited

from water in which parsley (Avium petrose-

linum) has been boiled.

a-pi-o-crln-i'-tes, ». [From Gr. awio* (apion)

= a pear, koLvov (krinon) = a lily, and Eng.

suff. -ite = Gr. Ai'Coc (lithos) = stone. Literally,

pear-shaped lilies of stone.] Pear-encrinites,

a genus of Encrinites somewhat resembling a

pear in form. Specimens of the A. rotundus

are found at Bradford, with the stumps of

their stems still standing on the great oolite

in which they grew, though their articulations

have been broken off, and now lie scattered

through the stratum above, which is of clay.

(Lyell : ^fanual of Geol., 4th ed., ch. xx.)

ap l on, s. [Gr. dn-toc (apion) = a pear,

from the shape of the insects. A genus of

Weevils (Curculionidse), the larvae of the

several species of which are very injurious in

clover fields. The A. apricans preys, when in

the grub state, on the flowers of the purple

clover (Trifolium pratense) ; the A. ftavives on
those of the Dutch clover (T. repens) ; the A.

assimile chiefly on the sulphur-trefoil (r.

ochroleucv,m) ; and the A. pomonce on the tare

(Vicia sativa).

A -pis (1), s. [Lat. Apis; Gr 'Air« (Apis),

genit 'imo! (Apios).] An Egyptian deity, the

same as Osiris. He was worshipped under

the form of an ox, white in colour, with black

spots.
" He blamed Dryden for sneering at the Hierophanta

of Apii."—Macautay: Hist. 2ng., chap. xiv.

a -pis (2), ». [Lat. apis or apes, genit. apis = a

bee.]

1. Entom. : The typical genus of the family

Apidae, and the Hymenopterous tribe Antho-
phila. The workers have the first articulation

of the posterior tarsi in a long square : it is

moreover furnished at its internal face with

silky down, divided into transverse bands.

The A. mellifica, from Lat. mellificus, a. =
honey-making (mel = honey, and facio = to

make), is the Hive-bee. [Bee.]

2. Astron. : A small constellation in the

Southern Hemisphere, first named by Halley.

It is called also Musca, literally = the Fly,

but in this case rendered "the Bee." [Musca.]

a -pish, o. [Eng. ap(e) ; -ish. In Ger. ajiisc*.]

1. Prone to imitate in a servile manner, as

an ape might do ; hence also foppish, affected.

" Rejport of fashions in proud Italy,

Whose manners still our tardy apith nation
Limps after, in base imitation."

Shaketp. : Richard II., ii. L

2. Playful, wanton, like an ape ; hence, also,

silly, trifling, insignificant
" And apish folly, with her wild resort

Of wit and jest, disturbs the solemn court.
Prior.

"And this is but apith sophistry . . ."—GHanrilU

a'-pish-ly, adv. [Eng. apish; -ly.] In an

apish manner ; with servile imitation ; fop-

pishly, conceitedly,playfully,with silly trifling.

a pish-ness, s. [Eng. apish; -ness.] The

quality of being apish. Mimicry, playfulness,

insignificance (Johnson.)

a pis tes, a-pis'-tos, a-pis'-ttis, s. [Gr.

"
iirio-rw (apistos)= faithless, not to be trusted

:

i, priv., and irio-rds (pistos)— faithful. So

called because a strong suborbital spine jutting

out from the cheek of the fish so designated

becomes a perfidious weapon.] A genus of

spiny-finned fishes belonging to the family

Triglidae. They are of small size, and are

somewhat allied to Blennius. They rise into

the air like ordinary flying-fish. Ehrenberg

seeing the abundance in the Red Sea of the

A. ItraelUontm, or Sea-locust, supposed that

it might be the Scriptural quail. [Quail.]

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; ******

or, wore, wolf) work, who, son ; mute, cuh, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, m, ce = e. ey _ a. qu - kw.
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a - pit'- pit, adv. [Eng. a; pit; pat. A
word the sound of which is designed to imitate
the movement or action which it describes.

}

Palpitating, or palpitatingly ; beating with
piore than average force. Applied to the
heart ; more usually in the form Pit-a-pat.

"0 there he cornea.—Welcome, my bully, my buck !

. . . my heart has gone a-pit-pat for you. —Cvngrevt.

a'-pi-um, s. [In Sp. apio ; Ital. appio ; Lat.
oiiium = parsley (?) or wild celery (?); Gr.

dn-tof (ctpto:t)= (l) a pear, (2) parsley : ap, ab,

or av m various languages= water, as Punjaub
= the five waters.] Celery. A genus of plants,
the typical one of the order Apiacese, or
Umbel lifers. It contains one British species,
the A. graveolens, Smallage, or Wild Celery,

APIUH GRAVEOLENS.
L Part of the inflorescence. 2. Flower. 3. Root-

leaf, and base of item. 4. Ripe fruit.

which grows in marshy places, especially near
the sea. It is the original of the garden
celery. [Celery.] A. petroselinum is the
well-known parsley. [Parsley.]

&p-John-lte, s. [Named after Apjohn, who
analysed it.] A mineral, placed by Dana
under his Alum and Halotriehite groups. It

occurs in white fibrous or asbestiform masses
at Lagoa Bay, in South Africa, Composition :

Sulphuric acid, 32'97 ; alumina, 10'65 ; sesqui-
oxide of manganese, 7*33; water, 4815; sul-

phate of magnesia, 1*08 = 100.

* a-pla'ce, * a-plas, adv. [Eng. a; place.]

In one's place, before all.

" Ther men anon forth apZUce hir brought,
Fair melusine, enmytides the chapel.

The Roman* of Partenay (ed. Skeat), 932-3.

ap-lan-at'-ic, a. [From Gr. a, priv., and
TrAarato (planao) = to cause to wander; from
irXdvrj (plane) — wandering.] Not wandering

;

destitute of aberration.

Aplanatic lens : One which, could it be con-
structed, would so refract all the rays of light
incident upon it, whether they entered it in a
direction parallel to its axis, or converged to,

or diverged from, a point in that axis, as to
make them all ultimately meet in a single
point or focus. More than one form of lens
would be aplanatic could it be made with
mathematical exactness, different media being
employed to render it achromatic. Lenses
can at present be made only approximately
aplanatic, and tables are therefore constructed
to show how, with a given refractive index,
the aberration of the focus may be reduced to
a minimum. [Aberration, Achromatic]

a-plas -tic, a. [Gr. aVAao-ros (aplastos) —
unmoulded, unshapen.] [Plastic] The
opposite of plastic ; not capable of being
moulded, or at least being easily moulded into
form. (Webster.)

* a plight (gh silent), adv. [A.S. a = on;
pliht = (1) a pledge,

(J2)
danger, obligation.]

As if bound by obligation ; faithfully.
" Ihi ihc hire boghte apliaht
For seuesithe of golde hire wight."

Ploriz and. Blaunchejlur (ed. Lumby), 649-50.

a-pldc -er-ine, a. [Aplocerus.] Pertaining

to the sub-genus Aplocerus. Col. Hamilton
Smith makes the Aplocerine group one of the
sub-divisions of the great genus Antilope (q. v.).

(Griffith's Cuvier, vol. iv., p. 285.)

a-ploc -er-us, s. [Gr. iirXos (haplos) ; from
ojtAoos (haploos) = simple, and xepas (keras) =
horn.] A sub-genus of Antilope. The species
are from America. In character they approach
the goats.

ap-lo me, s. [In Ger. aplome; from Gr. an-Adc
(rutj'lus) — simple. The name was given by
Haiiy because a cube is simpler than a dodeca-
hedron. (See def.),] A mineral ; a variety of
Manganesian Lime, Iron Garnet. It is usually
of a deep brown or orange-brown colour. It

is opaque. It is harder than quartz. Like the
garnet, it is crystallised in the form of a dodeca-
hedron, with rhomboidal planes ; but these
are striated parallel with the lesser diagonal,
which, in Haiiy's opinion, indicates that the
primitive form of the crystal, is a cube.
Found on the banks of the Lena, in Siberia,

also in Saxony.

ap-lo-no'-tus (Latin), s. [Gr. an-Aoo? (haploos)
= simple, and vuiros (notes) = the back.] A
genus of lizards of the family Iguanidse. The
Aplonote, A. Ricardi, is of a blackish-brown
colour, with spots of tawny brown. The back
is without scales, but has small granules, and
along its summit a shallow crest.

* a-pliis'-tre, * a-plus'-ter, s. [Lat.

aplustre ; Gr. a<f>\axrrov (aphlaston).'] An orna-
ment affixed to the stern, or sometimes to the
prow of ancient vessels. It was made of
wood, and resembled the tail of a fish. A
staff or pole rose from it with a riband or
streamer at the top.

"The one holda a sword In her hand, to represent
the Iliad, as the other has an aplustre, to represent the
Odyssey, or voyage of Ulysses.' —AUditon.

a-plus trinn, s. [Aplustre.] A genus of

shells of the family Bullidse. They have oval
veutricose, highly-coloured shells, with their
spire wide and depressed. In 1851, Wood-
ward estimated the species at ten, none of
them from Britain.

# a-ply', v.t. [Old form of Plt (q.v.).] To
ply; bend. [Apply.]

" Which lightly ne wold to bow ne aply."
The Roman* of Partenay (ed. Skeat), 4,137.

a-plyy'-I-a, s. [Gr. awkwrC* (aplusia) = filthi-

ness ; air\v<rtat (aplusiai), pi. ; Lat. aplysia =
a kind of sponge, so called from its dirty
colour.] A genus of molluscs, the typical one
of the family Aplysiidee. The species have
an oblong convex flexible and translucent
shell, with a posterior slightly incurved apex.
The animals are oval, with four tentacles.
They are called Sea-hares. They inhabit the
laminarian zone of the sea, and when molested
discharge a violet fluid. Tate, in 1875, esti-

mated the known recent species at forty-two,
with one or two more doubtfully identified
from the Tertiary formation. Some of the
former are British.

a-ply-Bl'-l-<l», s. pi. [Aplysia.] A family

of molluscous animals, the third of the Tecti-

branchiate section of the Gasteropodous order
Opistho-branchiata. The shell is wanting or
rudimentary, and the animal slug-like. It

contains the genera Aplysia, Dolabella, &c.

a-pnce'-a, s. [Gr. airvota (apnoia) = want of

wind, a calm : a, priv., and nWw (pneo) = to
blow, to breathe.]

Med. : Absence or great feebleness of breath,
as in the case of swoon. (Glossog. Nova.)

ap'-d, in composition. [Gr. Ami (apo) ; Sansc.
apa; Lat. ab or abs; Goth, af; Ger. ah;
Eng. of, off.] A Greek prefix occurring in

many English words originally from the
Greek. It generally signifies from.

a poc a lypse, * a poc a lipsc, s. [In

Ger. apokalypse ; Fr. & Port, apocalypse ; Sp.
apooalipsis ; Ital. apocalisse, apocalissi. From
Lat. apocalypsis; G"r. anoKaXv^Ls (apokalupsis)
m an uncovering, a revelation ; anoKaAvirT<a
(apokalupto) — to uncover : Ami (apo) = cessa-
tion from, and koAvtitw (kalupto) = to cover.]

1. Gen. : An uncovering, disclosing, or re-

vealing of what was before hid.

"The rates poet with his melodious apocalypxe of
Nature."—Carlyle : Beroet and Rero-tcorthip, Lect. iii.

2. Specially:

(a) The vision or visions recorded in the last

book of the Bible.
" Oh, for that warning voice which he, who saw
The apocalypse, heard cry in heaven aloud."

Milton: P. L.Vk. iv.

(o) The last book in the Bible, which
receives both its Latin and its Greek name
from the fact that its contents mainly consist
of a revelation or apocalypse of future events
previously hidden from mental cognizance.
[Revelation.]

t a-pdc'-a-lypt, s. [Gr. awoKaXvirrut (apoka-
iupto) = to uncover.] The author of the
Apocalypse. (Coleridge.) (Reid.)

a poc a lyp -tic, * a poc a lyp -tick, a.

& s. [In Fr. apocalyjMque ; Sp. apocaliptico ;

Port, apocalyptico. From Gr. dTroKaAuTrruto«
(apokaluptikos) = fitted for disclosure.]

1. As adjective : Pertaining to a revelation,
or containing one. Especially belonging to
the revelation made in the last book of the
Bible.

"It was concluded by some, that Providence de-
signed him the apovatyptick angel which should pour
out one of the vials upon the beast."—Spenser on
Prodigiet, p. 314.

The Apocalyptic number, 600. (Rev. xiii. 18.)

2. As substantive : One who makes an apoca-
lyptic communication.

"The divine apocalypfick, writing after Jerusalem
was ruined, might teach them what the second Jerm-
salem must be ; not on earth, but from heaven, Apoc-
rii. 2."—Lighifoot; MUcell.. p. 107.

a poc a-lyp tic al, o. [Eng. apocalyptic;

~al.] The same as Apocalyptic, a. (q.v.)b

a poc a lyp tic al ly, adv. [Eng. apoca-

lyptical; -ly.] In an apocalyptic manner, by
revelation ; with relation to the Apocalypse.
(Webster.)

ap-6-car'-pi, s. pi. [Gr. ami (apo) = from,
and Kopnos (karpos) — fruit.]

Bot. : The 1st class in Dr. Lindley's classifi-

cation of Fruits. The fruit is simple : that is,

the ovaria are strictly simple ; a single series
only being produced by a single flower. Some
are one or two seeded, viz., Utriculus, Achae-
nium, and Drupa ; and the rest many-seeded,
viz., Folliculus, Legumen, and Lomentum.
[Apocarpous.] (Lindley : Introd. to Bot.)

ap-6-car -poiis, a, [Apocarpi.]

Bot. : A term applied to the carpels of a
compound pistil when they are either wholly
or partly distinct Example : Caltha. It is

opposed to Syncarpous (q.v.). (Lindley.)

ap-6 c&tas'-ta sis, s. [Gr. on-oKOTao-Tacris

(apokatastasis) = complete restoration ; an-oxa-
9Co~Tnpi (apokathistemi) = to re-establish : ami
(apo), intensive, and KaBitrrnfjn (kathistemi)
= to set down ; Kara (kata) = down, and
i'o-TTjjLtt (histemi) = to make to stand, to set.]

L, Astron. : The period of a planet ; the
time which it takes to return to the same
apparent place in the heavens.

2. Med. : The cessation or subsidence of

morbid or other symptoms. (Parr.)

3. Theol.: Final restitution. [Universalism.]

&p'-d-cha, s. [Gr. airox^ (apoche).~) A re-

ceipt, a q'uittance. (Hacket : Life of Williams,
i. 25.)

ap 6 ca-thar' sis, s. [Gr. aiTOK.a.Oapa-i.% (apo-
Icatharsis) = a thorough cleansing.]

Med. : A purgation, a discharge downwards.
Sometimes less properly applied to vomiting.

ap 6 ca-thar tic, a. &, s. [Gr. iwo (apo),
here redundant; and cathartic (q.v.).]

A. As adjective : Cathartic.

B. As substantive : A cathartic (q.v.).

ap-O'9611-6'-Sis, 8. [Gr. airoKfvtaO-ts (apo-

kenosis) = an emptying.]

Med. ; A discharge. A term applied by Dr.
Cullen to a discharge with blood. It is limited
to haemorrhages, in contradistinction to those
which are attended with fever. (Parr.)

ap 6-chro mat' ic, a. [Pref. apo-, and Eng.
chromatic (q.v.).]

Optics : An epithet applied to object-glasses
so corrected that the secondary residual spec-
trum is destroyed. This is effected by th«
use of nuorite and new kinds of optical glass,

which allow chromatic correction to be made
for three colours instead of two, and of spher-
ical aberration for two colours instead of one.

ap-o-chro'-ma-tism, s. [Apochromatic]
Apochromatic condition or quality.

* ap -6-clasm, s. [Gr. airo«Aao>a (apoklasma)

= a breaking off.]

Med. : The breaking away of any part of
the body. (Glossog. Nova.)

ap 6 cb -de ine, *. [Gr. aim (apo) = from,

and Eng. codeine (q.v.).]

boil, boy; potit, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. pn = l
-cian, tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. tious, -slous, -clous = shus. -ble, &.c. = beL -tre = ter.
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Chem. : CigHjaNOj. An organic base ob-
tained by heating a solution of codeine hydro-
chloride with ZnClj. It is a mild emetic.

ft-poc -op-ate, v.t. [In Sp. apocopar. From
Gr. anoKonos (apokopos) = CUt off ; cWoicoTrTaj

(apokopto) m to cut off : airo {apo) = from, and
(tonrw (kopto) = (l) to strike, (2) to cut off.]

To cut off.

Spec. In Grammar : To cut off the last

letter or syllable of a wont Often in the pa.
par. (q.v.X

a-poc op ate, a poc dp a-ted, pa. par.

ft a. Cut off, as the last letter or last syllable

of a word. Thus, in Heb. *»* (yigeT) is the

apocopate fut. for *ty\ (yigleh), the full form
of the future of the Heb. verb n^ (galah)

m to uncover, to reveal (Moses Stuart.)

a-poc'-op-a-ting, pr. par. [Apocopate, v.)

a-poc op c, ap-6c'-op-^t s. [In Fr., Sp.,

& Lat apocope ; Gr. airojcomj (apokope) = a
cutting off ; aTTtwc6»rr« (apokopto) = to cut off.]

[Apocopate. ]

1. Gram. : A figure by which the last letter

or syllable of a word is cut away, as in Lat
ingeni for ingenii.

2. Surg. : The cutting away of any soft part
of the body. (Parr.)

* a-pdc-rfs-a'r-i-us, a~pcV-rfs-ar-y,
ap-d^crls-I-ar-l-us, *. [Lat. apocrisia-

rius, apocrisarius. From Gr. ajroxpicric. (apo-

Icrisis) = (1) a separating, (2) an answer ; an-o-

KftCvut (apokrino) = to separate, (middle) to
answer: airo (apo) = from, and KptW (krino)
=. to separate.]

Eccles. : A delegate or deputy sent out by a
high ecclesiastical dignitary ; as a legate or a
nuncio may be by the pope. (Spelman.)

ap-5-criis'-t¥c, a. & * [Gr. anoKpovoTiKos
(apokroustikos) := able to drive off ; airoxpovto

(apokrouo) m to beat off : airo (apo) = from,
and Kpovo* (krouo) = to strike, to smite. Or
airo (apo) = from, and Kpovo-nKos (kroustikos)

= fit for striking.]

A* As adjective (Med.) : Repellent.

B. As substantive (Med.). : A repellent ; a
medicine operating with a repellent or astrin-

gent effect. (Quincey.)

a poc ry pha, * a-poc'-rl-pha, s. [In

Fr. apocryphe. Properly the neut. pi. of the
Lat. adj. apocryphus; Gr. an-dxpvijto? (apokru-
phos)= hidden. Applied to books, it means
(1) of unknown authorship

; (2) fabulous, un-
trustworthy ; from Gr. airoKpvrma (apokrupto)
= to hide from : «W6 (apo) ac from, and jepvirrw

(krupto) = to hide.]

A. In the Early Christian Church : (1.) Books
published anonymously. (2.) Those suitable

for private rather than public reading. (3.)

Those written by an apostle or other inspired

author, but not regarded as part of Scripture.

(4.) The works of heretics.

B. In English now :

L Literally:

1. Spec. : The following fourteen books :

I 1 Esdras; II. 3 Esdras; III. Tobit; IV. Judith;
V. Additions to Esther: VI. The Wisdom of Solomon ;

VII. Ecclesiasticus, called also the Wisdom of Jesus,
the son of Sirach : VIII. B&ruch; IX. The Song of
the Three Holy Children: X. The History of Susanna

;

XI. Bel and the Dragon ; XIL The Prayer of Mauasseh,
King of Judah ; XIII. 1 Maccabees ; and XIV. 2 Mac-
cabees.

Most of the above-mentioned books were com-
posed during the two centuries immediately
preceding the birth of Christ, though some
were penned, or at least interpolated, at a
later period. They were written not in

Hebrew or Aramaean, but in Greek ; and the
Jews never accorded them a place iu the Old
Testament canon. They were inserted in the
Beptnagint, and thence passed to the Latin
"Vulgate. The Christian fathers were divided
In sentiment as to their value and the rela-

tion they stood to the canonical Old Testa-

ment books ; Jerome dealing with them in a
tree, enlightened, and discriminating manner

;

whilst Augustine and others were much less

independent. The question whether or not
they were inspired remained, an open one till

the Reformation. Wickliff, whose mind was
cast in what we should now call a wonder-
fully Protestant mould, was against them ; so
was Luther : and yet more strongly, Calvin,
with his followers. To uphold their waning
authority, the Council of Trent, on the 8th of

April, 1546, placed them on an equal level

with Scripture, anathematising all who held
the contrary opinion. Portions of them are

iu the New as well as in the Old Lectionary
of the English Church ; but the sixth of the
Thirty-nine Articles explains that " the other
Books" [the fourteen enumerated], "as Hie-
rome saith, the Church doth read for example
of life and instruction of manners, but yet
doth it not apply them to establish any doc-
trine." The Westminster Confession of Faith
regards them as simply human writings, and
denies them all authority. The several apo-
cryphal books are of unequal merit. 1st
Maccabees is a highly valuable history ; while
Bel and the Dragon is a monstrous fable.

Taking them as a whole, they throw much
light on the religious opinions and the political

state of the JewB before the advent of Christ,
and explain not a little which else would be
obscure in the New Testament.

" We hold not the Apocrypha for sacred, as we do the
holy Scripture, but for human cuiupoaitkiiis."—Hooker.

2. Gen. : Any productions of similar charac-
ter to the apocryphal books of the Old Testa-
ment. Writing regarding gospels of this

nature, Strauss .says

—

"In several apocrypha* . . ."—Strauss.- Life of
Jenu (TransL), voL i. UW6), p. 200.

II. Fig. : Untrustworthy statement, myth,
fable.

"Every account of the habits of a wild animal
obtained at second-hand from the report* of aborigines
has its proportion of apocrypha."—Owen: Clatttf. of
J/amtnaL, p. 91.

a-pdc'-ry-phal, o. & s. [Eng. apocryph(a)

;

-aL In Dan. apocryphiste ; Dut. apocryfe

;

Ger. apocryphisch ; Fr. apocryphe ; Sp. & Ital.

opocrifo ; Port, apocrypho. ]

A. As adjective

:

* L Formerly. In the Early Church ; Anony-
mous, unpublished, uninspired, heretical.

[Apocrypha.]
"Jerom, who saith that all writings not canonical

are apocryphal, uses not the title apocryphal as the
rest of the Fathers ordinarily have done; whose custom
is so to name, for the moat part, only such as might
not publickly be read or divulged."—Hooker.

IL Now:
1. Pertaining to the fourteen books collec-

tively denominated the Apocrypha.
". . . the Apocryphal Books which are usually

printed between the Old and New Testaments."—
Jfartwtll Home : Jntrod. to Study 0/ Scripture (1825),

vol. iv., 314, note.

*jj Apocryphal Controversy ; A controversy
which arose about 1821, as to whether the
Bible Society were acting rightly in binding
the Apocrypha between the two Testaments
of the Bibles which they issued, this practice
having been adopted in order to render the
sacred volume more acceptable in Roman
Catholic countries or districts. The anti-

Apocryphal party ultimately prevailed over
their opponents. About 1826 the Apocrypha
was altogether excluded from the Society's

Bible. [Apocrypha.]

2. Of doubtful authority ; mythic, fabulous.

"The passages to which it refers, are however In part
from apocryphal or fictitious works. "—Lewi* : Marly
Rom. Hut., ch. UL, J 2, voL i., p. 7S.

B. As substantive : One of the fourteen
books named under Apocrypha, B., I. 1., or
any literary production of similar pretensions
and. character.

"Nlcephorus and Aruutaaius . . , upon this only
account (as Usher thinks). Wcause they were inter-

polated and corrupted, did rank these epistles in the
uuitiberof apocryphal*."—Hanmtr: View ofAntisuity,
P. 419.

a-poc -ry-phal-1st, J [Eng. apocryphal ; -ist,}

' An admirer of the Apocrypha, a defender of

the Apocrypha. (Penny Cyclop.)

a-pdc'-ry-phal-ltf, adv. [Eng. apocryphal;
' -*y] With doubtful authority or authenticity ;

mythically. (Johnson.)

a poc ry-phal ness, s. [Eng. apocryphal

;

'
-ness.] The quality of being of doubtful au-
thority, if not even indisputably fabulous.

t a-poc'-ry-phlc-al, a. [Eng. apocryph(a)
-ical.] The same as Apocryphal.

a pdo -rjf-phy, v.t. [Lat apocryphus, uidfto
' used as pass, of facio = to make.] To render
doubtful. (Davies : Paper Persecutors, p. 80.)

ap-o-cy-na'-ee-ee, *\ pi. [Apocykttm.] An
order ofplants.the English Dog-banes. Lindley
places them nnder his Oentianal alliance, and
the Asclepiadacea?, or Asclepiads, under his

Solanal one, thus separating two orders which

in nature are closely akin. Both have mono-
petalous corollas, with live stamens, the fruit

in follicles, and the juice milky ; but they
differ in the details of the sexual apparatus.
In 1846, Lindley estimated the known spedea
of Apocynacese at 566, Bince increased to
about 600. Of 100 known genera only one,
Vinca, occurs in Britain ; the rest inhabit
warmer countries than ours.

a-poc'-y-niim, s. [Lu Fr. apocin; Sp. &
Ital. apocino ; Gr. airotcvvov (apokunon), a
plant, Cynanthus erectus : airo (upo) = from,
and Kvmv (kuon) = dog. Literally, from dog,
or dog away ; meaning, from which dogs must
be kept away, since it is poisonous to toon.]
Dog s-bane. A genus of plants, the typical one

APOCYNUM ANDROS.EM1FOLIUM.
L Flower and leaves. 2. Flower (twice its natural

size) ; showing how the fly is held by its feeler to
the stamens of the flower.

of the family Apocynacese. The species are not
very beautiful. The North American Indians
use the fibres of the bark of A. cannabinum
and hyperici/olium as a substitute for those of
hemp in manufacturing cordage, linen cloth,

&c. A. aiulrosamifolium is the Fly-trap of
North America, [Fly-trap.]

ap'-od-a, s. pi. [Gr. a.nob'a (apoda), neut. pL
of awove (apous), genit. an-ofios (apodos) = with-
out feet ]

* L Zool. : Aristotle's third section of Zoo-
toka, or air-breathing vivipara. It included
the Whales, which the Stagirite, with remark-
able scientific accuracy, ranked with the
warm-blooded quadrupeds. (See Owen; Classif.

of the Mammalia, 1859, p. 2.)

2, The second order of the class Amphibia,
or Batrachia. The body is like that of an
earthworm, and is quite destitute of feet.

The order contains but one family, the Casci-

liadse (q.v.).

3. According to Professor Mtiller, a group
of fishes belonging to the sub-order Physosto-
mata. It is so called because the ventral fins

are wanting. It contains three families, the
Mursenida?, or Eels, the Gymnotidse, and the
Symbranchidffi.

t ap-^-dao-ryt'-lc, * ap-d-dac-rys-
ticlc, s. [Gr. aTToBaKovriKoc (apodalrutikos) =
calling forth tears ; airoSaxpvut (apodakruS) =
to shed many tears : oiro (apo), intensive, and
SaKpvu (dakruff) = to weep ; o'axpv (dakru), or
OaKpvov (dakruon) = a tear.]

Pharmacy: A medicine tending to produce
tears.

" Appdacryttick* (Gr.). Medicines t*iat provoks
tears. —Qlottoo. A'ova, 2nd ed.

ap -od-al, a. & s. [Apoda.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Gen. : Without feet

2. Ichtfiy. : Without ventral fins.

B. As substantive : Used specially in the
second and third senses given under Apoda
(qv.).

Plural: The English equivalent for Apoda
(q.V.).

ap'-dd-an, * ap'-dd-on, s. [Eng apode;

-an.} An animal destitute (a) of feet, or (b)

of ventral fins. [Apoda. ]

t ap'-dde, s. [Apoda.] The same as Apodal
(q-v.x

dp -6d-e*J, $. pi [Gr. «*ro6Vc (apodes), the pL

of awov* (apous), genit. iirofioc (apodos) »
without feet.]

L Gen. : Animals without feet

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. «,ce = e;lB = 8. q.u = kw»
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* 2. Sj->€c. : Linnseus's first order of Fishes.

He placed under it the genera destitute of
ventral fins. The assemblage was not wholly
a natural one.

ftp -6-dic -tic, * ap 6 die tick, ap 6
dic'-tie-al, a. [Lat. apodicticus ; Gr. ano-

8*iktuc6s (apodeiktUcos), anoSeucwfti, (apodeik-

nwmi)=:to point away from, . . . to demon-
strate : dn-d (apo) = from, or intensive ; and
&tUwfn (deiknumi) — to bring to light, . . .

to show, . . . to prove. Or dn-o (apo), and 6W-
Tt»c6? (deiktikos) = able to show.] Demonstra-
tive ; capable of being established on demon-
strative evidence. (The term was introduced
by Aristotle, and has been used in modern
times by Kant and others.)

" The argumentation ii from a similitude, therefore
not apodiotick. or of evident demonstration."'—ilobin-
son : Eudoxa, p. 23.

"Holding an apodictical knowledge and an assured
knowledge of it; verily, to persuade their apprehen-
sions otherwise were to make an Euclid believe that
there were more than une centre in a circle,"—Browne:
Vulgar Errourt.

ftp-d-dlc'-tic-al-iy, adv. [Eng. apodictical;

-ly.] With complete mathematical demon-
stration ; irrefragably.

"Mr. Mode's ayuchron!
to any one that has but a competency <

patience to pursue them."

—

Dr. B.More: Mytt.of&odl.,
p. 175.

a-pod -idee, *. pL [Apus.] A family of
Entomostracans of the order Phyllopoda.
The typical genus is Apus.

s*p-6-di-6x'-ls, s. [Gr. diroStwKw (apodioko),

fut. a.TroSiut£ofiai (apodioxomai) = to chase
away ; dn-d (apo) = from, away ; Suiutm (dioko)
= to make to run, to pursue. ]

Rhet. : A figure in which a particular argu-
ment is rejected with indignation. (Glossog.

Nova, 2nd ed.)

ftp 6-dix is, s. [Latin ; from Gr. djrdoeific

(apodeixis) = a showing forth, . . . demon-
stration ; oLiroBtiKyvfLi (apodeiknumi) = to show
forth.] [Apodictic] Demonstration ; the
establishment of a proposition on absolutely
irrefragable evidence. (Johnson.)

* ap'-od-dn, s. [Apodan]

ap-O-dog'-foi-ous, a. [Gr. d, priv. ; wove.

(pons) = a foot ; and yvvq (gune)— woman.]
Bot. : A name given by Richard to disks

which do not adhere to the base of an ovary.

ap-od'-o-sls, s. [Lat. apodosis ; Gr. dmio'ofns

(apodosis) = a giving back . . . In Gram.
(see def.) ; Gr. dn-d (apo) — from, and 600-15

(dosis) m a giving ; from 6l6'u>/lu.]

Cram. : The chief clause in a conditional
sentence, that intimating the consequence
which will ensue if the condition expressed in

the subordinate clause which preceded it,

called the protasis, be realised. In the sen-
tence, " If ye shall ask anything in my name, I

will do it " (John xiv. 14), the protasis is, " If

ye shall ask anything in my name," and the
apodosis, "I will do it." Some grammarians
extend the terms protasis and apodosis to ante-
cedent and consequent clauses, even when
the sentences to which they belong are not
conditional.

'*.
. . it U obserred by Jaspls that the Apostle

has put only two members of the comparison, when
there should properly have been four, omitting one in
the protasit and another in the apodoeie."—Bloom-
field : Greek Teat. (1841) ; Comment on Rom. rL 4.

ftp-^-dy-ter'-i-tim, s. [Lat. apoditerium ;.

Gr. diroSvnJpioi' (apoduterUm) ; from diroovw
(apoduo) — to strip off: dird (apo), priv., and
8vto (duo) = to get into, to put on.]

1. Classical antiquity: A room where one
stripped before going into the bath.

2. Now : Any room used for the purposes of
robing and unrobing.

ap 6 gee, * ftp 6 ge-um, * ftp 6 gee -

um, * ap 6 ge on, * ap 6 gee on, s.

[In Ft. apoaie ; Sp., Port., & Ital. apngeo.
Apogeum and apogamm are properly the neut.
of adj. apogceus, and apogeon and apogceon are
Latinised from the Gr. dirdyouoi' (apogaion),
neut. of adj. dmS-yaw (apogaios), also dirdyeioc
(apogeios), and an-dyeo* (apogeos) = from land,
or the earth ; (Astron,, in apogee : Bee def.) :

dn-d (apo) = from, and yaios (gatos) = on land
;

youa (gaia) = land : from y*j (a?) = land, also
the earth.]

1. Astron. : The point in the orbit of any
planetat which it is the greatest distance from

the earth. When a corresponding term was
introduced by the ancients, they proceeded
on the supposition that the earth was the
centre of the solar system, and therefore
measured from it. The sun, therefore, was
at a certain time said to be in apogee. The
term is still used, but in general it is more
correctly stated, not that the sun is in apogee,
but that the earth is in aphelion [Aphelion]

;

in other words, measurement is made from
the sun as the centre, not from the earth.
The moon, again, being the satellite of the
earth, is appropriately said to be at a certain
time in apogee. The lunar apogee circulates
in about nine and a half years.

"It Is yet not agreed in what time, precisely, the
apogeum abeolveth one degree."—Browns; Vvlgar
Errourt.
"... while on the other hand the sun is most

remote {In apogee, or the earth in its aphelion)."

—

ffenchel : Attron., f 308a. See also §} 406 and 687.

2. Fig. : As high above one, or as far from
a person or thing as it is possible to be.

" Thy sin is In his apogaon placed
;

And when it moveth next must needs descend."
Fairfax.

ap-o^-gen'-sls, s. [Gr. airoyevo'it (apogeusis)
;

from a-nvyevofiat (apogeuomai)= to take a taste
of anything : djro (apo) = from, and yevw
(aeuo) = to give a taste of. Or dn-d (apo)=
from, and -yeSo-i* (geusis) = the sense of taste

;

from yev« (aeuo).'} The same as Aoeustia
(q.v.). (Parr.)

ftp og gi-a-tu ra, ftp 6-gi a tu ra, s.

[Appoggiatora. ]

ap'-&-gon, s. [Gr. airwyiav (apogon) =± beard-
less : d, priv., and -ntayotv (pogon) = beard.] A
genus of spiny-finned fishes of the Percidse,
or Perch family. A Mediterranean species
is called A. rex ttvullorum= the king of the
mullets. It is red, with a black spot on each
side of the tail. It is three inches long.
Another species is the A. fasciatus, or Banded
Mullet, of the Feejee Islands.

ftp -6 graph, s. [Lat apograplton ; Gr. dird-

vpadW (apographon) = a copy ; from dTroypddSaj

(apographo) = to write off, to copy : dwo (ajxi)

= from, and ypafa* (grapho)= to write.] A
transcript ; a copy. (Blount.)

" ap-6g ra-phaL, a. [Eng. apograph; -al.]

Pertaining to an apograph.
" Parallel places—nowhere else extant but in these

Tcryphal apograpkal pieces, either as citations out
or allusions to, them."— Dr. Lee: ZHuert. Tltn.il.

(1752), vol. L, p. 104.

t ap'-#-Jdve, 8. [Gr. awd (apo) — from, and
Eng. Jove = Jupiter ; from Lat. Jovis, geuit.
of Jupiter. ]

Astron. : The point in the orbit of any one
of Jupiter's satellites at which it is as far from
the planet as it can go. A word framed on
the model of Apogee & Aphelion (q.v.) It is

opposed to Pebuove.

a-pd'-lar, s. [Gr. d, priv., and Eng. polar.]

Not polar.

Anat. : Pertaining to nerve-cells which send
out no fibre. Kolliker at first maintained their
existence, but afterwards thought they might
be unipolar cells, with the issuing fibre in
some way hidden from view.

"Some writers still insist upon the existence of
'apolar' and 'unipolar' nerve-cells in many parts
of the nervous system, although the result* of doser-
vatiou positively prove the existence of two fibres in
the case of cells which had previously been regarded
as unipolar and apolar."—Beale : Bioplasm. (1872), 5 243.

" See also my paper on the structure of the so-called
Apolar, Unipolar, and Bipolar Nerve Ceils. Phil.,
Tram., 1&63. —Ibid., f 273.

* ftp'-5-lgp-s$r, * apolep sis, s. [Gr.
dfrdAjn/«9 (apolepsis)= (1) a taking back, a re-
covery

; (2) an intercepting, a cutting off

;

from airokafxfiav*} (apotambano) = fut. d*ro-

Kruf/ofjuu (apoltyeomai) — to take or receive
from; dmi (apo)= from, and Aaft0dito (lam-
band) = to take. Or dn-d {apo) = from, and
at)0u« (lepsis) m a taking hold ; from Xafi.fia.vto

(lambano). ]

Old Med. : An obstruction of the blood ; a
retention or suppression of urine or any other
natural evacuation. (Parr, otc.)

"Apolepev (Or.). The interception of blood and
animal spirits.' —Qlouog. Nov., 2nd ed.

A pol lin ar-i-an, a. [Lat. Apollinaris =
pertaining to Apollo.] Pertaining to or con-
nected with Apollo.

Apollinarian games. Certain games
instituted among the Romans in the year 212

B.C., after the battle of Cannae, and celebrated
by means of scenic representation.

A poMin ar 1-ans, A pdl lin a r Ists,

*\ pi. [From Apolliuaris the Younger, Bishop
of Laodicea in the latter part of the fourth
century.] The followers of the Apollinaris
mentioned above, who contended for the
divinity of Christ against the Arians, but
taught that Christ assumed only a human
body endowed with a sentient, but not an
intellectual, soul. He believed that the divine
nature in Christ supplied the place of a
rational human soul. His views seem to
have tended in the direction of those after-
wards held by Eutyches. They were con-
demned by the Council of Constantinople in
A.D. 381.

A-poT-16, s. [Lat Apollo ; Gr. 'AiroXXw (ApoU
'

Ion).']

Classic Myth. : The god of poetry, music,
medicine, archery, and augury. He is usually
represented as a handsome young man, beard-
less, and with long hair on his head, which,
moreover, is crowned with laurel, and sur-
rounded by rays of light. In his right hand
he bears a bow and arrows, and in his left a
harp.

" And all Apollo't animating Ore."
Thornton : The Seatont ; Winter.

The Apollo Belve-

dere : A celebrated
statue of Apollo, so
called from having
been placed in the
Belvedere of the
Vatican by Pope
Julius XL It was
found in the ruins
of ancient Antium,
now Capo d'Anzo,
about the end of
the fifteenth or the
beginning of the
sixteenth century,
and was sculptured
f>robably about the
hue of Nero. Byron

gives a beautiful
description of this

famous statue in
Childe Harold, iv,

141-163.
THE APOLLO BELVEDERE,

A-pol-lon'-I-con, s. [Lat. Apollo ; Gr. *AirdA-

\wv (ApolWn), the god of music, &c. ; Gr.
suffix -ttcof (ikon) = Eng. -icon.] The name
given by Messrs. Flight & Robson, of St. Mar-
tin's Lane, to a very powerful chamber-organ,
exhibited by them in 1817, and giving the
combined effect of a complete orchestra. It
was so constructed that it 'might be self-

acting, or might be played upon in the usual
manner by means of keys.

A-p6l'-l^-6n, s. k a. [Gr. 'AiroXAiW (Apol-

luon), the pr. par. of airoWvfn (apollumi), or
diroAAufa) (apolluo) = to destroy utterly.]

A, As substantive ; Destroyer. The Greek
name applied in Rev. ix. 11 to the "angel of
the bottomless pit," called in Hebrew Abad-
don (q.v.). Bunyan introduces it into the
Pilgrim's Progress as the name of a fiend.

B. As adjective : Destructive.
" But he [Kant] had no mstlncts of creation or res-

toration within his Apotlgon mind."—De Quincey'i
Workt (ed. 1863), vol. ii., p. 68.

A-pol -ly-in-ist, *. [Eng., &c, Apoflyon;

-i$t.] Onewho follows or is subject to Apollyon.
Spec, the " locusts " of Rev. ix.

"The Locusts or ApollyonUtt," —Phineat Flett&er:
Poemt (ed. Grosart), ii. 88—107.

a -pdl 6 get ic, * a-pdl 6 get ick,

a-pfil-£-g8t'-ic-al, a. [Fr. apologUique;

Port. & Ital. apologetico; Lat. apologetictis

;

Gr. d7roAoy»rri»cds (apologetikos) = fit for a
defence.]

t 1. Spoken or written in defence of a per-

son, a faith, an opinion, &c, and not intended
to imply the smallest admission of error.

[Apologetics.]
" With the advance of theology, general Apologetics,

tends to disappear, and in itastemi comes an apologetic
Introduction Justifying each of the fundamental doc-
trines of dogmatics."—Ency. Brit., 7th ed.. ii. 189.

2. Acknowledging slight error which, passed
over in silence, might give just offence.

"... speak in a subdued and apologetic tone."—
Macaulay : HUr. Eng., ch. xvlll.

" I design to publish an essay, the greater part oi
which is apologetioal, for one sort of chymists. —Boj/U.

boil, boy; pout, jo^rl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, ay; expect. Xenophon, exist, -tng.

-Clan, -tian = sham, -tlon, -sion = shitn ; -{ion, -gion = snun. -tious, sious, -clout = shus. -ble, -die, &c. m fac!. C*i.
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a-pol-o-get -Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. apologeti-

cal ; - ly.] In apologetical language, in an
apologetical tone ; by way of apology.

lias been apologetically explained bj- the
"Straw*: Life of Je*u*(ed. 1846),

., 5 67, p. a

a-pdl-o-get'-xcs, & [In Ger. apologetik.]

[Apologetic] The department of theology
which treats of the establishment of the evi-

dences and defence of the doctrines of a faith.

Christian apologetics, generally called simply
Apologetics, treats of the evidences of Chris-

tianity, and seeks to establish the truth of the

Bible and the doctrines educed from it.

% North (Examen, p. 305) uses the rare

singular form apologetic.

ap-O-ldg'-lC-ai, a. [Eng. apolog(ue); -ical.)

Of the nature of an apologue. (Adams

:

Works, ii. 166.)

a-pol 6-gise. [Apologize.]

a-p6r-o-gist, s. [In Fr. apoiogiste; Sp. &
" Port, apologista,] One who defends a faith,

an institution, a practice, a deed, &c. Spec,

one who defends Christianity, or the character

and proceedings of its professors. (Cowper:
Expostulation.)

a-pdl 6 -gize, a-p81-6-gi'se, v.t. ft i. [Gr.

anoKoyi^onaj. (apologizomai) = to reckon up, to

give an account.]

* L Transitive : To defend.

IL Intransitive : To make an acknowledg-
ment of a greater or smaller amount of error

(generally the latter), as a moderate atonement
for an injury done one. (It is sometimes fol-

lowed by for, and an obj. case.)

"To apologize especially for his insolent language to

Gardiner."—Fronde : But. Eng., vol. iii., oh. xvii., p. 70.

% Sometimes a person apologises for a deed
requiring far graver treatment
"... to apologiee for a judicial murder!"—Ma-

caulay : Hut. Eng., ch. xiv.

a-p6T-6-gi-zer, a-pdT-o-gi-ser, s. [Eng.

apologize, apologise ; -er.] One who defends a

person, a faith, an institution, Ac; an apolo-

gist.

" Hii apologueri labour to free him : laying the
fault of the errors fathered upon him unto the charge
of others."—Hanmer : View of Antiquity, p. 239.

ap -dl-dgue, s. [In Ger. apolog ; Fr. apologue

;

Sp., Port., & Ital. apologo ; Lat. apologus;

from Gr. airoXovos (apologos) = (1) a long story,

a tale ; (2) a fable, like jEsop's ; (3)an account

:

Gr. Atto (apo) = from, and Adyoc (logos) = . . .

discourse ; meaning that an apologue is a dis-

course drawn from (a fable).] A fable designed
to convey to, and impress upon, the mind some
moral truth. It resembles a parable, but
differs in this respect, that, whereas the event
narrated in the parable is within the limits

of probability, and might have happened, if

indeed it has not actually done so, the apo-

logue is bound by no such restraints ; it can
draw for its speakers and actors on the brute
creation, or even on inanimate nature. The
Erodigal son (Luke xv. 11—32) and the ewe
imb (2 Sam. xii. 1—14) are properly parables ;

whilst the story of the trees electing a king
(Judg. ix. 7—20) is an apologue.

" The Senate having decided in favour of a concilia-

tory course, sent Menenius Agrippa as their envoy to

the seceders, who addresses to them the celebrated
apologue of the Belly and the Limbs."—Lewi* : Early
Rom, Hut., ch. xii., pt. i., J 16.

t ap'-ol-o-guer, * ap 61 o ger, *. [Eng.

apologue ; -er. ] One who utters apologues.
"A mouse, saith an apologerJapologueri waa brought

up in a chest, there fed with fragments of bread and
cheese."—Burton : Anat. qf Mel., p. 669.

*' Why may not a sober apologer [apologuer] be per-

mitted, who brings his burthen to cool the conflagra-

tions of fiery wits?"— Waterhou*: Apology for learn-
ing, Ac. (1663), p. 258.

t a-p6T-o~gy, * a-p6T-&-gie, * [in **•
*
apologie; Sp., Port., Ital., ft Lat. apologia;

Gr. a.Tro\oyia (apologia) = a defence, a speech

in defence ; eWd (apo) = from, and \6yos (logos)

= a word, language, . . . discourse ; Aeyw
(lego) = ... to speak.]

t L, The act of making a defence against an

accusation ; vindication, without its being
implied that in this there is anything hollow

or unsatisfactory ; also the defence made.

•Jf Used specially of the defence of Chris-

tianity and its professors, against opponents
and calumniators, made by several of the early

Fathers. Thus, Justin Martyr wrote two
** Apologies "—one about A. D. 150, and the

other after 160; Athenagoras one in 177, and
Tertullian in 198 ; as did Melito, Quadratus,
Miltiades, Aristides, and Tatian in the same
r-entury. Many works of a similar character

were subsequently published, though not
always, or even generally, under the same
title. Various modern writers have used the

term Apology in the old sense : thus, Bishop
Richard Watson was author of an " Apology
for Christianity," and an "Apology for the
Bible." So also the department of theology
once generally termed " Evidences of Chris-

tianity " is now technically denominated Apo-
logetics (q.v.).

" We have, among other works of his [Justin Mar-
tyr's], two Apologie* for the Christians."—Motheim-.
Church Ei*t., Cent, i., pt. ii., ch. ii., f 6.

2. An admission of a fault ;
generally one

of no great magnitude, for which this slight

humiliation is held sufficient to atone. Some-
times it is so small that the apology for it

approaches a full vindication, and sometimes,
as in cases of libel, so grave that, even when
the apology is accepted, the whole expenses
of the trial-at-law are cast on the person who
acknowledges himself to have erred.

% Crabb considers that "there is always
some imperfection, supposed or real, which
gives rise to an apology ;

" that "a defence pre-

supposes a consciousness of innocence more
or less ;" that " a justification is founded on
the conviction not only of entire innocence,

out of strict propriety;" that "exculpation

rests on the conviction of innocence with
regard to the fact." " Excuse and plea are not
grounded on any idea of innocence ; they are

rather appeals for favour resting on some
collateral circumstance which serves to ex-

tenuate : a plea is frequently an idle or un-

founded excuse, a frivolous attempt to lessen

displeasure." He adds that "Excuse and plea,

which are mostly employed in an unfavourable
sense, are to apology, defence, and exculpation,

as the means to an end ; an apology is lame
when, instead of an honest confession of an
unintentional error, an idle attempt is made
at jtistification ; a defence is poor when it does
not contain sufficient to invalidate the charge

;

a justification is nugatory when it applies to

conduct altogether wrong ; an excuse or a pica

is frivolous or idle, which turns upon some
falsehood, misrepresentation, or irrelevant

point." (Crabb : Eng. Synonyms.)

ap-o-me-com'-e-ter, *. [Apomecometry.]
An instrument for measuring objects at a
distance.

a^>-&-me-com'-et--ryf s. [Gr. an6 (apo) =
from

;
ftijicoc. (mekos) = length, and fierpew

(metreo) = to measure ; fteVpw (metron) = a
measure.] The measuring or measurement of

objects at a distance. (Dyche.)

ap 6-mor-phine, s. [Gr. ami (apo) = from,
and Eng. morphine (q.v.).]

Chew,. : CiyH^NOa- An organic base ob-

tained by heating morphine or codeine in a
sealed tube to 150°, with excess of HC1. Apo-
morphine is soluble in alcohol and ether, and
is precipitated by caustic potash and am-
monia. It gives a dark-violet liquid with
FaCLj. It is an emetic, in small doses.

* apone, prep. [Upon.]

ap 6 ne cro sis, s. [Gr. airov(Kpo><ris (apo-

nckrosis) = a becoming quite dead ; a7roee»cpda>

(aponekroo) ~ to kill utterly, especially by
cold : auro (apo) = from, and reiepdw (nekroo)

= to kill ; vexpos (nekros), s. = a dead body,

adj. =dead.l
Med. : Complete death.

ap 6 neur 6g ra phy, s. [Gr. anovtvp<>t<ris

(aponeurosis), and Ypcuf»j (graphe) = a delinea-

tion, . . . a description.] [Aponeurosis.]

Med. : The department of medical science

which treats of aponeurosis.

ap-6-neur-d'-8i8,ap-&-neu'r-6-s^',8. [In

Fr. & Port. aponivrose ; Gr. airovevpto<rtc (apo-

neurosis) = the end of muscle, where it be-

comes tendon (Galen) ; airovevpota (aponeuroo)
— to change into a tendon : aim (apo) = from,

and vevpoo* (neuroo) = to strain the sinews

;

vwpov (neuron) = a sinew, a tendon.] The
expansion of a tendon into a membrane,
lamina, or fascia. Aponeuroses occur in con-

nection with the voluntary muscles.

"... attached by their extremities, through the
medium of tendon, aponeurosit, or some form of the
fibrous tissue."—Todd * Bowman: Physiol. Anat.,
vol. i., p. ISO.

ap-O-neiir-dt'-IC, «. [In Fr. aponevrotiqtic ;

Port, aponeurotico.] [Aponeurosis.] Per-
taining to aponeurosis.

"Aponeurotic tendouous expansions."

—

Todd t Erne-

man: Phyiiol. Anat., i. 71.

ap-6-neiir-6t'-6m-^, s. [Gr. (l) in-d (apo)

= from ; (2) ceuoord/Aos (neurotonws) m cutting

sinews ; i/evpoTo^ew (neurotomeo) — to cut the
sinews ; vevpov (neuron) = a sinew, and rewi'tu

(temno) = to cut.] The dissection of an apo-
neurosis (q. v. ).

ap-on-6-ge -ton, s. [In Fr. aponoget. An
incomplete anagram of the word Potomageton
(q.v.).] A plant belonging to the order Naia-

daceae, or Naiads. The species are aquatics,

ornamental in an aquarium. In India the
tuberous roots of A. monostachyon, or simple-
spiked Aponogeton, are eaten by the natives
like potatoes.

ap-6 pemp -tic, a. & s. [Gr. a.Tr6irep.iTTos

apopemptos) = sent forth, dismissed ; an-oTre'/iTrw

(apopempo) = to send off, to dismiss : a-rro

(apo) = from, and *«>«•&> (pempo) = to send. ]

A, As adjective

:

Classic Poetry : Pertaining to a hymn ad-

dressed to a stranger on his departure from a
place to his own country, or to the gods when
they were fabled to be about to return to their

habitation.

B. As substantive: A hymn used on such
occasions.

a- poph -a-sis, s. [In Fr. apophase ; Gr. dird-

d>oo-ts (apophasis) = a denial, a negation ; ami-

^>ilfj.L (apoiihemi) = (1) to speak out plainly

;

(2) to say no, to deny : cWd (apo)= from, and
<£tjjlu (phemi) = to declare. ]

Rhet. : A figure by which a speaker formally

declines .to take notice of a point, with the

Srobable effect of making the imagination of

is audience so to work on what he has
ostentatiously declined to bring forward, as to

cause them to be more affected by it than if

he had spoken out plainly.

ap 6 phleg-mat -Ic, a. k s. [Gr. aird (apo)

= from, and 0Ary(*a (phlegma) = (1) flame, (2)

inflammation, (3) phlegm ; from d>Aryu> (phlegb)

= to burn. ]

A. As adjective : Designed to expel phlegm
by the nostrils.

B. As substantive : A medicine designed or

fitted to cause the flow of serous or mucous
humour from the nostrils. Some stimulatives

have this effect. (Johnson.)

ap-o-phleg'-ma-tiyni, s. [In Ger. apo-

phlegmatismos ; Gr. ano4>keyixaTio'p.6<; (o >

matismos); kiro^Xfyp.ari^ot (apophlcgmxitizo) =
to purge away phlegm : cWd (apo) = from, and
djAeyjua (phlegma) = a flame, inflammation,

phlegm.] A medicine specially designed to

expel phlegm from the blood.

"... and so it is in apophlegmatmns and gar-

garisms, that draw the rheum down by the palate."—
Bacon : Ifat. Eitt., Cent. L, s 88.

ap 6 phleg -ma-tiz-ant, s. [Gr. airo^Aey-

u.ari£u> (apo]>hlegmatizo) = to expel phlegm.]
An apophlegmatic (q.v.). (Quincy.)

ap 6 phthegm, ap 6 thcgm (ph and g

silent), s. [In Ger. apophthegma ; Fr. apo-

phthegme; Sp. apotegma; Port, apophthegma,

apothegma ; Ital. apotegma ; Gr. oirddt6€7(j.ft

(apophthegma), iirod>0<rvyo^<u (apophthengomai)
= to speak one's opinion plainly, to utter an
apophthegm : ami (apo) = from, and 4t6eyyou,at

(phthengomai) = to utter a sound, to speak

out. Or Gr. And (apo) = from, and ^>Biyy.a.

(phthegma) = a voice, from 4>6eyyou.at (phthen-

gomax)."] A terse pointed saying ; a nuixim

expressed in few but weighty words ; a brief

pithy remark uttered by a distinguished cha-

racter, or on a notable occasion.

"So again in his book. Apophthegm*, which he col-

lected, we see that he esteemed it more honour to

makehimself but a pair of tables, to take the wise and
pithy words of others, than to have every word of hU
own to be made an apophthegm, or an oracle, as vain

princes, by custom oi flattery, pretend to do. "-—Bacon :

Adv. of Learning, bk. i

.

ap 6 phthcg mat Ic, ap-S-theg-mat -

Ic, ap-S-phtheg-mat-Ic-al, ap-&-
theg-mat -ic-al (ph & g silent), a. [Gr.

ano<t>8eyti.aTLK6<; (apophthegmatikos).] Senten-

tious.

fate, flit, rare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, ciib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe - e. ey=a. qu = kw.
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ap 6 phtheg ma tist, ap-6-theg ma
tlst, S. [Gr. dn-b^tyfxaTo? (ap0phth$ffmato8),
gfiiit. of a7To<l>0tyfj.ai (apophthegma), and Eng.
suff. -ist.) One wlio collects or composes
apophthegms.

ap-6 phtheg-ma-ti ze (ph silent), ap-6-
thcg ma-ti'zc, v.i. [Formed like Apo-
FHTHEGMATIST (q.V.), but With Ellg. SUffiX

•ize ~ to make.] To utter apophthegms.

ap-oph -y-ge, ftp-oph'-y-gy, s. [In Ital.

apofigi ; Lat. apophyges ; Gr. airo4>vyy (apo-

phuge) = (1) an escape or place of refuge ; (2)

Arch, (see def.); ajrod»eiryw (apopheugo) = to

flee from : avo (apo)= from, and dWiryw (pheugo)
= to flee. Or ami (apo) = from, and <pvyv
{phuge) = flight, escape.]

Arch.; The small curve at the top of a column
by which its shaft joins its capital It in

sometimes called the
springofthecolumn. v^-Sfl
Originally it was
the ring which
bound the extremi-
ties of wooden
pillars to keep them
from splitting, imi-

tated in stone-work.
The same name is

given to the corre-

sponding concavity
connecting the bot-

tom of a pillar with
the fillet at its base.

Apophyge
sup,Lf-*~^*—-J

J . i-Ayophyge

APOPHVGE.

" Apophyge in architecture is that part of a column
where it seems to fly out of its base, like the process of

and begins to shoot upwards."- Jeg.

tilouog. Nova, 2nd ed.

ap-6ph-yl-llte, s. [In Ger. apophyllit; Gr.

(1) ami (apo) = from ; (2) dwAAop (phullon) = a
leaf; and (3) suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.). Apophy-
lite was so called by Haiiy from the tendency
to exfoliate.] A tetragonal mineral, called
also Ichthyophthalmite, classed by Dana as
the type of an Apophyllite group of Unisili-

cates. The hardness is 4'5 to 5 ; the sp. gr.

2*3 to 2'4
; the lustre of the face of the crystal

terminating the low prism, pearly ; that of
the sides, vitreous. Colour : white or grayish ;

occasionally with greenish, yellowish, rose-red,

or flesh-red tint. It is generally transparent
;

is brittle, and has feeble double refraction.

It is a " hydrated calceo-potassic silicate ;" its

composition being— silica, 51*60 to 52*69;
lime, 2471 to 25*86; potassa, 475 to 5*75;
water, 15*73 to 1673; and fluorine, 1573 to
16*67. It occurs chiefly in amygdaloid, though
occasionally in granite and gneiss. It is found
at Ratho, near Edinburgh, and in Fife, Dum-
barton, and Inverness-shires. It occurs also
on the continent of Europe ; near Poonah and
Ahmeduuggur, in India ; in Siberia ; in Nova
Scotia, and other localities in America ; in
Australia, and elsewhere. Dana subdivides
It into Ordinary (1) Oxhaverite

; (2) Tesselite
;

(3) Leucocyclite ; and places with it also Xylo-
chlore.

a-poph y-sls, f a-poph'-jr-sy, s. [Gr.

iiro^uo-ic (apophusis) = an offshoot ; air64>vi»

(apophuS) = to put forth as an offshoot, (pas-
sive) to grow : airo (apo) = from, and ijtvu

(phuo) = to bring forth. ]

1. Anat. : The process of a bone.
" Processes of bone have usually their own centres of

ossification, and are termed epiphyses until they are
nnaUy joined to the main part, after which they
receive the name of apophyset."— Todd A Bowman:
Phytiol. Anat., i. 116.

2. Bot. : A sporangium in mosses, which
is regularly lengthened. It occurs in most
species of the genus Splachnum. (IAndley:
Introd. to Bot.)

3. Arch. : The same as Apophyge (q.v.).

ap 6-plan e sis, s. [Gr. awoir\avy)<ris (apo-

planesU), see def. ; airoirKavaut (apoplanao) =
to make to digress. Or airo (apo) = from, and
wkatrrjais (planesis) = a making to wander

;

nAavdui (planao), rut. TrAavTJcru (planeso) = to
make to wander ; irXavi\ (plane) — a wander-
ing.]

Rhet. : A digression.

ap 6 plec tic, * ap 6 plec -tick, a. & s.

[In Fr. apoplectique ; Sp., Port, & Ital. apo-
pletico ; Lat. apoplecticus ; Gr. airoirhijKTtKo^

(apopUktikos).']

A. As adjective : Relating to apoplexy.
"Soon after ha had risen from table, an apoplectic

stroke deprived him of speech and sensation."—Macau-
lay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xvii.

B. As substantive : A person afflicted with
apoplexy.

" Rasis, the Arabick physician, hath left it written
as I have it from Quistorpius, that it was ordained by
a law, that no apoplectickt, who foamed about the
mouth, should be buried till after seventy-two hours."
—KnatchbuU: Tr., p. 77.

* ap-d-plec'-tXc-al, a. [Eng. apoplectic ; -al. ]

The same as Apoplectic, adj. (q.v.).

" In an apoplectical case he found extravasated
blood making way from the ventricles of the brain."
—Derham.

ap -o plexed, a. [Old Eng. apoplcx (Apo-
plexy) ; -ed.\ Affected with apoplexy.

"... But. sure, that sense
Is apoplex'd ; for madness would not err."

Shakesp. ; Hamlet, lii. 4.

ap' 6 plcx y, * ap -6 plcx ie, * ap'-4-
plex, 5. [In Fr. apoplexie; Sp. apoplegia;
TtaL apoplessia ; Ger. , Port., & Lat apoplexia ;

Gr. airon-Aijfia (apoplexia) = (1) a being dis-

abled in mind, stupor ; (2) the bodily disease
described below ; from awonknicToe (apopWctos),
airon\ri<r<ru} (apoplesso) = to disable in body
or mind. Or airo (apo) = from, and «-Atj£is

(plexis) = a stroke, a blow ; jtAjjoww (plesso) —
to strike, to smite.]

1. Med. : A serious malady, coming on so
suddenly and so violently that anciently any
one affected by it was said to be attonitus

(thunder-struck), or sideratus (planet-struck).

When a stroke of apoplexy takes place, there
is a loss of sensation, voluntary motion, and
intellect or thought, whilst respiration and
the action of the heart and general vascular
system still continue. The disease now de-

scribed is properly called cerebral apoplexy,
the cerebrum or brain being the part chiefly

affected. Another malady has been called
not very happily Pulmonary Apoplexy. It is

the Pneumo-hemorrhagia of Andral, and con-
sists of an effusion of blood into the paren-
chymatous substance of the lung, like that
into the substance of the brain in cerebral
apoplexy.
" /'. Humph. This apoplex will, certain, be his end."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 4.

2. Fig. : Anything that dulls the senses and
paralyses action in the frame.

"Peace is a very apoplexy, lethargy, mulled, deaf,
ileepy, insensible. —Shakeitp. : Coriolanui, iv. 5.

ap 6 pnix'-is (p often silent), s. [From Gr.
aironviyio (apopnigo) = to choke. Or in-6

(apo), intens., and ttvl£is (pnixis) = strangling,
smothering ; irvlyw (pnigo) = to choke. ]

Med. : Suffocation.

ap or c tin, s. [Possibly Airo (apo) = from,
and py}TLvn (rhetine) — resin gum.] A resin
obtained by chemical process from extract of
rhubarb.

apor i a, fi,p'-<>-ry, s. [Lat. aporia ; Gr.

a-rropia. (aporia) — being "without passage,"
involved in difficulty ; an-opo? (aporos) — with-
out passage, difficult : a, priv., and wopos
(poros) — means of passing, ... a pathway. ]

1. Rhet. : Perplexity, real or affected, on the
part of a speaker as to what to choose from
the great abundance of matter lying ready to
his hand. Specially perplexity where to begin,
where to end, what to say, and what, though
well worthy of being stated, to pass by. Aporia
is used also for the real or affected perplexity
felt by a speaker in coming to a decision on
points of difficulty in connection with which
there are various ways open to choose. The
following sentence, quoted from Cicero in

Smith's Rhetorick, is an excellent example of
an aporia:—"Thus Cicero says, Whether he
took them from his fellows more impudently,
gave them to a harlot more lasciviously, re-

moved them from the Roman people more
wickedly, or altered them mora presump-
tuously, I cannot well declare." (Smith's
Rhetorick.)

2. Med. : Restlessness ; uneasiness occa-
sioned by obstructed perspiration, or any
stoppage of the natural secretions. (Parr.)

* a por 6 bran -chi-ans, s. pi [Gr. a,

priv., n-opoc ( poros)= a pore, and ppdyxtov
(branchion) = (1) a fin, (2) a gill.]

Zool. : Latreille*s name for an order of
Arachnida (Spiders), characterised by the
absence of respiratory pores (Btigmata) on the
body.

t ap'-cWfcn, t ap'-ii-rime, s. [Aporia.] A
problem difficult of solution. (Webster, <&c.)

U The Glossog. Nov. has the form aporime.

ap-or-rha -is, s. [Gr. oiroppoic (aporrhais)

= a shell ; awopptut (aporrheo) = to flow from :

utto (apo)= from, and pew (rheo) = to How.]
Spout-shells. A genus of gasteropodous mol-
luscs belonging to the family Cerithiadae.
The A. pes pelicani is found in Britain. Its
expanded outer lip gives it a peculiar appear-
ance. In 1875, Tate estimated the recent
species of Aporrhais at four, and the fossil

ones doubtfully at above two hundred, the
latter ranging from the Lias to the Chalk.

* ap-or-rhce'-a, s. [Gr. awoppota (aporrhova),

airoppori (aporrhoe)= (1) a flowing off, a stream
;

(2) an emanation ; diroppe'oi (aporrheo) = to
flow from : iird (apo) = from, and pc'w (rheo)=
to flow.] An emanation ; an effluvium.

" The reason of this he endeavours to make out by
atomical apporrXmat ; which, passing from the cruen-
tate weapon to the wound, and being incorporated
with the particles of the salve, carry them to the
affected part"—Qlanville; ScepiU.

* a port, "a-pdrte, s. [Fr. apporter = to

carry.] Deportment, carriage. (Scotch.)
" By virtuous aporte, fair having
Kesembyl he couth a mychty kyng."

Wyntown, ix. 36, 75. {Jamiaon.)

* ap 6-sep -I-din, *. [Gr. an-6 (apo) = from,
and orrireowe (sepedon) = rottenness, decay ;

otjjto) (sepo) = to make rotten. ]

Chem. : A crystallised substance obtained
from impure cheese. It is impure leucine
(q.v.). (Watts.)

ap-<5-si-<5-pe'-8is, * fip-d-ai-ttp'-e-sy, s.

[Lat. aposiopesis ; Gr. oiroo-iwmj<rt« (aposiopesis)

= (1) a becoming silent ; (2) see def. ; on-o-

o-tutnaat (aposiopaS) — to be silent after speak-
ing : airo (apo) = from, and o-tutiraia (siopao)—
to be silent or still. Or airo (apo) = from,
and o-iwinpris (siopesti)m silence ; from triuirwu

(siopao).']

Rhet. ; A term used to describe the reticence
which a speaker occasionally employs from
delicacy of feeling, from forbearance, from the
fear of consequences, if he give utterance to
all that he thinks, from being overcome by
emotion, or when he designs, by pretending to
pass over something*, really to call attention
to it more forcibly than if he had treated of it

formally. From one of these causes a speaker
will occasionally omit part of a sentence, as
our Saviour, under the influence of emotion,
does in Luke xix. 42.

avoti
.

ief or strong emotion."

—

Bloomjield :

such avotiopeses being frequent in language
grief or stroug etnoC

Greek Teat.' Note on Luke xix. 42.

dictated by

ap-<>-sit'-i'-af ap-<5s'-it-y, s. [Gr. aTroo-m'a

(apositia) = distaste for food ; air6o~iros (aposi-

tos) = having eaten nothing, without appetite :

airo (apo) = from ; o-tros (sitos) — wheat corn
grain, . . . bread.] A loathing of food.

T[ Apositia is in Parr, and aposity in
Glossogr. Nov., 2nd ed.

t ap-d-8lt'-lc,a. [Gr. an-oa-initdc (apositikos) :

airo (apo) = away from, o-iros (sitos) ss wheat,
. . . food.]

Med. : Taking away or diminishing the
appetite for food.

ap 6 spas ma, ap 6 spasm, [Gr.

aTrdoirao-fAa (apospasma) — that which is torn
off ; oTToo-jraci) (apospao) = to tear or drag
away : airo (apo) = from, and airaui (spao) = to

draw out, ... to tear.] The separation of

one part from another; a violent irregular

fracture of a tendon, a ligament, &c.

TJ Parr has the form apospasma, and the
Glossogr. Nov. , 2nd ed. , apospasm.

a pos' ta cy, 5. [Apostasy.]

ap-6-stas -i-a, s. [Gr. a7roo-rao*i? (apostasis)

s a standing away from.] [Apostasy.]

Botany : A genus of Orchids, the type of the
Apostasiads (q.v.). The anthers are distinct

from each other, and the style is quite free

from the stamina, whereas in ordinary orchids

these are combined. There are two species

found in the East Indies.

ap 6 stas I a cc fie (Bot. Latin), ap-6-
stas-I-ads, s. pi. [Apostasia.]

Botany: An order of Endogenous plants

belonging to the Orchidal Alliance. They
differ from Orchidacese proper in having a
three-celled fruit, with loculicidal dehiscence,

and in the style being altogether free from
the stamina for the greater part of its length.

°6il. boy; p«$ut, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t
-tion, -sion = shim ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tlous, sious, -ceous, -clous = shus. -ble, -die. &c. = bel, del. qn = kw.
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They occur in damp woods in the hotter parts
of India In 1847, Lindley estimated the
known species at five.

a-pos -ta-sls, s. [Gr. aTr6(7Taa-is (apostasis) —
a standing away from.]

* Old Medicine:

X, A suppurative inflammation, throwing oft

the peccant humours left by fever or other
diseases.

2. Transition from one disease to another.

a-pos ta-sy, t a-pos ta cy, * a-pos -ta

sie, s. [In Ger. & Fr. apostasie; Sp., Port.,

Ital., & Lat. apottasia; Gr. aTroaratria (apos-

tasia), a later form for aimrrasrt^ (apostasis)

= a standing away from—hence, defection,

revolt ; atjx'arnu,). (aphistemi) — to put away
(in passive, to stand away) : air6 (apo)= from,
and ioTT|/j.i (histem-i) — to make to stand. Or
otto (apo) — from, and oracis (stasis) = a
placing, setting ; from iottuu (histemi).]

A. Ord. Lang. ; A defection from real or
imagined allegiance. Specially—

1. Direct rebellion against God or His au-
thority.

" The affable archangel had forewarn'*!
Adam, by dire example, to beware
AfMttaty, by what befell in heaven
To those apostates. "—Milton : P. L., bk. vli.

2. The abandonment of a religious faith

which one has previously held, or a church
with which one has been previously con-
nected.

" The canon law defines apostasy to be a wilful de-
parture from that state of faith which any person has
professed himself to hold in the Christian church."

—

Ayliffe : Parergon.

3. The abandonment of a political party
with which one has hitherto acted.

"The Lord Advocate was that Jamas Stewart who
had been so often a Whig and so often a Jacobite that
It is difficult to keep an account of his apostasiet."—
Macaulay. I/itt. Eng., chap. xxiL

B. Technically:

* Med. : It is sometimes nsed as the render-
ing of the Greek term apostasis (q.v.).

a-pos' tate, * ap-o-sta -ta, s. & a. [In

Ger. & Fr. apostat; Sp., Port", ItaL, & Lat.
apostata. Gr. oWwrrovnj? (apostates) = (1) a
runaway slave, a deserter, a rebel

; (2) see
below ; anoo-TaTcw (apostate*?)= to stand aloof.]

[Apostatize. ]

A. As substantive

:

L A rebel against the Divine authority

;

one who has cast off the allegiance which he
owes to God.

" High in the midst, exalted as a god.
The apostate in his sun-bright chariot sat.

-

Milton: /».,£., bk. vt.

2. One who abandons the religion which he
has previously professed, or the church with
which he has before been connected. In the
Church of Rome one is also deemed an
apostate who, without a legal dispensation,

quits a religious order which he has entered.
" And whoso passed that point
Was apottata in the ordre."

Piers Plowman, 667-8. ( Trench.)

"The character of Apottata has injured the reputa-
tion of Julian."—Gibbon : Dec!, and Fall, ch. xxiii.

3. One who similarly abandons his political

creed or party.

"If a name he found where it ought not to be, the
apostate is certain to be reminded in sharp language
of the promises which he has broken and of the pro-
fessions which he has belied."—Maca ulay : Hist. Eng.,
chap. xt.

B. As adjective : Rebel ; rebellious. One
who has cast off the allegiance which he owes
to God, or has abandoned a faith formerly
held, or a church, or a political party to which
he previously adhered.

" So spake the apostate angel, . . .*

Milton: P. L., bk.1.

* a-pos'-tate, v.i. [From the substantive. In

Sp. & Port, apostatar ; Ital. apostatare.] To
apostatise.

" Perhaps some of these apostating stars have,
though themselves true, let their miscarriage make
se heedful."—lip. Ball; Oceat. Med it. (Richardson.)

ap-os-tat -leal, a. [Lat. apostaticus ; Gr.

affooraTtKos (apostatikos). ] Pertaining or re-

lating to an apostate.

"To wear turbants is an apottatical conformity."—
Sandys,

a-pos-ta-ti'ze, a-pos-ta-ti se, t> rEng.

apostate; -ize. In Fr. apostasier ; Fr., Sp., A
Port, apostatar ; Lat. apostato (Cyprian) ; Gr.
atnxrrarcu (apostated) — to stand aloof from,
... to fall off from : owo (apo) = from, and

um»Ai (histemi) = to make to stand. Or cWd
(apo) = from, and vrarC^ut (statizo), poet, for
ioTu/Ai (histemi).']

1. To rebel against God. [Apostate, s.k a.]

2. To abandon a faith which one has pre-
viously held, or desert a church with which
one has been formerly connected.

"Another had not indeed yet apostatised, but was
nearly related to an apostate."—Macaulay ; Mist.
£ng., chap. ix.

3. Similarly to abandon a political faith
which one has held, or desert a political party
with which one has acted.

a pos-ta-ti zing, a pos-ta-ti -sing, pr.

par, [Apostatize. ]

apos-tax -is, s. [Gr. an-do-To^is (apostaxis)
= droppings ; atroo-rd^ta (apostazo), fut. airotr-

rafw (apostaxo) = to let fall drop by drop :

iwo (apo) = from, and trrd^u (stazo) = to let

fall drop by drop. Or diro (apo), and oralis
(staxis) m a dropping ; from o-rd£w (stazo).']

Med. : The fall of any fluid drop by drop, as
blood from the nose. (Parr.)

* a-poV-tel, 5. [Apostle.]

* ap -o-stem, * ap'-o-ateme, * dp'-S-
Stumc, s. [In Fr. aposteme ; Sp., Port, Ital.,

& Lat. apostema; Gr. iirdarnu-a (apostema) =
(1) distance, interval, (2) an abscess ; ajtltr-

ttjum (aphistemi) — to put away from, to re-

move : avo (apo) = from, and «mn« (histemi)

m to make to stand.]

Med. : A large deep-seated abscess ; a swell-

ing filled with purulent matter.

"How an apostume in the mesentery breaking,
causes a consumption in the parts, is apparent."

—

Barney.

"With equal propriety we may affirm that ulcers of
the lungs, or apostemes of the brain, do happen only
in the left side. —Browns : Vulgar Errours.

" A joyful casual violence may break
A dangerous apostem in thy breast."*

Donne l Progr. o/ Soul, IL 47*.

% Now corrupted into Impostcme (q.v.).

a-pos -tern-ate, apostume, v.i. [Eng.

aamtem; -ate.} To become an apostem or
abscess. (Wiseman : Surgery.)

a pos -tern-ate, s. [Apostemate, v.] An
" abscess. (The Widow, iv. 2.)

a pos-tem a Won, s. [Eng. apostem; -ation.]

The process of forming an apostem or abscess

;

the gathering of matter in a purulent tumour.

"Nothing can be more admirable than the many
ways nature hath provided for preventing or curing of

fevers; as vomitings, apostemattons, salivations, &c.

'

—Grew.

a-pos -temed, a. [Apostem, *.] Corrupted.
" (Gentleman Instructed, 252.)

dp-OS-tem -a-toUS, a. [Gr. an-oaT</i,aroc

(apostematos), genit. of airicrrjua (apostema),

and suff. -a us.] Pertaining to an abscess or
apostem ; resembling an abscess. [Apostem.]

a p5s-t6r-i-6'r-i, used as a. & adv. [From
Lat. a = from, and posteriori, ablative of
posterior

t
com par. of yoaterus= following after,

next]
Logic (lit. m from that which is after) : An

argument which reasons backward from effects

to causes, from observed facts to the law of

nature which explains them, or in some
similar way. If one infer, from marks of

design in nature, that there must be a Designer,

the argument is one aposteriori. It is op]>osed

to the a priori argument, which more ambi-
tiously attempts to reason out new facts from
previously ascertained laws of nature, or from
abstract conceptions. Though this latter pro-

cess will sometimes brilliantly anticipate dis-

covery, yet it is liable to lead one astray ; and
the immense advance made during the last

two centuries by physical science has arisen

mainly from its resolute adherence to the
& posteriori method of reasoning. [A Priori,
Deduction, Induction.]

t a-piSs'-tll, t a-pos -tUl, s. [Fr. apostille =
(1) a postscript, (2) a recommendation ; Sp. &
Port. apostiUa.') A postscript (Webster.)

apostle (a-pdV-el), * a-pda'-tel, s. pn
Sw., Dan., Dut.,&Ger. apostel; Fr. apdtre; Sp.

apostol ; Port. &. Ital. apostolo ; Lat. apostolus ;

Gr. awoo-ToAos (apostolos) = (1) a messenger, an
ambassador, an envoy ; (2) an apostle ; (3) a

fleet ready for sea ; (4) a merchant vessel

;

airoTTc'AAu (aposteUS) = to send off or away :

ano (apo) = from, and <rr«Mu (stello)= (l) to

set or place, (2) to send,j

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The official designation of twelve or
(Paul included) of thirteen men, appointed by
Jesus as His messengers, deputies, envoys, or
ambassadors to the world. The Greek word
aTTooroAos (apostolos) occurs in a more genera]
sense in various passages of the New Testa-
ment : as in John xiii. 16, where it is rendered,
" he that is sent ;" and in Philipp. ii. 25, and
2 Cor. viii. 23, where it is translated " mes-
senger." In an ambiguous passage in Rom.
(xvi. 7) the English word apostle may possibly
be used in the same sense :

" Salute Androni-
cus and Junius my kinsmen, and my fellow-
prisoners, who are of note among the apostles.

"

Probably, however, the meaning is not " which
apostles are of note," but " who are highly re-

garded among or by the apostles." Of the
thirteen, twelve were designed specially for
the Jews, and the remaining one, the most
distinguished and successful of the whole, for
the Gentiles. The twelve seem to have had
but little cnlture in their early life ; but Paul
had the highest education which the age could
afford. Among the special qi.alifications of
an apostle, one was that he must have beeu
an eye and ear witness of the miracles and
teaching of Christ from the commencement to
the close of His ministry (John xv. 27 ; Acts i.

21, 22) ; or, at the very least, must have seen
Him once with the bodily eyes (1 Cor. ix. 1

;

xv. 8, 9). Another was, that he must have
been divinely called to the high office he was
to fill (Matt. x. 1—42 ; Mark i. 16—20 ; ii. 14 ;

iii. 14 ; Luke v. 27 ; vi. 13 ; Acts i. 24—26

;

1 Cor. i. 1 ; Gal. i. 1, Ac). The power of
working miracles, though not confined to the
apostles, also went far towards proving apos-
tleship (see 2 Cor. xii. 12, &c). The special
work of the apostles was to be "ambassadors
for Christ " (2 Cor. v. 20), and to teach [Gr.
fj.a&nr€vo-aT( (matheteusoUe) = make disciples
of] all nations, baptising theni in [Gr. ets (eis)

= into] the name of the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Ghost. With this commission a
promise was given them of the presence and
guidance of their Divine Master through all

succeeding time (Matt, xxviii. 19, 20).

"The apostel Ponle unto the Remavns writeth , . ."

—Chaucer ; The Tale o/ Melibeus.

"And when it was day, he called unto him his
disciples ; and of them he chose twelve, whom also he
named apostles."—Luke vi. u,

2. Fig. : By pre-eminence, Jesus Christ, as
sent forth on a divine mission by His Heavenly
Father.
"... consider the Apostle and High Priest of our

profession, Christ Jesus."—i7e&. iii. 1.

3. A missionary who has laboured with zeal
and success, like that of the old apostles, to
convert a kingdom to Christ

"On account of his vast labours In propagating
Chrlstianity among the Germans, Boniface has gained
the title of the Apostle of Germany."—Mosheim : Ch.
Bitt., Cent VIII.. pt i., ch. L, { 4.

If Similarly John Elliot has been called the
" Apostle of the Indians ;" Judson, " the
Apostle of Burmah;" Father Mathew, *'the
Apostle of Temperance," &,c.

4. Sarcastically ; A preacher or pastor unfit
for his office.

" From such apostlei, O ye mitred heads.
Preserve the church I and lay not careless Lauds
On skulls that cannot teach and will not k-ani."

Cowper . Task, bk. iL

B. Technically:

1. Church History

:

(a) [Apobtoli.]

(b) In the "Catholic Apostolic," or Irvingite
Church : The highest of the four ecclesiastical
grades, the others being Prophets, Evangelists,
and Pastors. The "Apostles" ordain by the
imposition of hands, interpret mysteries, and
exercise discipline. [Catholic]

2. Law : The rendering sometimes given ol
the Latin word Apostolce = letters of dismis-
sion given to an appellant. They state his

case, and declare that the record will be trans-
mitted. (The term is used chiefly in Civil and
Admiralty law.) (Wharton, Ac.)

Apostles' Creed. The well-known creed
beginning, "I believe in God, the Father Al-
mighty," and ending with the words "the
life everlasting. Amen." For many centuries
it was attributed to the Apostles, but histori-

cal criticism has shown that it arose some
time after their age, and probably not all at

one period. It is found in its present form in

the works of Ambrose, Bishop of Milan, from
374 to 397. [Creed.]

apostles' coats* Coats worn by per-

formers at the miracle plays of the Middle
Ages. (Lee: Gloss.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, oe - e ; ft - c. qu liw.
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apostle spoons. Spoons of gilded silver,

the handle ot each ending in the figure of an

APOSTLE SPOONS,

Apostle. They were the usual present of
sponsors at baptisms. (Nares.)

" And all this for the hope of two apottle tpoont, to
suffer : and a cup to eat a caudle in I for that will be
thy legacy."—B. Jonton : Bartholomew Fair. i. 3.

(See also Shakesp. : Henry VIII., v. 2.)

apostleship (a pos -el ship), s. [Eng.

apostle; suffix -ship. In Dut. apostelshap.]

The office or dignity of an apostle.
" That he may take part of this ministry and apottle-

thip. from which Judas by trail agression fell, . .
."

— Actti. -lb.

a-poV-tol-ate, s. [In Fr. apostolat; Sp. &
Port, apostolado ; Ital. apostolato; Lat. aposto-

lotus = the office of an apostle.]

1. The office or dignity of an apostle.

"Himself [St. Paul] and his brethren in the apot-
tolate,"—EtlUngbeck : Serm., p. 118.

2. The office or dignity of the Pope, or, more
rarely, of an ordinary bishop.

A-p6V-t6l-it s. pi [Lat.= Eng. apostles]

Church Hist. : An ascetic sect founded by
Gerhard Sagarelli, of Parma, who was after-

wards burnt in that city in the year 1300.

They were opposed to the possession of pro-

perty, and to marriage, but were attended by
spiritual sisters. (Mosheim: Ch. Hist., Cent
xiii., pt. ii., ch. v., § 14.) [Apostolici.]

ftp 6s tol ic, * apos tol ick, * ap 6s
toT-Ique, a. &. s. [In Fr. apoetolique; Sp.,

Port., & Ital. apostolico; Lat apostolicus; Gr.
amxrroAiKos (apostolikos).']

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining or relating to the apostles
;

derived directly from the apostles ; agreeable
to the doctrine or practice of the apostles.

" He follow'd Paul : his zeal a kindred name,
His apottoMc charity the same."

—

Covper: Hope.

2. Pertaining or relating to the Papacy.
[See Apostolical.]

Catholic Apostolic Church ; The Irvingite
church. [Catholic]

His Apostolic Majesty; A title first conferred
by Pope Sylvester II. on Duke Stephen of
Hungary. It was acquired by the ruling
sovereign of Austria when Hungary became
subject to him, and is still used by the
Austrian emperor.

B. As substantive

:

Plural. Church Hist. [Apostolici.]

Apostolic Canons. Eighty-five eccle-

siastical laws, the compilation of which was
fraudulently attributed to Clement of Rome.
They were brought together subsequently to

his time, but give valuable information re-

garding the discipline of the Greek and other
Oriental churches in the second and third cen-
turies. (Mosheim ; Ch. Hist. , Cent. i.

,
pt. ii.

,

ch. ii, § 19.)

Apostolic Churches. Churches first

established by the apostles, specially those of
Borne, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem.
Afterwards the term obtained a less precise
meaning.

Apostolic Clerks. A religious associa-

tion founded by John Colombinus, a noble-
man of Siena, and abolished by Clement IX.
in 1068. (Mosheim; Ch. Hist., Cent, xiv.,

pt. ii., ch. ii., §35.)

Apostolic Constitutions. Certain
voluminous directions regarding ecclesiastical
discipline and worship ; also fraudulently
attributed to Clement, but which did not ob-
tain their final form till about the fourth cen-
tury. (Mosheim: Ch. Hist,, Cent. L, pt. ii.,

ch. ii., § 19.)

Apostolic Fathers. Those Christian
fathers or writers who lived so early that they
had opportunities of holding intercourse either
with the apostles or their immediate disciples.

They were Clement of Rome (Clemens Ro-

manus), Ignatius, Polycarp, Barnabas, and
Hernias. (Mosheim: Ch. Hist., Cent, i., pt
ii., ch. ii., §§20, 21.)

Apostolic party. A fanatical Roman
Catholic party which figured in the history
of Spain from 1819 till 1830, when it became
merged in the Carlists.

apostolic sees. Sees said to have been
founded by the Apostles ; specially Antfoeh,
Ephesus, and Rome. (Lee : Gloss.)

apostolic succession. The claim made
by most episcopally-ordained clergymen and
bishops that they constitute links in an un-
broken chain of similarly ordained persons,
the first of whom were set apart to their sacred
functions by the Apostles themselves. Those
who hold that view most tenaciously generally
combine with it the opinion that only clergy-
men who are in the line of this spiritual suc-
cession are entitled to the pastoral office in
the Christian Church, all others simply usurp-
ing the functions of the ministry.

apos-tol -ic-al, a. [Eng. apostolic; -aZ.]

The same as Apostolic, adj. (q.v.).

" They acknowledge not that the Church keeps any
thing as apostolical which is not found in the apostles'
writings, in what other records soever it be found. '

—
Booker.
" The Pope had been requested to give his apot'oHcal

sanction to an arrangement so important to the peace
of Europe."—Macautay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

ap-dVtoT-ic-al-ly; adv. [Eng. apostolical

;

-ly. ] After the manner of the apostles.
(Johnson.)

t ap-ds-tfil -ic-al-ness, s. [Eng. apostoli-

cal; -ness.] Apostolicity (q.v.). (Johnson.)

Xp-ds-tdT-i-ei, Ap-os-toT-ics, *. pi.

[Lat Apostolici (pi.) ; Eng. Apostolics (pi.).]

Church Hist. : More tlian one ascetic sect
which arose in France in the twelfth century.
Their tenets were almost the same as those
afterwards held by Sigarelli. [Apostoli.] St.

Bernard contended against them strenuously.
(Mosheim: Ch. Hist., Cent, xii., pt. ii., ch. v.,

§15.)

t ap-8s-t8l'-X-cifm,s. [Eng. apostolic; -ism.]

Apostolicity (q.v.). (J. Morison.) (Reid.)

ap-fts-tol-ic'-I-ty, s. [Eng. apostolic; -ity.]

The quality of being apostolic (Faber.) (Wor-
cester.)

a pos tro-phe, * a pos' tro-phy,
* a-pds -tro-phus, s. [In Sw. apostrof;

Dan. apostroph; Sp. apostro/e ; Port, apostrophe

CRhet.S, apostrofo (Gram.) ; Ital. apostrof
(Rhet.), apostrofo (Gram.) ; Fr. & Lat apos-

trophe ; Gr. airooTDocpTi (apostrophe) = (1) a
turning away

; (2) Bliet., au apostrophe

;

airooTpxxffOf (apostrophos) — as adj., turned
away from ; as subst. , an apostrophe (in gram. )

;

aTroo~Tpe<pu> (apostrephb~) = to turn back : ano
(apo)— from, and <rrp«4>w (strepho) = to twist,

to turn. Or the rhetorical apostrophe may
be from airo (apo) and o~rpo</>i} (strophe) — a
turning ; orpexpo) (strepho) — to turn. ]

A. I'V the forms apostrophe and * apos-
trophy

:

Rhetoric: A figure of speech by which, ac-

cording to Quintilian, a speaker turns from
the rest of his audience to one person, and
addresses him singly. Now, however, the
signification is wider, and is made to include
cases in which an impassioned orator addresses
the absent, the dead, or even things inani-

mate, as if they were present and able to hear
and understand his words. When Jesus, in

the midst of an address to his apostles in
general, suddenly turned to Peter and said,

"Simon, Simon, behold, Satan hath desired
to have you, that he may sift you as wheat "

(Luke xxii. 24—37), the apostrophe was in the
Quintilian sense. The following are examples
of the same figure in the wider meaning :

—

(a) Living, but absent.
" Tis done—but yesterday a king.
And arm'd with kings to atrire—
And now thou art a nameless thing.
So abject, yet alive."

Byron ; Ode to Napoleon.

0) Dead.
" My mother, when I learn 'd that thou wast dead,
Say, wast thou conscious of the tears I shed?"

Cowper; On Receipt ofmy Mother'* Picture.

('•) Inanimate.
" Why leap ye, ye high hills!"—Pt. Ixviii. M.

B. In the forms apostrophe and * apostro*
phus :

1. Gram. : The substitution of a mark like
this (') for one or more letters omitted from
a word, as tho' for thovgh, 'Twas for It was,
king's for kinges. (See No. 2.)

2. The mark indicating such substitution,
especially in the case of the. posMStivs. The
old possessive singular was es, and the apos-
trophe stands for the omitted e. Thus Chaucer
has the " Knightes," the "Monkes," and the
" Clerkes " Tales, for what now would be
written the " Knight's," " Monk's," and
" Clerk's " Tales. The old spelling is preserved
in the word Wednesday = Wodenes day =
Wodeu's day. The name apostrophe is given
also to the mark in the possessive plural, aa
brethren's, assasHns'.

" Many laudable attempt* have been made by abbre-
viating words with apostrophe*, and by lopping poly-
syllables, leaving one or two words at most. '—Swift

.

If Two apostrophes (") are usually employed
to mark the ending of a quotation, the com-
mencement of the quotation being indicated
by inverted commas (") ; thus

—

The Mosaic narrative commences with a declaration
that "In the beginning God created the heaven and
the earth."—Buckland ; Geol., vol. 1., p. 20.

More rarely only one is used, thus

—

The note of interrogation must not be used after
indirect questions; as, 'he asked me who called.'—
Bain : Eng. Oram. (ed. 18*4), p. 203.

When there is a quotation within a quotation,
one apostrophe is generally employed, thus

—

" I say that the Word of God contained) whatsoever
things may fall into any part of man's life. For. a»
Solomon aaith in the second chapter of the Proverbs,
'My son. if thou receive my words,' 4c. 'then thou
shalt understand justice and Judgment, and equity,
and every good way.'"— T. C.. quoted in Note to
Hooker'* Ecclet. Pot. (ed. 1841), p. S32.

Apos troph ic, a. [Eng. apostrojihe ; -ic]

1. Pertaining to the rhetorical figure de-
nominated an apostrophe.

2. Pertaining to an apostrophe. (Used in,

grammar and in poetry in lieu of a letter or
letters omitted.) (Murray.)

apostrophize, v.t. & i. [Eng. apos-

tropli(e) ; ~ize. In Fr. apostropher ; Fort, apos-
trophar ; Ital. apostrofare. ]

A. Transitive

:

1. To address one or more persons after the
manner of a rhetorical apostrophe ; to turn
from an audience in general to a single person
in it; or to address the absent, the dead, or
things inanimate as if able to listen to one's
impassioned words.

"There is a peculiarity in Homer's manner of upot-
trophizing Eumieus, and speaking of him in the
second person ; it is generally applied only to men of
account."—Pope.

2. To omit a letter or letters from a word,
or mark that such an omission has taken place
by inserting an apostrophe. (Webster.)

B. Intransitive: To use the rhetorical figure

called apostrophe.

"... the learned world apostrophising at my
untimely decease, . . ."—Goldsmith : The Bee. No. iv.

a-poa trd -phi zed, a pos tro phi sed„
pa. par. & a. [Apostrophize.]

a pos trd -phi'z-ing, a pos tro phi s-

Ing, pr. par. [Apostrophize.]

* »-poV-tr£-ph& *. [Apostrophe. ]

* ap -6-stume, a. [Apostem.]

* a-pos'-tume, v.t. [Apostemate.]

Ap-6-tac-tites, s. pi [Lat. Apotactatm; Gr.

'Awotoxtoi (Apotaktoi) = specially appointed ;

afroraloww (apotasso) = to set apart : airo (apo)

= from, raa-o-u (tassd) = to arrange.]

Church History: An austere Christian sect

which arose in the second century. Believing

matter to be essentially evil, they renounced
marriage, fasted frequently, and used water

instead of wine in the Communion. Many
followed Tatian. They were called also En-
cratites (Abstainers) and Hydroparastatse

(Water-drinkers).

* a-poV-e'-car-jf, s. [Apothecary.]

ap 6-tel-es-mat -ic, a, [Or. airore\€trfia-

TtKQc (apotelesmatikos) = (I) of or for comple-

tion, (2) of or for astrology ;
aTroTf'Aeo>a

(apotelesma) = (1) that which is completed ;

(2) the influence of the stars on human
destiny ; inoreXeia (apotdefi) = to bring to an

boil, boy; poTU, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Ing.

-cian, tian -sha:i. tion, sion -shun; tion, -sion - zhua, -Uous, -sious, -clous = shus. -hie, -die, fcc. =bel, <iei.
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end i dwo (apo) = from, and teA«w (teleo) = to
bring about, to complete ; Te'A.os (telos) = the
fulfilment or accomplishment of anything]
Relative to astrology. (Gaussen.)

a~pdth'-«'-car-y\ * a-pot'-e-car-y; s. [in
Sw. apotekare ; Dan., Dut., & Ger. apotheker

;

Fr. apothicaire ; Sp. boticario. From Lat.
apotheca ; Gr. in-od^o? (apotheke) — a place
where anything is laid up, a shop, a store-

house, also what is stored therein ; from
anoriBnui (apotithemi) = to put away : ana
(apo) — from, and TiQnp\i (tithemi) = to put.
Or Gr. otto (apo) ne from, and Lat. theca, Gr.
(hjxyj (theke) = a case, box, chest, &c., to put
anything in ; from rifojpi ((i^emi).]

* 1. The keeper of a shop or warehouse.
* 2. The officer in charge of a magazine.
* 3. A general practitioner in medicine.

4. One who prepares and sells drugs.
" Ther was also a Doctour of Phisik,

• • • • •
Fi.il redy hadde he his apotecaries.
To sende hitn dragges, and his lectuaries."

Chaucer: The Prologue, 412, 427-8.

•*.
. . the common drugs with which every apothe-

cary in the smallest market town was provided . .
."

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., chap. xv.

% Apothecaries' Company : One of the Cor-

porations of the City of London. On the 9th

of April, 1606, the apothecaries of that locality

were incorporated, by James I., being united
with the grocers. In 1617, a new charter set

them free from this unnatural association.

Towards the end of the seventeenth century
many of the apothecaries began to practise as

medical men in addition to selling medicine—
an innovation, of course, stoutly resisted by
regular physicians ; and about a century later

they had themselves to stand on the defen-
sive against similar procedure on the part of
the recently arisen chemists and druggists.

Various Acts of Parliament subsequently in-

creased the power of the Apothecaries' Com-
pany, till in 1815 they obtained the formid-
able privilege of examining and licensing all

apothecaries and sellers of drugs throughout
England and Wales. With the important
exception of their antagonists, the chemists
and druggists, no medical man could now
make or dispense drugs without the licence of

the Apothecaries' Company. The Medical
Act of 1858 and the Pharmacy Act of 1868
gave increased privileges to apothecaries, the
latter one allowing them to charge both for

medicine and fur attendance. In America
there is no body strictly analogous to the
apothecaries of England.

Apothecaries' Hail : The building in London
where the Apothecaries' Company carry on
their business.

Apothecaries' weight : The system of weights
by which medical prescriptions are com-
pounded.

apo the ci-um, s. [Gr. on-d (apo) = from,

and 9rJKr) (theke) = a case, chest, or box to put
anything \n.\ [Apothecary.]

Botany

:

1. The scutella or shields constituting the
fructification of some lichens. They are little

coloured cups or lines with a hard disc, sur-

rounded by a rim, and containing asci or

tubes filled with sporules. (Lindtey : Introd.

to Bot.)

2. The cases in which the organs of repro-

duction in the Algacese, or Sea-weeds, are con-
tained. (Ibid., p. 273.)

ap -o-thegm (g silent), s. [Apophthegm.]

If For its derivates also see the spelling

commencing Apophth.

•'ap'-O-thSlIlt S. [Gr. airorC0r)fj.i (apotithemi)
= to put away : diro (apo) = from, away

;

T101N11 (tithemi) = to put or place.] The name
given by Berzelius to the insoluble brown
deposit which forms in vegetable extracts ex-

posed to the air. It is a mixture of various

substances, and not a proper chemical com-
pound. (Watts.)

IV-pdth-e-d'-sis, s, [In Ger. apotheose; Fr.

apotluose ; Sp. apoteosis ; Port, apotheosis,

apotheose ; Ital. apoteosi ; Lat. apotheosis ; Gr.

anoSttoins (apotheosis), from airoOeov (apotheoo)

= to deify : awo (apo) = away, and 8e6m

ipuoo) = to deify; 0e« (theos) = God.] The
deification of a human being ; the elevating to

the rank of the " gods" of a person who was
remarkable for virtue, for heroism, or even
for audacious vice. Temples were then built

to the new divinity, priests appointed, sacri-

fices offered, and probably festivals instituted.

The Romans called apotheosis consecration,
and were accustomed in this way to honour
their deceased emperors. It still exists in
India and other pagan countries.
"... according to which, that which the Grecians

call apotheosis, and the Latins relatio inter divos, was
'the supreme honour which man could attribute unto
man."—Bacon: Adv. of Learn., bk. i.

a-poth-e-d-si ze, v.t. [Eng. apotheos(is);

-ize.] To grant one an apotheosis; to deify
one, to elevate one to the rank of the "gods."
(Bacon.)

a-poth'-e-sis, s. [In Ital. apotesi ; Lat. apo-

thesis ; Gr. air60e<ri<; (apothesis) = a laying up
in store ; oWon'On/xi (apotithemi) = to put
away: otto (apo) = from, and W0wu,i (tlthimi)
= to put. Or airo (apo) = from, and 0eo-is

(thesis) = a setting, a placing ; from -riQrim

(tithemi).']

L Architecture

:

1. The same as Apophyge (q.v.).

2. A repository for books, &c , on the south
side of the chancel, in the primitive churches.

" This [the chancel] being appropriated only to the
sacred ministry, is very short from east to west,
though it takes up the whole breadth of the church,
together with the diaconicon or prothesis, and the
apothetU, from north to south."

—

Sir G. Wheler . Desc.
of Anc. Churches, p. 82.

IL Surg. ; The reduction of a dislocated
bone. (Parr.)

a-pdt'-dm-e, a-pot'-6m-y, s. [In Ger.

apotom ; Gr. airoTojaij (apofome) as a cutting
off ; airorifLvia (apotemno) = to cut off : otto

(apo) •= from, and refivia (temno) = to cut. Or
tow (tome) ss a stump, ... a cutting ; from
renvoi (temno).']

1. Ancient Greek Music: (a) That interval in
the ratio of 2187 : 2048, which being cut off

from the major tone 9 : 8, left the interval
called a leimma, or minor semitone, in the ratio
256 : 243. (b) The interval 125 : 128 was called
a major apotome, and 2025 : 2048 a minor one.

2. Math. : The remainder or difference of
two incoinmeasurable quantities.

ap-6-trep-sJs, s. [Gr. airorpe^ (apotrepsis)

= aversion ; airorpeVai (apotrepo) = to turn
away from : awo (apo) a= from, and rpema (trepo)

= to turn. Or airo (apo) — from, and Tpe'^is

(trepsis) = turning ; from TpeW (trepo).]

Med. : The resolution of a suppurating
tumour. (Coxe.)

t a-p<St'-rc>-py, s. [Lat. apotropm, apotropasa,

s. pi. From Gr. airorpoTry (apotrope) = a
turning away from : aird (apo) = from, and
TpoTrij (trope) = a turn ; Tpe'mu (trepo) = to
turn.]

Greek Poetry : A verse or hymn designed to

avert the wrath of incensed deities. The
divinity chiefly invoked on such occasions

was Apollo.

ap'-o-zem, s. [In Fr. apozeme; Port, apozema,
apozima; Lat. apozema; Gr. a7rd£eu,a (apasewu;),

from &iro£eb> (apozeo), t. = (1) to throw off by
fermenting; (2) i., to cease fermenting: airo

(apo) = from, and £&•> (zed) ss to boil. Or airo

(apo) = from, and ^efui (zema) = that which is

boiled, a decoction
;

£«'<•> (zed).] A decoction.

An extraction of the substance of plants by
boiling them and preserving the infusion.

*' During this evacuation, he took opening broths and
apozems."—Wiseman : Surgery.

ap-S-ze'm-ic-al, a. [Eng. apozem ; -ical.]

Pertaining to an apozem or decoction ; resem-
bling an apozem or decoction.

" Wine, that is dilute, ma
adhibited in an apotemical f<

Blood of the Grape, p. S3.

* ap-pa id, * ap-pa yed. pa. par. [Appay]

* ap pa ire, * ap-pa'yre, * a pit ire, * a-
pe ire, * ap-pe ir, v.t. & i. [Norm. Fr.

appeirer; from Lat. ad, implying addition to,

and pejoro := to make worse ;
pejor = Fr. ptre,

Prov. peire — worse.] [Impair.]

A. Transitive : To impair, to make worse

;

to lessen, weaken, or injure. (Now Impair.)
"... his natereres, maden semblaunt of wepyng,

and appaired and aggregged moche of this matiere,
. . . —Chaucer : Tate of Melibeus.

B. Intransitive : To become worse or less
;

to degenerate.
" I see the more that I them for here.

The worse they be fro yere to yere

:

All that lyveth appayreth fast."

Morality of Entry Man : Hawkins's Old PL, \. 38.

ap-pa 1, * ap-pa -leu, v.t & i. [Often de-

rived from Fr. palir (t.) = to make pale, (i.) to
grow pale ; but Wedgwood considers that it is

with pall, and not with pale, that it is con*
nectecL]

A. Transitive: " To cause to pall ;" to tak«
away or lose the vital power, whether through
age or sudden terror, horror, or the like.

(Wedgwood.) Spec., to inspire with terror;
greatly to terrify ; thoroughly to discourage

;

to paralyse energy through the influence of fear,

" That in the weak man's way like lions stand,
His soul appal, and damp his rising nre?"

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii. W.

B. Intransitive : To come under the in- %
fluence of terror ; to become dismayed ; to
become discouraged ; to have the energy para-
lysed with fright.

"To make his power to appallen, and to fayle."
Lydgattk

" Therewith her wrathfull courage 'gan appal.
And haughtie spirits meekelv to adaw.'

Spenser : F. «., IV. vL K.

ap-pal', 5. [Appal, v.] Dismay, terror,

(Chapman: Homer ; Iliad xiv. 314.)

ap-pa lied, pa. par. & a. [Appal.]
" Give with thy trumpet a loud note to Troy,
Thou dreadful Ajax. that th' appalled air
May pierce the head of thy great combatant.

"

Shakesp. . Troil. and Cress., iv. 6.

ap-pa 1-ling, pr. par. & a. [Appal.]

appalling ly, adv. [Eng. appalling ; -ly.]

in an appalling manner.]
"Masstllon himself has not stated the case more

thrilliugly and appallingly."—F. E. Paget: Harden
of Berkingholt.

ap- pa 1- ment, f ap-pa 11 -merit, * ap-
pa lenient, s. [Eng. appal; -ment.] The
action of appalling ; the state of being ap-
palled ; dismay, consternation.]

"As the furious slaughter of them was a great dis-
couragement and appallment to the rest."—Bacon:
Henry VII.

"Transient emotions ... 2. Terror. 3. Appal-
ment. A. Consternation. 5. Dismay." — Botvring

:

Bentham's Table of the Springs of Action. Works, voL
L, p. 204.

ap pan age, t ap an age," ap pen-age,
* ap an nagc, *. [In Dan., Ger., & Sp.

apanage; Fr. apanage, f appanage, iappennagt
= an appanage ; Ital. appannaggio = an ap-
pendage; Law Latin appenaginm, appanagium
= an appanage ; Med. Lat. appanare = to

furnish with bread ; ad panem = for bread,
that is, for sustenance.]

L Literally:

1. Properly, lands assigned as portions to
the younger sons, or sometimes the brothers
of the French king, who in general took their

titles from the appanages which they held.

Under the first two dynasties of French kings,

the sons of the monarch divided his dominions
among them. Afterwards the kingdom was
assigned to the eldest, and appanages to the
others. Then the dominant power of the latter

princes was so circumscribed that their appan-
ages could not be willed away to any one, or

descend to females, but, on the failure of

male issue, were made to revert to the crown

;

and finally, on the 22nd of November, 1790,

the power hitherto possessed by the crown of

granting appanages was taken away, and pro-

vision made for the younger sons of the royal

family by grants from public funds. During
the earlier period of the existence of French
appanages, they were divided into royal and
customary ; the former being those granted to

the king's brothers, and not allowed to ba
possessed by, or descend to, females ; and tha

latter granted to the king's sisters, and conse-

quently under no such restriction.

"It has been before remarked, that the French
noblesse became at an early period divided into th«
greater and the less, the former possessing territories,

apanage, sovereignty, almost Independent power."—
Evans Crowe; Hist. France (ed. 1830), vol. i., p. 165-

2. A similar provision made for princes In

other countries than France.
" He became suitor for the earldom of Chester, »

kind of appanage to Wales, and using to go to ths
king's son. —Bacon.

3. A dependency.
" Is the new province to be in reality, if not in name

an appanage of Russia?"— Times, Nor. 16, 1877.

IL Figuratively: Sustenance, support, stay.

" Had he thought tt fit

That wealth should be the appanage of wit,
The Ck>d of ught could ne'er have )>een so blind,
To deal it to the worst of human k iml." -Sn-ift.
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ap pan -a-gist, s. [Fr. apanagisU, s. & a.]
* A prince endowed with an appanage. (Penny
Cyclop.)

* ap-par -ail, v. t. [Apparel, v.)

ap para -tus, 5. [Id Sw., Ger., & Fr. ap-

parat ; Sp. aparato ; Port. At Ital. apparato

;

Lat. apparatus, s. = (1) a making ready
; (2)

an equipment, as instruments, &c ; (3) pomp,
state : apparatus= prepared, pa. par. of apparo
= to prepare : ad aa for, and paro = to pre-

pare.] Any equipment.

A. Ordinary Language : Specially—

L Art : Instruments, machines, &c , pre-

pared with the view of being used for certain

ends : such as the cases of instruments pro-

vided for surgeons, for land surveyors, for

mathematicians, for natural philosophers, for

chemists, &c. Such also are the tools of a
trade, the books of a student, the dresses and
scenes in a theatre, the furniture of a house,
and the munitions of war.
"... a little apparatus for the former purpose.

This consist** of a thin cylindrical veaael of brass,"

—

Fownes ; Chem., 11th ed., p. 6.

" The Greek tragedians, it is indisputable, . . .

did not aim at reproducing the whole contemporary
apparatus, which was in strictness appropriate and
due to their characters. "—Olaastone : Homer, i. SL.

2. Nature : An equipment ; anything in
nature divinely prepared or furnished.

"... who does not see in the vast and wonderful
apparatus around us provision for other races of ani-
mated beings 1"—Herschel: Astronomy, 5th ed., f 819.

B. Technically

:

1. Physiol : A series of organs all minister-
ing to the same end, in the animal or vegetable
economy ; as the respiratory apparatus, the
circulatory apparatus, the digestive apparatus,
Jul

" . . .in both sexes a remarkable auditory a pp-.t-

ratus has been discovered."—Darwin; Descent ofMan,
pt ii., ch. x.

2. Surgery : The operation of lithotomy, or
cutting for the stone. [Lithotomy-

.]

3. Astron. : Apparatus Sculptoris, called also

Officina Sculptoris = the Sculptor's Apparatus
or Workshop. One of Lacaille's twenty-seven
Southern constellations.

* ap-P&r'-aylt »•* [Apparel.]

* ap par ayl yag, pr. par. & s. [Apparel-
ling.]

* ap-par-ce yve. [Apperceivk.]

* ap-par-je'yv-Jrnge. [Apperceiving.]

* ftp-par -dine, * a per done, v.t To
pardon. (Scotch.) (Knox.)

* ap par eill, * ap par ellle, s. k v.

[Apparel.]

ap par -el, * ap par eill, * ap par -

gille (Eng.), • ap par ale, * ap par
al ye, * ap par aill (Scotch), s. [Fr. ap-

pareil s preparation, train, dressing, appara-
tus, symmetry ; appareiller = to apparel, to
join, to assimilate, to match, equalise, level

;

aireil = like, similar, equal. In Prov. aparelh;
ap.aparejos; Port, apparelho ; Ital. apparecchiop

apparechiatura ; Lat. paro = to make equal

;

par s equal. Cognate also with Lat. apparo
= to prepare ; ad= for, and paro = to prepare. ]

A. Ordinary Language : Essential meaning
= that which is fitted, adjusted, or prepared.

L Literally:

1. Dress, vesture, garments, clothing, clothes.
" Then David arose from the earth, and washed, and

anointed himself, and changed his apparel."—2 8am.
xlL 20.

2. The furniture of a ship ; as sails, rigging,
anchor, &c.

3. Munitions of war. {Scotch.)
" Bring schot and other apparaill."—Barbour, iv ii.

393.

IX Fig. : External habiliments, garb, deco-
rations.

" Our late burnt London, In apparel new.
Shook off her ashes to have treated you."

Waller ; To the Duchess of Orleans.
B. Technically

:

1. Eccles. Vestments: Apparels (pi.) were five

ornamental pieces of embroidery, placed one
on each of the wrists of the alb, one on the
lower part of it before, another behind, and
the fifth, or amice, round the neck. Some
thought that they symbolised the five wounds
of Christ. (Lee: Gloss.)

2. Fort. [In the French form appareille.]
The slope or ascent to a bastion.

ap par el, ap-par -all, ' ap par ayl,
* ap par eill, * ap ar ail, * ap ar -al,

v.t. [From the substantive. In Fr. appareil-
ler (Apparel, v., etym.) ; Prov. & Port, aparel-
har ; Sp. aparejar; Ital. apparechiare. ] (See
the substantive.)

A* [Remotely from Lat paro = to make
equal. ] (See etym. of the substantive.)

L LiteraUy: To dress, to clothe, to place
garments upon.

" And she had a garment of divers colours upon her

:

for with such robes were the king's daughters that were
virgins apparelled. "—3 8am, x. 1 1 i. IS.

IX Figuratively :

1. To equip, to fit out, to furnish with
weapons or other apparatus for war. (Used
of warriors or of ships.)

'* ApparelVd as becomes the brave."
Byron : The Bride of Abydos, L II.

"It hath been agreed, that either of them should
send ships to sea well manned and apparelled to tight.

—Sir J. Hayward.

2. To deck out gaily, to adorn, to ornament,
to render attractive.

" Of ther fair chapel doubt theiof had uon,
Wei apparailled w-as it hie and bas.
With riche iewellen stuffed many on."

Homant of Partenay (ed. Hkeat), 924-28.

" There was a time when meadow, grove, and stream.
The earth, and every common sight,

To me did seem
ApparelVd in celestial light.

The glory and the freshness of a dn-.in."

Wordsworth : intimations <
' Immortality.

% Apparel is generally used in the pa. par.

B. [Remotely from Lat. paro = to pre-
pare (?).] To prepare.

** And al swo hi hedden aparailed here offrendee swo
kam si sterre thet yede to for hem in to Jerusalem."

—

Old Kentish Sermons (ed. Morris), p. 29.

ap par ellcd, * ap par allied, * a par -

ailed, * a-par'-al-it, pa. par. & a. [See

Apparel, v.)

". two white apparelled angels."—Straus* .'

Life of Jesus (Transl. IBM), J 143.

ap par el ling, * ap-par'-ayl-jrng, a.

&s.

As substantive : Preparation.
" For Tullius smith, that long apparaylyng by for*

the bataille, maketh schort viciori%.~—Chaucer : Tale
of Melibeue,

t ap-pa'r-ence, t ap-pa'r-en-c& * ap-
par-en-cle, s. [In Fr. apparence; Port.

apparencia ; Ital. apparenza; Lat. apparentia
= (1) a becoming visible, (2) external appear-
ance.] The state of becoming visible ; appear-
ance.

" Which made them resolve no longer to give credit
unto outward apparences."—Trans, of Boccalini (1626),

p. 66.
" And thus this double hypocrisle.
With bis devoute apparencie."

Gower ; Conf. Amant., bk. i.

" It had now been a very Justifiable presumption in
the king, to believe as well as hope, that he could u<it
be long in England without such an apparency of his
own party that wished all that lie himself desired,
. . . —Lord Clarendon : Life, ii. 2L

ap parent, a. & s. [In Fr. apparent ; Sp.
" aparente; Port. & Ital apparent* ; Lat. ap-
parent, pr. par. of appareo = to become visible,

to appear ; ad = to, and pareo = to appear. ]

A. As adjective

:

X Ordinary Language

:

1. That may be seen, visible, in sight, in
view, or coming in sight, appearing. (Opposed
to secret, hidden, or concealed.)

" Large foliage, overs had'wing golden flowers.
Blown on the summit of th apparent fruit."

Cotcper ; Task, bk. lii.

2. Plain, obvious, indubitable. (Opposed to
doubtful.)

"The main principles of reason are in themselves
apparent."—Hooker.

3. Open, evident, known. (Opposed to sus-
pected.)

" As well the fear of barm, as harm apparent.
In my opinion ought to be prevented."

Shakesp. : Richard III., ii. 2.

4. Seeming. (Opposed to real or true.) As
seems to the senses in contradistinction to
what reason indicates.

"... to live on terms of civility and even of
apparent friendship."—itacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

II This is the most common use of the word,
especially in scientific works.

". . . the real diameters must be to each other
in the proportion of the apparent ones."—Herschel :

Astronomy, 5th ed., f 463.

IX Technically :

h Optics, Astron., Ac. [For the Apparent
Altitude, Diameter, Magnitude, Figure, Motion,
Place, and Distance of an earthly or heavenly

body see Altitude, Diameter, Magnitude,
Figure, Motion, Place, and Distance ; for
the Apparent horizon, which is the same aa
the visible horizon, see Horizon ; for Apparent
conjunction of the Planets, see Conjunction.]

2. Horology, Astron. , dtc. [For Apparent
Time, see Time.]

3. Law: With rights or prospects not likely
to be set aside by any contingency but death!
Opposed to presumptive. This is the use of the
word in the phrase heir apparent, the import of
which is, that the person so designated will be
entitled to ascend the tlirone or succeed to the
estate, if he survive their present possessors.
An heir presumptive, on the contrary, though
at present the nearest in succession to one or
other of these dignities, may have his hope
defeated by the birth of a nearer heir. (See
Blackstone's Commentaries, bk. ii., ch. 14.)

"Two heirs apparent of the crown, who had beta
prematurely snatched away, Arthur, the elder brotner
of Henry VIII., and Henry, the elder brother of
Charles I., . . ."—Jtacaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

TI By the law of Scotland one is not con-
sidered heir apparent to an estate till the
actual death of its possessor ; and of coursa
he loses the title again shortly afterwards,
when he actually enters on the inheritance.

B. As substantive. Apparent is used ellipti-

cally for heir apparent.
" Prince. Jly gracious father, by your kingly leave,

I'll draw it as apparent to the crown, "

Shakesp. : S Henry VI., ii. fc

ap pa r-ent-1^, adv. [Edg. apparent ; -ly.}

*1. Plainly, clearly. (Opposed todoubtfully.)
"With him will I speak mouth to mouth, even

apparently, and not in dark speeches. "—JVumo. xii. S.

2. Seemingly.
" They found the Emperor himself apparently

frank."—froude : Hist. Eng., vol. iv., p. *75,

ap parent ness, s. [Eng. apparent ; -ness.)

The quality of being apparent ; visibility,

obviousness. (Webster.)

ap-par-I'-tlon, s. [In Fr. apparition ; Sp.

aparicion ; Port, apparicao ; Ital. apparizione.
From Lat. apparitio — (1) service, attendance

;

(2) domestics, from appareo m to become
visible, to appear.] [Appear,]

X Ordinary Language

:

1. The state of becoming visible ; visibility,

appearance.
" It was also observed that he was troubled with

apparitions of hobgoblins and evil spirits; . . ."—
Hunyan ; Pilgrim's Progress, pt. i

2. A person who, or a thing which, sud-
denly, and perhaps unexpectedly, becomes
visible ; an appearance.

" Fits-James looked round—yet scarce believed
The witness that his sight received ;

Such apparition well might seem
Delusion of a dreadful dream."

Scott ; Lady of the Lake, V. IL
" A thousand blushing apparitions start
Into her face ; a thousand innocent shames
In angel whiteness bear away those blushes."

Shakesp. : Much Ado about Nothing, iv. i.

3. Spec. : A so-called ghost, spectre, or hob-
goblin ; also a spirit of any kind from the
unseen world.

" That, if again this apparition come,
He may approve our eyes, and speak to it."

Shakes/'. : Hamlet, I L
IX Technically:

Astron. : A term applied to the appearance
in the heavens of a comet, or to the visible

ascent above the horizon of a star previously
beneath it ; or in the shining forth of one
which, though up, was before left unen-
lightened from being occulted or eclipsed by
another heavenly body. In the latter case It

is opposed to Occultation (q.v.).

"The intervals of these successive apparition* being
75 and 76 years, HaUey was encouraged to predict its

[the comet's] re-appearance about the year 17&9."

—

Herschel: Astronomy, 5th ed., f 667.

"A month of apparition is the space wherein 1

[Iv dlsappearetb, and this coutaineth but
twenty-six days and twelve hours."

—

Browne: Vulgar
Errours.

Circle ofApparition : That part of the heavens
in any given latitude within which the stare

are always visible. It is opposed to the Circle

of occultation.

ap par i' tion al, a. Of, pertaining to or

resembling an apparition ; spectral. Capable

of appearing (as the apparitional soul) ; en<

dowed with materializing qualities.

ap-par'-f-t6r, s. [In Fr. appariteur; ItaL
" apparitore ; Lat. apparitor = a public servant,

such as a lictor, a writer, or a priest ; from
appareo= to appear. ]
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2C6 appassionated—appearance

1, A petty officer iu a civil or criminal court
who assist* ia carrying out the decisions of

the judges. In ecclesiastical courts, one who
carries summonses.

"They swallowed all the Roman hierarchy, from the
pope to the apparitor."—AyUffe : Parergon

2. In other institutions : The beadle or simi-

lar functionary.

* ap pass iona-ted (ss as sh), a. [Ital.

appasionato = endured, suffered ; affectionate;

opjxisionart = to make to endure or surfer.]

Impassioned.
** The seven appattionated shepherd*.' —Sidney

:

A rtadia, 1 > It. 11

appaumee (ap-pa u-me), a. [Apaumee.]

* ap-pa'y,v.f. [O. Fr. appayer, apaier; Prov.,

Sp. , & Port, apagar = to quench, to appease
;

ltal. appagare = to satisfy ; pagare = to pay.
From Lat. pacare = to pacify ; pax — peace.]

To satisfy, to appease, to content.

% Now contracted into Pay (q.v.).

" So only can high justice rest appaid."
Milton : P. L., bk. xii.

* ap-pa yed, * ap-pa id, pa. par. [Appat.]

* ap-peach, * ape ache, * a-pe che,
v.t. & i. (Norm. Fr. apescher, which Mahn
believes to be from Lat. appacto, freq. of

appango = to fasten to : ad = to, and pango —
to fasten.] [Impeach.]

A. Trans. : To impeach. {Lit. A Jig.)
" Were he twenty time*

My son, I would appeach him."
Shakesp. : Richard II., T. 1

•* His wonder far exceeded reason's reach.
That he began to doubt his dazeled sight.

And oft of error did himselfe appeach."
Spenmr: F. Q., 11. xi. 40.

B. Intrant. : To tell ; to make revelations

of any thing which it was the desire or interest

of one's self or others to conceal.

"... come, come, disclose
The state of your affection j for your passions
Have to the full appeach'd."

Bhaketp,; Alt* Well that End* Well, 1. %.

H The slang expression to "peach," current
among the criminal classes, is the word ap-

peach or impeach contracted.

* ap-pe'ached, pa. par. [Appeach.]

* ap peach-W, s. [Eng. appeach; -er.] One
who "appeaches" or impeaches another or

himself.

"... common appearhert and accusers of the
noble men and chiefest citizens."—/forth* Plutarch,
p. 2SS. {Richardton.)

* ap-pe'ach-mSnt, s. [Eng. appeach ; -ment.]

An impeachment.
"The duke's answers to hts appeachmentt. In num-

ber thirteen, I find drily couched."— Wotton.

ap-pe al, * ap-pele, * a-pe'ele, v.t. & i.

[In 8w. appellera ; Dan. appeUere ; Dut. ap-
pelUeren ; Ger. appelliren ; Fr. appeler ; Sp.

apelar ; Port appellor; Ital. appellare; Lat.

appello, -avi = (1) to call upon, to speak to,

(2) to entreat, (3) to appeal to, (4) to name or
call, (5) to pronounce. Cognate with appello,

-puli = to drive to : ad = to, pello = (1) to

push or strike, (2) to drive.]

A. Transitive

:

Law of Ordinary Language

:

1. To accuse, impeach, or charge with.
{LU. A fig)

" Quod Youth* to Age, ' T thee a-peele.

And that bifore oure Clod y-wia.
"

of the Period* of ilarit Life (ed. Furnival), 433-4.

Namely, to appeal each other of high treason.

—

Cousin of Hereford, what dost thou object
Against the Duke of Norfolk?"

Shaketp. : Richard II., 1. 1.

2. To carry from an inferior to a superior

court or judge.

B. Intransitive

:

L Law A Ordinary Language

:

1. To carry a case from an inferior to a
superior court of law, or from an inferior to a
superior judge. [Appeal, a]

" 1 appeal unto Ctasir."—Actt nv. 11.

2. To carry a controverted statement or
argument, for judgment, to another person
than the one who has decided against it ; to

lay it before the tribunal of public opinion ;

to point to arguments in its support ; or if

the issue be very important, and the support
adequate, to draw the sword in its defence.

" Whether this, that the soul always thinks, be a
self-evident proposition, I appeal to mankind."

—

Locke.

" It may suffice here to appeal to the immense
amount ot gross prudu.ee, which. ev*n without a per-
manent Unure, English labourers generally obtain
from their little allotment*,"—J. S. Mill : Polie. icon.,
bk. L, chap, lx., | 4.

"... they appealed to the sword, . .
."

—

Maoaulay ;

Bitt. Eng., chap, xxlli.

ap-pe al, * appel , s. [From the verb. In

Dan. & Dut appel ; Ger. apptlation ; Fr.
appel, appellation ; Sp. apelacion ; Port, appel-
lacao; ltal. appello, appellazione, appellagione;
Lat appellatio = (1) an accosting, (2) au ap-
peal, (3) a calliug by name.]

L Literally:

Law & Ordinary Language :

1. An application for the transfer of a cause
or suit from an inferior to a superior court or
judge. It differs from a writ of error in two
respects : (1) That an appeal may be brought
on any interlocutory matter, but a writ of
error only on a definite judgment

; (2) that
on writs of errorthe superior court pronounces
the judgment, whilst on appeals it gives
directions to the court below to rectify its

decree. (Blackstone's Comment, bk. iii., ch. 4.)
" There are distributors of Justice from whom there

lies an appeal to the prince."—Add-on.

•f In Scots Law the term is used only of the
carrying of cases from the Court of Session to
the House of Lords.

2. The right of carrying a particular case
from an inferior to a superior judicatory.

" But of those rights the trustees were to be judges,
and judges without appeal."—Macaulay ; Bit!. Eng.,
chap. xxv.

* 3. Formerly : Private prosecutions for
heinous offences, e.g., the murder of a near rela-

tive, larceny, rape, arson, mayhem, etc., from
which one's self has suffered, or for treason
against the state. If the prosecutor failed to
establish the accusation, he was punished. In
some cases the person who appealed was an
accomplice in the act which he denounced.
(Blackstone's Comment., bk. iv., chap. 23.)

" Hast thou according to thy oath and band
Brought hither Heury Hereford, thy bold son,
Here to make good the boist'rous late appeal
Against the duke of Norfolk !

"

ShaJietp. : Richard II., 1. 1.

"... the most absurd and odious proceeding known
to our old law. the appeal of murder."—Macaulay

:

Hitt. Eng., chap. xxv.

4. A summons to answer to a charge.
" Nor shall the sacred character of king
Be urg'd to shield me from thy bold appeal;
If I hare injur d thee, that makes us equal.

IT. Figuratively

:

1. The referring of a controverted statement
or argument to one in whose judgment confi-

dence is placed, or to the verdict of public
opinion, or to God.

" From the injustice of our brother men—
To him appeal was made as to a judge ;

Who. with an understanding heart. allayM
The perturbation ; listen d to the plea

:

Reaolred the dubious jbious point, and sentence gave."
Werameorth .- Excurtion, ok. 11.

"The casting up of the eyes and lifting up of the
hands Is a kind of appeal to the Deity, the author of
wonders. "

—

Bacon.

2. Recourse, resort
"... not to denounce all preparations for battle

and all appeal* to arms."—rimes, Nov, 24, 1876.

ap peal able, a. [Eng. appeal; -abls.]

Law:
1. Of cases : Which may be appealed ; wMch

is of such a character that permission will be
given to the person against whom the verdict
has gone in the inferior court to appeal to a
superior one.

" To clip the power of the council of state, composed
of the natives of the land, by making it appealable to

the council of Spain."—Boteell : Letter*. I. 11. 16.

2. Of persons : Who may be called on by
appeal to answer to a charge.

* ap-pe al ant, s. [Appellant.]

ap-pealed, pa. par. & a. [Appeal, v.]

ap-peal-er. a [Eng. appeal; -er.] One who
" appeals. [Appellor.]

ap-peal-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Appeal, v.)

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. (Spec) : Imploring; mutely soli-

citing. (Scott: Hokeby, v. 8.)

ap - peal - ing - ndss, s. [Eng. appealing

;

-ness.] lieseechingness. (G. Eliot : Daniel
Deronda, ch. xxxv^)

ap pear, ap-pe re, a pore, a-pie re,

v.i. [In Fr. apparaitre, apparoir; Sp. aparaeer;

Port, apparecer; Ital. apparire ; Lat apparere,

from ad, and pareo= to come forth, to appear. ]

L Literally:

1. To become visible to the eye, to come in
sight.

". . . Let the waters under the heaven be gathered
together unto one place, and let the dry Umi appear."
—Oen. L 9.

2. To be visible to the eye, to be in sight
". . . so that things which are seen were not

made of things which do appear."—IIeb. xi, a

IL More or less figuratively :

1. (In a sense analogous to that of coming in

sight.)

(a) To be manifested to ; as God, Christ,
an angel, or a heavenly portent may be to
man.

" Tbo nicht efter thet aperede an angel of heuan In
here slepe ine metlu^e. and hem selue aud bet."

—

Old
KeiUUh Sermon* ted. Morris), p. XT.

"In that night did God a//pear unto Solomon."—
1 Chron. H 7. (See also Mark xvi. 9; Exod. I1L a;
Matt. ii. T ; and Rev. xil. I.)

(b) To arise as an object of distinction among
mankind

" Ages elapsed ere Homer's lamp appeared.
And aites ere the Mantuan s«»au was heard."

towper : TabU Talk, 646.

(c) Formally to present one's self before a
person, or at a place, aa at a sacred spot for

worship, or before a judge in a court of law,

whether as the accused person, as the prosecu-
tor, or as an advocate.

" When all Israel is come to appear before the Lord
thy Ood in the place which he shall choose . . ,

— 'heut. xxxL IL
"... we must all appear before the judgment-

seat of Christ . . ."—2 Cor. v. ia
". . . to appear in the presence of Ood for us."—

neb. ix. M.
"One ruffian escaped because no prosecutor dared to

appear."~Macaulay ; Bi*t. Eng., ch. Xil.

(d) To become visible to the eye of reason
;

to be fully established by observation or
reasoning.

". . . from the way in which ther at first acquitted
themselves, it plainly appeared that he bad judged
wisely in not leading themout to battle."—Macaulay:
Bitt. Eng.. eh. xiv.

2. (Analogous to the sense of being visible.)

To present the semblance of, to resemble :

(a) Its being implied that, notwithstanding
this, the reality is absent

:

"Even so ye also outwardly appear righteous unto
men, but withlu ye are full of hypocrisy and Iniquity."
—Matt, xxiil. 38.

(b) Without its being implied that the re-

semblance is unreal.

"... the signature of another plainly appeared
to have been traced by a hand shaking with emotion."
—J/acaulay; Bitt. Eng., ch. xiv.

% Appear is sometimes used impersonally:

t,g., " it appears to him ;" "it appeared that

. . " (See ex. under II. 1, d.)

* *>P-pe'**\ *• [From the verb.] Appear-

ance.
" Here will I wash it in this morning's dew.
Which she on every little grass doth strew,
In silver drop, against the sun's appear."

Fletcher : Faithful Sheyherdem.

appearance, * ap-pe r-aunce, * 4>-

per-ans, s. [Pr. apparence ; Sp. aparU

encia ; Ital apparenza, from Lat appartn-

tia,]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The state of coming in sight.

L Literally:

(a) In an ordinary way.
"... choice cider from the orchards round the

Malvern Hills made its appearance in company with
the Champagne and the Burgundy."—Xacaulay : Bitt.

Eng., ch. xxlii.

(b) Supernaturally, as a spirit may do to the

bodily eye.
** I think a person terrified with the imagination of

spectres more reasonable than one who thinks the
appearanceot spirits fabulous. "—Additon.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) Entry into the world, into society, or a

particular company or place. Or entry in a

particular character.

"Do the same Justice to one another which will be
done us hereafter by those who shall make their apjtear*
ance in the world, when this generation is no more."—
Additon.

• (b) Visibility to the mind's eye
;
probability,

likelihood.

"There is that which hath no appearance, that this

priest being utterly unacquainted with the true per-

son, according to whose pattern he should shape his

counterfeit, should thinkit possible for htiu to instruct

his player."—Bacon.

IL That which becomes visible.

L A vision.
" Bot so befell hyme that nycht to melt
An operant, the wich one to his spreit"

Lancelot of the Lake [ad. Skeat j. bk. L, S04.

(ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, (all, father; we, wet. Here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine: go. pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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2. The aspect presented when a person or
thing becomes visible ; mieu.

"His external appearance in Almost as well known
to us as to his own captains and counsellors.'—Macau
lay: Bist. Eng., cb. vii.

" She knew not be was dead. She seem'd the same
In person and appearance."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. 1.

"Ab the appearance of the bow that Is in the cloud
in the day of rain, . . ."—Ezek. i. 28.

3. A phenomenon ; the latter word, and not
appearance, being that now commonly used
by men of science.

"The advancing day of experimental knowledge dis-

closeth such appearances as will not He even & any
model extant.'

—

Qlanville : Scepsis.

4. Semblance, as opposed to reality ; or out-

ward show, as opposed to internal hollow-
ness.

"... to answer them which glory in appearance,
and not in heart."—2 Cor. v. 12.

"Under a fair and beautiful appearance there should
ever be the real substance of good."—Rogers.

5. Semblance, without its being implied
that there is unreality.

6. Plural : Circumstances collectively fitted

to produce a bad, or to produce a good, im-
pression.

" Appearances were all so strong.
The world must think him in the wrong."

Swift.

To save appearances, or to keep up appear-
ances, is to make things look externally all

right, when in reality they are to a greater or
less extent wrong.

B. Technically

:

Law: Formal presentation of one's self in

a court in answer to a summons received, to
answer any charges which may have been
brought against one. A person who does so
is said to put in or to make an appearance.

This appearance is effected by putting in and
justifying bail to the action at law, which
is commonly called putting in bail above.
[Bail.] (See Blackstone's Comment., bk. iii.,

ch. 19.)
" I will not tarry, uo, nor evermore
Upon this business my appearance make
In any of their courts."

Shakesp. : Henry VI II., iii. 4,

Perspective : The representation or projec-
tion of a figure, a body, or any similar object
npon the perspective plane.

ap-pe'ar-er, s. [Eng. appear; -er.) One who
or that which appears.

"That owls and ravens are ominous appearers, and
preeignify unlucky events, was an augurial concep-
tion. —Browne.

ap-pe ar-ing, pr. par. & a. [Appear.]

As present participle & adj. : In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

" We see the appearing buds . . ."

Shakesp. : 2 Benry IV., \. a

ap-pe'ar-Ing, t. [Appear.] The state of

becoming visible ; appearance.

ap-pe as able, a. [Eng. appease; -able.]

Not implacable ; capable of being appeased.
{Johnson.)

ap-pe as-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. appeasable;

ness. ] The quality of being appeasable. The
opposite of implacableness. (Johnson.)

ap pease, r.t. [Fr. apaiser ; O. Fr. apaisier,

apaissier; Prov. apasiar ; from Lat ad = to,

and paco = to appease, quiet.] [Peace.] Pro-
perly, to make peace where agitation before
existed ; as—

* 1, To quiet or calm the agitated deep.
"By bis counsel he appeateth the deep, and planteth

islands therein."

—

Pectus, xliii. 23.

2. To dispel anger or hatred, and tranquillise
the heart previously perturbed by one or both
of these passions ; to cause one to cease com-
plaining.

", . , I will appease him with tbe present that
goetn before me."

—

(ten. xxxil. 20.

" Now then your plaint appease."
Spenser: F. Q., I. Hi. 29.

% Formerly it was sometimes nsed reflex-
ively.

"And Tullius saith : Ther Is no thing bo commend-
able in a gret lord, as whan he is debonaire and meeke,
and appesith him lightly."—Chaucer: Melibeut.

3. To tranquillise the conscience and make
it cease from troubling.

"... and peace
Of conscience, which the law by ceremonies
Cannot appease . . ."—MOton: P. L., bk. xli.

4. To satiate a clamorous appetite, and by
satiety make its cravings cease.

"Tbe stock of salted hides was considerable, and
_„' gnawing the.n the garrison a
hunger."—Macaulay .- Hist. Eng.,

ap-pe ascd. pa. par. k a. [Appease.]

appeasement, s. [Eng. appease; -merit.]

1. The act of pacifying.

2. The state of being pacified.

3. An article or guarantee of peace.

"Being neither in numbers nor in courage great,
partly by authority, partly by entreaty, they were
reduced to some good appeasements."—Hayward.

ap-pe'as-er, e. [Eng. appease ; -er.] One who
appeases ; one who pacifies ; a peace-maker.
(Johnson.)

ap peas ing, pr. par. k a. [Appease.]

ap-pe as-ive, a. [Eng. appease; suffix -ive.]

Having the power or the tendency to appease ;

pacificatory, tranquillising, soothing. (Web-
ster.)

* ap-pele, v.t. [Appeal, v.t,]

ap-pel'-lan-cy; s. [Lat. appellant = appeal-

ing-]

1. Appeal. (Todd.)

2. Capability of appeal (Todd.)

ap pel lant, * appeal ant, a. k s. [In

Dan. k Dut. appellant; Fr. appelant; Sp.
apalante ; Ital. appellante. From Lat. appel-

lant, pr. par. of appello = to call upon. ]

A. As adjective : Appealing.

"The party appellant [shall] first personally promise
and avow, that he will faithfully keep and observe nil

toe rites and ceremonies of the Church of England,
Ac"—Const, and Canons EccL, 98.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. One who calls out or challenges another
to single combat
" These shifts refuted, answer thy appellant.
Though by his blindness maim d for high attempts,
Who now defies thee tbrice to single fight.

"

Milton: Samson Agonists*.

t 2. One who stands forth as a public
accuser of another before a court of law.
" Come I appellant to this princely presence.
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee.

• • • •

Thou art a traitor and a miscreant.'*
Shakesp. : Richard II., 1. i.

3. One who appeals from an inferior to a
superior court or judge. In this sense it is

opposed to appellee or respondent.
" An appeal transfers the cognizance of the cause to

the superior Judge ; so that, pending the appeal,
nothing can be attempted in prejudice of tbe appel-
lant."—Ayliffe : Parergon.

IX Technically:

Church History: A term applied in the
eighteenth century to the Jansenists and
others who appealed to a general council
against the bull "Unigenitus" launched by
Pope Clement XI. against the translation into
French of the New Testament, with notes, by
Paschasius Quesnel. (Mosheim : Church Hist.,
Cent, xviii., §§ 10, 11.)

ap-peT-late, a. k s. [Lat appellatus, pa. par.

of appello — to call upon.] [Appeal.]

A. As adjective

:

1. To which there lies an appeal.
"

. . . by assenting or dissenting to laws and
exercising an appellate Jurisdiction. — Blackstone:
Comment., Introd

, j 4.

* 2. Against whom an appeal is taken.
"... and the name of the party appellate, or

person against whom the appeal is lodged.

—

Ayliffe :

Parergon.

3. In any other way pertaining to an appeal.

B. As substantive : The person appealed
against

ap-peT-late, v.t. [Appellate, a. ks.) To
" name, to call. (Southey : The Doctor, ch. exxxvi.)

ap-pel-la -tlon, s. [In Ger. & Fr. appellation

;

Sp. apelacion; Port appellacao; ItaL appel-
lazione, appellagione = an appeal. From Lat.
appellatio = (1) an accosting, (2) an appeal,
(3) a naming ; from appello = to calL ]

1. The act of appealing ; an appeal.
" Father of gods and men by equal right.
To meet the God of Nature I appeale

Appell
Ft}.,

And bade Dan Pbcebus scribe her A ppellation seal."

Spenser : F. Q., VII. vi. 35.

2. A name, a designation, that by which
any person or thing is called.

"Several eminent men took new appellations by
which they must henceforth be designated."—Macaw
lay: Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

ap-peT-la-tlVe, a. k s. [In Dan. k Ger.

appellativum, s. ; Fr. appellatif, a. k s. ; Sp.
apelativo, a. k s. ; Port, k Ital. appeliativo.

From Lat. appellutivus. ]

A. As adjective : Common as opposed to
proper. (Used especially in grammar.) (See
the substantive.)

"Nor is it likely that he [St. PaulJ would give the
common appellative name of Books to tbe divinely
inspired Writings, without any other note of distinc-
tion."—^. Bull; Works, ii. 401.

B. As substantive

:

1. Gen. : An appellation, a name, a designa-
tion.

"... that the kingdom of Christ may not only
be in us in name and form, and honourable appella-
tives, but in effect and power. —Jeremy Taylor : Expo-
sition of the Lord's Prayer. Works (1839). voL iii., p. 74.

2. Grammar : A common, as opposed to a
proper, name. Thus bird, plant, rock, star,

are appellatives ; but London, Shakespearet

and the planet Venus are not so.

"Words and names are either common or proper.
Common names are such as stand for universal ideas,
or a whole rank of beings, whether general or special,
these are called appellatives ; so fish , bird, man, city,
river, are common names : and so are trout, eel, lobster,
for they all agree to many individuals, and some to
many species."— Watts : Logick.

ap-pel'-la-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. appellative;

•ly.] As appellatives do or are ; after the
manner of appellatives: as, "he is a perfect
Goliath ;" meaning, he is a man of gigantic
stature.

". . . the fallacy lieth in the Honionymy of
Ware, here not taken from the town so named, but
appeUatively for all vendible commodities."

—

Fuller:
Worthies ; Hertfordshire. {Richardson.)

ap pel la tive ness, s. [Eng. appellative

;

-ness.} The quality of being appellative.
". . . reduce the proper names in tbe genealogies

following to Birth an appellativeness as should com-
pose a continued sense. —Fuller: Worthies; Suffolk.
{Richardson.)

ap-peT-la-t6r-y, a. [Lat. appellalorius =
relating to an appellant or an appeal.] Con-
taining an appeal, in any of the senses of that
word.

" An appellatory libel ought to contain the name of
the party appellant "—Ayliffe: Parergon.

ap-pel-lee, s. [Lat appello = . . . to ap-
peal.]

Law:
1. The defendant in a case appealed from a

lower to a higher court.

2. The defendant against an accusation
brought by a private person. [Appeal, s.,

No. 3.]
" In this case he is called an approver or prover pro-

bator, and the party appealed or accused is called tbe
appellee."—Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv., ch. 25.

ap-pol'-lor, ap-pSl-lor', s. [Lat. appellator. ]

1. One who accuses another person, called
the appellee, of a crime, and prosecutes him
before a criminal court.

*' If the appellee be acquitted, the appellor (by virtu*
f the statute of Westm. 2, 18 Edw. I., c. 12) shall suffer

" Ac.

—

Blackstone :

t 2. One who carries a case from an inferior

to a superior court

•J When appellor and appellee are used to-

gether they are generally both accented on
the last syllable.

ap -pen-age, s. [Appanage. ]

ap-pend', v.t. [Fr. appendre ; Ital. appendere

;

Lat. appendo = to weigh to ; ad = to, and
pendo = to suspend as weights, to weigh.]

1. To hang to or upon.

2. To add one thing as an accessory to
another.

"... and appended to them a declaration attested
by his sign-manual, and certifying that the originals
were in his brother's own hand. —Macaulay; Hist.

Eng., ch. vl.

append age (age = ig), s [Eng. append;

-age. In Fr. apanage.] [Append.]

1. Ordinary Language : Something added
or appended to another, but not properly
constituting a portion of it. [Appanage.]

. and such his course of life,

boll, boy; poll t, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist. ing

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. tious, -sious, cious •* shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bet.
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2. Bot. (pi.): Certain superficial processei
appended to the terns, leaves, calyces, &c,
of plants ; as hairs, prickles, thorns, glands,
tubercles, dilatations or expansions of parts,
utricles, pitchers, kc (Lindley : Introd. to
Bot.) [Appendiculate. ]

»p pen daace, ap- pen dence. * ap-
pen -den-^y, s. [Fr. appendance.} Any-
thing appended or annexed. ,

ap pen dant, a. & $. [Fr. appendant, pa.

par. of appendre.] [Append.]

A. As adjective:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Hanging to or upon.

2. Fig. : Annexed to, dependant upon, con-
comitant to, pertaining to, though not inti-

mately.
IL Technically

:

Common appendant is a right belonging to
the owners or occupiers of arable land to put
commonable animals upon the waste belonging
to the lord of the manor, and on the lands of
other persons within the manor.

B. As substantive : Anything attached to
another one, as an accidental or accessory, not
an essential, part of it.

ftp-pen -ded, pa. par. & a. [Append.]

• ap-pen -den-cy, s. [Appendance.]

• ap pen di eate, v.t. [Lat. appendix (ace.

appendiceal), and Eng. suff. -ate.] [Appendicle.]
To append, to add to.

t ap pen di ca -tion, s. [Eng. appendi-

cate; -ion.] An appendage, an adjunct ; some-
thing annexed.

ap pen di cea, i. pi. The Latin plural of

Appendix (q.v.V

ap pen di ci tis, $. [Lat. appendix; auff.
•

-Uis.]

Path. : Inflammation of the vermiform ap-

pendix of the csecum, a worm-like, blind sac

in the lower right Bide of the abdomen. The
causes are various, exposure to cold or damp-
ness, or some indiscretion in diet, being the

most usual. In a large proportion of cases,

foreign substances are an active factor in the
production of the disease when a catarrhal

condition of the mucous membrane already

exists. In the absence of this condition, foreign

bodies may remain and cause little or no dis-

turbance ; but should the membrane become
inflamed, they add to the irritation by occlud-

ing the lumen of the appendix, thus favoring

ulceration of the walls, perforation, and even
gangrene of the whole organ. Catarrhal
inflammations of the appendix are common
and frequently chronic, bot have not here-

tofore been recognized as appendicitis. [See

Typhlitis, Perittphlitis] . Several formB of

this disease are now recognized, as acute,

chronic, and recurrent; also rheumatic appen-
dicitis, which is observed in cases presenting

a rheumatic diathesis. Acute, severe attacks

occur when the bacillus communis coli is present
in a virulent form, and if this condition be
associated with a fcecal concretion or other
foreign body causing pressure, there is immi-
nent danger of necrosis, perforation, and death.

The symptoms of appendicitis are intense,

cramp-like pains, which may not at first be
located in the right iliac fossa; nausea, if not
vomiting; rigidity of the abdominal walls,

especially of the right side and before the
pain localizes itself; constipation generally,

but diarrhoea occasionally; intense thirst; a
disposition to flex the thighs upon the abdo-

men; and extreme tenderness at the seat of

the disease. The inflamed appendix may
generally be felt by deep palpation. Extreme
looal tenderness at this spot n a valuable

diagnostic sign distinguishing appendicitis

from general peritonitis. In moderately severe

cases pulse-rate and temperature are not
seriously affected, but a sudden fall in tempera-
ture often indicates perforation and is therefore

a suspicious symptom. Medical treatment
frequently affords relief, but many practitioners

recommend excision of the appendix as the
only radical cure, and also as a preventive.
This operation is now performed with great

success, the rate of mortality being only two
or three per cent., exclusive of cases in which
surgical interference is made during an acute
attack, when the mortality is much larger

—

perhaps 15 to 20 per cent. Complete natural
obliteration of the lumen of the appendix has
been observed, resulting in a spontaneous and
permanent cure. [See Vermiform Appendix.]

ap-pen -dl-cle, *. [Lat. appendicula, dimin.
" from appendix.] A small appendage.

ap pen-die -u-lar, a. [Lat. appendicula;

Eng. suff. -at\] Constituting or otherwise per-

taining to a small appendage.

appendiculate.
A. 1. Scutellaria galericulata (Scullcap). 1 Calyx.
B. l. Saltola Kali (Saltwort). X Segment of the
calyx.

ap-pen die -u-late, a. [Bot. Lat. appendi-

culatus; from Class. Lat. appendicula = a

small appendage, dimin. of appendix (q.v.).]

Botany : A term applied to a leaf, leaf-stalk,

calyx, or a portion of a plant, when this is

furnished with an appendage or appendages.
Examples, the expansions or dilatations in the
calyces of Scutellaria and Salsola. (Lindley

:

Introd. to Bot.)

ap pen -ding, pr. par. [Append.]

ap-pen -dlx (plural formerly ap pen -di-

ces, now generally ap-pen -dix-es), s.

[In Dan. appendix; Fr., Port., & Ital. appen-
dice ; Sp. apendix. From Lat. appendix, pi.

appendices = (1) that which hangs to any-
thing

; (2) anything annexed, an appendage. ]

A* Ordinary Language

:

1. Anything appended or added to another
one more important than itself.

2. An adjunct or concomitant

3. (Now almost exclusively.) A longer or
shorter supplement appended to a book.
Thus Murchtson's Siluria, Smith's Dictionary

of the Bible, and a multitude of other books,
have such an appendix

B. Technically. As a Latin word, wWt the

Latin plural appendices

:

L Anatomy:

1. (Sing.) Appendix cceci vermiformis : A
worm-looking process about three inches long,
and rather more than the thickness of a
goose-quill, which hangs down into the pelvis
from the inner and posterior part of the
ccecum. (Todd di Bowman : Physiol. Anat.,
voL ii., p. 216.)

2. (Plur.) Appendices epiploica (that is, re-

sembling the epiploon or great omentum)

:

Small processes containing fat which are
attached to the colon. (Ibid., p. 218.)

3. (Plur.) A. pylorica (Pyloric follicles)

:

Tubular prolongations from the intestines of
fishes. (Ibid., p. 218.)

II. Botany

:

1. (Sing.) Anything attached to another
part, especially the back, when dilated and
compressed, of one of the horn-like processes
attached to the corona in some plants. It is

also called ala (wing). (Lindley: Introd. to

Botany.)

2. (Plur.) A name given by Fuchsius to the
shoots thrown up from the subterranean part
of the stem of some endogenous plants, such
as the pine apple. He sailed them also

Adnata and Adnascintia. (Lindley : Introd.

to Bot.)

* ap-pe'r-ande, * ap-pe'ar-and, pr. par.

A Northern form of Appearing (q.v.). [Glit-

terand, Trenchant.]

* ap pe se, v.t. [Appease.]

ap-pense, a. [Lat. appensus, pa. par. of
" appendo m to weigh to.]

Bot. : Hung up, like a hat upon a pin ; but
very different in meaning from pendulous.

* ftp - per - $e'ive, * ap - par - pe'yve,
* a-per-ce'ive, * a-par-ce'-luy,
* a-per-ce'-yiie, v.t. [Fr. apercevoir.} To

perceive, to comprehend.

* ap-per-ceiv-ing, * ap par ceyr-
ynge, pr. par. A $. [Apperceive.]

As substantive : Perceiving,
" For drede of jalous folk apparceyeynges."

Chaucer: C. T., K-.WO.

* ap-per-cep'-tion, s. [Lat. ad = to, and
Eng, perception.] Perception which makes
itself its object ; self-consciousness, con
sciousness.

* ap-per'-il, s. [Old form of Eng. Peru.

(q.v.),] Peril ; danger.
" Let me stay at thine apperil, Timon."

Shakesp. ; Timon of Athens, L L

ap per -tain, * ap-per-te yne, • ap-er-
teyne, * ap-per-te in, v.i. [In Fr. ap-

partenir ; Ital. appartenere ; Lat. appertineo =
to belong to : ad = to, and pertineo — to hold
through, to extend through or to ; per =
through, and teneo — to hold.] To belong to
by nature, by natural right, or by divine or
human appointment, or as a partisan by his

own choice belongs to his chief.

" Who would not fear thee, O King of nations ? for
to thee doth it appertain."--Jer. x. 7.

ap per ta in irig, * ap-per-te yn-yn*,
pr. par., a., & s. [Appertain.]

A. As present participle & adjective : In the
same sense as the verb.

" Rom. Tybalt, the reason that I have to love She*
Doth much accuse the appertaining rage
To such a greeting."

Shakesp. i Romeo and Juliet, iii. 1.

B. As substantive: That which belongs to ;

that which pertains to.

* ap-per-tain-ment, s. [Eng. appertain;
•ment. ] That which belongs to one ou account
of his rank, dignity, or in any other way.

" He shent our messengers, and we lay by
Our appertainmenU, visiting of him."

Shakesp. : Troil. and Ores., it J.

* ap-per'-ten-ance, *. [Appurtenance, s.]

ap per ten ance, v.t

v.t.}

[Appurtenance,

* ap-per-te'yne, * ap-per-te In, v.i. [Ap-

pertain.]

* ap-peV-tln-ent. a. & *. [Appurtenant.]

* ap pet ence, ap potency, *. [In Fr.

appetence ; Sp. apetencia ; Port, appetencia ;

Ital. appetenza; Lat. appetentia, from appetens,

pr. par. of appeto — (1) to approach, (2) to

seek after : ad = to, and peto = (1) to go to,

(2) to seek for.]

1. Of man or other sentient beings: Instinc-

tive desire or impulse to perform certain

actions. Spec, lustful or other appetite or

desire.
** Of lustful appetence, to Bing, to dance.
To dress, and troll the tongue, and roll the eye.'

Milton : P. L.. bk. xl.

2. Of things not sentient : The tendency
bodies show to make certain approaches to

each other, as in the case of chemical attrac-

tion.

* ap'-pet-ent, a. (In Ital. appetente, from
Lat. uppetens, pr. par. of appeto.} Desirous of

gratifying appetite; lustful, or eagerly de-

sirous of anything.
" Knowing the earl to be thirsty and appetent after

glory and renown."—Sir ti. buck : Hut. of K. Richard
III., p. 60.

* ap-pet-I-bfl'-i-t& s. [Eng. appetibU ; -ity.]

The quality of being fitted to call forth appe-

tite or desire.

" That elicitatlon which the schools intend. Is a de-

ducing of the power of the will into act, merely front

the appetibUity of the object ; as a mau draws a child

after him with the sight of a green bough.'—BramHam
against Hoboes.

* ftp-pet i Die, a. [In Sp. ajxteciblt; IUL

appttibile; Lat. appetibilis, from appek,.] [Ar-

petite.] Pitted to excite some one of U»
appetites ; fitted to call forth desire ;

desirable.

" Power both to Blight the mort apjutibU «bj»«*"}

and to controul the mort unruly iMMione. —BramMm
again* Hvbbet.

late, tat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
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ap -pe-tlte, *ap-pe-tit, s. [In Sw. aptit;

Dan. & Ger. appetit ; Fr. appetit ; Sp. apetito ;

Port, appetite; Ital. appetite; Lat. appttitus
— (1) an attack, (2) a passionate desire for

anything ; from oppefo.] [Appetence.]

A. Subjectively:

L Wt 0/ sentient beings :

1. Ord. Xan-ff. c& Mental Phil. : One of those
desires which arise chiefly from the body, and
which man shares with the inferior animals.
These are the desire for meat and drink, and
the sexual impulse. (In this sense often in

the plural.)
" Pal. Oh, she did so course o'er my exteriors with

such a «reedy intention, that the appetite of her eye
did seem to scon-h me up like a burning-glass! —
Shakesp. : Merry Wise* of Windsor, i. 3

'* Supple and flexible is Indian cane,
To take the bend his appetUet ordain."

Cowper: Hop*.

*\ Hooker thus distinguishes between Appe-
tite and Will :

—" . . . the Will, properly and
strictly taken, . . . differeth greatly from
that inferior natural desire which we call

Appetite. The object of Appetite is whatso-
ever sensible good, may be wished for ; the
object of Will is that good which Reason doth
lead us to seek. Affections, as joy, and grief,

and fear, and anger, with such like, being, as
it were, the sundry fashions and forms of
Appetite, can neither rise at the conceit of a
thing indifferent, nor yet choose but rise at
the sight of some things. Wherefore it is not
altogether in our power, whether we will be
stirred with aflfections or no : whereas actions
which issue from the disposition of the Will
are in the power thereof to be performed or
stayed. Finally, Appetite is the Will's solici-

tor, and the Will is Appetite's controller

;

what we covet according to the one, by the
other we often reject ; neither is any other
desire termed properly Will, but that whero
Reason and Understanding, or the show
of Reason, prescribeth the thing desired."
(Hooker: Eccles. Pol., bk. i., ch. vii., § 3.)

2. Spec.: The desire for food, which in excess
leads to gluttony.

" Schal hen his sauae maad to his delyt
To make him have a newe appetit.

Chaucer: C. T., 18,96041.

"When thou sfttest to eat with a ruler, consider
diligently what is before thee, and pot a knife to thy
throat, if thou be a man given to appetite."—Prov.
xxiit. 1, x,

". . . their appetite became keen . .
."

—

Macau-
lay: But. Eng., ch. xvi.

3. Vehement desire for anything.
" They contained much that was well fitted to gratify

the vulgar appetite for the marvellous."

—

Macaulay ;

Hist. Eng., en. ix.

II. Fig. Of things : A tendency to go to-
gether ; as by gravity, cohesion, or chemical
affinity.

" It is certain that in all bodies there is an appetite
of union and evitation of solution of continuity."

—

Bacon : Sat. Hist., Cent ill., } 293.

B* Objectively: The object of vehement
desire.

" Ha: Melusine, my hertes Appetite,
Fair lady, my hert, my loue, my plesaunce."

The Roman* of Partenay (ed. Skeat), 2,896-97.

" Power being the natural appetite of princes, a
limited tin inarch cannot gratify it."—Swift.

ftp petite, v.t. [From the substantive.]
Greatly to desire. (Chaucer.)

".
. . appetiting by generation to bring forth his

en triable."—Sir T. Elyot : Gooernour, p. 70.

ap pe-ti'-tion, *. [In Ital. appetizione ; Lat.
appetitio = (1) a grasping at, (2) a passionate
longing for, (3) appetite.] Vehement desire.

"The actual appetition or fastening our affections on
him."—Hammond: Practical Catechism.
" We find in animals an estimative or judicial faculty,

an appetition or aversatton."

—

Judge Hale.

*itp-pe-tr-tioiis,a. [Eng. appetite); i; -ous.]

Grateful to the appetite, desirable.

"Some light insperslons of truth to make them
appetition*, passable, and toothsome."—Brief Detcrip,
of Fanatic/a, Ac. (1660), p. 17.

tap-pet-I-ti'-val, a. (Formed by analogy
as if from a Lat. appetitivus.] Appetitive.

*P'-pS-tl-tIve, a. [Sp. apetitivo. In Ital.

appetitivo.] Possessed of appetite ; which
desires greatly, which eagerly longs for.

"The will is not a bare appetitive power, as that of
the sensual appetite, but Is a rational appetite."—
Hale : Origin, of Mankind.
"I find in myself an appetitive faculty always in

exercise in the very height of activity and invigora-
tion."-Norrie.

ap-pe-ti'ze,v.t. [Lat. appeto = . . . to strive
after, to long for, and Bug. suffix -ize. In
Fr. apvetissant = imparting an appetite ; ItaL

apjxtiiione = appetite.! To give one an appe-
tite, to make one feel hungry. (Sir Walter
Scott.)

ip-pe-ti zed, pa. par. [Appetize.]

ap pe-tiz er, s. I Eng. appetize; -er.) He,
who or that which gives one an appetite.

ap-pe-ti'z-ing, pr. par. & a. [Appetize.]

Ap'-px-an, a. Pertaining to some one of the

Romans called Appius Claudius, and specially

to that one who lived in the time of the war
between the Romans and Pyrrhus, king of
Epirus.

Applan way. The great Roman high-
way constructed by the above -mentioned
Appius Claudius, from Rome to Capua, and
afterwards extended to Bruudiwium, and
finished B.C. 312. It was built of stones four
or five feet long, carefully joined to each
other, covered with gravel, furnished with
stones for mounting and descending from
horseback, with milestones, and with houses
at which to lodge.

ap -pla'ud, v.t. & i. [In Ft. & Port, ap-
plaudir ; Sp. aplaudir ; Ital. applaudere, ap-
plaudire ; Lat. applaudo as to strike upon, to
clap, especially to clap the hands in token of
applause : ad — to, and plaudo = to clap,
strike, beat ; cognate with laudo = to praise,
laus= praise ; also with Eng. loud.] [Loud.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To express approbation of, or admiration
for, by clapping the hands.

" I would applaud thee to the very echo.
That should applaud again."

Shaketp. : Macbeth, v. 8.

2. To express approbation of, or admiration
for, in any other way.

' You, that will follow me to this attempt.
Applaud the name of Henry, with your leader.

(They all cry—Henry !)

"

Shaketp. I 3 Henry VI., lv. t.

B. Jntrans. : To express approval by clap-
ping the hands.

"... All hearts
Applauded." Tennyton : Enid A Qer.

ap-pla ud-er, a. [Eng. applaud; -er.] One
who applauds.

"I had the voice of my single reason against it

drowned in the voices of a multitude of applaudere."
—OlanviU : Scepsis ScierUifica,

ap-pla'ud-lng, pr. par. & a [Applaud.]

ap-plau'se, s. [In Port. & Ital. applauso;

Sp. aplauso ; Lat. applausus, pa. par. of ap-
plaudo. Or from ad — to, and plausus — the
noise of clapping or striking two bodies to-

gether ; plaudo = to clap. ]

1. Among the ancient Romans : Certain
methods of expressing applause, had recourse
to in the theatres and elsewhere. There were
three kinds of it : (1) bombus — a humming
or buzzing noise

; (2) imbrices = noises made
with the hollow hands ; and (3) testa? = the
striking of the flat portion of the hands
together after the manner of two testm (tiles).

2. Now: High approbation expressed by
clapping the hands, beating the ground with
the feet, giving forth huzzas, or in some similar

way.
"This communication was received with loud ap-

plause,"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

* ap-pla U-SiOXL, s. [Eng. applause); -ion.]

Congratulation. (Puttenham : Eng. Poesie,

bk. i., ch. xxvi.)

* ap-pla u-slve, a. [Eng. applause) ; -ive.)

Applauding, commendatory.
" Thine eye, applausive, each sly vermin sees,
That balks tne snare, yet battens on the cheese."

Scott: The Poacher.

ap'-ple, * ap'-pel, s. [A.S. ojpl, ajpel, atppel,

ceppyl, appel, appl, apul ; Sw. dple ; Dan. tible

;

Dut. & O. Fries, appel; Ger. apfel; O. H. Ger.
aphol ; O. I eel. epli ; Gael, ttbhall ; Irish
ablial, ubhal ; Wei. afal; Armor, aval; Russ.
gabloko ; Polish jablko ; Bohera. gabUco, gdblo. ]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. A well-known fruit ; also the tree on
which it grows. The fruit is that of the Pyrus
malus, or Crab Apple, when modified and im-
proved by long cultivation or grafting. [Apple-
tree.] The apple was known to the classical
nations of antiquity, the Greeks calling it

p.i\\ov (melon), Doric moAo*' (malon\ and the
Latins malum. These words, however, with
the analogous Latin one, pomum, were properly
generic terms, comprehending several kinda
of fruit. The varieties of the apple amount
to thousands rather than hundreds, and they
may be multiplied almost indefinitely by arti-

ficially applying the pollen of one to the stigma
of another. Besides being common in gardens,
the apple is cultivated in orchards, which are
specially numerous in the northern part of
the United States and in Southern Canada. It

is generally propagated by being grafted on
crab-stocks.

" Ac quane here apples ripe ben."
Story of Genesis and Exodus (ed. Skeat), 1.129.

" If the matter depended alone upon me.
His applet might hang till they dropp'd from the

tree
' Cowper: Pity Poor Africans

2. Scrtp(wre : Probably the fruit of the
Citron-tree (Citrus medico). [Apple-tree.]
"... comfort me with applet . . ."—Song of

Mol. ii. S.

* 3. Apple of love : What is now called the
Love Apple (q. v.). It is the Lycoperdon escu-

lentum.
" Apples of love are of three sorts, . . ."—Morti-

mer : Butbandry.

4. Apple of Sodom : A plant growing near

the Dead Sea, thus described by Josephus :—
"... and the traces [or shadows] of the five cities

are still to be seen, as well as the ashes growing in
their fruits, which fruits have a colour as ifthey were
fit to be eaten; but if you pluck them with your
hands they dissolve into smoke and ashes. '— Whiston :

Jotephust Wars of the Jews. bk. iv., chap, viii,, § 4

APPLE OF SODOM (SOLANUM SODOMEUM).

Some suppose the description to refer to the
Solunum Sodomeum, a plant of the Nightshade
genus, and others to the Calotropis procera,

one of the Asclepiads.

IL Figuratively:

1. Apple of the eye : The pupil of the eye,

called apple probably from its rotundity.
" Keep my commandments, and live ; and my law

as the apple of thine eye."—Prov. viL.a.

2. Apple of discord : Anything, not neces-
sarily an apple, or even a fruit, which, intro-

duced into a nation, church, family, or other
society, produces dissension among its mem-
bers. The expression is founded on the
classical myth that Eris, the goddess of strife,

on one occasion flung into a meeting of the
gods and goddesses a golden apple inscribed
with the words, "For the fairest." It pro-

duced great jealousy among the female deities,

of whom three—Juno, Minerva, and Venus

—

contended for it, the last-named being the
successful competitor.

B. Technically:

1. Bot. Apple or Pome : The English name
given by Lindley to the kind of fruit called

Pomum (q.v.).

2. Her. Apple of Grenada: The Pome-
granate (Punica granatum). (Gloss, of Her.)

^1 For such words as Alligator Apple,

Custard Apple, &c, see Alligator, Custard,
&a
apple-berry, s. The English name of

the Billardiera, a genus of Australian plant*

belonging to the order Pittosporacete, or Pitto-

sporads.

apple blight, s. A white cottony sub-

stance found upon the trunks of apple-trees.

It is produced by one of the Aphidce, the
Lachnus lanigerus, popularly known as the

American blight.

boil, btfy ; pdHt, jtf^rl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-clan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun; -tion, sion zhun. -tious, sious, -clous= shus. -cle, -pie, ic. -keL peL
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appl©-blossom, s. The blossom of the

apple- tree. (Generally in the plural.)

" The farmhouse peeping from Among bee-hives and
apf.le-blo**om*."—Macaiday: Bitt. Eng., ch. xv.

apple-brandy, or apple-jack, s.

Brandy made from apples. {American.)

apple - butter, s. A preserve (according
Harriett, a sauce) made of apples stewed in

cider.

apple-crook, $. A crook for gathering
apples from the tree.

"The appelcroke drawinge tourmentis to synful
men."— Wydiffe: Pre/at. EpUU, p. 70.

apple-graft, s. A graft from the apple-
tree inserted in the stock ofsome allied species.

"We have seen three-and-twenty sorts of apple-
graft* upon the same old plant, moet of them adorned
with fruit."—Boyle.

apple harvest, «.

L A harvest of apples ; the gathering of
apples.

2. The time when apples are gathered.

'eat. ill.

apple-jack, s. [Apple-brandy.]

apple-john, s. A kind of apple late in

coming to maturity, and preserved in a
shrivelled state for consumption during the
winter.

" What the devil hast thoti brought there ? apple-
Jo\m t thon kncw'at. Sir John cannot endure an
apple-John."—Shakesp. : 2 Ilenry It'., 1L 4.

apple-moth, a A species of moth be-
longing to the family Tortricidae. It is the
Tortrix pomanana.

apple-pie, *. A pie consisting of apples
enclosed within a crust.

Apple-pie bed: A bed made with the sheets
so doubled as to prevent a person getting his
legs between them. Commonly supposed to
be so named from its resemblance to an apple
turnover, but really from Fr. plU = folded.

Apple-pie order : Perfect order. (Colloquial.')

% The expression is probably a corruption
of Cap-a-pie.

apple-Snail, s. An English synonym of
the genus of shells called Ampullaria.

apple-tree, s.

1. Pyrus mains. The tree of which apples
are the fruit It is the crab apple-tree, a

member of the British flora, much altered by
centuries of cultivation. [Apflk, A., I. 1

;

Crab-apple.]
*' 01 a young apple-tree, ..."

Wordttaorth: Excursion, bk. 1.

2. The apple-tree of Scripture, in Heb. rnBtf

(tapp&ach), from the root fTDJ (naphdeh) = to

breathe, also to emit a scent Apparently not

apple, r.i. [From the substantive.] To
form like an apple.

"The cabbage turnep la of two kinds: one apple*
above ground, and the other in it"

—

Marshall : Gar-
dening.

apple is, v.t. [O. Fr. applaire.] To satisfy,

to content, to please. (Scotch.)

" Gif thou wald cum to hevynia bliss.

Thyself appleit with sober rent."
Bannatyne Poemt, p. 1&6. [Jamieton.)

' ap'-pler-ln-gry, * ap -pler-in-gie, a
[Etymology not apparent.] Southernwood
(Artemisia dbrutanum). (Scotch.) (Jamie-
son.)

"The window looked Into a small garden rank with
apleringy and other fragrant herb*. Sir A. Wylie.

y ap-pli -a-ble, a. [Eng. apply; suff. -able.]

* 1. Pliable. (Scotch.) (ColkeWie Lore.)
(Jamieson.)

2. Capable of being applied. (Now Applic-
able is used in its room.)

"All that I have said of the heathen idolatry is

pliable to the id ' '

) world."—South.

ap-pli -ance, s. [Eng. apply; -ance.]

1. The act of applying.
" Have you done this,

And aid of doctors? 1

Longfellow : The Golden Legend, t

2. Anything applied ; an application.

". . . the apftfiancet and aids for producing which
they serve to transmit."

—

J. 8. Mill: Polit. Leon.,
voL i., bk. L, cha'p. xii., { &

ap-pli-ca-bll'-l-t^, s. [Eng. applicable;

•ity.] The quality of being applicable to any-
thing.

"The principles of Free Trade are principles of
universal truth and of universal applicability."—
Timet, Nov. 16th, 1877.

% It is often followed by to.

"... which charge is certainly not true as respects
Polybius, whatever applicability it may have to the
others."—Lewi* : Early Rom. Bitt., chap. 11., f 7.

ap'-pli-ca-ble, a. [In Fr. applicable ; Sp.

aplicable; ItaL applical/ile. ) Which may be
applied, or which is proper or suitable to be
applied to anything.

" Bat a law which merely alters the criminal pro-
cedure may with perfect propriety be made applicable
to past as well as to future offence*."—Macaulay :

Bitt. Eng., chap. xvi.

ap'-pli-ca-ble-nSss, s. [Eng. applicable;

-ness.] The quality of being applicable to any-
thing. Applicability.

"The knowledge of salts may possibly, by that little

part which we have already delivered of Its applica-
blenett, be of use in natural philosophy."

—

Boyle.

*ap'-pll-ca-bly, adv. [Eng. applicable; -ly.)

In an applicable manner. Of such a character,

or in such a manner, that it may be fitly

applied. (Johnson.)

&p'-pll-can-c^, s. [Lat applicans.'] [Appli-

cant.] The quality or state of being applicable.

ap -pli-cant, s. [Lat. applicans, pr. par. of

applico = (1) to join or fasten ; (2) to consult

with
; (3) to direct intently towards, to apply

to.]

1. One who applies for anything ; as for a

situation, for charitable relief, &c.

2. A pupil remarkable for application to

study. (American.)

* ap'-pll-cate, v.t. [Lat applicatvs = lying

upon or close to, attached to ;
pa, par. of

applico = to join or fasten.] To apply to.

*' The act of faith Is applioated to the object accord-

ing to the natore of it"—Pearson : On the Creed,

Art is.

ap'-pll-cate, a. & s. [Lat. applicatvs, pa. par.

of applico'. ]

L, As adj. (Ordinary Language): Applied.

(Isaac Taylor.)

2. As subst. (Math.) ; A straight line drawn
across a curve, so as to bisect its diameter.

applicate number. One applied to a

concrete case

applicate ordinate. A straight line

applied at right angles to the axis of a parabola,

ellipse, or hyperbola, and bounded by the

ap-pli-ca'-tion, s. [In Fr. application; Sp.

aplicacion; Port, applicacao; Ital. applicazione ;

CITRUS MEDICA (APPLE OF SCRIPTURE).

L Citrus Medtoa in fruit (one-seventh its natural size),

a Cross section of fruit

the apple-tree, the fruit of which is indifferent

tn Palestine, except on Mount Lebanon ; but
the citron-tree (Citrus medico), the only species

of the Orange tribe known to the ancients.

"As the apple-tree among the trees of the wood,
. . . —Song of Solomon, ii. a

apple-woman, s. A woman who sells

apples, exhibited, by her on a stall or other-

wise.
"Yonder are two appIe~women scolding, and Just

ready to uncoif one another."

—

Arbuthnot k Pope.

apple-yard, s. A place enclosed for the
cultivation of apples ; an orchard.

Ate, fitt, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, poX

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, w, ce = e. ey = a. qu = lew.

Lat applicatio = a binding, a joiuing to

;

applico = to join to: ad = to, and plico = to
fold together.] [Apply.]

A. Ordinary Language :

I. The act of applying (followed by to).

1. The act of literally applying one thing to
another in a mechanical manner.

" What we here do by the application of a metal
plate of determinate length ana curvature, we do on
the earth by the measurement of a degree of variation
In the altitude of the pole."

—

Bertchel: Aitron., 10th
ed. (1869), i 218.

2. The act of placing one line or figure above
another, not mechanically, but mentally.
(B. I., Geom.)

3. Close attention to study ; the act or pro-
cess of applying the mind to anything with
which it desires to occupy itself.

" Of studious application, self-imposed.
Boots were her creditors."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vi.

" I cannot say whether it is a felicity or un-
happineas. that I am obliged at this time to give my
whole application to Homer . . ."

—

Pope. Letter to
Jilount (1717).

4. The use of certain means to gain an end.
" If a right course be taken with children, there will

not be much need of the application of the common
rewards and punishments."—Locke.

5. The employment or a statement, narra-
tive, anecdote, fable, or anything similar as a
means of inculcating a moral lesson. [B. 3.]

" This principle acts with the greatest force in the
worst application, and the familiarity of wicked men
more successfully debauches than that of good men
reforms. "

—

Roger*.

6. A soliciting, petitioning, or asking for
anything.

"It should seem very extraordinary that a patent
should be passed upon the application of a poor, private,
obscure medianick."—tiwift.

II. The state of being applied in any of the
foregoing senses.

"There is no stint which can be set to the value or
merit of the sacrificed body of Christ ; it hath no-
measured certainty of limits ; bounds of efikacy unto
life It knoweth none, but is also itself infinite in pos-
sibility of application."— Hooker.

ILL Anything applied.
" Lend me an arm ;—the rest have worn me out
With several application* :—nature and sickness
Debate it at their leisure."

Shakesp. : Alls Well that End* Well, i. %

B. Technically ;

1. Geom. : The act of mentally placing one
line above another, or a figure above another
one of the same dimensions ; or of applying
one figure to another of the same area, but of
different form ; or of transferring a given line

into a circle or other figure, so that its ends
shall be in the perimeter of that figure.

2. Theol. : The divine act of placing the
merits of Christ to the account of sinnur.^ lor

their justification. (Bp. Hall.)

3. Public speaking, and especially preachinn:
That portion of a discourse or address in which
the general principles or important truths laid

before the audience are applied to their indi-

vidual case. It generally constitutes the con-
clusion of a discourse. [Peroration.]

ap'-pli-oa-tive, a. [Eng. applicate; -i«.)

Which applies,

"The applicative command for putting in execution,
is in the wilL"—BramhaU against Hobbet.

ap'-plS-ca-tor, s. [Eng. applicative) ; -or.i

One who applies. (Gauden : Tears of the-

Church, p. 294.)

ap'-pU-ca-tor-i-ly, adv. [Eng. applicatory;

-ly.} Like that which is applicatory ; by way
of application, by its being applied, (Moun-
tagu : Appeak to Cozsar, p. 194.)

ap'-pH-<!a-tcT--y\ a. & *. [Eng. applicate;

•ory.)

1. As adjective : Containing an application

;

applying.

2. As substantive: That which applies.

"There are but two ways of applying the death of

Christ: faith is the inward applicatory, and if there

be any outward, it must be the sacraments."—Taylor:
Worthy Communicant.

ap-pli ed, pa. par. k a. [Apply.]

applied science. Science of which the

abstract principles are put to practical use in

the arts.

* ap-plT-£d-iy, adv. [Eng. applied; -ly.J

In a manner which may be applied

"It is not hut in such acta as be of themselves, or

appliedly, acta of religion and piety."—Jfountagu:
App. to Cam., p. 2A7.
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s>p-pli'-erv
* ap-ply'-er, & [Eng. apply;

•er. ] One who applies.
*' For hia own part, he said, he detested both the

s>uthor and the apptyer alike. "—C<ji\f. at Bumptun
Court, p. id.

* ap-pll'-ment, s. [Eng. apply; -ment.] Ap-
plication,

"These will wrest the doings of any man to their
own haae and malicious appHments."—Introduction to
Mamtorit Malcontent,

*p-ply", *ap-pll'e, * a-ply', v.t. & i. [Eng.

pjy. (Ply.) In Fr. appliquer; O. Fr. applier

;

Sp. apllcar ; Port, applicar ; Ital. applicare

;

Lat. applico = to join or fasten, to attach to :

ad = to, and plica = to fold, to lay flat ; root,
piak = to twist.]

A. Transitive

:

X. Ordinary Language :

1. Mechanically to place one thing upon
another, or adjust it to that other.

(a) As a single act

:

" The warder at the door his key appliet.
Shoots back the bolt, and all his courage dies."

Coifper : Bop*.

t (b) As a series of acts : To ply, as an oar or
the feet in walking.

" A varlet running towardes hastily,
Whose flying feet so fast their way apply'd.
That round about a cloud of dust did fly."

Spenter: F. Q., II. iv. tf.

2. To do so mentally. {B. 1., Geom.]
* 3. To bend to, submit to.

" In pees hys contre haldyng full manly,
Non durste hys heste breke, but to hym apply.'

The Roman* of Partway (ed. Skoat), 5,312-13.

* 4. To keep employed. (For this we now
use Ply, q.v.)

"She was skilful in applying his humours, never
suffering fear to fall to despair, nor hope to hasten to
assurance."—Sidney.

5. To direct the attention to, to fix the
mind or heart upon.

"Ne other worldly busines did apply."
Speneer: F. Q., II. x. «.

"Apply thine heart unto instruction, and thine ears
to the words of knowledge."

—

Prov. xxiii. 12.1^1 This is the only sense in which apply is

used in the English Bible.

6. To address to.

" Sacred vows and mystic song apply'd
To grisly Pluto and his gloomy bride. "—Pope.

7. To use as means for the attainment of
ad end ; for instance

—

(a) To give medicine to a diseased or torpid
rbody. (Lit. <t jig.)

" Even now the stimulants which he applied to his
torpid and feeble party produced some faint symptoms
of returning animation." — Macaulay : Hist. Bng.,
chap. xiii.

(b) To expend money for a certain object, or
put it to a specified use.

"The profits thereof might be applied towards the
support of the year."— Clarendon,

8. Formally to point out or tacitly to suggest
-the reference or suitability of a statement or
principle to a certain person or thing ; also to
use science for the regulation and improve-
ment of art. [Applied. ]

"This brought the death of your father to remem-
brance, and I repeated the verses which I formerly
applied to him."—firyden: Fablet.

"I had never deliberately applied these views to a
species taken singly."—Darwin: Descent- of Man, pt.
1., chap. i.

9. To have recourse to, in the hope of being
able to obtain assistance. (Now generally
used intransitively.) [B., 2.]

IL Technically:

1. Geom. : Mentally to place one line or
figure upon another one, and adjust the two
"together in a prescribed way.

" For if the triangle A B C be applied to D E F, bo
that the point A may be on D, ana the straight line
A B upon I) E . . . —Euclid, Bk. I., Prop. A.

2. Theol. : To place to the sinner's account
the merits of Christ for justification.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To suit, to agree, to harmonise with, to
bear analogy to, to refer to, to have some con-
nection with.

" Would it apply well to the vehemency of vour
affection that I should win what you would enjoy?"—
Shakesp. : Merry Wivet, ii. 2.

2. To have recourse to, as a petitioner for
tome kind of aid, or for some favour or right.

" I had no thoughts of applying to any but himself

;

he desired 1 would speak to others."—Swift.

* ap ply , s. [Plight.] Plight, condition.

(Scotch.)

" They found him in a good apply.
Both hay and corn and bread him by."

Sir JEgeir, p, 43. (Jamieson.)

ap-ply'-Ing, pr. par. [Apply.]

ap-pog-gi-a'-td, a., adv., & s. [Ital. appog-

giato = propped ; appoggiata, appoggiatoio,
apco'jgio = prop, support, defence.] [Appo-
giatura.] A sustaining of the voice in pass-
ing from one note to another. [Portamento.]

ap-pog-gi-a-tu r-a, a-pog-gi-a-tu r-a,
a-pd-jjfi-a-tu'r-a, s. [Ital. In Fr. appog-
giature. From Ital. appoggiare = to lean
upon : ad = to, and poggiare = to ascend

;

poggio = a hill, cliff, ascent; Lat. podium—
an elevated place, a height.]

Music: A grace-note consisting of a sound
situated a semitone or tone above or below
that to which it is affixed, occurring usually
on an accented portion of a bar, ana written
as if extraneous to its contents.

, Written. Student!

gFf^^jrggg^

ap-poi'nt, * apoynte, * ad poy nto,
v.t. & i. [Fr. appointer, from point, pointe —
a point ; O. Fr. apuinter = to prepare, to
arrange ; Prov. apontar, apontar, apointar ;

8p. apuntar = to point, to denote or appoint,
... to sharpen; Ital. appuntare = to sew,
to sharpen, ... to fix, appoint ; Low Lat.
appuncto = to bring back to the point ; Class.
Lat. ad = to, and punctum, accus. of punctus
or punctum = (1) a pricking, a stinging, (2) a
point

;
pungo, pupugi, punctum a to prick,

to puncture.] [Appointer,]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To point to or at
" Appoint not heavenly disposition."

Milton; Samton Agonlttet.

2. To decree, to ordain ; hence to make
secure, to settle.

(a) To decree, to fix, to ordain, by divine or
by human authority ; as the arrangements in
nature, those for divine worship, times, places,
or anything similar.

"He appointed the moon for seasons."— Pt. civ. 19.

" And the Lord appointed a set time, saying, To-
morrow the Lord shall do this thing in the land."—
Exod. it. 6.

" It was their undoubted prerogative to regulate
coin, weights, and measures, and to appoint fairs,
markets, and ports."—Macaulay: Bitt. Eng., ch. i.

(6) To make secure, to establish, to settle.

3. To nominate by competent authority to
an office ; or to do temporary service. (Fol-
lowed by two objectives—one of the person
nominated, and the other of the office.)

4. To allot, to assign, or adjudge to one a
J)ortion, wages, or an office or dignity. (Fol-
owed

—

(a) By an objective of the thing given, and
to or unto before the person receiving it

:

" And I appoint unto you a kingdom, as my Father
hath appointed unto me."

—

Luke xxii. 29.

(6) By two objectives ; there being an ellip-

sis of the to or unto.)
". . . and appoint him his portion with the

hypocrites."—Matt. xxiv. 61.

5. To command, to enjoin.

"... and ordain elders In every city, as I had
appointed thee."

—

Titut L 5.

6. To equip, to supply, to furnish with all
things necessary to efficiency.

" The English, being well appointed, did so entertain
them, that their ships departed terribly torn."—Bay-
ward.

TX Technically : To make a conveyance
altering the disposition of landed property,
and assigning it to a specified person.

B. Intransitive : To decree, to arrange ;

fixedly to resolve.
" So Jeroboam and all the people came to Rehoboam

the third day, as the king had appointed, saying.
Come to me again the third day."— 1 Kingi xii. 12.

" For the Lord had appointed to defeat the good
counsel of Achitophel . . ."—8 Sam. xvll. 14.

ap point-able, a. [Eng. appoint: -able.]

That may be appointed. (Federalist : Maddi-
son.) (Webster's Diet.)

ap-poi nt^ed, pa. par. & a. [Appoint.]
" Is there not an appointed time to man upon earth f

*

—Job vli. l,

ap-poin-te'e, s. [E»g- appoint, -ee; Fr.
appointi, pa par. of appointer.']

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Gen. : One who has received an appoint-
ment.

2. Spec. : Formerly, a foot-soldier in the
French army who, on account of his long ser-
vice and tried courage, received higher pay
than his comrades of the same grade. A
lance-corporal.

JX Technically (Law)

:

1. In the same sense as I. 1.

2. A person in whose favour a power of
appointment is executed. (Wharton.)

" But the usual course now is for some one to procure;
letter* of patent, or other authority from the king,
and then the ordinary of courte grants administration
to such appointee of the crown."—Blackttone ; Com-
ment., bk. ii, ch. 32.

appointee (ap poi'n-ta), a. [Fr. appoinU,
pa. par. of appointer. ] [Appoint.]

Her.: Pointed. (Applied to things which
touch at the points or ends ; as two swords
touching each other at their points or tips.

)

ap -poi n-ter, * ap po^ nc-ter, *. [Eng
appoint; -er.] One who appoints.

"That this queen was the first appointer of this
chaste attendance [euuuchsj for her bed-chamber. Am-
mlanus ttstitieth."—Gregory : Poethuma, p. 13*.

appoint trig, pr. par. [Appoint.]

ap point ment, • a poyntc ment, s.

[From Late Lat. appunctuamentum. In Fr.
appointement ; Sp. apuntamiento.}

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of appointing ; the act of fixing
any arrangements by divine or human decree,
edict, or command, or by mutual stipulation.

Specially

:

* 1. The act of making preparations of any
kind.

2. The act of ordering or commanding any
one ; order, direction, injunction.

" At the appointment of Aaron and his sons shall be
all the service of the sons of the Gershonites, in all
their burdens, . . ."—JVumo. iv. 27.

"
. . . by the appointment of Absalom this hath

been determined . . ."—2 Sam. xili. 32.

3. The act of arranging for a meeting to-
gether ; an assignation.

"... for they had made an appointment together
to come and mourn with him.'*

—

Job 11. 1 1.

4. The act of nominating to any office.

"But such appointmentt could no longer be made
without serious inconvenience." — Maca uUty : Bitt.
Eng., ch. \i.

IL The state of being appointed.

IIL That to which one is appointed, or
which is appointed to one. (Gen. & Spec.)

Specially:

1. A situation, an office.

2. Equipment, dress, furniture, arms, arma-
ment.

" They have put forth the haven : further on.
Where their appointment we may best discover.
And look on their endeavour."

Shaketp. : Antony t Cleopatra, iv. 10-

% Sometimes it is used in the plural.
" A fish was taken In Polonia : such an one as repre-

sented the whole appearance and appointmenl$ of a
bishop."—Gregory : Potth. (1850), p. 123.

3. (Plur.) Certain allowances paid to one
in virtue of his holding a particular office

;

perquisites.

"Tyrconnel began to rule his native country with
the power and apj>ointmenti of lord lieutenant, but
with the humbler title of lord deputy."—Macaulay .

Bitt. Eng., ch. VL

B. Technically (Law)

:

1. A devise for a charitable use. (Black-

stone: Comment., bk. ii., ch. 28.)

2. An instrument or 'deed deriving validity

from a previous deed, and operating as a con-

veyance by limiting or altering previous uses.

Power of appointment : The earlier of the
two deeds just mentioned—that which gives

i force to the other.

* ap-pb rt, v.t. & i. [Fr. apporter.]

A. Trans. : To bring, to produce.

B. Intrans. : To arrive at one's destination.

*G&. *>6^; P©~ttt, j6*^rl; cat, $ell, chorus, cMn, bench; go, gem; thin, thto; sin, as; expect. Xcnophon, exist. -Ing.
-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -(ion, -sion= shun, -tious. -sious, -dons = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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• ap-po r-ter, s. [Fr. apporter = to bring, to

convey ; Ital. apportart ; Lat. apporto = to

bring or carry to : ad = to, and porto = to

carry (spec., something heavy).] One who im-

port* or carries anything (into the country).

•T Now Importer (q. t.)l

•'This makes only the apporter* themselves, their

aiders, abettors and assistants, traitors ; not those

who receive it at second hand. —Bale: Bitt. PL Cr.,

ch. 20.

ap-pbr-tion, v.t. [Lat ad = to, and portio

= a portion.] [Portion, Part.]

Ord. Lang. & Law : To mete out in just pro-

portions ; to share among several persons or

several things in suitable proportion.

"Christ proportions several degrees of punishment
In the other world, which he apportions to the degrees

of death which had ever been among the Jews. —
Jeremy Taylor: Work* (ed. IW9), voL ill, p. 40.

ap pb r tion ate, v.t. [Eng. apportion;
'

-ate.] To apportion. (Hacket : lAfe of WU-
liams, p. 275.)

ap-po r-tton-ate-ness, *. [Eng. apportion ;

•ate, -ness.] The quality of being in just pro-

portion to something else.

"There Is not a surer evidence of the apportion-
ateness of the English liturgy to the end to which
it was designed, than the contrary fates which it hath
under gone.*—Bammond : Pref. to View of the Aest
Directory.

ap-po r-tioned, pa. par. & a. [Apportion.]

appor tioner, s.

One who apportions.
[Eng. apportion ; -er.)

{Webster.)

ap-po r-tion-ingt pr. par. [Apportion.]

ap-po r-tion-ment, s. [Eng. apportion;
-ment.]

Ord. Ixxng. & Law : The act of meting out
anything, the rent of a house, for instance, in

just proportions among several owners. The
distributing anything among several persons
according to their just claims ; also, the state

of being so meted out
" It U even possible to conceive that in this original

apportionment, compensation might be made for the
injuries of nature."—J. 8. Mill: Polit. Kcon., vol. 1..

bk. 1L, cliap. i., S 2.

t ap-po'-aal, * ap po sale, $. [Eng. ap-

pose; -al.]

Law. Apposal of Sheriffs : A charging

sheriffs with money received on their account
in the Exchequer. (Glossog. Nov., &c.)

* *P-P^'f°» R''" ^T' aPPoser ~ *° a®x
«
*o Put

to ; Port, appor ; Lat appono — to put at or

near to. ] [Apposite. ]

L To apply to.

" By malign putrid vapours, the nutriment ts ren-

dered unapt of being apposed to the parts."—Barvey.

2. To question, to examine,

•fl Now written Pose (q.v.).

**.
. . to the end they may be apposed of those

things which of themselves they are desirous to utter."

—Bacon.

Sp-pd-ser, s. [Eng. appose; -er.]

J. Gen. : One who questions another or

others. (Now, Poser.)

1L Specially ;

* 1. A bishop's examining chaplain. (Web-

ster.)

2. A certain officer of the Exchequer, whose
full designation is foreign apposer.

ap p6-»ite, a. [Lat. appositus, pa. par. of

appono m to put or lay at or near, to apply to :

ad = to, and pono = to put]
* 1. Added. (Glossog. Nov., 2nd ed.)

2. Peculiarly applicable to ; suitable to

time, place, persons, and circumstances.
" The duke's delivery of his mind was not so sharp.

aa solid and grave, and apposite to the times and occa-

sions.**— Wotton.
" This contrast, not unsuitable to life,

Is to that other state more apposite.'
Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. v.

ap' -pd-site-ly, adv. [Eng. apposite; -ly.]

In an apposite manner ; fitly, suitably, appro-
priately.

" He . . . quoted the New Testament appositely."—Maeaulay: Bitt. Eng., chap, xxiii.

ftp -pd-site-ness, s. [Eng. apposite; -ness.]

The quality of being apposite ; fitness, suit-

ableness, appropriateness.
'* J mi '/merit is either concerning things to be known,

or of things done, of their congruity, fitness, lightness,
apposite-nets,"—Bale : Origin, of Mankind.

ap-po-si'-tlon, s. [In Ger. & Fr. apposition ;

Sp. aposicion ; Port apposicao ; Ital. apposi-

zione ; from Lat. appositio.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of placing to or adding to.

2. The state of being placed to or added to.

". . . certain bones, placed more or less in appo-
sition with if—Flower: Osteal, qf Mammalia, p. 12.

B. Technically:

Gram. : The placing of two nouns or pro-

nouns which are in the same case in juxta-

position with each other, without, however,
connecting them by a conjunction. The word
placed in apposition to the other does not so

much add a completely new idea to that con-

veyed by the first one, as it explains that

first Examples :
" She walks a queen," *• It

is I," "Hamlet, Prince of Denmark." In

these sentences queen is in apposition with
she, I with it, and Prince with Hamlet. She, I,

and Prince are all in the nominative case.

* ap-pd-si'-tion-al, a. [Eng. apposition ;

-<:.[.] Relating to apposition ; in apposition.

"The appotitional construction is in reality a matter
of concord rather than of gender."—Latham : Eng.
Lang. (5th ed.), p. 60Jl

* ap-pdf'-i-tive, a. [Eng. appose); -iw.]

Apposite.

"The words In the parenthesis being only appositiee

to the words going immediately before."

—

Knatchtiull :

Tr., p. 41

ap point, v.t. [Appoint.]

ap-prai'se (1), * ap-pri'se, * ap pri se,

v.t. [Ft. appricier= (1) to value, (2) to appre-
ciate, to estimate ; O. Fr. apreiser, apreisier,

aprisier, aproisier ; Sp. apreciar ; Port, appre-

dar ; ItaL apprezzare; Lat. appretio =(1) to

value, to appraise, (2) to purchase, (3) to ap-

propriate : ad = to, and pretio= to prize ; pre-

Hum = price.] [Apprize, Appreciate, Price,

& Prize.] To value any kind of property,

especially by means of persons acting under
the authority of the law, or by mutual agree-

ment of the parties concerned. (Glossog.

Nov.)
"... to apprise all the goods that were in the

house."—Ap. Ball : Account of Bimtetf.

t ap-prai'se (2), v.t. [Formed from Eng.

praise (q.v.).] To praise. (Poetic)
" Appraised the Lycian custom, . . ."

Tennyson i The Princess, 11.

ap-prai'sed (1), • ap -pri zed, * ap
prised, * ap-pri'S-It, pa. par. [Ap-

praise (1)l]

t ap-pralaed (2), pa. par. [Appraise (2>]

appraisement, * ap prise ment, 5.

[Eng. appraise; -ment.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of appraising ; the
state of being appraised ; that at which any-

thing is appraised. (Dyche.)

2. Law : The act of appraising or valuing

goods. Formerly, in the case of treasure

trove, wrecks, waifs, and strays seized by the

king's officer for the sovereign's use, a com-
mission of appraisement was issued by the

royal exchequer to value the goods, and if

after proclamation had twice been made no
claimant appeared, they were then declared

derelict, and forfeited to the crown. Similar

appraisement took place when the goods of a

transgressor against the laws were forfeited

and his goods secured for the public use, even

if he had personally escaped the reach of

justice. (Blackstone : Comm., bk. iii., ch. 17.)

"There issued a commission of appraisement to

value the goods in the officer's hands.' —Blackstone.
" For their price : By law, they ought to take as

they can agree with the subject : By abuse, they take
at an imposed and enforced price : By law, they ought
to make but one apprisement. by neighbours, in the
country ' By abuse they make a second apprisement at

the court-gate."—Bacon : Speech to K. James touching
Purveyors.

ap-pra is er, * ap-pris'-er, * ap-prxz-
er, *. [Eng. appraise; -er.] One whose
occupation it is to appraise property. The
appellation is given chiefly to brokers of

household furniture, but is also applied to

all, of whatever calling, who in fact appraise
property of any kind. (Dyche.)

ap-pra is-ing, *ap-pii's-ing, *ap-pri's-

ing, pr. par. k s. [Appraise (1).]

As substantive : The act of valuing by means
of persons authorised to do so.

* ap-pre ca'-tion, s. [Lat. ad = to. and

precatio = a praying, a prayer, from precor =
to speak as a suppliant, to ask or beg for.]

Prayer or supplication to or for.

"Such shall be the fervent apprecationt of your
much devoted friend."—Bp. Ball: Remains, p. 40*.

* ap'-pre-ca-tor-y, a. [Lat. ad = to, and

precatorius = pertaining to prayer.] Relating

to prayer or supplication.

", . . how forcible shall we esteem the (nut so

much apprecatory as declaratory) benedictions ot uur
spiritual fathers, sent to us, out of heaven."—Bp. Ball:
Cases of Conscience, iii. 9.

ap pre -ci-a-ble (or cl = shl), a. [In Fr.

appreciable.]

1. Capable of being estimated and its value

ascertained.

(o) Used in a general sense.

"Equally conclusive and more readily appreciable
proof . .

" Owen: British Fossil Mammals and
Birds, p. xxiii.

(b) Used specially of a quantity which,

though small, is yet large enough to enable

it tobe ascertained, or at least estimated.

"... the derivative oscillation (as it may be
termed) will be imperceptible in one case, of appreci-

able magnitude in another, . .
."—Berschel: Attron.,

5th ed. (1858), J S50.

". . . the difference between the sex.?* in the
amount of scarlet is so slight that it can hinMy make
any appreciable difference in the danger incurred."—
Darwin : The Descent of Man, pt ii., ch. iv.

2. Worthy of being appreciated, valuable.

ap pre cl-ate, * ap pre'-ti-ate (or ci,

ti shi), v.t. [In Fr. appricier; Sp. apre-

ciar ; Port, appreciar ; ItaL apprezzare ; Lat.

appretio.] [Appraise.]

1. To value at a proper price. Spec, to

estimate at a high price or value. (Lit. d Jig.)

". . . utterly incapable of appreciating his higher
qualities."—Maeaulay: Bist. Eng., ch. xv.

". . . the mental culture necessary in order to

appreciate Homer, .
."

—

Gladstone: StuUie* on
Bomer, vol. i., f Iii., p. 35.

2. To estimate anything, even though the

element of price enter into it only remotely ;

to comprehend, to understand, accurately to

conceive.

"It is instructive to endeavour to appreciate the
direction and estimate the strength of the ippiwmg
forces which in different European States will be
brought to bear ou this question."—Times. Nov. It,

1877.

"... to enable us to appreciate the action of sat

organ in health."—Todd * Bowman: Physiol. Anat.,

vol i., Introd., p. 81.

•jj (a) In the United States appreciate la

used in two other senses : (1) transitive = to

raise the value of; and (2) intransitive = to

rise in value. (Webster.)

(b) Crabb considers that while appraise and
appreciate both signify to value, appraise is

used in a literal, and appreciate in a figurative,

sense : one appraises goods, he appreciates and
does not appraise the characters of men. To
estimate a thing is to get the sum of the value

by calculation : to esteem anything is to judge

its actual and intrinsic value. Estimate is

used either literally or figuratively ; esteem,

only in a moral sense : one estimates losses by
fire, he esteems the character of a good man.

ap-pr§'-ci-a-t»5d (or ci = shi), pa. par. & a,

[Appreciate.]

ap-pre'-ci-a-ting (or ci = *hi), pr. par.

[Appreciate.]

ap pre ci a tion, * ap-pre-ti-a -tion

(or ci and ti as alii), *. [In Fr. appreciation ;

Port, appreciacao.] [Appreciate.] The act

of estimating anything at its just value,

specially if that be a high one ; the state of

being so valued ; the price, valuation, or esti-

mate set upon it

"Sorrow for sin—lu appreciation they would ever

have to be excessive."—Dr. Playfere : The Power ef
Prayer (1617), p. 68.

"
. . a defective appreciation of colours."—

Berbert Spencer, 2nd ed., voL ii., p. M», I 853. Note.

•fl In the United States appreciation is used

also to mean a rise in value.

appro'-ci-a-tive (or ci as shi), a. [Eng.

appreciate; -ive. In Fr. appreciatif; Port.

appreciative] Having, containing, or imply-

ing appreciation for. (Goodrich & Porter.)

ap-pre'-ci-a-tor-£ (or ci as shi), a. [Eng.

appreciate ; -ory.] The same as Appreciative
(q.v.) (Goodrich A Porter.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, six, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce -- e, ey - a. qu = kWr
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ftp prehend', v.t. & i. [In Fr. apprihendre &
apprendre ; Sp. aprthender ; port apprehender,

aprender ; Ital. apprendere = to learn, to con-

ceive ; Lat. apprehendo = (1) to seize, (2) to

•liege, (3) to comprehend : ad = to, and pre-

hendo = to take hold of, to seize. This is

from Lat. prce m before, and the same root

which appears in A.S. hentan, gekentan — to

take hold of, to pursue.]

A. Transitive:

I. Of physical action : To take hold of, to

grasp, to seize ; especially to seize a criminal

with the view of bringing him to justice.

"There li nothing but bath a double handle, or at
least we have two hands to apprehend it"— Taylor.
" And when he had apprehended him, he put him in

prison. . . ."—An, til «.

H. Of mental action : To seize, grasp, or lay
hold of an idea or a conception ; to entertain

an emotion.

1. Of mental conceptions

:

(a) To interpret, to understand but some*
what doubtfully.

"What wu spoken metaphorically may be appre-
hended literally. What was spoken ludicrously may
be apprehended seriously."—Maeaulay : Bitt. Eng.,
chap. r.

(&) To believe, to be of opinion.
**.

. . to<lo what they conscientiously apprehende+i
to be wrong!"—Maeaulay: Sit. Eng., chap. xL

2. Of emotion : To dread the approach of

tome evil ; to look forward with anxiety to a
coming event.

" Here, therefore, the opposition had more reason
than the king to apprehend violence."—Maeaulay

:

Bit. Eng., chap, it

% In this sense it is sometimes used im-
personally.

"It was apprehended thai, if he were now armed
with the whole power of the Crown, he would exact a
terrible retribution tor what he had suffered."—Ma-
eaulay : Hist. Eng., chap. xiii.

B. Intransitive :

1. Partially to understand.

2. To think, conceive, entertain an opinion.

(Generally followed by that.)

IT (1.) Apprehend in the sense classed above
as II., 1 (eOis a much weaker word than com-
prehend. Every one apprehends much which
he does not comprehend.

(2.) When apprehend is used in the sense
classed as No. II., 1 (b), it may be contrasted
with the verbs to conceive, to suppose, and to

imagine. According to Crabb, to apprehend
is simply to take an idea into the mind, as
children do ; to conceive an idea is to form
tt after reflection, as is done by adults. To
apprehend and to conceive are applied only to

reality, whilst to suppose and imagine are used
of things which may exist only in the imagi-

nation. Apprehend expresses the weakest
kind of belief : a man is said to conceive that
on which he forms a direct opinion ; what
one supposes may admit of a doubt, what one
imagines may be altogether improbable or
Impossible, and that which cannot be imagined
may be too improbable to be believed.

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

(3.) When apprehend is used in the sense

classed as No. II. , 2, it may be contrasted with
the verbs to fear and to dread. These rise

above each other in force after the manner of

a climax in the order apprehend, fear, dread.

We apprehend an unpleasant occurrence ; we
fear a misfortune ; we dread a calamity.

Moreover, apprehend respects things only

;

fear and dread relate to persons as well as

things. (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

(4.) More (Sleep of the Soul, ii. 28) uses the

form apprend, probably metri gratia.

ap-pre hSnd'-er, s. [Eng. apprehend; -er.]

One who apprehends in any of the senses of

that verb.
" Gross apprehender* may not think It any more

strange, than that a bullet should be moved by the
rarefied fire."—UbinviUe.

•p-pre-hend'-ing, pr. par. ,a., & s. [Appre-
hend.]

A. As pa. par. & adj. : In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B, As substantive : Apprehension.
"... to issue a proclamation for the apprehend-

ing of L'Vilow."—Maeaulay : Bit. Eng.. ch. xv.

fcp-pre hen'-si-ble, a. (Lat. apprehensi-

UHs.]
* 1. Able to be comprehended or included ;

comprehensible, in a literal sense.

"The north and southern poles are incommunicable
and fixed points, whereof the one is not apprehensible
In the other."—Browne : Vulgar Brrowrs.

2. Able to be apprehended, in a lit. or fig.

sense.
"... in reality it exacts so powerful an effort on

the part of the reader to realise visually, or make Into
an apprehensible unity, the scattered elements and
circumstances of external landscapes painted only by
words . .

."—DeQuincey; Work* (ed. 1863), voL 11.,

p. 17S.

ap-pre hen -Sion, i. [In Ft. apprehension

;

Port, apprehensao ; Lat. apprehensio, from ap-
prehensum, supine of apprehendo.} [Appre-
hend.]

1 The act or power of apprehending.

1. Physically : The act of laying hold of,

grasping, or seizing with the hands or in

some similar way, and especially of seizing a
criminal to bring him to justice. [Prehen-
sion.]

"A lobster hath the chely or great claw of one
side longer than the other, but this is not their leg,

but a part of apprehension, whereby they seise upon
their prey.*'—Browne: Vulgar Errourt.

2. Mentally:

(a) The act of mentally grasping or laying
hold of, especially the act of laying hold of an
idea without studying it in its various rela-

tions so as to comprehend it. [Comprehend.]
"Simple apprehension denote* no more than the

soul's naked intellection at an object, without either
composition or deduction."—Olanville.

" And acts in that obedience, he shall gain
The clearest apprehension of those truths,
Which unassisted reason's utmost power
Is too infirm to reach !

"

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. v.

(6) Opinion, belief, founded on sufficient or
resting on doubtful evidence.

**. . . the unpardonable guilt of murder, which.
In his apprehension, was aggravated rather than ex-
cused by the vice of intoxication."— (Jibbon: Decline
and Fall, chap. xli.

(c) The power or faculty by which man men-
tally apprehends.

" What a piece of work is a man I ... in action,
how like an angel ! in apprehension, how like a god :—Shakesp. : Samlet, ii. 2.

IL The state of being apprehended, or being
under the influence of apprehension.

1. The state of being seized, grasped, or
laid hold of ; seizure.

" See that he be convey'd unto the Tower

:

And go we, brothers, to the man that took him.
To question of his apprehension."

Shakesp. ; S Senry VI., lit 2.

" Corn. True oi false, it hath made thee Bar! of
Qioster Seek out where thy father is, that he may be
ready for our apprehension."—Shakesp. : Xing Lear,
ill. 5.

2. Foreboding of evil, suspicion that some-
thing unpleasant is about to happen ; fear.

" But Mackay's gentle manner removed their appre-
hension."—Maeaulay : Sit. Eng., chap, xiii,

IIL That which is apprehended ; an object
of apprehension.
"... a foolish extravagant spirit, full of forms.

figures, shapes, objects, ideas, apprehensions, motions,
revolutions."

—

Shakesp. : Love t Labours Lot, iv. 2.

ap pre hen-slve, a. [Fr. apprlhensif; Sp.
aprehensivo ; Port apprehensivo ; from Lat.
apprehensum, supine of apprehendo = to seize,

or lay hold of.]

L Of intellect:

* 1, Cognizant of, acquainted with.
" She, being an handsome, witty and bold maid, was

both apprehensive of the plot ana very active to prose-
cute it.' —Puller i The Profane State, bk. v., c ft.

(See Trench, Glossary, 7, 8.

)

2. Quick to understand.
" Nourished imagination in her growth.
And gave the mind that apprehensive power
By wTucn she is made quick to recognise
The moral properties and scope of tilings."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. 1.

IX Of emotion

:

1. Gen. : Keenly susceptible of feeling in
general.

"Thoughts, my tormentors, armed with deadly
stings,

Mangle my apprehensive tenderest parts."
Milton ; Samson Agon.

2. Spec. : Entertaining suspicion or slight
fear of present or foreboding of future danger.
"... a man insatiably greedy of wealth and

power, and yet nervously apprehensive of danger."
Maeaulay : Sit. Eng., chap, xxiii.

ap pre hen -sive-ly, adv. [Eng. appre-
hensive; -ly.] In an apprehensive manner;
with apprehension. (Johnson.

)

ap pre hen -sive-ness, s. [Eng. apprehens-
ive; -ness.] The quality of being apprehensive.

" Whereas the Towels are much more difficult to be
taught, you will find, by falling upon them last, great
help by the apprehensiveneu already gained in learn-
ing the consonants. "—SoUier.

|
* apprend; v.t. [Apprehend, v., *J (4). J

ap pren -tlce, * a pren -tise, * a-pren-
tjhs, s. [In Fr. apprenti, as i. = an appren-
tice ; as adj.— apprenticed ; from apprendre =
to learn ; O. Fr. k Prov. apprentis, apprentiz ;

Sp. aprendiz — an apprentice ; aprender as to
learn ; Low Lat. apprenticius = an appren-
tice ; Class. Lat. apprendo (poetic) — appre*
hendo — to seize, ... to comprehend.] [Ap-
prehend.]

1. Ordinary Language A Law: A young
man, or young woman, who has been bound
by indentures to serve a particular master or
mistress for a certain term of years ; the
master again, on his Bide, covenanting to
teach the apprentice the trade or profession

which he himself practises.

"A kindly man, who became attached to the
little fellow, and in due time made him [Faraday] his
apprentice without fee .**— Tyndall ; Fragments of
Science, ltd ed., xii. 149,

2. In old Law-books: Advocates or barris-

ters under sixteen years' standing were called

Apprentices (Apprenticii ad legem). After
sixteen years they might become Serjeants

(servientes ad legem). (Blackstone: Comment.,
bk. UL, ch. 3.)

apprentice fee. The fee paid to a
master for taking charge of, supporting, and
giving technical instruction to an apprentice.

ap-prdn'-tloe, v.t. [From the substantive.]

To bind as an apprentice or as apprentices.

ap pren'-tlced, pa. par. & a. [See Appren-
tice, v.)

" Him portlon'd maids, apprent ie'd orphans blast.
The young who labour, and the old who rest."

Pope.

* *P pren -tlce-hood, s. [Eng. apprentice,

and suffix -hood. ] Apprenticeship.
" Must I not serve a long apprenticehood
To foreign passages, and in the end.
Having my freedom, boast of nothing a
But that f was a Journeyman to grief!

gnpassagei.
Having my freedom, boast of nothli

a Journeyman to grie
Shakesp. : Rich. //.. L 1

ap pren -tice-sblp, l [Eng. apprentice,

and suffix -ship.]

1. Strictly : The term of years for which one
is bound as an apprentice ; also the state or
condition of an apprentice.

*f The duration of apprenticeships varies
in different countries, and has not been uni-
form in any country. Apprenticeships seem
to have been unknown among the old Romans.
In England they are incidentally mentioned
in an Act of Parliament in 1388, but they were
then so common that their origin must be
sought at a long prior date. By the " Statute
of Apprenticeship," 5 Eliz., c. 4, it was enacted
that no person should for the future exercise

any trade, craft, or mystery at that time exer-

cised in England, unless he had previously
served an apprenticeship to it of at least seven
years. The judges of the higher courts of law
gave as narrow an interpretation as they could
to this repressive enactment. Adam Smith
(Wealth of Nations, bk. i., ch. x., pt. ii., and
bk. iv., ch. fi.) denounced it ; and the Act 64
Geo. III., c. 96, swept it away. Optional
apprenticeship still nourishes, and is the
common method of learning a handicraft.
The enforcement of apprenticeship was never
carried out to the same extent in Ireland and
in Scotland as in England. In the United
States apprenticeship followed the English
laws and custom. It has almost died out in
the larger cities, but still exists in many Bmall
towns and villages. From these towns and
from immigration the supply of Bkilled me-
chanics needed in the large cities is mainly
derived.

2. Loosely : The time during which one is

learning a profession, or acquiring skill in

anything, even though he may not be formally

bound by indentures to a master.
" He had never, he said, served an apprenticeship to

the military profession."— Maeaulay: Sitt. Eng...

ch. TiL

ap-pren -tic ing, pr. par. [Apprentice, v.]

* ap-pren'-tls-age» *. [Fr. apprentissage

;

Sp. aprendizage.) The state or condition of an
apprentice ; apprenticeship ((it. <tfig.).

"... than to be utterly without apprentisage of
- war . . ."--Bacon: Obserw. upon a Libel (1592).

&p pressed, ap-prest, a. [From Lat.

appressum (adpressum), supine of apprimo
(adprimo) = to press to : ad = to, and premo
— to press. ]

boll, be^-; potlt, J6%1; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon. exist, ph f.

-elan, -tlan m shan. -tlon, -slon - shun ; -tion, -sion m zhun. -tions, slous, -dons = shiis. ble, -die, &c. = bcl, del
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Bot. : Pressed to anything else ; as, for in-

stance, hairs pressed closely to the stem of a

plant. [Adpressed.] {Loudon: Cycl of Plants,

1829; Gloss.)

* ap-pre'-tl-ate (ti as shi), v.t. [Appre-

ciate.]

* ap-pre'-tl-a'-tion (tl as shi), *. [Ap-

preciation. ]

* ap-preue, * ap prieue, v.t. [Approve.]
(Scotch.)

* ap-pri'se, * ap-pri'ze, s. [In Fr. apprise

= the formal notice sent to an inferior judge
of the decision come to by a superior one

;

from appris, pa. par. of apprendre = to learn,

to teach.] [Apprehend.] Notice, information.
" Then I praied him for to saie

His will, and I it wolde obeie.
After the ionae of his apprize."

Gower : Conf. Amantts. bk. L

ap prise (1), * apprize (1), v.t. [Prom

apprise, s. (q.v.).] To inform, to make aware,

to bring to the notice of.

" Herman ! I command thee,
Knock, and apprise the Count of my approach."

Byron : Manfred, ill. ».

* ap-pri'se (2), v.t. [* Apprize (2).]

ap-pri sed (1 & *
2), pa. par. [Apprise

(14*2).]

ap-pri sing (14*2), pr, par. [Apprise

A "2).]

* ap-pri'ze (2), * ap-pri se (2), mt Modi-

fied form of Appraise (q.v.).

* ap-pri zed (1 A; 2), pa. par. [* Apprize

(X&2).]

* apprize mcnt, * ap-pri se ment, s.

[Apprajsement. ]

•ap-pri'z-cr, * ap-pris-er, 5. [Appraiser. ]

* ap-pri z-Ing, pr. par. [Apprize (1).]

* ap-pri'z-Ing, pr. par. & ». [Apprize (2).]

* As substantive (Scotch Law): Formerly,
an action by which a creditor sought permis-
sion to take the estates of his insolvent debtor.

Adjudications have now been substituted in

lieu of apprizings.

ap pro'ach, * appro che, * ap-pro'ch,
v.t. & t. [Ft. approcher, from proche = near ;

Prov. apropchar, from propi s= near ; Ital.

approssiraarsi ; Old Ital. approcciare: Low
Lat. approprio, from Lat. ad = to, and prope

= near.]

A* Intransitive:

1. Of place : To advance to the immediate
Ticinity of, to draw near.

" Dannger vaine it were to have asaayd
That cruell element, which all things feare,

>"e none can suffer to approchen neare."
Spenser: E. <}., Ill xl. 22.

"Wherefore approached ye so nigh unto the city
when ye did fight T"—2 Sam. xt 20.

2. Of time : To draw near, to be not far off.

" Behold, thy days approach that thou must die."—
Beat. xxxi. 14.

3. Figuratively:

(a) Gen. : To draw near to in other respects

;

as in aim, in attainments, or in intellectual

or moral character.
" To have knowledge In all the objects of contempla-

tion, is what the mind can hardly attain unto ; the
Instances are few of those who have, in any measure,
approached towards it."—Locke.

(b) In Scripture (Spec.) : To have near access

Of a spiritual kind to God.

"I xrlll cause him to draw near, and he shall approach
unto me : for who is this that engaged his heart to

approach unto me ! saith the Lord. —Jer. xxx. SL

B. Transitive:

t 1. .Really transitive: To cause to draw
near.

" By plunging paper thoroughly in weak spirit of

wine, and approaching it to a caudle, the spirituous
parts will burn without harming the paper."—Bogle.

2. Only apparently so, there being an ellipsis

qf to: To draw near to in place, in time, or in

any other way.
" It was indeed scarcely safe to approach Mm [that

la (to) him]."—Maeaulay -. Hist, ting., ch. viL

" He was an admirable poet, and thought even to

hare approached Homer."—Temple.

ap-prd'ach, * ap-pro che, 5. [From the

verb. In Pr. approche.]

A. Ordinary iMnguage

:

X. The act of drawing near in place or in

other ways.
'* The Pastor learn'd that his approach had given
A welcome interruption to discourse."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. V.

approach to the 1

Owen: Clauif. of the Mammalia, p. 85.

IX The state of being brought near in place,

in time, or in other ways.
" Poets sang with emulous fervour the approach of

the golden age. "—Maeaulay ; Hist. Bng„ ch. iii.

IIL That by which one draws near ; means
or liberty of drawing near.

1. Lit. : A road, a street, an avenue, or other
way by means of which one can draw near to

a place.
** We Bhould greatly err if we imagined that the road

by which he entered that city [Cork] bore any resem-
blance to the stately approach which strikes the
traveller of the nineteenth century with admiration."
~Maeaulay : Hist. E.\>j., ch. xii.

[See also B. 1, Fortif.)

2. Fig. : Liberty of drawing near ; access.
" Honour hath in it the vantage-ground to do good ;

the approach to kiugs aud principal persons, and the
raising of a man s own fortunes."

—

Bacon,

B. Technically:

1. Fortification (Plur.):

(a) Gen. : The works thrown up by an army
for its protection while it is moving forward
to attack a fort or other military post. Among
these are the first, second, and third parallels,

epaulements, with and without trenches, re-

doubts, places of arms, saps, galleries, and
lodgments. (James: Military Diet, 4tli ed.,

1816.)

j" A signification analogous to this has found
its way into poetry.

"... Sextus Pouijkrius
Makes his approaches to the port of Roma"

Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, 1. S.

** Against beleagur'd heav'n the giants move

:

Hills pil'd on hills, on mountains mountains lie,

To make their mad approaches to the sky.
"

Dryden.

Counter approaches are trenches carried on
by the besieged against those of the besiegers.

(James.)

(b) Spec.: Attacks. (James.)
"... so soon we shall drive back

Of Alclbiades the approaches wild."
Shakesp. t Trmon of Athens, v. L

2. Geom. Curve of equal approach : A curve
of such a form that a body descending it,

under the impulse of gravity, makes equal
approaches in equal times to the surface of

the ground.

3. Algebra. Method of approach. [8ee Ap-
proximation, B.j

4. Gardening. [Approaching.]

ap-prd'ach-a-ble, a. [Eng. approach; -able.]

Capable of being approached.
". . a region esaentially mythical, neither

approachable by the critic nor measurable by the
cnronologer."—Orate: Hist. Greece, pt i., ch. L

ap-prd'ach-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. approach-

able; -ness.} The quality of being approach-
able. (Webster.)

ap preached, * ap-proched, pa. par.

[Approach, v.]

ap proach-er, *. [Eng. approach; -er.]

One who approaches, one who draws near.

"Thou gav'st thine ears like tapsters, that bid
welcome

To knaves and all approachers."
Shaketp. : Timon of A thent, iv. S.

ap pro ach-Ing, pr. par. , a., & s. [Approach,

v.]

A. & Ti. As present participle of participial

adjective : Iu senses corresponding to those
of the verb.

" Unable to discern the signs of approaching reac-
tion."—Macaulay : Hist Bng„ oh. ii.

C. As substantive :

L Gen. : A drawing near, an approach.
*'A young Venetian, one that comes before
To signify the approaching of his lord."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, 11 9.

2. Gardening: The grafting of a shoot or a
small branch of one tree into another without
detaching it from the parent stock, it is

called also engrafting by approach or by in-

arching.

"ap pro ach-less, a. [Eng. approach ; -less.}

That cannot be approached ; without means of
approach. (Webster.)

ap pro ach merit, s. [Eng. approacli.; -ment.]

The act of drawing near ; the state of being
brought near.

" As for ice, it will not concrete but in the approach-
ment of the air, as we have made trial in k1;l-**s of
water, which will not easily freeze."—Browne: Vulgar
Errours.

* ap'-prd-bate, v.t. [Approbate, a.) To ex-

press approval of. (It is still used in America.)
" Mr. Hutchinson approbated the choice."

—

J. Eliot

Scots Law : The term approbate is generally
used along with reprobate, to which it is

opposed. To approbate and reprobate is to
attempt to take advantage of those pnrtinna

of a deed which are in one's favour, whilst
repudiating the rest. This is not legally ad-

missible. If a person approbate, approve, or
assent to portions of a deed, and take legal

advantage of this assent, he must accept the

deed as a whole ; he cannot "reprobate," re-

pudiate, or reject the portions of it which he
dislikes.

ap -pro-bate, a. [Lat. approhatus, pa. par.

of approbo, -art, -atum = to approve : ad = to,

and probo = to try, test, judge, to prove . . .

to approve ; from probus = good, excellent.]

Approved
" All things contained in Scripture is approbate by

the whole consent of all the ckrgie of Christtiudoma
'

—Sir T. Elyot : Governour, fol. 206.

fip'-prd-ba-ted, pa. par. [Approbate, v. }

ap'-prd-ba-tixig, pr. par. [Approbate, v }

ap pro ba-tion, **ap-pro-ba-ci-on, s.

[In Fr. approbation; Sp. aprobacion ; Port.

approvacao; Ital. approbazione, approvazione ;

Lat. approbatio = (1) an approving, an assent-

ing to, (2) proof, confirmation ; from approbo
= (1) to approve, (2) to prove.] [Approbate,
Approve, Prove.]

L The act of approving or of proving.

1. Of approving

:

(a) By words, or in any other way : Com-
mendation, praise, approval.

" Many, therefore, who did not assent to all that the
king had said. Joined in a loud hum of approbation
when he concluded."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., chap,
xxiii.

"Animals manifestly feel emulation. They love
approbation or praise.™— Darwin: Descent of Man,
vol. i. (1^71), pt. I., ch. iL, p. «.

(&) Tacitly : The act of approving of one's

self, of another, or of others, within the secret

recesses of the heart ; liking, satisfaction,

pleasure, complacency.
" I am very sensible how much nobler it is to jilace

the reward of virtue in the silent approbation of one's
own breast than In the applause of the world."—
Mtlmoth: Pliny; Letters, hi. L, lett. 2.

* 2. The act of proving ; attestation, sup-

port, proof.
" For God doth know how many now in health
Shall drop their blood in approbation
Of what your reverence shall incite us to.'

Shakesp. : Hen. V., 1. 1

IX The state of being approved.

*Spec. : The state of being on probation ; trial.

'• This day my sister should the cloister enter.
And there receive her approbation."

Shakesp. : Meal, for Meat., 1. 2.

* ap'-prd-ba-tlve, a. [In Fr. apjrrobatif;

Port, approbativo.] Containing, expressing,

or implying approval of; commendatory,
laudatory. (Cotgrave.) [Approbatory.]

ap pro ba tive-neas, s. [Eng. approbafive;
•ness.]

L Ord. Lang. : The quality of being ap-

probatory.

2. Phren. : Love of approbation.

t ap'-pro^-ba-tor, *. [Lat. adprobator, ap-
probator. In Fr. approbateur ; Ital. appro-

vatore.] One who approves.

"Accept them forjudges and approbatort.'—Evelyn.
Mem. & Letters (IMS)).

t ap'-pr&-ba-tor-^, * ap pro ba tor ie.

a. [Eng. approbate ; -ory.\ Expressing or im-

plyingapprobation ; commendatory,laudatory.
" Attar the approbatorie epistle of Cardinal Turrs-

oremate."—Sheldon : Miracle* of Antichrist, p. »x>.

* ap-pro'che, v.t. [Approach.]

* approcheand, pr. par, [Northern
dialect pr. par. of Approchb (q.v.).] Proxi-

mate, in the vicinity. (ScotcL)
" It was equal in glore of alaies to any town

approcheand. —Bellendtne : T. Livius, p. IT.

* ap-pr5mpt\ v.t. [Lat. ad, implying addi-

tion to, and Eng. prompt (q.v.).] To prompt,

to stimulate, to question.

fate, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camol, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ;
go, p&te

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », 09 = e ; ft = e. an = kw«
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" Neither may these places serve only to apprompt
onr invention, but also to direct our inquiry. —
Bacon ; Learning, bk. it

* ap pro of, s. {From Eng. appwv*.]

h Approval, approbation.
" O most perilous mouths.

That bear in them one And the self-same tongue
Either of condemnation or approof.'"

Shaketp. ; Stat, for Meat., IL 4,

2. Proof, trial, experience.

"... Bister, prove such a wife
As my thoughts make thee, and as my farthest band
Shall pan on thy approof.

Shaketp. ; Among and Cleopatra, iii. 2.

* ap-pr5p'-er-ate, v.i. [Lat. approperatus,
pa. par. of appropero= to hasten.] To hasten,

to make haste, to set forward. (Johnson.)

* ap-pro^ptn'-quate, v.i, [Lat. appropinquo
= to draw near : arf = to, and propinquo = to
bring near; propinquus = near; prope=near.]
To draw near to, to approach. (Johnson.)

* ap pro piri qua tion, *. [Lat. api>ropin-
qitatio ; (to. apropinquadon.] A drawing near,

an approach.
" There are many ways of our appropinquation to

Gov!."— lip. Hall: /lemaint, p. 90.

* ap pro pinq ue, v.i. [Lat. appropinquo
= to draw near.] To draw near, to approach.

H In the example there is an ellipsis of to,

which makes the verb look transitive. It
means (to) an end.

" Mortal crisis doth portend
My days to appropinque an end."

Butler : Budibrat, i.

+ ftp-pro-pin'-qul-t& s. [Propinquity.]
Nearness, proximity. (Thackeray ; Vanity
Fair, ch. xiv.)

*ap-pro-pre, v.t. [See de£] Original form
of Appropriate, v. (q.v.).

"HIb awen ioyes, lea and mare.
That til bymaelf sal be upproprlad thare."

Hampole : Pricke of Cotuc., 9,846.

ap-pro'-prf-a-ble, a. [Eng. appropriate);
-able.) Which may be appropriated.

"This conceit, applied unto the original of man and
the beginning of the world, is more Justly appropri-
able unto its end.*'—Browne: Vulgar Errourt.

* ap-prd-prl-a-ment, s. [Fr.] That which
is proper to one ; a characteristic. (N.E.D.)

ap-pro'-pri-ate, v.t. [Appropriate, a.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. To transfer to one's self money, property,
or other tangible thing, which one previously
held in common with others, or even which
was wholly theirs.

"He spoke of merchandise as well as provisions
captured and appropriated.'—Froude : a tit. Eng.,
vol. iv„ p. 407.

2. To set aside part of what is one's own for

a special purpose.
"As for this spot of ground, this person, this thing.

I have selected and appropriated, I nave inclosed it to
myself and my own use: and I will endure no sharer,
no rival, oz companion in it- "—South,

IX Figuratively

:

1. To take or attempt to take to one's self a
natural or spiritual advantage designed to be
Common to many others.

"... to themselves appropriating
The Spirit of Ood, promised alike, and given
To all believers.—Mitton: P. L., bk. jdL

•* A liberty like his, who, unimpeach'd
Of usurpation, and to no man s wrong,
Appropriate* nature as his Father's work.
And has a richer use of yours than you."

Cotoper: The Task, bk. v.

2. To assign a specific meaning to words
which previously were general In their signi-

fication.

" He need but be furnished with verses of sacred
Scripture; and his system, that has appropriated tbem
to the orthodoxy of his church, makes them Imme-
diately irrefragable arguments."—Locke.

B. Technically:

Law : To annex the fruits of a benefice to a
spiritual corporation. [Appropriation, B., 1. ]

"Before Richard II., It was lawful to appropriate
the whole fruits of a benefice to any abbey, the house
finding one to serve the cure."—Ayliffe.

•jp-ptfry-pri-ate, a. & s. (From Lat. appro-
priatus, pa. par, of approprio ; from ad m to,

and proprio = to appropriate ;
propius = one's

own ; perhaps from prope = near. In Fr. ap-
proprie. [Appropriate, v.}

1. Properly: Pertaining to something pre-
viously shared tn common, but now rendered
the property of an individual,

2. Suitable, fit, becoming, well adapted to
the circumstances.

"... with appropriate words
Accompanied. . .

Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. vil.

B. As substantive : Special function or aim.
" The Bible's appropriate being (as itself tells us) to

enlighten the eyes and make wise the simple."—
Boyle : on the Style of B, Scrip., p. 44.

ap-pro'-pri-a-ted, pa. par. & a. [Appro-
" FRIATE, V.]

ap-pro'-prf-ate-l^, adv. [Eng. appropriate;

sutf. -ly.] In an appropriate manner; fitly,

suitably, pertinently, properly. (Todd.)

ap-prd-prf-ate-noss, s. [Eng. appropriate;

-ness. ] The quality of being appropriate.
" The appropriateness of this particular charge was

afresh cause of suspicion."

—

Froude; Hist. Eng., vol.
iv„ p. 642.

ap-pro'-prK-a-ting.pr. par. [Appropriate,
'v.]

ap-pro-prl-a'-tion, s. [In Fr. appropria-

tion ; Sp. apropiacion ; Port, appropriagao

;

ItaL appropriazione ; Lat. appropriatio.] [Ap-
propriate, V.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of appropriating.

1. Lit. : The act of taking that to one's self

which one previously held In common with
others, or of applying anything to a special
purpose.

" The first of these modes of appropriation, by the
government, Is characteristic of the extensive monar-
chies which from a time beyond historic record have
occupied the plains of Asia.'

—

J. S. Mill: Pol. Scon.,
Prelim. Remarks, p. 14.

2. Fig. : The act of mentally assigning to a
general idea a limited or specific meaning.

" The mind should have distinct Ideas of the things,
and retain the particular name, with its peculiar ap-
propriation to that idea."

—

Locke.

IL The state of being appropriated.

III. That which is appropriated.
"... and thus were most, if not all, the appro-

priations at present existing, originally made, being
annexed to bishoprics, prebends . .

."— Blackstone .-

Comment., bk. ii., ch. 11.

B. Technically (Law)

:

1. The transference to a religious house, or
spiritual corporation, of the tithes and other
endowments designed for the support of re-

ligious ordinances in a parish ; also these when
transferred. When the monastic bodies were
in their glory in the Middle Ages, they liegged,

or bought for masses and obits, or in some
cases even for actual money, all the advow-
sons which they could get into their hands.
In obtaining these they came under the obli-

gation either to present a clergyman to the
church, or minister there in holy things them-
selves. They generally did the latter, and
applied the surplus to the support and aggran-
disement of their order. On the suppression
of the monasteries in the reign of Henry VIII.,

the appropriated advowsons were transferred

to the king, and were ultimately sold or
granted out to laymen, since called impropria-
tors, (Blackstone: Comment., bk. i., ch. 11.)

2. Appropriation of payments: The applica-
tion by a creditor of money received from a
debtor who owes him several accounts to that
particular one which he (the creditor) thinks
fit to reduce or liquidate.

ap-prd'-pri-a-tlve, a. [Eng. appropriate;

-ive.] Appropriating; involving the appro-
priation of something. (McCulloch.)

ap-pro'-pri-a-tor, * ap-pro'-pri-c-
•^"y* * [l^t. apropriaibr, appropriator.}

I. 0/ the form Appropriator only.

Gen. : One who appropriates anything.

IL Of either form.

Law: A spiritual corporation which has
had annexed to it the tithes of a benefice ; or
the individual at the head of such a corpora-
tion. Also a layman who has such tithes
transferred to him ; but in this latter case the
term commonly used is impropriator, meaning
one who, not a sacred personage, improperly
holds church funds or lands.

". . . a vicar has generally an appropriator over
him, entitled to the best part of the profits, to whom
he is in fact perpetual curate, with a standing salary."
—Blackstone : Comment., bk. L, ch. 2.

" Let me say one thing more to the approprietaries
of benefice*. "Spelman.

ap-prd'v-a-ble, a. [Eng. approve; -able.]

Able to be approved of, meriting approval.

"The solid reason or confirmed experience of ;a-.y

man is very approvable in what profession soever."—
Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

ap pro v-a ble-ness, s. [Eng. approvable

;

ness.] The quality of meriting approbation.
(Webster.)

ap-pro'v-al, *. [Eng. approve; -al.] Appro-
bation.

If Dr. Johnson calls this "a word rarely
found," but since his time it has completely
revived.

"There is a censor of Justice and manners, without
whose approval no capital sentences are to be execu-
ted. "—Temple. ,

* appro v-ance, s. [Eng. approve ; -ance.\

Approbation, approval
" As parents to a child complacent deign
Approvance, the celestial Brightness sintt'd."

Thomson: Liberty, pt, lv.

ap prove, * ap-preuc (Eng.), * ap-
prie've (Scotch), v.t. & i. [In Fr. approuver f

Prov. aprobar, aproar ; 8p. aprobar ; Port.
approvar ; ItaL apprdbare ; Lat. approbo =
(1) to approve, (2) to prove: (Mf = to, and
probo = to try, test, . . . to be shown to be
good ; prdbus = good.] [Approbate, ProveJ
A* Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To be pleased with.

(a) More or less formally to express satis-

faction with, or liking for, or complacency
with regard to any statement, measure, or
person.

" His deep design unknown, the hosts approve
Atrides speech,"

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. Ii., 178, 174.

(o) To like, to feel satisfied with, to be
pleased with, even when there is no outward
or formal expression of such inward com-
placency.

" He seemed to seek in every eye
If they approved his minstrelsy."

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, i. 31.

2. To prove.

t (a) To establish the truth of any proposi-
tion by reasoning ; to attempt to show that
it is worthy to be accepted ; hence, to assent
to it

Shaketp. : Merch. of Venice, Hi. 1

t (o) To prove by actual experience, to test,

to try, to show, to exhibit
"... In all things ye have approved yourselves

to be clear in this matter."—2 Cor. viL 11. (See also
Acts ii. 22; 2 Cor. vi. 4.)

" During the last three months of his life he had
approved himself a great warrior and politician."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

(c) To commend one's self to another person
or Being by worthy deeds.

*' Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a work*
man'that needeth not to be ashamed."—2 Tim. it \h.

II. Technically:

1. Ordinary Law :

* (a) To improve, to increase the financial

value of. (Used especially of the bringing
commons under cultivation. ) [Approvement.]

"This enclosure, when Justifiable, 1b called in law
approving, an ancient expression signifying the same
as improving."—Blackstone: Comment., bk. ii., ch. 8.

(b) To turn king's or queen's evidence. [Ap-
prover.]

2. Military Law : The confirmation by a
superior officer or functionary of the sentence
come to by a court-martial.

"The colonel or commanding officer approves the
sentence of a regimental court-martial . . . The
governor or other commanding officer of the garrison
approves the sentence [of a garrison court-martial]."

—

James : Mil Bid., 4th ed. (1816). p. ML
3. Old Scottish Parliamentary usage : To

affirm by a parliamentary vote any question
submitted for decision.

"The question was put according to the Scottish
form, 'Approve or not approve the article?"*

—

Macau-
lay: Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

B. Intransitive: To express or to feel appro-
bation. (Generally followed by of. Milton
put an infinitive after it, but this is now
obsolete.)

"Avaux listened, wondered, and appra*ed.*—Moh-
eaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiL
" Why hast thou, Satan, broke the bonds prescribed
To thy trangressions T and disturb'd the charge
01 others, who approve not to tmnsgress."

Milton : Paradise Lost, bk. iv.

ap-pro'ved, * ap-pr6'r-^d, pa. par. & a.

A. As past participle :

boil. b6^; pout, 16M; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; ein, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-tion, -elon = shlln ; -flon, -fion = zhun. -tious, -sious. -ceous, -clous = shus, -1>le, &c = tooL -pre = per. -flue = U>
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B. As participial adjective :

"Our public hives of puerile resort.

That are of chief tud most approved report,

"

Cowper: Tirocinium.
" Claud. Not to be married.

Not to knit my soul to aa approved wanton."
Shakerp. : Much Ado, It. 1.

ap-pro've-ment, s. [Eng. approve ; -ment. ]

I, Ordinary Language

:

L The act of approving, approbation, ap-

proval ; the state of being approved.
" It Is certain that at the first you were all of my

opinion, and that I did nothing without your approve-

ment."—Bayward.
* 2. Improvement. (II., Law, 1.)

II. Law:
1. The improvement of commons by en-

closing a portion of them for purposes of

husbandry.
*• For it Is provided by the Statute of Merton, *)

Hen. III., c *, that the lord may approve, that is,

enclose and convert to the uses of husbandry (which is

a melioration or approvement) any waste grounds,

woods, or pastures, in which his tenants have common
appendant to their estates ;

provided he leaves suffi-

cient common to his tenants, according to the propor-

tion of their land."—Blackttone : Oomment., bk. ill.,

chap, IS.

H Population in England being very much
denser than when the Statute of Merton was
passed, it is no longer taken for granted that

the enclosure of a common, and especially of

one situated near a large town, is an " approve-

ment" (improvement), and there are now many
legal pitfalls for a lord of a manor attempting,

even with the sanction of the commoners, to

enclose waste land.

t 2, The act of turning king's or queen's

evidence, [Approver. ]

»p-pr6'v-c»l\ s. [Eng. approve; -er. In Ger.

prtifer; Sp. aprobador.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who approves of any person or thing.

" He that commends a villain is not an approver
only, but a party in his villainy.*'—South : Sermon*,
Tiii. 190.

2. One who makes trial.

" Their discipline,

Now mingled with their courage, will make known
To their approver* they are people, such
That mend upon the world.

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, 1L 4.

B. Technically

:

1 Law : A bailiff or steward of a manor.

* IL Plural. King's approvers

:

1. Those who let the king's demesne in

small manors,

2. Sheriffs. (Stat. 1 Edw. III., c. 8.)

HX One who approves or appeals, that is,

confesses a felony, at the same time betray-

ing his accomplices, in the hope of obtaining

pardon to himself. The reason why he is

called approver (in Lat. probator = prover) is

that he has to prove what he alleges. Any
person whom he accuses is called an appellee.

It is felony in a jailor to force a man to turn

approver. (Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv.,

chaps. 10 At 25.)
"

. . . his testimony would have far greater weight
with a Jury than the testimony of a crowd of ap-
prover* swearing for their necks. "—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., chap. ni.

% An approver in this sense is called, as

the case may be, king's or queen's evidence.

Such testimony is eminently suspicious, and
now-a-days requires to be independently cor-

roborated.
"This gentleman kindly showed me the approver*

or king's evidence of his establishment."— Booker:
Himalayan Journal*, vol. L, p. 65.

ap-pro'v-ing, pr. par. [Approve.]
" That, pledged on earth and seal'd above,

Grows In the world's approving eyes,

In friendship's smile and home's caress."

Moore : Latta Rookh ; The Fire- Wonhipper*.

ap-prd'v-ing-l& adv. [Eng. approving; -ly.]

In a way to convey approval. (Webster.)

* ap-pr8x'-i-maiit, a- [In HA approssi-

mante; from Lat. approximans, pr. par. of

approximo.] [Approximate, v.] Approaching.

"... whereby our times might be approximant
and conformant to the apostolical and pure primitive

church."—Sir E. Bering* Speechet, p. 74.

ap prox -l-mate, a. [Lat approximatus,
'
pa. par. of approximo.]

A. Ordinary Language : Nearest to, next to.

"These receive a quick conversion, containing ap-

proximate dispositions unto animation. "—Browne
Vulgar Errour*.

B. Technically:

1. Math., Chem., Music, & Science generally:

Making a near approach to exactness, but not

approvement—appurtenance

quite exact. (Used with regard to quantities

which cannot be ascertained with absolute

accuracy.)
"... the approximate concord of an octave."—

Airy: On Sound (IMS), p. 262.

2. Zoology

:

(a) In the same sense as No. 1.

"Although hardly one shell, crab or fish. Is common
to the above-named three approximate faunas of

Eastern and Western America, and the eastern Pacific

islands."—Darwin: Origin of Specie* led, 1869), chap.

Xi., p. S48.

(6) Of teeth: So arranged in the gums as to

leave no obvious interstices between them.

ap-prox l-mate, v.t. & i. [Prom approxi-
'
mate, adj. (q.v.). In Fr. approximer; Port.

approximar ; Ital. approssimare ; all from

Lat. approximo (Tertullian) : ad = to, and
proximo = to approach ;

proximus — nearest,

the superL of prope = near.]

A. Trans. : To cause to draw near, to make
to approach.

"The favour of God, embracing all, hath approxi-

mated and combined all together; so that now every

man is our brother, not only by nature, as derived

from the same stock, but by grace, as partakers of the

common redemption."

—

Barrow: Work*, i. i4L

B. Intrans. : To draw, near, to approach.
" Among such five men there will be one possessing

all the qualifications of a good workman, one bad, and
the other three middling, and approximating to the

first and the last."—Burke i Thought* on Scarcity.

ap prox -l-ma-ted, pa. par. & o. [Ap-

proximate, v.]

A. As past participle : Brought near ; made
to approach.

B. As adjective (Bot.
t
dc): Near together.

(Loudon: Cycl of Plants, Gloss.)

ap-prox -I-mate Ty, adv. [Eng. approxi-
'
mate; -ly.] So" as to draw near or approach,

as a calculation which cannot be made with

perfect exactness, but to which an approach

is practicable.

"... prolonged movements of approximately con-

temporaneous subsidence."—Barwin: Voyage round
the World, chap. xvL
"... marks of approximately the same shape . .

"
—Ibid., Descent ofMan (1871), pt. ii., chap. xvi.

"
I n both cases the pressure may be represented at

least approximately by the formula."—Prof. Airy:
On Sound (1868), pp. 10, 20.

ap-prox -l-ma-ting, pr. par. [Approxi-
* MATE, V.]

ap-prSx-i-ma'-tion, «. [In Ger. & Ft. ap-
"
proximation; Sp. aproximacion ; Port, approxi-

macao; ItaL approssimazione ; from Lat. ap-

proximo.] [Approximate, v.}

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of approaching ; approach, draw-

ing near in any way.
" Unto the latitude of Capricorn, or the winter sol-

stice, it had been a spring j for unto that position it

had been in a middle point, and that of ascent or ap-
proximation."—Browne : Vulgar Errour*.

2. The state of being near ; nearness, proxi-

mity.
"... our access to such temptation, whose very

approximation is dangerous.'*—Jeremy Taylor : Ex-
potition of the Lord"* Prayer.

"In the principal events there is an approximation
to an agreement —Lewi*: Early Bom. But., eh. xii.,

pt. i., f 14.

B. Technically:

I, Geometry, Algebra, Arithmetic, <Cc. .*

1. Implying motion towards : A continued

approaching nearer and nearer to a quantity

or magnitude, which cannot be determined

with absolute precision.

2. Implying rest : A quantity or magnitude
presenting as near an approach as is practic-

able to the unattainable one. (See 1.)

H Biol : An approach in structure, indica-

ting affinity.
" This approximation, also, is more especially marked

in the larger development of the innermost of the five

digits of the foot in the chimpanxee."—Owen j Clatsif.

of the Mammalia, p. 67.

HI. Med. : Communication of a disease by
contact. Spec, an obsolete method of at-

tempted cure of a disease by transferring it

by contact to an animal. (Parr.)

IV. Surgery : The bringing of a fractured

portion of the skull into immediate and dan-
gerous proximity to the dura mater. (Parr.)

ap-prox i-ma-tive, a. [Eng. approximate;

•ive. In Ger. approximate ; Fr. approximatif.]

Approaching, containing an approach.

This statement is, of course, only approximative
V'-TimeM. Marchand subject to modification in detail.'

11,1174.

ap-pr#X,-i-ma-tIve-Iy\ adv. [Eng. approx-

imative; -ly.] Approximately.

ap-proxM-ma-tive-ness, s. [Eng. ap-

proximative ; -ness.] The quality of being ap-

proximative. (George Eliot, in N.E.D.)

ap-pui (pui = pwi), ap-puy (puy =
pwe), s. [Fr. appwt = support.]

* I. Ord. Lang. : Support. (Scotch.)

"What appuy or of whom shall she have, being
forsaken of her own and old friends "—Letter* of
Lethington, in Keith'* Bitt., p. SSS. {Jamieton.)

XL. Technically:

1. Mil. : Any particular given point or body
upon which troops are formed, or by which
they are marched in line or column. This

point is called, after the example of the

French, the "point dappui." {James: Mili-

tary Diet.)

2. Horsemanship : The stay upon the hand
of a rider ; the horse's sense of the action of

the bridle in the horseman's hand.

ap-pui, v.t. [Fr.]

L Ord. Lang. ; To prop, to stay.

TX Mil. : To afford support to ; to post

(as troops) near some point of support.

(N.E.D.)

* ap'-pulle, s. Old form of Apple,

* ap'-pul-m6y, * ap'-pul-md$et
* ap'-

pjrl -mose, *. [O. Fr. appul = apple, and

A.S. mos = food.] A dish in cookery, of which
apples appear to have been the principal in-

gredient. (Boucher £ Prompt. Parv.)

ap -pulse, s. [In ItaL appulso; from Lat
appulsus, s. — a driving to ; also a landing,

... an arrival ; appulsus, pa. par. of appello,

appuli, appulsum = to drive to : ad = to, and
pello = to push or strike ; to drive.]

*1. Ordinary Language : A striking against.

"An hectic fever is the innate heat kindled into a

destructive fire through the appulte of saline steams."
—Barvey.

2. Astron. : The approach of a planet or a

fixed star to the meridian, or to conjunction

with the sun or the moon.
"All the stars, it is true, occupy the same interval

of time between their successive appuUet to the meri-

dian or to any vertical circle."—fferichel : Aitron., { 14S.

* ap-piil'-fllon, s. [Lat. appulsus, pa. par. of

appello.] [Appulse.] The same as Appulsb
(q.v.). (Webster.)

* ap-piil -sive, a. [Eng. appulse; -ive.] Being
struck against, causing bodies to receive an
appulse. (Med. Rep.) (Webster.)

* IP pftT rfPt 1^. adv. [Eng. appulsive ; -ly.]

tn an appulsive manner, so as to produce an
appulse. (Webster.)

* ap-pun'ct, • a punct, v.t. [Low Lat.

appunctuare = to* come together : ad = to, and
punetum = a point.] To settle. (Scotch.)

[Appoint.]
" It is apunctit and accordit betwix William Coluili

and Robert Charteris."—^cf. Dom. Cone, A. 1488.

* ap-pianc'-tu-a-mSnt, s. [Low Lat. ap-

punctuamentvm.) A convention or agreement

with specification of certain terms. (Scotch.)

" Ratify and appreuis the contract and appunctua-
ment made betwix ... on all punctls and articlis.

—Act* Jo*. V. (1886). iJamiemon.)

* ap-pur'-cliaae, v.t. [Purchase, v.] To

obtain, to procure. (Scotch.)

"Which he appurchaied to him by his moyen."—
R. Lindtay : Chronicle* of Scotland (ed. 1738). p. Si.

ap pur ten anc^, * ap-per'-ti$n-an$sj,

*. [0. Fr. apurtenaunce ; Fr. appartenance

;

ItaL appartenenza. From Lat. appertinens,

pr. par. of appertineo = to belong to : ad — to,

and pertineo = to hold through, to pertain to ;

per = through, and teneo = to hold. ] That

which belongs to any person or thing ;
that

which, though perhaps loosely connected with

another thing, still pertains to it, or is a part

or an appendage of it. (It is followed by of or

to.) [Appertain and Purtenance.]
" Can they, which behold the controversy of divinity,

condemn our enquiries in the doubtful appertenancet

of arts, and receptaries of philosophyV—Browne.

Vulgar Errour*.

"Come then: theappurtenance of welcome is fashion

and ceremony . . ..
—Shakeep. : Bamlet, ii. 2.

ate, flit, fire, amidst, what, fiU, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there

or. wore, wolf, work, who, s6n; mute, cub, cure, quite, cur, rule, fuU; try,

; piqe, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

Syrian. a»,ee = e, ey = a, qu=kw.
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"
. . . for we see globes, astrolabes, maps, and the

11k*. have lteen provided as appurfmancet to aotro-

itutuy and cosmography, as well as books."— Bacon :

Advane, of Learn., bk. lL

|p pur ten-ant, t ap-per -tin-ent, a. &
*. [0. Fr. apurtenaunt ; Fr. appartenant

;

from Lat. appertinens, pr. par. of appertineo

=» to belong to.] [Appurtenance.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to, belonging to.

B. As substantive:

1. Ordinary Language : That which belongs

to a person or thing ; an appurtenance.
" You know how apt our tore was to accord.
To furnish him with all appertinentt
Belonging to his honour."

Shaketp. : Henry I'., ii. 2.

2. Law : Common appurtenant is that right

of pasturing commonable and even other

beasts on the waste land of a manor, which,

not existing in the necessity of things, requires

to be proved by immemorial usage. (Black-

stone: Comment, bk. ii., ch. 3.)

* «*p-puy' (puy as pwe), s. [Appui.] (Scotch.)

a-pra'-sI-a» s. [A word of no etymology ; a
euphonic word. (Agassiz.y]

Zool. : A genus of lizards belonging to the
family Gymnophthalmidse. The extremities

are almost entirely wanting. The A. pulcheUa,

the only species, inhabits Australia.

t ap -H-cate, v.i. [Lat. apricor and aprico,

vX, from Lat. apricus. In Ital. aprico = (1)

open, uncovered, (2) sunny.] To bask in the
sun.

"Positively not sunning, but mooning himself—
aprii-ating himself In the occasional moonbeams."

—

De
Quincty: Workt (ed. 1663), vol. ii., p. 329.

t &p-rlc'-l-t& *. [Lat. apricitas.] Sunshine.

(Johnson.)

ap ri cot, * a brl-cock, 'abri cot,
* ap ri cock, 5. [In Ger. abricose ; Fr. abri-

cot ; Arm. brigosen; Wei. bricyllen; Sp. albari-

coque; albar m white ; Ital. albicocca; Lat. albus
= white, and coccum = a berry ; Gr. kokkoc
(kokkos) -— a kernel. In Dioscorides irpautoKiov

{jrraikokion). From Lat. proscoquis, prosco-

qv us, or proscox = early ripe.] A fruit—that of
the Prunus armeniaca ; also the tree on which
it grows. It is not settled that it came, as
the Latin specific name would imply, from
Armenia. It is wild in Africa and in the Cau-
casus, where the mountains in many places
are covered with it ; it is found also in China
and some other countries. It was cultivated
in England at least as early as 1562, and in
Italy was known to Dioscorides early in the
Christian era as the Proscocca. It is esteemed
only second to the peach.

thou up yoi
Shaketp. : K<ng Richard IL, iii. 4.

" And Basra dates, and apricoti.
Seed of the sun, from Iran's land.

"

Moore ; L. R. ; The Light o/ the Haram.

apricot colour, a. fin Lat. armeniacus,]
Yellow, with a perceptible mixture of red.
(Lindley : Introd. to Bot.)

apriCOt-tree, s. [Eng. apricot ; tree. In
Ger. abricosenbaum ; Fr. abricotier; ItaL albi-

cocco.] [Apricot.] The tree on which the
apricot grows.

•V-pril, 8. k a. [In Sw., Dan., Dut., k Ger.
April; Fr. April; Irish Abrail; Gael. Giblean ;

Corn. Ebril; WeL Ebrill; Sp. & Port. Abril;
Ital. Aprile ; Lat Aprilis. Generally regarded
as a contraction of aperilis ; from aperio = to
open. Opening month ; the month in which
plants open. But Sir Cornewall Lewis says :

" The derivation of Aprilis from aperire over-
looks the fact that with a year of 304 days,
April would not always have been a spring
month." Another etymology connects it with
typos (aphros) = foam, from which Venus, to
whom the month was sacred, was said to have
sprung.] [Aphrodite.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Lit.: In recent times the fourth month
of the year, though when Aprilis was first in-

troduced into Rome by the mythic Romulus it

was the second. The Anglo-Saxons called it

Easter-monath = Easter month. During April
the sun is technically said to pass through
Aries and Taurus, but the precession of the
equinoxes makes him really traverse portions
of Pisces and Aries.

" Twas April, as the bumpkins say.
The legislature called it May."

Cowper : A Fable.

2. Fig. : The commencement of love ; the
springtide of affection.

" Ant. The April $ in her eyes : it is lore's spring,
And these the showers to bring It on."

Shaketp. .- Ant. and Cleop., HI. 2.

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Belonging to the fourth month of
the year.

*' Oh, how this spring of love resembleth
The uncertain glory of an April day ;

Which now shews all the beauty of the son.
And by and by a cloud takes all away !

"

Shaketp. ; Tun Gentlemen of Verona, t 3.

2. Fig. : Promising warmth.
". . . men are April when they woo. December

when they wed."—Shaketp. : At You Like It, Iv. 1.

April-fool, s. One sent upon a bootless

errand, or otherwise made a fool on the 1st of

April.

April-fool-day, s. The first day of
April. [All-pools'-day.]

"I do not doubt but it will be found that the
balance of folly lies greatly on the side of the old first

of April ; nay, I much question whether infatuation
will have any force on what I call the false April-fool-
day."—The World, No. 10.

a prl-br-i, used as adj. or adv. [Latin,

literally = from that which is before. The a,

though really Latin, is generally marked d, as

if it were French.]

1 1. Logic : Noting a method of reasoning
from an hypothesis to its legitimate conse-
quence, or from a known or imagined cause to
an effect It is essentially the same as deduc-
tion, whilst the a posteriori method is the
equivalent of induction. A priori reasoning is

quite trustworthy in mathematics ; for the data
being hypothetical, error cannot arise if the
ratiocination be properly conducted. In meta-
physics, intuitions assumed as the starting-

point for reasoning rest on an d priori founda-
tion. In natural theology we reason d priori
when we infer the divine origin of the uni-
verse from the theory of an intelligent

Creator ; we reason d posteriori when we infer
the existence of an intelligent Creator from
the works of creation. [A Posteriori, De-
duction, Induction.]

" Thus the conception of the decomposition of com-
pound molecules by the waves of aether comes to us
recommended by d priori probabUlty."— Tyndall

:

Frag, of Science, 3rd ed., x.

2. Ord. Lang. : Prior to investigation ; before
thinking seriously of a question.

5T The term is used by the followers of Kant
to denote cognitions having their origin in the
nature of the mind, and independent of ex-
perience.

a-pri-oV-lst, s. [Lat. a priori (q.v.); -ist.]

One who accepts Kant's teaching as to o priori
cognitions.

* a-pri'se, v.t. [Fr. pris, pa, par. of prendre

= to take, to seize.] To take.

Fettieals ofthe Church (ed. Morris), 230-1.

* a-pri'se, * a-pry se, s. [O. Fr. emprise =
an enterprise.] An enterprise.

" For Allsaonder's gret aprite.'
AUtaunder, 358.

a pron, * a pern, * na'-prun (Eng.),

nap-pern (N. of Eng.), s. [In Gael, aparan,
aparran ; It. aprun (these three are from the
English) ; Fr. napperon = a small table-cloth,
put over the great one to protect the latter
from stains {Littre) ; nappe m a table-cloth

;

Old Fr. naperon ; Low Lat. napa, nappa =
napkin. Thus, n is now missing from the
word apron, arising from the false division of
the article and the noun ; thus, a napron was
incorrectly written an apron. Cf, adder.]
[NAPERY.]

A, Ordinary Language

:

1, A cloth, a piece of leather, or anything
similar, tied round the waist, and hanging
down before to protect the clothes, or as a
covering.

" Put on two leather Jerkins and aproni. and wait
u iwu him at his table as drawers.'—Shu*
IV., ii. 3.

aketp. I 2 Ben.

% Anything resembling an apron worn as
part of official dress by bishops and deans,
Freemasons, Oddfellows, &c.

3. The leather covering for the legs in an
open carriage.

4. The apron of a goose : The fat skin cover-
ing the belly of a goose. (Johnson.)

B. Technically:

1. Gunnery ; A square plate of lead, placed
over the touchhole of a cannon to preserve it

clean and open, and keep the powder inside
dry. (Dyche, James, dtc.)

2. Naval Architecture

:

(a) A piece of curved timber fixed behind
the lower part of the stem of a ship imme-
diately above the foremost end of the keeL
(Webster.)

(b) A platform or flooring of plank raised at
the entrance of a dock, against which the
dock-gates are shut. (Webster.)

3. Mech. : The piece that holds the cutting
tool In a planing machine. (Goodrich £ Porter.)

i. Plumbing ; A strip of lead which leads
the drip of a wall into a gutter ; a /lashing.

apron lining. 5.

House Carpentry : The cover of the apron-
piece (q.v,).

apron-man, s. A man wearing an apron

;

a term, designed to be somewhat contemp-
tuous, for an artisan.

" You have made good work,
Yoo, and your apron-men.

Shaketp. : Coriol., It. «.

apron-piece, s.

1, House Carpentry: A small piece of timber
projecting from a wall to support the ends of

APRON-PIECE,

the joists underlying the landing-place In m
staircase.

2. Mech. [See Apron, B., 3.]

apron-string, s. The string of an apron.
"To be tied to the apron-strings of a wife,

sister," &c, means = to be unduly controlled
by her. (Macaulay: Hist. Eng., chap, x.)

apron-string tenure, s. Tenure in

virtue of one's wife, or for her lifetime only.

1 proned. a. [Eng. apron ; -ed.] Wearing an
apron. (Pope: Essay on Man, iv. 197.)

* a-prin-eer, s. [Eng apron; -eer.] A
tradesman. Contemptuously applied by the
Cavaliers to the Parliamentarians. (D'Ur/ey:
Collin's Walk, iii.)

apropos (ap'-r6-po), adv. & adj. [Fr. d, and
propos = (1) a thing said in conversation, (2)
speech, (3) purpose, design, (4) pi, idle talk.]

A* As adverb

:

1. Opportunely, seasonably, by the way.

2. As bearing upon the subject, as suggested
by ; by the way. (See ex. under B. 2.)

1[ Frequently followed by of; as, apropos of
this, &c.

B. ..-l.s adjective

:

1. Opportune, seasonable.

2. Appropriate, bearing on the matter In
hand ; to the point.

" Our Friend Dan Prior told (you know)
A tale extremely dpropot."
Pope : Imitation* of Horace ; Sat. ri. 153-4.

apse, ap sis (pi. ap si des or t ap ses),

$. [Lat. absis, genit. absidis ; or apsis, genii
apsidis; Gr. aifiic (hapsis) = Ionic a$i< (apsis)

= (1) a joining, a fastening, (2) the felloe of a
wheel or the wheel itself ; hence, also, a bow,
an arch, a vault ; aim* (hapto) = to fasten or

bind to.]

tL Carriage Building: The felloe or ex-

terior rim or circumference of a wheel.

II. Architecture

:

1. Gen. : The arched roof of a house, an
oven, &c.

2. Specially:

(a) A semicircular or polygonal and generally

dome-roofed recess in. a building. Several

apses exist in some medi»yal churches, the

episcopal throne being against the centre of

the wall of one, the principal altar in front of

a second, and smaller altars in others. They

boil, bo^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist ph f.

-elan, tian = shan. tion, -sion = shun ; - tion, -sion - zhun. -tious, sious, -clous = shits. -Die, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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exist also in the temples of antiquity. (Gloss,

of Architecture,)

(b) The bishop's seat or throne, called also

Exedra and Tribune.

HL Art : A reliquary or case in which the

reputed relics of saints were placed.

IV. Astron. [See Apsides.]

ftp'-si-dal, a. [Lat. apsidis, genit of apsis;

and Eng! suffix -al = pertaining to.] [Apse.]

APSIDAL CHAPP.L.

Church of St. Julien, Brioude, Auvergne.

1. Pertaining or relating to an architectural

apse or apsis.

"Gloucester Cathedral crypt, with aisle and three
radiating uptidal chapels."— Glou. of Arch. (1850), p. 29.

2. Relating to the apsides of the moon or of

the primary planets.

ap -sides, s. pi [Apse.] The plural of the

form Apsis (q.v.).

I. Generally.

II. Technically (Astron.): The two points

in the elliptic orbit of a planet where it is at

the greatest and at the least distance respec-

tively from the body around which it revolves.

The moon moving in an elliptic orbit around
the earth, which is situated in one of the foci,

is at what was anciently called its higher apse

when it is in apogee, and at its lower one
when it is in perigee. Similarly, the primary
planets, including the earth and comets,

moving in elliptic orbits around the sun,

which is situated in one of the foci, pass
through their higher apse when they are in

aphelion, and their lower one when in peri-

helion. It is the same with the satellites of

Jupiter when they are in apojove and perijove.

Line of the apsides : The line connecting the

two apsides of a primary or secondary planet.

Were it not for a mo- d
tlon of the apsides, it

would exactly coincide

with the major or
longer axis of the / /^\c
ellipse. Let a d b be *! LM
the orbit of the moon,
of which the eccen-
tricity has been pur-

posely exaggerated,

and let c be the earth ; then a and b are the

two lunar apsides.

Progression of the moon's apsides: A slow

movement in the position of the apsides of the

moon, produced by the perturbing attraction

of other heavenly bodies. It is about 3° of

angular motion in one revolution of the moon,
and in the same direction as her progression

in her orbit. The apsides of the primary
planets are also to a certain extent perturbed.

Revolution of the moon's apsides : The move-
ment of the apsides around the entire circum-
ference of the ellipse, which takes place in

3232 5753 mean solar days, or about nine years.

Libration in planetary apsides : A movement
sometimes forward and sometimes backward
in the apsides of Venus and Mercury, from
perturbations caused by other heavenly bodies.

ap-sis, s. [Apse.]

apt, * apte, a. [In Fr. apte; Sp. & Port.

apto ; Ital. atto. From Lat. aptus — (1) fitted

or attached to ; (2) bound or tied together,

connected ; (3) suitable ; apto = to fit ; Gr.

otttw (hapto) = to fasten or bind to ; Sansc.

dp = to go to, to obtain.]

•ff Not used in the first or second senses of

the Lat. aptus, but only in the third or figura-

tive one.

L Fit, suitable, proper.
" Long frieze mantles, resembling those which Speu-

ser had, a century before, described as meet beds lor

rebels and apt cloaks for thieves . . ."—Jtacaulun :

llitt. Eng., eh, xii.

IX Having a tendency to.

1. Of things : Liable to.

"Things natural, as long as they keep those forms
which give them their being, cannot possibly be apt

or inclinable to do otherwise than they do."—Hooker.

2. Of persons: Having a disposition to,

prone to, inclined to. (Used of persons.)

IIL Quick, ready.
" I have a heart as little apt as yours."

Bhaketp. : Coriol., iii. 2.

IV. Qualified for ; with a natural genius, or

acquired skill and knowledge for, or both.

"Apt to teach.*—! Tim. lii. 2 : 2 Tim. U. 34.

* apt tinding, a. [Eng. apt; A.S. ienda-n,

tyndan = to tind, to set on fire.] Having a

tendency to ignite.

" Incessantly th' apt-tinding fume Is tost

Till it inflame."
Sylvesters Du Bartas. {Wright: Diet. Obi. A Prov. Eng.)

* apt, v.t. [From the adjective. In Port.

aptar ; Lat. apto.]

* L Lit. ; To place in close proximity to, as

if fitted or adjusted to.

"They sit so apted to her."—Beaum. A Flet. (1M7).

XL Figuratively:

1. To suit, to adapt, to fit

" We need a man that knows the several graces

Of history, and how to apt their places.
Ben Jonton.

2. To dispose, to prepare.
" The king Is melancholy,

Apted for any ill impressions.
Denham: Sophy.

* apt'-a-ble, a. [Eng. apt ; -able. ] That may
be adapted. (Sherwood.)

* ap'-tate, v.t. [Lat. aptatus, pa. par. otaptor
= to be made fit.]

Astrol. : To render apt, fit, or suitable.

"To aptate a planet is to strengthen the planet In

position of house and dignities to the greatest advan-
tage, in order to bring about the desired end."—Bailey.

* ap -ted, pa. par. [Aft, v,-\

ap-ten-O-dy'-tes, a [(1) Gr. airrijv (aptin)

= (1) unfledged, (2) unable to fly : a, priv.,

and irrr)v6c (ptenos) = feathered, winged ;

irrrjvai (pttnax), aor. inf. of irero^iai (petomai)

= to fly : (2) 6vrn* (dutes) = a diver ; ovw (duo)

= to enter, to plunge into.]

Ornith. : A genus of swimming birds, classed

by some under the family Alcida?, and by
others under that of Spheniscidae. It contains

the penguins of the Southern hemisphere.

Their wings are rudimentary, with only vestiges

of feathers, and their feet so far behind that
when on shore they have to sit or stand bolt

upright. When pursued, however, they can
manage to make way quickly by using their

wings as an anterior pair of legs. The water
is their natural element, in which they live,

and they move in it with much agility.

Example, A. Patagonica, a species as large

as a goose, seen standing in large flocks on
barren shores near the Straits of Magellan,
and here and there as far as New Guinea.

ap ter-a, s. pi. [Neut. plur. of Gr. am-epos

(apteros) ~ wingless : a, priv., and irrepov

(pteron) = a wing ; irerofiai (petomai) = to fly. ]

Zool. : Linnajus's name for his seventh and
last order of lnsecta. This order contained a
heterogeneous assemblage of six-footed insects
proper—spiders, crabs, and centipedes. Any
entomologists who now retain it limit it to
the wingless orders of insects proper—the
Anoplura, the Mallophaga, the Thysanura, and
the Aphaniptera, which, however, are now not
placed in a single category, owing to the fact

that the Aphaniptera differ from the rest in

undergoing metamorphosis.

ap'-ter-al, a. [Aptkra.]

t 1. Zool. : Destitute of wings.

2. Arch. : Not having columns on the sides.

(Used of temples or similar buildings.)

ap'-ter-an, s. [Aptera.] Any individual of

the Aptkra (q.v.).

ap-ter'-I-al, a. [Apterium.] Pertaining to

a featherless tract on the skin of a bird.

ap-ter'-i-um, s. [Apterous. ]

Biol. : A featherless tract on the skin of a
bird. (Nitzsch: Pterylography.)

ap-ter-o-no'-tus, s. [Gr. an-repo? (apteros)-

. . . finless, and t-aVro« (notes) = the back.]

Zool. : A genus of American fishes of the Eel
family. They have on their back not a fin,

but a soft fleshy filament couched in a furrow.
' They have an affinity to Gymnotus.

ap'-ter-ous, a. [Gr. an-repos (apteros) = wing-

less. In Fr. aptere ; Port, aptero.] [Aptera.]

1. Zool. : Wingless.

"Cuvier and Latrellle divide the Apterous Insects
Into three tribes: the -Suctoria (Fleas); the Parastta
(Lice), . . . and the Thysanoura."—Owen: Inverte~

brata, Lect. xvi.

2. Bot. : Without membranous wing like

expansions. (Loudon: Cycl. of Plants; Gloss.)

ap-ter-yg'-i-dee, s. pi. [Apteuvx.]

Zool. : A family of Cursorial Birds with
some affinities to the Struthionida;, or Os-

triches, but differing in their lengthened bill,

their short legs, their possession of a shot!

hind toe, with a strong claw, and finally, by
their wings being quite rudimentary.

ap'-ter-yx, s. [Gr. a, priv., and trTtpvf

(pterux), genit. irre'piryos (pterugos) = a wing.]

Zool. : A genus of birds, the typical one of

the family Apterygidee. Two species are

known—the A. australis and A. Mantelli, both

from New Zealand. The natives call the

former, and probably also the latter, Kiwi-

kiwi, which is an imitation of their peculiar

cry. The A. australis is somewhat less in size

than an ordinary goose. It runs when pur-

sued, shelters itself in holes, and defends

itself with its long bill ; but unable as it is to-

fly, its fate, it is to be feared, will soon be

that of the dodo—it will become extinct.

ap -tl-tude, s. [In Fr. aptitude; Sp. optitud;

Port, aptidao ; Ital. attitudine ; Lat. apto = to1

fit; aptus = fit.]

1. Fitness, suitableness, adaptation. Used—

(a) Of things:
" The mutual aptitude of seed and soil.

"

Wordsworth : Excursion, 1>K. v.

(6) Of persons: Competence for, natural

genius or acquired skill for learning or for-

doing any particular thing.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

or. wore, wolf" work, whd, sin; mute, ctih, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce-e. ey = a. qn = ltw.



aptltudinal—aqua
. . . he Hemi to have had a peculiar aptitude for

the management of irregular troops."—iiacaulay
BiK. Eny., ch. xii.

^^

2. Tendency towards, proneness to. (Used
of man and other animated beings, as well as
of things inanimate.)

"The aptitude of the Cheiroptera, Insectlvora. and
certain Rodentia to fall like Reptile* into a state of
true torpidity . . .'—Ovten : Claulf. of the Mam-
malia, p. 34.

* ap-ti-tu -dln-al, a. [From Eng. aptitude.]
Possessed of aptitude for. (Webster.)

* ap-tl-tU'-dln-al-ly, adv. [Eng. aptltu-
dinal; -ly,] In a manner to evince aptitude,
(Webster.)

aptly, adv. [Eng. apt; -ly.]

1. Fitly, suitably ; with proper adaptation
correspondence, or connexion.

" In hit wild note* seem aptly metA strain of pleasure and regret"
Scott : Rohebe, li. ».

2. Pertinently, justly.
" Irennus very aptly remarks, that those nations who

were not posseet of the gospels, had the same accounts
of our Saviour which are in the Evangel iata."—Adduon.
3. Quickly, readily. (Johnson.)

fipt'-ness, s. [Eng. apt ; -ness.]

1. Fitness, suitableness.
"The nature of every law must be Judged of by theaptneu of things therein prescribed, unto the same

.end. —Booker.

2. Tendency. Used—
(a) 0/ things inanimate :

''Some seeds of goodness give him a relish of such
reflections at have an aptneu to improve the mind "—
Aaaiton.

(b) 0/ animated beings : Propensity, prone-
ness.

«."', * A. A^^ aptneu to superstition."

—

feremy
Taylor: Of the Deealoyue. Worit (ed. 1839), vol. ill.,

3. Quickness, readiness.
"What should be the aptneu of birds in comparison

of beasts to imitate speech 1 may be enquired, "—tlacon.

* ftp'-tote, ». [Lat. optofai, neut plur.
; Gr.

airroiTO. (aptSta), neut. pi. of iirrarroc (aptotos),
adj. = without cases : i, priv., and tirio-ii
(ptosis) = (1) a falling, (2) a case ; ireVru«a
(ptptSka), 2 pert of iriirra) (pipto) = to fall.)

Grammar: A noun "without cases," that
is, an Indeclinable noun. (Glossog. Nova.)

* ap'-ty-ohiis, s. [Gr. i, priv., and irrvxo!
(ptuchos), genit. of mif (ptuz) = a fold, leaf,
layer, or plate.]

Palosont. : A fossil body now regarded as the
operculum of Ammonites (q. v.). Before their
nature was understood they were called Tri-
gonellites, Lepadites, and various other names.

a-pfis, j. [Gr. airovc (apous) = footless, with-
out feet : a, priv., and Trove (pons) = a foot]

1. Zoal. : A genus of Entomostraeans, the
typical one of the family Apodidse. They have
the carapace of one piece, and completely en-
veloping the anterior part of the animal
Though the name implies that they are foot-
less, yet they have about sixty pairs of feet
The A. cancri/ormis, or Crab-shelled Shrimp
from 2 to 3 in. long, is found In England; It
preys on the smaller Entomostraca. The
males have been only recently discovered.

2. Astron. : One of Lacaille's twenty-seven
Southern constellations. Its English name is
the Bird of Paradise," that animal being

once erroneouj-ly supposed to be destitute of
feet. [PARA1..3E.]

ap-y-rgt'-lo, o. [In Fr. apyretique; Gr. i
pnv., and irvpe-riicos (puretil-os) = feverish •

irvprroc (p-uretos) = burning heat, . . . fever :

tiWo-o-u (•ouressB) = to be feverish, to be in
a fever

; Trvp (pur) = Are . . .] Free from
fever.

itp-y-rex-y, ap-y-rex--.-a, ,. [in Fr.
apyrexie; Port. & Mod. Lat." apyrexia Gr
amoeba (apurexia); i, priv., and nWo-o-o,
(puresso).} [Apybbtic] The intermission or
the abatement of a fever. (Glossog. Nova.

)

ftp-y'-rite, ». [In Ger. apyrtt; Gr. Imtotx
(upwos)= without Are : d, priv., and wip (pur)= Are

; Eng. sun*, -ite, denoting quality.]
Mtn. : An unimportant variety of Tour-

maline not now retained.

*P-y -roils, o. [In Fr. apyre; Lat. apyros;
Or uirepoc (apuros) = without Are : i, priv
and wvp (pur)= Are.] Incombustible; no{
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able to be altered by the greatest amount of
heat to which, in the present state of scien-
tific knowledge, it can be subjected.

1 An apyrous body is not the same as a re-
fractory one. In the former the heat produces
no perceptible change j whilst the latter may
be in various ways altered, though not fused.

aq. A contraction for Aqua, used in physi-
cians' prescriptions.

aq. bull, contracted from aqua bulliens =
boiling water.

aq. Iter, contracted from aqua fervent =
boiling water.

aq. dest., contracted from aqua destillata= distilled water.

aq: font., contracted from aqua fimtana =
spring water.

a qua, s. [Lat. = water. In ItaL acjua;
Port, agua, agoa; Sp. agua; O. Fr aiqn
jauve, contracted in Mod. Fr. into rati • AS
ed = running water, a stream, water; O. H
Ger. aha = a river; Goth, ahva; WeL gay
aw; Irish oig, oiche ; Gael, uisge ; Arm. eagui= *<? water ;Pers. aub = water, as Punjaub or
Panja b = the Ave waters or rivers ; Sausc
ap= water, ap = to go. J

1. (Standing alone)

:

Pharm., etc : Ordinary water.
2. (Hantng in apposition with it an adjective

or substantive which limits its signification) :

Pharm., Chem., etc: A liquid, of which
water constitutes the chief part, the adjective
or substantive indicating which. In the
Materia Medica, aqua, followed bvthe genitive
of some plant, means water holding in solution
a small quantity of oil or other volatile matter
derived from that plant ; as Aqua camphora— water of camphor; Aqua cinnamoni =
water of cinnamon ; Aqua roses = rose-water.

aqua alcallna oxymurlatica. Oxy-
muriatic alkaline water, used as a bleachimr
liquid. ^
aqua aluminis composlta. Com-

pound alum water.

aqua aluminis Bateana.
alum water.

Bates's

bSo. btfy; p«Sut. jefirtj cat. 9011, chorus,
-elan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -«lon = shun

aqua ammonias. Water of ammonia
;

called also Liquor ammonia. It is a solution
of ammoniacal gas in water.

aqua ammonite aoetatls. Water of
acetate of ammonia.

aqua ammonias caustics). Caustic
water of ammonia.

aqua ammonias acetitls. Water of
acetite of ammonia.

aqua ammonias pnras. Pure water of
ammonia.

aqua anethl. In modern pharmacy =
dill water.

aqua calcis. Lime water.

aqua calcis composlta. Compound
lime water.

aqua camphoras. In modern pharmacy= camphor water.

aqua carbonatis ammonias. Water
of carbonate of ammonia.

aqua carui. In modern pharmacy =
caraway water.

aqua carui splrltuosa. Spirituous
caraway water.

aqua cerasorum nigrorum. Black
cherry water.

aqua cinnamomi. In modern pharmacy= cinnamon water.

aqua cinnamomi fortius, strong
cinnamon water. »

aqua cinnamomi splrltuosa. Spiri-
tuous cinnamon water.

aqua cltri aurantli. Orange-peel

•mna cltl-i medicos. Lemon-peel water.

aqua cuprl ammoniati.
ammoniated copper.

Water of

aqua cuprl vltrlolata. Water of sul-
phate of copper.

aqua destillata. Distilled water.
[AQU.E, A.]

aqua Boris aurantli. Orange-flower
water.

aqua fcenlculi. In modern pharmacy= common or sweet-fennel water.

aqua fontana. Water from a fountain

:

spring water.

* aqua fortls. [Strong water. In Sp.
agua fuerte.] In Chemistry, Modern Phar-
macy, tc, an old name for nitric acid.

.Zl
i

d!",(,'v"" m araa fortle. with great ebullitionand heat, into a red liquor so red aa blood. "—Bacon •

rHyttol. Rem.

aqua grasoa. A weak solution of nitrate
of silver, sometimes sold to dye hair of a
black colour. It is unwise to use such dye*.

aqua kail. Water of kali, or the liquor
of the sub-carbonate of potassa,

aqua kail caustici. Water of caustic
,

kalL

aqua kail prasparatl vel purl.
water of prepared or pure kali.

aqua juniper! composlta. Compound
juniper water.

aqua labyrlnthL In anatomy, a fluid
contained within the labyrinth of the ear.

aqua lauii cassias. Cassia or Bastard
cinnamon water.

aqua lauri cinnamomi. Cinnamon
water.

aqua laurocerasi. In modern phar-
macy = laurel water.

aqua lithargyri acetatL Water of
acetated litharge.

aqua lithargyri acetatl composlta.
Compound water of acetate of litharge.

aqua lithargyrites. Water of litharge.

aqua menthas piperita). In modern
pharmacy = peppermint water.

aqua menthas piperita) splrltuosa.
Spirituous peppermint water.

aqua menthas pulegii. Pennyroyal

aqua menthas satlvas. Spearmint
water.

aqua menthas satlvas splrltuosa.
Spirituous spearmint water.

aqua menthas viridis. In modern
pharmacy = spearmint water.

aqua menthas vulgaris. Common
mint water.

aqua menthas vulgaris splrltuosa.
Spirituous mint water.

* aqua mirabills. (Lit= the wonderful
water. ] A liquor prepared of cloves, galanga Is,
cubebs, mace, cardamoms, nutmegs, ginger,
and spirit of wine, digested twenty-four hours
and then distilled. (Johnson.)

aqua morgagni. A watery humour
found after death between the capsule and
the body of the lens in the human eye, having
probably been absorbed from the aqueous
humour. (Todd and Bowman : Physinl Anat

,

vol. ii.,p. 34.)

aqua murlatis calcis. Water of
muriate of lime.

aqua myrtl pimentos. Allspice water.

aqua nucls moschatas. Nutmeg
water.

aqua oxymurlatioa. Oxymuriatio
water.

aqua oxymuriatis potasses. Water
Of oxymuriate of potash.

aqua plols liquida. Tar water.

chin, bench; go, *em; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Senophon, exist. -In*
; -lion, -sion = shun, -tious, -slous, -clous = shus. -ble. -die. &c. = bel. iff.
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aqua plmentao. In modern pharmacy =
pimento or allspice water.

aqua pimentae spirltuoaa. Spiritu-

ous pimento water.

aqua piperis jamaicensis. Jamaica
pepper water.

aqua potassas. Water of potash. A
solution of potassa in water.

aqua pulegil. Pennyroyal water.

aqua pulegil spirltuoaa. Spirituous

pennyroyal water.

aqua raphani composita. Com-
pound water of horse-radish.

aqua regia. [In Sp. agua regia.] A
liquor consisting of nitric and hydrochloric

acids in certain proportions. It has the pro-

perty of dissolving gold, whence its name,
regia or royal. Properly speaking, it is only

the chlorine which attacks the gold.

"Gold is dissolved with aqua regia into » yellow-

liquor, with little heat or ebullition. —Bacon : Physiol.

*., p. 418.

aqua rosse. Rose water.

aqua sambuci. Elder-flower water.

aqua saturnlna. Water of lead.

aqua secunda. Nitric add liberally

diluted with pure water. Its use in art is to

Clear the surface of metals and of certain

atones.

aqua seminum anisi composita.
Compound aniseed water.

aqua seminum carui. Caraway-seed
water.

aqua seminum carui composita.
Compound caraway water.

aqua styptica. Styptic water.

aqua subcarbonatls kali* Water of

ubcarbonate of kali.

aqua sulphureti ammonite. Water
of sulphuret of ammonia.

aqua sulphureti kali. Water of sul-

phuret of kali. Hydrosulphuret of potassa.

aqua supercarbonatis potassse.
Water of supercarbonate of potash.

aqua supercarbonatis sodas. Water
of supercarbonate of soda.

aqua tofana. [From an infamous Italian

woman called Tofana, who lived about the

middle of the seventeenth century, and is

aaid to have poisoned more than 000 people

by means of a deadly preparation she had
discovered.] A preparation in which the

main ingredient is crystallised arsenic in solu-

tion. Modern chemistry very easily detects

the presence of arsenic in the stomach and
intestines of one poisoned by it, and renders

the rise of a second Tofana all but impossible.

aqua vegeto-mineralis. Vegeto-

mineral water.

aqua vitae. [Lit. = water of life.] An
old name for alcohol. Some extend the term
aqua vUce to spirits of wine and brandy,
whilst others apply it to spirituous liquor

distilled from malt, as contradistinguished

from brandy, which they limit to liquor pro-

cured from wine or the grape.

'* Alas ! alas !—Help ! help ! my lady'* dead t—
O. well-a-day, that ever I was bom !

Some aqua-vitm. ho 1 My lord ! my lady !

"

Shakesp. : Romeo and Juliet, i v . i.

aqua vitas man* A seller of drams.

•' Sell the dole beer to aqua vita men."
Ben Jonson ; Alchemist, i. 1.

a-quse ma na le (pi. a-quse-ma-na'-
li-aX s. [Low Lat, from Lat aqua = water,

and manale — an ewer.]

1. A pitcher used by the ancient Romans
for pouring water over the hands into a basin

during and after meals.

2. The basin in which the priest washes his

hands before saying mass.

8. A basin or ewer of grotesque form.

a-qua-for'-tist, ». [Lat aquafortis= strong

water, an old name for nitric acid.] One who
etches with aquafortis.

* a qua ke, pret. a-que'ightte (gh silent),

v.t. [A.S. acwacian = to be moving or

trembling.] To tremble.
" The (clevmen useden her tongne.

The wode aqueightte ao hy snnge."
Alitaunder, 5.257.

a'-qua-ma-rine, * a'-qua ma-ri na, s.

[Lat. = marine water, a term borrowed from

the Italian lapidaries, to whom it was sug-

gested by a remark of Pliny's, that the

mineral thus named resembled the green

colour of the sea. ]

Min. : A bluish-green variety of the Beryl

(q.v.). It is regarded as a gem. The finest

specimens known come from Brazil.

"Kiuchinjunga bore nearly due north, a dazzling

mass of anowy peaks, intersected by blue glaciers,

which gleamed in the slanting rays of the rising sun,

like aquamarines set in frosted silver."—Hooker

:

Himalayan Journal*, chap, viii., vol. t, p. 1M.

a'-qua-pult, s. [Formed on analogy with

catapult (q.v.) The first element is Lat, aqua
s» water.] A small force-pump, differing from

the ordinary form in being portable.

aquarelle (as ak-wa-rel), s. [Fr., from

Ital. acquarella = water-colour.]

1. Water-colour painting.

2. A painting in water-colours.

aquarellist (as ak-wa rel -1st), a [Aqua-

relle.] One who paints in aquarelle; a water-

colour painter.

a-quar'-I-an, a. k s. [Lat. aquaria* = of or

relating to water. ]

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to an aquarium.

B. As substantive

:

Church Hist. : One of a sect in the primitive

Church who used water instead of wine in the

Lord's Supper. Some of thein did so from

holding sentiments like those now entertained

by total abstainers; whilst others, employing

wine in the evening communion, used water

in the morning one, lest the smell of wine

might betray their assemblies to persecuting

foes.

aquarium (pi. a-quar i urns, a-
qua r i a), s. (Lat. = a watering-place

for cattle; aqua= water.] An artificial tank,

pond, or vessel, filled with salt or fresh water,

and used for the purpose of keeping alive

marine or fresh water animals, to study their

habits or for exhibition. Fresh water aquaria

are also used for cultivating aquatic plants.

The largest and finest examples ever Been in

this country were the aquaria of the Fisheries

Exhibit at the Columbian World's Fair.

^-qua'r-J-US, *. [In 8p., Port, and Ital.

Aquario; f*>m Lat. aquarius — (1) a water-

carrier, (2) an inspector of conduits or water-

pipes, (3) a constellation. (See 1 & 2.) From
aquarius — of or relating to water.]

In Astronomy

:

1. The eleventh of the twelve ancient zodia-

cal constellations, now generally called signs

of the zodiac. It is generally quoted as
" Aquarius, the Water-bearer."

2. A division of the ecliptic—that between
300" and 330° of longitude, which, on account

of the precession of the equinoxes, has gradu-

ally advanced from the constellation Aquarius,

once within those limits. The sun enters this

part of his course about the 21st of January, at

which time there are generally copious rains

in Italy, whence the name Aquarius = the

water-bearer or waterman. (Herschel : Astron.,

§§ 380, 381.) It is marked thus 22.
** A constellation in the watery sign,

Which they Aquarius call."

Cleveland: Poems, *«., p. 1".

a quat ic, * a quat ick, a. k s. [In Fr.
"
aquatique; Sp., Port., k Ital. aqvatico. From
Lat. aquaticvs = (1) found in the water, (2)

watery, (3) like water.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of plants : Growing in the water.

"Characeje are aquatic plants found in stagnant
fresh or salt water."—Litutley : Nat. Syst. of Bat., 2nd
•d. 11886), p. 41*.

2. Of animals: Living in or about the water;
swimming in, flying over, or deriving its food
from the water.

" Brutes may be considered as either serial, terres-

trial, aquatick, or amphibious. Aquatick are thosa
whose constant abode is upon the water."—lock*.

B. As substantive

:

L An aquatic animal or plant
•* Flags, and such like aquatickt, are best destroy*!

by draining."

—

Mortimer: Husbandry.

2. A person fond of water. (N.E.D.)

* a-quat'-Ic-al, a. [Eng. aquatic; -U.\ The
same as Aquatic, adj. (q.v.). {Evelyn.)

* a -qua-tile, * a -qua-tU, a. k s. [In Sp.

aquatU. From Lat. aquatile, neut. of adj.

aquatilis= aquatic. ]

A. As adj. : Aquatic.
" We beheld many millions of the aquatile, or water

froK, in ditches and standing plashes."—Browne

:

Vulgar Errours.

B. As subst. : An aquatic animal or plant.

a-qua-tint, a-qua-tin'-ta, s. k a. [In

Ger. aquatinta ; Fr. aqua-tinta, aqua-tinte

;

Lat aqua = water, and Ital. tinta m a dye, a

tincture.]

A. As substantive: A kind of engraving so

called from its resemblance to water-colour

drawings. The most approved method of

practising it is to first trace the outline of the

proposed picture on a copper-plate by means
of an etching needle or other sharp instrument
Next, the etching ground is removed, and the

plate thoroughly cleaned with whitening and
water. The plate is then placed in a flat tin or

earthen vessel in an inclined position, and on it

is poured a solution of resinous matter, pre-

pared in rectified spirits of wiue. When dry,

the design is drawn upon it with the bursting-

ground [Bursting-ground], and the plate is

varnished and dried. Some clear water is then

applied, to it, and finally, the design is bit into

the copper by two successive applications of

dilute nitric acid.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to the kind of

engraving now described.

"... method of producing the aquatint ground."—
Re.es , Cyclop., ii., Aquatinta."

a qua-tint, v.t. [From the substantive.] To

carry" out the process described under Aqua-
tint, subst. (q.v.),

"The principal disadvantages of this method of

aquatinting are . . "—-Bees: Cyclop, ii., "Aquatint."

a'-qua-tint-ing;, pr. par. [Aquatint, v.]

a-quav'-a-lent, *. [Lat. aqua = water, and

t>aZe?is=strong, pr. par. of valeo = to be worth,

to have a value.]

Chem. : The molecular ratio of the water to

the salt contained in a cryohydrate.

aq -ue duct, * aquae-duct, aq-ufi-

duc'-tus, aq-uaVduc-tus (aque =
ak -we), s. [Fr. aqueduc, aqueduc ; Sp. k
Port, aqueducto; Ital. aquidotto ; Lat. aque-

ductus = aquce ductus = a leading or conduct-

ing of water ; duco = to lead. ]

A. (Of the English forms aqueduct, * aquas-

duct): In a general sense any artificial channel

for the conveyance of water from place to place

:

but the term is generally limited to an artificial

AQUEDUCT ON THE ANIO, NEAR ROME.

channel or conduit raised on pillars for the

conveyance of drinking water to a city. Of all

the nations of antiquity, the Romans were the

great builders of aqueducts. No fewer than

twenty of these erections converged on the

fate, fftt, faro, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there;

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, s6h : mute, cfib, ciire, urate, cur. rule, ffUl ;
try,

pine, pit, Bire, sir, marine: go, pit,

Syrlap. a>, ce e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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capital during its palmy days ; whilst there

were many more in the provincial parts of

the empire. Magnificent ruins of some of
these still remain : the best of them in the
Campagna around Rome ; the others, in por-

tions of France, Spain. Italy, Sicily, Greece,

Asia, and Africa, once occupied by important
cities and towns. Aqueducts are rare in this

country; the most notable one being the great
aqueduct recently finished for the water supply
of the City of New York,

** No magnificent remains of Latin porches and
aqueduct t are to be found in Britain."

—

Macaulag ;

But. Eng., oh. i.

Aqueduct of the cochlea. [Aqueductus, B.]

Aqueduct of Fallopius. [Aqueductus, B.]

Aqueduct of Sylvius. [Aqueductus, B.]

B. (Chiefly of the form aqueductus)

:

A. cochlea, the aqueduct of the cochlea.
[Cochlea.] A funnel-shaped canal in the ear.

It leads to the jugular fossa, and is supposed
to afford a passage for a small vein. (Todd <£

Bowman : Physiol, Anat., vol. 1L, pp. 74, 75.)

A. Fallopii, the aqueduct of Fallopius. A
channel in the ear near the tympanum. (Ibid.,

vol. ii., p. 70.)

A. Sylvii, the aqueduct of Sylvius. A
channel in the brain, connecting the third and
fourth ventricles, (ibid., vol. ii., p. 289.)

A. vestibuli : A canal running from the vesti-

bule of the* internal ear to the posterior surface
of the pars petrosa of the temporal bone.

* a-que ightte (gh silent). Pret. of v. Aquake
(q.v.).

* a-que int (2), pa, par. [Aquench.]

•a que int-a-ble, a. [Acquaintable.]

* a'-que-I-tj?, *. [In ItaL aqueita, aqueitade

= waterishness.] Wateriness.
" The aqueity,

Terrelty. and sulphurelty.
Shall run together again.

Ben Joruon ; Alchemitt, lr. L

•a- quelle, *a-qnlT, * a- quel lcn,
* ac quel -Ian (pa. par. * a-quo Id), v.t

[A.8. acwellan.] To kill.
" Nule heo the aotbe telle
Than me scholde heom aqueUe."

Sinneri Beware (ed. Morris), 341-41

* a-quen'ch, * a-quen che, * a-quen '-

Chen (pret. * a que int, * a que ynt), v. t

[A.S. aquencan = to quench.] To quench.
"... man thernore the bethench er thou ualle of

thi bench thi zenne aquench."—A yenbite (ed. Morris),
p. 130.

*a quent, * a que Int (1), a-que ynte,
pa%. par. [Acquaint, pa. par.] (Chaucer,
Prompt. Parv.)

* a -que'n-tjfn, v.t [Acquaint, v.] To make
known. (Prompt. Parv.)

a que-OUS, a. [In Fr. aquieux; Sp., Port, &
I t;il. aqueo; from Lat. aqua = water.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Consisting wholly or in large measure of
water. [B. L]

2. Made by the addition of water.

3. Deposited from water. [B. 4.]

B. Technically

:

1. Meteorol. Aqueous vapour : The water
which, evaporating from the earth, goes to
constitute clouds.

" The leaves of the plant* absorb both the carbonic
acid and the aqueous vapour of the air."—Tyndall:
Frag, of Science, 3rd ed.. Iv. 87.

2. Anat. Aqueous humour : A humour of
the eye filling up the space between the cornea
and the crystalline lens. It is partially divided
by the iris into an anterior and posterior
chamber. The former is the larger, and has
the cornea in front, the iris behind, and a
portion of the ciliary ligament on its circum-
ference.

"The aqueous humour of the eve consists very
nearly of water. Berzellus states that all its other
constituent* taken together do not amount to so much
a* one-fiftieth part of the whole. Of these, more than
half is chloride of sodium, and the rest is extractive
matter, soluble either In water or alcohol."— Todd A
Bowman: Phyeiol, Ana*., vol. iL, p. 3«.

a Chem, [A. 2.)

4. Geol, Aqueous rocks : Rocks originally
deposited from water, whence they are some-
times called aqueous deposits. As what is de-
posited is sediment of some one kind or other,
they are also termed sedimentary rocks, and as,
unless too much metamorphosed, they contain

the now fossilised remains of the animals
which lived in the water, and the plants which
grew or were carried into it, they are denomi-
nated fossiliferous rocks. Finally, as the sedi-
ment successively deposited from the water
tended to arrange itself in layers or strata, the
rocks thus formed are called stratified rocks.

(Lyell: Geology.) A great part of the science
of geology has been built up on the careful
study of aqueous rocks, the relative order of
their disposition, and their fossil contents.

a -que-oiis-ness, s. [Eng. aqueous; -ness.}

Toe quality of being watery ; wateriness.

* a-que ynt, pa. par. [Aquench.]

a-quif-er-ous, a. [Lat. aqua — water, and
fero = to bear. ] Bearing water.
"... with a conspicuous {aquiferou* f) pore In

the middle."— Woodward; MoUueca (1851), p. 117.

a-quI-fd-li-a'-ce-», s. pi. [Lat. aquifolia,

aquifolium.] Hollyworts. An order of mono-
petalous plants ranked by'Lindley under his
Gentianai Alliance. It consists of trees or
shrubs with coriaceous leaves, small axillary
flowers, and fleshy indehiscent fruit, with
from two to six seeds. The common holly, Ilex

aquifolium, is the type of the order. In 1846,
Lindley estimated the number of known
species at 110.

a-qui-fo'-li-unt, s. [Lat. aqu ifolium, or
aquifolia = the holly-tree, or the Scarlet Holm
(Ilex aquifolium); aquifolius, adj. = having
pointed leaves.] A plant-genus from which
the Holly order is called Aquifoliaceos. (Now
ranked under Ilex.)

a'-qul-form, a. [Lat. aqua = water, and
forma = form, shape.] In the form of water.

aq ull-a (ftq'-afl = ak -wil), s. [ItaL &
Lat. aquila = an eagle, perhaps from the root
ac = sharp, swift. ]

1. Zool : A genus
of raptorial birds,

the typical one of I

the Aquilinte, or
Eagles, a sub-family
of Falconidse. The
species have not
that strong tooth
in their bills which
the falcons ]>ossess,

and are feebler for
their size, less cou-
rageous and less

predatory than the
falcons proper. Two
species occur in
Britain. In the
United States the
Bald Eagle has been
chosen as the
national emblem.

2. Astron. : One of the twenty ancient
Northern constellations. Within it is in-
cluded also the constellation Antinous, the
only one of forty-eight recognised by the
ancients which modern astronomers have
merged in another one. [Antinous.]

aq-uil ar I a (aq uil as ak wil), 5.

[From Lat. aquila = an eagle.] [Aoalloch.]
A genus of plants, the typical one of the
order Aquilariaceae (q.v.). Aloes-wood, Agila-
wood, or Eagle-wood, is the inside of the
trunk of the Aquilaria ovata, and A . Agallocha.
[Aloes-wood, Aoila-wood.]

aq uil ar i a ce ~se (aq uil = ak-wil),
s. pi. [Aquilaria.] An order of plants classed
by Dr. Lindley under his Rhamnales, or R lumi-
nal Alliance. They have the calyx turbinate
or tubular, with its orifice furnished with ten
or five bearded scales, which are really
stamens. Corolla, ; stamina, ten or five, in
the latter case opposite the segments of the
calyx ; style, 0, or conical and thread-shaped

;

stigma, large, simple ; ovary, superior, one-
celled ; seeds, one on each placenta, or one
abortive. Trees with alternate entire shining
leaves without stipules. Habitat, the East
Indies. In 1847, Dr. Lindley estimated the
known species at ten.

aq uil ate (aq'-uil = ak -wil), v.t. [From
Lat. aquila — an eagle.]

Her. ; To adorn with eagles* heads. (Used
chiefly, if not exclusively, in the pa. par.

aq uil a ted (aq -nil = ak -wil), pa. par.
[Aquilate.]

AQUILA.

aq ul-le-gi-a (aq-ui - ak-wl), s. [AS.
and Ital. aquilegia ; from Lat. aquila m an
eagle, the species resembling eagles' claws.]
Columbine. A genus of plants belonging to
the order Ranunculacese, or Crowfoots. The
A. vulgaris, or Common Columbine, a plant,
the petals of which terminate beneath in a
hornlike spur, is a doubtful native of Britain.

aq-ul-ll -n» (aq-ul m ak-wi), s. pi [From
Lat. aquila m an eagle.] A sub-family of
Falconidae. It contains the eagles. Three
genera—Aquila, Haliaetus, and Pandion—have
representatives in this country.

aq ui line (ak ui = ak wi), a. [In Fr.

aquilin; Sp. aquilino and aguileno ; Port. &
Ital. mpiiXino; Lat. aquilinus, from aquila m
an eagle,]

1. Gen. : Pertaining to an eagle.

2. Spec. .* Eagle-like in bill or in nose

;

hooked.
" His noee was aquiline, his eyes were blue,
Ruddy his lips, and fresh and fair h>s hue."

Dryden; Paiamon A Arcite, ill. 71.

"We may trace the commencement of an aquilin*
curvature In the nose of the Hoolock Gibbon."-

•

Darwin \ Descent of Man, pt i. . chap. vL

Aq ui Ion (Aq -ui = ak'-wl), s. [Fr. & Sp.
uquilon ; Port, aquilao ; Ital. aquilone, aqvU
lonare ; Lat. aquila.] The north wind.

" Blow, villain, till thy sphered bias cheek
Outswell the coliclc of pufT'd Aqutlon."

Shaketp. : Troii. and Creti., It. S.

a' quit-else, s. pi. [Lat. aqua = water, and
tela = a web.]

Zool. ; A sub-division of Araneidse, contain-
ing the genus Argyroneta (q.v.).

a-quitte, v.t. [Aquytte.]

t a quo f«e, a. [In Sp. & Port, aquoso ; ItaL

aquoso, acquoso ; from Lat. aquosus — abound-
ing in water.] Watery, aqueous. (Bailey.)

t a-qud»'-I-tjf, s. [In Fr. aquosite ; Sp. aquo-

sidad; Port, aquosidade, aquosita, actjuosita;

Low Lat. aquositas.] [Aquose.] Wateriness,
aqueousness. (Bailey.)

a -quii-la, s. [Lat. = a small stream ; dimin.

of aqua = water.]

A. acoustica (Anat): A fluid which fills the
cavity of the vestibule connected with ths
internal ear.

*a~quy1r.e, v.t [A.S. acwician = to make
alive : curie, curue = quick, alive.] To kindle.

" Is ofte aquyked thet uer of lecherie. Huerof the
wrlttnge *pekth thet word of fole wyfman la berninde
ase eur."—AyenbiU (M. Morris), p. 203.

* a -quyt'tc, * a qtiit te, * a-qwjft-^n, v.t
IAqcuit.]

1. To acquit, set free, release, pay.
" Him behoueth pays ne neure aquitte he ne may,

and thereuore ha ssel by ydammed."

—

AyenbUe (ed,

Morris}, p. 137.

"And the heghe men thet uol yeth the tornemens
and thet hy betaketh hyre londes and hare erltage
ine wed and dead wed thet naght him ne aquyttethr—
Ibid., p. 38.

2. To bereave.
" And the Admiral bit mights iwite
That he nere of his life aquite."

Floriz and Blaunchejtur (ed. Lumby), 207, 20$.

* a-qwy'nt, pa. par. [Acquaint.] (Lancelot of

the Lake, bk. ii., 1,295.)

* a-qwy'-t^n, v.t [Acquiet.] (Prompt.

Parv.)

-ar. [An Eng. suffix, from Lat. -ar-i8= of or
belonging to ; as stellar (Lat. stellaris) = at or
belonging to a star.]

A*R. An abbreviation for Anno Regni = in

the year of the reign; as, A.R.V.R. 30 =
anno regni Victoriai reginos tricesimo=in the
30th year of Queen Victoria's reign.

*ar, conj. [A.S. ar = ere, before.] [Ere.] Ere,

before ; ere ever, before ever.
" Bat si to deere they bought it ar they ryse."

Chaucer; C. T., 4.S40.

sir, v.t. [Ear, v.] (Scotch.)

ar'-a, s. [Lat. = an altar.] "The Altar:"

one of the fifteen ancient Southern constel-
lations.

a'-ra, ». [South American Indian name, de-

signed to imitate the voice of the bird.]

Zool. : A genus of birds, the typical one of

the sub-family Ai-aime, which is ranked under
the family Psittacidse, or Parrots. It is called

boil, bo"y ; pout, J6>1; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, ay; expect, Xenophon, exist. pb = l
-dan, -tlan = shan- -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -alon = zhun. tious, slous, clous = anils, -ble, -41o, Ac =Us, deL
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also Macrocereus, from Gr. fxaxpoc. (makros) =
long, . . . large, and a-epa-o-: (kerkos) = tail. It

contains the Macaws. [Macaw.]

A.R.A. An abbreviation for "Associate of

the Royal Academy."

Ar'-ab, *. & a. [In Ger. Araber (s.), Arabisqh

(adj.); Fr. & Port. Arabe (s. & adj.); Ital.

Arabo (adj.); Lat. Arabs (s.); Gr.'ApouV (Araps)

(s.), genit. 'ApajSoc 'Arabos).]

QROUP OF ARABS.

A. As substantive: A native of Arabia.
" Iu his march over the sandy desert between Emesa

and Palmyra, Aurelian was perpetually harassed by
the Arabs. '—Gibbon ; Decline and Fall, ch. xi.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to Arabia or

its inhabitants.
" Our Arab tents are rude for thee."

Moore ; L. Ii. ; Light of the Baram.

Arab-like, a. Like an Arab, in roaming
tendency or some other particular.

" Here, Arab-like, Is pitched my tent,
And straight again is furled.

Longfellow: The Two Locks of ffair.

ar'-a-ba, s. [Hindustani, &c] A wheeled

carriage, a gun-carriage, a kind of cart used
in Eastern journeys or campaigns.

ar-a-ba'-ta, s. [Native name.] An American
monkey (Mycetes stramineus).

Ar a bcsque (que = k), * Xr-a-besk , s.

&. adj. [As substantive : In Dut Arabesken
(pi.) ; Ger. Arabeske (sing.) ; Fr. Arabesque
(sing.) ; Port. Arabescos (pi.) ; Ital. Arabesco,
Rabesco (sing.) ; terms all implying that the
style of ornamentation so designated origi-

nated with the Arabs, whereas it seems to
have sprung up first among the Romans.]

A. As substantive

:

Arch. ; A style of ornamentation in which
are represented men, animals (the latter con-
sisting of mythic as well as actual forms)

;

Slants, with leaves,
owers, and fruit

;

mathematical figures,

&c. ; the whole put
together in a whimsi-
cal way, so that, for

instance, the animals
not merely rest upon
the plants, but grow
out of them like
blossoms. There are
three, kinds of Ara-
besque : — 1st (and
oldest), that of the
Romans, without the
animals. They occur
in the mural paintings
at Pompeii, Hercula-
neum, and other
places. 2nd. That of
the Arabs, also with-
out the animals. This
is well seen in the
AFhambra. 3rd. The
Christian Arabesque,
with the figures intro-

duced. It appears in illuminated mediaeval

manuscripts and elsewhere. (Gloss, of Arch.)

B. As adjective (in Fr. A rabesque)

:

t 1. Gen.: Pertaining to Arabia or its in-

habitants.

ARABESQUE PANEL.

"Though a follower of the Arabian school, the assi-
duity with which he [Achillinij cultivated anatomy,
has rescued his name from the inglorious o>>ecurity in
which the Arabesque doctors have in general slum-
bered- "—Ency. Brit,. 7th ed., il. 756.

2. Spec. : Consisting of, or pertaining to, the
kind of ornaments called Arabesques. [See A.,
as substantive.)

"A kind of ornament, which may be called A rabetqiie<
was much used in the domestic architecture of this
country in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries."'
—Gloss, of Arch., 5th ed. (18S0).

Ar-a'-bl-an, a. & s. [Eng. Arabi(a); -an.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to Arabia.

B. As substantive: An Arab, a native of
Arabia.

Arabian Architecture. [See Mohammedan
Architecture.]

Ar -able, * Ar -ab-Ick, a. & 8. [In Eng.
Arab, -ic ; Ger. Arabisch ; Fr. Arabique ; Port.
Arabico ; Lat. Arabicus."]

A. As adjective: Pertaining to Arabia, or to
the language prevailing there.

"What way was there taken for spreading his
Socock's] Arabick translation of Grotius de Veri-

te Religiouis Christiame?"— Worthington to Bartlib,
Eplst. 7.

" Gum arable, or gum acacia, is an exudation from
various species of acacia."— Treat, qf Bot.{ed. 186G), ii. 5.

B. As substantive : The language of Arabia
or of the Arabs. It is properly the dialect of

the Koreishite tribe in Arabia, rendered classic

by its being the language in which the Koran
was composed. It is now vernacular in Arabia,
Egypt, and Northern Africa, and the learned
and sacred tongue of all Mohammedan coun-
tries. The numbers who at present speak it

have been estimated at 100 millions, which
is probably an exaggeration. Philologically

viewed, Arabic is the most southerly of the
Syro-Arabian family of languages, besides
being itself the type of one of the three classes

into which that leading family of tongues is

divided. Associated with it in this relation

are the living Amharic and the dead Ethiopic
and Himyaritic tongues. About two-thirds of

the Hebrew roots occur with slight modifica-

tion in Arabic, which renders the language
useful to the Biblical student, as its wide
diffusion does to the missionary ; while nume-
rous chemical, alchemical, astronomical, and
astrological words which arose during the
brilliant, but brief, period when the Saracens
aimed at intellectual as well as political

ascendancy, will always render it an object of
interest to scientific men. The Arabic litera-

ture is posterior in date to the time of

Mohammed.
" That Schultens had from the Arabick happily and

satisfactorily Illustrated some very obscure and diffi-

cult words of the Hebrew text, . . .
—Parkhurst

:

Beb. Lex., Pref.

* Arabic numerals : The first nine digits

—

1, 2, 3, &c.—and the cipher used in writing
the number 10. Though often called Arabic,
they are really of Brahmanic origin. [Nu-
merals.]

•Ar-ab'-Xc-al, a. [Eng. Arab; -leal.] Per-

taining to Arabia or the Arabs. The same as

the adj. Arabic.
" Written in Arabioal characters.'—Shelton: Don

Quixote, ii. 2, l.

* Ar-ab'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. Arabical; -ly.]

After the manner of the Arabs.

"Mahomet, whose name Arabically signifies deceit-"
—Sir T. Berbert : Travel*, p. 321.

Ar-ab'-l-ci, s. pi. [From Arabia, in which the

sect arose.]

Church Hist. : A sect which sprung up about
A.D. 207. Their distinguishing tenet was, that
the soul died with the body, but revived with
it at the resurrection. Origen is said to have
re-converted them to the orthodox belief, and
thus extinguished their separate organisation.

4-J"-ab'-I-cize, v.t. [Eng. Arabic; -ize.\ To
render akin to Arabic

"... being superseded by Hindi in its ArabicUed
form of TJrdu. —aeames: Compar. Gram, of Aryan
Lang, of India, vol. L (1872), Introd., p. 96.

ar a bid e-ea, s. pi. [Arabls.] A tribe of
plants belonging to the order Brassicaceas, or
Crucifers. It includes several British genera,
the typical one being Arabis.

ar'-a-bin, s. [From Arabic, iu the term gum
arabic.) The pure soluble principle in gum

arabic and similar substances. It is precipi-
tated by alcohol and by basic lead acetate, but
not by the neutral acetate. It is composed of
C13H22O11. It is isomeric with cane sugar.
(Fownes: Manual ofChem., 10th ed., p. 689.)

ar -a-bis, s. [In Fr. arabette ; Sp, arabide.'}

The Wall-cress. A genus of plants belonging
to the order Brassioaceaj, or Crucifers. Five
species are natives of Britain ; the must com-
mon being the A. hirsuta, or Hairy Rock-
cress. It has small white flowers.

Ar -ab ism, s. [In Eng. Arab, -ism ; Ger.

Arabism.] An idiom or other peculiarity of

languages borrowed from the Arabic.

Ar-a-bist, s. [Eng. Arab ; suffix -ist] One
conversant with the Arabic language and
literature.

ar -a ble, * er-a-ble, a. [In Fr. arable;

Ital. arabile; Lat. arabilis = that may be
ploughed ; aro — Gr. opoto (aroo) = to plough.
In Wei. arad is = a plough, and ar = arable
land ; Gael, ar — a plough ; Irish irain = to
plough.] Capable of being ploughed. Applied
to laud which may profitably be ploughed,
with the view of being sown with cereal or
other crops. It is contradistinguished from
land not worth ploughing, but which it is

thought better to leave in grass .pasturage, if

not even in wood and moor.
"The arable land and pasture land were not sup-

posed by the best political arithmeticians i.f that age
to amount to much more than half the area of the
kingdom."

—

Macaulay ; Eitt. Lag., ch. iii.

Ax'-a-bd, in compos. = connected with the

Arabs.

Arabo-tedesco, s. [Ital. Arabo, and
Tedescho = German.]

Arch. : A style of architecture blending
together the Roman, Moorish, and German-
Gothic.

ar-a-ca'-ri, *. [Imitated from the note of the

bird.]

Zool. : The name given in Brazil to several

Scansorial birds ranked as aberrant members of

the Rhamphastidse, or Toucan family. They
are placed under Pteroglossus and its allied

genera. They have smaller bills than the
Toucans proper, and are of brighter colours,

being generally green, with red or yellow on
their breasts.

* ar a ce, * ar-as , v.t. [Fr. arracher — to

pluck, to pick, to pull away.] To pluck out,

to tear away.
" That with gret sleight and gret difficult^,

The children from her arm they gonne arace."
Chancer : C. T„ 8.97S-*.

" The tronsione of o brokine sper that was,
Quhich no man out dedenyt to aras."
Lancelot of the Lake (ed. Skeat), Prolog., 2SW0.

ar-a -ce-se, s. pi. [Latinised from arum (q. v. ).]

Arads. An order of endogenous plants having
for their inflorescence a spadix placed within a
spathe. They have neither calyx nor corolll

The leaves are frequently cordate. The fruit

is succulent, with many seeds. They are acrid

in character, and often poisonous. The Cala-

dium Seguinum, or Dumb Cane of the West
Indies and South America, when chewed,
causes the tongue so to swell as to cause tem-
porary dumbness. In 1847, Dr. Lindley esti-

mated the known genera at twenty-six, and
the species at 170. There is one species in the

British flora, the Arum maculatum, Cuckow-
pint, Wake-Robin, or Lords and Ladies. [See

Arum.]

ar-a'-ce-oiis, a. [Aracea] Pertaining to the

Aracese (q.v.).

ar-a-chld'-Ic, a. [Fr. arachide; Eng. suffix

-ic'.] Pertaining to the Earth-nut (Aracliis

hypog&a). [Arachis.]

arachidic acid, s.

Chem. : C20H40O2 = CxqHm'COOH. A mona-
tomic fatty acid, obtained oy the saponifica-

tion of the oil of the Earth-nut (Arachis hy)>o-

gcea). It crystallises in minute scales, which
melt at 75°. It is soluble in boiling alcohol

and in ether.

ar'-a-chls, s. [In Ft. arachide; Lat. aracos,

a name applied by Pliny to a plant which
had neither stem nor leaves ; Gr. apaxoc {ara-

kos), anoa-tc (arakis), and later, apox« (arachos),

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, Call, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, eur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, te, ce - e ; & - e. qu - kw.
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the name of a leguminous plant] A genus of

ieguminous plants belonging to the sub-order
Cifcsalpimete. The A. hypogcea, or the under-
ground Arachis [Gr. vnoyeioc (hupogeios)= sub-

terranean], is so called because the legumes
are produced and matured beneath the soil.

The plant is believed to have come originally

from Africa, but it is now cultivated in the
warmer parts both of Asia and America, The
legumes are eatable. The seeds have a aweet
taste, and furnish a valuable oil used for lamps
and as a substitute for olive-oil. In South
Carolina they are employed for chocolate.

a raeh-ni da, t a-raoh'-nI-d», t a-
rach -nl-des, a. pi. [In Fr. araignee; Sp.

arana ; Port, aranha ; Ital. aragna, aragno ;

Lat. araneus, aranea. From Gr. ipov^s
(arachnes) and a.ad\vn (arachne) = a spider,

and tlSos (eidos) = form. ]

Zool. : The class of animals which contains
Spiders, Scorpions, and Mites. It belougs to

the Articulate or Annulosa, and the sub-class

Arthropoda, and is appropriately placed be-

tween the Crustacea on the one hand, and the
Insecta on the other. The highest Crustacea
have ten feet, the Arachnida eight, and the
Insecta six. The Arachnida are wingless,

have no antenme, breathe by means of tracheal
tubes or pulmonary sacs performing the func-

tion of lungs. As a rule, they have several
simple eyes. They have no proper metamor-
phosis. They live in a predatory manner.
Cuvier divided the class into two orders : Pul-
monaria and Traeheariae ; that is, those breath-
ing by lungs and those breathing by tracheee.

The former include the Spiders pro]>er and the
8corpions ; the latter, the Acari (Mites) and
their nearer and more remote allies. Huxley
separates the Arachnida into six orders : (1)

Arthrogastra, including Scorpio, Chelifer,

Phrynus, Phalangium, Galeodes, &c. ; (2)
Araneina, or Spiders

; (3) Acarina, or Mites
and Ticks ; (4) Fresh-water Arctisca or Tar-
digrada, called Water-bears ; (5) Pycnogonida
(Marine animals) ; and (6) Pentastomida (Para-
sites).

" Host of the Arachnid** live on insect*."—Griffith?

t

Cuvier, vol. xlll. (1833), p. 384.

"
. . . it supports the first of the four pairs of legs

usually ascribed to the Arachnida."—Owen: Inverte-
brate Animal* (1843), Leek xix.

"The next four classes— Insecta, MyrUpoda, Arach-
nida, Crustacea—without doubt also present so many
characters in common as to form a very natural assem-
blage."—Huxley : Clattif. of Animals (1869), p. 76.

a-rach'-nid, ?- [Arachnida.] A member of

the class Arachnida ; an Arachnidan.
".

. . a Crustacean, an Arachnid, a Myriapod, or
an Inject . . ."—Huxley : Clattif. of Animalt, p. 77.

a-rach -nl-dan, a. & s. [Eng. Arachnida

;

-an.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to the Arach-
nida.

B. As substantive; An animal of the class

Arachnida.
"The smaller Arachnidant breathe, like insects, by

trachess exclusively."—Owen: Invertebrate; Animalt,
LecL xlx.

a-rach ni tis, t a-rach-nSl-di'-tls, s.

[Eng. arachnoid, and suffix -itis =: Gr. -ms, im-
plying inflammation. 1 [Arachnoid.)

Med, : Names given by Martinet to a formid-
able malady, the inflammation of the arach-
noid. Sometimes the other membranes Invest-
ing the brain are also affected, in which case
the disease is termed Meningitis (q.v.). It is

also apt to spread to the substance of the brain.
Arachnitis and Meningitis are akin to apoplexy
and cerebritis, from which, however, they may
be distinguished by the absence of premonitory
symptoms, by the occurrence of spasmodic
and convulsive symptoms on both sides of the
body, and by the presence of febrile excitement
without decided paralysis, followed by collapse,

a-rach'-nold, a. & s. [In Fr. arachnoide.

From Gr. apd^vrp (arachnfo) and apdxvri
(arachni) = a spider, and «I6ot (eidos) = form.]

A. As adjective

:

L Anat. : Of the form or aspect of a spider's
web. Specially—

1. Pertaining to the membrane of the brain
called the Arachnoid. (Todd & Bowman

:

Physiol. Anat., vol ii., p. 253.)

2. Pertaining to the tunic of the crystalline
humour of the eye.

3. Pertaining to one of the coverings of the
spinal marrow.

IL Botany and Biology generally ; Long and
loosely entangled, so as to resemble a cobweb.
(Used specially of hairs in plants. Example,
Calceolaria arachnoidea.) (Lindley.)

B. As substantive (Anatomy)

:

1. The serous membrane of the cranio-spinal
cavity. It adheres to the dura mater by its

parietal layer, and with the intervention of the
pia mater to the brain and spinal cord by its

visceral layer. (Todd & Bowman : Physiol,
Anat., vol. ii., p. 253.)

2. The capsule of the crystalline lens, which
is a continuation of the hyaloid membrane.
[Arachnoides.]

arachnoid cavity. The space between
the two layers of the arachnoid membrane.
(Todd £ Bowman : Physiol. Anat., ii. 253.)

arachnoid membrane. [Arachnoid
(B- 1).]

# a-rach-noi'-des, * a-rach-noi -da, *. pi.

[Arachnoid.]

% The form arachnoida is in Glossog. Nova,
2nd ed. (1719), with the meaning, " The chrys-
talline Tunick of the Eye." In Johnson's
Dictionary, ed. 1773, there is arachnoides with
the two significations given under Arachnoid
(B. 1, 2). The same form is in Parr's Med.
Diet. (1809), and even in Todd (1827).

"Alto the tunlcks of the eye many things might be
taken notice of : the prodigious fineness of the arach-
noides, the acute sense of the retina."

—

Derham.

t a-rach-noi-di -tis, s. [Arachnitis.]

a-rach-ndT-6-gIst, s. [Eng. arachnolog(y) ;

-1st] One who makes the Arachnidan or
Spider class of animals a special subject of
study.

a-rach-ndl-6-gy^ a [Gr. dpdxvns (arachnis)

or opdx^T (arachne) = a spider; Acr/os (logos)

= . . . discourse.] The department of Natural
Science which treats of the Arachnidan or
Spider class of animals.

t ar'-ack, s. [Arrack.]

t a'-ra-coxi, «. A term in alchemy, denoting
copper.

or ad, s. [From Lat arum (q.v.).]

Bot. : A plant of the genus Arum, or at least
of the natural order Aracese.

Plural. Arads : The English name of the
natural order Aracese.

ar-«e-6m'-6t-er, s. [Areometer,]

ar w 6-style (1), s. k a. [In Fr. ariostile;

Lat. areostylos ; Gr. dpaiocrrvAos (araiostulos) :

apatoc. (araws) = thin, narrow, slight, . . .

with intervals ; <rruAo« (stulos) = a pillar with
columns far separated.] (Vitruvius.)

A. As substantive

:

Arch. : A kind of intercolumniation in which
the pillars are so wide apart that the inter-

mediate spaces are each upwards of three
diameters of the column. This constitutes
one of the five kinds of Intercolumniation
described by Vitruvius.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to the inter-
columniation now described.

ar-se-o-sys'-tyle, s. [Gr. apatoc (araios) =
thin, narrow, slight, and o-v<ttvaos (sustulos) =
with columns standing close.] (Vitrwvivs.)

AR.C09Y8TYLE WESTERN FRONT OF ST. PAUL'S
CATHEDRAL.

Architecture: The arrangement attendant
on coupled columns, as in the western front
of St. Paul's Cathedral

ar-te-ot -1CS, s. pi. [Gr. apautmicbf (arawtikos)
= of or for rarefying ; apaiow (araioo) — . . .

to make thin ; apatbs (arains) = thin.]

Med. : Remedies which rarefy the humours,
and thus make it more easy for them to be
carried away by the pores of the skin,

ar'-se-dx-ene, s. [In Ger. araioxen ; from Gr.
apaios {araios) = thin, narrow, slight, . . .

porous, spongy, and £eVos (xews) = foreign,
strange.) A mineral, the same as Dechenite
(q.v.).

* ar -age, * ar'-dche, s. Any plant of the

genus Atriplez. (Prompt. Parv. & Palsg.)

ar'-age, s. [Average.] (Scotch.)

a-rag'-6n-ite, t ar-rag'-dn-ite, s. [From
Aragon, in Spain, where it was first found.]
A mineral with orthorhombic crystals, gene-
rally six-sided prisms, though the rectangular
octohedron is considered its regular form. It

occurs also globular, reniform, coralloidal,
columnar, stalactitic, and incrusting. The
hardness is 3 5— 4; the sp. gr., 2927 to 2'947

;

the lustre vitreous or nearly resinous on frac-
tured surfaces. Its colour is white, grey,
yellow, green, or violet ; it is transparent or
translucent, and brittle. The composition is

carbonate of lime, 96 -94 to 99'31, with smaller
quantities of strontia-carbonate, &c. Dana
thus divides it :—Var. 1. Ordinary : (a) Crystal-
lised in simple or compound crystals, or in
radiating groups of acicular crystals

; (6)
Columnar, including Satin-spar

; (c) Massive.
2. Scaly massive. 3. Stalactitic or Stalag-
mitic, 4. Coralloidal. 5. Tarnovicite. Mossot-
tite and Oserskite also rank with Aragonite.
It occurs in Spain, Austria, Italy, England,
America, and elsewhere.

aragonite group. Dana's second group
of Anhydrous Carbonates, comprising Aragon-
ite, Manganocalcite,Witherite, Bromlite, Stron-
tianite, and Cerussite.

ar-a-gua -to (gua = gwa), ». [South

American name of Humboldt.] A species of
monkey (the Mycetes ursinus), found in South
America.

* a raid, pa. par. of Araye (q.v.).

aralgn6e, arraign (a -ra n ya, a ra n),

s. [Fr. araignie ~ (1) a spider, (2) a cobweb.]

Fortification ; A branch, return, or gallery of
a mine. (Bailey, James, dtc.)

* a raise, * a-ray se, * areise, v.t. [A.S

arasian m to raise. Cognate with Gothic ur^
reisan = to stand up.] To raise.

"A medicine . . . whose simple touch
Is powerful to araite King renin."
Shaketp. : All's WtU That Bndt WeU, ii. I.

a-ra'-U-a, s. [In Ger. & Fr. aralie; Dut.

araZia. Derivation unknown.] A genus of
plants, the typical one of the order Araliaceee.

A. umbelli/era exudes an aromatic gum. A.
nudicaulis is used in North America as a sub-
stitute for sarsaparilla, The berries of A.

spinosa, the Angelica-tree, Prickly Ash, or
Toothache-tree, of America, infused in wine
or spirits, are used in cases of colic, whilst a
tincture of them is prescribed in toothache.
A. racemosa, the spikenard of America, is

also regarded as a medicinal plant. [Angelica-
tree.]

a-ral-I-a'-cS-», $. pi. [Aralia.] Ivyworts.

(Lindley.) An order of plants belonging to the
Umbellal Alliance, and akin to the Apiacese or
Umbellifers, from which, however, they differ

in their many-celled fruit and their more
shrubby appearance. They inhabit China,
India, and America. In 1847, Dr. Lindley
estimated the known species at 160. Two
occur in the British flora—Hedera helix, or
Common Ivy, and Adoxa MoscJiatellina, or
Tuberous Moschatell.

Ar a mee an, a. & s. [Heb. D^H (aram), or

Aram, the youngest son of Shem (Gen. x. 22)

;

DTM (aram) in Heb. means high, from CW
(dram) = to be high, apparently implying
that the region which Aram inhabited was a
high one. The term was applied to Syria
and Mesopotamia.]

1. As adjective : Pertaining to the Aramaean
territory, and especially to its language—the
Aramaean or Aramaic. [Aramaic]

boll, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, tian - shaa -tlon, -slon - shun ; -tion. -si on - zhiin. -tious, -clous, -sious = shus. -tole, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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2. As substantive: The language now de-

scribed. [See No. 1.)

Xr a mee an ism, Ara me - an-ism,
[Eng. Aramcean; -ism.] An idiom or other

peculiarity of language borrowed from the

Aramaean tongue.

Xr a-ma -lc, o. & s. [From Heb. rvpTN

(aramith), 2 Kings xviii. 26 and Dan. ii. 4 of

the Heb. Bible (rendered in the Eng. version
•• Syrian " or " Syriack.").] [Arajlsak.]

1. As adjective: Pertaining to the Aramaic

or Aramaean tongue. The Semitic family of

languages may be divided into three classes

or branches : (1) The Arabic, or Southern

Semitic ; (2) the Hebraic, or Middle Semitic ;

and (3) the Aramaic, or Northern Semitic.

Under the third of these classes Prof. Max
Mttller ranks of living languages the Neo-

Syriac ; and of dead ones, (1) the Chaldee of

the Masora, Talmud, Targums, and the Bible
;

(2) the Syriac or Peshito of the second century,

A.D. ; and (3) the cuneiform inscriptions of

Babylon and Nineveh. (Max Mutter : Science

nJLang., 4th ed., 1864, Table.)

2. As substantive: The language or sub-

family of languages above described. [See

No. 1., ooj.]

Xr-a-ma ism, s. [Heb. DT>> (dram).] [Ara-

hjlan.J The same as Akam.eanism (q.v.).

a-ran-e-a, s. [Lat. aranea; Gr. apdxnrs

(arachnes') and opoxn) (nracAne)=a spider.)

The typical genus of the family Araneidas,

the order Araneina, and the class Arachnida.

It contains the domestic spider (A. domestica)

and other species.

ar a ne -Ida, s. pi. [Araneina.]

ar and -i das (Med. Lot. ), ar a ne - i-dans

(Eng.), s. pi. [Aranea.] The typical family

of the class Arachnida. They have the eyes

in two rows, one behind the other, the ter-

minal claw of the mandibles directed inwards,

ami the palpi, though long, never converted

into foot-like organs. All spin for themselves
dwelling-place, and most weave webs. It

contains the genera Aranea, Epeira, Argy-

roneta, &c. Their mode of life is so various

that Walcnaer divides them thus :—

l! Venantes : (a) Latebricote, (b) Tubicote,

(c) CellulicoUe, (d) Cursores, («) Saltatores.

2. Vagantes: Laterigradse.

8. Errantes : (a) Niditelse, (6) FilitelK.

4. Sedentes : (a) TapiteUe, (6) Orbitelse, (c)

BetiteUe.
II. Aquaticee ; Natantes ; Aquitehe.

t ar-a-ne'-I-des, s. pi [Araneina.]

» ra n e -I -form, a, [Lat, aranea = spider,

and forma = form, shape.) Shaped like a
spider.

a-ran e i na, t ar-a-ne'-I-da, t ftr-a-

ne'-a-des, s. pi. [Aranea.]

Zool. : An order of Arachnida. Huxley,

adopting the term Araneina, makes it the

second of the six orders into which he divides

that class of animals. The Araneina have the

abdomen unsegmented; it is, moreover, con-

nected with the thorax by a narrow peduncle.

They breathe by means of two or more pul-

monary sacs and two stigmata connected with

tracheas. They have from four to six spin-

nerets for the exit of the silken threads whence

their webs are spun. They are sometimes

called Dimerosomata. Carpenter, Dallas, &c,

divide them into three families—Araneidse,

Lycosida, and Mygalida; (q.v.)

"The first family of the Pulmonary Arachnidea,

that of Araneidet. Is composed of the Spiders (Aranea,

Linn.)."—Griffith'* Curler, xiii. S87.

" The Araneida do not undergo Any essential change

oflbnn."-JMil.. p. «0.

"The Araneina lor Spiders) have the abdomen not

segmented."—BtuzUy : Clattif. qf Animal*, p. 1SS.

• a ran e-6 se, a. [Lat. araneosus = full of

spiders' webs ; araneum = a spider's web.]

The same as Arachnoid, adj. (q.v.).

a-ra'n-e-ous, a. [Lat. araneum = a spider's

web.]
* 1. Full of spiders' webs. (Qlossog. Nov.)

2. Resembling a spider's web.
" The curious araneout membrane of the eye eon-

strinceth and dilateth It, and so varieth its focus. —
Derham.

a-ran-goes, s. pi. [Local name.] Pierced

beads of various forms made of rough carne-

lian, formerly imported from Bombay to be

re-exported to Africa. (Milburn: Oriental

Comm.) (M'Culloch's Diet. 0/ Comm.)

a-ra-ram-bo'y'-a, s. [Brazilian name.] A
Brazilian snake, green in colour. It is called

also the Dog-headed Boa, or Bojobi. It is the

Xiphosoma caninum.

* ar as', v.t. [Arace.]

* a-ra'-tion, s. [Lat. aratio = ploughing ; aro
= Gr. dpota (aroo) — to plough.] The act or

practice of ploughing. (Johnson.)

a-ra -tor, s. [In Ital. aratore ; from Lat
arator = a ploughman, a farmer.] A plough-

man, one who ploughs. (Webster.)

* ar'-a-tor-y, a. [From Lat. arator= a plough-
man.] Contributing to tillage. (Johnson.)

a-ra'-trum, s. [Latin a* a plough.]

aratrum terra). [Literally = a plough
of the land.]

Scots Law : As much land as can be tilled

with one plough. (Jacob: Law Diet., ed.

Tomlins, 1797.)

ar a-tiir-a tey-rsB. [Lit.= a ploughing of

the land.] The service which the tenant is to

do for his lord in ploughing the land. (Jacob

:

Law Diet., ed. Tomlins.)

ar au car-i-a, s. [From the Chilian name
*
aracaunos. This again is called after the

Araucarian tribe of Indians, or their country,

Araucaria, which is between the Andes and
the Pacific Ocean, about 87° S. lat., and
nominally constitutes part of Chili, but is

really independent.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Pinacese (Conifers) and the family or

section Abietinse. The inflorescence is ter-

minal ; the male flowers in cylindrical spikes ;

and the fruit succeeding the female ones large

and globular; each scale, if not abortive,

bearing a single seed. The branches are

verticillate and spreading, with stiff pointed
leaves. Five or six species are known ; ail

from the Southern hemisphere. The one so

common in English gardens is A. imbricata,

a native of the mountainous parts of Southern
Chili. It is of hardy constitution, scarcely

requiring protection, except in very severe

weather. Another species, A. excelsa, or Nor-

folk Island Pine, is a splendid tree of giant

• a-rang', s. [Haranoce.)

* a-ra'y, v. tt s. [Array.]

* a-ra ye (pret. & pa. par. a-ra id), v.t.

[Array.] To trouble, to afflict.

" The blak knycht than on to hyme-eelf he said

:

'Remeinbirt.be, how yhow haith ben araid"
Lancelot of the Lake (ed. Skeatl, iii.. 3.28S-70.

a-ra'yne, pa. par. [Array, r.] (Scotch.)

* ar bal est, * ar -bal-ist, * ar'-bal-St,

•ar'-blast, * ar'-cu-bal-Ist, *ar-cu-
bal-Is-ta, 5. [In Fr. arbalete; 0. Fr. arba-

lesle ; Port, arbalista ; Lat. arcuballista, from
arcus = a bow, and ballesta, balista= a military

engine for hurling stones and other missiles.

Gr. /3uAA!» (balls) — to throw.]

1, A steel crossbow used in mediaeval times.

It was set in a wooden shaft, with a sling and

araucaria excelsa.

1. The tree. 2. Portion of a branch with its leaves.

S. Single leaf. 4. Female cone. ft. Mature cone.

size. All the genus are ornamental from their

fine and unfading foliage. Araucarian pines

were abundant in Europe during the Oolitic

period, associated with mammals, fishes, &c,
whose nearest living analogues are now con-

fined to Australia and the adjacent regions.

ar-au-ca'r-I-an, a. [Akadcaria.]

Bot. : Pertaining or relating to the Araucaria.

". . . he says it belongs to the flr tribe, partaking

of the character of the A raucarlan family."—Darrnn

:

Voyage round the World, chap. XT.

• a-ra ught (gh guttural), pa. par. [Arecbe

(2)-]

arbalest and arrow.

trigger bent with a piece of iron, fitted for

the purpose, and used to throw bullets, large

arrows, darts, and other missiles. (James:
Mil. Diet.)

"It is reported by William Brlto, that the oreu-
balitta or arbalilt was first shewed to the French by
our king Richard the First, . . ."—Camden.
* 2. A mathematical instrument, called also

a Jacob's staff, formerly used to measure the
height of stars above the horizon. (James:
Mil Diet.)

* ar bal es-te -na, ». pi. [From Eng., ftc,

arbaUst (q.v.).] Cruciform apertures in the
walls of ancient
fortifications
through which
arrows were dis-

charged.

»ar'-bal-es-ter,
* ar '

- bal - la-

ter, *ar-bla'B-

tir, * ar-cn-
bal-ia'-ter, s.

[Eng. arbalest

;

arbalist; -er. In
Lat. arcuballis-

taritts.) One
whose weapon
is the crossbow

;

a crossbow-man.
"When Richard

was at the siege of

this castle [ChnluzL
an arbaleiter stand-
ing on the wall, and
seeing bis time,
charged his steel

bow with a square
arrow, or quarrel,
making first prayer to Ood that he would direct the

shot, aid deliver the innocency of the besieged from

oppression."—Speed.- Bist. of Kng., p. 48L

" King John was espied by a very good arcwftalirfer,

who said that he would soon dispatch the eruel

tyrant"—Camden: Remain*.

ar'-bi-ter, * ar -M-trdure, s. [hi ft.

arbitre ; Sp., Port., & Ital. arbtfrro ; Lat.

arbiter = (1) one who comes to a place, a

visitor, an intruder, an eye-witness, (2) an

umpire, (3) a manager. By some derived from

ar (ail) = to, and the root bit = to come or gn

;

but Wedgwood connects it with the Finnish

arpa = a lot, believing the original meaning

was a "lot's man," or soothsayer.]

L 0/ persons

:

1. Law and Ord. Lang. : An arbitrator, a

person chosen, in most cases by mutual agree-

ment, to decide between contending parties

who do not wish to go to law. Now the term

used is Arbitrator (q.v.).

•• He would put himself into the king's hands, and

make him arbiter of the peace."

—

Bacon.

2. One who is so much raised above his

fellows that law cannot, for the time at least,

reach him, and who has therefore the Power

of absolutely deciding questions affecting the

property and even the lives of others.

" But swear, impartial arbiter* of right. . .

Swear to stand neutral, while we cola n f

ARBALESTENA.
(Chateau de Pierrefonda.)

Pope : Homer'* Odyuey, bfc xviil

late lat, fire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there

or.' wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, otib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try.

; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit.

Syrian. a>, ce e. ey a. qu = kw.
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IL Of things. Fig. : That which acts with
uncontrolled influence and on a great scale.

" Next him hteh arbiter
Chance governs all.

Milton J P. I.. 11.. W».

ar'-bl-tra-ble, a. [Lat . arbitror = to ob-

serve, .

" . .to judge ; Eng. -able. In Sp.
arbitrable.]

1. Arbitrary, settled by the will ; volun-
tary.

offerings bestowed upon God by the people,
such arbitrable proportion as their own

devotion moveth them, or as the Laws or customs of
particular place* do require them."—Spelman.

2, Determinable.

"The value of moneys or other commodities Is

arbitrable according to the sovereign authority and
use of several kingdoms and countries."

—

Bp. Malt:
Cote* of Conscience, Dec. 1. Case 1.

* ar'-bl-trage, s. [Fr.] Arbitration. (Sir

William Temple.) (Worcester.)

ar bit ra ment, ar bit re ment, s.

[From Low Lat. arbitramentum ; Lat. ar&t-

tror= to observe, to judge.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Of persons or other intelligent beings:

1. Power or liberty of deciding ; choice,

decision, determination,
"... to stand or fall

Free in thine own arbitrament it lies."

Milton; P. L., bk. viii.

2. Compromise.
"Lukewarm persons think they may accommodate

points of religion by middle ways and witty reconcile-
ments, as if they would make an arbitrament between
God and man."

—

Bacon; Essays, Civ. and Mor.,
map. ill.

TX Of things (Fig.): The final decision of

a case, question, controversy, or struggle by
the sword, by natural law, or in some similar

way.

**.
. . a people who bad challenged the arbitra-

ment of the sword."—Mr. Forsyth^ M.P., Pari Deb.,
Timet, l'th Feb., 1877.

"The supreme importance of these characters has
been proved by the final arbitrament of the battle for
life.'*—Darwin : Descent of Man, pt. L, chap. iv.

B. Law : The award given by arbitrators.

nr'-hl-trn-Tl-lf, adv. [Eng. arbitrary; -ly.]

Agreeably to one's own will or caprice with-
out reference to the rights or the feelings of
others ; despotically, tyranically.

" But the power of arbitrarily taking away the
lives of men is infinitely less likely to be abused than
the power of arbitrarily taking away their property."
—Macaulay ; Mitt. Eng., chap, xxiii.

ar'-bl-tra-rl-ness, s. [Eng. arbitrary

;

-ness.] The quality of being arbitrary, des-
eotical, or tyrannical.

"Self-regarding or dissocial moral qualities . . .

6. Arbitrariness. —Souring : Bentham's Table of the
Springs of Action. Works, vol. i., p. 198.

* ar-W-tra'r-I'-ouS, a. [Lat arbitrarius =
(1) pertaining to arbitration; (2) arbitrary.]
Arbitrary, despotic, tyrannical.

" These are standing and irrei>ealable truths : such
as have no precarious existence or arbitrarious de-
pendence upon any will or understanding whatsoever."—Morris,

* ar-bl-tra r-I-ous-1^, adv. [Eng. arbitra-
tions; -ly.] In an arbitrary manner.

" Where words are Imposed arbitrariously, distorted
from their common use, the mind must be led into
misprision."

—

Glanville.

ar'-bl-tra-ry, a. [In Fr. arbitraire; Sp.,

Port., A Ital. arbitrario ; Lat arbitrarius=
(1) pertaining to arbitration

; (2) arbitrary,
depending on the will

; (3) unfixed, uncertain. ]

A. Ordinary language

:

1. According to one's own will or caprice
and probably not defensible at the bar of
reason or justice; capricious.

"It may be perceived with what insecurity we
ascribe effects, depending on the natural period of
time, unto arbitrary calculations, and such as vary at
pleasure."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errourt.
" But the detailed description of the lights on the

Roman spears, in the Sabine war of 503 B.C., given by
Dionysius, has all the appearance of arbitrary fiction."—Lewis : Early Rom. Hist., chap, v., § II.

2. Despotic, tyrannical. (Applied to power,
the deeds of a government, or to the character
of a ruler.

)

"The thought of establishing arbitrary power, by
calling in the aid of foreign arms, . .

."—Macaulay

:

Mist. Eng., chap. it.

"... had served the most arbitrary of monarch;
. . ."—Ibid., chap, xxiii.

B. Technically:

Law. Arbitrary punishment : (1) A punish-
ment left to the discretion of the judge ; (2)

because capital punishments are never so left,

therefore it signifies also a penalty not capital.

Arbitrary Consecration of Tithes. [Tithes.]

ar-bi-trato, v.t. & i. [In Fr. arbitrer;
Prov., Sp., k Port arbitrar ; Ital. arbitrare;

Lat. arbitror, -atus = (1) to observe, (2) to
judge, (3) to testify, (4) to believe.]

A- Transitive:

1. To judge, to judge of.

" Yet, where an equal poise of hope and fear
Does arbitrate tn' event, my 11.1t.un- is.

That I incline to hope rather than fear. "— Milton.

2. To decide, settle, determine.
" At Coventry, upon Saint Lambert's day ;

There shall your swords and lances arbitrate
Tke swelling difference of your settled hate."

Shakesp. i King Richard II.. t L
" Let Heaven's high powers be call'd to arbitrate
The Just conditions of this stern debate."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xxil., 833-4.

B. Intransitive : To decide in the capacity
of an arbitrator ; or, more generally, to decide,
to determine.

". . . consuls and vice-consols, whose business
was to keep the Pacha and the Cadi In good humour,
and to arbitrate in disputes among Englishmen."—
Macaulay I Hist. Eng., chap, xxiii.

ar-bl-tra'-tion, s. [In Ft. arbitration ; Port.

arbitracao ; Lat. arbitratio = decision, will

;

from arbitror.] [Arbitrate.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The decision of a case by means of an
arbitrator, (fi. 1, Law.)

2. Final decision of a matter in dispute or
in doubt, without reference to the method by
which this is effected.

". . . the will
And arbitration wise of the Supreme."

Couyper : Task, bk. ii.

". . . there was little chance that they would
submit to any arbitration but that of the sword."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiiL

B. Technically:

1. Law: The decision of a case not by a
judge of a law court, but by an arbitrator or
arbitrators, that is, by a person or persons to
whom the contending parties mutually con-
sent to submit their differences. When there
are more than one, and they disagree in what
is termed their award, a third person, called
an umpire, is in general called in to give a final

decision. When the arbitrators and umpire
do their duty well, their verdict may be en-
forced by a court of law.

2. Comm. Arbitration of Exchange: The
operation of converting the currency of any
country into that of a second one by means of
other currencies intervening between the two.

arbitration bond.
Law : A bond which is generally entered

into by parties wishing to submit their dif-

ferences to arbitration. It binds them to
acquiesce in the award given. (Bktckstonc

:

Comment., bk. iii., ch. 1.)

ar'-bi- tra- tor, * ar -bi tra toure, a [In

Fr. arbitrateur; Sp. & Port, arbilrador. From
Lat. arbitrator = a lord, master, or ruler.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Ofpersons:

1 1. A ruler or governor. (Applied by
Milton to the Supreme Being.)

"... Though heaven be shut.
And heaven's high Arbitrator sit secure
In his own strength, . . ."

Milton ; P. L., bk. U.

2. He who occupies so high a position, for
the moment at least, that he can settle dis-

putes as he himself thinks fit, and enforce the
award he makes.

" Another Blenheim or Ramillies will make the eon-
federates masters of their own terms, and arbitrators
of a peace."—Addison : On the State of the War.

3. A person or even a public body invited or
permitted to decide between contending par-
ties who do not wish to go to law. [Arbitra-
tion.]

"... yet he adviseth that Christian arbitrators
be appointed for decision of emergent questions."—
Jeremy Taylor; Of Lawsuits. Works (ed. 1689), voL
11L, p. 60.

" Instead of this, the senate is convened, and appears
to ocenpy the position of arbitrator and mediator
between the decemvirs and the plebs."—Lewis ; Early
Rom. Hist., ch. xit, pt. iii.. f 64.

H Of things: That which finally settles
anything.

" And that old common arbitrator, time,
Will one day end it."

Shakesp. : Trail. A Cress., iv. 5.

" Out, Idle words, servants to shallow fools 1

Unprofitable sounds, weak arbitrators /"

Ibid. ; Tarauin and Lucrece.

B. Technically:

Law : A person appointed to Bettle disputes
between contending parties who otherwise
would probably engage in litigation, if indeed
they have not done so already.

"The arbitrator may settle and determine ths
matters and questions by this Act referred to him,
not only In accordance with the legal and equitable
rights of the parties as recognised at law or in equity,
but also on such terms, and in such manner, in all
respects, as he in bis absolute and unfettered discre-
tion may think fit, just, and expedient, and as fully
and effectually as could be done by Act of Parlia-
ment"—Epping Forest Act (1878), 41 A 42 'Vict, ch..
ccxlii., 1 10H

ar-bl-tra -tress, s. [The fern, form of Eng-
arbitrator.] A female arbitrator ; an arbitra-
trix.

ar-bl-tra -trix, s. [Lat. = a mistress, a
female ruler.] A female arbitrator, an arbi-
tratress. (Beaumont : Psyche, xix. 168.)

* ar'-bi-tro (tre = tor), v.t. [Fr. arbitrer.]
[Arbitrate.] To decide finally.

"All that shal be declared, orlelned, and arbitred,
by the forsaide Archebishop, Dukes, and bishoppes."—
Ball : Henry VI. (an. 4).

•ftr'-M-treo, s. [Fr. arbitre= . . . will;
Lat. ar&tfrmm.] Free will.

" To destroyen the freedom of our arbitree, that is
to say, of our free will."—Chaucer : Boecius. bk. v.

ar bit -re ment, s. [Arbitrament.]

* ar' bi tress, * ar'-by-tres, *• [The fern,

form of arbiter (q.v.).j The same as Arbi-
tratress and Arbitratrix. A female who
acts as arbiter. (Lit. dtfig.)

" Overhead the moon
Sits arbitrate, and nearer to the earth
Wheels her pale course." Milton: P. L„ L 78*.

*ar blast, s. [Arbalest.]

tV-bol-Ist, *\ [Sp. arbol = a tree.] A word
occurring twice in Howell (Dodonas Grove,

p. 11, p. 131). An obsolete form of Arborist
and Herbalist (both which see).

ar'-bor. *«r/-bour, •ar'-bor, * her'-bor,
* her1

-bore, s. [O. Fr. herbier = a herbary ;

in O. Eng. herber, ether. It was first confused
with A.S. hereberge, Icel herbergi — harbor^
shelter, and afterwards from a supposed con-
nection with trees, written arbor, as if from,
the Lat arbor = a tree. Properly it is a garden
of herbs.] A frame of latticed work, over and
around which creeping and clinging plants
are turned, so as to form a shady and romantic
retreat ; a bower.

ar'-bor, ». [Lat. = a tree.]

L Bot. : A tree ; that is, a vegetable having
branches which are perennial, and are sup-
ported upon a trunk ; in the latter respect
differing from a shrub, one characteristic of
which is, that its branches proceed directly
from the surface of the ground without having
a supporting trunk. (Lindley ; Introd. to BotJ
TX Mechanism:

1. The axis or spindle of a machine ; as, for
instance, of a crane or windmill.

2. That part of a machine which sustains
the rest.

Arbor Day, «. A day set apart by legis-

lative enactment or otherwise, for voluntary
planting of trees by the people, the purpose
being to offset the constant destruction of

forests. The custom originated in Nebraska,
in 1874, being suggested by Hon. J. Sterling

Morton, then Governor of that state, and is

now generally observed throughout the States,

in nearly all of which the planting is done by
school children, with appropriate ceremonies.

arbor Dianse. (L«.= tho tree of Diana.)
A beautiful arborescent appearance presented
by silver when precipitated from its nitrate

by the addition of mercury.

arbor genealoglea. A genealogical

tree. [Genealogical. ]

arbor Saturni. [Literally = the tree of

Saturn.] An arborescent appearance pre-

sented by lead when a piece of zinc is sus-

pended in a solution of acetate of lead.

arbor-vino, « A specieB of biud-weed.

{Johnson.)

arbor vitas. [Lit. = the tree of life.]

1. Bot. : A name given to the trees belonging
to the coniferous genus Thuja. T. occidtntalis,

or American Arbor Vitae, is a well-known and
valued evergreen found in British gardens.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph m t
-cian, -tian = shan. tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -slon = zhun. -tious, sious, clous shus. -ble, -die, &c. bel, del.
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In Upper Canada it rises to the height of a

timber, though with us it is only a shrub.

2 Anat. : A dendriform arrangement which

app'ears in the medulla of the brain when the

cerebellum is cut through vertically.

f ar'-bor-a-rjf, a. [Lat. arborarius = pertain-

ing to tree's.] Pertaining to a tree or trees.

1 Arboreal is now the more common word.

t ar'-bor-a-tor, s. [Lat arborator= one who
prunes trees. ] One who prunes or who plants

trees.
" The course find nature of the sap not being as yet

universally ayreed on, leads our arbitrators mto many
erroors and mistakes."— Evelyn.

CkT bo r-e-al, a. [I*t arboreous) ; and Eng.

suffix -oil Pertaining to a tree or trees.

Spec., living in trees, or climbing trees.

"
. a temperature sufficiently high for arboreal

Mammalia of the four-handed order."—Owm : BrUtsM

t'oui: Mammal* and Birds, p. 3.

ar -bored, « [Eng.ar&our; -ed] Furnished

with an arbor. (Pvllok.)

ar-b6Y-8-oft»t a. [In 8p. f Port., & Ital

arborec. From Lat. arboreus m iiertaiuing to

a tree.]

L Arborescent, becoming or being a tree.

(Loudon : Cycl. of Plants ; Gloss.)

" A grain of mustard becomes arbortovt."—Brown*.

% Growing on a tree, as contradistinguished

from growing on the ground.

ar-bor-esce', v.i. [Lat. arboresco — to grow

into a tree.] To become a tree ; to assume a

tree-like appearance to put forth branches.

ar-bor-es'7ceiloet «- [In Fr. arborescence,

as if from a Lat. arborescentia = a growing

into a tree . arboresco = to grow up into a
tree.]

1. Bot. : The characteristics of a tree, as

contradistinguished from those of a shrub or

of an herb.

2. .A/in. £ Chem. : Dendritic markings on
minerals, ora tree-like appearance of chemical
substances.

ar bor- es -cent, a. [In Fr. arborescent, from

Lat. arborescent, pr. par. of arooresco = to be-

come a tree ; arbor = a tree.]

L lit. (Dot.): Properly, growing up Into a
tree ; having a teudency to become a tree,

from a shrub becoming a tree ; also, less pre-

cisely, existing as a tree.

" I'audanncese are remarkable among a rborescent
monocotyledous . . ."

—

Lindley : Nat. Syst. Bot.,

2nded. (I63«h p. 8*1.

"... an arborescent grass, very like * l*mboo . .
."

—Darwin : Voyage Hound the World, ch. xi.

XL Fig. (Physical Science and Ord. Lang.)

:

L Gen. : Having ramifications like a tree.

"They ramify In an arborescent manner."—Todd *
Bowman : Physiol. Anat., toL ii., p. I7t

2. Specially:

(a) Min. : Dendritic. Native copper is com-
posed of this form. [Dendritic]

(6) Zool. The Arborescent Starfish : A species

of starfish, the Asterias Caput Medusas.

* ar'-bo-ret (1), «. [Lat. arbor = a tree.] A
small tree, a shrub.

" No arboret with painted blossoms drest,

And smelling sweete, but there it might be found
To bud out fair*." Spenser: F. Q., II. vi. 12.

* ar'-b6-ret (2), «. [Ital. arboreto.] A small

grove, a place planted or overgrown with

trees or shrubs.

ar-bo-re'-tum, s. [Lat. = a plantation, a

vineyard.] A place in which the scientific

culture of trees and shrubs is carried on ; a
botanical garden for trees, or that ]«rt of a

botanical garden specially devoted to arbori-

culture.

* ar-boV-Ic-al, a, [Lat. arbor = a tree

;

Eng. suffix, -ical.] Pertaining to trees.

" That arborieal discourse."— i7ew*n .* Letters, 1*. 23.

ar-bor-i-cuT-tur-al, a. [Eng. arboricul-

ture ; -al.] Pertaining to the culture of trees.

(Loudon.)

ar-bdr-I-cfil'-ture, s. [In Fr. arboriculture,

from Lat. arbor— a tree, and cultura = culti-

vation.] The culture of trees. (Webster.)

ar-bor-I- cuT-tur-lst, s. [Eng. arboricvX-

tur\e) ; -ist.] One who cultivates trees.

(Loudon.)

ar-bor'-I-form, a. [Lat. arbor = a tree, and
forma = form.] Having the form of a tree.

(Webster.)

* ar'-bor-Ist, s. [Fr. arboriste.] One who
makes a special study of trees.

"The mulberry, which the arbm-istt observe to be
long in the getting- his bud*."—Boumll j Vocal Forest.

ar-bdr-l-za'-tion, $. [Fr. arborisation.]

Min. &> Geol. : The process of forming den-
dritic markings on a simple mineral or on a
rock. (Webster.)

ar'-bor-Ize, v.t. [In Fr. arboriser.] To
form the appearance of a tree ; to make
dendritic markings on some simple mineral or
rock. (Webster.)

ar'-bor-oiis, a. [Lat. arboreus = of or pertain-

ing to a tree.] Full of trees ; formed by tree*.

" Under shady arborous roof."
Mitten: P.L.,v.va.

ar-busy-cle (cle m el), *. [Lat* arbuscula =
a small tree.] A small tree,

Tf Sometimes the Latin term arbusculus is

employed. It is not so classical as arbusculu.

(Lindley.)

ar-bus'-cul-ar, a, [Eng. arbuscule; -or.]

Pertaining to*a small tree. (Da Costa.)

ar-bus'-tiVe, a. [Lat. arbustivus, from
arbustum (q.v.).] Planted with shrubs or

trees ; contaiuing copses of shrubs or trees.

(Bartram.)

ax-bus-turn, s. [In Fr. arbuste ; 8p., Port.,

& Ital. arbusto; Lat arbustum, a contraction

of arboretum = (1) a plantation, (2) a tree

;

from arbor, a tree.]

Bot A shrub, distinguished from a tree by
the character that its brandies rise directly

from the ground without beiog supported on a

trunk. It is called also Frutex. (Lindley.)

ar-bu te, *. [Arbutus.]

ar-bu'-te-an, a. [Lat. arbuteus. ] Pertaining

to the arbutus.
" Arbutean harrows, and the mystick vaa."

Evelyn: Virgil.

ar-bu'-tUS (Lot.), ar-bu te (EngX s. [In

Dut. arbutus; Fr. arbousier; Ital. arbuto;

from Lat. arbutus = the wild strawberry-tree ;

arbutum, its fruit : from arbor — a tree, or,

according to Theis, from the Celtic or rough

austere, and boise = a bush.]

A. Ord. Lang. (Of the forms Arbutus and
Arbute.) Any plant of the genus Arbutus :

specially, the A. unedo, or strawberry-tree,

described under B.
*' There have been In the neighbourhood of KUlar-

ney specimens of the arbutus thirty feet high and
four feet and a half round."—Macaulay. Hist. Eng.,

chap. vi. (Note*.

"In falling, clutched the frail arbute."
Longfellow : To a Child.

ARBUTUS UNEDO (STRAWBERRY-TREE).

I. Flower. 2. Ovary and stamen. 8. Stamen enlarged.

4. A branch in fruit. 5. Section of fruit (Figures

1 and 4 oae-third natural sue.)

B. Bot. (Ofthe form Arbutus.) Strawberry-

tree. A genus of plants belonging to the

order Ericaceae (Heath-worts), A specie*,

the A. unedo, or Austere Strawberry-tree, it

found, apparently wild, in the neighl-ourhood

of the Lakes of Killarney. It has panicles

of large, pale greenish-white flowers and red

fruit, which, with the evergreen leaves, are

especially beautiful ia the months of October
and November.

* ar'-by-trSs, s. [Arbitres*.]

arc, * arck, * ark, s. [In Fr. arc — an arch,

an arc ; Ptov. arc ; from Lat. arcus — a bow,
. . . anything arched, a mathematical arc.

Essentially the same word as the Eng. Arch
<u,v.).]

A. Ordinary Language:

1. An arch.

"Turn arcs »f triumph to a garden gate."
Pope: Mor. Ess., Ep. 4.

2. (In the geometric sense of the word.)
[SeeB.] (LIU and Fig.)

" Your lose is rarer : for this star
Rose with you thro' a little arc
Of heaven. Tennyum : To J. 8.

" The circle of human nature, then, is not complete
without the arc of feeling aud emotion."— Tyndall:
Prog, of Science. 3rd ed.. v. lot

B. Technically

:

1. Geom. : A portion of the circumference

of a circle, cut off by two lines which meet
or intersect it. Its magnitude is stated in

degrees, minutes, and seconds, which are

equal to those of the angle which it subtends.

Hence, counted by degrees, minutes, and
seconds, the arc of elevation and the angle
of elevation of a heavenly body are the same,
and the two terms may be used in most cases

indifferently. The straight line uniting the
two extremities of an arc is called its chord.

"Their segments, or arcs, for the most part, ex-
ceeded not the third part of a circle."—Jfeuton:
Opticks.

Equal ares must come from circles of equal

magnitude, and each must contain the same
number of degrees, minutes, and seconds as

the others.

Similar arcs must also each have the same
number of degrees, minutes, and seconds, but
they belong to circles of unequal magnitude

Concentric arcs are arcs liaving the same
centre.

2. Math. Geog. An arc of the earth's meri-

dian, or a meridional arc, is an arc partly

measured on the surface of the earth from
north to south, partly calculated by trigono-

metry. Such arcs have been measured in

Lapland ; in Peru ; from Dunkirk, in France,

to Barcelona, in Spain ; at the Cape of Good
Hope, and other foreign parts ; and in our

own island, from Shanklin Down, in the Isle

of Wight, to Balta, in Shetland. It was by
these measurements that the earth mu dis-

covered to be an oblate spheroid. (Airy's Pop.

Astron., and Herschel's Astron.)

3. Astron. (For arc of elevation, see Angle.
For Diurnal Arc, Nocturnal Arc, &c, see

Diurnal, Nocturnal, &c.)

4. Afecft. PhU. Arc of vibration (in a pen-

dulum) : The arc in which it vibrates.

5. Electricity. Voltaic arc: A luminous arc,

which extends from one pencil of charcoal to

another, when these are fixed to the termi-

nals of a battery in such a position that their

extremities are one-tenth of an inch apart.

(Ganot : Physics, transL by Atkinson, 3rd ed.

§ 718.)

ar'-ca, s. [Lat, area = a chest] A genus of

Conchiferous Molluscs, the typical one of the

family ArcatbB. The shell is strongly ribbed,

or cancellated, hinge straight, with very

numerous transverse teeth. They are uni-

versally distributed, but are commonest in

warm seas. They inhabit the zone from low

water to 230 fathoms. In 1875, Tate estimated

the known recent species at 140, and the fossil

ones at 400, the latter commencing with the

Lower Silurian rocks. Of the recent species,

A. Note, A. tetragona, A. lactea, A. raridentata,

and A. barbata occur in Britain. The fossil

species are found in the United States, Europe,

and Southern India.

t ar-ca-bu-ce'-ro (o as th)» ». ISp.l A
musketeer.

"Here in front you can see the very dint of the

bullet „ _.
Fired point-blank at my heart by a Spanish

arcabucero.'
Longfellow : Courtship of Miles Stamiish. I

l&te, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t,

or, wore, wolf, work, whdf son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fall; try, Syrian. », oa=:e. ey = i. au = kw.
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ar ca-dae, s. pi [Arca.] A family of Con-
chiferous (bivalved) Molluscs. They have the
Bhell regular and equivalve, its hiuge with
a long row of slender, comb-like teeth. It

contains the genera Area, Cuoullaea, Pectun-
culus, Avieula, Leda, &c. Of those enume-
rated, all hut the Cuculbsa have representa-
tives in the British fauna.

ar-cade, s. [In Sw. arkad; Ger. arkade;
Fr. arcade; Sp. & Port, arcada , Low Lat.
areata ; from Class. Lat. arcus= a bow, an
arch.] [Arch.]

Architecture

:

1, Property : A series of arches sustained by
columns or piers. They may be open or may
be closed by masonry behina : thus the small
arches built into the walls of some cathedrals
are genuine examples of the arcade proper.

T An arcade differs from a colonnade in this
respect, that while the columns of the former
support arches, those of the latter sustain
straight architraves. (Gloss, of Arch.)

" He bad probably, after tbe fashion of bis craft.
piled for customer* under tbe arcades of tbe Royal
Exchange."—Macaulay ; Hit!. Eng., chap. xxi.

"... a goodly spot.
With lawns, and beds of flowers, and sbades
Of trellls-work In long arcadet."

Wordsworth; White boe of Bylstone, iv.

2. Less accurately: The arches and piers
dividing the body of a building from its aisles.
(Gloss, of Arch.)

3. A long arched gallery lined on both sides
with shops. (P. Cycl.)

i. Loosely: Any gallery or passage with
hops, though not arched.

ca-ded, a. [Eng. arcade; -erf.] Furnished
with an arcade. (Penny Mag.) (Worcester's
Diet.)

r-ca'-di-an, a. & s. [In Ger. & Fr. Area-
dien; Lat. Arcadius; from the country Ar-
cadia, said to be named after Areas, a son of
Jupiter and Callisto.]

, As adjective : Pertaining to Arcadia, a
country in the heart of the Peloponnesus, the
inhabitants of which were reckoned as simple,
ignorant, and stupid, but happy.

" The poor. Inured to drudgery and distress.
Act without aim, think little, and feel less,
And nowhere, but In fetgn'd Arcadian scenes.
Taste happiness, or know what pleasure means."

_- _ , Cowper: Hope.
0. As substantia

:

1. An inhabitant of Arcadia.
" The Arcadians speak of Jupiter himself."

Courper; Transl./rom Virgil, .€neid, bk. viiL

2. A name sometimes assumed by persons
*i modern times who imitated or affected to
oitate Arcadian simplicity.

.the wits even of Rome are united Into a rural
group of nymphs and swains under fhe appellation of
modem Arcadians."— Goldsmith: Polite Learning.
chap. ir.

W-ca'-na, *. pi. [PI. neut. of Lat arcanus.]

[Arcanum .]

" ar-ca'ne, a. [Lat arcanus = shut up, closed

;

from arca=a chest] Hidden, concealed;
secret.

" Have I bewrayM thy arcane secrecy!"
Tragedy o/ Loerine, v. 4.

ar'-ca-nite, s. [From Lat arcanum dupli-
catum. one of the names given to it by the
alchemists.) The name of a mineral, the same
as Aphthitalite and Glaserite (q.v.).

t ar can na, s. [Fr. arcanne = ruddle.] A
kind of red chalk used by carpenters for
marking timber.

ar ca'num, s. [Lat arcanum, neut sing, of
adj. arcanus, neut. pi. arcana. In Ger. & Fr.
arcanum ; Sp., Port., & ItaL arcano.]

L Gen. : Anything hidden, a secret. Any-
thing difficult to explore. (Generally in the
plural, arcana = secrets.)

"... which, until traced by Newton up to this their
origin, had ranked among the most inscrutable arca na
of astronomy, . .

."—Eertchel : Astron. (&th ed.), § 230_

IX Specially:

1. Med. : An undivulged remedy, or what
passes for such.

2. Alchemy cfr Old Chem. : A mysterious
operation.

arc - bou - tant, arch- but- 1ant (ant
= an), s. [Fr. arc-boutant, arc-bouter = to
buttress : arc = a
bow, an arch ; bout
= end, extremity.]

Arch. : An abut-
ment " An arch-
formed prop which
connects the walls
of the upper and
central portions of
an aisled structure
with the vertical
buttresses of the
outer walls." (Glos-

sary of Architec-
ture.) It is called
also &flying buttress,
because it passes
through the air
over the roof of the flying buttresses.
side aisles.

* ar-oS-t^r, «. [Lat. and O. Eng. an = art.]
One who learns or teaches art. (Prompt.
Parv.)

arch (1), * arche, s. [In Ft. arche ; 8p., Port.,

A; ItaL arco ; Low Lat. arca ; Class. Lat. arcus
= (1) a bow, (2) the rainbow, (3) anything
arched or curved, ... a mechanical arc, (4)
an architectural arch.] [Arc]

A. Ordinary Language

:

t L An arc of a circle.

" The mind perceives that an arch of a circle Is less
than the whole circle, as clearly as it does the idea of a
circle.'—Locke.

IX (In the architectural sense.) [B., I.]
*' To build, to plant, whatever you intend.
To rear the columu, or the arch to bend."

Pope: Moral Essays, Epistle iv. 47-8.

*' Bid the broad area the dang'rous flood cimtain."
Ibid., 199.

*' Arches on arches t as H were that Home,
Collecting the chief trophies of her line,
Would build up all her triumphs in one dome,"
Her Coliseum stands."

Byron : ChUde Harold's Pilgrimage, iv. 128.

HX Any object in nature or art which is

formed like an architectural arch [B., I.h or is

curved like the segment of a circle.

1, Generally

:

" It is well once to behold a squall with its rising
area and coming fury, or the heavy gale of wind and
mountainous wrtvue."— Jjarwin ; Voyage round the
World, chap, xxi., p. 601

2. Specially:

(a) The rainbow.
" Beholds th' amusive arch before him fly."

Thomson : Seasons ; Spring, 215.
" Triumphal arch that fills't the sky
When storms prepare to part."

Campbell : The Rainbow.
[See Triumphal Arch denned under B.]

(b) The vault of heaven, which, to a spec-
tator on the earth, seems to be an arch of
infinite span.

. 'l?^,*1 a fr™*3 "^ majestic dome Is tbe sky I How
la that immeasurable arch upheld f . . ."—Herveu
Meditations on the Starry Heavens (1747).

" Fanning his temples under heaven's blue arch.'
Wordsworth ] Excursion, bk. viii

B. Technically:

L Arch. : A series of wedge-shaped stones
or bricks, so arranged over a door or window
in an edifice for habitation, or between the
piers of a bridge, as to support each other, and
even bear a great superincumbent weight.
The stones and bricks of a truncated wedge

shape used in building arches are called vous-
soirs. The sides of an arch are called its
haunches or flanks, and by old English writers
of the sixteenth century its hancc. The
highest part of the arch is called its crown,
or by the old English authors the scheme or
sheen, from the Italian schiena. The lowest
voussoirs of an arch are called springers, and
the central one which holds the rest together
the keystone. The under or concave side of

the voussoirs is called the intrados, and the
outer or convex one the extrados of the arch.
A chord to the arch at its lower part is called
its span, and a line drawn at right angles
to this chord, and extending upwards to its
summit, is called its height.

The impost of an arch is the portion of the
pier or abutment from which the arch springs.
If the height of the crown of an arch above
the level of its impost is greater than half the
span of the arch, the arch is said to be sur-
mounted. If, on the contrary, it is less, then
the arch is said to be surbascd.
The curved arch was known to the Assy-

rians and the Old Egyptians. Sir J. G.
Wilkinson considers that it existed in brick
in the reign of Amenoph L, about B.C. 1540,
and in stone in the time of Pcammetichus II.,.

B.C. 600. The evidence is derived from the
ruins ofactual buildings, but paintings appear
to carry the arch back to about 2<>20 B.C.
There is no mention of the genuine arch ir*

Scripture, the term " arches," in Ezek. xl. 16,
being a mistranslation.
The arch was brought into extensive use by

the Romans, and everywhere prevailed till the
twelfth century A.D., when the arch pointed
at the apex, and called in consequence the
pointed arch—the one so frequently seen in
Gothic architecture—appeared in Europe as
its rival The forms of both curved and
pointed arches may be indefinitely varied. Of

POINTED ARCH.

SEMI-CIRCULAR ARCH. HORSE-SHOE ARCH.

the former may be mentioned the horse-shoe
arch, a name which explains itself, and the
foil arch, from Lat. folium = a leaf, of which
there are the trefoil, the cinquefoil, and the
multifoil varieties, so named from the plants
after which they are modelled.
Other arches are

the pointed one

;

the equilateral one,
when the centres of
the circles whose
intersection consti-
tutes the pointed
arch coincide with
the angular points
at the two sides of I

the base ; the lancet .'

arch, when the cen-
tres of the circles

fall beyond these
points; the drop
arch, when they fall ,

within the base

;

and the segmented
pointed arch, the
sides of which con-
stitute segments of
circles containing less than 180°. Besides
these there are several other varieties of arch
distinguished by their respective forms.
(Gloss, of Arch., Ac.)

Triumphal arch: An arch erected in com-
memoration of some triumph. The idea has
been borrowed from the ancient Romans, who
erected many such structures, as those of
Augustus, Titus, Trajan, and other emperors.

IL Anat. The word arch is employed to
designate various portions of the mechanism
existing in the body.

"... its neur&i arch."—Todd A Bowman: Physiol.
Anat., ii. 697.

".
. . the first visceral arch, . . , the second visceral

arch, . . . the third viaceral arch."—Ibid., p. 599.

Arches, Court of. [So named from the
fact that it originally met in the church of St.

Mary-le-Bow (Lat. Santa Maria de an-uhus),
literally, "of bows " or "arches," by which is

meant that the roof or steeple was supported
by arches. The name was retained after the
court was removed, first to Doctors' Com-
mons and then to Westminster Hall.] An
ecclesiastical court of appeal for the Arch-
bishopric of Can U-rhury. It has proper juris-
diction over thirteen "peculiar" parishes in
London belonging to the Archbishop of Can-

b6H, bo^; po"ut, J6>1; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Wr:.
-dan. -tian = shtjn. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious, -sious, -ciotis = shus. -hie, -die, && = bel, <V:.-
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terbury ; but as the judge of the court, who is

called Dean of Arches, is also the principal

officer under the Archbishop, he now receives

and determines appeals from the sentences

of all inferior ecclesiastical courts within the
{>rovince. Combined with it, or annexed to

t, is the Court of Peculiars. [Peculiars.]
Appeal from both of these ecclesiastical judi-

catories originally lay to the King in Chancery,
afterwards it was to the Judicial Committee
•of Privy Council. (Blackstone, Wharton, die.)

arch-brick, s. A brick of a wedge shape,

suitable to be employed in the building of an
*rch.

) aroh-buttant, «. [Arcboutant.]

arch-buttress, s. The same as arc-

loutant, a flying arch. [Arcboutant.]

arch-like, a. Like an arch.

"At this period the arteries run in arch-like

branches "—Darwin : Descent qf Man, pt L, ch. L

arch-stone, s. A stone belonging to an
arch.

**.
. . the weight of any one arefc-KoiMi"—Penny

Cyclop., ii. SSL

arch-way, a A way under an arch.

arch-wayed, a. Provided with a way
which runs under an arch. (TweddeL) {Wor-
cester'* Diet.)

arch-work, a Work with the object of

erecting arches. (Jodrell.) (Worcester's Diet.)

f arch (2), « [Arche (2), Ark.]

arch, v.t. St i. [From the substantive. In

Fr. arquer; Sp. and Port, arquear; Ital

archeggiare.]

A* Transitive :

L To cover with an arch or arches.

"The proud river, which makes her bed at her feet

is arched over with such s> curious pile of stones . . .

JpmI
2, To form into an arch or arches.

"The stately sailing swan
Gives oat his snowy plumage to the gale.

And arching proud his neck, with oary feet

Bears forward tierce, . ;
."

Thornton : Seasons; Spring.

B. Intransitive: To assume the form of an
arch, or of a series of arches.

" The nations of the field and wood
Build on the wave, or arc* beneath the sand.

- —Pope.

arch, a [A corrupted form of argh. In A. 8.

eargh =s inert, weak, timid, evil, wretched

;

Sw. erts = chief, first, arrant ; arg = angry,
passionate, bitter, shiewd, vehement; Dan.
arrig — malicious, spiteful, wicked ; Dut. arg-
listig = crafty, cunning ; Ger. arg = bad, mis-
chievous, cunning, severe. Mahn connects it

with the Gr. ap\6c (archos) m a chief, a com-
mander. Richardson and some others con-
sidered this the correct etymology ; whilst
Johnson, adopting this view also alternatively,
suggested that the word might possibly be
from Archy, jester to James I. It is closely
akin to arrant.] Sly, cunning ; sometimes, but
not always combined with the sense of mirth*
ful mischief, or waggishness. Used-

la) Of persons

;

"Great. Above all that Christian met with after he
had passed through Vanity Fair, one By-ends was the
arch one."—Banyan : P. P., pt. it

(6) Ofa word spoken

:

". . . after his comick manner spoke his request
with so arch a leer that . . ."—Tatter. No- 193.

" And freak put on, and arch word dropped . .
.'

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vii.

arch, a, adj., and in composition.

A. As*substantive. [From Gr. dpxoc (archos)

= a leader, a chief, a commander.] [SeeB.,
etym .] A chief, a leader.

My worthy arch and patron comes to-night."
Shakesp. : King Lear, 11. 1.

B. As adjective: Either an independent
word, or in composition.

In compos. [Gr. %p\<- (archi), an inseparable

prefix from the same root as apx<k (archos) m
•chief ; apx** (archd) = to be first, to be a

leader, a commander: ipxi} (flrcfc*)= beginning.

In Lat orcM ; Low Lat. and Ital. arci ; Port,

and 8p. arce; Ft. archi; O. H. Ger. erzi;

M . H. Ger. erze, ers ; H. Ger. erz ; Dut aerts ;

Dan. ark, arki; 8w. erke; A.8. orce.] Chief,

principal, highest, most eminent, of the first

order. It is used—
(a) As an independent word.

" There is sprung up
Aa heretick, an area one. Cranmer."

Shakesp. . Henry VIIL, UL 1

"The most arch deed of piteous massacre.
That ever yet this laud was guilty of."

Ibid, i Richard UL, lv. a

(ft) In composition, as a prefix to many
words derived from Greek or any other lan-

guage, as archangel, archbishop, archduke.

•J The compounds of arch are indefinite

in number. Those which immediately follow

generally retain the hyphen ; the others more
commonly omit it, and are therefore here

arranged as independent words.

arch-abomination, $. A chief abomi-
nation ; one more loathsome than others of a
more ordinary kind. (Everett.)

arch-apostate, a An apostate who
occupies a more conspicuous place, or stands

out more prominently than others who have
abandoned the faith. Spec., Satan. (Webster.)

arch-apostle, ». A chief apostle.

That the highest titles would have been given to

St. Peter, such as arch-apostle, supreme of the apostles,

or the like."—Trapp: Popery Truly Stated, pt 1.

arch-architect, i. The supreme Archi-

tect.

"I'll ne'er believe that the A rch-architect

With all these fires the heavenly arches deckt
Only for show." Sylvester. Du Bartas.

arch-beacon, *. The chief beacon.

"Ton shall win the top of the Cornish arch-beacon

Halnborough, which may for prospect compare with
Bams in Palestlna."—Carew.

arch-botcher, s. Sarcastically, the chief

botcher.
" Thou, once a body, now but air,

Arch-botcher of a paalm or prayer.

Bp. Corbet to the Ghost of R. Wisdom*.

arch-buffoon, s. One who plays the

buffoon above others. (Scott.)

arch builder, s. The chief builder.

"Those excellent arch-builders of the spiritual

temple of the Church, I mean the Prophet* and
Apostles,"—Barmar: Tr. of Beta's Serm., p. ».

aroh-butler, a The chief butler. An
officer of the old German or Holy Roman
empire. It was his special function to present

the cup to the emperor on great occasions.

He was called also arch-cupbearer, or arch-

skinker (hi Ger. ers schenke). The office was
filled by the king of Bohemia.

arch-chamberlain, s. A chief cham-
berlain. An officer of the German empire

with functions like those of the great cham-
berlain here. The Elector of Brandenburg
was so designated by the golden bull under

the old German empire.

[Abchchancel-arch chancellor, a
LOB.]

arch-chanter, s. The chief chanter in a

church. (Henry.)

arch chemic, arch-chymic, a. Pro-

ducing chemical effects on an unparalleled

scale of magnitude and importance.
" The arch-chymic sun, so far from us remote.
Produces, with terrestrial humour mix'd.

Here In the dark so many precious things

Of colour glorious, and effect so rare?"
Milton: P. L., bk. tii.

arch city, * arch citie, s. A chief city.

" To that arch-citie of this government"
Phin. Fletcher : Purple Island, IL 44.

arch-conspirator, s. A chief conspi-

rator.

"8everian, the grand adversary and arch-consptra.

tor against Chrysostom."—MaundreU : Journey, p. 13.

arch count, s. A chief count. A title

formerly given to the Earl of Flanders on
account of his great wealth and power.

aroh-critic, • arch-critick,*. A chief

critic
". ;. the area critick of the sacred muses."— Tr. of

Boccalinit ICM), P- 1ST.

arch-cupbearer, a A chief cupbearer.

[Arch-butler.]

arch-daplfer, a [Archidapifer.]

arch-defender, a A chief defender.

"Nay, drunkenneese hath got an arch-defender.
Yea, more then that, a principall commander."

Ear. Bng. Text Soc (ed. Cowperl, voL 4S-48,

Satira, v. 1,111, 1.111

arch-divine, s. A chief divine ; that is,

a chief clergyman or theologian.
*' Georgtus Wleellus, one of their own arch-dietnet,

exclaims against it and all such rash monastic*! vows.
—Burton : Anat. of Mel., p. W7.

arch-enemy, s. [Eng. arch ; enemy.] A
principal enemy ; specially, Satan,

" To whom the arch-enemy.
And thence in heaven called Satan. .

."

MVton: P. £., bk. 1.

arch-felon, s. A chief felon.
" Which when the arch-felon saw,
Due entrance he disdained."

Milton ; P. L., bk. It.

arch-fiend, s. A chief fiend.

arch-flamen, «. [From Lat. fiamen or
Jilamen, a priest of one particular deity

; filum
= a thread or fillet ; the latter worn by
flamens.] A chief flamen ; that is, a chief

priest of any particular deity.

"In leaser figures are represented the Satrap* or
Persian nobility, who with their arms stand on one
side of those majestick figures ; and on the other, the
magi or arch-flamens, some of which hold lamps,
others censers or perfuming-pots, in their hands. —
Btr T. Herbert; Troe.. p. 143.

" The Roman Gentiles had their altars and sacri-

fices, their arch-flamens and vestal nuns."—Howell:
Lett., a 11.

arch-flatterer, a [Eng. arch; flatterer.

In Ft. archifiatteur.] A chief flatterer ; one
who flatters above all others.

". . . the arch-Jtatterer, which is a man's self."—

Bacon : Ess. of Praise.

arch-foe, s. A chief foe. (Milton.)

arch-fool, a A fool above others.

arch-founder, s. A chief founder.
" Him, whom they feign to be the arch-founder of

prelaty, 81 Peter.'"—Hilton: Reason of Ch. Bov., i. 1

arch-god, s. A chief god, or the chief

god.
,

" Homer knows nothing of TTranos, In the sense of aa
arch-god anterior to Kronos."—Orote : Hist. Greece,

pt. L, ch. L

arch-governor, * arch-governour,
a A chief governor.

"The arch-goternour of Athens took me by the
hand."

—

Brewer : Lingua, il. 4.

arch-heresy, s. The greatest heresy.

"He accounts it blasphemy to speak against any
thing in present vogue, now vain or ridiculous soever,

and arch-heresy to approve of any thing, though ever

so good and wise, that is laid by."—Butler .- Characters.

arch-heretic, a. [Eng. arch; heretic

In Fr. archiheretiqite.] A chief heretic.

" From their pulpits they poured out execratioi

against heresy and the arch-heretic, Henry of En
land."—Froude . Hist. Eng., voL iv., pp. 40, 41.

arch-hypocrite, *. A chief hypocrite,

One hypocritical above all others.

"Alexius, the Grecian eniperour, that arch-hypocrite

and grand enemy of this war."—Puller : Holy War,
p. 63.

arch-magician, s. A chief magician.
** Lying wonders wrought by that arch-magician,

Apollonius."

—

Spencer: On Prodigies, p. M9.

arch marshal, a [Eng. arch ; marshal.

In Fr. archimarc'chal ; Ital. arcimaresciaHo.]

A chief marshal, like our field-marshal

arch-mock, s. A mock or mocking of a

pre-eminently insulting character.
" Oh, 'tis the spite of hell, the fiend's orcft-moo*.

To Up a wanton In a secure conch.
And to suppose her chaste t

"

Bhakesp. : Othello, iv. L
" Foredoom 'd by God—by man accurst.

And that last act, though not thy worst,

The very Fiend's arcA-moc*."
Byron : Ode to Napoleon.

arch-monarchy, 5. A leading monarchy.

"... the world's areA-raonarcAi'ei aptly to com-

pare.-— Fuller : Worthies; Miscell. (Cadwaller), vol

L, p. 47.

arch-pastor, s. The chief pastor.

"The Scripture speaketh of one arch-pastor and

great shepherd of the sheep, exclusively to any other.

—Barrow: On the Pope's Supremacy.

arch-philosopher, a A chief philo-

sopher. A philosopher of the first reputation.

" It is no improbable opinion, therefore, which the

areft-pftiJosooAer was of. that the chiefest personam
every household was always ae it were a king. —
Hooker.

arch pillar, s. A chief pillar ; the prin-

cipal pillar of a building.
" That which Is the true arch-pUtar and foundation

of human society, namely, the purity and exercise of

true religion."—Barmar: Tr. of Beta's Serm., p. SH.

arch-poet, a A chief poet ; a poet

laureate.
" He wai then saluted by common consent »fUj.*?*•

title of ' arehipoeta,' or arch-poet. In the style of thoss

days ; In ours, poet laureat"—Pope : The Poet Laureas.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, air, marine ;
go, pet,

or, wore, wolf, work, whA, son ; mute, cud, <mre, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian. «e,ee = e;» = e. qu = kw.
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arch-politician, s. A chief politician
;

a politician standing out more prominently
than others.

" He wu Indeed an arc* <pttWcian."—Bacon.

arch-pontiff, $. A chief pontiff. Spec.,

the Pope. (Burke.)

archj-prelate, s. A chief prelate.

"May vna not wonder that a man of St. Buil't
authority and quality, aud arch-prelate in the house
of God, should have his name far and wide called In
question T "—Hooker.

arch presbyter, s. [Bug. arch ; presby-
ter. In Fr. arcAiprrftre, arciprUre; Lai nrc&i-

presbyter ; Gr. ipxiTrpeo-0vT«po* (arcAipresbu-
tertw).] A chief presbyter.

"As simple deacons are In subjection to presbyters,
according to the canon law ; so are also presbyters ana
arch-pretbytert in subjection to these archdeacons."

—

Aylijjc : Parergon.

arch presbytery, * arch preistro,
4 arch prestrie, a. [Eng. arch; pres-

bytery. In Ft. archipresbyterat, archiprfare'

;

Ital. arcipresbiterato, arcipretato.]

I. A chief presbytery. Spec,

:

* 1. A dignity in collegiate churches.
(Scotch.)

" Vndoubtit patrons of the said arch-preistre and
eolledge kirk of Dunbar."—Act* Chat. I.

* 2. A vicarage.
*'.

. . the archprestris or vicarage of Dunbar."—
Acts Ja*. VI. (1606).

U At an early period the arch-priests or arch-
presbyters in a cathedral church acted as
vicars to the bishop ; afterwards they became
the same as rural deans. (Jamieson.)

II. Presbytery claiming too extensive and
too lordly a power of domination.

"
' The government of the kirk we despised ' not. but

their imposing of that government upon us : not pres-
bytery, but arch-presbytery, classical, provincial, and

and superlntendancy. both over flocks and pastors,
over persons and congregations no way their own."—
Hilton: Eicon., § xiii.

arch priest, s. [Eng. arch; priest. In
Ft. archipritre, archiprite; Sp. & Port arci-

preste. ] A chief priest.
" The word decanut was extended to an ecclesiasti-

cal dignity which included the arch-priestt.

"

—Ayliffe .

Parergon.

arch priesthood, s. [Eng. arch ; priest-

houd. In Ital. arcipretato.] Chief priesthood
;

the office or dignity of an arch-priest or chief
priest

arch primate, a. The chief primate, if

those, all of whom are primates, or first in
rank, can have a chief.

arch-
prophet.

-prophet,
(archiprophetes).] A chief proph<

"The arch-prophet, or 8t John Baptist."

—

Warton :

Hist. Eng. Poetry, ill. 60.

arch-Protestant, s. A chief Protestant;
a Protestant standing prominently out from
among his compeers.

" These sayings of these arch-Protestants and master
minister* of Germany."—Stapieton: Fort of the Faith,

arch-publican, s. A chief publican.
"The arch-publican Zaccheus . .

."

—

Bp. Hall:
Cose* of Cotuciencc, 1. 7.

arch-rebel, *. A chief rebel.
" Dillon, Musketry, and other arch-r ebrli. "— Milton

;

Art. of Peace between the E. of Orm. and the irUh.

arch-swindler, s. A more notorious
windier than ail others.

" Many of the persons named by this arch-swindler
h having been concerned in these transactions deny
the truth of his statements."—Daily Telegraph, Oct.
8, 1877.

arch-traitor, s. [Eng. arch, traitor;
Ft. architraitre.] A chief traitor ; one who
has stood forth more prominently than others
as a traitor.

" It was reasonable to expect that a strict search
would be made for the arch-traitor, as he was often
called."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. V.

arch-treasurer, s. [Eng. arch; trea-
wwrer. In Fr. architresorier.] A chieftreasurer.

" The Elector of Hanover claims the post of arch-
treasurer.'—Outhrie.

arch treasurership, s. The chief trea-
surership ; the office of the chief treasurer.
(Collins : Peerage.

)

arch-tyrant, s. A chief tyrant ; one in-
vested with more power to tyrannize than

others, and who takes advantage of his oppor-
tunities to act despotically.

"As every wicked man is a tyrant, according to the
philosophers position ; and every tyrant is a devil
among men ; so the devil is the arch-tyrant of the
creatures ; he makes all his subjects errand vassals,
yea, chained slaves."—Bp. Ball ; Hem,, p. 2&.

arch-villain, s. A chief villain ; a person
villainous above all others.

" Yet an arch-villain keeps him company."
Shakssp. : Timon of Athens, v. 1.

arch-villany, $. Villany at the time un-
paralleled.

" All their arch-vitlaniet, and all their doubles."
Beaum. and Flet. : Worn. Prize, iu. 4.

ar chee' an, *ar chai an. a.

Geol. : Characteristic of, or pertaining to the
earliest period or strata recognised by geolo-

gists.

ar-chs&og-ra-phy, *. [Gr. apx*«w (ar-

chaios)— from the beginning or origin, ancient

;

and VpxsfM (graph*) — a writing, a description, j

A writing about, or a description of, antiquity
or antiquities, but not of a character so scien-
tific as to merit the appellation of archaeology.

(Elvus.) (Worcester's Diet.)

ar chse-6 16 -gi-an, *. [Eng. archaeology;

•tan.] The same as Archaeologist (q.v.).

(J. Murray.) (Worcester's Diet.)

ar ch» 6 log ~ic, * ar-chai 6-ldg -ic,

'ar-chai 6-log ick, ar chse o log-
ic al, a. [In Fr. archeologique ; Gr, apxato-
Xoyta-oc (archaiologikos) : apwuoc (archaios) =
ancient, and Aovikoc (logikos) — pertaining to
speech ; \6yoc (logos) = a word, ... a dis-

course. ] Pertaining to the science of archae-
ology.

1[ The form archaiologiek Is in Todd's John-
son's Dictionary, whilst archosologic is absent.
The latter term appears in Webster.

ar-chss-o-log -Ic-al-lf, adv. [Eng. archaeo-

logic ; -ally. ] After the manner of archaeolo-
gists. In the way recognised in archaeology.
(Webster.)

ar chae 61 6 gist, * ar-chai-oT-6-gist,
s. [InFr. archeologue; Gr. apxeuokoyo^ (archaio-
logos), apxaioKoyiw (archaiologeo) = to discuss
antiquities ; apyatoc (archaios) = ancient

;

A.oy40Ti«6c (logistucos)= skilled in calculating
or in reasoning.] One who makes a special
study of antiquity, and especially of the
ruined buildings, tie inscriptions, and other
relics which it has left behind. There are in
London several archaeological societies, and
similar societies exist in all the large cities of
Europe and America.

ar-ch»-dT-<J-g^, * ar-chai-61 £ gy, s.

[In Ger. archaohgie; Fr. archeologie ; Port.
archeologia ; Gr. dpxcuoAovi'a (archawlogia),
from apxatoAoye'w (archaiologeo) = to discuss
things out of date ; apxalos (archaios) = from
the beginning, ancient : apxv (arche) = be-
ginning ; Aoyos (logos) = a discourse ; \ey<a
(lego) = to say, speak, utter. The word came
into the language in the Greek form archai-
ology, which is the word in Johnson's Dic-
tionary. Now only the Latin spelling archae-
ology is used.] The science which treats of
antiquity, which it investigates by studying
oral traditions, monuments of all kinds,
written manuscripts [Palaeography], and
printed books [Bibliography]. The Society
of Antiquaries [Arch^ologist], at its first

constitution, gave special attention to medi-
aeval times ; of late, the combined efforts of
geologists and archaeologists have thrown
much light on the history of primeval savage
man in Europe ; and finally, the Society of
Biblical Archaeology, founded in 1870, has
scientifically investigated Accadian, Assyrian,
Babylonian, Jewish, Egyptian, Cyprian, and
other antiquities with equal ardour and suc-
cess. [Arch«olooical.]

ar-chtt-op'-ter-yx, s. [Gr. apya"* (archaios)

m ancient, and jrrVptif (pterux)= a. wing, a
bird.]

Palceont, : A genus of fossil birds. A. litho-

graphica (Von Meyer) is a fossil bird allied to
the Gallinaceae, but constituting a distinct
order in the class of Birds in the opinion of
Professor Owen. Mr. Parker makes it akin to
the Palamedea, or Screamer. It has teeth
and a lizard-like tail. It occurs in the Solen-
hofen Shale, believed to be of Upper Oolitic
age. [Sauruh-b.]

ar-cha'-lc, t ar-cha -ic-al, a. [In Fr.

archaique ; Gr. apxaifco? (arcftatfcos), or apxau*
*6« (arcAaiifco*) =. old-fashioned ; apxoi^w (a*w
chaizo) = to be old-fashioned ; dpxalo? (ar-
chaios) = ancient ; apxq (archi) = beginning.]
Pertaining to antiquity.

". . . not devoid of information to the archaic stu-
dent."— Way ; Pre/, to Prompt. Pan. (1848), i. 7.

" It was engraved on a braceu pillar, in Greek cha-
racters of an archaic form, bat, as it appears, was
composed in the Latin language."—Levis : Early Bom.
Bist., ch. v., | 7.

*' What Is sentimental, romantic, archaic, or patriar-
chal in the Homeric polities . . ."—Gladstone: Studies
on Homer, vol. Hi., pp. «, 7.

* ar-chai~6-l6g'-Ick, a. [Archgeologic.]

* ar-chai 61 6-gy, s. [Archeology.]

ar -cha-lsjm, s. [In Ger. archaism; Fr. ar-

dtaisme ; Ital. arcaismo; Gr. ap\alo<; (archaios)
= ancient, from apx>i (arche) m beginning.]
An obsolete word or idiom which has lingered
behind, and appears (though somewhat out of
place) in a more modern composition.

ar-chii'-ist, *. One who Is fond of archaisms.
A student of archaeology.

archangel, * ar'ch-aun-gel, s. [In Sw.
erkeangel ; Dan. erkeengel ; Dut. aartsangel

;

Ger. archangel; Fr. archange; Sp. arcangel;
Itai arcangelo ; Lat. archangelus; Gr. opxay-
yeAo? (archangelos) ; apyi (arcftt)= a chief,
and ayyeAw (angetos)— (1) a messenger, (2) an
angel.]

1. A chief angel, a leading angel, one high
(according to Jewish writers, of the eighth
rank) in the celestial hierarchy.

2. The name of a plant, called also the
Yellow Weasel-snout It is the Galeobdolon
luteitm of Hudson, and belongs to the order
Lamiacese (Labiates). It occurs in Britain.
[Galeopsis.]

€
i
Loudon uses it as an English name for

the whole genus Lamium.

arcn-an-gel'-Ic, a. [Gr. elpxayyAtKoc (aroA-

angelikos.] Pertaining to an archangel or
archangels.
" He ceased ; and the archangelic power prepared
For swift descent." Milton : P. I., bit. *L

arch-an-gel'-I-ca, s. [Lat. archangelus = an
archangel.] A genus of umbelliferous plants,

containing the Angelica officinalis, called also
Angelica archangelica. [Angelica.]

arch bish op, s. [Eng. arch; bishop. In

Sw. erkebishop ; Dan. cerkebishap; Dut. aartsr

bisschop; Ger. erzbUchof ; Fr. archevique ; Sp.
arzobispo ; Port, arcebispo; Ital. arcivescovo;

Lat. archiepiscopus ; Gr. opxtfiriVicoirov (arc/ii-

episcopos), apx»- (archi) = chief, and eiri'o-sroTros

(episeopos) o bishop.] [See Bishop.] A chief
bishop. The attentive reader of the Acts of
the Apostles, noting that nearly the whole mis-
sionary energy of St. Paul was expended upon
the cities and chief towns rather than on the
villages and the country districts, will be pre-
pared to learn that there were flourishing
churches in the leading centres of population,
whilst as yet nearly all other parts remained
" pagan." [Paoan.] So strong, however, was
the evangelistic spirit prevailing that in due
time every one of the first-formed churches
was surrounded by a number of younger and
less powerful congregations which it had
called into being. The pastors of these new
churches being called " bishops," that term
no longer appeared a dignified enough appel-
lation for the spiritual chief of the mother
church, and about A.D. 340 the Greek title of
<ipv ie7rurK07roc (archiepiscopos) = Eng. arch-

bishop, was introduced to meet the difficulty.

Two archbishops figure at the Council of
Ephesus, in 431, and in subsequent centuries

the designation became common over Chris-

tendom.
In England the early British churches were,

in large measure, swept away by the Anglo-
Saxon invaders, who were heathens, and the
country consequently required re-conversion.

The great southern centre from which this

was done was Canterbury, then the capital of
Kent, where King Egbert gave Augustine, the
chief missionary, a settlement. In the north,
York, the chief town of Northumbria, where
King Edwin built a shrine for Paulinus, be-

came the great focus of operation for that
part of England ; hence the two archbishop-
rics now existing are those of Canterbury and

b6H, bd*y; p6%t, JtM| cat, 9611, chorus, cMn, bench; go, gem; thin, $hls; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph U
-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion shun ; -fiou, -sion = shun, -tious, sious, -ceous * shus. -We, -dta, &c = Del, del.
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of York. The prelate who occupies the
former see is Primate of all England, whilst
his brother of York is only Primate of Eng-
land, the superiority of the see of Canterbury,
long contested by that of York, having been
formally settled in A.D. 1072. The former is

the first in dignity after the princes of the
blood ; the latter is not second, but third, the
Lord Chancellor taking precedence of him in

official rauk. An archbishop is often called
Metropolitan. In the United States the Roman
Catholic Church has twelve archbishops, but
there are none in any of the Protestant churches.

"A secular assembly had taken upon itself to j-ass

* law requiring archbit'.oftt and bishops, rectors ami
vicars, to abjure, on pain of deprivation, what they
had been teaching ail their lives."—Macauiag : il'ut.

Eng., ch. xiv

ar ch-bish-op-ric, *. [In Fr. archevSche;

Ital. arcivescovado m archbishop ; and Eng.
suffix -ric = territory or jurisdiction.] The
office or dignity of an archbishop, or the see
over which he exercises spiritual authority.

"Several months were still to elapse before the
archbishopric would be vacant. "—Mucaulay : But,
Mng., ch. xlv.

arch Chan cel-lor, s. [Eng. arcA; chan-

cellor. In Fr. archichancelier.] A chief chan-
cellor. An officer of high rank who formerly
presided over the secretaries of the court.

Under the first two races of French kings,
when their kingdom consisted of Germany,
Italy, and Aries, there were three archchan-
cellors—viz., the archbishops of Mentz, Co-
logne, and Treves.

"The seals of the triple kingdom were borne in
state by the archbishops of Slentx, Cologne, and

Italy, and J -Gibbon i Decline and Fall, ch. xlh

arch-dap -I-fer, *. [Archidapifer.]

ar ch dea con, * ar'che-dekne (or con
= kxt), *. [Eug. arch, and deacon; A.S. arce-

diacon; Dan. and Ger. arkidiaconus ; Dut.
aartsdeken; Fr. archidiacre ; Sp. arced iauo

;

Port, arcediafio ; Ital. arcidiacono; Lat. ardii-

diaconus ; Gr. apx^ioa-ovoc (archidiakonos)

;

«PX l (archi)= chief, and Sia*ovos (diakonos) =
deacon.] [Deacon.] A chief deacon. The first

institution of deacons [Gr. Siolkovqi (diakonoi)
= servants, waiting-men, ministers, messen-
gers] is recorded in Acts vi. They were
elected to discharge such half-secular func-
tions as raising and distributing alms to the
poor, thus leaving the apostles free for purely
spiritual work. It may be assumed that
when meetings of the deacons took place,

some one presided over them, and if this

chairman was one of themselves, he would
naturally 1* called iu Greek apx'SidKoro?
(archidiakonos), hi Eng. Archdeacon. The
president of the deacons' meeting would re-

quire to be often in conference with the pastor

;

and when people meet, mind will affect mind,
altogether apart from the relative dignity of
the men brought in contact with each other.

The archdeacon gradually gained in power,
and, becoming what was called "the bishop's

eye," was often dispatched on confidential

missions to different parts of the diocese, there
probably being about him a pliability wanting
in the x««»P«fl'»'*ofl-oi (clidreiriscopoi) = country,
coadjutor or suffragan bishops. The survival

of the fittest took place, and the archdeacon
ended by superseding the more dignified but
less bending functionaries. The same drama
was re-enacted on English soil between the
archdeacons and the rural deans, the latter,

who wereat first higher in position than their

rivals, being now regarded as inferior to them
in rank ; an ordinary, or full deau, however,
as contradistinguished from a rural dean, is

admittedly superior to an archdeacon. The
emoluments of the archdeaconates being but
trifling, the occupants of the office generally
hold also other preferments. They are em-
powered to hold a court, the lowest in the
scale, from which there lies an appeal to the
bishop of the diocese.

"They weren in the archedeknet book "

Chaucer: C. T., e.900.

** Twenty-two deans and flfty-four archdeacon* sate
there In virtue of their offices."—Macaulay : tint.

Eng., ch. xiv.

ar ch dea con ate (or c6n=kn), 5. [Eug.

archdeacon ; -ate.] The position or rank of an
archdeacon.

ar ch dea con ry (or o6n - Jul), s. [Eng.

archdeacon, and suffix -ry.] The district over
which an archdeacon exercises his authority

or jurisdiction ; more rarely his office, or his
IMdeuce.

"Every diocese is divided into archdeaconries."—
Blackstone: Comment., bk. i., Iutrod., 5 4.

arch-dea con-ship (or con = kn), a
[Eng. arcAdwcou, and suffix -ship.] The office

of an archdeacon. (Johnson. )

ar'ch-de-cei-ver, s. [Eng. arch ; deceiver.]

A chief deceiver ; one pre-eminent above all

others for deceit.
" He set off for London, breathing vengeance against

Churchill, and learned, on arriving, a new crime of
the arch-deceieer. The Princess Anne had been some
hours miming."—Mucaulay : Hist, £na.

t ch. is.

ar ch-di-6-cese, a [Eng. arch; diocese.]

The diocese of an archbishop. (Webster.)

arch dru-Id, s. [Eng. arch; druid.] A
chief druid ; the head of the ancient druids.
(Henry; Hist. Eng.)

arch-du-caL, a. [Eug. arch; ducal. In Fr.

St, Sp. archiducal.] Pertainingto an archduke.
" It would be difficult to enumerate all the different

quarterings and armorial bearings of the archducnl
nuni ly."

—

Guthrie.

ar ch duchess, s. [Eng. arch, and duchess.

In Fr. arciiiduclie&se ; Sp. archiduquessa ; Ital.

archidvehesa.] A chief duchess. An Aus-
trian title, applied to the daughters of the
Emi>eror.

ar'Ch-duoh-& s. [Eng. arch ; duchy. In Ft.

archiduclU; ItaL arciducato.] The territory
ruled over by an archduke or archduchess.
(Ash.)

ar ch-duke, $. [Eng. arch ; duke. In French
archiduc; Sp. & Port, archidugue ; Ital. arci-
duca.] A chief duke. An Austrian title ap-
plied to the sons of the Emperor.

"Philip, archduke of Austria, duriug his voyage
from the Netherlands towards Spain, was weather-
driven into Weymouth."

—

Carw's Survey,

ar ch-duke-dom, s. [Eng. archduke ; -dom.]

The territory or jurisdiction of an archduke or
archduchess.

"Austria Is but an archdukedom."~-Guthrie.

* arched),*. [Arch(1.).]

* arche, * arch (2), *. [Fr. arche= Noah's
Ark, or any similar structure. Lat. area = a
chest, a purse.] [Ark.]

1. An ark.
" Dat arche was a fetelea good.
Set and limed a-gen the flood."

Story of Oenetit and Exodus ted. Morris), Ml-2.

2. A purse.

"Thi tenement complet and consummat.
" Thyne slluer and thine arch euacuate.""

Early Scottish Verse (ed. LumbyJ, L tit.

* arche-WOld, s. An ark-board.
"Quan he dede him in the arche-wold."

Story 0/ Gen, and Exod. (ed. Morria), 576.

ar-che'-al, a. [Archeus.] Pertaining to, or
caused by, the "archeus."

arched, pa. par. & a. [Arch, v.]

As participial adjective ;

1. Covered with au arch.

"As the paused at the arched door."
Scott i The Lay of the Last Minstrel 1 20.

2- Curved in the form of an arch.

"... the swan with arched neck."
Milton: P. L., bk. vii.

3. Her. Arched, or archy, signifies that an
ordinary on an escutcheon is bent or bowed.

* arche-dl-a-cre, «. [Fr. arcAidiocre.] An
archdeacon. (Chaucer.)

ar-chS-go'-nl-al, a. [Eng. archegoni(um)

;

•al.)

Bot. : Pertaining to an archegonium.

ar-che-go ni ate, a. [Eng. archegoni(um)

;

ate.]

BoL : Having archegonia.

ar chc go -ni um (pi. ar che -go -ni-a),
s. [Gr. apxeyovos (archegonot) ~ the first of* a
race.]

Bot. : The female organ of the higher
Cryptogams, corresponding in function to the
pistil in flowering plants.

ar ch en ceph aj-a, s. [Gr. apx* (arefcd)

= to overrule ; ry«<J>aAoc. (enkephaios) = tlie

brain ; *«d>aAi> (hephalc*) 3 = the head. ] A term
proposed by Professor Owen for his first sub-
class of Mammalia. He included under it
one order, Bimana, and a single genus, Homo,
or Man. The characters he assigned to the
sub class were the overlapping of the olfactory
nerves and cerebellum by the cerebral hemi-
spheres, so that the latter constitute a third
lobe ; the presence of a posterior horn to the
lateral ventricle, and also that of the hippo-
campus minor. (Owen: Classif. of Mammalia.)

arch en-ce-phal-ic, a. [Mod. Lat. archer*
cephai(a); Eng. sufT. -ic.] Pertaining to thd
Arcluncephala (q.v.).

ar ch er, s. [In Fr. archer ; Sp. archero ; ItaL
arciere, arcUro ; from Lat. arcxts = a bow.]

1. Ord, Lang. : One who is skilled in the
use of the bow.

2. Astron. : The constellation Sagittarius.
" Now when the cheerless empire of the sky
To Capricorn the Ceutaur ^rcAer yields.''

Thoms-jn: Spring.

archer-fish, 5. A fish, the Toxotes jocular
tor, which shoots water at its prey. It is
found in the East Indian and Polynesian smis.

arch-er-ess, s. [Eng. archer;

female archer.

(.] A

" The swiftest and the keenest shaft that is.

In all my quiver—
I do select ; to thee I recommend it,

O archerest eternal !

"

Eanshawe: Past. Fid,, p. H3L

ar'ch-«r-y\ s. [Eng. archer; -y.]

1. The employment of the bow and arrows
in battle, in hunting, or for other purposes.
The art is of great antiquity. It is mentioned
fn Gen. xxi. 20, and in the Iliad and the
Odyssey, besides being depicted on Egyptian
monuments and Assyrian sculptures. The
Philistines seem to have excelled in it, wlrich
caused David to issue orders that s]>ecial in-

struction and training in it should be Imparled
to the Hebrews (2 Sam. 1. 18). There were
archers in both the Greek and Roman armies.
In England, up to the time when gunpowder
came into general use, the archers constituted
some of the most formidable soldiers in the
English army, several of the battles won over
the Scots having been gained by their sur-
passing skill in the use of the bow. The
weapon first employed was the arbalest, or
cross-bow [Arbalest]; afterwards the long
bow supplanted it, the change taking place
some time before the reign of Edward II. The
Scottish " Royal Company of Archers" still

claim the right of acting as the Sovereign's
body-guard in Scotland ; but, picturesque as
they may look in a procession, it is to be
hoped, both for their own and the monarch'*
sake, that they may never have to test the
powers of their antique weapon against those
of the breech-loading rifle.

" Had often heard the sound of glee
When there the youthful Norton* met
To practise giuue* and archery

"

Wordsworth : The White Doe of Rylsttme, t.

t 2. The art or skill of an archer.
" Blest seraph ims shaU leave their quire.
And turn uove's soldiers upon thee.
To exercise their archery.

Crashaw : Step* to Temple.

t 3. Those who at any time or place prac-
tise archery ; taken collectively, tlie archers.
(Chiefly poetic.)

" The venison free, and Bonrdeanx wine,
Alight serve the archery to dine.*'

Scott : Lady qf the Lake, v. 25.

ar'ch-da, s. pi. (l). [PI. of Arch (1), « (q.v.).]

1. EnUm. : The English name given to
various species of moths with arch-like rig-

zags on their wings.

Black Arches: Psihtra monacha, a moth of

BLACK ARCHES (PSrLURA MONACHA}

b family Bombycidre. The primary wings
! greyish-white with many black spots, and

ttte, f&t. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; so, pot

or. wore, wolf, work, who, sou : mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oe = e. ey = a. qu = lew.
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four zigzags of the same colour. The secon-
dary wings are brownish-grey, spotted with
black, and having a white border. The ex-

pansion of the wing is from fifteen to eighteen
lines in the male, and two inches in the female.
The caterpillar is brown with grey hairs, and
one black with two white spots. It is found
in the south of England. {Duncan, in Jar-
dine's Naturalist's Libr.)

Green Arches: Polia herbida, a moth of the
family Noctuidse.

Light Arches: Xylophasia lithoscylea, a moth
of the family Noctuidse.

Buff Arches: Thyatira derasa, a moth of

the family Noctuidse, of a light yellowish-

brown colour, with two white oblique bands
on the upper wings, and several brown or
buff zigzag lines on two rows of small white
arches on the lower ones. The caterpillar is

yellowish-green, with dark-brown spots and
lines. It Is found in England, {Duncan, in
Jardine's Naturalist's Libr?)

ar'-chet(t silent), s. [Fr. archet; Ital. archetto

= the bow of a violin or a similar instru-

ment.]

Music: a arcfte( (with bow), a term applied
to such musical instruments as are played
with the bow. {Porter, Webster.)

ar-che-ty'-pal, a. [Eng. archetype* -<d;

Lat. archetypus; Gr. apxerv-rroc (archetupos),~\

Pertaining to an archetype, pattern, or inodeL
" Him, who Is fairer than the sons of men :

The source of good, the light archetypal.'
JforHt.

U In the Platonic Philosophy the archetypal
world is the idea or model of the world as it

existed in the Divine mind previous to its

creation.

ar -che type, t ar'-cni-type, a. [In Ft.

archetype ; Sp. arquetipo ; Port archetypo;
Ital archetipo; Lat. archetypum; Or. opx*-
rviTov {archetupon), s., the neut. of apx*Tviro<;

(archetupos) = stamped as a model : Apxi?

(arche)= beginning, and twos {tupos)= a blow,
. . . anything struck, . . . a model, type.]

1. Platonic Philosophy, and generally : The
primitive type, model, or pattern on which
anything is formed.

"Then it was that the House of Commons, the
archetype of all the representative assemblies which
now meet, either in the Old or in the New World,
held its first sittings."— Macaulay : Hist. Eng., chap, i

'*.
. . this great architype . . ."—Bacon: Physiol,

Rem.

2. Minting : The standard weight by which
the others are adjusted.

3. Comp. Anatomy. The archetype skeleton

:

Professor Owen's name for an ideal skeleton
of which those actually existing in the several
classes of vertebrated animals axe held to be
modifications.

ar-che-typ'-I-cal, a. [Eng. archetype ; -ical]

The same as Archetypal. (Warburton.)

ar-Che'-UB, s. [From Gr. apxn (arche)— be-
ginning, . . . first principle, element] A
term applied, by Basil Valentine, Paracelsus,
and Van Helmont to denote the regulative
and conservative principle of the animal world
—what is now called vital force.

* ar'che-wyves, s. pi, [Eng. arche = Gr. apx<-

(archi) = chief, and O. Eng. vryves^ wives.]
Wives who aspire to govern their husbands.
{Chaucer.)

argh-hi'-er-ey; s. [Archierey.]

t arch'-i-a -tor, s. [Lat. archiatrvs; Gr. ap\ia-

rpos (archiatros) : from apy> (archi)= chief, and
laTpos (kitros) = a surgeon, a physician ; Idofxai
(iaomai) = to heal, to cure.]

1. Anciently : The first physician of the
Roman emperor ; the chief ruler in Greece,
&c.

2. Now: It is still used in a similar sense
in some Continental countries.

" I wanted not the advice and help of the archtater,
the king's doctor."—Str T. Herbert: Trav., p. 383.

ar -chi-cal, a. [Gr. apxucfc (archikos) = per-
taining to rule ; apxrj (arch?) = beginning,
rule.] Chief, primary.

"When the brutish life leads us astray from the
goTernment of reason, and we cast away . . . that
principality and archical ruie, wherewith God hath
Invested us, over all our corporeal passions and affec-
tions . .

."—HaUywell • Excel, of Mor. fir., p. 48.

arch-1-dap -I-fer, arch-dap -i-for, s.

[Gr. opyos (archos) = a chief ; Lat daps, genit

dapis = sacrificial or other dignified feast
;

fero = to bear. Chief food-bearer. ]

In the Old German Empire : An officer whose
special function it was, when the emperor
was crowned, to carry the first dish of meat to

table on horseback. The office belonged to
the Elector of Bavaria, though claimed by the
Palatine of the Rhine.

arch l di-a-con-al, a. [From Lat archi-

diaconus ; Gr. apxitiiaKovoc. (archidiakonos) —
an archdeacon.] Pertaining to an archdeacon.

"Thus, the Archidiaconal Courts, the Consistory
Courts, the Court of Arches, the Court of Peculiars,
and the Court of Delegates were revived."—Macau!ay :

Hit!. Eng., chap. vi.

arch-I-S-pIs'-cop-a-cy, s. [In Fr. archi-

episcopat.] The state of an archbishop.
" I did not dream, at that time, of extirpation and

abolition of any more than his [Laud's] archiepitco-
paoy."—3ir E. tiering i Speechet, p. i.

arch i e pis -cop-al, a. [In Ft. archiepis-

copal ; Sp. arzob ispal ; Ital. arcivescovite.]

Pertaining to an archbishop.
" Nothing in R»gl*?n| astonished him so much as

the ArchiepUcopal library."—Macaulay : Hitt. Eng.,
chap, ixiii.

arch-i-e-pls'-cdp-ate, s. [In Fr. archi-

episcopal; Port, archiepiscopado.] The office,

dignity, or jurisdiction of an archbishop ; an
archbishopric. (Ch. Obs.) (Worcester's Diet.)

arch-i-S-pi's-co-p&r-i-ty, s. [As if from a
Low Lat. archiepiscopalitas. ] The dignity of
an archbishop. (Fuller: Ch. Hist., II. iii.

89.)

arch-i'-«r-e& arch-hi'-er-ey, s. [Lat.

arcliiereus ; Gr. apxtepeus (archiereus)= a chief
priest : apx* (archi) — & chief, and Upeik
fyiereus) = priest, a saeriflcer.] A name given
in Russia to the higher ecclesiastical dignities
of the Greek Church, the metropolitans, the
archbishops, and the bishops. (K. Pinkerton.)

ar chig ra pher, *. [Gr. ap*> (archi) =
chief, and ypadW (grapho) — to write.] A chief
secretary. (Dr. Black.) (Worcester's Diet.)

ar chi lach, «. [Archilowe.] (Scotch.)

ar -chill, ar'-gol, or chil, or chill, or-
Chal, s. [In Ft. archil, archilla, and orchilla,

also Orseille des Canaries.] Two species of
lichen, the Roccella tinctoria and R. Jusi-
formis, which grow best in the Canary Islands,
though they are found also in the south of
Britain. They are found on rocks near the
sea. They produce a fine but fugitive purple
dye, and are largely employed for that purpose.
Arriving in this country in its natural state,
it is ground between stones so as to be com-
pletely bruised, but not reduced to powder.
Then it is moistened with a strong spirit of
urine, or with urine itself mixed with quick-
lime. In a few days it acquires a purplish-
red, and finally a blue colour. In the former
state it is called Archil, in the latter Jjocmus
or Litmus. Cudbear is similarly made. Other
lichens, such as the Variolaria orcina, the
lAxanora tartarea, &c, are sometimes used in
place of the Roccella.

Ar-chI-16 -chi-an, a. & s. [In Ger. Archi-
lochisch; Lat Archilochius. See the def.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to the Greek
aatiric poet Archilochus, who nourished about
700 B.C., or to the verse which he introduced.

B. As substantive ; A kind of verse sup-
posed to have been invented by the Greek
poet Archilochus. The "Archilochius major"
has seven feet, the first three dactyls or spon-
dees, the fourth a dactyl, and the fifth, sixth,
and seventh trochees, as—
Nunc decgt

[
aut virl

I di nltl
J
dum caput

Impg
|
dire

|
myr

| to.

(Horace, Carm. I., iv. 9.)
The Archilochian minor has two dactyls and
a caesura, as—

Arbfiri
|
busqug c5

[ mae.

(Horace, Carm. IV., vii. 2.)
Horace varies these two metres in four dif-

ferent ways, called the first, second, third, and
fourth Archilochian metres. The first consists
of a dactylic hexameter combined with an
Archilochius minor ; the second of a dactylic
hexameter with an iambelegus ; the third of an
iambic trimeter and an elegiambus ; and the
fourth of an Archilochius major, with a cata-
lectic iambic trimeter.

ar chi lowc, ar -chi lach, s. [Etymology
doubtful.] A peace-offering. (Scotch.)

" I'll pay for another, by way of rcJMfowe."—Scott

;

Rob itvy, ch. xx vii.

Arch-I-mage, Arch-i-ma'-go, Ar-
Chim'-a-gus, s. [Gr. op\i (arcAi) = chief,
and Mayof (Magos)= a Magian, ... an en-
chanter, a wizard.]

1. The high priest of the Median or Persian
Ma;,'i. The title was assumed by Darius
Hystaspes.

2. Any magician or wizard ; an enchanter.

IT The term perpetually figures in Spenser's
Faerie Queene. Some other writers have
copied it from that work.

"
J[ will,* he cry'd, ' so help me, God 1 destroy
That villain Archimage'"

Thornton: Cattle of Indolence, H. 82.

arch -I-man -drite, s. [In Russ. arkhuman-
drum ; Gvc.archimandrit; Fr. archimandrite ;

Sp., Port., Ital., & Lat. archimandrita ; Gr.
apxttioLt^pCrn^ (archimandrites) = ap^i (archi)
= chief, pavo'pa.(mandra) = an enclosed space,
... A monastery.] An Eastern abbot or
superior of a monastery, especially one of the
first order.

" His rival Eutyches was the abbot, or archiman-
drite, or superior of three hundred monks. '—Gibbon :

Decline ana Fall, chap, xlvii., vol. iv., p. 3£?.

IT Formerly it was used in a somewhat
wider sense, being occasionally applied to
archbishops.

Arch I me de -an, Ar chi mo di an,
o. [Eng. Archimed(es) ; -ian.] Pertaining to
Archimedes, a celebrated mathematician of
Syracuse, who lived in the third century B.C.

Archimedean principle, or Archimedean
theorem; Archimedes's principle or theorem : It
is tliat a body immersed in a liquid loses a
part of its weight equal to the weight of the
displaced liquid. It was by this law that he
discovered the amount of alloy mixed in

Hiero's crown. (Ganot : Physics, transl. by
Atkinson, 3rd ed., 186S, § 104.) It holds good
of gases as well as liquids properly so called.
(Ibid., § 168.)

Archimedean Screw, Archimedes's Screw: A
water-screw or li cochlion." Cochlion is from
the Greek kox^Cov (kochlion) = a small snail,
the shell of which it resembles, though it

must be confessed very remotely, in being of
a spiral form. It consisted of a spiral pipe or

ARCHIMEDEAN SCREW.

tube wound around a long cylinder. The
machine, which was originally designed for

raising water from the Nile, was slanted so
that one end of the spiral tube was beneath
the water of the river, and the other rested on
the bank. The inside of the tube really con-
sisted of an inclined plane, down which the
water flowed, though to a superficial observer
it seemed to flow up in contravention of the
laws of gravity. It was, of course, unable to
act if slanted to the water at too high an
angle. It is now disused, one serious defect

which it has being that it is apt to become
clogged up with weeds, mud, stones, &c,
which cannot easily be removed from a tube
of spiral form.

arch -mg, pr. par. & a. [Arch, a.]

As participial adjeetive

:

1. Having in it an artificial or a natural
arch.
" Now driv'n before him through the arching rock,
Came tumbling, heaps on heaps, th' unnuinber'd flock

"

Pope; Homer't Odyttey, hk. U-, 280-1.

2. Curving like an arch.
" Blue ribbons decked his arching mane."

Scott ; Marmion, 1. 9.

" The arching limes are tall and shady."
Tennyton: Margaret, S

boil, hoy; pout, J6%1; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; aln, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -Ing.
-oian, -tian — shan. -tlon, -sion-shun; -(Ion, -sion zhun. -tious. -sious. cious^shus. -bie. -die, &c = bel, del.
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ar-€hl-pe l&t Ic, a. [Eng. Archipelagip)

;

-ic] Pertaining to an archipelago, and espe-
cially to the most notable one—that between
Greece and Asia Minor. (Ed. Rev.) (Worcester's

Diet.)

Ar-chi-pSl'-a-gO, s. [In Dut & Fr. Archi-

pel; Ger. Archipel or Archipelogus ; Sp. and
Port archilago ; Ital. ardpelago ; Gr. opx1

{archi) = chief, and wcAavof (pelagos) = sea

;

countenancing the belief that the Greeks con-
sidered the sea which washed their eastern
shores, and was the chief sea to them, the chief

sea also to others. ]

1. The sea studded with islands which lies

between Greece and Asia Minor.
"... the line [of Eubcean hills] is further prolonged

Sr a series of islands in the A rchipelago, Andros, Teiios,

yconos,and Naxos."—Grate ; Hilt. Greece, pt. ii., eh. i.

2. Any sea agreeing with the former in con-

taining many islands.

"... hence, niter long subsidence, this great reef
would not produce one great atoll 400 miles in length,

but a chain or archipelago of atolls, of very nearly
the same dimensions with those in the Maldiva archi-

pelago."—Darrein ; Voyage round the World, ch. n.

ar-ohlp'-piis, s. [Gr. *Apx«™r<« (Archippos),

a Greek proper name (Col. iv. 17 ; Philem. 21]
A fine butterfly, the Danaus archippus. It

does not occur in Britain.

ar'-chi-t^Ct, «. [In Dan. architect ; Sw. arki-

tekt; Ger. architekt; Fr. architecte; Sp.arq-ui-

tecto ; Port architecto ; Ital. architetto ; Lat
architectus, architecton ; Gr. ap\iTeKTu>v (archi'

teJcton) m chief artificer, (literally) chief car-

penter : apx* (archi) = chief, and rejrrw (tck-

ton) = a carpenter. The word carries us back
to the period when edifices were constructed

chiefly of wood. ]

1. Lit. : One who draws the plans designed

to show the builders the exact dimensions,

form, and arrangements of an edifice which,
under his superintendence, they are engaged
to erect Among great architects may be
enumerated M. Vitruvius Pollio, who seems
to have lived in the time of Augustus ; and in

our own island, Inigo Jones, born about 1572,

died 1652 ; and the very celebrated 8ir Chris-

topher Wren, who died, aged ninety-one, in

1723. He drew out the plan for the restoration

of St. Paul's, and the rebuilding of many City

churches destroyed in the Great Fire of 1666.

2. Fig.: A contriver or designer of anything.

Us»d—
(a) Spec. : Of man.

" Chief architect and plotter of these woei ;

The villain is alive in Titus' house."
Shakesp. i Titus Andronicut, T. S.

"A Frenchwoman is a perfect architect in dress ; she
never, with Gothic ignorance, mixes the orders . .

"

—

Goldsmith : The flee. No. il.

(b) Of God, as the Designer of everything
created.

" This Inconvenience the Divine Architect of the body
obviated."—Hay : On the Creation.

(c) Of any animal constructing a habitation

for itself by instinct, but in a style suggesting

the architecture of man.

•r-Chl-tSc'-tlve, a. [Eng. architect; -ivt.)

Used for building purposes ; suitable for

building purposes.
" How could the bodies of many of them, particularly

the last-mentioned, be furnished with archUective
materials 1"—Derham: Phytico- Theology.

ar-ohl-tSc-tfcn'-ic, * ar-clii-tSc-tdn'-

Ick, a. & *. [In Ger. archilectonisch ; Fr.

architectonique ; Port architectonico ; Ital.

architettonico ; Lat architectonicus ; Gr. ap-

ynfKToviicos (architektonikos), from apx17'*-

•we'w (architektoneo) = to be an architect, to

construct, to contrive t apx*. (archi) — chief,

and T«*rr«uVoj«u (tektainomai) — to make or

frame, to devise ; riKrtov(tektdn)=& carpenter.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to architecture;
having a genius or an instinct for architec-

ture ; skilled in architecture.
" How much will this architectonic wisdom (if I may

call it), excited hi framing and regulating an Innumer-
able company of differing creatures, be recommended I"

—Boyle; Work*, v., p. 147.

B. As substantive

:

1. Lit. ; The science of architecture.

2. Fig. : The art or capacity of arranging
knowledge methodically.

archi tec tdn -Ic-al, a. & *. [Eng. archi-

tectonic ; -aL\

A. As adjective; The same as Architec-
tonic, adj. (q.v.).

"... not ectypal, but archetypal, and architectonlcal
otMlL'—Cudworth: InteU. Sytl., p. 8&L (Richardson.)

B. As substantive: That which, in a loose

sense, creates, frames, or originates anything.

"Those inferiour and ministerial arts, which are
subjected unto others, as to their archittctonicals."—
Fotherby: Atheomastix, p. 186.

ar-cM-tec-tdn'-lCS, s. [In Ger. architek-

tonik.] The science or art of architecture.

(Ash.)

t ar-oW-t^c'-tor, * ar-cliI-tSc'-tour, .

[Port. & Lat] An architect.

"Having first, like a skilful architector, made the
frame, he now raises and sets it up."—Austin: Hoc
Homo, p. 66.

"... merchants, pilots, seamen, architectours,
masons, Ac."—Gayton ; Notes on Don Quiz., iv. 11.

ar-chi tec -tress, s. [Eng. architector; -ess.]

A female architect. (Lit. &jig.)
" If Nature herself, the first architectress, had (to use

an expression of Vitruvius) windowed your breast."—
Wot ton i Remains, p. 130.

ar-^hl-tSc'-tur-al (tur = tyur), a. [Fr.

architectural.] Pertaining to architecture.

(Mason.)
" Plot's, though a neat engraving, and In the most

finished manner of that excellent architectural sculp-

tor, Michael Burghers, is by no means a faithful and
exact representation."

—

Warton : Hist, of Kiddington,
p. U.

ar chi tec ture (ture = tyur), s. [In

Ger. architektur ; Fr. architecture ; Sp. arqui-

tectura ; Ital. architettura ; Port. & Lat. archi-

tectum, from Lat. architectus. ] [Architect.]

1. Properly, the art of building ; more speci-

fically, the art of building human habitations,

temples, or edifices of any kind, whether
humble or splendid. The term is generally,

however, limited to the art of erecting edifices

which, besides answering their primary pur-

pose of utility, are fitted by beauty, by sym-
metry, and in other ways, to please the eye
and gratify the mind. About half a century

ago it was common to limit the signification

still farther to buildings constructed after

Greek or Roman models ; but this unduly
narrow meaning is now abandoned. Architec-

ture, like other arts, carries out the principles

of science, and must rest upon them. So con-

tinually, indeed, does it draw upon geometry,
that it might almost itself be called a science.

The architecture of a people is an index, of their

mental and moral qualities, and of the state of

civilisation which they have reached. Fer-

gusson considers it also more trustworthy
than language in settling the question of race.

The numerous styles of architecture, partly

diverse, partly connected with each other,

may be primarily divided into Ethnic and
Christian. The following is a more minute
classification .-—In America two styles of archi-

tecture worthy of notice exist—the Mexican
and the Peruvian. The Chinese have one in

Eastern Asia. In India there are two totally

distinct races—an Aryan one [Aryan], of

which the Brahmans are the type, and a
Turanian one, represented by the Tamuls of

the Coromandel coast and Ceylon. The latter

were the great builders. Fergusson recognises

In India a Booddhist, a Jaina, a Southern
Hindoo, a Northern Hindoo, a Modern Hindoo,
and a Cashmerian style. In Western Asia
there existed, at a more or less remote period,

a Phoenician, a Jewish, an Assyrian, a Baby-
lonian, a Persepolitan or Persian, and a Sas-

sanian type of building ; whilst in Europe
there were Pelasgian or Cyclopean, Etruscan,
and Druidical or Celtic types. A celebrated

style commenced in Egypt as the Egyptian
style ; transferred to Greece, and modified
there by Assyrian, it was called Grecian, and
became a model for universal imitation.

Adopted by the Romans, it was called Roman.
Passing from them, it gave rise in one direc-

tion to the Saracenic. Arabian or Moresque,
and in another to the Christian style, the
latter with Romanesque, Gothic, and Byzan-
tine sub-divisions, [Saracenic, Gothic, Ac]
The following are the leading styles of

English architecture, arranged in the chrono-
logical order in which they flourished :

—

AD. A.D.

I. Norman From 1066 to 1154.

II. Transition from this')

to the next, i.e., from > ,, 1154 to 1189.

I. to III. )
III. Early English . . „ 1189 to 1272.

IV. Transition from III. ")
1272 ^ 1307

to V. ) **

V. Decorated . . . .From 1307 to 1377.
V
toV

fn
UbiLi0U tT°m V

'} » 1377tol399.

VII. Perpendicular . . „ 1399 to 1547.
VIII. Tudor 1550 to 1600.

IX. Jacobean 1603 to 1641.
Probably the finest display of architecture

ever made was that of the Columbiau World's
Fair, at Chicago, in 1893.

^ The subject now treated generally, called

simply Architecture, is sometimes more pre-

cisely described as Civil Architecture, in whicJi

case there are at least two others, viz., Mili-
tary Architecture, treating of the construction
of fortifications, and Naval Architecture, the
subject of which is the construction not merely
of ships, but of harbours, docks, or aught else

requisite to promote maritime enterprise. In
this division the term civil is used vaguely,
so as to include Ecclesiastical Architecture, but
more frequently the two are made distinct.

2. The method of construction adopted in
nature, which one insensibly compares or con-
trasts with the handiwonk of man

" The molecular attractions of the liberated carbon
and hydrogen find expression in the architecture of
grasses, plants, and trees."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science,
3rd ed., iv. 87.

IF Heaven's architecture = the sky.
" Them and their citty vtterly to quell
With Are which from heaven's architecture fell."

E. E. T. S., vol. 46-48, Satira v.. 1,667-1

ar chi tec ture (tore as tyur), v.t. To
build. (Keats: Fingal's Cave.)

ar -chl-trave, s. [In Ger. architrav, architrab;
Ft. & Ital. architrave ; from Gr. apx* (archi)

= chief, and Ital trave, from Lat. trahs = a
beam ; Gr. rpdrnji (trapex), genit rpdirnKoc

(trapekos) = a beam ; rpeVw (trepo) = to turn.]

Architecture

:

1. The lowest portion of the entablature of
a column, immediately resting on the column
itself. The architrave is immediately sur-

ARCHITHAVE : TEMPLE OF AOF

mounted by the frieze, and it again by the

cornice, which is the highest portion of the

entablature.
" Built like a temple, where pilasters round
Were set. and Doric pillars overlaid
With gulden architrave."

Milton: P. L.,hk.l

2. The ornamental moulding surrounding

the exterior portion of the curve belonging to

an arch, or round doors, windows, &c.

3. The mantelpiece in a chimney.

* ax-chl-tri'-Clin, *. [Gr. apx<- (archi)

~

chief;

Lat. triclinium; Gr. TputAiVtoi' (triklinion) and
rpCicXtvos (triklinos) = a couch running round
three sides of a table for guests to recline on

at a feast.] Master of a feast (John ii. 18).

". . . tho aeide ure lord to tho sergaux, Moveth to

gidere and Ijereth to Architriclin, that was se thet

ferst was i-serued.' —Old Kentish Sermons {ed. Morris),

p, 89.

% Morris says that tins word is frequently

mistaken for a proper name in Early English

books.

* ar'-chi-typo, «. [Archetype.]

ar-clu'-va, s. pi. [Archives.)

ar-clli'-val, a. [Lat. pi. archiva; Eng. suffix

al.'} Pertaining to archives. (Tooke.)

ar'-cluve (pi ar chives, * ar-chi'-va), «.

[In Sw. arkiv ; Dan. archivet ; Dut. archieven ;

Ger. arefciu; Fr. archives (pi.); Ital. archivi

>L), archivio ; Lat. archiva, pi. of archivum.

-here is also a Latin form archium ; Gr. dpx«iov

(archeion)= the town-house, the official resi-

dence of the first magistrate.]

f 1. Plur. : The place in which important
historical records are kept

" Though we think our words vanish with the breath

that utters them, vet they become records in Gods
court, and are lata up in his archi res as witnesses

Th<

either for or agtilut ua. "— tfownmeni of the Tongue.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w8t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, »'ire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, ctib, cure, unite, cur, rule, ftUl ; try, Syrian. », oe = e ; « = 8. qu = kw.
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2. (a) PI. : The records themselves. These
generally consist of charters and other docu-
ments hearing on the rights, the history, &c,
of a nation or of a smaller community or

house.
" The Christian* were able to ins»lte (rood what they

asserted by appealing to those records kept in the
Boman archiva."— R. More ; On Qodlineu, b. 7. c. 1-. h 2.

{Trench.)

"I shall now only look a little into the Mosaic
arrhiie*. to observe what they furnish us with upon
this subject."- Woodward.

t (6) Sing. : One such record,

"Vespasian, according to Suetonius, restored this
national archive, by procuring copies from ail quarters."
—Lewi* ; Early Horn, lint., en. v ., f a.

ar'-chi-vist, s. [In Fr. archivist* ; Ital.

archivista; Lat. archeota.] One who has
charge of archives ; a keeper of records.

(Rees : Cyclop.)

ar'-chl'-vdlt, ar-ohl-vdl'-tuin, *. [Fr.

archivolte ; Ital. archivolto ; properly, a con-
traction for Ital. architrave voltato (Jit)= an
architrave turned.]

1. Used by mediaeval writers for a vault

2. Used by the writers of the Renaissance
for the group of concentric mouldings and
ornaments with which the face of a classical

arch is decorated.

ABCHIVOLT OF NOTRE DAME DU PORT, CLERMONT.

3. By some modern authors it is applied to

the mass of mouldings which usually occupy
the faces and soffits of a medueval arch.
(Gloss, of Arch.)

ax eh lute, ar ch-i lute, a. [In Fr. archi-

hith.] A long and large lute, with its bass
strings lengthened after the manner of the
theorbo, and each row doubled, either with a
little octave or a unison. It is used by the
Italians for playing a thorough bass.

arch-ly, adv. [Eng. arch; -ly.) In an arch
manner ; slyly, cunningly, waggishly.

"This hearcUysuppose*."—Thyer; Note* to Butler'

t

Remain*.

archness, s. [Eng. arch; -ness.] Slyness,

cunning, waggery.
"... and such a dryness and archnett of humour, as

cannot fail to excite laughter."

—

Dr. Warton ; Et*. on
Pope, li. 63.

ar-chSn, s. [In Ger. archont ; Fr. archonte ;

Ital. arconte; Lat. arclion; Gr. apytav (archon)
= a ruler, commander, from <ipx<*> (archo) = to
begin ; apxv (arche) = a beginning. ]

1. Civil Hist. : Any one of the series of indi-

viduals who, when the royal authority was
abolished at Athens, succeeded to the highest
place in the State. At first the archonship
was lor life and even hereditary, but the per-
son elected by the people might again be de-
posed—" the right divine of kings to govern
wrong " was not recognised. After a time the
occupancy of the office was limited to ten
years, and then to one year ; while its duties
were divided among ten persona; the first

called, by way of pre-eminence, the archon

;

the second, the king ; the third, the polemarch,
or leader in war ; and the other seven, thes-

mothetes, or legislators.
" Among these, the first in rank retained the dis-

tinguishing title of the archon, and the year was
marked by his name."—Thirlwall ; Hitt. Greece, ch. xl.

% Lord Archon : A similar officer in an
imaginary English government never realised.

" All the detail, all the nomenclature, all the cere-
monial of the imaginary government was fully set
forth, Polemarchs and Phylarchs, Tribes and Galaxies,
the Lord A rchon and the Lord Strategus."—Macaulay :

Bi*t.£ng.,ch.m.

2. Church Hist. The " Great Archon " of the

Gnostic Basilides : A created being who was
supposed to rule the world.

" There burst forth and was begotten from the cos-
mica! seed and the conglomeration of all germs the
great Archon and Head of the world."

—

Rippolytu*

:

Refut. of all Rerttiet, bit. vii., ch. xi.

ar'-chon-shlp, s. [Gr. apvutv (archon) =
archon, and Eng. suff. -ship.] The office of an
archon, or the time during which he held office.

** Draco's archonship, in which hi* laws were enacted,
U placed Ul. its, B.C. 63*."—ThirheaU: Rut. of tirotoe,

ch. xi.

archon -tics, s. [In Ger. archonffleen.]

Church Hist. : A Gnostic sect, a branch of
the Valentinians. They were of opinion that
the world was brought into existence not by
God, but by inferior " Archontes," beings them-
selves created. [Archon (2).]

* arch-wife, «. [Archewtves.]

ar'ch-wlse, adv. [Eng. arch; suffix -unse.]

Shaped like an arch ; in the form of an arch.

"The Court of Arches, so called oA arcuata ecclesia,
or from Buw Church, by reason of the steeple or clochier
thereof, raised at the top with stone pillars, in fashion
of a bow bent archvnte. —AytyTe : Parergon.

ar'~chy, a. [Eng. arch; -y,]

1. Ord. Lang. : Arched.
" Beneath the black and archy brows shined forth

the bright lamps of her eyes. — Parthcneia Sacra
11633). Pref.

2. Heraldry. [Arched.]

ar'-ci-form, a. [Lat arcus= a bow, andforma
= form.] Shaped like a bow, curved.

"... some arciform fibres which cross it at its
lower part . . ."—Todd 4 Bowman: Phytiol. Anac.
I 264.

* ar -ci-ten-ent, a. [Lat. arcitenens, from
arcus = a bow, and tenens, pr. par. of teneo =
to hold.] Bow-bearing. (Johnson.)

ar'-CtS-graph, s. [Lat. arcus = a bow, and
Gr. ypajnt (grapho) — to grave, ... to de-
scribe.] An instrument for describing an arc
without the use of a central point ; a cyclo-
graph. (Hebert.

)

t arc - ta tion, s. [In Fr. arctation; Mod.
Lat. arctatio ; Lat. arctus, artus= pressed to-

gether, close, narrow ; arcto = to narrow, to
enclose.]

t Med. : A narrowness or constriction of
any passage in the body. (Used specially of
constipation of the intestines produced by
inflammation or by spasms. It is called also
Arctitude.)

"Arctation, Lat: 8treigbtning or croodlng."—
Qlouog. Nov.

arc -tl-a, s. [Apparently from Gr. ap*To$ (arfc-

tos) = a bear, referring to the woolly character
of the caterpillar ; but Agassiz, in his Nomen-
clator Zoologicus, derives it from apt-ma (ark-

teia) = consecration.] A genus of moths, the
typical one of the family Arctiidse. A. caja

is the well-known and beautiful Tiger-moth.
Its caterpillar is the " Woolly Bear."

arc-ti'-a-dae, 5. pi. [Arctiid*.]

arc tic, * arc -tick, a. [In Fr. antique

;

Sp. & Port, arctico ; Ital. artico; Lat. arcticus;
from arctos, Gr. aprroc. (arktos), a bear, also
the constellation Ursa Major. In Sanscrit
riksha, from the root arte or ask = to be
bright, is (1) an adjective = bright, and (2) a
substantive = a bear, so called either from
his bright eyes or from his brilliant tawny
fur. Before the Aryans had finally separated,
riksha m bright, applied to the plough-like
constellation, had become obsolete, and the
substantive bear remained, whence the con-
stellation came to be called apic-ros {arktos)

among the Greeks, Ursa among the Latins,
and Bear among ourselves. (Max Miiller

:

Science of Language, 6th ed., vol. ii., 1871,

p. 393.).]

1. Properly: Pertaining to the constellation
called by the Greeks aptcroc (arktos) = bear,

by the Romans Ursa, and by ourselves Ursa
Major, the Great Bear, the Plough, Charles'
Wain, &c.

2. Pertaining to the North generally, or
more specially to the region within the Arctic
Circle.

" Man has become a denizen of every part of the
globe, from the torrid to the arctic zones."—Owen :

Clauif. of the Mammalia, p. 49.

Arctic Circle : A small circle of the globe,
23° 28' distant from the North Pole, which is

its centre. It is opposed to the Antarctic
Circle, which is at the same distance from the
South Pole. (Glossog, Nov., <£c)

Arctic Expedition : An expedition designed
to explore the all but impenetrable regions
surrounding the North Pole. The object with
which these enterprises were commenced by
the English was to obtain a passage by way
of the Polar regions to India, Egypt being in
Mohammedan hands, and fear, which now

seems absolutely ludicrous, being telt that
the Portuguese would successfully debar the
English seamen from using the route by the
Cape of Good Hope. When the utter hope-
lessness of finding either a north-western or a
north-eastern passage to India though the
Polar regions became apparent, it was felt

that arctic expeditions might still profitably
be sent out for purely scientific explora-
tion, one main object now being to make as
near an approach as possible to the pole.
They have continued at intervals to our own
times, chief among the most recent being those
of Lieutenant R. E. Peary, of the U. S. Navy,
and of Dr. Nansen. Around the respective

opinions of these two explorers public interest

in this question is mainly centered at present.

On returning from his first expedition in Sep-
tember, 1892, Lieutenant Peary claimed to have
found that at the 82nd parallel the Greenland
coast turned South again, which, in bis idea,

forbade the possibility of a Polar current flow-
ing down into the Greenland Sea. On the
contrary, Dr. Nansen's theory is that the current
which flows through Baffin's Bay and Smith's
Sound does make its way to the North Pole,
and that if a ship were once bedded in the ice

and allowed to drift, she would be ultimately
carried to the pole by this current Whether
the results of his search since July, 1893, are
to prove less disappointing than those of our
fellow-citizen is not yet known at the present
date (April, 1896). An attempt to reach the
North Pole by balloon has been in course of
preparation for some time, the start being
announced by the authorities at Washington
for the month of July, 1896.

Arctic Fox (Vulpes lagopus): A species of
fox found in North America within the Arctic
Circle. It is blackish-brown in summer, but
in winter has a long, thick white fur, which
renders it a beautiful animal.

Arctic Pole: The North Pole as opposed to
the Antarctic or Southern one. (Glossog. Nov.)

Arctic Zone : The zone or belt of the earth
between the North Pole and the Arctic Circle.

are'-ti-cite, *. [In Ger. arcticit; from Gr.

ap*Ti»c6<; (arktikos) m near the Bear, arctic,

northern.] [Arctic] A mineral, called also
Wernerite and Scapolite (q.v.X

arc ti -I-dae, arc-ti a-dre, s. pi. [Arctia.]

A family of moths, comprehending the Arctia

caja, or Tiger-moth, the Phragmaidbia fidv-

ginosat and other beautiful species.

arc-tlS'-Ca^ *. pi. [Gr. aprroc (arktos) = a
bear, and \o-*to (isko)= to make like.] Water-
bears. [Arachnida, Beak-Animalcules.]

arc -ti-tude, 5. [In Fr. arctitude; from Lat.
arctus, artus = pressed together, narrow.]
The same as Arctation (q. v.).

arc -ti-uxtl, s. [L;it. arktion m a plant, the)

Verbascum ferrugineum, (?), or a Lappa ; Gr.
apKTiov (arktion), from ap*To? (arktos) = a
bear ; in Celt, arth, after which the Arctium
is called, on account of its shaggy involucres, j-

Burdock. A genus of plants belonging to the
order Asteracese, or Composites.

arc -to-gal'-i-doe, *. [Gr. apK-ro* (arktos) = a
bear, and yaAij (gale) ~ a weasel.] A family of
carnivorous Mammalia, containing the Skunks
(Mephites) and some allied animals.

arc'-to-ntys, «. [Gr. aptcToc (arktos) = a bear,

and Lat. mus = & mouse.] The Mammalian
genus to which the Marmots belong. It is

placed under the Rodentia. They have
pointed cheek - teeth. There are several

species, the A. marmotta, or Marmot, resident
in the mountains of Europe and Asia [Mar-
mot], the A. bobac of Poland and Northern
Russia, the M. citillus, the Zizel or Souslik,

and several from America.

arc-t<Sp -Sis, s. [Gr. apxros (arktos) = a bear,

and 6i^« (opsis) = aspect] A genus of deca-
podous Crustaceans of the family Maiadae.

The A. tetraodon is the Four-horned Spider-

crab of the British coasts.

arc -td-staph -y-los, s. [Gr. aptcroc (arktos)

= a bear, and vra<pv\rj (staphule") = a bunch of
grapes. Hence arctosUiphulos means bear-

grape.] The Bear Berry. A genus of plants

belonging to the order Ericacete (Heath-
worts). It has an ovate corolla, ten stamens,

and a fleshy, five-celled, five-seeded fruit

Two species occur in Britain, the A. alpina
and the A. uva ursi.

tt, btfy; poilt, Jtfibl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, thla; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f
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arc-to -tis, s. [In Fr. arctotide ; Sp. & Port.
arctotis; Gr. ap«ro* (arktos) — a bear.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Aste-
racese. or Composites. The species are found
at the Cape of Good Hope, whence some have
been introduced into Britain.

Arc-tiir-us, s. [In Ger. Arktur; Ft. Arcture,
Arcturus; Port Arcturo; Ital. Arturo ; Lat.
Arcturus ; Gr. 'Apxrovpoc (Arktouros), from
apKTo* (arktos) = Dear, and -ovpoc (ouros), a
termination corresponding to ward in Eng-
lish, as 0vfHop6s (thuroros) = a door-ward, a
doorkeeper. Hence Arcturus means bear-
keeper. ] (Max Muller.)

L Astronomy

:

1. A fixed star of the first magnitude, called
also a Bootis. It is one of the very brightest
stars in the Northern heavens. In March,
1635, Morin saw it in the west for more than
half an hour after sunrise. To find it, draw
a line through the tail of the Bear four times
the length of the distance between the stars
Miliar and Benetnasch in the diagram below.
The ancients considered it a red star. Piazzi
could not find it had any parallax. Though
nominally " fixed," yet it has a proper angular
motion of 2250', equivalent to 53"32 miles in
a second. In 752 years it altered its latitude
5', and in twenty centuries, according to
Humboldt, it has moved 2\ times the diameter
of the moon's disc In 1803, Herschel found
its diameter, seen through a fog, ^ of a
second, from which he calculated its diameter
to be not less than 8,000,000 leagues =
24,000,000 miles. (Arago, Herschel, dc.)

2. The Arcturus of Scripture. Heb. Xfy
(Ash), Job jx. 9; «?» (Aish), xxxviii. 32.

Sept 'Apicrovpo* (Arktouros); Vulg. Arcturus.
Not the star now called Arcturus, which stands
in solitary grandeur in the sky, unaccompanied
by any of his " sons," ^25 (banSha), mentioned
in Job xxxviii. 32, but the Great Bear (Ursa
Major), (t^) Ash is formed by aphaeresis

from *S$5 (neash) = a bier or litter. In Arabic
naaschf cognate with the Heb. XJQ (neash), is

the name of the four stars (a, p, y, and 8)
constituting the hinder portion of the Great

£Mixar.

Benetnasch. i)
*" -.* Alioth.

*\8 Duhhe.
# *u

7
URSA HAJOB AND THE STAR ARCTUKUa

Bear ; whilst the three In the tail (e, {, rj) are
called in Arabic Banatnaasch = daughters of
the bier, meaning, the mourners following the
bier. The last of these (ij) is still designated
by its Arabic name Benetnasch (q.v.X

" Which make th Arc! unit, Orion, and Pleiades, and
the chambers of the south."—Jub ix. 3.

"Canst thou bring forth Maxsaroth in his season*
or canst thou guide Arcturu* with his sons!"—Job
xxxviii. SI

IX Zool. : An isopod crustacean. Example,
the A. Bajflnii, or Baffin's Bay Arcturus.

ftr-cu-ate, a. [In Sp. arqueado, arcuado

;

Ital. arcuato ; Lat arcuatus, pa. par. of arcuo
= to bend like a bow ; arcus = a bow.]

Ordinary Language, Botany, &c. : Curved
like a bow, or like the arc of a circle.

**.
. . sounds, that more In oblique and arcuate

lines, . . ."—Bacon: Nat. Hist., Cent ill., j 32*.

* ar cu a tile, a. [Lat. arcuatilis = bow-
shaped, from arcuo = to bend in the form of
a bow, to curve ; arcus = a bow. ]

Nat. Science : Curved like a bow.

ar-cu-a -tion, s. [In Ft. arcuation. From
Lat arcuatus = bent in the form of a bow

;

arcuo m to bend like a bow ; arcus = a bow. ]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of bending any thing ; incurva-
tion.

2. The state of being bent
B. Technically:

Gardening: The method of propagating
certain trees by bending down to the ground
the branches which spring from the offsets
or shoots after they have been planted. Ar-
cuation is adapted for the elm, lime, alder,
and the willows, which cannot easily be raised
from seed.

ar cu-a-ture, §. [Lat. arcuatus = bent like
a bow. ] The curvature of an arch.

•ar'-cu-bal-Ist, • ar cu bal-ia ta,
* ar-ou-bal-Is'-ter, s. [Arbalest.]

* ar'-cu-bus, s. [Arquebus.]

ar'-ciis, s. [Lat = a bow.]

arcus senilis. Literally, the senile arch

;

the arch of old men or of old age ; an opacity
around the margin of the cornea which con-
stitutes one of the numerous marks of old age.

-ard, -art, -heart, as terminations. [From
Ger. hart = hard ; A.S. heard ; IceL hard

;

Goth, hardus. In M. H. Ger. and in Dutch it

in general has, as an appellative, a bad mean-
ing ; but it is the reverse in O. H. Ger. proper
names, as Berinhart, Bernhart = strong, like a
bear ; in Fr. & Eng. Bernard. (Mahn!) Bain
and others consider that it was introduced
Into the languages of France, Spain, and Italy
by the Germanic invaders, who overthrew
the Roman empire.] (a) One who does, or
(6) one who is ; as sluggard = one who is

slothful like a slug; braggart m one who
brags. In the majority of cases ard and art
are used in a bad sense, as dullard, coward,
laggard, braggart, but this is not the case
with the form heart

ar-das -sines, s. [Ardassines, plur. of Fr.

ardassine ; Sp. ardacina ; Arab, k Pers. ardan
= a description of raw silk.] The finest kind
of Persian silk used in the French looms.

ar'-de-a, s. [Lat. ardea ; Gr. epwSuk (erddios)

= a heron.] The typical genus of the sub-
family Ardeinae, and the family Ardeidas.
Ardea cinerea is

the Gray Heron
which is found in
Britain. It is a
tall bird, standing
upwards of three
feet high, with a
long black crest on
the back of its

neck, the feathers
of its back dark in
colour, and those
on its breast white.
In summer it may
be seen on the
margin of lakes or
rivers, and in win-
ter on the shores
of the sea, waiting
for its prey, which
consists of small
fish, Crustacea, &c.

ARDEA CINEREA.

ar'-deb, ». [In Arab, irdab or urdab.] A
measure of grain containing almost eight
bushels, used in the parts of Africa where the
Arabs most abound.

ar-de i-d», *. pi. [Ardea.] A family of
grallatorial or wading birds. They have large,
long, and strong beaks and powerful wings,
yet their flight is but slow. They are migra-
tory, frequenting the margins of lakes, or of
the ocean, of the several countries in which
they sojourn. The family is divided into four
Bub-families—the Ardeinae, or Herons proper

;

the Ciconinse, or Storks ; the Tantalinse, or
Ibises ; and the Plataleiiuv, or Spoonbills.

ar-de i-nae, s. pi. [Ardea.] The typical
sub-family of the family Ardeidse. It con-
tains the true Herons [Ardea], the Bitterns,
the Boatbills of South America, and their
allies.

* ar-dSl'-I-O, «. [In Ft. ard&lion; Lat. ardelio,
from ardeo = to burn.] A busy-body, a
meddler.

"Striving to get that which we had better bs with-
out, ardeliot. busy-bodies as we are"—Burton: Anat.
o/ Melancholy, pp. IS, 77. (Trench.)

aT-den-^, s. [In Sp. ardentia; Port, ar-

dentia, ardencia; Ital. ardenza; from Lat.
ardens. ] [Ardent. ]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit: Heat.
" Br how much heat any one receives from the ar-

dency of the sun, his internal heat is proportionally
abated."—Sir T. Herbert: Travel*, p. 27.

2. Fig. : Warmth of affection or of passion
;

ardour, vehemence of courage, zeal, Ac
"The Ineffable happiness of our dear Redeemer must

needs bring an increase to ours, commensurate to the
ardency of our love for him. "—Boyle.

B. Technically:

A'au(. ; The tendency of a vessel to gripe
(Ogiivie.)

ar -dent, * ar-daunt, a. [In Fr. ardent ; O.
Fr. ardaunt; Sp. ardiente ; Port. & Ital. or-
dente; Lat. ardens, pr. par. of ardeo = to burn.]

L Of material things

:

1. Burning, in a literal sense.
". . . more anient than the blaze of fire."

Cowper ; Homer i Iliad, b. xviii.

2. Fiery to the taste.

".
. . wine, tea, and ardent spirit* . .

.*—Jfacaxtlay:
Bttt. Eng., ch. lit

3. Shining, brilliant, reminding one of the
reflection of fire.

" ** A knight of swarthy face,
High on a cole-black steed pursued the chace

;

With flashing flames his ardent eyes were till'd."

Dry-den : Theodore & Bonoria,

JX Of emotions or conduct

:

1. Warm in affection, in passion, or desire.
"Ardent and intrepid on the field of battle, Mon-

mouth was everywhere else effemlnat* and irresolute."—Macaulay : Hist, Kng., ch. v.

2. Inspired by warm feeling, and therefore
powerful as a flame in its effects ; warm or
even more than warm.

"Her manner was warm and even ardent."— De
Quincey't Work* (ed. 18«3), voL ii., p. 134.

ar'-dent-ljr, adv. [Eng. ardent ; -ly.] In an
ardent manner ; with warmth of desire or
affection ; with warmth of emotion generally

;

affectionately, passionately.
" What ardently I wUhVi, I long believed."

Cowper : On Receipt of my Mother'* Picture.

ar'-dent-ness, s. [Eng ardent ; -ness.] The
quality of being ardent ; ardour. (Sherwood.)

* ar der, • ar -dour, s. [Prob. from Icel.

ardhr = a plough.]

1. Fallowing or ploughing of ground
2. Tiie state of being fallow.

3. Fallow land.

ar-dij'-I-a, s. [Gr. apfiic(ardw)= a point, in

reference to the acute segments of the corolla.]
The typical genus of the Ardisiads (q.v.).

About one hundred species are known. They
are ornamental plants, having line leaves,
flowers, and berries. Several have been intro-
duced into Great Britain from the East and
West Indies. The Dark of A. colorata, called
in Ceylon dan, is used in that island in cases
of fever and diarrhoea, besides being applied
externally to ulcers. The red juice of the
berries of A. solanacea becomes brown on
paper, and retains its colour permanently.
The plant grows in some English gardens.

ar-dis-i a ce se (Mod. Lat), ar-dis -i-ad;
(Eng.), s. pi. Ardisiaceae is the name given by
Jussieu to an order of Exogenous plants called
by Lindley and others Myrsinaceae (q. v.).

Type, Ardisia (q.v.). Ardisiads is Lindley •
name for the Myrsinaceae.

ar'-dor, *ar'diire, *. [In Fr. ardeur;
Sp. & Port ardor; Ital. ardore, ardura; fruji

Lat. ardor = (1) a burning, fire, (2) brilliancy,

(3) fire of affection or passion.]

1. Lit : Heat, as of the sun, a Are, &c.
"Joy, like a ray of the ran, reflect* with a grestei

ardour and quicknera, when It rebounds upon a man
from the breast of his friend."

—

South.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) Heat of the affections or of the passions,
of courage, of zeal, & <_.

" The wicked enchauflng or ardure of this sin.*—
Chaucer : The Pertonet Tale.

"Wounds, charms, and ardouri were no sooner read.
But all the vision vanished from thy bead."

Pope : Rape of the Lock, i. 119, 19k
" TJnmov'd the mind of Ithacus remaln'd.
And the rain ardour* of our love reetrain'd."

Pope.

"Neither his years nor his profession had wholly
extinguished his martial ardour."—Macaulay : Uiet.
Eng., chap. v.

(6) Poetically : A shining being.
" Nor delay'd the winged saint.

After his charge receiv'd ; but. from among
Thousand celestial ardouri, where he stood
Veil'd with his gorgeous wings, up-springing light.

ar-du'-I-tjf, s. [In Sp. arduidad ; Ital.

arduita, arduitade, arduitate ; Lat. arduita*
— steepness

; from arduus.] [ARDUOUS.] Ar-

duousness. (Johnson.)

ar'-du-ofis, o. [In Fr. ardu; Sp., Port., *
Ital. arduo ; Lat. arduus = (1) steep, lofty,

(2) difficult. Cognate with Gr. optfos (ortkos)

Rte, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit.
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, euro, unite, cur, rule, lull ; try, Syrian, ee, oo = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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= straight, or (applied to height) upright.

In Erse aril is a height, and in Sansc. firdva

means = raised up or lofty. ]

1. Lit. : Steep and lofty ; high and pre-

cipitous.
" High on Parnassus' top her sous she show'd.
AnJ pointed out those arduous paths they trod."

Pop*.

2. Involving much labour, difficult

" To point them to the arduous paths of fame."
Pope: Homer t Odyssey, bk. xi., 802.

" He must have been aware that such an enterprise
would be in the highest degree arduous and hazardous.''
—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., chap. 11

ar'-dU~OUS-l$f, adv. [Eng. arduous ; -ly.]

With labour or toil ; laboriously, toilsomely.

(Webster.)

ar'-du-ous-ness, s. [Eng. arduous; -mss.]

The quality of being high and steep, and
therefore difficult to climb ; or, in a more
figurative way, presenting difficulty. (John-

ton.)

* ar -dure, 5. [Ardor.]

* ore (pi- ares), A The old way of spelling

the letter R.

" 11} ares for iij Rlchardes that bene of noble fames."
—Twelve Letters to stive England led. Furni vail), 2L

are (1). The plural of the present tense in the
verb to be. It is used in all the three persons
—we are, you are, they are. Obviously it

came originally from another root than be.

0. Northern Eng. aron.

" We are all one man's sons : we are true men, thy
servants are no spies."

—

(Jen. xlii. 11.

" Ye art spies : to see the nakedness of the land ye
are com*."—Gen. xlii. ft.

are (2), v.U [Ear, v.] (Scotch.)

are (1), s. [Heir.] (Scotch,)

are (2), *. [Fr. are, from Lat. arm (q.v.).]

In French superficial measure, a square of
which the sides are ten metres in length.

" We prefer the form which we have employed
because It Is etymological ly correct. Mr. Sadler
seems not to know that a hecataxe is so called because
It contains a hundred ares."— Macaulay : Sadler's
Refutation Refuted.

a-r«5'(3), a -la-mi-re, *. [Italian.] The
lowest note but one in Guido's scale of music.
[A-La-MI-RE.]

" Gamut, I am, the ground of all accord,
A re. to plead Hortemuo's passion;

B mi, Blajica take him for thy lord,
C fa ut. that loves with all affection."

Shakesp. ; Taming of the Shrew, ill. 1.

* are, adv. [A. 8. ar = before, early.]

* 1. Before. (0. Eng.)
" He herds a new tiding
That he heard never are."

Sir Tristrem, 85. (S. in Boucher.

)

2. Early. (Scotch.)

Are morrow : Early in the morning. (Scotch.)

ar'-e-a (pi. ar'-e-as or ar'-6-»), s. [In Ger.

areal; Fr. aire; Ital., Sp., Port., & Lat. area
= (l)an open si*ce, (2) Med. (see B., 4).]

A. Ordinary Language •

L Generally :

1. Any open space, as the floor of a building,

the part of a church not occupied by pews or
other fixtures, the arena in an amphitheatre,
the stage in a theatre ; or, outside buildings,

the open space within any enclosure.
*' Let us conceive a floor or area of goodly length.

with the breadth somewhat more than half the longi-
tude."— VTotton.

"The Alhan lake Is of an oval figure ; and, by reason
ef the high mountains that encompass it. looks like
the area of some vast amphitheatre. —Addison.

** In areas vary'd with Hosalck art.
Borne whirl the disk, and some the Jsv'Iin dart."

Pope.

2. The space enclosed within defined limits,

however large or however small.
" Extensive as was the area which he governed, he

had not a frigate on the watei."

—

Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., chap, xxiii.

"... therefore nearly 167.000 square miles is the
least space which can be distinctly discerned on the
sun as a visible area.'—Herschel: Astronomy. 6th ed.
(1858), f 388.

IX Specially

:

1. The enclosed space or site on which a
xuilding stands.

2. The Bunken Bpace, generally enclosed by
railings, which exists in most of the larger
town houses, to afford light and ingress to the
servants in the floor of the house built below
the level of the street.

B. Technically

:

1. Geom., Nat. Phil. , Astron., dc. : The space
enclosed by the lines which bound any figure.

Thus the area of a circle is the space enclosed
by its circumference, the area of a triangle the
space within its three sides, &c
Measures of area are the same as square

measure, such as a square inch, a square foot,

a square yard, a square mile, &c.

The unit of area : The area of the square
described upon the unit of length. (Everett.)

" If in this case L stands for length, their area is=
IA"—Everett ; The V. Q. 8. System of Units, chap. i..

pp. I, 6.

2. Geol. : Aim ost in the same sense as A. , I

.

2 (q.v.).

"... led me to conclude that the great oceans are
still maiuly areas of subsidence, the great archipela-
goes still areas of oscillations of level, and the conti-
nents areas of elevation. "—Darwin : Origin of Species,
chap. ix.

3. Mining: A compass of ore allotted to

diggers. (Coxe.)

4. Med. : Baldness, or a bald spot upon the
head produced by alopecy ; also alopecy itself.

5. Anat. : Any space in the embryo or more
developed physical structure. (See also the
compounds which follow.)

area germinitiva.
Anat. : The space in an egg in process of

being hatched in which the first traces of the
embryo appear. It is marked by an opaque
roundish spot upon the germinal membrane.
(Todd dt Bowman: Physiol, Anat., vol. ii, p.

676.)

area pcllucida.
Anat: A clear space which appears in the

centre of the germ of an egg when the latter

is exposed for a few hours to hatching heat
It ultimately increases to about a line in
diameter. (Ibid., p. 582.)

area vasculosa.
Anat. : An area surrounding the A.pellucida

in an egg in which the process of incubation
has commenced. (Ibid., p. 683.)

area vitcllina.

Anat. : An area surrounding the A. vascuhsa
in an egg in which the process of incubation
has commenced. (Ibid., p. 583.)

t a read, t a re ed, t a- rede (pa. par.

a -red , a-red'd), v.t [A.S. arozdan =
(1) to read ; (2) to tell, to speak

; (3) to con-
jecture, to prophesy, find out

; (4) to elect
;

(5) take counsel ; (6) to care for
;
(t) to pursue

;

(8) to effect]

* 1. To read.

* 2. To tell, to say, to declare, to describe,

to inform, to teach, to interpret, to explain.
[Rede.]

" To whom she thus :
' What need me. Sir, to tell

That which your selfe have earst ared so right?'"
Spenser : P. O.. VI. fv. 08.

3. To advise, to counsel, to warn, to order.
" At those prowd words that other knight begonne
To wex exceeding wroth, and him aredd
To turue his steede about, or sure he should be

dedd." Spenser: F. Q.. III. viiL IT.

" But mark what I areed thee now : Avaunt

;

Fly thither whence thou fledd'st."

Milton i P. L., bk. It.

* i. To guess, to conjecture.
" Of which no man couth areden
The nombre . .

."

Alisaunder, 5,116. (Boucher.)

* 5. To detect as an impostor or an impo-
sition.

" So hard this Idole was to be ared.
That Florimell her selfe In all mens vew
She seem'd to passe : so forged things do fairest

shew." Spenser : F. Q., IV. v. 15.

* 6. To choose, to elect, to appoint, to
ordain.

" Whose praises having slept In silence long,
Me, all too meane, the sacred Muse areeds
To blasou broade emongst her learned throng."

Spenser: F. Q„ Li. 1.

" And time and place convenient to areed
In which they two the combat might darraine."

Hid., V. xii. 9.

Tf Aread, though generally called obsolete,
is still used, though rarely, in poetry.

" Imagined in its little schemes of thought

;

Or e ex in new Utopias were ared.
To teach man what he might be, or he ought."

Byron : Ch. Bar., ii. SB,

* aread -l-ness, s. [Readiness.]
•*

. . . and therefore we put in areadinete otir array.
-

—English Manifesto, A.D. 1542, quoted in Froude's
Bitt. Eng.

ar'-e^-». The plural of Area (q.v.).

ARECA PALM AND NUT.

ar'-e-al, u. [Lat. artalis = pertaining to a

threshing-floor; from area,] Pertaining or
relating to an area.

* are are. [Arrear.]

ar-e'-ca, s. [In Ger. arek (palme); Fr. arec;

Port, areca. Said to be the Malabar or Ma-
layalam name Latinised.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Palmaceae, or Palms.
It is the type of the section Areciuse. Among
the more nota-
ble species are

(1) the A. cate-

chu, or Betel-

nut Palm, a
very graceful
and handsome
tree cultivated ,

in the hotter '

farts of Asia.
t furnishes

the Indian soo-

paree or betel.

The betel-nut
is remarkable
for its narcotic
or intoxicating
power ; there
is sometimes
prepared from
it a spurious
catechu. [Catechu.] (2) The A. oleracea, or

Cabbage-palm, a very tall species growing in

the West Indies. [Cabbage.]

* a-reo'he (1), v.t. [A.S. areccan = to explain

;

*pret. areaht.]

1. To explain.
" Crist and Selnt Steveue,
Quoth Horn, areche thy swevene."

K. Born, i. 668. (Boucher.)

2. To utter.
" Uneth he myght areche

O word for pure anguyshe."
Chaucer: Hist, of Beryn, i. 2,999.

* a-reo'he (2) (pa. par. araught), v.t.

[A.S. areccan, pret. areahte, arehte = to reach
out, to extend, to lay hold of.]

1. To reach.
" AI that hys ax areche my?ht."

Richard, 7,039. {Boucher.)

2. To attain.

"... the tongue myghte not areche to speke."
Trevisa : Bartholomew dePropr. Rerum, bk. U.

3. To strike.

"Hercules araught one of them named Gryueus
bytween the eyen. —Jason, MS., t. 6, (BoucAsr.)

are 91 -use, s. pi. [Areca.] A section cr

family of palms, distinguished by having either

no spathe or one or more complete ones. The
ovary is three-celled, and the berry one-seeded.
Type, Areca (q. v.)

t a-rSd', t a-red d, pa. par. [Aread.]

* a red de, * arrud'e, v.t. [A.S. areddan

m to free.] To free.

"... arud us of the feondes rake."
Legend of St. Catherine; MSS. {Boucher.)
" That the lauedi sone aredde."

Hule 4c nightingale (1657). {Boucher.)

a-rede, v.t. [Aread.]

* a-re'ed, s. [A.S. arced m counsel, welfare,

safety.]

1. Advice.

2. A discourse.

a-re'ek, adv. [Eng. a; reek.] In a reeking
state. [Reek.]

" A messenger comes all areek
Mordanto at Madrid to seek." Swift

t ar'-e-fac-tlon, s. [Fr. are/action, from Lat
arefacio ss to make dry ; areo = to be dry, and
facio = to make.]

1. The act of making dry.

2. The state of becoming dry.

" For all putrefaction, if it dissolve not in are/ac-
Hon, will in the end issue into plants or living crea-
tures bred of putrefaction."— Bacon : Hat. Hist.,

Cent, vii., {294.

t asfS-ty, v.t. [Lat. arefacio = to make dry.]
To make dry.

" Heat drleth bodies that do easily expire ... so
doth time or age arefy as If in the same bodies."—
—Bacon : Hat. Hist., } 394.

*a-rfillt'e, s. [A.S. yrgtho = (1) sluggish-
ness, (2) fear ; earh, earg = timid, cowardly.]
Fear. (Hule tt Nightingale, i. 1,794.) [Arch.]

boll, bo^; pout, jovVl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist -ing.

otan, tian = shan. -tion, -aion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious. -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c.

=

bel, deJ.
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a-re'ik, ar-relk, v.t. [A.S. areccan — to

get, to attain, to reach, to take.] To reach,
to extend.

" And hedis Mnumd to the heuin arreik."
Doug. : Vera., «. 1».

* are ir, adv. [Fr. amen m backward ; Lat.

a retro, ] Back. (Scotch. )
" Thsirfotr ire reld yon rin areir
In dreid ye be iniscaryit"

Lindsay ; & P. R..U. 211.

*«y-re'i*e, v.t. [Raise.] To elevate, to raise.

. {Chaucer.)

* a- re 1st, ar-re'lst, v.t. [Arrest, *]
(Scotch.)

* ar em, t. [Arm.]

•ar'-^n, ' arne. Plur. of present tense of

verb to be. [Are.]

are'-na, v. joined with adv. [Eng. art, and
Scotch na — no. ] Are not (Scotch.)

"... and In thi» present ds,ye, when things o' that
•uld-wnrld sort arena keepit in mind around winter
firesides as they used to be . . ."—Scott : Antiquary,
eh. xxiv.

a-re-na, s. [In Pr. arene; Sp., Port, Ital.,

& Lat. arena m dry earth, sand ; areo = to be
dry.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The floor of an amphitheatre, so
called from being strewed with sand, one main
object of which was to absorb the blood of
the gladiators " butchered to make a Roman
holiday."

" My voice srnnds much—and fall the stars' faint
rays

On the arena void . . ."—Byron: Ch. Bar., It. 142.

2. Fig. ; A field of contest, whatever its

nature, as a battlefield, the position of a plain-
tiff or defendant in a law court, or of a con-
troversalist in a periodical

" But draggM again upon the arena, stood
A leader not unequal to the feud."

Byron : Lara, 11. 9.

B. Technically

:

% Architecture:

1. In the same sense as A. 1.

2. The amphitheatre itself. (Gloat, of Arch.)

3. The body of a church or temple. (Ibid.)

IL Med. : " Sand " or M gravel " in the kid-
neys.

ar-e-na'-ce'-O, in compos. Having sand In

combination with some other mineral sub-
stance, as Arenaceo-gypseous = composed of
sand or something sandy, and gypsum.

ar^na'-C<5-OUS, a. [In Fr. arinaci ; Lat.

arenaceus.) Sandy, having more or less of
sand in its composition, or partaking of the
qualities of sand ; in the form of sand.

Geol. : Arenaceous or siliceous rocks are those
which consist very largely of sand. This sand
may be loose, though it is generally cemented
by siliceous, calcareous, ferruginous, or argil-
laceous matter into a more or less compact
sandstone. (LyeU: Elem. of Geol)

arena r-I-a, ft [In Sp., Port., & ItaL are-

Haria; from Lat arenarius = pertaining to
sand ; arena = sand.]

1. Botany: Sandwort A genus of plants
belonging to the order Caryophyllaceae, or
Cloveworts, and the sub-order Alsineae. There
are about nine British species—four belong-
ing to the Bub-genus Alsine, and four to
Euarenaria. Many of the species are Alpine

;

but the A. verna, or Vernal, the A. sespyUo-
folia, or Thyme-leaved, the A. trinervtt, or
Three-nerved Sandwort, with other species,
are found upon the plain.

2. Zool. : A genus of Scolopacide (Snipes),
containing the Redshank, now called Totanus
calidris.

ar-e-na'r I-ous, a. [Lat. arenarius.] Sandy.

t ar-e-na'-tion, *. [Fr. arination ; Lat.
arenatio = the laying of fine mortar on a wall. ]

Old Med. : A sand bath in which the patient
alts with his feet upon hot sand, or has it

sprinkled over him. (Glossog. Nov.)

a-ren'-dal-ite, s. [In Ger. arendalit, named
from Arendal in Norway, near which it is

found.] A mineral, a sub-variety of ordinary
Kpidote. It mostly occurs in dark-green
crystals.

ar-en-da -tor, s. [Low Lat. arendator, ar-
rendator, from arendo, arrendo = to pay rent

;

artnda — rent : ad = to, and renrfa = rent.
(Rent.) In Russ. (trend is = lease, farm, rent,
and in Spanish arrendar is = to let out to
rent]

In Livonia and other provinces of Russia

:

One who farms the rents or revenues. One
who contracts with the Crown for the rents of
the farms.

Crown-arendator : One who rents an estate
belonging to the Crown. (Tooke : Russia, ii.

288.)

a -reng, *. [Native Malay name. ]

1. A palm-tree, formerly called Areng sac-
cnarifera, but now more generally denominated
Saguerus saccharifer. It belongs to the section
Cocoinas. It grows wild in the islands of
Southern Asia, and is cultivated in India. It
furnishes sago and wine, whilst its fibres are
manufactured into ropes.

2. An old genus of palms, now altered Into
Saguerus. [See 1.]

* a reng e, adv. [Arenke.]

ar- e-nlc -ol-a, s. [Lat. arena = sand, and
colo ~ to inhabit.] A genus of Annelida, the
typical one of the family Arenicolidas. A.
piscatorum, the Lumbricus marinus of Belon
and Linnaeus, is a worm which buries itself

in the ground one and a-half or two feet in
depth, betraying its lurking-place, however, by
leaving on the surface little cordons of sand,
closing the entrance to its -hole. It has a
large, eyeless head, small feet at its anterior
part, and fine branchiae (gills) on its middle
segments. It is about eight inches long.
Fishermen call it the Lobworm, and dig it up
for bait.

are nic <Sl I dee, «. pi. [Arenicola.] A
family of Annelids, arranged under the order
Errantia. [Arenicola.]

t ar-e-nl-lit'-l'c, a. [Lat arena = sand ;

Gr. At'doc (lithos) — stone.] Pertaining to
sandstone. (Kirwan.)

arenke, a reng e, adv. [O. Eng. o; renke

= rank.] In a row ; in a series.
" And ladde him and his monekei

In to a well fair halle.
And sette him adoun arenke.
And wosche here fet alle."

MS.ffarl., 2.277. f. W6. (Boucher.)

ar c n5»e, a. [Sp., Port., and Ital. arenoso

;

Lat. arenosus. ] Full of sand ; sandy. (John-
son.)

* a rent, *. [Contraction for Eng. annual
rent (?).] Annual rent (Scotch.)

". . . the inoneyU, or arent, or lyfrent . . ."—Actt.
Chat. I.

ar-e'-nu-lous, a. [Lat. arenula = fine sand ;

diminutive of arena = sand.] Full of fine
sand ; composed of fine-grained sand

; gritty.
(Glossog. Nov.)

are -Ala (Lat.\ ar-e-ole (Eng.\ a, [In

Ft. oriole; Sp. & Port areola; from Lat
areola = (I) a small open place, (2) a small
garden-bed; dimin. of area.] [Area.]

Physical Science : Any small area ; any
minute surface. Specially—
L Anatomy d> Medicine

:

1. A dark-coloured circle surrounding the
nipple. (Barclay, Ac)

2. A 'similar one surrounding the pock in
vaccination.

3. The interstices In areolar tissue.

".
. . as ossification advances between the rows,

these enps are of course converted into closed areola
of bone. —Todd e> Bowman; Phytiol. Anatn vol. L.
p. 11*.

IX Entom. (PL, Areolce): The small areaB,
spaces, or interstices into which the wings of
insects are divided by the nervures. They
are important for classification.m But. : The little spaces or areas on the
surface of any portion of a plant. Thus if, as
is often the case, the surface of a crustaceous
lichen is cracked in every direction, then the
spaces between the cracks are the areola:.

(Loudon: CycL of Plants, Glossary.)

are -*-lar, a. [Eng. areoUe); -ar.) Pertain-
ing to an areola.

**.
. . the cntis or areolar framework of the skin."—

Todd m Bowman : Phytiol. A not., vol. 11., p. 407.

areolar tissue.
1. Anut. : A tissue widely diffused through

the body, and composed of white and yellow
fibres, the former imparting to it strength,
and the latter elasticity. The two kinds of
fibres interlace with each other again and
again in the most complex manner. The in-
terstices left between them are of very unequal
size, and should not be called, as for a long
time they were, cells. Areolar tissue protects
from injury the parts of the body in which it

occurs, and when placed in the interstices of
other tissues it keeps the latter from moving
as freely as otherwise they would. The cutis
vera, or true skin, is composed of it, and it

abounds in the exterior parts of the muscles
and in the interstices between their fibres,
beneath the skin, on the surface of the
pharynx, and the oesophagus. (Todd <£ Bow-
man: Physiol. Anat.)

" This adipose tissue is generally found associated
with the areolar or connective tissue."— tieal-e: Bio-
platm (1872). f 182.

2, Bot. : A term occasionally applied to
cellular tissue.

ar-e'-o-late, a. [Mod. Lat areolatus; from
area.]

Phys. Science: Divided into a number of
Irregular squares or angular spaces.

Spec Bot. : Pertaining to such markings
as are left on the receptacles of certain com-
posite plants when the seeds have fallen off,

or to similar areolations. [Areola.] (Lindley.)

Entom. : Pertaining to the small spaces into
which the membranous wings of insects are
divided by the nervures which traverse them.

ar e 6 la tlon, a. [From Eng. areolate.]
Any small irregular square, angular space,
mesh, or cell in a tissue or other substance.

ar'-e-ole, s. [Areola.]

ar-e-om'-e-ter, *• [In Ger. areometer; Fr.
areometre ; Port, areometro ; from Gr. apaiot
(araios) = (l) thin, (2) porous, and ^eVnor
(metron) = a measure.] An instrument de-
signed to measure the specific gravity of
liquids. The simpler areome-
ters measure only the relative
weights of liquids. They con-
sist of a tube of glass, termi-
nated in a ball at its lower part,
and divided into equal portions
through its whole length. An-
other ball filled with mercury is

soldered below to keep it verti-
cal The depth to which it sinks
in various liquids is in the in-
verse ratio of their relative
specific gravities. In Fahren-
heit's areometer there is an ad-
justment by weights, so that the areometer.
volume of the part immersed is

constant, and thus the absolute specific gravity
of the liquid tested is ascertained, that of
water being previously fixed. (Glossog. Nov.,
<£c.)

ar e 6 met -ri-cal, a. [In Ger. arcometrisch;
Fr. areometrique.] [Areometer.] Pertaining
to the areometer. Measured by means of the
areometer. (Webster.)

ar-e-orn'-et-r& *. [In Ger. areometrie ; Fr.
ariom&trie.] The act or process of measuring
the specific gravity of liquids. (Webster.)

t Areop agist, [Eng. Areopag(us);
•ist.] The same as Areopaoite (q.v.i (Pen.
ifa?.) (Worcester.)

Ar-e-op -a-gite, a [Fr. arlopagite; Sp.,

Port
, Ital. , k Lat Areopagita ; Gr. 'AatioirayCrnt

(Areiopagites).'] A member of the Areopagus
(q.v.).

*\ . . Dionysiusthe Areopaoite, . .
."—Actt xrlLtL

Ar e-dp-a-glt -ic, a. [In Ital. Areopagitioo ;

Gr.
'

AfMionayiTiKos (Areiojjagitikos).^ Pertain-
ing to the Areopagus. (Knowles <t Worcester.)

Ar e op a-glt -ics, Ar e 6p-» git I ca,
s. [From Areopagittc (q.v.).] A work by
Milton, which he describes as a "speech for
the liberty of unlicensed printing. It has
been characterised by Prescott as perhaps the
most splendid argument the world had then
witnessed on behalf of intellectual liberty.

The name is taken either from the Areopagus
as the great fount of justice, or possibly from
the Areopagitica of Isocrates.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,
ox, wore, wolf; work, whA, son; mute, otto, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oa = e. ey= a. qu = kw.
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"The truth is that the Just Vindication consists
chiefly of garbled extracts from the Areopagitiai of
MiUiiii."

—

Mo.ca.atay j Hist. Bug,, chap. xix.

Ar-e-op'-a-gUS, *. (Ger. Areopag; Fr. Ario-

page; 8p., Port., & Ital. Areopago; Lat. Areo-
pagus; Gr. 'A(Hi.6irayos (Areiopagos), a hill

acred to Ares (Mars), ou the west side of the
Acropolis at Athens; 'Apcio? (Areios), adj. =
pertaining to Ares or Mars ; from v

Apnc (A res)

s= Mars, and irayo? (pagos)= a peak, a rocky hill.]

1. Spec : The highest court at Athens, so
called from the fact that its place of meeting
was upon the hill of Ares (Mars' Hill). It was
of great antiquity, and was said to have taken
its name from the legend of Ares having been
tried there by Poseidon for the murder of his
•on. Halirrhotius. The judges belonging to

THE AREOPAGUS.

it sat in the open air. They consisted of all

who had filled the archonship without having
been expelled from it for misconduct. The
cases which came before the court were
penally those which might result in the
infliction of capital punishment When Paul
pleaded the cause of Christianity before the
Court of Areopagus he addressed the most
august assembly which Athens could boast.
(Acts xvii. 19, 22.)

2. Gen. : A conference or congress consist-
ing of ambassadors or other dignified per-
sonages representing the several European
powers.
"We shall know how to prove to Europe by the

attitude we now observe that Roumanla deserved
better of the European Areopaaut."—Timet, July 18,
1878 ; Speech of Prince Charles o/Roumania.

ar -e-6-style, *. [Ar^eostyle.]

ar-e-c^-s^s'-tyle, s. [Ar.eosystyle.]

t ar-e-ii-tec-ton -Ics, * ar-e-*-tSc-t6n'-
icks, s. [In Fr. arhtectonique ; Gr. 'Apeios
(Areios) = devoted to Mars, martial, and t*k-
toukos (tektonikos) = practised or skilled in
building ; rtKruv (tekton)= a carpenter.]

Fortification: That part of the science of
fortification which teaches, or at any rate
attempts to teach, how to encounter an enemy
as advantageously as possible. (Glossog. Nov.,
2nd ed.)

* ar-e-6t'-ic, * ar-e-St'-lok, a. & s. [Gr.

opaid* (araios) = (l) thin, narrow, slight,

(2) porous, spongy.]

1. As adjective: Pertaining to an attenuant

;

having the property of dissolving viscidities.
(See the substantive.]

2. As substantive : An attenuant ; a medicine
designed to dissolve viscidities, to promote
the removal of morbific matter by means of
perspiration, and healthfully to attenuate the
frame.

iir'-er (pi. ar'-er-Is), s. [Apparently from
Low Lat. hmr&litarius = an heir.] An heir.
(Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

* a-re re, v.t. & i. [A.S. aroeran = to rear
up ; armrnes = a raising.]

A. Transitive:

1. To raise.

"... that be with his steuene the atoruene
arearede -MS. Cott., Titue, I>. xviiL, fo. 13». (S. in
Boucher.

)

2. To excite.

" Crystendom how they gonne arere."
Octavian, T. 21. [S. in Boucher.)

R. Intransitive : To rear, to stand on the
hind-legs, as a horse.

Ar'-es, s. [Gr. *Apn* (Ares)."] The god of war

in the Greek mytho-
logy, son of Zeus and
Hero, corresponding
to Mars in that of
the Romans. He was
worshipped princi-

pally in Thrace and
Scythia, The people of
Greece proper, though
constantly engaged in

war, seem to have paid
but little attention to

his worship.
" The twelve great gods

and goddesses of Olym-
pus, — Zeus, Poseidon,
Apollo, Ar4t, HCph.'wstofl.

Hermes, Hert. Athene,
Artemis, Aphrodite, Hes-
tia, IWrueWr." — Grate:
Biet. of Greece, pt- 1., ARES,
chap. L

* are se, v.i. [A.S. areosan = to fall down, to
perish.] To totter. (Sevyn Sages, i. 215.)

* a re son. * a re soun, v.t. [Fr. arrai-
soner= to attempt to persuade by reasons;
0. Fr. aresoner = to interrogate, to reason

;

Low Lat. arrationare.]

1. To reason with ; to attempt to persuade.
"Ther foure at Rome was to areeon the Pope."—

Chron., p. 314.

2. To interrogate. (Sir Tristrem, p. 34, st. 51.)

3. To censure.

4. To arraign.

* a-rest ', • a-rest'e, 5. [Arrest.]

'a-reste, * a re est, * a re est-yd.
* re est yd, . [Restv.] Rancid or " resty,"
as flesh. (Prompt. Parv.)

* a resU-nease, s. [O. Eng. areste; -nesse.]

Rancidity. (Prompt. Parv.)

*
r a-rest -er, s. Old spelling of Arrester.

* a-res'-tyn, v.t. Old spelling of Arrest.

ar-e-ta -Ics, *. [Aretology.]

are te, s. [Ft., from Lat. arista = an ear of
corn ; cf. acer and aro.) (See extract.)

" I have heard an arete described as an infinitely
narrow ridge of rock with an everlasting vertical pre-
cipice on one side, and one longer and steeper on the
other."—Rev. J. f. Hardy, in Peaks. Passes, A Glaciers
(I860), p. 210.

Are thu -sa, s. [Lat Arethusa ; Gr. 'Ape-

0ovo-a. (Arethousa).

1. Class. Myth. : One of Diana's nymphs,
who was transformed into a fountain.

2. Ancient Geog. : The name of several foun-
tains, and notably one at Syracuse.

Z. Astron. : An asteroid, the ninety-fifth
found. It was discovered by Luther on the
23rd of November, 1867.

4. Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Orchidacete, or Orchids. The only
known species is A. bullosa, found in North
America.

a-re'-tiE-a, s. [From Benoit Aretio, a Swiss,
Professor in the University of Berne. He
died in 1574.] A genus of plants belonging to
the order Primulaceffi, or Primworts. The
species, which are brought from Switzerland
and the Pyrenees, are peculiarly suitable for
rock-work.

t &r-St-Sl-$-g*. &r-6-ta'-Jo», ». [Gr. (1)
ape-nj (arete) — manliness, virtue in the Roman
sense, goodness, excellence

; (2) \6yos (logos) =
. . . discourse.] That part of Ethics which
treats specially of virtue.

* a-ret te, v.t. [Arret.]

* a-ret'-tjft, pa. par. [Arret.]

a-reu', * areghwe (a-rii) (gh silent), *.

[Aroh.] Fear.

" That he not areghwe hit ne forlete."
Rule A Nyghtingale, 1,404. (S. in Boucher.)

*a-rew'(rew = ru), v.(. [Rue, v.] To com-
passionate.

" Jhevn Crist arete hem sore,
And selde he wolde racche hem thore."

MS. Harl., 2.VA, 1. W. {S. in Boucher.)

a-rew', a-rew e (rew = ru), adv. [Old
Eng. a, and rew = row.] In a row.

__ " Her hew
Was wan and leane, that all her teeth arew
And all her bones might through her cheekes be red."

Spenser: F.Q.,V. xii. M.

ar fved -son ite, ar-fwfid -s6n-ite, s.

{In Ger. ar/wedsonit; from Arjwedson, the

discoverer of lithia, and Eng. suff. -it*.] A.

mineral classed by Dana under his Amphi-
bole group and sub-group of Bisilicates. Its
crystals are probably monoclinic. Its hard-
ness is 6; its sp. gr. 3*329 to 1089 ; the
lustre vitreous ; the colour pure black in
masses, deep green or brown in thin scales.
Composition: silica, 46'57 to 51*22; alumina,
2 00 to 341 ; protoxide of iron, to 24*38

;

protoxide of manganese, 062 to 7*46 ; mag-
nesia, 0*42 to 5*88 ; lime, 1*56 to 5*91 ; soda,

to 2*96; chlorine, 0*24; titanic acid, 202.
It occurs in Greenland, Norway, Ate.

* ar -gal, adv. [Corrupted from Lat. ergo =a

therefore.] Therefore.
"... the gallows is built stronger than the church I

argal. the gallows may do well to thee."—Shaketp.

:

Hamlet, v. 1.

ar -gal, s. [Argol. ]

ar ga la, s. [Hind.]

Zool. : Cicoiiui argala, the adjutant (q.v.).

ar -gall, s. [The Mongolian name.]

Zool. : A wild sheep, Ovis ammon, or 0.
argali, perhaps the dishon of the Pentateuch,
from the mountains and steppes of Northern
Asia.

ar gand lamp, s, [So called after Aims
Argand, a Genevese, who invented it about

AR«AND LAMP.

the year 1782.] A lamp with the wick made
hollow, so as to admit air to both surfaces of
the flame with the effect of much increasing
the light and heat. The same principle has
also been adapted successfully to gas-burners.

Ar'-ge-an, a. [Lat. Arg(o) ; Eng. suffix -ean.

In Lat argous, from -4r<;o, Jason's vessel (see
Argo).] Pertaining to the old ship Argo,
that in which Jason is represented as having
sailed in quest of the golden fleece.

ar gel, ar -ghel, s. [Mod. Syriae.l A name
given in Syria and the Levant to the Cynan-
chum or Solenostemma argel, an asclepiada-
ceous plant, the leaves of which are used in
Egypt for adulterating senna. (Lindley.)

ar ge-ma, s. [In Sp. & Lat. argema; Gr.

apyc/ios (argemos), apyeftov (argemon), and ap-
yefia (argema); from apyos (argos) = shining,
bright.] A small white speck or ulcer partly
on the cornea, and partly on the sclerotic coat
of the eye.

ar-g£m'-$-ne, *. [Fr. argimone; Sp., Port., &
Ital. argemone; Lat. argemone ; Gr. apye/nwnj
argemone), either a kind of poppy or an adonis

;

from Lat. argema = Gr. apye^.a (argema) = a
small ulcer in the eye, for which the argemone
was believed to be a proper application.!
[Argema.]

* A. Ordinary language : The wild tansy.
(Minsheu.)

B. Technically

:

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
family Papaveraces, or Poppy-worts. It has
three sepals and six petals. The A. Mexicana,
believed, as its name imports, to have come
from Mexico, is now common in India and
other warm countries in the Old World as
well as in the New. It has conspicuous yellow
flowers. From having its calyx prickly, it is

often called Mexican Thistle. The yellow
juice, when reduced to consistence, resembles
gamboge. It is detersive. The seeds are a
more powerful narcotic than opium.

boil, >>6>; p6ut, J6>1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist ph = fc
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Silvery-white, brilliant

ar'-gent, * ar -gente, ». & a. [In Fr. ar-
gents. ; Sp. argen ; Port. * Hal. argento ; Lat.
argent-urn ; Gr.

_
apyvpoc (arjuros) = the white

metal, silver ; apyoe (argot) = shining, bright

;

Sanaa ragatam = silver ; ragatas = white ; ra-
gdrm — to shine ; argunas = light, from the
root arg. The Teutons have quite a different
word for silver, which is in AS. seolfer,
seoljbr, syl/or; Sw. silfver ; Dan. solv ; Dut.
silver; Oer. sifber. Probably, therefore, the
discovery of silver was not made till the Teu-
tonic race had separated from the old Aryan
nations in Central Asia, which gave origin to
nearly all the European nations. Or they
may have forgotten it, and after some ages
re-discovered it independently.]

A. As substantive : Silver, figuratively
rather than literally.

1. Ordinary Language : Used of the silvery
colour of certain clouds or their margins, or
anything white and shining.

" The polish'd argent of her breast to tight
Laid bare."

Tennyeon : A Dream of Fair Women.
" And soft, reflected clouds of gold and argent t"

Longfellow : The Golden Legend, i.

2. Her. : Used of the silvery colour on coats
of arms. In the arms
of princes it is some-
times called Lune, and
in those of peers, Pearl
In engravings it is gene-
rally represented by the
natural colour of the
paper. It is intended to
symbolise purity, inno-
cence, beauty, or gentle-
ness, graces which add
a lustre and attractive-
ness to their possessor
like that of silver lit up
by the rays of the sun.

" He beareth gules upon his shield,
A chevron argent in the field."
Longfellow: Tale* of a Wageide Inn. Prelude.

B. As adjective
white ; shining.

1, Ordinary Language

:

" Or ask of yonder argent fields above.
Why Jove t satellites are lees than Jore !"—Pope

2. Technically. Vied—
(a) Zool : Of the scales of fishes, or of sil-

very markings on the wings of insects.

(b) Her. : Of the colouring on coats of arms.
" Rlualdo flings

As swift as flery lightning kindled new

;

Ufl argent eagle with ber silver wings.
In field of azure, fair Erminia knew. —Fairfax.

argent and sable moth. The Mela-
nippe hastata. Its colour is delicate creamy-
white, with jet-black markings. It belongs to
the family Geometridsa.

argent content. Ready money. (Scotch.)
" K!°» .

wV",?,ln> "i W •"« hundreth thousand
pounilii striuelmg for his redemption, the ane half to

llP* 5
urgent content.-—BeUend. : Chron.. bk.

argent-horned, a. Silver-horned.
" Bright aa the argent-horned moone."

Lovelace : Luc., p. 151.

argent-lidded, a. Having silvery or
shining lids. (Poetical)

14 Serene with' argent-lidded eyes."
Tennyson / Recci. of the Arabian .Vlghlt.

* argent-vive, «. [Fr.) Quicksilver,
mercury. (Ben Jonson.)

*r-gen'-tal,o. [Fr. argental ; Ital. argentale.)
Pertaining to silver ; consisting of silver

;

containing silver as one of its ingredients •

having silver combined with it.

ar-geh-tan, a [From Lat argcntum =
silver.) " German silver

;

" an alloy of nickel
with copper and zinc.

ar-gen-ta -tion, «. [From Lat. argentatus
= plated or ornamented with silver.] A coat-
ing with silver. (Johnson.)

ar gen -tic, a. [Lat argent(um); Eng. suffix
-fc.) Pertaining or relating to silver; com-
posed in whole or in part of silver ; obtained
from silver.

Chem.: Argentic salts are distinguished by
giving with hydrochloric acid a white precipi-
tate of argentic chloride (AgCl), which is in-
soluble in boiling water and in nitric acid, but
dissolved by ammonia without blackening.
Argentic sulphide (Ag,8) is black ; argentic
phosphate (AgsPOJ is yellow ; argentic chro-

mate (Ag2C204) is brick-red ; Ag,C03 is white,
insoluble in water, soluble in nitric acid or in
ammonia. Caustic alkalies give a brown pre-
cipitate of AgoO, which is soluble in ammonia.
Argentic Iodide (Agl) is a pale yellow colour,
insoluble in ammonia or in nitric acid.

Argentic Chloride (AgCl) is obtained as a
curdy-white precipitate by adding a soluble
chloride to argentic nitrate. It is insoluble
in water and in acids, but dissolves in ammo-
nia, in potassic cyanide, and is slightly dis-
solved by a saturated solution of sodium
chloride. When melted it looks like horn,
hence it has been called horn silver. It is

acted upon by light. The chloride, iodide, and
bromide are used in photography.
Argentic nitrate (AgNOj) is obtained by

dissolving silver in nitric acid. It crystallises
in transparent anhydrous colourless tables,
soluble in their own weight of cold water, and
in half their weight of boiling water ; it is also
soluble in alcohol. When fused it is called
lunar caustic, and is used for marking ink
and to dye hair. It is used in medicine as a
caustic lor wounds, and is administered in-
ternally in small doses as an astringent and
alterative to the mucous coats of the stomach.
It; also acts as a tonic ; but it stains the skin
a blue leaden colour when it has been taken
for a long time. It has been given for epilepsy.

Argentic oxide (Ag./)) is a brown powder,
which is obtained by adding caustic potash to
argentic nitrate. It is a powerful base, de-
composed at red heat into silver and oxygen.

ar gen ti na, s. [From Lat. argcntum =
silver.) A genus of fishes belonging to the
Salmonidse, or Salmon family. Linna-us
founded it for the Argentine, described below.

argentine, a. As. [In Fr. argentin ; Port.
& ital. argentine.)

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to silver.

2. Made in whole or in part of silver.
" With an antick deaurate with letters argentine "

Uilma fall of Rebellion. {Boucher.)

3. Silvery in aspect

4. Sounding with a tone like that of silver.

B. As substantive

:

L Min. [InGer. &Fr. argentin.) A mineral,
a pearly lamellar variety of Calcite. It is of a
white, greyish, yellowish, or reddish colour.
[Calcite.]

2. Zool : Any species of the genus Argen-
tina. Spec., a small fish of brilliant aspect,
the Scopelus humboldtii of Cuvier, and the
Argentina sphyrama of Pennant and Fleming.
It belongs to the Salmonidae. Yarrell, in 1S30,
mentioned that it had been taken three times
on the British coasts.

3. Qeog. : An inhabitant of some one of (he
provinces belonging to the Argentine Con-
federation ; a La Platan.

Argentine Confederation or Ar-
gentine Republic : A South American
Republic—that of La Plata— lying along and
south from the great La Plata river. Its
capital is Buenos Ayres. Though there are
silver mines within this vast region, yet it is

not after them that the territory is named.
Argentine, from 8p. arpenffl=silver, is simply
a synonym for plata = silver, in the term Rio
de la Plata = river of silver. Under the reflec-
tion of the sun's rays, every river presents a
silvery aspect, the Rio de la Plata in this
respect not surpassing a multitude of others.

ar'-gen-tite, s. [Lat. argcntum = silver,
and Eng. suffix -ite.) A mineral placed
by Dana at the head of his Galena group of
minerals. It occurs in isometric crystals ; also
reticulated, arborescent, and filiform. The
hanlness is 2—25; sp. gr„ 7196— 7'365

;

lustre, metallic. It is opaque, has a sub-con-
choidal fracture, and is perfectly sectile. It
consists of about 12'9 parts of sulphur, and
871 of silver. It is found in Cornwall, also
in Germany, Norway, Hungary, the Ural
Mountains, and America. It is closely akin
to Argentopyrite and Salpalte (q.v.).

ar gen to py r ite (pyr = pir), ». [L»t.
argcntum = silver, and Gr. irvpmrc (purites),
adj. = ol or in Are ; s = pyrites ; irvp (pur)
= flre.] A mineral made a species by Watters-
hausen, but now shown to be a pseudo-morph,
composed if argentite, marcasite, pyrrhotfte,
and pyrargite. Dana classes it with the first
of these species.

ar-gen '-toils, a. [Lat. argcntum, and Eng.
suffix -ous = full of. In Fr. argenteux ; Port.
& Ital. argenteo ; Lat. argenteus.)

Argentous oxide is prepared by heating ar-
gentic citrate iu a stream of hvdrogen to 100*.
The residue is mixed with potash, which pre-
cipitates the oxide as a black powder. Its
salts are of uo importance.

ar gen -turn (genit. ar-geh'-ti), s. [Lat
= silver. ] [Argent.]

Chem. : A monatomic metallic element

;

symb., Ag ; atomic weight, 108 ; sp. gr., 105

;

melting point, 1023° C. A white malleable
ductile metal. It is not acted upon by air or
moisture. When melted it absorbs oxygen,
which is liberated when the metal cools. It
is scarcely acted upon by hydrochloric acid,
but easily dissolved by nitric acid. It has
great affinity for sulphur, and tarnishes iu the
air. [Silver.]

* argentum album, s. (Literally =
white silver. ] Formerly, silver coin or pieces
of silver which passed for money.

* argentum Del. [Literally = God's
silver.] "God's penny:" earnest money
given to confirm a bargain.

* argentum vivum. [Lit. = living
silver.] Quicksilver, mercury. (Glossog. Sova!)

•argh, • ergh, 'arch (ch guttural), v.l
[A.8. earsrt'aa.] To hesitate ; to be reluctant

" Antenor arghet with austeme wordea,"
Destruction of Troy, 1,978.

* arghe, * ar we, * ar'-egh, * erke
(0. Eng.), * argh, • airgh, * ergh,
* arch, • eroh (Scotch), (gh, ch guttural), o.

[A.S. earg, earh = (1) inert, weak, timid, evil,

wretched, (2) swift, fleeing through fear ; arg
= wicked, bad : arh = mean ; Icel. ortfr.J
[Arch, o.]

L Timid.
" That day nought so arghe he ea."

Nauyngton : Myrrour. (S. in Boucher.)

"And thou art aa aryee coward."
Alitaunder. 1. 3,8*1 llbid.)

2. Indolent ; averse to work from timidity
or other cause.

" And if that dede be not erl-e."

Romaunl of the Bote. 4,854.

argh nes, * ar ch ness, s. [O. Eng. &
Scotch argh = arch ; and Eng. suff. -ness.)

(0. Bng. & Scotch.)

1. Reluctance, backwardness, sluggishness.
" Arghuet ot goodedede to begyn,"

Nauyngton: Myrrour. ($. in Boucher.)
". . . and must regret their archnett to improve

such an opportunity.'— iroodrow: Biet., I. xxxii.

2. Sarcastically: Niggardliness. (Scotch.)
" For archneu to bad in a grote,
Ue had no will to fie a vote."

Legend, Bp. S. A ndroit, p. J3S.

af-gll, «. [Fr. argile = clay ; Sp. & Port
argilla, arcillu ; Ital. argiglvx, argillo : Lat
argilla ; Gr. apviAAoc (argillos) or apylXoc (ai*

gilos) = white clay, potters' earth.) [Argent.]

L White clay, potters' earth.

2. In compos. : Alumina.
"Clay, strictly speaking, is a mixture of slier, or

flint, with a large proportion, usually aboutone fourth.
of alumlne or argil.' —Lgelt : Manual of Geology, ith
ed., London, 1852, p. 11.

ar-gil-la'-ce-ous, o. [In Fr. argilace : Port
argillaceo; Lat. argiUaceus ; from argilla.)

Consisting in whole or in considerable measure
of clay ; clayey.

argillaceous rocks. Rocks into the
composition of which alumina pretty largely
enters. When breathed upon they give out a
peculiar earthy odour, arising from alumina
apparently combined with oxide of iron Ex-
ample : mud, clay, shale. (Lyell : Geology.)

argillaceous schist. Another name
for Clav Slate (q.v.). (Ibid.)

ar-gn-Ur-er-ous, o. [Fr. argili/ere, from
Lat argilla = white clay, and fero = to bear.J
Producing white clay ; applied to earths
abounding with argil.

t ar-gfl'-lite, *. [Aroillvte.]

t ar-gfl-Ut'-Io, o. [Aroillvtic.]

ar-gQ-ld, only in composition. [Arotl.]
Alumina, or clay, in chemical combination with
some other mineral substance. [Argil.)

iate, fitt, fare, amidst, what, rail, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p8t,
or. wore. wolf. work. whd. son ; mute, oub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. ». as = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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argillo -arenaceous, a. Containing

alumina, or clay, in combination with sand.

[Arehaceous.]

argillo - calcareous, a. Containing
alumina, or clay, in combination with lime,

or rather with carbonate of lime.

argillo-calcite, s. [In Ger. argillo-

ktUcit.) A mineral or rock consisting of alu-

mina in combination with lime.

argillo -ferruginous, a. Containing
alumina or clay in combination with iron.

[Ferruoinous.] In Phillips' Mineralogy, 2nd
ed. (1819), there figures among the varieties of

limestone one, the third in order, called

argillo-ftrruginous limestone. Under it are

included Calp, Aberthaw limestone, and blue
and white lias. These are now looked at

almost exclusively from the geological point
of view, and are arranged not according to

their chemical composition, but according to

their relative ages as ascertained by tluir

stratigraphical position and their fossil re-

mains.

* argillo-murite, s. [In Ger. argillo-

murit ; from Lat. (1) argillo and (2) muria =
brine, salt water.]

Old Min, : A variety of Magnesite not now
recognized.

ar-glll-or -nis, 8. [Gr. apyiAAos (argUlos) —
white clay, and 6pm (ornis) = a bird.]

Palceant. : A genus of fossil birds founded
by Prof. Owen on remains obtained by Mr.
W. H. Shrubsole from the London clay of

Sheppey. The A. Umgipennis (Owen) was pro-

bably a long-winged natatorial bird most
nearly related to Diomedea, but exceeding the

D. exulans, or Albatross, in size. (Q. J. Geol.

Soc, vol. xxxiii., 1877.)

t ar-gil'-lous, a. [Lat. argiUosus = consist-

ing of clay, from argilla = white clay. In Fr.

argileux; Sp. arcilloso ; Ital. argiglioso; Gr.

opytAAcoon* (argillodes), or dpyt\a>6n^ (ar^i-

lodes).] Consisting in whole or in part

of clay ; pertaining to clay ; derived from
clay.

"Albuquerque derives this redness from the sand
and argUlous earth at the bottom."—Browne; Vulgar
Errourt,

argil -lyte, t ar-gil'-lito, s. [Gr.ipyiAAo?

(argillos) = white clay ; and suff. -yte, given by
Dana to rocks, as contradistinguished from
minerals, which receive the termination -ite.

Both are from Gr. ittjs (ftc*) = of the nature of.]

Another name for Clay Slate (q.v.).

" A rgiltyte and talcote schist generally contain more
or leu of orthoclase in a crypto-crystalline or undis-
tinguishable state."—Dana : Min., 5th ed., p. 539.

ar-gil-l^t -Ic, t ar-gO-lit ic, a. [Eng.
argillyte (q.v.), and suff, -ic.]

Ar'-give, o. & s. [Lat. Argivus; Gr. 'Apyelos

(Argeios).]

A* As adjective : Pertaining or relating to

Argos, the capital of Argolis, in the Pelopon-
nesus ; or to the Greeks generally.

" I see thee trembling, weeping, captive led,

In Argive looms our battles to design."
Pope; Bomer't Iliad, book vt., 680.

B. As substantive ; A native of Argos

;

hence, a Greek in general.
" Lest any Argive at this hour awake."

Pope; Homer's Iliad, bk. xxiv., 818.

Ar'-gO, s. [Lat. Argo ; Gr. 'Apyw (Argo) ; from
dpyos (argos) = swift.]

1. The ship, fabled by the poets to be the
first vessel ever made, in which Jason and
his crew sailed to Colchis in quest of the
"golden fleece."

2. The constellation Argo Navis (q.v.).

Argo Navis. [Lat. = the ship Argo.
In Sp. Argonave.]

Astron. : A very extensive southern constel-
lation introduced by the ancients. Its incon-
venient extent has led Sir John Herschel to
subdivide it into four parts, by which altera-

tion the stars are more readily referred to.

These subdivisions are Carina, Puppis, Vela,
and Malus. Its principal star is Canopus
(q.v.).

Ar-gd'-an, a. [Lat Argons ; Gr. *Apyuk>?

(Argdos).] Pertaining or relating to the good
ship Argo.

* ar'-goil, «. [Akool (2).]

ar-gol (1), s. [Archil.]

ar-gol (2), tar-gal, tar-gil, *ar'-gSU,
s, [From the same root as argil (?) (q.v.).]

Comm. : An impure acid potassium tartrate

deposited during the fermentation of grape-
juice, as it is less soluble in dilute alcohol
than in water. Tartaric acid is obtained from
it. It is much used in dyeing to dispose the
stuffs to take their colore better. When
properly purified by chemical processes it

then becomes cream of tartar.

Ar-g&T-ic, a. [Lat. Argolicus ; Gr. 'ApyoAia-ds

(Argolikos).] Pertaining orrelating toArgolis,
a district in the Peloponnesus.

ar-gdl'-O-gJ, 5. [Gr. apyoAoyta (argotogia);

from apyos (argos), contr. from oepyds (aergos)

= not working, idle : a, priv., and ipyov (ergon)
= a work ; Aoyoc (logos) — a discourse. ] Idle
speaking. (Cockeram.

)

ar'-gi>n, s. A new constituent of the atmos-
phere discovered in 1894 by Lord Rayleigh and
Prof. Ramsay. It is possibly a triatomic form
of nitrogen.

Ar'-go-naut, ar -go naut, ar-g5-na'u-
ta, s, [In Ft. Argonaute ; Sp. & Port, (pi.)

Argonautas ; Ital. (pi.) Argonauti ; Lat. (sing.)

Argonauta ; Gr. Apyovaurns (Argonautes)

;

"Apyul (Argo), the ship so called, and ifivnjs

(nautes) = a sailor ; from vavs (nans)= a ship.]

A, Of the form Argonaut (Argonaut in the

singular, and Argonauts in the plural)

:

1. Argonaut : One of the heroes who accom-
panied Jason in the ship Argo when he sailed

on his mythic voyage in quest of the *' golden
fleece." (Generally used in the plural, Ar-
gonauts. )

"... where the boxing contest took place between
the King Amyous and the Argonaut Pollux.''—Grote:
Hist. Greece, pt. i., chap. xill.

". , . this was a signal to the Argonauts'—Ibid.

2. A cephalopod mollusc. [B., Argonauta.]

B. Ofthe form Argonauta: A genus of cepha-
lopod molluscs, the typical one of the family
Argonautidse. The best known species is the
Argonaut, or Paper Sailor. The shell is thin

ARGONAUT.

and translucent. Aristotle supposed that it

floated with the concave side up, the animal
holding out its amis, after the manner of sails,

to catch the breeze. Poets have ever since

repeated the fable ; but naturalists know that
when the Argonaut floats the sail-shaped arms
are applied closely to the sides of the shell,

and when the animal crawls at the bottom
the so-called boat is reversed like the shell of

a snail. In 1875, Tate estimated the known
species at four recent and two fossil, the
latter being from the tertiary rocks.

Ar-gd-na'Ut-Ic, a. [Eng. Argonaut; -ic.}

Pertaining to the Argonauts or their cele-

brated expedition.

". . . the Argonautic expedition . .
."—ThirhcaU

:

Hist. Greece, chap. v.

Ar-gd-na'ut-Ics, s. [Argonautic.1 Any
poem of which the Argonautic expedition is

the theme.

ar-go-na'ut-i-dsa, s. pi. [Arqonatjta.] A
family of dibranchiate cephalopodous mol-
luscs, the first of the section Octopoda or
Octopods. The dorsal arms (of the female)
are webbed at the extremity, secreting a sym-
metrical involuted Bhell. The mantle is sup-
ported in front by a single ridge on the funnel
(Woodward). It contains but the single genus
Argonauta (q.v.).

Ar-g5 Na'-vis, s. [Aroo.]

ar go-sy, tar-go sic, tar-gu-so a,
* rag'-U-sy; s. [Ital. una Ragu&ea (nave).

Ragusa itself appears in sixteenth century
English as Aragouse, Aragosa, whence the
natural substitution of argnsea for ragusea.
(AihencBunx, March 1, 1884.)] A large vessel
designed for carrying merchandise; a carrack.

" Your argosies with portly sail, . . .

Do overpeer the petty traffickers.

"

Shaketp. ; Merchant of Venice, L 1.

ar -got (( silent), 5. [Fr.] A term originally

applied to the language in use among thieves

and bad characters generally in France ; now
extended to any slang.

ar'-gu-a-ble, a. [Eng. argue; •able.'] Which
may be argued ; which cannot, primd facie, be
set aside as absurd. (Ed. Rev.) (Worcester.)

" The neutrallxatlon of a certain area of arguable

Sround is a very clever phrase for which Lord Cairns
esires theological or at least episcopal thanks."—

Daily Telegraph, June 11, 1874.

ar'-gue, v.t. & i. [In Ft. arguer — to speak
against, to accuse. Prov., Sp., & Port arguir

;

Ital. arguire; from Lat. arguo, v.t. = to make
clear, prove, assert, declare

;
possibly from

the root arg.~\ [Argent.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. [Directly from Fr. arguer."] (See etym.)
To find fault with ; to accuse ; to charge with.

(Often followed by of.)

"The false Matabrune . . . reproved her of the
faults that her self bad made, arguing her without a
cause."—Eelyat, p. 28. {Boucher.)

"I have pleaded guilty to all thoughts and ex-
pressions of mine, which can be truly argued o* ob-
scenity, nmfaneness, or immorality, and retract
them. —Dryden: Fable*.

2. [Directly from Lat. arguo.] (See etym.)

• (a) To debate a question. (See II.)

(6) To prove, to show, to evince ; to exhibit

by reasoning, perception, or somo other satis-

factory process.
" Not to know me, argues yourselves unknown."

Atilton; P. L., bk. fv.

(c) To persuade ; to conduct by argument to

a certain intellectual conclusion, or to a course

of conduct.
** It is a sort of poetical logick, which I would mak*

use of, to argue you into a protection of this play."—
Congreve; Dedication to Old Batchelor.

IL Technically;

Law : To debate a question in law, or in fact

by means of opposing counsel, each doing his

best to establish his case to the satisfaction of

a judge and jury.

B. Intransitive:

1. To reason in favor ol a proposition or

against it ; to attempt to establish or refute a
statement.

" 'If the Convention'—it was thus that he argued—
' was not a Parliument. how can we be a Parliament ?'

'

—Macaulay ; Hitt. Eng., ch. xv.

2. To reason with or against an opponent

;

to attempt to convince or silence him ; or if

that be not practicable, then to show others

that he has been beaten in the intellectual

encounter. (Followed by against or with.)
" He that, by often arguing against his own sense,

imposes falsehoods on others, is not far from believing
h i insel f."—Locke.

" I do not see how they can argue with any one
without setting down strict boundaries."—Ibid.

ar'-gued, pa. par. & a. [Argue, v.t]

ar'-gu-er, s. [Eng. argu(e); -er.] One who
argues ; a disputant, a controversialist.

" Men are ashamed to be proselytes to a weak arguer,
as thinking they must part with their reputation as

well as their sin."—Decay of Piety.

ar'-gu-fy,v.(. &i. [Eng. argute), s. ; -/y(q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To signify. {Shenstone : To a
Friend.)

B. Intrans. : To argue. (Combe : Dr. Syntax,

Tour ii., c. v.)

ar'-gu-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Ar«u*J

A. As pr. par. & a, : (See the verty

B. As subst. : Argumentation,
" It will in time

Win upon power, and throw forth greater theme*
For Insurrection's arguing."

Shakesp. : Coriulanus, i. 1.

" But what doth your arguing reprove,"—Job vi. 9C

ar-gu'-1Ih1», s. pi. [Arotjlds.] A family of

Entomostracans belonging to the order Para-

sita, or, by another arrangement, to the order

Siphonostomata, and the first tribe Pelto-

cephala. [Argulus. ]

boll, bo~y ; pout, jowl ; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, ^enophon, exist, -inff,

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. tious, sious, -clous ** shiis. -hie, -die, &c. •= bel, del.
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ar-gu lus, *. [Diminutive from 6f. ajy&s

(argos) = . . . swift] A genus of Entomostra-
cans, the typical one of the family Argulida.
The A. fol iaceus is a common parasite upon
various fresh-water fishes.

argument, ar-gu m6nte, s. [In Sw.

t argument ; Fr. argument ; 8p. & Port, argu-
mento; Ital. argomento, argumento ; Lat ar-

gumentum = (1) proof, evidence
; (2) a logical

conclusion ; (3) the subject of any written
composition, theme, plot, &c : from arguo.]

[Argue.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act or process of reasoning, argumen-
tation, contention, controversy.

"Which [obstinacy 1 . . . though proof to argument,
tu easily shaken by caprice.'

—

idacaulay : But. Eng.,
ch. xi i.

IT- The state of being argued about : as,

whilst this was under argument ;" meaning,
whilst it was in the state of being argued
About.

JIL That about which arguing, debate, or
reasoning takes place, or the reasons adduced.

1. Gen. ; A theme or topic for argumenta-
tion ; the subject of any reasoning, discourse,

or writing.
"... what in me it dark.

Illumine ; what is low. raise and support

;

That to the height of this great argument
I may assert Eternal Providence,
And justify the

2. Spec..* The contents of any book pre-

sented as an abstract
" The argument of the work, that is. its principal

action, the ceconomy and disposition of it. are the
things which distinguish copies from originals."—
Dryden.

IV. The reasons adduced in support of any
assertion. (This is now the most common
use of the word.)

"... and fill my month with a rguments. "—%fob
xxlil.4.

H When it is not stated whether one reasons
for or against a proposition, the word argu-
ment is followed by about, concerning, regard-

ing, or some such preposition, when it is

stated, then an argument to establish a pro-

rsition is said to be for or in favour of it {to

is now obsolete) ; and when to controvert
it, then against is the term used.

" If the Idea be not agreed on betwixt the speaker
and hearer, the argument is not about things, but
nr-Q&M. "— Locke.

"The best moral argument to patience. In my
opinion. Is the advantage of patience itself. "—Tillotton.

"This, before that revelation had enlightened the
world, was the very best argument for a future state."—A tterbury.

B. Technically:

1. Logic : An expression in which, from
something laid down as granted, something
else is deduced, i.e., must be admitted to be
true as necessarily resulting from the other.
Reasoning expressed in words is argument,
and an argument stated at full length, and
in its regular form, is a syllogism. Every
argument consists of two parts—that which
is proved, and that by which it is proved.
Before the former is established it is called

the question, and when established, the con-
clusion, or inference ; and that which is em-
ployed to effect this result, the premises.
{WhaUly : Logic, bk. ii., cb, iii., § 1.) [Argu-
mentatum. ]

2. Astron. : Any number or quantity by
Which another may be found. (Hind.)

Argument of latitude: The distance of a body
from one of the nodes of its orbit upon which
the latitude depends. (Hind.) [Node.]

"Argument of the Moon's /Altitude Is her Distance
from the Dragon's Head or Tall, which are her two
Nodes."

—

Qlossog. Nova.

* ar ru merit, v.i. [From the substantive.

In 8w. argumen (era ; Fr. argumenter ; 8p. 6
Port argumentar ; Ital. argomentart, argu-
mentare.] To reason about anything.

" Bat yet they argumenten faste
Upon the pope and his estate."

Sower; Con/. Am.. Prolog.

t ar-gu-ment -a-ble, a. [Eng. argument

;

-able.] Which admits of argument. (Chalmers.)

ar-gu-men'-tal, a. [Lat. argumentalit.]

Pertaining to or containing argument
" Afflicted sens* thou kindly dost set free,
Opprees'd with argumental tyranny ;

And routed reason finds a safe retreat in thee."
Pope.

ar gu men-ta Hon, a [Fr. argumentation

;

8p. argumentation ; Port argumentacao ; Ital.

argcmcntajione ; Lat. argumentatio, from ar-

gumentor =z to adduce proof
;

pa. par. argu-
meittatus, from argwnentum = an argument]

Logic and Ordinary Language :

1. The act or process of reasoning ; that is,

of drawing a deductive inference from pre-

mises given, or of inductively making a gene-
ralisation from a multitude of facts carefully

brought together and sifted.

"Argumentation is that operation of the mind
whereby we infer one proposition from two or more
propositions premised ; or it is the drawing a conclu-
sion, which before was unknown or doubtful, from
some propositions more known and evident : so when
we have judged that matter cannot think, and that the
mind of man doth think ; we conclude that therefore
the mind of man is not matter."— Watts ; Logick,

2. The state of being argued or reasoned
upon.

" I suppose It Is no ill topick of argumentation, to
show the prevalence of contempt, by the contrary
influences of respect."—South.

3. That which contains argument, or is a
topic for argument

ar-gu-men'-ta-tive, a. [Formed by analogy
as if* from L&t/argumentatLiws, from argumen-
tutus, pa, par. of argumentor.]

L Of things:

1. Consisting of argument, or containing
argument

•' The argumentative part of my discourse."—Atter-kn
t 2. Which may be adduced as an argument

for. (In this sense followed by of.)

" Another thing argumentative of Providence, Is

that pappous plumage growing upon the tops of some
seeds ; whereby they are wafted with the wind."—Ray.

TL Of persons : Having a natural tendency
to have continual recourse to argumentation

;

disputatious.

ar-gu-men -ta-tive-ly\ adv. [Eng. argu-

mentative; -ly.] In an argumentative manner.
" Nor do they oppose things of this nature argu-

mentatively, so much as oratoriously."

—

Bp. Taylor:
Artificial Handsomeness, p. 1 15.

ar-gu-men -ta-tive-n£ss, *. [Eng. argu-

mentative ; -new.] The quality of being argu-
mentative.

* ar-gu men tixe, v.i. [Eng. argument;
suffix -ize.] To adduce arguments, to argue.
[Argumentizing.]

* ar-gu-men-ti -ser, *. [Eng. argumentiz(e)

;

-en]

"This argument izer should, to have made this
story more probable, have cited this proclamation."
—Brady ; Introd. to Old Eng. But. (1684), p. 341.

ar-gu-men-tis-ing, pr. par. [Argimkn
TIZE.]

". . .all the unmixed and argumentizing philo-
sophy, . . ."—Mannyngham : Discourses, p. M.

ar gu-mSn'-tum, t. [Lat] An argument.
[Argument, B. 1.] (Used in Logic.)

arerumcntum a posteriori. [A Pos-
teriorl]

argumentum a priori. [A Priori.]

Argumentum ad baculum. (Humorously.)
An appeal to the stick, as when a schoolmaster
renders an argument which has produced
only limited conviction among his pupils con-

clusive, at least to the extent of silencing

gainsayers, by the use of the birch. The
phrase may be employed also in a vaguer sense
for any appeal to physical force ; as when a
French political party " descends into the
streets."

argumentum ad hominem. [Lit.—
argument to a, or to the, man.] An argument
drawn from an appeal to the man himself

;

that is, founded on his professed principles,

his conduct, or the concessions he has made.
St. Paul's argument, in Rom. ii. 17, &c, is an
argumentum ad hominem,

argumentum ad lgnomntlam .

[Lit. = an argument to ignorance.] An argu-

ment in which a too confident disputant is

reminded of his ignorance. When John Foster,
reasoning against atheism, reminds the man
who categorically and dogmatically declares

that there is no God, that his personal expe-
rience has been limited to what has occurred
in one fragment of the earth, and one very
brief period of time, and that possibly, bad he
traversed the universe and lived through a
bygone eternity, he somewhere or at some
time might have found proofs of the Divine
existence which would have convinced even
him, the argument is one ud ignorantiam.

argumentum ad verecundiam.
[Lit. =an argument to modesty,] An appeal
to a person's modesty ; as if one were to say
to an opponent, " Well, Sir Isaac Newton was
of a different opinion ; but perhaps you are
more competent to judge than he was.

Ar'-gus, s. [In Fr., Lat., Ac, Argus; Gr.
'Apyos (Argos), from apyo? (argos) — shining,
bright, because Argus's eyes were so.]

1. Class. Myth. : A son of Arestor, said to
have had 100 eyes, of which only two slept at
one time, the several pairs doing so in succes-
sion. When killed by Mercury, his eyes were
put into the tail of the peacock, by direction
of Juno, to whom this bird was sacred.

^ Argus was deemed a highly appropriate
name to give to a vigilant watch-dog.

" Argus, the dog, bis ancient master knew."
Pope: Bomer's Odyuey. bk. xvli. S44.

2. Zool. : A genus of birds of the family
Phasianidtt, and the sub-family Phasianinas.
It contains the Argus, or Argus Pheasant (Ar-
gus giganteus). The male measures between
five and six feet from the tip of the bill to the
extremity of the tail, and is an eminently
beautiful bird, the quill-feathers of the wings,
which often exceed three feet in length, being
ornamented all along by a series of ocellated
spots. The Argus Pheasant inhabits the
larger islands of the Eastern Archipelago.

U The name Shetland Argus is given to a
starfish (Astrophyton scutatum). It is called
also the Basket Urchin or Sea-basket The
arms branch again and again dichotomously,
so that their ultimate fibres are supposed to
be about 80,000 in number.

argu s eyed, a. Very observant; allow-
ing little that is cognizable by a momentary
glance of the eye to escape one's notice.

argus -shell, s. A species of porcelain-
shell, beautifully variegated with spots some-
what resembling those upon a peacock's tail.

ar-gu. te, a. [In Sp. agudo; Ital. arguto;
Lat. argutus = (1) made clear ; (2) wordy ; (8)
witty, sagacious ; from arguo.] [Argue.]

1. ShrilL (Glossog. Nova.)

2. Witty, sagacious. (Glossog. Nova.)

ar-gu te-ness, s. [Eng. argute; -ness.] The
quality of being argute. Mental sharpness,
sagacity.

". . . this (Plutarch] tickles you by starts with his
arguteness, . . ."—Bryden: Life of Plutarch.

Ar-gyn'-nls,5. [Gr.'A.pyvwCc (Argunnis). and
'Apyowlc (Argonnis).'] (See definition 1.)

1. Greek Mythology : A name of Aphrodite
(Venus). The Greeks derived it from a sacred
place near the CepniBSus, where a boy, Argyn-
nus, beloved by Agamemnon, is said to have
died ; but Max Miiller traces it remotely to
the 8anscrit xtrguni =. the bright or splendour,
an appellation of the dawn. (Max Miiller:

Science of Language, 6th ed., vol. ii., 1871, p.

409.)

2. Entom. : A genus of butterflies belonging
to the family Nymphalidse. Several species

occur in Britain. They are marked on the
lower surface of the wings with silvery spots.

The A. Paphia, or Silver-washed Fritillary, is

one of the most common. The other species

are A. Lathonia, or Queen of Spain Fritillary
;

A. Adippe, or High Brown Fritillary ; and
A. Aglaia, or Dark-green Fritillary. (Jardine:

Nat. Lib., vol. xxxix., pp. 150 to 158.)

ar-gyr-ei'-a, s. [Gr. apyvpctoc (argureios) =
silvery.] A genus of plants belonging to the
order Convolvulaceaa, or Bindweeds. They
have large flowers and fine silvery leaves.

They occur in the East Indies.

ar-g^r-ei-O'-Siia, *- [Gr. Asrfipnm (argureios)

= of silver, silvery.)

Ichthy. : A genus of spiny-finned fishes be-

longing to the Scomberidse, or Mackerel family.

They are akin to the Zeus, or Dory.

ar'-gyT-lte, *. [In Ger. argyrit ; from Gr.

apyvpoc (arguros) = white metal, silver, silver

money, and Eng. suff. -ite.] A mineral, the

aame as Aroentite (q.v.).

ar-gtfr-S-ceV-a-tfte, a [Gr. (1) «py"P*«

(arguros) = silver ; (2) possibly xtpariTte (kera-

titis) = horned, from a-cpac (keras), genit mtpa-

roe (keratos) = a horn.] A mineral, the same
as Cferargyrite of Dana, and Chlorargyrite(q.v.)

of the British Museum Collection.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fall; try, Syrian, «e, ce = e. ey - a. qu = kw.
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THE DIVING SPIDER.

mr-Sfr~6-my'-%e$t s. [Gr. apyvpo* (arguros)

m silver, and fiv^m (muzo) = ... to suck.] A
genus of moths belonging to the family Ypono-
meutitUe. A. sylvella, the dark porcelain, is

occasionally found near London. Three other

British species are known. (Jardine: Nat.

Lib,, vol. xl, pp. 263-4.)

wr-gtfr-S-ne-ta, s. [Gr. oVyvpoc (arguros) =
silver, and possibly vrrrot (netos) = heaped up,

from wim (neff) = to heap ; or fitto* (netos) =
spun, from vi*t (neo) = to spin.] A genus of

spiders belonging to the family Araneidse.

The A. aquatica, or Diving Spider, weaves for

itself a bell-shaped
dwelling at the bot-
tom of the water, to
which it descends
with its prey to de-

vour it. It carries

down air entangled
among the hairs
which cover its

body, and sets bub-
ble after bubble free

inside its abode till

there is sufficient

for respiration ; for,

provided with lungs
and not with gills,

it cannot breathe after the manner of a fish

in the water.

ar-gjfr'-iiph-ls, *. [Gr. apyvpoc (arguros) =
silver, ana <*£« (ophis) =a serpent.] Silver-

snake. A genus of Saurians so like serpents

in appearance that, as will be observed, the
word ophis (serpent) enters into the composi-
tion of their name. They belong to the family
Typhlopidse.

W-g#r-dse,». [Gr.apyvpos(arguros)= silver.]

Min. : The same as Argentite (q.v.).

ftl'-g^r-y-tnrdse, »- [Gr. apyvpoc (arguros)

= silver, and ipvOpoc (eruthros)= red.]

Min. : The same as Pyrargyrjte (q.v.).

«r'-I-a,5. [ItaL]

Music;

L Gen. : A rhythmical song as contradis-
tinguished from a recitative one.

IL Specially:

1. Formerly : A measured lyrical piece for

one or for several voices.

2. Now : A song intended for one voice
supported by instruments. It is introduced
into a cantata, oratorio, or opera. [Air.]

Ar-l-ad'-ne, s. [Lat. Ariadne ; Gr. 'ApiaSeij

{Ariadne).'}

1. Class. Myth. : A daughter of Minos, king
of Crete, who, falling in love with Theseus,
then shut up by her father in the labyrinth,
gave him a clue by which he threaded his way
out. Afterwards she was the wife of Bacchus,
who gave her a crown, which ultimately be-
came a constellation called by her name.

" Not Ariadne, if you met her
Herself, could serve you with a better."

Cowper (transL from Vincent Bourn) : The Mats.

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the forty-third

found. It was discovered by Pogson, on the
16th of April, 1857.

-arian, suffix. [Lat. -arius.]

As adjective: Pertaining to : as riparian m
pertaining to the bank of a river.

As substantive : An agent, one who : as
librarian, an agent in books, one who looks
after books.

Ar -i-an (1), a. & s. [In Ger. Arianisch (a.),

Arianen (s.) ; Fr. Arien; Lat Arianvs ; Gr.
'Apiaeos (Arianos).

A. As adjective : Pertaining to Arius or his

doctrine. [See the substantive.]

B. As substantive : A follower of Arius,
presbyter of Alexandria in the fourth century
A.D., or one holding the system of doctrine
associated with his name. During the first

three centuries of the Christian era what was
subsequently called the doctrine of the Trinity
had become the subject of controversy, chiefly

in one direction ; it had been decided against
Sabellius that there are in the Godhead three
distinct persons, whereas Sabellius had in
effect reduced the three to one. [Sabel-
lianism.] in the year 317, Alexander, Bishop
of Alexandria, having publicly expressed his

opinion that the Son of God is not only of the

same dignity as the Father, but of the same
essence un Gr. oixria (ousta)J, Arius, one of

the presDyters, considered this view as leaning

too much to Sabellianism, and, rushing to the

other extreme, he declared that the Son of

God was only the first and noblest of created

beings, and though the universe had been

brought into existence through His instru-

mentality by the Eternal Father, yet to that

Eternal Father He was inferior, not merely in

dignity, but in essence. The views of Arius

commended themselves to multitudes, while

they were abhorrent to still more ; fierce con-

troversy respecting them broke out, and the

whole Christian world was soon compelled to

take sides in the struggle. Constantine, the

first Christian emperor, was then the reigning

sovereign, and after he had failed by private

means to restore peace and unity, he sum-
moned a council to meet at Nice, in Bithynia,

which it did in A.D. 325. It was the first

general council and the most celebrated of all.

It declared Christ to be bn-oovo-tos (homoousios),

i.e., of the same essence as the Father, whereas
Ariua regarded Him as only bp.otoviri.os (ho-

moiousios), of similar essence. The ernng
presbyter was deposed and exiled ; but his

numerous followers maintained his doctrine,

and were at times so successful that each
party had in turn the power, of which it had
no scruple to avail itself, of using carnal as

well as spiritual weapons against its adver

saries ; indeed, it is believed that Arius him-
self died by poison. It would occupy too

much space to detail the vicissitudes of a
highly-chequered struggle ; suffice it to say

that the Arians greatly weakened themselves

by splitting into sects [Semi-arian], and the

doctrines regarding the relation of the three

Divine Personages authoritatively proclaimed

at Nice were at last all but universally

adopted. They may be found detailed in what
are popularly termed the Nicene and the
Athanasian Creeds. [Nicene, Athanasian]
They were held almost without a dissentient

voice through the Middle Ages, and were cor-

dially accepted by the leading reformers. The
Churches of Rome, England, and Scotland are

all at one with regard to the doctrine of the
Trinity, as are also the most powerful bodies
of English Nonconformists. Arianism has
from time to time appeared in the churches,
but aa a rule its adherents have sooner or

later gone back to orthodoxy or forward to
Unitarianism ; and of 164 English religious

sects enumerated by the Registrar-General as

possessing certified places of worship in Eng-
land during the year 1878 there was not one
officially designated as Arian.

t Ar'-I-an (2), a. & s. A rare form of Ahyan.

Ar'-i-an-Ism, s. [Eng. Arian; -ism. In

Fr. Arianisme ; Port. Arianismo.] The system

of theological doctrine held and taught by
Arius and his followers.

"The Suevians in Spain were first Catholic, then fell

off Into Arianism. It was not till the sixth century
that Spain was Catholic."— Milman: Latin Chris-

tianity, vol. L, p. 343:

Ar I-an-i ze, v.t. & i. [Eng. Arian ; -ize.]

A. Trans. : To render Arian in tenets ; to

imbue with Arianism.

B. Intrans. : To speak after the Arian
manner, or according to the Arian tenets.

Ar-i-an i'z-Ing, pr.par. & a. [Arianize.]
" These some were the Christians, that lived after

the downfall of the Arianizing Vandals and the ex-
piring of their power."— Worthington ; Miscellanies.

ar'-i-fine, s. [From Arica, the principal sea-

port in Southern Peru.]

Chem. : Cinchovatine, ConH^NaOi. An
alkaloid contained in Arica bark and in Cin-

chona ovata.

ar'-f-cite, s. [Apparently from Ital. Ariccia,

Lat. Aricia, in Italy,, near Mount Albano,
where it occurs.] A mineral, the same as

Gismondite (q.v.).

ar -Id, o. [Fr. aride ; 8p., Port., & Ital. arido;

Lat. aridus — dry ; from areo = to be dry.]

Dry, parched, wanting in moisture.
"... dry sand-hillocks and arid plains, where not

a single drop of water can be found."—Darwin ; Voyage
round the World, chap. t.

ar l das, s. [From some of the Indian lan-

guages.] A kind of taffeta from the East Indies

woven from fibres derived from various plants.

Ar'-I-dSd,*. [Corrupted Arabic (?).] A fixed

star of the first magnitude, called also Dtneo
Adige and a Cygni.

a-rid'-I-t#, s. [Eng. arid ; -Uy. Fr. aridite

;

ItaL aridita, ariditade, ariditate; Lat- aridi-

tas.)

1. Lit. : The quality or state of being dry,

aridness, dryness, drought ; absence of mois-
ture. (Used of soil, a country, of the bodily
frame, or even the herbage of a plant, such aa
that of the genus of rushes termed Xerotes.)

" salt, taken in great quantities, will reduce an
animal body to the great extremity of aridity or dry-
ness.' —Artntthnut on Aliments.

2. Fig. : Absence of proper feeling, as if the
affections and other emotions had dried up.

", . . no sceptical logic or general triviality, insin-
cerity and aridity of any time and its influences, can
destroy this noble Inborn loyalty and worship that la

In man."— Curly le : Heroes and Hero- Worship, Lect. L

a-rld'-i-um, ». [Altered from Iridium (?).]

The name given by Ullgren to what he be-

lieved to be a new metal in the chrome-
iron ores of Roros, in Sweden. Further ex-

amination has not confirmed his opinion.

(Graham: Chem., 2nd ed., vol. 1L, p. 59.)

• ar'-Ie( *. [Eyrie.]

Ar'-I-el, *. [Eng. Ariel m an airy spirit

(Shakesp. : Tempest); Heb. britnH (Ariel) =
Lion of God ; the name of a person (Ezra viii.

6), and of Jerusalem (Isa. xxix. 1, 2 ; Ezek.
xliii. 16). But in the latter case Gesenius
brings it from Arab, ari = fire-hearth, and

Heb. *J« (El) = God : fire-hearth of God.] A
name given by Sir John Herschel to one of

the interior satellites of Uranus.

Ar'-I-es, s. [Lat. aries= (1) a ram (the animal),

(2) the sign of the zodiac, (3) a battering-ram,

(4) &c. . . .]

L Astronomy:

1. The constellation Aries, or the Ram, one

of the ancient zodiacal constellations, and
generally called the first sign of the zodiac.

2. The portion of the ecliptic between Q*

and 30° long. , v/hich the sun enters on the

21st of March (the vernal equinox). The con-

stellation Aries, from which the region de-

rives its name, was once within its limits, but
now, by the precession of the equinoxes, it

has gradually moved into the space anciently

assigned to Taurus. [Precession.] It is

denoted by the symbol T, which remotely re-

sembles a ram's head. (Herschel: Astron.,

§§ 380, 381.)
" At last from Aries rolls the bounteous sun.

And the bright Bull receives him."
Thomson : teutons ; Spring.

The jlrst point of Aries is the spot in the

heavens where the sun appears to stand at

the vernal equinox. It is not marked by the

presence of any star, but it is not very far

from the third star of Pegasus, that called

Algenib. It is the point from which the

right ascension of the heavenly bodies are

reckoned upon the equator and their longi-

tudes upon the ecliptic. [Right Ascension.]

(Airy: Popul. Astron., £c.)

IX Astrol. Aries was considered a choleric

or hot sign.
" In Martes face, and in his mamtioun
In Aries, the colerik, tin* hote signe."

Chaucer: C. T-. 10.3M-6.

t ar'-I-e-tate, v. [Ital. arietare; Lat aris-

tatum, supine of arieto ; from aries = a ram.]

1. To butt. (Used of a ram.) (Johnson.)

2. To strike in such a manner as a ram
would do. (Johnson.)

ar-I-8-ta'-tlont s. [Lat. arietatio.]

J. Lit. : The act of butting like a ram.

IT. Figuratively

:

1. The act of battering of walls by means of

a battering-ram.
" Secondly, the strength of the percussion, wherein

likewise ordnance do exceed all arietationswiiul ancient
Inventions."—Bacon : JSssays, Civ. and Mar., ch. lvilL

2. The act of striking against anything

;

quite apart from the metaphor of the ram's
buttings.

" Now those heterogenous atoms by themselves, hit
so exactly into their proper residence, in the midst of

such tumultuary motions and arietations of other
particles."—GlanvUle.

or i et'-ta, s. [Ger. k Fr. ariette ; Sp. & Port

arieta ; both from ItaL arietta. ]

Music: A short lively air, tune, or song.

boil. ho$; p«5ilt. jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph £.

-clan, tlan = shan. -tlon, -sion - shun ; -flon, -sion = zhun. -tlous, sious. -ceous = shus. -Die, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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a-ri'ght, * a-ryglit (gh silent), adv. [Eng.

a, right; A.S. arxht.)

1. As adverb : Rightly, directly to what is

aimed at ;
properly, becomingly, to some good

purpose ; without failure of any kind.

"Fair queen, be wild, direct my dart aright."
Dryden 1 Yirgit ; Jineid ix. M8.

* aright half, * aryght half, adv. On
the right side, on the one side, on this side.

••Arigkt-halfma aleft-half."
Ayenbite (ed. Morris), p. 23.

ar-il, a-rll'-lus, s. [Lat. arillus = a

wrapper.]

Bot. : Anything which proceeds from the

fdacenta, and does not form part of the seed

tself. Before the time of Richard the term
was yet more vaguely applied, as to the testa

In Orchidaceffl and other plants, and the
endocarp of some Rubiacese and Rutaceae.

The mace surrounding the seed in the Nut-
meg, and the envelope enclosing the seeds of

Euonymus, are genuine instances of the aril.

(Lindley: Introd. to Bot.)

aril late, a-rll'-la-tSd, ar-Hled, a.

[From aril (q.v.).] Furnished with an aril.

"Ariltate seed,"— Lindley : Natural System of
Botany, p. 16.

ar'-Il-lode, s. TAril.] A false aril ; one not
proceeding from the placenta.

ar'-I-lUS, s. [A proper name. (Agassie.)]

A genus of Bugs of the family Reduviidre.

One species, UieArilus serratus, or Wheel-bug,
is said to possess electric powers.

Ar i ma, Ar I man, s. Another form of

AhRIMAN.
* a rime, * a ri men, v.t. [A.S. ariman.}
To count, to reckon. [Layamon, iii. 158.)

ar-i-6-la-tion, har-i-o-la'-tion, s. fin

Lat. ariolatio, or oftener hariolatio ; from
hariolor — to foretell ; hariolus = a sooth-

sayer.] Soothsaying; divination.

" The priest* of elder time deluded their apprehen-
sions with ariolatiorv, soothsaying, and such oblique
idolatries."

—

Browne.

A.-rx'-6n, 5. [Gr. 'ApiW (Arifin).'}

1. In Greek Myth. : The horse of Adrastus,
who lived during the Thebau war. It was
fabled to have the power of utterance, and to

foretell future events.

2. In Zool.: A genus of Gasteropodous Mol-
luscs of the family Limacidae, or Slugs. The
A. ater is the common Black Snail. Tate, in

1875, estimated the known recent species at
twenty and the fossil at one, the latter from the
Newer Pliocene of Maidstone. The sub-genus
Plectrophorus, ranked under Arion, has five

species, all from Teneriffe.

ar-l-6 se, a. [From Ital. arioso (q.v.).] Cha-

racterised by melody as distinguished from
harmony.

ar-I-d'-SO, adv. & s. [Ital. (1) lightsome, airy ;

(2) pretty, graceful : from aria = air, tune.]

A. As atlverb : After the manner of an air,

as distinguished from recitative.

B. As substantive

:

1. A kind of melody bordering on the style
of a capital air.

2. A short solo in an oratorio or opera, like
an air, but not so long.

a-ri so, arize, * a ry se (pret a-rose,
* a rist ; pa. par. a-rly'-en), v.i. [A.S.

arisan = to arise, rise, rise up, rise again.]
[Rise.]

L To move from a lower to a higher place.

Specially ;

1. To ascend as vapours do.

"Behold, there ariseth a little cloud out of the sea,
like a man's hand."— 1 King* xriil. 44.

2. To emerge from beneath the horizon, as
the sun, the moon, or a star (lit. £ Jig.).

"Th« sun ariseth, they gather themselves together,
and lay thein down in their dens."—Pi. civ. 32.

II. To assume an upright position from a
Sitting, kneeling, or recumbent attitude.

1. To rise from a bed or from the ground
(lit. or Jig.).

"How long wilt thou sleep, ahiwardT when wilt
thou arise out of thy sleep T — Prow. vi. 9.

"Rejoice not against me, mine enemy: when I
fall, 1 thAll fiHt-7-Minah vii. 8.

2. To rise from the seat with the view of
engaging in some work (lit. A Jig.).

3. To rise from the dead (lit. £Jig.).
" Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and

arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light''
—Bphes. v. 14.

IIL To 6well as the waves of the sea in a
storm, or a river during heavy rain.

"Thou rulest the raging of the sea: when the waves
thereof arise, thou stillest them."—Pt. Ixxxix. a. tSee
also Luke vi. 48.)

IV. To be excited against ; to break forth
against

1. As anger.

"And if so be that the king's wrath arise .
."—

3 Sam. ii. 30.

2. As an assailant rushing against one (lit.

tfig-)-
". . .and when he [the lion! or the bear?) arote

against me. I caught him by his beard, and smote him,
and slew him."— l Ham. xvfl. s&.

"Let God arise, let his enemies be scattered. "—/*.
lzviii. 1.

V. To advance from a lower to a higher
condition with regard to social standing, free-

dom from trial, intellectual, moral, or spiritual
advancement.

VL To commence, to begin.

1. To begin, to commence, to originate; to
spring up, to rise, to emerge.

" Nerves are said to arite or have their origin in the
nervous centre to which they are on the one liand
attached . . ."—Todd * Bowman: Phytiol. Anat., vol.

i., p. 310.

2. To begin to act a part ; to rise up in a
figurative sense.

" Now there aroee up a new king over Egypt, which
knew not Joseph."— F.xotl. i. 8.

* a rlah, s. [Persian. ] A Persian measure
of length = about thirty-eight English inches.
It is not now in use.

a-ri s ing, pr. par. & a. [Arise.]

"The sun's arising gleam."
Scott ; lord of the Met. iii. 13.

* a-rist . Old pret. of verb Arise (q.v.).

a-ris'-ta, s. [Lat. = an awn. In Sp. arista.]

Bot. : The awn or beard in grasses. It is

formed by the elongated midrib of a bract,
and sometimes diverges from the lamina be-
fore reaching its apex. (Lindley: Introd. to

Bot.)

t ar'-Is-tarch (1), s. [Gr. apia-rapx^ (aris-

tarchos)= best ruling ; aptorapxtut (aristarcheo)
= to rule in the best way, from apio-ros (aristos)

= best, and apxw (archo) = to rule. Or from
apio~To« (aristos) = best, and dp\oi (archos) —
a leader, from apxw (arefco).] A ruler who is

also the best mau in the community. (Ogilvie.)

Ar'-Is-tarch (2V s. [In Ger. aristarch ; Fr.
aristarque; Sp.,Port., & Ital. aristarco. Called
after Aristarchus, a grammarian of great cele-

brity, who lived at Alexandria during the
reign of Ptolemy Philadelphia. He had great
critical acuteness, which he used in correet-
ing Homer and the other poets.] An acute
and severe critic.

Ar is tar'-chl-an, a. [From Aristarchus,

the severe critic] [Aristarch (2).J Pertain-
ing or relating to Aristarchus, or to severe
criticism.

ar-ls-tar-clvy, ». [In Ger. aristarchie. Fro*-
Gr. apioros (aristos) = the best ; apxo (arche)=
sovereignty.] The rule of the best; govern-
ment by the best. Etymologically, almost
the same in meaning as aristocracy.

"The ground on which I would build his chief
praise, to some of the aristarchy and sour censures of
these days, requires first an ai^logy."—Barrington :

Brief Hete of the Ch. of Eng., p. 1&S.

ar-Is'-tate, a. [Lat. aristatus, from arista =
' an awn (q.v.).] Awned ; furnished with an
awn or awns ; bearded ; as the glumes of liarley

and many other grasses. (Loudon: Cycl. of
Plants; Gloss.)

ar-Is-too'-ra-cy, * ar is toe ra tie,
* ar is toe -ra-ty, s. [In Sw. aristoerati

;

Dut. , Ger. , & Fr. aristocratie ; Sp. & Port arts-
tocracia ; ItaL aristocrazia ; Gr. apt.a~roKpa.rCa

(aristokratia) = (1) the government of the best-
born, (2) the rule of the test ; optcrroc (aristos)
= the best, and a-parew (krateo) = to be strong,

mighty, or powerful ; hence to rule ; *paT«
(kratos) m (1) strength, (2) power over.]

I. Of persons

:

1. Government exercised by the best-bora
class in the community—in other words, by
the nobles.

" As to the other forms of government, fiocratw
would Bay, 'That when the chief ottices of the com-
monwealth were lodged in the bauds of a small num-
ber of the most eminent citizens, it was called an
aristocracy.' "—Xenophon ; Jtemorab. of Socrates.
(Bichardson. )

" The word aristocracy, which la now made to mean
men of the upper ranks, even lower than those of the
nobility, means, by right, not men at all, but unly a
atate-wi elding hy the nobles: and in Rttglsnrd then is

no aristocrateia but that of the House of Lurds. '—
Barnes : Early England and the Saxon English ( 1889),

pp. 110, 11L

2. The nobles and other people of position
and wealth in a country, taken collectively

;

or in a more extended sense, those who rise

above the rest of the community in any im-
portant respect : thus, in addition to* the
aristocracy of rank, there is one of intellect,

one of knowledge, one of high moral feeliug,

&c.
"Thus our democracy was. from an early period, the

moat aristocratic, and our aristocracy the most demo-
cratic in the world."—MacauUiy : Hist. Eng., ch. i.

Tf For the views and feelings of aristocracies
see the following examples.

"The principle of an aristocracy Is equality within
its own body, ascendancy nver all the rest <>t the com-
munity."—Arnold: Hist. Borne, vol. i., p, 6ft.

t IX Of things : Rule, dominion, domina-
tion, control, ascendancy.

"... expelling from his mind the wild democracy
of passions, and establishing (according to the quaint
expression of EvagriusJ a perfect aristocracy of reason
and virtue."-Of6i>on.- Decline and Fall, ch. xlv. (1846),
vol. lv., p. 267.

ar'-Is-t£>-crat, *. [In Sw. aristokrat; Fr.
aristocrate; Port aristocrats.] [Aristocracy.]

1. One who is a member of a small govern-
ing class in a nation, or who, even if he takes
no part in government, is of high rank.

"We were thus accompanied by the two greatest
aristocrats in the country, as was plainly to be miii in
the manner of all the iworer Indiana towards thtin."—
Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch lir.

2. One who considers the best form of
government to be that which places the chief
power in the hands of the aristocracy of birth
and rank.

3. One who really is, or at least is considered
to be, despotic in temper.

ar-is-tS-crat -Ict * aristocrat -icliv

ar-is-td-crat-io-al, a. [Fr. w ttimmi

tique; Sp., Port., & Ital. aristoeratico ; Gr.
apioroicpaTiKoc. (aristokratikos).~] Pertaining
or relating to a government conducted by the
nobles or other persons of rank in the com-
munity, or pertaining or relating to those
nobles or people of rank themselves.

'• Four chief powers will be found on examination to

Evans Crowe: Bist. France (ed. 1830), vol. xjl, I., p 9.

". . . which will then be the aristocratical branch
of our legislature, "—Bowring : Bentham's Fragm. on
Government. Works, vol. i., p. 280.

ar-Is-tS-crat'-ic-al-l& adv. [Eng. aristo-

cratizal ; -ly.] In an aristocratical manner;
as the aristocracy are wont to do.

" The whole Christian world, the universal Church,
is hy some pretended to be monarch leal I y, or by others*
arts' ocratirallfi, governed. "—Hammond : Jl'of**, vol.
ii., pt. ii., p. 97. (Bichardson.)

ar is to crat '-ic-al-ness, s. [Eng. aristo-

cratical; -ness.] The quality of being aristo-

cratic. (Webster.)

* ar-is-toc'-ra-tie, s. [Aristocracy.]

t ar-Is-toc-ra-ti'ze, v.t. [Eng. aristocrat;

•ite.] To render aristocratic. (OgilvU.)

* ar-ls-toc'-ra-t$rf *. [Aristocracy.]

ar is to 16 chi a (Mod. Lat), t ar-is t5-

lo'-Chj^ (Eng.\ s. [In Fr. aristoloche; Sp.

aristolcquia ; Ital. aristolochia, aristolo/jia

;

Port. & Lat. aristolochia ; Gr. opio-roAoxFia

(aristolocheia) m an herb promoting child-

birth : apuTTos (aristos) = best, ana Aox«<x
(hcheia) = child-birth.]

A. Ordinary Language. (Of the form aristo-

lochy.) Birthwort ; any plant of the genus
Aristolochia. [See B.]

" Aristoloqaia, 1., aristolochy
. hartwort "—Fmrnan-

dez: Spanish Dirt. (London). If II.

ate, lat, fire, amidst, what, fall, lather ; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, roArfne ; go, p5t>

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian «e, o* = e ; ft = $. au - >v
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B. Bet (Of the form aristolochia.) A genus
of i'LuiU, the typical one of the order Aristo-

loriiiaoea, or Birth worts. They have curiously
inflated irregular flowers, in some cases of
large size ; these consist of a tubular coloured
calyx, no corolla, six stamens, one style, and
a six-celled capsular fruit, with many seeds.

One species, the A, tiemotis, or Common Birth-
wort, a plant with pale-yellow tubular flowers,
s'-vullen at the base, is naturalised among old
ruins in the east and south of England. Most
of the Aristolochias are emmenagogue, espe-
cially the European species, A. rotunda, longa,

and clematitis, and the Indian A. Indica; the
last-named species is also antarthritic A.
bracteata is anthelmintic; when bruised and
mixed with castor-oil it is used in cases of
obstinate psora, A. odoratissima, of the West
Indies, is alexipharmic. The A. fragrantis-
sima of Peru is given in dysenteries, fevers,

rheumatism, &c. ; A. serpentaria (the Virginian
Snake-root), besides being given in the worst
forms of typhus fever, is deemed of use against
snake-bite ; as is also A. trilobata. (Lindley.)

The Treasury of Botany points out that faith

in the efficacy of some Aristolochia or other, as
an antidote to the poison of serpents, prevails
in America, Egypt, and India, its existence
In regions so remote from each other afford-

ing strong evidence of its truth.

ar-is to-lo-chi-a-ce-ee, 5. pi [Aristo-
lochia.]

Bot. : An order of plants placed by Lindley
under his last or Asaral alliance of Perigynous
Exogens. It has hermaphrodite flowers, six

to ten epfgynous stamina, a three or six-celled

inferior ovary, and wood without concentric
xones. In 1843, Lindley estimated the known
species at 130. Many are climbing plants.
In their qualities they are tonic and stimula-
ting. [Aristolochia, Asarcm.]

At is to-pnan -Ic, a. [From Greek 'Apt<r-

Twfxurjs (Aristophanes). (See def.).] Pertain-
ing to Aristophanes, the Athenian comic poet,
whose plays were exhibited on the stage be-
tween B.C. 427 and 388. (North Amer. Rev.)

Ar-is-td-te'-H-an, a. & a. [Lat. Aristoteli

(us); Eng. suffix -an.]

A* As adjective : Pertaining to Aristotle, the
greatest philosopher of all antiquity, who was
born in B.C. 384, and died in 322. His natal

Slace being Stagira, now Stauros, a town of
[acedonia, he is often called " the Stagyrite."
He was a disciple of Plato, tutor of Alexander
the Great, a highly distinguished teacher at
Athens, the author of treatises on nearly every
subject of human thought, and the founder
of the Peripatetic Philosophy, his writings
on the last-named theme and on Logic being
venerated during the Middle Ages as no other
book was but the Bible.

"... the Aristotelian collection of marvellous
stories."—Lewi*; Early Rom. liUt. |13«,', chap, iii.,

} 12, vol. i.. p. 9«.

B. As substantive : One who regards Aris-
totle as his master. Spec., an adherent of the
Peripatetic Philosophy. [Peripatetic]

"The ArUtnteliant were of opinion that superfluity
of riches might cause a tumult in a commonwealth."

—

Sir Miles Sandyt : Euayt, p. 210.

iLr-is-td-te'-li-an-ism, ». [Eng. Aristote-

lian; -ism.] The peripatetic system of philo-
sophy founded by Aristotle. [Peripatetic]

Ar-Is-t6-tSr-ic, * ib-is-tfc-te'l'-ick, a.

[Ital. Aristotelico ; Lat. Aristotelicus.) Per-
taining or relating to Aristotle. The same as
Aristotelian.

"The ArittoteUck or Arabian philosophy continued
to be communicated from -Spain and Africa to the rest
of Europe chiefly by means of the Jews."

—

Warton:
llitt. Eng. Poetry, L 4-W.

ftr'-ith-man-cy?, *. [Or. apifyios (arithmos)

= a number, and fxavreia (manteia) =. pro-
phesying, divination ; fiairis (mantis) = a
diviner, a prophet.] Pretended divination
of future events by means of numbers.

4-rith'-mgt-io, * a-rith'-mSt-lck, * a-
rith met icke, * ars met rike, * ars'-
met-ryk, s. [In Ger. arithmetic ; Pr. arith-
metique ; Port, arithmetica ; Sp. & Ital. arit-

metica; Lat. arithmetica; Gr. apithurrijcij (arith-

metiki) [supply t«'xcij (techne~) = art], the fern,

of apiBn-irriKos (arithmetikos) = of or for num-
bering ; opi<V6? (arithmos) = number.] In
its broadest 3ense the science and art which
treat of the properties of numbers. This
definition, however, would include Algebra,

which is considered a distinct branch. Alge-
bra deals with certain letters of the alphabet,
such as x, y, z, it, b, c, &e., standing as symbols
for numbers ; arithmetic opemtes ho numbers
themselves, as 1, 2, 3, 4, Aw: Viewed as a
science, arithmetic is a branch of mathematics ;

looked on as an art, its object is to. carry out
for practical purposes certain rules regarding
numbers, without troubling itself to investi-

gate the foundation on which those rules are

based.
It is variously divided, as into Integral and

Fractional Arithmetic, the former treating of
integers, ;u.d the latter of fractions. Integral
arithmetic is sometimes called Vulgar or Com-
mon Arithmetic ; and from fractional arith-

metic is sometimes separated Decimal Arith-
metic, treating, as the name implies, of deci-

mals. There are also Logarithmic Arithmetic
for computation by logarithms, and Instru-

mental Arithmetic for calculation by means of
instruments or machines. Another division
is into Theoretical Arithmetic, treating of the
science of numbers, and Practical Arithmetic,
which points out the best method of practi-

cally working questions or sums. Political

Arithmetic is arithmetic applied to political

economy, as is done in the statistical returns so
continually presented to Parhament. Finally,
Universal Arithmetic is a name sometimes
applied to Algebra. The chief subjects gene-
rally treated under the science or art of Arith-
metic are (1) Numeration and Notation ; (2)
Addition

; X3) Subtraction ; (4) Multiplica-
tion ; (5) Division

; (6) Reduction
; (7) Com-

pound Addition ; (8) Compound Subtraction ;

(9) Compound Multiplication
; (10) Compound

Division
; (11) Simple Proportion (Rule of

Three) ; (12) Compound Proportion ; (13) Vul-
gar Fractions

; (14) Decimal Fractions
; (15)

Duodecimals ; (16) Involution
; (17) Evolution ;

(18) Ratios, Proportions, and Progressions
;

(19) Fellowship or Partnership
; (20) Simple

Interest ; (21) Compound Interest ; and (22)
Position. (Hutton, ttc.) Of these, the most
importantare the simple processes of Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division, the
judicious use of which, singly or in combina-
tion, will solve the most complex arithmetical
questions.

" At the same time one of the founders of the Society.
Sir William Petty, created the science of political
arithmetic, the bumble but indispensable handmaid
of political philosophy."—Macaulay ; Hit!. Eng., ch.

Arithmetic of Infinites : The summing up of
an infinite series of numbers.

ar ith met Ic al, a [Eng. arithmetic ; -al.]

Pertaining to arithmetic.
"... should his comprehension of arithmetical

principles be unquestionable." — Herbert Sj/«ncer;
Ptychol., 2nd ed., vol. 11., i 388, p. 312,

arithmetical complement. That
which a number wants to make it reach the
next highest decimal denomination. Thus
the arithmetical complement of 4 is 6, for

4 + 6 are = 10, and that of 642 is 358, be-
cause tJ42 + 358 are = 1,000. The arithmetical
complement of a logarithm is what it wants to
make it reach 10.

arithmetical mean.
1. The number, whether it be an Inieger or

a fraction, which is exactly intermediate be-
tween two others. Thus, 5 is the arithmetical
mean between 2 and 8 ; for 2 + 3 are = 5, and
5 + 3 are = 8. To find such a mean, add the
two numbers together, and divide their sum
by 2 ; thus 2 + 8 = 10, and 10 + 2 = 6.

2. More loosely : Any one of several numbers
in an arithmetical ratio (q.v.) interj>osed be-
tween two other numbers. Thus, if 6, 9, and 12
be interposed between 3 and 15, any one of
them may be called an arithmetical mean
between these two numbers.

arithmetical progression. A series
of numbers increasing or diminishing uni-
formly by the same number. If they increase,
the arithmetical progression is said to be
ascending, and if they decrease, descending.
Thus the series 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 is an ascending
arithmetical progression mounting up by the
continued addition of 3 ; and the series 8, 6,

4, 2, is a descending one, falling regularly by
2. [Progression.]

arithmetical proportion. The rela-

tion existing between four numbers, of which
the first is as much greater or less than the
second, as the third is than the fourth ; the
equality of two differences or arithmetical

ratios. In such cases the sum of the extremes
is - that of the means. [Proportion.]

arithmetical proportionals. The
numbers so related to each other. (The term
is opposed to geometric proportionals.) [Pro-
portional.]

arithmetical relation. The compari-
son of numbers in an arithmetical progression
with the view of ascertaining how much they
differ from each other.

arithmetical ratio. The difference be-
tween any two numbers constituting part of
a series in arithmetical progression.

ar - Ith - met- 1 - cal - ly, adv. [Eng. arith-
metical; -ly.) In an arithmetical manner;
after the principles of arithmetic.

" Though the fifth part of a xeetes, being a simple
fraction, and arithmetically regular. It Is yet no proper
part of that measure."—A rhulhnot : On Coin*.

ar Ith me ti - clan, s. [Eng. arithmetic;
-ian. In Fr. aiithmeticien.] One skilled in
arithmetic ; a proficient in arithmetic.

"Gregory King, Lancaster herald, a political arith-
metician of great acuteness and judgment."— Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

a rith-mic, 8. [Gr. apithtos (arithmm) =
number.] Arithmetic. {Sir E. Arnold, v. 132.)

ar xth-moc'-ra-cy, s. [Gr. ipt^o? (arith-

mos) = number, and Kparim (krated) = to rule.]
The rule of mere numbers. (C. Kingsley

:

Alton Locke, pref.)

a-rltn-md-crat'-ic, «• [Arithmocract.]
Pertaining to an arithmocracy (q.v.). (0.
Kingsley: Alton Locke, pref.)

ar ith mom -e-ter, $. [From Gr. iftfofe
(arithmos) = a number, and fterpov (metron) ^
a ineasure>] A machine which enables a per*
son, however unskilled, to perforin the opera-
tions of multiplication and division with
facility, rapidity, and unfailing accuracy.
The arithmometer of M. Thomas ( De Colmar),
highly commended by General Hannyngton
(Journal of Actuaries, vol. xvi., p. 244) and by
Mr. Peter Gray, F.R.A.8., and others, does
more, for, in forming the product of two given
numbers, it can either add that product to,

or subtract it from, another given number,
according to the pleasure of the operator.
The machine is provided on its face with
spaces for the reception of three numbers,
say P, Q» and R. These being properly placed,
the turning of a handle brings out the value
of P + QR or P-QR, according as the
regulator was adjusted for addition or sub-
traction*

ark, * arke, * aroke, *. [A.S. arc, ere, earc

;

Sw., Dan., and Dut. ark ; Ger. and Fr. arche

;

Goth, arka; Gael, aire; Prov. archa ; Irish

airg, airk ; Sp., Port., Ital., and Lat. area.

From the same root as Lat. arceo = to enclose.]

L A chest, a box, a coffer with a lid.

Specially—
1. The ark used in Jewish worship, called

the Ark of the Covenant (Numb. x. S3, &c),
the Ark of the Testimony (Exod. xxx. 6), the
Ark of God (2 Sam. vii. 2), the Ark of His
(God's) Testament (Rev. xi 19), the Ark of

JEWISH ARK. (FROM CALMET.)

Thy (God's) strength (Ps. cxxxli. 8), and the
Ark of the Lord (I Kings ii. 2(3). It was an
oblong chest of acacia-wood overlaid with gold
inside and out. On its top was the mercy-
seat, and inside it at first were the two tables

of stone, the pot of manna, and Aaron's rod
which budded (1 Kings viii. 9, and Heb. ix. 4).

boil, bo^; poilt, )6\trl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,

--dan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -slon as shun ; tlon, _aion = shun, -tlous, -slous, -clous = shus. -ble, -ale, &a = beL, del.
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At each of the four corners was a ring into
which staves or poles might be fitted to carry
K when it required to be moved.

2. A large chest for holding meal (Scotch.)

"... when we hare sent awa the haill meal in the
ark and the girnal."—Scott : Old Mortality, chap. xx.

IX A chest-like vessel or ship. Specially—

1. Literally

:

(a) Noah's ark, a chest-like vessel about the
dimensions of the Great Eastern steam-ship.

"Make thee an ark of gopher-wood."—Qen. vi. 14.

(b) The ark made of bulrushes, rendered
watertight by a coating of bitumen, in which
Moses when an infant was committed to the
Nile.

mm
(c) In America : A large boat used on the

American rivers to transport produce to
market (Webster.)

2. Fig. : Life.
" ' But thou." laid I, ' hast miss'd thy mark.
Who sought >t to wreck my mortal ark.'

Tennyson ; The Two Voices.

ftrk, v. t. [From the substantive, ] To enclose
within an ark. [Arked.]

ark an site, s. [From Arkansas, where it

is found.] A mineral, a variety of Brookite
(q.v.). It occurs in thick black crystals.

arke, s. [Arc, Arch.]
" The arke of his artificial day hath 1-ronne
The fourthe part, of half an hour and more."

Chaucer: C. T.. 4,422-3.

ark -ed, pa. par. k a. [Ark, v.]

" When arked Noah and senen with him."
Warner: Albion s Eng., bk. L, chap. 1.

ark ite, s. k a. [Eng. ark ; •&.]

A. As substantive: An inmate of the ark.

(Bryant,)

B. As adjective : Pertaining or relating to
Noah's ark. (Bryant.)

ark -su-tite, ark -su-dite, 5. [From Ark-
sut Fiord, in South Greenland. ] A mineral
classed by Dana in his Cryolite Group of
Fluorine Compounds. It is a white, translu-
cent, and brittle species, with vitreous lustre,

except on cleavage faces, where it is pearly.

Its composition is—fluorine, 51*03 ; alumina,
1787 ; lime, 7*01 ; soda, 23-00 ; and water,
0"57, with 74 of insoluble matter.

ark ys, s. [Or. ap<vc (arkus)~& net.] A
genus of spiders. The A. lancier is yellow
with red at the sides . It is a native of South
America.

t arte, * airlo (pi. arles, airles), s.

[A.N. earles, yearles (pi.). (Generally in the
plural.).] Earnest-money ; money given to a
person hired as a servant as an earnest that in

due time the wages for which he has stipulated
will be paid.

" As for Morton, he exhausted his own very slender
stock of money in order to make Cuddie such a present,
under the name of arles, as might show his sense of
the value of the recommendation delivered to him."

—

Scott ; Old Mortality, chap vi ii.

arlc penny (sing.), arles penny (pi.),

*. A penny given for such a purpose.

•arled, a. [A.S. orZ = a welt, the border of
a garment, a robe.] Ring-streaked.

"Sep or got, has wed. arled, or grei."
S-'ory of Gen. and Exod. (ed. Morris), 1,733.

* txr'-lf, a. k adv. [Early.]

arm (1),
4 arme, s. [A.S. arm, earm; Sw.,

Dan., Dut., Mod. Ger., O. L. Ger., and O. H.
Ger. arm; O. Fris. erm; O. Icel. armr

;

Goth, arms; Arm. armm; Lat. armus = an
arm ; Gr. op/ioc. (harmos) = a fitting, a joint

;

apw (arS) = to join, to fit together ; Lat. and
«r. root ar = to join, to fit.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I Lit. : The portion of the human body on
either side, extending from the shoulder to
the hand ; the corresponding part also in a
quadmmanous animal, a monkey for example.
More rarely, one of the forelegs in a digitated
quadruped of any kind.

"Then let my arm fall from my shoulder-blade, . .
."

—J-A xxxi. 22.

"The hair of the orang-outang is of a brownish-red
colour, and coven his back, arms, legs, and outside of
his hands and feet."— tiriffUht Cuvier, 1. 289.

". . . the nrtw and i*ws [of a squirrel, Sdurus
bicolor] are bordered with a beautiful aeries of hairs."
— Ibid., lil. 182.

LL Figuratively

:

1. Of material things : Anything which
stands out from that of which it constitutes a
part, as an outstretched arm does from the
human body. Specially—

(a) A. branch of a tree, especially when it is

tolerably horizontal.
"' A broad oak, stretching forth its leafy arm*."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. r.

(b) The projecting supports for the human
arms on the two sides of some chairs, hence
called arm-chairs. [Arm-chair.]

(c) [See B. 2, Naut.]

(d) A narrow inlet running from the ocean
some distance inland. The White Sea, the
Baltic, and the Adriatic Sea may be con-
sidered arms of the sea.

"... good reasons can be assigned for believing that
this valley was formerly occupied by an arm of the
sea."—Darwin: Voyage round the World, chap. Ix.

2. Of things not material

:

(a) Power, physical, mental, moral, or
spiritual ; support of any kind.

" Behold, the days come, that I will cut off thine
arm, and the arm of thy father's house, that there
hall not be an old man in thine house."— I Sam, ii. 31.

(b) Trust, dependence.
"Carted be the mau that trusteth In man, and

maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth from
the Lord/'Wer. xviL b.

B. Technically :

1. Her. The human arm is often found
constituting part of a crest. [Cubit-arm.]

2. Naut. The word arm is used for the
extremity of a yard. (Generally called the

yard-arm.)

arm and-arm, adv. k a. The same as

Arm-in-Arm (q.v.).

" Go, fool ; and, arm-and-arm with Clodio, plead
Your cause before a bar you little dread."

Cowper: Progress of Error.

arm-bone, s. The bone of the arm (the

humerus).
" The bone of the arm (humerus) Is of remarkable

length."—Owen: Classijlc. of the Mammalia, p. 66.

"... an extensive fracture, badly united, of the
left arm-bone."— Ibid., p. 90.

arm-chair, s. A chair with arms. It is

written also armed-chair,
** Her father left his good arm-chair,
And rode his hunter down."

Tennyson : The Talking Oak.

arm ful, a. [Armfcl.]

* arm gret, a. As great or as thick as the
arm.

" A wrethe of gold arm-gret, and huge of wight.
Upon his heed, set ful of stoones bright."

Chaucer ; C. T., 2,147-6.

arm-hole, s. The arm-pit.
" Tickling is most in the soles of the feet, and under

the arm-holes, and on the sides. The cause is the
thinness of the skin in those ports. Joined with the
rareness of being touched there. —Bacon : Nat. Hist,

% In Ezek.xiii. 18, the word rendered "arm-
hole" should probably be translated "forearm,
cubit," though some make it the wrist.

arm in arm, adv. k a. With one's arm
interlocked with that of another ; arm-and-
arm.

" When arm-in-arm we went along."
Tennyson : The MiUer's Daughter.

arm's-end, s. A metaphor derived from
boxing, in which the weaker man may over-

come the stronger, if he can keep him from
closing. (Lit. <t jig.)

"For my sake be comfortable; hold death awhile
at the arms-end."—Shakesp. : As Tou Like It, ii. a

arm shaped, a. Shaped like the arm.

arm's-length, *. A phrase derived from
boxing [Arm's-end], and signifying to keep
a person at a distance, not to permit him to

attempt familiarity.
" She ceased, and Paris held the costly fruit
Out at arm's-length . . ."—Tennyson : (Enone.

arm's-reach, s. The reach of the arm,
(Todd.)

arm strong, n. Powerful in the arms.
(Greene : Menaphon, p. 56.)

(2), s. [Arms.] A weapon of war.

^T Generally in the pi., Arms (q.v.).

(IX v.t. [From the substantive arm (1).]

1. To offer the arm to ; to take by the arm
;

to take up in the arms.
" Make him with our pikes and partisans

A grave : come, arm him."
Shaketp. : Cymbeline, Iv. 8.

t 2. To furnish with bodily arms.
" Her shoulders broad and long.
Armed long and round."

Beaumont x Fletcher.

arm (2), v.t. k t. [From Eng. arm (2). In Fr.
armer; Sp. k Port, armar ; Ital. armare; Lat.
armo = to furnish with implements, and spec.t

with warlike weapons ; from arma = anus.]

A* Transitive

:

L Ordinary Ixtnguage ;

1. Lit. : To equip with weapons, defensive
or offensive.

"And Saul armed David with his armour, and he
Eut an helmet of brass upon his head i also he armed
ini with a coat of mail. —I Sam. xvii. 86.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) Of material things : To add to anything
what will give it greater strength or efficiency.

"You must arm your hook with the line In the
Inside of it."— Walton : Angler.

(6) Of things immaterial : To impart to the
mind or heart any thing that will make it

more fitted for offence or defenca ; to provide
against.

"... arm yourselves likewise with the same mind."
—l Pet. Iv. i.

IX Technically

:

Magnetism. To arm a magnet is to connect
its poles by means of a soft iron bar. [Arma-
ture.]

B, Intransitive : To equip with weapons of
war. (Used of individuals or of communities.)

"... and thus aloud exclaims

;

Arm, arm, Patroclus ! . . ,

Pope i Homer's Iliad, bk. xvi., 1M-M.

* arm, * arme, * ar-eme, «. [Sw., O. Icel.,

and Mod. Ger. arm = poor.] (Moral Ode, ed.

Morris, 223.)

ar ma da, * arma do, s. [Sp. armada
= a war fleet as contradistinguished from
flota = a fleet of merchant vessels ; Lat. arma
= arms. From Spanish, armada has passed
into German, French, &c., and is = Ital.

armata = a navy, a fleet.]

(1.) Spec.: The celebrated fleet, called at first,

by anticipation, "The 'Invincible' Spanish
armada," which was sent in 1588 to assail Eng-
land, but which, utterly failing in its object,
and coming to a tragic and inglorious end,
was latterly known simply as the " Spanish
armada," the word " invincible " being dropped.

They melt into thy yeast of waves, which mar
la's pride or spoils of Trafalgar."
Byron : Childe Harold, iv. III.

Hence (2.) Gen. : Any war fleet.

" So by a roaring tempest on the flood
A whole armado of convicted sail

Is scatter'd aud disjoin'd from fellowship."
Shakesp. .- Eing John, iii. 4.

"... We will not leave,
For them that triumph, those who grieve,

With that armada gay."
Scott : Lord of the Isles, I IT.

arma dil la, s. [In Fr. armadille; from
Sp. armadilla, dimin. of armada.] A small
armada.

arma dil lo (plural -Ids and loes), s.

[In Ger. armadill and armadiUhier. From
Sp. armadillo.]

1. The Spanish American name, now im-
ported into English, of various Mammalia
belonging to the order Edentata, the family
Dasypodidae, and its typical genus Dasypus.
[Dasypus.] The name armadillo, implying

ARMADILLO.

that they are in armour, is applied to them
animals because the upper purl of their body
is covered with large strong scales or plates,

forming a helmet for their head, a buckler
for their shoulders, transverse bands for their

Ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sin, marine ; go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cud, cure, unite , our, rule, full ; try* Syrian, ae, ce e ; & ^ d. qu kw.
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back, and in some species a series of rings for

the protection of their tail. Another pecu-
liarity is the great number of their molar
teeth ; these amount in one species to more
than ninety. There are five toes on the hinder
feet, and four or five, according to the species,

on the anterior ones. The fore feet are ad-

mirably adapted for digging, and the animal,
when it sees danger, can extemporise a hole
and vanish into it with wonderful rapidity.

If actually captured, it rolls itself Hito a
ball, withdrawing its head und feet under its

strong armour. There are several species

—

such as the Great Armadillo, or Tatu (Dasypus
gigas), the Three-banded Armadillo, or Apara
(D. Apar), the Six-banded Armadillo (D. sex-

cmctus), and the Hairy Armadillo (D. villosus).

They feed chiefly on ants and other insects
and worms, and are peculiar to South America,
where a giant-animal of similar organisation,
the Glyptodon, lived in Tertiary times.

"It is generally understood that the Armadillos
bring forth but once a yt-aj."— (ir\flith'i Cup., iii. 286.

2. A genus of Crustaceans belonging to the
order Isopoda, and the family Oniscidse, the
type of which is the well-known wood-louse.
It is so called partly from its being covered
with a certain feeble kind of armour ; but
chiefly from its rolling itself up into a ball
after the fashion of the South American mam-
malian Armadillos.

armadillo like, a. Like an armadillo,
covered with natural armour.

" In the PamptBan deposit at the Bajada I found the
osseous armour of a gigantic armadillo-like animal."

—

Darwin ; Voyage round the World, eh. ril.

* ar-ma'-do, s. [Armada.]

armament, s. [In Fr. armement; Sp.,

Port, k Ital. armamento; Lat. armamentum
~ the outfitting of a ship, the supplying it

with everything excepting only its hull : armo
= to furnish with implements ; arma = im-
plements, . . . the tackle of a ship.]

L The act of arming a fleet or army ; the
state of being armed.

II. That which constitutes the equipment
or which is itself equipped.

1. That which constitutes the equipment
(Often in the pi., armaments, signifying every-
thing needful to render the naval and military
forces of a country efficient) Spec., weapons
and ammunition.

"... and the increase (of expenditure! is for the
most part due to more costly armamenti."—Timet,
Not. 11, 1870.

2. The forces equipped

(a) A naval expedition fitted out for war ; a
fleet, with the men, guns, ammunition, and
stores on board.

" English sailors, with more reason, predicted that
the first gale would send the whole of this fair-weather
armament to the bottom of the Channel."—MacauUiu :

But. Eng., ch. xvi.

(6) Land forces fully equipped ; an army
encamped for war. {Lit. A fig.) {Byron:
Siege of Corinth, xx.)

"ar-ma-men-ta-ry, *. [Lat. armamen-
tarium.] An armoury, an arsenal. (Johnson.)

ar -man, s. [Fr.] A confection for restoring
appetite in horses. (Johnson.)

• aV-ma-ry\ s. [Lat. armarium = a chest, a
coffer.] [Almery.] A chronicle or archive.
(Wycliffe : 1 Esdras ii. 15.)

ar'-ma-tiire, *. (In Ger. armatur ; Fr. arma-
teur and armature; Sp. armadura ; Ital. A
Lat armatura = (1) armour, (2) armed sol-
diers, (3) a kind of military exercise.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Armour worn for the defence of the
body, or, more frequently, the armour in
which some animals are enveloped for their
protection against their natural foes.

" Others should be armed with hard shells, others
with prickles ; the rest, that hare no such armature
should be endued with great swiftness and pernicity.— fitly: Creation.

* 2. Offensive weapons.
"The double armature is a more destructive engine

than the tumultaary weapon."—Dr. B. More: Decay
•f Piety.

B. Technically:

1. Magnetism: The armatures, called also
ihe keepers, of a magnetic bar are pieces of
soft iron placed, in contact with its poles.
These, by being acted on inductively, become
magnets, and, re-acting in their turn, not

merely preserve, but even increase, the mag-
netism of the original bar. Magnets thus
provided are said to be armed.

2. Electricity:

(a) The internaland external armaturcst
or coat-

ings ofa Leydenjar, are the coatings of tinfoil

on its interior, and part of its exterior, surface.

(b) Siemens' armature or bobbin : An arma-
ture designed for magneto-electrical machines,

SnCaTBirs CYLINDRICAL ARMATURE.

•. Cylinder, b. Cylinder on which covered copper wire is

wound, c. Cylinders inserted in magnets. N. North
Pole. B. South Pole.

in which the insulated wire is wound longitu-

dinally on the core, instead of transversely.

3. Arch. : Iron bars employed for the con-
solidation of a building. {Gloss, of Arch.)

armed, a. [From arm, a.] Furnished with
arms in a literal or figurative sense. Specially
In com p., as long-armed, strong-armed, &c.

armed, pa. par. & a. [Arm, v.t.)

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. Equipped with weapons offensive or de-
fensive, or both. [B., 1, Mil.]

2. Having its natural efficiency increased by
mechanical appliances.

" But they continually grow larger, and pass by in-
sensible gradations into the state of cloud, when the*
can no longer elude the armed eye,"—Tyndall .

of Science, 3rd ed., vii. 150.
Frag.

XL Fig. : Strengthened in mind and heart
against danger.

B, Technically:

L Military and Naval

:

1. Of men. An armed body of men is a
military detachment provided with arras and
ammunition, ready for an engagement [A., 1.]
{James : Mil Diet.)

2. Of ships:
(a) Armed in flute, that is, armed after the

manner of a transport. Having had part of
her guns removed to make more room. In
such a case the effective armament of the
vessel is less than that at which she is rated.
{Webster.)

(6) An armed ship is one taken into the
Government service, and
equipped in time of war
with artillery, ammuni-
tion, &c. {James.)

3. Of shot. A crossbar
shot is said to be armed
when some rope-yarn is

rolled round the end of the
iron bar running through
the shot

4. Of procedure. Armed
neutrality. [Neutrality.]

H. Heraldry:

1. Furnished with arms.

IT A man armed at all

points (see the annexed
figure) is a man covered
with armour on every por-
tion of him excepting only
his face.

2. Adding to anything
that which will give it

greater strength or effici-

ency.

T The term armed, fol-

lowed by of, is applied to a beast of prey
when his teeth and claws, or to a predatory

ARMED AT ALL
POINTS.

bird when his talons and beak, are differently
coloured from the rest of his body.

Ill Biology. Used—
1. (Zool.) Of the natural armature of various

parts of the body of man or of the inferior
animals : Furnished with teeth, tusks, nails,

claws, Ac.
"... the most formidably armed ]aws.'"—Owen;

Clastif. of Mammalia, p. 76.

2. Botany : Of thorns, prickles, &c, on
plants.

IV. Magnetism. An armed magnet : One
provided with an armature (q.v.).

* ar'-mee, s. [Army.]

Ar-me'-ni-an, a. & a. [Eng. Armenia); -an.

In Fr. Armenien ; from Lat Armenia; Gr.
'Aptxcvia. {Armenia). Armenia, in 2 Kings xix.

37, is in the original Ararat, and should have
been so rendered. ]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to Armenia, a
country situated on the mountainous region
between the Black and the Caspian Seas, be-
tween latitudes 37° and 42° N., and long. 39*

to 50° E.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native of Armenia.

2. The language spoken by the Armenians,
who are not confined to their native land, but
are many of them successful merchants in
India and other parts of the East. The Livinq
conies from the Old or Dead Armenian, ranked
by Max Muller under the Iranic Branch of
the Southern Division of the Aryan Languages.

Armenian bole.
Mineralogy : A kind of bole from Armenia.

[Bole.]

Armenian stone.
Mineralogy: A blue carbonate of copper

brought from Armenia.

Armenian whetstone.
Min. : Dana's rendering of the Greek terra

ajtovn ef 'AafAcviac. (akone ex Armenias), the
name given by Theophrastus to emery (q.v.X

* ar-men'-tal, a. [Lat armentaHs ; from
armentum = cattle for ploughing or for
draught] Pertaining or relating to a herd of
cattle. {Bailey.)

ar-mSn'-tlne, a. [Lat armentum (Armen-
tal), and Eng. suffix -inc.] The same as
Arhental (q.v.). (Bailey.)

* ar - men' - tose, adj. [Lat armentosut.]

Abounding with cattle. (Bailey.)

ar-me r-I-a, s. [From the term Flos Armeria,

applied by the botanists of the Middle Ages
to some of the Sweet William Pinks. Flos
Armeria again is, according to Clusius, the
French word armoiries (armorial bearings),
Latinised. (Hooker and Arnot.).'] A genus of
plants belonging to the order Pfumbaginace»
(Leadworts). It contains two British species.

The first is the A. maritima, the Common
Thrift, Sea-pink, or Sea-gilliflower so abun-
dant on our coasts, and the A. pktntaginea, or
Plantain-leaved Thrift of the island of Jersey.
A variety of the former species occurs on
the tops of mountains. Next to the Box, A.
vulgaris is the best edging for walks.

ar -met, s. [French = armour for the head.]
A helmet used, in the thirteenth, fourteenth,
and fifteenth centuries. It is represented, in

the annexed illustra-

tion.

armet grand, s.

[Fr. grand = great.]

An armet worn with
a beaver.

armet petit, -.

[Fr. petit = little. ]

An armet worn with-

out a beaver. It had
a guard for the face,

consisting of three armet.
bars.

arm ful, * arm -fall, *. [Eng. arm; full.

In Ger. armvoll] As much of anything as

an arm can hold.

"He comes so lazily on in a simile, with his 'armfuU
of weeds,' , . ."~MUton : ApoL for 8mectymnuut.
" A* an especial favour, he allowed me to purchase,

at a high price, an armful of dirty straw. "—Darwin

;

Voyage round the World, chap, xvi

boll, bo?; p6ut, j6wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph = 1
-clan, -tian shan, -tion, -sion - shun ; -(ion, -slon = shun, -tious, -sious, -cious = anus, -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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* arm-gaunt, a. [Eng. arm; gaunt.] As
gaunt— i.e., as slender—as the arm; no thicker
than the arm.

"So he nodded,
And soberly did mount An armgaunt steed."

Shakesp. : A mt A Cleop., L 6.

t ar-mif-er-ous, a. [Lat armifer= weapon-
bearing : arma = arms, and fero = to bear.]

Bearing arms. (Ogilvie.)

ar -ml-ger, *. [Lat. armiger, in inscriptions

armigerus ; from arma = arms, and gero = to

wear) to bear about with one.) An esquire,

properly one who attended on a knight, to

bear las shield and otherwise render him
service. [Esqcire.]

*"
Slender. Ay, and rafolorum too ; and a gentleman

horn, master parson : who writes himself armigero:
in auy bill, warrant, quittance, or obligation, arrni-

gero."—Shakesp. : Merry Wises of Windsor, L 1.

ar-mig'-er-OUS, a. [In Sp., Port, & Ital.

armigtro = martial (see Armiger), "bearing
arms."] Pertaining or relating to an esquire

or person who attended on a knight. [See

Esquire.]
"They belonged to the armigerous part of the popu-

lation."—/)* Qaincey. {Goodrich A Porter.)

ar -mil, 5. [Lat. armiUa = a bracelet.] [Ar-
HILLA.j

Meek. & Astron. ; An ancient astronomical
Instrument. It was of two forms : an Equi-
noctial Armil, constructed with a single ring

placed in the plane of the equator, for (Jeter-

mining the line of the equinoxes ; and a
Solstitial Armil, in which there were two or

more rings, one of them in the plane of

the meridian, for ascertaining the solstices.

(Whewell.)

ar nu-lau'-sa, *. [Lat , according to Isidore,

contract, from armiclauaa = a military cloak.]

A cloak covering the shoulders, worn in Eng-
land in mediaeval times.

" The book of Worcester reporteth that In the year
of our Lord . . . 1372, they first began to wanton it in a
ourtal weed which they called a cloak, and in Latin
armilausa, as onely covering the shoulders."

—

Cam*
den; Remains, 19&,

ar mil -la, «. [Sp. , Port., Ital. , & Lat= (1) an
arm-ring,*a bracelet, (2) a hoop or ring ; from
armus = arm. ]

1. A bracelet.

2. Meek, : An iron ring, hoop, or brace, in

which the gudgeons of a wheel move.

3. Anat. : The round ligament which con-

fines the tendons of the carpus. (Parr, <tc.

)

t ar-mlT-la-ry\ a. [In Fr. armillaire; Sp.

armilar; Port. armiUar; Ital. armUtare; Low
Lat. armillarius ; from Class. Lat armllla «=

an armlet, an arm-ring, a bracelet] Resem-
bling a bracelet in form ; circular. (Rarely
used, except in Astronomy.)

"Ha [Hipparchus] is also said to have erected armU-
lary circles at Alexandria."—Penny CycL. ii. 526,

armillary sphere.
Mech. £ Astron. : A sphere not solid like a

modern celestial globe, but consisting of
several metallic or other circles mechanically
fixed in such relative positions that one repre-

sented the celestial equator, a second the
ecliptic, and two more the colures. It was
capable of revolving on its axis within a
movable horizon. Astronomers used the ar-

millary sphere for purposes of instruction not
merely in ancient times, but on to the age of

Tycho Brahe, in the sixteenth century. Now,
however, it has fallen into disuse, having been
superseded by the celestial globe. [Astro-
labe, Celestial.]

"When the circles of the mundane sphere are sup-
posed to be described on the convex surface of a sphere,
which is hollow within, and, after this, yon im.-iglu*

all parts of the sphere's surface to be cut away, except
those parts on which such circles are described

; then
that sphere Is called an armiUary sphere, because it

appears in the form of several circular rings, or brace-
lets, put together in adue position."—Harris: Descrip-
tion 'if Che Globes.

ar-mil '-la-ted, a. [Lat armiUatus.} Wear-
ing bracelets. (Johnson.)

* ar millc, * ar -mylle, *. [Lat amiUa
(q.v.).] A bracelet.

" When he had sene the rynges on his systeis eeres,
and her poynettee or armylles on her hands."

—

Golden
Legend, L 10. {S. in Boucher.)

• ar -min, s. [Dut arm = poor.] A beggar.
" O hear God !—so young an arm-in I

M. flow. Armin, sweet heart, I know not what yon

* ar -mined, a. [Ermined.]

arm -Ing, pr. pat,, a., & s. [Arm, v.f]

A. & B. As irr. -par. and -participial adj.

:

In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

X. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of equipping one's self with
weapons, or the state of being so equipped.

(a) Lit.

:

" For the arming was now universal."—Jiacaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

(6) Fig. : Confirmation of a suspicion, or of

a truth previously but half-believed.
'* 2 Lord. Hath the count all this Intel ligence

!

1 Lord. Ay, and the particular confirmations, point
*ull arming of the verity."—

By that but I am almost a bet
London Prod., Supp. 1 l. li.SU. ISare*.)

2. That which constitutes the equipment

TX Technically (Nautical)

:

1. Plur. ; Waist-cloths ; cloths hung about
the outside of the ship's upper-works fore and
aft, and before the cubbrige heads. Some are

also hung round the tops, called top armings.

2. Sing, (in soundings at sea): A prepara-

tion of tallow, placed iu the concavity at the

bottom of the lead used for soundings, and
designed to ascertain the character of the ocean
bed at the place.

" The soundings from which this section Is laid down
were taken with great care by Capt. FiUroy himself

:

he used a bell-shaped lead, having a diameter of four
Inches, and the armings each time were rat off and
brought on board for me to examine. The arming is

a preparation of tallow, placed in the concavity at the
bottom of the lead. Sand, and even small fragments
of rock, will adhere to it ; and if the bottom be of rock,

it brings up an exact impression of Its surface."—Dar-
win: On Coral Reefs (1843), ch. i., p. T.

D. In composition: Applied to various

things used in, and for the purpose of, arming.

arming-buckle, a

Her.: A lozenge-shaped buckle. (Gloss, of
Heraldry.)

arming-doublet, s. A surcoat.
" Arming-doublets of carnation satten."—Masque

of the Inner Temple (1612). (EaJUwett: Contr. to

Lexic)

arming points, $. pi The fastenings

keeping the several pieces of armour from
separating.

arming-press, s. A press used in book-
binding. [Blocking Press.]

Ar min'-I-an, a. & s. [Lat, &c., Arminius);
Eng. suffix -an. In Ger. Ai minianer, s.J Per-

taining to Anniiiiws, the Latinised form of the
surname of James Harmensen, a noted Dutch
theologian [B.]

A. As adjective: Pertaining to Armimus or

to liis tenets.

"The Arminlan doctrine, a doctrine less austerely
logical than that of the early Reformers, but more
agreeable to the popular notions of the divine Justice
and benevolence, spread fast and wide. "—Macaulay ;

Hist. Eng., ch. L

B. A» substantive

:

Church Hist. : A follower of Arminius, or in

other words, of James Harmensen (see etym.),

first a Dutch minister in Amsterdam, and
afterwards Professor of Theology in Leyden
University. The views of himself and his

followers were summed up in five points, which
may be briefly stated thus :—1. That God
from all eternity predestinated to eternal life

those who He foresaw would have permanent
faith in Christ. 2. That Christ died for all

mankind, and not simply for the elect 3.

That man requires regeneration by the Holy
Spirit 4. That man may resist Divine grace.

5. That man may fall from Divine grace. This
last tenet was at first held but doubtfully

;

ultimately, however, it was firmly accepted.
Arminius died in the year 1609. In 1618
and 1619 the Synod of Dort condemned the
Arminian doctrines, the civil power, as was
the general practice of the age, enforcing the
decrees of the council by pains and penal-
ties. [Remonstrants.] Nevertheless the new
views spread rapidly. Archbishop Laud intro-

duced them into the Church of England
;

the Wesleyans also are essentially Arminians
;

whilst the remainder of the English Noncon-
formists and the Presbyterians in Scotland
and elsewhere are mostly Calvinists. The
only English sect formally called after Ar-
minius is that of the "Arminian New
Society."

Ar min'-i-an-ism,s. [Eng. Arminian; -ism.

In Gei. Arminianism.] The distinctive reli-

"jous tenets held by the Arminians.

"Laud, Neil. Mnntattu. and other bishops, wer*. *ll

supposed to be tainted with ArminIanism.'—Bum*;
Hist. Eng.

Ar-min'-i-an-ize, v.U & i. [Arminian.)

A. Trans. : To make Arminian, to imbue
with Arminian doctrines.

B. furrow. ; To teach Arminianism.

Ar-mln'-I-an-xz-er, ». [Arminianize.] One
who teaches Arminianism.

ar-mip'-o--tence, *. [Armipotent.] Puis-

sance at arms. (Bailey.)

ar-mip'-o-tent, a. (Sp., Port, & Ital. ar-^

mipotente ; Lat. armipotens = mighty in arms
(an epithet of Mars): arma= arms, and potens
s powerful, jxwsitm = I am able.) Powerful or
mighty in arms ; mighty iu war.

" 2 Lord. This ii your devoted friend, afr, the manL
fold linguist, aud the armipotent soldier."—Shakesp. :

Alts Well, ir. i.

ar-mis'-o-nant, a. [Lat arma m arms, and

sonans, pr. par. of sono = to sound.] Having
sounding arms or rustling armour. (Ash.)

ar-mls'-d-nous, a. [Lat armisonous : arma
m anus, and sono = to sound.] Having
sounding arms or rustling armour. (Bailey.)

ar'-mis-tice, *. [Ft. armistice; Sp. ft Port

armisitcto ; Ital. armistizio ; from Lat arma
= arms, and sisto = to cause to stand.] A
short cessation of arms for a certain sti pulated
time during a war; a truce, designed for

negotiation or other ends.

" Lastly, he required some guarantee that the king
would not take advantage of the armistice for the
purpose of Introducing a French force into England."
~~Macaukig ; Hist. Eng., ch. ix.

" Now that an armistice has been accepted, and a
conference is aliout to assemble to elaborate, if pos-

sible, terms of peace . . ."—Times, Nov. 11, 1676.

arm less (I), * arm'-les, a. [Eng. arm (1),

s., and suff. -less = without. In Ger. annlos,)

Without arms.

" And saugh an hood armlet, that wroot fast."

Chancer: C. T., 15,«8*.

arm -less (2), a. [Eng. ami (2), s. ; sun*. -Us*)

Without weapons, defenceless.

arm -let, s. [Eng. arm ; suffix -let, nsed as a
diminutive.]

1. A small arm.

2. A bracelet worn on the upper arm as

contradistinguished from one of the ordinary

type encircling the
wrist. Armlets are

of two kinds.

(a) Those worn
by men in the East
as one of the insig-

nia of royal power.
Kitto thinks that

the TTVS^ii (etsa-

dah), or so-called
" bracelet," which
the Amalekite said

he took from the
arm of the slain

Saul, was an arm-
let of this sym-
bolic character (2

Sam. i. 10). The
same Hebrew
word, again ren- armlets.

dered " bracelet,"

occurs in Numb. xxxi. 60, and probably with

the same meaning. Armlets of this naturs

are still seen on Persian, Hindoo, and other

sovereigns, and in most cases they are studde*
with expensive jewels.

"Armlet. Although the word has the same mean-
ing as bracelet, yet the latter is practically so exclu-

sively used to denote the ornament of the wrist, that

it seems proper to distinguish by armlet tbe similar

ornament which Is worn on the upper arm. There is

also this difference between them, that in the East

bracelets are generally worn by women, and armlets

only by men. Tbe armlet, however, is in use am ng
men only as one of the insignia of sovereign power."—
Kitto : Bib. CycL. Art. " Armlet-

"

(b) Those worn by women in onr own and
other countries simply for ornament

" Every nymph of the flood her tresses rending.

Throws olf her armlet of pearl in the main."
Dryden ; Albion i Albianus, lii.

3. Armour for the arm.

t ar-md'-nl-a, s. [Haruonia.]

tate, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6C

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. t*\ » = ©. ey - a. qu = kw.
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* ar-mo -nl-ac Old form of Ammoniac.
"'... the thridde i-wls

S»l anMiu'oc, . .'—Chaucmr; C. T., 12,751-2.

* ar-mon-I-caL [Harmonical.]

* UT'-mfin-y; * [Harmony.] (Scotch.)

ar' mor, tar'-mour, *ttrmoare, *ar-
mure, *. [In Fr. armure ; O. Fr. armeure;

Sp. A Port, armadura; Ital. A Lat. armatura
—= equipment, outfit, armor; armo =— to fit out

with implements, to eqoip; arma =- imple-

ments, arms.]

A, Ordinary Language :

1. Lit.: Defensive arms; a covering designed

to protect the body, especially in war, from
being injured by any weapon the foe could

use. In the authorised version of the Bible it

is frequently mentioned under its appropriate

name (1 Sam. xvii. 54; 1 Kings xxii. 38, Ac),
and several times under the name harness,

which was a term for armor common during
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (1 Kings
xx. 11; xxii. 34; 2 Chron. ix. 24). [Harness.]

The heroes of the Trojan war are described by
Homer as wearing it. It was in use among
the other nations of antiquity, but it was not

till the age of chivalry that it reached its full

development. From the list of pieces of armor
enumerated in the subjoined example, quoted

by Nares from Warner, it can be well under-

stood that a knight " in compleat armour " was
too well protected to be in much dangtr from
a foe, and too unwieldy to put that foe in much
danger. Mail armor was in use from lOtiti to

1300. It was tegulated, consisting of little

imbricated plates sewn upon a hauberk without
sleeves or hood ; ringed or chain, consisting of

interlocking rings; gamboised, consisting of
padded work stitched ; scaled, of small circular

plates like fish scales. Mixed armor to 1410,

chain and plate. Plate armor to 1G00, composed
of large plates, and entirely enclosing the

body. Half armor to eighteenth century, con-

sisting of helmet and body armor only. Armor
has almost disappeared in modern warfare, its

only remnant being the defence against sword
blows worn by cavalry. Recently, however, a
bullet-proof coat has been devised, which may
be worn by future infantry.

"To them in coiupleal armour seem'd the greene
knight to appeare.

The burgonet, the bever, buffe, the colter, curates, and
The poldroas, grangard, vembraces, gauutiets for

either hand,
The talshes, oushles, and the graves, staff, pensell,

bUses, all

The greene knight earst had tylted with, that held
her love his thrall."

Warner: Alb. Engl., bk. xil., p. »1. (A'ores.)

2. Fig. : Anything designed and fitted to

prove a defence against spiritual enemies.

% The "armour of light" (Rom. xiiL 12),
opposed to " the works of darkness," would
seem to be holy deeds. ** The armour of
righteousness" (2 Cor. vl. 7), as the name im-
plies, is righteousness, justice. The "armour
of God" (Eph.vi. 11, 13), is described at length

, in verses 13 to 20.

B. Technically:

1. Law, The Statute* of armor, repealed in
the reign of King James I., were ancient
enactments requiring every one, according to
his rank and estate, to provide a determinate
quantity of the weapons then Jn use, that if

required he might aid in the defence of his
country against domestic commotion or foreign
invasion. (Blackstoney

s Comment, bk. i., chap.
13.) Embezzling or destroying the king's
armor or warlike stores was, by 31 Fliz., 8, 4,

felony. (Ibid., iv. 101, 102.)

2. Her. Coat-armorer • The same as Coat or
Arms. [Arms.]

3. Magnet-ism : The " armor " of a magnet is

the same as its armature (q. v.).

fcr -mor-bear-er, «. [Eng. armour; bearer.]

One who carries the weapons of war belonging
to another.

" Then he called hastily unto the young man his
arnonr'bearer, and laid unto him, Draw thy sword,
and slay me, . .

."

—

Judy. ix. 54.

esT-mw-a'-cX-a, s. [Lat. armoracia, armo-
racta, armoracium; Gr. app.op**ia (armoraMa)
= horse-radish ; from Armorica, the Latin
name o

t
f Brittany, where it was said to grow

abundantly.] Horse-radish or Water-radish.
A genus of plants belonging to the order
Brassicacese, or Crucifera. Jt contains one

species, the A. camphobia, or Great Water-
radish, wild in Britain ; and another, the A.

rusticana, or Common Horse-radish, natural-

ised. The former has yellow flowers, and the

latter white.

\ ar'-mor-er/ax'-mour-er,*ar'-iner-er,
* ar'-mur-er, $. [Eng. armour; -er. In

Ft. armwier.]

1. One who dresses another in armor.

" The armorer*, accomplishing the knight*.
With besy hammers closing rivets up,
Give dreadful note of preparation."

Shaketp. : Henry V., tv.. Chorus.

2. One who manufactures ot repairs armor
and weapons.

" This let the armourer with speed dispose."
ftynm : Cortuir, t. 7.

3. One who has charge of the small arms of
a ship or regiment.

ar-mb'r-i-al, a. tt, «. [Ft. armorial, from or-

moires = arms, coats of arms ; Lat. armarium
= a place for tools ; hence a chest for cloth-
ing, money, &c; arma-= tools, implements.]

1. As adjective: Pertaining or relating to
heraldic arms.

"Ancient Armorial Quartering*."

—

Hichol*
A Oeveatogi*t, vol. viiL, p. 247.

2. As substantive : A book containing coats
of arms. Thus the phrases occur, " the French
armorial, the Spanish armorial, &c.

Ar-moV-fa, a. & s. [Lat. ArmoHcns. From
Armorica, said to be derived from two old
Gallic words, ar (Gallic air) = upon, and mor
(Lat. mare) = the sea.]

A* As adjective ; Pertaining to Armorica,
the western part of the country between the
Seine and the Loire. It was inhabited in
Caesar's time by a confederacy of tribes called
the Armorican League. He made war against
them and subdued them. Long afterwards it

received the name of Bretagne, in English
Brittany, from being inhabited by the Britons.
Now it is divided into several French depart-
ments.

B. As substantive : The language of Armo-
rica. It is called by the French Bas Breton.
It belongs to the Celtic family, and is akin
to the Welsh and the extinct Cornish. (In
the etymologies of this Dictionary it is cited
as Arm.)

AX-mSr'-io-an, a. & s. [Eng., &c, Armorie;

-a*. In Ger. ArmorLkaner.]

A. Asadj. : The same as ARMORic,ad*j.(q.v.).

B. Assubst. : A person born in Armorica.

ar mor 1st, ar mour 1st, s. [Fr. armor-
iste.] One well acquainted with coats ofarms
one skilled in heraldry. (Bailey.)

ar'-mor-^ (plur. armor les), s. [Eng.

armor ; -y. In 0. Fr. armaire, armorie, armoirie

(in Mod. ~Pr. armoiries is = coats of arms); Prov.
annari; Sp. armeira. From Lat. armarium =
a place for tools, a chest for clothes; arma
= tools, implements, arms.]

JL, From Eng. armor, in the sense of a coat

of arms

:

1. Coat armor; coats of arms.

2. Skill in heraldry.

B. From Eng. armor, m its ordinary sense:

1. Defensive armor, also offensive weapons,
or both taken together.

" Nigh at hand
Celestial armory, shields, helms, and si

Hang high, with diamond flaming, ai

1 spears,
ud with

2. A place for keeping weapons ; a magazine
in which all kinds of weapons are deposited
and maintained in good order till they are
required. (Lit. & fig.)

"... the tower ol David, builded for an armoury,
whereon there hang a thousand bucklers, all shields
of mighty men.''—Song of Sol. iv. 4.

"The Lord hath opened his armoury, and hath
brought forth the weapons of his indignation."—Jer.
1. So.

3. (Occasionally.) A place where anus are
manufactured.

ar'-mo -zeen, ar -mo-zine, s. [Fr. armasin,
armoisin. Corrupted from Ormuz or Hormuz,

an island in the Persian Gulf.] A thick
plain silk, generally black, used for clerical
robes. (Goodrich & Porter.)

arm pit, *. [Eng. ami; pit.] The pit or
hollow under the arm where it is joined to
the body. The axilla.

". . . up to their armpit* hi water."—Macaulay :

Hitt. Eng., chap. xvi.

arms (1), *. pi. The plural of Arm (1) (q.v.).

arms (2), s. pi. [In Gael, armachd (smg.) =
armour, arms ; Fr. armes, pi. of arme; Prov.

,

Sp., & Port, armas (pi.); Ital. arme (sing.);

from Lat. arma (pi.) = implements, especially
of war, notably a shield. Probably from root
ar = to fit or join.] [Art.]

A. Ordinary language

:

1. Lit. ; Weapons offensive or defensive.
".

. . bid their arms behind wainscots or in hay-
stacks."—Macaulay : Illtt. Eng., chn\>. xv.

"H War is so exciting, that when it breaks
out it powerfully attracts the attention of the
general public in every country; hence a
number of phrases, at first purely military,
now occur in ordinary English authors. [For
these see B. 1. ]

2. War, a state of hostility ; the act of
taking arms. [B.]

B. Technically

:

L Mil. : In the same sense as A. 1. Mili-
tary arms are of two kinds : arms of offence, or
offensive arms, and arms of defence, or defensive
arms. Under the first category are rifles,

pistols, muskets, cannons, swords, bayonet*,
sc. ; and under the latter, shields, helmets,
cuirasses, greaves, or any similar defence, for
the person. Of offensive weapons, those in
which name is generated are called fire-arms.

Arms of parade or courtesy : Those used in
ancient tournaments. They were unshod
lances ; edgeless and pointless swords, some of
which, moreover, were of wood ; and, finally,

even oanes. (James : Mil. Diet.)

Bells of arms, or Bell-tents : Bell-formed
tents, formerly for the reception of arms, now
for men also, when an army is in the field.

In arms: The state of having assumed
weapons and commenced war or rebellion,

" Rose op in arm*, conuuered, ruled."

—

Macaulay :

Bist. Eng., ch. Hi.

Pass of arms: A kind of combat in which,
in mediffival times, one or more cavaliers

undertook to defend a pass against all attacks.

(James.)

Passage ofarms

:

(a) Lit. : A combat in which the armed
opponents exchange blows or thrusts with
each other.

(6) Fig. : A controversial encounter with
the pen or some similar weapon.

Place of arms (Fort.) : A part of the covered
way opposite to the re-entering angle of the
counterscarp, projecting outward in an angle.

(t/ames.)

Small arms : Those whicli can be carried in

the hand, as muskets, swords, &c, in place of
requiring wheel-carriages for their transporta-
tion.

Stand of arms : A complete set of arms for

one soldier, as a rifle and bayonet.

To appeal to arms : To put a dispute to the
arbitrament of war.

"The House of Austria, indeed, had appealed f
arm*."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., chap. xxv.

To arms : An exhortation or command to
assume weapons and commence rebellion or
active warfare.

" And seas, and rocks, aud skies rebound,
To arm*, to arms, to arms t

"

—Pope.

To take arms : To assume weapons and com-
mence war or rebellion.

" Many lords and gentlemen, who had, in December,
taken arm* for the Prince of Orange and a free Parlia-

ment, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., chap. ri.

Under arms: In the state of having one's

weapons borne on one's person, or otherwise

ready for immediate use.

"The trainbands were ordered under arm*."—Ma-
caulay : Mist. Eng., chap. x.

TX Law : Anything which one takes iu his

hand iu anger to strike another with or throw
at him. Pistols and swords are, of course,

arras in the legal sense, but so also are stones

and sticks.

IIL Heraldry. Armorial bearings: In the

days when knights were so encased in armour
that no means of identifying them was left,

the practice was introduced of painting their

fc^ll. boy; pout, jowl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -iug.

-eian, -tian-shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -gion zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble. -die, ft*.
~ bel. del.
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insignia of honour on their shield, as an easy
method of distinguishing them. For a time
these were granted only to individuals, but
Richard I., during his crusade to Palestine,

made them hereditary. The reason why they
are called coats of arms is that they used to be
introduced on the surcoat of their possessor,

but the term once introduced was afterwards
retained even when they were displayed else-

where than on the coat These are usually
divided into (1) public, as those of kingdoms,
provinces, bishoprics, corporate bodies, &c.

;

and (2)private, being those of private families.

These again are separated into many sub-

divisions, founded mainly on the varied me-
thods by which arms can be acquired. [As-

scmption, Canting, Dominion, Feudal, &c]
T7i« College of Arms, or Heralds' College, is

situated in Queen Victoria Street, London.
It has at present one Earl Marshal, three

kings of arms, called respectively Garter,

Clarencieux, and Norroy ; six heralds, and
four pursuivants, with a Secretary to the
Earl Marshal and a Registrar.

IV. Falconry : The legs of a hawk from the
thigh to the foot (Webster.)

V. Bot. : The same as Armature or Armor
(q.v.).

*ar-mure,s. [Armor,]

ir-my, * ar'-mee, s. [In Sw., Dan., k Ger.
armee ; Gael, armailt ; Irish arbhar, armhar

;

Ft. armie, all meaning an army; Prov., Sp.,

A Port armada = a naval armament; Ital.

armata = an army ; from Lat. armatus (masc),
armata (fern.) = armed, pa. par. of ormo.j
[Arm, v.t., Armada, Arms.]

L Lit. (Ord. Lang. A MilU.): A body of
men, enlisted, brought together, drilled and
armed for warfare. The three chief arms of
the service are Infantry, Cavalry, and Artil-

lery ; all other branches, such as Engineers,
the Commissariat, Transport, Police, Postal,
Medical, and Chaplains' departments being
auxiliary. The officers of the British army
consist of field-marshals, generals, lieutenant-
generals, major-generals, colonels, lieutenant-
colonels, majors, captains, and lieutenants.
An army is composed of army corps consist-

ing of divisions, these of brigades, and these

L of battalions. Each has a separate staff, but
the division is the first unit that has a propor-

r tion of each of the three arms and of the
several departments. It is arranged for battle
In two or more lines, the infantry occupying
the centre, the cavalry one or both flanks, the

artillery, as far as possible, conveniently
massed. Cavalry is organized in regiments,
one attached to each division, the remainder
as the cavalry brigade, which, with a battery
of horse artillery, is attached to a corps.
Artillery is organized in batteries of six guns
each. Milton represents Satan, leading the
infernal hosts, as bringing up his troops in
" a hollow cube" (a solid square), having

" His devilish enginery Impaled
On every tide with shadowing >qn*drona deep.''

When all is ready, then, according to the poet,
" to right and left the front

Divided, and to either flank retired."

The way thus cleared, the guns are suddenly
displayed and fired. (Milton's P. I., bk. vi.)

*!T (a) A blockading army is one engaged in

blockading or Investing a place. [Blockade. ]

(James.)

(b) A covering army is one guarding the
approaches to a place. [Cover, v.] (Ibid,)

(e) A flying army is one continually In

motion, both to cover Its own garrisons and
alarm the enemy. {Ibid.)

(d) An army of observation is one in a for-

ward position engaged in watching the enemy.
(Ibid.)

(e) An army of reserve is one not itself at

the moment engaged in fighting, but all ready
to furnish men to another army which is so,

or, if need arise, to go en masse to its assist-

ance. (Ibid.)

(/) A standing army is an army so em-
bodied that it continues from year to year
without requiring for its perpetuation an
annual legislative vote. The British army
is not a standing one, the Legislature during
each successive year authorising its continued
existence, and fixing the number of men of
which for the time being it is to consist. So
jealous were the people of a standing army,
that after the peace of Ryswick, concluded in

1697, the majority of the nation wished to

disband all the highly-trained and experienced

soldiers of England, and trust the defence of
the country to the militia alone. King
William and his minister Soniers could with
difficulty obtain permission to keep 10,000
professional soldiers ; and to make sure that
they did not illegally enlist more, the ex-

penses of the army were fixed as low as
£350,000. The standing army of the United
States is limited by the law of 1874 to 25,000

men, this being considered an amply sufficient

force in times of peace.
" What he [Somen] recommended was not a stand-

ing but a temporary army, an army of which Parlia-
ment would annually fix the number, an army for

which Parliament would annually frame a military
code."—itacaulay; Hist. Eng., ch. xxtti.

2. Figuratively :

(1) A great number, a mighty host, though
not embodied for war.

"The caulcerworm, and the caterpillar, and the
palmerworui, my great army."—Jooi n. 24.

(2) A body of people organised for a com-
mon object, as the Salvation Army.

army list, s. The official list of com-
missioned military officers.

army worm, s. The larva of the Leu-
cania unipunctata.

* ar-myn, * ar-myng, s. [Arming.] Ar-
mor, anus. (Scotch.) (Barbour.)

* arn, * aT-en, v. [Are.] Are, the so-called
plural of the present tense of the verb to be.

" distene men often ben so fatten.

So fueles nrn quan he it sen dagen."
Story of Qen. * Kxod. (ed. Morris), IS, 16.

* arn, orn, * ourne, v.t. [A.8. am = ran,
pret. of yrnan = to run.]

L To run.
"Tho arnd vorth the noble knygt Roberd Court-

cheae." Rob. Oloucttt., toL If., p. SOT.

2. To run In the sense of flowing ; to flow.

"Wepynde hil armed hem the teres ourne adeoii."
RoL Btoucest., rot ii., p. *o».

*am (1), s. [A.S. earn — an eagle.] An eagle.
" John was sothlist his felan*.
For thi to the arn lickert ea he."
MS Cott^ resp^ A. ill, t 74. (Boucher.)

* am (2), *. tw*el. went guernen ; Arm. vern
guern ; Ger. erlen-baum ; Pr. aulne ; Lat.
alnus.) [Alkus.] The elder.

" ream is evidently derived from the arn or alder
tree. In Gaelic foarna."—Statin. Account, Rou, Ir. as*.
[Jamieton.)

ar-nat -to\ s. [Arnotto.]

* arn-dern, *. [Undern.]
" When the sad arndtrn shafting in the light"

Drayton : (hot, p. 1,818.

Ar'-n#5n, $. [Corrupted Arabic (?).] A fixed
star of 34 magnitude, called also a Leporis.

* ar -nSde, $. [Errand.]

* ar ne-ment, «. [A corruption of Lat. atra-
mentum = any black liquid, . . . ink ; ater =
black.] Ink.

" As blak as ani arnemont."
Seryn Sages, 5.271. {Bouckor.)

* ar nest, a. & s. [Earnest.]

arnica, s. [Corrupted from Ptarmica.)
[Achillea.]

1. A genus of plants belonging to the order
Asteracese, or Composites.

2. The English name of plants belonging
to the above-mentioned genus, and specially

of the A. montana, the Mountain Arnica, or

ARNICA MONTANA t ROOT AND FLOWERS.

German Leopard's-bane. It is not a British

species, but is common In the alpine parts of

Germany, Sweden, Lapland, and Switzerland
It is a perennial, of a slightly fetid odour, and
a bitterish acrid taste. Given in large quan-
tities it produces deleterious effects, but the
powdered leaves, in moderate doses of five to
ten grains, have been found serviceable In
paralysis, convulsions, amaurosis, chlorosis,
gout, and rheumatism. (Castle: Lexic. Phar-
maceut., 2nd ed.) As an outward application,
arnica is in constant use as a remedy for sores,
wounds, bruises, and ailments of a similar
kind. It is also employed as an internal
medicine.

ar-ni cine, s. [Arnica.] A bitter principle

contained in the flowers of the Arnica mon-
tana. [Arnica.]

Ar- nold-ist, s. [From the Arnold mentioned
below.]

Ch. Hist. : A follower of Arnold of Brescia,
who, in the twelfth century, when the papal
power was at its maximum, opposed the
Pope's temporal authority, and proposed that
the Church should be disendowed and left

for Its support to the freewill offerings of the
people. For advocating these views he was
strangled to death at Rome In the year 1155,
and to prevent the people paying veneration
to his remains his corpse was burnt and the
ashes thrown into the Tiber. All the more
on account of his cruel fate, his name was
enshrined in the affections of many, and the
Arnoldists from time to time gave trouble to
the Papacy. (Mosheim : Ch. Hist., Cent, xii.,

pt. Ii., chap. 5, § 10.)

t ar -not, t ar'-nut, s. [Earth-not.]

ar -not -to, ar-nat to, an-not -to, an-
ndt'-ta, a-nat -to, s. [Etym. doubtful,

perhaps the native American name. ]

1. Comm. : The waxy-looking pulp which
envelopes the seeds In the arnotto-tree. This
is detached by throwing the seed Into water,
after which it is dried partially, and made
up first Into soft pellets, rolled In leaves, in
which state it is called flag or roll arnotto.

Afterwards, becoming quite dry, it is formed
into cakes, and becomes cake arnotto. The
South American Indians colour their bodies
red with it ; farmers here and elsewhere use it

to stain cheese ; in Holland the Dutch em-

fdoy it to colour butter; the Spaniards put
t In their chocolate and soups ; dyers use it

to produce a reddish colour, and varnish
makers, to impart an orange tint to some var-

nishes. As a medicine it is slightly purgative
and stomachic.

If This substance is very frequently adul-

terated. Previous to the passing of the Adul-
teration Act It was found almost impossible
to obtain a pure sample, the adulterants being
flour, rye meal, turmeric, chalk, gypsum,
Venetian red, and, in some cases, red lead

;

this last substance being a poison. At the

Sresent time the only adulterants used are

our, turmeric, and small quantities of either

chalk or gypsum. Pure arnatto should not
contain more than six per cent of ash. Adul-
terated samples contain as much as twenty or
even thirty per cent. The organic adulterants
are easily detected by the microscope.

" Arnotto dyeth of Itself an orange-colour, is used
with pot-ashes upon silk, linen, and cottons, but not
upon cloth, as being not apt to penetrate into a thick
substance. —Sfr W. Potty, in Sprat' i If tit. of the Royal
Society, p. 399.

2. Bot. : The Arnotto-tree, the Bim ortUana
of Linnaeus, has a five-dentate calyx, ten

petals, many hypogynous stamina, and a two-

valved hispid capsule. It is from twenty to

thirty feet in height, and grows in tropical

America. [Bixa.] It is the type of the old

order Bixacese, now more generally called

Flacourtiacese (q.v.).

t ar'-ntit, s. [Earth-nut.]

ar -old, a. & s. [Aroide.c]

A. -4s adj. : Aroideous.

B. As subst. ; A plant allied to Arum (q.v.).

a-roi'-dS-SB, *. pi. [Lat. arum (q.v.1, and

Gr. elSoc [eidos) = appearance.] An order of

endogenous plants, the same as Aracem (q v.).

a-roid -e ous, a. [Eng. aroid ; -eous.]

Bot. : Allied to the genus Arum (q.v.).

* a roi nt, • a-roVnt, a-r5n'-yt, i^terj.

or imper. of verb. [Provincial Eng. of Cheshire

rynt, runt, applied, according to Bay, »•

fate, fat. fare, amidst, what, tall, lather ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, air, marine ;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. «, ce= e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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witches, as in the proverb—" Rynt you, witch,
quoth Bessie Locket to her mother ; " but the
expression is more commonly addressed to a
cow by a milkmaid, when she wishes the
animal to move out of the place it occupies.
(Boucher.)

T A word used apparently as a standard
formula for exorcising witches. It seems to
have meant, " Avaunt thee ! be gone, be off

!

"

In English literature it is hardly found else-

where than in Shakespeare.
" And aroint thee, witch ! aroint thee."

Shakesp. ; Lear, ill. 4.

" 'Aroint thee, witch !
' the rump-fed ronyou cries."

Ibid. : Macbeth, i. 3.

a-ro -ma, t a-ro'-mat, *. [In Fr. arome,

aromate ; Ger., Sp., Port., & Lat. aroma; Gr.

apbjfia (aroma) = a spice. This, according to

Pott, is from Sansc. ghrd = to smell ; but
according to Max MUller, is from the Aryan
root ar = to plough, and r = to go. ] The
quality of fragrance in a plant, in a spice, or in

anything else.

"Suffered no waste nor loss, though filling the air
with aroma."—Longfellow : Evangeline, pt ii., 6.

** Crlstes body noble hope of Hue to byde.
In oynt he was wvt aromat holi writ to fulle."

Bora de Cruce (ed. Morris), 81, 82.

tir-6-mat-ic, " ar-6-mat -ick, a. & s. [In
Tr.aromatiqve; Sp., Port., & Ital. aromatico

;

Lat aromaticus ; Gr. apw^aTiKik (aromatikos).]

[Aroma.]

A. As adjective:

L Ordinary Language : Pertaining or re-

lating to an aroma ; fragrant, sweet-smelling,
odoriferous, spicy.

" Her sweetest flowers, her aromatic gums."
Cowper: Task, bk. ii.

" Of cinnamon and sandal blent.
Like the soft aromatic gales
That meet the mariner, who sails

Through the Moluccas, and the sea*
That wash the shores of Celebes."

Longfellow : Tale* of a Waytide Inn ; Prelude.

XL Technically

:

1. Chem. Aromatic acids: Acids whose radi-

cal has the form CnHjn-^Oj, as the benzoic,

the toluic, and the cummic or cumic. There
are also Aromatic alcohols, aldehydes, hydro-
carbons, and ketones.

2. Pharm. Aromatic Mixture of Iron, and
Aromatic Powder of Chalk, with and without
opium, are described in Garrod's Materia
Medico.

B. As substantive : A plant or a substance
which exhales a fragrant odour, conjoined in

general with a warm pungent taste.

(Plur.); Aromatics, spices.
" They were furnished for exchange of their aroma-

ticks and other proper commodities. —Raleigh,

ar-O-mat -Ic-al, a. [Eng. aromatic; -al.]

The same as Aromatic (q.v.). (W. Browne.)

ar-5-mat-i-xa-tion, s. [Fr. aromatisation.]
The act of scenting or rendering sweet-smell-
ing or fragrant ; the state of being so scented.
(Holland.)

a-ro-ma-ti ze, v.t. [In Fr. aromatiser; Sp.

& Port aromatizer; Ital. aromatizzare ; Lat
aromatizo, v.l. ; Gr. afnafiarlCia (aromatizo),

v.t «v i.
] To render aromatic, odoriferous,

or fragrant ; to perfume, to scent (Thompson.)

a-ro-ma-ti/zed, pa. par. [Aromatize.]

a-rd-ma-ti'z-er, s. [Eng. aromatize; -er.]

That which renders any person or thing aro-

matic ; that which imparts fragrance.
" Of other strewing*, and aromatizer*. to enrich our

salleta, we have already spoken. "—Evelyn.

a-ro-ma-ti zing, pr. par. [Aromatize.]

a-ro -ma toils, a. [Lat. aromatis, genit.

sing, of aroma, and Eng. suffix -ous.] Full
of fragrance, impregnated with a fine odour.
[Aromatic. ] (Smart.)

* ar -oph, «. [A contraction of aroma philo-
sophorum, the philosopher's aroma.] A name
given to saffron.

* A. Paracelsi : A name given to a kind of
chemical flowers resembling the Ens Veneris,
prepared by sublimation from equal quantities
of lapis haematites and sal ammoniac.

* a-ro're, adv. [O. Eng. a = on ; rore = roar

(q.v.).] With a roar.
" With a scynch gurd ont arore,
Al the payne hit passid be-fore."

The XI. Pain* of Belt, xiv. (ed. Morris). ISO, 161.

a-ro se, * a-ro'}, v. The preterite of the verb

Arise (q.v.).

"... and she arose and ministered unto them."—
Matt. vitl. 15.

" Yor oure lhord uroi uram dyathe to lyue than
zonday." Ayenbite (ed. Morris), p. 7.

* a-rou'm, adv. [A.S. geroum : as subst. =
room; as adj.= roomy. ] [Room.] Far apart.

" lie saih him-self that h&rde stour,
Whon gnd« ArmuH weore rent aroum."
Dispute between Mary and the Cro* (ed. Morris).

a round, * a-ro"w'nd, prep. & adv. [Eng.

a = on, and round (q.v.).]

A. As preposition

:

1. Surrounding, encompassing ; everywhere
about, on all sides of.

" Or rather, as we stand en holy earth.
And have the dead around us, . .

,"

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. V.

2. More vaguely : From place to place.

B. -4s adverb : All round ; in a circle, in a
manner to surround.

" Tho, wrapping up h
Lept fierce upon nis shield,

Spenser: P. «.. LI. IB.

" For all around, without, and all within.
Nothing save what delightful was and kind."

Thomson ; Castle of Indolence, il. L

a-roil'-Ta,*. [Lat arura; Gr. apovpa(aroura)

;

from Lat aro; Gr. apou> (aroo) — to plough,
to till.]

1. Corn-land, a corn-field. [Arura.]

2. A Grecian measure of superficial extent,

a quarter of a plethron, and containing one
and a-half hektoi. Porter makes it equivalent
to 9 poles, 107*37833 square feet

a-r6*us'-al, *. [Eng. arouse; -al.] The act

of arousing ; the state of being aroused.

(N.E.D.)

t a-ro"use', s. [Arouse, v.] A single act of

arousing ; an alarum.

arouse, v.t. [See Bouse 0). v. The prefix,

meant to be intensive, is a needless addition.

(Skeat.)]

1. Gen. : To excite, to stimulate any person,

any passion, &c, at rest or torpid, into a state

of activity.
" But absent, what fantastlck woes arout'd
Rage in each thought, by restless musing fed.

Chill the warm cheek, and blast the bloom of life."

Thomson: Spring, 1.0M.

2. Spec : To wake a person from sleep.
" And now loud-howling wolves arouse the Jades,

That drag the tragic melancholy night."
Shakesp. : 2 Benry VI., it. l.

a routed, pa. par. [Arouse.]

a-r6*us'-er, *. [Eng. arouse, v. ; -er.} One
who arouses.

a-rou's-Ing, pr. par. [Arouse.]

a-rd'w, adv. [Eng. a = on, in, and row.] In a
row ; one after the other.

" My master and his man are both broke loose,
Beaten the maids a-row, and bound the doctor."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Brrort, v. i.

" But with a pace more sober and more slow.
And twenty, rank in rank, they rode a-row."

Dryden.

* a-ro"y'nt, interj. or imper. of verb. [Aroint.]

ar-pe'g'-gi'-d, *• [Ital = harping ; arpeggiare
= to play upon the harp ; arpa, arpe = a harp.]

Music 0/ keyed instruments : Playing after
the manner of the harp, that Is, striking the

notes In rapid succession in place of simul-
taneously.

"The funeral song . . . was Bung in recitative over
his grave by a racaraide, or rhapsodist, who occasion-
ally sustained his voice with arpeggio* swept over
the strings of the harp."— Walker: Hist. Mem. of the
Irish Bards, p. IT.

ar-pe'g'-fci-o, t>. [Arpeggio, *.]

Music : To play or sing as an arpeggio.

* ar -pent, * ar -pen, s. [Fr. arpent ; Norm.
Fr. arpent, arpen ; Prov. arpen, aripin ; O.
Sp. arapende ; Low Lat , from Domesday Book,
arpennus, arpendus; Class. Lat. arepennis, aro-
pennis (said to be of Gaelic origin), equal,
according to Columella, to a Roman semijuge-
rum, i.e., half an acre of ground.] [Arpenta-
tor.] An obsolete French measure of land,
varying in amount in different parts of the
country. The standard arpent was that of
Paris, which contained 100 square perches
(about five-sixths of an English acre).

* ar'-pen-ta-tcr, s. [Anglicised from O. Fr.
arpenteur = a measurer of land, from arpenter
= to measure land.] [Arpent.] A land sur-
veyor. (Bouvier.) (Worcester's Diet)

ar'-qua-ted, a. [Lat. arquatus, from arquus,
an old way of writing arras.] Bent like a bow,
curved. (E.James.) (Worcester's Diet.)

ar'-que-biis-ade, s. & a. [Fr. arquebusade.
In Port, arcabuzada.

]

A* As substantive

:

1. The discharge from an arquebuse.

2. The name of an " aqua " (water), formerly
used as a vulnerary in gunshot wounds, whence
its name of arquebusade. It was prepared
from numerous aromatic plants, as thyme,
balm, and rosemary. It was called also Aqua
vulneraria, A. sclopetaria, and A. catapultum.
(Parr: Med. Diet., i. 165, 166, 181.)

B. As adjective: Pertaining or consisting of
the " water" described under A. 2.

" You will find a letter from my sister to thank yon
for the arquebusade water which you sent her."—
Chesterfield.

ar que buse, ar' que-biiss, * bar -que -

buse, *. [Fr. arquebuse; O. Fr. harquebus;
Sp. & Port, arcabuz ; Ital. archibnso ; Dut
haakbus, from haak = hook, and bus m box,
urn, barrel of a gun. This is preferable to
the old view, to which Planch6 adheres, that
arquebus is Fr. arc-d-bouche or arc-d-bousa=
bow with a mouth or aperture or opening.]

ARQUEBUSE,

An old hand-gun, longer than a musket, and
of larger calibre, supported on a rest by a hook
of iron fastened to the barrel. It was an im-
provement on the old hand-gun, which was
without a lock. Henry VII., in establishing
the yeomen of the guard in 1485, armed half of
them with arquebuses, whilst the weapons of
the other half were bows and arrows. (James:
Mil Diet Planche: Costume, Ac.)

"A harovebuse, or ordnance, will be farther heard
from the mouth of the piece than backwards or on the
sides. —Bacon.

" Each arm'd, as best becomes a man.
With arquebus* and ataghan."

Byron: The Giaour.

ar que bus i er, - har que bus si er,
*. [Fr. arquebusier. In Dan. arquebuseer;
Port arcabuzeiro.] A soldier whose offensive
weapon is an arquebuse.

"He compassed them in with fifteen thousand
arquebusier*. whom he had brought with him weU
appointed."—Knolles.
"... the appearance and equipment of the harque-

buseier* . . ."—PlanchS: Brit. Costume (1S47), p. W.

ar'-quer-ite, s. [From the mines of Arquero,
in Coquimbo, a department of Chili, where It

abounds.] According to the British Museum
Catalogue, a variety of Amalgam ; but Dana
makes it a distinct species, which he places
between amalgam and gold amalgam. In
appearance it resembles native silver, and is

composed of about 86*5 of silver, and 18 '5 of
mercury. Its sp. gr. is 10'8.

ar-qul-foux (onz as u),s. [Fr.]

Comm. : An ore of lead used by potters to
give a green varnish to the articles which they
manufacture. (McCulloch.)

* ar'-ra, s. [Arrha.]

ar-ra-ca'-cna, s. [From the South American

Indian name of various tuberous plants.]

L A genus of plants belonging to the order
Apiacese, or Umbellifers. A. esculenta is cul-

tivated for the sake of its root in the elevated

portions of equinoctial America. Several

attempts have been made, but without success,

to introduce it into Britain.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this* sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph =l
-clan, -tian shan. tion, sion = shun ; tion, -slon - shun, -tious, sious, -clous - shus. -ble, -die, &c. bel, del

!
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2. A species of Wood Sorrel (Ozalit orenata).

(Treat. o/Bot.)

* ar'-race, v.t. [Arace.] The Scotch form

of the Eng. Abaci (q.v,).

* ar'-rach (ch guttural), s. [Orache.]

arrack, ar-rac, ar-ack, ar-ac,
t rack, s. [In Sw. & Fr. arack and rack ;

Dan. & Dut. arak; Ger. arrack and rack;

Turk, raki ; Mahratta arka — distilled spirit,

the sun ; Hind, araq-sharab ; Arab, araq —
(1) perspiration, (2) juice, sap, (3* spirituous

liquor ; araqa.'] A term used, in the countries

to which the Arabs have penetrated, for dis-

tilled spirits. In India, where the word is

continually used by Anglo-Indians and others,

arrack is made by double distillation chiefly

from " todi " or " toddy," a sweet juice derived

from the unexpanded flowers of various palm-

trees, and notably of the coco-nut (Cocoa nuci-

ftra). [Cocos, Toddy.] It is manufactured
also from the succulent flowers of the Bassia

genus of trees [Bassia], from rice, and from
other vegetable products. Liberty to sell it in

the several districts of India is farmed out to

native contractors at a stipulated sum, not-

withstanding which it is obtainable at a very

cheap rate, which leads to a good deal of

drunkenness both among European soldiers in

the East and the low caste natives of India

The beverage arrack may be imitated by dis-

solving forty grains of flowers of benjamin in

a quart of rum. Dr. Kitchiner calls this

" vauxhall nectar."
" I send this to be better known for choice of chin*,

tea, arrack, and other Indian goods."—Spectator.

arrack punch, s. Punch made of arrack.

'* They treated me with port wineand arrackrpuneh

. .
.*—Qraeee: Recollection of Shenetone, p. U.

* ar-rage (age = ig), a [Average.] (Scotch.)

t tjx-rag'-on-ite, *. [Araoonite,]

* ar-ra'ied, pa. par. [Arrayed.]

ar-ralgn (g silent), v.t [O. Fr. arraigner,

aragnier, aregnier, aregnir, aranier, areisnier,

aresner, araisnier, areisoner, araisoner, arrai-

sonner; Prov. arrazonar; Low Lat. arrainare,

arraizonare, arrationare = to address, to call

before a court, to require a prisoner to make
pleadings : ad = to, and ratio-no = to speak ;

Low Lat rationes = pleadings, pL of Class.

Lat. ratio = the mode or art of thinking.]

L Law:
1, Of persons : To summon a prisoner to the

bar of a court to answer a matter charged

against him in an indictment. On being thus

called he is required to respond to his name,

or in some other way signify that he is the

person whose presence is required. Then the

indictment is distinctly read over to him in

the vernacular tongue, after which he is asked

whether or not he is guilty. He may stand

mute, or confess the fact alleged, or plead to

the indictment. (Blackstone : Comment., bk.

iv., ch. 26.)
•*When the time wu come, they were brought be/ore

their enemies, and arraigned.'—Bunyan: The Pil-

grim'* Progrett, pt. i.

2. Of things. To arraign a writ in a county

it to fit it for trial before the justices of the

circuit.

H Ordinary Language

:

* 1, The same as Arrange. (Apparently

an erroneous meaning founded on a wrong
etymology of arraign.)

" Arraign, 1b to pnt a thing In order or in its dne
Place ; also to Indict and put a Prisoner on bis Trial.

~Qlotto-j. Noea, 2nd ed. (1719).

2. To bring an accusation against, to com-
plain of, to find fault with, to denounce ; to

stigmatise persons, actions, arrangements, or

institutions.
'*.

. had been an accomplice in some of the mis-

deeds which he now arraigned with great force of

reasoning and eloquence."—Macaulay : Mist. Eng.,cri.

Xiil.
** WUd she arraign* the eternal doom,
TJpbraida each sacred power."

Scott : William and Helen, 32.

arraign (g silent), s. [Arraign, v.] Arraign-

ment.

Clerk of the arraigns : Clerk of the arraign-

ments.
"The clerk of the arraign* stood up In great dis-

order.'"—Macauia y : Miet. Eng., eh. v.

ar-ra igned, * a-re'gn-yd (g silent), pa.

par. A a. [Arraign, v.]

ar-ra igner (g silent), s. [Eng. arraign ; -er.]

One who arraigns. (Coleridge.)

ar-ra ign-Ing (g silent), pr. par. [Arraign,
'v.)

ar-ra ign -merit, * ar raigne-ment,
" * ar-re ign-ment (g silent), s. [Eng. ar-

raign; -ment.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of arraigning, accusing, complain-

ing of, or finding fault with ; the state of

being so arraigned. [B. ]

1. In the same sense as B. (q.v.).

"But yet in Layer's case, A.D. I'm, . . . the prisoner

stood at the bar in chains during the time of his ar-
raignment."—Blacketone : Comment., bit. iv„ ch. 2S.

2. In a more general sense.
" Wrathful at such arraignment foul.

Dark lowered the clansman's sable scowl."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, T. e.

IX The charge made against one.
" In the sixth satire, which seems only an arraign-

ment of the whole sex, there is a latent admonition to

avoid ill women."—Dryden: *£neid; Dedication.

B. Technically:

Law : The act of calling a person to answer
before a court of law to an indictment brought
against him, or the indictment to which he is

required to plead. [A.]

* ar-ra i-ment, * ar-ra'y-ment, s. [Eng.

array; -ment.] The same as Kaiment (q.v.).

* ar -rand, a [Errand.]

ar-ra nge, * ar-ra'ynge, v.t. k i. [In Ger.

arrangiren ; Fr. arranger ; (Fr. ranger = to

put in order, to draw up in rank ; rang =
rank) ; Prov. arrengar, rengar ; Port. arranjar.}

[See Range, Bank.]

A. Transitive:

1, Essential meaning : To put in rank. Spec. ,

to put in order, to put persons or things in

the places where it is requisite for the carrying

out of a purpose that they should be located.

"... candles were arranged in the windows for an
illumination."—Macaulay : Mitt. Eng., chap. xv.

a proud show
asly arranged '

jorth: Excur ti

2. To plan, to prepare beforehand, to settle

particulars before commencing action.

" A place and a time were named ; and the details of

a butchery were frequently discussed, if not definitely

arranged."—Macauiay : Miet. Eng., chap. ii.

B. Intrant. : To assume a form of order.

•* But soon, within that mirror, huge and high.
Was seen a self-emitted light to gleam

;

i upon its breast the earfg
ndii

And forms uj*
Cloudy and indistinct, as feverish dream :

i its breast the earPgan spy.

Till, slow arranging, and denned, they »
a a lordly and a lofty room."To form a

ar-ra'nged, pa. par. [Arrange.]

arrange; -ment.arrangement, s. [Eng.
* In Ger. & Fr. arrangement.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of putting in rank or in order

;

the state of being so put in order.

"There is a proper arrangement of the parts in

elastiek bodies, which may be facilitated by use."—
Cheyne.

U. The ranks thus formed, the disposition

made, the order evoked, the settlement re-

sulting.

1. Of material things : Things placed in rank
or in certain defined positions.

" Taking a slice of white light from the beam of an
electric lamp, I cause that light to pa*s through an
arrangement of prisms."— TyndaU : frag, of Science,

3rd ed.. lx. 226.

2. Of things immaterial

:

(a) Dispositions, needful preparations.

"Donelagh made the arrangement* for the flight."—

Macaulay : Sit. Eng.. chap, xxil

(b) Stipulations, conditions of adjustment

of outstanding differences.

"It was impossible to make an arrangement that

would please everybody, and difficult to make an
arrangement that would please anybody; but an
arrangement must be made. —Macaulay : Miet. Eng.

,

chap-Xl.

B. Technically:

Nat. Science : Classification ; the placing of

animals, plants, and even minerals, along with

the species most nearly akin to them.

"I believe that the arrangement of the groups

within each class in due subordination and relation to

the other _groups . . ."—Darvrin: Origin of Specie*

(ed. IBM), chap, xiii., p. «0.

ar-ra'n-ger, s. [Eng. arrang(e) ; -er. In Fr.

arrangeur.] One who arranges.

"None of the list-makers, the assemblers of the
mob, the directors and arranger*, have been cul
vicled."—Burke: Reflection* on the Execution* in 1780.

ar-ra n-ging, pr. par. & s. [Arranoe.]

A* As pr. par. : See the verb.

B. As subst. : The act of settling details or.,

placing in order.

ar -rant, * er'-rand, • Sr/-rantf
* &?-

raunt, a. & s. [A form of Eng. errant, from
Lat. errans — wandering.]

A. As adjective:

L Errant, wandering, roaming In search of'

adventures.
" Come ye to seek a champion's aid.

On uaifrey white, with harper hoar,

hike arrant damosel of yore !

"

Scott : The Lady of the Lake, vl. t.

IL Pre-eminent in some quality, good or bad.

t 1. In some good quality.
" An arrant honest woman."—Burton,

2. In some bad quality.

(1) Ofpersons: Notorious,manifest,thorough,
downright.

" This chief had been a notorious murderer, and was
an arrant coward to boot."

—

Darwin : Voyage round'
t\e World, chap, iviii.

(2) Of things.

"Weeds, arrant weeds." Cowper : Mope.

(S) Used as a predicate :

"Your Justification is but a miserable shifting off

those testimonies of the aucientest fathers alleged
against you. and the authority of some synodal cauous,
which are now arrant to us. "— Milton : Animad.on
BemunttranW Def. againtt SmectymTtuu*.

* 8. A3 subst. : A good-for-nothing fellow, a
person of no reputation. (Breton, in N.E.D.)

ar'-rant-lj^, adv. [Eng. arrant; -ly.] Shame-
lessly, impudently, infamously.

" Funeral tears are as arrantly hired out as mourn-
ing clokes."—L'Eurange,

ar ras, s. [In Fr. tarrds ; Ital. arazzo; Port.

raz. ' So called because it was manufactured
chiefly in the French city of Arras, the capital

in bygone times of the province of Artois,

now of the department Pas de Calais. Both
Arras and Artois, the former called in Flemish
Atrecht, are from Atrebates, a barbarian tribe

described by Caesar as inhabiting the region

(De Bell. Gall. vi. 6).]

L Tapestry, hangings with interwoven
figures, hung, in the Elizabethan age, around
the rooms of old mansions, often at so great a

distance from the wall as to leave a convenient,

hiding-place behind.
" With goodly arras of great majesty.
Woven with gold and silke, so close and nere,
That the rich metall lurked privily."

.Spenser: ff. «., III. zl St.

SL A hanging screen of arras.

arras-cloth, s. Arras.

ar rased, a. [Arras.] Provided or hung-
with' arras.

" The shadows cast on the arrated wall."
Htmetti {in A'.E.D.).

ar ra-sene', *. [Formed from Eng. arras

(q.v".).] A mixed material of wool and silk,

something like chenille, used for a kind of

embroidery something like crewel-work.

ar ras -tre (re as er), ar ras -tra, s. [Sp.

arrastrat
arastra,froin Latl ra#trum=& harrow.]

Mining : A rude kind of machine, common
in Mexico, and used to some extent in the

United States, for grinding and amalgamating
ores containing free gold and silver. It con-

sists of a pan in which the ore is placed, and.

MEXICAN ARRASTRA.

A, upright shaft; B, arms, to which the mailers C are

attached ; A the central block of wood in which the

lower bearing works.

a vertical rotating post with horizontal arms
attached to it. To those arms blocks of rocks,

or mullers, are fastened by chains and dragged

over the ore in the pan.

fate, lat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or! wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », H = e. e
pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, pot,

ey=a> <iu = Uw.



* ar-ra ught, * a-ra/ught (oh silent), v.

The pret. of Areche (2) (q.v.).

array, * a-ray, * a-raye, s. [In Pr.

arroi = train equipage ; 0. Fr. arroi, arrai,
arret, from rai, ret, roi = order, arrangement

;

Prov. arret ; Sp. arreo = ornament, dress,

horse-trappings ; Port, arreio ; I tal. arredo =
furniture, implements. Cognate also with A.S.
gerad, gercedit, gerosdro = housing, harness,
trappings; Sw. reda= order; Gael. earradh =
dress ; Irish azrradfc = armour, accoutrements,
wares.] [Array, v.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of arranging, putting in order, or
decorating; the state of being so arrayed,
adorned, ordecorated. Specially

:

1. Equipment, equipage.
" But for to telle you of liis amy.
His hors was good, but he lie whs nought gay."

Chaucer: C. T., Prologue, 78-4.

2. Order of battle in soldiers.

In- array : In military order, with the view
of immediately fighting. [Used of an army, a
" battle " (the main body of an army) (?), or
rarely of a single fighting man.] [II. J

". . . he chose of all the choice men of Israel, and
put them in array against the Syrian*."—2 Sam. x. 9.

"... and set the battle in array against the Phil is-

tlnea."—l Sam. xvii, %,

**. . . they shall ride upon horses, every one put in
array , like theman to a battle, against thee, O daughter
of Babylon."—Jer. 1. 42.

3. Adornment.
(a) Lit. Of persons: Dress, especially when

lich or beautiful.
*' The sua is bright ; the fields are gay
With people In their best array
Of stole ami doublet, hood am! scarf.

Along the banks of the crystal Wharf."
Wordsworth : White Doe of Kylstone.

(b) Of things: Regular order, with adorn-
ment.

" Again his waves in milder tints unfold
Their long array of sapphire and of gold."

Byron : 2V Corsair, ill. 1.

IT- The persona thus arrayed or placed in
order. Spec., the whole body of fighting men.
(See also B.

j

The whole array of the city of London was under
arms."— M'icaul-iy : Hist. Eng., chap. i.

" Arm ye for the day

!

Who now may sleep amidst the thunders rending.
Through tower ana wall, apath for their arrayt^

ftemaw : The Last Constantme, 81.

B. Technically (Laid)

:

* I. The Commission of Array was a com-
mission of arranging in military order, for-

merly issued from time to time by the English
sovereigns and put in regular form by Parlia-
ment in 5 Henry IV. It empowered certain
officers in whom the Government could con-
fide to muster or array—that is, set in mili-

tary order—the inhabitants of every district.

(Blackstone : Comment., bk. i„, chap. 13.)

2. The act or process of setting a jury in
order to try causes ; also the jury thus put in
order, or their names when impannctled.

" Challenges to the array are at once an exception
to the whole panel in which the Jury are arrayed, or
set in order by the sheriff in bts return."—Btaekstone

:

Comment., bk. ill., oh. SS.

ar-ra y, * a-ra'y, * a-raye, v.t. [O. Fr.

arraier, arreier, arreer, arroier = to set in
order, to prepare ; Port, arreiar m to capa-
rison, to harness ; Prov. aredar, arrezar ; Ital.

arredare = to prepare. Cognate also with
4.8. gero3dian = to make ready, to arrange,
to teach, to decree ; Sw. reda = to disentangle
fin Scotch, to redd) ; Dan. rede= to comb, to
" make " a bed ; rede= ready, prepared ; Dut.
redderen = to arrange ; Ger. rtddertn = to
dress sails.] [Redd, Ready.]

A. Ordinary Language :

1. To put in order. Spec., to put in military
order for a battle or for a review.

" The English army had lately been arrayed against
him."—Mucaiibiy : Hist. Eng., chap. xii.

and flgh 1

passed i

"... a force of thirteen thousand fighting men
were arraned in Hyde Park, and j

before the Queen."—Ibid., chap, xviii.

2. To invest with raiment, especially of a
splendid kind.

(o) Literally:

" And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet
colour, and decked with gold and precious stones and
pearls, . . ."—Rev. xvii 4.

(6) Figuratively

:

"
. . and he shall array himself with the land of

Egypt, as a shepherd putteth on hfs garment . .
."

—

Jer. xilii. 12.

arraught—arrest

B* TtthtoicaUy:

Law : To set a jury in order for the trial of
an accused person.

*'
. . . in which the Jury are arrayed or set In order

by the sheriff in his return."—Btaekstone : Comment.,
bk. ill., chap. 23.

ar-ra'yed, * ar-raled, * a-rayed,
*a-raied, *a-raide {Eng.), *a-rayne
(Scotch), pa, par. A a. [Array, v., Aray, v.]

erf boiut as tber was on,
its lit saw never nun.
Ch-iurer: C. T., 11,499, 11.K».

ar-ra'y-©rt s. [Eng. array; -er.]

1. Gen. : One who arrays.

2. Spec. : One of the officers whose function
in mediaeval times it was to see the soldiers

of an army duly equipped with armour, and
who had therefore charge of the armour and
accoutrements. (Cowelj

arraying, * a-ra'1-ynge, pr. par. (Ar-
ray, v., Aray, v.]

* ar-rayment, * ar-ra'iy-ment, * ar-
ra'l-ment, s. [Eng. array; -went] The
same as Raiment (q.v.).

" Whose Ught arraement was of lovely green.

"

Beaumont: Hermaphrodite. {Richardson.)

* aire, s. [IceL orr, dr.] A scar.
" If it is brolnm, if It hath a wounde or an aire."—

Wyeiiffe : Lent. xxii. 23.

ar-rcar, "arreare, *a-rear, *a-
re are, * a-re're, adv. & s. [Fr. arrier'e ;

aa adv. = backwards, behind, in arrear, in
debt ; as s. = the hinder part of anything,
especially the stern of a ship; Prov. areire;
arretrato (pL ) = arrears, from Lat. ad = to,

and retro = backwards, behind ; re = back,
and sutf. -tro.1 [Arribke.]

A. As adverb

:

1. To the rear; implying motion to any
place ; behind one.

" N« ever did her eyesight turn arere."
Spenser : Virgo"* Qnat, 468.

2. In the rear ; implying rest ; behind one.

"To leave with speed Atlanta in arrear."
Fairfax : Tauo, 1L 40.

3. Behindhand, falling back ; not so far
forward as might have been expected ; be-
coming slow.
" From peril free he away her did beare ;

But when his force gau faUe his pace gau wex areare."
Spenser : F. ?., III. vii. 34,

B. As substantive

:

1. That payment which is behind. The re-

mainder of money owing, of which a portion
has already been paid ; or, more loosely,

money overdue, of which not even the first

instalment has been received (gen. in pi.).
" If a tenant runaway in arreur of some rent, the

land remains ; that cannot be carried away or lost,"—
Locke.

2. The rear. (Heylin : Reformation, i. 92.)

ar-rcar-age, * ar re rage (age = lg),

«. [Fr. arrerages (pl.)= arrears, from arriere
= behind. J [Arrear, Arribbe.] The re-

mainder of a sum of money, of which a portion
has been paid ; or generally, any money un-
paid at the due time ; arrears.

" Hell grant the tribute, send the arrearages."
Shakeep.: Ctpnbetine, ii. 4.

* ar-re ar-ance, a. [Eng. arrear; -once.]

The same as Arrear (q.v.).

* ar-r£ct', v.t. [Lat. arrectum, sup. of arrigo

= to set upright : ad = to, and rego * to
stretch, to lead in a straight line ; rectus = (1)
drawn in a straight line, straight ; (2) correct,

proper.]

L Lit. : To set upright ; to point anything
directly upwards. {Fuller: Ch. Hist., X. i. 20.)

IX Figuratively:

1. To address, to direct to a Being or person.

2. To impute, to attribute.
" But God, because he hath from the beginnyng

chosen them to eueriastynse blisse, therefore he ar-
recteth no blame of theyr deedes vnto them."—Sir T.
More: Works, t 271.

* ar-rect ', a. [Lat. arrectus, pa. par. of arrigo.]

[Arrect, v.]

1. Lit.: Pointing directly upwards; upright.
" Having large ears, perpetually exposed and arreer."—Swift : Tale of a Tut, § il.
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2. Fig. : Attentive.

ar-ren -6-thele, a. [Gr. appew>6*nAy« (arrar
nothelics) = male and female, of uncertain oi

doubtful sex.) Androgynous, uniting the
characters of the two sexes in one person.

„ " Mr. Bancroft seems to me to Accept the arrenotheU
character of these deities on Insufficient evidence."—
Brinton ; Myths of the New World, p. 161.

ar-ren-ta'-tion, s. [From Fr. arrenter; Sp.
A Port, arrendar = to rent, to farm, to take
by lease.) [Rent.]

English Forest Law: Licence granted aij

owner of lands in a forest to enclose them
with a low hedge and a small ditch, on con-
dition of his paving a yearly rent for the
privilege. (Johnson?)

* ar-rep'-tton, s. [From Lat. arreptum, sup.

of arripio ~ to seize or draw to one's self : ad
= to, and ra/pio = to seize and carry off.] A
seizing and carrying away. (Bp. Hall.)

t ar-rep-ti -tious (1), o. [In Sp. arreptUno
= possessed with a devil ; Lat. arrepliavs or
arreptitious — seized in mind, inspired ; arrtp-
tus, pa. par. of arripio = to seize : ad = to,

and rapio = to seize.] Snatched away.

t ar-rep-tr-tli>us (2), a. [Lat. arreptus, pa.
par. of arrepo ^ to creep towards : ad = to,

and repo= to creep.] Crept in privately.

*ar-re'r-a£e (a£e = I£), *. [Arrearage.]

ar rest', * ar-rSst'e, * a-rgst', * a rest e,

* a re est, * a-rest (Eng.), * ar-re '1st,

eyre'iBt (Scotch), v.t. [In Sw. arrestera; Dan.
arrestere; Dut. arresteeren ; Fr. arriter = to
march, to cease, to fix, to attach, to decide,
to make prisoner, to interrupt . . . ; O. Fr.
arrester, arester, arestiar, aresteir ; Prov., Sp..
A Port, arrettar; Ital. arrestare; Low Lat.
arresto; Class. Lat. ad = to, and resto = to
stand behind, to keep back, to withstand.]
[Arret, Rest.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L To cut short the course of anything which
previously was in unimpeded motion ; to stop,
to stay. Specially—

(a) To stop the motion of running water.
" As icy gale, oft shifting, o'er the pool
Breathes a blue til in. and in Its mid career
Arrests the bickering stream."

Thomson : The Seasons ; Winter.

(b) To stop the advance or the flight of a
soldier in battle, the progress of a conquering
army or nation, or the course of law.

" The fatal lance arrests him as he flies."

Pope : Homer » Iliad, bk. v. 70.

"His diplomatic skill had, twenty years before,
arratfed" the progress of the French power."—Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., cb. xii.

2. To fix, to attach ; to call in wandering
thoughts or affections, and concentrate them
on an object. (It is not now followed by
upon.)
"We may arrest our thoughts upon the divine

mercies."—Sp. Taylor.

3. To seize an offender or his property. [B.
Law.]

* H But areist used adverbially = forthwith,
without delay. (Scotch.)

"... Mercury, but areist,
Dressit to obey his grate faderis behest."

Douglas : Virgil, l«e, 7. (Jamieson.)

B. Technically (Law)

:

1. To apprehend or seize upon a person
either that he may be imprisoned, or that
security may be obtained for his appearing
when called upon to answer to a charge about
to be brought against him. [Arrest, s.,

Arret.]
" Constables were unwilling to arrert the offender*."

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

f It is sometimes followed by of prefixed to
the alleged offence.

" I arrest thee of high treason, by the name of
Thomas Grey, knight of Northumberland."—Shnkesp. :

King Henry V., ii. 2.

2. To seize property in virtue of authority
received from a magistrate.

"He hath enjoyed nothing of Ford's, but tweut>
pounds of money, which must be paid to master
Brook : his horses are arretted for it."—Hhakesp.

:

Merry Wives, v. 1.

arrest , * a-rest', * a rest e, s. lln Sw.,

Dan., Dut, Ger., O. Fr., A Prov. arrest; Mod.
Fr. arrit; Sp., Port., A Ital. arresto; Low Lat.
arrestum, arresta.] [Arrest, v.]

A. Ordinary Language : The act ofarresting

;

the state of being arrested ; seizure, detention.

boil, boy; pout, jofrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem;
-clan, tian =s shan. tion. sion = shun ; tion, -talon = zhun.

thin, this; isin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -lag.

-tious, -sious, -clous = anus, -ble, -die, Ac = btf, del.
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Specially:

* 1. Stoppage, delay, hindrance.
" And in he goith, withouten more arett,

Thar as he law must perell aud most dred."

Lancelot of the Lake (ed. Skeat), bk. iii., S,or2-&

2, The seizure of a person charged with

some crime, or that of his goods [B., I.] ; de-

tention, custody.
*' And dwelleth eek in prisoun and arrette."

Chaucer: C. T., 1,812.

To make arrest upon or of: To arrest, to

seize.
•' Was lik an hound, and wold have maad arrett

Upon my body, and wold han had me deed."*
Chaucer; C. T., 16,386-7.

Under arrest : Into or in the state of one

who has been and remains arrested, seized,

kept in custody, or at least under restraint.

(Generally preceded by the verb to put or to

place.)

"William refused to Bee him, and ordered him to be
pnt under arrest."—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., chap. x.

"The governor wm placed under arrett."—Ibid.,

chap. \x.

^ See also examples given under Arret, $.

B. Technically

:

L Law:
L 0/ persons: The seizure of a suspected

criminal or delinquent that security may be

taken for his appearance at the proper time

before a court to answer to a charge. Or-

dinarily a person can be arrested only by a
warrant from a justice of the peace ; but there

are exceptional cases in which he can be

apprehended by an officer without a warrant,

by a private person also without a warrant,

or by what is technically called a hue and cry.

An arrest is made by touching the body of

the person accused, and after this is done a

bailiff may break open the house in which he

is to take him ; but without so touching him
first it is illegal to do so. The object of arrest

being to make sure that he answers to a
charge about to be brought against him, it

does not follow that after being seized he is

incarcerated; if bail for his appearance at

the proper time be given, and the case be not

too aggravated a one for such security to be

accepted, he will be released till the day of

trial. The privilege of exemption from arrest

is granted to peers of the realm, members of

Parliament, and corporations, clerks, attor-

neys, and others attending the courts of jus-

tice, clergymen whilst actually engaged in

performing divine service, and some other

classes. No arrest can take place on Sunday,

except for treason, felony, or breach of the

peace.

f In the Untied States the law of arrest differs

In certain respects from that In England,

though the same general principles underlie

both. [Arrestment.]

S, Of things. Arrest ofjudgment: The act

or process of preventing a judgment or verdict

from being carried out till it shall be ascer-

tained whether it is faulty or legally correct.

Judgment may be arrested (1) when the declara-

tion made varies from the original writ, (2)

where the verdict materially differs from the

pleadings and issue thereon, and (3) where the

case laid in the declaration is not sufficient in

law to admit of an action being founded upon
it. (Blackstont : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 24.)

Formerly the omission to state certain facts

led to an arrest ofjudgment ; but now, under
the New Common Law Procedure Act, 15 and
16 Vict., c. 76, § 143, the omitted facts may,
by leave of the court, be suggested.

TX Biology: Arrests of development. [See

Arrested.]
". , . they areduechieflytoorrertiof development."

—Owen : Clattiflc- of the Mammalia, p. W.

UX Veterinary Science: A mangy humour
between the ham and pastern of the hinder

legs of a horse. (Johnson.)

, ar-res ta -tion, s. [Fr. arrestation.] The
act of arresting ; the state of being arrested.

t (Webster.)

ax-res'-ted, pa. par. [Arrest, v.]

BioL Arrested development : Development
arrested at some stage of its progress. (See

the example.)
"Arretted development differs from arretted growth,

aa parts In the former state still continue to grow,

whilBt still retaining their early condition. Various
monstrosities come under this head."—Darwin : Det-

cent of Man, pt i., eh. i v.

ar-r8s'-tee» s. [Eng. arrest ; •«.]

Scots Law : The person in whose hands pro-

perty attached by arrestment is at the time

when it is thus dealt with.

arrester, ar-res'-tor, s. [Eng. arrest;

-er, -or,']

Scots Law: The person who obtains legal

permission, on which he acts, to arrest a debt
or property in another's hands.

ar-rest'-ing, pr. par. [Arrest, v.]

ar-rest'-ment, s. [Eng. arrest; -ment. In
*

Ital. arrestamento = act of arresting.]

Scots Law : The process by which a creditor

detains the effects of his debtor, which are in

the hands of third parties, till the money
owing him is paid. It is of two kinds :—(1.)

Arrestment in security when proceedings are

commencing, or there is reason to believe that
a claim not yet in a state to be enforced will

speedily become so. (2.) Arrestment in execu-

cution, being that which follows the decree of

a court, or when a debt is otherwise settled to

be legally owing.

ar-ret', * ar-rett, * a-re't'te, * a-rit'te,
v.t. [From Fr. arreter ; Low Lat. arreto ; the
same as arresto.] [Arrest, v. & s.)

1. To reckon, to lay to the charge, or put to

the account of.

". . . his faith is aretted to rightwysnesse."—
Wycltffe : Rom. iv. 5.

2. To charge with a crime. (Scotch.)

"And gud Schyr Dawy of Brechyn
Was off this deid arettyt syne,

Barbour, xlx. 90. MS.

3. To assign, to allot ; to adjudge, to decree.
" But, after that, the Judges did arret her
Unto the second best that loved her better."

Spenter : P. Q., IV. V. XL
*' The other five five sondry waves he sett

Against the Ave great Bulwarkes of that pyle.
And unto each a Bulwarke did arreu."

Ibid,, II. xL 7,

t ar-TJSt', s. [Fr. arrit = an arrest, a sentence,

a judgment ; decree of a sovereign or other

high authority.] Old spelling of Arrest, v.

At 8.

* ar ret -ed, * ar ret -ted, * a-ret ted
(Eng.), a-ret -yd (Scotch), pa. par.

* ar-re yse, v.t. [Araise.]

* ar rha, * ar'-ra (pi. ar'-rhee, ar -rae),

j. In Fr. (plur.) arrhes; Lat. arrha, arra,

arrhabo, and arrabo, from Heb. {fe^f (irabon)

= a pledge ; 1T3J (arab)m to promise, to pledge

one's faith. ]

1. A pledge.
", . . we bare not onely oar arra and earnest

penny ot his assured covenant, . .
. "—Anderton | On

the Hymn Benedictut (1573).

2. Soots Law : Earnest money (in Scotland
popularly called arles),

ar -rhen-ath'~er-um, *. [Gr. apprnv (arren)
— male, and afbjp (other)= an awn.]

Botany: A genus of plants belonging to

the order Graminacese, or Grasses. A species

grows wild in Britain—A. avenaceum, or tall,

oat-like grass. It is also cultivated occasion-

ally in England, and much more frequently in

France, but is not very nutritious.

t ar rhoa'-a, *. [Gr. a, priv., and pc'w (rheo)

m to flow.] The absence of any flux. (Parr.)

ar rl age (age as ig), s. [Average.] Used
only in the expression, Arriage and carriage,

signifying plough and cart services formerly
demanded by lords from their vassals. They
were abolished by 20 Geo. II., c. 50. (Scotch.)

payment of mail-duties, kain, arriage, car-

."—Scott : Heart ofMid-Lothian,

* ar-rl de, v.t. [In Ital. arridere = to smile,

to favour; Lat. arrideo = to smile upon
especially, approvingly (opposed to derldeo

= to laugh at, to deride).]

1. To smile upon pleasantly, as a symbol of

approbation. Fig., to please.
" Her form answers my affection.

It arridet me." Marmion : Antiquary, li. 1.

" I have had more care to suite the capacitie of the
vulgar, than toobserve those criticismcs which arride

the learned."— Wither: TrantL of the Ptalmt (1632t,

Pref., P.L

2. To laugh at, to deride.

K Ben Jonson in Every Man out of his

Humour (ii. 1) ridicules arride, evidently re-

garding it as an affected Latinism.

* ar-xid'ge, s. [A. 8. hrycg = the back of s

man or beast ; a ridge.] A ridge.

" This staan taeks a fine arridge."
Craven Olott. IS. in Boucher.)

arriere (ar-rl-ere), *. [In Fr. arriere, a.

= the rear ; also arrear or arrears ; adj. **

hinder, back, behind ; adv. = behind.]

1. In the rear.

(a) Of an army

:

"The horsemen might issue forth without disturb-
ance of the foot, and the avant-guard without shuffling
with the battail or arriere."—Bayward.

(b) Of anything

:

2. Arrears. [Arrear.]

arriere-ban, s. [Fr. arriere-ban ; O. Fr.

arban, heriban, herisban; Prov. auriban; Low
Lat. arbaunum, herebannum, heribannum

;

O. H. Gcr. hariban, heriban ; N. H. Ger.

herbann =• the calling together of an army

;

O. H. Ger. heri = an army, and ban= a public

call, a proclamation. (Abandon, Ban.) The
French, not understanding the old Teutonic
term heri= an army, have supposed arriere-

ban to have the word arriere in its composi-
tion, which is believed to be an error. (Mahn.).}

1. Lit.: A general proclamation by which
the old French kings summoned to their stan-

dard, for the purpose of war, their feudatory
vassals, with those also who were in a state

of vassalage to them.

2. Fig. : Any general summons issued by an
authoritative voice.

" Thus Vice the standard rear'd ; her arrier-ban
Corruption call'd, and loud she gave the word."

Thornton : Cattle of Indolence, ii. 80.

arrlere-fee, arriere-nef, s. [Fr. or-

riere-fUf.] A fee or a lief depending on one
above it. These fees commenced when dukes
and counts, rendering their governments here-

ditary, distributed to their officers parts of

the domains, and permitted those officers to

gratify the soldiers under them in the same
manner. (Johnson.)

arriere-vassal,5. The vassal of a vassal.

(Trevoux.)

arriere - voussure, *. [Fr. voussure

(Arch.) = coving.] A secondary arch. An
arch placed within an opening to form a larger

one. Sometimes it has the effect of taking
off the bearing upon a wooden linteL [Dis-

charging.]

t ar-ri-e'-rot ». [Sp.] A muleteer.

"... an 'arriero,' with his ten mules . . ."—Dar-
win : Voyage round the World, ch. iv,

ar'-ri-ont, s. A doubtful word in Chaucer

(C. T., 15,686), prob. an error for appetite.

ar'-rls, *. [Fr. arete = (1) a flsh-bone ; (2)

(Arch.), see def. ; O. Fr. areste.]

Architecture

:

L, The line in which the two straight or
curved surfaces of a body forming an exterior

angle meet each other. This intersection

forms the edge of the body.

2. The same as Arris-gutter (q.v.).

arris-fillet, *. A triangular piece of

wood used to raise the slates or lead of a roof

against the shaft of a chimney or a wall, so as

more readily to throw off the rain. It is used
also for forming gutters around skylights. It

is sometimes called a tiUing-jillet.

arris-gutter, s. A wooden gutter shaped

like the letter V. (Gwilt.)

arris-wise, adv.

1. Ord. Lang. : Diagonally, edgeways, to as

to present a sharp ridge.

2. Her. ; With one angle towards the spec-

tator ; showing the top and two sides (said of

a rectangular bearing, as an altar).

t aT-rl-Sion, s. [Lat. arrisio, from arrideo.]

[Abride.] A smiling upon with approbation.

* ar-ri'-vage (age as $g), *. [Fr.] Arrival.

"At his first entrance and arrivagc, he [Pertlnaxl
assaied by rough hand to suppresse the rebellious or

tlie »riiiy."-,s>(C(i : The Romam, c 21. (Richardton. I

ar-ri'-val, *. [Eng. arrive) ; -al.]
"
• t The act or state of arriving.

1. Lit. : The act of reaching any place, or

the state of being brought to it, by water, by
land, or in any way.

" The unravelling is the arrival of Ulysses upon his

own island."—Broome: View of Epic Potfry.

2. Fig. : The act of attaining to, or the state

of being made to attain to, any object of

desire.

fate, lat, tare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p»tt

or, wore, wolf] work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oe = e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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H. The people who reach the place indi-

cated.
" To-day the Lady Psyche will harangue
The fresh arrioalt of the week before."

Tennyson : The Priticess, ii.

* ar-ri V-ance, s. [Eng. arriv(e); •ance.]

1. The same as Arrival ; meaning the act of
arriving, or the atate of being made to arrive.

2* People arriving ; company coming.
" For every minute is expectancy
Of more arrivance."

Shaketp. : Othello, Ii. L

ar-ri ve, * a-ri ve, * a-ry've, * ry've,
v.t. & t, [Fr. arriver = to disembark, ... to
arrive, from rive m bank of a river ; Prov.
aribar ; Sp. & Port, arribar ; Ital. arrivare ;

Low Lat. arrivo, arripo, adripo; from Class.

Lat. ad = to, and ripa = the bank of a river,

more rarely the shores of the sea.]

A. Intransitive :

L Lit. : Properly, to reach the bank of a
river or the shore of the sea ; but it is now
quite as commonly used for one finishing a
land journey.

1. To reach by water.
" At length a ship arriving brought
The good so long desired.

*

Cowper: A Tale, June, 179S.

"And they arrived at the country of the Gadareiiea,
. . . And when he went forth to laud, . .

."—Luke
via 26, 27.

2. To reach by land journey.
" When we were arrived upon the verge of his estate,

we stopped at a little inn, to rest ourselves and our
horses. '

—Sidney.

"... there was no outbreak till the regiment ar-
rived at Ipswich."—Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., chap. zl.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Of persons : To reach any aim or other
object towards which one has for some time
1)een moving. (Generally followed by at, rarely
by to.)

"It is the highest wisdom by despising the world to
arrive at heaven."— Taylor.

". . . the conclusions at which I arrived."-~Darwin ;

Descent of Man, vol. i.. pt. 1., chap. i. (1871), p. 3.

2. Of things:

(a) To reach, to attain to.

" If some things an too luxuriant, it is owing to the
richness of the soil : and if others are not arrived to
perfection or maturity, it is only because they are
overrun and opprest by those of a stronger nature."—
Pope : Preface to Homer'i Iliad.

(6) To come, to happen, to occur, to take
place.

" Happy .' to whom this glorious death arrives ;

More to be valued than a thousand lives."
Walter.

* B. Transitive : To reach.
" But ere we could arrive the point proposed,
Caesar cried, ' Help me, Cassius, or I sink.'

Shaketp. : Julius Cassar, i. 3.

* ar-ri ve, * a ri ve, s. [From arrive, v.

In Fr. arrivee; Sp. arriba; Ital. arrivo.] An
arrival.

"
. . : and in the Greete see

At many a noble arive hadde he be."
Chancer: C. T., 69, 60.

ar-ri v-ing, pr. par. [Arrive, v.]

ar-ro-ba, s. [In Fr. arrobe; Sp. k Port.

arroba ; from Arab, ar-rub or ar-rtibu m a
fourth part. ]

A* In Spain :

1. An old weight = twenty-five English
pounds. (Fernandez : Eng. & Sp. Diet., 1811.)

2. An old measure, as yet only partially
superseded by the French metric system of
weights and measures introduced into Spain
on January 1, 1859. It is of two capacities :

(1) The arroba for wine contains 3fr imperial
gallons. (2) The arroba for oil contains 2$.

(Statesman's Year-Book, 1875.)

B. In Portugal : An old Portuguese weight
of about thirty-two pounds. (Simmonds.) It

is too completely disused to be mentioned in
the Statesman's Year-Book.

ar rode, v.t. [Lat arrodo; from cui = to,
and rodo = to gnaw.] To gnaw; to nibble.
(Johnson.)

ar ro gance, t ar/
-r&-gan-c$r, s. [In

Fr. arrogance; Sp. & Port, arrogancia; Ital.

arroganza; Lat. arrogantia; from arrogans,
pr. par. of arrogo.] [Arrogate.] Properly,
the act of taking to one's self in an insolent
way that which one unjustly claims, or of
helping one's self to that which, though one's
own. should have been handed to one by
another ; the taking too much upon one's self

;

exorbitant pretensions, insolence.

"The fear and hatred inspired by the greatness, the
injustice, and the arrogance of the French king were
at the height."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., chap. iv.

ar'-r6-gant, a. [In Dan. & Fr. arrogant ;

Sp., Port., & Ital. arrogante ; Lat. arrogans;
pr. par. of arrogo.} [Arrogate.]

L Of persons : Taking in an overbearing
manner something which one claims, but not
justly, as one's own, or that which, though
one's own, should have been passively received
by him ; assuming, overbearing, manifesting
too high an appreciation of one's self; insolent.

"In the hour of peril, the most arrogant and
mutinous spirits will often submit to the guidance
of superior genius."— Macaulay: Hist. Eng., en. xiii.

2. Of things : Marked with arrogance ; the
offspring of arrogance.

" The pride of arrogant distinctions fall.

"

Cowper: Retirement, 669.

ar'-rd-gant-I& adv. [Eng. arrogant; -ly.]

In an arrogant manner ; with undue assump-
tion.

"Our poet may
Himself admire the fortune of his play

;

Anil arrogantly, as his fellows do.
Think he writes well, because he pleases you."

Dryden: Indian Emperor. (ProL)

ar'-rd-gant-ness, s. [Eng. arrogant; -ness.]

The quality of being arrogant ; arrogance.
(Johnson.)

ar'-ri-gate, v.t [In Fr. arroger; Sp. arro-
garse ; Ital. arrogare, arrogarsi ; Lat. arro-
gatum, supine of arrogo — to ask, ... to
claim what is not one's own : ad — to, and
rogo = to ask.] To put forth unduly exalted
claims, the offspring of self-conceit ; to mani-
fest assumption, to put forth baseless preten-
sions.

"He arrogated to himself the right of deciding dog-
matically wnat was orthodox doctrine and what w;im
heresy, of drawing up and imposing confessions of
faith, and of giving religions instruction to his people.

"

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., chap. i.

ar'-ro-ga-tSd, pa. par. [Arrogate.]

ar'-ro-ga-tlng, pr. par. [Arrogate.]

ar-ro-ga'-tion, s. [Lat. arrogatio ; from
arrogo = to ask, . . to adopt as a son : ad =
to, and rogo = to ask.]

1. The act of arrogating ; claiming or taking
to one's self more than is one's due.

", . . have still a smack of arrogation and self-

seeking."—Mores Poems: Notes on Ptychoxoia, p. 871.
{Boucher.)

2. Among the old Romans : The act of for-

mally adopting an adult as a son.

"... recourse was then had to adoption, properly
called arrogation."—Note by linizot in Gibbon's *' De-
cline and Fall," chap. xliv. fed. 1846), vol. lv., p. ML

ar'-ri-ga-tlve, a. [From Lat. arrogo = to
arrogate. ] Arrogating, claiming or taking
what one has no real right to ; putting forth
unfounded pretensions.

"Mortification, not of the body (for that Is suffi-

ciently insisted upon), but of the more spiritual
arrogative life of the soul, that subtil ascribing that
to ourselves that is God's, for all is God's."— More:
Song of the Soul, Notes, p. 871.

t ar-ron'-dee, t ar ron - di, t ar on die,

t a-rSn'-djf, s. [Fr. arrondi — (1) rounded,

(2) round, (3)
(

roundish, (4) full (in face), pa.
par. of arrondio =(1) to round, (2) to enlarge.]

Her. ; Made round. (Gloss, of Her.)

* ar ron dell, .< [Fr. hirondelk.] A swallow.
(Scotch.

)

" The arrondeU so swift of flight."
Butts Pug. (Wilson's Coll.), ii. 169. {Jamieson.)

ar ron dissc raent (ent - on), s. [Fr.

arrondissement = (I) a rounding, (2) round-
ness, (3) a district or ward ; aronder = (1) to
round, (2) to enlarge ; rond = round.]

In France : A territorial division of the
country, less than a department, but greater
than a canton, which again is higher than a
commune.

"France was divided. In 1866, Into 89 departments,
subdivided into 373 arrondissements, 3,941 cantons,
and 87,548 communes. —Statesman's Fear-Book (1875),

p. 76.

* ar-ron~iy, adv. [Arrantly.]

*ar-r6'^e, v.t. [Fr. arroser; Lat. ros = dew.

]

To wet, to bedew.

ar-ro' fjtion, s. [Lat. arrosus, pa. par. of
arrodo = to gnaw, to nibble : ad = to, and
rodo = to gnaw.] The act of gnawing, or the
state of being gnawed. (Johnson.)

*ar-r<Jund, v.t. [Pref. ar— Lat. ad, and
Eng. round, s.] To surround. (Heath: 0d4»
of Horace, i, 7.)

ar'-row, *arj-owe, *ar'-we (pi. ar'-
row?, *ar'-rdwe§, * ar - wes , *ar'-wenX
s. [A.S. arewe, aruwe, arwe ; from ar= ore
(Bosworth), earh= an arrow going, archery;
O. Icel. or, plur. orvar = arrow (Stratmannt

Wedgwood, &c). Mahn brings it from WeL
arf, arv =. weapon ; Arm., Fr., & Gael, arm ;
Lat. arma = arms. Other derivations have
been given.]

L Lit. : A missile weapon designed to be pro-
pelled by the impulse communicated by the
snapping of the string of a bow, temporarily
bent into an angular form, back to its normal
state of rest in a straight line. To make the
wound it inflicts more deadly, and prevent its

being easily pulled out, it is barbed at the tip,

and often poisoned, whilst at the other ex-
tremity it is feathered, to make it move more
directly forward. [Archery.]

" An lamech droge is arwe ner."
Story of Gen. * Exod. (ed. Morris), 478.

".
. . that which commaundeth bowes and arrow**,*—Spenser : Present State of Ireland.

"And as the lad ran, he shot an arrow beyond him. 1*

—1 Sum. xx. 36.

II. Fig. : In Scripture arrows signify or
symbolise (1) bitter words (Ps. lxiv. 3) ; (2)
false words (Jer. ix. 8); (3) a false witness;
(4) affliction divinely sent (Lam. iii. 12, 18

;

Job vl. 4; Ps. xxxviii. 2); (5) the judgments
of God on sinful nations or individuals (Numb.
xxiv. 8 ; Deut. xxxii. 23), or more specifically
(a) famine (Ezek. v. 16, Ac), (6) lightning
(2 Sam. xxii. 14, 15 ; Ps. xviii. 14 ; Zech. ix.

14) ; (6) children, especially stalwart sons (Ps.
cxxvii. 4).

1. Her. : Arrows are often represented on
coats of arms, either singly or in sheaves, <.«.,

in bundles.

A broad arrow is one with a head resembling
a pheon, except in want-
ing the engrailing or
jagging on the inner
edge. [See 2.] (Gloss,

of Heraldry.)

2. Surveying: A
"broad arrow" is the
name applied to the
mark cut by the officers

of the Ordnance De-
partment conducting
the trigonometrical sur-
vey, to note the points xhE "broad
from which their several arrow."
measurements are made.

8. Fort. : A work placed at the salient angle
of a glacis. (James: Mil. Diet., p. 247.)

* arrow-case, s. A quiver. (Wydiffe:
Gen. xxvii. 4.)

* arrow-girdle, s. A quiver. (Wycliffe:
Ezek. xxvii. 11.)

arrow-grass, s. [The English name of
the botanical pfenus Triglnrhin. There are
two British species, the Marsh Arrow-grass

arrow-grass (triolochin palustre).
l. Flower. 2. Fruit. 3. Base of leaf.

4. Complete plant.

(T. palustre) and the Sea-side Arrow-grass
(T. marititnum). They have small greenish
flowers. [Triolochin.]

arrow-head, 5.

1. The head of an arrow.

2. Cartography : A mark like the following.

<- , used to indicate the direction of a road
or river, or line of march.

boil, bd"5"; poitt, jowl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, hench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - £
-clan, -tlan shan. -tion, sion — shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -tlous, -slous, -clous m shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bcl, del.
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East Indian arrowroot is said by some to

be prepared from the tubers of the Curcuma
angusti/olia. Such we believe to be the case

in Southern India, where it is a favourite food

among the natives ; but the article sold in

this country as East Indian arrowroot is cer-

tainly the starch of a Marant, and not a Cur-

cuma. This is readily determined by the

microscope.

. Natal arrowroot has given much trouble to

the public analysts, owing to the granules

somewhat resembling those of potato-starch.

It has, however, been lately proved to be a

genuine Maranta starch.

Portland arrovrroot: A name applied to a

starch prepared, some years ago, in Portland,

from the roots of the Arum maculatutn. It is

not now an article of commerce.

% Arrowroot is adulterated either by the

mixing together of various qualities of arrow-

root, or by the admixture of other starches,

such as potato or tapioca. Neither of these

methods renders the arrowroot deleterious ;

but when we consider that the price of the

different qualities of genuine arrowroot varies

from 6d. to 2s. 6d. per pound, and that the

price of potato or tapioca flour seldom exceeds

6d. per pound, we then see how the public

may be cheated in pocket. The adulteration

by potato or tapioca flour is readily detected

by the microscope.

aT'-row-^, a. [Eng. arrow ; -tf.]

1, Consisting of arrows.
** He mv them, In their forms of battle rang'd,

How quick they wheel'd. and flying, behind them shot
Sharp sleet of arrowy show'r against the fXce

Of their pursuers, and o'ercame by flight."

Milton: P. Jt. t bk. iii-

2. Resembling an arrow in form or appear-

ance.
" By the bine rushing of the arrowy Rhone."

Byron : CMlde Harold, lit. 7L

"And beside itoutstretchedtheskinofarattlesnake
glittered.

Filled, like a quiver, with arrows ; a signal and
challenge for warfare.

Brought by the Indian, and speaking with arrowy
tongues of defiance,'*

Longfellow : Courtship of MiUt SKintlUh. It.

* ar-ru'r-o, *. [Artjra.]

* ar-ry've, v.i. Old spelling of Arrive.

* ars, *. [Art.}

A.R.S.A. An abbreviation for (1) Associate of

the Royal Society of Arts ; (2) Associate of

the Royal Scottish Academy.

ar se, * era, s. [A.S. ars, ears ; Sw. ars; Dut.

aars; Ger. aracfc; Pers. arsit, arst.] The but-

tocks or hind part of an animal. (Chaucer

:

C.T., 3,732.)

To hang an arte : To be tardy, sluggish, or

dilatory. (Vulgar.)
** For Hudlbns wore but one spur

;

As wisely knowing, oould he stir

To active trot one side of 's horse.

The other would not hanff an arm."
Budiirat

arse smart, s.

Bot. : (1) A vulgar name for the plant
Polygonum perskaria ; (2) P. Hydropiper.

* ar se dine, * ar sa dine, * ors den,
». [A vulgar corruption of arsenic (q.v.).]

Yellow orpTinent. (Nares.)

" A London vintner's signe, thl
fringed, with theamlng artadinc."
Stuffe.

ar -se-ene, *• U& owsc-hen, trsc-henn = a

quail ; from ersc = a park, a warren ; and hen

= hen.] A quail. (Scotch.)

" Upon the sand yit 1 saw, as thesaurare tane.

With grene awioons on hede, Sir Gawane the Drake
The Aneene that ournian ay prichand."

Iloul'Ue, 1. IT. {Jamieton.)

ar'-sen, in compos. [From arsenic (q.v.).]

Containing arsenic ; a* arsen-monomethyl,
arsen-dimethyl, arsen-diethyl, arsen-chloro-

dimethide, &c. (Fownes : Manual o/Chem.)

arson al, s. [InSw.,Dan., Ger.,Fr.,& Arm.

arsenal; Dut. arsenaal; Port, arsenate; Sp.

arsenal = dockyard; atarazana = dock, ar-

Benal, rope-yard, wine-cellar ; Ital. arsenate,

arsanale, arzanale m a dock ; Arab, ddr cind'a

= house of industry or fabrication : ddr =
house, and cind'd — industry.] A magazine
of military stores, containing weapons of all

kinds and ammunition for the supply of the

military force belonging to a country. The
chief arsenal in Britain is at Woolwich. A
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3. Bot, : The English name of the botanical

genus Sagittaria. It is so called because its

leaves resemble an arrow-head. There is one

British species, the Common Arrow-head
(pagittaria sagittifolia). [Sagittaria. ]

arrow-headed, a.

Bot., Archaol, dtc. ; Shaped like the head

Of an arrow ; sagittate.

Arrow-headed characters : [Cuneiform].

arrow-maker, s. A maker of arrows.

Arrow-makers were formerly called fletchers

and bouryers, and were deemed persons of im-

portance. [See ex. under Arrow-head.)

arrow-poison, 5. Poison used by savages

to tip their arrows with. That of Central

America is Curarine. (Foumes; Manual of

Chemistry, 10th ed., p. 90S.)

arrow-seed, *. Seed shaped like an
arrow; arrowy. (Tennyson: The Poet, 19.)

arrow-slain, a. Killed by an arrow.

(Tennyson: Vivien, 415.)

* arrow -smith, s. An arrow -maker.

(Destruction of Troy, 1,588.)

arrow-wounded, a. Wounded by an
arrow. (Tennyson: Princess, ii. 251.)

ar'-rdw-le^t, *. [Eng. arrow, and dimin. suff.

-let] A little arrow. (Tennyson: Gareth &
Lynette.)

ar'-rdw-ro^ot, *. [Eng. arrow; root. The
translation of a term originally applied by a

tribe of native American Indians to the root

of Maranta arundinacea), which had long

been used by them to counteract the effect of

wounds inflicted by poisoned arrows. Other

derivations have been given. It is, however,

noteworthy that in Ger. arrowroot is pfeil-

wurz : pfeil being = arrow, and wurz = root.]

1. Bot. : The English name of the botanical

genus Maranta, the type of the endogenous

order Marantacese, called by Lindley, in his

Nat. Syst. of Bot, the Arrow-Root tribe ; but
altered in his Vegetable Kingdom to Marante.

The flowers of Maranta are in long, close,

Bpike-Iike panicles, with irregular corollas,

each having a single perfect stamen, with half

an anther. The veins of the leaves run out

obliquely from the midrib to the margin. The
root Is a fleshy corm, which, when washed,

grated, strained through a sieve, and again

repeatedly washed, furnishes the substance

so much prized as food for invalids, which

is described under No. 2.

2. Comm.: The starch extracted from the

rhizomes of a Maranta, and imported into this

country in large quantities from the East and
West Indies, and from Africa, each importa-

tion taking the
name of the place
from which it

comes. Thus we
have Bast Indian
arrowroot, Ber-
muda arrowroot,
8t Vincent arrow-

root, Natal arrow-

root, &c Attempts
have been made to

call every starch
arrowroot which
bore the slightest ^^ WD1A ARBOwroot.

ZTmS££X -*-«.*-»
example, Potato or

British arrowroot, from the Solanum tubero-

sum; Tous-lea-moU, or French arrowroot, from

the Canna edulis ; Tapioca, or Brazilian arrow-

root, from the
Manihot utiUssh-

ma, fcc. This has
failed since the
passing of the
Adulteration Act,
and it is now un-
derstood by public
analysts, magis-
trates, &c., that
arrowroot must
consist entirely of
the starch which
is extracted from WE3T isagBjj arrowroot.

ft££S uLt —— »«—

-

any admixture of

potato or other starch is regarded as an adul-

teration.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit. sire, sir, marine
;

go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ft = e. qu = kw

great many of the stores are manufactured aa
well as kept there.

" The Spanish nest* and artenalt were doubtless in
wretched condition."

—

Jfacaulay : BiU. Eng., cli. xxiv.

ar'-sen-ate, ar-se'n-i-ate. [See Arsenic
Acid.]

arsenate or arseniate of cobalt.
[Erythrite.]

arsenate or arseniate of copper.
[Trichalcite, Olivenite, Lirocosite.]

arsenate or arseniate of iron*
[PHARMACOSIDERITE.]

arsenate or arseniate of lead.
[MlMETITE.]

arsenate or arseniate of lime-
[Pharmacolite.]

arsenate or arseniate of man-
ganese, [Chrondarsenite.]

arsenate or arseniate of nickel.

1. & 2. Two allied minerals placed by Dana
as an appendix to his Oxygen Compounds.
One is dark-green or brownish, and the other

sulphur-yellow.

3. [See Cabrerite.]

arsenate or arseniate of nickel
and cobalt (called also Hydrous bibasic

Arseniate of Nickel and Cobalt). A mineral

akin to Annabergite (q.v.). It is found in

the desert of Atacama.

arsenate or arseniate of zinc.
[Kottigite.]

ars'e-nic, * arse-nick, * ars e nicke,
* ars -nek, s. [In Sw. « Ger. arsenik ; Fr.

& Prov. arsenic; Sp., Port, & Ital. arsenico,

Lat arsenicum, arrlienicum, which, however,

is not native arsenic, but sulphuret of arsenic,

orpimeut ; Gr. apacvatov (arseniken), apptvt-

kov (arrhenikon), not arsenic, but orpinient \.

appeviieos (arrhenikos) = masculine ; appvv

(arrhen), older form apawv (arsin) = male.

From some one of these comes Arab, zir-

nakon; Syr. zarnika. Arsenic is so called

from its powerful effects.]

A. Ordinary Language : The substance de*

scribed under B. 1 (Chem.).
" Artnek, s*l armoni&k, sud britii*toon."

Chaucer: C. T., 12,72*.

B. Technically:

1. Chem. Arsenic iB a triad semi-metallic

element, but it may be a pentad in some of its

compounds. Symbol, As; atomic weight, 75

;

vapour density, 150 (H = 1) ; atomic volume, 4 ;

8p. gr., 575. It volatilises when heated with-

out fusing, and its vapour smells like garlic.

It is obtained by distilling native alloys of

arsenic and iron, copper, cobalt, or nickel

;

also by heating araenious oxide (AS2O3) with

charcoal in earthen crucibles. Arsenic has

a steel-grey metallic lustre, is very brittle,

and crystallises in rhombohedrons. It unites

with metals when fused with them, forming

brittle alloys called arsenides. Arsenic is

added to lead used for making shot, to make

it run into regular globules. Metallic arsenic

is often called black arsenic, to distinguish it

from the white arsenic of shops, which is

arsenious oxide. Arsenic forms two OxUtea,

arsenious oxide (Ab^) and arsenic oxide

(AS2O5), butonlyone chloride, AsC^arsenious
chloride). It is prepared by distilling one

part of metallic arsenic with six parts of cor-

rosive sublimate or arsenious oxide with strong

hydrochloric acid. It is a colourless, oily,

poisonous liquid. Arsenic unites with nascent

hydrogen, forming hydride of arsenic, AsSg.

Arsenic forms sulphides (q.v.). It also form*

organic bases (see Cacodyl and Arsink).

Arsenic is easily detected in cases of poisoning,

but the reagents must be first tested for

arsenic, as traces occur in zinc and in mineral

acids. Compounds of arsenic, when heated

on charcoal, give off fumes of metallic arsenic,

recognised by its garlic-like smell. If heated

with charcoal in a test-tube it forms a metallic

ring. Arsenic is precipitated from solutions in

the presence of hydrochloric acid by HjS (se*

Analysis), as a yellow sulphide, AS2S3, solulle

in sulphide of ammonium, also in carbonate of

ammonium. A piece of bright copper healed

in a solution containing arsenious oxide or an

arsenite rendered acid by hydrochloric acid,

becomes covered with a grey film of metall:^

arsenic. Any arsenic compound treated with
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zinc and hydrochloric acid gives off arseniuret-

ted hydrogen (AsH,), which burns with a
grey-blue name, and deposits metallic arsenic
on a cold porcelain dish held in the flame. It

may be distinguished from antimony by dis-

solving in hypochlorite of sodium. Metallic
arsenic, heated in a current of air, yields the
characteristic octohedral crystals of arsenious
acid. Nitrate of silver gives a yellow precipi-

tate with arsenit.es, and a brick-red one with
arseniates, Arseniates require to be reduced,
or heated, before they are precipitated by
sulphuretted hydrogen. Arseniates give a
white crystalline precipitate with magnesium
mixture and ammonia like the phosphates.

2. Min. Arsenic occurs native in rhombo-
hedral crystals, or massive, reticulated, reni-

forni, and stalactitic The hardness is 3"5

;

the sp. gr., 5'93 ; the lustre, sub-metallic ; the
colour and streak, tin-white, soon tarnishing
dark grey. It occurs with various metals in

crystalline and schistose rocks. It is found
in Norway, Hungary, Silesia, and the United
States. [For other ores of it see Realgar,
Orpiment, Ac.]

If kite arsenic is the same as Arsenolite (q. v.).

arsenic-glance. In Mineralogy, a variety
•of Arsenic.

arsenic oxide. In Mineralogy, the same
as Arsenolite (q.v.).

arsenic sulphides.
CJiem. ; There are three sulphides—AS3S2.

AS2S3, and AS2S3.
Bisulphide of arsenic (AsjSa) occurs native

as realgar (q.v.). It can be prepared by melt-
ing metallic arsenic with sulphur. It is used
to prepare Indian white fire, a mixture of
twenty-four parts of nitre, seven parts of sul-

phur, and two parts of realgar. Heated with
strong sulphuric acid, A8983 forms arsenious
and sulphurous acids. It is used as a pigment

Arsenious sulphide (A&3S3) occurs native as
orpiment. It is obtained in a pure state by
'passing hydrosulphiiric acid (H«8) through a
solution of an arsenite acidified by hydro-
chloric acid. Arsenious sulphide is used as
a pigment, called King's Yellow, also as a
dye stuff.

Arsenic sulphide (As^Ss) does not exist in a
separate state, but in combination with metal-
lic sulphides, as sulpharsenates.

ar-sen'-ic, a. [Formed from the substantive,
but distinguished from it by being accented
on the second syllable instead of the first

In Pr. arsenique ; Port arsentoco.]

arsenic oxide, As L.o5 , called in the
hydrated state arsenic add. This compound
is prepared by oxidising arsenious oxide with
nitric acid, also by passing chlorine into
aqueous arsenious acid. Arsenic oxide forms
three hydrates analogous to phosphoric acid
—monhydrate (H As* >

;{ ), dihydrate (H4A62O7),
and trihydrate (H3ASU4) ; the last forms salts
iaomorphous with the phosphates*. Arsenic
oxide, when strongly heated, is decomposed
into arsenious oxide and oxygen, and is re-

duced to metallic arsenic by charcoal or
cyanide of potassium at red heat. Sulphurous
anhydride, SO& reduces As^Og to AB2O3.
Hydrosulphuric acid, HoS, passed through a
warm solution, acidified with hydrochloric
acid, of arsenic acid or of an arsenate, gives a
precipitate of AS2S3 + S3. Arsenic oxide is used
In dyeing and in preparing aniline colours.
The salts of arsenic acid are called arsenates
or arseniates. The salt of magnesium and
ammonium is a white crystalline salt like the
corresponding phosphate. Nitrate of silver
gives a brick-red precipitate, and with basic
acetate of lead a white precipitate, which is

reduced by heating with charcoal with evolu-
tion of arsenic, recognised by the gariic-like
smell.

ar sen -ic-al, o. [Eng. arsenic (adj.), and
suff. -al. In Fr. & Port, arsenical.] Pertain-
ing to arsenic; having arsenic as one of its

constituents.

arsenical antimony. A mineral, the
same aa Allemontite(q.v.). It is not identical
with Antimonial Arsenic (q.v.).

arsenical bismuth. [In Ger. arsenik
wismuth.] A mineral consisting of ninety-
seven per cent of arsenic and three per cent,
of bismuth. It was known to Werner.

arsenical cobalt. A mineral, called
also Smaltite (q.v.).

arsenical copper. A mineral, called
also Condurrite (q.v.), a variety of Domeykite
(q.v.X

arsenical copper pyrites. A mineral,
called also White Copper.

arsenical iron* A mineral, the same
as Mispickel (q.v.). There is a variety of it

called Argentiferous Arsenical Iron.

arsenical nickel. A mineral, called
also Nickeline (q.v.).

arsenical pyrites. A mineral, called
also Mispickel (q. v>

arsenical silver. A mineral, a variety
of Dyscrasite. There is also an Arsenical
Antimonial Silver.

arsenical silver blende. A mineral,
called also Proustite (q.v.).

ar-sen -i-cate, v.t. [Eng. arsenic (adj.), and
suff. -ate. ) To combine with arsenic.

ar-sfin'-i-ca-ted, pa. par. [Arsenica-™.]

ar-seV-X-cite, s. [Eng. arsenic, and suff.

-ite.] A mineral, the same as Pharmacolite
(qv.>

ar-sen-ide, a [Eng. onm(fc); -ids.} An
alloy of arsenic with a metal These alloys
are generally brittle. Metallic arsenides, when
fused with nitre, are converted into basic
arseniates. Arsenides fused with sulphur
and an alkaline carbonate yield a sulphar-
senrte or sulpharsenate of the alkali metal,
and the other metal remains as a sulphide
free from arsenic.

ar-sen'-l-d, in compos. [Eng., tc, arsenic);
-0.) Containing arsenic.

arsenio sulphurct, or sulpharsen-
ite. Compounds of arsenious sulphide
(AS2S3) with metallic sulphides. They are
generally of a red or yellow colour. (See
Wattes Diet. Chen,)

ar-sen-I-6-sid'-er-ite, s. [Eng., &e., arsenio
(q.v.); and siderite, from Gr. m&jpo? (sideros)
= iron.] A mineral, called by Glocker arseno-
crocite, it being his belief that arseniosiderite
was so alike in sound to arsenosiderite that it

was expedient to alter one of these terms, and
arseniosiderite had the precedence in time.
[Arsbnobtdbrtte.] It is a fibrous species of
a yellow golden colour and a silky lustre.

Hardness, 1—2; sp.gr., 3520—8"88. Compos.:
Arsenic acid, 37 9 ; sesquioxide of iron, 42'1

;

lime, 11*1; water, 8 '9 = 100. It occurs in
France.

ar sen'-I-ous, a. [Eng. arsenic); suff. -ous.]

Pertaining to arsenic ; having arsenic as one
of its constituents.

arsenious oxide, or arsenious an-
hydride, AS2O3, called in the hydrated
state arsenious acid. It is formed by burning
arsenic in the air, but is obtained by roasting
arsenical pyrites, ores of tin, cobalt, Ac,
which contain arsenic, in a furnace supplied
with air, and condensing it. Arsenious oxide
crystallises in octohedra. It volatilises at
213° C, If it is condensed on a hot surface
it fuses into a vitreous form, which is more
soluble in water than the crystalline variety.
One part dissolves in twelve parts of hot and
thirty parts of cold water ; no definite hydrate
exists. It is insoluble in alcohol and ether.
Arsenious oxide is a violent irritant poison,
two grains producing death, but by com-
mencing with small doses it is possible to
take even four grains without injury. The
Tyrolese eat arsenic to increase the power of
the respiratory organs, as they have to climb
mountains. Arsenious oxide is used in medi-
cine in small doses in skin diseases. It is

rapidly absorbed into the blood when it is

applied to a wound. The best antidote is

obtained by adding magnesia to ferric chloride

;

the mixture of sesquioxide of iron and mag-
nesia can be used at once, without washing it
Arsenious oxide reduces chromic acid, man-
ganic acid, &c; but it is reduced to metallic
arsenic by potassium, charcoal, sulphur, and
phosphorus at red heat. Arsenious oxide
unites with bases forming arsenites, but they
are not very stable compounds. Their solu-
tions give a yellow precipitate with argentic
nitrate, soluble in acetic acid, also in caustic
potash ; a light-green precipitate (Scheele's
green) with cupric salts. Aceto-arsenite of

copper (Schweinfurt green) is used as a pig-
ment for wall papers, and is very poisonous.
Arsenite of sodium, formed by dissolving
AS.JO3 iu caustic soda, is used to prepare the
papers to poison flies. Arsenious oxide is

used to poison rats and as a flnx for glass,
also in calico printing aud for making pig-
ments. Arsenites are decomposed by heat
Hy.irosulphuric acid (IIjS) g^ves a yellow pre-
cipitate, AsaSg, from a solution of an arsenite
in hydrochloric acid.

ar'-se'n-ite, *- [Eng. arsen; -ite. In Fr.
arsenite.}

1. Chem. [See Arsenious Oxide.)

2. Min. [In Ger. arsenit.} The Bame as
Arsenolite (q.v.).

ar sen t iir-et, ar sSn'-ur-e't, s. [Eng.,

Ac., arsen (q.v.); suffix -iuref, -uret (q.v.).]

Arsenic in combination with a metal. [Ar-
senide.]

ar sen I iir &t t<5d, a. [Eng. arsenuiret;
-ed.] Combined with arsenic.

arseniuretted hydrogen, arsenet-
ted hydrogen arsenic trihydrido,
arsenious hydride, or arsine. A gas,
obtained pure by the action of strong hydro-
chloric acid on an alloy of equal parts of zinc
and arsenic ; also formed when hydrogen is

liberated in contact with arsenious oxide.
Arseniuretted hydrogen (AsH3) is a colourless
poisonous gas smelling like garlic ; it burns
with a blue flame ; its sp. gr. is 2*696.

ar-sen 6 cro-cite, s. [Eng., Ac., arseno
(q,v.), and crocite; from Gr. kqokj\ (krokl) =
woof or weft, . . . a thread, so called from its

fibrous character. In Ger. arsenokrokit.] A
mineral, the same as Arseniosiderite (q.v.).

ar-sen -oolite, s. [Eng , *c, aratito (q.v.\
and suff. -lite. Altered by Dana from the
name arsenite, which is used iu another
sense in Chemistry.] A mineral, the same
as Whrte Arsenic, Oxide o# Arsenic, and
Arsenious Acid. It is isometric, occurs octa-
hedral, usually in minute stelliform crystals,

or crusts, investing other substances, or botry-
oidal or stalactitic. The hardness is l

-

5,

the sp. gr. 3-698, the lustre vitreous or silky,

the colour white, occasionally tinged with
yellowish or reddish, the taste somewhat
sweet. Composition : Oxygen, 24 24 ; arsenic,
75'76 = 100. Occurs at Wheal Sparnan, in
Cornwall, also on the Continent

If Dana has an Arsenolite Group, contain-
ing this mineral and Senarmontite. It is the
first placed under "Oxyds of elements of the
Arseaic and Sulphur Groups, Series ii."

ar sen 6 py -rite, s. [Eng. arseno (q.v.),

and pyrite, from Gr. irupt'nfs (purites), s. =
pyrites ; adj. = of or in fire ; nva {pur) — fire.]

A mineral, made in the British Museum Cata-
logue synonymous with Dufrenoysite, but
ranked by Dana as a distinct species, which
he places in his Marcasite Group of the Pyrite
Division of minerals, and calls also Mispickel.
It is orthorhombic, has a hardness of 6 '5—6,
sp. gr. 6'0 to 6"4, a metallic lustre, and a
silvery-white or steel-grey colour. Its com-
position is—arsenic, 46; sulphur, 19*6; iron,
34-4 = 100. Ft is found at Wheal Mawdlin
and Unanimity, and other spots in Cornwall,
at the Tamar mines in Devonshire, in Sweden,
Norway, Germany, and North and South
America. Dana divides it into Var. (1) Or-
dinary

; (2) Cobaltic, Danaite, including Ver-
montite and Akontite

; (3) Niccollferous ; (4)
Argentiferous.

ar sen -6 sid'-er-ite, *. [Arseniosiderite.]

Min. : An obsolete name for Lolliugite

(q.v.). [See also Arseniosiderite.]

ar -sen-ous, a. [Eng. arsen (q.v.), and suff.

-ous. In Port arsenioso.] Pertaining to
arsenic, or having it as one of its constituents.

[Arsenious.]

arsenous acid. The same as Arsenolite
(q.v.).

•ar'se-ver-sy, *arse-ver-sie, *ar'-arye

ver'-aye, adv. [Eng. arse (q.v.), and Lat.
versus = turned.] Reverse ; turned back-
wards.

" Bat tb« matter* being turned arsve verttje, they
haue the fruicion of those pleasures that neuer shall

decaye."— dial: Jam**,c.b.
" Arteoxrtte, preposterously, perv«r*»Iy, without

order. "—Qlouog. Nov.

boil, bo^: pout, J<«W; cat. cell, drnns,
-clan. tian = shan. Hon, -.ion =

9"», bench: go, gem; thin, this: sin, aa ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

; t ion, sion = zhun, -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. n bet, del.
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ars foot, s. [Eng. arse; foot] An English
name for a bird—the Great-crested Grebe
(Podiceps cristatus).

Small arsfoot; The Little Grebe (Podiceps
minor).

t fir'-sheen, t ar'-shine, 5. [Russ. arschin

;

from Turkish or Tartar arskin, arshim = an
ell, a yard.] A Russian measure of length,
2 feet and 4

-242 inches ; but the English foot
of 12 inches has since 1831 been the common
measure of length in Russia. (Statesman's
Year-Book, 1875.)

Jkr -sine. In compos., as a prefix or a suffix.

Chem. : A name given to A8H3, arsenious
hydride. A name also given to the organic
arsenic bases, as Triethylarsine, As'^CaHs^,
obtained by distilling an alloy of arsenic and
sodium with ethyliodide. It is a colourless,

stinking liquid, boiling at 140°. It unites
with ethyliodide, forming a crystalline sub-
stance, As(C2H8)4l, from which freshly pre-

cipitated silver oxide separates the hydrate
As^CgHgWOH), a powerfully alkaline com-
pound. [See also Cacodyl.]

ar -sis, s. [In It.il. & Lat. arsis ; Gr. apo-ic

(arsis), from alow (atro) = to raise. J

L Prosody:

1. A raising of the voice at any part of a
line. It is opposed to what the Greeks called

Mrs (thesis), which was a depression of the
voice.

2. The point in a line on which the stress is

laid.

3. The rhythmic accent, metrical accentua-
tion. It has been a subject of controversy
whether this was produced by a higher tone,
greater force, or more prolonged time.

IL Music:-
1. The raising or depressing the hand in

beating time.

2. The part of the music where this occurs.

* ars met rike, * ars -met- ike, s. [See
Arithmetic.]

* ars -nek, 5. [Arsenic]

irs -rope, 5. [Eng. arse, and rope.] A gut,
an entraii (Wycliffe: 1 Kings v. 9.)

ar'-sdn(l), s. [O. Fr. arson, arsion, arsun; Prov.
arsum, arcio, from Lat. arsvm, sup. of ardeo —
to burn.] The malicious and wilful burning of
a dwelling-house or out-house belonging to
another person by directly setting fire to it,

or even by igniting some edifice of one's own
in its immediate vicinity. If a person, by
maliciously setting fire to an inhabited house,
cause the death of one or more of the inmates,
the deed is murder, and capital punishment
may be inflicted. When no one is fatally
injured, the crime is not capital, but is still

heavily punishable ; it is a penal offence also
to attempt to set a house on fire, even if the
endeavour do not succeed.

ar son (2), ar-soun, *. [In Fr. argon;
Ital. arcione ; Lat. arcum = a bow. ] A saddle-
bow.

"Between the saddle and the artoun."—Guy of
Warwick, voLU.

•arst, adv. [A.S. awst, osrost, erest, superl. of
<er = before, early, first.] First.

"A tonne thou echalt artt habbe."
Alitaunder, 312. (S., In Boucher.)

art, * ard, v. [A.S. arth.] The second person
sing. pres. indie, of the verb to be. Formerly
it was used in speaking to men; now it is

rarely employed except in addresses to the
Deity. .. q, kile thine riche weden

Ku thu ard al skere."
Death, xxiii (ed. Morris), 179. 180.

art, * arte, * ars, *. [In Fr. & Prov. arte

;

Sp., Port., & Ital. art, from Lat. artem,
ace. of ars = art, of which the root is ar = to
fit, to join.] [Arte, v.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Subjectively

:

1. Skill, dexterity, tact in planning and in
carrying out a project.

" It is not strength, bnt art, obtains the prize."
Pope : Homer 't Iliad, bk. xxiii. 8SS.

2. Cunning.
" More matter with less art."

Shaketp. I Hamlet, & Z
3. Speculation.

" I have as much of this in art as you ;

Bnt yet my mature could not bear it so."
Shaketp. : Julius Ccetur, i". Z.

IL Objectively : The results of such skill or
dexterity. Specially—

1. The principles of science practically
carried out : a series of rules designed to aid
one in acquiring practical skill or dexterity
in performing some specified kind of work,
manual or mental. The several arts may be
arranged in two groups

—

(a) the mechanical,
and (b) the liberal or fine arts. The Mechani-
cal Arts are those which may be successfully
followed by one who does not possess genius,
but has acquired the facility of working with
his hands, which long practice imparts.
Such are the arts of the carpenter, the black-
smith, the watchmaker, &c. They are often
called trades. The IAberal or Fine Arts are

such as give scope not merely to manual
dexterity, but to genius ; as music, painting,
sculpture, architecture, Ac

" But It U assuredly an error to speak of any lan-
guage as an art in the sense of it* having been elabo*
rately and methodically formed."—Darrein : Descent
o/ iron (1*71), vol. i., pt. L, p. 6L

2. Spec. : The visible expression of the sub-
lime and beautiful.

" A thousand lamentable objects there,
In scorn of nature, art gave lifeless life."

Shaketp : Rape of Lucrece, 1,374.

3. Anything planned ; a device, a project,
a scheme of operations.

"They employed every art to soothe and to divide
the discontented warriors."—Jfacauiay t But. Eng.,
en. i.

4. Whatever has been made by man, as
opposed to what is natural.

" Elsewhere we find towns, like St Petersburg, built
on artificial foundations, but the whole country of tbe
Dutch is a work of art."—Timet, Nov. II, 187&.

B. Technically:

Mediceval Education: The "arts" signified
the whole circle of subjects studied by those
who sought a liberal education. This included
science as well as art. The seven liberal arts
were thus divided: 1. The Trivium— viz.,

Grammar, Rhetoric, and Logic. 2. The
Quadrivium~-viz., Arithmetic, Music, Geo-
metry, and Astronomy. It is a remnant of
this classification, which was in vogue as
early as the fifth century, that we still speak
of the curriculum of arts at a university, and
that graduates become bachelors or masters
of "arts."

" Pour years spent in the artt (as they are called in
colleges) is, perhaps, laying too laborious a founda-
tion. —Goldsmith : On Polite Learning, ch. xiii.

t art and jure. [Eng. art, and Lat. jus,

(genit. juris) = law, equity.] Arts [Art, B.]
and jurisprudence. (Scotch.)

" And thereafter to remane thre yeris at the scules
of Artt and Jure, scio that thai may have knawlege
and understanding of the lawia.'—Acts James /('..

1496 led. 1814), p. 288.

art and part.
L Scots Law : Instigation, abetment.
"One may be guilty of a crime not only by per-

petrating it, but by being accessory to or abetting
It ; which is called, in the Roman law, ope et con-
tilio, and in ours, art and part. By art is understood
the mandate, instigation, or advice, that may have
been given towards committing the crime

; part ex-
fresaee the share that one takes to himself in ft by
he aid or assistance which he gives the criminal in the

commission of it."—Ertkine: Institute*. Bk.IV.,iv. 10.

2. Fig. : Share, participation.

art-union, s. A union of persons in-

terested in art [Art, II. 2], and who desire to
promote it specially by purchasing the pic-
tures of meritorious artists. These are gene-
rally distributed to the members by a lottery,
which is legal in this case, though the reverse
in most others. There is an art-union in
London, and others exist in some of the
leading provincial cities.

* art, v. [Art, «.]

1. To instruct in art or in the arts.

2. To make artificial.

-art, -ard, as a suffix. [Ard.]

ar-ta bo -trys, *. [Gr. aprou (artaS) — to

fasten, and 06>pvc (botrus)= a cluster ofgrapes.
So called because it possesses tendrils.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Anona-
cese. A. odoratissima, or 8weet-scented Ar-
tabotrys, is a beautiful Chinese plant, which
makes a fine covering for walls.

* ar-ta'il-ye, s. [Artillery.] (Scotch.)

ar-t&n'-the, *. [Gr. iproua (artao)= to fasten
or hang one thing upon another, and av0o<:

(antkos) = a blossom, a flower.] A genus of
plants belonging to the order Piperacese

S^epperworts). The stems are jointed ; the
owers are in spikes opposite to the leaves,

which are rough, and are used with good
effect for stanching blood. A. elongata, in
Peru, furnishes a kind of cubeb ; and A.
adimia, in Brazil, is a pungent, aromatic, and
stimulant.

* ar-ta tion, s. [Low Lat. artatio, from
Classical Lat. arto, arcto = to press close.]

[Arte, v. ] Exhortation, incitement, en-
couragement. (Scotch.)

"Gaif him gret artation to purseu the third weird."
—BeUenden ; Cron,, bk. rii., c. 8. (Jamieton.)

arte, * arete, v.t. [O. Fr. arter = to force;
Lat. artus, arctus = pressed together ; hence
close, confined, from arto = to shut up, to
confine.] To constrain, to force, to urge, to
compel, to prompt.

"And over al this, myche more he thoght
What to speke. and what to holdyn lnne.
And what to artyn."

Chaucer : Troilut i Creteide. L S8»-91.
*' Love arted me to do my observnunce
To his estate, and done him obeisaunce."

Chaucer : Court of Love, 46-7.

* ar'-teL *. [Russian (?).]

Comm. : Au association of labourers who
became responsible as a body for the honesty
of each individual member of the brotherhood.
They placed their earnings in a common fund,
whence each received enough for his support,
the rest being distributed among the members
at the close of the year. Many were Russian
crown serfs, chiefly in the province of Arch-
angel.

* ar -tel-ries, s, pi [Artillery.)

Ar-te -mi a, s. [Gr. *ApTeu.i« (Artemis), a
foddess usually identified with the Roman
Hana.]

Zool. : A genus of Entomostracans belonging
to the family Branchipodidae. The A. salina,

or Brine Shrimp, loves water so salt that most
other marine animals die in it. At the salt-

pans at Lymington, Hants, the workmen call

them brine-worms.

Ar'-tem-is, s. [Lat, Artemis; Gr. *Apre^i5
(Artemis).']

1. Class. Mythology: A celebrated Grecian
goddess, worshipped in Arcadia and elsewhere.
She corresponded to the Roman Diana (q.v.).

2. Astron.: An asteroid, the 105th found.
It was discovered by Watson on Sept. 16, 1868.

ar-te-mls -l-a, s. [Lat. artemisia, and Gr.

apreu.i<ria (artemisia) — wormwood. Called
after Artemis, the Greek goddess correspond-
ing to the Roman Diana. ] Wormwood,
Southernwood, or Mugwort A genus of plants
belonging to the order Asteraceae, or Com-
posites. It contains four British species—the
A. campestris, or Field Southernwood ; the A.
vulgaris, or Common Mugwort ; the A. absin-
thium, or Common Wormwood; and the A.
maritima, or Sea-wormwood. [Absinthium,
Absinthic, Wormwood.]

" Where Cuckow-pints and Dandelions sprung,
(Gross names had they our plainer sires among).
There Arums, there Leontodons, we view.
And ArtemitUi grows where wormwood grew."

Crabbe't Poemt ; The ParUh Register.

ar-te'r-i-a, t ar-te'r-I-nm, s. [Lat. arteria,

t arterium ; Gr. iprnpta {arteria) = (1) the
windpipe, (2) an artery.]

Anat. : An artery.

U Not used as the ancient Greeks did, for

the windpipe.

ar-ter-i-al, a. [Fr. arUriel; Sp. & Port.

arterial; Ital. arteriole.] Pertaining to an
artery or to arteries ; contained in an artery
or arteries.

". . . on the opposite sides of those air-bladders,
along the surface of which this arterial tube creeps."

—Arbuihnot.

Arterial blood is scarlet in colour. It

Is obtained from the left side of the heart, and
from the arteries. (Todd & Bowman : Physiol.

Anat., vol. ii., pp. 290, 291.)

Arterial navigation : Navigation through the
interior of a country by means of estuaries,

rivers, inland lakes, canals, &c, which, to a
certain extent, present an analogy to the
arteries in the bodily frame.

ar-ter-i-al-i-sa'-tion, s. [Eng. arterialiu

;

•ation.] The process of converting venous
blood, which is dark-red, oreven almost black,

into arterial blood, which is bright scarlet.

fate, fat, rare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, w, oe - e. ey = a. qu = lew.
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This is done by chemical action ; the venous
blood, while passing through the lungs, absorb-
ing oxygen from the air inhaled, and giving
forth the carbonic acid which is breathed
forth in succeeding expirations.

ar-ter-I-al-i'ze, v.t. [Eng. arterial; -ize.]

To convert venous into arterial blood. [Ar-
TERIALIZATION.] (PrOUt.)

ar-ter i all zed, pa. par. [Arterialize.]

ar-ter-i-al-i z-ing, pr. par. [Arterialize.]

ar-ter-i-dT-6-gy, s. [In Sp. arteriology;
Ft. arteriologie ; Port, k Ital. arteriologia ;

Gr. apTTjpt'a (arteria) = an artery, and Aoyos
(logos) = a discourse. ] A discourse regarding
the arteries. That part of medical science
which treats of the arteries. (Dunglison.)

ar-ter-I-St'-$-m& s. [In Fr. arteriotomie

;

Sp. , Port. , & Ital. arteriotomia ; Lat. arterio-
tomia ; Gr. aprnpiorofu'a (arteriotomia), from
ipn7p1.0T0p.ew (arUriotomeo) = to cut the wind-
pipe or artery ; aprrjftia (arteria) = artery, and
tow (tone) = a cutting ; r*ntw (temtto) = to
cut.] The operation of making an incision
in an artery and drawing blood.

ar ter-l-tls, *. [Eng. arter(y); -itis.} In-
flammation occurring in the arteries. It may
be acute or chronic. Its anatomical charac-
ters are redness of the internal membrane of
the heart and arteries, an effusion of plastic,
pseudo-membranous lymph on its surface, and
thickening and ulceration of its substance.
In chronic, which is much more common than
acute inflammation, the internal membrane of
the artery is thickened, softened, and coloured
a deep dirty red, especially in the vicinity of
calcareous and other degenerations. (Dr. J,
Hope: CycL Pract. Med.)

ar'-ter-f, s. [Ger. arterie; Fr. artere; Sp.,
Port., Ital., and Lat arteria; Gr. aprnpia
(arteria) = the windpipe or trachea

; (2) an
artery, from iyp (aer) — air, and Trjp«o (tereo)

= to watch over ; rnpfc (teros)= a watch, a
guard. So called because the ancients, finding
that, in the dead bodies which they examined,
the arteries were empty of blood, took up the
very erroneous notion that they were designed
for the circulation of air through the system.
Thus Cicero says, " Spiritus ex pulmone in
cor recipitur et per arterias distribuitur,
sanguis per venas. (Cicero, De Nat. Deorum,
ii. 55, 138.) This error was not shaken by
Herophilus.] One of the vessels designed
to convey the blood from the heart. The
arteries are long cylindrical tubes, with three
coats, an external tunic commonly called the
cellular coat, a middle or fibrous tunic or coat,
and an epithelial tunic The coating of the
arteries is very elastic. The largest arteries
which leave the heart are the aorta and the
pulmonary artery ; both spring from the base
of the heart in front They branch and anas-
tomose to a large extent. The contractility
of the arteries forces the blood to the extremi-
ties from the heart, the valves of which pre-
vent its return. " The prominent difference
between blood drawn from the arteries and
that from the veins is to be found in the bright
scarlet colour of the former and the dark red,
almost black, of the latter." (Todd and Bow-
man: Physiol. Anat, vol. ii., p. 310.)

"The chief arteries so frequently ran in abnormal
- courses that it has been found useful for surgical
purposes to calculate from 12,000 corpses how often each
course prevails."—Darwin : Descent of Man, ol. i.

(1871), pt. i., ch. iv.

Ar-te -si-an, a. [In Ft. ArUsien.] Pertaining

to Artois, an old province of France. [Arras.]

Artesian well. A well of a type copied
from those in use in Artois, though it is said
that similar ones previously existed in Italy,

Egypt, China, and probably elsewhere. If at
any place the Btrata bend into a trough or
basin, with its concavity upwards, and if two
impermeable beds are separated by one or
more strata which water can penetrate, then
the rain will percolate into the porous beds at
any point where an outcrop takes place, and,
Srevented from moving far up or down by

i'.- impermeable strata, will accumulate till

It reaches the outcrops. If now a bore be
made in the centre of the basin the water will

.
be forced up by that standing at a higher
level than itself, and may reach or even rise
above the surface of the ground. Artesian
wells now exist very widely in the United
States and Europe.

art'-ful, a. [Eng. art, and -ful]

L Ofpersons: Disposed to have recourse to
schemes contrived with art ; cunning.

" While a large party was disposed to make her an
idol, she was regarded by her two artful servants
merely as a puppet."—Macaulay ; Sitt. Mng., ch. xv.

IL 0/ things:

1. Performed with art.

"The last of these was certainly the most easy ; but,
for the same reason, the least artful."—bryden.

2. Crafty, cunning.
"... the long-delayed and artful revenge of various

animals."—Darwin : Descent of Man, pti, ch. Ii.

3. Artificial as opposed to natural.

art'-ful-r& adv. [Eng. artful; -ly.}

1. In a manner to evince art ; in an artful
manner ; craftily.

2. By the operation of art, as opposed to
naturally ; by the operation of nature.

" He knows indeed that, whether dreu'd or rude,
Wild without art, or artfully subdued."

Cowper : Retirement.

art'-fol-ness, s. [Eng. artful; -ness.] The
quality of being artful.

* 1. Skia
" Consider with how much artfulness his bulk and

situation is contrived, to have just matter to draw
round him these massy bodies."—Cheyne,

2. Cunning. (Johnson.)

ar-than'-it-in,s. [From Arthanita officinalis,

a plant now called Cyclamen Europosum.}

Chem. : A crystalline substance which may
be extracted from the roots of the Cyclamen
Ewroparum, Primula veris, Anagallis arvensis,
and Limosella aquatica. It is called also
Cyclamin. It is purgative in its effects, be-
sides producing vomiting. (Watts: Chem.)

ar-thrit Ic, ar-thrit'-Ic-al, adj. [Lat.

arthriticus; Gr. opflpiTiieds (arthHtikos), from
ipBpov (arthron)= a joint]

1 1. Relating to the joints.

"Serpents, worms, and leeches, though some want
bones, and all extended articulations, yet have they
arthritical analogies ; and, by the motion of fibrous
and muscular parts, are able to make progression."—
Browne : Vulgar Errours.

2. Relating to the gout, as affecting the
joints

;
gouty.

"Oh, may I lire exempted (while I live
Guiltless of pampered appetite obscene)
From pangs arthritic, that infest the toe
Of libertine Excess." Cowper: Task, bk. 1.

ar-thri'-tiS, s. [Lat. arthritis; Gr. apflprric

(arthritis) = belongingto the joints.] Disease
of the joints, especially gout. (Quimcy.)

ar thro di-a, s. [Gr. ipBpmUa (arthrodia),

from apBpov (arthron) = a joint ; apw, the obso-
lete radical form of ipapio-Ku (ararisko)= to
joint, to fit together.]

Anat. : A particular kind of articulation.
(See example.)

"The varieties of the diarthrodial Joint are as
follow :—(a) Arthrodta. In this species the surfaces
are plane, or one is slightly concave, and the other
slightly convex. The motion is that of gliding, limited
in extent and direction only by the ligaments of the
Joint, orby some process or processes connected with the
bones.'—Todd* Bowman: Physiol. Anat., L 184, ISA

ar-thro -di-al, a. [Eng. aHhrodMa); -a/.]

Pertaining to the kind of articulation called
arthrodia (q.v.).

"Arthrodial joints are generally provided with
ligaments."—Todd * Bowman: J'hytiol. Anat., i. 136.

t ar-thro'-dlc, a. [Eng. arthrod(ia); *ic.]

The same as Arthrodial (q.v.). (Webster.)

ar thro -dyn'-i-a, «. [Gr. apBpov (arthron),

a joint, and bSvvn (odune)— pain.] Pain in the
joints ; chronic rheumatism.

ar-thr&-d^n'-ic, a. [English, *c, arthro-

dyn(ia); -tc.] Pertaining to arthrodynia

ar-thro-gas'-tra, s. pi. [Gr. apBpov (arthron)

= a joint, and ya<m}p (gaster), genit. yaorepoc
Cgasteros), by syncope yaorpo? (gastros) = the
belly.] In Prof. Huxley's classification, an
order of Arachnida (Spiders), in which the
abdomen is distinctly divided into somites—
i.e., into segments—each with an upper and
lower pair of appendages. The leading genera
are Scorpio, Chelifer, Phrynus, Phalangium,
and Galeodes. (Huxley: Classif of Animals,
1869, p. 123.)

ar-throg'-ra-phy, *. [Gr. apBpov (arthron)
= a .joint, and ypa^rf (graphe) m description.]

Anat. : A description of the joints.

ar-thrd^lO'-bi-Uin, s. [Gr. apBpov (arthron) m
a joint, and ao0« = a legume.] Joint-vetch
A genus of plants belonging to the Leguminous)
order. It contains one British species, the A.
ebracteatum, or Sand Joint-vetch, found in the
Channel Islands.

ar throl -6-gy, s. [Gr. apBpov (arthron), and
\6yoi (logos) = a discourse.] A discourse con-
cerning the joints ; that part of anatomical
science which treats of the joints.

ar thrd-ndm -al-iis, s. [Gr. apBpov (arthron)

= a joint, and aviop-aAo? (anomalos) = uneven-
irregular ; iv (an), priv., and opaAtk (homalos)
= even, level ; bpm (homos) = one and the
same.]

Zool. A genus of centipedes. The A. longi-
cornis, a British species, is phosphorescent.

ar-throp -6-da, s. pi. [Gr. apOpov (arthron)

= a joint, and irous (pons), genit. ttooos (podos)
= a foot. Animals with jointed feet]

Zool. : A sub-division of the Annulosa, or
Articulata, containing the classes belonging
to that sub-kingdom which are of the highest
organisation. The body is very distinctly
divided into rings or segments, sometimes, as
in the Hyriapoda (Centipedes and Millepedes),
mere repetitions of each other, but more fre-
quently with some of them differentiated for
special ends. In general the head, thorax,
and abdomen are distinct Under the sub-
division Arthropoda are ranked in an ascend-
ing series the classes Myriapoda, Crustacea,
Arachnida, and Insecta.

ar-thro -sis, #. [From Gr. apBpov (arthron)=
a joint]

Anatomy: Articulation.

ar -tl-ad, «. [Gr. aprtof (artios) = complete

;

even, opposed to odd.]

Chem. : A name given to elements of even
equivalency, as dyads, tetrads, &c. ; those of
uneven equivalency, as monads, triads, &c, arc
called perissads [Gr, irepto,

o~os (perissos) = un-
even],

"ar'-tlo, *ar'-tlck, a. [Arctic] The same
as Arctic (q.v.).

" But they would have winters like those beyond the
artick circle ; for the sun would be 80 degrees from
them."—Browne.

ar'-tl choke, «. [In Sw. artstocka ; Dan. artis-

chok ; Dut. artisjok ; Ger. artischoke ; Fr. a/rtir

chant; 8p. artichoka; Ital. articiocco, carciofo,
carciofano, or corciofalo ; O. Ital. archiciocca.]
Cynara Scolymus, a plant belonging to the
order Asteracece, or Composites, the sub-order
Tubuliferse, and the section Carduinese, the
same to which the thistles belong. It con-
siderably resembles a huge thistle. The re-
ceptacle on which the florets are situated, and
the fleshy bases of the scales are eaten. The
modern Arabs consider the root as aperient,
and the gum, which they term kunkirzeed, as
an emetic. Artichokes were introduced into
England early in the sixteenth century.

" ^rffcAotesgrew sometimes only in the isle of Sicily,
and since my remembrance they were so dainty in
England, that usually they were sold for crowns apiece
. . ."—Moffatt: Health's Improvement.

H The Jerusalem Artichoke, in Ger. erdarti*'
choke, is not from Jerusalem, and is not an
artichoke. It is a sunflower (Helianthus tubc-
rosus). The word Jerusalem arose from a
mispronunciation or corruption of the Italian
girasole, meaning turner to the sun, which is

the most obvious peculiarity of the Helianthus
genus. The tuberous roots of this species
are in general use as vegetables. [Heli-
anthus, Sunflower.]

ar'-tl-Cle (do as kol), * ar ty culc. a,

[In Sw., Dan., But., & Ger. artikel ; Fr. article;

Sp. & Port articulo ; ItaL articolo; Lat. arti-

culum = (1), a little joint, a joint, a knuckle ;

(2) Fig., (a) a member of a discourse, (6) &
moment of time ; dimin. of artvs= a joint : Gr.
apBpov (arthron).'} [ARTHRODIA.)

Essential meaning : A separate portion of
anything connected, in some way, with the
other portions of the same thing. Specially—

A. Ordinary Language :

L lAt. Of material things |

1 1. Gen. : A separate portion of a material
thing. [B. 1., Bot.]

2. Any particular commodity or material
substance. (Most frequently used of things
manufactured, or of things exposed for sale.)

boll, boy; poiit. jo^rl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pb-f.
-ctaa. -tian = shan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -(Ion, -sion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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"There were few article* important to the working
an of which the price was nut. in 1695, more than
half of what it now is."—Maaiulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

"The large farmer has some advantage in the article
of building*."—J. 8. Mill: Polit. Scan., vol. i., bk. i.,

ch. it, S i,

II. Fig. Of things essentially immaterial

:

1. One of a series of facts, principles, or
propositions presented with logical precision

and clearness in their natural order. When
these are all viewed as a whole, the plural is

used,

(a) (Reduced to writing.)
"... he might lay on the table article* of impeach-

ment against all the chief ministers
,

lay : Hist. Eng , ch. iv.

£ impeach
."

—

Macau

i speedily adjusted."

—

(6) (Not necessarily reduced to writing.)
" Cm*. You have broken

The article of your oath ; which yon shall never
Have tongue to charge ine with."

Shaketp. : Anions/ and Cleopatra, ii. 2.

"... each article of human duty.**—Paley.

2. One distinct portion of a printed news-
paper or other periodical too important to be
called a paragraph, and not consisting simply
of a reported speech.

"Pot the copyright Ihryden received two hundred
and fifty pounds, less than in our days has sometimes
been paid for two article* la a review.'*

—

Macaulay :

Milt. Eng., ch. Hi

•ff A leading article is one of the chief articles

in a newspaper. It is supposed to be written

"by, or at least express the views of, the editor,

and is accorded larger and more conspicuous
type than that used in most other parts of

the paper.

3. A point of time : in the phrase, " in the
article of death," a translation of the Latin
in articulo mortis, meaning = at the exact
moment of death.

B. Technically:

L Bot. : The part of an articulated stem
between the joints.

IL Gram. : A part of speech consisting of
the particles a, an, or the, placed before a
noun to impart to it a more or less limited

signification. In Greek the article is thus
written : 6, rj, to ; in Fr. le, la, in the sing.,

and les in the pi. ; in ItaL il, la, la. In Eng-
lish a or an, the former used before a consonant
gound, and the latter before a vowel one, is

called the indefinite article, because it does not
define or limit the exact person or thing to

which it points ; and the is called the definite

article, because it does thus define or limit the
person or thing which it indicates. [A, An,
and The.]

" The article* are of great value In our language."—
Bain : Higher English Grammar (ed. 1874), p. 33.

III. History and Law

:

1. English History and Law ;

(a) Articles of the Navy: Certain express
regulations, first enacted soon after the Res-
toration, but since modified, which enumerate
punishable offences in the navy, and annex
specific penalties to each. (Blackstone : Corn-

went., bk. i., ch. 13.)

(6) Articles of War: Similar regulations for

the army of much later origin, the delay being
caused by the reluctance with which Parlia-

ment admitted the principle of a standing
army. [Army, 1,/.]

(c) Articles of the Peace: A recognisance or
obligation whereby certain parties acknow-
ledge themselves indebted to the crown in a
certain sum, but to be void if they appear in
court on a certain day and meanwhile keep
the peace. (Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv.,

Ch. 18.)

2. Old Scottish History and Law :

* Lords of the Articles. (See example.)
" It had long been the custom of the Parliaments of

Scotland to entrust the preparation of Acts to a select
number of members who were designated as the Lords
of the Article*"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

3. American Hist. <6 Law. Articles of Con-
federation : The compact entered into by the
thirteen States, the confederation of which
formed the United States of America. These
*" Articles " were adopted on March 1, 1781,
and remained the supreme law till 1789.
(Goodrich or Porter.)

TV. Theolryrff, Church History, Civil History,
and Law. The Thirty-vine Articles : " Articles
of Religion," amounting to that number,
framed and adopted as the recognised creed of
the English Church during the progress of the
Reformation struggle, having been "agreed
upon by the Archbishops of both provinces
and the whole clergy," first in a Convocation

held in 1562, and tiien in another in 1571.

The ratification of successive sovereigns was
also given, the first of them, in conformity
with the spirit of the age, adding, "from
which " [Doctrine and Discipline of the Church
of England now established] "We will not
endure any varying or departing in the least

degree." The Thirty-nine Articles give pro-

minence to the distinctive tenets which sever

the Church of England from that of Rome.
They assail the supremacy of the Pope (Art.

37) ; the asserted infallibility of the Church of

Rome and of General Councils (Arts. 194 21)

;

the enforced celibacy of the clergy (Art. 32^

;

the denial of the cup to the laity (Art. 30)

;

transinstantiation (Art. 28) ; and five out of
seven of the alleged seven sacraments (Art. 25)

;

purgatory and relics ; the worship of images
(Art. 22) ; and finally, works of supererogation
(Art. 14). The Thirty-nine Articles agree in

doctrine, as distinguished from discipline, with
those of the other Protestant communions at

home and abroad. Assent to the Articles is

required from every one who aspires to the
office of a clergyman and pastor in the English
Church. Till lately a similar subscription

was demanded from every student taking a
degree at one of the two oldest English Uni-
versities, but the Act 17 & 18 Vict., c. 81, re-

moved this disability from Oxford, and the
19 & 20 Vict., c. 88, did so from Cambridge.
[Degrees, Subscription.]

V. Commercially

:

1. Articles of Association : Rules, specifica-

tions, Ac, framed as the basis of commercial
agreements.

2. The agreement or conditions on which
an apprentice, &c, is articled.

ar'-ti-cle (cle = kel), v.t. & i. [From ar-

ticle, s. In Fr. articuler.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To draw up in the form of articles, or a
statement of particulars, either for a legal

accusation against one, or for some similar
purpose.

"He whose life seems fair, yet If all his erzours and
follies were articled against him. the man would seem
vicious and miserable. —Taj/lor ; Rale of Living Holy.

2. To bind an apprentice to a master by a
covenant, agreement, articles, or stipulations.

B. Intransitive : To make a covenant with,
to stipulate with.

" If it be said, God chose the successor ; that is mani-
festly not so in the story of Jephtha, where he articled
with the people, and they made him judge over them."
—Locke,

articled (cled = keld), pa. par. & a.

[Article, v.]

articled clerk. An apprentice bound
by articles requiring him to serve an attorney
or solicitor for a certain time on condition of
being instructed in his profession.

ar-tlc'-u-lar, a. [In Fr. articulaire; from

Lat. articularis.] Pertaining or relating to
the joints.

"... the head of the thigh-bone, an articular
eminence."— Todd A Bowman ; Physiol. A not., vol. L,

p. 105.

. . the acetabulum, am articular depression . .
."

—Ibid., p. 105.

ar-tic'-ijL-l*>r-lJt adv. [Eng. articular; -ly.}

In separate heads or divisions ; under separate
sections.

ar-tic-u-la'-ta, s. pi. [Lat, n. pL of articu-

latus = divided into joints, pa. par. of articulo

= to divide into joints.] [Article.] Cuvier's
name for the third great division or sub-king-
dom of animals. The species so designated
have their body divided into rings, with the
muscles attached to their interior. Their
nervous system consists of two cords extend-
ing along the under part of their body, and
swelled out at regular intervals into knots
or ganglia. One of these is the brain, which
Is not much larger than the other ganglia.
Cuvier divided the Articulata into four classes,

arranged in an ascending order—the Annelida,
the Crustacea, the Arachnida, and the Insects.
Professor Owen includes under the province
Articulata four classes—<1) Annulata, (2) Cirri-

ptdia, (3) Crustacea, and (4) Insecta. With
the insects proper he combines also the My-
riapoda, or Centipedes, and the Arachnida, or
Spiders. (Owen : Palatont, 1868.) The name
Articulata (jointed animals) being a somewhat
indefinite one, Annulosa (ringed animals) has
been substituted for it by Macleay and other
naturalists. Prof. Huxley divides Cuvier's

Articulata into Annuloida and Annulosa
(q.v.). (See also Arthropoda.)

ar-tlc'-u-late, v.t. & i. [From Lat. articu-

latum, supine of articulo = (1) to divide into

joints, (2) to utter distinctly.]

A. Transitive:

L Lit. : To connect by means of a joint ; to
joint.

" Although the foot be articulated to the leg . .
."—

Owen : Clattif. of the Mammalia, p. 72

IL Figuratively:
* 1. To draw up in articles.

" These things indeed you have articulated,
Proclaini'd at marktit-crosses, read in churches."

Shake*?. : 1 Henry I V., v. L

2. To enunciate, to utter, to pronounce.
*' Parisian acadetnista, in their anatomy of apes, tell

us, that the muscles of the tongue, which do must
serve to articulate a word, were wholly like to those of
man."

—

Ray : Creation.

B. Intransitive:

1. To joint ; to form a joint with.

2. To treat with ; to attempt to form articles

of agreement with.
" Send us to Rome

The best, with whom we may articulate.
For their own good and ours."

Shaketp. ; CoriolanuS, L 1

3. To utter distinctly separated, and there-

fore intelligible sounds ; to speak.

"The prisoner, stupefied by illness, was unable to
articu'nte, or to understand what passed."

—

Macaulay

:

Hi*'. Eng., chap. v.

ar-tlc'-u-late, a. [From Lat ariiculatus,

pa. par. of articulo (see the verb). In Sp.
articulado ; ltal. articolato.]

A. Ordinary Language :

1. Divided into joints.

* 2. Put into the form of articles.

" Henry's instructions were extremely curious and
articulate, and, in them, more articles touching in

Iuisition than negotiation ; requiring au answer ia
istiuct articles to his questions.*"—Bacon.

3. So uttered as to be intelligible.

(«) Lit. : 8o spoken that each sound is

separated from the rest, and each word and
letter distinctly enunciated. The gift of doing
this is a special glory of man ; the inferior

animals do not possess it in any considerable
degree.

" The first, at least, of these I thought denied
To beasts, whom God. on their creation -day.
Created mute to all articulate sound."

Milton: P. I., fc!c tx.

"Those were his last articulate wards."— Macaulay

:

BUt. Eng., chap, nv
(6) Fig. : Intelligible, however uttered or

communicated. In this sense it may be ap-

plied even to a written document as weLl as

an oral communication.
"Wherever articulate contemporary declarations

have been preserved, ethnological is not less certain
than other aorta of history."

—

Lewi* : Early Rom. Hid.,
chap, viil, f 1.

B. Technically

:

Scots Law. Articulate Adjudication : An
adjudication proceeding at the instance of a
single creditor for several debts, each placed
quite distinct from the other, so that if the

evidence for one fail, that for the other may
not be damaged. [Adjudication.]

"This is called an articulate adjudication, and is

strictly a congeries of single adjudications carried on
in one action to avoid expense."

—

Bell : Comment. Law
of Scotland, «th ed.. M3.

ar-tic -u-la-ted, pa. par. & a, [Articu-

late, v.}

A. Ord. Lang. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. Technically:

1. Zool. : Having joints.

Articulated Animals : A common English

name for the animals called in Latin Articu-

lata and Annulosa (q.v.).

2. Bot. : (1) United to another body by a

real or apparent articulation. (2) Possessed

of joints, of which the separate portions at a

certain stage of development fall asunder, or

at least may be readily separated, as the joint*

of some legumes. (Lindley.)

ar-tic'-u-late-ly\ adv. [Eng. articulate;

ly.) ' '

1. In the form of a joint ; after the manner
of a joint.

2. In the form of articles or separated par-

ticulars ; article by article.

3. With distinct enunciation of the separate

sounds, and therefore intelligibly ; or intelli-

gibly, without reference to sounds at all.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fail, -father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ce, ce = e. ey = a. q.u - lew*
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"... articulately pronounced, onnttyuge no letter

or syllable."—±.lyvt : hiiifMiifi Lik. i., tin. i.

"The secret purpose of our heart no leas articulately

spoken to < loo, who needs not our words to discern

oar meaning."—Decay of Piety.

ar-tlc'-u-late-n6ss, s. [Eng. articulate;

-ness.~\ The quality of being articulate. (John-

son.)

ar-tic'-u-la-tlng» pr. par. [Articulate, v.]

"... the articulating surffices are generally flat-

tened."—Owen : Classif. of Mammalia, p. 11

ax-tlc-U-la'-tion, *. [In Ger. artikulation ;

Fr. articulation; Sp. artkuladon ; Port, ar-

ticulacao ; Ital. articolazione. From Lat. arti-

culationem, ace. of articulatio= the putting
forth of new joints or nodes.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L The act of articulating. Spec, the act

of forming Bounds distinctly separated.
" I conceive that an extreme •mall, or an extreme

great, sound cannot be articulate : but that the articu-
lation reuuireth a mediocrity of sound."—Bacon,

IL The state of being articulated.

1. Lit. : The state of being jointed [B.,

ZooU, Bot.]

t. The state of being articulately sounded,
so as to be intelligible, or simply of being
intelligible without indication how.

*' The. looks and gesture* ol their griefs and fears
Have aJl articulation in his ears."

Oowper : The Jfeedles* A larm.

HI That which is articulated. [B., 1,

Anat., Ac.; 2. Bot.]

B. Technically:

1. Anat., Zool., Painting, Sculpture, <fcc. :

A joint; the particular kind of connection

between two bones. This is of three kinds,

Diarthrosis, Synarthrosis, and Symphysis
(q.v.).

*' A Joint, or articulation, may be denned to be the

union of any two segments of an animal >>ody, through
the intervention ofa structure or structures different

from both."

—

Todd *> Bowman ; Physiol. Anat., i. 131.

2. Bot. : The nodes of an articulated stem.

3. Gram. : A consonant, so called because

It is formed by the bending of the organs of

voice into the joint, as closing the lips, &c

ar tic u li tor, a. [Eng. articulate), and
suif. -or,)

1. One who articulates or pronounces.

2. One who articulates bones or skeletons.

ar-tlc'-U-llte, s. [Lat. articulus = a little

joint, and lite = Gr. \i6oc. (lithos) = stone.]

Itacolumite, a variety of Quartz (q.v.).

ar'~ti-fIce, s. [Fr. artifice ; Sp. & Port, arti-

fido ; Ital. artificio, artifirio = (1) handicraft,

trade, art, (2) skill, ingenuity, (3) theory,

system, (4) dexterity, skill : from artificem,

ace. of arti/ex = an artist or an artificer ; ars

m art ; facto = to make.] [Artifices, J

L The act or practice of making anything
by art.

1. Lit: A handicraft, a trade ; art in general
". . . and as ye sea a thing made by artifice perish,

. .
."—The Golden Bokm. ch. 41 (Richardson.

)

2. Fig. : Skill.

"... such as illustrate the artifice of Its [the sun's]

Maker."—Broome: Vulgar Errourt, bk. Ti., ch. v.

{Richardson.)

H. Anything contrived by art ; anything
akilfully devised.

1. (Not necessarily in a bad sense): Any-
thing framed, devised, or contrived by man,
as contradistinguished from that which ema-
nates more directly from God.

" Rhetoric is artifice, the work of man."
Cowper : Expostulation.

2. (In a bad sense) : A stratagem, a trick, a
piece of low cunning.

"The ringleaders, the men of rank, fortune, and
education, whose power and whose artifice* have led
the multitude into error, are the proper objects of

severity."—Macaulay : But. Eng., eh. r.

ar-tif' i-cer, s. [Eng. artifice; -er. In Fr.

artificier ; 8p., Port., and Ital artifice. From
Lat. artificem, ace. of artife$= (1) one who
exercises a liberal art, an artist ; (2) a maker
of anything : ars = art, and facio = to make.]

L Lit. : One who is proficient in, or practises,

any art. (Originally applied especially to one
practising a liberal art, but now generally to

a simple artizan.)

"... for all manner of work to be made by the
hands of artificers."— 1 Chron. xxix. *.

IL Fig- : One who frames, contrives, or
devises anything of whatever kind : a con-
triver, a deviser, a forger, a fraraer.

L In a good sense. (Used of God, the great

Framer of all things : rarely of man.)

2. In a bad sense : One who devises anything
bad. Spec., a cunning person, a trickster.

" He, soon aware,
Each perturbation smooth'd with outward calm,
Artificer of fraud ! anil was the first

That practis'd falsehood under saintly show."
Milton: P. L., bk. iv.

ar-tlf'-I-cer-Shlp, 5. [Eng. artificer; suff.

-ship.] The state of being an artificer; the
whole body of artificers taken collectively.

ar-ti f19 lal (9 as all), a. & s. [In Fr.

artificial; Sp. & Port, artificial; Ital. artifi-

cials and artifiziale ; Lat. artificialis, from arti-

fidum.] [Artifice.]

A. As adjective

;

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Framed or produced by art instead of by
nature ; in some way modified by art rather

than by nature.

(a) Framed, made, or produced by art

instead of by nature.
" Artificial fountains spouted among the flower-beds

. . "—Macaulay : hut. Eng., ch. xi.

(&) With which art has had to do. Spec,
cultivated, as opposed to growing or arising

spontaneously. (It may be used in a good
sense, as an " artificial grass " = a cultivated

one ; or in a bad sense, as in the subjoined
example.)
" They swathe the forehead, drag the limping limb.
And vex their flesh with artificial sore?.

"

Cowpor 1 Talk, bk. L

(c) Not conformable to nature ; unnatural,
as opposed to natural.

"These seem to be the more artificial, as those of a
single person the more natural governments. —
Temple.

2. Contrived with some measure of art or

skill, as opposed to what is artless, undesigned,

or unskilful.

(a) (In a good, or at least, in an indifferent

sense) : Ingenious.

(6) (In a badsense) : Containing or involving

some kind of triekery.

IX Technically:

L Bhet. Artificial arguments : Proofs on
considerations which arise from the genius,

industry, or invention of the orator. They
are thus called to distinguish them from laws,

authorities, citations, and the like, which are

said to be inartificial arguments.

2. Astron. Artificial horizon. [Horizon.]

3. Mathematics:

(a) Artificial lines : Lines, on a sector or

scale, so contrived, as to represent the loga-

rithmic sines and tangents ; which, by the

help of the line of numbers, solve, with toler-

able exactness, questions in trigonometry,
navigation, &c

(6) Artificial numbers; Logarithms.

4. Bot. The artificial system of classification

:

That of Linnseus, founded mainly on the

number of the stamens and pistils ; the chief

aim being to facilitate the naming of speci-

mens, and not to rank together the plants

which are most closely akin. The Natural as

opposed to the Artificial System makes this

latter object its special one, and the classifi-

cation of Linnseus, which in its day rendered
immense service in popularising Botany, has
now all but sunk into disuse.

t B. As substantive : Anything produced by
art.

"Then ought to be added to this work many and
various indices, besides the alphabetical ones ; as,

namely, one of all the artificial* mentioned in the
whole work."—Sir W. Petty : Advice to 8. Ilartlib, p. 13.

t ar-ti-fic-I-al -I-tf (c as sh), *. [Eng.

artificial; -ity.] The quality of being artificial.

ar-ti-flc-ial-ize (9 as sh), v.t. iKng. arti-

ficial ; -ize.] To render artificial.

ar-tl-ftc'-ial-ly (9 as sh), adv. [Eng. arti-

ficial ; -ly. ]

* 1. Artfully, skilfully, with contrivance.

"How cunningly he made his fanltaneea less; bow
artificially he set out the torments of his own con-
science."—Sidney.

2. By art, not by nature.
" The tail of the giraffe looks like an artifi<~i»/'?t

constructed fly-flapper."—Darwin; Origin of Species
fed- 1859), eh. vL, p. 19*.

ar-ti-fic -ial-ness (9 as sh), s. [Eng. arti

final; -tiess.] The quality of being artificial

(JohiirSon.)

* ar-ti-flo'-ious (c as sh), a. [Lat. arti-

ficiosns; Fr. artifieieux.] The same as Arti-

ficial (q.v.). (Johnson.)

* ar-tfl-i'se, v. t. [Eng. art, formed on the

analogy of naturalise : see example. } To make
to resemble art. (Used of operations upon
nature.)

"
' If I was a philosopher,' says Montaigne, *I would,

naturalise art, instead of artititing nature.' The ex-

pression is odd, but the sense is good."

—

Bolingbruke to

Pope.

artillerist, s. [Eng. artillery); -ist.'] An
artilleryman ; one practically acquainted with
artillery or gunnery.

"The artillery is all English, as the Government
has never seen fit, since the mutiny of 16ST, to train
native artUleristt to use the guns."—A merican Account
of India (by Gen. Portyth). Times, April 28, 1876.

ar-tll'-ler-jf, * ar-tlT-ler-ie, * ar-tjl-
er-& * ar-tU'-yer-jf, * ar-tll'-rie, * ar-
tel-rle (Eng.), * ar-ta'il-ye (Scotch), *.

[In Ger. & Fr. artUhrie; 0. Fr. artiUerie,

arteillerie, from artiller = to render strong by
art, to work with artifice, to fortify, to arm

;

Prov. artilharia, artilheria; Sp. artilUria;

Port, artilharia; Ital. artifjlieria ; Low Lat.
artillare = to make machines ; artillaria, artil-

leria = warlike engines, vans laden with mili-

tary arms ; Class. Lat. ars = art.]

A. Ordinary Language ;

L Implements of war.

1. Literally:

(1) Gen. : Warlike implements of whatever
kind.

" And al his vtblr artilyery also
He dowblith hath, that merwell was to sen.

Lajicelot of the Lake (ed. Skeat), bk. lii. 2, fS8-9.

% Formerly it might be used in the plural

;

now only the singular is employed.
" Swiche as han castelles and other manere edifices,

and armure, and artUric*."—Chaucer ; Taie of Melibeu*.

(2) Specially:

* (a) Bows and arrows.
'*And Jonathan gsrve bis artillery [bows and arrows!

onto bis lad, . . ."—l .Sam. xx. 40.

(6) Cannons or other great guns, and also

all appliances needful to keep them in a state

of efficiency for use in time of war.

2. Figuratively

:

(1.) Any weapon used in intellectual, moral,
or spiritual warfare.

" He laughs whatever weapon Truth may draw.
And deems her sharp artillery mere straw."

Cowper : Hope.

(2.) The "electric fluid" in the clouds when
flashing forth lightning accompanied by the
roar of thunder.

" And heaven's artillery thunder in the skies."
Shakeep. : Taming of the Shrae, L 3.

IX The science and art of gunnery.

"In artaiery practice the heat generated is usually
concentrated upon the front of the bolt, and on the
portion of the target first struck."—Tyndatt,; Prag. of
Science, 3rd ed., L 17.

% Here the word is used almost adjectively.

TTT The men constituting the military corps

in charge of the cannons, and who are trained

to fire them in war.
" But there was no regiment of artillery, no brigade

of sappers and miners, . . ."—Macaulay: Ei*t. Eng.,
ch. iil.

B. Technically

:

Mil. : 'For the several uses of the word
artillery, see A, I., II., & III. James, in his

Military Diet., considered the artillery in the

sense A., III. as consisting of (1) the Royal
Regiment of Artillery, (2) the Royal Horse
Artillery, (3) the Royal Artillery Drivers, and

(4) the Commissary's Department. It is now
often divided into (1) Horse Artillery, (2)

Field Artillery, and (3) Garrison Artillery.

In the United States, the principal artillery

school is at Fortress Monruo, Virginia, where
five batteries (one from each artilkry regiment
of the army) are iu cuiistant training. ,

Field Artillery: Artillery designed to be

taken with an army to the field of battle.

Park of Artillery [Park] : Artillery, with

the carriages, horses, and stores of all kinds

necessary tor its effective use.

Siege Artillery: Artillery of heavy metal,

designed to be employed iu breaching fortifi-

cations.

Train of Artillery : A certain number of

pieces of cannon mounted on carriages, with.

all their furniture fit for inarching.

bSU, b6y ; pt$Ht, Jo^l; cat, $eU, chorus, chin, bench; go, feem; thin, this; sin, as ; ;expect, Xenophon, exist, -in*.

-Clan, tian m shan. -tion, -sion * shun ; -tion, -sion ~ zhun, -tlous, -sious, -clous= situs, -hie, -die, &a = be!, dtfk.
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ar-til -ler-y-man, s. [Eng. artillery ; man.]

One who belongs to the artillery or who
serves a gun.

"... from the artillerymen being in particular
cases mounted upon the cart attending the brigaded."—James; Military Diet., p. 36.

ar-tl-d-d&C'-t^-la, $. pi. [Gr. Zprto* (artios)

= equal, and SdVrvAo* (daktulos) — a finger or
toe. Having equal toes.} In the classifica-

tion of Mammalia by Professor Owen, the
first (highest) order of the Ungulata, It is

divided into two families or sections : Om-
nivora, as the Hog ; and Ruminant ia, as the
Sheep.

ftr-ti-6-dac'-tylet a. [Artiodactyla,]
Having eve^i toes, that is, toes even in num-
ber. (Used also as a substantive.)

"In the even-toed or ' artiodactyle ' Ungulates.'*—
Owen ; Clauif. of the Mammalia, p. 39.

* ar-ti que (tique = t£k), adj. [Arctic]
The same as Arctic (q.v.).

" From tropick, e'en to pole artiqite."
Dryden : To Sir G. Etherege, «.

*ar -tls (Old Eng.), alrts (Scotch), s. pi.
Quarters of the sky. [Airt.]

"... and sua serclis the erd about all art it anls
euery day. jmt*od spreit In all that lyf beris."—
Wisdom of Solomon (ed, Lumby). 850, 352.

" Of a' the airtt the wind can blaw
I dearly like the west.

"

Burnt : I Love my Jean.

ar-tl-san, s. [Fr. artisan ; Sp. artesano ; Ital.

artigiano. From Lat. ars = acquired skill,

art,]

* 1. One who practised any of the arts, in-

cluding the liberal ones, such as sculpture and
painting, or was a student of books.

"Zeuxis [meaning the celebrated painter], a pro-
fessed artisan, . . . —Holland: Pliny, pt if., p. 535.
(Trench : Select Glots., pp. 8, 9.)

2. One trained to practise a manual art ; a
handicraftsman, a mechanic, a tradesman.

% This meaning, though not the original
one, has still long existed ; for instance,
Bullokar, in the edition of his English Ex-
positor, published in 1656, defines an artisan
to be " A handy crafts-man ; an artificer."

" Even In the towns the artUan* were very few."—
Macaulay. Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

artist, s. [Ft. artiste; Sp., Port., & Ital.

artista; from Lat. ars — art.]

I. Of a person's profession, occupation, craft,
or study

:

* 1. One who has had a liberal education, 6r
at least is a reader, and has in consequence
acquired knowledge, as contradistinguished
from one who is unread.

"The wise and fool, the artitt and unread."—
Shakesp. : Troilus a Crestida, i. S.

If It was used especially (a) for a cultivator
of classical learning

:

" Some will make me the pattern of ignorance for
making this Scaliger the pattern of the general artitt.

"

—Fuller; Holy State, bk. it, ch. 8. (See Trench :

Or (b) for a cultivator of science. In the
subjoined example it probably means " astro-
nomer," or if it be " constructor of the
telescope," the example will illustrate signi-
fication 2 instead of 1. [Art (B.), Artsman.]

". . . the moon, whose orb
Through optic glass the Tuscan artitt views
At evening from the top of Fesole."

Milton: P.L., bk. L

t 2. One who practises an art of whatever
kind. (The variety of occupations to which the
term may be applied may be seen in the ex-
ample from Pope under No. II.)

" Then from his anvil the lame artitt rose.
Pope: Homer t Iliad, bk, xviiL 482.

3. One who practises any of the fine arts,

as music, painting, sculpture, engraving, or
architecture. (This is now the ordinary signi-
fication of the word.)

(a) Literally

:

" Rich with the spoils of many a conquer'd land.
All arts and artittt Theseus could command.
Who sold for hire, or wrought for better fame ;

The master painters and the carvers came."
Dryden.

(fc) Figuratively :

" Well hast thou done, great artitt. Memory."
Tennyson ; Ode to Memory, b.

* IL One who is possessed of trained skill

in any art or occupation, as distinguished
from one who is destitute of such training.
(Lit & Big.)

" It is not strength, bat art, obtains the prize, -

And to be swift is leu than to be wise,

Tis more by art than force of numerous strokes
The dexterous woodman shakes the stubborn oaks :

By art the pilot, through the boiling deep
And howling tern peat, steers the fearless ship ;

And 'tis the artitt wins the glorious course.
Not those who trust in chariots and in horse.
In vain, unskilful, to the goal they strive,
And short or wide th' ungovern'd courser drive ;

While with sure skill, though with inferior steeds.
The knowing racer to his end proceeds."

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. xxiii., 383-94.

* artist-god, s. [Here the word artist is

used in the sense I., 2.] Vulcan.
" To her the artist-god ; Thy griefs resign.
Secure, what Vulcan can. is ever thine."

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. xviii., 631-2.

artist-like, a. Like an artist.

"Artist-like,
Ever retiring thou dost gaze
On the prime labour of thine early days.**

Tennyton : Ode to Memory, &.

ar'-tiste, s. [Fr.] One who practises an art
and professes to do so in the highest style.
(Often used of play-actors and musicians, but
not unfrequently also of milliners and cooks,
who, deriving their inspiration from Paris,
wish to be designated by a word current in
that capital rather than by one of indigenous
growth.)

ar-tis'-tic, ar-tls -tic-al, a, [Eng. artist ;

-ic, -ical. In Fr. artistigue. ]

1. According to the rules of art, or in the
way which a proper artist might be supposed
to adopt. (Webster.)

2. Pertaining to an artist. (Webster.)

ax-tls'-tlc-al-ly, adv. [Eng. artistical; -ly.]

In an artistic manner. (Quarterly Beview.)
(Worcester's Diet.)

art -less, a. [Eng. art; -less.] Without art
Specially—
L Ofpersons dt minds

:

1. Not understanding art ; destitute of all

acquaintance with art. (Rarely followed by
of.)

" The bigh-shoed plowman, should he quit the land.
Artiest of stars, and of the moving Band."—Dryden.

2. Guileless, simple, undesigning, too inno-
cent to try to deceive, and not likely to
succeed even if the attempt were made.

" Suspicion lurks not in her artless breast

;

The worst suggested, she believes the best"
Cowper; Charity.

IX Of things:

1. Destitute of art ; not evincing the pos-
session of art in its or their constructor.

"... these assemblages of artless and massy pillars."— Warton: Hist, of Kiddington.

2. Conceived in simplicity and sincerity

;

not designed to produce an effect, but pro-
ducing it all the more on account of this.

" Oh, how unlike the complex works of man.
Heaven's easy, artless, unencumber'd plan !

"

Cowper : Truth.

art'-less-ly, adv. [Eng. artless; -ly.] In an
artless manner. Specially—

1. Without skilL

2. Without craft ; simply, guilelessly, un-
designedly, sincerely.

" Nature and truth, though never so low or vulgar,
are yet pleasing, when openly and artlessly repre-
sented."—Pope.

art'-less-ness, s. [Eng. artless; -ness.] The
quality of being artless ; simplicity, sincerity,
unaffectedness ; absence of guile or affecta-
tion. (Todd.)

art-ly, adv. [Eng. art ; -ly.] Artificially, by
human skill or contrivance.

"A crabst«ck. if it have a even of some delicate
apple artly grafted upon it, they [the branches] will all
follow the nature of the stock.'—Sanderson: Works,
i. 431.

ar-to-car-pa -ce-se (Mod. Lot.), ar to-
car -pads (Eng.), s. pi. [Artocarpus.] An
order of exogenous plants, placed by Lindley
under his Urticales or Urtical Alliance. The
female flowers are collected into fleshy masses
or heads. The stipules are convolute and
sheathing, as in the genus Ficus. In 1847,
Lindley estimated the known species at fifty-

four. [Artocarpus.]

ar to car pous, ar to car pc ous, a.

[Artocarpus] Relating to the order Arto-
earpesB, the genus Artocarpus, or to the Bread-
fruit

ar-to-car'-piis, s. [In Ital. artocarpe ; Mod.
Lat. artocarpus ; from Gr. oAtoc (artos) =
bread, and Kapiros (karpos) = fruit. Bread-

fruit.] A genus of plants—the typical one of
the order Artocarpacese, or Artocarpads. It
contains various species. The most notable)
is the A. incisa, or Bread-fruit tree. It is a

bread-fruit tree.

middle-sized tree, with large variously-cut and
lobed leaves. It has a round, curiously-muri-
cated fruit. [Bread-fruit.]- It flourishes
in the South Sea Islands. Dampier, Anson,
and Captain Cook made it known in Europe,
and the expedition of Captain Bligh of the
Bounty, dispatched with the view of intro-
ducing it into the West Indies, ended in the
mutiny of the crew, the capture of the vessel,
and the settlement of some of the mutineers
in 1790 on Pitcaim's Island, whence their
descendants were transferred to Norfolk Island
in July, 1856. The A. integrifolia is the Jack-
tree. [Jack-tree.]

ar-to-tyr-l'-tes, s. pi. [Gr. apTorupo* (arto-

turos) = bread made with cheese : aprtK (artos)

— a loaf of bread, and tvqos (turos) — cheese.]

Ch. Hist. : A sect in the primitive Church
who celebrated the Lord's Supper with bread
and cheese, on the ground that the first obla-
tions of men were not only the fruits of the
earth, but their flocks (Gen. iv. 3, 4).

*ar'-td'w, *ar'-tou, * ar'-tu. [Eng. art;
thou.] A contraction for art thou.

"Wny arrow so discoloured on thy face ?**

Chaucer: C. T., 12,591
" Chyld, whi artou not a-schamed ?"

Dispute between Mary A the Cros (ed. .Morris), IL 32.

art ship, s. [Eng. art; -ship.] Artistic skilL
(Sylvester: The Vocation, 118.)

'arts' man, s. [Eug. arts; man.] A man
skilled in any science or art.

". . . and that the pith of all sciences, which maketh
the artsman differ from the inexpert, is in the middle
propositions, which in every particular knowledge ars
taken from tradition and experience."—Bacon {Quota-
tionfrom Plato): Adv. of Learn., bk. ii.

dr lira, *. [In Ital. aro ; Sp. yaro ; from Lat.
aros, aron, arum = the cuckow-pint ; Gr. apov
(aron). Hooker and Arnott think the Greek
word may come from the Heb. *vw (or), in the
sense of fire or flame, and may refer to the
burning or acrid character of these plants.] A

arum maculatum.

genus of plants belonging to the order AracesB,
or Arads. It contains one British species, the
well-known A. maculatum, the Cuckow-pint
(meaning point), Lords and Ladies, or Wake-
Robin. The solitary spikes of bright scarlet

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, sin; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, full; try, Syrian, m, oe = e. ey = a» qu = kw«
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berries may often be seen under hedges in

winter, after the leaves and spadix have dis-

appeared. They are poisonous. The rhizomes
are used in Switzerland for soap. There is in

them an amylaceous substance, which, after

the acrid matter has been pressed out, may
be employed in lieu of bread-flour.

A.-run-deT-1-an, a. [Eng. Arundel; -ian.]

' Pertaining to any of the successive Earls of

Arundel.

Arundelian or Oxford Marbles : Certain mar-
bles brought from the East by Mr. William

Petty, who purchased them for Thomas, Earl

of Arundel, in 1624. Arriving in London in

the year 1627, they were placed in the gardens
of Arundel House, which then occupied the

site on which Arundel, Norfolk, Surrey, and
Howard Streets, running off the Strand, in

London, now stand. In 1667 the Hon. Henry
Howard, grandson of the first purchaser, and
afterwards Duke of Norfolk, presented the
collection, which had met with Vandal treat-

ment in London, to the University of Oxford.

It was either from his ancestor or from him
that the term Arundelian, applied to the
marbles, was derived. The marbles contain

the Parian Chronicle (q.v.).

a-rim-dlf-er-ous, a. [Lat. arundifer, from
arundo = a reed or cane ; and fero = to bear.]

Reed-bearing, cane-bearing. Bearing reeds or

canes. (Oguvie. )

a-run-di-na-ce-oiis, a. [Lat. arundina-

ceus. ] Resembling a reed or cane.

a-run-dln-ar -i-a, s. [From arundo (<\. v. ). ]

A genus of grasses containing the Cane-brake
of North America (A, Tnacrosperma).

a run din e ous, a run din 6 se, adj.

[Lat. arundineus, arundinosua.]

1. Made of reeds.

2. Abounding in reeds.

3. Resembling a reed.

a run do, s. [Lat. arundo = a reed.] A
" Linnsean genus of grasses, formerly made to
include several British species ; but all these
are by some botanists now removed from it,

and placed in other genera. Bentham partly
returns to the older view, and gives one
British Arundo — viz., A. phragmites, the
Common Reed. It is Phragmites communis of
most modern botanists. It is a stout peren-
nial, five, six, or more feet high, with a
long creeping root-stock, long leaves, and a
small or large panicle of flowers. It occurs
in Britain in wet ditches, marshes, Ac,
flowering towards the end of summer and
in autumn. [Ammophila, Psamma, Calama-
orostis.] A. donax supplies material for fish-
ing-rods, and is imported for the purpose from
the south of Europe, where it is indigenous.
The striped-leaved variety, formerly more
common than it now is in gardens, is called
Gardener's Garters.

• a-ru'r-a, * ar-rur-a, s. [Lat. antra ; Gr.
opoi/pa (aroura) = tilled or arable land, corn-
land ; dpow (aroo) = Lat. aro = to plough, to
till.] A day's ploughing. [Aroura.]

»-rus pex, +ha-rus pex, a riis'-pice
s. [In Fr., Sp., & Ital. aruspice ; Port arus-
pice, haruspice ; Lat. haruspex ; t aruspex, from
(1) hira = the empty gut ; Sansc. hird = the
intestines ; Greek x°**« (cholas) and x6Ai£
(cholix); Old Norse gar-nir = the intestines;
and (2) specio or spicio = to look at.]

Among the Etruscans and Romans: A sooth-
sayer or diviner who pretended to foretell
future events by the inspection of the entrails
of victims.

"Adorn'd with bridal pomp, she sits In state
;

The public notaries and arutpex wait."
Dryden : Jue. Sat. 10.

"The Senate, however, consider this aruspex of un-
certain authority, and await the response of the Del-
phian oracle."—Lewis : Early Rom. History, ch. ili.

*[ Though the form aruspice is given in
Dictionaries, the examples cited to illustrate
it, being in the plural, do not establish its

existence, for aruspices might be the plural of
the Lat. aruspex, as well as of the English
aruspice.

" The second sort of ministers mentioned by Cicero,
were not priests, hut augurs and aruspicet, designed
to be the interpreters of the mind of the gods."—Bp.
Story on the Priesthood, ch. 5.

"They [the Romans] bad colleges for augurs and
aruspices, who used to make their predictions some-
times by fire, sometimes by Hying of fowls, Ac."—
Howell : Letter*, ill. 23.

a-rus -pl-cy, s. [From Lat. arttspicem, accus.

of aruspex = a soothsayer.] [Aruspex.] Pre-

tended divination of future events by inspect-

ing the entrails of victims.
" A flam more Museleas than the roguery
Of old arusvicy and augury."

Buttvr : Hudibras, pt. 11- c. Hi.

* ar'-val, # ar'-vel, * ar'-vH, * ar'-thel, s.

[Dan. 'arfwail = a solemn feast in honour of a

deceased chieftain, from rer/= an heir, and ol

= ale.] A funeral. (Used chiefly in the

north of England.)

* arval-bread, s. Bread given to the poor

in the north of England on occasion of funerals.

* arval-feast, * arvil-feast, s. A feast

made at a funeral.
" I had an inclln on't at th' arvtl-feast

.'

Yorkshire Dialogue, p. 59. {Boucher.)

* arval-supper, s. A supper in con-

nection with a funeral.

ar'-val, a. [Lat. arvalis = arable.] Of or

pertaining to ploughed land,

Arval Brethren, s. pi

Roman Mythol. : Priests who offered sacri-

fice to the divinities of the field in order to

secure the fertility of the soil.

ar-vlc'-ol-a, s. [Lat. arvum = a field, and
*
colo = to dwell in, to inhabit.] A genus of

rodent mammalia belonging to the family

Castoridee, though they have also close affini-

ties with the Muridse, or Mice. Its represen-

tatives in Britain are the A. amphibius, the

Water-vole, or Water-rat; the A. agrestis, the

Field-vole, Short-tailed Field-mouse, or Mea-
dow-mouse ; and the A, pratensis, or Bank-
vole. All the three are found, also fossil, in

Newer Pliocene strata and caves in Britain.

Ar vo'-ni an, a. [From Arvonia, the Roman
name of a "district in Wales.] Pertaining to

the above-mentioned Arvonia.

Geol. : Noting Pre-Cambrian formation in

Pembrokeshire,Carnarvonshire, and Anglesea.

Dr. Hicks divides the Pre-Cambrian forma-
tion into Dimetian, Arvonian, and Pebidian.

Each of these must have been many thousand
feet in thickness, and their horizontal exten-

sion is very wide. The Arvonian formation
contains the quartz-felsites and porphyries,

called hallejlinta by Torell, and petrosilex rocks

by Hunt. (Used also substantively.)

* ar'-we, *ar'-whe, •ar'-owe, a. [A.S.

«ar;7=inert
t
weak, timid.] [Aroh, a.] Timid.

* ar'-wS, v.t. [A.S. eargian=to be a coward.]
[Arwe, a.] To render timid.
"Hast arvred many herdy men that badden wil to

fyghte." Piers Plowman. {Boucher.)

* ar'-we (plural * ar'-we?, * ar'-wen), s.

[Arrow.] An arrow.

* ar'-w#g-$rll, s. [Earwig.]

-ary, as suffix. [From Lat. suff. -arius, -arium.]

1. An agent in performing any act or doing
any work ; as lapidary (Lat. lapidarius) = a
worker in stone.

2. A place for ; as library (Lat. librarium)
» a place for books.

3. Connected with or pertaining to.

Ar'-^-an, tAr'-I-an, a. & s. [In Sansc.

Arya (as substau.) = (l)a tribe or nation—the
Aryas ; (2) in later Sanscrit (as adj.) = noble,
of good family. India was called Arya-dvarta
= the country of the Aryas. These Aryas
were invading Brahmans, Kshatriyas (war-
riors), and Vaisyas (merchants) ; whilst the
aborigines of India were called in the Vedas
Dasyus. In later Sanscrit Arya specially
meant the third or merchant class, the most
numerous of the three, whence it came to
stand for the whole nation. It seems to mean
one who ploughs or tills, and to be connected
with the Latin word aro = to plough, to till.

It was opposed to Tura, in Sanscrit meaning
(1) as adj. = swift

; (2) as substan. = a nomad.
[Turanian.] In Zend airya (adj.) means
venerable, and (substan.) the Persian people.
(The Persians and the Indian Aryans were
originally the same nation.) Persia wag called
by Hellenicus, who wrote before Herodotus,
Aria. Herodotus says that the Medes called
themselves Arii. In the cuneiform inscrip-

tions Darius denominates himself A riy*.
Many other words, ancient and modern, appear
to contain the term, as /ran (Persia) ; Ar-
menia; Aria, in Thrace ; the Arii, in Ger-
many ; and even our own Erin and Ireland.
(See Max Miiller on the Science of Language,
4th ed., pp. 246—255.) The word has some-
times been written Arian ; but Aryan is more
correct, besides having the great advantage of
discriminating the term from Arian, pertaining
to the Presbyter of Alexandria, so prominent
in discussions regarding the doctrine of the
Trinity.]

A. As adjective:

L Philol. <t Ethnol. ; Belonging to the great
family of human languages described below.

Aryan family of languages: A great family
of languages, sometimes, though rarely, and
not quite accurately, called Japhetic ; more fre-

quently designated as the Indo-European or
Indo-Germanic family of tongues. They have
reached a higher development than those of the
second great family, the " Semitic," better de-
scribed as the Syro-Arabian family, and are far

in advance of the next one—that comprising
the Turanian tongues. [Languages.] Like the
Syro-Arabian forms of speech, they are inflec-

tional [Inflectional] ; while those of Turanian
origin are only agglutinate. [Agglutinate.]
Max Miiller separates the Aryan family of
languages primarily into a Southern and a
Northern division. The former is subdivided
into two classes—(1) the Indie, and (2) the
Iranic ; and the latter into six—(1) the Celtic,

(2) the Italic, (3) the Illyric, (4) the Hellenic, (5)
the Windic, and (6) the Teutonic. [See these
words.] (Max Miiller: Science ofLanguage, vol.

ii., 1871, p. 411.) It is often said that Sanscrit,
spoken by the old Brahmans, is the root of all

these classes of tongues. It is more correct
to consider it as the first branch, and assume
the existence of a root not now accessible to
direct investigation. As an illustration of the
affinity among the Aryan tongues, take the
common word daughter. It is in Sw. dotter;

Dan. datter; Dut. dochter; Ger. tochter ; O. H.
Ger. tohtar ; Goth, dauhtar ; Lith. duktere;
Gr. 6vyaTrip(thugater); Armenian dustr; Sansc.
duhitri ; the last-named word signifying,

primarily, " milkmaid," that being the func-
tion, in the early Brahman or Aryan house-
hold, which the daughter discharged. Not
only are the roots of very many words akin
throughout the several Aryan tongues, but (a
more important fact) so also are the inflections.

Thus the first person singular of a well-known
verb is in Lat, do ; Gr. Sifiw^i (didomi) ; Lith.
dumi; Old Slav, damy ; Zenddadhdmi; Sansc.
daddmi ; and the third person sing, present
indie, of the substantive verb is in Eng. is,

Goth, ist, Lat. est, Gr. co-u (esti), Sansc. asti.

"... there exists iu India a sort of rivalry between
the Aryan languages, or rather between the three
principal ones—Hindi, Harathi, and Bengali—each
considering itself superior to the others. "—Beames

:

Compar. Gram. Aryan Lang, of India, voL i. {1873};
Introduction, p. 31.

IX Ethnology

:

1. Gen.: Pertaining to the old race speaking
the primeval Aryan tongue [A.], or any of the
numerous forms of speech which have sprung
from it. The ancestors of most modern Euro-
peans lived together as one people, speaking
the primeval Aryan tongue, in Central Asia,
and apparently near the Pamir steppe. Their
separation took place at so remote a period
that, while they seem to have known gold,
silver, and copper, they were unacquainted
with iron, the name of which is different in
all the leading Aryan tongues. (Max Miiller,

Science of Language, vol. ii., 1871, p. 258.)

2. Spec. : The Aryan race which invaded
India at a period of remote antiquity, possibly
1700 B.C., and still remains the dominant
Hindoo race there.

B. As substantive: The race or races de-
scribed under A., II. (q.v.).

* a-ry'ght (gh silent), adv. [Aright.1

* ar'-$M>le, s. [Lat. hariolus = a soothsayer.)

A soothsayer, a diviner.

"... for aryole*, nygroinancers brought theym to
the auctors of their god.*'—JYerita de Prop. Herum, f.

126. (Boucher.)

* a-ryae, v.i. [Arise.]
" And made forward erly to aryte."

Chaucer : C. T., M.

*a-ryst'et s. [A.S. (Brest, am,st = resurrection
;

arisan = to arise.] Resurrection.
"As heo stode and speken, and weren at wenynce,
Of vre louerdes ari/nte, and fele other thinge.'

The Passion of Our Lord (ed. Morris), »5, 591

boll, do^; poilt, Jtffel; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t
-elan, -tian = shan. - tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin. -tious. -sious, -clous shus. -We, -<Ile, kc. = bel, deL
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ar-^-te'-noid, t ar-f-tm -noid, o. 4 «.

[In Sp. arytena = the larynx ; Lat arytena or

aruttna; Gr. apvraiva (arutaina) or a^imjp

(aruter) = ladle or cup ; opu'w (anto) =s to draw

water. ] Ladle-shaped or cup-shaped

A. As adjective ;

Arytenoid cartilages ; Two pyramidal bodies

articulated by their bases with the oval arti-

cular substances which exist on the upper

margin of the cricoid cartilage in the human
larynx. (Todd & Bowman: Physiol. Anat.,

voL u., p. 434.)

Arytenoid muscle : Muscles which pass from

one of the arytenoid cartilages to the other.

B* As substantive

:

Plural Arytenoids: The cartilages described

above.
"The mobility of the articulation of the arytenoids

with the cricoid, and their connexion with the vocal

ligaments, give them great importance m the inechau-

isni of the larynx."—Todd * Bowman : Phytic*. Anat.

a?, *»f«, adv., oonj., k pre/. [A contraction

for Eng also As In A.S. is ealswa, alsuta

;

Dut & Ger. als; M. H. Ger. alse ; O. H. Ger.

also, from oi = all, and so = so.] [Also.]

A. As an adverb of comparison. (Bain

:

Higher Eng. Gram.)

L Denoting comparison resulting in the

discovery of likeness.

1. Like, similar to, resembling.
" And the Lord God said, Behold, the man U become

at one of oa. "

—

Gen. iii. 22.

2. In the same manner as; like that or

those whicti.

Ate we hit flndeth iwrlten
In the goddsuelle."

Death, xxiii. (ed. Morris), 15, 16.

"The Lord seeth not at man seeth ; for man looketh

cm the outward appearance, but the Lord looketh on
the heart,"—l Sam. xrt. T.

•fl In some cases, especially when the com-

parison is presented at length, as is either

followed or preceded by so. (See also B., II. 2.

)

" At your fathers did, to do ye."—Aott vtt. 61.

" And he said, So is the kingdom of God, at if a

man should cast seed Into the ground. —Mark Iv. as.

% To render the so more emphatic, even is

sometimes placed before it.

" For at in Adam all die. even so in Christ shall all

be made alive."—1 Cor. xv. 22.

% When so Is not present it is understood.

"At in my speculations I have endeavoured to ex-

tinguish passion and prejndice ; I am still desirous Of

doing some good in this iMrt\cvH*r."-Bpectator.

•] Such is occasionally employed as the word

in relation to as.

"... inch an one at Paul the aged."—PhCemtm %

3. With.
. upon the like devotion at yourselves."—

: Richard ///., iv. L

4, Than. (Scotch.)

Better be dead « out of the faahiom.
Ferguton : 8. /Vw. |H

H. Denoting proportion ; in tire sa

free with, equally with, as moch as.

" Thou good oM man, beoerolent at wise,

Pope: 3
" Before the place

A hundred doors a hundred entries grace

:

At many voices issue, and the sound
Of Sybil's words us many times rebound.

If In this sense it is generally succeeded

after an interval by another as, with which it

stands in relation.

". . . his personal qualities wen at amiable at his

poetical, . . ."—Pope: Letter to Wycherley (1704).

HX ReduiKlant ; but tffis use of the word is

vulgar. [See As Aow.]

B. As a subordinating conjunction of reason

smd cause. (Bain : Higher Eng. Gram.)

L (Implying time) : While, whilst
". . . it whistled at It flew."—Dryden.

XL (Implying reason) ;

L (Denoting a cause) : Since, because, be-

cause of being.
**

. . at thou art a prince, I fear thee."

—

Bhaketp. :

1 Henry I V., iii. a.

* 2. (Denoting a consequence) : That.
" The relations are so uncertain, at they require a

gnat deal of examination."— B'toon.

C. A3 an intensifying prefix : Frequently

used in Mid. Eng., as asswytke, astyte, &c.

D. In special phrases, with varying signifi-

cation, according to the words with which it

Is combined.

1. As far as: To the extent.

". .at far mi I can see."—Darwin : Dtteent of

Man, vol. L, pt. it., ch. am

** Every offence committed in the state of nature.

may in the state of nature be also punished, and as far

forth at it may in a commonwealth."—Locke.
". . . atfar at can now be ascertained, . .

."—Ma-
oaulay: Hist. Eng.. ch. xx.

2. As for : As far as relates to, with regard

to, with Tespect to.

"At for such as turn aside unto their crooked ways

. .
,'—Pt. cxxv. 6.

3. As how: How, the word as being con-

sidered redundant. (Vulgar.)
" At Koto, dear Sypbax ? "—Additon : Cato.

4. As if: Like what it would be if.

" 4s in the case of the aether, beyond the 'at if' you

cannot go."—Tyndall : frag, of Science, 3rd ed., vn. IS.

H In poetry, when the necessities of the

metre require'it, the if is occasionally omitted.
'* He lies at he his biias did know."— Waller.

**...<*• they would dance."
Milton: P. L„ bk. vL

5. As U were : Like, resembling.
44 and I heard, at it were the noise of thunder,

one of the four beasts saying. Come and see."—flee.

vi, 1.

6. As long as : Noting (a) extent of space.

" He draws a bonny silken purse,

At lansft my tail."
Burnt : The Two Dogt.

Or (b) Duration of time.

"Because he hath inclined his ear unto me, therefore

will I call upon him at long at I live."—Pt. Ctrl. S.

7. As soon as : Whenever.
"... os soosi at I am gone out of the eitj.'—Bxed.

ix. 29.

8. As though : As if.

•* under colour at though they would have cast

anchors out of the foreship."-^*«s xxvii. ».

9. As to : With respect to, concerning.

* I pray thee, speak to me, at to thy thinkings.

As thou dost ruminate; and give thy worst of

The wore! of words." Shaketp. Othello, 111. a

10. As well as : Equally with, no less than.

But I have understanding as well at you ; I am
not inferior to you."

—

Job xii. 3.

f Sometimes the words as wttl are separated

from the as.

at well the stranger at he that is born In the

land."—Lev. xxiv. Is.

11. As yet : Up to this time.

" Though that war continued nine years, and this

hath at net tasted but six ; yet there hath been much
more action in Use present war."—Additon.

* as, 2nd & 3rd pers. sing. pres. indie, of verb.

[Have, Has.] Hast, has.

"And qui otthu mingodes stolen?"
Story of Gen. and Exod. (ed- Morris), 1,7*0.

*&S(l),s. [Ash(I).]

as (2), s. [In Ger. asz ; from Lat. as, genit. oasts,

whence are the Eng., Fr., & Sp. ace, and the

Port. «.]

Among the Romans: A weight, coin, or

measure.

t. As a weight of twelve ounces, the same

as a libra or pound, and divided into twelve

parts called uncise or ounces. These were :

Uneia— 1 oz. ; sextans (4th) = 2 ox. ;
quadrans

0)=3 oz. ;
quincunx ~ 5 oz. ; semis (i)= 6oz.

;

septunx = 7 or. ; bes = 8 oz. ;
dodrans = 9 oz.

;

dextans, or decunx = 10 oz. ; deunx m 11 or

XL As a coin, which, in the time of Tullos

Hostilius, is said to have weighed twelve

ounces. After the first Punic war had ex-

hausted the treasury, it was reduced to two

ounces. The second Punic war brought it to

one ounce ; and, finally, the Papirian law fixed

it at half an ounce only. At first It was
stamped with a sheep, an or, a ram, or a sow,

but under the empire it had on one side a
two-faced Janus, and on the other the ros-

trum or prow of a ship.
" . . three tnlnss or 3,000 a#« for each prisoner.*'—

Arnold I llitt. Home, ch. xUv.

HX As a measure

:

1. (Square) An acre.

2. (Linear) A foot

•J As in Latin has other significations,

among which may be noted (in Law) a por-

tion divided among beirs. [Ace.]

As. The contraction and symbol for Arsenic.

Atomic weight, 75; density of vapour, 150;

hydrogen being taken as 1.

AJ&. [Contraction for Lat. Artium $oror =
Sister of Arts.] An American degree con-

ferred upon women. (Times, Dec 81, 1873.)

£s -a, s. [Mod. Lat asa ; corrupted from Class.

Lat. later, genit. laseris ~ (I) the juice of the

plant Laserpxtium assafcetida, (2) the plant

itself. In Pers. asa is = mastic ; and in Arab.

asu is as healing, isd — a remedy.] The name
of a gum.

asa dulcis. [Lit. ~ sweet asa, as opposed

to asa fostida = fetid asa.] Beuzoiiie (^.v.).

asa fcetida. [Asafetida.]

asa fet -I-da, as-a-fcet -J-da, as sa-

fest -I da, as -a foet'-I-da (ce = e), s.

[In Ger. assafwtida; Sp. asa fetida. From
Mod. Lat asa (q.v.), and Classical Lat. fa'tida

= fetid, having a bad smell.]

1. The English name of two, if not more,

plants growing in Persia, the Ferula asajoztida

ASAFETIDA. (BRANCH, FLOWER, ASD SEED.)

and the F. Persica. They belong to the ordi

Apiaceae, or Umbellifers.

2. The drug made from them. Old plants

being cut across, juice exudes from the wound.

This, being scraped off, is exposed to the sun

to harden it, and is sent in large irregular

masses to this country for sale. It is a useful

medicine in hysteria, asthma, tympauites,

dyspnoea, pertussis, and worms ; it is some-

times given also as a clyster.

[Assail.]

[Gr. icrtKfnj? (cuapftfe):

* a-sa ile, v.t.

as-a-phej, s. [Gr. icra<M* (asaphls) = dim,

indistinct : a, priv. , and <ra<J»js («HJ**fl =
clear, distinct.) A genus of Ichneumons, of

which the best known species, A. vutgarii,

deposits its eggs in aphides, on which the

larvas, when hatched, prey.

as ar-a-bac'-ca, »• [Lat. asarum (q.v.), and

iacxXL— a berry.)

Bat. : The English name of the Asarvm

European. It is a plant with biuate reniform

leaves and solitary flowers, containing twelve

stamina, a six-ldbed stigma, and a six-celled

many-seeded fruit. It is naturalised iu a few

woods in the North of England and in Scot

land The leaves are emetic, cathartic, and

diuretic Used as snuff, they produce a

copious discharge from the nostrils.

as ar one, s. [From Lat. asarum (q.v.).]

Camphor of asarum.

CTem.: A crystallised substance obtained

from the Amrum Europceum.

as-ar-nm, a. [In Fr. ataret; Sp., Port., *

Itai. (nan; Lat. atarum ; Gr. avapov (asaroit);

from a, priv , and <reipa (stira) = a cord,

string, or band. The plant was so called

because it was rejected from the garlands of

[lowers made up by the ancients/] A genus of

plants belonging to the order Anstolocluaces,

or Birthworte. It contains a species na-

turalised in Britain, the Asarum EuropetM,

or Asarabacca (q.v.).

* a sa ye, * a-ai'y, v.t. [Assay, v.. Essay, «.]

,'yle, *4-a*'y-ll,i>.t. [Assaiu]

'yled, pa. par. [Asavle.]

as-be-fSr-rite, s. [Eng., &c, asbestos;

'
ferrite. From Lat. /errum= iron, and Eng.

sun", -ite.] A mineral, a variety of Ampm-
bole. It is of a grayish-white or ashy-gray

colour. Dana classes Asbeferrite witli Dan-

neruorite under the head "Iron-Manganese

Amphibole.

asbestic, a. [Eng., ftc, ashrst(°s): <*1

'
Pertaining to asbestos ; made of asbestos.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, mlL father ; we, w«t, here, camel, ber, there ;
pine, pit. sire,

•r, wire, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ;
try, Syrian, te. re -

sir, marine ; go, pit,

e; » = e. «u = kw.
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ajf-hes -tl-form, a. [Lat. asbestos, and forma
m form.] Of the form which asbestos generally
assumes ; fibrous.

" Asbestiform, or lamellar-fibrous . , ."

—

Dana

:

Min., 5th «d., p. 234.

as-bes'~tine, a. [In Sp. asbestine; Gr. i<r-

(Sctmvot (asbestine*)= made of asbestos. Ap-
plied especially to the cloth made from it. ]

1. Made of asbestos.

2. Like asbestos ; incombustible. (Johnson.)

aa-bes -told, a. A: s. [Gr. ao-£«o-Toc (asbestos),

and etSoc (eidos) = form.]

1. As adjective: Of the form of asbestos;
fibrous.

2. As substantive : A mineral resembling
asbestos in form. It is called also Byssolite
(q.v.).

aabes tos, as bos tiis. *as bes' ton,
t as -best, s. [In Ger. & Fr.'dsbeste ; 8p. &
Port, asbesto ; Lat. asbestos ; Gr. a<r0e<rro;
(asbestos), as ». (see def.) ; as adj. = unquenched,
unquenchable : i, priv., and o-proroc (sbestos)= quenched ; from o-jScVw (sbeso) = first fut.
of afievwfit (sbennumi)= to quench.]

* I. viffwnj; (fte anci«nte .*

1. Quicklime.
". . . quicklime, which is named (says Procoplus,

1. II., c. 27) ti'two? [tUanos) by the ancients ; by the
moderns cWfJeo-Tos {asbeetosV—Gibbon : Deri. St Pott.
Note under ch. xli.

*!T By moderns, of course, Procopius means
the men of his own time, via., the sixth cen-
tury A.D.

2. The mineral described under XL 1.

H, Now (Mineralogy)

:

L A variety of Hornblende, which itself
is classed by Dana as a synonym or sub-
division of Amphibole. He says that the
several varieties of Amphibole, and notably
Tremolite and Actinolite, when they have
little alumina in their composition, tend to
become fibrous, in which case they are called
Asbestos. Haiiy regarded the fibres as rhom-
boidal prisms. As the etymology imports,
asbestos is exceedingly infusible, at least in a
mass. It contains a considerable percentage
of magnesia in its composition. It occurs in
many localities in Britain and elsewhere,
mostly in serpentine districts. The varieties
are—

(a) Amianthus, in which the fibres are so
exceedingly long, flexible, and elastic, that
they may be woven into cloth. [Amianthus.]

(b) Common Asbestos, with the fibres much
less flexible It is heavier than the first

variety. It is dull green, sometimes pearly in
lustre, and unctuous to the touch.

(c) Mountain Cork, light enough to float on
water.

(d) Mountain Leather, also very light, but
thinner and more flexible than the last.

* (e) Mountain Paper, a designation formerly
given to fine thin specimens of Mountain
Leather.

(/) Mountain Wood, which, in the external
aspect, resembles dry wood.

2. The fibrous varieties of Pyrocene. It is

difficult to distinguish these from the former.

If Blue Asbestos: [Cbocidolite].

asbeston-stone, s. [Asbestos.]

as -bol an, s. [Asbolite.]

&S-bdl-Ine, s. [Gr. aer/3oAoc (asbolos), do-jSoAn

(asbole) soot]
Chem. : A yellow, oily substance, very acrid

and bitter, obtained from soot.

as'-bol ite, as -bol-an, s. [Gr. i<rpo\*bm
(asbolaino) sa to cover with soot ; ao*|3oAoc
(asbolos), acrfioAij (asboH) = soot ] A mineral,
called also Earthy Cobalt Dana makes it a
variety of Wad (q.v.), and considers it to be
that mineral combined with oxide of cobalt

ste-caT-a-phtis, 8. [Gr. ao-KoAorfroc (askala-
phos). A word in Aristotle, apparently meaning
a kind of owl.]

Entom. : A genns of Neuropterous insects
belonging to the family Myrmeleontidse, or
Ant-lions. They differ from the Myrmeleon
proper in having much longer antennas and
shorter bodies, whilst their lame do not con-
struct a pitfalL None are British.

is-caV-i-das, *. pi. [Ascarib.]

Zool. : A family of intestinal worms belong-

ing to the class Intestina Entozoa of Rudolphi,
Cuvier, kc.

t
the class Entozoa of Owen and

others, and the doubtful class Scolecida, group
or sub-class Nematoidea (Thread-worms). They
consti tute the highest type of intestinal worms.
[Ascaris.]

&s -car-Is, s. [Gr. mjrtapU (askaris), from
ao-itapifa (askarLao), or ancap^w (skarizo) = to
leap, to throb, to palpitate. ]

Zool. : A genus of intestinal worms, the
typical one of the family Ascaridai. A. lum-
bricoides, or Round Worm, is the commonest
intestinal parasite of the human species,
generally occupying the small intestines ; it

is found also in the hog and ox. In the
human species it is much more common in
children than in adults, and is extremely rare
in aged persons. It reaches seven inches in
length. A second species, the Ascaris or
Oxyurus vermicularis, is one of the most
troublesome parasites of children, and occa-
sionally of adults. It infests the larger intes-
tines, especially the rectum. The male is

two or three lines long, and the female five.

(Owen: Compar. Anatomy of the Invertebrate
Animals, 1843, pp. 66, 67, &c.)

* as-ca'unce, * as-ca una, adv. [Askance.]

* as caunt, a/lv. [Askant.]

as-ool'-li, *. pi. [Latinised dimin. from Gr.

acnctH (askoi), pi. of noxo; (askos) = a bottle.]

Bot. : The same as Asci (q.v.).

* as-een-ci-oun, ft [Ascension. ]

as cend ,
* as send , v.i. & t [In Sp. as-

cender; Ital. ascendere ; Lat. ascendo; from
ad = to, and scando = to climb. ]

A* Intransitive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : To move from a lower to a higher
place. It is opposed to descend (q.v.).

(a) Of animated beings : To climb up, or
even without actual climbing to move from a
lower to a higher elevation.

"... and assendyt to hevyne."—The Craft of Deyna
{to. Lomby), 2S7.

"... behold the angels of God ascending and
descending apon it [the ladder).-—Gen. xxvilL 11.

Tf It is often followed by up.
"And no man hath ascended up to heaven. , . ."—

John fit IS,

(6) Of things : To go up, as smoke or vapour
does by the operation of the law of gravity, or
as any material substance goes up without
actual climbing.

"... the curling smoke ascends."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. V.

" The piston either ascended or descended."—Smith •

Wealth of Xations, bk. L, ch. L

2. Figuratively

:

(a) To proceed from recent to remote times,
or trace back a course of development.

"... they boast
Their noble birth, conduct us to the tombs
Of their forefathers, and, from age to age
Ascending, triumph their illustrious race."

Coteper: Transl. of Greek Verses on Pedigree.

(6) To mount up from what is materially
feeble to what is materially strong, or from
what is morally or intellectually low to that
which is in these respects higher.

"As when the winis, ascending by degrees.
First more the whitening surface ofthe seas."

Pope: Homers Iliad, bk. It. 478-9.

(c) To proceed from particulars to a more
or less wide generalisation, or from trifling
matters to matters of greater moment

"By these steps we shall ascend to more lust Ideas
of the glory of Jesus Christ, who is intimately united
to God, ana is one with Him."— Watts: Impr.qf Mind.

IL Technically:

1. Astron. : To rise higher above the horizon,
and proceed more or less directly towards the
zenith.

2. Jlftwic : To pass from a lower to a higher
note.

B. Trans. : To climb or move into, on, or
upon, from a lower place.

. .
" Ascend thy car.

And save a life, the bulwark of our war."
Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. v. 808.

". . . their galleys ascended the river."—Gibbon.
fleet, and Fall, ch. xlli.

as-cend a-ble, a. [Eng. ascend; -able.]

Able to be ascended. (Johnson.)

as cend'-an-cy, * [Ascendency.]

as-cend -ant, a. & s. [Ascendent.]

ascend ed, * as-cend -id, pa. par. & a
[Ascend. ]

.. — -J*"***** »°** iHt0 tlu Rostrum.
S OU. The noble Brutus is ascended : Silence !"

Shaketp. .- Julius Camar, 111. 1
" For whan degrees fyftene were atcendiU.'

Chaucer . a T. t 16,343.

as-c6nd -en-cy, as cend an-cy, *. [In
Pr. ascendance ; Sp. ascendencia = ancestry

;

Port ascendencia ; Ital. ascendenza ; from Lat.
ascendens = ascending.] [Ascendent.] Con-
trolling influence

;
governing power.

** Barrington. however, admit* that superiority in
song givee to birds an amazhig ascendancy over others,
aala well known to bird-catchera."—Darwin : Descent
o/ Man, pt. ii., ch. xiii.

" The ascsmdencv of the sacerdotal order was long
the ascendency which naturally and properly belongs
to intellectual superiority."—Macaulay : Mist. Eng.,
ch. 1.

as-cend-ent, ascend -ant, a. k s. [In

Fr. ascendant; Sp. ascendient; Port, and Ital.
ascendente; from Lat. ascendsms, pr. par. of
ascendo m to ascend.] [Ascend.]

A. As adjective : (Formerly ascendant, now
ascendent.)

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : Moving upwards.

2. Fig. : Dominant, predominating, ruling.
"... the ascendant community obtained a surplus

of wealth."—J. S. Mill: Polit. Scon., Prelimin. Rem.,
p. 19.

IL TeKhnically

:

1. Astral. : Above the horizon.
" Let him study the constellation of Pegasus, which

it about that time ascendant"— Brotene : Vulgar
Errours.

2. Bot. : Ascending. (Applied to a pro-
cumbent stem which rises gradually from its
base to ovules attached a little above the base
of the ovary, and to hairs directed to the
upper part of their support.)

B. ^45 substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : Ascent, slope, acclivity.
" • • - the ascendent of the hyll called Blackheth

Hytt."—B*U - Henry VUI^ an. 3l/

2. Figuratively

:

(a) Height, elevation
; point of elevation.

"He was initiated, in order to gain instruction in
sciences, that were there in their highest ascendant.'
—Temple.

(6) Superiority of any kind, as in power,
wealth, influence, intellect, or morality.

The friends of the English aUiance were now re-
covering the ascendant."—Proude : Mist. Eng.. voL
iv., 17.

" By the ascendant he had in his understanding, and
the dexterity of his nature, he could persuade him
very much."—Clarendon.
(c) An ancestor. (Opposed to descendant.)
" The moat nefarious kind of bastards are incestuous

bastards, which axe begotten between ascendants and
descendants, in infinitum, and between collaterals, as
far as the divine prohibition."—Aylifft ; Parergon,

IL Technically:

* Antral. : The degree of the ecliptic which
is rising in the eastern part of the horizon at
the moment of a person's birth. This, when
ascertained, was supposed to indicate his
tastes or proclivities, and enable his horoscope
to be drawn out. In the celestial theme,
other names are given to the ascendant : viz.,
the first house, the angle of the east, an
oriental angle, and the house of life.

" Wel cowde he fortune the ascendent
Of bis ymages for his pacient."

Chaucer: C. T. 419-20.
'*.

. . his signe. his houre, his ascendent."—Ootoer?
Con/. Amant., bk. vi.

% In the ascendant : Dominant, predominant.
M The French occupation of Rome led the way to the

reaction, and by the end of 1849 absolutism was in the
ascendent."—Times, Feb. 8, 1876.

IT Lord of the Ascendant

:

1. Lit. (Astrol.): The planet or other hea-
venly body which rules in the ascendant or
first house when the latter is just rising above
the horizon.

"... Mercury being lord of the ascendant."—Quota-
tion in Pen. Cyd., ii. 537.

2. Fig. : One who possesses commanding
power or influence.

* as-cend'-id, pa. par. [Ascended.]

as-cend'-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Ascend.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

As present participle and adj.: In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

" Dark o'er the fields th' ascending vapour files."

Pops: Boomer'* Iliad, bk. xvL 43*.

boil, bo"y
; p<Jut, Jtftrl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

cian, tian shan. -tion, -sion, -cioun = shun ; -(Ion, -sion = xhun. -tious, -slous = shua. -ile. -die, &c. = bel, del.
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B. Technically:

1 Astronomy

:

L The ascending node of the moon is that

In which the moon passes from the southern

to the northern side of the ecliptic. It is

opposed to the descending node. [Descend-
ing. ] (Herschel : Astron. , § 406. ) The mean-
ing is the same in the case of a planet (§ 498).

2. The ascending signs of the zodiac are

those through whicli the sun passes whilst he
is approaching his greatest northern declina-

tion, the one which to us ia many degrees

above the horizon. They are Capricornus,

Aquarius, Pisces, Aries, Taurus, and Gemini.

The other six are called descending signs.

3. Ascending latitude : The increasing lati-

tude of the moon or a planet.

TX Anal. : Directed upwards.
'*

. . . has powerfully atcending rami."

—

Owen

:

Clauif. of the Mammalia, p. 67.

Ascending vessels: Those which carry the

Wood upwards, that is, from the lower to

the higher parts of the body.

TTT. Bot. : Sloping upwards. (Lindley.)

1. An ascending embryo is one the apex of

which is pointedtowards the apex of the fruct.

(Lindley.)

2. An ascending ovule is one which grows
from a little above the base of the ovary.

(Ibid.)

TV. Genealogy : Noting ancestors in a direct

line backwards, excluding collaterals.
'* The only incestwm in the atcending {not collateral)

branch ; as, when parents and children married, thia

was accounted incest."—Broome: Bote* on the Odyuey.

as cen -sion, * as-cen ci oun, * as sen
ti oun, *. {In Fr. A 8p. a-xension; Port.

ascensab; ItaL ascensions; Lat. ascensiot
from

oscensum, sup. of ascendo.] [Ascend.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L The act of ascending (lit. or Jig.).

X, Ina general sense :

" By nature he knew eche atcentioun."
Chaucer: C. T., 14,681.

" Ne eek oure spiritea a*cencioun."—Ihidt 12,706.

2. Spec. : It is applied to the ascent of our
Saviour from the earth, in view of his dis-

ciples, some time after his resurrection.
" The traditional scene of the Atcenxion la one of the

lour summit* of the Mount of Olives, . . ."—Cook :

Boly Bible with Comment., vol. L (1876), p. 471.

t H. That which ascends.
" Men erf in the theory of inebriation, conceiving

the brain doth only suffer from vaporous atcenxion*
from the stomach."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errourt,

IIL The distance by which anything
ascends. [B. Astron.]

B. Technically:

Astron. Right ascension : The distance of a

heavenly body from the first point of Aries,

measured upon the equator. (Hind.) The
arc of the equinoctial included between a cer-

tain point in that circle, called the Vernal
Equinox, and the point in the same circle to

which it is referred by the circle of declination

?assing through it. Or the angle included be-

ween two hour-circles, one of which, called

the equinoctial colure, passes through the
vernal equinox, and the other through the

twdy. (Herschel: Astron., §§ 108, 293.) It is

opposed to oblique ascension (q.v.).

^f The terms right ascension and declination

are now generally used to point out the posi-

tion in the heavens of any celestial object, in

preference to the old method of indicating
certain prominent stars by proper names or

by Greek letters. By means of the transit in-

strument, or by an eqnatorially-mounted tele-

scope, a star or planet may be readily found,

when once its right ascension and declination

are known. [Equatorial Telescope, Transit
Instrument. ]

t Oblique ascension : The arc of the equator
Intercepted between the first point of Aries

and the point of the equator which rises with
a Btar or other heavenly body, reckoned ac-

cording to the order of the signs.

Ascension-day, *. The day on which
our Saviour's ascension is commemorated—
the Thursday but one before Whitsuntide,
Bometimes called Holy Thursday. It is one
of the six leading festivals for which services

are assigned in the Liturgy.

"This, on AtcentUm-day, each year."
Scott : Marmion, ii. 13.

as-cen slon-al, a. [Eng. ascension; -at

In Fr. ascensionnel ; Sp. ascensional.] Per-

taining or relating to ascension.

Ascensional difference : The difference be-

tween the right and oblique ascensions

.

(Glossog. Nova, Hind, £c.)

as-cen'-Sive, a. [Lat. ascens(us), pa. par. of

ascendo, and Eng. suffix -ive.] Ascending, on
an ascending plan.

"... the gradations of the Mammalian structure,

of which we have now completed the ateentive survey."
—Owen : Ctatsif. of the Mammalia, p. U.

ascent , s. [In Sp. and Port, ascenso ; Ital.

ascendenza and ascesa. Lat. ascensus (s.), from
ascensus, pa, par. of ascendo.]

1. The act or process of ascending or moving
from a lower to a higher place.

L Literally:

(a) Of persons:
"The atcent had been long and toilsome."—Macau-

lay i ffitt. Eng., ch. xiii.

(6) Of things:
"... the atcent of soap bubble*, . . .'—Darwin :

Voyage round the World, en. viii.

2. Fig. : Progress upwards.
"In regard to animal life, and its assigned work on

thia planet, there has therefore plainly been an atcent
and progress in the main."

—

Owen: Clattif. of the
Mammalia, p. 60.

". . . steepe and hard of atcent."—Holland : IMy,
p. 995.

II, That which is ascended.

1. Literally

:

(a) That by which ascent is made—a flight

of steps, an inclined plane artificially formed,

or the natural acclivity of a hill.

"... and his atcent by which he went up into the
house of the Lord . . ."—2 Chron. Ix. 4.

(6) The eminence ascended ; or generally an
eminence, a hill.

" A wide flat cannot be pleasant in the Elysian fields,

unless it be diversified with depressed valleys and
swelling atcent t.

"

—

Bentley.

(c) The slope or angle of the eminence as-

cended.

2. Fig. : Gradation, series, order.
" Large store of gleaming crimson-spotted tints.

Ranged side by side, in regular atcent.

One after one, still lessening by degrees

Up to the dwarf that tops the binnacle."
Wordtworih : Bxcurtion, bk. viil.

'as cen ti oun. [Ascension.]

as -cer-ta'ln, * as-cer-ta'ine, * a-ceV-
tain, v.t. [O. Fr. ascertainer, acertainer,

acertener, acerteneir, acerter ; Sp. acertar, from
Fr., O. Fr., &c certain.] [Certain.]

X, Of persons : To render a person certain of

anything, or at least inspire him with con-

fidence respecting it
" Mer. But how shall I be atcertained that I also

should be entertained?"

—

Banyan: P. P., pt- ii.

TX Of things

:

* 1. "To assert for certain, to assure."

(Glossog. Nova.)

2. To render a thing certain which before

was doubtful.
* (a) By making that fixed which before

was fluctuating, or at least liable to change.
" For nought of them is yours, but th' onely usance
Of a small time, which none atcertaine may."

Spenter : Daphnalda.
**. . . the mildness and precision of their laws atcer-

tained the rule and measure of taxation,"—Gibbon.

* (b) By arranging matters previously. To
insure.

" The ministry, in order to ateertain a majority in

the House of Lords, persuaded the Queen to create
twelve new Peers."—SmoUett.

1 3. By divine revelation, or at least by
credible testimony regarding anything.

"The divine law both atcertaineth the truth, and
upplieth unto us the want of other laws."

—

Booker.

" Honey differs from uncoined silver in this, that the
quantity of silver in each piece is atcertained by the
stamp

. "

—

Locke.

i. By instituting an inquiry, investigation,

examination, or experiment. (This is now the

almost exclusive use of the word.)

"The extent to which parliamentary support was
bartered for money cannot be with any precision
ascertained"—Macauiay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xv.

"Their periods may, therefore, be regarded as atcer-
tained with the utmost exactness."—Sir J. Bertchel :

Attron.. 1 486.

•J Ascertain may be followed by a substan-
tive [examples under No. II. 1, 2, 3 and 4], by
that [example under No. I.], or by whether.

"... but he was there only for the purpose of
atcertaining whether a descent on England was practi-

cable."—Macauiay ; Bitt Eng.. ch. xxiii.

as-cer-tain-a-ble, a. [Eng. ascertain;

•able. ] Capable of being ascertained.

"... if truth in Irish matters was atcertainabU at

all."—Proude I Bitt. Eng., voL iv., p. 78.

as-C/er-ta ined, pa. par. & a. [Ascertain.]
".

. . compared first with theamountof a#c«rfa»»#«i
difference . . .'—J. ft Mill; Logic, 2nd ed. (1646), voL
ii., p. 104.

as-cer-ta in-er, s. [Eng. ascertain ; suff.

-er.] One who ascertains anything ; one who
establishes anything beyond the possibility of

reasonable doubt

as cer-ta ln-ing, pr. par. [Ascertain.]

as -cer -tain -ment, s. [Eng. ascertain ;

ment] The act of ascertaining; the state of
being ascertained.

"... the positive aicertainment of Its limit*."—
Burke : French Revolution.

* as-c,es'-san-cy, s. Old form of Acescenct.

* as ces -sant, a. [Acescent.]

as-cet -ic, * as-cet'-ick, a. & s. [In Ger.

ascetisch (adj.), ascet (substan.) ; Fr. ascetique;

Sp. , Port , & ItaL ascetico ; Gr. ia-tntrtKot

(asketicos) = industrious, belonging to an ath-

lete ; ao-Kn-r^c (asketes) = (1) one who practises

any art or trade, (2) a hermit ; ao-a-no-is (ashesis)

= (1) exercise, training, (2) a profession ; aoTce'at

(asked) = (1) to form by art, (2) to practise, to

exercise. ]

A. As adjective

:

1. Retired from the world, and engaged in

devotions and mortifications.
"

. . .he entered into such an atcetic course as had
well nigh put an end to his life."—Life oj Bitf*op

Burnet, ch. 13.

2. Severe, harsh, rigid, precise.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Spec.: One who retires from active and
adopts a contemplative life spent in devo-

tion, in mortification of the body, Ac. ; a
hermit, a recluse.

"I am far from commending those atcetickt, that,

out of a pretence of keeping themselves unBpotted
from the world, take up their quarters in desarte."—
Borrit.

2. Gen. : One who, whether he retires from
active life or not, adopts habits of self-morti-

fication.

II. Church History : A class of persons who,
aspiring after higher attainments in holiness

than other Christians, thought they would
best attain their object by self-mortification.

They therefore abstained from wine, flesh,

matrimony, and worldly business ; and more-
over emaciated their bodies by long vigils,

fasting, toil, and hunger. Both men and
women embraced this austere mode of life.

During the second century of the Christian

era, when they first attracted notice, they
lived by themselves and dressed differently

from others, but did not altogether withdraw
from the society and converse of ordinary

men. During the course of the third century

they gradually withdrew to the Egyptian
desert, and early in the fourth (about A.D.
805) were associated by Anthony into monastic
communities. [Anchorite, Monasticism.]

" The Atcetict who obeyed and abused the rigid pre-

cepta of the Uusptl. "—Gibbon : Bed, * Pall, ch. xxxriL

as-cet'-I-cism, s. [Eng. ascetic; -ism. In

Fr. ascctisme.] The mode of life of an ascetic;

mortification of the body.
" There are two classes of men of very different com*

Stexions, by whom the principle of atcetidtm appears
) have been embraced : the one a set of moralists, the

other a set of religionists."—Bouting ; Jeremy Ben-
tham't Work*, vol. I,p.i

as-cet'-ics, s. [Ascetic] A treatise on the
*
subject of asceticism, or giving rules to be
observed by ascetics.

* as-cha'ime, v.t. [Asraxe.]

* as-chamed, a. [Ashamed.]

as chare, adv. [A.S. on cyrre = in the act

of turning ; cerran -= to turn. ] Aside.
" Euer after the dogges wer so starke,

Thei stode atchare when thei schuld barke.
Bunting of the Bare, 256, {Boucher.}

*asche,s. [Ash(1).]

*asctae.s. [abh(2).]

* as-chepdu, pret. of v. [A.S. gesceapen =
formed, created] [8hape.] Shaped, formed,

devised.
" Wats neuer so blysful a bour as wats abos thenne »

Na no schroude hous so schetfe as a-tchepon tbara.

Ear. Eng. AllUer. Poemt (ed. Morris), Cleannett, 1.0764,

*asch'-$t,s. [Ashet.] (Scotch.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

or. wore, wolfi work, whd, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try. Syrian. «e, oe = e. ey= a, qu = kw.
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•nschewele, v.t. [Shewel.] To scare away.
" Thar ich tischewele pie and crowe."
The Bute & the Nyghtingale (1601). {Boucher.

)

fts'-ci, 5. pl. (Latinised form of clo-koC (askoi),

pl. of olo-kos (askos) = a leathern bottle.]

1. Tubes in which the sporules of lichens
are contained whilst in the nucleus. (Lindley.)

2. Tubes in which the sporidia of fungi are
placed. They are called also ascelli or thecse.

As clan (pi. As ci an?), s. [Lat Audi;
Gr. "Acrieioi (Askioi)

y pi. of ao-Kios (askios) —
without shadow : o, priv., and oxid (skia) = a
shadow.]

Plural : Those who at midday of one or
two days of the year are destitute of a shadow.
Those living in the tropics of Cancer and
Capricorn are so at midday once a year, and
those living between those circles are so twice
a year.

is cid -i a, t as cid -I re (Mod. IjiL), as-
cid -i-ans (Eng.), s. pl [Ascidium.]

Zool. : The flrst order of the Tunicated Class
of Mollusca. It contains four families : the
Ascidiadae, or Simple Ascidians ; the Clavel-
linidae, or Social Ascidians ; the Botryllidffi,
or Compound Ascidians ; and the Pyrosoina-
tidse, an aberrant family tending to the order
Biphora. [Ascidioida.]

as ci-di -a-da;, ». pi. [Ascidium.] Simple
Ascidians. The typical family of the Ascidian
order of Tunicated Mollusca. Professor Garrod
considers them to be degenerate Vertebrata,
which should be placed quite at the end of that
sub-kingdom, after Amphioxus. The animals
are simple and fixed ; they are solitary or gre-
garious, with their branchial sac simple or dis-
posed in 8—18 deep and regular folds. Their
external integument is provided with two
apertures, making them look like double-
necked jars. When touched they squirt a
stream of water to some distance. They look
like shapeless cartilaginous masses. Some are
highly coloured. In Brazil, China, and the
Mediterranean they are eaten as food.

as cld'i form, a. [Mod. Lat. asrtdMnm),
and Lat. forma = shape. ] Bottle-shaped, like
the leaves of Sarracenia and Nepenthes.

as-cld-l-6i'-da, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ascidMum),
and Gr. e&os (eidos) m appearance.] Professor
Huxley's name for the class called by some
others Ascidia or Ascidire. He classes it
nndcr his great division Molluscoida.

Ss-cid' l-um (pi. aB-cid'-I-a), ». [Gr. «W-
oioe (askidion), dimin. of dcncos (askos) = a
leathern bottle of goatskin or similar material.]

1. Zool. : The typical genus of the Tunicated
Mollusca, belonging to the family Ascidiadse
and the order Ascidia. The species vary in
length from an inch to five or six inches.
Nineteen occur in Britain. Example, the
Eea-squirt (A. hyalinum). The Ascidiau genus,

ASCIDIUM (SEA SQUIRT).
A. Atctdium metuula. B. Ascidia echinatum.

frmily, and order have recently acquired
greatly-increased interest from the fact that
Darwin has taken this part of the animal
kingdom as his point of departure in tracing
the process of development which he believes
to have ultimately resulted in the production
of man.

2. Botany : The pitcher in such plants as
Sarracenia and Nepenthes. (Lindley?)

•W-cig'-er-ous, a. [(1) Gr. i<r«oi (askoi),
pl. of do-«6v (Asci) ; (2) Lat. gero = to wear, to
carry about] Having asci. (Loudon : Cyclop,
of Plants; (Aoss.)

^
As-ci'-tre (Lat.), As ci-tans (Eng.), s.

(From Gr. ioxdc (askos) = a leathern bottle.]
Ch Hist. : A sect of Montanists who arosem the second century. Their name was de-

signed to express the fact that some Baccha-
nals of their party believed the passage in
Matt. ix. 17, which speaks of pouring new
wiue into new bottles, required them to blow
up a skin or bag, and dance around it when
inflated, which accordingly they did with
suitable vigour, as an act of solemn worship.

as-ci'-tea, s. [In Pr. ascite; Port. A Lat.

ascites; Gr. oa-iemj* (askites); from ao-*oc
(askos) = a leathern bottle.]

Med. : Effusion of fluid of any kind into the
abdomen ; specially effusion of fluid within
the cavity of the peritoneum, as distinguished
from ovarian dropsy and dropsy of the uterus.
There is an idiopathic ascites, which may be
of a tonic or acute form, or of an asthenic
type; and a sympathetic or consequential
ascites. Another division is into active
ascites, that in which there is a large effusion
of serum into the cavity of the peritoneum,
after undue exposure to cold and ' wet ; and
passive ascites, that produced by disease of
the heart or liver.

as-olt-ic, *&s-9lt'-Ick, as cit Ic aL a.

[Eng., Ac., ascites; Eng. suft -ic, -ical. In
Ft. ascitique; Port, ascitico.] Pertaining or
relating to the disease called ascites.

"When It is part of another tumour it ishydropical,
either anasarcous or ascitical."~WUeman : Surgery.

as-ci-ti tious (tlous as shus), a. [Low
Lat. *asciiitius; from Lat. ascitus — approved,
adopted, pa. par. of ascisco m to approve, tr,

adopt.] Not originally existent ; adopted,
additional, supplemental. [Adscititious.1

"Homer has been reckoned an ascicifious name from
some accident of hie liie'—Pope.

as-cle -pi-id, s. [In Fr. asclepia.de; Sp.
asclepiadeo; Lat. Asclepiadeus. ]

Ancient Prosody : A kind of verse used by
Horace and other writers, and divided into
two primary types : (1) Asclepiadeus minor,
consisting of a spondee, a choriambus, a
dactyl, a trochee, and a caesura, as Maece

[ nas
atavis || edits |

rSgl
| bus (Horace) ; and (2)

the Asclepiadeus major, consisting of a spondee,
two choriambuses, a trochee, and a caesura, as
Quis p6st

|
vina gravem

| mOItiam aut
|

pauperism
|
crSpatf (Schmitz: Lat. Gram..

1860, p. 806.)

as cle-pi~a-da-ce-te, s. pl [Asclepias.]

Asclepiads. An order of plants closely allied
to the Apoeynaceae, or Dogbanes. Lindley
places them under his alliance Solanales.
They have a 5-divided persistent calyx ; a
monopetalous 5-lobed regular corolla ; 5 sta-
mina, with the filaments usually connate ;

anthers 2—sometimes almost 4—celled ; the
pollen at length cohering in masses, or stick-
ing to 5 processes of the stigma ; styles 2

;

stigma 1, tipping both styles, dilated, 5-cor-
nered ; ovaries, 2 ; fruit, 2 follicles, of which
one is sometimes abortive ; seeds numerous.
Shrubs, or more rarely herbs, almost always
milky, and frequently twining. Leaves entire,
opposite ; flowers umbellate, fascicled, or
racemose. Their favourite habitat is Africa.
They occur also in India, and the tropics
generally. In 1846 Lindley estimated the
known species at 910 ; now fully 1,000 are
known. The milk, which in some species
furnishes caoutchouc, is usually acrid and
bitter, through apparently not so deleterious
as that of Apoeynaceae. That of Ccdotropis
gigantea, the akund, yercum, or mudar plant
of India, has been used with effect in leprosy,
elephantiasis, and some other diseases. The

' roots of Cynanchum tomentosum, and Periploca
emetica are emetic. Gymnema lactiferiim is
the Cow-plant of Ceylon [Cow-plant]. Pergu-
laria edulis and Periploca esculenta are eat-
able. Diplopepis vomitoria is expectorant and
diaphoretic, and is used like ipecacuanha in
dysentery. Hemidesmus Indica is the Indian
Sarsaparilla [Sarsaparilla], The leaves of
Cynanchum Argel are used in Egypt for adul-
terating senna. Marsdenia tenadssima is em-
ployed for bowstrings by the mountaineers of
Rajmahal, whilst M. tinctoria and Gymnema
tingens yield an indigo of excellent quality
(Lindley.) [Asclepias.]

as-cle pi ad e an, a. [Lat. asclepiadeus.)
Pertaining or relating to the metre called
Asclepiad (q.v.)

"The distichs used by Horace are—(1) The second
Asclepiadean metre, consisting of a Glycoiiieus and
the Asclepiadeus minor."—Schmitz : Lat. Oram, (i860)
p. 806.

l
'

as cle-pi-ad -ic, a. [Eng. asclepiad; -ic]
The same as Asclepiadean (q.v.).

as cle-pi-as, s. [In Fr. asclepiade; Ital.
asdepiade ; Sp. asclepiada ; Lat. asclepias ; Gr.
io-KAniriois (asklepias), a plant, the Swallow-
wort (Asclepias vincetoxicum >) ; from 'Ao-kA.ii-»« (Asklipios), the Roman .Ssculapius or
Esculapius, the fabled god of medicine.] A
genus of plants, the typical one of the order
Asclepiadaceee. The species are found chiefly
along the eastern portion of North America,
in Bermuda, Ac. Though all more or less
poisonous, they are used medicinally. A.
decumbens excites general perspiration without
in any perceptible degree increasing the heat
of the body. It is used in Virginia as a
remedy against pleurisy. Another variety, A.
tuberosa, is a mild cathartic and diaphoretic
The root and tender stalks of A. volubilis
create sickness and expectoration. A. tuberosa
(Butterfly Weed) and A. curassavica, some-
times but incorrectly called ipecacuanha, are
also medicinal plants, whilst A. lactifera yields
a sweet copious milk used by the Indians, Ac.

;

hence the ordinary name milkweed. A. aphylla
and stipitacea are eatable. (Lindley.)

as cd my ce -tefj, ». pl. [Gr. ino* (askos)

= a bag, and u,vmjc (mukis) = a mushroom.]
A group of fungi whose spores or sporidia are
contained within asci.

as co-my-ce -toils, a. [Eng., Ac. ascomytx-
t(es); -cms.] Belonging to or connected with
the aacomycetes (q.v.).

a scri ba-ble, a. (Eng. ascnb(e) ; -able.]

That may be ascribed.
"

. . . the effects of nature's abhorrency of a vacuum,
which seem to be more fitly ascribable to the weight
and spring of the air."—Boyle, vol. L, p. 17.

a-scri'toe, v.t. [In Ital. ascrivere. Prom Lat.
ascribo = (1) to add to or insert in a writing

;

(2) to impute : ad = to, and scribo = ... to
write.]

* 1. To write down. •
"Hereupon the Athenians do aicrifte that day for a

most unfortunate day."—North: Plutarch, p. 181.

2. To attribute, to impute, to assign.
Used—

(a) Of qualities or actions attributed to a
person or other being :

"... atcribe ye greatness unto our God."—Deut.
xxxii. a
" They have ascribed unto David ten thousands, and

to me they have ascribed but thousands."—1 .Sam.
xviil. 8.

(b) Of effects attributed to causes :
" The mind, indeed, euligbteu'd from above.
Views Him in all ; ascribes to the grand cause
The grand effect ; . .

." Cowper : Task, bk. Hi.

IT Regarding the difference between the
verbs ro ascribe, to impute, and to attribute,
Crabb considers that to ascribe is to assign
anything in one's estimate as the possession
or the property of another ; to impute is to
form an estimate of a person, and to attribute
is to assign a thing as a cause. What is

ascribed is generally honourable : what is im-
puted is generally dishonourable." (Craio:
English Synonyms.)

a-Bcri'bed, pa. par. [Ascribe.]

a-scrlb'-ing, pr. par. [Ascribe.)

* a scri e, * a skri e, * a-skry e, v.t [Of.

Sw. anskri — an outcry, scream, cry ; Old
Fr. escrier = to call out] To cry out to, to
shout to.

" Seraphe was ofhem wel war and faste him a-scries.'
Joseph af Arisnathie (ed. Skeat), 580.

* a scri e, » as scry ,
* a skri e, * tfst-

kry'e, * a-skry e, s. [Ascrie, v.] An
outcry, a scream, a cry,

" In which campe. about a xi. of the clock at night,
ther arose an eskri/e, so that the towne of Caleys
began alarine."

—

Halt: Hen. 17/;., wi. ; (Richardson.)
" Then the Bretaynes made an atkric and aette their

beacons on fire."

—

Ibid.

a-scrip' tion, s. [Lat. ascriptio = an addition
in writing : from ascribo (Ascribe) ; or from
ad = to, and scriptio = the act of writing

;

scribo a> to scrape with a sharp point, ... to
write.]

1. The act of attributing, imputing, or as-
signing, as an effect to a cause, or qualities or
actions to any being ; the state of being attri-

buted.
"... that noble subsequent life which would ren-

der simply impossible the ascription to Famday of
nything inifair."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science, xii. 857.

<>«&. MSy; p<5ut, J6%1; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist.
-<a»n. = shan. -tion, slon, -tioun = shun ; -flon, -«lon = zliiin. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble.

ph = f.

die, Ac. -bel, del.



&tf ascriptitious—ashame

i That which is ascribed.

as crlp-tl'-tious, a. [Lat. aseriptitiu$ —
enrolled.) Ascribed, imputed, assigned.

"In aicriptUuiu* and supernumerar? god.'
1—/fcr*>

don : Strm,, p. 81,

ftS-cy'-runi, *- [Lat. ascyron ; Gr. aVrvpov

(asfcuron), a kind of St John's Wort. ] A genus

of plants belonging to the order Hyperieacese,

or Tutsans. They occur in North America,

* ase, «wy. [As.)

* ase go, v.t. [Assboe.]

* a-Be'-gid, pa. par. [Assbgid.]

a-se'-I-t& s. [Aa if from Low Lat. ostites.]

The state or condition of having an inde-

pendent existence. {Prof. W. R. Smith.)

* a'-Bel, s. [Ayskll.)

* a sele, v.t. [A.S. ascelan = to bind, fasten.]

To seal.

§>-BeT-li, s. pi [AsaXLOS.]

a-sel -li-dse, *. pi. [Ase-iaus.]

Zoology: A family of Isopod Crustaceans.

Some species are marine, and others fresh-

water. The Limnoria terebrans, so destructive

to woodwork immersed in the ocean, belongs

to the family.

a- seT-lus (pi. a-seT-H), s. [Lat. aseUus =
a little ass. ]

1. ZooL : The typical genus of the Asellidse.

It contains the A. aquaticus, or Water-hog

Louse, common in fresh water.

2. Astron. : Two stars in the constellation

Cancer. The Greeks, through whom we have

received the sign Cancer, placed two asses in

It, where they still remain, under the titles of

Asellus Boreas and Asellus Australis ; and
near them is the asterism Prsasepe, or the

Manger, in which there are about forty small

stars visible in the telescope.

* a -sel-y, v.t. [Hodsel. ]

* a-sem'-ble, v.t. [Assemble.]

a-sep'-ta, s. pL [N. pi. of Gr. atrnirrof {asep-

tos) = not liable to putrefy : A, priv., and
<nprnk (septal) = putrefied ; oijiw {sepo) to

putrefy.] Substances not liable to putrefac-

tion.

a-6ep -tic, a. [Gr. aoTpTa (asepta) ; Eng. suff

.

-ic.] [Asepta.] Not liable to putrefaction.

a sep' to Hn, s. [From Gr. asepta~ against

putrefaction.

Phar. : A preparation of phenol or carbolic

acid designed to be used as a subcutaneous

injection for the cure of phthisis; so named
by its inventor, Dr. Cyrus Edson, of New York,

who first announced his discovery in February,

1896. It is essentially a germicide; and, since

carbolic acid is known to be fatal to the tuber-

culosis bacilli, which are regarded as the germs
causing and promoting pulmonary consump-
tion, it seems probable that aseptolin may be

found efficacious providing it can be borne by
the patient in quantities sufficient to produce

the intended results. A published formula

readB as follows: C,,H, 6N,Oi—OH—C»H».

* a-Be re, v.i. [A.S. asearian = to become

dry.] To become dry.

1 aserue,
deserve.

* a serve, v.t. & i. To merit, to

* a-ses'se, v.t. [Fr. cesser = to cease.] To
cause to cease. [Acbsx.]

a-seth'. [Assets.]

* a-set'-nes, s. [AS. asetnys — what Is set

or fixed ; a statute, a law. ] A regulation.

a-sex'-U-al,a. [Gr. a, priv., and Eng. sexual]

Bot. : Without sexes. Applied to the flower-
less plants in which stamina and pistils are
wanting.

* as-faste, adv. [Eng. at; /tut] Anon,
quickly. {Prompt. Parv.)

As -gard, i. [Norse.] The heaven of Scan-
dinavian mythology.

A. S. G. B« An abbreviation for the Aero-
nautical Society of Great Britain.

ash (1),
* ashe, * asche, * ai'sche, * esche,

* aske, * axe, * esse, * as {Eng.), ai'se,

ass (Scotch) (plur. ash'-es, * assch'-en,
* ash en, aisch is, * asch-ys, * ask'-

es, aslr/-ys, * ask -en, • a* -en), *.

[A.3. asce, acse, cesce, axe, ahse, axse, osxe ; Sw.

A O. Icel. aska; Dan. aske ; Dut. asch; Ger.

asche; O. H. Ger. asche; Goth. azgo.\

A. Ordinary Language

:

t L In the singular : Rarely used as a simple

word, except by geologists and chemists. In
composition, however, it is very common.
(See words under C. and II. Plur.)

" With fyre frome Heauin consumit mi with as
For that foule stiukaud sin of Lychorie."

B. B. Text. Soc, Lauder' t Minor Poems, 60S.

"Collected, my leddy ! what would ye collect out of

the sute and the an t '*—*»« ; Bride of Lammermoor,
ch. xi.

"... an amalgam of coarse altered aA."—Q. J.

Qeol. Soc, vol. xxxiL (1876), p. 32.

H. In the plural

:

1. Literally:

(a) Gen. : The residuum left after the burn-
ing of anything combustible.

"... And take up the ashes which the fire hath
consumed."

—

Lee. vi. Id

(6) The remains of a cremated dead body
preserved in an urn or coffin ; or more figura-

tively, the remains of a body buried without
cremation.

"And the tubes of Johne the bautyite.

"

The Stacyoni of Home (ed. Furnivall), 417.

"The coffins were broken open. The ashet were
scattered to the winds."—ilacauta* : JHsf. Bng., ch. xi.

" Cen In our aMhet live their wonted fires."

Oray : Blegy, 21.

2. Fig. : Whatever is worthless or expresses

humiliation ; referring, however, to the fact

that of old a person in calamity would at times

put ashes upon his head, or, grovelling on the

ground, bury his lips among them, as if he

were feeding upon them.

"He [the idolater] feedeth on athes: a deceived

heart hath turned him aside . . ."—/aa. xu>. 30.

" He hath cast me into the mire, and I am become
like dust and oifcea"—/oft in. 19.

To give unto them beauty for athet.

"

—Ita. 1x1. 3.

B. Technically:

Geol. Volcanic ashes, volcanic ash: The
porous remains of certain molten rocks thrown
out by ancient volcanoes, and in many cases

laid down in beds stratified by the gravitation

of the falling bodies themselves, or by the

action of water. (For example see A. 1.)

TT For the distinction between ashes and

tuffs see the subjoined example.
" In answer to the question as to what was the dif-

ference between athet and tuffs, he [Mr. David Forbes,

F.B.S.] denned ashes as purely sub-aerial formations,
thrown out of the volcanic orince, and falling down on
land or sea, as the case happened ; whilst tuffs, on the
contrary, were molten lava poured out into, or more
often under, water, and thus instantaneously quenched
and disintegrated into fragments or powder, more or

lees fine, in proportion as the action of the water was
overpowering. In aahet each separate particle bore on
Its exterior the evidence of its having been exposed to

the action of fire in the throat of the volcano, and ex-

ternally is altered, glazed, or coated with a crust or

akin, often resembling that of a meteorite, an appear-

ance which ii never to be observed in tuffs."—y. J.

Geol. Soc.. voL XLXXi. (1875), p. 421.

C In composition : Denoting various objects

having certain, similarities of form, colour,

Ac. , to ashes.

ash color, i. A color like ash or ashes.

[ASH-COLORJSD.]

ash colored, a. Colored like ashes.

Between brown and gray.
" Clay, ash-colored , was part of a stratum which lay

above the strata of stone."

—

Woodward: On FoseiU.

Ash-colored Falcon : A name for Montagu's
Harrier (Circus cineraceus).

Ash-colored Harrier: Another name for the

same bird.

ash-fire, *. The subdued or low fire used
in chemical furnaces. {Todd.)

ash-gray,
Bot. , ote. ; A mixture of pure white and pure

black, so as to form an intermediate tint.

{Lindley.)

ash grayish, a.

Bot. , Ac. : Ash-gray, but with more of the
white admixed. (Lituiley.)

ash-hole, s. A receptacle for ashes be-

neath a furnace.

ash-pan, s. A pan beneath a furnace or

grate for the reception of ashes.

ash-tub, s. A tub beneath a furnace or
grate for the reception of ashes.

Ash Wednesday, s. [Eng. Ash; Wedne*
day. In Sw. and Dan. Aske-oiisdag ; Dut. Ash-

dag ; Ger. AschenniUtuoch.] The first day of

Lent, the connection of which with " ash " or

ashes seems to have been that, according to

the injunction of Pope Gregory the Great, in

the sixth century, ashes, which first had been
blessed, were sprinkled on the heads of wor-

shippers, or the form of the cross was traced

with ashes upon their foreheads, one main
object at first b^ing to put them in remem-
brance that their bodies were but "dust and
ashes." As on the same day notorious sinners,

professing penitence, had to appear in church
clothed in sackcloth, and with tears solicit

absolution, repentance " in sackcloth and
ashes " was also suggested, and added a fresh

association with the day. At the time of the

Reformation the law or practice which re-

quired applicants for pardon of sin to be sub-

jected to this severe discipline was swept away,

and the " Commination " Service, still in use,

was introduced in its room, " until the said

discipline may be restored again, which is

much to be wished." {Liturgy : Commina-
tion.) To a certain extent Ash-Wednesday is

recognized in England by the nation as well

as by the Church.

ash (2), * asche, * esche, a, a., and in

covip. [AS. ossc; Sw. ask ; Dan. ask, asketra ;

Dut eseh, esscheboom ; Ger. esche ; O. H. Ger.

asc, asch; O. Icel. askr.}

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The name of a well-known tree, the

Fraxin-us excelsior. It has pinnate leaves.

The flowers, which come out before the leaves,

are des titute of calyx and corolla. The stamens

are two, the fruit a two-celled and two-seeded

samara.
" And ash far-stretching his umbrageous arm."

Cowper : Task, bk. L

2. The wood of the ash {Fraxinus excelsior).

It is used for the construction of various

agricultural implements. The qualities to be

sought in good ash-wood are strength, tough-

ness, and elasticity.
''' Let me twine

Mine arms about that body, where against,
hath t '

ra."

Shaketp. : Coriol., It. i.

My grained ash an hundred times hath broke,
Andscar'd the moon with splinters."

LL Scripture : The ash of Scripture, in Heb,

pi* {oren) (Isa. xliv. 14), is probably not a

Fraxinus, but what it is has not yet been

decided.
"

. . he plantain an ash, and the rain doth nourish

it."—/so. xliv. 14.

B. As adjective: Made of ash; pertaining

to the ash ; resembling the ash. [Ashen (2).]

C. In composition : Denoting = made of, or

pertaining to ash.

ash-keys, s. pi. The seed-vessels of the

ash. [Ashen Keys.]
"As I have seen the ath-keyi fall on a frosty moea-

lng."—Scott: Tales of my Landlord, xxv.

ash-spear, s. A spear of which the

wooden portion is made of ash.
" The tough ath-tpear, so stout and true,

Into a thousand flinders flew."

Scott : Lay of the Latt iiinttret, HI- a

ash-tree, «. Fraxinus excelsior, described

above.
"Then the angry Hiawatha
Raised his mighty bow of ath-tree.

Seised his arrows, jasper-headed."
Longfellow : Song of Hiawatha, VL

ash-weed, s. A name sometimes given

to the Gout-weed {Mgopodium. podagraria),

from the resemblance of its leaflets to those of

the ash-tree.

ash-wood, i. The wood of the ash-tree.

" Like reeds he snapped the tough ash-trood."

Scott : flokeby, v. St

* a-shamc, * ajs-cha'me (past par.

ashamed, * a-sha'-myd, * a-scha'-

myd), v.t. [Eng. o; shame, A.S. ascamian

= to he ashamed ;
gesceamian = to make

ashamed ; from smrna = shame -, gescamian

— to Bhame, to blush. In Dut oeshaama

is an adj. = ashamed ; Ger. beschdmen — to

shame.]

A. As a verb in contradistinction to a parti-

ciple it is obsolete : To put to shame ;
to cause

to blush.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore wglf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce ~ e. ey = a. qn = kw.
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B. As a past participle (ashamed, *asbaniyd,
• a-schamyd), it is in common use: Made to

bTush, or feel abashed or confused, from con-

s«i..nsness of secret guilt, from a feeling of

inferiority, from the humiliation produced by
the exposure of disreputable moral conduct,

or of intellectual folly with which one is

Chargeable.
" Xe be ye not atchamed, that daun Julian
Schal alday fastyug thus elenge goon?"

Chaucer: C. T., 14.683-8,

% In Scripture it is followed by of, or more
Mittly by for or because, applied to that which
causes the shame.

*' And Moab shall be ashamed of Chemosh, as the
bou.-e of Israel was ashamed of Beth-el their confi-

dent."*

—

Jer. xlviiL 13.

**. . . they shall see, and be ashamed for their envy
At the people."— /*t. xxvi. 11.

"... they shall be ashamed because of their ucrl-
flee*."—Bote* lv. 19.

/» Ordinary Language : To be ashamed for a
person is to blush on account of his miscon-

duct, the desire being felt that he should not
disgrace himself.

a-sha'm-e'd
,

-ry\ adv. [Eng, ashamed; -ly.]

So as to manifest shame ; bashfully. (Huloet.)

ash bud, s. [Eng. ash(2), and bud.] A bud
on or from an ash-tree.

" Darker than darkest panstea, and that hair

More black than athbudt In the front of March."
Tennyson : The Gardener1

1 Daughter.

•ashe, v.t. [Ask.]

ash -en (1), a. [From Eng. ashes.] Of a colour

between brown and grey.
" On the Earl's cheek the flush of rage
O ercaiue the ashen hue of age.

"

Scott : Marmion, vi. 14.

ash -en (2), as'-she'n, a. [From Eng. ash;

and suff. -en. In Ger. eschen.)

1. Pertaining to the ash-tree.

2. Made of ash-wood.
" And each his athen hew unbent."

Scott : Lord of the Met. It. 9.

ashen keys. The seed-vessels of the ash-

tree. They are called by
botanists Samaras, i.e.,

dry, indehfscent, winged,
two-celled, two-seeded cap-

sules. [Samara.] Their
length and lateral compres-
sion create the resemblance
to keys. [Ash-Keys.)

Her. : The seed-vessels

of the ash-tree, which are

occasionally represented
on an escutcheon. (GJosa,

of Heraldry, 1847.)

aSh'-St, asch -*t, «. [Ft. amisUs = a plate,

a trencher.] A large flat plate on which meat
is brought to the table. (Scotch.)

ash lar, ash ler, * %-cheT-or (Eng.),

als'-ier, * ais -lair, * Sst'-ler (Scotch), s.

ft a, [O. Fr. aimle'r, from aisselte = the arm-

pit ; Lat. axiUa = the armpit.] [Axil.]

A- As substantive

:

Arch.: Hewn or squared stone used in

building, as contradistinguished from that

which Is rough, as when it came from the

ashen keys.

quarry. "J- H." in Boucher's Diet, states

that the earliest instance of the use of the
Word ashler which had been discovered when
ke wrote, was in connection with the erection

Of the College of Fotheringhay. [See example.]
*"

. . . tbe ground of the body and isles bemaad within
the ende under the ground table-stones with rough
•tone ; and all the remanent of the said body and isles,

ashler, altogedir in the outer side unto the full night
of the said quire."—An Indenture (A.D. nil), Mona.it.

Anglic, vi. 1,414.

«I In Somersetshire it was formerly used of

paving stones. (J. H., in Boucher.)

Nigged Ashlar : Stone hewn with a pick or

with a pointed hammer, instead of with a

chisel. The terra is used principally in con-

nection with the hewing of the hard Aberdeen
granite. (Weale: Rudiment. Diet, of Terms
used in Arch., 1850, pt. iii., p. 304.)

B. As adjective: Pertaining to hewn or
squared stones ; made of or with ashlar or

hewn stones.
" The ashler buttreas braves Its force."

Scott I Cadzoto Cattle.

" It is no square-built gloomy palace of black athlar
marble, shrouded in awe and horror, as Gray gives it

us, . . ."—Carigle: Beroet and Hero- Worship, Lect. i.

ash'-ler-ing, s. [Eng. ashler; -lng.]

Architecture:

1. Pieces of wood, about three feet high,

placed in garrets so as to cut off the acute

angles formed by the junction of the roof and
floor.

2. The act of bedding ashlar in mortar.

a sho ca, a-so'-ca, s. tfn Bengali, Ac,

ashoka.] A magnificent tree, the Jonesia asoca,

called after Sir William Jones, founder of the
Asiatic Society, who says that the vegetable

world scarce affords a richer sight than an
ashoca-tree in full bloom. The flowers, which
are in cymes, are of a rich orange colour.

The fruit is leguminous. The tree is wild in

the Malayan peninsula, and also cultivated in

Indian gardens.

a-Bhb're (1), adv. [Eng. a = on ; shore (2).]

1. Aslope, slantwise. {Babees Book (ed. Fur-

nivallX p. 121.)

2. A-straddle. (Ibid., p. 136.)

a sho re (2), adv. [Eng. a = on ; shore (1).]

1. To the shore ; upon the shore from the

sea. Used (a) of a person landing from a ship ;

" Tet then, when called ashore, he sought
The tender peace of rural thought.''

Wordneorth : To the Daisy.

Or (b) of the ship itself flung ashore, or any-

thing from the deep similarly hurled upon the

land.
" Hay thy billows rowl ashore
The beryl and tbe golden ore."

iittton : Comus.

t. On the shore, as contradistinguished

from being on board a ship or in the sea.

"Our position wai often aahore."—Booker: Bima-
lagan Journal*, ch. iii

Ash tor 6th, t Xft'-tftr-Sth, As tar te

(pL stsk'-tar-otn), «. [Heb. rnnti? (Ash-

toreth), pi. PiTT!1?*? (Ashtarfth) ; Gr. 'Ao-rapr*

(Astarte); Assyr. Ishtar ; Pers. Istarah; Gr.

icmjo (aster) = a star.} [Star.] A goddess
worshipped in Phenlcia, Philistla, and else-

where. She was symbolised by the moon,
and also by the planet Venus. The place
Asteroth Karnaim (Gen. xiv. 5) means the
horned or mooned Astartes, probably from
images of that goddess set up and worshipped
there.

She is supposed to be the "Queen of Heaven,"

mentioned in Jer. vii. 18 and xliv. 17. niigw

and i*n*B>>? (dshirah), wrongly translated
" grove " or " groves " in Judg. vi. 25, 2 Kings
xxiii. 4, and various other places, seems to sig-

nify an image of Astarte. It is connected with

"V$tJt (Isher) — happiness, good fortune, Astarte

being the goddess of good fortune. She repre-

sented the female principle, and was wor-
shipped with impure rites. She is frequently
connected with Baal, the corresponding male
divinity. [Baal.]

" For Solomon went after Ashtorwth, the goddeat of
the Zidonians."— I Kings xl. 6.

ashy, a. [Eng. ash; -y.] Of an ash colour,
or tending towards one ; whitish-grey, pale.

" And dying eyes gleam'd forth their ash y lights.
Like dying coals burnt out In tedious nights."

Shaketp. ; Tarquin and Lucrece.

ashy-pale, a. Pale like ashes.
'*.

. . he looked ashy-pale and haggard."—Booker

:

Himalayan Journal*, vol. iL, p. 301.

ashy-green, a. & 5.

A. As adjective : Coloured green, com-
mingled with ash colour.

B. As subst. : The colour now described.
*'.

, . the back of an ashy-green."— Warrington, is*

MiscelL and Mag. of Nat. Hist., Oct., 1851

Asia (sla as sha), 5. [Sw. & Dan. Asien;

Dut.*^2i«; Ft. Asie; St>., Port., ItaL, & Lat
Asia ; Gr. 'Ao-i'a (-4siay.]

A. Classical Mythology :

1. A daughter of Oceanus, mentioned by
Hesiod, the first Greek writer who used the
term Asia, and then not In a geographical
sense.

2. The wife of Prometheus.

B. Geog. [Asia in this sense Is said to be
derived from the daughter of Oceanus men-
tioned above.]

* 1. Apparently the region east of the Archi-
pelago ouce ruled over by King Attains, and
extending from Pergamos, in Mysia, to Caria.

Herodotus is the first writer in which this

—

the oldest—geographical sense of the word
Asia is known to occur. Livy also uses it

with the same signification, generally known
as Asia Minor.

2. The Roman province of the name, in-

cluding Phrygia, Mysia, Lydia, and Caria.

This is the Mew Testament sense of the word.

"... the dwellers in Mesopotamia, and in Judaea,
and Cappadocla, in Pontus, and Asia, Phrygia, and
Patnphyfia, . . ."—Actili. 9, 10.

3. The great continent east of Europe and
Africa. When this extended sense was intro-

duced, then the region between the Black Sea,

the Archipelago, and the Mediterranean, with-

in which the Roman province of Asia was.

situated, came to be called in Latin, by way of
distinction, Asia Minor (Lesser Asia). The
first author known to have used the latter

terra for Asia west of the Taurus was Orosius,
in the fifth century, A.D. (See Trench: On
the Study of Words, p. 96.)

C. Astron. : An asteroid, the sixty-seventh
found. It was discovered by Pogson on the-

18th of April, 1861.

A sian (slan = shan), adj. [Lat. Asius.]

Belonging to Asia.
" Prom Asian Taurus, from Imaus stretch'd."

Thotnton: Beaton*; Autumn.

A si arch (or si - Shi), «. [In Ger. Asi-

arch; Fr. asiarque; Lat. asiarchus; Greek
do-tapx'r* (asiarchis)*]

Under the Romans : The director-general of
religious ceremonies in the province of Asia.

The expression pecurs in the Greek Testament,
Tic« oe koI tW 'A.o-iap\uv (Tines de kai ton
Asiarchon), "And certain alsoofthe Asiarchs"
(Acts xix. 81). Properly speaking, there was
butone Asiarch residing at Ephesus ; the others
referred to were his subordinates.

A-si-at'-ic, A-sI-at-Iok (or sJ = shi),

o. A *. [In Fr. Asiatique, adj. ; Sp., Port,
k Ital. Asiatico ; Lat. Aeiatieus ; Or. 'ArtaTi-

«<k (Asiatileos),'}

A* As adjective .* Pertaining, relating, or be-

longing to Asia in any of the geographical
senses of that word.

Now (Spec): Referring to the Asiatic con-
tinent.

" The commerce of AHatic Russia bean a small pro-
portion to that of European Russia, the proportion
being as 4 to 35."—Lconi L*mi: Iltst. Brit. Comm,
(1873), p. 447.

Asiatic Society: The name given to any
society which makes Asia and its inhabitants

the main subject of inquiry. The first modern
society of the kind was the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, founded at Calcutta by Sir William
Jones, in January, 1784. The Royal Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland was
formed in March, 1823, and incorporated in

August, 1824. It holds its meetings in Lon-
don, but has affiliated societies or branches

at Bombay and Madras. The Bengal Society

also, though earlier in point of time, is now
virtually a third branch. Other Asiatic

Societies exist among the Continental nations,

the beet known being that of Paris, founded
in 1822.

% For terms in Zoology, Botany, Ac, com-
mencing with Asiatic, such as Asiatic elephant,

see the substantives subjoined.

B. As substantive : A native of Asia in any
of the geographical senses of the word. Spec,
a native of the Asiatic continent

"If the Japanese and the Malays exhibit a cha-

racter manly, enterprising, and different from that ol

the other Asiatic*. . ."—Matte Brun: Phys. Geog.. 2nd
ed. (1S34), p. 62i

bCil. boy; po"ut, JclW; cV. coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -In«V

-dan. -tian = shan, -tion, sion, -eloun = shun; -(Ion, -sion = zhun. -tlous, -slous m shus. -ble, -oUe, &c. -bel, del.
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A-sx-at-x-cxsm, $. [Eng. Asiatic; -ism.]

An imitation of Asiatic manners.

(-Side, adv. [Eng. a = on or to ; side.] [Side.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L To one side.
m

h In a general sense

:

"... are east aside.
As useless, to the moles and to the bats."

Cowper : Task, bk. vi.

2. Specially:

(o) To or at a little distance from the rest

;

to be left in waiting, or for some other purpose.
"... thou shalt set aside that which is full, . .

."

—

S Kings It. 4.

(6) To a solitary spot ; outside a crowd.

"And he took him aside from the multitude, . .
."

—Mark Til. 33.

IL At one side. Spec.,—
1. Out of hearing, privately, or to one's self.

" Then lords and ladies spake aside.
And angry looks the error chide."

Scott ; The Lord of the Isles, ii. 7.

% So in dramas a speaker makes certain
statements aside.

2. Away from the body, as a garment taken
off and then laid down.

^1 In Scotch it is sometimes used as a pre-
position = beside.

" Since Maggie I am io aside ye."
Tannahill Poems, p. 153. (Jamieton.)

HX Figuratively:

1. Morally separate ; away from the soul,

or away from the right direction.

". . . let us lay aside every weight, and the sin
which doth so easily beset us, . . ."—Beb. xiL 1.

(The metaphor is that of a long flowing gar-

ment hovering around us, and tripping the
feet when we attempt to run.)

2. Away from the morally right path.

"They are all gone aside, they are all together1

hecome filthy."—Pt. xiv. i.

B. Technically

:

Law: To set aside a verdict is to render it

abortive, to quash it, to overthrow it. To set

anything aside = to destroy it, or render it

abortive.

* a-si dls half, adv. To one side ; aside.

(Wycliffe : Kings iii. 27.)

as-x-en-to. [Assiento.]

* a- si'le, s. [Asylum.] A retreat ; a place of
safety. (Wycliffe : 2 Mace. iv. 34.)

a-sil -i dae, s. pi [Asilus.]

Entom. : A family of insects belonging to

the order Diptera, and the tribe Brachycera.
They are generally called Hornet-flies. They
are fierce and voracious, mostly feeding on
other insects, which they catch on the wing.

In flying they make a humming noise.

&S-1I-US, s. [Lat asilus = a gadfly, a horse-

fl- ] A genus of two-winged flies (Diptera),

the typical one of the family Asilidse.

* aW'-in-ar-^, a. [Lat. asinarius.] Pertain-

ing to an ass.

t as 1 ne -go, as-sx-ne -go, s. [Sp. asnico
= a small ass. ]

1. Lit. : A small ass.

"We jogged leisurely on upon our mules and assi-

negoes."—Str T. Herbert : Travels, p. 127.

2. Fig. : A stupid fellow.
" Or are you so ambitious "hove your peers,

You'd be an assinego by your years r
"

B. Jonson : Ezpost. with Inigo Jones.

is-in-ine, a. [In Sp. & Ital. asinino ; Lat
asininus.]

1. Pertaining or relating to an ass, as the
animal actually is.

" You shall have more ado to drive our dullest youth,
our stocks and stubs, from such nurture, than we have
now, to hale our choicest and hopefullest wits to that
asinine feast of sow-thistles and brambles."—Hilton

2. Stupid, silly, as the ass is popularly
believed to be. [Pons Asinorum.]

*te-l-nln'-l'-t^, s. [Eng. asinin(e); -ity.] As-

inine behaviour ; obstinate stupidity.

as in us, s. [Lat.] A genus of mammals, of

the order Pachydermata, and sub-order Soli*

pedia. It contains the ass. There is a fossil

ass or zebra (Asinus fossilis) in the drift and
cave period, and in the marl beneath the peat.

(Owen: British, Fossil Mammals & Birds, pp.
396- 398d

as'-I-d, s. [Lat.] The name used by Pliny and
adopted by Swainson for the " Horned Owls."
It is not now generally used, Bubo having
taken its place. [Bubo.]

a si phon-ate, a. [Gr. a, priv., and Eng.
siphonate.)

In Conchology : Destitute of siphon.
" Some holoatmuatoufl and asiphonate Gastropods."—Owen : Classif. of the Mammalia, p. 91.

a-srf-I-a, s. [Gr. do-ma (asitia) = want of

food, loss of appetite ; atrtre'w (asiteo) = not to

eat ; octitos (asitos) ss without eating : A, priv.,

and o-Itos (sitos) = wheat ; also food.]

Med. : Loss of appetite, loathing of food.

ask, * aske, * aschc, ashe, * ask i en,
* esk'-i-en, * ask en, * ask in, * ass,
* axe, ax '-x en (pret. asked, * ask -ede,
* asch - ed, * ac - sede, * asch - ede,
* e ask ed), v.t. & i. [A.S. acsian, ascian,

ascian, ahsian, axian, acsigan, axigean. In Sw.
ozska ; O. Icel. ceskja ; O. Fris. askea, aschia ;

Dut. eischen ; Ger. heischen ; O. H. Ger. eiscon ;

O. L. Ger. escon = to ask ; Sansc. ish — to

desire.]

A. Transitive:

L To solicit or demand a reply in words to

a question put.

1. To question, to inquire of, to interrogate.

". . . when your children ask their fathers in time
to come, saying, What mean ye by these stones?"—
Josh, iv. 6.

*|[ Sometimes the word question is put after

the interrogatory verb, as—
"... neither durst any man from that day forth

ask him any more questions."—Matt. xxii. 46.

2. To inquire about, to solicit information

regarding.
"Ask counsel, we pray thee, of God, . . ."—Jvdg.

xviil. 5.

U Ask in this first sense of inquire is fol-

lowed by the objective of the person, and con-

cerning or regarding or 0/ prefixed to the thing
about which information is solicited.

"Ask now the priests concerning the law, . . ."—
Bagg. ii. 11.

" Ask me of things to come . . ."—Isa. xlv. IL

* IL To lay to one's charge ; the original

meaning probably being to demand from one
an answer to a charge.

III. To solicit or demand any desirable

thing, as contradistinguished from mere words.

1. To solicit by prayer or petition ; to beg.
" Where-fore I ashe yon pardoun and youre grace,
Sithe me behoveth detn or youre mercye.
La Belle Dame Sam Mercy (ed. Furnivall), 687-8.

"... ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall be done
onto you.*'—John xv. 7.

2. To demand (of)> to require (from), or, at

least, to expect (from).
" To whom men have committed much, of him they

will ask the more."

—

Luke xii. 48.

IV. To invite : as, To ask one to a party.

(Colloquial.)

% To ask after one : To enquire after one's

health.

V. Fig. : To require, to need, to stand in

need of.
" To carry nature lengths unknown before,

To give a Milton birth ask'd ages more."
Cowper: Table Talk.

" Man's coltish disposition asks the thong."
Cowper : Progress of Error.

^ Or it is followed by two objectives, the

one of the person and the other of the thing :

"... I will ask thee a thing ; hide nothing from
me,"

—

Jer. xxxviiL 14.

(Properly speaking, there is an ellipsis, o/being
omitted before the person :

" I will ask [of]

thee.")

In the sentence, "Ask us a king"(l Sam.
xii. 19), there seems an ellipsis of for ; " Ask
[for] us a king.

"

% Or it is followed by the objective of the

thing, and of, from, or at of the person the

last named

:

B. Intransitive

:

1. To inqnire, to put a question, to solicit

divine direction.
"1 ask therefore for what Intent ye have sent for

me?"—Acts x. 29.

2. To pray, to solicit.

" But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering."—
James i. 0.

% Ask, v.i., is followed by of or at prefixed

to the person addressed.

"... thou wonKiest have asked of him, and bt
would have given thee living water."—John iv. 10.

"... have not asked at my mouth. "—Isa. xxx. 2.

Or before a noun of multitude among may b*
used,

"Ask ye now among the heathen, who hath heard
such things, . . ."—Jer. xviii. 13.

*J The object inquired about or petitioned
for is preceded by for or after.

*' That any spir, othir man or wine.
Or efter the cros will the ass.

That ihesu crist ou hanged was."
Finding of the Cross fed. Morris), 188-18K

* ask, * aske, " ask or (0. Eng.), * esk
(Scotch), s. [A.S. athexe = a lizard, a newt;
Ger. eidechse = a lizard ; O. H. Ger. egidehsa.]

A water-newt, an eft. Any of the Tritons or
Lissotritons. (Scotch.) [Triton, Lissotriton.]

askant, * askaunt, * as-ca unt. adv.

[Connected on the one hand with asfcan.ee, and
on the other with aslant (q.v.) ; O. Fr. a
scanche = obliquely (Palsgrave).'] Obliquely,
askance, askew, aslant, slantingly. (Used
specially of the eyes.)

" At this Achilles roll'd his furious eyes,
Fix'd on the king askaunt, and thus replies

:

O. Impudent." Dryden,

askance, * as kaunce, * as-ca unce,
* as-ca uns, adv. [Wedgwood derives this

from O. Ft. a scanche = awry, crosswise ; ItaL
schiancio, as adv. — oblique, sloping ; as sub-
stantive = a declivity.] [Askant, Asklent,
Aslant, Sklent, Slant.] Obliquely, side-

ways ; or applied to the eye, squintingly.
" Aside the devil turn'd

For envy ; yet with Jealous leer malign
Eyed them askance. Milton : P.L., bk. iv. 504.

5[ A contemporary of 8penser's, who wrote
a glossary to that poet's Shepheards Calender,
included askance in his list of old words, but
since then it has completely revived.

* as-ka nee, v.t. [Askance.] To turn away.
(Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 637.)

asked, * ask -ede, pa. par. [Ask, v.t.]

* ask-exx, v.t [Ask.]

ask'-er (1), s. [Eng. ask; -w.]

X. One who asks in the sense of questioning
or inquiring ; an interrogator, an inquirer.

" Every asker being satisfied, we may conclude that
all their conceptions of being in a place are the same"
—Digby. Of Bodies.

2. One who asks in the sense of petitioning

a petitioner.
" Have yon

Ere now denied the asker} and, now again
On him that did not ask, but mock, bestow.

Shakesp. : Coriol., iL &

ask'-er (2), s. [Ask, s.] A newt.

* ask'-es, s. pi [Ashes, Ash.]

askew (ew = u), * as-kue, * as-cue,
adv. & adj. [Eng. a ; skew. In Dan. skUxv ia

= crooked, oblique ; Dut. schuin = slant,

sloping, oblique; «c/iuins = slopingly; tchuiMk
= slope ; scheef = wry, slanting, sloping ;

Ger. schief; Lat. sccevus ; Gr. oxat'o? (skaios) =
on the left hand ; Sansc. sarya = left.] [Skew,
Shunt.]

A. As adverb

:

1. Askance, asquint. (Used of the eyes.)

" For when ye mildly look with lovely hue,
Then is my soul with life and love inspir'd:
Hut when ye lowre, or look on me askew.
Then do I die."

—

Spenser : Sonn. 7.

" He looked ascue upon him, as one he envied or

hated."

—

Bp. Patrick on 1 Sam. xviii. 9.

2. In an obfique direction. (Used of any-

thing else.)

"All things are now discovered to proceed askue,

the round world and all."—Oayton: A'otes on Don
Quixote, p. 89.

B. As adjective : Oblique, awry.

"Thus in time the tail becomes quite askew, and is a

tolerable guide to the length of time the bird ha? '**
sitting. "—Mr. Bamsay, quoted in Darvrin's "Descent

of Man," pt. IL, ch. xv.

* as-kewse, v.t. [Excuse.] Excuse, acquit.

ask'- ins, * ask'-yig, p>: par., adj., k «.

[Ask, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & adj. : In senses cor

responding to those of the verb.
" With many an asking smile, and wondering star*,

They whisper round, and gaze upon Gulnare.
Byron : The Corsair, iiL la.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, we*t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sxre, sir, marine; go, ptft,

Or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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C* As subst. : Petitioning, expressed wish

;

solicitation.
" Here, too, lands may be had (or the asking."

Longfellow ; Evangeline, i i. 3.

Jfcftk'-tng-iy, adv. [Eng. asking ; -ly.] In an
inquiring manner ; interrogatively.

ask -lent', ask- lent, adv. [Aslant]
(Scotch.)

* a Skdf , adv. [0. Eng. a ; sko/= scoff.] In
a scoffing manner ; deridingly.

"Aliaaunder loked asknf
Am he uo gef nought therof."

Alisaunder, 874. [Boucher.)

* a-slake, v.t. & i. {Eng. a; slake = slack
;

A.S. aslacian = to slacken, to loosen, to untie,

to remit, to dissolve, to enervate.) To cause
to become slack, to slacken, to extinguish.
" That thurgh your deth your lign&ge achuld aslake."

Chaucer ; C. T., 8,013.

as la ni, s. [From Turkish and Tartar aslan,
' arslan = a lion : as, Alp Arslan = Alp the
Lion.] An old Turkish coin worth from 115
to 120 aspens. [Asper.] It is not included
in the Statesman's Year-book among the coins
now current in Turkey. Goodrich and Porter
mention, on the authority of Buchanan, that
the name aslant is sometimes applied to the
Dutch dollar in the Levant.

a-slant, a -slot; "a slout, aslowte,
(Eng.), 'asklent,* * as klint (Scotcli),

adv. & prep. [Eng. a ; slant. The k of the
Scotch asklent connects it also with askant.

In 8w. slinta = to slip, to slide ; Dut. slinks
= obliquely, slinksch = oblique; Wei. ysglentio

= to slip or slide ; O. Fr. esclincher a to slip

or slide ; Ital. a schianco=crosswise, slopingly

;

in a wrong sense.] [Askant, Askance, Slant,
Glance.]

A. As adverb

:

1. Lit. : Not at a right angle ; slantingly,
obliquely. Not in a straightforward manner.
IB.]

Looted asklent and unco skeigh."
Hums : Duncan Gray.

2. Fig. : In a morally oblique manner.
" Sin' thou came to the world asklent."

Burns : To hit Illegitimate Child.

B. As prep. : In a slanting direction to any-
thing ; obliquely to anything.

" The welling upland, where the sidelong son
Aslant the wooded slope, at evening goes."

Longfellow : Spirit of Poetry.

T The old forms * aslet, * aslout, and * aslowte
are from Prompt. Parv. ; and aslout in the
Bttbees Book (ed. Furnivall), p. 155. Possibly
they may be connected with aslope rather than
with aslant.

a-sla we, pa. par. [A. S. aslegen, aslagen =
slain.] Siain.

'* Tho cay in hadde hti brother aslatee, iflemd he vu
theruore." The Holy Rode (ed. .Morris), 20,

a-sle'ep, a. or adv. [Eng. a = on, and sleep;

A.S. aslapan = to be asleep.]

I. In sleep. (Applied to rest in the state
of sleep.)

1. Lit. : In literal sleep, sleeping.
" The ship was covered with the waves : but he was

asleep."—Matt. vili. 24.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) Dead ; in the sleep of death.
" We which are alive, and remain unto the coining

of the Lord, shall not prevent them which are asleep.
—1 These, iv. is.

(6) Benumbed, numb. [II. 2(&).]

II. Into sleep. (Applied to the passage from
the state of waking to the state of sleep.)

1. Lit.: Into literal sleep*

2. Figuratively:

(a) Into death.
When he had said this he fell asleep."- Arts Til. 60.

(b) Benumbed ; into a benumbed state.

"Leaning long upon any partmaketh it numb, and, as
we call it. asleep."—Bacon: Nat. Hist., cent. viii.. §736.

*a slet, adv. [Aslant.]

a slope, a. or adv. [Eng. a = on, and slope.]
With a slope ; slopingly, aslant, obliquely.

"To set them, not upright, but aslope."—Bacon:
Nat. Hist., cent v., J 426.

*a-sld'wte, adv. [Aslant.]

* ft-slug', adv. [Eng a. ; slug.] After the
manner of a slug— i.e., in a sluggish manner,
sluggishly, lazily. (Fotherby.)

as-mat dg-ra-ph$r, s. [Gr. lo-fia (asma),

genit 3o>iaToc (asmatos) = a song, from a&u>

(ado)==to sing; ypa^rf (graphe) — & writing.]
A writing about songs ; a treatise on songs.

a- smear', a. [Eng. o = on, and smear, s.]

Smeared over ; befouled. (Dickens: Great
Expectations, ch. xx.)

As-mone an, As-mon se an, a. & a

[From Asmoneu*. (See def.>]

A. As adjective: Pertaining or relating to
Asmoneus, the great-graudfather of that Mat-
tathias who commenced the Maccabee revolt.
(Josephus: Antiq., bk. xii., ch. vi., § 1.) Or
pertaining or relating to the illustrious Jewish
family of patriots and princes called after him.

B. As mibstantive : A member of the Asmo-
nean family described above.

a-soak, a. or adv. [Eng. a; soak.] Soaking,
in a soaking state. (Holdsworth.)

a-sd'-ca, s. [Ashoca.]

* a-soi 1, v.t. [Assoil (1).]

a-som -a-tous, a. [Lat. asomatus; Gr. d>w-
/iaToc (asomatos), from d, priv., and cri^a
(soma) = body.] Destitute of a body ; incor-
poreal. (Johnson.

)

* a som on, v.t [Simmon.]

* a-son -der, adv. [Asunder.]

* asonghe, v. [O. Fr. essoyner.] To excuse.
" And for-do all that wertew fare.
And thow may nocht asonghe the."

JtatU Having, bk. i. (ed. Lumby), »W. 1,000.

ft-SO -pi-a, *. [From Gr. 'Ao-wiroc (Atbpos),

the '

' god " of the river Asopus in Achaia (there
was another in Boeotia).] A genus of moths
belonging to the familv Pyralidee. A. farinali$
is the so-called Meal-moth. [Meal-moth.]

ASp(l), s. [Aspen.]

asp (2), as pic, t as -pick, a [In Sw.
esping; Fr. aspic; Prov. aspic, aspis ; Sp.
aspid ; Port, aspide, aspid ; Ital. asptde ; Lat
aspis ; Gr. ao-irtc (aspis) m a round shield ; an
asp.]

1. The kind of serpent which has obtained
great celebrity from having been chosen by
Cleopatra to give her an easy death. It is

believed to have been the Naia Haje. It is the
same genus as the Cobra Capello, but differs
in having the neck less wide, and having the
colour greenish, bordered with brown. It
is probably the " asp " [aenric (aspis)] of the
New Testament (Rom. iii. 13), and the " asp "

[|r?9 (petheny) of the Old (Deut. xxxii. S3 ; Job
rx. 14. 16 ; Isa. xl 8Y

•' Their wine la the poison of dragons, and the cruel
venom oi imps. —Deut . xxxii. S3.

"The poison of asps is under their lips. '—Rom, UL IS.

'•Swell, bosom, with thy fraught.
For 'til of aspics' tongues t

"

ShaJcesp. : Othello, ill. 3.

2. The Common Asp or Cherssea (Vvpera
aspis) is olive above, with four rows of black

THE COMMON ASP (VIPERA ASPIS).

spots. Its poison is severe. It is common in
Sweden and some other parts of Europe.

3. (Poetically) : Any venomous serpent.
Describing the Laocoon, Byron says :

—

"... the enormous asp
Enforces pang on pang, and Btifles gasp on gasp."

Byron ; Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, lv. 180.

* as pal a tniim, s. [Aspalathus. ] An ob-
solete name for Calambac wood. (See Parr's
Med. Diet.) It is the same as Agalloch,
Agila, Eagle-wood, or Lion Aloes (q.v.X

as-pal -a-thiis, s. [In Fr. aspalat; Lat.
aspalathus; Gr. acrirakaBos (aspedathos), a
thorny shrub, the bark and roots of which
yielded a fragrant oil. It has not been cer-
tainly identified. It was called from the island
of Aspalathus, on the coast of Lycia, where it
grew.]

1. The unidentified ancient shrub.
" I gave a sweet smell like cinnamon and aspala*

thus, irnd I yielded a pleasant odour like the beet
myrrh. "—Kcclus. xxiv. 16.

2. A plant called the Rose of Jerusalem,
or Our Lady's Rose. (Johnson.)

3. Mod. Bot. : A genus of plants belonging
to the order Leguminosee and the sub-order
Papilionaeese. It contains about 150 shruba
and under-shrubs, some of them cultivated ia
British gardens. The genus stands in classifi-
cation near Ulex (Gorse).

as' pa-lax, *. [Gr. utrrroAaf (aspaldx) or tnrd-

Aa£ (spalax) = a mole.] A genus of Rodentia,
to which belongs the A. typhlus of Turkey,
Southern Russia, and Persia. It has no real
affinity to our mole, which is ranked under
the Insectivora, and not the Rodentia.

as par-ag e-as, t as para-gin 6-se, «.

pi. [Asparagus.]

Bot. : A tribe or section of the order Liliace»
(Lilyworts), consisting of species with suc-
culent fruits. Type, Asparagus (q.v.). They
have usually the stem fully developed, and
sometimes, indeed, even arborescent, with
branches. 8ometimes it is forming. Some-
times, again, there is no stem ; in which
latter case the leaves are often coriaceous and
permanent.

* as par'-a gi, *. pi. [Asparagus.]

as par a gin, as par -amid, s [InGer.
asparagin ; from Eng., &c, asparagus (q.v.).]

A chemical substance found in the roots of
marsh-mallows and the shoots of asparagus,
and in .several other plants. The crystals are
brilliant, tasteless, transparent, and colour-
less. They have a faint cooling taste, and are
soluble in water, especially if it is hot. The
formula is C^HgNsOsHaO. It is somewhat
akin to Malamide. (Foumes.)

as-par a gin e ee, *. pi. [Asparageje.]

as par-ag -In ous, a. [Mod. Lat. asparu-

gin(ece), and Eng. suffix -ous.] Pertaining or
relating to asparagus.

Msparaginous vegetables (Gardening): Those
vegetables the tender shoots of which are
eaten like those of asparagus.

as-par'-a-gils, *. [In Sw. sparris ; Dan. as-

parges ; Dut. aspersie ; Ger. aspergie, spargel

;

Fr. asperge ; Sp. esparrago ; Port, aspargo;
Ital. sparago, aspirago ; Russ. sparsa ; Lat.
asparagus, aspharagus ; Gr. ao-ndpayos (asparu-
gos), Attic acr<f>apayos (aspharagos), from trndp-
avo-u) (sparasso) =s to tear. So called because
of the strong prickles with which some of the
species are armed. Formerly written sperage
or sparage.]

A. Ord Lang. : A culinary plant, the tender
shouts of which are eaten. It is the Wild
Aaj>aragus (Asparagus officinalis), developed
by cultivation.

"Pardons for murder, for robbery, for arson were
old at Whitehall scarcely less openly than asparagus
at Covent Garden."—Macaulay : Hist. Kng., ch. xi.

B. Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Liliacese, or Lilyworts, and the tribe
Asparagus, of which it is the type. It con-
tains the Common Asparagus (A. officinalis),
which is a plant with drooping, greenish-white
flowers and rod berries, growing here and there
on the British coasts. As mentioned above,
it is the origin of the Garden Asparagus.

In the Plural. Asparagi : A name given by
the old botanists to the shoots covered with
scales, like those of the asparagus, which are
sent forth by some plants. The name now
fiven to such a shoot is (wrio. (LindUy:
ntrod. to Bot., 3rd ed., 1839, p. 72.)

Mineralogy. Asparagus-stone: A mineral,
a variety of Apatite, found in Spain. Dana
couples it with Moroxite, and places both as
a first sub-variety of ordinary Apatite, its only
distinctive characteristic being its yellowish-
green colour.

as-par -tate, *. [Eng. asparUjc); -ate.] [Aa-
partic Acid.]

aa-par'-a-mld, a [Eng- aspar(agus) and
amid (q.v.).] The same as Asparagin (q.vA
(Watts.)

as-pW-tlc, a. [Formed from asparagin
(q.T-)O

bCiX b6>; ptftt. J6>1; cat, cell, chorus, 911111, bench; go, gem; thin, this; gin, fsfj expect, Xenophon, exist. ph =
-«lan. -ttan = shan. -Won, -sion = shun ; -fion. -sion = shun, tious, sious. -clous = alius. *-ble, -die, Ac. bel, del.
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aspartic acid (C4H7NO4). An acid
formed from animal or vegetable proteids.

{Watts.)

As-pa'-si-a, s. [Prom Aspasia, the companion

of Pericles ; or from Gr. ao-irao-io? (aspasios) tm

gladly welcomed ; ao-nago-nat (aspazomai) 3 to

welcome kindly.] A genua of plants belong-
ing to the order Orchidacege, or Orchids.

as-pa -si-<J-lite, s. [Gr, aa-Trdo-ios (aspasios)

= greatly welcomed, and suffix -ite.]

Min. : According to the British Museum
Catalogue, a variety of Oosite, a mineral placed
by Dana under Finite. He regards Aspasiolite

as a variety of Fahlunite. It is of a green or

greyish colour. It occurs in Norway with
lolite, of which it may be only an altered

state. [Fahlunite, Oosite, Iolite.]

* aspe, s. [Aspen.]

Aspect, * aspect ,
* as-pect'e, s. [In

8w. & Dan. aspelzt; Ger. aspekt, aspect; Fr.

aspect ; Sp. aspecto ; Port . aspecto, aspeito

;

It.il. aspeito ; Lat aspectus = (1) a seeing, view

;

(2) the sense of sight
; (3) (by metonomy) the

look, aspect, mien ; from aspectus, pa. par. of

aspicio = adspicio = to look to or at : ad =
to, at ; specio — to look at, to behold.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

t L The act of looking, a glance.
" The tradition Is no leas ancient, that the basilisk

killeth by aspect, and that the wolf, if he see a man
first, bv aspect atriketh a man hairW—Bacon : Nat.
Bis'., Cent.x., }«4.

H The appearance presented.

1. Ofpersons:

(i.) Gen. : Countenance, look, also mien.

/Applied to a man, or at least to a living

heing.)
" Which when Beelzebub perceived, than whom
Satan except, none higher sat. with grave
Aspect he rose, . .

." Mitton : P. L., bk. iL

(ii.) Spec. Figuratively: (In the astrological

sense.) [B. 2.]
** To praise the clear unmatched red and white,
Which triumphed in that sky of his delight,
Where mortal stars, as bright as heaven's beauties.

With pure aspectt did him peculiar duties."
Shakesp. : Tarquin and Lucrece.

". . . another Pollio shine.

With aspect open, shall erect his head.
And round the orb in lasting notes be read."

Pope : Moral Essays ; Epistle v. 84—60.

2. Of things:

(L) Of material things: The appearance pre-

sented by a place ; also the adaptation which
a building or other station possesses for

affording an outlook in any particular direc-

tion. (Used with more or less tacit allusion

to the astrological sense.)
" The whole atpect of the place has been altered."—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ix

" I have built a strong wall, faced to the south
tupect with brick.-—Swift.

1 Often in the plural, both with this and
Other significations.

" The aspect of nature are more varied and impres-
sive in Alpine regions than elsewhere."

—

Tyndall

:

frag, of Science, 3rd ed., ii SI.

(ii.) Of things not essentially material: The
appearance presented to the mind instead of

to the eye.
" The aspect of affairs was, on the whole, cheering."

—Macaulay : Bist. Eng.. ch. xviii.

"The character, thus formed, has two aspects."—
ibid., ch. xiL

B. Technically:

1, Old Astron. : The position of a planet in

the heavens, especially with respect to other

flanets. Five different aspects received names.
f two planets had the same longitude, they

were said to be in conjunction ; if 60° apart,

the aspect was sextHe : if 90°, quartils; if 120°,

trine ; if ISO®, then the two bodies were said to

be ire opposition. The symbols were the fol-

lowing :—
Conjunction . . 6-

Sextib *•
Quaitile D.
Trine L\.

Opposition . . . . 8-

Of these terms only the first and last are now
retained. [Conjunction, Opposition.] In

the subjoh-ed example, square is the same as

quartik, and opposite means in ojrposition.

" To the blank moon.
Her office they prescrib'd : to th' other five*

Their planetary motions and aspects.
In sextiie, squat-:, and trine, and opposite.

Milton : P. L\, bk. X.

2. AstroL This pseudo-science, recognising

the different aspects of the planets described
under No. 1 (Old Astron.), further superadded

the notion that these could, on the one hand,
exert good, and on the other, an evil or malign
influence on human affairs.

"... if Nature's concord broke.
Among the constellations war were sprung,
Two planets, rushing from aspect uutligu

Of fiercest opposition, iu mid sky
Should combat, and their jarring spheres con-

found." Milton: P. L., bk. vL

"... and the astrologers call the evil influences of

the stars evil aspects."—Bacon ; Essays [Civil * Mor.),

ch. ix.

3. Her. : The position which an animal occu-

pies with regard to the eye of the spectator.

It may be (1) full aspect, that is, full-faced,

looking towards the spectator ; or (2) passant

that is, with its side towards him ; or (3) of

trian aspect, that is, neither the one nor the

other, but between the two.

i. Painting. A double aspect : A single

figure representing two or more different

objects. (Glossog. Nova.)

* aspect', v.t. [From aspect, s. (q.v.).] To
look at, to behold, to contemplate.

" Happy in their mistake, those people, whom
The northern pole aspects ; whom tear of death,
The greatest of all human fears, ne'er moves."

Temple.

as-pect'-a ble, a. [Lat aspectabilis.} That

may be looked at or beheld.

"To this use of informing us what is in this aspect-

able world, we shall find the eye well fitted."—Ray;
Creation.

as-pect'-ant, a. [Lat. aspectans, pr. par, of

aspecto — to look at.] Looking at.

Her. : A term applied to two birds facing

one another, or looking at one another. (The
term aspecting has the same meaning.)

as-pect'-©d, pa. par. & a. [Aspect, v.]

L As pa. par. : Looked at, beheld.

2. As adj. : Having an aspect.

as -pect'-ing, pr. par. & a. [Aspect, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. As pr. par. : Looking at, beholding,

2. As adj. : Having an aspect.

EL Her. : The same as Aspectant (q.v.).

* as-pec'-tion, s. [Lat. aspectio = a look, a

view.] The act of looking at anything.
" A Moorish queen upon aspection of the picture of

Andromeda conceived and brought forth a fair one."—
Browne.

as -pen, *a*p (1),
* aspe, 'espe, a. & *.

[A.S. &sp, 02pse, epse = an aspen ; arose (adj.)

= tremulous ; Sw. asp; O. Icel. asp; Dan.
espetras; Dut. ewp, espeboom; Ger. espe, aspe,

aspe ; O. H. Ger. aspa. ]

A* As adjective : Pertaining in any way to

the trembling poplar. [See A., subst.] Spec.,

consisting or made of its wood.
" Tou see those lifeless stumps of aspen wood."

Wordsworth: Marl-Leap Well, pt. 11.

B. As substantive: A tree, the Fopulus
tremula, or Trembling Poplar. The leaves are

nearly orbicular, and are bluntly sinuate-

toothed. They soon become glabrous on both

ASPEN.

(1) Tree, (2) leaves, and (3) catkins.

aides. The tremulous movement of the leaves

which exists in all the poplars, but culminates

in the aspen, mainly arises from the length

and slender character of the petiole or leaf-

stalk, and from its being much and laterally

compressed. The aspen is more unequivocally

a native of Britain, and especially of Scotland,

than the other poplars, being often found in

the middle of large woods remote from culti-

vation.
" Willows whtteu, aspen* quiver."

Tennyson : The Lady of SXalotL

aspen leaf, s.

1. Lit. : The leaf of the aspen.
" And liia joints, with nerves of iron twined.
bnook like the aspen-tea»c* in wind."

Sco(t . Lay of the Lose Minstrel, li. M.

* 2. Fig. : The tongue
"For if they {Le. wines) myghte be suffered to begin

ones in the congregaciou to fall in disputing, those
aspen leaues of theirs would neuer leave wagfcyiig."—
Sir T. Mores Works, p. 763. (S. in Boucher.)

as per, as'-pre (pre as per), a. & s. [Lat

asper = rough. ]

A. As adjective

:

1. Rough ; not smooth on the surface.

"... he saith that the way to heauen is straite and
aspre and painfuL"—Bir T. Mores Works, p. 74. IS. in
Boucher

)

'

' Cold make th the arteries and flesh more asper and
rough."—Bacon .- be Galore et Prigore.

2. Sharp in sound.
** All base notes, or very treble notes, give an asper

sound."—Bacon i Nat. Hist., Cent. ii„ ! 173.

3. Bitter in spirit.

' For if Creseide had erst complained sore,

Tito gan the plain a thousand times more.
And in her aspre plaint, thus she seide,"

i the plain a thousand times more,
" ~we plaint, thus she seide."

Chaucer: Troil i Cres., bk. It.

B. -4s substantive ;

Greek Grammar : The rough breathing (Lat.

spiritus asper) (' ) placed over the initial letter

of many Greek words, when that letter is

itself a vowel, and over the second letter if

a diphthong. It indicates that the vowel is

to be aspirated, i.e., pronounced as if h pre-

ceded it, as tTT7ro« (hippos). It is used also

before p, at the beginning of a word, to indi-

cate that it should be pronounced like rfc, as

pooo*- (rhodon). When a double p occurs in

the middle of a word, some authors mark the
first with the soft breathing (Lat spiritus

lenis), and the second with the rough one, as
epptvov (errhinon). Liddell and Scott generally

omit ", writing the word simply tppwov ; but
whether" be inserted or omitted, the second

p must be pronounced with an aspirate.

as -per, s. TLow Lat. asperus, asprus, aspentn,
asprum ; Mod. Gr. ao-rrpov (aspron) ; from
ao-n-oos (aspros) = white; the rendering of
Turkish aqtscheh, altsclie, as adj. = white ; as
substan. = an old Turkish coin, called by
Europeans atscht or atche (q.v.). (Mahn.).']

Numis. : An old Turkish coin of silver, the
third of a medine. It was worth about an
English halfpenny.

* as'-per-a, «. [The fern, of Lat. asjmr, -a,

-urn = rough. J

* Anatomy. Aspera arteria ; The windpipe.

*fl The ancients' considered all arteriep to

contain air, and not blood.

"... the weaaand or wind-pipe, which we call

aspera arteria, . . ."—Bacon; Sat, Bist., Cent. iL,

(174.

t S.S -per-ate, v. t. [In Ital. asperare = to ex-

asperate ; Lat. aspero = (1) to make rough,

(2) to sharpen, (3) to exasperate.] To roughen

;

to make rough.
" Those corpuscles of colour Insinuating themselves

Into ajt the pores of the body to be dyed, may asperate
its superficies, according to the bigness and texture of

the corpuscles."—Boyle.

t as -per-a-ted, pa. par. k a. [Asperate]

t is'-per-a-ting, pr. par. [Asperate. ]

&s-per-a'-ts©sl, s. [Lat. asperatio.'} Rough-
ness. The act of making rough ; the state of

being made rough ; that which imparts the

roughness. (Johnson.)

* as -per-aunt, a. [Lat. asperans, pr. par.

of aspero.] [Asperate.] Bold. {Alisaunder,

4,871.)

as-peV-ges, s. [Lat. = thou shalt sprinkle.)

1. The rod for sprinkling holy water.

2. The Antiphon, "Asperges me, Domine,"
which is sung before a High Mass, or a Missa

Cantata, while the priest is sprinkling the

congregation with holy water.

as per-gU'-li-form, a. [Low Let. asper-

gillus (q.v.), and Lat. forma = form, shape.]

Bot. : Shaped like an aspergillus ; brush-

shaped. Example, the stigmas of grasses.

as per gil lum, «. [Prom Low Lat. asper
*
gillus (q.v.).] Watering-pot shell. A genus

of molluscs belonging to the family Gastro-

chsenidae. The shell, which is small, is ce-

mented to the lower end of a long shelly tube.

This tube is closed at the end by a perforated

tmte, f&t. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, »ire, sir, marine; go, poX

or. wbr 2, wqIX, work, who, son ; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee. oe = e. ey - a. on - kw.
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disc like the spout of a watering-pot. The
species occur in the warmer seas. In 1875,

Tate enumerated twenty-one recent and one

fossil, the latter from the Miocene.

M-per-gfl'-lfis, * [L * *-**• aspergillus;

from Lat. aspergo = a sprinkling ; aspergo =
to scatter, to sprinkle.]

1. Roman Catholic Ritual : The brush used
for sprinkling holy water in Roman Catholic

Churches.

2. Bot. : HouJdiness. A genus of fungi be-

longing to the cohort Coucomycetes. The
species are found on rotten substances, on
decaying fungi, on damp plants, in herbaria,

and in .similar situations.

&a per goiro (oire as war), s. [Fr. as-

perge; Lat. aspergo = to sprinkle.]

Roman Catholic Ritual: A sprinkling with
holy water.

aa-per-I-fd'-li-ao, s. pi [Lat. asper m rough,
and/olitm = a leaf.] Linrceus's name for the

matural order of plants now called Boragi-

nacete, or Borageworts. It was given because,

as a rule, they nave hairy leaves.

as-per-tf-fd'-ll-ate, a. [Lat. asper = rough,

and fnliatus m leaved ; from folium = & leaf.]

Having rough leaves, i.e., leaves roughened
with hairs.

jU-por-i-fo'-li-oua, a. [Lat. asper= rough,

and folium = a leaf. ]

Bot. : The same as Asperifoliate. (Todd.)

fts-per'-I-ty, s. [In Fr. asperiti; Ital as-

perita; Lat asperitas; from asper= rough.]

L Of things tested by the senses

:

1. Roughness of surface ; unevenness of

iurface.

"Sometimes the pores and asperities ot dry iwdies
are so incomiuensurute to the particles of the liquor,

that they glide over the surface."—Boyle : Works, vol.

t ., p. 88*.

2. Roughness of sound, unpleasant sharp-

ness ; also harshness of pronunciation.

3. Roughness of taste ; tartness, sourness.

II. Of things tested by the mind:

1. Roughness to be encountered in one's

path, difficulties in one's way ; something
distasteful to the feelings requiring to be done.

"... the acclivities and asperities of duty."—
Barmw, vol. iii., Sex. 49.

2. Sourness or bitterness of feeling ; bitter-

ness in soul.

3. Roughness of temper, moroseness, sour-

ness, crabbedness. This may be temporary
and produced by provocation, or it may be
permanent and resulting from long-indulged
ill-nature.

"... and was answered with equal asperity and
even more than equal ability by Sir John Dalrymple."
—Maoavlay : Uitt. ling., oh, stvt

• as'-per-l^, * as'-pre-I^ (pre as per),
adv. [Eng. & Lat. asper, and Eng. suff. -ly =
like.] Roughly.

"... and there assaulted them so asprely, that
the Cantaine of the Romans, called Lucretius, might
easily take them."—Sir Thomas Elyot : The Governor,
p. ST.

a-sper -mous, a. [Gr. ao-neptioc (aspermos),

from a, priv., and <nripp.a, (sperma) = a seed
;

oireipw (speiro) — to sow.] Without seed,

destitute of seed. (Brande.)

as-per-na'-tion, s. [Lat aspernatio, from
aspernor = to spurn away : ab = from, and
spernor = to despise ; sperno = to separate, to

despise.] Contempt, disdain. (Johnson.)

as per nessc, * as pre nessc, s. [Eng.,
&c. asper; O. Eng. sun. -nesse.] Roughness,
bitterness, unpleasantness to the taste or feel-

ings; adverseness, calamitousness.

"The aspernesse of bis estate."—Chaucer: Boecius,
hk.lv.

••-per -O-lite, s. [Lat. asper ~ rough ; o,

euphonious ; and -lite, from Gr. \i9o? (IWios)
= stone. " Named asperoliU on account of
its great brittleness." (Dana,).'] A mineral,
a variety of Chrysocolla. It is of a bluish-
green colour, and comes from Tagilsk, in

Russia.

* as per-oiil, a. [Eng. & Lat asper.] Full
Of roughness, very uneven.

"The asperous edge . .
."— Wilson: Great Britain

(1«3). {BalliweU : Coni. to Lexie.)

"Black and whit* an the meet atperovt and un-
equal of colours, so like that it la bard to distinguish
them ; black Is the most rough."— Boyle

as perse, v.t. [In Fr. asperger; Port asper-

gir; Ital. aspergere; Lat. aspergo, sup. asper-

sum = to Bcatter or strew upon, to besprinkle :

ad = to, and spargo as to throw here and there.

Cognate with Gr. <nm'pw (speiro) = to sow.]

1 1. Lit. : To besprinkle one, to scatter or

cast over one.

2, Fig. : To bespatter one with calumnies
;

to set in motion injurious charges agaiust one,

made either to his face or behind his back ; to

vituperate one.
" For he who tempts, though in vain, at least

aspertes
The tempted with dishonour- foul . .

,"

Hilton: P . L., bk, ix.

as-peVsed, pa. par. & a. [Asperse, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

2. Her. : Strewed or powdered with a num-
ber of small charges, such as fieur de lis,

cinqnefoils, Ac. It is the same as Fr. sevU
(q.v.). (Gloss, of Her.)

as-per'-ser, s. [Eng. aspers(e); -er.] One
who besprinkles or bespatters another, either

in a literal or in a figurative sense. (Todd.)

as pers -ing, pr. par. [Asperse, v.}

as per-sion, s. [In Fr. & Sp. aspersion;
Port, aspersao; ItaL aspersione, aspergine

;

Lat. aspersio.]

L The act of sprinkling ; the state of being
sprinkled

—

1 1. Lit. : With water or other liquid ; or
with any material tiling capable of division

into minute drops.
"... as when the armourers make their steel more

tough and pliant, by aspersion of water or juice ut
herbs."

—

Bacon : Physiol. Rem.

2, Fig. : With anything not of a material
kind. Spec.,—

* (a) With allusions or references to, or
illustrations derived from, certain departments
of human knowledge.

" And if the book of Job be turned over, it will be
found to have much aspersion of natural philosophy."
—Bacon : Inter, of JfaL, ch. i.

(b) With injurious or calumnious charges.

"The same aspersione of the king, and the Mint'
grounds of a rebellion."—Dryden.

t EL That with which one is aspersed.
Spec., an injurious statement against one.

"... yet how can fighting or killing my adversary
wipe offmy aspersion, or take off my blow, or prove
that I did not He*"—Jeremy Taylor: Of Duel*.
Works (ed. 1B39), vol. iii., p. 55.

as-per'-slve, a. [Eng. aspers(e); suff. -ive.]

Involving aspersions, containing aspersions
;

calculated to asperse. (Ogilvie.)

as-per'nrfve-1^, adv. [Eng. aspersive; -ly.]

By way of aspersion.

"... those many envious and injurious detractions
which the ignorant may aspersively cast thereon."-
Sir T. Drake Revived. To the Reader. {Richardson.)

as-per-SO'r-I-tim, «. [Low Lat. aspersorium,
whence the Ital. aspersorio.]

1. The stoup, or holy-water basin, In mediae-

val churches.

2. The aspergillus, or sprinkler. (Gloss, of
Arch.)

as-per'-aor~& a. [Eng. aspers(e); -ory.]
' Tending to asperse, calculated to asperse

;

defamatory. ( Webster.)

as-per-U'-gd, *. [In Sp. asperugo; Ital. cw-

pervgine ; Lat. asperugo, a plant with prickly
leaves ; from asper = rough.] Madwort. A
genus of plants belonging to the order Boragi-
nacese (Borageworts). It contains only one
species, A. procumbens, or German Madwort,
a very hispid plant, with solitary blue flowers
in the axils of the leaves. It is naturalised in

Britain.

as-peV-u-la, *. [In Fr. asperule ; from Lat.

asper = rough, so called on account of the
roughness of some species of the genus.]
Woodruff. A genus of plants belonging to the
order Galiaceae, or SteXlates. It contains two
genuine British species

—

Asperula odcrata, the
Sweet Woodruff, which has six to eight leaves
in a whorl ; and A. cynanchica, the Small Wood-
ruff, or Squinancy-wort, which has but four.

The former species has white flowers, and
grows in woods and other shady places ; the
latter has lilac or pinkish flowers, and is found
chiefly on chalk downs. At least one other
species has been naturalised.

as'-phalt, as -phalte, as phal-ttim,
as -phal-tus, as -phal-t6s, s. & a. [In

Dut. it Ger. asphalt ; Fr. uspluilte ; Port, as-

Shalto ; Sp. asfalto ; Ital. asjalto, aspalto

;

lod. Lat. as} limit a no, asplialtits ; Gr. acpaAros
(asplialtos), according to Liddell and Scott,
not a proper Greek word. Malm deems it of
Phenician origin; but in Hebrew, which is

closely akin to Phoenician, asphalt is "Vpn

(chhemar) (Gen. xi. 8 ; xiv. 10 ; Exod, it. 8),

which is from quite another root.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language (of the forms asphalt,
asphalte, and t asphalt ut* ) ; Bitumen, Jews'
pitch.

1. The mineral substance described under
II. 1.

" Unwholesome fog* hang perpetually over the lake,
and the stagnant surface is broken by clots of asphal-
tus, which are constantly bubbling up from the bot-
tom."—Milman : Hist. Jties, Srd ed., bk 1., vol. i., p. 17.

2. The artificially-made substance described
under II. 4.

II. Technically

;

1. Mineralogy (of the form asphaltum) : A.

mineral placed by Dana in the Appendix to his
Hydro-carbons. Pliny called it bitumen, a
name still in common use. More specifically, it

is compact bitumen. It has been termed also

mineral pitch and Jews' pitch. It is amorphous

;

the spec, grav., 1 — 1*8
; the colour, brownish

black and black ; the lustre, pitchy ; the
odour, bituminous, especially when it is

rubbed. There are more fluid and more solid

kinds of it. It melts at 90° to 100° C, and
burns with a bright flame. It may be dis-
solved either in whole or in part in oil of tur-
pentine, ether, or alcohol. It consists of oila,

vapourable at different temperatures, resins,

black or brownish-black substances, and
others of a nitrogenous character. It con-
tains about eighty per cent, of carbon, eight
or nine per cent of hydrogen, with varying
proportions of oxygen, nitrogen, and ash. It

exists in and along the shores of the Dead
Sea, which was thence called Lake AsphaUites
or Asphaltitis. (Josephus : Ware, bk. iv., ch.

viii.) The " slime-pits "with which the " vale
of Siddim " was "full," were of asphalt (Gen,
xiv. 10). It also constituted both the " slime

"

and the "pitch" (there is only one substance
mentioned in Hebrew) with which the ark
of bulrushes designed for the reception of the
infant Moses was daubed (Exod. ii. 3). It was
found at Hit, above Babylon, on the Euphrates,
and was the "slime" which the builders of
the tower of Babel employed instead of mortar
(Gen. xi. 3). It occurs also near the Tigris

and in the Caucasus. In America, it is met
with in the island of Trinidad, where a large
lake of it exists [see A., II. 2] ; in Peru, and
in California. In Europe it is found in t ho
Island of Zante ; in Albania and Dalmatia ;

in Carinthia ; in the Harz, in Germany ; in
France ; and abundantly in the Val de Travers,
in the Canton of Neufchatel, in Switzerland *.

besides small quantities in our own country,
in Derbyshire, Cornwall, and Shropshire.
[Bitumen.]

2. GeoL (chiefly of the forms asphaltum and
asphalt). Asphaltum is apparently of vege-
table origin. Treating of the pitch lake of
Trinidad, Sir Charles Lyell mentions that fluid

bitumen is seen to ooze from the bottom of
the sea on both sides of the island of Trinidad,
and to rise up to the surface of the water.

He also states, on the authority of Gumilla,
that " about seventy years ago " [about 1780 ?}

a spot of land on the west coast of Trinidad
suuk suddenly, and was replaced by a small
lake of pitch. The celebrated " Pitch Lake"
may have had a similar origin. The Orinoco-

has for ages been rolling quantities of vegetable

matter into the adjacent ocean. Subterranean,

fires may have converted them into petroleum,

which, being forced upwards by similar

causes, has been Inspissated and transformed

into different varieties of asplialtum. (Lyell:

Princip. of GeoL, ch. xviL, 8th ed., 1850.) It

occurs in rocks of various ages, but most
abundantly in those of very recent date.

3. Ghem. (of the forms asphalt and asphal-

tum). Asphalt is said to consist chiefly of a
substance called by Boussingault asphattene.

[A8PHA.LTENE.] Dana, however, considers-

Boussingault's conclusions as by no means
finally established.

4. Art and Commerce

:

(o) Most of the asphalt of antiquity waa
brought from the Dead Sea. The Egyptians

*$-&- 1>6^; P^tlt, jtS^rli cat, fell, chorus, $hin, bench; go, gem; thin, tnts; Bin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist -tt*»

-clan, tian = shan. tion, -alon = shun ; -tion, -don = zhun. tioua, -sious, -cIoms = ahfi3. -Me, -die, ftc. = bel. Q>1.
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used it in embalming their dead. Solid as-
phalt is still used In Arabia, Egypt, and
Persia instead of pitch for ships, and the fluid
asphaltum for varnishing and for burning in
lamps. It is also used for covering roads
and pavements, being smooth, impermeable to
water, and durable. Much, however, of the
asphalt used for covering streets, pavements,
bridges, roofs, Ac, in American and European
cities, is not that of nature, but is manufac-
tured artificially from bitumen, pitch, and
gravel, or from a brown bituminous limestone
found near the Jura mountains. When em-
ployed for paving, it is melted in large iron
caldrons and laid down hot, that it may con-
solidate into a continuous sheet of impermea-
ble material. It is the same as asphaltic
mastic.

(&) A composition of asphalt, lamp black,
and oil of spike, or turpentine, used for
drawing black figures on dial-plates. (Nichol-
ton. ) ( Webster's Diet.)

B. As adjective : Pertaining to asphalt ; con-
sisting of, or at least containing asphalt,

asphalt like, a. Like asphalt.
". . . » black lustrous asphalt-like solid, bis [Bous-

alngaults] aaphaltene."—Dana; Mineralogy, 5th ed.,
p. 751.

as-phal-tene, *. [Eng., Ac., asphalt; sun".

-ene. ]

Chem. ; Boussingault's name for a substance
which consists for the major part of asphalt.
Its formula is CoaKssO^, It arises probably
from the oxidation of petrolene. [Asphalt,
A., II. 3.] (Fownes: Man. of Chem., 10th ed.,

p. 586.)

as-phal tic, ' as phal -tick, a. [Eng.
asphalt ; -ic.] Pertaining to asphalt ; consist-
ing of asphalt ; containing asphalt

*•
. . . beyond

The flowery dale of Sibma clad with vines,
And Eleale to the asphaltic pool."

Milton; P. L., bk. L

as phal tite, a . [In Fr. asphaltite; from
Gr. aer^aATiTrj? (aspnaltites).'} The same as
Asphaltic (q. v.). {Bryant.)

as-phal tos, as-phal -turn, as phal
tus, > [Asphalt.]

as pho del (Eng.), as-pho^'-4l-u«(Xa*,)>
s. [In Sw. asfodillrot ;Ger. asphodille, affodil,
affodille ; Dut. affodil ; Russ. as/alt ; Fr.
asphodele; Sp. affodelo; Port, asvhodelo ; Ital.

asfodelo ; Lat. asphodelus ; Gr. aer^ooeAoc (as-
phodelos). Possibly from a, priv., and 0-^.aAAw
(sphalW) m to balk, to foil. In this case it

would mean a flower which cannot be balked
or foiled when in competition with others.
Now corrupted into daffodil.)

A. Ord. Lang, (of the form asphodel) : The
English name of the
plants belonging to
the genus Asjmoaelus
{q.\7). The yellow and
white species were
introduced into this
country during the
sixteenth century—
the former about the
year 1596, and the
latter in 1551. Im-
mense tracts of land
in Apulia are covered
with white asphodel,
which affords good
nourishment to sheep.
The asphodels, being
acred to Proserpine,
were used in classic

times in funeral cere-

monies, and the souls
of the departed were
supposed by the poets
to wander in mea-
dows adorned with these beautiful flowers.

** Besting weary limbs at last on beds of asphodel
"

Tennyson ; The Lotus-eaters ; Choric Song, 8.

"... flowers were the couch,
Panties and violets, and asphodel.
And hyacinths."

Milton | Paradise Lost, bk. ix.

B. Bot. (of the form Asphodelus) : A genus
of plants belonging to the order Liliaceee and
the section Anthericeae. About eight species
are familiar, and are cultivated in English
gardens, the best known being A. lutetts, the
Yellow ; A. albus, the White ; and A. ramosus,
the Branched Lily or Asphodel, called also
King's Rod.

YELLOW ASPHODEL.

as-pho-del -©-», s. pi. [Asphodelus.]

Bot. : An old order of plants, separated by
Robert Brown from the LUiaceaj on account of
their possessing a black, crustaceous, brittle

seed-coat ; but this character has been since
deemed unimportant, and the Asphodeleaj are
now ranked as a section of the order Liliaceee,
or are suppressed even as a section.

as phod cl iis, s. The Latin form of the
English word Asphodel (<\.v.\

* as phii r e lates, * as phii r e la ta,
s. pi [Gr. a, priv., and o-<f>vpi]karo<; (sphure-
lotos) = wrought with the hammer ; tr^Gpa =
(sphura) = a hammer. ] An old designation for
metals deemed immalleable. Under it were
included bismuth, antimony, cobalt, zinc, and
mercury.

as-phyx'-l-a (Modern Latin), as-phyx'-y
(Eng.), s. [In Fr. asphyxie ; Mod. Lat. as-
phyxia ; Gr. d<nf>v£ta (asphuxia) = a stopping
of the pulse ; <roV£« (sphuxis) = the pulse

;

o-<J>v<w (sphuzo), fut <rd>i/£w (sphuxo) = to
throb.

J

1. Originally : Syncope, fainting.

2. Now. Suspended animation : An inter-
ruption of the arterialisation of the blood,
causing the suspension of sensation and
voluntary motion. It may be produced by
breathing some gas incapable of furnishing
oxygen, by submersion under water, by suffo-
cation, from an impediment to breathing
applied to the mouth and nostrils, by strangu-
lation, or by great pressure, external or in-

ternal, upon the lungs. If asphyxia continue
unrelieved for a short period, it is necessarily
followed by death.

as phyx -I -ate, v.t. [Mod. Lat. asphyxia, and
suff. -ate.) To prevent the arterialisation of
the blood ; to suffocate. (Generally, if not
exclusively, in the past participle.)

as-phyx'-I-a-tSd, pa. par. [Asphyxiate.] '

"She died like one asphyxiated."—Todd 4 Bowman:
Physiol. Anat., 1. 306.

t as-phyx'-led, pa. par. [Asphyxy, v.]
" Like higher organisms, tbe bacterial genus are

poisoned by the excess And asphyxied by the defect of
oxygen."—Prof. Tyndatl, quoted in Times, 24th May,
1WT.

t aa-phyx'-y, v.t. [From asphyxia, s. (q.v.).]

t as-phyx -y, *. [Asphyxia,]

t as pic. as pick, * a* -pik, s. [From
Fr. aspic = an asp.] [Asp (2).]

t A. Ord. Lang. : The same as Asp (2) (q.v.).

B. Technically:

1. Bot. : The French name of the Ixivandula
strica, the plant which yields the oil of spike.
[Lavandula.]

t2. Gunnery: A piece of ordnance weighing
about 4,250 pounds, and carrying a twelve-
pound shot (James.)

3. Cookery : A savourv jelly ; meat or eggs
enclosed in a savoury jelly.

as-pld elite, s. [Apparently from Gr.
a<riric (aspis), genit. aon-iooc (aspidos) = (1) a
small round shield, (2) an asp ; orjXo* (delos) =
clear, manifest, and suff. -ite; Gr. XCBos (lithos)

= stone.] A mineral, a variety of Sphene,
which again is placed by Dana under Titanite.
Aspidelite is of a pale yellowish-green colour,
ana occurs at Arendal in Norway.

as pid I um, s. [Gr. a<rrrl6iov (aspidion) = a
small shield ; atnrts (aspis) = a small round
shield, which the iuvolucres of the several

species more or less resemble.] Shield-fern.

A genus of ferns belonging to the order Poly-
podiacese. The sori are roundish, and the
involucre covering them orbicular or kidney-
shaped. There are ten British species. Some
have orbicular reniform involucres fixed by
their sinuses, while others have orbicular and
peltate involucres. To the former, sometimes
called Lastrea, belong the A. Filix mas, or
Blunt ; the A, spiculosum, or Prickly-toothed ;

the A. oreopteris, or Heath ; and the A. The-
lypteris, or Marsh Shield-fern, with other
species more rare : and to the latter, the A.
Lonchitis, or Rough Alpine; the A. lobatum,
or Close-leaved Prickly ; the A. aculeatum, or
Soft Prickly ; and the A. angulare, or Angular-
leaved Shield-fern.

as pid dphor-us, s. [Gr. a<nn'c (cwpwl
geuit ao-n-i'Sos (aspidos)— a. small round shield,
and </>opds (phoros) — bearing, carrying; 4>epw
(j>hero) = to bear or carry.] A genus of fishes
of the order Acanthopterygii and the family
with hard cheeks. The species, six inches
long, called A. Europeans (Cuv.), the Armed
Bull-head, Pogge, Lyrie, Sea-Poacher, Pluck,
or Noble, occur in the British seas.

* a-spi e, * a-spy e, v.t. [Espy.] To espy.
" Oure privetee, that no man us aspie."

Chaucer; C. T., 13.0**,

" Til fynally sche gan of hem aspye.
That he was last seyii in the Jewerie."

Ibid., 15.00ML

* a-spi e, * a-spy e, s. [From aspie, t.

(q.v.)-] [Spy.] A spy.
" For it

Were impossible to my wit.
Though Fame had all the pries
In all a realme and all asptee.
How that yet he should beare all this."

Chaucer: Bouse of Fame, 1L 1M.
" Have her my trouth, as thou art his aspye,
Tel wher he is, or elles thou schalt die.

Chaucer: C. T., 14.170, 14.17L

•a-spied, * a-spy ed, * a-spy yd, pa. par.

[Aspie, v.]

* aspie ing, * a-spy -ynge, pr. par. &, s.

As substant. : Spying, exploration. (Prompt.
Parv.)

* a spille, v.t. [A.S. spillan = to spill, spoil,

deprive of, destroy, kill.] To spill, to destroy,
to kill.

" Uwo so hit ileueth myd gode wille
Ne may noubt the feoud his saule a-spilte.'
An Orison of Our Lord, xvl. (ed. Morris), KM.

as-pii r-ant, a. &c s. [In Fr. aspirant, a. & s.

;

Port, aspirante-; Ital. aspirante, adj. ; from
Lat. aspirans, pr. par. of aspiro = to breaths
or blow upon. ]

A. As adjective : Aspiring, aiming at.

B. As substantive : One who pants after
some object of attainment ; one wnose desira
or ambition it is to gain a certain object.

"In consequence of the resignations which took
place at this conjuncture, the way to greatness was left
clear to a new set of aspirants."—Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. U.

as pir-ate, v.t. ki. [From Lat. cwpirafum,
supine of aspiro — to breathe or blow upon

:

a-I= to or on, and spiro ~ to breathe or blow

;

Gr. ao-rratpw (aspaird) = to pant or gasp : «,

euphonic, and a-iraipu (spaird) = to pant or
gasp.] [Aspire.]

A. Transitive: To pronounce with a full

breath, the effect being to prefix the sound of
h to the vowel " aspirated.

B. Intransitive : To come forth, or be pro-
nounced with a full breath.

" Where a vowel ends a word, the next begins either
with a consonant, or what is Its equivalent, (or ow
m and A aspirate."—Dryden,

as -pirate, a. & s. [From Lat. aspiratus, pa.

par. of aspiro. (Aspire.) In Ital. aspirato =
aspirated. ]

t A. As adjective : Pronouncad with a full

breath.
" For tbeir being pervious, you may call them, if yo»

please, persptrate ; but yet they are not aspirate. La,,

with such an aspiration as h."—Holder.

B. As substantive : A letter pronounced
with a full breath, h. (For the Greek aspirate
see Asper, 1.)

"With this he mingled the Attic contractions, tbe
broader Doric, and the feebler JEolic, which often re-

jects its aspirate or takes off its accent . . ."—Pope:
Pref. to Homer.

as'-pir-a t£d, pa. par. & a. [Aspirate, v.]

"... aspirated checks . . ."—Max Muller:
of Lang. (6th ed.), voL H. (1871), p. 163.

as -pir-a-ting, pr. par. [Aspirate, »,]

as pir a tion, ' as pir a cl on.
plr-a-ci-on, s. [In Ger. & Fr. aspiration;

Sp. aspiracion ; Port, aspttacao ; Ital. aspira-

zione ; Lat. aspiratio, from aspiro = to breathe
or blow upon (Aspire).]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I, The act of breathing upon or after ; th«

act of aspiring to or after anything.

1. In a literal sense. [See B. (a).]

2. Fig. : The act of panting after, or ear-

nestly aiming at, some high object of attain-

ment. (Shakesp, : Troilus £ Cressida, iv. 6.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wcto, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, m, ce = e. ey a. qu kw.
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II. The state of being thus breathed upon.

III. That which is breathed upon or after.

1. Lit. : That which is aspirated. [B. (&),]

2. That which one greatly desires to attain,

and at which he earnestly aims ; that to which
one aspires.

" A soul inspired with the warmest aspirations after
•eleatial beatitude keeps its powersattentive."— Watts

B. Technically:

1. Grammar:
(a) The act of pronouncing a letter with a

full breath, and in consequence imparting to
it the h sound.

(5) That which Is so pronounced ; the
letter h.

2. Surg,: The removal of the liquid contents
of a cavity without the admission of air.

[Aspirator.]

4a pir a tor, s. [Eng. aspirate) ; -or.]

Surg. : An explorative instrument for the
evacuation of the fluid contents of tumours,
serous and synovial effusions, collections of
blood and pus, &c. It resembles a subcuta-
neous injection syringe, with a terminal and
lateral tube, fitted with stop-cocks.

as-pir -a-t6r-^, a. [Eng. aspirate) ; suff.

-ory.] Pertaining to aspiration or breathing.

as pi re, * as pyre (yr as ir), v.i. & t. [In
Fr. aspirer ; Prov., Sp., & Port, aspirar; Ital.
aspirare ; from Lat. aspiro — (l) to breathe or
blow upon ; (2) to be favourable to ; (8) to
endeavour to reach : ad = to, and tpiro = to
breathe, to blow.]

A. Intransitive

:

* L {Of the form aspyre) : To inspire.

"God allowed, assysted, and aspyred them by hi*
grace therein."—Mr T. Mors.

IL To aim at rising high.

1. Lit. : Of persons : To pant after some
hi$h object of attainment ; to aim at some-
thing great socially, politically, intellectually,
morally, or spiritually. (It is followed by to,

after, or an infinitive.)

" By whoae aid, aspiring
To set htnuelf in glory." Milton : P.L.,i.tS.

2. Fig. : Of things : To rise higher, to tower,
to reach a considerable elevation.

'* 'Cross the calm lake's bine shades the cliffs aspire."
Wordsworth i Evening Walk,

B. Transitive : To aim at.

IT There Is properly an ellipsis of to or after,
which being supplied, the verb becomes the
ordinary intransitive one.

" That gallant spirit hath aspired the clouds."
Shakesp. i Romeo A Juliet, iil. 1.

* as pi re-ment, s. [Eng. aspire ; -merit.)

The same as Aspiration (q.v.).

" By which aspirement she her wings displays."
Brewer ; Lingua, iil. e.

aa-pir-er, s. [Eng. aspir(e); -er.] One who
aspires.
" The aspirer onoe attained unto the top.
Cuts off those means by which himself got up."

Daniel : Civil War. bit. ii.

as~pi r-ihg, pr. par., a., k s. [Aspire, v.)

A. As present participle : In senses corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective :

1. Of persons: Aiming at what is high ; am-
bitious.

"Unquiet and aspiring statesmen." — Macaulay :

Bitt. Eng., ch. .
2. Of things : Rising to a considerable eleva-

tion, towering.

"Or some aspiring rock that shrouds
Its periluua front in mists and clouds.

Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylstone, vlL

C. As substantive:

1. Aspiration after ; ambition.
"'Proud, art thou metT thy hope was to hare

reach 'd

The height of thy aspiring unopposed.'"
Milton : P. L.. bk. vi.

^ It is sometimes followed by to.

**.
. . all inclination and aspirings to knowledge and

virtue, . . "—BoweU : Letter*, ii. ST.

2. A point, a stop.
" Nor are those so fastidious In pyramidtcal aspirings,

nor curious in architecture or inside glory, as in many
lesser towns."—Sir T. Herbert : Travels, p. 211.'

SyS-pir-ing-l^, adv. [Eng. aspiring; -ly.]

In an aspiring manner. (Webster.)

taa-pi'r-ing-nSsa, s. [Eng. aspiring ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being aspiring. (Web-
ster.-)

as-ple'-nl-um, s. [In Sp. & Ital asplenio;
Lat. aspleniiim ; Gr. dairknvov (asptenan) = a
fern, Spleeuwort : d, priv., and o-nk-nv (splen)
r= the spleen, in Lat. also splen ; the as-

pleniura having been supposed to be a remedy
for diseases of the spleen.] Spleenwort. A
genus of ferns belonging to the order Poly-
podiace*. Ten species occur in Britain,

among which are the A. Kuta muraria, or

ASPLENIUM.
1. Atplenium Septentrional*. 3. Under surface of
a frond. 8. Asptenium Trichomanm. 4. Under
surface of a pinnule.

Wall-rue ; A. Trichomanes, or Common Wall

;

the A. Adiantum nigrum, or Black-stalked
;

and the less common A. septentrionale, or
Forked Spleenwort. ,

t as-por-ta -tion, s. [Lat asportatio, from

asporto = to carry away : abs = from, and
porto — to carry.

)

1. Ordinary Language : The act of carrying
away ; the state of being carried away.

2. Law : The removal of goods with the
intention of stealing them. If a person, de-
signing to steal silver plate, be surprised when
he has done no more than remove the plate
from the chest in which it was and put it on
the floor, this is enough to constitute the
felonious offence of larceny. (Blackstone

:

Comment., bk. iv., ch. 17.)

as -pre, a. [Asper.]

as-pre'-do, *. [Lat. asprtdo m roughness

;

asper = rough.] A genus of fishes belonging
to the order Malacopterygii Abdominales,
and the family Siluridee. They are the only
known fishes which have no mobility in the
operculum. They have six or eight barbels.
They are akin to the famous Silurus electricus,

the Electric Silurus or " eel," of the Nile and
Senegal rivers.

* as pre nesse (pre as per), *. Asper-
NESSE. J

as'-pro, 5. [Gr. aWpo? (aspros) = Lat. asper
= rough.] A genus of spiny-finned fishes

belonging to the Percidse, or Perch family.
They inhabit the Rhone, Danube, &c

* a-spy'e, v.t. [Aspie, v., Espy.]

a spy e, 5. [Aspie, «., Spy.]

* a spy re, (yr as ir), v.t. [Aspire.]

* a-squa're, adv. [Eng. a = on ; square (q.v.).^

On the square ; at a safe distance.
" Yf he hym myght fynd he nothing wold hym

spare.
That herd the pardoner wele, and held him better

asquare."
Prol. to Bitt. of Beryn, 591. {Boucher.)

a- Squat, adv. [Eng. a = on, &nd squat (q.v.).']

In a cowering manner. (Richardson : Clarissa,

i. 101.)

a-squlnt', adv. [Eng. a = on, and squint (q.v.).]

With a squint ; with the eye directed to one
side, obliquely, not in the direct line of vision.

" A single guide may direct the way better than Ave
hundred, who have contrary views, ur look asquint, or
shut their eyes."

—

Swift.

ass (1), * asse (pi. as ses, • as -sen,
* as'-Jrn-Is), s. [A.S. assa = a he-ass ; asse
— a she-ass ; also, used, esol, eosol, eosul =
an ass without distinction of gender. In Sw.
asna ; Dan. asen, asset = he-ass

; ceselinde =
she-ass ; O. IceL asni, esne ; Dut. ezel ; Ger.
esel; O. H. Ger. esil; Goth, asilus; Lith.
asilas; Boh. osel; PoL osiol; Russ. ocel ,* Gael.
asal, as; Irish asan; Wei. asyn; Arm. asen;

8

Mod. Fr. dne, contracted from O. Fr. asne,
asen, ase ; Prov. azt, az)ie ; Sp. asito = a he-
ass, asna=a. she-ass; Port, asno; Ital. asino
= a he-ass, asina = a she-ass ; Lat. asinus =
a he-ass, asina m a she-ass.]

1. Lit. : A well-known mammalian quadru-
ied. It is the Equus asinus of Linn*us, and

is now sometimes made the type of the genua
or sub-genus Asinus. It is known from the
most nearly allied animals by its long ears, the
tuft at the end of the tail, and the black stripe
on the shoulders. Its native country seems to
be Central and Southern Asia, where troops of
it are still seen, though whether aboriginal
or descended from domesticated individuals
escaped from servitude it is not easy to deter-
mine. [Wild Ass.]

Ne he nedde stede ne no palefray
Ac rod vppe on asse.''

Passion of Our Lord (ed. Morris). 87, M.
"And Abraham rose up early in the morning, and

•addled his ass."—Gen. xxii. 3.

H The sexes are often distinguished by the
terms he-ass and she-ass.

^ The young of the ass is called an ass's colt

(Gen. xlix. 11 ; also Matt. xxi. 5$

f The wild ass is the same species as the
domesticated one, but very unlike it in cha-
racter, being high-spirited and untamable.

" Who hath sent out the wild ass free? or who hath
loosed the bands of the wild tut /"

—

Job xxxix. S ; see
also verses —8.

(For & fossil ass or zebra see Asinus.)

2. Fig. : A person destitute of understand-
ing, the deficiency of the ass in this respect
being popularly exaggerated, from the fact
that the specimens of the animal seen in this
country are much under par.

" That such a crafty devil as is his mother
Should yield the world this ass t"

Shakesp. : Cymbel, ii. 1.

" ... as they think our Doctors asset to them, well
think them asse* to our Doctors."—Pops I Lstter to
injog (1717).

ass camel. [Aixo-camelus.]

ass-head, s. A person of dull intellect, s
blockhead.

" Will you help T an ass-head and a coxcomb and a
knave, a thin-faced knave, a gull T "—Shaketp. ; Twelfth
Sight, V. t

ass-like, a. Resembling an ass. (Sidney.)

ass's ear, «.

Conchol. Haliotis asininus: A fine irides-

cent shell used in the manufacture of buttons
and for inlaying in the darker woods.

*ass (2). [Ash.] (Scotch.)

* ass, v. [Ask.] To ask.

as sa feet i da (ce as 8). [Asafctida.]

t as -sa-gal, t as -sa-gay, s. & a, [Ass*
OAI.]

as sa-gai, v.t. [Assegai, v.]

as sa-gaied, pa. par. [Assegai, v.]

as -sal, adv. [Ital. = enough, much, very

;

Fr. assez = enough ; from Lat. ad — to, and
satis = enough.]

Music : Very ; as largo assai = very alow

;

presto assai = very quick.

as sa11, * as-sa'lle, * as sa'yle, * a-
sa'Ue, * a-sa'yle, * a-sa y-li, v.t. [In.

Fr. assaillir ; O. Fr. assailer, asailir ; Prov. as-

salhir ; Ital. assilire ; Low Lat. assilio, adsalio ;

Class. Lat. assilio — to leap, spring, or jump
upon : ad ~ to, and salio = to leap, spring,

bound or jump.] [Assault.]

J, Lit. : To leap or rush upon.

1. Of persons: To rush upon a person with
the intention of doing him some more or less

serious bodily injury.
" To assail a wearied man were sham*.
And stranger is a holy name."

Scott : Lady of the Lake. ir. tL

2. Of armies, navies, forts, or communities:

To attack with military or naval forces, with
the view of overcoming, capturing, slaying or

plundering the people on whom the warlike

aggression is made. [Assault. ]

"... he ne tholeth th«t no vyend ous uondy oner

oure mighte ne non aduersari ous asagU thet we ne
moghe overcome."—Ayenbite (eA. Morris), p. 170.

" Remember, If He guard thee and secure,

Whoe'er assails thee, thy success is sure.

Cowper: Expostulation.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t

-daft, -tian = shan. -clon, -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -slon = zhun. -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, dec m bel, del.
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II. Figuratively

:

1. Ofpersons:

(a) To attack, a person without doing him
bodily violence ; as by bringing a true or feise

charge against him, or ridiculing him or his

work. (Used lit. or Jig. ; in the latter case, a

thing, Instead of a person, may make the

attack.)
" My gracious lord, here in the parliament
Let ua assail the family of York."

Shakesp. : 8 Benry VI-, L t
* Disdeining life, desiring leave to dye,

She found her wife oswirW with great perplexity.
Anew**-: A $., I. X. 23.

(ft) To attack a person's moral principles by
taking means fitted to seduce him or her from

the paths of virtue, or from his or her im-

mediate duty.
**

. . . and aye the like vice uighte huer ha zighth
thet he is meat asayled,"—Ayenbite (ed. Morns), p.

147.

" How have I fear*d your fate ! but fear'd it most,
When love assail'd you on the Libyan coast."

Dryden : Virgil ; jBneid vL ML
2. Of things

:

(o) To attack by word or writing.

"All books he reads, and all he reads assails."

Pop* ; Essay on Criticism, 616.

(6) To molest.
" Nature hiish'd In slumber sweet,
No rude noise mine ears assaUina."

Cowper : Watching with Qod, No. 2.

as-sa il able, * as-salle-a-ble, a. [Eng.

assail ; -able.] Able to be assailed.

" There's comfort yet, they are assailable."
Shaketp. : Macbeth, ill. 2.

as-sa il-ant, a. k s. [Eng. assail; -ant. In

Ft. assaillant.]

A. As adjective : Assailing ; attacking.
" And as an evening dragon came,
A nailant on the perched roosts

And uests hi order ranged
Of tame vlllatic fowl.'^

Milton : Samson Agonist as.

B. As substantive : One who assails or

attacks a person or persons, or a thing.

1. One who attacks a person. (In this sense

It is properly opposed to a defendant.)
" The Duke of Saint Albans, with the help at his

servants, beat off the assailants."—Macaulay : Bist.

Eng., ch. zxiii.

2. One who assails an enemy in a military

way.
" • It is ten to one,* says a late writer on the art of

war, ' but that the assailant who attacks the enemy
in his trenches is always victorious.'"

—

Goldsmith:
Essays, iv.

3. One who assails anything, as a philo-

sophy, a religion, &c.

"... both the Christian assailants, as well as the

defenders, of paganism . .
."—Orote : Hist. Greece, vol.

L, pt i.. ch. L

as-sailed, * as-aa'yid, pa. par. [Assail,]

as-sa il-er, «. (Eng. assatJ; -er.} One who
*
assails ; an assailant.

" Pairadtua heated so pursued our auaUcrt, that one

of them slew him."—Sidney.

as sa il ing, pr. par. [Assail.]
" She will not stay the siege of loving terms,

Nor bide to' encounter of assiiling eyes.

Nor ope her lap to saint seducing gold.
.shakes/}. : Romeo and Juliet, 1. L

t as-sa'il-ment, $. [Eng. assail; -ment]

The act of assailing, an assault ; an attack of

disease, a malady.
*' His most frequent aesailment was the headache."

—Johnson : Life of Pope.

as sa-mar. s. [Lat ass(iis) = roast, and

amariue) = bitter. (N.B.D.y]

Chenu : A bitter substance contained in the

brown oil obtained by the destructive distil-

lation of cane sugar.

as sa pan, sU-sa-pan'-ic, *. [Native

American name.] The name given to a

flying squirrel (Pteromys volucella). It in-

habits Canada and the United States. [Pter-

omys.]

as-sa r-I-fts, s. [Lat. assarius ; Gr. aacdptov
' (assarion) ; both from Lat. as.] [As.]

In Classic times : A copper coin equal about

3* farthings. In Matt x. 29 it is translated
u farthing."

* as-sart', v.t. [Mod. Fr. essarter; 0. Fr. es-

sarter, asaarter ; Prov. eissartar = to grub up
trees or bushes ; Low Lat. exsarto, supine
exsartum, ; exsarito, supine exstrritum ; Class.

Lat. sarrio, sup. xtrritum ; sario, supine sari-

turn, so to hoe, to weed. ]

1. Gtn. : To root up trees or bushes.

"The king granted to htm free chase, and free

warren, in at. those hU lands. &c. and also power to

assart his lands."—Ashmole : Berkshire, ii. 425.

2. Spec (Old Law): Unauthorisedly to root

up the trees which are required in a forest to

furnish thickets or coverts.

* assart, a. & s. [Mod. Ft. (as substan.)

essart ; O. Fr. (as substan.) essart, essartage,

assartement.] [Assart, v.]

A. As adjective : Cleared ; reclaimed.

Assart Lands: Forest lands reclaimed, or

cleared of wood, &c, and put into a state of

cultivation. (Boucher.)

Assart rents: Rents paid for such lands.

(Hutchinson's Hist. Durham, ii. 410 ; Ibid., iii.

60 ; and his Hist. Cumb. and Westm., i. 382.)

(Boucher.)

B. As substantive :

1. A piece of land cleared. (Ash.)

2. A tree plucked up by the roots. (Ash.)

3. Old Law : The offence against the forest

laws of plucking up by the roots the trees

requisite to furnish thickets or coverts.

as-sas -sin, As-sas'-Sin, s. [In Ger. Assas*
'
sinen (pi.) ; Fr. & Prov. assassin; Sp. asesino;

Port. & Ital. assassino (all sing.); Arab. Haschi-

schin = as substantive, a member of the sect

described under No. 1 ; as adj., inspired by
haschisch, an intoxicating, liquid or drug

called in India bhang, prepared from the pow-

dered leaves of Cannabis sativa, or Common
Hemp. Many Eastern desperadoes, when
they wish to do some nefarious deed, deaden

what remnants of conscience they possess and

stimulate their passions by means of this

bhang. (Bhatto.) Some etymologists derive

assassin from Hassan ben Sabah, the founder

of the order (I., 1).]

L Literally:

1. Hist. : A military and religious order

which constituted an offshoot from the Is-

maili branch ofthe great Shiah sect of Moham-
medans. It was founded in A.D. 1090 by
Hassan ben Sabah, at the hill fort of Alamoot,

in Persia. A section of them afterwards re-

moved from Persia to Mount Lebanon, where

they came in contact with the crusaders, and
through them acquired infamous notoriety in

Europe. By the rules of their founder, they

were bound implicitly to carry out the com-
mands of their chief (popularly known in the

West as the "Old Manofthe Mountain "), even

to the extent of murdering any king or inferior

person in Europe, Asia, or anywhere, with

whom he might have a quarrel. Several proud
potentates are said to have paid him black

mail for safety's sake ; but the gallant Knights
Templars had more of a kingly spirit, and
defied his power. The Mongols made a general

massacre of the Persian branch of the order

in 1256, and Sultan Bibars all but rooted

out the Syrian offshoot in 1270, but traces of

them are said still to exist in both countries,

especially at Kalat el Masryad, in Persia.

Despite their origin, the Assassins were not

pure Shiahs in faith ; their religion was a mix-

ture of Magianism, Judaism, Christianity, and
Mohammedism. There was a certain resem-

blance between their tenets and those of the

Druses in Mount Lebanon.

2. A ruffian who, either from personal ani-

mosity, or from having been hired to do the

atrocious deed, murders one by open violence

or by secret or sudden assault.

*
. . of all the Jacobites, the most desperate assas-

sins not excepted, . .
."—Macaulay: Bist. Eng., ch.

xvtl.

% When, on the 9th Thermidor, 1794, the

French National Convention would no longer

allow Robespierre to domineer over it, and
would not permit him even to defend himself,

almost the last words he addressed to it before

his arrest were these, '* President of assassins,

for the last time I ask liberty to speak."

II. Fig. : One who criminally destroys the

polity of his country.
" The hlr'd assassins of the commonweal i

"

Thomson : Liberty, pt. v.

assassin -like, a. Like an assassin.

"... the Syrian king, who, to surprise

One man, assassin-like, had levied war.
War unproelaim'd. —MUUm : P. L.. bk. jci.

* as-sas'-sin, v.t. [From the substantive.

la Fr. assassiner; Sp. asesinar; Port, assas-

sinar; Ital. assassinar*.] The same as Assas-

sinate (q.v.).

"Can God be as well pleased with him thatojuos-
tines his parents, as with him th&t obeys them!"—
DtiUingjUet .' Herm., p. 5U2.

as-sas -sln-a-$jff s. [Eng. assassin ; -acy.y

Assassination. (Lit. £ Jig.)
" This spiritual astasstnacy, this deepest dye of

blood being most satanically designed on souls."—
Bammond ; Serm.

as-sas -Sin-ate, v.t. & i. [Eng. assassin;
*

-ate.] [Assassin, v.]

A. jTransitive;

1. To murder by open violence or by secret

and sudden assault.
" What could provoke thy madness,
To assassinate so great, so brave a man ?"

Philips.

•j[ Sometimes it is only half-serkusly applied

to the inferior animals, as Cowpf ' does it to a,

tame bullfinch killed by a rat
" Oh, share Maria's grief

!

Her favourite, even in Ins awe,
(What will not hunger's cruel raget)

Assassinated by a thief."

Cowper : Death of Mrs. Throckmorton's Bullfinch,

* 2. Exceedingly to maltreat
" Such usage as your honourable lords

Afford me, assassinated and betrayed."
Milton ; Samson Agoniste*.

B. Intransitive : To perpetrate murder.
" You who those ways feared of late.

Where now no thieves assassinate.
1*

Sandys : Paraphrase of Sacred Songs ; Judges v.

* as-sas -sin-ate, s. [Assassinate, v.]

1. An assassin.
" The old kiug is Just murdered, and the nerson that

did it is unknown—Let the soldiers seize him for one-

of the assassinates, and let me alone to accuse him
afterwards."—Dryden.

2. An assassination ; a murder.
" Were not all assassinatesend popular insurrections

wrongfully chastised, if the meanness of the orltnders

indemnified them from punishment"—Pope.

as-sas'-sin-a-ted, pa. par. & a. [Assas-

sinate, v.]

as-sas -sin a ting, pr. par. [Assassinate,

as-sas-sin-a'-tlon, s. [Eng. assassin ; -ation.].
' The act of assassinating ; the act of murdering
another by open violence or secret and sudden

assault ; the state of being assassinated.
" The English regard assassination, and have during

some ages regarded It, with a loathing peculiar to

themselves."—Macaulay: Bist. Eng., ch. xxi.

as-sas'-Bin-a-t5r, s. [Eng. ossassi?) ; -ator.
'
In Port, atsassinador.} One who assassinates ;

an assassin. (Johnson.)

* as-sas -sln-ous, a. [Eng. assassin; -ous.]

Murderous. (Cockeram.)

* as-sa -tion, s. [From Lat. assatum, sup.

of asso = to roast or broil ; Gr. a£u (azo) = tO'

dry up.] Boasting.
" The egg expiring less in the elixation or boiling;

whereas, m the munition or roasting it will sometime*
abate a drachm."—Browne; Vulgar Errours,

as- sa ult, * as sa ut, * as-sa ute, * a-
sa tight (ah silent), s. [In Fr. assaut ; O.

Fr. assault, asalt; Prov. assalh, assaut; Sp.

asalto; Port. & Ital. asscdto; Low Lat. assal-

tus ; Class. Lat. assultus = a leaping upon an

attack ; ad = to, and saltus = a leaping ; salio-

= to leap.] [Assail.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : A violent attack made upon any
person, persons, or place, with the hands or

with material weapons. [B., 1, % 3.]

"But whanne there was raaad an asaught of the*-

fcetheue men."— Wycliffe : Dedis x( v. {Richardson.)

"And when there was an assault made both of the-

Gentiles, and also of the Jews with their rulers, to

use them despitefully and to stone them. "—Acts xiv. 5.

" They resisted bis assaults desperately, and obliged

him to turn the siege into a blockade."—Amold ; Bist.

Rome, ch. xliv.

II. Figuratively

:

1. (In which the attacking force consists of

a person or persons.)

(a) An attack by means of a charge against

one ; abusive language, calumny, &c.

" After some unhappy assaults upon the prerogative

by the parliament, which produced its dissolution,

there followed a composure."

—

Clarendon.

(b) An attack upon one's virtue, which may
be by seduction rather than violence.

(c) An attack upon a thing, as upon a reli-

gion, an opinion, &c.

"Theories built upon narrow foundations are very

hard to be supported against the assaults of opposi-

tion."—Locke.

fete, f&t, Ore, amidst, what, faU, father; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; g6, pot.

or, wore, wolt; work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, fuU; try. Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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2. (In which the attacking force is a thing.)
in adverse natural force brought to hear
Upon a person or thing.

"... and unshaken bears the astattU
Of their most dreaded foe, the strong Bonth-west."

Wordsworth : Sxcurtion, bk. V.

B. Technically

:

1. Mil. : A furious effort to carry a fortified

post, camp, or fortress, where the assailants
do not screen themselves by any works.
(Jitmes.) It is the appropriate termination of
a siege which has not led to the capitulation
of the garrison.

" On the 8th of September [1 B55], after a furious bom-
bardment of three days, the Allies assaulted the town
i^ebastopol] In live places, and, though repulsed In
our. the assault of the French attack on the Mala-
khulf completely succeeded.'—Timet : Annual Sum-
mary (1855).

To give an assault: To attack any post.
(James.)

To repulse an assault : To cause the assail-

ants to retreat, to beat them back. (Ibid.)

To carry by assault : To gain a post by storm.
(Ibid.)

2. Fencing, Ac. Assault ofArms : An attack
on each other (not in earnest) made by two
fencers to exhibit or increase their skill.

^Sometimes it is used in a wider sense for
other military exercises.)

"The 20th annual auault of arms of the Honourable
Artillery Company was held last evening. . . . Boxing,
fencing, sticks, bayonet exercise, cavalry sword exer-
cise, mo., composed the programme."—Daily Tsleoraph,
March 39, 1677.

3. Law : A movement which virtually Im-
plies a threat to strike one, as when a person
raises his hand or his cane in a menacing
manner, or strikes at another but misses him.
In common law it itt not needful to touch one to
constitute an assault. When a blow actually
takes effect the crime is not simple assault,
but assault and battery. If two people fight
in private, they are held to have committed
assaults on each other ; hut if they do so in
public, they are chargeable with affray. [See
Affray.] A person assaulting another may
be prosecuted by him for the civil injury,
and may also be punished by the criminal law
for the injury done to the public. (Black-
etone : Comment, bk. in., chap. 8 ; iv., chaps.
11, 15.)

% In Scots Law the word assault has a
somewhat more comprehensive sense than
in England, the word battery not being used

;

but what ia here called assault and battery is

in Scotland regarded simply as a more aggra-
vated kind of assault

Msault, * as-sa 'nt, v.t. [0. Pr. assaulter.

In Sp. asaltar, assaltar, assaltear ; Ital. assal-
tare; Low Lat. assalto.] [Assault, s.]

L 0/ persons

:

1. To make a hostile attack upon a person,
a people, a fortification, a house, &c, using
for the purpose material weapons.

" Struck at the sight, the mighty A]ax glows
With thirst of vengeance, and assault* the foes."

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. v., 716-7.

". . . and assaulted the house of Jason."—Act*
xviL 5.

2. To attack one in another way than by
warlike weapons ; to do so, for instance, by
making a charge against him, calumniating
him, writing against him, &c

" Tis a mercy I do not assault you with a number
of original sonnets and epigrams."—Pope: Letter to
B. Cromwell. March T. 1709.

II. Of things : To do that which is fitted
to injure (applied to things rather than per-
sons), to threaten with injury.

" Before the gates, the cries of babes new-born.
Whom fate had from their tender mothers torn,
Auault his ears." Dryden.

M-sa ult-a ble, a. [Eng. assault; -oote.]

Able to l>e assaulted.
" A breach, be It made never so assaultable. having

many hands to defend it with any valour, lightly S
never entered."—Sir Roger William*; Action* of the
Dote Countrie*, p. 106.

a'ult-ant, a. & s. [Eng. assault; -ant.

Ital. assaltante. ]

1. As adj. : Leaping upon, assaulting, as-
tailing.

2. As subst. : An assailant ; a term applied
to a predatory animal when represented on
the escutcheon as if leaping on Its prey
(9 toss, of Her.)

>8-sa ult-ed, pa. par. [Assault, v.}
" So long at the auauited person is in actual danger "

—*eremy Taylor : On Forpining Injuries.

assaulter, s, [Eng assault; -er. In Ital.

assaLLture.'] One who assaults another; an
assailant.

" Neither liking their eloquence, nor fearing their
might, we esteemed lew swords in a just defence able
to resist many unjust assauUert."—Sidney.

as-sa ult-ing, pr. par. [Assault, v.)

* as-sa ut, s. [Assault, a.]

assay, * as-sa ye, * as sa ie, s. [In Fr.

essai ; O. Fr. assai, asaie; Prov. essay; Sp.
ensayo; Ital. saggio; Lat. exayiam = a weigh-
ing, a weight ; exigo, sup. exactum = to drive
out, ... to examine ; ex= out, and ago = to
lead or drive ; Gr. i^dytov (hexagion)= a weight
used in later times ; «fayia£u> (hexagiazo) — to
examine.] [Assay, v., and Essay, &.&?.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The act of trying or experimenting ; a
trial, an experiment, an attempt, essay.

. . . never more
To give the attay of arms against your majesty."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, u. %.

*2. The state of being tried ; trial, suffering,

hardship.
" For they be two the proweet knights on grownd.
And oft approved in many hard ateay."

Spenser : P. Q,, II. iii. 15.

* 3. The result of such trial or experiment

;

spec., purity, value.

"... beholding all the way
The goodly workea, and stones of rich ateay.

"

Spenser ; F. Q.. A', x. 15.

4. The thing subjected to trial or examina-
tion. (B., 1, 2.)

% Originally assay and essay were the same
word, but now assay is obsolete, except for

the testing of metals, while essay is used for
bodily or mental attempts. [Essay.]

* At all essays = in every way.
" He is a frende at all attay**."

Honnanni Vulgaria (15*)).

"At all attaiet, you bear a heart true bent"—
Taylor : Worke*{J«SO\ (HaUimeU: Contr. to Lexic.)

B. Technically:

L Chemistry

:

1. The determination what percentage of a
metal, especially of a precions one, is in any
particular ore or alloy. An ordinary or a
simple assay is designed to ascertain how much
a compound of gold or silver varies from the
prescribed standard, whilst a parting assay is

designed to separate the two metals from each
other in the specimen examined, that the pro-
portion in the bullion of which it is a fair

sample may be ascertained. In a gold parting
assay, the amount of silver in the gold is as-
certained ; and in a silver parting assay, the
amount of gold in the silver. [Assaying,
Touch.] The analysis, or assay, of an alloy
of gold and copper is usually made by cupel-
lation with lead. The weight of the button
remaining on the cupel gives directly the
amount of gold in the alloy after certain cor-
rections similar to those required in the case
of silver. (Graham: Chem., 2nd ed., vol. ii.,

p. 362.)

2. The alloy or metal assayed.
"... like an attay fused before the blow-pipe."—

Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch. iU.

II. Law : The examination or testing of the
weights and measures of this or any other
country by a fixed standard.

" You shall . . . make the assay* of these moneys of
gold and silver, and truly report if the said moneys
be in weight and fineness according to the standard
weights for weighing and testing the coins of the
rail ra. "—Oath administered to the Jury of l/oldsmith*
sworn to Test the Pyx. {Time*, Friday, July 17. 1874.)

assay balance, *. A delicate balance
used in assaying. It is furnished with a
rider (q.v.).

assay-furnace, s. A furnace used in
assaying.

assay-master, s. An assayer ; an officer
appointed to ascertain the amount of the two
precious metals in coins and bullion.

as say, *a-«a'y, v.t. & i. [In Mod. Fr.

essayer ; O. Ft. asaier, assayer ; Prov. essaiar ;

Sp. ensayar ; Port, ensaiar ; Ital. assaggiare ss
to try, to attempt ; to assay a metal ; saggiare
= to try* to essay, to taste.] [Assay, a. ;

Essay, v.]

A. Transitive:

I. To try anything or any person.

1. Of things

:

(a) In the same sense as No. II. (q.T.).

* {b) To attempt anything ; to try its prac-
ticability by the test of experience.

"Ulysses, and liia brave internal race,
The young Autolyci, assay the chase."

Popt- ; Homer* Odyssey, bk. xix. 601-2.

* 2. Ofpersons : To try a person's strength,
courage, skill, and fortitude by attacking him.

"But. seeing thou fall'st on me so luckily,
I * ill assay thee : so defend thyself."

Shaketp. ; 1 Hen. IV., w, 4.

* H To proffer.

" Whom thus afflicted when sad Eve beheld,
Deaohito where she sat ; approaching uigb.
Soft words to his neroe paaaioo she attay d."

Milton : P. L„ X. M7.

IU. Chem., MetaU.t <& ; To subject a ring,
a coin, an alloy, &c, to examination, trial, or
experiment, with the view of ascertaining
what its component parts are, and specially,
in the latter case, what proportion of the
precious or other metals enters into its com-
position.

B. Ititrans. : To attempt, to endeavour.

as-sa yed, pa. par. [Assay, v.]

as-sa'y-er, s. [Eng. assay; -er. In Dut. &
Fr. essayeur.} One who assays bullion. Spec.,
an officer of the Mint, whose function it is to
try the purity of the precious metals used for
coin.

"... a confidential man of business, a practical
miner and assayer, would have l>een all that was re-
quired."—Darwin: Voyage round the World, ch. mri.

as sa y-ing, * a-sa i-ynge, pr. par. & «.

[Assay, t>.J

As substantive : The act or process of sub-
jecting coins, quantities of bullion, or alloys,
to examination and experiment, with the view
of ascertaining what proportion of each of
the precious metals they contain. The pro-
portion in gold coin in the British Isles is >>

of gold and TV of alloy. This is called the stan-
dard. That it is actually reached is proved by
the Trial of the Pyx, which from time to time
takes place. [Pyx.] The process adopted
to assay the precious metals is cupellation
(q.v.^. The assayer's work has been much
facilitated by the discovery that the applica-
tion of sulphuric acid can separate gold and
silver. The French call cupellation the dry
method of assaying, and adopt another of then?
own called the humid one. [Assay.]

"This method la also sometime* used in the assay-
ing of coins to afford an indication of the quantity of
silver required in the cupellation."—Graham: L'h'em^
ftided., vol. ii., p. 363.

* as sa yle, v.t. [Assail.]

* assch'-en, s. pi Old form of Ashes.
"His eyen hoiwe, grisly to biholde ;

His hewe falwe, and pale as auchen colde."
Chaucer; C. T. 1.M5-M.

ass5h-reint', * assh-reint ', assh reynt

,

pa. par. ofa verb, presumably asschrenclie, assh-
renche. [A.8. screncan = to deceive.] De-
ceived.

" A ! dame, he aside, ich was asachreint,
Ich wende thou luuddest ben adreint.

Seuyn Sage*, 1,48*.

" Ac so ich fynde In the book,
Hy were asshreynt in her crook."

A IUaunder, 4,819.

"as se-cle (cle = kel), $. [Lat. assecla,

assecula = an attendant, a follower, a hanger-
on, a sycophant ; asseqvor= to follow on, to
pursue.] An attendant, a follower.

" It mattereth not with the pope and his assecles, of
what life and conversation their saints bo."—Sheldon :

Miracle* of Antichritt (1616), p. 325.

* as sec ta tion, s. [Lat assectatio; from
assector ss to accompany to attend ; as&equor
= to follow on.] Attendance on one, waiting
upon one. (Johnson.)

* as-se-cii r-ance, s. [In Sw. asseevrans;

Ger. assecuranz ; Port, seguranca ; Low Lat.
assecurantia = assurance.] Assurance.

" What may be thought of those asseeurancet which
they give, in the Popish Church, to all such aa die
in the same, with the copious furniture of their sacra-
ments, and their own merits ! "

—

Sheldon : Miracle* of
Antichrist, p. SOU.

* as se-ciir-a tion, s. [Low Lat. assecura-

tio, from assecuro.] [Assecure.] Assurance,
making sure. [Assurance.]

"How far, then, reaches this auecuration t So far
as to exclude all fears, all doubting and hesitation J

"—

Bp. Hall : Item., p. 26a

* as-se-cii re, v.t. [Low Lat. assecurv, from
ad — to, and seevrus m secure ; c»ra = care.]

To make one sure or certain ; to give one
assurance. (Bvllokar : DicL, 1656.) [Assure,
Secure, Sure.]

*6ii, b6y; p«Sut, jtffcl; cat, cell, chorus, oliin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-«Un, -tian = shan. -tion, -*ion= shun ; -flon, -sion -> zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. "-Me, -die, &c = bei, del.
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• as se-cu'-tion, s. [Lat. ad = to; secutio=i
a following, pursuing : ad = to, and sequor =
to follow.] The act of acquiring or obtaining.

" By the canon law, a person, after be has been In
full possession of a second benefice, cannot return
again to his first, because it is immediately void by bis
tutecution of a second."—Ayliffe : Parergon.

as-se^da'-tion, s. [Lat. assedo m assessor.]

A term in the Scottish law, importing a settle-

ment, or tenure in landed property for a long
term, being generally coupled in deeds and
other law instruments of writing with tacks,
assignations, translations, &c. (Spottisivode

:

On Utiles, p. 272 et seq., and p. 402.) (Boucher.)
(See example under Astent.)

as se-gai, t as -sa-gai, t as sa gay,
* za'-gaye (Caffre), s. & a. [In Fr. zagaie ;

Sp. azagaya ; Port, zagaia, zagaglia = javelin ;

Arab, alkhazeqah.]

A. As substantive: A missile weapon, like

ajavelin, used by the Caffres, Zulus, and other
South African tribes in war. It is of some

considerable length. There is also a short
•tabbing assegai.

" Alert to fight, athirst to slay.

They shake the dreaded assegai-'
Stratford do RedcUgo. ( Timet, March 29. 1879.

)

*I It is sometimes used in connection with
other nations than those of South Africa.

" Then a terror fell on the King Bucar,
And the Libyan kings who had joiu'd his war

;

And their hearts grew heavy aud died away.
And their hands could not wield an assagay.

Bemans : The CttTs Funeral Procession,

B. As adjective : Pertaining to or produced
by the spear described under A.

"No less than thirty-seven assegai wounds . .
."

—

Pietermaritzburg Correspondent of the Times, 5th
April, 1879.

as'-se-gai, * as -sa-gal, r.t. [From the
substantive.] To pierce with an assegai.

" Many were drowned, many assegaied, a few shot."
—Times, March «, 1879.

as se gated, t as -sa-gaied, pa. par.
[Assegai, v.]

* as-sclze , v. t. [Seize.]

as-sem Wage, s. [Fr. assemblage.)

t 1. The act of assembling,

t 2. The state of being assembled.
" With innocence and meditation Joined,
In soft assemblage" Thomson,

3. The persons or things assembled,

(a) The persons assembled ; a gathering of
individuals ; an assembly.

" Castile enjoyed the supremacy in that great assem-
blage of races."

—

Macaulay : Mist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

(6) Of things assembled :

"The bases of an assemblageol pyramids."—Henchel:
Attron.. f 277.

* as sem blance (I), * as sera blaunce,
i. LEng. assemble); -ance.] Assembling, as-
sembly.

"He chaunst to come, where happily he spide
A rout of many people farre away;
To whom his course he hastily applide,
To weet the cause of their assemblaunce wide."

r Spenser: /*.«.. V. iv. n.

* as sem blance (2), s. [Lat. ad m to, and
Eng. semblance (q.v.).] Semblance, resem-
blance.

" Car* I for the limb, the thewes, the stature, bulk,
and big assemblanee of a man '."—Shakesp. ! 2 Henry
tv., m.%

9 &s sem bla tion, «. [Assembly, #.]

as sem ble, * a sem -ble, v.t. & i, [in Ft
assembler ; ensemble = together ; Prov. assem-
blar; from Lat. sim.nl = at once, together, at
the same time. Cognate with Dut verza-
meUn = ... to assemble ; zameUn = to col-
lect ; from somen m together ; Ger. sammeln
= to assemble ; zusammen, beisammen = to-
gether.]

A. Transitive

:

*1. To compare, to liken. (Latimer: Works,
1. 188.)

2. To convene, to call together. (Used both
of persons and things.)

If (a) Sometimes it is followed by two objec-
tives—the one of the person or being for whom
the gathering is brought together, and the
other of the persons or things assembled.
But before the first objective there is really an
ellipsis of to or for,

"Then said the king to Amasa, Assemble me the
men of Judah within three days, and be thou here
present"—2 Sam. xx. 4.

(b) It is sometimes used reciprocally.

"And all the men of Israel assembled themselves
unto king Solomon at the feast of the month Eth&nim
. .

."—1 Sings viii. 2.

B. Intransitive:

L Gen. : To come together, to meet together,

to gather, to congregate.

"They, however, still assembled and prayed in pri-
vate dwellings, . .

."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvt
* 2. Spec. : To meet in a hostile manner, to

encounter.
" How Eualae and Tholoraer tures han a-temblet."

Joseph of Artonathie (ed. Skeatj, MO.

* as sem -ble, s. Old spelling of Assembly.

(Early English Alliterative Poems.)

as-sem -bled (bled = bold), pa. par. k a.
' [Assemble.]

" Lordynges, the needes for whlche we ben assemblit
In this place, uful hevy thing, . .

."

—

Chaucer; Tale
of Melioeus.
" Aisembled armies oft have I beheld

;

But ne'er till now such numbers charged a field."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. iL, 966-9.

as-sem -bier, s. [Eng. assemble); -er. In
Fr. assembleur.]

1. One who convenes an assembly, or brings
a number of people together.

" None of the list-makers, the assemblers of the mob,
the directors and arrangers, have been convicted."—
Burke : Reflections on the Executions in 1780.

2. One who himself constitutes part of such
a gathering.

" For your confession of faith, which yon say shall
be published by your assemblers, . . ."—Bammond to
CheyneL {Bammond: Works, i. 198.)

as-sem bling, pr. par. & s. [Assemble.]

As substantive : A gathering together, a
meeting together.

" Not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together,
as the manner of some is . .

."

—

Beb. x. 25.

"Let all rude and riotous assemblings ... be
banished from this day of rest and hoJiness."—Bishop
Fleetwood: Charge.

* as-sem -bllt, pa. par. [Assembled.]

as sem -bly, * as-sem ble, s. [In Fr.

assembUe — a meeting of persons (originally,

it is believed, a deliberative political assembly

;

afterwards also one of the clergy) ; assemble m
one of the steps in a dance ; Prov. assemblada ;

Sp. asamblea; Ital. assamblea — a meeting of
persons ; Sw. assemble.] [Assemble, v.]

A* Ordinary Language ;

L In a passive sense

:

L Gen. : That which is convoked ; a gather-
ing together of persons, or, in some cases, of
things, for any purpose.

"I sat not in the assembly of the mockers.*—Jer.
xv. 17. {See also Gen. xllx. 6.

)

" I was almost in all evil in the midst of the congre-
gation and assembly"—Pro*, v. 14.

2. Specially

:

(a) A great gathering of people for religious
or political purposes, or for both. In Old
Testament Scripture it is frequently used of
the whole congregation of the Israelites con-
vened for any religious or national object,
especially of their assembling at Sinai to re-

ceive the law. [See also B.]

"... on the eighth day shall be an holy convocation
unto you, and ye shall offer an offering made by fire
unto the Lord ; it is a solemn assembly."—Lev. xxiii.
86. (See also Deut. xvi. 8, and 2 Kings x. 20. In a jig.

tense: Heb. xii. 28.)

"... according to all the words which the Lord
pake with you in the mount, out of the midst of the
fire, in the day of the assembly."—Deut. tx. 10. (See
also Deut x. 4 ; xriii. 16.)

(6) A deliberative body exercising legislative
functions, and bearing rule over a nation,
province, or district.

" Officers and men muttered that a vote of a foreign
assembly was nothing to them."—Macaulay: Bist.
£ng., ch. xl

(See also Acts xii. 89.)

IX In an active sense: That which convokes.
[B. 2, Mil]

B. Technically:

L. Church Hist. , Ac. : The term now given to
the highest deliberative body in some Presby-
terian churches, and specially to what, when
fully named, are termed the " General Assembly
of the Established Church of Scotland," and
the " General Assembly of the Free Church of
Scotland." These consist of ministerial and
lay or half-lay representatives, equal to each
other in number, sent from each presbytery,
and in spiritual matters discharge deliberative,

legislative, judicial, and executive functions.
The word Assembly, in this second sense,

seems to have been introduced into Scotland
from France, whilst the natives of the former
country had much intercourse with Calvin.
From Scotland it passed to England, where
the " Westminster Assembly " was an assembly
of 121 divines who, with certain lay assessors,

met at Westminster in 1643, by authority of
the Parliament, with the view of attempting
to produce ecclesiastical formularies which
might lead to uniformity of worship in Eng-
land and Scotland. It sat five years, pro-
duced the Directory of Public Worship, the
Confession of Faith, and the Larger and
Shorter Catechisms, and was ultimately dis-

solved by Oliver Cromwell.

2. Mil. : The second beating of the drum in

a camp to summon the soldiers to strike their
tents.

assembly-room, s. A room in which
public assemblies are wont to be held.

"... nor could she enter the assembly-rooms, . . .*

—Johnson: life of Savage.

* as send e, v.i. Old spelling of Ascend.

* as sen -dyt, pa. par. An obsolete spelling

of Ascend.

* as -sen-el, s. Old spelling of Arsenic.

as-sent ,
* a-cent e, s. [O. Fr. assent, as-

sens ; Port, assenso; Lat assensus ; fr. assentio

or asscntior = to assent.] [Assent, v.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of admitting the truth of any
statement. Such assent emanates from the
understanding, and differs from consent, which
is an operation of the will [See % below.]

" I trowe ther needeth lite! sermonyng
To make you assents to this thing."

Chaucer : C. T, 3,0«8-i,

" Her utmost reach, historical assent.
The doctrines warp'd to what they never meant"

Coteper: Conversation.

2. It is not unfrequently, however, used as
synonymous with consent.

"... the talents which obtain the assent of divided
and tumultuous assemblies to great practical reforms."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xx.

3. Accord ; agreement.
"... the words of the prophets declare good to the

king with one assent."—2 Chron. xviii. 12,

IT We assent to what we admit to be true

;

we consent to what we allow to be done.
Assent may be given to anything, whether
positively proposed by another or not, but
consent supposes that what is consented to is

proposed by some other person. If assent and
consent are both used of speculative proposi-
tions, then assent is the act of an individual,

and consent that of many, as in the phrase,
" By the common consent of mankind." Ap-
probation, which is a much stronger word, is

a species of assent and concurrence of consent.

The latter term is properly used only of num-
bers, not of single individuals. (Crabb.)

B. Technically:

Law. The royal assent signifies the consent
of the king to have his signature affixed to

Acts of Parliament which nave passed both
Houses of the Legislature. This assent gives
them the force of law.

" All those acts of the Long Parliament which had
received the royal assent were admitted to be still in

full force."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. ii.

as sent , v.i. [In Fr. assentir ; Sp. asentir;

Port, assentar; ItaL assentire; Lat. assentia

= to assent : ad = to, and sentio = to discern

by the senses, to feel.]

1. To admit a statement to be true.

"And the Jews also assented, saying that thaw
things were sa"

—

Acts xxiv. 9.

2. To consent to a proposal affecting one's

interests.

"The princess assented to all that was suggested by
her husband.''

—

Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. vn.

* 3. To yield to the seductive influence of

any vice.
" Loke wel. that ye unto no vice assent."

Chaucer: C. T„ L\W1
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^ For the difference between assent and con-
mnt, see Assent, 5.

&s-sen-ta'-tion, $. [Lat. assentatio — flatter-

ing assent, pretended concurrence with every-
thing that a person says ; assentor = to assent
habitually, with insincerity ; assentior m to
assent to: ad = to, and sentio = to feel.]

Hypocritical assent to everything which an-
other says

;
pretended concurrence in every

opinion, however absurd, which he broaches
;

the implied object being, for the most part, to
flatter him for seltish ends, or at least to avoid
giving him offence.

" It is a fearful presage of ruin when the prophets
conspire in assentation.' —Bishop Hall.

t as-sen ta -tor, * as sen-ta -tour, s.

[Ital. assentatore; L&t. assentator.] A flatterer.

"Other there be which, iii a more honest term, may
be called assentatours or followers, which do await
diligently what is the form of the speech and gesture
of their master, and also other his manners and fashion
of garments."—Sir T. Ely at ; Gov., fol 138 6.

* as-sen -to-tor-l-l^, adv. [Eng. assentator

;

-i, -ly. ] After the manner of a flatterer.

"I have no purpose, vainly or assentatorily, to re-
'

"

" in water,
."—Bacon.

present this greatness [of Britain] as in water, which
bows things bigger than they are

as-sent'- er, s. [Eng. assent; -er.] One who
assents to anything.

" She is not an attenter (though thousands be) to
that rabbinical rule cited in Drusius from Rabbi
Baurica."— Whitlock: Manner* of the Eng., p. 363.

as sentient (tit as shl), a, [Lat assen-

tiens, pr. par. of assentio — to assent to.]

Assenting to, as opposed to dissentient. Used
also substantively.

is sont'-ing, pr, par. & a. [Assent, v.]
" On female truth assenting faith relies.*

Pope : Bomer's Odyssey, bk. L, 278.

is sent -Ing ly\ adv. [Eng. assenting ; -ly.]

In an assenting manner ; in such a manner as
to express or imply assent (Huloet.)

as-sent -Ive, a, [Eng. assent ; -ive.] Assent-
ing. (Savage.) (Worcester's Diet.)

as-sent'-ment, s. [Fr. assentiment ; Ital.

assentimento.] The same as Assent.
"Their arguments are but precarious, and subsist

upon the charity of our atsentments.'—Brotene: Vubj.
Errourt.

* as'-sen-jfke, f. Old name for Arsenic.

•*'-•&:, *. [Lat. asser = a small beam or lath.]

Arch. : A thin rafter, board, or lath.

t't v.t. [From Lat. assertum, supine of
> = to put or join to, ... to affirm : ad

= to, and sero, pret. serui = to put in a row,
to join. In Ital. asserire.}

L 0/ persons or other beings :

1. To affirm, to declare positively ; to aver.
".

. . asserting, on proper occasions, the dignity of
us country and of bis master. "—Macaulay : But. Eng.,

2. To vindicate one's rights by actions as
well as words.

"Human nature at last averted its right*,"—Ma-
caulay: But. Eng.. ch. xit

" Such Just examples on offenders shown.
Sedition silence, and avert the throne."

Pepe: Homer't Iliad, bk IL, 838-9.

IX Of things : (Used figuratively in senses
tnalogous to I. 1, and 2.)

"
iS? 1, lo ! *rom hiPn Hymettus to the plain
The queen of night auertt her silent reign."

Byron : Curie of Minerva.

as-sert'-jsd, pa. par. & a. [Assert.]

* **-sert'-er, 8 , [Assertor,] .

as-sert'-Ing, pr. par. [Assert.]

^•er'-tion, s. [In Fr. assertion ; Ital. asser-
none; Ital. assertio = (1) a formal declaration
regarding the freedom or servitude of any one

;

(2) an assertion generally.]

1. The act of asserting, affirming, or declar-
ing positively.

2. The statement asserted or affirmed posi-
tively.

"The government, on full consideration, gave credit

l^^a^r^ion that he had been B""ty °* * doable
treason. —Maeaulay: Hitt. Eng.. ch. xxL

rt'-Ive, a. [In Ft. asserti/.] With strong—Jertion
; dogmatical, peremptory.

toUh,?,~?
ot

'°J"
n£ ot the prlnciplee he undertook*J Illustrate as to boast their certainty, proposing

probabilitiea and hypotheses. '-QlanviOe.

as sert -Ive-ly, adv. [Eng. assertive ; -Jy.)

So as to assert ; affirmatively.
" Read it interrogatively, and it is as strong for Soto

and the Dominicans, as if it were read assertively, for
Catherine and the Jesuits."—Bp. Bedell; Letter*, p.
408.

as-sert -or, t as-sert'-er, s. [Eng. assert

;

-or and -er.) One who asserts, affirms, sup-
ports, or maintains anything.

" The asserton of liberty said not a word . .
."—

Macaulay j Hitt. Eng., ch. x.

"... an auerter of the hereditary principles of his
family . . ."—Lewie: Early Rom. Hitt. (1856), ch. xiL,
pt. iii., |54.

as-sert -Or-y\ a, [Eng. assert ; -org. In Ital.

assertorio.] Involving an assertion ; designed
to support an assertion. ]

"... both with oaths promissory and assertory."

—

Jeremy Taylor; On the Decalogue.

r've, v.t. [Lat asservio.] To serve;
to assist. (Johnson.)

assess , v.t. [O. Fr. assesser = to regulate,
settle ; Low Lat assesso = to value for the
purpose of taxation ; Class. Lat assessum, sup.
of assideo m to sit near, to be an assessor : ad
= to, or near, and sedeo = to sit ]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. To fix by authority the exact portion of
a tax which any particular person is required
to pay. (Dyche.

)

2. To make a valuation of property in any
place, with the view of settling what amount
of local or other taxation its owner or occupier
should be required to pay.

B. Law : To fix the amount of damages,
costs, &c, in a law case.

* as-sess , s. [From assess, v. (q.v.).] Assess-
ment.

"Taking off atteuet, levies, and free-quarteriugs,
might appear plausive aims."—Princely Pelican, ch. 6.

as sess -able, a [Eng. assess; -able.] Able
to be assessed. (Webster.)

as-sess -a-bl& adv. [Eng. assessabl(e) ; -y.]

By means of an assessment. (Webster.)

as-sess ed, pa. par. & a. [Assess, v.]

IT Assessed Taxes : Taxes fixed, not by Act of
Parliament, but by assessment

assess -Ing, pr. par [Assess, v.]

as-ses -sion, s. [Lat. assessio : ad m to, or
near, and sessio = a sitting.] A sitting near
one to give one counsel. (Johnson.)

as-ses -sion-ar-y\ a. [Eng. obsession; -ary.]

Pertaining or relating to assession.

"One of the answers of the jury, upon their oaths
at the assestionary court, I have inserted."—Carew:
Survey of Cornwall.

assess -ment, * assess e ment, $,

[Eng. assess; -ment.'}

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of fixing a certain sum, after
consideration of a person's means, as the
portion of a tax' which he should fairly be
required to pay ; or the act of valuing property
for purposes of taxation, and adjudging the
proper sum to be levied on it (It is followed
by on or of.)

" It was determined that the greater part of this
sum should be levied by an assessment on real pro-
perty."—Macaulay; But. Eng., en. xv.
"... the business of the census involving the enu-

meration of persons and the attettment of property "

—Lewis : Early Rom. Hitt., ch. v., f \.

2. The state of being assessed.

3. The amount which is imposed on an in-
dividual after consideration of his resources,
or on property after valuation.

B. Law : The act of assessing damages by
means of a jury.

as-sess-br, s. [InSw., Dan., Ger., & Port.
assessor; Fr. assesseur ; Sp. asesor ; Ital. aa-
sessort, from Lat. assessor = (1) one who sits
by another, an assistant

; (2) (Law) the as-
sistant of a magistrate : ad = to or near, and
sedeo = to sit]

1. One who sits near another

—

(o) As being next to him in dignity

:

" That hit great purpose He might so fulfil.
To honour his anointed Son, avenged
Upon his enemies, and to declare
All power on Him transferred : whence to his Son,
The assessor of His throne. He thus began."

Milton: P. L., bk. Tl.

Or (6) to render him assistance.

b®». dO; p«Sut, jtfttri; cat, cell, chorus,
clam, -ttan = shan. -tlon, sion = shun

U In this latter sense it specially signified
an assistant to a judge. (Drydsn : Virgil

:

Mneid vi. 583.)

2. One who assesses people or property for
purposes of taxation. (Glossog. Nova.)

&s ses-so r-i-al, a. [In Fr. & Port o*s«mo-
rial; Lat assessorius. ] Pertaining to an
assessor. (Coxe.)

as sessor ship, s. [Eng. assessor; -ship.j

The position or function of an assessor.

* as-seth . [Assets.]

Assets, * as-seth', *a scth', "a-sce'th,
* a-see the, * assy th, * a cee th, s., ».,

& adv. [Ft. assez = enough ; O. Fr. aset, asez,

assez ; assets, asses = enough ; Prov. assatz ; O.
Sp. asaz ; Port assaz ; Ital. assai = enough

;

from Lat. ad = to, and satis = enough.]

A. As adj. ot adv. (chiefly of the form * as-
seth) : Sufficient, enough.

" Yet neuer shall make bis richesse
Asseth unto his gredinesse."

Romaunt qf the Rote.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Formerly (of some among the obsolete forms
given above, arid especially of the form * aseth)

:

(a) Compensation for an injury, satisfac-
tion, or acceptable offering or concession.
[Assith.]

" And Pi lat, willynge to make aseth to the pupte
left to hem Barabas. — Wydiffe : Mark XT.

(b) Assets.

"And if it suffice not for osseM."
Pier* Plowman.

2. Now (of the form assets only) : The same
as 1 a and 6.

IX Technically (of the form assets, s. pl. t

with a sing, form asset m a single item on the
credit side)

:

1. Book-keeping, Bankruptcy, <£c. : All a
person's property, every part of which may
be made liable for his debts. In balancing
accounts assets are put on one side and debts
on the other—the assets on the Cr. side, and
the debts on the Dr. one. The amounts of a
merchant's debts and assets are always ascer-
tained and recorded if he become insolvent.

2. Law : Property left by a deceased person
which is saleable and may be converted into
ready money. It receives its name, assets—
meaning enough, or sufficient—because its

possession is sufficient to render the executor
or administrator liable to discharge the debts
and legacies of the deceased person, so far as
the assets may be sufficient for the purpose.
Assets obtained in this way are called per-
sonal. Besides these, there are others called
assets by descent, or real assets. If a person
covenant that he and his heir shall keep t.

house in repair, the heir is bound only as
he has assets enough inherited from the pro-
miser. (Blackstone : Comment., bk. il, chaps.
15, 20, 82.)

as-sev er-ate, * as-seV-er, ».t * i. [In
Sp. aseverar; Fort'asseverar ; Ital asseverare

;

Lat. assevero m to act with earnestness, to
pursue earnestly ; (2) to assert strongly or
firmly : severus = severe. Cognate with Eng.
Swear (q. v.).] To affirm with great solemnity
or very positively.

"... so sweetened and mollified with the concert
of music [the harmony of heavenl that h- not only
attevereth it, but also endeavoureth, with great pains
and labour, to set out the true musical proportion of
It."—Potherby : Atheom., p. 817.

as-sev'-er-a-ted, pa. par, [Asseverate.]

as-sev'-er-a-ting, pr. par. [Asseverate.]

as-sev-er-a'-tion, s. [In Sp. aseveracion;
' Port, asseveracao; Ital asseverazione ; Lat
asseveratio.}

1. The act of asseverating, or positively

asserting anything.
"Asseveration blustering In your face
Hakes contradiction such a hopeless case."

Cowper : Conversation.

2. That which is asseverated ; a positive
affirmation made.

" He denied, with the most solemn asseverations,
thathe had taken any money for himself."—Macaulay

:

Hitt. Eng.. cb. xxi.

* as-sev-er-a'-tor-^, a. (Eng. asseverate)

;

-ory.\ Emphatically asserting.
" Warm and aueveratory answers made by Hr.

Atkins." —North ; Examen, p. S47.

9hln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenoption, exist, ph -t
; -flon, -sion = zhun. tious, -slous, -clous -shus. -ble, -die, Ac. = bel, doL
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as sib il la tion, *. [Sibillation.]

As si-d» -ans, As si de aus, Chas-i-
ti.se ans, Chas-i-de -ans, s. pi. [In Gr.

'Xcri&aloi (Asidaioi) ; from Hebrew S'Tpn
(chhasidim) = the pious or the righteous ; TDn
(chhesed) = eagerness, specially (l)love to one;

(9) envy, animosity; Tprt (chhasad) = to be

eager, to be vehement.] A term given in
1 Mace. ii. 42, and 2 Mace. xiv. 6, to those
Jews who were zealous for the purity of their

faith when Grecian idolatry was beginning
to pervade the land, and who, with their
swords, supported the Maccabee revolt till it

established the partial independence of their
country. It is possible that the term may
originally have been a nickname, like the
word Puritan was in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries.

&s -si-dent, a. [Lat. assidens, pr. par. of

assideo = to sit by or near : ad = to, and eedeo

= to sit.]

Med. : Attendant on a disease as a rule,

but still not invariably present. Assident
are opposed to pathognomonic symptoms, the
latter never being absent in any case.

as sld u-ate, * as-syd -u-ate, * as-

Sld-u-at, a. [Lat. assiduatus, pa. par. of

assiduo = to apply constantly.] [Assiduous.]
Constant, unremitting, &c.

"... made assydu ate and dayly meanes unto the
Itynge's graee, for to have bis mostbounteous pardon."
—Ibid.. I 303. (Boucher.)

as-si-du'-i-ty, 8. [In Pr. assiduiU; Port
assiduidade; Ital. assiduita, assiduitade, assi-

duitate ; Lat. assiduitas — a constant sitting
by or near attendance, , . . constant care.]
[Assiduous.]

1. Properly : The art of sitting down, or the
state of remaining seated, in order to work
steadily at any business which one has to do.
Hence close application, diligence.

" Some cultivated rhetoric with such asHduity and
success that their discourses are still justly valued as
models of style."—Macaulay : Hist. £ng„ ch. iii

2. Careful attention to a person.

as Sid -u-ons, a. [In Pr. assidu; Sp. asidito;

Port, and Ital assiduo ; Lat. assiduus — (1)
sitting by or near in constant attendance

; (2)
unremitting: from assideo. ] [Assident.]

1. 0/ persons or other animated beings (JM.)

:

Sitting closely and unintermittingly to one*s
work, instead of getting up from time to time
to take relaxation ; hence giving close or con-
stant application to one's work, diligent. (It
is used both of specific instances of such un-
interraitting application, and of one's general
character.)

" The public vest too strenuously employed with
their own follies to be assiduous in estimating mine."—Goldsmith : Essays (Preface).

" Thus as the bee, from bank to bower,
Assiduons sips at every flower."

Courpcr: Annus MemoraSilis (1789).

2. Of things: Performed with unremitting
constancy and diligence.

"... they became, under assiduous training, the
first soldiers in Greece."—Macaulay: Hitt. Eng. (ed.
1S6H cli. xxiii. (Note).

"• . by assiduous observation of the sun's transits
ever the meridian."—Rerschel : Astron., §877.
"... finally, attiduous and oft-repeated effort . . ."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science (3rd ed.). Preface, vt

as-sid -u-oiis-ly, adv. [Eng. assiduous; -ly."}

In an assiduous manner ; with unintennitting
regularity and diligence.

" For, such as his mind was, it had been assiduously
cultivated."—Macaulay: Hist Bng„ ch. xx.

<lS-Sid'-Ti-ons-ness, s. r®ng. assiduous;

-ness. ] The quality of being assiduous.
" Persons that will have the patience to understand,

and press with art and assiduousness.''—Lett, dot
1637 : Sidney State-Paper*, vol. il., 609.

•as siege, *a-»ege, v.t. [Fr. assUgcr.] To
besiege.

* as-sieged, * a-seged, pa. par. & a. [As-
SIEGE.]

*as-sieg'-er, *. [Eng. assieg(e); -er.] A be-
sieger.

" No lease to keepe then eoole th* assieaers' pride."
Hudson l Judith, 111. 254.

as si-eut -1st, s. [Eng., &c, assimt(o) ; -4st.]

A shareholder or stockholder of the Assiento
Company ; also one holding the Assiento
contract. (Bancroft.)

as-si-en'-to, as-i-en to, $. [8p. asiento m
a seal, ... a contract or lease ; from Lat.
assideo = to sit near.] [Assident.]

Commerce £ History : A contract or con-
vention between the King of Spain and other
powers for furnishing slaves for the Spanish
dominions in America. The contract of the
Assiento was made on March 26th, 1713.

Assiento Company : Any company entrusted
with the function of fulfilling the Assiento
contract. The first one which agreed to un-
dertake the degrading task was the French
Guinea Company. In July, 1713, the Treaty
of Utrecht handed it over to Great Britain,
and for twenty-six years the South Sea Com-
pany did something towards rendering the
odious service required. But the breaking
out of war in 1739 placed the Assiento coutract
in abeyance. It was never revived, and ulti-

mately Britain became the mortal foe, first of
the slave-trade, and then of slavery itself.

as-si'gn, *as si gne, *as-sy'gne (g silent),

v.t. [In Fr. assigner; Prov. assignar ; Sp.
asignar ; Port, assignar, assinar ; Ital. asseg-
nare ; from Lat. assigno = (1) to mark out, to
assjgn, to allot, (2) to ascribe, to impute, (3)
to consign, to seal : ad = to, and signum— a
mark.] [Sign.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Properly, to sign over to another righto
or property which have hitherto belonged to
one's self. [B., I. & II.]

2. To mark out, to allot, to apportion.
"... for the priests had a portion assigned them of

Pharaoh, and did eat their portion which Pharaoh
gave them. "—Gen. xlvii. 22.

"... which assigned each battle, or war or siege,
or other leading event, to its proper i

Marly Rom. Hist., ch. xii„ pt. L, 1 1*.

or siege,

-Levis:

3. To designate for a specific purpose ; to
name, to fix upon.

"And they appointed Kedesb in Galilee In Mount
Naphtali, . , , And on the other side Jordan by
Jericho eastward, they assigned Beser . .

." [meaning,
named it as a city of refugej.—Josh. xx. 7, &
4. To attribute to ; to allege specifically.
**, ; . and wtth a velocity regulated according to the

law above assigned."—Hersehot: Astronomy, 6th ed.
( 1

- :. •>, i SSI.

B. Technically:

L Law:
1. To transfer to another by means of a

signed document.

2. To apportion ; to allot.

" If the hair or his guardian do not assign her dower
within the term of quarantine, or do assign it un-
fairly, she has her remedy at law, and the sheriff is

appointed to assign it"—Blackstone: Comment., bk.
ii., Ch. 8.

3. To appoint a deputy. [Assiohee.]

4. To set anything forth specifically, or
with the full particulars given. Thus, to
assign error is to show in what part of the
process error is committed ; to assign false

judgment, is to declare how and where the
judgment is unjust ; to assign the cessor, is to
show how the plaintiff had ceased, or given
over ; to assign waste, is to show wherein
especially the waste has been committed.
(Cowel.)

XX Comm. (In the same sense as A. 1, and
B., I. 1.) To sign over to another rights or
property which have hitherto belonged to
one s self. To transfer money or property to
a person by the endorsement of a cheque or
bill, or by a similar document signed.

assign (pi. as-ei'gns) (g silent), j. [From
assign, v.] (Generally in the plural.)

1. Ordinary Language & Law :

* 1. Appendages ; appurtenances.
"... six French rapiers and poniards, with their

assigns, as girdle, hangers, and so. —Shakesp. ; Hamlet,
V. 2.

2. Low: Persons to whom any property is

or may be assigned.

"Afterwards a man seems to have been at liberty
to part with all his own acquisitions, if he had pre-
viously purchased to bim and his assigns by name

;

but if h is assigns were not specified In the purchased
deed, ha was not empowered to aliene. "—Blacistone :

Comment., bk. ii., ch. It.

as-sign'-a-ble (g silent), a. [In Fr. assign-
able.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Able to be assigned, allotted, or given
over as property to an individual named.

2. Able to be specified or pointed out.

"So far as that element is concerned, production
Is susceptible of an Increase without any assignable
bounds."—J. S Mill: PoUt. /Icon., voL i.,bx.i.,cfa. xl,
14

B, Technically:

L Law £ Comm. : Able to be transferred so
as to pass from hand to hand, as an eudorsM
cheque.

IL Matheviatics

:

1. Assignable magnitude or quantity : A
magnitude or quantity which, not being infi-
nite, is capable of being definitely stated

2. Assignable ratio : A ratio capable of such
definite statement.

as-si-gnat (gnat as nyat), s. [Fr.] An
annuity founded on the security of lands.
Specially, French Republican paper money.
When the revolutionary French Assembly of
1790 took the decisive step of disendowing the
church, and appropriating all ecclesiastical
property to the state, the prodigious quantity
of church lands, amounting to about one-third
of the soil of France, thrown upon its hands
could not be disposed of all at once. The
labour of selling it was therefore devolved on
each commune or parish, which was required
to pay the proceeds, when realised, into the
state treasury. Meanwhile the government,
being without adequate revenue, issued paper
money on the security of the funds to be paid
it by the communes. The bonds issued for
the purpose were called assignors. Ulti-
mately over-issue of these paper notes greatly
depreciated their value, so that in the vear
1795, 3,000 instead of about twenty-four of
them were given in change for a louis-d'or.
(Evans Crowe's Hist, of France; Cabiitet Cycltt-

padia, 1831, vol. ii., p, 304 ; voL iii., p. 121.)

as-sig-na'-tlon, s. [In Fr. assignation ; Sp.
asignacion ; Port, assignacao ; Ital. assigno-
zione ; from Lat assignatio =a marking out,
an allotment ; assignatum, supine of assigno.}
[Assign.}

A. Ordinary Language:

L The act of assigning. Specially—

1. The act of transferring property by a
written deed, or in a similar way.

"It could be converted into private property only
by purchase or assignation; and assignation always
proceeded on regular principles, and awarded equal
portions of land to every man."—Arnold : Hist. Horns,
vol. L, ch. xiv., p. 268.

2. The act of making an appointment of
time and place for love-interviews.

" The lovers expected the return of this stated hoar
with as much impatience as if it had been a real
assignation."—Spectator.

XX The state of being assigned.

HX That which is assigned.

"Thatby new instances are not always to be under-
stood new recipes, but new assignations; and of the
diversity between these two."—Macon: Inter, of Sat..
ch. xii., p. 388.

B. Technically:

1. Law £ Comm. : In the same sense as A.,

I. 1. (q.v.).

2. Comm. (In Russia) : A bank-note or bill

;

paper money.

as-Signed (g silent), pa. par. & a. [Assion, v.]

" In their assign'd and native dwelling place."
Shakesp. ; As You Like It, ii. L

as-sig-ne'e (g silent), s. [In Ft, assigns'

=

defendant at law.]

In Law:
1. A person to whom any duty or property

Is assigned. An assignee may be one in deed

or in law. He is the former if appointed by
a person, and the latter if appointed by the

administrators of the law.

2. Assignees in bankruptcy : Persons to

whom a bankrupt's estate is assigned, and in

whom it shall be vested for the benefit of his

creditors. (Blackstone: Comment., bk. iL, ch.

31.)

as-si'gn-er (g silent), s. [Eng. assign ; -er.]

One who or that which assigns. [Asstgnor.1

"The gospel ts at once the assigner of our tasks and
the magazine of oar strength."

—

Dr. B. More: Demy
o/ Piety.

as-si gn-lAg, pr. par. [Assign, -p.]

as-si gn-ment, s. [Eng. assign; -ment. In

Ital. assegnavunto.]

A. Ordinary Language :

J. The act of assigning or of designing any
person or thing to a particular use.

1. The act of assigning or allotting aay
person or tiling to a particular use.

"Triumvirs, for the assignment of lands and_tto*
receipt of names, are appointed."—Le*eis: Early Kern.

Mist., ch. xii., pt. ii., J 8<-

fate, fat, faro, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a, qu = m*\
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* 2. The act of designing anything ; design.

''The second Bulwarks was the Hearing sence,
'Gainst which the eecoml troupe assignment makes."

Spenser: F. Q., II. xt. 10.

II. The state of being assigned.

"I believe the years of assignment are passed spraj
with discontent and imbapiJiiiess."— Darwin: Voyage
round the World, ch. xix.

III. That which is assigned ; also the docu-
ment by which assignment is made, such as

a signed or endorsed cheque or bill, a lease,

fee.

"... to those to whom it has granted a portion of
the revenue, and are indemnified by assignments on
the revenue collectors."—J. S. Mill: /'oiit. Moon.

;

Prelim, Bern., p. 17.

"... on an assignment of hearth money there was
no difficulty In obtaining advances," — Macaulay :

Hist. Bng., ch. x.

B. Technically :

Law, Comm., &c : The act of signing over to
another rights or property which have hitherto
belonged to one's self. [A., I. 1.; III.]

Assignment of estate is a transfer, or making
over to another, of the right a person has in

any estate. It is usually applied to an estate
for life or years. It differs from a lease, for in

a lease he grants an interest less than his
own, reserving to himself a reversion ; while in

an assignment he parts with the whole pro-
perty, which from that time absolutely belongs
to the assignee. (Blackstone : Comment., bk. ii.,

ch. 20.)

as-Slgn-or' (g silent), s. Of the same mean-
ing as Assignee.

"... in assignments he parts with the whole pro-
perty, and the assignee stands to all intents and
purposes in the place of the assignor"—Blackstone

:

Comment., bit. ii., ch. 20.

as^im-fl-a-blT-l'-ty, $. [Eng. assimilable ;

-ity.] Capability of being assimilated. (Oole-

ridge.) (Reid's Diet.)

as Sim -il-a-ble, a. k s. [In Fr. assimilable. ]

A. As adjective: That may be assimilated.

Able to be made in one or more particulars to
resemble something else. (Webster.)

B. As substantive: That which is capable
of being assimilated.

"The spirits of many will find but naked habita-
tions, meeting no assimilable* wherein to re-act their
natures."—Browne: Vulgar Brrours,

as-Sim'-fl-ate, v.t. & i. [In Ger. assimiliren

;

Ft. assimiler ; Sp. asimilar; Port, assimilar ;

Ital. a&simigliare, assimilare : from Lat. as-

similis = similar ; ad — to, and similis= like
;

or from Lat ossimn lo (there is not an assiimilo)

a; to make like, to compare.]

A* Transitive

:

* L Ordinary language :

1. To compare.
" To these 4 brutes, living in this estate,
Foure kinder of men we may assimilate.''

Times Whistle. AT. S. Text Soc. led. Cowper),
Iif ouatuor elementis, 77, 78.

2. To create a likeness between two or more
different things ; to render one thing like

another.

"A ferine and necessitous kind of life would easily
assimilate at least the next generation to barbarism
and ferineness."

—

Hale.
"The downy flakes

Descending, and with never-ceasing lapse
Softly alighting upon .ill below.
Assimilate all objecta." Cowper I Task, iv. att.

3. To convert into a substance identical

with, or at least similar to, that operating
upon it. (II. PhysioL]

" Tasting concoct, digest, assimilate.
And corporeal to incorporeal torn."

Milton : P. L., v. 412.

" Hence also animals and vegetables may assimilate
their nourishment, moist iiourishmenteasuy changing

IT. Animal and Vegetable Physiol. : In the
tame sense as I. 3. (Used of the power pos-

sessed by plants and animals of converting
their appropriate nourishment into portions
of themselves.

)

B. Intransitive

:

I. Ordinary Language : To become similar.

(Followed by the preposition to.)

"With regard to the spelling of native name*, . . .

I have adopted that which assimilates most to the
English pronunciation."

—

Hooker: Himalayan Jour-
nals, vol. t, Preface, p. xviii.

IL Animal and Vegetable Physiol : To be
converted into the substance of an animal or
plant

as-slm-fl-a'-ted, pa. par. k a, [Assimilate,

v.]

as-sim -il-atc-ness, s. [Eng. assimilate;
' -nets.] The quality of being similar to ; like-

ness. (Johnson.)

as sim-ll-a'-ting, j>r. par. [Assimilate, v.]

as sim-Il a -tion, s. [In Daa k Fr. assimila-
tion; Port, assimilacao ; Ital. assimilazione ;

Lat assimulalio — likeness, similarity.]

1. Ordinary Language: The act or process
of assimilating, i.e., of making one being, per-
son, or thing similar to another ; the state of
being so assimilated.

"It la as well the instinct as duty of our nature
to aspire to an assimilation with Gud. even the
most laudable and generous ambition."—Decay of
Pietfr

2. Animal and Vegetable Physiol. : The pro-
cess by which an animal or a plant converts
into textures, identical with its own, such
foreign molecules as are fitted for its nutri-

ment. (Bee Glossary to Owen's Comparative
Anatornj/ of the Invertebrate Animals, 2nd ed.,

1856, p. 669.)
" These two processes, excretion, or the expulsion of

effete particles, and assimilation of substances from
without, are necessarily mutually dependent."—Todd
A Bowman*: Physiol. A not., vol. t; Introd., p. U.

as-slm'-il-a-tilve, adj. [Eng. assimilate;

suff. -ive.] Assimilating ; having the power
of assimilating.

"... an attractive, a retentive, an assimilative, and
an expulsive virtue."— Haketeill : Apology, p. 6.

t as-sim'-il-a-tor-y, a. [Eng. assimilate

;

•ory.] Tending to assimilate. (Webster.}

* aa-sim'- iil-ate, v.t. [Lat. assimulo = (\)

to make like ; (2) to counterfeit ; similis =
like.] To feign, to counterfeit (Johnson.)

* as-sim-ul-a -tlon, s. [Lat. assimulatio —
(1) similarity; (2) Rhet., a feigning that an
audience is unfavourable to the views the
orator expresses when he knows it to be the
very opposite.] A dissembling, a counter-
feiting. (Johnaon.)

t as sine-go, t as I -no go, s. [Sp. k
Fort, asno = an ass. ] An ass, a dolt, a stupid
person.

". . . thou haat no more brain than I have in mine
elbows; an assinego may tutor thee: thou scurvy
valiant ass ! thou art here put to thrash Trojans . . .

—Shakesp. : Troilus and Cressida, ii. L

* as si se, a. [Assize (2).]

as sis -or, s. [Assizer.]

t ass'-lsh, a. [Eng. ass ; suff. -ish.] Asinine.
(Mrs. Couiden Clarke.) (Goodrich and Porter.)

assist', v.t. k i. [In Fr. assister ; Sp. atistir

;

Port, aseistir ; Ital. assistere ; from Lat ossisto

= to stand at or by : ad = to or near ; sisto «
to cause to stand.] Properly, to stand by
one ; hence to help, to aid, to support one,
whether in action or in sorrow.

A. Transitive : In the above sense.

"... that ye assist her in whatever business she
hath need of you."—Bom. xvt 2.

B. Intransitive : To give help or aid.

" Myself assisting In the social Joy."
Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. Iv., 331.

assist -an^e, 5. [In Fr. assistance; Sp. asis-

tencia ; Port assistencia ; Ital. assistenza ; Low
Lat assistentia.] Help, aid ; whatever in the
circumstances will enable one to do his work
more easily or in a shorter time, or will en-
courage him with more fortitude to sustain
his sorrow.

"Let us entreat this necessary assistance, that by
his grace he would lead us."—Bogers.

assist -ant, a. k s. [In Fr. assistant, a. k s.

;

Sp. asistente, s. ; Port, assistent, adj. , assistant,

a. ; Ital. assistente ; from Lat. a&sistens, pr. par.

of assisto.] [Assist.]

A* As adjective : Aiding, helping, auxiliary.

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. zxtt., MW.
B, As substantive : Properly, one who stands

by or attends upon another, an attendant

;

but now the word means one who aids or

helps another in any way.
" Of four assistants who hia labour share.
Three now were absent on the rural care;"

Pope: Homers Odyssey, bk. xiv., 37, 28.

fas-sist ant-lj^, adv. [Eng. assistant; -ly.]

In a manner to assist.

Magnificat, in Sternhold'i Psalms (ed. 1698).

as-sist-or, *. [Eng. assist; -er.] One who
assists; an assistant (Ash.)

as-sist'-ing, pr. par. k a, [Assist.]
** jfineas too demands

Th' assisting forces of his native bauds."
Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. xiii. tit, tlT.

assist-less, a. [Eng. assist, and suffix -less.]

Without assistance. (Poetic.)

" Btupld he stares, and all assistUss stands."
Pope : Homer's Iliad, xvi. B70.

* as sith', * as sy th, v.t [Asseth.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To satisfy.
" Lauchful or evyne pwniscloune
May thaim assith be na reaone."

Hut is Having, bk. i. (ed. Luuiby), 2,391-2.

2. Scots Law : To make compensation for an
injury.

* assith ment (0. Eng.), as-sy th-ment
(Scotches. [O. Eng. assith = to compensate,
and suffix -ment]

* 1. Old Eng. : A weregild, or composition
by a pecuniary mulct.

2. Scotch: Indemnification from persons
injured, without which, in former times,
pardon could not be granted by the king.
(The term assythment is not yet obsolete in
Scots Law.)

"For this reason It was not competent to any one
charged with a crime to plead a remission till he had
given security to indemnify the private party (1467, c.

74 ; 1588, c. 7) ; and in case of slaughter, it behoved the
wife or executors of the deceased who were entitled
to that indemnification, or as it Is called in the style
of our statutes assythment to subscribe letters of
sUina acknowledging that they had received satisfac-
tion, or otherwise to concur In soliciting for the
pardon before It could be obtained (1592)."—Erskine;
Instit., bk. lv„ title Iv.

as si ze (1), 5. A layer of stone, or one of the
cylindrical blocks in a column. The number
of assises in the Great Pyramid was 203.
(Knight's Diet, of Mechanics.)

as -si zc (2), * assise, * assy se, * a si se,
* a-sy'se, * a-sy'ce, s. [In Ger. assisen;

Fr. assises (pi.), from asseoir = to make one sit

down ; O. Fr. assise — a set rate, a tax ; oasis
= set, seated ; assire ^= to set ; Prov. asiza
= (1) an assembly of judges, (2) a decision
pronounced by them, (8) a tax ; Low Lat
assisa, assisia; Class. Lat. assessus = a sitting

by ; assideo — to sit by : ad = to, . . . by,
near, and sedeo — to sit]

A. Ordinary Language

:

"L A formal session or sitting ; or in the
pi., sessions or sittings specially for judicial
purposes.

1. Literally

:

(a) In a general sense: A sitting for any
purpose, as for worship, to hear confessions,

" In dAunger he hadde at his owne assise
The yonge gurles of the dlocise."

Chaucer: C. T., *SW.

% In daunger is = under his jurisdiction.

(b) (Generally pi.) : With the same significa-
tion as that given under B., II. 3.

"Thenceforward his writs ran and his Judges held
assizes in every part of Ireland . . ."—Macaulay:
Hist. Bng., ch. i.

(c) The time or place of holding a judicial
sitting.

"The law was never executed hv any justices of
assise ; but the people left to their own laws. —Da vies :
Ireland.

2. Fig. : The last judgment
The Judging Ood shn.ll close the book of fate,

i there the last aseises keep.And t

Foe those who wake and those who sleep."
Hryden : Mrs. BUUgreW, IW.

TX The result of such judicial or other
sitting.

M. A statute. [B., II. 5.]
* Bttoknen thine seuen wise,
That ban iwrowt ajen the assise."

Seuyn Sages, 2.490. {Boucher.)

*2. A judgment [B., II. 5.]

" Ur elder God did Jhesuw rise,

The quite gie haug with fala asise."

M*. Coll. Med. Bdin., H. lit 12, £ 125 b. {Boucher.)

3. A regulation. [B., II. 5.]

" And on the same asise serned and allowed
Of alio the franchise, that It are was dowed."

Chron. of Bob. de Brunne, p. 77. (Boucher.)

" And after mete the lonlys wyse,
Eueryche yu dywers (lueyntyse.
To daunce went by ryght asyse.

"

Octouian, 81. [Boucher.)

* HX Things assigned ; commodities. [B,,

n. 6.1
" Whan ther conies marchaundise.
With corn, wyn. and stefl, othlr other assise.

Toheore loud any schip."
Alisaunder, 7,074, {Boucher.)

bftl, boy; pout, jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -£&&%

-«lan, tian = shan, tion, sion - shun ; -tion, -slon = rhun. -tious, - sious, clous = shus. -ble, -die, kc = bel, del.
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IV. Their weight or measure ; measure-
ment, dimension. (Now contracted into Size. )

[B., II. 6.]

" Than was it scborter than the auite.
Thrise wroght thai with it on this wise."

The Story of the Holy Rood (ed. Morris), «4S, «4.
" On high hill's top I saw a stately frame,
An hundred cubit* high, by Just attite.

With hundred pillars,

Sperwr : Vitiont of BeUay, ii.

* V. Form, fashion.
" So al watz dubbet on dere atyse.'

K. Bng. AlliL Poemt (ed. Morris), The Pearl, S7.

* VL Service.
" That we may lere hym o( lot a* oure lyste blddes.

As in the asyse of Sodomas to seggez that paasen."

B. Bng. Allit. Poem* (ed. Monti) ; Cleannett, 843-4.

B. Technically :

L Law eft Government: An assembly of

knights and other substantial men met at a

certain place and time for the discharge of

public business. In this sense, the General

Council or Witenagemot of England was
called the General Assize. Glanvil, who
wrote in the reign of Henry II., says it had
never yet been ascertained by the general

assize or assembly, but was left to the custom

of particular counties. (Blackstone : Comm.,

bk. i., ch. 2.)

II. Law:

1. A jury, so called from their sitting to-

gether. Blackstone thinks that jury was the

original meaning of the word assize. The
grand assize, or grand jury, was instituted by
Henry II., and might be appealed to by one
who preferred it to trial by battle.- (Black-

stone: Comm,, bk. Hi., chaps. 10, 22, and 23.)

2. The court which summons together such

a jury by a commission of assize, or ad assisas

capiendas. (Ibid., ch. 10.)

3. The sittings held, by the commission of

the sovereign, at stated intervals, by one or

more judges in the county towns of England,

for the trial of civil and criminal cases.

[See A., I., 1 (&)] The judges sit on such

circuits by virtue of five authorities—the

commission of the peace, that of oyer and
terminer, that of general gaol delivery, that

of assize, and that of nisi prius. The foun-

dation of the present system was laid by
Magna Charts, and by the statute Westm. 2,

13 Edw. I., c. 30. The commission of assize

was so called because it was sent to take the

verdict of a particular kind of assize—that is,

Jury. (Ibid., bk. iii., chaps. 22, 23.)

4. An action at law for recovering the pos-

session of lands. It is applicable to no more
than two species of injury—by ouster, viz.,

abatement [Abatement], and recent or novel

disseisin. [Disseisin.] If the abatement
happened upon the death of the demandant's
father, mother, brother, sister, nephew, or

niece, the remedy is by an assize of mart

d'ancestor; if by that of relatives different

from these, then various other terms are

applied to it. An assize of novel disseisin—

that is, of recent disseisin—does not essen-

tially differ from that now described. These
actions were called writs of assize. (Ibid., bk.

iii., ch. 10.)

1[ A certificate of assize was a second trial

granted when a miscarriage of justice ap-

peared to have occurred. (Blackstone : Comm.,
bk. iii., ch. 24.)

5. A statute or ordinance. [A., II., 1, 2, 3.]

(a) In a general sense : A statute or ordi-

nance of any kind. The assize of arms was
an enactment of Henry II. that each person
should provide anns suitable to his rank,

which on his death should descend to his son
or other heir.

% The assize of the forest meant rules for the
management of the royal forests.

•fl Rents of assize are certain established rents

of the freeholders and ancient copyholders

of a manor, which cannot be departed from
or varied. They are also called quit-rents.

[Quit.] (Blackstone: Comm., bk. ii., ch. 3.)

"
(ft) Spec. ; An ordinance for regulating the

measure and price of the articles sold in the

market ; also one for similarly fixing the stan-

dard weights and measures.

•tf To break the assize of bread is to violate the

laws regulating the sale of bread, as by using

false weights or giving short weight. (Black-

stone: Comm., bk. iv., c. 12.)

6. The articles officially weighed and mea-
sured ; also the standard weights. [A., III.,

TV.]

* m. Chess :

" The long auite, apparently a term of chess, now
disused."—Sir W. Scott.

"And sette he hath the long atite.

And endred beth ther iune

;

The play biginneth to arise,

Tristrem deleth atvinne."
Sir Trittrem, F. J., st. xxx. (8. in Boucher.)

as-si ze, v.t. [From assize, s.]

1. To fix by a legal ordinance the weight,

measure, or price of articles to be exposed for

sale.

* 2. To assess as a tax-payer. (Buners.)

as sized, *as-sised, pa. par. [Assize.]

as-siz-cr, as-si's-er, as-si's-or, aa-

si'z-or, s. [Eng. assize, v. ; -er, or.]

A. Of the forms assizer, assiser, and assisor

(Eng.): An officer who fixes the "assize"—that
is, the weight, measure or price of articles to

be sold.

U Daniel (Hist. Eng., p. 169) 'mentions

"false assisors" among those against whom
the writ of Trailbaston was issued. (Davies.)

B. Of the form assizor (Scots Law) : A juror.

*a8-ad'-ber, *as-sd'-bre (tore as ber),
v.t. [From Fr. sobre = sober.] To sober ; to

make sober ; to keep sober. [Sober.]

"And thus I rede thou attobre,

Thyn heste, in hope of such a grace,"
(tower : Con/. Amant., bk. vi.

as-so-cl-a-bll'-l-t^ (or d as shl), s. [Eng.

associable'; -ity. In Ger. assozidbilitat.] The
quality of being capable of associating to-

gether.

"When dealing with the Attociabtiity of Feelings,

and the AstociabUity of Relations between Feelings.' —
Herbert Spencer: Psychol. (2nd ed.), vol. ii., \ 4M.

as so -ci able (or d as alii), a. [Formed
as if from'a Lat. associabilis, on the analogy of

sociable.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Of persons : Sociable in disposition,

companionable. (Cotgrave, Todd, etc.)

2. Of persons and things : Capable of being

united ;
joined or associated together. (John-

son, etc.)

B. Technically : Capable of being associated

together. Used—

1. (Psychol) Of the feelings.

"... we know feelings to be auociable only by the

proved ability of one to revive another."—Herbert
Spencer ; Psychol, (tod e«L, 1870), voL i., p. 451.

2. (Med.) Of organs of the body in sympathy
with, other organs.

as ad -ci-a-ble-neBS (or ol as shl), s. [Eng.
*
associable; -ness.] Associability. (Webster.)

as so -c>ate (d as shl), v.t. At. [From

the adj. In Fr. associer; 8p. asociar ; Port
associar = to associate.]

A. Transitive:

L Ofpersons:

1. To join with one as a companion, a

friend, a partner, or a confederate ; to associate

a person with one's self in some one of these

relations ; to unite together in friendship or

confederacy, as two persons or parties may do.

" One of our order, to auociate me.
Here in this city visiting the sick.

Shaketp. : Borneo and Juliet, v. 1

"A fearful army, led b" Caius Marcius,
Auociated with Aufldius, rages

Upon our territories."
Shaketp. : Coriolanut, iv. 6.

Auociate yourselves, ye people, and ye shall be

broken in pieces."—/*!. viiL ».

•2. To show sympathy with, by tears or

otherwise, as a sincere associate or friend,

even in one's woe.
" Shed yet some small drops from thy tender spring

Because kind nature doth require it so

;

Friends should auociate friends in grief and wo.
Shaketp. : Titut Andronicut, v. a

U, Of things : To unite, blend, or join to-

gether, as feelings, mental conceptions, or

material substances may do.
" Members of the three great groups of feelings

severally auociate themselves primarily with members
of their own group."—Herbert Spencer : Psychol. (2nd

ed., 1870), voL i., p. 253.

" Native silver is always auociated with gold."—
Graham : Chemittry (2nd ed.), vol. It, p. 843.

•ff Formerly the verb to associate was at

least occasionally followed by to ; now with is

employed. (See the subjoined example and
the examples above.)

" Some oleaginous particles unperceivedly auociated

themselves, to it"—Boyle.

B. Intransitive :

1. Of persons : To keep company (with), to

have Intimate friendship with, to be in con-

federacy with,

"They appear in a manner no way assorted to those
with whom they must auociate."—Burke.

2. Of things: To unite together in action, to

act harmoniously. (The elder Darwin.)

as so 91 ate (or ci as ahi), a. & s. [From
Lat. associatus, pa. par. of associo : ad = to,

and socio = to unite together ; socius = a

partner, a companion.)

A. As adjective

:

J. Ordinary Language

:

1. Of persons

:

(a) United in interest or for the prosecution

of a common purpose ; confederate.

" Amphinomus survey'd th' auociate band."
Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xvl. 367.

(6) United with another in office ; sharing
with another a common office ; as "an asso-

ciate judge."

2. Of things : Acting in common, exerting a
sympathetic influence on each other. [B.]

IX Technically (Med.): Connected by habit

or sympathy, as associate motions, such as

occur sympathetically in consequence of pre-

ceding motions. (The elder Darwin.) (Web-
ster's Diet.)

B. As substantive:

L Ordinary language

:

1. Of persons

:

(1) A companion, a mate ; one whom a
person keeps company with.

"' Sole Eve, auociate sole, to me beyond
Compare, above all living creatures dear.*

Milton: P. L.. bk. is.

"How dull! to hear the voice of those
Whom rank or chance, whom wealth or power.

Have made, though neither friends nor foes.

Associates of the festive hour."
Byron : Hours of Idleness.

(2) A partner in some office or enterprise.

(a) In a good, or at least an indiffertmt

sense : A comrade, a partner, &c.
" I call'd my fellows, and these words address'd :

My dear associates, here indulge your rest"
Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. ix.. 199, 300.

(b) In a bad sense : An accomplice.

"Their leas scrupulous associate* complained bitterly

that the good cause was betrayed."—Macautay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xv.

2. Of things : A concomitant.

"Good health, and. Its auociate in the most,

Good temper." Covsper : Taik, bk. L

B. Technically: One who holds a certain

honorary title in connection with the Royal

Academy or any similar, institution. The

dignity of associate is inferior to that of

academician. Its abbreviation is A.

It A.R.A. is = Associate of the Royal Aca-

demy; A.R.8.A. is = (l) Associate of the

Royal Society of Arts, or (2) Associate of the

Royal Scottish Academy.

as-so -elated (ord as shX), pa. par. & a.

[Associate, v.]

" With strictly social animals the feeling will bs

more or less extended to all the associated members.
—Darwin : Detoent of Man, pt i., ch. iii.

as -so -91 ate -ship (ord as shi), s. [Eng.

associate, and suff. -ship.]

1. The state of one associated with another

person, or with a party, or sharing with some

one else a common office.

" And that under the present system, rising men
were hardly ever admitted to atmociateship until they

were past the age at which the recognition ol tM
Academy could be of service to them. —Sir Charles

/Hike : Speech in Parliament ; Timet, April 10, 1877.

2. The position or dignity of being an asso-

ciate, [Associate, s., II.]

as-ao -9I a-ting (or ol as shl), pr. par-

[Associate, v.]

as so 91 a tion (or d as shl), s. (*n Ger.

* & Fr. association ; Sp. asociacion ; Port, asso-

ciacao.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of associating, uniting, or joining

together.

1. Of persons, or other beings capable of

action:

-P. Cuvler has observed that all animals that

readily enter into domestication consider man as*

member of their own society, and thus fulnl tneu

instinct of association."—Darwin: \oyage rouna um

World, ch. viii., p. 140.

late, fat, faro, amidst, what, taSX, father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or. wore, wolfi work, who, son : mute. cub. cure, unite, our, rale. fuU j try,

pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, p8*»

Syrian, as, oe=e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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2. 0/ things:
".

. . his !iu»u's: mental powers, in association with
his extraordinarily-developed brain."—Oven: Classif.

if Mammalia, p. 49.

II. The state of being so associated, united,
or joined together. (Used of beings, of per-

sons, or of things.

)

1. Of beings or persons

:

" Self-denial it a kind of holy associat ion with God :

and, by making you hi* partner, interests you In all

bis happiness, —Boyle.

"... those animala which were benefited by living
In close association."—Darwin : Descent of Man, pt. L,
eh. iii.

2. Of things. [B. L]

IIL An aggregate of persons or things asso-

ciated together.

1. Of persons : A society of any kind ; per-

sons in union with each other for any purpose,
civil or ecclesiastical, political or non-politi-

cal. [B. 2.]

"The Association also holds itself liable to print In
detail those researches on particular points of Inquiry
which it has requested individuals or societies to
undertake."—Brit. Auoc. Rev., vol. t (tod ed., 163S),

p.vilL

2. Of things : An aggregate of things so
associated together, as mental conceptions
with each other, a mental feeling or thought
with nerve action, or material substances
with each other.
" We may build more iplendid habitations,
Fill our rooms with paintings and with sculpture*,

But we cannot
Buy with t:uld the old associations."
LongfeUote : Bird* of Passage, {Golden Milestone).

" Here a name of noble Intellectual associations. .
."

—TyndaU: Frag, of Science (3rd ed.J, xii. «».

IV. A contract containing the rules or
articles by which persons uniting with each
other mutually pledge themselves to carry out
the common objects of their society.

"He. . . had been the author of thsA Association
by which the Prince's adherents had bound themselves

". . . was forced to content himself with dropping
the Association into a flower-pot which stood In a
parlour near the kitchen."—Ibid., eh. xviii.

B. Technically

:

1. Mental and Moral Philosophy

:

(a) Association of ideas : The connection in
the mind, especially in matters relating to
memory, between two ideas, so that one tends
to recall the other. If, for example, on walk-
ing out, one come to a spot where on a
previous occasion something exciting hap-
pened, the sight of the place will almost cer-
tainly recall the occurrence. Dugald Stewart
considers that the ideas which tend to suggest
each other are those connected together by
resemblance, analogy, contrariety, vicinity in

time or in place, the relation of cause and
effect, of means and of end, or of premises
and conclusion.

" Association of ideas Is of great importance, and
may be of excellent use."

—

Watts.

(6) The association of feelings is a similar
connection among the feelings.

"... the ultimate law to which the association of
feelings conforms." — Herbert Spencer; Psychology,
2nd ed. (1870), vol. i., p. 352.

2. Science, Literature, etc. :

The word Association, though not so com-
mon as Society, is still in general use in the
sense detailed under A., III. 1. A well-
known association in Britain is fully and for-

mally designated " The British Association for

the Advancement of Science," but it is gene-
rally called simply "The British Association."
At its first meeting, that held in York on
the 27th of September, 1831, the Rev. William
Vernon Harcourt thus denned its aims :

—

ment of Science, having for its objects, to give a
stronger impulse and more systematic direction to
scientific inquiry, to obtain a greater degree of national
attention to the objects of science, and a removal of
those disadvantages which impede Its progress, and to
promote the intercourse of the cultivators of science
with one another and with foreign philosophers.*'—
Brit. Assoc. Reports, vol. 1., tod ed. (1895), p. 22.

The British Association has since greatly
developed, having now (1879) about 4,000
members. It is divided into the following sec-

tions :—Section A. Mathematics and Physics ;

B. Chemistry and Mineralogy ; C. Geology ;

D. Biology ; E. Geography and Ethnology

;

F. Statistics ; G. Mechanical Science. These
sections are again divided into what till 1865
were called sub-sections, but have since been
termed departments. (Brit. Assoc. Rep., 1877,

p. xxxvi.) The association meets, on invita-

tion being sent to it, in any of the larger
towns or cities (London excepted) which can
give it accommodation, doing its best at each

place to communicate an impulse towards the

cultivation of science which may continue to

operate after it has gone.

as-so-cl-a'-tion-al, a. [Eng. association;
'

-al.] Pertaining to the act or state of associa-

tion, or to persons or things associated ; per-

taining to associationism (q.v.).

as so-cl-a'-tion-fsm, s. [Eng. association';

ism.]

Philos. : The doctrine of the association of

ideas. [Association, B. 1 (a).]

aft-so-cl- a'-tion-ist, 5. [Eng. association
' (ism); -ist.] (1) An adherent or supporter of
associationism (q.v.); (2) A member of an
association.

as-so 91 a -tive (or 9I as shl), a. [Eng.

associate); -iw.] Possessing the quality of
associating. (Coleridge.) (Reid.

)

aj-H»d'-cI-a-t$r (or c* as shi), s. [Eng. asso-

ciate ; -or.'] One who associates with others

for any purpose.

"In Westminster there were thirty-seven thousand
associators. in the Tower Hamlets eight thousand. In
Southwark eighteen thousand."— Macaulay .- Hist.

Kng., ch. xxi.

*as-s6il' (1), v.t. [From Lat. ad=to, and

Eng. soil. In Fr. souiller = to soil, to defile.]

[Soil.] To soil ; to stain.

"... and what can he be.
Can with unthankfulness assoUe me.

Bsaum. A Ftetch, ; Q. of Corinth, ill. 1. {Richardson.)

* as soil (2), * as soil e, * assoyl, * as
sbyl e, * as so le, * a-soil e, * asoyle
(0. Eng.), as-soil zie, * as soil -yie (zi

as yi) (0. 'Eng. & Mod. Scotch), v.t. [O. Fr.
assoiler, assaurre, assaudre, assoldre, absoiler,

absouldre ; from Port, assolvar ; Ital. assolvere

;

Lat. absolve = (1) to loosen from, (2) to free

from, (3) to acquit, (4) to pay off, (5) to finish :

aft = from, and solvo= to loosen, to untie.]

[Absolve.]

A. Of the Old English forms assoil, da:
1. To let loose, to set free ; to deliver.

" Till from her bonds the spright assoiled Is."

Spenser: F. Q., I. x. S3.

2. To absolve a sin, or fault, or error ; or to
absolve a person from a charge, to acquit him.

" Well meeting how their errour to assoyle."

Spenser : F. $., IV. vl. 25.

"The Pape them atsoled."— Chron. of Rob. de
Brunne, p. 208. (S. in Boucher.)

" When he was asoyled of the Pope."
Langtoft : Chron., p. 1. {Boucher.)

a To pay.
" Till that you come where ye your vowes assoyle."

Spenser I Daphnaida, vii.

4. To remove.
n that it

Spenser: F. Q.,

B. Of the Scotch forms assoilzie, * assoilyie :

1. Scots Law : To acquit or absolve by sen-

tence of a court.

"... for non-payment of a feu duty, ... in whllk
the defender was assoilzied,"—Scott : Waverley, ch.
xlviii.

2. To absolve from ecclesiastical censure.

* as soil e, -. [Assoil, v.] Confession.

"When we speak by way of riddle, of which the
sense can hardly be picked out but by the parties' own
auoile."—Puttenham, iii. 157. (/fares.)

* as-soiling, * as soil lyng, 'as-sbyl-
inge, * a-sd"yl -yn, pr. par. & $. [Assoil,
v.]

As substantive : Absolution.
" And to sywi this mansiuge, and the assoyUnge al

so, we assigneth the bissop of Winchestre to. —Robert
of Qloucest. : Chron., p. 502. {S. in Boucher.)
" Asoylyn of synnys."—Prompt. Pan.
" For curs wol slee right as assoillyng saveth."

Chaucer : The Prologue, 668.

as soil ment, 3. [O. Eng. assoil, and Eng.

stiff, -ment.] The act of assoiling ; absolution.
(More.) (Speed.)

assoilzie (z silent), * assoil -yie, v.t.
'
[Assoil (2), B.]

as soil -zied (z silent), pa. par. [Assoil (2),
B.]

assoil zing (* silent), pr. par. [Assoil (2),
B.]

as son ance, s. [In Dan. assonants; Ger.

assonanz; Fr. assonance; Sp. asonanda; ItaL
assonanza.]

Rhetoric ct Poetry : A term used when tha
words of a phrase or of a verse have the same
sound or termination, and yet do not properly
rhyme. (Johnson.

)

as son-ant, adj. & s. [Fr. assonant ; Sp.
asonante (s.) ; Lat. assonans, pr. par. of assono
or adsono = to sound to ; ad = to, and sono =
to sound.]

A. As adjective: Sounding so as to resemble
another sound. (Johnson.)

Assonant Rhymes: Verses not properly rhym-
ing. [Assonance.] They are deemed legiti-

mate in Spanish, but in English are considered
blemishes in composition.

B. As substantive : Spanish verses not pro-

perly rhyming. [See the adj.1

assoilzie, v.t. [Essoin.]

assort, v.t. &t [Fr. assortir = (l) to sort,
*
(2) to match ; Ital. assortire — to sort, to
choose by lot.] [Sort.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To arrange or dispose in such a way that
one person or thing will suit another, to
match ; to adapt one person or thing to
another.

"They appear . . . no way assorted to those with
whom they must associate."—Burke.

2. To distribute into sorts ; arrange things
of the same kind into different classes, or into
bundles, heaps, Ac.

3. To furnish with articles so arranged,
[Assorted. ]

B. Intrans. : To suit, to agree, to match

;

to be in congruity or harmony with.

* as-sci rt, s. [Assort, v.]
" Sit down here by one assort."

Sir Ferumbras. {Ellis, vol. ii.) {Richardson.)

as-sb rt-ed, pa. par. & a. [Assort, v.]

"To be found In the well-assorted warehouses of dis-
senting congregations."—Burke.

as-sb rting, pr. par. [Assort.]

as-sb rt ment, s. [Eng. assort; -ment. In
Dan. assortement ; Fr. assortiment ; Ital. assorti-

msmto.]

L The act of assorting, or disposing in a
suitable manner ; the state of being assorted.

II. The aggregate of things assorted. Sped'
ally—

1. Quantities of various articles, each ar-

ranged separately from the rest and put in its

own proper place.

2. Particular varieties of the same article,

so selected as to match with each other ; or
various articles so selected that each is har-
monious or in keeping with the other.
" "Tts a curious assortment of dainty regales.
To tickle the negroes with when the snip a
Fine chains for the neck, and a cat with nine tails."

Cowper : Sweet Meat has Sour Sauce,
"

. . . also a fine assortment of Azalea indica, . .
."—

Advt., Times, 30th Nov.. 187S.

"The above assortments are easily displayed, and
have full instructions for firing on each article."—
Advt., Times, 4th Nov., 1875.

* as sot , v.t. [Fr. assoter = to infatuate with

a passion.]

1, To besot, to infatuate ; to cause to dote
upon. [Besot. ]

" That monstrous errour which doth some asset."

Spenser; F. Q., II. r. 1
2. To bewilder.
" Assotted had his sence, or dazed was his eye."

Spenser: F. Q., IIL viil 21

* as-sot , a. [Assot, v.] Infatuated ; foolish.
" Tho wtllye, I wene thou bee assot."

Spenter ; Sheph. Cat., IIL

* as sot -ted, pa. par. & a. [Assot, v.t.}

* as-sby le, v.t. [Assoil.]

* as soy led, pa. par. [Assoil.]

* as-sbyl -Inge, pr. par. & s. [Assoil, ».]

* as soy ne, * as sbi n, * as soy gne
(g silent), * a-sby'ne, s. [Essoin, s.]

4 as-sby ne, v.t. [Essoin, 5. & v.]

* as spy e, o.t. [Espv.)

as sua de (sua as swa), v.t. [Pref. as- »
ad- intens. and Lat. suadeo.] To urge persua-

sively.

"A chance of assuading bis own better Judgment
on the multitude."— Annual Resists, it. 2«0.

tsfJK&J
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gs suage (sua a* swa), as-swage', v.t.

& i. [0. Fr. assouager, as if from Lat. assua-

via : Lat ad = to, and suavis — sweet, agree-

able.]

JL> Transitive:

L Of anything in the arrangements of nature

which is extreme: To temper, to allay, to miti-

gate.
" Refreshing winds the summers heate assuage,

And kindly warmth disarms the winter's rage.
Addison.

IL Of human feeling or emotion

:

L Ofpain, woe, fear, or aught else depressing

to the mind : To mitigate, to soothe, to allay,

partly to remove.
" Unless he could assuage the woe
Which be abhorr'd to view below '

Byron : The Prisoner of Chilton, i. 4.

2, Of the exciting emotions, and specially of

anger, hatred, Ac. : To appease, to pacify, to

diminish, to allay.
" It's eath his ydle fury to asswage."

Spenser: F. Q., II. It. IL
* On me, on me your kindled wrath assuage.

And bid the voice of lawless riot rage."

Pope : Homer't Odyssey, bk. ii. 81, 82.

B. Intransitive : To abate, to subside.

"And God made a wind to pass over the earth, and
the waters assuaged."—Sen, viil. L

assuaged (sua as swa), t as-swaged,
* a-swa'ged, pa. par. [Assuace, v.t.]

as - sua ge - merit (sua as swa), * as
" swa ge-ment, s. [Eng. assuage ; -ment.)

The act of assuaging ; the state of being as-

suaged ; mitigation, abatement.
" Tell me, when shall these weary woes have end.

Or, shall their ruthless torment never cease,

But all my days in pining languor spend.
Without hope of assuagement or release."

Spenser: Sonnets.

as sua ger (sua as swa), *. [Eng. assuage;
'

-er.] One who or that which assuages.

fas sua-sive (sua as swa), a. [Formed
'from assuade (q.v.) on model of persuasive.}

Persuasive, soothing,
" If in the breast tumultuous Joys arise,

Musicic her soft assuaswe voice supplies."
Pope : St. Cecilia.

• as-sub'-Ju-gate, v.t. [Lat ad = to, and
subjugate.]

' To subjugate to, to subject to.

" This thrice worthy and right valiant lord

Must not so stale his palm, nobly acquired

:

Nor, by my will, assubjugate his merit."
Shakesp. : TroUus * Orestida, it

as suM -He (6 silent), v.t. [Subtle.] To
render subtle, (Puttenham : Eng. Poesie, bk.

Hi., ch. xviii.

t as-sue-fac -tion (ue as we), s. [Lat as-

suefacio — to accustom to, from assuetus =
accustomed : ad, and suesco= to become accus-

tomed to, and Jado = to make.] The state of

being accustomed.
" Right and left, as parts inaervient unto the motive

faculty, are differenced by degrees from use and astuc-

faction, or according whereto the one grows stronger."
—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

t as - sue tude (u© as wS), s. [In Ital. assue-

tudine; Lat assuetudo.) Accustomedness,
custom, habit

" We tee that assuetude of things hurtful doth make
them lose the force to hurt."—Bacon : Ifat, Bitt., f «7.

assume, v.t. St i. [In Fr. assumer; Sp.

asumirse; Port assumir; Ital. assumere. From
Lat assume — to take to : ad — to, and sumo
=: to take up.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To take to one's self.

(1) To take to one's self that which is one's

own, or anything held in common of which
one has the right to make use. Used—

(a) Ofman or other real or imaginary being

:

"Twer* new indeed, to see a bard all Are,

Touch'd with acoal from Heaven, aM«m«theiyre.
Cowper : Table Talk.

"His majesty might well assume the complaint and
expression of King David."—Clartnda n.

"Trembling they stand, while Jove auumet the

throne." Pope; Earner's Iliad, bit. 1., CM.

(b) Fig.: Of nature or any other thing as

contradistinguished from a person or being

:

11 Nature, assuming a more lovely face.

Borrowing a beauty from the works of grace.

Cowper: Retirement.

(2) To take to one's self what one is not en-

titled to ; it being eminently characteristic of

those who " assume " or take to themselves

anything that they take too much.

"... assumes or usurps the ascendancy."—Dryden:
The Hind and Panther, ii. Note.
" Art girt about by demons, who assume
The words of God, and tempt us with our own
Dissatisfied and curious thoughts . .

."

Byron : Cain, i. 1.

t (3) To adopt or receive into a society.

" The sixth was a young knight of lesser renown and
lower rank, assumed into that honourable company."
—Scott. {Goodrich and Porter.)

2. To take upon one's self, to arrogate to

one's self authority.
" With ravish'd ears.

The monarch hears,
Attumet the god,
Affects to nod.

And seems to shake the spheres.

"

Dryden: Alexander1
! Feast.

II. Technically

:

Logic : To take anything for granted without
proof. This may be done either through in-

advertence or because what is assumed is

really axiomatic.
" In every hypothesis something is allowed to be

assumed."

—

Boyle.

"... we must not therefore assume the liberty of

setting aside well-ascertained rules of historical evi-

dence?—Lewis : Early Rom. Bitt., ch. viiL, J L

B. Intransitive

:

1. Ordinary Language: To be arrogant or

pretentious ; to claim more than is one's due.

2. Law : To undertake an obligation of any
kind, as by a verbal or other promise to do
anything.

as SU med, -pa. par. & a. [Assume.]

As participial adjective

:

1. Gen. : In senses corresponding to those

of the verb.
".

. . the assumed uniformity of the exciting

causes . .
."—Darwin: Descent of Man, voL 1, pt. i.,

ch. iv.

2. Spec. : Pretended, hypocritical
" ' Disastrous news !* dark WyclifTe said ;

Assumed despondence bent bis head.
While troubled Joy was in his eye.

The well-feigned sorrow to belie."
Scott j Rokeby, 1. II

"Brutus now throws off his assumed character, . .
."

—Lewis: Marty Rom. Hist., ch. xi., $ 87.

* as-su'-ment, s. [Lat. assumentum, from

assuo = to sew on, to put a patch on : ad — to,

and suo — to sew.] A patch.

"This astument or addition Dr. Marshal says he
never could find anywhere but in this Anglo-Saxonick
translation."—Lewis : Hist. Eng. Bibles, p. 9.

as-BU'-mer, s. [Eng. assume ; -er.] One who
*
takes to himself more than he is entitled to,

or takes upon himself what he has no right or

is unable to do ; a pretender ; also a woman
who does so.

" Can man be wise in any course in which he is not
ssietoot Butcan these high ossumers, and pretenders

to reason, prove themselves so ?"—South.

as sum-iig, pr. par., a., & *. [Assume.]

A. As pres. participle-: In senses correspond-

ing to those of the verb.

B. As adjective : Pretentious, arrogant, pre-

sumptuous, self-confldent
" His haughty looks, and his assuming air,

The son of Lris could no longer bear. Dryden.

C As substantive: Assumption, presump-

tion.
"The vain assumings

Ot tome, quite worthies* of her [Foeay'sJ sovereign

wreaths.'' B. Jonson : Poetaster.

* as-su m ing-ness, s. [Eng. assuming;

'-ness.] Assumption, presumption.

"Dyslogistic—via., . . . M. Haughtiness. IS. As-

sumingness. 1*. Arrogance."—Bowring : Benthams
Works, vol. I-, p. 201.

as-sump'-sit, s. [Lat. 3 person sing, pret
*
of assumo. Lit. — he has taken to or upon
(him).]

Law:
L A verbal promise made by any one, or

which he may injustice be held to have more
or less directly made. [See No. 2.] In the

former case the assumpsit or promise is said

to be explicit, and in the latter, implied. One
may actually promise to pay a sum of money
or build a house by a certain day, in which
case the promise is deemed explicit, and an

action lies against him if he violate his verbal

engagement. Certain contracts are, however,

so important that the law requires them to

be in writing. Implied promises are such as

the following:—A person, when in want of

certain articles, is in the habit of obtaining

them at a certain shop. Having done so, it is

not legally competent for him to turn round

on the shopman and say, " Prove that I ever

promised to pay for the articles I received.

"

The law rightly judges that if there was not

an explicit, there was at least an implied

promise to pay for the goods, else the shop-

man would not have given them. So also if a
person contract to build a house, and erecting

ft in defiance of the principle of gravity, see

it tumble to pieces before his eyes, he is not

allowed to plead that he knew nothing of

building. His having taken the contract is

held to imply that he gave himself out as com-
petent to perform the work which he under-

took to do.

"... the assumpsit or undertaking of the defen-

dant ... A third species of implied assumpsits is

. . ."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk. Iii., ch. 9.

2. An action at law brought for the enforce-

ment of such a promise, express or implied.

(Blackstone : Comnx. )

* as-sumpt , v.t. [From Lat. assumptus, pa.

par. of assumo.] [Assume.] To take up.

"The souls of such their worthies as were departed
from human conversation, and were assumpted into

the number of their gods."—Sheldon : Mxrades of

Antichrist, p. 116.

* as-sumpt, s. [In Port, assumpto ; ItaL

assunto. From Lat. assumptum, neuter of

assumptus, pa. par. of assumo.] [Assume.]
Anything assumed.

" The sum of all your assumpts, collected by your-
self, is this."—Chillingworth : Ans. to Charity maint.
by Cath., p. 60.

as-sump'-tion, * as-sump-ci-on, a [In

Fr. assomption ; O. Fr. assumption; Sp. asun-

cion; Port, assumpcao ; Ital. assunzione; Lat
assumptio, from assumptum, sup. of assumo.]

[Assume.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

i. The act of assuming or taking to, up,

upon, or for granted.

1. The act of taking to or upon one's self, or

taking up, or adopting.

"The personal descent of God himself, and his as-

sumption of our flesh to his divinity. . .
."—Ham-

mond: Fundamentals.
"Now, war with China must mean the acquisition

of territory and the assumption of immediate political

power."— J'ime*, Nov. 10, 1876.

[See also B., I. 1.]

2. The act of taking for granted without

proof.
" By showing that by the assumption of this won-

derful intangible tether all the phenomena of optics

are accounted for."—Tyndall: Frag, of Science (Jird

ed.), ix. 223.

IX The state of being assumed in any of the

ways now mentioned.
" Adam, after a certain period of years, would have

been rewarded with an assumption toeternal felicity.

— Wake.
"These, by way of assumptum under the two general

apositions, are intrinsically and naturally good or
."—Harris.

TTT. A thing or things assumed. Spec., a

thing taken for granted without proof. (Fol-

lowed by that.)

"... possible to keep a compact based on the as-

sumption that Turkey either would or could behave-

like a civilised State."—Times, Nov. 9, 1876.

B. Technically

:

I. Theol, Church Hist, dV. According to the

Greek and Roman Churches :

1. The taking of the Virgin Mary up into

heaven.
"Upon the feast of the ossumprton of the blessed

Virgin, the pope and cardinals keep the vespera"—
StiUingfteet.

2. In an elliptic sense: The festival com-

memorating this alleged occurrence. It is

kept by the Roman and Greek Churches on

the 15th of August The English Church does

not observe the festival, being dissatisfied

with the evidence that the event which it

commemorates ever took place.

II. Scots Law. A deed of assumption : A
deed executed by a trustee or trustees under a

deed of settlement, appointing and associating

with themselves a new trustee or new trustees.

LTL Her. : Arms of assumption are those

which a person may, in certain circumstances,

legitimately assume. They are now distin-

guished from assumptive arms. [Assumptive.]

IV. Logic:

1. The minor or second proposition in a

categorical syllogism.

f 2. The consequence drawn from the major

and minor. (Dyche.)

3. Anything taken for granted without

proof or postulate. [A., III.]

"There are, however, geologists who maintain that

this is an assumption, based upon a partial knowledge

of the facta"—Owen : Classif. of the Mammalia, p. S3-

fiUe, Ait, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolt work, who\ sin; mute, ouh, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pH

Syrian. 83, ce = e. ey= a. qu = fcw.
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&S -sump'-tive, a, [Fr. assomptif; Port.
aesumptivo; from Lat. assumptivus.) Which
is assumed, or which may be assumed ; capable
of being assumed.

Heraldry. Assumptive Arms

:

* 1. Originally : Arms which had been as-

sumed in a legitimate way.
"

. . . in Heraldry, assumptive arms are such as a
person has a title to bear, by virtue of some action
done or performed by him, which by birth he could
uot wear; as if a person that has naturally no coat
should, in lawful war, take a prince or nobleman
prisoner, he has from that time a right to bear the

>f such prisoner, by virtue of that military law,
Unt the dominion of things taken in lawful war
passes to the conqueror."—Dyche : Diet. (1758).

2. Now: Arms assumed without proper
authority ; those legitimately taken being
willed arms of assumption, and not assumptive
arms. (Gloss, of Her., 1847.)

as-sump'-tlve-ly^ adv. [Eng. assumptive ;

-ly.\ By means of an assumption. (Webster.)

assiiranije, * as sur dunce (stir as

Shiir), s. [Fr. assurance, from assurer = to
render sure; stir = O. Fr. seur, segur ; Lat.
securus — (1) free from care; (2) free from
danger, safe, secure : se (old form of sine) =
apart from, without ; cum = care.] [Assecu-
rance, Assure, Secure, Sinecure, Sure.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. The act of assuring or insuring.

(i.) The act of imparting to another, who
s distrustful or anxious, grounds on which
confidence may be based, or of actually in-

spiring him with confidence itself. (Lit. <£

fig-)
" But, lordes. wol ye maken assuraunce.
As 1 scfaal say. assentyuft to my lore?
And I schal make us sauf for evermore."

Chaucer: C. T., 4,7*1.
" Not a house but seems

To give assurance of content within."
» Wordneorth : gzcurtion, bk. v.

(it.) The act of "insuring one's life." [A.,
II- 3.1

2. The state of being assured, or being in-
sured.

(i.) The state of being assured.

(a) The state of receiving statements, de-
signed to inspire confidence either with re-
spect to one's personal security or any other
matter which else would be doubtful.

" We bave aa groat assurance that there is a God, as
we could expect to have, supposing that he were."—
Tillotton.

H To take assurance from an enemy : To
submit on condition of receiving protection.
{Scotch.)

(6) Finn belief in such statements, un-
wavering conviction.

"Such an assurance of things as will make men
careful to avoid a lesser danger, ought to awaken men
to avoid a greater."— Tillotton,

(c) Confidence, trust, produced by such con-
viction.

'* Thou shalt fear day and uight, and shalt have
none usruranee of thy life . , ."—Beat, xxviii. M.
" And the work of righteousness shall be peace ; and

the effect of righteousness quietueas and assurance
for ever."—/iu. xxxli. 17.

IT To make assurance doubly sure : To take
steps which seem much more than sufficient
to remove every cause of apprehension, and
produce tranquil confidence.

'

™"f*"
Then Iive

- Mft0"uff : "hat need I fear of thee.
But yet I'll make assurance doubly turn."

Shakesp. ; Macbeth, iv. l.

(d) The confidence produced by comparing
one's self with others. This may be moderate,
and therefore legitimate; indeed, it may be
only the absence of false modesty or over-
bashfulness.

''Men whose consideration will relieve our modesty,
and give us courage and assurance in the duties of oar
profession."—Rogers.
" With all th' assurance innocence can bring.
Fearless without, because secure within."

Dryden.
Or it may be immoderate and become for-
wardness or impudence.

" This is not the grace of hope, bat a good natural
assurance or confidence, which Aristotle observes
young men to l»e full of. and old men not so inclined
to. —Hammond.
Or again it may be supported by a feeling
of duty, and become intrepidity or fortitude,
Which is highly commendable.

"They, like resolute men, stood in the face of the
breach with more assurance than the waU itself."—
KnotUs.

(ii.) The state of being insured. (A., II. 3.]

3. That which is designed to render a person
or thing assured or insured.

(i.) That which is designed to assure a
person, or inspire him with confidence.

" Assurances of support came pouring in daily from
foreign courts."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xx.

"... the answer returned to these affectionate as-
surances was not perfectly gracious. "—Ibid., ch. xxili

(ii.) That which is intended to insure a
person or his life, or, more truly, his property.
[A., II. 3.]

" An assurance being passed through for a competent
nne, hath come back again by reason of some over-
sight"—Bacon.

IX Technically

;

1. Theology: The unwavering conviction,
divinely produced, that one is now acceptable
to God, and will, through the mediation of
Christ, at last infallibly attain to heavenly
felicity.

'• And we desire that every one of you do shew the
same diligence to the full assurance of hope unto the
end."—Beb. vi. ii.

"Though hope be indeed a lower and leaser thing
than assurance, yet as to all the purposes of a pious
life, it may prove more useful."—gouth.

2. Law: The conveyance of lands or tene-
ments by deed ; legal evidence of the convey-
ance of property. The legal evidences of this
translation of property are called the common
assurance of the kingdom, whereby every
man's estate is assured to him. (Blackstone's
Comment., II. 294.)

3. Arithmetic, Comm., Insurance, Ac. : The
act of " insuring " a person's life ; the state
of being insured ; also a contract between a
person on the one hand and a company on the
other, by which the former agrees to pay a
stipulated sum at fixed times, and the latter
promises a certain amount to be given over
to his heirs in the event of his dying during
the period for which he has paid. The sum for
which the individual insured becomes respon-
sible is called the premium. If given all at once
it is called a single premium ; if at the com-
mencement of each year, an annual premium.

While the time of a single person's death is

not ascertainable beforehand by man, the per-
centage of deaths out of 10,000, or 100,000, or
a million, is wonderfully fixed, the variations
becoming less as the number from which the
percentage is calculated grows greater. It
may, therefore, become the subject of arith-
metical and algebraical calculation. [Annui-
ties, Life, Expectation.]

To find the present value of $100, to be paid at

the end of the year in which the assurer, A, dies

:

Find the present valne of an annuity of $1 for
the life of A. If this be called a, then {a + 1)
multiplied by the present value of Si doe a
year hence, with a subtracted from the result,

and the remainder then multiplied by 100, will

give the sum required. Or, find A's expecta-
tion of life, and calculate the present value of
$100 that number of years hence.

To find the annual premium which would fur-
nish such a sum on the death of A : Divide the
present value of $100, as ascertained in the
previous paragraph, by the present value of
an annuity of 91 for the same time.
1 The business of Assurance or Insurance

. has grown enormously during the present
century. The amount of life insurance now
in force in the United States is more than
59,000,000,000. Assessment or Co-operative In-
surance has had an enormous development
within recent years.

B. Attributively : Pertaining to assurance
of lives, more rarely of insurances against firs,

as the " Standard Life Assurance Company,
" Hand in Hand Fire and Life Assuranm
Society."

* as sur an cer (stir as shiir), s. [Eng.
assuranc(e) ; -er. ] One who makes great pro-
fessions. (N.E.D.)

as sur -ant (sur as shiir), s. [Eng. as-

sur(e); Ami.] One who takes out a policy of
insurance. (N.E.D.)

as sure, * a sure (sur as shiir), v.t.

[In Ger. assecuriren, assekuriren. Dut. oe-
sureeren; Fr. assurer; Old Fr. asseiirer,

aseiirer; Sp. asegurar; Port, assegurar ; Itel.
assecurare ; Low Lat. assecuro, from ad = to,

and securus= free from care or from danger.]
[Assurance, Assecure.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

I. To adopt means for inspiring belief or
confidence.

1. To make one's self sure ; or to make
promises or statements, once or repeatedly,
with the design of inspiring another person
with belie.'' or confidence.
" But whence they sprong, or how they were begott,
Uneath Is to assure . . . —Spenser : F. Q., II. x. &

*' Avaux assured Louvois that a single French butt*
lion would easily storm such a fastness."

—

Macaulay :

BUt. Bug., ch. xU.

* 2. To betroth.
" This drudge, diviner laid claim to me ; called me

Droiuio; swore I was assured to her."—a/iakesp. .-

Comedy of Errors, iii. 2.

3. To render property or any other desirable
acquisition secure to one ; to impart an indis-
putable title to certain property. To confirm,
to guarantee.

, then he shall add the fifth part of the money

4. To insure, as a life in an Insurance office.

"One pound ten shillings per annum on the sum
assured.' ~Advt. of an Insurance Office,

IL Actually to inspire belief or confidence.

1. To convince.
"

. . assur'd that man shall live
With all the creatures, and their seed preserve.'

Milton: P. L., bk. XL

2. To embolden ; to render confident
" His heigh astate assured him In pryde

;

But fortune cast him doun, and ther he lay.

"

Chaucer: c. T., 15,67*&
" And hereby we know that we are of the truth, and

shall assure our hearts before him."—) John iii. Ift.

B. Comm. , Insurance, dtc. : To insure one
against some of the pecuniary consequences
to his family which death would otherwise
produce [Assurance, II. 8], or to insure one's
self or property against certain contingencies.

assured (sur as shiir), pa. par. & a. [As-

sure.]

As adjective

:

1, In senses corresponding to those of the
verb. Specially—

(a) Certain ; undoubted.

(&) Secure.

2. Impudent.

as-sii r-ed-ly (snr as shiir), adv. TEng.
assured; -ly.] With the security produced
when a trustworthy assurance has been given

;

certainly, undoubtedly.
" Dol. Host noble empress, yon hare heard of me

!

Cleo, I cannot tell.

Dol. Assuredly, you know me."
Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, v. 1

as su red ness (sur as shiir), s. [Eng.
assured ; -ness.] The quality of being assured

;

assurance, certainty.

"One face, one colour, one assuredness.'—Daniel:
To Sir T. Kgerton. ^Richardson.)

as-sii r-er (sur as shiir), a [Eng. assurie) ;
'

-er. In Fr. assureur,]

1. One who seeks to inspire another with
belief or confidence.

2. One who insures any person's life or pro-
perty. .

"... the general body of new assurers are to have
no claim on either of the existing assurance funds. " -
John M. Candlish: Times, City Article, 22nd February.
1877.

as siir'-gent, a, [Lat. assnrgens, pr. par. of

assurgo = to rise up : ad = to or up, and
surgo = to rise.] Rising up ; rising out of.

1. Her. ; Rising out of. (Gloss, of Her.,
1847.)

2. Bot. : Rising upward. (Loudon : Cycl
of Plants, 1829, Glossary.) The same as As-
cending (q. v.).

as sii r ing (sur as shiir), pr. par. & a.

[Assure.]

as-siir-Ing-iy (stir as shiir), adv. [Eng.
assuring ; -ly.] In a manner to assure.

(Webster.)

t as-swa ge, v.t. & i. [Assuage.]

t as swaged, pa. par. [Assuaged.]

t as-swa'-gliig, pr. par. [Assuaging.]

*as-swythe, adv. [A.S. svrith m strong,

great, vehement, with prefixcw-(q.v.): Quickly.
" To super tltay gede asswythe."

Qatoayne & the Green Bnyght, 2,528. (Boucher.)

As-syr'-I-an, a. & *. [Eng. Assyri(a); -an.

In Fr. Assyrien ; Lat. Assyrius ; Gr. 'Acnrupio*

(Assurios). From Lat Assyria ; Gr. 'kaovpia
(Assuria) (Josephus), and 'Kvtrova (Assmtf)

;

Heb. "mCW (AsshUr); apparently from Asshur,

the son of Shenx]

fcttL bo^; pout, J6>1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -Ing,
-«ttaa= Shan, -cion, tlon, -slon = shun ; -flon, sion = zhun. -tlons, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, Ac. = bel, del.



M4 Assyriologist—asteriatite

1. As adjective : Pertaining to Assyria.

"There is Sir Henry Rawlinson'a Attyrian Canon

. . .'—Tram. Bib. Arch. Soc, voL iii. (1874), p. 5.

2. As substantive : A native of Assyria, espe-

cially if belonging to the dominant race.

"The Attyrian came down like the wolf on the fold."

Byron: Hebrew Melodist; Dettruc. of Sennacherib.

Assyrian. Language: A dead language be-

longing to the Aramaean, or Northern group of

the Syro-Arabian tongues. Its nearest living

analogue is the Neo-Syriac. It is only in the

present century that it has been recovered.

From its richness of grammatical forms, the

late Dr. Hindis termed it " The Sanscrit of

the Shemitic family of languages." The re-

searches of Sir Henry Rawlinson on the

trilingual inscriptions of Behistun proved the

language of Babylonia, in the time of Darius,

to be essentially the same as the Assyrian of

Tiglath Pileser. (Trans. Bib. Archaol Soc,

1872, vol. i., p. 281.) The Biblical Archaeo-

logical Society's publications are full of infor-

mation regarding Old Assyria, its language,

and its history ; and the general appearance

of the characters in which the language is

written is familiar, even to the most illiterate

frequenter of the British Museum, from the

numerous specimens of it covering the Assy-

rian sculptures in one portion of the building.

Aa-ayr-i-ol'-o-gist. s. [Lat. Assyria ; from

Gr. 'Ao-crvpi'o (Assuria), and AcSvoc (legos) = a

discourse.] One who makes the antiquities

and history of Assyria his special study.

"There is no question among Auyriologutt, includ-

ing Mr. Smith, that . . .'—Tram. Bib. Archaol. Soc,

vol Hi., p. 4.

• as-sy th, v. t. [Assith. ]

u-sy th ment, s. [Assithmeot.]

* as ta at, s. [Estate, State.]
" Ne or hir highe astaat no remembraunce
Ne hadde ache, ..." __.»-..-«-

Chaucer: C. T., 8,T», 8,800.

•a-sta-bil,v.i. [O. Fr. establir= to establish,

to settle.] To calm, to compose, to assuage.

(Scotch.)
" Thare myndis meals and attabUt he,

And gan tham. promy. ^ffj»«g»»fc.
afj-ta'-cl-an, s. [Astacus.] An animal be-

longing to the genus Astacus, or at least the

family Astacidae.

as-tic i-dse, »• pi, [Astacus.] A family of

crustaceans belonging to the order Decapoda

and the sub-order Madura. [Astacds.]

4s-ta-ci -ni, «. pi. [Astacus.] Cnvier's name

for the Astacidae.

as -ta cite, s. [Lat. astacus (q.v.), and suff.

-He.] Any fossil cmstacean resembling a

lobster or crayfish. [Astacus.]

as-tac-6-lite, s. [Gr. atrrajtot (astakos) =
a lobster, and Aisos (ltWu>s)= stone.) The
same as Astacite (q.v.).

as -ta-cus, s. [In Ital. astaco ; from Lat.

astacus, Gr. oVraxos (astakos), a kind of

lobster or crayfish.] A genus of decapod,

long-tailed Crustaceans, the typical one of the

family Astacidae. It contains the A. marinus,

or Lobster, and the A. fluviatilis, or Crayfish.

[Lobster, Crayfish.]

•as-talc, v.t. [O. Fr. estailer = to display,

to show.] To deck or set out. (Scotch.)

" Syne hynt to one hie hall.

That wee attain with pall."

Cawan A CoC, L 8. iJamieton.1

• a-stand'-an, v. i. [A.S. astandan = to stand

out, to endure.] To stand up. (Layamon, i.

877.)

*a-start, * a-stert, * cet-stiir-ten,
* at-stir'-ten, * St-ster'-ten Jpret
* a-start -ed, * a-stert ,

* tot-start e,

* at-sturt'e), v.i. & t. [Eng. o ; start)

A. /nlrans. : To start from, to escape ; to

flee, to get free.
" That oft ont of her bed «he did attart.

As one with view of ghostly (eends affright.

Spenter : F. Q., ITL IL «8.

" He to his nous is gon with sorweful herte.

He saith, he may not from his deth atterte."

Chaucer: C. T„ 11,888-1

B. Transitive:

1, To cause to start, to startle, to terrify,

to affright ; to befall, to come upon suddenly.
" No daunger there the shepheard can atteru'

Spenter: Shep. Cat., xi.

2. To release.
" Ther might attert him no pecunial peyne,"

Chaucer : C. T., 6,896.

3. To avoid. (Scotch.)
" Gift ye a goddesse be. and thet ye like

To do one payne. I may it not attert."

King Quair. it 25. iJamieton.)

As-tar-te, s. [Gr. 'A<rro>n) (Astarti).]

1. Myth. : A Phoenician goddess correspond-

ing to the Ashtqreth of Scripture. [Ash-

TORETH.]
" With these in troop

Came Astoreth, whom the Phoenicians call'd

Attarte, queen of heaven, with crescent horns 1

To whose bright Image nightly by the moon
Sidoniau virgins paid their vows and souga."

Afitton. P. I., bk. i.

2, Zool. : A genus of bivalve molluscs be-

longing to the family Cyprinidae. They have
2—2 hinge teeth, and are suborbicular, com-
pressed, thick, smooth, or concentrically fur-

rowed shells. In 1875, Tate estimated the

recent species known at twenty and the fossil

at 285. The former belong to the temperate

and arctic zones, and the latter to the rocks

from the Carboniferous formation upward.

* a-sta te, * as-ta't, s. [Estate, State.]
" And kepte so wel his real attat.

That ther was nowher such a ryal man."
Chaucer : C. T., 10.340-4L

as-tat'-ic, a. [Gr. ao-Toro? (as(atos) = never
" standing still ; from a, priv., and the pass, of

io-rniu (histemi) = to cause to stand. Not in-

fluenced by the earth's magnetism.

An astatic needle is a needle movable about

an axis in the plane of the magnetic meridian,

and parallel to the inclination. When so

Bituated, the terrestrial magnetic couple act-

ing in the direction of the axis cannot impart

to the needle any determinate direction, and

therefore it is astatic.

An astatic system is a combination of two

needles of equal force joined parallel to each

other, with the poles in contrary directions.

They counterbalance each other so that the

system becomes completely astatic, and sets at

right angles to the magnetic meridian,

a-sta y, adv. [Eng. a, and stay.]

Navi. : A term used of an anchor, which,

on being hauled up, temporarily takes such a

position that the cable or chain from which it

depends forms an acute angle with the surface

of the water.

as-teer, o. or adv. [Astir.] (0. Eng. &
Scotch.)

* a-ste ir, v.L [A.& astyrian = to excite.)

To rouse, to excite, to stir. (Scotch.)

" My plesoure prlkla my peine to prouoke.

My solace aorow sobbing to attetr.'

X. Henry t Tett. Poemt, 16th cent., p. Mi.

as -te ism, s. [Lat. asteismos ; Gr. <£<rrei'o-u,6c

(asteismos); from otrreioc (asteios) = urbane,

polite, witty, clever ; io-rv (astu) = a city.)

Bhet. : Refinement of speech ; urbanity.

•as-tel, *a»-toUe, *a»-tyl, «. [O. Fr.

osteite, estelle, from Low Lat astula.] A thin

board or lath. (Prompt. Pan.) [Astyll.]

« ra teT, pret. of v. [A.S. astcelan = to steal

but.] [Steal, v.] Escaped, stolen from.

"Nener sfcroen hem asset, so stoken Is hor tonge."

B. Eng. AttU. Poemt led. Morris), Cleanness, Lata.

* as-tel -len, v.t. [A.S. astellan, attcallan =
to appoint, to establish.) (Stratmann.)

as-tel -ma, s. [Gr. o, priv., and oreAtia
"
(steJma) = a girdle, a belt ; ht«aao> (steUd)= to

set, to place.] A genus of plants belonging

to the order Asteraceae, or Composites. The
species are beautiful Cape shrubs with " ever-

lasting" flowers.

* as -tel-y, adv. [Hastiiy.)

* a-stent , s. [Partly connected with Eng.

Bctertt, and with Scotch stent (q.v.).] Valua-

tion. (Scotch.)
" That Dauid Halyday. and his moder sal hmk and

Iovas the X* worthit of land of aid attent of Dalruakel.
or the lanues contenlt in the lettre of assedacion."—
Act Audit, la. 1479) P- 89.

* as-teoi -vett, v.i. [A.8. asteorfan = to

starve.] To starve ; to die. (SfraiTnaTwi.)

aster, s. [In Ital. astero; Dnt, Ger., Fr.,

Sp. , ft Lat. otter ; Gr. Ao-njp (aster) = a star ;

from Sansc as— to shoot, in which case it

means the " shooters of rays," " the darters

of light," or more probably from Sansc. star

= to strew, applied to the stars as strewing

about or sprtDkling forth their sparkling light.

(Max Muller.).] [Star.] A genus of plants,

the type of the order Asteraceae, or Compo-
sites. It is so called because the expanded
flowers resemble stars. There is but one
British species, the A. tripolium. Sea Starwort,

or Michaelmas Daisy. It is common in salt

marshes. The American species are numerous.

•iT The popular name Aster is applied to

some species not of this genus. Thus the

China Aster is Callistcphus chinensis, and the

Cape Aster Agathcea amelloidcs.

as-ter-a -ce-SB, t. [From the typical genus

aster (q.v.).]

Botany

:

* 1. Formerly : An order, the fourth of five

arranged under the alliance Composite, or

Asterales, the others being Calyceracese,

Mutisiaceae, Cichoraceae, Asteraceae, and Cy-

naraceae. These, excluding Cynaracea?, con-

stitute the Compositae proper. The term Aste-

raceae in this sense is called also Corymbiferse

(Lindlcy: Nat. Syst Jot, 2nd ed., 1836), and
comprehends the larger portion of the modern
Tubuliflorse.

2. Now : A vast order, comprising the whole
of the Compositas proper. [See No. 1.] It is

placed by Lindley, in his Vegetable Kingdom
(1846), as the last order of his Campanales, or

Campanal Alliance. The English equivalent

term for it is Composites. It includes plants

like the daisy, the thistle, the dandelion, and
others, possessing what, to a superficial ob-

server, appears like a calyx, but is in reality

an involucre, surrounding a receptacle on
which are situated not, as might as first

sight appear, numerous petals, but many
florets. Their calyxes very frequently take

the form of pappus ; the corollas are tubular,

ligulate, or both ; the stamina, four or five,

syngenesious, that is, united by the anthers

into a tube ; their style simple ; and the ovaries

single, one-celled, with a solitary erect ovule.

In 1846, Lindley estimated the known species

at 9,000, placed in 1,005 genera. They are

believed to constitute about one-tenth of the

whole vegetable kingdom. They are every-

where diffused, but in different proportions in

different countries ; thus they constitute one-

seventh of the flowering plants of France, and
half those of tropical America. The order is

divided into three sub-orders : I. Tubuliflorae ;

II. Labiatiflorse ; and III. Liguliflorae. All

are bitter. For more specific information re-

garding their qualities, see the sub-orders and
some of the genera.

* a-ste r-en, v.t. [A.8. atteran = to disturb.]

To excite, to resuscitate. (Stratmann.)

as-te'r-I-a, «. [In Fr. asfeVie ; Port, ft Lat.

atteria; Gr. arrrepta (asteria).]

Min. : Pliny's name for the sapphire when
it shows a silvery star of six rays, if viewed

in the direction of the vertical axis of the

crystal [Asteriated Sapphire.]

as-te r-i-as, s. [Gr. iorepiac (asteriat) =
starred, spotted ; from io-Trjp (aster)= a star,

, . . a star-fish.] A genus of radiated animals,

the typical one of the family Asteridte. It

contains the several species of star-flsbes.

[Star-fish.]

as te'r-i-a-ted, a. [Gr. ao-repioc (asterios) —
'
starry.) Radiated, with rays diverging from a

centre, as in a star.

asteriated sapphire. A variety of

sapphire, having a stellate opalescence when

viewed in the direction of the vertical axis of

the crystals. It is the asteria of Pliny.

(Dono.) [Asteria, Astroite.]

as-te'r-l-a-tite, s. [From asterios (q.v.), and
'

suff. -itej A fossil star-fish of the genus

Asterias, or at least resembling it

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, rail, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

•jr. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, as. os = e. ey = a, qu-kw.
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fe -tor-id, s. [Eng., &c, aster; suffix -id.]

An English name for an animal belonging to
the genus Asterias, or at least the family As-

teridae. (Huxley: Class, of Animals, p. 45.)

as ter-i-dse, as ter-i'-a-dse, s. pi. [As-

terias.] A family of radiated animals belong-

ing to the class Echinodermata, order Stei-

lerida. It contains the so-called Star-fishes.

as-ter-Id'-e-a, s. pi. [From the typical genus
Asterias (q.v.)j A word used by Professor

Huxley and others to designate the Asteridae.

as-ter-l'-na, s. [Lat. aster; suff. -ina.] A
genus of Star-fishes. A. gibbosa is the Gibbous
Starlet.

as-ter-lsk, s. [In Fr. asUrisque; Sp., Port.,

& Ital. asterisco ; Lat. asteriscus; Gr. ooreptV-
tcot (asteriskos) = (1) a small star, (2) an aster-

isk, dimin. from a<mjp (aster) = a star.]

L Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : A well-known star-like mark used
in printing or writing to refer to a foot-note.

When notes are so numerous that they exhaust
the separate symbolic marks, *, t, I, §, I, Tit

then ** commences a new series. Sometimes
one, two, or several asterisks mark an omitted
portion of a word or sentence, as Lord D * * * *.

" [He] noted by asterisks what wu defective, and by
obefialu what wu redundant."—Grew.

* 2. Fig. : Anything in the shape of a star.

II. Secies, dt Ch. Hist. : A star-shaped frame
placed over the paten in the Greek Church, to
prevent anything coming in contact with the
sacred bread.

•as-ter-Isk, v.t. [Asterisk, «.] To mark
with an asterisk. (North: Examen, p. 279.)

aster ism, s. [In 8p., Port., & Ital. as-

terismo ; Gr. d<rrepi<7>i6s (asterismos) =» a mark-
ing with stars.]

1. A constellation ; any small cluster of stars.
" Poetry has filled the skies with asterisms, and his-

tories belonging to them."— Bentley : Sermons.

t 2. An asterisk. (Dryden : Dujresnoy.)

as'-ter-ite, s. [Astroitk.]

astern , adv. [Eng. a, and stem.]

I. In a ship, near the stern.

1. In the hinder part of a ship. (Used of
any person or thing at rest there.)

" The galley gives her side and turn* her prow,
While those astern, descending down the steep.
Thro' gaping waves behold the boiling deep."

Dryden.

2. Towards the hinder part of a ship. (Used
of a person on board moving, or a thing being
moved, from the bow towards the stern ; or of
the ship itself going sternwards.)

II. In or into the water or elsewhere a
greater or less distance behind ft ship.

Between latitudes W and S7» south of Cape Horn,
the set was put attern several time* . .

."

—

Darwin :

Voyage round the World, ch. viii.

T[ Astern is opposed to ahead.

* as'-terne, a. [Eng. a; and sterne — stern.]

Stern, austere, severe. (Scotch.) (Douglas:
Virgil.)

as tcr oid, a. k s. [In Ger. asteroid; Fr.
asteroids ; Gr. atrrijp (aster), and eWos (eidos)m
form.]

A. As adjective : Presenting the aspect of a
star.

"The asteroid polypes are all compound animals."—
Dallas: Nat. Hist, of the Animal Kingdom, p. M.

B. As substantive

:

L, Astron. : Any single individual of a great
group of minute planets placed together be-
tween Mars and Jupiter. Prof. Titius, of
Wittenberg, having drawn attention in 1772 to
the fact that, measuring from Mercury, each
planet, with the exception of Jupiter, has an
orbit just about double that nearest to it on
the side of the sun, Prof. Bode, of Berlin, drew
the natural inference that the one exception
to the rule would probably be removed by
the discovery of a planet less remote from
the sun than Jupiter, and more distant than
Mars. A society was formed in 1800 for the
special purpose of exploring the zodiac with
the hope of discovering the supposed planet,
but its efforts were not crowned with success.
On the first day of the nineteenth century (Jan.
1, 1801) a planetary body, afterwards called
Ceres, was found by Piazzi (who did not be-
long to the society) in the part* of the solar
system theoretically indicated ; it was, how-
ever, far more diminutive in size than had

been expected. Within the next six years
three more asteroids (Pallas, Juno, and Vesta)
were found in proximity to Ceres, and the sus-
picion arose that a goodly sized planet had
either been blown to pieces by internal forces
of an explosive character, or splintered in a
collision with some other heavenly body. Sir
D. Brewster boldly affirms this in his edition
of " Ferguson's Astronomy," while Sir J.

Horschel at one time ridiculed the idea. It

was reasoned that if such a catastrophe had
taken place, many more than four fragments
of the shattered planet would probably exist

;

but the search having been considered futile,

it was abandoned in 1816. It was subse-
quently resumed by M. Hencke, and from 1845
to July, 1879, no fewer than 200 have been
met with. All are of minute size, and some
angular in place of spherical. According to
Mr. Daniel Kirkwood, an American astro-
nomer, they would collectively make a planet
only a little larger than Mars.
The term asteroid, applied to these small

bodies, is now becoming obsolete, the appel-
lation minor planets taking its place. Plane-
toids is another name. They are sometimes
also called extra-zodiacal planets, from their
orbits stretching outside the zodiac, which
is not the case with those of the normal type.
Authorities differ respecting some minute
points in the list of asteroids. [Planet,
Solar-system.]
Among those who have been particularly

successful in the search for asteroids may be
named the astronomers : Hind, who discovered
ten in the years 1847-54 ; De Gasparis, whose
discoveries reached nine, between 1849 and
1865 ; Goldschmidt, whose researches between
1852 and 1861 added fifteen to the list; and
Luther, who discovered nineteen, in the years
1852-1873. Still more successful in their plane-
tary researches have been Peters, of Hamilton
College, United States, who, since 1861, has
discovered forty-eight; and Palisa, of Vienna,
whose first find was in 1872, and whose total
discoveries number more than seventy, five of
which were found in a Bingle week. The
number annually discovered has varied from
four or five to seventeen, which number was
found in 1875, while during the last twenty
years 236 asteroids have been added to the
preceding list. In fact, as the number of
observers increased, the power of telescopes
developed, and the charting of the stars became
more full and exact, it grew more and more
difficult for an interloper in the celestial spaces
to escape detection, while those of a minute-
ness that would have made them quite imper-
ceptible in former years, yielded the secret of
their existence to the increasingly powerful
telescopes that were directed towards them,
and the drier and clearer atmospheres in which
the newer observatories were erected.

What we have so far said is, however, in a
measure ancient history as regards the search
for asteroids. It applies only to the years
preceding 1892. In that and the subsequent
years the search for these planetary bodies has
been conducted on a new method, of a far
more effective character, and new examples are
being added to the planetary chart with a
remarkable rapidity ; an annoying one, indeed,
to astronomers, who are beginning to find the
crowd of small bodies thus gliding through the
starry spaces, and needing to be recognised
and named, something of a burden. The
naming of them, indeed, has been no small
task. The larger planets having been named
after the principal mythological gods, with a
place reserved among them for a single goddess,
the first four and largest of the asteroids were
named after the remaining goddesses of high
estate. When, later, smaller asteroids began to
be added in rapid numbers to the list, they
were given the names of the minor goddesses,
the nymphs and other deific beings, the Scan-
dinavian mythology supplying a few names to
the list. At a later date the " embarrassment
of riches " required that names should be
taken from other sources than mythology, and
the women of history, literature and legend
were drawn upon, such titles as Virginia,
Sappho, Antiope, Hecuba, Cassandra, Hermione,
and various others from ancient times being
applied, while more modern times furnished
the titles of Brunhilda, Hilda, Bertha, Eva,
Ophelia, Maria, and others of the same general
character. More recently the method of num-
bering has been adopted, the available names
threatening to become exhausted. This, how-
ever, is a matter of curious interest only ; the
new method by which asteroids are discovered

is of much more moment, and calls for a brief
description. The system employed is that of
photography, a method which is being applied
to the secrets of the heavens generally, with a
variety of unexpected and important results.
Previous to 1892 the searcher after asteroids was
obliged to prosecute his search by a slow and
laborious process. He was first obliged to make
a careful and accurate chart of all the stars
visible within certain fixed localities of the
heavens, inserting in his map, in their correct
places, all the stars visible in the field of his
telescope. This done, he gave himself to a
careful re-examination of those spaces, as they
come one by one opposite the sun, and took their
place in the midnight skies, observing them
minutely, and watching .to see if any star
appeared not already on his chart. If such a
star were seen it might possibly be a variable
star, but was far more likely to be a planet
To settle this question a few hours' observation
alone was needed. If a star, it would remain
fixed in relative place ; if a planet, it would
move, slightly changing its place among the
stars. Once shown to have a motion of its own,
a few days' observation would serve to deter-
mine its orbit, and decide whether it was a new
planetoid or a re-discovery of one of the older
ones, since some of the latter have escaped
from observation and have been "adrift" for
many years, the original determination of the
elements of their orbits not hav ing been
accurate.

This tedious process of star-charting, and
slow comparison, star by star, of chart and
sky, are no longer necessary. The photog-
raphic camera does the work far more surely
and satisfactorily, and also serves to trace
asteroids of a size below the level of telescopic
reach. At present the asteroid hunter does
his work with a specially constructed lens of
from six to eight inches in diameter, mounted
like an equatorial telescope, and so adjusted
and arranged that it can be made to follow,
hour after hour, the diurnal motion of the
stars. By this instrument a photograph can
be taken of a field of the heavens several
hundred times as great in area as can be
commanded by the field of view of an ordinary
telescope. Several hours are needed for the
process, the light of the stars being so faint
that it takes hours to impress itself upon the
sensitive film. But this exposure for hours is

necessary for the discovery of an asteroid,

since it gives time for the motion of the latter

to declare itself. If all goes well, each of the
thousands of stars in the field of the instru-
ment will be impressed upon the photographic
plate as a distinct round dot, but if there be a
planet among them it will be indicated by a
streak or line, due to its movement, and the
length and direction of the line will indicate
how the body is moving. In some instances
two or three Buch asteroids have been detected
on a single plate. This new method of research
has proved highly effective. In 1893" no less

than forty such discoveries were made. Some
of these had been seen before, and some are
doubtful, but twenty-one of them have been
added definitely to our system, and received
their appropriate numbers. It is to be feared
that the photographic plate may eventually
add several thousands to the number now
known, and that they may come so fast and
numerously as to be unwelcome additions to
our family of planets.
The largest of the asteroids is believed to be

not over 450 miles in diameter. The smallest—
to be hereafter discovered—may be but a very
few miles. The whole body of them cannot
contain more than one-fourth the mass of the
earth. Their orbits differ greatly, Borne of
them being of great eccentricity and inclina-
tion to the ecliptic, others of small, while their
distances from the sun vary similarly, so that
their orbits are intricately interlaced and, if

viewed perpendicularly, would form a kind of
net-work. Of those traced up to 1891, Medusa
(No. 149) has the shortest period of revolution,
1137.69 days; and Hilda (No. 153) the longest,
2869.92 days. The latter is nearly twice as far
from the sun as the former. Polyhymnia's
orbit has the greatest eccentricity, amounting
to 0.33998 ; Lomia's the least, 0.2176. The
nearest approach to the sun is made by I'hocea,
its perihelion distance being 1.787 the earth's
mean distance. Freia recedes the farthest, its

aphelion distance being 4.002. Massalia's orkit
makes the smallest angle with the ecliptic of
any planet known, it being only 41' 7" ; while
the inclination of the orbit of Pallas reaches
the high angle of 34° 42' 41",
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2. Pyrotechnics : A firework which projects
•tar-like bodies into the air.

". . . rockets with pearl stArs . . . ditto with magenta
stars . . . Atteruvtt changing colours while tailing
through the air."—Advt. in Tim**. Nov. *, 1875.

as-ter-oi'-da, s. pi. [Gr. ao-njp (aster) = a

star; «TS« (eidos) — form, shape.] An order
of radiated animals, the second of the class

Polypi. All the species are compound animals
inhabiting a polypidom. The polypes have
eight flat tentacles arranged round the mouth
in a single circle. The order consists of four

families—the Tubiporidae, the Alcyonidte, the

Gorgonidse, and the Pennatulidse.

fc»-t©r-oi'-dal, a. [Eng. asteroid; -aL]

L Astronomy

:

1. Gen, : Relating to any star.

8. Spec : Relating to the asteroids.

IX Zool. ; Relating to the Asteroida (q.T.).

ae-ter-6 -lte, *. [Gr. aurrnp (aster) = a star,

and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).] A mineral, a va-

riety of Augite.

as-ter-6-lep is, *. [Gr. ianjp (aster) =* a
star, and k«mn \lepis) m a scale, from xenw (lepo)

= to strip off a rind, to peel.] A genus of
ganoid fishes named on account of the star-like

mavking of what were at first supposed to be
scales, but which were afterwards found to be
the dermal plates of the head. A bone of a
species belonging to this genus, found at Strom-
ness, the capital of Orkney, suggested to Hugh
Miller the writing of his beautiful volume
entitled Footprints of the Creator ; or, the As-
terolepis of Stromness. It was an elaborate

argument against the development hypothesis.

According to that hypothesis, the first species

of any class appearing on the scene should be

low in organisation, and probably small in

size. Mr. Miller showed that the Asterolepis

was large iu size and high in organisation,

and yet it was at that time believed to be

the oldest fossil vertebrate found in Scotland.

His argument was subsequently weakened by
the discovery that the Stromness rocks were
less ancient than the Forfarshire beds, con-

taining Cephalaspis and other flsh genera
subsequently discovered, mostly of small size,

though not of low organisation.

Is-tero^phyl-li'-tes, *. [Gr. a<rnjp (astir)

= a star ;
^uAAoe (phullon) = a leaf; and suff.

-t-ms (Ues) = of the nature of.] A genus of

Cryptogamous plants, allied to Catamites, be-

longing to the order Equisetaceae. All are

fossil, and belong to the Carboniferous period.

Their name was given on account of the starry

appearance of the verticillate foliage. Their

stems were articulated and branched, and it

is now known that the fossils termed Volk-

mannia constituted their fructification.

* a-stert , v.i. & & [Astart.]

* a-ste ynte, v.t. [Attaint.]

as-then -i-a, t as'-then-y, a fiGr. «rtVi*ia

{asthenia); "from io-0ewJ9 (asthenes) = without
strength: i, priv., and lAsss (sthenos) =
strength.]

Med. : Absence of strength ; debility.

as-then -Ic, a. [Gr. ao-oWucis (a*thenikos).~\

In Medicine

:

%. Of persons ; Weakly, infirm ; marked by
debility.

% Of diseases : Produced by debility ; the

result of exhausted excitability.

"Upon these principles he [Brown] founded the
character and mode of treatment oil all diseases, which
were supposed to consist hut of two families, the

sthenic and the asthenic, the former produced by accu-

mulated, the latter by exhausted, excitability, and
marked by indirect debility."—Dr. Tumedis: Cycl
Pract. Mad., vol. ii., p. ISO.

[See Brononians.]

As- then-61 -£-&*y, « [Gr. atrfcVveia (oefheneia),

And \6yos (logos) = a discourse.] A discourse

concerning asthenic diseases. The depart-

ment of medical science which treats of those

i iu which debility is a marked feature.

asthma, s. [Ger. asthma; Ft. asthme; Sp.,

Port, A; Ital. asma ; Gr. atrSfia (asthma);

from aw (aS) = to blow.]

In Medicine

:

L Gen. ; Chronic shortness of breath, from

whatever cause it may arise. Till a compara-

tively recent period good medical writers used

the term in this wide sense, and non-profes-
sional writers and the public do so still.

2. Specially : Asthma, or spasmodic asthma,
is "a difficulty of breathing, recurring in

paroxysms, after intervals of comparatively
good health, and usually unaccompanied by
fever." It is most common in persons possess-

ing the nervous temperament. After some
precursory symptoms, it commences, often at

night, with a paroxysm in which there is a
great tightness and constriction of the chest.

The patient breathes with i wheezing sound,
and flings open the door or throws up the
window in the effort to obtain more air. After

a time the paroxysm passes away. Other fits

of it probably succeed on subsequent days,

but by no means with the regularity of inter-

mittent fever. It is produced by a morbid
contraction of the bronchial muscles. There
are two leading varieties of the disease, a

nervous and a catarrhal, the former of pure
sympathetic and symptomatic forms, and the

latter latent, humeral, and mucous chronic
sub-varieties, besides an acute congestive,

and an acute catarrhal form.

asth-mat ic, * asth-mat icfc, adj. ft s.

Sin Fr. asthmatique ; Sp., Port., & Ital. asma-
iko; Lat. asthmaticus ; Gr. atrBnartKoc (asth-

matikos)T= asthmatic, panting, breathing hard,
from aV0fia (asthma).J [Asthma.]

A* As adjective

:

L Pertaining or relating to asthma.
"... the asth mafic paroxysms . .

."—Cytj, Pract.
Med., vol L, p. 18S.

2. Affected or threatened with asthma.
" He was attlimatic and consumptive."—Macaulay :

Bitt~ Eng., en. vii.

B. As substantive : A person affected or
threatened with asthma.

" Atthmatickt cannot bear the air of hot rooms, and
, cities where there is a great deal of fuel burnt —

Arbuthnot ; Air.

"... an old asthmatic."—Cyclo. Pract. Mad., vol. L,

p. IBS.

asth-mat -ic-al, a. [Eng. asthmatio; -al,]

Pertaining to or affected or threatened with
asthma (q.v.).

" In axthmatical persons, though the lungs be Tory
much stutfed with tough phlegm, yet the patient may
live some months, if not some years."—Boyle

asth-mat -ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. asthmatical

;

-ly.) After the manner of one affected with
asthma. (Richardson.)

* astighen, v. [Astybic.]

as -tig- mat -ic, a. [Astigmatism.] Per-

taining to or characterized by astigma-

tism.

ta-stlg-ma-tism, s. [Gr. i, priv., and
cm-y/j,aTi'£i«> (st igmatiz$) = to prick, to punc-

ture.] [Stigma.]

Med. : A defect in eyesight attended with
dimness of vision, arising, it is believed, from
a structural error or accidental malformation
of the lens of the eye. If, in such cases, a
luminous point be viewed by the eye, it will

not appear like a point, but will put on some
other appearance dependent on the nature of

the error or malformation.
" The cure of a troublesome affection of the tear-

ducts, together with aitigmatitm."—Daily Telegraph,
March 23, 1377.

* a stint , v.t. A i. [A.S. astintan.] To stop,

to cease. (Ancren Riwle, p. 72.)

* a-stip'-u-late, v.i. [Pref. a representing

Lat. ad = to; stipulate.] To stipulate ; to

agree. [Stipulate.]
" All, but an hatefnl Epicurus, have amputated to

this truth."—Bp. Halt : Inn*. World, bk.ii.il.

* a-stlp-n-la'-tioia, s. [Pref. a representing

Lat. ad = to ; stipulation.] Stipulation ; agree-

ment. [Stipulation.]

"Gracing himself herein with the astipulation of our
reverend Jewell."—Hall ; Bon. of the Mar, Clergy, ii. 6.

a-Stir" (Bug.), a-ste er (Old Eng., also Old &
' Mod. Scotch), d. Stirring, active ; in motion,

in commotion.
" Life had long been astir In the village.'

Longfellow: Evangeline, pt. i.. 4.

" To sat things asteer again.'—Scott: Old Mortality,

xzxvti.

as tire, *ais-tre, as-tre, s. [O. Ft.] The
hearth.

" Bad her take the pot, that sod oner the fire.

And set it abooue vpon the attire.''

bchole Bouse of Women. 620. {Boucher.)

* as-ti t, * as-ty't, - as-tyts, adv. fEns
as, used as a prefix ; I eel. titt = ready ; A.?.
tid = time, tide.]

1. At once ; immediately, suddenly.
" I schal telle hit, as-tk, as I in toon herde,
With tonge."

Sir Gaioajme & the Green Knyyht (ed. Morris), 81-1

2. Quickly.
" Therefore trewely astyt he told him the sothe."

William and the Werwolf, 2d0. (Boucher.)
" He dyde on hys clothyg astyte."

MS. Hart. 1,701, f. «, 6. (Boucher.)

3. Rather. (Jamieson.)

as -ti-une, s. [Astbios.] A certain kind of

precious stone.
" Ther is saphire and uniune,
Carbuncle and astiune."

Warton : Bit*. Eng. Poetry. L 11. (S. in Boucher )

a-stom -a-ta, s. pi. [Gr. a, priv., and <rr6u.a

(stoma), genit. o-ro^aros (stomatos) = mouth.]

Zoology : An order of Infusoria, contain-

ing those animalcules which have no true or

determinate mouth. It contains the families

Astacidse, Dinobryidae, Peridinida, and Opali-

nidse.

a-stom -a-tous, a. [Automata.] Pertaining

to the above-mentioned astomata. Without
a mouth. (Ourtii.)

as -tom-oiis, a. [Gr. oVto^os (astomos) ; from
a, priv., and aro^a (stoma) = a mouth.]

1, Zool. : Mouthless.

2. Biol. : Without a mouth or similar aper-

ture. (Used of some animals low in organi-

sation, of mosses whose capsules have no
aperture, Ac.)

* as ton ay, v.t. [Astont.]

* as tone, v.t. [Astoky.]

* as-ton -led, * as ton -ayd, * as ton -

gyd, * as-toTin -led, * as-t6**'-yed,
* as-ton -yd, * as-toyn'-ed, * as ton
ed, * stdn'-^yed, pa. par. [Asiony.] As-

tonished, dismayed.
"Then was king Belshaaar greatly troubled, and

his countenance was changed in him, and his lords were
astonied."—Dan. v. 9.

" He was so ttonyed of that dents
That uygh he had hys lyff rente."

K Richard, 42L (Boucher

A

*' Sho ws« attonayd in that itownde,
For in hys face sho saw a wonde."

(hoaine and (iautin, 1,719. (Boucher.)
** No wonder is though that ache were astoned.

To seen so gret a gest come into that place."
Chaucer: C. T.. ^.818-14.

". . . were wonderfully thereat astonyed.'—Stani-
hurst : Ireland, p. 14.

* as ton ied-ness, s. [Eng. astonied; -ness]

The state or quality of being astonied.
" Attoniedneu or dulness of the mind, not perceiving

what is done."—Baret : Diet., " Benumming.

'

«j-tdn'-ish, * as-tdn*^sh, v.t. [Old Fr

estonner, estoner; Mod. Fr. itonner; from Lat.

aUonitus = thunder-struck ; attano = (1) to

thunder at, (2) to stupefy : ad = to, and tone

= to thunder (cf. A.S. astunian = to stnn).

Closely akin to Astony, Astound, and Stun.]

• 1. To strike with a hard body, as if one

had been smitten with a thunder-bolt.

(Trench.)

* 2. To send a shock through, so as to be-

numb the part smitten, or to stun by a blow.

"The cramp-fish (the torpedol knoweth her own
force and power, and being herself not benumbed, li-

able to attonith others."—Bollandt Pliny, vol. i. 301.

(Bee Trench s Select Glottary, p. I1.J

" And sure, had not his massy iron wall
Betwixt him and his hurt bene happily.
It would have cleft bim to the girding place

;

Yet, as it was, it did astonish him long fapaoe."

Spenter : F. Q., IV. viii. 43.

3. To inspire suddenly with great amaze-
ment, as if one had been struck by lightning,

or at least appalled by a loud peal of thunder.

To strike with sudden terror, surprise, or

wonder ; to amaze.
". . . the people were attonithed at his doctrine."—

Matt vi i 38.

as-tdn -ished, pa. par. &<x. [Astonish.]
" For lo ! the god In dusky clouds enshrin'd.
Approaching, dealt a staggering blow behind.

His spear in shivers falls ; his baldric strews tbs
field.

The corselet his attonish'd breast forsakes."
Pope : Homer i Iliad, bk, xvl, »*•«.

" And start the attonith'd shades at female eyes.
And thundering tube the aged angler hears."

Wordsworth I Deteriptive Sketches.

fete, lat, Hire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, asr, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,
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as-ton -ish-ing, pr. par. & a. [Astonish.]
"The short space of sixty years has made an at-

finishing (Inference in the facility of distant uaviga-
tion. "—Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch. xii.

as- ton -Ish-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. astonishing ;

*ly.] In an astonishing manner ; wonderfully.
" We crossed a large tract of land astonishingly

fruitful."—Swinburne: Spain, Lett 14.

". . . it cannot be denied that the great house of
Smith has held its own astonishingly well throughout
the :i#e3."—Daily Telegraph, December S, 1677.

as ton -Ish Ing-ness, s. [Eng. astonishing

;

-ness.] The quality of being fitted to excite

astonishment, or of actually exciting it.

(Johnson.)

as-ton -ish-ment, s. [Eng. astonish ; -ment.

In Ft. etonnement.)

1. The act of astonishing.

2. The state of being astonished ; the emo-
tion produced when something stupendous,
stunning, wonderful, or dreadful is presented
to the mind.

"The Lord shall smite thee with madness, and blind-
ness, and astonishment of heart "—Deut. xxviii. 38.

3. The object exciting such an emotion.
"And Babylon shall become heaps, a dwelling-place

for dragons, an astonishment, and a hissing, without
an inhabitant."—Jer. 11. 37.

4 as-t6n'-y\ "as ton aye, * as-toun'-y,
"as toyne, "as-tone, *as tu'-ni-en,
v.t. [From O. Fr. estonner.) ' To stun; to
astonish. [Astonish, Astound, Stctn.] (Al-
most always in the pa, par.) [Astonied.]

% It may be followed by at. With is now
obsolete.

*J Astony and astonish co-existed for a con-
siderable period, commencing at least as early
as the first part of the sixteenth century.
Richardson gives an instance of the use of
astonish in a.d. 1535. [Astonish.1

*as ton yed, as ton yd, - as toyn ed,
pa. par. [Astonied.)

# as-t6n'-y-ingf *as-t6n-yrige, *as-
toyn'-ynge, pr. par. & s. [Astony. J

Assubst. : Stupefaction.amazement. (Prompt.
Parv.)

*a-sto're, *a-std'r-yn, v.t. [O. Fr. estoire
= provisions, equipage.]

A. (QT(/i«^>rmastoryn): To store. (Prompt.
Parv.)

B. (Of the form astore) : To provide with
stores.

** For seveneyer, and yitt more,
The castel he gan astore,

Kftene thousand I fynd in book

;

lefte, that cyte for to look."
Richard, 6,436. {Boucher.)

as tou nd, v.t & i. [From O. Eng. astounied,
pa. par. of astone (q.v.). In A.S. astundian
= to astound, to grieve, to suffer grief, to
bear; O. Fr. estonner.] [Astonish.]

1. Trans. : To stun ; to strike with amaze-
ment.
" These thoughts may startle well, but not astound
The virtuous mind, that ever walks attended
By a strong siding champion, conscience."

Milton: Comus.
"... but Preston, astounded by his master's flight,

• .
."

—

Macaulay : Hint. Eng., ch. x.

2. Intransitive : To send forth a stunning
sound ; to peal forth as thunder.

" The lightnings flash a larger curve, and more
The noise astounds."—Thomson: Summer, 1,137-8.

as tou nd ed, t astound, pa. par. <fe a.

[Astound.]

as tou nd ing, pr. par. & a. [Astound.]

as-tou'nd-ment, $. [Eng. astound; -ment.]
Astonishment.

* as-tou n-Ied, pa. par. [Astonied.]

* as toy n yn, * as toy n, v.t. [Astony.]

To shake, to bruise. (Prompt. Parv.

}

As tra-can , Astra -khan, s. & a. [For
etym. see def.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Geog. : A province of Russia, on the
north-west of the Caspian.

2. Comm. : A name given to curled, woolly
skins, obtained from the sheep found in the
province of Astracan, and in Persia and Syria

;

a fabric with a pile in imitation of this.

B. As adj. : Made of, or resembling, the
skins or fabric described under A. 2.

As trse -a (1), As tro-a, 5. [Lat Astrcea,]

L Class. Myth. : The goddess of justice.

Like other divinities, Bhe lived for a time
on the earth, but being disgusted with the
iniquity of mankind, she was obliged to quit
it, being, however, the last of the deities to
depart When at length she went away she
was transformed into a constellation (Virgo).

" This our land containes
Some In whose heart devine Astrcea ralgnes."

Timet Whittle, B. E. Text Soa, sat 4, 1.513-4.

" In this life of probation for rapture divine,
Astrea declares that some penance is due."

Byron: LooesLust Adieu,

IX Astronomy

:

* 1, The constellation Virgo, called also
Erigone and Isis. [See No. I.]

" Hung forth in heaven his golden Scales, yet seen
Betwixt Astrea and the Sconiion sign."

Milton: P. Z,.,bk. lv.

2. An asteroid, the fifth found. It was dis-

covered by Hencke on the 8th December, 1845.

as-trsa'-a (2), s. [From Gr. aorpcuos (astraios)

= starry, starred ; aarpov (astron) = a Btar

;

generally in pL aorpa (astro) = the stars.]

Zool. ; A genus of radiated animals, the
typical one of the family Astrseide. It received
the name Astrcea because the animals are
thickly studded over it like stars in the sky.
There are many recent and also many fossil

species.

As-traV-an, a. [From Astrcea (q.v.).] Per-

taining to Astrsea; favoured by the presence
of Astrsea.

" Intent on her, who rapt in glorious dreams.
The second-sigh t.of some Astraxin age."

Tennyson ; The Prineem. it

as-trse -l-dse, s. pi. [From astrcea, the typical
genus.] [Astrea (2).]

Zool. : A family of radiated animals belong-
ing to the class Polypi and the order Helian-
thoida. It is specially to this family that the
formation of coral reefs is to be attributed.
It contains the genera Astraea, Meandrina, &c.

as ~tra-gal, 5. [Astragalus.]

as tra-gal-e-ee, $. pi [Astragalus.] A
tribe of Papilionaceous planta, of which the
genera Astragalus and Oxytropis have repre-
sentatives in the British flora.

astragal o-man'-cy, s. [Gr. atrrpayaAos

(astragalos), in the plur. = dice, and ttavreia

(manteta)= divination.] Pretended divination
performed by throwing down small dice with
marks corresponding to letters of the alphabet,
and observing what words they formed. It

was practised in the temple of Hercules, in
Achaia.

as trag -al-us, as-tra gal, s. [In Fr.

astragale; Sp., Port., & Ital. astragalo ; Lat.
astragalus; Gr. io-TpovyaAo* (astragalos)= the
ball of the ankle-joint. A leguminous plant,
so called because its knotted root resembled
an ankle-joint. In Arch., a moulding in the
capital of an Ionic column.]

A. (Of the form astragalus)

:

1. Anat.: One of the bones belonging to the
tarsus.

"The tibia rests upon the attragatut, and through
that bone transmits the weight to the foot"—Todd &
Bowman: Phytiol. Anat., vol i., p. 146.

2. Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Fabacese and the sub-order Papilionacese.
The English name is Milk Vetch. The genus
contains three British species, of which the
best known one is A . hypoglottis, the Purple
Mountain Milk-vetch. It is not an Alpine
plant, but is found at the sea-level. It has
large bluish-purple flowers. A . vents furnishes
Gum-tragacanth (q.v.). It is a native of
Northern Persia. The seeds of A. bozticus,

after being roasted and ground, are used in
Hungary as a substitute for coffee. There are
many other foreign species of Astragalus,
many of them ornamental.

B. (Of the forms astragal and astragalus)

:

ASTRAGALUS.

Arch. ; " A small semi-circular moulding or
Bead, sometimes termed Roundel." (Gloss, of
Architecture.)

" I presume the three sets of double astragals at th«
base of the columns, one of which Is in the British
Museum, were all eudecked with gold fillets, as here
described."—Letter of Mr. Wood, entitled 'Diana qf
the Ephesiant," Timet. Feb. 17. 1874.

as -tra-kan-ite, s. [In Ger. astrakanit.

From Astrakan, near which it occurs.] A
mineral, with whitish crystals. It is the same
as Blcedite (q.v.).

as-tral,a. [Ger., Fr.,Sp.,& Port, astral (adj.);

Ital. astrale (adj.); Lat. astralis (adj.), from
astrum = a star ; Gr. aorpa (astro), pi. m the
stars.]

A. As adjective:

1. Pertaining to the stars ; starry.

"Some astral forms I must invoke by prayX
Fraiu'd all of purest atoms of the air

;

Not In their natures simply good or HI,
But most subsei vieiit to bad spirits' will."

Dryden.

2, In Theosophy : Noting an ether-like sub-
stance said to pervade all space.

B. As substantive

:

1. The same as Astral Lamp (q.v.X
" The tallow candle an astral shone." Whittier.

2. An astral body.

astral-body, s. A wraith, a double ; an
ethereal body.

astral lamp. A lamp similar in cha-
racter to an Argand Lamp (q.v.).

astral spirits, or spirits dwelling in the
heavenly bodies, in the demonology of the
Middle Ages were conceived of sometimes as
fallen angels, sometimes as souls of dead rnen,
or as spirits originating in Are and hovering
between heaven, earth, and hell without be-
belonging to either.

a strand', a. or adv. [Eng. a = on ; strand.)
Stranded.

" As the tall ship, . . .

Amid the breakers lies attrand."
Scott : Lady qf the Lake, vl. is.

as tran'-tJ a, s. [In Ger. astram; Fr. a*.
" trance; Port! astrancia.]

Bot. : Master-wort. A genus of plants be-
longing to the order Apiaceae, or Umbellifers.
The A. major has escaped from gardens here
and there in Britain, but is not wild.

&S-tra-p89-a, s. [Gr. aarpavaio*; (astrapaios\

= pertaining to lightning ; ao-Tpajnj (astrape)
= a flash of lightning.] A genus of plants be-
longing to the order Sterculiaceee, or Stercu-
liads, and the tribe Dombeyse. It has large
heads of flowers so splendid in colour that
they suggested the choice of the generic name.
The A. Walltehii was introduced into Britain
from Madagascar in 1820.

a stra y, * a stra ye, adv.
t

v., & *. [Eng. a
= on ; stray.]

A. As adverb ;

1. Lit. : Out of the right path, or enclosure,
or place, where the person or animal described
as straying ought to be.

2. Fig. : Out of the path of truth, of pro-
priety, or of moral rectitude.

"Yon run astray; for whilst we talk of Ireland, yon
rip up the original of Scotland. "-Spenaer : Ireland.
* B. As verb : To stray away.
"They attrayed from God." Hudson : Judith, il 851

C. As substantive: An animal or a person
out of the right way or place. (Prompt. Parv.)

* a-stra'y-ly, adv. [Eng. astray; -ly.] The
same as Astray, adv. (q.v.). (Prompt. Parv.)

* aa'-tre (tre = tor), 5. [Fr. astre, from Gr.

aorpov (astron) = a star.] A star. (Scotch.)

" The glittering attres bright"
ffume: Chron. S. P.;M. 886. {Jamleton.)

JLft-tre'-a, s. [Astrea (1).]

* as-trS-la'-bre (bre = ber), «. An old
. spelling of Astrolabe.

* a strength e, v.t. [A.S. strengan = to

strengthen ; strengthu *= strength.] To
strengthen.

" This is si valre miracle thet thet godspel of te day
us telth. Therefore sal hure be-liaue bio the betel*
a-ttrengthed,~—Old EeiUith Sermons (ed. Morris), p. 3%

* a-strSt'ch-yii, * a -streVche, v.t. [AS.
astreccan, astrecan, astrascan, pret. astrehte, pa.

par. astrelU = to stretch out, to bow down.J
To stretch out, to reach. (Prompt. Parv.)

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, coll, chorus, 9bin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing,

-clan, tian = shan. tion, sion = shun ; -fcion, sion m zhun, -tious, sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. m bel, del.
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%-Strict, v.t [From Lat astrietvs, pa. per.

of astringo : od = to, and stringo—U> draw

tight ; Gr. o-Tpdyya> (strango) = to draw tight.]

[Astrinoe. J

A. Ord. Lang. ; To contract by means of

an application ; to bind fast.

"The wild part* were to be relaxed or astricted, u
they let the humours pass, either in too small or too

great quantities."— .4 rbuthnot : Aliment*.

B. Law : Legally to bind. (Scotch.)

" Nod* salde holdin nor astrictit to mak forder pay-
ment of thair partis of the said taxation/

—

Act* Jos.

ri. |1585».

a-strlct, a. (In Port astricto ; Lat. astrictv*,

pa. par. of astringo.] Contracted, concise.
*' An epitaph Is a superscription, or an astriet pithy

diagram. —W*ev*r; Funeral Jlon.

a-Btric'-tion, *. [In Fr. astriction ; Sp. as-

triccion ; Port adstriccao ; Lat adstrictio. ]

[ASTRICT, V.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act or capability of binding closely.

Used—
(1) Of the body:
"This virtue requireth an astriction, but inch an

astriction as is not grateful to the body . . . for a
pleasing astriction doth rather bind in the humours
than expel them ; and therefore such astriction is

found in things of an harsh taste."

—

Bacon: Ifat.

Bur, Cent, i., {40.

(2) Of the mind and will

:

"So of marriage he is the author, yet hence will not
follow any divine astriction more than what is subor-

dinate to the glory of God, and the main good of either

party.'*—Milton: Doctrine of Divorce, ok. i., oh. 13.

[Bichardson.)

IX The state of being so bound, physically

or mentally.
" Lenitive substances are proper for dry atrabilarian

constitutions, who are subject to astriction of the
belly and the piles."—Arbuthnot : Diet.

HX That which binds closely ; an astrin-

gent.
•• Attriet ion is in a substance that hath a virtual

cold, and it worketh partly by the same means that
•old doth."—Bacon,

^ See also example under I. (1).

B. Technically

:

1. Med. : In the same senses as those under
A. 1.(1), II. A III.

2. Scots Law : An obligation, whether by
contract or by old law, to have corn ground
at a particular mill, where it is subject to an
impost called multure or thirlage.

eV-Strict ive, a. [Eng. astriet; -it*.] Pos-

sessing the quality of contracting or binding ;

styptic.
"The naked branches and bunches whereupon there

were grapes have an astrictiee vertue."

—

Holland .

Pliny, ok. xxiii., ch. L (Bichardson. )

a-«trict'-dr-y, a. [Lat astrictorius.] Pos-
sessing the quality of contracting or binding

;

astringent; actually contracting or binding.

ftHrtri'de, adv. [Eng. a ; stride.]

1. Lit. : With the legs across, as when a
person is on horseback.

And yet for all that rode astride on a beast."

—

C.

Cotton : A Voyage to Ireland.

2. Fig. : Supported on either side of any-
thing, as spectacles on the nose.

"... and glasses with horn bows
Sat astride on his nose, with a look of wisdom supernal."

Longfellow : Evangeline, pt i. , S.

«a-trif-©r-OUS, a, [Lat astrifer; astrvm —
a star, and fero = to bear. ] Bearing stars ;

tarry. (Johnson. )

M-trig -er-ous, a. [Lat astriger, from an-

trum = a star, and gtro — to carry.] Carrying
tars ; starry. (Johnson.)

• a-8trlk -kit, pa. par. [Astbict.] (Scotch.)

sVHrtring'e, v.t. [In Fr. astreindre; Sp. as-

tringir ; Port adstringir ; ItaL astringtre;

from Lat astringo.] [Astrict, v.]

1. Lit. : To bind together, by compressing
the parts which till then have remained
separate ; to compress.

" Tears are caused by a contraction of the spirits of

the brain ; which contraction, by consequence, astrin-

meth the moisture of the brain, and thereby sendeth
tears into the eyes."— Bacon.

2. Fig. : To bind the mind or conscience by
an obligation. (Wolsey.)

s>-«trln'-&en-C^, s. [In Fr. astringence

;

Port, adstringettcia, astrlngencia ; Ital. astrin~

genza, astringemia ; from Lat. astringens, pr.

par. of astringo = to draw close, to bind.)

[Astrinoe.] The act or power of binding or

contracting any part of the bodily frame. (It

is opposed to Relaxation).

"Astriction prohibiteth dissolution ; as. in medi-
cines, astringents inhibit putrefaction : and byastrin-
gency, some small quantity of oil of vitriol will keep
fresh water long from putrefying."—£ucon : Nat. Bist.

"Acid, acrid, austere, and bitter substances, by their

astringency create horrour ; that is, stimulate the

fibres. —Arbuthnot.

a stringent, a. & s. [In Fr. astringent;
*
Sp. & Ital. astringente; Port, adstringente

;

from Lat astringens, pr. par. of astringo.]

[Astrinoe. ]

A. As adjective

:

L Contracting and condensing the muscular
fibre, (It is opposed to Laxative.)

"Astringent medicines are binding, which act by
the asperity of their particles, whereby they corrugate

the membranes, and make them draw up closer."—

Quincy.

2. It is sometimes used of tastes which seem
to contract the mouth.

B. As substantive

:

Med. : A substance which produces con-

traction and condensation of the muscular
fibre : for instance, when applied to a bleeding

wound they so contract the tissues as to stop
the hemorrhage. The contraction thus pro-

duced is different from that effected by an
ordinary stimulant, and from that caused by
the administration of a tonic. [Stimulant,
Tonic] They may be divided into (1) those

which exert a tonic influence, as tannin com-
bined with gallic acid ; also sulphuric, acetic

acids, &c. ; (2) those which have a sedative

effect, as the salts of lead ; and (3) those which
operate chemically, as chalk or other variety

of carbonate of lime. Astringents are useful

in various diseases. (Dr. A. T. Thomson, in

the Cycl. ofPract. Med.)

"In medicines, astringents inhibit putrefaction."—
Bacon . Jfat. Bist.

a-strin '-&ent-ly; adv. [Eng. astringent ; -ly. ]

In an astringent manner ; in the way that

astringents act ; so as to bind or contract.

(Richardson.)

t a-strln'-ger, * au-strin -ger, * os-treg

$-er, s. [Low Lat ostercus, austercus — a
goshawk (Nares); O. Fr. (notour, ostour, ostorr,

ostor ; Mod. Fr. auiour ; Prov. austor ; O. Sp.

aztor ; Ital. astore ; from Lat. acceptor, accipi-

ter = a goshawk. ] A falconer ; spec. , one who
keeps a goshawk.

Enter a gentle Astringer.
"This man may help me to his majesty's ear."

Shakes?. : Alt's Well that Ends Well, v. 1.

a-string ing, pr. par. [Astrinoe.]

aa-trlp'-O-tent, adj. [Lat astrum =s a star,

and potens = potent, powerful. ] Ruling the

stars.
" The high astripotent auctor of all."

MS. Bart, 2,251. f. 80 b. (Boucast.)

as'-tri-on, *. [Lat, dim. from Gr. atrrnp (astir)

m a star. The asteriated sapphire (q.v.).

* as -trite, s. [Astroite.]

ag-tro-car'-y-ftm , *. [Gr. ao-rpov (astron) =
a star, and ttdpvov (karuon) = (1) nut, (2) the

stone in stone-fruits.

Bot. : A genu* of palms belonging to the

family Cocoineee, from the tropical parts of

America. The species range from 10 to 40 feet

in height

as-tro-der'-mus, s. [Gr. atrrpov (astron) =
a star, and Se'oua [derma) = the skin.] A genus

ASTRODERMUS OUTTATUS.

of spiny-finned fishes belonging to the Scom-
beridse, or Mackerel family. A. guttatus is

from the Mediterranean, and is somewhat akin

to the Coryplitena.

as-trdg'-en-& *. [Gr. atrrpov (astron) = a

star, and yewona (gennao) = to bring forth, to

produce.) The coming into existence of the

celestial bodies.

as tro gno's-i a, as trd gno -sy, s. [Gr.

aarpov {astron) — a star, and •yvwo*ic (gnosis) =
inquiry, knowledge ; yviivai (gndnai), 2 aor.

inf. of yiyvtoo-Kut (gignoskS) = to learn, to know
to perceive.] Knowledge of the stars.

as-trog -ra-phy, s. [Gr. ao-rpov (astron) =
a star, and ypatpri {graphe) = . . . a writing,
a description.] A writing or treatise on the
stars; a description of the stars; a delineation
of the stars, [Johnson.)

* as tro ite, * as tro-it, * as-tri te,
* aa-ter-ite, s. [In Fr. astroite; Lat. as-

terites, astrites; Gr. aarpov (astron), or aoTtjp
(aster) = a star, and suff. -its = like.]

[Asteria.]

1. Gen. : Any star-stone, i.e., stone of a
radiate structure or superficially radiated,

whether a mineral or a fossil organism, the
necessity of precise identifications in such
matters never having been popularly under-
stood. Hence various radiated minerals, also

joints of fossil encrinites, and anything similar,

have by one unscientific person or other been
designated as astroites or star-stones.

"Astroites or star-stones . .
."—Brome : Travels

(1700). p. 12. {BaUiwell ; Cont. to Lexic.)

" In the arable grounds towards Barton, lying on
a bed of stone, has been found a species of the astr-irr,

or starry-stone, very beautiful, manly iiLta^liated or
engraven like a seal."— Wartun . Bist. of Kiddington,
p. U.

2. Spec. : An ancient gem, called by Pliny
asteria. Some have thought this the mineral
named cats'-eye, which possesses a certain faint

resemblance to a star, in having a fibrous sub-
stance ; others, amianthus or asbestus enclosed
in quartz ; but both Phillips and Dana regard
it as a variety of the sapphire—that sometimes
called the asteriated sapphire. [Asteria.]

as tro labe, *as'-tr^-lal>e, *as'-tr5-
byre, s. I

In Dan., Dut, & Ger. astrolabium;

Fr. astrolabe; Prov. nstroioot; Sp., Port., 4
Ital. astrolabio; Low Lat. astrolabwm; Gr.

& Ital. astrolabio; Low Lat astrolabium ; Gr.

ourrpoAdfioc (astrolabos), dorpoAafSiKoi' (astrolo>

bikon), from ao-rpov (astron) = a star, and
Aafitu' (labein), 2 aor. inf. of AajA/3aV« (lambano)
— to take.] In its etymological sense, any
instrument for taking the altitude of a star or

other heavenly body, a definition which would
include not merely the astrolabe properly so

called, but also the sextant, the quadrant, the

equatorial, the altitude and azimuth circle,

the theodolite, or any similar instrument
But, practically, the word is limited to the

three following significations :

—

1. A planisphere, a stereographic projection

of the sphere upon the plane of one of its

great circles. This may be either the plane of

the equator. In which case the eye is supixned
to be at the

This type of astrolabe was in use among
astronomers at least from the early part of the

second century A.D., if not even from the

second or third century B.C.

" Liv*d Tycho now, struck with this ray, which

More bright 1' the morn than others beam at noon.

He'd take his astrolabe, and seek out here

What new star 'twas did gild our hemisphere.
Dryden ; Death of Lord Bastings, v. it*.

f The former use of the word was common
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Such an astrolabe as that first described waa

the badge of an astrologer.
" She sent* for him, and he came

;

With him his astrolabe he name.
With points and circles merveilous.
Which was of fine gold precious."

Qower: Conf. Am., bk. Ta

T[ The forms astyllabyre and astyrlaby are i>

Prompt. Parv.

rite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wfct, here, camel, her, there; pime, pit, »ire, •*>, marine; go, p*t

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, sin; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. »,« e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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"
l,ir we m spheres, globes, astrolabes, maps,

and the like, have been provided as appurtenances to

astronomy and cosmography, as well as books. —
Bacon: Adv. of Learn., ols.. ii.

3. A graduated circle, with sights attached,

in use early in the eighteenth century for

taking the altitude of the heavenly bodies at

ea. It was ultimately superseded by Hadley's

quadrant, introduced to public notice about

1730. (Penny Cyclopaedia.)

as tro 14b i cal, n. [Ung. astroU^t) ; -ical.)

Pertaining to an astrolabe.

as-trSl'-a-tr^, s. [€r. io-rpa {astro) — the

stars, and Aarp«a (latreia) = worship.) The
worship of the stars. (Cudworth.)

a»-tro-lith-6l -6~&^» *. [Gr. thrrpov (astron)

= a star, X.i0oc (lithos) = a stone, and Aoyoc

(logos) = . . . a discourse. (A name pro-

posed by Professor Shepard to designate the

science which treats of meteorites or aerolites.

(Sotoerby: Popular Mineralogy, 1830 ; Aerolites,

p. 218.)

"as'-trd-log. * as'-tri-logue, « [Fr. «s-

trologue, from Lat. astrologiis, from aa~rpo\oyo<;

(astrologos) = an astronomer : ao-rpov (astron)

= a star, and Ae'yw (lego) = to tell, to speak

of.] As astronomer.
" It war gret uiastry

Till ony astroloa to say
This pall f&ll heir and 011 this day."

Barbour : Bruce, it. 707.

u-trol -6 ger, * as-trol 6 gere, s. [Eng.
* astrolog(y) ; -er.\ [Astrology.]

* 1. Originally : An astronomer.

"A worthy astrotoaer, by perspective glasse*. hath
found in the stars many things unknown to the an-

dvoXS-'—RaUioh.

^ As most, if not all. the ancient astrono-

mers believed that the heavenly bodies have

an influence upon human destinies ; and any
one who predicted fortunes from the position

of the stars, required to study their move-
ments, no need was at first felt for drawing a

distinction between an astronomer and an as-

trologer in the modern sense of these terms.

2. Subsequently and now: An astrologer, as

contradistinguished from an astronomer. A
man of unscientific mind who studies the

heavenly bodies, not to ascertain the laws

which affect their existence and movements,
but in the vain hope of forecasting the future

destiny of himself or others.
" This made the astrologers so idle as to judge of a

man's nature and destiny, by the constellation of the
moment of his nativity or conception,'' — Bacon .

Colours of Good and Evil, ch. x.

**. . . the astrologers, the star-gazers, and monthly
prognosticators, . . . '—ha. xl v ii. 18.

• as-tro-lo'-gi an, s. [Eng. astrolog(y) ; -ian.

In Prov. astrologian. ] The same as Astro-
loger (q.v.).

"The twelve houses of heaven, in the form which
attrologiam use."—Camden.

"... an astrologian
That in his works said such a day o' the month
Should be the day of doom, . . .

Webster : Duchess of Maty, lv. 2.

•a-tro-log Ic, -as tro-log ick, as-
trd-logf-ic-al, a. [In Fr. astrologique

;

8p., Port., & Ital. astrologico ; from Gr.

atrrpoXoyiKo* (astrologikos) m pertaining to as-

tronomy.]

L Pertaining or relating to astronomy ; com-
mingled, as the old astronomy was, with
astrology.

2. Relating to astrology ; believing, profess-

ing, or practising astrology.
" No astrologick wizard honour gains
Who has not oft bean banished, or in chains."

liryden : Juvenal, sat. vL

as-tTO^l6g -Ic-al-ly\ adv. [Eng. astrological

;

-ly.] After the manner of astrologers, or
according to the rules of astrology. (Johnson.)

* am-trol -6 gie, *. [Astrology.]

as-trol 6 -gize, v.l. [Eng. astroU>g(y) ; -iw.

In Gr. do-rpoAoyeui (astrologeb~) = to study or
practise astronomy ; atrrpa. (astro) = the
stars, and \6yo< (logos) = discourse.] To study
or practise astrology. (Johnson.)

as'-tro-logue, s. [Astrologe.]

as-troT-o
a

-&y, * as-troT-d-gie, *. [In

Ger. & Fr. astrologie ; Dan. & Sw. astrologi

;

8p., Port., Ital, & Lat. astrologia = (1) a
knowledge of the stars, astronomy, (2) astro-

logy ; Gr. ao-TpoXoyia (astrologia)= astronomy

;

from ao-rpov (astron), generally used of stars

in the plural, aorifp (aster) m a single star,

Aoyos (logos) = discourse, also reason. A dis-

course concerning the stars, or the reason of

the stars.
]

1. Originally: The word astrology, as yet

unspecialized, included both the true science

of astronomy and the pseudo science defined

under No. 2. [See etymology.]

2. Now : The word having become special-

ized, signifies the pseudo Bcience which pre-

tends to foretell future events by studying the

position of the stars, and ascertaining their

alleged influence upon human destiny. Na-
tural Astrology professes to predict changes in

the weather from studying the stars [Astro-
METeorolooy], and Judicial or Judiciary

Astrology to foretell events bearing on the

destiny of individual human beings or the

race of mankind generally.

H In the infancy of the world, when the

stars were assumed to be, as they seemed,
sparkles of light, whose diminutiveness so

markedly contrasted with the hugeness of the

earth, it was a perfectly legitimate conjecture

or hypothesis that one main function which
the shining specks served in the economy of

nature might be to influence human destinies.

Hence the Chinese, the Egyptians, the Chal-

dseans, the Romans, and most other ancient
nations, with the honorable exception of the

Greeks, became implicit believers in astrology.

It was partly the cause and partly the effect

of the prevalent worship of the heavenly
bodies. The "stargazers," sarcastically re-

ferred to by Isaiah (xlvii. 13), were evidently

astrologers : so also were what are called in

the margin "viewers of the heavens;" but
tie Heb. word rendered "astrologers " in Dan.
t 20; ii. 2, 27; iv. 7; v. 7, is a much vaguer
one, meaning those who practise incantations,

without indicating what the character of these
incantations may be. The later Jews, the

Arabs, with other Mohammedan races, and
the Christians in mediaeval Europe, were all

great cultivators of astrology. The ordinary
method of procedure in the Middle Ages was
to divide a globe or a planisphere into twelve
portions by circles running from pole to pole,

like those which now mark meridians of longi-

tude. Each of the twelve spaces or intervals

between these circles was called a "house"
of heaven. The sun, the moon, and the stars

all pass once in twenty-four hours through
the portion of the heavens represented by the
twelve "houses;" nowhere, however, except

at the equator, are the same stars uniformly
together in the same house. Every house
has one of the heavenly bodies ruling over it

as its lord. The houses symbolize different

advantages or disadvantages. The first is the
house of life ; the second, of riches ; the third,

of brethren ; the fourth, of parents ; the fifth,

of children ; the sixth, of health ; the seventh,

of marriage ; the eighth, of death ; the ninth,

of religion ; the tenth, of dignities ; the
eleventh, of friends ; and the twelfth of
enemies. The houses vary in strength, the
first one, that containing the part of the
heavens about to rise, being the most power-
ful of all : it is called the ascendant [Ascen-
dant] ; whilst the point of the ecliptic just

rising is termed the horoscope. The important
matter was to ascertain what house and star

was in the ascendant at the moment of a
person's birth, from which it was deemed
possible to augur his fortune. It followed

that all people born ia the same part of the
world at the same time ought to have had the
same future, an allegation which experience
decisively contradicted. Even apart from
tli is, astrological predictions of all kinds had
a fatal tendency to pass away without being
fulfilled; and when, finally, it was discovered
that the tiny-looking stars were suns like that
irradiating our heavens, and the earth not the
centre of the universe, but only a planet re-

volving round another body, and itself much
exceeded in size by several of its compeers,
every scientific mind in Europe felt itself

unable any longer to believe in astrology,

which has been in an increasingly languishing

state since the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury. It still flourishes in Asia and Africa.

Thus when a Brahman boy comes into the
world means are at once taken to construct

his " horoscope,*' indicating what his future
destiny is to be. But in America, at this ad-

vanced period of the nineteenth century, no
one can profess to believe in astrology without
exciting the gravest doubt regarding his in-

tellect, his knowledge, or his good faith. It

is legal to publish a work disfigured with

astrological vaticinations ; but the moment
one accepts payment for telling, by the help

of the stars, the "fortune" of an individual,

he or she becomes liable to arreBt, in England,
asa" rogue and a vagabond." No belief, ex-

tensively held and long prevalent, ever passes

away without leaving traces in language, and
ascendant, ascendency, disaster, disastrous, evil-

starred, influence, mercurial, jovial, eatumine, Ac.,

are all astrological terms.

" The Marquess of Huntly was in the king's interest*,

bat would not loin with nim, though his sons did.

Astrology ruined him ; he believed the stars, and they
deceived him. "—Burnet: Hist, of hit Own Tims, bk. L
(Richardson.)

&a-tr6-me-te-6r-ol'-6-gy, s. [Gr. ao-rpov

(astron) = a star, and Eng. meteorology iq.v.).]

The investigation of the influence exerted by
the sun, moon, and stars upon the weather.

The sun, of course, exerts transcendent influ-

ence. The notion that changes of the weather

take place at changes of the moon is not born*

out by impartial inquiry. The stars seem ab-

solutely void of perceptible effect on the

weather.

as-trd-me
,

-tt5-or'-$-scdpe, s. [Gr. ao-rpov

(astron) = a star, and Eng. meteoroscope (q.v.).]

An apparatus invented by Mr. Pichler for

demonstrating, by (means of the optical lan-

tern, the effects of persistence of vision.

as trom e ter, 5. [Gr. ao-rpov (astron) = a
star, and u-erpov (metron) = a measure.] An
instrument invented by Sir John Herschel for

measuring the apparent relative magnitudes
of the stars.

aa-trdm -£t-ry\ s. [Astrometer,] The mea-

surement and the numerical expression of the

apparent magnitudes of the fixed stars.

* aa-troni'-$M$n, *- [Apparently abbreviated

from O. Eng. astronomien to make it fit more
easily into a line of poetry. ] An astronomer,

an astrologer, or both in one person.
" Of gold he made a table,

Al ful of steorren, saun fable,

And thougte to seyn, amonges men.
That he is an astromyen,"

Alisaunder, i. ISA. {Boucher.)

as-tron'-om-er, * as-tron 6m ere,
* as-tron'-om-yer, s. [Eng. astronom(y)

;

suffix -er. In Sw. astronom; Fr. astronome;

Sp., Port., 4 Ital. astronomo; Lat. astronomus

;

Gr. ao-Tpovofxos (astronomos), as adj. = classing

4he stars, as substan.= an astronomer ; ao-rpov

(astron) = a star, ao-rpa (astra) (pL) = stars,

and vtuw (nemo) = to distribute, ... to

pasture (a flock). Hence an astronomer is a

classifier of the stars, or, according to Her-
schel, a "shepherd of the stars."] [Astro-

nomy.]
Essential signification : One who studies the

stars, the word giving no indication as to his

motive in so doing. During ancient and
medieeval times the keenest spur to the Ex-

ploration of the heavens was furnished by the

belief, then all but universally entertained,

that the stars influenced human destinies

;

hence astronomer signified

—

* 1. Originally: In the main an astrologer;

one who studied the stars, partly, no doubt,

from scientific curiosity, but chiefly because

he believed they influenced human destinies.

If astronomert say true, evav man at his birth by
his constellation hath divers things and desires ap-

poinUKlhim.''—/•tttintfTon.- Exposition upon the Pro-

phet Affffem, ch. L (See Trench : Select Glouarj/, D. 12.)

" But what was ominous, that very morn
The sun was entered iuto Capricorn,
Which, by this bad astronomer's account.
That week the Virgin Balance should remount

Dryden : Bind and Panther.

2. Subsequently : As study of the heavens

advanced, the more gifted minds discovered.

the fallacy of the old notion that the stars

influenced human destinies, whilst the lesa

talented firmly adhered to the popular delu-

sion on the subject. It consequently became
needful to distinguish the two classes of men.

The word astronomer was therefore reserved

for any really scientific student of the stars,

whilst the term astrologer was abandoned to

the credulous, if not even insincere, star-gazer.

Convenience dictated this arrangement : if

etymology were followed, an astrologer would
be regarded as the equal, if not the superior,

of an astronomer. [Astrologer.]

"It IBncke's comet] was predicted and generally

observed in 1825. and so anxious were astronomers to

discover it, that two new comets were found in look-

ing for it."—Airy : /teport on Astronomy. Brit. Assoc.

Mop., voL L, 2nd ed. (1833), p, 163.

Astronomer Royal : The appellation given to

the eminent astronomer entrusted by the

ooll, bo^; pottt, jowl
-clan.

cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph-fc

-tion, -sion = shun ; -$lon, -sion = xhnn. -tious, -stems, -cion« - shns. -hie, -die, an.m bel, deL
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British Government with the care of the
Greenwich Observatory, and who is expected
to turn to the best account the splendid in-

struments erected there for the survey of the
heavens. There are also Astronomers Royal
for Scotland and Ireland.

is tro-nom -ic, * as tro-nom -Ick, as-
tro-ndm'-ic-al, a. [In Fr. ast-ronomique

;

Sp., Fort., & ital. astronomico ; Lat. astro-

nomicus; all from Gr. aarpovofiucoc (astro-

nomifcos).] Pertaining or relating to astro-
nomy, or to the methods in use among
astronomers.

"Can he cot put an astronomick line
? "—Black.

"The starry heavens, as you know, had for Im-
manael Kant a value beyond tbeir astronomical one."
-TyndaU: Frag, of Science, 8nl ed., v. 104.

astronomical instruments. Instru-
ments used for observing the heavenly bodies.
The following list includes some which are
now superseded, but the great majority are
still in use :—Armil, armillary sphere, artificial

horizon, astrolabe, astrometer, astroscope,
azimuth circle, azimuth dial, back-staff, chro-
nometer, clock, collimator, comet-seeker, com-
pass, cosmolabe, dipleidoscope, dip sector,
equatorial telescope, gnomon, heliometer,
meridian circle, micrometer, mural circle,

orbit-sweeper, orrery, pendulum, planetarium,
quadrant, reflecting circle, refraction circle,

sextant, spectroscope, telescope, tellurian,
transit instrument, zenith sector, zenith tube,

astronomical measurements. The
measurement of the arc of the heavens inter-
cepted between two points, as between a star
at a certain moment and the horizon. Or a
measurement of the exact time of some event,
say a transit This is done by means of a
clock, or, more generally, a chronometer.
iHerschel: Astron., § 150.)

astronomical observations. Obser-
vations of the heavenly bodies made to further
the science of astronomy. (Ibid., § 136.)

astronomical year. A year, the pre-
cise length of which is determined by astro-
nomical observations. It embraces both the
tropical and the sidereal years. It is opposed
to the civil year, being that which each nation
has adopted for itself. [Tear J

"Niebuhr thinks that the allusion la to a solar
eclipse, visible in the Mediterranean, which occurred
on the Slst of June, In the astronomical year 3» B.C.''
--Lewis : Early Jtom. Hut., ch. v., $ 11.

as-tro-nom'-i-cal-lyt adv. [Eng. astrono-

mical ; -ly.~\ In an astronomical manner

;

after the manner of astronomers ; in con-
formity with the principles or methods of
astronomy.

* as-tro-nom'-i-con, s. [Gr. aoTpopopuco?,
neut. -kov.] A treatise on astronomy.

* a&-tro-nom'-i-en, * as-tro-nom -y-en,
fO. Eng. astronomie; Hod. (Eng. astronomy;
suff. -en.] An astronomer, an astrologer, or
both combined in one individual.

" Astronomyens al day here art faitlen
That whileu warned men byfore what shoulde
byfalle after." P. Plowman,

M Lo astronomyent camen fro the eest toJerusalem."
—Wydiffe : Matthew U. 1.

t as-trdn'-o-mlze, v.L [Eng. astronom(y);
-iM.] To study astronomy, as botanize means
to study botany.

"... thus they astronomtmd In cavee."—Browne:
Christ. Mor. ii. 9.

as tron'-6-my, * as-tron -6-mIe, *as-
tr6n'H&-mye, * as-tron'-om-Ige, s. [In

8w. & Dan. astronomi ; Ger. A Fr. astronomie

;

Sp., Port., & Ital. astronomia ; Lat. astro-

nomia; Gr. aarpovo^ia (astronomia): atrrpov
{astron) = a star, and vopM (nomas)= usage,
custom, law ; vtftm (nemo) = to deal out, to
distribute.)

* 1. Originally : The pseudo science which
studied the movements of the stars, with the
view of obtaining information (which they
were not fitted to give) regarding the destiny
of individuals or bodies of men ; astrology.
(.Astrology. See also Astronomer.]

" And hem lerede, witter like
Attronomige and arsmetlke.**
Story of Gen. and Exod. (ed. Morris). 791-1.

m Wot from the stars do I my Judgment pluck.
And ret methlnk* I have astronomy.

Shakesp. I Sonntft, 14.

2. Subsequently and now : The sublime
science which treats of the distances, magni-
tudes, masses, composition, motions, and all

that is discoverable regarding the heavenly

bodies, meaning the sun, the earth, the moon,
the planets, the fixed stars, the comets, the
meteorites, the nebulae, and all other material
bodies really or apparently moving in infinite

space. It is founded on careful and oft-

repeated observations, made chiefly with
elaborately-canstructed instruments [Astro-
nomical Instruments] ; these observations
being next made the basis of reasoning,
founded, wherever it is practicable, as it

generally is, on mathematical demonstration.
Astronomy may be variously divided. A
simple distinction is sometimes made into
geography, which treats of the earth, and
uranograpky, the subject of which is the
" heavens." Sometimes the branch of science
which describes the celestial bodies as they
are is called Descriptive Astronomy. When
the specific subject treated is the " fixed

"

stars, it becomes Sidereal Astronomy. The
sciences now mentioned have sought rather to
record than to explain phenomena; but what
is called Physical Astronomy proposes to itself

the high aim of accounting for the facts ob-
served. Its chief ally in this arduous task is

mathematics, with which every astronomer
worthy of the name requires to be very familiar.

U The vault of heaver, being visible in alt

its glory alternately by day and night in every
portion of the world, absolute ignorance re-

garding celestial phenomena cannot have
existed in any place or at any time. The
people belonging to some nations were, how-
ever, more observant in this respect than
others, and claims to early proficiency in astro-
nomy, in some cases leading to vehement
controversy, have been preferred in favour of
the Chinese, the Chaldasans, the Egyptians,
and the Hindoos. In these and other coun-
tries, in early times, the stars were not so much
studied as worshipped, there being strong
temptation, even in the most pious mind*, to
this form of religious error (Job xxxi. 26—28).
Hipparchus of Bithynia and Rhodes <?), who
flourished from B.C. 160 to 126, catalogued the
stars visible above the horizon, noting down
1,080. Among his numerous discoveries may
be reckoned the precession of the equinoxes,
trigonometry, and apparently the stereogra-
phic projection of the sphere. The next very
great name was that of Ptolemy, the geo-
grapher and astronomer of Alexandria, A.I).

130—150, who discovered the lunar evection,
refraction, &c [Evection, Refraction.] He
was also the author of the Ptolemaic system,
with its primum mobile, its eccentrics, and its

epicycles.
Oh, how unlike the complex works of man
Heaven's easy, artless, unencumbered plan '."

Cowper; Truth.

The Arabs translated a work of Ptolemy's
called Meyio-nj (Megiste) into their own lan-

guage, and prefixing to its name their article

al— the, transformed it into Almagest. The
Christians during the " dark ages deriving
their knowledge of astronomy from the Arabs
rather than from a study of the heavens, re-

ceived from their instructors the Ptolemaic
system and the Almagest, which did not lose

credit in Western Europe till the seventeenth
century. [Almagest, Ptolemaic] In 1472
or 1473 was born Copernicus, who in 1543,

just before his death, published his great
work. On the Revolutions of the Heavenly
Bodies, composed more than thirteen years
before. It propounded the Copernican sys-

tem [Copernican], which, modified and im-
proved, is now received as established truth,

being supported by an amount of evidence of
which Copernicus had no conception. The
next very great name is that of Tycho Brahe,
a Dane by birth, but of Swedish ancestry.

He was born on the 14th of December, 1546,

and died in 1601. Though not accepting the
Copernican system, but holding views partly
borrowed from Copernicus and partly from
Ptolemy [Ttchonic], his extensive and accurate
observations gave a great impulse to astro-

nomy, and prepared the way for further dis-

coveries, in addition to those which he had
himself made. Two great names now come
together upon the scene, those of Kepler and
of Galileo. The former was a pupil of Tycho.
He will for ever be remembered for the dis-

covery of the three laws which bear his name,
the first and second made known in 1609, and
the third in 1618. [Kepler's Laws.] About
1581, Galileo had discovered the isochronism
of the pendulum [Pendulum]; having con-
structed a telescope, he discovered in 1610 the
satellites of Jupiter, the phases of Venus, the
moimtains of the moon, with oilier new truths.

In 1642, the year in which Galileo died, Sir

Isaac Newton was born, and in 1687 he pub-
lished his immortal Principia, in which the
law of gravitation was announced, thus con-
stituting an epoch in the history of science
which probably will never be paralleled at any
future time.

" Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in night

;

God said. ' Let Newton be.' and all was light"
Pop*.

The year that Newton died (1727) was the one
in which the discovery was made by Bradley
of the aberration of light, which irrefragahly
proved the motion of the earth, and gave the
death-blow to the Ptolemaic and Tychouic
systems, both of which were founded on the
hypothesis that it was stationary. As we
approach modern times the discoveries become
far too numerous to be chronicled here ; but
room must l»e found to mention the Herschel
family—the first of the name, Sir William
Herschel, who was born in 1738, and died in
1822, having, among other great discoveries,
added nine new members of the solar system,
one of them, the planet Uranus, to the eighteen
previously known. The work on astronomy
so often quoted in these pages was penned by
his son, Sir John Herschel, also a great dis-
coverer ; and the third generation of the
family are now at work. Many discoveries
will be found recorded under other articles.

[Asteroid, Comet, Constellation, Gravita-
tion, Planet, Solar System, Star, Ac]

" In attronomy, for Instance, the superior depart-
ments of theory are completely disjoined front Use
routine of practical observation. "—Herschel : Study tsf

Nat. PML (1831), f 126.

* as-tron'-om-yen, s. [Astronomies.]

* as-tron om-yer, s. [Astronomer]

as tro phel, *&B'-trd-feU, s. [Gr. atrrpoy
(astron) = a star; second element doubtful.

J

A bitter herb ; probably what the old botan-
ists called starwort

" My little flock, whom earat I lov'd so well.
And wont to feed with finest grasae that grew,
Feede ye henceforth on hitter aetrofeU

And stinking smailage and uusaverie rue."
Spenser : Daphne, 344

** The gods, which all things see. this same beheld,
And pittying this paire of lovers trew.
Transformed them, there lying on the field.

Into one flowre that is both red and blew :

It first growes red, and then to blew doth fade,
Like aetropkel, . .

."

Todd's Spenser, vol. viii., p. M,

as tro pho to metric al, a. [Gr. aarpov

(astron) = a star ; ^wrck (jihotos), genii sing.

of dm* (phos)— light, and lUrpov (metron) — a
measure.] Pertaining to the measurement of
the hght which reaches the earth from the
several stars.

"On a new Attmphotometrical method by Prof. Co.
V. Zeuger."— At*ron. Soc. Notices, voL xxxriil. «5.

as-tr&-phyl-li'te, s. [In Ger. astrophyllU

;

Gr. aarpov (astron) = a star, and d>vAAov
(phullon) = a leaf.]

Aftn. ; An orthorhombic mineral classed by
Dana under his Mica Group. The hardness is

3 ; the sp. gr., 3324 ; the lustre, sub-metallic,
pearly ; the colour, bronze-yellow to gold-

yellow. It is translucent in thin plates.

Composition : Silica, 32*21 to 33 71 ; protoxide
of iron, 18*06 to 25*21 ; protoxide of man-
ganese, 9*90 to 1268 ; titanic acid, 7 09 to 8-84,

with lesser quantities of potassa, soda, zirconia,

alumina, and other ingredients. It is found
In Norway.

as-tro-phy -ton, s. [Gr. atrrpov (astron) = a
star, and <pvr6v (phuton) = that which has
grown : (1) a plant, (2) a creature, " Starry
creature."] A genus of starfishes, containing
the Shetland Argus. [Abous, ]

as -tro-scope, s. [In Ger. astroskop; Gr.

aorpov (astron) = a star, and o-Koirtw (skopeS)

= to look at,] An astronomical instrument
for observing or refreshing the memory with
respect to the relative position of the stare.

These are delineated on two cones. A celes-

tial globe, however, is both more accurate and
more convenient. (Webster, £c)

a» -tro-soop-y, 3. [In Ger. astroscopie.} [As-

troscope. ] Observation of the stars. (John-

son.)

* a-strote, adv. [Astrut.]

as-tr6^the-0T-6-gy, s. [In Ger. astroiheo-

logie ; Gr. atrrpov (astron) = a star, and 9to\o-

yia (theologta) — theology (q.v.).l Theology
founded on what is known of the heavenly

bodies and the laws which regulate their

movements.

t&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try. Syrian. ». ce -- e. ey a. qn = kw*
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"That the diurnal and annual revolutions are the
motions of the terraqueous globe, aot of the sun, I

•hew Id the preface of my Astro-Theology."—Derham ;

Physico- Theology,

a-strut, * a-stro'te, adv. [Eng. a; strut

(q.v.).]

* A. (Of the form, astrote) ; In a swelling

manner.
** Hya yen stode owte attrote forthy."

Le Bone Florence, 2,32», (AeweAer.)

B. (Of the form astrut) : With a strutting

gait. (Cowper: Task, v. 268.)

* ste-try-labe, s. [Astrolabe.]

* as~tu CO, a. [In Fr. astucieux ; IUL artu-

taceio.] [Astute. ] Astute.
"... that your facilnes be nocht seduait be their

astuee ami subtil persuasions."—Comptayttte of Scot-
land, p. 151.

f.3-tu cious, a. [Fr. astucieux.] Astute,
cunning. (Scott : Fair Maid of 1'erth, cli. ad.)

as-tu-Cl-ty, s. [As if from a Low Lat
astucitas.] Astuteness. (Carlyle; Fr. Revol.,

pt. i., bk. i., ch. iii.)

a stun, v.t. [Eng. a; stun. In A.S. astunian
= to astound.] To stun. [Astound, Stum.]

" He fell rebounding ; breathless and. astunned.
His trunk extended lay."

SomereiOe ; Rural Game*, c. ii.

* a-stund 6, adv. [Pref. o- = on, for ; A.S.
stund = a moment, time.] [Astuwtk.] For a
time.

" Bothe in boskes and in bank.
Iaout me bauet nstunde."
A Song on the Passion (ed. Morxia), IS. 14.

* a-Btttnt'e, pret. of verb. [A.S. astintan =
to stop.] Stood, remained. [Astint.]

*" The barons astunte without toun beside,
And vaire sende onto the toun to the king her sonde,
That he ssolde, vor Gode's loue, him bet vnderstoude."

Robert of Gloucester'* Chronicle, p. M& IBoucher.)

fts'-tur, s. [Lat
astur, whence Ital.

atstore and Fr. cm-
tour.]

Ornithology : A
genus of raptorial

irds belonging to
the family Faloo-
nidae and the sub-
family Accipitrinae,

or Sparrow-hawks.
It has a British re-

presentative — the
A. palumbarius, or
Goshawk [gee
Goshawk], which
Is figured in the ac-
companying illus-

tration ; and there
are various foreign
species.

* a-sturte, pret. of verb. [Astart.] Started.
" Hid thine raise coate thu tray est monnea sane.
The OJywes vp asturte that leyen in the grunde."

The Petition of Our Lord (ed. Morris), 1M-5.

a*Vtu te, cl [O. Fr. astut ; Sp., Port., & Ital.

astiito ; Lat. astutus, from astus = cleverness,
craft, cunning (a single act, as distinguished
from astutia = habitual craftiness).] [Astoce. ]

Penetrating, discerning, subtle ; wily, cunning.
" We tenne thoae moat astute which are moat ver-

ute. ""—Sir M. Sandys: Ess., p. 16S.

U Neither astute nor any one of its com-
pounds is in the last edition of Johnson's
Dictionary.

as-tute-l^, adv. [Eng. astute; -ly.] In an
astute manner ; cleverly, penetratingly, dis-

cerningly. (Webster.)

as-tu'te-ness, s. [Eng. astute; -new.] The
quality of being astute ;

penetration, discern-
ment ; mental subtlety.

"The policy of the French Government was marked
byTlgjur and astuteness, . .

.*

—

Times, Not. % 1875.

t as'-ty; s. [Lat. ast% ; Gr, aarv (astii) = a city,

especially Athens. (In Anglicising Greek
words, v becomes y ; thus asty exactly corre-
sponds to the Gr. atrrv (astu).j

Architecture ; A city or town.

* as-ty-en, v. [A.S. astigan = to go, proceed,
step, or mount ; astignes= an ascent ; ascend-
ing.] To ascend.

" Oft* he heom inyd spek ther hi weren to-gedere
Br be wolde astyen to heuene to hie Tedere."

The Passion of Our Lord led. Morris), 623-4.

GOSHAWK (ASTUR
PALUMBARIUS).

a-sty'-Iar, a. [Gr. aorvAw (astulos) = without

pillar or prop : o, priv., and cttvAos (stulos) —
a pillar.]

Arch. : Without columns or pilasters.

atf-tyll, s. [Low Lat. astula ; O. Ger. ast and
asti; Goth, ast.] A shingle; a thin board of
wood. (Pvbmpt. Parv.) (Boucher.) [Astel.]

* as-tyl la^byre (y - \\ * as -tyr-la by,
8. [ASTROtABE.)

as-tyT-len, s. A small ward or stoppage in
an adit or mine to prevent the full passage of
the water, made by damming np. (Weale.)

*aa-ty't, *as-ty'te. [Astit.]

a-sun'-der, * a-sun -dyr, * a-sun -dri,
* a-son der, a-son -dyr, *a-syn-dre
(dyr as dir, dre as der), adv. [Eng. a =
on, and sunder; A.S. onsundran = asunder,
apart, alone, privately ; Ger. auseinander

;

Sp. asundre.] [Sunder.

I. Into different pieces, into different places

;

separately, apart. (Lit. St fig.)
" I took my staff, even Beauty, and out it

" What therefore God hath Joined together, let not
man put asunder."—Mark x. 9.

2. In different pieces ; in different places
;

apart ; in a divided state.
" Freres and feendes been but litel atonder."

Chaucer; C. T, 7,26ft,

" Lucifer. No, we reign
Together ; but our dwellings are asunder."

Byron : Cain, 11. 2.

a-siin'-der-ly, adv. [Eng. asunder; 4y.]
Separately ; apart.

" Asunderly. DUjunctim . . ."—Prompt. Pare.

* a-sun -dri, adv. [Asunder,]

" a-sur (stir as zhur), a. [Azure.]

a-su'r-a, s. [Sanscrit. ]

Indian Mythology : A demon ; an enemy of
the gods. The Asuras se*>m to have been at
one time the Turanian aborigines in conflict

with the Aryan invaders of India, and at
another the Booddhist religionists in conflict

with the professors of the Brahmanic faith.

* a'-srare (sur as zhiir), a. [Azure.]

* aswage, v.t. & i. [Assuage.]

*a-8w£lt', v.i. [A.S. asweltan = to die, to
Uepart.] To become extinguished.

" No tb* fuyr for tbeo snow aswett."
Alisaunder, 6,639.

* a-swe've, v.t. [A.S. aswefan (trans.) = (1)

to soothe, to appease ; (2) to strike with
astonishment; (intransitive)= to be stunned,
to be made insensible ; swefan = to go to
sleep.] To stupefy.

" For I came up, I nyste how.
For so astonyed and aueeved
Was eTery vertu in my heved,
What with his soura and with my drede.
That al my felynge gan to dede

;

For whi ? nit waa to grete affray.

"

Chaucer : Bouse of Fame, iL 40—15.

a-swim', adv. [Eng. a; swim.] Afloat. (Scotch.)

"The soldiers sleeping carelessly in the bottom of

the ship upon heather, were all atwim through the
water that came in at the holes and leaks of the ship."
—Spalding, i. 00.

* a-swo'on, a-swo ne, v.i. [Eng. a, and

swoon; A.S. aswunan= to swoon.] Toswoon.
" Whan sohe this herd, aswoned doun tehe fallith

For pitoua Joy." Chaucer : C. T., 8,956-6.

* a-swo'on, * a swoun, * a swou ne,
* a-swo'wne, adv. [Eng. a, and swoon.]

[Aswoon, v.]

1. Into a swoon.
" And with that word atseoun ache fel anoon."

Chaucer: C?T., U,«0.
2. In a swoon.
" Than ever sehe did, and fil to ground anoon,
And lay aswovme, deed as eny stoon."

CAaucer: C. T„ 10,787-8.

* a-swou nde, pret. of verb. [A.S. aswindan
— (1) to languish through dulness, to ener-
vate ; (2) to decay, perish, dissolve.] Passed
away ; decayed, perished.

**
' Hell be thou,' he seide, ' thou false god, in thin

false beuene ifounde,
Nym thin son and thin holigoet xor ye both ney

asteounde.'

"

Exposition of the Cross (ed. Morris), *M-2.

* a-swy'nde, v.i. [A.S. aswindan m to decay.]

To vanish, to pass away.

" Ye moweu iaeo the world aswynde
That wuuii guth forth aUik that, soth."
A Luue Ron. 0. Eng 3lisa.il., Early En§,

Text ihc, x. (ed. Morris), 39, 40.

* a-ay'oe, s. The same as Assize (q.v.).

*a-sy'-ent v.i. [A.S. a$igan—to languish

through dulness, to enervate, to pine away.]

To sink : to become faint of heart.

" Al wo sohulen a-eyen and seo to the nede,

Ther the crysmechild for sumies sore schal drede."

On Serving Christ, ix. (ed. Morris), 10, U.

a-«y'-ltilal,*a-»y'lo,*a-aile,s. [In Dan. asyl;

Fr. asile ; Sp. & Ital. aHlo ; Port asylo, asilo ;

Lat. asylum ; Gr. ao-uAo*' (asulon)= an asylum

;

properly the neut. of the adj. acrvKoc (asuhs)
= safe from violence, inviolate : o, priv., and
avkaM (sulaS) = to strip off, to pillage.]

L A place of refuge and security. r

I. Originally : A sanctuary, a place which
it was deemed sacrilege for one to invade, and
which, therefore, proved an inviolable retreat

for criminals, debtors, and other peophj liable

to be pursued. (See Archcsologia, viu., A.D.
1787, p. 3.) [Sanctuary.]

" Fraan every asjtsum ruffians sallied forth nightly
to plunder and stsu>."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng,, ch. ix.

a. Now:
(a) Gen. ; Any place of refuge ; any place

where one is sheltered, as a foreign land used
as a retreat for political or religious refugees.

"... and who knew themselves to be marked out
for destruction, had sought an asylum in the Low
Countries."—Jtacaulay .- Iriit, Eng., ch. v.

(&) Spec. : An institution designed for the
reception and shelter of those who are inca-

pacitated from successfully fighting their own
way in the world, as the blind asylum, the
lunatic asylum.

II. The protection accorded in such places ;

refuge, shelter.
" Much he would speak not, but beneath his root'

They found asylum oft, but ne'er reproof."
Byron: Lara, 11. B.

t a-sym'-met-ral, a. [Eng. asynvmetr(y)

;

•al.] Unsymmetrical ; destitute of symmetry

;

having perfection marred by conspicuous de-

fects.

"Long before this time the church had become
asymmetral."—More; Against Idolatry, ch. 8.

t a-sym-met'-li-cal, a. [Eng. asymmetriy);

-tool.) Unsymmetrical ; incapable of adjust-

ment.
"Asymmetrical or unsociable, that Is, such aa we

see not how to reconcile with other things evidently
and confessedly true."— Boyle, in Jferrit on Reason
and Faith, ch. a

* a-sym'-met-rotts, a. [Eng. asymmetriy) ;

-ous.] Unsymmetrical. [(Harrow.) (Wor-
cester's Diet.)

aHsym'-met-ryv *. [Gr. ao-u^erpia (atum-
" metria) ; from a.avu.u.erpos (asummietros)= (1)

incommensurable, (2) unsymmetric. Or from
o, priv., and ovufteTpui (summetria) — symme-
try ; 0TJfj.jj.eTpa*; (swmmetros)= commensurate
with : ovv (sun) = together, and itArpov (metron)
= a measure.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Want of symmetry ; want of
proportion.

"The asymmetries of the brain, aa well aa the de-
formities of the lega or face, may be rectified in time."
—Grew.

t 2. Math. : The incommensurability of two
or more numbers ; that is, that the numbers
stand to each other in such a relation that
they have no common measure. Such, for

example, is the relation between the side and
diagonal of a square which are in the ratio of

1 : V2.

a-symp -tote, s. & a. [In Ger. & Fr. asymp-

tote ; Port, asymptota ; Gr. ao*vu.TrrwTo? (asump-

totos) — irregular : a, priv., and <rvp.iriirr*>

(sumpiptS) = to fall together ; trvv (sun) = to-

gether, and irt'iTTa* (piptd) = to fall
;

perf.
mnr-

Ttowra <jpeptdka).~\

A. As substantive. Geometry : A term used
in describing the characteristics of a hyper-

bola.

An asymptote of a hyperbola is a diameter
which, the farther it is produced, always ap-

proaches more and more nearly to the curve,

and yet, though produced ever so far, does
never actually meet it (The word is generally

used in the plural, asymptotes.)

B. As ad}. : Pertaining to such a line as

that now described ; continually- approaching
another line without ever reaching it.

Mil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^tcnophon, exist. -In*>

-cion, tion, -sion-shun; -tion, -aion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious -shus. -ble. -die, &c. =bel, dft>
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" Asymptote lint*, though they may approach nearer
together, till they are nearer than the least assignable
distance, yet, being still produced infinitely, will never
meet"

—

Grew.

a-symp-tSt'-io, a-symp-tdt'-Io-al, $.

[Eng. asymptote ; -ic, -iced. In Fr. asympto-
tique.] Pertaining or relating to the asymp-
totes of a hyperbola ; perpetually approaching
anything, but never meeting it.

"Curvet are said to be asymptotical when they con-
tinually approach without a possibility of meeting."—
Johnson.

a-syn-ar'-teto, a. [Gr. aervyanrirw (asunar-
titos) = not united, inconsistent ; a, priv., and
tn/isapToui (sunartao) — to hang up with, to
knit or join together: avv (sun)= together,
and aprata (artao) = to fasten to.] Not fitted

or adjusted ; disconnected.

Asynartete sentences (Gram.): Thoseof which
the members are not united by connective
particles. [Asyndeton. ] (Brandt.

)

Asynartete verse (Pros.) : A verse consisting
of two members, having different rhythms ; as
when the first consists of iambuses and the
secottd of trochees, or the first of dactyles and
the second of iambuses. (Webster.)

a-syn de-ton, *. [In Ger. asyndeton. Prom
Gr. aavyStrov (atundeton), neut. of adj. airvv
Scrtx (asundetos)= (1) unconnected, (2) without
conjunction ; o, priv., and ovv&ctqc. (sundetos)
= bound together ; <ruv6cw (sundeo)= to bind
together.]

Gram. : A figure in which the copulative
conjunction and is omitted in a sentence, as
In Lat Teni, vidi, vici, " I came, I saw, I

conquered," instead of Veni, vidi, et vici, "I
came, I saw, and I conquered." In most
cases, as in that now given, the omission of
the copulative gives increased force to the
statement or sentiment embodied in the sen-
tence. It is opposed to Polysyndeton (q.v.).

a-sy se, s. [Assize.]

flt, * atte, * at -en, prep. & adv. [A.S. art,

at = (1) at, by, near, to, next, with, against,
in, (2) of, from. In Sw. at = (1) sign of the
Inflnit. mood, (2) that ; Dan. art (same mean-
ing), ad=to; O. Sw., O. IceL, O. Dan., O.
L. Ger., and Goth, at = at ; O. Fris. et; O. H.
Ger. az, ez ; Wei. at = to ; Lat ad = to (Ad)

;

Sansc. adhi = upon.]

JL> As preposition

:

L Denoting nearness to in place or in time.

L Denoting nearness in place, i.e., that a
person or thing is at rest in proximity to a
certain place. As a rule, the proximity is not
so great as that indicated by on, and con-
siderably less than that designated by in.

(a) In immediate proximity to.
" This custom continued among many, to say their

prayers at fountains."—Stillingjteet.

(6) In, within ; occupying as a habitation.
(Lit. *fig.)

'
. . . the at here tabernacle was."

Story of Gen. A Exod. (ed. Morris), S,7».

, . . whilst we are at home in the body, we are
absent from the Lord."—2 Cor. v. 6.

(c) On ; upon.
" Their various news I heard, of love and strife,
Of storms at sea, and travels on the shore."—Pope.

(d) In a position, attitude, state, or condi-
tion, as at gaze = in a gazing attitude. [Gaze. ]
(In this sense it is sometimes followed by a
superlative.)

" We bring Into the world with us a poor, needy, un-
certain life, short at the longest, and unquiet at the
best"—Temple.

2. Denoting nearness in time.
"At the same time that the storm beats upon the

whole species, we are falling foul upon one another."—
Additon.

XL Denoting motion towards any person,
place, or thing, in place or in time ; denoting
also motion through any place.

1. Literally:

(a) Denoting motion towards the place
where a person or thing is, a verb being under-
stood, as, " Up, guards, and at them, an ex-
clamation popularly attributed to Wellington
at Waterloo. (Colloquial, and often with a
tinge of the ludicrous.)

(6) Denoting motion through a place.
" Here, push them out at gates."

Tennyson : The Pi-jrtcwm, It.

2. Fig. : Denoting effort to realise an aim.
" We find some arrived to that sottishness, as to own

roundly what they would be at."—South.

IIL Denoting the effect produced by prox-
imity of one person or thing to another in
place and in time

; causation, operation upon.

L With the preposition prefixed to the source
from which this emanates:

(a) In consequence of. „ At hi8 toucn>
Such sanctity hath heaven given his hand,
They presently amend."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. $.

"They take the timbrel and harp, and rejoice at the
sound of the organ."—Job xxi. 12.

CO 0°- "Others, with more helpful car*.
Cry'd out, aloud, ' Beware, brave yputn, beware V
At this ha turned." Dryden : 1 Conq. of Gran., L L

(c) Under.
" But thou, of all the kings, Jove's care below,
Art least at my command, and most my foe."

(d) From ; Of.
Dryden : Bomer; Iliad L

" Maf he no lene at hire taken."
Story a/ Qen. k Bxod. [ed. Morris), 3.W7.

2. With the preposition prefixed to that which
U operated upon : To, into.

"Bo cam on werlde wreche and wrake.
For to bliasen swile sinuessame.
That it ne wexe at more bun-frame "

Story of Gen. * Exodus (ed. Morris), 552-4.

% Sometimes whe'h at occurs in O. Eng. and
Scotch it is = at the ; atte is a contraction for
at the, and atten for at then, theni being the
dative case of the A.S. article.

B. As adverb :

1. So as, at ever, soever.

2. To (used as a prefi x to the infinitive mood).
" Thou art to old at bykyr and fyght"

Richard. l,«21.

1 This use of the word is borrowed from
the Danish.

" And sa thai that are all well! schrewyne, and dels
In the feitbe and sacrameutis of haly kyrk, how
wyolently at euer thai dee. "—The Craft of Deyng.

C. Subjoined are the chief expressions and
phases of the word at

:

1. *A t after (Scotch). After ; afterwards.

2. At all

:

* (a) At all events.
" That he that stands may stand, and nocht do fall.

And quho hes fallin, may knaw the sam at all."
Lauder : Minor Poem* ; E. Eng. Text Soc., 41, 45.

* (6) Altogether.
" The first of thai four principal!

Is atalwartnes of hart at alt."
Rati* Ravine, bk. 1. (ed. Lumby), 1,128-8.

(c) Of any kind.
" Most women have no characters at alL"—Pope.

(d) To any extent, in any degree, in the least.

att-'

3. At arms : Furnished with anna (Used
only in the phrase, " a man at arms "= a man
furnished with arms.

)

" Infuse his breast with magnanimity.
And make him, naked, foil a man at arms."

Shakesp. ,• 3 Henry VI., v. 4.

4. At a' will (Scotch): To the utmost that
one could wish. (Jamieson.)

5. At end. [Atte Ende.]

6. At first : At the beginning of any effort,

enterprise, or event.

7. At gaze (Her.). [Gaze.]

8. At hand

:

(a) Near in place.
"... behold, he is of hand that doth betray m*."—

Matt. xxvi. 46.

(b) Near in time.
"... the hour is at hand, . . .

—

Matt. xxvi. it.

9. At it : Engaged with it zealously. (Collo-

quial.)
" To make pleasure the vehicle of health. Is a doctor

at U in good earnest."—Cottier : Friendship.

10. At large:

(o) Not under any restraint
" Hence walk'd the fiend at large in spacious field."

Milton ; P. L. t bk. ill.

(6) Copiously, diffusely, at length.

11. At last, * atte laste: Denoting that an
event long foreseen and expected has, after
much delay, happened

" And hath so long a lj-f, as we may see,
Yet atte laste wasted is the tree/

t Chaucer: C. T., 8.02M.
12. At length

:

(a) In an extended form ; diffusely.

(ft) The same as At Last (q.v.).

13. At once ; all at once

:

(a) Without any delay
; promptly, as opposed

to dilatorily ; or at one operation, as opposed
to a series of acts or efforts.

"One warms you by degrees, the other sets you on
fire alt at onee."—Dryden: Fable*. (Pref.)

(b) At one time ; at the same moment

;

simultaneously.

14. At pleasure : To any extent, in any place,
or in any way that one prefers, with uncon-
trolled freedom ; ad libitum.

"The rest, for whom no lot is yet decreed.
May run in pastures, and at pleasure feed."

Dryden : VirgiX ; Georgtc iii. 2U.

15. At the trouble ; Prepared to take the
trouble.

" What they will not be at the trouble to deduoe by
reasoning-"—A rbuthnot.

* at-anls, * atanis, * at-enes, * atenea
(Old Eng.), atanis, attanis, atanys,
atainze (Scotch), adv. [O. Eng. at; anis =
once.] At once.

" Baith irne and iteil. and flesch and banla.
His awne hand straik in twa atanis."

Rati* Raving, bk. i. (ed. Lumby), 1. 100-0/

Joseph of Arimathie (ed. Skeat), 50, SL

* at erst, * at earst. [Eng. at, and AS.
oerst, from cerost, arrest = first, superl. of or
= ere, before.] Properly "at first," for the
first time ; but sometimes means also " at
present," and in certain cases may, with ad-
vantage to the sense, even be rendered "at
last," " at length." [Erst.]

" For from the golden age, that first was named.
It s now at earst, became a stouie one."

Spenser : F. O., V., Introd., L 1

at one, * atone, "at oon, adv. [Eng.
at; one.) Used as a4;'-=at one, specially
in feeling, in unity with, in agreement or
harmony with instead of being at variance.
[Atone, v., Atonement.]

" If gentilmen, or other of hir centre,
Were wroth, schs wolde brynge hem at oon.
So wyse and rype wordes badde sche.
And judgement of so grst squite."

Chaucer : C. T., 8.81S-U.

"So beene they both at one, and doen upreare
Thur bevars bright each other for to greet,
Goodly compourtaunce each to other oeare."

Spenser : P. Q., II. 1, gft.

"And the next day he shewed himself unto them M
they strove, and would have set them at one again.
saying. Sirs, ye are brethren, . . ."—Acts vil. St.

* at our, adv. Over and above.
". . . with hyrdis of catell, and multitud of corn*

at-our al thaim tat was befor me In Jerusalem."—The
Wisdom of Solomon (ed. Lumby), 411, 412.

* sit, pro. [Contr. from Eng. that (pro.) (q.v.).]

Who, which, that. (Eng. A Scotch.)

"For in ensampill thare-of he galf to the tnaiit
synare maist mercy and grace, as to Petyr at danyd
hyrae."—The Craft of Deyng (ed. Lumby), 97, »8.

" He sails hime {gather] garlands of the gay flowrya,
At in that sesoune spredis so fay re."

Early Scottish Vers, Iv. (ed. Lumby), 46, 47.

* at, * atte, conj. [Contr. from Eng. that

(conj.) (q.v.).] That. (0. Eng. & Scotch.)
" Thai come tllle him that ilk night
Atte thai sulde on the morne tight."

Bow the Bali Crot was Pundin be SHnt Elaine {ad.

Morris), 41, 42.

" He has the halghed at mast con ken.
And the salle mensk al cristeti men.

Ibid., 211, til

* at, pret. of v. [Ate.]

at a bal, a. [Sp. atabal = a kettle-drum. In
Fr. atabale; Port, timbale; Arab. 'at-'tabl=.a,

drum ; 'tobala = to beat a drum.] A kind of
tabor or drum used by the Moors.

" Then answered kettle-drum and atabal."
Scott : Vision of Don Roderick, 10.

a-tac a mite, s. [In Ger. atakamit. Front

Atacama, a region partly belonging to Bolivis

and partly to Chili.] An orthorhombic, trans-

lucent mineral, classed by Dana under his

Oxychlorids. The hardness is 3 to 3*5
; the

sp. gr. 8-7 to 4'3 ; the lustre verging from
adamantine to vitreous ; the colour bright

green, with an apple-green streak. It is mas-
sive or pulverulent Composition : Chlorine,
14-51 to 16-33; oxide of copper, 50 to 66-26;

copper, 13-33 to 56-46 ; water, 1691 to22U0.
Occurs in Atacama, in Chili ; in Australia ; in

Africa ; in Spain ; and at St. Just, in Cornwall.

at a -gas, >. Another form
of Attagas (q.v.).

at a ghan, * at ta-
gnan, yat a ghan (h

silent), *. [Fr. yataghan,
from Turk, yatagdn. ]

" A
long dagger worn with
pistols in the belt, in a
metal scabbard, generally
of silver, and among the
wealthier gilt, or of gold."
(Lord Byron : Note to The
Giaour.) The manner of
wearing it is shown in the
illustration.

"And sUrer-sheathed ataghan."
Byron : The Giaour.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, poU
t, wore, wolf, work, who, s6n ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, m, w = e. cy a. qu kw.
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•a-ta'ke, v.t. [Eng. a; take.] To overtake.
" ' Fast have I priked,' quod he. ' for your take,
Because that I wolde yi>u atake."

Chaucer; C. T„ 12.S12-1S.

At-a-lan'-ta, s. [Lat. Atalanta, Atalante;

Gr. 'A.TakdvT7f. ]

1. Classical Mythology

:

(a) A daughter of Schceneus, king of Scyros,

who from her beauty had many suitors, but
would marry none unless she obtained a man
who could outrun her. The lover started

first, she following and slaying him if she
overtook him. At last, by one account
Hippomanes, and by another Milanion, safely

reached the goal, by dropping in succession

three beautiful apples given him by Venus.
He therefore became the husband of Atalanta.

(b) A daughter of lasius, who was the first

to wound the boar in the mythic hunt at

Calydon.

«fl Some think the two Atalantas were the
tame person.

2. Astronomy : An asteroid, the thirty-sixth

found. It was discovered by Goldschmidt at

Paris on the 5th of October, 1855, the date
on which Fides was first seen at Bilk by the
astronomer Luther.

A-tal'-Ik-Gha'-zee, 5. [Hindust. , Ac. , atalik
= a private tutor, a preceptor ;

ghazi, Arab.,
Hindust, &c.= a Mohammedan hero, espe-

cially if victorious in battle against the "in-

fidel."] A title given to the last independent
ruler of Eastern Turkistan.

'* Yakub-Beg. the Atalik-Ghaiee, or ruler of Eastern
Tnrkistan."—Daily Telegraph, Corretp. writing in

Wisfrom Taehkend.

tat a man, s. [Hetmak.]

at-a-mas'-co VU'-f, s. The English name of

the Zephyranthes atamasco, a native of North
America, introduced into Britain.

*at-an -Is, adv. [At-anjs.]

t at'-ar, s. [Attar. 1 Attar, otto.

atar-gul, s. [From aiar (Attar), and
Pers. gUl = a rose.) Attar, generally called

otto, of roses. The Persian is the finest.

" She natch'd tty urn wherein was mix'd
The Persian atar-gul't perfume."

Byron : Bride of Abydot, 1. 10.

at-ar-ax-fc at^ar-ax'-i-a, s. [In Ft.

ataraxie; Port, ataraxia, from Gr. drapa^ia

(ataraxia) = freedom from passion : a, priv.,

and Tapdo-trto, (tarasso) = to stir up, to rouse,

to disturb.] Freedom from passion ; calmness.
" The scepticks affected an Indifferent equiponderoua

neutrality, as the only means to their ataraxia, and
freedom from passionate disturbances."—Granville:
Sceptit.

at arno, v.t. [Atorn.] To run away, escape.

[Rob. Glove. : Chron., p. 539.)

a-ta'ste, v.t. [O. Fr. ataster.] To taste.

" Atastyn. Pregutto."—Prompt. Pare.

a-ta'nnt, a ta un to, adv. [Eng. a; taunt.]

Naut. : In the state of being fully rigged.

(Used of vessels.)

a-tav'-Ic, a. [Fr. atavique.] [Atavism.] Per-
" taining to or derived from a remote ancestor.

at-a-vism, «• [Lat. atavus = (1) the father

of "the great-great-grandfather or great-great-

grandmother ; (2) an ancestor, forefather

;

amis= (1) a grandfather, (2) an old man.]

1. Biology: The reversion of a descendant
to some peculiarity of a more or less remote
ancestor.

2. Med. : The recurrence of a disease from
which a more or less remote ancestor suffered,

but which has not appeared in the intermediate
generations.

atavistic, o. [Eng. atavis(m); -istic]

Pertaining to or exemplifying atavism (q.v.).

a-tax'-i-a, s. [Ataxy.]

a-tax'-ic, «• [Eng. atax(y); -ic.] Pertaining
to ataxia; irregular. [Ataxy.]

ataxic fever. A form of fever attended
with cerebral excitement and delirium. It was
believed by Pinel to have its chief seat in the
brain and nervous system.

a-tax'-& a-tax'-i-a, s. [In Fr. ataxic; Sp.
& Port, ataxia ; from Gr. dra£Ca (ataxia) = (1)
want of discipline, (2) disorder : a, priv., and
T<i£« (taxis) = arrangement, especially of sol-
diers ; rdtTtTut (tassd) = to arrange. ]

t A, Ordinary Language. (0/ theform ataxy) :

Want of order ; irregularity in anything.
". . . would certainly breed an infinite ataxy and

confusion amongst them, and at last the ruin and
destruction of their kingdom, . . . — Halliwell :

Melamproneea, p. 16.

B. Med. : Irregularity in the functions of
the body, or in the course of a disease. [Loco-
motor ATAXY.]

* at-blen'che, v.i. [A.S. at = from, and blen-

can = to start away from. (Blank, Blink.)
In combination withal, as at bajrst = escaped.]
To escape.

" And cunnen at-btenche
From sathanases wrench e,

And from his swikeluesse."
Sinneri Beware (ed. Morris), 230-1

at -chg-son, at -chi-son, s. [Named after

Mr. Atkinson (or the Scotch pronunciation
Atcheson), an Englishman, who was assay-
master of the mint at Edinburgh in the begin-
ning of James VI. 's reign.]

Numis. : A billon coin, or rather a copper
coin, washed with silver, struck in the reign
of James VI. Its value was = eight pennies
Scotch or } of an English penny. It had on
it the royal arms crowned ; "Jacobus, D.G.,
R. Scot, R. Oppid. Edin.;" and a leaved
thistle crowned. (Jamieson.)

U Bishop Nicolson says that atchesons were
coined first in the time of James III., and
were four to the penny.

* at-chie ve, v.t. [Achieve.]
" With which she wondrous deeds of arms atchteeed."

Spenter: F. Q., IV. iv. «.

1 at-ehle ve-ment, 5. [Achievement.]

* ate, 5. [Hate.]

"And nith, and strif, and ate, and san."
Story of Gen. and Exod. ted. Morris), 87S.

* at'-e, prep. [Eng. at (thy.] At the. [At,

Attan.]
His wyf ate done he bet."

Sevyn Saget, 220.

ate, * at, or £t, pret. of verb. [Eat.] Did eat.

(The preterite of the verb to eat.)

" Sum ghe ther at and sum ghe nam."
Story of Gen. and Exod. (ed. Morris), 387.

"... and ate the sacrifices of the dead."—Pi. cvi. 28.

A -te, s. [Gr. *Arn (A te) = the goddess of mis-
chief, authoress of all blind and foolish actions

;

drn (ate) = (1^ bewilderment, judicial blind-
ness, (2) sin, (3) destruction ; from dau> (aao)
= (1) to hurt, (2) to go astray.]

1. Class. Myth. : The goddess thus described
(the term being used by or attributed to
persons who may have believed her to have
had a real existence).

" Not by myself, but vengeful Ate, driven."
Pope : Bomer't Iliad, bk. xix., *1

" And Caesar's spirit ranging for revenge,
With Ate by his side, come hot from nell."

Shaketp. | Julius Casar, iii. 1.

2. Gen. : Mischief or destruction personified
(the term Ate being used by, or attributed to,

those who did not believe in its classical

mythology).
" Come, talk not of her ; you shall find her the Infer-

nal Ate in good apparel."—Shaketp. : Much Ado about
Nothing, 11. 1.

-ate, in compos. [From the Lat. suffix -atus, the
pa. par. of verbs belonging to the first conjuga-
tion, or sometimes from their supine -atum.]

J. As a termination in adjectives it is equiva-
lent to the participle or participial adjective
-ed ; as animate, adj., the same as animated =
possessed of breath, life, or spirit ; determinate
bc determined.

II. A s a termination in verbs it is in almost
every case formed from the adjective. It
signifies either to make, or to act, or do that
which is indicated by the adjective or sub-
stantive to which it corresponds ; as propitiate
= to make propitious ; dominate = to act as a
dominus or lord over ; radiate = to make or
emit radii, i.e., rays.

HT As a termination in nouns

:

1. In ordinary words it is = office or dignity

;

as tribunate = the office or dignity of a tribune.

2. In chemical terms it is used in naming
salts. The -ic of the acid is changed into -ate,

and the word thus formed is connected by of
with the name of the substance combined with
theacid. Thus, from acetic acid comes acetates;

as acetates of lead, copper, alumina, &c. From
sulphuric acid comes sulphates ; as of soda,
lime, and alumina.

a teal, at teal, at te ille, at tile, s.

TTbal.] The Scotch name of a duck, the
Widgeon (Anas penelope), or an allied species.

* a-telnte, v.t. [Old Fr. atincter.] To give a
colouring to.

* at -e-lene, a. [Gr. aTcAifc (ateles) = without
end, . . . imperfect: a, priv., and re'Aos (telos)

= end, . . . perfection. ]

Mineralogy : Imperfect ; wanting regular
forms in the genus. (Shepard.) (Webster.)

at'-e-le£, s. [Gr. areAtjf (ateles) = without

end, . . . imperfect : a, priv., and Te'Xos (telos)

= end, completion.] A genus of Cebidee, or
American monkeys. They have a facial angle
of 60° ; the thumbs of the fore-hand concealed
under the skin, and the prehensile part of the
tail naked underneath. There are several
species. They are generally called Spider
Monkeys. They inhabit Brazil and the neigh-
bouring regions.

a-teT-e-8lte, s. [Gr. areAifc (ateles) — without
end, . . . imperfect, incomplete; and suffix

•itc] A mineral imperfectly known, contain-
ing bismuth. It is found at Schneeberg.
Dana places it In the appendix to his Anhy-
drous Silicates.

t a-teT-I-er (er as a), *. [Fr. ] A workshop,
a studio.

*1 The word has other meanings in French.

A-teT-lan, a, & *. [Lat Atellanus, from
' Atdla, an ancient Campanian town belonging

to the Osci.]

A* As adjective : Pertaining or relating to
Atella, or to the farces there acted.

"Their Fescennin and Atellan way of wit wu 1b
early days prohibited."—Shaftetbury.

B. As substantive : A popular kind of farces

acted by the young men of Atella. They
seem to have consisted of burlesque metrical
imitations of the dialect and manners of the
peasantry.

" Many old poets . . . did write fescennfnes, atellane,
and lascivious songs."—Burton : Anat. of Mel., p. 414.

"Love-stories, plays, comedies, af«Hans.Jlgs."—7M<t,
P. 542.

&t'-4-\d-f in compos. [Gr. drekrfs (ateles)= . . .

imperfect.]

Med. : Imperfect, as atelo-gnathia — malfor-
mation of the jaws.

a tern po, a tern po pri'-mo, used at

adv. [ItaL, the same as Lat. in tempore — in
time, or in tempore prima — in the first time.]

Music : In the original time, signifying that
after any change of time in a musical compo-
sition the original time is to be resumed.

a tern po gi us' to, used as adv. [Ital., the
same as Lat. in tempore justo — in just time.]

Music : In just, marked, or proper time.

* at'-en, prep. [At, Atte. Contracted from
at then.]

aten end. At end ; finally.

a tend, pa. par. [A.S. atendan.] Set alight,
' set fire to. (Sir Ferumbras, 3,280.)

* at-e'-nea, adv. [At-anis, Enes.]

* a-tent , s. [From attentum, sup. of attendo.]

[Attend.] An object, an intention. (Sir

Amadas, 372.)

* a te on, v. [A.S. teonan, tynan = to make
angry.] To make angry. (Chron. of Eng., 61.)

*a-t6'yn, v.t. [Fr. tanner = to tire, to tease,

\o weary.] To overfatigue.
" Kyng Richard was almost atenyt."

Rich-trd, 4.347. (S. in Boutiher.)

Athabas' can, Ath a bas' kan, or

Ath a pas' kail, a See.

I* As adjective: Pertaining to a widely dis-

tributed family of North American languages
and tribes.

II* As substantive : A member or a language
of that family.

a-tha'-li-a, *. [From Gr. adoA^« (athatts) =
not verdant, withered.] A genus of saw-flies

(Tenthredinidae). A. spinarum or centifolia is

the Turnip Saw-fly, so called because its larvsa,

which are the animals called blacks or niggers,

feed on turnips. The perfect insect is common
in some years from May to August. It has a

b6iX b6^; p6*ut, Jc%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t
-olaiv -tlan = shan. -clon, -tion, -slon = shun ; -tlon, -slon = shun, tious, -slous = shus. -Me, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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black head, a red thorax, with two large and
several smaller spots on the back, and an
orange-coloured abdomen. (Curtis.)

* ath-a-ma unte, s. [Adamant. J The same

as Adamant (q.v.).

" This world with byndyng of youre word eterne,
Aud wrlt«u in the table of ath.%maume

a-tha -nas, a. [Prom Gr. aBavaras (athanatos)

= undying ; a, priv., and Bavaros (thanatos)

=: death.] A genus of Crustaceans, of the
family Alpheidse. Athanas nitescens, or Mon-
tague's Shrimp, inhabits the southern coasts

of England. It is thought, but erroneously,

by the fishermen to be the young of the
lobster.

Ath-an-a - si-an (or sian as shan), a. & s.

[Eng. Athanasius); suffix -an.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to Athanasius,
who was raised to the see of Alexandria in

A.D. 326, aud from that date till his death in

373, amid many trials, acted as the great cham-
pion of Trinitarian doctrine. (See example
under the substantive.

)

B. As substantive : Afollowerof Athanasius,
or one holding Mb views with respect to the
Trinity.

" Upon the revival of the AxUn •ontrovarsy in Gaul.
voder the influence of the Burgnndian kings, it vm
obvious to call one side Athauatiant, and the. other
side Arimia ; and so also to name the orthodox faith

the Athanaaian faith, as the other Arian."— Water -

land: Hi*t. of Che AthanaMian Creed.

Athanaaian Creed* The creed which
the framers of the English Liturgy, with

Sroper critical acumen, designate as " this

onfession of our Christian Faith commonly
called the Creed of Saint Athanasius," thus
avoiding any expression of belief as to its real

authorship. Though correctly expressing the
doctrine of that Christian father, it seems
not to have been penned till after his time.
Dr. Waterland ascribed it to Hilary, Bishop of
Aries from A. D. 430 to 448. It was about the
beginning of the eighth century that it com-
menced to be read in liturgic worship. The
English Prayer-book enjoins that it be used
in the churches on the principal festivals,

when it is to take the place of the Apostles'

Creed, aud to be sung or said " by the minister

and people standing." The Greek Church
has modified the article relating to the " Pro-

cession" of the Holy Ghost.

* ath -a nor, s. [In Ger. athenor; from Arab.

at-tannUr; Heb. "W3ri (tannur) = a furnace.]

A digesting furnace formerly in use among
chemists. It was designed to maintain an
unvarying amount of heat, which could be in-

creased or diminished at pleasure by opening
or shutting apertures with sliders over them
called registers. (Quincy, £c.)

Ath-ar-ist, s. [Catharist.] (Scotch.)

A-thar'-va-na, s. [Sanscrit.] The fourth

of the Indian Vedas. Its language is more
modern than that of the other three. The
Sanhita, or collection of prayers and invo-
cations, is comprised in twenty books. The
number of verses is stated as 6,015 ; the sec-
tions more than 100 ; and the hymns upwards
of 760. The theological treatises, regarded as
fifty-two in number, called Upanishads, are
appended to the Atharvan Veda.

athe, aith, *. [Oath.] (Scotch.)

a -the -Ism, * a-the-Isme, s. [la Or.
atheism, atheismus ; Fr. atheisme ; Sp. & ital.

aUismo ; Port atheismo ; from Gr. <i, priv., and
0«dt (theos) — God.] Literally, disbelief in a
God, if such an attainment is possible ; or,

more loosely, doubt of the existence of a God ;

practically, a denial that anything can be
known about the supernatural, supposing it

to exist. [Agnosticism.]

"It U true that a little philosophy incllneth mans
mind to otAWtm, but depth in philosophy bringeth
man's minds about to religion."—Bacon; Mnayt, Civ.

* Mar., ch. xvi.

Hist. A Fhilos. ; Among the Greeks atheism
consisted in a denial or non-recognition of the
gods of the State. [Pyrrhonism, Sceptics,
Sophists.] Socrates was put to death for

asserting the superiority of tue Divine Wisdom
(&p6vn<rtc) to the other gods, as the ruler and
disposer of the universe, thus contradicting
Greek mythology, which assigned that office

to Zeus. In Latin times atheism still con-

tinued to be a negation, with no pretension to
rank as a system. Voltaire speaks of it as
having destroyed the republic, and says that
it was factious in the time of Sulla and of
Caesar, and slavish under Augustus and Ti-

berius. It was closely akin to that cultured
unbelief which extensively prevailed at the
Roman Curia during the early part of the
Renascence. Macaulay (Ranke's History of the

Popes) is very severe on the " men who, with
the Latinity of the Augustan age, acquired its

atheistical and scoffing spirit.' The atheism
of the eighteenth century was a protest against
the persecution of fanaticism ; and, like its

predecessors, put forward little or nothing to

replace the system it attempted to destroy.
The atheism of the present century may be
taken to include every philosophic system
which rejects the notion of a personal Creator

:

in this sense it ranks as a genus, of which
Atomism, Pantheism, Positivism, &c., are

species. Strictly, it is the doctrine that sees

in matter the sole principle of the universe.

Popularly, atheism consists in the denial of a
God : this view is probably founded on the
mistranslation of Psalm xiv. 1, and liii. 1,

which should be, "The fool hath said in his

heart, No God for me"—i.e., he wilfully rejects

God, at the same time knowing that He is,

a-the-ist, s. & a. [In Ger. atheist ; Fr. athie,

tathciste; 8p. & Ital. ateista ; Port, atheista;

Lat. atheos; from Gr. d, priv., and B*6c (theos)

= God.]

A. As substantive : One who holds any of
the opinions described under Atheism (q.v.).

B. As adjective .* Entertaining any of the
opinions described under Atheism (q.v.)

atheist - wretch, s. A contemptuous
term for an atheist.
" The weakest atheiet-wretch all heaven denes.
But shrinks and shudders when the thunder flies."

Pope ; Homer'* Iliad, bk. xx., 421-2.

a-the-ist -Ic, a-the-ist -lc-al, s. [Eng.

atheist; -ie, -ical. In Ital. ateistico.]

1. Of persons : Disbelieving or doubting the
existence of a God.

" It is *n ignorant conceit, that enquiry into nature
should make them athei*tic~—Rp. Ball: Contempla^
tioru ; The Sage* and Star. {Richardson )

*
. . a stupid, an atheistical, an irreligtons tool."—

Jeremy Taylor : Of the Decalogue. Work* (ed. 1839),

rol Hi., p. SS.

2. Of speeches, writings, <£c. ; Containing or
involving atheism.

". . . utheistiral t-x plication t of natural effects and
common event*."—Barrow, voL i., Ser. &

a-the-ist'-le-al-iy, adv. [Eng. atheistical;

snff -/;;.] In an atheistic manner; inclined
towards atheism.

" I entreat aach as are atheittically inclined to con-
sider these things."— Titlotton.

a-the-Ist'-ic-al-ness, • [Eng. atheistical

;

-nets. ] The quality of being atheistic.
" Lord, purge oat of all hearts profaneness and o*Aei»-

ticalnci*. —Hammond; Fundamental*.

a-the-i ze, v.t. & i. [Gr. a0«* (atheos) = with-
out God ; denying the existence of God ; and
Eng. -iae = to make.] [See suffix -ize. ]

A* Transitive : To render atheistic.

"... they endeavoured to atheize one another . .
."

—Rp. Berkeley: The Minute Philosopher. Dial. it

B. Intransitive : To speak or write in an
atheistic manner.

"... to see if we can And any other philosophers
who athrixed before Democritiu and Leueippus, a* also
what form of atheism they entertained."—Cudworth:
Intell. tiyit., p. a [Richardson.)

a-thS-i z-er, s. [Eng. atheist; -er.] One
who atheizes; one who teaches or encourages
atheism.

"These men were indeed the first atheitert of this
ancient atomick philosophy." — Cudworth: Intell.

Sytt. ; Pre/. {Richardson.)

• ath -el, *ad-el, • W-thSl (0. Eng.\ * ath'-
il, * ath -ill, • hath -ill, hath -el.

"Him' ttinuitt jP-HPt mjiijui . j
in compos. [A.S. aUheU = (\) noble, eminent not
only in blood or by descent, but in mind ; ex-
cellent, famous, singular ; (2) very young

;

growing fast. (Boswortft.).] [^5thel, Adel-
INO, ATHBL1NO.]

A* As adjective : Noble, illustrious.

" The aikU Kmprour annon rycht him n«lr."
Routate, iii. 4. Uamieeon.)

" At the soper, and after
Mony athel soitges."

Qateayne and. the Grene Knyght. (& in Boucher.)

B. As substantive. : A prince, a nobleman.
an illustrious personage.

" All thus thir acAille* in hall hastie remanit"
Boulate, iii. 17. (Jamieton.)

C. In composition

:

In Anglo-Saxon proper names : Noble, well-

born, of honourable extraction ; as Athding
= a noble youth ; Ethelred or .iCthelred =. noble
in counsel ; Ethelard or Mthelard = a noble
genius ; Ethelbert or MtheJhert — nobly bright,

eminently noble ; Ethelvmrd or JEthdward =
a noble protector or defender.

&tb'-&-iag, ad el-ing, ed'-el-Ing, Sth -

ling, eth'-el-ing, s. [A.S. wtlieling = (l)

the son of a king, a prince, one of the royal
blood, the heir apparent, a nobleman next in

rank to the king
; (2) a ruler, governor, man

.

(BostDorth.).~\ [Adelino, ^Ethelinq.] Pro-
perly, a title of honour belonging to the heir
apparent or presumptive. It was first con-
ferred on Edgar by Edward the Confessor,

his grand-uncle, who bestowed it when he
designed to make him successor to himself on
the throne.

"Thral unuuxoiun,
Atheling bxitheling,"

MS. Cott., CatSg., A. Ix., f. 2«6. [8. in Boucher.)

a then-se um, a-then-e -um, s. [In Fr.

athenh ; Port, atheneo ; Lat. athenamm, athe-

neum, a place built by Hadrian, and conse-
crated to Minerva, in which poets and other

authors read aloud their productions ; Gr.

'A.9fivatov (Athenaion), the temple of 'Af^a
(Athena).'] [Athene.] A term used to desig-

nate various institutions more or less con-
nected with literature ; as

—

1. A public reading-room furnished with
newspapers and other periodicals, with pos-
sibly a library attached.

2. A periodical specially designed to record
the progress of art and review new books,

as the well-known Athenaeum published in

London ; or simply a newspaper, as the Madras
Athenceum,

A-the'-ne, Athe -na.s. [Gr.'AApaCit/iJna),

in Horn. 'A6S}i/n (Athe-

ne), 'KOnvairi (A thenaie).

Max Muller believes ,

that the root from
which Athene came was
ah, which yielded also

the Sanscrit ah and,
aghuyd, i.e., ahuya =
the dawn, and attars
day. (Max Muller

:

Science of Lang., 6th
ed., vol. ii., pp. 548,

549.).] The Grecian
goddess corresponding
to the Roman Minerva.
She was the tutelary

goddess of AthenB,
which was said to
have been called after

her. She was the
goddess of war, of

wisdom, and of the
arts aud sciences,

" He spake, and to her hand preferr'd the bowl.
A secret pleasure touch'd Athena'* soul."

Pope : Homer* Odyuey. iik. iii, »4, 6*.

A-the -ni-an, a. & s. [In Fr. Athenien ; Lat
* Atlienceus ; Gr. 'A6r)valos (Athenaios), from
'A0TJWU (Athenai) = Athens.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to Athens or its

inhabitants.

*J Athenian Owl : A name given to the Eagle
Owl (Bubo maximvs). [Bubo, Eagle Owl.]

B. As substantive : A native of Athens.
" No breath of air to break the wave
That rolls below the Athenian's grave."

Byron : The Giaour.

* a-the 6-16 -gi-an, s. [Gr. a, priv., and

Eng. theologian.] A person destitute of theolo-

gical knowledge or acumen.
" They of your society [Jesuitsl as they took their

original from a soldier, so they are the only atheol"-

giant, whose heads entertain no other object but the
tumult of reaUms: whose doctrine is nothing but c n-

fusion and blu'.dshed."—Hayward: An*, to Doleman.
eh. 9.

* a the ol -6-gy, s. [Gr. A, priv, and Eng.

theology (q.v.).] Atheism, (Swift.)

* a'-tho-oils, a. [Lat. atheos; Gr. a&eot

(atheos): a, priv, and $*Ac (theos) = God.

J

Atheistic ; not believing in God, or acting as

if one did not do so.

STATUE OF ATHENS.

late, '"at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pft*

jr, wore, woU, work* who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e; J6= & qa = kw*
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" Thy Father, who U holy, wise, and pure.
Suffers the hypocrite ur atheous priest

To tread his sacred courts and minister
About his altar, handling holy things."

Whin JF.X,tfc.t

* a -titer, con/. [Either.] (Scotch.)

a-ther-I-as'-tlte, s. [From Gr. aflepiaorb?

(its discoverer says), which is a word not in

Liddell and Scott. Should it be adc'ptorot

(atheristos) — unheeded (?).] A mineral, a

variety of Scapoltte, placed by Dana under the

mineral Wernerite. It is of a greenish colour,

and is found at Arendal, in Norway.

ath -er-Ine (Eng.), ath-er-i -na, s. [Mod.

l»at. atherina ; from Gr. aBtpivn (atherini) = a

kind of smelt (Aristotle).']

A. Of the,form atherine :

Ordinary Language : A pretty little fish,

from Ave to six inches long, called also the

Sandsmelt. It is the A. presbyter of Cuvier.

It is found along the southern coasts of

Britain, occupying a region distinct from
that in which the smelt (Osmerwt epsrlanus)

occurs. It is used as food.

B. Of the fm-m atherina :

Zool. : A genus of fishes of the order Acan-
thopterygii and the family Mugilidce (Mullets).

Several species are known in the Mediterranean
and elsewhere. The young, which congregate
together, are the Aphyes of the ancients.

Now, in the south of Europe, they are called

Nonnat.

ather -man-cy, s. [From Gr. a6iptiavTo<;

(athermantos) = not heated ; aBepuas (athermos)
= without heat : i, priv., and 9epfi6s (thermos)
= hot.] The term used by Melloni to express
the power which certain bodies have of stop-
ping radiant heat. [Diathermancy.] (Atkin-
•on: Ganot's Physics, § 373.)

ather man ofts, adj. [From Eng. ather-

nvanicy); -ous.] [Athermancv.J Pertaining or

relating to athermancy (q. v.). (It is opposed
to diathermanous.)

i-th-er-6-ma, s. [Lat. atheroma; Gr. a0flpwu,a

(atheroma) r= a tumour upon the head filled

with matter ; from d&7p>j (athere), also aBapa
(athara) ; Attic alopij (athare) — groats or
meal.] A species of wen filled with curdy
matter. It does not cause pain, discolour
the skin, or yield easily to the touch.

" If the matter forming them resembles milk curds,
the tumour is called atheroma; if it be like honey,
meliceris ; and if composed of fat. or a suety substance,
steatoma. 'Sharp.

fcth-er dm -a-toua, a. [Gr. atypotwros
(atheromatos), gen it, of afhiptiiua. (atheroma)
(Atheroma), and Eng. suffix -ous,] Pertaining
or relating to atheroma. Curdy in appearance
and consistency.

".
. . the atheromatous deposits which are so com-

mon in peculiar diatheses, or at an advanced period of
life."— T-xid <* Bowman : Physiol. Anat.. voL ii., 830.

ath-er-6-sper-ma, s. [Gr. idrjp (ather) =
the beard or spike of an ear of corn ; oTre'p^a
(sperma) = seed. So called from the seed being
crowned by a permanent hairy style.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Atherospecmaceae (q.v.).

ath-er-d-sper-ma -ce-sb, $. pi. [From the
typical genus aiherosperma (q.v.).]

Bot. : An order of exogenous plants placed
by Lindley in his Menispermal Alliance.
Their English name is Plume Nutmegs. They

PLUME NUTMEG.

are unisexual plants, having neither calyx nor
corolla, but only an involucre. In the male

flowere the stamens are numerous ; in the
females they are less so. Each involucre has
several ovaries, with solitary erect ovules,
which afterwards become feathered at the
summit by the persistent styles. They are
natives of New Holland and South America,
In 1846 Lindley estimated the known species
at four only.

ath'-U, ath -ill, a. & s. [Athel.] (Scotch.)

* a think', impers. v. [A.S. ofthyncan.] To re-

pent, (wyclijfe: Genesis vi. 7.)

* a-thir, * a'-$hyr, conj. [Either.]

a-thir, " a'-thyr (yr m ir). a. [Other.]

a -thirst , * a-thyrst' (yr as ir), a. [Eng.

a; thirst.] [Thirst, Thirsty.]

L Lit. : Having a necessity and a longing
for water or some other liquid wherewith to
slake the thirst ; craving after something to
drink.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Gen,. : Feeling an intense longing after

something.
"Athirst for battle.'"

Cowper : Homer's Iliad, bk. viti.

2. Spec. : Feeling intense dissatisfaction with
worldly pleasure, occupation, or care, and
eager longing for spiritual good.

" I will give unto him that is athirtt of the fountain
of the water of life freely, "—/iff. xxi. 6.

ath -let©, t ath'-let, s. [In Dan. k Ger.
athlet; Fr. athlete; Sp. & Ital. atleta ; Port.
athleta ; Lat. athleta, athletes ; Gr. aBAnrrfs
(athletes): from Lat. athlon and athla; Gr.
SSKov (athlon) — a struggle, a work, a labour. ]

L Literally:

1. Originally : A man trained to contend in

some one of the physical exercises established
among the Greeks and Romans. These were
five in number—viz., running, leaping, boxing,
wrestling, and throwing the discus or quoit.

" David's combat compared with that of Dioxippus,
the Athenian athlete."—Delany : Life of David.

2. Now (in a more general sense) : A person
with strongly-developed muscles, and trained
to contend in exercises which require for

success much physical strength.

"Having opposed to him a vigorous athlete."—A.
Smith : Theory of Moral Sentiment*.

• IL Figuratively : An intellectually strong
and well-educated man who contends against
opponents, not with his muscles, but with
his mind.

"But I submit, that the dictum of a mathematical
athlete upon a difficult problem which mathematics
offers to philosophy, has no more special weight than,
the verdict of that great pedestrian, Captain Barclay,
would have had in settling a disputed point in the
physiology of locomotion."

—

Huxley : Lay Sermons,
5th ed. ; Prefatory Letter, vt

ath let -lc, * ath-lSt'-Ick, a. A s. [Eng.

athletfe) ; -ic. In Fr. athUtique ; Lat. athleti-

cus ; Gr. <x0Atjtiic6? (athletikos).~)

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to the games or contests in

which the ancient athletes strove. [Athlete.]
" The athletick diet was of pulse, alphiton, mnza,

barley, and water."—Sir T. Browne : Mite. Tracts, p. IT.

2. With great muscular development, like

that possessed, after training, by the ancient
athletes.

"The hundreds of athintic Celts whom he saw in
their national order of battle were evidently not allies
to be despised."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., eh. Xlll.

B. As substantive: "The art of activity."

Athletics.

"... art of activity, which is called athletic; and
art voluptuary, which Tacitus truly calleth eruditut
luxus."—Bacon; Adv. of Learn., bk. ii.

ath-let'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. athktical; -Vy.]

In an athletic manner ; with exertion of much
physical strength. (Harrow.)

ath let'-i-cxsm, *. [Eng. athletic; suftlx

-ism.] The art of training one as anfathlete

;

the state of being so trained ; athletics.
(Maunder.) (Reid's Diet.)

ath let Ics, *. [Athletic] The art of de-
veloping muscular strength for the sake of
prize or other contests, or for the ordinary
physical work of life.

"Can parents and schoolmasters possibly go on any
longer pretending to think that cricket, boating, and
athletics, as now conducted, are only recreations!"—
Mark Pattisoni; Academical Organisation (18*9), p. S16.

* ath -let-Ism, s. [Eng. athlete); -ism.] The
same as Athleticism (q.v.). (Webster.)

Ath 6L Ath ole, Ath'-- oil, s. [Celtic] A
district in the northern part of Perthshire.

Athol brose: Honey mixed with aqua vitas,

used in the Highlands as a specific for cold.
Meal is sometimes substituted for honey.
(Jamieson.)

"The captain swallowed his morning draught of
Athol brote and departed."—Scott : Heart of Mid-
lothian, chap, xlvlii.

at hold, *at-huld, v.t. To hold back,
to withhold.

"And bad him go and Mr athotd."
Sir Or/eo, 49. (& in Boucher.)

A'-thor, s. An asteroid, the 161st found. It
was discovered by WaUon on April 18th, 1876.

a-thort , prep. & adv. [Athwart.] (Scotch.)

a-thd'-us, s. [Gr. aOwoe.(athoos)= unpunished

;

harmless: i, priv., andflw>j (faie) = a penalty.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles belonging to
the family Elateridse. The lame of the several
species—A. longicollis, the Long-nocked Click
Beetle ; A. niger, the Black Click Beetle ; and
A. ruficaudw, the Red-tailed Click Beetle-
produce "wire-worms," but not all destruc-
tive to farm crops. (Curtis.)

* a-thre'e, * a-thro , * a-thre'-6f adv.

[Eng. a; three.] In three.

a deled athre among thre sones y wya."
-t of Gloucester, p. 23. {Richardson.)

a threp si-a, *. [Gr. a priv., and Bpvfa
(threpsis) = nourishment.] Want of nourish-
ment ; the bad habit of body resulting there-

from.

a -thrix -I-a, s. [Gr. a$pt£ (athrix) : &, priv.,
" and tfpt'f (thrix) = hair, in allusion to the ab-
sence of hairs from the receptacle and the
stigmas of the ray.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Asteracete, or Composites. A. capensis

is a pretty greenhouse shiub, with narrow
lanceolate leaves and bright crimson solitary
heads of flowers.

*a-thr5l>', a. [En^. a = on, and, throb, s,]

"Throbbing, palpitating.

*a-thro'tO, v.t. [O. Eng. a; and A.8. throte

= the throat.] To strangle, to choke
" And if thou wolt algates with superfluity of riches

be athroted."—Chaucer : Test, of Loue, bk. if.

a-thwart (Eng.), a-thort (ScotcJi), prep. &
* adv. [Eng. a; thwart (q.v.).]

A* As preposition

:

L, Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

(a) Across, transversely; from one side to
the other.

" He sate him down at a pillar's base.

And pass'd his hand athwart his face."
Byron : Siege of Corinth, t».

(6) So as to cross, without reference to
whether it is transversely, longitudinally, or
diagonally.

" Her lights, wi' hissing eerie din

:

Athort the lift they start and shift.
Like fortune's favours' tint as win."

Burnt: A Vision.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) So as to cross ; so as to thwart.
" Strikes the rough thread of errour right athwart
The web of every scheme they have at heart."

Cowper : Expostulation.

* (6) Through ; in the midst of.

u Now, athwart the terrors that thy vow
Has planted round thee, thou appear'st more fair."

Addison.

IX Technically:

Naut. Athwart hawse : A term applied to

the situation of a ship when she lies across the

stem of another one, either in immediate con-

tact with her or a short distance off.

Athwart ships: Beaching across the ship

from side to side ; transversely across the ship.

Athwart the fore-foot : A term applied to the

direction of a cannon-ball fired by one ship

across the bow of another as a signal or a

command for her to lay to.

B. As adverb

:

L Lit. Of material substances and their

direction

:

L Seized by the middle, so as to be cross-

wise. (Pope: Homer; Iliad iii. 111.)

2. Across, so as to pass from side to side.

(Thomson: Spring, 509.)

boil. l>oy; poiit, jo^-l; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, yenophon, exist. ~ing

-ttan shan. tion, -slon, cloun = shun ; tion, sion - zhun. -tious, -slous — suits, -hie, -die, &c. — hel, del.
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IL Fty- Of adverse influence:

1. So as to thwart ; crossly, veiatiously,

perplexingly.
" All athwart there came

A post from Wales, loaden with heavy newt"
Shaketp- 1 Henry I V., L 1.

2. Awry, wrong ; to destruction.
** The baby beat* the Dime ; and quite athwart
Goes ail decorum."

Shakesp. : Meat, /or Meat., i. 3.

8. Abroad; far and wide. (Scotch.)

"There goes a speech athort in the name of the Duke
of Lennox."—BailHes Letters, L 83. (Jamieson.)

a-thy-ml-a, s. [Gr. aSvfUa (alhumia), from

a&vfieu (athumeo) = to be down-hearted : a,

priv., and 0um.o? (thumos) — the soul as the

•eat of passion.] Faint-heartedness, despon-

dency.

• i'-thyr (yr as ir), conj. [Either.] (Scotch.)

* a'-thyr (yr as ir), a, [Other.] (Scotch.)

a-thyV-l-uni, *• [Gr. a, priv., and 0vptov
' (thurion) = a little door, a wicket] A genus
or sub-genus of ferns containing, of British

plants, the A. filix fosmina and the A. /on-

tanum. IAsflenium .1

i'-tH, *a'-tyle, v.t. [Old Ft. attUer.1 To
equip, to supply with necessary stores.

"Upe is stede 1-armed is, and atUed thorn out al."

Rob. eioitc. : Chron., p. 505.

" Al yi folc wel atyled to the batayle sscet"
Ibid., p. 361. (5. in Boucher.)

•a til,
# a'-tyl, s. [From the verb] Furni-

ture, necessary supplies.

i. Oloue. : Oron., p. 51. [Boucher.)

r In another MS. it is catel, and in a third

attyre. (S. in Boucher )

a-tilt, at tilt', adv. k a. [Eng a, and tilt;

at tilt.] [Tilt.] As if tilting ; as a person
would do who tilts.

1. As adv. : As if thrusting at an antagonist.

"... when in the city Tours,
Thou ran'st at tit, in honour of my love.

And stoi'st away the ladles' hearts of France."
Shakesp. .- 3 Hen. VI., L s.

2. As adj. : In the position of a barrel raised

or tilted behind, to make it run out
"Such a man U always atiU: bis favours come

hardly from him."— Spectator.

At'-I-my, *. [Gr. arista (atimia)= dishonour ;

•rifxaitf (atimao) = to dishonour : a, priv. , and
TifiTJ (time) = worship, honour ; rua (ti&) — to

pay honour.]

In Ancient Greece : Infamy ; public disgrace

inflicted on those who had been guilty of cer-

tain offences.

-a-tion. [Eng. suff., from Lat. -alio, as

oblation, from Lat oblatio = an offering.]

It signifies (1) the act of, (2) the state of

being, and (3) that which. For example :

11 God's creation of the world " means " God's

act of creating the world ; " " the world's

creation" signifies "its state of being cre-

ated," and by the expression " the visible

creation" we mean "the persons who and
things which have been created."

at Ian ta, s. [From the Atlantic, in which
" the species occur (?).] A genus of molluscs,

the typical one of the family Atlantidse (q.v.).

The shell, which is minute, is glassy, with a

dextral operculum, though it is a dextral shell,

a phenomenon of a unique character. Accord-

ing to Tate, in the year 1875 there were known
of recent species eighteen, from the Canary
Islands and the warmer parts of the Atlantic.

A sub-genus Oxygyrus added four more to the

list

At Ian te an, + At Ian ti an, at Ian

-

te-an, * At-lan'-tlc, a. [Lat. Atlanteus;

Or. 'AtAostsiot (Atlanteios).]

A. (Of the forms Atlantean and atlantean
only):

1. Spec. : Pertaining to Atlas or the moun-
tains called after him. [Atlas.]

2. Gen. : Strong ; capable of bearing great
weight. (Used chiefly of shoulders.)

" Sage he stood.
With Atlantean shoulders, fit to bear
The weight of mightiest monarchies . .

."

Milton : P. I., bk. ii.

" What more than Atlantean shoulder props
The incumbent load."

Young ; Sight Thought!. ».

T B. (Of the forms Atlantian and Atlantean)

:

Pertaining to the probably fabulous island of
Atlantis (q.v.),

At Ian -tes, s. pi. [In Ft. aiUmte (sing.) ; Sp.
'

atlantides. From Gr. *A.tKo.vtk (Atlantes), pi.

of *ArAac (Atlas), genit 'AtAo-ito* (Atlantos).7]

Arch. : Colossal statues of men used instead

of pillars to support an entablature . Roman

ATLANTES (FROM POMPEII.)

architects called them reAofuim (telamSnes).

(Vitruv., vi. 10.) When statues of women
support an entablature they are generally

called Caryatides (q.v.).

At-lan'-tlo (1), a. & s. [In Fr. AOantique

;

8p., Port., k Ital. AUantico; Lat AfZaniictt*;

Gr. *AtAojti.ic« (Atlantikos).]

A. As adjective: Pertaining or relating to

the ocean so designated.
" The murmurs of th' Atlantic wave."

Cowper ; Task, bk. It.

B. As substantive : The great ocean between
Europe and Africa on the one side and America
on the other, divided into the Northern, the
Intertropical, and the Southern, or simply
into the Northern and Southern Atlantic.

" The doctrine that there has been a continuous for-

mation of Olobigerina mud on the bottom of the
Atlantic from the Cretaceous epoch to the present
time . . . must be admitted as (to say the least) a not
Improbable hypothesis."—Or. W, Carpenter. (Ency.
Brit., »tb ed.. hi. XL)

* At Ian -tic (2). a. [Atlantean.]

At Ian - ti ca, *. [Atlantis.]

at-lan-ti d&. *. pi. [Atlanta.]

I. Ethn. : According to Latham, one of the
primary varieties of the human species. The
maxillary profile is projecting ; the nasal one
generally flat; the frontal one retiring; the
cranium dolichocephalic, the parietal diameter
being generally narrow. Eyes rarely oblique.

Skin often jet black, very rarely approaching
a pure white. Hair crisp, woolly, rarely

straight, still more rarely light-coloured.
Languages with an agglutinate, rarely an amal-
gamate inflection. Distribution, Africa. In-

fluence on the history of the world incon-
siderable.

IX Zoology: A family of molluscs belong-
ing to the class Gasteropoda and the order
Nucleobranchjata. There is a symmetrical
discoidal shell, sometimes closed by an oper-

culum. The gills are contained in a dorsal
mantle-cavity. Genera: Atlanta, Bellerophon,
Ac.

At Ian tides, s. pi. [Lat Atlantides, At-
* lantiades.]

1. Class. Myth. : The daughters of Atlas,

seven of whom were called also Pleiades, after

their mother Pleione. After their death they
were supposed to have been transformed into

the constellation Pleiades.

2. Astron. : A designation sometimes given
to the stars constituting the Pleiades.

At Ian -tis, At-lan -ti-ca, s. [From Gr.

'AtAout« (Atlantis)."] An island, said by Plato
and others to have once existed in the ocean
immediately beyond the Straits of Gades, that
Is, in what is now called the Atlantic Ocean, a
short distance west of the Straits of Gibraltar.

Homer, Horace, and some others made two
" Atlanticas," distinguished as the Hesperides
and the Btysian Fields, and believed to be the
abodes of the blest The patriotic view, of
course, would gladly make these Great Britain
and Ireland. Plato states that an easy passage
existed from the one Atlantis into other is-

lands, which lay near a continent exceeding
in size all Europe and Asia. Some have
thought this America. Atlantis is represented
as having ultimately sunk beneath the waves,
leaving only isolated rocks and shoals in its

place. Geologists have discovered that tba

coast-line of Western Europe did once run.

farther in the direction of America than now ;

but its submergence seems to have taken
place long before historic times, so that the
whole ancient story about Atlantis was pro-

bably founded on erroneous information, or

arose from a clever guess put forth by a man
of lively imagination.

TI The New Atlantis : The title which Lord
Bacon gives to a literary fragment, in which
he sketched out an ideal commonwealth.

at -las, At -las. s. [In Sw., Dan., Dut, Ger.,

Fr.,* Sp., & Port oMas, Atlas; Lat, Atlast

genit. Atlantis; Gr. "ArAas (Atlas), 'Arkavros
(Atlantos); arAas (atlas), drAaiTos (atlantos).']

A. Of the form Atlas

:

1. Class. Myth. : A king of Mauritania, be-

lieved to have been transformed, by looking at

the head of Medusa, into the range of moun-
tains of the same name. He was supposed to

support the world on his shoulders.

"Atla* her sire, to whose far-piercing eye
The wonders of the deep expanded lie

;

Th' eternal columns which on earth he rears
End in the starry vault, and prop the spheres."

Pope: Homer t Odyssey, bk. i., 67—TO.

2. Geog. : The range of mountains mentioned
above. The highest peak, which is in Morocco,

is about 11,400 feet in elevation.

B. Of the form atlas :

L Ordinary Language:
1. A collection of maps, probably so called

from the fact that some volumes of maps used
to have as a frontispiece a representation of

Atlas supporting the world on his shoulders.

The celebrated geographer Mercator was the
first to use the word in this sense. He lived

in the sixteenth century.

2. A large square folio, externally resem-
bling a quarto or a book of maps, but which
consists of large engravings, as, for instance,

anatomical plates or landscapes illustrative of

a country.
" Owen's report of a geological survev of Wisconsin,

Iowa, and Minnesota, and imrt of the Nebraska Terri-

tory, with atlas of coloured plates."-Mante of Book.

% This use of the word is somewhat rare in

England and America, but very common in

France.

t 3. A book in which the information is

presented in a tabular form.

t 4. In the same sense as B. 8.

IL Technically

:

1. Arch. : The supporters of a building.
[Atlantes.]

2. Anat.i The first cervical vertebra, the

one on which the head is balanced. It is very
strong, and has great freedom of movement.

"The first and second cervical vertebras, called re-

spectively atlas and axis."—Flower; osteology of the
Mammalia, p. 32.

3. Silk-weaving : A rich kind of silk or stuff

manufactured in the East, and designed to be
used in making articles of female attire.

"I have the eonveniency of buying Dutch atlases

with gold and silver, or without."—Spectator.

4. PapeT'tnaking : A large kind of drawing-
paper, 2rJ in. x 33 or 34 in.

If Atlas Beetle: A fine lamellicorn beetle

found in portions of the East. It is the

ATLAS BEVTLS.

Chalcosoma atlas. The male is brilliant me-
tallic olive-green ; the female duller. The
male is about three inches long.

+ atlas-fine, a. & >'. A kind of paper,

opposed to atlas-ordinary (q.v.). [Atlas, B„
II. 4.)

t atlas-ordinary, a. & $. A kind of

paper, opposed to atlas-fine (q.v.). [Atlas,

B., II. 4.]

"The preservation of this faith Is of more conse-

quence than the duties on red lead, or white lead, or

on broken glass, or atlas-ordinary, or demy-flne, or

blue royal."—Burke on Amer. Tax.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t,
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g>t'-las-ite,s. [Apparently frara Ger.,&c, atlas

= . . . satin, named from the satiny or silky
characterof the mineral. The term corresponds
with Ger. atlaserz = fibrous malachite.] A
mineral believed by Dana to be not sufficiently

distinct from Azurite to constitute a quite in-

dependent species. He believes that it may
be a mixture of about S\ parts of Azurite with
1 part of Atacamite. It is from Chili.

at-ml-dom'-et-er, s. [From Gr. arnC&os
(atmidos), genit. of aru,U (atmis) = the steam
of a fomentation. Cognate with ar^os.] [See
Atmometer.] An instrument still in use,
invented by Babington, for measuring the
evaporation from water, ice, snow, Ac. It
consists of two glass or metal bulbs, one of
them placed above
the other, with
which it communi-
cates by a narrow
neck. The lower one
is weighted with
shot or mercury,
and the upper has
on it a small glass

or metal stem, with
a scale graduated
in grains and half-

grains. On the top
of all there is a
shallow pan. The
instrument being
immersed in a vessel

of water through a
circular hole in

which the steam
rises, distilled water
is gradually poured into the pan above,
causing it to sink to the point at which the
rero of the steam is on a level with the cover
of the vessel. As then the water in the pan
gradually evaporates, the stem slowly ascends,
the amount of evaporation being indicated in
grains on the graduated scale. (Brandt.)

at mol 6 gy, $. The science of the laws
and phenomena of aqueous vapor.

at-m6-ly'se, v.t [Gr. (l) ir^o? (atmos) =
smoke or steam ; (2) Avert? (lusis) = a loosing

or setting free ; Awa (luo) = to loose.] To
separate, at least partially, two gases or
vapours of unequal diffusibility which are

combined with each other. (Foumes : Manual
Of Chemistry, 10th ed., p. 140.)

at-m5-lys-er, s. [Eng. atmolys(e); -er.]

That which produces atmolysis, the partial
separation of gases or vapours of unequal
diffusibility.

Tube atmolyser : An instrument for effecting
this result. It consists of a tube of unglazed
earthenware, about two feet in length, placed
within a shorter tube of glass in contact with
an air-pump. The air between the two tubes
being to a large extent exhausted, the mixed
gases are allowed slowly to traverse the
earthenware pipe, when much of the lighter
one escapes through the pores into the other.
(Foumes.)

at-mol ys is, s. [Atmolvse.] The act or
operation of separating two gases in combina-
tion from each other. (Fownes.)

at-mom'-e-ter, *. [Gr. aru.6s (atmos) =
smoke, steam, vapour; Sansc. atma =. spirit,
soul ; and Gr. nerpov (metron) = a, measure.]
An instrument invented
by Sir John Leslie for
measuring the quantity of
moisture exhaled in a given
time from any humid sur-
face. It consists of a very
thin ball of porous earthen-
ware, from one to three
inches in diameter, having
a small neck firmly ce-
mented to a long and
rather wide tube of glass,

to which is adapted a brass
cap with a narrow collar
of leather to fit closely.
It is filled with distilled
or pure water, and its

eap screwed tightly. It
is then suspended out of
doors in a situation where
ft is exposed freely to the
action of the wind, but is sheltered from rain.

As the water evaporates from the external

ATMOM ETEB.

surface of the ball, it transudes through its

porous substance, and the waste is measured
by the corresponding descent of the liquid in

the stem. To test the amount of this descent
there is a finely-graduated scale. When the
water has sunk to the bottom of the stem the
latter requires to be filled anew.

at -mo-sphere, s. [In Sw. atmos/er ; Ger.

atmosphdre ; Pr. atmosphere; Sp. & Ital. at-

mos/era ; Port, atmospkera ; from Gr. <xt>j.6s

(atmos) — smoke, steam, vapour, and <r4>oupa

(sphaira) = a ball, a sphere.]

1. Lit. ; The air surrounding our planet,

and which, as the etymology implies, is,

speaking broadly, a " sphere " (not, of course,
a solid, but a hollow one). With strict accu-
racy, it is a hollow spheroid. Its exact height
is unknown. At 27 miles above the surface
of the earth half its density is gone, and the
remainder is again halved for every further
rise of 2*7 miles. Some small density would
remain at forty-five miles high. At eighty
miles this would have all but disappeared.
But from sundry observations, made at Rio
Janeiro and elsewhere, on the twilight arc,

M. Liais infers that the extreme limit of the
atmosphere is between 198 and 212 miles.
For its weight, see Atmospheric Pressure.
In the lower Btrata of the atmosphere the tem-
perature falls at least a degree for every 352
feet of ascent ; hence, even in the tropics,
mountains of any considerable elevation are
snow-capped. The atmosphere appears to us
blue, because, absorbing the red and yellow
solar rays, it reflects the blue ones. It re-
volves with the earth, but being extremely-
mobile, winds are generated in it, so that it is

rarely long at rest. [Wind.] For its compo-
sition, see Air. Evaporation continually at
work sends into it quantities of water in a
gaseous state ; clouds are formed [Clouds],
and in due time descend in rain. [Rain,
Meteorology.] The atmosphere always con-
tains free electricity, sometimes positive and
sometimes negative. There appears to be no
atmosphere around the Moon ; but the case
seems different with the Sun, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn.

" How as a talisman of magk- fame,
This atmotjAt-re conveys th' enlightening beam,
Reflects, inflects, refracts the orient ray
Anticipating sheds the rising day."

Brook; Univerual Beauty- (Richardton.)

2. Fig. : Any pervading intellectual, moral,
religious, or other influence by which one is

surrounded ; as in the expression, "He lives

in an atmosphere of suspicion."

* Electrical Atmosphere: An obsolete name
for the sphere immediately surrounding an
electrified body and operated upon by it.

Magnetic Atmosphere: The sphere within
which the attractive force of the magnet
acts.

at mo spher ic, at-mo spher ic-al, a.

[Eng. atmospher(e) ; -ic, -ical. In Fr. atmo-
spherique ; Sp. atmosferico. ] [Atmosphere.]
Pertaining or relating to the atmosphere.
Specially—

1. Constituting or pervading the atmo-
sphere ; made of air.

"... the transparent atmotpheric envelope . .
."—

Bertchel: Aitronomy, f 666.

2. Existing within the atmosphere.
". . . but when we reflect that the Cordillera, run-

ning in a north and south Hue. intercepts, like a
great wall, the entire depth of the lower atmotpheric
current . . "—Darwin: Voyage round, the World,
ch. xv.

3. Produced by the atmosphere.
"Measure of atmotpheric pressure, . . "—Prof.

Airy : Sound, p. 8.

t i. Under the influence of the atmosphere

;

affected in temperament by the atmosphere.
(Pope.)

t atmospheric air. The ordinary air

belonging to the atmosphere, as contradistin-
guished from other "airs," the old term for
gases. Now that the word air has come
specifically to mean that in the atmosphere,
the expression atmospheric air is a tautology,
and will probably sink into disuse.

atmospheric or atmospherical
Clock. A machine planned by Sir David
Brewster for measuring the mean temperature
of the atmosphere.

atmospheric engine. An engine in
which the piston was forced down by the
pressure of the atmosphere, when the steam,
which caused it to rise, was condensed so as

to produce a near approach to a vacuum in
the cylindrical chamber beneath it. Such
was Newcomen's engine, constructed in 1705,
and subsequently improved by Smeaton,
Brindley, and others, till superseded by Watt's
single-acting engine, which was a genuine
steam-engine. The atmospheric engine was
used only for pumping water.

Mech. : A line drawn upon an indicator-card
by a pencil worked by the steam of a steam-
engine, and designed to register the equilibrium
line between steam pressure on the piston and
the extent of the vacuum produced on the
other. The former is indicated by numbers
ascending above the atmospheric line ; the
latter by numbers descending below it ; while
itself it stands at zero. [Indicator-card.]

atmospheric pressure. The pressure
exerted by the atmosphere, not merely down-
wards, but in every direction. It amounts to
147 lbs. of weight on each square inch, which
is often called in round numbers 15. On a
square foot it is = 2,160 lbs., or nearly a ton.
It would act upon our bodies with crushing
effect were it not that the pressure, operating
in all directions, produces an equilibrium. If
any gas or liquid press upon a surface with a
force of 15 lbs. on a square inch, it is generally
described as having a pressure of one atmo-
sphere ; if 60 lbs. , of two atmospheres ; if 120
lbs., of four atmospheres, and so on.

atmospheric railway, a railway in
which the propulsive force designed to move
the carriages along is that of the atmosphere.
The notion of such a method of locomotion
seems first to have suggested itself, in the
latter part of the seventeenth century, to the
French physician, Papin, whose name is for
ever associated with the celebrated digester.

[Digester.] In 1810 Mr. Medhurst published
a work entitled A New Method of conveying
Letters and Goods by Air. His proposal was
to construct a closed tunnel, in which the
carriages—the last of them provided with a
piston fitting the tunnel—should be propelled
by air forced in behind them. Vallance, of
Brighton, in 1825, recommended as an im-
provement on this plan the exhaustion of the
air in front About 1835 Mr. Henry Pinkus,
an American gentleman residing in England,
patented a scheme for placing the catriages in
the open air, but connecting them below with
a small tunnel, having a narrow slit above,
with ingeniously-constructed apparatus to
render the tunnel temporarily air-tight not-
withstanding the slit. Not much was done to
carry out the patent ; and Pinkus's scheme
of what he called a Pneumatic Railway was
considered as having failed, when, in 1840,
Messrs. Clegg and Samuda brought forward a'

somewhat similar project under the name of
the "Atmospheric Railway." An experimental
fragment of line laid down near Wormwood
Scrubs, on the Great Western line, was success-
ful, as was one designed for actual use from
Kingstown to Dalkey, in Ireland, another
between London and Croydon, and a third in

South Devon ; all, however, have been since
abandoned. For passengers at least, and to
a great extent even for the transmission of
letters, the railways of the ordinary type, on
which steam is the impelling force, have
triumphantly held their own against the inno-
vation of the Atmospheric or Pneumatic Rail-
wiry, and all that now remains of the latter
method of propulsion are the pneumatic dis-
patch tubes, used in London, and recently
introduced in some American cities, for trans-
mitting mail and parcels to short distances.

[Pneumatic]

atmospheric tides. Tides which must
exist in the atmosphere as they do in the
ocean, from the attractions of the moon and
the sun.

* a-t6', adv. [Atwo.] (Scotch.)

a tok, s. [South American name.]

Zool. ; A variety of the Mephitis Americana
found at Quito, whence Humboldt called it

Gulo Quitensis. It is sometimes termed the
Zorra.

a -toll, *. A a. [A Maldive word Anglicised.

In Ft. atollon.]

A. As substantive: The name applied by
geologists and others to any one of the lagoon
islands or annular coral reefs found in the
Pacific and the Indian Oceans, the Red Sea,

boil, boy: pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. ph-£
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and some other parts of the tropics. An atoll

is a ring of coral rock, oval rather than circu-

lar in form. One reaches eighty-eight miles in

its longer, by twenty in its shorter, diameter

;

but in general they are of much more limited

dimensions. On the top of the coral-rock,

which rises but slightly above the sea-level, is

vegetation of some luxuriance—the cocoa-nut

being the most conspicuous plant On the
convex circumference of the ring is a beach
of white sand, exterior to which is a line of
breakers, and a few feet beyond them the un-
fathomable ocean. The ring of land, which
is less than half a mile across, encircles a
lagoon of comparatively still water, which,
from reflection, is of a bright but pale-green
colour. In the view of Mr. Darwin, now
almost universally adopted, there was once an
island, possibly even containing high land, in

the place now occupied by the lagoon. It was
surrounded by a " fringing reef " of living coral

close to the shore. As, from geological causes,
it slowly subsided into the deep and dis-

appeared, the coral animals built up to the
surface of the water, and formed the ring of
rock constituting the modern island. In the
larger atolls there are generally two or three
breaks in the ring, affording ship-channels
into the lagoon ; these mark the spots where
fresh water, discharged from the old subsiding
land into the sea, prevented the coral animals,
which are marine, from locating themselves or
building. [Coral.]

"
. . • hence I have invariably used in this volume

th» term ' atoll,' which is the name given to these cir-
cular groups of coral islets by their inhabitants in the
Indian Oceau, and synonymous with lagoon -island. "—
Darwin : Coral Reef* (1843). p 2.

atoll-building, a. Building atolls.

" If, then, the foundations, whence the atoll-building
corals spring, were not formed of sediment . . ."

Darwin ; Voyage round the World, ch. xx.

atoll formed, a. Of the shape of an
atoll.

"The three classes, atoll-formed, barrier and fringing
reefs, together with the modifications Just described
of the latter, include all the most remarkable coral
formations anywhere existing. "—Darwin : Coral Reef*.
p. 59.

atoll-like, a. Like an atoll.

". . . with their atoll-like structure."—Darwin
Coral Reefi, p. 88.

atoll-shaped, a. Shaped like an atoll.
"... an atoll-shaped bank of dead rock."—Darwin

:

Coral Reef*, p. 107.

atoll-structure, s. The structure of an
%toll. M

"... the true atoll-ttructure . . ."—Darwin: Coral
Reef; p. 169.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to an atoll.

„*.* •H these reefs are more probably allied to
the barrier or atoll classes."—Darwin : Coral Reefi,
p. 195.

at 6m, * at'-ome, * atomy (1), * at-
om-iis, $. [Tn Sw., Dan., & Ger. atom; Fr.
atome; Sp., Port, & Ital. atomo ; Lat. atomus,
as substan. = an indivisible element; as adj. =
undivided, indivisible ; from Gr. aro>uw (ato-
mos) = (1) uncut, (2) that cannot be cut, indi-
visible : from a, priv., and r*ium (temno) = to
cut]

* A. Of the form atomus, pi. atomi. (This
form is found in Bacon.)

B. Of the forms atom and * atome. [Atomy.]
I. Ordinary language

:

1. Lit. : Anything composed of matter which,
to our senses, seems too small to be divided
again ; anything very minute, without reference
to whether or not it can be divided again.
[Atomy. ]

** Measures an atom, and now girds a world."
Cowper : Task, bk. 1.

"'The sun,' says Daniel Culverwell, 'discovers
atome*. though they be invisible by candle-light, and
makes them dance naked in his beams.'"—Tyndall:
Frag, of Science, 3rd e<L, xi. 29L

2, Figuratively

:

(1.) Any immaterial thing, viewed as very
small ; the smallest amount.

"He [King James II.) would yield nothing more,
not an atom ; and, after his fashion, he vehemently
repeated many times, '2»'ot an atom,'"—Macaulay

:

Eitt. Eng., oh. lx.

(2.) Man, viewed as no more than a speck or
invisible point in creation.
" And teach these atom*, thou hast made, thy praise ?

"

Cowper : Glory to God Alone.

XL Technically

:

1. Mental Phil. : A particle of matter so in-

finitely small that it cannot again be subdi-
vided ; the idea of a divided atom—that is, of
a division of that which cannot be divided-
being self-contradictory. It is a mental con-
ception simply ; for the senses cannot take
cognizance of anything so minute.

2. Nat. Phil. : One of the exceedingly minute
ultimate particles of matter, aggregates of an
immense number of which, held in their place
by molecular forces, constitute all material
bodies.

3. Chem. : The smallest particle into which
an element can be divided. An atom cannot
exist in a separate state, but unites with one
or more atoms to form a molecule. The atoms
of different elements have definite relative
weights fixed and invariable for each, the
weight of an atom of hydrogen being regarded
as unity. [Element.]

atom like, adj. Like an atom; exceed-
ingly minute.

" They all would vanish, and not dare appear*.
Who atom-like when their sun shined cleare,
Danc'd in his beame."

Browne : Britannia'* Pattoratt, 11. 1.

a-tom -ic, • a-torn ick, a torn leal, a.

[Eng. atom ; -ic, -ical. In Fr. atomique. ] Con-
sisting of atoms, or otherwise pertaining or
relating to an atom or atoms.

" Vitrified and pellucid bodies are clearer, in their
continuities, than in powders and atomical divisions."
—Browne: Vulgar Errourt.
"Vacuum is another principal doctrine of the atomi-

eal philosophy. "—Bentley: Sermon*.

atomic heat.
Chem. : A term introduced by M. Regnault.

The atomic heat of the elements in a solid
state is nearly a constant quantity, the mean
value being 64. This number is obtained by
multiplying the specific heat of an element by
its atomic weight. The atomic heat of an
element represents the quantity of heat which
must be imparted to or removed from atomic
proportions of the several elements, in order
to produce equal variations of temperature.
(See Watts' Diet. Chem.)

atomic or atomical philosophy.
Mental and Nat. Phil. The Doctrine of

Atoms: A doctrine or hypothesis originally
broached by Leucippus, afterwards developed
by Democritus, and which underwent further
modifications at the hands of Epicurus. It
represented atoms as possessed of gravity and
motion, and attributed to their union the
formation of all things. Democritus is re-

ported to have said that they come together
in different order and position like the letters,
which, though they are few, yet by being
placed in conjunction in different ways pro-
duce innumerable words.

atomic theory.
Nat. Phil. & Chem.; A theory first pro-

pounded by John Dalton in his New System of
Chemical Philosophy, published in 1807. He
stated that the atoms of each element were
incapable of being subdivided, and each had a
definite relative weight, compared with that
of hydrogen as 1 ; that the composition of a
definite chemical compound is constant ; that
if two elements, A and B, are capable of unit-
ing with each other in several proportions,
the quantities of B which unite with a given
quantity of A usually bear a simple relation
to one another. If an element A unites with
certain other elements B, C, D, then the
quantities B, C, D, which combine with A, or
simple multiples of them, represent the pro-
portions in which they can unite among them-
selves, Dalton supposed that one element
replaced another atom for atom, but it has
since been found that one atom of an element
can replace one or more atoms of another

element, according to their respective atomi-
cities. [Atomicitv.]

atomic volume.
Chem. : A term introduced by Graham in

lieu of the phrase " specific volume," used by
Dr. Kopp. (Graham's Chemistry.) It signifies

the volume or measure of an equivalent or
atomic proportion in different substances. It

is obtained by dividing the molecular weight
of a compound by its specific gravity. The
specific gravity of a compound gas or vapour
referred to hydrogen as unity is equal to half
its atomic weight ; therefore the atomic
volumes of compound gases or vapours re-

ferred to hydrogen as unity are, with few ex-
ceptions, equal to 2. The densities of isomor-
phous solid compounds are proportional to
their molecular weights, that is, they have
equal atomic or specific volumes. The differ-

ences of specific or atomic volume of organic
liquids is often proportional to the differences
between the corresponding chemical formal*.
Thus liquids whose formulae differ by tiCHj
differ in specific or atomic volume by n times
22. (See Watts' Diet. C/tm.)

atomic weight. (Symbol and abbrevia-
tion, At. Wt.)

Chem. : The weight of an atom of an element
compared with the weight of an atom of H,
which is regarded as unity. Thus the atomic
weight of oxygen is 16 ; that is, an atom of O
is sixteen times as heavy as an atom of H.
The sum of the atomic weights of a chemical
compound is called its molecular weight, and,
with a few exceptions, the specific gravities

of all bodies, simple and compound, in the
gaseous state are equal to half their molecular
weights. The specific heats of many of the
elements are nearly proportional to their
atomic weights. (For atomic weights, see
Element.)

a-t6m'-i-cal-ly\ adv. [Eng. atomic; -ally.]

After the manner of those holding the atomic
philosophy.

" Empedocles, who was a Pythagorean, also did
physiologiie atomioallt/."—Cutlworik: Jntell. System,
p. 14.

a tom-i-cism, s. [Eng. atomic ; -ism.] The
doctrine of atoms or of the atomical philo-

sophy. (Cudworth.)

at-om-Ic'-i-t& s. [Eng. atomic; -ity.]

Chem. : The combining capacity of an element
or radical. It is measured by the number of
atoms of H or other monatomic elements with
which the element in question can directly
combine, or can replace in a substance. When
an element does not unite with H its atomi-
city may be measured by the number of atoms
of CI or some other monatomic element with
which it can directly combine, since the
atomicity of these elements is equal to that of
H, and they may be substituted for it, atom
for atom. The atomicity of an element cannot
be estimated by the number of diatomic or
polyatomic atoms that it can take up, as this

number is indefinite. A diatomic element
like oxygen may attach itself to another ele-

ment, or group of elements, by one of its com-
bining bonds, leaving the other free ; and to

this again another diatomic or polyatomic
element may be attached, and so on indefi-

nitely. The atomicity of an element is also

called its quantivalence.

t at -6m ism, s. [Eng. atom; -ism.] The
doctrine of atoms or of the atomical philo-

sophy; atomicism (q.v.). (Todd.)

at 6m 1st, s. [Eng. atom; ist.] In Ger.

atomist.] One who holds the doctrine of

atoms or of the atomic philosophy.

"The atomittt, who define motion to be apas***6
from one place to another, what do they more than
put one synonymous word for another!"—Locke.

at om-Ist ic-al, a. [Atomic]

at'-6m ize, v.t. & i. [Eng. atom; -ize.]

A. Trans. : To convert into atoms, to re-

duce to atoms. (Baxter.)

B. Intrant. : To adopt the tenets of the

atomic philosophy. (Cvdworth : Intell. Sys.,

p. 26.)

at om-i'z- er, s. [Eng. atom ; -izer.] An in-

strument used for reducing a liquid into spray

for disinfecting, cooling, perfuming, and simi-

lar purposes.

fate, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian. - ,09 = e. ey=a. qu = kw.
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*t-6m ol -6-gy, ». [Gr. aT*u.« (a(<mios) = an
atom, and Aoyos (topos)=. . . discourse.] A
discourse about atoms. The department of

Natural Philosophy which treats of atoms.
(Knmvlts.)

* &t'-6m-^ (1), & [Atom.] An atom.

"It is as easy to count atomiet M to resolve the
proposition* of a lover. "—Muikeep. : Am You Like It,

* at -6m-y (2) (0. Eng.), * at'-6m-Ie, * at-
tam-lo (Scotch), s. [Contr. from anatomy.]

Ludicrously : A skeleton.

" You starred blood-hound ! . . . ThoT*atam#. thou !

"

Shaketp. : % Benry /»'., v. 4.

"They grew like atomic* or skeleton*."—Serm.
affixed to Society's Contending: (Jamieeon.)

* atone (at-wun), adv. [At One (q.v.).]

atone, * at-to'ne, v.i. & t. [Eng. at ; one.]

[At One.]

A. Intransitive:

L Ordinary Language :

* 1. (Properly.) To be " at one," to be re-

conciled ; to cease from strife with, to agree,

to accord. [At One.]
" He and Aufldius can no more atone.
Than violeutest contrariety."

Shake*}*. : CorioL, lv. 6.

2. To make expiation or satisfaction for

some crime, sin, or fault.

"... that large clau of persona who think that
there is no excess of wickedness for which courage and
ability do not atone."—Macaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. xiii.

3. Specially. [See II. Theol]

IX Theol.: To expiate sin. (Used of the
death of Christ, viewed as a sacrificial offering-)

"The Lamb, the Dove aet forth
His perfect innocence.

Whose blood of matchless worth
Should be the soul's defence

:

For he who would for sin atone
Must have no failiuga of his own."

Cowper : Olneg Bymnt ; 0. Test. Ootpel.

B. Transitive:

1. To make at one; that is, to reconcile
those who before were in feeling two; to

create sympathy between those who before
had antipathy to each other ; to make peace
where before there was strife or war. Used—

(o) Of individuals :

"I have been nttoning two most wrangling neigh-
sswrs. —Bmum, A Ftet, : Spanu/t- Curate, li. 4,

" Since we cannot atone you, we shall see
Justice design the victor's chivalry.

Shaketp. : Richard II., 1.

1

Or (6) of nations

:

" French. I was glad I did atone my country-
men and you ; It had been pity you should have been
put together with so mortal a purpose as then each
bore, . .

.*—Shaketp. : Cgmbeline, i. 6.

* To atone together : To unite together.

2. To appease ; to render propitious.
" And may thy god, who scatters darts around,
Aton'd by sacrifice, desist to wound.**

Pop*-' Oomer't Iliad, bk. L, 660-81.

" Neptune aton'd, his wrath shall now refrain,
Or thwart the synod of the gods in vain."

Pope : Bomer>» Odyssey, hk. i., 100, 101.

3b To expiate ; to afford satisfaction for,

". . . behold,
King James, the Douglas, doomed of old,
And vainly sought for near and far
A victim to atone the war."

.Scoff ; Lady of the Lake, v. K.

• <y-to'ned, pa. par. & a. [Atone, v.t]

IT It is also the pret of the v.i. & t., and the
perf. par. of the v.i.

* at-one-ma'-ker, * at-tonc-ma-ker
(one as wun), s. [Eng. at; one; maker.]
One who makes two persons or two beings,
whom he finds at variance, one with each
other in feelings ; a reconciler. Spec., Christ.

"Paul sayth (1 Tim. il.). One God. one Medlatour
(that is to say, advocate, Intercessor, or an atone-
maker) between God and man : tlie man Christ Jesus,
which gave himselfearansom for all men."—MislI :

Workee, p. US. (Richardeon.)
" And that there is one medlatour, Christ, as Paul

ft Tim. ii.). And by that word understand an atone,
maker, a peace-maker, and hrynger into grace- and
favour . . ."—Ibid, : The Tettam. of M. W, Trade.
{Richardeon.)

a-to ne ment, * at to ne-ment, * at-
to'ne mente, *. [Eng. at, and O. Eng.
onemcnt = agreement, harmony ; from Eng.
one, and suffix -ment (Onement.) Or from
Eng. at, one, and suffix -ment.] [At One.]
A* Ordinary Language

:

*1. Originally <& properly. "At-one-ment,"
a making "at one " of those who before were
" two " in point of feeling ; that is, who were
In antipathy to each other; reconciliation,
agreement, harmony, peace. Used—

(a) Of reconciliation between men at vari-

ance.
" Buck. Ay, madam : he desires to make atonement
Between the duke of Gloster and your brothers.
And between them and my lord chain berlain."

Shakesg. : Richard III., i. 3.

(6) Of reconciliation, not merely of men to-

gether or among themselves, but of God to

men, and men to God.
" And like as he made the Jewes and the Gentiles at

one betwene themaelues, even so he made them both
at one with God, that there should be nothing to

breake the atonement, but that the thiugea in heaven
and the thynges in earth should be ioyned together as

it were into one body."— Udal ; Lphet-, chap, ii.

(Richardeon.)

2. Expiation of a sin against God, or of a

crime or offence against man or anything
similar. [B., 1. 1.]

" Great as Sawyer's offences were, he had made great
atonement for them."—Macaulay : Hint. Eng., ch. xv.

B. Technically

:

X, Scripture:

L Old Test. : In the authorised version of
the Old Testament the word atonement occurs
not less than fifty-eight times in the text, and
once in the margin ; all but five of the places

in which it is found being in the Pentateuch.
It signifies—

(1) Expiation of sin by means of a typical

sacrifice, generally of a victim, offered in faith.

"For the life of the flesh is in the blood : and I have
given it to you upon the altar to make an atonement
for your souls : lor it is the blood that maketh an
atonement for the soul.**

—

Lee. xvil. 11.

" And one kid of the goats for a sin-offering, to make
an atonement foryou."—jVumo. xxix. 5. (See also Lev.
L * ; iv. 85 ; x. 17 ; xvi. 10, 38. 84 ; Numb, viit 21 : xvi.
46 ; xxv. IS ; 3 Sam. xxl. 3 ; 2 Chron. xxix. 24, Ac.)

(2) The removal, by a sacrificial offering, of

ceremonial impurity (Lev. xii. 7, 8). In this

sense the term was sometimes used of inani-

mate things—namely, of the altar (Exod. xxix.

30, 37 ; Lev. xvi. 18) ; of a house infeoted with
the " leprosy " (xiv. 53) ; of the holy place, on
account of the sins of the worshippers (xvi. 16)

;

of the holy of holies (ver. 33); of the tabernacle
of the congregation (ibid.) ; and of the work
of the Temple (Neh. x. 33).

(3) Ransom.
" Then he is gracious unto him, and saith. Deliver

him from going down to the pit : I have found a ran-
som [margin, atonement]."—Job xxxili. 2-L

(4) In one place atonement is used for what
was, in its essential features, a thank-offering
(Nnmb. xxxi. 50).

If (a) Atonement money: Money paid for

purposes of atonement.
" And thou shalt take the atonement-money of the

,
children of Israel."—Exod. xxx. 16.

(b) The Day of Atonement or the Great Day
of Atonement was on the tenth of the seventh
month, (For details regarding it, see Lev.
xxiii. 26—32 ; xxv. 9.)

2. New Test. : In the New Testament the
word occurs only once—viz., in Rom. v. 11

:

N And not only so, but we also joy in God
through our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we
have now received the atonement " (in the
margin, reconciliation). The Greek word is

xaraAaaytff (katallagen) = (1) the exchange of
one thing for another, as, for instance, money
for an article

; (2) a change from enmity to
friendship ; reconciliation ; from KaraAAaomo
(kaiallasso) = (1) to change money ; (2) to
change a person from enmity to friendship

;

to reconcile. The marginal rendering is evi-

dently correct. And in 2 Cor. v. 18, 19, the
same Greek substantive is twice rendered
"reconciliation," and the same Greek verb,
also twice, "reconcile." [A., 1.]

IX Theology : The sacrificial offering made
by Christ in expiation of the sins, according
to the Calvinists, of the elect only ; according
to the Arminians, of the whole human race.

a-to-ner, *. [Atonb.] One who atones,
either in the sense of reconciling alienated
persons, or in that of making expiation.

a-td'-ni-a, a [Atony.]

a-ton'-Ic, a. & a [Gr. arovoc (atonos) m not
* stretched or strained. ; relaxed.] [Atony.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Med. : Pertaining to atony ; having no
tone in the system.

2. Gram. : Not having an accent

B. As substantive (Gram.): A word not
having an accent.

a-to'n-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Atone.]
" With an atoning smile a more than earthly crown."

Byron ; ChOde Harold t Pilgrimage, lv. 88.

Ht'-6-np, a-to'-ni-a, s. [ In Ger. A Fr. afon« ;

Port, atonia; Gr. drouia. (afonta) = slackness*

enervation ; oTovt'w (atonen) = to be relaxed or
languid : a, priv., and roebw (tonoo) or tow**
(toneci) ~ to stretch, strain, brace up ; t6iw
(tonos) = that by which anything is braced,

up ; a rope ; the sinews ; the tone on a word

:

Ttivut (teino) = to stretch.]

Med. : Want of tone in the system.

a-top', adv. [Eng. o; top.] On the top, at
* the top.

•* What is extracted by water from coffee Is the oil,

which often swim* atop of the decoction."—Arbuth-
not : Aliments.

*at-orn'f *afc-ont, v.i. [A.S. (at)rennam,

\at)asman — to run away.] To run away.

' He atomd as baate as he inyght that wm his best,

won." Rob. of Olouc, i>. 41s. (a. fa itoucAer.)

* a-to'Tir, 5. Old spelling of Attirb.

* ^.-td'ur, prep. & adv. [Attour.]

at-ra-bll-a'ire, o. [Fr.J Atrabiliary, atra-

bilious. [Atrabilaiuan,]
** A preposterous love of mirth hath turned you all '

Into wits ; quite down from the sanguimi orator of the.

independent Whig to the atrabilaire blasphemer ot

the miraclea.'^Warburton: Divine Legation of Mow,
DedAcf (Richardeon.)

at-ril-bil-a'r-I-an, a. [Fr. atrabilaire;

Sp. ofraortarifo); Eng. snff. Wan or -an. From
Fr. and Ital. atrabile; Sp. & Port, atrabilis =
black bile ; Lat afro, fern, of ater — black, and
&ii**= gall, bile. Cognate with Gr. x©Aij (chole),

Xo\oc (c/w/os) = gall, bile.] [Atrabilis, Cho-
leric, Mblanciiolv.] Pertaining to "black
bile," which the ancients supposed to be the

cause of the melancholic temperament and its

product melancholy ; hence atrabiliarian and
the cognate adjectives signify also melanoholy.

" The atrabilarian constitution (or a black, viscous,
pitchy consistence of the fluids) makes all secretions
difficult and sparing."—Arbuthnot : Diet.

at-ra-bft-a'r-I-oti.8, a. [Fr. atrabUe fc blaclsV

bile", and Eng. suffix -ous. In Sp. atrabilario.}

[Atrabilarian.] Full of black choler ; atra-

bilarious.
" The blood, deprived of its doe proportion of sernm,

or finer and more volatile parts, u atrabilariout,
whercliy it is rendered gross, black, unctuous, ana
earthly."—Quincy.

at-rty-bn-a'r-X-otis-ntSss, * [Eng. atra-

bilarious ; -ness.] The state of being affected

with " black bile ;" the state of being melan-
cholic or melancholy. (Johnson.)

at-ra-btX-X-ar, at-ra-bU'-I-ar-fc a,

[From Port. & Ital. atrabiliario, and Eng. suff.

-y.] The same as Atrabilarian (q.v.).

"... splenetic atrabUiar reflections on his own
misery . .

."—Carlyle: Beroes and Bero- Worship,
Lect ill.

% The form atrabiliary Is in Dunglison,
Webster, &c

at-rt>-bil'-X-ar-^t a. [AtrabiliailJ

atrabiliary capsules.
Anat : Two small gland-like bodies situated

one on the upper and interior edge of each
kidney. They are called also the renal or
suprarenal glands or capsules.

at-ra-bil'-i-ous, a. [Fr. atrabile, and Eng.

suffix -ous. In Sp. atrabilioso.] [Atrabila-
rian.] The same as Atrabilarious (q.v.).

a'-tra-bi-lis, a [Lat. atra and bilis.] [Atra-
biliary.]

Old Anatomy: Black bile; a thick, black,

acrid fluid, which the ancients believed to be

secreted by the spleen, the pancreous or the

atrabiliary capsules, but which was really only

the ordinary bile altered by morbid influence.

at ra-cas -pis, a [Gr. arpoxroc (atraktos) =
(1) a spindle, (2) an arrow, (3) the top of a

mast ; and A<nr« (aspis) =* a round shield, . . .

an asp.]

ZooL : A genus of venomous snakes, the

type of an African family in which the poison-
fangs are exceedingly long.

a tract-cn'-chy-ma,s. [Gr. aVpaKToc (atraK-

tos) = a spindle, and iyxyp-o- (enghuma) — an in-

fusion : iv (en) = in, and x«'a> (cheo) = to pour.]

Bot. : Professor Morren's name for fusiform,

that is, spindle-shaped tissue. It is the fourth
division of his Parenchyma (q.v.).

* a tra Id, pa. par. [Atray. )

boiL b6y; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; alia, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. in*.

-«ian, -tian = shan. -don, -tion, -Tsion = shun ; -tion, -»lon = shun. - tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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•it-ra-men-ta'-cS-ous, a. [Lat. atramen-

tum = anything black ; ink ; tromater = dull-

black, and Eng. -aceous (q.v.) = Lat. -actus,]

Pertaining or relating to ink ; inky, black as

ink. (Derham.)

at-ra-inen'-tal, a. [Lat. atramentum = . . .

ink*; Eng. suffix -al.] [Atramentaceous.]

Inky, black as ink ; atramentaceous, atramen-

tarious; helping to produce such a colour.

(Browne : Vulgar Errours, bk. vi., ch. xii.)

it-ra-men-tar'-I-ous, a. [Lat. atramen-

tari(um,) = an inkstand, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

[Atramentaceous. J Suitable to be employed
in the manufacture of ink. Applied especially

to copperas, one of its ingredients. (Fourcroy.)

at-ra-men- toils, a. [Lat. atramentum =
ink* and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Lit. : Inky, inky-looking ; very^lack (lit. £
fig.). (Swift : Battle of the Books.)

*a-tra'yt v.t. [A.S. tregian — to vex, to

trouble, to grieve.] To vex, to trouble.
" Swithe sore sche him afraid."

Sevyn Sages, 1.876. [Boucher.)

•a-tra'yyod, pa. par. [Atray.]

* a'-tred (tred as terd), a. [Lat. oter= dull-

black, not glossy-black.] Coloured black.

"It cannot express any other humour than yellow
choler, or atred, or a mixture of both."— WhUaker :

Blood of the Orape, p. 76.

*at-re'do, v.t. [A.8. (cetyrcedan,} To surpass

in counsel or wisdom. (Chaucer: C. T. t 2,451.)

•at-renne, v.t. [A.S. (cetyrennan.] To out-

ran, to beat in running. (Chaucer: C. T. t

2,451.)

* a -tre'-te, • a-treet', * at-reed', adv. [Fr.

o trait = &t a draught] Continually, dis-

tinctly. (Prompt. Parv.)

a-tri-al, a. [Atrium.]

Biol. : Pertaining to the atrium (q.v.).

•at-ride, v.t. [A.S. (cetyridan.) To beat in

riding, or on horseback. (Layamon, iii. 264.)

* a-trie, v.t. [O. Eng. a; trie= try.] To

try as a judge.
" Chief justice he satte the sothe to atrie.

Rob. de Brunne : Chron., p. 89. {3. in Boucher.)

a-trip, adv. [Eng. a; trip.]

Naut. : A terra used (1) of an anchor, which
is atrip when it is drawn out of the ground at

right angles to it
; (2) of the topsails of a vessel,

when they are hoisted as high as possible on
the masts, or just started from the caps.

At'-lip-lSx, s. [In ItaL atrepice ; Lat. atriplex,

originally atriplexum; Gr. arpa»pa£i$ (atra-

phaxis) = an orach plant : a, priv., and Tpe'^w

(trepho)=. . . to nourish.] A genus of plants

belonging to the order Chenopodiacece (Cheno-

pods). Eight species are indigenous, and one
or two more partially naturalised, in Britain.

Of the former may be mentioned the A. loci-

niata, or Frosted Sea-orache ; the A. Bdbing-
toni, or Spreading Fruited ; the A. patula, or

Spreading Halberd-leaved ; the A. angnstifolia,

or Narrow-leaved Orache ; and the A. littoralis,

or Grass-leaved Sea-orache. The leaves may
be used as pot-herbs.

•V-trl am, s. [Lat. In Ital. atrio means a
portico or vestibule.]

1, Architecture:

(1) The hall or principal room in an ancient

Roman house. It communicated with the

street by the vestibule and the front door.

There was in the centre of its ceiling a large

aperture, called compluvium, designed to admit
light [Compluvjum.] Beneath it there was
scooped out in the pavement a cistern called

impluvium. [Impluvium.] In a large house
rooms opened into the atrium from all sides,

and were lighted from it.

(2) A covered court, somewhat on the model
of the ancient atrium, constructed in front of

the principal doors of an edifice.

(3) The churchyard.

2. Biology

:

(1) That part of the auricle into which the
venous blood is discharged.

(2) The large cavity into which the intestine

opens in the Tunicates.

a tro -cious (clous as alius), a. [In Ft.

& Ital. atroce ; Sp. & Port, atroz ; from Lat.

atrox, genit. atrocis ; cognate with trux —
wild, rough, savage.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Of deeds:

1. Excessively cruel, or enormously wicked
in any other respect.

" When Catiline was tried (or some atrocious mur-
ders . . ."—Forfeit*: Beneficial Effect* of Christianity.

(Richardson.)

"An advocate Is necessary, and therefore audience
ought not to be denied him in defending causes, unless

itoe an atrocious otitnc*."—Ayliff* : Parergon.

2. Stern, expressive of cruelty.

" The fierce atrocious frown of sinewed Mars."
Thomson ; Liberty, pt. 1L

3. Colloquially (in a hyperbolical and hu-

morous sense) : Very bad, as when it is said,

without any real imputation of moral guilt,

that one's handwriting is " atrocious."

II. Ofpersons: Savage, cruel, fierce, harsh,

severe.

B. Technically:

* Old Medicine. Of diseases : Very violent

;

angry.

a-tro'-cious-ly (cious as shus), adv.

[Eng. atrocious; suff". -ly.] In an atrocious

manner ; with much cruelty or other flagrant

wickedness.
*• As to my publishing your letters, I hold myself

fully justified by the injury you hare done me by
abusing me infamously and atrociously."—Lowth to

Warburton, Lett 2.

a tro cious ncss (cious as shus), s.

[Eng. atrocious; -ness.] The quality of being
atrocious.

"He [Herod] thought of John's character, the atro-

eiousnesi of the murder, and the opinion which the
world would entertain 'of the murderer.'' — Rome :

Life of St. John Baptist, p. 218.

a-troc'-I-ty, * a-tr6c'-y-te, s. [In Fr.

atrociti ; ItaL atrocita ; Lat. atrocitas= fierce-

ness.] Excessive cruelty or other flagrant

wickedness ; atrociousness.

"... in this case there was no peculiar atrocity, no
deep-seated malice, no suspicion of foul play."

—

Ma-
caulay i Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

IT It is often used in the plural for exces-

sively cruel deeds.
*".

. . the disgrace and scandal brought upon Liberty
by the atrocities committed lu that holy name."

—

De
Quincey : Works (ed. 1863), vol. 1L, p. 186.

% The expression "Bulgarian atrocities"

has become historic. It is used to signify the

cruel deeds perpetrated by the Turks in 1876

whilst repressing an abortive rising of the

Christians in parts of Bulgaria. The defiance

by the Porte of the moral sentiment of Europe,
when the punishment of those who were the

active agents in perpetrating these crimes
was called for by this and other countries, led

to the Russo-Turkish war of 1877-8, which
resulted, among other effects, in the emanci-
pation of a large part of Bulgaria from the
Turkish yoke.

"On September 21 [1876], Lord Derby expressed the
Indignation of the country in a fervid despatch, and
called on the Porte to punish the chief authors of the
atrocities."—Annual Register, 1878, p. 278.

at'-ri-pa, s. [In Sp. & Ital. atropa ; from

Gr. "Atootto* (Atropos), one of the three
Fates, infernal goddesses, supposed to deter-

mine the life of man by spinning a thread.

The genus Atropa is so called from its deadly
effect.] Nightshade, or Dwale. A genus of

plants belonging to the order Solanacese, or

Nightshades. It contains but one British

species, A. belladonna, or Deadly Nightshade.

It is three or more feet high, has its ovate

leaves paired, large and small together, droop-
ing lurid purple flowers, and black berries, of

DEADLY NIGHTSHADE (ATROPA BELLADONKA)l

the size of a small cherry, which if eaten pro-

duce delirium, dilation of the pupils of the

eyes, and death.

at'-ro-pal, a. Another form of Atropos
(q.v.).

at roph-Ied, a. [In Fr. atrophU, pa. par. of

atrophier ; Gr. arpo<pos (atrophos) = not well

fed ; e.Tpo4>tia (atrophed) — to have no food,

and therefore to waste away : o, priv., and
rpodWui (tropheo), or Tp«'<pw (trepho) = ... to

nourish. Or from a, priv., and Tpwpq (trophi)

= food, nourishment.] Unfed, not supported

by their proper nourishment : hence wasting

or wasted away. (It is used of muscles,

nerves, &c.
" The muscles were in so atrophied a condition that

the experiment failed."—Todd and Bowman : Physiol.

Anat., i. 879.

" When the eye is destroyed the optic nerve ortw
becomes atrophied."—Darwin : Descent of Man, voLL,
pt. i., ch. iv.

at ro phous, a. [Atrophy, s.] Character-

ised by atrophy.

at'-ro^phy, s. [In Fr. atrophie ; Sp. & ItaL

atrofia ; Gr. arptxpta (atrophia).'] [Atro-

phied.]

Ord. Lang. & Med. : A continual wasting

of the body or its organs through disease or

old age.
" Pining atrophy,

Marasmus, and wide-wasting pestilence."
Milton: P. L., bk. xt

" All the organs, even the bones, tend to atrophy In

advancing life."—Todd & Bowman: Physiol. Anat*,

vol. it, p. 370.

g,t'-ro-ph^t v.t. & i. [Atrophy, «.]

A. Trans. : To starve, to cause to waste

away.

B. Intrans. : To become atrophied.

a-trSp'-Ic, a. [Eng. aUrop(ine); -ic.] Per-
* taining to atropine (q.v.).

atroplo acid.
Chew,. : C»H8 2. A crystalline acid ob-

tained, together with a basic compound
tropine, by the action of alkalies on atropine.

(Fownes.)

at'-r8-pine, s. [From atropa (q.v.).]

Chem. : C^H^NO-a. An organic base ob-

tained from the Deadly Nightshade, Atropa

belladonna. It crystallises in colourlesi

needles, and is used in medicine. It dilates

the pupils of the eye.

at ro pous, a. [Gr. arpon-w (atropos) = not

to be turned : a, priv., and tdottos (tropos) =*
turn ; rpeVw (trepo) — to turn. ]

Bot. : A term used in describing the position

of an ovule in the ovary. An atropous (lit.,

an unturned) ovule is erect, with the chalaaa

at its base and the foramen at its apex. It is

the same as Orthotropous (q.v.). (Lindley:

Introd. to Bot, 3rd ed., 1839, pp. 214-15.)

a trous, a. [Lat. ater (masc), atra (fern.),

atrum (neut.) = dead black, corresponding to

the Gr. p.e'A« (melas). It is opposed to niger

= glossy black.]

Botany, £c. : Pure black ; black without the

admixture of any other colour. (Lindley.)

at-rout'e. * at-rut'e, v. [Eng. of, and rout,

v.] To escape.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, *whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t»

Syrian. w,oe = e. ey = a. qu = lcw.
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%-try\ adv. phr. [Eng. a- = on, and try.]

Naut. : With the head to the sea (said of a

hip in a gale).

* a-try's, s. pi. [Apparently from Fr. atour =
a French hood.] An article of female attire,

apparently about the middle of the seven-
teenth century. (Scotch).

"Atrys, vardigals, periwigs."— Watson : Coll., 1., 30.

{Jamieton.)

S-try'st, s - [Tryst.] (Scotch.)

*at-sltt, 'at sitte, *at-syt'e, v.t. & i.

(Eng. at ; O. Eng. sitt = sit.]

A. Trans. : To sit against, to withstand.
" Id ys ryght hood yi lance he uoui that cluped wu

Ron,
Long and gret and strong ynou hym ne myghte

atsytte non.'
Robert of Gloucester : Chron., p. 174.

"That in joustes BchuldeafriMethedyntof the lance."
Bavelok, 2,200. {Boucher.)

B. Intrans. : To remain sitting ; to stay, to
remain. (0. E. Chron., N.E.D.)

* at stand (pret at sto dc). v.t. [Eng. at

;

stand.] To stand against, to withstand, to
oppose.
"Thiit hym ne myghte no man ne geaunt atitonde."

Rob. of Qlouc. ; Chron., p. 15. (Boucher.)

* at-8td'de, pret. of verb. [Atstand.]

at tac'-ca, 5. [Ital. attaceo = a sticking, a

cleaving to ; attacare = to hang, to fasten.]

Music : A direction given at the end of a
movement to proceed to the next one without
•topping for any intermediate pause. (Often
with the word subito.)

at~tach (Eng.), at-teich (Scotch), v.t. [In

Ft. attacher = to fasten, to tie, ... to allure,

Ac. ; Sp. atacar = to lace, to tie up, to ram
to, to attack, to tease ; Port, atacar = to
fasten to, to lace, to tag ; atocar, attaear= to
attack ; Ital. attaccare = to hang, to fasten,

to apply the mind, to quarrel, to kindle war.
Cognate with Eng. Attack, Tack, Take, kc.
(q.v.).]

A. Ordinary Language

:

X, To fasten, to tie, or in some similar way
to connect one thing with another.

• Then, homeward, every man attach the hand
Of hit fair mistress."

Shakesp : Love's Labour i Lost, i v. S.

IX Irresistibly to seize on one by physical
tVirce against one's will.

1. Lit. (Used specially of seizing a person
ttt his goods by judicial authority.) [B., 1.]

(a) Of seizing himself.
" Par. I do defy thy conjurations,
And do attach thee as a felon here."

Shakesp. : Romeo and Juliet, v. 8.

IT It had formerly of before the offence
alleged.

" Ton, Lord Archbishop, and you. Lord Mowbray,
Qf capital treason I attach you both."

Shakesp. : 2 Benry IV., lv. 2.

(b) Of seizing his goods. [B., 2.]
" France hath flaw'd the league, and hath attach'

d

Our merchants' goods at Bourdeauz."
Shakesp. : Henry VIII., t 1.

2. Fig. (Used of the irresistible influence
Of natural agencies or forces.)

" I cannot blame thee

:

Who am myself attach'd with weariness.
To the dulling of my spirits."

Shakesp. : Tempest, ill. 8.

IT The foregoing example shows the essential
Identity of the verbs attach and attack.

III. To cause one to adhere to another by
moral instead of material force ; to unite one
to another by the ties of self-interest or of
affection.

" God, working ever on a social plan.
By various ties attache* man to man."

Cowper. Charity.

"The great and rich depend on those whom their
power or their wealth attaches to them."—Rogert.

IV. To attribute ; to ascribe.

"The other party wondered that any Importance
could he attached to the nonsense of a nameless
•cribhler of the thirteenth century." — Macaulav :

Bin. Eng., ch. xi.

B. Law

:

_ 1, To arrest a person by judicial authority.
[A., II. 1. (a).] ^
% It is now used specially respecting the

process adopted in cases of contempt of court.
(See Blackstone's Comment., bk. iii., ch. 27.)
[Attachment.]

2. Similarly to arrest or seize upon one's
goods by process of law. [A., II. 1 (&).]

at-tach'-a-ble, a. [Eng. attach; -able.] That

may be attached by a legal writ or process
issued for the purpose. (Webster, &c.)

attache (at-taoh'-a), s. [Fr.] One attached

to a person or thing. (Specially used with
respect to an attache of an embassy, one con-
nected with an embassy, who, being of much
inferior dignity to the ambassador, can move
about without attracting much notice, and in

consequence can often pick up items of infor-

mation valuable to his chief or even to his
country.)

attach ed, pa. par. & a. [Attach.]

at-tach'-lng, pr. par. [Attach.]

attach -ment, * at-tache-ment, s.

[Eng. attach; -ment. In Fr. attachement; Ital.

attacamenta.]

A. Ordinary Language : The act of attach-
ing ; the state of being attached ; that which
is attached. Specially—

1. Lit. : The state of being attached to a
person or thing in a literal sense.

"... and when the rest of the cranium is modi-
fled, concomitantly, for the attachment of muscles
to work the jaw."—Owen ; Clatsif. of the Mammalia,
p. 66.

2. Fig. : The state of being bound to a
person, a party, or a principle, by moral or
other ties not of a material kind ; as by affec-

tion or self-interest.

" But Friendship can vary her gentle dominion

:

The attachment of years in a moment expires.

'

Byron ; To George, Barl Delawarr.
"... poured forth their blood for a leader un-

worthy of their attachment."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng.,
eh. v.

" But though he was very unwilling to die, attach-
ment to his party was in his mind a stronger senti-
ment than the fear of death."

—

Ibid., ch. xxii.

% It may be useti in the plur. for friendship
with various individuals.

Attachments by fate or by falsehood reft."
Pringle : Afar in the Desert.

•ff Drawing the distinction between inclina-
tion, attachment, and affection, Crabb shows
that inclination is the weakest of the three
words. Inclinations, he says, arise of them-
selves, attachments are formed ; inclination,
moreover, has respect chiefly to things, attach-

ment to either persons or things, and affection

to persons only. "Attachment, as it regards
persons, is not so powerful or solid as affec-

tion. Children are attached to those who will

minister to their gratifications ; they have an
affection tor their nearest and dearest relatives.

Attachment is sometimes a tender sentiment
between persons of different sexes ; affection

is an affair of the heart without distinction
of sex. The passing attachments of young
people are seldom entitled to serious notice ;

although sometimes they may ripen by long
intercourse into a laudable and steady affec-

tion. Nothing is so delightful as to see affection

among brothers and sisters."

B. Technically (Law)

:

1. Of the ordinary courts : The act or process
of attaching, i.e., arresting a person or his
goods. It is especially used of cases in which
contempt of court is being shown. If a per-
son cited to appear before a court as defendant
in an action fail to present himself, a writ of
attachment is issued against him. If he keep
out of the way, so that it cannot be put in
force, then an attachment with proclamation
follows, that is, an attachment coupled with a
public proclamation requiring him to surren-
der himself. If this also have no effect, other
measures follow, till finally, failing himself,
his goods are attached or seized by judicial
authority. Others than defendants can incui
attachment for contempt of court. [Con-
tempt.] (Blackstone: Comment., bk. iii., ch
23, 27 ; iv., ch. 20.)

An attachment out of Chancery is a process
designed to be used to enforce answers and
obedience to the decrees and orders of the
Chancery Division Court.

A writ of attachment or pone is a writ issued
to the sheriff requiring him to attach a person
by taking gage, that is, certain of his goods,
or requiring him to find security for his
appearance in the court. (Blackstone : Com-
ment., bk. iii., ch. 19.)

Foreign Attachment : A local custom existing
in parts of England to arrest the money or
goods of a foreigner within a certain liberty or
city (like arrestment in Scotland), till some
claims against him be satisfied.

2. Of the Old Forest Courts

:

Court of Attachments, wood-mote or forty-
days' court : A court formerly held before the-

verderors of a forest every forty days to in-

quire regarding all offenders against vert and
venison, and report offences to higher courts.
[Regard, Sweinmote, Justice-seat.] (Black'
stone: Comment., bk. iii., ch. 6.)

An attachment of the forest is the proceeding,
in the old courts of attachments, wood-mote
or forty-days' courts.

at tack', v.t. & i. [In Fr. attaquer; Sp. &
Port, atacar ; Ital. attaccare = to hang or fasten,

... to engage in battle. Cognate with attach.

this specially appearing in the Italian.]

A. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Of assaults, direct or indirect, upon per-
sons : To make an assault on an army, a forti-

fication, &c, with weapons of war, or on a
person with material weapons of any kind,

" Unite thy forces and attack their lines."

Dryden : Virgil's Jineid, bk. lx.

(1) To assail a person by hostile words,
writings, &c, with the view of damaging his

reputation with the community or insulting
himself ; to censure, to find fault with.

"It would be easy to attack them. It would be
hardly possible to defend them."

—

Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. xxiv.

(2) To assail a person, the assailant being a
thing. (Specially used of diseases.)

"On the fourth of March he was attacked by fever
. .

."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

2. Of assaults on things instead of persons:

Specially : To attempt to gain knowledge-
by what may be figuratively considered as a
hostile assault on some portion of nature.

"... we hare never been able to attack those parte
of the sun's surroundings . . ,"

—

Transit of Venus.
[Times. April 20, 1876.)

II. Technically:

Mil. To attack in front and flank : To
attack the salient angle or both sides of a bas-
tion. It is also used colloquially in the army
for military attacks made by bodies of men
on each other.

t B. Intransitive : To make an assault as-

contradistinguished from standing on the de-
fensive.

"Those that attack generally get the victory, though
with disadvantage of ground."—Cant, : Campaigns.

•f Attack, v. & s., is not in Bullokar's
Dictionary (1656), though "attache" and
"attachement" are. Richardson says that
attack is not an old word in the English lan-
guage, and that the term preceding it was
assault.

at tack , *, [Prom the verb. In Fr. attaque

;

Sp. & Port, ataque ; Ital. attaceo.] [Attack, v.]

A. Ordinary Language ;

I, Of assaults, direct or indirect, on persons:

1. An assault upon an army, a place, or
upon an individual with material weapons,
whether natural or acquired.

"... a tumultuary attack of the Celtic peasantry."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

2. An assault upon a person's feelings, repu-
tation, &c.

" But, whenever any personal attack has been mad»
on my lord, I have done him the best service that I

could."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

1" It may be used where the assailant is a
disease or some other thing.

"... the sudden manner in which the attack (of

eruptive fever or small-pox] commences."—Dr. An-
drew: Domest. Med., p. 601.

IX Figuratively. Of assaults upon things:

1. When the assailant is a person. [Attack,
r]

"The Committee of the Royal Society laid so much
stress upon this part of the attack that no less than
three instruments were devoted to it by the Siain
party alone, . . ."—Transit of Venus. (Timet, April 20,

1875.)

2. When the assailant is a thing.

"... the dark rays, after having passed through the-

receiver, still possessing sufficient power to ignite the
charcoal, and thus initiate the attack of the oxygen."
—TyndaU: frag, of Science, 3rd ed., viii. 7, p. 191:

B. Technically

:

Mil. : Any general assault or onset made to

gain a post or break a body of troops. (James.}

Attack and Defence : A part of the drill for

recruits learning the sword exercise. It is

carried on first on horseback ; afterwards,

when more proficiency is gained, at a walk,

and finally, " in speed," which, however, does

not exceed, three-quarters of that whick »

b&il, boy; pout, Jowl; cat, cell, chorus, 911111, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. ph-£
!

-eUn, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -We, -ale, &a= Del, del.
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trained soldier would attain were he really

pursuing or being pursued. (Ibid.)

False attack : One carried on to compel the
enemy to divide his forces, thus weakening
his position in front of what is meant to be
the real attack. (Ibid.)

Regular attack: One carried out according
to military rules. (Ibid.)

attack -a ble, a. [Eng. attack ; -able. In

Fr. attaquable.] Able to be attacked. (Web-
ster.)

at tack ed, pa. par. & a. [Attack, v.]

at-tack -er, s. [Eng. attack; -er.] One who
attacks.

" To tomuch reason the attackert pretend toanswer."
—Elphinttone: Prin. ofEng. Lang., ii. 468.

attack -ing, pr. par. & a, [Attack, v.]

"... it would have been difficult for an attacking
army to force a passage."—Proude: Hist. Eng., vol. hi.,

p. 144.

at-tac ol-ite, s. [In Ger. attakolith. From
Gr. oTToxevs (attakeus), a salmon which the
mineral resembles in colour. (Dana.).'] A
pale-red mineral* of which the chief consti-

tuents, according to Blomstrand, are—Phos-
phoric acid, 36'06; alumina, 2975; lime,

1319; and water, 690. It occurs In Scania,

in Sweden.

At'-ta-cus, s. [Lat. attacus; Gr. <xtt«uc6c (at-

tokos) and arrdjci^ (attakes), a kind of locust.]

A genus of moths belonging to the family
Bombycidse. A. cynthia is the Ailanthus Silk-

MTACPS CYNTHIA (ONE-THIRD REAL SIZE).

worm, so called because Its caterpillar feeds
upon the Ailartthus-tree (Ailanthus glanduto-
sus). It is a hardy insect, living well in this
country, though it is a native of China. The
Ailanthus is hardy also ; and the rearing of
the Attacus silkworm upon it is an easy pro-
cess. (Wood, dbc)

*t-ta-gas, at -ta gen, ». [In Gr. irrayac

(attagas), a long-billed bird, fond of the water,
and esteemed a great delicacy. The Godwit (?).

(Liddell £ Scott.) Also arrayriv (attagen) ; Lat
attagen = a hazel-hen or heath-cock (Tetrao
bonasia, Linn., or T. alchata, Linn.), found in

Spain, the south of France, &c. (Dr. Wm.
Smith.).']

Ornith. : A name applied by early writers to
different birds, chiefly gallinaceous, though
it was employed for one of the frigate-birds.

It has also been for a genus of grouse, and
for the sand-grouse (q. v.). As a popular name
It is obsolescent, but when used it Is a sy-
nonym of francolin (q.v.).

ftt -ta-ghan, *. [Ataghan, Yataohan.]

%t-tain, * at-ta ine, *at-teine, * at-
te yne, v.i. & t. [Apparently from Lat. at-
tineo =(1) to hold on, to hold fast, delay, (2)
to stretch to, to reach to ; from ad = to, and
teneo = to hold fast, to hold, ... to reach,
attain. The corresponding word in Hod. k O.
Fr. is atteindre = to attain, to reach, overtake,
strike, catch, equal, come to ; Port attingtr

:

these are not from Lat. attineo, but from at-
lingo = (1) to touch, (2) to assault, to reach,
to arrive at : ad = to, and tango = to touch,
to reach, to strike. The Eng. attain agrees
better in signification with the Fr. atteindre
and Lat. attingo than with Lat. attineo, though
Its form is modified from the last-mentioned
verb. J

A. Intransitive ;

1. To reach, grasp, or arrive at some object
of pursuit or of desire, physical, mental,
moral, or spiritual.

"... the more part advised to depart thence also,
If by any means they might attain to Pheniea, . .

.*—
Att XXTli. IS.

"
. . . have not attained onto the days o* the years

af the life of my fathers in the days of their pilgrim-
tK*."—Oen. xlvft. e.

"... how long will It be ere tbey attain to inno-
oeneyT"—Mot. viii. 4.

" If by any means I might attain unto the resurrec-
tion of the dead."

—

Phil. uL lL
" But to her purpos schul they never attetfne."

Chaucer: ft fc, i:t,S27.

2. It is used also of material objects in

process of reaching a certain state.

".Milk will soon separate itself Into cream, and a
more serous Huuur, which, alter tw«lve days, attaint
to the highest degree of acidity."

—

Arbuthnot : Altm.

^ It is rarely followed by an infinitive. In
the subjoined example " attain to know " is

= attain to the knowledge of.

"... and wherein lies

The otfence that man should thus attain to know!"
Milton : P. /.., bk. ii.

B. Transitive (formed from the intransitive
verb by the omission of the preposition to)

:

L 0/persons:

h Lit. .* To reach a place at which one seeks
to arrive, or a person with or at whom one
wishes to be.
" Canaan he now attaint ; I see his tents
Pitch'd above Sichem, and the neighbouring plain
Of Moreh." Milton : P. l^hk. xii.

"The earl hoping to have overtaken the Scottish
king, and to have given him battle ; but not attaining
him in time, set down before the castle of Aton."—
Bacon.

2. Fig. : To reach or grasp any object,
physical, mental, moral, or spiritual, at which
one is aiming.

% To say that a person attains a thing is not
the same as to say that he obtains it. Attain
implies that one is making active efforts, or at
least indulging earnest wishes, to gain the
object; whilst obtain can be used though he
be passive, or even indifferent.

" The eminence on which her spirit stood.
Mine, was unable to attain,"

Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. ill.

H 0/ things: To reach.
" Thinges that rigour never sholde atteine."

Chaucer: ft T., 11,087.

" It Is when the sun has attained its greatest height
that such scenes should lie viewed."

—

Darwin: Voyage
round the World, chap. xxi.

/ * at-tain', s. [Attain, v.]

1. The act or process of attaining,

2. The thing attained.

at-tain-a-biT-i-ty, s. [Eng. attainable,

-ity ; or attain, and -ability.} Attainableness.
(Coleridge.)

at-ta'ln-a-Vle, a. [Eng. attain; -able.]

1, Able to be attained ; able to be reached
by proper effort.

" Tending all
To the same point

—

attainable by all

:

Peace in ourselves, and union with onr Ood."
Wordneorth : Excurtion, bk. iv.

2. Less properly : Obtainable ; that Is, which
may possibly be reached without its being
Implied that effort has been put forth at
all.

at tain a ble-ness, s. [Eng. attainable;
'
-ness.) The quality of being attainable.

" Persons become often enamoured of outward
beauty, without any particular knowledge of ita pos-
sessor, or its attainaoleneu by them."—Cheyne.

"at tain -ant, a. [O.Fr.aiet0na7t< = properto
gain an end.) Suitable, appropriate. (N,E.D.)

at tain der, *. [From O. Fr. atteindre = to
" corrupt or attaint, or to reach, to strike, to
hit, to injure ; Port, atingir ; from Lat. at-

tingo. (Attain.) The meaning has been
confused by erroneous association with O.
Fr. taindre, Fr. teindre m to dye. to stain.
(N.E.D.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of attainting a criminal ; the
state of being so attainted.

** A bill for reversing the attainder of Stafford eras
pasted hy the Upper House, . .

."—Maaulay I!i*t.

Eng,, chap. iv.

2. That which constitutes, establishes, or
declares an attainder ; an act or a bill of
attainder.

. . the great Act of Attainder."—Macaulav

;

BUt. Eng., ch. xiL

S. Figuratively : Taint upon one's character,
whether of proved crime or fault, or of suspi-
cion only.

" So smooth he dauh'd bis vice with show of virtae,
That * « • • »
He lived from all attainder of suspect."

Skaketp. : Richard Itl., ill. ft.

B. Law : The state or condition of being
attainted, which, according to Blackstone,
meant " stained" or " blackened."

L In England

:

1. Formerly. Attainder, in its old and more
rigorous forn\ followed, not when a criminal
was convicted of a capitel offence, but when
sentence of death upon him was pronounced.
No formalities were then needed to attaint
him ; the attainder followed as a natural con-
sequence from the sentence. He was regarded
as being out of the pale and protection of the

i

law. He was not allowed to be witness in

any case. Nay, more, there were forfeiture of i

his real and personal estates, and the "cor-
ruption of his blood

;

" the last-mentioned
phrase implying that not merely could he not |

inherit any property from his ancestors, but f

he could not transmit it to any descendants, i

all of whom, even to the remotest generations,
j

were thus to suffer for a crime in which they
,

had taken no part. (Blackstone : Comment., i

bk. iv., ch. 29, &c.)

2. Now. By 3 & 4 William IV., c 106, the
I

consequences of attainder are, as much aa
possible, limited to the person who actually
committed the capital offence, and by the (J i

& 7 Victoria, c. 85, § 1, an attainted person
may even in certain circumstances be witness
in a court of law.

IX In the United States: The Constitution
of the United States requires that " No bill of

j

attainder shall be passed, and no attainder of i

treason, in consequence of a judicial sentence, '.

shall work corruption of blood or forfeiture
j

except during the life of the person attainted,
(Webster.)

at-ta ined, pa. par. & a. [Attain.)

at-ta in-Ing, pr. par. [Attain.]

at-ta'in-ment, s. [Eng. attain ; -ment]

L The act of attaining.

1. The act or process of reaching any place.

2. The act or process of reaching any object
of desire.

"The great care of Ood for our salvation must
appear in the concern he expressed for our attainment
ola."—Hogert.

II. The state of being attained.

HI. That which is attained. Specially—

In the plural: Knowledge, acquaintance
with branches of science or literature.

" His manners were polished, and his literary and
scientific attainment! respectable."—Macautaj/ ; Exit,

Eng. , ch. xi ii.

at ta int. * at- ta'ynte, * at tc ynt, * a

tcynt, * as teynte, v.t. [Fr. atteint, s.

;

from O. Fr. attaint, attainct, pa. par. of at-

teindre ; Mod. Fr. atteindre.] [Attainder.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1, To disgrace, specially in the way described
under B., 1. [Attainder.]
" Was not thy father, Richard Earl of Cambridge*
For treason executed lu our late king's days

;

And by hfs treason stand st not thou attainted.
Corrupted, and exempt from ancient gentry!"

Bhakesp. : 1 Sen. VI., it 4.

"If we try the Act which attainted Fenwick . .
."—

Macaulatf : ffist. Eng., ch. xxiii

H It is often followed by of standing before

the crime.
" They had conspired against the English govern-

ment, and had been attainted of treason."—MacauUiy:
Sitt. Eng., ch. i.

2. Fig. : To taint, to stain, to dim, obscure,

to blacken, to darken, as an attainder was
supposed to stain or blacken the person
against whom it was directed. [Attainder.]
Used—

(a) Of a person's reputation.
" How would the sons of Troy, in arms renown d (

And Troy's proud dames, whose garments sweep the
ground,

Attaint the lustre of my former name.
Should Hector basely quit the field of fame!"

Pope: Homer't Iliad, bk. vi, 5M-*.

" For he attaintt that rival's fame
With treason's charge . ,

."

Scott : Marmion, ii. 88.

(6) Of anything lustrous in nature capable

of being dimmed ; or anything, whether lus-

trous or not, capable of being tainted or

stained.
" His warlike shield all closely covered was

w * • • »
For so exceeding shone his glistering ray
That Phoebus' golden face it did attaint.
As when a cloud his beames did overlay

"

Spenter : F. Q., L vli. 88. *4

&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit*

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fall; try, Syrian, m, co = e. ey = a. 411 = lew*
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3. To corrupt, as the blood of a person
under attainder was supposed to be legally
" corrupted." [Attaint, particip. adj. (2). j

B* Old Law

:

* 1. To declare a jury infamous, and inflict

on them a punishment severe even to extrava-

gance, on account of their having given a false

verdict. [See Attaint, s., B. l.J (Blackstone ;

Comment, bk. iii., chaps. 23—25.)

2. To place one under an attainder, which
is done upon sentence of outlawry, or on that

of death for treason or felony. (Blackstone:

Comm., bk. iv. 29.) [Attainder.] Formerly a
man might be attainted in two ways : (1) By
appearance, by which was meant that he really

presented himself in the court, and was sub-

ject to attainder, having confessed his crime,

been vanquished in battle, or adjudged guilty

by a verdict. Or (2) by process, when having
fled and failed to answer, after being five

times called publicly in the county, he was at

last outlawed for non-appearance.

at-ta int, * at-te'inct, s. [From the verb.

In Fr. atteinie; O. Fr. attaints] [Attaint, v.]

A, Ordinary Language ;

L Literally:

1. Gen.: A stain, a blot (Now shortened
into Taint.)

" No man hath a virtue that he hath not a glimpse
of ; nor any man an attaint, hut he carriea tome stain
of it."—Shakesp. ; Trail, & Crest., i. %
2. Spec. .* In the legal sense described under

E, l.

"... shall be sued of an atteinct, and bound to
apyeere at the Starr* Chamber."—HolinsheU : Citron.,

bk. ll, ch. W.
* IL Fig. : Anything Injurious ; as illness,

weariness.
" Nor doth he dedicate one jot of colour
Unto the weary and all-watched night

;

But freshly looks, and overbears attaint
With cheerful semblance."

Shukesp. : Hen. V., iv.. Chorus.

B. Technically

:

1. Old Law : A process commenced against

a former jury for bringing in a false verdict.

The jury empanelled to try such a case was
the grand one, consisting of twenty-four of
the best men in the county ; the appellation
"grand" being used to distinguish it from the
" petit," or small jury—the first one. If con-
victed, they were pronounced infamous, their

goods were forfeited, their wives and families
were turned out of. doors, their houses razed,
their trees rooted up, Ac. At length the
practice of setting aside verdicts, upon motion
made for the purpose, and granting new trials,

superseded the old system of attaints, which
was finally swept away by 4 Geo. IV., o. 50.

(Blackstone: Comment., bk. iii., ch. 25.)

2. Veterinary Medicine: A blow or wound
on the hinder foot of a horse.

t at-ta int, particip. adj. [Fr. atteint; O. Ft.
attaint.] [Attaint, v.]

1, Under an attainder ; attainted.
" He Is then [when convicted of a capital crime and

sentenced to diej called attaint, altinctui, stained or
Madteued. "—BUtckstone ; Comment., bk. iv., ch. 39.

2. Corrupted.

My tender youth was never yet attaint
With any passion of inflaming love."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., v. 6.

at-ta int ed, * at-ta ynt-ed, pa. j>ur. & a.
[Attaint, v.]

As participial adjective

:

". . . there are more attaynted landes, concealed
from her Majestie, then she hath now possessions in
ail Ii elaud. "Spenser : Present State of Ireland,

"Whether Flora Hacdonald was Justified In con-
cealing the attainted, heir of the Stuarts, . . .—Ma-
caulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. v.

at-ta int-ing, pr. par. [Attaint, u.]

at-ta tnt merit, s. [Eng. attaint; -ment]
The state of being attainted.

"This manor and castle was made over by Henry
VIII. to that great man (Cardinal Wolseyl upon whose

at-ta in tiire, s. [Eng. attavnt; -ur«.] The
act of attainting ; the state of being attainted

;

the writ or Act of Parliament attainting one.
" Hume's knavery will be the duchess's wreck.
And her attainture will be Humphrey's fall."

Shakesp. ; 3 Henry VI.. L 3.

St-tal'-e'-a, s. [From Attalus III., Philometer,
king of Pergamus] A genus of palms be-
longing to the section Cocoinie. The species
are found in the tropical parts of South

America. A. funiftra is called by the Bra-
zilians Piassaba. Its fibres afford the line.st

cordage for the navy of their country. Here
it is used for brooms to sweep the streets.

The seeds are called coquilla nuts. They are

hard, and being large, are used in turnery for

making the handles of doors, umbrellas, and
other articles. A. compta is the Pindavo
Palm of Brazil. The seeds are eaten as a deli-

cacy, and the leaves used for thatching, for

making hats, &c. A. speciosa and A. evcelsa

furnish nuts, which are burnt to dry the juice
of Siphonia elastica, whence india-rubber is

obtained. A. cohune, a native of Honduras,
produces nuts called cahoun nuts, which fur-

nish a valuable oil.

at-tame (1), • a -to- me, * a ta mi en,

v.t. [A.S. atemian = to tame.] To tame.
"And specially his pride gan attame."

Bochat : Fall of Princes, p. 108. [Boucher.)

* attame (2), v.t. [Fr. entamer — to make an
incision into, ... to touch, ... to begin,
... to attack, cVc. ]

L To commence, to begin.

"And right anon his tale he hath atamed."—
Chancer: C. T. (ed. Urry). (Boucher.)

If The reading is tamyd in more modern
editions.

2. To make an incision into.

"I pray ye syr emperoure, shewe me thy minile,
whether is more accordynge, to attame thys fysshe here
pressante fyrste at the heade or at the tayle. The em-
peroure answered shortlye and Biyde, At the head the
fysshe shall be fyrste attamed."—Fabian; Ghron., 1.

178. (Boucher.)

*at'-tam-ie, s. [Atomy.]

* at tarn -in-ate, v.t [From Lat attamino

= (1) to touch, to attack, to rob, (2) to con-
taminate, to defile.] To corrupt, to spoil.

(Coles, 1685.)

*i Contaminate is now used instead of it

* at -tan, prep. [Atte.]

* at-ta -nis, adv. [At-anis.]

* at -tar (1), s. [Atter.]

at -tar (2), f a -tar, 6t -to. [In Hindustani,

Mahratta, &c. f &ttar; from Arab. Itr — per-
fume, a'tira — to smell sweetly.] Essence,
especially of roses.

attar or otto of roses. The essential

oil obtained from roses by distillation. It is

said that 100,000 roses yield only 180 grains of
attar ; hence the temptation to adulterate it

is very great. The oil is first pale-green, then,
after being kept, it becomes darker, and ex-

hibits various tints of green, yellow, and red.

. It is manufactured in various villages and
towns of Turkey just south of the Balkans, as
well as in India.

**And attar of rote from the Levant."
Longfellow : A Wayside Inn ; Prelude.

attar-gul. atar-gul. [(1) Attar, and
(2) gul, in various Indian languages m a rose.]
The same as Attar of Roses (q. v.).

"... festooned with only those rarest roses from
which the Attar Qui, more precious than gold, is dis-
tilled, . .

."

—

Moore : Lalla Rookh ; Light of the Haram.

* at ta sk, v.t [Old form of Task (q.v.).]

To take to task, to blame.
" You axe much more attatk'd for want of wisdom,
Than prais'd for harmful mildness."

Shakesp. | King Lear, 1. 4.

* at-ta ste, * a-ta'st, v.t. [0. Fr. taster.]

[Taste, v.] To taste.

"This la his own staff, thou seyst, therof he shall
atast

.
— Chaucer : The Pardonere and Tapstere.

(Richardson.

)

" For gentlemen (they said) was nought so fit,

Aa to attatte by bold attempts the cup
Of conquest's wine, whereof I thought to sap."

Mirrourfor Mag., p. 897.

*.atte, * af-ten, * at -tan, a contraction for
at the,] [At.] At, at the.

"Kyng William artelaste."
/*:. Glouc. p. 37M. (R. T. in Boucher )

* atte, pret of v. [Hatte.)

* at-te'loh, v.t. [Attach.] (Scotch.)

* at te ine, v.t &4. [Attain.]

at-teT-a-bus, s. [From Lat. aUelabus; Gr.

aTTe'Aa0o? (attelabos) — a small, wingless species
of locust]

Entom. : A genus of Coleoptera (Beetles),
belonging to the tamily Curculionidsa (or

ATTELABOS.

Weevils). It was originally introduced by
Linnaus with the character, "Head attenu-
ated, behind inclined.

Antenna? somewhat thick
towards the apex." In
the 13th edition of his
Systema Natures (1767), as
many as thirteen species
are enumerated. Most
of these, however, are

now transferred to other
genera of Coleoptera. In
Stephens' Illustration of
British Entomology (1828),

only one species is mentioned, A. curculio-

noides.

at '-tele, v.t [Bttle.]

t at-tem'-per, v.t [In 0. Fr. attemprer ;

Ital. attemperare ; Lat. attempero = to fit, to
adjust, to accommodate ; from ad = to, and
tempero m duly to proportion. ] [Temper.]

1. To mix anything with another in just
proportions ; to regulate.

2. To temper ; to dilute or reduce to a more-

moderate strength or amount anything that is

excessive.

"Nohility attempers sovereignty, and draws the
eyes of the people somewhat aside from the lia»
royal "—Bacon.

3. To soften ; to mollify.

"His early providence could likewise have attem-
pered his nature therein."—Bacon.

" Those smiling eyes, attemp'rino every ray.
Shone sweetly lambent with celestial day.

Pope: Eloisa to Abelard, 8S-4

4. To fit to something else.

" Phemius ! let acts of gods and heroes old.
Attempered to the lyre, your voice employ,"

Pope : Boner ; Odyssey f. iM.

* at - tern per ance, ' at -tern per-
aunce, * [Eng. attemper; -ance.] Temper-
ance, moderation.

1. Gen. : In all things.
" The felawes of abstinence ben attemperance, that,

boldeth the mean in alle thinges : alse shame, thai-
eschewetu all dishonesty."—Chaucer : Personos Tate.

2. Spec. : In the use of liquor, or of food, or
of both.

" By this virtue, attemperaunce, the creature reason-
able kepeth bym from to much drinke, and from to-

moch mete."— Institution of a Christian Han.

* at-tem'-per - ate, v.t [Attemperate, a.]

IAttemper. ] To render proportionaSfj to any-
thing, to regulate.

"Attemperate his actions accordingly."—Barrow

:

Math. Lectures, lect. U.

* at-tem'- per-ate, a. [Lat attemperatus,

pa. par. of attempero.] [Attemper, Attem-
perate.] Regulated, proportioned-

"Hope must be proportioned and attemperate to tht>
promise; if it exceed that temper and proportion, it-

becomes a tumourand tympany of hope. —Hammond:
Practical Catechism.

t at tern pcred, * at tern prcd (pred
as perd), pa. par. & a. [Attemper, v.]

" And to her guestes doth bounteous banket dight,
Attempred goodly well for health and for delight."

Spenser .- F. Q., II. xl. 2.

" A bard amid the Joyous circle sings
High airs, attemper'd to the vocal strings."

Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. iv., 38-1

* at -tem -per-el, a. [? Error for attemperaU
or attempre.] Temperate, moderate.

But though attemperet wepyng be graunted, out-
' \ea.'—Charageous wepynge certes is defend'

of Melibeus.
Chaucer; Tale

* at-tem'-pere-l& adv. [Attemperly.]

t at tem -per ing, * at tem pring, pr.

par. & a. [Attemper, v.]

at-tem-per -lj^, * at tem-pere ly,

* at-tem pre ly (pre as per), adv. [Eng.

attemper; -ly.] In a temperate manner;
moderately, in moderation.

"... whan it Is y-graunted him to take thilke ven-
geaunce hastily, or attemperely, as the lawe requireth."
—Chaucer : Tale of Melibeus.

" Ooverneth you also of your diete
Attemprely, and namely in this hete."

Ibid. : Shipman's Tale.

at tem -per-ment, s. [Eng. attemper; -ment.y

The act of tempering, or the state of being
tempered. (Dr. Chalmers.)

* at tem -pre (pre as per), a. [Attemper.]'

Temperate.
" Attempre dyete was al hir phlslk.
And exercise, and hertes aumsaunce.

"

Chaucer : C. T., K.824-5.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, af ; expect, ^.enophon, exist, -ing.

-elan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion, -cioun = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious, -sions = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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at-tempt', * at-tempt'e (p mute), v.t. k i.

[In 014 Ft. attempter, atempter ; Mod. Fr.

atte titer ; Prov. S, Port, attentar ; 8p. atentar;

Ital. attentate; Lat. attento = to reach after,

to try ; freq. from atUndo = ... to attend

(Attend) : ad = to, and tendo = to stretch. ]

A. rra-mfive

:

L ffeu. : To make trial or experiment of ; to

try, to endeavour.

1. (Followed by an adjective of the person or

thing of which one makes trial or experiment,
or after whom or which one puts forth an
endeavour.

" Something attempted, something done,
Hu earned a night's repose."

Longfellow : The Village Blacktmilh.

2. (Followed by the infinitive.)

"The government regarded theee infant colonies

with aversion, and attempted violently to stop the

ttream of emigration.'*—Macauiay : ffUt. Eng., ch. i.

II. Specially 1

*1. To try in the sense of tempting; to

tempt. (In this sense the word tempt has

taken its place.)
" Who In all things wise and Just,

Hindered not Satin to attempt the mind
Of man, with strength entire and free-will armed.*

MUton: />.£.. x. 3.

2. To attack.
" Tript me behind, got*pratsea of the king.
For him attempting who was self-subdued.

'

Shaketp. .- Lear, ii. 2.

B. Intrans. : To make an attack.
M I have been so hardy to attempt upon a nam*,

which, among some, is yet very sacred."—Qlanrtlt :

Scepsis Sdentylca.

at-tempt , * at-tempt e (p mute), *. [From
the verb.]

1. An endeavour, an effort.

" An attempt was made with great sucoeas to set up
iron works."—Macauiay : BUt. Sng., ch. xl.

2. An attack, an assault.
** Ii we be always prepared to receive an enemy, we

shall long live, in pence and quietness, without any
attemptt upon us."—Bacon.

at-tempt-a bll -l-ty (p mute), *. [Eng.

attempt ; ability. ]

1. Capability of being attempted.

2. A person or persons, or a thing or things
capable of being attempted.

"Short way ahead of us, it is all dim ; an unwound
skein of possibilities, of apprehensions, attemptatrili-
tie», vague-looming hopes, . . ."—CarlyU : Heroes and
Bero- Worship, Lect. vL

attempt-able, attemptlble (p

mute), a. [Eng. attempt ; -able, -ible.] Capable
of being attempted ; capable of being attacked.

"The gentleman vouching his to be more fair, vir-
tuous, wise, and less attemptable than the rarest of
our ladies."—Shaketp. : Cymbeline, i. 4.

at temp -tate (p mute), s. [Lat. attentatum,
' neat, of attentates, pa. par. of attento.] In
Fr. attentat.] An attempt, an endeavour,
especially to commit a crime. In 1589, Put-
tenhain ranked this word as one quite recently
introduced in the language. It arose, how-
ever, somewhat earlier.

" To forbear that attemptate."—Sadler (a.d. 1543) in
Froude : But. Sng., vol. [v., p. 341.

at-tempt -ed (p mute), pa, par. & a. [At-
TEMPT, V.]

At-tempt'-er (p mute), s. [Eng. attempt;
•er.] One who attempts. Specially

:

1. One who assails a person or his virtue ;

an assailant ; a tempter.
" The Son of God, with godlike force endued.
Against th' attempter of thy Father's throne."

MUton ; P R., iv. 60S.

2. One who endeavours to do anything.
" You are no factors for glory or treasure, but disin-

'erested attemptert for the universai good.*~0lanrill ;

Scepsis Scienti&ca.

at-tempt -i-ble (p mute), a. [Attemptable.]

at-tempt-Ing (p mute), pr. par. & $. [At-
" tempt, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (In senses corresponding
to those of the verb).

B. As subst. : Perpetration, commission (in

a bad sense, followed by of.) (Sootch.)

" The attempting of sic foal and schamefal enor.
mitiea."—-icu Jat. VI., 1681 led. 1814), p. 217. {Jamie-
ton.)

at tempt less (p mute), a. [Eng. attempt;
•less.] Without trying. (Marlowe; 1 Tam-
burlaine, ii. 6.)

attend , v.t. & i. [In Fr. attendre = to wait,
* stay, put off, delay; Prov. atendre; Sp. aten-

der ; Port, attender ; Ital. attendere. From
Lat. attendo — (1) to stretch or bend anything
material—a bow, for example ; (2) to stretch or

t
bend the mind to : ad = to, and Undo = to

'stretch, implying that one who attends to

any person or thing is as if he stretched out
his neck to hear and see more effectively.]

A. Transitive

:

L Lit. (When the subject of the verb is a
person.)

1. To turn the thoughts towards ; to apply
the mind to.

(a) To bend the desires towards attaining
any object.

" Their hunger thus appeased, their care attends
The doubtful fortune of their absent friends."

Oryden : Virgil : *Eneid i. 299.

(6) To fix the mind upon anything ; to listen

to anything ; to turn the eyes fixedly upon it,

or reflect upon it earnestly.
" Sing then, and Damon shall attend the strain.*'

Pope : Pastorals ; Spring, 39.

2. To wait upon or for a person.

(i.) In a good sense :

(a) To wait upon a person as a servant does
upon a master. (It may be used when a ser-

vant ministers to his master at home, but is

more frequently employed when he accom-
panies him on a journey.)

"... his companion, youthful Valentine,
Attends the emperor in his royal court."

Shakesp.: Two Qent. of VerH L S.

"... with devoted loyalty, though with a sore
heart and a gloomy brow, he prepared to attend Wil-
liam thither."— Macauiay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

(6) To come to a superior when summoned ;

to present one's self in obedience to a sum-
mons.

"The lord mayor and the sheriffs of London were
summoned to attend the king."

—

Macauiay : Bitt.

Eng., ch. ix.

(c) To wait for the expression of a superior
will. (It is used by Milton in an analogous
sense for the Son of God reverentially and
submissively attending to the will of his

Heavenly Father.)
"... as a sacrifice

Glad to be offer'd. He attendt the will
Of his great Father." MUton : P. L, bk. Hi.

(d) To wait upon a person in a professional

capacity, as a physician may do upon a patient.
" The fifth had charge sick persons to attend.
And comfort those in point of death which lay."

Spenter.

(ii.) In a bad sense

:

f (a) To accompany with hostile intentions.
" He was at present strong enough to have stopped

or attended Waller in his western expedition.'*

—

Clarendon,

(o) To lay wait for.

"Thy interpreter, full of despight, bloody as the
hunter, attendt thee at the orchard end."—Shakesp. :

Twelfth Sight, iii. 4.

3. To wait for or expect an event, whether
one desire or deprecate its coming.

^1 This signification is possessed also by the
French attendre.

" Three days I promis'd to attend my doom,
And two long days and nights are yet to come."

Oryden ; Indian Emperor, iii. *L

"So dreadful a tempest, as all the people attended
therein the very end of the world and judgment day."
—Raleigh; History.

TL Fig. (When the subject of the verb is a
thing.)

L To accompany, to be appendant to.

" Dangers of every shape and name
Attend the followers of the Lamb."

Cowper : Olney Hymns, xixvii.

2. To follow upon, to be consequent to.

" Secure of conquest, where the prize
Attendt superior worth."

Cowper : Promotion of Thurlow.

3. To await, to be in store for.

"To him who hath a prospect of the state that
attendt all men after this, the measures of good and
evil are changed.'*—Locke.

B. Intransitive

:

L To bend the mind to, or concentrate it

upon, some object of study or pursuit.
" Since man cannot at the same time attend to two

objects, if you employ your spirit upon a book or a
bodily labour, you nave no room left for sensual temp-
tation

.
"—Taylor.

II. To yield attention to ; to listen to any-
thing audible, or turn the eye fixedly on any-
thing visible.

" Hear, ye children, the instruction of a father, and
attend to know understanding."

—

Prov. iv. 1.

Tf It is used in 8cripture in the sense of
God's " hearing a prayer " and answering it

" But verily God hath heard me ; he hath attended
to the voice of my prayer."

—

Pi. Ixvi. 19.

III. To be present or within call ; to wait
upon, as a servant may do ou a master.

(1.) As a companion or sen-ant of the person
accompanied, or to render professional service,

sacred or secular.

" His squire, attending in the rear,
Bore high a gauntlet on a spear,

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, iv. it.

" Look how thy servants do attend on thee.
Each in his office ready at thy beck."
Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew ; Induction, IL

Or (2), in obedience to a summons, in com«
pliance with a wish.

" The nurse attended with her Infant boy.
The young Astyanax, the hope of Troy."

Pope : Horner ; Iliad vi. US.

TV. To wait for, to wait, to delay. [See Ft.
attendre in the etym.]

"Plant anemonies after the first rains, if you will
have Sowers very forward : but it is surer to attend
till October."—Evelyn.

% (a) Crabb thus distinguishes between the
verbs to attend, to mind, to regard, to heed, and
to notice

:

—Attend is the generic ; the rest are
specific terms. "To mind is to attend to a
thing, so that it may not be forgotten; to
regard is to look on a thing as of importance

;

to heed is to attend to a thing from a principle
of caution ; to notice is to think on that which
strikes the senses . . . Children should always
attend when spoken to, and mind what is said
to them ; they should regard the counsels of
their parents, so as to make them the rule of
their conduct, and heed their warnings, so as
to avoid the evil ; they should notice what
passes before them, so as to apply it to some
useful purpose."

(6) Attend to and wait upon are thus dis-

criminated :

—

''Attendance is an act of obliga-

tion ; waiting on, that of choice. A physician
attends his patient ; a member attends on Par-
liament; one gentleman waifs upon another."

(c) The following is the distinction between
to attend, to hearken, and to listen;—"Attend
is a mental action ; hearken, both corporeal
and mental ; listen, simply corporeal. To
attend is to have the mind engaged on what
we hear ; to hearken and listen are to strive to
hear. People attend when they are addressed

;

they hearken to what is said by others ; they
listen to what passes between others." (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

* at tend, s. [Attend, v.] Attendance.

(Greene: looking Glass for England, I 1.)

at tend ance, * at-tend -aunce, * [a
Fr. attendance.]

L The act of attending.

1, The act of waiting upon a person or upon
people ; service, ministry ; as that of—

(i.) A servant waiting upon a master, or
followers upon a chief.

"And the meat of his table, and the sitting of bis
servant*, and the attendance of his ministers, and
their apparel . . ."—2 Chron. ix. 4.

"Attendance is a bribe, and then 'tis bought.*
Oryden ; The Bind and Panther, fit

*fi For the difference between attendance and
waiting upon, see Attend, IV. (6).

(ii.) A professional man making a point of

being present at proper times at the place

where he discharges his public duties.

charged Chief Justice Keating from any I

tendance at the board, . . ."—Macauiay ; Hist. Eng.,

ch. xii.

H (a) In attendance : Attending, attendant
upon.

*" A guard of honour was everywhere in attendance
on him."—Macauiay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xxiii.

(ft) To dance attendance upon : To wait upon
a superior who is regardless of the comfort of

his inferiors, or a government similarly incon-

siderate, and find one's self kept in lively

moment, like that of a dancer, no profitable

result, to the performer at least, following

from all this activity.
" I had thought

They had parted so much honesty among em.
At least, good manners, as not thus to suffer

A man of nis place, and so near our favour.

To dance attendance on their lordships' pleasure*

And at the door, too, like a post with packet*."
Shaketp. : Benry VIII., v. 1

2. Concentration of the mind ui>on ; atten-

tion.

"... give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to

doctrine. —1 Tim. iv. 13.

3. Expectation.
"That which causeth bitterness in death, is the

languishing attendance and expectation thereof, ere li

come."

—

Booker.

IL The state of being attended.

Ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, ptt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, fall; try, Syrian. «e, co = e; & = e. qa-=kWe
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HI. The persons attending ; a train, a re-

tinue. (Milton : P. L. t
bk. x,)

at-tend -ant, a. k s. [From Fr. attendant, pr.

par. of attendre = to attend ; Ital. attetuient.]

A. As adjective

:

J. Ordinary Language

:

1. Accompanying ; beinfc present with and
ministering or lending dignity to. (Applied
In a literal sense to persons, or figuratively to

things.)
" Not to the court (replied th' attendant train),

Nor mix'd with matrons to Minerva's fane :

To Dion's steepy tower she bent her way,
To mark the fortunes of the doubtful day."

Pope : Homer'l Iliad, bk. vi. . 47S-4S1.

"... in the reign of Henry the Seventh, fresh meat
was never eaten even by the gentlemen attendant
on a great Earl, except during the short interval be-

tween Midsummer and Michaelmas."

—

Macaulay :

EUt. Eng., eh. iii.

" Wby did the flat of a God give birth
To yon fair Sun, and his attendant forth V

Cowper: Tirocinium.

2. Following as a consequence of; related

to, as an effect is to a cause.

IX Technically

:

1. Law ; Dependent on or doing duty or
service to. [B.]

2. Music. Attendant keys: The keys or

scales on the fifth above and fifth below (or

fourth above) any key-note or tonic considered
in relation to the key or scale or that tonic.

(jCalcott.)

B. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. 0/ persons:

(a) One who waits upon another, as a ser-

vant on a master or mistress, a courtier on a
sovereign, or one of a train upon its head.

" Yet the Quetn, wboae kindness had endeared her
to her humblest attendant*, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xv.

(o) One who waits upon a person with the
view of preferring some request to him, or
transacting some business with him.

" I endeavour that my reader may not wait long for
my meaning: to give an attendant quick dispatch is

civility,"—Burnet : Theory.

(c) One present at a meeting or at any
gathering.

" He was a constant attendant at all meetings re-
lating to charity, without contributing."—Swift.

2. Of things: A consequent, a concomitant
of anything related to another, as an effect is

to a cause.
" He had an unlimited sense of fame, the attendant

of noble spirits, which prompted him to engage in
travels."—Pope.

" It is hard to take into view all the attendant* or
consequents that will be concerned in a question."—
Watt*.

XL Law : A person who owes a duty or
service to another, or in some way depends

- upon him. (Cowel.)

at-tend-Sd, pa. par. [Attend.]

t at-tend-er, s. [Eng. attend ; suffi -#\] An
attendant.

" The gypsies were there,
Like lords to appear

;

With such their attenden
As you thought offenders."—Ben Jonson.

attend -Ing, pr. par. & a. [Attend.]
" Th' attending heralds, as by office bound.
With kindled flames the tripod-vase surround."

Pope : Homer'* Iliad, bit. xxiil., 40, 50.

* attend -ment, s. [Eng. attend; suffix

•went.] That which attends.

" The uncomfortable amendments of hell."

—

Browne

:

Vulgar Errourt, bk. vii., ch. 14.

t attend -ress, s. [Eng. atUndieyr; -ess.]

A female attendant. " A female attendress at
the table." (Fuller: Worthies; Somersetshire.)

* at-te ne, vX [From Lat. attinere = to per-
tain to : ad = to; tenere — to hold ; Fr.
iattenir a = to be linked to.] To pertain to.

" That attenit to the partle defendur.'—Act* James
ri. t 1507 (ed. 1814), p. 44.

* attent , a. [In Sp. atento ; Port. & Ital.

attento ; Lat. attentus.] Attentive.
" Now, my God, let, I beseech thee, thine eyes be

•pen, and let thine ears be attent unto the prayer that
Is made in this place."—2 Chron. vi, 40.

" With an attent ear . . ."—Shakesp. : Hamlet, 1. 2.

at-tent, 5. [In Ft. attenU = waiting.] Atten-
tion.

" And kept her sheepe with diligent attent.
Watching to drive the ravenous Wolfe away "

Spenser: F. 0,, VL lx. ST.

at-ten -tates, s. pi. [In Fr. attentat = an
attempt ; Lat. attentata, n. pi. of pa. par. of
attento = to stretch out, to attempt.]

1, Proceedings in a court of judicature,
pending suit, and after an inhibition is de-

creed. (Ayliffe.)

2. Things done after an extra-judicial ap-

peal (Ibid.)

* at-ten-ta'-tlon, 5. [As if from Low Lat.

attentat k>.]

1. Attention. (Hacket: LifeofWilliamst
i. 09.)

2. Temptation. (Davies.)

at-ten -tlon, s. [In Fr. attention ; Sp. aten-

cion ; Port, attencao ; Ital. attenzione ; from
Lat. attentio = a bending of the mind, atten-

tion ; from attentum, sup. of attendo.] [At-
tend.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of attending.

1. Gen. ; The act of concentrating the mind
on any object of sense or on any mental con-
ception.

"Yet, while I recommend to our actresses a skilful
attention to gesture, I would not have them study it

In the looking-glass."—Uoldtmith : The Bee, No. II.

2. Spec : An act of civility ; thoughtful
consideration, kindness, or love shown to a
person from appreciation of his or her cha-
racter. (Often in the pL)

"The Secretary shared largely In the attentions
which were paid to his chief."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
eh. xxiii.

IX The state of being attended to.

". . . the labour bestowed by him upon what he has
heretofore and now laid before the public, entitled
him to candid attention . .

."— Wordsworth: Pre/ace
to the Excursion.

IJL The power, ability, or faculty which
man possesses to attend to anything. [B. 1.]

" Hardly any faculty Is more important for the In*
tellectual progress of man than the power of atten-
tion."—Darwin: Descent of Man, pt. L, cb. ii.

•ft To draw or to call the attention to : To
point out to any ene an object calculated to a
greater or less extent to attract the notice.

" My attention was called to this subject."—Darwin;
Descent (if Man, pt. L, oh. L

B. Technically

:

1. Mental Phil. : Intelligent consciousness
voluntarily applied ; consciousness concen-
trated in order intellectually to conquer a
particular object ; the positive act of concen-
trating consciousness.

"Attention Is consciousness and something more,
(t is consciousness voluntarily applied, under its law
of limitations, to some determinate object ; it Is con-
sciousness concentrated."—air W. Hamilton; Metaph.,
vol. L, p. 238.

"Attention is consciousness applied by an act of will
or desire under a particular law. . . . This law, which
we call the law of limitation. Is, that the intension
of our knowledge is in the Inverse ratio of its exten-
sion—in other words, that the fewer objects we con.
aider at once, the clearer and more distinct will be our
knowledge of them."—Ibid., p. 340.

" Attention, then, is to consciousness what the con-
traction of the pupil is to sight ; or to the eye of the
mind what the microscope or telescope is to the
bodily eye. The faculty of attention is not, therefore,
a special faculty, hut merely consciousness acting
under the law of limitation to which it is subjected.
But whatever be its relation to the special faculties,
attention doubles all their efficiency, and affords them
a power of which they would otherwise be destitute.
It is, in fact, as we are at present constituted, the
primary condition of their activity."—Ibid., p. 218.

2. Mil. : A command given to soldiers, who
for a time have been permitted to " stand at
ease," to resume a more normal military atti-

tude. When " Attention " is ordered, the
hands are to fall smartly down the outside of
the thighs, and the right foot to be brought
up on a level with the left.

at ten tive, * at ten-tyve, a. [Fr.
*
attentif.]

1. Ofpersons : With the mind fixed on the
object to which the person is said to be at-

tending ; heedful. If the object be one of
which the eye takes cognizance, then the eye
is directed keenly to it ; if one cognizable
by the ear, then the ear is similarly intent ; if

on a book, then the eye and the mental powers
are in operation ; if its own thoughts are the
subject of reflection, then the mind intro-
verted becomes vividly conscious of its own
working.

"... Knowledge dwells
In heads replete with thoughts of other men ;

Wisdom in minds attentive to their own."
Cowper ; Task, bk. vl.

«fl It may be used also figuratively of God.
"... let now thine ear be attentive to the prayer of

thy servant, . . ."—Eehem. i. 1L

2. Of things:
" I bring a trumpet to awake bis ear

;

To set nis sense on the attentive bent,
And tben to speak."

Shakesp. ; Troil. * Cress., L S.

" Its various parts to his attentive note."
Cowper: Tirocinium.

at-tfin'-tlve-iyt adv. [Eng. attentive; -ly.]

In an attentive manner ; needfully ; with ths
mind fixed on what is in progress.

"Hear attentively the noise of his voice, and th*
sound that goeth out of his mouth."

—

Job xxxvii. 2.

at-ten'-tlve-ness, s. [Eng. attentive; -ness.]

The state or quality of being attentive ; atten-
tion.

H
. . . at the relation of the queen's death, . . .

bravely confessed and lamented by the king, how
attentlveness wounded his daughter." — Shakesp. ;

Winter's Tale. v. 2.

t at-tent'-ly, a<lv. [Eng. attent; -ly.] In an
attentive manner ; attentively.

at ten -u-ant, a. <fe s. [In Fr. atUnuanl ; Sp.

atenuante ; Port, attenuante ? Lat. attenuant,
pr. par. of attenuo == to make thin.] [At-
tenuate.]

A. As adj. : That has the power of making
a liquid thin, or diluting it.

"They put into the stomach those things that be
attenuant, incisive, and sharp, for to provoke and stir
up the apixitite. "—Holland : Plutarch. (Richardson.)

B. As substantive (Pharm.) : That which
possesses the power of imparting to the blood
a more thin and fluid consistency than it pre-
viously possessed. Water, and other aqueoui
fluids, have this property to a greater or less
extent. (Castle.)

at-ten -u-ate, v.t. [From Lat. attenuatu*\

pa. par. of Lat. attenuo = to make thin : ad 3
to, and tenuo — to make thin ; tenuis = thin.
(Thin.) The Ft. attcnuer, Sp. atenuar, Port.
attenuar, Ital. attenuare (pa. par. attenuate),
correspond in signification to oar English
word.]

L Lit. : To make thin.

1. Of liquids : To make thin in the sense of
less dense ; to render more watery and of lest

consistence.
" Of such concernment too is drink and food
T lncrassate, or attenuate the blood."

Dryden : Lucretius, bk. It.

2. Of solids : To render finer, as a wire which
is tiled away or partially dissolved in an acid.

"It is of the nature of acids to dissolve or attenuate;
and of alkalies to precipitate or lncrassate."

—

Sewton :

Optics.

p. Fig. : To lessen, to diminish.
". . . for this fatal sect hath Justled her out of

divers large regions in Africk, in Tartary, and other
places, and attenuated their number in Asia."—
Howell: Letters, ii. 10.

at ten -u-ate, a. [From Lat. attenuatus, or

Ital. attenuato.] [Attenuate, v.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Of liquids : Hade thin in consistency

;

rendered less dense.

"Vivlflcation ever consisteth In spirits attenuate.
which the cold doth congeal and coagulate."—Bacon.

2. Of solids : Rendered finer or more slender.

B. Bot. : Made thin or slender j tapering.

(Loudon.)

at-ton u a-ted, pa. par. & a. [Attenuate,
* v.]

at~ten -u a-ting, pr. par. [Attenua'te, v.]

at-ten-u-a'-tlon, s. [In Fr. attenuation

;

Sp. atenuacion; Port attenuac.ao ; ItaL at-

tenuazione ; Lat. attenuatio.]

I. The act of rendering thinner ; the state

of being rendered thinner.

«H Used specially (a) of a liquid or gas ren-

dered less dense.

"... the diminished density, or attenuation of the
wort, . .

."

—

Fownes: Manual of Chem,, 10th ed., p
604.

"Chiming with ahammer upon the outside of a bell,

the sound will be according to the inward concave of

the bell ; whereas the elision or attenuation of the air

can be only between the hammer and the outside of

the beU."—Bacon.

Or (6) of a solid rendered finer or more slendei

in form, as, for instance, ductile wire drawb
out to a greater or less extent of tenuity.

t 2. A person or thing attenuated.
" I am ground even to an attenuation."—Donne

Devotions, p. 61T.

bSi% hS^; pout, Jrf^rl; cat, cell, ohoms, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t

-clan, -tian = Shan* -don, -tion, -sion m shun ; -tion, -sion = shun. tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = hoi, del.
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* at'-ter, * &t'-tyr (yr = ir), s. [A.S. otter,

attor, ator, ater = poison ; matter, pus. In

Sw. etter ; Dan. edder.] Poison venom; pus

from an uioer.
" And nithful neddre, loth and lither,

Sal gliden on hise treat nether
And ertne freten wile be mai liuen.

And atter on is tunge chuen."
Story <*f Gen. i £xod. (ed. Morris), 36&-T2.

* &t'-ter-c$ppe, * at'-tir-coppe, **t-
tyr-coppe, * at'-ter-cSb, * at'-ter-

cap, * ad er cop, * a-dyr-cop (yr= ir),

a. [A.S. attorcoppa =- a spider; from attor -
poison, and coppa, prob. = spider. Cf. Dut.
spinne-cop = spider.] [Cobweb.]

L Literally

:

1. A spider. (Prompt. Parv. , &c.)
'• Araneus ; an adercop or^a Bpynner."

Vocab. Stanb., 8ig. D, 2 b. [Boucher.)

2. Less properly : A spider's web.

"I tees her kronkln astride o" tta' hawk, her hair au
fal of attereopt.*—Craven Dialogues, p. 838. (& in
Boucher.)

IL Figuratively : A peevish, ill-natured

person.
"Thou yreful attercap, Pylat, apostata,
Judas, Jew's Janglor, Lollard lawreate."

Ever Oreen, it., 74. (Boucher.)

^T Trench says that it was first in general

use among the English race ; then it became
confined to a portion of them, including

those of the Irish pale and of the north of

England, whilst now it is confined to these

last. (Trench: Eng. Past and Present, p. 84.)

* at ter-filth, s. [O. Eng. atter, and Eng.

filth.] Corruption. (Prompt. Parv.)

* at'-ter-lathe, s. [A.S. atterlathe, aterlathe

= betony, penny-grass. ] A plant, betony.
(Stratmann.)

* at'-tor-ly", adv. [From O. Eng. atter (q.v.).

and suffix -ly.] With poison ; venomously
(Chaucer.

)

* at'-terne, * at'-tern, a. [A.S. atterne,

afttren, cettryn = poisonous ; M. H. Ger.

titerin.]

1. Venomous ; poisonous. (Stratmann.)

2. Fierce, cruel, snarling, ill-natured. (Grose.)

* if-ter-nesse, s. [From A.S. aMer=poison.]
[Atter.] Venomousness. (Stratmann.)

at'-ter-rate, v.t. [Lat. ad = to, and terra,
* tera = dry land, as distinguished from the
heavens, the sea, the air, 4c] To add to the
land, to form into dry land.

at -ter-ra-ted, pa. par, [Atterrate.]

at -ter-ra-ting, pr. par. [Atterrats.]

at-ter-ra-tion, 5. [Eng. atterratfe); -ion.]

The process of adding to the land, or of form-
ing into dry land.

at-test', v.t. & i. [In Fr. attester ; Sp. atestar,

atestiguar ; Port. at,te»tar ; Ital. aMestare; Lat.
attestor ; from ad = to, and testor = to be a
witness ; testis -= a witness.]

A. Transitim

:

*L To call to witness.
" Bat I attest the gods, . .

."

Shakesp. : TroU. i Cress.. U. %
IL To bear witness.

1. Lit. : Where the witness is a person.

(a) Properly : To bear witness to the genuine-
ness of a document and the truth of its con-
tents by appending one's signature to it ; to
certify.

(6) In any other way, whether by word or
deed, to confirm the truth of an allegation or
fact.

" Mve th<m

:

*nd to tn7 rootnw Ae*& attest
That clears the dide from blemish criminal!."

Spenser: F. Q., II. i. 87.

"Idomoneus, whom llion fields attest
Of matchless deeds . .

."

Pope : Bomer't Odyssey, bk. xix., 211-12.

2. When the witness is a thing, as, for
Instance, a book, a passage or passages in a
book, coincidences of fact in a statement, or
anything similar.

"... they formerly did so, as Is attested by passages
hi Pliny."—Darwin: Oris of Species (1869), ch. t, p. 84.

"... the casual coincidences of fact, with which
contemporary literature abounds, serve to attest the
narrative of the historian, and to confirm its veracity.

"

—Levis: Early Rom. Blst., ch. vi., § 5.

B. Intrans. : To bear witness.
** Till from the fleet our present! be convey'd.
And, Jove attesting, the firm compact made."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xix., 180-90.

t at-test , s. [From the verb.] Attestation.
"... the exalted man, to whom

Such high attest was given. . .
."

Milton : P. R„ bk. i.

at-tes-ta'-tion, s. [In Fr. attestation; 8p.
atestacion ; Port, attestacao; Ital. attestazione ;

all from Lat. attestatio.] The act of attest-

ing ; the state of being attested ; that which
attests.

Specially :

1. Of persons : The act of bearing witness to
any document by appending one's signature
to it ; also the act of witnessing any opinion
or statement in a less formal manner.

". . . men, as we know them, do not sacrifice their
lives in the attestation of that which they know to be
untrue."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science (3rd ed.), iii. 63.

2. Of things : That which attests anything

;

specially historical evidence of an external
character to the authorship or events of a
history.

"... the external attestation, corroborated by the
Internal evidence of the narrative, . .

."

—

Lewis:
Early Roman Hist , ch. xiv., } L

at-tes'-ta-tive, adj. [From Lat. attestatus,

pert", par. of attestor (Attest), and Eng. suff.

-ive.] Attesting.
" Of attestatine satisfaction : Satisfaction arising

from establishing truth by evidence against a false

statement prejudicial to one."—Bowring ; Bentham's
Works, ToL L, p. 874,

at-test'-ed, pa. par. [Attest, v.]

at test -cr, at test or, s. [Eng. attest;

-er, -or.] One who attests.
" The credit of the attesters, and truth of the rela-

tions. W. Spencer : Prodigies, p. 887.

" This arch-offesrsr for the publick good
By that one deed ennobles all his blood."

Dryden: Absalom and AchitopheL

at-test'-lng, pr. par. [Attest, v.]

" Nor speak I rashly, but with faith averr"d,

And what I speak attesting Heaven has heard."
Pope: Bomer's Odyssey, bk. xiv., 176-8.

" Alternate each th' attesting sceptre took.
And, rising solemn, each his sentence spoke."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. xvifl., 687-8.

at-test'-ivo, a. [Eng. attest; -ive.] Attesting;
containing an attestation. (Worcester.)

at-test' -or, s. [Attester.]

at-te'yn-ant, a- [From Lat. attinens, pr.

par. of attineo.] [Attain.] Appertaining,
belonging.

" That to my dull wytte it Is not atteynant."
Fabian : uhron. (Prologue, p. a). (8. in Boucher.)

* at-te yne, v.i. & t. [Attain.]

At'-tio, at -tic, * At' -tick, a, ft $. [In Fr.

Attique; Sp. Atico ; Port. & Ital. AtHco ; Lat.

Atticus ; Gr. 'Attikos (Attikos), from Attica.]

A. As adjective

;

L Ordinary Language:

1. Of or belonging to Attica, a province of
Greece, or to Athens, its world-reuowned
capital ; to the inhabitants of Attica or
Athens ; or, finally, to their writings and
other productions.

" Who, scarcely skill'd an English line to pen,
Scans Attic metres with a critic's ken."

Byron : A College Examination.

2. Classical. (Used especially of poetic or
other compositions, in whatever language they
may be written.)

" How can I Pult'ney, Chesterfield forget.
While Roman Spirit charms, and Attic Wit"
Pope : Epilogue to the Satires ; Dial. ii. 84, 85,

IX Technically

:

1. Philology

:

Attic dialect: The dialect of ancient Athene.
The old Attic was the same as the Ionic, from
which the Attic properly so called somewhat
diverged. The latter was the accepted stan-
dard of the Greek language ; the other dialects
were regarded as provincial forms of speech.

2. Architecture

:

(a) Attic base : A peculiar base which the
ancient architects used in buildings of the
Ionic and Corinthian orders, and which Pal-
ladio introduced also into the Doric style.

(6) Attic order: An order of small square
pillars placed by Athenian arcritecta at the
uppermost parts of a building.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary language .*

1. A native of Attica. Spec., an Athenian.

"A time when the Attirkt were as unlearned as their
neighbours."—Bent ley : Dissert, upon Phaiaris, p. 390.

2. A room or series of rooms at the top of
a house just under the roof ; a garret.

",
. . betaking himself with his books to a email

lodging in an attic"—itacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv,

% It is often used in the plural.
" The wild wind rang from park and plain,
And round the attics rmublt <L"

Tennyson : The Goose.

IX Architecture

:

1. A low storey placed above an entablature
or a cornice, and limiting the height of the

ATTIC ON THE ARCH OF CONSTAKTINK.

main part of an elevation. It occurs chiefly

in the Roman and Italian styles. (Gloss, of

Arch.)

2. In the same sense as B., I. 2.

Attic muse. A fine poetic vein.

t At'-ti-cal, a. [Eng. Attic; <d.]

1. Lit. : Of or belonging to Attica,

2. Fig. : Pure or classical in style.

" If this be not the common Attical acceptlon of ftr
yet it will seem agreeable to the penning of the New
Testament; in which, whosoever will observe, may
find words and phrases, which perhaps the Attick.

Surity, perhaps gramuuir, will not approve of."

—

'ammond: Serm., 12.

At'-ti-cism, s. [In Ger. atticism; Fr. atticisme

;

Port, atticismo ; Gr. arriKia-^oe (attikismos) =
(1) a siding with the Athenians

; (2) the Attic

style ; an atticism.]

t 1. Attachment to the Athenian people.

(Used specially in narratives of the Pelopon-
nesian war.)

" Tydius and his accomplices were put to death for

Atticism,"—Hobbes : ^Thucydules, bk. viii. (/tichard-

son.)

2. A mode of expression characteristic of
the Attic dialect ; classic elegance ; a well-

turned phrase,
"They made sport, and I laughed ; they mis-pro-

nounced, and I misliked : and to make up the atticism,

they were out, and I hissed."

—

Milton: Apology /or
Smectymnuus.
"There is an elegant Atticism which occurs, Luke

xiii. 9, ' If It bear fruit, well.' "—Jfewcome : View of the

Eng. Bib. Trans., p. 27».

at-tl-cl'ze, v.t. & i. [In Lat. atticisso; from

Gr. aTTucijJw (attikizo).~\

A. Transitive : To cause to conform to the

Idiom of Attica, or of its capital, Athens.

B. Intransitive : To speak or write like a

native of Attica.
" If any wilt still excuse the tyrant for ntticinng fa

those circumstances, . . ."—Bentley : Dissert, upon
Phaiaris, p. 817.

t At tics, 5. pi. [Prom Gr. 'Arrtico (Attika),

the title of the first Book in Pausanias's

Itinerary of Greece, which treats of Attica and
Megaris.J A geographical, topographical, liis-

torieal, or other description of Attica.

% Attics, the pi. of attic, has a slightly dif-

ferent etymology. [Attic, B. 2.]

* at-tig'-lj-oils, a. [Lat. attiguus, from at-

tigo, old form of attingo.~\ [Attinoe.] Con-

tiguous, bordering on, near, hard by. (OgUvie.)

at-tig-u-ous-ness, *. [Eng. attiguovs;

-ntss. ] The quality of being attiguous ; con-

tiguity. (Ogilvie.)

at-tin'ge, v.t [Lat. attingo = to touch, tc

handle : ad = to, and tango = to touch.] To
touch lightly or gently. (Coles : Diet., 1685.)

at- ti re, * a-ti're, v. t. [Connected apparently

with two classes of words. It has affinity with

O. Fr. attirer, attyrer, atirer = to provide, to

array, to dispose, to adorn. (This is not

fate* fat, Hire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son; mute, cub, euro, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian. «&> ce = e; A=e. qu = lsw.
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closely akin in signideation to Mod. Fr. attirer,

which is = to attract, to procure.) From O.
Ft. tier = rank, order; Prov. atieyar ; Sp.
ataviar = to adorn. Compare also Ger. zieren
= to adorn ; zier = ornament. The Eng. at-
tire has also intimate relations with O. Fr.
attourner = to clothe ; Mod. Fr. atourner =
to adorn; from O. Fr. atowr, attonr=(l) a
hood, (2) a head-dress for a woman. The Eng.
word tirewoman, to a certain extent, connects
both classes of words.] [Attire, s., Tire,
Tire-woman.] To clothe one in garments,
especially of a gorgeous character. (Used
literally or figuratively, followed by with or in.)

"... and with the li i ifii mitre ahall he be attired
"

—Leo. xvi. 4.

" Religion, it in heavenly truths attired,
Needs only to be seen to be admired."

Cowper : Expostulation.

at-tire, * a-tire, * at-tyre, * a-ty're
(yr as ir), * at-to ur, *. (O. Fr. atirier =
to attire.]

A. Ordinary Language :

I. (Of the form atour) : A woman's head-
dress.

This lady was of good entaile.
Right wondirfulle of apparayle

;

By hir attyre so Wight and shone.
Hen myght perceyve welle, and seue,

1

She was not of religioun.
Nor I nolle make ineiicioun
Nor of robe, nor of tresour.
Of broche, neithir of hir rich attour."

Romaunt of the Role, $.718—3,725.

IX (Of the other forms of the word): Dress,
apparel, vestments.

1. Spec. : Of a splendid kind.
" Can a maid forget her ornaments, or a bride her

attire t "~Jer, U. 88. (See also Esek. xxiii. H.

)

2. Gen. : Whether splendid or not.
" Not brothers they in feature or attire."

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. vlil.

U In ordinary language it is rarely used in

the plural.
" But, when retum'd, the good Ulysses' son
With better hand shall grace with fit attire*

His guest . .
."

Pop* : Homer t Odyssey, bk. xiv., 683-5.

B. Technically:

1. Old Bot. : The name given by Grew to
the stamens, pistils, &c, of a plant included
within the calyx (called impalement) and the
eorolla (denominated foliation).

"Attire ... Tin Botany]. The flower of a plant la

divided into three parts—the emblement, the folia-

tion, and the attire, which is either florid or semiforni.
Florid attire, called thrums or suits, as in the flowers
of marigold and tansey, consists sometimes of two, but
commonly of three parts: the outer part is the floret,
the body of which is divided at the top, like the cow-
slip flower, into five distinct parts. Semiform attire
consists of two parts—the chives and apices ; on* upon
each attire,"— Greta: Anatomy of Plants.

2. Her. : (1) Clothing ; (2) a single horn of a

stag. The plur. attires is used for two horns.
(Gloss, of Her.)

at-ti red, pa. par. & a. [Attire, v.]

1. Ord. i.fiiiQ. ,

With a significa-

tion correspond-
ing to that of the
verb.

2. In Heraldry

:

Ornamented with
horns or antlers.
(Used of the Stag
or Hart.) A rein-
deer is repre-
sented inHeraldry
with double attires

—one pair erect
aid the other
drooping. {Boutell : English Heraldry.)

"Attired: a term used among Heralds when they
nave occasion to speak of the homes of a Buck or
Stag, —Bultokar: Eng. Expo*, (ed. UK).

1at-tire'-mSnt, ». [Eng. attire; -ment.]
Outfit, dress, apparel, furniture, decoration,
adornment. (N.E.D.)

at-ti r-ert *. (Eng. aUir(e); -er.] One who
attires another ; a dresser. (Johnson.)

at-ti'r-Ing, pr. par. & s. [Attire, v.]

A. As present par. : With a signification
corresponding to that of the verb.

B. As substantive :

1. Spec. Plur. : The head-dress of women.

2. Gen. : Dressing ; dress of any kind,
(a) Literally

:

"In thy attiring and ornament of their bodies, theouke had a fine and unaffected politeness." — Mr BWotton : Remains, p. TTL,

ATTIRED.

(&) Figuratively : Ornamental covering of
any kind. (Sidney : Astrophel & Stella.)

at'-tir-llng, s. [A.S. a«or, aterpoison.] A
shrew, a villain.

" Heekely thou him answere. and not as an attirling."
Babees Book (ed. Furnivall), p. 88

* at-ti'-tle (tie ~tel), v.t. [Lat. attitulo.] To
entitle.

IT Its place Is now supplied by Entitle
(q.v.).

" Tills Aries out of the twelve
Hath March attitleti for hym selfe."

Uotoer .- Conf. Am., bk. 7.

attitude, * at-ti-tu -do, s. [In Sw.
attitud ; Fr. & Port, attitude = posture ; Sp.
actitud ; Ital. attitndine = (1) aptness, fitness,

(2) posture); Low Lat. aptitudo ; from Class.
Lat. aptus = fitted, adai>ted. (Apt.) Whilst
the signification aptness, fitness, suggests
Low Lat. aptitudo, from Class. Lat. aptus =
fitted, adapted, the Sp. actitud points to Class.
Lat. actio = doing, action, and to actus = an
impulse, an act ; from actus, pa. par. of ago —
to drive, ... to do. The Ital. attitudine also
Is connected with Ital. otto = action, deed,
whioh comes from the Lat. actus. (Act.)
Richardson and Mann adopt the first of these
ultimate etymologies ; Johnson, Webster, and
Wedgwood the second.]

1. The posture in which a person stands, or
in which a human being or animal is repre-
sented in a painting or sculpture.

"They were famous originals that gave rise to
statues, with the same air, posture, and attitudes."—
Addison.

" Declining was his attitude."
Byron : Siege of Corinth, 1».

2. The posture or position of a nation, of a
person's mind or heart, or even of inanimate
things.

".
. . the attitudes assumed by idealists and

sceptics,"—Herbert Spencer: 'Psychol. (2nd ed.), vol. il.,

p. 312, S 388.

T Malone points out that in Evelyn's Idea
ofthe Perfection ofPainting (A. T>. 1688), attitudo
occurs instead of attitude, and even it is de-
fined as being a word little known. (Todd.)

at-ti-tu -dfn-ai, a. [Apparently from Ital.

attUudin(e), and Eng. suff. -al.} Pertaining
or relating to attitude. (Smart, Worcester, <£c.)

at ti tu din ar ian, *. [Apparently from
ItaL attitudin(e), and Eng. suff. -arian.'] One
who gives particular attention to attitudes.
(Gait, Worcester, &c.)

at ti tu din i ze, v. [Apparently from ItaL
attitudin(e), and Eng. suff. -ize.] To practise
or assume attitudes.

" They had the air . . . of figurantes, attitudinising
for effect."—De Quincey : Works, vol v., p. 158,

t at tie (tie = tel), s. [Cognate with Addle
(?)(q.v.).] (Mahn.)

Mining: Refuse or rubbish, consisting of
broken fragments of the rock, rejected after
examination as containing no ore worth ex-
traction. (Weale.)

t at-tol -lent, a. & s. [Lat. attolens, pr. par.

of attollo = to lift up : ad = to, and toilo — to
lift up.]

A. As adjective : Lifting up, raising, ele-
vating. (Used chiefly in Anatomy.)

" I shall farther take notice of the exquisite libration
of the attollent and depriment muscles."

—

Derham
Phytico-Theol.

B. As substantive

:

Anat. : A term applied to one of the muscles
whose function is to raise any portion of the
bodily frame.

* at tone e (01190 as w&nce [?]), adv. [Eng.
at; once.] At once; together in place, or
simultaneously in point of tima. [Attone.]

14 Tho mov'd with wrath, and shame, and Ladies sake
Of all attonce he cast avengd to be."

Spenser: F. Q., I. v. 11

* at-tone (one as wun), adv. [O. Eng. att

m at ; and Eng. one.]

1. Of proximity or identity in place : Toge-
ther, connected with ; side by side.
" But what ape you whom like unlucky lot
Hath llnckt with me in the same chains attone t'

Spenser : F. Q. t IV. vU, 14
"...» white aeemes fayrer macht with blacke attone.-'

lout., in. ix. 2.

2. Of proximity or identity in time : At once

;

simultaneously.

". . . and from one reft both life and light attone."
Spenser: fTq., III. v. 7.

&*&, bo>; po"ut, Jo>l; oat, con, ohoras,
-don, -tlon, -sion = shun

" The warlike Dame was on her part assaid
Of Claribell and Blandamour atton/:"

Ibid., IV. ix. K
H For At One as quite separate wordg, see

At One, Atonement.]

* at to ne mont, s. [Atonement.]

at-torn', * at-tum, v.t. & i, [O. Pr. at-
tormr = to direct, to dispose, to attorn ; from
torner, tourner= to turn; ItaL attorniare —
to encoini)ass, to enclose ; attorno = about

;

Low Lat. attomare, attorniare, attumare m to
commit business to another, to attorn ; from
Class. Lat. ad = to, and torno = to turn in a
lathe, to round off; Gr. Triple (torntts) = (l) a
carpenter's tool, like our compasses, for draw-
ing a circle, (2) a turner's chisel, a lathe chisel
(3) a circle.] [Turn.]

A. Transitive

:

Old Feudal Law or Custom :To transfer the
feudal allegiance of a vassal, or the vassals
generally, to a new lord on his obtaining an
estate from its former possessor.

"In some case a lord might atturn and assign hn
vassals service to some other: but he might no*
atturn him to his deadly foe."—Sadler : Rights of the
Kingdom, p. 16.

B, Intransitive :

1. Old Feudal Law or Custom : To profess to
become the tenant of a new lord ; tnat is, to
give consent to one's landlord transferring his
estate to another, and intimatiug one's willing-
ness to become the tenant of the new pro-
prietor.

"This consent of the vassal was expressed by what
was called attorning, or professing to become the
tenant of the new lord."—Blackstone : Comment , bk
ii.. ch. 19.

2. Mod. Law: To agree to become tenant to
a landlord to whom the estate on which one
is located is about to pass by reversion. [At-
tornment.]

at tor -ney, * at tur ney, * a tur -ney,
(pL at-tor -neya, at-tor nies), s. [From
O. Fr. attorni, atorne, atourne, pa. par. o»
attorner, atorner, atourner ; Low Lat. attorna-
(us, atturnatus, pa par. of attorno, atturno *
to commit business to another ; Lat ad = to,
and torno = to round off.] [Attorn.]

A. Ordinary Language :

* L Formerly, in a general sense : One ap-
pointed to act for another in important
matters, and especially in those pertaining to
law.

1. Literally:

"Bich. Tell me, how fares our loving mother?
Stan. I, by attorney, bless thee from thy mother.

Who prays continually for Richmond's good."
Shaketp. : Richard III.,v. I

" I am a subject.
And I challenge law : attornies are denied me

;

And therefore personally I lay my claim
To my inheritance of free descent."

Shaketp. : Richard II., It &
2. Figuratively:
" But when the heart's attorney once is mute,
The client breaks, as desperate in his suit"

Shakesp. : Venut and Adonis.

IX Now. Spec. : (In the same sense as B.)
"He frequently poured forth ou plaintiffs ami de-

fendants, barristers and attorneys, witnesses and Jury-
men, torrents of frantic abuse, intermixed with oaths
and curses."—Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

* B. Law : One who managed any legal
matters for another in a common law court

;

in this differing from a solicitor who practised
in a court of equity. He corresponded to the
procurator or proctor of the civilians and
canonists. The attorneys were formed into a
regular body, to which no new members were
admitted, except those who had conformed
to the regulations laid down in the Act 6 and
7 Vict., c. 73. By the Judicature Act of 1873,
§ 87, what were previously called attorneys
are now denominated solicitors of the Supreme
Court In the United States, the term at-

torney-at-law is used for one who acts in the
interest of another in matters of law, and
takes the place of the several English and
Scotch terms of advocate, attorney, barrister,
counsellor-at-law, lawyer, proctor and solicitor.

All these terms, except barrister, are used to a
greater or less extent in this country, bnt as
noted above, attorney-at-law is the general
term in u|e.

Letter or Power of Attorney : A legal docu-
ment by which a person appoints another to
act for him in some particular matter, as to
claim or receive a debt due to him. One who
acts in consequence of being named in such a
document is called a private attorney, and need
not be a lawyer at all.

chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, ay; expect. Xenophon, exist, -ttg.

; -tion, -sion = xhtin. -tloas. -slons. -cions = shtis. -ble, -die, &c. =bel, deL
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attorney-general, s.

* 1. Gen. ; A lawyer permanently retained

by a general commission.
" If you do wrongfully seize Hereford's right*.

Call tn the letters patent that be hath

By his attorneys-general to sue

His livery, and deny his offer d homage.
Shakesp : Richard II.. Ii. 1.

2. Spec. : The highest legal functionary per-

manently retained, on a salary, to take the

part of the Crown in any suits affecting the

royal (by which is really meant the public)

Interest. In precedence, he ranks above the

Solicitor-General. Under the United States

government, the Attorney-General is a member
of the President's Cabinet, and is at the head

of the Department of Justice. Nearly all the

states have attorney-generals, their duties

being to serve as legal adviser of the executive

and defender of the state government in case

of suits at i ; i v.-

.

Attorney-Generalship, «. The office

or dignity of the Attorney-General. (Mon. Rev.)

t at-toY-ney (pa. par. at-tor'-neyed, at-
tor-nied), v.t. [Attorney, s.]

1. To employ as one's deputy or proxy.
" A* I was then

Advertising and holy to your buslnesa,

Not changing heart with habit, I am still

Attornied to your service."
Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, v. L

2. To perform an act by attorney, deputy,

or proxy.
"... their encounters, though not person*!, have

been royally attorneyed with interchange of gifts,

letter*, loving embassies."—Shaketp. : Winter's Tale,

tL

at-tdr'-ney-ship, s. [Eng. attorney, and
suff. ship. ] The office of an attorney, in its

first and more general sense ; or, in the modern
and specific one, of an attorney-at-law acting

for one in a legal matter. [Attorney.]
" Marriage is a matter of more worth
Than to be dealt in by attorneyship."

Shaketp. : 1 Benry TfH *• *

at-torn'-Ing, pr. par. [Attorn.]

at-torn'-ment, *. [O. Fr. aUornement ; from
* Low Lat. attomamcntum.} [Attorn.]

Old Feudal Law: Consent given by tenants

or vassals to a lord's alienating his estate. By
the old feudal arrangements, both lords and
tenants were supposed to have mutual obliga-

tions, so that the former could not sell his

estate without the attornment or permission

of the tenant, or the tenant transfer his land

to another tenant without the lord's permis-

sion. But the lords very speedily managed to

wriggle out of their part of the obligation,

though for some time afterwards they suc-

ceeded in holding the tenants to their's.

(Blackstone: Comment., bk. ii., chaps. 5, 19.)

attour, *at-td'ure, *at-to"u're, *a-
" tour, * a-tou re, * at-tu're (Old Eng. &
Scotch), prep. & adv. [Fr. autour = round
about ; or Eng. out, over (pronounced rapidly

and indistinctly).]

A. As preposition : Over, across, beyond,
above, further onward than, exceeding in

number, past (Scotch.)

" Na, na, lad ! Od ! she Is, maybe, four or five years

Conger than the like o' me, by and attour her gentle
vings."

—

Scott: Redgauntlet, Letter xiL

B. As adverb : Moreover.

«tf Attour alquhare : Anywhere, anywhither.

(Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

"Attour, the king shall remain In thy government
and keeping, till he come to perfect age. —Pitscottie,

P- 13. (Jamieson.

)

I To go attour : To remove to some distance.

(Jamieson.)

To stand attour : To keep off. (Jamieson.)

By and atour: Besides all that, moreover,

over and above.
" By and autour, the same few farm duty allanerly.**

—A Charter on Bibl. Topog., voL v. (Zetland), p. 71.

at-tract', v. t. [Low Lat. attracto ; from at-

traetum, sup. of attraho = to draw to or to-

wards ; ad = to, and traho= to draw. In

Mod. Fr. attirer; O. Fr. attraicter ; Sp. atraer

;

Port, attrahir ; Ital. attrarre.]

L Lit. : To draw any material substance to

or towards another one, or exert an Influence

which, but for counteracting causes, would so

attract it. [Attraction.]
•The single atoms each to other tend.
Attract, attracted to, the next, in place
Fonu'd and impelled its neighbour to embrace."

"The law of gravitation enunciated by Newton is,

that every particle of matter in the universe attracts

every other particle with a force which diminishes as

the square of the distance increases. '—TyndaU ; Frag,

of Science, 3rd ed., i. 6.

IX Figuratively

:

1. To draw hearts by influences fitted to

operate upon them ; to allure.

" Adorn'd
She was Indeed, and lovely, to attract

Thy love, not thy subjection."
Mitton : P. L., bk. x.

"This stipend, coupled with the hope of a pension,

does not attract the English youth in sufficient

numbers."—Macaulay : But. Eng., ch. ill.

2. To arrest, to fix (applied to the mind or

attention), to draw the notice of.

"The former is the error of minds prone to rever-

ence whatever U old ; the latter of minds readily at-

tracted by whatever Is new."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,

ch. viL

". . .to attract a Urge share of the public atten-

tion."—Ibid., ch. ii

•at-tract, *. [O. Fr. aitraict.] Attraction,

gen. in pi. = charms, attractions.
" Feel darts and charroB, attracts and flames.

And woo and contract in their names."
Budibras.

at^tr&ct-a-bil -i-ty, t at-tract-I-bfl -i-
"

ty, s. [Eng. attract; ability.} Capability of

being attracted.
** There is a strong propensity, which dances through

every atom, and attracts the minutest particle to

some peculiar object : . . . thou wilt not find a

corpuscle destitute of that natural attractibility."—

Sir W. Jones Tr. of Shirin and Ferhad. (Asiat. Res.,

iv. 178.)

at-tr&ct'-a-ble, t at-tr&ct'-i-ble, a. [Eng.
*
attract; -able.] That may be attracted. (Kerr,

Lavoisier.)

at-tract'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Attract, v.]

t at-tract-er, s. [Attractor.]

* at tract -ic, * at-trfcct'-Ic-al, o. [Eng.

attract; -ic, -ical.] Possessing the power of

drawing to or towards,
" Some stones are endued with an electrical or

attractical virtu*."—Ray on the Creation.

attract -lie, o. [Eng. attract ; -He.] Having
* the power to attract anything. (More com-
monly written Attractive.) [Attractive.]

at-tract -ing, pr. par. & a. [Attract, v.]

"... especially If that thing upon which they look

has an attracting virtue upon the foolish eye. '—

Bunyan: P. P., pi ii.

at-traot'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. attracting ; -ly.]

* So as to exert attraction. (Todd.)

at-trac'-tion, s. [In Ger. t attraction, +a(-
* traktion; Fr. attraction; Sp. atraccion; Port.

atlraccao; Ital. attrazione. All from Lat
attractio, from attraho = to draw together ; ad
= to, and traho — to draw.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act or power of attracting.

1. Lit. : The act of one material body in

drawing another to or towards itself; also

the power of doing so. [B.]

"... In so far as their orbits can remain unaltered

by the attractions of the planets."—ffertchel: Astron.

(18S8), | 564.

2. Fig. : The act or power of drawing a
person by moral means to one's self; the

power of alluring.
"... in his eye

There is a fastening attraction which
Fixes my fluttering eyes on his : my heart
Beats quick ; he awes me, and yet draws me near.

Nearer, and nearer." Byron: Cain, t 1.

IX The state of being attracted, either in

a literal or in a figurative sense.

'Since Newton's time the attraction of matter by
matter was experimentally established by Cavendish.
—Atkinson : Ganofs Physics, § 58.

JJX That which attracts, either in a literal

or in a figurative sense ; attractive qualities.

"... to female attractions . . ."—Macaulay * Bist.
Eng., ch. xxiii.

B. Technically

:

L Nat. Phil., or Universal Attraction: A
force in virtue of which the material par-

ticles of all bodies tend necessarily to approach
each other. It operates at whatever distances
the bodies may be from each other, whether
the space between them be filled with other
masses of matter or is vacant, and whether
the bodies themselves are at rest or are in

motion. When they are not closely in con-
tact, the attraction between them is called

that of gravitation or of gravity.

It is of various kinds :—

(1) The Attraction of Gravitation or of
Gravity is the operation of the above-men-

tioned attraction when the bodies acting and
acted upon are not closely in contact. It is

often called the Law of Gravity, or Gravitation,

but the term Law in this case means simply

generalisation. It states the universality of a

fact, but does not really account for it. By
this law or generalisation, the attraction be-

tween any two material particles is directly

proportional to the product of their masses,

and inversely proportional to the square of

their distance asunder. [Gravity.]

"Thus the attraction of gravity at the earth's

surface is expressed by the number 32. because, when
acting freely on a body for a second of time, it im-
parts to the body a velocity of thirty-two feet a
second."—Tyndatl : Frag of Science (3rd ed.), i. 10.

(2) Molecular attraction differs from the

former in acting only at infinitely small dis-

tances. It ceases to be appreciable when the

distances between the molecules become
appreciably large. It is divided into Cohe-
sion, Affinity, and Adhesion (q.v.).

"And for the attraction of gravity substitute that

of chemical affinity, which is the name given to the

molecular attraction."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science

(3rd ed.i, L 10.

Capillary Attraction (from Lat. capillus = a

hair), meaning the attraction excited by a

hair-like tube on a liquid within it, is, pro-

perly speaking, a variety of adhesion. [Adhe-

sion, Capillary.]

IT. Chemistry. Chemical Attraction: The
same as Chemical Affinity. [Affinity.] [See

also I., 2.]

III. Magnetism. Magnetic Attraction: The
power excited by a magnet or loadstone of

drawing and attaching iron to itself.

IV. Electricity. Electrical Attraction : The
power possessed by an electrified body of

drawing certain other bodies to itself. The re-

pulsions or attractions between two electrified

bodies are in the inverse ratio of the squares

of their distance. The distance remaining

the same, the force of attraction or repulsion

between two electrified bodies is directly as

the product of the quantities of electricity

with which they are charged. (Atkinson:

Ganofs Physics.)

at-tract'-ive, a. ks. [Eng. attract; -ive. In

Ft. attractif; Sp. atractivo ; Port, attractivo;

Ital. attrattivo.]

A. As adjective:

1. Lit. : Drawing, or having the power to

draw to or towards. (Applied to the action

of gravity, cohesion, Ac. , on material bodies.)

[Attract (q.v.).]

"... other stars.

By his attractive virtue and their own
Incited, dance about him various rounds?
Their wandering course now high, now low, then hid.

Progressive, retrograde, or standing stilL"
MUton : P. L., bk. viiL

"The reason of this? stability is that two forces, th*

one attractive and the other repulsive, are in opera-

tion between every two atoms. —Tyndall : Frag, of

Science 43rd ed.), x., SSI.

2. Fig. : Drawing the mind or heart ; al-

lurement.

(a) Chiefly by physical beauty. Hence an

"attractive " female as a rule means a beauti-

ful one. The term may be applied, in an

analogous sense, to the inferior animals.

"... successive males display their gorgeous

plumage and perform strange antics before the females,

which, standing by as spectators, at last choose the

most attractive partner."—Darwin: Origin of Species

(ed. 1859). ch. iv., p. 8».

(b) Chiefly by mental or moral graces, or

by both combined.
"... and with attractive graces won

The most a

B. As substantive : That which draws ; an

attraction, an allurement.

"The condition of a servant staves him off to a dis-

tance ; but the gospel speaks nothing but aftractivm

and invitation. —South.

at-tr&ct'-ive-ly, adv. [Eng. attractive; ~ly.]

In an attractive manner. (Johnson.)

at-tr&ct'-ive-ness, s. [Eng. attractive;
'
-ness.] The quality of being attractive.

"... the same attractiveness in riches."—South:

Works, vol. vil, 8er. 14.

at-tr&ct'-or, at-tract-er, *. [Eng. attract;
' and suffixes -or, -er.] One who or that which

attracts.

"... and most prevalent attracter, the earth/*

Derham : Physico-Theol., bk. i, ch. *.

" It the straws be in oil, amber draweth them not:
' »U makes the straws to adhere so that they cannot

rise unto the attractor."—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go. pot,

or, wore, wgU, work, who> son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. «e, ce = e. ey= a. qu m lew.
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it -tra-hent, a. & s. [In Pr. attrayant, attir-

ant ; Port, attrahente ; all from Lat attrahens,

pr. par. of attraho — to draw to or towards :

ad = to, and traho — to draw.]

A. As adjective : Drawing to or towards.

B. As substantive

:

1. Gt>,n. : That which draws to or towards.
" Our eyes will inform us of the motion of the steel

to Its attrahent. "—Gtanvitle : Sceptu.

* 2. Specially. Old Med. : An external appli-

cation, which was formerly supposed to draw
the humours to the part of the body on which
it was put. It is now known that the action,

easily excited, is that of the part itself.

Sinapisms, rubefacients, &c, fall under the
category.

* at-trap' (1). vt - [From Lat ad, and Eng.

(rap (q.v.). In Sw. drapera; Fr. draper — to

line with cloth, especially with black cloth ;

to drape ; drap = woollen cloth, stuff, sheets ;

Sp. and Port, trapo = a rag, tatter, clout,

cloth ; a suit of sails ; ragged people ; Low
Lat. trapus = cloth ; trappatura = trappings. ]

[Drape, Trap, Trappings.] To clothe, to

dress.

(a) In ornate style.

"Attrapped royally ; 'lnstratus ornatu regio.*"—
Baret : A Irear ie.

(b) In plebeian fashion.
'.

. . allhtsstoed
With oaken leaves attrapt, yet seemed fit

For salvage wight . .
."

Spenter: F. Q„ IV. It. **.

' at-trap' (2), v.t. [From Pr. attraper = to

catch, to seize, to deceive, to trick.] To en-

trap.

"... be was not attrapped eyther with net or
mare."—Grafton : Henry % III., an. 17. {Richardton. )

( attrapt , pa. par. [At-• at trap ped (1),

trap (1).]

* at-trap ped (2), pa. par. [Attrap (2).]

at-trec-ta -tion, *. [Lat. attrectatio, from
attrtcto — to touch, to handle : ad — to, and
tracto = to drag about ; freq. from traho = to
draw.] The act of handling frequently : the
state of being frequently handled. {Johnson.)

°*tt'-tt% * at'-tr»-a, a. LAttry.]

r-trib'-U-ta-ble, a. [Eng. attribute), -able

;

Fr. attribnable.] That may be attributed, as-

cribed, or imputed to.

"The errors which were almost entirely attributable
to carelessness In the adjustments."—Hooker: Hima-
layan Journal*, vol. )L, Appendix l.

. J-trtb'-ute, * at tribute, v.t. [In Ft.
' attribuer; Sp. atriouir ; Port, attribuir ; Ital.

attribuire ; Lat. attribuo : ad = to, and tribuo
es to distribute, grant ; tribus = the third part
of the Roman people, hence a tribe.]

1. Ofpersons : To ascribe to, to impute ; to
consider as having been done by one.

(a) That which is ascribed to one being
good or indifferent.

" Little as either the intellectual or the moral cha-
racter of Blount may seem to deserve respect, it is in
a great measure to him that we must attribute the
emancipation of the English press. '—Macaulay : Hint.

Mng
, en. xlx.

(b) That which is ascribed being bad.
"... the treason of Oodolphin is to he attributed

altogether to timidity . . ."—Macaulay: Hit. liny.,

ch. xvii.

2. Of things : To ascribe to, as when a cer-

tain effect is ascribed to a particular cause.

"I now admit . . . that in the earlier editions of
my ' Origin of Species ' I probahly attributed too much
to the action of natural selection, or the survival of
the fittest"—Darwin : Descent of Man, pt. 1., ch. iv.

H In one place, as Nares remarks, Spenser
accents the verb attribute on the first syllable,

like the substantive.
" Right true : but faulty men use oftentimes
To attribute their folly unto fate."

Spemer: F. Q., V. iv. 28.

In another, however, he does so on the second,
as is now universally done.

Ye may attribute to yourselves as kings."
Ibid., l, Cant, on Mutab., st 49.

attribute, s. [In 8w., Dan., Ger., & Fr.

attribut ; Sp. atributo ; Port. & Ital. attributo ;

from Lat. attributes, pa. par. of attribuo.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. That which is attributed, ascribed, or
Imputed to any person or thing, as an essen-
tial characteristic of him or it. A charac-
teristic quality of any person or thing.

" Reflect his attribute*, who placed them there."
Cowper : Tirocinium.

2. That which is symbolic of one's office or
character, or of anything. [B., 2.]

3. Honour, reputation.
" The pith and marrow of our attribute."

Shaketp. ; Hamlet, i. 4.

B. Technically:

1. Logic : That which is predicated of any
subject ; that which may be affirmed or denied
of anything. Sir William Hamilton divides
attributes into Primary, Secundo-primary, and
Secondary. Herbert 8pencer, objecting that
these words have direct reference to the Kan-
tian doctrine of Space and Time, from which
he dissents, and that they are in another
respect inaccurate, divides attributes into
Dynamical, Statico-dynamical, and Statical
(q.vA (Herbert Spencer: Psychol, 2nd ed.,

vol. ii.,p. 136, §817.)

2. Painting and Sculpture: That which is

represented with one as being symbolical of

one's office or character. Thus the trident
is the attribute of Neptune. [A., 2.]

at-trib'-u-ted, pa. par. [Attribute, v.]

at-trlb'-U-ting, pr. par. [Attribute, v.]

at-tri-bu -tion, s. [In Fr. attribution ; Port.
attribuicao ; Ital. attribuzione ; Lat. attrtbutio
= (1) the assignment of a debt

; (2) an attri-

bute.]

1. The act of attributing or ascribing any-
thing ; the state of being ascribed.

"... in the attribution and distribution of which
honours, we see, autiquity made this difference."—
Bacon : Ad*, of Learn., bk. i.

2. That which is ascribed. Spec., commen-
dation, honour.
" Hot. Well said, my noble Scot : if peaking truth,
In this fine age, were not thought ffattery,
Such attribution should the Douglas have."

Bhaketp. : 1 Henry IV., iv. L

at-trlb -u-tive, a. & s. [Eng. attribute; -it*

In Fr. attributif; Port, attributivo.]

A. As adjective : Attributing.

" And the will dotes that is attributive."
Bhaketp. : Troilu* and Creuida, It. 1

B. As substantive (Gram.): A term intro-

duced by Harris to designate words which are
significative of attributes. He classifies them
as Attributives of the first order, or those
which are attributes of substances, namely,
Adjectives, Verbs, snd Particles ; and Attribu-
tives of the second order, or those which
denote the attributes only of attributes

—

namely, Adverbs.
" Proper subjects of the attributive* good and bad."

—Bowring ; Bentham't Work*. voL i., p. 216.

at-trtst, v.t. [Fr. attrister.] To sadden.
' (Walpole: Letters, HI. 382.)

at-tri'te, o. [Lat. attritus, pa. par. of attero

= to rub at, towards, or against : ad = to,

and tero = to rub.]

L Ordinary Language : Rubbed ; subjected to

the action of friction. (Milton ; P. L., x. 1,073.)

IX Roman Catholic Theology : Sorry for hav-

ing committed sin, but solely on account of

the punishment associated with it.

at-tri te-ne'ss, *. [Eng. attrite; -ness.] The
quality of being rubbed away or worn down by
friction. (Dyche.)

at-tri' tion, * at-trtfe'-^-on, ». [In Fr.

attrition; Ital. attrizione ; Lat. attritio.]

1. Ord. Lang. & Nat. Science: The act or

process of rubbing down or away ; abrasion ;

the state of being rubbed away. (Used of

rocks, teeth, &c.)
" If this great bed of pebbles, without including

the mud necessarily derived from their attrition, was
piled into a mound, it would form a great mountain
chain."

—

Darwin j Voyage round the World, ch. viii.

"... the posterior concavity having been smoothly-
deepened by attrition, . . .—Oven: Britith Fouil
Mammal* and Bird*, p. &
2. Roman Catholic Theology: Sorrow for

having committed sin, not, however, through
hatred of the sin itself, but merely on account
of the punishment brought in its train. It is

considered the lowest degree of repentance.
" He the whyebe hath not playne contrycyon, but

all onely attrycyon, the whyche is a maner of contry-
cyon uiiparfyte and uusuffycyent for to have the grace
of God. "—Intitution of a Christian Man, p. 162.

fttf-trtf, *&t'-ter-3rf a. [A.8. attor, otter,

ator, ater = poison, venom.] Venomous.
"That the attri beorte sent up to the tunge."—MS.

Cott., Nero, A. xiv., I. 21. (A in Boucher.)

* ut-trft-f-bn, s. [Attrition.]

ftt-tfi ne, v.t [Lat ad, and Eng. tune.]

L Literally

:

1. To tune to ; to render one musical instru-
ment or one sound accordant with another
one.

2. To render musical.

IX Fig. : To render accordant. (Applied to
human hearts, the passions, Ac.)

" Social friends,
Attun'd to happy unison of soul."

Thornton: The Beaton*; Summer.
"... but harmony itself,

Attuning all their passions into love."
Ibid., Spring.

at-tu'ned, pa. par. & o. [Attune. ]

at-tu n-ing, pr. par. [Attune. ]

* at -two (two as tu), adv. [Eng. a ; two.)

[Atwo.]

a-tiin', *. A fish, the Thyrsites atun, belong-
ing to the family of Trichiuridse, or Hair-tailed
fishes. It feeds voraciously on the calamary,
Is found in the ocean near Southern Africa
and Australia, and is prized for the delicacy
of its flesh.

* a-tu'o, adv. [Atwo.]

4 twain, • a twainc, * a twin nc,
* a twyn ne, * otuynne (uy as wl),

adv. [Eng. a; twain (q.v.).] In twain, in

two; asunder, apart. (Lit. 45 fig.)
" He sondred the Saraxlna otuynne. and fought as a

dragon."—/;. Brunne, p. 18&. {Kivhardton.)

arten a-t i

aucer: C. T., 313.

" Flesch and veines nou fleo a-twinne,
Wherfore I rede of routhe,"

Mary and the Crott fed. Morris), 16, 17.

" Tearing of papers, breaking rings a-tteain."
Bhaketp. : A Lover't Complaint.

" Edged with sharp laughter, cuts at wain
The knots that tangle human creeds."

Tennyton .- To ^

a twe ei, adv. [Eng. at = wot ; wee! = well,

or it may possibly be a corruption of awcel]
I wot welL (Scotch.) (Scott : Old Mortality,

ch. xxxviil.)

a twe en, * a-twe'ene, * a twe ne, adv.

ft prep. [Eng. o; twain.] [Atwain, Twain.
Cf. also Between.] Between.

^[ The form Atweene is now obsolete.

" From her faire eyes wiping the deawy wet
Which softly stild, and kissing them atweene.

Spemer: F. C, IV. viL 86.

% In English the form atween is obsolete in

prose, but is employed in poetry. In Scotch

it is still used colloquially.
" It was, I ween, a lovely spot of ground ;

And there a season atween June aud May."
Thornton : Cattle of Indolence, 1 S.

" Low-tinkled with a bell-like flow

Atween the blossoms." Tennyton : Song.

"... we'll guide him atween us, . . ."—Scott : Anti>

quary, ch. xv.

a-twe esh, prep. [Atwixt.] (Scotch.)

•atwend, v.t. [A.S. at, denoting opposition;

wendan = to go.] [Wend.] To turn away.
" Heo mai hire gult atwende."

Bute and Nightingale, 1,41*.

* atwindan, 'atwinde, v.i. & t. [A.S. at-

windan.]

A. Intrans.: To depart, to go away, to

cease.

B. Trans. : To escape from (with dative).

* a-twinne, adv. [Atwain.]

Ta-twisf (0. Eng.), a twe esh (Scotch), a.

"[Eng. a; (wwt (q.v.).] Twisted. {Stager,

Reid, & Worcester.)

* a-twi'te, * a-twi-ten, v.t. [A.S. dltwitan.)

To twit, to reproach, to blame for, to upbraid.

"Thing most slanderous their nobles to atwite."

Chaucer: Certain Ballade*, 1,066. (Boucher.)

•ft-twixt, *a-twtx', *a-twjht-*n (o.

Eng.), a-twee'«h (0. Scotch), prep. [Old

form of Eng. betwixt. From A.S. a; &ndtweah
= two.] [Two, Betwixt.] Betwixt.

" With that an hideous storm of wind arose.

With dreadful thunder and lightning atwixt."
Spemer: F. Q., III. xlL 2.

" Atweeth themselves they best can ease their pain."

Shirref: Poem*, p. SS. (Jamieton.)

•atwo', * at-two', * a tu o (two and tuo

as tu, or as two, see the first example), * a-
twae , adv. [Eng. a = in, two.] Into two,

in two ; asunder, in twain.

ML D6^; pdut, jtfwl; cat, 9011, chorus, clitn, bench; go, fcem; Udn, this; Bin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph-tV

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion m shun ; -^ion, -sion = zhun. - tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -Me, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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" Rl«lit as a, sward for-kuueth and for-kerv*tk
An arm atao, my dear sone, right io
A touge cuttetb. freudscti 1 p al atuo."

Chaucer: C.T.. 17.2T3-4.

• atwond', pret. of v. [Atwindan.]

At wood's ma-chine', s. [See def.]

Physics: An apparatus invented by Mr.
George Atwood (1745-1807) to illustrate the
theory of accelerated motion. It consists of
a wooden column about ten feet high, resting
on a base and supporting a series of anti-

friction wheels, which support a large central

roller, over which passes a cord having equal
weight* at each end, so as to be in equUibrio.

By means of a graduated staff at one side the
rise of one weight and fall of the other are
indicated in feet and inches. A small addi-

tional weight, being added to one of the large

weights, causes it to descend with a velocity
due to its excess of gravity over the other.

The constant acceleration of speed in a falling

body can also be shown and measured.

* a tw5t , pret. of v. (as if from * a twite =
to go away). [A.8. cet = at, and witan = to
depart.]

*a-twyn'ne, adv. [Atwain.]

a-ty'-a, 5. (From Atys; Gr. *Atuc (Atus) =
the name of several persons mentioned in
classic history or mythology. The most
Bntable was an effeminate and foppish youth,
killed by Tydeus in the Theban war.] The
name given by Leach to a genus of decapod
lon^-tailed crustaceans.

a-typ'-ic, a-typ'-ic-al, a, [Gr. o (a), priv.,

and tvitos (tupos) = a model, type.]

1. Possessing no distinct typical characters.

2. Producing loss of typical characters.

a-typ'-lc-al-ljf, adv. [Eng. atypical; -ly.]

In an atypic manner.

at y-piis, s. [Gr. a, priv. , and -rv'iroc (tupos) =
. . . a type. Not typical.] A genus of spiders
belonging to the family Mygalidae. The A.
aolzeri excavates in the ground, to the depth
of seven or eight inches, a cylindrical tube,

which it lines with silk. It is found in France.

• a-ty'-zar, a. [Corrupted Arabic]

Astrol. ; Inflamed ; angry (?). A technical
word of old applied to the planet Mars. (R.

Bell, in the Glossary to his edition of Chaucer.)

Au. [The first two letters of Lat aurum —
guM.]

Chemistry : The symbol for aurum — gold.

[Aprum, Gold.)

an, o, on, inter}. [Dan. au = oh, expressive
of pain.}

A. Of the form au : An exclamation expres-
sive of surprise.

B. Of the forms au in Aberdeenshire, and o
or ou in the southern counties of Scotland : An
exclamation expressive of surprise.

auale, ?'.('. [Availl.] To descend. {Douglas:
Virgil, 150, 41.)

*aualk,r. [A.8. awmccan — to awake (?).J
To watch. (0. Scotch.)

* an -ant, a. [AvArnsT.] (0. Scotch.)

au ba de, s. [Fr.] Open-air music performed
at daybreak before the door or window of
the person whom it is intended to honour.

an -balne, s. [Fr* aubaine = an escheat to
the crown ; from aubain = a stranger not
naturalised. From Lat. alibi = elsewhere,
and suflf. -anus. Comp. also alienvs = an
alien.]

Droit (Faubane, or Jus albinatus : A so-called

ri^'ht which the King of France formerly pos-
sessed to seize the goods of any alien dying
within his dominions, unless the person de-
ceased had in his lifetime been formally pro-
mised an exemption from the operation of the
law. [Blackstone: Comment, bk. i., ch. 10.)

IT The natural effect of this unjust and
absurd law was to prevent foreigners from
settling in France, and thus to deprive the king
and the country of all assistance from intellect
not of native growth. It was repealed in 1819.

ailbe, s. [Alb.]

au'-ber&e, s. [Fr] An inn ; a place of enter-
tainment for travellers.

** At the nuhrrrr* near the foot of the Rhone glacier.

. - ."—Tyndatl ; Prttg. of Science; Srd ed., ii. S2.

an'-ber-glne, «. [Fr.] A name for the fruit

of a species of Solanum.

"That of Solanum lycoperaicum and melongena is

served at table in various forms, under the name of
Tomatoes aud Auberginet."—London: Encydop. of
I'lantt (1829), p. 1.078.

au bin, s. [Fr., from O. Fr. hobin, cog. with
Eng. hobby (q.v.).]

Horsemanship : A gait or movement of a
horse intermediate between a gallop and a
trot or amble ; what is generally called a
" Canterbury gallop."

au burn, * a -burn, * a -burne, * an-
borne, * a -bron, * al-burn, a, [Webster
and Richardson connect this with A.S. bternan,
bernan = ... to burn ; bryne = a burning

;

Ger. brennen = to burn, with which the form
abron seems akin. On this hypothesis auburn
hair would be of a colour like that produced
by burning, viz., brown. (Brown.) But the
form alburn, which occurs in Skinner's and
Johnson's Dictionaries, points to the Ital.

alburno = a white hazel-tree ; Lat albnmus
= a white fish, the Bleak or Blay ; albus =
dead white, not dazzling white (Alburnum) ; in
which case, auburn hair must originally have
signified white instead of brown hair. Mahn
and Wedgwood adhere to this latter etymo-
logy. According to the Promptorium, autburne
colour = citrinus—i.e., a pale yellow colour.]
A terra used chiefly of hair.

* 1. Originally : White (7). (See etym.)

2. Now: Brown, with a tinge of red or
russet. (Byron : Corsair, ii. 2.)

A.TJ.C. A contraction for Anno urbis conditas
= in the year of the city founded, {.«., from
the foundation of the city of Rome.

au chan, a'-chan, *. [Deriv. uncertain.

Probably from some obscure place.] A kind
of pear. (Scotch.)

au cho'-ni-a, a. [Gr. avxfl* (auchen) =z the

neck.] A genus of Mammalia of the order
Ruminantia and the family Camelidce. It

includes the Llamas, which are the American
representatives of the Camels so well known
in the Eastern world. They have no dorsal

humps, and their toes are completely divided.

There are about four species of Auchenia : the
A. guanaco, or Guanaco [Guanaco] ; the A.
glama, or Llama [Llama] ; the A. paco, the
Paco or Alpaca [Alpaca] ; and the A. viounia,
or«Vicugna [Vicugna].

1 aucht, v.t [Ought.]

* aucht, s. [Ought.]

aucht, a. [Auht, Eight.] (Scotch.)

aucht, aught, awcht (ch & gh guttural),

pret. of verb. [In Scotch aw = to possess, to

owe ; from A.8. aht, ahte, cehte, pret of agan
= to own.] [Agh.]

1. Possessed ; owned. (Scotch.) [Aught.]
" Of kyngis, that aucht that reawte.
And mast had rycht thare kyng to be."

Wyntoun, viii., J, ft. {Jamteton.)

2. Owed ; was indebted ; ought.
'* For Uwe or than for threte

Of fors, he anld pay as he aucht."
Wyntoun, v., S, 88. \Jamieton.)

an cou rant (ant as ang), a. or adv. [Fr.

an = to the, In the, with the ; courant = cur-

rent, running stream, course, way, custom,
progress.] " In the current" of progress with
regard to anything ; well informed with re-

spect to everything which is being said or
done in connection with it.

* auc'-ta-ry, s. [From Lat auctorium = an
addition, an overweight ; auctvm, supine of
augeo = to increase.] Increase, augmentation.
(0. Scotch.)

"An luge auctnrv to the library."
Crawford: Univ. Edin^p.lXt.

* auc'-ten-ty^ a. [Authentic] (0. Scotch.)

* auc'-ter, s. [Altar.] Altar.
• He made an aucter on Oodes name."

Story of Qen, A JCxod. (ed. Morris), 825.

auction, 8. [In Sw. &Ger. \auktion; Dan.
auction — an auction ; from Lat audio =
(1) an increasing, (2) an auction ; augeo — to
cause to increase.]

1. The public disposal of goods to the highest
bidder. None but those who have taken out
an auction licence are at present allowed to
conduct such sales. To ascertain who the

highest bidder is, two leading processes may
be adopted. The goods may be put up at a
low figure, and then competitors for them,
bidding against each other, will raise this to
a higher price. This is what is generally dons
in this country. In what is called a "'Dutch
auction," however, the process is reversed.
The goods are put up at a price much above
their value, and gradually lowered till a bid
is given for them, and they are then forthwith
knocked down to him from whom it proceeded.

"Then followed an auction, the strangest that
history baa recorded.'

—

Macaulay : ffitt. Eng., ch. vil.

2. The goods sold by auction.

Ask yon why Phrine the whole auction buys!
Phriua foresees a general excise."—Pop*.

auction-catalogue, s. The catalogue
of the goods to be disposed of at au auction.

auction-mart, s. A place where goods
are sold by public auction.

auction room, s. A room used tempo-
rarily or permanently for the disposal of goods
by public auction.

t anc'-tion, v. [From the substantive.] To
sell (goods) by auction.

auc tion ar-y, a. [Eng. auction ; -ary. ] Per-

taining to an auction.
'* And much more honest, to ba hir'd, and stand
With auctionary hammer in thy hand i

Provoking to give more, and knocking thrice
For the old household stuff, or picture's price."

bryden : Juvenal.

auction-e'er, s. [Eng. auction; -ecr.} A
person whose occupation it is to sell goods by
auction.

" Even the auctioneer was always a character In the
dram*."—De Quincey : Work* (ed. 1863). 11. &

auc tion-e'er, v.t. [From the substantive.]

To dispose of goods by auction.
" Estates are landscapes, gazed upon awhile,
Then advertised, and auctioncer'd away."

Covper : Ta*\. bk. 11L

auc tion-e ered, pa. par. [Auctioneer, *.]

auc tion -e'er-Ing, pr. par. & adj. [Auc-
tioneer, v.]

t auc'-tlve, a. [From Lat. auctus, pa. par. of

augeo. ] Increasing. (Johnso n.)

* auo-tor -I-te, s. [Fr. autoriU.) Authority.
". . . and certes rightfully may ye take no ven-

geance, as of youre own* auctoriti."—Chaucer: Tat*

of itelibeue.

* auc'-tour, s. [Author.]

au'-cu-ba, s. [Japanese name.] A genus of

plants belonging to the order Cornaceas, or

Cornels. The only known species in A. Ja~

vonioa, a well-known evergreen, with leaves

like those of the laurel in form and mottled

with yellow. It grows in British gardens.

au cu -pa -tion, s. [Lat. aucupatio ; from
aucupor = to go a bird-catching ; avceps,

contr. for aviceps = a bird-catcher; aviss
bird, and capio = to take.] Bird-catching;
fowling. (Johnson.)

au da cious (clous as shua), a. [From Fr.

uudacieux ; Sp. & Port, audaz ; Ital. audaos.)

Lat. audax ; from audeo = to dare, to venture.]

Adventurous, bold, daring, spirited.

1 1. In a good or an indifferent sense ; BraTS

;

valiant
" A udJiciout Hector I If the gods ordain
That great Achilles rise and rave agrln,
What toils attend thee, aud what woea remain 1

"

Pope: Bomer't Iliad, bk. X., 1U-1M.

2. In a bad sense

:

(a) Of persons: Bold, impudent ; with shame-

less effrontery ; with contempt for law, human
and divine.

"Of the members of the House of Commons wh«
were animated by these feelings, the fiercest and most
audaciotu waa Howe."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

(6) Of conduct ; Proceeding from and indi-

cating boldness in a bad sense ; the offspring

of shameless effrontry.
" Such is thy audaciout wickedness.

Thy lewd, pestifroun and dissentlous pranks.
Shakesp. : 1 Henry VI., til. 1.

au da -cious-ly (cious as shus), adv.

[Eng. audacious; sun", -ly.] In an audacious

manner ; boldly, impudently. (Shakesp.

:

Love's Labour's Lost, v. 2.)

au da cious ness (cious an shus), «.

[Eng. audacious; -ness.] The quality of being

audacious ; boldness, impudence, audacity.

(P. Holland ; Livy, p. 468.)

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we. wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, full ; try, Syrian. «, ob = e. ey= a. qu - lew.
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S>n~dac'-I-tjf, s. [From Lat. audacis, genit.

of audax = audacious, bold,, and Eng. stiff.

Uy.] In Ft. audace ; Port., Ital., & Lat.
atufocia.] Capacity for doing daring deeds,

1. In a good, or at least in an indifferent
sense : Courage, daring, valour, gallantry,

"Another lawyer of mure rigour and audacity."—
Macaulay : Hut. Jinn-, ch. It.

2. In a bad sense : Hardihood, effrontery,
impudence ; capability of boldly doing deeds
involving contempt for law, human and divine.

Au-de an ism, Au daa -an ism, Au-
dl'-an-ism, 5. [From Audarns or Audius, a
native of Mesopotamia, who lived in the fourth
century. He became a Syrian bishop ; but
having incurred odium among his brethren for
censuring their avarice and luxury, he was
banished to Scythia.] The followers of the
Audams or Audius mentioned above, who was
said to have held the anthropomorphic view,
founded on Gen. i. 26, 27, that God had a

body in the image of which that of man was
created. [Anthrofomorphite.]

au-dl-bll'-l-t& s. [From Low Lat. audibUis

;

and Eng. suffix -*•.] Audibleness ; capability
of being heard. (Journal of Science.)

au'-di-ble, a. & s. [la Ital. audibile ; from
Low Lat. audibilis = audible ; audio = to
hear. Cognate with Gr. av6au> (audao) = to
utter sounds, to speak, and av$ij (crude) = the
human voice ; from the root ma or aus, in
Sansc. vad = to speak ; also with Gr. oSs (ous),

genit. umk (otos) — an ear.] [Ear.]

A. As adjective : Which may be heard ; loud
enough to be heard ; actually heard.

" His respiration quick and audible'
Wordsworth : Excursion, hk. viil.

t B. As substantive : Anything which may
be heard or which is heard.

"... and of articulate voices, tones, songs, and
aiiaverings, in audible*."—Bacon • Hat. Ilitt., Cent.
ivftm

au (li ble ness, s. [Eng. audible; -ness.]

The quality of being able to be heard ; audi-
bility. (Johnson.)

au'-di-bl& adv. [Eng. audibl(e) ; Ay. ) In an
audible manner. So as to be heard.

" Mala ocean, breaking audibly, . .
."

Wordsworth : Viewfrom the Top of Black Comb.

au'-di-ence, s. [In 8w. audiens; Ger. au-

dienz; Dan. k. Fr. audience; 8p. At Port.
audiencia ; Ital. audienza, audienzia; all from
Lat. audientia.]

A, Ordinary language :

L The act or opportunity of hearing ; hear-
ing, listening ; attention.

"Let thine handmaid. I pray thee, speak In thine
audietice."— 1 Ham. xxv. 34.

To give audience is to give ear, to listen, to
attend.

"Men of Israel, and ye that fear God, glv audience."
—Acti xiii. 16.

IL The state or opportunity of being heard,
listened to, or attended to.

1. In a general sense

:

"Unhappily sarcasm and inveetfre directed against
William were but too likely to find favourable au-
dience."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

2. Spec. : A formal interview granted to im-
portant personages, particularly to an ambas-
sador presenting his credentials or making a
communication to a sovereign ; also a private
interview with a monarch given to a court
favourite.

" This was the state of affairs when, on the next day
(the 2nd), Lord Augustus Loftus was admitted to an
audience, . . ."—Time; Nov, 24. 1876.

" He was every day summoned from the gallery into
the closet, and sometimes had long audiences while
peers were kept waiting in the auto-chambers.*1—
Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

UL The person or persons hearing, listening,
or attending.

Gen.: An assemblage of hearers; an auditory.
"... still govern thou my song,

Urania, and fit audience And, though few."
Milton ; P. L., bk. vii.

"The king meanwhile surveyed his audience from
the throne with that bright eagle eye which nothing
•scaped."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. XV.

B. Technically

:

1. In England: The same as Audience-
court (q. v.).

" None to he cited Into the arches or audience, bnt
dwellers within the archbishop's dioceee or peculiars."—Const. 4 Canons Eccl. H.

2. In Spain ; One of the seven supreme
courts.

3. In Spanish America before it became inde-
pendent : The supreme court of justice and its

jurisdiction.

"... as little as the aboriginal population of Darien
regarded the authority of toe Spanish Viceroy* and
Audiences."—Macaulay : Mitt. Eng., ch. xxiv.

audience-chamber, s. A chamber in
which formal audiences are granted.

" He summoned all the princes now resident In this
court, to appear before him in the great audience-
chamber."—Translation of Boccalini (1«26), p. M.

audience-court, s. A court belonging
to the Archbishop of Canterbury. Being ac-

customed formerly to hear causes extrajudi-
cially in his own palace, he usually requested
that difficult points should be discussed by
men learned in the law, called auditors, whence
ultimately sprung up by slow degrees a court
held to have equal authority with that of
Arches, though inferior to it both in dignity
and antiquity. The audience-court is now
merged in the Court of Arches, the duties of
its former presiding officer being discharged
by the Dean of the Arches.

* au'-di-ent, *• [Lat. audiens, pr. par. of

audio — to hear.] A hearer.

"The audientt of her sail story felt great motions
both of pity and admiration for her misfortune."—
Shelton : Trantl. of Don Quixote, iv. 2.

audi 6m -et-er, au-dim'-et-er, s. [Lat.
audio = to hear, and Gr. u.rrpov (metron) =
measure.] An instrument devised by Prof.
Hughes, the inventor of the microphone, and
described by Dr. Richardson at a meeting of
the Royal Society in 1879. Its object is to
measure with precision the sense of hearing.
Among its constituent parts are an induction
coil, a microphone key, and a telephone.

au-di-om-et'-ric, <*• lEn g- avdiometer; -ie.]

Pertaining to or connected with audiometry.

au-dl-6m'-6t-I*$f, s. [Eng. audiometer; -y.)

The act or practice of testing the sense of
hearing, by means of the audiometer (q.v.).

au'-d£-ph6ne, s. [Lat. audio = to hear, and
Gr. (poiof (phone) = a sound.]

Acoustics : An instrument which enables
deaf mutes to hear, and by which they can
be taught to speak. A triangular plate of

hardened caoutchouc, very sensitive to sound
vibrations, is its essential part. The patient,

holding the audiphone, places the upper edge
against his upper teeth ; the sounds are gath-
ered and conveyed to the auditory nerve by
the teeth, and not by the tympanum.

au -dit, s. [Lat. auditus = a hearing.]

1. The examination ofan account by persons
appointed to test its accuracy, by comparing
each item with vouchers, adding up each page,
and at last authoritatively stating the sum
owing or at credit. (Used literally or figura-

tively.)
" Yet I can make my audit up, that all

Prom me do hack receive the flour of all.

And leave me but the bran."
Bhakesp. : Coriolanus, i. I.

" To steal from spiritual leisure a brief span.
To keep your earth) v audit."

Ibid. : King Henry VIII., Hi. 2.

2. The account as thus tested and verified.

(Used UL, or fig.)
" He took my father grossly, full of bread,
With all his crimes nruad blown, and flush as Hay

;

And how hu audit stands who knows save heav'n 1

Bhakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 3.

audit-bouse, s. A house appendant to
most cathedrals, aud designed for the transac-
tion of business connected with them.

44 The church of Canterbury (till within this two
or three years) had the morning-prayers at seven or
eight of the clock in the morning

; the sermon at ten
in the audit-house; and then the rest of the com-
munion-service, and the communion, in the choir."—
Sir 0. Wheler : Ace of Churches, p. 116.

audit-Office, s. The office in which the
public accounts of the empire are audited.

au'-dit, v.t. k i. [Audit, s.]

A. Transitive : Carefully to examine (the
account of another person), and formally and
authoritatively certify to (its) accuracy.

"Bishops' ordinaries, auditing all accounts, take
twelve pence."—Ayliffe: Parergon.

B. Intransitive ; To ascertain and certify
the accuracy of an account.

" I love exact dealing, and let Hocus audit ; he
knows how the inouey was disbursed."—Arbuthnot.

au di tion, *. [In Fr. audition; from Lat.
auditio.} Hearing. (Walpole : Letters, ii. 333.)

au'-di-tive, a. [In Ft. auditif; 8p. & Port
auditivo.] Having the power of hearing.
(Cotgrave.)

au'-dlt-6r, * au'-dl-tour, *. [In Ger.
auditor= a regimental judge ; Fr. auditeur =.
a hearer, an auditor of accounts ; Sp. auditor

r

oidor ; Ital. auditore — an inferior judge ; Latl
auditor = (1) a hearer, (2) a pupil, (3) the
reader of a book ; from audio = to hear, to
understand, to learn, to examine.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. A hearer ; one of an audience.
** Workers of. Ooddes word, not audltoun."

Chaucer; C. T., 7,518-19.

" His vigorous and animated discourse doubtlew
called forth the loud hums of his auditort,"--
Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. x.

2. One appointed to examine accounts,
compare the several items with the corre-
sponding vouchers, and finally certify to the
accuracy of the whole. In general, two
auditors act together, to give greater weight
to the statement signed as to the accuracy of
the account

" /'lav. If you suspect my husbandry, or falsehood.
Call me before the exactest audit-on.
And set me on the proof."

Shakesp, I Timon of Athens, IL t

Auditors are, of course, required for the
Government accounts.

"The house swarmed with placemen of all kinds,
. . . tellers, auditort, receivers."

—

Macaulay: Hist.
Eng., ch. xix.

B. Technically

;

Account-keeping

:

1. In Vie United Kingdom

:

* (a) Auditors of tlie. Imprest were officers

of the Exchequer who formerly audited the
accounts of the Customs' receipts, the naval
and military expenditure, &c. This office has
been entirely abolished, its functions being
now discharged by commissioners appointed
for auditing the public accounts, who at first

were five in number, but were subsequently
raised to ten.

(&) Auditors of burgh accounts; By 5 and
6 William IV., c. 76, the burgesses of each
municipal corporation annually elect from
among those qualified to be councillors two
auditors to audit the accounts of the borough.
By subsequent acts they have been rendered
disqualified to be councillors.

2. In Scotland, the Auditor of the Court of
Session is a functionary who, wiien costs are
awarded, examines the several accounts, taxes
the charges if needful, and finally gives a
certificate, without which the money cannot
be paid.

au-dl-to'r-X-um, s. [Additort, ».]

1. The place allotted to au audience as in a
a church or public hall, or to visitors, as in a
monastery.

2. Also (U. S.) a building for public meet-
ings or public performances.

au'-dit-^r-shXp, 8. [Eng. auditor ; and suff

.

-ship.] The office, dignity, or functions of an
auditor.

". . , tlie aitdiforthip of tlif exchequer." — Johnton :

Life Of Halifax. (Jtichardton,

)

au'-dIt-6r-& * au dit or io, a. [From
Lat. auditorius = relating to a hearer or
hearing ; from audio = to hear.]

1. Ord. Lang. & Anat. : Pertaining to the
organs of hearing.

2. Perceived by means of the organs of
hearing.

"... the auditory perception of the report."—A try
on Sound (196B), p. 135.

T[ Tlie Auditory Artery is a ramification of
the internal carotid one, the several branches
of which are distributed through the brain.

The Auditory Canal, or external meatus of
the ear, is considered to belong to the external
portion of that organ. It extends inward
from the concha for rather more than an inch.

Part of it is cartilaginous and part osseous.

(Todd & Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol, ii. , p. 67.)

The Auditory Nerve, called also the Acoustic
Nerve, enters the ear by tlie internal auditory
canal, and divides into two leading branches,
which again subdivide to an amazing extent.

It is remarkably soft in texture. The audi-
tory and the facial nerves together consti-

tute the seventh pair of nerves in Willis's

arrangement.
" We wish to extend our inquiries from the auditory

nerve to the optic nerve."—Tyudall : Frag, of Science
(3rd eu.), vii. nta.

boll, bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; fdn, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist. -Inc.
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -fion, -sion = shun, -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -blef -die, &c. = ftfft det
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au dit-or-f, * an -dltdr-Ie, au-dl-

to r-I-Um, s. [In Fr. auditoire ; Port, audi-

toria'= the tribunal of an auditor ; avditorio

= people assembled for bearing ; Sp. & Ital

auditorial a. court, a sessions house; 8w.,

Dan., k Ger. auditorium, from Lat. auditorium
= (1) a lecture-room, a hall of justice ; (2) a

school
; (3) (by metonymy) an audience, per-

sons assembled for hearing.] [Auditorvf adj. ]

A. Of the form auditorium:

Arch. In ancient Aurches : The nave ; that

part of the church in which the audience sat.

B. Of the forms auditory and * auditorie :

L Of places or things

:

1. A hall, an apartment, or a portion of a

hall or apartment in which an audience sits.

2. A bench on which a judge sits in a law-

court.

H Of persons : An audience ;
people as-

sembled to hear.

"SeverM of this auditory were, perhaps, entire

•trailer* to the person whose death we now lament. —
Atterbury.

audi tress, *. [The feminine form of Eng.

auditor.] A female hearer.

"... such pleasure she reserr'4,

Adam relating, she sole auditrct*."
Milton: P.L.,Vk.rUL

t audit -u-al, a. [From Lat. auditus =
hearing, and Eng. suffix -a/.] Pertaining to

hearing. (Coleridge)

* aue, * anen, v. Old forms of Have.

* auede, pret. of v. Old form of Had.

au-er-bach'-ite, s. [Named after Dr. Auer*
bach.) A mineral, believed by Dana to be
simply altered zircon.

ant s. [Dut alf.) A fool, a silly person.

[Oaf.]

an fait (it silent), used as an adj. [Fr. (lit)=
to the deed ; also in fact, indeed, in reality.]

Acquainted with, skilled in.

* au fald, a. The same as Afald (q.v.).

Au-ge an, a. [From Lat. Augeas, in Or.

Avye'w (Augeas), or Avyctot (Augeias) ; and
Eng. sun. -an.]

1. Class. Myth. : Pertaining to Augeas, one
of the Argonauts, king of Elis, who was repre-

sented as having a stable, or cow-house, which
had been occupied for thirty years by 300

of his cattle, without ever once having been
cleansed. Hercules undertook the great task,

and succeeded completely in his endeavour, by
turning the course of the rivers Alpheus and
Peneus through the polluted stable. He next
slew the king, who had defrauded him of his

hire, and put on the throne Phyleus, the son
of the erring monarch.

2. Pertaining to whatever has been too long
neglected, and cannot now, without Herculean
labour, be put right

au-gel-lte, s. [In Ger. augelith; from Or.

airyjj (augi) m bright light, radiance, and sufT.

-ite.) A colourless or pale-red mineral, with
its lustre strongly pearly on cleavage surfaces.

The composition is—phosphoric acid, 35 '8
;

alumina, 513; and water, 13*4 = 100. It is

found in the province of Scania, in Sweden.

au ger, * au gre (gre as ger), s.

naff, nafu — the nave or middle of a i

(A.S.
i wheel,

gar=% borer, pierc-

er; nafe^bor= a nave-
borer, an auger.
Bosworth asks if

nofegar has not also
the same meaning

;

gar = a dart, jave-

lin, spear, lance, or
weapon ; in 8w. na-
foare ; IceL nafarr;
Dut. avegaar ; Mod.
Ger. naber; O. H.
Ger. nabager mean
= an auger. Thus n
has been dropped
from the beginning
of the word.]

1. An instrument
used for boring T
holes in wood, or auger.
other soft substance.
It is used by carpenters, shipwrights, Joiners,

wheelwrights, and cabinet-makers. It con-

sists of a wooden handle and an iron shank,

with a steel bit terminating it at the bottom.
" The auger hath a handle and bit ; its office Is to

make great round holes. When you use it, the stuff

you work upon is commonly laid low under you that
you may the easier use your strength : for in twisting

the hit about by the force of both your hands, on each
end of the handle one, it cuts great chips out of the
stuff. "—Moxon : Mechanical Exercise*.

"Men. What'* the news T what's the news?
Com, Tour temples burned in their cement, and

Tour franchises, whereof you stood, confined
Into an augre't bore."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, it. 6.

2. An instrument of a similar kind, but on

a much larger scale, used for boring into the

soil, or through the geological strata for water,

to ascertain the character of the subsoil or

of the beds traversed. It has connecting-

rods to adapt it to the different depths re-

quired.

auger-hole, * augre-hole, *. A hole

drilled by an auger.
" What should be spoken here, where our fate.

Hid in an auger-hot*, may rush, and seise us?"
Shakesp. : Macbeth, ii. S.

auger shell, s. The English name of

the shells belonging to the genus Terebra. It

is given in consequence of their being long

and pointed. None of the recent species are

British. [Terebra.]

au'-gSt, au'-ge'tte, s. [Ft. auget = a trough. ]

Mil. : A wooden pipe containing the powder
designed to be used in exploding a mine.

(James.)

aught, fought (on as a), "aunt, "aght,
* aht (gh and h guttural or mute), s. & adv.

[A. 8. aht, awht, auht, awiht, auruht, owiht,

owuht = aught, anything, some ; a or o = one

;

untht, wiht — (1) aught, something, anything

;

(2) a thing, a creature, a wight, an animal ; 0.

H. Ger. wiht ; Goth. twift(=a thing, anything.]

[Aoht, Aught, Whit, Wight.]

At As substantive

:

1. Generally: Anything, whether great or

small.
" Whn digging, round the plant, still hangs his head.

Nor aught remit* the work, while thus he said."

Pope : Bomer's Odyssey, bk. xxiv., 886-4.

2. Spec.: The smallest portion of anything,

a whit, a jot, or tittle.

B. As adverb : In anything, in any respect.

" Thy sire and I were one : nor varied aught
In public sentence, or in private thought

Pope : Homer't Odyssey, bk. 111.. US-«.

•f Aught = anything, is sometimes errone-

ously spelled ought, and thus confounded with

ought = should, or is under an obligation. It

would tend to clearness if the former were
uniformly spelled, as correctness requires,

with a, and the latter with o.

aught, aucht {gh and ch guttural), s. [Aoht,

Auht.] Possession, property. (Scotch.)

" Bdle Ochiltree caught hold of the rein, and stopped

his further proceeding. ' Whu's aught, ye cullant?
'

"

—Scott: Antiquary.

Bad Aught: " A bad property." (Usedofan
obstinate ill-conditioned child.) (Jamieson.)

aught, aucht (gh and ch guttural), pret. ofv.t.

[Agh.] Possessed as one's property. (Old

Eng. db Scotch.) [Aucht.]

* a ught and, * a ght-and (gh guttural), pr.

par. [Auoht, Aght.] Owing.
"That the debt* aughtand be our armie—or pro-

pertie aughtand be omceeris and soldiouris.'—Acti

Choi. I. led. 1814), t. S47.

• aught-where (gh gutturalX * [Eng.

aught; where.) Anywhere.
"... that he had aughttohere a wife for his estate."

—Chaucer: Legend of Good Women, 1.5,'W. (5. in
Boucher.)

au'-gite, au'-gite, a [In Ger. augii, Ac. In
Lak augites ; Gr. avyCrns (augites), a precious

stone, supposed by some to be the turquoise ;

avyij (augi) = bright light, radiance. ] An im-
portant mineral, interesting from its geolo-

gical as well as its mineralogical relations.

The term has not always been used in the
same sense.

1. Formerly : The augite of Werner was the
same as what has been called volcanic schist

and volcanite.

2. Now: Dana applies the name augite to

the greenish or brownish-black and black
kinds of aluminous pyroxene, found chiefly in

eruptive, but sometimes also in metamorphic
rocks. [Pyroxene.] When altered into horn-
blende it is called Tralite (q.v.). Augite was
once suspected by many mineralogists to be

essentially the same mineral as hornblende,
differing only in this respect, that the former
species resulted from rapid and the latter from
slow cooling. But Dana separates the two,
regarding hornblende as an aluminouB variety

of amphibole [Amphibole], and not of py-
roxene. [Hornblende.] Whatever its exact

place in the system, it is so much akin to
hornblende that Gustav Rose, fusing a mass
of the latter mineral, found that on cooling

it uniformly became augite. Both are found
in modern and in ancient volcanic products.

The green and dark kinds of eruptive rock
have hornblende or augite predominant, while

the reddish ones owe their colour to the

abundance of felspar in their composition.

In Britain augite occurs separately as a mineral

in the trap rocks around Edinburgh and else-

where.

auglte-roclt, 5. A kind of basalt, or

greenstone, composed wholly or chiefly of

granular augite. (Leonhard, hyell, Sac.)

au-gft'-lc, au-git'-Ic, a. [Eng. augit(e); -ic]

Pertaining to augite, or composed in greater

or lesser amount of augite.
" It was also remarked, that in the crystalline slags

of furnaces, augitic forms were frequent, the horn-
blendic entirely absent ; hence it was conjectured that
hornblende might be the result of slow, and augite of

rapid cooling."—LyeU : Man. of QeoL, 4th ed., p. ML

augitic porphyry. A volcanic rock,

consisting of Labrador felspar and augite on a
green or dark-grey base. (Rose, Lyell, <£c)

augment', v.t. [In Fr. avgmenter; 8p. &
Port, augmentar ; Ital. aumentare ; from Lat
avgmento, -avi, -atum, v.t.= to increase ; augeo,

fut avxi = to increase ; Gr. avfarw (auxanS),

and avf« (auxo) = to increase.] [See Wax,
Eke.]

A. Trans. : To increase the size of any-

thing ; to make anything larger, in reality or

to the imagination.

"... old taxes were augmented or continued."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., chap. xxii.

" At half this distance the attraction would be aug-
mented four time*."—Tyndall : Frag, of Scienca, 9n
ed.. L U.

" Augment the fame and horror of the fight"
Pope .- Homer't Iliad, bk. xrL. TM.

B. Intrans. : To increase.
" Strength is deriv'd from spirits and from blood :

And those augment by generous wine and food
Pope : Homer t Iliad, bk. xix., lSt-att.

aug-ment, *. [In Ger. t augment; Ft. <ncff*

ment ; Port, augmento ; Ital. aumento ; Lat
augmentum, from augeo — to increase.]

A- Ordinary Language

:

1, The act of augmenting or increasing ; tha

state of being augmented or increased.

2. That by which anything is increased

;

also the time during which increase takes

place.
" You shall find this augment of the tree to be wttk*

out the diminution of one drachm of the earth."—
Walton: Angler.
" Discntients are improper In the beginning of lav

flammations. but proper when mixed with reptllants

in the augment."'— Wiseman.

B. Technically

:

L Philol. dt Gram. : In Greek grammar, a
prefix to the past tenses and to the paulo-

post future, intended to distinguish them from
other tenses. The augment to the perfect

and the paulo-post future prefix the initial

consonant with c, and retain the syllable thus

formed through all the moods. In this case

the augment is called the reduplication. Thus
from twtw (tuptd) comes re'rv^M (tetvpha),

rentyouAi (tetupsomai), where re (te) is the

augment. Constituting, as it does, a syllable,

it is called a syllabic augment. Sometimes
the augment is formed by substituting for a

snort vowel its corresponding long one, as

ihiriCta (elpidzo), yhmCov (elpidzon); the aug-

ment thus produced is termed a temporal

augment.

t Dr. Donaldson, in 1839, published tha

hypothesis that the augment is proi*rly a

pronominal particle, denoting distance or re-

moteness, originally in space and then in time

;

a view which has since been adopted by Bopp,

Garnett, Curtius, and others. (Donaldson

:

New Cratylvs, 3rd ed., 1869, p. 508, Note.)

There is an augment in Sanscrit as well as In

Greek.

augment -able, a. [Eng. augment ; -able.]

Able to be augmented ; able to be increased.

" Our elixirs be augmmtabte infinitely."

AthmoU: Theat. Chem (16M). p. «*

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,

•r, wore, wolf, work, who, sin; mute, onto, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, », o» = o. *y = a. qu =
P*,
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sug men-ta' tion, s. [In Fr. augmentation

;

Sp. augmentation; Port, augmentagao ; Ital.

augumentazione, aumeiitazione.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of augmenting or increasing.

"They would not, he thought, be much alarmed by
any augmentation of power which the Euiperor might
obUm. — Mataulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

2. The state of being augmented.
"What modification of matter can make one embryo

capable of bo prodigiously vast augmentation, while
another is confined to the minuteness of an Insect"
— Bentley.

3. The amount added to produce the in-

crease.

"... the amount of the attgmentation it would be
ridiculous to attempt to estimate."

—

J. 8, Mill ; Logic,
vol. it, ]>. 101.

B. Technically

:

1, Astronomy. Augmentation of the Moon's
Semi-diameter : The increase in her apparent
magnitude, due to the difference between her
distance from the observer and the centre of
the earth.

2. In Heraldry. Arms of Augmentation of
Honour are a grant from one's sovereign of an
additional charge on a coat of arms for a meri-
torious service rendered, or for some other
cause. (Glossary of Heraldry, 1847.) They
are called also Arms of Concession of Honour.

augmentation court. A court erected
by King Henry VIII., for the increase of the
revenues of his crown, by the suppression of

* monasteries.

aug-ment -a-trve, a. & s. [In Fr. augmen-
tatif; Ital. augumentativo.]

A. As adjective: Having the power of in-
creasing any particular thing, or actually
increasing it

" Some of them (terminations of verbal nouns] being
augment,u ire, some diminutive."—Instructions for
Oratory, p. 82.

B. As substantive ; A word which expresses
In an augmented form—that is, with increased
force—the idea conveyed by the simple word
from which it was derived. Tnus the Indian
term Maharajah (in Mahratta maha = great,
rajah = king) is an augmentative of the simple
word rajah. It is opposed to diminutive. To
the latter category belongs the word kinglet
Qcing, and let — little).

aug-ment'-ed, pa. par. [Augment, v.)

" Precipitate thee with augmented pain."
J/ilton: P,L.,Vk.Yi.

aug-ment'-er, s. [Eng. augment; -er. In
Fr. augmenteur. ] One who or that which
augments or increases anything.]

"The Egyptians, who were the world's seminaries
for arts, ascribe all to learning, as to its patroness and
augmenter."— Waterhout: Apol. for Learn., *c. {1*53),

p. in.

augment -ing, pr. par. & a. [Adoment, v.]

and hence the increased supply, required by
)g population, is sometimes raised at an aug-

menting cost by higher cultivation."—J. 3. MM :

increasing population, is sometimes raised at an au
menting cost by higher cultivation."
Polit. Scon., vol. i.. bk. L, ch. xii, f 1

[Algorithm.] Arith-

* au'-gre, *. [Auger.]

•au'-gryin, s. & a.

metic.

augrym-stones. Stones or counters
formerly used to aid in arithmetical calcula-
tion.

" His augrym-stones, leyen faire apart."
Chaucer : C. T., S.S10

Augs burg, s. & a. [From the city of Augs-
burg (called by the Romans Augusta), in
Bavaria.]

Augsburg Confession. A confession
of faith, rough hewn by Luther and polished
by Melanchthon, which, being subscribed by
the Reformers, was read before the Emperor
Charles V., at the diet of Augsburg, on the
35th of June, 1530. It is sometimes called the
Augustan Confession. (See the etym.)

au'-gur, *. [In Sw., Ger., & Port, augur; Fr.,
augure ; Sp. (pi.) augures ; Ital. auguratore,
augura, augures (m.), and auguratrice (f.) ; all

from Lat. augur.] [Augury.]

1. A member of the college of augurs at
Rome, a highly dignified corporation who pre-
tended to predict future events by the methods
described under Augury (q.v.). Being con-
sulted on all important occasions, they long
gossessed enormous powers in the Roman
tate ; but as knowledge increased they were

applied to only for form's sake, and at last not
at all.

"Casar. What say the augurt t

Servant. They would not have you stir forth to-day :

Plucking the entrails of an offering forth.
They could not find an heart within the beast."

.sha/ccsp. : Julius Cesar, ii. %
" Oh ! spare an augur's consecrated head."

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xxii., 555.

2. Any person who attempts to read futurity,
and predict events which have not yet oc-
curred.
" Twaa false thou know'st—but let such augurt rue.
Their words are omens Insult renders true."

Byron: The Corsair, III.

au'-gur, v.i. & t. [In Ger. augurirtn; Fr. au-
gurer; Port, angurar, agourar; Ital augurare;
from Lat. auguror = (1) to act as augur, (2) to
forebode ; auguro — (1) to consult by means of
augurs, (2) to consecrate by means of augurs,
(3) to forebode.] [Augur.]

A. Intrans. : To form auguries, prognosti-
cations or guesses regarding future events

;

to anticipate, to conjecture.
" They deemed him now unhappy, though at first
Their evil Judgment auguraot the wont."

Byron : Lara, 11. 8.

B. Trans. : To prognosticate ; to presage ; to
forbode : as, That augured mischief. (Usually
of things.)

au'-gur-al, a. [In Fr. & Port, augural; Ital.

augurale'; Lat. auguralis.] Pertaining to an
augur or to augury.

"The augural crook of Romulus."—Lewis: Cred.
Early Rom. Hut., ch. iv., f 8.

" Persons versed In augural Ion."—Ibid., ch. x., J 8.

au gur ate, s. [Auourate, v.] The office

or dignity of an augur.
"The powers of the augurate."—Penny Cyclop., 111. M.

t au gur-ate, v.i. k t. [Lat. auguratus, pa.

par. of auguror.] [Auour, v.]

au-gur-a'-tion, s. [In Sp. auguracion ; from
Ij&t.'auguratio.] The act, practice, or art of
pretending to presage future events, either in

the manner of the Roman augurs, or in any
other way.

" Claudius Pulcher underwent the like success when
he continued the trit>udi*ry augurations."—Browne:
Vulgar Errours.

au gured, pa. par. & a. [Augur, v.]

t au' gur er, s. [Eng. augur; -er.) The
same as Auour (q.v.).

** And the persuasion of his augurers.
May hold him from the Capitol to-day."

Shakesp. : Julius Caesar, It L

au-giir- I-al, a. [In Sp. augurial ; Lat. au-
gurialit, for auguralis.] Pertaining or re-

lating to augury.

"On this foundation were built the conclusions of
soothsayers in their augurial and tripudiary divina-
tions. "—Browne.

au'-gur-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Augur, v.]

" The people love me, and the sea. is mine

;

My power s a crescent, and my auguring hope
Says, it will come to the full.''

Shakesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, ii. 1.

au'-gur-ist, s. [Lat. augur, and Eng. suff.

-ist, ] One who practises augury ; an augur.

* au'-gur-Ixe, v.t. [Lat. augur, and Eng.
suff. -ize.) To augur. (Johnson.)

au -gur-ous, a. [Lat. augur, and Eng. suffix

-ous.] Full of augury
; prescient, presaging,

foreboding.
" So fear'd

The fair-man'd horses, that they flew back, and their
chariots turn'd.

Presaging in their augurous hearts the labours that
they mourn'd." Chapman : Iliad.

au'-gur-Ship, s. [Lat. augur, and Eng. suff.

ship. ] The office or dignity of an augur.
"... though it is true that In the augurship

nobility was more respected than age."—Bacon : Hist.
of Life and Death (1658). (Richardson.)

au'-gur-^, * au'-gur-ie, *. [In Fr. augure

;

O. Fr. aur, whence in Mod. Fr. comes malheur
= misfortune = Old Fr. mal aur; in Lat.
malum, augurum = evil augury. In 8p.
aguero ; from Prov. augior, augur = an omen

;

Port & Ital. augurio ; Ger. & Lat. augurium

;

from avis m bird, and gur =: telling. Gur
appears again In Lat. garrio = to chatter, and
garrulus = chattering, and is from Sansc gur
and gri = to shout. (Max Mutter : Science of
Language, 6th ed., vol. ii., 1871, pp. 265, 206.).]

L The act or practice of pretending to prog-
nosticate future events.

1. After the manner of the old Roman col-
lege of augurs [Auour], namely, by noting the
flight or singing of particular birds ; the
avidity or otherwise with which the sacred
chickens devoured their food ; the movements
of quadrupeds ; and the occurrence of light-
ning, thunder, or both, in particular parts
of the sky.

" And they Inquired of the sods by augury to know
which of theui should give his name to the city."

—

Arnold: Hist. Home, ch.T

2. In any other way.
" The very children who pressed to see him pass ob-

served, and long remembered, that his look was wid and
full of evil augury."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

3. An augural rite or ceremony.

II. That which is augured ; an omen ; a
prognostication ; a prophecy ; a vaticination.

*' If such thy will, dispatch from yonder sky
Thy sacred bird, celestial augury/"

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. xxiv., MM.

au-gust', o. [In Fr. auguste ; Lat. augustus
= (1) sacred, venerable, (2) majestic, august;
either from augeo = to cause to increase, or
from augur. A title given by the Roman
Senate to Octavianus when confirming him
in the imperial dignity.] Sacred, majestic

;

fitted to inspire reverence ; not to be touched
without awe. Used—

1. Of royal or princely personages

:

" Her Majesty, and three, at least, of her august
daughters, were amongst the subscribers to the fund."—De Quincey : Works (ed. 18«8), voL ii., p. 2*.

2. Of anything appertaining to such digna-
taries:

" He was far too wise a man not to know, when he
consented to shed that august blood[thatof Charles I.L
that he was doing a deed which was inexpiable."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. L

3. In a more general sense, of anything grand
and magnificent

:

" And still let man his fabrics rear,
A ugust in beauty, grace, and strength."

1/•marts : Ivy Song.

4. Of the Divine Being or His arrangements
for the government of the universe :

" The trumpet—will it sound, the curtain rise.
And show th' august tribunal of the skies,"

Cowper: Retirement.

Au'-giist, s. [In Dan. & Ger. August; Sw.
Augusti ; Dan. Augustus, Oogst ; Fr. AoUt

;

Sp. and Ital. Agosto ; Lat. Augustus, from
Augustus, the first Roman emperor.]

1. Formerly : The sixth month of the old
Alban or Latin year, which began with March,
and not with January. At first it was called
in consequence Sextilis, from sextus= the sixth.

Afterwards the senate altered that name into
Augustus, in honour of Augustus Csesar, the
first Roman emperor, who during this month
was created consul, three times over obtained
triumphs, subdued Egypt, and terminated the
civil war.

2. Now : The eighth month of the year In
this and other parts of the Christian world.
In England the first Monday in August is a
Bank holiday. [Bank Holiday.]

"August was dedicated to the honour of Augustus
Caesar, because in the same mouth he was created con-
sul, thrice triumphed in Rome, subdued Egypt to the
Roman empire, and made an end of civil wars ; being
before called Sextilis, or the sixth from March."—
Peacham.

Au-gus'-tan (IX a. [Lat. Augustanus.] Per-

taining to Augustus Csesar. As literature in

ancient Rome reached its highest development
during the reign of Augustus Ceesar, the ex-

pression " the Augustan age " of literature in
any country means the age in which it is at its

highest point. It was once common to regard
the reign of Queen Anne as the Augustan age
of English literature, which, however, there

can be little doubt, is still future.
" The Genius of the Augustan age
His head among Rome's ruins rear'd."

Cowper: On the Author of " Letters en
Literature.''

Au-gus' tan (2), a. [From Augusta, the old

Roman name of Augsburg, in Bavaria.] Per-

taining to Augsburg.

Augustan Confession.
Theology & Church History : What is now

commonly known as the Augsburg Confession

(q.v.).

Au gus tine?. Au-gus tin?, «. pi. [From

Augvatint.] [Auoustinians.]

Au-gufl-tin'-i-an, a. k t. [From Augustine

or St. Augnstint, the very eminent theologian

and Christian father, born at Tagaste, in

Numidia, on November 13th, A.D. 364; a

boil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-clan, -tian = shan. cton, tion, sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. tious, sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. » bcl, del.
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presbyter of Hippo Regius (now Bona, in

Algeria) from 391 ; and finally bishop of the

same Hippo from 395 to his death on the 28th

of August, 430.]

A. Asadjectivt: Pertaining to St. Augustine.

Augustinian Canons regular ; Canons whose
mode of life was regulated by what was con-

sidered to be the rule of St. Augustine.

[Canohb.] (Mosheim : Church Hist., Cent, xi.,

pt. il., ch. ii., § 29.)

Augustinian Eremites: The same as Augus-

tinians [B., 2 (q.v.).] (Ibid., Cent xiiL, pt
ii., ch. ii.,§§22, 23.)

B. As substantive

:

L Gen. ; Any follower of Augustine.

IL Spec (Plural) :

1. Those who follow Augustine in his views

of the doctrines of grace, which were essen-

tially what are now called Calvinistic

2. An order of monks called after Augustine.

Other English designations for them are

Augustine* or Augustine, and they are also

sometimes called Augustinian Eremites, or

simply Eremites. They were formed into an

order by Alexander IV., in 1256, he having

required various societies of Eremites—of

which some followed the rules of William the

Eremite, and others those of St Augustine

—to unite into one body. When, in 1272, the

orders of Mendicants were reduced by Pope

Gregory X. to four, the Augustinians were

one of these four. They are the same that

are called Austin friars. Their garb is black.

Au-gus'-tl-ous, a. [August, a.] The same
as August (q.v.). (Hacket : Life of Williams,

I lt>9.)

au gust -lft
adv. [Eng. august; -ly.] In an

august manner ; in a highly dignified manner

;

in a manner to inspire veneration or awe.

august -ness, s. [Eng. august; -ness.) The
quality of being august; dignity, venerable-

ness. (Johnson.)

* aunt. * aunte, * aght (0. Eng.), aucht
(Scotch) (gh and ch guttural), a. [A.8. eahta =
eight.] Eight. [Aght, Eight.] (Roo. de

Brunne, p. 122.)

* aunt (h guttural), 5. [Aght.Aht.] Property.

(S. in Boucher.)

* auht -end, (h gutturalX a. [A.8. eahta-tyne.]

Eighteenth.
" in hia auhUnd year."

Rob. de Brunne, p. 8S. (S. in Boucher.)

auk (in Provinc. Eng. alk), $. Ilcel. anlka;

Sw. a/to « a puffin; Dan. alke; Ger. alk

;

Mod. Lat alca ] [Alca.] The name given to

several sea-birds, especially the Great and the

Little Auk.

1. The Great Auk is the Alca impennis of

Linnfeus. [Alca, Alcid/B.] It was from two
to two and a-half feet high, with short wings

almost useless for flight. In the water, how-
ever, it moved with astonishing rapidity. It

occasionally visited Britain, but was essen-

tially a Northern bird. Its bones left behind

show that it was formerly abundant on the

shores of Iceland, Greenland, and Denmark.
This species became extinct towards the close

of the first half of the nineteenth century.

thb razok-biu, (alca torda).

2. The Little Auk of Pennant and others,
called also the Common Rotche, and the Little

White and Black Diver, is the Mergulus
melanoleueot of Yarrell's British Birds, the
M. alle of Carpenter and Dallas, and the Alca

alls of Linnaeus. It has the breast, the belly,

a dot above the eyes, and a stripe on the wing,

white ; the rest of the plumage black. Its

length is nine inches, and the extent of its

wings sixteen. Its dimensions are thus about

those of a large pigeon. It nestles in holes or

crevices on the bare rocks, laying one bluish-

nn egg. It is abundant in the Arctic seas.

scurs also in Britain.

3, One of the English names given to a bird,

the Razor-bill (Alca torda).

King of the Auks: A Scotch name for the

Great Auk (Alca impennU). [See No. 1.]

t auk-ward, cl [Awkward.]

faults. [Awl.]

au-la, s. [In Sp., Lat, &c., aula. In Gr.

auAij" (anil) = (1) a courtyard or its wall ; (2)

the court or quadrangle around which the

house itself was built ; (3) any court or hall

;

(4) (later) the court, or aula regia.}

1. A court baron. (Spelman.)

2. In some old ecclesiastical writers: The
nave of a church.

S. A. regia or regis : A court established by
William the Conqueror in his own hall, and
comprised of the great officers of state usually

attendant on his person. It was ultimately

transferred to Westminster HalL

au'-lsB-uni, s. [Lat. aulaeum ; Gr. auAata (au-

Jaia) = . . . a curtain; tapestry.]

* Bot. : A term sometimes applied by Lin-

neeus to a corolla.

au-laT-I-an, a. At *. [In Sp. & ItaL aula = a

royal palace ; Lat. aula ; Gr. auAij (aule) =
the front court of a Grecian house.]

1. Asadjectivt: Pertaining to a hall. (Smart,

Worcester, Ac.)

2. As substantive. In Oxford University:

The member of a hall as distinguished from a

collegian.

"Dr. Adams [Principal of Magdalen Hall] made a

little speech, and entertained the vice-chancellor and
auiariam with a glasa ot wine."—Life of A. Wood, p.

au'-lax, s. [Gr. aSAof (aulax) — a furrow, in

allusion to the furrows on the under side of

the leaves in one species.] A genus of plants

belonging to the order Proteacese, or Proteads.

The species are pretty shrubs, with narrow
leaves.

ftuld, a. [A.S. old, told.] Old. [Old.]

* L (Formerly English.)
" "Ti» pride that pulla the country down

:

Then take thine auld cloak about thee.

'

Shaiutp. : Othello, ii. 3.

2. (Now only Scotch.)

"Half the people of the baronyknow that their poor
auld laird ie somewhere here about."—Scott ; Mmm
eh.lxv.

auld farrant, a. Sagacious.
"This auld man, Ochiltree, is very akeely and

auld -/arrant about mony things."— Scoff 1 Anti-
quary, ch. xlii.

auld lang syne. [Scotch auld » Eng.
old ; lang = long ; syne = since. ] Long, long
ago ; referring to the time when friends now
in full maturity, if not even beginning to de-

cline, were boys accustomed to play together.

" But sea* between us braid ha'e roar'd.

Sin' auld lang tyn*.~
Burnt : Auld Lang Syn*.

auld-warld, a. Old world ; antique
;

belonging to a Btate of things which has now
passed away. (Scotch.)

au-let'-ic, a. [Lat. auleticus; Gr. a&krrriKos

(auletikos) — suitable for a pipe or flute ; avAos
(aulas) = a flute or other wind instrument

:

5m (ao), anfii (aemi), or avto (auo) = to blow.]

Pertaining to the pipe or flute. (Johnson.)

au lie, * au'-lick, a. & s. [In Fr. antique

;

Sp., Port, A Ital. aulico ; Lat. milieus =
pertaining to a princely court, princely ; Gr.
emAia-dc (aulikos) = of or for the court, courtier-

like. In ItaL aula is = a royal palace ; Lat.
aula = (1) the front court of a Grecian house,

(2) a palace, a castle, (3) princely power, (4)

the court, courtiers ; Gr. avAij (anlS) m (1) the
open court before a house, or its wall, (2)

(later) the court or quadrangle, (3) the hall

or vestibule, or any chamber, (4) (latest of all).

the court, courtiers. From at>, anf±t (ao, aerni)

m to blow—the court-yard being necessarily

open to the wind.]

A* Asadjectivt: Pertaining to a royal court.

H Aulic Council

:

(a) In the old German Empire, the name
formerly given to the personal council of the

Emperor, as contradistinguished from the

imperial chamber, which was the rapnma
court of the empire. It ceased when the

emperor died, but a fresh one was immediately
called into existence by his successor. The
supercession of the German Empire by the

Confederation of the Rhine, established under
the auspices of Napoleon I. in 1806, terminated

the old Aulic Council.

(6) A council at Vienna, established for the

management of the military a tlain* of Austria.

B. As substantive. At the Sorbonne, and
some foreign universities : The ceremony ob-

served when one receives the degree of Doctor

of Divinity. First an oration is addressed to

him by the Chancellor of the University, then

he receives the cap, and finally presides at

the disputation. Whilst the term aulic ia

used generally of the whole ceremony, it 1*

specially to the disputation that it is applied.

+ aul nage, $. [Alnage.]

t auT-nag-er, s. [Alnager.]

* auln, * aulne (I silent), s. [Attne.]

aulned (I silent), a. [Apparently altered from
Awn (q.v.X]

Heraldry : Awned, bearded. (Used of ears

of corn.)

aul -op-iis, s. [Gr. awAo* (aulas) = a flute,

and trows (pous)— a foot] A genus of fishes

belonging to the family Salmouidse.

au 16s - torn a, au 16s torn us, s. [Gr.

avAoc (aulas)= a flute, and o*to>o. (stoma) —
mouth. Flute-mouthed.] A genus of spiny-

finned fishes, of the family Fistularida. Like

the rest of the family, the snout ends in a

tube. The only known species is from the

Indian Ocean.

au-16 st&n'-i-dee, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. a

m(a), and Lat fern. pi. adj. suff. -idoz.] [Fis-

TULARID.*.]

* aul'-ter, s. [Altar.] The same as Altar
(q.v.).

*aul trage, * aul'-ter-age, s. [Altar-

age.] The same as Alterage (q.v.). (Scotch.}.

•au-mail, * au -mayl, v.t. [Auel, v.}

* au -mayld, pa. par. [Atjmail.]

•aum'-ble, * aum-b^L [Amble. 1

"aum'-br^. [Ambry.]

aume, s. The same as Aam (q.v.).

* au men er, *au'-mere, *. [Fr. aumonier

= an almoner.] An almoner

* au-mone, «. [Fr. aumdne = alms, charity.]

Law : A tenure by which lands are given in

alms to some church or religious house.

# aun'-oen-yd, * awn' - sch^n - yd, a.

[Ancient.] Antiquated. (I*rompt. raw.)

*aun'-$6-tre (tre as ter), s. The same as

Ancestor (q.v.).

* aun-efc-try; s. Old spelling of Ahcestrt-
(q.v.)

T

* aune, * aulne, t. [Ft. aune, aulne ; Lat.

ulna = (1) the elbow, (2) the arm, (3) an ell.]

Formerly: A French measure for cloth,

varying in length in ditierent places. At

Rouen it was = 1 English ell, at Calais = 152,

at Lyons m 1*061, and at Paris = 095.

Now : The metre has taken its place.

? aun-grel, 'aun-glL Old forms of Angel.

"At Lncifer. though he an auitffU were.

And nought a man, at him wfl I liygyiine.

ibid., 1&.4KM5.

annt, • annte (an = a). ». (In Oej. and Fr.

ta*U; O. Fr. ante; Prov. amda, from Lat.

amita = aunt by the father's side, that by th*

mother's side being quite a different word,

viz., mattrUra.]

ftte. fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pice, pit, sire, tax, marine: go, pit.

•r. wore, wolt work, who, son ; mute, oub. cure, nnlte. cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, te. oe = e. ey= a. qu - kw.
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L Lit. : The sister of one's father or mother.
[Auntie.]

" Who meets us here? my niece Plantacenet,
Led in the baud of her kind aunt of Uloa'ter."

Ukaketp. : Rich. ///., iv. 1.

II. Figuratively

:

1. In a good sense: A kindly epithet for an
eMt.rly woman of no kinship to the speaker,
as u ncle was for an elderly man.

*[ Modryle £ Ewytlr = aunt and uncle, are

used similarly in Welsh. (Barnes : Early
England and the Suxoji English, p. 135.)

2. In a bad sense : A cant term for a woman
of bad character, whether prostitute or pro-

curess. (Nares.) (Shakesp. : Winter's Tale,

iv. 3.)

* aun'-ter, # aun'-tre (0. Eng.) (tre as ter),
* an ter ,

* aun'-tyr (tyr as tir) (Provinc),

s. [Contr. from Fr. aventurc = an adventure.]

1. An adventure.

2. Fortune. (Prompt. Parv.)
"Fro Nabugodonoaor the kyng that him hade.
Called this paleis ' Auntre*. and forsothe wide."

Joieph of Arimathie (ed- Skeat], 819-20.

* aun'-ter, * aun'-tre (tre as ter), v.t.&i.
[From Fr. aventurer = to venture, to risk,.]

To venture, to dare ; to encounter danger, to
incur risk.

" Unhardy is unsely, as men with,
I wot arise, and auntre It, in good faith."

Chaucer; C. T.. 4,207-8.

* aun ' ter-ous, * aun'-trous, * an ter
OU8, a. [Abbreviated from adventurous
(q.v.)]. Adventurous, courageous, enterpris-
ing. [Aunter.]

" And for he was a knyght auntrout."
Chaucer: C. T., 15,317.

aun -tie (an = a), s. [Eng. aunt; and dimin.
-ie.] A familiar name for an aunt. (Eng, and
hootch.)

" I wad get my mlthsr bestowed wi" her auld graulng
tittie, aunti? Meg, in the Oallowg&te o' Glasgow."

—

—Scott : Old Mortality, eh. xiv.

"* aun'-tre (tre as ter), s. k v.t [Aunteb.]

* aun'-trous, a. [Aunterous.]

* auonge, v.t. [A.S. a/on = to receive, pa. par.

aj'ongen, afangen.] [Afonoe.]
" Bede him that icli deie mute and the olle of niylce

auonge.'—The Holy Rode led. Morris), 44,

* auotO, adv. [Eng. a = on ; vote m foot.] On
foot. [Afoot.]

aura, s. [In Sp., Port., Ital., A Lat. aura;
Gr. ai'pa (aura) = air in motion, a breeze ; *au
(ad), aijfit (aemi) = to blow, and auto (auo) =
to shout ... to roar ; Sansc. vd or wd = to
Wow.]

L Gen. : Any subtle, invisible fluid, gaseous,
or other material emanation from a body, as
an effluvium ; the aroma of flowers, i

JX Specially:

1. Electricity. Electric Aura : A so-called
electric fluid emanating from au electrified
"body, and forming what has been called an
•electric atmosphere around it.

2. Med. Epileptic Aura (A. epileptica, or
'simply Aura) : A sensation as if a current of
air, a stream of water, or a slight convulsive
tremor ascended from a part of the body, or
of the extremities, to the head, on reaching
which the patient falls down in a fit of
epilepsy. (Dr. J. Cheyne: Cycl. Pract. Med.,
vol. ii., p. 86.)

au'-ral (1), a. [Lat. aura ; and Eng. suff. -al."\

Pertaining to the air. (Maunder.)

au'-ral (2), a. [From Lat. auris= the ear.]

Pertaining to the ear.

au ra-llte, s. [In Ger. auralit; from aura(T),

and Ai'0os (lithos) = stone. ] A mineral; ac-
cording to the Brit. Mus. Catalogue, a variety
of Dicnroite ; but according to Dana, the
same as Fahlunite (q.v.). BorsdorfT called it

Hydrous Iolite. It is from Abo, in Finland.

au-r&n-ti-a'-ce-se, s. [From Mod. Lat.

avrantium, the specific name of the orange
(CUrus aurantium), the remoter derivation
apparently being aurans, genit aurantis, pr.

par. of auro= to gild ; aurum = gold, referring
to the fine yellow colour of the fruit.]

Bot. : An order of plants, classed by Lindley
in his Rutales, or Rutal Alliance. They have
from three to five petals, stamina the same in

number, or twice as many, or some multiple
of the petals, hypogynous. The fruit is pulpy,
and is many- celled. It, with the rest of the
plant, is coveted with an abundance of oily

receptacles. The leaves, which are alternate,

are often compound, frequently with the petiole
winged. There is no genus Aurantium (see

etym.). The typical one is Citrus, which
contains the orange, the lemon, the lime, &c.
[Citrus.] In 1847 Dr. Lindley estimated the
known species of Aurantiacese at 95, nearly all

from India.

au'-rate, a. &,$. [In Ital. aurato; from Lat.
auratus = gilt, pa. par. of auro = to gild, from
aurum = gold.]

A. As adjective : Of a golden yellow hue

;

a pure bright yellow, duller than lemon-
coloured.

B. As substantive :'

1. Horticul. : A kind of pear.

2. Chem. : Auric oxide in combination with
an alkali. (Fownes: Chem., 10th ed., p. 421.)

T[ There are aurates of potash, of ammonia,
Ac.

au'-ra-tSd (1), a. [In Ital. aurato; Lat. au-
ratus — giit, from aurum = gold.] [Aurate.]

1. Ord. Lang. £ Science generally: Contain-
ing gold

;
gilded, or resembling gold in colour.

2. Chemistry : Combined with auric acid.
[Auric]

au'-ra-ted (2), a. [From Lat. auris = the
ear. ] Eared.

aure (au'-ra), a. [0. Fr.J Bestrewed with
golden drops. (Gloss, of Her., 1847.)

au -re-ate (Eng. £ Scotch), * aw -re-ate
(ScofcA), a. [Lat. aureatus — adorned with
gold.] Golden.

" Amidis ane rank tre lurkii a golden beach
With aureate leuis and nextbo 1 twiatis teuch."

iJougUu ; Virg., 167, 42.

au-re'-li-a, s. [In Sp. aurelia = a pupa, chry-

salis ; Lat. aurelia = pupa of a golden colour,
from aurum = gold. Several Roman ladies

were called Aurelia.]

Entom.: A chrysalis; a pupa. [Chrysalis.]
"The solitary maggot, found in the drf heads of

teasel, is sometimes changed into the aurelia of a
butterfly, sometimes into a fly-case. "—Ra* : On the
Creation.

au-re'-li-an, a. & s. [Lat. aurelia (q.v.), and
Eng. suffix -an.]

A. As adjective: Pertaining to an aurelia.

(Humphreys.)

B. As substantive : One who studies butter-
flies.

" Pew butterflies are greater favourite* with aure-
liam than this [White Admiral]."—/artWu«.- Xfatw
ralUt't Library, xxxix. L

au-re'-O-la, s. [In Fr. auriole ; Port, aureola

;

from Lat. aureolus = golden ; aureus =: golden
;

aurum = gold.] The circle of rays with which
painters surround the head of Christ and the
saints. Trench is in error when he says that
this word is in none of the Dictionaries. It

is in Webster, ed. 1848. The Archbishop
says that the following citation from Donne
should be inserted with it :

—" Because in their
translation, in the Vulgate edition of the
Roman Catholic Church, they [the Roman
Catholics] find in Exod. xxv. 25 that word
aureolam. Facies coronam aureolam, * Thou
shalt make a lesser crown of gold;' out of
this diminutive and mistaken word they have
established a doctrine that, besides these
corona aureoz, those crowns of gold which are
communicated to all the saints from the crown
ofChrist, some saints have made to themselves,
and produced out of their own extraordinary
merits, certain aureolas, certain lesser crowns
of their own . . . And these aureolas they
ascribe only to three sorts of persons—to
Virgins, to Martyrs, to Doctors." (Donne

;

Sermon, 73.) (Trench: On some Def. in our
Eng. Diet., p. 42.)

au'-rJc, a. [From Lat. aurum = gold, and
Eng. suffix -ic.]

A. Ordinary Language: Of gold; having
more or less of gold in its composition, or in
any way pertaining to gold.

B. Science generally

:

Chem. : With gold as one of its constituent
elements. In auric compounds the gold Is

trivalent, whilst in aurous compounds it is

univalent. There are auric sulphides, chlo-
rides, anoxides, bromides, and iodides. If

alloys of gold be dissolved in nitromuriatic
acid, and a ferrous salt be added, the pure
iiRtul will be precipitated. The chief tests for
gold in solution are ferrous sulphate and what
is called " purple of CassiuB."
Auric chloride or trichloride of gold (AuCl3)

is formed when gold is dissolved in nitro-
muriatic acid, forming a yellow solution. It
crystallises with hydrochloric acid, ffhictl it

gives off on heating, forming a red crystalline
mass of A11CI3. Auric chloride is very deli-

quescent, soluble in water, alcohol, and ether

;

it forms double Baits, as NaCl,AuCLj,2HsO,
a double chloride of sodium and gold.
Auric oxide (AU2O3) is obtained by adding

magnesia to auric "chloride, and digesting the
precipitate with nitric acid. Auric oxide is

a chestnut-brown powder, reduced to metallic
gold by heat, or by exposure to light. Auric
oxide Is soluble in strong nitric acid, and
easily dissolved by hydrochloric or hydro-
bromic acids. It is soluble in alkalies. By
digesting it in ammonia it forms fulminating
gold. Its salts, with alkalies, are called
aurates.

Auric sulphide (AU0S3) & formed when hy-
drogen sulphide (H 2S) is passed into a cold
dilute solution of auric chloride. It is yellow-
brown, and is soluble in ammonium sulphide.

au-ri-chal'-Cite, s. [From Lat. aurichalcum,

better Bpelled oriclialcum; Gr. opet'xaAieos (oreU
chalkos) = yellow copper ore, also the brass
made from it ; optioc (oreios) = mountainous

;

600c (pros) — a mountain, and xaAxos (chalkos)

= (1) copper, (2) bronze, (3) brass.*] A mineral
placed by Dana under the fourth section of
his Hydrous Carbonates. It occurs in acicu-
lar crystals, forming drusy incrustations

;

also columnar, plumose, granular, or lami-
nated. Its lustre is pearly ; its colour, pale-
green, or sometimes azure. The hardness is

2. The composition : Oxide of copper, 1603
to 32-5

; oxide of zinc, 32'02to 5f}-82 ; carbonic
acid, 14-08 to 24*69 ; water, 9"93 to 10'80 ; lime,

to 8-62. It is found at Roughten Gill, in
Cumberland ; atLeadhills, In Lanarkshire ; in
Spain, Asia, and America. Buratite, by some
called lime-aurichatcite, occurs in France and
in Austro-Hungary.

au'- rl-cle (Cle = kel), s. [In Fr. auricule

;

from Lat. auricula = the external ear, dimin.
of auris — the ear.] Anything shaped like an
ear. (Used, spec., in Anatomy.)

1. Auricle of the ear : The pinna or external
portion of the ear, consisting of helix, authelix,
concha, tragus, &c.

" The auriclet of the ear act like an acoustic instru-
ment to collect, Increase, and paas to the internal ear
the sounds which reach it from without."— Toild and
Bowman: I'hyiiol. Anal., vol. il., pp. G6, 69.

2. Auricles of the heart : Those two of the
four cavities of the heart which are much
smaller than the others, and each of which,
moreover, has falling down upon its external
face a flattened appendage, like the ear of a
dog, from which the name of the whole struc-
ture 1b derived. The right auricle has a com-
munication with the right ventricle, and the
left auricle with the left ventricle. The two
auricles are irregular, cuboidal, muscular
bags, separated from each other by a thin
fleshy partition. The main portion of each
consists of what is called the sinus venosus,
into which the veins pour their blood. (Todd
£ Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. ii., p. 333, Ac.)

"The part of the heart which receives is called the
auricle or receiving cavity ; and this opens Into the
ventricle or propelling cavity."'— Beale: Rioplatm
(1872), p. 24, } 40.

au'-ri-cled (cled = keld), a. [Eng. auri-

cle); -ed.)

1, Gen. : Eared ; possessing ears.

2. Bot. : Possessing two small lobod appen-
dages, like minute ears, at the base of the
leaf, as in Salvia officijiaiis. It is called also
auriculate; in Lat. auriculatus.

.

tiu-ric'-u-la, s. [In Dan. & Ger. aurikel

;

Fr. auricule; Lat. auricula = a little ear.

Sometimes called Bear's Ear.]

1. Ord. Lang. £ Horticul. : A well-known and
beautiful garden flower, the Primula auricula.

It is a native of the Alpine districts of Italy,

Switzerland, and Germany, and occurs also in

Astracan, In its wild state its colours are

generally yellow and red, more rarely purple,

and occasionally variegated or mealy. A still

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -Xng,
-elan, -tian = shan. -tion, sion m shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. tious, sious. -cioua = shus. -We, -die, *a =bel, del*
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greater variety of colours has beem introduced

by cultivation.

From the soft wing of vernal breezes shed,

Anemonles ; auriculae, enriched

With shining meal." Thornton : Spring. 587.

2 Zoo! : A genus of pulmoniferous molluscs,

the' typical one of the family Auricuhuie

(q v ) None are British. They oceurchlefly

ii the brackish swamps of tropical islands.

Tate, in 1875, enumerated ninety-four recent

and twenty-eight fossil species, the latter

apparently Neocomian in age. There are

several sub-genera.

auricula Judee. The typical species of

the genus Auricula. It occurs in mangrove

and other swamps.

auricula Midse. The Voluta Auris Midm
(Linn.), the Midas's ear-shelL It comes from

tropical Asia or the Asiatic Archipelago.

au-ric'-u-lar, a. [In Fr. auriculaire (adj.)

;

Sp. & Port" auricular ; Ital. auricolare, auri-

eulare (adj.) ; Lat. auricularis = belonging to

the ear; auricula — a little ear, dimin. ot

auris = an ear.]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Lit. Of the ear:

1. Pertaining to the ear or any part of it.

2. Heard by the ear; depending upon the

ear.
M Sdm. H your honour Judge it meet, I will place

you where yon shall hear us confer of this, and by an
auricular assurance hare your satisfaction . . .

—
Shaketp. : King Lear, i. 2.

3. Whispered in the ear ; secret. [B., II.]

4. Passing from ear to ear ; traditional

ists call in many rarietlei out of «»
traditions, and feigned testimonies. —The alchymists call in many^ rsrietiei out of astro-

logy, auricular
'

Bacon.

t JX Fig. : Of anything ear-like In shape.

[B., I. 2.]

B. Technically:

L Anatomy

:

t L Pertaining to the ear.

2. Pertaining to anything ear-like. Spec.,

pertaining to the two auricles, or to one or

other of the auricles of the heart.
*' The auricular septum, however, remains incom-

plete through fatal fife."—Todd i Bowman: Phgtiol.

Anal.. voL ii., p. 604.

-Auricular appendage, or proper auricle : That

portion of each of the auricles of the heart which re-

sembles an ear."—Ibid., p. SM.

II. Theology, Church History, 4x. Auricular

Confession : Confession of sin privately made
to a priest, with the view of obtaining absolu-

tion.
" Shall auricular confession He retained or not re-

tained in the Church?"—Fraud*: But. Bng., tnd ed.,

voL liL, ch. xvi., p. IS*.

au-ric'-u-lar-aj?, adv. [Eng. auricular; sun".

-*!/.] By means of whispering in the ear

;

secretly.
" These will soon confess, and that not aurieularly,

but in a loud and audible voice."—Dr. B. More : Decay
of Piety.

au-rio'-u-late, au-ric'-u-la-tSd, adj.

[Hod. Lat. auriculatus ; from auricula = a

little ear, dimin. of aurii = an ear.)

L Generally. Biol. : Having actual ears,

or with appendages like ears.

H, Specially

:

L Zoology:

(a) Of the Vertebrata (chiefly of the form
auriculated) : Eared ; with the ears so con-

spicuous as to require notice in a description.

(b) Of the Mollusca (chiefly of the form auri-

culate) : Eared ; that is, with a projecting ear-

shaped process on either side of the apex of

the shell. Example, the genus Pecten.

2. Bot. (of either form) : Eared ; having at

the base two small appendages shaped like

ears. (Applied chiefly to leaves.) The same as

Auricled. Example, Jasminum auriculatum.

(LindUy, Loudon, £c.)

an-ri-ou'-II-tUB. s. pi- [From the typical

genus Auricula (q.v.).]

ZooL : A family of Oasteropodons Molluscs

belonging to the order Pulmonifera, and to

the section Inoperculata. They have spiral

shells, of which the body-whorl is large and

the aperture elongated and denticulated. They
frequent salt marshes, damp hollows, and
places overflowed by the sea.

aU-rio'-U-ld-,in compos. [From Lat. auricula.]

Auricle

aurlculo-ventrlcular orifice. The

orifice through which the blood passes from

the auricle into the ventricle. It is guarded

on either side by valves. (Todd <* Bowman

:

Physiol. Anat, vol. ii, p. 833.)

au-rli"-er-OUS, a. [In Fr. aurifere ; Sp. &
Port, aurifero ; Lat. aurifer ; from aurum =
gold, and /ero = to bear.] Gold-bearing ;

pro-

ducing gold.

"Whence many a bursting stream auriferout playa
'

Thornton : Summer, M8.

auriferous native silver. A mineral,

called also Kiistelite (q.vA It passes gradu-

ally into argentiferous gold.

auriferous pyrites, auriferous
pyrite. A species of pyrites containing

gold It is generally found in quartz rock

with gold in other forms, and is the most

abundant of all the minerals there associated

with the gold. (Dana.)

au-rif-ic, a. [Lat. aurum = gold, and facio

= to make.] Having the power of changing

other substances into gold. (Southey: the

Doctor, ch. clxxxvi.)

au ri flamme, t. [In Port. auHflamma.]

[Oeiflamme.]

au'-ri-form, a. [Lat- ««™ = »« and forlm
= form.] Having the form of an ear ; re-

sembling an ear. (Webster.)

Au-ri'-ga, s. [Sp. 4t Lat auriga= a waggoner,

from aufea = a bridle, and ago = to drive . .

.

to manage.)

1. Astron. : One of the ancient northern

constellations, the Waggoner.

2. Anat. : The fourth lobe of the liver.

(Quincy.)

8. Surg. : A bandage for the sides. (Qmncy.)

auri' gal, a. [Lat auriaalis.) Pertaining

to a waggoner or charioteer. (Buhner )

* au-ri-ga'-tlon, a. [Lat. aurioofio.] The act

or practice of driving a carriage. (De Quincey.

)

anrie ra DhJ. »• [I*4- aurum m gold, and

Gr ypaxkZ (grapho) = to write.] The act or

process of writing with gold in place of ink.

* Au'-ri-m8nt, «. [Lat. auri - of gold, genit.

of aurum = gold ; mom, genit. mantis =
mount, a mountain.] An imagined mountain

of gold.

au'-rin, f. [From Lat. aurum = gold, and

sufl". -in, the same as -ine (q.v.).]

Chem. : O»H14 s. An aromatic compound,

prepared by heating phenol, C6Hji(OH), with

oxalic acid and sulphuric acid. It is used as a

dye under the name of corallin or rosolic acid.

It crystallises from alcohol in red needles,

which are soluble in alkalies.

» au-ri-pUr-ment, * au-ri-pig-men-
tum, s. [Lat. auripigmentum : auri = of

gold, genit. of aurum = gold, and piomenfum
= a pigment, from pingo — to paint Named
from its brilliant yellow colour, and from the

old idea, now known to be erroneous, that it

contains gold.]

Jfin. : Orpiment, the sesquisulphuret of

arsenic [Orpiment.]
" Alchymy is made of copper and auripigmentum."

—Bacon: PhytioL Rem.
" Red alchemy is made of copper and auripigment."

-Ibid., I J.

au'-ri-scalp, au-ri-seal'-pi-um, «. [Lat.

auriscalpium : auris = the ear, and scalpo = to

scrape.]

* 1. An ear-pick.

* 2. Surgery : A probe.

au'-rist, s. [Lat auris = an ear.] One whose

special study is the ear, and who is therefore

an authority in the diseases to which it is

liable. (Ask.)

au-ri-tikl, a. [Lat. aurttus.]

1. ZooL : Eared ; furnished with ears, or

with ear-shaped appendages.

2. Bot. : Eared ; furnished with lobes re-

sembling ears. Not differing essentially from

Auricled and Auriculate (q.v.).

Med. Aurium tinnitus : Tingling of the

ears, i.e., in the ears.

au'-rochs, ». IGer. urochs ; from (1) ur =
original, and (2) ocas = an ox.)

Zoology:

i. Bos primigenius, the Urus of Caesar (de

au'-ri-um, «. [Lat, genit pi. of ourif= an

ear.]

AUROCHS.

Bel Gal, vi. 28). It formerly ranged over

Europe and the British Isles, and the species

survived in Poland and Lithuania till com-

paratively recent times. The word has been

mistaken by some for a plural form, and has

thus given rise to a spurious singular,

auroca.

2. Improperly applied to the European bison

(Bos europosus).

au-ro-cd-ri'-sa, s. pi- [Gr. a<>- (auro-) uBed

as a combining form of avpa (aura) = air, wind,

and itdpi! (koru) = a bug.)

Entom. : A synonym of Geocores (q.v.).

Aurora, au-ro'r-a, «. [In Ger., Sp.,

Port., Ital, & Lat. Aurora, aurora; Fr. fu-

rore, aurore. Mahn considers thisas= aurea

hora = golden hour, or Gr. aiipiof oipa (aurios

(hora) = " morning hour " (" morning time of

day" rather, the specific sense of "hour'

being a late one) ; or, finally, from Sansc.

ushdsa = the dawn. Smith derives aurora

from a root ur = to burn. Compare wit* this

Heb. -flu (ur) and t\« (or) = light, from iim

(or) = to give light, to shine.]

A. Of persons (of the form Aurora only).

Roman Myth. : The goddess of the morning.

She was sometimes represented as drawn In

a rosy-coloured chariot by two horses. She

appears as the forerunner of the sun.

•[ In some examples it is difficult to deter-

mine whether Aurora means this mythic

female or only the dawn.
" Soon as A urora, daughter of the dawn,
Suriukled with roseate light the dewy lawn.

Pope : Bomer't Qdyueg, ht. avii., 1, t
" Till on her eastern throne awroro glowa"

Ibid., bk. xix . n.

B. Of things (of either form):

1, Poetry : The dawn of day.
" The momiug planet told th' approach of light,

And. fast behind. Aurora'* warmer ray

O'er the broad ocean pour'd the goldeu day.

Pope: Bomer't Iliad, bk. ixiil, 281-i

•' His bosom of the hue
With which Aurora decks the skies,

Wheupiping winds shall soon arise

To sweep away the dew."

Cowper : Death of Strt. Throckmorton t Bullfinch.

2 Ord. Lang., MeUorol., ttc. : The generic

term for that illumination of the night sky

which is so common within the polar circles,

and is called Aurora borealis or A. auslralis,

according as it is seen near the North or near

the South Pole. Even as far outside the arctic

circle as London the phenomenon is not a

rare one in winter ; and when the sky over

the metropolis is reddened by an aurora there

is a difficulty in distinguishing it from the

reflection of a great fire. 8ometimes the

light is of the ordinary flame colour ;
green

has been more rarely observed. The sliaj>es

it assumes are infinite in number and very

transient Sometimes there is an arch, in

which case it is placed at right angles to the

magnetic meridian, showing its connection

with magnetism. It affects electrical wires

also : thus in France and elsewhere the aurora

of August 30 and September 1, 1859, noise-

lessly worked the telegraphic needles and

violently rung the alarm-bells. The aurora is

believed to be produced by electric currents

in the higher regions of the atmospheie. Its

great elevation above the earth is evident from

the fact that the same aurora has been wit-

nessed at the same time in Moscow, Warsaw,

Rome, and Cadiz.

3. Bot. : A species of Ranunculus.

late. tat. fare. amitUt, what, tall, father; we. wSt. here, camel, hir. there; pine. pit. sire, sir. mariue
;

go. P»t.

£ wore." wlf. work! whd. son : mute. cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, full ;
try. Syrian. «,»=* «=* «»-w
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aurora australls. [Aurora (B., 2.).]

aurora borealia. [In Fr. aurore bo-

rials; Sp. aurora boreal] [Aurora (B., 2.).]

au-rbr-al, a. [Eng. avror(a); -al.)

1. Pertaining to the dawn of day ; roseate.
" Her cheeks suffused with an auroral blush."

Longfellow : The Student'* Tale.

2. Pertaining to the Aurora borealia or to

the A. austrolis, as an " auroral arch."

au-ro-tel-lii'r-ite, *. [Lat aurum = gold ;

tellurium (Mod. Lat.), the metal so called

(q.v.); and Eng. snfT. -it*:.] A mineral, the
same as Sylvanitk (q.v.Ji

au'-rous, a. [From Lat aurum= gold.]

1. Ordinary Language : Full of gold ; (more
loosely) containing more or less of gold.

2. Chem. : With gold univalent in its com-
position.

TT The aurous compounds are of little im-
portance. Aurous chloride (AuCl) is prepared
by heating the auric chloride (Au'"Cls) to
227°, till it ceases to give off chlorine. It is

a yellowish mass, decomposed by water into
metallic gold and auric chloride.

Aurous oxide is formed when caustic potash
solution is poured on aurous chloride. It is a
green powder, easily decomposed into metallic
gold and auric oxide.

Aurous sulphide (AU3S) is a black-brown
precipitate, formed when hydrogen sulphide
is passed into a boiling solution of auric chlo-
ride. It is soluble in ammonium sulphide.

au rum, s. [Lat. aurum, whence Fr., Gael.,

& It. or; Wei. & Corn, aur; Sp. & Ital. oro;
Port, ouro, oiro. The root is aur, ur = to
burn, which occurs also in Lat. uro, supine
ustum=to burn; Gr. aw (auo)= to dry, to
kindle a fire ; Sansc. ush. Mahn suggests O.

Prussian ausas ; Lith. auksas ; Biscayan urrea
= gokl.]

Chem.; A triatomic metallic element. It

may be monatomic in the aurous compounds,
which are quickly decomposed into metallic
gold and auric salts. Symbol, Au ; atomic
weight, 197 ; specific gravity, 19*50 ; melting
point, 1102° C. Gold is & soft yellow metal,
ductile and malleable. It dissolves in nitro-

muriakic acid, and it is obtained pure by pre-

cipitation from its solution by a ferrous salt.

[Gold.] The following are tests for aurum
(gold) in solution. The sulphides are precipi-

tated from acid solutions by HjS, and are
soluble in ammonium sulphide. Ferrous sul-

phate (FeSOi) gives a brown precipitate, fusi-

ble by the blowpipe into a bead of metallic
gold. Stannous chloride (SnCla) gives a
brownish-purple precipitate (Purple of Cas-
sius). Oxalic acid slowly reduces gold to
the metallic state. Potassium cyanide gives a
yellow precipitate, soluble in excess. A piece
of paper dipped in a solution of gold becomes
purple on exposure to the light All salts of
gold are reduced to the metallic state by heat.

* aurum fulminans. [Lat. (lit.) = ful-

minating gold ; gold darting lightning.] An
explosive compound made by dissolving gold
in aqua regia, and precipitating it with salt of
tartar. A very small quantity of it becomes
capable, by a moderate heat, of giving a report
like that of a pistol. (Quincy.)

" Some aurum fulminant the fabrick shook."
Garth : Dispensary, ill. 303.

* aurum graphioum. {Lit. = graphic
gold.]

Min. : An obsolete name for Sylvanite
(q.v.).

aurum mosaicum, aurum musi
TUm. [Lit. — Mosaic gold.]

Old Chem. : An old name for bisulphuret of
tin. It is of a sparkling golden hue, and used
as a pigment.

aurum paradoxum.
Min. : Lit., an old name for Tellurium (q.v.).

(Dana.)

aus-cul ta'-tion, s. [In Ger. t ausculta-
tion ; Fr. auscultation ; Lat. auscultatio = (1) a
listening to, (2) an obeying ; ausculto = to hear
with attention, to listen to. Probably from
O. Lat. ausctdo, ausiculo, from ausicula, an
obsolete form of auricula = the external ear,
the ear ; auris = the ear. ]

A. Ordinary Language : The act of listen-
ing to.

B. Med. : The art of discovering diseases
within the body by means of the sense of hear-
ing. Being carried out most efficiently by
means of an instrument called a stethoscope,
it is often called mediate auscultation. It is

used to study the natural sounds produced
within the body, especially the action of the
lungs and heart, both in health and disease.

Its operation can be facilitated by percussion
of the surface. [Stethoscope. ]

"... the application of auscuttat ion to the explora-
tion of the sounds developed in its [the heart's] action."
—Todd A Bowman : Physxol. Anat., i. 29.

aus-CUl-ta'-tor, s. [Lat. auseidtator — one
who hears or listens.] A person who practises
auscultation.

". . . verified by numerous auscuttaton."—Dr.
John Porbes: Vycl. of Pract. Med., voL L, p. 34L

ans-OUl'-ta-tor-^, a. [Eng. ausculator; -y.]

Pertaining to auscultation ; ascertained by
means of auscultation.

"... the auscultatory diagnostics of cardiac dis-
eases . . ."—Dr. John forbet: Cyct. Pract. Med., vol
1., p. 236.

* au'-sl er, s. [Osier.]

Au-sd'-nl-at s. [Lat. Ausonia, from the Ausones
= the inhabitants of Ausona, a town in Latium,
nearLacus Fundanus, now the Lake of Fundi,
in Italy.]

1, Old Geog. and Old and Mod. Poetry: An
ancient name of Italy. (See etym.)

"... for warmer Prance
With all her vines ; nor for Autonia't groves
Of golden fruitage, and her myrtle bowers."

Cowper : Task, bk. i i.

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the sixty-third
found. It was discovered by De Gasparis, on
February 11, 1861.

t aua'-pi-cate, v.t. [From Lat. anspicatus,
perf. par. of auspicor= (1) to take the auspices

;

(2) to make a beginning ; or from auspicatum,
sup. of auspieatus, pa. par. of auspico, with the
same meaning.]

1. To augur from certain circumstances that
an event about to take place will be a happy
one, or an enterprise to be commenced will

have a favourable issue.
" Long may st thou live, and see me thus appear.
As ominous a comet, from my sphere,
Unto thy reign : as that did auspicate
8o lasting glory to Augustus' state."

B. Jonton : Part oft. Jamet't Entertainment.

2. To make a favourable beginning of an
enterprise, or simply to commence it

"The day of the week which King James observed
to auspicate his great affairs."

—

Hacket ; Life of Arch-
bishop Williams (1*93), p. 173.

" One of the very first acts by which it [the govern-
ment) auspicated its entrance into function."

—

Burke:
On a Regicide Peace.

aus'-p$C-a-tor-y\ a. [Eng. auspicate) ; -ory.]

Pertaining to auspices. (Ogilvie.)

t aus -pice (sing.), aus -pl-ces (pi-), *- [In

Ger. ausvicien (pi .) ; Fr. auspice (sing. ), aus-
pices (pi.) ; Sp. auspido (sing.), auspidos (pi.)

;

cium (sing.) = (lit.) a bird seeing or watching
;

auspex, a contraction of avispex, from avis =
a bird, and the root spec= to see.]

A* Of things:

1. Lit. Among the Romans : Omens, spe-
cially those drawn from the flight or other
movements of birds, or less properly, from the
occurrence of lightningor thunder in particu-
lar parts of the sky. These were supposed to
be indications of the will of Heaven, and to
reveal futurity. At first only the augurs took
the auspices [Augurs], but after a time civil

officers, discharging important functions, had
the right of doing so. Two kinds of auspices,
however, arose—a greater and a lesser ; the
former reserved to dictators, consuls, censors,
praetors, or the commander-in-chief in war

;

the latter permitted to less exalted func-
tionaries. In the long struggle which the
plebeians carried on against the patricians for
permission to share in political power, one
chief argument used by the opponents of
change was, the impossibility that a plebeian
could take the auspices ; but when, in B.C.
307, the flinging open of the augural college to
all classes permitted him to try the experi-
ment, it was found that he did the work as
effectively (not to say as ineffectively) as any
patrician whatever. The glory of a successful
enterprise was universally assigned to the
{>erson who took the auspices, and not to the
eader of the enterprise itself i hence the phrase

arose, to carry on a war " under the auspices
of the empeeor or some other high authority.

" The neglecting any of their auspices, or the chirp-
ing of their chickens, was esteemed a peculiar crime
which required more expiation than murder."— Bp.
Story : Priesthood, ch. v.

"He accordingly takes the auspice*, and the light-
ning flashes from left to right, which is a favourable
sign."—Lewis: Early Rom. Hist., ch. xi., pt. i., J L
2. Fig. : Beneficial influence descending, or

at least believed to descend, upon those en-
gaged in arduous or perilous work, from some
being or person of higher dignity than them-
selves. Specially—

(a) From the heathen gods

.

" Oreat father Mars, and greater Jove,
By whose high auspice Rome hath stood
So long." B. Jonton.

Or (b) from a king or queen supposed to call
down blessing from heaven. "*

" It [the armada] was so great.
Yet by the auspice of Eliza beat."

B. Jonton : Masques at Court.

(c) From the directors of an enterprise, wfco,
though probably not themselves present with
those engaged in executing it, are still sending
them support, counsel, and aid of various
kinds. Thus when a national army is fight-

ing in some foreign land, it is doing so " under
the auspices" nominally of the Executive,
ready of the Home Government, if not even
of the nation itself ; and a missionary goes
abroad " under the auspices " of the society or
church which pays his salary and gives him
more or less specific directions how to act-

When success is achieved, those who directed
the enterprise from home are contented to
claim, as in fairness belongs to them, part of
the glory ; the modern augur or other dignitary,
unlike the Roman one, has not the effrontery
to appropriate the whole.

Tf The sing, auspice is now all but obsolete
in this first sense ; the pi. is frequently used.

t B. 0/ persons: Persons who went through
certain ceremonies when a marriage took place,

not forgetting to wish good luck or happiness
to the wedded pair.

" In the midst went the auspices ; after them, two
that sung. "

—

Masques at Court : Hymenal.

aus -pi-cial (9 as ah), a. [Eng. auspice) 3

-ial.]

1, Relating to prognostics.

2. Of favourable omen.

aus-pl'-cioua, a. [Eng. auspic(e); -tow.]

[Auspice.]

L Lit. : Having the omens favourable.

TX Fig.: Alluding—

(1) To the time chosen or the appearances pre-
sented : Propitious, favourable.

*' Suddest, invited by auspicious gales."
Pope: Homer' t Odyssey, bk. xiii., 32*.

"... and admonish how to catch
The auspicious moment, . .

."

Cowper : Task, bk. Ill

(2) To the enterprise undertaken, and spe-

cially to its commencement: Prosperous, for-

tunate.
". . . the auspicious arms of the Csssars."—Gibbon:

Decline and Pall, ch. xli.

". . . the auspicious commencement of a new era in
English commerce."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxlv.

(3) To the higher being able to aid or thwart
the enterprise

:

(a) Auguring or promoting happiness, or at
least prosperity.

(6) Kind, benignant.
"Betwixt two seasons comes the auspicious heir."

Dryden : Britannia Redivivn.
" Parent of golden dreams, Romance

!

Auspicious queen of childish joys."
Byron: To Romance.

aus pi cious ly, adv. [Eng. auspicious;
-ly.] In an auspicious manner ; with favour-
able prognostications ; favourably.

aus pi-clous ness, s. [Eng. auspicious;
•ness.] The quality 01 being auspicious

; pros-
perity. (Johnson.)

" si—' pi py 1
s. [Auspice.] The drawing of

omens from birds. (N.E.D.)

aus -ter, s. [From Lat. auster, whence Ft.

auster and Ital. austro = the south wind.]
The south wind.
" As vapours blown by Auster's sultry breath.
Pregnant with plagues, and shedding seeds of death."

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. v., 1,068-1

" On this rough Auster drove tli" impetuous tide."

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. Hi., 878.

austere, * aus-to'er, a. [In Fr. austere

;

Sp., Port, k Ital. austero; Lat. austerus ; Gr.

au<mjpos (austeros) = (1) making the tongue

boil, boy; pout, j6wl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t
-dan. tian * shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -fion, sion - shun, -tlous, -sious, -cious - shus. ble, -die, &c. = bel, doL
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dry and rough, harsh, rough, bitter ; (2) stern,

harsh ; from Gr. avv (and) = to dry.]

I, Lit. : Harsh, tart, or rough to the taste.

"... Blue* alters."—Cowper: Task, bk. 1.

" An austere crab-Apple . . ."—Hooker ; Himalayan
Journals, voL ii., p. 82.

TL Figuratively

:

1. Of persons ; Harsh, severe, crabbed in

temper ; permitting no levity in one's self or

others.

2. 0/ things: Severe.
" He clothed the nakedness of austere truth."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. i.

aus-te're-ly, * aus-te'ere-ly, adv. [Eng.

austere ; -ly.] Inan austere manner ; severely,

harshly, rigidly.
" If I have too austerely punish'd yon.
Your compensation make* amends ; for I

Have given you here a thread of mine own life.

Or that for which I live . .
."

Shakesp. : Tempest, It. L
"... an excellent digest of evidence, clear, passion-

less, and austerely just."—Maca ukty : Hist. Eng., ch.

xxt

aus-to re-ness, * aus-te're-nesse, * aus-
te ere-nesse, ? [Eng. austere; -ness.] The
quality of being austere, either in a literal or

in a figurative sense. Austerity.
" My unsoU'd name, th' austerenest of my life,

.May vouch against you ; and my place i' th' state
Will so yonr accusation overweigh."

Shaketp.: Meat, for Meat., 11. 4.

aUS-ter'-I-ty, s. [In Fr. austeriti ; Sp. aus-

terklad; Port austeridade ; ItaL austerita;

Lat. austeritas; Gr. avarnportfi (austirotes).']

L Lit. '• Harshness or sourness to the taste.

"The sweetness of the ripened fruit is not the less

delicious for the austerity of the cruder state."—

Sortteu. vol. ii., Ser. 28. (Richard$on.)

IX Figuratively

:

X. Of persons: Harshness, severity, crabbed-

ness of temper.

% Blair thus distinguishes between austerity

and some of the words which approach it in

meaning :—" Austerity relates to the manner
of living ; severity, of thinking ; rigour, of

punishing. To austerity is opposed effeminacy

;

to severity, relaxation; to rigour, clemency.

A hermit is atistere in his life ; a casuist severe

in his application of religion or law ; a judge
rigorous in his sentences." (Blair: Lectures on

Khetoric and Belles Lettres, vol. L, 1817, p.

228.) Crabb takes essentially the same view.
" The Puritan austerity drove to the King's faction

all who made pleasure their business, who affected

gallantry, splendour of dress, or taste In the lighter
arts."—Macauiay : Hist. Eng., ch. i.

2. Of things : Harshness, ruggedness.
"... and cast a wide and tender light.
Which soften'd down the hoax musterity
Of rugged desolation, . .

.*

Byron : Manfred, iii. 4.

•aus-terne (Old Rng.), aits'- tern, as-
tern e, aws'-trene (0. Scotch), a. [A form
of austere (q. v.).] Stern, harsh.

" But who is yond, thou lady fafre.

That leoketh with sic an austerne face?"
Jforthumberland Betrayed. Percy, vol i. (Richardson.)

* aus-tera'-ly, adv. [Eng. austern; suffix

-Zy.J Harshly. {Scotch.)

" For the heycht of the heyte happyne sail wex.
And everyche lorde shall auitemly werk."

Early. Scottish Verse, iv. (ed. Lumby), 16, 17.

aus -tral, a, [Fr., 8p., & Port, austral ; ItaL

australe ; Lat. australi* = southern, from
auster = (l) the south wind, (2) the south.)

Pertaining to the south, southern,

Aus tin, a. Its. A syncopated form of Au-
{gfjatinian (q. v.).

Austral a -slan ( as six), a. & s. [From
Austral = Southern, and Asia.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to Australasia,

a division of the globe containing the land
and water between the equator and 50° south
latitude on the one hand, and 110° and 180°

east longitude on the other. It comprises
New Guinea, the Australian continent, Tas-
mania, New Zealand, and various Polynesian
islands. It is a part of Oceania, and is some-
times called, from the generally dark charac-

ter of its inhabitants, Melanesia. It is not to

be confounded with Australia. [Australian.]
The term Australasia was introduced by the
President de Brasses in 1756.

B. As substantive : A native of Australasia.

aus'-tral-ene, s. [Eng. austral, and suffix

-em. The word austral is from australis, in

Pinna australis, the specific name of an
American pine.]

Chen. : A liquid called also austratereben-

thene, produced by neutralising English tur-

pentine oil with an alkaline carbonate, so as

to purify it, and then distilling it first over a

water-bath, and then in a vacuum. It turns

the plane of polarisation to the right English

turpentine oil is made from Pinus australis

and P. tosda, trees which grow in the Southern
States of America. (Fournes.)

Aus-tra'-li-an, a. & s. [From Australia),

and sulfix -an. ]

1. As adjective : Pertaining or relating to

Australia, formerly called New Holland, an
island of dimensions like those of a continent,
lying south-east of Asia.

Australian languages : The native languages
spoken in the several parts of Australia.

(Latham says that these all show an agglu-
tinate structure.) [Agglutinate.]

2. As substantive : A native of Australia.

Two great races inhabit the islands lying to

the south-east of Asia, and scattered in small
groups at intervals over the warmer parts of

the Pacific. The higher of these is the Malay
race ; the lower is called, from its resemblance
to the African negroes, Negrito. The native

Australians are Negritos. They are so low in

organisation that it is said they can count
only 8, 4, and 5 ; though some who have
taught them have given a much more favour-

able opinion of their capacity.

aus-tral-l'ze, v.i. [Eng. austral; -ize.] To

tend in a southerly direction ; to tend to point
towards the south.

" Steel and good iron discover a verticity, or polar
faculty ; whereby they do septentriate at one extreme,
and australize at another."—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

aus-tra-ter-S-bSn'-thene, s. [From Lat.

australis = austral, and terebenthene.] [Aus-
TRALENE, TEREBENTHENE. ]

Aus'-tri-an, a. & s. [Eng., &c, Austria, and

Eng. suffix -an.. In Fr. Autrichien, a, & s.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining or relating to the Archduchy
of Austria, the nucleus around which the

Austrian empire, at present called Austro-

Hungary, was agglomerated.

2. Pertaining to Austro-Hungary itself.

B. As substantive : A native of Austria.

Aus trine, a. [In Sp. & ItaL Austrino

;

Lat. Austrinus.] Southern. (Johnson.)

Aus-troH in compos. [From Lat Auster, genit
Austri (q.v.).]

1. Southern, as Austro-Egyptian= Southern-
Egyptian ;

pertaining to the Southern Egyp-
tians.

2. Pertaining to Austria, as contradistin-

guished from Hungary, as Austro-Hungary.

aus'-tro-raan-c^, s. [From Lat. auster =
the south wind, and Gr. mmtjm (manteia) —
divination.] Imagined divination by means
of observations made upon the winds. (Web-
ster, £c.)

aus tu'ce, «. [Fr. astuce ; Sp. & Port, astucia

— subtilty.] SubtUty. [Astuce.]

"They lay at the vasht lyik. the aid subtlll doggli
bydand quhil consplratlone or dissensione suld ryes
anaang you, than be there anetuce thei fumest vilht
money baith the parteis."—Complaynt of Scotland, p.

135.

a'ut, a'uth, a. [All the rapidly pronounced.]
All the. (Graven Gloss.)

au'-tar-chy, a [Gr. avrapYt'a (autarchia)=
absolute power ; avropxwc (autarches) — an
absolute sovereign ; avrapxiw (autarcheo)= to

be an absolute sovereign : avro« (autos) =
self, and apxevw (archeuo), or apx<*> (archS) =
. . . to command, to rule. J The government
of a single person ; absolutism.

" It may as well boast an autarchie and self-sufn-

ciencie."— Valentine: Pour Serm. (1835). p. 10.

* au'-ter, s. [In Fr. autel.] An altar.
** Thy terapel wol I worschipe evermo.
And on thin auler, wher I ryde or go,

I wot do sacrifice, . . ."

Chartcer : C. T., 2,253-6.

au'-ter, a. [Norm, or Law Fr. for autre =
another.] Another.

In Law

:

En auter droit : In right of another. (Used
especially with respect to the holding or in-

heriting property in right of another, as when
one marrying an heiress obtains property in

virtue of his being her husband.) (Blackstone

:

Comment., bk. it, ch. 11.)

Per auter vie : By the life of another. (Used
specially when one obtains the possession

of an estate to continue as long as a certain

other person lives.) (Ibid., ch. 8.)

au'-ter-fots (fois as fwa), adv. [From Norm.
or Law Fr. auter = another, and fois = time ;

Fr. autrefois.] Before, previously.

Law. (Used especially in the phrases A.
acquit = previously acquitted; A. convict =
previously convicted ; and A. attaint — pre-

viously attainted. Any one of these three

pleas, if substantiated, will prevent an indict-

ment from being proceeded with, on the

ground that one should not be tried twice for

the same offence.) (Blackstone: Comment,
bk. iv., ch. 26.)

au then -tic, * au- then'- tick, * au-
then'-tique (tlque = tik), * au-ten-
ticke, * au ten tike, * aw-ten'-yk (0.

Eng.), * auc-ten'-ty, * au-ten'-tyfe (0.

Scotch), a. & s. [Dut authentick ; Fr. authen-

tique ; Sp. & ItaL autentico ; Port, avthentico

;

Low Lat authenticus; Gr. avBevrticoc (authen-

tikos) — warranted, authentic ; opposed to

aSeo-TToros (adespotos) = (I) without a master
or owner, (2) (used of books) anonymous. Gr.

aveVmjc (authentes), contracted from avrotfrnc

(autoentes), applied to one who does anything
with his own hand ; avroc (autos) = one's self.

Cognate with the Eng. word Author.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

*1. Written with one's own hand; ori-

ginal.

"There is as much difference between the present
and former times as there is between a copy and nn
original; that, indeed, may be fair, but this only is

authentic*."—3oi*th, vol. viL, Ser. H. (Richardton.)

2. Bearing the name of an author ; having a

signature attached to it ; not anonymous.
[A., II. 2.]

"Being examined ou these material defeats in the t

authenticalness of a paper produced by them as uuthen-
tick, [they] could give no sort of account how it hap-
pened to t>e without a signature,"—Bushe : Report on
Affairs of India. (Richardson.)

3. Trustworthy, credible, as what is sub-

scribed with the name of an author is likely

to be.

"Afetenyk bukys and storis aide and new."
Early Scottish Vsrte, i. fed. Lumby), 1.

" This man regularly sent to the French head-

quarters authentic information touching tlie designs

of the allies."—Macauiay: ilitt-. Eng., ch. six.

4. Unadulterated ; not counterfeit.

(a) Of persons:
** Par. Both of Galen and Parmcelius.

laf. Of all the learned and authentic fellows—
Par. Right, so I say."

Shakesp. : All* Well that Ends Well, 11. &
'* She shall not have it back : the child shall grow
To prize the authentic mother of her mind.

Tennyton; The Princess, v.

(h) Of things:
•* As time improves the grapes authentic juice.

Mellows and makes the speech more fit for use."

Cowper: Conecrfttion.

TJt Technically:

1. Christian Apologetics, Historical Criticism,

&c. Writers on the evidences of Christianity

have had to define the words genuine and
authentic, and have increased rather than

diminished the obscurity attending on the

subject Thus Bishop Watson says, "A
genuine book is that which was written by

the person whose name it bears as the author

of it An authentic book is that which relates

matters of fact as they really happened."

(Watson: Apology for the Bible, Letter ii.)

Some other writers, adverting to the fact that

the words author and authentic are etymologi-

cally connected, call that genuine which Wat-

son terms authentic, and that authentic which

he denominates genuine. It would tend to

clearness if all Christian apologists would in

future adopt this latter use of the word At

present each author has to define the sense

in which he individually employs it in his

writings.

2. Law: Vested with all legal formalities,

and legally attested

fate, lat, fere, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pfit;

or, wor©, wolf! work, who. son ; muto, eub, euro, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, w, ce - e. ey= a, au = kw.
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3. Music: Having an immediate relation to
the key-note or tonic. It is contradistin-
guished from plagal, i.e., having a correspond-
ing relation to the fifth, or dominant, In the
octave below the key-note.

Authentic Cadence, called also Perfect Ca-
dence [Cadence.]

Authentic Melodies. [Melody.]

Authentic Modes, Authentic Tones. [Mode,
Tone. J

B. As substantive: An authentic book or
document. [A, I.] (Fuller.)

au-then -tlc-al, a. [Eng. autlientic ; -al]

The same as Authentic, adj. (q.v.).

au-then -tlc-al-ly (Eng.), * ac-ten'-tlc-

1& * JUt-ten'-Uk-l? (0. Scotch), adv. [Eng.
authentical; -ly.]

1. In an authentic manner ;
properly sup-

ported by authority so as to be credible, and
therefore trustworthy.

". . . and Tin new gift conformactoun nor infeft-
meiit aktentikly gevin agane the said reuocacioun."-
Act Horn, Cone, A. 1478, p. 81.

" I will not even allude to the many heartsfckeniiig
atrocities which I authentically beard of—Darwin

:

Voyage round the World, ch. xii.

2. Authoritatively.

"This point is dubious, and not yet authentically
decided."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours.
" Conscience never commands or forbids anything

authentically, but there is some law of God which
commands or forbids it first."

—

South.

au-theV-tlc-al-ne'ss, s, [Eng. authentical ;

-ness.] The quality of being authentic, i.e.,

of being properly supported by authority, and
therefore trustworthy.

" Nothing can be more pleasant than to see virtuosos
about a cabinet of medals, descanting upon the value,
rarity, and authentical ness of the several pieces."—
Addison.

au then'-tic-ate, v.t. [Eng. authentic; -ate.

In Fr. authentiquer ; Sp. autenticar ; Port.
authenticar ; Ital. autenticare.]

1. To give proper validity to any document,
as by signing the name to it, or going through
any other formalities needful to impart to it

authority.
" To Corretpondentt. — No notice can be taken of

anonymous communications. Whatever is intended
for insertion must lie authenticated by the name and
Address of the writer ; not necessarily for publication,
bat as a guarantee of good faith."—Standing intima-
tion in Timet News/taper,

2. In a more general sense: To impart such
authority to anything as to render it valuable
or trustworthy.
"... replete with research and authenticated by

curious evidences, . . ."—Warton: Bitt. of Bidding-
ton, Pret, p. vL

au then-tic-a-tSd, pa. par. [Authenti-
cate. ]

" We learn, however, from Livy that there was no
miittiTtn or YfeU-authenticated report of the origin of
the dictatorship in the early iiistonaiis."—Lewis ;

Early Rom. lint. (1656). ch. xii., pt. L, I IS.

au then'-tlc-a-tlng, pr. par. [Authenti-
cate.]

au-then-tlc-a'-tion, s. [Eng. authentic;
-ation. In Sp. autenticacion ; Ital. autentica-
zione.] The act of authentication ; the act of
furnishing such evidence of authorship, trust-
worthiness, or both, as may accredit a book

vor a document, or even a spoken statement.
"The reign of Tullas Hostilfus. like those of his

two predeceeaont, is destitute of all authentication by
jroeval written evidence."—Lewis : Early Ram. Hist.,
'ch. xi., pt i., i 18.

au-then-tic'-X-t^, s. [InGer. authenticitat

;

Fr. anthenticite ; Sp. avtenticidad ; Port, an-
ihenticidade.] The quality of being authentic.
[Authentic. ]

"... rather a work of command and imagination
than of authenticity."— Walpole : Anec. of Painting,
vol. I., ch. 2. {Richardson.)

au-then'-tic-lfc * au ten tick ly, * au-
ten tique ly (tiquc = tXk), adv. [Eng.
authentic; -ly.] In an authentic manner.

"... regesters and recordes ludicially and auten-
tlquely made."—Ball: Ben. 17//.. an. 34. {Richard-
ton.)

an then tie ness, *au then tick ness,
s. [Eng. authentic ; -ness.] Authenticity.

"They would receive no hooka as the writings of
inspired men, but such of whose authenticknett they
had rational ground*. "_Bp. Morton: Episcopacy As-
serted, p. XXVI.

au then-tics, s. pi. [In Fr. authenti/iues.]

Civil Law : An anonymous but valuable
collection of the Novels or New Constitutions
of Justinian. (Bouvier.) (Goodrich £ Porter,
Ac.)

au -thor, * auc -thour, * auc -tor. * au-
tor, * au tour, * aw-towre, * a tour, s.

[In Fr. auteur; Wei. awdur ; Prov. auctor ; Sp.
autor ; Port, autor, author; Ital. autore; from
Lat. auctor (sometimes incorrectly written
autor and author) = one who enlarges or con-
firms anything ; specially (1) an originator,

(2) a father, (3) a founder, (4) an artist, (5) an
author of books, (6, 7, Ac); from avctum, sup.
of augeo = to increase, to augment.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Of the Divine Being or of persons :

1. Gen. : The originator, beginner, producer,
or efficient cause of anything.

" In that bless'd moment Nature, throwing wide
Her veil opaque, discloses with a smile
The A uthor of her beauties, who, retired
Behind his own creation, works unseen
By the impure, and hear* his power denied."

Cowper: Task, bk. v.
" The serpeut autor was, Eve did proceed ;

Adam not autor, auctor was indeed."
Owen's Epigrams.

"
. . . be tiecmne the author of eternal salvation

onto all them that obey him."—Heb. v. 'j.

" We the chief patron of the commonwealth,
You the regardless author of Its woes."

Cowper : Task, bk. v.

2. Specially:

(a) An ancestor, a predecessor. (Old Eng. &
Scotch.) [B. 1.]

(b) One who writes books, scientific papers,
&c., with a certain measure of originality, as
distinguished from a compiler and a translator.

". . . the Arabes vseth yet that tnaner of doyug,
Ysmael waa here atour.'—Higden ; Polichron. by
Trevita, it 10. {S. in Boucher.)

"All the rage, of a multitude of authors. Irritated
at ouce by tbe sting of want and the sting of vanity.
Is directed against the unfortunate patron."

—

Ma-
caulay : Bist, Eng., ch. xxlv.

^ Although there is a special term, Au-
thoress (q.v.), for a female who writes books,
yet the word author is sometimes used in the
same sense.

"To one of the Author's Children on his Birthday."—Beading af one of Mrs. Bemant' Poems.

IX Of things : The efficient cause of any-
thing ; that which originates or produces
anything.

"That which is the strength of their amity, shall
prove tbe immediate author of their variance."—
Shaketp. : Ant. A Cleop., 1L «.

B. Old Scots Law :

1, An ancestor, a predecessor. (The word
is frequently used in this sense in old Acts of
Parliament.)

"... haldin he tbe said James Maxwell or his
authortt."—Acts Jas. VI. (1609).

2. One who legally transferred property to
another.

"He who thus transmits a feudal right In his life-

time, is called the disponer or author."—Erskine :

Inst., bk. 11.. f i.

author craft, s. The craft or art of an
author ; skill in literary composition.

'* If a l»ook come from the heart, it will contrive to
reach other hearts ; all art and author-craft are of
small amount to that.

-—Carlyle : Heroes and Hero-
Worship. Lecture II.

t au'-thor, v.t. [From the substantive.] To
be the cause or author of ; act as the doer
of a deed ; to do, to effect, to perpetrate ; to
support by authority, to accredit.

"... when such an overthrow
Of brave friends I have authored. . .

."

Chapman: Bomer't Iliad, bk. Hi. (Richardson.)
" Oh, execrable slaughter.

What hand hath author'd It?**
Jieaum. * Flet. : Bloody Brother.

t au'-thorod, pa. par. [Author, v.t.]

au'-thdr-ess, s. [Eng. author, and fem. sun*.

-ess.]

1. Gen. : A female author, cause, or origi-
nator of anything.

"Albeit his [Adam's] loss, without God's mercy, waa
absolutely irrecoverable ; yet we never find be twitted
her as authorett of his M\."—Feltham: Serm. on St.
Luke xiv. 30

" When others curs'd the authorett of their woe.
Thy pity check d my sorrows in their flow."

Pope : Bomer't Iliad, bk. xxiv., 970-71.

2. Spec. : A female author of a book.
"ThiB woman was authoress of scandalous books."—

Warburton : .Votes on Popes Dunciad.

*ff This sense is more modern than the
former one.

au thor '-i al, a. [Eng. author ; •idL] Per-
taining to an author. (Scott : Antiq., ch. xiv.)

au -thor-ise, v.t. [Authorize.]

t au'- thor - ism, s. [Eng. author; -ism.]
Authorship, (Walpole: Letters, ii. 269.)

au-thoV-I-ta-tive, adj. [Eng. authority);
-ative.]

1. Possessed of authority ; founded on au-
thority,

2. Given forth with authority.
" With the practice of the whole Christian world the

authoritative teaching of the Church of England ap-
peared to be in strict harmony."—Macaulay; [list.
Eng., ch. xiv.

3. Making or implying an assumption of
authority.

" And questions in authoritative tone."
Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. vii.

author -l ta tlve ly\ adv. [Eng. authori-
tative; -ly.] In an authoritative manner; by
proper authority ; with an assumption of
authority.

"... publicly aod authoritatively taught,"—Cote-
ridge: Aids to Reflection, 4th ed. H8:»). p. m
"No law foreign binds in England till it be re-

ceived, and authoritatively emrrafti'd, into tbe law of
England."—Bale.

au thor -I ta tive-nSss, s. [Eng. authori-
tative ; -ness.) The quality of being or appear-
ing authoritative. (Johnson.)

au-thdr'-*-tfrt au thdr I-tie, * au-
tor'-I-tle, *tta-t6r'-jr-te, *auc-tdr'-I-te\
*auc-tor-I-t& * auc-tdr-1-tie, *auc-
tor'-I-tee, s. [In Sw. & Dan. autoritet;
Ger. autoritat ; Fr. autorite ; Sp. autoridad;
Port autoridade ; Ital. autm-ita; Prov. auc-
toritat. From Lat. auctoritas m (1) a cause,
(2) an opinion, (3} advice, (4) a precept,
(5) a proposed legislative measure, (6) iwwer
or authority to act, (7) reputation, influence,

(8) a pattern, (9) a warrant, credibility, (10)
legal ownership; from auctor.] [Author.]
Authority being connected with the word
author, in its older and wider signification,
meaning one who enlarges, confirms, or gives
to a thing its complete form, hence one who
originates or proposes anything, authority is,

properly speaking, the power to act in the
manner now described. It is used specially—
A. In an abstract sense : The right of claim-

ing belief and deference, or of demanding
obedience.

L Of belief or deference

:

1. Claimed on belialf of persons

:

(a) Legitimately : The right which a truthful
person has of claiming belief in his testimony
on matters of fact which have fallen under
his immediate cognizance ; also the right
which a man of intellect, knowledge, and
character possesses of claiming deference to
his opinions, even if they cannot be accepted.

" For authority, it is of two kinds : belief in au art,
and belief In a whu."—Bacon: Bat. Hist.. Cent. X.

" I re-salute these sentiments, connnn'd
By your authority."

Wordsworth : Excurtion, bk. V.

"- . . the authority of a crowd of illustrious names
. . .*—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

(6) Illegitimately : A claim to belief or defer-
ence not sustained by proper evidence.

" It was known that he was so profane as to sneer at
a practice which had been sanctioned by high eccle-
siastical authority, the practice of touchiiur for the
scrofula."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. Claimed on behalf of things : The title

which a book or a document has to a greater
or lesser amount of credit, according to its

character.

"They consider the main consent of all tbe churches
In the whole world, witnessing the sacred authority of
scriptures, . .

,"

—

Booker.

"But on what authority it was recorded by the first

Roman chroniclers, we cannot now discover. '—£ewit.-
Early Rom. Hist., ch. xii., pt i, j 13.

II. Of obedience:

1. Claimed on behalf of persons

:

(I.) (The right to demand obedience may
be founded on natural law, as the authority
of a parent over his children ; or on the law
of the country, as that of a magistrate over
those brought before him; or a master over
an apprentice.) Delegated power given by
superiors.

"When the righteous are in authority, the peoplt
rejoice : but when the wicked beareth rule, tbe people
mourn."—Proe. xxix. 2.

" And here he hath authority from the chief priests
to bind all that call on thy name."—Acts ix. 11

"Tyrconnel, before he departed, delegated his civil

authority to one council, and his military authority to
another. —Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

(ii.) Assumption that such a claim has beea
acknowledged ; bold exercise of power.

boll, bo^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, pern; thin, this; Bill, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. ing,

-cian = shan. -don, -tlon, -slon = shun ; -(Ion, -sion =zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous= shits, -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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"... exhort and rebuke with all authority. Let
do umu) despise thee."

—

Titu* li. IS.

(iii) Power restiirg on the actual acknow-
ledgment of the claim made to it.

" Power arising from strength is always in those that

are governed, who are many : but authority arising

frum opinion is in those that govern, who are few. —

2. Claimed on behalf of things : The title

which a law has to be obeyed.
"The recent statutes were surely not of more au-

thority than the Great Charter or the Petition of

Right"—Macaulay : Bist. £ng., chap, l

B. In a concrete sense: The persona for

whom or the things for which belief, defer-

ence, or obedience is claimed.

L Of persons:

1. Of persons legitimately or illegitimately

claiming belief or deference.

"... sUtemeuts made by such high authorities.''—

Darwin : Detcent of Man, pt.i-.clLi.

2. Of persons claiming obedience, viewed

as individuals, or regarded collectively as one.

In the former case the word is in the plural,

" the military authorities," " the civil authori-

ties," "the ecclesiastical authorities," "the
municipal authorities," or simply "the authori-

ties ;" in the latter it is in the singular, as in

the abstract word "authority."

"The provincial authoritiet sent copies to the muni-
cipal authorities."—Macaulay :M of Eng., ch. T.

" Authority herself not seldom sleeps.

Though resident, and witness of the wrong.
Cowper : Task, bk. lv.

% It may be used, in an analogous sense,

of particular orders of superhuman beings

holding a place in the heavenly hierarchy.

" Who is gone into heaven, and is on the right hand
Of God ; angels and authorities and powers being made
subject onto ham."—1 Peter iii. 22.

II. Of things (specially): Books or docu-

ments regarded as so deserving of credit that

people in general are afraid to dissent from
them in opinion.

" We urge authorities in things that need not, and
Introduce the testimony of ancient writers, to con-

firm things evidently believed."—Browne ; Vulgar
Errourt.
" I cannot here give references and authorities for

my several statements."—Darwin : Origin of Specie*,

Introd., p. 2.

iVu-thdr-i'z-a-ble, adj. [Eng. authorize

;

•able.] That may be authorized.

"... a censure authorizable by that part of St
Austin's words . . ."—Hammond: Works, vol. i.,

P. 246.

author-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. authorise)

;

-ation. In Fr. autorisation ; Sp. avtorization ;

Port, autorizacao.] The act of authorizing ;

the state of being authorized.

"The obligation of laws arises not from theirmatter,

but from their admission and reception, and autheri-

anion in this kingdom."

—

Bale.

au-thor-ize (now more usually au'-thdr-

isej, v.t. [Eng. author; -ize. In Fr. au-

toriser ; Sp. autorizar; Port, autorisar; ItaL

autorizzare ; from Lat. auctoro = to produce
;

from auctor.'] [Author.]

I. Of authority given to persons :

1. To give a person warrant or legal or

moral authority to act in a particular way
permanently ; or to do so temporarily, till a

certain commission is executed.

"... declared that he was authorized, by those who
had sent him, to assure the Lords that . . ."—Macau-
lay : Bin. Eng., ch. xxiii.

2. To give one that authority, influence, or

credit which the possession of character,

knowledge, or years does ; or to a truthful

person belief when he makes statements

founded on his personal observation.

II. Of authority given to things:

1. To give legal sanction to anything.
•• Lawful it is to devise any ceremony, and to au-

thorize any kind of regiment, no special command-
ment being thereby violated."—footer.

2. To give the sanction of custom or public

opinion to.

"Those forma are best which have been longest

received and authorized in a nation by custom and
use."

—

Temple.

3. To justify, to give moral sanction to, to

permit.
"AH virtue lies in a power of denying our own

desires, where reason does not authorize them.'

—

Locke.

4. To impart credit or vitality to an opinion

by bearing testimony in its favour.
"... would well become

A woman's story, at a winter's fire.

Authorized by her grandam."
Shakeep. ; Macbeth, ill. 4.

an thor 1 zed, au-thor-i sed, pa, par. &
a. [Authorize, ]

" His rudeness so with his authorized youth
Did livery falseness in a pride of truth."

Shakesp. : A Lover't Complaint.

Authorised Version of the Bible,
or simply Authorised Version. The ver-

sion of the Bible into English, made at the

suggestion of James I. by forty-seven learned

divines. It took three years—viz., from 1607

to 1610—to execute, and was first published
in 1611. It is the only one " appointed to be

read in churches," and till quite recently its

title-page contained the words "printed by
authority." It has held its place so long

more by its own great merits than by the

artificial support of law ; and while there are

numerous minute defects, which have been
corrected in the Revised Version of the New
Testament, it remains, in all essential re-

spects, the same Bible which for very nearly

three centuries has been the most potent
factor in the spiritual education of the English-

speaking race.

au thor iz-ing, au -thdr-Is ing, pr. par.

[Authorize.)

au thor less, adj. [Eng. author; -less.]

Without an author or authors, anonymous.
"The false aspersions some authorlet* tongues have

laid upon me."—Sir E. Sackville, Guardian, N o. 183.

au -thdr-ly, a. [Eng. author; -ly.] Like an

author. (Coioper, Worcester, £c.)

au thor ship, s. [Eng. author, and suffix.

•ship.] The profession of an author ; the state

of being an author ; or the exercise of the

functions of an author on any occasion

;

origination.

" That waste chaos of authornhip by trade."—Carlyle :

Beroet and Bero-Worship, Lecture V.

au-t«5-, j>ref. [From Gr. ovtos (autos) = of

one's self or of itself = natural, independent,

alone, Ac. Sometimes auto is used subjec-

tively, as autograph = that which one himself

writes ; and sometimes objectively, as auto-

biography = a writing about the life of one's

self.]

au-tS-bi-Sg'-ra-pher, *. [Eng. autobio-

graph(y) ; -er.] A person who writes his or

her own life, or memoirs of one's self.

au to bio graph ic, au-t#-bi-o-
graph'-I-cal, a. [Eng. autobiography);

-ic, -ical.] Relating to or containing auto-
biography.

au to hi o graph l cal ly, adv. [Eng.

autobiographical; suff. -ly.] By way of auto-

biography.

t au-td-bl-og'-ra-phist, s. [Eng. autobio-

graphy); -ist.] An autobiographer.

au-td-bi-Sg'-ra-phjK adv. [Gr. avroc (autos)

= self, fli'os (bios) = course of life, life, and
ypa<j>jj (graphe) = a writing.) A narrative of

the most memorable incidents in one's life,

written by one's self.

" Autobiography of an Atheist ; or. Testimony to the
Truth."— Title of a Book.

au to-car'-pous, a. [Pref. auto-, Gr. Kapnos
(karpos) = fruit, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Consisting of pericarp alone (said of a

fruit).

au-to-ceph'-a-loiis, a. [Pref. auto-, Gr.

*ed>aA»j (kephale) = the head, and Eng. suff.

ous.] Independent of the jurisdiction of an
archbishop or a patriarch. (Said of bishops

and churches.)

au-to chr6n'-S-graph,s. [Gr. airoc (autos)

= self, xpo*" * (chronos) = time, and -ypatpij

(graphe) = a writing, or describing.] An in-

strument tor the instantaneous self-recording

or printing of time. (Knight.)

au toch thon (plur. au toch thon es),

*. {In Fr. autochthone (sing.) ; Port. & Lat
autochthones (pi.) ; from Gr. Autox&op (Autoch-

thon), adj. sing. ; AvroxOove* (Autochthones), pi.

= sprung from the land itself ; airros (autos) =
self, and v6W (chthon)= the earth, the ground.]

One of the aborigines of a country, a man,
animal, or plant belonging to the race which
seems to have inhabited the land before all

other races of a similar kind.

au-toch'-thon-aL, a. [Eng., Ac., autochthon ;

-<U.] Aboriginal, indigenous.

au-tSch-thon'-ic, a. [Eng. autochthon ; -ic.)

Autochthonal.

au-toch'-thon ism, s. [Eng. autochthon

;

-ism.] Birth from the soil of a country ; ab-

original occupation of a country. (N.E.D.)

au-tO^ch'-thSn-Ist, s. [Eng. autochthon ; -ist]

One who believes in the existence of autoch-

thons. (N.E.D.)

au- toch'-thon -ous, o. [Gr. avr6\6ovoc (au-

tochthones). ~] Autochthonal.
•*

. . . and the decision either of the autochthonous
Cecrops, or of Erechtheus. awarded to her the prefer-

ence. —Grofe.- Bist. Greece, vol. i., pt. i., ch. i., p. 77.

au -todave, s. [Gr. avros (autos) = self, and
apparently clavis= key, from clw»do= to shut.

That which shuts itself.] A form of Papiu's

digester, consisting of a French stew-pan with

a steam-tight lid. To render it safe it should
have a safety-valve.

au-toc'-ra-c$r, au toe -ra-sy, *. [In Ger.

autokratie ; Fr. autocratic ; from Gr. aitro-

Koartia (autokrateia), from avrw (autos)= self,

ant* KpaTos (kratos)= (1) strength, might, (2)

power. ]

I. Literally:

1. Ofaruler: Power or authority, the limits

of which nominally depend solely on one's

own will.

". . . who believe that an autocracy is necessary for

the accomplishment of an object which they, at the
moment, hold to be of paramount importance, . .

."—

Lewii; Early Rom. Bist., ch. xit. pt. iii., \ 54,

2. Of a state : Independence of other states ;

possession of the right of self-government,

with the ability to vindicate it if it be called

in question. (Barlow.)

IL Fig.: Independentand controlling power
over anything.

" Another influence has favoured the establishment
of this autocracy among the faculties."— Berbert
Spencer : Psychol., tod ed., vol. ii-, p. 814, 5 389.

au'-to-crat, t au'-to-crfttet s. [In Dan.
autocrat; Dut. autokraat ; Ger. autokrat; Fr.

autocrate; Gr. avTOKparqi (autokrates), adj. =
ruling by one's self : ouros (autos) sst self, and
Kpareta (krateo)— (1) to be strong, (2) to rule ;

Kpdroc (kratos) = (1) strength, (2) power.] Pro-

perly, one ruling by his own power, a sove-

reign of uncontrolled authority ; an absolute

ruler. Specially—

L Formerly. Among the old Athenians: A
designation sometimes given to particular

generals or ambassadors when they were in-

vested with almost absolute authority.

IL Now:
1. Any absolute sovereign, especially the

Emperor of Russia.

"... the autocrat of the immense region stretching
from the confines of Sweden to those of China, , .

."—

Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xxiiL

2. Half sarcastically : A person who rules

with undisputed sway in a company or other

association.
". . . and he was thenceforth the autocrat of the

Company."—Macaulay t Bist. Eng., ch. xviii.

au to crat ic, an-tiS-crat'-i-cal, adj.

[Eng. autocrat; -ic, -ical. In Fr. autocratique ;

Gr. auTOKpovnjc (autokrates) = ruling by oue's

self, absolute.] Pertaining to autocracy; ab-

solute in power, or at least nominally so.

au-to-crat -l-cal-ly, adv. [Eng autocrati-

cal; -ly.] After the manner of an autocrat;

agreeably to one's own will, and that only.

* au-ti-ora'-tor, s. [Gr. avroKpartap (auto-

krator). ] An autocrat

aU-t6-cra-t6r'-I-Cal, a. [Eng. autocrator;

-ical] Pertaining to an autocrator, that is,

an autocrat.

"The Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, in respect of the

same divinity, have the same autocratorical jwjwer,

dominion, and authority."
Art 7

the Creed,

au-to«'-ra-tri9e, s. [In Fr. autocratrice.} A
female autocrat.

t au-tft-cra-trix, s. [Eng. autocracy ; -**.]

A female autocrat. (Tooke.)

an -to-crat-ship, s. [Eng. autocrat; -ship.]

The office! position, or dignity of an autocrat.

au to de fe, s. [Sp. auto-de-fe; Port, auto-

da-fe = an act of faith ; Fr. auto-da-fe ; Ger.

aufo da-fe : Sp. & Port, auto, from Lat. actum

= an act ; Sp. & Port, fk, from Lat. fides -
faith.]

Bate, fat, fere, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, PC**

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e. ey = a. qu = -*siw
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I

CXurch Hist. : The words literally mean
"an act of faith," but are used for (1) the
judicial sentence of the Inquisition, (2) the
carrying out of such a sentence, especially
the public burning of a heretic or heretics.

In this case, after mass had been said publicly
and a sermon preached, extracts were read
from the records of the trial conducted and
the sentences pronounced by the judges of
the Inquisition. For some of the condemned
there were minor, and for others capital sen-
tences prescribed. The unfortunates were
then handed over to the civil power. Heretics
who recanted and similar penitents were first

strangled and then burnt ; but those who re-

mained obstinate were burnt alive, like the
martyrs of Smithfield.
The first auto-de-fe was held in Spain in

1481, the last In 1818. The prisoners who
suffered minor or capital punishments were,
in all, 841,021. (Inquisition.)

An-td-dyn -ftm Ic, a. [Gr. outos (autos) =
self, and oVea^tjcoc (dunamikos) = powerful,
from Svyafite (dunamis) = power, strength.]
Operating by its owu power or force without
extraneous aid.

autodynamlc elevator. A water
elevator. An instrument in which the weight
of a falling column of water elevates a smaller
column to a certain height.

iu-tSg'-a-m^, s. [Pref. auto-, and Gr. -yonia
(gamia), combining form of ya/iot (gamos) = a
wedding.

Bot. : Self-fertilization ; the fertilization of
a flower by its own pollen.

au-tA-gam'-Io, a. [Eng. autogamy) ; -ic.]

Bot. : Characterised by, or adapted for, self-
fertilization.

au-td-ge net'-Ic, a. [Pref. auto-, and Eng.
genetic (q.v.).] Self-producing.

an to gen e-sls, s. [Pref. auto-, and Eng.
genesis (q.v.).] Self-production. Used in
Biol, in the same sense as abiogenesis (q.v.).

iu-tol'-8n-ofi«, au-t$-ge'-ne-«us, an-
t*-gen'-6-al, adj. [In Gr. airo-yn/ijt (auto-
genes) : from aires (autos) = self, and yevraa
(gennao) = to beget, to engender ; ytyva (gen-
no.) = birth, and -yt'-ypo/jai (gignomai) = to
come into being.) Self-engendered, self-pro-
duced ; arising spontaneously.

.•",T
h2 ,!"?ou*u Processes of the vertebra have been

divided into those tliat are autogenoui, or formed
from separate ossiflc centres, and exogenous or out-
growths from either of the Jnstmeutioiied primary
vertebral constituents.-—Flower: OsUol. of the Mam-
malia, p. 16.

autogenous or autogeneous solder-
ing. Soldering by melting together parts of
two metals and allowing them to mix together
and unite as they eooL

iu-tog en-ous ly, adv. [Eng. autogenous

;

ly.] In an autogenous manner ; sponta-
neously.)

"The anterior, or more properly Inferior, bar of the
transverse process of the seventh, and occasionally of
some of the other cervical vertebras in man. is auto,
genouily developed.'—Flower: Otleol. of the Mam-
malia, p. 20.

»U-t«g'-Sn-y, au tog 6 ny, s. Gr. airro-
•ywijvt atiToyopoc (autogenes, autogonos) = self-
produced.)

Biol. : Hseckel's name for a kind of sponta-
neous generation, in which he supposes a most
•imple organic individual to come into being
in an inorganic formative fluid. (Hist. Crea-
tion, Eng. ed., i. 839.)

MJ -tti-graph, s. & a. [In Pr. autographs;
op. & Ital. autografo ; Port, autographo ; Lat.
autographus (adj.), autographum (subst.) ; Gr.
aurdvpou/ioj (aulographos) (adj.), and aiimyoa-
d>ov (tmtagraphon) (subst.) : from aii-ros (autos)
= self, and yoafa [graphs) = a writing : ypd&oj
(grapho) = to write.)

A. As substantive ;

1. Anything written with one's own hand,
as a letter or a signature ; an original manu-
script, as distinguished from a copy.

n'»S. •Kov^.-me"™
col"cto™ °' ««•*•<">*«"-

2. An autographic press (q.v.).

B. vis adjective : Written by one's own hand.
" Carried a second autograph letter from Francis toHenry. —Fronde: Bitt. Eng., vol. iv., p. 843.

au to graph , v.t [Autograph, «.]

1. To write (as a letter, etc.) with one's
own hand.

•

2. To write one's autograph on or in.

3. To copy by an autographic press.

+ au-tog'-ra-phal, a. [Eng. autograph. ; -al.]

The same as Autographic (q.v.).
" The autooraphat subscription of the Convocation

of 1571 to the same Articles U still extant."—Bennet :

Euay on the Thirty-nine Article* (1715), p. *76.

au to graph ic, au to graph leal, a.

[Eng. autograph ; -ic, -icaL In Fr. autogra-
phique.] [Autograph.] Written by one's
own hand ; pertaining to an autograph or
autographs ; autographaL (Johnson.)

autographic ink. Ink used for execut-
ing writings or drawings on prepared paper,
and of such a character that it is possible
afterwards to transfer them to stone.

autographic paper. The prepared
paper used in such a process.

autographic press. The printing press
used in printing autographs.

autographic telegraph. An instru-
ment for transmitting autographic messages,
or in some cases portraits executed in insulat-
ing ink upon metallic paper.

au to graph -Ic-ally, adv. [Autographic]
By an autographic process.

au-tdg'-ra-phy, *. [Eng. autograph; -*/.

In Ft. autographie.}

1, Ord. Lang. : An autograph.
"Persons unknown but in the anonymous auto-

?raphy of their requisition, denominating themselves
be gentlemen of Ibis theatre."— Dr. Knox: A'arra-

tiee, ±c. (I7OT).

2. Lithography: A process for transferring a
writing or an engraving from paper to stone.

au-tS-ki-ngt'-ic-al, a. [Gr. auros (autos)
= self; Eng. kinetic, and suff. -al,] Self-mov-
ing. {More : Immortality of the Soul, I. ii. 25.)

au torn -a-lite, s. [Automolite.]

au torn a tal, a. [From Lat. automates

;

Eng. &e. suff. -al.] [Automaton.] Automatic.
"The whole universe is as it were the automatal

harp of that great and true Apollo."—Atmot. on Qlan-
villi Lux Orient. (Ifi82), p. I2fl.

au to math, s. [Gr. oV'To^ae^ (automathes),
from airoc (autos) = self, and naQav (mathein),
2 aor. infin. of fiavOdvu (manthano) = to learn.]
A self-taught person.

au-td mat' Ic, au-to-mat'-Ic-al, a. [In
Fr. automatique ; Port, automatico ; Lat. auto-
matos; Gr. avTOfiaroc (automatos).] [AUTO-
MATON.]

L Ord. Lang. 0/ material things

:

1. Pertaining to an automaton.
2. Pertaining to self-acting machinery, as

automatic brake, automatic coupling, auto-
matic telegraph, &c.

II. Physiol & Mental PhU. : Carried on un-
consciously.

"Unconscious or automatic reasoning."—Herbert
Spencer: Physiol., 2nd ed., vol. Ii., p. 6, §276.

automatic fire. A composition made
by the Greeks, which ignited under the rays
of the sun at ordinary temperatures.

au torn at ic-al ly, adv. [Eng. automati-
cal; -ly.) In an automatic manner.

au torn a tised, a. [Eng. automation);
-ised.) Made into an automaton (q.v.), (Car-
lyle : Diamond Necklace, ch. i.)

au-tom'-a-tlsm, *. [Eng. automa(ton) ; -ism. ]

1. Automatic action,

2. The theory that animals are mere auto-
mata, acting mechanically and not volun-
tarily.

3. The power of originating motion, as seen
iu the streaming motion of Amoeba.

au-tom'-a-tlst, *. [Automatism.] One who
holds that animals are mere animals.

au tom-a ton (plur. au-tom a tons or

automata), *. [In 8w., Dan., & Ger.
automat; Dut. automaat ; Fr. automate; 8p.,
Portj 8c Ital. automate; Lat. automatus, adj.;

Gr. aurora.-©* {automatos) = self-acting : avroc
(autos) = self, and V«w (ttwio) = to strive
after, to attempt]

I Literally:

1. Gen. : Any self-acting machine ; or. as a
self-acting machine is, at least in most cases
impossible, a machine which, like a watch or
clock, requires to be adjusted only at remote
intervals, and during the intermediate periods
goes of itself.

"The particular circumstances for which the nulo-mataot^ this kind are most eminent may be reduced
to four. — }\'ilki/u.

2. Spec. : A figure resembling a human being
or animal, so constructed that whan wound up
it will, for a certain time, make movements
like those of life.

IX Fig. : This earth or the universe.

automaton balance. A self-acting
machine for weighing coin and rejecting any
pieces which may be of light weight

au-tom a tor f, a. [Eng. automation);
ory.) Automatic. (Urquhart : Rabelais, bk.
i., ch. xxiv.)

au tdm a tous, a. [Lat. automatus ; Gr.
avr6>aTOf (automatosy] [Automaton.] The
same as Automatic (q.v.).

"Clocks, or automaton! organs, whereby we distin-
guish of time."—Browne : Vulgar Xrroure.

au torn 6 lite, au t6m-a lite, $. [In
Ger. autemalit ; from Gr. avrtVoAc* (automates)
= a deserter, aurd/i.oAo{ (automates) adj. =
going of one's self; avro/ioAeu (autemoleo) =
to desert : avroV (autos) = self, and u.o\tlv
(molein) = to go or come. This mineral is

said to be a "deserter," because it has de-
parted from the aspect of a metallic one, and
yet has much zinc in its composition.] A
mineral, called also Gahnite, a variety of
Spinel (q.v.). Dana characterises it as Zinc-
gahnite. The composition is oxide of zinc
and alumina, with sometimes a little iron. It
is found >at Fahlun, in Sweden, and in
America.

au-td mor' phlc, a. [Gr. avroVopdjo? (auto-
morphos) = self-formed.] Conceived after the
form or fashion of one's self. (//. Spencer.)

au-t6 morpti -ism, s. [Automorphic] The
act or practice of conceiving other things or
explaining acts by analogies from one's self.

(H. Spencer : Sociology (Inter. Sci. Ser.), p. 117.)

au ton 6-ma-sy, ». Prob. a misprint for

antonomasy (q.v.). (N.E.D.)

* au to no - mlj an, a- LEng. autonomy.]
Pertaining to autonomy.

au-ttSn'-Oh-mous* a. [Fr. autonome; Port
autenomo. In Gr. avroFo/AOc (aw(OHOTftos).]

Pertaining or relating to autonomy
; possess-

ing and exercising the right of self-govern-
ment ; independent.

au-t#n'-o-my\ *.
^
[In Fr. autonomic ; Port.

autojiomia; Gr. aiVroi'op.ia (autonomia), from
avTovoixoc. (autenomos) — living by one's owu
laws : auTM (autos) = self, and vofioc (nomos)
= custom, law ; vipM (nemo)= to distribute.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The right, and that not lying
dormant, but acted on, of self-government.
Independence ; the state of being, within cer-
tain limits, a law to one's self. (Used of
nations or of individuals.)

"It ia rumoured that the autonomy of Bulgaria will
form part of her demands, . . ."—Timet, Nov. IA, 1877.

2. Mental PhU. In the Philosophy of Kant

:

A term employed to designate the absolute
sovereignty of reason in the sphere of morals.

* au-tf3p'-a-tlrjr, *. [Gr. avrowdoV.a (auto-
patheia) —'one's own feeling or experience.)
More defines this as "the being self-strucken,
to be sensible of what harms us, rather what
la absolutely evill." (Davics.)

au' to phone, ». A form of barrel organ,

of which the tunes are determined by perfora-

tions in a sheet of mill-board cut to correspond

with the desired notes. (E. H. Knight.)

an -to-pis-ty, s. [Gr. oi»Toino*T09 (autepistos)

= credible in itself : ovtoc (autos) = self, and
:.-.<rTc* (pistos) = trustworthy ; n-ftftu (peitho)

— to persuade.] Self-evidencing power ;

credibility on internal evidence without its

being requisite to seek corroboration from
external sources.

au top si-a, «. [Autopsy. ]

au top -sic-al, $. [Eng. autop$(y); -ical.]

Pertaining to autopsy ; autoptical. [Autop-
tical.]

boil, boy; pout, jor*7l; eat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, ph - t
-oian. -tian m shan. -tlon, - sion, -cloun = shun ; -tion, -flon shun, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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au-top'-sy\ au-top'-sl-a, s. [In Fr. autop-
sie ; Port, autopsia ; Gr. avratyia. (autopsia),
from auTo? (awtos) = self, and 6$ (ops) = the
eye. ] Observation of a phenomenon made by
means of one's own eyes, aa distinguished from
testimony with respect to it.

" In those that have forked tails, autopsy convinceth
lis that it hath this use."

—

Kay ; Creation.

H Med. : Used of a postmortem examination.

t au-top'-tic-al, a. [In Gr. avTOTrriitOT (au~

toptikosy}

Ord. Lang. A) Med. : Pertaining to autopsy ;

seen by one's own eyes ; autoptical.
"Evinced by autoptical experience."—Evelyn, b. iii.,

ch. iii., i 22.

t au-tdp'-tlc-al-ly^ adv. [Eng. autoptical

;

-ly.]

Ord. Lang. & Med. : By means of one's own
eyes.

"That the galaxy Is a meteor, was the account of
Aristotle ; but the telescope hath autopticaUy con
futed it . .

.*—Olanville: Scepsis.

t auto sche di-as '-tic-al, a. [From Gr.

avToo-xeSiaoTtKo? (autoschediastikos) = extem-
porary ; avToo-xefiia^w (autoschediazo) = to do,
act, or speak off-hand ; avroo-x«'Sio$ (autosche-
dios) = (1) hand to hand, (2) off-hand : auros
(autos) = one's self; <rx«5i« (schedios) = (of
place) near, (of time) sudden, on the spur of
the moment, off-hand ; <T\eS6v (schedon) =
near ; «x» (echo) — I have ; <rx«tV (schein),

infin. = to have.] Extemporaneous, extem-
porary.

"You so much over-value my autoschedia-tical and
indigested censure of St. Peters primacy over the rest
of the apostles, . . ."—Dean Martin : Letters, p. 21.

t au-to-the'-i§m, *. [Gr. ouro* (autos) =
self, and Eng. theism (q.v.).] The doctrine of
the self-existence of God.

t au-t6-the-ist, a [Gr. a.vr6< (autos) = self,

and Eng. theist (q.v.).] One who is his own
god. (S. Baring-Gould, : Origin of Religious
Beliefs, ii 1S6.)

ffcU-td-type, s. & a. [Gr. avros (autos) = self,

and twos (tupos) = a blow, . . . the impress
of a seal.]

A. As substantive

:

+ 1. A reproduction of an original,

2. A process for reproducing photographs
and pictures in permanent monochrome.

3. A print produced by this process.

B. As adj. : Produced by autotype.

au'-to-type, v. [Autotype, s.] To reproduce
(as a picture) by autotype process.

au-td-ty-pog'-ra-phjr, s. [From Eng. auto-
type (q.v.), and Gr. -ypa-pTj (graphe) = a deduc-
tion, drawing, painting, or writing.] A process
invented by Mr. Wallis, by which drawings
made on gelatine can be transferred to soft
metallic plates, and afterwards used for print-
ing from, like ordinary copper plates.

au'-td-ty-py, s. [Autotype.] The art or pro-
cess of reproducing autotypes,

au tumn (n mute), s. [In Fr. automne; Sp.
ototw ; Port, outono ; Ital. autunno ; Lat. aitc-

tumnus (autumnus is less correct), auctus =
increase, growth, abundance ; auctus, pa. par.
of augeo = to increase. While the words
spring, summer, and winter came to us from
our Anglo-Saxon ancestors, the term autumn
was borrowed from the Romans.]
L Lit. : The season of the year which follows

summer and precedes the winter. Astronomi-
cally, it is considered to extend from the
autumnal equinox, September 23, in which
the sun enters Libra, to the winter solstice,
December 22, in which he enters Capricorn.
Popularly, it is believed to embrace the months
of August, September, and October.

2. Fig. : The decline of human life ; the
whole term of man's existence being tacitly
compared to a year.

" Life's autumn past, I stand on winter's verse.

'

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. v.

autumn-field, s. A Aeld as it looks in
autumn, when harvest is in progress. (Tenny-
son: The Princess, iv. 24.)

autumn leaves, s. pi. The leaves which
so abundantly fall towards the close ofautumn,
(Longfellow : Evangeline, t 4.)

autumn- sheaf, s. A shear of grain
gathered in autumn. (Tennyson : Two Voices.)

autumnal, * au turn ni-an, a, k s.

[Eng. autumn; -al, -ian. In Fr. automnal

;

Sp.autumnal; Port, outonal; Ital. autumnale;
Lat. auctummUis, less properly autumnalis. ]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. ; Pertaining to, or produced or
plucked in, autumn.

" How Bweet on this autumnal day.
The wild wood's fruits to gather.

Wordsworth : Yarrow Visited, Sept, 181*.

" As when a heap of gathered thorns is cast.

Now to, now fro, before th' autumnal blast.

Together clung, it rolls around the field."

Pope : Homer ; Odyssey v. fl.8.

2. Fig. : Pertaining to the declining period
of human life.

*' A Hidden illness seized her in the strength
Of life's autumnal season."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. vi.

Autumnal equinox : The time when the days
and nights in autumn become equal, the in-

fluence of twilight not being taken into con-
sideration. The sun is then vertical at the
equator on his journey southward. This
happens about the 22nd or 23rd of September.

Autumnal point : The part of the equator
from which the sun passes to the southern
hemisphere.

Autumnal signs (Astron.): The signs Libra,
Scorpio, and Sagittarius, through which the
sun passes during the autumn.

B. As substantive: A plant which flowers in
autumn.

'au turn ni-an, a. [Autumnal.]

t au-tum'-nl-tf, * au-tum'-ni-tle, a
[Eng. autumn ; -ity. From Lat. t autumni-
tas, auctunmitas.] [Autumn.] The season of
autumn.

" Thy furnace reeks
Hot steams of wine, and can aloof descrle
The drunken draughts of sweet autumnitie."

Bp. Hall : Sat., iii. 1.

Au-tiin'-ite, s. [So named because found
near Autun, in the department of Sa6ne-et-
Loire, in France.]

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral, of a citron
or sulphur-yellow colour. The hardness is

2 to 2-5
; the sp. gr., 3-05 to 3-19

; the lustre
on one face pearly, on others adamantine. It

is a translucent and optically biaxial. Com-
position : Phosphoric acid, 13 "40 to 15 20;
sesquioxide of uranium, 56'47 to 61*73 ; water,
15-48 to 20 ; with smaller amounts of lime,
magnesia, protoxide of manganese, baryta, and
oxide of tin. Formerly found at South Basset,
Wheal Edwards, and near St Day, in England

;

now at St. Symphorien, near Autun, in France

;

in Russia, America, &c, (Dana.)

au-ver'-nas, s. [From Fr. auvernas, a name
given at Orleans to certain kinds of black
raisins.] A heady wine, made near Orleans
from the raisins mentioned in the etymology.
Kept two or three years it becomes excellent.

auy-e'-sls, s. [Gr. av£no-ts (auxesis) = growth,

increase ; av£diw (auxano), 1 fut. avf>j(ru>

(auxeso) = to make large, to cause to increase.]

Rhet. : Amplification, a figure by which a
dignified word is purposely substituted for

one of a more ordinary character.

atpr.-et'-Ic, °- [Gr* aifijTuco? (auxetikos).~]

Pertaining to an auxesis ; containing an am-
plification.

"This nuxetic power of the preposition Is observable
in the Epist to Philemon, ver. 19."

—

Dr. Hutchinson :

Serm. at Oxford (1740), p. a

t auy-ll'-I-ar, a, & a [In Fr. auxiliare ; Sp.

& Port, auxiliar ; Ital. ausiliare; Lat auxi-

liaris and avxiliarius, from auxilior and auoei-

Uo = to help ; auxilium = help.]

A. As adjective : Auxiliary. Used—
L Gen. Of things in general

:

" While yet th' auxiliar shafts this hand supply.*
Pope: Homers Odyssey, bit. xxii., 183.

" The glorious habit by which sense is made
Subservient still to moral purposes,
Auxiliar to divine."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iv.

2. Spec Of troops:

"Auxiliar troops comhin'd, to conquer Troy."
Pope : Homers Odyssey, bk. xlx., 14T.

B. As substantive : Auxiliary troops ; auxi-
liaries.

" Ye Trojans, Dardans, and auxtllars, hear !

"

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. vii„ U9.

Auy-tt'-i-ar-iej, *. pi [Auxiliary, «\]

auy-ir-*-ar-l& adv. [Eng. auxiliar; -Jy.J

By means of help. (Harris, Worcester, etc.)

au-f-U'-I-ar-y, * auy-Il'-i-ar-Ie, * au-f-
fl'-U-ar--r', a. k s. [Auxiliar.

]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language : Rerrdering assist-
ance, helping, aiding ; subsidiary to.

" Aid from his brother of the seas he craves.
To help him with auxiliary waves." Drydsn.

II. Technically

:

1. Mil. Auxiliary troops. [Auxiliary. B..
1.1(2).]

2. Gram. Auxiliary verbs : The verbs wMch
are used to conjugate others. They are the
verbs to be, to have, sliaU, will, &c.

" In almost all languages, some of the commonest
nouns and verbs have many irregularities ; such are
the common auxiliary verbs, to be and to have, to do
aud to be done, *c."— Watts.

3. Anatomy : Pertaining to any organ or
part of an organ which assists another one in
its operation.

"There is not the smallest capillary vein but it is
present with, and auxiliary to it, according to its use."—Hale ; Origin of Mankind.

Auxiliary muscles: Muscles, the action of
which assists that of others. (Used specially
of the pyramidal muscles of the abdomen.)

4. Music. Auxiliary scales : The six keys or
scales, consisting of any key major, with its

relative minor, and the attendant keys of each.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Ofpersons:

(1) Any person who helps another ; a helper,
an assistant.

"There are, indeed, a sort of underling auxiliaries
to the difficulty of a work, called commentators and
cri ticks."—Pope.

(2) Troops, often from another nationality,
taking a subordinate place in a military enter-

prise.
" Highland auxiliaries might have been of the

greatest use to hiin ; but he had few such auxiliaries"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiiL

2. Of things: Anything which assists.

"In the strength of that power he might, without
the auxiliaries of any further influence, have deter-
mined his will to a full choice of God."—South.

IX Technically:

1, Gram. : An auxiliary verb. [A., II. 2.]

2. Math, : A quantity introduced with the
view of simplifying some complex operation.

* au^c-fl-I-a'-tlon, *. [Lat. auxUiatio.\ Help,

aid.

auy-$r-l-S>-t6r-$r, a. [From Lat. auxiliatus,

pert par. of auxilior = to help.] [Auxiliar.]
Assisting, helping.

**.
. . the purchasing of masses both auxiliatory

and expiatory . . ."—Sir E. Sandys: State of Heligion.

au^'-ls, s. [Gr. avf/c (auxis).'] A genus of

spiny-finned fishes belonging to the Scom-
beridse, or Mackerel family. They are found
in the Mediterranean, the Antilles, &c Some
are of large size. They resemble the tunny.

aux unge, s. [Axunge.]

a-v'a*, a-va', adv. [Scotch av = of, and a' *
"

all.] (Scotch.)

1. Of all, as denoting arrangement in place.

(Mayne : Siller Gun, p. 22.)

2. At all ; in any way.
"

. . . to be sure, for my part, I hae nae right to be
here ava."—Scott : Old Mortality, ch. xiv.

a'-va, a [Native language of the Sandwich

Islands.]

1. The Sandwich Island name of a liliaceous

plant, a species of Cordyline [Cordyline],
which furnishes an intoxicating liquor.

". . . the stream was shaded by the dark-green
knotted stem of the ava, so famous in former days for

its intoxicating effects."—Darwin: Voyage round the

World, ch. xvitl

2. The native name given in the Sandwich
Islands to an intoxicating liquor distilled

from the plant described under No. 1, or to

intoxicating liquor in general.

"But when it did a general search was made, in

whtch even the houses of the missionaries were not

exempted, and all the ava (as the natives call all

ardent spirits) was poured on the ground."—Darwin:
Voyage round f he World, ch. xviii.

3. A kind of pepper, Macropiper methystir

cum, (Treas. of Bot.)

av'-a-da-vat, s. [Amadayat.] An Indian

bird, the same as Amadavat (q.v.).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pft»

or* wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce - © ; & - e. qu = *tw.
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a-vail (1), a-va lie, * a-va ill, a-va ille,

* a-vay-ljfn, * a vayl, * a-uaile,
*a-uayle, a-ue'ile (u as v), v.i. & t

[From Fr. valoxr = to be worth ; Old Fr.

valoir, voter, vakir ; Prov., Sp., & Port, valer

;

Ital. valere; Lat. t>aZeo=(l) to be strong or
vigorous, (2) to be worth.]

A. Intransitive : To be of sufficient strength,
validity, or effectiveness to gain the end which
it was designed to accomplish.

" Farewell ! If ever fondest prayer
For other's weal aeaii'U on high."

Byron : Paretoell

!

B. Transitive :

1, To profit, to serve the purpose of.

"But litle may such guile thee now avayl.'
Spenser : P. (j., II. t. &.

M Yet all this availeth me nothing."—Either v. 18.

^[ (a) It is rarely followed by an infinitive.

"Eternal sorrows what avaHtto shedT
Greece honours not with solemn fasts tbe dead."

Pope : Bomers Iliad, bk. xix. , 227-8.

(b) It is often used reciprocally.

"Then shall they seek t' avail themselves of names.
Places, and titles . .

." Milton: P. L.. bk. xii.

2. To promote, to favour, to assist.

" Meantime he voyag*d to explore the will
Of Jove, on high Dodona's holy hill

:

What means might best his safe return avail."
Pope : Bomer ; Odyuey xiv. MS.

*a-va'il (2), * a-va'lle, * a-vale, * a-uaile,
* a-ua'le (u = V), v. t. k i. [From Fr. avaUr
= to swallow, take down, let down ; aval =
downwards. In Ital. avallare is = to let down,
from Low Lat. avalo, or avallo, with the same
meaning.]

A. Transitive

;

h Lit. : To cause to descend, to let fall.

" By that, the welked Phoebus gan avail*
Ilia weary waine . .

."

Spenser : Sheph. Oat., I.

2. Figuratively : To depress in position and
in spirits ; to render abject

" He did abase and avale the sovereignty into more
servitude towards that see than had been amougus."—
Wotton.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To descend.
" And from their sweaty coursers did avale."

Speruer; P. Q.. II. ix. 10.

2. Fig. : To sink, to become depressed in
spirits, to feel one's pride humbled.

"That could to meekly make proud hearts avale,"
Spenser I P. Q., VI. viii. aft.

a-va 11, *a-va'ile, *a-va'yle, * a-uaile,
* a-ua'yie (u = v), s. [O. Fr. availe,]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Worth, value, profit, advantage, use, pro-
duce.

" I charge thee,
As heav'n shall work in me for thine avail.

To tell me truly." Shakswp. : AIVs Well, i. S.

Jit is often preceded by no, much, little,

other adjectives, indicating quantity,
number, or proportion ; thus, " Of no avail,"
" of much avail," Ac.

t2. Means, property. (Generally in the
plural, avails = proceeds, profits.)

B. Scots Law: An old feudal practice which
gradually acquired the force of law, by which
a lord or other superior exacted from any
vassal's son, who happened to be unmarried
at the time of his father's death, but after-

wards entered the matrimonial state, the
entire tocher, that is, dower of the lady.
This was called single avail. Nay, more, the
superior believed himself entitled to choose a
wife for the young man, and take from him
double avail if, rejecting her, he wedded
another. When the Court of Session gained
a voice In these matters, the judges, almost
as recalcitrant as the bridegroom himself
against double avail, were never known to
have given the smallest assistance to an ag-
grieved chief in carrying out his modest claim.
(Erskine : Instil., bk. ii., title v., §§ 20, 21.)

«>-vall-a-ba'-J-t^, *. [Eng. avail, -ability;

or available, -Uy.] The quality of being
available.

1 a-va ll-a-ble, * a-va il a blc, * a-ua'yle-
a-blo (u = V), a. [Eng. avail ; -able. ]

* 1. Powerful, in force, valid.
" Iaws human are available by consent."—Booker.

"Drake put one of his men to death, having no
authority nor commission available."—Raleigh.

2. Profitable, advantageous, of benefit.
" It was as much available to pray to saints as to

whirl a stone against the wind."

—

Proutie : But. Mng.,
vol. Hi., ch. xii., p. 64.

3. Capable of being employed.
". . . available for purposes of collective luxury or

magnificence."—/. 8. Mill: Politic Bconomy (Prelim.
Remarks), p. 19,

a-va il-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. available; -ness.~\

1. The quality of being available. Spec.,

capability of effecting the purpose for which
it was intended.

"We differ from that supposition of the efficacy, or
availableness, or suitableness of these to the end."

—

Bale.

2. Legal force, validity.

a-va'tl-a-bl& adv. [Eng. available); -y.]

*h Powerfully, in force; spec., with legal
Tmlidity. (Johnson.)

2. Profitably, advantageously ; of benefit.

(Johnson.)

a-vail -ing, pr. par. [Avail (1).]

* a-va'ill, s. [From avail (2). v."} Abase-
ment, humiliation. (Scotch.)

" The labour lost, and leil service ;

The lang availl on huinil wyse.
And the lytlll rewarde agane,
For to consldder is ane pane.

Dunbar : Maitland Poems, p. lift. {Jamieson.)

* a-vail'-lour, * a-va -lour, s. [Fr. valeur
*= value, price, .

."
. valour.] (Scotch.)

1. Value.
**

. . . nil retain na mair within thatr awin housls,
to the use and sustentatioun of thair families, than
the availlour of iii d. . .

."

—

Balfour: PracU, p. 65.

{Jamieson
.

)

2. Avail.
" That tbe saidis preceptla be—of ale grete strenthe,

avalour, and effecte . . .—Acts, Mary : lftU (ed. 1814),
p. 434. (Jamieson.)

t a-va il-ment, s. [Eng. avail ; -ment.] Profit,

advantage. (Johnson

.

)

a-vails, s. pi. [Avail, s.]

av a la nche, t av a-la'nge, s. [Fr. atrx-

lanche, from avaler — . . .to letdown.) [Avail
(2), v.] A snow-slip ; the descent from the
upper parte of a mountain, down its slope, of
an immense mass of snow and ice, accompanied
by earth, gravel, and such fragments of rock
as they have been able to detach. Such ava-
lanches are often destructive to Alpine houses
or hamlets. Avalanches on a miniature scale
may be seen whenever snow is melting on
housetops.

" Huge fragments, sapp'd by the ceaseless flow.
Till white and thundering down they go,
Like the avalanches snow
On the Alpine vales below."

Byron ; The Siege of Corinth, 34.

* a-vale, v.t A 1\ [Avail (2).]

a-va'-lour, *. [Avail, «.] Avail. (Scotch.)

* a-va nee, v.t [From Fr. avancer.] [Ad-

vance.] - The same as Advance (q.v.)t (Old
Eng. & Scotch.)

" It is not honest, it may not avance."
Chaucer: C. T., 346. (& in Boucher.)

*a-va'noe, *a-va'unce,s. [FromFr.otwnce.]

[Advakck. ] Advancement.
" To another a greter avaunce.'
Piers Plowman's Tate, 166. {8. in Boucher.)

* a-va n^e ment, * a va unce ment, a-
ua nee merit (nance m vanee)

t
s. [From

8p. avancement.] (Old Eng. & Scotch.) The
same as advancement (q.v.). (Prompt. Parr.,
Jamieson, &c.)

aV-and, pr. par. [From Scotch aw = to owe.]

Owing. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)
" Safere as sal be fundin avand of the satde techire.

the said Robert sail pay the saiuyn," he—Act. Bom.
Cone, A. 14S8, p. M,

a-va'nt (1), a , and in compos. [Ft. avant : (as
' prep.) = before ; (as adv.)= far, forward

; (as
subst.) = the bow of a ship.]

A. As subst. : The van of an army. [Van.]

B. In comp. : Avant is an adj. — foremost,
which, in military phrases, is= most advanced
against the enemy

avant-couricr (Fr. & Eng.), t avant-
CUrrler (Scotch), s. [Fr. avant-coureur ; from
avant = before, and courtr = to run.]

1. Gen. : A forerunner, a precursor.

2. Spec., plur. (Mil): Forerunners of an
army, perhaps what are now called "picquet
guards.

"

"The avant-curriers of the Engllsn hoast were come
In sight, whileat ttie ScoU were some at supper and
others gone to rest."—Bume : Bitt. W, p. Mt
t .I.im imer.,1 \

*

avant fosse, s. [Fr.]

Fortif. : The ditch of a counterscarp next
to the country, it is dug at the foot of tbe
glacis. (James.)

avant-guard, s. sing, or pi. [Fr. avan<r>
garde.]

Mil. : Advanced guard.
"The horsemen might Issue forth without disturb-

ance of the foot, and the avanr-guri d without shuffling
with the battail or arricre."—11ayward.

* a-va'nt (2), s. [Avaunt.] A vaunt, a boast.

[Avaunt, s., Vaunt, *.]

* a-va'nt, a-vanto, v.i. [Fr. vanter.]

[Avaunt.] To vaunt, to boast. [Avaunt, v.,

Vaunt, v.]

* a vantage, s. [Fr. avantage; Low Lat.

avantagium.] [Advantage.] The same as
Advantage (q.v.). (Prompt. Paw., <tc.)

[See also Evantaoe.]

t a-van'-tiir-ino, *. [Aventorine.]

av a-ri9e, s. [In Fr. avarice ; Sp. avaricia

;

Port, avareza; Ital. avarizia; Lat. avaritia,
from avarus — eagerly desirous of. ]

1. Sj)ec. : An excessive craving after wealth ;

greediness of gain ; inordinate love of money

;

covetousness.
"And the difference bytwixe avarice and coveytlse

is this: cuveitise is for to covey te suche thliigee aa
thou hast not ; and avarice is to withboide ami kepe
suche thinges as thou hast, withouteu rightful neede."—Chaucer: Persones Tale.

"Avarice is rarely the vice of a young man : it is

rarely the vice of a great man . . ."—Macaulay : Bist.
£ng„ ch. xiv.

2. Gen. : Insatiable desire of something else
than money.

"And all are taught an avarin* of praise."
Goldsmith : Tlte Traveller.

av a ri clous (910ns as shiis), a. [Eng.

avaric(e); -ious. In Fr. avaricieux; Ital.

avaraccio.]

1. Insatiably eager to acquire wealth

;

covetous.
" Luxurious, avaricious, false, deceitful."

Bhakesp. : Macbeth, lr. X
2. The result of covetousness

; produced by
covetousness.

av-a-ri'-$tous-l^ (clous as shiis), adv.

[Eng. avaricious : -ly.] In an avaricious
manner ; covetously,

av a ri -piousness (clous as shiis), *.

[Eng. avaricious ; -ness. ] The quality of being
avaricious ; covetousness.

* av'-a-rous, * av'-er-ous, a. [Fr. avare

;

Sp. At Port, atwro, adj. ; Ital. avaro, s. = a
miser. From Lat. avarus, from aveo — to
desire.]

". . . for It [avarice] bireveth him the love that
men to him owen, and turnith it bakward agains al
resoun. and makith that the avarous man bath
more hope In his catel than in Jhesu Crist, . .

.**—

Chaucer : The Persones Tale.

a-Va'St, interj. [Etymology uncertain ; prob.
a corruption of Dut. houd vast = hold fast.]

Naul.: Enough, cease, stay, hold, desist
from.

" Avast hailing 1 don't you know me, mother Part-
lett I * Cumberland ; Com. of the Walloon*.

avast heaving. Desist from heaving.

av-a-tar', av-a-ta'-ra, s. [Sansc. awatdra,

avatdra, from ova = from, and tri = to cross
over, to pass over.]

1. Hindoo Myth. : The descent of a deity to
the earth ; the incarnation of a deity. (Spe-
cially applied to the ten incarnations of
Vishnoo.) [Incarnation.]

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Manifestation or presentation.

(2) Phase.

* a-va'unce, s. & v. [Obsolete forms of Ad-
vance.]

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist -Jng.

-clan, -tian o shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tion, -gion = zhun. -tious, -slous, -clous m shus. -hie, - die, &c. - bel, del.
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'a- vaunce-mfent, *• t^r. advancement.]

[Advancement.]

*a vaun-^yd, pa. par. The same as Ad-

vanced (q. v.). (Prompt. Part).)

a-vaunt', adv. & interj. [Fr. avant = forward,

from Lat. ab ante = from before.]

*A. As adv. : Forward.

B. As interj. : On ! off! away ! begone I

" Avaunt I thou hateful villain, get thee gone."
Shaketp. : King John, ir. 3.

•ft-vaunt' (1), v.i. & t. [O. Ft. avanter: a,

«ntens.,andwnf€r = to boast, to vaunt (q.v.).]

A. Intrans. : To boast, to brag.

TT Used also reflectively.

" Let now the Papists avaunt themselves of their
transabstantlation I "—Abp. Cranmer : Answer to Bar-
diner, p. 333.

B. Transitive

:

1. To boast ot

2- To praise, to commend. (N.E.D.)

•a-vatmf (2), v.i. & t. [Avaunt, adv. & interj.

Tliis verb lias been influenced in meaning by
Avaunt (1) and by Advance.]

A* Intransitive

:

1. To advance, especially in a haughty or
boastful way. (Spenser: F. Q., II., iii. 6.)

2. To depart.

B. Trans. : To raise, to advance (q.v.).

• avaunt (1), *. [Avaunt, adv.] An order

to depart, dismissal.
" To give her the avaunt."

Shaketp. : Henry VIII., it a

* a vaunt' (2) s. [Avaunt (1) v.] A vaunt, a

boast
than truth."—Brende : Q.

Cnrtius, HI. 25.

*i To make avaunt: To boast. (Chaucer:
Prol. C. T„ 227.)

* a-vaunt-age, s. [From Fr. avantage.]

[Advantage. ] The same as Advantage (q. v.).

" For ther nas noon so wys that cowthe seye,
That any had of other avauntage."

Chaucer: C. T., 2,592-$.

* a-vaunt-ance, s. [Eng. avaunt, and suffix

-ance.] Vaunting, boasting.
" The vice, cleped avauntanee.
With pride hath take his acquaintance.

"

Cower : Con/. Am., b. L

* a-vaunt-er, s. [O. Eng. avaunt; -er.] One
who vaunts ; a boaster.

* a-vaunt-mg, * a-vaunt-yn, pr. par.

[Avaunt, v.]

* a-va'unt-rj, * a va unt-ri-e, «. [Eng.
avaunt, and Eng. suff. -ry.]

"The worshippe of his name,
Through pride of his avauntrie,
He tourneth into vilanie."

dower : Con/. Am., b, i.

* a-va yle, s. [Avail.]

av -e, imperat. of verb, sometimes used as a subst.

[Lat. = hail.] [Ave-Mary.]

A. As imperative of verb, as when the ex-
pression Ave-Mary is used in an ejaculatory
manner. [Ave-Mary.] (See the examples
from Scott and Tennyson.)

B. As substantive : An Ave-Mary or Ave-
Maria (q.v.).

" ... he repeated Ave* and Credos : he walked in
processions . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., cb. xxiii.

Av'-S Ma'r-y\ Av'-S Ma ri a. [In 8w.,

Sp., &Lat. Ave Maria; Dan. Avemaria; Dut.
& Port. Ave-Maria ; Fr. Ave Maria; Ital.

Avemaria, Avemmaria. From Lat ave =
hail = God save you, and Eng. Mary, Lat.
Maria; Gr. Mapta (Maria) =Mapiap.(Mariam);
Heb. D^p (Miriam), from Hip (men) = con-

tumacy (Gesenius), or TTJ (mdrar) = to be
bitter ; or from rjri (r&m) = to be high. Ave
Maria are the first words of the angel's saluta-
tion to the Virgin Mary, as given in the Latin
Vulgate of Luke i 28.] [Hail Mary.]
A. As imperative of a verb: Hail Mary! a

salutation to the Virgin Mary, constituting
part of the Roman Catholic worship.

" He joyed to see the cheerful light,
And he said Are Mary, as well he might"

Scott i Lay of the Latt Minstrel, H tt.
" But * Ave Mary,' made she moan."

Tennyson : Mariana in the South.

avauncement—avenger

B. As substantive : A prayer to the Virgin

Mary, in which the words Ave Maria occur.

% The chaplets and rosaries which some
Roman Catholics use, are divided into a cer-

tain number of Ave Marias and paternosters.

*' Numbering our Ave-Maries with our beads."
Shaketp. : 3 Henry VI., U. 1.

* a ved, * a'-ued (U — v), pret. of verb. [Ap-
parently from have, with h suppressed, before

have had become an irregular verb.] Had.
" Br the fulthe of time was comen,
Satenas al folk aued noraen."

MS. CoU. Med. Edinb., H. III., xii, t 51.

(S. in Boucher.)

* a-ve*lT, v.t. [Lat. avello.] To pull away.

"The beaver in chase makes some dlvulsion of parts;

yet are not these parts a veiled to be termed testicles."

.—Browne.

a-vel-lane, s. [Fr. ave-

line ; Sp. avellana ; Port
avelan ; Ital. avellana = a
filbert, a hazel-nut.]

Her. : A cross resem-
bling four filberts. (Gloss,

of Heraldry.)

* a've-long, a. [Old form
of Eng. oolong.] Oblong.
(Prompt. Parv.) It is still avellane cross.
used in Suffolk.

a-VC'-nas, s. [In Fr. avoine ; Sp. avena ; Port.

avea; Ital. vena; from Lat. avena = an oat.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Gramiiiacea% or Grasses. It has six

representatives in the British flora—the A.

fatua, or Wild ; the A. strigosa, or Bristle-

pointed ; the A. pratensis, or Narrow-leaved
perennial ; the A. planiculmus, or Flat-stem-

med ; the A. pubescens, or Downy ; and the
A. jiavescens, or Yellow Oat The first of

GROUP OF AVENA
L Avena elatior (False Oat Grass). 1 Avena /atua

(Wild Oat). 3. Avena pratensit (Glabrous Oat
Grass). 4. Avena pubescent (Downy Oat Grass)

5. Avena Jlavetcem (Yellow Oat Grass). 6. Avena
mtrigota (Black Oat).

these species is akin to the .4. sativa, or Culti-

vated Oat. Pt is a cereal suitable for cold

climates, not reaching proper maturity in the
South. It attains perfection in Scotland, and
is largely grown there. A. nuda is the Naked
or Hill-oat, or Peel-corn, formerly cultivated

and used extensively by the poorer classes in

the North of England, Wales, and Scotland.

[See also Oat. ]

ave na ceoiis (ce as ah), a. [Lat. aven-

aceous, pertaining to oats, oaten, from avena
= the oat.] Pertaining to the botanical genus
Avena, or to the wild or cultivated oats.

iiv -e-nage, s. [Fr. avenage; Low Lat. avena-

gium ; from Lat. avena m an oat. ] [Avena. ]

A stipulated amount of oats paid by a tenant
to a landlord in lieu of rent (Kersey : Diet.,

1702.)

* av en-aunt (Old Eng.), aV-en&nd,
(Scotch), a. [Fr. avenant ; Old Fr. advenant,
both = handsome and courteous. ] Elegant in

person and manners ; prepossessing, engaging.
**

. . . Y arete wele Sir Otes the graunt,
And byd hym sende me bis tloghter avenaunt."

Le Bone Florence, 128. (Boucher.)
" He wes yhoung, and avenand.
And til all lordls rycht plesand."

fVyntown, vi., 13, 161. (Jamieson.)

av -en-aunt-Hche, adv. [O. Eng. avenaunt,
and sufflx liche — -ly. ] Beautifully.

" To seche thorn that cite ther nas non sich,

Of erbes, and of erberi. so avenauntliche idiht."
The rutillof Sutan.,it.\. [8. in Boucher.)

* a'-vence, s. [Avkns.]

* a-vene, *. [Avena.] An ear of corn.

[Awn.]
" Avene of corne : Arista."

—

Prompt. Parv.

* a-ve -ner, a-ve'-nor, * a-vey-ner, s.

[Norm. Fr. From Lat. avena, and Eng., &c,
suff. -er, -or.]

Feudal law: An officer of the king's stable*,

who provided oats for the horses

"... and to have sitting with bim at his table the
Esquire de Quyre, and the Avenour'— Qrdin. Royal
ffouteh,, p. 172, 17 Hen. VIII. (& in Boucher.)

* a '-veng, * a'-ueng (u = v), * a -feng,
pret. ofv. [Afonge, Avonge.]

avenge, * auenge (u = V), v.t. [From

O. Fr. avengier, vengier, vangier, vanger; Mod.
Fr. venger ; Prov. vengar, venjar ; Sp.vengar;
Port vingar ; Ital. veng tare, vendicare; Lat
vindico = to avenge, to vindicate ; vindex =
(1) a claimant, (2) a punisher, an avenger.]
To make a return, or take satisfaction for a
wrong by inflicting punishment of some kind
or other on the offender.

L Gen. : Formerly it was often used, as it

since sometimes is, to imply simply the return
of pain for real or imagined injury, without
its being decided whether the retribution is

legitimate or the reverse.
" He had avenged himself on them by havoc such as

England had never before seen."—Macaulay : Hut.
Eng., ch. vii.

2. But now it is generally confined to cases

of punishment for injury in which the retri-

bution is legitimate in character and not dis-

proportioned to the offence ; the word revenge

being used in cases of another character.

% (a) Sometimes the object of the verb is

the offence for which retribution is inflicted,

followed by upon or on applied to the persons
punished.

"... I will avenge the blood of Jezreel upon the
house of Jehu, . .

."

—

Hotea I. A.

Formerly of was sometimes used instead

of on or upon.
". . . and avenge me of mine enemies."— Ita. 1. 24.

(6) Sometimes in place of the offence stand-

ing as the object of the verb, it is followed by
for.

"... such are the practices by which keen and
restless spirits have too often avenged themselves for
the humiliation of dependence."—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xiv.

(c) The word is often used reciprocally, the

person inflicting punishment for wrong being

at once the subject and the object of the verb,

**.
. . avenging myself with myown hand."'-lSom

xxv. S3.

TJ See also various examples given above.

* avenge, s. [Avenge, v.] Bevenge, ven-

geance.
" And If to that avenge by you decreed
This hand may belpe, . ,

."

Spense^: F. Q., IV. vi. 8.

* a-veng e-an9e, s. [O. Eng. avenge; -ance.]

Punishment ; vengeance.
" This neglected fear

Signal avengeance, sucli as overtook
A miser." Philips ; Cider, bk. 1L

a-vSng'ed, pa. par. [Avenge, v. ]

a-veng e-ful, * a-v£ng e-full, a. [O. Eng
*
avenge ; Eng. suff. -full.] Revengeful, venge-

ful ; full of or expressive of vengeance.
" Frame thunderbolts for Jove's avenge/nil threate."

Spenser: F. o., IV. r. 37.

a veng e ment. * a ueng e ment (u =
V), s. [O. Eng. avenge ; -ment. ] Vengeance

;

revenge of an illegitimate character ; also

legitimate punishment or retribution for

wrongs inflicted.
" For of his hands he had no goveraement,
Ne car'd for blood in his avengement."

Spenser : F. Q., I. iv. M.

"... to Impute the death of Hotham to Gotfi

avengement of his repulse at Hull . . ."—Milton:
Answer to Eikon Batiwce.

a ven ger, * aucnger (u = v), s. [Eng.

avengie): -er. In Fr. vengeur; Sp. vengador;

Port, vingar; Ital. vendicatore.] [Vindica-

tor,] One who avenges himself or a wrong

by inflicting punishment, either of a legiti-

mate or of an illegitimate character, upon the

offender. Used—
L In a general sense :

". . . that thou mightest still the enemy and taw

avenger."—P$. viit 2,

" Achilles absent was Achillea still.

Yet a short space the great avenger staid,
h

Then low in dust thy strength and glory laid.

Pope: Homer'* Iliad, bk. xxii., 418-10-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t,

on wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se. ce = e. ey - a. qu kw.
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II Specially:

1. Of God, as the Being to whom it specially
»pj*ertains to punish unexpiated wrong or
other sin or crime.

"... the Lord it the Avenger of all such, . . ."

—

1 Them, i v. e,

r It is used in a corresponding sense of the
heathen Jupiter or Jove.

" Then Discord, sent by Pallas from above,
Stem daughter of the great avenger Jove."

Pope; Homer't Odyssey, bk. ill., 185-6.

2. Of the Jewish " avenger of blood. " [See %
below. ]

II Avenger of blood:

(o) Spec. : The designation given in the
Mosaic law to the person on whom it devolved
to punish death by violence. He was the
nearest male relative' of the person killed, and
was accorded the right of slaying the homicide,
if he could overtake him before the latter

reached a city of refuge. But if the person
who had killed another reached a city of
refuge, he had then a fair trial, with the view
of deciding whether the offence was man-
slaughter or murder. [Refuge.]

". . . and deliver him into the hand of the avenger
of blood, that he may die."—Detit. xix. 12.

(See alse Numb. xxxv. 9—34 ; Josh, xx.)

(6) Gen. : Any one who insists that the
unjust taking of life shall be expiated by the
death of the person, high or low, who perpe-
trates the deed.

"The first Lieutenant-Colonel was ClelanJ, that im-
placable avenger of blood who had driven Dundee
from the Convention."—Macaulay:
xiil.

-Macaulay : Hist, Eng., ch.

* a ven -ger-esse, s. [O. Eng. avenger; -esse

= -ess. In Fr. vengeresse.] A female avenger.
" Vett there that cruell Queene avengeresse."

Spenser : F. Q.., III. viii. 20.

a-veng -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Avenge, v.]

A. A B, -4a participle & participial adjective

(used in senses corresponding to those of the
verb):

1. Of God, angels, men, or other beings
capable of inflicting retribution for wrong.

" He heard the wheels of an avenging God
Groan heavily aluug the distant road."

Cotoper : Expostulation.
" When England 'midst the battle-storm,
The avenging auge! reared her form."
Bemans ; To the Memory of Sir By. E—U—s.

2. Of the blow or stroke inflicted, or the
bolt hurled to avenge a wrong.

" Troy yet may wake, and one avenging blow
Crush the dire author of his country s woe."

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. ill., fi3-4.

" Bach word against his honour spoke.
Demands of me avenging stroke."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iv. 81.

3. Of the day of vengeance.

C. As svbst. : Vindication of a person or
people by punishing those who have don him
or them wrong.

" Praise ye the Lord for the avenging of Israel."—
Judges v. 2.

ft-ve'-nor, s. iavener.]

a-ve -nous, a. [Eng. a = Gr. d, priv., and
venous (q.v.).]

Bot. : Wanting veins or nerves.

a'-vens, * a'-vence, s. [Wei. avan = a rasp-

berry. J The name applied to plants of the
genus Geum or their allies. [Geum.] The
Common Avens, G. urbanum (Linn.), has erect

COMMON AVENS.

flowers, sessile heads of fruit, and small
yellow flowers. It is common in woods and
hedges. The Water Avens, G. rivale, has
drooping flowers, stalked heads of fruit, large

flowers with purplish calyces, and erect dull
orange-coloured petals. It is not unfrequent
in marshy places and moors. Both species
have the qualities of cinchona.

Mountain Avens, called also White Dryas,
Dryas octopetala, is akin to the other species. It

has, however, eight large white petals, whilst
the petals in its congener are only five. It

is not uncommon in alpine districts. [Dryas.]

av -en-tayle, av'-on taile, av'-en-
taille, s. [O. Fr. aventail, ventaille ; Mod.
Fr. ventait ; Prov. ventalh ; Ital. ventaglia =
the cheek-piece of a helmet ; from Lat. ventus
= wind.] The part of a helmet which lifts up,
and is so contrived as to admit fresh air.

[Ventayle.]
" For, as he drough a king by th' aventaile."

Chaucer : Troil. A Cress., v. 1,570. (8. in Boucher.)
" Sweet was her blue eye's modest smile.
Erst hidden by the aventayle."

Scott I Marmion, Introd, to canto v.

" And lifted bis barred aeentayle.
To hail the Monk of St. Mary's aisle.*'

Scott ; Lay of the Last Minstrel, 11. 3.

* a-vent e, v.t. [O. Fr. esventer.} To open for

the purpose of breathing.
" And as he schulde hya helme avente,
A quarrel! smote hym verament.
Thorowowt bothe bouue and brayne."

Le Bone Florence, 1.M1. [8. in Boucher.)

Xv'- Sn-tine, a. & s. [Lat. Aventinus.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to the Mons
Aventinus, one of the seven hills on which
Rome was built.

B. As substantive : A military refuge, a
tower, a defensive fort, a redoubt.

" Into the castle's tower.
The only A ventine that now is left him."
Beaum. & Flat. {Goodrich * Porter : Diet.)

•a-ven'-tre (tre = ter), v.t. [Etymology
doubtful

;
perhaps from Ital. awentare —

to cast, to throw.] To throw or push for-

ward.
" With that, her mortall speare

She mightily aventred towards one,
And down him smot, . .

."

Spenser: F. Q., III. 1. 28.

* a ven -tred (red = erd), pa. par. [Aven-
tre, Adventured.]

* a-vent ring, pr. par. [Aventre, Adven-
turing.]

* a-r5n'-ture, * aun'-ter (Old Eng.),

*"awyn'-tyr (tyr = tir), (0. Scotch), *. [Fr.

aventure.] [Adventure.]

1. An adventure.

"They tolden him of aventure* that they badde
fouude."—Chaucer: C. T.,TJL

2. Chance ; accident.

"... for the honorabill support of. his estate riale,

in all aventouris and caiat, . . . —Acts Ja. V., 1540 (ed.

1814. p. 300).

31 A mischance causing the death of a man

;

as where a person is suddenly killed by any
accident. It is opposed to death by felonious
crime. (Old Eng. & Scotch.) (Cowel, Spottis-

woode, Ac.)

In aventure: Corresponding to Fr. A Vaven-
ture, d'aventure= perchance. Lest, perchance.

"The medcinaris inhibit thir displeaonris to be
schawiu to the Kyng ; in aventure he tuk sic malan-
cboly thair throw, that it myebt halsty him to his
deitb."—Bellend: Cron., bk. xu, ch. 4.

a ven tur ine, t a-van'-tur-Ine, s. [Fr.

from Ital, awentura m chance, with reference

to the accidental discovery of No. 1.]

1. A brownish glass with gold-coloured
spangles, first made at Murano, near Venice.
The chance dropping of brass-filings into a
pot of melted glass led to the discovery.

2. A brownish-pink colour.

3. Min. : Quartz, spangled with scales of
mica or some other mineral. The best speci-

mens have been found in Spain.

aventurinc felspar.
1. A variety of Orthoclase.

2. A variety of Albite or Oligoclase.

aventurine oligoclase. A reddish-
gray or grayish-white mineral, with fire-like

reflections, produced by minute disseminated
crystals of haematite and gbthite.

* a ven'-tiir-ous, * a-ven'-truse, a. [Ad-
venturous.]

1, Adventurous.
" Ane Egle of the est, ande ane aventruse byrde."

Early Scottish Verse, iv. (ed. Lumby), 42.

2. Of uncertain issue.

"... the deedes of batayles be aventurous. and no
thing oerteyn, . . ."—Chaucer: Tale of Mrlibeus.

av en ue, * ad'-ven-ue, s. [Fr. avenue,
from avenir = to come. In Sp. & Port.
avenida ; Lat. advenio = to come to : ad = to,

and venio = to come.] A road or opening of
any kind leading to a house, a city, &,c.

"All the avenues leading to the city by land were
closely guarded."—Macuulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

Spec. : An alley bordered by rows of trees,

whether leading to a house or not.

"The roads were bordered by hedges of Mimosa, and
near many of the houses there were avenues of the
mango."

—

Darvrin : Voyage round the World, ch. xxt

1[ A fine broad street. (Originally America^
but coming into use in England.)

* a'-ver (1), s. [In Sw. hafre, hafra = oats ;

Dan. & Dut. havre ; Ger. hafer.] The oat

;

oats. (Scutch.)

* av^-er (2), * av'-ere, * av-oir'e (oire as

war), s. [Fr. avoir = that which one pos-
sesses ; from avoir= to have ; Sp. haber = sub-
stance, wealth, riches ; from haber = to have ;

Port haver (sing.), haveres (pL) ; Ital. avere
= estate, riches ; from avere = to have ; Low
Lat. avera, averia ; from Lat. habeo =to have.)

A, (Of the forms avoire and avere.) Gen.

:

Property of any kind.

B. (Of the form aver.) Spec. : As in the old
pastoral times property in the main consisted
of the domesticated animals, the word aver
became confined to them [Affri, Aiver, Aver-
corn, Aver-land, Aver-silver, Averie], and
next, becoming yet more specialised, termi-
nated by signifying a work-horse. (Scotch ot

N. of England.)
"An inch of a nag in worth the span of an aver.**—

Ferguson : Scotch Proverbs, p. 7. (8. ti Boucher.)

aver-cora, s. [So called, according to
Skinner, because it is corn drawn to th«
granary of the lord of the manor by the work-
ing cattle, or avers, of the tenants.] A reserved
rent in corn, paid by farmers and. tenants to
religious houses. (Jacobs.) (S. in Boucher.)

aver-land, s. Land ploughed by the
tenants, with their cattle, or avers, for th*
use of a monastery or of the lord of the soil

(Cowel.) (S. in Boucher.)

aver penny, averpenny, *. Money
formerly paid in lieu of arrage and carriage
(A word of frequent occurrence in our old
charters.)

"Averpenny, money paid towards the king's car-
riages by land, instead of service by the beasts {averia)
in k.iuii."—Burn: Bist. of Westm. and Cumb. ; Gloss.

aver-allver, a. A custom or rent so
called, originating from the cattle, or avers, at

the tenants of the soil. (Jacobs.)

a-ver', * a-ver're, v.t. [Fr. averer = to de-

clare positively ; Prov. averar, aveirar ; Sp
& Port, averiguar ; ItaL averrare ; Low Lat.
avero, advero ; from Class. Lat. ad = to, and
vents = true.] [Verify.] To assert positively,

as one does who is convinced he is tipeaking

the truth ; confidently to declare.
" Early one morning it was confidently avrrred thai

there had been a battle, . . ."—Mucaulay : Hist. Eng..
ch. xxi.

" av~er~age (1) (0. Eng.), * an'-ar-age (an
= av), * ar'-y-age, * ar rage, * ar -a£e
(0. Scotch), s. [In Dan. hoveri is = average,
soccage-duty, service due to the landlord

;

hoveribonde = soccager, bondman ; hoveri-
pligtig = obliged to soccage-duty ; hovarbeide
= service due to the landlord, soccage-duty,
average ; hovdag = the day on which soccage-
duty is performed. (Tauchnitz : Dan. Diet.)
Wedgwood derives this group of words from
Dan. hof= a court residence or palace, and
believes that in this direction the etymology
of Eng. average (1) should be sought. The
derivation generally given is from Low Lat
averagium and averia, in the sense of a por-
tion of work done by animals of burden ; also
a charge upon carriages. So, also, the heriot
formerly paid to the lord of a manor on the
death of a tenant was the best live beast, or
averium, which the deceased tenant had pos
sessed.] [Aver (2).]

Old Feudal Law : The duty or service which
the tenant was bound to pay to the king or to
the lord of the manor by means of his animals
of burden and his carriages.

"Arage, v.t., pervaies. Average signifies service
quhilk the tennent audit to his master be horse or
carriage of horse."—Skene ; De Verb. Signif. {15*01.

{Jamieson.)

ML boy; po^t, J6%1; cat, 9*11* chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph-t
-elan = shan. -don. -tion. -sion = shun : -tfon, -sion = zhun. -tious. -sious, -cious shus. -ble, -die. &c. = Del, del.
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^ The term arriage, in the legal phrase
•'arriage and carriage," is the word average

modified. [Arkiaoe.] The feudal obligation

now mentioned was abolished by 20 Geo. IL,

c. 50. The money paid for exemption from
the burden of arage was called aver-penny

(q.v.). (Jamieson.)

fcv -er-age (2) (age = Ig), s. & a. [In Dnt.

averij = (1) average, (2) damage ; Sw. averi =
average ; Dan. haneri = (1) average, (2) damage
which a ship receives. (3) waste of wares ; Ger.

avarie, avarei, haferc*, haverei = average ; Fr.

avarie— damage done to a ship, or any damage

;

O. Fr. average ; Sp. averia = (1) average, (2)

damage done to a ship ; Port, avaria = allow-

ance out of freight to the master of a ship for

damage sustained, or a contribution by in-

surers to replace losses ; Low Lat. nveragium,

in the sense of loss of goods in transportation.

Santa Rosa and Marsh derive this from Turk.

avaria = aid, a government exaction in the

Levant ; but Wedgwood considers it to be from
Arab, dwar = a defect or flaw.]

A. As substantive .*

1. Ordinary Language :

* 1. Formerly: The apportionment of losses

by sea or elsewhere in just proportions among
different individuals concerned. [A., XL 1.]

From this the second sense of the word gradu-

ally arose.

2. Nmo: The medium or mean proportion

between certain given quantities. It is ascer-

tained by adding all the quantities together

and dividing their Bum by the number of them.
For instance, to ascertain the average income
of a number of parochial clergy, their several

incomes must all be added together, and the

sum total be divided by the number of clergy-

men. The more that the extremes vary, the

less possible is it to reason out any individual

case from a study of the average. Thus the

knowledge of the average age at which people
die in America affords no aid whatever towards
discovering when any particular person will

die, for some do so almost at the moment of

birth, and others linger on for nearly, it not
even quite, a hundred years. But for finding

out general laws, the study of averages is of

immense value. The average of qualities is

ascertained in a similar way to that of quan-
tities.
"... and the average of Intellect and knowledge

was higher among them than among their order geue-
tally."—Macaulay: Hitt. Eng., ch. zi.

" Including the period of the kings, the first decade
has ;ui avenue of forty -six years to each book."—Lewi*

:

Early Rotn.Bi*t., ch. 11.. | ».

% On an average : When an average is taken.

IL Technically:

1. Law, Nautical and Commercial

:

(a) Average, or general average: A contribu-

tion made by merchants proportionally to

the value of the goods which each has on
board a particular vessel, to meet the loss

which arises when in a storm the goods of one
have had to be cast overboard to lighten the
ship.

"This contribution aeems so called because Itliso
proportioned after the rate of every man's mam-age, or
goals carried."

—

CoweL

(b) Particular average : The sum required to

make good any fortuitous injury to the goods
belonging to one person. It falls on him or

on &*s insurers.

(c) Petty average: An estimate of the pro-

bable aggregate amount of various petty
charges, as for harbour dues, pilotage, &c..

which the captain of a vessel must in the first

instance pay, but which, of course, do not fall

on him ultimately. Formerly they were often

met, as they still are, by agreement between
the owners of the vessel and those to whom
the goods sent in it belongs. Hence in bills

of lading the words occur, " paying so much
freight, with primage and average accus-

tomed."

2. Corn-trade averages: The medium price

of grain in the leading markets.

B. As adjective: Ascertained by taking a

medium or mean proportion between given
quantities.

". . . the ascertained differences are chiefly In the
average light and heat . . .'—J. 8. Mill: Logic, and
ed., vol. ii , ch. xx., p. 103.

"Meanwhile, however, the nodes of the rigid ring
will retrograde, the general or average tendency of the
nodes of every molecule being to do so."—Hertehel :

Attron., 5th ed., f 64a.

average-sized, a. Of medium size.

" Captain Solivan informs me that the hide of an
eceerage-eixed bull weighs forty-seven pounds, . .

."—

Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch. Ix.

av'-er-age (age ig), v.t. k i. [From aver-

age, s. (q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

1. To ascertain or state a mean proportional
between different numbers.

2. To divide an ascertained loss in just pro-

portions among the several individuals on
whom it should falL

B. Intransitive (as a copula or apposition

verb) : To be on an average, to amount to,

when a mean proportional between certain

given numbers is ascertained.
** Of this total the properties [in France] averaging

600 acres numbered 60,000, and those averaging 60

acres 600,000 . . ."—Statesman! Fear-Book (1875), p. 80.

average (3) (age = ig), * av'-er-ish, s.

[From Fr. hiver m winter, and Eng. eatage.

(Todd.\~\

1. Winter eatage. (Craven dialect.) The
breaking of corn-fields, edish, roughings.
(North in general.) (Grose.)

2. Stubble. (S. in Boucher.)

av'-er-age-ly" (age = ig), adv. [Eng. aver-

o$e ; -ly-) According to au average.
**. . . tends to render living more difficult for every

areragetff-situated individual in the community."

—

J. 8. Mill i Pol it. Moon., bk. i., ch. xiii., | i,

aV-er-ag-uig (age = Ig), pr. par. [Aver-
age, v.)

a-ver'-dant, a, [Eng. a; verdant.) [Veb-
* DANT.J

Her. : Covered with green herbage. The
term is used specially of a mount in base.

(Gloss, of Heraldry.)

* av -er~du-pois, s. Old spelling of Avoir-
dupois.

aV-ere, a [Aver (2). ]

aV-er-en, aV-er-in, * ai'-ver-Xn, s.

[From Welsh avan = a wild strawberry.]
[Avens.] A wild strawberry.

" And spies a spot of averem ere lang."
Bast: Helenore, p. 26. (S. in Boucher.)

* av'-er-ene, a [From O. Scotch aver = oat.]

Money payable as custom-house duty on oats.

(Jamieson.)
"With powar to vptalc the tollis. customers, pryu-

gilt, averene entreitttlver, . . . gadgeing silver, sc."

—

Actt Charlet 1. (ed. 1814), v. «27. {Jamieson.)

* av'-er-Ie, «. [O. Eng. aver; -y, -ie. In
Sw. hafrebod.] [Aver (2).] Live stock, as

including horses, cattle, Ac.
" Calculation of what money and victuals will yearly

furnish and sustain their Majesties house and averie.
—Keith: Hitt., A. 1565. p. 321.

* a'-ver-ll (1), * a'-uer-fl (n as v) (0. Eng.),

* a'-ver-lle, * a'-vyr-yle (yr as ir), (0.

Scotch), s. [Ft. Avril.] April
" Thes furate was cleped Mars,
That othir Averil. the thridde May.
Thes furthe Junye. the longe day.

AlUaunder. 51. (&. in Boucher.)

* a'-ver-ll (2), * a -ver-ill, s. [Haveril.1
A senseless fellow. (Scotch.) (Allan Bamsay.)

" Thou aeowTy hippit. ugly avert!."
Dunbar : Evergreen, 1L 67, it. 18. {Jamieeon.

)

* av -er-ish, & [Average (3).]

itv'-er-lye, a. [Etymology doubtful]

Heraldry : The same as Aspersed (q.v.).

a-ver merit, s. [0. Fr. avercment. From
Low Lat. averamentum,) [Aver, v.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of positively affirming anything,
or of verifying it, that is, proving it true ; the
state of being affirmed positively, or of being
or having been verified.

"To avoid the oath, for averment of the continuance
of some estate, which is eigne, the party will sue a
pardon."

—

Bacon.

2. That which is positively affirmed; an
affirmation. (More rarely, the proof offered.)

" Deceit, averment! incompatible.
Equivocations. . .

."

Byron : On Bearing that Lady Byron vat III.

B* Law : An affirmation alleged to be true,
and followed by the words " and this he is

* ready to verify." (Blackstone: Comment., bk.
iii., ch. 20; bk. iv., ch. 26.)

a-ver -nat, *. [Fr. avernat.] A kind of grape
" grown specially at Orleans.

A-ver'-ni-an, a, [From Avernus, in Gr.
* *Aopvo« (Aornos) : a, priv., and opm (ornis) —
a bird. Without birds. ] Pertaining to Lake

Avernus, near Puzzuoli, which was formerly
a volcanic crater. Birds are found m and
about it now ; but Lyell believes that it may
once have been, as its etymology imports,
"without birds," the escape of mephitic
vapours at that period preventing their living

in the vicinity. (Lyell : Geology, 1850, p. 347.)

* av'-er-ous, o. [Avarous.]

av'-er-pen-ny, s. [Aver-penny.J

a-ver'red, pa. par. [Aver, v.]

Av-er-rho'-a (h silent), *. [Named from

Averrhoes or Averroes, the Arabian philosopher
and physician.] [Averroist.] A genus of

plants belonging to the order Oxalidace*
(Oxalids). The A. carambola, called Kurmul,
and the A. bilimbi, the Anvulla or Bilimbi,

are trees cultivated in Indian gardens. They
have compound sensitive leaves, and intensely
acid fruit, which sometimes grows on the
trunk itself below the leaves. It is a five-

celled pome. The juice of A. bilimbi is made
into syrup, and the flowers, conserved, are

given in fevers and bilious diseases. The fruit

of A. carambola is eaten, and is also used in

dyeing.

a-ver'-ring, pr- par. [Aver, v.]

Xv-er-rd'-fat, t. [Named after Averroes or
Averrhoes (in Arabic Ebn Roshd), an Arabian
philosopher and physician, born at Cordova,
in A.D. 1149, and died, by one account, in

1198; by another, in 1206. His best known
work is his Commentaries on Aristotle.]

Hist, and Philosophy : One of a sect deriving
their name from Averroes. They held that
all men have one common soul—a doctrine
akin to Pantheism. They flourished in the
fifteenth century, and were a branch of the
Aristotelians. (Mosheim : Church Hist.)

t av-er-run'-cate, v.t [In O. Fr. averron-

guer; from Lat. averrunco = to avert]

1. To turn away to avert
** Sure some mischief will come of it.

Unless, by providential wit.

Or force we averruncate it."

Butler: Budibrat, pt. 1., c- 1,

2. To root up.

+ av - er - ran - ca- tion, a [Eng. averrun-

eat(c); -ion.]

1. The act of warding off.

• Whether overruncarion of epidemical diseases, by
telesms, be feasible."—Bobinton : L'udoxa (1CH), p. S3.

2. The act of rooting up.

av-er-run'-©a-tor, a. [Eng. averruncat(e)

;

*or.'\ An instrument for pruning trees, con-
sisting of two blades fixed at the end of a rod,

made to operate like a pair of shears.

a-ver'-sant, a. [From Lat. aversans, pr. par.

of at*r*or=to turn one*s self away.] [Averse.)

Her. : Turned away ; a term applied to a
hand, of which only the back is visible. It is

called also Dorsed (q.v.).

t av er-sa -tion, a. (L&t. avertatio.] The
act of turning away from on account of anti-

pathy to ; great dislike to. (Obsolescent)
" It detests hating of our brother, by the same aver-

eat in 'i which it expresses against doing him affronts.'

Jeremy Taylor : On the Decalogue.

% Aversation is followed by from, or by to,

or towards.

Original sin and natural avenation from goodness."
—Taylor: Great Exemplar, p. n.
" A venation towards society."— Bacon : Euay on

Friendthip

a-ver se, a. [In Sp. averto, from Lat. aver-

sus, pa. par. of averto : a= from, and verto =
to turn.]

L Lit. : Turned away.
" Which needs not thy belief,

If earth, industrious of herself, fetch day.
Travelling east, and with her part averte
From the sun's beam, meet night, her other part
Still luminous by her ray."

Milton: P.L..VUL1SS.

XL Figuratively:

1. With an antipathy to, the natural conse-

quences of which would be, that one would
turn away from the object thus hated or at

least morally disapproved of; unfavourable;
nnpropitious.

" Their courage langnished as th.M r hopes decayed

:

And Pallas, now averte, refused her aid."
Dryden : Virgil; AVneid 11 227-

2. Unwilling, indisposed.

"... finding the Old Company obstinately averte U
all compromise. . . ."—Macaulay ; Hut. Eng., ch. XX.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee. oe = e. ey - a. qu - kw.
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^f Averse was formerly followed by from, as
the etymology would lead one to expect.

from is still occasionally employed.
"... nor aversefront excess in wine."—Macaulay :

BUt. Kng., ch. ii.

Generally, however, to is employed.
"They were uverteto an armistice . . ."—Macaulay:

BUt. Eng^ ch. lx.

%-ver'se-ly; adv. [Eng. averse; -ly.}

1. til.: Backwardly.
" Nut only they want those part* of secretion, lint

It Is emitted aversely or backward by both sexes."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours.

2. Fig.: Unwillingly, reluctantly ; with re-

pugnance.

-a-ver se-ness, s. [Eng. averse ; -ness.]

Lit.: A being turned away from ; but gene-
rally used figuratively for repugnance or un-
willingness.

"The corruption of man is In nothing more mani-
fest, than in his averseneu to entertain any friend-
ship or familiarity with God."—Atterbury.

a-ver -sion, s. [In Fr. A; 8p. aversion ; Port.
aversao ; Ital. aversions. From Lat aversio.]

L The act of turning away (lit. or jig.).

1. Lit. : The act of literally turning away.
(Used of persons or of material substances.)

t (a) 0/ persons: The act of literally turning
round and departing. This may arise from a
desire to have no more to do with a person
disliked [2].

(6) Of material substances : The process of
separating from, or the tendency to separate
from, another substance from which there is a
chemical, an electrical, or other repulsion.

2. Fig. : The act of mentally turning away,
when antipathy is felt to a person or thing ;

dislike, repugnance to, but not so strong as
that implied by the word hatred.

"The Khasiaa . . . have an aversion to milk."—
Booker : Himalayan Journals, vol. i i, . p. 375.

IX The state of being turned away from, in

a literal or figurative sense.
". . . his sordid rapacity had made him an object of

general aversion."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

III. An object of dislike ; the person or
persons from whom, or that from which, one
turns away.

"They took jrreat pleasure in compounding law-
suits among their neighbours: for which they were
the aversion of the gentlemen of the long robe."—
Arbuthnot : BUt. of John Bull.
" Self-love and reason to one end aspire ;

Pain their aversion, pleasure their desire."
Pope : Essay on Man, ii. 88.

IT Aversion is now followed by to, or for, or
Jrom ; formerly it might have from, to, for, or
towards.

"The same adhesion to vice, and aversion from good-
ness, will tie a reason for rejecting any proof whatso-
ever."—Atterbury.
"... a state fyr which they have so great aver-

mion."—AddU-rK.
" His aversion towards the house of York . .

."

—

Bacon.

* a-ver'-sive, a. [From Lat aversum, sup.

of averto, and Eng. suffix -ive.] Turned away
(literally or figuratively), averse.
" Those strong-bent humours, which aversive grew."

Daniel: Civil War, bit, vii.

a-vcrst ,
* a uerst (u = V), adv. [O. Eng.

a; and verst, apparently a pronunciation, by
the ear, of at first.] At the first.

" Auerst byeth the hestes ten,
Thet lokl ssolle alle men."

MS. Arundel, 57, f. 1. (S. in Boucher.)

•-vert', * a-vert'e (1), * a-uert'e (u = v),

v.t. k i. [Not from Fr. avertir, which is =
to apprise (not to avert). In Ital. avertere

m to turn away ; Lat. averto = to turn away
;

a= from, and verto = to turn.]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To turn away. (Used of things
material.)

" With eyes averted. Hector bastes to turn
The lots of tight, and shakes the brazen urn.

"

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. lit, 402.

2. Fig. : To turn away ; either to prevent
from coming at all, or, if this be impracticable,
to compel to depart after it has arrived. (Used
of evil, misery, &c)

" From me, ye pods, avert such dire disgrace."
Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xx., 412.

". . . Go—from him—from me—
Strive to avert this misery !

"

Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylttone, c. lv.

IT It is often used in prayers.

"O Lord! avert whi
threaten unto his chun

B. Intransitive

:

1. To turn evil away.
" Cold, and averting from our neighbour s good.'

Thomson : Spring, 30L

2. In prayers: To prevent, to forbid.

"Yet Heaven avert that ever thou
Shouldst weep, and haply weep in vain."

Byron: To Inez, in Childe Harolds Pilgrimage, i.

* a-vert'e (2), v. [From O. Fr. evertir; Lat.
'everto = to overthrow.] To overturn. (Scotch)

" His nous to be aa avertit, that of it sail remane na
memorie."—Bellend. : T. Liv„ \u 834. {Jamieton.)

a-vert'-*5d, pa. par. k a. [Avert, v.]
" But with averted eyes ..."

Cowper : Truth.

a-vert'-er, s. [Eng. avert; -er.] He who or
that which turns [anything] away.

"Avtrrtert and purgers most go together."—Burton :

Anat. of Melancholy, p. 384.

a-vert'-Ing, pr. par. [Avkbt.]

* a-vert'-It, pa. par. fAverts (2).]

a'-ves, *. pi [PI. of Lat. avis — a bird ; Sansc.

wi = a bird ; as if a were a prefix simply.]
Birds.

T As the terms used in modern zoological
classification are mostly of Latin type, the
class of Birds is generally called Aves. It

constitutes the second class of the sub-king-
dom Vertebrata, and stands below the Mam-
malia, and above the Reptilia. [Birds.]

* av e trol, s. [O. Fr. avoltre, avoutre.} A
bastard.

" Thou avetrol, thou foate wreche."
Alisaunder, 2,698. (& in Boucher.)

*a-veyle, v.t. [Avail.]

a'-vi-an, a. [Lat. avis m a bird.] [Aves.]

Pertaining to birds.

"... the examination of the mammalian and
avian remains in the Mineralogical Department of
the British Museum."—Owen : British fossil Mam-
mals and Birds, p. ix.

a'-vl-a-ry^, 8. [In Port, aviario ; from Lat.

aviarium; from aviarius = pertaining to
birds; a bird.] [Aves.] A building, or a

AVIARY.

portion of a building netted off, or a large
cage designed for, the keeping of birds.

" In aviaries of wire, to keep birds of all sorts, the
Italians bestow vast expense ; including great scope
of ground, variety of bushes, trees of good height,
running waters, and sometimes a stove annexed, to
contemper the air in the winter."— Wotton : Archi-
tecture.

av-I-eSn'-ni-a, s. [Called after Avicenna, the

celebrated Arabian physician, who was born
near Bokhara about A.D. 980, and died ap-
parently about 1036 or 1038.] A genus of
plants belonging to the order Myoporacese
(Myoporads). A. tomentosa is the White
Mangrove of Brazil. It is found in salt

marshes in India, as well as in South America.
The bark is used at Rio Janeiro for tanning.

a-vlc'-u-la, «. [Lat. avicula = a little bird ;

dimin. "of avis = a bird.] A genus of Molluscs,
the typical one of the family Aviculidse. It
has a very inequivalve shell. The type is J..

hirundo. A. Tarantina is British. (Tate.)

a-vio-u-lar'-I-a, s. pi. [Lat. avicula =3 a
little bird.]

Biol. : Bird's head procenses. Small pre-
hensile processes shaped somewhat like a
bird's head, in some of the marine Polyzoa.

a,-vi6 U-laV-I-an, o. [AviCTjLAiUA.J Per-
taining to, resembling, or characterised by
avicularia.

a-vIo'-u-lI-d», s, pi. [Avicula.] Wing-
shells, or Pearl Oysters. A family of Mol-
luscs belonging to the class Conchifera and
the section Asiphouida. They are akin to
the Ostreadese, or Oysters, but have the um-
bones of the shell eared, the posterior one so
much so as to appear wing-like. They have
also two muscular impressions. The fossil

greatly exceed the living species In number.
The genera Avicula and Pinna have British
representatives.

a-vic'-u-ld-pSo-tSn, s. [From avicula and
pecten (q.v.).] A genus of Molluscs placed
doubtfully in the family Aviculidss. They
combine the characters of the genera Avicula
and Pecten. All are fossil. They are found
in Britain and elsewhere, from the Lower Silu-
rian to the Carboniferous rocks.

a'-vl-cul-ture, * [Lat avis = a bird, and
Eng. culture.] The breeding and rearing of
birds.

t aV-id, a. [In Ft. avide; 8p., Port., A Ital.

avido ; from Lat. atridus; Wet, awyddus =
greedy.] Greedy, covetous. (Brydges.)

t a-vld'-l-otis, a. [Avid.] The same aa avid.
(Bale; Image, pt. il.) (Richardson.

)

t a-vId'-i-ous-l& " a-vtfd'-y^-otis-iy, adv.
[Eng. avidious; -ly.] Greedily, covetously.

"Nothing is more avidiouily to be desired than is
the sweet peace of God."—Bale : Revelation, D, viii.

a-vld'-l-ty, s. [Fr. aviditi; from O. Ft.

arvyd = vehement desire ; Ital. avidita, avidi-

tad*:, aviditate ; Lat. aviditas, from avidus =*

eager ; aveo or haveo = to be joyful or lively.]

Insatiable desire ; excessive eagerness ; appe-
tite, especially ofan inordinate kind ; covetous-
ness. (Used of the sensual appetites, or of
other desires.)

" Has he not usurped with equal aviditv the city of

Bospiiorns on the frozen Mseotis, aud the vale of palm-
trees on the shores of the Red Sea?"—Gibbon: Decline
and Fall, ch. xlli.

av-I-ga'-td, s. [Avocado.]

avifauna, s. [Lat. avis = a bird, and Eng.
fauna (q.v.)".]

Biol. : The birds of any district or country.
The term is also used as a title for a treatise

on the birds of any given area.

/kV'-lgn-on (ignon as in-yon), s. [Avignon
or Avenio, a commune and city in the south
of France, the place celebrated for having
been the residence of the Popes from 1329
to 1377.]

Avignon-berry, s. The berries of Kham-
nus infectorius, saxatilis, and amygdalinus.
They are used for dyeing yellow. When they
are ripe the juice is mixed with alum, to make
the sap-green of the painters.

a-vile, v.t. [Fr. avilir = to debase, to de-

grade.] To render " vile," cheap, or of little

account; to depreciate. [Vile,]
" Want makes us know the price of what w« avile.~

—li. Jonson : Masques at Court.

* a-vU'-lou*, a. [In Fr. avilissant, from
avilir = to debase.] Contemptible ; debased.

" In avillous Italfe."
Scott: Chron., S. i'. iii. 147. (Jamieton-)

a vin'-cu-lo mat-ri mo ni 1. [Lat. =
from the bond of matrimony,]

Law ; Divorce in its fullest sense, and not
simply separation for the time being: "o
menso- et tkoro " = from table and bed, i.e.,

from bed and board.

* aV-I-riun, prep. & adv. [Fr. environ.}

Around.
" They wenten and segedyn aviroun.'

Alisaunder, S.S7L (& in Boucher.)

* a -vis, * a-vise, * a-vy's, *. [Fr. avis =
advice, intelligence, instruction, warning, ac-

count, advertisement.] Advice; opinion.

••And if you thtnketh this is wel i-sayde,

* a-vi'-sand, pr. par. [Avise, v.]

av-is-an-dum, av iz an dura. [Law

Lat.] Consideration. (Scotch.)

Law: To take any case ad avisandum or

to avizandum = to take it for the private

boil, toy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. Ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -fion, -sion - shun, -tious, - sious, -cious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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consideration of the judge, outside the court.

(The phrase is generally used of cases which
have been fully debated in court by the

lawyers, and now only require careful reflec-

tion on the part of the judge, before sentence

is pronounced.)

• a-Vl'Sde, pret. of verb. [Avise.]

• a-vi se, v.L [Avize, v.]

•a-vlse, *a-ve'yse, a. [Fr. avisi.] Cir-

cumspect.
"Of werre and of bataile he waa fulle avise."

Bob. de Brunne, p. 168.

• a-vi se-ment, s. [£ng. avise, and sufE

-ment.} Advisement, counsel, consideration,

deliberation.
" I think there never

Marriage waa manag'd with a more avisement ."

Ben Jonson : Tale o/ a Tub, 1L L

•*-vi'-ei-ly\ adv. [O. Eng. avis(e); -ify.J

Advisedly.
" But for a litil apeche avisily

Ji no man acheut, to apeke generally-"
Chaucer: C. T., 17,259, 17,360.

t a-vf-flon, * a-vi-si-oun, 5. [Vision.)

1. A vision, a dream.

2. A warning in a dream.
" Macrobioa, that writ the avisioun."

Chaucer : C. T.. 18.60*.

• a vi so, s. [In Sp. & Port, aviso = advice,

prudence; Ital. awiso — advice, opinion, ad-

vertisement, news.] [Advice, s., B. 1., Avis.]
•* I had yours of the tenth current ; and besidesyour

aviso*. I muat thank you for thoae rich flourishes

wherewith your letter was embroidered every where.

—Howell : Letters, iL 68.

• a-vi -tons, a. [In Ital. avito; Lat. avitus,

pertaining to a grandfather ; ancestral : from

avus = a grandfather. ] Ancestral.

• a-vi'-zand, pr. par, [Avizino. ]

• a-vi ze, * a-vy'ae, t a-vi fe, * a-vy'ae,

•"a-vy'-syn, v.t. [Fr. ariser=(l) to per-

ceive ; (2) to inform. Often used reciprocally :

t'aviser = to bethink one's self.] Used—

J. Ofperception

:

1. To perceive, to see, to view, to regard, to

take note of.
" ' Fond Squire,' full angry then aayd Paridell,

• Seeat not the Ladie there before thy facet*

He looked backe, and, ber avizing well,

Weend, aa he aaid. by that her outward grace.

That fayreat Florimell waa present there in place.

Spenser : F. «., IV. 11. 22.

2. To examine, to look over.
" Aa they 'gan hia library to view.

And antique regiatera for to avize.'—Spenter.

*i[ Aviseth you (2 pers. pi imper.) ; Look to

yourselves.

"Aviseth you now and put me out of blame."
Chaucer: C. T., 3,185.

IX Of reflection:

I. To consider, to reflect
" Tbey stay'd not to avise who first should be\

But all apur'd after, fast aa they mote fly."

Spenter : F. ©.., .1.11.

" The wretched roan gan then arise too late.

That love ia not where moat it it protest."
/but., IL I. 31.

5 In this sense it is used reciprocally =
to bethink one's self.

" Then gan Sir Calidore him to advize

Of hia first quest which he had long forlore."
Bpenser: F. §., VI. xiL 12,

2. As the result of such reflection to form a

resolution.
** But when hia uncouth manner he did vew,

He na avize to follow him no more."
Bpenser : F. Q., II. xL 27.

TTT. Of advice: To advise.

" But I with better reason him avizd,
And ahew'd him how . .

."

Spenser : F. Q., IV. viil. 58.

* a-vi zed, * a-vi'zd, * a-vi'sed, pa. par.

[Avize, v.]

* a-vi ze-fu.ll, a. [O. Eng. avize, and suffix

full.} Observant, vigilant.

" When Britomart. with sharpe avtsefuU eye,

Beheld the lovely face of ArtegalL"
Spenser: F. Q., IV. vL fts.

* %-vi'-zing, * a-vi'-zand, *a-vi-»and,
pr. par. [Avize.]

av 6 ca-do, a-vi-ga'-to, s. [Apparently

from Port, avogado, advogado = an advocate.]

A West Indian fruit, called also Avocado-pear,

alligator-peart subaltern's butter-tree, avCgato,

and sabacca. It belongs to the order Lauraceai

(Laurels), and is the Peraea aratissima. The

fruit is about the size and shape of a large

pear. A considerable part of it is believed to

consist of a fixed oil. It is highly* esteemed.

The fruit itself is very insipid, on which ac-

count it is generally eaten with the juice of

lemons and sugar to give it poignancy.

aT o-cat, *. [Fr.] A French lawyer, corre-

sponding in many respects to an English

barrister.
" These babbling Avocats up at Paris—all talk and

no work."*—Carlyle : Heroes * Hero- Worship, Lect. vi.

* av'-o-cate, v.L [Lat. avocatus, pa. par. of

avoco = to call off or away : a = from, and
voco = to call upon.] To call away from.

"From hence It is evident that all aecular employ-
ment did not—hoc ipso—avocate a clergyman from his

necessary office and duty."—Bishop Taylor: Episco-

pacy Asserted, | 49. {Richardson.)

* av-S-ca-ted, pa. par. [Avocate, v.\

* av'-t5-ca-tlng, pr. par. [Avocate, v.]

"Their divesture of mortality dispenses them from
thoae laborioua and avocating duties to distressed

Christiana and their secular relations, which are here
requisite."— Boyle.

av-6-ca'-tion, s. [In Sp. avocacion; Port.

avocacao ; Lat. avocatio = a calling off, a divert-

ing of the attention : from avoco.] [Avocate.]

1. The act of calling one away from any
business or work in which he may be engaged

;

the state of being called away.

2. The business which calls or summons
one away from society, from idleness, from
pleasure, or from other work.

(o) It is generally used for an engagement
of a trifling character, or at least for one which
is not the main business of a person's life.

" By the aecular cares and avocations which accom-
pany marriage, the clergy have been furnished with
skill In common Mie.'—Atterbury.

(6) Sometimes, however, it is used for one's

primary vocation or business in life. [Voca-
tion.]

"... whatever other merits this well-dressed yonng
gentleman might possess, poetry waa by no meana hi

proper avocation.' — **«— r«»~ »«*a . a*,,,,..! t

** Thm r.iahf of thjt

—Moore
' The Light qf the ffaram,"

I. alia Booth: Sequel to

' a-vSc'-a-tlve, a. & 5. [Eng. avocate ; -ive.]

A. As adjective : Having the power of call-

ing off or actually doing so.

B. As substantive: That which calls away
from.

"Setting this apart, all other incentives to virtue
;

and avocatives from vice, seem very blunt and faint."

—BarrovB : On the Creed.

av 6 cet, aV-&-c«tte, av^^-set, *. [In

Fr avocette; Sp. avoceta; Ital. avosetta; from

Mod. Lat. avocetta.} The English name of a

genus of birds, with their feet so webbed that

they might seem to belong to the Natatorea

(Swimmers), but which, by the other parts of

their structure, are placed in the family Scolo-

pacidae (Snipes), and the sub-family Totaninae

(Tatlers). Their great peculiarity is a long

feeble bill, curved backwards, with which
they explore the sand for prey. Recurvirostra

avocetta is a British bird. It was formerly

abundant In the fenny districts, but is now
only an occasional visitant. R. Americana

differs from it by having a red cap ; and there

are a few other foreign species.

* a-vd'-er-jf, s. [Avowery.]

Av-6-gad'-rd, *. [The name of an Italian

physicist who flourished in the early part of

the nineteenth century.]

Avogadro's law. The law that under

like conditions of pressure and temperatures

equal volumes of different gases contain the

same number of molecules.

a-voi'd, *a-voi'det *a-uo"i'de, *a-
* vo^d, * a-no'y'de (u = v), * a-vtfy'd-en,

v.t. & i. [From Anglo-Fr. avoider ; O. Fr. «-

vuidier = to empty out, to clear out.] [Void,

Wide.]
A* Transitive:

L Ordinary Language:

1. To void ; to render void, empty, or of no
effect.

(1.) Literally f

(a) To void ; to render empty by expelling

or emitting that previously contained in any-

thing.

"A toad contains not thoae urinary parts which are

found in other animals to avoid thataerous excretion.
—Browne ; Vulgar Errours.

(b) To evacuate, to quit, and thus render

empty, so far as the person evacuating the

place is concerned.
" What have you to do here, fellow ! pray you. a void

the house."—Shakesp. : Coriol., iv. 6.

" If any rebel should be required of the prince con-

federate, the prince confederate should command him
to avoid the country."—Bacon.

(2.) Fig. : To render void of effect ; to annul

or to vacate.
" How can these grants of the kiug'a be avoided,

without wronging of those lords which had these lands

and lordships given them?"

—

Spenser.

2. To keep at a distance from.

(1.) Lit.: To keep at a distance from; to

keep away from a person or place.
" He, like an honest man, took no advantage of her

unhappy state of mind, and did his best to avoid her."

—Macaulay: Hist. Kng., ch. nv.

(2.) Figuratively:

(a) To shun ; to abstain from.
*' He still hoped that he might be ahle to win aomt

chiefa who remained neutral ; and he carefully m-nded
every act which could goad them into open hostility.*

—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

(6) To escape.
" If thou art privy to thy country's fate,

Which, happily, foreknowing may avoid,

O speak !" Shakesp. : Hamlet, \. X.

IL Law : To defeat.

B. Intransitive:

1. To become void ; to become vacant
** Btshopricka are not included under lieneflces; as

that if a person takes a bishoprick, it does not avoid

by force of that law of pluralities, but by the ancient

common law."

—

Ayliffe.

2. To withdraw, to retire, to depart.

"And David avoided out of his presence twiee,"—

1 .Sam. xviii. 11.

" Descend to darkness, and the burning lake

:

False fiend, avoid I' Shakesp. : 2 Hen. VI., 1.

1

a-v6id'-a-ble, a. [From Eng. avoid; -able.]

1. Liable to become vacant or to be declared

void.

"The charters were not avoidable for the king'i

nonage, and if there could have been anv auch pre-

tence, that alone would not avoid them."—Hale.

2. Able to be escaped or shunned.

"To take several »inga for granted ia hardly avoid-

able to any one, whose task it is to show the falaehood

or improbability of any truth."—Locke.

a void ance, * a-v6id'-6ns, * %-v6^d-

awnce, s. [Eng. avoid; -ance.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of voiding, or of avoiding.

1. The act of voiding, or declaring vacant

or void. [B.]

2. The act of avoiding or shunning. (Lit &
Ag)

". . . and the avoidance of all the rtate arid works

of darkness which we should abhor.' —Bp. Ball i /few.

p.S7.

late, fat, fere, amitUt, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, dire, eir, marine; f*_P«*

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son; mate, onto, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, m «-e. ey-&. au-KW.
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•abb.}H. The state of being voided ; also the state

of being avoided.

"... an object of pity, of contempt, and avoidance."
—Citrlyle ; Heroes and Hero- Worship, Leet iv.

HX That by which anything is voided, as a

channel to carry off water.

"In the upper gallery, too, I wish that there may
be, if the place will yield it, soine fountains running
In divers places from the wall, with Nine Que avoid
ances."—Bacon : Euays, Civ. and Mor., ch. xlv.

B. -'.''':

1. The act of annulling. (Used of a law.)

2. The state of becoming vacant. (Used of

an office.)

"Avoidance of an ecclesiastical benefice is—1. By
death, which is the act of God. 2. By resignation,
which is the act of the incumbeut. 3. By cession, or
the acceptance of a benefice incompatible, which also

is the act of the incumbent. 4. By deprivation, which
it the act of the ordinary. 5. By the act of the law

;

as in case of simony ; not subscribing the Articles or
Declaration ; or not reading the Articles or the Com-
mon Prayer."—Burn.

a-void'-ed, pa. par. [Avoid, v.]

" Q. KHz. True, when avoided grace makes destiny :

My babes were destined to a fairer death.
If grace had bless'd thee with a fairer life."

Shaketp. : Richard III., lr. i.

a-vold'-er, s. [Eng. avoid; -er.]

I. 0/persons:

1. One who voids, expels, or carries off any-
thing.

2. One who avoids, shuns, or escapes any-
thing.

"... a curious avoider of women's company, . .
."

—Beaumont A Fletcher : Hon. M. Fortune, Iv. 1.

II. Of things : That which carries off any-
thing, or a vessel in which anything is carried

off.

a-void -Ihg, pr. par. [Avoid, v.]

a-void'-less, a. [Eng. avoid, and stiff, -less

ss without.] Incapable of being avoided ; in-

evitable.

"That avoidless ruin In which the whole empire
would be involved."

—

Dennis : Letters.

Hv dir-du-pois, av^ir-dti-polse, s.

[Ft. avoir du poids ; from 0. Fr. avoirs de pois
= things that sell by weight, and not by mea-
surement. (Wedgwood.) Or from Fr. avoir
= to have (in Lat. habeo), and Fr. poids =
wr'ght, load, . . . ; O. Fr. polx, pois ; from
Lat. pensum = anything weighed *, pensum,
sap. of pendo = to weigh. The d of poids was
Introduced in the French because it was erro-

neously thought that the word came from Lat.
pondtis = weight.] [Poise] The name ^of a
series of weights, that by which groceries and
similar commodities are weighed. The pound
avoirdupois consists of 7,000 grains troy, and
contains sixteen ounces, whilst the pound
troy has only twelve. A pound avoirdupois
is = 453 '52 grammes.

a-voi'-ra, a-var'-ra, a'-a-vor'-a, s. [A

native South American name.]

1. The name given in portions of South
America to palms of the genus Astrocaryum.
[Astrocaryum.] (Von Martins : Palms, vol.

L, p. 287.)

2. The name given in parts of South America
to a palm, Desnwncns macrocanthu*. (Von

Martins: Palms, vol. ii., p. 86.) Along the
Amazon it is called also Jacitaro. [Des-
MONCUS.J

\ "av-oir'e, *. [Aver (2).]

' * a-vo'ke, v.t. [Lat. avoco = to call away : a
~ from, and two = to call.] To call away : to
keep off.

"AH were admitted to every consultation there
aneut; yet the alweuce from the weightiest consulta-
tions of prime noblemen and batons, and all ministers
but two, was not much remarked, nor their presence
sought, if their negligence, or ados, or mlscontent, did
avoke iueiii.~—Baulie's Letters, 1. 183. (Jamieson.)

* av -6-late, v.i. [Lat. avolatum; supine of
avolo = to tiy from or away : a = from, and volo
= to fly.] To fly away, to escape.

". . . and nothing will avolate or fly away, .. ."—
Boyle: Works, vot lv., p. 49L

t av-o-la'-tion, s, [Lat. avolatio ; avolo = to
fly away.] The act of flying from or away

;

flight, escape.

"These airy vegetables are made by the relicts of
Blantal emissives, whose avolation was prevented by
ae condensed enclosure. "—Glanvitl ; Scepsis Scient.

"Strangers, or the fungous parcels about candles.
only signify a pluvious air, hindering the avolation ox
the favillous particles."—Browne I Vulgar Errourt,

* a-vonge, * a-fonge (pret. a-veng',
a-feng'), v. [A.S. a/07i = to receive ; afeng=
received.] To take, to receive.

" And, after his fader dethe, aueng the kinedom."
Hob. of Glouc. : Chron., p. 484. 18. in Boucher.)

* a-vbre-ward, adv. [Old Eng. a.; vore-

ward = forward.] At first.

" Bo that avoreward
The bissop nil chose of Bathe, Walter Giftard."

Bob. of Glouc, p. 667. {S. in Boucher.)

*a-vor'th, a-uor'th (u = v), v.t. [In TJut.

oevorderen =z to forward ; voorwit, voorwarts =
forwards.] [Aforthe.] To forward.

" Wether he shal a north the abate."
Mule t Nightingale, 812. (.S. in Boucher.)

aV-o-set, s. [Avocet.]

a vote, a-uo'te, adv. On foot. [Afoot.]
" So that vastinde a day auote he dude this dede."

Robert of Gloucester: Chron,, p. 545.

" Bpermen auote, and bowmen and also arblastera."
Ibid, p. 878.

a-vou 'ch, * a-vou 'one, v.t. [O. Norm. Fr.

advoucher; O. Fr. avochier, avocker, advoquer,
avoquer, avouer ; from Norm. Fr. voucher;
Old Fr. vochier, vocJier = to call, to pray in
aid, to call to aid in a suit, to summon ; from
Lat. advoco = to call, to summon : ad = to,

and voco m to call. Wedgwood believes that
vouch in the sense of " call to " specially refers

to the case of a tenant calling on his feudal
lord to defend him in the matter of a right
impugned. Finally, however, the word be-
coming transferred to the landlord, lost its

meaning of " call to," and came to mean "take
the part of the tenant against his assailant,"

openly acknowledge, avow, positively affirm,

vouch.] [Avow, Vouch.]

I. (Apparently with tacit reference to a
tenant's calling on his landlord for support of
a claim.) (See etym.) To adduce in support
of anything.

" Such antlqaities could have been avouched for the
Irish. "—Spenser : State of Ireland.

IX (Apparently with tacit reference to a
landlord's acknowledging a tenant and de-
fending his rights.) (See etym.)

1. Solemnly and deliberately to acknowledge
a being or person as standing to the avoucher
in a certain relation.

(a) As a superior acknowledges an inferior,

or as the Supreme Being owns the people of
God.

"And the Lord hath avouched thee this day to be
his peculiar people, . . ."—Deut. xxvi. is,

(&) In a more general sense, without refer-

ence to the superiority or inferiority of the
persons or beings avouching and avouched.

"Thou hast avouched the Lord this day to be thy
God, and to walk in his ways, . .

."—Deut. xxvt IT.

2. To assent to or support the petition or
the understood wishes of any person.

"Nem. Great Arimanes, doth thy will avouch
The wishes of this mortal T"

Byron : Manfred, 11. 4.

3. To support a cause believed to be just

;

to justify, to vindicate.

"You will think yon made no offence, if the duke
avouch the justice of your dealing. "—Shaketp. : Mea-
sure for Measure, iv. 2.

4. To assert positively, to affirm ; to main-
tain, to aver.

"... but that It Is so constantly avouched by many "

—Bacon : Nat. Hit., Cent x., } yil.

t a-VtSiVch, *. [Avouch, v.] Evidence, testi-

mony ; avoachment.
"Hor. Before my God, I might not this believe,

Without the sensible and true avouch
Of mine own eyes."—Shaketp. : Hamlet, 1. L

t a-vou ch-a-ble, a, [Eng. avouch ;

That may be avouched. (Sherwood.)

a-vouVched, pa. par. [Avouch, v.]

a-vou'eh-er, s. [Eng. avouch; -er,3 He who
or that which avouches.

"Even Cardinal Bellannin can abide to come in as
an avoucher ol these cozenages."— Zip. Hall ; Censure
of Travel, f 18.

a-voilijlv-ing, pr. par. [Avouch, v.]

a-vod'eh-ment,. *. [Eng. avouch; -ment.]

The act of avouching; the state of being
avouched ; that which is avouched.

* a-vt$it'rf
* a-volVre, *. [In Fr. avouer m

to avow.] A'cknowledgment, confession.

a-voure, «. [O. Fr. advoyer, avoyer; Lat
advocator.] A patron saint.

*a-v6iV-tor-6i\ "a-vtfifr'-ter-ere, *a-
v^iV-trer, * a-vdiV-trore, * a-vtfil'-tl-

er, avo^-tere, *. [O. Fr.]

1. An adulterer.
" Or avoutrmr, or ellls a paramour."

Chaucer : C. T., 6,064.

2. An adulteress.

"Aeoutrer: Adultra, "—Prompt. Pare.

* a-v6t»'-ter-le, * a-vou -trie, * advou-
ter-Ie, s. [O. Fr. avoutrie.] Adultery.

" Of dlffamacioun, and avoutrie."
Chaucer: C. r., 6,881

a-v<fit" (1), * a-viftr'c, * a-v6Tv"-£n, v.t

[Fr. avouer = to own, to confess, to approve, to
ratify ; avmie = an avowee, a proctor, attor-
ney, solicitor, patron, or supporter ; avouerU
= right to present to a benefice. The idea
is that of a superior acknowledging an in-

ferior, which connects the word, as Skinner
and Wedgwood maintain, with Avouch (q.v.).

Mahn connects it with Fr. vouer = to vow.]
[Avow (2), 5.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. To declare openly the sentiments one
holds in the belief that, even though they
may be unpopular, he can defend them ; or to
declare openly a deed which one has done,
either in the conviction that it was a right
deed, or because one is so hardened in wicked-
ness that he is incapable of feeling shame
when he justly falls under the censure of the
virtuous.

". . . the orphan girl avowed the stem delight with
which she had witnessed the tardy punishment of her
father's murderer."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch, xt

t 2. To acknowledge, to confess, though
more disposed to hide the deed than to pro-
claim and glory in it.

" Left to myself, I must avow I strove
From public shame to screen my secret love."

Dryden : Sigismunda A Quiscardo, 466.

3. To take the responsibility of stating ; to
state, to allege, to declare.

"... the relation of some credible person avowing
it upon his own experience."— Boyle.

B. Law : To admit that one distrained
goods belonging to another, but alleging that
he can and will justify the deed.

"... he avows taking the distress in his own right
or the right of his wife.'

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk.
in., cb. 9.

* a-voAv'' (2), * a-vt^T-'e, * a-v6TrF
'-^Xa# * a-

uo^r'-^n (u = v), **yw&f-ftkf v.t. & i.

Old form of Vow (q.v.).

A. Trans. : To devote by a vow. (Scotch.)

"Tullus , . . avowit xii preistis, ouliilkin war namIt
salis, to he perpetualy dedicat to Mara"

—

Bellend. : T.
Lie., p. 40. yJamieton.)

B. Intrans. : To vow.
"... warfore they made him . . . sethyn to avow

to restore . . . what he had borne away."—Monast.
Angl., ii. 198. (& in Boucher.)

"Tullus . . . altoure avowit to big twa tempellU
. . ."—Bellend. ; T. Liv., p. 49. (Jamieson.)

* a-vtfit'' (1), * a-v^^'e, ». [Avow, v.]

1. A discovery, declaration ; avowal. (Old

Eng. ct Scotch.)
" At kirk and market when we meet.
We'll dare make nae avowe."

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 86. (Jamieson.)

2. Patronage. [Avoweby.]
"... for thoru avows of him the sone hlgan that

strlf."—Rob. Glouc : Chron., p. 477. {S. in Boucher.)

* ty-vSfr (2) (0. Eng.), a-vt^kr'-yS (ye = 15)

(0. Scotch), s. [Old form of Fng. vow. In Fr.

vosu; Sp., Port., & Ital. voto ; Lat. votum.]
[Vow. ] A vow.

boll, bo"^; pdHt, jo%l; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; tbin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - £
-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, sion, -cioun m shun ; -Uon, -sion = shun, -tious, -slous shus. -ble, -41e, Ac. = bel, del.
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" But here I will make mine avow.
To do her as ill * turn."

Marriage of Sir Gawain*.

V-Vd'w'-a-ble, a. [Eng. avow; -able.] Able
to be avowed ; which one can without blush-

ing avow.
"The proceedings nitty be apert and ingenuous,

ami candid, and avowable ; for that gives satisfaction

and acquiescence."—Donne ; Devotion*, p. 209.

a-vow'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. avowable); -y.]

In a way that can be avowed.

a-voTfcr'-al, s. [Eng. avow; -al.] An open
declaration of sentiments entertained or of

deeds done.
" He frankly confessed that many abominable and

detestable practices prevailed in the Court of Rome ;

and by this sincere avowal, be gave occasion of much
triumph to the Lutherans."— Bume : Bin. Eng. ;

Henry VIII.

"This absurd avowal would alone have made It

impossible for Hough and his brethren to yield."—
Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

a-VOW'-ance, s. [Eng. avow ; -ance.] Evi-

dence, testimony. (Fuller: Worthies ; Bucks.)

a-vow'-ant, s. [Ft. awuant, pr. par. of

avouer.] [Avow.]

Law ; " A person making cognizance," or

admitting that he distrained certain goods
belonging to another, but maintaining that he
was justified in doing so.

"... the avowant or person making cognisance . .

."

—Blaefcttone: Comment., bk. iii., ch. 0.

a-v<Jw'ed, * a-v6*w'd, pa, par. & a. [Avow,
* v.)

" The hasty heat of his avowd revenge delayd."
Spenser : F. Q., II. vi. 40.

"... they bad become avowed enemies."

—

Macaulay:
BiU. Eng., ch. ix.

-vd"w'-ed-Vy, adv. [Eng. avowed; -iy.]

Openly, confessedly, admittedly.

"Temple's plan of government was now avowedly
abandoned and very soon forgotten."

—

Macaulay:
Mitt. Eng., ch. ii.

*-vo*w'-ee, * a-v6*w'-e, *. [In Pr. avoui =
*
(formerly) the protector of a church or reli-

gious community ;
(now) a lawyer.]

A. Ord. Lang. : An acknowledged friend.

"That thou beo heore avowe."
Alisaunder, 3,160. (8. in Boucher.)

B. Law, dc: A person to whom the ad-
vowson of a church belongs.

"... and so indured Sir Robert Marmyon and
Boioeroyle as avowet of the howys alle the tyme of the
lyfe of William the Bastarde.' —Monast. Anglic, ii.

178. {8. in Boucher.)

a-v6"w'-er, s. [Eng. avow ; -er.]

1. One who avows (any sentiment or deed).

2. A proclaimer.
"Virgil makes -Eneas a bold avower of his own

virtues. —Dryden.

a-v6"w'-Injr, pr. par. [Avow, v.]

a-vo*w'-ry, * a-vd*w'-er-y, * a-vo'-«r-y,
s. [From O. Fr. avouerie, avowerie; Low Lat.
advocaria.] [Avow, v.]

A. Ord. Lang. (Of the forms avowery and
avoery) : Patronage of an individual of a
religious cause or of a church. [B. 1.]

" For through avowery of him the rather he gan to
Btryt"—Rob. Olouc ; Chron., p. 477. [8. in Boucher.)

B. Law:
t, (Of the forms avowery and avoery) : The

right which the founder of a religious house
or one who had built or endowed a parish
church had to its patronage.

" And so in thys manner was the lord Marmyon put
fro the foundation and the avoery of the howys of
Pollesworth.**—Monatt. Anglic, 1L 1»8 (old ed.). [8. in
Boucher.)

2. (Of the form avowry) : A term used when,
on a person sueing replevin of goods, which
he alleges that the defendant distrained, the
latter, in reply, avows or openly declares that
he did take the goods, but adds that he had
proper justification of the deed, as that the
distraint was for rent due, for damage done
to his property, or for some similar cause.

(Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 9.)

* a-vow'-sal, s. Old spelling of Avowal.

* a-vow'-trjf, *. [Advoutry, Avotjtry.]

a-vulsed, a. [In Port, avulso ; from Lat.
* avnlsus, pa. par. of avello = to pull away or
off : a = from, and vello = to pluck.]

" Who scatter wealth, as though the radiant crop
OMtter'd ou every bough ; aud every bough.
Like that the Trojan gather'd. once avulsd.
Were by a splendid successor supplied,
Instant, spontaneous." Shtnttone.

a-vul'-slon (Eng.), a-vul hbI-6 (Scotch), s.

[In Fr. avulsion ; from Lat. avulsio = a young
slip torn off a plant instead of being cut off;

avulsum, supine of avello.] [Avulsed.]

A. Ordinary Language, (Of t)u form avul-
sion only)

:

1. The act of pulling anything away from
another ; the act of tearing away or violently

separating ; also the state of being pulled
away.

" The pressure of any ambient fluid can be no Intel-
ligible cause of the cohesion of matter ; though such
a pressure may hinder the avulsion of two polished
superficies one from another, in a line perpendicular
to them."

—

Locke

2. That which is pulled away ; a fragment
torn off. (Barlow.) (Goodrich £ Porter?)

B. Law. (In English, of the form avulsion
;

in Scotch, of the form avulsio, the latter being

simply the Latin word left unmodified): The
wrenching away of lands from the property of
one man, and their transference to another,
caused by river floods, by the alteration in the
course of a stream, or any similar operation of

nature. [Alluvium, Alluvion.]

a-vun'-cu-lar, a. [In Ital. avuncolo = an

uncle ; Lat. avunculus = a maternal uncle,

from avus = a grandfather; Eng. suff. -al.]

Pertaining to an uncle.
" In these rare instances, the law of pedigree, whether

direct or avuncular, gives way."—/. Taylor. {Goodrich

A Porter.)

* a-vun'-CUl-ize, v.i. [From Lat. avunculus),

and Eng. suff. -we.] [Avuncular.] To follow

in the steps of one's uncle. (FuUer : Worthies ;

Hants.)

% Trench believes that Fuller did not intend
this as a permanent addition to the language.
(Trench : English Past and Present, p. 62.)

* a-vy'8» s. [Avis, Advice,]

* a-vy'se, s. [Awise, s.] (Scotch.)

* a-vy'se, v.t. [Avize, v.]

*a-vy'sed, * a-vy'-Byd, pa. par. [Avizkd.]

* a-vys'e-ment, s. [Avisement.]

* a-vy'-sioiin, s. [Avisioim.]

* a-vy'-syn, v.t. [Avize, v.]

aw, a, [All.] AIL (Scotch dt N. of Eng.
dialect.)

aw, s [Awe.]

aw, awe, v.t. [A.S. agon = to own; (1) to

possess; (2) to give, ... to restore.] [Aoh,
Owe.]

1. To owe, to be under obligation. (Scotch.)

" The second command is of the lute whiche we
aw tiU our nychhour."

—

Abp. Hamilton: Catechism
(1551).

2. Ought
"That tre vs aw forto do honours
That bare oure lord aud cure sauloure.*

finding of the Cross (ed. Morris), 5, ft.

a-wa', adv. [Away.] Away. (Scotch.)

*'.
. -gangs awa in the morning."—Scott : Waver-

ley, ch. lxiv.

* a-wa i, adv. [Away.]

* a-wa'il, * a-walli, s. [Avail, s.] (Scotch.)

* a- wall, a-wal, v.t. k i. [Avail (2), v.t. k
i.] (Scotch.)

'a-wa 111, a-wail-ye, v.i. k t. [Avail

(1), v.i. k (.] (Scotch.)

a -wait, * a-walte, * a-wa'to, * a-
wa'yte, v.t. k i. [Eng. a, and wait (q.v.).]

A, Transitive:

1. To wait for. Used—
(a) Of persons : Waiting for a person or

thing.
" Which with incessaunt force and endlesse hate
They battred day and night, and entraunce did

tin-ire." Spenser: F. 0., II. xi. ft,

"And, plung'd within the ranks, await* the fight.

"

Pope : Homer t fliad, bit xx., 436.

(6) Of things : Left for a certain event, pur-
pose, or action.

"The Abjuration Bill and a money bill were await-
ing his assent."— .V-icnUai/ I Hilt. Eng., ch. XXV.

2. To be in store for.

" To shew thee what reward
Awaits the good ; the rest, what punishment"

B. Intransitive : To wait.

"If a hunting party kills an animal, a number
soou collect aud patiently await, . , . on all sides* —
Darwin ; Voyage r-jund the World, ch. iii.

* a-wa it, * a-walte, *. [Await, v.) Wait-

ing, wait, ambush, watch. [Wait.]
"... Delay in close await*

Caught bold ou me . .

Spenser .- F. Q., IV. X. 1ft.

a-walt-^d, pa. par. & a. [Await, v.]

a- wait ing, *a-wa'yt-ilige, pr. par,
[Await, v.]

a-wa ke (pret. a~wo'ke, * a wok
;
pa. par.

awaked, * a-wa kd, * a wa hte, * a-
weightte, 'a wakte), v.t. & i. [A.s.

awacan (pret awoc), awaxcan, aweccan = to

awake.] [Awaken, Wake.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Of persons or other beings capable of sleep .*

1. To arouse from natural sleep.

*' He marveild mure, and thought he yet did dreame
Not well awakte." Spenser : F. «.. III. via 22.

"And he was in the hinder part of the ship, asleep
on a pillow ; and they awake him, and say unto him.
Master, carest thou not that we perish ?"

—

Mark iv. aft.

2. To arouse from a state of physical, mental,
moral, or spiritual lethargy ; to excite to ac-

tion or new life.

" But they shall find, awaked in such a kind,
Both strength of limb and policy of mind.-

Shakesp. : Much Ado About Nothing, lv. L

3. To cause to arise from the dead.

"Wherefore he went again to meet him, and told

him, saying. The child is not awaked."—2 King* lv. 31.

H. Of things: To put into action anything
which to the imagination may appear to be
dormant ; to put anything quiescent into active

operation.
*' Therefore take heed how you impawn our person.
How you awake our sleeping sword of war.

Shakesp. ; Benry V., L 1.

\ In this first or transitive sense, the more
common verb is not awake, but awaken.
[Awaken.]

B. Intransitive:

L Of persons or other beings capable of sleep:

L To waken up from natural sleep.

"Asa dream when one awaketh . . .'—Pt. Ixxiil. 20.

2. To waken up or become aroused from
physical, mental, moral, or spiritual lethargy.

" And from the kindling of his eye, there broke
Language where all th Indignant soul awoke."

Bemans : Marius at Carthage.

"Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead,
and Christ shall give thee light."—Eph. v. 14.

3. To arise from the sleep of death.

"And many of them that sleep In the dust of the
earth shall awake . . ."—Dan. xii. %

IX Of inanimate things : To remain no longer

dormant ; to cast off lethargy or Inaction.

"Awake, O sword, againstmy shepherd."—Zech. xilLT.

a-wa ke, a. k s. [Awake, v.]

A* As adjective:

L, Of persons or other beings capable of sleep i

1. Not in a state of sleep ; not asleep.
" And, like an infant troublesome awake.

Is left to sleep for peace and quiet's sake."
Cvwper : Truth.

2. Not in a state of lethargy,

IL Of things: Quiescent; not in action.

* B. As substantive : An arousing from
sleep or death.

"In the hope of an awake at the resurrection."—
Wood : Athen. Oxoru

awaked, * a wa kd, * a wa ktc, pa. par.

[Awake, v.]

a-wa'-ken, v.t. k i. [A.S. awaxnian — (1) to

awake, arouse, revive ; (2) to stir up, originate,

arise, vegetate. Cognate with Awake (q.v.).J

A* Transitive

:

L Ofpersons or other beings capable of sleep :

1. To arouse from natural sleep.
" I awakened the arriero to know if there was any

danger."—Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch. xv.

2. To arouse from a state of physical, men-
tal, moral, or spiritual lethargy.

"The picture of the clown awakened to conscious- >

ness of life and manhood by the sight of tbe sleeping

nymph in Cymon and Iphioenia is perfect in its

kind."—Dryden : The Fables, In trod.

3. To raise from the sleep of death.

LL Of things : To put anything previously

dormant or quiescent into action.

B. Intransitive: To return to conscious-

ness or activity after having been for a long*

or shorter time under the lethargy of sleep.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian. ». ce = e. ey - a. qu = kw.
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"The book ends abruptly with his awakening in a
fright. "—Pope: A'ote in his " Tempi* of Fume."

«" In the intransitive sense, awake is more
frequently used than awaken. [Awake, v.]

a-wa kencd, pa. par. & a. [Awaken.]

a-wa'-kfn-er, s. [Eng. awaken; -er.] He
who or that which awakens.

"As much obliged to his awakener as Philemon
was to at. Paul. —Boyle ; Occas. ttef.. Disc i.. | 4.

Ulichardson.)
"Oh ! the curse.

To lie the awakener of dlvinest thoughts.
Father and founder of exalted deeds

;

And, to whole nations bound in servile straits.

The liberal douor of capacities."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vii

a-wa'-Uen-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Awaken.]

A. A: B. As pr. par. and adj.: In senses

corresponding to those of the verb.
*' And when you think of this, remember too
Tia always morning somewhere, and above
The awakening continents, from shore to shore.
Somewhere the birds are singing evermore."

Longfellow: The Merry Birds qf Killingworth.

C. As substantive

:

1. Gen.: The act of arising from sleep,

lethargy, or death, or of being excited to

action ; also the state of being aroused from
any of these.

"Snmnelng the inhabitants of a country quite sunk
in sloth, or even fast asleep, whether upon the gradual
awakening and exertion, first of the sensitive and
locomotive faculties, next of reason and reflexion,

then of Justice and piety, the momentum of such
country or state, would not, in proportion thereunto,
become still more and more considerable."—Bishop
Berkeley: Querist, 69L

2. Spec. ; A religious revival in the soul of

an individual or in a portion of the community.
[Revival.]

a-wa'-ken-ing-l^, adv. [Eng. awakening;

•ly.) In a manner to awaken. {Webster.)

a-wa -king, a-wa'-kunge, pr. par., a.,

& s. [Awake, v.]

"Who brought the lamp that with awaking beams
Dispelled thy gloom, and broke away thy dreams.'*

Cwper ; Expostulation. 600.

a'-wald, a-walt, a-wart, a'-wSlled,
adv. [Etym. doubtful.] (See extract.)

"When fat sheep roll over npon their backs, and
cannot get up of themselves, they are said to be lyinp
awkward, in some places await, and In others awart.

'

—Sate* * Queries, March 4, IBM, p. 290.

•a-wale, *. [Value.] Value.

" Mane sel thl come and slz thl vlctuale
For mesurabyl vyimynge profet and awale."
Surly Scottish Verse, 1 (ed. Lumby), 115, lie.

a-wa'nt, v.t. [Avattnt, v.t) To boast.

(Scotch.) The same as O, Eng. to avaunt, to

vaunt.

a-want -Ing, part. adj. [Eng. wanting, with
prep, a- pre?.] Wanting, missing.

*a-wa'pe, v.t. [Awhape.]

a-ward', *a warde, *a-gard', v.t. & i.

[O. Fr. awarder=to give a decision regarding
the competence of judges, from a = Lat. ad
— to, and warder = to observe, to take heed
of, to keep ; Norm. Fr. agardetz = awarded

;

agarder = to regard, to award
; garda, garde

= judgment, award.]

A* Transitive:

1. Ord. Lang. & Law : To adjudge, to decide
authoritatively, after carefully "regarding,"
looking into, or examining the facts requisite
to the formation of a correct judgment. (Used
appropriately of the decision of an arbitrator,
but sometimes also for the verdict of a judge
in an ordinary court of law. It is generally
followed (a) by the objective of tne thing
awarded ; (&) more rarely by the objective of
the persons for or against whom the decision
is given ; or (c) by that.)

"That last judgment, whiche shall awards some
to etemall fellcitee, anil other some to euerlastyng
paylies and damnacion. " — Ud'.il : Hebrews, eh. iv.
{Richardson.)

" And we decre ordaine and awarde that my saled
lordeof Wyncbeater . . ."—Ball: Henry TV., ch. iv.

VHchardson.)

"Thus early Solomon the truth explored,
The right awarded, and the babe restored."

Dryden: To Mr. Xorthleigh.

"A church which allows salvation to none without
it, nor awardt damnation to almost any within it"—
South.

* 2. To ward off, to avert.

"A supplication was preferred that the temporal
lands might have been seized to the king. This was
wisely awarded by Chicbley."—Fuller; Worthies;
Radnor,

B. Intransitive : To make an award ; to
determine, as arbitrators do, a point submitted
to them.

"Th' unwise award to lodge it in the tower*'
Pope: Homer; Odyssey viii. 857.

award, * a ward, * a garde, s. [In

O. Fr. award, awart ; Scotch warde as deter-

mination ; Norm. Fr. garda = award or judg-

ment] [Award, v.]

1. Ord. Lang, eft Law : The decision of arbi-

trators on a case submitted to them, or a ver-

dict of the ordinary judges in a court of law,

"... a punctilious fairness, such as might have
been expected rather from a disinterested umpire pro-

nouncing an award . .
."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.

ix.

"If the award was legal, nobody was to blame ; and.
If the award was illegal, the blame lay, not with the
Attorney -General, but with the Judges."—Ibid., ch, xv.

2. Ord. Lang. Gen. : A decision given after

careful inquiry by one who is in a position to

give an authoritative judgment.
" With Giafflr is none hut his only son.

And the Nubian awaiting the sire's award."
Byron ; The Bride of Abydos, i. 8.

award -ed, * a-ward'-It, a-ward -ici,

pa. par. & a. [Award, v.]

"... sothely, the vengeance of avouterye is awar-
did to the neyne of helle, but if he lw destourlwd by
peuitence, —Chaucer : C. T. ; The Persones Tale,

a-ward'-er, s. [Eng. award; *er.} One who
awards.

"The high awarders of Immortal fame."
Thomson : Liberty, pt. ii.

* a-ward -id, pa. par. & a. [Awarded,]

a-ward -ing, pr. par. [Award, v.]

* award-Skip, 5. [Eng. award, and suffix

•ship.] An award.
"That hee would stand to your awardship."—Foxe;

ActcsA Afonum, Queen Mary; Death of Latimer.
[Jiichardson.)

a-wa're, a. [Eng. a, ware; A.S. gewarian,
gewarenian = to take heed of, to beware, to

shun ; O. S. giwar; Dut. gewaar; Ger. gewahr;
O. H. Ger. gowar.] [Ware, Wary.]

* 1. Excited to caution ; watchful, vigilant.

2. Apprised, cognizant ; possessing know-
ledge. (Followed by of.)

"Of all this Lewis was perfectly aware."—Macau-
lay : Hist. Sng., ch. xxlv.

^ Formerly it was often used to signify

cognisant of the presence of a person in con-

sequence of coming in sight of him unex-
pectedly.

" And riding towards Nottingham
Some passtime for to spy.
There was he aware of a Jolly beggar
As ere he beheld with his eye."

Jiobin Hood, ii. 133. (floucfter.)

3. Convinced, assured ; knowing. (Followed
by a clause of a sentence introduced by that.)

"Aware that flight in such a sea
Alone could rescue them."

Cowper: The Castaway.

* a-wa re, v.l. [Awarb, a.] To beware, to be
cautious, to be on one's guard.
" So waru'd be them, aware themselves, and soon
In order, quit of all Impediment

;

Instant, without disturb, they took alarm."
Milton : P. L., bk. vl.

f Some understand this passage to mean

—

"Those who were aware of themselves."
(Johnson.)

a-war'-Ie, v.t. [A.S. awergian = to curse.]

To curse.

"And draf of the awedde awariede wihtes."
'MS. Cott., Titus, D. xvliL, fo, 139, b. (S. in Boucher.)

* a-warn', v.t. [Eng. a, warn; A.S. gewar-
7iio7i --- to admonish, to defend.] [Warn.] To
make aware, to warn.
" That every bird and beast awarned made
To shrowd themselves, whiles sleepe their sences did
Invade." Spenser : F. Q„ III. x. «.

a-warp', v.t. [A.S. aweorpan = to cast away.)
To cast away.

" And awarpe the wit of those world wittie."
MS. Colt., Titus, D. xvili., f. 13*. {S. in Boucher.)

a-wa -ward, 5. [Fr. avantgarde. ] [Ai>-

vanced, B. (2).] The vanguard.
" The awaward had the Erie Thomas,
And the rereward Schyr Eduardis was."

Barbour, xiv. 59., MS (Jamieton.)

a-wa'y, * a-wa'ye, * a-wa'l, * a-we'y,
* a we'y, * a we i, adv., v.,&s. [Eng. a =
on, and way (q.v.). In A.S. a-weg, onwrrg,

tmweg ~ away, out ; from a = from, out, away,

and weg = way : awegan = to turn aside or
away. In Ger., also, weg m way, and M. H.
Ger. en weg = away.]

A. As adverb

:

L Of things material

:

1. With rest implied: At a greater or less

distance ; absent, without its being indicated
where ; departed, removed.

" He sagh erth drie and te water awai."
Story of Sen. * Bxod. (ed. Morris). 61*.

" They could make
Love to your dress, although your face were away."

Ben Jonson : Catiline.

2. With motion implied : To a greater or less

distance from a person, a place, or a tiling.

(Used with such verbs as lead, drive, send, gor
put, &c.)

" Loth and is agte ohildre and wit
Ben led a-wei bunden with strif."

Story o/ Gen. i Exod. (ed. Morris), 859-60.

" Oh, I am sent from a distant clime,
Five thousand miles away."

Scott : The Qray Brother.

IX Of things immaterial

:

1. With rest implied : Mentally conceived of
as absent ; not occupying the attention at the-

moment.
"It is impossible to know properties that are so an-

nexed to it, that any of them being away, that essence
is not there."—Locke.

2. With motion implied : From one state

Into another, as from being one's own to be-

coming the property of another, from pros-
perity to adversity, from existence into-

non-existence, &c.

"It concerns every man, who will not trifle away
his soul, and fool himself Into irrecoverable misery, to

enquire into these matters. "— Tillotson.

" He play'd his life away."—Pope.

H To make away with a life is to extinguish
it ; to make away with money is to carry it oft

B. As a verb

:

X. As an imperative ofa verb

:

1, Go away, begone, be off, start off!
" Her summons dread, brooks no delay ;

Stretch to the race—away I away I

Scott ; Lady of the Lake, HI tL

2. Come away 1

" A way, old man ; give me thy hand ; away /

King Lear hath lost, he and bis daughter ta'en."
Shakesp. : K. Lear, v. 1,

T Away with, used in an imperative sense,,

is properly an elliptical expression, interpreted

according to the verb which it is needful to
supply.

(a) It may be go away with, begone.

Or (6) make away with.
"

. . . A way with Bnch a fellow from the earth . . .

—^4cf*xxiL22.

Or (c) put away.
" If you dare think of deserving our charms.
Away with your sheephooks, and take toyour arms."

Dryden: Beautiful Lady of the May.

IX As an infinitive of a verb : Used only or
chiefly in the expression, " away with," mean-
ing to endure, to bear, to tolerate, to abide.

Perhaps there may be the ellipsis of a verb
like go, and the original meaning may be to

refuse to go with, not to allow such a person
to accompany one on a journey.

". . . the calling of assemblies, I cannot away with
. . ."—/so. i. ia.

" Shaltow. She never could stray with me.
Falstaff. Never, never; she would always say she

could not abide Master Shallow.'—Shakesp. : 3 Henry
IV., ill. «.

UX As an indicative of a verb : To go away,
to depart. (Evidently formed by the ellipsis

Of 00.)
" Love hath wings, and will away."— Waller.

IT Whither away: Whither are you going,

away.
"Sir Valeutine, whither away so fast! "—Shakesp.

.

Two Gentlemen of Verona, Hi. 1.

C. As a substantive : A way.

"And shall departe his mwaye from thence in.

peace.*—Jer.xWW. 13. {Coverdale Vert.) (a in Boucher. r

* a-way-go'-Ing, *. Departure. (0. Scotch. >
"When we were expecting the Marquis away-going-

. . .'—BattUe: Letters, 168. (Boucher^

* a-wa y-men-tla, *. pi. [Old Fr. avoyer =
to put in train.] Preparations, preliminaries

(0. Scotch.)
" This done, and the a-wawmentie
Cousawyd fnll in thare intentls."

Wyntown, viii., { 118. {Jamieson.)

* a-wa'yte, s. The same as Await, s. (q.v.).

(Prompt. Parv.)

* a-wa'yte, v.t. [Await.]

* a-wayt-inge, pr. par. & #. [Awaiting. >

(Prompt. Parv.)

WiL, l>6^ ; poitt, JtfrW ; cat, 9011, chorus, shin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, ^enophon, exist. -lag-

-elan, -tlan = shan. -cion, -tlon, -sion = shun ; - tion, -sion = zhun. -tlous, -slous = shus. -Me, -die, &c = bel* deL
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• a-way-ward, * a-we'i-ward, adv.

[Eng. away; -ward.] Away, implying de-

parture.

"And switbe a-weiward hem garen."
Story of Gen, <r Exod. (ed. Morris), 8,198.

" Thli Phebus gan away-ward (or to wryen."
Chancer: C. T., 17,194.

• awbe, * awlbe, s. The same as Alb
(q.v.). {Prompt. Pare.)

•aW-beX *e belle, •d'-bel, s. [Abele.]
(Prompf.. Parv.)

• aw-bla's-terf s. [Arblaster. ]

1. A cross-bowman. {Barbour.)

2. A cross-bow. (Wallace.) (Jamieson.)

* aw'-burne, a. The same as Auburn (q.v.).

(Prompt. Parv.)

* aw'-byr-cho'une (byr as bir), * uW-
ber-cheon, 5. [Habergeon.]

* awcte, pre*, of verb. [Aon.] Possessed.

[Aught.]

awe, * aw, * aw'-ere, * aghe, * ahghe,
* age, s. [A. 8. oga, ege = fear, terror, dread

;

egesa, egsa = horror, dread, alarm, fear, a
storm ; I eel. agi ; Dan. ave = awe, chastise-

ment, correction, discipline. (See Awe, v.)

Old Eng. agt, agte, hagt = thought, anxiety,

sorrow, grief, care, fear, has a different etym-
ology.] [Agt.]

A. (Of the forms awe and awere) : Doubt,
fear or anxiety, the result of uncertainty or

perplexity ; also a thing doubtful. (Prompt.
Parv.)

B. (Of all the forms except awere)

:

1. Veneration, fear mingled with love ; as

for God or His word, or for a parent, a teacher,
or other earthly superior.

"... my heart standeth in awe of thy word."

—

I's.

CXlX. 161.

" Hit frown vu full of terrour, and his voioe
Shook the delinquent with such fits of awe.
As left him not, till penitence had won."

Cowper : Tatk, bit. 11.

2. Dread, unmingled with love.

" His queen, whom he did not love, but of whom he
."

—

Macaulay: Mitt. Eng., ch.

To stand in awe of: To remain with some
permanence under the emotion of fear or
veneration.

" Princes have persecuted me without a cause : hut
my heart standeth in awe of thy word."

—

Pi. cxii. I6i,

See also the example under No. 2.

1[ Regarding the distinction between awe,
reverence, and dread, Crabbe considers that

awe and reverence both denote a strong senti-

ment of respect, mingled with a certain mea-
sure of fear, but the former is the stronger of

the two; whilst dread is unmingled fear for

one's personal security. Sublime, sacred, and
solemn objects awaken awe, exalted and noble
ones produce reverence, and terrific ones dread.

The solemn stillness of the tomb will inspire

awe, even in the breast of him who has no
dread of death. Children should early be
taught to show reverence for the Bible.

awe - commanding, a. Commanding
awe.

" Her lion port, her atoe-commanding face,

Attemper'd sweet to virgin grace."
Gray : The Bard.

awe-compelling, a. Compelling awe.
(Crabb.) (Worcester.)

awe-inspiring, a. Inspiring awe.

In Tonic Sol-fa notation : An epithet ap-
plied to Fah, the fourth note of the scale,

from the mental effect which it is fitted to
produce.

awe struck, a. Struck with awe.
" Not so—the dead, the dead ! An awe-struck band
In silence gathering round the silent stand."

Hemans : Scene in a Dalecarlian Mine.
" The factions of the Parliament House, awe-struck

by the common danger, forgot to wrangle."—Ma~
caulay : UUt. Eng., ch. xiii.

awe (1), v.t. [From awe, s. (q.v.). Inlcel. aegia

m to strike with fear ; Dan. ave = to keep in

awe, to discipline, to chastise, to correct;

Goth, agan, ogan — to fear.] To inspire with
veneration or with simple dread.

"His solemn and pathetic exhortation awed and
melted the bystanders. "—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

" The rods and axes of princes, and their deputies,
may awe many into obedience : but the fame of their
goodness, Justice, and other virtues, will work ou
more. "

—

Atterbury.

* awe (2), * aw (0. Eng.), awe (Scotch), v.t.

& auxil. [A.S. agan = to possess.] [Owe,
Ought.]

A. Trans. : To owe. (0. Eng. £ Scotch.)

"Weel, sir, your house awes them this siller."—
Scott ; Hub Hoy, ch. xxii.

B. Auxiliary: Ought. (0. Eng.)
" It is nedfull to al men, in the tynie of that dysegh,

to think and to knaw that his aynia aw to have mar
pwuyscioune than he may thoLL"

—

The Craft of Deyng
(ed. Lumhyj. 1H.

* a-we aid, v.t. [A.S. wealdan, toaldan = to

rule.] [Wield.] To govern.

"Aweald thurli thi wisdom have worldliche wit
. . .'—MS Cott., Titus, D. xviii., t 137, b. \S. in
Boucher.

)

a-wear-y, a. [Eng. a; weary.] Weary (lit.

'
dbfig.)

1. Literally :

" She said, ' I am aweary, aweary,
I would that I were dead !"

"

Tennyson : Mariana.

2. Figuratively

:

" When will the clouds be aweary of fleeting T"
TennyMon : Nothing will Die.

a-weath'-er, adv. [Eng. a, and weather.]

Naut. : To the weather side, as opposed to

the lee side.

* awe-band, s. [Eng. awe, and band.] A
check, a restraint, either of a physical or

moral kind. (0. Eng. £ Scotch.)

"... that the said castel suld be an awband againis
them."— Bellend. I Cron., bk. xii., ch. 15.

awed, pa. par. & a. [Awe, v.]

* a-we'de, v.i. [A.S. awedan.] To become

mad.

* ft wed de, pa. par. [Awede.]
"Wives ther lay In child bedde,
Rum ded and sum awedde."

Orfeo, 362, MS., Auchinlech. (S. in Boucher.)

a-we'e, adv. [Eng. a; Scotch wee = little.]

" A little, or a very little. (Scotch.)

" I trust bowls will row right, though they are awee
ajee enow."—Scott : Hob Hoy, ch. xxvi.

a weel, adv. [Eng. o, and Scotch weel =
' well.] WelL (Scotch.)

"Aweel, Duncan—did ye say . . ."—Scott: Waverley,

eh. xxix.

* a-wei, adv. [Away.]

a weigh (gh silent), adv. [Eng. a, and weigh.]

Naut. (of anchors) : The same as Atrip
(q.v-).

* a we i ward, adv. [Awayward.]

* a-weld, v.t & i. [A.S. gewceldan.]

A. Trans: To control, to subdue,

B. Intrans. : To have power, to be able

(followed by infinitive).

awe less, *aw'-less, a. 'Eng. awe, and
suff. -less.]

1. Subjectively : Not feeling awe ; not im-

bued with veneration ; not inspired with fear.

"The awleu Hon could not wage the fight."

Shaketp. : King John, L L

2. Objectively: Not inspiring or fitted to

excite veneration or dread.

"Thet.^
Insulting t„

Upon the innocent and aweless throne.
Shaketp. : Hichard III., 1L 4.

awe -less-ness, s. [Eng. aweless; -ncss.)

The quality of being aweless.

*awelong, a. [Oblong.] (Prompt. Parv.)

*a-wend', v.t. & i. [A.S. awendan.] [Wend.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To turn, to turn away.

2. To change. (Used also reflexively.)

B. Intransitive

:

1. To depart, to go away.

2. To change (with to).

* a-wene, v. [Pref. a-, and A.S. winan = to

ween (q.v.).] To think, to suppose.

* a-we'r, adv. [O. Eng. a ; weV = where.] Any-
where. (The Holy Rode (ed. Morris), 160.)

a-we're, s. [Were.] Doubt. (Prompt. Parv.)

* a-wer'-ty, * ar-ueV-ty (u as v), a. [Fr.

averti, pa. participle = warned, advertised.]

Cautious, experienced. (0. Scotch.)

e tyger now hath selx'd the gentle hind

:

suiting tyranny begins to Jet

"That wes both wya and awerty,
And full of gret chewalry."

Barbour, li. SIS, MS. {Jamieeon.)

awo -some, a. [Awsome.]

* a-we'y, adv. [Away.]

* a -wey-long, adj. [Oblong.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* aw -fall, a. [Afald.] (Scotch.)

aw'-f&l, * awe'-fol, * aw full, a. [Eng.
awe ; full.] Full of awe.

1 1. In a subjective sense :

1. Inspired with great awe ; feeling great
awe ; full of awe.

" It is not nature and strict reason, but a weak and
awful reverence for antiquity, and the rogue of fallible

ion" lfVnH*l

2. Timorous, fearful, afraid.
" Monarch of hell, under whose black survey
Great potentates do kneel with awful fear."

Marlowe: Faust,

3. Respectful in a high degree ; done or
performed with great reverence.

"To pay their awful duty to our presence."
Shaketp.: Hichard 11., til. a.

IX In an objective sense

:

1. Fitted to inspire veneration, or actually
inspiring it.

" Abash'd the devil stood.
And felt how awful goodness is, and saw
Virtue Id her shape how lovely."

Milton: P. L., bk.lv.

2. Fitted to inspire dread unmixed with
love, or actually inspiring it.

" Prophetic sounds along the earthquake's path
Foretell the hour of nature's awful throes."

Bemant : Death of the Princess Charlotte.

" The woman : then, sir, awful odes she wrote.
Too awful, sure, for what they treated of.

But all she is and does is awful."
Tennyton : The Princess, L

3. Sublime, majestic in a high degree.

4. Extreme, excessive, very great; often as
an intensive, the actual sense being under-
stood from the connection in which the word
is used. (Slang, orig. Amer.)

% The following adjectives are more or
less synonymous with one or other of th«

senses of awful : Alarming, appalling, direful,

dreadful, fearful, horrible, horrific, porten-
tous, solemn, terrible.

awful eyed, a. Having eyes fitted to
. inspire awe.

awful looking, a. Having an appear-
ance fitted to inspire awe.

aw'-ful-ly", adv. [Eng. awful ; 4y.]

1. Subjectively : With a feeling of awe ; in-

spired with awe.
" On etch majestic form they cast a view.
And timorously pass'd aud awfully withdrew."

Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. xxiv., ISM.

2. Objectively : In a manner to inspire venera
tion or dread.

"Again, and yet again 1—from yon high dome.
Still the slow peal comes awfully.'

Hemans : The Last Constantine, M.

3. Extremely, excessively, to a preposteroui

degree. (Slang.) [Awful, II. 4.]

aw -fulness, 5. [Eng. awful; -ntss.]

t L, Subjectively : The Btate of being full of

veneration or dread.
'* An help to prayer, producing in us reverence and

awfulness to the divine majesty of God."—Taylor:
Rule of Living Holy.

2. Objectively : The quality of being fitted to

inspire awe.
*' WhUe every cave and deep recess

Frowns in more shadowy awfulness."

Hemans : Tale of the Fourteenth Century-

* aW-fyn, s. [Lat. alfinus.] One of the

pieces used in the game of chess.

"Awfyn of the cheker: Alflnos."—Prompt. Parv.

* aw grim, * aw-grjrm, * an'-gryin,

* al - grim, * al -gor-Itnm, * al-gor-

iym, * al'-gdr-ifme, s. [In Lat. algori*-

mus ; Arab. Al Khowdresmi, properly meaning

the Kharismian, that is, the native of Khar-

isme, in Central Asia. The reference is to

Mahommed ben Musa, who lived in the first

half of the ninth century, and wrote an Arabic

treatise on algebra, which was soon after

translated into Latin. He was quoted in that

language as Alchoresum magister I)idorum.

(See Renaud's Memoire sur Vlnde, p. 368 ;

Max Muller's Science of Language, 6th ed.,

vol. ii., 1871, pp. 300, 301. X] [Algorithm

Auorvm.] A name used in the Middle Ages

far arithmetic. (Prompt. Parv.)

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w6t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », » - e. ey = a. qu = kw.



awhape—awned 393

• a-whape, * ft-wape, v.t. [Webster de-

rives this from Wei. cwapiaw = to strike

smartly ; Mahn, from Eng. whap = a blow, a

weapon ; A.S. hweopan = to whip ; and Wedg-
wood, who believes the primary meaning to be

m to take away the breath with astonishment,

from Wei. ckwaff= a gust ; Goth, afhvapuan
= to be choked ; Sw. qvaf = shortness of

breath, suffocation.] To strike, to confound,

,to terrify.
"... that could awhape

An hardy heart." Spenser. F. Q., IV. vil. &.

" Ah ! my deare Gossip, answer'd then the Ape,
Deeply doo your sad words my wits awhape."

Spenter : Mother Hubbard s Tale.

a-wha ped, pa. par. [Awhape, v.]

-. on ; wheels. ] Ona-whe'els, adv. [Eng. a

:

wheels.

•/-While, adv. [From Eng. a = to, for, and
while, in the sense of "a snort time."] Some
time, a little.

"... the wary fiend
Stood on the brink of hell, and look'd awhile.
Pondering his voyage . .

."

iliUon: P. L., bk. U.

a-whlt, a Whit', adv. [Eng. a; wAii(q.v.).]

In the least.

" It does not me awhit displease. "

—

Cowley.

* a-whyTe, s. [Avail, *.] Emolument, profit.

(Prompt. Parv.)

*aw'-In,a. [Own.]

* a-wing -Is, s. pi. [Owing.] (0. Scotch.)

* a-wi se, • a-vy'se, s. [A.S. wisa.] [Wise,

' *.] Manner; fashion; wise. (Scotch.)

" Apouu his stryngis playlt he mony sue spring ;

Laves and rymes apouu the beat awise."
Doug. : Virgil. 8.069.

"He commandit be general proclamation is al fen-

sabvl men to be reddy in tbayr best avyse to resist

thair ennymls."—Bellend. ; Chron. [Jamieton.)

a-wi se, * a-wy -see, a, [Fr. avise = pru-

dent, cautious, considerate; A.S. wi&-wise.]

[Wise.] Prudent, considerate, cautious. (0.

Scotch.)

" NIxt schalrp Mnestheus war and awyste."
Doug.: Virg., 146, *L

Pru-* *V-wi'ae-ly, adv. [Eng. awise; -ly.]

dently* circumspectly. [Advisedly.]
Arayit rycht awisely."

Barbour, ii. 314, MS. (Jamieton.)

•a-wltf, v. [A.S. witon. = toknow.) To know,
to perceive. (N.E.D.)

• awk, * awke, a. & adv. [Etymology doubt-
ful One of two hypotheses given by Richard-
son is that it is from Dut. averechts — wrong,
the wrong way, backwards, preposterously.
Trench derives it from A.S. aweg = away, out.

[Away.] Mahn considers it an abbreviation

of Eng. gawk ; Fr. gauche = left, awkward,
clumsy. Stratmann deems it = avek, and
connects it with 0. Icel. ofugr, 0. H. Ger.
abuher = averse, perverse, sinister; and
Wedgwood derives it from O. Icel. cy(Lat. ab)
= Eng. off, of, with k as an adjectival ter-

mination.]

A* As adjective :

L Lit. (Used chiefly of things material):

1. On the left hand.
"That which we In Greek call apttrrepov, that is to

say, on the auke or left hand, they say In Latin titiit-

trum."—P. Holland: Plutarch, p. 717.

2. Awry ; turned round. (Used of a staff

or anything similar.) (Golding.) (Trench:
Select Gloss.)

H. Fig (Used chiefly of things immaterial)

:

h Wrong.
Awke or wrong : sinister."—Prompt. Par*.'*

2. Perverse in temper, for the moment at
least; angry.

" Atoke, or angry. Contrarha, biliotut, pervertue.'—
Prompt. Parv.

B. As adv. : Odd ; out of order ; perverse ;

untoward.
We have heard as arrant Jangling in the pulpits as

the steeples ; and professors ringing as awk as the bells
to give notice of the conflagration.' —L'Estrange.

• Awk, s. The same as Auk (q.v.).

awk'-end, *. The butt-end of a rod or wand.
" And shake

The awhend of hi r charmed rod upon our heades and
spake." J. H. in Boucher.

• awlC ly, * awke ly, * awk'-li, ' auk-
ly, adv. [Eng. awk; -ly.]

1. On the left nand (lit. d>jig.\

"So ignorant and untaught persons, many time*
when Fortune preaeuteth herself on the right hand,
receive her aukly."—P, Holland: Plutarch, p. 122.
[Richardson.)

2. Oddly, clumsily, in an ungainly manner.
" I know a camel paaseth in the Latin proverb either

for gibbous and distorted, or for one that undertaketh
a thing awkely or ungainly. ' Camelut taltat.'"—
Fuller : Worthies ; Cambridgeshire.

3. Perversely ; wrongly ; angrily.

"Awkly, or wrongly: sinistre."—Prompt. Parv.
" Awkely, or wrawely : Perverse, contrarie, bilose.'—

Ibid.

* awk-nesa, s. [Eng. awk; -ness.] The
quality of being awk (q.v.) ; oddness ; ungain-
liness ;

perversity of whatever kind. (Rogers:
Naaman the Syrian, p. 378.) (Trench: On Some
Def. in our Eng. Diet., p. 15.)

awk ward, * awk ard, * auk warde,
* auk e-wardc, adv. [Eng. awk, and suff.

ward.]

L Perverse. (In a physical, mental, or
moral sense.)

1. In a physical sense : Turned to the left

side ; sinister ; awry ; contrary ; untoward.
" Was I for this nigh wrecked upon the sea,

And twice by awkward wind from England's bank
Drove back again unto my native clime?"

Shakesp. : a Henry VI.. lit. 2.

2. In a mental or moral sense, or both : Per-
verted, perverse ; twisted, cross ; one-sided.
(Used of persons or of things.)

" But was implacable and awkward
To all that interlop'd and hawker'd."

Butler : Hudibrat.
" O blynde guydes, which beinge of au aukwarde

religion, do streyue out a gnat and svalowe vp a
camel."— Udal: Matthew, ch. 38.

IX Clumsy. (Used of persons or things.)

1. Of persons : Not dexterous ; unskilled
;

with no implication that this arises from
natural or intentional perversity.

" Making war in any other way, we shall be raw and
awkward recruits."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ziii.

2. Of things:

(a) Not easily managed ; not effected with
facility.

"The Lowlanders prepared to receive the shock;
hat this was then a loug and awkward process . .

."—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ilii.

(6) Not skilfully managed ; badly executed.

"And drop'd an awkward court'sy to the knight."
Dryden : Wife of Bathes Tale.

awk'-ward-I^, adv. [Eng. awkward; 4y.]

In an awkward manner.
"... they move awkwardly."—Darwin : Descent of

Man, pt i., ch. iv.

"Yet even here homage was paid, awkwardly indeed
and sullenly, to the literary supremacy of our neigh-
bours."—Macaulay | Hist. Eng., ch. lu.

awk'-ward-ness, s. [Eng. awkward; -ness.]

The quality of being awkward.
* 1. Untowardness, physical or moral. (See

example under Awkward, I. 1.)

2. Want of dexterity ; clumsiness.

"All his airs of behaviour have a certain awkward-
ness in them ; but these awkward airs are worn away
in company."— Watts: Improvement of the Mind.

awl, t aul, • awle, * aule, s. [A.S. aire!,

al, ml; Icel. air; Dut els; Ger. ahle; 0. H.
Ger. alausa, alasua; Fr. aUne; Sp. lesna;
Ital. lesina.] An Instrument with a wooden
handle and an iron cylindrical blade sharpened
at the end. It is used by shoemakers and cob*
biers for boring holes for stitches in leather.
" Plav. Thou art a cobbler, art thout
2 Com. Truly, sir, all that I live by is with the awl."

Shakenp. : Julius Casar, i. 1.

"Then thou shalt take an aul, and thrust it through
his ear unto the door . . ."—DeuL xv. 17.

awl shaped, a.

Bot. : Shaped like an awl, subulate ; as the
leaves of the gorse ( Ulex Europosus). (Lindley

:

Introd. to Botany, 3rd ed., 1839, p. 456.)

awl-wort, s. The Euglish name of Subu-
laria, a genus of cruciferous plants, of which
one species, S. aquatica, Linn., is found in

Britain. The name Awl-wort is derived from
the shape of the leaves, which are of the form
of awls. The flowers, which are small, some-
times appear even under water.

* awl-ate, v.t. [A.S. wketian, wlatan= to

nauseate, to loathe.] To disgust.

"Vor the king was sotndel awlated . . ."—Bob.
Ulouc, as:>. {8. in Boucher.)

* awlbe, awbe, s. [Alb.]

* aw -less, a. [Aweless.]

* awm, * aum, s. Old spelling of Aam.

* awm -blare, s. The same as Ambler (q.v.).

(Prompt. Parv.)

* awm'-brere, s. The same as Almonkb
(q.v.). (Prompt. Parv.)

*awm'-br^, s. [Ambry.]

* awm'-byr, * awm yr, * am' byr (yr
as ir), s. [Low Lat. amora.] [Ambek.]

*awm'e-bry\ *. The same as Ambry (q.v.).

(Prompt. Parv.)

*aW-men-ere, ^awm'-nere, *aw-mfin-
er, * am ner, * am nere, s. [Almoner.]
(Prompt. Parv.)

* awm'-er-yt s. The same as Ambry (q.v.).

4 aw'-mil-ero, s. The same as Ambler (q.v.).

(Prompt. Parv.)

"awm-linge, pr. par. & a. The same as
Ambling (q.v.X

* aw mon, * hew' -mon (hew as hu), 5.

[O. Fr. hewre = & helmet.] A helmet. (O.Scotch.)

aw -mous, s. Old spelling of Alms. (Scotch.)

"The farmer's wife lacked ber usual share of Intel-
llgence—perhaps also the self-applause which she
had felt while distributing the awmous."—Scott i Gulf
Mannering, ch. vL

awmous dish, aumous dish, s. The
wooden dish in which mendicants receive
their alms when these take the form of food,
and not of money.

" She held up her greedy gab.
Just like an aumaus-dish."

Burns : Jolly Beggars.

*aW-myrt s. [Awmbyr.]

*awnt v.t. [Own, v.]

* awn, pa. par, [Awk (2).] Owed. (Scotch.)

"awn, a. [Own, a.]

awn, * awne, * awnd, * aune, * aw one,
* a van, * a'-vene, s. [From Icel. ogn.
In Sw. agnar (pi.) = chaff, awn, awns ; Dan.
avne; Gr. axwj (achne) = anything shaved off,

as (1) the froth of liquids, or (2) chaff in win-
nowing.] A bristle, called also In English
beard, and in Latin arista, springing from
near the termination of a bract in the in-

florescence of grasses, and produced by a pro-
longation of the midrib. (Lindley : Introd.
to Botany.)

* aw'-nar, *. [Owner.] (0. Scotch.)

* awn'-cSt-rye, s. The same as Ancestry
(q.v.). (Prompt. Parv.)

* awn'-c£-tyr (yr = ir), *. The same as

Ancestor (q.v.). (Prompt. Parv.)

* awnd, 5. [Awn, s.]

* awn dome. * awn'-dyr-yn, * awn-
dyrn (yr as ir), *. The same as Andiron
(q.v.). (Prompt. Parv.)

* awne, a. [Own.] (0. Scotch.)

awned (1), o. [Eng. awn; -ed.] Abruptly ter-

minated in a hard, straight, awl-shaped point

AWNED. (PALE* OF GRASSES.)

of lesser or greater length, as the paleae of

grasses. (Lindl. : Introd. to Bot., 1839, p. 458.)

In Her. [See Aulned.]

Wil, bo"y; poUt, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist. ph =£
-Clan = shan. -don, tion, -sicn = shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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ay* awned—axially

* awned (2), a. [A bad formation from Awn-
ISO, s.] Awninged (q.v ).

* awn'-gSl, s. The same as Angel (q.v.).

awn'-ie, a. (Scotch.) [Awn v.]

awn-ing, s. [Prob. from Fr. auvent = pent-

house ; IjOw Lat. auvauna, which may have

had an Oriental origiu.]

L NauticaUy:

1. A covering of tarpaulin, canvas, or other

'material, spread over a boat, or part of a vessel,

to keep off the sun's rays.

"Our ship became sulphureous, no decks, no awn-
ing*, nor invention possible, being able to refresh us."

—Sir T. Herbert : Travel*, p. 7.

2. The part of the poop-deck which is con-

tinued forward beyond the bulk-head of the

cabin. Called also Awning-deck.

II. Ord. Lang. : Any covering or shade
.similar to that described under I. 1 (q.v.).

'" Rows of square pillars ... to fix awning* to, that
such as sit there for the benefit of the sea-breeze may
be sheltered from the rays of the sun.'

1—Swinburne:
Travel* through Spain, Lett. 28.

awning deck, s. (Awning, I. 2.]

awning-decked, a.

Haul. : Furnished with an awning-deck.

awn'-Inged, a. [Awning.] Furnished with
an awning.

awn -ing-less, a. [Eng. awning; -less.]

Having no awning.

awn-less, a. [Eng. awn; -less.] Destitute

of an awn. (Hooker A Arnott.)

* awn- schen - $rd, * aim '

-

cen - ^d, a.

[Ancient.] Antiquated, ancient, veteran.

(Prompt. Parv.)

* awnte, s. Old spelling of Aunt.

*awn -ter-OUS, a. The same as Auntebous
(q.v.).

* awn-ter-ows-ly, adv. [A contraction of

Adventurously (q.v.).] Perhaps, possibly.

(Prompt. Parv.)

* awn'-tre (tre as ter), *. [Contracted fror*

Fr. aventure.] Adventure, peril. (Scotch.)

The same as 0. Eng. Aunter (q.v.).

" And all lell men sail lyffthameon tharlyffisawnter.
Thai salle rueeand bryne, and mekyll reveryse make."

Early ScoUith Yerte, ii. (ed. Lumby), 86.

•awn'-tron, *awn'-tryn, * a-ven-tryri,
v.t. [Old form of Adventure, v. (q.v.).

See also Aunter, v.] To put to hazard, to

venture, to dare ; also to render fortunate or
prosperous. (Prompt, Parv.)

kwn'-f, * awn'-ie (Eng. A Scotch), a. [Eng.
awn; -y.] Furnished with an awn or awns;
bearded.

" Let husky wheat the haughs adorn,
And aits set up their awnte horn."

Burn* : Scdtck Drink.
" In shaggy wave the atony train
Had whitened owre the hill and plain."

Picken : Poem* (1788), p. 144.

ft-wo'ke, v. The preterite of Awake (q.v.).

"And she said. The Philistines be upon thee, Samson.
And he awoke out of his sleep."

—

Judge* xvi. 90,

* a-wo'ld, v.t [A.S. weaWan(pret. weold, pa.

par. weaiden) = to rule, to govern, to com-
mand, to direct.]

1. To cause.
" He henle hem murnen, he hem freinde for qnat

:

Hanle dremes ogen avoid that."
Story of Qen. and Exod. (ed. Morris), 2,053-4.

2. To avail.
14 Lime wel michil it agte awold,

' so longe I
"

'Qev.A

3. To signify.

Story of Qen. A Exod. "(ed. Morris), 1,871-2.

" In this tblsternease, old and dep,
Get wurthe worpen naked and cold,
Qnat so his dremes owen avoid."
Story of Gen. * Exod. (ed. Morris), LM2-4.

* a-won'-der, * a-wun'-der, v.t. k i. [Old

form of Wonder (q.v.).]

A. Trans. ; To astonish.

"Than al his baraes awonderd ware
Of the sight that thai saw thare."

Story of the Holy Rood (ed. Morris), 365-4.

B. Intrans. : To wonder.
". . . heo awundrede swithe."—MS. Reg. 17, A.

XIvlL, 163. IS. in Boucher.)

* a-won -derd, pa. par. [Awonder.]

* a-wont, a. [A.S. awuiiianzx. . . to be

wont.] Accustomed to. (Scotch.)

"... awijnt the occujiacioun of the said land."—
Abtrd. Reg. (1563). V. 25.

* a-work', * a-work'e, adv. [Eng. a — on,

and work.] At work, into work.

"Set a good face on't, and affrout him; and 111

set my fingers aworke presently."—Holiday : Techno-

gamia, iv. 5.
"

. . so after Pyrrhus' pause
Aroused vengeance set him new awork."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, li. a.

a-work'-ing, a, [Eng. awork; -ing.] Into
"
the state of working ; working.

" Long they thus travelled, yet never met
Adventure which mi^ht them aworking set."

Spenser; Mother Hubbard* Tale.

* a-wdrth', adv. [Eng. a; worth (q.v.).]

Worthily. (Scotch.)
" And so aworth he tekith Ms pensnee.

'

Riwj Quair, L «.

* a-wtfw', v.t. & i. [Vow, v.] (0. Scotch.)

* awp, s. [Whaup.] (Scotch.)

* a-wran'-gous (w mute), a. [Old Eng. a;

wrong = wrong ; and suff. -ous.] Felonious.

(0. Scotch.)

"Awrangous awaytaking."—Aberdeen Reg., Cent.

xvi.

* a-wreke (w mute), v.t. [A.S. awrecan as to

revenge, avenge, vindicate, defend, free.] To
avenge, to take vengeance on ; in passive, to

be revenged of. (Now written Wreak.)
"He snor he wold awreke be of hys brother Boberd."

^Rob. Olouc. p. 388. {8. in Boucher.)

" Thus schal men on a fals theef ben awreke."
Chaucer : C. T„ 1T.M0.

* a-WTO'th (w mute), v.i. [Eng. a; wroth.]

To be wroth or angry.
** Ne noght so glad that hit ne awrotheth."

Bute * Nightingale, 1,2*6. (S. in Boucher.)

a-wry', * a-wrie' (w mute), a. or adv. [Eng.
" a; wry.] [Wry, Writhe.]

L Literally:

1, Gen. : Oblique, slanting, uneven, leaning

to one side.
" Your crown's <**>ry;

HI mend it, and then play.
Shake*?. I Ant. and Cuto., v. 2.

2. Of vision : Oblique, asquint.
" Like perspectives which, rightly gaz'd upon,
Shew nothing but confusion : eyed awry.
Distinguish form." Shaketp.: Rich. II., II. 1

IX Fig. : In a wrong direction, intellectu-

ally or morally viewed ;
perversely.

"... or by her charms
Draws him awry . . ,

Milton ; Samton Agonitte*.

aws, awes, s. pi. [Etymology unknown.]
The buckets or projections on the rim of a
mill-wheel designed to receive the shock of

the falling water. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

* awsk, s. The same as Ask, s. (0. Scotch.)

aw'-some, a. [Eng. awe; and suff. -some.]

1. Appalling ; causing terror.
" So awsome a night as this."—Scott: Antiquary.

2. Expressive of fear or reverence.
" To be snre he did gie au auvome glance up at the

auld castle."

—

Scott : Quy Mannering, ch. xi

* aws'-trine, * as-ter'ne, a. The same as

Austerne (q.v.). (0. Scotch.)

* aw'-tayne, a. [Hauohty.] (0. Sootcht)

*aw'-ter©, s. The same as Altar (q.v.).

(Prompt. Parv.)

* aW-ter-«tdne, s. The same as Altar-
stone (q.v.).

* aw'-yn, a. [Own.] (0. Scotch.)

* a-wy'-?©©, a. [Awise.]

*ax, v.t. & i. [Axe, ».]

* ax, s. [Axe, *.]

ax'- ay-a-cat, axZ-ay-a-catl, s. [Mexican.]

A Mexican fly, the eggs of which, deposited
abundantly on rushes and flags, are collected

and sold as a species of caviare. The use of

these as an article of diet was learned by the
Spanish settlers from their predecessors, the
native Indian Mexicans, who called the dish
now described ahvauhtli. (Clavigero, Webster,

dtc)

* axe, * ax (prot and pa. par. * axid, pr. pax.

* axung), v.t. & i. [A.S. acshan t axsian, iu.«u/i,

acsigan, axigean = to ask.] To ask.

^f Formerly classic English, but now con-
fined to the vulgar. The word ask was de-
rived from ascian, osscian, other forms of the
A.S. verb, the numerous variations of which
are given above. [Axid, Axunq,]

" Seitit Jame eek saith : If eny fellow have neede of
sapiemi, axe it of God."—Chaucer : Tale of Metibeu*.

axe, * ax (pi. ax'-ef), s. [A.S. <ex, eax, acast

acase = anything that is brought to a sharp
edge, an axe, a hatchet, a knife. In Sw. yxe;

ItaL ox, oxi; Dan. oxe ; Ger. axl ; O. H. Ger.

achus; O. L. Ger. & O. S. acus; Goth, aquizi;

Lat. ascia; Gr. ifiVn (axine)= an axe. Adzt
or addice, and hatcfiet, though to a certain

extent resembling axe in sound, are from other

roots.] An instrument for cutting or chopping
timber, or smaller pieces of wood. It consists

of an iron head with one edge sharp, and a
handle or helve, generally of wood. As a
rule, it is used with both hands, whilst a
hatchet, which is smaller, is intended for

one. [Hatchet, Battle-Axe.]
". . . there was neither hammer nor axe, nor any

tool of iron, heard in the house while it was in

building."—l Ring* vL 7.

5 (1) To deserve an axe : To deserve to be
beheaded as a traitor by means of an axe.

his English councillors and captains were
perjured traitors who richly deserved axes and baiters,

ana might, perhaps, get what i!~

Macauli.ii/: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.
•erhaps. get what they deserved-"—

(2) To get an axe : To be beheaded with an
axe. [(I).]

axe-formed, a. The same as Axe-shaped
(q.v.). (Webster^)

axe-head, * ax-head, s. The head of
an axe; the cutting portion of an axe, as con-
tradistinguished from its handle, the former
being generally of iron, and the latter of wood.

"But as one was felting a beam, the axe-head fell

Into the water."—2 Ring* vi. 5.

axe-helve, s. The helve or handle of an
axe. (Webster.)

axe-Shaped, a. With one border thick
and straight, the other enlarged, convex, and
thin, dolabriform.as in the leaves of Mesembry*
anthemum dolabri/orme. (Lindley : Introd. to

Bot.)

* axe-Stone, s. An old designation for a
mineral, called also Jade, Nephrite, Ceraunite,

and Amazonian stone. It is a hard, tough
stone of a greenish colour. It is found in

Cornwall along with diallage in Serpentine.
It is not recognised by Dana.

ax'-es (1), *. f*t of Axe (q.v.).

ax'-es (2), s. pi of Axis (q.v.).

* ax'-es (3),
* ax'-e'sse, * ax'-c£sse, * ao -

cesse (0. Eng.), * ax is, * ack'-sys (0.

Scotch), s. [Ft. acces; Lat. accessus = a pa-

roxysm of intermittent fever.] [Access.]

I. Gen. : Aches, pains. (0. Scotch.)

" Bot tho began myn axit and torment"
Ring Qaair, II. 41.

II. Spec: Fever in general, or yet more
precisely intermittent fever, ague. (0. Eng.

& Scotch.) [Accesse. ]

"This axe* hath made him so weake that his legges

will not bear hyiu."—PaUjrace, bk. iii., f. 17.

(Jamleton.)

axes-grass, s. An infusion of buckthorn
and other herbs, used as a cure for ague.

(Jamieson.)

« ax'-fitcn, * ax'-vStch, s. [O. Eng. axe, and

vetch.] An old name for a kind of vetch, so

called from the axe-like shape of the legumes.

It is called also Axe-wort.
". . . when It should not bring forth anything hut

mustard-seede, blew bottles, axfetch, or such like

vnproAtable weedes,"—The Countrie Farme, p. 6M.

(5. in Boucher.)

ax'-i-al, a. [Eng., &c., axi(s); and Eng. suff.

•al.] Pertaining or relating to an axis.

" Practically, though not morphologically, the pelvfc

Is a part of the trunk or axial skeleton."—Flower:
Otfeol. of the Mammalia, p. 281, note.

axial line.
Magnetism: The line taken by the magnetic

force in passing from one pole of a horse-shoe

magnet to the other one. (Faraday.)

ax i-al-ly, adv.

Worcester.)

[Eng. axial; -ly.] (Pro*u\

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

Syrian, *e, ce = 6 ; fie - e. qu = kw.
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ax'-i-cle (cle-kel), s. [Dimin. of Axil
(q. v. ). J A sheave. {Hyde Clarke.

)

•*X'-Id, pre*, of v. AXK(q.v.).
" For but thou axid whl labouw ire.*

Chaucer; C. T., T.OM.

ax-lf-er-ofls, a. [Lat axis, and fero = to

bear.] Bearing an axis.

ax-i-form, a. [From Lat axis, wd forma =
form. In tier, axiformig.] Of the form of an
axis.

aX-if-U-gal, 8. [Formed on analogy of Centri-

fugal (q.v.).] Noting a tendency to fly from
the axis ; chiefly iu the phrase axifugal force.

ax'-ll, s. [Fr. axille, from Lat. axilla (q.v.).]

Bot. : Tlie point where the base of the upper
side of a leaf joins the stem. Also the point
^where two branches diverge. It was called by
"old botanists the ala,

axil flowering, a. Flowering in the
axil, as Chionanthus axillaris.

&X' lie, a. [From Lat. axis.]

1. Situated iu the axis of anything.

2. Having the same direction as the axis.

axile bodies, s. pi Another name for
tactile corpuscles (q.v.).

&x il -la, s. (Lat. dimin. from an obs. axula.]

1. Anat. : The armpit.
"Numerous sweat-glands exist In the axilla."—

Todd * Bowman : Phyiiol. Anat., vol. L, til

* 2. Bot. : An axil.

|x il'-lar, ax-il'-lar-^, a. [Lat axUUa);

Eng. suff. -ar, -ary.]

1. Anat. : Pertaining to the armpit.

Axillary Artery: The name given to the
subclavian artery at that part of its course in

Which it passes the arm] lit {axilla). Important
yessels are thence Bent off to the shoulders and
chest

"Axillary artery Is distributed Into the hand;
below the cubit, it divideth into tiro parts."—Browne.

Axillary Vein : The vein corresponding to

the axillary artery. It springs from the sub-
clavian vein.

*8. Botany : Pertaining to the axil (q.v.)
;

arising from the axil; placed in the axil.

(Lindley: Introd. to Bot., 3rd ed., 1839, pp.
112, 490.)

fcx-ine, a. & $. [From Lat axis (2) (q.v.).,

and Eng. suff. -ine.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to a group of
stags, of which Cervus axis, Linn., the Spotted
Axis, is the type. (Griffith's Cuvier, voL lv.,

p. 116.)

B. As substantive : A member of the Axine
group of Stags. [Axib.] (Griffith's Cuvier,
VOL iv., p. 116.)

,,,

k Scotch.

" Are ye axing me as a magistrate, Monkbarns . . ,f
—Scott: Antiquary, eh. xxxviii.

sx-In-I-form,ri. [Gr. a^irn (axine) = an axe;
suff. -form.] Shaped like the head of an axe.

ax'-ln-ite, s. k a. [Gr. ift^ (axine) = an
axe, and Eng. suff. -ite.]

A. Assul)8tantive: A triclinic mineral, called
also Yanolit and Thumite. The crystals are
broad with their edges sharp. The hardness
is 6*5—7, the sp. gr. 3*271, the lustre glassy,
the colour clove-brown, plain blue, and pearl-
grey, these hues varying greatly according to
the direction in which it is viewed. It has
strong double refraction. Composition: Silica,
11*50 to 45 ; alumina, 1356 to 19 ; lime, 12-50
to 2584 ; sesquioxide of iron, 7'36 to 12*25:
sesquioxirle of manganese, 1*16 to 10; boric
acid, to 5 '61 ; magnesia, to 2-21 ; and
potaasa, to -64. It is found, with garnet
and tourmaline, at the Botallack mine in
Cornwall. It occurs also, both in its normal
state and altered, in Devonshire, as well as
on the continent of Europe and in America.

B. As adjective: Having as its type the
mineral now described. P-ina has an Axinite
group of minerals. (Dana.)

»x in 6-man -93?, <. Lat. axinomantia ; Gr.
a£ivofiavTua{axinomantf.ia), fromiftVij {axine)
= an axe, Mid tA.ai-T*ia{manteia) = divination.]

Pretended divination by means of an axe. One
way of doing this was to li\ a hatchet on a
round stake, so as to be exactly poised, then
the names of persons suspected of a specified

offence were repeated, and the name at the
mention of which the hatchet moved, or was
imagined to move, was pronounced guilty.

ax'-I-i-lite, s. [Lat axis (q.v.) and Gr. Atfo*

(lithos) — a stone.]

Geol. : A name given to an aggregation of

incipient crystallisation or fibrous structure,

occurring in some rocks. It is not unlike
spherulite (q. v.), but the arrangement diverges
from a line, not from a single point

ax-I d-lll-ie, a. [Eng. axiolitie) ; -ic.] Re-
sembling or pertaining to axiolite.

ax'-I-dm, s. [In Sw., Dan., & Ger. axiom ; Fr.

axiome ; ItaL assioma; Dut, Sp., Port, St, Lat
axioma ; Gr. i£iufxa (axioma) = that of which
one is thought worthy, an honour. In science,

that which is assumed as the basis of demon-
stration : a|t6w (axiod) = to think worthy

;

a£io« (axios) = worthy.]

L Math. : A self-evident proposition, a

proposition so evident at first sight that it

requires no demonstration, but commends
Itself at once to the acceptance of every one
capable of thinking. The first axioms in

Euclid are
—"Things which are equal to the

same thing are equal to one another;" "If
equals be added to equals, the wholes are

equal."

2. Gen. : A self-evident principle in any de-
partment of thought, or, more loosely, one
which, though requiring proof, is considered
to rest on irrefragable evidence.

"... infallible axioma and precepts of sacred truth,
delivered even in the very letter of tne law of God . . .

—Booker; Bert. Pot., bit. v., ch. xxii., fj &.

ax i-6-mat ic, ax i 6 mat'-Ic-al, adj.

[From Gr. a£(u>fAaro$ (axiomatos), genit of
a£twjua (axioma) (Axiom) ; and Eug. suffix

otic, -atical.] Pertaining to an axiom or
axioms ; self-evident ; containing axioms.

". . . they have made their way against all kinds
of opposition, and may now be regarded as axiomatic"
—J. S. Mill : PoOt. Boon., bit. i„ eh. x., § 2.

"Hippocrates did well to front his axiomatical «*
periments (the book of Aphorisms) with the praiul
miscarriages in the practice of most able physicians."
— Whitlock: Man. of the Eng.. p. 109.

ix l- ©-mat -Ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. axiomati-

cal ; -ly. ) In an axiomatic manner, by the
employment of an axiom or axioms. (Webster.)

* ax'-I-6-pis-ty, s. [Gr. iflon-ioric. (axio-

pistia) ; from a|tos (axios)= worthy, and aa'sjps
(pistis) m trust, trustworthiness.] The quality

of being worthy of credit ; trustworthiness.
(Webster.)

ax -is (1), ». * a, [From Lat. axis=(l) an
axle, a chariot ; (2) the axis of the earth ; (8)

the pin on which a hinge turns ; (4) the valve

of a pipe ; (5) (Arch.) the axes of a volute ; (6)

a board, a plank, from ago = to drive. Akin
to Eng. axle ; A.S. cex, tax = an axis, an axle-

tree ; Dut as; Ger. achse, axe; O. H. Ger.
aksa; Dan. & Fr. axe; Sp. exe; Port, eixo;

Russ. os, osi; Litli. assio; Ital. asse; Gr.

ofwe (axon), cognate with o^iafa (hamaxa) = a
wagon, a chariot; Sansc. akshas = & chariot]
[Axle.]

A. As substantive

;

I. Ordinary Language. (Essentially a scien-

tific word, though in some of its technical

significations it has made way into ordinary
language.)

1. A straight line, real or imaginary, passing
through a body, and around which that body
revolves, or at least may revolve. Spec., the
imaginary line connecting the poles of a planet,

and around which the planet rotates. [II.

Astron.] (Lit. & fig.)

(1) Literally :

"On their own axil as the planets run,
And make at once their circle round the sun."

Pope : Euuy on Man, 31*.

(2) Figuratively

:

" Meanwhile, the heart within the heart, the seat
Where peace and happy consciousness should dwell,
On its own axis reatleasly revolves,
Tet nowhere finds the cheering light of truth."

Wordsworth : Excurrion, bk. Iv.

2. A straight line, real or imaginary, passing
through a body, around which the several

parts of the body are symmetrically arranged.

IX Technically:

1. Geom. : An imaginary line drawn through
a plane figure, and about which the plane
figure is supposed to revolve, with the result
of defining the limits of a solid. Thus, a
circle revolving about one of its diameters,
and at right angles to that diameter, will
constitute a sphere ; hence the axis of a sphere
is any one of its diameters. If an isosceles
triangle revolve around an imaginary line
connecting its apex with the centre of its

base, it will constitute a cone ; hence the axis

of a cone is an imaginary straight line drawn
from its apex to the centre of its base. A
rectangle revolving around a straight line con-
necting the centres of any two of the oppo-
site sides wilt produce a cylinder ; hence the
axis of a cylinder is a straight line drawn from
the centre of its apex to the centre of its base.
The axis of a parabola is the diameter which
passes through its focus. For the abscissa of
the axis, the subtangent, &c., of the axis, see
Abscissa, Subtangent, Ac. In an ellipse the
axis major (Lat = greater axis) is the diameter
which passes through the foci ; and the axis
minor (Lat. = lesser axis) the diameter at
right angles to the axis major. In a hyper-
bola, the axis major is the diameter which
passes through the foci ; the axis minor is

the distance between two points fonned when
a straight line drawn through the centre of
the hyperbola, and at right angles to its major
axis, is intersected by a circle described around
a principal vertex as its centre, and with a
radius equal to the eccentricity of the hyper-
bola.

Conjugate axis ofan ellipse or of a hyperbola:
The straight line drawn through its centre
perpendicular to the transverse axis.

Transverse axis of an ellipse or ofa hyperbola :

The straight line drawn through the two foci.

The axis of symmetry of a body : Any line in
a regular polygon bisecting an angle or bisect*
ing a side perpendicularly.

"... a rotation of a body of regular figure about it*
axit of symmetry."— Uertchrt : Attron. (5th ed., 1868),

2. Astron-. The axis of the earth, or the axis
of rotation of the earth, is that diameter about
which it revolves. It is the one whicli has
for its extremities the north and south poles.
The term is similarly used of the sun, the
moon, and the planets. (Herschel: Astron.,
3rd ed., 1858, §§ 22, 57, &c.)

".
. . both Venus and Mercury have been concluded

to revolve on their itxet in about the same time as the
Eiirtli."— 1/rrtchel : Attron. (6th ed., 1868), J 609

Axis of the celestial sphere : The imaginary
line around which the heavens appear to re-
volve. It is the axis of the earth produced.

Axis ofan orbit. The major axis of the orbit
of a planet is the line joining the aphelion
and perihelion points. The minor axis is the
line perpendicular to the former, and passing
through the centre of the ellipse.

3. Min. The term axis of a prismatic or
other crystal is used in the same sense as in
Geometry. (Phillips: Mineral., 2nd ed., 1819,
p. lxxxiii.)

4. Mechanics:

The axis of suspension of a pendulum is the
point from which it is suspended, and conse-
quently around whicli it turns.

The axis of oscillation of a compound pendu-
lum is an axis constituted by a series of points,
so situated that their motion is neither re-

tarded nor accelerated by their constituting
part of a solid body, which, of course, can only
move together. (Atkinson: Ganot's Physics,
3rded., 1868, § 70.)

Axis of a balance : The line around which it
turns.

Axis in peritrochio. [Gr. ntpi (peri) — round
about, and rpoxo? (trochos) = a wheel. ] The
same as the wheel and axle. One of the six

mechanical powers, consisting of a peritro-

chium, or wheel and an axle.

5. Magnetism: The line supposed to con-
nect the north and south poles of a magnet

6. Optics

:

Axis of a lens: A line passing through the
centre of its carved, and perpendicular to its

plane, surface. (Brewster: Optics, 1831, § 34.)

Optic axis : The line corresponding to this

in the eye. The ray of light passing along it

is the only one which is not refracted. The
other rays of light entering the eye have axes
also, but this is the only one to which the
term optic axis is applied.

Ml, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-elan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion a shun ; -(Ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -slous, -clous ~ situs, -hie, -die, &c. = bei, del.
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1. Lit. ; The pin or bar in the centre of a
wheel around which the wheel itself turns.

" And now the twentieth sun, descending, laves
Hia glowing axle in the western waves.

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. iv., 487-8.

2. Fig.: The axis of the heavens, around
>hich they seem to revolve.

" There view'd the Pleiads, and the Northern Team,
Ami great Orion's more refulgent beam.
To which, around the axle of the sky.
The Bear, revolving, pointB hia goldeu eye,
Who shines exalted on th* ethereal plain.
Nor bathes his blazing forehead in the main.''

Pope: Homer s Odyssey, bk. v., 347-52.

axle-tree, * axyl tre, * exyl tree,
* ax-treo (Eng.), * ax-tree, * ax-tre (0.

Scotch), a.

1. Lit. : The axle of a wheel
"... their axle^reei, and their naves, and their

felloes, and their spokes, were all molten."— l Kings
vii. 33.

2. Fig. : The axis of the heavens.
"... the poles or axle-tree of heaven, . . ."—Bacon;

Adv. of Learn., bk. ii.

ax-led (ax'-eld),o. [Eng. axl(e); -ed,] Fur-

nished with an axle. (Wharton.)

ax'-o-ldtl, s. [Mexican.] A species of am-
phibious vertebrated animals, belonging to

the order Amphipneusta and the family Pro-

teidte. It is the Siredon pisciforme. It has
four feet, and has on either side of the neck
a very large aperture, within which are dis-

played bronchial arches, the gills, however,
being attached to the opercula, or flaps which
close the orifices. It is found in the lakes

surrounding the city of Mexico, where it is

said to have once been very abundant. It is

esteemed a great luxury.

ax-6f om-OUS, a. [From Gr. a£wy (axon) =
an axle, an axis, and ro/xi} (tome) — a cutting

;

from Tepvto (temno) = to cut.]

Crystallog. : Having its cleavage perpen-
dicular to the axis of the crystal. (Dana.)

ax stone, «. [Axe-stone.]

* ax tre-6 (0. Eng.), * ax-tree, * ax-tre
(0. Scotch), s. The same as Axle-tree (q. v.).

ax'-iing, pr. par. [Axe, v.]

t ax'-unge, aux'-unge, *. [Lat. axungia
= cart-grease ; axis = axle, and ungo = to

smear.] Hogs' lard. (Ure.) (Webster.)

* ax'-vetch, *. [Axfitch.]

Ax wed nes dai, s. [Old Eng. axse - ash,

and Wednesdai.] Ash Wednesday. (Rob. of
Gloucester.)

* ax'-wort, $. [O. Eng. ax, and suffix •vtort.]

[AXFETCH.]

* &x'->.—*, pr. par. & s. [Axe, Asking.]
v And they him swore his axyng fayre and wele.*

Chaucer: C. T.. 1,838,

ay(l),odt>. [aye (3).]

t ay (2), adv. [Aye (2).]

* ay, inter). [Ah.]

* ay me, interj. & s.

A, As interjection : Ay me! an ejaculatory

expression of sorrow, regret, or anxiety.
" Ay me / I fondly dream !

"

MiUon: Lycidos,

B. As substantive: The utterance of such
an ejaculation.

"Ay-meet, and hearty heigb-hoe*.
Are sallets fit for soldiers !

"

Beaum. i Fltt. : Bonduca, I. 2.

" Sonnets from the melting lover's brain,
Aymeet and elegies."

The Woman Hater (1607), iti. 1.

* ay (1), (pi. eyr-5n) (eyr as ir), s. [Ger. ey

(sing.), eiren (pi.) = au egg.] An egg.

"And a faucon heom amyddes,
An ay he laide." Alitaunder, SM-7.

av-SChelle, *. An egg-shell. (Alisaunder,

557.) (S. in Boucher.)

* ay (2), s. [Awe.] The same as Awe (q.v.).

(Rob. dt Brunne, p. 220.) (S. in Boucher.)

ay'-ah, s. [Port, aya, aia ; Ital. aia = a gover-

ness, a chambermaid ; cognate with Port, aio,

ayo = a tutor ; Sp. ayo ; Ital. aio = a tutor, a
governor of youth.]

Anglo-Indian: The ordinary appellation

given by Anglo-Indians to a lady's or nurse-

maid of Hindoo or Mohammedan extraction,

or who, whatever her faith, belongs to one of

the native races of India. The term, originally

borrowed from the Portuguese, is now tending

Visual axes ; The axes of the several rays of

light which enter the eye. [See Optic Axis
above]

. . . due convergence of the visual axes . .
."—Herbert

Spencer: Psychol.. 2nd ed., vol. ii., p. 170, J 337.

Axis of refraction : A straight line drawn
perpendicular to the plane of a transparent

body, and passing through the point of inci-

dence of a luminous ray, striking it from
without.
Axes of double refraction : All doubly re-

fracting substances have oue or more lines, or

one or more planes, along which no doubly
refracting force exists. If there is one such
line or plane, then the body is said to have
one axis, or plane of axes, of double refraction

;

if two, two axes, or planes of axes, of double
refraction, and so forth. A real axis, or plane

of axes of double refraction, is one in which the
doubly refracting force really does not exist

;

whilst a resultant axis, or plane of axes, or an
axis or plane of compensation, is one in which
it exists, but is neutralised by a counter force

of equal intensity. A positive axis of double

refraction is the term used when the refracted

ray is bent towards the axes, or plane of axes,

of the body ; and a negative axis of double re-

fraction is the expression employed when it is

bent in the contrary direction.

7. Architecture

:

Spiml axis: The axis of a spirally-twisted
column.
Axis of an Tonic capital: A line passing per-

pendicularly through the middle of the eye of

the volute.

8. Geology : An imaginary line on the oppo-
site sides of which the strata dip in different

directions. If the angle formed at their point
of junction be a salient one, they form an
anticlinal axis, or Anticlinal (q.v.) ; but if

it is a re-entering one, then they constitute a
synclinal axis, or Synclinal (q.v.). .(Lyell

:

Man. ofGeol, 4th ed., 1852, p. 57.) [I., 2.]

9. Botany : The axis is that part of a plant
around which the organs are symmetrically
arranged. The ascending axis means the stem.
(Lindtey: Introd. to Bot., 3rded., 1830, p. 69.)

The descending axis is the root. (Ibid.) Re-

cessory axes are axes in addition to the main
one, found in the stems of Calycanthus, Chi-
monanthus, and some other plants. (Ibid.,

{>.
96.) The appendages of the axis are scales,

eaves, bracts, flowers, sexes, and fruit. (Ibid.,

p. 110.) The art* of inflorescence is a peduncle
which proceeds in a nearly straight line from
the base to the apex of the inflorescence.

(J6id.,p. 153.)

10. Anatomy:
(a) The axis of the body: The vertebral

column around which the other portions of

the frame are arranged.

"When the skull remains In connection with the
vertebral column, it will be seen that its axis is a
continuation forwards of the axis of that column, con-
sisting of the bodies of the vertebras."—Flower : Otteol.

of the Mammalia, p. 99.

" In the Deer the axis of the face is nearly in the
same line with that of the cranium . . ."—Ibid., p. 171.

"The bones of the Crauio-facial Axis . . ."—Ibid.,
p. 105.

(&) The second vertebra of the neck, or the

Joint by which it is connected with the first

vertebra. [Atlas.]
*•

. . . the vertebral being slightly bent between the
atlas and axis."—Todd £ Bowman: Physiol. Anat.,

vol. i„ p. 295.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to an axis in

the anatomical sense. [II., 10.]

" On entering the innermost capsule, the nerve-tube
suddeuly loses its envelope of white substance and
becomes pale, the axis cylinder alone remaining . .

."

— Todd* Bowman: Phys. Anat., vol. i, p. 398.

ax IS (2), s. [Lat axis= an Indian quadruped,
probably the deer described below. ] A species

of deer, the Cervus axis, found in India. It is

spotted like the Fallow-deer, from which,
however, the adult males at least may be dis-

tinguished by their possessing round horns
without a terminal palm. There are several

varieties, if, indeed, they are not distinct

species. All are called by Anglo-Indian
sportsmen Hog-deer.

fac'-i-US,*. [Gr.A£ia(arui)=dignity.} Agenus
of Crustaceans of the family Thalassinidae. It

contains the Slow Shrimp, A , stirhynchus.

**-le (lo= el), *ax^el,*ax'-eU,*ax' **,
* fcC-fL * &X (Eng.)

t
* ax (0. Scotch), s.

[A.S. taxi - a shoulder-joint; Icel. oxl; Lat.

axla, dim. of aia = a wing. Cf. O. Fr. aissel,

essel. In Sw. A Dan. axel; Dnt. as; Ger.

achse; Sp. ext; Port, eteo; Ital. asse.) [Axis.]

fate, tat, tare, amidst, what, tail, father; we. w€t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit,

•r, wore, woli; work, whd, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, a

to become naturalised in various Hindoo lan-

guages.

t ayd'e, v.t. [Aid,- v.] Obsolete, except in
poetry, and then in imitation of antiquity.

" When the bells of Rylstone play'd
Their Sabbath music—" God us aydel"

Wordsworth: White Doe of Rylstone, vti.

* aye (l), adv. [Aven.]

aye (2), t ay, * ai, adv. [A.S. a,aa = always,
ever, for ever ; awa= away ; Icel. aesi ; O. IoeL

m ; Ger. ewig ; O. H. Ger. to, to, eioa; Goth.
aiv; Lat. osvum; Gr. alilw (aion)= . . . eter-

nity ; act (aei) = always.] [Coeval, Eke.]

1. Always, perpetually, for everv (Poetic.)

" Fro that time we tellen ay."
Story of Gen. A Exod. (ed. Morris), 87.

" The soul, though made in time, survives for aye ;

And, though it hath beginning, sees no end."
Sir J. I'-ioies.

2. Always, ever, in all cases, on all occasions

;

through all bygone time. (0. Eng. & Scotih

prose and poetry.)

". . . and sykirly, ay the bettyr man. ay the mar
lawly, . .

."— The Craft of Deyng (ed. Luinby), 145-C

" For ai was rigt and kire beforn
On man, on wif, till he was born."
Story of Gen. A Exod. (ed. Morris), 461-1.

"I daur say, Mr. Waverley, ye never kend that *t

the eggs that were sae weel roasted at supper in the
Ha' house were aye turned by our Davie i "—Scott :

Watrerley, ch. lxix.

3. Always ; without intermission.
" Th* astonish*d mariners aye ply the pump

:

No stay, nor rest, till the wide breach is clos'd."

Phillip*.

IT Ay-forth : Ever after.

" His godhede lees he nought thei he come lowe.
That he was God ayforth in his grete strengthe."

Joseph of Aramathie (ed. bkeat), 126-*.

ay© (3), Aye, ay, * I, adv. & s. [Etym-
ology somewhat doubtful. Perhaps it is con-

nected with Eng. yea ; A S. ia, gea ; Sw. ja

(pronounced yd); Dan. ja = yes, yea, nay ; j*
= yes, yea ; Dut ja = yea, nay ; Goth, ja, jot.

Mann considers it more probable that aye ia

connected with Ger. ei, ey = why, hey, ay
well, ah ha; M. H. Ger. ei, eia; Dan. ej ; L
Ger. ih. Wedgwood believes it to have deve-

loped by a process which he illustrates from

aye = always, and in fact to be that wont]
Yes, a particle of affirmation or assent, used

In the same way as yes.

A. As adverb :

" What say'st thou? Wilt thou be of our consort?

Say ay, and be the captain of us all."

Shakesp. : Two Gent, of Tor., It. L

If The form t occurs in old editions of

Shakespeare and other dramatic works.

Nautical: Ay, ay, sir, or Aye, aye, sir: A
common phrase in the mouths of sailors, who
mean by it to express their willingness cheer-

fully to carry out the command just issued to

them by their superior.
" Heard the voices of men through the mist, th*

rattle of cordage
Thrown on the deck, the shouts of the mate, and th*

sailors' ' Ay, ay. Sir t'"
Longfellow : The Courtship of MUet Standish, lr.

B. As substantive

:

1. Of things: A vote in any legislative body

or elsewhere in favour of a motion as opposed

to No bh equals a vote against it.

"There were a hundred and sixty Ayes to a hundred
and sixty-four Noes."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxi».

2. Of persons : One who in such a case votoi

affirmatively.

"... the Ayes did not venture to dispute btt

Opinion. "—Macauiay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviit

aye-aye, s. [So called from the cry of the

animal.] The Cheiromys Madagascariensis, au

animal placed by Cuvier among the Rodentja,

and by others with the Lemuridse. As m

sire, air, marine; go, p3t

,o9 = e. ey=a. qu = kw.
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specific name imports, it is a native of Mada-
gascar. It is about the size of a cat Its fur

is brown and its tail black.

* Ay-e en, Alt'-ber-y\ s. [Hindust ayeen =
institutes, and Akbar, a celebrated Mogul
Emperor of Delhi who reigned from 1556 to

1605.) A very valuable statistical description

of the Mogul empire as it was in the reign of
Akbar. It was compiled by his vizier, Abul
Fazi. There is an English translation of it by
Gladwin.

* ay el, * ai'-el (l as y), s. [Fr. aieul, from
Lat. aviolus, dimin. of avus m grandfather.]
A grandfather.

" I am thine ayel rawly at thy will."
Chaucer: C. T., 2,479.

* a-yfin', * a-yen'e, adv. [Again.] (Chaucer.)

* a-yen'-blte, *. [Eng. (1) ayen = again (like

yett for gate), and (2) bite. ] A bite or biting

again ; remorse.

"Dan Michel's Ayenbite of Inwyt. or Remorse of
Conscience." Edited by Richard Morris, Esq. London :

Trubner and Co.

* a-yenst', * a-yens', prep. [Against.]

Against. (Chaucer.)

"... whan he wente in batayle ayentt them ..."
—Invention of the Holy Cro*t (ed. Morris), p. 159.

* a-yen'-ward, adv. [O. Eng. ayen = again,

in the sense of against, in the reverse direc-

tion.] [Again.] Backward. (Chaucer.)

ta-y§n'- wylle, adv. [O. Eng. ayen, and
ivylU =. will.] Against one's will, unwillingly.
(Prompt. Parv.)

tay'-er-y\ *. [Eyrie.]

•ay-green, tai-gre'en, *. [Eng. ay =
always, and green.} A name of the houseleek.

•ay'-gul-et, s. [Fr. aiguillctte.] An aiglet.

[Aiglet.]

* ayle, a. [Fr. aieul.] A grandfather.

* ayle, v.t. [Ail, v.]

tay'-lfit, a. [Deriv. uncertain.]

In Heraldry : A name used to designate the
Cornish Chough (Fregilus graeulus). (Gloss,

of Her.)

*aym, a. The same as Aim (q.v.). Spec,,
guess.

" That knowea her port, and thither sayles by ayme."
Spemer ; F. $., IL vL 10.

* ay -merg, s. pi. [Embers.]

* aynd, s. [In Sw. anda = breath, ande =
ghost, spirit ; Dan. aande = breath, aand =.

ghost; Wei. anode = breath. ] Breath, life.

(Chiefly Scotch.) [Aunde, Aind.]
" Quoth some wha malst had tint their aynd*,"

Christ Kirk o' the Green, it (&, in Boucher.)

* aynde, v.t. [In Dan. aande = to breathe
;

8w. andan = to breathe out.] [Aynd, *.] To
breathe upon. (Scotch.)

"... they flud thair egrfs ayndU . . ."—Sector
Boece : Introd. Detcrip. of Scotland, (B. in Boucher.)

* ayn'-dit, pa. par. [Aynde.] (Scotch.)

* ayne, a. [Ane, One.] One, a.

" And his curuue on his heued he dede.
And let it standen a ane stund."
Story of Hen. and Jixod. (ed. Morris), 2,638-9.

ayont', prep. & adv. [Eng. a; yont.] Be-
yond, on the further side ; remote from.
(Scotch.)

A. As preposition

:

". . . as he wad thrum them ower and ower to the
like o me ayont the ingle at e'en, . . ."—Scott;
Antiquary, ch. xxi.

B. As adverb :

"A burn ran in the laigh, ayont there lay
As many feeding on the other brae."

Jtou : Helenore, p. 47. (Jamieton.)

* ay quere, adv. [Old Eng. ay (Aye), and
<iuere, old form of Where (q.v.).] Every-
where.

" With mony golde frengee,
Ayquere naylet ful nwe.

Gatcan and the Green Knyght, 1,070. {8. in Boucher.)

ayr -ant, a. [Eyrant.]

1 ayre (1), *. [Heir.]

* ayre (2), «. [Air.]
'* Shouting, and clapping all their hands on night.
That all the ayre it tills, and Dyes to heaven bright."

Spenter : F. q., I. v. 16.

* ayr'-en (yr as ix\ s. pi. [Ay, Eggs.]

A'yr-shires (Ayr as Xr), a pi. [From Ayr-
shire, a Scottish county.]

Farming : A breed of cattle brought from
Ayrshire. The animals so designated are in

general parti-coloured, red and white being
diffused over them in patches. They are
horned. Their special value arises from their
being excellent for the dairy.

a'yr-y^ (ar'-i), s. [Aerie.]

"I should discourse on the brancher, the haggard,
and then treatof their several ayrie*."— Walton ; Ang.

* ayse, v.t. [Ease, v.]

* ayse, s. [Ease, ».]

* ay-sylle, * ai'-syll, s. [A.S. aisU = vine-

gar.] Vinegar.
" The vessel of aytylle and of galle.

Lord, kepe me from the synuys alle.*

The Symbol* of the Pauion (ed. Morris), 1054.

az-a'-le-a, s. [In Dut., Dan., & Mod. Lat.

azalea ; Fr. azalee ; Gr. a^aXeos (azaleos) =
dry, parched, either because in such places
the plant grows, or from the brittle, dry
nature of its wood.]

Botany : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Ericaceae (Heathworts). It contains a
British species, A. procumbens, or Trailing

Azalea, a low shrub with woody tortuous
stems and crowded leafy branches, occurring
in patches on moors in the Scottish High-
lands. There are numerous species in America,
some of them of great beauty. The nearly
allied genus, Rhododendron, also abounds in

the American mountains. Several species are
cultivated on account of the abundance and
beauty of their flowers, and in some cases
their fragrance. Azaleas are best cultivated

in a peaty soil. The must delicate species is

Azalea Indica,

a-za -le xne, s. [From Mod Lat azalea, and
Eng. sun*, -inc.]

Chem, [Rosaniline.]

az -a role, *. [In Ger. azerole = the berry,

and azerol baum — the tree ; Fr. azerole = the
berry, and azerolier = the tree ; Port azerola
= the fruit, and azeroleiro= the tree ; I tal. laz-

zeruola — the berry, and lazzeruolo = the tree.]

The English name of a species of hawthorn
(Crataegus azarolus.]

A-za-zel, s. [Heb. Vww (azaziT); in the

opinion of Gesenius, the same as TPW (ami-

zeV) ; from Viy (azSX), disused in Hebrew, but
occurring in Arabic m to separate.]

1. In Scripture : A word occurring in Lev.
xvi. 8, 10, and 26, where it is translated
" scapegoat ;

" but the antithesis which makes
the one goat be for Jehovah, and the other for
Azazel, is best preserved by supposing Azazel
to be such a being as Satan or some other
evil spirit.

2. In Milton .* An evil spirit, standard-
bearer to Satan.

* Then straight commands, that at the warlike sound
Of trumpets loud and clarions be upreared
His mighty standard : that proud honour claim*
Azazel as his right, a cherub tall."

Milton : P. A., i. 6M.

a -zed '--a rach, «. [In Fr. azedarach, from
Arab, azadarach.]

Pharm. : The bark of the root of a tree,

Melia azedarach. [Melia.]

ax-el-a'-ic, a. [Eng. azote, and Gr. cAaiicdf

(elatkos), pertaining to the olive-tree ; eAaioe
(elaion) m olive-oil, or oil in general ; i\aia
(elaia) = the olive-tree.] Pertaining or re-

lating to azote (nitrogen) and oil in combina-
tion.

azelaic add, 5.

Chem. : tyH^fCO.OH)*. A bibasic acid
formed along with suberic acid by oxidising
castor oil. It is soluble in cold ether and in
boiling water. It forms large white needle
crystals, which melt at 106°. By heating with
caustic baryta, it yields heptane, C7Hig.

A ' zrfl-fa-fage, *. [Corrupted Arabic.] A
flxed star, numbered 4} in the scale of magni-
tude ; it is called also vl Cygni.

az -i-muth, *. [In Dut, Ger., & Sp. azimuth;
Fr. & Port azimut ; Ital. azzimutto ; from
Arab, assamt, pi. as-sumut = a way, a path.]
[Zenith.]

Astroiuymy :

1. Sing.: " The angular distance of a celestial

object from the north or south point of the
horizon (according as it is tthe north or south
pole which is elevated), when the object is

referred to the horizon by a vertical circle."

Or " the angle comprised between two verti-

cal planes, one passing through the elevated
pole, the other through the object" It is

generally reckoned eastward or westward,
from the north or south point for 180° either
way ; but Herschel prefers always reckoning
it from the points of the horizon most remote
from the elevated pole westward, so as to
agree in its general direction with the ap-
parent diurnal motion of the stars. Of course
he therefore counts from 0° to 860°. (Herschel

:

Astron,, 5th ed., 1858, $ 103.)

2. Plural : Azimuths, called also vertical
circles, are great circles intersecting each
other in the zenith and nadir, and cutting the
horizon at right angles in all the points
thereof. On these are reckoned the altitude
of the stars, and of the sun when he is not in

the meridian.

If Magnetical Azimuth : Magnetical azimuth
is an arch of the horizon, contained between
the sun's azimuth circle and the magnetical
meridian ; or it is the apparent distance of
the sun from the north or south point of the
compass.

azimuth and altitude instrument.
An astronomical instrument designed to ascer-

tain the altitudes and azimuths of the heavenly
bodies at any particular time. It has two
axes, the principal one vertical and the other
horizontal ; the former, therefore, correspond-
ing to a vertical circle of the heavens, and the
latter to the celestial horizon. The angles
measured on the latter are therefore azimuths
or differences of azimuth, and those on the
former zenith distances, according as the
graduation is from the upper point of the
mb, or a point distant from it 90*. (Herschel :

Astron., §§ 182—187.] [Altazimuth.]

azimuth compass. An instrument used
for finding the sun's magnetical azimuth, or

the amplitude of any other heavenly body.

azimuth dial. A dial, the stile or gno-
mon of which is at right angles to the plane of

the horizon.

az'-i-muth-al, a. [Eng., inc., azimuth, and
Eng. suffix -aZ. In Fr. and Port, azimutal ;

Sp. azimuthal] Pertaining to the azimuth.
"... the azimuthal arc thus determined."—Her-

tchel: Attron., f 188.

azimuthal error. The deviation of a
transit instrument from the plane of the
meridian. Its effect is greatest in the horizon,
and vanishes in the zenith. It is sometimes
called the "meridian error." (Hind.)

az 6-ben-zene, s. [From Eng. azo(te) =
nitrogen, and benzene (q.v.).]

C6H8N ,

Chemistry .•__•!. Obtained by distilling
U|HfN.

nitrobenzene with an alcoholic solution of
potash. The alcohol is oxidised to aldehyde.
Azobenzene can be obtained by the action of

sodium amalgam and water on an alcoholic

solution of nitrobenzene. Azobenzene crys-

tallises in large yellow-red plates, which melt
at 665°, and boil at 293°. Concentrated nitric

acid converts it into nitro-substitution com-
pounds. Boiling sulphuric acid converts it into

azobenzene-sulphonic acid, C12H9N2SO3H.
Reducing agents convert azobenzene into

. , . C6H5NH
hydrazobenzene, 1

C6H6NH.

az-d-ben-zd'-Ic, a. [Eng. azo(te), and benzoic

(see def.).] Pertaining to nitrogen, and also

to gum benzoin, a resin produced from Styrat
benzoin, a tree from the Malay archipelago.

azobenzoic acid.
NC

fl
H4.CO.OH

Chem. : H „n n„ Obtained by the
NC6H4.CO.OH.

action of sodium amalgam and water on
nitro-benzoic acid. A yellow solid, almost
insoluble in alcohol, ether, or water ; it forms
sparingly soluble salts.

ooil, bo^; pout, Jtftoi cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. ph = t
-oian, -Uan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tfon, -sion = shun, -tlous, -sious, -clous = shus. -We, -die. &c m bel* del.
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a-zd-di-phen-yl-di -a-mlne, j. [Eng.

euo(tt), diphenyl, diamine.) CisHuNs . A
chemical substance produced by passing
nitrous acid through an alcoholic solution of
aniline,

•VZO'-ic, a. [Gr. a£wos (azoos): a, priv., and
"
fiod* (zoos) = alive ; £«nj (zoe) = life ; £a*> (zoo)
= to liva] Destitute of life, or the remains
of what once were animated beings.

Geology. Azoic Rocks : Those in which no
traces of organic remains exist, and which
are by some assumed to have been deposited
before life commenced in this planet.

% As the constant tendency of geological
investigation has been to find traces of fossils

in sedimentary rocks previously deemed azoic,

and as, moreover, there is good reason to
believe that in many cases in which they have
not been found they once existed, but have
since been destroyed by metamorphic action,

students of nature require to be very careful
as to what rocks they venture to characterise
as azoic

az-o-me -than, *. [From Eng. azo(te) = ni-

trogen, and methan (q.v.).

Chcm. [Cyanide.]

az-6-par -af-flns, $. pi. [Eng. <uo(fe);

paraffins.]

Chemistry. [Nitriles.]

azo-phos-phdr'-ic, a. [Eng. azo(te), and
phosphoric (q.v-.).] Pertaining or relating to
azote and phosphorus in combination.

azophosphoric acid. An acid ob-
tained by Dr. Gladstone, and which he re-

garded as phosphoric acid conjugated with an
atom of the group P.N.

az -br'-ite, *. [From the Azores, nine islands

in the North Atlantic, about 800 miles dis-

tant from Portugal, to which they politically
belong.] A white mineral, translucent or
opaque, crystallising in minute octahedrons.
The hardness is 445 ; the lustre vitreous on a
fractured fragment. Hayes considers it car-

bonate of lime. It is found in an albitic rock
in the Azores.

a-zo'te, s. [In Fr. azote ; from Gr. a, priv., and
£o>TiK<k (zotikos) = fit for giving and maintain-
ing life ; fwij (zoe) m life ; fau (zoo) m to live.]

A name once all but universally used for what
is now more frequently termed nitrogen.
[Nitrogen.] It was so called because when
breathed, uncombined with oxygen, it has
fatal effects upon animal life.

• a -zoth, «. [Arabic (>]
1. Alchemy : Mercury, which was supposed

to exist in every metallic body and constitute
its basis. (Glossog. Nov., &c.)

2. The liquor of sublimated mercury.

3. Brass.

4. Paracelsus's universal remedy.

a-Z&t'-Ie, o. [In Fr. azotique.'] Pertaining to
" azote.

* azotic add. The same as Nitric Acid
(q.v.).

•azotic gas. Nitrogen.
"... one of which has been named oxygen gas and

tha other azotic gas, "—Gregory : Hadyt Nat. Phil.
(180? j, i 244.

az 6-tize, v.t. [Eng. azot(e); -ize.] To im-
pregnate with azote.

az-6-tx zed, pa. par. A a. [Azotize.]
"... those of azottted matters, whether animal or

vegetable."-- Todd * Bowman : PhytioL AnaC., L 13.

". , . various azotited substances."

—

Ibid., vol. ii.,

p. 203.

azotized substances. Nitrogenous
compounds, or those containing nitrogen, the
most essential element of food, yet, by itself,

unable to sustain life. Foods, which build
up the bodies of men and animals, are divided
into two great classes, viz.—flesh-formers, or
those which repair the waste of tissue ; and
heat-generators, or those which keep up the
heat and movements of the body. The former
are called nitrogenous, and the latter non-
nitrogenous or carbonaceous. The principal

animal nitrogenous compounds are albumen,
fibrin, gelatine, and casein, all of which are

almost identical in composition, and contain
from 16 to 18 per cent, of nitrogen. Albumen,
fibrin, and gelatine are found in the muscles,

blood, and bones of animals, whilst casein is

found in the milk. Similar nitrogenous com-
pounds occur in vegetables : thus we find

albumen in potatoes, turnips, apples, &c. ;

fibrin in wheat, barley, and the other cereals
;

and casein in peas, beans, and lentils. The
nutritive value of an infusion of tea or coffee

is very small, the amount of nitrogen present
being almost inappreciable. The non-nitro-

fenous foods are sugar, starch, and fat or oil.

hese, by oxidation in the body, produce heat
and motion, and are hence termed heat-givers
or force-producers.

az-d-ti'z-i'ng, pr. par. [Azotize, v.]

a-ZO-td-, as a prefix. \Vova\ azot(e) ; -o.]

Combined with azote, as azoto-sulphuric

azoto sulphuric acid (of De La Pro-
vostavoj. A chemical compound. Formula

az-6x-y-ben -zene, a. [From Eng. azot(e)

;

Gr. o£vf (oxus) = sharp, and Eng. benzene

C6H5NV
Chem.: Azoxybenzene, X^O. It is

C
fi
H 5ft

formed, together with azobenzene, by reducing
nitrobenzene with alcoholic potash. It crys-

tallises in long yellow needles.

Az'-ra-el, Az'-ra-il, *. [Arab., Turk., &c]
Among the Arabs and Turks : The angel of

death.
" Even Azraet. from hia deadly quiver
When flies that shaft, and fly it must,
That parts all else, shall doom for ever
Our hearts to undivided dust*

Byron 1 The Bride of Abydot, L 11.

a-zul-mlc, a. [Eng. az(ote), and ulmic, from
ulmin (q.v.).] Pertaining to azote and ulmiu.

azulmic acid.
Chem. : Azulmic acil, C4H5N5O, obtained

by the spontaneous decomposition of an
aqueous solution of cyanogen gas ; also by
the action of cyanogen, CoNj, on aqueous
ammonia. By boiling it with water it is con-
verted into mycomelic acid, C4H4N4O2.

az'-ure, * as'-ure, * as '-sure, * as'-ur
(z= Zh), a. & s. (The first syllable of the
word is occasionally pronounced a*)- [In Fr.,

Welsh, Prov., and O. Sp. azur; Ital. azzurro,
azzuolo; Sp. azur, azid; Port azul; from
Pers. Idjawardi, Idjuwardi — blue, azure ; Idja-

imrd, lAjuward = lapis lazuli, the second
word in which is the Persian one altered.

From Arab, azul = heaven.] [Azurine, Azur-
1TE, AZURN.]

A. As adjective

:

Ord. Lang. : Of that tint of blue which is

seen in the vault of heaven during the absence
of clouds. Used—

1. Of the sky.
*' Inverted trees, and rocks, and azure sky."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bfc- ML
2. Of the sea in certain states.

"The sea,
Far through his azure turbulent domain.
Your empire owns." Thornton : Spring, 7L

3. Of some eyes, and specially of Minerva's.
" Minerva, graceful with her azure eyes."

Pope : Homer't Odyssey, hit. L, M.

4. Of sea-goddesses.
" Leacothoe saw. and pity touched her breast
(Herself a mortal once of Cadmus' strain.
But now an azure sister of the main)."

Pope : Homer't Odyttey, bk. v., 436-7.

B. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The colour of the sky, soft or pale blue.
" Gold and seluer he seis and asur forsothe."

Joseph of Arimathie (ed. Bkeat), 19S.

". . . if our hypothetical shell were lifted to twice
the height of Mont Blanc above the earth's surface,
we should still have the azure overhead.'—Tyndall

:

Frag, of Science, *rd ed., vii. 157-1

2. The vault of heaven, so called from its

soft blue colour.
M Up to the lights above us, in the azure.
Which are so beautiful."

—

Byron: Cain, i. l.

IL Her. : Bright blue. Used especially in

describing the escutcheons of gentlemen be-

neath the degree of barons. The
same colour on a nobleman's coat
is called sapphire, from the stone,

and that on the coat of a sove-

reign prince Jupiter, from the
planet of that name. Engravers
conventionally represent azure, azure,

;nuemen oe-

or asure as it is sometimes spelled h>
heraldry, by horizontal lines. (Glossographia

Nova, ate.)

" Poles to foler flakerande bitwene.
And a) In autre and yude enaumayld ryche,"

Ear. Eng. Aliiter. Potmt (ed. Morris; ; Cleanness, 1, 410-11.

azure-eyed, a. Having eyes of an azure-

colour, or what may be poetically described
as such.
" Fair-haired, azure-eyed, with delicate Saion com-

plexion."
Longfellow : Courtship of Mile* Standish, i.

azure - pencilled, a. Pencilled with
azure, with radiations of an azure hue.

*' And where profuse the wood-veitch clings
Round ash and elm, in verdant rings.

Its yale and azure-pencilled flower
Should canopy Titania's bower."

Scott : fiokeby, iv. l

azure-spar, azure spar, s. A min-
eral, called also Lazulite (q.v.).

azure-stone, azure stone, s. The
same as Azure-spar (q.v.).

azure-tinted, a. Tinted with azure.
" On his hairy arm imprinted
Was an anchor, azure-tinted;
Like Thor's hammer, huge and dinted

Was his brawny hand."
Longfellow: The Saga of King Qlaf, xiT.

az-ure (Z as zh), v.t. [From the adjective

or substautive. In Sp. & Port, azular.] To-

colour azure.

az'-ured (z as zh), pa. par. & a. [Azvre.]

A. As past participle : Coloured azure ; made
to assume an azure colour.

B. As adjective : Of an azure colour.
" Thou shalt not lack

The flower that's like thy face, ptOe primrose ; nor
The azured hare-bell, like thy veins, no, nor
The leaf of eglantine, whom not to slander.
Out-sweeten d not thy breath . . .

Shakezp. : Cymbeline, W. X

az'-ur-Ine (Z as zh), a. & «. [Eng. azur;

-tne. In Ital. azzurino.]

i A. As adjective : Of an azure colour.

"... whereupon they lay a colour which con-
tiuueth dark azurine."—Sackluyt: Voyages, voL iii..-

p.37.

B. As substantive : A fresh-water fish, called

also the Blue Roach, the lAweiscus cceruleus^

of Yarrell. It belongs to the Cyprinida;, or
Carp family. It is found in Lancashire and.

in some of the Swiss lakes.

az ur ite (z as zh), 5. [Eng. azur; and suff.

-ite.]

1. (In Ger. laztdit, lazulith.) A mineral,

called also Lazulite (q.v.).

2. (In Ger. lazurit.) A brittle, transparent

or subtranslucent mineral with monodiuic
crystals. The hardness is 3 '5—4-25

; the sp.

gr., 3'5—

8

-831 ; the lustre vitreous or verging-

on adamantine ; the colour azure-blue, passing,

into Berlin blue. Compos. : Carbonic acid,

24 to 25-46 ; oxide of copper, 68 5 to 70 ; and
water, 6*40 to 6. It occurs in England, in

Cornwall, Devonshire, Derbyshire, &c. ; as-

also in France, Austro-Hungary, and Siberia.

(Dana.)

az -urn (z as zh), a. [Ger. azurn.] The same
as Azure.

" My sliding chariot stays.

Thick set with agate and the azurn sheen

Of Turkia blue." Milton : Comus. 698.

az^-gOUS, a. (Gr. ££uyoc (azugos) = un-

wedded, not constituting one of a pair ; d,

priv., and £vyoc (zugos), oftener £vyi>v (tugony
m a yoke.]

Anat. : Pertaining or relating to anything
occurring singly as contradistinguished fi\>m

one of a pair.

" Single or azygous bone*."—Flower : Osteol. of the

Mammalia, p. 106.

*az'-^me, s. [Gr. a, priv., and £um« («(me)

= leaven. [Azymoos.] Unleavened bread.

Xz'-^-mite, s. [In Ger. Azymiten (plural) \

Fr. Azymite (sing.).] [Azymous.]

Church Hist. (Plur.): Those who use un-

leavened bread in the administration of the

Lord's Supper.

az y mous, o. [In Fr. azyme; 8p. azimo;

Port, azymo ; Lat. azymus; Gr. ££vhik (azu*

mo*): A, priv., and ^ti>i»? (zume) — leaven. ]>

Unleavened ; unfermented. (Used of bread.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

<w% wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, eur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, 03 - e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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B. The second letter and the first consonant in

the English alphabet, as it is also in the other

languages of the Aryan family spoken In

Europe. The characters in use in these

several tongues having come through the

Greek from some old form of speech, probably

the Phoenician, belonging to the Semitic (better

called the Syro-Arabiau) family, it was to be
expected that the letter corresponding to B
would occupy the same place in the Semitic

as in the previously-mentioned Aryan alpha-

bets. Investigation shows this to be the

case, to a considerable extent at least A
sound and character corresponding to the
English b and the Greek s {beta), is the
second letter and the first consonant in Phoe-

nician, Hebrew, Samaritan, Aramaic, Arabic,

and Coptic. In Ethiopic, however, beth

stands tenth instead of second in order.

Turning next to some of the Aryan languages
of Asia, we find that in Armenian be is the
twenty-sixth of thirty-eight letters ; and in

Sanscrit, Mahratta, &c, ouor ba is generally

placed twenty-third in the list of consonants,
where it is preceded by phu and followed by
Witt. Returning again to the Semitic, 0*3.

{petti), the name given to the second letter of

the Hebrew alphabet, is really Aramaean.

Like the corresponding word in Hebrew, n*3

(baith), it signifies a house, to which it has
some faint resemblance. The Hebrew coin-

letter J j, the Samaritan ^, and the Phoe-

nician £ ^, have a somewhat greater one

;

and probably the old hieroglyph from which
these symbols were abbreviated may have been
the most like of all. [A, Alphabet.]
B is a flat mute [Mutk], the voice not being

«o entirely shut oft* in pronouncing it as it is

when one of the sharp mutes, p or/, is uttered.
The h sound is produced by compressing the
lips, a vowel being added to render it audible.
It is hence called a labial, from Lat. labium =
a lip, pluf. taoia= lips; its other associates
in the same category being p, /, and v, with
which it is often interchanged in the cognate
languages. Thus to bate is in O. H. Ger.
yackan, and in Slav, peshtshi. The Eng. life

is the Ger. leben ; and while life is the sub-
stantive, live is the verb. So the Lat. balama
Is from the Gr. 4>aWatva (phallaina), dmAaua
iphataina) with ph pronounced as /, whilst
from one or other comes the Eng. vrhale. The
Eng. have is from the Lat. habeo. So also
the Sanscrit vyagra— a tiger, becomes the
Mahratta vagh (pronounced wagh), and is

transformed into the Hindi bagh. Other
letters than the labials can be interchanged
with 6 ; thus the Greek poAv0$oc (molubdos)
and the Lat. plumbum= lead, unlike as they
appear, are akin, m being exchanged for p

;

and the old form of the Lat. bellum = war, was
duellum, whence our Eng. words bellicose and
duel.

I. B, as an initial, is used—
1. In designating University degrees:

(a) For Lat. Baccalaureus, as Artium Bacca-
laureus= Bachelor of Arts.

(ft) For Bachelor ; as B. A.= Bachelor of Arts

;

B.D.=: Bachelor of Divinity ; B.M.= Bachelor
of Medicine ; B.L. = Bachelor of Laws.

2. In Music: For bass. Similarly B.C. is

used for basso continuo m thorough bass.

3. In Chemistry : For the element boron, of
which it is the symbol as well as the initial.

IL B, as a symbol, is used—
1. In Numeration, in Greek, Hebrew,

Arabic, and even occasionally in English, for
2. But £i in Greek is the diacritical mark for

2,000. In Latin B stands for 300, and B for
3,000.

2. In Music: As the seventh note of the
diatonic scale. It answers to the Italian and
French si. In Germany it is = B flat.

3. InChem. [I., 3.]

4. Biblical Criticism. Of Codices : B = the
Codex Vatieanus. [Codex.]

ILL B, as a part of speech, is used

—

1. As an adjective : as " the 6 sound."

2. As a substantive : as " Capital B ; " " Not
to know a B from a bull's foot."

. (Chemistry), The symbol for the element
barium

.

That poure ba and riche."—MS. Coti.. Titus, D.
xviii., fo. 183. [8. in Voucher.)

Da', s. [Eng. ball, with the permanent ellipsis

of the last two letters.] A ball. (Scotch.

)

ba, a. [A.S. ba m both.] [Both.] Both.
"That poure ba a

XVili.,.fa. 138. (A in J

ba, v.t. [Basse, ?.]

baa (Eng.), bae (Scotch), s. [From the sound.]
The utterance of a sheep in bleating, from
which it is manifestly imitated.

" Proteus, Therefore tboa art a sheep.
Speed. Such- another proof will make me trjbaa."

Shakesp. : Two vet it I. of Ver., t 1.

baa (Eng.\ bae (Scotch), v.i. [From the sub-
stantive.] To emit the sound which a sheep
does in bleating.

** Or like a lamb, whose dam away la fet.

Be treble boat tor help, but iiuiie can get."
Mdney.

Ba'-al, t. [In Ger., &c, Baal; Gael. Beil

;

from Hebrew **T2 (Baal) ; Aram, "wa (Baal),

and ^?? (Beil) — (1) master, possessor, (2)

husband (generally with the article 7} (ha) =
the, "??2ri (hob-Baal) = Baal ; in Sept. Gr. 6

BaaA (ho Boat) SB the Baal (masc. ) (Judg. ii. 13)

;

tj BaaA (hi Baal) = the Baal (fem. ) (J er. xi x. 5} ]

1. Lit. : The chief male divinity among the
Phoenicians, as Ashtoreth was the leading
female one. [Ashtoreth. J The Cartha-
ginians, who sprang from the Phoenicians,
carried with them his worship to their new
settlements, as is proved, among other evi-

dence, by the names of some of their world-
renowned heroes ; thus Hannibal, written in

Punic inscriptions ^-in (Hannibaal\ signifies

" The grace of Baal ;" and Hasdrubal, or As-
drubal, Thrift (Azrubaal) = " Help of BaaL"
The worship of Baal early existed among the
Canaanites and the Moabites, whence it spread
to the Israelites, becoming at last for a time
completely dominant among the ten tribes,

and to a certain extent even among the two,
in consequence of the ill-advised marriage of

Ahab with Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal (the

name means " With Baal,") king of Sidon.
A number of places in Palestine and the
neighbouring countries commence with Baal,
such as Baal-gad (Josh. xi. 17), Baal-meon
(Numb, xxxii. 38), but whether in the sense
of " lord," " possessor," or signifying " Baal,"
is a matter of dispute. One place is simply
called Baal (1 Chron. iv. 33). This divinity
seems to have symbolised the sun, and less

frequently the planet Jupiter. He was wor-
shipped under different forms or in different

relations : thus there were Baal-bertth = the
Covenant Baal or lord ; Baal-«ebub [Beel-
zebub] = the fly-lord; Baal Peor= tbe Baal
of Mount Peor, or Baal of the opening, the
Moabitish national divinity. Perhaps the
Babylonian Bel was only Baal with a dialectic

difference of spelling, though Prof. Rawlinson
thinks differently (Isa. xlvi. 1). [Bel.] There
was an affinity between Baal and Moloch.
[Moloch.] The Belteiu or Beltane fires, lit in
early summer in Scotland and Ireland, seem
to be a survival of Baal's worship. [Beltane.]

*'.
. . and called on the name of Baal from morning

even until noon, saying, O Baal, bear us."—l Kings
xviii 26. (See alio Jer. xix. S. 1

J The Heb. plural Baalim often occurs. It

may signify images of Baal, or that imaginary
god in different relations. (Judges viii. 33.)

2. Fig. : Any one held by the person using
the term to be a false priest.

" The priest of Baal waa reviled and insulted, some-
times beaten, sometimes ducked,"

—

Macaulay : Hist.
Bug., ob. xiii.

Baal-adorer, s. One who adores Baal.
" The Baal^adorer bows on Sinai's steep."

Byron I On Jordan t Banks.

Ba al 1st, s. [Eng., &c.Baal; -i&t.] A wor-
shipper of Baal ; a contemptuous epithet ap-
plied to a Roman Catholic or to an Anglican.
(Sylvester : Tobacco Battered, 190.)

bab, s. [Bob, s. (Scotch.)

bab, v.t. k i. [Bob, v.} (Scotch.)

ba'-ba, a [Mahratta (1) Baba, a proper name
borne by many men ; (2) baba, a term of en-
dearment for a young child of the male sex.
Akin to Eng. baby. ]

Among Anglo-Indians: Used in the second
of these senses.

bab ble, * bab'-le (le-el), r.t. & t. [In

Dut. babbelen ; Ger. babbeln ; Fr. babbiler.
Imitated from the sound.] [Babel.]

A. Intrans. : To send forth vague uutneai*
ing sounds iu an unintermitted stream.

L Of persons : Used—
1. Of the imperfect attempts at speech which

characterise the period of infancy.

2. Of the talk of persons whose powers ars
failing through old age or serious sickness.

3. Of the copious, unintermitting, and shal-
low speech of talkers, who habitually weary
every company into which they may gain ad-
mittance, and betray every secret entrusted
to them to keep.

IL Of inanimate things : To emit such
sounds as are made by a running brook.

" And runlets babbling down the glen."
Tennyson ; Mariana in the South.

B. Trans. : To prate ; to utter.

"John had conned over a catalogue of hard words:
these he used to babble indifferently lu all companies."—Arbuthnot.

If The participial adjective babbling, derived
from babble, is more common than any part of
the verb strictly so called. [Babbling J

bab -ble, * bab'-ie do = $1), * bab bel, s.

[From the verb. In Dut. gebabbel ; Fr. babil.)

L Emanating from human beings; Unmean-
ing prattle ; shallow, foolish talk.

" The babble. Impertinence, and folly, I have taken
notice of in disputea."—Ola nviil.

2. Emanating from inanimate things : Such
a sound as that made by running water.

*f[ Hounds are said to babble when they
give tongue too loudly after having found.

(Gent. Bee., p. 78.)

bab blement, s. [Eng. babble; -ment. In
Fr. babillement.]

1. The act of babbling.

2. The foolish talk which is uttered.

"Deluded all this while with ragged notions and
babbhrmenr*. while they expected worthy and delight-

ful knowledge."—Milton : Education.

bab -bier, *bab'-ler, s. {Eng. babble); -*r.

In Dut babbelaar; Fr. babillard.]

A. Ord. Lang. : An unintermitting and
shallow talker.

•' I found him garrulously given,
A babbler in the land."

Tennyton ' The Talking Oak.

B. Ornith. (PL Babblers) : The English
equivalent for the Timalinai, a sub-family of

the Turdidae, or Thrushes. It stands between
the True Thrushes and the Orioles. The species

are small birds confined to India, the Eastern
Archipelago, and Australia. Some have imi-

tative powers, and many sing sweetly.

* bab'-bler-& s. [Eng. babble, v.; -ry.;)

1. Prating, chatter, garrulousness. (N.E.D.)

2. Confused with Babery (q.v.).

babbling, pr. par., a., & s. [Babble.]

A. As present participle A participial adj. ;

In senses corresponding to those of the verb.
" And hare the fates thy babbling age ordain'd
To violate the life thy youth au»tauieri?"

Pope : Bomer't Qdytsey, bk. xlx.. &6M.

B. As substantive: Vain, shallow, foolish talk.

babbling-thrusnes, s.pl. [Babbler, B.]

t bab -bly. a. [Eng. babbKe) ; -y.] Given to

babbling; garrulous. (Carlyle : Frederick the

Great, IV. 177.)

babe, s. [Mid. Eng. babe, bab, babon, from the

last of which, probably of Celtic origin, the

first two are contracted.]

L LU--' An infant, male or female. [Baby.]
" And. behold, the babe we\>t."—Bxod. iL «.

II. Figuratively:

1. A doll. [Doll.]
" Bearing a truase of tryfles at hys backe.
As bells and babes, and glasses in hys packe.

Spenser : The Shepheard's Calender, r.

2. A childish person.

3. In Scripture: A person who has just

undergone the new birth, and is as yet very

immature in spiritual development.
"As new.born babes, desire the sincere milk of the

word, that ye may grow thereby."— 1 Pet. it t.

* babe -hood, s. [Eng. babe; -hood.] Infancy.

Ba bel, «. [Sw., Dan., Dut, Fr., Port, Ac,
Babel; from Heb. ?5^ (Babel)= (1) confusion,

(2) Babel, (3) Babylon ; for b^a (Bdlbil);

from y?3, (balal) = (1) to pour over, (2) to

,
bo"y; p6"ut, J6%1; oat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Inf.

-oian, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -sion st shun ; -tion, -$ion = zhun. -tious, -slous, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, deL
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confound (Gesenivs); or from Bab-ilu = the

gate of God, or Bdb-ili = the gate of the

gods ; the rendering into Semitic of the Ac*

cadiau Ca-dimirra. (Sayce in Trans. Soc.

Bibl. ArchaoL, vol. L, pp. 298, 309.).] A place

or circumstances in which confusion of sounds

—as, for instance, by several people speaking

at once—is the predominating characteristic.

The reference is to the confusion of tongues

divinely sent in consequence of the building

of the Tower of Babel (Gen. xi 1—9.)
" The poor man must have thought the voice came

from the shore : »uch a Babel of crtei issued at once

from the ahip . . ."—Darwin: Voyage round the

World, ch. xv.

* babelary, * babelery, *. [Babblbry.]

Ba'-bel-ish, a. [Eng. Babel ; -ish.} Resem-
bling'a babel ; confused. (Blount: Glossog.)

Ba bel Ism, s. [Eng. Babel; -ism.} Noisy
confused speech. (Athenceum, July 15, 1865.)

• bab er lyppe d, * babyr lypped (yr as

ir),a. [First element doubtful.] Thick-lipped.
** He wa» byttel-browede and baber-lypped, with two

blery •yen."—Fieri Plowman, p. »7.

ba'-be-ry. *. [Eng. babeury (q.v.), but modi-

fled in meaning by confusion with bade (q.v.).]

Finery designed to please a baby or child.

** Bo have I seen trim book* in velvet (light.

With golden leaves and painted babery
Of aeely boys, please unacquainted sight."

Sidney : Arcadia, ok, I.

ba be ship, s. [Eng. babe; -skip.] Infancy.

(Vdal : Apoph. of Erasmus, p. 194.)

ba'-beur-^, * ba'-bur-y, s. [Probably a
corruption of babwynrie = baboonery (q.v.).]

Grotesque ornamentation, especially in sculp-

ture or pictures.

* bab -lah, s. [Perhaps aku to Persian and
Mahratta babul and babh-de = the Gum-Arabic
tree (Acacia Arabica). The rind of the legume
of a plant

—

Mimosa cineraria of Linnaeus, now
Prosopis spicigera. It contains gallic acid and
tannin, and has been used in dyeing a drab
colour, ((/re.)

ba'-boo, ba'-bu, « [Bengalee.] A term used
in Calcutta and other parts

#
of Lower Bengal

for a Hindoo gentleman, of sometimes for a
native, gentleman of any purely Oriental race.

" Here\ ia a picture of a Calcutta babu."—Calcutta
Review, ypL vi. (IM6), p. lvi.

ba boon ', * bab'-i-dn, * bab'-I-an, «- [In

Sw. babian ; Dan. bavian; Dut baviaan;
Ger. pavian, bavian; Fr. babouin (masc),

babouine (fern.) ; Sp. babuino ; ItaL babbuino,

dimin. of babbo — papa ; Low Lat. baboynus,

babuynus, babovinus, babewynus, babuynia,

and papio. Skinner and Menage think it

cognate with babe, whilst Wedgwood considers

that ba and pa, being syllables requiring the

lips for their utterance, came to mean the

motion of the lips in framing them ; also the

lips themselves. Deriving baboon from this

root ba or pa, he considers it etymologically

to mean = the ugly-lipped animal]

L, Lit. : The English name of those Simi-

adse (Monkeys) which have a facial angle as

low as 30°, a long, dog-like snout, great canine

teeth, large callosities, and capacious cheek-

pouches. They are classed by naturalists

chiefly under the genus Cynocephalus. They

-AC

Imageries and 1

Chaucer : Bouse of Fame.

ba-bl-a'-na, s. [From Dut babianer, the

name given by the Dutch colonists in South
Africa, from the fact that the baboon, or

baviaan, is fond of it.] A genus of plants

belonging to the order Iridaceae, or Irids.

The species are all from the Cape of Good
Hope, and are beautiful flowers. One is dark

red, another red and blue, and n»re than one

are scented. One of the commonest species is

Babiana sulphurea,

ba -bie, s. The same as Baby. (Scotch.)

babie-piclcle, s. The small grain lying

In the bosom of a larger one, at the top of a

stalk of oats. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

• ba -bie, s. [Bawbee.] (Scotch.)

Bab - ing ton-ite, s. [Named after Dr.

Babington, who, besides being a distinguished

physician, published several important works
on mineralogy in 1795—1799. A small gather-

ing of mineralogists at his house ultimately

developed in 1807 into the great Geological

Society of London.] A mineral placed by Dana
tinder his Amphibole Group, the Pyroxene
Sub-group, and the section of it with triclinic

crystallisation. The hardness is 5*5 to 6 ; the

sp. gr. 3 35—3 37 ; the lustre is vitreous, splen-

dent ; the colour dark-greenish black. Com-
position : Silica, 47 "46 to 54*4; protoxide of

iron, 10*26 to 21*3 ; lime, 1474 to 19" 6 ; sesqui-

oxide of iron, to 11 ;
protoxide of manganese,

1*8 to 17'91 ; magnesia, 077 to 22; alumina,

to 6'48. It occurs in the Shetland Islands,

at Arendal in Norway, and in North America.

bab I-rous'-sa, s. [Babyroussa.]

ba' bish, * ba bishe, *ba'-b$fsh, * ba-
byshe, a. [Eng. bab(e); -ish.} Childish,

as a babe would do.

"If be be bashful, and wilt soon blush, they call him
a babieh and ill brougbt-up thing."—A tcham.

* ba'-bish, v.t. TFrom Eng. babish, adj. (q.v.).]

To render babisn ; to treat as if one were a

baby.
*' The Pharisees had babished the simple people with

falned and colde religion, and bad tangled thtyr con-

sciences with mannes ordinauncea,"

—

Vdal: John vii.

{Richardson.)

ba bUh ly, adv. [Eng. babish; -ly.] Child-

ishly ; in a baby-like manner.

"One that spake so babishly. "—A rchbithop Cther

:

Answer to the Jesuit Mexlone, p. 404.

ba bish-ness, s. [Eng. babish; suff. -ness.]

The quality of being babish ; childishness.,

(Ogilvie.)

BABOON.

are the lowest in intelligence of all the Stmi-

adse, and the most ugly and animal in look.

They are ferocious when full-grown, though
the young of at least one species has been
domesticated. The mandrill, the drill, the

derrias, and some other monkeys of similar

affinity, are regarded as baboons. Africa,

throughout its whole extent, is their appro-

priate habitation, though one species is

found also in South-western Asia. Some other

monkeys, less closely allied to Cynocephali,

are popularly known as baboons.

"And I am neither your minotaure, nor your cen-

taure . . . nor your babion."—B. Jonson : Cynthia t

Revel*,

2. Fig. (in vituperative language): A man
who, for ugliness, for want of intellect, for a

snarling temper, or some other quality, recalls

to mind a baboon.

ba-boon'-er-y\ s. [Eng. baboon ; -ery.] An
assemblage of baboons. (Chapman : Masque

of Middle Temple.)

n boon ish, a. [Eng. baboon ; -ish.} Resem-
ling a baboon. (Miss Ferrier : Inheritance,

voL i., ch. ii.)

babu, % [Baboo.]

* ba'-bur-jf, s. [Babeby.]

ba-by, * bab'-bjf, * bab'-ble, s. & a. [From
Eng. babe, and y, denoting little.] [Babe.]

A. As substantive

:

1. An infant, male or female ; a babe.
" The baby beats the nurse, and quite athwart
Goes all decorum." M „

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, L 8.

2. A doll such as girls play with.

"The archduke saw that Perkin would prove a
ronnaeate : and it was the part of children to fall out
aboutlaofes."—Bacon : Henry VII.

3. An idol.

" Since no Image can represent the great Creator,

never think to honour Him by your fooliab puppet*
and babies of dirt and c\iy."—StulingJleet.

B. As adj. : Like a baby ; infantile, childish

(Tennyson : EUanore, i.)

baby-farm, s. A place where young
children are received to nurse, for payment.

baby-farmer, *. One who receives in-

fants to nurse, for payment when the parents

are unwilling or unable to do so.

baby farming,
baby-farmer.

baby-house, s.

1. A doll's house.

Tb* business of a

' A proud show
uslyOf baby-houses, curiously arranged."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. u>

2. A weather-house (q.v.).

baby-oak, s. An oak as yet very small
in size, and which has passed through only
the first stages of its development.

" The riper life may magnetise
The baby-oak within.

Tennyton : The Talking Oak.

baby-rose, s. The rosy blush on the

cheeks of an infant or young person.
" Till the lightning laughters dimple
The baby-rotes in her cheeks."

• Tennyson : Lilian,

baby-show, s.

1. A show, sight, or spectacle which a baby
will appreciate.

" That way look, my infant, lo :

What a pretty baby-show I"

Wordsworth ; Kitten A the Falling Leaves.

2. An exhibition of babies.

baby-treat, *. A treat for a baoy.
" "lis a pretty baby-treat

;

Nor, I deem, for me unmeet.
Wordsworth : Kitten A the Falling Leaves.

ba'-by\ v.t. [Baby, *.] To make a baby of, to

treat like a baby, to keep in a state of infancy.

" At best it babies us with endless toys.

And keeps us children till we drop to dust
Young : Night Thoughts, v. ill.

ba'-b^-hood, «. [Eng. baby, and suff. -hood.}

The state of being a baby ; infancy or child-

hood in the restricted sense. (Ash.)

ba'-b^-ish, a. [Eng. baby, and suffix -ish.]

Like a baby, as a baby would do ; infantile,

childish. (Bale.) (Worcester's Diet.)

*$ This is a much more modern word than

Babish (q.v.).

ba-by-Ism, *. [Eng. baby, and suffix -im.]

The characteristics of a baby. (Booth.) (Reid,

Worcester, die)

Bab-y^ld'-ni-an, a.k s. [Eng. Babylon, -ian;

from Lat Babylonius ; Gr. ftafivXtuvios (Babu-

Wnios) ; from Lat. Babylon ; Gr. ^o^uA«v

(Babulon), the great city on the Euphrates

celebrated in Scripture, ancient classics, and
elsewhere.] [Babel.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Lit : Pertaining either to the ancient

city or to the country of Babylon.
••

. . Sir Henry |Rawlinson] published the first

authentic list of early Chaldean and Babylonian

monarch*." — Mr. George Smith in Trans. Soc Mib.

Archanl., voL t, p. 28.

2. Pertaining to the mystical Babylon men-

tioned in Bev. xvl. 19 ; xvii. 5 : xviii. 10, 21.

" Early may fly the Babylonian woe."
MiUon: Sonnets; Massacre in Piedmont

B. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : A native of, or, more loosely, a

resident in, the ancient city or country of

Babylon.
**

. after the manner of the Babylonians of

Chaldea, the land of their nativity."—Etch. xxm. 15.

2. Fig. (Anciently): One who professes

astrology, the Babylonians being so much
addicted to this study that the term "Baby-

lonian numbers," in Horace, Odes, I. xi. 2,

signifies astrological calculations similar to

fortune-telling.

% There is no distinctive Babylonian lan-

guage. In early times Babylon had an

Accadian population and tongue of Turanian

origin, with a strong and increasing Semitic

element in it (Sayce.) From these Semites

came the " cuneiform inscription of Babylon,

which Max Muller conjoins with those of

Nineveh, placing both under the Aramaic or

Northern class of the Semitic family of lan-

guages. [Aramaean, Chaldee, Cuneiform.]

t Bab-*-ldn'-Ic, Bab-y^lon'-Ie-al. a

[From Eng. Babylon, -ic, -veal ; Lat Baby

Umicus, Babyloniacus ; Gr. Ba0vAwiHa*oc {Ba-

buWniakos).] [Babylonian.]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to either the literal or

the mystic Babylon ; Babylonian.

rata; tat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, »4n; mute, efib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, v&U

Syrian, m, oe = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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2. Fig. : Confused, tumultuous ; disorderly.

"He lit plainly their antiquity, novelty; their
universality, a Babvlonical tyranny; and their con-

tent, a conspiracy. '—Harington ; Br. View of the

Church, p 97.

Bab-y-ldV-Ic-al-*y\ adv. [Eng. Babylon-

ical ; -ly.] After the manner of the Babylon-
ians ; hence, luxuriously, sumptuously.

" He [the herring] is attended upon most Babylon'
icatly.'—Xathe : Lenten btajfe (ed. Hindley), p. 60.

Bab-y-lSn'-Ics, $. pi. [Babylonic.] The
English designation generally given to a frag-

ment of universal history prior to 267 B.C.,

composed by Berosus, a priest of Babylon.

Baby-ldn'-ish, a. [Eng. Babylon ; -ish. In

Dut. Babylonisch.] •

1. Lit. : Pertaining to Babylon ; derived
from Babylon ; of Babylonian manufacture.

"A goodly BabylonUh garment."—Joth. vii. 21.

1. Figuratively

:

(1) Outlandish, barbaric; ostentatiously

grand, but in bad taste ; Babel-like, marked
by confusion of tongues.

" A BabylonUh dialect
Which learned pedants much affect"

Butler : Hudibrat, I., 1. 93.

(2) Popish.

Bab -y lcm-Ism, «. [From the city Bajylon

;

-ism.]

*1. Popery.

2. A Babylonian word or phrase. (N.E.D.)

bftb-y-rous -sa or bab i rous sa, «. [A

name given by Bontius. [In Fr. babirousse

;

Port, babirosa, babirussa.] A species of hog,
sometimes called the Horned Hog and tae
Hog-deer, from the fact that its upper tusks,

BABYROUSSA.

which are of great length and curved in form,
piercing through the upper lip, grow upwards
and backwards, like the horns of a ruminant.
It has longer legs than those of the common
hog. »Its native country is the Indian Archi-
pelago, yet it seems to have been known to
the ancients. It is the Sits babyrussa of
Linnaeus, now called Babyrussa alfurus. Its

flesh is good eating.

ba'-by-ship, s. [Eng. baby; -ship.) The
state or characteristics of a baby ; babyhood,
infancy. (Minsheu.)

b*C, s. [Back (2)0

bac a-la'-o, bac-ca-la'-d, s. [Sp. bacallao.]

Codfish.

baccaleo - bird, $. A Newfoundland
name for the Guillemot. (Gosse : Land and
Sea (ed. 1879), p. 44.)

bac ca, s. [Lat.] A berry.

Botany

:

* 1. A berry ; any fleshy fruit.

2. Now : A many-celled, many-seeded, inde-
hiscent pulpy fruit, in which at maturity the
seeds lose their attachment and become scat-
tered through the pulp, (Lindley.)

bacca sicca, s. [Lat. (lit.)= a dry berry.]

Bot. : In Prof. Link's arrangement, a fruit
which when unripe is fleshy, but which when
ripe becomes dry, when it is distinguishable
from a capsule only by not being brown.

* bac'-ca-laur, s. [Baccalaureate.] A ba-
chelor of any faculty. [Bachelor, B., I. 1.]

bac ca lau re an, a. [Baccalaur,] Be-
longing to, or connected with, a bachelor (q.v.),

bacca lau -re-ate, *. [In Dan. baccalau-

real; Ger. baccalaureat, bakJcalaureat ; Fr. bac-

oalaureat ; from Medisev. Lat. baccalaureus.

(Baccalaureus.) The general opinion is

that baccalaureate is compounded of Latin
bacca m a berry, and laureatus = crowned
with laurel, from laurea = the laurel or bay-
tree ; the reason, according to Calepinus,
being that students, on gaining the B.A. de-

gree, were crowned with a garland of laurel

or bay berries ; a statement resting on very
doubtful historical authority.]

In Universities : The .degree of Bachelor of
Arts. [Baccalaureus, Bachelor.]

bac ca-lau -re us, s. [In Dan. & Dut. bac-

calaureus; Ger. baccalaureus, bakkalaureus

;

all from Mediaev. Lat. baccalaureus, a corrupt
form of baccalarms, a Low Lat. adjective
descriptive of a man who worked on a bacca-

laria = a farm, a division of land of uncertain
size.] [Bachelor.] One who has taken the
first degree in a university ; a Bachelor (of

Arts).

bac ca rat (t silent), bac ca ra, s. [Fr.

baccara.] A game of cards in which one
player takes the bank against several others,

who deposit a stake which is doubled by the
banker, after which he deals two cards to

each player, himself included. The object is

to decide each bet by comparing the value of

the cards held by each player with that of

the banker's hand. Each court card counts
ten, and the others count according to the
pips. The game is illegal in England.

bac car l nine, s. [Formed from Mod. Lat.

baceharis (q.v.)

Chem. : An alkaloid obtained from one of

the species of Baceharis.

bac cate, bac ca ted, o. [From Lat. bac-

catus = set or adorned with pearls ; from
bacca — a berry, . . . apearL]

A. Of the form baccated

:

t 1. Set with pearls. (Johnson.)

2. Having many berries. (Johnson.}

3. The same as Baccate. [B., 2.]

.

B. Of the form baccate :

1. Having as its fruit a bacca. [Bacca.]
Berried ; having a fleshy coat or covering to

the seeds.

Baccate seeds : Seeds with a rulpy skin.

2. Having in any part of it a juicy, succulent
texture, as the calyx of Blitum. (Lindley.)

bac-cau la r 1-us, a. [The first part is from
Lat. bacca = a berry ; the second apparently
from Gr. avKos (aulas) = hollow. ] The name
given by Desvaux to the type of fruit called

by Mirbel, Lindley, and others, Carcemlus
(q.v.). It consists of several one or two-seeded
dry carpels cohering around an axis. Ex-
ample, Malvaceous plants.

bac -cha, s. [Gr. Baxxyi (Bdkche), a mytho-

logical name.] -A genus of dipterous insects

belonging to the family Syrphidse. Several
occur in Britain.

Bac'-cha-nal, s. & a. [In Fr. (1) bacclianak,

bacchanal (no pi.)= great noise and uproar,

a noisy and tumultuous dance
; (2) Bacchanaks

(pi.) = festivals of Bacchus ; Sp. Bacanal(Rdj.
& s.), Baccanaks (s. pi.) =. Bacchanals; Port.

bacchanal (adj.), Bacchanals (s. pi.) = feasts

of Bacchus ; Ital. Baccanale = a tumultuous
crowd, a bacchanal ; all from Lat. Bacchaiialis

(adj. ) = relating to Bacchus, Bacchanalian;
also Bacchanal, old orthography Baccanal (s.)

= (1) a place of Bacchus, (2) a feast of

Bacchus, the orgies of Bacchus : from Bacchus
(q.v.).]

A. As substantive

:

L Of things. (Plur. Bacchanales and Baccha-
nalia) ;

1. An orgie celebrated in honour of Bacchus.
(Often in the plural.) The worship of Bacchus
was perhaps of Oriental origin. Various festi-

vals in his honour were held in Greece. The
colonists from that country in Southern Italy
introduced his worship into Rome, where
Bacchanalia, attended by much immorality,
were secretly held for some time, till they
were discovered in B.C. 186, and prohibited
by a decree of the Senate.

"They perform these certain bacchanal* or rites in
the honour of Bacchus."—Holland .- Plutarch'i Moral*.

2. Any similar orgie.

" Then Genius danced a bacchanal ; he crown'd
The brimming goblet, seized the thyrsus, bound
His brows with ivy, rush'd into the field
Of wild imagination, and there reel'd,
The victim of his own lascivious fires.

And, dizzy with delight, profaned the sacred wires.
*"

Covrper : Table Talk.

IX Of persons. (Plur. Bacchanals only)

:

1. Lit. : A worshipper of Bacchus.
"... nor was it unsuitable to the reckless fury oft

the Bacchanalt during their state of temporary excite-
ment, . .

."—Grote : Bitt. Greece, pt i., en. i.

2. Fig. : One who prefers drunkenness and
debauchery to all high and noble aims.

" Hark ! rising to the traoble call,

How answers each hold Bacchanal t

"

Byron : Don Juan, Hi. M.

B. As adjective: Characterised by drunken-
ness and revelry.

"Tour solemne and bacchanal feasts, that yon ob-
serve yearly."—Crowley: Deliberate Answer (1687), f. 36.

Bac cha na li a, s. pi. [Latin.] [Bac-
chanal.]

Bac cha na II an, a. & 5. [Eng. bacchanal,

-van; from Lat. bacchanalis.} [Bacchanal.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to a bacchanal

;

resembling the characteristics of a bacchanal.
" There, beauty woos him with expanded arms

;

Even Bacchanalian madness has its charms."
Cowper : Progreu of Error.

B. As substantive

;

1. Lit. : A worshipper of Bacchus, specially

in the state of excitement in which he was at
the festivals in honour of the divinity whom
he specially worshipped.

" So, when by Bacchanalian* torn.
On Thracian Hebrus' side,

The tree-enchanter Orpheus fell."

Coteper: Death of Mrt. Throckmorton's Bullfinch.

2. Fig. : One whose actions on any special

occasion, or habitually, resemble those wit-

nessed at the ancient orgies in honour of
Bacchus.

Bac-cha-na'-tf-an-ly, adv. [Eng. Baccha-

nalian; -ly.] In Bacchanalian fashion ; after

the manner of bacchanals.

t bac chant, s. [From Lat. bacchans, pr.

par. of bacchor = to celebrate the festival of
Bacchus.] A priest of Bacchus. (Worcester.)

bac-chan'-te, s. [In Fr. & Port. Bacchant*,
bacchante = (1) a priestess of Bacchus, (2) an
immodest female; Ital. Baccante; from Lat.

bacchaiis, pr. par. of bacchor.) [Bacchant.]
A priestess of Bacchus. (Often used in the
plural, Bdc-chdn'-tes.)

" Plaintive at first were the tones and sad ; then
soaring to madness

Seemed they to follow or guide the revel of frenzied
Bacchante*."—Longfellow : Evangeline, pi. ii. 2.

bac cha rid ' c-k, s. pi. [Baccharis.] A
family of Composite plants belonging to the
order Asteraceee, the first sub-order Tubu-
liflora, and the third tribe Asteroidere. It

has no wild British species. Typical genus,
Baccharis (q.v.);

bac'-cha -ris, s. [In Ger. baccharis; Fr.

bacchante; Lat. baccar, baccliar, and baccharis;

Gr. j3d«icapi« (hakkoris) ; from the Lydian lan-

guage. A plant yielding oil (Baccharis diot-

coridesT).] Plowman's Spikenard. A genus of

baccharis.
Plant, floret, aud root.

plants belonging to the order Asteracese, or

Composites. Upwards of two hundred species

are known, all of which belong to the Western
Hemisphere. They are herbs, shrubs, or

sometimes small trees, many of them resiuous

and glossy. B. microcepkala is used in Parana
for curing rheumatism, and B. genistilloides in

Brazil in intermittent fever.

boil, boy; pout, jo^l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem: thin, this; sin. as: expect, Xenophon. exist, ph = 1

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion, - cioun = shun ; -tion, -Sion - shun, -tlous, -sious = shflc -Die- -o.ie, &c. = bel, del.
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Bac'-chic, Bac'-chi-cal, a. [In Fr. Ba-

chique; Foil. Baochico ; Lat. Bacchicus = relat-

ing to the Bacchic metre ; Gr. BaKx tK<" (Sak-

cfttAxw).] Pertaining or relating to Bacchus,
or to any such orgie as those which were so

objectionable a feature of his worship.
" He cared them by introducing the Bacchic dance

and fanatical excitement."

—

Qrote : Greece, pt. 1., ch. i.

bac-chi'-us, s. [Lat. bacchiiis; Gr. /3cucxe'°*

(bakcheios).']

Pros. : A foot consisting of three syllables,

the first and second long, and the third short,

as pe\jo\ra ; or, according to others, the

first short and the second and third long, as

cd | rx j nds.

Bac -chiis, s. [Lat. Bacchus ; Gr. Baxx°*
(Bakchos).'}

Classic, Myth. : Tlie Roman god of wine,

generally identified, whether correctly or not,

with the Greek Dionysos, the divine patron
of wine, inspiration, and dramatic poetry.

His worship, or at least the frenzied form of

it, is said to have arisen in Thrace and reached
Rome through the Greek
colonies in Southern Italy.

Like Dionysos, he was one
of the DU Select i, or "Se-
lected gods. " He was
fabled to be the son of
Jupiter and Semele. He
figures in perennial youth,
with a crown of vine or
ivy leaves around his

temples, and holding in his

hand a spear bound with,

-ivy. Tigers, lions, or lynxes
are yoked to his chariot,

whilst he is accompanied
by bacchanals, satyrs, and
his foster-father and pre-
ceptor Silenus. He is said

to have conquered India,

And his worship [Baccha- Bacchus.
Nal] has more an Oriental
than a European aspect. In the foregoing

article the most common form of the myth is

given ; there are others so inconsistent with it,

and with each other, that possibly, as Cicero,

Diodorus, aud others think, several personages
have been confounded together under the
name of Dionysos or Bacchus. [Dionysos.]

Bacchus-bole, s. A flower, not tall, but
very full and broad-leaved. (Mortimer.)

bac-9lf'-er-OUS, a. [In Fr. baccifere; Port.

bacci/era : from Lat. baccifer ; bacca = a berry,

and fero — to bear.] Berry-bearing, producing
berries ; using that term either (1) in the ex-

tended and popular sense, which was also the

old scientific one—
" Bacciferota trees are of four kinds, (t) Such as

bear a caliculate or naked berry ; the flower and calls
both falling off together, and leaving the berry bare;
as the sassafras trees. (2) Such as have a naked mono-
spermous fruit: that is, containing in it only one seed ;

as the arhutes. (3) Such as have but polyspermous
truit ; that is, containing two or more kernels or seeds
within it; as the jesminum, lignatrum. (4) Such as
have their fruit composed of many acini, or round soft
balls, set close together, like a bunch of grapes ; as the
nva marina."

—

Ray.

Or (2) in the more limited and modern scien-

tific one. [Bacca.]

bac-cIV-or-ous, a. [Lat. bacca = a berry,

and voro — to swallow whole, to devour.]
Berry-devonring ; feeding on berries. (Glossog.

Nov., 2nded.)

* bace, a. [Base, adj.]

*baoe, s. [Base, s.]

bach'-a-rach, back-rack, back rag,
s. [From Bacharach, a town upon the Rhine,
near which it is produced.] A kind of wine
from Bacharach.

" With bacharach and aqua vitm"
Butler: Hudibras.

* bach'-el-er-Ie, s. [Eng. bacheler; suff. -ie.

From Low Lat. bachderia = commonalty or
yeomanry in contradistinction from baronage.]
The state, condition, or dignity of a knight;
knights collectively, the whole body ofknights.

"Phebus that was floor of bachelerie,
A* wel in freedom as in chWalria."

Cfuiucer : C. 7*„ 17.074-5.

bach -el or, bach -el-ldr, 'batch cl-

or, * batch'-el-ldr, *batch'-ler, *bach-
el ere, bach el er, * bach' -y-lere (0.

Eng.), * bach -el ar (0. Scotch), s. [From

Fr. bachelier =(1) a young gentleman who as-

pires to be a knight, (2) a student who has
taken his first degree at a university, (J an
unmarried man, a lover ; O. Fr. bachelier,

bachellur, bacheler, bachUer = a young man,
from Med. Lat. baccalarius, said to be from Late
Latbaccaforwicca==acow.] [Baccalaureate.]

A. Ordinary Ijing. : A person of the male
sex, of marriageable age, who has not in fact

been married. When he has passed the time
of life at wliich the majority of men enter the

matrimonial state, he is called an old bachelor.

"Fair maid, send forth thine eye : this youthful parcel
Of noble bachelors stand at my bestowing."

Shakesp. : All's Well that End* Well, ii. 3.

B. Technically :

I. University degrees

:

I. In the expression bachelor of arts (B.A.),

one who has taken the first degree at a uni-

versity. The B.A. degree was introduced in

the thirteenth century by Pope Gregory IX.

In the opinion of Jamieson, in this sense the

term bachelor was probably borrowed from the

arrangement in the University of Paris, where
two of the four orders into which the theo-

logical faculty was divided were called Bacca-

larii Formati and Baccalarii Cursores.

"The Bachelors met in the chamber altove the
school of Humsnitie."—Cravtf. : Bist. Pnln. Sdin., p.

29. (Jamieson.)

* 2. The same as Master of Arts. (0. Scotch.)

" At any of our Universities, the students, after four

years' studv, take the degree of Bachelor, or, as it is

commonly termed. Master of Arts."—SpottUwoode.
(Jamieson.)

II. Heraldry:

1. Formerly

(a) A person who, though a knight, had
not a sufficient number of vassals to have his

banner carried before him in battle.

*(o) One who was not old enough to display

a banner of his own, and therefore had to

follow that of another.

"A knyghte of Borne and his bachylere."
Cower, 1. 42. (5. in Boucher)

*(c) A chevalier who, having made his first

campaign, received a military girdle.

*(rf) One who, on the first occasion that he

took part in a tournament, overcame his

adversary.

2. Now: A member of the oldest but lowest

order of English knighthood—the knights

bachelors. [Khight.] King Alfred is said to

have conferred it on his son Athelstan.

LTX Among the London City Companies : One
not yet admitted to the livery.

T Bachelor's buttons: A name given by gar-

deners to the double-flowered variety of one

of the Crowfoots, or Buttercups (Ranunculus
arris). Sometimes this species is further

designated as Yellow Bachelor's Buttons, after

the example of the French, who denominated it

Bmttons d'or, while the name White Bachelor's

Buttons (in Fr. Boutons d'argent) is bestowed
on another Crowfoot (Ranunculus aconitifo-

lius). Various other plants, especially the

campion, the burdock, the scabious or Blue-

bottle, have also been called Bachelor's But-

tons, or Buttons.

bach el or dom, s. [Eng. bachelor ; -dom.]
Bachelors collectively.

b&ch'-©l-6r-hOOd, s. [Eng. bachelor; -hood.]

The condition of a bachelor ; celibacy.

b&ch'-Cl-or-i^m, s. [Eng. bachelor; -ism.]

The state or condition of a bachelor. (Ogilvie.)

b&Oh'-el-or-Sblp, s. [Eng. bachelor ; and suff.

•ship.] The state or condition of a bachelor.

1. In the sense of an unmarried person.
" Her mother, living yet. can testify
She was the first fruit of my bachelorship."

Shakes/). ; 1 Hen. 17., v. 4.

2. In the sense of one who has taken the
first or lower degree in a university. [B.A.]

* bach' lane, pr. par. [Bachle.] (Scotch.)

ba-chle, s. [Bauchle.] (Scotch.)

bach'-l&t, pa, par. [O. Fr. baceoler = to lift

up and down.] To lift or heave up or down.
(totgrave.) (Used of some modes of exposing
goods for sale.) (Jamieson.)

bac-il-lar, a. [Mod. Lat. bacill(us); -ar.]

1, Pertaining to or resembling the genus
Bacillus (q. v.).

2. Bacillifonn.

bac'-il-lar-i-a, *. [From Lat bacillus (q.r.).]

Bot. : A genus of Diatomaceous Alga?. Tht
species consists of rectangular segments ar-

BACILLARIA (MAGNIFIED 100 DIAMETERS).

ranged tabularly or obliquely, and the frut-

tules are constantly in motion.

* b&o-il-lar-I-a'-ce-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat

bacillari(a) ; Lat. fern, pi. suff. -aceai.]

Bot. : A synonym of Diatoniaceae (q.v.),

bac'-D-lar-y, a. [Mod. Lat. bacill{us) ; -ary.]

1. Consisting of, or characterized by, bacilli.

2. Having the shape of small rods, some-
times applied to the layer of rods and cones
in the retina.

ba-cil'-U-cid
l

e,s. [Mod.Lat.6oct7?u«,and-c£do
1

combining form = to kill.] A substance used
to destroy poisonous germs ; a disinfectant.

ba-ciT-liis (plur. ba-CiT-li), ». [Lat. bacillus

= a little staff; dimin. of lacutvm = a staff.]

1. Anat. : Any minute rod-like body.

2. Biology:

(1) A so-called genus or division of micro-
scopic rod-like organisms. Several species
are distinguished ; some associated with, and
believed to be the causes of certain diseases;

others are the active agents in fermentation
and putrefaction.

(2) Any individual of this genus or division,

3. Entom. : A genus of Phasmidas (q.v.).

back (l), *backe, *bak, •., a., k adv. [AS.
bcec, bac; Sw. & O. I eel. bak ; Dan. ftcro, itagen;

O. Fr. & O. L. Ger. bact bak; O. H. Get. ba'cho.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Literally : The upper part of the body in

most animals, extending from the neck to the

loins.

IL Figuratively:

1. Of man

:

(a) The whole hinder part, upon which a
burden is naturally carried. (Opposed to the
front or any part of it.)

"Those who, by their ancestors, have h^n set free

from a constant drudgery to their backs and their tel-

lies, should bestow some time on their heads.'— Lock*.

(b) The entire body, as in the expression,
" he has not clothes on his back."

(c) Whatever, in any portion of the human
frame, occupies a relative situation aualojnaa

to that of the back in the body itself. Thus

the back of the head is the hinder part of the

head ; the back of the hand is the convex part

of it—that on the other side of the palm.

(d) A body of followers ;
persons to back

one. [Backing.]
" So Mr. Pym and his back were rescued."—BaiUit

:

Letters, I. 21T. (Jamieson.)

t A thin back : A small party. (Jamieson.)

(e) In football : Those players who are sta-

tioned at the rear of their own side, and

nearest their own goal. [Half-back.]

2. Of things:

(a) Of knives, axes, and similar implements:

The thick blunt portion; that on the other

side from the cutting edge.

(b) The portion of anything most remote

from its face or from the place which the

speaker at the moment occupies.

" Trees set upon the backs of chimnies do ripen fruit

sooner."—Bacon : Natural History.

" The source of waves which I shall choose for these

experiments is a plate of copper, against the back a
which a steady sheet of flame is permitted to play.

Tpnaall : Frag, of Science (3rd ed.). vin. 1 p. itL

HJ. The word back is used in the following

special phrases :

—

L Behind the back

:

(a) Lit. : To or at any spot so situated.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf; work, who. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

;
pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian. «, os - e. ©y = a. o.u = kw.



(b) Fig. : The time When one is absent. [See

No. 10.]

2. The back of my hand to you : I will have
nothing more to do with you. (Jamieson.)

1 To be up (used of Vie back) : To become
irritated against a person. The metaphor is

derived from the procedure of a cat or similar
animal, which raises its spine and bristles
up its hair before attacking an adversary.
yamieson.)

"Well, Nelly, since my back Is up. ye sail tak down
he picture . . ."—Scott: St. ftonans Well. ch. iii.

A. To tow dawn the. back : To humiliate.
**.

. . and bote down their back alway."

—

Rom. XL In.

5. To cast behind the back

:

(a) Used of law or of persons : To despise.

"Nevertheless they were disobedient, tmd rebelled
against thee, and cast thy law behind their backs.'—
Nth. ix. 26.

(6) Used of sins : To forgive and forget.
"... thou hast cast all my sins behind thy back."—

Isa. xxxviil. 17.

6. To give the back : To turn back, to abandon
an expedition or enterprise.

"... he would not thus lightly have given us the
back.'—Bunyan .- P. P., pt. L

7. To have the back at the wall : To be in an
unfortunate state. (Jamieson.) (Scotch.)

8. To plough upon the back : To inflict upon
one gross oppression, injury, and insult.

"The plovers plowed upon rrsj back: they made
long their furrows. "—Ps. cxxtx. A,

9. To see the back; used of soldiers in a battle,
means that they have turned to flee.

".
. . fifty thousand Hunting men, whr.se backs no

enemy had ever seen."—Macaulay: /list. Bag., ch. 1.

10. To turn the back

:

(a) To turn iu battle with the intention of
fleeing, or in 'A enterprise with the design of
abandoning r •.

*' O Lord, w*«.t shall I say. when Israel turneth their
backs before their enemies '.

"

—Josh. vii. a.

(b) To go away, as, " Scarcely had the
teacher turned his back when the scholars
grossly misbehaved." (In this sense it may be
followed by on or upon/)

(c) Actually to turn the back upon one In
the street, either undisguisedly or under the
pretence of not seeing him.

B. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to or supporting the back, as
the " &ac/;-bone."

2. Behind anytiling in situation, as a " back-
yard ;" hence remote from the accessible parts
of the country ; up a country inland, as " the
back settlements of North America."

^ Back and bottom nails: Nails made with
flat shanks that they may hold fast, and yet
not open the grain of the wood. (Glossog. Nov.)

C. As adverb :

W Of a -person or place :

1. To the quarter behind a person or thing;
backward.

"And when Judah looked back, l>ehotd, the battle
was before and behind."—2 Chron. xilf. n.

2. To the direction opposite to that in
which motion has been made ; to the place
whence one has departed or been taken away.

"... and the Lord caused the sea to go b<tck by a
strong cast, wind nil that night, . . ."—£x<xl. xiv. 21.

"Why are ye the last to bring the king back to hia
bouse?"—2 Sam. xix. 11.

If To give back in battle : To recede from a
position before occupied.

"Tliis made Christian give a little back: Apollyon,
therefore, followed his work amain . ..—Banyan
j*. P., pt. i.

*^ n

3. To a person or public body whence any-
thing has been obtained ; to one's self again

;

again ; in return.
"The labourers possess nothing but what he thinks

fit to give tbem, and until he thinks fit to take it
back."—J. S. MiU : Pol. Econ., vol. 1., bk. li.. ch. v., $ i.

i. So as to remain behind ; with no pro-
Stssion in any direction (lit. & Jig.) ; re-

ned instead of being paid over.

"... to keep back part of the price of the laud."—
ActsY. 3.

5. With progression, yet so as to fall more
and more behind another body ; as "Compared
with the Christian powers, the Mohammedans
are falling back in the world," meaning not
that they are stationary or retrograde, but
that their forward motion is so slow in com-
parison with that of the Christian nations that
they are more and more falling Ix-hind.

back

H Of ti»u:

1. To or at a time gone by.

"I had always a curiosity to look back onto the
sources of things, and to view in my mind the begin-
ning and progress of a rising world."—Burnet.

2. A second time, anew, afresh again.
" The epistles being written from ladies forsaken by

their lovers, many thoughts came back upon us in
divera letters. '—Dryden.

III. Of state or condition : To a former state '

or condition ; again.

If Crabb thus distinguishes (a) between
the adverb back and backward :—Back de-
notes the situation of being and the direction
of going ; backward simply the manner of
going. A person stands back who would not
be in the way ; he goes backward when he
would not turn his back to an object. (6) Be-
tween back and behind : Back marks the situa-
tion of a place ; behind, the situation of one
object with another. A person stands back
who stands in the back part of a place ; he
stands behind who lias any one in front of
him ; the back is opposed to the front, behind
to before. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

D. In composition : Back is generally an
adjective, as oaefc-bone, baefc-yard, though in
some rare instances it is adverbial, as iu the
case of back- filling, Ac.

" back-band, s. [Back-bond.]

back-bedroom, s. A bedroom at the
back of a house.

back-board, s. k a,

1. As substantive ;

(a) A board for the support of the back.

(&) A board across the stern of a boat for
the passengers to lean against.

(c) A board attached to the rim of a water-
wheel to prevent the water running off the
floats or paddles into the interior of the
wheel, (Nicholson.)

(d) A part of a lathe. (Goodrich £ Porter.)

2. As adjective : Behind the ship. (Glossog.
Nov.)

back-bond, * back-band, * bak-
band, 5.

Scots Law : A counter-bond rendering another
one null and void. It is a deed corresponding
to what is called in England a declaration of
trust. (Mackenzie: Institutes, £c.)

back-boxes, s.pi.

Typography : The boxes on the top of the
upper case used for printers' types, usually
appropriated to small capitals. '(Webster.)

back-cast, a.&s. (Scotch,)

A. As adjective : Retrospective.
" I'll ofteu kindly think on yon
And on our happy days and nights,
With pleasing back-cast view.
Tannahill: Poems, pp. 96, 97. (Jamieson.)

B. As substantive: Anything which throws
one back from a state of prosperity to one of
adversity.

" They"ll get a back-cast o" his hand yet, that think
so muckle o the creature and ?"* little o' the Creator."
—Scott : Tales of my Landlord.

back-chain, s. A chain which passes
over the cart-saddle of a horse to supj>ort the
shafts. (Booth, Worcester, etc.)

back-end, s. The latter jwrt of any-
thing. Spec, the latter part of the year.

". . . when you did me the honour to stop a dap or
two at last back-end."—Blackwood's Mag., Oct., 1820, p.
& {Jamieson.)

back-fear, s. An object of terror from
behind. [Backchales,]

"He needed not to dread no back fear in Scotland
as he was wont to do."—Pitscottie (ed. 1729), p. 10.'».

(Jamieson.)

back-filling, s.

1. The act or process of restoring to its
place, as in the case of a grave, for instance,
earth which has been removed. (Tanner,
Worcester, dc.)

2. The earth thus restored to its place.
(Tanner, Worcester, £c.)

back-leaning, a. Leaning towards the
hinder part. (Savage, Worcester, £c.)

back-Ught, s. A light reflected npon
the hinder part of anything. (Fenton, Wor-
cester, £c.)
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back-look, s. A look to what is past in
time. {Ch,ay Scotch.)

^
-**!£$*'J ,T"

iou
?

4«<^*«>* o' a" these fofty-elght
years. -Halker: Peden. p. 71. (Jamieson.)

J™l(Ui

back-parlour, s. a parlour situated at
the back part of a house.

back-plate, s. A plate on the hinder part
of armour ; the same as Back-piece (q.v.).

back spaul, s. The hinder part of the
shoulder. (Scotch.)

".
. . if sae muckle as a collier or a salter make a-

moonlight flitting, ye will deck him bv the back*
tpaul iu a minute of time . . ."—Scott ; Aedgauntlet.

back-tack, back-take, s.

In Scotland : A d*ed by which a wad-setter,
instead of himself possessing the lauds which
he lias in wadset, gives a lease of them to tiie
reverser, to continue in force till they are re-
deemed, on condition of the payment of the
interest of the wadset sum as rent. [Duety.]

"Where lauds are affected with wadsets comprys-
Ing assignments or back-takes, that the same may be
first compted in the burdens of the delinquents
estate, —Acts Charles I. (ed. 18H), vi. 204.

back-tread, s. Retrogression. (Scotch.
". . . followed the backtread of our defection."—.

Manifesto of the Scott Army (IMo).

back-trick, s. A mode of attacking
behind.

back-yard, *. , A yard behind a home.
(Blomefield, Worcester, £c.)

T Other compound words will be found
further on In their proper alphabetical order.

back, v.t. & i. [From the substantive.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Ordinary Language:
1. Literally

:

(1) To get on, or to place on, the back of an-
animal ; to ride.

"... as I slept, methought
Great Jupiter, upon his eagle back'd,
Anpear'd to me. with other spritely shows
Of mine own kindred."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, v. &.

(2) To cause to move backwards. (Used of
horses, railway engines and the trains at-
tached to them, the engines in steam-boats or
anything similar.) (See II. 2, where some
special phrases are given.]

"One of the alien mercenaries had backed his horse
against an honest citizen who pressed forward to catch
a glimpse of the royal canopy."—JUacaulay; Hist.
Eng., cb. xi.

(3) To write on the back of ; to direct a
letter ; to endorse a bill or other document

2. Figuratively: To stand at the back of,
to aid, support.

(1) Of persons : To stand as a second or sup-
porter to one,; to support or maintain one's
cause.

" I have not ridden In Scotland aince
James back'd the cause of that mock prince
Warbeck, that Flemish counterfeit.
Who on the gibbet paid the cheat

"

Scott : Sfarmion, 1. 18.

".
. . doubt whether it would be possible for him to

contend against them when they were backed by an
English &.Tiny."—Atacaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

(2) Of things:

(a) To justify, to support.
"... endeavour to back their experiments with a

specious reason."— Boyle.
" We have I know not how many adages to back th»

reason of this moral."

—

L Estrange.

(6) To second.
" Factious, and fav'ring this or t'other side.
Their wagers back their wishes." Dryden.

"... I am come forth to withstand them, and to
that end will oac* the lions."—Bunyan: Pilgrim't
Progress, pt. ii.

IX Technically:

1. Law. To back a warrant : To endorse a
warrant with the signature of a justice of the
peace, so as to give it force in the county or
other district over which his authority ex-

tends. This is done when an accused person,
for whose apprehension a warrant valid only
in one county is out, passes into another
(Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv., ch. 21.)

2. Navtically:

To back the sails of a ship : To cause them
to press backwards on the masts instead of
forwards. The effect is to make the ship
move ste.rnward.

To back the engine in a steamboat : To reverse

the action of tlie engine, with the effect of
making the vessel go backwards.

boll, bo^; pollt, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -In*.
-clan, -tian = shan, -tion, -sian = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sions, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.



404 back—back-handed

To back a vessel: To make her go backwards.

To back the oars of a boat : To reverse the

motion of the oars and make the boat move
stern foremost, the phrase for which is, to

bade astern.

To back an anchor: To lay down a small

anchor in advance of a large one, the cable of

the former being fastened to the crown of the

latter one to prevent its coining home.

3. Horse-racing

:

(a) To back a horse : To bet that one of the

horses in a race shall outrun the rest.

(b) To back tlie field : To support the aggre-

gate of the horses in a race against a particu-

lar, horse.

B. Intransitive : To move backwards.

To back out of a promise, a project, or an,

enterprise : To retreat from the forward posi-

tion one formerly occupied with respect to it.

back (2), b&c, s. fIn Sw. back = . . . a bowl

;

Dut. bak = a bowl, a pan, a basin, the boot of

a coach, the pit in a theatre, a trough, a crib,

a mess ; Fr. bac = a large ferry-boat tor men
and animals ; Arm. bak, bag = a bark.]

A. Ord. Lang. : A wooden trough for carry-

ing fuel ; a " backet." [Bucket.] (Scotch.)

"After narrowly escaping breaking my shins over

a tnrf back and a salting tub . . ."—Scott : Rob Soy,

ch. xiii.

B. Technically:

I Navigation : A ferry-boat or praam, spe-

eially one of large size,»moved by a rope or

chain, for transporting animals, as well as

men, from one side of a river to the other.

(Webster.)

II. Brewing ct Distilling :

1. A cooler, a large flat vessel or tub in

which the wort is cooled. (Webster.)

"That tbe back! were about 120 inches deep."—State,

Leslie of Fount, Ac. (1805). p. 165.

2. A vessel into which the liquor designed

to be fermented is pumped from the cooler in

order to be worked with the yeast. (Webster.)

back (3), s. [Ger. backen = to bake.] An
instrument for toasting bread above the fire.

It is like a griddle, but is much thicker, and is

made of pot metal. It is akin to the York-

shire backstone. (Jamieson.) (Scotch.)

*back'-ber-Inde, back'-ber-end, a.

[A.S. bax-berende — taking on the back

;

box — back, and berende, from beran = to

bear.]

Old Law: Bearing upon the back. (Used

specially when a man was apprehended bearing

upon his back a deer which he had illegally

shot.)

back bite (pret back -bit, pa. par. back-
bit ten), v.t. k i. [Eng. back & bite.]

A. Transitive

:

Literally: To bite on the back, as a dog
coming treacherously behind one might do ;

but used figuratively, meaning = to attack the

character of the absent, censuring or slander-

ing them behind their backs.

bick bone, s. [Eng. back; -bone.]

1. Lit. : The spine ; the spinal column ; it

consists of numerous vertebra?. [Vertebra.]

"The backbone should be divided Into many verte-
bres for commodious bending, and not to be one entire
rigid bone."

—

Ray.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Anything resembling a backbone.

(2) Firmness, resolution, stability of cha
racter.

back-boned, a [Eng. badcbon(e); -ed.] Fur-
nished with a backbone ; vertebrate.

"The eat then is one of the group of backbone,/
animals."—St. Q. Mieart: The Cat, p. *SL

back brede, s. [Bakbrede.]

back'-oar-ry, s. [Eng. back; carry.]

lav) : The act of carrying on the hack.
"Manwood, in his forest laws, noteth it for one of

the four circumstances or cases wherein a forester
may arrest an offender against vert or venison in the
forest, viz., stable-stand, dog-draw, backcarry, and
bloody-baud."

—

Cowel.

back-come, v.i. [Eng. back; come.] To
return. (Scotch.)

"If it happened Moutrose to be overcome in battle

before that day, that they were then to be flee of their

parole in back-coming to him."—Spalding, "
{Jamieson.)

" Far Is our church from encroaching
power, as some, who are backfriend* I

"ciously insinuate."

—

South.in,tin

on tbe civil

Ota. would

ii. 252.

[From Backcome, v. (q.v.).]

An unfortunate return.

[Eng. oa&fc; coming.]

" Most untruly and maliciously do these evil tongues
ickblte aud slander the sacred r"*""

age."—Spemer.
backbite aud slander the sacred ashes of that person-

back come, s,

Return.

An ill-backcome

(Jamieson.)

back com-ing,
Return.

"... how the army should be sustained at their

back-coming."—Spalding, i. 137. {Jamieson.)

back door, s. [Eng. back; door.]

1. Lit. : A door at the back part of a house,

leading generally to a garden or other enclosure

connected with the building.

"The procession durst not return by the way it

came; but, after the devotion of tbe monks, passed

out at a backdoor of the convent"—Addison.

2. Fig. : An indirect or circuitous way,

course, or method.
" Popery, which is so far shut out as not to re-enter

openly, is stealing in by the back-door of atheism."—
Atteroury.

back-draught (ugh = f), s. [Eng. back

;

draught.] The convulsive inspiration of a child

during a fit of whooping cough. (Jamieson.)

• backe, s. A bat. [Bat (8).]

backed (Eng.), back -it (Scotch), pa. par.,

a. , and in compos. [Back, v.]

A. As adj. : Having a back of a particular

type determined by the context.

" Sharp-headed, barrel-bellied, broadly backed."
v

itryden: Virgil, Georgia, ill.

B. In compos. : Having a back of a particu-

lar type settled by the word with which backed

is in close conjunction.
" There by the humpoocfd willow."

Tennyson : Walking to the Mail.

back en, v.t. [Eng. back; -en.] To

hinder.

B. Intransitive : To speak disparagingly, if

not even slanderously, of the absent
" He that backbiteth not with his tongue . .

."—

Pm. xv. a

back bi ter, s. [Eng. backbit(e); -er.] One
who is given to backbiting ; one who censures

the actions or attacks the character of the

absent.
"Nobody Is bound to look upon his backbiter, or

hisunderminer, his betrayer, or his oppressor, as his

frieud."—South.

back bi ting. * back'-bi-tyng, «back-
by -tinge, * back'-by-tynge, pr. par. k a.

[Eng. back; -biting.]

A. V B. Corresponding in signification with

the verb. (Used specially of the tongue.)

"The north wind driveth away rain: so doth an
angry countenance a backbiting tongue." — Pro*.

xxv. 23.

C. As substantive : The act or habit of at-

tacking the character of the absent.
" Leasiuges, backbytinget, and vain-glorious crakes.

Bad counsels, prayses, and false flatteries."

Spenser: F. Q., II. xi. 10.

". . . debates, envyings, wraths, strifes, backbiting*.
whisperings, swellings, tumults."—2 Cor. xli. 20.

back -bi-tlng-ly, ad* [Eng. backbiting; -ly.]

In a way to backbite. (Baret.)

back'-bit-ten, pa. par. & a. [Backbite.]

back er, s. [Eng. back ; -er.]

A. Ord. Lang. : One who backs ; a sup-

porter; one who bets on particular horses

against the field.

B. Arch. : A small slate laid on the back of

a large one at certain points. (Brande.)

back'-et, s. [Bucket.] (Scotch.)

back'-St-stane, s. A stone' at the side of a

kitchen fire on which the saut-backct rests.

(Scotch.)

• back -fall, s. [Eng. back ; fall.)

1. A falling back in spiritual matters ;
back-

sliding.

2. A trip or fall in wrestling in which one

is thrown on the back. •

3. A lever in an organ coupler.

* back'-fall-er, s. [Eng. backfall; -er.] A
backslider, an apostate.

"Onias, with luauy like backfalUrt from God, fled

Into Egypt*."—Joys: Expos, of Daniel, en. XL

back'-friend, s. [Eng. back; friend.]

L Ofpersons

:

1. A so-called friend who, behind one's

back, becomes an enemy. (Eng.)

2. One who seconds or supports another

;

an abettor. (Scotch.)

"The people of God that 's faithful to the cause has
ay a good back-friend."—Mich. Brace's Lectures, 50, 61.

{Jamieson

)

II. Fig. Of things : A place of strength

behind an army. (Monro: Exped., pt. ii.,

140.) (Jamieson.)

back -fu.% s. [Eng back, and Scotch fu', con-

tracted from Eng. full.) As much as can be
carried on the back. [Cf. Back-berinde.]

"A backfu' of peals."

—

Blackwood'* Mag,, March,
1823, p. 817. [Jamieson.)

back ga In, back-ga'-en, participial adj.

[Eng. back, and Scotch gain, gacn — going.]

(Scotch.)

X. Of things : Going back ; ebbing. (Used
of flie tide, «c.)

IL Of persons

:

1. Declining in health ; ill-grown.

2. Declining in worldly circumstances.

"The backgaen tenants fell about
And coufdua stand."

The Hurst Rig, St. 48. {Jamieson.}

back- gam'- mon, bag - gam'- mon, s.

[A.S. bcec = back, and gamen = game, because,

under certain circumstances, the pieces are

taken up, aud obliged to go back and reenter

at the table (N.E.D.). This etymology is given

by Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, bk. iv., ch. ii.,

and quoted with approval by Prof. Skeat.]

1. A game played by two persons on a table

divided into as many portions, on which there

are twenty-four black and white spaces, called

" points." Eacli player has at ids disposal

fifteen dice, black or white, called "men,"
which he manoeuvres upon the points.

"A gentleman, with whom I am slightly acquainted,

lost in the Argyle Rooms several thousand pounds at

backgammon. '—Byron : English Bard* and scotch

Reviewer* (Note).

2. A special kind of win at this game.

It consists in the winner carrying ofT all his

men before the loser has carried his men to

his own table.

backgammon-board, s. A board on

which backgammon is played.

"Neither the card-table nor the backgammon
board. —Macaulay: Silt. Eng., ch. xvi.

back-gam'-mon, v.t. [Backgammon, *.]

To beat at backgammon. (N.E.D.)

back -gane, participial adj. & s. [Eng. back,

and Scotch gane = gone.]

A. As participial adj.: Ill-grown. (Jamity-

son.)

B. As subst. : A decline, a consumption.

(Jamieson.)

back-gate, s. [Eng. back, and gate.]

I. Lit. : An entry to a house, court, or area

from behind.
" To try up their own backgate* closer."—Spalding,

L 109.

IT. Fig. Of conduct:

1. Shuffling, underhand, not straightforward.

2. Immoral. (Jamieson.)

back'-grtfund, s. [From Eng. back, and

ground. In Dan. baggrund. ]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The ground in a landscape situated

towards the horizon.
". . . instead of the darkness of space as a on*

ground, the colours were not much diminished In Ml-

llancy."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science (3rd ed.), x. 285.

2. Fig. : In obscurity, with some degree of

darkness or indistinctness of outline ;
also in

an inferior position, as in such phrases as to

stand, or be left, in the background"

B. Painting, Photography, etc. : The repre-

sentation of the more remote portion of a

landscape, or of the space and objects behind

ths principal figures.

back-hand'-ed, adj. & adv. [Eng. back;

handed

}

A As adjective

:

1. Having the hand directed backward;

delivered or given by means of the hand thai

directed, as " a back-handed blow."

2. Oblique, indirect, not straightforward, as

" a back-handed compliment."

B. As adv. : With the hand directed back-

ward, as " the blow was given back-handed.

AU>, Hit, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there

jor, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, oiire, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, as, ce

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, P»t.

= e; 6 = 5. qu = kw-
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back house, $. [Eng. back; house.] A
house at the back of another and more im-
portant one.

"Their backhouses, of more necessary than cleanly
service, as kitcheus, stables, are climbed up Into by
steps."—Carew.

back-hoU'-si-a, 5. [Named after Mr. James

Backhouse, a botanist and traveller in Aus-
tralia and South Africa.] A genus of plants,

with showy flowers, belonging to the order
Myrtaceae. Backhousia myrti/olia in a small

BACKHOUSIA MTBTIFOLIA.

tree, with opposite ovate leaves and stalked
corymbs of whitish flowers.

Mlck'-ing, pf- ?*" <*•» & s- [Back, v.]

A. & B. As present participle dt adjective:

In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

J. Ord. Lang. : In senses corresponding to

those of the present participle.

IL Technically:

1. Horsemanship : The operation of breaking
a colt for the saddle. (Gilbert.)

2. Book-binding : The preparation of the
back of a book with glue, &c., before putting
on the cover. (Webster.)

3. Stereotyping : A thick coating oftype metal
affixed to the back of the thin shell of copper
deposited by means of a voltaic battery.

T Backing-np (Cricket-playing) : A term used
when one fielder runs behind another, so as to

stop the ball, should the front one fail to do so.

back -lins, adv. [A.S. on-boxling = back-

wards.] (Scotch.)

backlins-comln, particip. adj. Coming
backwards ; returning.

" An' backlint-comin' , to the leuk,

She grew malr bright." Burnt.

back'-log, s. A large log placed at the back
of an open wood-fire. (C. D. Warner.)

back man, * bak -man, s. [Eng. back ;

man.] A follower in war ; a henchman,
(Scotch.)

back -6%r«, 1. [Eng. back, and Scotch mere
= over.] A considerable way back. (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.)

back painting, ». [Eng. back; painting.)

A term sometimes applied to the painting of
mezzotinto prints pasted on glass of a size to

fit them

back-piece, s. [Eng. back; piece.] The
piece or plate, in a suit of armour, covering
the back.

ling

ifh
behind' —Camden,

The morning that he was to Join battle, his ar-

mourer puton his buckpiece before, and bis breastplate

back'-plate. [See Back-plate.]

b&ck'-raok, s. Another form of Bachaback
(q.v.).

bick- rent, s. [Eng. back ; rent]

In Scotland : Rent paid by a tenant after
he has reaped the crop. It is contradistin-
guished from /ore-rent, which has to be settled
previous to his first harvest

back'-re'-turn, s. [Eng. back; return.] A
return a second time, if not even more fre-

quently.
"... omit

All the occurrences, whatever chane'd
Till Harry's back-return again to France."

Shakesp. : Hen. V., Chorus, T.

back-room, s. [Eng. back ; room.]

1. A room in the back part of a house.
" If you have a fair prospect backwards of gardens,

It may bet convenient to make back-room* the larger."

—itozon: Mechanical Bzercue*.

2. A room behind another one.

backs, s. [In Sw. & Dut. balk = a beam, a
partition, a joist, a rafter, a bar ; Ger. balken
(pi.) = a beam.]

Carpentry : The principal rafters of a roof.

[Rook.]

Leather-dealing: The thickest and stoutest
hides, used for sole leather.

b&ek'-scratch-er, s. [Eng. back; scratcher.]

An instrument applied to the backs of people
by practical jokers wherever holiday crowds
assemble, as at races, fairs, or illuminations. ,

back-set, a. [Eng. back; set.] Set upon
behind.

" He suffered the Israelites to be driven to the brink
of the seas, backset with Pharaoh's whole power."—
Antterton ; Expo*, upon Bentdictut 11578), foil 7 1, 6.

back-set, s. [Scotch se t = a lease ; set = to
give in lease.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

1. Of persons : Whatever drives one back in

any pursuit.

2. 0/ things : Anything which checks vege-
tation.

"... even those [weeds] they leave cannot after
such a backset and discouragement come to seed so
late in the season,"

—

Maxwell ; Set. Train., 82.

B. Old Law : A " sub-tack " or sub-lease in
which the possession is restored on certain
conditions to those who were formerly in-

terested in it or to some others.
"... having got this tack, sets the same cautions 1u

backset, to some well-affected burgesses of Aberdeen."
—Spalding, I aitt. [Jamieson.)

back -shish, s. [Baksheesh.]

back-side, 5. [Eng. back, and side. In Sw.
baksida; Dan. bagside.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

1. Gen. : The back portion of anything, as
of a roll, a tract of country, Ac.

" If the quicksilver were rubbed from the backside
of the speculum, . .

,"

—

Newton.

2. Spec. : The hinder part of an animal ; the
rump. (Vulgar.)

" A poor ant carries a grain of corn, climbing up a
wall with her head downwards and her backside up-
wards."—A ddison.

B. In old conveyaiices and pleadings : What
now is called a back-yard ; that is, a yard at

the back of a house.

"The wash of pastures, fields, commons, roads,
streets, or backside* are of great advantage to all sorts
of laud. "—Mortimer.

back -Slide, v.i. [Eng. back ; slide.']

1 1. Lit. : To slide backwards, as a man or
an animal climbing a steep ascent might do.

[See ex. under Backsliding, particip. adj.]

2. Fig. : To slide or lapse gradually from
the spiritual or moral position formerly at-

tained.

"That such a doctrine should, through the grossness
and blindness of her professors, and the fraud of de-
ceivable traditions, drag so downward as to backslide
one way into the Jewish beggary of old cast rudiments,
and stumble forward another way," tic—Milton; Of
Hef. in J£ng., bk. L

back-slider, *. [Eng. backslid(e) ; -er.]

One who slides back or declines from a
spiritual or moral position formerly reached

;

an apostate.
" The backslider in heart shall be filled with his own

ways . . *—prov. xiv. 14.

back slid ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Back-
slide.]

A. & B. As present participle & participial

adj. : In senses corresponding to those of the
verb.

"... backsliding daughter . . ."—Jer. xllx. 4.

". . . backsliding Israel . . ."—Jer. iii. ». B.

C. As substantive

:

t 1. Lit. : A sliding backwards. (Rare or
unused.)

2. Declension from a spiritual or moral
position formerly reached.
"... because their trausgreeslons are many, and

their backsliding* are increased."

—

Jer. v 9.

"... I will heal your backsliding*. —Jer, iii. 22.

back slid ifig-ncss, a, [Eng. backsliding;

-ness.] The quality or state of backsliding.
(Webster.)

back spang, s. [Eng. back, and Scotch
spang = to spring.] A trick or legal quirk
by which one takes the advantage of another
after the latter had thought that everything
in a settlement was adjusted. (Jamieson.)

back -spare, *. [Eng. back, and Scotch spar*
= a hole.] A hole, a rent. " Backspare of
breeches, the cleft." (Jamieson.)

back'-spear-er, s. [Eng. back, and Scotch
'spearer, from speir, spear, v. (q.v.).] A cross-

examination.

back -spear, back -speir, v.t. [Eng. back,

and Scotch speir= to ask.]

1, To trace back a report with the view of
ascertaining where and from whence it origi-

nated. (Jamieson.)

2. To cross-question.
" Whilk maid me ... to be greatly respected by

the king and backspeer it by all meaues."— Melville;
Diary ; Li/e of A. Melville, ii. 41. \Jamieson. j

back'-sprent, s. [Eng. back, and Scotch
sprent = a spring ; anything elastic]

1. The backbone.
"And tou'lt worstle a fa' wi' I tou sal keun what

chaunce too liens, far I bae found the backtprent* o' the

2. A reel for winding yarn, which rises as
the reel goes round and gives a check in fall-

ing, to direct the person employed in reeling
to distinguish the quantity by the regulated
knots.

3. The spring or catch which falls down
and enters the lock of a chest.

i. The spring in the back of a clasp-knife.

(Jamieson.)

back-staff, s. [Eng. back ; staff ; the word
back being used because the observer had to
stand with his back to the sun.] An instru-

ment invented by Captain Davies, about A.D.
1690, for taking the altitude of the sun at sea.

It consisted of two concentric arcs and three
vanes. The arc of the longer radius was 30",

and that of the shorter one 60°; thus both
together constituted 90°. It is now obsolete,

being superseded by the quadrant. [Quad-
rant.]

back-sta irs, s. & a. [Eng. back ; stain.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : Stairs at the back of a house, whe-
ther inside of it or outside. Used specially

of the private stairs in a palace or mansion, as

distinguished from the state or grand staircase.

2. Fig. : Circuitous, and perhaps not very
reputable means of benefiting a friend or gain-

ing a personal object.

B. As adjective (Jig.): Conducted by the

route of the backstairs ; tortuous, not straight-

forward. [Backstairs-influence.]

back -stays, s. pi [Eng. back,i stays.] Stays

or ropes which prevent the masts of a ship

from being wrenched from their places.

b&cf-sixtcll, ». A method of sewing in

which each stitch backs upon or overlaps the

preceding oue.

back' -stitch, v. To sew with backstitches.

[Backstitch, ».]

back -Stone, *. [Eng. bake, A.S. baccm;

stone.] The heated stone or iron on which

oat-cake is baked. (Scotch A N. of Eng.)

"Ai nimble asacatonahot backtton*,"—Torkthire

Proverb.

back stop, s.

1. The same as Long-stop (q.v-)«

2. Baseball: A fence located behind the

catcher; (rarely) the catcher.

back-string, «. [Eng. back; string.] One
of the strings tied behind a young girl to keep

her pinafore in its proper place.

" Even misses, at whose ace their mothers wore

The backstring and the bib." Cowper : Task, bk. lv.

back-sword (w silent), s. [Eng. book;

sword."]

1. A sword with one sharp edge.

"Bull dreaded not old Lewis at backsword? —A*+MM
2. A stick with a basket handle, used In

rustic amusements. [Basket-hilt.]

boil, bo^ ; pout, J6%1
-•Ian, tian = slian.

cat, 9610, chorus, $lUn, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph-fc

-oion, -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion m zhun. -tious, slous = shiis. -We, -die, &c. m bei, deL
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Dick ward, baok'-warde, • bak-
ward, back'-wards, adv., a,, & s. [Eng.

tack; -word, or -words.]

A. As adverb

:

L Ofplace :

1. With the back intentionally turned in the

direction towards which one is moving.
- but I did not see a place where an£ oue might

not have walked over backward* . . ."—Uarwtn :

Voyage round the World, ch. xv.

2. So that the body naturally moves in the

direction towards which one's back is situated.

Upon the back, or tending thereto ; downward,

upon the back.
"... he (ell (rom off the seat backward by the side

of the gate, and his neck brake, ... —1 Sam. tv. 18.

a Towards the back. (Used not of the

whole body, but of part of it)

"In leaping with weights, the arms are first cast

baokwanl!. and then forwards with so much the

greater force : for the bands go backward before they

take their rise."—Bacon.

4. In the direction opposite that in which a

person or thing has been moving, so as to con-

vert a forward into a retrograde movement

;

regressively, retrogressively.

"The foremost, who rush ou his strength but to die

:

Thus against the wall they went
Thus the first were backward bent

Byron : The Siege of Corinth, 53.

"Are not the rays of light in passing by the edges

and sides of bodies, bent several times backward! and

forwards with a motion like that of an eel r —Newton.

5. Back to or towards the place whence a

person came, so as to compel retreat Also to

the person or place whence a thing came.

(a) 0/persons :

" We might have met them dareful. beard to beard.

And beat them backward home."
Shakeep. : Macbeth, V. 8.

(6) Of things

:

" Amendments and reasons were sent backward
and forward."—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xiv.

•' How under our feet the long, white road.

Backward like a river flowed.
Longfellow: The Golden Legend, iv.

IL Of lime:

1. Towards bygone times.

"To prove the possibility of a thing, there is no

Xmeut equal to that which looks backward! : tor

t lias been done or suffered may certainly be done

or surtered again."—South,

2. In bygone times ;
past ; ago.

"They have spread oue of the worst languages in the

world, if we look upon it some reigns backward. —
Locke

IU. More figuratively

:

1. Reflexively. (Used of the mind turned

upon itself.)

" No doubtless ; for the mind can backward cast

Upon herself her understanding light
•

*^
Sir J. David.

2. So as to fail in an endeavour; into

failure, into foolishness, or into fools.

"... let them be driven backward and put to

shame that wish me evil "—Pa xl. 1*.

"That frustrateth the tokens of the liars, and

maketh diviners mad ; that tumeth wise men back-

ward, and maketh their knowledge foolish. —/«.

xliv. 25.

3. From what is good towards what is bad.

Spec. , so as to lose moral or spiritual attain-

ments already made.

"But they hearkened not nor inclined their ear.

bnt walked in the counsels and in the i magiiiationof

their evil heart and went backward, and not forward.

—Jer.xu.it. (See also xv. 6)

4. In a perverse manner ; with an intellec-

tual or moral twist, or with both.

"I never yet saw man.
But she would spell him backward; if fair-facd.

She'd swear the gentleman should be her sister ;

If black, why nature, drawing of an antick.
_

Made a foul blot : if tall, a laimce ill-headed.

Shakesp. : Much Ado about nothing, ill. 1.

"And Judgment Is turned «way backward, and

Justice stindeth afar off: for truth is faUsn iu the

street and equity cannot enter. "—/w. lix. 14.

B. As adjective

:

1. Late in point of time. (Applied to flowers,

fruits, &c, expected to come to maturity at a

certain season of the year.)

2. Behind in progress. (Applied to mental or

other attainments, to institutions which have

not kept pace with the times, efcc.)

" Yet backward as they are, and long have been"
Cowper: Tirocinium.

"In a very backward state of society, like that of

Europe iu the middle ages, . . .'—J. S. Mai: Polit.

Xcoa.. vol. I., bk. i., ch. x.. I 3.

3. Of dull comprehension ; slow.

" It often falls out. that the backward learner makes
amends another way. '—.Sow h

" Nor are the slave-owners generally backward in

learning this lesson."—J. S. Mill: PolU. Scon., vol. 1.,

bk. ii.. ch v.. | 1.

(a) From indolence.
" The mind is backward to undergo the fatigue of

weighing every argument."— tVattt.

(b) From not having attained to complete

conviction of the expediency of doing what is

proposed.
" All things are ready, if our minds be so

:

Perish the man, whose mind is backward now

!

Shakeep. : Henry V., Iv. a
"Our mutability makes the friends of our nation

backward to engage with us in alliances."—Adduon.

(c) From possessing the strong conviction

that what is proposed is detrimental.

" Cities laid wast*, they storm d the dens ami cavea

;

For wiser brutes are backward to be slaves. —Pope,

C. As substantive : The Bpaee behind or the

time which has gone by.
" What seest thou else

In the dark fcarifcu-ard or abysm of time r

"

Shakcip. : Tcmpeat, i. 1

4. Averse to ; unwilling.

back-ward-a -tion, s. [Eug. backward;

-alio ft.]

On the Stock Exchange : A consideration

given to keep back the deliver)' of stock when
the price is lower for time than for ready

money.

back'-ward-ly, otdii. [Eng. backward; ly.]

L Lit. : In a backward direction.

" Like Numid Rons by the hunters chaa'd.

Though they do fly. yet backwardly do go

With proud aspect disdaining greater haste.

Sidney : Arcadia, bk. I.

IL Figuratively:

1. In a backward manner ; with an indispo-

sition to come to the front, or if brought

thither, then with a tendency to retreat ;
re-

luctantly, unwillingly.

2. Short of what might have been expected,

or is due ;
perversely.

" I was the first man
That e'er receiv'd gift from htrnj

And does he think so backwardly of me,

That I'll requite it last"
Shakesp. : Timon, iiL 8.

back'-ward-nesa, «. [Eng. 'backward;

-tiess. ] The quality of being backward.

1 Of persons : Reluctance, unwillingness

;

hesitancy to remain on the foreground of

action, or to come to the front and undertake

action at all.

" The thing by which we are apt to excuse our back-

wardnea to good works, is the ill success that hath

been observed to attend well-deaignmg chanties. —
Allerbury.

2. Of things : The state of remaining behind

the development which might have been ex-

pected at the time ; lateness. The opposite

offorwardness or precocity.

back'-wards, adt>. [Backward.]

back'-wa-ter, s. [Eng. back (adv.), and

wofer.]

1. Gen. : Water in a stream which, meeting

with some impediment iu its progress, is

thrown backward.

"Mr. Temple, on reaching the backwater of a river

which had l*en quite shallow iu the morning, fouud

it ten feet deep."—Reader, vol. IL, No. 47 : Nov.xl, 1863.

2. Spec. ; Water in a mill-race thrown back

by the turning of a waterwheel, by the over-

flow of the river below, or by ice, that it can-

not flow forward. When its course is un-

impeded it is called in Scotland taiiwofer.

back-woods, s. [Eng. back, and wood.] The

jiartially-eleared forest region on the western

frontier of the United States. (Bartlett.)

Hence used of uncleared forest land generally.

back -wdods'- man, s. [Eng. backwoods;

man,] One whose residence is in the wooded
parts of North America, and who has acquired

the characteristics which tit him for the situa-

tion in which he is placet!. (Byron.)

back -worm, s. [Eng. back, and worm. J A
small worm found in a hawk's body near the

kidneys when the animal is labouring from
disease. [Filander.]

ba con, * ba'-coun, * ba'-ctin, s. [From

O. Fr. & Prov. bacon. In O. Dut. bake, box —
ham; O. H. Ger. backe (accus. backen); Low
Lat baco, bacco, bacho = a bacon hog, ham,
salt pork.)

1. A term applied to the sides of a pig

which have been cured or preserved by salt-

ing with salt and saltpetre, and afterwards

drying with or without wood-smoke. By the

old process of rubbing in the saline mixture.

the curing occupied from three to four months.

The method now generally adopted on a larjre

scale is to place the prepared Hitches in a fluid

pickle. The pickling, drying, and smoking
now occupy not more than six weeks. The
Wiltshire bacon is considered the finest, but
that prepared in Ireland is almost equal to it.

The nitrogenous or flesh-forming matter in

bacon is small, one pound of bacon yielding

iess than one ounce of dry muscular substance,

whilst the amount of carbon compounds, or

heat-givers, is large, exceeding sixty per cent.

Its digestibility, however, owing to the large '

proportion of fat it contains, is not less than

that of beef or mutton. Bacon is exfovted in

large quantities from America, of a quality

superior to that prepared in many parts of

England and Ireland.

*2. A rustic, a chawbacou.
"On, Bacom. on !"

Shakeep. : 1 Henry 1 1'., tl. 2.

To save one's bacon : To save one's self from
bodily injury or pecuniary loss.

"What frightens you thus, my good son ! says the
priest;

You murder'd, are sorry, and have lieen confeet
O father ! my sorrow will scarce Mas my bacon :

For 'twas not that 1 murder'd, but that I was taken."
Prior.

Ba cd'-nl-an, a. [From Eng. Bacon ; -ian.

See def.] Pertaining or relating to Francis
Bacon, Lord Verulam, who was born on the

2'2nd of January, 1501, was created Baron Veru-
lam on July 11, 1018, published his Novum
Organon in 1620, and died on 9th April, 1026.

Baconian philosophy. The inductive

philosophy of wliich it is sometimes said that

Lord Bacon was the founder. IA Posteriori,
Induction, Inductive. 1

bao-te'-rx-a, ». [Plural of Bacterium.]

bac-te'r-I-al, a. [Eng., &c, bacteria; and

Eng. suff. -o!.] Pertaining to bacteria.

bac-ter-Io-log'-ic-al, a. [Eng. boderi-

ologXy); -ical.] Pertaining to bacteriology.

(Athenmtm, Nov. 20, 1S87, p. 716.)

bac-ter-i-ol'-O-gist, s. [En;;, baoteriologiy);

-int.] One skilled in bacteriology ; a bacteri-

ological student.

bftc-ter-i-ol'-6-gy, s. [Eng.,&c, bacteri(um);

-ology.]

Biol. : The systematic study of micro-

organisms which cause fermentations, putre-

faction, and disease.

bac-ter i-os'-ci-py, s. [Eng., &c, bac-

terium, and Gr. crawem (skopein) = to view.]

Biol. : The microscopical examination of

microbes.

bac-ter'-i-um (pi. bac-teV-I-a), s. [Mod.

Lat. from Gr. 3o.«"r>jpioi> (baklirion) = dim.

from 0a«Tpoi' \baktron) = a staff. The word

is thus akin to bacillus (q.v.).]

1. A genus of Schizomycetous Fungi con-

sisting of one elliptical or cylindrical cell, or

two such cells joined end to end, ami capable

of automatic motion. B. termo occurs in ani-

mal and vegetable infusions. (No plural in

this sense.)

2. Any individual of this genus.

3. A microbe ; a Schizomycetous Fungus

;

one of the minute organisms which cause

putrefaction, and are found associated with

certain diseases, of which they are considered

to be the cause.

bao'-ter-oid, a. [Mod. Lat bacterium); -oid.

According to the general rules of formation

the word should be bncferioid.] Pertaining

to, or of the nature of, liacteria.

bac tris, s. [From Gr. pda-rpoi' (baktron) = »

staff, also a cudgel, a club. The genus is so

called because the species which it contains

are made into walking-sticks.) A genus of

Palms (Palmacese), of the section Cocoinse.

The species, which are about forty in lumber,

are slender in form, only about the height of

a man in stature, and so armed with thorns

that when growing together they constitute

an impenetrable thicket. They are found in

the West Indies, iu Brazil, and the parts

adjacent. Bactris major, or Greater Bactris,

has a large nut with a solid kernel, eaten in

Carthagena, In South America, of which the

species is a native. B. minor, or Lesser

Bactris, also from South America, has a dark-

fate fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or. wore, wolfi work, whd. son; miite, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try
; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine: go, pott

.Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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purple fruit about as large as a cherry, with
an acid juice, which is made into wine. It is

specially from this species that the walking-
sticks mentioned above are obtained. They
are sometimes imported from Jamaica under
the name of Tobago canes.

bac'-ule, s. [Bascule.]

bac'-u lite (Eng.), s. & a.; bac-n-li'-tes
(Mod. Lat.), s. [In Our. bacidit. From Lat.
boculum or bacidus~-& stick, and -tte="Gr.
Attfov (lithos) = a stone.]

A. As substantive. (Chiefly of the form
Baculites.)

Palatont. : A genus of chambered shells he-
longing to the family Amnioiiitidat. l-njin

the typical genus, Ammonites, it is at oner
distinguished by the form of the shell, which
is long and straight. The aperture is guarded
by a dorsal process. In 1875, seventeen species
were known, all fossil. They extend from the
Neocouiiau to the Chalk, and occur lu Britain,
France, and India. There is a sub-genus
called Baculina, with two known species from
the French N'eocomiau rocks. (Tate.)

B. As adjective. (Of the form Buculitc.)

Geol. : Containing numerous specimens of
Baculites.

Baculite limestone : A name applied to the
chalk of Normandy oimccount at the abund-
ance of baculites which it contains. (Wood-
ward: Manual of the Mollusca, 1851, p. 1)7.)

bac-u-ldm'-et-rj; s. [Lat. baculum, baculus
= a stick ; Gr. fxerpov (nietron) = a measure.]
The act or process of measuring a distance by
means of a stick or rod. (Glossog. Nov.)

bac'-tl-lum, accus. of Lat. s. [Accus. of Lat.
baailits or baculum = a staff.]

Humorously. Argumentum ad baculum.
[Argumentum.]

bad', badd'e, a. & $. [Etymology doubtful.
Prof. Zupitza with great probability sees in
bad-de the Mid. Eng. reproduction of O. Eng.
bmldel = a hermaphrodite

; assuming a later
adjectival use, and the loss of final I. as in
mycel, muche. (N.E.D.)]

A. As adjective: The opposite of good; a
word of very general application, signifying
whatever person or thing is so exceedingly
inferior to the average of his or its class as to
require a positive word to express the notable
deficiency.

L Of persons:

1. Morally depraved.
" Thou may'st repent.

And one bad act, with many deeds well done.May at cover. —Milton.

2. Very inferior iu intellectual character-
istics, as in skill, knowledge, Ac.

"In every age there will be twenty bad writer* toone good one
;
and every bad writer will think himself

* good one. —Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xxiv,

3. With marked physical defects.
* 4. Sick. (Followed by of.)
" Bad of a fever."—Johnton.

XL Of things:

1. Notably deficient in that which consti-
tutes excellence in the thing specified. Thus
a bad road is one rough, muddy, stony or
with other evil qualities ; bad weather is
weather unsuitable for out-door exercise and
for agricultural labour, &c. ; bad sight is sight
much beneath the average in power of defining
objects with clearness ; a bad coin is one in
some way debased, so as not to be worth
the sum for which one attempts to pass it
current.

" And therwithal it was fal pore and badde."
Chaucer: C. T.. 18,906.

"
mff*

ha
?

fc thou ,worn on every slight pretence,
nil perjuries are common as bad pence."

Coieper.- Expostulation.

% Pernicious, hurtful
; producing noxious

effects. (Followed by for.)

**?$£*ESu£ for hU 9ymi writtaf nuMie hi"

B. As substantive

:

L Ofpersons : Wicked people.

w. .v " °ur ""happy fatea
Mix thee amongst the bad, . . ."—Prior.

XL Of things:

1. That which is bad or evil.

J^J\ ; * *
Ta

,
k
"
h
S
ed thftt th"a "I*** not to '•** e^hergood or bad. —Qen. xxxi. 34.

2. Badness, wickedness ; a wicked, vicious.
or corrupt state.

*' Thus will the latter, w the former, world
Still tend from bad to worse."

MiUon: P. L., bk. xil.

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between bad,
wicked, and evil. Had respects moral and
physical qualities in general ; wicked, only
moral qualities ; evil, in its full extent, com-
prehends both badness and wickedness. What-
ever offends the taste and sentiments of a
rational being is bad—e.g., bail food, bad air,

bad books. Whatever is wicked offends the
moral principles of a rational agent : e.g., any
violation of the law is wicked ; au act of in-
justice or cruelty is wicked—it opposes the
will of God and the feelings of humanity.
Evil is either moral or natural, and applicable
to every object contrary to good ; but used
only for what is in the highest degree bad or
wicked. When used in relation to persons,
bad is more general than wicked ; a bad man
is one who generally neglects his duty ; a
wicked man one chargeable with actual viola-
tions of the law, human or Divine—such an
one has an evil mind. A bad character is the
consequence of immoral conduct ; but no man
has the character of being wicked who has not
been guilty of some known and flagrant vices :

the inclinations of the best are evil at certain
times. (Crabb: Eng.Synon.)

5T To be in bad bread

:

1. To be in necessitous circumstances in

regard to the means of sustenance. (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.)

2. To be in a state of danger.

Having a bad heart

;

bad-hearted,
having bad hearts.

"... his low-minded and bad-hearted foes.'*—
Macaulay: Bitt. Eng., ch. xxiv.

* h&&t pret. of verb. [Bade.]

bad -der-locks, s. [Etymology doubtful.]
One of the names given to a sea-weed, Alaria
esculenta. [Alaria.] (Scotch.)

t b&d'-dords, s. [Corrupted from bad words.]

Bad words.
"To tell sie baddords till a bodie's face."—Ross:

Belenore, p. 57. [Jamieson.)

bade, bade, * bad, pret. of verb. [Bid.]
" But bmde them farewell, . .

."—Acts xviii. 2L

* bade, baid, s. [Old forms of Abide, Abode. ]
(Scotch.)

1. Delay, tarrying.

But bade : Without delay ; immediately.
"... and syne but bad*
Pel in the bed . . >."

Doug. : Virgil, 215, 43.

2. Place of residence, abode. (Gl. Sibb.)
(Jamieson.)

badge, "bagge, *bage (Eng.), bad-gie,
bau'-gie (Scotch), s. [In the Anglo-Saxon
beag is = a crown, and beah = a bracelet, a
neck-ring, a lace, garland, or crown ; Dut. bag
= a pendant, an ear-drop, a ring ; Fr. bague =
a ring ; Lat. bacca = . . . the link of a chain.
Skinner, Minsheu, Mahn, &c, connect badge
with these words. Mahn admits the affinity
of badge to the A.S. beag and beah, and adds
as cognate words, Fries, beage = bandage

;

Low Lat. bauga, bauca, boga = bracelet, and
bagia, bagea = sign. Webster ventures on no
hypothesis ; Johnson believes it to be from
Lat. bajuto = to carry a heavy burden ; and
Wedgwood, with some misgiving, makes it one
of a group with botch and patch.] [Badge, v.]
(See example.)

A- Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : A mark or cognizance worn on the
dress to show the relation of the wearer to any
person or thing. [B., Her.]

u Yet now I spy, by yonder stone,
Five men—they mark us. and come on

;

And by their badge on lx>nnet Iwrae,
I guess them of the laud of Lorn,"

Scott : Lord of the Islet, Hi. 18.
" He wore the garter, a badge of honour which has

Very seldom been conferred ou aliens who were not
sovereign princes. "—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., oh. xil.

II. Figuratively

:

1. That by which any person, or any class
or rank of men, is conspicuously and charac-
teristically marked out
«." Furt .

hernior«- he made two changes with respect to
the chief badge of the consular power."—Lewis • Earlv
Rom. Bitt., ch. xil., pt L, \ i.

"The outward splendour of hie office Is the badge
and tokeu of that sacred character which he inwardly

- '—Atterbury.bears."

1 L. I J I'JIIH

BADGE OF ARTHUR,
PRINCE OF WALES.

(16O0.)

2. A characteristic mark or token by which
anything is known.

" To clear this spot by death, at least I give
A badge of fame to slanders livery."

Rape of Lucrece, 1068, 4.
" Sweet mercy is nobility's true badge."

Shakesp. ; Titus Andron., i. %
B. Her. : A cognizance, [Cognizance.] A

mark of distinction somewhat similar to a
crest, but not placed on a wreath, nor worn
upon the helmet. Princes, noblemen, and
other gentlemen of rank had formerly, and still

retain, distinctive badges. Thus, the broom-
plant (Planta genista) was the badge of the
royal house of Plantagenet, a red rose that of
the line of Lancaster, and a white one that of
the line of York. The four kingdoms, or old
nationalities, the union
of which constitutes
the home portion of
the British empire, and
the nucleus of the rest,

have each a distinct
royal badge. These
were formally settled
by sign-manual in 1301,
and are tho follow-
ing -.—For England : A
white rose within a red
one, barbed, seeded,
slipped, leaved proper,
and ensigned with the
imperial crown. For
Scotland : A thistle,
slipped and leaved pro-
per, and ensigned with the imperial crown.
For Ireland : A harp or, stringed argent, and
a trefoil vert, both ensigned with the imperial
crown. For Wales : Upon a mount vert, a
dragon passant, with wings expanded and en-
dorsed, gules. (Gloss, of Heraldry.) Formerly
those who possessed badges had them em-
broidered on the sleeves of their servants
and retainers [Retainers], and even yet the
practice is not extinct
The history of the changes which badges

have undergone is interesting. In the time
of Henry IV. the terms livery and badge seem
to have been synonymous. [Livery.] A.

badge consisted of the master's device, crest,
or arms on a separate x»iece of cloth, or some*
timeson silver in the form of a shield, fastened
to the left sleeve. In Queen Elizabeth's reign
the nobility placed silver badges on their ser-
vants. The sleeve badge was left off in the
reign of James I., but its remains are still

preserved in the dresses of porters, firemen,
and watermen, and possibly in the shoulder-
knots of footmen. During the period when
badges were worn the coat to which they were
affixed was, as a rule, blue, and the blue coat
and badge still may be seen on parish and
hospital boys. (Douce: Illustrations of Shake-
speare, 1839, pp. 205-7.)

b&dge, v.t. [From the substantive.] To in-

vest with, or designate by, a badge ; to blotch,
to daub.
" Their hands and faces were all badg'd with blood ;

So were their daggers. "Shaketp. : Macbeth, U. &,

bAdge less, o. [Eng. badge

;

of a badge.
less.] Destitute

" While his light heels thei» fearful flight can take.
To get some badgelea blue upon his lack."

Bp. Ball : Sat. , to. 5.

* bad -ger, bad-geard, * bag card, a
[Fr. blaireau = a badger ; O. Fr. bladier = a
corn dealer ; Low Lat. bladarellus = a little

corn-dealer
; bladarius, bladerius = a corn-

dealer, a badger, from bladum, bladus, blada
= corn, which the badger was evidently be-
lieved to carry away. ]

* A. Ofpersons: A person who bought corn
or other provisions in one place and carried
them to another, with the view of making
profit on the transaction. [Badgering.]

" Some exemption ought not to extend to badger*,
or those who carry on a trade of buying of corn or
grain, selling It again without manufacturing, or of
other goods unmanufactured to sell the same again."
—Nicolton and Burn : Bitt. tjf Cumberland, p. SI1

B. Of animals (believed to carry off com
fn the same manner as the persons now
described).

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A mammalian animal found in England
as well as on the Continent. It stands inter-
mediate between the weasels and the bears,
and was called by Linnaius Ursus meles, but is

termed by modern naturalists Meles vulgaris.

[Meles.] It is a nocturnal and hybernatinir
animal, with powerful claws, which enable it

boil. b<5^
; ptSHt, J<S^l; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, flUs

-€*aa, -tian = shan, -tion, -sion, -cloun =«hun
sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -ing.

tion, -sion - zhun. -tious, -sions m shiis. -ble, -die, &c. m Del, del.
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to burrow in the ground. It feeds chiefly on
roota It can bite fiercely when brought to

bay. It is of a light colour above, and dark
beneath. It secretes an oily matter of a very
•ffensive odour. Country people speak of a

aog and a hog badger, but they are not dis-

tinct even as varieties.

"That a brock, or badger, hath legs of one aide

hotter than the other, 1b received not only by
theorists and inexperienced believers, but most who
behold them daily. —Browne.

2. The English designation of the genus
Meles, which contains one or two other
species.

II. Technically:

1. Her. The badger is often introduced in

heraldic blazonry : it is sometimes called a

"brock" (see example under B., I. 1), and
sometimes a gray. (Gloss, of Her.)

2. The Badger of Scripture, Hebrew ©nn
(tachhash), has not been identified with cer-

tainty. The 8eptuagint translators render

the Heb. tachhash, not by a substantive, but

by the adjective vaxlvfftva (huakinthina) =
hyacinthine, hyacinth-coloured : as, however,

the word is at times used in the plural, it

cannot be an adjective. It is probably an
animal, but which is far from determined.

Gesenius thinks it the seal or badger itself;

the Talmud an animal like a weasel or marten ;

CoL Hamilton Smith a kind of antelope, such
as the tachmotse, tacasse, or pacasse of Eastern
Africa. Other opinions make it a dolphin or a

sea-cow, or a dugong, or a kind of hyaena.
Such diversities of opinion make darkness
visible instead of removing it.

"And thou shall make a covering for the tent of
rams' skins dyed red, and a covering above of badgert'
skins "

—

Exod. xxvL H.

Cape-badger. [Hyrax.]
Honey-badger : A name sometimes given to

the rat*l. [Ratel.]

Pouched-badger : The English name of a
genus of Marsupial Mammalia. [Parameles.]

Sock-badger : The rendering in Griffith's

Cuvier of Klip-daassie, the name given by the
Dutch colonists at the Cape of Good Hope
to the Hyrax of Southern Africa. {Griffith :

Cuv., voL iii., p. 429.)

H The word badger, in the general sense of
a hawker, still lingers in the Midland counties
of England and some other localities, often
under the form bodger.

badger-baiting, 5. A so-called "sport"
of a cruel character—the setting of dogs to
fight a badger and attempt to draw it from its

hole.

badger-coloured, a. Coloured like a
badger (an epithet applied by Cowper to a cat).

"A beast forth sallied on the scout,
Loiig-back'd, luug-tail'd. with whisker'd snout,
And badger-coloured hide."

Cowper: Mr: Throckmorton' i Bullfinch.

badger-dog, s. A dog used for badger-
drawing ; a dachshund.

badger-legged, a. Having legs like

those of a badger ; having legs of unequal
length, as those of the badger are popularly
apposed to be. (See the example from
Browne, under B., I. 1.)

"His body crooked all over, big-bellied, badger-
legged, and his complexion swarthy.' —L'Estrange.

badger's-bane, s. The name of a plant
(Aconitum meloctonum).

bad'-ger, v.t. [From the substantive.] To
worry! to tease, to annoy like a badger baited

by dogs. {Colloquial.)

badgered, pa. par. [Badger, v.]

bad -ger-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Badger, v.]

A. & B. -4s pr. par. A participial adj. : In

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

* 1. The act of buying corn or other pro-

vision in one place and carrying it to another

to sell it there for profit, as, on the principle

of free trade, one is thoroughly entitled to

do. It was, however, deemed an offence, and
has been made legal only since the passing of

the 7 and S Vict., c. 24,

2. The act of teasing, tormenting, or worry-

ing ; or the state of being teased, tormented,
or worried like a badger whom dogs are at-

tempting to '* draw."

bad gie.s. [Badge.] (Scotch.)

bad-la'-ga (i as y), bad i-a ga, s. [Russ.

badyaga.]
* A genus of sea-weeds belonging to

the family or section Aniphibolse. There is a

species common in the north of Europe, the

powder of which is used to take away the

livid marks left by bruises.

% Badiaga was considered by Linnaeus a

sponge, and by others a fungus.

ba- di-a'-ne, t bad'-l-an, s. [From Fr.

badiane, badian ; Ger. oadian, from Pers.

bddydn = fennel, anise. (N.E.D.).'} A tree

(Illicium anisatum), belonging to the order

Magnoliaceas (Magnoliads). It is called Star

Anise, or Chinese Anise. The designation star

refers to the fact that the fruit is stellate in

shape, and it is designated anise from its pos-

sessing a pungent aromatic flavour and smell,

like that of anise. Its native land is China,

where it is used, as it is also in the countries

adjacent, as a condiment in food, small quan-
tities of it being also chewed after dinner.

(Treat, of Bot.)

bad-I-eV-a, s. [From Badier, a French
botanist, who collected plants in the Antilles.]

A genus of plants belonging to the order Poly-

galaceae. Badiera diversifolia is the Bastard

Lignum Vitae of Jamaica.

ba-dig-eon, s. [In Fr. badigeon.]

1. Among Statuaries: A mixture of plaster

and freestone ground together and sitted

;

used to fill the small holes and repair the

defects in the stones to be sculptured.

2. Among Joiners : A mixture of sawdust
and glue, used to remove or conceal defects

in the work done.

bad in-age, s. [Fr. badinage; from badi-

ner — to play ; badin — playful. ] Light, jest-

ing, sportive, playful discourse.

"When yon find your antagonist beginning to grow
warm, put an end to the dispute by some genteel

badinage."—Lord Chesterfield.

* bad-in'-e-rie, s. [From Fr. badinerie.}

The same as Badinage (q.v.).

" The fund of sensible discourse Is limited ; that of

jest and badinerie is Infinite."—Shenstone.

ba'-dl-OUS, a. [Lat. badius = brown and
chestnut coloured (used only of horses). In

Fr. bai — bay, light brown, bay-coloured ; Sp.

bayo; Port & Ital. baio.] [Bay, a.]

Nat. Science : Chestnut-brown, dull brown,
a little tinged with red.

ba-dis'-tcr, s. [Gr. 0a$«mjc (badistes) = a

walker, a goer ; fia&ifa (badizo) — to walk or

go slowly.] A genus of predatory beetles be-

longing to the family Harpalidse. Three or

more species occur in Britain, the best known
being Badister bipustulatus, which, Stephens
says, is a common insect throughout the

metropolitan district, abounding during the

winter months beneath the bark of felled

trees.

b&d'-ly; *bad'-dSl-iche (che guttural), adv.

[Eng. bad; -lyJ\

L Gen. : Like something bad ; in a bad
manner ; evilly.

IL Specially:

1. Unskilfully.
" It is well known what has been the effect in Eng-

land of ftodZjf-administered poor laws, . .
."

—

J. S. Mill:
Polit. Econ., vol. i., bk. i., ch. xii.. i 3.

2. Imperfectly ; with notable deficiency of

some kind.
"... badly armed . . ."—Arnold: Hist. Borne, vol.

Hi., ch. xliiL

3. Seriously, grievously, disastrously.

" K. John. How goes the day with us? Oh, tell me,
Hubert.
Bubert. Badly, I fear. How fares your majesty 1

Shaketp. : King John, v. S.

•ff
Crabb thus distinguishes between badly

and ill : " These terras are both employed to

modify the actions or qualities of things, but
badly is always annexed to the action, and ill

to the quality : as to do anything badly, the
thing is badly done ; an iH-judged scheme, an
{W-contrived measure, an iU-disposed person."

(Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* bad'-lyng, *. [B^dlikg.]

bad'-ness, s. [Eng. bad ; -ness.'] The quality

or state of being bad in any of the senses of

that word.
"*The travelling was very tedious, both from the

badness of the roads, and from the number of great
fallen tree*, . . ."—Darwin : Voyage round the World,
cb. xiv.

"It was not your brother's evil disposition mad*
him seek his death ; but a provoking merit, set at
word by a reprovable badness in himself."

—

Shaketp.:
Lear, iii. 5.

ba'-doch, s. [Scotch.] A gull, the Arctic

Skua (Cataractes parasiticus). (Scotch.)

bad-rans, s. [Baudrans.]

bae, s. [Baa, s.] (Scotch.)

bae, v.i. [Baa, v.] (Scotch.)

bwck'-l-a, s. [From Abraham Back, physi-

cian to the king of Sweden, and a correspon-

dent of Linnaeus. ] A genus of plants belonging

to the order Myrtaceee, or Myrtle-blooms. A
few have been introduced into British gardens
from Australia and China

* baed -ling (0. Eng.) * bad -lyug (0. Scotch),

8. [A.S. bxedling = a hermaphrodite, an
effeminate man.] [Bad.]

1. An effeminate person, of the kind referred,

to by St. Paul in 1 Cor. vi. 9/

2. A low scoundrel.

bse-om'-y-ces, s. [Gr. paid* (baios) - small,

and nWns (mukes) = mushroom, fungus.] A
genus of lichens much resembling minute fungi.

ba e tis, s. [Lat. Baetis.) A genus of insects
belonging to the order Neuroptera and the
family Ephenieridffi. They have four wings
and two setae. There are many British species.

b»'-tyl, s. [Gr. /Sain/Aw (baitulos).] A sacred
meteoric stone. (Tylor.)

baff, s. [Etymology doubtful.] A blow, bang,

heavy thump. (Scotch.)

"... they durstna on ony errand whatsoever gang
ower the door-stane after gloaming, for fear John
Heatherblutter. or some siccan dare-the-de'il, should
tak

a

bafftA, them . . ."—Scott: tVaverley, ch.lxxl.

*baffe, * baT-fen, *bar-fyn, v.i. [In

Dut. baffen = to bark, to yelp ; Low Lat
baffo = to bark.] To yell as hounds.

" Baffyn as howndys ; Baulo, baffo, latro."—Prompt.
Parv.

"Baffyn as houndes after their prey : Nicto." (Ibid.

baf-fe-tas, baf-tas, bas-tas, s. [In

Ger.baftas. Possibly from Pers. bafti = woven,

wrought. (Mahn.)] A plain muslin brought

from India.

* baf-flnge, pr. par. & s. [Baffe, v.]

As substantive : " Bnfynge or bawlynge of

howndys." (Prompt. Parv?)

baT-fle (fie as fel), *baf-full, v.t. & i. [From

Low Scotch bauchle. In Fr. bafouer\= to treat

with derision, to scoff at, to baffle ; O. Fr.

beffler, beffer ; Sp. befar — to scoff, to jeer ;
Ital.

beffare = to rally, to cheat, to over-reach.

Comp. Dut. ba/e?t=to bark, to yelp; Ger. bafen,

bafzen = to yelp ; Hind, befaida = to baffle.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To subject to some public and degrading

punishment. (Used specially of a knight who
had shown cowardice or violated his pledged

allegiance.)
" And after all for greater infamte
He by the heels him hung upon a tree.

And baffutd so. that all which passed by
The picture of hU punishment might see.

Spenser: P. Q., VI. vii. 27.

"In this state I continued, "till they hung me up by
th* heels, and beat me wi* hasle-sticks, as if they would

have Ijak'd me. After this I railed and eat quietly!

for the whole kingdom took notice of me for a bajfied

and wbip'd fellow."—King and So King, ii. 2.

2. To elude, to escape from, especially by
artifice.

" By wily turns, by desperate bounds,
Had baffled Percy's best bloodhounds.

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, 1 11.

3. To thwart, to defeat in any other way.

(In this case the baffler and the baffled may
be a man, one of the inferior animals, or a

thing.)
" But, though the felon on his back could dare

The dreadful leap, more rational, his steed

Declined the death, and wheeling swiftly round.

Or e'er his hoof had press'd the crumbling verge,

Baffled his rider, saved against his will."

Cowper : Task, bk. vL

" Across a bare wide common I was toiling

With languid feet, which by the slippery ground
Were btijled."— WordruxrrtA ; Excursion, bk. i.

"... a universe which, though it baffln the intel-

lect, can elevate the heart, . . .—Tyndall : Frag, ef

Science, 3rd ed., v. 106.

". . . baffle the microscope."—Ibid., xi. 106.

B. Intransitive:

1. To practise deceit, with the view of elud-

ing any being, person, or thing.

fitte, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, p*,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. «t ee-e;l& = S. qu = kw.
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" Do we not palpably baffle, wheu, ill respect to God,
we pretend to deuy ourselves, yet, upou urgent ucc»-

Mod, allow him nothing? —Harrow : Workl, 1. 437.

" To what purpose cau it be to Juggle and baffle for a
time?"—Ibid., tit ISO.

2. To struggle ineffectually against, as when
a ship is said to baffle ineffectually with the
winds.

U (a) Wedgwood believes that there are

two distinct verba spelled baffle, which have
been confounded together. Under the one he
would place the signification given above as
No. 1, viz., to degrade, to insult. The second
and third significations of the transitive verb,
and tltat rauked under the intransitive one,
he would relegate to his second verb, of which
the primary form was intransitive, signifying
to act in an ineffective manner, and transi-

tively to cause one to act in such a way. This
second verb he connects with the Swiss baffeln

= to chatter, to talk idly. (Wedgwood: Diet.

Eng. Etym, t 2nd ed., p. 39.)

If (b) Crabbthus distinguishes between the
verbs to baffle, to defeat, to disconcert, and to
confound : " When applied to the derangement
of the mind or rational faculties, baffle and
defeat respect the powers of argument, discon-

cert and confound the thoughts aud feelings.

Baffle expresses less than defeat ; disconcert less

than confound. A person is baffled in argument
who is for the time discomposed and sdenced
by the superior address of his opponent : he
is defeated in argument if his opponent has
altogether the advantage of him in strength of
reasoning and justness of sentiment- A person
Is disconcerted who loses his presence of mind
for a moment, or has his feelings any way dis-

composed ; he is confounded when the powers
of thought and consciousness become torpid
or vanish." "When applied to the derange-
ment of plans, baffle expresses less than defeat;

defeat less than confound; and disconcert less

than all. Obstinacy, perseverance, skill, or
ait baffles; force or violence defeats; awkward
circumstances disconcert ; the visitation of
God confounds. When wicked men strive to
obtain their ends, it is a happy thing when
their adversaries have sufficient skill and ad-
dress to baffle alt their arts, and sufficient

power to defeat all their projects ; but some-
times when our best endeavours fail in our
own behalf, the devices of men are confounded
by the interposition of Heaven." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

baf-fle (fle = fel), s. [From the verb.] A
defeat.

" It is the skill of the disputaut that keeps off a
baffle.'—Houth.

"The authors having missed of their aim*, are fain
to retreat with a frustration aud a baffle."—ibid.

bar fled (fled = feld), * baf-fold, pa.
par. [Baffle, v.]

" Say, was it thus, with such a baffled mien
You met the approaches of the Spartan (jueen?*

Pope; Homers Iliad, bit. iii., 69, 70.

" Aud, by the broad imperious Mole repell'd.
Hark ! how the baffled storm indignant roars,"

Thornton : Liberty, pt. t.

bafT-ler, s. [Eng. baffl(e); -er.] He who or
that which baffles, humiliates, thwarts, or
defeats a person, or completely overcomes a
thing.

" Experience, that great be
—Government of the Tongue.

b&fF-ling, pr. par. & a, [Baffle, ».]

Naut. A baffling wind : One which fre-

quently shifts from one point of the compass
to another.

t b&ff-Hng-iy, adv. [Eng. baffling; -ly.] In
a manner to baffle. (Webster.)

t baff-ling-ness, *. [Eng. baffling; -ness.]

The quality of baffling. (Webster.)

* baT-fuld, pa. par. [Baffled.]

bag, * bagge, s. [From Gael, bag, balg = a
bag ; bag = a bag, a big belly ; bolg = a pair
of bellows, a quiver, a blister, a big belly

;

builg = to bubble, to blister ; Wei. balleg = a
purse ; Norm. Fr. bage = a bag, a coffer ; Low
Lat baga = a coffer. In A.S. balg, bcelig,

bylig, belg— a, bulge, budget, bag, purse, belly;
Ger. balg = a skin, the paunch, a pair of
bellows ; Goth, balgs = a skin, a pouch ; Dan.
balf= a sheath, a scabbard.] [Belly, Bulge.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Of sacks, pouches, or anything similar
manufactured by art:

1. A pouch or small sack, made usually of
cloth or leather, and generally with appliances

for drawing it together at the mouth ; or any
similar article.

" A woud'rous bag with both her hands she binds.
Like that where ouce Ulysses held the winds,"

Pope : The Itape of the Lock, iv., 81-2.

2. A term used by sportsmen to signify the
results of the day's sport Thus, a good bag
— a large quantity of game killed and brought
home.

IT Bag and baggage. [Baggage.]

3. A purse or anything similar.

(a) Generally

;

"For some of them thought, because Judas had the
bag, that Jesus had said uuto him. Buy those things
that we have need of agaiunt the feast; or. that he
should give something to the poor."—John xilL 3a.

"... see thou shake the bage
Of hoarding abbots ; impriaon'd

angels
Set at liberty.-

Bhaketp. : King John, ill. 8.

* (6) Spec, (formerly) : An or-
namental purse of silk tied to
men's hair, as shown in the an-
nexed illustration.

We saw a young fellow riding to-
wards us full gallop, with a bob wig
and black silken bag tied to it."

—

Addison.

1. A quiver. (Scotch.)
" Then bow and bag trae him be bau-wiq.

kelst." Christ Kirk. i. 13.

IL Of anything similar in nature:

1. Gen. : A minute sac in which some secre-
tion is ,contained, as the honey-bag in a bee
and the poison-bag in a venomous serpent.
(Lit. & fig.)

" The swelling poison of the several sects.
Which, wanting vent, the nation's health infects.
Shall burst its bag." Dryden.

* 2. Spec. ; The udder of a cow.
"... onely her bag or udder would ever be white,

with four teats and no more."—Markham ; Way to
Wealth (ed. 1G57). p. 72. (S. in-Boucher.)

B. Technically:

1. Weights and Measures (used as a measure
of capacity): A fixed or customary quantity of
goods in a sack.

2. Law:
(a) Petty Bag Offlce: An office In the Com-

mon Law jurisdiction of the Court ofChancery,
in which was a small sack or bag in which
were formerly kept all writs relating to Crown
business.

* (6) Clerk of the Petty Bag : The functionary
who had charge of the writs now described.
(See the subjoined example.)

"The next clause ordains that at any time after the
commencement of the Act her Majesty's Treasury
may, with the concurrence of the Lord Chancellor and
the Master ofithe Rolls, abolish the ouXoe ot Clerk of
the Petty Bag, ' notwithstanding that there is no
vacancy in the office.* . . . The oddest part of the
affair is that it has been universally supposed, at least
by laymen, that Petty Bap was 'abolished ' Bonie years
ago. His name is certainly not to be found in the
list of officers of the Chnucery given in the .Solicitor's

Diary and Almanack for the current year. . . .

There were once three Clerks of the Petty Bag. The
sole survivor Is doomed ; but, Phrenix-like, he rises
again in the Clerk of the Crown."—Daily Telegraph,
August A, 1874 : The Great Seal.

bfcg, * bagge, v. t. & t. [From the substantive. ]

A. Transitive (of the form bag) :

1. To put into a bag.
" Hops ought not to be bagged up hot."

—

Mortimer.

2. Used by sportsmen of killing and carry-
ing home game.

" It was a special sport to flud and bag and mark
down the whirring coveys in such ground . . ."—Daily
Telegraph, Sept. 1. 1879.

3. To load with a bag. (Only in the pa. par.

in the sense of laden. )

" Like a bee, bagg'd with his honey*d venom.
He brings it to your hive." Dryden.

4. To cram the stomach by over-eating,

{/Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

5. To gather grain with a hook. [Bagging.]

6. To distend like a bag.

B. Intransitive (of the forms bag and bagge)

:

1. Lit. : To be inflated so as to resemble a
full bag ; to take the form of a full bag.

"The skin seemed much contracted, yet it bagged,
and had a porringer full of matter in it' — Wiseman,

2. Fig. : To swell with arrogance.
" She goeth upright, and yet she halte:
That baggith foule, and lokith faire.

Chaucer : Dream, i. l,Mt

* bag, pret. of v. Ug = to build. (0. Scotch.)
[Big, v.]

" My daddie bag his housie well."
Jacobite Relics, i.SS. (Jamieson.)

ba gas' 8a, *. A genus of Artocarpacese

(Artocarpads). The fruit of one species is

eaten in Guiana, where it grows wild.

ba-gas'se, s. [In Fr. bagasse is = a slut, a

hussy.] The sugar-cane when crushed and
dry. It is used as fuel in the hotter parts of
America. (Vre.)

bag-a-telle, bag'-a-telle, s. [Fr. bagatelle

= (1) a trinket, (2) a trifle, (3) the play ; 8p.
bagalela ; Port. & Ital. bagaUlla ; from Prov.
& Ital. bagala — a trifle ; O. Fr. bague; Prov.
bagna = bundle. ] [Bag.]

1. A trifle ; anything of little importance.
" One of those bagatelles which sometimes spring op

like mushrooms in my imagination, either while I am
writing, or just before I begiu."—Cowper: Letter to
Newton, Nov. 27, 178L

' The glory your malice denies :

Shall dignity give to my lay,
Although but a mere bagatelle

;

And even a poet shall say.
Nothing ever was written so well."

Cowper : To Mrt. Throckmorton.

2. A game in which balls are struck by a
rod and made to run along a board, the aim
being to send them into certain holes, of

which there are nine, towards its further end.

bS.g'-a-vSl, «. [From A.S. byegan, byegean =
to buy, and gavel = tax.] A tribute granted
to the citizens of Exeter by a charter from
Edward I. , empowering them to levy a duty
upon all wares brought to that city for the
purpose of sale, the produce of which was to
be employed in paving the streets, repairing

the walls, and the general maintenance of the
town. (Jacob : Law Dirt.)

bag -a-ty, bag'-get-y, s. [From bag, sug-

gested by the gibbous aspect of the fish.] The
female of the Lump-fish, or Sea Owl (Cyclop-

terus lumpus). (Scotch.)

"Lumpus alter, quibusdam niseis gibbosus dlctua.
I take it to be the same which our fishers call the
Hush-Padle, or Bagaty : they say it is the female of
the former."—Bibb : Fife, p. 136.

* bag e, * bagge, s. [Badge.] A badge.
(Prompt. Parv.)

* bag-eard, s. [Badoer,]

bag -fill, s. [Eng. bag; -ful.) As much as a
bag will hold.

bag'-gage (1) (age = Ig), s. & a. [In 8w.,

Dan., Dut., Ger., Fr., & Sp. bagage; Prov.
bagatge ; Port bagagem, bagajem; Ital. bag*
aglia, bagaglie(^l.), bagaglio (sing.). Probably
from Sp. baga — a cord which ties the packs
upon horses. Or possibly, as Malin thinks,
from O. Fr. bague ; Prov. bagua = a bundle.]

A. As sitbstantive

:

1. The tents, furniture, utensils, and what-
ever else is indispensable to the comfort of an
army.

". . . yet the baggage was left behind for want of
beasts to draw it . .

."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng.. ch. xv.

2. The trunks, portmanteaus, and carpet-
bags which a traveller carries with him on his
journey; luggage.

"... the boiling waves of a torrent which suddenly
whirls away his baggage and forces him to run for hi/
life . .

."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

3. Rubbish, refuse, trumpery.

B. As adjective:

X. Used for carrying luggage.
" The baggage horses.''—Mt

ch. xiti.

2. Worthless, rubbishy.
Bag and Baggage (generally used as an ad-

verb) : With a person's all ; root and branch.
It seems to have been used originally of the
defenders of a fort who have surrendered on
terms, being allowed to carry out with them
"their knapsacks and other luggage. From
this it passed to other more or less analogous
cases.

" And the men were letten pass, bag and baggage*
and the castle caaten down to the ground."—Pittcottie:
James II., p. 81
"Dolabella designed, when hie affairs grew desperate

In Egypt, to pack up bag and baggage, and sail for
Italy. —Arbuthnot.

Tf The phrase bag and baggage, which had
long existed both in English and Scotch, ac-
quired new vitality in 1870, when Mr. Glad-
stone recommended, as a panacea for the
woes of Bulgaria, that the official part of the
Turkish population should be requested to
remove from that province " bag and baggage."
His view on the subject was described by
some newspaper writers as the "bag and
baggage " policy.

bag gage (2) (age = 5£g), 5. [Fr. bagasse

— baggage, worthless woman, harlot ; Prov.

baguassa; Sp. oagasa; Ital. bagascia; from

boll, boy; pbUt, jo%l; eat, 9011, chorus, 911111, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as ; expect, Xenopbon, exist, ph = £
-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -slon, -cioun p shun ; -tion, -ston m zhun. -tious, -sious — shus. -ble, -die, &o. = bel, del.
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O. Fr. bague, Prov. bagua = a bundle. Br.
Murray considers that it is a particular use
of baggage (1).]

1. With imputation on the moral character

:

A woman of loose character, specially one

following an army.
" Hang thee, young baggage, disobedient wretch."

Shukcsp. : Romeo and Juliet, Hi. 5.

"When thia baggage meets with a man who has

vanity to credit relations, she turns him to account.''

—Spectator.

2. Without imputation on the moral character

(familiarly): A young girl not worth much.
(Formerly used sometimes in mock censure as

a term of affection.)

"Olivia and Sophia, too, promised to write, but
seem to have forgotten me. Tell them they are two
•rraut little baggage* . . ." — QoUUmiih : Vicar cf

Wakefield.

baggage car «. A railroad car used

for the carriage of the trunks and other luggage

of passengers who are travelling on the train.

"baggage master, * A railroad official

who has charge of the baggage.

bag-ga-la, *bag'-16, s. [Arab.] [Some-
how,] A two-masted boat, more generally

called a dow, used by the Arabs for com-
merce and also for piracy in the Indian Ocean.

They vary from 200 to 250 tons burthen.

bagged, pa. par. & a. [Bag, *.(.]

1. Gen. : In senses corresponding to those

of the verb.

2. Bot.
t

£c. : Resembling a bag or sack.

Example, 4he inflated petals of some plants.

bag'-geVy\ *. [Baqaty. ]

bag'-gie, s. [Eng. bag"; w, diminutive suffix.]

A small bag.
*' A guid New-year I wish thee. Maggie !

Hae, there's a rip to thy auld baggie."
Burnt ; Auld Farmer to Bit A uld Mare Maggie.

* bag'-gf-er, s. [Fr. baguier.} A casket.

(Scotch)
"A baggier containing xiil ringia . . ."—Inventoriei

(15TS), p. 365. {Jamieton.)

bag -ging, pr. par., a., & «. [Bag, v.]

JL km. As adj. dt particip. adj. : In senses

corresponding to those of the verb. In the

following example with the sense of distended.

[See Bag, v., B. 1.]

" Two kfds that in the valley stray*d

I found by chance, and to my fold convey'd :

They drain two bagging udders every day."
Drgden ; Virgil ; Ed. ii. 50-2.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of making into bags ; the state

of being so made.

2. The act of putting into bags.

3. Cloth, canvas, or other material designed

to be made into bags. (Webster.)

4. A method of reaping grain by the hook,

by a striking instead of a drawing cut.

bagging-time, *. [Apparently from the
practice of the country people working in the

fields to have recourse to their bags at a

certain time for a collation.] Baiting time ;

feeding time.

". . . on hoo'll naw cum agen till bagging-time.''
Tim Bobbin, p. 1L. [8. in Boucher.)

•bag'-ging-ly, *bag'-gyng-l& a<it>. [Eng.

bagging; suff. -ly.) Often held to mean arro-

gantly ; in a swelling manner, boastfully ; but
Tyrwhitt, Stevens, &c, consider it to mean
squintingly, and with the latter view the con-

text is in harmony.
" I saugh Envie in that peyntyng,
Hadde a woudirful lokyng

;

For she ne lolcide but awrie,
Oroverthart, alle baggyngly.'

Romaunt of the Bote, 289—291

bag'-git, pa. par., a., k s. [Bagged.] (Scotch.)

A. & B. As participle & particip. adj. : In

senses corresponding to those of the verb in-

transitive.

B. As substantive (of persons)

:

L A term of contempt for a child.

% An insignificant little person, a " pesti-

lent creature.

"

3. A feeble sheep.

bag-net, s. [Eng. bag; net.] A net in the

form of a bag. It is used for catching fish,

insects, &c

bag'-nl-d (g silent), $. [From Ital - bâ m}

= a bath ; bagnio = cistern, bathing-tub. In

8p. bafto ; Port, banfio; Fr. bains (plur.), from

baigner — to bathe ; Lat. balneum, a contrac-

tion of balineum — a bath ; Or. jSaAai/eiov

(balaneion) = a bath or bathing-room. Liddell

and Scott consider it to have a connection

with 0dAafo« (balanos) = an acorn, but do not
know in what way.]

1. A bath, a bathing establishment, house,

or room.
"I have known two instance! of maliguaut fevers

produced by the hot air of a bagnio."—Arbuthnot on
Air.

2. A brothel.

f 3. In Turkey : A prison for slaves, the

name apparently being given to it on account
of the baths which those places of confine-

ment contain

Bag -no-lists. Bag no len -si ans, or

Bai-6 len -si-ans, s. pi. [From Bagnoles,

in Provence.]

Ch. Hist. : A Christian sect existing in the
twelfth century. They belonged to the branch
of the Cathan, whose great principle was to

admit only a single First Cause. They were
one of the bodies termed Albigenses. [Albi-

qenses.] (Mosheim: Ch. Hist., Cent. xiL, pt
ii., ch. 5.)

ba-gd'-tis, s. [Lat. Bagous and Bagoas ; Gr.

Baytoas (Bagoas) ; from a Persian proper name
believed to signify an eunuch.] A genus of

beetles of the family Cureulionidae, or Weevils.

The species, some of which are British, are

small insects found in marshes.

bag -pipe, s. [Eng. bag; pipe. So called

because the wind is received in a bag.] A
musical instrument which has existed in

various parts of the world from an unkuown
period of antiquity, but is now associated in

the minds of the English chiefly with the

Highlands of Scotland. Though less known
in Ireland, it is still in use there also. It

consists of a large wind-bag made of greased

leather covered with woollen cloth, a valved

mouth-tube, by which the player inflates it

with his breath, three reed drones, and a

reed chanter, with finger-holes on which the

tunes are performed. The drones are for the

bass, and the chanter, which plays the melody,
for the tenor or treble. The compass of the

bagpipe is three octaves.

"And then the bagpipes he could blow."
Wordneorth ; Blind Highland Boy.

% If we may judge from the following
passage of Shakespeare, the nationality of this

instrument was not so limited in his time as

it is now.
"... the drone of a Lincolnshire bagpipe."—

1 Benrg IV., i. *.

tbag'-pipe, v.t. [From
the substantive. ] To
cause, In some way or
other, to resemble a
bag-pipe. (Used only
in the subjoined nauti-

cal phrase.)

To bagpipe the miz-
zen : To lay the mizzen
aback by bringing it

to the mizzen shrouds,
as shown in the accom-
panying engraving.

bag'-pi-per, 5. [Eng.
bag; piper.] One who
plays the bagpipe.
" Some that will evermore peep through their eyea,

And laugh like parrots at a bagpiper."
Shaketp. : Merch. of Venice, 1. 1.

bag-rape, s. [From I eel. bagge — a bundle (?),

and Scotch rape ~ rope.] A rope of straw

or heath, double the size of the cross-ropes

used in fastening the thatch of a roof. This

is affixed to the cross-ropes, then tied to

what is called the pan-rape, and fastened with
wooden pins to the easing or top of the wall

on the other side. (Jamieson.)

Ba-gra -tl-6n ite, e. [Named after its dis-

coverer, P. R, Bagration.] A name given by
Kokscharof to a mineral which occurs in black

crystals at Achmatorsk, in the Ural Moun-
tains. Dana makes it identical with AUanite,

and the British Museum Catalogue of Minerals
ranks it as a variety of Orthite, under which
it places also AUanite. The Bagrationite of

Hermann is the same as Epidote (q. v. ).

ba'-gre (gre = ger), *. (Baqrus.] Any
fish belonging to the genus Bagrus (q.v.).

BAOPIPINO THE
MIZZEN.

bag-reef, s. [Eng. bag ; reef.]

Naut. : A fourth and lower re*ef used in the
British Navy.

bag'-rie, s. [Etymology doubtful.] Trash.

(Scotch.)
*' I sigh when I look on my threadbare coat,

Ana shame la the gear and the bagrie o't."
llerd: toll., ii. It. [Jamieton.)

ba-griis, s. [Latin Bagrus, a proper name.)

A ^enus of fishes of the order Malacoptcrygii
Abdominales, and the family Silurida;. None
of the species occur in Britain.

Bag -Shot, s. & a. A village in Surrey, ten

miles south-west of Windsor, which gives its

name to the following.

Bagshot Sands.
Geol. ; A series of strata now considered

Middle Eocene. Mr. Prestwich, whotirstgave

them this position, considered them coeval

with the Bracklesham beds. He divide* them
into Lower, Middle, and Upper Bagshot Sands.

(Quart. Journ. Geol Soc., 1847, vol hi., pt. i.,

pp. 378 to 899.)

baguette, tba-guet (u silent), s. [In

Fr. baguette = a switch, a rammer, a drum-
stick, a round moulding ; Sp. & Port, baqueta

;

ItaL bacchetta = a rod or mace ; from Lat.

baculum, baculus=- a stick.] [Bacolum.]

Arch. : A round moulding, smaller in size

than an astragal. It is sometimes carved and
enriched, and is then generally known as a
cliaplet. In its plain form it is often called a

bead. [Bead.]

bag -wyn, s. [Etymology doubtful.]

Her. : An imaginary animal, like the heraldic

antelope, but having the tail of a horse and
long horns curved over the ears.

Ba ha-ma, s. k a. [For etyra. see def.]

As adjective : From the Bahama Islands in

the West Indies, between lat 21
q to 27* N.,

and long. 71* to 79° W.

Bahama red-wood. The English name
of a plant, Ulanan us colubrina.

ba-har', bar're, *. [Arab, bahdr ; from 6a-

hara = to charge with a load. (Mahn.).] Two
weights which are current in certain parts of

the East Indies.

The Great Bahar is 524 lbs. 9 oz. avoirdupois.

It is used for weighing pepper, cloves, nut-

megs, &c
The Little Bahar weighs 437 lbs. 9 oz. avoir-

dupois, and is used for weighing quicksilver,

vermilion, ivory, silk, &c,

bahr -geist (h silent), s. [Barguest.]

*ba'-Ie, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A chiding, a
reproof.

" Let bate* amend Cisley or shift ber .uside."

Tatter; Husbandry.

baide, prct. o/Bide. [Bide, Abide.] Waited,

stayed, lived, endured. (Scotch.)

" Oh, gif I kenn'd but where ye baide,

I'd send to you a marled plaid."

Burnt: Quidvrife of Wauchope Bourn.

*baigne, v.t. [Fr. baigner = to bathe, to

wash. ] To soak or drench.
" The women forslow not to baigne them, unless they

{ilead their heels, with a worse perfume than Jugurtn

ound in the dungeon."

—

Carew; Survey of Cornu/alL

bai cr ite, bai'-or-Ine, s. [From Bayem
or Bairen, the German name of Bavaria.] A
mineral, the same as Columbite (q.v.).

balk, s. [Beck.] A beck, curtsey ;
reverence.

(Scotch.)

"... when Mattte and 1 gae through, we are (aln

to make a bait and a bow, . .
."—Scott ; Rob Roy, ch.

xxvi

bai -kal-ite, a. [In Ger. Baikdlit ; from Uke
Baikal, near which it occurs.] A niiu>-ral

of a dark dingy-green colour. Dana makes

it a variety of Sahlite, which again is a variety

of Pyroxene. The British Museum Catalogue

classes it as a variety of Diopside.

bai -ker-in-Ite, s. [Altered from BaikeriU

(q.v.).] A mineral, one of the hydrocarbons.

It is brown in colour, translucent, of a l>al-

samic odour, and a taste like that of wood tar.

At 15' C. it is a thick, tar-like fluid, and at

10" C. & crystalline granular deposit in *

viscid, honey-like mass.

fate, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w«t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

ct. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, ce, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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bai -ker-ite, s. [From Lake Baikal, near
which it is found.] A wax-like mineral, a
hydro-carbon compound. Besides occurring
in nature, it has been distilled artiheially from
mineral coal, peat, petroleum, mineral tar,

Ate. It is identical with Ozokerite, or it is a
variety of it.

ball (1), * baile, * bay le, v.t, & i. [From Fr.

battler = to give, deliver, put into the hands
of, deal, bestow ; Prov. bailar ; from Lat.
bnjuh = (lit.) to bear a burden, to carry any-
thing heavy ; from bajulus = a carrier of a
burden. Blaokstont consiih-i's that the idea
in bail is that of the Fr. bailer — to deliver,

because the defendant is bailed or delivered

to his sureties. Wedgwood shows that the
word bajulits in mediaeval times became = the
bearer of a child, a nurse, and then a tutor, a
guardian. Hence, one bailing another was
assumed by a legal fiction to be his guardian,
who could produce him at will.]

A. Transitive ;

L Ordinary Language :

* 1. To deliver, to set free ; to release, to
rescue.
" Ne none there was to reskue her, tie none to baile."

Spenser: F. Q., IV. \x, 7.

2. To deliver in the legal sense, [II. 1. (a), 2. ]

IL law:
1. Of persons:

(a) To hand an accused person over to sure-

ties on their giving a bond [Bail-bond] that

he will surrender when required to take his

trial. [Bail.]

"When they had bailed the twelve bishops who
were in the Tower, the Uouse of Commons, In great
lndimi'it ion, caused them immediately to be re-com-
mitted to the Tower."—Clarendon.
"... to refuse or delay to bail any person bailable

is an offence against the liberty of the subject in any
magistrate, by common law."—Blackstone : Comment.,
bit. iv., ch. 23.

(6) To give security for the appearance of
an accused person.

"... what satisfaction or indemnity is It to the
public, to seize the effects of them who have bailed a
murderer, if the murderer himself be suffered to escape
with impunity?"—Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv., ch.
22.

2. Of things: To deliveranything; to another
in trust for some purpose, as, for instance, to
give over to some Bethnal Green silk-weaver
material to be woven. The person who re-

ceives the trust is called the bailee (q.v.).

B. Intransitive : To admit a person to bail.

" Lastly, It is agreed that the Court of King's Bench
(or any judge thereof in time of vacation) may bail
for any crime whatsoever."—Blackstone; Comment.,
bk. iv., ch. 22.

bail (2), v.t. [Bail (3), $.] To clear (as a boat)
of water, by dipping it up and throwing it

overboard. (Used also intransitively.)

ball (1), * baile, * bayle, s. [In Fr. bail =
a lease, tenure ; O. Fr. bail, baile = a guar-
dian, an administrator.] [Bail, v., Baillie,
Bailiff.]

A- Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Custody.
" So did Diana and her maydens all.
Use silly Fa-nnoa now within their baile."

Spenser: F. Q., VII. vi. 49.

2. In the same sense as B. 1, 2.

B. Law

:

1. Ofpersons: Those who stand security for
the appearance of an accused person at the
fitting time to take his trial. The word is a

.
collective one, and not used in the plural.
They were so called because formerly the
person summoned was bailU, that is, given
into the custody of those who were security
for his appearance.

"And if required, the bail must Justify themselves
in court,' —Blackitane : Comment., bk. iii, ch. l»,

2. Pecuniary security given by responsible
persons that an individual charged with an
offence against the law will, if temporarily
released, surrender when required to take his
trial.

"... or give bail, that is, put in securities for his
appearance, to answer the charge against him "—
Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv., ch. 22.

To admit to bail : To permit security to be
tendered for one, and, if sufficient, accept it.

''The trial of Kssso for this new charge is postponed,
and he is admitted to bail. "—Levi* ; Early Horn, Hist..
ch. xiL, pt iii., J 87.

IT Several kinds of bail either exist or did so
formerly at common law. An important one,
of which much use was once made, was that
called Common Bail, or Bail below. The old

practic© being to arrest persons who now
would only be summoned, an excuse was re-

quired for again letting those go affajnst

whom the charge was trivial. 8o, with all

gravity, there were accepted as their securities

John Doe and Richard Roe, two mythic par-

sonages whom no one had ever seen in the
flesh, and who were known to be utterly un-
producible if the friend for whose appearance
they became responsible thought fit to decamp.
If the charge was a more serious one, Special

Bail, called also Bail above, was requisite

;

it was that of substantial men, and in this

case no shadowy personages would do. The
Act 2 Will. IV., c. 39, § 2, so altered the form
of process that the necessity for Messrs. Doe
*and Roe's services was at an end; and the
Common Procedure Act, 15 and 16 Vict, c. 76,

passed in 1852, completed the change which
the former Act had begun.

bail-court, s. Formerly, a court auxi-
liary to that of Queen's Bench. It was called

also the Practice Court.

bail (2), s. [Mid. Bng. beyl, prob. from Icel.
beyyla = a ring, a hoop, the guard of a sword.
(N.E.D.).]

1. Plural : Hoops to bear up the tilt of a
boat, (Glossog. Nov.)

2. The handle of a kettle or similar vessel.
According to Forbv, it is used in Staffordshire
specially for the handle of a pail or the bow
of a scythe.

* bail (3), s. [Fr. bailie.) A bucket or similar
vessel for clearing water out of a boat.

* bail (4), *bayl, s. [From Lat. ballium.)
[Bailey.]

1. The same as Bailey (q.v.).

2. A bar or pole to separate horses in a
stable. When the bar is suspended from the
ceiling at one end it is called a swinging- bail.

3. A framework for securing- a cow by the
head while she is being milked." (Australian.)

bail (5), s. [Lat. baculus = a staff.] One of
the top or cross-pieces of the wicket in the
game of cricket.

bail able, a. [Eng. bail (1); -able.]

1. Of persons: Having committed only such
an offence as to allow of one's being admitted
to bail.

" In civil cases we have seen that every defendant
is bailable"—Btackttone ; Comment., bk. Iv., ch. 33.

2, Of offences: Not so serious but that one
committing it may be admitted to bail.

"Which offences are not bailable.'—Btackttone:
Comment., bk. iv., ch. 22.

bail-bond, s. [Eng. bail (1); bond.}

Law: A bond or obligation entered into
before the sheriff by one or more sureties,
who by it engage that an accused person shall
surrender at the proper time to take his trial.
(Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 19.)

* baile, v. & s. [Bail (l). ]

bailed, pa. par. & a. [Bail, v.]

bailee, s. [Eng. bail (I); -«.] One to whom
goods are entrusted for a specific purpose by
another person called the bailer or bailor.

" For as such bailee ts responsible to the bailor, if
the goods are lost or damaged."—Blackstone: Com-
ment., bk. ii„ cb. 30.

bail er, bail'-or, a. [Eng. bail (1) ; -er, -or.]
One who entrusts another person called the
bailee with goods for a specific purpose. (See
example under Bailee.)

bai -ley, s. [In Fr. bailie; Low Lat. ballium
= (1) a work fenced with palisades, or some-
times with masonry, covering the suburbs of
a town to constitute a defence to it ; (2) the
space immediately within the outer wall of a
castle. (James.).] [Bail (4).]

* 1. Formerly : The courts of a castle formed
by the spaces between the outward wall and
the keep.

2. Now : A prison, or any modern structure
situated where such courts previously existed,
as the Old Bailey in London.

bail'-t-ar-y, bail'-li er-ie, *bayl-ler-
ie, s. [Scotch baillie; Eng. surf, -ary.]

In Scotland

:

1. The extent of a bailee's jurisdiction.

t 2. The extent of the jurisdiction of a
sheriff.

Letter of Bailiary: A commission by whirl]
an heritable proprietor appointed a inn
baillie to office in the district over which the
proprietor had feudal sway.

bai lie, s. [Baillie.]

bai'-liff, s. [In Dut. baljuw. From Old Pr.

bailiff ; Fr. bailli — bailiff, inferior jadgs, sene-
schal ; 6a illeur = agent, governor; baffler =
to give, deliver, put into the hands of; Pmv.
bailieu; Port. bailio=a. bailiff; Ital. balivo

;

Low Lat. baiMvits, ballivus, bajulus — a peda-
gogue, a tutor of children ; Class. Lat. bajulus
= a porter. Cognate with 0. Fr. baillir : Prov.
bailir = to govern; Ital. balire — to bring up,
to govern ; baliato, balia — power, authority ;

also with bailo — a kind of magistrate, and
balia = a nurse. (Bail, Baillie.) The es-

sential meaning is a person entrusted by a
superior with power of superintendence.]

A. In the United States

:

1. A sheriff's deputy for serving proces-e*
and making arrests.

2. A court officer who has charge of prisoners
uuder arraignment

B. In Great Britain:

L Gen.: An officer appointed for the ad-
ministration of justice iu a certain bailiwick
or district. The sheriff is the kind's bailiff,

whose business it 13 to preserve the rights of
the king within his "bailiwick" or county.
[Bailiwick.]

"... the hundred is governed by an high constable
or bailiff."—Blackstone : Comment., Introd., i i. Sec
also bk. i., ch. 9.

IL Specially:

J. The governor of a castle belonging to tha
king.

2. A sheriff's officer. Bailiffs are either
bailiffs of hundreds or special bailiffs.

(a) Bailiffs of Hundred* are officers appointed
by the sheriff over the districts so called, to
collect fines, to summon juries, to attend the
judges and justices at the assizes and quarter
sessions, and to execute writs and process.

(6) Special Bailiffs are men appointed for
their adroitness and dexterity in hunting and
seizing persons liable to arrest They assist
the bailiffs of hundreds in important work lor
which the latter have no natural aptitude or
acquired skill. Special bailiffs being com-
pelled to enter into an obligation for the
proper discharge of their duty are sometimes
called bound-bailiffs, a term which the com-
mon people have corrupted into a more homely
appellation. [Bum-bailiff.] (Blackstone : Com-
ment, bk. L, ch. 9.)

IT Formerly bailiffs of liberties, or franchises,
were functionaries appointed by each lord
within his liberty to execute process, and
generally to do such work as the bailiffa
errant were wont to do in larger districts.

bai li wick, *. [From O. Fr. baillie = the
jurisdiction of a bailiff, and A.S. suff. -wic — a
dwelling, station, village, castle, or bay ; as
Alnwick = the dwelling or village on the Aln ;

Greenwich. = the green village ; and Norwich
= the north village or .dwelling. (Bosworth.)
In Ger. bailliff and Fr, bailliage are = a baili-

wick.] The precincts within which a bailiff
possesses jurisdiction. Spec, (in Great Britain),

1. A county.
" As the king's bailiff, it Is his [the sheriff's] business

to preserve the rights of the king within hts bailiwick ;
for so his county is frequently called in the writs ; a
word introduced by the princes of the Norman line,
in imitation of the French, whose territory is divided
into bailiwicks, as that of England into counties."

—

Blackstone: Comment., bk. i., en. 9.

2. A liberty exempted from the jurisdiction
of the sheriff of a county, and over which tha
lord appoints his own bailiff, with the same
power within his precincts as that which
an under-sheriff exercises under the sheriff

of a county. (Blackstone: Comment., bk. ii.,

ch. 3.)

bail li-age (age = Ig), s. [Fr.] The terra

in French corresponding to Bailiwick in

English.

bail -lie (1), bai -lie, *b*i-ly\ s. [From
Fr. bailli.'] [Bailiff.]

* A. (Of the forms baily and baillie): A
bailiff ; a steward.

"Also that the seriaunts be made by the Baitttet
anone the same day of eleocyon,"—Eng. Guilds [Earl^
Eng. Text Soc), p. 89b.

*oil, bo*y; p©*ut, jc%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, 05; expect, £enophon, exist -ing
-dan= shan. -cion, -tion, -sion sj shun ; -fcion, -sion m shun, -tious, -sious, -eious= shits, -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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B. {Of the form baillie or bailie)

:

In Scots Law

:

t 1. An officer or other person named by a

proprietor to give infeftment

2. A municipal functionary, in rank next

above a town-councillor. In most respects

his functions are the same as those of an

alderman in England. He acts as a magistrate.

• bail -lie (2), *bai'-l^e, s. [Old Fr. baillis =
the jurisdiction of a bailiff; from O. & Mod.
Ft. baiUer= to deliver ; ItaL balia, baliato =
power, authority ; Low Lat. bailia = guardian-

ahip-1 [Bail (1), Bailiff, Baillie (1).]

Care, management
;
guvernment of, custody,

guardianship.

"Than drede had in her baillie

The keeping of the conatablerie
Toward the North."

Rom. of the Rote. 4.217. (Boucher.)

baiT-li-er-ie, s. [Bailiary.] {Scotch.)

bail ment, s. [Eng. bail (1); -ment, on ana-

logy with O. Fr. baillement, from O. Fr. & Fr.

bailler = to deliver, to hand over.]

1. Of the delivery of things : The act of de-

livering goods in trust, or the state of being

so delivered, upon a contract expressed or

Implied that the trust shall be faithfully exe-

cuted on the part of the bailee. Thus one

may give cloth in bailment to a tailor to

make into a coat, or a parcel to a carrier to

be delivered to a third party to whom it

is addressed.
•* Bailment, from the French battler, to deliver, la a

delivery of goods in trust upon a contract expressed
or implied that the trust shall be faithfully executed
on the part of the bailee."—Blackstone: Comment.,
bk. ii., ch. sa

2. Of the delivery of persons: The act of

delivering an accused person to those who are

responsible for his appearance ; the state of

being so delivered.

"... a delivery or —
tie* upon their giving (together with himself) sufficient

security for his appearance."—Blackttone: Comment.,
bk. iv., ch, 22.

bail -or, s. [Bailer.]

bail -piece, s. [Eng. bail; piece.)

Law: The slip of parchment on which are

recorded the obligations under which those
bailing an accused person come before he is

surrendered to their custody. {Blackstone:

Comment., bk. iii., ch. 19.)

•bal'-lt, s. [Baillie.]

* bain, bayn, bayne, a. A adv. [Icel. beinn,

straight, direct ; also, ready to serve, hos-

pitable. {N.E.D.).~\

A. As adjective

:

L Ready; prompt
"That were bayn

To serve Sir Tristrem switbe."
Sir Tristrem, L 88.

2. Obsequious, complying ; submissive.

"To Goddez wylle I am ful bayne.''

Qawayn and the Green Knyght, 8,879.

^ Hence, sometimes used almost substan-

tively.
" The buxumnes of his bane."

Townelty Mysteries, 82.

3. Flexible, limber, pliant.
" Their bodies baine and lyth."

Gdding : Qvids .Vetam.. I1L 77.

4. Near, short, direct, (Said of a road.)

B. As adverb : With readiness ; readily.

* bain, * baine, * bayne, * baigne (g

silent), v.t. & i. [Fr. baigner = to bathe,

swim, soak in ; Sp. banar ; Port banhar

;

Ital. bagnare — to wet, to wash ; bagnarsi =:

to bathe, to wash one's self ; Low Lat. balneo

;

from Lat balneum = a bath.]

A* Trans. ; To wash, to bathe ; to wet.
" And when salt teares do bayne my breast"

Burry, {8. in Boucher.

)

B. Intrans. : To bathe one's self.

" In virgin's blood doth baine."
Phaer : firgil, p. 360. (Boucher.)

* bain (1), * baine, * bayne, * baigne (g

silent), *. [Fr. bain = bath, bathing, bathing-

tub, bathing-machine, bathing-place; Sp. bono;
ItaL bagno — a bath ; bagnio = a cistern, a
bathing-tub.] [Bain, v.t.] A bath.

"... and never would leave it off hot when he
went into the stew or bain. '—Borland : PSny, ii, 7a

'*.
. . a bayne of things aperitive or opening, . ,

."—

Vlgoe: Anatomie. [Boucher.)

* bain (2), «. [Ban.]

* balnea, *. [Banns.]

bain-l^f adv. [Old Eng. bain; and suff. -ly.]

Keadily.
" And he as bainly obeyed to the buerne his erne.

"

Destruct. of Troye, I. 4, M.S. (& in Boucher.)

bai-ram, s. [Turk, bairam, beiram; Pers.

bayr&m.] A great Mohammedan festival,

following immediately on the Ramadan or

Khamazan, the month of fasting, and believed

to have been instituted in imitation of the
Christian Easter. It is called also Id-aUFitr
= the Festival of the interruption, as " inter-

rupting," or, more accurately, terminating, a
four-weeks' fast The rejoicings should extend
one day, but are generally run through a

second one. Seventy days later is held a

lesser Bairam, called Id -al -Azha and Kurbdn
Bairdm = the Festival of the Sacrifices. It is

in commemoration of Abraham's willingness

to offer his son Isaac in sacrifice, and lasts

four days.
" Millions of lamps proclaim'd the'feast

Of Bairam through the boundless East."
Byron : The Giaour.

* balr -man, s. [O. Eng. bair = bare ; and
man.]

Old Law: A poor insolvent debtor, left

" bare " of property, and who had to swear in

court that he was not worth more than 5s. 5d.

bairn {Scotch and 0. Eng.), 'barn, barne,
(0. Eng.), s. [A. S. beam. In Sw., Icel., Dan.,

O.S., & Goth. 6am = a child. From A.S.

beran = to bear.] [Bear, Born.] A child,

whether male or female.

A. Of the forms barn and barne

:

" And bringeth forth barnes ayens for-boden lawes."

Piers Ptoteman, p. 178. (S. in Boucher.)

B. Of the form bairn {Old English & Scotch.)

"Which they dig out fro" the dells.

For their bairns' bread, wives' and sells".

Ben Jonson, Underwoods, vii. 51. (S. in Boucher.)

" . . . the bonny bairn, grace be wi' It"—Scett

:

Guy Mannering, ch. iii.

bairns' part, s.

Scots Law : A third part of a deceased per-

son's movable effects, due to the children when
their mother survives. 8hould she be dead,

they receive one-half in place of one-third.

* balrn-team {EngX bairn-time
{Scotch), s. A progeny ; a family of •children ;

a brood.
" Thae bonnie bairnttme Heav'n has lent,

fltill higher may they heeze ye."
Burns: A Dream.

bairns-woman, s. A child's maid ; a

dry nurse. {Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

bairn-less, a. [Scotch & O. Eng. bairn (q.v. )

;

•less.] Childless.

ba irn II ness, s. [O. Eng. & Scotch bairn;
suff. -li=ly; and -ness.] Childishness. {Scotch.)

"The bairnlineu of supping peas with a spoon."—
Blackwood's Magazine, xliii. 270. \X. B. D.)

bairn ly, a. [O. Eng. & Scotch bairn; -ly;

In Sw. barnslig.) Childish ; having the man-
ners of a child. {Scotch.)

" Thinking the play of fortune bairnety sport,"

Muses Thren., p. 116. (Jamieson.)

ba is dlie, adv. [Scotch baztd ; suff. -lie »
Eng. -lie. Like one bazed.J [Bazed.] In a
state of stupefaction or confusion. {Scotch.)

{Jamieson.)
" Amaisdlle aud the baisdlie,
Richt bissilie they ran."

Buret : Pilg. ( Watson:a CoUec.), it. 20.

" baise-main, s. [In Fr. baisemain = kiss-

ing of hands at a feudal ceremony, indicating

affectionate loyalty : baiser = to kiss, and
mains = hands.]

1. The act of kissing the hands to, the act

of complimenting of an inferior to a superior.

2. {PI.) Compliments, respects.
" Do my baisematns to the gentleman."—Farquhar

:

Beaux' Stratagem.

*baiske, a. [Icel. beisk ='bitter.] 8our.
" Poi the froite of itt is soure.
And baitke and bittern of odoure."

MB. Cott. Faust., bk. vi„ t 123 6. (3. In Boucher.)

baiss, v.t. [Baste.] {Scotch.)

bait (1) -baite, bayte,

£

baight,
*beygnt {gh silent), v.t. & i. [A.S. batan

't)= to lay a bait for a fish ; beta — to pasture,

to feed, to graze, to unharness, to tan ; Dan.

bede{i.) = to bait, to rest, to refresh; Ger.

baizen = to bait From A.S. hitan = to bite.

(Bite.) Wedgwood believes all the significa-

tions here given to be modifications of the

idea of biting.]

A. Transitive:

L Of a "bite" of food or other attraction,

given with insidious design :

1. Lit. : To place upon a hook some food
attractive to the fishes or other animals which
it is designed to catch. Or similarly to place

fo<*d upon or in a trap, or otherwise expose it,

with the view of luring certain animals into

the loss of their lives or liberty.

" Many sorts of fishes feed upon insects, as is well
known to anglers, who bait their hooks with them."—
Ray.

2. Fig. : To put in one's way some object
of attraction with the object of gaining the
mastery over him.

" O cunning enemy, that to catch a saint
With saints doth bair thy hook ! Most dangerous
Is that temptation tb&t doth goad us on
To sin in loving virtue."

Shakesp. : Meas. for Mens., U. S.

II. Of a "bite" of food given with no in*

sidioics design : To give prove ider for the
purpose of refreshment to hordes or other

animals at some halting-place on a journey.
" In the middle of the day we baited our horse* at

a little inn called the weatherboard." — Darwin:
Voyage round the World, ch. xix.

III. Of the incitement of dogs to bite an
animal

:

1. Lit. : To set dogs upon an animal to
worry it, perliaps to death.

" Who seeming surely chaffed at his band.
As chained bear whom cruel dogs do bait.

With idle force did fain them to withstand.'
Spenser. F.Q.

2. Fig.: Greatly to harass or persecute.

"... hunted to the last asylum, and baited into a
mood in which men may be destroyed, bat will not
easily be subjugated."'—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii

B. Intrans. : To stop at an inn or any other

place for the purpose of taking refreshment or

obtaining provender for man and beast
" In all our journey from London to hiB bouse, we)

did not so much as bait at a Whig inn.' —Addison:
Spectator.

bait (2), v.i. [Fr. battrc; Old Fr. batre = to

beat; Sp. batir ; Port bater; Ital. battere;

Lat &attuo = to beat] [Beat, v.] To flap

the wings ; to flutter. (Used of hawks or

other birds of prey.) [Baiting, a.]

"Another way I have to man my haggard.
To make her come, and know her kt-f iter's call;

That is, to watch her as we watch these kites

That bait and beat and will not be obedient.

"

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv, 1.

bait, * baite, * bayte, * baight, * beyght
{gh silent), s. [In Sw. bete = pasture grazing,

bait, lure ; IceL beita = food ; belt = pasture.]

I. Of food or anything else attractive given

with insidious design :

1. Literally : Whatever is used as an allure-

ment to make fish or other animals take a
hook, or come within the operation of a net,

snare, or trap of any kind.
" The pleasant'Bt angling is to see the fish

Cut with her golden oars the silver stream.
And greedily devour the treacherous bait.

Shakesp. : Much Ado about A'athing, lit. L

(a) Gen. : Anything constituting the natural

food of fishes ; a worm, for instance, put on a
hook. It is opposed to an artificial " fly."

(6) Spec : A contraction for Whitebait
(q.v.).

2. Fig. : An allurement of any kind, de-

signed to ensnare one, or at least to bring his

will under the control of the person laying

the "bait"
'* Fruit like that

Which grew In Paradise, the bait of Eve
Used by the tempter." Milton: P. L., bk. x.

"They at once applied goads to its anger, and held

out baits to its cupidity."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.

XXV.

H, Of food given or taken with no insidious

design : Food or drink taken on a journey for

purpose of refreshment.

ba it ed, pa. par. & a. [Bait, v.]

". . . and lead him on with a fine bai'ed delay, till

he hath pawn'd his horses to mine host of the Garter.

—Shakesp. : Merry Wives of Windsor, ii. 1.

baith, a. & pro. [Both.] (Scotch.)

ba it-Ihg, pr.par., a., & *. [Bait (1).]

A. A B. .-is present participle & parttctpial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.
** But our desire's tyrannical extortion

Doth force its there to set our chief delight fumes*,
- wrtion.

Sidney.
Where but a bailing place is all c

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of placing bait upon a hook or

on or in a trap.

fate, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, lull ; try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

Syrian, ce, ce - e. ey= a. qu = kw.
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2. The act o* harassing some large or power-
ful animal by means of dogs ; the state of

being so harassed.

bait-tie (tle = tel), s. [Battel, a.] Rich
pasture. (Scotch.)

baize, * bayes, *. [In Sw. boj; Dan. bay;
Dut. baai ; O. Fr. bai ; Fr. bayette, ba'iette ; Sp.
buyeta ; Port, laeta ; Ital. baietta, from Lat.
badius = chestnut-coloured.] A coarse wool-
len stuff, something like flannel, formerly used
in England for garments, now employed
chiefly for curtains, covers, &c. Crabb-says,
"The name and the thing were introduced
Into England by the Flemish refugees." (Scott:
Rokeby, vi. 10.)

* baj-u-late, v.t [From Lat. bajulus = a
carrier, a porter.] To carry anything, and
specially grain, from one place to another
with the view of selling it at a profit. [Bad-
ger, Badgering.] (Fuller: Worthies; Sussex.)

baj u-ree, baj'-ree, baj'-ra, or baj '-

U-ry; *. [In Mahratta bajuree.] The name
given in many parts of India to a kind of
grain (Holcus spicatus), which is extensively
cultivated.

* bak-brede, s. [A. 8. bacan = to bake, and
bred = a board.] A kneading trough, or a board
used for the same purpose in baking bread.
(Cathol. Anglicum.)

bake, * hakite, * backe (pret baked,
* bokc ; pa. par. baked, t ba -ken,
* bakt), v.t. & i. [A.S. bacan = to bake.
In Sw. k I eel. baka ; Dan, bage ; Dut. bakken

;

Ger. backen ; O. H. Ger. pachan ; Russ. peshtshi
m to bake ; peku — I bake ; Pol. pxec = to
bake ; Sansc. patsh = to bake.]

A* Transitive:

1. To dry and harden in an oven, under
which a fire has been lit, or by means of any
similar appliance for imparting a regulated
amount of heat. (Used of bread, potatoes, or
other articles of food.)

"And the people went about, and gathered It [the
manual and grouud it iu mills, or beat it in a mortar,
and baked it in pans, . .

."

—

A'umb. xi. 8.

2. To harden by means of fire in a kiln, in a
pit, &c, or by the action of the sun. (Used
of bricks, earth, the ground, geological strata,
or anything similar.)

" A hollow acoop'd, I Judge, In ancient time.
For baking earth, or burnin? rock to lime.™

Cowper: The Weediest Alarm
"The lower beds in this great pile of strata have

been dislocated, baked, crystallised, and almost
blended together."

—

Darwin : Voyage round the World,
eh. xv.

3. To harden by means of cold.

"The earth . . . is baked with frost."—Shaketp. :

Tempeit, 1. 2.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To perform the operation of baking on
sny one occasion or habitually.

" I keep his house, and I wash, wring, brew bake.
cour, dress meat, and make the beds, and do all my-
Wtlt.'-Shakeap. : Merry Wives, \. 4.

2. To become dry and hard through the
action of heat, or from some similar cause.

" Fillet of a fenny snake,
, In the cauldron toil and bake."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 1.

bake, a. [Contracted from baked (q.v.).]

Baked. (An adjective existing only in com-
position.) [Bakehouse, Bake-meats.]

baked, pa. par. &, a. [Bake, v.)

"... hills of baked and altered clay•slate."—Darwin :

Voyage round the World, cb. x.

baked meats. The same as Bake-
meats (q.v.).

"There be some houses wherein sweetmeats will
relent, atul baked meatt will mould, more than others.

"

—Bacon.

bakehouse, * bakhowse, $. [ Bog. bake

;

house. A.S. baxhus ; Dan. bagerhuus.] A
house in which baking operations are carried
on.

" I have marked a willingness in the Italian artizans
to distribute the kitchen, pantry, and bake-house
under ground."— Wotton.

bake-meats, $. pi. [Eng. bake, and meats.)
Meats baked.

"And In the uppermost basket there was of all
manner of bake-meaU for Pharaoh . . ."—<3en. xl. IT.

* ba' ken, pa. par. & a. [Bake, v.] (Obsoles-
cent.)

"... a cake baken on the coals. . . ."—1 Kings xix. «.

baker, s. [Eng. bak(e); -er. A.S. bozcere;

I eel. bakari; Sw. bagare ; Dan. bager ; Dut.
bakker ; Ger. backer, becker.'] One whose occu-
pation is to bake bread, biscuits, &c.

"There was not a baker's shop in the city round
which twenty or thirty soldiers were not constantly
prowling."

—

Macaulay : Bite. Eng., cb. xii.

* baker-foot, s. A foot like that of a
baker, by which was meant a badly-shaped
or distorted foot. (Bp. Taylor.)

* baker-legged, a. Having legs like
those of a baker, by which was meant legs
bending forward at the knees. (Webster.)

* baker's dozen [Dr. Brewer (Did.
of Phrase and Fable) says, " When a heavy
penalty was inflicted for short weight, bakers
used to give a surplus number of loaves,
called the inbread, to avoid all risk of incur-
ring the fine."] Thirteen.

baker's-itch, s. A disease, a species of
tetter (Psoriasis pistoria = baker's psoriasis).
[Psoriasis.] It is found on the backs of the
hands of bakers and cooks, and arises partly
from exposure to the heat of the fire, and
partly from the irritation produced by the
continued contact of flour upon the skin.

baker's salt, *. The carbonate of am-
monia used as a substitute for yeast.

ba ker ess, s. [Eng. baker; -ess.] A female
baker.

ba ker-y, * ba k-ker-y, *. [Eng. baker

;

-y. A.S. bcecern. In Sw. bageri; Dut. bak-
kerij ; Ger. bdekerei.]

1. The trade or calling of a baker.

2. A bakehouse, a place where bread is

made.

t bake-ster, s. [Eng. bake, and suffix -ster.

A.S. boscestre= (1) a woman who bakes, (2) a
baker.]

1. Originally (fern, only): A female baker.
(Old English.)

2. Subsequently (masc. A fern.) : A baker of
either sex. (Obsolete in England, but still

existing in parts of Scotland.)

If The name Baxter is simply bakester dif-

ferently Bpelled.

bak'-gard, s. [Scotch bak = Eng. back ; and
8cotch gard m Eng. guard. ] A rear-guard.
(Scotch.)

"The Erie Malcom he bad byd with the staill.
To folow thaiui, a bakgardlur to be."

Wallace, ix. 1,742, MS. (Jamieson.)

ba'-kle, s. [Eng. bake; -it.] The name given
to a kind of peat (Scotch.)

" When brought to a proper consistence, a woman,
on each side of the line, kneads or bakes this paste
into masses of the shape and size of peats, and spreads
them in rows on the grass. From the manner of
the operation, these peats are called Bakiee."— Dr.
Walker: Prize Essayi, llighl. Hoc. i it. 124. {Jamie-
son.)

ba -king, pr, par., a., k s. [Bake, v.]

A. & B. As present participle £ participial
adjective- : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

B. As substantive

:

1, The act or process of applying heat to
unfired bread, bricks, &c.

2. The quantity of bread produced at one
operation. [Batch.]

baking dish, s. A dish for baking.

baking pan, s. A pan for baking.

baking-powder, s. A powder used in
baking as a substitute for yeast. It consists
of tartaric acid, bicarbonate of soda, and rice
or potato flour. These ingredients must be
powdered and dried separately, and then
thoroughly mixed together. The flour is

added to keep the powder dry, and prevent it

absorbing moisture from the atmosphere. As
the combination of tartaric acid with bicar-
bonate of soda produces tartrate of soda,
which is an aperient, it would be better if

manufacturers of baking powders would sub-
stitute sesquicarbonate of ammonia for the
bicarbonate of soda. Baking powders are
generally free from adulteration, although
alum has sometimes been found, but in very
minute quantity.

bakk, s. [In Ger. backe.] A check.

" Than brayde he brayu wod and alle his bakke* rente,
His ijeavu and his bright fax for Uile he to twight."

William and the Werwolf, p. 70. [& in Boucher.)

' bak-pan -er, *, [O. Eng. bak = the back,
and paner — pannier.] A pannier carried on
the back.

"First xii. c paueyres ; cc. fyre panues. and xx».
other fyre pannes. . . . Item v.c. bukpanert al gar*
nished, cc. lanterues."—Caxton: Vegeciut, big. i., v. bi

[S, in Boucher.)

bak sheesh, bak shish, buk'-shelsh,
back shish, back -sheesh (the vowel
of the first syllable has a sound intermediate
between a and w, nearer the latter than the
former), s. [Arab. & Pers. bakhshish = a
present ; from bakhshidan = to give.] A gra-
tuity.

"... every fresh nomination Is productive of fresh
baktheeth to the unworthy minions of the harem."

—

Timet, 20th April, 1876.

% In Egypt and other parts of the Turkish
empire (not, as is sometimes said, in India),

the traveller has scarcely set foot on shore
before clamours for " baksheesh " on the most
frivolous pretexts, or in simple beggary, with-
out pretext at all, assail his ears from every
quarter. " Baksheesh " is the first Arabic
word with which he becomes acquainted, and
he acquires it unwillingly. It will be for his
interest, as soon as possible, in self-defence,

to learn three words more—" Id shy hH,"
meaning, " there is none."

* bak stale, adv. [O. Eng. bak = back, and
perhaps A.S. stellan = to spring, leap, or
dance.] Backwards.

" Bakward or bakttale; a retro . . ,"~~Prompt. Par*.

*bal, s. [A.S. b<el-(\) a funeral pile, (2) a
burning; I eel. baal — & strong fire.] [Baal,
Beltane.] A flame.

" Drif thai tn down iu to the hell.

And duut the develes theder in.

In thair bal al for to brm."
Cursor Mundi, MS. Edin., I. 7 6. {S. in Boucher.)

ba -la, s. [Celt, bal m place (?). In Goth, also

bal is = domicile, a residence, a seat, a villa

;

from bo = to go.]

Geog. : A small market town in the north
of Wales, in the county of Merioneth.

Bala limestone, s.

Geol. : The appellation given by Professor
Sedgwick to a calcareous deposit occurring in
the vicinity of Bala. Its age is nearly that
of Murchison's Llandeilo Rocks in the older
part of the Lower Silurians. [Llandeilo
Rocks.]

* bal -ad, bal-ade, $. [Ballad.]

ba-laV-na, s. [Lat. balcena ; Ital. balena;

Port. baXia, bohsia; Sj\ ballena; Fr. bakine;
Gr. <pa\\aiva (phallaina), <t,d\awa (phalaina),
yaAXn (phalle), ©aA»j (phale); O. H. Ger. wal

;

Mod. Ger. •wallfisch ; Dut. walvisch ; Dan.
hvalfisk; Sw. hval ; Icel. hvalr; A.S. hwasl

;

Eng. whale (q.v.).]

THE GREENLAND WHALE.

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Balae-

nidse(q.v.). There is no fin on the back. B.

mysticetus is the common Greenland or Right
Whale ; B. australis is the corresponding

species in the Southern Hemisphere. [Whale.]

ba- lse'-nl- -dse, «. pi. [From Lat. balcsn(a)

;

and suff. -idee.]

Zool. : The true whales, the most typical

family of the order Cetacea and the sub-order

Cete. They are known by the absence of

teeth and the presence in their stead of a
horny substance called whalebone, or baleen.

The family contains two genera, Balasua and
Balsenoptera (q.v.).

bal-8B-ndp'-ter-a,5. [Lat. bakena = a whale,

and Gr. mtpov (pteron) = a feather, a wing,

or anything like one—a fin, for example.]

boil, boy: pout, jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-clan, -tian m shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious. -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del
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Fin-backed Whales. A genua of Balaenidse,

characterised by the possession of a soft

dorsal fin, and by the shortness of the plates

of baleen. Balosnoptera Boops, the Northern
Rorqual, or Fin-fish, called by sailors the

Finner, is not rare in the British seas. It is

the largest of known animals, sometimes
reaching 100 feet in length. A somewhat
smaller species, B. musculus, inhabits the

Mediterranean.

* bal'-ade, s. [Ballad.]

bal'-ance, * bal'-launce, s. [in Dut. ba-

lans; Ger. (in Meeh.) t balance; Fr. balance;

Prov. balans, balanza ; Sp. balanza ; Ital.

bitancia ; Lat. bilanx = having two scales :

M (in compos, only) = two, and lanx=(l) a

plate, platter, dish, aud specially (2) the scale

of a balance. Compare also Low Lat. bal-

lancia, valentia m price or value. (See Du-
cangre.).]

A. Ordinary Language

:

J. An instrument for weighing.

1. Lit. : That which has two scales; viz.,

the instrument, described under B., I. 1, for

weighing bodies. It is railed " a balance," " a

pair of balances," or, more rarely, "balances."

"A Just weight and balance Ate the Lord's: all the
weights of the "ag are his work."—Pros. xvi. 11.

". . . had a pair of balances in hUnand."— Rev. vi.5.

"Just balances, just weights, a just ephah, and a
Just hui, shall ye have . . ."—Let. xix. 34

2. Figuratively

:

(a) What may be called mental scales ; those

powers or faculties which enable one to esti-

mate the relative weight, advantage, or im-

portance of two things, neither of which can

be cast into material scales.

" If a person suffer much from sea-sickness, let him
weigh it heavily in the balance."—Darwin; Voyage
round the World, ch. xxL

(6) The emblem of justice, often figured as a

bandaged person holding in equilibrio a pair
1 of scales.

To rway the balance: To administer justice.

" Discernment, eloquence, and grace.
Proclaim him born to away

The balance In the highest place,

And bear the palm away.
Cowper i Promotion of Thurlow.

IX The state of being in equipoise.

1. Lit. : The equipoise between an article

and the weight in the opposite scale ; or any
similar equipoise without actual scales being

used.
" And hung a bottle on each side,

To make his balance true."
Cowper : John OUpin.

"I found it very difficult to keep my balance."—
Darwin : Voyage round the World, oh. xvtl

2. Figuratively

;

(a) The act of mentally comparing two
things which cannot be weighed in a material

balance.
" Upon a fair balance of the advantages on either

aide. It will appear that the rules of the gospel are
more powerful means of conviction than such
message."

—

Atterbury.

(6) Mental or moral equipoise or equili-

brium ; good sense, steadiness, discretion

.

". . . the English workmen completely lose their
balance." — J. 8. Mill; Polit. Econ., voL t, bk. i.,

ch. vii. (Note).

IIL That which is needful to be added to

one side or other to constitute an equilibrium ;

also the preponderance one way or other before

such adjustment is made.

1. Lit. : Used in connection with the weigh-
ing of articles or the making up of accounts.

[B.]

2. Fig. ; Used in the estimating of things
immaterial which cannot be literally weighed
or calculated.

"... the balance of hardship turns the other
way."—J. S. Mill: Polit. Scon., vol. L, bk. IL, ch. it.

92-

B. Technically:

J, Mechanics, <tc:

1. Common balance : An Instrument for de-

termining the relative weights or masses of

bodies. It consists of a beam with its fulcrum
in the middle, and its arms precisely equal.

From the extremities of the arms are sus-

pended two scales, the one to receive the

object to be weighed, and the other the coun-

terpoise. The fulcrum consists of a steel

prism, called the knife-edge, which passes

through the beam, and rests, with its sharp
edge or axis of suspension, upon two supports

of agate or polished steel. A needle or

pointer is fixed to the beam, and oscillates

with it in front of a graduated arc. It points

to zero when the balance is at rest. When

the beam is horizontal, the centre of gravity

of the instrument should be in the same
vertical line with the edge of the fulcrum, but
a little beneath the latter. A good balance
possesses botli sensibility and stability. A
balance is said to be sensible which so easily

revolves upon its fulcrum that, when in equi-

poise, the addition of the minutest particle of

matter to one scale makes it sensibly move.
It is stable when, owing to the low position of
the centre of gravity, it does not long oscillate

on being disturbed. This first type of balance
may be modified in various ways.

(a) A false balance of this type is one in

which the arms are unequal iu length, the
longer oue being on the side of the Bcale into

which the 'article to be weighed is to be put.

As the balance is really a lever [Lever], it is

evident that a smaller weight than that in the
scale will put the beam into equilibrium. The
fraud may at once be detected by putting the
article to be weighed into the scale containing
the weight, and vice versd.

(6) Hydrostatic balance : A balance Assigned
for the weighing of bodies in water, with the
view of ascertaining their specific gravity.

2. A "Roman" balance, the same as the
steelyard. [Steelyard.] Of this type the

Chinese, the Danish or Swedish, and the bent
lever balances are modifications.

IL Mechanics and Natural Philosophy :

Balance of Torsion : An instrument invented

by Coulomb for compering the intensities of

very small forces. It consists of a metallic

wire suspended vertically from a fixed point,

to the lower end of which a horizontal needle

is attached with a small weight designed to

keep the wire stretched. The magnitude of a
small force acting on the end of the needle is

measured by the amount of "torsion," or

twisting of the wire—in other words, by the

arc which the needle passes over measured
from the point of repose.

III. Mechanics and Horology

:

X* Balance of a Watch : The circular hoop
or ring which take3 the place of the bob of a
pendulum in a dock. The action of the hair-

spring causes it to vibrate.

"It Is but supposing that all watches, whilst the
balance beats, think ; and it is sufficiently proved,
that my watch thought all last night."—lock*.

2. Compensating Balance of a Chronometer

:

A balance or wheel furnished with a spiral

spring, with metals of different expansibility

so adjustel that, in alterations of tempera-
ture, they work against each other and render
the movements of the chronometer uniform.

IV. Astron. : A constellation, one of the
signs of the zodiac, generally designated by
its Latin name, Libra. [Libra,]

V. Book & Account Keeping: The excess on
the debtor or creditor side of an account,

which requires to be met by an identical sum
entered under some heading on the other side

if an equilibrium is to be established between
the two.

VL Comm. dt Polit. Econ. Balance of Trade :

Properly an equilibrium between the value of

the exports from and the imports into any
country, but more commonly the amount re-

quired on one side or other to constitute such
an equilibrium.

" Nothing, however, can be more absurd than this

whole doctrine of the balance of trade. . . When two
places trade with one another, this doctrine supposes
that if the balance be even, neither of them either

loses or gains ; but If It leans in any degree to one
side, that one of them loses and the other gains, in

proportion to its declension from the exact equili-

brium."—Adam Smith : Wealth of Nation*, bk. iv.,

ch. iii., pt. ii.

VIX Politics. Balance of Power: Such a
condition of things that the power of any one
state, however great, is balanced by that of

the rest. To maintain such an equilibrium

all the nations jealously watch each other, and
if any powerful and ambitious one seek to

aggrandize itself at the expense of a weaker
neighbor, all the other states, parties to the

system, hold themselves bound to resist its

aggressions. The ancient Greek states thus
combined first against Athenian and then
against Spartan domination. Several of the
modern European states did so yet more sys-

tematically, first against Spain, then against

France, and more recently against Russia.

Many of these wars have tended to the vindi-

cation of international law and the preserva-

tion and increase of human liberty ; but
others have been detrimental to humanity,
and the "balance of power" does not now
override every consideration to the extent

that it did formerly. Those who advocate
it have no other ambition than to maintain,

the "status quo," however arbitrary or ob-
solete. They are logically bound to condemn
the resurrection of Italy, the unification of
Germany, the destruction of the Pope's tem-
poral power, and the curtailment of Turkey

—

events which have reconstructed a great por-
tion of Continental Europe on a basis more
natural than that previously existing, and
therefore more likely to maintain itself spon-
taneously, in place of requiring, at intervals,

a great expenditure of blood and treasure to
prevent it from being overturned.

balance-beams, s. pi Beams consti-

tuting part of the machinery for lowering a
drawbridge, and which, moving upwards,
cause it to descend.

" Full harshly up its groove of stone,
The balance-beam* obeyed the blast.

And down the trembling drawbridge cast"
Scott : The Bridal of Triermain, L 15.

balance-electrometer, s. An instru-

ment invented by Cuthbertson for regulating
the amount of the charge of electricity de-
signed to be sent through any substance.
Essentially, it consists of a beam with both
its arms terminating in balls. One of these is

in contact with a ball beneath it, supported
by a bent metallic tube, proceeding from the
same stand as that on which the beam rests.

When electricity is sent through the instru-

ment, the two balls repel each other, and the
beam is knocked up. Its other extremity
consequently descends, the ball there coming
in contact with another one at the top of an
insulated column, aud a discharge will there

take place. The weight, overcome by the
repulsive force, will measure the intensity of

the latter. It has been superseded by instru-

ments on other principles.

balance -fish, 5. A name sometimes
given to a shark of the genus Zygama.

balance-knife, s. A table-knife with a
handle which balances the blade.

balance-reef, 5.

Naut. The closest reef of a fore-and-aft sail,

making it nearly triangular.

balance-sheet, t. A statement of debits

and credits in tabular form.

balance-step, b. [Goose-stip.J

bal'-ance, t bal'-lance, * bal -launce,

v.t. & i. [From the substantive. In Sw.
balansera; Dan. bakincere ; Fr. balancer ; Prov.

balansar, balanzar ; Sp. & Port, balancear;

Ital. bilanciare.] [Balance, a.]

A. Transitive :

I. Ordinary lM.ngua.ge

:

1. Lit. : To adjust the scales of a balance so

that they may be equally poised ; to render

them what is called in Anglicised Latin in

equilibrium, or in classical latin in equi-

libria.

2. Figuratively:

(a) So to adjust powers or forces of any
kind as to make them constitute an equili-

brium ; to cause to be in equipoise ; to render

equal. (Used whether this is done by man or

by nature.)
" Now by some Jutting stone, that seems to dwell
Half ia mid -air, as balanced by a spell."

Uemant : The Aoencerrage, c 1
" The forces were so evenly balanced that a very

slight accident might hare turned the scale. '—Macaw
lay : Bin. Eng., ch xix.

" In the country, parties were more nearly balanced
than in the capital.— Ibid,, ch. xxr.

(6) To make the two sides of an account

agree with each other, or to do anything ana-

logous. [II. 1.]

"... his gain Is balanced by their losa"—J. 8. Mill:

Polit. Econ., bk. i., ch. iil., i i.

" Judging ie balancing an account, and determluinf

on which side the odds lie."—Locke.

t'
Prior.

(c) Mentally to compare two forces, magni-

tudes, Ac, with the view of estimating their

relative potency or importance.
" A fair result can be obtained only by fully ft*Mnf

and balancing the facts and argument* on both sides

of each question."—Darwin : itrigin of Specitt (ea.

1869), Introd., p. 2.

(d) To adjust one thing to another exactly.

*' Wnile chief baron Ear sat to balance the laws.

So famed for his talent in nicely discerning.

Cowper : Report of an Adjudged Cam.

-«&te, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;

go, pJMv

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son : mute, cub, cure, unite. «ur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e ; » = e. qu = kw.
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n. Technically:

1. Account and Book Keeping: To ascertain

and note down or pay the sum which is neces-

sary to make the debtor and creditor side of
an account equal.

2. Dancing : Reciprocally to move forward
to and backward from.

B. Intransitive :

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To be in equilUjrio; to be exactly
poised. (Used of scales.)

2. Figuratively

:

(a) To be equal on the one side and the
other, as " the account balances."

t (6) To hesitate between conflicting evidence
or motives.

"Were the satisfaction of luat, and the ioys of
heaven, offered to any one's present jiossesaion, he
would not balance, or err in the determination of hit
choice. '—Locke.

"Since there ta nothing that can offend, I see not
why you should balance* moment about printing it."—A Uerbury to Pope.

XL Dancing : To move forward to, or back-
ward from, a partner.

b&T-anced, pa. par. & a. [Balance, v.]

" For England alto the same sobering process of
balanced loss and gain will have the same salutary
•flfect"—Times. Nov. 1ft, 1877.

bal'-ance-ment, s. [Eng. balance; -ment.

In Fr. balancement.] The act of balancing;
the state of being balanced.

balancer, *. [Eng. balance); -*n]

1. Ord. Lang. : He who or that which
balances or poises a pair of scales, or who, by
this or auy other method, produces equili-

brium in anything.

2. Entom. (The balancers of a dipterous
insect) : Those drumstick-like processes well
seen in the fly and other familiar species of

the order.

bal an cirig, pr. par., a., &$. [Balance, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. Jt partidp. adj. ; In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C As substantive

:

1. The act of rendering equal or in equili-

bria or poised ; the state of being thns equal
or in equipoise.

2, That which produces equilibrium, poise,
or equality.

ha land ra, *. [Sp. &, Port, balandra.] [Bi-

lander.] A kind of vessel with one mast,
used in South America and elsewhere,

"I was compelled to return by a balandra, or one-
masted vessel of about a hundred tons' burden, which
was Wound to Buenos Ayrea."

—

Darwin ; Voyage round
the World, cb, Tii.

ba-lan i d*, s. pi [Balanus.] One of the

two families into which the crustaceous order
called Cirrhopoda is divided. It includes
the animals popularly called Sea-acorns, from
the remote resemblance which their shells
bear to the fruit of the oak. They constitute
the fixed Cirrhopoda so frequently seen cover-
ing stakes and rocks within high-water mark.
[Balanus, Barnacle, Cirrhopoda.]

bal a ni -nus, $. [Gr. pdAavos (balanos) = an
acorn, probably from the similarity of shape
of some of these beetles.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles belonging to
the family CurcuHonidae. The species have
a long slender rostrum, furnished at the tip
with a minute pair of sharp horizontal jaws,
which they use in depositing their eggs in the
kernels of certain fruits. Balaninus nucum
is the Nut-weevil. It attacks the hazel-nut
and the Albert, whilst B. glandium, makes its
assaults on the acorn.

bal an ite, s. [In Ger. balanit ; Fr. balanite;
Lat. balanites ; Gr. paAavirns (balanites) — (as
adj.) acorn-shaped, (as s.) a precious stone.
(Pliny.).]

Palasont. : A fossil Cirripede of the genus
Balanus, or closely allied to it.

bal an I tis, ..

Path. : Inflammation of the glans penis.

bal-an-oph'-or-a, i. [Gr. 0<LWo* (balanos)

= acorn, and 4>eaot (phero) = to bear. Acorn-
bearing.] The typical genus of the above
order. The Himalayan species make great

knots on the roots of oaks afid maples, scooped
by the natives into drinking-cnps. In Java
the wax of Balanophora elougata is used in
making candles.

bal-an 6 phdr-a'-ce so (Lindley), bal-an-
o-ph6r'-6-sa(Richard),s.pl. [Balanophora.]
Cynomoriums. An order of^plauts placed by
Liudley under the class Rhizanths or Rhizo-
gens, but believed by Dr. Hooker to have an
affinity to the Exogenous order Haloragea, or
Hippurids. They are succulent, fungus-like,
leafless plants, usually yellow or red, parasitical
upon roots. The flowers are mostly unisexual

;

they are crowded together in heads or* cones.
The perianth in the males is generally three or
six cleft ; the ovary has one or two styles, but
only one cell and one pendulous ovule. Lindley
estimated the number known in 1846at thirty.
They occur in America ; at the Cape of Good
Hope and in other parts of Africa ; also in Asia.
One species occurs in Malta. In properties
they seem to be styptic. Cynomorium coccU
ileum, called by apothecaries Fungus Melitensis,
is so, as are some species of Helosis. Embro-
phytum is eaten in Peru as if it were a fungus.
[Balanophora, Cynomoriums.]

bal-an o-phor-e », s. pi. [Balamophora-
CEJE.}

b&T-an-US, s. [Lat. balanus ; Gr. Bd\avo<;

(balanos) = (1) an acorn, (2) any similar fruit.]

Acorn-shells. A genus of Crustaceous animals,
the typical one of the family Balanidse (q.v.).

Their shell consists of six valves, firmly united
into a short tube, which is fixed by its base
to the object to which the animal seeks to
adhere. From two to four valves more close
the upper portion of the tube, with the excep-
tion of a slit or orifice, through which the
inhabitant protrudes its cirri in quest of sus-
tenance. Though fixed when adult, it swims
about when immature, and in that state some-
what resembles an entomostracan. [Acorn-
shell.]

bal -as, bal'-ass, o. & *. [In Ger. ballass

:

Fr. balais and. rubis balais ; Prov. total's,

balach; Sp. balax; Port, balax, balais; Ital.

balascio ; Low Lat. balascus. Named from
Balashon or Balaxiam, erroneous spelling of
Badakshan or Budakshan, a city of Uzbec
Tartary or Great Bokhara ; capital of the
province of Kilan ; lat. ST 10' N., long. 68°

50' E.]

A. As adjective: Pertaining to the kind of
ruby described under B., as the Balas Ruby.

B. As substantive: A name given by lapi-

daries to the rose-red varieties of the Spinel
Ruby. These are not to be confounded with
the Oriental ruby, or sapphire, which is of
far greater value. [See Ruby and Spinel, of
which the ruby is a variety. ]

* balas tre (tre = ter), *. [Lat. balista-

rius.] [Arblesthe.] A cross-bow.
".

. . a grete quant ite of caltrappea, balastret,
quarelles, lwwea and arrows, . .

."

—

Caxton: Vegetiui,
Slg. L, vi. b. {8. in Boucher.)

bal-aus-ta, s. [Lat balaustium ; Gr. Ba-

AawTtov (balaustion) = the flower of the wild
pomegranate. ]

BoL : The name given by Richard, Lindley,
and others to the kind of fruit of which the
pomegranate is the type. It consists of a
many-celled, many-seeded, inferior indehisceut
fleshy pericarp, the seeds in which have a
pulpy coat, and are distinctly attached to the
placenta. (Lindley: Introd. to Bot.)

bal aus -tine, a. & s. {Lat balaustium; Gr.
BakavoTiov (balaustion). J [Balausta.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to the pome-
granate-tree. (Coxe.)

B. As substantive : The pomegranate-tree.

* ba la yn, s. [Fr. balain m a whale.]

1. A whale.

2. Whalebone. (The meaning, however, in

the following example is doubtful.)
"Her uaner whyt, withouten fable.
With thre sare/.yues hedes of sable.
That wer schapeu noble and large
Of balayn, both sheeld and targe."

Richard Catur d* Hon, 2,982.

* bal bu -ti ate, vi. [In Fr. balbutier; Port.
balbuciar ; Ital. balbuzzart, balbuszirt, balbet-
tare, balbutire ; Low Lat. balbuzo ; Class Lat.
balbutio = to stammer ; from balbus = stammer-
ing.] To stammer. (Johnson).

bal-bu'-tl-ent, a. [Lat. balbutientem, ace. of
balbutiemf, pr. par. of balbntio.] [ Hm.uutiate.]
Stammering, hesitating in speech.

" S{>eech .... imperfect, balbutient, and iuarticu-
late. — Cudworth: Intellectual System.

bal bu ti es, *. [In Fr. balbutie = inarticu-

lateness, bad pronunciation ; Port, batbucie;
Ital. balbuzie — stammering, stuttering ; from
Lat. balbus = stammering.]

Med. : Stammering ; hesitancy in speech.

* bal eon, * bal -cone, s. [Balcony.]

bal co nettc , s. [Formed from Eng. kti-

«m(y) ; dim. suff. -ette.] A small or miniature
balcony serving for ornament rather than use.

bol'-con-ied, a. [Eng. balcon(y) ,* -ied.\

Having balconies. (Sometimes used in com-
position.)

b&T-o&n-y, * b81-co'-n^f
* bal con,

* bal -cone, * bel cone, s. [In 8w., Dnt,,
& Ger. balkon ; Dan. balkon, balcon ; Fr.,
Prov., A Sp. balcon; Port balcao; Ital. baU
cone; Low Lat. balco. Cognate with Ital,

balco or palco = a floor, stage, scaffold, the
box of a theatre, the horns of a deer, and
Eng. balk = a beam.] [Balk.]

Ord. lAxnq. A Arch. : A gallery or projecting
framework of wood, iron, or stone, in front of
a house, generally on a level with the lower
part of the windows iu one or more floors.

Balconies are supported on brackets, canti-
levers, rails, consoles, or pillars, and are often
surrounded by iron rails or by a balustrade
of stone. They are very common outside the
better houses in large towns. When they are
sufficiently strong the inmates of the house
can use them for standing or sitting in the
open air ; when more feebly supported, they
may be employed as form-stands for plants in
flower-pots.

" The streets, the balconiet. and the very housetop!
were crowded with gaien."—Jfacaulay: Bi$t. £ng.,
cli . xi.

H (a) The form balcone occurs in Howell's
Letters (dated 1(350.) (HaUiwell: Contrib. to

Lexic.) It is found also in Holyday's Juvenal
(1618). This is probably the earliest instance.

(6) In 1836, Smart noted that the change of
accent from the second syllable of the word
to the first had taken place within the previous
twenty years.

*bald(l), a. [Bold.]

b&ld (2), • balde, ball ed, * ball-ede,
* bal'-lid, a. [Orig. a dissyllable, the ~d

standing for an older -ed, the adjective being
thus formed from a substantive. The original

meaning seems to have been (1) shining, (2)

white, as a fca&f-foced stag, or horse. From
Gael. & Ir. bal, ball = a spot, a mark, a freckle,

cogn. with Breton bal = a white mark on
animal's face. (Skeat.)]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally

:

1. OS man : Without hair upon the crown
of the head, one of the characteristic marks
of approaching old age.

" Balled he waa, and thycke of body . .
."

/tab. (Jlouc.: Chron., p. 4Z9. (S. in Boucher.)
" Both the great and the small shall die in this land

:

they shall n<.t be buried, neither shall men lament for
them, nor cut themselves, nor make themselves bald
for them."—Jer. xvl. 6.

2. Of birds : Without feathers on the crown
of the head, a characteristic seen in some
vultures, which can in consequence bury their

head in the carcase of an animal without
having their feathers rendered clotted and
disagreeable by blood.

II. Figuratively

:

1, Of covering or adornment essentially of a
material kind

:

(a) Of plants : Destitute of foliage, flowers,

or fruit. [See also B.]
" Under an oak, whose )>ough» were mou'd with age.

And high top bald with dry antiquity."
Shakeep. ; At low Like It, lv. 3.

(ft) Of any inanimate part of nature : Desti-

tute of its natural covering. (Used of rocks,

the earth, Ac.)

2. Of covering or adornment essentially of an
immaterial kind

:

(a) Of literary composition : Unadorned.
fUsed both of original composition and of

translation.)

bSil, bo^; poTit, JtfM; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, grem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, e^Ist. -Xng.

-elan, -tian = shan. -cion, -tlen, -sion = shun ; -tlon, -slon = zhun. - tious, -sious = shiis. -hie, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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"Hobbea, in the preface to his own bald translation

of the Ilias, begins the praise of Homer where he
ghoul*) have ended it"—Dryden : Fab., Pref.

** And that, though labour'd, line must bald appear,

That brings ungrateful ronsick to the ear."—OeecA.

(6) Of a -person's character, manners, or status :

Unattractive, undignified.
" What should the people do with these bald tribunes?
On whom depending their obedience fails

To the greater bench." Shaketp. : Coriol.. ilL 1.

B. Agric. £ Bot. 0/ grasses: Without a

beard or awn,

bald-buzzard, 5. A name sometimes
given to the Osprey, or Fishing-hawk (PcwuiioJi

halia:etus), and to the genus to which it

belongs.

f Bald-buzzard is sometimes corrupted into

Balbuzzard.

bald coot, s. An English name for the

Common Coot (Fulica atra).

bald-head, bald head, t.

1. A head which is bald, or destitute of hair.

2. An offensive designation for one affected

with baldness.
* "... there came forth little children out of the

city, aud mocked him. and said unto him, Qo up, thou
bald head ; go up, thou bald ttead."—* King* U, 33.

bald locust, bald locust, *. [Heb.

Dybljj (salgham, saleam, or salam), from East

Aram. D5^D {salgham, saleam, or salam) =
consumed. In Sept. Gr. aTrdierfi (attakis);

Lat. Vulg. attacus.] A winged and eatable

species of locust, not yet properly identified.

". . . and the bald lecust after his kind . . ."—Lev.
Xl.22.

bald-pate, s. & a.

A. As substantive : A " pate," or head, desti-

tute of hair.
" Come hither, goodman baldpatt ; do you know

me ? "—Shakesp. •• Meat, for Meat., v. L

B. As adjective

:

1. Having a head of this description.

2. Devoid of the accustomed covering of

anything.
" Nor with Dubartas bridle up the floods,

Nor periiwig with snow the bahlpate woods.
**

Soame and Dryden : Art of Poetry.

bald-pated, a. Having the "pate," or

head, destitute of hair.

" You baldpated, lying rascal, you must be hooded,
must you*! "—Shakesp. ; Meat, for Heat., v. l.

bald-tyrants, *. pi. The English name
of a genus of birds, Gyranocephalus, which
belongs to the family Ampelids (Chatterers),

and the sub-family Gymnoderinae, or Fruit-

crows. Its habitat is South America. Its

name is derived from the absence of feathers

on a considerable portion of the face.

bal da-chin, bal da chi no, ban -de
kin* s, [In Dan. baldakin ; Ger. baldachin

;

Ft. baldaquin ; Sp. baldaqui ; Ital. baldachino
= canopy ; Low Lat. baldachinus, batdechinus
m (I) rich silk, (2) baldachin ; from Ital.

Baldacco, Baldach — Bagdad, the well-known
city near the eastern limit of Turkey in Asia,
whence the rich silk used for covering balda-
chins came.]

1. Properly : A rich silk cloth erected as a
canopy over a king, a saint, or other person
of distinction, to increase his dignity.

"No baldachino. no cloth of state, was there; the
king being absent.'—Sir T. Herbert : Trae., p. 185.

2. Eccles. Arch. : A canopy, generally sup-
ported by pillars, but sometimes suspended
from above, placed over an altar in a Roman

"BALDACHINO (FROM ST. PETER'S, ROME).

Catholic Church, not so much to protect it as
to impart to it additional grace and dignity.

It is generally of a square form, covered with
silk or other ricTl cloth, fringed at the margin.
It is supposed to be copied from a structure
called in Latin ciborium, and in Greek mfiiopiav

(kiborUm), erected by the early Christians over
tombs and altars. Baldachins were first in-

troduced into the Western Church about
1130, and iutq England about 1279. Some
baldachins are of great mm. That in St.

Peter's at Rome, the largest and finest known,
reaches the elevation, including the cross, of

1264 feet. On the other hand, some are small
enough to be removed from their places and
carried over the host in Roman Catholic pro-
cessions.

* ba lde ly, * balde-liche {ch guttural),
adv. [Boldly.]

* bald e moyne, s. [Etymology doubtful.)
[Baldmoney.)

t bald -en, v.t. k i. [Eng. bald (2); -en.]

A. Trans. : To make or render bald.

B. Intrans. ; To become bald, to lose one's
hair.

bal der -dash, s. [According to Malone,
balder is from Eng. ball, and dash is also the
ordinary English word, the reference being to
the practice of barbers dashing their balls

backwards aud forwards in hot water. The
example from Nashe given below is in favour of

this etymology. But Joseph Hunter, writing
in Boucher, suggests that balderdash may be
from WeL baldardd, baldordd = to babble, to

prate, to talk idly ; baldarddus = prating,

babbling, talking idly. With this view Wedg-
wood agrees, and adds Teutonic and other
affinities. In Gael, ballartaich, ballardaich is

= a loud noise, shouting ; Sw. butter = noise,

clamour, bustle ; Dan. bulder= noise, rumbling
noise, bustle, brawl ; Dut. buldering = bluster-

ing. All these, however, are at best only
conjectures. There is no evidence as to its

origin. ]

L Lit. : Mixed, trashy, and worthless liquor.

1. That used by barbers for washing the
head. [See etymology.]

"They would no more live under the yoke of the
sea, or have their heads washed with his bubbly
spume or barber's balderdash."—/fathe: Lenten Stvffe
(1&99), p. a

2. Poor, thin liquor.
*' It is against my freehold, my inheritance.
To drink such balderdash, or bonny clabber 1"

B. Joruon : New Inn, i. 3.

" Mine is such a drench of balderdath."
Beaum. & Ftet. : Woman's Prize.

II. Fig. : Confused speech or writing; a jar-

gon ofwords withoutmeaning.or if they possess
any, then it is something offensive or indecent.

"To defile the ears of young boys with this wicked
balderdash.'—Thackeray : The Newcomet, ch. i.

bal'-der-dash, v.t. [From the substantive.]

• 1. To mix.
" When monarchy began to bleed,
And treason had a fine new name

;

When Thames was balderdash'd with Tweed,
And pulpits did like beacons flame."

The Geneva Ballad (1674).

2. To adulterate with inferior liquor.

"Can wine or brandy receive any sanction by being
balderdathed with two or three sorts of simple
waters V—Mandeville : Bypochondr. Hit. (1730), 279.

bald l coot, 5. [Eng. bald (2); i connect-
ive, and coot (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : The Common Coot (Fulica atra).

2. Fig. : A monk, probably from his dark
garments and shave* crown.

" To hob and nob with these black baldicoots"
Kingsley : Saint's Tragedy, Hi. 4.

bald'-lBh,a. [Eng. bald; -ish.] Somewhat bald.

bald ly, adv. [Eng. bald ; -ly.] In a bald
manner; nakedly, inelegantly.

bald mon CYj * bald mon y, bawd
money, * bald e moyne, s. [A corrup-
tion of Lat. valde bona = exceedingly good
(Prior). Dr. Murray says that the early forms
point to a Fr. baudemoine (which is not
found).]

* A. Of the forms baldmony, * baldemoyne :

A gentian. (Johnson, dtc.)

B. Of the forms baldmoney and bawd-
money : An English name applied to the
Meum, a genus of umbelliferous plants. One
species occurs in Britain, the M. atltamantL-

cwm = Common Baldmoney or Meum. It has

multipartite leaflets, yellowish flowers, and a
fusiform root eaten by the Highlanders as an

BALDMONEY (MEUM ATHAMANTICUll)*

aromatic and carminative. The whole plant
has a strong smell.

bald -ness, * bal led ness, s. [Eng. bald

;

-ness.) The quality of being bald.

I. Literally;

1. Partial or total absence of hair on a
human being, whether arising from disease or

from old age. [Alopecia.]
". . . hisahode shamed not the harmeof balledneste,

and whemie he is iclipped in squar the forhede, he
sheweth as a lyounus visage."

—

Hub. of Glouc, p 481,

(& in Boucher.)

2. Absence of feathers from the crown and
back of the head in a vulture or other bird.

"Hake thee bald, and poll thee for thy delicate
children ; enlarge thy baldness as the eagle."—Mic i. 1*.

% In the example from Micah the word
translated "eagle" is probably a species of

vulture.

IL Figuratively:

1. Such destruction as leaves a city bare of
inhabitants, if not even of edifices.

"Baldness is come upon Gaza; Aslikeloii is cut oft

with the remnant of their valley : how long wilt thou
cut thyself I "

—

Jer. livil. 8.

2. Absence of all ornament or even elegance,

(Specially of composition.)

"Borde has all the baldness of allusion, and bar*
barity of versification, belonging to Skelton, without
his strokes of satire aud severity."— tVarton; Uitl. of
Eng. Poetry, fii. 74.

bald rlc, * bald-rick, * bauld'-rick,
* baud-rick, * bau'-der-^k, bawd'-
rick, * bawd'-rycke, * baw'-der-yke,
* baw'-dryk, * baw'-dxikke, bald-
reye, btfw'-dreg, baw'-dryg (au oraw
in some of these words is softened from aid,
which is the older form), s. [In M. & 0. H.
Ger. balderich. According to Mudge, from
Low Lat. baldringus; according to Ducange,
from Low Lat. baldrellus. In either case,

remotely from Class. Lat. balteits = a girdle, a

belt, ... the zodiac In A.S. belt; Sw. balte;

Icel. balti ; Dan. boelte; Fr. baudrier; O. Fr.

baudrier, baudre; Ital. budriere.~\ [Belt.]

L Literally:

1. A richly-

ornamented gir-

dle or belt, pass-

ing over one
shoulder and
around the op-
posite side, as
shown in the
accompanying
figure. It was
designed to be
ornamental and
to show the
rank of the.

wearer, beside*
being of use as
a sword - belt,

or, in some
cases, for carry- baldric.

ing a bugle.

"A radiant ba Idric, o'er his shoulder tied,

Sustain'd the sword that glitter'd at his side.

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. ill., 415-1A.

" His bugle-horn hung by his Bide,

All in a wolfskin baldric tied."
Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, ill- 1*

"... from his baldric drew
Hi* bugle . .

." Byron: The Corsair, U.4

* 2. A collar.

"Kbaldrick for a lady's neck."—Palsgrave.

Ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, je, ee-e. ey= a. ou-kw.
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* 3. Any one of the subsidiary ropes used in
ringing church bells (Boucher); or the rope
by means of which a bell is rung.

**.
. . for making the bawdryk of the great belle,

xiid."— Add. MSS.. Mm. Brit., 6.761, t. 40. (fl. in
Boucher.)

II. Fig. r ,
The zodiac viewed as a gem-

studded belt encircling the heavens. (See
Lat balteus in the etymology.)

That like the Twins of Jove, they seem'd in sight.
Which deck the baldrick of the heavens bright."

Spenser ; F. Q., V. 1. 1L

baldric-wise, bauldrick wise, a.

Resembling a baldric ; ornamented like a
baldric.

"And not the meanst, but, bauldrick-wite, doth wear
Some goodly garland . .

."

Drayton, It. 1,464. {Boucher.)

•bale (1), *. k a. [A.8. bealu, bcalo m (1) bale,
woe, evil, mischief

; (2) wickedness, depravity

;

balewe = miserable, wicked ; balewa = the
baleful or wicked one, Satan ; I eel. bal, bi>l;

Dut. baal = misery ; O. Sax. balu; O.H. Ger.
bale; Goth, balos. In Ir. beala is = to die;
and dbail ~ death.]

A. As substantive

:

1, Mischief, danger, calamity.
" Ac of seade thi son therfore.
And y if him respit of his bale."

Settyn Sages, ii. 704-5.

% Sometimes, though rarely, used in the
plural.

" Of such false bllsse as there is set for stales,
T* entrap unwary fooles in their eternal bale*."

Spenter; F. Q., VI. x. 4.

2. Sorrow, misery.
". . . that much bate tholed. "—Gawayn and the

Qreen Knyght, 4.44a. (8. in Boucher.)
" For light she bated as the deadly bale"

Spenser; F. Q.. L i. 19.

B. As adjective : EviL
"... bring me forth toward blisse with se bale

here."—MS. Cott., Titus, D. xviii., f. 146 ft. (& in
Boucher.)

bale (2), *. [In Sw. bal; IceL bollr ; Dan.
balle ; Ger. ball, balle, ballen ; M. H. Ger. bal,

balle ; O. H. Ger. balla, palla, palla ; Fr. balle

;

O. Fr. bale ; Prov. balla ; 8p. k Port bala

;

Ital. balla ; Low Lat balla, bala = a bale, a
ball.] [Ball.]

L A package or certain quantity of goods
or merchandise, wrapped or packed up in
cloth, and corded round very tightly, marked
and numbered with figures corresponding to
those in the bills of lading for the purpose of
identification.

" Every day ten or twelve bales of parchment covered
with the signatures of associators were laid at his
feet."— Macaulay : Hut. Eng., ch. xxi.

". . . the most frequent object being a bullock-
waggon piled up with balet of wool."—Darwin : Voyage
round the World, ch. xix.

* 2. A pair of dice.

"It is a false die of the same bale, bat not the same
«*nt."

—

Oterbury : Charact., sign. Q. 2.

M For exercise of arms a bale of dice."*
Ii. Jonton : New Inn, i. 1.

bale-goods, s. pi. Goods done up in bales.

fet\fce (1), v.t. [From bale, s. (2). In Ger. em-
oallen; Fr. emballer ; Sp. embalar; ItaL im-
ballare.] To form into a bale or bales.

bale (2), v.t. [Bail (2), v.]

bale (3), 5. [Bail (3), «.]

bale U), «. [A.S. bad = (1) a funeral pile, (2) a
burning.] [Beltane.] A fire kindled upon an
eminence, on the border or coast of a country
or elsewhere, to give warning of the approach
of danger.

" For, when they see the blazing bale,
Elliots aud Armstrongs never fail."

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, iii. S7.

bale-fire, *. A fire of the kind now de-
scribed.

" Sweet Teviot ! on thy silver tide
The glaring bale-fire* blaze no more."

Scott : Lay of the Lait Minstrel, iv. i.

bale-hills, s. pi. Hillocks on which bale-

fires were formerly kindled. (<S. in Boucher.)

bale (5), s. [Fr. bale, bdle, balle, from Wei.
ballasg, ballau = a skin, a glume (Littre), bal-

leog — a prickly skin {Pughe.).
J

De Candolle's
name for one of the bracts in the flower of
grasses called by him also glumella.

t Bal-e-ar'-i'-an, o. [Lat. Baleari*=* Balearic,
from Baleares, s., or Baleares insula; Gr.
paAiapeif (Baliareis).] Pertaining to the
Balearic Isles. [Balearic]

Rome, vol. iii., ch. xliii., p. 140,

Bal-e-ar'-Ic, «• [Lat- Balearicus.] [Balea-
rian.] Pertaining to the Balearic Isles in the
Mediterranean. In Sp. and Lat. Baleares,
probably from /SdAAw (ballo) = to throw, the
inhabitants anciently being excellent slingers.
There are five islands—viz., Majorca, Minorca,
Iviza, Formentera, and Cabrera. They are
subject to Spain.

Balearic crane, s. The Crowned Crane
(Balearica pavonina), found not merely in the

BALEARIC CRANE.

islands after which it is named, but in North
Africa. Its occiput is ornamented with a tuft
of yellowish filaments or feathers tipped with
blackish hairs. Its voice is like a trumpet.

ba lec tion, bi lec tion, bo-lfic'-tlon,
*. [Etymology not obvious.] A balection

moulding.

balection moulding, s.

Architecture: A projecting moulding, situ-

ated around the panels of a framing. (Gwilt.)

ba lec tloned, a. [Balectiok.] Furnished
with balection mouldings.

baled, pa. par. [Bale, v. (1).J

baled, pa, par. [Bale, v. (2).]

bale en, * [In Fr. baleine = (1) a whale, (.2)

whalebone ; Lat. balama; Dut. balein = whale-
bone (q.v.).]

* 1. A whale.

2. The sea-bream.

3. Whalebone.
"The family of the Balssnldas, or true Whales, in

which the teeth are deficient, and the mouth Is

furnished with numerous plates of a horny substance
well known as whalebone, or baleen."—Dallas: Animal
Kingdom, p. 977.

baleen-knife, s. A curved knife, with a
handle at each end of the blade, used for

splitting whalebone.

ba le-ful, t bale-full, a. [Eng. bale (1)

;

-full.]

1. Subjectively : Full of grief or misery ; sor-
rowful, sad, woeful.
" Such stormy stoures do breede my balefall smart.
As ii my yeare were wast and woxen old."

Spenter; Shep. Cal., 1.

". . . round he throws his baleful eyes.
That witnessed huge affliction and dismay.*

Milton : P. L., bk. i.

2. Objectively: Pernicious, harmful, deadly.
" He cast about, and aearcht his baleful Kikes againe."

Spenter : F. Q., I. ii. 2.

**
. . .by baleful Furies led . .

."

Pope : Thebait of Statius, 95.

"It Is Count Hugo of the Rhine,
The deadliest foe of all our race.

And baleful unto me and mine !

"

Longfellow : Golden Legend, lv.

bale-fully, adv. [Eng. baleful; -ly.] In
a baleful manner

;
perniciously, harmfully.

(Johnson.)

bale fulness, s. [Eng. baleful; -ness.] Per-
niciousness, harmfulness, ruin.

" But that their bliss be turned to balefulnetm."
Spenter : F. Q., IL ill tt.

" ba les, s. [Balass.]

* bal'-es-ter, s. [Balistar.]

* bal'-ette, *. [Ballad.]

* bal hew (ew as u), a. [Balwe.]

ba -ling (1), pr. par. k s. [Bale, v. (1).]

A. As present par. : Making up into bales.

B. As substantive : The act or process of
putting goods into bales. (Webster?)

ba -ling (2), pr. par., a.,ks. [Bale, v. (2).]
A. & B. As present par. & adj. : Freeing

from water by throwing it out
C. As substantive: The act or process of

freeing from water by throwing it out.

bal'-i-saur. bal y-saur, *. [Hind. bdlu.
sur = sandhog : balu = sand, and sur - hog.]
Zool : The Indian badger (Arctonyx collaris).

It is larger than the European form.

ba lis ta, bal lis' ta,s. [in Ft. baliste; Ger
balliste; Port, balista; Lat. ballista, balista
and ballistra; from Gr. 0oAA» (ballo) = to
throw.] A large military engine used by the
ancients for hurling stones, darts, and other

missiles by' means of a spring tightly draw*
and then let loose.

2. Anat. : The bone of the tarsus, mora
commonly called the astragalus.

*ba-lis'-tar, * ba les-ter, a. [Contracts
from Arbalister (q.v.).] A crossbow-man.

"... two hundred men of armes, a hundred
balettert, and cc. carpenters."— Caxton: Vegetiut.
Sig. I., vL 6. (S. in Boucher.)

ba lis -ter, bal-lis'-ter, s. [In Prov. bales-
tier, balestrier; Lat. balistarium, accu3.= cross-
bow, from balista (q.v.).] A crossbow.
"A spindle full of raw thread, to make a false string

for the king s balister, or crossbow."—Blount: Tenures.

ba-lfs'-tes, *. [Lat. ballista or balista (q.v.).

The resemblance to the method of working
the balista is in the way the fishes to be de-
scribed elevate a long spine which they have
upon their backs.] A genus of fishes, the
typical one of the family Balistids. Th«
species are common in the tropics ; and on tht
strength of a specimen taken off the Sussex
coast in August, 1827, the Balistes caprisats
(of Cuvier), the European File-fish, is now ac-
corded a place in the British fauna.

ba lis tics, bal lis tics, s. [In Fr. balis-
tique; Port, balistica.] The science of throwing
missile weapons by means of an engine.

ba-lls'-ti-cl«e, s. pi. [From the typical genus
batistes (q.v.).] File-fishes. A family of fishes

of the order Plectognathi. Their skin is

rough or clothed with hard scales. They have
a long muzzle, and few but distinct teeth.

* bal Is-trar' 1 a. s. [From balista (q.v.).]

1. A loophole through which crossbows
were discharged.

2. A rooiu in which crossbows were kept.

bali'ze, s. [From Fr. oa/tse=a sea-mark, buoy,

beacon, floating beacon, quay, water-mark;
Sp. baliza ; Prov. palisa; from Lat. palus = a
pale.] [Pale, s., Paling, Palisai>e.] A pole
raised on a bank to constitute a sea-beacon ;

a sea-mark. (Webster.)

balk, * balke, * baulk, * bauk, * bawk
(I usually mute), s. [A.S. balca — (1) a balk,

heap, ridge, (2) a beam, roof, covering, bal
cony ; Dut. balk = a beam, joist, rafter, bar
Sw. balk, bjelke = & beam; Dan. bielke; Ger.

balken ; Wei. bale = a ridge between furrows,

from bal ~ a prominence ; Fr. balk.] [Balk,
v., Balcony.]

A. (Apparently connected specially with
Dut., &c, balk = a beam. See etym.) A
beam, a rafter.

" There's seme fat hens sits o' the hawks."
Taylor: Scotch Poems, p. 62. (Boucher.)

" On Saturday last a heavy balk of timber, weighing
_.me three quarters of a ton, was being hoisted to the
first floor of the building by means of a crank, when
the rope . . . gave way and the timber fell

Times. May 17, 1879.

B. (Apparently connected specially with
Wei. bale = a ridge between furrows.)

boil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph V
-dan, tian * shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -ti«us, -sious, -clous = shiis. -ble, -die, kc. = bel* AeL
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L Literally :

1. A ridge of land left unplnughed between
the furrows or at the end of a field ; land over
which the plough Blips without turning it up.

" Dikers and delvers digged up the balkes."
iters Plowman, f. 67. [Boucher.)

" Making no b-ilke*. the plough -w.is truly held."
Bochas; Fall of Princes, i 172. {Boucher.}

2. The boundary line Iwtween fields, con-

stituted, as is sometimes the ease, by such an
unploughed furrow ; or, in a more general

sense, a boundary made by a ridge or tract of

land of any kind. (This use of the word still

obtains in Suffolk.)
*' Doles and marks, which of aurfent time were laid

tor the division of meres and balks in the fields, to

bring the owners to their right."— Homilies, ii. 235.

3. Baseball : A false or unlawful movement
of the pitcher in delivering the hall to a
butBmau.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Anything passed by in the way that an
unploughed furrow is.

" The mad Steele about doth fiercely fly.

Not siaring wight, ne leaving any balke.
But making way for death at large to walke."

Spenser : F. Q., VI. xL 16.

2. The disappointment hence resulting

;

frustration of plans or projects.

"There cannot be a greater balk to the tempter, nor
ft more effectual defeat to all his temptations.' —South.

3. A part of a billiard-table.

balk (1), * balke, * baulk, * baulke Q
usually mute), v.t. 4 i. [Eng. balk, s. (q.v.).J

A. Transitive

:

I. Lit. Of land : To leave untouched by
the plough; to plough, leaving " balks" or
furrows unturned up.

" So >-ell halt no man the plough
That he ne balketh other whyle,"—Oower.

XL figuratively

:

1. Of the dead in battle : To leave lying un-
touched (?) (Various authors consider it to
mean in the following example, " heap up.")
" Ten thousand bold Scots, two and twenty knights,
Balk'd hi their own blood, did Sir Walter see
On Uolmedon'B plains."

—

Shakesp. : 1 Beru,IV., I. 1.

2. Of roads, paths, dtc. ; also of things imma-
terial : To avoid, to turn aside from, to miss,
to leave unmeddled with.

". . . which made them baulk the beaten road, and
teach post-hackueys to leap hedges."—Sir B. Wotton:
Rem., p. 218.

"I shall balk this theme."—Bp. Sail: Bern., p. 238.

3. Of persons in friendly discussion : Coyly
to say the opposite of what one thinks, or
believes to be maintainable in argument, with
the view of drawing out a person with whom
the speaker wishes to be in friendly or loving
dispute.

" But to occasion him to further talke.
To feed her humor with his pleasing style,

Her list in stryfull tennes with him to balke.
And thus replyde." Spenser; F. Q., III. ii. 12.

4. Of persons having any wish, hope, or with
any a im or project in contemplation : To thwart,

to frustrate, to render nugatory, to disappoint.
" The thorny ground is sure to balk
All hopes of narvest there."

t'owper : Olney Bymnt ; The Sower.

"Their numbers balk their own retreat.''
Byron : The Siege of Corinth, 29.

B. Intrans. : To turn aside, to swerve, to
diverge.

" When as the ape him heard so much to talke
Of labour, that did from his liking balke.''

Spenser: Mother Hubberd'i Tale, v. 268.

"balk (2), * bftlk, v.t. & i. [A.S. bealcan, beat-

cettan — to belch, emit, utter, .pour out.] To
emit, to belch. (S. in Boucher?)

balked, 'balkt, * balk, pa. par. [Balk (1), v.]

"This was looked for at your hand, and this was
balkt."—Shakesp. : Twelfth Sight, 111. 2.

balk er (1), *• [Eng. balk (1); -er.] Oue who
balks.

balk er (2), s. [Balk (2), v.] One who stands

on a cliff, or high place ou the shore, and gives

a sign to the men in the tishitig-boats which
way the shoal of lish is passing.

" The pilchards are pursued by a bigger fish, called a

Elusher, who leapeth above water and bewrayeth them
) the balker."—Carew : Survey of Cornwall.

balk -ing (1), pr. par. [Balk, v. (I).]

* balk-ins (2), * balk'-^n«e, bdlk'-ing,
pr. par. &a. [Balk, v. (2). J

As substantive : Eructation.
" It is a baUcynae of yestenlayes meel."
Barman : Vulg., Big. O. 8. {£. in Boucher.)

balk ing ly. adv. {Eng. balking; -ly.] In
a manner to balk, so as to frustrate or disap-

point. (Webster.)

ball (1), s. [In Sw. boll, bal; Urn. bold; Dut.
ball G*r. ball; O. H. Ger. balla. palia; Fr.

balle, boulet, boule, bille ; Prov. & Sp. bola —
a ball ; balla= bullet; Port, bala; liaX.palla
= & ball, bowl, bullet; Lat. pila = a ball.]

[Balloon, Ballot, Bowl, Bullet, Pill.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Anything in art or nature which is globu-
lar or nearly so.

1. Of things made by art:

(a) A globular body for play. It may be
formed of leather and stuffing, or any hard
substance, or be inflated with air, and can be
used with the hand, the foot, or a racket.

"Those I have Been play at ball grow extremely
earnest who should have the ball."—Sidney.

(6) A globular body of wood, ivory, or other
substance, used for voting by ballot or in any
other way. Also one of a similar character
for experiments in natural philosophy.

" Let lots decide it
For every number'd captive put a ball
Into an urn, three only black be there,
The rest all white are safe."

—

Dryden.
" Minos, the strict inquisitor, appears ; . . .

Hound in his urn the blended ball* lie rowls.

Absolves the just, and dooms the guilty souls."
Dryden: Virgil; Jfneidvi. 582-85.

(c) A bullet, a globular piece of metal de-

signed as a projectile to be expelled from a
musket or rifle. Also one on a larger scale to
be ejected from a cannon. (Often used in the
singular as a noun of multitude to signify a
large number of balls.)

"Their powder and ball were spent. Cries were
heard of 'Ammunition ! for God's sake, ammunition!'"
—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

(d) A globe of metal carried as a symbol of
sovereign or other high authority.

" Hear the tragedy of a young man that by right
ought to hold the bail of a kingdom ; but by fortune is

made himself a ball, tossed irora misery to misery,
from place to place."—Bacon.

2. Of objects existing in Nature

:

(a) Gen. : Anything in nature which is

globular or nearly so.

"Like a ball of snow tumbling down a hill, he
gathered strength as he passed."—Bowel.

(6) Spec. : The earth when viewed with re-

ference to its nearly spherical shape. It may
have some explanatory adjective, such as
"earthly" prefixed, or may have no such ad-
jective.

" No compound of this earthly ball
Is like another, all in alL"

Tennyson : The Two Voices.

" Te gods, what justice rules the ball t

Freedom and arts together fail." Pope.

IL A game in which the globular body
described under I. 1. (a), or anything similar,

is used. *

B. Technically

:

I. Heraldry. Balls, occasionally tasselled,

are represented on some charges.

IL Mechanics:

1. Ball and socket: An instrument so ad-
justed that it »can move in all directions,

horizontally, vertically, and obliquely, like the
ball-and-socket joint of the shoulders or of

the hip. It is used in trigonometrical survey-
ing and in astronomy. Th« theodolite ap-
proaches this construction.

2. The ball of a pendulum : The heavy piece
of metal at the bottom of a pendulum. The
name is not appropriate, for the "ball," in-

stead of being globular, is much compressed
on two opposite sides. [Bob.]

ILL Veterinary Science : A bolus of globular
shape administered as medicine to a horse.

IV. Pyrotechnics : A firework made in a
globular form, and consisting of combustible
materials of various kinds.

* V. Printing : A cushion covered with
leather or skin, and stuffed with hair or wool,
the whole affixed to a hollow piece of wood
called a ball-stock. It was formerly used by
printers for applying ink to the types, several
applications of the ball being necessary to
spread the ink over the entire surface when a
number of pages were printed at one time ;

but now this is done much more rapidly and
efficiently by means of rollers made of a
composition of treacle, caoutchouc, and other
Ingredients,

VI. Anatomy:
(a) Any part of the bodily frame globular

in form.
" Be subject

To no sight but thine and mine, invisible
To every eye-ftaW else."

—

Shaketp. : Temp., 1. 2.

(6) Any part sub-globular or protuberant.
**.

. . pressed by the ball of the foot . . ."—Todd ±
Bowman : Physiol. Anat., voL 1., p. 170.

Ball-and-socket joint: A joint constituted
by the insertion of the round end of one bone
iu a socket

BALL-AND-SOCKET JOINT.

[Enahthroidal, Enarthrosis.]
". . . an enarthroidal or ball-and-socket joint."~

Todd A Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. 1, p. 71.

VIL Bot. : The round central part of the
flower of Stapelia.

IF For such compounds as foot-ball, snow-
ball, see the word with which ball is conjoined.

ball-cartridge, s. A cartridge contain-
ing a ball, as distinguished from oue which
has only powder.

ball-cock, 8. A water-cock furnished
with a ball, which allows the fluid freely to
enter till it rises to a certain line, when the
ball is floated to a level with the aperture by
which ingress is made, and closes it for a time.

ball flower , s.

Arch. : A kind of ornament in Gothic archi-
tecture of the fourteenth century, in which

ball-flower ornament.

the petals of a moulded or sculptured flower

enclose, not stamens or pistils, but a ball.

The most numerous examples are found in

the diocese of Hereford.

* ball-stock, s.

Printing: The "stock" to which the cushion
was affixed in the old apparatus for applying

ink to the types. [Ball, B., V.] (Now
superseded by composition rollers.)

ball-vein, s. The appellation given by
miners to a particular kind of iron ore found
in balls or nodules.

ball, v.t. [From Eng. ball (s.). In. Ger. balkn.]

1. To unite so as to form a ball.

2. To have a ball attached to it.

ball(2),*. [InSw.,D«t,Fr.,fcProv. bal; Ger.

ball; Sp. & Port, baile ; Hal. 6aWo. From
O. Fr. baler; Prov. balar, hallar ; Sp. & Port.

bailar ; Ital. ballare ; Low Lat. ballo = to

dance ; Gr. ^aAAl£<l> (ballizo) = to throw the

leg about, to dance ; 0aAA« (6aWo) = to throw.]

A dancing assembly, a social party at which
guests assemble, specially that they may spend
the evening in dancing.

" Of court, and ball, and play ; those venal souls.

Corruption s veteran unrelenting hands.*
Thomson : Liberty, pt. v.

•fl
To open a ball

:

(a) Lit. : To lead off in the first dance.

(6) Fig. (among soldiers) : To commence a

battle, or a cannonade against a fortification.

ball (3), s. [For etymology, see Bald.]

1. A white blaze or streak, especially on tin

face of oue of the lower animals.

2. A white-faced horse or cow.

* bal'-lac.e, v.t. [Ballast, v.]

bal lad, * bal' -ad, * bal-ade, * bal'-lSt,

*bal ette (Old Eng.), " bal'-lant (Old

Scotch), s. [In Sw. ballad; Dan., But., Ger.,

& Fr. ballade ; Prov. ballada ; Ital. bullata =

a dance, a ballad ; from ballare = to dance.]

[Ball (2), *., Ballet.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Originally: Any composition m verse, or

even in measured lines. Such a productior
might be serious, or even religious. Thus ir*

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, se, oe - e. ey a. qu - kw.
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CovocdasVa Bible Solomon's Song is called
M Salomon's Bulettes," and in (Jranmer's and
the Bishops' Bibles "The Ballet of Ballets."

Harding also calls his Chronicle a "Balade."
(Boucher, )

" Ballad once Bienifled a solemn and sacred Bong as
well as trivial, when Suluinon s Song was called the
ballad of ballads; but now it is applied to nothing
but trifling verse. — Watt*.

2. Next : A poem in spirited style, iu most
cases celebrating some heroic exploits. It

was a much briefer and less elaborate compo-
sition than an epic. Ballads of this type have
existed in nearly all countries. They have
been used with great effect to perpetuate and
Increase the martial spirit, besides furnishing
a tolerably authentic narrative of important
occurrences ere history of the ordinary kind
had arisen. Before the revival of letters had
directed attention to the great classic models
of epic poetry, native ballads were highly ap-
preciated, even by persons of rank and cul-

ture, and the bard was a welcome guest at
their social entertainments. This state of
things was in full force between the eleventh
and thirteen centuries, during which period
the ballad, though still mainly occupied in
celebrating heroic exploits, l>egan to embrace
a wider range of subjects. [Bard.]

"A great part of their history is to be learned often
from their ballads."—Macaulay : Hist, Eng., eh. iii.

"I know a very wise man that believed that if a
man were permitted to make all the ballads, he need
not care who should make the laws of a nation."—
JFletcher of Saltoun : Letter to the MarquU of Montrose.

3. Now ; A more or less doggerel poem sung
for money in the street. (Tins is simply the
old ballad degenerated.)

B. Music:
1. A short simple air repeated In two or

more stanzas, with an accompaniment of a
strictly subordinate character. A more elabo-
rate composition of an analogous kind is called

a song or canzonet.

2. A piece of concerted vocal music of the
madrigal class, perhaps originally of a dance-
like rhythm, and generally having a short
*' burden " such as fa, la, ate.

3. A term used by Bach and other writers
to designate one of a " suite de pieces."

*[ A ballade in German music may be a long
dramatic and descriptive song, or even assume
the form of a cantata with solos and choruses
with orchestral accompaniments.

ballad-maker, ft. A maker of ballads.

"Such a deal of wonder is broken out within this
hour, that ballad-makers cannot be able to express It

"

—Shukesp. : Winter* Tale, v. 2.

ballad-making, s. The art of composing
ballads.

" How he found time for dress, politics, love-making,
and ballad-making was a wonder."—Macaulay: BUt
Mng., ch. xi.

ballad-monger, s. A contemptuous
epithet for a composer of ballads.

" With eagle pinion soaring to the skies.
Behold the Ballad-monger Southey rise !"

Byron ; English Bards.

ballad-opera, s. An opera, the musical
portion of which is not a connected and con-
secutive whole, but a series of ballads intro-
duced, as occasion arises, into the spoken
dialogue.

ballad-singer, s. One who sings ballads.
" A famous man is Robin Hood,
The English ballad-singer's joy

!"

Wordsworth : Rob Roy's Grave.

ballad-singing, s. The act or practice
Of siuying ballads. {Garrick, Worcester, &c.)

ballad-style, s. A style suitable to be
Used in the composition of ballads.

"The familiarity which Dr. Millet* assigns to the
ballad-style."— Warton : Rowlef Enq., p. 46-

ballad-theory, s. A theory which ac-
counts for the prevalence of belief in certain
Unsupported historical narratives by assuming
that they may have been derived from old and
veracious ballads.

"There is another circumstance which shows the
futility of N iebuhr'a ballad-theory, as a historical hypo-
thesis, . . ."—Levis: Early Rom. BUt., ch. vi., | 5.

ballad-tune, s. A tune to which a ballad
Is set.

"... and fitted to the ballad-tune which each liked
best."— Warton : Hist, of Eng. Poetry, Hi. 16a

ballad-writer, s. A writer of ballads.
"Thomas Delonap, a famous ballad-writer of these

times, mentioned by Kemp, one of the original actors
In Shakespeare's plays."—Warton: BUt. of English
Poetry, iii. 430.

ballad, v.t.k i. [From Eng, ballad, s. (q.v.),]

A. Transitive : To assail with or in ballads.
(Followed by the objective of the person
against whom the ballad is directed.)

" Saucy lictors
Will catch at us like strumpets, ami scall'd rhimers
Ballad us out o' tune."

Shatcesp. : Ant. and Cteop, v. S.

B. Intransitive : To compose or sing ballads.

ballade, s. [Fr.] A poem of one or more trip-

lets of seven or eight lines, each with the same
refrain. There i,s, or should be, an euvoi.

t bal'-lad-er, s. [Eng. ballad; -er.] One
who composes or sings ballads ; a balladist.

bal'-lad-ing, pr. par. & a. [Ballad, v.]

"A whining baUading lover."—B. Jonson : Masques.

+ bal -lad ist, s. [Eng. ballad; -ist.] Ono
who composes or who sings ballads ; a
ballader. {Quart. Review, Worcester, £c.)

bal'-lad-rjf, *. [Eng. ballad; -ry.]

1. The singing of ballads.
*' Stay, till the abortive and extemporal din
Of balladry were understood a sin."

B. Jonson : Masques,

2. The ballad style of composition.
" To bring the gravity and seriousness of that sort

of music [Italian] into vogue and reputation among
our countrymen, whose humour it is time now should
begin to lose the levity and balladry of our neigh-
bours."—Purcell: Anthems, Pref.

3. Skill in composing ballads.
" To see this butterfly,

This windy bubble, task my balladryf
Martton : Sc. of VUL, U. «.

bal'-lan, s. [Etym. doubtful, cf. Ball ("3), *.]

The English specific name applied to a Hsn, the
Ballan Wrasse (Labrus bergylta). It is blue
or greenish above, white beneath, everywhere
chequered with fawn colour. It occurs in the
British seas. A fawn-colour variety was the
Labrus ballan of Pennant.

* bal -lant, s. [Ballad, «.] (0. Scotch.)

* bal -la rag, v.t. [Bullirag.]

bal'- last, * bal-ast, s. [In Sw., Dut., Ger.,

& Russ. ballast; Dan. baglast ; apparently
from bag — the back, behind, and last = bur-
den, charge, load, weight ; Sw. last — load,
cartload ; I eel. hlass; A.S. hlcest — a. burden,
loading, the loading of a ship, freight, mer-
chandise ; O. Fries, hlest ; O. H. Ger. hlost

;

Dut. & Ger. lost ; Fr. balast, lest = ballast,

lastage, cargo ; Sp. lastre = ballast ; Port.
lastro. The second half of the word seems
plain. The import of the first half appeal's

suggested by the Dutch word bag = back.
Wedgwood believes the metaphor to be that
of a ship coming back in ballast when it is

unable to obtain cargo. Webster and Mann
give as an alternative view Celt, bed = sand,
and suggest comparison with Wei. batasarn —
ballast. Or the substantive may be from the
verb to ballast, and it again from A.S. behlastan
— to load a ship.] [Ballast, v.t., Lastage.]

I, Literally:

1. Stones, iron, or other heavy substances
placed in the bottom of a ship or boat to lower
its centre of gravity and make it less liable to
be capsized when tossed by the wind and
waves.

"They had scarcely time to hide themselves in a
dark hole among the gravel which was the ballast of
their smack."—Macaulay : BUt. Eng., ch. xvj.

T[ A ship is said to be in ballast when she
has no cargo on board.

2. Gravel, shingle, or anything similar, laid
on a line of railway to make it solid. (Good-
rich & Porter.)

IL Fig. : Whatever is necessary to give
stability to the character of a person, of a
form of government, or anything similar.

" Why should he sink where nothing seem*d to press ?

His lading little, and his ballast leM.'—Bmft.
"There must be middle counsellors to keep things

steady, for without that ballast the ship will roll too
much."—Bacon.

ballast-waggon, s. A waggon used
on railways for carrying ballast and other
materials for the construction or repair of the
permanent way.

bal last, * bal -lace, v.t. [From ballast, s.

(q.v.). In A.S. behlasatan = to load a ship

;

Dan. baglaste; Dut. & Ger. ballasten.']

* A. Of the form ballace : To stuff.

"Neither to ballace the belly of Bacchus."
Reynold Rent. ; Dedication to ... a Bop

Garden (IMS),
(
J. B. in Boucher. )

B. Ofthefunn ballast:

1. LiL: To place stones, iron, or other heavy
substances in the bottom of a ship or boat to

* diminish the risk of its being capsized.
" If this be so ballasted as to be of equal weight with

the like magnitude of wat4T.lt will be moveable"—
Bp. Wilkin*.

2. Fig. : To counteract the action of any-
thing too light by superadding something
solid to it; to impart stability to anything
liable to be overturned.

" Whilst thus to ballast love I thought.
And so more steddily t' have gone,
I saw I had Love's pinnace overfraught."

Bonne.
** Now you have given me virtue for my guide,
And with true rumour ballasted my pride."

Dryden,

bal -last-age (age-ig), $. [Eng. ballast;

age.] A toll paid for the privilege of taking
up ballast from the bottom of a port or
harbour. (BouvUr, t£c)

ballasted, pa. par., a, & s. [Ballast, v.]

bal'-last-ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Ballast, v.

In Dan. baglastning, s.]

A. As pr. par. <t participial adjective: Noting
or describing the act of placing literal or
figurative ballast in anything.

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of ballasting, the
state of being ballasted ; the ballast itself.

"... ami hu more equal ballasting
To thee, Posthumus."

Shakesp. : Cymbetine, Hi. «.

2. Engineering: Gravel, pebbles, cinders,
slags, or similar material used as a founda-
tion on which to base the surface material of
a common road or of a railway.

bal'-lat-cd, a. [From Ital. ballata = a dance,

a ballad.] [Ballad.] Sung in a ballad.
" I make but repetition

Of what is ordinary and Ryalto talk,
And ballated, and would be plaid oHhe stage.
But that vice many times finds such loud friends.
That preachers are charm'd silent."

Webster: Vittoria Corombotta,liL

bar la toon, *. [Russ.l A heavy luggage-
boat employed in the transport of timber in
Russia,

bal'-lat-r^, 5. (From Ital. ballata * a dance,
a ballad.

J [Ballet.] A jig, a song.
"The ballatry and the garomuth of every municipal

fldler."— Milton: Areopagttica.

balled, pa. par. & a. [Ball, v.]

• ball'-ed-ness, $. [Baldness.]

* bfiT-lSn-ger, # bar en ger, • bar fin-
ger, s. [From Anglo- Fr. balengier = O. Fr.
baleinier = a whale-ship, from baleine = a
whale. (N.E.D.)] A small sailing vessel,
formerly in use in France, England, and
Scotland ; a barge, a water-vessel, a man-
of-war.

"Quhenschippesof Tonrand ballingerisot weir. .
*

—Dissertationpretixed to the Complaynte of Scotland,

ball-er, 8. [Eng. ball; -er.) One who makes
up thread into balls.

bal-lSs-ter-d'-fite, s. [Named after Lopez

Ballesteros.] A mineral, the stanniferous
variety of Pyrite or Pyrites. It contains tin

and zinc. It is found in Galicia.

bal-let (1) (t silent), t bal'-lette, s. [In
Dan., Dut., Ger., & Fr. ballet; Ital. balletto;

from ballare — to dance, to shake ; Lat. ballo

— to hop, to dance ; Gr. ^aAAw (ballo) = to
throw, and £oAAt£w (baliiz6) = to throw the
leg about, to dance.] [Ball (2), Ballad.]

Dramatic Art : A dramatic representation,

consisting of dancing and pantomime, regu-

lated by the strains of music, and generally
attended by the subordinate accessories of
scenery and decoration. It was first introduced
by the Greeks, was copied and developed by
the Romans, and was revived in more modern
times by the Italians, whose example diffused

it over most civilised countries. Our own
nation received it from the French. Till the
decline of the Roman empire, the performers
were men, then women were introduced, and
have since been the chief actors in the ballet.

The bad taste of the play-going public has
always tended to drag down the ballet to the
low level of a mere exhibition of gymnastic
skill in dancing, whereas its original and
specific aim was to act by gesture instead of

words a drama illustrative of the life, manners,
and costumes of foreign nations.

!boii, bo^y; pout, joiVl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-^lan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion, -ciouxi = shun ; -(ion, -sion m zhun. -Uous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. bel, del.
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b&l let (2), s. [Dimin. of Ball (1). ]

Btr ; A kind of bearing in coata-of-arma.

It consists of bezants, plates, hurts, &&, dis-

tinguished from each other by their colour. v

f bal'-U-age, s. [Bail(1), 5.J A duty payable

to the City of London on the goods of aliens.

* bal -Hard, a. & s. [Billiard.]

bal-lis'-mus, s. [From Gr. paWurpfc (ballis-

mos) = a jumping about, a dancing
;
/3aAA££w

(baUizo) m to tlirow the leg about, to dance.]
,

Med. : A variety of palsy, called by Parkin-

son Paralysis agitans, or shaking palsy, of

which the symptoms are the trembling of the

limbs even when they are supported. When
the patient tries to walk he is compelled to

adopt a running pace. The disease is a rare

one, and generally terminates in death.

bal-lis ta, *. [Balista.]

bal-lis -ter, s. [Balister. ]

ballistic, a. [Lat. ballista ; Eng.,&c, suff.

-ic. In Ger. baUistisch ; from Lat ballista

(q.v.).] Pertaining to the ballista
;
pertaining

to the method of shooting missiles by means
of a ballista; now used with reference to
modern guns and projectiles.

ballistic-curve, *. The actual path
traversed by a projectile.

ballistic-galvanometer, s. A gal-
vanometer used to measure a current that acts
only for a very short time.

ballistic pendulum, i. A machine
Invented by Mr. Benjamin Robins for ascer-
taining the force of projectiles. It consists of
a large block of wood affixed to the end of a
strong iron stem, having at the other end a
cross steel axis, placed horizontally, about
which the whole vibrates together like the
pendulum of a clock. When a projectile is

discharged against the wooden block or ball,

the pendulum is set in motion, and the arc
through which it vibrates measures the force
with which the machine has been struck.

bal lis tics, s. [In Ger. baUistik; Fr. ballis-

tique; Port, balistica.]

1. The art, or the principle underlying the
art, of shooting missiles by means of a ballista.

2. Tht science of projectiles.

bal-lis-trar'-I-a, s. [Balistraria.]

bal II um, s. (Med. Lat. ; see Bailey.]

1. Originally: An outer bulwark.

2. Afterwards : The area or courtyard com-
prised within an outer bulwark. It contained
the barracks for the garrison, the chapel, and
sometimes other buildings.

" With battled walls and buttress fait
And barbican and balliiim vast."

Scott : Brutal of Triermain, ill. B;

bal lo on, * ballon, * ba 16 on, * ba-
ioAt'ne, s. [From Fr. ballon = (1) a football,

(2) a bladder, (3) a baloon, augmentative of
oalle = a ball, a bullet. In Sw. ballong ; Dan.
& Ger. ballon; Sp. balon; Port balao ; Ital.

paUone ; Wei. pelhen ; from pel = a ball.]

A* Ordinary Language :

1. Originally:
* 1, A large as contradistinguished from a

small ball ; baloon, as mentioned in the ety-
mology, being the augmentative of ball Spec. ,

the large ball called by Minsheu a " wind
ball," used in the game defined under No. 2.

"Like baUoone* full of wind, the more they are
pressed down, the higher they Tia»."—Bmeyt ; BermonM
(1656), p. US.

% Todd thinks that the foregoing example
suggests the existence of a machine for tra-

versing the atmosphere as early as 1658. But
may it not refer to a ball pressed against the
ground, and again elastically springing up ?

2. A kind of game somewhat resembling
tennis, played in a field with a large ball of
leather inflated with air, and driven to and
fro with the arm.

"We had a match at baloon, too, with my Lord
Whachum, for 4 crowns. Oh, sweet lady, 'tis a strong
play with the arm."—Old Play, iv. 168. (Boucher.)

"Foot-ball, balloon, qulntance. ftc, which are the
common recreations of the country folks."—Burton:
Anal, of Mel. , p. 266.

U, Subsequently

:

1. Gen. : Anything large and spherical, or
nearly so, especially if at the same time it is

hollow. [B.1

2. Spec. ; The machine for aerial navigation
described under B. 4.

B. Technically

:

* L Old Chem. : A large spherical receiver

with a short neck, used in distillation.

2. Arch. : A ball or globe placed on the top
of a pillar. {Johnson.)

3. Pyrotech. : A ball of pasteboard, stuffed

with combustible matter, which, when fired,

mounts to a considerable height in the air,

and then bursts into bright sparks of fire re-

sembling stars. (Johnson.)

4. Aeronautics : A machine designed for

aerial navigation. The sight of soap-bubbles
rising into the air, and of the flight of birds,

must have made men in all ages give at least

an occasional stray thought to the subject of
aerial navigation ; but the first deliberately

considered scheme recorded seems to have
been that of Francis Lana, a Jesuit, who, in

1670, proposed to raise a vessel into the at-

mosphere by means of four metallic globes,
having a vacuum inside. The scheme, if tried,

would have failed ; the globes of metal, if In-

tensely thin, would have been crushed in a
moment by the surrounding air ; whilst if

made thick enough to resist the pressure,

they would have been far too heavy to rise.

The only type of balloon which as yet has
succeeded was invented early in 1772, by the
brothers Stephen and Joseph Montgolfier,

paper-makers of Annonay, near Lyons, who
{mblicly exhibited at Annonay the first bal-

oon ascent ever witnessed, on June 5, 1783.

Their balloon was filled with air rarefied by a
fire lighted in the car. In December of the
same year, M. Charles, Professor of Physics in

Paris, substituted hydrogen gas for rarefied

atmospheric air. On November 21, 1783, the
Marquis d'Arlandes and M. Pilatre ascended
3,000 feet or more in a balloon, and, passing
over Paris, descended again in safety. Since
then many daring aeronautic feats have been
successfully achieved, while some fatal acci-

dents have occurred. M. Blanchard, ascend-
ing from Paris on March 2, 1784, was the first

to carry up with him a parachute to aid him
in his descent if a catastrophe occurred. On
November 23, 1783, the first English balloon
was sent up from London, with no person in

the car; on September 15, 1784, Vincentio
Lunardi ascended from London ; on January 7,

1785, M. Blanchard and Dr. Jeffries crossed the
English Channel from Dover to the forest of
Guiennes ; on September 21, 1802, M. Garnerin
safely descended in London from a parachute.
Twice in 1804 M. Gay-Lussac ascended from
Paris for meteorological and other scientific

research, the first time, accompanied by M.
Biot, 13,000 feet ; the second time, alone,

23,000 feet. It will be observed that in the
early history of balloons France takes undis-
puted precedence of England. At a later

period, however, England gained a triumph
not yet paralleled on the Continent or else-

where, Mr. Glaisher, a celebrated aeronaut,
having ascended from Wolverhampton, on
September 5, 1862, to the amazing altitude of
37,000 feet. This was one of twenty-eight
ascents he made for scientific purposes, under
the auspices of the British Association, be-

tween July 17th, 1862, and May 26th, 1866.

America has had a number of daring aero-

nauts, some of whom have made hundreds of

ascents.

A great drawback on the utility and safety

of aerial travelling is the inability, in the pre-

sent state of science, effectively to guide the
machine in the air.

A balloon of modern type is made of long
bands of silk sewed together, and rendered
air-tight by being covered with caoutchouc
varnish. It is filled with hydrogen or coal

gas. At the top there is a safety-valve, under
the aeronaut's control. He sits in a light

wicker-work boat or car, suspended by means
of cords from a network covering the balloon.

A balloon about forty-eight feet long by thirty-

six feet broad and thick will carry three
persons ; with its car and other accessories it

weighs about 300 pounds.
Captive Balloon: A balloon fixed by a rope

or chain to the ground so that it is not free to

ascend beyond a certain height.

Fire Balloon : A balloon constructed of
paper or some light material, which, at pyro-
technic displays, is sent up into the air, carry-

ing a fire or light instead of an aeronaut.

bal loon mg, s. [Eng. balloon; -ing.] The
art of constructing balloons, or of using them
for the purpose of aerial navigation.

" Since then the art of ballooning has been greatly
extended, and many ascents have been made."

—

Atkin*
ton: Oanot't Phytic*. 3rd sd. (1808), p. 134.

Military Ballooning : The art of using Wal-
loons for military purposes. Sometimes
captive balloons have been employed to re-
connoitre the enemy In war ; and on Friday,
October 7, 1870, during the investment of
Paris by the Germans, the celebrated French
deputy, Gambetta, escaped from the belea-
guered capital in a balloon. The first use of
balloons in the British Army was at Suakim
in 18S5.

bal loon -er, s. [Eng. balloon ; -er.]

1, Ord. Lang. ; A balloonist.

2. Naut. : A balloon-like sail (N.E.D.)

bal loon is t, s. [Eng. balloon; -ist] A per-
son who constructs or who steers a balloon,
or ascends in one from the earth ; an aero-
naut. (Knox, Worcester, &c.)

bal-ldon'-ry, s. [Eng. balloon; -ry.] The
art or practice of ascending in a balloon

;

aeronautics. (Quarterly Review.)

bal'-lot, s. [Fr. ballot = a ballot, a voting-ball,
*a pannier, a basket ; Sp. balota ; Port, balote ;

Ital. ballotta = a little ball, dimin. of balla =
a ball.]

1. A ball used for the purpose of voting.
In casting a ball for or against an individual,
the arrangement sometimes is that if the vote
be designed in his favour, then a white ball
is used ; but if it be intended to be against
him, then one of a black colour is employed
—whence the phrase "to blackball one."
Other methods, however, may be adopted

:

thus, a ball of any colour put through a hole
into one drawer may indicate a favourable
vote, and into another an unfavourable one.

Used in this sense, lit., for such a ball as that
described, or Jig., for anything, even though
not a ball, employed in secret voting.

2. The method of voting in a secret manner,
by means of balls of different colours, or put
into different compartments, or in any other
way ; secret as opposed to open voting. Ad-
mission into scientific societies, clubs, the
direction of banks and other large commercial
establishments, has long been conducted by
ballot. In ancient Athens and the other
Greek states it was in use when votes had to
be taken on political questions. It has long
been established in America, and for a shorter
period in France. In Great Britain it consti-

tuted one of the five points in the Chartist
programme, both of the great political parties

in the state being at first opposed to it, as

deeming it a revolutionary project. Gradu-
ally, however, the mass of the Liberal party

ceased to fear the ballot, and opposition to it

on the part of the Conservatives became less

pronounced, till at last, while Mr. Gladstone
was in the plenitude of his power, a bill,

legalising it as an experiment for eight years,

was passed during the session of 1872. Its

merits are that it constitutes a considerable

barrier in the way both of intimidation and
bribery, and thus encourages the voter to

express his real sentiments, besides making
elections much lesB likely to result in riot

than when the old system prevailed. Within
recent years a specially Becret system of voting

has been devised in Australia, and adopted in

several other countries, notably in many of the

states of the American Union. The purpose
of this is to prevent intimidation of the voter,

by enabling him to keep the character of his

vote strictly secret, a result which was not

achieved under the old system of the so-called

secret ballot.
" A motion was made that the committee should be

Instructed to add a clause enacting that all election!

should be by ballot."—Macautay : BUt. Eng., ch. xxl.

ballot-box, s. A box for the reception

of ballot-balls or papers when a secret vot*

is being taken.

"A weapon that comes down as still

As snow-flakes fall upon the sod.

But executes a freeman's will

As lightning does the will of God

;

And from its force nor d^-ors nor locks
Can shield you :—'tis the ballot-box."

J. Pierpont : A Wordfrom a Petitioner.

bal lot, v.i. & t. [From ballot, s. In Sw.

ballotera; Dan. ballotere; Dut. balloteeren ; Fr.

ballotUr; Sp. balotar ; Ital. ballotare.']

A* Intransitive

:

1. SpeMally: To vote by means of ballot

balls. [Ballot, s.]

2. Generally : To vote secretly, whatever be

the method adopted.

Ate, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e ; ft = e. an = Uw.
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B. Transitive : To submit to the operation

of the ballot.

" No comiHitition Arriving to a sufficient number of

balls, they tell to ballot some others."— Wotton.

bal-ld'-ta, s. [In Dut. & Fr. ballote; Lat.

ballot*; Gr. 0aAA«T»$ (ballSte), from 0dAAw
(ballo) = to throw, to throw away, to reject,

the allusion being to its unpleasant smell.]

A genus of plants belonging to the order

Lamiaceae, or Labiates. The calyx has ten

ribs. The plant is two or three feet high,

with whorls of purple or rarely of white
flowers. It flowers from July on almost to

winter, and is more frequent in the south
than in the north of Britain.

641 16 ta de, t bal S-ta de, a, [In Ger. &
Fr. ballotade ; from Fr. ballotter, v.t. = to toss. ]

In, the Menage: The leap of a horse per-

formed between two pillars, and of such a
character that when his fore-feet are in the
air, he shows nothing but the shoes of his

kinder feet. It differs from a capriole, for

when a horse works at caprioles he jerks out
the hinder legs with all his force, whereas he
abstains from jerking them out when he makes
a ballotade.

bal lo-ta'-tion, s. [Eng. ballot ; -ation. In
Ital. ballottazio)ie.] The act of voting by
ballot.

" The election is intricate and curious, consisting of

ten several ballotations.'— Wotton.

b&T-lot-er, s. [Eng. ballot ; -er.] One who
votes by ballot, or conducts balloting opera-

tions. (Quart. Rev.)

bal lot I dee, s. pi [From ballota (q.v.).]

A family of Labiate plants, ranked under the

tribe Stachese. The only British genus is the

typical one, Ballota (q.v.).

t bal-lot-In, s. [Fr. ballottin = . . . a boy
who receives a voting ball. J One who collects

ballots.

bal-lot-ing, pr. par., a., & 5. [Ballot, v.]

A, & B. As. pr. par. & participial adj. ; In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive : The act of voting by
ballot, or secretly.

"Giving their vutes by balloting, they lie under no
awe."—Swift.

b&T-lot-lSt, 8. [Eng. ballot; -ist.] An advo-
cate for the ballot. (Quart. Rev.)

* bJU'-ldw, s. [See def.J A word found only
in the Shakespeare Folio, 1623 (Lear, iv. 6),

and probably a misprint for batton = baton
(qv.).

*bal'-lowt a- [Btyin. unknown.] Gaunt,
bopy, thin.

" Whereas the hallow nag outstrips the wind In
chase."

Drayton: Polyolbion (Nares).

ball-room, *. [Eng. ball; room.] A room
used temporarily or permanently for balls, i.e.

for dancing assemblies.
"... the land of corn-fields and vineyards, of grilded

coaches and laced cravats, of ball-room* and theatres."
—Jlacauluy : Hitt. Eng., ch. xvi.

balm (I silent), * baume, ' bawme, [In

Prov. balme ; Fr. baume, from Lat batsamum ;

O. Fr. bausme, basme ; Sp., Port., & Ital. bal-

tamo ; Sw. & Ger. balsam ; Dan. balsom ; Dut.
balsem. Thus balm is a contraction of balsam
qv.).]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The juice, sap, or gum of highly odorifer-
ous trees, shrubs, or herbs.

" Balm trickles through the bleeding veins
Of nappy shrubs in Idutnean plains." Dryden.

2. Anything possessed of a highly fragrant
and agreeable odour, as, for example, anointing
oil.

" Thy place is flll'd, thy sceptre wrung from thee ;

Thy balm wash'd off wherewith thou wast anointed.''
Shakesp. : a Henry VI., ill. l.

3. Anything soft and grateful to the feelings,

or which mitigates pain, irritation, or distress.

"Wide flush the fields ; the softening air is balm."
Thornton : Hymn.

" Nor steep our brows in slumber's holy balm."
Tennyton : The Lotus-eaters ; Choric Song, 2.

B. Botany, Horticulture, Commerce, £c.

:

L Generally : The English name of several
botanical genera.

IL Specially:

.1. Loudon applies the term balm specially

to Melissa, which Arnott and others call

bastard-balm.

2. Balm of Acouchi : The gum of the Idea
acachini, a plant of the order Burseracea*.

[ICICA.]

3. Balm o/Gilead;

(1) Scripture : The gum of a tree and the tree

itself, the latter growing, as its name suggests,

in Gilead, a region east of Jordan, belonging

chiefly to the tribe of Gad. It is called *$f
(tseri) in Heb., and prrrivn (rhetine) in Septua-
gint Greek. It was used for healing wounds.
(For reference to it see Gen. xxxvii. 25 ; xliii.

11 ; Jer. viii. 22 ; xlvi. 11 ; Ezek. xxvii. 17.)

It has not been satisfactorily identified by
modern botanists. Royle thinks it may pos-

sibly have been the Elceagnus angustifolius of

Linnaeus. [See (2) a.]

(2) Botany :

(a) A tree, Balsamodendron Gileadense, the

specific name being given because it was once
supposed to be the Scripture " Balm ofGilead

"

—an opinion probably erroneous, for it does
not at present grow in Gilead, either wild or

in gardens, nor has it been satisfactorily

proved that it ever did. [(1) Scripture.'] It is

called also B. opobalsamum. It is a shrub or

small-spreading spineless tree, ten or twelve

feet high, with trifoliate leaves in fascicles of

2—6, and reddish flowers having four petals.

It is found south of 22° N. lat. on both sides

of the Red Sea, in Arabia, Abyssinia, and
Nubia. It does not occur in Palestine. (Dr.

Triment <£c.)

(b) Its gum : This is obtained from the trees

by incision. It is called also Balm of Mecca
and Opobalsamum. Two other kinds of gum
are obtained from the same tree : the first

(Xylobalsamum) by boiling the branches and
skimming off the resin, which rises to the

surface of the water ; and the second (Carpo-

balsamuvi) by pressure upon the fruit.

Balm of Gilead Fir ; A tree (Abies balsamea),

which furnishes a turpentine-like gum. It is

a North American fir, having no geographical

connection with Gilead.

4. Balm of Mecca: The same as Balm of

Gilead (2), b (q.v.).

balm breathing, a. Breathing balm,
or producing a highly agreeable effect upon
the senses or heart.
" Since the balm-breathing kiss of this magical miss
Can such wonderful transports produce.

Byron: To the Sighing Strephon.

balm-cricket, *. A cricket whose carol

is fitted to soothe.

"The balm-cricket carols clear
I u the green that folds thy grave."

Tennyson: A Dirge.

balm-dew, s. Odoriferous dews, or dew
fitted to soothe.

" All starry culmination drop
Balm-dews to bathe thy feet !

*

Tennyson: The Talking Oak.

balm (I silent), * baume 'bawme, v.t.

[From balm, s. (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : To anoint or impregnate with balm
or with any other odoriferous substance.

" Balm his foul head with warm distilled waters.
And burn sweet wood to make the lodging sweet"

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, L, Induct

2. Fig. : To soothe, to assuage.
" Opprest nature sleeps :

This rest might yet have balm'd thy senses."
Shakesp. : Lear, HI. l.

t balm'-l'-fy (I silent), v.t. [Eng. balnujj), and
suffix -fy,] To make balmy.

"The fluids have been entirely sweetened and
balmified."—Cheyne : English Malady (1733), p. 306.

balm'-I-l^ (I silent), adv. In a balmy manner.

balm'-y (I silent), a. [Eng. balm; -y.]

1. Impregnated with balm ; having the
qualities of balm ; highly and pleasantly
odoriferous.

" Broke into hills with balmy odours crown 'd."
Thomson : Liberty, pt. ii.

"Where, scatter"d wild, the lily of the vale
Its balmy essence breathes where cowslips hang
The dewy head, where purple violets lurk."

Thomson: Spring.

2. Producing balm.
" Let India boast her groves, nor envy we
The weeping amber, and the balmy tree."

Pope : Windsor Forest.

3. Mitigating or assuaging bodily pain or
mental distress ; soft, soothing.

" The lamp of day Is quench'd beneath the deep.
And soft approach the balmy hours of sleep.'

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, iii. 427,438.

baT-ne-al, a. [From Lat. balneum=& bath,

and Eng. suff. -al.] Pertaining to a bath.

bal'-ne-a-rjr, s, [Lat. balnearis, balnearius
= pertaining to a bath.] A bath-room.

"The balnearies, and bathing- pi aces, he exposeth
unto the summer settiug."—Browne: Vulgar Errourt,

bal-ne-a'-tion, s. [From Lat. balneum = a
bath.) The act or operation of bathing.

" In balneatians, and fomentations of thai part."—
Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

bal'-n§-a-tOr-^, a. [Lat. balneatorius = per-

taining to a bath.] Pertaining to a bath.

bal-ne'-8g'-ra-ph$f, s. [Lat. balneum = a
bath, and Gr.*vpac>» (graphe) = a writing.] A
treatise on baths and bathing.

bal nc 6 16£ Ic al, a. [Eng. balneology);

•kal.) Pertaining to balneology (q.v.).

bal-nS-6l'-6-gyt s. [Lat. balneum = a bath ;

sutf. -ology.}

Med. : The study of baths and bathing.

t b&l-O-ta'de, s. [Ballotade.]

* ba-16'W, * ba-ld'O, interj. & $. [Probably
of no derivation. Jamieson thinks it is derived
from Fr. en bas le loup = the wolf (is) below,
but there is no evidence.]

A. As interj. : A nursery term designed to
frighten children into silence, if not into sleep.

" Billow, my babe, lie still and sleipe.

It grieves me sair to see thee weipe."
Lady Anne Both well's Lament. {Boucher.)

B. As substantive : The name of a tune re-

ferring to the above-mentioned exclamation.
" You musicians, ulay Baloo."

Beaum. A Flet. : Knight of the Burning Pestle, ii.

bal sa, bal-za, s. [Sp. & Port balsa.] A
raft or fislmtg-bbat, used chiefly on the Pacific

coast of South America.

bal'-sam, s. [In Sw. & Ger. balsam; Dan.

balsom ; Dut. balsem ; Fr. baume ; O. Fr.

bausme, basme; Sp., Port., & Ital. balsamo;
Lat. balsamum; Gr. ftdXtranov (balsamon) —
(1) a fragrant gum from the balsam-tree, balm
of Gilead ; (2) the balsam-tree ; also /SdAo-ajuoc

(balsamos) = the balsam-tree.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

J. Literally

:

1. Any natural vegetable resin with a strong
and fragrant odour.

Tf Johnson defines it as " ointment, un-
guent, an unctuous application, thicker than
oil and softer than salve."

2. A well-known and beautiful plant, Im-
patiens balsamina, or any of its congeners.

IX Fig. : Anything agreeable to the re-

cipient, and which acts upon him with medi-
cinal effect.

" Christ's blood our balsam ; if that cure us here.
Uim, when our judge, we shall not find severe.

'

Denham.
B. Technically

:

L Chemistry, Pharmacy, Botany, Comm., Ac.

:

1. Originally : A term for any strong-scented
vegetable resin. It was applied also to many
resinous and oleaceous comi>onnds.

2. Then: It was next limited to those con-
taining, or supposed to contain, benzoic acid,

and specially to the Balsams of Tolu and Peru,
to storax, benzoin, and liquid amber.

3. Now: It has again. been extended to sub-
stances not containing benzoic acid. Accord-
ing to the present use of the term, balsam in

Chemistry may be defined as a natural mix-
ture of resin with volatile oiL

BALSAM OF COPAIBA : PLANT, FLOWER, AND FRUIT.

•fl Balsam of Capevi or Copaiba: A gum
which flows from incisions of the wood of

bfiil. bc*^; pout, Jolrt; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench: go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon. exist. ph = f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -(ion, tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion ~ zhun. tious, -sious = shus. -ble. -die. &c = bel, dc \.
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Copaifera officinalis, a South American tree.

It is at first clear and colourless, but ac-

quires a yellowish tinge by age. [Copaifera.]

Balsam of Mecca, Balm of Mecca: The same
as Balm of. Gilead, an odoriferous resin from
an Amyridaceous tree, Ba!samode>idron Gilea-

dense. [Balm of Gilead, Balsamodendron.]
Balsam of Peru: A balsam, the produce,

according to Mutis, of Myroxylon, or llyro-

spermum, an Amyridaceous genus.

Balsam of Tolu : A balsam, the produce of
Toluifera, or Myrospennum, already men-
tioned.

* II. Old Pharmacy. Balsam of Sulphur

:

A solution of sulphur in oiL

HI. Botany and Horticulture :

1. Sing. : The English name of Impatiens, a
genus belonging to the order Balsaminacea?,
or Balsams. Impatiens balsamina is the much-
admired "balsam" so often grown in gardens,

in boxes, or pots in windows, and in other

FLOWER OF THE GARDEN BALSAM.

places. Cultivation has made its colours

now very diverse, and the plant has run
into many varieties, but none of them is per-

manent. The juice of the balsam, prepared
with alum, is used by the Japanese to dye
their nails red. [Impatiens.]

2. Phtral : Balsams. The English name of
the order Balsaminacea?, in Lindley's nomen-
clature.

balsam apple, balsam apple, s.

The fruit of a Cucurbitaceous plant, Momordica
balsamina. It is a fleshy ovate fruit, partly
smooth, partly with longitudinal rows of
tubercles, and red in colour when ripe. In
Syria the unripe pulp, mixed with sweet oil,

and exposed to the sun for some days, is used
for curing wounds. It is applied in drops let

foil upon cotton wooL

balsam-herb, balsam herb, t.

Among Gardeners : A plant, Justicia comata.

balsam-seed, t
Among Gardeners : Any plant of the genus

Myrospennum.

balsam-sweating, a. Sweating or yield-
ing balsam.

balsam-tree, s.

1. The English name of the Clusia, a genus
of plants constituting the typical one of the
order Clusiacese, or Guttifers.

2. The " Balm of Gilead," or any other tree

belonging to the genus Balsamodendron. [See
Balm, B., II. 3 ; Balsamodendron.]

balsam-weed, *. The name given in

America to a plant, Gnaphalium polycephalum,
used in the manufacture of paper.

balsam-wood, «.

Among Gardeners: Any plant of the genus
Myroxylon.

* balsam, v.t. [From balsam, s. (q.v.).]

1. tit. : To impregnate with balsam.

2. Pig.: To make agreeable, as if impreg-
nated with balsam.

"The gifts of oar young and flourishing age are reiy
tweet, when they are balsamed with discretion."

—

By.
Hackett : Life cfAbp. Williams, pt. 1., p. 57.

* bal-sam-a'-ce-«, s. pi [Prom Lat. bal-

tamum. ] [Balsam.] An order of plants, gene-
rally called Altinghiaceffi or Balsamifluse (q. v. ).

bal-sam-a -tion, «. [JSag. balsam: -ution.}

The act or operation of uupiv^Kiting with
balsam.

'* Mr. Hook produced a paper, which he had received
train Mr. lLiak, bvtlig an account of the several things
affirmed to be performed by Dr. Etshot of Berlin;
which paper w.is read. It contained an account of . . .

hts universal bal*< titration.'—Hitt. Roy. Soc, lv. 109,

(JWcL)

bal-sam ic, * balsam -Ick, a. & s. pSnji
balsam; -ic. In Fr. balsamique; ItaL bal-

samico ; from Lat. balsamieus.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to balsam.
Specially—

1, Having the qualities of balsam.
"... with mild balsamic Juice

The Tuscan olive . .
."

Thornton ; Liberty, pt. t.

2. Mitigating, assuaging, or removing pain
or mental distress.

". . . medical men of high note believed, or affected
to believe, In the balt'imi? virtues of the royal hand."
—Macautay t Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

B. As substantive: Anything having pro-
perties like those of balsam. (Berkehy!)

balsam ic-al, a. [Eng. balsamic; -a!.] The
same as Balsamic, atlj. (q.v.). (Hale.)

bal-S&m'-ic-al-iy, adv. [Eng. balsamical ;

ly.] After the manner of a balsamic (Dr.
Allen.)

bal-sam-If-er-oiis, a. [Lat. balsamum, and
fero = to bear.] Bearing balsam. (Smith.)

bal-sam if-lu-», s. pi. [Lat balsamum =
balsam, andjlifo = to flow.]

Bot. : Blume's name for an order of plants
more generally called Altinghiaceai or Balsa-
niacea3(q.v.)-

balsam I -na, s. [Lat. balsaminus; Gr. paX-

o-ajnifo? (bal$aminos)-= of balsam.] A genus
of plants, in which some include the Garden
Balsam, which is called by them Balsamina
hortensis, but is more appropriately designated
by the name Linnseus gave it, Impatiens bal-

samina.

bal sam-in-a'-ce-a? (Lindley), bal-sam-
In'-o-a? (Ach. Richard) (Latin), bal -Sams
(Eng.), s. pi. [Balsamina.]

Botany: An order of plants placed under
the Geranial Alliance. The flowers are very
irregular. The sepals and petals are both
coloured ; the former are properly five In num-
ber, but generally by abortion three, one of
them spurred ; the latter five, reduced to two
lateral ones, each really of two combined, and
a large broad concave one. Stamens five, un-
combined. Fruit generally a five-celled cap-
sule, with one or more suspended seeds. No
involucre. The large genus Impatiens is the
type of the order, which in 1846 contained 110
described species, chiefly from the East Indies.
[Balsamina, Impatiens.] Some make the
BalsaininaeeaB only a sub-order of Geraniaceaj.

bal sam-ine, a [In Ger. balsamine ; Fr.

balsamine; Gr. jSaAcrafu'rrj (balsamine) = the
balsam-plant.] A name sometimes given to a
plant, Impatiens balsamina.

bal-sam-in'S-ae, s. pi. [Balsaminacea.]

bal-sam -l'-ta, & [In Port balsamita; from
Lat balsamv, Gr. paWo-auov (balsamon), and
0aA<rafi« (balsamos) = the balsam-tree, called
from the balsamic smell.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Asteracea; (Composites).
B. vulgaris is the Costmary or Ale-cost. [Cost-
mary, Ale-cost.] The species are plants of
no beauty from the south of Europe.

bal sam o-den'-dron, i. [Gr. pdKo-anov

(balsamon) = balsam, and itv&pov (dendron)
= a tree. Balsam-tree.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Amyridaceae. They
have often pinnate leaves, spinous branches,
small green axillary, unisexual flowers, and
a two, or by abortion, one-celled fruit with
solitary seeds. Balsamodendron myrrha, found
in Arabia Felix, yields the resin called Myrrh.
B. Gileadense (Balm of Gilead), called also B.
opobalsamum, produces Balm of Gilead or
Balm of Mecca (q.v.). B. mnkul yields a resin
believed by Dr. Stocks to be the Bdellium of
Scripture and of Dioscorides. [Bdellium.]
B. africanum furnishes African Bdellium. B.
kataf furnishes a kind of myrrh, and B. pu>
bescens yields Bayee Balsam. B. Zeylanicum is

cultivated in Britain as a stove-plant. [Balm.]

t bal- sam - ous, a. [Eng. balsam ; -ous.]
Full of, or containing, balsam.

bal sam-y, a. [Eng. balsam ; -y.) Balmy,
aromatic, fragrant, {N'.E.D.)

* bal'-ter, * bau'-ter, v.U & t. [Prob. from
Icel. ; cf. Dau. baltre, bolt re = to wallow.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To dance clumsily.

2. To become clotted or tangled.
** It baltereth .... into knots and ball*."—p, BoU

land : Pliny, xxix. h.

B. Transitive:

L To tread down.

2. To tangle, to mat. (N.E.D.)

* bal'-ter, *. [Balteb, v.] a clot, a lump,
anything coagulated. (N.E.D.)

Bal -tic, * Bal tick, a. & a. [Elym. some-
what doubtful. The word was first used by
Adam, canon of Bremen, at the end of the
eleventh century. In Fr. Baltique ; Port
Baltico ; Mod. Lat Mare Balticum. Probably
from Sw. bait = a belt (Belt), in allusion to
its form, and also to the fact that two of the
straits connecting it with the ocean are called
the Great and the Little " Belt" It 1ms also
been derived from Sclav, or Lettonian baU =
white, from its being frozen part of the year;
or from Baltus, an old king, or Baltta, the
old name of an islaud. ]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to the sea de-
scribed under B.

" We know that it [the Scandinavian iee-sheetl not
only filled the Gulf of Bothnia, hut occupied th*
whole are* of the Baltic Se*,"—Oeikit : ThtliituC Ic*
Age, 2nd ed. (1ST7), p. 404.

B. As substantive : An inland sea, enclosed
by Sweden, Russia, Germany, and Denmark,
and communicating with the German Ocean
by the "Sound" and the Great and Little

Belts.

"Hence we may confidently Infer that iu thednyi
of the attoriginal hunters and fishers, the ocean had
freer access than now to the Baltic."—Lyell : Antiq.
of Man, 4th ed. (18:3), p. 14.

Bal -ti-morc, bal -ti more,?. &a. [Named
after the second Lord Baltimore, a Roman
Catholic nobleman of Yorkshire, in England,
and Longford in Ireland, who, in A.D. 1034,

founded the colony of Maryland, iu North
America.]

A. As substantive

:

1. (As Baltimore) : A city and county in

Maryland, in the United States.

2. (As baltimore) : The bird described under
Baltimore Bird (q.v.).

"I have never met with anything of tlie kind la
the nest of the baitimorc. "— Wilton and Bo'i'ijurte:
Americ. Ornith., ed. Jardiue (1832*. i. la.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to Baltimore

;

found at Baltimore.

Baltimore bird, Baltimore oriole,
Baltimore hang-nest, baltimore. A
bird of the family Murnula.- (Starlings), and
the sub-family Oriolime (Orioles). It is the

BALTIMORE BIRD AND HI

Oriolus Baltimore of Catesby, now Ictrrui

Baltimorii. The name Baltimore was applied

or attached to this bird not merely because it

&te, fat, Aire, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ca = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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occurs at the place so called, but according to

Catesby because its colours, which are black

and orange, were the same as those on the

coat of arms or livery of the Lord Baltimore

who was formerly proprietor of Maryland.

(See etym.) The appellation "Hang Nest,"

or sometimes "Hanging Bird," is given be-

cause it builds a pendulous nest—that is, like

a cylindrical pouch, sometimes sewed with
horse hair; the curious structure being sus-

pended from the end of a branch or a twig.

Another name given to the baltimore is " Fire

Bird," because when its bright hue is seen
throirgh the green leaves the appearance
somewhat resembles a flame of fire. Yet
another name is "Golden Robin." It extends
from Canada to Mexico, or even to Brazil,

migrating to the northern part of this area

about May, and to the southern one about the
end of August or in September. {Wilson and
Bonaparte, &c.)

bal-ti-mor'-lte, s. [From Baltimore (q.v.),

where it occurs, and suff. -itc] A mineral,

considered by Dana as identical with Picrolite

(q.v.), and ranked in the British Museum
Catalogue as a variety of Serpentine (q.v.). It

Is composed of longitudinal fibres, adhering to

one another. Its lustre is silky. When thick

it is opaque, but when thin it is transparent

on the edges.

bal us ter, tbal -luster, t bal lis -ter,

t bal-las-ter, s. [Fr. balaustre; ltal. ba-

laustro ; Lat. balaustium ; Gr. (Ha^avo-nov
(balaustion) = a wild pomegranate flower,

because the usual double-curved form of balus-

ters somewhat resembles the shape of that
lower.]

In Architecture:

1. A small pilaster or column, often adorned
with mouldings. It is usually made circular,

and swelling towards the lower part. Rows
of such balusters are often placed in the front
of galleries in churches, on the outside of
terraces and bridges, or to support rails on
stairs. In the last case, the word is generally
corrupted into banister [Banister], whilst a
row of balusters constitutes a balustrade {q.v.).

" Ray led with turned b dlatters of free-stone."—Sur-
My of Wimbltdon (1649). [Archaol., vol. X., p. 404.)

"This should Ant have been planched over, and
railed about with baluttcrt."—Canw.
"The use of the baltater was unknown to the an-

cients. . . . Perhapstheniostanclentaretobefound in
Italy, and it may be considered an invention which first

appeared un the revival of the arta in that country."

—

Chamber*: Civil Architect, (ed. Gwilt), p. 3(22.

2. The lateral part of the volute of an Ionic
capital. {Gwilt.)

baluster-shaft, a
Arch. : A shaft somewhat resembling a

baluster, occurring in Anglo-Saxon architec-
ture. Used specially in windows.

baluster stem, s.

of a chalice, &c.
A bulging stem, as

ba lus tcred, bal lus tred (tred as

terd), adj. [Eng. baluster; -ed.] Having
balusters. {Soames.)

bal us trade, t bal'-liis trade, s. [In
Sw. & Dan. ballustrade; Dut. & Fr. balus-
trade; Sp. balaustrada; Port, baUxustrada, ba-
laustada; ltal. balaustrata.] [Baluster.]

BALUSTRADE.

Arch. : A range of small pillars called balus-
ters, resting on a plinth, and supporting a
Coping, cornice, or rail. They are frequently
employed to form a parapet around a flat-

roofed building, or along the sides of a bridge,
terrace, staircase, or oalcony, or to fence
round an altar or a font. The material most

frequently used in their construction is stone,

though iron and wood are also occasionally

employed.

*balwe, *balhew, *baly, a. [Etymology
doubtful. ] Plain, smooth.

" Bitlwe or playne, "—Prompt. Part.

* bal we, * bal -lu, s. The same as Bale (1).

*bal'-yS,5. [Baillie(2).] Dominion, custody.
*' To hart him til his balye

.'

Curtor Mundi. {3. in Boucher.)

* ba'-ly-Ship, *. [O. Eng. baily = baillie

(q.v.), and sutf. -ship.) The office and position

of a bailiff.

*' Balythip, belialus.''—Prompt. Parv.

tbalz, s, [Ger.]

Ornith. : The love-dance and love-song of
the blackcock.

"The elder Brehm naves a curious account of the
Bait, as the luve-il-uice and love-song of the Blackcock
is called in Germany."—Iiarwin; Uetcent of Man, pt.

ii.. ch. xftT

balz -place, s.

Ornith. ; A place where blackcocks perform
their love courtships.

". . . and the same blackcock, in order to prove his
strength over several antagonists, will visit In the
course of one morning several baU-places, which re-

main the same during successive years. —Damin :

Descent of Man, pt. ii., ch. xiii.

bal'-za-rine, s. [Fr.] A light mixed material

of worsted and cotton, used for ladies' dresses.

(Stmmonda)

t bam, s. [Bamboozle.] A sham ; a quiz.

"The laird, whose humble efforts at Jocularity were
chiefly confined to what was theu called bitet and
bam*, since denominated hoaxes and quitie*, had the

fairest possible subject of wit in the unsuspecting
Dominie."—Scott : Qug Mannering, ch. iii.

t bam, v. [From bam, s.] To cheat.

bam bi n& (pi. bam bi -ni), s. [ltal. = a

child.] A child, a baby; a figure of the Holy
Child, esp. that one reputed to be miraculous,

preserved in the Church of Ara Cceli, Rome.

bam -boo, s. & a. [In Sw. bamburor ; Dan. bam-
busror ; Ger. bambus-rohr and bambus ; Dut.
bamboesriet and bamboes ; Fr. bambou ; Sp.
rana bambos ; Port, bambu; ltal. carina bambu.
From Mahratta bamboo or bambu-; or from
Malay bamboo or bambU, also mambu.]

A. As substantive : Any species of the
botanical genus Bambusa, and specially the
best-known one, Bambusa arundinacea. [Bam-
busa.] It is a giant-grass, sometimes reach-

ing the height of forty or more feet, which
is found everywhere in the tropics of the
Eastern Hemisphere, and has been introduced
into the West Indies, the Southern States of

America, and various other regions in the
Western world. It has the usual character-

istics of a grass—the cylindrical stem, of flinty

hardness externally, while soft or even hollow
within ; the separation of the stem into nodes
and internodes ; and the inflorescence of a
type found in many genera of the order,

namely, in great panicles made up of a series

of spikes of flowers. In some cases a sub-
stance called tabasheer [Tabasheer], consist-

ing of pure silica, is found secreted in the
nodes.
The uses to which the several species of

bamboos are put in the regions where they
grow are almost innumerable. In house-
building they furnish the framework of the
sides and roof, with the joists and other parts
of the flooring. Villages of such materials are
in many cases rendered very difficult of attack
by being surrounded by a thick fence of spiny
species. Bows, arrows, quivers, the shafts of
lances, and other warlike weapons can be
made from the stems of bamboo, as can ladders,
rustic bridges, the masts of vessels, walking-
sticks, water-pipes, flutes, and many other
objects. The leaves are everywhere used for
weaving and for packing purposes. Finally,
the seeds are eaten by the poorer classes in

parts of India ; and in the West Indies the
tops of the tender shoots are pickled and made
to supply the place of asparagus.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the bamboo

;

made of bamboo, consisting of bamboo, re-

sembling the bamboo. (See the compounds
which follow.)

bamboo cane, bamboo cane, a
Another name for the bamboo.

bamboo-jungle, s. An Indian jungle in
which the wild bamboo abounds.

bamboo-rat, s. A rodent mammal be-
longing to Gray's genus Rhizomys, which is

placed under the Muridte, or Mouse family.

bamboo-atage, s. A stage made of
bamboo.

" Sitting on a bimboo-ttag* uteru."~Hooker ; Hima-
layan Journal*, i. 70.

bam boo, v.t. [From bamboo, s. (q.v.).] To
beat with a bamboo.

bam-boo zle, * bam-bou'-zle (ale ^
zel), v.t. & t. [Said by some to be of gipsy
origin, but this statement is unsupported by
evidence. The word appears in the early part
of the eighteeuth century, and is mentioned
in the Tatler (No. 230) among " certain words
invented by some pretty fellows." Bam may
be either the source, or an abbreviation, of
the longer word.}

tA. Intrans. : Intentionally to involve a
subject in mystery or perplexity. To do so
especially in money matters for purposes of
fraud.

"After Nick had bamboozled about the money, John
called for the counters."— Arbuthnot : John Bull.

B. Transitive:

1, To mystify for purposes of deceit.

2. To cheat, to swindle.

*bam-bdo'-zle,s. [Bamboozle, v.] Mystery,
trickery, cheating, swindling.

bam boo'-zlcd, * bam bou'-zlcd [zled
as zeld), pa. par. [Bamboozle, v.]

bam-booz'-ler, s. [Eng. bamboozUfi); -er.]

One who bamboozles ; a cheat, a swindler.
{Vulgar.)

" There are a set of fellows they call hanterera and
bambooiier* that play such tricks."—Arbuthnot.

bam booz ling, * bam bouz ling, pr.

par. & a. [Bamboozle.]

bam bus -a, * bam' bos, s. [Latinised

from the Mahratta or Malay word bamboo.]
[Bamboo.] A genus of grasses, the type of
the section Bambuseas. It contains the well-
known Bamboo or Bamboo-cane {Bambusa
arundinaeea). [Bamboo.] Other species from
Asia and the adjacent islands are B. maxima,
100 feet high, from the Malay archipelago ; Ii.

asperc, from Amboyna, 60 or 70 feet ; and B.

apus, from Java, of as ample dimensions, with
many others. The American species are less

numerous, but B. lati/olia, from the Orinoco,
is very fine.

bam-bu sid se, * bam bus -e-», a pi.

[Bambusa.] The family of the order Grami-
nacese, to which the Bamboos belong. It
fa'ts under the section Festuceae- In most of
the species there are six stamens instead of
three, the normal number. The genera are
but few, Bambusa (q.v.) being the chief.

bam -lite, s. [Named after Bamle, in Norway,
where it occurs.] A mjneral, a variety of
Fibrolito proper (q.v.). It is of a white or
greyish colour and columnar in form.

ban(l), *bann, ' bannc. bain, "bane
i
/'. banns, t bans, bancs, * baines),

s. [From A. 8. bannan= to proclaim, sum-
mon. In Sw. bann = excommunication ; Dan.
band, ban = ban, excommunication, outlawry

;

Dut. ban = excommunication, banishment,
jurisdiction ; Ger. bann ; O. H. Ger. ban = a
public proclamation, spec., excommunication

;

Wei. & Gael ban = & proclamation; Fr. &
Prov. ban = banns, proclamation, publication,

ban, banishment, outlawry, exile, privilege ;

Sp., Port., & ltal. bando. The word seems to

have come originally from the Teutonic
tongues. Low Lat. bannus, bannum, bandum.]
[Abandon, Bandit, Banish.]

H Essential meaning: A proclamation, public

notice, or edict respecting a person or thing.

Wedgwood thinks that the original significa-

tion was that given under B., L

A. Ordinary Language :

L 0/persons:

1. A public proclamation or edict respecting
a person, without its being in any way im-
plied that he has l«en named in order to be
denounced. [Ii., III.]

boil, boy: pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -rag,

-dan, Man = shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; tion, -sion = shun. tious, -sious, -cious — shus. -ble, -die, .V< - bel, del.
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(1.) Gen. : An edict or proclamation of any
kind.

"That was the ban of Keniugwurthe ; that was lo
thia

That ther ne ssolde of heie men deserited be none
That hadde iholde aye the king, bote the erl of

Leieetre one."
Rob. Oloucett., p. W8. {8. in Boucher.)

(2.) Specially;

(a) A summons ; a citation.
•' Ther come to thys ronnde table as he sends ys ban,

Auiisel kyng of Scotland, aud also TJryan,
That was kyng of Muryfycens, and also of North

Walys,
CadwaJ, and also Scaler kyng of South Walys."

Hob. Gloucest., p. 188. iS. in Boucher.)

(6) Plur. : An announcement of an intended
marriage. [B., III.]

* He gan renew the late forbidden bains."
Spenter: F. Q,. L xii. 36.

" I bar it in the interest of my wife,
Tis she is subcontracted to this lord.
And I, her husband, contradict your banns."

Shaketp. : Xing Lear, r. 3.

2. A proclamation or edict denouncing one,
and rendering him subject to penalties. Spe-
cially—

(1.) In civil matters. [B., II.]

" He proceeded so far by treaty, that he was proffered
to have the imperial ban taken off Altapiuus upon
submission. "—-Howel.

(2.) In ecclesiastical matters : Excommunica-
tion, curse, anathema. [Ban, v.]

"A great oversight it was of St. Peter that he did
not accurse Nero, whereby the pope might have gut
all ; vet what need of such a ban, since friar Vincent
could tell Atabalipa that kingdoms were the pope's

:

"

—Raleigh.

(8.) Gen. : A curse of any kind by whom-
soever given forth.
" Thou mixture rank, of midnight weeds collected,
With Hecate's ban thrice blasted, thrice infected."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, tii. 2.

XL 0/ things:

1. A public proclamation or edict, com-
manding, permitting, forbidding, or announ-
cing anything [B., III.] ; hence any prohibition
or interdiction of a solemn kind, however
announced.

". . . who thus hast dared.
Had it been only coveting to eye
That sacred fruit, sacred to abstinence.
Much more to taste it, 'under ban to touch*

"

Milton; P. L., bk. ix.

2. The penalty inflicted upon a person pub-
licly denounced.

B. Technically

:

T. Military and Feudal

:

1. A proclamation in time of war, summon-
ing the king's retainers to attend him on an
expedition.

2. The retainers thus summoned. The vas-
sals of the feudal lords under the king were
called the arriere-ban. [Arriere-ban.] (This
nomenclature was originally French.)

IL Hist. The Ban of the Empire : A penalty
occasionally put in force under the Old Ger-
man empire against a prince who had given
some cause of offence to the supreme authority.
Arnulf, Duke of Bavaria, in the eleventh cen-
tury, and Otho, of Wittelspach, in the twelfth
century, were thus put under the ban of the
empire.

IH Law, &c. Banns (pi.): The publication
of intended marriages in the Church of Eng-
land ; proclamation that certain parties named
intend to proceed to marriage, unless any im-
pediment to their union be proved to exist.
Banns of marriage have to be published for
three Sundays before the event in the church
or chapel where the ceremony is to take
Slace, unless a licence is obtained. [Licence,
[arriage.]

ban (2), s. [Servian ban; Russ. & Pol. pan
= a master, a lord. ]

hi A ustro-Hungary ;

1. Formerly : A title belonging to the warden
of the eastern marshes of Hungary.

2. Now ; The Viceroy of Temesvar, generally
called the "Ban of Croatia," The territory
he rules over is called a banat or banate.

IT The name Ban in this latter sense was
brought prominently before the English public
during the war of independence waged by the
Magyars of Hungary against Austria in 184£.
In that struggle the Sclavonians, who con-
stituted nearly half the population of the
Austrian empire, sided with the Germans
against the Magyars.

ban{3),«. [Hind, ban, oun=cotton. (Seedef.)]

Comm. : A kind of fine muslin made from the
fibres of the leaf-stalk of the banana, brought
from the East Indies.

ban, v.t. & {, [A.S. ban nan, abannan = to
command, to order. In Sw. ban-na = to re-
prove, to chide ; bannas = to ban, to curse

;

Dan. forbande = to escornmunicate, to curse
;

Dut. banden = to excommunicate. ] [Ban, «.,

Banish.]

A. Trans. : To make the subject of a public
proclamation. Specially—
L Ofpersons : To excommunicate, to curse

;

to imprecate evil upon.
" And bitter words to ban her cruel foes."

Shaketp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,4*0,

2. Of things : To forbid ; to prohibit.
*' And mine has been the fate of those
To whom the goodly earth and air
Axe bann'd and barr'd—forbidden fare."

Byron: Prisoner of ChiUon.
B. Intransitive

:

1. To imprecate vengeance upon a person

;

to curse a person.

2. To curse and swear ; to U3e more or less
profane or irreverent language. (English A
Scotch.)

" Ne'er curse, nor bann, I you Implore,
In neither fun nor passion.*'

A. Douglas : Poems, p. 71

banal, ban'-al, a. [From Fr. banal, adj.

= (1. Of persons) mercenary, (2. Of things)
common to everyone ; formerly said of things,
as a mill, oven, &c, provided by a feudal lord,
and which the people were obliged to use.]

1. Belonging to compulsory feudal ser-
vice.

2. Commonplace, petty ; trite, trivial.

"Some facetious fools in the pit set up the banal
laugh. '—Jfotes A Queries, Dec. 10, 1864, p. 480.

t ba-nal'-I-t^, s. [Fr. banalUi = common-
place.] [Banal.]

1. A commonplace; a commonplace com-
pliment, uttered to everyone alike, and devoid
of any special significance.

"His house and his heart are open to you. Civil
banalitiet are not at all in his line, his friendship is
solidly demonstrative, and you can do him no greater
favour than by frankly accepting the thousand kind-

2. The quality of being commonplace.

banana, *. & a. [In Sw. bananastr&d ; Fr.

banane, the fruit, and bananier, the tree ; Sp.
banana, banano, bananas; Port, banana.]

A* As substantive

:

1. A tree, the Musa sapientum of botanists.
To the superficial observer it looks like a
palm, but the leaves are essentially different.
Tearing in long stripes, like those of endogens
in general, they differ from the normal type in
doing so transversely on either side from the
midrib, instead of longitudinally. The flowers
also are different, and the nearest affinity of
the order Musacea}, of which it or its congener,
the plantain, is the type, is with the gingers
and arrowroots, and not with the palms. The
banana is about twenty feet high. It re-

THE BANANA AND ITS FRUIT.

sembles the plantain so closely that some
think it a mere variety of that species ; but it
differs in having the stalk marked with dark-
purple stripes and spots, and possessing a
shorter, more rounded, and more luscious
fruit Originally from the Eastern hemisphere,
but now cultivated also in the tropics of
America.

2. The fruit of the banana-tree. It grows in
clusters of long, angular, finger-like fruits,
some inches in length. When the rind, which
easily comes away, is stripped off, there is
found beneath it a soft pulp like that of a fins
pear, but more luscious.

" The dream is past ; and thou hast found again
Thy cocoas and bananat, palma and yams,
And homestall thatched with leaves."

Cowper : Tatk, bk. L
B. As adjective: Pertaining to the banana:

feeding on the banana. (See the compounds.)

banana-bird, s. A bird, XanthornvM
icterus, belonging to the family Sturnidas
(Starlings), and the sub-family Oriolinse, o*
Orioles. It is tawny and black, with whits
bars on the wings. It is gregarious, a multi-
tude of individual nests hanging from the
ends of contiguous twigs. It occurs in the
West Indies and the warmer parts of Con-
tinental America. It has some affinity to the
Baltimore Bird (q.v.).

banana-leaf, s. The leaf of the banana.
[For its peculiar venation, see Banana, A., 1.J

"Before morning it rained very heavily, but tht
good thatch of banana-leavet kept us dry."—Darwin t
voyage round the World, ch. xviii.

banana-tree, s. [Banana, A., l.]

ban at, ban -ate, s. [In Ger. Banat; from
&a»(2)(q.v.).]

1. The territory or jurisdiction of a ban.

2. Svecially: An old province of Hungary,
of which the capital was Temesvar.

banc, s. [A.S. bene ; Fr. banc — a bench. . . .
court] [Banco.]

Law. In banco. [Banco, II.]

* banchis, s. [From Ital. banco = a bank.]
[Bank.] Deeds of settlement. Money-deeds
(?). (Jamiesou.) (Scotch.)
" Bot quheu my billis and my banchit was all selit,
I wald na langer beir on brydil, l>ot braid up my

heid."

—

Dunbar: Mnitland Poems, p. 57.

If Altered in the edition of 1508 to bauchles,
which Jamiesou considers still more unintelli-
gible.

* bancke (1), «. [Bank. ]

* bancke (2), *. [In Dan. hank = drubbing,
cudgelling blows ; banks = to beat, to knock.]
A ruff or roll on a drum (?). (0. Scotch.)

To beate a bancke: To beat a ruff or roll on
a drum.

" The drummer-major, accompanied with the rest of
the drummers of the regiment, being commanded,
beate a bancke in head of the regiment."—Monro:
Exped., pt ii., p. 33. {Jamieson.

)

ban'-co, s. [In Dan. banco = a bank ; 8p.
banco = bench, bank ; Ital. banco = a bench, s
shop counter ; metter banco — to be a banker.]
[Bank.]

I. Cominerce:

1. A bank, especially that of Venice.

2. The difference between the price of money
at a bank and its value outside.

IT. Law. Sittings in banco, or in banc:
Sittings of a Superior Court of Common Law
as a full court, as distinguished from th«
sittings of the judges at Nisi Prius, or on
circuit. The judges sitting in banco wear a
robe of the time of Henry IV., of dark purple
and ermine, except on red-letter days, when
it is of scarlet.

t ban'-cdur-lS, s. [In Ger. banckwerc =
tapestry, the covering of a stool or bench

;

Fr. banquier = "a bench-cloth, or a carpet for

a forme or bench." (Cotgrave & Jamieson.)]

A cover.

" Braid burdis and beukia, ourheld with bancouris of

Cled our with greue clathis."
Houlate, lit 3, MS. (Jamieson.)

band, * bande, s. [In A.S. banda = a band,
a householder, a husband ; band = bound ; pa.

par. of bindan= to bind. In Sw. band; Ds t

baand ; Dut. band = a tie, a string ; bende m
a troop, a company ; Ger. bande, binde; Goth,
bandi; Fr. bande; Sp., Port., & Ital. banaa;
Hind bund = an embankment, bund, band =
to confine. As Trench points out, band, bend.

and oona* were not at first distinct words, but
only three different wavs of spelling the same
word. (Trench : English Past and Present, p.

66.).] [Bend, Bind, Bond.]

A. Ordinary Language :

(a) Of things:

L Literally:

1. A fillet, tie, cord, chain, or other ligament

used for binding together things which else

would be separate, for ornament or for any

other purpose.

(1.) Gen. : With the foregoing signification.

late, at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w6t, here, camel, her, the*e; pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, p6U
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, m, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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So wild a beast, so tame ytaught to be.
And buxom to his bands, is joy to see."

Spenser : Mother llubberd's Tale.

(2.) Spec : The rope or tie by which black
cattle are fastened to the stake. (Scotch.)

{Jamieson.)

2. The hinge of a door. (Generally in the
pi.) (Scotch and North of England.) (Jamieson.)

3. Formerly sing.' (band), now pi (bands)

:

A form of appendage to the collar or neck-
cloth formerly worn by clergymen, lawyers,
students in colleges, and others. It consists
of two broad stripes of muslin united above,
tut separated below, their upper part tied by
« string around the neck, from or in front of
which they hang down. The use of bands has
been to a great extent discontinued by the
stagy, but they are still a recognised feature
«f legal attire.

" For his mind I do not care.
That's a toy that I could span

;

Let his title be but (treat.

His cloaths rich, and band sit neat."
Ben Jonson.

"He took his lodging at the mansion-house of a
tayl-r's widow, who washes, and can clear-starch his
hands."—Addison.

H, Figuratively

:

1. Anything by which persons or things are
united together or restrained.

(1.) In a general sense :

*',
. . and I have broken the bands of your yoke,

and made you go upright"

—

Lev. xxvL 13.

" Here's eight that must take hands
To join in Hymen's bands."

Shakesp. : As you Like It, T. 4.

(2.) Specially

:

(a) A money-bond. (Scotch.)
*' Mr. Novit, ye'll do forget to draw the annual rent

that's due on the yerl's band—if I pay debt to other
folk, I think they should pay it tome, . . ."—Scott;
Start of Mid-Lothian, ch. viii.

(6) Any bond or obligation. (Scotch.)
" Thare may na band be maid so ferin,

Than that can make thare will thare term.'*
Wyntoun, ix. 25, 77. {Jamieson.)

To make band : To come under obligation

;

to swear allegiance.

"... quhilk weld no langar bide
Vndir thrillage of Begis of IngJand,
To that falsa king he had neuir maid band."

Wallace, iii. 54. MS. {Jamieson.)

2. Union.

To take band : To unite.
" Lord make them corner-stones in Jerusalem, and

£ve them grace, in their youth, to take band with the
hr chief Corner-stone."—Rutherf.: Lett., p. Hi., ep.

W. (Jamieson.)

(b) Of persons. [Wedgwood considers that of
the words from the several languages given in
the etymology, Sp. banda, in the sense of side
(it means a scarf, a side, a bend, a band), is the
one from which the Eng. band, when used of
persons confederated, originally came.]

I. Gen. : A company of persons united to-
gether for any purpose, or held by any bond
of affinity.

1. Lit. : Persons so united.
"... I passed over this Jordan; and now I am

become two bands."— lien, xxxii. 10.

2. Fig. : A great assemblage of any species
Of animal.

". . . vast numbers of butterflies, In bands or flocks
of countless myriads, extended as far as the eye could
lange."—Darwin : Voyage round the World, en. viii.

H. Specially

:

1. A number of soldiers, or at least of men
capable of bearing arms, united together for
military purposes.

"So the bands of Syria came no more into the land« Israel."—2 Kings vi. 23.

" And backed with such a band of horse.
As might less ample powers enforce."

Scott : lioKeby, vi. 84.

2. A number of trained musicians in a
regiment, intended to march in front of the
soldiers and play instruments, so as to enable
them to keep step as they move forward ; also
any similarly organised company of musicians,
•ven though they may in no way be connected
frith the army ; an orchestra. (The word
band is also applied to the subdivisions of an
Wchestra, as string-band, wind-band, &c.)

**.
. . the hereditary piper and his sons formed the

iand."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., cb. xiii.

*if Crabb thus distinguishes between band,
tompany, crew, and gang .'—"Each of these
terms denotes a small association for a parti-
cular object. A band is an association where
men are bound together by some strong obli-
gation, as a band of soldiers, a band of robbers.
Acompany marks an association for conveni-
ence, without any particular obligation, as a
company of travellers, a company of strolling
players. Crew marks an association collected
together by some external power, or by coin-

cidence of plan and motive ; in the former
case it is used for a ship's crew ; in the latter
and bad sense it is employed for any number
of evil-minded persons met together, from dif-

ferent quarters, and co-operating for some bad
purpose. Gang is always used in a bad sense
for an association of thieves, murderers, and
depredators in general. It is more in common
use than band. In Germany the robbers used
to form bands and set the Government at
defiance ; housebreakers and pickpockets com-
monly associate now in gangs." (Eng. Synon.)

B. Technically:

1. Saddlery. The bands of a saddle : Two
pieces of iron nailed upon the bows to hold
them in their proper place.

2. Naut. : A stripe of canvas sewed across a
sail to render it stronger. (Falconer.)

3. Arch. : A fascia, face, or plinth ; any flat

low member or moulding. (Johnson.

)

I. Anat. Flattened band : The name given
by its discoverer, Remak, to what is better
called by Rosenthal and Purkinge the axis
cylinder. It is a transparent material occupy-
ing the axis of the nerve-tube. (Todd dt Bow-
man : Physiol. Anat, vol. i., pp. 212, 228.)

5. Botany : Bands or vittaB are the spaces
between the elevated lines or ribs on the fruit
of umbelliferous plants.

6. Bookbinding : One of the cords at the
back of a book to which the thread is attached
in sewing*.

7. Mach. : A broad endless strap used for
communicating motion from one wheel, drum,
or roller, to another.

band-fish, s. The English designation of
Cepola, a genus of fishes ranked under the
Riband-shaped family of the order Acanthop-
teri. The Red Band-fish or Red Snake-fish
(Cepola rubescens, Linn.) occurs in Britain.

band-kltt, s. A large wooden vessel with
a cover to it. (Boucher.)

band master, s. The director of a
(military) band. [Band, II. 2.]

band-place, s. The part of the hat
where the band was placed.

band-pulley, $.

Mach. : A flat-faced wheel, fixed on a shaft
and driven by a band.

band-saw, s.

Mach. : An endless steel belt, serrated on
one of its edges, running over wheels, and
rapidly revolved.

band-shaped, a.

Bot. : Narrow and very long, and with the
two opposite margins parallel. Example, the
leaves of Zostera marina.

bandstand, *. A platform or pavilion
used or occupied by a baud.

band-stane, 5. A stone that goes through
on both sides of a wall, and thus binds the
rest together. (Scotch.)

" I am amaist persuaded it's the gbaist of a stane-
mason—see siccan band-stanes as he's laid!"

—

Scott:
Tales ofmy Landlord, i. 79. (Jamieson.)

band-string, s.

1. A string appended to a band ; a string
going across the breast for tying in an orna-
mental way.

2. The designation given to a species of con-
fection of a long shape. (Jamieson.)

band wagon, s. A large vehicle de-

signed to convey a band of musicians, used
generally at the head of a procession.

^[ To keep up with the band-wagon : To keep
at the head ; to be foremost, alert, progressive.

(U.S. Slang.)

band-wheel, 5.

Mach. : A wheel with a face nearly flat or
grooved to retain the band that drives it, as
in the lathe.

band (1), * bande, v. t. k i. [From Eng. band,
s. (q.v.). In Fr. banders to bind, to tie;

Port, bandar.]

A. Transitive

:

1 1. Of things : To tie with a band.

2. Of persons : To unite together in confe-

deracy ; to form into a band, troop, or society.

(In this sense often used reflectively.)

B. Intransitive

:

1. To unite together ; to enter into
ment, alliance, or confederacy.

" And when it was day, certain of the Jews banded
together . .

."—^cr« xxiii. 12.

2. To assemble.
" Huge routs of people did about them band.'*

Spenser ; F. Q.. L iv. at.

* band (2), v.t. [Low Lat. bandire — to pro-
claim, to denounce.] [Ban, Banish.] To in-

terdict, to banish, to forbid, to expel.

"Bweete love such lewdnes bands from his falre com
panee." Spenser; F. O.., III. li. 41.

* band (1), pret. ot pa. par. o/Ban, v. (q.v.).

" And curs'd and band, and blasphemies forth threw."
Spenser; F. Q., V. XL 12.

* band (2), pret. A -pa. par. of Band, v. (q.v.),

[A.S. band, pret. of bindan = to bind.]
" His hors until a tre sho band."

Ywaine and Gavin, 1,776. (S. in Boucher.)

band-age (age — ig), s. [In Dan. & Fr.

bandage, from Fr. bander m to band or tie,

&c] [Band, *. & v.]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Anything tied around another, as a piece
of cloth tied around the eyes to blindfold one,
or around a wound for surgical urposes.

1. In a general sense

(a) Literally;

"Cords were fastened by hooks to my bandages,
which the workmen had girt round my neck."—Swift.

(b) Figuratively:

"Zeal too had a place among the rest, with a
bandage over her eyes . . ."—Addison.

2. In a surgical sense. [B. 1.]

".
. . my informer, putting his head out to see what

was the matter, received a severe cut, and now wore a
bandage."—Darwin; Voyageround the World, ch. vi.

t H. The act or operation of tying up
wounds.

B. Technically:

1. Surgery: A fillet, band, or stripe of
cloth, used in surgery for tying up wounds,
and thus stopping the effusion of blood, fur-
ther injury from the air, from accident, or
from violence. [A., I. 1, 2.]

2. Arch. (Plur.) : The iron rings or chains
surrounding the springing of a dome or the
circumference of a tower, to bind the structure
together.

band -age (age = ig), v.t. [From bandage,

s. (q.v.).] To tie up with a bandage or
similar appliance.

band'-aged, pa. par. & a. [Bandage, v.]

band -aging, pr. par. [Bandage, v.]

band-ale er, 5. [Bandoleer.]

ban dan a, * ban-dan'-na, s. [In Fr.
bandana; Sp. bandafla, bandano = a necker-
chief made of bast. (Mahn.).] A kind of
calico-printing in which whife or bright-
colored spots are placed upon a Turkey-red or
dark-ground.

bandana handkerchief. A handker-
chief printed as described above.

band-box, s. [Eng. band ; box.] A box of
thin card, used principally for enclosing hats,

caps, or similar articles of attire.

" With empty bandbox she delights to range."
Gay: Trivia.

bande (ban'-de), a. [Fr. = banded.]

Her. : The same as Eng. In Bend. [Bend.]

ban'-deau (eau as 6), plur. ban deaux
(eaux as 02), s. [Fr. = a fillet, frontlet,

diadem, tiara, architrave.] A narrow band
or fillet around a cap or other headdress.

" Around ttie edge of this cap was a stiff bandeau of

leather."—Scot(.

band -ed (1),
* band, pa. par. & a. [Band

A. Ord. Lang. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.
" Secret and safe the banded chests,

In which the wealth of Mortham rests."
Scott ; Rokeby. iv. 81.

B. Technically

:

1. Bot. : A term applied to variegation or
marking when transverse stripes of one colour
cross another one.

2. Her. When a garb is bound together
with a band of a different twicture, it is said

to be banded «f that tincture. (Gloss, of Her.)

band ed (2), pa. par. [Band, v.]

bfiL ^6*^: pout. 16*wl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t
:
-ciau, -uan - shan. -tion, -sion, cioun shun ; -(ion, - sion m zhun. -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c - bel, del.
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ban del-et, a. [Bandlet.]

t band'-er, s. [Eng. band; -er.) One who
bands ; a person engaged to one or more in a
bond or covenant. (Chiefly Scotch.)

" Montrose, and so many cf the banders as happened
to be at home at that time, were cited to appear."

—

Outhry : Mem., p. »0. (Jamieson.)

ban der die, ban'-der-olle, s. [Bandrou]

ban -dl coot, * ban' di-cote, *. [Anglo-
Indian name, from VelUua pandi-kokku = pig-
ratj

1. A name given to the Mus giganteus of
Hardwicke. It is as large as a rabbit, and is

found in India. It feeds on grain.

2. The English name given to a genua of
Marsupial quadrupeds, named from their re-

semblance to the above species. They con-
stitute the genus Perameles or the family
Peramelidse, and are found in Australia. There
are several species. They are sometimes
called Bandicoot Rats. [Peramelid^e.]

ban -died, pa. par. [Bandy, v.]

ban'-di-leer, s. [Bandoleer.]

band'-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Band (1), v.]

banding-plane, s. A plane used for
cutting out grooves and inlaying strings and
bands in straight and circular work. (Good-
rich £ Porter.)

ban'-dit, * ban dlte, * ban -ditto,
* ban -det to (pi. ban'-dit-ti, t ban-
dits), a. & s. [In Sw., Dan., Ger., & Pr.
bandit ; Dut. bandiet ; Sp. & Port, bandido
= a highwayman. Ital. band i to, as adjective
= proscribed, banished ; as substantive = an
outlaw, an exile, a highwayman ; bandita,
bando = a proclamation ; bamlire = to pro-
claim, publish, tell, banish.] [Ban.]

* A. As adjective (of the old form banditto)

:

Pertaining to an outlaw, a highwayman, or
other robber. [B.]

"A Roman BWorder, and banditto slave,
MnrUer'd sweet Tully."

Shakesp : 2 Ben. VI., lv. ft.

B. As substantive (of the modern form
bandit):

1. Properly : One who, besides having been
banished, has been publicly proclaimed an
outlaw, and, having nothing further to hope
from society, or at least from the government
which has taken these decisive steps against
him, has become a highwayman or robber of
some other type.

2. More generally: Any robber, whatever
may be the circumstances which have led to
his adopting his evil mode of life.

"No bandit fierce, no tyrant mad with pride.
No cavern'd hermit, rest* self-satisfy'a." Pope.

U As robbers generally find that they can
more easily carry out their nefarious plans if

they go in gangs, the word bandit often occurs
In the plural (banditti) ; there is, however, no
reason to believe that this is etymologically
connected with band, in the sense of a com-
pany of people associated together for some
end.

** They had contracted all the habits of banditti."—
Macaitlay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

bandit-saint (pi. banditti-saints), s.

A person combining the profession of a saint
with the practice of a bandit.

" Bandi'ti-saints disturbing distant lands.
And unknown nations wandering for a home.'*

Thornton : Libert]/, pt. iv.

ban -dlt-ti, s. pi [Bandit.]

t ban-die, s. [Irish bannlamh** a cubit: bann
= a measure, and lamh = the hand, the arm.]

1. A measure of two feet in length, used in
the south and west of Ireland.

2. See extract.
" Bandle, or narrow linen, for home consumption.

Is made in the western part of the county."

—

Arthur
Young; A Tour in Ireland, p. 85.

1. Ord. Lang. : A small band for encircling
anything. (Francis.)

2. Arch. : Any small band, moulding, or
fillet. {Johnson.)

band-hoo'-ka, s. [Name In some languages

of India.] The name of an Indian shrub, the
Ixora Bandhiica, sometimes called the Jungle
Geranium. It has scarlet or crimson flowers,
and belongs to the order Cinchonaceaa, or Cin-
chonads.

ban -dog, * band-dog, * band'-dogge,
* bond e-ddg, s. [O. Eng. band m bound,
and dog.) A dog of such a character as to
require the restraint of a band ; a large, fierce

dog requiring to be kept chained. Specially,
according to Harrison, a mastiff; and, ac-
cording to Bewick, a cross between the mastiff
and the bull-dog.

" Bonde-dog ; moTottut."—Prompt. Pars.
** Half a hundred good band-Uogt
Came running o'er the lea."

itobin Hood, iL 64. {Boucher.)
*' W« have great ban-dog* will teare their ski tine."

Spenser : Sitep. Cat., ix.

ban'-do-leer, ban-de-lier, ban'-di-
leer, s. [In Dut. and Ger. bandelier; Sw.
bantler ; Fr.bandouli&re; Sp. bandolera; Port.

bandoleira ; Ital, bandoliera; from Fr. bande,
Ital. banda = a band. Named from having
been fastened by a broad band of leather.] A
large leathern belt worn in medieval times by

bandle - linen,
bandle, s., 2.)

5. (See extract under

t band' -less-Ue, adv. [Eng. band ; -less, -ly. ]

Without bands or vestments ; regardlessiy.
(Scotch. ) (Jamieson.)

t band -less ness, s. [Eng. band; -less,

-ness.] The state of abandonment to wicked-
ness. (Scotch.) (Jamieson,.)

band let, ban del et, s.

lette.}

[In Fr. bande-

BANDOLEER.

musketeers. One end passed over the right
shoulder, whilst the other hung loose under
the left arm. It sustained the musket, and
had dependent from it twelve charges of
powder and shot put up in small wooden
boxes.

" He lighted the match of his bandelier.
And wofully scorched the hackbutteer."

Scott ; Lay of the Latt Minstrel, HI. 2L

* ban -don, * ban doun, " brum'-doun
(0. Eng.) ban'-dorvn (0 . Scotch), s. [O. Fr.
& Prov. bandon= command, orders, dominion.]
[Abandon.]

1. Command, orders, dominion.
" Alangst the land of Ross he roars,
And all obey'd at his bandown,
Kvin frae the North to Suthren shoars.

Battle of Harlaw, st 7. Ewergreen, i. 81. (Jamieson.)

2. Disposal.
'* For bothe the wise mike and unwise
Were wholly to her bandon brought.
So well with yeftes hath she wrought"

Rom. of the Bote, 1,163.

t ban dore, t ban dore, t man dore,
t pan dore, t pan -dore, s. [In Dan.
pandure; Ger. pandore ; Fr. bandore, viandore,
mandate, pandore ; Sp. bandurria, pandola =
a lute with four strings, mandolin, pandurria ;

Port, bandurra ; Ital. mandola — a cithern,
pandora, panditra; Lat. pandura and pandu-
rium ; Gr. trav&ovpa (pandoura) and Trai>&ovpl$

(pandouris) = a musical Instrument with three
strings, said to have been invented by Pan.]
A musical instrument like a lute or guitar,
invented by John Ross or Rose, a famous
violin-maker, about 1562. The name gave
origin to banjo (q.v.).

"One Garchi Sanchez, a Spanish poet, became dis-
traught of his wits with overmuch levitte. and at the
time of his distraction was plaviiur upon a bandore."—
Witt, Pitt, and Fancies, X. 4 (16U).

* ban -doun ly, *ban'-down-l& adv. [O.

Eng. & Scotch baudoun; -ly.] Firmly, cou-
rageously. (Scotch.)

"The Sotheron saw how that so bandownly,
Wallace abaid ner hand thair cbewalry.

Wallace, v. 881, MS. \ Jamieson.)

band -r61, ban -der die, ban -ner ol,

banner 611c, ban ner all, «. [In Fr.
banderole — (1) a shoulder-belt

; (2) a bandrol

;

(3) (Naut.) a streamer.]

bandrou

1. A small flag, pennant, or streamer in the
form of a guidon, longer than broad, usually
borne at the mast-heads of vessels. (Johnson.)

2. The small silk flag which occasionally
hangs from a trumpet (Johnson.)

3. A banner or
flag, usually about
a yard square,
several of which
were borne at the
funerals of the
great. The engrav-
ing shows the ban-
neiolle which was
placed at the head
of Cromwell at his
funeral. (Fair-
holt.) (See also
example from Camden under Bannerol.)

4. Her.: A small streamer depending from
the crook of a crozier and folding over the
staff.

5. Arch.: A flat band with an inscription,

used in the decoration of buildings of the
Renaissance period,

bands man. s. [Eng. band; -man.] A
member of a (military) band. [Band, II. 2.]

band'-ster, ban'-ster, .5. [Eng. band, and
suffix -ster.] One who binds sheaves after the
reapers of the harvest-field. (Scotch.)

ban'-dy (1), s. [Etymology doubtful. Dr.
Murray thiuks it probable that it conies from
bandy, v. (q.v.).]

1. A club bent and rounded at the lower
part, designed for strikiug a ball.

2. A game played between two parties

equipped with such sticks or clubs, the one
side endeavouring to drive a small ball to a
certain spot, and the others doing their best
to send it in the opposite direction. [Hockey.]

"Are nothing but the games they lose at bandy."
V. Play, v. 162. {J. H. in Boucher.)

bandy wicket, s. An old name of *
game like cricket. (J. H. in Boucher.)

ban'-dy (2), *. [Telugu and Karnata(Canarese)

bandit bundi.] A cart, a carriage, a gig ; any
wheeled conveyance. (Anglo-Indian.) [Bul-
lock-bandy.]

ban'-dy (1), a. [Probably from bandy (1), ».]

1. Curved outwards at the side (said of legs).

(See extract from Swift under bandy-leg.)

2. Bandy-legged.

band y (2), * [Eng. band, s.]

1. Marked with bands or stripes.

"Soe as the same clothes lieinge put in water •»
founde to shiincke, rewey, nursey, siiuaUie, cocklinge,
bandy, lighte, anduotabliefaultie."—Stat.A3Eliz.,c. Xk.

2. Full of (musical) bands.

bandy-leg, *. A leg curved laterally

outwards.
*' Nor makes a scruple to expose
Your bandy-leg, or crooked nose." Swift.

bandy-legged, a. Having bandy legs.

"The Ethiopians had an one-eyed bandylegged
prince: such a person would have made hut an odd
figure." (Johnson.)

ban'-dy, v.t & i. [Prob. from Fr. bander = to

bandy, with some allusion to bande = a side.]

A. Transitive

:

L Literally : To toss backwards and for-

wards, as a ball in the game of tennis or any
similar play.

"They do cunningly, from one hand to another.
bandy the service like a tenuis ball."—Spenser.
" WTiat from the tropickit can the earth repel T

What vigorous arm, what repercuasive blow.
Bandies the mighty globe still to and fro '.-

Blacktnorv.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To exchange anything in a more or le«
similar way with another person.

(a) In a general sense

:

"Had she afreet ions and warm youthful blood.
She'd be as swift in motion as a ball ;

My words would bandy her to my sweet love.

And his to inc." Shakesp. : Bom. & Jul., it Ik

(6) Spec. : Used of the exchange of words or
blows with an adversary.

" And bandied many a word of boast

"

Scott : /My of the Last Minstrel. T. 14.

" While ho and Uusgrave bandied blows.
-

Ibid., IT.

2. To agitate, to toss about '

"This hath been so bandied amongst us. that on
can hardly miss books of this kind."— Locke.

I&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt»
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, enr, rule, full ; try, Syrian. i», ce = e. ey= a. qu = kw.
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" Ever since men have been united into govern-
ments the endeavours after universal monarchy have
been bundled among them."—Su>ift.

" Let not obvious and known truth, or some of the
most plain and certain propositions, be bandied about
in a disputation."— Watt*

B. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To drive a ball backward and for-

ward in playing tennis.

" That while he had been bandying at tennis . .
."

Webtter : VUtor'ta Corombona. (Ifare*.)

2. Fig. : To drive anything to and fro

;

specially, to exchange blows with an adversary.
*' A valiant son-in-Uw thou shalt enjoy

;

One fit to bandy with thy lawless sons.

To ruffle in the commonwealth uf Rome."
Shakes}*. ; Titu* Andron., i. L.

ban'-dy-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Bandy, v.]

" After all the bandying attempts of resolution, ltis

as much a question as ever."

—

GUtncille.

» bane (1), s. [Bone.] (0. Eng. & Scotch.)

bane (2), ». [A.S. bana = (1) a wound-maker, a
murderer (2) destruction, death, the undoing;
bane, ben, benn — a wound ; Sw. bane = bane,
death ; Icel. bani — deatli, murder; in compos.
bana, as bana-sott = death-sickneBS ; bana-sar
ss. death-wound, from bana ^ to slay, ben =
a deadly wound ; Mid. H. Ger. & Flem. bane
= destruction ; O. H. Ger. bana= death-blow,
murder ; bano = murderer ; Goth, banja = a
blow, a wound (Bang) ; Irish bana = death.

Bane may be connected with Arm. benyn,
vinym; ft. venin ; Sp., Port., & ItaL venetw

;

Lat. venenum = poison.] [Bane, v.)

* A, Of •persons: A murderer.
" And schulde have bane beon . . .•

MS. Cott.. Ttim, D, xviii., t 1«. t& in Boucher.)

B. 0/ things:

L Lit.: Poison of a deadly kind. [Bane-
berry. ]

II. Figuratively

:

1. Anything highly detrimental, noxious, or
fatal.

"Thus am I doubly arm'd ; my death and life.

My bane and antidote, are both before me

:

This, in a moment, brings me to an end;
g me I shall never die

"
But that-.

Addison.

2. Anything detrimental to a lesser extent
" For mutability is Nature's bane."

Wordtworth : Excurtion, bit. iii.

Tf Crabb thus distinguishes between bane,

pest, and ruin:—" Bane is said of things only
;

pest, of persons only. Whatever produces a
deadly corruption is the bane; whoever is as

obnoxious as the plague is a pest ; nan is that

which actually causes ruin ; luxury is the
bane of civil society ; gaming is the bane of

youth ; sycophants are the pests of society

;

drinking is the ruin of all who indulge to

excess." (Crmbb: Eng. Synon.)

bane-berry, s. The English name of the
Aetata spicata, a plant of the order Ranuncu-
laceee, or Crowfoots. It is called also Herb
Christopher. It grows wild in Britain. The
berries are poisonous ; with alum they yield

a black dye. [Aut.-la.]

* bane-wort, s. One of the old names of

a plant—the Deadly Nightshade (Atropa bella-

donna, Linn.).

•bane, v.t. [From b?.ne, s. (q.v.). In Gr.

*^«Vw (j)heno)= to slay.] To poison.
" What if my house be troubled with a rat.

And I be pleas d to give ten thousand ducats
To h&ve It ban d."

Shaketp. : Merchant qf Venice, iv. 1.

*bane f ire, s. [Bonfire.]

baneful, a. [Eng. bane; -fut.] Poisonous,
pernicious, deadly, noxious, harmful, destruc-
tive.

" For sure one star its baneful beam display'd

On Priam's roof and Hippoplacia s shade."
Pope: Homer's Iliad, xxii. 610, 811.

bane fully, adv. [Eng. baneful; -ly.] Per-
niciously, noxiously, harmfully. (Webster.)

ba ne-ful-ness, s. [Eng. baneful; -ness.]

The quality or state of being poisonous,
noxious, pernicious, or harmful (Johnson.)

•ban-er (Scotch), 'ban -ere (0. Eng.), s.

[Banner.]

!

* ban-er man, s. An obsolete spelling of
Banner-man (q.v.).

* banes, $. pi. [Ban (1), «.]

bang, v.t. & i. [Imitated from the sound. In
Sw. banka; Dan. banfce = to beat, to knock;
Ir. beanaem = to beat.]

A. Transitive:

1. To beat, to thump. (Vulgar.)
" One receiving from them some affronts, met with

them handsomely, and oan^ed them to good purpose."—Bowel.
" He having got some Iron out of the earth, pat it

Into his servants' hands to fence with and bang one
another."

—

Locke.

2. To fire a gun, cannon, or anything which
makes a report ; or, more loosely, to let off or
Bhoot an arrow, or anything which goes more
noiselessly to its destination.

**.
. . he gaed into the wood, and banged off a gun at

him."—Scott : Waverley, ch. lxlv.

'3. To handle roughly.

*' The dettxrate tempest hath so bang'd the Tories.'*
Shaketp. : Othello, li. 1.

4. To surpass.

"... not an England can bang them."

—

Anderten:
Cumberland Ballad*, p. 25. [S. in Boucher.)

B. Intransitive : To change place with Im-
petuosity : as, " He bang'd to the door " = he
went hastily to the door. (Jamieson.) Cf.
" to bang to the door," meaning to shut the
door so as to cause a bang.

% To bang out, v.t. & i.

(a) Transitive : To draw out hastily.

"Then 111 bang out my bciigar-dish
"

Song. (Hout Meleaore. n. 143.)

(b) Intransitive: To rash out (Scotch.)
" Blythly wald I bang out o'er the bme.

"

Itamtay : Poem*, ii. K&J. (Jamieton.)

bang(l), s. [Imitated from the sound. In
Dan. bank = drubbing, cudgelling, blows.]

1. A blow, a thump. (Vulgar.)
"With many a stiff twack, many a bang,
Hard crabtree and old iron rang." Uudibra*.

2. An action expressive of haste ; as " he
came with a bang. (Scotch.)

% In a bang : Suddenly. (Scotch.)

"And syne be married with him in a bang*
Host : Helenore, p. «fl.

3. A great number ; a crowd (Used of
persons or things.)

" Of customers she had a bang ;

For lairds and souters a' did gang."
Haenta.ii : Poem*, i. 21*.

4. The front hair cut square across the fore-

head (of a woman or girl).

"She wears a most W witching bang."—Century
Magazine, Aug., 1882, p. MO.

bang (2), s. [Bhang.]

banged, pa. par. [Bang, v.]

ban'-gnjf' (h mute), s. [Compare Telugu bun-
gah - baggage in baskets.]

In India: Baggage suspended from a bam-
boo pole carried on a man's shoulders.

bang l a, s. [Named after Christian Frederick

liang, author of a dissertation upon the plants
of sacred history (1767).] A genus of Alga:.

The species are in broad or silky tufts.

bang'-ing, pr, par. & a. [Eng. bang ; -ing.}

A» As pr. par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adj. : Great, large, " beating" in the
sense of exceeding anything else in magnitude.
(S. in Boucher, &.c.) (Vulgar.)

ban'-g]e, s. [Hind. bangri
t
bungree = a brace-

let.] An
ornament
of a ringed
form, like

a bracelet,

worn on
the wrists
and ankles
of both
sexeB in
India, in

parts of
Afrlca.aud
other tro-
pical coun-
tries.

ban'-gle, v.i. [Etymology unknown.] To
flutter aimlessly. <Said of hawks.)
To bangle away: To waste by little and

little ; to squander recklessly.

"Tf we bangle away the legacy of peace left us by
Christ, it is a sign of our want of regard for him."—
Whole Duty of Man.

bangle-ear, *. A loose hanging ear in a
dog ; a defective ear in a horse. (Rees.)

BANGLES.

bangle-eared, a. Having the ears loos*
and hanging like those of a dog. (J. H, in
Boucher.)

Bah gor -i -an, a. [From Bangor, a cathedral

city and parish in Carnarvon. The Rev. J.

Evans derives it from Wei. ban = superior,
and cor = a society. The chief choir.J Per-
taining to Bangor.

Bangorian controversy : A controversy raised
by Dr. Benjamin Hoadley, Bishop of Bangor,
through his publishing a sermon in 1717,
from the text, "My kingdom is not of this

world " (John xviii. 36). His views, which
were Low Church with a dash of what is now
called Rationalism, gave much offence to the
High Churchmen of the day. Among Dr.

Hoadley's opponents was Dr. John Potter,
afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury, and
author, among other works, of the well-

known Grecian Antiquities.

"They are informed of the excellence of the Ban-
gorian controverty . . ."—OoUlttnkh : The Bee, No. vii.

bang'-ra, s. [From Mahratta, &c, bhang =
hemp.] " Coarse hempen cloth made in North
India.

bang some, a. [Eng. bang; -some.} Quar-
relsome. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

bangs-ring, s. [Banxrino.]

t bthg ster, * bang e-is ter, *. & adj.

[Eng. bang ; -ster.]

A. As substantive. Properly : One capable of
inflicting "banging" blows ; a burly ruffian,

a rough, a bully, a quarrelsome person, (0.
Eng. & Scotch.)

"Ilk bangeitter and liroroer of this land
With frie brydell sail quham thai pleis molest."
Pinkerton : Scottith Poem*, ii. 837. (Jamieton.)

B. As adjective : Violent, quarrelsome.
*' A' kens they bangster chiels o' yore,
First amity an luxrie tore."

Learmont : Poem*, p. 29. (Jamieton.)

bang'-strie, s. [From bangster (q.v.), and
suffix -j/.] Strength of hand ; violence to
another in his person or property. (Scotch.)

"Persones wrangeouslie intrusing themselves in the
rowmes and possessiones of utheris, be bangttrie and
lorce, . . .—JcttJa*. VI. (1594).

*bangue, s. [Bhang.]

ban ian (1), ban'-^-an (2), s. & a. [In

Ger. baniane, bandancn; Fr. banian; Port.
baniano ; Sansc. banik=& merchant; panya
= saleable

;
pan = to sell. (Mahn, <£c.).]

A. As substantive (among Anglo-Indians) ;

1. A Hindoo merchant or shopkeeper.

2. Spec, in Bengal : A native who manages
the money concerns of a European, and some-
times acts as his interpreter. (Gloss, to Mill'*
Hist, of India.)

3. A loose flannel jacket or shirt.

banian days, s. pi.

Naut. : Days on which sailors have no meat
given them in their rations.

banian-hospital, s. A hospital in the
East for sick animals.

ban ian (2), s. The same as Banyan (1).

ban' ish, v.t. [In Ger. bannen, verbannen>
O. H. Ger. bannan; Dut. verbannen ; Fr.
bannir, pr. par. banissant; Port, banir; Prov.
& Ital. bandire; Low Lat. bannio.] [Ban,
Bandit.]

L Literally:

1. To sentence to exile ; to send away, from
one's country by the verdict of a judicial
authority ; to exile for a limited period or for

life.

". . . therefore we bantah you our territories."
Shaketp. : Richard II., \. %.

2. Reflectively: To send one's self abroad.

IX Fig, : To drive out or away ; to expel.

"It is for wicked men only to dread Qod. and to
endeavour to banUh the thoughts of Him out of their
minds."—TUlotion.
"And bids the world take heart and banish fear."

Cowper : The Talk, bk. if.

TT Crabb thus distinguishes between the
verbs to banish, to exile, and to expel, and
between the corresponding nouns banishment,
exile, and expulsion. The idea of exclusion, or
coercive removal from a place, is common
to these terms.

(a) To banish and to exile are thus discrimi-
nated :

—

Banishment includes the removal from

fe&l' koy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as;
-oian, tian = shan. -cion, -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. tious, -sious -

expect, Xcnophon, exist, ing,

i shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bcl, deJ.
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Off the prohibition of access to some place
;

exile signifies the removal from one's home

;

to txiU, therefore, is to banish, but to banish
is not always to exile. Banishment follows
from a decree of justice ; exile either by the
necessity of circumstances or an order of au-
thority. Banishment is a disgraceful punish-
ment inflicted by tribunals upon delinquents

;

exile is a disgrace incurred without dishonour :

exile removes us from our country ; banish-
ment drives us from it ignominiously. Ban-
ishment is a compulsory exercise of power
which must be submitted to ; exile is a state
into which we may go voluntarily.

(b) The following is the distinction between
to Itanish and to expel

:

—Banishment and ex-

pulsion both mark a disgraceful and coercive
exclusion, but banishment is authoritative ; it

is a public act of government : expulsion is

simply coercive ; it is the act of a private in-

dividual, or a small community. Banishment
always supposes a removal to a distant spot,
to another land ; expulsion never reaches
beyond a particular house or society

—

e.g., a
university or public school, &c. Banishment
and expulsion are likewise used in a figurative
sense, although exile is not : in this sense,
banishment marks a distant and entire re-

moval ; expulsion a violent removal : we banish
that which it is not prudent to retain

—

t.g.,

groundless hopes, fears, &c. ; we expel that
which is noxious

—

e.g., envy, hatred, and
every evil passion should be expelled from the
mind as disturbers of its peace.

ban ished, * ban -yshed, pa. par. & o.

[Banish.]

bin -Ish-er, ». [Eng. banish ; -er.] One who
banishes.]

"To be (all quit of those my banithert,
Stand I before thee here.

Shakexp. : Coriotanui, lv. 8.

ban Ish ing, pr. par. [Banish.]

ban -Ish-ment, *. [Eng. banish ; -ment. In
Ft. banissement.] The act of banishing; the
state of being banished.

1. Lit. : The act of sending one from his
country into exile ; the state of being sent
luto exile.

" There was now no probability that he would be
recalled from *a«*imdtf."-Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. v.

2. Fig. : The act of sending another away
;

specially, the act of dismissing thought or
mental emotion. (Webster.)

ban Is ter, *. [Baluster.]

banister'-£-», s. pi. [Banistcria, q.v.]

Bot. : A tribe or section of the order Mal-
pighiacese.

ban is-ter/i a, s. [Named after the Rev.
John Banister, who lost his life searching
for plants in Virginia.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Malpighiacese, or Mal-
pighiads, and the tribe Banisterese. The
species are evergreen twiners and climbers,
with fine leaves and flowers. They were in-

troduced from America.

ban jo, tban'-jer, 5. [Probably a corrup-
tion of bandore (q.v.).] A musical instrument
with five strings, having a head and neck
like a guitar, with a body or sounding-board
hollow at the back, and played with the hand
and fingers. It is the favourite instrument
of the plantation negroes of the Southern
States and their imitators.

bank, * banke, * bancke, s. [In A.S.
banc = (1) a bench, (2) a bedstead ; bene =
a bench, a table ; Sw. bank =s a shelf, a bar

;

Dan. bank = a bench, a form, a seat ; bank
= a bench, form, pew, bank, pawnbroker's
shop, shelf; Ger. bank, banko; Dut. bank;
Wei. & Arm. banc, bancq ; Fr. & Prov. banc =
a bench, seat, pew, a bank, sand, a border-
shelf; banque— bank, money agency, work-
man's salary, bench, block ; Sp., Port., & Ital.

banco = a bench, a shop-counter, a bank

;

Low Lat. bancus = a high seat. Hence it ap-
pears that bank and bench were originally the
same word.] [Bench.]

A. As substantive

:

X. Ordinary language

:

1 1. Of a bench or seat : A bench, a desk, a
counter, or anything similar to these in form ;

specially, one of the benches on which rowers
usually sit.

" Placed on their bank* the lusty Trojan* sweep."
Hotter.

2. Of a house fitted up with such benches or
seats ; of anything or any person connected with
such a building ;

(a) A counting-house or office fitted up with
benches, desks, and counters ; specially one
for dealing in money. [B.]

". . .a fairly good demand Is maintained at the
Batik."— Timet, Dec 28, 1878.

(6) The money dealt in at a bank.

(c) The persons who deal in it ; specially the
manager or the directors of the business.

"... the Bank ha* been able to stem the torrent of
currency . . ."—Timet, Dec 28, 1878.

(d) The operations carried, on ; the affairs

managed,
"... the foresight with which the Rink has for

some months past been mau.^t-d."— Timet, Dec. 23,

1878.

3. Of anything in nature resembling a bench
or seat:

(1) A piece of ground rising above the rest,

and constituting either a long acclivity or an
elevation of some other form. This may be

—

(a) A river-bank.
"... packs of wild dogs may be heard howling ou

the wooded bank* of the less frequented streams."

—

Darwin ; Voyage round the World, ch. vi.

(b) Any slight eminence or knoll.

With fragrant turf, and flowers as wild and fair
As ever dressed a bank or scented summer air

"

Cowper: Charity.

\ In East Yorkshire it is used for a hill.

(Prof. Phillips: Rivers, dc, of Yorkshire, p.
262.)

(c) An eminence rising from the sea-bottom,
even though it does not come near the surface,

as "the banks of Newfoundland."
"And there in no danger of bank or breaker.
With the breeze behind us on we go."

Longfellow ; Golden Legend, v.

(2) A cloud or fog shaped like a bench, or
like a river-bank or a knoll.

(4) Anything which, made by man, looks
like a natural river-bank, eminence, or knoll;
specially, a mound of earth or other material
thrown up with the view of aiding in the siege

of a fortified place.

"He shall not come into this city, nor shoot an arrow
there, nor come before it with shields, nor cast a bank
against it."— /la. xxxvii. 88.

II. Technically:

1. Law:
(a) Originally : The bench on which the

judges sat.

(b) The whole of the judges, or at least a
nujnber of them sitting together, hearing argu-
ments involving Questions in subtle points of
law, as distinguished from a smaller gather-
ing of them for hearing cases in Nisi Prius.

2. Printing: A fiat table used by printers,

on which the printed sheets are laid as they
come from the press.

3. Carpentry : A long piece of timber.

I. Comm. d Polit. Econ. : An institution in

the hands of a joint-stock company or of a
private person, for receiving money, keeping
it secure till required again by the owners,
and turning it meanwhile to profitable ac-
count. [Banking. ]

5. Mach. : A creel for holding rows of

bobbins of cotton,

6. The floor of a glass-melting furnace.

(Knight.)

7. Music: A row of keys of a stringed or
wind instrument. (Knight.)

8. Mining : The face of the coal at which
miners are working ; the surface of the ground*
as in the phrase " so much coal came to bank."

Also, the coal left standing between the ex-

cavations is bank.

9. Naut. : A tier of oars in a galley.

B. Attributively, as in the following com-
pounds :

—

bank-agent, *. A paid functionary em-
ployed to conduct banking operations in a
branch of the central office established as a
feeder in a provincial town.

bank bill, «.

1. In England : A bill drawn on a bank or
a private individual. It is payable at sight,

or at a certain specified time after it becomes
due. [Bill.]

" Let three hundred pounds be paid her out of my
ready money, or bank-bill*."—Swift.

2. In America: A promissory note ; a bank-
note.

bank-booia, &. A book in which the
otshier or clerk enters the debt and credit of «
customer.

bank-credit, s.

In Scotland : A specified sum up to which
one will be allowed to draw money from a
bank upon proper security being given.

bank-fence, s. A bank of earth used as
a fence for a field or other piece of land.

bank-holidays, s.

Law & Ord. Lang. : Holidays upon which
banks are legally closed, so that the officers

of those establishments may obtain needed
rest By the Bank Holidays Act, passed on
the 25th of May, ^871, the following holiday!
became legal in the English Kingdom.

1. In England and Ireland: (1) Easter
Monday

; (2) the Monday in Whitsun week,
generally called "Whit Monday ; (3) the first

Monday in August ; (4) the 26th or December,
popularly called Boxing Day.

2. In Scotland: (1) New Year's Day; (2)
the first Monday in May ; (3) the first Monday
in August ; (4) Christmas Day.
Of the above holidays Christmas Day, Box-

ing Day, and New Year's Day, fall on different
days of the week, and may in consequence
fall on Sunday. When any one of them doea
so, the legal bank hoUday is on the Monday
immediately following.

3. Jn the United Slates: Bank-holidays in this
country differ in date in the different states.
The holidays common to all are Independence
Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.
Those kept in many of the Btates are New
Year's Day, Washington's Birthday, Decora-
tion Day, and General Election Day, Arbor
Day, Labor Day, and a number of other holidays
are confined to one or a few states.

bank-interest, s. The interest allowed
on money deposited in a bank. The rate is

higher on deposit receipts than on current
accounts. Both, however, fluctuate within
certain considerable limits. Till lately the
joint-stock banks and discount offices regu-
lated their rate of interest by that of the Bank
of England. In the United States each state

has its special legal rate, with ditlerences in
different states.

bank martin. s.

Ornith. : A name for a bird, the Sand-
martin (Hirundo riparia). (Also called Bane-
swallow.)

bank-money, s. The credit given by the
Bank of Amsterdam for worn coin received by
it at the intrinsic value of each piece. The
appellation was intended to distinguish it

from the current money of the place. (Penny
Cycl., iil 377.)

bank-note, s. A note issued by a bank
legally empowered to send it forth. It pro-

mises to pay to the bearer a certain specific

sum of money conspicuously printed upon it*

face. The Bank of England issues notes of

the value of £5 and upwards, which are legal

tender throughout England. Certain Scotch
banks send forth notes as low as £1, and Irish

banks send forth notes for £1 and above.
Banks of the United States issue notes of the

value of 81,00 and upwards, which notes are

supplied by the National Government, and are

based on the Government credit. They largely

take the place of gold and silver in circulation.

"... that the parties present would engage to reesira

bank-notes in all payments to be made to them. —
Prof. Leone Lewi : Brit. Comm. (1873), p. 76.

bank-post, s.

Stationery : The name for three kinds of

paper used for foreign correspondence. Me-
dium Bank-post is 22 x 17$ inches, and weighs
13 pounds per ream. Large Bank-post is 20|

x 161 inches, and weighs 11 pounds per ream.

Small Bank-post, a kind of paper now seldom
used, is 18 x 15i inches, and weighs about

9 pounds per ream.

bank-rate, s. The rate of discount at

the Bank of England on a particular day
[Discount, Interest.]
"When the bank-rate remains apparently Immov-

ably l per cent, above the highest open value of

money . . .'—Timet. Sept. 19, 187*.

bank-Stock, s. A share or shares in thi

capital of a joint-stock bank.
"The sick man cried out with a feeble voice. ' Pray.

Doctor, how went bank-ttoek to-day at "Change I —
Taller, No. 2*3.

fate, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf; work, who. son : mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. sa. oe = e. cy a. qu ~ kw.
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bank swallow, s.

Omith. : A mime for the Sand-martin
(Hirundo riparia.) [Bank-martin.]

bank, v.t. & i. [From bank, s.]

A. Transitive:

1. To pass by the banks or mounds of.

". ,.ul have banked their towns."
ShaiMp. : King John, v. 2.

2. To place in a banking establishment
which invites the deposit of money. {Johnson.)

3. To surround with a bank ; to embank, to

fortify with earthworks. (Johnson.)

% To bank up a fire is to cover it thickly
with slack coal, which will keep alight but
burn slowly, as is done by engineers leaving
work for a time.

B. Intrant. : To place money in a bank.

bank -a Me, a. [Eng. bank; able.] Of such
a character as to be capable of being received
at a bank. (Webster.)

banked, pa. par. & a. [Bank, v.]

bank'-er(l), *banq'-uer(w silent), *banc-
qwer (Eng.), bifik cr, "bank'-ure
(Scotch), s. [In Fr. banquier = a bench-cloth.]
[Bank, 5.]

X, OJa literal bench or seat

:

* 1. A cushion or covering for a seat

"One docerandanew bancqwer, , . "—Cockyn'
Will of Wm. Askame (138»). Tettam. Kbor., p. 129l

% The form banker appears in Prompt. Parv.
(1440). It is still in use as a technical word
among artisans.

2. A stone bench on which 'masons place
the block of stone on which they are operating.

3. A bench used in bricklaying for prepar-
ing the bricks for gauged work.

IX Of that which pertains to anything in
nature in form like such a bench or seat : A
vessel used for cod-fishing on the banks of
Newfoundland.

bank-er (2), s. [Eng. bank; -er. In 8w.
bankor ; Dut. & Ger. bankier ; Fr. banquier;
Sp. banguero ; Port, bankueiro; ItaL ban-
chiere.] [Bank.]

1. One whose profession or occupation it is

to conduct banking operations. He takes in

money for safe keeping, and, as a rule, allows
interest on it, to repay which and obtain a
profit for himself or for his employers, he
seeks to place out a great part of what he has
received as advantageously as he can. He
Prospers if his investments are good, but is

he cause of tremendous disaster if, lending
what has been entrusted to him on bad
security, he find it not again recoverable.

** Whole droves of lenders crowd the banker't doors.
To call In money.' Dryden.

2. One who raises banks as a barrier against
river-floods, encroachments of the sea, &c

3. A drain-digger, ditcher. (North.)

bank -et (1), s. [Fr. banquette.]

Brick-making: A wooden bench on which
bricks are cut.

*bank'-et(2), s. [Banquet.]

bank -Ing, pr. par., a.,&s. [Bank, v.]

A. & B. As present participle £ participial
adjective: In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

**.
. . were paid by the quaestor in bills on the

banking commissioners, or triumviri memarii, . .
."

—Arnold: llitt. Rome, vol. Ui., ch. xliv., p. Hff.

C. As substantive

:

1. Engineering : The act or operation of
raising a bank against river-floods, the en-
croachments of the sea, or for other purposes.

2. Comm. & Polit. Econ. : The act or opera-
tion of dealing in money ; the occupation or
business of a banker ; the methods he adopts
in carrying on this occupation ; and the gene-
ral principles on which these methods are
founded.
Though banking cannot have been much

required, and in all likelihood did not arise till

society had made considerable advances, yet
its origin goes back to a remote period of
antiquity. The practice of taking interest for
money, which presupposes operations which,
by whatever name called, are really banking,
is alluded to in the Mosaic law (Exod. xxii.

25 ; Lev. xxv. 35—37 ; Deut xxiii. 19, 20), as
it was in the New Testament by the Divine
Teacher in one of his parables (Matt. xxv. 27).
The highly interesting discovery has recently

been made that there was a banking establish-

ment in ancient Babylon, founded by a man
called Egibi, which lasted at least from the
first year of Nebuchadnezzar II. (B.C. 604) to
the end of the reign of Darius Hystaspis (B.C.

485), and conducted financial operations of a
magnitude which would have done no dis-

credit to the Bank of England. (Trans. Bib.

Arcluzol. Soc., voL vi., 1879, p. 582.)
Banking was well understood at Athens ;

it was established also in the capital and the
provincial parts of the Roman empire, though
not just on the scale of magnitude which
might have been expected.

It languished through the Middle Ages, but
revived with commerce in general about the
middle of the twelfth century, Italy in this

as in many other respects leadiug the way.
Hence, as shown in the etymology, the Eng-
lish word bank comes from the Italian banco,

which primarily means a bench, and points
to the fact that the first bankers, while con-
ducting their business, sat upon a bench, as
the Hindoo money-changers do to this day.
[Money-changer.] From Italy the revival of
banking spread to other civilised countries.

Omitting banks of lesser note, that of Venice
—the first public bank established in mediaeval
times—arose in 1157, that of Genoa in 1345,

that of Barcelona about 1400, that of Amster-
dam in 1669, and that of Hamburg in 1619.

In 1694 the celebrated William Patterson
founded the world-renowned Rank of England,
its charter being dated July 27th of that year.

The Bank of Scotland followed in 1695. In
1703 arose the Bank of Vienna, in 1765 that
of Berlin, and in 1783 that of Ireland. The
United States Bank commenced in 1790,
though it was not incorporated till 1816 ; that
of France was instituted in 1803, and that of
Bengal in 1809.
Banking in the British Isles. The first

notable traders in money in England were the
Jews ; then followed, from about the middle
of the thirteenth century, Italians from Lom-
bardy and other parts of Italy, whence the
name Lombard Street for a well-known
thoroughfare in London still swarming with
bankers. The goldsmiths combined with
their more specific avocation, first the ex-
change of coins, next the borrowing and lend-

ing of money, and finally banking of the more
modern type came gradually into existence
about the middle of the seventeenth century.
The object of all bankers is to trade in

money. This may be done with capital which,
in the strictest sense, is their own ; or it may
be so that, while employing this, they may
invite deposits and current accounts from
the public, thus keeping money in safe cus-

tody, of which the owner might be robbed if

he retained it in his own possession, and
making payments for him more safely and
conveniently than he could do himself. [See
Deposit, Current Account.] The last-men-
tioned operation is generally carried out by
means of bills or cheques. [Bill, Cheque,
Clearing-house.] The establishments now
described are banks of deposit and of discount.
To these functions some add that of being
banks of issue, i.e., a bank which issues notes.

[Bank-note, Issue.]

The banks of the British Isles may be
otherwise classified :

—

(o) The Bank of England stands in a cate-

fory by itself. It is ruled by a Governor,
•eputy-Govemor, and twenty-four directors.

Its original capital of £1,200,000 was increased
by successive subscriptions till in 1816 it

reached £14,553,000. Its charter has frequently
been renewed. It is, of course, a bank of issue.

The £5 notes, by which it is best known to
the general public, were first sent forth in
1793. It has been helped by the Government,
and has helped the Government in return.
Though generally prosperous, it has had its

vicissitudes, having had to suspend payment
of its notes in 1696, and between 1797 and 1820
was restricted from making payments in gold,
though a first step towards the gradual re-

sumption of the normal system had been made
in 1817. The Act by which banking is now
regulated is Sir R. Peel's celebrated Bank Act
of 1844, one provision of which was that the
issues of the Bank of England on securities
should be limited to £14,000,000. The periodi-
cal settlement of dividends and annuities,
contracted for at the National Debt Office

in Old Jewry, is made at the Bank of Eng-
land. The directors of the Bank meet every
Thursday, to consider and fix the rate of dis-

count, and for other business. Till lately

other banks and discount houses were wont
to modify their own rate of interest by these
periodical announcements, but of late some of
them have acted more independently.

(6) The Joint-stock Banks of London and th$

provincial parts of England. The capital of a
joint-stock bank is made up of the money sub-
scribed by its shareholders. Most of these
establishments are constituted on the prin-
ciple of unlimited liability, by which is meant
that if the bank become insolvent, the share-
holders are responsible to the last farthing
they have in the world for the debts of the
bank : sharing its profits in time of prosperity,
they must participate in its losses in days of
adversity. Nay more, a trustee who holds
bank shares is responsible personally to the
extent of his private property, though he
could not without fraud have appropriated
any profits arising from the shares placed in
his name. By an Act of Parliament passed in

1879, these will be permitted on certain con-
ditions to diminish the excessive liability of
their shareholders. Most of the joint-stock
banks grant interest on the deposits. None
within sixty-five miles of London are allowed
to be banks of issue.

(c) Private Banks: Associations of private

persons for banking purposes, not incorpo-
rated under Act of Parliament. These, as a
rule, give no interest on deposits.

(d) United States: Banking has passed
through a series of conditions. Before the
Civil War, each state had its own banking
system, the banks being banks of iBsue, and
their notes often very poorly secured, with the

result of great loss and distress in every period

of financial depression. During the war the
present National Banking System was in-

augurated, in which the circulation is founded
on the security of Government bonds, purchased
by the banks, and deposited in the United
States Treasury. This system makes note
holders perfectly secure against loss by failure

of banks, and reduces the risks of counterfeit-

ing by assuring uniformity in notes. There
are, under more recent laws, some state banks
in existence, but these are not banks of issue.

(e) Savings Banks: Banks established for

the reception of small deposits from the

humbler classes of the community. In the
savings banks of ordinary type a larger sum
than the money is worth is paid for interest,

the considerable deficit being made good from
the consolidated fund.

T[ Post Okce Savings Banks are established
at all the Money Order Offices of the British

Kingdom. Deposits are received from one
shilling up to a certain limit Interest is paid

at the rate of 2£ per cent, per annum.
"

. . in the business of batiking and that of insur-

ance: to both of which the joint-stock principle is

eminently adapted."—/. S. Mill: Polit. Econ., bk. L,

ch. Ml., f 2.

banking-business, s. The business of
banking ; the business of dealing in money

;

bank business.
"... for the transaction of ordinary banking-

buiinest."—Penny Cyclop., iii. SIS.

banking functions, s. pi. The func-
tions discharged by a bank ; the operations of

a bank.
"... and of performing the ordinary banking-

function!."—Penny Cyclop.,lii. 878.

banking-house, t. A house in which
banking operations are carried on.

" The great banking-houte at Benares."—Penny
Cyclop., in. 878.

bank-less, a. [Eng. bank; -less.] Without
a bank, not denned or limited by a bank

;

boundless.

bank'-rupt, * bank rout, *bi^-u&r-
out (u silent) (Eng.), * bank-rout*
* bank rdm-pue (0. Scotch), s.& a. [O.Fr.

banquerouttier = a bankrupt (Cotgrave), fiom
banqueroutte = a becoming bankrupt. In 3w.

bankruttor; Dan. bankerotbr ; Dut. bankroe-

tier; Ger. bankerottirer ; Fr. banqueroutier,

from banque = bank, and Norm. Fr. roupt,

Lat. rnptus = broken, pa. par. of rumpo =
to break.] (See below, the example from

Skene.)

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(a) A trader or other person so deeply In-

debted that he has failed to meet his pecuniary

t>6il, bo$; pout, je%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t
-dan -: shan. -cion, tion, -sion-shun; -tion, -sion zhiin. -tlous, -sious, -clous= shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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obligations, and has had to surrender his

property to be proportionately divided among
his creditors ; more loosely, one who cannot
pay his debts, even if no arrangement has
been come to with his creditors.

** In Latine. Cedere bonis, quhilk is most commonly
Vsed amongst merchandes to make bankrout, bank-
rupt, or bankrompue ; because the doer thereof, an it

were, breakts his bank, stall e or seat*. auh;iir he vsed
his trafflcque of before."—Skene : f'erb. Sign,, undtr
the words Dgour, Dyvour,

•"Every asylum was thronged with contraiwuid
tnders, fraudulent bankrupts, thieves and assassins."

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., en. lx.

*(&) (0/ the form bankrout): Bankruptcy.
iNarts.)

"An unhappy master is he, that is made cunning
by many shipwracks; a miserable merchant, that is

neither rich nor wise, but after some bankrouts."—
Ascham: Scholem., p. 59.

2. Fig.: Anything which promises more
than it can give. (Nares.)

" Time is a very bankrupt, and owes more than
be's worth to seasou."—tihakesp. : Comedy of Errort.
IT. 3L

IX Law and Commerce

:

* 1. A trader plunged in debt who absconds
and hides himself, so as to defraud his credi-

tors; or does anything similar in order to

avoid meeting his obligations. (Blackstone

:

Comment.)

2. A trader who fails to pay his debts, and
who, on the petition of some one of his cre-

ditors or his own, to the court of law which
has special cognisance of such cases, is re-

quired to give in a correct account of his

effects, which, after all expenses are paid, are

then divided among his creditors in shares
proportionate to the amount of their several

claims against him. No further legal demands
can be made against him, though, if strictly

honourable, he of course feels that, morally
viewed, his debts are still owing, and if at any
future time he obtain the requisite resources,

he is in conscience bound to liquidate them
with interest from the time when his failure

took place. [Bankrupt Laws.]

H Strictly speaking, only a merchant or
other commercial man can become a bank-
rupt; any one else failing to pay his just
debts is said to be insolvent.

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Judicially declared unable to meet
one's liabilities.

*'. . . the officers should not bebankrupt traders."—
Macaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. xv.

2. Fig. : Unable to do what is demanded or
expected of it.

"Nor shall I e'er believe or think thee dead.
Though mist, uutil our bankrout ^tage be sped," Ac,

Leon. Oigges: Prolog. toSh.. p. 2-23. (Nares.)
*' He gives, what bankrupt Nature never can.

Whose noblest coin is light ami brittle man."
Cowper : Valediction.

bankrupt laws, bankruptcy laws.
Laws which have been formed with the view
of protecting a merchant who cannot pay his

debts from unduly harsh conduct on the part

of his creditors, and those creditors from any
fraudulent conduct on the part of their

debtor. [Debt.) Experience has shown the
first object to be easy of attainment, the
second one difficult. The first English bank-
rupt law was that of the 34 & 18 Hen. VIII.,

C. 4, which was rendered necessary to protect
creditors from the shameless frauds to which
they were too frequently subjected. Other
statutes followed, which established the present
Bankruptcy Court. In the United States

national bankruptcy laws were passed in 1800

and 1840, but these were not long in operation.

Another law was passed in 1867, which continu-

ed operative until 1878, when it was repealed.

If Bankruptcy laws were passed in England
In 1543 and 1571. These were consolidated

tnd amended in 1861, 1868, and 1869.

bankrupt system. A system of laws
designed to regulate all cases relating to bank-

. rupts or bankruptcy. [Bankrupt Laws.]

bank'-rupt, 'bank -rout, v.t. & i. [From
the substantive.]

1. Trans. : To render or declare a merchant
unable to meet his liabilities.

f 2. Jntrans, : To be unable to meet them.
" We cast off the care of all future thrift, because we

are already bankrupted."—Hammond,
" He that wins empire with the lost of fai the
Out-buies it, and will bankrout.'

Thorpe ; Byrorit Conspiracy.

bank'-rupt-c& s. [Eng. bankrupt ; -cy.] The

state of being bankrupt ; the act of declaring
one's self bankrupt.

bankruptcy law. [Bankrupt Laws.]

bank'-rupt-ed, pa. par. [Bankrupt, v.]

bank -rupt-ing, pr. par. [Bankrupt, v.]

" bank -ure, s. [Fr. banqxCter — a bench-cloth,

a carpet for a form or bench (Cotgrave) ; Low
Lat. banquerium, bancaie.] A covering for a
bench. [Banker, ]

"A pair of ffustiane blaukatts. a bankurs, four
cuschingis," Ac—Act. /torn. Cone, A. 14*3, p. 3r5.

bank'-si-a, s. [Named by Linnaeus after the

well-known Sir Joseph Banks, who was born
January 4, 1748, sailed from Plymouth as
naturalist in the exploring expedition com-
manded by Captain Cook in 1768, became
President of the Royal Society in 1778, was
created a baronet in 1780, and died June 10,

1820.] A genus of plants, belonging to the
order Proteacese, or Proteads. The species,

which are somewhat numerous, are elegant
plants, scattered all over Australia, where they
are called Honeysuckle Trees. They have
umbellate flowers, with long, narrow tubular
coloured calyces, no corolla, four stamens,
and hard dry leaves, generally dull green
above, and white or pale green beneath. Many
species are now cultivated in England in
greenhouses-

banksia rose. A species of climbing
cluster rose with small bulf or white scentless
blossoms.

bank'-si-dss, % pi. [Banksia.]

Bot. : A tribe of plants belonging to the
order Proteacese and the section Folliculares.

Type, Banksia (q. v.).

ban -li-eue, *. [Fr., from Low Lat. banUuca)
bannas = jurisdiction, proclamation, and leuca
= league.] A district or the districts situated
locally outside the walls of a city, but legally

within the limits ; a suburb or suburbs
(Brandt.)

•ban nat, *ban'-nate, * [Bonnet.] A
bonnet. (Scotch.) Spec, a bonnet of steel ; a
skull cap. (Jamieson.)

Double bannate (double in the sense of plate
armour and bonnet) : A skull cap ; a steel

bonnet
"That Lucas Broiss sail restore to Andrew Gude-

fallow a double bannate, price vj *. viii <L, and certaue
gudis of houshald."

—

Act. Horn. Cone, A. 1400, p, 157.

banned, pa. par. k a. [Ban, v.]

* ban' neoure, * ban'-eour, s. [From Eng.

banner.} A standard-bearer. (Scotch.)

" He bad the banneourt he a sid.

Set bis banners, and wyth it bid."
Wyntown, ix. 27, 865. [Jamieson.)

banner, *ban'-er, *ban'-ere, $. & a.

[In Dan. banner; Sw. and Wei. baner; Dut.
oanicr, vaan; Ger. banner panier, fahne ; Fr.

banniere = a banner, bandiere — a file of sol-

diers with colours at their head ; Prov. baneira,

banera, bandiera ; Sp. bandera ; Port, ban-

deira; Ital. bandiera, connected with bandire
= to proclaim, to xmblish . . . ; Low Lat.

banderia = a banner; bandnm, — a band, a
flag. Comp. with Goth, bandva, bandvo=*
sign.] [Band.]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language

:

L Literally: A flag or standard carried at

the head of a band marshalled for military

purposes. [B. 1.1 It indicates the way to

be taken in marching, and is a conspicuous
rallying-point in case of defeat. There are

national, imperial, royal, ecclesiastical, and
more private banners. A banner generally

consists of a piece of taffeta or other rich

cloth, with one side of it attached to a pole,

while the rest of it is free to flutter in the
wind. Sometimes the word banner is used for

a streamer affixed to the end of a lance, or in

some similar position. [A., II. 1.]

"The baner wele that thou display."
I'waine and Gaiein, 476.

"All In a moment through the gloom were seen
Ten thousand banners rise into the air,

'With orient colours waving."
Milton: P. L., bk. i.

" He said no more

;

But left bis sister and his queen behind.
And wav'd his royal banner in the wind."

Jirt/den.

2. Fig. : Any Being, person, or thing to

which m moral struggles one can rally. (In

BANNER OF COUNT
DE BARRE.

Temp. Edward L

this sense Banner is a name sometimes as-

sumed by particular newspapers, as the cor-

responding word Standard is by others.)

IX Technically

:

1. Her. : A flag, generally square, painted or
embroidered with the arms of the person in

whose honour it is borne, and of such a size

as to be proportionate to his dignity. Theo-
retically, the banner
ofan emperor should
be six feet square,
that of a Idag live

feet, that of a duke
four feet, ami th;it

of a nobleman from
a marquis to a
knight banneret in-

clusive, three feet.

No one under the
rank of a knight
banneret is entitled
to a banner. [Ban-
neret.] [For the
different kinds of
banners, see Col-
ours, Flag, Gon-
fannon, Guidon,
Oriflamme, Pen-
dant, Pennon, and Streamer.]

If A Feudal Banner is a square flag in which
the arms of a deceased person are panelled,

but with the helmet, mantle, and supporters

absent. When all the quarterings of the

person who is dead are present, and the edge
fringed, it is called a Great Banner.

2. Botany: The vexillum—the standard or

upper expanded petal in the corolla of s

papilionaceous plant

B. Attributively : In the sense of, In some
other way pertaining to, or being in connec-

tion with a banner ; as in the following :—

banner-cloth, a The cloth of which a
banner is made.

"The banner-cloth was a yard broad and flvt

quarters deep."—Penny Cyclop., iii. 407.

banner-cry, s. A cry designed to sum-
mon troops and other combatants together as

around a banner.
" At once there rose so wild a yell

Within that dark and narrow dell,

As all the fiends, from heaven that fell.

Had pealed the banner-cry of hell
!

"

Scott ; Lady of the Lake, vi. IT.

banner-man, s. A man who carries a
banner.

** My banner-man, advance !

"

Scott ; Lady of the Lake, vL 18.

banner-staff, s. A staff from the upper
part of which the cloth of a banner is un-

furled.

"The banner-staffwas in his hand."
Wordsworth ; White Doe of Ityfstone, vt

ban'-ner-al, s. [Banner.] A flag or standard.

" Beneath the shade of stately bannerut.'
Keats: Specimen of an Induction.

ban'-nered, a. [Eng. banner; -ed.] Furnished

or equipped with banners.

" By times from silken couch she rose,

While yet the banner'd hosts, repose."

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, f. 1<X

ban'-ner-et, * ban'-ner-ette, * ban'-er-

ette (Eng.), *ban'-reute (0. Scotcii). s.

[In Fr. banneret, banderet ; Low Lat. tan-

neretus. ] [Banner.]

1. An abbreviation for Knight-Banneret ; a

member of an ancient order of knighthood

which had the privilege of leading their re-

tainers to battle under their own flag. They
ranked as the next order below the Knights

of the Garter, only a few official dignitaries

intervening. This was not, however, unless

they were created by the king on the field of

battle, else they ranked after baronets. The

order is now extinct, the last Isinneret created

having been at the battle of EdgehiU, in 1642,

for his gallantry in rescuing the standard of

Charles L
" A jentleman told Henry, that Sir Richard Croftes,

made banneret at Stoke, was a wise man : the king

answered, be doubted not that, hut marvelled how a

fool could know."

—

Camden.

% A small banner or streamer.
*' ... yet the scarfs, and the bannerets about the*

did manifoldly dissuade me from believing thee »

vessel of too jrreat a burthen.'*—Shakesp. : All* weH
that Ends Weil, n. A
3. A title given to the highest officer in

some of the Swiss Republics.

Ifcte, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine : go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, oa = e ; A = e. qu — kw.
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ban ner-dl, s. [Bandrol.]
"King Oswald h.uJ a bannerol of gold anil purple

set over ins turn It
"—Catmivn.

bin net. s, [Bonnet,] (Scotch.)

Nuikit bannrt : The square cap worn by the
homan Catholic clergy.

"... no bischopea, frieris, preiatis, chaunonea, durst
weir nuiki-bannettet . .

."—Pitscottie : Cron., p. 52".

(Jamirton.)

ban' rung, pr. par., a., & 5. [Ban, v.]

As substantive : Cursing.
" Furthermore, whu is ther that is not afraid of all

maledictions and cursed execrations, and especially
when thy nsmai of the Infernal fiend* or ualnckie
souls are n*ed in such banning*."—Holland ; Plinie,
bk. xxviii, a -. (Richardson.)

'ban ni tion, s. [From Eng. ban (q.v.).]

(Banish.]

1. Outlawry.

2. Expulsion from a place. (Laud.)

ban nock, *bon'-n6ck, s. [It. boinneog;
Gael, bonnach.]

1. A flat round cake mado of oat or barley
meal. (Scotch.)

If The dough of which bannocks are made
is generally better than that of which cakes
are formed ; a bannock, as a rule, is toasted
on a girdle, while a cake, after having been
laid for some time on a girdle, is toasted
before the fire ; a bannock, moreover, is

generally of barley-meal and a cake of oat-

meal. (Jamicson.)
" ... ye neectna stick to gie them a waught o' drink

and a bannock."Scott : Old Mortality, ch. iv.

2. Old Law : A duty exacted at a mill in

consequence of thirlage.

"The sequels . . . pass by the name of knaveship
•aid of bannock and lock on gowpen,"

—

Erskine

:

Intrir.. bk. IL, t ix., 9 1%

bannock-fluke, s. A fish—the Common
Turbot (Pleuronectes nuxximus), (Scotch.)

*"What are ye for to-d.^y, your honour?' she Raid,

or r;ither screamed, to Oklhuck ; 'Caller haddocks and
whitings, a bannock-fluke and a cock.padleT"*—Scott :

Antiquary, ch. xi.

bannock-hive, *. [Scotch bannock, and
Aive (q.v.).] Corpulency, induced by eating
plentifully.

" How great 's my Joy ; lt*s sure beyond compare I

To see you look sae hale, aae plump an' square.
However ithers at the sea may thrive,
Ye've been uae stranger to the bannock-hiee."

Morison : Poems, pp. X77, 171

bannock stick. 9. A wooden instru-
ment for rolling out bannocks.

" A bassie, and a bannock-stick

;

There's gear enough to make ye sick."
Hogg : Jacobite Relict, L 118.

banns, s, pi. [Ban.]

ban quet (qu as kw), * ban kot/ban-
kette, s. [In Dan. & Dut. banket ; Ger. ban-
kett; Ft. banquet; Sp. banquet— & banquet;
banqueta — a stool, a raised way ; Port, ban-
queta — a banquet; Ital. banchetto = a feast,

a little seat ; dimin. of banco = a bench.]
{Bank, Banquette.]

1. Literally:

*1. Formerly: A dessert after dinner; not
the substantial meal itself.

" We'll dine in the great room, but let the music
and banquet be prepared \iete."—JIauina*r: The Un-
natural Combat, iii. L (/fares.)

Tf (a) " The common place of banqueting,
op eating the dessert," Giffard says, " was the
garden-house or arbour, with which almost
every dwelling was furnished."

(b) Evelyn used banquet in the sense of a
dessert as late as 16S5, though the modern
signification had already come into partial
use. (Nares.)

2. Now : An entertainment of a sumptuous
character, at which choice viands and liquors
are placed before the guests. (Used of the
whole entertainment, and not simply of the
dessert.)

"Shall the companions make a banquet of him?. .
."

Job xli. e.

H. Fig. : Anything on which the mind can
feast with pleasure.

** In his commendations I am fed :

It is a banquet to me."
Shakesp. ; Macbeth, 1.

1

banquet hall, s. A hall for banqueting
to, or a hall in which banqueting has actually
taken place.

" You shall attend me, when I call.
In the ancestral banquet-hall,"

Longfellow: The Golden Legend, 1.

banquet-house, s. [Banquetino-house.]
" Now tile queen by reason of the words of the kin^

And his lords came into the banquet -haute . .
."

—

Dan
v. 10.

banquet-tent, «. A tent designed for
luxurious entertainments.

banquet (qu as kw), v.t. & i. [In Ger.
bankettiren; Ft. banqueter ; Sp. & Port, ban-
quetear.]

A. Transitive : To make a sumptuous
feast for ; to invite to or entertain at a
sumptuous feast.

"Jove feels himself the season, sports Again
With his fair spouse, and banquets all his train."

Courpcr: Trantl. of Milton ("Approach of Spring").

B. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To feast luxuriously.
" Born but to banquet and to drain the bowl "

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. x., 663.

" I purpus'd to unbend the evening hours,
And banquet private in the wumen s bowers."

Priot -.

2. Fig. : To obtain luxurious food for the
mind or heart.

" The mind shall banquet, tho' the body pine :

Fat {launches have lean pates, and dainty bits
Make rich the rib*, but nankerout the wits."

Shakttp. : Love's Labour's Lost, i. 1.

t bah -quet-ant (qu as kw), s. [From Fr.

bauquetant, pr. par. of banqueter = to ban-
quet] One who banquets.

" And there not beside
Other great banquetanti, but you must ride
At anchor still with us."

Chapman : Hum. Odyss., bk. xx (Richardson.)

ban'-quet-ed (qu as kw), pa. par. & a.

LBanquet.]

ban'-quSt-er (qu as kw), * ban quet

te'er, * baric -ket-tour, s. [Eng. ban-
quet, and suffix -er.]

L One who Is a guest at banquets, or at
home feasts luxuriously. (Johnson.)

2. One who is the entertainer at a banquet
or banquets. (Johnson.)

ban quet irig (qu as kw), bari'-kct-
tirig, pr. par., a., & s. [Banquet, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt participial adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or operation of feasting luxu-
riously.

"... and talk'd In glee
Of long-past banquetings with high-born friends.-

Wordsworth : The Excursion, bk. vii.

2. The viands and liquors provided for such
an entertainment.

banqueting house ,banquet-house,
*. A house specially constructed or used for
luxurious entertainments.

"... presented his credentials In the Banqueting-
house."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

banqueting room, s. A room con-
structed or usedfor luxurious entertainments.

ban - quettc', bari-quet (qu as k), s. [Fr.
— a small bench, a long seat stuffed and
covered ; a causeway, footpath, or pavement.]

Fortif. : A small bank at the foot of a para-
pet, on which soldiers mount when they fire.

t bans, s. pi. [Ban (1).]

ban sheo, ben shi, s. [Gael. bean-$hith =
fairy ; from Gael. & Ir. bean = woman, and
Gael, sith, Ir. sith, sigh, sighe, sighklh = fairy.]

Celt. Mythol. : A fay, elf, or other supernatural
being, supposed by some of the peasantry in
Ireland and the Scottish Highlands to sing
a mournful ditty under the windows of the
house when one of the inmates is about to die.

ban- stick -le (le = el) (Eng.), * ban-
styk-yll (0. Scotch), $. [A.S. ban = a bone,
and stickel = a prick, a sting.] A name given
in Scotland and in parts of England to a fish

—

the Rough-tailed, Three-spined Stickle-back
(Gasterosteus trachurus, Cuv.), in Suffolk a
" tantickle." It is a common species in Britain,
occurring both in fresh water and in the sea.

" Asperagus (quadam piscis), a banttpkyll."
Orius Yocab. (3. in Boucher.)

ban' tarn, a. & *. [Probably from Bantam,
a decayed village in the north-west of Java,
formerly the seat of a Dutch residency.)

A. As adjective. [From Bantam, or other-
wise pertaining to it (see etymology).] Spec.,

pertaining to the fowl presumably from that
place. [B.J

B. As substantive

:

1. A small variety of the domestic fowl. It
has feathered legs.

2. A kind of painted or carved work like

that from Japan, but more gaudy. (Goodrich
£ Porter.)

ban'- ter, v t. [Etymology unknown. Prnb-
al'ly of a similar origin to )ximb»o;fo((],x,). It

occurs in the list of words in the ixtler CSo.
230).] Mildly to rally one, to make Jood-
n^tuied mirth at one's expense ; to utter mild
niilh-ry Often one ; (vulgarly) to chaft It is

quite consistent with resjiect and affection for

the individual bantered ; indeed, there is in it

a tUlt compliment to his temper, as it wniild

nut be ventured on were he deemed likely to

take tire at the remarks made.
" The mHifistrate took it that he hantere.l Mm. and

bade au office r take him into custody."—
A'

Kstranye.

% Wedgwood quotes a passage from Swift
("Tale of a Tub"), in which this word lasatrl to

have fonie into England first from the bullies

of Whitefriars, from whence it spread next to

the footmen, and finally to the pedants. It is

not looked on as pedantic now.

ban'-ter, s. [From the verb. In Fr. badi-
nerie.] Mild raillery, pleasantry at one's
expense ; a joking upon one's weaknesses, pro-
cedure, or surroundings.

"This humour, let It look r ever so Billy, as it passes
many times fur frolic and banter, is otic of tiie muBt
pernicious snares in human life."—L'Estrange.
"... those who ridicule it will be supposed to nmke

their wit and banter a refuge and excuse for their own
laziness. "— Watts.

ban -tered., pa. par. & a, [Banter, v.]

ban'-ter-£r, s. [Eng. banter; -er.] One who
banters.

".
. . marked him out asanexcellentsubjectfor th*

operations of swindlers and banterert."—Macaulay:
Hist. Eng., ch. iii

ban'-ter-Ine, * ban'-trlng, pr. par., a., & ».

[Banter, v.]

A. As pr. par. dt participial adj.

:

" It is no new thing for innocent simplicity to be the
subject of bantering drolls."

—

L'Estrange.

B. As substantive: The act of rallying, oi
treating with mild raillery ; the state of being
rallied or mildly jested upon ; the remarks
constituting the raillery. ( Webster.)

bant ling, s. [According to Mahn, from Ger.
bankling ~ a bastard; according to Wedgwood,
from bundling, referring to the swaddling
clothes in which a young child is wrapped.]
A little child, a brat. (Used in contempt.)
(Vulgar.)

" If the object of their love
Chance by Lucina's aid to prove,
They seldom let the bantling roar.
In basket, at a neighbour's door." Prior.

barix-rihg, s. [From a Sumatran language.]
The native name of a small insectivorous
mammal [Tupaia.]

banyan (1), ban I-an (2), ban y an-
tree, s. & adj. [Probably from Eng. or Fr.
banian = a tribe of Hindu merchants ; a
broker.] [Banian.]

A. As substantive: A tree, the Ficus Tndica,
or Indian fig-tree, celebrated for sending down

• BANTAN-TREE.

new stems from Its spreading branches,
which, supporting those branches themselves,
make a living colonnade of great extent.

Colonel Sykes mentions a banyan-tree which
he saw at the village of Mhow", in the Poona
Collectorate, which had sixty-eight of the
descending stems just mentioned, and con-
stituted a grove capable, when the sun was

t>fil, bd"y; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, £enophon, exist, -ing.

-ciau, -tian = shan, -tion, sion, - cioun m shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -tiouB, sious - shus. -ble. -die. ft* bel, del.
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vertical, of affording shade to 20,000 men.
The tree is well described by both Milton and
Southey, except that Milton, misled by Pliny,
makes the leaves larger than they are in
nature, and describes loopholes cut in the
banyan grove, which are wholly mythic—

"... there soon they chose
The fig-tree, not that kind for fruit renowned.
But such as at this day. to Indians known,
In Malabar or Deccan spreads her anus,
Branching so hroad and long, that in the ground
The bended twigs take root, and daughters grow
About the mother tree, a pillared shade
High over-arched, and echoing walks between j

There oft the Indian herdsman, shunning heat,
Shelters in cool, and tends bis pasturing nerds
At loopholes cut thro' thickest shade : those leaves
They gathered, broad as Amazonian targe."

MUton: P. L., bk. ix.

" It was a goodly sight to see
That venerable tree.
For o'er the lawn, irregularly spread.
Fifty straight columns propt its lofty head ;

And many a long depending shoot.
Seeking to strike its root.
Straight like a plummet, grew towards the ground.
Some on the lower boughs which crest their way,
Fixing their bearded fibres round and round.
With many a ring and wild contortion wound

;

Some to the passing wind at times, with sway
Of gentle motion swung

;

Others of younger growth, unmoved, were hung
Like stone-drops from the cavern's fretted height.
Beneath was smooth and fair to tight.
Nor weeds nor briars deformed the natural floor.

And through the leafy cope which bowered it o'er
Came gleams of chequer'd light.
So like a temple did it seem, that there
A pious hearts first impulse would be prayer."

Southey : Curse of Kehama, bk. xiii.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to the tree now
described.

banyan-tree, banian-tree, s, [See
Banyan (1).]

" Wide round the sheltering banian-tree."
Remans: The Indian City.

* ban'-y-an (2), s. & a. [Banian (l).]

ba'-6-bafo, 5. [Eth. &ao&»&, abavo, abavi.]

One of the names for the Adansonia digitata,

called also the Monkey-bread Tree. [Adan-
sonia.]

bap (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A Leicestershire
term for a dark bituminous shale. (Weale.)

bap (2), *. [Derivation uncertain.] A thick
cake baked in the oven, generally with yeast

;

whether it be made of oatmeal, barley-meal,
flower of wheat, or a mixture. (Scotch.)

"There will be good lappcrd-milk kebbucks.
And lowem, and fardles. and baps."

Ritton : 8. Songs, i. 211. (Jamieson.)

Baph'-d-met, s. [Corrupted from Mahomet,
the popular way of writing the name of the
Arabian " prophet," more accurately desig-
nated Muhammad or Mohammed.] A real or
imaginary idol or.symbol which the Knights
Templars were accused of worshipping.

bap- ta, s. [Gr. j3aTrr<o (bapto) — to dip, to
dye.]

*

Entom. : A genus of moths of the family
Geometridse. They are thin-bodied, and fly

during the day. Bapta bimaculata is the White
Pinion-spotted, and B. punctata the Clouded
Silver Moth.

* bap'-teme, 5. [Baptism.]

bap-tis'-l-a, s. [Gr. jBiTTTw (bop/3) = to dye,

for which some of the species are used.] A
genus of leguminous plants, ornamental as
border-flowers.

\
bap -tism, * bap tisme, * bap -tern c,

* bap'-tym, s. [In Fr. baptime ; 0. Fr. &
Prov. baptisme; Sp. bautismo; Port, baptismo

;

Ital. battesimo ; Lat. baptisma; Gr. fSaimo-fxa,

(baptisma) and /Sanriff/xo? (baptismos) ; from
0anTt'£<o (baptizo) = . . . to baptize.] [Baptize.]

A. Literally:

L The act of baptizing any person or thing
in or with water.

1. The act of immersing any one in water,
or pouring or sprinkling it upon him or her
as a religious and symbolical rite.

"Baptym: Bapt i sinus, baptisma."— Pragipt. Parv.

Two kinds of baptism by means of water are
mentioned in the New Testament:—

(a) "The baptism of repentance for the re-

mission of sins," administered by John the
Baptist in Jordan to those who, under the
influence of his preaching, made confession of
those sins.

"John did baptise in the wilderness, and preach the
baptism of repentance for the remission of sins."

—

Mark Li. (See also Matt. til. 6.)

(b) The Initiatory rite of the Christian
Church, administered first by the apostles
(John iv. 2) whilst their Divine Master was on
earth, and which has continued to be dis-

pensed to the present time.

2. The act of "baptizing" a thing instead
of a person with water.

^ The washing of a ship with salt water
on passing the equinoctial line was formerly
called in cant and somewhat profane language
" her baptism."

3. A term employed by Protestant, not by
Roman Catholic, writers for the blessing of

bells designed for worship in the Church of
Rome. [Baptize, A., I. 2.]

IX The state of being baptized.

B. Figuratively:

L Scripture:

L The doctrine, allegiance, or life into which
the initiatory rite introduces one.

"And he said unto them, Unto what then were ye
baptized T And they said, Unto John's baptism,'—
Acts xix. 3.

2. Death to sin and resurrection to newness
of life.

" Therefore we are buried with him by baptitm into
death: that like as Christ was raised up from the
dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also
should walk in newness of life."— Horn. vi. 4.

3. Such a moral and spiritual state as war-
rants the answer of a good conscience towards
God.

" The like figure whereunto even baptism doth also
.jow save us (not the putting away of the filth of the
flesh, but the answer of a good conscience toward
now save us (not the putting away of
flesh, but the answer o*
God). . . ."—1 Pet. ill. 2L

4. Suffering, specially that of Christ.
" But I have a baptism to be baptized with ; and

how am I straitened till it be accomplished ! "—Luke
xii. 6a

IX General Literature

:

1. The act or process of refreshing the heart
by "sprinkling" it with something fitted to
effect that end.

" If on the heart the freshness of the scene
Sprinkle its coolness, and from the dry dust
Of weary life a moment lave it clean
With Nature's baptism, . . ,

Byron : Childe Harold, ix. «8.

2. Initiation into any work or occupation
fitted to make a change upon the character,
and prevent the possibility of one's ever
being again what he was before. Thus, when
during the Franco-German war of 1870, Prince
Louis Napoleon, the same who perished so
tragically in Zululand, was first exposed, by
direction of his father, Napoleon III., and
with his own consent, to the fire of the enemy
at Saarbriick, the event was called a " baptism
of fire. " So also during the Indian mutinies of
1857, the revolted sepoys, who had by murder-
ing Europeans committed themselves to n
course of action from which there was no
return, were said to have undergone a "bap-
tism of blood." Formerly, the term baptism
was also sometimes profanely applied in cant
language to the outrageons practical jokes
to which seamen or passengers in a vessel,
who for the first time crossed the equinoctial
line, were too frequently subjected, such pro-
cedure being deemed legitimate in that zero
of latitude.

1 (1) Baptism of blood:

Theol. : Martyrdom for the Christian faith,

said to compensate for the want of the Sacra-
ment The same virtue is attributed to bap-
tism of desire and baptism ofjire.

(2) Baptism of desire :

Theol. : An ardent desire to receive the
Sacrament, with perfect contrition for one's
sins. [If (1).]

(3) Baptism ofjire:

Theol. : The same as baptism of blood (q.v.).

Used also of the gifts of the Holy Ghost,

(4) Clinical baptism

:

Theol. : Baptism administered to a person
on a sick-bed.

(5) Conditional baptism:

Theol. : Baptism administered conditionally

to a person whose condition is unknown or

about the validity of whose baptism doubts
are entertained. The form is :

" If thou art

not baptized, I baptize thee," Arc

bap tits' mal, a. [Eng. baptism; -al.) Per-

taining to baptism.

"The baptismal service was repeatedly discussed."—
Macaulay: Rist. Eng.. ch. xiv.

baptismal character, s.

Theol : A term applied in the Roman and.

Anglican churciies to a certain spiritual mark
which differentiates the souls of baptized
Christians from those who have not received
the sacrament of baptism. This necessarily
carries with it the belief that the acts—
whether good or evil—of an unbaptized pe^
son can never be the same as those of one
who has been baptized, and that the sacra-
ment of baptism cannot be repeated without
sacrilege. Also called baptismal mark or
baptismal seal.

baptismal-name, s. a name give* in
baptism ; a Christian name.

baptismal regeneration. [REGENER-
ATION.]

baptismal-shell, s.

Eccles. : A small shell-shaped metal vessel!
with which water was taken from the font and
poured on the head of the candidate in bap-
tism. A small shell, polished and mounted
in precious metal, was sometimes employed.

baptismal-vows, *. pi.

Eccles. : The promises made by the sponsor*
for a child, or by an adult for himself, in the
sacrament of baptism.

bap-tls'-mal-ly, adv. [Eng. baptismal ; -Jj/.]

After the manner of baptism ; through meant
of baptism. (Quin.)

Bap'-tist, bap'-tist, s. tza. [In Ger. Bap-
tist; Sp. baptista; Lat. Baptista; Gr. Paw-
tio-tt}c (Baptistes) (Matt. iii. 1) = the Baptizer.J
(Baptize, Baptism.]

A. As substantive:

1. Scripture: One who extensively adminis-
ters the rite of baptism. The term was and
is specially applied to John, the forerunner of
Jesus.

" In those days came John the Baptist, preaching in
the wilderness of Judaea. . . . Then went out to him
Jerusalem, and all Judaea, and all the region round
about Jordan, and were baptized of him in Jordan,
confessing their sins "—Jfatt, iii. 1—6.

2. Theol, Church Hist, & Ord. Lang.: A
Christian who holds that it is not according
to Scripture to baptize infants, but that the
ordinance of baptism should be administered
only to believers in Christ, and in their case
not by sprinkling, or affusion, but by im-
mersion. *

Whether the early Church did or did not
baptize infants has beep, and still is, a matter
of dispute. It is universally admitted that
some of the so-called heretical sects of the
Middle Ages were opposed to infant baptism.
At the time of the Reformation the question
to whom baptism should be administered
came very prominently before the Church and
the world, owing to the fact that a considerable
number of those who, under the leadership
of Luther, Melanchthon, and other religious

chiefs, cast off their allegiance to Rome, ulti-

mately abandoned all belief in infant liaptism.

Their opponents called them Anabaptists, im-
plying that they administered a second bap-
tism, the first one, that dispensed in infancy,
still remaining in force; whilst they, of
course, repudiated this name, alleging that the
first baptism given in infancy being invalid,

that which they dispensed in adult life was
the first, and not the second.

Baptist views first attracted attention in Eng-
land in 1536, and the earliest congregation waa
formed there in 1G11. The first Baptist in the

United States was Roger Williams, who seceded

from the Puritan communities of New Eng-
land, was baptized by immersion in Providence

in 1639, and united with others to found there

the first Baptist Church in America. He was
one of the earliest of men to announce the

principle of religious liberty, and to give

utterance to the Baptist doctrino that no one

should be bound to assist in maintaining wor-

ship against his own cmsent. Two years

afterwards another eminent Baptist, John
Clark, founded the colony of Rhode Island

upon the island of that name. A Baptist

church was founded in Dover, New Hampshire,

about the same time, while the first in Massa-

chusetts was founded at Swansey, in 1063.

The growth of the sect in this country was
very moderate during the colonial period, not

more than 77 Baptist churches being known to

exist in America in 1770. After the Revolu-

tion it grew with considerable rapidity, the

civil disabilities under which its members had

labored being now removed. In 1784 there

were 471 churches and 35,101 members. By
1812 these had increased to 2164 churches and

l&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, hero, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
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172,972 members. It was not until 1802 fbat

the Massachusetts Missionary Society, the first

Baptist missionary society in this country bo

far as is known, was formed, though mission-

ary efforts had been previously made. Elder
John Leland, born in Massachusetts in 1754,

travelled during his missionary tours 75,000
miles and baptized more than 1500 converts.

Since the dates given the BaptiBt Church has
had a very active growth in this country, the

number of its members now exceeding those of
.any other religious denomination. In 1893 it

possessed in the United States 36,793 churches
and 3,383,160 members, its church and college

property being valued at more than $100,000,000.

There are less than 500,000 Baptists in the
remainder of the world.
The American Baptists are in favor of a

complete separation of Church and State, and
have always protested against state support of
religion and the infliction of pains and penal-
ties on religious grounds. They were for a
long time almost alone in these views, but are
now joined in them by all American Protes-

tants. They hold that baptism, according to

the Scripture teachings, means immersion, and
hold that none but those who have been thus
baptized are qualified to partake of the Lord's
Supper. The American Baptist Missionary
Union grew out of a preliminary organization
founded in 1814. During the eighty years of
its existence it has sent out more than 500
missionaries, who have baptized nearly 200,000
converts. The American Baptist Home Mission
Society was founded in 1832, has sent out about
1000 missionaries and teachers, and has done
excellent work among the Southern freedmen.

B As adjective : Pertaining to or connected
with the religious body described under A. 2.

bap'-tis-ter-y\ b&p'-tis-tr& s. [In Fr.
oaptistere ; Sp. bautisterio ; Port, baptisterio;
Ital. battisterio ; Lat. baptisterium ; Gr. 0<iir-

Tior>jptov (baptisterion) = (1) a bathing-place,
a swimming-place

; (2) the baptistery in a
church.]

1. A place in a church or elsewhere for
baptizing people. The part of a church in
which the font is placed.

" The baptisteries, or places of water for baptism.
In those elder times, were not, as now our fonts are,
within the church, but without, aud often iu places
very remote from it."—Mtde: Churches, Ac, p. 42.

t 2. Baptism.
"The church water* used for baptistry."

E B, Browning : Casa Ouidi, 212.

aptis -tic, bap-tls -tlc-al, a. [Eng. bap-

tist ; -ic, -at.] Pertaining to John the Baptist,
to a Baptist, or to baptism.

"This baptistical profession, which he ignorantly
laughed at, is attested by fathers, by councils, by
liturgies."

—

Bp. Bramhatl : Schism Guarded, p. 2Q&.

ap-tis'-tlc~al-ly, adv. [Eng. baptUtical;

-ly.] In a baptistical manner. (Dr. Allen,
Worcester, <tc)

)&p-ti'z-a-t>le, a, [Eng. baptize; -able.]

That may be baptised, (tf. E. Elders, Wor-
cester, «£c.)

ap-ti-za -tlon, 5. [Eng. baptise), -aiion,

from Lat. baptizatio.'] The act of baptizing
;

the state of being baptized.
". . . his first was his baptization with water."—Zip.

Ball ; Contempt. Christ's Baptism.

ftp tizc, bap-tise, v.t. & i. [In Fr. bap-

tiser ; Prov. bateiar ; 8p. bautizar; Port bap-
tizar, bautizar; ItaL. battezzare; Lat. baptizo

;

Gr. fiairrifa (baptizo) = (1) to dip in or under
water, (2) to draw water or wine, (3) to bap-
tize

;
pain-to (bapto) = (1) to dip, (2) to dye,

(S) to draw water.] (Liddell & Scott.)

A. Transitive:

I. Lit. : Of the symbolical use of water or
anything similar in connexion with a person
T a thing :

1. Of the use of water in connexion with a
person : To immerse the body in water, or pour
or sprinkle water upon the face, pronouncing
at the same time certain sacred words.

'

(a) To do so with some u/iknown formula, as
John the Baptist did.

(6) To do so in the name of the Father, of
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit This is the
Initiatory rite of the Christian Church.

"Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost"—Matt, xxviil 19.

IT When the baptized person is an infant it

generally receives its name, or, at least, has

its name for the first time publicly announced
at the time of baptism. This seems to have
been the case also with the initiatory rite of
the Jewish Church—circumcision (Luke i. 59) ;

but the naming of the child was no essential
part either of the one rite or the other.

2. Of the symbolical use of water or anything
similar in connexion with a thing; The cere-
mony which Protestant writers call " baptiz-
iug " a bell, designed for the use of Roman
Catholics in their worship, is carried out by
blessing it and giving it the name of some
saint Roman Catholics do not admit that
the expression baptize is a legitimate one to
employ in this case.

II. Fig. ; Divinely to impart the Holy
Ghost to any one. [Baptism.]

"... He shall baptise you with the Holy Ghost,
and with fire."—Matt. ill. 1L

B. Intransitive: To administer baptism.
"John did baptize in the wilderness."—Mark L *.

bap-ti'zed, bap-ti'sed, pa. par. & a. [Bap-
tize.]

bap-ti'z-er, bap-ti's-er, s. [Eng. baptise);

-er.] One who administers the rite of baptism.
"... his labours as a preacher of righteousness and

a baptizer."—Strauss : Life of Jesus ; Trans. (1846),
vol. i.. i 45. pp. 808, 80ft.

baptizing, pr. par. & a. [Baptize.] The
act of administering baptism ; the baptismal
rite. [Baptism.]

•bar, *. [A.S. bar.] An old spelling of Boar
(q v.).

bar, * barre, s. & a. [Iu Dan. barre ; Dut
baar — a wave, a bier, an ingot, a bar ; Ger.
barre = a bar, as of gold or silver ; Fr. barre ;

Prov., Sp., Ital., Gael. &, Irish barra; Arm.
bar = branch ; barren = bar ; WeL bar =
branch, bar. Cagnate with Spar (q. v.). Pri-
mary meaning, the branch of a tree ; hence a
bar.]

A. As substantive

:

(a) Ordinary Language :

1, Literally :

h Anything which, crossing another, hinders
or obstructs progress.

(1.) A piece of wood, iron, or other material,
long in proportion to its breadth, placed
across anything open to entrance, and intended
to prevent ingress or egress. Specially—

(a) The transverse bars of a gate ; the bolt
of a door.

"... hewed asunder the bars of the main gates to
admit the whole column of Africans . . ."—Arnold:
Hist. Rome, ch. xliv., vol. lii., p. 215.

(6) A boom across a river.

(2.) Any material body shaped like such a
transverse beam or bolt, for whatever purpose
it may be designed. Spec., an ingot, wedge,
or mass of metal, such as gold, silver, &c.

(3.) Anything natural, in place of artificial,

constituting an obstruction. Spec, a bank
of silt, sand, or other material deposited by
a river at its mouth, and, unless cleared away
from time to time, tending sooner or later to
impede navigation. Also a similar bar laid
down by the sea, even where there is no
river.

"A still salt pool, lock'd in with bars of sand."
Tennyton : The Palace of Art.

IT The " bars of the ocean," in Job xxxviii.

10, are its shores. In Jonah ii. 6, the " bars
of the earth " are believed by Gesenius to
mean imaginary bolts or bars descending deep
into its lower pails.

(4.) Any line or mark in writing, printing,
painting, &c, laid across another one. (In
this sense bar was formerly used specially of
cross cheques placed across garments, and
differing from them in colour.)

" Both the barret of his belt
And other hlyttie stones.
That were richely rayled
In his aray cletie."

Oawayn * the Qreen Knyght, 292. (8. in Boucher.)

2. Anything fenced off by such pieces of
wood, iron, or other obstruction. Spec, part
of a room railed or partitioned off from the
rest to prevent intrusion.

(a) In Inns, Taverns, Coffee-houses, and Re-
freshment Rooms : An enclosed place in which
the barman, barmaid, or similar person stands
to sell liquor or food.

"I was under some apprehension that they would
appeal to me ; and therefore laid down my penny at
the bar, and made the beat of my way."—Addison.

(6) In Courts ofLaw. [See A- (b), I. 1.]

(c) In the Houses of Parliament: A partition
dividing^the body of both Houses, to which
only the members and clerks are admitted,
from a less sacred space just inside the door.
To the bar of the House of Lords the Com-
mons are summoned to hear the royal speech
read or the royal assent given to bills. When
the House of Lords acts as a judicial body,
counsel are heard at the bar. To the bar of
the House of Commons those are summoned
who are guilty of a breach of the privileges of
the House.

"The House of Commons agreed yesterday to ths
motion of the Chancellor of the Exchequer to summon
. . . to appear at the oar. The Select Committee ap-
pointed to consider the conduct of these persons re-
ported that they . . . were guilty of a breach of ths
privileges of the House. '—Daily Sews, July 23, 1679.

3. The persons thus protected from intru-
sion. [See(b), I. 2.]

II. Figuratively

:

1. (Corresponding to A. (a), I. 1.) : Any-
thing which hinders, prevents, obstructs, or
excludes ; also the act of hindering and the
state of being hindered.

II In this sense it may be followed by to,

against, between, &c.
" Must I new bars to my own Joys create,
Refuse myself what 1 had fore d from fate T

"

Dryden.
" And had his heir surviv'd him in due course.
What limits, England, hadst thou found T what bar $
What world could have resisted ?

"

Daniel ; Civil War.
' Fatal accidents have set

A most unhappy bar between your friendship."
Howe.

" Lest examination should hinder and let your pro-
ceedings, behold for a bar, against that impediment,
one opinion newly added."

—

Booker.

2. (Corresponding to A. (a), I. 3, & (b), I. 2.)

A being, tribunal, or court of law with ability
and right authoritatively to judge of conduct
(Poetic.)
" Say, to what bar amenable were manf
With nought in charge, he could betray no trust."

Cowper ; The Progress of Error.

(b) Technically:

L Law;
1. Of places. In Courts of Law : A spac

partitioned offfrom the rest by wooden barriers
so as to prevent intrusion from the crowd. It

is designed to accommodate the counsel for
and against the prisoner, and assign himself a
place, which he is required to occupy whilst
his case is being tried.

" The great duke
Came to the bar, where to his accusations
He pleaded still Not guilty."

Shakes,,. ; Ben. VIII., U. t.

" Some at the bar with subtlety defend.
Or on the bench the knotty laws untye.'

Dryden.

% Hence, to be called to the bar signifies to
obtain a licence to plead as an attorney in suit-

able law courts.

2. Of persons : A particular lawyer at the
bar pleading a cause ; or the lawyers of any
particular court, or of the whole country taken
collectively.

"... the storm of fnvective which burst upon him
from bar, bench, and witness-box, . .

."

—

Macaulay;
Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

3. Of trials and pleas

:

(a) A plea in bar means a plea in bar or pre-
vention of a plaintiff's demand. A release, a
fine, nonage, legal permission to do what was
done, the statute of limitation, &c, are all

pleas in bar. (Blackstone: Comment., bk. iii.,

ch. 20 ; bk. iv., ch. 26.) A plea may he in
bar not of an action, but of an execution.
(Ibid., ch. 31.)

" It Is divided Into a bar to common intent, and a
bar special ; a bar to a common intent is an ordinary
or general bar, that disables the declaration or plea of
the plaintiff; a bar special, is that which is more than
ordinary, and falls out in the case in hand, upon soma
special circumstance of the fact. "— Cowel.
" Bastardy is laid in bar of something that is priucf

pally commenced."—A yliffe.

(b) Trial at bar : A trial before all thi

judges of that particular court in which the

action is brought or the indictment laid. A
trial at bar is reserved for the more im-
portant cases.

(c) Bar of dower: That which prevents a
widow obtaining or retaining her dower.
Jointure is the most frequent method of
achieving this result.

TX Commerce:

1. Gen. Bar of gold or silver: A lump or
wedge from the mines, melted down into a
sort of mould, and never wrought. (Johnson.)

2. Spec, (in African traffic) : A denomination
caprice ; payment being formerly made to the
negroes almost wholly in iron bars. (Johnson.)
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HL Music :

L A stroke, one of a series, drawn at right

angles across the five lines to show the posi-

tion of the primary accents. The position of

the bars is indicated by the time-signature,

which gives the contents of each bar. The
spaces between every two such strokes con-

tain notes of equal duration in the aggregate,

until a change is directed by a new time-signa-

ture. Bars were first introduced into musical
notation about A.D. 1574.

2. The portion of music contained between
two such strokes.

A double bar denotes the end of a complete
section or movement ; or the introduction of

a change of time, or of key.

IV. Her. : An ordinary formed like a fesse,

but occupying only one-fifth of the field.

There is room for four bars, but not for more,

on a shield. [Barrulet, Closet.]

BARS. BARS GEM ELS.

Bar gemel. [From Lat. gemellus = double.]

A bar voided, a bar with closets placed in

couples, (Closet.]

In bar: With the charges arranged in two
or more rows. It is opposed to in fesse, that

is, having the charges in a single row only.

V. Mining, : A vein running across a lode.

VI. Farriery:

1. The void space or interval on each side

between the molar and the canine teeth in

the upper jaw of a horse. It is into this

space that the bit is inserted, with the view

of governing the animal. (Generally used in

the plural.)

2. Part of a horse's hoof.

VIL Old Games

:

To -play, or "pley" at bar: To play at

prisoner's bars or base. [Base (3).] (Jamis-

$on.) The term occurs as early as 1275. See

also Myre's Instructions to Farish Priests

(E.E. T'.S.)t
-p- 11, 1-

" nor nfcy at oar or any uther way in the oppres-

sionis of hisnychbouT.*'—Act* Jot. IV. (1491), ed. 1814,

p. U7.

B. As adjective: Pertaining, relating to, or

connected with a bar of any kind. [Bab, s.)

Chiefly in composition, as below.

bar-cutter, s.

Metal-working : A shearing machine which
cuts metallic bars into lengths.

* bar-fee, *. A fee of twenty pence paid

to the jailor by prisoners acquitted of felony.

bar-frame, s. The frame which supports
the metallic bars of a furnace.

bar-gown, s. The gown worn by a lawyer
pleading at the bar.

bar-Iron, s. Iron wrought into malleable
bars.

bar-keeper, s. One who keeps the bar
of a public-house, a toll-bar 4tc.

"The pretty bar-keeper of the Mitre."—Student,
1L2S4.

bar-loom, s. A loom for weaving ribbons.

(Knight.)

bar-magnet, s. A magnet in the form
of a bar.

"... the magnetic moment of A stee1 bar-magnet."
—Everett: The 0.0.8. System ef UnUt < 18TS), eh. x„
p. 60.

bar-maid, s. A female who sells liquor

and food at the bar of a public-house or re-

freshment-room.

bar-posts, s, pi. Posts affixed in the

ground into or to which transverse bars may
be affixed, with the view of hindering ingress

into the field or other space thus enclosed.

bar-snare plough, *. A plough with a
bar extending backward from the point of the

share,

bar-shear, i .

Metal-working: A machine for cutting
metallic bars.

bar-shoe, i
Farriery : A kind of horseshoe having a bar

across the hinder part—the open part—of the
heel, to protect the tender frog of the foot

from injury.

bar-shot, *. Two half cannon-balls, joined

together by an iron bar, and used in sea-fights

to cut across the masts or rigging of an adver-

sary's vessel. (Johnson.)

bartender, s. One who sells liquor at

a tavern bar.

bar, * barre, vX [From bar, a. (q.v.). In
Fr. barrer ; Sp. barrear ; Ital. sbarrare.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(a) To furnish with a bar or a series of bars ;

also to fasten anything with a bolt or bar, or

with a series of them.
The scouts had parted on their search.

The castle gatea were barr'd."
Scott : Marmion, L 2.

"Thy city against fierce besiegers barr'd."
Cowper :Trantt. Milton'* Elegy to hit Tutor.

(ft) To provide a garment with cross cheques
differing from it in colour.

"... clene spures vnder.
Of bryght golde vpou silke hordes
Barred fui ryche.

Oawan * the Oreen Knyght, SS7. (5. in Boucher.)

2. Figuratively:

(1) To hinder, to prevent, to obstruct ; to

render impracticable. Used—
(a) Of obstruction or prevention by physical

obstacles or force.
" Our hope of Italy not only lost,

But shut from ev'ry sh re, and barr'd from ev'ry
coast."—Drytfen.

" It came to pass, that when he did address
Himself to quit at length this niouutalu land.
Combined marauders half-way barr'd egress.

And wasted far and near with glaive and brand."
Byron : Childe Harold, li. W.

(ft) Of obstruction or prevention by moral
means, as prohibition bylaw, human or divine,

by authority, or anything similar.

" For though the law of arms doth bar
The use of venom d shot in war."— iludibras.

"Bar him the playhouses, and you strike him
dumb."—AddUon.

". . . nor have we herein barr'd
Yonr better wisdoms, which have freely gone
With this affair along."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, 1. 3.

" While (still superior bleat !) the dark abrupt
Is kindly barrd, the precipice of ill."

Thornton : liberty, pt. It.

(c) Of obstruction to the ingress of emotion
into the heart through absence of the capacity

to feel.

" Hearts firm as steel, as marble hard,
'Gainst faith, and love, and pity barr'd.

Scott I Rokeby, IL 11.

(2) (a) To except, to omit as an exception.

(Often in the present participle, barring.)

• Nay, but I bar to-night : you shall not gage me
By what we do to-night.'

Shaketp. : iter, of Ten., 1L 1
(ft) To object to. (Beaum. & Flet.)

H. Technically:

1. Law: To hinder—
(a) The process of a suit, cause, or action

from being carried out.
" No time, nor trick of law, their action bare :

Their cause they to an easier issue put" Dryden.

Or (ft) a person from carrying out the pro-

cess of a suit.

"If * bishop be a party to a suit, and excommuni-
cates his adversary, such excommunication shall not
disable or bar his adversary."

—

Aylifie.

% Farriery. To bar a vein. To tie one of a

horse's veins above and below, the skin being
first opened for the purpose and the vem dis-

engaged. The portion of it confined between
tlia two ligaments is then operated npon for

the removal of its malignant humours.

*fl To bar the dice: To declare a throw void.

(Dryden: Amboyna, ii. 1.)

bar, prep. [Bar, v.] Barring; with the ex-

ception of. (As appears from the example, the
prr,p. was originally the imper. of the verb.)

" When ueit thou dost Invite, bar state.'

Berrick: Hetperldet; Upon ishowbread.

* bar, pret. of verb. [Bore.]
" A bow he bar, and arwea bright and kene"

Chameer; C. 7\ «.*•*.

* bar, a. [Bar*.]

bar-a-lip -ton, s. [The word is not an

ordinary one with an etymology ; it is simply

composed of symbolical letters, specially the

vowels. A Is = a universal affirmative, I =
a particular affirmative, and ton is a termina-

tion given for euphony.]

Logic : The first indirect Mode of the first

Figure of Syllogisms. A syllogism in baralip-

ton is one in which the first two propositions

are universal affirmatives, and the third a
particular affirmative ; the middle term being
the subject of the first and the attribute of
the second. One example generally given of
the baralipton is the following ;

—

BA. Every evil ought to be feared.

R A. Every violent passion is an evil.

LIP. Therefore something that ought to be feared
is a violent passion.

The baralipton is an imperfect kind of syllo-

gism.

bar'-a-llte, *. [A corruption of bavalite.] A
mineral, called also Bavalite, a variety of
Chamoisite.

bar'-a-netz, s. [Barometz.]

* bar -a-toure, *. [Barrator.]

* bar'-a-tr^, *. [Barratry.] (Scotch.)

* bar'-eyn, a. [Barren.]

barb (1), * barbe, *. [In Fr. barbe; Sp.,
Port., Ital., & Lat. barba = beard.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit : A beard, or anything in an animal
resembling it.

" The barba, or the barbe, or beard, is all the hair of
the higher and lower lips."—/£. Holme: Acad, ef
Armory (1«88).

H Figuratively:

1. A kind of mask, hood, or muffler, worn by
women, and specially by widows. It covered
the lower part of the face and shoulders.

" Do way yonr barbe, and shew yonr face bars."
Chaucer : Troilut * Cretside. (S in Boucher.)

2. The points standing backwards in an
arrow or a fishing-hook, which are designed
to prevent its being easily extracted.

"' Nor less the Spartan fear'd, before he found
The shining barb appear above the wound."

Pope ; Homer 't TUad.

3. Armour for a horse.
"And turning to that place, in which whylers
He left his lot tie steed with golden sell

And goodly gorgeous barbe* . .
."

Speneer : F. «., II. ii. IL
"Their horses were naked, without any barbs for

albeit many brought barbs, few regarded to put them
on."—Hayward.

B. Technically

:

1. Bot, (Plur.): Hairs dividing at the n pel
into forks, each prong of the fork being again

hooked.

2. Mil. : The same as A. II., 3 (q.v.)i

*barb, * barbe, v.t. [From barb, s. In Dan.
barbere; Ger. barbieren.]

1. To shave, to dress or trim the beard.
" Shave the head and tie the beard, and say it was

the desire of the penitent to be so barbed before his
death : you know the coarse is common."—-Stmkrnp.:
Meat, for ilea*,, iv. 2.

•ff In some editions the reading is bared, and
not barbed.

2. To arm with a barb or prong. (Applied

to fish-hooks, arrows, Ac, lit. & Jig., chiefly

in pa. par.) [Barbed.]
**.

. . and it barbed the arrow to her womanly feel*

ings, that Coleridge treated any sallies of resentment
which might sometimes escape her as narrow-nnudsd-
ness . . .—Be Ojuincey : Works, vol. ii., p. «L

3. To equip a horse with armour ; to encase

a horse in armour. (Chiefly in pa. par.)

[Barbed.]

barb (2), s. [In Ger. berber, barbar; Fr. barbe;

Ital. barbero. Contracted from Barbary, a

vast and somewhat undefined region in the

north of Africa. Either from Berber, the name
given by the Arabs, and still retained by ethno-

logists, for the race inhabiting North Africa;

or from Lat. barbarus = si barbarian.] [Bar-

barian.]

1. A fine variety of the horse, brought, as

its name imports, from Barbary. It has 9

large and clumsy head, a short and thtek neck,

a broad and powerful chest, with long, slender

legs. It has great speed and endurance, and

fine temper. The breed has much degenerated

through neglect both in Barbary and also in

8pain, into which the Moors introduced it

during the period of their supremacy. Only

some of the horses brought from Barbary are

really of the proper Barb breed.
" The importance of improving oar studs by an In-

fusion of new bio >d was strongly felt; and with this

view a considerable number or bnrbs had lately been

brought Into the country."—Macaulay: Hist. Xng.,

ch.iH

2. A kind of pigeon which originally came

from Barbary.

, we, w«t, here, eamel, her. there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pdt,

j
wore, wolf, work, wb©\ son; mute, ettb, cnre, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Si*rlan.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father;
83.09 = 0. ey = a. qu-= kw«*
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"The barb is allied to the carrier, but instead of a
long beak, has a very short and very broad one."

—

Dar-
win: Origin of Species, ch. i., p. 21.

barb-pigeon, s. The pigeon described
under No. 2.

"... it is probable that Id each generation of the
barb-pigeon, which produces most rarely a blue and
black-barred bird, there has been a tendency in each
generation in the plumage to assume this colour."

—

Darwin: Origin of Specie*, ch. t., p. 161.

bar -ba-can, s. [Barbican.]

bar'-ba-can-age, s. [Barbicanaoe.]

Bar-ba-di-an, a. & s. [From Barbadoes

(<l-v.).]

1 1. As adjective: Pertaining to Barbadoes.
(The more common term used is Barbadoes, m
an adjectival sense.)

2. As substantive : A native of Barbadoes.

Bar'-ba-d6e$ , s. & a. [Probably from Port.

barbadas= bearded. A term applied to the

cacti, which the first Portuguese discoverers

found growing on the island abundantly.]

A. As substantive : An important West In-

dian island belonging to the Windward group,
and the most easterly of the whole. It con-
stituted the first West Indian colony founded
\>y Britain, being settled in A.D. 1624.

B. As adjective : From, in, or pertaining to
the island described under A.

Barbadoes aloes. [Aloes, B. (l).]

Barbadoes cedar.
Bot. : The English name of acedaror Juniper

(Juniperus barbadensis). It comes from Florida
and the other warm parts of America,

Barbadoes cherry.
Botany: The English name of Malpighia, a

genus of plants constituting the typical one
of the order Malpighiacese (Malpighiads). The
term is specially applied to Malpighia urens
and its fruit, the latter, which sometimes re-

sembles a cherry but is far inferior to it, being
eaten iu the West Indies ; so also is that of

M. glabra, cultivated for the purpose. [Mal-
pighia.]

Barbadoes flower-fence, Barba-
does pride.

Bot. : A name given to the beautiful plant
Poinciana pulcherrima. It belongs to the
Leguminous order, and the sub-order Caesal-

piuieee. It is a low spiny tree with an odour
like savin. It is a native of the tropics of
both hemispheres, and has Barbadoes prefixed

to it because there specially it is used for

fences.

Barbadoes gooseberry.
Bot. : A name given to a species of cactus,

the C. Pereskia, Linn., which grows in the
West Indies.

Barbadoes leg.
Med. : A disease common in Barbadoes, the

prominent symptom of which is the swelling
to a large size of some portion of the body,
generally the leg. It is called also Elephant
Leg, or Yam, or Galle, or Cochin Leg, and is

the Elephantiasis Arabum of medical writers.

[Elephantiasis.]

Barbadoes lily.

Bot. & Hortic. : The English name of the
Amaryllis equestris, now called Hippcastmm
equestre, an ornamental plant from the West
Indies.

Barbadoes pride. [See Barbadoes
Flower-fence.]

Barbadoes tar.
Min. : An old name for a kind of mineral

pitch or petroleum, often of a greenish hue,
sent forth by bituminous springs in Barba-
does.

bar-bar, * bar'-bour, a. & s. [In Sw., Dan.,
& Ger. barbar ($.) ; Dut. barbour (s.); Fr. bar-
bare (a. & s.) ; Sp. barbaro (a. & s.); Port, ft

Ital. barbaro (a.) ; Lat. barbarus ; Gr. jSap£apos
(barbaros); Russ. varrar; Sansc. barbaros, var-
varas. The reduplication bar-bar is designed
to imitate and caricature the confused sound
of unintelligible speech.] [Barbarian (1).]

A. As adjective (of the forms barber and
barbour) : Barbarous, savage.

" Albeit the sayingis be barbour, and cotnmoun, the
rycht ruderstandlng of the samyn semis metis for
men vnlearait, lyke as the wraug ledi* mony in thir
dayis in gret emmm.' —Kennedy of Crossraguell :

Compend. Tractiue, p. W,

B. As substantive (of the form barbar): A
barbarian.

" Ah, Britain ! if thou, and thy houses and inhabit-
ants, would not be drowned iu thy own blood shed
by these barbart and burrlers, let the bleeding of
thy soul be seen by him.'—M. Ward: Contending*,
p. S49.

bar'-ba-ra, s. [A word of Latin form con-

structed not for its etymology or signification

(= barbarous things), but that its letters, and
specially its vowels, may stand as symbols.
(See definition).]

Logic : A mnemonic word intended to desig-
nate the first mode of the first figure of syllo-
gisms. A syllogism in barbara is one of which
all the three propositions are universal affirma-
tives, the middle term being the subject of
the first, and the predicate of the second. Or
it may be thus represented :

—

Bar = Every
x is y; ba = Every z is y ; therefore ra is =
Every z is x. Example—

"BAR. All men must die.
BA. But these are meu.
EA. Therefore they must die."

Whately : Logic, 9th ed. (1848), bk. ii., ch. lit, » 4.

bor-bar'-fi-a, s. [In Fr. barbaree; Port, bar-

bora; Ital. barborea; herba de Santa Barbara.]
A genus of plants belonging to the order
Brassicacese (Crucifers). Barbarea vulgaris,
the Bitter Winter Cress or Yellow Rocket, is

indigenous to Britain, &c. B. prcecox, or Early
Winter Cress, called also the American or
Belleisle Cress, has escaped from gardens.
[Winter-cress.]

bar-ba'r-i-an, s. & a. [From Lat. barbar(vs),

and Eng. suffix -ian. The Latin is only a
transliteration of the Greek fiaofiapos (bar-

baros), of uncertain derivation.] [Barbar.]

A* As substantive:

L Historically :

1. Among the Greeks: A foreigner ; one who
could not speak Greek. At first the Romans
were included by the Greeks under the term
barbarian; but as the inhabitants of the great
Italian city gradually gained imperial power,
and moreover began to consider the Greek
language as a desirable if not even an indis-

pensable part of a liberal education, they were
no longer placed in the category of " barba-
rians," nor was their speech deemed " bar-

barous." When the Greeks became the most
civilised people in the world the term barba-
rian came to be used with some reproach, but
less so than among ourselves now.

"Proud Greece all nations else barbarians held.
Boasting her learning all the world excel I'd."

Dcnham.
"There were not different gods among the Greeks

and barbarians."—StUUngJteet.

2. Among the Romans :

(1) Before tlie fall of the Empire : A term ap-
plied to a foreigner who could speak neither
Latin nor Greek,

"I would they were barbariant, as they are,
Though in Rome litter'd."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, 111. L

(2) After the fall of the Empire

:

(a) First : A person belonging to any of the
uncivilised Germanic tribes who long threat-

ened, and at last overthrew, the Roman
Empire.

(&) Subsequently: A Berber from Northern
Africa.

II. At the present time:

1. A savage ; a person belonging to some
uncivilised race. In general, but not always,
it implies some cruelty or ferocity ; a ruffian,

a cruel monster. (Sherborne. )

2. A person of whatever race, civilised

or uncivilised, who is savage in manners or
conduct.

" Europe has been threatened with subjugation by
barbarians, compared with whom the barbarians who
marched under Attila and Alboin were enlightened
and humane."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. x.

B. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to a barbarian in the Greek,
the Roman, or the English sense. [See the
substantive.] Specially in the last of these
three, i.e., pertaining to a person belonging to
one of the uncivilised races of mankind.

" Some felt the silent stroke of mould'ring age.
Barbarian blindness." Pope.

2. Barbarous, cruel.

bar-bar'-ic, * bar-bar -ick, a. [hi Sp.,
Port., & ItaL barbarico; Lat. barbaricus; Gr.
fiapfiaptitos (barbar ikos).]

L Of persons: The same as Barbarian.
adj. (1).

IX Of things

:

1. Foreign.
" Or where the gorgeous East, with richest hand.
Showers on her kings barbaric pearl and gold.

Milton: P. L.. bk. 11,

" Tall minarets, shining mosques, barbaric towers."
Hemans: The Abencerrage.

2. Evincing the partial or total absence of
civilisation, such as might be expected from a
semi-savage.

bar'-bar-ism, s. [In Sw. & Ger. barbarism;

Dan., Dut., & Fr. barbarisms; Sp., Port., &
Ital. barbarismo.]

L Of deficiency in civilisation, education,
culture, or polish

:

1. Of nations : Absence of civilisation ; ex-
istence in the lowest stage with respect to
culture that the human race is at present
found. Example, the aborigines of Australia.

" Divers great monarchies have risen from barbarism
to civility, and fallen again to ruin."

—

Sir J. Davies:
Ireland

2. Of individuals : Absence of culture, great
ignorance, want of manners, incivility.

"Moderation ought to be had iu tempering and
managing the Irish, to bring them from their delight
of licentious barbarism uutu the love of goodness and
civility,"*—Spenser : State of Ireland.

IX Of deficiency in humanity : Cruelty, re-

lentless hardness of heart, whatever be the
amount of external polish or intellectual

culture. In this sense, Barbarity (q.v.) is

the more common term.
" They must perforce have melted.
And barbarism itself have pitied him."

Slutkesp. : Richard II., T. 3.

III. Of deficiency in purity of speech : An
impropriety of speech ; a form of Bpeech con-

trary to the rules of a language, and which a
foreigner or uneducated person might be ex-

pected to use. Such improprieties may be in

a phrase, in a word, in spelling, or in pronun-
ciation.

"The language Is as near approaching to It, as our
modern barbarism will allow ; which is all that can
be expected from any now extant."—Dryden ; Juvenal
(Dedication).

bar-bar -I-tf» s. [Formed by analogy, as if

from a Lat. barbaritas. In Sp. barbaridad;

Port, barbaridade,]

1. Absence of civilisation.

2. Cruelty, inhumanity.
"... treating Christians with a barbarity which

-would have shocked the very Mualem."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xL

3. A barbarism in speech. [Barbarism,
No. 1.]

" Next Petrarch follow'd, and in him we see
What rhyme, improv'd in all its height, can be ;

At best a pleasing sound, and sweet barbarity."
Dryden.

bar-bar ize, v.t. & i. [In Sp. barbarizar;

Port, barbarisar.]

A. Transitive : To render barbarous.

'"Detested forms, that on the mind iinpress'd.

Corrupt, confound, and barbarize an age."
Thomson : Liberty, 681.

B. Intransitive : To utter a barbarism in

speech.
" Besides the ill habit which they got of barbarizing,

against the Latin and Greek idiom, with their un-
tutored Anglicisms. "—Hilton: Education.

bar'-bar-otis, a. [From Lat. barbarus; Gr.

/3dp/3apos (barbaros).
-

]

L Of persons:

1. Foreign, as opposed to Greek or Roman,
but without any reflection on the humanity of

the person to whom the term was applied.

"And the barbarous people showed us no little

kindness."— Acts xxvii. 2.

If Here the word barbarous is used partly in

the sense I. 1, and partly in I. 2.

2. Uncivilised; without education or re-

finement.
" A barbarous country must be broken by war before

it be capable of government : and when subdued, if it

be not well planted, it will eftsoons return to barbar-
ism."Sir f. Davies : Ireland.
" He left govemoura to vex the nation : at Jeru-

salem, Philip, for his country a Phrygian, and for

manners more barbarous than he that set him there.

—2 Murcabcei V. 22.

3. Strange in conduct, cruel, inhuman.

II. Of things:

I. Emanating from some other people than

the Greeks and Romans, and inferior to what

bSil, bo^; pd"ut, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go. gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, yenophon, exist. -In*.

-clan, -tian = shan, -tion, -sion, -oloun -shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -tious, -sious = slius. -ble, -die, &c = bel, deL
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the last-named classic nation would have
produced.

"Those who restored painting in Germany, not
having those reliqnes of antiquity, retained that bar-
barout manner."—Dryden.

2. Such as might be expected to emanate
from an uncivilised people or individual.
Used—

(a) Of anything confused in sound or tu-

multuous.
" When straight a barbarous noise environs me
Of owls ana cuckoos, asses, apes, and dogs."

Milton : Sonnet, xL

(t) Of anything untrained or uncultured,
" What need I say more to yon T What ear is so bar-

harout but hath heard of Amphialus ? "Sydney.

3. Savage, cruel, full of cruelty.

"By their barbarous usage he died within a few
days, to the grief of aU that knew him."—Clarendon.
"And barbarous climes, where violence prevails,
Ana strength is lord of all ; but gentle, kind.
By culture tamed, by liberty refresird.

And all her fruits by radiant truth matured.*'
Cowper : Task. bk. t

bar -bar-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. barbarous ; -ly.]

Like a barbarian ; as a barbarian might be
expected to do ; in a barbarous manner.

Specially

:

tl. Without knowledge, polish, or refine-

ment
2. Cruelly, inhumanly, savagely. (Used of

persons or things.)

"But yet you barbarously murdered him.*'
Dryden : Spanish friar, t. 2.

"The English law touching forgery became, at a
later period, barbarously severe ; but in 1698 it was
absurdly lax."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiiL

3. In a way inconsistent with purity of

idiom.
" We barbarously call them blest,

While swelling coffers break their owners' rest."
Stepney.

bar -bar-ous-ness, s. [Eng. barbarous

;

•mess. ]* The quality of being barbarous.

1. Absence of civilisation or of polish.

"... the ignorance of the friar, and the barbar-
ousnest of the Goths,"—Temple.

2. Cruelty.
" The barbarousnets of the trial and the persuasives

of the clergy prevailed to antiquate it"

—

Bale: Com-
mon Lau>.

3. Such misuse of words as might be ex-

pected from a foreigner ; incorrectness in the

use of words ; impurity in idiom.

Bar-bar-y, bar'-bar-y, s. & a. J7n Sw.,

Dan., & Ger. Barbariet; Dut Barbarije; Ger.

Berberei ; Ft. Barbarie ; Ital. Barberia ; from
Lat. barbaria, a foreign country

—

i.e., one out
of Italy. Or from Berber, the name given by
the Arabs to the native inhabitants of North
Africa before the Mohammedan conquest.]

A. As substantive

:

X. Geog. : An extensive region in the north
of Africa, comprising Morocco, Algeria, Tunis,
and Tripoli to the north, with the Beled-ul-

Jered, or Country of Dates, to the south of
the Atlas mountains.

t2. Ord. Lang. : A Barbary horse ; a barb.
" They are ill-built,

Pin-buttock'd, like your dainty barbariet.
And weak V the pasterns,"

Beaum. * Fiet. : WUdgoose Chace.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the region

described under A.

Barbary ape (or Magot). A monkey
—the Macacus Fnuus, found in the north of

BARBARY APE.

Africa, and of which a colony exists on the
Rock of Gibraltar. It is the only recent

European quadrumanous animal. It is some-
times called the Magot, and is the species

occasionally exhibited, when young, by show-
men in the streets. When adult, it becomes
much less controllable. It has a full and
moderately long muzzle, hair of a greenish-gray
colour, and a small tubercle in place of a tail.

Barbary gum. The gum of the Acacia
gummifera. The tree grows in Mogador, in

Morocco.

Barbary horse. A barb. [Barbary,
A. 2.]

* bar -bar-yne, s. [From barberry (q.v.).J

The fruit of the barberry-bush.
" Barbaryne frute : Berbeuin."—Prompt. Par*.

bar - bas-tel, bar -bas-teUe, *. [In Fr.

barbastelle ; according to Agassiz, from a proper
name, possibly Barbastro in Aragon.] A bat
—the Plecotus barbastellus. It is of a deep
brown colour, with the end of each hair yellow.

It is found in France and Germany. (Griffith's

Cuvier, dtc.)

bar -bate, bar -ba-ted, a. [Lat. barbatus;

from barba = a beard.]

Botany; A term
applied to hairs
when they are long
and arranged in
tufts.growingfrom
different parts of
the surface of a
plant, or in a soli-

tary parcel. The
illustration shows
eight varieties :

—

(1) Hair of the
common cabbage

;

(2) Virginian Spi-

derwort ; (3) sting of nettle ; (4) Whitlow
Grass ; (5) Alyssum ; (6) the fruit of Castanea
vesca; (7) leaf of the Prunella vulgaris; (8)

BpUobium hirsutum,

* barbe, s. [Barb.]

bar-be-cue, *. [Sp. barbacoa, from Haitian
barbacoa = a framework of sticks set upon
posts. (E. B. Tylor: Prim. Cult., p. 262.)]

1. A hog dressed whole, as is done in the

West Indies. To do this, the carcass of the

animal, split to the backbone, is laid upon
a large gridiron, under and around which is

placed a charcoal fire.

2. A large gathering of people, generally

in the open air, for a social entertainment,

one leading feature of which is the roast-

ing of animals whole to furnish the numer-
ous members of the party with needful food.

(American.)

bar'-be-cue, v.t. [From the substantive.]

To roast a hog or other animal whole, in the
manner described under Barbecue, s. (q.v.).

" Oldfield, with more than harpy throat endued,
Cries, Send me. gods, a whole hog barbecued."

Pope.

bar '-be-cued, pa. par. & a. [Barbecue, v.]

barbed (1), pa. par. k a. [Barb (1), v.]

A. Ordinary Language,

:

t 1. Having the beard trimmed.

2. Bearded; furnished withjagged or arrowy
points like a hook.

" The twanging bows
Send showers of shafts, that on their barbed points
Alternate ruin bear." Philips.

"Then fix, with gentle twitch, the fearfti-rfhook."

Thomson : Seasons ; Spring, 410.

B. Her. : Bearded. Used chiefly—

(a) Of the five leaflets in the compound leaf

of some roses.

(&) Of the point of an arrow. •

barbed (2), pa. par. A a, [Barb, v. (3).] In
Wedgwood's opinion corrupted from Fr, oarde
= . . . (of horses) covered with armour.
[Barbed.] Furnished with any of the various
kinds of barbs (see Barb, *.), as barbed arrow,

barbed shot, barbed wire, barbed horse, etc.

" Barbed with frontlet of steel, I trow,
And with Jedwood-axe at saddle-bow."

Scott: Lay of the Last Minstrel, L a.

" With bis barbed horse, fresh tidings say.
Stout Cromwell has redeemed the day.

Scott : Rokeby, JL 19.

barbed catte, barbed catte, *. A
warlike engine. (For details see the example
from Caxton which follows.

)

" For to make \ werrely holde thatmen call* a barbed-
eatte and a bewfray that shal haue ix. (adorn* of
lengthe, and two fadome of brede, and the said catte
six fadome of lengthe and two of brede, shall be or-
deyned alle aquarre wode for the same aboute four
bondred fadom."—Caxton: Vegeeius, Sig. I., vi. b. (fl.

in Boucher.)

bar '-bel« bar'-ble, s. [In Sw. barb-fish =
barbel-fish ; Dan. barbe-fish ; Dut barbed;
Ger. barbe, barbele ; O. Fr. barbel ; Fr. bar-
beau — a barbel fish ; barbele = bearded ; Sp.
& Port, barbo ; Ital. barbio; Lat. barbeUus,
dimin. of barbus, from barba = beard.]

A. Of anything beardlike

:

1. A small fleshy thread or cord, of which
several hang from the mouth of certain fishes.

2. A knot of superfluous flesh growing in
the channels of a horse's mouth.

B. 0/ a fish looking as if it were bearded ; A
fish—the Barbus vulgaris of Fleming, the Cy-
prinus barbus of Linnaeus, belonging to the

order Malacopterygii Abdominales and the
family Cyprinidae. It occurs abundantly in
the Thames and Lea, spawning in May or June.
It has been known to weigh 15} pounds, but it

not prized as food.
" The barbel is so called from or by reason of the

beard or wattels at his mouth, bis mouth being under
his nose or chaps."

—

Walton: Angler,

bar -bel-late, adj. [Formed by analogy as

if from Lat. barbellatus, from barba = a beard.]

Bat. : Having barbed or bearded bristles.

bar ber (1) (Eng.), * bar -bour (0. Scotch), s.

[In Sw. barber, barberare; Dan. barbeer ; Dut,
Ger., * Fr. barbier ; Sp. barbero ; Port, bar-

beiro; Ital. barbiere; from Lat. barba =beard.]
A man who sbavea the beard. Formerly a

rude kind of surgery was combined with thie

primary function. [Babber-chiruroeon.]
" Thy boiat'rous looks,

No worthy match for valour to assail.

But by the barber's razor best subdued."
Milton : Samson Agon.

barber - chirurgeon, barber - sur -

geon, s. A man who combines the trim-

ming of the beard with the practice of rude
surgery. The separation between the humbler
calling and the more dignified profession waa
made by 18 George II. ; but the memorial of

the former union is still seen in the striped

pole and bason sometimes projecting as sym-
bols from the front of a barber's shop. The
ribbon round the pole is said to represent the

bandage for the arm, and the bason that for

the reception of the blood.
" He put himself into a barber-cMrurgeons' hands,

who, by unfit applications, rarefied the tumour."—
Wiseman: Surgery.

barber-monger, s. A term of reproach
used in Shakespeare. It appears to mean one
who has large dealings with his barber or with
barbers in general ; a fop.

" Draw, you rogue ; for though it be night, the moon
shines: 111 make a sop of the moonshine of youi
draw, you whoreson culliouly barber-monger, draw,"

—

: King Lear, ii. 2.

bar ber (2), s. [Etym. doubtful. Jamieson
compares it with I eel. boer = abundant and
of good quality ; O. Sw. bora, baera — to shine

forth.] That which is best or excellent of it*

kind. (Vulgar.) (Scotch.)

bar'-ber, v.t. [From barber (1\ .] To shave

or dress the hair of ; to trim.
** Our courteous Antony,

Whom ne'er the word of * No ' woman heard speak.

Being barber'd ten times o'er, goes to the feast."

Shakesp. : Antony and Cleop., ii. ft,

bar-ber-ess, s. [Eng. barber; -ess.] A.

female barber. (Minsheu.)

bar'-ber-ry, ber-ber-r& «. [In Sw. ber-

berisbar ; Ital. berbero, berberi ; Dan.. Dut,
Sp., Port., & Lat. berberis; from Arab, btyr-

berys.] The English name of the Berberis,

a genus of plants constituting the typical one

of the order Berberidacese (Berberids). The
Common Barberry (Berberis vulgaris) is wild in

Britain, and is also planted in gardens or in

hedges, being an ornamental shrub, especially

when covered with a profusion of flowers or

loaded with fruit. It has yellow flowers with

fate, tat, tare, amidst, what, tali, father ; we, wSt, hero, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian, se, oe—e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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an unpleasant smell, which, however, are

much frequented by bees. The berries are

oblong in form, red in color, except at the

BARBERRY AND FRUIT.

top, where the stigma, which is black, re-

mains. Their juice is acid, hence they are
used for preserves and confectionery. The
root, boiled in lye, and the inner bark of the
litem, dye a fine yellow. [Berberis.]

barberry blight, berberry blight.
Bot. : The English name of a minute fungal,

the jEddium Berberidis of Persoou. It occurs
on the leaves of the barberry, forming roundish,
bright-red spots, consisting of the fruits of the
iEcidium, which form little cups full of spores
when they buret. These spores germinate on
the leaves or stems ofwheat, send out mycelium
into the plant, and produce the disease called
rust, which was thought to be a distinct fun-
gus. Several generations of this form grow
in the summer, but in the older specimens a
darker two-celled spore is produced, which
remains on the straw during the winter, and,
germinating in the spring, produces spore*
that cause the barberry blight.

barberry-bush, s. The barberry (q.v.).

" When the tangled frarfrerry-btuhea
Hang their tuits of crimson berries."

Longfellow : Song of Hiawatha, Introd.

bar-bet, s. [In Fr. barbet, from barbe =
beard ; or from Lat barba = a beard. ]

1. Any bird of the family Picidse and the
sub-family Capitoninse. The barbets have short
conical bills, with stiff bristles at the base,

short wings, and broad and rounded tails. It

is from the bristles, which have an analogy to
a beard, that the name is derived. These
birds are found in the warmer parts of both
hemispheres, the most typical coming from
South America. {Dallas : Nat. Hist.)

2. A dog, called also the poodle. It is the
Canis familiaris, var. aquaticus. It has a
large round head, with a more considerable
cerebral cavity than any other variety of dog,
pendent ears, long curly hair, white with
black patches, or vice versa. There is a large

and a small barbet (Griffith's Cuv., vol. v.,

p. 138.)

3. A name given to a small worm that feeds
on the aphis.

bar bett'e, *. [Fr.] A mound of earth on
which guns are mounted to be fired over the
parapet.

Fortification. En barbette : Placed so as to
be fired over the top of a parapet, and not
through embrasures.

GUN EN BARBETTE.

"The hills are strongly entrenched, being fortified
with redoubts en barbette"—Daily Telegraph, Oct. 8,

1877.

% Moncrietfe barbette : A special form of the
barbette system invented by Col. MoncriefTe,
by which a gun is elevated at the moment of
firing, the recoil causing it to disappear, by a
movement like that of a child's rocking-
horse, into a circular pit sufficiently large to
accommodate it and the gunners, thus pro-

tecting both from danger except for the brief

period when the piece is being fired. The
later devices of similar character, now being
constructed by American inventors for the U. S.

Government, are far superior to the earlier

patterns and are in every way satisfactory.

bar bi can, bar -ba-can, * bar'-b$r-
can, s. [In Fr. & Ital. bdrbacane; Prov. &
8p. barbacana; Port barbecan; Low Lat
barbacana, barbicana ; from Arab, barbakhun
= aqueduct, sewer(?).]

Old Fortification

:

* 1. A long narrow opening in the walls of a
castle, to draw off the water falling on a plat-

form or terrace,

*2. A hole in the wall of a city or of a
castle, through which arrows and javelins or,

in later times, small firearms or cannon might
be discharged. (Spelrnan.)

3. A small tower connected with the out-
works of a city or castle, designed for the
defence of a solitary watchmau or the ad-
vanced guard of the garrison, or to be a cover
to the iuner works.

(1) In Castles, the barbican was placed just
outside the gate, so that it might be used as a
watch-tower.

Day and night duely beeping watch and ward -,

Hot wight nor word mote passe out of the gate.
But in good order and with dew regard."

Spemer: F §., II. lx. 26.

(2) In Cities

:

(a) An outwork of p city in advance of the
other fortifications, and designed to cover or
protect them.

(b) A fort at the entrance of a bridge, or at
the place of exit from a city, having a double
wall with towers.

t bar -bi can age, t bar'-ba-can-age
(age as Ig), *. [Low Lat barbicanagium,

from barbican (q.v.).] Money paid for the
support of a barbican. (Bouvier.)

bar'-bl-ers, *. [A different pronunciation of

Eng., &c, beriberi (q.v.).] According to Dre.
Scott and Copland, a paralytic disease, which
often arises on the Coromandel coast of India
from sleeping in the open air exposed to the
land-winds, especially in January, February,
and March. There are pain, numbness, and
partial paralysis of the extremities, with occa-
sional injury to the voice. It is an acute
disease, and different from beriberi (q.v.).

(Cyclop, of Pract. Med.) But the writers now
mentioned had not personal opportunities of
seeing the disease. Dr. Malcolmson of Madras,
and Dr. Carter of Bombay, w ^who have had this advan- ^ ff
tage, consider barbiers the
same as beriberi (q.v.).

bar -bi-ton, s. [Lat. bar-
biton & barbitox; Gr. fiap-

fitros (barbitos).~] A many-
stringed instrument used
by the ancients. It is gene-
rally said to have been
invented by the Greek poet
Anacreon, but is more
Jrobably of Eastern origin.

t is not certainly known
whether any representative
of a barbiton is actually in
existence, but it is proba-
ble that it greatly resem-
bled the Instrument figured ANCIENT SEVEN-
here, which is taken from stringed lyre.
Blanchini's work.

bar-bl-tur'-Ic ac id, s.

Ctum
'

: C^^C3H2 2)"0
= Malony1 nrea*

By the action of bromine on hydurilic acid
di'bromobarbituric acid is formed along with
alloxan. When this acid is heated with excess
of hydriodic acid it is reduced to barbituric
acid, which crystallises in prisms with two
molecules of water. It is bibasic, and forms
salts. Boiled with potash it gives off am-
monia, and yields the potastium salt of
malonic acid.

bar-bles, barbels, 5. [In Fr. barbes.] A
white excrescence which grows under the
tongue of some calves, and prevents thero
from sucking. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

* bar'-brjft, particip. adj. [From Ft. barbeU
— barbed ; or = barbellate.] Barbed. [Bar-
bellate.] (Scotch.)

" And sum, with armyi barblyt braid,
Sa gret martyrdome on thuiiu has maid,
That thai giui draw to woyd the place."

Barbour, riii. 57, M.S. {Jamietou.)

*bar/-bOUr, s. [Barber.] (O.Scotch.)

* barbour's knyf. A razor. (0. Scotch.)

bar -bu-la, bar bule, *. [Lat. barbula =
a little beard ; dimin. from barba = beard.]

A. Ord. Lang. (Of the form barbule) :

1. A small beard.

2. A small barb.

3. One of the processes fringing the barbs or
a feather, and serving to fill up the space be-

tween them.

B. Bot. (Of the form barbula) : The beard-
like apex of the peristome in Tortula, and
some other genera of mosses.

* bar-bf&T-yie, v.t. [Fr. barbouilU, pa. par.

of barbouiller = to daub, to dribble, to speak
badly or confusedly.] To disorder, to trouble.
(Scotch.)

If This word is still used in Perthshire in
this sense.

"... Everything apperit twa*
To my barbulueit brain."

Chrrrie arid Slatt, it. 17. Evergreen, ii. 109. {Jamieson.)

bar-bus, s. [Lat. barbus = a barbel.] [Bar-
bel.] A genus of fishes of the order Mala-
copterygii Abdominales, and the family Cypri-
nidse (Carps). One species occurs in Britain,

the B. vulgaris or Barbel, common in the
Thames. [Barbel.]

bar'-ca-rolle, «. [Fr. barcarolle; Ital. bar-

carole, barcaruolo, barcaiuolo = a waterman,
from barca = a barge, a boat.] [Bark.] A
kind of song sung by the Venetian gondoliers ;

a composition either in music or poetry, or
both, similar in character to such songs.

bar clay-a, *. [Named by Wallich after

Robert Barclay, of Bury Hill.] A genus of

plants belonging to the order Nympheeacese
and tribe Barclayida;. They are aquatic plants
with root-stocks like tubers ; the flowers con-
sist of five sepals, distinct from each other

;

five red petals, united at the base into a tube
;

stamina and carpels, many. They are found
in the East Indies.

bar'-clay-i-d», s. pi. [Barclaya.]

Bot. : A tribe belonging to the order Nym-
phaeacese, or Water-lilies. Type, Barclaya
(q.v.).

bard (1), * baird, s. [In Sw. and Dut. bard

;

Dan.,Ger., & Fr. bdrde: Port bardo ; Lat.
bardus; Gr. fidpSos (bardos), all from Irish

& Gael, bard; Wei. bardd, barz ; Arm. barz.]

Cognate with Ir. barda = a satire or lampoon
;

Wei. bardhas = philosophy ; bardgan — a song ;

bar = rage, enthusiasm ; Ir. & Arm. bar =
brilliant, glossy, learned, literary.]

1. Originally: A poet by profession, spe-

cially one whose calling it was to celebrate iu

verse, song, and play the exploits of the chiefs

or others who patronised him, or those of con-
temporary heroes in general. Bards of this

character flourished from the earliest period
among the Greeks, and to a lesser extent among
the Romans. Diodorus and Strabo, in the
first century B.C., allude to them under the
name of jSapooi (bardoi), and Lucan, in the first

century A.D., under that of bardi. Tacitus
seems to hint at their existence among the
Germanic tribes. It was, however, above all,

among the Gauls and other Celtic nations that
they nourished most.

boll, bo"y; pout, j6wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £
-clan, tian sban. -tion, -sion, cioun = shun ; -tion, -sion ft* shun, -tious, -sious = shus. ble, -die, &c. = bol, del*
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According to Warton, they were originally a

constitutional appendage of the Druid hier-

archy. At Llanidan, in Anglesea, formerly
inhabited by Druidical conventual societies,

vestiges exist of Tre'r Dryn = the Arch-Druid's
mansion ; Bodrudau= the abode of the inferior

Druids ; and near them Bod-owyr = the abode
of the Ovades, i.e., of those passing through
their novitiate ; and Tre'vBeirdd = the hamlet
of the bards.
They may be even considered as essential

constituents of the hierarchy, if the division

of it into priests, philosophers, and poets be
accurate. The bards did not pass away with
the Druids, but flourished, especially in Wales,
honoured at the courts of princes, and figuring

up to the present day at the Eisteddfods or
gatherings of bards and minstrels. They were
similarly honoured throughout Ireland, and
indeed among the Celts everywhere.

" There Is amongst the Irish a kind of people called

bards, which are to them instead of poet* : whose pro-
fession is to set forth the praises or dispraises of men
in their poems or rhiiue : the which are had in high
regard and estimation among them."—Spenser ; State
of Ireland.

1 2. Later : A vagrant beggar, who could not
or would not work, and who, moreover, pre-

tended to be wanting in understanding, if,

indeed, he were not so in reality. (0. Scotch.)

"... That naoe salt be tholled to beg, neither to
burgh nor to land betwixt fourteen and seventy yeares,
that sike as maks themselves fules or bairdes, or
uthers siklike runners about, being apprehended sail

be pat in the king's ward or irones, sae laug aa they
have any glides of their awne to live on."

—

Scottish Acts,
L 4 Li [3. in Boucher.)

3. Now : A synonym for a poet
" Conquerors and kings,

Founders of sects and systems, to whom add
Sophists, bards, statesmen, all unquiet things
Which stir too strongly the soul's secret springs,

And are themselves the fools to those they fool;
Envied, yet how unenviable •

Byron : Childe Harold, iiL 43.

bard's-croft, s. The designation given to

a piece of land, on the property of a chieftain,

hereditarily appropriated to the bard of the
family.

"... more seed-barley than would have sowed his
Highland Parnassus, the BarU't-Croft as it was called,

ten times over."

—

Scott ; Waoerley, chap. xxi.

bard-like, a. Like a bard.
" And all the keener rush of blood.
That throbs through bard in bard-like mood.

Scott : Marmion, Introd.

bard (2), s. [Fr. barde = scaly horse armour

;

Sp., Port., & Ital. barda.} Defensive armour
for a horse. The same as Barbe (q.v.).

bard, * balrd, v.t. [From bard, s. In Fr.

harder = to lard, to cover with a slice of

bacon, to cover a horse with armour ; Sp.
bardar = to lay boards on a wall ; Port
bardar = to fence round.] To caparison, to

adorn with trappings.
" His hors was bairdit full bravelie."

Lyndsay l Squire Meldrum. {Jamieson.)

bar'-dach (ch guttural), *. [From Eng., Ac,
bard, or from Icel. barda= pugnacious.) Im-
pudent boldness, the result of insensibility to

danger or shame.
" She never minds her, but tells on her tale
Right bauld and bardach, likely-like and hail."

Jtost ; Helenore, p. 8L (S. in Boucher.)

bard -ed, pa. par. k adj. £Bard.] Capa-
risoned ; defended by armour. (Used of horses

as equipped in mediaeval times. The armour
covered the neck, breast, and shoulders.)

[Barb.]

Bar-des'-a-nists, s. pi. [Named after Bar-

desanes, a Syrian of Edessa, in the second
century.] A Christian sect which followed

the person above named. His tenets were
founded on the Oriental philosophy. He
supposed that God at first made men with

ethereal bodies, but Satan tempted these first

human beings to sin, and then put round them
the grosser bodies which we now possess

;

and that when Jesus descended on earth he
appeared in an ethereal body, and taught men
to subdue their carnal depravity by absti-

nence, meditation, and fasting. Bardesanes
afterwards returned to the ordinary Christian

belief, but his followers long held the tenets

which he had abandoned. (Mosheim : Ch. Hist.

,

Cent it.)

bard ic, a. [Eng. bard; -ic.] Pertaining

to a bard, to the order of bards, or to their

poetry. (Warton.)

bard'-Ie, bard'-y\ a. [Etymology doubtful.]

Detiant, audacious. (Scotch.)

" Shun the pert and hardy dame."
R. Galloway : Potmt, p. 202.

bar-dlg-U-d'-ne (g mute), i. [In Ital.

Marmo Bardiglio di Bergamo = marble bar-

diglio (the mineral anhydrite), from Bergamo,
in Italy.] A mineral, the same as Anhydrite

(q.v.X

bard'-X-ly, adv. [Scotch bardie; -ly.]

1. Boldly, with intrepidity.
" They hardily and hardily

Fac'd home ot foreign foe

;

Though often forfoughten.
They never grudg'd the blow."

R. Galloway : Poems, p. M.

2. Pertly. (Jamieson.)

bard in, * bard ynge (plur. bard-ins,
* bard -yn-gis), s. [Fr. barde.] Trappings

for horses. (Often in the plural.)
* Item,—thair, certane auld harne* with folr geir

and bak geir, with part of auld splentis, and bardin to
hors. "—Inventories, A. 1566, p. 170.

" At l^st be cunivng of Welchemeu and Cornwal, sa

huge nois rais be reird and sowne of hellis that hang
onlh&ir bardyngis, that the ennymee war affrayt, and
linaly put to fljchf—Btliend. : Crest., iol. 26. {Jamie-
ton.)

bard'-i-ness, s. [Scotch bardie ; -ness.] Petu-
lant frowardness, pertness and irascibility, as

manifested in conversation.

bard -ish, a. [Eng. bard ; -ish.}

1. Pertaining to a bard, or to the bards.

2. Rude, insolent in language. (Scotch.)

"The rest of that day. and much also of porterlor
sessions, were mispent with the altercation of that
bardish man, .Mr. D. Dogleish. and the yound constable

of Dundee."—Bat Hit : Lett., L S1L [Jamieson. J

bard-ism, s. [Eng. bard; -ism.] The senti-

ments, maxims, or system of belief given

forth by the bards in their verses. (Elton,

Reid, die.)

bard-ling, s. [Dimin. of Eng. bard.] An
inferior bard. (Cunningham, Worcester, etc.)

* bard'-yn-gls, s. pi. [Bardin.]

bare, * bar, a. Ar *. [A.S. bar, bare ; Sw. &
Dan. bar; Ger. bar, baar ; Dut. boar; Icel.

berr; O. H. Ger. par; Kuss. 60s; Lith. basas,

basus ; Sansc. bhasad m the sun, and bhas =
to shine. ]

A* As adjective

:

L Literally:

1. Naked, without clothes. Used—

(1) Of the whole of the human body.

"... and leave thee naked and bare.'—Etek. xvi. 89.

(2) Of any portion of it

:

(a) In a general sense. [Bafstoot, Bare-
handed.]

(b) Spec. Of the head : Wanting the cover-

ing of their heads ; uncovered, as a token of

respect or for ceremony's sake.

"Though the Lords used to be covered wtdlst the
Commons were bare, yet the Commons would not be

bare before the Scottish commissioners ; and so none
were covered."

—

Clarendon.

2. More loosely : Consisting of raw flesh.

n. Figuratively:

1. Of things material

:

(1) Of the body; Lean. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

(2) Of clothes: Threadbare.

**Tou have an exchequer of words, and no other
treasure for your followers ; for it appears by their
bare liveries, that they live by your bare words."—
Shakesp. : Two Gent, of Verona, ii. 4.

(3) Of trees or other plants : Destitute of

leaves.

"The trees are bare and naked, which use both to

cloath and bouse the kern."

—

Spenser : Ireland.

(4) Of a rock, sea-shore, or anything similar :

Without soil or verdure.
" The booby lays her eggs on the bare rock, . .

."—

Darrein : Voyage round the World, ch. i., p. 10.

2. Of things immaterial, abstract; or in a
more general sense

:

(1) Plain, simple, unadorned, without orna-

ment.
** Yet was their manners then but bare and plain

:

For th' antique world excess and pride did hate.
Spenser.

(2) Detected ; brought to light.

" These false pretexts and vamfsh'd colours failing

;

Bare in thy guilt, how foul tbou must appear !

"

Milton: Samson Agon., 90.

(3) Poor, indigent ; empty. Used—

(a) Ofpersons:
" Were it for the glory of God. that the clergy should

be left as bare as the apostles, when they had neither

stan" nor scrip 1 God would, I hope, endue them with
the self-same affection."—Hooker: Pref. to Ecclesias-

tical Polity.

(b) Of things:

"Even from a bare treasury, my success has been
contrary to that of Mr. Cowley."

—

Dryden.

(4) Mere, unsupported or unaccompanied by
anything else.

"Those who lent him money lent it on no security
but his bare word."—Macaulay : Hist, Eng., eh. xii.

% Sometimes bare is succeeded by of placed
before that which is taken away.

" Making a law to reduce interest, will not raise the
price of land; it will only leave the country barer of

money."—Locke.

•fl To lay bare: To uncover anything. (Used
literally and figuratively.)

(a) Literally :

" Therefore lay bare your bosom.

"

Shakesp. ; Merchant of Venice, iv. 1.

(b) Figuratively:

"... and he lays bare his disappointment . .
,"—

Times, Nov. 6, 18T&

Bare poles : The masts and yards of a ship
when no sails are set.

To run under bare poles: To run with no
sails hoisted, as during storms.

B, As substantive

:

t Sculpture : Those parts of an image which
represent the bare flesh.

" To make the visages and hands, and all other bares
ot all the said images in most quick and fair wise."

—

Contract for the Monument of Richard Beauehamp,
Sari of Warwick, in Blare's Monumental Remains.

^ (a) Crabb thus distinguishes the adjectives
bare, naked, and uncovered :

—" Bare marks the
condition of being without some necessary
appendage ; naked simply the absence of ex-

ternal covering ; bare is therefore often sub-
stituted for naked, yet not vice versd—e.g.,

bare-headed or bare-footed ; but a figure or the
body is naked. Applied to other objects, bare

indicates want in general ; naked simply some-
thing external, wanting to the eye—e.g., bare

walls, a bare house ; naked fields, a naked ap-
pearance : bare in this sense is often followed
by the object wanted ; naked is mostly em-
ployed as an adjunct

—

bare of leaves, a naked
tree. Naked and uncovered strongly resemble
each other ; to be naked is in fact to have the
body uncovered, but many things uncovered
are not naked. Nothing is said to be naked
but what in the nature of things, or according
to the usages of men, ought to be covered."

(6) Bare, scanty, and destitute are thus dis-

criminated :
—" All these terms denote the ab-

sence or deprivation of some necessary. Bart
and scanty have a relative sense ; the former
respects what serves for ourselves, the latter

what is provided by others : a subsistence is-

bare, a supply is scanty. Bare is said of those
things which belong to corporeal sustenance

;

destitute of one's outward circumstances in
general : bare of clothes or money ; destitute of
friends, resources, &c."

(c) The following is the distinction between
bare and mere :—" Bare is used positively, mere
negatively. The bare recital of some events
brings tears ; the mere attendance at a place

of worship is the smallest part of a Christian's

duty."

bare-handed, a. Having the hands, or
one of them, bare. (Butler, Worcester, dtc.)

bare toed, a. Having the toes bare.

Bare-toed Day Owl : A name given by Mac-

gillivray to an owl, Strut passerina, the Littte

Night Owl of Audubon and Selby, Syrnia
psilodactyla of Macgillivray. [Noctua.J

bare-worn, a. Worn bare. (Goldsmith,

Worcester, &c.)

bare, 1 / [Bare, a. &s.] To render bare. Used—

I. Literally: Of the human body or any
part of it.

" Since thy triumph was bought by thy vow-
Strike the bosom that's bared for thee now I

"

Byron : Jephthas Daughter.

IL Fig : Of anything else capable of being

denuded of its covering. Specially—

1. Of material things

:

(a) Of a tree which has been divested of

its leaves or branches, or of grass nipiwd or

cut short.
" Lopped of their boughs, their hoar trunks bared,

Ana by the hatchet rudely squared."
Scott : Lady of the Late, 1. -*

bgroi
thei

in such sort as it will bare the grass round aboul

Bacon : Jfatural History.

(b) Of a weapon unsheathed.
" But thundering as he came prepared.
With ready arm and weapon bared."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, L 1

There is a fabulous narration, that an herb growth
In the likeness of a lamb, and feedeth upon the pass

-- lit —

late, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, pe%

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, onto, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, oe =c ey = a. qu = kw.
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(c) Of any other material thing divested of
its covering.

3. 0/ things immaterial or abstract :

" For Virtue, when I point the pen.
Bare tin- menu heart that lurks beneath a star

;

Cm there be wanting to defend her cause.
Lights of tlio church, or guardians of the laws? *

Pop*.

bare, v. One of the preterites of the verb to

bear.

bare-bone, *. [Eng. bare; bone.] A very
lean person, one who looks as if he had no
flesh on his bones.

" Here comes lean Jack, here comes barebone : . . .

bow long is it ago, Jack, sinus thou sawest thy own
knee? '—Shakes^. : 1 Henry IV., it. 4.

•ff Barebone's Parliament (Hist.): A derisive

nickname given to the first Parliament elected
under the auspices of Oliver Cromwell. It

was so called because it had as one of its

members a Puritan leather-seller in Fleet
Street known as " Praise God Barebone." it

was not a properly representative assembly.
Cromwell having requested the several minis-
ters of religion to send in the names of the
most pious members of their several congre-
gations, he selected from the lists forwarded
to him 139 Englishmen, six Welshmen, four
Scotsmen, and six Irishmen, and invited or
summoned them to the House of Commons.
On the appointed day of meeting (July 4,

1653), a hundred and twenty of the selected
members actually presented themselves. Five
months subsequently, at the suggestion of
Colonel Sydenham, they resigned their au-
thority into the hands of Cromwell, who
forthwith began to rule under the title of
"His Highness the Lord Protector." Bare-
bone's was sometimes called also the " Little
Parliament." Some of its measures were en-
lightened. It was economic of the public
money ; it desired the codification of English
law, an aim unhappily not yet accomplished

;

and it provided for the registration of births,

marriages, and deaths.

bare boned, a. [Eng. bare; boned.] Having
the bones covered with but little flesh.

(Shakespeare.)

bared, pa. par. & a. [Bare, v. ]

ba re-faced, a. [Eng. bare ; faced.
-

]

1. tit. : Having the face bare or uncovered.
" Your French crowns have no hair at all, and then

you will play barefaced."—Shakesp. ; Mid. Nights
Dream, 1. 2

2. Fig. : With shameless boldness in doing
what is evil, or avowing something which
might have been expected to be concealed.

" The animosities increased, and the parties appeared
bare/need against each other."

—

Clarendon.
"... barefaced robberies of private property, . . ."

—Arnold : Hist. Home. cli. zli.

ba're-fac-ed-ly, adv. [Bug. barefaced; -ly.]

1. Lit. ; With the face bare.

2. Fig. .* In a barefaced manner ; with shame-
less boldness in doing an evil deed or avowing
something disreputable.

"Though only some profligate wretches own It too
barefacedly, yet, perhaps, we should hear more, did not
fear tie people's tongues."

—

Locke.

ba're-fac-ed-ness,s. [Eng. barefaced; -ness.]

The state or quality of being barefaced, either
literally or figuratively.

ba're-fIt, a. [From Scotch bare, and fit =
Eng. foot. ] Barefooted. (Scotch.)

"... its nae mair ferlie to see a woman greet than
toseeagooaegoiug6ar<yfe."—Scott; Hob Hoy, ch. xxvii.

bare-foot, a. & adv. [Eng. bare, and foot]
Sot having boots, shoes, or stockings; bare-
footed.

A. As adjective:
"... Lochtel took off what probably was the only

pair of shoes in his clan, and charged barefoot at the
head of his men."—Macaulay: Hint.. Eng., ch. ziii.

" That barefoot plod I the cold ground upon."
Shaketp. : Alts Wait that Ends Well, HI. 4.

B, As adverb : Without boots, shoes, or
stockings on the feet.

bare-footed, a. [Eng. bare; footed.] With-
out boots, shoes, or stockings on the feet

1. Literally:

"I know a lady in Venice, who would have walked
barefooted to Palestine, for a toach of his nether
hp. -Shakesp, : Othello, Iv. S.

2. Figuratively

:

-Longfellow : Evangeline, iL L

bar -ege, s. [From Bareges, a town In the
Pyrenees.] A lady's thin dress goods, all

wool. (Knight.)

bare -gnawn (g silent), adj. [Eng. bare

;

gnawn.] Goawn or eaten bare ; gnawn or
eaten till no Mora flesh remains on the bones.

" Know my name is lost.

By treason's tooth bareanawn and canker-bit."
Shakesp. : King Lear, v. 3.

bare-head-ed, a. [Eng. bare; lieaded.]

Having the head uncovered.
"BuchjMi escaped bareheaded, and without his

sword. Cannon ran away in his shirt."—-Macaulay
Hi*. Eng., ch. xvi.

bare head -ed-ness, s. [Eng. bareheaded

;

-ness.] The state or quality of being bare-
headed ; the state of having the head un-
covered.

"Bareheadedness was in Corinth, as also in all Greece
and Rome, a token of honour and superiority ; and
covering the head, a token of subjection."—Bp. Halt

:

Hem., p. 237.

*bar-elgne (eigne as fin), "bar cine,
* bar-rein, a. Various old spellings of
barren.

* bar-el, s. [Barrel.]

bare-legged, a. [Eng. bare; legged.] Having
the legs bare.

"He riseth out of his bed In his shirt, barefoot and
barelegged, to see whether it be so ; with a dark lantern
searching every corner. "—Burton; Anatomy of Melan-
choly, p. Ill

ba re-ly, adv. [Eng. bare ; -ly.]

I. Literally : Nakedly.

IX Figuratively

:

1. Poorly.

2. Without decoration.

3. Merely ; only ; without anything more.
" Where the balance of trade barely pays for com-

modities with commodities, there money most be
sent, or else the debts cannot be paid."

—

Locke.

i. Hardly; scarcely.

"So again the two main divisions of cfrrlpedea, the
pedunculated and sessile, which differ widely in i x-

ternal appearance, have larva? in all their several
stages barely distinguishable."

—

Darwin; Origin of
Specie*, ch. xiii.

bare-necked, a. [Eng. bare, and necked.]
Having the neck bare (lit. &flg.).

"All things are naked unto him, wayra rerpaxv
AioyieVa., alt things are bare-neckt unto him, xts in
the original, being a metaphor taken from the mode
In the Eastern countrey, where they go bare-neckt."—
Hewyt ; Serm., p. 70.

ba're-ness, ;. [Eng. bar*; -ness.]

I, Literally : Nakedness of the body or any
portion of it.

TJ. Figuratively:

1, Threadbareness or meanness of clothing.

2. Leanness.
, . . "but when you have our roses

Tou barely leave our thorns to prick ourselves.
And mock us with our bareness."

Shaketp. ; AlCt Well that Ends Well, iv. it

8. Poverty.
"Were it stripped of Its privileges, and made as like

the primitive church for its bareness aa its purity. It
could legally want all such privileges."— South.

•1 . Absence of vegetation and warmth

;

.nakedness. (Lit &fig.)
" How like a winter bath my absence been

From thee, the pleasure of the fleeting year

!

What freezings have I felt, what dark days seen I

What old December's bareness everywhere"
Shaketp. ; Sonnets, 97.

bare-picked, a. [Bag. bare ; picked.] Picked
bare ; picked to the bone.

*' Now, for the bare-piek'd bone of majesty,
Doth dogged war bristle his angry crest,
And snarleth in the gentle eyes of peace."

Shaketp. ; King John, iv. 3.

bare ribbed, adj. [Eng. bare; ribbed.]
Having the ribs bare in the sense of possess-
ing but little flesh upon them.

". . . in his forehead site
A bare-ribb'd death, whose office is this day
To feast upon whole thousands of the French."

Shakesp. : King John, v. i.

* bar'-St (1), * bar'-ette, s. [Barrat.]

* bar'-eyn, a. [Barren.]

bar'-ful, tharr-rui, a. [Eng. bar; -ful]
Full of obstructions.

"A barful strife !

Whoe'er I woo, myself would be his wife."
Shaketp: Twelfth Night, L 4.

bar-gain, " bar -gane, " ber gane, v.U

& i, [Fr. bargaigner =1 to bargain, haggle,
boggle, waver, hesitate ; O. Fr. bargaigner,
barguiner, barginer, bargaigner, bargeigner

;

Prov. & Port, barganhar ; Ital. bargagnare;
Low Lat. barcaiiiare = to traffic ; from barca
m a bark. (Bark.) Compare also with O. Sw.
brnria, bosrja = to contend ; I eel. berja ~ to
strike ; berjast m to strive.] (0. Eng. a> Scotch.)

A. Intransitive .*

* 1. To fight, to contend. (0. Scotch.)
" Wallace said, Nay, or that ilk tyme bs went,
War all the meu hyn till [the] orient.
In till a will with Eduuard, quba had sworn.
We sail bargane l>e iz. hourls to morn."

Wallace, z. Ms, MS. {Jamieson.)

2. To make a contract, agreement, or formal
stipulation for the purchase or sale of any-
thing; to agree. (In general it has after it

/or, which is prefixed to the thing purchased
or sold.)

" So worthless peasants bargain far their wives,
As market-men for ozen, sheep or horse."

Shakesp. • 1 Ben. VI., T. t.

B. Transitive : To transfer to another in
consequence of a bargain.

bar' gain, * bar gan, * bar'-gane,
* ber -gane, s. [O. Fr. bargainc, bargagne,

bargaigne ; Prov. bargan, barganha ; Port.
barganha ; Ital. bargagno. Compare also IceL
bardaga = battle.] [Bargain, v.]

A, Ordinary Language

:

L Originally : Contention, strife, quarrel-
ling. (0. Eng. <£ Scotch )

" This is the strike, eke th' affrale.

And the battel that lasteth aie.
This bargaine may never take.
But that if she thy pece will make."

Homaunt of the Rote, 2,551.

" Thare was ane hldduous battal for to sene
As thare nane uthlr bargane are had heue."

Douglas : j£neid, bk. ii. (S. in Boucher.,

n. Subsequently

:

1. Generally

:

(1) An agreement, stipulation, or contract
between two parties, the one of whom engages
to part with certain property for a specified
price, and the other to give that price for it,

and accept the property as his own. In im-
portant bargains or public treaties among the
ancient Romans, a swine was sacrificed, the
person who gave it the death-blow formally
expressing the wish that Jupiter might simi-
larly strike or smite the Roman people if they
were unfaithful to their stipulations (see Livy,
I. 24). From this, perhaps, came the phrase
still common, "to strike a bargain," meaning
simply to make a bargain with due formalities.

Or there may be a reference to the striking
hands mentioned iu Prov. xxii. 26 ; vl 1 ; also
xL 15 (margin).

"A bargain was struck: a sixpence was broken;
and all the arrangements were made for the voyage.—Macauuiy : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

Into the bargain: In addition, beyond what
was stipulated for or expected.

"Give me but my price for the other two, and you
shall even have that into the bargain."—VEstrange.

" He who is at the charge of a tutor at home, may
give his son a mure genteel carriage, with greater
learning into the bargain, than any at school can do."—Locke.

(2) Mercenariness ; interested stipulation.
" There was a difference between courtesies received

from their master and the duke ; for tlmt the duke's
might have ends of utility and bargain, whereas their
master's could not."—Bacon.

2. Specially

:

(1) Lit. In a favourable sense: An article

purchased at an advantageous rate.

" As to bargains, few of them seem to be excellent,

because they all terminate into one single point.*'—

Swift.

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) Chiefly in an unfavourable sense : An
event affecting one's destiny or interests.

" I am sorry for thy misfortune ; however, we muss
make the best of a bad bargain."—Arbuthnot : Bittorg

of John Bull.

(b) An indelicate repartee.
*• Where sold he bargains, whipstitch T—Dryden.

B. Law. Bargain and Sale : A kind of con-

veyance introduced by the *' Statute of Uses."

It is a kind of real contract in which the
"bargainor" for Borne pecuniary transaction
bargains and sells, that is, contracts to con-

vey, the land of the " bargainee," and becomes
by such bargain a trustee for, or seised to the

use of, the bargainee. The Statute of Uses
completes the purchase ; in other words, the

boil. t>o^; pout, Jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Xng.
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bargain first vests the use, and then the
statute vests the possession. (See Blackstone's
Comment., bk. ii., ch. 20.)

bar'-galn-ee, s. [Eng. bargain ; -ee.]

Law : A person with whom a bargain is

made ; the correlative term to bargainor. One
who accepts a bargain ; one who agrees to
accept the property about which a bargain has
been made.

"A leas*, or rather bargain and sale, Dpon tome pe-
cuniary consideration, for one year, is made by the
tenant of the freehold to the leasee or bargainee."—
Blackstone ; Comment., bk. ii., ch, 20.

bar gainer, * bar -gan-er, s. [Eng. bar-
gain ; -er.]

* 1. (Chiefly of the form barganer) : A fighter,

A bully. (0. Eng. & Scotch.)
*' Than Yre com on with sturt and stryfe

:

His hand wes ay upoun his knyfe,
He brandeist lyke a beir,

Bostam, braggaris, and barganerts,
Kftir him passit into pafrls.

All bodin in felr of weir."
Dunbar ; Bannatyne Poem*, p. M, st. 4.

2. (Chiefly of the form bargainer) : A person
who bargains with another or others. [Bar-
gainor.]

"See, if money is paid by one of the bargainer!, if

that be not good also."—Clayton : JieportM of, Pleas
(1651). p. 145.

bar -gain iiig, * bar-gan-yng, pr. par.,
a., & s. [Bargain, v.]

A. & B. As present participle & adjective:
In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of fighting.

"This Eneas, wyth hydduons barganyna, .

In I tale thrawart pepill sail doun tnring."
Doug. : Virgil, 21, 9.

2. The act of making or attempting to make
a bargain. (Adam Smith.)

bargainor, s. [Eng. bargain; -or.]

In Law : On who bargains, stipulates,
agrees, or contracts to transfer property, for a
certain pecuniary or other consideration, to
another person called the bargainee.

"... a kind of real contract, whereby the bargainor,
for some pecuniary consideration, bargains and sells,
that is. contracts to convey, the land to the bargainee.**—Blackstone; Comment., bk. ii., ch. 20.

bar-gan, *bar-gane, s. [Bargain.]

*bar-gan'-der, *bir-gan'-der, *bur-
gan der, s. [The first element is un-
certain, but it is probably M. E. bergh = a
burrow, from the fact that the bird frequently
breeds in rabbit-holes, whence it is also called
the burrow-duck. The more general form of
the name is, however, bergander (q.v.).]

Zool. : One of the English popular names of
a duck, the Sheldrake (Tadorna vulpanser).

bar gane, v.t. [Bargain, v.L]

* bar-gan-yng, pr. par., a., As. [Baroain-
MQ.]

* bar -ga-ret, * bar'-ga-rete, 5. [From Fr.

bergerette = a shepherd-girl.] A kind of dance,
with a song, supposed to have been popular
among shepherds.

". . . tho' began anon,
A lady for tesing, right womanly,
A bargaret in praising the daisie."

Chaucer : Floure and Leafs.

* bar -gast, 5. [Barghaist.]

barge (1), s. [In Dut. bargie; Fr. barge — a
hay-stack, a flat-bottomed boat for pleasure
or burden, a pile of faggots ; berge = a beach,
a steep bank, a shoal, a bank, a small boat

;

O. Fr. barge; Prov. barca, barga; Sp., Port.,

& Ital. barca ; Low Lat. barga. Bark and
barge were originally the same word.] [Bark.]

1. A sea-commander's boat.
" It was consulted, when I had taken my barge and

gone ashore, that my ship should have set sail and left
me."—Raleigh.

* 2. A pleasure-boat. A boat fitted up with
all necessary equipments for comfort, fes-

tivity, and show.
" They were put on board of a state barge, . .

."

—

Macautatf : Hut. Eng., ch. v.

3. A boat used on rivers for the conveyance
of goods.

"... getting into the large punts or barges, which
were ordinarily used for ferrying men and cattle across
tha harbour, . . ."—Arnold : Hut. Rome, ch. zxi.

" By the margin, willow-veiled,
Slide the heavy barges trailed."

Tennyson : The Lady of Shalott

barge-laden, a. Laden with barges.
" The Neil's barge-laden wave."

Cowper: BUI of Mortality. A.D. 1787.

BARGE-BOARD.

barge (2), s. & a. [Corrupted from verge (q.v.).]

barge-board, &.

In Architecture:
A projecting board
usually placed at
the gable end of a
building, and con-
cealing the horizon-
tal timbers, laths,

and Wles of the
roof. It serves as a
protection against
driving rain, and
is generally perfor-
ated or scalloped
to give it an ornamental appearance.

barge couples, s. pi. •

Arch. : Two beams mortised into each other
to strengthen a building.

barge-course, s.

Arch. : A part of the tiling projecting beyond
the principal rafters in buildings where there
is a gable.

bar-ge'e, s. [Eng. barge] A man who man-
ages a barge. [Bargeb.]

bar'-geist, s. [Barghaist.]

barge-man, *. [Eng. barge ; man.] A man
who manages a barge. [Bargee.]

"He knew that others, like sly bargemen, looked
that way when their stroke was bent another way."—
Lord Northampton ; Proceed, against Garnet, sign. N.
"And backward yode, as baraemen wont to fare."

Spenser; P. Q., VII. vii. 85.

barg e-mas-ter, s. [Eng. barge; master.)
The master of a barge.

" There is in law an implied contract with a common
carrier, or bargemaster, to be answerable for the goods
he carries."— Blackstone.

bar'-ger, «. [Eng. barg(e) ; -er.] One who
manages a barge. [Bargee. ]

"... who again, like the Carapellfans in the north,
and the London bargers, forsluw not to baigne them.
—Carew : Survey of Cornwall.

* bar ghaist, bar guest, * bar gast,
* bahr geist, s. [First element doubtful

;

and guest, ghaist = ghost]

Myth. : A demon with frightful teeth, long
claws, and staring eyes, believed to have its

habitat in Yorkshire, said to appear near gates
and stiles.

"... needed not to care for ghaist or bar-ghaist.
devil or dobbie."—Scott : Bob Boy.

"Thou art not. I presume, ignorant of the qualities
of what the Saxons of this land call a bohr-geitt."—
Scott: Tales of the Crusader: L 2M.

bar -I-a, a [Baryta.] A name for Baryta
(q.v.).

*

ba-rid'-I-us, ». [From Gr. fiapis (baris) =
an Egyptian boat, a kind of flat boat ; *T6os

(eidos) — . . . form, appearance.] A genus of
beetles belonging to the family Curculionida?,
or Weevils. The species are generally small
cylindrical insects, black, and covered with a
whitish down. They feed on aquatic plants.

ba-rll'-la, *. [In Fr. barille; Sp. barrilla.]

The ash of sea-weeds and plants, as Salsola
soda, which grow on the sea-side. It is pre-
pared on the coast of Spain, and was formerly
the chief source of sodium carbonate. (Brande.)

barilla de cobre (copper barilla). The
commercial name for native copper brought
from Bolivia, [Copper.]

bar -Is, s. [From Gr. 0d>c (baris)=a row
boat Probably in allusion to their shape.]
[Baridius.] A genus of beetles belonging to
the family Curculionidae. The species feed
upon the dead parts of trees. Baris lignarius
preys both in the larva and the perfect state
on the elm.

ba-ri'-ta, s. [From Gr. papvc (barns) = heavy. ]

A genus of birds, placed by Cuvier among the
Laniadse (Shrikes), but transferred by Vigors
to that of Corvidse (Crows). The birds belong-
ing to it are called by Buffbn Cassicans. They
are found in Australia and New Guinea.
Barita tibicen is the Piping Crow of New
South Wales.

bar -ite, bar'-yt, bar'-yte, ba-ry'-tlne,
ba-ry'-tite, ba ry -tes, s, [Barite is from
Gr. fiapvc (barus) = heavy ; barytes from Gr.
(Sapv-njc (barutes) = weight, heaviness ; baryt,

barytine, and bnrytite from the same subst,
the last two with suffixes -me and -ite respec-
tively. InGer. baryt; Fr. baryte.] [Barium,
Baryta.] A mineral, called also Baroselenite,
Sulphate of Baryta, Heavy Spar, and bv the
Derbyshire miners Cauk", Calk, or Cawk. It
is placed by Dana in his Celestite group. It

is orthorhombic, and has usually tabular
crystals, or is globular, fibrous, lamellar, or
granular. Its hardness is 2 5—3 5; spec.
gr. as much as 4*3—472, whence the name
Heavy-Spar; its lustre vitreous or slightly
resinous ; its colour white, yellowish, gravish
black, reddish or dark brown. It is some-
times transparent, sometimes almost opaque.
When rubbed it is occasionally fetid. Its
composition is : Sulphuric acid, 34*3

; baryta
(monoxide of barium), 657 = 100, whence the
name Sulphate of Baryta. It is found as part
of the gangue of metallic ores in veins in
secondary limestones, &c It occurs, among
other places in England, in Westmoreland,
Durham, Derbyshire, Staffordshire, and Corn-
wall ; in Scotland, in Argyleshire, Perthshire,
and Aberdeenshire ; in many places on the
Continent of Europe, in America, and other
parts of the world.
Dana thus subdivides Barite:—Var. 1.: (a)

Ordinary, (6) created, (c) columnar, (d) con-
cretionary, (e) lamellar, (f) granular, (g) com-
pact or crypte-crystalline, ^ earthy, (i) sta-
lactitic and stalagmitic. Bologna stone is

included under (d). [Bologna Stone.] 2.

Fetid. 3. Allomorphite. 4. Calcareobarite.
5. Celestobarite. 6. Calstronbarite.

It is found altered into caleite, spathic iron,
and a variety of other minerals.

bar -i tone, bar-i-to-no, s. [See Bary-
tone. ]

bar'-I-tim, s. [In Ger. barym, from Gr. fiapvs
(barus) — heavy. It is so named from the
great specific gravity of the native carbonate
and sulphate. ]

Chem. : A dyad metallic element ; symb. Ba ;

atomic weight, 137. Barium is prepared by the
decomposition of barium chloride, BaCl2, by
the electric current, or by the vapour of potas-
sium. It is a white malleable metal, which
melts at red heat, decomposes water, and
oxidises in the air. Barium occurs in nature
as barium carbonate and sulphate. Its salts
are prepared by dissolving the carbonate in
acids, or by roasting the native sulphate of
barium with one-third of its weight of coal,
which converts it into barium sulphide, BaS

;

this is decomposed by hydrochloric or nitric
acid, according as a chloride or nitrate of
barium is required. AH soluble salts of barium
are very poisonous; the best antidotes are
alkaline sulphates. The salts of barium are
employed as reagents in the laboratory, and
in the manufacture of fireworks to produce
a green light. Barium is precipitated as a
carbonate, BaCOg, along with carbonates of
strontium and calcium, by ammonia carbo-
nate. [See Analysis.] Barium can be sepa-
rated by dissolving the carbonates in acetic
acid, and adding potassium chromate, which
gives a yellow precipitate of the insoluble
barium chromate. Barium salts give an im-
mediate white precipitate on the addition of
calcium sulphate, an insoluble precipitate
with 4HF.SiF4 (hjdrofluosilicic acid), and a
white precipitate insoluble in acids with sul-

phuric acid or with soluble sulphates ; this
precipitate is not blackened by H 2S. Barium
chloride gives a green colour to the flame of
alcohol, and the spectrum of barium salts

contains a number of characteristic green
lines.

barium carbonate.
1. Chem. : A heavy white powder obtained

by precipitating barium chloride or nitrate
with an alkaline carbonate. It is nearly in-

soluble in water. Formula, BaCOj.

2. Min. : A mineral, called also Witherite
(q.v.).

barium chloride, BaCl2. A colourless

transparent salt, crystallising with two mole-
cules of water in flat four-sided tables. A
saturated solution boils at 1045°, and con-
tains 78 parts of the salt dissolved in 100 parts
of water.

barium dioxide, Ba02, is obtained br
gently heating baryta in a current of oxygen
gas. It is a grey powder, which when heated
to a higher temperature gives off oxygen gas,

and is re-converted into baryta.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oe - e. ey= a. qu- kw.
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barium monoxide (or baryta, BaOX A
grey porous mass obtained by heating barium
citrate ; it forms a hydrate with water (barium
hydrate), producing crystals, BaHaO^SHoO,
which dissolve in twenty parts of cold and
two of boiling water, forming an alkaline salt,

which rapidly absorbs COjj from the air,

barium carbonate being precipitated. Barium
hydrate can also be obtained by decomposing
barium chloride in caustic soda.

barinm nitrate, Ba(N03)2. It crys-

tallises in ••.iihydrous transparent colourless
octohedra ; they dissolve in eight parts of cold
and three parts of boiling water ; it is much
less soluble in dilute acids.

barium sulphate.
1. Chemistry: BaSC>4, obtained by adding

sulphuric acid or a soluble sulphate to a
solution of a barium salt. It is a white heavy
rwder, insoluble in water or dilute acids. It

used, under the name of blanc fixe, as a
substitute for white lead in the manufacture
of oil paints.

2. Miii.: A mineral (sp. gr. 4
-

5) called also

Heavy Spar or Barite (q.v.). The powdered
mineral is too crystalline to be used as a white
paint

barium sulphato - carbonate. A
mineral, a variety of Witherite.

barium sulphide, BaS, is obtained
by roasting BaSO^ with charcoal. It decom-
poses by exposure to the air ; boiled with
sulphur, it yields higher sulphides. Barium
sulphide is phosphorescent, and has been used
to render the dials of clocks luminous. in the
dark.

bark (1), s. [From bark, v. (q.v.).] The
peculiar utterance of a dog. (Hamilton Smith.)

bark (2), s. [In Sw. & Dan. bark = bark,
rind; IceL borkr; Ger. borke.]

A. Ordinary Language :

1. Generally:

(a) The rind or outer sheath enveloping a
tree. [B. 1.]

"Trees last according to the strength and quantity
of their sap and juice, being well muni ted by their
bark against the injuries oi the air."—Bacon : Ifat.
Bittory.

(b) A tree itself. (Poet.)

" And ragged bark* begin to bud."
Tennyson.

2. Spec. ; Peruvian bark. [B. 2.]

B. Technically

:

1. Bot. : The outer sheath enveloping the
stem in an exogenous plant, and protecting
the wood, whilst the latter is young and
tender, from injury by cold or by external
violence. It also prepares the proper juices
of the plant, which have descended from the
leaves, for being transmitted through the
medullary rays to the wood. Bark consists
of four parts : (1) the epidermis constituting
its outer skin

; (2) the epiphlceum, phlceum
or peridermis within it ; (3) the mesophlceum
or cellular integument ; and (4) the innermost
of all, called endophlceum or liber. [See these
terras.]

2. Medicine. Spec. : Peruvian bark, formerly
administered, instead of its product, quinine,
in intermittent fevers. [Jesuit's Bark.]

3. Tanning: The epidermis of the oak, used
In the preparation of leather.

4. Fishing: The epidermis of the birch,
used by fishermen for preserving their nets.

bark-bared, a. Bared or stripped of
bark.

" Excorticated and bark-bared tree*. . ."—Mortimer.

bark-bed, «.

Hortic. : A bed formed beneath by bark
from a tannery ; a bark-stove.

bark-bound, a. Bound by means of the
bark ; having the bark so firmly set as to
constitute a restraint upon growth. In such
cases relief is generally afforded by slitting the
bark.

bark-feeder, s. An animal, and spe-
cially an insect, feeding upon bark.

" When we see leaf-eating insects green, and bark-
feeders mottled-grey , ."—Darwin: Origin of Smcies,
ch. IT.

bark-galled, a. Having the bark galled
as with thorns. The binding on of clay will
remove this disease.

bark-louse, *.

Entom. : A kind of Aphis infesting the bark
of trees.

bark-paper, *. Paper manufactured
from bark.

bark-Pit, ». A pit with bark, &c. ; water
into which hides are plunged that they may
be tanned.

bark-stove, s.

Hortic. : The same as Bark-bed (q.v.).

bark (3), barque (que as k), s. [In Dan.
& Ger. barke = a bark, a lighter ; Dut. bark =
a bark, boat, or barge ; barkasse = along boat

;

8w. barkass = a long boat ; Fr. barque = a
bark, a small ship, a craft, a large boat ; Prov.,
Sp., Port., & Ital. barca; Low Lat barca,

barcha, barga ; Ir. bare; Russ. barka. Mahn
compares also with Walach. octree; Icel. barhr
= skiff, burki = prow ; Class. Lat. baris; Gr.
^apl? (baris) = a Bmall and flat Egyptian row-
boat ; Copt, barem a small boat ; barake = a
cart, a boat] [Barge.]

I. Onl. Lang. (spec, in Poetry): Any small
vessel (Lit. t&fig.)

" The Duke of Parma most have flown. If he would
have come into England ; for he could neither get
bark nor mariner to put to sea."

—

Bacon: On the War
with Spain.
" Who to a woman trusts his peace of mind.
Trusts a frail bark with a tempestuous wind."

Glanville.

IX Nautical:

1. A three-masted vessel, with her fore and
main masts rigged like those of a ship, and
her mizzen like the mainmast of a schooner,
carrying a spanker and gaff topsail.

2. Among coal-traders: A broad-sterned
ship, which bears no ornamental figure on the
stern or prow.

bark (1), v.i. [A.S. beorcan. In Sw. barka.']

1. To emit the sound which dogs do when
they menace any other animal or man, or are
following prey. (Followed by the preposition
a(.)

Why do your dogs bark so f be there bamrs I* th*
town?"—Shakesp. : Merry Wive* of Windsor, 1. I,

2. To clamour loudly against a person, an
institution, &c

•* Vile is the vengeance on the ashes cold.
And envy base, to bark at sleeping fame."

Spenser: F. Q.

bark (2), v.t. [From bark (2), $. In Sw. barkat

Dan. barke = to tan.]

1. To strip the bark from a tree, especially
for tanning purposes. (Eng. & Scotch.)

"The severest penalties ought to be put upon bark-
ing any tree that Is not fulled."— Temple.

(See also example under Barked.)
2. To cover with bark.

t bark'-an-tine, barqu' an tine (qu
as k), *. [Comp. Sp. bergantin = brigantine.]
[Brioantine.] A three-masted vessel

*bark'-ar-& 5. [Eng. bark; -ary.'] A tan-
house. '(Jacobs.)

barked (Eng.), bark -it (Scotch), pa. par. & a.
[Bark (2), v.]

" He'll giowr at an anld warld barkit aik snag aa if
it were a <iueez-m*ddani in fuU bearing."

—

Scott : Hob
Roy, chap. xxi.

bark' en, v.i. [Eng. bark; -en.) To form a
" bark ; " to become hard or indurated ; to
become covered with some hard or compact
substance.

"The best way ts to let the blood barken upon the
emV-that savea plasters." — Scott; Guy Mannering,
cb. x x i ii.

bark -er (1). *. [Eng. bark (1), and suffix -er.]

L Lit. : A dog emitting the characteristic
sound of Its voice.

IL Figuratively:

1. One who clamours loudly against a per-
son, an institution, &c.

"The other Spanish barker, raging and foaming,
was almost out of his wits."

—

Foxes Acts and Mon.;
Life of A rchbishop Cranmer.
" But they are rather enemies of my fame than me,

these barker*."—B. Jonson.

2. In London : A tout who, standing at the
door of an auction-room or shop, invites
passers-by to enter.

bark'-er (2), ». [Eng. bark (2), $., and suff. -er.}

1. One who strips the bark from a tree.

(Kersey.)

2. One who, whether he does this or not,
uses bark thus obtained in tanning ; a tanner.

" I am a barker, sir, by my trade ;
Nowe telle me what art thou t

£. Edw. I V. and the Tanner of Tamwortk,
Percy Reliques, ii. 85. [Boucher.)

Bar'-keVs, possess, of s. [Connected with *
person of the name of Barker.]

Barker's mill, s. [Mill.]

bark'-er-^t *bark'-ar-& *. [Eng. bark;
-ery, -ary.] A tan-house. (Jacobs, Booth, dtc.)

bark'-hau-si-a, s. [Borkhausia.]

bark'-ing (1), pr. par., o., & s. [Bark (1), v.}

I. & IL A3 pr. par. & participial adj. : In
senses corresponding to that of the verb.

". . . that barking dog of whom mention was mad*
before."—Bunyan: P.P., pt ii.

Barking and fleeing ; Spending one's pro-
perty in a prodigal way, and believed to be on
the eve of bankruptcy. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

III. As substantive

:

1. The emission of the sound which consti-
tutes a dog's voice.

2. The sound thus emitted,
"... and anon the lowing of cattle

Came on the evening breeze ; by the barking of dogs
interrupted."—Longfellow : Evangeline, i. ft.

barking-bird, *. A bird—the Pterop-
tochos Tarnu—found in the islands of Cliiloe

and Chonos off the west of Patagonia. It is

called by the natives " Guid-guid." Its voice
is like the yelping of a small dog, whence its

English name. (See Darwin's Journal ofVoy.
round the World, ch. xiii., p. 288.)

bark -Ing (2), pr. par. & a, [Bark (2), v.]

barking-Irons, s. pi Iron instruments
used for stripping the bark off trees.

bark'-it, pa. par. & a. [Barked.] (Scotch.)

bark-less, a. [Eng. bark; -less.] Without*
bark. (Drayton.)

bark'-ft a. [Eng. bark = the rind of a tree,

and suffix -y.] Consisting of bark
;
possessing

or containing bark ; looking like or resembling
bark.

*".
. . the female Ivy so

Enrlngs the barky fingers of the elm."
Shakesp. : Midsummer /fight's Dream, lv. V

bar'-lSp, * bar'-leSMepe, *. [A.S. bere,

baerlic= barley, and leap= basket.] A basket
for keeping barley in.

m Barleylepe, to kepe yn come [Barlep.) Camera,"
M.S. Uarl. 221. (S. in Boucher.)

bar~le'r-X-a> s. [Named after Rev. James Bar-

relier, M.D.* a Dominican traveller and writer.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Acanthaceie,
family Barleridese. Various species are found
in India, armed or unarmed, shrubby or her-

baceous, with yellow, pink, blue, or white
flowers. Some have been introduced into

Britain.

bar-ler-Id'-e'-ae, *• pi. [Mod. Lat. barler(ios);

Lat, fem. pi. adj. suff. -idece.}

Bot. : A family of plants belonging to the
order Acanthaceae ; type, Barleria (q.v.).

bar'-le^ (1), *bar'-l& *bar'-li, *bar'-
licbc, * bar'-lich, * bar lie, * bar'- -11 g,
* b»r'-Ue (0. Eng.), • bar-la (0. Scotch),

s. & a. [A.8. bwe, basrlic= barley (Bere);
Wei. barlys (from bora = bread, and uye — a
plant) = corn, barley.]

A. As substantive : The seeds or grains of
various species and varieties of the genua

Itffr. bo^; pout, jo*^l;

-clan, -tian = ffhan.

cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem;
tion, -sion = Khun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin.

thin* this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -
1,

tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c._ bel, del*;
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Hordeum. That most commonly in cultiva-

tion is Hordeum vulgare, spring or two-rowed
barley, especially the rath-ripe and Thanet
sorts. H. hexastichon (i.e., with the seeds

growing in six rows) is the bear or bigg, culti-

vated in the north of Scotland and elsewhere.

H. distichon, two-rowed or common barley, is

preferred for malting, which is one of the

chief purposes for which barley is cultivated.

IMalt.] M. zeocriton, or sprat-barley, is more
rare. Perhaps the four so-called species now
enumerated may be only varieties of one plant.

Barley is the hardiest of all the cereals, and
was originally a native of Asia, but it is now
cultivated all over the world, even as far

north as Lapland. In ancient times it was
largely used as an article of food, but the

greater proportion of the barley grown in

Great Britain is now used in the preparation

of malt and spirits. For culinary purposes it

is sold in two forms, Scotch or pot barley,

and pearl barley, the former being the grain

partially deprived of its husk ; the latter, by
longer and closer grinding, being rounded and
having the entire husk removed.
Bread made from barley-meal is darker in

colour and less nutritious than that made
from wheat flour ; but it is cheaper and more
easily digested. One pound of barley-meal

contains oue ounce of flesh-formers and four-

teen ounces of heat-givers.

Barley-meal is sometimes adulterated with
oat-husks, and is itself used to adulterate

oatmeal, and occasionally wheat-flour ; but
these admixtures are readily detected by the

microscope.
" Ich bouhte hnre barUche.'*—Piers Plowman. {8. in

Boucher.)

% In Scripture "barley," Heb.rnfcip (seorah),

Sept. Gr. Kpifrj (krithe), seems properly trans-

lated. The Hebrew term is from Trctfti (saerab)

= hair, from ">?*? (soar) = to be bristly ; re-

ferring to the long awns of the body.

B. As adjective ; Consisting of barley, or in

any other way connected with barley. (See

the compounds which follow.)

barley-bird, s. A local name for the

"Wryneck (Yunx torquilla). In East Anglia

the name is applied to the Nightingale ; and
the Yellow Wagtail is sometimes called the

Barley-bird.

t barley-box «• -A- small box of a cylin-

drical form, called also barrel-box, made as a

toy for children. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

barley-bread, a. Bread made from barley.
*' Lo, a cake of barley-brtad. '—Judg. vli. IS.

barley break, barley-brake, barll-
break, barll-breake, barly-break,
barly-breake (0. Eng.), barla-breikis,
barla-bracks (0. Scotch), s.

L /» England: A game once common in

England, as shown by the frequency with

which it was alluded to by the old poets, but
which is now confined chiefly to Cumberland,
where it is denominated Burlcy-brigs. It was
played by six young people, three of either

sex, formed into couples, a young man and a

young woman in each, it being decided by lot

which individuals were to be paired together.

A piece of ground was then divided into three

spaces, of which the central one was profanely

termed " Hell." This was assigned to a couple

as their appropriate place. The couples who
occupied the other spaces then advanced as

near as they dared to the central one to tempt

the doomed pair, who, with one of their hands

locked in that of their partner, endeavoured

with the other to grasp them and draw them
Into the central Bpace. If they succeeded,

then they were allowed themselves to emerge

from it, the couple caught taking their places.

That the game might not be too speedily

finished, leave was given to the couple in

danger of being taken to break hands and in-

dividually try to escape, while no such liberty

was accorded to those attempting to seize

them. Though the name does not occur in

fhe subjoined lines, the game which they

describe is that of barley-break.
-*' Xbeu couples three be straight allotted there,

They oiboth ends the middle two do fly

;

The two that in mid place Hell called were.

Must strive, with waiting foot and watching eye,

^o catch of them, and them to Hell to bear.

That they, aa well as they. Hell may supply.
Mr Philip Sydney : Arcadia, i. 161.

TT Most authorities consider barley-break

identical with base, 3 (q.v.). Boucher regards

it as identical with a game called in Cheshire

a round, and in Douglas ring-dancer and roun-

dels; but the resemblance is far from being

close. (Bouclier, JVares, Gigord, (fie.)

"At barley-break they play
Merrily all the day.*

The Muses' Elysium (Drayton), iv. 1,471. (Boucher.)

" . . , and with a lasa

And give her a new garment on the grass,

After a course of barley-break or base."

Hen Jonson : Sad Shepherd, t. 109.

" He 1b at barlt-break, and the last couple are now in

Hell," The Virgin Martyr, v. 1.

3X In Scotland. The game is obsolete in the

south of Scotland, and is passing into disuse

also in the north, Aberdeenshire being the

comity in which it principally lingers. Jamie-

son says that it is generally played by young
people in a corn-yard, whence it is called

barla-bracks, signifying "about the stacks."
" One stack is fixed on as the dule or goal

;

and one person is appointed to catch the rest

of the company, who run out from the dule.

He does not leave it till they are all out of

his sight. Then he sets out to catch them.

Any one who is taken cannot run out again

with his former associates, being accounted a

prisoner ; but is obliged to assist his captor

in pursuing the rest. When all are taken, the

game is finished ; and he who is first taken is

bound to act as catcher in the next game."

barley-bree, barley-brle, a Liquor

distilled from barley. (Scotch.)

"How easy ean the barley~bree
Cement the quarrel !

Burns : Scotch Brink.

barley-broth, s.

1. Broth made with barley.

1 2. A cant term for strong beer.
" Can sodden water,

A drench for sur-reyn'd Jades, their barley-broth,

Decoct their cold blood to such valiant heat?
Bhakesp. : Ben. I ., ill. a.

barley-cake, barley cake, *. A cake

made of barley-meal.

"And thou sbalt eat it as barley-oak**.'—Etek.

iv. U.

barley-corn, a A "corn," or single

grain of barley.

In Measures : The third part of an inch in

length.

"A. long, long Journey, ehoek'd with brake* and
t burns. _

Ill-measured by ten thousand barley-corns.
TickeU.

barley-flour, a Flour made by grinding

barley. It is used in Scotland for making a

breakfast-bread, eaten hot with butter and

honey or cream and sugar.

barley-harvest, barley harvest, s.

A harvest for barley and that portion of the

general harvest of which the chief feature is

the reaping of barley.

T In Palestine the barley-harvest is gathered

in chiefly in April; and in England about

July.

"... la the beginning of oarZejHaareetf.'*—2 Sam.
xxL 9.

barley-loaf (plur. barley-loaves), «.

"There is a lad here which hath fire barley-loaves

and two small fishes,"—John vL 9.

barley-meal, *. Heal made of barley.

". . . the tenth part of an ephah of barley-meat."—
Numb, v. 15.

barley-mill, s. A mill for making pot

and pearl barley.

barley-mow, s. A heap of barley; a
place where barley is stowed away. [Mow. J

** Whenever by yon barley-mow I pass.

Before my eyes will trip the tidy lasa."—Gay.

barley-sheaf ft* barley-sheaves),
%. A sheaf of barley.

" He rode between the barley-sheaves."
Tennyson : Lady of Shalott.

barley-sugar, s. A well-known sweet

substance sold by confectioners and others.

It consists of a syrup from the refuse of sugar-

candy, hardened in cylindrical moulds and

usually twisted spirally.

barley-water, s. A decoction of pearl

barley used in medicine as a mucilaginous

drink. (Crabb.)

bar'-ley (2), s. [Apparently corrupted from

Eng. parley.] A word used by boys in Scot-

land and the north of England when they wish

a temporary cessation of a sham-fight in which

they are engaged

*bar'-liche, *. [Barley (1).]

bar'-ling, s. [Sw. barling m a pole, from bdra
= to bear. (JV..B.D.)] A fire-pole. {Scotch.)

"Barlings or fire-polee the bundreth—ax. L."—
Bate*, A. 1611. p. 8.

Bar'-ldw lens, s. [Named from Mr. Peter

Barlow, Professor of Mathematics at Wool-

wich from lSUti to 1847.]

Among opticians;

L Originally: A mollification of the object-

glass of a telescope, suggested by Mr. Peter

Barlow, with the idea of avoiding the use

of flint glass in the construction of object-

glasses of large size ; discs of flint glass suit-

able for optical purposes then being both

expensive and rare. He proposed to enclose

between two convex lenses a fluid lens equal

in refractive power to a flint glass of the same
dimensions. This proposal was not generally

adopted, and the term "Barlow lens " is now
mostly applied to the form of lens described

under No. 2.

\
BARLOW LENS.

B. Converging rays from object-glass. C. Barlow
ens. D. Focus of the object-glass without the
Barlow lens. E. Focus of the object-glass alter re-

traction through C F, G. Size of image formed by
object-glass at D without the Barlow lens. H, L
Enlarged image formed by object-glass and Barlow
lens at focus E. A, i Size of image formed at E by
an objectglass of longer fucus. and lengthened tube,

but without using the Barlow lens.

2. Now : A concave lens inserted in the eye-

piece of a telescope before the rays come to a
focus, by means of which the focal length of

the object-glass or speculum is increased nearly

one-half, and the etfect is the same as if the

tube were proportionally lengthened, the mag-
nifying power being considerably increased.

Another advantage of the Barlow lens is the

avoidance of the loss of light which would

take place if the same magnifying power were

produced by using an eye-glass of shorter focus.

*barm(l), *barme, *• [A.S. bearm = the

womb, the lap, the bosom ; from beran — to

bear, to produce, to bring forth ; Sw. A Goth.

barm.] The lap, the bosom. [Barm (2).]

" Till in hi* fadres barm adouu he lay."

Chaucer: C. P., 16.9M.

And in hire barm* this litel child she leid."

Chaucer: C. P., 8,428.

* barme-cloth, a. [A.S. beam; clath.\,

A bosom-cloth ; an apron.
" A seint she wered, barred all of silk,

A barme-ctoth eke as white as niurowe milk.
Chaucer: C. T.. 3,3*7.

* barm-hatre, *. [O. Eng. barm; and.

hatre = a garment.] A garment for the breast.

" Fair beth yur barm-hatres, yolowe beth ynr fax."

M.S. Bart, ills, t 7. {8. in DoucAer.)

* barm-skin, * barme-skyn, *. A
leather apron.

** Barme-skyn : Melotee Tel melota."—Prompt. Part.

barm (2), s. [A.S. beorma = barm, yeast
;
Sw.

berma; Dan. barme.] [Compare Barm (1).J

The frothy scum which rises to the surface of

beer when it is undergoing the process of

fermentation, and is used in making bread.

The same as Yeast (q.v.).

™ Are yoo not he
That sometime make the drink to bear no barm.

Mislead night wand'rers. laughing at their harm I

Shakesp. : Midtum. Nightt Drearn, 11. L

•"Try the force of imagination upon staying the work-

ing of beer, when the barm is put into it. —Bacon.

bar man, $. A man who serves in the bar

of a public-house. (Formerly called a drawer,

q.v.)

* barm -kin, s. [Barnekin. ]

* barm y (0. Eng.), * barm'-Ie (Scotch), a.

[O. Eng. & Scotch barm; -y.]

L Lit. ; Pertaining to barm or yeast ;
con-

taining barm or yeast
*" Their jovial nights In frolicks and in play

They pass, to drive the tedious hours away •

And their cold stomachs with crown d goblets cneer

Of windy cider, and of barmy beer."—Dryden.

2. Lit : Acting like barm ; fermenting with

thought ; at work with creative effect.

*• Just now I've taen the fit o' rhyme.
My barmie noddle's working prime. ___

Hurra : To Jamot Smith.

barmy-brained, adj. Volatile, giddy-

headed.

fete f&t, l&re, amidst, what, l&U, father; we, w»t, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf! work, whd, son; mute, cnb, cure, unite, cur, rule, fuU; try,

; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian, re, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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winna let puir folk sae mui-kle as die iu quiet."-
Sattt " SL Konun, ch. xixiL

barn, • barne, * borne, s. [A.S. bcern,

Irrwn, lit,, a barley-place, i.e., for storing bar-
ley, from here = barley, and em, <vm = a place,
secret place, a closet, a habitation, a house,
a cottage.)

1. A house or other covered enclosure de-
signed for the storage of grain.

" The seed is rotten under their alods. the garners
are laid desolate, the barns are broken down ; lor the
eora is withered."—Joel i. 17.

2. Anything like a barn in outward appear-
ance.

" In front there are a few cultivated fields, and be-
yond them the smooth hill of coloured rucks called
the Flagstaff, and the rugged square Mack mass of the
Barn."—Darwin: Voyage round the World, ch. ni.

barn-door, s. The door of a barn.
"Heavily closed, with a jarring sound, the valvee of

the barn-doors.
Battled the wooden bars, . . ,"

Longfellow : Evangeline, pt. L, 3.

barn-door fowl, s. A dung-hill cock or
hen.

*" Never has there been such slaughtering of capons
and fat geese and barn-door fowls?'—SooU : Bride of
Lammermoor, ch. zxvi.

barn-like, a. Like a barn.
"... passing through several hamlets, each with

its large bam-like chapel built of wood."—Darwin

:

Toyage round the World, ch. xvi.

barn-owl, s. Stria Jlammea, a liritish

bird of prey belonging to the family Stfigidte.
It is called also the White Owl, the Church
Owl, the Screech
Owl, the European
Screech Owl (Mac-
giliivray), the Hiss-
ing Owl, the Yellow
Owl, the Gillihow-
ther, the Howlet,
and the Hoolet
Above it is light

reddish-yellow, mot-
tled with ash-grey
and black and white
spots ; beneath, it

is white with small
dusky spots. The
mate is fourteen
inches long, and the
female fifteen. It
preys on the smaller
mammaliaand birds,

with beetles and other insects. It is perma-
nently resident, builds its nest in a steeple,
a dovecot, or a hollow tree, and lays from two
to five pure white eggs.

barn-yard, *. A yard or enclosure, open
to the sky, attached to a barn.

" Bam-uard and dwelling, biasing bright.
Served to guide me on my flight"

Soott : Lay of the lost Minstrel, i v. «.

* barn, * barne, a [Bajrn.]

Bar -na bite, s. & a. [Named after the

Church of St Barnabas at Milan, given over
to the Barnabite order In 1535.]

I. As substantive. Ch. Hist. : Any member
of a certain religious order, properly called
the Regular Clerks of St. PauL Its founders
belonged to Milan. It arose In the sixteenth
century, was approved by Clement VII. in
1532, and confirmed by Paul HI. in 1535. The
principal occupation of the Barnabites was
preaching to sinners. (Mosheim: Ch. Hist.,

* Cent xvi., sect hi., pt i., ch. 1.)

II, As adjective : Pertaining to any member
of the order described under No. 1., or to the
order itself.

bar na cle (1) , t ber nl cle (cle as eel), ft,

[In Ft. barnacle, barnache; Sp. bernacho; Port
oernaca, bernacha, bemicla ; Low Lat bar-
nicla, bernacula, bemicla, bernicha, bernaca,
bernax. There is no evidence as to its ulti-
mate etymology, and the history is obscure.
Skeat thinks that the name of the crustacean
and of the bird are distinct, connecting the
former with a supposed Lat. pernacula, dim.
from perna = a shell-fish, and the latter with
*hibernwvlaavis=z the Irish bird. [Seedef. 2.]
Dr. Murray thinks the two names the same.]
1% Zoology

:

1. OfCirripeda:

(a) A general name for both pedunculated
and sessile Cirripeds. [Lepadicc, Balanid.*.]

" Barnacle.—A name commonly given both to the
pedunculated and sessile Cirripeda—.Anna.

(b) Spec. : The English name of the pedun-
culated Cirripeds (Lepadidse), as contradistin-

guished from those which are sessile [see

BARN OWL.

GROUP OF BARNACLES.

Acorn-shells, Balanid*:], yet more specially

applied to the Lepas, the typical genus of the
family and order. [Lepas.]

2. Of Birds : A name for the Bernicle Goose
(q.v.). Formerly the absurd belief was enter-

tained that these geese sprung from the ^bar-

nacles described under No. 1. Max Muller
believes that the bird was originally called

Hibernicula, which was converted into Ber-
nicula by the dropping of the first syllable,

after which the similarity of the name to the
Cirriped led to the two being confounded to-

gether and generated the myth. Two species
of the genus Lepas were called by Linnaeus
Lepas anserifera and L. anatifera = goose-
bearing, of course with no belief in the fable

suggested by the name.
"There are found in the north parts of Scotland,

and islands adjacent called Orcades, certain trees.
whereon do grow certaine shells of a white colour tend-
ing to russet, wherein are contained little living crea-
tures : which shells in time of maturity doe open, and
out of them grow those little living things, which
falling into the water doe become fowles, which we
call barnacles, in the North of England brant geese,
but In Lancashire tree geese."—Gerard: Herbal, p.
1,853. {Boucher.)

" As barnacles turn soland geese."
JIudi'srus, III. ii. 357.

bar na cle (2), bar' ni cle (cle as eel),

* ber na kill, * bcr nak, «. [Wedgwood
believes the word to have come from the East,
and to hare been used originally for some in-
strument of torture. Most writers, Mann
included, consider it the same as the preceding
word. Latham derives it from binocle, and
Max Muller from Ger. brille, O. Ger, berulem,
a corruption of beryllus. Compare Dan. brims,
brandgars = barnacles as defined below, and
Ft. besides = spectacles.]

Generally in plural

:

1. Farriery ; An Instrument put upon the
nose of a horse when he will not stand to be
shod or surgically operated upon. It consists
of two branches, joined at one end with a
hinge, and is generally made of iron.

2. Ord. Lang. : A cant term for spectacles,
these resembling the instrument described
under No. 1.

"... they had barnacles on the handles of their
faces."— Traiul. of Rabelais, V. 120. (Boucher.)

bar na-de -sl-a, s. [Named after Michael
Bamadez, a Spanish botanist] A genus of
Composite plants, the typical one of the
family Barnadesiese (q.v.). The species are
spiny bushes with entire leaves and pink
florets. Barnadesia rosea is cultivated in
English hothouses.

bar-na-de -91-e-se, $. pi. [Barkadesia.] A
family of Composite plants belonging to the
order AsteraceK, the sub-order Labiatiflorce,
and the tribe or section Mutisiacese. Type,
Barnadesia (q.v.).

* barnde, pret. of v. The same as Burnt.

* barne, s. [Bairn.]

* barn e kin. * barn kino, * barm -kin,
s. [Etyra. doubtful. Dr. Murray suggests
I eel. barmr — brim, edge, wing of a castle;
and perhaps dim. suff. -kin.] The outermost
ward of a castle, within which ward the barns,
stables, cowhouses, &c., were placed.

". . . and next day lay siege to the castel of Norbara,
and within short space wan the braves, overthrew the
bamkine, and slue divers within the castel."—Holin-
shed: Hist. Scot., pp. 419, 434. {Boucher.)

" And broad and bloody rose the sun,
And on the barmkin shoue."

Border Minstrel*!/, ii. HI. (Boucher.)

barn -full, s. [Eng. barn; full.] A barn
literally full of something, as wheat, hay, Ac.

;

or as much as a barn, if full, would hold.

barn-hard t-it© (( silent), s. [Named after

Dan Barnhardt's Land in North. Carolina,
where it occurs.] A mineral, classified by
Dana under his Pyrite group. Composition :

Sulphur, 30*5
; copper, 48 2 ; iron, 21 '3 ; hard-

ness, 3'5 ; sp.gr. 4'32I. Lustre, metallic;
colour, bronze-yellow. Homichlin and Duek-
townite may be varieties.

* barn'-hede, a [A.S. beam = a child, and
O. Eng. suffix -hede = Mod. Eng. suffix -hood.}

Childhood.
" Of alle Hie tetches In worde and dede
That thine childer takis lit barnhede."

Hampole ityrrour, MS. Hunt., I. «0. {Voucher,}

* bar -nicies, s. pi. [Barnacles.]

* barn'-kine, ». [Barnekin.]

ba ro -co, ba-ro'-ko, s. [A word without

etymological meaning, but designed to have
the vowels symbolic. (See def.).j

Old Logic : A combination of letters collec-
tively destitute of meaning, but which, taken
separately, imply that the first proposition (A)
is an universal affirmative, the second and
third (O) particular negatives, and the middle
term the predicate in the first two proposi-
tions. Baroko is the fourth Mode of the
second Figure of Syllogisms. Example—

All scholars of the first rank have, as one essential
characteristic, Intense love of knowledge.
But the mass of mankind do not possess this.
Therefore the mass of mankind cannot reach the

first rank of scholarship.

bar'-o-lite, s. [From Gr. f3opo« (baros)=
weight, and Ai'tfo? (IWuts} = a stone.] A
mineral, called also Witherite (q.v.).

t fts| rfiT J §)f, *. [From Gr. 0opo? (paros) =
weight, and Ao-yo* (logos) = a discourse.] The
department of science which, treats of weight
or gravity.

bar-6 ma-cr6m'-ct-er, *. [From Gr. j8d>w

(paros) = weight, fiaxpot (makros) = long, and
iiirpov (metron) = measure.] An instrument
for ascertaining the weight and length of new-
born infants.

ba-rom'-et-er, s. [In Sw., Dan., Dut, &
Ger. barometer; Fr. barometre; Sp., Port., &
Ital. barometro ; Gr. 0apos (baros)= weight, and
tUrpov (nutron) = a measure.] An instrument
used for measuring the atmospheric pressure.
The discovery that this pressure might be
counterpoised by a column of mercury stand-
ing as high in proportion to the thirty-four
feet that water in similar circumstances stands,
as the specific gravity of water is to that of
mercury (the ratio or proportion, it will be
perceived, is an inverse one), was made at
Florence in the year 1643 by one of Galileo's
pupils, the celebrated Torricelli, but was not
quite complete when he died, in 1647.

The most common
form of barometer
is what is called a
Cistern Barometer. It
consists essentially of
a straight glass tube
about thirty -three
inches long, filled

with mercury, and
dipping into a cistern
of the same metal.
It is affixed to a maho-
gany stand, on the
upper part of which
is a graduated scale
to mark the height
in inches at which
the mercury stands.

When complete, a
thermometer stands
side by side with it

to note the tempera-
ture at which the
pressure of the atmo-
sphere is tested. la
Fortin's barometer
the base of the cistern
is made of leather, and can be raised or de-

pressed by means of a screw ; a constant level

of the mercury from which to measure the zero

CISTERN BAROMETER.

boll, bo*^ ; po*nt, J6%1 ; cat, foil, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
-clan, -tlan = snan, -cion, -tion, -slon - shun : -(Ion, -slon = zhun. -tious. -sdous = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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of the scale, unattainable by the ordinary cis-

tern barometer, can be produced by this one ;

besides which the instrument is more portable.

Gay-Lussac'a barometer is in the form of a
siphon. It has two scales with a common
zero point, and graduated in contrary direc-

tions. As the one branch, the shorter one,

corresponds to the cistern, and the other or
longer one to the tube, the difference between
the two levels is the true height of the mer-
cury. Banter's barometer is a slight but
valuable modification on that of Gay-Lussac.
For the aneroid barometer (that " without
.moisture ") see Aneroid. The general mean
at the level of the sea is 29*96 inches. A baro-
meter is popularly termed a weather-glass.

In order to adapt it for this purpose Hooke
devised what is called the wheel-barometer.

It is a syphon barometer, having in its shorter
leg a float, a string from which passes over a
pulley, and is connected with a weight some-
what lighter than the float. To the pulley is

affixed a needle, which moves round a circle

graduated to represent the different variations

in the weather. [Weather-glass.] Speaking
broadly, a barometer rises for good and falls

for bad weather, but there are exceptions to
this rule. The more accurate statement is

that with aw., 8.E., and W. winds the mer-
cury falls for rain. If it do so rapidly, the

?
probability is that a heavy storm Is approachi-

ng ; if slowly, continued bad weather is to
be expected. It rises, if rapidly, for unsettled
weather ; if gradually, for fine settled weather.
A rise, with wind veering N.E., may be indi-

cative of rain.

baro-met'-rlc, bSr-S-met'-ric-al, a.

[Eng. barometer; -ic, -ical. In Fr. barome-
trique.'] Pertaining or in any way relating to
the barometer.

**.
. . the barometric column raxies between these

limits . .
."—Lardner: Beat, p. 160.

*' He li very accurate In making barometrieat and
thermometries! Instruments."

—

Uerh. : Physico-TheoL

b&r-^-mSt'-rio-al-l^, adv. [Eng. baromet-

rical; -ly.] By means of a barometer.

toar-o'-meV-ro^prapu, « IGr. (i) Bapo*
(baros) — weight, (2) \ierpov (metron) = mea-
sure, and (3) ypoAij (graplte) = a drawing, a
delineation, a picture, &c.) An instrument
used for automatically inscribing on paper the
variations of the barometer.

t bar o^mS-troV-ra-phy, s. [From Gr.

yBapo; (baros) — weight, fitrpov (metron) = a
measure, and yoafo (graphe) = a description.]

The department of science which treats of the

barometer.

D8>-rom'-&-try, *. [Gr. pd>o«(oaros) = weight,

and tifTpov (metron) = a measure.] Barometro-
graphy.

bar 6 metx, bar'-a-netz, s. [Buss, bara-

««c = club-moss.]

Bot. : A fraudulently constructed natural

history specimen, called also the Scythian

Lamb,and represented as being halfanimaland
half plant. In reality it is a woolly-skinned

fern (Cibotium barometz), stripped of every-

thing but its root-stock and the stipes or

stalks of four of its fronds, and then turned
upside down. Of course no naturalist would
for a moment be deceived by a deception so

easily detected. (Lindley.) [See figure under
the name Agnus Scythicus (Scythian lamb.).]

bar'-on, *l>af-rAn, •bar' 6, •bar. *ber,
* par'-d, * var, • viro, • virro, • viron, s.

[ A.S. baron m a man (Bosnoorth) ; 8w., Dan.,

Dut., Ger.. & Fr. baron = baron ; O. Fr. ber

(ace baron), bairon; Prov. 6ar(acc &an>); Sp.

baron, varoii = (1) a male, (2) a full-grown

man, (8) a man of consideration, (4) a baron
;

Port para© = a male; ItaL barone; Low Lat.

baro, bonis, vara, viro= man, husband, baron

;

but in Class. Lat. baro. which, according to

Menage, is the origin of baron, meant a simple-

ton, a blockhead, though sometimes it is said

to have been used for a brave man, a warrior.

Cognate with A.S. wer ~ a man ; Goth, vair;

Gael, bar, ber = a hero, an eminent man

;

Ir. fir, fear; WeL guer, gevir; Lat. vir = a
man ; Lith. vyrus; Sansc.rira. (Virile.) In

Sansc. also barrem and bkarta are m husband,
and may be compared with baron in the

phrase baron and feme (see A., III.). Com-
pare, also Hebrew "\^ (geber) =. a man.]

A. Ofpersons:

j L Old Law: A husband in relation to his

wife, used in the old phrase baron and feme =

husband and wife. (Blackstone: Comment.,
bk. i., ch. 15.)

IL History £ Law

:

* L Formerly:

(1) At first apparently every lord of a
manor, of which sense the expression court-

baron is still a memorial. [Court-Baron.]
The Magna Charta granted in King John's
time seems to show that originally all lords

of manors, who held of the king in capite, had
seats in the Great Council or Parliament ; but
their numbers becoming too large for proper
deliberation, the king summoned only the
greater barons In person, leaving it to the
sheriff to convene the smaller ones to another
house, which was a very important step in

making the separation which at present exists

between the Houses of Lords and Commons.
(Blackstone, bk. i., ch. S.) [Barony.]
Hence * (2) the term baron came to be

confined to the lords of manors summoned
by the royal writ in place of by the sheriff.

The writ ran '*Hac vice tantum." (Black'

stone; Ibid.)

Barons by ancient tenure were those who
held certain lands or territories from the king,

who, however, still reserved the tenure in

chief to himself.

Barons by temporal tenure were those who
held their honours, castles, and manors as
heads of their barony, that is, by grand ser-

jeantry. By their tenure they were sum-
moned to Parliament; now they are not
entitled to be there till a writ is issued in

their favour.

(3) Richard II. made the term baron a mere
title of honour, by conferring it on various

persons by letters patent. (Blackstone, bk. i.

,

ch. 3.)

The first baron by patent was John Beau-
champ of Holt, who was raised to the peerage

by Richard II., in the eleventh year of his

reign, October 10, 1387, by the title of Baron
of Kidderminster. No other instance occurs

until 10 Henry VI.

2. Now:
(1) Any nobleman belonging to the lowest

order of the peerage—that immediately be-

neath the rank of viscount. His style is " The
Right Hon. Lord ," and he is addressed as

"My Lord." In general, in place of being
called " Baron, he is simply termed " Lord A."
or"B." His coronet
has six large pearls
set at equal distances
on the chaplet His
coronation robes are

like those of an earl,

except that he has coronet op a baron.

only two rows of

spots on each Bhoulder. At present (1892)
there are 294 temporal barons in the House,
with 24 bishops, who are also regarded as
barons, but they take precedence over the
temporal barons.

(2) Anyone holding a particular office to
which the title baron is or was attached, as the
Chief Baron and the Barons of the Exchequer.
[Exchequer.] Formerly there wereatso Barons
of the Cinque Ports, viz. , two to each of the
seven following towns : Hastings, Winchelsea,
Rye, Romney, Hythe, Dover, and Sandwich.
Till the Reform Bill of 1832 these had seats in

Parliament Instead of these barons there is

now a Warden of the Cinque Ports.

•'They that bear
The cloth of honour over her, are four baron*
Of the cinque ports."

Shaketp, : Beniy VIII., It. 1.

TJX Heraldry. Baron and Feme is the term
applied where the coats of arms of a man
and his wife are borne per pale in the same
escutcheon. If the woman is not an heiress,

then the man's coat is on the dexter side, and
the woman's on the sinister; if she is, then
her coat must be borne by the husband on an
escutcheon of pretence.

B. Of things. Baron of Beef: Beef in which
the two sirloins are not cut asunder, but
Joined together by the end of the backbone.
Dr. Brewer says that it is

'* so called because
it is the baron (back part) of the ox, called in

Danish the rug. It is not so called because
it is 'greater' than the sir-loin."

baron-court, a The same as Codrt-
BARON(q.V-).

* bar'-on-a-dy, s. [Eng. baron.] The dig-

nity of a baron ; the barons collectively ; the
baronage.

" Some that were honoured with the dignity ol
baronadj/,"—Sir John Feme : Dedic. pre/, to a Mate*
ofQentrie{\U*). {J. B. in Boucher.)

ba -ron-age, * bar -nage (age = lg), a
[Eng. baron; -age. In Fr. barronage ; O. Fr.
barnage, barnaige, barnez; Prov. barnaige^=
baronage ; Ital. baronnaggio = barony.]

1. The barons of England viewed collec-

tively ; the whole body of bai ons.
" That authority which had belonged to the baron-

age of England ever since the foundation of the
monarchy."—Macaulay ; Bist. Eng* chap. xix.

2. The dignity, status, or position of a
baron.

3. The land or territory from which a baron
derives his title.

i. A book containing a list of the barons

;

bar'-on-ess, *. [Eng. baron ; -ess. In Sw.
baronessa; Dan. and Ger. baronesse; Dut
barones ; Sp. baronesa; Port, baroneza; ItaL
baronessa.] A female baron, the wife or lady
of a baron, or a lady who holds the baronial
dignity in her own right, as " Angela Georgina
Burdett-Coutts, first Baroness."

bar'-on-et, * bar'-ron-ctt, s. [In Sw.,
Dan., Dut, and Ger. baronet; Ft. baronnet;
Ital. baronetto ; Low Lat. baronettus, dimin,
of baron (q.v.).]

*I* Originally: A term apparently In use
as early as the time of Edward III. for certain
landed gentlemen not of the dignity of lords,

summoned to Parliament to counterbalance
the power of the clergy.

"... King Edward the Thirds (as X remember)
whoe, being greatly bearded and erossed by the lordes
of the cleargye . . . was advised to direct* out his
writtes to certayne gentellmen of the best ability*
and trust, entitling them therein barrens, to serve
and sitt as barrens in the next Parliament. By which
meanes he had soe many barrons in bis i'ailiainent, as
were able to waigh doune the cleargye and they*
frendes, the which barrons, they say, were not after-
wards lordes but only barronettt, as sundrye of them
doe yet retayne the name.

M—Spenier ; State of Irela rtd.

XL Subsequently: The name given to three
titled orders.

1. Baronets of Great Britain ; A titled order,

the lowest that is hereditary. Speaking
broadly, tliey rank in precedence next after

the nobility, or, more specifically, next after

the younger sons of viscounts and barons;
but in reality they are inferior to the Knights
of the Order of St. George or of the Garter,

certain official dignitaries, and knights-ban-
nerets created on the actual field of battle.

The order was instituted by James I., on May
22nd, 1611, to raise money by fees paid for the
dignity, and thus obtain resources for the
settlement of Ulster. The number was to be
limited to 200 ; but a device for increasing an
honour so profitable to the Treasury was soon
found, so that before the death of Charles I.

458 patents for the creation of baronets had
been issued ; and by the end of 1878 there were
698 baronets in existence. The dignity is

generally confined to the heirs male of the
grantee. The badge of a baronet is sinister,

a hand gules ( = a bloody hand) in a field

argent. Etiquette requires that he be ad-

dressed as "bir A. B., Bart"

2. Baronets of Ireland : A titled order insti-

tuted by James I. in 1019. It is believed that
this dignity lias not been conferred on any one
since the union of Great Britain and Ireland
in 1801, but many of the titles granted before
the union still remain in the British baro-

netage.

3. Baronets of Scotland : A titled order

planned by James L, but actually instituted,

not by him, but by Charles I. in 1025, just

after the accession of the latter monarch to

the throne. The object aimed at in the crea-

tion of the order was the planting of Nova
Scotia (New Scotland). Each baronet by his

patent received eighteen square miles of terri-

tory in that colony, with a sea-coast bounding
it on one side ; or a tract of land extending
for three miles along a navigable river, and
stretching for six miles inland. Since the

union between England and Scotland in 1707,

no baronets have been created holding rank
in the latter country alone, but some titles

existing previously still figure in the British

baronetage.

t bar'-6n-et, v.t. [From baronet, s.] To raise

to the rank of a baronet ; to confer the title

of baronet on.

"The unfortunate gentlemen whom I notice as

being knighted or baroneted "-—Mortimer Collint:

Two Plunge*, ill. 210. {B.K.D.)

AUe, fit, fare, amidst, what, *&", father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p*t,

ox, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. se, ce = e ; fi = & qu = kw.
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bar 6n-efc-age (age = ig), s. [Eng. baro-

net, -age.]

1. The whole baronets of Britain viewed
collectively ; the order of baronets.

if. The dignity, status, or position of a
baronet.

3. A complete list of baronets ; a book con-
taining such a list.

bar -«5n~et-cy, s. [Eng. baronet; -cy.] The

title or dignity of a baronet.

bar-O-nfit -Ic-al, a. [Eng. baronet ; -iced.]

Belonging to or having the dignity of a baronet
"The baronetical family of Moneymusk."—J. Pick-

ford, M.A., In Sotesi (Jueriee, Nov. 18,1882.

ba-ro -nl-al, a. [In Fr. baronnial.] Per-

taining or relating to a baron, or to the order

of barons.
"... wandering on from ball to hall.

Baronial court or royal."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. it

baronial service. Service by which a
barony was held. It was generally that of

furnishing a specified number of knights to

aid the king in war.

bar'-on-y, * bar'-in-ye, * bar'-ron-ny\ s,

[In Sw. and Dan. baroni; Ger. baronie ; Fr.

baronnie; Sp. baronia, varonia = male line,

a barony ; Port, baronia = male line ; Ital.

& Low Lat. baronia.] The lordship or fee of

a baron, either temporal or spiritual. Origi-

nally every peer of superior rank had also

a barony annexed to his other titles. But
now the rule is not universal. Baronies in

their first creation emanated from the king.

[Baronial Service.] Baronies appertain also

to bishops, as they formerly did to abbots,
William the Conqueror having changed the
spiritual tenure of frank-almoyn, or free alms,

by which they held their lands under the
Saxon government, to the Norman or feudal
tenure by barony. It was in virtue of this that
they obtained seats in the House of Lords.
Blackstotu: Comment., bk. i., chaps. 2, 12.)

The word is common in Ireland for a sub-
division of a county.

bar -6-scope, *. [In Ft. baroscope; Ger.
buroskop ; from Gr. (1) fidpcK (baros) = weight,
and (2) o*koWu> (skopeS) = to look at, to be-
hold.] An instrument designed to show that
bodies in air lose as much of their weight as
that of the air which they displace. It con-
sists of the beam of a balance with a small
weight at one end and a hollow copper sphere
at the other. If these exactly balance each
other iu the air, then the sphere preponderates
In a vacuum.

"... where the winds are not variable, the altera-
tion! of the baroscope are very small."

—

Arbuthnot.

bar 6 scop ic, bar 6 scop Ic al, adj.

[Eng. baroscop(e); -ic.] Pertaining or relating
to a baroscope ; ascertained by means of a
baroscope.

". . . that some inquisitive men would make
baroscopical observations in England."—Boyle : Works,
11.798. {Richardson.)

bar-6-se-le -nite, s. [In Ger. baroselenit

;

from Gr. 0dpo« (baros) — weight, and Eng.
selenite (q.v.).] A mineral, called also Barite
and Barytes (q.v.).

bar-os -ma, s. [Gr. (1) 0ap« (baros) m
weight, heaviness, and (2) 6o>ij (osrni)= smelL
Named from its heavy, offensive smeli ]

Bot.: A genus of plants belonging to the
order Rutacese (Rueworts), and the section
Eudiosmese. Barosma crenata is one of the
Bucku plants of the Cape. It has been re-
commended as anti-spasmodic and diuretic.
(Lindley : Veg. Kingd. ) B. crenulata and serra-
ti/olia have also been used with the former as
stimulants and tonics, as well as in diseases of
the bladder. (Treat, of Bot.)

BAROUCHE.

barouche, s. [In Ger. barutsche; ItaL ba-

roccio, beroccio = a cart ; Low Lat barocia,
barrotium, barrotum ; Class. Lat. birotus =

two-wheeled ; bis — twice, and rota = wheel.]
A four-wheeled carriage with a falling top,
with a seat outside for the driver, and two
inside, each capable of accommodating two
persons, the two couples facing each other.

b ir -6u-chet (t Rilent), t. [Dimin. of Eng.,

<fcc., barouche.] A small light barouche.

barqu an tine (qu as k), s. [Barkantine.]

barque (que as k)t s. [Fr.] (1) A bark or
boat ; (2) a barge. [Bark.]

barre, s, [Bar]

b&r'-ra, *. [In Ger. barre ; from Sp. k Port.
oarra.']

Weights A; Measures : A measure of length
used in Portugal and some parts of Spain for

measuring woollen and linen cloths and serges.

In Valentia, 13 barras are = 12J yards English
measure ; in Castile, 7 ban-as are = 6J yards

;

and in Aragon, 3 barras are = 2f yards.

bar-ra-can, s. [In Dan. barcan; Ger. ber-

kan ; M. H. Ger. barkan, barragan ; Fr. bar-
racant baracan, bouracan ; Prov. barracan

;

Sp. barragan, baragan; Port, barregana; Ital.

baracane; Low Lat barracanus; from Arab.
barrakdn, barkdn = a kind of black gown.
Hahn compares with this Pers. barak = a
garment made of camel's hair ; Arab, bark = a
troop of camels ; b&rik — camel.]

Comm. : A kind of thick strong cloth or
stuff resembling camlet It is used to make
different kinds of outer garments. Barracans
are chiefly of French manufacture, being made
at Valenciennes, Lisle, Abbeville, Amiens, and
Rouen.

bar rack, s. [In Sw. barack; Dan. barrak ;

Ger. Itarracke ; Fr. baraque = a barrack, a hut,
a hovel, a little paltry house, a room, a shop, a
work-shop, a public-house ; Sp. barraca = a
small cabin made by a Spanish fisherman on the
sea-shore ; Port. & Ital. barraca = a barrack.]

1 1. A hut or small lodge. Formerly it was
especially used for a humble temporary build-
ing of this character, one of many erected
to shelter horsemen, as contradistinguished
from similar structures, called huts, for foot
soldiers. Then it was extended to embrace
any temporary erection for a soldier, to what-
ever arm of the service belonging.

IT The sepoys of the Indian army are still

housed in this way, and the case was formerly
the same with the ordinary English soldiers.

(See an example from Gibbon in Wedgwood's
Diet, of Eng. Etym., 2nd ed., 1872, p. 49.)

2. A straw-thatched roof supported by four
posts, capable of being raised or lowered at
pleasure, and under which hay is kept (Bart-
lett: Diet. Americanisms.)

3. Generally in the plnr., Barracks: A large

building erected ti> house soldiers or for some
similar purpose ; also a large building used to
house soldiers, for whatever purpose it may at

first have been built.

"He [Bishop Hall] lived to see his cathedral con-
verted into a barrack, and his palace into an ale-
house."— T. Warton: Bit. of Eng. Poet., iv. 2.

f Asa writer in the Penny Cyclop, shows,
the word barrack does not occur in our older
dictionaries, though it is found in Phillips's
World of Words, foL (1706). In 1720 an
effort was made to erect barracks in London,
under the false pretence that they would be
used as hospitals for those who might be
seized by the plague, which, though extinct in
England, was then raging at Marseilles. The
device was, however, seen through, and had
to be abandoned. The first permanent bar-
racks were erected just before 1739 ; but even
as late as the French revolutionary war,
opposition was made to their being built on
an extensive scale, their existence being con-
sidered dangerous to civil liberty. At length
the perilous character of the contest with
France made it absolutely essential that bar-
racks should at once be erected in various
places, and in 1792 the work was undertaken
in earnest. By the end of 1819 more than
three millions of pounds had been expended
in carrying it out.

Shortly after the Revolution of 1688 more
vehement resistance than that given to the
erection of barracks had been offered to the
retention of a standing army. [Army.] The
fidelity of the British soldiers, so markedly
contrasting with the frequent disloyalty of the
modern Spanish troops or of the old Roman

praetorian guards, has long since procured uni-
versal tolerance in England both of a standing
army aud of barracks lor its accommodation.
This feeling about barracks never extended

to the United States, and our soldiers have
always been well housed, with excellent provi-
sions for comfort and accommodation.

barrack master, s. An officer who has
charge of a soldier's barrack and its inmate*.

barrack - master - general, «. An
officer, real or imaginary, who has charge of
all the barracks required for an army or
existent within a kingdom. (Swift.)

bar -ra-elade, *. [From Dut. boar; O. Dut
baer= bare, naked ; and klaed = a garment
Cloths undressed or without a nap.]

Comm. : a home-made woollen garment
without a nap. (New York.)

bar -ra-coon, s. [From Sp. barraca = a bar-

rack.] [Barrack.]

Old Slave Trade ; Any enclosed place, used
for the detention of slaves till opportunity
arose for shipping them off to America,

bar-ra-cu'-da, s. [Sp. barrocuda.] A fish—

the Sphyrama barracuda, found in the vicinity
of the Bahamas and other West Indian Islands.

bar-rage, *. [Fr. barrage.]

1. Engin. : An artificial obstruction placed
in a water-course to obtain increased depth
of water.

2. Cloth Manuf. : A Normandy fabric mada
of linen interwoven with worsted flowers.

bar-ran -ca, s. [Sp.] A deep break or ravine
caused by rains or a watercourse. (Bartlett.)

bar-ran -dlte, *. [In Ger. barrandit. Named
after Barramie, the distinguished geologist
of Bohemia.] A mineral occurring in sphe-
roidal concentric concretions, with indis-
tinctly-radiated fibres. The hardness is 4*5

;

the sp. gr., 2*576 ; the lustre between vitreous
and greasy ; the colour pale-bluish, greenish,
or yellowish-gray. Composition : Phosphoric
acid, 39"68 ; alumina, 12*74 ; sesquioxide of
iron, 26'58 ; water, 21*00 = 100. Occurs at
Przibrara, in Bohemia. It is said sometimes
to be allied to dufrenite and cacoxenite.

bar-ras, s. [Fr.] The French name for

the resinous gum of Pinits maritima, which is

the basis of Burgundy pitch.

* bar-rat, *bar ette, * bar'-St, 5. [O. Fr.

barat, borate, barete = fraud, deceit, confusion ;

Prov. barat, barata; Sp. barata; O. Sp. bo>
rato, barata = fraud, deceit; ItaL baratto =
truck, exchange, deceit; baratta = a fight.

IceL A Goth, baratta = contest ; Wei. barat*
ton.] [Barrator, Barratry, Barter.]

L Strife, contest
"Tber nis baret. nother itrif."

Hickes: Thesaurus, i. 231. {Boucher.)

2. Sorrow, grief.

" And all the baret that he bar
It reseld in thin hert ful Bar."

Cursor Mundi, MS. Kdin.,.i. 34 6.. IS. in Boucher.)

bar'-rat-or, tbar'-re't or, * bar'-rfit-erf

* bar'-ret-ter, * bar -a-tour, *bar'-a-
toure, s. [O. Fr. barateres; Ital. barattiere,

barattiero = deceiver, cheat ; barattatore = one
who trucks; from O. Fr. baratar, bareter=
to barter, to cheat in bargaining; Prov. &
Sp. baratar ; Ital. barattare = to barter, to ex-

change, to cheat ; Low Lat. barato — to cheat ;

from O. Fr. 6ara(, barate, barete = fraud, dis-

cord, confusion. (Barrat.) Diez considers
that it is cognate with Gr. irpdrretv (prattein)
•= to do, ... to use practices or tricks.

(Practice.) Barrater is etymologically con-

nected with Barter (q.v.). See also Bar-
ratry.]

1 1. The master of a ship who deals fraudu-

lently with goods put on board his vessel,

and therefore committed to his custody.

2. One who, for his own purposes, stirs up
litigation or private quarrels among his neigh-
bours.

" Will it not reflect as mach on thy character, Nte,
to turn barrator in thy old days, a stirrer-up of quar-
rels amougtt thy neighbours T—Arbuthnot : History qf
John Bull.

"... a barretor, who is thns able, as well M
willing, to do mischief."—Blackstone .- Comment., bk.
iv., cb. 10.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

- cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion, -cioun = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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bar'-ra-trous, adj. [Eng. barratry); -ous.]

Pcrtarintw to barratry ; involving the com-
mission of barratry.

bar'-ra-trous-lSr, adv. [Eng. barratrous;

-ly.] In a barratrous manner; as a barrator

would do ; in a way to involve the crime of

barratry.

bar'-ra-tr^, bar'-ret-r& * bar'-ret-rle,

bar'-a-try, s. [In Fr. barraterie; Prov.

'•trataria ; Ital. baratteria, bararia; Low
tat barataria.} [Barrat, Barrator,] A
law term.

L English Law:
1. The offence committed by the master of a

vessel of embezzling or injuring goods com-
mitted to his charge for a voyage.

2. The offence of frequently exciting and
stirring up law-suits or quarrels among one's

neighbours or in society generally.

" Tis arrant barrat rj/. that bears
Point blank an action gainst oar laws.'

Sudibras.

H. Scots Law :

* 1. The offence of sending money out of

Scotland to purchase benefices in that country

from the Popedom.

2. The acceptance of a bribe by a judge to

influence his judgment in a case before him.

"Corruption of Judges, Crimen repetundarum,
Baratry, Theft-bote." . . . "Thia crime of exchanging
iustice for money waa afterwards called by the doctors

aratria, from the Italian barattare, to truck or

barter . .
."—Erskine ; Instil. Law Scotland {ed. 1838),

p. 1,091.

barred, pa. par. & a, [Bar, v.]

X, Ord. Lang. ; In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

"They [assemblies for divine worship] were very
properly forbidden to assemble with barred doors."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

"And they drank the red wine through the helmet
barred."—Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, 1. 4.

2. Bot., Entom., dtc. : With bars of a paler

colour crossing a space of a darker hue.

* bar-rein, t bar-reine. [Barren.]

bar'-rel, *bar'-rell, *bar -el, «. [InFr.

& Wei. baril; O. Fr. bareil, bariel; Prov.

barrii, barrial; Sp. & Port. barrU=a. barrel,

an earthenware vessel with a great body and
a narrow neck ; Ital. barile; Gael, baraill.

Compare Fr. barrique ; Sp. barrica— & hogs-

head. Generally assumed to be connected
with 6ar(q.v.). In this case it would mean a
vessel barred round with staves or hooped..]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I. Of anything sliaped like a cask:

1. A cask ; a vessel bulging in the middle,

formed of staves, surrounded by hoops, and
with a bung-hole to afford egress to the gene-

rally liquid contents.
". . . and [Elijah] said. Fill four barrels with

water."—1 Kings xvili. S3.

" It hath been observed by one of the ancients that
an empty barrel, knocked upon with the finger, giveth
a diapason to the sound of the like barrel full."—

Bacon.

2. The capacity of such a cask, supposing

it to be of the normal magnitude. In one for

holding liquids the capacity is usually from
30 to 45 gallons. [B., I. 1.]

IX Of anything liollow and cylindrical: The
metallic tube which receives the charge in a
rauskst or rifle. With the stock and the lock,

it comprises the whole instrument.

Tftks the barrel of a long gun perfectly bored, set

It upright, with the breech upon the ground, and take
a bullet exactly fit for it ; then if you suck at the
mouth of the barret ever so gently, the bullet will

come up so forcibly, that it will hazard the striking

out of your teeth. "—IHgby.

HX Of anything cylindrical, whether hollow

or not: A cylinder, and specially one about
which anything is wound. [B., III. 1.]

" Your string and bow must be accommodated to

your drill : if too weak, it will not carry about the

barrel."—Moxon.

B. Technically

:

L Measures : As much as an ordinary barrel

will hold. Specially—

1. Liquid Measure. In this sense the several

liquids have each a different capacity of

barrel "A. barrel of wine is thirty-one gal-

lons and a half; of ale, thirty-two gallons

;

of beer, thirty-six gallons ; and of beer-vinegar,

thirty-four gallons." (Johnson.)

2. Dry Measure. In this case also different

articles have barrels of different capacity to

teat their bulk. *' A barrel of Essex butter

contains one hundred and six pounds; of

Suffolk butter, two hundred and fifty-six. A
barrel of herrings should contain thirty-two

gallons wine measure, holding usually a thou-

sand herrings." (Johnson.)
" Several colleges, instead of limiting their rents to

aoerU.iu uuin, prevailed with their tenants to p»y the
price of so many barrels of corn, aa the market went

"

—Swift.

T In America the contents of a barrel are

regulated by statute. Thus, a barrel of flour

in New York contains 196 to 228 lbs., or

228 lbs. net weight. Generally speaking, the

American barrel contains from 28 to 31 gallons.

IX Mech. : The cylindrical part of a pulley.

III. Horology:

1. The barrel ofa watch : The hollow cylinder

or case in which the mainspring works. It is

connected with a chain by the fusee, by the

winding of which the chain is unrolled from
the cylinder, with the effect of winding the
mainspring.

2. The chamber of a spring balance.

IV. Campanology : The sonorous portion of

a bell.

V. Anatomy. Barrel of the Ear: A cavity

behind the tympanum, covered with a fine

membrane.

*ft The belly and loins of a horse or cow are

technically spoken of as the barrel.

"The priceless animal of grand symmetrical form,
Bhort legs, a round barrel. "—Sidney : Book of the Horse.

VI. Nautical:

1. The main piece of a capstan.

2. The cylinder around which the tiller-

ropes are wound.

VII. Music: The cylinder studded with pins

by which the keys of a musical instrument
are moved. [Barrel-organ.]

barrel-bellied, barrel bclly'd, a.

Having a large and protuberant belly. (See V.)

" Dauntless at empty noises, lofty neck'd,
Sharp-headed, barrel-belly d, bruadly-back'd."

Dryden : Virgil, O. lit

barrel-bird, s. A local name for the

Long-tailed Tit {Acredula caudata), from the

shape of its nest.

barrel-bulk, s. A measure of capacity.

^Barrel, B., 1. 2.]

barrel-drain, s. A cylindrical drain.

barrel fever, s. Disease produced by
immoderate drinking. (Vulgar.) (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.)

barrel-head, s. The head of a barrel.

barrel-organ, s. An organ consisting of

a cylindrical barrel with pins, the revolution

of which opens the key-valves and plays the

instrument. The street-organ is of this type.

barrel-pen, s. A steel pen which has a

split cylindrical shank adapting it to slip

upon a round holder.

barrel pump, s. The piston-chamber

of a pump.

bar reL v.t. [From barrel, s. (q.v.) In Fr.

embarUler.} To put in a barrel.

" Barrel up earth, and sow some seed In it, and put
it In the bottom of a pond."

—

Bacon,

t bar -rel-et, s. [Barru let. ]

bar relied, pa. par., adj., & in compos.

[Barrel, v.]

A. & B. As past participle <t adjective

:

1. Put or packed in a barrel.

2. Shaped like a barrel.

C. In compos. : Having a barrel or barrels :

as, "a five-barrelled revolver."

bar'-rel- ling, pr. par., a., &L8, [Barrel, v.t.]

A* & B. As pr. par. & a. : In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of putting in barrels

;

the state of being put in barrels.

bar'- rcn, * bar- rein, * bar reine,
* bar eine, * bar eyn, * bar eigne
(eigne as en), a. & s. [Norm. Fr. barein;

O. Fr. barraigne, brahaigne, brehaigne, brehaine,

brehange = sterile ; Ann. brekhan = sterile.]

A. As adjective

:

Ju Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) Of the human race, or of the inferior ani-

mals: Unable to produce one's kind, or not

actually producing it ; sterile, unfruitful, un-
proliflc

"... and his wife was barren, and bare not*

—

Judg. xiii. 2.

" There shall not be male or female barren among
you, or among your cattle. "

—

Deut. vii. 14.

(2) Of plants: Not prcducing fruit ; as "the
barren fig-tree."

" Violets, a barren kind,
Wither'd on the ground must lie."

Wordsworth; Foresight.

(3) Of the ground : Not fertile, sterile, not
yielding abundant crops.

"... the situation of thia city is pleasant ; but th
water is naught, and the ground barren."—i Kings
ii. 19.

" Telemachus is far from exalting the nature of hlfl

country ; he confesses it to be barren."—Pope.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Of the mind : Not intellectually pro-

ductive, uninventive, dull.
" There be of them that will make themselves laugh,

to Bet on some quantity of barren spectators to laugh
too."—Shakesp. : Hamlet, iii.2.

(2) Of things in general:

(a) Unproductive, not bringing with it any-

thing beyond itself ; not descending from
father to son.

" Upon my head they plac'd a fruitless crown,
And put a barren sceptre in my gripe."

Shakes?. : Macbeth, iii. L

(&) Scanty, not copious ; deficient ; wanting
in number or quantity. (In construction fol-

lowed by of.)

" The forty-three years of his reign are aa barren of

events as they are of names."—Lewis: Early Roman
Bist. (1B55), chap, h., | 18,

II. Botany

:

A barren flower: (1) A flower which has
only stamina, without a pistil : example, tht

males of monoecious and of dioecious plants.

(2) Having neither stamina nor pistil : ex-

ample, some flowers in certain grasses and
sedges.

B. As substantive

:

1. In the States west of the Alleghany: A
tract of land rising a few feet above the level

of a plain, and producing trees and grass.

The soil of these " barrens " is not barren, as

the name imports, but often very fertile, it

is usually alluvial, to a depth sometimes of

several feet. (Webster.)

2. Any unproductive tract of land, as "the
jtine-barrens of South Carolina." (Webster.)

[Pine-Barren.]

barren-flowered, adj. Having barren

flowers.

barren-Ivy, s. Creeping ivy which does

not flower.

barren-land, s. Unfertile land.

barren-money, s.

Civil Law : Money not put out to interest

or so traded with as to yield an income.

barren-spirited, adj. A person of a

spirit incapable of effectiiig anything high or

important.

"A barren-spirited fellow ; one that feed*
On abjects, orts, and imitations :

Which, out of use, and stal'd by other men,
Begin his fashion."

Shakesp. : Julius Ctesar, It. L

bar'-ren-l^, adv. [Eng. barren ; -ly.] In a

barren manner, with the absence of fertility,

unfruitiully.

bar rcn ness, * bar -ren-nesse, s. [Eng.

barren; -ness.]

L Literally

:

1. Of the human race, the inferior animals, or

plants : The quality of being barren, inability

to procreate offspring, or the state of being

without offspring.
" I pray'd for children, and thought barrenness

In wedlock a reproach."—Milton : Samson Agon.

2. Of the ground : Infertility, sterility, in-

capability of yielding heavy crops.

" Within the self-same hamlet lauds have divers

degrees of value, through the diversity of their fer-

tility or barrenness."—Bacon.

II. Figuratively:

1. Of the mind: Want of inventiveness,

inability to produce anything intellectual.

"... a total barrenness of invention."—Dryden.

2. Of the heart: Absence of proper moral or

spiritual emotion.

"The greatest saints sometimes are fervent, and

sometimes feel a barrenness ot devotion."—Taywr.

3. Of things in general : Deficiency of matter

or of interest.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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"The importunity of our adversaries hath con-

strained us longer to dwell than the barrenness of bo

poor a canoe could have seemed either to require or to

admit* "—Hooker.

bftr'-ren-'wdrt, s. [Eng. barren, and wort

= herb.] The English name of Epimedium, a

genus of plants belonging to the order Ber-

beridaceBe (Berberids). This is a nominally
British species, the Alpine Barrenwort (Epi-

metlium alpinum), which grows in some sub-

alpine woods, but only when planted It

has a creeping rhizome, a twice ternate stem-
leaf with cordate leaflets, reddish flowers in

panicles, with inflated nectaries, four sepals,

eight petals, four stamina, and curious anthers.

bar-ret, s. [In Fr. barrette; Prov. barreta,

berreta, birret; Sp. birreta, birrete ; Ital. ber-

retta; Low Lat. barretum, birretum, dimin. of

Lat. l/irrus = a woollen overcoat used to keep
off rain.] [Biretta.J A cap formerly worn
by soldiers.

barret-cap, barret cap. The same as

Barret (q.v.).
" Old England* si mi. St. George's cross,

His barret-cap did grace."
Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, ill, 1*.

bar-ret --te'es, $. A kind of plain silk.

(Knight.)

* bar'-r€t-er (1), s. [Barrator.]

* bar'-rSt-er (2), s. [Barrister.]

t bar'-ret-rjf, *. [Barratry.]

t barr'-ful, a. [Barful. ]

bar-ri ca de, t bar-ri-ea'-do, *. [In Sw.
barrikad; Dut. & Ger. barrikade; Dan. &
Fr. barricade ; Sp. barricada ; Ital. barricata.

From Fr. barrique ; Prov. barriqua ; Sp. &
Fort, barrica = a cask ; casks having ap
parently formed the original barricades.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : A hastily-formed rampart of casks,

earth, trees, logs of wood, paving-stones,
waggons, or other vehicles, designed to im-
pede the advance of a suddenly declared foe.

J The word came into the language in the
form barricade, but is now more frequently
spoken and written barricade.

"... No barrieado for a belly.
-

Shaketp.; Winter's Tale. i. 2.

" The access was by a neck of land, between the sea
on one part, and the harbour water, or inner sea, on
the other; fortified clean over with a strong rani pier
and barrieado."—Bacon.
"... to make the security still more complete by

throwing a barricade across the stream . .
. "—Macau-

lay: HUt. Eng.. chap. xil.

2. Fig. : Anything designed to prove an
obstruction, or which actually proves such.

"There must be such a barricade as would greatly
annoy or absolutely stop the currents of the atmo-
sphere."—Dorham.

B. Naval Architecture : A strong wooden
rail supported by stanchions extending across
the fore-part of the quarter-deck in ships of
war. The vacant spaces between the stan-

chions are usually filled with rope mats,
corks, or pieces of old cable ; and the upper
part, which contains a double rope netting
above the rail, is stuffed with hammocks, as a
defence against small shot in a naval action.

bar -rI- cade, t bar-ri-ca'-do, v. t. [From
barricade, s. (q.v.). In. Ger. barUcadeeren

;

Fr. barrleader.]

1. Lit.: To form a barricade, to throw up
a hastily-constructed rampart of earth, trees,

paving-stones, waggons, or other vehicles, with
the view of obstructing the progress of an
enemy ; any barrier raised for a defence ; an
obstruction raised to keep a crowd from press-

ing forward unduly, or to preserve a spot
sacred from their intrusion.

"All the great avenues were barricaded."—Macau-
lay : JJitt. Eng., ch. 10.

If Like the substantive, this also first en-
tered the English language in the form barri-
tado.

" Fast we found, fast shut,
The dismal gates, and barricadoed strong.

Milton : P. L., 6k. viiL

2. Fig. : To obstruct in any way by means
of physical obstacles.

" A new volcano continually discharging that
matter, which, being till then barricaded up and im-
prisoned in the bowels of the earth, was the occasion
of very great and frequent calamities."— Woodward.

bar ri-ca'-ded, bar rica'-doed, pa.
par. & a. [Barricade, v.\

bar-rl cad er, & [Eng. barricade), v. ; -er.]

One who barricades.

barrica d ing, bar-ri ca-do-ing, pr.

par. [Barricade, v.]

b&r'-rle, s. [A.S. bcer= bare. In Sw. bar. So
called because it is placed next to the body.]
A kind of half-petticoat, or swaddling cloth of

flannel, in which the limbs of an infant are

wrapped for defending them from the cold.

(Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

bar'-rl-er, * bar-ri-e're, * bar-re re, s.

& a. Formerly pronounced sometimes with
the accent on last syll. [In Fr. barriere;

Prov. & Ital. barriera; Sp. barrera.] [Bar.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language-:

1. Literally:

(1) A physical obstruction of any kind
erected to bar the progress of a person or
thing, to constitute a boundary line, or for

any similar purpose. Specially—

t (a) A fortification, a strong place ; a wall
raised for defence, a fortified boundary-line.

a peace."—Swift.

(b) Any obstruction raised to prevent a foe,

a crowd, 4c, from passing a certain point;
anything designed to fence around a privileged
spot, or to mark the limits of a place, as, e.g.,

a tiltyard, the gateway of a Continental town.
" The list*' dread barriers to prepare.
Against the morrow's dawn.

'

Scott ; Lay qf the Last Minstrel, v. 9.

(2) Anything natural which similarly fur-

nishes defence, impedes movement, or pro-
duces separation.

" Safe tn the love of heav'n, an ocean flows
Around our realm, a barrier from the foes."

Pope.
**.

. an Invisible barrier, two yards in width.
separated perfectly calm air from a strong blast."

—

Darwin : voyage round the World, ch. xxl.

2. Fig. : Anything immaterial which hinders
advance or produces separation.

(1) A mentally-formed obstacle, obstruction,
or hindrance.

" If you value yourself as a man of learning, you are
building a most impassable barrier against improve-
ment."— Watts.

(2) A mentally-formed boundary, limit, or
line of division or separation.

" And fix, muse, the barrier of thy song
At CSdipus."—Pope: Statiue.

" How instinct varies in the grovelling swine,
Compar'd, half-reas'niug elephant ! with thine:
Twist that and reason what a nice barrier I
For ever tep'rate, yet for ever near."

—

Pope.

IX Fortification : A palisade, stodkade, or
other obstacle raised in a passage or retrench-
ment as a defence against an enemy. (James.)

B. As adjective : Impeding, standing in the
way ; intercepting anything.

"... the barrier mountains, by excluding the sun
for much of his daily coarse, strengthen the gloomy
impressions."—De Quincey : Works (ed. 1883), vol. ii.,

p. 83.

barrier-gate, s. A heavy gate to close
the opening through a barrier. (Goodrich <t

Porter.)

barrier-like, a. Like a barrier.
" There Is a simplicity In the barrier-like beach."—

Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch. xx.

barrier-reefs, s. pi. Darwin's second
great class of coral reefs. In these the wall
of coral runs nearly parallel to the coast of a
continent or large island, but at some distance
from the shore ; in this latter respect differ-

ing from fringing or skirting reefs, which are
in contact with the land. There is a vast
barrier-reef along the north-eastern coast of
Australia.

" Before explaining how atoll-formed reefs acquire
their ]>eeuliar structure, we must turn to the second
great class, namely, Barrier+rcefs.

"

—Darwin; Voyage
round the World, ch. xx.

* "bar'-ri-ket, s. [Dimin. of Fr. barrique ='a
hogshead, a tun, a butt.] A firkin.

" Barrot, a ferkln or barriket"—Cotgraxe.

bar-ring, pr. par., a., & s. [Bar, v.]

A. & B. As present participle £ participial

.adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

•f It is sometimes used in familiar language
as a preposition ; for example, "barring (i.e.,

excluding, excepting) undetected errors in

the addition, the account should come to so
much."

C. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Exclusion by means of a bar placed
across a door.

2. Fig. : Bxclusion of any kind, by what-
ever process effected.

IX Her.: The same as Barky or Barrult
(q.v.). (Chaucer.)

barring-OUt, s. An act of rebellion occa-
sionally committed by school-boys. It*eonsista

in locking and, if need be, barricading the
door against the entry of the teacher.

" Not school-boys at a barring-out,
Rais'd ever such incessant rout."

Swift : Journal of a Modern Fine Lady.

bar-ring-td'-ni-a, s. [Named after the Hon.
Dames Barrington, F.R.S., &c]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the type of the
order Barringtoniaceaj (Barringtoniads). Brtr-

ringtonia speeiosa is a splendid tree wh ch
grows in the East Indies. It has long, wed .re-

shaped coriaceous leaves, and large, handso ne
purple-and-white flowers. The fruit is a
drupe, the seeds of which, mixed with bait,

inebriate fish in the same way that Cocculut
indicus does.

bar-ring-td-ni-a'-eS-» (Lindley), bar-
ring-td'-ni-e-» (De Ca)id.), (both Latin),

bar-ring to m ads (Eng.), s. pi. [Bar-
kin( stoma. ] An order of plants classed by
Lindley under his 53rd or Grossal Alliance.
Formerly they were regarded as a sub-order of
Myrtacere, from which, however, they differ

in having alternate undotted leaves. Sepals,
4—5

;
petals, 4—5 ; stamens indefinite ; ovary

inferior, 2, 4—5 celled ; ovules, indefinite

;

style, simple ; stigma, capitate ; fruit, fleshy.

Habitat, the tropics of the Old and New
Worlds. In 1847, the known species were
twenty-eight. [For the properties of the
various species see Stravadium, Custavia,
and Careya.]

bar'-ris-ter, *bar'-ra^ter,*l>ar'-reVer
(2), s. [Apparently from bar, referring to the
fact that a barrister pleads at the bar. Other
etymologies have been given.] A member of
the legal profession who has been admitted
to practise at the bar ; a counsellor-at-law.
[Counsellor, Counsel.] In old law books
barristers were styled apprentices, apprenticii
ad legem, being regarded as mere learners, and
not qualified to execute the full office of an
advocate till they were of sixteen years' stand-
ing ; now a barrister of ten years is held com-
petent to fill almost any kind of office. No
one who has not been called to the bar can
plead in the Superior Courts at Westminster,
or, as a rule, in any court presided over by
a superior judge. Formerly a distinction
was drawn between utter (= outer) barristers,

who on public occasions in the Inns of
Court were called from the body of the hall
to the first place outside the bar, whilst
the benchers and readers were called inner.

In the Inns of Court a distinction was for-

merly drawn between Inner Banisters, who
on public occasions occupied a place on a
raised dais separated from the rest of the hall
by a bar, and Utter(\.e., Outer) Barristers, who
were called from among the students to the
Grst place outside the bur. The distinction
has long been abolished, the term barrister

being now used for what were formerly termed
Inner Barristers, whilst the Outer Barrister$
have sunk again into the rank of students,
from which they were taken. In Queen Eliza-

beth's reign the Outer Barristers were allowed
to practise in law courts, but under most
other English sovereigns they simply took
part in readings and moots at the Inns of
Court. A now obsolete regulation, made in

1603, required that no one should be allowed
to study for the bar unless he were a gentle-

man by descent ; but at least since 1762,
study for the bar has been open, on certain
conditions, to any member of the community.
A barrister can be disbarred, appeal, however,
being allowed him to the judges. The Irish

bar is regulated almost exactly like that of
England. In Scotland there is a difference
of name, barristers being called advocates.

In America Attorney is the ordinary term.

* bar'-ron-& *. [Barony.]

bar'-row(l), *bar'-u, 5. [A.S. &carfc (genit.

bearges), bearug = a barrow pig, a porker ; N.H
Ger. barch, borch ; O.H. Ger. barch, barug

;

Sp. verraco ; Sansc. bardha, uxtrdha = a
hog. (See also Pork.) Dr. Brewer, in his

Phrase and F'able, says :
" A barrow pig : A

baronet : so called because he is not looked

toll, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, ononis, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xeuophon, exist, -ing.

-dan, -tian m shan. tion, -sion, cioun = shun ; tion, -slon = zhun. -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die. &c = bel, aeL
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upon as a nobleman by the aristocracy, nor as
a commoner by the people. In like manner a
barrow pig is neither male nor female, neither
hog nor sow."] A boar, especially if castrated.
(0. Eng.)

"... and hadde an vatte baru ynome.**
Rob. Gloucee., p. 807. \S. in Boucher.)

H Webster says that although obsolete in
England, the word in this sense is still in
common use in America. The former asser-
tion is not quite accurate, for Stevens shows
that it figures iu the glossaries of East Anglia
and Exmoor.

barrow grease, * barrowes greccc,
«. Hog's-lard.

"For a nwi-flmmt or a red-pimpled face, 4 oi. of

* barrow hogge, s. The same as Bar-
sow (1) (q. v.).

" His life was tike a barrow-kogff*.
That liveth msnr a day.

Yet never once doth any good
Until men will him slay."

Percy Rrli>tuet, i. SOS. {Boucher.)

baiTOW-pig, s. The same as Barrow
(l)(q-v.).

"GorTet, a little sheat or ftarrow-jrfp."

—

Cotfraot.

barrow-swine, s. The same as Bakrow
(l)(q.v.).

". . . the gall of a barrow-twine."—A Thoutand
Notable Thing*, p. 68. (Boucher.)

bar'-POW (2), s. [A.S. berewe — d> wheel-bar-
row ; from beren, beoran = ... to bear, to
carry. In Sw. bor = a barrow, a bier; Dan.
•or = barrow ; Dut. berrie; Ger. bahre. Cora-
ire bier (q.v,).]

A. Ord. Lang. : Any kind of carriage movedW the hand. Specially—

1. A hand-barrow, a frame of wood with
two shafts or handles at each end, carried by
men ; also as much as such a vehicle will
hold.

" Have I lived to be carried in a basket like a barrow
of butcher's offal, and thrown into the Thames?"—
Shaketp. : Merry Wive* of Windsor, Hi 5.

2. A wheel-barrow, a small cart with one
wheel placed in front, and handles in the rear,

by grasping which one can trundle the barrow
before him. It has two uprights to support
it when stationary.

" No barrow"* wheel
Shall mark thy stocking with a miry trace. "—Gay.

B. Salt manufacture: A conical basket em-
ployed at Nantwich and Droitwich for the
reception of wet salt till the water has drained
from it..

"A barrow containing six pecks .

nets MS. Glou. {8. in Boucher.)
-White: Ken-

barrow-tram, s, (Scotch.)

1. Lit. : The shaft of a wheel-barrow.

2. Fig. (in a jocular sense) : A raw-boned
person.

"... gather your wind and your senses, ye black
barrow-tram o* the kirk that ye are."—Scott : Guy
Mannering. ch. xlvL

bar -row (3), *. [A. 8. beorh, beorg = a hill, a
mountain, a rampart, a citadel, a heap, burrow
or barrow, a heap of stones, a place of burial

;

from beorgan -= to protect or shelter, to fortify.
Compare also bearo = a barrow, a high or hilly
place, a grove, a wood, a hill covered with
wood, &c] An artificial mound or tumulus,
of stones or earth, piled up over the remains
of the dead. Such erections were frequently
.'made in ancient times in our own land, and
they are met with also in many other countries,
both in the Old and New Worlds. In Scotland
they are called cairn*. When opened they are

BARROW. (SILBURY HILL, WILTS.)

often found to contain stone cysts, calcined
bones, Ac. Burial in barrows commencing
amid the mists of remote antiquity seems to

BARRY BKSDY.

have been practised as late as the 8th century
A.D. One of the finest barrows in the world
is Silbury Hill, Wiltshire, near Marlborough.
It is 170 feet in perpendicular height, 316
along the slope, and covers about five acres of
ground. [Cairn, Cist.]

"... where stillness dwells
"Mid*t the rude barrow and the moorland swells.
Thus undlsturb'd." Bemani . Dartmoor.

bar' -row-man, s. [Eng. barrow; man.]
One who carries stones, mortar, &c. , on a hand-
barrow, to masons when building. (Scotch.)

"I will give yon to know that old masons are the
best barrownen."—Peril* of Man, li. 386. (Jamieton.)

bar'-rul-et, t bar'-rel-St, *. [Dimin. of

Eng. bar (q.v.). " A little bar."]

Heraldry : One-fourth of a bar ; that is, a
twentieth part of the field. It is seldom or
never borne singly. It is sometimes called
also a Bracelet. When they are disposed in
couples, barrulets are bars-gemels (q.v.).

t bar-rnl-gt'-t^, a. [From Eng. barrulet

(q.v.).] Having the field horizontally divided
into ten or any number of equal parts. Barry
is the term more commonly used. [Barry.]

bar'-rul-^, a. [Dimin. of barry (q.v.).] The
same in signification as Barry (q.v.).

bar'-r^, a. & s. [Eng. bar; -ry.]

A. As adjective (Her.): Having the field
divided, by means of
horizontal lines, into
a certain number of
equal parts. [Bar.]

B. As substantive

(Her.): The division of
the field by horizontal
lines into a certain
number of equal parts.

It is called also Bar-
ruly. Chaucer terms
it barring.

T[ The following are
variations of this division of the field :

—

Barry bendy : The term used when a field

is divided bar-wise and bend-wise also, the
tinctures being countercharged. (Gloss, of
Her.)

Barry bendy sinister: A combination of barry
and bendy sinister.

Barry bendy dexter and sinister : A combi-
nation of barry and bendy dexter and sinister.

It is called also Barry Lozenoy.
Barry lozengy : The same as the last.

Barry pily: Divided into an equal number
of pieces by piles placed horizontally across
the shield.

* bars, 5. )>l. The old name of a game. [Bar,]

* barse, s. [Basse.]

bars gem -el, s. pi [From Eng. bar (q.v.),

and gemel = a pair ; from Lat. gemellus =
twin.] [Bar.]

Her. : A pair of bars ; two horizontal bars
on a field, at a short distance from each other.

bar sow-ite, s. [Named from Barsovskoi,
in the auriferous sands of which it occurs.]
A mineral, a variety of Anorthite, of a granular
texture. Hardness, 5*5-6; sp. gr., 2*74-2*75

;

lustre, pearly ; colour, snow-white. Compos.:
Silica, 48*71 ; alumina, 33*90 ; magnesia, 1*54

;

lime, 15*29 = 99*44. (Dana.)

* barst, * berst, pret. of v. [Burst.]
"And slou to grounde vasteynouaud bartte mony a

sselde."— Hob. Glouc. p. 487.

" Atte laste thorn atnmge dun tes hyi suerd bertt atao.

"

Ibid.,
i-. MO.

•[ Still used in North of England. (S. in
Boucher.)

bar'-ter, v.t. & i. [In O. Ft. barater, bareter
= to truck, to exchange, to cheat in bargain-
ing or otherwise ; Sp. baratar = to truck ;

baratear = to bargain ; Ital. barattare.] [Bar-
ter, *. ; Barrator.]

A. Transitive : To exchange one thing for
another. (It generally implies that this il not
done through the medium of money.)

(a) Literally

:

"... the inconvenience and delay (if not the im-
possibility) of finding some one who baa what you
want, and Is wilting to barter it f
J. 8. Mill : Polit. icon.

t for what you have."—

(6) Halffiguratively

:

" Convenience, plenty, elegance, and arts

:

But view them closer, craft and fraud appear.
Ken liberty Itself is bartered here."

Goldsmith : The Traveller.

*»J To barter away : Nearly the same as to
barter ; but special prominence is given to
the fact that what one thus exchanges passes
out of his possession and is lost to him in
future. (Often used, but not always, when one
sells what he should have retained, or has
made a bad bargain.)

"If they will barter awny their time, raethtnki
they should at least have some ease in exchange."

—

Dr. B. More : Decay of Piety.
" He also bartered away plums, that would have

rotted in a week, for nuts that would last good for his
eating a whole year.*'—Locke.

B. Intrans. : To exchange one thing for
another. [See the verb transitive.] (Lit. dt

half-figuratively.)
" As If they scorn'd to trade and barter.
By giving or by taking quarter."—Budibrat.

" A man has not everything growing upon his soil,
and therefore is willing to barter with his neighbour.—Collier.

bar'-ter, *. [From Eng. barter, v. (q.v.). In
Ital. baratto. Compare Sp. barata and bara*
turn = a low price.] [Barrator.]

1. The act or operation of exchanging one
article for another, without the employment
of money as the medium of exchange.

"... the operation of exchange, whether conducted
by barter or through the medium of money, . . .'—J.
S. MUX: Potit. Scon., bk. I., eh. v.. f ».

2. The article which is given in exchange
for another.

" He who corrupteth English with foreign words is
as wise as ladies that change plate for china ; for
which the laudable traffick. of old clothes is much the
fairest barter.'—Fetton.

3. A rule of arithmetic, by which the values:
of commodities of different kinds are conk
pared.

bar -tered, pa. par. & a. [Barter, v.t.]

bar'-ter-er, s. [Eng. barter; -er.] One who
barters ; one who exchanges commodities fop
each other. (Wakefield.)

bar'-ter-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Barter, v.]

* bar'-ter-*^, s. [Eng. barter ; -y.] The act
or operation of exchanging one article for
another.

" It is a received opinion, that in most ancient ages
there was only bartery or exchange of commodities
amongst most nations. —Camden ; Remain*.

Bar thol o mew (ew as *d), s. k a. [Or.

BapdoAofiauoc (Bartholomaios) ; Aram. "*pS**1 ^3

(Bar Tolmai) m son of Tolmai ; or *pSn n*J

Bar Talmai) = son of Talmai.]

A. As substantive ;

1. TheoL & Ch. Hist. : One of the twelve
apostles of Jesus. He was probably the same
as Nathanael. (Matt. x. 3 ; Mark iii. 18 ; Luke
vl 14 ; Acts i. 13.)

2. Hist. The Bartholomew: A name often
given to the Massacre of St. Bartholomew.
[Bartholomew's Tide.]

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the apostle
Bartholomew, or to any institution, time, or
occurrence called after his name. [See the
compounds which follow.]

Bartholomew Fair, Bartlemy
Fair (Vulgar). A celebrated fair which was
long held in Smithfield at Bartholomew-tide.
The charter authorising it was granted by
Henry I. in 1153, and it was proclaimed for
the last time in 1855.

Bartholomew pig.

1. Literally: A roasted pig, sold piping hei
at Bartholomew Fair. The Puritans were
against this feature of the fair as well as the
fair itself.

" For the very calling it a Bartholomew pig. and to
eat it so, is a spice of idolatry."—Ben Jonton: Bart.
Fair, i. 6.

2. Fig. : A fat, overgrown person.
"Thou . . . little tidy Bartholomew boAT-pig."—

Shakeep. I 2 Ben. I V., li. t.

Bartholomew's Hospital, more gene-
rally St. Bartholomew's Hospital. A
celebrated London hospital and medical
school, on the south side of Smithfield, be-
lieved to have been founded as far back as
A.D. 1102, by Rahere, usually described as
having been a minstrel in the court of Henry I.

It is still a highly-flourishing institution. It

has recently been enlarged.

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go. pdt,

or. wore, wolf, worlt. who, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full- *ry, Syrian, re, oa = e. cy - a. qu = kw.
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Bartholomew's tide* The festival of

St. Bartholomew is celebrated on the 24th of

August, and St. Bartholomew's tide is the term
most nearly coinciding with that date.

% Two great historical events have occurred
on St. Bartholomew's day, one in France, the
ether in England.

(a) On the 24th of August, 1572, Paris dis-

graced itself by the atrocious and treacherous
massacre of the Admiral Coligny and an im-
mense multitude of less distinguished Hugue-
nots, one chief instigator of this crime being
the queen-mother, Catherine of Medicis, and
her son Charles IX., who became an accessory
before the event, lending it the sanction of

his royal name. A papal medal, with the in-

scription Hugenotorum strages, struck to corn-

nun iorate the event, was obtainable at Rome
till a few years ago. The crime of the 24th of

August, 1572, is generally called by Protestant
writers " the Massacre of St. Bartholomew,"
and sometimes in English narrative simply
"the Bartholomew."

(b) On the 24th of August, 1662, about 2,000

clergymen, unable conscientiously to sign

adherence to the Act of Uniformity, had to
leave their livings in the Church of England
and make way for others who could accept
that Act.

•bar'-tir, v.t. [Ger. barteeren = to exact a
fine.] To lodge, properly on free quarters.

(0. Scotch.)
" In the most eminent parts of the city they placed

three great bodies of foot ; the rest were put In small
parties and bartired in the several lanes and suspected
places."

—

Mercur. Caledon., Feb. 1, 186L, p. 21. [Jumie-
ton.)

bar tl-zan (Eng. A Scotch), *bar-tl-se''net

* ber-ti-se ne (0. Scotch), s. [O.Fr. bretesche

m wooden towers ; Ital. bertesca = a kind of
rampart or fenee of war, made upon towers,
to let down or be raised at pleasure ; a block-
house (AUieri) ; Low Lat. bretaschos, berUscce

= wooden towers. In its modern form oartU
tan the word was probably introduced by Sir
Walter Scott. The sense in which he used it was
unknown in mediaeval times. Dr. Murray calls

the word a " spurious antique."] [Brattice.]

1. Of castles or houses : A battlement on the
top of a house or castle. (Jamieson,)

BARTIZAN. (OLAMIS CASTLE.)

Specially : A small overhanging turret pro-
jecting from the angle on the top of a tower,
or from the parapet or other parts of a build-
ing. (Gloss, of Arch.)

" Ho near they were, that they might know
The straining harsh of each crossbow ;

On battlement and bartizan
Gleamed axe, and spear, and partizan."

Scott : Lay of the Latt Minstrel, It. 17.

2. Of cathedrals or churches: The battlement
Furrounding a spire or steeple or the roof of a
cathedral or church.

" That the mom afternoon the town's colours be pat
upon the bertisene of the steeple, that at three o'clock
the bells begin to ring, and ring on still, till his
Majesty comes hither, and passes on to Anstruther."
—Retard* Pittenweem, 1661. iStatiit. Ace, lv. 876.)
{Jamieton.)
" While visitors found access to the conrt by a pro-

jecting gateway, the bartizan or flat-leaved roof of
which was accessible from the terrace by an easy flight
of low and broad steps."—Scott: Bride of Lammer-
moor, en. xxii.

bartizan-seat, s. A seat on the bartizan.
41

ile passed the court-gate, and he oped the tower
grate.

And he mounted the narrow stair
To the bartizan-teat, where, with maids that on her

wait,
He found his lady fair."

Scott : The Xve of St. John.

i Bar'-tle-my Fair (tie= tel). [Bartholo-
mew Fair.]

bar-ton, * bcr ton, * bcr -tone, s. [A.S.

beretun — court-yard ; from here ~ barley, and
tun = a plot of ground fenced round or en-

closed by a hedge ; hence (1) a close, a field,

(2) a dwelling, house, yard, farm, (3) a village,

(4) a class, course, turn.]

1. The part of a manorial estate which the
lord of the manor kept in his own hand ; a
demesne. (Spelman.

)

*[ It is used in this sense in Devonshire
(Blount), and Cornwall (Cartw). In the first-

named county it also signifies a large as con-
tradistinguished from a small farm. (Mar-
shall.)

2. An area in the hinder part of a country
house where the granaries, barns, stables,

and all the lower offices and places appro-
priated to domestic animals belonging to a
farm are situated, and where the business of

the farm is transacted. (Spelman.)

3. A coop or place to keep poultry in, (Ker-

sey, Bailey, Phillips, &c.) (For the whole
subject see Boucher.)

Bar-ton, s. & a. [Compare barton (q.v.).]

A. As substantive ;

Gtog.t The name of many parishes and
places in England.

B. As adjectivt I

Barton beds, Barton series : A series of beds
laid bare in Barton Cliff, in England, in Hamp-
shire and the Isle of Wight. Lyell considers
them the equivalents in age and position of
the French Gres de Beauchamp, or Sables

Moyens. He places them at the base of the
Upper Eocene, immediately below the Headon
series, and just above the Bracklesham series

of the Middle Eocene. The Barton sands have
been classed by the Government surveyors as
Upper Bagshot, and the Barton clay as Middle
Bagshot, but Lyell considers the evidence
insufficient as yet completely to bear out
these precise identifications. (Lyell : Students
Manual of Geology, 1871, pp. 227, 233, &c.)

* bar'-ton-er, s. [O. Eng. barton (q.v.), and
•er.] One who manages reserved manorial
lands. [Barton (1).]

"And the persons who took care of and managed
such reserved lands were called bertonarii, i.e., bar-
tonert or husbandmen."—Boucher.

bar-td'-ni-a, s. [Named after Dr. B. S. Barton

of Philadelphia, an American botanist.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Loa-
BaceeB, or Loasads. The species are fine plants
with large white odoriferous flowers, which
open during the night

* bar'-tram, *. [In Ger. bertram. Corrupted

from Lat. pyrethrum; Gr. irvpeQpov (purethron)
= a hot spicy plant ; from imp (pur) = fire.

(Skinner.). J A plant, the PelUtory (Parietaria

officinalis). [Parietaria, Pellitory.] (Hig-
gins : Adaptation ofJunius's Nomenclator?)

^ Parietaria has no botanical affinity to
Pyrethrum. [Pyrethrum.]

bart'-si-a, s. [Named by Linnaeus after a

friend of his, Dr. John Bartsch, M.D., a
Prussian botanist.]

Botany: A genus of plants belonging to
the order Scrophulariaceae, or Figworts. The
calyx is four-cleft ; there is no lateral com-
pression of the upper lip of the corolla, whilst
the lower lip has three equal reflexed loltes.

Three species occur in Britain : the Bartsia
odontites, or Red Bartsia, which has reddish-
purple pubescent flowers, and is common ; B.
viscosa, or Yellow Viscid Bartsia ; and B.
alpina, Alpine Bartsia, which has large, deep
purplish-blue flowers.

* bar -u (1), *. [Barrow (1>

]

ba'-ru (2), 5. A woolly material found at the
base of the leaves of a particular palm-tree,
Saguerus saccharifer.

Bar-uch, s. [Heb. Tjnj, Baruk (= blessed)

;

Sept fiafiovx (Barouch).~]

1. Script. Hist. ; A son of Neriah, who was
a friend of Jeremiah's, and at least occasion-
ally acted as his amanuensis (Jer. xxxii. 12

;

xxxvi. 4, 17, 32 ; xliii. 6 ; xlv. 1 ; li. 59.)

2. Bibliog. : Two apocryphal books or letters
which have been attributed to the above-
mentioned Baruch.

(a) The first of these was nominally designed
to assure the tribes in exile of an ultimate
return to their own land. Its date seems to

have been the second century B.C., while the
real Baruch lived in the latter part of the
seventh—that is, about 500 years before.

(6) The second epistle, or book, was nomin-
ally designed to counsel those Jews who were
left in Palestine, during the time that their
brethren were in captivity abroad, to submit
to the Divine will. It was written probably
about the same date as the former one—i.e.,

the second century B.C.

bar -wise, adv. [From bar, and suff. -wise =i

manner or fashion.]

Her. : Horizontally arranged in two or more
rows.

bar-wood, s. [Eng. bar; wood.] An African
wood used in dyeing. It is the product of
Baphia nitida, a tree which belongs to the
sub-order CBesalpiniese.

bar-y-cen'-trlc, adj. [Gr. papw (barus) =
heavy, and Kcirpixd? (kentrikos) = of or from
the centre.]

Nat. Phil. & Geom. ; Pertaining to the centre
of gravity.

barycentrlo calculus. A kind of
calculus designed to apply the mechanical
theory of the centre of gravity to geometry.
It was first published by Mobius, Professor
of Astronomy at Leipsic. It is founded on
the principle of defining a point as the centre
of gravity of certain fixed points to which
co-efficients or weights are attached. It has
now been superseded by the method of tri-

linear and quadrilinear co-ordinates, to which
itself led the way.

bar-y-phd'-nl-a, s. [Gr. fapujumfo (baru-
phonia) ; from /3apv« (barus) = heavy, and
<t>ojinq (phone) = a sound, . . . the voice. ]

Med. : Heaviness, i.e. hoarseness of voice.

bar-y-strtfn'-tlan-ite (tl as sh), s. [In Ger„
barystrontianit. From Eng. baryta, and stron-
tfan(q.v.).] A mineral, called also Stromnite,
a variety of Strontianite. [See these words.]

bar'-yt,s. [In Ger. baryt.} [Baryta, Barite. J

The same as Barite (q.v.).

baryt harmotome, s. A mineral, the
same as Harmotome (q. v.).

ba-ry'-ta, *. [In Ger. baryt ; Fr. baryte ; Gr.

^apvryjc (barutes) — weight, heaviness
; /3apvf

(barus) ~ heavy.]

Chemistry : The monoxide of barium, BaO.
[Barium.] ,

1. Carbonate of Baryta

:

(a) Chemistry. [Barium.]

(b) Min. : The same as Witherite (q.v.)i

2. Carbonate of Lime and Baryta (Min.) : Tb»
same as Bromlite (q.v.).

3. Sulphate of Baryta

:

(a) Chem. [Barium.]

(b) Min. : The same as Barite (q.v.),

4. Sulphato-carbonate ofBaryta (Mineralogy):
Witherite encrusted by barite.

ba-ry'-tes, s. [Baryta.]

Min. ; The same as Barite (q.v.).

bar-yt'-lc, a. [Eng. baryt; He.] Consisting

in whole or in part of barytes
;
pertaining to

barytes. (Watts : Chemistry.)

ba-ry'-tine, ». [Eng., &c, baryt(a), and sunt

-ine. ]

Min. : The same as Barite (q.v.).

ba-ry'-tlte, * [Eng., Ac, baryt(a), and suflf.

'•ite = Gr. Ai'ftw (Uthos) — stone. ]

Min. : The same as Barite (q.v.).

ba-ry-t6-f in compos. Containing a certain

amount of barytum, now called Barium.
[Baryto-calcite, Baryto-celestite. ]

ba-ry-tS-car-c^te, s. [in Ger. baryto-calcU ;

from baryto, the form in composition of baryta
or barytes, and cakite (q.v.), Ger. calcit.]

1. A mineral, called also Bromlite (q.v.).

2. A monoclinic transparent or translu-

cent mineral, with a hardness of 4, a sp. gr.

of 3
-63-3 '66

; vitreous lustre, a white, gravish,

greenish, or yellowish colour. Composition ;

Carbonate of baryta, 06 3 ; carbonate of lime,

33
-

7 = 100. It occurs at Alston Moor, in

Cumberland.

boil, b6y; pout, Jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph -t.
-clan shan. -cion, -tion, -sion - shun ; -tion, siou zhun. -tious, -sums, -cious -shiis. -ble, -die, otc. = bel, del,
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ba^ry-to-celes'-tite, s. [Eng. baryto

;

celestite.] A mineral, called by Thomson
Baryto-sulphate of Strontia. It is found near
Lake Erie, iu North America.

bar'-y-tone, bar'-i-tone, a. & s. [In Ger.

bariton (s.) (Music), barytonum (Gram.); Ft.

baryton (&.); Port bariton (s.); Sp. <fc Ital.

baritono. FromGr. /3opyToi'o*(oarutoHOB)(adj.)

= (1) deep-sounding, (2) (Gram.") (see II.),

(3) (Rket.) emphatic : popvc (barus) = heavy,

and TOfw (Urnos) — a tone. ] [Tone. ]

A. As adj. : Having a deep heavy tone of

voices or instruments ; having the character

described under B., I. 1.

B. As substantive

;

L Music:

1. A male voice intermediate between a

bass and a tenor.

* 2. A stringed instrument invented in 1700,

but not now in use. It resembled the viol

da Gamba. (Penny Cycl.)

IL Greek Grammar : Not marked with an
accent on the last syllable. In such a case

the grave accent is understood.

* ba-ry'-tum, s. An old name for barium.

[Barium.]

ba -sal, a. [Eng. bas(e) ; -aZ.] [Base, «.]

A." Ord. Lang. : Pertaining to the base of

anything.
"... still continue to front exactly the tipper parts

of those valleys, at the mouths of which the original

basal fringing- reef was breached."—Darwin : Voyage
round the World, ch. xx.

B. Bot. : Situated at or springing from the

base of anything.

K In botanical Latin it is rendered basitaris,

though the etymological affinity between this

and basal is not close.

ba-salt, «. [In Dut & Ger. basalt; Ft. ba-

salts; Port basaltes, basalta; from laX. basaltes

(Pliny), said to have been derived from an
African word, and to have meant basaltoid

syenite, from Ethiopia or Upper Egypt.)

1. Gen. : Any trap rock of a black, bluish,

or leaden grey colour, and possessed of a

uniform and compact texture. (Lyell; Manual
o/GeoL, chap, xxviii.).

2. Spec. : A trap rock consisting of augite,

felspar, and iron intimately blended, olivine

also being not unfrequently present. The
augite is the predominant mineral ; it is,

sometimes, however, exchanged for horn-

blende, to which it is much akin. The iron

Is usually magnetic, and is, moreover, often

conjoined with titanium. Other minerals are

also occasionally present, one being labra-

dorite. It is distinguished from doleryte, or

dolerite, by its possessing chlorine dissemi-

nated through it in grains.

The specific gravity of basalt is 3'00. It

so much tends to become columnar that all

volcanic columnar rocks are by some people

called basalt, which is an error. There are

fine columnar basalts at the Giant's Cause-

way in the north of Ireland ; in Scotland at

BASALTIC COLUMNS.
Entrance to Fingal's Cave.

FIngal's Cave and other parts of the island

of Staffa ; and along the sides of many hills

in the old volcanic district of Western and
Central India. Non-columnar basalts may be
amorphous, or they may take the form of

volcanic bombs cemented together by a fer-

ruginous paste, or again they may be amygda-
loidal (bytU: Man. ofGeol., chap, xxviii., «c.)

ba sal tic, a. [Eng. basalt, suffix -ic; Ft.

basaltique.} Composed in greater or smaller

measure of basalt ; columnar, like basalt, or

in any other way pertaining to basalt.

"... which indicates with singular precision* the
age of some, at least, of the basaltic sheets . .

."—
buhe of Argyll: Q. Jour. GeoL Soc., vii. (1851), pt i.,

p. 100.

ba-salt' -I - form, a. [Eng. basalt, i, and form.

In Ger. basaltiformig.) Having the form of

basalt; columnar. (Maunder.)

basal -tine, s. [From Eng. basalt ; -ine.] A
mineral, which in the British Museum Cata-

logue is made identical with Hornblende,
whilst Dana considers it a synonym of Augite
and perhaps of Fassaite, two sub-varieties

classed under his 8th variety of Pyroxene,
that denominated " Aluminous Lime, Mag-
nesia, Iron Pyroxene."

ba-sal '-toid, a. [Lat. basaltes (Basalt), and
Gr. elSoc (eidos) = form, appearance.] Pre-
senting the appearance of basalt ; resembling
basalt ; having basalt in its composition.

"... basaltoid syenite, black Egyptian basalt"—
Smilh's Lat. Diet., Art. " Basaltes."

* ba -sari, * ba'-sen, s. [In Fr. basane; Low
Lat. basanium, bazan, bazana, bazanna, ba-

zenna.] The skin of a sheep tanned. [Ba-
sil (2).]

bas'-an-ite, s. [Lat. basanites; Gr. fiaaav-

irqs (basanites) = a touchstone, from pao-tu-oc

(basanos) = a touchstone.] A mineral, called

also Lydian Stone. It is placed by Dana as

one of his Crypto-crystalline varieties of Quartz.
It is a velvet black siliceous or flinty jasper.

If an alloyed metal be rubbed across it, the
colour left behind will indicate the nature and
the depth of the alloy ; hence arises the name
of Touchstone. [Jasper, Quartz.]

bas -a no-mel-ane, bas -a -nd-mel-an,
a [Gr. ftao-avas (basanos) = a touchstone, and
piAac (melas)= black. ] A mineral, according
to the British Museum Catalogue the same as

Ilmenite. Dana makes it his seventh variety

of Menaccanite, ranking Ilmenite as the third,

and Menaccanite proper as the fourth. Basa-
noraelane is a titaniferous haematite.

bas bleu (s silent), s. [Ft. has — a stocking
;

bleu = blue.] A " blue-stocking," originally

a lady more attentive to literature than to

personal neatness ; hence applied to any
literary lady. [Blue-stocking.]

bas'-cin ct, bas in et, bas'-sin-et,
- bas sen-et. *bas sen ette, *bas-
san ette (0. Eng.), * bas -san at, * bas-
san et, * bas -net (0. Scotch), s. [Ft. bas-

sinet, bacinet, dimin. of bassin, basin, bacin = a

basin. In Prov. basinet, basanet ; Sp. basinejo

;

Ital. bacinetto ; Low Ijit. bacinetum, basine-

tum.] [Basin.]

1. A light

helmet, gene-
rally without a
visor, which
receives its ap-
pellation from
the great simi-

larity which it

presents to a
basin. The spe-
cimen shown
in the illustra-

tion is from the
tomb of Sir H.
Stafford, A.D.
1450,in Broms-
grove Church,
and is adorned
with a rich
c r e s t-wreath. h*kji« «:.

(0. Eng. & Scotch.)

"A diadem of gold was set
Above his bright steel basinet.
And clasp'd within its glittering twins
Was seen the glove of Argentine."

Scott ; I.-'rd of the Infet, tL 18.

•'That like gentilman hafand ten pandis worth of

land or mare be sufficiently Lamest and suarmit with
baMianat sellat, quhite hat, torgeat, orpeissaue. hale

leg bar lies, swerd, spere. and dager."—Act* Jos. IV.,

1491 (ed. 1814), p. 226. {Jamieson.)

2, (Of the form bassinet)

:

(o) A species of geranium. (Parkinson.)

(b) A skin with which soldiers covered them-
selves. (Blount.) (S. in Boucher.)

bas' -exile, s. [Ft. bascule = sweep, see-saw,

counterpoise.] A balancing lever ; the plank

on which the culprit is laid on the guillotine.

bascule-bridge, s. A bridge balanced

by s> eonuterpofse, which rises or falls as the
bridge is lowered or raised.

base (1), * bace, * baas, a. & s. [Fr. bas;

Sp. baxo ; Port, baixo ; Ital. basso = low ; Low
Lat. bassus = thick, fat, short, humble.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

*1. Literally: Low in place. (Applied to
the position of one thing with respect to
another.)

" Ilir nose baas, her browes his."
Gower: Con/. Amant ., bk. L (Richardson.')

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Of individuals

:

(a) Occupying a humble position in society,

being as it were at or near the base of the
social pyramid.

"If the lords and chief men degenerate, what shall

be hoped of the peasants and baser people ? "Spenser :

Ireland.

(b) Illegitimate in birth, bastard.

" Why bastard t wherefore base
When my dimensions are so well compact,
My mind as generous, and my shape as true,

As honest madam's issue,"
Shakesp. : Lear, I. 3.

(c) With the slender influence or with the
moral qualities often seen in those who, being
at the base of the social pyramid or of ille-

gitimate birth, are looked down upon by the
proud and the unthinking. Mean, undigni-
fied, without independence of feeling.

" It could not else be, I should prove so bass
To sue and be denied such common grace."

Shakesp. : Timon, iii. S.

" Unworthy, base, and
Covfper: Friendship.

(2) Of communities : Politically low, without
power.

" And I will bring again the captivity of Egypt, and
will cause tbem to return into the land of Pathros,
into the land of their habitation ; and they shall be
there a base kingdom. It shall be the basest ot the
kingdoms; neither shall it exaltitself any more above
the nations : for I will dimmish them, that they -hall

no more rule over the nations."

—

Ezek. xxiz. 14, 15.

(3) Ofthings: Mean, vile, worthless Spec.

:

(a) Of metals: Of little value. (Often used of

the less precious metals in coins or alloys.

In the case of gold and silver coins or alloys,

all other metals combined with them are re-

garded as base, and a coin in which these

other metals are in undue quantity is said to

be debased.)
"A guinea is pore gold if it has nothing but gold ia

it, without any alloy or baser metal ."— Watts.

" He was robbed indirectly by a new issue oi

counters, smaller in size and baser in mate rial than
any which had yet borne the image and superscription

of James."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

(6) Of any other material thing, whether

occurring in nature or made by art : Inferior

in quality, of little value.

The harvest white plumb is a base plumb, and ths

white date plum are no very good plumbs. "—Bacon.
" Pvreicus was only famous for counterfeiting all

tow things, as earthen pitchers, a scullery."—Peacham.

(c) Of deportment : Suitable to a humble
position. [Base-humility ]

(d) Of moral conduct: Such as to involve

moral degradation.
** He had indeed atoned for many crimes by one

crime ooser than all the rest." — Macaulay : Eist.

Eng., ch. xx.

IX Law:
1. Suitable to be performed by persons of

low rank. [Base-services.]

2. Holding anything conditionally. Speci-

ally used of one holding land on some condi-

tion, not absolutely. [Base-tenant.] (Blade*

stone: Comment., ii. 9.)

(1) English Imw ;

(a) Base services : Under the feudal system

base services were such as were fit only for

peasants or persons of servile rank to perform,

as to plough the lord's land, to make his

hedges, &c. (Blackstone: Comment, ii. 5.)

(b) A base tenant is one holding land which

he will lose if a certain contingent event occur.

(Blackstone : Comment., bk. ii., ch. 9.)

Base tenure is the tenure by which land in

such circumstances is held. A base fee, called

also a qualified fee, is one with a qualification

attached to it, and which must be determined

whenever the qualification annexed to it is at

an end. If a grant be made to a person and

his heirs so long as he or his family occupies

a certain farm, this is a base tenure, for the

grant ceases if the farm be no longer occu-

pied by the grantee or his heirs. (Blackstone
*

Comment., bk. ii., ch. 9.)

&te, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pdfc

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », os ~ e ; £ - - c. qu kw.
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(2) Scots Law. Base rights are those which
are possessed by a person who has had feudal
property disponed to him by one who arranges
that it shall be held under himself and not
under his superior.

B. As substantive : That which is physi-
cally, socially, morally, or otherwise base

;

specially, that which is morally so.

"... Why brand they us
With bast t with baseness? bastardy? bate, bamf"

Shakeip. : tear, L 2.

Plural : Persons low or despised.

T Crabb thus distinguishes the terms base,

wile, and mean:—' Base is a stronger term
than vile, and vile than mean. Base marks a
high degree of moral turpitude : vile and mean
denote in different degrees the want of all

value or esteem. What is base excites our
abhorrence ; what is vile provokes disgust

;

what is mean awakens contempt. Base is

opposed to magnanimous ; vile to noble

;

mean to generous. Ingratitude is base ; it

does violence to the best affections of our
nature : flattery is vile; it violates truth in

the grossest manner for the lowest purposes
of gain ^compliances are mean which are de-
rogatory to the rank or dignity of the indi-

vidual."

base-born, a.

1. Bom out of wedlock.
" But see thy bate-born child, thy babe of shame,
Who, left by thee, upon our parish came."—Qay.

2. Of humble, though legitimate birth.
*' Better ten thousand bate-born Cades miscarry
Than you should stoop unto a Frenchman's mercy."

Shakeip. .- 2 Henry Yl., i v. S.

3. Mean.
"Shamest thou not, knowing whence thou art extraught,
To let thy tongue detect thy bate-born heart?"

Shakeip. : S Henry VI., li 2.

base-court, * base courte, * basse
Courte, s. [In Fr. basae-cour.] The court
lower than another one in dignity ; the outer
court of a mansion, the servants' court, the
back-yard, the farm-yard, the stable-yard.

^ The form basse-court is in Menage.
" Into the baie-court she dyd me then lede."

Percy Reliques, i. 10i. [Boucher.)
" My lord, In the base-court he doth attend.
To speak with you,"—Shakeip. : Jtich. 11., 111. &

* base dance, * bass-daunce (0. Eng.
«t Scotch), s. [Fr. baxse-dan$e.~\ A kind of
dance slow and formal in its motions, and
probably in the minuet style ; directly oppo-
site to what is called the high dance.

"It vas ane celeet recreation to behald ther lycht
lopene, galmouding, stend ling bakuart and forduart,
danaand bate dances, pauuans, galyardis, turdions,
braulis and branglis bntfons vitht nnray lychtdancia.
the quhilk ar oner prolixt to be rehersit

—

CampL o)
Scotland, p. 103. (Jamieton.)

* Then came down the Lord Prince and the Ladye
Cectll, and daunced two bass-dauncet."—Append. Co
Leland's Coll., v. 361. [Boucher.)

base-hearted, a. Having a low, mean,
Tile, or treacherous heart. (Webster.)

* base-humility, s. Subjection.

"But virtuous women wisely understand
That they were bom to bate-humility.
Unless the heavens them lift to lawful sovereignty."

Spenser : F. «., V. t. 85.

base-minded, a. Having a low, mean,
ficious mind, capable of morally low deeds.

*' It siguineth, as It seetneth, no more than abject,
bate-minded, false-hearted, coward, or nidget."—
Camden: Remaini.

base mindedly, adv. In a low, vile,

dishonourable manner. (Webster.)

base-mindedness, s. The quality of
being base-minded ; vileness of mind. (Sandys.)

base rocket or base dyer's rocket,
*. The English name given to a species of
mignonette, the Reseda lutea. It is a British

Slant, growing on waste plains and chalky
ills. It has yellow flowers.

base-souled, a. Having a low, mean
soul, capable of doing dishonourable deeds.

base-spirited, a. Having a low, mean,
vicious spirit (Baxter, in Worcester's Did.)

base (2), a. & s. [Bass (3).]

i-viol, s. [Bass-Viol.]

(V), s. & a. [In Sw. bas m base, pedestal

;

Dan., But., & Ger. t basis; Fr. & Port, base;
Prov. baza ; Sp. A Ital. basa, base ; Lat basis ;

Gr. Sao-ic (basis) = (1) a stepping, a movement,
(2) a step, (3) that with which one steps, a
foot, or (4) that on which he steps, a base,

a pedestal, a foundation ; fiatVw (baino) = to

walk.] [Basis.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The lowest part of anything, considered
as its support ; that part of anything on
which the remainder of it stands. (Used of

the lower part of a hill, or of a pillar, the
oedestal of a statue, Ac) [A., II. 1. (a).]

" Men of weak abilities in great places are like little

statues set on great baset, made the less by their
advancement."

—

Bacon.

2. That end of anything which is broad and
thick, as the base of a cone. [A., II. 8. (d).]

* 3. An apron.
" Bakers in their linen bates."—Martion.

4. That part of any ornament which hangs
down, as housings.

Phalastus was all in white, having his bates and
caparison embroidered."—Sidney.

5. The place from which racers or tilters

run ; the bottom of the field ; the career, the
starting-post.

. . to their appointed bate they went
w itli neating heart th' expecting sign receh
And, starting all at once, the barrier leave."

ting sign receive,
' ve."

JJryden.

XL Technically

:

L Architecture:

(a) The part of a column between the
bottom of the shaft and the top of the
pedestal. In cases in which there is no
pedestal, then the base is the part between
the bottom of the column and the plinth. [See
example from Dryden under A., I, l.J

Corinthian. Tuscan.
BASES OF COLUMNS.

(6) A plinth with its mouldings constituting
the lower part (that which slightly projects)
of the wall of a room.

2. Sailp.; The pedestal of a statue. [See
example from Bacon under A., I. 1.]

3. Geometry

:

(a) The base of an ordinary triangle is its

third side, not necessarily the one drawn at
the bottom of the diagram, but the one which
has not yet been mentioned whilst the two
others have. (Euclid, bk. i., Prop. 4, Enun-
ciation.)

(6) The base of an isosceles triangle is the
side which is not one of the equal two.
(Prop. 5, Enunciation.)

(c) The base of a parallelogram is the straight
line on which in any particular proposition
the parallelogram is assumed to stand. (Prop.
35.) It also is not necessarily drawn the
lowest in the figure. (Prop. 47.

)

(d) The base of a cone is the circle described
by that side containing the right angle which
revolves. (Euclid, bk. xi., Def. 20.)

(e) The bases of a cylinder are the circles de-
scribed by the two rotatory opposite sides of
the parallelogram, by the revolution of which
it is formed. (Def. 23.)

4. Trigonometry, Surveying, St Map-making.
A base or base-line is a straight line measured
on the ground, from the two extremities
of which angles will be taken with the view
of laying down a triangle or series of tri-

angles, and so mapping out the country to
be surveyed. The base or base-line, on the
correctness of which the accurate fixing of
nearly every place in Britain on the Ordnance
Maps depends, was measured on the sands of
the sea-shore, along the east side of Loch
Foyle, in the vicinity of Londonderry. Base-
lines have been laid widely in the United States,
in connection with the Coast Survey.

5. Fort. : The exterior side of a polygon, or
the imaginary line connecting the salient
angles of two adjacent bastions.

6. Ordnance; The protuberant rear-portion
of a gun, between the knot of the cascabel
and the base-ring.

7. Military : That country or portion of a
country in which the chief strength of one
of the combatants lies, and from which he
draws reinforcements of men, ammunition,
Ac. During the Indian mutiny and war of
1857 and 1858, the base of the operations for
the recovery of Delhi was the Punjaub.

8. Zool.: That portion of anything by which
it is attached to anything else of higher value
or signification. {Dana.)

9. Bot. : A term applied to the part of a leaf
adjoining the leaf-stalk, to that portion of a
pericarp which adjoins the peduncle, or tc
anything similarly situated.

10. Her. : The lower part of a shield, or,
more specifically, the width of a bar parted
off from the lower part of a shield by a hori-
zontal line. It is called also base-bar, baste,
and plain point. (Gloss, of Her.)

11. Chem. : A metallic oxide which is alka-
line, or capable of forming with an acid a salt,
water being also formed, the metal replacing
the hydrogen in the acid. Organic bases or
alkaloids are found in many plants ; they con-
tain nitrogen, and are probably substitution
compounds of ammonia. Artificial organic
bases are called amines. Bases soluble in
water render red litmus blue.

12. Dyeing : Any substance used as a mor-
dant. [Mordant.]
B. As adjective : Pertaining to the lower

part, the thickest end of anything, a mathe-
matical or trigonometrical base, or whatever
else is similar ; as a base-line. [A., II. 4.]

base-bag, «.

Baseball : A small stuffed bag which marks
the location of first, second, and third bases.

base-ball, «.

1. The very popular national ball game of
the United States; an evolution from the old
English game of Bounders. This game is

played by two teams of nine players each. A
diamond-shaped space, 90 feet square, is marked
out, whose angles are called bases ; the batsman
standing at the home base, the pitcher about
the centre of the diamond. After striking the
ball the batsman runs to first base, and on
successive strikes endeavors to run from base
to base until home base is reached, when he
seres a run. The fielders of the other team
seek to catch the ball in the air, when the
batsman is declared out ; or to throw it to a
base keeper, who endeavors to put the batsman
out by touching him with the ball before he
can reach the base. Nine innings constitute a

fame, and the side scoring the moat runs wins,
f the batsman fails to strike three balls fairly

delivered he must run or is put out. Four
unfair balls entitle him to a base. This game
is highly popular in this country, and the
membership of professional, college and ama-
teur clubs amounts to hundreds of thousands
of young men and boys.

2. The ball used in the game,

base bar,.s.

Her. [Base (1), A., II. 10.]

base hit, «.

Baseball: A hit which enables the batsman
to reach first base without being retired. A
two-base hit (also calied a "two-bagger") is

one which enables the batsman to reach second

base ; a three-base hit (" three-bagger ") is one
on which the batsman reaches third base.

base-line, «.

Geom. & Trig. [Base (1), A., II. 4.]

base-ring, *. A moulding on the breech

of a gun, between the base and the first rein-

force. (Knight.)

base (2) (plural ba ses), *. [Ft- oob =
bottom, feet, depth, end, lower part, ex-

tremity ; stocking, hose.]

In the plural

:

1. Armour for the legs.

*• And put before his lap a nspron white.

Instead of curiets and bates fit for fight.

Spemer : F. Q, V. V. tf.

2. Stockings.
" He had party-coloured silk bates of a rich mercer's

stuffe."—JtonomacMa (1618), p. 20.

base (3), *bays, *bars, *bar-rfs, «.

[Tht> form bars seems the older one, occurring

as early as the reign of Edward I. Bate is

apparently a corruption of it.] Formerly a

game for children, the full name of which was
PritonerU Bate or Prisoner's Bars.

boH, bo^; p6*ut, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -In*,

HjUn, -tlan = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -#lon m zhun. -tious, -clous, -clous = shns. -ble, -die, Ac = bel, dels
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•*, . . two (tripling*, lads more like to run
The country bate than to commit such slaughter."

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, v. 3.

base (1), v.t. [Contracted from Eng. debase

or from abase.} To debase ; to alloy by the
mixture of a less valuable metal,

" I am doubtful whether men have sufficiently re-

fined metals which we cannot bate- : aa whether iron,
braas, and tin be refined to the height"—Bacon.

base (2), v.t. [From Eng. base, $.]

1. To make a pike stand upon its base or

lower part, by applying the latter to the
ground ; or, more probably, to abase or lower it.

"Bated his pyke." — Plutarch (1579). {HalliweU:
Cotit. to Leii'\\

2. To found.
"... to verify the report on which his statement

ni bated."—Timet, Nov. 16, 1677.

* base (3), * basse, v.t. [From Base (2), s.\]

To apparel, to equip.

", , . apparelled and batted In lawny velvet."—
Ball: Henry VIII., an. 6. {Richardson.)

based (1) (Eng.), ba -sit (Scotch), pa. par. k a.

[Base (1), v.t.}

based (2), pa, par. & a. [Base (2), v.t]

* ba'-sel, *. [According to Dr. Murray an
error in Holinshed for baseling (q.v.).] An old

English coin abolished by Henry II. in 1158.

* base-lard, * bas'-la-erd, «. [In o. Sw.
basslare ; O. Teut hastier ~ a long dagger or

short sword.] A poniard or dagger, generally

worn dependent from the girdle. (& in
houclur.)

" Buckler* brode and swerdia long,

Baudrike with batelardit kene.
Suche tolea about ther neck the! hone."

Ploughman i Tale, in Wright't PoliU Poemt,\ SSL

IT The weapon with which Sir William de
Walworth slew Wat Tyler was a baselard,

which is still preserved with veneration by
the Company of Fishmongers, of whom Wal-
worth was a member. (S. in Boucher.)

base-less, * ba'se-le'sse, a. [Eng. base

;

-less. ] Without a base, with nothing to stand
upon.

" It mutt be accepted ... as an historical fact, or
rejected as baseless fiction."

—

Milman: Hist, of Jew,
3rd ed.. Preface, voL I* p. xvi.

* ba'se-ling, s. [Eng, base, a. ; dim. sutf.

-ling.) A base person or thing.

ba seT-la, s. [Malabar name.] Malabar
Nightshade, A genus of plants belonging to

the order Chenopodiacese (Chenopods). The
species Basella alba and B. rubra are twining
succulent plants, with smooth, fleshy leaves,

used in China and India as spinach plants.

B. rubra yields a very rich purple dye, which,
however, is difficult to fix.

ba sel la' ce as (Lot.), ba-sel'-lads {Eng.),

$.pl. [Basel.la.1 An order of perigynous exo-
gens, placed by Lindley in his Ficoidal Alli-

ance. It consists of plants like Ficoids, but
with distinct sepals, no petals, the fruit

enclosed in a membranous or succulent calyx,

a single solitary carpel, and an erect seed.
(Lindley.) All or nearly all tropical. In
1847 Lindley estimated the known species at
twelve.

base ly, adv. [Eng. base; -ly.} In a base
manner. Specially—

1. Born of low rank or out of wedlock, in

bastardy, illegitimately.
.

"These two Mltylene brethren, bately born, crept
out of a small galliot unto the majesty of great kings."
—Knollet.

2. In such a way as one looked down upon
In society might be expected to do ; meanly,
dishonourably.

" The king is not himself, but bately led
By flatterers." Shaketp. : Rich. II., li. 1.

" A lieutenant bately gave it up as soon as Essex In

his passage demanded it. '

—

Clarendon.

"... by him left

On whom he most depended, bately left,

Betray \1. deserted."
Cawper I On Finding the Seel of a Shoe,

ba'se-mSnt, s. & a. [Bng. base; -merit.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. & Med, : The lowest, outer-

most, or most fundamental part of a struc-

ture ; that above or outside of which anything
ts reared.

". . . the homogeneous simple membrane which
forms the batement of the skin and mucous mem-
brane. "—Todd i Bowman :

eh. i.. p. 60.

Physiol. A not., voL 1.,

2. Arch. <£ Ord. Lang. : The lower storey of a
building, whether constituting a sunken storey
or a ground floor. In ancient architecture the

basement was generally low, and had above it

a row of columns. It is still low in most
churches and other public buildings, but high
in private houses.

B. As adjective: Lowest, outermost, most
fundamental

"It consists, like the corresponding part of most
other glands, of two layers, an outer batement mem-
brane with which the vessels are in contact, and an
epithelium lining the interior."— Todd A Bowman:
Phytiol. Anat., vol. L, chap, xiv., p. 423.

basement-membrane, s.

Anatomy: A membrane lying between the
cutis and the epidermis of the skin.

" This expanse consists of two elements, a batement-
tissue composed of simple membrane, uninterrupted,
homogeneous, and transparent, covered by an epithe-
lium or pavement of nucleated particles. Underneath
the batement-membrane vessels, nerves, and areolar
tissue are placed."

—

Todd A Bowman ; Phyt. Anai.X 404.

basement-tissue, s.

Anat. : The tissue of which basement-mem-
brane is composed. (See an example under
Basement-Membrane.)

ba se ness (1), * ba se-nesse, s. [Eng.

base — low, and suffix -ness.} The quality of

being base or low, in place or in any other
respect. Specially—

L Of lovmess in place

:

1. The state or quality of being low in social

standing.

(a) Without imputation on the legitimacy of
the birth : Humble rank.

"So seldome seene that one in batenette set

Doth noble courage shew with curteous manners
met" Spenser : P. Q„ VL iii. L

(6) With such imputation: Illegitimacy of
birth, bastardy.

'*Why brand they us •

With base? vith batenett t bastardy T base* base?"
Shaketp. : King Lear, i. 2.

IL Of the moral qualities likely to be produced
by such lowness in place : The state or quality
of possessing, or being supposed to possess,

the moral qualities likely to be found in the
low, the despised, and the illegitimately born

;

meanness, vileness, deceit.
" Of crooked batenett an indignant scorn."

Thornton: Liberty, pt v.

HX Of debasement in metals: Absence of
value ; comparative worthlessness in a metal.

" We alleged the fraudulent obtaining his patent,
the batenextot his metal, and the prodigioussum to be
Co i ned. " —Swift.

ba'se-ness (2), s. [Eng. base — deep in sound,
and suffix -ness. Deepness of sound.

"The Just and measured proportion of the air per-
cussed towards the batenett or trebleness of tones, is

one of the greatest secrets in the contemplation of
sounds."—Bacon.

bas'-en-et, s. [Bascinet.]

ba'-ses, s. [Base (2), s.]

* bash (1), v.i. [Shortened from abash (q.v.).]

To be ashamed.
** He soone approched, panting, breathlease, whot,
And all so soy Id that none could him descry:
His countenaunce was bold, and bashed not
ForOuyouslookes, but scornefull eyegUunce at him

shot" Spenter: F. O,., II. iv. SI.

bash (2), v.t [Perhaps Scand.]

1. To beat or strike with heavy blows,

2. To beat, to thrash.

3. To flog with the cat or birch. (Thieves'

Slang.)

bash, s. [Bash (2).] A heavy blow that
breaks the surface.

t ba-ShaW, 8. [Tn Dut and Ger. bassa ; Fr.
bdcha; Sp. baxa.] [Pacha.]

1. The old way, still sometimes adopted, of
spelling pasha (q.v.).

'The Turks made an expedition Into Persia; and
because of the straits of the mountains, the bashaw
consulted which way they should get in."—Bacon.

" The lady with the gay macaw.
The danclng-glrl, the great bashaw
With bearded lip and chin."

Longfellow ; To a Child.

2. A haughty, overbearing, and tyrannical
person.

bash -ful, a. [From bash v., and Eng. sufT.

-ful.)

X, Literally (of persons)

:

1. Full of shame ; having the eyes abased ;

having a downcast look from an excess of
modesty or consciousness of demerit. (Used

of single occasions or of the character ii

general.)
"... the bold youth.

Of soul impetuous, and the bathful maid."
Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. v.

2. Sheepish, unduly and foolishly embar
rassed in company, not from genuine modesty,
but from latent vanity.

IX Figuratively (of things)

:

1. In the concrete. (Of things boldly personi-

fied and poetically assumed to feel like man)

:

(a) Feeling shame, and in consequence trying

to shun observation.

"The Ouse, dividing the well-water'd land.
Now glitters In the sun, and now retires.

As bathful, yet impatient to be seen."
Cowper : Task, bk. L

(6) Shame-produced ; caused by shame.
" His bathful bonds disclosing Merit breaks.

"

Thornton ; Liberty, pt t.

2. In the abstract

:

(a) In a good sense: Of natural shams,
modesty, or any similar quality.

" He bums with bathful shame."
Shaketp. .' Venus and Adonis,

" No, Leonato,
I never tempted her with word too large,

But, as a brother to his sister, shew'd
Bathful sincerity and comely love,"

Ibid. I Much Ado, iv. L

(b) In a bad sense : Of cunning, or any
similar quality.

" Hence, bathful cunning

!

And prompt me, plain and holy innocence."
Shaketp. I Tempest, ill. L

bash'-ful-l$f, adv. [Eng. bashful; -ly.} Ins
bashful manner, whether—

(1) Modestly. (Sherwood.)

Or (2) Sheepishly.

bash -fulness, s. [Eng. bashful; -ness.}

The quality of being bashful ; the disposition

to blush or show embarrassment in the pre-

sence of others.

(1) To a legitimate extent : Shame produced
by true modesty.

" So sweet the blush of Bathfulnett,
Even Pity scarce can wish it less.

'

Byron : Bride of Abydot, I. 8.

(2) To an illegitimate extent: Sheepishness,

false modesty.
" For fear had bequeathed his room to his kinsman

bathfulnett, to teach him good manner*."—Sidney.

"There are others who have not altogether so much
of this foolish bathfulnett, and who ask every one's

opinion."

—

Dryden.

bash'-I ba-zouk', s. [Turk, bashi bozouk m
one who fights without science ; an irregular

combatant. 1

In Turkey: An irregular soldier of any kind.

Under the direction of British officers the

Bashi Bazouks acquired reputation in the

Crimean war ; but under Turkish leadership

in the Bulgarian insurrection of 1876, they

acted with such inhumanity that the terra

Bashi Bozouk became one of reproach, and
had to be exchanged for another—Mustehai*
= Provincial militia.

"The troops hitherto known under the sinister ap-

pellation of • Bnthi Bazoukt' will henceforth be called

'Mustehaiz.* or Provincial Militia."—Peru Corretpon-

dent of the Timet, April 23, 1677.

*bash'-less, a. [Eng. bash (q.v.), and suffix

-lew. ] Without shame, shameless, unblushing
(Spenser.)

ba'-sic, a. [Eng. bas(e); -ic]

1. Chem.: Pertaining to a base; constituting

a base and a salt.

2. Having the base in excess; having the

base atomically greater than that of the acid

or that of the related neutral salt ; a direct

union of a basic oxide with an acid oxide,

(rodrf & Bowman.)

basic rocks.
Litliology, Chan., & Geol. : In Bernard Von

Cotta's classification, one of the two leading

divisions of igneous rocks, whether volcanic

or plutonic. It comprises those which are

poor in silica, a» distinguished from Acidic

Rocks, which are rich in that mineral con-

stituent A somewhat analogous classification

had been previously adopted by Bunsen, who
called rocks akin to the Basic ones Pyroxenic

[Pyroxenic], and those allied to the Acidic

Rocks Trachytic [Trachvtic] ; but while the

Pyroxenic division contains only 45 to 60 parts

of silica, the Basic one has 55 to 80 parts.

(Bemhard Von Cotta: Rocks, translated by

Lawrence, ed. 1878, pp. 120, 556.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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t>a sl-cer-ine, s. [Lat basis; Gr. pdvis

(basis) — a base ; and Mod. Lat serum.} A
mineral, the same as Fluocerine(q.v.).

ba-sid -i-6-spdre, $. [Mod. Lat. basidium
t

and Eng. spore (q.v. ).]

Bot. : A spore borne on a basidium (q.v.).

ba-sid'-I-um, s. [Dimtn. from Gr. 0ao-« (basis)
"= a base.] One of the cells on the apex of

which the spores of fungi are formed.

ba-Bi-Il'-er, *. [Eng. basify; -er.]

Chem. : That which converts any substance
Into a salifiable base.

ba'-sl-fy, v.t, [Lat. basis, from Gr. j9«<m
{basis) m a base (Basis), and /ado = to make.]

Chem. : To convert into a salifiable base.

ba'-si-fy-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Basify.]

ba-si-gyn -i-um, *. [Gr. Adcne (basis)= a
base, and yvvy (gune) = . . . a female.]

Bot. : The same as G ynophore (q.v.).

bas -11 (1), *. [In Fr. biseau *= bevelling.]

Joinery : The sloping edge of a chisel or of
the iron of a plane. For soft wood it la

usually made 12 , and for hard wood, 18°.

"These chissels are not ground to such a basil as tbe
Joiner's chissels, on one of the sides, but are basiled
alway on both the flat sides, so that the edge lies

between both the sides in the middle of the tool."—
—Maxon.

bas II (2), *. '[Probably a corr. of basan

(q.v.).] -The skin of a sheep tanned in bark,

used in bookbinding and for making slippers.

b*s/-il (3), s, [In Sw. basilika; Dan. basilike-

nart ; Dut basilicum ; Ger. basilikum and basi-

lienkraut ; Fr. basilic ; ItaL basilico ; Lat.

basilicum ; from Gr. /ScutiAikoc. (basilikosY=
royal

; /3ao-tA«uy (basilevs) = a king.] The
English name of the Ocymura, a genus of

Elants belonging to the order Lamiacese, or
abiates. The species are numerous ; many of

them come from the East Indies. They are
fine-smelling plants.

IT Sweet Basil or Basilicum is Ocymum ba-
iiiicum. It is an aromatic pot-herb.

Wild Basil is Calamintha clinopodium.

WILD BASIL.

basil-thyme, 5. Calamintha acinos.

basil-weed, s. The same as Wild Basil
(CaUthiintha clinopodium).

* baj'-U (1), * bas sil, s. [Abbreviated from
Fr. basilic = a basilisk, a kind of cannon.]
[Basilisk.] A long cannon, or piece of ord-
nance, carrying a ball of 160 lbs. weight, but
practically useless.

"She bare many canons, six on every side, with
three great baseils, two behind in her dock, and one
before. '—Piticottie, pp. 107, 108. {Jamieson.)

' Mas -II, v.t. [From basil, s.] To grind the

edge of a tool to an angle. [For example, see
Basil (1), *.]

bas' Mar, ba-sH'-ar-y\ a. & s. [In Fr.

basilaire; Port basilar; Mod. Lat basHaris;
from basis.] [Base, Basis.]

A. .-1,1 adjective:

1. Gen. : Situated at the base of anything.

2. Anat. : Pertaining to any portion of the
frame which forms a basis to other portions.

B. As substantive

:

Anat. : (See extract)

"... at the poeterior margin of the pons they [the
vertebral arterieel coalesce to form a single vessel, the
basilar, which extends the whole length of the pons."
—Todd * Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. L, p. 293.

Ba-sil'-i-an, a. [Named after St Basil, who
founded a monastery in Pontus, and an order
of monks, which soon spread over the East,

was introduced into the West in 1057, and
reformed by Pope Gregory XIII. in 1560.]

Pertaining to the monks of the order of St.

Basil.

ba-sll'-ic, * ba-sll'-ick, a. & *-. [In Sp.

basilico; Lat. basilicus ; Gr. 0ao-iAiK<k (basili-

kos) = royal ; from fiouriAeus (basileus) = a
king.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to or resembling a basilica

(q.v.).

2. Anat. : Pertaining to the vein of the arm
called the basilic. [B. 2.]

"These aneurisms following always npon bleeding
tbe basilick vein, most be aneurisms of the humeral
artery. "—Sharp.

B. As substantive :

1. Arch. [Basilica.]

2. Anat.: A vein which crosses the radial

artery in the bend of the elbow, and is

separated from it by a tendinous expansion of
the biceps muscle. It is one of the two veins
most frequently opened in blood-letting.

basil -I-ca, ba-sil-ic, * ba-sil Ick, ».

[In Fr. basilique ; Sp., Port., & Ital. basilica;

Gr. BatnXticij {basilika); from ftajriteicos (basi*

likos) =. royal ;
0aciA«u« (basileus) = a king.]

1. In the Greek period : Apparently, as the
etymology shows, a royal residence, though
proof of the fact has not been obtained.

XL In the Old Roman period

:

1. A public building in the forum of Rome,
furnished with double colonnades or aisles.

I5H=1

PLAN OF TRAJAN'S BASILICA.

It was used both as a court for the adminis-
tration of justice and as an exchange for

merchants.

2. Any similar building in other parts of

Rome or in the provincial cities.

III. In the Christian period

:

X. A cathedral church. The name is given
because under Constantino many basilicas

were changed into Christian churches, objec-

tion being felt to transforming the heathen
temples, the associations of which had been
always anti-Christian, aud often immoral
(See Trench's Synon. of New Test., p. 139.)

2. A royal palace.

IT The term was also applied in the Middle
Ages to the large canopied tomb of persons of
distinction. (See Parker's Glossary of Her. )

ba-sll-ic-al, a. [Eng. basilic; -at] The
same as Basilic, adj. (q.v.).

basilical vein.
Anat. [Basilic, B. 2.]

ba-sil -lc-an, a. [Eng. basilic (adj.), and suff.

-an.] The vein of the arm described under
Basilic, B. 2.

^[ Soon after the execution of Charles I.,

Howell made sarcastic allusion to the tragic

event, by using the word basilican at once in

its anatomical and its etymological sense.

"I will attend with patience how England will
thrive, now that she is let blood in the basilican vein."
—HoweU : Lett., lit 44.

* ba-sil'-I-cSk, s. [From Eng. basilisk), and
cock or cock(atrice).'] [Cockatrice.] A basi-

lisk. (Chaucer.)

ba sll-i-c6n, ». [Gr. /WiAikoV (basilikon) =
royal, from its " sovereign " virtue. ] An oint-

ment called also tetrapharmacon, from its

being composed of four ingredients—yellow
wax, black pitch, resin, and olive oil. (Quivcy.)

Basil -i-dans, s. [Named after Basilides.]

(See def.)

Church Hist. : The followers of Basilides, an
eminent Gnostic, who lived at Alexandria in
the early part of the second century A.D.

bas-i-Us'-CUS, s. [Lat. basUiscus. the fabu-

lous animal described under Basilisk (q.v.).]

Herpetology : A genus of Reptiles founded by
Daudin. It belongs to the family Iguanidae.

There is a fin-like elevation, capable of being
erected or depressed, running along the back
and tail ; there is no throat-pouch, and thigh-
pores are absent. On the occiput is a membra-
nous dilatable pouch. The species are partly
arboreal, partly aquatic. BasUiscus mitratus,
the Hooded Basilisk, is from Guiana and other
parts of tropical America. B. Amboinensis,
the Crested Basilisk, is from Amboyna and
other parts of the Indian Archipelago. Their
habits are quite unlike those attributed to the
fabulous basilisk of antiquity. [Basilisk. ]

bas i Hsk, * bas -I-liske, s. [In Sw. , Dan.,

& Ger. basilisk; Fr. basilic; Sp., Port., & Ital.

basilisco ; Lat. basUiscus ; Gr. fiao-iAio-ieoc. Qba-

siliskos) m (1) a little king or chieftain, (2) a
kind of serpent, so named, according to Pliny,

from a spot upon its head like a crown. (See
example under A. 1).]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. A fabulous animal, imagined by the an-
cients to be so deadly that its look, and much
more its breath, was fatal to those who stood
near. When it hissed, other serpents fled from
it in alarm. [Cockatrice.]
" Make me not sighted like the basilisk ;

I've looked on thousands who have sped the bettor
By my regard, but kill'd none so."

Shakesp. : Winters Tale, i, 2.

"The basilisk was a serpent not above three palm*
long, and differenced from other serpents by advancing
his bead, and some white marks or coronary spot*
upon the crown."—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

* 2. An obsolete kind of cannon, supposed
to resemble the fabulous basilisk in its deadly
effect [Basil (4).]

" We practise to make swifter motions than any you
have, and to make them stronger aud more violent
than yours are ; exceeding your greatest cannons and
basilisks. "—Bacon.

B. Technically

:

1. Her. : The fabulous animal described
under A., 1. In most respects it resembles
the cockatrice, from which, however, it is dis-

tinguishable by having an additional head at
the extremity of the tail. This peculiarity of
its being two-headed makes it sometimes be
called the Amphisien Cockatrice. [Amphisien
Cockatrice. ]

2. Zool. : The English name of the genus
BasUiscus (q.v.).

ba -sin (i mute, as if written basn), ba son
(Eng.), * ba sing, plur. • ba sing is (0.
Scotch), 8. [In Dan. & Fr. bassin ; O. Fr., O.
Sp., & Prov. bacin; Mod. Sp. A Port, bacia

;

Ital. bacino ; Low Lat. bacchinus ; from bacca
= a vessel for water. Cognate with Ger. becken
= a basin, and Eng. bac, back (2) (q.v.).]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Of cavities artificially made

:

X. A small vessel for holding water, designed
(or washing or other purposes.

" Hergeat dotat this kiric with cowpis, challicis,
basingis, lawaris."

—

Bellend. : Cron., bk, vi., ch. 15.

Pelvibus, Boeth. (Jamieeon.)
" We behold a piece of silver in a basin, when water

la put upon it, which we could not discover otfure, as
under the verge thereof."—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

"And he made all the vessels of the altar, the pots>
and the shovels, and the basons, . . "—Exod. xxxviii.3.

2. Anything of similar form artificially made
for holding water. Specially—

(a) The cavity for receiving an ornamental
sheet of water in a plantation, &c.

(6) A dock in which vessels are received,

discliarge their cargo, and, if need be, are

repaired.

3. Any hollow vessel, even though not
designed for holding water. Thus the scales of

a balance are sometimes, though rarely, called

the basins of a balance, (Johnson.) [See also

B.]

IX Of cavities existing in nature

:

L, The cavity naturally formed beneath a
waterfall.

** Into a chasm a mighty block
Hath fallen, and made a bridge of rock

:

The gulf is deep below

;

AndIn a basin black and small
Receives a lofty waterfall."

Wordsworth J Idle Shepherd Boys

boil, bo'y ; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist* ph =&
-clan -shan. -don, -tion, -sion - shun; -(ion, -sion-zhun. -tious, stous, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel> del*
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2. A land-locked bay, or even a bay with a
wide entrance.

(a) With a narrow entrance.
** The Jutting land two ample bays divides

;

The spacious basins arching rocks iuclos*,

A sure defence from every storm that blows.**
Pop*.

(b) With a wide entrance.
". . . which had assembled round the basin of

Tcrbay."—Maeautay : Bist. Eng., ch, xrl

3. The bed of the ocean.
" If this rotation does the seas affect.

The rapid motion rather would eject
The stores, the low capacious caves contain.
And from Its ample batin cast the main."

Blackmor*.

B. Technically

:

I. Mechanical Arts

:

1. Among opticians : A concave piece of

metal, in shape resembling a bason, on which
glass-grinders form their convex glasses.

2. Among hat-makers : A round shell or case

of iron placed over a furnace, in which hatters

mould a hat into form.

IX Nature:
1. AnaL : A round cavity situated between

the anterior ventricles of the brain.

2. Physical Geography

:

(a) A circular or oval valley, generally form-
ing the bed of a lake, or, if not, then having a
river flowing through it.

(b) The entire area drained by a river, as
the basin of the Amazon ; or the channel of
an ocean, as the Atlantic Ocean.

ITX Geology:

1. In the same sense as B., II. 2. (a).

"... there was a point in connection with this
which Professor Ramsay said he -claimed as his own
idea, and that was with regard to the origin of lake-
ixitint. His belief la that in aU cases they have
originated from glaciers ; that is, that the basin* have
been scooped out by glaciers. "

—

Lecture at the London
Institution. { Times, March 7, 1878.)

2. A depression in strata in which beds of
later age have been deposited. Thus the
London basin consists of tertiary strata de-
posited in a large cavity in the chalk.

3. A circumscribed geological formation in
which the strata dip on all sides inward. Coal
frequently occurs in the Carboniferous forma-
tion in such a depression.

basin-shaped, a. Shaped like a basin.

* basin-wide, a. As wide as a basin
;

cf. Saucer-eved. (Spenser: Mother Hubbard,
670.)

ba'-slned (i mute), a. [Eng. basin ; -ed. ] Situ-
ated in a basin ; enclosed in a basin. (Young.)

ba'-sl-nerved, a. [Lai basi(s), and Eng.
nerved. 1

Botany. Of leaves: Having the nerves, or
" ribs," all springing from the base.

baa in-et, s. [Bascinet.]

* ba -sing, s. [Basin.] (0. Scotch.)

ba-si-rds -tral, a. [Lat oasis (Basis), and
rostralis= pertaining to the rostrum or bill of
a bird.] Situated at the base of the bill.

"Several persons have supposed or imagined it ]the
serrated claw in the Goat-sucker] to be for the purpose
of enabling the bird to clear away from lwtweeu iU
basiro<ir,il bristles the fragments of wings or other
parts of lepidopterous insects, which by adhering have
clogged them. —MacgitUrray ; Brit. Birds, vol. iii.,

p. 6U.

ba Bis, s. [In Fr. f Port., & Ital. hast; Sp.
basa; Dan., Dut, Ger., & Lat. basis; Gr.
0<io-ic (basis) = a stepping, a step, a foot, a
foundation ; flaivm (baiiw) = to walk, to step,
to go.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. Of things which are or are assumed
to be material : That on which anything rests,

or is supposed to rest ; the lowest part of any-
thing, as the foundation of a building, kc

1. Generally:
" In altar-wise a stately pile they rear.
The basis broad below, and top advanc'd In air."

Dryden.
" Ascend my chariot, guide the rapid wheels
That shake heaven's basis, . .

.*

Milton: P. L\, bk. vt

2. Specially. [B., I. 1. 4 2.]

XL Of things immaterial : The fundamental
principle, groundwork, or support ofanything.

"AU parts of an authors work were, moreover, sup-
posed to rest on the same basis."—Lewis: Early Bom.
Bitt., ch. L, 1 1.

tB. Technically:

L Architecture;

h The pedestal of a column ; the lowest

part of a column, the other being the shaft

and the capital. [Base.]

"Observing an English inscription upon the basis,

we read it over several times. "—A UUison.

2. The pedestal of a statue.
" How many times shall Caesar bleed In sport,
That n iw on I'ompey s basis lies along
No worthier than the dust !

"

Shakesp. : Julius Camar, iii. L

U, Chem. : The same as Base (q.v.).

HI Pros. : The smallest trochaic rhythm.

ba'-si-so- lute, a. [Lat basis = a base, and
solutus = unbound, loose, free ; pa. par. of
solvo = to loosen, to separate, to disengage.]

Botany. Of leaves : Extended downwards
beyond the point at which theoretically they

t ba'-sist, s. [From Eng bast in music] One
who sings base or bass.

* ba -sit, pa. par. [Based.] (Scotch.)

bask, * baske, v.t. & {. [Old Norse batkask;
Icel. bathast — to bathe oneself. (Skeat.)]

A, Transitive : To place in the sun with the
view of being wanned by its heat

" Tis all thy business, business how to shun.
To bask thy naked body in the sun." Dryden.

% It is sometimes used reciprocally with
the word self.

" He waa basking himself in the gleam of the sun."—
L"Estrange,

B. Intransitive (now the more frequent)

:

1. Lit. : To repose in the son for the pur-
pose of feeling its genial warmth ; to sun
oneself.

"A group of stx or seven of these hideous reptiles
may oftentimes be seen on the black rocks, a few
feet above the surf, basking in the sun with out-
stretched legs."—Darwin: Voyage Bound the World,
ch. xv : i.

2. Fig. ; To repose amid genial influences.

bask, s. [Bask, v.] A bath or suffusion of
genial warmth. (N.E.D.)

basked, pa. par. k a. [Bask.]

bask -er, s. [Bask, v.) One who basks.

bask -et, * bask -ette, s. [A Celtic word.
In Com. basket; Welsh basged, bascod, bas-

gawd, basgauda ; from basg = plaiting, net-
work ; Irish bascaid, bascaied, basceUl; hat.
bascauda, avowedly derived from the Old
British. (See the H below.).]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. A light and airy vessel made of plaited
osiers, twigs, or similar flexible material, much
used in domestic arrangements.

% The baskets made by the old inhabitants
of Britain were so good that they became
celebrated at Rome, and were called by a Latin
name which was confessedly only their native
appellation pronounced by foreign lips. Mar-
tial thus speaks of them :

" Barbara de plctis

venrfc bascauda Britannis " (" The barbarian
basket came from the painted Britons"). By
"barbarian" he probably meant made by
foreigners, as contradistinguished from Ro-
mans, and did not mean in any way to im-
peach the excellence of the manufacture. Mr.
Freeman (0. Eng. Hist, for Children) instances
basket as one of the few Welsh words in Eng-
lish, and points out that the small number
that do exist are mainly the sort of words
which the women, whether wives or slaves,

would bring in. From this and other facts,

he infers that in what at the end of the sixth
century had become England, the prior in-

habitants had been all but extirpated by the
Anglo-Saxon invaders.

**.
. . a basket of unleavened bread."— Leo. viil. t.

" And they did all eat. and were filled : and they
took up of the fragments that remained twelve baskets
full."—Matt. xir. 30.

2. As a vague measure of capacity : As many
of anything as the size of basket generally
used for containing that article will hold.

king."—Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

B. Technically:

L Her. : Winnowing-basket. [Winnowinq,
Vane.]

2. Mil. [Gabion.]

3. Arch. : The base of a Corinthian capital.

(Gwilt.)

4. Hat-making: A wicker-work or wire
screen used in the process of bowing (q.v.).

basket-carriage, s. A small carriage

with a wicker bed, adapted to be drawn by
ponies.

basket-fish, s. Not a genuine "fish,"
but a "Star-fish." It is

of the genus Astrophyton,
and the family Ophiurida.
(.Argus.]

basket-hilt, s. The
hilt of a weapon, so called

because it is made in some-
thing like the shape of a
basket, so as to contain the
whole hand, and defend it

from being wounded in
fighting or fencing. The basket-hilt.
basket-hilt of a single stick
is usually made of wicker-work.

With basket-hilt that would hold broth.
And serve for fight and dinner both."

Hudibras.

basket -hilted, a. Having a basket-hilt

basket-osier, basket osier, s. The
English name of Salix Forbyana. It grows wild
in England, and is cultivated for purposes of
commerce, being much esteemed by basket-
makers for the finer sorts of wicker-work.

basket-salt, s. Salt made from salt

springs, of a finer quality than ordinary salt

;

so called from the shape or construction of the
vessel in which the brine is evaporated.

basket woman, s. A woman who at-

tends at markets with a basket, ready to carry

home anything which is bought by customers.

basket-work, s.

1. Work or texture of plaited osiers or twigs.

[Wicker-work.]

2. Fortification : Work involving the inter-

weaving of withes and stakes

—

e.g. t fascines,

hurdles, Ac.

basket,!?. [From basket,*, (q.v.).] To put
. in a basket. (Cowper.)

bask'-et-ful, s. [Eng. basket; fulL]

1. A basket literally full of any substance.

2. As much of anything as would fill an
ordinary basket.

t bask'-et-ry, s. [Eng. basket; sun", -ry.] A
number of baskets regarded collectively.

bask -ing, pr, par. k a. [Bask, v.t.]

basking-shark, s. A shark, called In
English also the Suu-flsh and the Sail-fish,

and by zoologists Selachus maximus. As its

name maximus imports, it is the largest known
shark, sometimes reaching thirty-six feet in

length, but it has little of the ferocity seen in

its immediate allies. It is called " basking"
because it has a habit of lying motionless on
the water, as if enjoying the warmth of the

sun. It inhabits the Northern seas, but is

occasionally found on our shores. [Selachus.]

* bas'-nat (pi bas'-nat- Is), s. [Fr. basinetU,

dimin. from ftassiw =a bason.] A small basin;

a little bowl. (Scotch.)

"... twa blankatis, price viij* : twa targeatia, prlee

at pece xs. : thre basnatu, price of the pece, xiija iujit

Act. Bom. Cone., A 1401, p. lai. {Jamieson.)

* bas -net, s. [Bascinet.]

ba -son (1), s. [Basin.]

* ba-s^n (2). [Bawson.]

Basque (que as k), a. k s. [Fr. Basques
pertaining to Biscay or its inhabitants.]

A. As adjective: Pertaining to the Basque
race or language.

B. As substantive

:

1. One of the Basque race. This extremely
antique race, which probably once occupied

the whole Iberian peninsula, exists in the

Spanish provinces of Guipuzcoa, Biscay, Alava,

and Navarre, and in France in Labourd, Basse

Navarre, and Soule.

2. The Basque language. It has no close

affinity to any European tongue. Even the

numerals are unique, except sei (six), and W
(two).

3. A jacket with a short skirt worn by
ladies, copied probably from the Basque cos-

tume.

t Bas'-qmsh (qu as k), a. [Eng. Basgu(e);

~ish. In Ger. Baskisch.']

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce - c. ey - a. qu = kw.
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1. After the maimer of the Basques.

2. Pertaining to the Basque language.

"... their words were Basquishox Cautabrian."—
Sir T. Browns : Tracts, p. 136.

mm rS-li'ef (or s mute), bass re-li'ef;

bas so re-lie'-VO (1 as y), s. [From Fr.

has or Ital. basso = low, and Fr, relief or Ital.

relievo = (1) a relief, foil, set-off; (2) relief in

painting and sculpture
; (3; embossing.]

1. Low relief; a kind of sculpture, a coin,

medal, &c, or embossing, in which the figures

are "in relief." that is, are raised above the
plane in which they stand, but are raised only
slightly, this being implied by the French
word ba» = low. More specifically, they stand
out less than half their proper proportions ;

BAS RELIEF. (ABCH OF TITUS.)

had they stood out half their proportions,
the term used would have been mezzo-relievo,

(meaning, in middle relief) ; and had they done
•o more than half, the word used would have
been alto-relievo, signifying, in high, bolder
strong relief.

2. A carving in low relief.

ass (1), 5. [A corruption or alteration of oast

(q.v.).]

\ See also Bast (1).

1. The inner bark of the lime or linden-tree,
from which mats were once made in England,
as they still are in Russia. [See Nos. 2, 3.)

2. The lime or linden-tree itself (Tilia
Europom), also 'the American species (Tilia
Americana). [Bass-wood. ]

3. A mat made of the inner bark of the lime
or linden-tree, or of any similar material.
Specially—

(1) In England: A hassock or thick mat on
which people kneel at church,

(2) In Scotland

:

(a) A mat laid at a door for cleaning one's
feet. (Jamieson. )

(b) A mat used for packing bales of goods.
(Jamieson.)

(c) A sort of mat on which dishes are placed
at table, especially meant for preserving the
table from being stained by those that are hot
{Jamieson.)

bass-wood, s.

1. The wood of the American lime or linden-
tree {Tilia Americana).

" All the bowls were made of bass-wood.
White and polished very smoothly."

Longfellow ; Song of Hiawatha, xi.

2. The tree itself.

(2), s. [Basse.]

bass (3), * base, * basse, a. & *. [In Sw.,
Dan. , & Dut. bas ; Ger. bass ; Fr. basse ; Sp.
baxo; Port baixo; Ital. basso.] [Base.]

A. As adj. (Music) : Of a low or deep pitch ;

grave, as opposed to acute. (The form base is

now obsolete, being superseded by bass.)
" In pipes, the lower the note-holes be, and the

farther from the mouth of the pipe, the more base
Bound they yield."—Bacon.

B. As subst. (Music)

:

1. The string which gives a base sound.

" At thy well-sbarpen'd thumb, from shore to shore.

The trebles squeak for fear, the bases roar."
Dryden.

2. An instrument which plays the bass

part ; specially of the violoncello or bass-

viol, and the contrabasso or double bass. But h

tail and the previous sense are found in the

following example.
•' Now Mr. Fearing vu one that played upon the

bass. He and his fellows sound the sackbut, whose
notes are more doleful than the notes of other music
are; though indeed some say the bass is the ground ol

music. And for my part, I care not at all for that
profession which begins not in heaviness of mind.
The first string that the musician usually touches is

the bass, when he intends to put all in tune. God also

flays upon this string first, when lie sets the soul in

une for himself."

—

Bunyan .- /*. P., pt ii.

3. The lowest of the principal human
voices ; those higher in pitch being Mtpec-
tively baritone, tenor, alto or contralto, mezzo-

soprano, soprano.

4. Plural : The portion of a choir singing

the bass part ; also the portion of a string-

band playing the bass part.

5. In compound words : The lowest instru-

ment of any class or family of instruments

;

as bass-clarinet, bass-JLute, bass-horn, bass-

trombone, bass-tuba, bass-viol or base-viol.

6. Bass-string or base-string : The string of

lowest pitch on a string instrument having
deep sounds.

7. Bass-clef: The lowest sign of Fjjps
absolute pitch used in music ; the •""'

F clef.

% A fundamental bass : The supposed gene-
rator or foundation of any harmonic combina-
tion. Thus C is said to be the fundamental
base of the chord C, E, G.

KXAMPLX OF FIGURED BASE FROM CORELLI.

f Thorough or continuous bass : Originally

the bass part figured for the player on a harp-

sichord or organ. Hence, the art of adding
chords to a figured bass ; the art of harmony.
[Basso-continuo.]

bass-bar, s. A piece of wood fixed under
the bridge inside the belly of instruments of

the violin kind, to strengthen it.

bass-horn, *. A wind instrument of low
tone, deeper than the bassoon.

bass-viol, t base-viol, «- [Eng. bas*,

base; viol. In Sw. & Dan. bas-jlol; Fr. basse

de viole; Port, baixo de viola,] A stringed

instrument for playing bass ; a violoncello.

"On the sweep of the arch lies one of the Muse*,
playing on a base-viol."—Dryden.
" At the first grin he caat every human feature out

of his countenance, at the second he became the head
of a base-vioL"—Addison.

t bass, v.t. [From the substantive. Comp. Fr.

baisser = to lower, to sink, to depress.] To
sound in a deep grave tone.
" Methought the billows spoke and told me of It

;

The winds did sing It to me, and the thunder.
That deep and dreadful or^an-pipe, prononncd
The name of Prosper ; it did bass my trespass."

Shaketp. : Tempest, 111. S.

bas -sa-net, bas'-sa-nat, s. [Bascinet.]

(Scotch.)

basse, t bass, * base, *bar (Ord. Eng.),

barse, barce (Provinc. Eng.), s. [From

A.S. batrs, bears, the kind" of perch described

in the def. ; Dut. boars = a perch ; Ger. bars,

barsch, bdrsich = the barse, a perch. Akin,
though not so closely, also to Eng. perch ; Fr.

perche; ItaL pertlca ; Low Lat. parca, porca

;

Sp. & Lat. perca ; Gr. n-epien (perke), ire'pa-os

(perkos)= dark-coloured, dusky.]

A. Formerly (with little precision): Either
the marine fish described under B., or some
freshwater perch resembling it.

" Bar, the fish called ft base."~Cotgrave.
" Item, there is within the said manor a great tarne

or fish-pond, called Talken Tarn, wherein are good
store of pyke, barcee, trowtcs, and eyles."

—

Hutchison

;

Hist. Cumberland, 1. 149. (Boucher.)

B. Now (more precisely)

:

1. A fish of the order Acanthopterygii and
family Percida?. It was known to the Greeks
as \dJ3pa£ (labrax), and to the Romans as lupus,

and is the Labrax lupus of Cuvier, and the

Perca labrax of Linnseus. It is like the perch,
but is marine. It occurs in Britain. At
Ramsgate it is called the Sea-dace. It is used
for food. It has been known *o weigh thirty
pounds.

" For catching of whiting and bats* they use a
thread."

—

Carew: Survey of Cornwall, p. 83. [Boucher.)

2. A sea-fish, caught particularly at the
Potomac and Chesapeak Bay. It Is highly
esteemed in Virginia. (Boucher.)

t bas'-sen-et, * bas san-etto, s. [Bas-
CINET.]

bas -set, t bas-set', * bas-sett'e, s. & a.

[In Dan. bassetspil; Ger. ba&setspiel ; Fr. bas-

sctte ; Sp. baceta ; Ital. bassetta = somewhat
less dimin. of basso = low.] [Bass, Basse.]

i A. As substantive : A game at cards, said
to have been invented by a Venetian noble.
It was introduced into France in 1674. The
parties to the game are nominally a dealer or
banker ; his assistant, who supervises the
losing card ; and the punter, to play against
the banker.

"Some dress, some dance, some play, not to forget
Your picquet parties, and your dear basset.''

Rowe.
"... In another were gamblers playine deep at

basset , ,
."

—

iiacaulay : Hiu. of Eng., ch. ill.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the game
described under A.

" Gamesters would no more blaspheme ; and Lady
Dabcheek's basset bank would be broke."—Dennis.

A table upon whichbasset-table, s.

basset is played.
" The basset-table spread, the talller come

;

Why stays Sniilinda in the dressing-room?"
Pope I Miscellanies, The Basset-table, 1. X

t bas-set (1), a. & *. [Comp. Old Fr. basset,

dimin. of bas = low, as Ital. bassetto is dimin.
of basso = low.]

A. As adjective (among miners) : Having a
direction at one side towards the surface of
the earth ; tending to crop out.

B. As substantive (among miners): The out-
crop of strata at the surface of the ground.

bas-set (2), a, [Comp. ItaL bassetto = some-
what low, dimin. of basso = low. In O. Fr. &
Prov. basset = somewhat low.] [Basset, adj.

& s. ] (Used in composition, as in Basset-horn,

q.v.)

basset-horn, s. (ItaL corno di basetto.]

A musical instrument, the tenor of the clarinet

family, having more than three octaves in its

BASSET-HORN.

compass, extending upwards from F below the
bass stave. It differs from the shape of the
clarinet mainly in having the bell-mouth,

which is made of metal, recurved.

t b&S'-set, v.i. [From basset, a. & s. (q.v.).]

Among miners : To rise to the surface of

the earth. (Applied specially to beds of coal,

which thus rise in a direction contrary to
that in which they dip.)

bas-set'te, s. [Fr.] The same as Basset, s.

(q.v.). [Bassetto.]

b&s'-set-ing, pr. par. k s. [Basset, v.]

As substantive (among miners') : The rise of

a vein of coal to the surface of the earth ; the

cropping out of coal in the direction contrary

to its dip.

bas sot-t.6, bas-sett'e, *. [Ital. bassetto

(adj.) = somewhat low; (s.) counter-tenor.]

[Basset, adj.] A tenor or small bass-vioL

b&S'-Sl-a, s. [Named after Fernando Bassi,

curator of the botanic gardens at Bologna.]

A genus of plants belonging to the order Sapo-
taceae (Sapotads). It consists of large trees

which grow in the East Indies. Bassia lati-

folia (Broad-leaved Bassia) is common in some
parts of India. It is called the Mohra 01

Moho-tree. The flowers have a heavy, sicken-

ing smell, and an intoxicatingspirit is distilled

from them. B. butyracea is the Indian Butter-

tree. The African Butter-tree, that of Hungo
Park and Bruce, is also a Bassia.

bas SO, s. [Basil (4). J

boil, boy; poTit, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, - tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhiin, -tious, -sious, -clous = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. -. bel. deL
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t bas -sin-et (1), *. [Bascinet.]

bas -si -net (2), bassinette', $. [Fr.
diminutive from bassin - a basin (q.v.).] An
oblong wicker basket with a covering or hood
over the end, in which young children are
placed as in a cradle*

bass mat, *. [Scotch bass (Bast), and Eng.
not.] Matting made of bass, used for various
gardening purposes.

basso (1),*. [Ital. basso.] [Bass.]

1. The bass in music.

2. One who sings or plays the bass part
" Soprano, basso, eren the contra-alto.
Wished him five fathom under the Rialto."

Byron ; Beppo, x i x ii.

basso - concertante, s. [Ital.] The
principal bass string-iustrument ; that which
accompanies recitatives and solos.

basso continue-, *• [Ital. basso and con-
tinuo = continual.] Continued or thorough-
bass, i.e., the figured bass written continuously
throughout a movement, for the use of the
player on a harpsichord or organ. [Bass (3}.]

basso - rilievo, basso - relievo, s.

[Ital.] [Bas relief.]

basso-ripieno, s. [Ital. basso and ripiene
= full, filled.] The bass of the grand chorus,
which comes in only occasionally.

basso (2), s. [Bashaw.] A pasha.
" Great kings of Barlxtrr and my bassoes."

Murium : l Tatnburlains, lii. 1

bas -sock, bas'-soc, *. [From bass, and
dim. sail', -ock.j A bass, a mat.

bas -soo'n, * basso n, *. [In Sw. bassong

;

Dan. & Dut. basson ; Fr. basson ; Sp. baron ;

Port, baixao ; Ital. fagotto = a fagot, so called

from its similarity in appearance to a bundle
of sticks. ]

1. A reed instrument of the "double-reed"
class, forming in ordinary orchestras the
tenor and bass of the wood-wind band. It

has a compass of about three octaves, com-
mencing at the note B flat below the bass
stave.

"The wedding guest here beat his breast.
For he heard the loud bassoon."

Coleridge : Ancient Mariner.

2. An organ-stop of a quality of tone similar
to the orchestral instrument.

3. A series of free reeds on a harmonium or
kindred instrument, of a like quality of tone

bas-soon -1st, s. [Eng. bassoon; -ist.] A
musician whose instrument is the bassoon.

Bas sor a, Bus -sor-ah, s. & a. [From
Arab, basra =s a margin.]

A. As substantive : A frontier city of Asiatic
Turkey on the Shat-el Arab (river of the
Arabs), made by the junction of the Euphrates
and the Tigris into one stream. It is about
seventy miles from the Persian Gulf.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to Basson.

Bassora grim, 5. Gum brought from
Bassora. It is supposed to be derived either
from a Cactus or a Mesembryanthemum.

bas sor-in, *. [In Fr. bassorine.]

Chem. : A kind of mucilage found' in gum-
tragacanth, which forms a jelly with water,
but does not dissolve in it

If A clear, aqueous-looking liquid, appa-
rently of the nature of bassorin, exists in the
large cells of the tubercular roots of some
terrestrial Orchids of the section Ophyrese.
It is formed of minute cells, each with its

cytoblast ; the whole being compactly aggre-
gated in the interior of the parent cell.

b&S SUS, $. [Lat. Bassus, a proper name.] A
genus of hymenopterous insects, belonging to
the family Braconidas. They have long narrow
bodies, and frequent umbelliferous flowers.

«bast,v.t. [Baste.] (Scotch.)

bast (1), pa. par. [Basted, Bast, v.] (Scotch.)

bast (2), pa. par. [Base, v. ; Based, pa. par.]
(Scotch. )

bast(l), bass(l), *. [A.9. basts the inner
bark of the linden-tree, of which ropes were
made ; bassten rap » a linden or bast rope ;

IceL, Sw., Dan., Dut., A; Ger. bast; O. H. Ger.
bast, past In Dut Vast means also back, rind,
cod, husk, shell.]

1. Properly : The inner bark of the lime or
linden-tree, used in Russia and elsewhere for
making mats. [Bass.]

2. A rope made from this material.

3. Anything similar. Spec, a strong woody
fibre derived from two palms, Attalea funi/cra
and Ltopoldiana Piassaba, and used for making
brooms and brushes.

1" Cuba bast : The fibres of Paritium datum,
a Mallow-wort It is used for tying up plants
in gardens, or binding together cigars. (Trea-
sury of Botany.)

bast-matting, bast matting, Rus-
sian matting, s. The matting formed
from the inner bark of the lime. (Hooker 4b

Arnott's Brit. Flora, ortL TiHaceos.)

bast (2), s. [Baste.]

bas'-ta, adv. [Ital. basta = enough.]
Music: Enough 1 stop I A term used when

the leader of a band wishes to stop a per-
former. (Crabb.)

" bas-ta il-yie, s. [Bastille.] (O.Scotch.)

bas'-tant, a. [Fr. bastant, pr. par. of baster =
to be sufficient, to go on well ; Sp., Port., &
ItaL bastante— sufficient; Sp. & Port bastar=
to suffice, to supply, to give ; ItaL bastare —
to be sufficient ; basta = enough.] Possessed
of ability.

" If we had been provided of ball we were sufficiently
bastant to have kept the \-asae against our eueiuy."

—

Monro : Exped., i. 20. (Jamieson.)

bas'-tard, * bas -tarde, * bas'-tarst, a
& a. [Eng. bast(e) — illegitimacy (q.v.), and
suff. -ard. In Sw., Dan., & Ger. bastard; Dut.
bastaard ; Fr. bdtard ; O. Fr. & Prov. bastard,
bastart; Sp., Port, & ItaL bastardo ; Low Lat.
bastardus. The ultimate etymology is O. Fr.
& Prov. bast ; Low Lat basta, bastum = a
packsaddle. Ct Fr. fils de bast= a bastard pack-
saddle child, as opposed to a legitimate child,
the muleteers at the inns being accustomed
to use their packsaddles as beds.] [Baste.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : An illegitimate or natural child.
[A., II. 1.J

Jiob. Gloucet., p. 431. (S. in Boucher.)
" I laugh to think that babe n bastard. "

Skakesp. : Timon, i. 2.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) Anything spurious, counterfeit, or false.
**.

, . words that are bat rooted In
Your tongue, though bat bastards and syllables
Of no allowance to your bosom's truth.'*

Skakesp. ; CorioL, lit 1
(b) The wine described under A., II. 8.

H. Technically:

1. Law:
(a) English Law: One born out of lawful

wedlock. (A child begotten out of lawful wed-
lock may be legitimized if its parents marry
before its birth.)

H A bastard, being looked on legally as no
one's son, cannot inherit property, though he
may acquire it by his own exertions. Other
disabilities under which he formerly laboured
have been removed.

^ When a man has a bastard son, and after-
wards marrying the mother has a legitimate
eon by her, the former is called bastard eigne,
and the latter mulier puisne,

(b) Scots Law : In Scotland a child is legiti-

mized if its parents marry at any future
period ; this was the case also in the Roman
law, which the 8cotch in this respect followed.

2. Hist. (Plur. Bastards). [So called because
headed by the illegitimate sons of noblemen,
who, on account of being bastards, were in-
capable of inheriting property.] The name
given to certain bandits, who in the fourteenth
century rose in Guienne, and, joining with
the English, set fire to various towns.

*3. Wine-making: A name formerly applied
to a foreign sweet wine sometimes called
muscadel [Muscadel], It came chiefly from
Candia.
" Why, then, your brown bastard Is your only drink."

Skakesp. : 1 Ben. jr., 11. A

4. Sugar-refining

:

(a) (PI. Bastards) : An impure, coarse brown
sugar, one of the refuse products in the manu-
facture of refined sugar. It is occasionally
used in brewing, and frequently by publicans
to bring up the colour and gravity of beers
which they have adulterated.

(b) Sing. : A large-sized mould in which
sugar is drained. (Ure.)

B. As adjective

:

1 Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : Begotten out of wedlock ; illegiti-

mate ; natural.
" Peace is a very apoplexy, lethargy, insensible, ... a

getter of mure bastard children than war 's a destroyer
of men."—shakesp. : Coriol., It. a.

2. Figuratively:

(a) Spurious, not genuine ; adulterated, im-
plying inferiority to the thing counterfeited.

"That were a kind of bastard hope Indeed."—
Shakesp.: Merch. of Ven.. iii. &.

" Men who, under the disguise of publick good, pursue
their own designs of power, and such bastard honours
as attend them."—Temple.
(b) Resembling anything else, though not

identical with it. Not necessarily implying
inferiority to that which it is like. (Used
specially of plants or animals resembling
others, but not really identical with them, at
the same time they are just as perfect as the
species whose " bastards " they are.) (See IL
6&7.]
IL Technically:

1. Military. Of cannon : Of an abnormal
type ; for instance, longer or shorter than
ordinary.

2. Printing :

(a.) Bastard or half-title : An abbreviated
title on a page preceding the full title-page
of a book.

(b) Bastard fount: A fount of type cast oa
a smaller or larger body than that to which it

usually belongs. In the former case the lines

appear closer together, and in the latter wider
apart, than in type cast on the usual body.

3. JVine^making. Bastard wines (pi.): Those
partly sweet, partly astringent

"Such wines are called mungrel or bastard wines,
which, betwixt the sweet and astringent ones, hare
neither manifest sweetness nor manifest astnetion,
but indeed participate and contain iu them both
qualities.""—Markham: TransL of Maison Jtustiqu*
(1619), p. 635. (& in Boucher.)

4. Plastering. Bastard stucco : A kind of
stucco, made two-thirds of lime and one-third
of fine pure sand ; also, the finishing coat of
plastering when prepared for paint

5. Painting. Bastard Scarlet: Of a red
colour dyed with madder.

6. Zool. Bastard Plover : An English name
for a bird, the Common Lapwing (VaneUui
crUtatus).

7. Botany

:

Bastard Alkanet, Bastard-aXkanet ; The bark
of Lithospermum arvense (Common Gromwell).
It abounds with a deep-red dye, which is

easily communicated to oily substances like

the true Alkanet (Anchusa tinctoria).

Bastard Balm, Bastard-balm : The English
name of Melittis, a genus of Lamiacese (La-
biates). Specially applied to the Melittis

melissophyllum, a plant found wild in the south
and south-west of England. It has beautiful

flowers of variegated colour, and in a her-

barium acquires aud long retains a smell like

that of Anthoxanthum.
Bastard Cabbage-tree: The English name of

Geoffroya, an anomalous genus with papilio-

naceous flowers, and drupes instead of proper
legumes for fruit.

Bastard Cedar, Bastard-cedar

:

(a) The English name of the Cedrela, a
genus constituting the typical one of the order

Cedrelaces (Cedrelads). [Cedrela.] Also
the wood of various species of the genus.
One kind comes from Australia, and auotliei

from the West Indies. The latter is of a
brown colour and a fragrant odour, whence
the name of cedar has been given to it It is

light, soft, and well adapted for making canoes

and other purposes.

(b) The English name of the Bubroma, a
genus belonging to the order Byttneriacea
(Byttneriads). The Bubroma guazuma (Elm-
leaved Bastard Cedar) grows in Jamaica. The
wood is light and easily wrought The tree is

an umbrageous one, and supplies cattle not

merely with food, tut with shelter from heat
[Bubroma.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, », ce-e. ey-a. qu - kw.
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Bastard Cinnamon, Bastard-cinnamon ; A
tree, Laurus cassia, which grows in Ceylon.
It is decorticated like the True Cinnamon, hut
of inferior value, being more largely imbued
with mucilage.

Bastard Dittany, Bastard-dittany: A Ruta-
ceous plant, Dictamnus Fraxinella.

Bastard Flower Fence : The English name of
A.denanthera, a genus of plants belonging to

the Leguminous order and the Caesalpineous
sub-order. [Adenanthera.]

Bastard Hare's Ear : The English name of

the Phyllis, a genus belonging to the order
Cinchonaceas (Cmchonads). Phyllis nobla,

from the Canaries, is an evergreen shrub with
beautiful leaves.

Bastard Hemp : A plant, Datisca cannabina.
It belongs to the Datiscaeeae, or Datiscads.

Bastard Indigo, Bastard-indigo : The English
name of a genus of plants belonging to the
Leguminous order. There are several species,

all from America. Amorpha fruticosa, or
6hrubby Bastard Indigo, was once used in

Carolina as an indigo-plant, but it is now
abandoned.

Bastard Lupine, Bastard-lupine: The English
name of Lupinaster, a genus of Leguminous
plants from Siberia.

Bastard Manchineel: The English name of
Cameraria, a genus of plants belonging to the
order Apocynacese (Dog-banes).

Bastard Orpine : The English name of the
Andrachne, a genus of Euphorbiaceous plants.

Bastard Pimpernel : The English name of

Centnnculus, a genus of plants belonging to

the order Primulaceae (Primworts). The Least
Bastard Pimpernel (Centunculus minimus) is

found wild in Britain. It is a small plant
with very minute solitary sessile, axillary,

pale rose-coloured flowers.

Bastard Quince : The English name of Pyrus
Chamannespilus, which grows in the Pyrenees.

Bastard Rocket : A Cruciferous, plant, Bras-
tica Erucastrwn.

* Bastard Star of Bethlehem : A name some-
times given to a liliaceous plant, a species of

Albuca. The genuine Star of Bethlehem is

Ornithogalum umbellatum, which now grows
half-wild in Britain.

Bastard Stone-parsley: The English name of
the Umbelliferous genus Sison. The Hedge
Bastard Stone-parsley (Sison amomwm) grows
wild in Britain. It has roundish ovate pun-
gent aromatic fruit.

Bastard Toad-Jlax: The English name of
Thesium, a genus of plants belonging to the
order Santalaceae (Santalworts). The species
are obscure weeds.

Bastard Vervain : The English name of
Staehytarpheta, a genus belonging to the order
Verbenacese, or Verbenes. Stachytarpheta mu-
tabilis, or Changing Flower, is a beautiful
shrub brought originally from South America.

Bastard Vetch : The English name of Phaca,
a genus of Leguminous plants, wild on the
continent of Europe and elsewhere. They are
pretty herbaceous plants resembling Astra-
galus.

bastard file, 5. One of » grade between
the rough and the smooth in respect of the
relative prominence and coarseness of the
teeth. (Knight.)

bastard-wing, s. Three or four quill-

like feathers placed at a small joint in the
middle of the wing.

"... I presume that the 'bastard-wing' In birds
may be safely considered as a digit in a rudimentary
taie . . ."—Darwin : Origin of Specie*, ch. xiiL

I

t bas -tard, v.t. [From bastard, s. (q.v.).] To
pronounce to be a bastard.

" She lived to see her brother beheaded, and her two
sons deposed from the crown, battarded in their blood,
and cruelly murdered."—Bacon.

t bas'-tard-ed, pa. par. k a. [Bastard, v.]

t bas-tard-ing, * bas -tard-yrig, pr. par.

k s. [Bastard, v.]

bas -tard ism, 5. [Eng. bastard; -ism.] The
state or condition of a bastard. (Cotgravc.)

bas tard ize, v.t. [Eng. bastard; -ize.]

L With a person for the object

:

* 1. To beget a bastard.
"I should have been that I am, bad the maidenliest

tar in the firmament twinkled on my bastardizing.
"

—Shakesp. : Lear, I. 2.

2. To render one a bastard by legislation, or

to convict one of being a bastard. ; legally to

declare one a bastard. (Burn : Just, of Peace.)

IL With a thing for the object : To render
illegitimate or abnormal. [See example under
the participial adjective.]

bas-tard-i zed, pa. par. k a,

". . . irregular, abbreviated, and bastardised lan-
guages. "—Darwin : Descent of Man, vol. L, pt. i., ch. U.

bas-tard-i'z-Ing,pr.p.,*.,&a. [Bastardize.]

bas tard-ly, adv. k a.

A. As adverb : Like a bastard ; after the
manner of a bastard. [Used (lit.) of persons
QT(Jig.) of things.]

" Good seed degenerates, and oft obeys
The soil's disease, and into cockle strays

;

Let the mind's thoughts but be transplanted so
Into the body, and bastardly they grow."

Donne.

B. As adjective : Spurious, counterfeit, not
really what it looks like or is called after.

" Bastardly tertian . . ."—Barrough : Method of
Physic* (1624). (it all i well ; Contr. to Lexicog.)

bas -tardy, s. [Eng. bastard ; -y. In Sp. &
Port bastardia; Ital. bastardigia.]

A. Ord. Lang. : The state or condition of a
bastard.

" There, at your meetest advantage of the time,
Infer the bastardy of Edward's children."

Shakesp. : Hichard III., iii. C.

B. Scots Law

:

1. Declaration of Bastardy : An action raised

in the Court of Session to obtain a declaration
that the plaintiff who has received from the
Crown " a gift of bastardy " [see 2] is lawfully

entitled to enter on possession of the lands or
other property bestowed.

2. Gift of Bastardy: A gift from the Crown
to some one of the heritable or movable
effects of a bastard who has died without law-

ful issue. Before the donatory can enter upon
possession he must obtain a " declaration of

bastardy " [see 1].

baste (U* bast, *baast,*. [O. Fr. bast = a

packsaddle used by muleteers as a bed in inns.]

1, Fornication or adultery.
" For he was bigeten o baste, God it wot.*

Artour * Merlin, 7,648. {X.E.D.)

2. Illegitimacy.
" Baast, not wedlock, bastardia . . ."—Prompt Pan.

baste (2), s. [Base (1), A., II. 10.]

baste (1) (Eng.), bast (Scotch), v.t. [In IceL
beysta = to strike, to powder ; Rw. bbsta = to

baste, to whip, to flog, to beat, to lash ; Fr.

bastonner = to cudgel, to bastinado ; Sp. bas-

tear ; Port bastonar; Ital. bastonare. From
O. Fr., Sp., k Prov. boston ; Mod. Fr. bdton ;

Ital. bastone = a staff, a stick. Compare also

Dan. baske = to beat, strike, cudgel ; bask =
a stripe, a blow.] [Bastinado.]

1, To beat with a cudgel.
" Quoth she, I grant it is in vain
For one that's basted to feel pain

;

Because the pangs his bones endure
Contribute nothing to the cure.''

—

Hudibras.

2. To drip fat or anything similar on meat
when it is turning on the spit or roasting-

jack to be roasted ; to soften by means of

such fat.

"The fat of roasted mutton falling on the birds will
serve to baste them, and so save time and butter."—
Swift.

baste (2) (Eng.), baiss (Scotch), v.t. [From
O. Fr. bastir ; Mod. Fr. bdtir = to builti\ . . .

to baste; Sp. bastear, embastar ; Ital. ivxbas-

tire — to sew with long stitches ; from basta
— a long stitch. Compare Dan. besye = to
sew, to stitch, to embroider ; M. H. Ger. bestan
= to sew.] To sew slightly, with the view of
holding the portions of a dress in their proper
place till they can be sewed more thoroughly.
(Lit. & fig.)

"The body of your discourse is sometimes guarded
with fragments, and the guards are but slightly basted
on neither."—Shakesp. : Much Ado, 1. 1.

ba st-ed (1) (Eng.), * bast (0. Scotch), pa. par.

k a, [Baste (1).]

basted (2),
* bast-en, pa. par. k a. [Baste

(2)-]

* bast-en, pa. par. [Ger. basten.] [Baste (1).]

* bast-er, s. [Eng. bast(e); -ct\] A blow
with a stick or similar weapon. (Todd.)

" Jack took up the poker, and gave me such a batter
upon my head, that It was two months before I per-
fectly recovered."*— Dr. Wagstaffe : Miscetl. Works
<ine), p. 48.

' bas-tide, *. [O. Fr.] A place of defence;
a fortress.

Bas- tille, * bas -tile, * bas tylle (yllo

as &), * bas -tell, * bas -tel, " bas-ti-
11-an, * bas til-lion (Eng.), *bas-tail-
yle (0. Scotch), s. [O. Fr. bastille = a fastness,
a castle furnished with towers ; from bastir.

Mod. Fr. bdtir = to build. In Port, bastilha;
Low Lat. bastellum, bastile, bastilia, bastia.]

L Generally:

* 1. Originally : A temporary wooden tower
on wheels, constructed to enable besiegers
safely to approach a town or fort which they
designed to attack.

" They had also towres of tymber goyng on whelea,
that we clepe bastile* or somer castelles, and, shortly,
alle thinges that nedfulle was in eny maner itynde or
werres the legion had it."— Trevisa : Vegecius, MS.
Beg. IS, A. xii.. ii. 2. (S. in Boucher.)

2. Later: A small antique castle fortified

with turrets, a blockhouse ; also the turrets,

bulwarks, or other defences of such a struc-

ture.

"Soneefterhe gat syndry craftismen to clenge the
fowseis and to repair the said wall in all partis with
touris and bastailyies, rysyng in the strangest mauer
that mycht be deuisit"—Bellend. : Cron., bk. v., c. 8

IX Spec, (of the form Bastille) : The cele-

brated Parisian state-prison and fortress called
by way of pre-eminence the Bastille. It was
commenced in 1370 by order of Charles V. of
France, and was finished in 1382 under his

THE BASTILLE.

successor. Many victims of despotism were
immured within its gloomy walls. One of the
earliest scenes in the great drama of the first

French revolution was the attack of the popu-
lace on the Bastille. It was captured by
them on the 14th of July, 1789, and soon after-

wards demolished. None of the governments
which have since succeeded to power in France
have ever proposed its restoration.

" For lo ! the dread Bastille.

With all the chambers in its horrid towers.

Of indignation
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iii.

* bastell bowse, * bastcll house, s.

The same as Bastille, I. 2.

"And they burnte a stead called Famelar, and won
a bastell-howse in the same,"—MS. Cott. Calig., bk. v„
188. [8. in Boucher.)

* bas ti merit, * bas ti men'-to, *. [From
Ital. bastimento = a ship, a vessel ; but in Sp.
= victuals, provision ; and in 0. Fr.= a build*

ing.] A ship, a vessel, &c.
" Then the baitimentos never

Had our foul dishonour seen.
Nor the sea the sad receiver
Of this gallant train had been."

Qlover : Easier* Ghost, st. 7.

bas-ti-na'-do, bas-ti-na'de, 5. [In Sw.
bastonad ; Dan. , Ger. , & Fr. bastonnade ; Dut.
bastinade ; Sp. bastonazo, bastonada; Prov. A
Sp. bastonada; Ital. bastonata. From O. Fr.,

Sp., & Prov. baston; Mod. Fr. bdton; Ital.

bastone = a staff, a stick.] [Bastinado, v..

Baste, v. (1), Baston, Baton.]

1. Gen. : A cudgelling, a beating inflicted

with a stick.
" And all those harsh and rugged sounds
Of bastinado*, cuts, and wouuds."—Hudibras.

2. Spec. : One administered with a stick on
the soles of the feet, as is usually done in the

Turkish empire and in China.

bas-ti na-dd, bas ti-nade, v.t. [In Fr
bastonner; Port bastonar; Ital. bastonare,\

[Bastinado, s. ]

1. Gen. : To beat with a stick.

" Nick seized the longer end of the cudgel, and with
It began to bastinado old Lewis, who bad slunk into *

corner waiting the event of a squabble."

—

Arbuthnttt.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t
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2. Spec. : To do so on the soles of the feet.

" The Sallee rover, who threatened to bastinado a
Christian captive to death unless a ransom was forth-
coming, was an odious ruffian." — Macaulay: iliac, of
Eng.. eh. zv.

bast'ing (1), pr. par., a., & s. [Baste, v. (1).]

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adjective •

In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or operation of beating with a
cudgel or similar weapon.

" Bast i rigt heavy, dry, obtuse.
Only d illness can produce."—Swift.

2. The operation of dripping butter or fat

npon meat on the spit or roasting-jack to
make it be the more satisfactorily roasted.

" Sir, I think the meat wants what I have, a batting."
—Shaketp. : Comedy of Errors, ii. 2.

bast irig (2), pr. par., a., & s. [Baste, v. (2).]

A. & B. As pr. par. <t participial adjective

:

In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive ; The operation of slightly

stitching cloth together as a preparation for

more careful sewing of a permanent kind.

bas tl on, s. (In Sw., Dan., Dut, Ger., Fr„
& 8p. bastion ; Prov. bastio ; Port, bastiao

;

ItaL bastione. From Old Fr. t Prov., & Sp.
bastir; Mod. Ft. bdtir = to build.]

L Literally:

Fort. : A projecting mass of earth or
masonry at the angle of a fortification having
two faces and two flanks, and so constructed
that every part of it may be defended by the

BASTION.

1. Modern hollow bastion, Belfort a a, faces ; b b,

flanks : c c, curtain. 2. Modern solid bastion,

Belfort. 3. Ancient Roman bastion.

flank fire of some other part of the fort. The
flanks of adjacent bastions are connected by
a curtain. The distance between two such
flanks is termed the gorge. A detached bas-

tion is called a lunette.

"... a fire from the nearest bastion."'—Macaulay :

BUt. Eng., ch. xii.

% (a) A Composed Bastion is one which has
two sides of the interior polygon very ir-

regular, with the effect of making the gorges
also irregular.

(b) A Cut Bastion is one which has a re-

entering angle instead of a point.

(c) A Deformed Bastion is one in which the
irregularity of the lines and angles prevents
the structure from having a regular form.

(d) A Demi-bastion is a bastion composed of
one face only, with but a single flank and a
demi-gorge.

(e) A Double Bastion is a bastion raised on
the plane of another one.

(f) A Flat Bastion is one erected in the
middle of a curtain when the latter is too long
to be protected by the bastions at its ends.

(g) A Hollow Bastion Is one hollow in the
interior.

(h) A Regular Bastion is one so planned as

to possess the true proportion of its faces,

flunks, and gorges.

(<) A Solid Bastion is one solid throughout
its entire structure.

IL Figuratively

:

1. A person or thing defiant of attack.
" They build each other up with dreadful skill.

As bastions set point-blank against Qod's will."
Cowper; Conversation.

2. Poet. : An object in nature resembling a
bastion in appearance.

"... yonder cloud
That rises upward always higher,
And onward drags a labouring breast.
And topples round the dreary west

A looming bastion fringed with fire."

Tennyson : In Memoriam.

bas - ti - oncd, a. [Eng., 4c, bastion; ~ed.]

Furnished with bastions.
" To try at length, if tower and battlement
And bastioned wall be not less bard to win."

Moore : Veiled Prophet of Khorattan.

bas'-tite, s. [In Ger. bastiL From Baste, in

thw Harz Mountains, where it was first dis-

covered.] A mineral, called also Schiller Spar.

It is an impure foliated serpentine. Its hard-
ness is 3'&-4 ; its spec, gravity 2*5—2*76

; its

lustre like that of bronze, whence the name
Schiller in Ger. —of shining lustre. Com-
position : Silica, 4236 to 43*90 ; alumina, 1*50

to 6-10 ; magnesia, 26 00 to 30*92
; protoxide

of iron, 7*14 to 1078 ; lime, 0*63 to 270 ; oxide
of chromium, —2*37

;
protoxide of manganese,

0— '85 ;
potassa or soda, 0—2 79 ; water, 8 -

51

to 12*42. Phaestine (q.v.) is an allied mineral.
(Dana.)

bast -mat, 8. [In Sw. bastmatta.] The same
as Bast (1), s. (q.v.).

bast'-na-site, s. [From Bastnas, in Sweden.]

A mineral, the same as Hamartite (q.v.).

bas'-to, s. [In Ban. & Dut. basta ; Ger. 4 Ft.

baste ; Sp. bastes (pi.) ; Port, basto ; Ital. basto

= (1) a pack-saddle, (2) the ace of clubs.] The
ace of clubs at quadrille and ombre. (Pope.)

bas- tin, ba-toon (Eng.), bas-toun
(Scotch), s. [O. Ft. & Sp. baston; Mod. Fr.

Mton ; Port, bastao ; ItaL bastone ; Low Lat.
basto.] [Baton. J

A. Ordinary Language: A heavy staff, a
baton (q.v.).

" Quba best on fute can ryn lat se.

Or like ane douchty canipfonn in to fycht
With bustnous bastoun darren stfyfle, or mats."

Douglas: i'irgil, isa, 3». (Jamieton.)

B. Technically:

L Of things

:

L Her. : A staff borne in English coats of
arms as a mark of illegitimacy. [Baton, B.]

2. Arch. : The round moulding at the base
of a column ; a torus.

3. A stanza, a verse. (A rendering of A.S.
and Icel. stozf — a staff . . , stanza.)

"Nia this bastun wel ifught."
Itarl-ian MS., 913. (S. in Boucher.)

4. A card of the suit of clubs.

TX Of persons (only of the form baston)

:

* Formerly : A servant of the Warden of the
Fleet, whose duty was to attend the King's
Courts with a red staff, for the purpose of
taking into custody such persons as were com-
mitted by the court. It was also his duty to
attend on such prisoners as were suffered to
go abroad on license.

"It is ordained that no . . . Warden of the Fleet
hall suffer any prisoner to go oat of prison by main-
prise, baile, nor by button."—Act 1 Richard II. xii.

* bas- t6n, v.t. [Baston, *.] To beat or
thrash with a stick or staff; to cudgel.

" I wold try on the fleysh of faiin, or buy a buttoned
gown of bin*. '—/Me : Diary, p. 48. (.V. r..i>.

)

* bas'-tftn-St, ». [O. Fr. = little stick, dimin.
of baston m a stick.] A kind of bit, now
obsolete.

bafl'-ton-ite, ». [From Bastoigne, in Luxem-
burg, where it was found.] A mineral, a
greenish-brown mica, in large foliated plates.

It is a variety of Lepidomelane (q.v.).

bas -yle (or ba'-syle), s. [Gr. £ao-is (basis)

= . . . a base, and vAn (hule) = a wood . . .

,

(Chem.) a base, a principle]

Chen. : The same as a radical. [Radical.]

bas'-yl-ous (or ba'-syl-ous), a. [Eng. ba-

syl(e); -ous.] Pertaining to basyle ; of the
nature of basyle. (Graham.)

bat (1), * batte (pi. * bat -tis), s. [Fr. batte

= a beater, battledore, . . . a rammer, a ham-
mer, &c. ; baton — a baton, a stick, a staff;

Ir. bat, bata = a stick, a staff ; Russ. bot ; Fr.
bdton. Connected with Ft. battre; Prov.
batre; Sp. batir ; Port, bater ; Icel. batten;
Lat. battuo — to beat. The original root of
these verbs, as well as of the allied substantive
bat is, without doubt, imitated from the sound
of beating.] [Beat.]

A. Ordinary Language :

1. A club, stick, staff, or walking-stick of
any kind.

(a) In a general sense:

"J Still so used in many English dialects.

"The while he spake, lo, Judas, ooii of the twelve,
came, and with him a greet company with swerdis and
battis."— Wickliffe : Matt. xxri. 47.

But soon discovered by a sturdy down.
He headed all the rabble of a town.
And finished them with bats or polled them down.*

Dryden : Bind 4 Panther, iii. iU-SL

(&) Spec .* An instrument of wood, at one
end thin and cylindrical for a handle, at the
other more expanded, with which to drive a
cricket or other balL

2. A substance used as a weapon, intended
to do execution by its weight or beating
power, as a brick-hit.

3. A sheet of cotton used for filling quilts
;

batting.

4. A staple, a loop of iron. (Scotch.) (Jamie*
son.)

B. Technically

:

1. Arch.: A portion of a brick, constituting
less than half its length. (Gwilt.)

2. Mining : Bituminous or other shale.
(Kirwan.)

bat-fowler, *. One who practises bat-
fowling (q.v.).

"The birds of passage would. In a dark night. Im-
mediately make for a lighthouse, and destroy them-
selves by flying with violem* against it, as is well
known to bat-foieUrt,"—Harrington » Enayt, Bus. 4.

bat fowling, s. A method of catching
birds by driving them into nets fixed on up-
right sticks or bats. The fowlers, proceeding
to the trees, shrubs, hedges, or other places,
where the birds pass the night, light torches
or straw in the vicinity, and then beat the
bushes, upon which the birds, flying in their
fright towards the flames, are eaught in nets
or by some other appliances.

" We should . . . then go a bat-fowling."—Shakmp. ;

Tempett, ii. 1.

bat-net, s. A net, fastened on sticks,
used in bat-fowling (q.v.).

bat-printing, s. A method of porcelain
printing.

•bat (2), a [AS.6ol = boat] A boat

bat-swain, 5. [A.S. oaf-wan.] A boat-
swain. [Boatswain.]

bat (3X "back, * baeke (Eng.), * back,
*bak, * back ie, *ba'-kie, *ba-kie-
bird (Old Scotch), s. [In Sw. natt-backa=
night "back " or bat ; Dan. aftenbakke.
Wedgwood thinks the original word was blak\
which connects it with Medissv. Lat. blatta,

blocta^ batta,] [Blatta.]

A. Ord. Lang. : The pipistrelle, or any
similar species of flying quadruped. [B. 1.]

"After the flitting of the baft.
When thickest dark did trance the sky.'

Tennyton : Mariana.
B» Technically:

1. Zool. : Any animal belonging to the order
Cheiroptera [Cheiroptera], and especially to
the typical family Vespertilionldse. [Vesi'kr-
TiLioNip.F..J There are nutut-ruus specibs in
the Uuited States. In England the Common
Bat is VespertUio pipistrellus; it is called alio
the Flitter Mouse, and the Pipistrelle. The
Great Bat is V.noctula; the Long-eared Bat,
Plecotus auritus ; and the Greater Horse-shoe
Bid, Hhinolophusferrum equinum.

2. Scripture : The Bat of Scripture, *|Vlp3?

(atdileph), is correctly rendered, the Hebrew
being identical in meaning with the English
word In Isa. ii. 20, the reference is to an
ordinary iusect-eating bat ; and in Lev. xL
19, Deut. xiv. 18, the species meant is appa-
rently the Eleutherura A!gyptiaca figured on
the Egyptian monuments. It is a fruit-con-

suming sj>ecies, similar to the Pteropus edulis,

eaten in the Eastern islands.

3. Her. A bat is often called a rercmous*.

bat-haunted, a. Haunted by bats.

* bat in water , bat in water. 5. A
plant, the Water-mint (Mentha aquatica).

" Balsainlta, menta aquatica: Bat in water.'—MS.
Sonne, h.t.Z. [A little after A. D. W0.) {S. in Boucher.)

bat-shell, s. A species of volnte (q.»-X

bafs wing burner. A form of gas

burner from which gat issues at a slit so pro-

portioned as to give the flame the shape of ft

bat's wing.

bat (i), s. [Siamese.] A 6ilver coin, called also

Tical (q.v.), current in Siam. It is worth

about 2s. V. (Statesman's Year-Book.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, .sire, sir, marine; go, pdtv
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t*t(l\ r.i. [From bat, s. (q.v.).] To handle
a bat in playing cricket or any similar game.

bat (2), v.t. & i. (Scotch.) The same as Eng.
Batten (2), q.v.

ba.-ta.-bl6, a. [Abbreviated from debatable.]

Debatable, disputable.
" Reliable ground seems to be the ground heretofore

in question, whether it belonged to England or Scot-
land, lying between both kingdoms."— Cornel.

* bat -all, s. [Battle, s.]

* bat-all, * bat'-aile, * bat all en, v.t.

& t. [Battle (2), v.i. & t]

* bat -ailL, s. [Battle (2).] (0. Scotch.)

* ba'-tand, adv. [O. F. venir battant = to
come in haste.] Hastily ; in haste.

" Batand to Canterbirt'
Rob. de Brunne, p. 145.

ba-ta'-ra,s. [FromtlieS. Anier. nativename.]

A word used to denote all. or a portion of, the
genus Thamnophilus (q.v.),

bat ar deau. bat cr deau (eau as 6),

j. (Fr. baiardeau — a dam, mole. Malm
thinks it may be contracted from bastarrie

d'eau = water-car.]

1. Hydrostatics or Hydraulics : A coffer-dam.

2. Fort. : A wall built across a moat or ditch
surrounding a fortification. It is provided
with a sluice-gate for regulating the height of
the water.

ba-ta'-tas, *. [In Ger. A Fr. batate, patate;

Sp. batata, patata ; Port, batata; Ital. patata;
Peruvian papa. ] [Potato. ]

Bot. : A genus of Convolvulacese, consisting
of plants with a four-celled ovary, one style,

and two stigmas. They are creeping or twining
herbaceous or shrubby plants. About twenty
species are known, chiefly from tropical
America. Batatas edulis (Convolvulus batatas,

Roxb.) is the sweet potato largely cultivated
for food in the hotter parts of both hemi-
spheres. The edible part, the tubers, are from
three to twelve pounds in weight. In the
East and West Indies, where they grow, our
common potato, Solatium tuberosum, is called
the Irish potato, to distinguish it from the
sweet potato or Batatas. B. jalapa, from
Mexico, has purgative qualities, but is not
the true Jalap. [Jalap.] B. paniculata fur-

nishes Natal Cotton.

Ba ta'-vi-an, a. & s. [Eng., &c, BatavMa);
•an. From Lat. Batavus, a. & s. = pertaining
to or one of the Batavi, a branch of the Catti,

a Germanic nation who, being expelled from
their country through a domestic sedition,
settled on an island since called Betuwe or
Betu, between the Rhine and the Waal. (In
Mahratta and other Hindoo tongues bet =
island.).]

A. As adjective : Pertaining (a) to the
ancient Batavians. [See etym.]

(6) To the modern Dutch.

(c) To Batavia, in Java, the capital of the
Dutch possessions in the East, or to its inha-
bitants.

B. As substantive

:

1. One of the ancient Batavi. [See etym,]

2. A native of Batavia in Java.

3. A Dutchman in general.

• bat'-ayle, s. Old spelling of Battle, s.

* bat -ayl ous, a. [Battailous.]

batch, 'batche, s. [From Eng. bake; A.S.

bacan ; as thatch comes through Old Eng.
thecchen, from A.S. theccan = to cover, to con-
ceal, to thatch. In Dan. baegt ; Dut baksel

;

Ger. geback.] [Bake.]

L Lit. : As much bread as a baker produces
at one operation.

" Bahciie. or bakynge, batehe : PUtura."—P. Par.
*'.

. . waiting moat earnestly for the hour when the
batch that was in the oven was to be drawn."—Trantl.
of Rabelais, iv. 199. (S. in Boucher. >

II. Figuratively

:

1. Of things : A quantity of anything made
at once, and which may therefore be presumed
to have the same qualities throughout.

2. Of persons (somewhat disrespectfully) : A
crew or gang of persons of the same profession
or proclivities.

" An' there a batch o' wabster lads
Blackguarding trae KiliniLrnnuk."

Burn* ; The Holy Fair,
" Another batch ot ZOO returned Communist* arrived

here."—Timet. Sept 10, 1879: French Corresp.

* batch'-eVor, *. [Bachelor.]

* bate (1), *. Old spelling of Boat.

* bate (2), s. [From A. 8. bate = contention
;

or abbreviated from debate (q.v.).]

"... and breeds no bate with telling . .
."—

Shaketp. : 2 Sen. / r., U. 4,

bate-brecding, a. Breeding strife.

"This »our informer, this batt-breeding ipy."
Stakmp. : Venus & Adorns, «56.

bate, v.t & i. Abbreviated form of. Eng.
Abate (q.v.).

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To beat down the price of anything from
the amount claimed by another, or to beat
down the amount of anything.

"When the landholders rent falls, he must either
bale the labourer's wages, or not employ or not pay
him."—Locke.

2. On one's own part to lower the price of

anything, whether because another has beaten

it down, or spontaneously ; also to lessen a

demand upon one.
" Nar, envious at the sight, will I forbear
My plenteous bowl, nor bate my plenteous cheer.™

Dryden.

'.. . bate me some, and I will pay you some, and, as

most debtors do, promise you infinitely."—Shaketp. :

2 Ben. I V., Epilogue.

LL Figuratively

:

* 1. To deprive of.

" When baseness is exalted, do not bate
The place its honour for the person's sake."

Herbert.

2, To cut off, to remove, to take away.
"Bate but the last, and 'tis what I would say.*

Dryden : Sp. Friar.

3. To make an exception, either in favour

of or against. (Used specially in pr. par.

bating, q.v.)

B. Intransitive

:

1. To become less, to diminish, to waste
away.

"Bardolph, am I not fallen away vilely since this

lastactiou? Dolnotooie; Do I not dwindle* Why
t

my skin hangs about me like an old lady's loose gown."
—Sfvikesp. : 1 Hen. ST., Hi. 3.

2. To intermit, to remit, to retrench. (Fol-

lowed by of.

)

"Abate thy speed, and I will bate of mine."
Dryden.

* bate, v.t. Old spelling of Bait (3), v.

* bate, v.i. Old spelling of Bait (4), v.

* bate, pret. of v. [Old pret. of bite (q.v.).]

Bit ; did bite.
" Yet there the steel stay'd not, but Inly bate
Deep in hi* flesh and opened wide a red flood-gate."

Spenter : F. Q„ II. v. 7.

bat'-e a, s. [Sp. & Port]
Mining: A wooden vessel used in Mexico

and California for washing gold-bearing sands
and crushed ores.

bat eau, + bat teau (eau as 6) (pi. bat-
eaux) (eaux as os), *. [Fr. bateau = a

boat, a vessel to cross the water, as a ferry-

boat, the body of a coach ; Prov. baielh ; Sp.
& Port, batel; Ital. battello ; Low Lat. batellus,

from battus = a boat.] [Boat.] A light boat,
long in proportion to its breadth, and wide
in the middle as compared with what it is

at the ends.

bateau-bridge, s. A floating bridge
supported by bateaux.

ba -ted, pa. par. & a, [Bate (2), r.]

As participial adjective: Used specially in
the expression, "bated breath," meaning breath
artificially restrained.

"... in a bondman's key
With bated breath ami whisp'ring humbleness,"

Shaketp. ,' Aler. of Venice, i. 3.

ba'te-ful (1), a, [Eng., Ac, bate, and full.]
Full of strife, prone to strife ; contentious.
" He knew her haunt, and haunted in the same,

And taught his sheep her sheep in food to thwart

;

Which soon as it did bateful question frame.
He might on knees confess his guilty part"

* ba'te-ful (2), a. [Batful. ]

ba'te-less, a. [Eng. bate; -less.] Without
abatement, unabated ; unblunted

"Haply that name of chaste unbapp'ly set
This bateleu edge on his keen appetite."

Shaketp. : Rape of Lucrece, t, *,

* bat el- merit, 5. [Battlement.]

ba te-ment, s. [Contracted from abatement]

Among artificers : Diminution.
"To abate, is to waste a piece of stuff; instead ol

asking bow much was cut off, carpenters ask what
batemtmt that piece of stuff had. "—Aloxon : ifech. Ex.

Ba ten itcs, Ba-ten ists, Ba ten-i-
ans, s. [Arab. (?)= esoteric (?).] A sect

which came originally from the Mohamme-
dans. Their tenets resembled those of the
Assassins. [Assassin. ]

t bat'-ful, * ba'te-ful, a. [From O. Eng. v.

bat = increase.] [Bat (2), v.] [See also
Battel and Batten.] Fertile.

" The fertile land of bateful Brytannie."
Stowt : The Romanea.

" The bat/ul pastures fenced."
Drayton ; Polyolbion, Song &>

bath (l), * bathe (pL baths), s. [A. a. ba-th.

(pl. bathu). In O.S. bath; aw., Icel., Dan.,
Dut., & Ger. bad; O. H. Ger. pad; Wei. badh,
baz m a bath ; Sansc. bad, vdd = to bathe.

The idea of heat, though now to some degree>

lost sight of, was originally prominent]
A* Ordinary Language

:

1 1. The act of bathing ; the act of immers-
ing the body in water, or applying water to
the body for the sake of cleanliness or of
health, or as a religious ceremony.

"... and the chimney-piece
Chaste Dian bathing. "Shaketp. ; Cymbeline, ii. 4.

2. The water or other liquid used for bathing
purposes. (Lit <&flg.)

(a) Lit. : In the above sense.
" Why may not the cold bath, into which they

plunged themselves, have had some share in their
cure?"

—

Addison: Spectator.

Tf For hot bath, cold bath, &c, see B., I.

(&) Fig. : Anything which invigorates or
soothes and relieves the niind as a cold or hot
bath does the body.

" Sleep,
The death of each day's life, sore labour's bath.
Balm of hurt minds '—Shaketp. : Macbeth, ii. t

3. The cavity or vessel in which water for

bathing purposes is held ; a building fitted up
with appliances for bathing purposes.

4. Baths were not much frequented in the
earlier period of Grecian history ; they became
more common afterwards. The Romans during
the period of the empire gave much attention

to bathing, and not merely Rome but even the
provincial cities had public baths, often mag-
nificent. In our own country pubtic baths
are of comparatively recent introduction,

though they are now completely rooted
throughout the several cities and towns.

** I was surprised to see several machines out, both
of the Municipal and Pavilion Batht."—Timet, Sept.
26, 1879: The Bathing Accident at Boulogne.

B. Technically:

X. Med. : Any substance which constitute*
the medium in which the human body, or a
part of it, is immersed for the maintenance or
recovery of health or strength. The most
common media are water of various tempera-
tures, watery vapours, and air.

1. A Water Bath, This may be natural or

artificial. Rivers, lakes, and the sea afford

facilities for a natural bath ; various public
and private appliances are designed to furnish
an artificial one. In the latter case the tem-
perature of the water may be varied at plea-

sure. Arranged by temperature, six kinds of
baths are in use for medical or other purposes :

Name of Bath. Temperature.

(a) A cold bath ... 33* to 60° Fahr.

?&) A cool bath ... 60° to 75° „
(c) A temperate bath . 75" to 85" „
(d) A tepid bath ... 85' to 92° „
(e) A warm bath ... 92° to 98' „
(/) A hot bath ... 98° to 106° „

All baths below 88° in temperature impart
the sensation of cold, those above it of heat
In an artificial bath, not merely can the tem-
perature be raised or lowered at pleasure, but
various methods may be adopted of applying

the liquid. A bath may be taken by the per-

son walking or plunging into it ; by his more
or less completely lying down in it ; by the
sudden affusion of water upon him from
above, called the shower-bath ; or by his being
sprinkled with it, or applying it to himself by
means of a sponge. Or a stream of water may
be turned upon him, in which case the name
applied is a douche or douse, from Ital. doccia =
douche. Or only a part of the body may be
immersed, as in the hip-bath and the foot-bath.

Moreover, the water employed may be saline

or impregnated with other constituents, as

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

-elan, -tian afl shan. -cion, -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion — zhun. -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bcl, del.
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sulphur, iodine, or, in the case of a foot-bath,
mustard.

2. A Watery-vapour Bath. If it is intended
that the vapour should be breathed, there are
three grades of temperature in the vapour
bath : the first from 96" to 106°, the second
from 106° to 120°, and the third from 120" to
160'. If not intended to be breathed, there
are also three : the first from 90" to 100*, the
second from 100* to 110°, and the third from
110* to 130".

3. A )i Air Bath : The exposure of the naked
body to the atmosphere of a room of a certain
temperature varying from 90° to 130*.

4. Photography : A solution in which plates
or papers are immersed cr floated, or the
vessel holding such solution. Baths are
known as sensitizing [Nitrate of Silver],

fixing, toning, or washing.

XL Chemistry:

1. Formerly (Spec.): A vessel of water in
which another one was placed which required
a lesser amount of heat than that furnished by
the naked fire.

2. Now (Gen.) : Any medium, such as heated
sand, ashes, or steam, through which heat is

applied to a body.

HL Heraldry, <bc. Order of the Bath : An
order of knighthood, so called because the
recipients of the honour were required formally
to bathe the evening
before their creation.

It was instituted by
Henry IV. in 1399,
and, having fallen

into disuse, was re-

vived by George I.

in 1725. Under
George IV. its regu-
lations were modi-
fied, and now there
are various sub-divi-
sions of the order

—

viz.. Knights Grand
Cross of the Bath
(G.C.B.), Knights
Commanders of the
Bath (K.C.B.), and
Companions of the
Bath (C.B.> Under
eaeii of these classes
there are now a military and a "civil"
(meaning a civilian) sub-class. The ribbon
worn by the Knights of the Bath is crimson,
with the Latin motto, " Tria juncta in uno "

= three (England, Ireland, and Scotland, or
their emblems, the rose, shamrock, and thistle)
joined in one.

bath robe, t. A loose garment or wrap-
per enveloping the entire figure.

bith-room, s. A room erected to contain
a public or private bath.

Bath (2). a [A.S. Bathan, Bathan ceaster

;

from bathan = baths. Named from the baths
erected over the hot saline and chalybeate
springs there existing, the result of old vol-
canic action in the locality.]

Geog. : A city, the capital of the. county of
Somerset

Bath-brick, s. An artificially-manufac-
tured " brick" of the usual form, but formed
of calcareous earth. It is used for cleaning
knives and various kinds of metal work.

Bath-bun, s. A bun richer than a com-
mon one, and generally without currants.

Bath-chair, *. A small carriage or chair
on wheels, drawn by a chairman, and in-
tended for the conveyance of invalids or
others for short distances. So called because
either originally or principally used at Bath,
where the steepness of many of the streets
rendered such conveyances especially useful

Bath-chaps, s. Small pigs' cheeks cured
for the table.

Bath-metal, s. An alloy consisting of
1 lb. of copper and 4$ oz. of zinc, or at least
more zinc than in brass.

Bath Oolite, Bath-stone, a A shelly
limestone belonging, with others of similar
character, to the Great Oolite. It is much
celebrated as a building stone. (Lyell: Elem.
o/Geol, ch. xx.) [Oolite,]

Bath-post, *. A term for letter paper,
now seldom used. It is a yellow wove post
quarto.

BADGE OF THE BATH.

bath (3), a. [Heb. na (bath)= measured ; from
nnT (pathath) = to measure.] A liquid mea-
sure among the ancient Hebrews. It was the
same as the ephah [Epiiah], each of. these
containing the tenth part of an homer (Ezek.
xlv. 11). [Homer.] According to Josephus
(Antiq., iit., § 3), it contained six hins. [Hin.]
It has been calculated that it contained 1985*77
Parisian cubic inches, but there are other
estimates as well.

" Then made he ten lavers of brau : one laver con-
tained forty but hi . .

.**_1 King* viL 38.

bath, v.t. [Bath (1), s.] To wash in a bath.
(Used specially of children, and in the North
of England of sheep.)

bathe, * beath (preterite bathed, * bathud,
beathed), v.L & i. [A.S. &aiAian = to bathe,
wash, foment, cherish ; from bad = a bath.
In Sw. & Icel. bada ; Dut. & Ger. baden ; O.
H. Ger. padon ; Sansc. bad, vdd = to bathe.]

A. Transitive:

J, Ordinary Language :

L Lit. : To immerse the body or any part
of it in water, or to pour water upon it for
the purpose of cleanliness, as a medical appli-
ance, or as a religious ceremony.

"Then the priest shall wash his clothe*, and he shall
bathe bis flesh in water, . . .'—Numb. xix. 7.

% It is sometimes used reflectively with
self or selves.

" Chancing to bathe himself in the river Cydnna, . . .

he fell sick, near unto death, for three days. "—South.

2. Figuratively:

(a) To wash anything with water or any
similar liquid.

" ... the lake which bathed the foot of the Alban
mountain, . . ."—Arnold : Bat. of Bom*, vol. L, ch.
xxiiL

(6) To bring a thing in contact with some
liquid, or apply some liquid to it, without
the purpose of purification.

" And bathed thy sword in blood, whose spot
Eternity shall cancel nut !

"

Bemant ; Wallace* Invocation to Bruce.

(c) To immerse in anything, though but
faintly analogous to water.

" Bach purple peak, each flinty spire.
Was bathed in floods of living fire.

Scott : Lady of the Lake, L IL

U. Medicine dt Surgery

:

1. To foment or moisten a wound for the
purpose of cleansing and soothing it

2. To supple or soften by the outward ap-
plication of warm liquors.

"Bathe them, and keep their bodies soluble the
while by clysters and lenitive boluses."— Wieeman

:

Surgery.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. ; To enter or lie in a bath, or otherwise
take means for formal and thorough ablution.

" The gallants dancing by the river-side.
They bathe in summer, and in winter slide."

Waller.

2. Fig. : To be immersed in anything.
" Except they meant to bathe in reeking wounds,
Or memorize another Golgotha,
I cannot tell." Shakcip. ; Macbeth, L a

* bathe, s. [Bath (1).]

* bathe, a. [Both.] (Scotch.)

bathed, * ba thud, * beathed, pa. par. &
a, [Bathe, t>.]

ba'-ther, s. [Eng. bath(e); -er. In Ger. bader.]

One who bathes. (Tooke.)

tba-theV-ic, a- [From Eng., &c, bathos

(q.v.).J Having the character of bathos.
(Coleridge.)

ba'-thie, s. IBothie, Booth.] (Scotch.)

ba thing, pr. par., a., & s. [Bathe.]

A. & B. As pr. par. and particip. adj.: In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive : The act or operation of
immersing the body or part of it in water, or
some other medium, for the purpose of ablu-
tion, as a medical appliance, or for ceremonial
purposes in connection with religion.

" Their bathing* and anointings before their feasts.

*

—Bakeurill : Apology, p. 390.

bathing-machine, s. A vehicle con-
sisting of a small room on wheels, provided
for a small charge to accommodate persons
bathing in the sea. The bather undresses in
the machine, which is drawn out by horses
some distance among the breakers, so that a
plunge, or even a gentle descent from the
door-step, places him at once in the water.

14 The three ladles betook themselves to a iaiyi
bathing-machine."—Timet, Sept. 26, 1879.

bathing-place, s. A place for bathing.

bathing-room, s. A room used for bath-
ing purposes, (Congreve.)

bathing-tub, s. A tub or similar vessel
for holding water to be used for bathing pur-
poses. ( Webster.)

bath -mis, s. [Gr. paBpU (bathmis).']

Anat. : The cavity which receives the an*
terior extremity of another bone.

bat horse (t silent), bat'-hors, tba'w-
horse, *. [Fr. bat = a pack-saddle, a pannel,
a saddle on which burdens are laid ; and Eng.
horse.] A horse which carries the baggage of
military officers during a campaign. (Macau-
lay.)

ba thos, s. [From Gr. 0d°o« (bathos) = depth
or height

;
0a0v$ (bathus) = deep or high.]

The opposite of the sublime in poetry or in
style ; anti-climax.

"The taste of the bathot is Implanted by nature
itself in the soul of man ; till, perverted by custom or
example, he is taught, or rather compelled, to relish
the sublime."

—

Arbuthnot and Pope ; Mart. Scrib.

* ba'-thre (thro as ther), possessive case of
adj. [From A.S. begra= of both, from begem
= both.] Of both. [Both, Bother.]

bath r6ns, s. [Baudrons.] (Scotch.)

* ba'-thud, pa. par. & adj. [Bathe, v.]
*' And bathud every veyne in swich licour.
Of which vertue engendered is the flour."

Chaucer : The Prologue, 8, 4

bath vil lite, s. [From Bathville, near
Torbanehill in Scotland, where it occurs, and
suff. -ite.] A mineral placed by Dana in his
Succinite group of Oxygenated Hydrocarbons.
It is an amorphous fawn-coloured mineral,
with an absence of lustre, and resembling
rotten wood. 8p. gr., about 1*01. Compos.

:

Carbon, 58*89—78-86; hydrogen, 8*56—11 '46;
oxygen, 7*23—9*68

; ash, 0—25*32. It is akin
to Torbanite. (Dana.)

ba-thyb -i-iis, *. [From Gr. faBv% (bathus)=
deep, and (Bios (bios) = life, course of life.

Lit. = deep life, life in the depths.]

Biol. : A peculiar slimy matter dredged up
in the North Atlantic, in 1857, from a depth
of 6,000 to 25,000 feet, by the crew of ths
Cyclops, when examining what has since been
called the " Telegraph Plateau," for the depo-
sition of the Atlantic Telegraph Cable. Speci-
mens of this viscous mud, examined by Prof.

Huxley in 1858, were re-examined by him with
higher microscopic power in 1868, when he
came to the conclusion that they contained
a protoplasmic substance apparently existing
in masses over wide areas of ocean-bottom.
Minute bodies, which he had before called

coccoliths, of two forms [Coocolith], were
believed to stand to the gelatinous protoplasm
in the same relation as the spicula of sponges
to the softer parts of the animal. Professor
Haeckel, after examining the slimy substance,
adopted the views of Professor Huxley, and
attributed the origin of the protoplasmic sub-

stance, though not dogmatically, to sponta-
neous generation. It was named after him,
by Prof. Huxley, Bathybius Hacckelii. The
naturalists of the exploring vessel Porcupine,
in 1868, stated that they had found Bathybius
alive, but considered it to be derived from
sponges, Ac. Those of the Challenger, how-
ever, failed to find it in the parts of the ocean
which they dredged over, and propounded the

hypothesis that the Bathybius was nothing
more than a precipitate from the sea-water by
the alcohol in which the specimens had been
preserved^" More recently, again, the Arctic

navigator Bessels, of the Polaris, considered
that he had found masses of undifferentiated
protoplasm in the Greenland seas. The ex-

istence of bathybius is not now admitted*

(Q. J. Microscop. Soc., 1868, p. 210 ; Proc. Hoy,

Soc, vol. xvii., 190-1 ; Prof. Altman's Presi-

dential Report at British Association Meeting at

Sheffield in 1879.)

bath-y-met'-ric-^l, a. [Eng. bathymetry);

-ical.] Pertaining to bathymetry. (Prestwich:

Q. J. Geol. Soc, vol xxvii., p. xliii.)

ba-thym'-St-ry, s. [Gr. puvus (bathus) m
deep, and iterpov (metron) = a measure.] Mea-
surement by sounding of the depth of the sea

at various places. (Dana.)

Ate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, won. work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee. ce - e ; * - 6. qu =-. Jew.
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bt> tid'-C-», s. pi. [Batis.] A doubtful order

of plants, of which the sole representative, as

yet known, is the Batis maritima, described
under Batis (q.v.). Lindley placed it with
hesitation, and without numbering it, under
his Euphorbial Alliance. It has solitary as-

cending ovules, the female flowers being naked
and combined into a succulent cone.

^ba'-tle-bum, ba tic bum mil, s. [Ety-
mology doubtful.] A simpleton ; an inactive
fellow. (Scotch,)

" He was na batie-bummil."
Chr. Kirk, at 14 Chron. S.P., ii. 867. (Jamieeon.)

• b&t'-fl-ba-l^, s. [Probably the same as

battle-baly; battle = to fatten.] An officer in

forests, the duties of which are unknown.
"It appears from tbe Harleian MS. 433, f . 39. that

in the 1st of Richard III., William Staverton received

* confirmation of hia graunts of the office of batUrbaly
in tbe forest of Wyndesore." (S. in Boucher.)

bat -Ing, pr. par. (used as a prep.). [Bate, v.t.]

Excepting, except.
"If we consider children, we have little reason to

think that they bring many ideas with them, bating,

perhaps, some faint ideas of hunger and thirst"—
Locke.

ba tis, s. [Gr. parte (batis) = a fish, ... a
plant described by Pliny as akin to a bramble-
bush.] A genus of plants, the typical one of

the order or sub-order Batidese. The species

Batis maritima grows in salt marshes in the

West Indies. It is a low, shrubby, succulent

plant, with opposite leaves. The ashes yield

barilla in large quantities, and the plant is

sometimes used in the West Indies in the

making of pickles.

bat -1st, bat'-Iste, s. [In 8w. & Dan. battist ,

Ger. batist, battist ; Sp. batista ; Fr. batiste,

from baptiste ; Lat. baptista; Gr. j3awTi<mJc

baptistes) = & baptiser (Baptist). Named, ac-

cording to Mann and others, either from
Baptiste Chambray, who claimed, to have been
the first manufacturer of batist ; or because it

was used to wipe the heads of infants after

their baptism.] A fine description of cloth

of mixed silk and woollen, manufactured in

Flanders and Picardy.

bat let, * batt -let, s. [Dimin. of Eng. bat

(1).] A small bat, a flat wooden mallet, con-
sisting of a square piece of wood with a handle,
used to beat linen when taken out of the
buck, with the view of whitening it. It is

called also a batting staff and battledoor (q.v.).

"I remember the kissing of her batlet, and the cow's
dugs that her pretty chopt hands had milked."—
Shaketp.: At Tou Like It, ii. A.

bat man (1)(( silent), or bat-man, s. [From
Fr. bdt = a pack-saddle, and Eng. man.] A
man having charge of a bat-horse and its

load. (Macaulay.) [Bathorse.]

bat-man (2), s. [Pers. ba'tman.] A weight

used in Persia and Turkey, and varying in
weight according to the locality.

L In Persia, the batman usually weighs
from 6 lbs. to 10 lbs. avoirdupois.

II. In the Turkish Empire

:

1. At Smyrna and Aleppo it usually con-
tains 6 okes, or 400 drachms = about 17 lbs.

avoirdupois.

2. In the other parts of the Turkish empire
there are two batmans : (a) 'ike greaterbatman
= about 157 lbs. avoirdupois

; (6) the lesser

batman = about 39 lbs. avoirdupois.

bft'-ti-llte, s. [Fr. baton (q.v.), and Gr.
\l9oq = a stone.] What was considered by
Montfort a new genus of fossil shells, but was
regarded by Cuvieras only Hippuntes (q.v.),

formerly described by Lamarck.

bat on, ba toon, bat toon, *b&t'-
une, bas ton, s. [Fr. bdton = a batoon, a
statf, a walking-stick, a club, a cudgel, a
truncheon, a field-marshal's staff; O. Fr. &
flp. boston ; Ital. bastine = a staff, a support,
a prop ; Low Lat. basto.] [Baston.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Gen. : A staff or club.

2. Spec. : A truncheon, or anything similar.
It may be used-

fa) As a badge or symbol of authority, as a
fluid-marshal's baton.

(6) Partly as a symbol of authority, and
partly as an offensive weapon, asa policeman's
Baton.

bato::.

Arms of Fitzroy, Duke
of Oration.

(c) For giving directions, as the baton of one
Who conducts a musical entertainment.

B. Her. : A diminu-
tive of the bend sinister,

of which it is one-fourth
part the width. It is

called more fully a sin-

ister baton, and occa-
sionally, though not
with correctness, a
fissure. It is invariably
a mark that its first

bearer was illegitimate.

[Dexter, Cross.]

bat on, v.t. [Baton, «.]

To strike with a police-

man's baton; tocharge(a
mob)withdrawnbatons.

ba to on, v.t. [Baton, s.] To cudgeL

bat-ra'-chl-a, s. pi. [Gr. parpaxeio* (batra-

cheios) = pertaining to a frog, from 0orpax.os

(batrachos)= a frog. ] According to Brongniart
and Cuvier, the last of the four orders of

Reptiles. In Prof. Owen's classification, the
thirteenth and last order of the class Reptilia,

or Reptiles. He places under it the frogs,

toads, and newts. (Prof. Owen : Palaeontology.)

Huxley makes the Batrachia the second of his

four orders of Amphibia, It contains the
frogs and toads.

bat-ra -chi-an, * bat-ra'-ci-an, adj. & s.

[In Fr. batracien.] [Batrachia.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to any member of

the order Batrachia. (LyelL)

B. As subst. : A member of the order
Batrachia.

**. . . these formidable Batrachians."—LyelL

bat'-ra-chite, s. [In Ger. batrachit; Lat.

batrackites ; Gr. paTpaxCrne (batrachites), a
mineral of a frog-green colour, described by
Pliny ; /3arpax« (batrachos) = a frog.] A.

mineral, according to the British Museum
Catalogue a variety of Olivine (q.v.); but
Dana makes it a variety of Monticellite (q.v.).

bat -ra-choid, a. [Gr. fJdVpaxo* (batrachos) a
a frog, and tl&os (eidos) = appearance.] Re-
sembling a frog.

b&t-ra-cho^m^-dm'-a-cli^, s. [Gr. pdrpa-

xw (batrachos)= a frog ; u,us (thus), genit. fivbs

(muos)= a mouse, and ndxn (mache) = battle,

fight.] The battle between the frogs and the
mice, a burlesque poem, sometimes ascribed
to Homer.

b&t-ra~ch6-sper'-ml-d», s. pi [Batra-
chosperhuh.] The fourth tribe of the Vau-
cheria3, which again are the first sub-order of

the order Fucaceae, or Seawracks. The frond
is polysiphonous, composed of a primary
thread with parallel accessary ones around
it. The vesicles, which are clustered, are
terminal or lateral.

b&t-ra-chd sper'-mum, s. [Gr. (3d>paxo«

(batrachos)= a frog, and <mepp.a (sperma) = a
seed.] A genus of plants belonging to the
alliance Algales and the order Confervaeeae, or
Confervas. They are found in marshes, and
more rarely in the sea.

biit'-ra-chus, s. [Lat. batrachus = a frog-

fish ; Gr. fJarpaxM (batrachos) = a frog, a frog-

fish.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes of the order
Acanthopterygii, and the family with the pec-
toral fins feet-like. None are found in Britain.

bat ra coph a goiis, [Gr. 0drpaxOT
(batrachos) = & frog ; and jtayelv (phagein),

infin.= to eat. ] Feeding on frogs.

bats -chi-a, s. [Named after John George

Batsch, a professor of botany in the University
of Jena in the latter half of the eighteenth
century. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Boraginacese (Borageworts). The few
species known are pretty American plants.

bats man, s. [Eng. bat's, poss. of bat (1),

and man. ] The person who handles the bat
in cricket.

* b&tt, s. [Fr. batte = . . . the bolster of a
saddle.] The bolster of a saddle. (Scotch.)

To keep one at the batt = to keep one steady.

" I hae had eneuch ado wi' John Graf ; for though
he's nae bad hand when he'a on the loom. It Is nae easy
matter to keep him at the batt."—Hogg: Winter
Tale*, t 377. (Jamieton.)

b&t'-ta, s. [Hind.] Allowance supplement-
ing the ordinary pay given to the East Indian
regiments, whether European or sepoy, when
they are on a campaign or occupying a half-
conquered country.

* bat'-ta-ble, a. [Comp. battel (q.v.) ; Bog.
suffix -able.] Capable of cultivation.

" Masiuissa made many inward parts of Barbary and
Numidia, before hia time incult and horrid, f litfnl
and battable."—Burton : Anat. of Mel. (To the Header.)

* bat tail ant, * b&t'-teil-ant, s. [Fr.

bataillant, pr. par. of batailler = to fight,

struggle, dispute, contest hard.] [Battle, p.]

A combatant.
" Soon after this I saw an elephant

Adorned with bells and bosses gorgeouslle.
That on hie backe did beare (as batteitant)
A golden towre, which shone exceeding] ie."

Spenser: Vitiontofthe World 1

1 VanitU.

* b&t'-taile, s. [Battle (2).]

t bat -tail-ous, 'bat-ayl-ous (Engli$h%
* bat-ta-louss (Scotch), a. [Fr. batailte;

Eng. suffix -owa.]

L 0/persons;

L Of armies: Full of fight; eager for fight;
quarrelsome.

" The French came foremost, battailout and bold.*
Fairfmx.

2. Of individuals

:

(a) Disposed to fight ; quarrelsome.
" A crueU man, a bataylout."

Oower : Con/. Amant., h. T.

(&) Brave in fight.
" At schreftis evin mm wes to batfalouu.
That he wald win to bis maister in field
Fourty florans."

Colkelbie Sow, 87». (Jamltton.)

II. Of things:

1. Constituting one of the operations of
battle ; involving battle ; warlike.

"Those same against the bulwarks of the sight
Did lay strong siege and battailout assault."

Spenter: F. Q„ II. xt *.

2. Constituting preparation for battle ; suet
as is adopted in battle.

" He started up, and did himself prepare
In sun-bright arms and battailout array."

Fairfax.

t bat-ta-H-a, s. [From Class, k Low Lat.

battalia, batalia. In Ital. battaglia = a battle

a fight; Port, batalha ; PTOv,batalhaf bataillaf
Sp. batalia ; Fr. bataille. Wachter calls bat-

talia originally a Burguudian word.] [Battle.;

1, Order of battle, battle-array.
" Both armies being drawn out In battalia, that of

the king's, trusting to their numbers, began the charg*
with great fury, but without any order,"

—

Swift

;

Reign of King Henry I.

2. An army, or portions of it, arranged in
order of battle : spec., the main body as dis-

tinguished from the wiugs.
" Arm'd and array'd for instant fight,
Rose archer, spearman, Bqnire. and knight.
And in the pomp of battle bright

The dread battalia frowu'd."
Scott ; Lord of the Itlet. vi. Vk

biif-ta line, s. [Compare battlement. \ A
projection, or kind of verandah, of stone.

"The passage to the bells in the great steeple was
from the south lesser BteejMe. by a battaltne under th«
easing of the slates of said church."

—

Orem: Detcrip.
Chanonry of Aberd., p. 64.

bat-tal'-i-on, s. [In Sw. & Dut. bataljon;
Dan., Ger., & Fr. bataillon ; Sp. batallon

;

Port, batalhao; Ital. battaglione.] [Battalia.)

L Literally. (Military dt Ord. Language):
* 1. An army drawn up for battle.
" Why, our battalion trebles that amount,"

Shakfip. : Richard Iff., v. S.

H In some editions it is "battalia trebles."

2. Au assemblage of companies ; the tactical

and administrative unit of infantry—that is,

the first body that is, as a rule, used inde-

pendently, and commanded by a field officer

(major or lieutenant>colonel). It consists of

from four to ten companies, and is generally

about 1,000 strong on a war footing.

(a) English battalions are formed of ten com-
panies for administrative and eight for tactical

purposes. The first twenty-five regiments have
two battalions, the remainder, originally of one
battalion each, are now linked in pairs accord-
ing to their territorial derivation. Linked-
battalions are interchangeable as regards
officers, and each shares the honours and ad-
vantages of the other. Two regiments of Rifles

have four battalions each, and the three regi-

ments of the Guards seven battalions in alL
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The peace strength of a battalion is about 400

men, but varies ; iU war strength in the field

is 1,000 men.
(6) United States battalions. A battalion in

this country consists of two, four, bix, eight, or

ten companies, according to circumstances, and
is commanded by the senior officer present. The
number of enlisted men in a batfciiion varies

from 100 to 1,000 in accordance with the mini-

mum or maximum organization of the army.

(c) trench battalions. By the laws of the
2nd of December, 1874, and January 20 and
March 18, 1875, the French Infantry is divided

into (1) Infantry of the Line, (2) Regiments of

Zouaves, (3) Regiments of Tirailleurs Alge-

riens, and (4) Battalions of Chasseurs a Pied.

The 144 Regiments of Infantry of the Line
have each four battalions ; a battalion (which

is divided into four field companies) consist-

ing of 12 commissioned officers, 54 non-com-
missioned officers, and 264 soldiers—in all 330

men, raised in time of war to 1,000 men. The
Regiments of Zouaves have, in peace, 612 men
in a battalion, and in war 1,000. The Tirail-

leurs Algeriens, who in time of peace are

always in Algeria, or at least have been so for

the last eight years, have, in peace, 652 men
In a battalion, and in war 1,000 men. Finally,

the Chasseurs k Pied have, in peace, 468 men,
and in war 1,000 men.

(d) German battalions. With the exception

of the 116th (Hesse) Regiment, the 148 Line
Regiments have three battalions. The Yagers
are formed into twenty-six separate battalions.

To each line regiment is attached a Landwehr
regiment of two battalions, and these latter

bear the same number as the regular regi-

ments to which they are affiliated. The five

Prussian Guard Regiments have 22 officers

and 678 men per battalion in peace time, the

remaining regiments having 18 officers and 52G

men per battalion, and the Yagers 22 officers

and 526 men. On mobilisation for war all

battalions are raised to a strength of 22 officers

and 1,000 men, with a regimental staff* of one
commandant, one extra fieid officer, and one
aide-de-camp. Pioneer battalions are practi-

cally field engineer bodies, and are divided into

Pontoniers (for bridging^ and Sappers and
Miners (for siege operations, demolitions, or

the construction of artificial defences). They
have each three field and one depdt company ;

the former comprising fifteen officers and 650

men.

IL Figuratively : A great number of any-
thing.
" When sorrows come, they come not single spies.

But in battalion*." Shaketp. : Hamlet, iv. 5.

bat-tal'-i-oned, a. [Eng. battalion; -ed,]

Formed into battalions. (Bartow.)

* bat-tall, s. [From Fr. bataill] [Battle,

$.] A battalion. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

* bat-tal-ling, bat -telling, s. [From

Fr. bastille, batilU.] [Bastille, Battlement.]
A battlement.

" Slnrsement, reprise, Cornell, and batteUingi*."—
palice of Honour, hi. 17, [Jamieson.)

* bat'-tar-ax, s. [Battle-axe.] (0. Scotch.)

* bat-tart, * bat -tirt, * bat'-tard,

*b&t-ter, « [Fr. bastarde. "A demie-

caimon, or deraie-cuiverin ; a smaller piece of

any kind " (Cotgrave).] (0. Scotch.) A cannon
of a smaller size.

** Item, tua pair of irne calmes for moyan and
battard."—lUd., n. 168. Wamieson.)

* hat -tell, s. [Battle.]

* bat teil-ant, *. [Battailant.]

* bat'-tel, * bit -till, * bit -tie (1), v.t. k i.

[From O. Eng. & Scotch bat m to fatten, to

be fat ; and, according to Mann, A. 8. dad =
deal, portion.] [Bat, v., Batix'l, Batten.]

A. Transitive : To make fat.

"Ashes are a marvellous improvement to battle

barren land, by reason of the fixed salt which tliey

contain."—Raw : Proverb*.

B. Intransitive

:

1 Ordinary Language: To become fat, to

gain flesh.

" The beat advisement was, of bad. to let her
Sleep out her all without encombernien t

:

For sleep, they said, would make her battill better."
Spenser: F. 0... VI. vili. 88.

IX In Oxford: To stand indebted in the

college books for what is expended in pur-

chasing provisions at the buttery (size is the

corresponding term at Cambridge). (Todd.)

[Batteleb.] (In this sense Bkiuner and
Boucher derive battel from Dut betaalen = to

pay, whence may be derived the Eng. taU = a
reckoning, tell — reckon, and tally. In Todd's
Johnson it is derived from Sax. Ullan — count,

with the prefix be.)

* battel (1), *. [Battle (1).] An old spelling

of the substantive Battle. (Used specially in

Old Law for the absurd practice of settling

legal innocence or guilt by single combat.)
[Battle,*., B, 1.]

"... the barbarous and Norman trial by battel."—

Blackstone : Comment^ bk. iv., ch, S3.

1 bat -tel (2) (0. Eng.), * bit -tell (0. Scotch),

a. & s. [From Battel, v. (q.v.).]

A. As adjective: Fertile, fruitful. (Used
specially of soil.)

"
. . . is like unto a fruitful field or battel soil."—

Holland : Plutarch, p. 943.

B. As substantive (in the plural):

L At Oxford: Provisions purchased at the

college buttery ; the expenses incurred by the

student in connection with them ; the bills or

accounts for such expenses.

"Bring my kinsman's battel* with you, and you
shall have money to discharge them."—Letter* {Cherry
to Hearne). i. 110.

2. At Eton (formerly): A small portion of

food given the students by their dames in

addition to the college allowance.

•bat-tel-er, bat -tier, a. [From Eng.

battel; -er.]

In Oxford

:

1. Originally : A student at the university,

who paid for nothing except what he called

for. He corresponded to what was called at

Cambridge a sizar.

2. Later: A semi-commoner, the lowest

grade of student, whose parents wholly paid

nis way in the university.
" Though in the meanest condition of those that

were wholly maintained (in tlw University of Oxford]

by their parents, a battler, or semi-commoner, he was
admitted to the conversation and friendship of the
gentlemen-cominoners. '—Life of Ittthop Kennett, p. 4.

3. In a more general sense : Any student
keeping terms or residing at the University of

Oxford
"... became a battler or student at Oxford.*—

Wood: Athena Qzan.

* bat -tell, s. [Battle.]

* bat -te-ment, s. [Fr. battement = a beat-

ing ; from battre = to beat.] A beating.

bit -ten, t bat-ton, s. k a. [Fr. b&ton = a

stick, a staff, or Eng. bat (1) (q-v.)J

A. As substantive

:

1. Carp.: A plank of wood from 2 to 7 inches

wide, 2j inches thick, and from 6 to 50 feet long.

They are used for floors, and, reared upright

on the inner face of walls, afford supports to

which the laths for the plastering may be
affixed. Battens differ from deals in never
being so much, while deals are never so little,

as seven inches wide.
" A batten is a scantling of wood, two, three, or four

inches broad, seldom above one thick, and the length
tuili ii ii ted

.

'
—Hoxon.

2. The movable bar of a loom which strikes

in or closes the threads of a woot (Francis.

)

3. Naut. : Thin pieces of wood nailed to the
mast-head and to the midship post of the yard.

Battens of the hatches : Scantlings of wood
or cask-hoops rendered straight, which are

used to keep the margin of the tarpaulins close

to the hatches during storms at sea.

B. As adjective : Of or pertaining to battens.

batten-end. s. A batten less than six

feet in length.

bat -ten (1), v.t. [From batten, s. & a. (q.v.).]

1. To form with battens.

2. To fasten with battens.

Naut. : To batten down the hatches of a
ship. To fasten them down with battens,

which is generally done when a storm arises.

[Batten, s., A. 3. J

bat-ten (2) (Eng.), b&t (Old Eng. & Modem
Scotch), v.t. Ai. [Comp. with A.S. bet= better;

Dut bat, bet = better; A.S. betan, and I eel.

batna — to grow better; Goth, gabatnan^ to

profit] [Batful, Battel (1), Better.]

A* Transitive:

1» Of persons, or of the lower animals : To
cause to become fat, to fatten.

" Battening o
Oft till the star that rose at evening hrwilit.

r flock with the. fresh dews of night,
&t«veniug bright.*
Milton ; lyctdas, W, IT.

2. Of land : To fertilise, to render fertile

[For example, see Battening (1).]

B. Intrans. : To grow fat through gluttony

and sloth. (Lit. and fig.)
" Hopes rashly, in disgust as rash recoils

:

Battens on spleen, or moulders in despair."
Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. V.

bat'-tened (1), pa, par. k a. [Batten (1), v. (.)

bat'-tened (2), pa. par. k a. [Batten (2), wX\

bat -ten-Ing (1), V- P&r- & *• [Batten (1), v. j

1. In a transitive sense: Imparting fatness

or fertility.
" The meadows here, with batt'hina oose eniich'd.

Give spirit to the grass ; three cubits high
The jointed herbage shoots." Philip*.

2. In an intransitive sense : Becoming fat.

" While paddling ducks the standing lake desire.

Or oattning bugs roil in the sinking mire."
Qay : Pastoral*.

bat'-ten-ing (2), pr. par., a., & s. [Batten (2X
v.t.}

As subst. : Narrow battens nailed to a wall

to which the laths for the plastering are fixed.

batter (1), v.t. [Fr. battre = to beat ; Prov.

batre; Sp. batir; Port baler; Ital. battere;

from Lat. batwo and battuo = to beat.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1 To inflict upon any thing or upon any
person a succession of heavy blows.

1. In a general sense

:

" And clattering flints batter'd with clanging hoofs."

Tennyson : A Dream of Fair Women.

2. Spec. : In the military sense denned under

B. (Lit. dtfig.)

"... these haughty words of hers
Have batter'd me like roaring cannon shot"

ShaJuxp. : 1 Hen. VI.. lit 1
M Now that those institutions have" fallen we must

hasten to prop the edifice which it was lately our duty
to batter.' —Muciulay : Hist. Eng., ch. i.

H. To inflict upon a person or thing a con-

tinued assault or hard usage, not necessarily

taking the form of actual blows. (In this smse
the assailant may be man, one of the inferior

animals, wind, rain, and storm, or time.)

" Batter'd and blackened and worn by all the storms
of the winter."
Longfellow : The CourUhip of Mile* Standish.

% For other examples see under Battered.

Fig. : Of the effect of passion upon the inind,

" Kingdom 'd Achilles in commotion rages
And batters down himself."

ShatotP' TroUu* and Crtttida, ii k

B. Technically

:

1. Military: To inflict a succession of heavy

blows on a wall or other defence with the view

of breaking it down. This was of old done

by means of a battering-ram, and now by
artillery. [Battering-ram.]

2. Forging: To spread metal out by ham-

mering on the end.

bat ter (2), v.i. [Fr. battre = to beat, . . .

to sltake.]

Arch. : (Formerly) To bulge out as a badly-

built wall
;
(now) to slope. [Batter (1), *.]

" The side of a waM. or any timber, that bulges from

Its bottom or foundation, is said to batter."—Maxon.

% Johnson says, "A word used only by

workmen." But Joseph Hunter, writing in

Boucher's Did., gives an example of its occur-

rence in general literature (derived, however,

evidently from the language of carpenters) :—
**. . . the plom-line whereby the evenes of to*

squares be tried, whether they batter or hang over. —
Trantl. of Polydore, Virgil, p. 77. {J. H. in Boucher.)

bat'-ter (3), v.t. [From batter (2), s. (q.v.).]

To paste ; to cause one body to adhere to

another by means of a viscous substance.

bat'-ter (1), *. [From batter (2), v.]

Arch. : A backward slope in a wall to make

the plumb-line fall within the base : as in

railway cnttings, embankments, &c. (Weak.)

batter-rule, s.

Arch. : A plumb-line designed to regulate

the " batter or slope of a wall not meant to

be vertical. The plumb-line itself is perpen-

dicular, but the edge is as much to the side of

this as th wall is intended to slope. (Francis.)

baf-ter (2), ». [From Fr. battre = to beat, to

agitate, to stir ; that which is bepten, agi-

tated, or stirred.]

1. A mixture of several ingredients beates

together with some liquor ; so called from i»

being so much beaten.
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** One would have all things little, heuce ha* try'd
Turkey poults fresh from th' egg in baiter fry'd."

King.

2. A glutinous substance used for producing
adhesion

;
paste used for sticking papers, &c,

together. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

3. Printing : A bruise of the face of the

type, when arranged in pages for printing

;

also a similar defacement of a stereotyped plate.

batter-puddingy s. A pudding made
of dour, milk, eggs, butter, and salt. It is

either baked or boiled.

* bat -ter (3), s. [Corrupted from Fr. bas-

tarde.] A species of artillery. [Battart.]

(0. Scotch.)

bat -ter (4), s. [Batter (1), v. t]

Pottery; A plaster mallet used to flatten out

a lump of clay which is to be laid and formed
upon the whirling table.

bat -ter (5), s. [Batsman.]

bat -tered, * bat -red, y bat-red (red
as erd), pa. par. & a. [Batter (1), v.]

A. As past participle : In senses correspond-
ing to those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective. Specially—
L Of things : Having marks indicating that

it has been subjected to blows.
" But sparely forni'd, and lean withal

:

A battered morion on his brow."
Scott l Lay of the Last Minstrel, Iv. S.

IT. Of persons : Affording obvious indica-

tions that time has done its work upon their

physical frame. Used—
(a) Of old men :

" I am a poor old battered fellow, and I would will-

ingly eiulmydaysinpuace. "—Arbuth. ; Eitt.oJ J.SuiL

Or (b) of old women :

In di'inonds, pearls, and rich brocades.
She shines the first of batter d j;wles."

—

Pope.

bat'-ter-er, s. [Eng. batter; -er.] One who
batters. (Johnson.)

bat -ter ing, pr. par. & a, [Batter (1), v.]

battering-ram, s. An ancient military

engine used for battering down walls. It

existed among the Assyrians. See the engrav-
ing, taken from a tablet dated about 880 B. C.

In its most perfect form among the Romans it

consisted »f a pole or beam of wood sometimes
as much as 80, 100, or even 120 feet in length.

It was suspended by its extremities from a
single point or from two points in another
beam above, which lay horizontally across

two posts. When at rest it was level, like

ASSYRIAN BATTERING-RAM (ABOUT

the beam above it. When put in action
against a wall, it was swung horizontally by
men who succeeded each other in constant
relays, the blow which it gave to the masonry
at each vibration being rendered all the more
effective that one end of it was armed, with
iron. This, being generally formed like a ram's
head, originated the name aries (ram), by
which it was known among the Romans, and
battering-ram, which it obtains among our-
selves. A roof or shed covered it to protect
the soldiers who worked it from hostile mis-
siles, and to facilitate locomotion it was placed
on wheels.

bat'-ter-^, s. [In Sw. batteri; Dan., Ger., &
Ft. batterie ; Dut. batter ij ; Sp. & Port, bateria ;
Ital. batteria. From Fr. battre, Prov. bataria
= to beat. (Batter.) Essential signification,
a beating ; hence apparatus for Inflicting one.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

t L The act of beating or battering.

t II. The state of being beaten or battered

;

a legal action raised in consequence of having
been beaten. [B., I.]

t III. The wound or other injury produced
by a beating.

1. Lit. : A wound or other injury of the
body. [R, I.]

"... may increase the damages at their own discre-

tion ; as may also be the case upon view of an atrocious
battery. But then the battery must likewise be alleged
so certainly in the declaration that it may appear to
be the same with the battery inspected."

—

Blackstone ;

Comment., bk. HI., ch. 22. •

2. Fig. : A wound or impression on the heart.
" For where a heart is hard, they make no battery.

'

Shakesp. : Venui * Adonis, 427.

IV. Apparatus by which the act or opera-
tion of battering is effected.

1. Lit. : In the military sense. [B..IL 1,2.]
" Ait the southern bank of the river was lined by the

camp and lotteries of the hostile army."

—

Macaalay ;

JtiU. fing., ch, xvL

2. Figuratively:

(a) Heaven's artillery ; lightning, with the
accompanying thunder.

" A dreadful fire the floating batt'riet make,
O'erturn the mountain, and the forest shake."

Blackmore.

(6) An argument.
" Earthly minds, like mud walls, resist the strongest

batteries."—Lock*.

B. Technically:

L Law : The unlawful beating of another,

or even the touching him with hostile intent.

It is legitimate for a parent or a master to

give moderate correction to his child, his

Bcholar, or his apprentice. A churchwarden
or beadle may gently lay hands on a person
disturbing a congregation. A person, also,

who is violently assailed by another may
strike back in self-defence. He may do so

also in defence of his property. But to strike

any one in anger, however gently, without
these justifications, exposes one to the liability

to be prosecuted for assault and battery, the

assault being the menacing gesture and the
battery the actual blow. [Assault.] Wound-
ing and mayhem are a more aggravated kind of

battery. (Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 8.)

II. Military:

1. Breaching (siege) battery: One placed as

close as possible to the object to be destroyed

;

as the stone revetment of a fortress.

2. Counter or direct (siege) battery : One in-

tended to crush the opponent's fire by an
equal number of heavy guns.

3. Cross batteries : Two batteries playing on
the same point from two different positions.

4. Elevated (siege) battery: One in which
the gun platforms are on the natural level of

the ground.

5. Enfilading battery : One which is placed
on the prolongation of the line occupied by
the enemy.

6. Fascine battery : One made of fascines.

7. Floating battery : A heavily armed and
armoured vessel intended for bombarding
fortresses and not for sea cruising.

8. A gabion battery : One built up of gabions.

9. Half-sunken battery : One in which the
terreplein is sunk two feet below the level of
the ground.

10. Masked battery: One that is concealed
from view of the enemy by brushwood or the
non-removal of natural obstacles in front
until it is ready to open fire.

11. Mortar battery : One without embrasures
in the parapets, and the platform is hori-
zontal. The shells are fired over the parapet
at an angle of 45

s
.

12. Open batteries : Those which are not
protected by earthen or other fortifications.

13. Ricochet battery : One in which the guns
are placed on the prolongation of the front
of an enemy's battery, so that by firing low
charges the shot or shell may be made to
bound along Inside the work and dismount
the guns.

14. Sand-bag battery : One constructed in
rocky or sandy sites of sand-bags filled with
earth or sand.

15. Screen (siege) battery : One in which the
actual gun battery is protected by a low
earthen screen placed parallel to and a short
distance from the main battery.

16. Sunken (siege) battery: One in which
the gun platforms are sunk three feet below
the surface.

17. A certain number of artillerymen united
under the command of a field officer, and th«
lowest tactical unit in the artillery. In a
battery there are gunners who work the guns,
and drivers who drive the horses by which
these guns are transported from place to

place. Batteries are usually distinguished as

Horse
y

Field, and Garrison. The first twe
consist of six guns each.

(1) Horse batteries are those in which the
gunners are carried partly on the carriages
and partly on horses.

(2) Field batteries are those in which all tht
gunners are carried on the carriages ; and
these are divided again into (a) Mountain and
(ft) Position Batteries.

(3) Garrison batteries are those bodies of foot

artillerymen who have to serve and mount
the heavy guns in forts or coast batteries.

IIL Physics:

1. An Electric Battery : One consisting of a
series of Leyden jars [Leyden JarJ, the ex-

BATTERY OF LEYDEN JARSV

ternal and internal coatings of which are

respectively connected with each other.

2. A Magnetic Battery or Magazine : One
consisting of a number of magnets joined to-

gether by their similar poles.

3. A Thermo-electric Battery: One in which
a number of thermo-electric couples are so
joined together that the second copper of the
first is soldered to the bismuth of the second,
the second copper of this to the bismuth of
the third, and so on. It is worked by keeping
the odd solderings, for instance, in ice, and
the even ones in water at a temperature of
100° Fahr.

4. A Voltaic Battery or
Voltaic Pile : A battery
or pile constructed by
arranging a series of
voltaic elements or pairs

in such a way that the
zinc of one element is

connected with the cop-
per of another, and so
on through the whole
series. The first feeble
one was made by Volta, .

who used only a single
I

pair. [Voltaic Pile.] I

There are two forms of \

it, a Constant Battery and
a Gravity Battery.

(a) A Constant Battery,

or Constant Voltaic Battery: One in which the
action continues without material alteration

for a considerable portion of time. This is

effected by employ-
ing two liquids
instead of one.

The first and best
form of constant
battery is called a
DanieU's battery,
after its inventor,
who devised it in

the year 1836. It

consists of a glass

or porcelain vessel

containing a satu- •

rated solution of \

sulphate of copper,
immersed in which
is a copper cylinder
open at both ends
and perforated by
holes. At the upper part of the cylinder is an
annular shelf perforated by holes, and below

VOLTAIC PILE.

DAN IELL BATTERY.
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the level of the solution. Inside the cylinder
is a thin porous vessel of unglazed earthenware,
and inside this last a bar of zinc is suspended.
Two thin strips of copper are fixed by bind-
ing-screws to the copper and to the zinc ; and
several of these cylinders, connected together
by uniting the zinc 01 one to the copper of the
next, form a battery. To keep it in action,
crystals of sulphate of copper to replace those
consumed are placed on the annular shelf, and
in the porous vessel is placed a solution of
alt or diluted sulphuric acid along with the
bars of amalgamated zinc. As the several
chemical elements now mentioned act on each
other, a constant stream of electricity is

evolved. To this type belong Grove's, Bun-
sen's, Callan's, Smee's, Walker's, and Marie
Davy's batteries.

(ft) A Gravity Battery: One in which the
separation is produced by the difference of

gravity in the substances themselves. To
this type belong Calliaud's and Menotti's
batteries. (Atkinson: Ganot's Physics, bk, x.,

ch. L>

battery-resistance, *. Resistance oc-

curring in connection with a voltaic or other
battery.

bat ter_y, ..

Baseball; The pitcher and catcher of a team.

* bat -tie, o. [Battv.j

* bat -til, v.i. [Battle, v. (1).]

bat ting, pr. par., a., & *. [Bat, v.}

A. & B. As present participle & participial
adjective: In a sense corresponding to that of
the verb.

C. As substantive ; The use and manage-
ment of a bat in cricket and other games.

oat -ting, *. [Bat (1).] A sheet of cotton
prepared for stuffing quilts.

» bat -tirt, «. [Battabt.] (0. Scotch.)

J bat'-tish, a. [Eng. bat (2); -ish.] Resem-
bling a bat.

" To be out lute In a battish humour."
Gent. Instructed.

little (tie as tel), * b&t'-tei, * Wit -tell,
* bat-tell, * battail. * battaile, * bat-
ail, bataile (Eng.), * bataill, battail,
* battayle (Old Scotch), s. [Ft. bataille=
battle, right, encounter, body of forces, main
body of an army ; Prov. batailla; Sp. batalla;
Port, batalha; Ital. battaglia ; all from Low
Lat. batalia(= Class. L;)t. pugna = a fight, a
battle), from batere, batuere = to beat.] [Bat-
talia, Battalion, Beat.J

A* Ordinary Language

:

X. 0J array or equipmentforfighting purposes:

1. Order of battle, battle-array.
" And in bataill in gud amy,
Befor Sanct Jhonystoun com thai.
And bad Schyr Amery iscb to fycht."

Barbour, It, 246. (Jamieson.)

8. Military equipment (?).

" Qtihan he wald our folk assaill,

Durst nane of Walis in bataill ride."
Barbour, 1. 105. MS. {Jamieson.)

TL Of the combatants engaged infighting, or
equipped for it : An army in part or in whole
Specially—

L A division of an army, a battalion.
" To ilk lord, and his bataill,
Wes ordanyt, quhar he suld assai'i."

Barbour, xviL 3*5, MS. [Jamimon.)

1 Still used in poetry ;

" In battles four beneath their eye,
The forces of Kins Robert lie.'

Scott : Lord of the Isles, vl. 10.

J. The main body of an army as contradis-
tinguished from its van and rear.

"Angui led the avant-guard, himself followed with
the battle a good distance behind, and after came the
arrier."—Bayward.

% Not quite obsolete yet.

"... and it chanced that Brutus with the Roman
horsemen, and Aruns, the son of King Tarquinlus, with
the Ei.rn.-can horse, met each other in advance of tlie

inain battles."—Arnold; Bist. of Rome, vol. L, chap.
Tii., p. 1«8.

3. The whole of an army opposed to another
In the field.

" Each battle tees the other's umbered face."
Shakeep. : Benry P., It., Chorus.

HI. Of a hostile encounter between two or more
armies, or between two or more individuals, or
anything analogous to it

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Between armies or other large bodies of
men, or between beings of any kind.

(a) Between armies.

"And the king of Israel disguised himself, and went
into the battle- "— 1 Kings xxii. SO.

(0) Between beings.
" Foolhardy as th" Earthes children, the which made
Batteill against the Gods, so we a God invade."

Spenser I F. Q , 1 U. xL 22.

A pitched battle : A battle in which all the
forces on both sides are engaged.

To give battle (of an attacking force) : To
take the initiative in fighting ; also (of a force
on the defensive) to be prepared for an attack.

" The English army, that divided was
luto two parts, is now conjoin'd in one.
And means to give you battle presently."

Shakesp. ; 1 Ben. VI., v. 1.

To join battle : Mutually to engage in
battle.

If Either (a) the name of one of the comba-
tants may be a nominative before the verb,
and that of the other an objective governed by
with:

"... and thev joined battle with them In the vale
of Biddim" {Gen. xiv. 8) .

Or (&) the names of both combatants may be
nominatives before the verb.

" Then the Romans and the Latins Joined battle by
the Lake Regillus."—Arnold: But. of Borne, voL L,
chap, vii., p. 116.

To offer battle : To give the enemy an oppor-
tunity if not even a temptation to fight.

TT According to Sir Edward Creasy, the fol-

lowing were the fifteen " Decisive Battles of
the World":—

L The Battle of Marathon, B.C. 490.

2. The Defeat of the Athenians at Syracuse, B.C. 413.

a The Battle of Arbela, B.C. 33t.

4. The Battle of the Metaurus, B.C. SOT.

5. The Victory of Arminius over the Roman legions
under Varus, A.D. «.

6. The Battle of Chalons, A.D. 45L
7. The Battle of Tours. AD. 7M.
8. The Battle of Hastings, A.D. 10M.
». Joan of Arc's victory over the English at Orleani,

A.D. 1429.

10. The Defeat of the Spanish Armada, A.D. 1588.

IL The Battle of Blenheim, A.D. 1704.

12. The Battle of Pultowa, A.D. 1709.

13. The Victory of the Americans over Burgoyne at
Saratoga, A.D. 1777.

14. The Battle of Valmy. AD. 17M.
15. The Battle of Waterloo, AD 1815.

(2) Between individuals. (In thi- case the
word more commonly employed is combat.)
[B. 1.]

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Of a struggle ofany kind:

(a) A long protracted military, political,

social, or other struggle.
** For Freedom's battle once begun.
Bequeathed from bleeding sire to son.
Though vanquished oft is ever won."

Byron,

(6) The struggle for existence which every
human being, as also every animal and plant,

must carry on during the whole period of his
or its life.

"... other variations useful In some way to each
being in the great and complex battle of life."—Dor-
win ; Origin of Specie* (ed. 1859), chap. iv. f p. 80.

(2) Of success in a fight or struggle : Victory
in battle.

"... the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to
the strong."— Kccles. iz. IL

B. Technically:

X. Law. Trial by battle, or wager of battle

(or battel, as the spelling was) : A barbarous
method of deciding in the court of last resort,

by personal combat, all civil and criminal
questions turning on disputed matters of fact.

The practice seems to have been immemoriatly
in use among the Northern nations ; the Bur-
gundians reduced it to stated forms about the
end of the fifth century ; from them it passed
to the Franks and Normans, and through
William the Conqueror came to be established
in England. It was used (1) in courts-martial,
or courts of chivalry and honour; (2) in

appeals of felony ; and (3) upon cases joined
in a writ of right—the last and most solemn
decision of real property. In civil actions the
parties at variance appointed champions to
fight for them, but in appeals of felony they
had to do so themselves. The weapons were
batons of an ell long, and a four-cornered
target The combat went on till the stars
appeared in the evening, unless one of the
combatants proved recreant and cried craven.
If he did so, or if his champion lost the battle,

Divine Providence was supposed to have de-
cided that his cause was bad. if the one who
thus failed was appellant against a charge of
murder, he was held to have done the felonious
deed, and without more ado was hanged.
Henry II. struck the first blow at the system
of trial by battle by giving the defendant in a
case of property the option of the grand

assize, then newly introduced. The last trial

by battle in the Court of Common Pleas at
Westminster was in the year 1571, the last

in the provinces in 1638. The ease of Ash-
ford v. Thornton, in 1818, having nearly led
to a judicial duel of the old type, the Act 59
Geo. III., chap. 46, passed in 1819, finally

abolished trial oy battle. Montesquieu traces
both duelling and. knight-errantry back to the
trial by battle. (Blackstone: Comment., bk. iii.,

chap. 22, and bk. iv., chaps. 27, 33, &c.)

2. Nat. Science. Battle of life. [A., III. %
(*»•]

U Crabb thus distinguishes the words battle,

combat, and engagement :—" Battle is a general
action requiring some preparation ; combat is

only particular and sometimes unexpected.
Combat has more relation to the act of lighting

than battle, which is used with more propriety
simply to denominate the action. ' In the
battle the combat was obstinate and bloody.'
In this sense engagement and combat are analo-
gous, but the former has a specific relation to
the agents and parties engaged, which is not
implied in the latter term. We speak of a
person being present, or wounded, or fighting

desperately in an engagement; ou the other
hand, we speak of engaging in a combat, chal-
lenging to single combat, &c. Battles are
fought between armies only ; they are gained
or lost. Combats are entered into between
individuals, in which they seek to destroy or
excel. Engagements are confined to no par-
ticular number, only to such as are engaged,

A general engagement is said of an army when
the whole body is engaged; partial engage-

ments respect only such as are fought by small
parties or companies of an army.

"

battle-array, $. The array or order of
battle.

" Two parties of fine women, placed in the opposite
tide boxes, seemed drawn up in battle-array on*
against the other."

—

Addison.

battle-axe (Eng.), *battar-uc (Old
Scotch), s.

1. Lit. : A weapon like an axe, formerly
used in battle.

" But littil effect of speir or battar-ax.''
Dunbar : Bannatyne Poems, p. 43, si, 8.

" Four men-at-arms came at their backs,
With halbert, bill, and battle-axe"

Scott ; Marmion, i

Tf In the first example Jamieson considers
that battar-ax may be an error of an early
transcriber for battal-ax ; if not, then it is

directly from BY. battre m to beat

2. Fig. : Military power. The battle-ax in
Jer. li. 20 is the military power by the instru-

mentality of which God should execute his

judgment on Babylon.

battle-bed, s. The "bed" on which a
slain soldier is left to repose after a battle.
" In the strong faith which brings the viewless nigh.
And pour'd rich odours ou their battle-bed."

Bemant ; The Bout of Liberty.

battle-bell, *. A bell used to summon
people to battle, or for some similar purpose.

" I hear the Florentine, who from his palace
Wheels out bis battle-bell with dreadful din."

Longfellow: The Arsenal at Springfield.

battle-brand, s. A "brand" or sword
used in battle. [Brand.]

" Thy father's battle-brand . .
.'

Scott : Lady of the Lake, 11. It.

battle-broil, s. Broil or contention of

battle.
" When falls a mate is battle-broil."

Scott : Rokeby, t M.

battle-call, s. A call or summons to

battle.
" Valencia roused her at the battte-caU."

Scott : Vision of Don Roderick, it. xIvL

battle cry, s. A cry given forth by troopt

of certain nations when engaging in battle.

" How shall she bear that voice's tone.
At whose loud battle-cry alone
Whole squadrons oft in panic ran."

Moore ; Lalla Rookh ; Fire- Worshippers*

•f Occasionally used figuratively for the

watchword of parties engaged in warfare of

another kind— e.g., political or social.

battle-day, s. The day of battle.

" The beetle with his radiance mauifold.

battle-dell, s. A dell in which a battle

has occurred.
" The faithful band, our sires, who felt

Here in the narrow battle-dell t
"

Bemant ; Sviss Song.

•t 8. .

.1.8. I
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battle-field, *. A " field," plain, or other
extended area on which hostile armies fight

with each other.

battle fray, *.

Usion of battle.

The fray, affray, or col-

battle-front, *. The front presented by
*n araiy drawn np in order of battle.

battle-ground,! The ground or "field"
elected for battle, or on which battle actually
takes place.

battle-heath,
battle takes place.

battle-horn, s.

to battle.

s. A heath on which a

A horn summoning men

battle-piece, *. A piece or picture, o.*

occasionally a musical composition, repre-
senting a battle.

battle-plain,
battle takes place.

a. A plain on which a

battle-royal, s

1. A battle of game cocks, in which more
than two are engaged. (Grose.)

2. A miUe, in which more than two persons
fght each other with fists and cudgels.
{Thackeray.) (Goodrich and Porter.)

battle ship, «. A heavily armored war-
ship of the largest class, carrying guns of the
heaviest calibre;strongerand less speedy than
a cruiser, larger and more seaworthy than a
monitor Battleships of to-day are really
floating fortresses of toughened steel. Their
armor ranges from 8 to 18 inches in thick-
ness, being heaviest amidships, to protect the
machinery, and upon the turret-like structures
in which the main battery is mounted. Four
guns of 13-inch calibre are carried by the
"Indiana" of our navy, which is conceded to
be the finest and most effective battleship
afloat. Two of these monster guns are locatec"
in each main turret. The secondary batteries,
composed of smaller rifles, rapid-fire guns, and
gatlings, are located in the sponsons. on the
gun-decks and upon the military tops. The
"Kentucky," and other battleships of her
type, the construction of which was begun in
January, 1896, will have two turrets, one above
the other, at either end of the fortress, the
upper turrets mounting two 8-inch and the
lower turrets two 12-inch rifles. All four of
these guns may be trained on a given spot and
discharged at once, delivering a blow that
would annihilate the strongest adversary ever
constructed. The hulls of warships of the
Indiana " type are so constructed with water-

tight compartments and fixed bulkheads that
the central portion would keep afloat even if
both ends of the craft were shot away. The
average speed of our battleships is from 12 to
14 knots, with a capacity for making as high
as 16 knots under favorable conditions. The
total cost of a first-class battleship, fully
equipped, is from $6,000,000 to $7,000,000, but
it is believed that this will be reduced hereafter
by improved and more economical methods of
construction.

battle shout, s.

battle-sign, s.

for battle.

battle-signal,
battle.

A shout raised in battle.

A sign or signal given

$. A signal given for

battle-song, s. A song sung by troops
to animate them when proceeding to battle.

battle-strife, s. The strife of battle.

battle target, s. A round target for-
merly used in battle.

battle-thunder, s. The thunder-like
sound given forth by the cannon and lesser
guns iu battle.

battle-word, s. The "word," signal, or
watchword given forth by a leader to his
followers when engaging in battle.

"Alia Mid Mahomet their battle-word."
Scott : Vision of Don Roderick, SO.

* bftt'-tle (l) (tie as tel), * bat -til, v.t. & i.

[Battkl (1).]

b&t'-tlo (2) (tie as tel), * batall, * bat-
ailen, v. i. A t. [From battle (2), s. (q. v. ). In
Fr. batailler; Prov. & Port, batalhar; Sp.
oatallar— to fight, to fence; ItaL battaaliare- to fight, to skirmish.]

A. Intransitive

;

L Lit. Of a conflict between physical forces

:

1. To fight a battle ; to take part in a battle.
" Ob ! more or leu than man— in high or low.
Battling with nations, flying from the field."

Byron : Child* Harold, iii . 33.

2. To struggle ; to contend in a conflict of
any kind, even though unworthy the name of
a battle.

" Her ragged and starving aoldien often mingled
with the crowd of beggars at the doora of convent*,
and battled there for a mess of pottage and a crust of
bread.

-—Macaulay : But. Eng , ch. xx.

IX Fig. Of a conflict between moral forces:
To be in conflict or antagonism with anything

;

to struggle against anything.
" I own be hates an action baae,
His virtues battling with his place."

tH#t
B. Transitive : To contest, to dispute by

force of arras, or in any other hostile way.
(Followed by it, which gives the ordinary in-
transitive verb a transitive character.)

" I battle it against Him, aa I battled
In highest heaven."—Byron : Cain, 11 1

bit -tied (tied as teld), • bat teled, a.

[From O. Fr. bataUlier - to furnish with battle-
ments.]

1. Ord. hang. : Possessed of battlements.
[Embattled.

)

" So thou, fair city ! disarrayed
Of battled wall and rampart's aid."

Scott : Marmion, lutrod. to canto v.

2. Her. ; Having the chief, chevron, fesse, or
anything similar borne on one side in the form
of the battlements of a castle or fort.

bat tie door, bat tie dore, * bat -tie-
dcr, bat yl dore, * batyldoure (tie
as t$l), s. [Etymology doubtful, probably
from 8p. batidor = one who or that which
beats ; batir m to beat.]

* 1. A washing beetle.

" Batyldoure or waashynge betyl, Weritorium."—
Prompt. Par*.

2. The instrument with which a shuttle-
cock is struck. It consists of a handle and
a flat expanded board or palm at the top ; a
racket.

" Playthings which are above their skill, aa tops,
gigs, battledoort, and the like, which are to be used
with "

tm
3. A game played with a shuttlecock, which

is driven to and fro by two persons with
battledores.

* 4. A child's hornbook. (Todd.)

bat' tie - ment (tie as tel), * bat -el-
ment, s. [From O. Fr. batiilement ; bastilU
= made like a fortress ; Low Lat bastilla,
oastiUus = tower, fortification.] [Bastille.]

A. At substantive

:

I, Lit. (Arch. & Ord. Lang.)

:

1. A wall or rampart built around the top
of a fortified building, with interstices or em-

BATTLEMENTS.

brasures to discharge arrows or darts, or fire
guns through.

2. A similar erection around the roofs of
churches and other Gothic buildings, where
the object was principally ornamental. They
are found not only upon parapets, but as orna-
ments on the transoms of windows, &c,

3. A wall built around a flat-roofed house in
the East and elsewhere to prevent any one
from falling into the street, area, or garden.

IX Fig. : A high and dangerous social «#
political elevation.

" That stands upon the batttemrntt of state ;

I'd rather be secure than great "—Jforris.

B. In an attributive sense in such a con-
pound as the following :

—

battlement-wall, 5. A wall forming the
battlement to a building.
" And the moonbeam was bright on his battlement

wall*." Hemans : Guerilla Song.

bat tie ment-ed (tie as tel), a. [Eng.
battlement ; -ed. ] Furnished with battle-
ments ; defended by battlements.

"80 broad [the wall of Babylon) that six chariots
could well drive together at the top, and so battie-
mented that they could not fall."—Hir T. Herbert.

-

Travel*, p. 238.

* bat tier, s.

batt -let, s.

[Battklir.]

(Batlet.]

' bat tling (1), • bat ling, * bat le In*
(le = el), pr. par. [Battle (1), v., Battel, «.]

batt -ling (2), pr. par., adj., & s. [Battle (t%
t\] The act or operation of fighting, in a
literal or figurative sense ; contest, fight,

struggle.
" The livid Fury spread-

She blax'd in omens, swell'd the groaning winds
With wild surmises, battling*, sounds of war."

Thornton; Liberty, pt ft.

t Ifcft) iflT ft jls* J. (See Battolooize, «.L)
One who repeats his words unnecessarily.

" Should a truly dull battotogist, that is of Aaa*-
n ins'* character, quam pauca, quam din fojuimr—
Mtidt that an hour by the glass speaketh uothiaw,

;

. . ."— Whittock : Manners of the English, p. 30».

t bat-tdi-i-si'se, vx [Gr. flan-oXo?**! (&•*-
tologeo) (Matt. vi. 7, Gr. Test) = to stammer,
to repeat the same syllable, word, clause, or
sentence over and over again : fiarroc (battas)
— a stammerer, A070? (logos) = discourse, sad
Eng. suff. -ize~ to make.] To repeat the sam*
word or idea with unnecessary frequency.

" After the Eastern mode, they wagged their hochaa,
bowing their heads, and battologizing the —
A Hough Whoddavf, and Mahumet very often."—Sir T.

Herbert : Travels, p. 191.

tlMl left' 6 tfi *. [Fr. battohgte; from Or.
0arroAovia (battologia) m stammering.] [See
v.t] The repetition of the same word or idem
with unnecessary frequency. (Milton.)

* bat-ton, s. & a. [Batten, s. & a.]

* bat-toon, *. [Baton.]

bat'-tor-y, s. A name given by the Haas*
Towns to their magazines or factories abroad.

batta, s. [Botts.] Colic. (Scotch.)

"... the last thing ye sent Cuddle when he had ts»
baits e'en wrought like a charm."—.Scott : Old Men-
tality, ch. vii.

bat'-tne, s. [Fr. battue= beating ; from battr*

= to beat.]

Among sportsmen : The process or operation
of beating the bushes to start game, or drive
it within prescribed limits, where it may to
more easily shot.

' bat tu-late, v.t. [A Levantine word.

Etymology doubtful.] .

Comm. : To prohibit commerce.

* bat-tu-la'-tton, * [From Eng. battuktU
(q.v.).] A prohibition of commerce.

bat-tu'-ta, s. [Ital. battuta = time fn muaie,
. . . the beating of the pulse ; from battenm
to beat]

Music : The measurement of time by beat-
ing. [A Battuta.]

b&t'-ty, * bat'-tie, a. [Eng. bat® ; -y. t Bat-
like ; pertaining to a bat.

" Till o'er their brows death-counterfeiting sleejb
With t'eaden legs and batty wings doth creep.

Shakesp. | Mid. Night's Drearn, iii. 1,

* bat'-une, s. Old form of Baton.

bat-ward, s. [From A.S. bat = boat ; as4
Eng. ward, A.S. urard — a keeper.] [Boar.
Ward.] A "boat-keeper," i.e., a boatmaa.
(Scotch.)

" Bot echo a batward eftyr that
Til hyr spowsyd husband gat,

Eftyr that mony a day
The Batwardis Land that eallyd thai"

• bat'-yi-dore, *.

Wyntovm, vl if. a
[Battledoor.]

bS&. bo£; pd*nt, Jo"wl; eat, fell, chonis, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, tola; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph= s.
-«Un, -tian = snan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -t*on, -slon = shnn. tious, -sious, -dons = shtcs. ' -bio. -die, Ac =bolt deL
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batz, batze, *. [In Ger. bats, batze, batzcn ,

Low Lat. bacco, bacius, bacenus = of the

Swiss canton of Berne, having on it the figure

of a bear ; from Ger. bats, betz= bear. ] A coin

of copper with a slight admixture of silver,

formerly current in parts of Switzerland and
Germany. Its value was about a halfpenny
sterling.

t baub, •. [Apparently imitated from the

sound. ] Beat of drum. {Scotch.}

"... for that effect, ordains a baub to be beatt throw
the town, that none may pretend ignorant"—Deed of
Town Council of Jedburgh {1714)l Petition qf Pleshert,

A. 1814. {Jamieton.)

bau-be'e, s. [Bawbee.] (Scotch.)

bau-ble (IX *babulle, *bable,s. tFrom
Eng. bob ; Scotch bah, as v.= to move smartly
up and down ; as s. — a lump, a bunch.
(Bob.) Wedgwood sets the example of sepa-

rating this from Bauble (2), with which it is

generally united.)

L Originally : A stick with a lump of lead

hanging from its summit, used to beat dogs
-with

mBabtdli or babU : Librill* peguia." "Librilla diet-
tur iimtriiiiit.-ut.uiii librandl : a bible or a dogge
mafyote. " "I'cl'iii «. haculus cum massa plumbi in aum-
znitate pendente."

—

Prompt, Parw^ and Footnote* to it.

2. Later: A short
stick or wand, with
a head with asses"

ears carved at the
end of it ; this was
carried by the fools

or jesters of former
times. (Malone's
Shakespeare, iii. 455.)
(Jamieson.)

% (a) Perhaps this

second meaning of
the word should go
under Bauble (•-')-

(b) When Oliver Cromwell, losing patience
with the then existing House of Commons, and
with parliamentary government in general,
turned the members unceremoniously out of
doors, feeling himself

—

" Forced (though it grieved hit cool) to role alone."

his words were but few, but among those
few (as all will remember) there came forth
the notable direction as to the disposal of
the parliamentary mace—"Take away that
bauble

;
" or, by other accounts, his language

was, " What shall be done (or, What shall we
do) with these fool's baubles ? Here, earry it

away I

"

bau-ble (2), baw'-ble, * bable, «. [From
Fr. babiole — a toy, a bauble, a trifle, a gew-
gaw, a plaything.]

A. As substantive

:

L LU. : A gewgaw, a tinsel or other orna-
ment of trifling value ; any material thing
which is showy but useless.

" Thia shall be writ to fright the fry away,
Who draw their little bawblet when they play."

Drt/den.

"... almost erery great house Id the kingdom con-
tained a museum of these grotesque bauble*."—Jta-
caulay : litis. Eng., ch. xi.

IX Figuratively:

1. Of things: Anything not material which
is specious or showy, but worthless. Speci-
ally—

(a) Trifling conversation
; pretentious non-

sense.
'*

I f, in our contest, we do not Interchange useful
notions, we shall traffick toys and baubl**."—Govern-
ment of the Tongue.

(6) A composition of little value.
" Our author then, to please you In your way.
Presents yon now a oawbte of a play.
In gtngling rhyme."—Qranvilte,

(e) A sham virtue ; a virtue attributed to
one by people who look from a distance, but
which would on closer inspection prove coun-
terfeit.

" A prince, the moment he Is crown d.

Inherits every virtue round,
As emblems of the sovereign pow'r,
Like other bawblet of the Towr."—Swift.

2. Of persons : One small in sire and unim-
etrt&nt A contemptuous or pretendedly con-
mptuous term for a wife or other female.
"She haunts me in every place. I was the other

day talking on the sea-bank with some Venetians

;

and thither comes the bauble, and, by this hand, falls
me thus about my neck."—Shaketp. : Othello, It. 1.

B. Attributively: Toy, miniature; showy,
but not much worth.

" And where the gardener Robin, day by day.
Drew me to school along the public way,
Delighted with my bauble each. . . ."

Vvwper: On the Receipt ofmy Mother's Picture.

bail -bllng, * baw'-btfftg, a. [From Eng.
bauble (2), and -ing, dimin. suffix.] Trifling;

contemptible.
** A bawbUng vessel was he captain of.

For shallow draught and bulk unprized."
Shakesp. : Twelfth Sight, v. L

bau'ee-ant, s. [Bauseant.]

bauch (ch guttural), baugh (gh f ), a.

[Scand. bdgr = poor.] Indifferent, poor, with-
out substance or stamina. (N.E.D.)

* bau chle.ba -chle.ba -chel (ch guttural,

chle as Chel), s. [Etyra. doubtful, perhaps
from bauch (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : An old shoe used as a slipper.
** Through my auld bachle ueep'd my muckle toe."

Taylor: Poem*, p. *. (Jamieson.)

2. Fig. : Whatsoever is treated with con-
tempt or disregard ; a ne'er-do-well.

(a) To mak a bauchle of anything = to use
it so frequently and familiarly as to show that
one has no respect for it.

(&) Tomaka 6ancftZ«ofaperson=totreat him
as the butt or the laughing-stock of a company.

bau chle, ba chle (chle as chel), v.t.

[Bauchle, *.] To distort, to vilify. (Jamieson.)

* ba uch-llng, *. [Bauchle.] Taunting, scorn-
ful and contumelious rallying ; " chaff."

"And alswa because that bauchling and reproving
at the assemblies . . . na persoun or persounis, of
atber of the saidia realmis, beir, schaw, or decialr
..i.} sign or taikin of repruif or bauchling, again is ouy
subject of the opposite realme . . ."—Borbour Mat-
t'-rit : Batfour'l Pract., p. 60S. (Jamieton.)

bauch'-ly,a/ir. [Bat/ch.] Sorrily,indifferently.
" Compar'd with hers, their lustre fa',

And bauchly tell

Her beauties, she excels then) a'."

Ramsay ; Poems. U. Wt.

bauch -ness, s. [Bauch.] Want, defect.

Bau'-cfe, s. [Lat Baucis, (1) the wife of Phi-

lemon, a Phrygian ; (2) any pious old woman
who is poor.]

Astronomy : An asteroid, the 172nd found.

It was discovered by Borelli, on the 6th of

February, 1877.

t bau clo (Cle as eel), «. [Bywd.]

bau -de-kin, s. [Baldachin.]

* baud-er-ie, *baud'-rie, s. [Bawdry.]

bau-dis -ser-lte, s. [From Baudissero, near
Turin, where it occurs.] A mineral of chalky
appearance and adhering to the tongue. Dana
places it under his Earthy Sub-variety of Ordi-

nary Magnesite. [Magnesite.]

"baud-rick, * baud-er yk, • baud -

rick, *baud'-ry, s. Old spellings of
Baldric.

baud rons, baud'- ran?, bad rans,

bath'-rons, s. A nick-name for a cat, like

"grimalkin" in England. (Scotch.)

H The term is appreciative rather than
contemptuous.

He had, a beard too, and whiskers turned upwards
._ his upper If

Antiquary, ch.

baud-y.o. [Bawdy.]

bau'-er-a, s. [Named after two brothers,

Francis and Ferdinand Bauer, highly eminent
botanical draughtsmen.] A genus of plants
belonging to the order Hydrangeaces, or
Hydrangeads. It consists of small Australian
shrubs with opposite sessile trifoliolate leaves

and handsome rose-coloured or purple flowers.

* bau cr-a'-ce-ee, * b&u-er'-$-», «. pi.

[Bauera.] According to some botanists, an
order of Exogens akin to Hydrangeads ; but
it has uot been generally accepted.

* bau-irejf, e. [Berfray.]

bau-ge', s. [Named from Bange, a town of
France, in the department of Maine-et-Loire. ]

A drugget of thick-spun thread and coarse
wool, manufactured In Burgundy.

* bau -ger, o. [Etymology doubtful] Bald,
barbarous, bad.

"... and that also he rede In his bauger Latine."

—

Male : Brief Chron. of Mr John uldcattell. {Boucher.)

* bau-gle, «. [A.S. beag, beak, beg =a brace-

let, a collar, a crown ; Fr. bague = a ring. ] An

on his upper lip, as long as haudrons' . . .'Scott :

ornament, as a ring, a bracelet, or anything
similar ; an ensign. [Badge.]

" His schlnyng scheild, with his baugie tuke fa*,"

Douglas: Virgil, 62, 13. (Jamieson.)

bau-hin'-i-a, «. [Dut. baukinia ; Fr. bauhine.

Named by Blunder after John and Caspar
Bauhin, the plants which have two-lobed
leaves being deemed suitable for rendering
honour to two brothers, instead of to one
person simply.] Mountain-Ebony. A genus
of plants belonging to the order Fabacese, or
Leguminosae, and the sub-order Csesalpiniesb

The species, which are mostly climbers be-
longing to the East or West Indies, have
beautiful flowers.

bauhin i-e se, s. pi. [Bauhinia.]

Bot. : A tribe of the sub-order Cassalpinieaj.

•bauk, baulk (I usually mute), $. [Balk, s.]

(Scotch.) Uncultivated places between ridges

of land. (Scotch.)

" Upon a baulk, that Is. an nnplonghed ridge of laud
interposed among the corn . .

." .Scott: Heart of
Mid-Lothian, ch. xxvl.

* bauk-height, bawk-height, adv.

As high as the bauk (i.e. balk) or beam of a

house or barn.

bank, v.i. [Balk, v.]

* bauld, a, A form of Bald, a,

bauld, a. [Bold.] (Scotch.)

bauld -lie, adv. [Boldly.] (Scotch.)

bauld -ness, s. [Boldness.] (Scotch.)

* bauld -rick, s. [Baldric]

bau -lite, *. [From Mount Baula, in Iceland.]

A mineral, a variety of Orthoclase. It is

called also Krablite. It is a siliceous felspa-

tliic species, forming the basis of the Trachyte
Pitchstone and Obsidian.

baulk, * [Bauk, «.]

baun' Scheldt Ism, *. [Named for th*
inventor, H. Baunscheidt.]

Ned. : Acupuncture by means of needles
that have been dipped in an irritant substance.

baun'-sey, s. [Bawson.] A badger.

"Baunsey or bauaton best: Taxus, melota." —
Prompt. Par*.

bau sc-ant, beau -se-ant (eau as 6),

* bau'-ce-ant, s. [Fr. ; from beott = well,

and seant = sitting.]

1. The banner borne by the Knights Tem-
plars in the thirteenth century. It was of

cloth, striped black and white ; or In heraldic

language, sable and argent.

2. The Templars' battle-cry.

bau -sou, s. [Bawsok.]

bauson-faced, a. [Bawson-faced.]

bau '-By, a. [O. Bw. basse= a strong man.]

Big, strong. (Scotch.)

"... and henches narrow.
And bausy hands to ber a barrow.'

Dunbar ; MaiUand Poems, p. 110. (Jamieton.)

bau'-ter, t\t. [Etymology doubtful] To be-

come hardened. (S. in Boucher.)

* baut e roll, s. [Bottb-rol.]

baux'-ite, *. [Beauxite.]

ba -va lite, s. [Etymology doubtful. It has

beeu'derived from Fr. bos vailon = a low vale

or dale.]

Min. : A variety of Chamoisite.

*Ba-var'-i-anl o. & *. [From Eng. Bavarian).

In Fr. Bavarian, adj.]

t, Pertaining to Bavaria, now a kingdom
constituting a portion of the German empire.

Qlacaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.)

2. A native of Bavaria. (Stanhope: Hist.

Eng., 1870, p. 153.)

bav -a-ro*y (Eng.\ baV-a-ry\ bav^a-rle

(Scotch), s. [From Fr. Bavarois = Bavarian.]

1. Lit. : A great-coat ;
properly, one mad»

meet for the body.

2. Fig. : A disguise ; anything employed to

cover moral turpitude.
" Diniia na* to hide ysr slo.

*ieken ; Pomts, p.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; *6, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian, ee, oa = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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* ba'-vens, s. [Etymology doubtful.] Akind
of cake. {Howell.) (J. II. in Boucher.)

bav in, * bav'-Sn, * bauen, s. & adj.

[Deriv. uuknuwn. Mahn compares It with
Gael. & It. baoan = a, tuft or tassel. Wedg-
wood suggests also bab, bob = a cluster (Bab,
Bob), and Fr. bobine = a bobbin (Bobbin),

besides quoting from Lacombe O. Fr. baff* = a
faggot.]

A. As substantive: A word used in the
timtter trade, with different meanings In

different parts of the country.

1. Brushwood in general.

2. A faggot of the type of which bundles are

used for the heating of bakers' ovens or the
kindling of ordinary fires.

" He'* mounted on a hazel bavin,
A crop'd malignant baiter gave him."

iludibrag.

3. In Warwickshire, it is used for the chips

of wood, scraps, and refuse of brushwood and
faggots which are either given to the poor, or

are gathered together to be burnt as useless.

John Floris, William Lily, and Shakespeare
(Bavin, a.) used it in this sense. (Timber
Trade Journal, £c)
B. As adj. : Like faggots, or like chips of

wood, easily kindled but soon burnt out.
'* He ambled an and down

With shall"* Jesters and rush bavin wits.

Soon kindled and toon burnt."
Shakexp.: 1 Henry IV., 111. 1.

t baw, v.t. [Fr. bas = low.] To hush, to lull.

(Scotch.)

" They grap it, they gripit, it greetsandthey^ grainLlll-J L,S i[l 111. IL ^IITUIIUIU 4.111-,) ^IHIII ,

they baw it. they bind it, they brace it."

Wation: Coll., iii. n. {Jamieson.)

t baw, in compos. [Prol>abIy from Goth, bag,

O. Sw. bak = left.] Left ; to the left hand, as
bawburd = larboard. (Scotch.)

* haw, s. [Bow, «.]

* baw, * bawe, inter}, [Wedgwood considers
this word formed by the expiration naturally
had recourse to as a defence against a bad
smell. In Welsh baw is = dirt, filth, excre-
ment.] An expression used to signify con-
tempt and disgust.

" Ye baw tor boolces . .
."—Piers Plowman, p. 205.

"Ye bawe, quath as brewere . . ."—Ibid., p. 887. (.S\

in Boucher.)

* baw'-waw, s. An oblique look, implying
contempt or scorn.

" But she was shy. and held her head askew,
Looks at him with the baw-waw of her ee

."

Hot* ( Helenore, p. 81 (Jamieson.)

Vaw be e, bau bee, bawhie, ba be e,

ba-bi'e, babel, s. [Etymology doubtful.
From a Scottish mis-pronunciation of Fr,

bas-piece = a low piece. (Pinkerton.) From
Scotch babby = baby, infant, because first

struck in the reign of James II. of Scotland,
who, on his accession, was only six years old.

(Boucher.) Possibly from Fr. bas = low, and
billon = copper coin, debased coin. (Webster.)

A corruption of Eng. halfpenny. (Mahn.)
(Scotch and N. of England dialects.).'} An old
Scotch copper coin, equivalent to the English
halfpenny. Jamieson says that the first men-
tion he had found made of it in Scottish litera-

ture was in Acts James VI. , 1584 (see first

example), and that then the term was applied
not to a purely copper coin, but to one of
copper mixed with silver.

According to Sir James Balfour, it was first

introduced in the reign of James V., and was
then worth three farthings. In the reign of
James VI. it was valued at six, and continued
to be of the same value as long as Scottish
money was coined.

". . . of the tnelf pennie peceia, babeis, and auld
plakis . .

.•—Act* Jame* VI. (\b%i).

I". . . ye ken weel enough there's mony o* them
wadna mind a bawbee the weising a ball through the
Prince himsell, an the Chief gae them the wink . .

."

—Scott : Wavsrley, ch. lviii.

A half-penny roll.bawbee-row,
(Scotch.)

". . . they may bide in her shop-window wl" the
maps and bawbee~rowt, till Beltane, or I loose them."—
Scott : St. Ronan't Well, oh. it

b&w-ble, s. [Bauble (2).]

bAw-bling, a. [Baublino.]

baw'-burd (1), s. [Scotch bate, in compos.
= left; A.S. 6ord = a board.] The larboard,

j

or the left side of a ship.

" On bawburd fast in inner way he lete ship.
And wan before the formest schip in hy.

Douglas : Virgil, 18S, 12.

* baw'-burd (2), * baw'-brSt, «. [Bake-
board.J The board on which bread is baked.

*baw'-c6ck, t. [From Fr. beau=- fine, and
Eng. cock.] A fine fellow.

"Why. how now, my bawcockt how doat thou,
chuck r'—Shaketp. : Twelfth Jfight, lii. *.

t bawd, a. [A corruption of bald (q.v.).]

(Occurs only in the expression bawd or bald

money, q.v.)

bawd-money, s. a name given to
Meum athamanticum, a well-known umbelli-
ferous plant [Baldmonev, Meum.]

bawd, * baud, * baude, s. [Bawdstrot.]

1. Literally (of persons) : One who procures
females for an immoral purpose ; one who
brings together lewd persons of different sexes
with vicious intent. (Formerly masculine as
well as feminine.)

* 1. {Masc.) A procurer.
*' He was if I shal yeven him his laud
A theef, and eke a sompuour and a baud."

Chaucer : C. T.. 6.9SS.

2. (Fern.) A procuress.
" If your worship will take order for the drabs and

the knaves, you need not to fear the bawd*.

"

—Shake*?.:
Meat, fur Meat., it. L

II. Figuratively (of things)

:

1. Whatever renders anything else more
attractive than it otherwise would be, with
the view of gaining the favour of spectators.

" Our author calls colouring lena sorori*. the bawd
of her sister design; she dresaes tier up. she paints
her, she procures for the design, and makes lovers for
her."— Hryden.

2. Whatever involves the taking of a bribe
for perpetrating wickedness.

"This commodity,
This bawd, this broker, this all-changing word,
Uath drawn him from his own determin'd aid."

Shakeep. : King John, li. 1.

bawd-born, a. Born of a bawd.
" Bawd is he doubtless, and of antiquity too ; bawd-

bom.'—Shakesp. : Meat, for Moot,, lit. 2.

* bawd (1), v.i. [Eng. bawd, s.] To act as a
procuress or as a procurer.

'* And in four months a batter*d harridan ;

Now nothing's left, but wither'd. pale, and shruuk.
To bawd tor others." Swift.

* bawd (2), v.t. [Bawdy (2).] To foul, to
dirty, to defile.

'* Her shoone smered with tallow
Oreaed upon dyrt.
That baudeth her ikyrt."

Skelton: Poems, p. 133.

* bawde kyn, *. Old form of Baldachino.
{Scotch.)

bawd'-X-ly, adv. [Eng. baudy (2) ; -ly.] In a
bawdy manner, obscenely, lasciviously.

bawd' i ness, s. [Eng. baudy; -ness.]

* 1. Greasiness or filthiness of apparel or
body. [From bawdy (1).]

2. Obscenity, lewdness. (Johnson,)

bawd-frig, 5. [From bawd, s., or the pr.

par. of bawd (1), v.] The act or practice of a
bawd.

* bawd rick, bawd rycke, * bawd
cr yke, * bawd'-ryk, * bawd -rikke,
* bawd'-rjfg, s. [From Old Fr. baudric,
baldret.) [Baldric]

'* Fresh garlands too the virgins' temples crown'tl

:

The yoQths gilt swords wore at their thighs with
silver baudrick* bound." Chapman : Iliad.

bawd-ry\ * baud' rie, * bawd' er le,

t baud'-er-ie, * toaid -rye, *. [Eng. bawd

;

•ry. In O. Fr. bauderie, balderie = boldness,
joy.] [Bawd.]

1. The practice of a bawd—that of procuring
females for an immoral purpose, or of bringing
together vicious persons of different sexes with
evil intent.

" Cheating and bawdry go together In the world."—
VEttrange.

2. Illicit commerce of the sexes ; obscenity
In composition or otherwise; unchaste lan-
guage.

" I hare no aalt : no bawdry he doth mean ;

For witty, iu his language, is obscene."
Ben Jonton.

* bawd -Ship, «. [Eng. bawd; ship.] The

personality of a bawd. (Used, in mock cour-
tesy, as a form of address ; cf. lordship.)

bawds -trot, s. [O. Fr. baudetrot. Murray
suggests that the first element is O. Fr. baud,
baude = bold, wanton, merry, and the second
the Teut. strutt. He considers that the Eng.
bawd, s., is only a shortened form of this word,
which occurs in one MS. of Piers Plowman,
where the others read bawd.] A bawd, a
pander, a procuress.

bawd'-y^l), 'baud'-y\a. [Etym, unknown.
Skeat suggests Wei. bawaidd = dirty, from baw
= mud.] Foul,dirty, defiled in a physical sense.

"Of his worship rekketh he so lite
His overest xlippe it ts not worth a mite
As in effect to nim, so mote I go;
It is all baudy and tu-tore also."

Chaucer: C. T., 16,10*.

b&Wd'-y (2), a. [Eng. bawd; -y.] Pertaining
to or like a bawd ; obscene, unchaste.

" Only they
That come to hear a merry bawdy play,
Wulbedeceivd."

Shakeep.: Henry VIII., Prologue.

" Not one poor bawdy jest shall dare appear

;

For now the batterd veteran strumpets here
Pretend at least to bring a modest ear."

Svuth+m.

bawdy-house, s. A house of evil repu-
tation ; a house in which, for lucre's sake,
unchaste persons of opposite sexes are allowed
opportunities and facilities for illicit inter-

course.
" lias the pope lately shut np the bawdy-houtet, of

does he continue to lay a tax upon sin? "—Denni*.

* bawe (1), s. [Bow.]

* bawo-line, s. [Bowline.]

* bawe man, s. [Bowman.]

* bawe (2), i. [WeL baw = filth (?).] A kind
of worm formerly used as bait in fishing ; per-

haps a maggot of some Musca or other dip-

terous insect.

"The bayta Id May and June . . . also the worme
that ys callyd a bawe and bredythe yn a doughy lie."—
MS. Sloan*. (S. in Boucher.)

baw-gie, *. [Norse.l One of the Norse
names of the Black-backed Gull (Larm
marinus).

*baw'-hor»e, *. [Bathoese, «.]

hawk, s. [Balk, s.] (Scotch and N. of Eng.
dialects.)

' A rose-bud by my early walk,
Adown a corn-inclosed bawk."

Burn* : A Rosebud.

bawl, v.i. k t. [In IceL baula = to bellow, to

low, as a cow does; Sw. bola ; A.S. beUan;
Ger. belltn = to bark ; Dut. balderen m to
roar ; Wei. ballaw ; Fr. piauler = to squall, to
bawl, to scold ; Low Lat. baulo = to bark ;

Class. Lat. balo = to bleat Imitated from the
sound.] [Bellow.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To emit a loud sound with the voice ; to
shout.

"And every soul cried out 'Well done I

'

As loud aa he could bawl."
Cowper ; John Gilpin.

2. To cry loudly as a child.
" A Uttle child was bawling, and a woman chiding

it."—L'Ettrange.

B. Transitive:

1. To shout ; to shout against a hostile

measure ; to effect by clamour.
" To cry the cause up heretofore.
And bawl the bishops out of door."—Budibra*.

2. To proclaim or advertise with a loud
voice, as a town-crier does.

" It grieved me when t saw labours which bad
cost so much bawled about by common hawkera."—
Swift.

% Bawl is always used in a contemptuous
sense.

bawl, s. [Eng. bawl, v.i. & t] A loud shout

or cry.

bawled, pa. par. [Bawl, v.t]

bawl'-er, *. [Eng. bawl, v., and suffix -er.]

One who bawls.
" It had been much better for such an imprudent

and ridiculous bowler, as this, to have been condemned
to have cried oysters and brooms ! "—Echard : Grounds,
*c., of the Contempt of the Clergy, 10th ed., p. 69.

bawl-ing, *bal'-llng, pr. par., adj., & *.

[Bawl, v.i. kt.]

A. & B. As present participle or partus*-

fial adjective : In senses corresponding to

hose of the verb.

W&l, b6y; po*ut, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, 3£enophon, exist. -In*

-elan = shan, -don, -tlon, -sion = shnn; -tion, -sion ihun. -tious, -sions, -cions= shus. -ble, -die, &c.T=b«lt del
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*' From his loved home no lucre him can draw

;

The sen tte's uud decrees he never saw,
Nor heard at bawling bars corrupted law.**

Dryden.

C. Am substantive: Loud shouting, crying,

or clamour.
*' * We have at the Muzzy Club,' says he, 'no riotous

mirth nor awkward ribaldry ; no confusion or bawi-
its.'

"

—Goldsmith -. Xttayt, i.

bawme, v.t. [Fr. embaumer = to embalm.]
{Scotch.)

1. To embalm.
" That ilk hart than, as men sayd,
Scho hitwmyd. and gert it be layd
In- til a cophyn of evore."

Wyntown, viii. 8, 18. (Jamieson.)

g. To cherish, to warm.
** We strike at uicht, and on the dry sandis
Did bawme and beik oure body is, fete and handis."

Doug. : Virgil, 85, 3L (Jamieson.)

bawn, hawne, *r^an, s. [Ir. b&bhun, ulti-

mate origin unknown. O'CUry in N.E.D.]

A. As an ordinary Old English word

:

L Gen. : Any habitation, dwelling, or edifice,

of whatever materials constructed. (Richard-

ton.)

2. Specially: A quadrangle or base-court.

(French.)

B. As a word used by the English living

within the Irish pale. (See Trench's Eng. Past

and Present.)

1. A hill.

" These round hills and square bawnes, which yon
see so strongly trenched and throwue up, were (they
say) at first ordained for the same purpose, that people

might assemble themselves therein, and therefore

aunciently they were called folkmotes. that is, a place

of people, to ineete, or talke of anything that con-

cerned any difference between* parties and towne-
ships. "—Spenser : Ireland.

2. A house.
" This Hamilton's bawn, whilst It sticks on my hand,

I lose by the house what I get by the laud

;

But how to dispose of it to the best bidder
For a barrack or malthouse, I now must consider."

Swift : The Grand Question Debated. (Richardson.)

•TJ It is still used in connection with Irish

history.

"... he had wandered about from bawn to bawn
and from cabin to cabin."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,

eh. xit, p. 205.

3. A place near the house enclosed with

mud or stone walls to keep the cattle from
being stolen in the night. (Notes to Swift's

Grand Question Debated.)

•baw-reX *. [Compare Ital. barletta = a

tree-falcon, a hobby.] A kind of hawk. (John-

son.)

•baw -sand, * bau'-zeyn, *bau'-zain,
• bail* zein, a. [From Fr. balzan, bauzan
= a black or bay horse with white legs above

the hoof ; balzane = a white spot or mark in

. any part of (a horse's) body (Cotgrave) ; Prov.

bausan, and Ital. balzano=& horse marked
with white; from Breton bal=(l) a white

mark on an animal, (2) an animal with a white

mark upon it.]

Of horses and cattle only : Streaked with

white upon the face.

" Apoun ane hors of Trace dappill gray
Henuid. quhaia formeat felt hayth tuay
War inylk quhyte, and his creiat on hicht bare he
With bawmnd face ryngit the forthir E."

Dougl. : Virg., f. 110 (ed. 1583). (S. in Boucher.)

• baw' son, * baW-sdne, * bau'-s6n,

•ba-son, * baw'-sin, * bau'-sene,
• bau'-cyne, * baW-stin, * bau'-ston,
• bau'-zon, * bau'-zen, * baun'-sey, s.

[In O. Fr. bauzan, bavennt, bauchant = spotted

with white, pied.] Originally, no doubt, the

same as the preceding word.

A. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : One of the English names of the

badger (Melts taxus). It is given on account

of the streaks of white on the face of the

animal. (See etym.)

"Bedoue: a Gray. Brock, Bason, Badger."—Cot-
grave.

2. Fig. : A large or fat person. (Coles.)

•f It is still used in the dialect of Craven, in

Yorkshire, in which it signifies an imperious,

noisy fellow.

S- Attributively: Pertaining to or taken
from the badger.

" His mittens were of bauzen sklnne."
Drayton I Dowtabell 11593), at. 10.

bawson faced, bauson faced, baw
sint faced, a. Having a white oblong spot

on the face.

"Ye might try it on the bauson-faced year-auld

grey ; . T7—Scott ; Heart of Mid-Lothian, ch. xxviii.

baw'-ty, s. [From O. Fr. baud = a white dog.]

A name for a dog, especially for a white dog
of large size, and also for a hare. (Scotch,)

bax'-ter, s. (Old form of Baker (q.v.);

originally a female baker ; A.S. bcecestre, from
bifxf.re. In the sixteenth century beafcifreer, a

double feminine, came into use for a short

time. [Bakesteb.] A baker.

"Ye breed of the barters, ye loo your neighbour's
browst better than your am batch."—Jlamtay : &
From., p. 80.

Bax-teV-X-an, a. & s. [From the projter

name Baxter (see def.).]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to Richard
Baxter, the eminent Puritan leader, who was
born in 1615, and died in 16*1.

B. As substantive : One holding the doc-
trines of Baxter.

bay, * baye, a. & s. [0. Fr., Mod. Fr., and
Prov. bai; Sp. bayo; Port, baio; Ital. bajo,

baio; from Lat. badius = chestnut coloured.

Compare Gael, buidhe = yellow. ]

A. As adjective: Of a reddish-brown, ap-
proaching to a chestnut colour. (Applied
chiefly to horses, many of whom are of the
hue now described, with a black mane and
toil.)

"... my lord, you gave
Good words the other day of a hay courser
I rode on. Tia yours because you liked it."

Shakesp. I Tim. of Athens, L 1

B. As substantive

:

1. The colour described under A.
" A bay horse is what is inclining to a chestnut : and

this colour is various, either a light bay or a dark bay.

according as tt is less or more deep. There are also

coloured norses that are called dappled bays. All bay
horses are commonly called brown by the common
people.
"All bay horses nave black manes, which distin-

guish them from the sorrel that have red or white
manes.
"There are light bayt and gilded bay* which are

somewhat of a yellowish colour. The chestnut bay is

that which comes nearest to the colour of the chest-

nut."—Farrier t Diet.

2. A horse of that colour.

"... he steps into the welcome chaise.

Lolls at his ease behind four handsome bayt.

That whirl away from business and debate.
The disencumber'd Atlas of the state."

Cowper: Retirement.

(See also the example under B. 1.)

bay (l), * baye, s. [In Fr. bale ; Prov., Sp.,

& Port, bahia ; Ital. baio, baja ; Low Lat.

baia; Ir. & Gael, badh, bagh; Bisc baid, baiya
= harbour. Wedgwood considers Sp., Ac,
bahia the original form, and derives it from
Catalan badia = a bay, and badar — to open,

to gape. (Skeat.)~[

A. --Is substantive

:

1. Geog, d Ord. Lang. : An arm or inlet of

the sea extending into the land with a wider
mouth proportionally than a gulf. Compare
in this respect the Bay of Biscay with the

Gulf of Venice.
" And as the ocean many bayt will make."

Byron : ChUde Harold, iv. 157.

2. Hydraulics & Ord. Lang. : A pond-head
raised to keep a store of water for driving a

mill.

3. Arch, A Ord. Lang.: A term used to

signify the magnitude of a building. Thus,
" if a barn consists of a floor and two heads,

where they lay corn, they call it a barn of two
bays. These bays are from fourteen to twenty
feet long, and floors from ten to twelve broad,

and usually twenty feet long, which is the

breadth of the barn." (Builder's Diet., John-

son, etc.)

" If this law hold in Vienna ten years. III rent the
fairest house in it after threepence a bay."—Shakesp. :

Meat, for Meat., i i. l.

" There may be kept one thousand bushels In each
bay, there being sixteen bayt, each eighteen feet long,

about seventeen wide, or three hundred square feet in

each bay."—Mortimer : Art of Husbandry.

B. Attributively: As in the following com-
pounds :

—

bay-like, a. Like a bay.
" In this island there is a large bay-like space, com-

posed of the finest white sand."—Darwin ; Voyage
round the World, ch. it

bay-salt, bay salt, 5.

In Chem., Manuf., St Commerce

1. Originally: Salt obtained by evaporating

water taken from a " bay " or other part of the

sea. This was done by conducting the water
into a shallow pit or basin, and then leaving

it to be acted upon by the heat of the sun.

2. Now : Coarse-grained crystals obtained

by slow evaporation of a saturated solution of

chloride of sodium.

"All eruptions of air, though small and slight giv»
sound, which we call crackling, puffing, Bpittiot,. 4c,
as in bay talt and bay leaven, cast into fin- —Bacon,

bay-window, s

Arch. : A window projecting l>eyond the
line of the front of a house, generally either

in a semi-hexagon or semi-octagon. Strictly

BAY WINDOW.

speaking, a bay window rises from the ground
or basement, while an oriel is supported on
a corbel or brackets, and a bow window ii

always a segment of an arch ; but in ordinary

use these distinctions are seldom accurately

observed, all three words being used as

synonymous.
"... it hath bay windows transparent as barrica-

doea."—Shakesp. : Twelfth /fight, iv. 1

bay (2), *. [Fr. abois, abbois = barkings, hay-

ings ; abbayer = to bark or bay at. The origi-

nal form of the word was abay, abaye, or

obey.]

1. The state of being stopped by anything,

as by amorous feeling or by some restraint on
motion interposed by others ; a standstill

" Euere the dogge at the hole held it at abaye."—
William of Palerne led. Skeatl, «.
" When as by chaunce a comely squire he found
That thorough some more mighty enemies wrong.
Both band and foote unto a tree was bound.

• • e •

Unhappy Squire \ what hard mishap thee brought
Into this bay of perill and disgrace f

"

Bpenter : F. Q., VI. 1. 11. It

2. The act or the state, position, or attitude

of standing fiercely facing one's foes after

having vainly attempted to escape from them
by flight. (Used in the expressions at bay, at

the bay, and to bay.)

(1) At bay, * at abay, at the bay :

(a) Of a stag or other animal: The state,

Eosition, or attitude of a stag or other auimal

unted. by bounds when, despairing of escape,

it turns round and faces its pursuers.
" Like as a maetiffe having at abay
A salvage bull, whose cruell ho rues doe threat
Desperate daunger, if he them assay."

Spenter: F. 0..VI. vli. 47.

" This ship, for fifteen hours, sate like a stag among
hounds at the bay, and was sieged and fought witn
In turn by fifteen great ships.'—Bacon: War with

Spain.

(6) Of men : In the state of men driven to

desjaeration, who, having turned, now fiercely

face their assailants, resolved to sell their

lives as dearly as possible.

"... they still stood at bay In a mood so savage

that the boldest and mightiest oppressor could not

but dread the audacity of their despair.'—Macaulay:
Hist. Eng., ch. 1L

(c) Fig. (of things): Warded off.

"The most terrible evils are just kept at bay by in-

cessant evils."—Itaac Taylor. (Goodrtch * Porter.)

(2) To bay : From a state of flight into one

like that described under At bay (b).

"... the Imperial race turned desperately to bag.'

—Macaulay : Hist. Una., ch. xii.

bay (3), *. [From bay, v. (q.v.).] Barking; a

bark.
" From such unpleasant sounds as haunt the ear

In village or in town, the bay of curs ...
Cowper : Tatk, bk. t

bay (4), * baye, «. [Probably from Fr. bait

;

Sp baya m a berry. Remotely from Lat. baccm

(q.v.>1

A. As substantive

:

t 1. A berry, and specially one from some

species of the laureL (See No. 2.]

2, The English name of the Laurus nobilis.

A fine tree with deep-green foliage and a pro-

fusion of dark-purple or black berries. Both

of these have a sweet, fragrant odour, and an

aromatic, astringent taste. The leaves, the

berries, and the oil made from the latter are

narcotic and carminative. The leaves were

anciently used to form wreaths or garland*

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p$t,

or, wore, wolt work. whd. sin; mute, oub, etire. unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, so, ce = e. ey = a> qu = kw.



bay—bazat 46y

with which to encircle the brows of victors.

The bay U common in Spain, Italy, Greece,
and the Levant [Laurel.] It is common In

English garden*, the leaves being often used

BAT.
1. Brai.-:h of Laurut nobilis, in male flower (one-fifth

natural size)- 1. Male flower (natural size). 3.

Female flower (natural size). 4. Berry (natural
lse).

for flavouring certain dishes. There are several

trees called by the same name. The Red Bay
of the Southern States of America is Laurus
Caroliniensis. The White Bay is Magnolia
glauca.

1[ In the United States bay is locally used
also for a tract of land covered with bay-
trees. (Drayton : S. Carolina,")

3. Plur. (Poetic.) : An honorary crown, gar-

land, or any similar reward bestowed as a
prize for excellence. [See No. 2.]

(o) Such a reward, literally, of bay-leaves.

(6) An honorary reward of another kind.
" Shall royal institutions miss the bays.
And small academic* win all the praiseT

"

Coieper : Tirocinium.

4. Of the Scripture Bay-tree. [Bay-tree, 2.]

B. Attributively : In such compounds as
the fallowing :—

bay-laurel, *. A name sometimes given
to the common laurel, Prunus laurocerasus.

bay -rum, s. An aromatic, spirituous
liquid, used by hair-dressers and perfumers,
prepared in the West Indies by distilling rum
in which bay leaves have been steeped. As
imported it is almost colourless, and contains
eighty six per cent, of proof-spirit. It is diffi-

cult to obtain genuine bay-rum, except directly
from the importer, more than one-half of that
consumed in Great Britain being an artificial

mixture of oil of bay, alcohol, and water.

bay-tree, bay tree, 5.

1. Ord. Lang. : The same as Bay (4), No. 2.

It is sometimes called also the Sweet Bay-tree.

2. Scripture. The bay-tree of Pa. xxxvii.

35, Heb. rnisi (ezrachh), from rni (zarachh) =
to spring up, may be the Imutus nobilis,

though this is by no means certain. Gesenius
makes it simply an indigenous tree, as dis-
tinguished from one transplanted. The Sep-

tuagint translators, mistaking nTW (arzochh)

for rryftji (ezracch), called the tree "the cedar

of Lebanon."
' I have seen the wicked in great power, and spread-

ing himself like a green bay-tree."—Pi. xxxvii. 36.

bay(l), v.t. [From Eng. bay (l) = an arm of
the sea.] To embay, to shut in, to enclose, to
encompass, to surround, as a bay is enclosed
to a certain extent by land.

"... we are at the stake.
And bay'd about with many enemies.

"

Shaketp. l Jaliut Cottar, iv. 1.

fr*y (2), v.i. & t. [In Fr. aboyer ; O. Fr. abbayer;
Ital. abbaiare, abbajare, baiare, bajare — to
bark ; Lat. baubor = to bark gently ; Gr.
Bavfa (bauzo) = to bark, to cry 0av pav (bau
bau), corresponding to the bow wow of English
children, imitated from the sound of a dog's
barking.

]

A. Intrans. : To bark like a dog. Used—
1. With at of the person or thing barked at.

" While her vexed spaniel, from the beach,
Bayed at the prize beyond his reach."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, il. 6.

2. Without a preposition following.
" The watchdog bay'd beyond the Tiber.'*

Byron j Manfred, 111. A.

B. Transitive : To pursue with barking ; to
bark at Used—

1. Lit. : Of dogs pursuing an animal.

2. Fig. : Of human enemies pursuing a
person or an army.
" Ue leaves his back unarm'd, the French and Welsh
Baying him at the heels."

—

Shaketp. : 2ffen, 71'., i. 3.

% Also [from Bay (2), s., 2] to drive to bay.
'* When in the wood of Crete they bay'd the bear."

Shaketp. : Mutt. Sight t Dream, iv. 1.

bay'-ard, *bai-arde, s. [O. Fr. bayard;

from bay, a., and suffix -ard (q.v.).]

1, Literally: A bay horse. (Often applied
specially to an old blind horse frequently
mentioned in old poetry.)

" Blind Bayard moves the mill."—Philip*.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) A man blinded with self-conceit.
" Ouely the bald and blind bayard* (who usually out

of self-conceit are so exceedingly confident of their
election and salvation) . . ."—Harrow, vol, ill., Ser. 42.

(Richardson.)

(6) An unmannerly beholder. [Fr. bayer =
to gape.]

bay'-ard-ly^ a. [Eng. bayard; -ly.) Done
in a blind or stupid manner.

u
. . . not a formal and bayarUly round of duties."—

Goodman: Winter Evening Conference. {Richardton.)

bay'-ber-ry, s. [Eng. bay; berry.}

1. The berry of the bay, Laurus nobilis.

2. One of the names given to the Myrica
ceri/era, or Wax Myrtle of North America, a
shrub or small tree bearing berries used for
making into candles, soap, or sealing-wax.
The root is used to remove toothache. The
name is said to be derived from the fact that
the plant is found on the shores of bays.

bayberry bush, 5. The same as Bay-
berry (q. v. ).

bayberry-tallow, ». Tallow for candles
made from the fruit of the bayberry.

* baye, v.t. [Bathe.] To bathe.
" Hee feedea upon the cooling shade, and bayet
His sweatle forehead in the breathing wynd."

Spenser ; F. Q. , I. viL 3,

bayed, a. [From bay (1), »., and a., A, 3.)

Having a bay or bays.

"The large bayed bam."—Drayton.

* ba'ye-1^, *. Old spelling of Baillie.

*bayes, s. [Baize.]

Bay'-eux (eux as u), s. & a. [Fr. Bayeux (see
def.), O. Fr. fc Low Lat. Baiocas, Baiocce, and
Baiocasses, from a tribe formerly inhabiting
it] A French town, capital of an arrondisse-
ment of the same name in the department
of Calvados.

Bayeux-tapestry, Bayeux tapes-
try, s. Tapestry preserved in the Cathedral
of Bayeux, representing the events in William

BAYEUX TAPESTRY.

of Normandy's conquest of England, and said,

apparently with correctness, to have been
wrought by his queen Matilda.

bay -ing (1), pr. par. & a. [Bay (1), ».]

bay'-ing; (2), bai yrige, * bay -Inge, pr.
par., a., « *. [Bay (2), v.]

A.&B. Asadj.andparticip.adj.; Insenses
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive : The barking of a dog.
" Until he heard the mountains round
Ring to the hawing of a hound."

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, ill. It

bayl don ite, *. [Named after Dr. John
Bayldon.] A mineral occurring as minute
mammillary concretions, with a dingy surface.
It is sometimes reticulated. Its hardness is

4"5 ; its sp. gr. 6*35 ; its lustre strong resinous

;

its colour grass-green to blackish-green. Its

composition is : Arsenic acid, 31*76 ; oxide r
copper, bO'88 ; oxide of lead, 30'13 ; watt.,
4'68. It is found in Cornwall.

* bayl'-ler-Ie, s. The same as Bailiaiu
(q.v.). (Scotch,.)

bay'-ly-Sbip, s. [Old Eng. bayly — baillie

;

-ship.] The office or jurisdiction of a baillie.

bayne, s. [Bain,*.]

* bayne, v. LBain, v.]

* bayne, a. [Bain, a.]

bay on et, • bag'-6-net, «. [In Sw. bajo*

nett; Dan. & Out. btijouet ; Fr. baionette,

bayonette ; Sp. bayoneta ; Port, buioneta

;

Ital. baionetta. From Bayonne, a French
city in the Basses Pyrenees, near which
bayonets were first manufactured in 1640.

Derived from Basque baia = good, and ona =*

bay, port.]

1. Military dt Ord. Lang. : A military weapon
formerly called a dagger, made to be fitted to
the muzzle of a gun or rifle, to convert th«
latter into a kind of pike. At first it was so
fixed that it required to be taken off before the
gun was fired ; but since the battle of Killie-

crankie showed the danger of such an arrange-
ment, it has been screwed on in such a way as
not to interfere with the firing of the weapon.

" The musketeer was generally provided with a
weapon which had, during many years, been gradually
coining into use, and which the English then called a
dagger, but which, from the time of William III.,

has been known among us by the French name of
bayonet."—Macaulay ; f/Ut. Eng., ch. lii.

2. Mech. : A pin which plays in and out of
holes formed for its reception, and which by
its movements engages or disengages parts of
a machine.

bayonet-clasp, 5. A movable ring of
metal surrounding the socket of a bayonet to
strengthen it.

bayonet-clutch, s. A clutch, usually
with two prongs, attached by a feather-key to
a shaft-driving machinery. When in gear the
prongs of the clutch are made to act upon the
ends of a friction-strap in contact with the side

boss of the wheel to be driven.

bayonet-joint, s. A kind of coupling,
the two pieces of which are so interlocked by
the turning of the complex apparatus thai
they cannot be disengaged by a longitudinal
movement.

bay'-on-e't, v.t. [From bayonet, s. (q.v.).]

1, "To put to the bayonet," to stab with
the bayonet.

2. To compel by hostile exhibition of the
bayonet.

"You send troops to sabre and bayonet us into sub-
ni iasiuii."—Burke : To the Sherijft of Bristol.

ba'-you, «. [Fr. boyau = (1) a gut, (2) a long
and narrow place.] A word used in Louisiana
(which belonged to the French before 1803,
when the United States purchased it), ana
signifying (I) the outlet of a lake

; (2) a
channel for water.

" Into the still bayou."
Longfellow : The Quadroon Girl.

* bayt, * bayte, *. The same as Bait, s.

*bayt,y.(. The same as Bait, v. (Scotch.)

* bayte, a. [Both.] (Scotch.)

* bayte, v.t. & i. [Bate, v.]

bay-ya'rn, s. [From Eng. bay, a. , or bay, s. (1)
(it is doubtful which), and yarn.] The same
as woollen yarn. (Chambers.)

* bayze, s. [Baize.]

ba'-za, *. [Bazat.]

ba-zaar , bazar , s. [In Dut., Ger., Ft., &
tort, bazar ; Ital. bazar, bazari, all from Pers.

bazdr = sale, exchange of goods, market.]

1, In Persia, Turkey, India, £c. : An Eastern
market, whether in the open air or roofed in.

" Attached to the barracks [In Madras] Is a bazar tor
the supply of the troops."—Thornton: Gazetteer of
India (1657), p. 57S.

2. In other countries

:

(a) An establishment for selling various
kinds of fancy goods for personal profit.

(6) A sale for some benevolent object.

baz'-at,biz'-a,5. [In Ger. bazak. Apparently

from Arab, f busr — cotton,]

boil, boy; pout, Jofrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph - £
-dan, -tlan = shan, tion, sion, cioun = shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious = shits, -ble, -<Ue, &c. = bel, del.
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Comm. : A long fine-spun cotton, often called

Jerusalem cotton, as being brought from that

city.

baze, base, v.t. [Dut. verbmen = to astonish,

to amaze.] Toconfuse,tostupefy,todaze(q.v.)»
" Into his face she slour A and gazed.

And wist uot well, she was so bated.

• ba -zen (Old Eng.), bas -sin (Scotch), a.

[Bass (1).] Of or belonging to rushes.

" Under the feit o( thia ilk hysnyng J»ip

;

About the nek knyt mony batstn raip.

Doug., Virgil, 46, 33. (Jamieeon.)

B.C. Initials and abbreviations of Before Christ.

(Used in chronology and ordinary language.)

bdel ll-dse, s. pi. [From Gr. B&eWa (bdella)

= a leech
;
05aAAu> (bdallo) = to milk cows, to

suck-]

Zoology: A family of Arachnida (Spiders), of

the order Acarina. They have a rostrum and

palpi of extreme length, have their bodies

divided by a constriction, and live among
damp moss.

bdel li um (b silent), a. [In Ger. and Fr
bdellium; Port, bdcllio ; Lat. bdellium and
bedeUa; Gr. &6i\kiov (bdellion). Apparently

akin also to Heb. nVra (bedholachh), from VlJ

(badltdl) — to separate, to select. ]

I. Scripture. The "bdellium" of Scripture

la in Heb. rrrfi (bedholachh) (see etym.), ren-

dered in the Septuagtnt of Gen. li. 12 ai>0pa£

{anthrax) (literally, burning coal) = . . . the

carbuncle, ruby, and garnet (Liddell and Scott).

the red sapphire(Oana); whilst in Numb. xi. 7

it is translated (cptloroAAo? (krustallos) = . . .

rock crystal. Some modern writers, following

the Septuagint translation, make it a mineral,

as are the "gold " and the " onyx stone " with

which it is associated in Gen. ii. 12. Others

think that it was the gum described under II.

and III. 2; while the Rabbins, Bochart, and
Oesenius consider that it was a pearl or pearls.

" And the gold of that land is good: there ts bdellium

and the onyx-atone."

—

Oen. ii. 12.

"And the manna was as coriander-eeed. and tht-

eolour thereof as the colour of bdellium."—Aumb. xi. T.

IX Class. Nat. Hist. The bdellium of Pliny

was once supposed to have been the gum ot

the Palmyra Palm, Borassns fiabelliformis, but

was more probablv a Balsamodendron, appa-

rently B. Mukul (III. 2).

ITX Modem, Botany, Old Pharmacy, and
Commerce

:

1. Indian bdellium or False Myrrh: A gum
resin produced by Balsamodendron Roxburghii

or Amyris Bdellium. It appears in light-

coloured pellicles in the bark of the tree,

which peel off from time to time ; they diffuse

for some distance round a fragrance of a de-

lightful kind, but not equal to that of myrrh.

It was formerly used in plasters.

2. The bdellium of the Persian Gulf: A gum
resin derived from Balsamodendron Mukul.

3. African bdellium: Two guru resins, the

one from Balsamodendron Africanum, which
grows in Abyssinia and Western Africa ; the

other from a composite plant, Ceradia furcata.

\freas. of Bot.)

i, Sicilian bdellium : A gum resin produced
by a species of carrot, Daueus Hispanicus (De
Cand.), D. gummifer (Lamarck), or by D. gin-

gidium (Linn.).

bdel-ldm -et er, s. [From Gr. BSiMa (bdella)

« a leech, and hctqov (metron) = a measure.]

Surgery : A cupping-glass, to which are

attached an exhausting syringe and a scarifi-

cator- It was introduced as a substitute for

leeches, and shows the amount of blood
drawn.

be, * bl, * b€n (pr. par. beang, * beeing, * be-

ynge (Eng. ) ; * beand CO. Scotch) (pa. par. been,

* beit,, * be), v.i. [A.S. beon, beonne = to be,

to exist, to become. It is thus declined : ic

bw = 1 am ; thu beod, best, byst = thou art ; he

byth, bith, we beoth, beo, Ac. Gael bi = to be ;

Ger. ich bin = I am ; O. H. Ger. bun, bin =
to be; Goth, banan; Slav, byti; Iith. buti;

Sansc. bhu = to be. Compare also Lat. fui —
I was ; Gr. iptiw (phu&) = to bring forth, to

produce.] The substantive verb. It is used—

L As a copula connecting the subject and
Us predicate : in which case it denotes exist-

ence in relation to that predicate ; existence,

the character of which is to be explained by
the word with which the substantive verb Is

connected ; to be ; to continue, to remain ; to

be present in a place; to happen in a par-

ticular way ; to happen according to ordina-

tion or appointment ; to become ; to aim ;

with various other shades of meaning. Bank-
ing as a copula or apposition verb, now
technically viewed as one of incomplete pre-

dication (see Bain's Higher Eng. Gram.), it is

followed by a nominative in apposition with

it, and not with an objective as would be the

case were it a transitive verb. Thus in the

example from Acts xii. 15, given below, " It is

his angel," the noun angel is in the nominative

and not in the objective case.

% Be is defective, the omissions being sup-

plied by parts from other verbs uot in the

least resembling it in sound, as am, art, are

(from A.S. eom = to be), were, was (from A.S.

wesan ~ to be). [Beand, Is.]

1. In a general sense, in which case it may
be joined with au adjective, an adverb, a sub-

stantive, a pronoun, &c-

"... I vat envious at the foolish.*"— ft. Ixxiii. S,

"... lo, he (J there . . ."—Mark xiii. SL
" ... it is hi* angel.

-*—Acts xii. lfi.

-
. . . Lord, ii it I ?"—Matt. xxvi. 22.

2. Specially : As an auxiliary verb, used

(o) Before a past (properly a perfect) parti-

ciple, so as to constitute the passive voice.

" Blessed shall be thy basket and thy store. "—Deat.

XXviU. 5.

(b) Before the present (properly the im-

perfect) participle, so as to constitute a form

of the active, implying that an action has

commenced to be perfbrmed, that the doing

of it is in progress, but is not yet completed.

"... the oxen were ploughing, and the asses feeding

beside them."—Job i. 14.

H In an abstract sense denoting simple

existence. This is the reason why it is called

the substantive verb. If the being existent

be a living one, then the substantive verb

denotes to live.

" To be or not to be. that is the question."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, ill. 1.

ITX Special phrases

:

1. *Be als mekil = forasmuch.
" Alle so it is ordeyned, be on assent of the brethren,

be alt meckU as the lyght fornseide ne may nout be

roeyntened in the tyme for to come.'
1—English Oilds

(Ear. Eng. Text Soc.). pp. 49, 40.

2. Be it so = let it be so. A phrase used (a)

by one giving authority to do anything which
he has the power to permit or refuse to have

done, or (b) by one conceding what an oppo-

nent in argument has demanded.
" My gracious duke.

Be 't to she will not here, before your grace.

Consent to marry with Demetriua"
Skakesp. i Mid*. Jfi'jhet Dream, U 1.

3. Let be — let alone, leave unmeddled with.
" Let be, said he, my prey."

—

ftryden.

•f The following examples illustrate how
interchangeably be, U, and ben were once used :

(a) Be, used where bun would now be em-
ployed.

" Fenyeand ane oblatione, as it bad be
For prosper returning hams in thare cuntpe."

Doug. ; Virgil, 39, 10.

(b) Ben (= beon) for be,

" A manly man, to ben an abbot able."
Chaucer: C. T., ProL 167.

Be was also used where we now employ are.

"Be they better than these kingdoms?"—Jmo* vi. 2.

It was also used in O. Scotch for let or let be =
not to mention, not to speak of, to except.

(JamUson.)

•ff (a) Crabb thus distinguishes between the
verbs to be, to exist, and to subsist:—"To be is

applicable either to the accidents of things, or

to the substances themselves ; to exist only to

substances or things that stand or exist of

themselves. We say of qualities, of forms,

of actions, of arrangement, of movement, and
of every different relation, whether real, ideal,

or qualiflcative, that they are; we say of

matter, of spirit, of body, and of all sub-

stances, that they exist, Man is man, and
will be man under all circumstances ; he
exists under every known climate, Ac. Of
being and existence as nouns, the former not
only designates the abstract action of being,

but is metaphorically employed for the sen-

sible object that is ; the latter is confined

altogether to the abstract sense. Hence,
human beings ; beings animate and inanimate

;

the supreme Being ; but the existence of a

God, of innumerable worlds, of evil. Being

may in some cases be indifferently employed
for existence, particularly in the grave style

;

when speaking of animate objects, as the

being of a God ; our frail being ; and when

qualified in a compound form is preferable, aa

our well-being. Subsist is properly a species

of existing ; it denotes temporary or partial

existence. Every' tiling exists by the creative

and preservative power of the Almighty

;

that which subsists dejwnds for its existence

upon the chances and change*; of this mortal

life. To exist therefore designates simply the

event of being or existing; to subsist conveys

the accessory ideas of the mode and duration

of existing. Man exists while the vital or

spiritual part of him remains ; he subsists by
what he obtains to support lite."'

(b) To be, to become, to grow, are thus dis-

criminated :—" Be is positive ; become is rela-

tive : a person is what he is without

to what he was ; he becomes that which lie was
not before. We judge of a man by what lie

is, but we cannot judge of him by what he
will become. To become includes no idea of

the mode or circumstance of its becoming ; to-

grow is to become by a gradual process : a man
may become a good man from a vicious one, in

consequence of a sudden action on his mind

;

but he grows in wisdom and virtue by means
of an increase in knowledge and experience."

(Crabb : Eng Synon.)

be, prep. [Be as a prefix =: by.] By, tov

towards. (Scotch.)

be-east, adv. Towards the east. (Scotch.)

be-than, adv. By that time.
*' Sternys, be<han, began for till apnex."

Wallace, v. 135, MS.

be 05 aprefix. [A.S. be, bi, big ; O.S. be, bi;

Sw., Dan., & Dut. be; N. H. Ger. be, bet; M.
H. Ger. be, bi ; O. H. Ger. bi, pi, pi ; Goth, bi.}

1. Denoting nearness to ; as beside.

•f Originally it was the same as by, and
beside in Old English is often written biside or
byside.

2. Denoting a surrounding of any person or

thing, as beset = to set on one all rouud ; or a.

doing of anything all over a person or thing,

as beslaver — to slaver all over.

3. Denoting priority ; as bespeak = to speak
beforehand for anything.

4. Denoting causation or generation, as beget

compared with get; or converting a simple

verb generally intransitive into a transitive

one, as to moan, to bemoan one's hard lot.

5. Adding intensity to a simple verb, though
in some cases the meaning seems scarcely

altered. It is difficult to say how much or

how little intensity is added in the case of

each of the words bedeafen, bedraggU, begrudge,

and becalm, as compared with deafen, draggle,

grudge, and calm. Prof. Craik, Eng. of Shakes-

peare, considers that in most cases be is the

relic of the prefix ge, which was the favourite

and most distinguishing peculiarity of the

language in what is called " the Anglo-Saxon
period.

'

Be. In Chemistry, the initial letters and
symbol for the element Beryllium.

beach, *. [Of unknown etymology. Not in.

A.S., Sw., Dan., Dut., or Ger., in which the*

word for what we call a beach is strand ; nor
is it in the Celtic nor in the Italic languages.

Compare with Dan. bakke, Sw. backe = ascent,

acclivity, rising ground, hill, hillock.} A
sandy or pebbly sea-shore, the strand on which,

the waves break. (Used also for the shore of

a lake or of a large river.)

" Hail to the welcome shout !—the friendly ipeech I

When band grasps hand uniting on the bench.
Egron : The Corsair, i. 4

beach head, s. The beach at the head

of a creek.

"... their detritus on the beacK-headt of long

narrow arms of the sea, firet high up the valleys, then
lower and lower down as the land »lowly rose. -
barvrin : Voyage round the World, ch. xv.

beach-line, *. The line marked out by

the waves on a beach.
". . . such deposits, consequently, would hare a

good chance of relisting the wear ami tenr of succesMre.

beach-line*, and of lasting to a future epoch."—Dar-

win .- Voyage round the World, ch. xvL

beach, v.t. [From beach, a. (q.v.).] To run,

drive, or drag upon a beach. (Used specially

of boats, or of leaky and sinking vessels, or

of vessels which have sunk in a river and

are impeding navigation. Thus the ill-fated

Princess AUee steamboat, sunk in the Thames

in a collision with the Bywell Castle, on the-

3rd of September, 1878, was said to be.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit. Biro, sir, marine; go, pdtv

or, wore, wol*\ work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, te, ce - e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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"beached " when her broken hull was hauled
or driven ashore.

beached, pa. par. k a. [Beach, v.]

As participial adjective. Spec : Exposed to
the action of the waves on a beach.

" Upon the beached verge of the salt flood."
Shakesp. . Timon, T. 1.

beach -ing, pr, par., a., & s. [Beach, v.]

A. & B. As participle & participial adjective

:

In I sense corresponding to that of the verb.

C. As substantive : The act or operation of
running a leaky vessel on the beach, or of

hauling a ship or boat up upon the beach to
repair her, or to afford her shelter till the
time arrives for her again putting to sea.

Vach-J, # bo'ach-ie, a. [Eng. beach; -y.]

Having a beach or beaches.
" The beachy girdle of the ocean
Too wide lor Neptune's hips."

Shakesp. t 1 lien. IT., Hi. L

T Beachy Head, the loftiest headland on the
southern coast of England, does not take its

name from the above, but from a corruption of
beau cAe/(see Isaac Taylor's Words and Places).

bea -con (or o silent, as if been), *bea'-
kon, *be'-k5n, "bekne (ne - en), s.

[A.S. beacen, becun, becen, been = a beacon, a
sign, a token ; connected with beacnian, bic-

ntcm, bycnian = (l) to beckon, (2) to nod, to
show, signify form. (Beckon.) In O.S. bokair;
Fries, baleen, 6cte» = sign, signal; Dut. baak
= a beacon. Compare with Eng. beck and
beckon (q.v.).']

A. As substantive

:

I Literally:

1. Ignited combustible materials placed in
an iron cage, ele-

vated upon a pole
or any other natu-
ral elevation, so as
to be seen from a
distance. Beacons
were used to guide
travellers across
unfrequented parts
of the country, and
to alarm the in-

habitants on the
occurrence of an
invasion or a re-

bellion. The "cres-
sets " formerly used
in London and
other cities to light
the streets were
beacons of the type
flrst described.

" As less and lest the distance grows.
High and more high the beacon rose."

Scott : Lord of the Idee, v. 18.

2. A signal, specially by means of fire, to
warn manners of danger.

IX Fig. : Anything calculated to give light
to those who are in darkness, perplexity, and
danger, re-animattng their courage, while
warning them of the perils they should avoid.

" He that in mountain-holds hath sought
A refuge for unconquer'd thought.
A charterd hr me where Freedom's child
Alight rear her altars in the wild.
And fix her quenchless torch on high,
A beacon for eternity."

Eemans: A Tale of the Secret Tribunal.

B. Attributively: Constituting a beacon
;

supporting a beacon; proceeding from or
otherwise pertaining to a beacon. (See the
examples which follow.)

beacon-blaze, s. The blaze made by a
beacon. (Used literally or figuratively.)

" la yon red glare the western star!

—

Oh, 'tis the beacon-blaze of war !

"

Scott .- Lay of the Last Minstrel, Hi. 15.

beacon-fire, s. The fire of a beacon.
" With me must die the beacon-fires
That stream'd at midnight from the mountain-hold."

Bemans; The Chieftain's Son.

beacon-flame, s. The flame of a beacon.
" Cuthhert had seen that beacon-flame.
Unwitting from what source it came."

Scott : Lord of the Ittet, r. IS.

beacon light, s. The light of a beacon,
(a) Literally:

" By thee, as by the beacon-light.
Our pilots had kept course aright"

_ v _ Scott ; itarmion, Introd. to a L
\b) Figuratively

:

" By the bright lamp of thought thy care had fed
From the far beacon-lights of agea fled."

ffemana: The Sceptic

beacon-tower, $. A tower on or from
Which a beacon is displayed.

BEACON.

" And in the fortress of his power
The owl usurps the boacon-iower."

Byron; The Giaour.

bea'-con, v.t (From beacon, s.] To light up
with beacon fires.

" As up the vale of Tees they wind,
Where far the mansion of her tires
Beaconed the dale with midnight Area.**

Scott : Rokeby, V. 37.

bea -con-age (age m lg\ «. [From Eng.

beacon ; -age.] Money paid for the mainten-
ance of a beacon ; a system of beacons.

"... a suit for beaconage of a beacon standing* on a
rock in the sea."— lilackttvn* : Comment., bk. iiL.ch. 7.

bea -coned, pa. par. & a. [Beacon, v.]

As participial adjective : Having a beacon.
" The foes that skirts the beacon'd hill."

T. Warton: Odex.

bea -con less, a [Eng. beacon; -less.] With-
out a beacon. (Dr. Allen.)

bead, * beade, * bede, * bed, *. [A.S. bed,
gebed = & prayer. In Dut. bede; Ger. bitte

;

Low Ger. bede, bete, bethe, all meaning, not a
bead, but a prayer. From the Roman Catholic
practice of counting off a bead upon a rosary
when one of a series of prayers has been
offered, the word has obtained its modern
meaning of a perforated ball.]

A. Ordinary Language ;

* I. Prayer.

"And also it is ordeynede. yat yls bede and preyer
thai bene reherside and seyde at eoery tyme yat ye
alderman and ye bretheren bene togedere."

—

English
Gilds {Bar. Eng. Text Soc.), p. 33.

II. One of a number of small globular
bodies of glass, coral, metal, or other material,
perforated so as to be hung on a string.
Specially—

1. Those for keeping count of prayers
offered. [See etym.] These are strung thirty
or sixty together. Every tenth one is larger
and more embellished than the rest ; it is

called a gaude* The gaudes are used for count-
ing paternosters, and the ordinary beads for
Ave Marias. [Gaude.]

" Ere yet, in acorn of Peter's pence,
And number'd bead, and shrift,''

Tennyson : The Talking Oak,

To bid one's beads : To say one'a prayers,
specially when use is made of beads to keep
count of them. [Bid.]

"Bidding his beadei all day for his trespas."
Spenser : F. Q., LL».

"... as will appear by the form of bidding the
beads in King Henry the Seventh's time. The way
was first for the preacher to name and open his text,
and then to call on the people to ge to their prayers,
and to tell them what they were to pray for; after
which all the people said their beads in a general
silence, and the minister kneeled down also and said
his."—burner; Hist. Reformat., bk. f., pi ii., an. 15-17.

To tell one's beads : To number one's beads
for the purpose of numbering one's prayers

;

(less specifically) to be at prayer.
** The wits of modem time had told their brads.
And monkish legends been their only strains."

Thomson ; Castle of Indolence, ii. 82.

2. Those worn round the necks of children,
of women, and in the East of men, for orna-
ment.
" With scarfs and fans, and double change of brav'ry.
With amber bracelets, beads, and all such knar'ry.

Shake*p. : Taming of Shrew, iv. a

III. Anything artificial or natural resem-
bling a bead in its globularity, even if it differ
in being imperforate ; as, for instance, those
glass globules which, before the abolition of
the slave trade, were used in bartering with
the natives of Africa.

1. Artificial. [See B., 1, and Beaxhproof.]

2. Natural. [See the examples.]
" Thy spirit within thee hath been so at war,
And thus hath so bestlrrd thee in thy sleep,
That beads of sweat have stood upon thy brow."

Shakesp. : 1 Ben. IK, 11.

1

"Several yellow lumps of amber, almost like beads,
with one side flat, had fastened themselves to the
bottom. "—Boyle,

B. Technically:

1. Distillation. Wilson or Lovis's Beads.
[Bead-proof.]

2. Gun-making : A small piece of metal on
a gun-barrel, used for taking a sight before
firing.

3. Bookbinding : A roll on the head-band of
a book.

i. Architecture:

(a) A round moulding, cut or carved in
short embossments, like beads in necklaces,
occurring chiefly in the Corinthian and Roman
orders of architecture. It is called also As-
tragal (q.v.).

(6) The strip on a sash-frame which forms

BAILYS BEADS.

a guide for the sash. There are inside, outside^
and parting beads.

% Bead and butt (Carp.) : Framing in which
the pearls are flush, having beads stuck oi
run upon the two edges.

Bead and quirk: A bead stuck upon the
edge of a piece of stuff flush with its surface.

5. Astronomy. Baily's Beads. [Named after
Francis Baily, an Englishman, who discovered
them during the
solar eclipse of

|

1836. (Mem. As-
tron.Soc., vol. x.).]

Certain luminous
bead-like promi-

,

nences arranged
in a curved line :

round the margin
of the moon's disk
upon that of the
sun towards the
commencement :

and towards the
close of complete
obscuration in a total or annular eclipse of the
latter luminary. Once attributed to the pro-
jection of a range of lunar mountains on the
face of the sun, they are now supposed to
proceed from irradiation.

bead-butt, «.

Carpentry : Formed with bead and butt.
[Butt.] Doors have a combination of bead-
butt and square-work.

bead furnace, s. A furnace in which
beads, first cut into short cylinders, are
rounded.

bead-like, a. Like a bead.
".

. . the spaces bead-like, . .
."

—

Todd A Bowman

:

Physiol. Anat., i. 152.

bead loom, s. A gauze loom in which
there are beads strung at the spots where the
threads intersect each other.

bead-maker, s. A maker of beads.

bead-mould, s. A fungus of low organi-
sation, the stems of which consist of cells

loosely joined together so as to resemble a
string of beads. [Penicillium.]

bead-plane, s.

Carpentry : A semi-circular moulding plane.

bead-proof, a. A term formerly used
among distillers to mean that the spirit was
of a certain density, as ascertained by throw-
ing into it Wilsons or Lovis's beads, which
were all of different densities, and ascertaining
which bead remained suspended instead of
floating or sinking.

bead-snake, «. A beautiful little snake
(Elaps fulvius), variegated with yellow, car-
mine, and jet black. It belongs to the family
Elapidai of the Colubrine sub-order of Snakes.
Though venomous, it rarely uses its fangs. It
is about two feet long. Its chosen habitat is

in the sweet-potato fields of America. [See
Batatas.]

bead-tool, #. A tool for turning convex
mouldings.

bead-tree, 5. The English name of the
Melia, a genus of plants constituting the type
of the order Meliacese (Meliads). Melia azeda-
rach has compound leaves ; flowers not very
unlike those of the orange-tree, but smaller
and bluish in colour ; and yellow berries with
poisonous pulp. It is indigenous to the
countries bordering on the Mediterranean,
and has been introduced into India and other
warm countries as an ornamental tree. The
Indian Neem-tree, or Ash-leaved Bead-tree, is

sometimes called Melia azedirachta, but more
frequently Azadtracta Indica, [Neem.]

bead- work, s. Ornamental work Id
beads.

t bead, v.t. [From Eng. bead, a.] To orna
ment or distinguish with beads or"beading.

bead'-e'd, pa. par. & a. [Bead, v. ]

Tis beaded with bubbles,"
H. Smith, {Goodrich A Porter.)

beaded wire.
Metal-working : Wire with bead-like protu-

berances placed upon it at intervals for the
purpose of ornament.

t bead -house, 9. [Bedehouse.]

bcad'-ing, pr. par. 4 a. [Bead, v.]

*$&, t>6^; po"ut, J6*wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ing,
HUan, Han = shan. -tion, -sion, cloxin = shun ; -flon, -sion = shun, -tious, -slous = shus. -Me, -die, &c = bol, deL
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i>ca die, be del, be dell, * be'-dele,
• bed -del, * bed -delle, s. [A.S. bydel

= a beadle, crier, officer, messenger, herald,

or preacher ; from beodan — to command,
order, bid (Bid). Sw. & Ger. pedell; Dan.

pedel ; Dut. bode, pedel ; Fr. bedeau ; O. Fr.

badel, bedel, bedeax ; Prov., 8p., & Port, bedel;

Ital. bidello; Low Lat. bedellus, pedellus.]

1. In Law Courts: An apparitor, a sum-
moner; one who carries citations to the per-

sons who are required to present themselves

in the court.

2. In Parochial Economy: A petty officer,

now in most cases maintained as much for

how as use, but who in former times had the

ubstantial duty of flogging offenders.

- May. Sirrah, go letch the beadle hither straight"

(Enter* Beadle with whips.)
Shakesp. : 8 Ben. VI., if, 1.

S. In Universities (with the spelling bedel

or bedells): An officer who carries a mace
before the vice-chancellor and the university

preachers. They are of two grades—esquire
bedels, who are graduates of the university,

and yeomen bedels, of a lower social grade.
•• Be urvicured an addition of £i0 per annum to each

of the ioferiour beadle*: he restored the practice of

the vice-chancellor's court ; and added several other

Improvement* in the academical economy."— Warlon :

Life of Bathurst, p. S9.

" If the university would bring in some bachelors of

art to lie yeomen-bedels, which are well grouuded. and
towardly to serve that press as composers;—they.
which thrived well and did good service, might after

be preferred to be esquire-bedels ; and so the press

would ever train up al>le men for itself.'—-4 bp. Laud:
Bit'., of his Chan, at Oxford, p. 133.

4. In old Guilds: A similar functionary,

used as a messenger or to keep up the dignity

of the body employing him.
". . . and he asal sende forthe the bedel to allfl the

bretheren and the systeren, that they bien at the
derge of the body, . .

."—English Gild* (Ear. Eng. Text

&>c).p. Si.

"And to the beddelle of the seid Gilde, ij d., . .
.*—

Ibid., p. 145.

bea dle-ry, *. [Eng. beadle; -ry.] The
office or jurisdiction of a beadle. (Blount.)

bea -die ship, *. [Eng. beadle, and suffix

•ship.) The office or functions of a beadle.

" There was convocation for the election of his suc-

cessor in the beadlethip."—A. Wood : Athen. Oxon.

bead-let, s. [Eng. bead, and dimin. suff. -let.]

1. Gen. : A little bead.

2. Zool. : A name for the most common
8ea-anemone on the British shores (Actinia

mesemljrynthemum). [A<tinia.]

be ad roll, * be de roll, «.

Among Roman Catholics

:

1. Lit. : A catalogue of those for the repose

of whose souls a certain number of prayers

are to be offered, the count being kept by the

telling of beads.
**.

. prayng for the sanies of the acid John Tanfleld

and Agnes hys wyffyerely vppon Sondays by hys bede-

roUe in the pulpitt, . . . —English Gildi (Early Eng.
Text Soc. ), p. 145.

2. Figuratively :

(a) A catalogue of men worthy of enduring
fame.

" Dan Chaucer, well of English nndefyled
On fame's etemall beadroll worthy to be fyled."

Spenser: F. 0... IV. ii. 32.

(6) A catalogue of those who are execrated,

Instead of being prayed for.

" The king, for the bettor credit of his espials abroad.
did use to have them cursed by name amongst the
bead-roll of the king's enemies. "—Bacon : Henry VII.

» be ads bid ding, * bedes * b£d'-d3rng,

a [Eng. bead (q.v.).] The act of saying
'* bedes, i.e. prayers, specially when the

memory is assisted by the use of material

beads. [Bead, Bid.]
" Ood of hus goodnesae, sech hus grete wll

With oute mo beiles byddyng."
Pier* Plowman, p. 305. (Richardson.)

beadsman, be de man, be des man,
'bed -man, s. [Eng. bead, s. (q.v.), and
man.] A man who prays for another person.

Specially—
• 1. A priest, whose duty it was to pray for

'he souls of the dead.
". . . and the bedeman shall pray for the soul of

the dead, and for the souls of all Christians, at the
cost offlie giid.'-Engti*h Gild* {Ear. Eng. Text 8oc.),

t-sm
• 2. A man who resided in a hospital or

almshouse, who was supposed to be praying

for the soul of the " pious founder."

"Commend thy grievance to my holy prayers;
For I will be thy beadsman, Valentine.'

Shakesp. : Two Gent, of Verona, i. L

beadle—beaker

3. Now : One who resides in an almshouse,

formerly called a bede-house, or is supported

from the funds left for the purpose of main-

taining poor or decayed persons. (Jamiesvn.)

". . . think on your poor bedctman the day."—
Scot' : A Miliary, en. xxiiL

King's bedesmen: What were sometimes

called "blue-gowns." [Blue-oown.]

beads worn an, * bedes worn -an, s.

[From plural o*f Eng. bead (o.v.), and woman.]
A woman similarly engaged, and still more
frequently than in the case of the opposite

sex, living in an almshouse.

"And honour done to your poor bedes-woman."
Ben Jonson : Sad Shepherd, ii. «. {Richardson.)

bead y, a. [Eng. bead ; -y.]

1. Like a bead, small and glittering. (Used
of eyes.)

2. Covered with drop* or beads (as of per-

spiration).

3. Frothy.

bea'-gle (gle as gel), * be -gele, s. [Etyin.

unknown. The Fr. bigle, as adj. =s squint-

eyed ; as s. = a beagle, from the English

word.]

1. Lit. : A small variety of the hound,
formerly much used for hunting hares ; now
generally replaced by the Harrier (q.v.).

There are several sub-varieties : (1) the

Southern, smaller and shorter, but at the

same time thicker than the deep-mouthed
hound ; (2) the Northern or Cat Beagle,

smaller and finer in form, and a more untiring

rnnner ; (3) a cross between these two ; and

(4) a dwarf variety used for hunting rabbits

or young hares. Queen Elizabeth had little

"singing beagles" so small that they could

be placed in a man's glove.

"About her feet were little beagle* seen.

That watch'd with upward eyes the motions of their

queen." Dryden: Fool**.

2. Fig. : A spy, an informer.

beak, "beake, *be*cke (English), belk
(Scotch), s. [Ir., Gael., Fr., & Prov. bee — a

point, a beak ; Ann. A Dut. bek ; Ital. becco

;

Port, bico; Hp.pico; Wei. piq. Compare also

A.S. becca — a beck, a pickaxe, a mattock

;

pile, a little needle or pin ; and pic = a point,

a top, a head.] [Peak.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The bill of a bird.

" Headed like owles with becke* uncomely bent"T Spenier : P. Q., IX xi. a
" Tneir smoke assail'd his startled beak.

And made him higher soar aud shriek."
Byron : Siege of Corinth, 33.

2. Anything pointed like the bill of a bird,

as the prow of an ancient war-vessel, a pro-

montory of land, &c.
" With boiling pitch, another near at band.
From friendly Sweden brought, the seams insteps.

Which well laid o'er, the salt sea waves withstand.

And shakes them from the rising beak in drops."
Dryden : Annus Mirabilis, czlvii.

B. Technically:

1. Zoology:

(a) The bill of a bird. [A. 2.]

(b) Anything in another animal similar.

Thus, in describing a genus (Chelys) of tor-

toises, Gray says, " The beak very broad."

(c) The snout or the elongated termination

of the head in the Curcuhonida, or Weevil

family of beetles. (The term more frequently

used for this is rostrum.)

(tf) The part of some univalve shell which
runs into a point and contains a canal.

(e) The umbo or apex of a bivalve shell.

(S. P. Woodward.)

2. Botany: Any projection resembling the

beak of a bird ; any short and hard-pointed

projection, as the apex of the fruit in the

genus Anthriscus. [Beaked Parsley.]

3. Naut. Arch, : A
piece of brass shaped
like a beak, terminat-

ing the prow of an
ancient galley ; it was
designed to pierce a
hostile vessel, like the
similar weapon of

offence in a modern
"ram." Now the beak
or beak-head is the
external part of a ship

before the forecastle,

which is fastened to

BEAK OF A SHIF.

the stem and supported by the main-knee.

4. Carpentry : The crooked end of the hold-

fast of a carpenter's bench.

5. Forging : The point of an anvil [Beak-

iron, BlCKlRON.]

6. Farriery: A little shoe, at the toe about

an inch long, turned up and fastened in upon
the fore-i>art of the hoof.

7. Chem.: The rostrum of an alembic by

which the vapour is transferred to the worm.

8. Gas-fitting: A gas-burner with a circular

hole 5»i of an inch in diameter.

beak-bead, s. & a.

A. As substantive :

1. The same as Beak, B. 3.

"By shooting a piece out of our forecastle, being

close by her. we fired a mat on her beak head, which
more and more kindled, and ran from thence to the

mat on the bowsprit. "—BackluyC* Voyages, vol it,

p. 300.

2. Arch. : An architectural ornament, espe-

cially of the Norman and Early English style,

resembling the head of a beast united to the

beak of a bird.

B. As adjective:

Beak-head beam : The largest beam in a ship.

beak rush, s. [The English name of

Rhyncospora, a genus of plants belonging to

the order Cyperacese (Sedges). It is called

from the beaked tips of the " seed," or rather

the fruit. There are two British species, the

White Beak-rush (Rhyncospora alba), and the

brown one (R. fnsca). The former is common,
the latter principally confined to the south-

west of England and to Ireland.

beak (1), v.t [From Beak, *. (q.v.).]

In Cockjighting : To seize with the beak.

(Vulgar.)

beak (2), * beek, * beyke (Old Eng. <e

Scotcfl), v.t. k i. [Bake. ]

A. Trans. : To bask, to warm.
" I made the fire and beked me abouta"

Chaucer : d-e*eide* Tettament, W.

" And beeMng my cauld limbs afore the sin."

Allan Ramsay : Gentle Shepherd, 11. I

B. Intrans. : To warm one's self, to bask.

To shun the storm thei drove they carefu
1

steeke

And niang the au!d fowk round the ingle '>eek.

Marion: A Pastoral. Bawick Collection. (S. in Boucher.

I

beaked, pa. par. & a. [Beak (1), v.]

A. As participial adjective :

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Having a beak. (Used of birds or other

animals.)
"... he feeds a long and a short-&ea*«i pigeon on

the same food"—Darwin: Origin of Species (ed. 1U9J,

chap, iv., p. 83.

2. Having a sharp-pointed prow. (Used of

ships.)
"... the floating vessel swum

Uplifted, and secure, with beaked prow.

Bode tilting o'er the <»«•" _ , „ .

Milton : P. L., bk. xL

3. Running to a point or tip.

" And qnestion'd every gxut. of rugged wings.

That blows from off each beaked promontory :

They knew not of his story." MiUon : Lycidas.

B. Technically .*

1. Heraldry : Having the beak and legs of a

bird of a different tincture from the body. In

such a case the bird is said to be beaked and

membered of that tincture.

2. Botany (applied to fruits): Having along

hard terminal, straight, horn-like projection.

beaked-parsley, s.

Bot. : The English name of the umbelliferous

genus Anthriscus. It is so called from its

fruit terminating in a beak. There are two

wild British species, the Wild Beaked Parsley

MnfArifcu* sylvestris), which has smooth fruit,

and the Common Beaked Parsley (A. vulgaris),

of which the fruit is muricated. Both are

common. Besides these the Garden Beaked

Parsley, or Chervil (A. cerifolium), has escaped

from cultivation.

beaker, *, [From 0.& bikeri. In Sw. b&-

gare; Dan. bager ; Icel. bikarr ; Dut. beker;

Ger. beefier ; O. H. Ger. bechar, pechar, pechare;

Ital. bichiere ; Lat. bicarium = a wine-vessel,

a wine-glass.)

L A large drinking-vessel, a tumbler.
" He Uvea, and o'er his brimming beaker hoasts.

Cowper : Task, bk. VL

2. A vessel used for experiments in natural

fhilosophy, chemistry, or any other science,

t has an open mouth, and a lip for pounng.
" Various quantities of distilled water were "cfe^ad

Into beakersT—Proceedings of the Physical Society V
London, pt it, p. 54.

It"

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, fatner ; we, w8t, here, carnal, her, there

or, wore, wolf! work, who, son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, our, rule, fuU ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

Syrian, re. <s = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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beak-ihg, a. [Eng. beak; -ing.}

beaking-joint, s.

Carpentry dt joinery: A joint formed by
the meeting, in a floor or door, of several
heading joints in a line.

be ak-ir-on, s. [The same as Bickern (q. v.).]

beal, s. [In A.S. byl, bit = a boil, blotch, sore
;

Sw. bulnad, blimma — a swelling, a morbid
tumour, from bulna = to swell, to become
filled with matter; Dan. hyld, blegn; Fries.
beil ; Dut bad ; Ger. beuU — a swelling or
protuberance; Ital. bolIa = a. bubble, blister,
pimple.] A pimple, an inflammatory tumour.
(ScotcJi and North of England dialect.)

t beal, v.i. [Prom the substantive. In Sw.
bulna = to swell, to become filled with matter

;

Dan. buklne.] To gather matter or pus. (Scotch
and North of England dialect.)

Beale light (gh silent), s. [from the inventor.]
A form of Argand burner in which a column
of air under pressure promotes combustion.

t be'al-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Beal, v.]

A. & B. As present participle j& participial
adjective: In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As subst. : An inflammatory swelling
containing matter or pus.

be-all, 5. [Eng. be; all.] All that is to be.
"That but this blow

Might be the be-all and the end-all here."
Shakesp. ; Macbeth, i. 7.

beam (1), • bcame, * beem, * beme,
• bem, * bealme, s. [A.S. beam = (1) a
tree ; (2) a beam-post, a stock of a tree, a
splint ; (3) anything proceeding in a straight
line, a sunbeam; (4) a wind instrument, a
horn, a trumpet (Bosworth, Sic), O. Sax. bom,
bam ; 0. Fries, bam ; Sw. & Dan. bom = a bar,
a boom ; Ger. baum = a tree, a beam, a bar, a
boom ; O. H. Ger. baum, bourn, poum ; O. L.
Ger. bdm ; O. I eel. badhmr = a beam ; Goth.
bagms = a tree.] [Boom.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Of trees : A tree, i.e., one living, and not
dead and cut up. The same as the Ger. baum,
(See etym.) This sense of the word is obsolete,
except in a few cases, as Hornbeam

t Whitebeam.

2. Of wood from trees, or anything similar

:

(1) A large, long piece of timber "squared,"
or rather made rectangular, on its several
•ides

; specially one used to aid in supporting
the ordinary rafters in a building. It is dis-
tinguished from a block by being longer than
broad.

** A beam is the largest piece of wood in a building,
which always lies cross the building or the walls,
•erring to support the principal rafters of the root
and into which the feet of the principal rafters are
framed. No building has leas than two beams, one
at each head. Into these the girders of the garret
floor are also framed ; and if the building be of timber,
the teazel-tenons of the poets are framed. The propor-
tions of beams, in or near London, are fixed by Act of
Parliament A beam fifteen feet long must be seven
inches on one side its. square, and five on the other;
If it be sixteen feet long, one side must be eight inches,
the other six, and so proportionable to their lengths.'
—Builder's Dictionary.

"For many a busy hand toiled there.
Strong pales to shape and beams to square "

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, v. 9.

In Matt vii. 3-5 the word is used in this sense.

(2) A similar support to rafters, though
made of iron and not of wood.

(S) The pole of a carriage which passes be-
tween the horses.

" iata??f heRr2' and
- Miz '°* w 't« mortal fear,

rorc d from the beam her brother's charioteer."
Dryden : Virpil; ASneid xii. «87, 688.

(4) The transverse iron rod or bar in a
balance, from the extremities of which the
tcales are suspended.
" If thus th' important cause is to be tried.
Suppose the beam should dip on the wrong side."

Cowper : Hope,

(5) The rood-tree, the cross.
" His bodi bledde on the beem."

Leg. Boly Rood, 1«.

II To kick the beam: To be outweighed sur-
passed.

(5) A cylindrical piece of wood belonging to
a weaver's loom, on which the web is gradu-
ally rolled as it is woven. This is called the
cloth-beam, or breast-beam. A similar one, on
which the yarn is wound, is called the yarn-
beam.

w«'t,;;- *j?
1<I ln

..
the Egyptian's hand was a spear like aweavers beam."~l Chron. xi. 28.

(6) The main part of a plough, that to which
the handles are attached, and to which also
the animals designed to draw it are yoked.

3. Ofwhat is branched: The third and fourth
antlers of a stag's horns. (The metaphor seems
to be that of a branching tree.) (See No. 1.)

"And taught the woods to echo to the stream
His dreadful challenge, and his clashing beam."

Denham.
4. Of what radiates or is radiated

:

(1) Lit. : A ray of light, or, more strictly,
a collection of parallel rays of light, emitted
from a luminous body; anything resembling
such a ray or collection of rays.

(a) Emitted from the sun.
"
J° maIte the sun a bauble without use,
SrtVu for the fruits his heavenly beams produce."

Cowper: Hope.

(b) Of an electric spark or flash of light.

The effects, moreover, obtained with the electrlo
beam are also produced by the beams of the sua."—
Tyndall : Frag, of Science (3rd ed.J, x. 260.

(c) A radiating line.

(2) Fig. : Anything imparting intellectual,
moral, or spiritual light; a ray or emanation
of splendour.

" Where fancy's fire, affections mental beam.
Thought, genius, passion, reign in turn supreme.*

Hemant: To the Bye,

IX Technically

:

1. Arch. There are many kinds of architec-
tural beams, such as a tie-beam, a collar-beam,
a dragon-beam, &c. (See these words.]

2. Naval Arch. & Naut. Language

:

(1) The beams of a ship are the great main
cross-timbers which prevent the sides of the
ship from falling together, and which also
support the deck and orlops.

Broad in the beam : Broad from the bulwarks
on one side to those on the other.

" Broad in the beam, that the stress of the blast,
Pressing down cpon sail and mast.
Might not the sharp bows overwhelm.''

Longfellow: Building of the Skip.

IT Beam is also used technically for the
width of a ship.

The beam nearest the mainmast is called
the mainbeam, the next to it the second beam,
the next again the third beam; and so on with
the rest

The midship beam is the one, as its name
indicates, situated in midships. It is the
greatest one in the vessel.

Abaft the beam: In an arc of the horizon
subtended by the angle of which one side is

constituted by a line crossing the ship trans-
versely from beam to beam at right angles,
and the other by a line running from the stem
to the stern of the vessel.

Before the beam: In an arc of the horizon
intervening between that now described and
the bow of the vessel.

(2) The beam ofan anchor: The straight part
or shank of an anchor, to which the hooks are
fastened.

3. Mach. : A heavy iron lever in a steam-
engine, one end of which is connected with the
piston, and the other with the crank of the
wheel-shaft. It transmits motion from the
piston to the wheel-shaft.

4. Math. : An axial line, a radius.

5. Curriery : The beard on which skins an
laid to be shaved.

ITX Beam is used attributively in compounds
like the following :—

beam bird, s. A bird so called from
often building its nest on a beam or rafter be-
longing to a house. It is better known as the
Spotted Flycatcher (Muscicapa grisola).

beam-board, 8. The platform of a steel-
yard or balance.

beam-centre, s. The pin on which the
working beam in a steam-engine vibrates.

beam-compass, s. An instrument used
in describing larger circles than can conve-
niently be done by means of common com-
passes. It consists of a beam of wood or
brass, with sliding sockets bearing steel or
pencil points. It is called also a trammel.

beam-ends, . pi.

Naut. : The ends of the beams of a ship.
A ship is on her beam-ends when she is so
far driven over on her side that the ends of
the beams, horizontal when the vessel is at
rest, are thrust more or less nearly into a
vertical position.

beam-engine, s.

Mtch. : A steam-engine, in which power le
transmitted by a working beam, in contra-
distinction to one in which the piston-rod is
attached directly to the crank of the wheel-
shaft. Newcornen's atmospheric engine is an
example of this form of engine.

beam-feather, s. One of the long fea-
thers in the wing of a hawk. (Booth.)

beam-filling, s.

Building: The filling-in of mason-work be
tween beams or joists.

beam gudgeons, s, pi. The bearings on
the centre of the beam, or the central pivot
upon which it vibrates.

beam-knife, s.

Curriery: A two-handled knife used to
shave hides stretched upon a beam.

beam-line, s.

Ship-carpentry : The line showing where the
tops of the beams and the frames meet
boam trawl, *. A trawl-net having its

mouth kept open by a beam.

beam-tree, s. A species of wild Service,
so called probably from the beam-like aspects
of its corymbiferous flowers. Its full name is

the White Beam-tree. It is Pyrus aria. It has
downy leaves and red fruit, larger than that
of its near ally, P. aucuparia, the Mountain
Ash, or Rowan-tree. The wood is extremely
hard.

* beam (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] Only iu the
phrase bote of beam = remedy, improvement

" Dunkan sauh his erne had his heritage,
Ther he wist bote of beam."

Rob. de Brunne. (S. in Boucher.)

beam, v.t. & i. [From beam (1), s. (q.v.). A.8.
beamian = to shine, to emit beams.]

A. Transitive: To emit, to send. (Chiefly
used of mental, moral, or spiritual sight.)

" Byes beaming courtesy and mild regard."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. t.

B. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To send forth rays of light ; to show
forth. (Used of the sun, or other luminous
body, or of the morning.)
" But slowly fade the stars—the night is o'er—
Morn beams on those who hail her light uo more."

Remans ; The A bencerrag*.

2. Fig. : To shine forth. (Used of intel-

lectual, moral, or spiritual light ; the light of
happiness, the radiance of beauty, or anything
similar.)

"... the Interest high
Which genius beams from beauty's eve."

Scott : Rokeby, 11 a
" To paint those charms which varied as they beam'4."

Byron : To lanthe.
" His speech, his form, his action full of grace.
And all his country beaming in his face."

Cowper : Table Talk.

beamed, pa. par. & a. [Beam, v.]

"Like crested leader proud and high.
Tossed bis beamed frontlet to the sky."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, i. 2.

beam-ful, a. [Eng. beam; full.] Full of
beams, beaming.

" And beautify'd with beamful lamps above."
Drayton : Noah's Flood, iv. 626. (Boucher.)

be am-irig, pr. par., a., & s. [Beam, v.]

A. k Ba As pr. par. & participial adj. .* In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

" Where ruddy fire and beaming tapers join
To cheer the gloom. *

Thomson: The Seasons ; Winter-
" And robed the Holy One's benignant mien
In beaming mercy, majesty serene

"

Remans : Restoration of Works of Art to Italsf.

" Come, to the beaming God your heart unfold I"

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii. 4a

C. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The state or quality of emitting
light, in a literal or figurative sense.

2. Fig. : The emission of intellectual, moral,
or spiritual light

"The doubtful beamings of his prince's soul."
Thomson : Liberty, pt v.

IL Teehnically

:

1. Weaving: The operation of winding yarn
upon the beam of a loom.

2, Curriery: The operation of working hide*
with a slicker over a beam.

beaming-machine, s. A machine for

currying hides on a carriage, and thus effecting

*>ou. bo^; p6nt, J6>1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t.

-dan. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -$ion, -sion = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, Ac. Oft, del.
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the o|>eration more usually performed during
the time that they are stretched upon a beam.

beam-less, a. [Eng. beam; -less.] Without
a beam. {Thomson ; Seasons ; Summer.)

beam'-Ster, s. [Eng. beam (I); -ster."} A
currier who works hides with a slicker over a
beam.

beamy, a. [Eng. beam; -y.]

1. Having the massiveness or weight of a
beam.

** His doable-biting axe, and foamy spear

;

Each asking a gigantic force to re&r.

'

IJryden : Palamon * Arcite, iii. 480, 481.

2. Having horns or antlers.

** Rouse from their desert dent the bristled raga
Of Ix.iaia, aiid beamy stags in toils engage."

l>ryden: Virgil.

3. Emitting beams; shining, radiant, bril-

liant.

(1) Literally

:

" All-seeing son

!

Hide, hide in shameful night thy beamy head."
Smith.

(2) Figuratively

:

"Sol with animated hopes behold.
And many an aching wish, your beamy fires."

Coteper ; Tatt, bk.. v.

4. Broad in the beam.
** Beamy shallow boats."—0. Da*ie* : Jforfolk Broads

m Bivrri. vi. 42.

lean, * beane, * beene, * bene, s. [A.S.

bean, bien = a bean, all sorts of pulse ; O.

I eel. bau n ; Sw. bona ; Dan. bonne ; Dut.
boon; N. H. Ger. bohne; M. H. Ger. bdne;
O. H. Ger. pdnd.]

A* As substantive

:

J, Botany and Horticulture

:

1. A well-known cultivated plant, Vicia

faba of Linnaeus, now called Faba vulgaris.

It belongs to the order Leguintnosfe. The
«teiu is quadrangular and hollow ; the leavss

»re alternate ; they are pinnate with two
to four leaflets. The flowers, which are

fragrant, are papilionaceous, white, with
vioiet-coloured veins and blotches looking

almost black. The seeds are partly kidney-

Bhaped. The native country of Faba vulgaris

is believed to t»e the regions near the Caspian

Sea, the Levant, and Egypt. The word bean

occurs twice in Scripture (in 2 Sam. xvii. 28,

and Ezek. iv. 9). The Hebrew term is "ng
(]<ui), Septuagint Greek a-wa^oc (kuamos) (see

etymology), and seems correctly translated.

Pythagnras and his followers would not eat

it, and theflamen Dialis, or priest of Jupiter at

Borne, was forbidden to touch it. Faba vul-

garis may be primarily divided into the Garden
Bean and the Field Bean. Of the former

there are numerous sub-varieties. The earliest

is the Mazagan, which is small-seeded ;
whilst

the largest is the Windsor. The Field Bean
runs into two leading sub-varieties, a larger

and a smaller one ; the latter is called Ticks.

The horse-bean is the variety equina.

2. (Pojntlarly.) Any leguminous plant resem-

Wlng a bean, though not of the genuine genus

Faba (See French or Haricot bean, under

No. II.)

3. (Popularly.) Any plant with some vague

resemblance to a bean in fruit, even though

It be not even leguminous. Thus the Buck
Bean, Menyanthes tri/oHata, is properly of the

Gentian order, and has no real affinity to Faba.

[Bl'i K-UEAN.)

II. Commerce, <*e. : The name given to the

seeds nf certain plauts l>elonging to the natural

order Legiuninosac. The Common Field Bean

Is the seed of the Faba vulgaris, the Broad or

Windsor Bean, being a cultivated variety of

the same plant. The
French or Haricot
Bean is the seed of

Fhaseolus mtt ft ijto-

rus, and the Scarlet

Runner (which is

closely akin to the
former) is Phasedlus
vulgaris.

Beans are used
for feeding horses,

as also for fattening

hogs. When fresh

they also sometimes
appear at table as a
Culinary vegetable ; Magnified about 120 diameters.

but dried beans are

seldom uaed in this country as an article of

food, partly owing to their strong flavour, and

GRANULES OF BEAN-
STARCH.

.

partly to the difficulty with which they are

digested. Scarlet-runners and French beans
are used in the pod, in the green state, and
eaten as a vegetable. Bean-meal, which is more
easily digested than whole beans, contains

twice as much nitrogenous matter as wheat-
flour, and is more nutritious. It is sometimes
used to adulterate flour and bread : this can be

readily detected by the microsco]>e. The cells

of the bean are larger, and the cell-walls much
thicker, than those of the wheat The starch

granules are also different, being oval or

kidney-shaped, and having an irregular, deep
cleft down the centre. Roasted beans were
formerly used to adulterate coffee.

B. Attributively: Pertaining to the beau;
consisting of plants allied to the bean.

"Order CX.: Legumlnosas or Fahaceas, the Bean
Tribe."—Lindiey : Hat. SyU. Bot., '2nd ed. (18MJ, p. 148.

bean- caper, bean caper, s. [Eng.

bean, and caper (q.v.).] The English name of

the genus Zygophyllum, the typical one of the

botanical order Zygophyllacess. The species,

which are not particularly ornamental, have
fleshy leaves and yellow or whitish-yellow

flowers. They come from the Cape of Good
Hope and other places.

In the Plural (Bean Capers) : The name given

by Lindley to the order Zygophyllacese (q.v.).

bean-cod, bean cod, s. The legume of

a bean. [Cod.]

"Argent, three bean-cods . . ."—Glost. of Heraldry.

bean-crake, s. A local name for a bird,

the Corncrake (Crex pratensis).

bean-feast, > A dinner in the country

given by an employer to his workmen. The
name may be held to imply that originally

beans were really the chief dish on the table ;

but the term "bean-feast," which comes from
the Northern counties, where the bean-goose

is common, refers to that bird and not to the

vegetable ae&njsee Brewer's Phrase and Fable).

[Bean-goose, Wavz-ooose. ]

bean-fed, a. Fed on beans.

"... a fat and bean-fed horse, ..."
SHakesp. : Midt. Nights Dream, it 1.

bean-fly, s. " A beautiful fly of a pale-

pnrple colour found on beans, produced from

a maggot called Mida." (Webster.) The term

Mida is from Gr. ixt6a« (midas), an insect stated

by Theophrastus to be destructive to pulse.

bean-goose, *. A kind of goose, the

Anser segetum. It is so called from the re-

semblance which the upper mandible of the

bill bears to a horse-bean. It is a migratory

bird, coming to this country from the North

in autumn, and returning thither again in

spring.

bean-harvester, s. A machine for cut-

ting and heaping together bean-haulm when
ready to be gathered. There are various kinds.

bean-meal, s. [See Bean, II.]

bean -ore.

Mining: Brown iron ore, occurring In

ellipsoidal concretions.

bean-sheller, s. A machine for shelling

beans.

bean-shot, s.

Metal-working: Copper formed into shot

like gravel by being poured hi a melted state

into water.

bean-stalk, s. The stalk of a bean.

"Taking this ground, a man majr maintain the

Btory of 'Jack and the Bean-stalk' in the face of all

the science in the world."— Tyndall: frag, of Science,

3rd ed. , xiv. v.\:

.

bean-tree, *.

1, The Swedish bean-tree, Pyrus intermedia.

2. The bean-tree of Australia, Castanosper-

mum australe, a leguminous species belonging

to the section Sophorese,

bean-trefoil, s.

1. The English name of Anagyris, a genus

of plants belonging to the Papilionaceous sub-

order of the Leguminosae. The species are

small trees with legumes curved inward at

the extremity. They grow in the south of

Europe, North America, and perhaps else-

where.

2. A name sometimes given to Menyanthes

trifoliata. [Menyanthes.]

3. A name formerly applied to the Labur-

num (Cytisus laburnum). [Cytisus.]

bean (1), bane* a. (Gael, ban = white ; bainty

= whiteness.] White. (Scotch.)

. with light aandy-ooloured hair, and small.

u (a:

t; (a:

SUe features, frusu which ha derived his agnomen ol

ean, or white . . .'Scott ; Waverley. ch xvii.

* bean (2), a. [Probably from I

subst.) = wealth, property, . . . comfort;
,

adj.) = well.] [Bene.] Comfortable, snug.

(Old Scotch.)

* beand. [Beyond.]

* be -and, pr. par. [A.S. beand, pr. par. of beon

= to* be.] Being. (0. Scotch.)

"Bath the partiis beand personaly present,—the •

lordis auditorfs decretia," Ac—Act. Audit., A. 1*76, p.

43. (Jamieton.)

be'an-shaw, s. [Benshaw.] (Scotch.)

* be antler, * be an cler, * be-an-kler,
a. Obsolete forms of Bezantler (q. v. ).

bean'-y, a. [Eng. bean, s. ; -v.] Spirited,

fresh; in good condition (like a horse fed on
beans).

" The horses . . . looked fresh and beany."—Daily
Newt. July 27, 1870, p. S. {N.B.D.)

bear (l), * bere, * bsere, * beore, * baer'-e'n,
* bcr'-en, * heir en, * buercn (pret

bore, t bare, * bar, * bear, * bar, * ber ; pa par.

born, borne) (sere, eore, elr, and uer as

ar), v.t. & t. [A.S. beran, beoran (pret. brrr

;

pa. par. boren) = to bear ; geberan = to bear ;

gebceran = to behave, to conduct one's self

;

aberan= to bear, carry, suffer; O.S. beran,

giheran ; O. Fries. & 0. Icel. bera ; Sw. bara

;

Dan. bcert; Dut ba ren = to give birth to,

to bring forth ; beuren - to lift ; barren = to

carry, to bear ; Goth, bairan = to carry ; Ger.

gebaren = to bring forth ; fiihren = to carry

;

O. L. Ger. beran ; O. H Ger. beran, peran =
to bear ; cogn. with Lat. fero = to bear or

carry
;
pario = to bear ; porto = to carry what

Is heavy ; Gr. <pe'pw (pherd), <pop«co (phoreo) =
to bear or carry ; /9opu* (barus) = heavy, and
piipoc (baros) - weight ; Sansc hhtir, bhorami,

bwharmi = to carry, to sustain.] [Bairn,

Barinde, Berisde, Bear (2), Bere, Bier,

Birth, Burden. 1 A word of very various

significations. Thus Watte says—
•• We say to bear a burden, to bear sorrow or re-

proach, to beam. name, to bear a orud(re, to tear fruit,

or to bear chlldreu. The word bear is nsed In »«ry

different senses."

A. Transitive

:

1 To support or to carry as a burden.

1. Literally

:

(1) To support, sustain, or carry any person

or thing possessing a greater or less amount

of material weight
"... that thou shoaldest aay unto me. Carry them

In thy bosom, as a nursing father beareth the sucking

child, unto the lami which thou swarest unto their

fatherfc?"-.V«mft. xi. 12.

(2) To cause any person or thing to 1* sus-

tained or carried, or conveyed, without literally

bearing the burden one's self.

'• A guest like him. a Trojan guest before.

In shew of friendship, suiurnt the to|>artAii shore,

And ravish'd Haleu irom har huebaud bom.

2. Figuratively:

(1) (0/ any mental or moral instead of any
physical burden): To support, sustain, or

carry.

(a) To sustain, to maintain, to support
" For he always saw passing evenU. not in the p°int

of view in which they commonly appear t*< one who

heart a pail in tnein, . .
."—Macaulay: M*tt- *ng.,

ch. ii.

(ft) To endure, to suffer to stand, to tolerate,

without giving way under the load, or being

otherwise injured by It.

" I have fed you with milk, and not with meat
:
tot

hitherto ye were not able to bear it, neither yet now

are ye able."—1 Cor. til. 2.

" he could not bear the eyes of the bar and of

the audience -—Macaulay: Bist. Eng.. ch. v.

(c) To endure without resentment ; to tole-

rate, to stand
" Not the gods, nor angry Joye will bear

Thy lawless wand ring walks in upper ""V-^

(rf) To suffer, to undergo ; to be subjected to

as a punishment, sickness, calamity, or loss.

" I haTe borne chastisement. I will not offand any

mora."—Job xrxlT. 31.

"That which was torn of beaats I *ro«Pht "n* *™
thee i I bare the loss of it ; of my hand didst thou re-

quire it"—tfsn. xxxi. *».

(e) To stand the temptation resulting from

anything.

"I was carried on to observe, how the* did J6*ot

their fortune*, and how they did employ their time*

—Bacon.

He, iat, fiire, amidst, what. Jail, father ; we, w8t, here, camel, her, there

or. wore, wolf, work, who, »on; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

; pise, pit, sire, sir. marine ; go, pot,

Syrian. re.ce = «:»=8. qu = kw.
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(f) To be responsible for ; to be answerable
for".

'.
. . they shall even bear tbelr iniquity."—Exek,

Xllv. 10.

"If I bring him not unto thee, then I shall bear
the blame to my father lor ever."—Oen. xllv. 31

**.
. . that which thou puttestonme will I bear.'—

I Kings xviii, H.

(g) To carry or convey an immaterial bur-
den or anything similar.

"My message to the ghost of Priam bear;
Toll him a new Achillea sent thee there."

Dryden; JSneid.

(2) {When no idea of burden is implied, but

in many cases thereverse): To sustain, support,
possess, or carry anything. Specially—

(a) To possess a name.
" His pious brother, sure the best
Who ever bore that name."—Dryden.

(6) To possess a title or other mark of

honourable distinction, as " to bear arms."
" He may not bear so fair and so noble an Image of

the divine glory, as the universe in its full system."—
Male.

" I write the falsehood on their crest
If by the blaze I mark aright.
Thou bear'tt the belt and spur of knight."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iv. SO.

t (c) To possess in the sense of being the
object of.

" I'll be your father, and your brother too ;

Let me but bear your love. I'll bear your cares."
Shaketp. : 2 Hen. I V., v. X.

(d) To possess as power. (Used specially

tn such phrases as " to bear sway.")
" When vice prevails, and impious men bear sway.
The post of honour is a private station."

A dditon : Colo.

(e) To carry in the mind, to entertain, to

harbour. (Used of good and of bad and in-

different emotions.)

"That inviolable love I bear to the land of my
nativity, prevailed upon me to engage in so bold an
attempt"—swift.
"As for this gentleman, who is fond of her, she

beareth him an Invincible hatred."— Ibid.

(3) Used of things :

(o) To be capable of, to admit, to be suffi-

cient for.
" Had he not been eager to find mistakes, be would

Dot have strained my works to such a sense as they
will n<it bear."—Atterbury.

(6) To supply.

(c) To tolerate, admit of.

*, . . than either the judgment of wise men al-

loweth, or the law of God itself will bear."—Booker.

IX To produce, to bring forth.

1. Lit. : To give birth to, to produce, to
"bring forth. Used-

fa) Of the female sex of man or that of the
inferior animals.

"... Isaac, which Sarah shall bear unto thee . .
."

—Oen. xvii. 2L

(b) Of plants.
" Nor yet the hawthorn bore her berries red."

Cowper: neediest Alarm,
2. Figuratively

:

(a) To give birth to, as the earth is poetically

said to do to the animals and plants generated
upon it, or as one's natal spot is said to give

him birth.
" Here dwelt the man divine whom Samoa bore."

Dryden.

(B) To bring forth, produce, adduce, give.

"There is another that beareth witness of me . .
."

—-John v. 82.

III. Reflectively: To act; to behave. (The
radical signification probably is to support
or to carry one's self.)

". . . some good instruction give,
How I may oear me here."

Shaketp. ; Temp., 1. 2.

"Hath he borne himself penitently in prison?"

—

Shaketp. : Meat, for Meat., iv. 2.

1J This sense appears to have been derived
from A.S. bceran = to behave, to conduct one's
self. (See etym.)

IV. To weigh down, press upon, drive, or
urge. (Here the signification points not at
the person sustaining the burden, but at the
burden viewed as weighing down the person.)

1. To press upon, even when motion or
action on the part of the person thus pressed
does not follow.

" Oesar doth bear me hard ; but he loves Brutus."
Shaketp. : Jul. Ccttar, I. 2.

" These men bear hard upon the suspected party,
pursue her close through all ner windings."—A dditon.

2. To drive or urge in some direction, as
forward or backward.

Chiefly by physical means. [See C. 3,

Chiefly or wholly by moral means.
" But confidence then bore thee on ; secure.
Either to meet no dauger, or to find
Matter of glorious trial."

Milton. P. L., bk. ix

B. Intransitive:

1. To suffer.

" They bore as heroes, but they felt as men."—Pope.

2. To be patient ; to endure without mur-
muring.

" I cannot, cannot bear ; 'tis past, 'tis done

;

Perish this impious, this detested sou I

"

Dryden,

3. To act upon, or against. [See C. 15.]
** Sptnola, with his shot, did bear upon those within,

who appeared upon the wall."—Hayward.

I. To produce, to bring forth its like ; to be
fruitful.

"A fruit-tree hath been blown up almost by the
roots, and set up again, and the next year bear ex-
ceed ingly. "

—

Bacon,

5. To succeed, to take effect.

" Having pawned a full suit of clothes for a sum of
money, which iny operator assured me was the last

he should want to bring all our matter* to bear."—
Guardian.

6. To be situated with respect to.

"At noon we perceived a low double land, bearing
W.S.W., about teu leagues distant. . ."— Walter:
Anton't Voyage, 15th ed. (1780), p. bS.

7. To move in the direction of.

C In phrases in some ofwhich bear is tran-

sitive, in others intransitive.

1. To bear against

:

(a) To be in contact with ; to press more or
less forcibly against.

" Because the operations to be performed by the teeth
require a considerable strength in the instruments
which move the lower Jaw, nature hath provided this
with strong muscles, to make it bear forcibly againtt
the upper jaw,"—Hay.
" Upon the tops of mountains, the air which bean

againtt the restagnant quicksilver is less pressed."—
Boyle.

(b) To move towards, to approach.

2. To bear away

:

(a) Trans. : To win, to carry away ; as, for
instance, a prize.

" Because the Greek and Latin have ever borne away
the prerogative from all other tongues, they shall
serve as touchstones to make our trials by."—Camden.

(5) Intrans. : To move one's self off ; to
depart, to flee.

" Never did men more Joyfully obey.
Or sooner understand the sign to fly

:

With such alacrity they bore away."
Dryden.

3. To bear back or backward (trans.): To
thrust or drive back or backward by physical
force.
" Their broken oars, and floating planks, withstand
Their passage, while they labour to the land ;

And ebbing tides bear back upon th' uncertain sand."
Dryden.

" Clan-Alpine's best are backward borne."
Scott : Lady of the Lake, vl. 18.

4. To bear down (trans.)

:

(a) Lit. : To thrust down by physical force.
"

. . . on land they were at first borne down by Irre-
sistible force,"

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., eh. ii.

(6) Fig.: To do so by other means.
"Truth is borne down, attestations neglected, the

testimony of sober persons despised."—Swift.

(c) Naut. : To sail towards. (Followed by
upon.)

5. To bear hand to: To support, to lend
assistance to. (Scotch.)

". . . to beare hand to the trueth . . ."—Bruce;
Eleven Serm., F. 8, 6.

*f Bear a hand (without to) is very common
in English in the sense of help :

" Bear a hand
here I

"

6. To bear in : To move in.

" Whose navy like a stiff stretch'd cord did shew,
Till he bore in, and bent them into flight"

Dryden.

7. To bear in hand: To amuse with false

pretences ; to deceive ; to accuse.
" Your daughter, whom she bore in hand to love
With such integrity, she did confess

:ht."

aketp. : Cymb., v. 6.

"
. . his sickness, age, and Impotence,
Waa falsely borne in hand."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, It 2.

8. To bear off (trans.):

(a) Lit. : To carry away.
" Give but the word, well snatch this damsel up,
And bear her of." A dditon : Cato.

(b) To bold ; to restrain.

"Do you suppose the state of this realm to be now
so feeble, that it cannot bear off a greater blow than
this?"— Hayward.

9. To bear on hand ; * to bar on hand

:

(a) Trans. : To tell, to inform, to apprise.
(Scotch.)

In till this tyme that UmphraweilL
As I bar yow on hand er quhill.
Come till the King of Ingland . .

."

Barbour, xix. 142, MS. {Jamieton.)

(6) (Intrans.) : To affirm, to relate.

"8yn the Balliol and his folk were
Arywyd in to Scotland,
As I have herd men bere on hand."

Wyntown, vhL 33, SI {Jamieton.)

10. To bear out (trans.):

(a) To afford a warrant for ; to give legiti-

mate defence, or at least excuse, for.

" I hope your warrant will bear out. the deed."
Shaketp. ; King John, iv. L

(b) To support ; to sustain by power or any
other way than by legal or moral wan-ant.

" Quoth Sidrophel, I do not doubt
To find friends that will bear me out."

Budibrag.

(c) Intrans. : To stand forth.

"In a convex mirrour, we view the figures and all
other things, which bear out with more life and
strength than nature itself"—Dryden.

11. To bear the bell: To lead. [Bell, A.,
III., 4.]

12. To bear the cross ; to bear one's cross :

(a) Lit. (of Christ): To endure the agonising
physical and mental sufferings of which the
cross was the symbol.

" Submits to death, r

In all its shame am
(b) Fig. (of His followers): To endure suffer-

ings, es(>ecially those to which their devotion
to their Divine Master may expose them.

"And whosoever doth not bear hit erott, and com*
after me, cannot be my disciple."—Luke xlv. 27.

13. To bear the sword

:

(a) Lit. ; To carry or bear a sword for a
longer or shorter time as the emblem of
authority.

" I do commit into your hand
The unstaln'd sword that yi»u have us'd to bear."

Shaketp. : 2 Ben. I V., t. S.

(ft) Fig. : To be in an office conferring
authority, even when no sword is carried.

". . . for he [the magistrate] beareth not the sword
in vain . . ."—Rom, xiii. «.

14. To bear up (trans. & intrans.)

:

(1) Transitive

:

(a) Lit. : To sustain anything by physical
means, so that it cannot fall or sink.

"... the waters increased, and bare up the ark
and It waa lift up above the earth."—Oen. vii. 17.

"And Samson took hold of the two middle pillars

upon which the house stood, and on which it waa
borne up.'—Judg. xvi. 29.

(b) Fig. : To sustain any immaterial thing
by suitable means.

"A religious hope does not only bear up the mind
wider her sufferings, but makes her rejoice in them."—Additon-

(2) Intransitive:

(a) Lit. : To move upwards or onwards.

"The oily drops swimming on the spirit of wine,
moved restlessly to and fro, sometimes bearing up to
one another, as if all wsre to unite into one body ; and
then falling off, and continuing to shift places."—
Boyle.

(b) Fig. : To manifest fortitude, to be un-
moved ; to retain composure under calamity.

"Yet, even against such accumulated disasters and
disgraces, bis vigorous and inspiring mind bore up.'—
Macaulay; Uitt. Eng., ch. xxv.

15. To bear upon

:

(a) Lit. : To carry upon, as a ship upon a
rock.

" We were encounter'd by a mighty rock,
Which being violently borne upon.
Our helpless ship was splitted iu the midst"

Shaketp. : Com. of Errort, i. L

(6) Fig. : To have a certain reference to ; to
restrain one's self.

" And sae for fear he clean sud spoil the sport
Gin anes his shepherdess sud tak the doit.

He Ifoore upon him, and ne'er loot her ken.
That he waa ony ways about her fain."

Rott : Helennre, p. 33.

16\ To bear with: To endure something dis-

tasteful to one.
" If he la willing to bear with their scrupulosity . .

."

— Macaulay : Bill. Eng., ch. xl.

H (a) Crabb thus distinguishes between to

bear and to yield:—"Bear conveys the idea

of creating within itself ;
yield, that of giving

from itself. Animals bear their young ; in-

animate objects yield their produce. An
apple-tree bears apples ; the earth yields fruits.

Bear marks properly the natural power of
bringing fortn something of its own kind:
yield is said of the result or quantum broughT

forth. Shrubs bear leaves, flowers, or berries,

according to their natural properties ; flowers

yield seeds plentifully or otherwise as they are

favoured by circumstances."

(b) To bear, to carry, to convey, and to
transport are thus discriminated :—" To bear

is simply to put the weight of any substance

upon one's self; to carry is to remove it from
the spot where it was : we always bear In

boll, boy; pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, choius, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist ing.

-dan, -tlan = shan. tion, sion, cioun = shun ; -tlon, sion zhun. -tious, -sious = anus. -We, -die, &c. - hel, del,
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carrying, but not vie* versd. That which
cannot be easily borne must be burdensome
to carry. Since bear is confined to personal

service, it may be used in the sense of carry,

when the latter implies the removal of any-
thing by any other body. The bearer of a
letter or parcel is he who carries it in his

hand ; the carrier of parcels is he who em-
ploys a conveyance. Convey and transport are

species of carrying. Carry in its particular

sense is employed either for personal exertions

or actions performed by the help of other

means. Convey and transport are employed
for such actions as are performed not by im-
mediate personal intervention or exertion : a

porter carries goods on his knot
;
goods are

conveyed in a waggon or cart ; they are trans-

ported La a vessel. Convey expresses simply
the mode of removing ; transport annexes the

ideas of place and distance. Merchants get

conveyed into their warehouses goods which
have ben transported from distant countries."

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

certain stock not belonging to him, at the

market price then prevailing, on receiving

imaginary payment for them at the rate which
obtains when the promise was made. It now
becomes his interest that the stock on which
he has speculated should fall in price ; and he
is tempted to effect this end by circulating
adverse rumours regarding it ; whilst the pur-

chaser, called a " bull," sees it to his advan-
tage to make the stock rise. The origin of

the term is uncertain. Dr. Warton derives it

from the proverbial expression of selling the
skin before the bear is caught, but he does
not assign any explanation to the contrary
term buu ; others point out that the action of

the former is like that of a bear pulling down
something with his paws, while that of the
latter is cuggestive of a bull tossing a person

up with his horns. [Bull.]

2. Astron. : One or other of two constella-

tions, Ursa Major and Ursa Minor, called

respectively the Great Bear and the Little

Bear. (Ursa.] When the word Bear stands
alone, it signifies Ursa Major.

** E'en then when Troy was by the Greeks o'erthrown.
The Bear oppoa'd to bright Orion shone."—Creech.

3. Naut. : A block, shaggy below with mat-
ting, used to scrub the decks of vessels.

H The word bear is used in an attributive

sense in compounds like the following :

—

bear - baiting, * bear - bayting, s.

The sport of baiting bears by dogs set upon
them. [Baiting.]

"Bnt bear-baiting, then a favourite diversion of

high and low, was the abomination which moet
•trongly stirred the wrath of the austere sectaries."—
Macavlay : BUt. Eng., ch. li.

bear-berry, s. The English name of the
Arctostaphylos, a genus of plants belonging
to the order Ericaceae (Heathworts). Two
species occur in Britain, Arctostaphylos Uva
ursi and A. alpina. They are sometimes
ranked under the genus Arbutus. The flowers

are rose-coloured, the berry of the Uva ursi is

red, whilst that of the other is black. They
afford food for moor-fowl. The former is used
in nephritic and calculous cases, and some-
times even in pulmonary diseases ; it more-
over dyes an ash colour, and can be used in

tanning leather. It is found on the Continent,
especially in alpine regions, while its chosen
habitat in the British Isles is in the Scottish

Highlands.

bear-bind, s. The English name of the
Calystegia, a genus of plants belonging to the
order Convolvulacese, or Bindweeds. It is

called also Hooded Bindweed. The Calystegia

sepium and C. soldanella occur in Britain.

r(2), v.t [Bear,*., II. 1.)

On the Stock Exchange : A cant phrase mean-
ing to attempt to depress the price of stock.

bear (1), *beare, ' bere, * be- ore, «.

1A.S. 6ero = bear; Dut, beer ; Ger. bar;

21. H. Ger. ber ; O. H. Ger. bero, pero ; Icel.

& Sw. bibm, bjbrn; cogn. with Lat. /era = a

wild beast.]

L Ordinary Language:

X. Literally:

(1) Zool. : The English name of the various

species of Plantigrade mammals belongingto

the Ursus and some neighbouring genera. The
term plantigrade, applied to the bears, inti-

n lates t hat they walk on the soles of their feet

;

not, like the digitigrade animals, on thei- toes.

Though having six incisor teeth in each jaw,

and large canines, like the rest of the Carni-

vora, yet the tubercular crowns of the molar

teeth show that their food is partly vegetable.

They grub up roots, and, when they can ob-

tain it, greedily devour honey. They hiber-

nate in winter. The best-known species is

Ursus arctos, the Brown Bear, of which there

are several varieties. The general length is

about four feet, with a height of some thirty

inches at the shoulder. The colour also varies

considerably. The flesh is used for food, and
the hams and paws are esteemed as delicacies ;

the fat is made into pomade, and the skin is

dressed for robes. They are wild on the

continent of Europe, in Asia, and in part of

America ; formerly they were found also in

Britain. Other species are the Syrian Bear
(UrsusSyriacus, which is the bear of Scripture);

the American Black Bear (17. Americanus)

;

the Grizzly Bear of the same continent (U.

jerox); and the Polar Bear, U. or Thalassarctos

naritimus, &c
**.

. . they be chafed in their minds, as a bear robbed

•f her whelps in the field."—2 Sam. xvil o.

(2) Palaeontology:

(i.) The Family Ursidv. The earliest repre-

sentative of the Ursidse, or Bear family, known
at present, does not belong to the typical

genus Ursus. It is called Amphicyon, and is

of Miocene age.

(it) The Genus Ursus. Of the True Bears

belonging to the Ursus genus none have as

yet been found earlier than the Pliocene.

(a) Pliocene Bears. The best known species

is Ursus arvernensis.

(b) Post-pliocene Bears. One of these, Ursus

priscus, seems the same as U.ferox (the Grizzly

Bear). (A., 1. 1.] Several bears, Ursus sjxUbuh,

arctos, and others, have been found in caves in

England and elsewhere. Of these, U. speUeus,

from Gr. o-mjAatos (spilaios) = a grotto, cave,

cavern, or pit, is the one called specially the

Cave-bear. It is a giant species, occurring in

the later rather than the earlier Post-pliocene

beds. (Nicolsan : Paloeont., Ac.)

2. Figuratively : A person brave, fierce, and
rough in his treatment of others, whom one

holds in his control.

fork. Call hither to the stake my two brave bean.
That with the very shaking of their chains
They may astonish these fell lurking curs

;

Bid Salisbury and Warwick cine to me.
(Enter the EarU of Warwick and Salitbury.)

Clif. Are these thy beant we'll bait thy bean to

death,
And manacle the bear-ward In their chains,

If thou dareat bring them to the bnt ting- place."
Shakeap. : i Ben. Tim ?. 1.

IL Technically:

1. On the Stock Exchange : A cant phrase for

one who contracts to sell on a specified day

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w£t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, ptft*

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mnte, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.

BEARBIND.
L Calystegia tepium. 3. Calyx, with it* leafy

bract* (natural size).

The former has large showy flowers, pure
white, or sometimes rose-coloured or striped

with pink : it is found in moist woods and
hedges. The latter, which has large rose-

coloured flowers, is usually found on sandy
sea-shores.

bear-fly, s. An unidentified insect.
4 There he of flies, caterpillars, canker-fllea, and bear-

filet . . ."—Bacon.- Natural Bittory.

bear-garden, s.

A* As substantive

:

1. A garden or other place in which bears

are kept for " sport " or exhibition.
" Hurrying me from the play-house, and the scenes

there, to the bear-garden, to the apes, and asaes, and
tygen."—8tiUittgfieet.

" I could not forbear going to a place of renown for

the gallantry of Britons, namely, to the bear-garden."
—Spectator.

2. An assembly in which those present
behave with bear-like rudeness.

B, Attributively: Resembling the manners
of a bear-garden ; rude, turbulent, uproarious.

"
. . .a bear-garden fellow ; that is, a man rude

enough to be a proper frequenter of the bear-garden.
Bear-garden tport is used for inelegant entertain-
ment. —Johnson.

bear-oak, s. Quercus ilicfolia.

bear's-breech, s. The English name
of the Acanthus, the typical genus of the
botanical order Acanthaeeae. [Acanthus.]

bear's ear, s. The ordinary English name
of the Cortusa, a genus of plants belonging to
the order Primulaceas. Another English ap-

pellation for it is Sanicle. C. Matthioli, the
Common Bear's Ear Sanicle, is a handsome
little plant from the Alps.

bear's foot, s. The English name of a
plant (Helleborus foetidus). It is a bushy plant,

two feet high, with evergreen palmate leaves,

globose flowers, fetid smell, and powerfully

cathartic properties. It is wild in Hamp-
shire and elsewhere in Southern England, but
in the Scottish localities where it occurs it

has escaped from gardens.

bear's-grape, s. A plant, Arctostaphylos*

Uva ursi. IArctostaphylos. ]

bear's grease, s. The grease or fat of
bears, used extensively as a pomade for the
hair, and in medical preparations.

bear-skin, s.

1. The skin of a bear.

2. A shaggy kind of woollen cloth used for
overcoats.

bear's-whortleberry, a A name for

the bear-berry (Arctostaphylos). [See Beab-
berry, Arctostaphylos. ]

bear-whelp, s. The whelp of a bear.

bear-wort, s. An umbelliferous plants
Meum athamanticum, called also Meu, Bald-

money or Bawdmoney. [See these words.]

bear (2), bere, beir, beer, 5. [Bere.]

1. As subst. : A cereal, "six-rowed barley*
(Hordeum hexasticJium). [Bere. ]

*• Our kintra's rife wi' bear and corn,
Wheat, bean*, and peaae.™

Galloway Puenu, p. 104. (Boucher.)

2. Attributively : Pertaining to the cereal

described under A.

bear-land, a. Land appropriated for a
crop of barley. (Jamieson.) (See example
under Bear-seed.)

bear-meal, s. ka.

1. As subst. : Meal composed of bear.

2. As adj. : Pertaining to such meaL
•*

. . . and feed him. as they did me, on bear-meal
scone* and bruxy mutton . . "Scott : Jiedgauntlet.

cb.xiL

bear me 11, *. A mallet for beating the

hulls off barley. (It is called in Scotch also-

knockin mell.) (Jamieson.)

bear-seed, beer-seed, beir seed, «.

1. Barley, or big.

r-teed. It*»
- Tennamt*

Card. Beaton, p. US.

2. That portion of agricultural labour which

is appropriated to the raising of barley.

"
. . vacance to be for the beineid during the

moneth of May."—Jor* Jo. VI., 1W7 (ed. IBM), p. «T.

3. The season for sowing barley.

"A dry season is not at all desirable for ploughing

and sowing bear-land, because it directly encourages

want of solidity. That defect is much supplied by*
rainy bear-ised."—Survey of Banffshire, A pp., p. «
(Jamieeon.)

bear-stane, s. A hollow stone, anciently

used for removing the husks of bear or barley.

"It is what was formerly called in this country a
bear*tane, hollow like a large mortar ; and was mad»
use of to unhusk the bear of barley, as a preparation

for the pot, with a large wooden mell. long belort

barley-mills were known." — Stat. Ace, six., Ml*
Jamieton.

)

bear-able, a. [Eng. bear; -able.] Able to-

be borne. (Edinburgh Review.)

bear'-a-bly, adv. [Eng. bearabl(e) -y.] In *

bearable manner ; in a manner to be endured

;

tolerably, endurably. (Westminster Review.)

" The shower '11 do muckle guid to the
been a sair drowth this three weeks.
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bear anco, s. [Eug. bear; -ance.]. Tolera-

tion. (Scotch.)

" Whan for your lies you ask a bearance.
They soud, at lc.-t.st. luxe truth's appearance."

Hev. J. Jiioots Poem*. LL M. (Jamieson.)

beard, * beard, * berd, * berde, s. [A.S.
beard ; Fries, berd ; Dut. board ; Ger. bart

;

Ft. barbe; Sp., Port., Ital., & Lat. barba

;

Wei. bar/; Pol. broda ; Russ. 6orotfa; Lith.
6ar»/a.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L 0/ man.:

1. Li(. : The hair on the lower parts of the
face of man, constituting one of the most
noticeable marks by which he is distinguished
from the opposite sex.

" Ere on thy chin the springing beard began
To spread a doubtful down, and promise man."

Prior.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The face (in phrases implying to the
face) ; openly, defiantly.

% (a) To do anything offensive to a man's
*' beard " : To his face, for the sake of affront

;

In open defiance of.

" Rail'd at thetr covenant, and Jeer'd
Their rev'reud persona to my beard."

Hudibras.

(6) To make the beard of: To outwit, to de-
ceive, to overreach.

" He aayd, I trow the clerkes were aferde.
Yet can a miller make a derke b berde.

Chaucer: C. T.. 4.09M,

(c) Maugre one's beard : In spite of one,

(2) Time of life.

^ (a) Without a beard: Not yet having
reached manhood ; without virility.

" Some thin remains of chastity appeared
Bv'n under Jove, but Jove without a beard."

Drydets.

(6) A grey beard, literally = a beard that is

grey, and figuratively = an old man (in most
vases contemptuously) ; and a reverend beard is

literally = a beard white with age, and figura-
tively = a very old man (respectfully).

"The ancient ruffian, air, whose Ufa I have ipar'd
at auit of his grey beard."Shaketp, : Lear, ii. a.

" We'll overreach the greybeard, Gremio,
The narrow-prying father, Minol*.**

Shaketp. | Tain, of the Shrew, lit. 2.

Would it not be insufferable for a professor to have
his authority of forty years' standing, confirmed by
general tradition and a reverend beard, overturned by
an upstart novelist ? "—Locke,

IX Of the inferior animals : Anything bear-
ing a more or less close analogy, or even a
remote similarity, to the hirsute appendage
•f the chin in man. [B. 1.]

". . . and when he [either a lion or a bear] arose
against me, I caught him by his beard, and smote him,
and slew him."— 1 Bam. xvii. 36.

TIL Ofplants : The awns in cereal or other

" A certain fanner complained that the heard* of
his corn cut the reapers and threshers' fingers."—
L'Estrange.

IV. Of things inanimate. Specially—

1. The barb of an arrow. [Bearded, B., I.

3, 6.1

2. The tail of a comet, especially when it

appears to go before the nucleus. [Bearded.
B., I. 3, a.}

3. The foam on the sea.
*' The ocean old,*****
And far and wide
With ceaseless flow.
His beard of snow
Heaves with the heaving of his breast"

Longfellow: The Building of the Ship,

i. The inferior part of a joint of meat.
5. The coarser part of a fleece.

B. Technically:

t, Anthropology: The hirsute appendage of
the chin in man. [A., I. 1.]

IL Zoology:

1. Among mammals

:

(a) The hirsute appendages of the lower
part of the face in some genera and species.
[A., IL, and Beardei>(B., I. l, example).]

(6) The appendages, though not hirsute, to
the month of some Cetacea.

2. Among birds : The small feathers at the
base of the bill. [Bearded Tit, Beardy.]

3. Among fishes: The appendages to the
mouth of some fishes. [Beardie.]

4. Among insects : Two small oblong fleshy
bodies placed just above the antlia, or spiral
sucker, in the Lepidoptera, and the corre-
sponding part of the mouth in some Diptera.
like the gnat.

5. Among molluscs

:

(a) The byssus by which some genera affix

themselves to the rock. Example, the byssus
in the genus Pinna.

(6) The gills in some genera. Example,
Ostrea (the oyster).

IIL Botany:

1. The arista, or awn, of grasses ; the bristle

into which the midrib of the bracts in the
flowers of many grasses is prolonged.

2. Long hairs occurring in tufts.

IV. Farriery : The beard or chuck of a horse
is that part which bears the curb of the bridle.

V. Printing : That part of the type above
and below the face which allows for ascend-
ing and descending letters, such as h and y,
and prevents them from coming in contact
with adjacent letters in the preceding or fol-

lowing line. Many types, mostly capitals,
are cast with very little beard.

VL Carpentry : The sharp edge of a board.

VIL Mechanics

:

1. The hook at the end of a knitting needle
in a knitting machine. It is designed to hold
the yarn.

2. A apring-piece at the back of a lock to
prevent the internal parts from rattling.

beard-grass, s. The English name of
Polypogon, a genus of grasses. Two species

—

the annual Beard-grass (Polypogon Monospeli-
ensis), and the perennial Beard-grass (P. lit-

toralis)—occur wild in Britain. Both are rare.
[Polypogon.]

beard-moss, s. A botanical name for
a lichen, Usnea barbata, found in Britain.
This or some other species of Usnea is believed
to be Milton's

"... humble shrub
And bush with frlxl'd hair implicit"

beard-tree, s. The hazel-tree. [Filbert.]

beard, v.t. [From 6eard, s. (q.v.).]

J, To provide or furnish with a beard.
(Generally in the pa. par., bearded.)

"The youth now bearded, and yet pert and raw."
Cowper: Tirocinium.

XL To take or pluck by the beard in con-
temptuous defiance or uncontrollable anger.

1. Lit. : With the foregoing meaning.

2. Fig. : To defy, to oppose to the face, to
affront. Used—

(a) Of persons:
"No man so potent breathes upon the ground
But I will Beardhim."

n.\ rt# *V1
Shake*. : 1 Henry IV., iv. I

(6) Of things:

"The meanest weed the soil there bare
Her breath did so refine,

That it with woodbine durst compare
And beard the eglantine.*

Drayton : Qusttion of Cynthia, p. 624.

LTJ. Carpentry : To chip or plane away
timber, so as to reduce the concavity of a
curve, to modify a straight line, &c.

be'ard-ed, pa. par. & a. [Beard, v.]

A- As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Ofman or the inferior animals: Having a
beard.

"The bearded Turk, that rarely deigns to speak."
Byron : Childe Harold, ii. 58.

"... two large bearded monkeys. " — Darwin:
Voyage round the World, ch. 2.

2. Of plants : Having awns, as barley and
othergrain, and some grasses. [See also II. 2.]

" In among the bearded barley."
Tennyson : Lady qf Shalott.

" On the chalk-hill the bearded grass
Is dry and dewless."

Tennyson ; The Miller's Daughter.

3. Of things inanimate :

(o) Having anything long and hair-like con-
nected with it.

"Some bearded meteor, trailing light."
Tennyson i Lady of Shalott, pt. lit

(6) Barbed, jagged.

"Thou should'st have pull'd the secret from my breast,
Torn out the bearded steel to give me rest"

a ™. . ... Dryden,
IL Technically:

1. Zool.: Possessed of a "beard." [A. 1.]

•ff The Bearded Tit, Bearded Titmouse, Bearded
Pinnock: A bird, called also the Least Butcher-
bird. It is the Calamophilus biarmicus of
Jenyns. The male has the head a light
greyish-blue—the general colour light red

;

the wings variegated with black and white ;
mystaehial band* and lower tail-coverts black.
The female is lighter, with the head merely
tipped with grey, no mystachial bands, and
the lower tail-coverts light red. Young like)

the female, but with the head and back black.
Male : length 6£ inches ; extent of wings, 7i

;

female, t>; inches. It lives among reeds aud
aquatic plants in the southern counties of
England. Its nest, made of reeds, sedges, &c,
and lined with reed-tops, is placed in a tuft
of grass or rushes near the ground. Its eggs
are rive or six, white, with a few light-red
lines and dots.

2. Botany : Having long hairs occurring in
tufts ; barbate.

be ard io, *. [Dimin. of Eng. beard.] A name
given to a fish, the Loach (Cobitis barbatula,
Linn.). [Cobitis, Loach.]

be'ard-lng, pr. par., a., At *. [Beard, v.t.]

As substantive (Nautical) : The angular fore-
part of the rudder in juxtaposition with the
stern-post ; also the corresponding bevel of
the stern-post

bearding line, 5.

Ship-building: A curved line made by
bearding the dead-wood to the shape of. the
ship's body.

beard-less, * beard les, berd les, a.

[A.S. beardleas ; Dut baurdloos ; Ger. bartlot.]

1. Without a beard.
" There are some coins of Cunobelfn, king of Essex

and Middlesex, with a beardless image, inscribed
Cunobelin."—Camden.

2. Youthful, immature.
H To scoff at withered age and beardless youth."

Cowper : Hop*.

be ard less ness, $. [Eng. beardless ; -net*.,

The quality of being beardless. (Smart.)

beard-let, *. [Eng. beard, and dimin. -let.]

Bot. : A little beard.

be'ard-Iet-ed, a. [From Eng. beardlet (q.v.).]

Bot. : Furnished with small awns, as Cinna
arundinacea.

"beard-ling, s. [Eng. beard; -ling.] Ona
who wears a beard ; hence a layman. (Cf.

Shaveling.]

bear'-dom, s. [Eng. bear, s. ; -dom.] Bearish
nature or personality.

be'ard-^, s. [Dimin. of Eng. beard.] A name
for a bird, the White-throated Warbler, or
White-throat (Sylvia cinerea).

* beare, s. [Bier.]

bear'-er, s. [Eng. 6«ar; -er. In Sw. o&rart;
Dan. 6a5rer.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : One who bears or carries anything.

1. One who carries any material thing, as
a body to the grave, a palanquin, a pall, or
a letter. Hence the compounds pall-bearer,
palanquin-bearer, standard-bearer, &c.

(a) In a general sense. [I., 1.]

"... the packet of which he was the bearer."—
Jfacaulay: Hull. Eng., ch. xvl.

(6) Plural : Those "who carry a body to the
grave upon their shoulders. This was once
the universal practice, and is still seen in
many parts of the country. (Boucher.)

(c) In India : A palanquin-bearer ; also a
native servant who carries about a child ; a
nurse.

2. One who bears or carries any intangible
thing, such as a verbal message.

"No gentleman sends a servant with a message,
without endeavuMring to put it into terms brought
down to the capacity of the bearer."—Swift.

II. Fig. : One who wears or supports any-
thing, as an office or dignity.

" O ma]e»ty

!

When thou dost pinch thy bearer, thou dost sit
Like a rich armour worn in heat of day.
That scalds with safety."

Shakesp. : 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

lTJ. An animal or plant producing its kind.

"This way of procuring autumnal rones, in some
that are good bearers, will succeed."— Boyle.

"Re-prune apricots, saving the young shoots; for
the raw bearers commonly perish."— Evelyn.

B. Technically

:

1. Comm., Banking, dtc. : One who bears or
carries, and specially who presents for pay-
ment a draft, cheque, bill, or note, entitling
him to receive a certain sum of money.

boll, bo^; pout, J6*^rl; cat, cell, chorus. $hin, bench; go, fcem; thin, $hls; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eyist ph = t
-eian, -tian =: shan. -cion, -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. sion = zhun. -tious, -slous = shiis. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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2. Arch.: a port or brick w&ll raised np
between the ends of a piece of timber, to
shorten its bearing, or to prevent its bearing
with the whole weight at the ends only.

3. Her.: The supporter of a shield on an
escutcheon. Animals generally figure in such
a case.

4. Turnery ; The part of the lathe support-
ing the puppets.

5. Machinery:

(a) A bar beneath the ordinary bars of a
furnace, and designed for their support.

(o) The housings or standards of a rolling-

mill in which the gudgeons of the rollers

revolve.

6. Printing : Small pieces of metal, wood,
or cork used to "bear off" the impression
from those parts of the type where it would
otherwise be too heavy.

7. Stereotyping : Borders of metal or wood
placed around a page of type for the purpose
of forming a boundary to receive the mould
from which the metal fac-simile cast is to be
taken,

8. Music : One of the thin pieces of hard
'wood fastened to the upper side of the sound-
board in an organ. It is designed to form a
guide to the regular slides commanding the
apertures in the top of a wind-chest with
which the pipes forming stops are connected.

9. Horticulture. [A., III.]

bear herd, s. [Eng. bear, and herd.} One
who herds or looks after bears.

" He that it more than a youth, In not for me ; and
be that is less than a man. I am not for him : therefore
I will even take sixpence in earnest of the bearherd,
and lead his apes into hell."—Shakesp. : Much Ado, ii. l.

Tf In some of the editions il is bearward,
which is the more common form.

bear -ing (1), * ber -ing, *ber'-yiag,
* ber'-ynge (Eng.), * ber -inde(er as ar),
* bar Inde (0. Scotch), pr. par., a., & s. [In
A.S. berende = bearing, fruitful.] [Bear, v.]

A. «& B. As present participle of participial

adjective: In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Capability or possibility of being borne
;

endurance, toleration.
" Well, I protest, 'tis past all bearing."

Cowper : Mutual Forbearance.

2. The way in which one bears himself

;

mien, port, manner, conduct, or behaviour.
(Used specially of one's manner or carriage as
seen by beholders)

" Another tablet registered the death,
And praised the gallant bearing of a knight,
Tried in the sea-fights of the second Charles.

"

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. v.

" He hath a stately hearing, . .
."

Herman* ; The Vesper* of Palermo.

3. Relation to ; connection with.

"... by patiently accumulating and reflecting on
an sorts of facts wh : *

on it.'

p.1.
-Darwin: Origin of \

isibly have auy bearing
terfes fed. 185*). Introd..

4. The act of producing or giving birth to.

H, Technically

:

1. A rch. : The space between the two fixed

extremities of a piece of timber, or between
one of the extremities and a post or wall
placed so as to diminish the unsupported
length. Also and commonly used for the
,J distance or length which the ends of a piece

of timber lie upon or are inserted into the
walls or piers " (Gwilt).

2. Mechanics:

(a) The portion of an axle or shaft hi contact
with the collar or boxing.

( b) The poi-tinn of the support on which a
gndgeon rests and revolves.

(c) One of the pieces resting on the axle and
supporting the framework of a carriage.

(d) One of the chairs supporting the frame-
work of a railway carriage or truck.

3. Ship-carpentry (plnr.): The widest part
of a vessel below the plank-shear.

4. Her.: A charge; anything included within
the escutcheon. (Generally in the plural, as

armorial bearings.)

5. Naut., Ac. : Observation as to the direc-

tion by the compass in which an object lies

from the vessel, or the direction thus ascer-

tained. (Sometimes in the plural.)

"Captain Fits Roy being anxious tlial some bearings
should be taken on the outer coast of Chiloe, ... —

Voyage round the World, ch, x i v.

bearing-binnacle, s.

Kant. : A small binnacle on the file-rail on
the forward part of the poop.

bearing chair, s. A chair in which an
invalid, a lady, a dignitary, or other person is

carried in semi-civilised states of society.

"... Agrippina . . . caused herself to be carried to
Baias in a bearing-chair."—Oreenway ; Tacitus, p. 200.

(Riahardion.)

bearing-cloth, • bearing cloath, s.

The cloth or mantle with which a child is

usually covered when carried to the church to
be baptized, or shown to the godfather and
godmother by the nurse.

"Here's a sight for thee ; look thee, a bearing-cloth
for a squire's child ! look thee here, take up, take up,
boy ; cueu 'V—Shaketp. : Winter's Tale, iii. 3,

beai tag neck, s. <

Mech. : The journal of a shaft, the part of a
shaft which revolves.

bearing-partition, s. A partition sup-
porting a structure above it.

bearing-pier, $.

structure above it

A pier supporting a

bearing-pile, s. A pile driven into the
ground to support a structure.

bearing-rein, s.

Saddlery : A rein attached to the bit, and
looped over the check-hook in carriage-harness
or the hames in waggon-harness.

bearing-wall, ft

Arch. : A wall supporting a beam some-
where between the ends, and thus rendering
it much more secure than it would otherwise
be. [Bearer, B. 2.]

bear '-ing (2), pr. par., a,,k. s. [Bear (2), v.]

A. & B. As present participle <t participial

adjective : In a sense corresponding to that of

the verb.

C. As substantive. On the Stock Exchange:
A cant term for the practice of depreciating
the value of certain stocks for one's own pe-
cuniary advantage.

" The stoppage of the system of * bulling ' and ' fisar-

tng' on the Stuck Exchange would be of immense
benefit to the community.' —Timet, July 14, 1974.

* bear-is be-fo'r, «. pi. [Scotch bearis,

from A.S. beran=to bear; and be/or = be-

fore.] Ancestors. The same as Scotch For-
bears (q.v.). (Scotch.)

"Yhit we mild thynk one our bearis be/or, . .
."—

Wallace, 1. IS, MS.

bear'-ish, t. [Eng. bear; -ish.] Having some
of the qualities of a bear, as, for instance, its

roughness of procedure.
"

. . . wt call men, by way of reproach, sheepish,
bearish," Ac—Harris ; Three Treatise*. Motes, p. 344.

bear -less, a. [Eng. bear (1), v.t.; -less.)

Barren, unfruitful.

bear -like, a, [Eng. bear, s. ; like.] Like a
bear.

" They have tied me to a stake : I cannot fly,

But, bearlike, I must tight the course."
Shakesp. t Macbeth, v, 7.

* beam, s. The same as Bakme, Bairn (q,v.).

bear-ward, * bear'e-ward, * bear'-ard,
r. [Eng. bear; ward.]

1. Lit. : A keeper of a bear or bears ; a pro-

tector of a bear. [See also Bearherd.]
"The bear is led after one maimer, the multitude

after another: the bearward leads but one brute, and
the mountebank leads a thousand. ~—L'Estrange.

2. Fig. : One who takes charge of a human
bear.

3. The star Arcturus, fancifully supposed to

follow Ursa Major, the Great Bear, and look

after its safety. This notion may be found in

Sanscrit, Greek, Latin, and other languages.

[Arcturus.]
"'ApirrouptK, o (oupoc, guard): Arcturus. Bear-

ward, . . . —Liddelt i Soott : Or. and Eng. Lex., &th

ed. (1863), p. 1S3.

beast, * beeste, • beste, "best,*. [In Sw.

best; Dan. tost; Dot. & L. Ger. beest ; H.Ger.
bestie; Fr. bete; Old Ft. best, beeste; Port.

besta ; Sp. , Prov. , ItaL , & Lat. bestia — a beast,

an irrational creature opposed to man. It

differs from animal, which includes man.
Corn, best = a beast ; Gael, oiost.]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

1. Any of the inferior animals as contradis-

tinguished from man. [See above the etym.

of Lat. bestia.]

2. A quadruped, especially a wild one, and
of a kind usually hunted. [B. 2.]
" The man that once did sell the lion's skin
While the beast liv'd, was klll'd with hunting hint."

Shaketp. : Ben. V., iv, S.

3. Scripture: A quadruped, as distinguished
from a bird, a fish, aud a creeping tiling ; a
quadruped which is wild, in contradistinction
to cattle or other domesticated animals ; a
horse, or ass, or other animal for drawing a
carriage or for riding on, as distinguished from
animals, like oxen, kept primarily for food or
dairy purposes, though in fact frequently used
also for draught, or even occasionally for
riding on.

'* But ask now the beasts, and they shall teach thee

:

and the fowls of the air, aud they shall tell thee : . . .

the fishes ot the sea shall declare unto thee."

—

Job xlL
7, 8.

"... and his cattle, and all his beasts. . . "—Gen.
xxxvt 8,

"... bind the chariot to the swift beast . . ."—
Jiicah I 13.

"... and set him on his own beast, . . ."—Luke X- St.

4. Among farmers the term is applied spe-
cially to cattle as distinguished from other
kinds of live stock.

To put the beast on one's self: To take shame
to one's self. (0. Scotch.)

"... putting the beast upon ourselves, for having
been so baa* . .

."

—

M. Ward's Contending*, p. 15.

U Beasts of the field ; Quadrupeds which
walk as distinguished from birds which fly.

"Upon his ruin shall all the fowls of the heaven
remain, and all the betists of the field shall be upon hie
branches."

—

Ezek xxjcL IS.

Wild beasts of Vie field : Those of the former
class which have remained undomesticated.

"I know all the fowls of the mountains: and the
wild beatt s of theMl i a re mine "—/>.< 1 11.

•J In various prophetic passages in the Book
of Revelation the Greek word £<fOv (znon),

which is translated " beast," should rattier be
reudered " living being " or " living creature.

"

"And the four beast* said, Amen."~/te», v. 14.

II. Figuratively

:

1. A man destitute of intellect, of brutal

cruelty, of filthy habits, or in any other
respect approaching the inferior animals in

mind, conduct, or habits.
" Were not his words delicious, I a beast
To take them as I did."

Tennyson : Edwin Morris.

B. Technically;

* 1. Old Natural Science : A heterogeneous
" genus," or '* order" (it would now be catted
" class "), comprehending quadruped warm-
blooded mammals, quadruped reptiles, and
even serpents.

"Animate bodies are divided Into four great genera
or orders: Beasts, Birds. Pishes, and Insects. The
species of Beasts, including also Serpents, are not verv
numerous."—Ray : Wisdom of Qod iu Creation, 7th

ed. (1717), p. 21.

2. Law: A wild quadruped, especially ons
of a kind usually hunted.

" Beasts ot chase are the buck, the doe, the fox. the
martern, and the rue. Beat's of the forest are the
hart, the hind, the hare, the boar, and the wolf. Beast*

of warren are the bare and cvny.'—C'owet.

:>. Gaming : A game at cards similar to loo.

H 1. Mark of the Beast

:

(1) LU. & Script. : A mark impressed on all

the followers of the mystical Beast of the

Apocalypse (xiii. 1&-18 ; cf. 2 Mace. vi. 7).

(2) Fig. : The distinguishing sign of any sect

or party.

2. Number of the Beast:

Script. : A number (666) representing the

name of the mystical Beast (Kev. xiii. 18),

which the early Christians identified with Nero
(Farrar: Early Days, vol. i., bk. i., ch. iv.>

Many commentators consider this number can

only be interpreted of the Papacy.

beast-fly, *. A gadfly.

beast-milk, &> [Bkest-miuc]

be'ast-ee, 5. [Bheestie.] (Anglo-India*.)

* be'ast-I-al, a. & s. [Bestial, ]

bi—t I Ml' I tfj * [Bestiality.)

be ast-ie, s. [Dimin. of Eng. beast} Little

beast. (Generally used as expressive of affec-

tion or sympathy.)
" Wee, sleeklt, cowrin*, tim'rous beastU,

Oh, what a panic's in thy breastie."
Burnt: To a Mouse.

* be'ast-Ings, s. pL I
Beestings.]

be ast-Ish, a. [Eng. beast; -ish.] Partaking

of the qualities of a beast. (Webster.)

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w*1t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;

go, pit,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, sin; mnte, cnb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. 89, ce = e. ey = aw qu = kw.
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• beast-li-head, * be ast-ly- head, i.

[Eng. beastly, and sun", -head.] An epithet

designed to be a respectful or flattering appel-
lation for a beast. In the subjoined example
the " Foxe " thus addresses the '* Kidd."

" Sieke, slcke. alas .' and little lack of dead.
But I be relieved by your beattlyhead."

Spenser: Shep. Cat., v.

beast -like, a. [Eng. beast; like.] Like a
beast.

" Her life wa* beast-like, and devoid of pity."
Sluikesp. : Titus Andronicus, V. 3.

be ast H ness, * be ast-ly-ness, s. [Eng.

beast; -ly, -ness.]

* 1. Brutal want of intellect. [See example
from North's Plutarch, p. 763, in Trench's Sel.

Gloss., pp. 20, 21.]

2. A beast-like act ; an act, practice, or
conduct in any respect resembling that of
tin' brutes rather than that of man ; or in

which it is supposed, perhaps erroneously, that
brutes would shamelessly indulge, if they had
the opportunity.

"... beastliness of drunken men."—North: Plutarch,
p. 7*2.

" They held thli land, and with their fllthincss
Polluted this same gentle soil long time,
That their own mother loathM their beast finest.

And 'gan abhor her brood's unkindly crime."
Spenter : F. Q. t IL x. 9.

be ast-li-wise, adv. [Bestlywise.]

be 'ast-ly, * be'est-li, * be ste-ly, a. &
adv. [Eng. beast ; ~ly.]

A. As adjective;

1. Resembling an animal, or anything pos-
sessed by an animal
* 2. Like anything possessed by an animaL
"It fs sown a beestli bodi, it shall rise a spiritual

bodt"—1 Cor. xv. 44 ( Wielif). (Trench.)
" Beastly divinities, and droves of gods."

—

Prior.

3. Possessed of animal rather than human
qualities, or at least supposed to be so ; acting
like the brutes.

"... the herdsman of the beastly plebeians . .
"

—

Shaketp. : Coriolanut, it. 1.

B. As adverb : As if a beast had done it ; as
by a beast.
" Who neigh'd so high, that what I would have spoke
Was beastly dumb'd by him."

Shaketp. ; Antony and Cleopatra, i. 5.

be ast-u-al, a. [Bestial.]

beat, * bete (pret. beat, * beot ; pa. par. beaten,

beat, * beten, *bcoten), v.t. & i. [A.S. beatan
(pret. beot, pa. par. beaten) ; O. IceL bauta

;

8w. bulla; O. Sw, beta; Fr. battre; Prov.
batig; Sp. batir ; Port, bater ; Ital. baXtere;

I>at. batuo, battuo ; Pol. bic; Russ. bitj

;

Serv. baiati. Imitated from the sound of a
smart blow.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally ; To inflict blows on a person or
thing.

1. To give to a human or other sentient
being repeated blows with an instrument, or
with the closed or open hand ; in fighting, for

the sake of assault, for punishment, or for any
Other object.

" And that servant, which knew his lord's will, and
prepared not himself, neither did according to bis
will, shall be beaten with many strij^es. "— Lake xii. 47.

"... make them of no more voice
Than dogs, that are as often beat for barking."

Shaketp. : Coriolanut, li. -.

2. To give successive blows to such an
instrument as a drum, to elicit from it music.

" Or at their chamber-door I'll beat the drum,
Till it cry sleep to death."

Shakes?. : Lear, iL 4.

3. To give blows to anything to modify
its form or consistency, or for any similar
purpose. Specially—

(a) To hammer a metal into a required
form, as gold into wire or leaf, or heated iron
on an anvil.

" They did beat the gold into thin platee, and cut it
Into wires to work it . . ."—Exod. xxxix S.

(&) To pound any substance in a mortar.

(c) To thresh out com or any other cereal,
or such a plant as hemp, by means of a flail or
a threshing-machine.

" They save the laborious work of beating of hemp,
by making the axle-tree of the main wheel of their
eorn mills longer than ordinary, and placing of pins in
them, to mine large hammers like those used for paper
and fullimr mills, with which they beat most of their
hem p."—Mortimer
Of) To give blows to trees or brushwood,

with the view of shaking down fruit or starting
game. {Beat Down.]

" When thou beatett thine olive-tree, thou shalt not
go over the boughs again : It shall be for the stranger,
lor the fatherless, and for the widow."—Dcut. xxiv. 20.

" When from the cave thou risest with the day
To beat the woods, and rouse the bounding prey."

(c) Gently to strike by means of a spoon, or

to agitate a liquid by means of a tremulous, a

rotatory, or any other motion.
"By long beatina the white of an egg with a lump

of alum, you may bring it into white curd*."—Boyle.

4. To strike with the feet in place of the
hands. (Used of walking, dancing, &c. ; or of
treading the ground till a path is formed.)

"Come knit hands, and beat the ground
In a light fantastic round. "—Milton : Comut.

" While I this unexampled task essay.
Pass awful gulfs, and beat my painful way.
Celestial dove 1 divine assistance bring."

Blackmore.
5. To cause to pulsate or throb.
" I would gladly understand the formation of a soul,

and see it beat the first conscious pulse. "

—

Collier.

6. To strike against by means of wind,
water, or other natural agency.

" I saw a crag, a lofty stone
As ever tempest beat."
Wordsworth : The Oak and the Broom.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To overcome by means of a beating ad-
ministered to a person, an army, &c ; to
overcome in a contest of any kind, physical,
mental, or moral ; to surpass, to leave behind.

"Both armies, however, were unsuccessful; and
both, after having been beaten by the enemy, fled."

—

Arnold: Bist. Borne, vol. 1., ch. xv., p. 303.

" You souls of geese.
That bear the shapes of men, how have yon run
From slaves that apes would beat"

Shaketp. : Coriol. I. 4.

" Hence, the more common forms, in the race for
life, will tend to beat and supplant the less common
Iorma. "—Darwin : Origin of Species (ed. 1859L ch. vL,
p. 177.

2. To stimulate. (See also C. 10.)

B, Intransitive

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. To strike against anything.

(1) With man for the agent : To strike upon
anything with the hand or with a weapon ; to
knock at a door.

"... the men of the city beset the house round
about, and beat at the door, and spake to the master
of the house . .

."

—

Judg. xix. "22.

(2) With a thing for the agent: To strike
against, as a storm of wind or rain, the agi-

tated waves of the ocean, or the rays of the
sun during fierce heat. (Lit. or Jig.)

(a) Literally

:

K Your brow, which does no fear of thunder know.
Sees rowling tempests vainly beat below."

Drt/den.

". . . the sun beat upon the head of Jonah, that he
fainted, and wished in himself to die."—Jonah iv. 8.

(6) Figuratively :

"Public envy seemeth to beat chiefly upon minis-
ters."

—

Bacon.

(3) To vibrate, giving a succession of blows,
as a clock striking, or a bell tolling.

" But I heard a heart of iron beating in the ancient
tower." Longfellow: B< Ifry ^ Bruges.

% In (1), though the form of the verb is in-

transitive, the sense is almost transitive ; in

(3) it is almost passive in reality. So we
speak of drums beating, meaning really being
beaten.

2. Of the heart or veins .* To pulsate or throb,
especially when one is mentally agitated

;

also of a swelling containing pus. (Literally

and figuratively.)
" No pulse shall keep

His nat'ral progress, but surcease to bent ,"

Shaketp. : Romeo and Juliet, iv. 1.

IT There is a different reading in some other
editions.

" Thy heart these two weeks has been beating fast
With many hopes . .

."

Wordsworth : Michael.

IT. Kaut. : To make way against the wind
by tacking to and fro.

C. In compound terms or special phrases :

1. To beat a path is, by means of frequent
walking in a particular direction, to beat down
herbage, the mud, or inequalities of surface,
so as to make a path where none existed
before. [Beaten, 4.]

2. To beat about : To search for, like a person
going through bushes and beating them for
game.

"I Mil always beating about In ray thoughts for
something that may turn to the benefit of my dear
countrymen."—Addison.

% To beat about the bush is to approach a
question in a cautious and roundabout way.

3. To beat back : To draw back by violence,
or to compel by some insurmountable diffi-

culty in the way to return. (Applied to men,
to the ocean beaten back from the shore, Ate.)

" Twice have I sally"d, and was twice beat back."
liryden.

Above the brine, where Caledonia's rocks
Beat back the surge.—and where Hibernia shoota."
Cowper : To the Immortal Memory of the Batibut.

4. To beat down

:

(a) To knock down by literal blows inflicted
on the body of a sentient being, or by engine*
of war used to batter forts.

"... and, behold, the multitude melted away, and
they went on beating down one another."—1 Sum.
xiv. 16,

" And he beat down the tower of Penuel, and slew
the men of tbe city."—Judg. viii. 17.

(&) To terminate, or to render powerless by
active effort of an antagonistic kind.

"... the party which had long thwarted him had
been beaten down."—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. Iv.

(c) To endeavour by stipulation or by hag-
gling to reduce the price asked for an article
" Surveys rich moveables with curious eye.
Beats down the price, and threatens still to buy."

Dryden
(d) To lessen price in some other way.
"Usury beats down the price of land ; for the em-

ployment of money is chiefly either merchandizing ur
purchasing : and usury waylays both." —Bacon.

5. To beat hollow ; So completely to beat,
distance, or surpass, that the reputation of the
vanquished person or thing, formerly looked
on as solid, is now seen to be hollow. (Collo-

quial <& vulgar.)

6. To beat into

:

(a) Literally; To beat till an entrance is

effected.

"And there arose a great storm of wind, and the
waves beat into the ship, so that it was now full."—
Mark iv. 37.

(6) Figuratively: To introduce into by con-
stant repetition. (Used specially of the pain-
ful effort to introduce knowledge into a dull
brain.)

7. To beat off:

(a) To drive away by blows, or less accu-
rately by threats of blows.

"... and an attempt to beat of the lictore, and-
to rescue her from the hands oT M. Claudius, is -

threatened . . ."—Lewis: Early Ilom. Bitt., ch. xii.,
pt. lit, S

'•!.

(b) To drive away by anything unpleasant
for the mind or heart to endure.

"The younger part of mankind might be beat off
-

from the belief of the most important points even of
natural religion, by the impudent jests of a profane
wit."— Wat tt.

(c) To separate mechanically. (Used of
things.)

"And it shall come to pass in that day, that the
Lord shall beat off from the channel of the river unto
the stream of Egypt . . .'— Ita. xxvii. 12.

8. To beat out

:

(a) To compel one to quit a place by beating
him ; to drive out, to expel. (Lit. and fig.)

" He that proceeds upon other principles in his in-
quiry does at least post himself in a party, which he
will not quit till he be beaten oat."~Locke.
" He cannot beat it out of his head, but that it was a

cardinal who picked his pocket"

—

Addison,

(b) To overcome with fatigue. [Generally
In the passive, to be beaten out (Colloquial).
Very common also in the phrase " dead beat."}

(c) To thresh out, to separate from the husk,
by blows. (Used of the threshing of grain.)

"So she gleaned in the field until even, and beat out
that she had gleaned."—Rath iL 17.

(d) To beat something which is malleable

—

a
metal, for instance, till it takes a more ex-
tended form than that previously possessed.

" And he made two cherublms of gold, beaten out of

'

one piece . . ."—Exod. xxxvii. 7.

(e) Fig. : To count out or mark, as by the
beat of a pendulum or anything by which
time is noted ; hence to define clearly.

" In the dusk of thee the clock
Beatt oat the little lives of men."

Tennyson: in Memoriam.
"Perplexed in faith, but pure in deeds,
At last he beat his music out."—Ibid,

9. To beat the air:

(a) Literally: To aim a blow which strikes

only the air. A pugilist might do this in
private exercise, as a preliminary flourish to
serious fighting, or in that serious fighting
itself, by missing his antagonist

(&) Figuratively : To put forth fruitless aims
in spiritual or other contests. (See also C. 14.)

10. To beat the brains : To attempt to stimu-
late the brain to exertion beyond what is

natural to it ; to " cudgel" the brains.

"It is no point of wisdom for a man to beat hit
brains, and spend his spirits, about things lmpos>
lible. "

—

UakcwLll.

bfiil, \>6y; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing,
-clan, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion, cioun m shun ; -tion, -slon = zhun. -tious, -sious = shus, -ble, -die, &.c. - bel, del.
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11. To beat the chest (in the menage) : A term
nsed of a horse, when at each motion he fails

to take in ground enough with his fore-legs,

or when he makes curvets too precipitately or
too low.

12. To beat the head: The same as to beat

the brains (q.v.).

" Why any one should waste his time and beat hit
head ;ib mi the Latin grammar, who does not intend
to be a critlck."—Locke.

13. To beat the hoof: To walk; to go on
foot. (Johnson.)

11. To beat the wind: To strike at the air

with a sword. In ancient trials by combat,
when one of the parties did not appear, the
other was simply required to make some
flourishes in the air with his weapon, on
executing which he was entitled to all the
honours of victory.

15. To beat the wing : To strike the air with
the wings.

"Thrice hare I beat the wing, and lid with night
About the world." Dryden,

lfi. To beat time : To note time in music by
a movement of the hand or baton.

17. To beat to arms ; To beat a drum with
the view of assembling tlte soldiers or armed
citizens of a town* {James.)

18. To beat to quarters : To give the signal

on board war-ships for every man to go to his

proper station.

19. To beat up : To attack suddenly, or to
alarm. (Used specially in the phrase "to beat

up the quarters of an enemy. " (See also No.
20.)

" They lay in that quiet posture, without making
the least impression upon the enemy by beating up
his quarters, which might easily have been done."

—

Clarendon.

20. To beat up for : To go hither and thither
in quest of. (Used specially in the expres-
sion "to beat up for recruits," to search
through markets or other places for them,
formerly with actual beat of drum.)

% Beat up is also used in the same sense
without for; as " he is beating up recruits
for the society," &c

21. To beat upon

:

(a) Lit.: To strike upon, as a person may
do with his hand or a weapon, or a tempest by
the air which it sets in motion.

(6) Fig. : To revert to repeatedly.
" We are drawn on into a larger speech, by reason of

their so great earnestness, who beat more and more
upon these last alleged words."

—

Hooker.
" How frequently and fervently doth the Scripture

heat upon this cause.*—HaketriU.

22. To beat upon a walk (in the menage):
A term used of a horse when he walks too
short

% (a) Crabb thus distinguishes between the
verbs to beat, to strike, and to hit. To beat is

to redouble blows ; to strike is to give one
single blow ; but the bare touching in conse-
quence of an effort constitutes hitting. We
never beat but with design, nor hit without an
aim, but we may strike by accident. It is the
part of the strong to beat ; of the most vehe-
ment to strike ; of the most sure-sighted to
hit.

(6) To beat, to defeat, to overpower, to rout,
and to overthrow are thus discriminated :

—" To
beat is an indefinite term expressive of no
particular degree : the being beaten may be
attended with greater or less damage. To be
defeated is a specific disadvantage ; it is a
failure in a particular object of more or less

importance. To be overpowered is a positive
loss ; it is a loss of the power of acting which
may be of longer or shorter duration. To be
routed is a temporary disadvantage; a rout
alters the course of proceeding, but does not
disable. To be overthrown is the greatest of
all mischiefs, and is applicable only to great
armies and great concerns : an overthrow com-
monly decides a contest. Beat is a term
which reflects more or less dishonour on the
general or the army, or on both. Defeat is an
indifferent term ; the best generals may some-
times be defeated by circumstances which are
above human control. Overpowering is coupled
with no particular honour to the winner, nor
disgrace to the loser ; superior power is

oftener the result of good fortune than of
skill : the bravest and finest troops may be
overpowered in cases which exceed human
power. A rout is always disgraceful, particu-
larly to the army ; it always arises from want
of firmness. An overthrow is fatal rather than
dishonourable ; it excites pity rather than con-
tempt." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

beat, *. [From beat, v. (q.v.). See also Bat.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L The act of beating ; the state of being
beaten

:

1. A stroke with the hand or with a weapon
for the purpose of assault.

2. A stroke with a hammer or similar in-

strument for forcing a metal into the required

shape. (Lit. and Jig.)
*' He with a careless beat

Struck out the mute creation at a heat."
Dryden ; Bind A Panther. 1. 2SS.

3. A series of strokes on a drum or similar

instrument, to play a tune or make a signal
". . . the beat of the drum was heard. "—Macaulay

:

Hut. Eng., ch. xii.

4. A pulsation of the heart or wrist, or the
throbbing of a swelling produced by inflam-

mation.

(a) Lit. : In the sense here defined.
" When one beat among a certain number of strokes

is omitted, as in the intermitting pulse . . ."—Cyclop.
Pract. Med.

(b) Fig. : The House of Commons as throb-
bing responsive to the vibrations of the nation's

heart.
" Nobody could mistake the beat of that wonderful

pulse which had recently begun, and has during five

generations continued, to indicate the variations of
the body politic"

—

Macaulay ; Hit/. Eng., ch. xxir.

U. That which is beaten, trod over, or per-
ambulated.

1. A certain assigned space, regularly tra-

versed at more or less stated intervals. (Used
specially of the space prescribed to a police-

man to be perambulated in the interests of
the public)

" Every part of the metropolis Is divided into beat*,

and is watched day and night."—Penny Cyclop., xviii.

333, article " Police."

2. The round taken when people beat up for

game.

B. Technically

:

L Music:

1. The rise or fall of the hand or foot in
regulating time.

2. A transient grace-note struck immediately
before the one of which it is designed to
heighten the effect.

3. The pulsation of two notes not completely
in unison.

II. Mil. Beat of drum : A series of strokes
upon a drum, so varied as to convey different

military orders to the soldiers who have been
previously instructed as to the meaning of
each.

ITT. Horology. Beat of a clock or watch

:

A ticking sound made by the action of the
escapement.

In beat: With such action at intervals of
equal length.

Out of beat : With the action at intervals of
unequal length.

beat-en, t beat, * bet-en, pa. par. & adj.

[Beat, v.t.]

As participial adj. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb. Specially—

1. Subjected to blows. (Used of persons
struck, or of metals hammered out.)

" And thou shalt make two cherubim* of gold, of
beaten work shalt thou make them . . . "—Exod. xxv. 18.

2. Defeated, vanquished.
"... covered the flight of the beaten army."

—

Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xxL

3. Pressed or squeezed between rollers or in
some similar way.

4. Rendered smooth by the tramping of
multitudinous feet (lit. or Jig.).

(a) Literally:
" What make you, sir, so late abroad

Without a guide, and this no beaten road T"
Dryden ! Wife of Hath, 228, 22*

(6) Figuratively

:

" He that will know the truth of things, must leave
the common and beaten track."—Locke.
"'We are' he said, "at this moment out of the

beaten path. "—Macaulay : Hut. Eng., ch. xi

5. Prostrated by the wind.
" Her own shall bless her

;

Her foes shake like a field of beaten corn.
And hang their heads with sorrow."

Shakesp. : Ben. Till., T. 4.

If Beaten is sometimes used as the latter
part of a compound word, as"weather-oeal«n."

beat er, s. [Eng. beat; -er. A.S. beaten = a
beater, a fighter, a champion ; Fr. batteur ; Sp.
batidor; Port, batedor; ItaL battitorc]

1. Of person*

:

(a) One who is addicted to the practice of
inflicting blows.

" The best schoolmaster of our time was the greatest
beater."—Atcham : Schoolmaster.

(b) One who is employed by sportsmen to
beat up covers for game.

2. Of things: An instrument for beating or
comminuting anything.

" Beat all your mortar with a beater three or four
times over betore you use it ; for thereby you incorpo-
rate the sand and lime well together."

—

Moxon.

Specially (Machinery):

(a) The portion of a thrashing-machioa
which strikes.

(b) A beating machine or scutcher used in

the cotton manufacture. [Beatinq-machine.]

(«) A blade used for breaking flax and hemp.
(d) The lathe or batten of a loom for driving

the weft into the shed ; the movable bar which
clotes up the woolshed ; a beating-bracket.

(e) A hatter's mallet

(f) The sack in a knitting machine. [See
Sack.] (Knight.)

beater-press, s. A press for beating
bales into smaller bulk, they being packed first

by beating, and then by continued pressure.

beater-up, s. A person who or a thing
which beats up.

* beath, v.L [A.S. bathian = to foment
(N.E.D.).}

h To straighten by heating at a fire. (Used
chiefly of green wood.

)

" Yokes, forkes, and such other let bailiff spy sot,
And gather the same as be walketh about

;

And after at leisure let this be bis hire

—

To beath them and trim them at home by the fire.*

Tutter ; Buibandry, p. CO,

2. To foment, to bathe with warm liquid
(N.E.D.).

* beathed, pa, par. [Beath.]

be-a-tif -Ic, *be-a-tlf -ick, be -a-tif -lo-

al, a. [In Fr. beotifigue; 8p., Port, & ItaL

beatifico, beatijicus ; from Lat beatifico — to

make blessed or happy ; beatus = happy, and
facio = to make.] Having the power of

making one supremely blessed or happy.

Beatific or Beatifical Vision: The over-

poweringly glorious sight which shall break on
those human beings who shall enter heaven,

or which is at all times visible to angels in-

habiting that place of bliss.

"We may contemplate upon the greatness and
strangeness of the beatifick vision ; how a created eye
should be so fortified, as to bear all those glories that

stream from the fountain of uncreated light"—South.
"... enjoying the beatifical vision . . ."— Browne;

Vulgar Errouri.

be-a-tif- ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. beatifical ;- ly.]

In a beatifical manner ; so as to produce
supreme or unalloyed happiuess.

" BeatificaUy to behold the face of God. in the fulness

of wisdom, righteousness, and peace, is blessedness no
way incident unto the creatures beneath man."—
BakewiU.

be-at if-I-ca -tion, s. [Eng. beatific, -ation;

Fr. beatification; Sp. beatificacion ; Port beati-

ficacao ; ItaL beatiJUazione ; from Lat. beatifico,

v.] [Beatific]

1. Gen. : The act of rendering supremely
blessed ; the state of being rendered supremely
blessed.

2. Spec, (in the Church of Rome) : An act by
which the Pope declares, on evidence which
he considers himself to possess, that a cer-

tain deceased person is in the enjoyment of

supreme felicity in heaven. It is the first step

towards canonization, but is not canonization

itself.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between beaHfir

cation and canonization

:

—" In the act of beati-

fication the Pope pronounces only as a private

person, and uses his own authority only in

granting to certain persons, or to a religious

order, the privilege of paying a particular

worship to a beatified object. In the act of

canonization, the Pope speaks as a judge after

a judicial examination on the state, and de-

cides the sort of worship which ought to be

paid by the whole church." (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.

)

be-at'-I-f led, pa. par. & a. [Beatify.]

I wish I bad the wings of an angel, to have as-

cended into Paradise, and to have beheld the forms of

those beatified spirits, from which 2 might have copied

my archangel. "—Dryden.
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be-at'-I-fy* v.t. [In Fr. beatifier; Sp. & Port.

beatijicar; ItaL beutificare ; Lat. beatifico, from
beatits = blessed, and facto = to make.]

1. Gen. : To render supremely blessed or

hippy.
"We shall know bfm to be the fullest good, the

nearest to us, and the most certain ; and consequently
the moat beatifying of all others."—Brown*.

2. Spec, (in the Church of Rome) : To declare,

on the Pope's authority, that a certain de-

ceased person is supremely happy in the un-

seen world. [Beatification, 2.]

"Over against this church stands an hospital,

erected hy a shoemaker, who baa been beatified, though
never sainted."

—

Addison.

be at-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Beat, v.t.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the v.t. and of the v.t.

B. As participial adjective : Chiefly in senses
corresponding to those of the v.i.

"... whom forest tree*
Protect from beating sunbeams . .

,**

Wordtworth: White Doe of Rylstone,

"... a turn or two I'll walk
To still my beating mind."

Shakesp. : Tempest, It. L
C. As substantive

:

1. Ordinary Language :

L The act of beating.

(1) The act of striking a sensitive being with
the hand closed or open, or with a weapon.

"... beatings of freemen, expulsions from the city,

were the oraer of the day."

—

Lewis: Early Jiom. Hist.,

ch. xil, pt ill.. 5 Si.

(2) The act or operation of striking any-
thing, as part of some manufacturing process.

Hi, 1.2.]

2. The state of being beaten.

3. The succession of blows inflicted.
" Playwright, convict of public wrongs to men.
Takes private beatings, and begins again."

B. Jonson.

4. Pulsation, throbbing ; the movement of
the heart, the ticking of a clock or watch, &c.

" The beating of bo strong a passion
Aa love doth give my heart."

Shakeip. : Twelfth Night, li. 4.

IX Technically

:

"L Bookbinding : Formerly, the act of beat-
ing with a broad heavy-headed hammer a
block placed above the folded sheets of a
book to make it more easy to bind them
neatly, and to open the several pages after

they are in use.

2. Flax and Hemp Manufacture : The beating
of rolls of flax or hemp, placed for the purpose
in a trough. This operation renders them
more flexible.

3. Gold- or Silver-working : The operation of
hammering gold or silver into thin leaves.

4. (Music) Beats: The alternate reinforce-

ment and interference of sound heard when
two sounds are nearly, but not quite, con-
sonant. The wave-lengths of the two notes
being slightly different while the velocity of
propagation is the same, the phase will altern-

ately agree and disagree in their course. The
number of beats is equal to the difference in
the frequencies of vibration of the two sounds
producing the beats.

5. Nant. : The operation of making way at
sea against the wind by tacking backwards
and forwards.

beating - bracket, s. The same as
Beater, 2(d) (q.v.).

beating engine, s.

1. Paper Manuf.: An engine for cutting
rags to pieces that they may be converted into
pulp. It consists of two concentric cylinders,
the outer one hollow, each armed with knives
to ojterate as they revolve.

2. Cotton Manuf. : The same as Beating-
machine (q.v.).

beating machine, s.

Cotton, Manuf. : A machine for opening,
loosening, and cleaning cotton from dust or
other rubbish before commencing to operate
upon it. It is called also a scutcher, a wil-
lower, an opener, a wolf, and a devil. (Knight's
Diet, of Mechanics.

)

W-at'-I-tude, ». [In Fr. beatitude; Sp. be-
atitud; Ital. beatitudine; Lat beatitudo ; from
beatus = happy ; beatum, sup. of beo = to make
happy. Trench says of the Latin beatitudo
that it was a word coined by Cicero (Nat.
Deor., i. 34), which scarcely rooted itself in
Latin, but was adopted by the Christian
Church. (Study of Words.).'}

L Ordinary Language : Supreme felicity,

great happiness.
"... then my spirit was entranced
With joy exalted to beatitude."

Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. It.

2. Theology : The nine intimations in the
Sermon on the Mount, each of which begins
with the words " Blessed* are . . ." (Matt. v.).

"... the beatitude! must not be parallelised with
the blessings which, along with the curses, accom-
panied the legislation of .Sinai."— Tholuck : Sermon on
the Mount, Transl. by Henxies, vol. L. p. 78.

Be-a -trix, s. [Low Latin, from Classical

Lat beata, fern, of beatus = happy ; beo = to

bless.] An asteroid, the 83rd found. It was
discovered by De Gasparis, at Naples, on
April 26, 1865.

bean (bo), s. ; pint, beans, beaux (bos).

[From Fr. adj. beau, bel(m.), belle(t) = fine.]

[Belle.]

1. A gentleman whose chief occupation in

life is to dress well or fashionably, or in whose
thoughts dress holds an undue place.

2. A gentleman who is escorting a lady.

beau-catcher, s. A ringlet of hair

worn by women on the temples. ( U. S. colloq.)

beau-clerk, or beau-clero, *. [Fr.

(lit.) = a fine scholar.] A name given to King
Henry I. of England.

beau-esprit, s. [Fr. (lit.)= afine spirit

;

a man of fine spirit.] A man of a gay and
witty spirit [Bel Esprit.]

beau-ideal, s. [Fr. beau ideal.]

1. A faultless ideal ; an ideal of beauty, in

which the excellences of all individuals are

conceived as combined, while their defects

are omitted.

2. The highest conceivable perfection of any-
thing, whether beautiful or not

** A discussion on the beau-ideal of the liver, lungs,
kidneys, Ac. as of the human face divine, sounds
strange in our ears.'*

—

Darwin: The Detcent of Man,
voL i. (1871). pt. L. ch. iv., p. 109.

beau monde, s. [Fr. beau= fine, and
monde = world. ] The fashionable world.

" She courted the beau-monde to-nigh t."—Prior.

beau (bo), v.t. [From beau s. (q.v.).] To act
as beau to, to escort (Used of a gentleman
escorting a lady.)

beaufet (bo'-ia), s. [Buffet.]

bcau-for -ti -a (beau as bo), s. [Named
after Mary, Duchess of Beaufort, who died
in 1714, and who, while her husband lived,

had possessed a fine collection of plants.] A
genus of plants belonging to the order Myr-
taceae (Myrtleblooms). The species, which are
not numerous, come from Australia. They
are splendid evergreen shrubs.

bo), s. A beam or joist.beau'-irey (beau =

(Weals.)

* beaugle, s. Old spelling of Bugle.

bean ish (beau as bo), a. [Fr. beau, and
Eng. suffix -ish.] After the manner of a beau,
like a beau, foppish.

" He was led into it by a natural, beauiih, trifling
fancy of his own."

—

Stephent; Abridg. of Huckett't
Life of Archbp. Williams (nib). Pref.

Beaumaris (Bo-raor -is), s. & a. [Fr.

beau = fine, and marais = marsh.]

A. As substantive: A town, the capital of
Anglesea.

B. -4s adj. .* Pertaining to the town men-
tioned under A. ; as Beaumaris Bay.

Beaumaris shark. [Named from Beau-
maris Bay, at the northern entrance to the
Menai Straits.l The English name of the
Porbeagle (Iamna cornubica), a shark often

caught in the Menai Straits.

beau mon titc (beau as bo), s. [Named
after the celebrated Elie de Beaumont, Pro-
fessor of Geology in the School of Mines at
Paris, born 1798.] A mineral, a variety of
Heulandite found near Baltimore, U.S.

* beau pere * beau phere (bo par), s.

[Not from Fr. beaupere, which is = wife's
father, but from Fr. beau = fine, and pair,
O. Fr. peer, per, par= peer, equal, companion ;

from Lat. par= equal, or from A.S. /era =
companion.] A fair companion.

" Now leading him into a secret shade
From his beauperes."

Spetuer: F. Q., III. L M.

beau -se ant (beau aa do), .-. Another
form of Bauseant.

beau -ship (beau as bo), *» [Fr. beau (q.v.),

and Eng. suffix -ship.] The procedure or the
qualities of a beau. (Dryden.)

beaute (bo -ta or bu'-ta), s. [Fr. beaute.}
[Beauty. ]

beau -te-ous, * bew -te-ous (bew as

bu), a. [From Eng. beauty, -ous; or O. Eng.
beaute", &c] Full of beauty; '^autifuL
(Chiefly poetic.) (Used either of a living
being, of inanimate nature, or even of any-
thing abstract, as order.)

" He was among the prime in worth.
An object beaut tout to behold :

Well born, well bred ; I sent him forth
Ingenuous, innocent, and bold."

Wordsworth : Affliction of Margaret.
" Now, would you see this aged Thorn.
This pond, and beauteous hill of moss."

Wordtworth : Thorn
" And what is that, which binds the radiant sky,
Where twelve fair signs in beauteous order lie?

Pope : Pastorals ; Spring, S9, 49.

beau te ous-ly, adv. [Eng. beauteous; -ly.]

In a beauteous manner ; beautifully.
" Look lupon pleasures not upon that side that Is

next the sun, or where they look beauteously . .
"—

Taylor.

beau te-ous-ness, s. [Eng. beauteous;
-ness.] The quality of being beauteous

;
great

beauty.
" From less virtue and less beattteousness.
The Gentiles fram'd them gods and goddesses."

Donne.

beau-tied, a. [Eng. beauty.] Beautified,

adorned.
" The harlot's cheek, beatified with plast'ring art.
Is not more ugly to the thing that helps it,

Thau is my deed to my most painted word."
Shaketp. : Eamlet, iii. L,

beau '-ti-fied, 7x1. par. & a. [Beautify, v.]

"... a most pleasant, mountainous country, beau-
tified with woods, vineyards, fruits of all sorts, flowers
also, with springs and fountains, very delectable to
behold (isa. xxxfii. 10, 17)."—liunyan : P. P., pt i.

" And those bright twins were side by side.

And there, by fresh hopes beautified."
Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylstone, It,

beau'-ti-fi-er, $. [Eng. beautify); -er.J

One who beautifies ; one who renders any-
thing beautiful.

" O Time 1 the beautifler of the dead,
Adorner of the ruin, comforter
And only healer when the heart hath bled."

Byron : ChUde Harold, i v. 130.

beau -ti iul, * bew'-t^-ful (bew as bu),
a. & s. [Eng. beauty ; -fid. ]

A. As adjective: Full of beauty. [Beauty.]
Used—

(1) Of the human (and specially of the
female) face or figure, or of both combined.

" Young and beautiful was Wabun."
Longfellow : The Song of Hiawatha, ii.

(2) Of anything in art or in nature taste-

fully coloured, finely symmetrical, or both.
" Awake, awake ; put on thy strength, O Zlon ; pal

on thy beautiful garments, . . ."—Isa. lit i.

3. Of anything which finely illustrates a
principle. Thus medical men sometimes allow
themselves to speak of a " beautiful case,"
meaning one specially worth study.

B. As subst.: One who, or that which, is

beautiful. __ . ,'
t .

Her beautiful, her own.
Byron : Don Juan, lv. U.

The beautiful : Abstract beauty ; the notion
of the assemblage of qualities that constitute
beauty.

U Crabb thus distinguishes between the
words beautiful, fine, handsome, and pretty :—
" Of these epithets, which denote what is pleas-

ing to the eye, beautiful conveys the strongest
meaning ; it marks the possession of that in

its fullest extent, of which the other terms
denote the possession in part only. Fineness,

handsomeness, and prettiness are to beauty aa
parts to a whole. When taken in relation to

persons, a woman is beautiful who in feature

and complexion possesses a grand assemblage
of graces ; a woman is fine who with a striking

figure unites shape and symmetry ; a woman
is handsome who has good features, and pretty

if with symmetry of feature be united delicacy.

The beautiful comprehends regularity, pro-
portion, and a due distribution of colour, and
every particular which can engage the atten-

tion ; the^ne must be coupled with grandeur,

majesty, and strength of figure ; it is incom-
patible with that which is small : a little

woman can never be fine. The liandsome isa
general assemblage of what is agreeable ; it is

marked by no particular characteristic but

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t
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the absence of all deformity. Prettiness is

always coupled with simplicity ; it is incom-
patible with what is large : a tall woman with
masculine features cannot be pretty. Beauty
is peculiarly a female perfection ; in the male
sex it is rather a defect ; but though a male
may not be beautiful or pretty, he may he fine
or handsome. When relating to other objects,

beautiful, fine, pretty, have a strong analogy;
but handsome differs too essentially from the

rest to admit of comparison. With respect

to the objects of nature, the beautiful is dis-

{
(laved in the works of creation, and wherever
t appears it is marked by elegance, variety,

harmony, proportion, but above all, that sofV
ness which is peculiar to female beauty ; the

fine, on the contrary, is associated with the
grand, and the pretty with the simple. The
sky presents either a beautiful aspect, or a

fine aspect ; but not a pretty aspect. A rural

scene is beautiful when it unites richness and
diversity of natural objects with superior cul-

tivation ; it is fine when it presents the bolder

and more impressive features of nature, con-

sisting of rocks and mountains ; it is pretty

when, divested of all that is extraordinary, it

presents a smiling view of nature in the gay
attire of shrubs and many coloured flowers

and verdant meadows and luxuriant fields.

Beautiful sentiments have much in them to

interest the affections, as well as the under-

standing ; they make a vivid impression. Fine
sentiments mark an elevated mind and a lofti-

ness of conception ; they occupy the under-

standing, and afford scope for reflection ; they
make a strong impression. Pretty ideas are

but pleasing associations or combinations that

only amuse for the time being, without pro-

ducing any lasting impression. We may
«peak of a beautiful poem, although not a

beautiful tragedy ; but a fine tragedy, and a

pretty comedy. Imagery may be beautiful

and fine, but seldom pretty" (Crabb : Eng.
Synonyms.)

beautiful-browed, a. Having a beau-

tiful brow or forehead.
* Beautiful-brov'd (Enone, my own soul."

Tennyson : (Enone,

beau'-tl-iul-ly, adv. [Eng. beautiful; -ly.]

In a beautiful manner.
" Yet pull not down my ivito.ee towers, that are
So lightly, beautifully built"

Tennytan : The Palace of Art.

beau'-tl-ful-ne'ss, * beau'-ti-ful-nesse,
* beW-ty-ful-nes (bew as bu), s. [En<r.

beautiful, -ness.] The quality of being beauti-

ful ; beauty.
"... and restored their armour to the former

hennt{fulnea$e and excel leucye."— Brende; Quintus
Vurtiut, foL 285. (Richardson.)

beau'-ti-fy, v.t. &i. [Eng. beauty; -fy.}

A. Trans. : To make beautiful.
" Time, which had thus afforded willing help
To beautify with Nature's fairest growth
This rustic tenement . . "

Wordsworth : Excursion, ok. tU,

B, Intrans. : To become beautiful.

"It must be a prospect pleasing to God himself, to
tee Ufa creation fox ever beautifying in His eyes, and
drawing nearer to Him by greater degrees of resem-
blance. —Addison,

beau'-tl-fy-ing,j>r. par, & a. [Beautipt.]

t beau'-tl-lSss, • beau'-ty-less, n. [Eng.
beauty, and suit', -less.] Without beauty.

"The Barabbaa, . . . the only unamiaMe, undesir-
able, formless. beauttless reprobate in tbe mass."

—

Hammond : Works, vol. iv., Ser. 7. {Richardson.)

beau -ty, * beau'-tee, * beaute, s. [Ft.

beaute ; O. Ft. beaulte ; from beau or bel (ra.),

beUe (f.)= beautiful. In Sp. & Port belleza m
beauty; bello= beautiful : Ital.beUa^ beauty;
bel Ia = beautiful ; Lat. beUitas— beauty ; bellus

= goodly, handsome ; contracted from benu-
his, dirain, of benus, another form of bonus =
good.]

%> In the abstract : That quality or assem-
blage of qualities in an object which gives the
eye or the ear intense pleasure ; or that cha-
racteristic in an object or in an abstraction
which gratifies the intellect or the moral
feeling.

1. The assemblage of qualities in a person
or thing which greatly pleases the eye.

(1) In a person

:

(a) Manly beauty.

If This must be of a kind to suggest that
the individual possessing it is endowed with
the higher qualities of manhood—intellect,

courage, strength of will, and capacity for

ruling other men. Rosy cheeks and faultless

symmetry of feature do not constitute manly
beauty if they are of a kind to suggest that
the person possessing them is effeminate in

character.
" But in all Israel there was none to be so much

Cised as Absalom for his beauty ; from the eole of his
'. even to the crown of his head there was no blemish

in him."—2 Sam. xiv. 2a.

(6) Womanly beauty.

IT This must indicate tlint the person pos-

sessing it belongs to a high type of woman,
with no commingling of masculine character-
istics. In this case the excellences to be
looked for are faultless symmetry of form and
of feature and complexion, varying in hue as
the mind is affected by internal emotion, but
with an expression of purity, gentleness,

sensibility, refinement, and intelligence.

"But 11 that thou wilt prayaen my beauti.''

Chaucer : C. T., 5,878.

" This was not the beauty— Oh. nothing like this,

That to young Nourmahal gave such magic of bliss ;

But that loveliness, ever in motion, which plays
Like the light upon autumn's soft shadowy days.

** Now here and now there, giving warmth as it niea
From the lips to the cheek, from the cheek to the eyes;
Now melting in mist, and now breaking in gleams
Like the glimpses a saint has of heaven in his dreams."

Moore: L. R.; Light of the Baram,

(c) Similarly, boyish beauty must suggest

that the person possessing it is of the highest
type of boyhood, girlish beauty of girlhood,

and childish beauty of childhood. To ap-

proach perfection each type must be itself

and no other.

(2) In one of the inferior animals : This con-

sists of colour, symmetry, form, grace, and
everything else that shows the adaptation of

the structure of the animal to the purposes of

its being.

"... yet both must fail In conveying to the mind
an adequate idea of their surpassing beauty [that of

tbe Trochilldsa, or Humming Birds}. The rainlww
colours of the moat resplendent gems are here super-
added to a living form, which in itself is exouisitely
graceful and animated in all Its movements ; trie flight

of these pigmy birds is so rapid as to elude the eye
. .

."*—Steainson: Birds, li. 147.

(3) In a place or thing: This consists of

colour, symmetry, and adaptation to the end
for which it was erected or made.

** The uncertain glory of an April day,
Which now shows all the beauty of the sun.

And by and by a cloud takes all away."
Shakesp. : Two Gent, of Verona, 1. 3.

2. The assemblage of qualities in an object
which are fitted to inspire analogous though
not identical pleasure to the ear.

"Recognising the simple aesthetic pleasure deriv-
able from rhythms and euphony, ... the feelings of

beauty yielded by poetry are feelings remotely repre-
sented. —Herbert Spencer: PsychoL, p. M2.

3. That characteristic in an object or in

an abstract conception which gratifies the in-

tellect
" With incredible pains have I endeavoured to copy

the several beauties of the ancient and modern his-

torians. "—Arbuthnot.

4. That characteristic in an object, in an
action, or in an abstract conception which
gratifies the moral feeling. This is generally

called moral beauty.
" He hath a daily beauty In bis life

That makes me ugly. . .
."

Shakesp. : Othello, t. L

U. In the concrete : A person or thing fitted

to inspire the delight referred to under No. I.

1. A person or persons fitted to do so.

Specially—
(a) A beautiful woman, individually.
" Patroclua now th* unwilling beauty brought.*'

Pope: Burner's Iliad, bk. i, 460,

(6) The same, taken collectively.

" And Belgium's capital had gathered then
Her Beauty and her Chivalry, and bright
The lamps shone o'er fair women and brave men."

Byron : Childe Barold, III. 21.

2. A thing or things attractive to the eye,

to the ear, or to the love of order, symmetry,
and grace existing in the mind.

"The beauties of that country are indeed too often
hidden in the mist and rain . . ."—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xii.

beauty - beaming, a. Beaming with
beauty.

"
. . . by myriads, forth at once,

Swarming they pour ; of all the varied hues
Their beauty-beaming parent can disclose.*'

Thomson : Seasons ; Summer.

beauty-breathing, a. Breathing beauty.
** When from his beauty-breathing pencil born

{Except that thou hast nothing to repent).

Tbe Magdalen of Ouido saw the morn.
Byron : To Gencvra.

beauty-spot, s. A spot placed upon the
face to direct the eye to something else, or to

heighten some beauty ; a patch ; a foil (lit. A

"The fllthineas of swine makes them the beauty-
spot of the animal creation. "

—

Grew.

beauty-waning, a. Waning in respect
of beauty ; declining in beauty.

"A beauty-waning and distressed widow.
Even in tbe afternoon of her best days."

Shakesp. : Richard ill., Hi. 7.

beauty-wash, *. A wash designed to
increase or preserve beauty ; a cosmetic.

* beau'-ty-less, a. [Beautiless.]

beau voir (bov'-war), *. An old spelling
of Beaver (2).

beaux (bos), s. pi. [Bead. ]

beaux esprits, *. pi. [Beau Esprit, Btn
Esprit.]

beaux -Ite, baux'-itc (beaux or baux as

bos), s. [From Beaux or Baux, near Aries in

France, where it occurs.] A mineral placed by
Dana among his Hydrous Oxides. Its sp. gr.

is 2*551 ; its colour from whitish or grayish to
ochre yellow, brown and red ; its composition
—alumina 52'0, sesquioxide of iron 27 6, and
water 20'4. It occurs at Beaux and some
other parts of France in concretionary grains
or oolitic. An earthy and clay-like variety

from Lake Wochein in Styria is called Wach-
enite (q.v.).

be'a-ver(l), *be'-ver, *bie'-ver, s. [A.S.
beofer, befer, befor, beber; Icel. biofrr; 0.

IceL bior, biur ; S-w.bafver ; Dan. bcever ; Dut
bever ; Ger. biber ; O. H. Ger. biber, piber

;

Ft. bievre ; Sp. 6i6a.ro, tbevaro, befre; Port.

bivaro ; Itil. bivaro, bevero ; Lat. fiber; Gael.

beabhar; Russ. bobr; Lith. bebru, bebras.

It is an old Aryan name with the meaning,
brown waler-anivuxL \N.KD.)]

A* As substantive

:

1. The English name of the well-known
rodent mammal Castor fiber, or, more loosely,

of any species belonging U> the genus Castor.

[Castor.] The animal so designated has in

each jaw two powerful incisor teeth, coated
with hard enamel, by means of which it i?

enabled to cut across the trunks of the trees

which it requires for its engineering schemes.
[Beaver-dam.] The hind feet are webbed,
and one of the five toes has a double nail.

The tail is flattened horizontally, and covered
with scales. Large glandular pouches secrets

an odoriferous substance called Castoreum,
much prized by the ancients, who regarded it

as of high medical value. [Castoreum.] The
Castor fiber exists through the temperate and
colder parts of North America. A species

generally believed to be the same one (though

this has been doubted) exists in Europe on the

various European rivers, such as the Rhine,

tli" Danube, and the Weser, and has attracted

admiring notice since the days of Herodotus.

It formerly existed in historic times in Britaia.

Beverley in Yorkshire (in Anglo-Saxon Befor-

leag or Before lagu = Beaver place (B<meorth\

or Beafarlai = Beaver's lea, or Beverlac —
Beaver's lake) has still a beaver on its coat of

arms, the tradition being that the animal in-

habited the river Hull in the vicinity. In

Wales it existed as late as A.D. 1188, on the

Teify. In Scotland it was found to or beyond

the fifteenth century on Loch Ness.

•U For an excellent account of the living

beaver see The American Beaver and his Works,

by Lewis H. Morgan, Philadelphia, 18CS, Svo.

Remains of the common beaver have been

met with in England in post-tertiary peat-

beds in Cambridgeshire and Eosex. In 1870,

when excavations were being made for the

East London Waterworks Company's new re-

servoirs, a little north of the Lea, between the

stations of Clapton and St. James's Street,

Walthamstow, on the Chingford Branch of

the Great Eastern Railway, abundant remains

of the beaver were discovered, whilst the

accumulations of fallen timber favoured the

conclusion drawn by Dr. H. Woodward that

formerly ancient beaver-dams existed on the

Lea, then (as now in America) causing floods,

which inundated and destroyed much of the

forest. (See Brit. Assoc. Bep. for 1869. iL 104.)

An allied but much larger secies, Trogotdhe-

rium Cuvieri (Owen), has been found fossil in

the Norfolk Forest bed, and another in North

America, the Caetoroides Ohioensis (Foster).

2. The fur of the animal just described.

3. A hat made of such fur or hair.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt»

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, 00 = e. ey= a. \u = xw.
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*' The broker here his spacious beaver wears.

Upon his brow sit jealousies and cares. —Qay.

4. A heavy-milled woollen cloth, sometimes
felted, used for making overcoats, hats, &c.

(Simmonds, &c).

B. Attributively in compounds like the fol-

lowing :

—

beaver dam, s. A dam built by a beaver

across a stream likely to run off in summer.
It is generally formed of drift-wood, green

willows, birch, poplars, and similar materials.

The simple method by which a beaver makes

a tree fall in a particular direction across a
stream, is by nibbling it round, not horizon-
tally, but so as to slope or dip in the direction
in which it intends the tree to fall.

"The author expressed hia belief that the deposits
Indicated, at places, the effects of beaver-works, tracts
of forest having been, to all appearance, submerged
and destroyed by the action of beaver-dam*."—!!.
Woodward, in Brit. Assoc. Rep. for 18«9, pt. ii., p. 104.

beaver-house, $. A " house " built by
a beaver. It is made of wood, mud, and
stones. When a beaver finds that its openly
inhabiting such an edifice in the vicinity of a
human settlement exposes it to unnecessary
risk, it abandons it, burrows in a hole which
it lias dug, and is in consequence called a
"terrier," in the broad sense of an earth
animal or burrowing animaL Whilst the
beavers inhabiting "houses" are social, the
terriers are solitary.

beaver-rat, s. A name sometimes given
to a small species of beaver, Castor Zibethicns
(Linn.), one of the animals called Musk Rat
It is only the size of a rabbit, and inhabits
Canada.

beaver-Skin, s. The skin of the beaver.
The beaver has been so ruthlessly slaughtered
in British North America to obtain this, that
now it is much rarer than it was a century ago.

beaver-tooth, s. The enamelled tooth of
the beaver, once used by the North American
Indians as a cutting instrument.

**.
. . the beater-tooth was succeeded by the English

file."—Eng. CgcL, Nat. Hist., i. 416.

beaver-tree, s. The English name of
the Magnolia ghtuca, a fine fragrant and or-
namental tree growing in swamps in North
America, and so attractive to beavers that
they are caught by means of it. It is called
also the White Laurel and the Swamp Sas-
safras.

beaver-works, s. pi. Either the engineer-
ing or the architectural works of the beaver.
[See example under Beaver-dam.]

be'a-ver (2), * be'e-vor, « be -v6r, * be -

ver, * ba'-vi-er, * beau -voir (bov-
War), s. [Pr. baviere = the bib put before
a slavering infant (Cotgrave) ; bavette = a
lavering-cloth ; haver = to slabber, slaver,
drivel, dribble, foam; Fr. have; Ital. bava

;

8p. and Port, baba — foam ; Ital. baviera =
the vizor of a head-piece.] The part of a
helmet which, being made movable, can be
raised to show the face or be put down to
protect it

"
S? *>eene 'hey both at one, and doen upreare
Their better* bright each other for to greet"

Spenser: F. Q.. II. 1.29.

"Oh, yes, my lord, be wore his beaver up."
Shakesp. ; Hamlet, L 2.

be'a-vered, * be -vered, a. [Eng. beaver

;

-ed. ] Covered or protected by a beaver

;

wearing a beaver.

** His beaver'd brow a birchen garland bears.
Dropping with infants' blood, and uiothers tears."

Pope.

be'a-ver-teen, *. [From beaver, the animaL]

Manufactures and Commerce

:

L A cotton twilled cloth in which the warp
ia drawn up into loops, forming a pile, thus
distinguishing the fabric from velvet, in
which the pile is cut

2, A kind of fustian made of coarse twilled
cotton, shorn after it has been dyed. If shorn
before being dyed it is called mole-skin. (Sim-
monds in Goodrich and Porter's Diet.)

* be-bfil'-l$r, a. [Etyra. unknown.]

Her. : A word used by some old writers for
party per pale. (Parker : Gloss, of Her.)

* beb'-ber, s. [Bibber.]

beb'-ble, v.t. & i. [Apparently from Latin
bibulus = drinking readily ; bibo as to drink.]
(Scotch.)

A. Trans. : To swallow any liquid, whether
Intoxicating or not, in small but frequent
draughts. (Jamieson.)

B. Intrans. : To tipple. " He 's ay bebbling
and drinking " = he is much given to tippling.
(Jamieson.)

be beI cr-ine, bS-bi'r-ine, bi -bi'r-ine, *.

[From bebeeru (q.v.).]

1. Chem. An uncrystallisable basic sub-
stance, C19H21NO3, extracted from the bark
of the Greenheart Tree of Guiana, Nectandra
Rodiozi. [Bebeeru.]

2. Pharm. The sulphate of bibirine is a
very valuable medicine, being used like qui-
nine as a tonic and febrifuge. It can be given
with advantage to patients who are unable
to take sulphate of quinine. Unfortunately,
owing to the supplies of the bark being very
uncertain, this drug is at times scarce and
difficult to obtain.

bebeeru, be bear u, a. [A Guiana
word.] A tree, the Nectandra Radian or N.
leucantha, var. Rodicei, a species belonging to
the Lauracea? (Laurels). It is called also the
Greenheart Tree. It grows to about seventy
feet high, and has strong, durable timber,
much prized for shipbuilding. The bark is a
tonic and a febrifuge. [Bebeerlne, 2.]

* be-ble'ed (pa. par. * bebled, * bebledde), v.t.

[Eug. pref. be, and bleed. In Dut. bebloeden —
to ensanguine, to stain with blood ; beblood
= bloody ; Ger. bebluten.] To make bloody,
to stain with blood, to " beblood."

" The open war, with wound; s all bebledde.'
Chaucer; C. T., 3,004.

" The feast
All was touraed into bloud :

The Jishe forthwith, the cunpe and all,

Bebled they weren over all.

flower ; Oonf. Am., bk. ii,

* be-bli'nd, v.t [Eng. pref. be, and Wind.]
To make blind, to blind.

" Home courage quailes where love beblindes the sense."
Oatcoigne ; Work*, p. 103.

*be-bl6od', *be-blood -f, v.t. [Eng. be,

and blood, bloody. In Dut. bebloeden ; Ger.
bebluten.] [Bebleed.] To make bloody, to
stain with blood, to " bebleed."

" Yon will not admit, I trow, that be was so be-
blooded with the blood of your sacrament god."

—

Sheldon: Mir. of Antich., p. 9v.

be-bldt', * be blotto, v.t. [Eng. pref. be,

and blot.] To blot.

" Beblotte It with thy tearisekealite."
Chaucer : Tr. and Crei*., ii. 1,027.

be-blub'-ber, ft t [Eng. pref. be, and blubber.]
To cause to blubber, to make to swell with
weeping.

be^blub'-bered, pa. par. & a. [Beblubber.]
" A very beautiful lady did call him from a certain

window, her eyes all bc'iluhbertd with tears."—Shelton :

Tr. of Don Quixote, I. ill. IS.

bee a-fi'-cd, bec-ca-fi -co, *. Ital. = fig-

pecker.] [FlCEDULA.]

1. Gen, ; Various species of birds belonging
to the genus Sylvia.
" The robin-redbreast, till of late, had rest.
And children sacred held a martins nest

;

Till becaMco* sold so . . . dear,
To one tfiat was. or would have been, a peer." Pope.

2. Spec ; The Sylvia hortensis of Bechstein.

"be'-cair, v.t [Eng. pref. be-, and call, v.] To
challenge.

becalm (I silent), v.t [Eng. be; calm.] To
render calm or still, to quiet, to trauquillise
by removing the cause oi agitation. Used—

1. Literally

:

(a) Of the rendering water, as that of the
ocean or of a lake, calm by stilling the wind
which sweeps over its surface. [See example
under the participial adjective Becalmed.]

(&) Of a sailing vessel made to lie nearly
motionless by the stilling of the wind which
formerly filled, its sails.

" During many hours the fleet was becalmed off the
Godwin Sands."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng.. ch. xvii.

(c) Of a man who cannot proceed on his
voyage through the motionless state of the
ship on board of which he is.

" A man becalmed at sea, out of sight of land, in a
fair day, uiay look on the sun or sea, or ship, a whoht
hour, and perceive no motion."— Locke.

2. Fig. : Of the passions or other emotions
which at times agitate the human soul, which
are quieted by removing their exciting causes.

" Soft whisp'ring air, and the lark's matin song.
Then woo to musing, and berulm the mind
1'erplex'd with irksome thoughts." Philip*.
" Banish his sorrows, and becalm his soul
With easy dreams." Addison.

*' Perhaps prosperity becalm'd his breast.
Perhaps the wind just shifted from the east

"

Pop*.

be calmed (I silent), pa. par. & a. [Becalm.)
" The moon shone clear on the becalmed flood."

Dryden,

becalming (I silent), pr. par., a., & $.

[Becalm.]

A. & B. As pr. par. and particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act or operation of making
calm ; the state of being made calm ; a calm
at sea.

" Thou art a merchant : what tellest thon me of
crosse winds, of Michaelmas flaws, of ill weathers, of
tedious becalming*, of piraticall hazards?"— Season-
able Serm., p. 3o.

bc-came, pret. of Become.
" For such an high priest became us . . .'—Beb. vii. 28.

bc-cause, *be causs, * bicausc, * by-
cause, biccause, conj. [Eng. by cause.]

A. Ordinary Language:

1. By cause of, by reason of, on account of,

for.

"Ood persecuteth va bycame we abuse his Holy
Testament, and bf/cause wbeu we knowe the truth we
folowe it not"— Tyndall: Wort*, p. 7. (Richardson.)
"... but bicui.se she hatb refused it afore."—Bale .

Apologue, fol. 82. {Richardson.)

"We love him, became he first loved us."—1 John
lv. 19.

It is correlative with therefore. The normal
position of the clause containing because is

before that of the one having therefore in it

;

more rarely the positions of the two are re-

versed.
" Became sentence against an evil work is not ex-

ecuted speedily, therefore the heart of the sons of men
is fully set in them to do evil."— Eccles. viii. 11.

". . . therefore the Levites shall be mine; because
all the first-born are m ine."—Numb. ill. 12, 13.

It is often followed by of, and a noun, which
because of governs, almost like a preposition.
"... all ye shall be offended became of me this

night"— Matt. xxvi. 31.

*2. That, in order that.

"And the multitude rebuked them, because they
should hold their peace."

—

Matt. xx. 31,

B. Grammar. Because is classed as one of
the Conjunctions of Reason and Cause, which
again are placed in the category of Subordi-
nating Conjunctions. (Bain: Eng. Gram.,
1874, p. 68.)

bec-ca-bung'-a, s. [From Low Lat. becca-

bunga ; Ital. beccabunga, beccabwngra ; S]>.

beccabunga ; H. Ger. & Sw. backbunge, bach-
bohne ; L. Ger. beckahunge; Dut beckbunge

;

from O. & Provinc Eug. beck, Dut. beek, Dan.
bask, Sw. back, H. Ger. bach, all meaning = a
brook, a rill, a rivulet; and H. Ger. bunge,
O. H. Ger. bungo = bulb.] A name tor 4

plant—the Brooklime (Veronica beccabunga).
[Beck (2), Brooklime, Veronica.]

" bee -co, s. [Ital. becco =a buck, a goat;
a cuckold.] A cuckold. (Marston & Webster

:

The Malcontent, i. 3.)

" Duke, thou art a becco, a cornnto.
P. How?
M. Thou art a cuckold."

Marston: Malcontent, iv. JO.

beeb'-a-mel, $, [From Fr. bechamelle ; Ger.

bechamel = a kind of broth or sauce (see defi-

nition), called after the Marquis de Bechamel,

boll, boy; pout, jo^rl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. «ttfc
-«ian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion, -cioun = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tions, -slous = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.



4S4 bechance—becoming

steward of Louis XIV., by whom it was first

concocted.]

Cookery : A kind of fine white broth or sauce
thickened with cream. (Cooley, in Goodrich
it Porter's Diet.)

be chau ce, v.i. &, t. [Eng. be ; chance.]

1. To chance to, to happen to.

" All happiness bechance to thee in Milan."
Shakes?. : Two Qent. of Verona, L 1.

2. To befall.
" My sous, God knows what hath bechanced them."

Shakesp. .- » Henry VI., i. 4.

be-chan'ce, adv. [O. Eng. be = by, and Eng.

chance.] By chance ;
perhaps.

* be-chan eed, pa. par. [Bechance, r.]

* be-c,han c-ing, pr. par. [Bechakce, v.]

tbe-charm, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, andefcarm.]

To charm, to fascinate ; to attract and subdue
by exciting intensely pleasurable feeling.

" I am awak'd, and with clear eyes behold
The lethargy wherein my reason long
Hath been becharm'tt."

Beaumont and Fletcher : Law of Candy.

b$-charm'ed, pa. par. & a. [Becharm.]

beche, s. [Fr. beche = a spade ; becher = to

dig, pierce, or turn up with a spade.]

Well-boring: An instrument for seizing and
recovering a rod used in boring when it has
become broken in the process.

beche de-mer, *. [Fr. = a spade of the sea

;

a sea spade.] The Sea-slug or Trepang, a
marine animal, Holothuria edulis, eaten as a
luxury by the Chinese.

t bech'-Ic, a. [In Fr. bechique ; Port, bechico ;

Gr. firixiKoc (bechikos) = suffering from cough ;

P'lxos (bechos), genitive of $r)$ (bex) = a cough

;

0fjo-o-w (besso) = to cough.)

Pharmacy : Fitted to relieve a cough. (Used
also substantively.)

bech'-I-lite, s. [From Bechi, an Italian min-
eralogist.] A mineral classed by Dana with
his Borates. It consists of boric acid, 51 '13 ;

lime, 20 ,85 ; water, 26 25 ; with 1'75 of silica,

alumina, and magnesia. It was found by
Bechi as an incrustation at the backs of the
boric acid lagoons of Tuscany, being formed
probably by the action of hot vapour on lime.
The South American mineral Hayesite may be
the same species.

bech -le (le as el) (ch guttural), $. [From
Gr. £ij£ (bex), genit. pn\6< (pechos) = a cuugh.]
A settled cough. (Scotch. )

* beck (1), * becke (1) (Eng.), beck, * bek,
*baik (Scotch), s. [A contraction of Eng.
beckon. (Mahn.).] [Beckon, Beacon, Beak.]

1, A bow or curtsey. (O. Eng. £ 0. Scotch).

2. Any nod of the head,

(a) In a general sense.
" Haste thee, nymph, and bring with thee
Quips and cranks and wanton wiles.
Nods and becks and wreathed smiles."

Milton : VAllegro.

(o) Spec. : A nod of command.
" Then forthwith to him takes a chosen band
Of spirits, likest to himself in guile.
To be at hand, and at his beck appear."

Milton: P. R., bk. it

% To be at any one's beck and call : To be
entirely at his service and disposal.

beck (2), s. I Icel. oefcfcr=a brook, a rivulet,

a small rapid stream; Sw. back; Dan. bosk;
Dut. beek; Ger. bach.] A brook, a rivulet.

Used—
ft. As an ordinary word, chiefly in poetry.

" As when a sunbeam wavers warm
Within the dark and dimpled o.-rJfc."

Tennywn : The Miller t Daughter.

2. As entering into the composition of
various geographical names in East Yorkshire
and in the North of England generally, viz.,

Millbeck, Grysdale Beck, Goldsil Beck, &c. (See
Boucher. See also Prof. Phillips' Hirers, dtc.,

of Yorkshire, p. 262.)

beck (3), s. [Bac, Back, 5.] The same as back

(2) is used in such compounds as a dye-beck

or a soap-beck. (Knight.)

beck, * becke (Eng.), beck, * bek (Scotch),

v.i. <£ t. [See Beck, s., also Beckon and
Beacon.]

A. Intransitive

:

L To make obeisance ; to cringe. (Scotch.)

1. Gen. : Of the obeisance made by either
sex indiscriminately.
" Thay lute thy lieges pray to stokkis and stanes.
And paintit paipans, wattis uocht quhat thay

meine

;

Thay had thame bek and bynge at deid mennis
banes."

Bannatyne Poems, 198, st. 11. {Jamieson.)

2. Spec. : To curtsey (restricted to the obei-
sance made by a woman, as distinguished from
the bowing practised by a man).

IX To give a nod of the head for command
or other purpose.

B. Trans. : To call or command, as by
means of a nod (lit. £fig.).

" Bell, book, and candle shall not drive me back.
When gold and silver beck me to come on."

Shakesp. : King John, iil. 3.

* becke, s. [Beak.]
" Headed like owles, with becke* uncomely bent'*

Spenser: F. Q.. 1L xL 8.

beck'-er, s. [See det] The Cornish dialectal
name of the braize (Pagrus vulgaris), a fish of
the family Sparidse. [See Braize.]

boclf. era, s. [Bickekn.]

beck'-et, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Naut. : Anything used to confine loose
rojies, tackles, or spars, as a large hook, a
rope with an eye at one end ; a bracket,
pocket, loop, &c. (Generally in the plural,
beckets.)

beck'-et, v.t. [Becket, s.] To furnish with,
or fasten and secure by, beckets. (N.E.D.)

beck-Ing, pr. par. [Beck, v.]

beck-ite, be'ek-ite, s. [Named after Dr.
Beeke, Dean of Bristol, by whom it was first

discovered.] A mineral, a variety of pseudo-
morphous quartz. It consists of altered coral
in which a portion of the original carbonate of
lime may yet be detected, though most of it

has been replaced by chalcedony. It occurs
in Devonshire,

beck let, balk -let, s. [Scotch beck, etym.
doubtful; -let = little.] An under-waistcoat.
(Scotch.)

beckon, * beck -en, * bee ne, bekne
(ne = en), v. i. & t. [A.S. beacnan, becnian,
byenan, byenian= to beckon ; Icel. bakna = to
nod ; O. H. Ger. bauhnjan, pauhnen, pauhan.
Comp. also Sw. peka; Dan. pege-=. to point
at with the finger.] [Beck (1), s., Beacon.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To make a signal to one, as by a motion
of the hand or of a finger, or the nodding of
the head.

"Yonder snow-white cloud, that floats in the ether
above me.

Seems like a hand that Is pointing and beckoning
over the ocean."
Longfellow : The Courtship of Miles Blandish, v.

2. With the preposition to.

B. Transitive : To summon or signal to by
means of a motion of the hand, a nod, Ac
(Followed by the objective of the person
signalled to.)

" It beckons you to go away with it,

As if it some impartment did desire
To you alone." Shakesp. i Hamlet, i. 4.

beck '-on, s. [From beckon, v.] A signal con-
veyed to one by a movement of the hand, the
head, or in some similar way.

"So she came forth, and entered the river, with a
beckon of farewell to those that followed her."

—

Banyan : P. P., pt. ii.

beck oned, pa. par. & a. [Beckon, v.]

beck -on-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Beckon, v.]

* be-clip', * biclip, v.t. [A.S. beclyppan.)

To embrace.
" And he took a child, and sett him in the myddll

of hem. and when he hadde bidipped him, he sayde
to hem, Whoever reseyveth oon of siche children in
my name, he reseyveth me." — Wicliffe : St. Mark,
ix. 36.

•be clipped, * be -dipt e, 'biclipped,
* biclupte, pa. par. [Beclip.)

becloud', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and cloud, v.]

To cloud ; to cover as with a cloud.
" Storms of tears

Becloud his eyes, which soon fore'd smiling clean."
P. Fletcher: Pise. Bed. 6, at. IS.

be-cloud -ed, pa. par. & a. [Becloud.]

" Stella oft sees the very face of woe
Painted in my beclouded stormy face,'
• Sidney : Astrophel and Stella.

be-doud-ing, pr. par. &a. [Becloud.]

be-com e, * be com mc, * bi com e, bl
come, by come, ».i & t. [Eng. pref. be,

and come. The v.i. is from A.S. becuman (pret.
becom, becomon ; pa. par. becumen) = (1) to go
or enter into, to meet with, to come to, to
come together ; (2) to come, to happen, to fall

out, to befall. In Sw. bekomma, Dan. be-

komme, Dut. bekomen, Ger. bekommen all

= to get, to receive, to obtain ; the German
verb also being = to have ; O. H. Ger. pique-
man ; Goth, bikwiman. From A.S. cumun ;

O. H. Ger. queman, chueman ; Goth, beqviman.
(Come.) Comp. also Sw. beqvam = fit, con-
venient, apt, pn>i>er, qualified, easy ; Dan.
bequemmelig ; Ger. beem = commodious, easy.]
[Comely.]

A. Intransitive, or more exactly, a Copula or
Apposition Verb like the verb to be. [Directly
from A.S. becuman. (See etym.).] In a general
sense to pass from one state or condition Into
another, more especially to grow into some-
thing more developed, greater, more powerful,
or in other respects more satisfactory, or to
recede into something smaller, more degene-
rate, more withered and decaying.

14 And unto the Jews I became && a Jew, that I might
gain the Jews."—l Cor. ix. 20.

"... the Campbells, the children of Diarmid, had
become in the Highlands what the Bourbons had
become in Europe."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

".
. . for all thy blessed youth

Becomes as aged, and doth beg the alms
Of palsied eld."

Shakesp. : Mens for Mens., lit L

T[ To become of: To be the final state, con-
dition, or place into or to which any specified

person or thing has as yet passed ; to be the
present fate of. (Used only after the interro-

gation what, which may refer to a person or a
thing.)

" The first hints of the circulation of the blood were
taken from a common person's wondering what&ecamc
of all the blood which issued out of the heart"—
Oraunt.

% We very frequently find such a phrase as
"where is he 6ecom«" = to our "what has
become of him." Thus in Gower's Conf. Amant.
ii. 120, "per wiste non wher he fcecam." See
also Joseph of Arimathie, 607, &c.

B. Transitive. [Directly from A.S. becuman
— to please. (See etym.)!]

1. To be suitable for, to befit, to be con-

Cous with, to be proper to or for, to be in

mony with. Used—
(a) As an ordinary personal verb.
" If I become not a cart as well as another man . .

."

—Shakesp. ; 1 Hen. fV.,\L 4.

(6) As an impersonal verb.

"Only let your conversation he as it becometh th»
gospel of Christ . . .'—Phil i. W.

2. To be the present fate of, to have become
of. (See v.i.) (In the subjoined example.
Where is become = what has become of.)

" I cannot Joy, until I be resolv'd
Where our right valiant father is become."

Shakesp. : a Hen. VI., ii L

If To become of (nominally as v.t.): To be the
present fate of. The expression " What is

become of you ? " is a less proper way of saying
" What has become of you ?

"

be com e. * be com cd, * be com en,
* bt$-c6m'-In, * bicomen, pa. par. & a.

[Become, v.]

Am A* pa. par. (Of all forms except be-

comed) : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

B. As participial adj. (Of the form become)

:

Becoming, fit, suitable, appropriate.

be com -in,';, * be com -ming, pr. par., a.,

& s. [Become, v.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb, whether intransitive or

transitive.
" This is, sir, a doubt

In such a time nothing becoming yoo.
Nor satisfying us."

Shakesp. . Cymbellne, lv. t

B. As jxirticipial adj. : Befitting, suitable,

proper ; in harmony or keeping with
;
graceful

in conduct, in attire, &c
" And many a compliment politely penn'd

;

But unattired in that becoming vest

Religion weaves for her. . .
."

Cowper: Table Talk.

•f It is sometimes followed by in, for, or of*

the last being obsolete.

Late, Hit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

•r. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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" Their discourses are such aa belong to th*»ir tyre,

their calling, and their breeding ; such u nrebccom.ng
of them, and of them only. "—Dryden.

C. vis substantive

:

I. In the abstract : That which is befitting,

suitable, proper, in harmony with, or graceful.
" Self-respect and a fine sense of the becoming were

not to be expected from one who had led a life of

mendicancy and adulation."—Macaulay ; Hitt. £ng.,
eh. vii.

* 2. In the concrete : Ornament.
" Sir, torsive me.

Since my becomings kill me when they not
Bye well to you." Shakesp. : Ant. * Chop., 1. 3.

If (a) Crabb thus distinguishes the terms
becoming, decent, fit, and suitable:—" What is

becoming respects the manner of being in

society, such as it ought, as to person, time,

and place. Decency regards the manner of

displaying one's self, so as to be approved
and respected. Fitness and suitableness relate

to the disposition, arrangement, and order of

either being or doing, according to persons,

things, or circumstances. The becoming con-

sists of an exterior that is pleasing to the
view : decency involves moral propriety

;

it is regulated by the fixed rules of good
breeding : fitness is regulated by local circum-
stances, and suitableness by the established

customs and usages of society. The dress of

a woman is becoming that renders her person
more agreeable to the eye ; it is decent if it

no wise offend modesty ; it is fit if it be what
the occasion requires ; it is suitable if it be
according to the rank and character of the
wearer. What is becoming varies for every

individual ; the age, the complexion, the
stature, and the habits of the person must be
consulted in order to obtain the appearance
which is becoming ; what becomes a young
female, or one of fair complexion, may not
become one who is farther advanced in life, or

who has dark features. Decency is one and the

same for all ; all civilized nations have drawn
the exact line between the decent and indecent,

although fashion may sometimes draw females
aside from this line. Fitness varies with the
seasons, or the circumstances of persons ;

what is fit for the winter is unfit for the
summer, or what is fit for dry weather is unfit

for the wet ; what is fit for town is not fit for

the country ; what is fit for a healthy person
is not Jit for one that is infirm. Suitableness

accommodates itself to the external circum-
stances and conditions of persons ; the house,
the furniture, the equipage of a prince, must
be suitable to his rank ; the retinue of an
ambassador must be suitable to the character

which he has to maintain, and to the wealth,

dignity, and importance of the nation whose
monarch he represents."

(6) Becoming, comely, and graceful are thus
discriminated :—These epithets "are employed
to mark in general what is agreeable to the

eye. Becoming denotes less than comely, and
this less than graceful : nothing can be comely

or graceful which is unbecoming ; although
many things are becoming which are neither
comely nor graceful. Becoming respects the
decorations of the person, and the exterior

deportment; comely respects natural embel-
lishments ; graceful natural or artificial ac-

complishments : manner is becoming ; figure

is comely ; air, figure, or attitude is graceful.

Becoming is relative ; it depends on taste and
opinion, on accordance with the prevailing
sentiments or particular circumstances of
society. Comely and graceful are absolute

;

they are qualities felt and acknowledged by
all/' (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

be^com'-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. becoming; -ly.]

In a becoming manner ; suitably, properly,
befittingly.

"... expediently, piously, and prudently, con-
scientiously, and becomingly."—Bp. Taylor : Artif.
Bandt, p. 7*.

be com ing ncss, 5. [Eng. becoming ; -ness.]

The quality of being proper or becoming

;

propriety.
" Nor it the majesty of the divine government

greater in its extent than the becomingnets hereof is
" rand form."—Grew.

* be com rac, v.i. & t. [Become.]

* be-com raing, pr. par., a., & *. [Become.]

* bee- que (qu as Is), a. [Fr. becquee,
bequee.

j

Heraldry ; Beaked.

be-crip'-ple (pie as pel), v.t. [Eng. pref.

be, and cripple.] To cripple, to lame.

'Those whom you bedwarf and becrippte by your
poisonous medicine*,"—More : Mystery of Godliness
(IG6U), p. 277.

be cm -ba (cu as kw), s. [Bicdiba,]

* be-curl', v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and curl] To
curl ; to cover or adorn with curls.

"Is the beau compelled against his will to practise

winning airs before the glass, or employ for whole
hours all the thought withinside bis noddle to be-

powder and becurl the outside?"—Search : Freewill,
Foreknowledge, and Fate, p. 98.

bed (1),
* bedde (1), s. [A.S. bed, besd, bedd

= a bed, couch, pallet, tick of a bed, bed in

a garden; O.S., Icel., Dan., & O. Fries, bed;

Dut. bed, and in compos, bedde ; Ger. bett

;

M. H. Ger. bette; O. H. Ger. betti, petti = a

bed.]

A, As substantive:

L Ordinary language

:

1. Lit. : An article of domestic furniture to

sleep upon. Originally a bed was the skin of

a beast stretched upon the floor ; then rushes,

heath, and after a time straw were substituted.

A modern bed consists of a large mattress
stuffed with feathers, hair, or other materials,

with bolster, pillow, sheets, blankets, Ac, the
whole raised from the ground on a bedstead.

The term bed sometimes excludes and some-
times includes the bedstead. In India, and
other Eastern countries, the bed of a native,

at least on his travels, is simply a mat, a rug,

or a bit of old carpet ; his bed-clothes are his

scarf or plaid. " Bed " and bed-clothes he has
no difficulty in carrying with him as he goes.

" I say unto thee, Arise, and take up thy bed, and
go thy way into thine house. And immediately he
arose, took up the bed, and went forth before them
all. . . ."—Jfcfar* 11. 11, 12.

IF To make a bed : To put a bed in order after

It has been used.

"... I keep his house ; and I wash, wring, brew,
bake, scour, dress meat and drink, make the beds, and
do all myself—Shakesp. : Merry Wive*, i. 4.

2. Halffiguratively

:

(a) A sleeping-place, a lodging.
" On my knees I beg

That you'll vouchsafe me raiment, bed, and food."
Shakesp. : Lear. ii. *.

(6) Marriage, or its lawful use.
" George, the eldest son of this second bed, was, after

the death of his father, by the singular care and affec-

tion of his mother, well brought up."

—

Clarendon.

(c) Child-birth.

%Tobe brought to bed : To be delivered of a
child. It is often used with the particle of;
as "she was brought to bed of a daughter."

" Ten months after Florimel happen'd to wed.
And was brought in a laudable manner to bed."

Prior.

To put to bed : Either to do so in a general
sense, or, spec., to aid in child-birth, to de-

liver of a child.

3. Quite figuratively:

(a) The grave in which the body reposes in

death. (Used, specially of the calm sleep of

death, appropriate to the righteous as distin-

guished from the wicked.)

"... this bed of death."—Shakesp. t Rom. A Jul., v. 3.

" We thought as we hollowed his narrow bed.

And smoothed down his lonely pillow,

That the foe and the stranger would tread o'er his
head.

And we far away on the billow."

Wolfe : Burial of Sir John Moore.

(6) In a more general sense : That in which
anything lies.

" See hoary AI hula's infected tide
O'er the warm bed of smoaking sulphur glide."

Addison.

(c) A bank of earth raised slightly above the
ordinary level in a garden, and planted with
flowers or whatever other vegetable produc-
tions it was designed to receive.

" Herbs will he tenderer and fairer, if you take them
out of beds when they are newly come up, and remove
them into pots with better earth."

—

Bacon.

(d) The channel of a river.

" The great magazine for all kinds of treasure Is

supposed to be the bed of the Tiber."— AddUon.

(e) A layer. [II. 8.]

(/) Sorrow, pain, affliction, judgments.
(Rev. ii. 22.)

IL Technically

1. Law. Divorce from bed and board (in

Lat. a mensa et thoro): Divorce of a husband
and wife, to the extent of separating them for
a time, the wife receiving support, under the
name of alimony, during the severance.

2. Roman Arch&ol. Dining bed, discubitory
bed : An article of domestic furniture among
the Romans, upon which they reclined at

meals. Three such "beds" were generally
placed around three sides of a table, the
attendants having access to the fourth. [Tri
cunium.]

3. French History. Bed of justice

:

(a) Lit. : The throne on which, before the
revolution of 1789, the king used to sit when
he went to Parliament to look after the affairs

of State, the officers of Parliament attending
him in scarlet robes.

(6) Fig. As this interference of the king
with the Parliament was not compatible with
free government, sitting on the bed of justice

came to signify the exertion of arbitrary power.

4. Mach. : The foundation-piece or portion
nt anything on which the body of it rests, as
the bed-piece of a steam-engine ; the lower
stone of a grinding mill ; or the box, body, or
receptacle of a vehicle.

5. Gunnery

:

(a) Bed of a mortar : A solid piece of oak,
hollowed in the middle to receive the breech
and half the trunnions.

(6) Bed of a great gun : The thick plank
which lies immediately under the piece, and
constitutes the body of the carriage.

(c) In a rifle : The hollow stock designed for

the reception of the barrel.

6. Printing : The level surface of a printing
press on which the forme of type is laid. In
the old wooden presses, now superseded by
iron, the bed was usually of stone.

7. Ship or other Carpentry:

(a) The cradle of a ship on the stocks.

(6) The thickest part of a bowsprit.

(c) The surface in a plane-stock on whick
the plane-iron is supported. (Knight.)

8. Masonry:

(a) The direction in which the several layers,

of stone lie in a quarry ; also a course of stones
or bricks in a wall. In the case of bricks or
tiles in position the side specially called the
bed is the lower one.

(6) The top and bottom surface of stones
when worked for building.

(c) A place on which a brick or tile is laid,

or a place prepared for the rearing upon it of

a wall.

9. Geol. : A stratum, a layer of rock.

"Among the English Pliocene beds the next in
antiquity is the Red Crag. . . "—Lyetl: Students
Elements of Geol. (1871), p. 170.

10. Billiards : The flat surface of a billiard

table, covered with green cloth. Formerly it

was of wood ; now nearly all billiard tables

have slate beds.

11. Nautical : The impression or " form

"

made by a ship's bottom on mud after being;

left by an ebb-tide. (Smyth : Sailor's Word-
Book.)

B. Attributively in the sense of, pertaining

to, or connected with a bed, as in the follow-

ing compounds :

—

* bed-ale, *. An entertainment at a
country wedding among poor people ; chris-

tening ale.

bed-bottom, s. The sacking, iron spring
bars, or anything similar, affixed interiorly to
the framework of a bedstead to support the-

bed.

bed-bug, s. The Cimex lectularius, In

some places a too well-known insect. [Buo,
Cimex.]

"... the disgusting animal in question, namely,
the bed-bug or Cimex lectularius."—Griffith i Cuvier.
xv. 237.

bed chair, s. A chair with a movable
back, intended to support a sick person
sitting up in bed.

bed-chamber, s. & a.

1. As substantive: A chamber containing a

bed or beds.
*' For when they came Into the house, he lay on his

bed in his bedchamber. . . ."—2 5am. iv. 1.

* % (a) Grooms of the Bedchamber : Certain

functionaries in the Lord Chamberlain's de-

partment of the Royal Household. These are

now called Grooms in Waiting. Besides them
there are five "Extra Grooms in Waiting."

[Groom.]

(b) Lotties of the Bedchamber ; Certain ladies

who render service, under the Mistress of the

Robes, to her Majesty the Queen. There are

eight " Ladies of the Bedchamber," all titled,

two of them being duchesses, one a marchio-

bS&t t>6^; po"ut, jtftrl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph-tV
-dan. -tlan = shan. -cion, -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = be], deL
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ness, and one a countess ; six " Extra Ladies
of the Bedchamber," four countesses and two
viscountesses ; eight *' Bedchamber Women,"
one a viscountess, and even the humblest with
** Honourable " prefixed to their names ; and,
finally, three Extra Bedchamber Women, one
designated "Lady "and the other "Honour-
able." These are not to be confounded with
the Maids of Honour, of whom there are at
present eight, all with the official title

'

' Hon.

"

before their names. Similarly, in the Princess
of Wales's household there are four Ladies of
the Bedchamber, four Bedchamber Women,
and two Extra Bedchamber Women ; in that
of Princess Christian two Honorary Bed-
chamber Women ; and in that of the Princess
Louise (Marchioness of Lome) one Lady of
the Bedchamber.

t (c) Lords of the Bedchamber : Certain officers
belonging to the Royal Household, under the
Groom of the Stole, or, as he is now desig-
nated, the Groom of the Robes. They are now
generally called Lords in Waiting. They are
eight in number, all members of the nobility.
They wait in turn. They are not the same as
Grooms of the Bedchamber. [See A., % (a)
above.]

w
'*.

. . to frequent the Court, Mid to discharge the
duties of a Lord of the Bedchamber."—Macaulay
Bist. Eng., ch. xv.

%, As adjective: Pertaining to a bedcham-
ber, attached to a bedchamber, or performing
service in one, as " a bedchamber woman."

bed-clothes, *. pi.- " Clothes " or cover-
lets, such as sheets, blankets, and a counter-
pane spread over a bed for warmth's sake.

" For he will be swine-drank, and in his sleep he
does little harm, save to bis bed-clothe* about hiin."—Shakesp. : All's (Ten, iv. &.

Bed-clothes clasp: A clasp for keeping the
bedclothes from being to any extent dis-
placed.

bed-curtains, s. pi. Curtains partly or
entirely surrounding a bed to keep the sleeper
from draughts of air.

bed-evil, *. Sickness or indisposition
which confines a person to bed. (Scotch.)

"Gif ony penoun esaonyiea himself be ressoun of
bodilie seikiies, of bed-evil, . . ."—Balfour: Pract.,
Pp. SiMO. (Jarnismon.)

bed fast, a. Confined to bed.

bed-hangings, *. pi Hangings or cur-
tsins for a bed.

"... the story of the prodigal, or the German hunt-
ing in water-work. Is worth a thousand of these bed-
hangings . .

."—Shakesp. : % Emu IV., ii. l.

bed-head, s. The head of a bed.

t bed- lore, a. & a. [Eng. bed, and O.
Scotch tare = bed ; from A.S. Uger = (1) a
lying down, (2) cause of lying down, a disease,
(3) place of lying down, a bed.] (Scotch.)

1. As substantive : A bed.

S ChcUl bed-lare : Child-bed.

2. As adjective: Bedridden; confined to bed.
"... to pruft that Johne of Kerss wee seke and

bedhire the tyrae of the alienatioun of the said land,
and how sone he deit thereftir," Stc—Aet. Audit., A.
1474, p. 30.

bed-lathe, *. A lathe of the normal
type in which the puppets and rest are sup-
ported upon two parallel and horizontal beams
or shears.

bed-linen, *. Linen, i.e., sheets and
pillow-cases for a bed.

bed-pan, s.

* 1. A warming-pan.

2. A pan or utensil for one confined to bed.

bed piece, bed-plate, s.

Mech. : The foundation piece, plate, or
framing by which the other parts are held in
place. It is called also a sole-plate.

bed-post, s. One of the posts of a bed,
supporting the canopy or curtains.

".
. . her head leaning to a bed-pott . . ."— Wise-

man: Surg.

* bed-presser, a A great lazy person.
M

. . . this sanguine coward, this bed-presser. this
horseback breaker, this huge hill of flesh.*'-^'S«a*«fp. :

1 Ben. IF., ii. 4.

bed quilt, *. A quilt for a bed. [Quilt.]

bed-rid, bed-ridden, a. [Eng. bed ; and
rid, ridden, pa. par. of ride. In A.S. bedrida,
beddrida, bedreda, beddredda.}

1. Of persons: Confined to bed by age or
sickness.

" Better at home lie bedrid, not only idle.
Inglorious, unemploy'd. with age outworn.

"

Milton: Samson Agonistes,

% Of things: Characteristic of a person con-
fined to bed by sickness.

" Disturb his hours of rest with restless trances.
Afflict him in bis bed with bedrid groans."

Shakesp. ; Tarquin and Lucrece.

bed-rite, s. The rite, ceremony, or privi-
lege of the marriage-bed.

" Wnose vows are that no bed-rite shall be paid.
Till Hymens torch be lighted.'

Shakesp. : Tempest, iv. 1. (Editions consulted by
Dr. Johnson, Mrs. Cowdea Clarice, Sec)

If Bed-rite gives a more logical meaning to
the passage than bed-right (q.v.).

bed-room, s.

* 1, Room in a bed.

2. A room designed for the accommodation
of a bed, to be occupied during the night

** The collectors were empowered to examine the
interior of every house in the realm, to disturb families
at meals, to force the doors of bed-room* . . ."—Macau-
lag: Hi st. Eng., ch. xi.

bed-screw, s. A screw used to put and
hold together the framework of wooden bed-
steads and bedposts. Also a powerful machine
for lifting large bodies, and placed against t he
gripe of a ship to be launched for starting her.
(Smuth : Savior's Word-Book.)

bed-sick, * bed-seik, s. Confined to
bed by indisposition.

"It is enjoined, that if one be prevented from obey-
ing a legal summons by sickness, it be provln be a
testimonial . . . with twa witnessis, that be is bed-
tmUt, and inay not travel, . .

."

—

Balfour: Pract., p.
361, A 136a,

bed-Side, s. The side of a bed.
" When I was thus dressed, I was carried to a bed-

tide."—Tatler. No. la.

bed-sore, *. A sore produced by long
lying in bed. Usually a result of careless
nursing.

* bed staff; * bedd staff, s. A wooden
pin formerly affixed to the sides of a bed-
stead, to hold the clothes from slipping on
either side.

after."—Twelve Ingenious Character* 11686). {Balli-
well : Contrib, to Lexicog.

)

" Hostess, accommodate as with a bed-staff."
Ben Jonson.- Every Man in his Humour.

bed-steps, s.'pl.

bed.
Steps for ascending a

bed-stock, s. A bedstead.

bed-straw. [Bedstraw.]

* bed-Stre, s. Materials of a bed.
"Y scbal moiste my bedstre with my teeris."—

Wydif: P$alm vii. 7.

t bed-swerver, s. One who swerves
from faithfulness with regard to marriage
vows.

" She's a bedswerver. even as bad as those
That vutgars give the boldest titles to.*

Shakesp. : Winters Talc, 11 1.

bed-tick, s. [In Dut. beddetijk.] Cloth
made into a huge bag to contain the feathers
or other material of a mattress ; a mattress,
without the material used for stuffing it.

(Pennant.)

bed-time, s. The time for retiring to bed.
" Bell ! thou soundest merrily ;

Tellest thou at evening,
Bi'd-time draweth nigh.**

Longfellow: Translation*; Song of the Bell.

t bed'-ward, adv.

As adjective : Towards bed or rest, or the
time of resting.

" Couoh'd, and now fill'd with pasture gazing sat.
Or bed-ward ruminating."—Milion : P. L., iv. 360.

1J" In the examples which follow bednoard
looks like a substantive ; but in reality towartl
is split into two words, to and ward, and the
substantive is only bed.

* While your poor fool and clown, for fear of peril,
"'* urly for a dry brown crust t<> bedwitrd."

Albumazar (O. PL), vii. 160.

As merry as when our nuptial day was done,
And tapers burned to bedwtrd."

Shakesp. : CortoL, L 6.

bed-winch, *. An Implement used to
tighten up or to loosen and extract bedscrews
in wooden bedsteads. (Frequently spelt and
pronounced bed-wrench.)

bed-work, s. Work done In bed without
any great exertion of energy ; work performed
with no toil of the hands.

" The still and mental parts
That do contrive how msny hands shall strike
When fitness calls them <>u. and know, bv m
Of their utaervant toil, the enemy's weight

;

W liy, this hath not a miner's dignity.
They call this bedwork, mapper)-, closet war."

Shakesp. : Troll * Cres., L &
"bed (2), a [Bead,*.]

* bed-howse, &. [Bedehouse.]

* bed-roll, s. [Bead-roll.]

bed, * bedde, v.t. & i, [From bed, s. (q.yX
In Ger. baten.~\

w *
A. Transitive

:

L Of a literal bed, or of literal bedding, for
man or for beast:

I I. To place in a bed.

(a) In a general sense :

"She was publickly contracted, stated as a bride.
and solemnly bedded. —Bacon.

t (&) Spec : To cohabit with.

..... . - "They have married me:
111 to the Tuscan wars, and never bed her."

Shakesp. : All's Well, ii. I.

2. To make partaker of the bed.
" There was a doubt ripped up. whether Arthur was

bedded with bis lady."—Bacon.

3. Reflectively : To make one's self a bed or
place of rest anywhere.

"A snake bedded himself under the threshold of a
country house."—L'Estrange.

A. To supply a horse or cow with litter.

XL Of a plant-bed in a garden

:

1. To lay out plants in rectangular or other
plots.

2. To sow or plant in earth.

"Lay the turf with the grass side downward, upon
which lay some of your best mould to bed your quick
in. and lay your quick upon it."—Mortimer.

III. Of anything hollow and bed-like : To lay
in anything hollow and bed-like.

IV. Of anything which lies fiat : To lay in
order; to stratify ; specially of laying a course
of bricks or stones in mortar or cement*

B, Intransitive: To cohabit.

* bed (1), prcL of Bid (q.v.).
' Nor leave his stand untill his Captains bed,"

Spenser : P. 1}., I. ul 4L

*b€d (2), pret. of Bide (q.v.)i [A.S. bad; from
bidan = to abide.] Abode.

" Then sped up to Cahrach sone,
Whair they 6fd all that ni^ht"

Battell of Balrinnes. {Poems 1«A Cent., p. SW.)

be'-d&b'-ble, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and dabble.)

To sprinkle over ; to wet.

be-dab'-bled, pa. par. & a. [Bedabble.]
"Bedabbled with the dew, and torn with hriara.*

Shakesp. : Mid*. Sights Prettm. UL 1
" Idols of gold from heathen temples torn.
Bedabbled aU with blood.

"

Scott : Vision of Don Roderick, tL

be-dab'-blihg, pr. par. k a. [Bedabble.]

* be-d&ff , v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and O. Eng.
dajf= a fool.] To make a fool of.

'" Be not bedaffed for your innocence."
Chaucer: C. T..*.M.

* be'-dajrTed, pa. par. [Bedafp1

. ]

* be-daf -fing, pr. par. [Bedaff. ]

t bS-dag'-gle (gle as gel), v.t. [Eng. prefix

be, and daggle.] To soil the clothes by allow-

ing them to touch the mud in walking, or by
bespattering them as one moves forward-
(Now generally spelt bedraggle, q.v.)

"The pure ermine had rather die than be bedafgied
with filth."— WoHYtephe : Prench and Eng. Grammar
(1036), p. 334.

b£-dag'-gled (gled as geld), pa. par. &«.
[Bedaoole.]

be'-dag'-gHng, pr. par. [Bedaoole.)

* be da'gh, v.i. [A.S. prefix be, and dagian m
to dawn, to become day.] To dawn upon.
" Lest the day vs bedaghe and our deedes knowen."

Destruction of Troy, MS. {3. in Boucher.)

* be da re, v.t, [Eng. prefix be, and danx]
To dare.

" The eagle ... is emboldened
With eyes intent! ve to b*dare the—

Peete: Da rid and

* be-da'red, pa. par. [Bedare.]

* b£-da'r-Ing, pr. par. [Bedare.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p£t*

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e. ey = a. au = kw.
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* fee-dark', * bo-dark', v.t. [Eng. prefix be,

and dark.] To darken.
" Whau the blacke winter nighte.
Without mooue or atene light,

Bederked hath the wuter stroude."
Uotoer : Conf. Amant., bk. 1.

* be-dark'ed, pa. par. [Bedark.]

b*S-dark'-en, y'- [Eng. prefix be, and darken.]

To darken ; to cover with gloom.
"... when this gloomy day of misfortune bedark-

ened him."—Bp. Hackett; Life of Archbp. Williams,
pt i., p. 6S.

be-darkened, pa. par. & a. [Bedarken.]

be-dark -en-ing, pr. par. [Bedarken.]

* be dark ing, pr. par. [Bedark.]

be-dash', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, &nd dash.] To
dash over ; to wet by dashing a liquid over or

against.
" When thy warlike father, like a child.

Tulil the sad story of my father's death.
And twenty times made muse to sob and weep,
That all the standers-by had wet their cheeks.

Like trees bedash'd with ruin . .
."

Shakesp. I Rich. 111., i. 2.

be-dashed , * be-dasht e, pa. par. & a.

[Bedash. ]

bedash ing, pr. par. [Bedash.]

bedaub, * be-da'wb, v.t. [Eng. prefix be,

and daub.]

1. Lit. : To daub over, to besmear. (Fol-

lowed by with, more rarely by in.)

" A piteous corse, a bloody piteous cone,
Pale, pa!e as ashes, all bedaub'd in blood.
All in gore blood."

Shaketp.: Rom. and Jul., iii. 2.

"Here, therefore, they wallowed for a time, being
grievously bedaub'd with the dirt . .

."—Banyan:
>. P., pt t

2. Figuratively:

(a) To disfigure by unsuitable vestments.

"Every moderate man is bedaubed with these
goodly habiliments of Arrainianisin, Popery, and what
not."— Moii.nta

3

<t'- Appeal to CcBtar, p. 139.

(6) To flatter in a coarse manner ; to offer

fulsome compliments to.

"Parasites bedawb us with false encomiums."—
Burton: Anat. of Mel., p. 12L

be da ubed, * bS-da'wbed, pa. par. & a.

[Bedaub, v.t.]

benla'ub-ing, pr. par. [Bedaub, v.t.]

Bed-a-ween, * Bedwin, s. & a. [Bedouin.]

be-daz zle (zle as zel), v.t. [Eng. prefix

he, and dazzle.] To dazzle.
" Pardon, old father, my mistaken eyes.
That have been so bedazzled with the sun.
That every thing I look on seemeth green :

Now I perceive thou art a reverend father

;

Pardon, I pray thee, for my mad mistaking."
Shakesp. : Tarn, of Shrew, iv. 5.

feS-daz -zled (zled as zeld), pa. par. & a.

[Bedazzle.]
" Full through the guesti' bedazzled band
fiesUtless fl;ialied the levin-brand.''

Scott : Lay of the Last Minetrel, vt. M.

be-daz -zling, pr. par. & a. [Bedazzle.]

be^daz'-zllng-ljr, adv. [Eng. bedazzling;
-ly.} In a bedazzling manner ; so as to dazzle.

(Webster.)

bed-bolt, s. A horizontal bolt passing
through both brackets of a gun-carriage near
their centres, and on which the forward end
of the stool-bed rests. (Smyth : Sailor's Word-
Book.)

bSd -cham-ber. [Bed-chamber.]

bed-clothes. [Bed-clothes.]

bed-cur-tains. [Bed-curtains.]

* bSd'-dal, * bed del, * bod dell, *.

[Beadle.]

b$d'-ded, -par. par. & a. [Bed, v.t.)

i. Embedded.
" Let coarse bold hands from slimy nest.
The bedded Hah id banks outwrest." Donne.

2. Stratified, deposited in layers.

3. Growing in beds ; transplanted into beds.

bid der, *. [From Eng. bed ; -er.]

1. One who puts to bed.

2. One who makes mattresses, or beds ; an
upholsterer.

3. The nether stone in an oil-mill.

4. A bedding-plant.

bed ding, pr. par., a., &, s. [Bed, v.]

A. A: B. As present participle and participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive. [From Eng. bed, -ing.

In Dut. bedding ~ bed, layer, stratum ; Bw.
bdddning ; Ger. bettung. ]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A bed with the clothes upon it ; materials
for rendering a bedstead comfortable to a
sleeper.

"The disease bad generally spared those who had
warm garments and bedding. —Macaulay : Hilt. Eng.,
ch. xv.

2. Litter for the domestic animals to lie

upon.
" First, with assiduous care from winter keep.
Well fotherM in the stall, thy tender sheep

;

Then spread with straw the bedding of thy fold."
Dryden.

XL Technically:

1. Geol. : Stratification, or the line or plane
of stratification.

"The planes of cleavage stand in most cases at a
high angle to the bedding."— TyndaU : Frag, of
Science, 3rd ed., xiv. 410.

2. Mcch. : The seat on which a boiler or any-
thing similar rests.

bedding -mouldings, s. pi. [Bed-
mouldings.]

bedding - plants, bedding - out -

plants, 5. pi. Plants intended to be set in

beds in the open air.

bedding-stone, s.

Bricklaying : A level marble slab on which
the rubbed side of a brick is tested to prove
the truth of its face. (Knight.)

*be*d'-d& a. [Etym. doubtful.] Eager to
seize prey. (Used of greyhounds.) (Scotch

& North of England dialect.

)

" But if my puppies ance were ready,
They 1 be baith clever, keen. And beddy.

And ne'er neglect
To clink it like their ancient deddy,

The famous Heck."
Watson's Coll.. I. 70.

* bede, "he'd, pret. of v. [A.S. bead, pret. of
beodan = to command, to bid, will, offer,

enjoy.] Ottered.
" I bed hem both londe and lede."

The Kyng of Tart, 124. (S. in Boucher.)

*bede(l), *. [Bead.]

* bede (2), «. A miner's pickaxe.

* be-dead', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and dead.]

To deaden ; tu deprive of sensation.

"There are others that are bedeaded and stupefied as

to their morals, and then they lose that natural shame
that belongs to a man."

—

Hollywell's Melatnpronaa,
p. L

* be-dead'-ed, pa. par. [Bedead.]

* be dead -Ing, pr. par. [Bedead.]

* bfi-deaf-en, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and deafen,.]

To deafen.
" Forth upon trackless darkness gazed.
The Kmght, bedvafcnel and amazed."

Scott : Bridal of Triermain, ill. &

* be-deaf -ened, pa, par. & a. [Bedeafen.]

* be deaf en-ing, pr. par. [Bedeafek.]

bedeck', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and deck.] To
deck out, to adorn.

"The spoil of nations shall bedeck my bride."
Byron : The Bride of Abydos, U. 20.

be decked, * be -deckt ',
pa. par. & a. [Be-

deck, v.t.]

"So that I was bedeckf, with double praise . . ."—
Mirrorfor Magistrates, p. 18!". {Richardson.)

be-deck'-ing, pr par. [Bedeck, v.t]

be-deg'-u-ar, be-deg'-ar, s. [Pers. bdd-

dward or hdd-dwardah, a kind of white thorn
or thistle of which camels are fond ; from
odd — wind, and dward = battle, or dwardah
= introduced. (Mahn.).'] The gall of the rose,

found especially on the stem of the Eglantine.
It is as large as an apple, and is covered with
long reddish and pinnated filaments. It Is

produced by a puncture of a small hymenop-
terous insect, the Cynips rosat. It has been
employed against diarrhrea.dj'sentery, scurvy,
stone, and worms. (Griffith's Cuvier, voL xv.,

p. 427.)

bede -house, * be d-holfcse, *. [Old Eng.
bede, bead = a prayer, and house.] An alms-
house. [Beadhouse. ]

* . . . shal make lodtfyiwi and bed-howses for x. pool
men.'—MS. quoted in Halli well's Contrib. to kng.
Lexicog.

* be -del, s. Old spelling of Beadle.

* be'-del-r& s. [Beadlerv.]

* be del -vin, * bedeluin, pa. par. [A.&
bedelfan s to dig in or around, to bury, to
inter.] Buried; hid underground. (0. Scotch.)

" I haue ane house rlcht full of mobillis sere,
Qubarin bedeluin lyia ane grete talent,
Or charge of fyne siluer in veschell quent."

Doug. : Virgil, 336, 32. \Jamieson.)

* be de-man, • bedesman, ». [Beads-
man.]

* be'de-rolle, s. [Bea droll. ]

* bfi-det'-ter, s. [From Eng. bed.] The same
as Bedder (qv.).

bedevil (bS-devl), v.t. To treat with
diabolical violence or ribaldry.

"I have been Informed, since the present edition
went to the press, that my trusty and welt-beloved
cousins, the Edinburgh Reviewers, are preparing a
most vehement critique on my poor, gentle, unresist-
ing Muse, whom they have already so bedevilled with
their ungodly ribaldry."—Byron: English Bard* and
Scotch Reviewers, P. 8.

be dcv-illed, pa. par. k a. [Bedevil.]

be-dev'-fl-Ung, pr. par. [Bedevil.]

be dew (ew as u), v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and
dew.]

1. To moisten with dew-like drops of any
liquid or viscous substance.

" The countess received a letter from him, whercunto-
all the while she was writing her answer, she bedewed
the paper with her tears."— Wotton.

" Balm, from a silver box dlstill'd around.
Shall all bedew the roots, and scent the secret ground."

Dryden: Theocritue; IdylL xvttL
"Though Freedom's blood thy plain bedew."

Byron : Odefrom the French, L

2. To moisten with water or other liquid
trickling more continuously than if it simply
fell in drops.

" Dark Bull's rocks, and Find us' inland peak.
Robed half in mist, bedew'd with snowy rills."

Byron : Child,; Harold, ft, 43,

be'-dewed' (ew as u), pa. par. & a. [Bedew.]

be-dew'-er (ewas u), a [Eng. bedew; -er.}

A person who or that which bedews.

be-dew'-Ing (ew as u), pr. par. &, a. [Be-
dew.]

t be-dew'-Jr (ew as u), a. [Eng. prefix 6«v
and dewy.] Covered with dew.

" Dark Night, from her bedewy wings,
Drops silence to the eyes of all."

Brewer : Lingua, t. 18.

bed fel low (Eng.), * bed fal low (0.

Scotch), s. [Eng. bed; fellow.]

L Literally

:

1. Gen. One who sleeps in the same bed
with another is bedfellow to tliat other, and
vice versd. In mediteval times it was common
for two men, even of high rank, to occupy
the same bed ; thus Lord Scroop was said to
have been bedfellow to Henry V. Poverty, of
course, has in all ages necessitated the same
arrangement. [Bedmate.]
" Nay, but the man who was his bedfellow.
Whom he hath cloy d and grae'd with kingly favours."

Shakesp. : llenry V., il. S,

"With consent of our said souerane Lord, bis Ma-
iesties darrest bedfallow, . . ,"—Actt,Ja. IV., 1612 (ed.

1814J, p. 474.

"Misery acquaints a man with strange bedfettowt*—
Shakesp. : Tempest, ii. 2.

2. Spec. : One's married spouse. (Scotch.)

H, Fig. : Anything for the time being lying
on the bed with one.

M Why doth the crown lie there upon his pillow.
Being so troublesome a bedfellow^"

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., It. 4

bed hang -ings. [Bed-hanqinos. ]

* be-di ght (gh silent), v.t. [Eng. prefix be,

and dight = to prepare, to put in order.] To
dress, especially in splendid raiment ; to

equip, to deck, to adorn.

be di ght, be-di'ght-ed (gh silent), pa. par.

&a. [Bedioht, v.]

A. Of the form bedight

:

" Foot ivory eggs soon pave its floor,

With russet Bpecks bedight."
Cowper: The Bird's tfest (lttS).

B. Of the form bedighted. (Used chiefly in

composition ; as, ill-bedighted m " ill bedight,"

disfigured. [ILL-BEDIOHT.]

boll, bo^; pout. J6"wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, er.ist. -Ing.

-cian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion, cioun shun ; -tion, -ylon = zhun. -tious, -sious = shus. - ble, -die, &c. bel, deL
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"... whose inner garment hath been injur'd and
Ulbedighted. "—Milton: Apology for Smectymnuu*.

be di ght-iiig (gh silent), pr. par. [Bedight,
v.]

b€-dlm', * be-dym'n (n silent), v.t. [Eng.
prefix be, and dim.] To render dim; to ob-
scure. Used—

1. Of a body nearly hidden from vision by
Something only partially transparent.

**...* stars
That occupy their place*,—and, though oft
Hidden by clouds, and oft bedimm'd t>y base.
Are not to be extingniah'd or impair'd."

Wordsworth : Ezcurtion, bk. vi.

2. Of the eye looking at a body.
" Celestial tears bedimm'd her large blue eye."

Byron : The Curie of Minerva.

be dim med, * be dymncd (n silent), pa.
par. k a. [Bedim.]

be dim mlng. pr. par. k a. [Bedim.]
'* Even as a dragon s eye that feels the stress
Of a bedimming sleep. . .

.**

Wordsworth: Miscellaneous Sonnet*.

thS-dirt', * be-drit e, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and
dirt. J To befoul with ordure. {Scotch.)

be-dirt en, * be-drlt'-ten, pa. par. [Be-

dim-.] (Scotch.)

* bS-dlrt'-jf, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and dirty.}
To make dirty, to daub, to smear. (Lit. dkjig.)

".
. . bedirtied and bedaubed with abominable and

horrid crimes."— Bp. Taylor; Com. of the State of
Man. bk. L, ch. 9.

* be dis -mat, v.t. [Eng. be; dismal.] To
render dismal.

" Let us see your next number not only bediamatled
with broad black lines, death's heads, and cross
marrow-bones, but sewed with black thread !

"—
Student, ii. 259.

be diz en, be di zen, v.t. [Eng. prefix

be, and dizen m to dress, to clothe.] To deck
out, with little regard to -good taste, in over-
gaudy vestments, or with a superabundance of
tinsel finery.

" Well, now yon*re bedizen'd, 111 swear as ye pass
I can scarcely help laughing—don't look in the glass.'

Whitehead : Venus Attiring the Graces. {Richardson.)

be diz -ened, be di -zened, pa, par. [Be-
dizen.]

bo diz en ing, be-di -zen ing, pr. par.
[Bedizen.]

Bed lam, * Bed law, Beth lem, Beth -

le hem, s.ka. [Eng. Bedlam is a contraction
from Bethlehem, the hospital for lunatics de-
scribed under A., I. 1. It again is from Beth-
lehem, the little town, six miles south of
Jerusalem, everywhere and for ever celebrated
as the birthplace of David and of Jesus Christ.
In Latin of the Vulgate Bethlehem ; Sept. k
New Testament Gr. Bij0Aee> (Bethleem) ; Heb.
On) rV3 (Beth Lecchhem) = House of Bread.]

A. As substantive

:

L 0/ things:

L The Hospital of St. Mary Bethlehem, of
which Bedlam is a corruption. This was first a
Sriory, founded in 1247 by an ex-sheriff, Simon

"itz Mary. Its original site was in Bishops-
gate. The Priory of St. Mary Bethlehem, like
the other English monastic establishments,
was dissolved at the Reformation, Henry VIII.,
in 1547, granting its revenues to the Mayor,
the commonalty, and the citizens of London.
They made it a hospital for lunatics. In 1676
the original buildings were superseded by
those of the " New Hospital of Bethlehem,"
erected near London Wall, the original one
being thenceforward known as "Old Bethle-
hem." Finally, in 1815, the hospital was
transferred to Lambeth.

"... an intellect in the most unhappy of all states,
that is to say, too much disordered for liberty, aui
not sufficiently disordered for Bedlam."—Macaulay :

Mitt. Eng., ch. ivii.

2. Gen. : Any lunatic asylum.
"... an Inquisition and a Bedlam."—Tiltotton:

Work*, vol. 1., Serm. L

3. A place of uproar.

IX Of persons : An inhabitant of Bedlam,
ft Bedlamite ; a madman.
" Let's follow the old earl, and get the bedlam
To lead him where he wonld; his roguish madness
Allows itself to any thing."—Shaketp : Lear, ill. 7.

B. As adjective

:

1. Belonging to Bedlam or some other mad-
house. [Bedlam-beggar.]

2, Such as might be supposed to emanate
from a madhouse, and would be in place there.

" Anacreon, Horace play'il in Greece and Rome
This bedlam part ; and others nearer home."

Cowper: Table Talk.

bedlam-beggar, *. One who, having
formerly been an inmate of Bedlam, was now
allowed to go again at large, as being held to
be convalescent. Unable, or in some cases
perhaps unwilling, to work for a livelihood,
he, as a rule, took up the vocation of a vagrant
bt'ggar ; the fact that he had actually been in

the institution from which he professed to
have emerged being vouched for by an in-

scribed armlet which he wore upon his left

arm. [Abraham-man. ]

" The country gives me proof and precedent
Of bedlam-beggar*, who with roaring voice*
Strike in their numb'd and mortify'd bare arms
Pins, wooden pricks . . ."—Shakesp. ; Lear, ii. 3.

Bed lam-ite, s. [Eng. Bedlam; -ite.] An
inmate of Bethlehem Hospital for Lunatics,
or one who behaves like a madman.

" In these poor bedlamite* thyself survey.
Thyself less innocently mad than they.

Fitzgerald.

bed linen. [Bed-linen.]

bed-maker, *. [Eng. bed ; maker. la Ger.
bett-macher. ]

1. Gen. : One who makes the beds In a
house.

2. Spec. : A person in the universities,

whose office it is to make the beds and clean
the chambers.

"I was deeply in love with my bedmaker, upon
which I was rusticated for ever."—Spectator.

* bed-man, s. [Beadsman.]

bed mate, s. [Eng. bed; male.} A bed-
fellow, one who occupies the same bed with a
person. [Bedfellow. ]

"... nought but heav'nly business
Should rob my bed-mate of my company."

Shakesp. : Trotl. * Crest., iv. 1.

* bed'-mon, *. [AS. be.odan = (l) to ask, to
pray, (2) to bid, to command.] A beadle ; the
man who bids or summons.

" And that proclamation be mad at iiij. places as-
signed, ij. tyines a quarter, by the bedmon of the
cibw."—English Gilds (Ear. Eng. Text Soc), p. 3M.

bed -mould-Ing$, s. pi
Architecture ; The mouldings of a cornice in

Grecian and Roman architecture immediately
below the corona. It is called also Bed-mould
and Bedding Mouldings.

* be-do'te, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and dote.] To
cause to dote. t>

" To bedote this queene was their intent."
Chaucer: Leg. of Sip*., 180.

Bed 6u in, * Bed -u- in, * Bed' a -ween,
* Bed'-win, *. & a. [In Fr. Bedouin. Prop.
pi. of Arab, beddwi m living in the desert

;

badw = desert ; badd = to live in the desert,
to lead a wandering life.]

A. As subst. : A wandering Arab, an Arab of
the nomad type living in a tent in the desert,
as distinguished from one living in a town.

"Bedawnees or Bedouins, the designation given to
tl)e dwellers in the wilderness."—

A'
Uto: CycL, 3rd ed.,

1. lib.

B. As adj.: Pertaining to the wandering
Arabs, nomad.

"The Bedwin women . . ."—Keith Johnston: Gazet-
teer (ed. 1364), p. M.

* b§-d6*y'f, pa. par. [A.8. bedo/en = drowned.]
Besmeared, fouled.
" His face he schew besmottrit for ane bourde.
And all his membris in mude and dung bedoyf."

Doug.: Virgil, i&», n. [Jamieton.)

bed -post. [Bed-post.]

bed -quilt [Bed-quilt.]

bS-dr&g'-gle (gle as gel), v.t. [Eng. pref.

be, and draggle.] To draggle, to soil the
clothes by allowing them to trail in the mire.

" Poor Patty Blount no more be seen.
Bedraggled in my walks so green. '—Swift.

be-dr&g'-gled (gled as geld), pa. par. k a.
[Bedraggle.]

be-dr&g'-gling, pr. par. [Bedraggle.]

bed'-ral (1), s. ka, [An altered form of the
English word bedel or beadle.] [Beadle.]

1. A beadle.
" HI hae her before Presbytery and Synod -I'm half

a minister mysel', now that Viabedral man inhabited
parish."

—

Scott: Bride of Lammermoor cVt. xxxiv.

2. A sexton, a gravedigger. (Scotch.)
" Od. I wad put in auld Elspeth, the bedrt

—Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. Iv.

t bSd'-ral (2X * k a, [From bed, and ral, cor-
rupted from rid (?).]

A. As subst. : A person who is bedrid.
(Jamieson.)

B. As adj. ; Bedrid.

* be dreint'e, pa. par. [AS. drencan, drencean
(pret drencte), gedrencan (pret, gedrtnte) = to
give to drink, to drench, to drown. ] Drenched.

be drench', v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and drench.]

[Bedreinte.] To drench; thoroughly to wet
"... such crimson tempest should bedrench
The fresh green lap of fair King Richards land."

Shaksp. : Rich. //., HL 1

be drenched, \ >a. par. ka. [Bedrench.]

be-drench'-Ing, pr. par. [Bedrench.]

* bed -repe, s. [A.S. beodan = to bid, and reo~
pan = to reap. ] A day's work performed in
harvest time by tenants at the bidding of
their lords.

bed-right (gh silent), a [Eng. bed; right.]
The right appertaining to the marriage-bed.
[Bed-rite.]

" Whose vows are, that no bedright shall be paid
Till Hymen's torch be lighted. . .

."

Shaketp. : Tempett, iv. L (Globe ed.)

* be'-drlt e, v.t. An older form of Bedirt
(q.v.). (Scotch.)

* be'-drit'-te'll, pa. par. A corruption from
Bedirten. [Bedrite. ] (Scotch.)

bed-room. [Bed-room.]

be drop', * be'-drop'pe, v.t. [Eng. prefix
be, ana drop.] To besprinkle or bespatter
with drops.

•' On the window-pane bedropp'd with rain.'*

Wordsworth : Cottager to her Infant.

be dropped, b£-dropt, pa. par. k a. [Bm-
DROP.]

bo drop -ping, pr. par. [Bedrop.]

bed-side. [Bed-side.]

bed stead, * bed stede, 5. [Eng. bed;
stead (q.v.). In Dut, bedstede.] The wooden
or iron framework on which a bed is placed.

"Only Og. king of Bashan, remained of the remnant
of giants ; behold, his bedstead was of iron."—Deut.
11L1L

bed -straw, *. [Eng. bed; straw. In G«r.
bettstroh.]

1. Straw placed beneath the mattress or
clothes on a bed.

2. Bot. and Ord. Lang. : The English name
of Galium, the genus of plants constituting the
type of the order Galiacese (Stellates). The
corolla is rotate and four-cleft, the stamina
are four, and the fruit is a dry two-lobed
indehiscent pericarp ; whilst the leaves are in

whorls. About fourteen species exist in
Britain ; most have white flowers, though
two, Galium verum (Yellow Bedstraw), a very
common plant, and G. crucialum (Crosswort
Bedstraw or Mugwort), have them yellow, and
one or two a greenish bloom. Among the
white-flowered species may be enumerated G.

saxatile (Smooth-heath Bedstraw), which is

very common, G. aparine (Goose-grass or
Cleavers), and G. mollugo (Great Hedge Bed-
straw). [Galium.]

bed -time. [Bedtime.]

be duck', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and duck, r.]

To duck, to plunge (one) under water, to im-
merse in water.

" How without stop or stay he flersly lent,

And deepe himself beducked in the same."
Spenser: F. «., IL vt «.

* bednelen, v. [A.S. duxullan, dwxlia* -
(1) to deceive, (2)(t.)to mistake.] To deceive.

" Our codes some ells thai him helde,
For he cuthe make tbe meu beduelde."

Curtor SIan.lt, MS. Ediiu, t. 129.

be dun-der, v.t. [From Eng., A.S., Dan., Ac,
be, and Dan. dunder = thunder.] To stupefy,

to confound, to deafen by noise. (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.)

be dung', v.t [Eng. pref. be, and dung,] To
apply dung to, as, for instance, with the view
of manuring a plant ; to cover as with dung.

" Leaving all but his {Goliath's] head to bedung that
earth."—Bp. Hall : Cote* of Con*., IL i.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, co e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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• be-dusk', v.t. [Eng. be ; dusk.] To make
dusky, blackish, brown, or swarthy ; to smutch.
{Cotgrave : Fr. Diet., under the word basaner.)

bedust', v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and dust.] To
sprinkle with dust, or to cover over with dust.

b£-dUSt'-ed, pa. par. & o. [Bedust.)

be dust -ihg, pr. par. [Bedust.]

be-dwarf, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and dwarf.)
To dwarf, to stunt in stature.

" Tia shrinking, not close weaving, that hath thus
lii luiinl and body both bedvarfed us." Donne.

bed -way, s. [Eng. bed ; way. ]

A/in.: A certain false appearance of strati*

fication in granite.

bS-dy'e, * be-dl'e, v.t. [Eng. prefix be ; dye.]

To dye, to tinge or stain with colour.

"And Briton fields with Sarazln blood bedyde."
Spenser: F. Q„ I. XL 7.

be-dy ed, * be-dy'de, * be di de (Eng.),

* be-dy'-tt (0. Scotch), pa. par. & a. [Bedye.]
" Your airla first into the Secil se
Bcdyit weil and benedit oft mon be."

Doug.; mv^n.a.

bS-dy'-Ing, pr. par, [Bedye.]

* bfi-dym'n (n silent), *.(. [Bedim.]

bee (1) [pi. bees (0. Eng.), * beese, * bes
(Wycliffe), * be Is, * been], s. [A.S. beo,

bi; Sw. bi; Icel. by; Dan. bie ; Dut. bij

;

(N. H.)Qer. biene ; M. H. Ger. bie, bin ; O. H.
Ger. pia ; Gael. & lr. beach ; Sp. abeja; Fr.

abeiUe ; Port, abelha ; Ital. ape, peochia ; Lat.

apis; Lith. bitte; Lett, bette.)

L Literally:

1. Spec. : The well-known insect half do-

mesticated for honey-making in hives. It is

the Apis mellifica, Linn. , and is still found wild

or escaped from man's control in Russia, in por-

tions of Asia, in Italy, and in France. Bees arc

social insects. Their societies consist of three

classes—neuters, females, and males. The first-

named are abortive females, and do all the work
of the society ; they are armed with a sting, and
their larvae, if treated with specially rich food.

era develop into perfect females. The solitary
female in the hive is popularly called a queen

;

he is fecundated in the air, and then depo-
sits her eggs in hexagonal combs which the
workers have prepared for the purpose. The
eggs are hatched into maggot-like larvae, which
are fed on a mixture of wax and honey, are
then shut by the workers into the cell, which
they enclose witha lining, and finally emerge as
perfect insects. A single female will produce
In a year from 12,000 to 20,000 bees, of which
all but about 3,000 die at the approach of
winter. The males are called drones. A well-
peopled hive will contain from 200 to 800 of
them. Being destitute of a sting, they have
not the power of defending themselves, and
after their appropriate function has been per-
formed, they are remorselessly put to death
by the workers. When bees become too
numerous in a hive, a fresh queen is nurtured,
under whose auspices they swarm.

" And beet in hives as idly wait
The call ol early Spring."

Cowper : To the liev. Mr. Newton,
2. Gen. : Any insect of a similar structure

to the hive-bee, as the Humble Bees, the Car-
penter Bees, the Mason Bees, solitary bees in
general. In the same sense the plural bees is
the technical English name for the section
of the Hymenopterous order Anthophila (q.v.).

IX Figuratively:

X, A busy person. (Colloquial.)

2. An assemblage of persons for a specific

purpose, as to unite their eflbrts for a charitable
object, or to carry on a contest with each other
in spelling, some similar intellectual or other
exercise.

Spelling Bees crossed the Atlantic, and be-
came for a time quite the rage in Britain
during the latter part of 187ft and in 1870.
After a time, however, their popularity ceased.
During the latter part of their sojourn in that
country. Definition Bees were attempted as a
relief to the monotony of perpetual spelling.

U (a) To hoe a bee in one's bonnet : To be
harebrained ; (6) to be giddy [Bee-ueadit.]

{!>) In the bees : In a state of confusion.
(Jamieson.)

bee-bird, *. A local English name for
the Spotted Flycatcher, Muscicapa grisola.

bee-bread, *.

1. A kind of "bread," composed of the
pollen of flowers collected by bees, and which
after it has been converted by them into a
whitish jelly by being received into their
stomachs, and there perhaps mixed with
honey, is finally used for the feeding of their
larvae. (See Kirby & Spence's introd. to En-
tomology, Letter 11th.)

2. A plant, Borago officinalis, often grown
purposely for bees.

bee-culture, $. The rearing of bees;

apiculture.

bee-eater, s.

1. Sing. : The English name of a genus of
birds, Merops, and especially of the M. apiaster
[see Merops], more fully called the Yellow-
throated Bee-eater, which is an occasional
visitant to this country from Africa, its native
continent. It has two long tail-feathers pro-
jecting behind the rest Its general colour
above is brownish-red; the forehead is pale
blue ; a black band crosses the throat, meeting
a streak of the same colour along the side of
the head, the space thus enclosed being yellow

;

the lower parts, wings, and tail are green.

2. Plur. (Bee-eaters): The English name of
the family of Meropidse, of which the genus
Merops is the type. Residents in India have
at times the opportunity of seeing a beautiful
green species, Merops Indicvs, darting out
from among trees, and returning again, much
as the fly-catchers do.

bee-feeder, s. A device for feeding bees
in bad weather or protracted winters. It con-
sists of a small perforated piece of board
which floats on the liquid food.

bee-flower, s. The same as the Bee-
ouchis (q.v.); the name also of the Wall-
flower.

bee fumigator, s. A blower for driving
smoke into a hive to expel the bees from the
hive, or a portion of it, while the honey is

being taken away.

bee-garden, s. A garden or enclosed
place planted with flowers, and designed for
the accommodation of bee-hives.

bee-glue, s. Propolis, the glue-like or
gummy substance with which bees affix their
combs to the hive and close their cells.

bee gum, s. A hollow gum-tree, or a
section uf one, used as a bee-hive. ( U. £-)

bee-hawk, s. A predatory bird, the Pernis
apivorus. Its full designation is the Brown
Bee-hawk. It is called also the Honey Buz-
zard. It feeds chiefly on wasps and their
larvae. [Pernis, Honey Buzzard.]

bee hawk-moth, 5. The name given to
some species of the genus of Sphingidse called
Macroglossa. They have a certain resem-
blance, which, however, is one of analogy and
not of affinity, to bees. The Broad-bordered
Bee Hawk-moth is Macroglossa fuciformis, and
Narrow-bordered Bee Hawk-moth is Macroglossa
bombyliformis.

bee headit, a. Harebrained ; unsettled.
In Scottish phrase, " having a bee in one's
bonnet."

bee-hive, s. A hive designed for the re-
ception of a swarm of bees or actually inha-
bited by one.

bee-house, s. A building containing a
number of hives for bees ; an apiary.

bee-larkspur, s. A well-known flower-
ing plant, Delphinium grandijlorum.

bee-line, s. The shortest route to any
place, that which a bee is assumed to take

;

though, in fact, it often does differently in its
flight through the air.

bee-master, s. One who keeps bees.

"They that are bec-maitert, and have not care enough
of them, must not expect to reap any considerable
advantage by them,"—Mortimer : Art q? tlutbandry.

bee moth, 8. A name for the Wax-moth,
Calleria cereana, which lays its eggs in bee-
hives, the larva?, when hatched, feeding on
the wax. [Wax-moth. ]

bee-nettle, s. Galeopsis tetrahit.

bee-orchis, s. The name of a British
Orchis, the Ophrys apifera. It is so called
because a part of the flower resembles a bee.
It is large, with the sepals purplish or greenish-
white, and the lip brown variegated with
yellow.

bee-parasites, s. pi. A name sometimes
given to the order of insects called Strepsip-
tera, which are parasitic on bees and wasps.
{Dallas, Nat, Hist., Index.)

bee-soap, s. [Icel. skeppa m a measure, a
basket. ] A bee-hive.

"When I got home to my lodging I was Just like a
demented man; my head was bizzing like a bee-tcap.
and I could hear [of] nothing but the blr of that

bee-wax, s. The wax formed by bees.
It is not, as some suppose, the farina collected
from flowers, but exudes from between the
segments on the under-side of the bodies of
the bees, eight scales of it emanating from
each.

bee (2), s. [A.S. beah, beh — a ring, bracelet.]

Naut. : A ring or hoop of metal.

bee-block, s.

Naut. : One of the blocks of hard wood
bolted to the sides of the bowsprit-head, for

reeving the foretopmast stays through.

beech, * beeche, * beche, s. [A.S. bece,

beoce, boc ; Sw. bok, boktrdd ; IceL bdk = a
beech-tree, beyki = a collection of beech-
trees, a beech-wood ; Dan. bog, bbgetrce; Dut
beuk, beukeboom; N. H. Qer. buclie ; M. H.
Ger. buoche; O. H. Ger. puocha ; Russ. buk'

;

Port, faia; Ital. faggio ; Lat. /cirrus; Gr.

4>rrf6s (phegos); Gael, faibhle = beech wood;
Arm. fao, fav ; Wei. ffawyd. The Anglo-Saxon
bece or ooc, meaning beech, seems connected
with bee and boc = a book, as ifat one period or
other our ancestors had used some portion of
the beech-tree, perhaps the smooth bark, as
writing material!] A tree, the Fagus sylvatica,

or the genus Fagus to which it belongs. It is

ranked under the order Corylaceaj(Mastworts).
The nuts are triquetrous, and are placed in pairs
within the enlarged prickly involucre. They
are called mast, and are devoured in autumn
by swine and deer. The wood is brittle and
not very lasting, yet it is used by turners,
joiners, and millwrights. The fine thin bark
is employed for making baskets and band-
boxes. The country people in some parts of

France put the leaves under mattresses in-

stead of straw, their elasticity rendering them
well adapted for such a purpose.

H (a) The Australian beech is Tectona Aus-
tralis, a kind of teak.

(6) The beech of New South Wales : Monotica
elliptica, an Epicrad.

(c) The Blue or Water-beech : Carpinus Ameri-
cana, a kind of hornbeam.

(d) * The Dutch Beech : Populus alba.

(e) The Horn Beech : Carpinces betulus.

(J) The Sea-side Beech : A name given in

Jamaica to the Exostemma Caribasum, a Cin-

chonad.

(g) The Water Beech. [Blue-beech.] (Treas.

ofBot.)

beech-coal, * bechene coal, s. Char-

coal made from beech-wood.

beech finch, s. A local name for the

Chaffinch (Fringilla ccelebs, Linn.), (pgilvie.)

beech-gall, s. A gall on the leaf of the

beech-tree.

beech-green, a. Of a colour like the

leaves of the beech-tree ; almost the same as

olive-green.

WU, bo~y; pout, jowl;
•<aan, -tian = shan.

cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. - ph — &
tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun* -tious, sious, -cious = shus. -bie, -die, &c.m bel, del
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Sntom. Beech-green Carpet Moth : A British

Geometer Moth (Larentia olivata).

beech-nut, s. The nut of the beech, two
of which lie in the prickly capsule.

beech oil, 5. Oil expressed from beech-
mast. It is used in Pi cardy and some other
parts of France in lieu of butter, for which it

is a poor substitute.

beech -owl, «. A local name given to the
Tawny Owl (Syrnium stridula).

beech-tree, s. The same as Beech (q.v.).

:

" be ech-en, a. [A.S. becen. In Ger. buchen,

buchen.] Pertaining or relating to beech.
Specially—

1. Consisting of beech-trees, produced by
beech-trees.

And Datl and Franctnl both hare made
Jly name familiar to the beechen shod*."
Cowper: Tram, of Milton [Death of Damon).

2. Made of beech-wood.
•' I11 beechen gobleta let their beverage shine.
Cool from the crystal spring, their sober wine."

Cowper ; Trans, of Milton'l Elegy,

% This form is now practically obsolete,
except in poetry ; its place being supplied by
the substantive beech used adjectively.

beech-mast, s. [Eng. beech ; mast. In Ger.

buclimast.] The mast or fruit of the beech-tree.

beech-wheat, *. [Eng. beech; wheat.] A
plant, Polygonum fagopymm. (Nemnich.)
[BUCKWHEAT.]

be'ech-^, a. [Eng. beech; -y.) Full of beech,
consisting of beech.

" Who knows not Melville's beechy grovt.
And Koslin » rocky glen.'*

Scott : The Gray Brother.

beef, 5. & a. [From Fr. o«u/=(l)an ox, (2)
beef, (3) {of persons) a beef-eater ; O. Fr.

beef, buef; Sp. buey = an ox ; Prov. bou

;

Port, boi — beef; Ital. bus = an ox : all from
Lat bos, accus. bovem; Gr. fiove. (bous\ genit.
poo*, (boos) — an ox. Compare in Sw. biffin, biff-

stek, and Dut biefln, bief-stuk = Eng. beef-steak.

A word introduced by the Normans. Trench
directs attention to the fact that while in
English the domestic animals, as long as they
are living, are called by Saxon names, their
flesh, after they are dead, has, as a rule, some
Norman appellation, as if the Saxons had
tended them while living, and the Normans
eaten them when dead. "Thus," he says,
" ox, steer, cow, are Saxon, but beef Norman ;

sheep is 8axon, bat mutton Norman. So it is

severally with swine and pork, deer and venison,
Jowl and pullet. Bacon, the only flesh which
perhaps ever came within his (the Saxon's)
reach, is the single exception." (Trench: The
Study of Words.).'} (See also Scott's Ivanhoe.)

A. As substantive :

L An ox, a cow, or a bull, regarded as fit

for food.

IT In this sense it has a plural beeves.

"Alcinoua slew twelve aheap, eight white-tooth'd swine.
Two crook-hauncbed beeves." Chapman.
2. The flesh of the ox or the cow, used either

fresh or salted. It is the most nutritious of
all kinds of meat, and is well adapted to
the most delicate constitutions. It should
be well cooked, as it has been proved that
underdone beef frequently produces tape-
worm. Good beef is known by its having a
clear uniform fat, a firm texture, a fine open
grain, and a rich reddish colour. Meat which
feels damp and clammy should be avoided, as
it is generally unwholesome. Freeh beef loses
in boiling 30 per cent, of its weight ; in roast-
ing It loses about 20 per cent. The amount of
nitrogenous matter found to be present in one
pound of good beef is about four ounces. In
the raw state it contains 50 per cent, of water.
(Ox.]

" The fat of roasted beef falling on birds will baste
them.'—Swift.

B. As adjective : Consisting of the flesh of
the ox, cow, or even the bull.

" If you an employed in marketing, do not accept
of a treat of a 6#r/-ateak and a pot of ale from the
butcher.'—Swift.

beef- steak, s. A thick slice of beef,
generally cut from the rump, for grilling.

*' I like a beefsteak, too. as wetl as any ;

Have no objection to a pot of beer.
Byron I Beppo, 48.

beef-tea, beef tea, s. A kind of " tea
"

or broth for invalids made from beef.

beef-witted, a. Having a heavy, ox-like
intellect ; dull of understanding, stupid.

beef-wood, s.

1. The English name of the Casuarina
(q.v.).

2. The name given in New South Wales to
the Stenocarpus soJignus, a tree belonging to
the order Proteaeeae, or Proteads.

3. The name given in Queensland to Banksia
compar, also a Protead. (Treas. of Bot.)

beef eat er, *\ [Eng. beef; eater.)

A. Ordinary Language:

1. One who eats beef, a term contemptuously
applied to well-fed servants.

2. Plur. : A name applied to the yeomen of
the royal guard.

" Some better protection than that of the train-
bands or beef-eaters."—itacaulay : Sit*. Kng., ch. iii.

B. Omith. (PI): The Buphaginete, a sub-
family ofAfrican birds, called also Ox-peckers.
They belong to the family of Sturnidse (Star-
lings). Buphaga africana, the species called
by way of pre-eminence the Beefeater, perches
on the back of cattle, picking from tumours
on their hide the larva; of Bot-flies ((Estridse),
on which it feeds.

beef -I-ness, «. [Eng. beefy; -ness.) Beefy
condition ; tendency to put on flesh.

beef suet, *. [Eng. beef; met.) The suet
or kidney fat of beet [Suet.]

beef suet tree, s. A shrub, Shepherdia
argentea, belonging to the Elwagnacea? (Oleas-
ters). It is called also Buffalo-berry, and
grows in the United States.

beeT-ft a. [Eng. beef; -y.} Abounding in,
resembling, beef; fat, fleshy.

* beek, v.t. & i. To bask, warm. [Bsax.)

* beek, a. An old spelling of Beak.

be ek 1te, s. [Beck ite.
]

* beel, s. [Boil. J A boil, ulcer.

"The skynua in the whlche a beet la rrowTm."—
Wycliffe [LevU. xiii- 18).

" beeld, * belld, s. [Beild, Bield.]

beele, s. A kind of pickaxe used by miners.

Beel -ze-bub, s. [In Gr. BerA£e£ovS (Beel-

zeboub); Heb. 1UJ ^(Baal zebub), from Vyj

= lord of, and 3U? = a fly.]

1. The fly-god, a god worshipped in the
Philistine town of Ekron. (2 Rings 1. 3.)

2. An evil spirit [Beelzebul.J

3. Fig. : Any person of fiendish cruelty, who
is so nicknamed by his adversaries, or in con-
tempt of moral sentiment, appropriates the
appellation to himself and cherishes it as if it

were an honourable title.

" His [Viscount Dundee's) old troopers, the Satans
and Beelzebubt who had shared bis crimes, and who now
shared his perils, were ready to be the companions of
his flight"—Jtacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xM.

Bg-eT-zS-bfil, *. [Gr. Beek^povK (Beelzcboul),

from Heb.
t

TQ) *T0% (Baal zebuV), TO} (Baal) =
lord of, and "JWI (zebul), in Old Testament = a
habitation, in the Talmud = dung.] A word
used in the New Testament for the prince of
the demons (Matt x. 25 ; xii. 24, 27 ; Mark
iii. 22; Luke xi. 15, 18,19). Beelzebul, not
Beelzebub, is the correct reading in those
passages. Probably signifying lord of dung,
the dung-god. A contemptuous appellation
for Beelzebub, the god of Ekron [Beelzebub],
which may, moreover, have been, as Hug
suggests, a dung-rolling scarabeeus beetle, like
that worshipped by the Egyptians.

"beeme, *. [Beam.]

t bee'-mol, s. [Behol.]

been, * bene, * ben, v. [A.S. beon = to be,
to exist, to become.]

1. Past participle of the verb to be.

* 2. The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd persons plural
indicative of the verb to be.

" Some aren as seneschals and serpen other lordea,
And ben In stede of styward ea,

"

Piers Plowman, p. 5.

"... thay be deaeerved that say tbay ben not
tempted In here body."—Chaucer : The Persones Tate.

* been, s. pi. [In A.S. beon = bees, ]>1. otbeom
a bee.] An old plural of Bee (q.v.).

* beenge, * binge, v.i. [Apparently with . . .

the initial sound of bow, bend, and the closing
sound of cringe. (N.E.D. >] To cringe, in
the way of making much obeisance ; to fawn.

** An" dine awa' the vexing thought
O* hourty dwyning into nought,
By beenglng to your foppish brithera."

Fergutton: Poems, ii. 38. (Jamiewm.)

beer (1), * beore, *. & o. [A 8. 6eor = (i)beer
l

nourishing or strong drink, (2) metheglin (fl

(Bosworth); IceL biorr; Fries, biar; Dut. k
Ger. bier; O. H. Ger. bior, pior ; Fr. biere;
ltal. birra ; Wei. bir ; Arm. byer, bir, ber.]

A. As substantive : A fermented aqueous In-
fusion of malt and hops, or of malt, sugar, and
hops. The term is now applied to all malt
liquors prepared by the process of brewing.
Beers are divided into two great classes,

ales and porters, the former being chiefly pre-
pared from pale malt, and having a pale amber
colour, whilst in the preparation of the latter
a certain proportion of roasted or black malt
is used along with the pale malt. This in-
creases the colour, and gives to the porter a
somewhat bitter flavour. These two classes
are subdivided into a great many varieties,

depending on the strength of the wort used
and the amount of hops added. Thus we have
pale ale, mild ale, bitter ale, barley wine,
table beer, Ac. Stout, brown stout, double
brown stout, &c. , are merely richer and
stronger kinds of porter.
Genuine beer should consist of water, malt

extract (dextrine and glucose), hop extract,
and alcohol. The quantity of alcohol in beer
varies from two per cent, in table beer to ten
or even twelve per cent in strong ale, and the
extract from three to fifteen per cent., the
latter giving to the beer its nutritive value.
The alcohol present always bears a relation
to the amount of sugar fermented. A good
sound beer should be perfectly transparent,
and have a brilliant colour and a pleasant
flavour. Sour beers and beers that are thick
are very unwholesome.

Legislative acts have been passed imposing
severe penalties on any brewer or publican who
shall have in his possession, or who shall sell

adulterated beer, and a further heavy penalty
on any druggi.it or other person who ehall sell

any adulterant to a licensed brewer. Not-
withstanding the stringency of these acts,

beer has been, and still is, very largely adul-
terated. The adulterants used at the present
time are, however, of a somewhat harmless
character. The publican purchases from the
brewer a cask of genuine beer. To this he
adds, for the sake of profit, a large proportion
of water. The beer being now reduced in
colour and flavour, must be " doctored."
Molasses, foots-sugar, liquorice, or caramel it

added to increase the colour ; grains of para-
dise, cayenne, and in some cases even tobacco,
to give pungency ; and mustard, copperas, salt,

and alum to impart a frothy head to the beer.

The nitrogenous matter extracted from the
malt, and present in the original beer, is thu>
reduced to a minimum, and the beer-drinkei
pays for a liquor which may be sweet and
pleasant to the taste, but is almost destitute

of nourishment Salt is added, not so mnch
(as some publicans say) to preserve the beet,

as to increase the thirst, and thereby impart
a craving for more drink. Cocculus indicus,

picric acid, strychnine, and opium, said to be
adulterants, are now seldom, if ever, used to

adulterate beer.
" Flow, Wehrtad ! flow, like thina uuplnr, beer I
Tho' stale, not ripe

i tbo' thin, yet ever clear

;

So sweetly mawkish, and so smoothly dull

;

H eady, not strong ; and foaming, tho' not Full."

Pope; Dunciad, bk, ili„ 169-171

B. As adjective : Intended to contain or
actually containing beer ; designed for the

sale of beer, or in any other way pertaining to

beer. (See the subjoined compounds.)

beer-barrel, «. A barrel used to contain
beer. [Barrel.]

"...of earth we make loam; and why of that
loam, whereto he was converted, might they not stop
a beer-barrel t "Shakeep. ; Hamlet, r. L

beer-cooler, $. A large shallow vat or
cistern in which beer is exposed to the natural

air to be cooled ; a tub or cistern in which
air artificially cooled is used to reduce the
temperature of beer.

beer-engine, » [Beer-hachine.)

beer-faucet, s. A machine consisting
of a piston for ejecting air into fiat beer to

make it foam.

.
fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, ber, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p£t»
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beer float, s. An areometer or hydro-

meter floated Ed grain-wash to ascertain its

density and the percentage by volume of

proof spirits which it will probably yield.

beer-fountain, s. A pump used to draw
beer into a ^lass for immediate consumption.
(Brer-machine.]

beer-glass, s. A glass to drink beer

from.

beer-hopper, s. A vat or beck in which
hops are infused before being added to the

wort.

beer-bouse, s. A house where beer is

old ; a beer-shop.

beer machine, beer -engine, s. A
machine or emdue in use in publi;-houses and
other beer-shops of London and most otiier

cities. It consists of a row of force-pumps in

connection with casks below, each containing

a different quality of liquor. The handles of

the pumps are visible at the bar ; and a sink

below conveys away any liquor which may be

spilt in the process of drawing.

"beor saloon, «. A place where beer Is

old and may be drunk. ( U. S.)

beer-shop, «. A shop licensed for the
ale of beer and other malt liquors only.

beer-Tat, «. A rat in which malt is in-

fused in the manufacture of beer.

Beer (2), Bcre, a. & a. [A survival as a place-

name of A.S. bearo = Mid. Eng. here - a grove.]

A. As substantive (Geog.): A market-town
and parish about ten miles west of Lyme
Regis, and seven north-west of Warehatn, in

Dorsetshire. Its full name is Beer-Regis or

Bere-Regis {Regis signifying of the king).

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the place

described under A.

Beer-stone, <. A species of freestone

quarried at the place described under A.

•beere, *. [Bier.]

beer'-i ness. s. [Eng. beery; -ness.] The
quality or condition of being beery. (Slang.)

beei"-^, a. [Eng. beer; -y.] Pertaining to or

abounding in beer; under the influence of

beer. (Slang.)

bees, s. pL [Plural of Eng. bee (2).]

ship-carpentry: Pieces of plank bolted to

the outer end of the jib-boom to reeve the
fore-topmast stays through. [Beeblock.]

bee'-sha, s. [Native name in parts of Further
India tf).]

Bot. : A genus of bamboos differing from
Bambusa in having the seeds enclosed in a
fleshy pericarp. There are two species, Beesha
bacc{/era, from Chittagong, where it is called

Pagu Tulla, and B. fax, from the Malayan
Archipelago.

• beest, * be'est-^ng, * bestynge, * best-
nynge, * blest' -ing, * be est in, * beest
ihg, be'est-Ung, * be cs tin ing,
* be'est-nyhg, * be est-nynge, s. (sing.)

& a.; 'beestings, * blest - irigs,

* be est ins, bes lings, s. pi. in form, with

sing, meaning, and also used attributively.

[A.S. beost, bysting = the first milk of a cow
after calving (Bosworth) ; Dut. biest ; L. Ger.
beest; (N. H.) Ger. biestmilck.]

A. As substantive: The first milk taken
from a cow after calving, or from any other
milch beast after having borne offspring.

" Bettnynge niylke {btstnyngek) : collustrum."—
Prompt. Pare.
" So may the first of nil our fetls be thine.
And both the bvestning of our gouts and kine."

II. Jonton ; Pan's Annie.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the first milk
from a cow after calving.

" A bettings puddin' an' Adam's vine."
Ttmnyton : Northern Cobbler.

* beest-milk, * biest-milk, s. [In Ger.
biestmilck.] The first milk of a cow after
calving. [Beest.]

bees-wax, s. [Eng. bees ; wax.] The " wax"
of bees, used by them for constructing their
Oells. It is a secretion elaborated within the
body of the animal from the saccharine matter
of honey, and extruded in plates from beneath

the rings of the abdomen. It is not the same
as the propolis which bees may be seen carry-

ing on their thighs when returning from their

daily excursions among flowers. Also, the
same wax melted down and purified, as an
article of commerce.

bees'-wing, s. [Eng. bees; wing.] A fine,

filmy deposit in old Port wine; often used for

wine having the deposit.

beet (1) *. & o. [A.S. bete; Ger. beete ; Dut
beete ; Dan. bede ; Wei. beti/sen ; Fr. bette or
betterave; Sp. betarraga, beterraga; Ital. bieta or
tie-tola ; Sw. & Lat. beta ; from the Celtic belt =
red, or from bywd or biadk m food or nourish-
ment, the plants being used for that purpose.]

A. As substantive : The English name of
the Beta, a genus of plants belonging to the
order Chenopodiacese fchenopods). Beta vul-

garis, or Common Beet, is indigenous fn

England, and at least the south of Scotland,
where it grows on the sea-shores, especially
where the soil is muddy. It is widely cultivated
to be used in the manufacture of sugar, the
green-topped variety being preferred for the
purpose. The small red, the Castelnaudary,
and other varieties are used, either raw or
boiled, as salad. Beet (s also used for pickling,
for furnishing a varnish, and for other pur-
poses. Much of the crop of beetroot sugar is

made not from the Beta vulgaris, but from the
B. cicla, the White Beet, called also the Chard
or Sicilian Beet. (Cicla in the specific name
means Sicilian.)

B. As adjective : Pertaining to the plant
described under A.

t beet (2), beat, *. [O. Sw. bylte = a bundle ;

bita = to bind up.] A sheaf or bundle. (Scotch.)

Beat of lint: A sheaf or bundle of flax as
made up for the mill.

"The lint row of the lint U put in slop-ways, with
the crop-end downward, all the rest with the root-end
downward ; the crop of the subsequent beats or sheaves
till overlapping the band of the former."—Maxwell

:

Set. Transact., p. 330.

beet (1), v.t. [From beet (2), s. (q.v.).] To
tie up. (Used of flax in sheaves.) (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.)

beet (2), v.t. [A.S. betan = to make better,
improve.] To remedy, improve, mend.

"Mftkynge ayein or beetyngt her nettts."— Wyclijfe
[Matt. ir. 21).

2*0 beet a mister : To supply a want. (Scotch.)
" If twa or three hunder pounds cant beet a mUter

for vou In a strait, ye sauna want it. come of &' what
will."— MacJcuHiottM Mag. (March, 183.1), p. Sit.

Of jtre = to mend, improve, or add fuel to
a fire (Jiguratively).

" Or noble * Elgin ' beets the heav'n- ward flame."
Burnt : The Cotter's Saturday Night.

beet (3), v.t. [Beit.] To help. QScotch.)

beet-ax, s. [From Eng. beet(2), t.,andaxe(r).]
An instrument for paring turf.

beet in band, s. Anything used to tie

bundles of flax. (Jamieson.)

bee -tie (1) (tie = tel), s. [A.S. bytel, bytl,

biotul = a mallet, a staff ; from bcatan = to
beat. In L. Ger. betel, hotel = a clog for a dog ;

N. H. Ger. beutel = a bag, a purse, a beater,
a reaping-chisel ; M. H. Ger. hostel m a beater.]

1, A maul, a heavy wooden mallet for driving
stones, stakes, or tent-pegs into the ground.

"If I do, fillip me with a three-man beetle."—
Shaketp. ; 3 Ben. 1V„ i, ft.

beetle-brow, s. A projecting brow, like
one of the transverse projections on the head
of a mallet. It is the portion just above the
eyes called the superciliary ridge, made by
the projection of the frontal sinus. [Beetle
V. (2).]

" He had a beetle-brow,
A down-look, middle stature, with black hair."

Sir R. Fanthaw ; Tr. of Pastor Firto, p. 1T6.

T[ It is sometimes used in the plural.
" His blobber lips and beetle-brow commend.*'

Dryden ; Juv., Sat. lit

beetle-browed, * bitel-browed, a.

Having a projecting brow.
" Enquire for the beetle-brovfd critic. *c."—Swift.
**He ww bitelbrowed and baberllnped also."

Piert Plowman (ed. ttkeat). bk. t. 190.

beetle-head, a. & s.

A. As adjective: Having a head assumed
to be as destitute of understanding as the
head of a wooden maul ; a " wooden head."

B. As substantive : The weight generally
called the " monkey " of a pile-driver.

beetle headed, a. Having a " wooden "

head ; utterly deficient in intellect ; stupid
exceedingly.

"... a beetle-headed, flan-ear'd knave."
Shaketp. : Tarn., of Shrew, iv. 1.

beetle-stock, s. The stock or handle of
a beetle.

" To crouch, to please, to be a beetle-stock
Of thy great master s will."

Spenser : M. lfubberd't Tale.

bee tie (2) (tie as tel), s. [A.S. betl, betel,

bitel — (1) a beetle, a coleopterous insect
; (2)

a " blackbeetle," i.e., a cockroach ; from bitan
= to bite.]

1. Entom. : Any member of the enormously
large order of insects called by naturalists
Coleoptera, meaning Sheathed Wings, [Cole-
optera.] They have four wings, the inferior

§air, which are membranous, being protected
y the superior pair, which are horny.

"The poor beetle that we tread upon.
In corporal sutirmice finds a pang as great
As when a giant dies."

Shaketp. : Meat, for Meat., ill. L
To be as blind as a beetle is an expression

founded probably upon the habits of some
beetles of the Scarabaeus family, which come
droning into houses in the evening, are at-
tracted by the glare of the lamp, fly round it

and through the room, ending by tumbling
backwards on the ground, and finding a diffi-

culty in getting up again. No beetles are-

really blind, except a few cave species.

"Others come sharp of sight and too provident for
that which concerned their own interest ; but as blind.
at beetles in foreseeing this great andcommon danger

"

—Knollet: History of the Turk*.

2. Popularly: A "black beetle," vit, a
cockroach, which, however, is not properly a
beetle at all, but belongs to the order Orthop-
tera, and is akin on one side to the cricket,
on the other to the earwig.

* beetle-stones, «, pi. An old name
given to nodules of clay-ironstone found Ht
Newhaven, near Edinburgh, and elsewhere.
The appellation was given from the erroneou*
notion that the nodules were of insect origin.
[Clay-ironstone.] (Buckland : Geol. & Mine-
ralogy, 18att, vol. i., p. 19a.)

bee -tie (1) (tie * tel), v. t. [From Eng. beetle,

a. (1) (q.v.).] To beat with a heavy mallet.

"Then lay it [yarn] out to dry in your bleachingv
yard ; but t>e sure never to beat or beetle it "—Max-
well: Set. Tram., p. S44. {Jam is U

bee'-tle (2) (tie as tel), v.i. [A.S. bitel =
biting or sharp.] To jut out or hang over, a*
some cliffs do.

" Or to the dreadful summit of the cliff,

Tliat beetles o'er bis base into the sea."
Shaketp. : Hamlet. 1. 4.

bee' tied (tied as teld), pa. par. & adj.
[Beetle, v.t.]

beet-ling, pr. par. & a. [Beetle, u. (1).]

beet-ling, pr. par. & a. [Beetle (2), v.t."]

" On beetling cliffs, or pent In ruins deep,
They, till due time shall serve, were bid far hwee,"

Thomson • Cattle of Indolence, L 4S.

* beetling -machine, e. A machine
formerly in use for beetling or beating cloth.

as it was slowly wound on a revolving roller.

beet'-rad'-ish, s. [Eng. beet; radish,] A
plant, the same as Beetrave (q.v.).

beet-rave, *. [Fr. betterave = beet ; from
be(te=beet, and rave = a. radish, a root.] A
plant, the Bed Beet (Beta vulgaris). [Beet.]

beet-root, s. [Eng. beet; root.] The root or
the Beet (Beta vulgaris). [Beet.] A valuable
food, owing to the large amount of sugar it

contains. Nearly all the sugar used in France
is made from the beet, and in America
many of the sugar refiners use it in their

sugar factories. In Germany a coarse spirit

is manufactured from the beet, a large pro-

portion of which is imported into Britain and
made into methylated spirit. Several attempta
have been made to establish beetroot distil-

leries in that country, but the great difficulty

has been to obtain a clean spirit, the flavour

of the beet being very persistent Beetroot
contains ten per cent of sugar, and about two
per cent, of nitrogenous matters. It was for-

merly used to adulterate coffee.

boil. bojT; pout, joivl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enopbon, exist, -ing.
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beetroot-sugar, 5. Sugar made from
tin* piot ef the beet. It seems to have been
first made in the year 1747 ; it was largely
manufactured in France during the wars of
the revolution, when English cruisers cut the
French off from access to the West Indian
canesugar. It has been considerably developed
in America. "The beetroot is first washed
in a rotatory drum immersed in water, then
rasped into pulp, and squeezed in woollen
sacks by hydraulic pressure, or in continuous
revolving presses, or the sugar is removed by
diffusion in iron tumblers. The juice is

clarified with lime filtered through animal
charcoal, crystallised in vacuo, and drained by
a centrifugal machine."

beeves, s. pi. [The plural of Eng. b«/(q.v.).]

Oxen, black cattle.
" They sought the beeret that made their broth."

Scott: Lay of the Last Minstrel, vi. 10.

* bee -vdr, s. [Beaveb (2) (q.v.).]

"bee-sen, a [Bison.] (0. Scotch.)

be fall', * be-fal , * be-falle (pret be-

fell, * hefelle, * be/el, * bi fel, * by /el ; pa. par.
befallen), v.t. k i. (A.S. befeailan ; 0.8. bir

fallan; Ger.de/aiten.]

A. Transitive (followed by the object with
or without a preposition) :

1. To happen to, to affect one. (Used at
first indifferently of favourable or of unfavour-
able occurrences in one's career.)

"BIod asked an envious man, that *u Terr aad,
what harm had befallen unto him, or what good had
befallen unto another man."—Bacon.

2. The tendency being to take more note of
what is unfavourable than favourable in one's
lot, the word now has generally an unfavour-
able sense.

"For the common people, when they hear that
tome frightful thing haa befallen such a one in such a
place . . ."—Banyan, P. P., pt H.

B. Intrans. : To happen, to take place.

** But vim at leaat may make report
Of what brfalW

Wordsworth: White Doe of R^tton*, It.

be-fal'-len, pa. par. [Befall.]
" teacher, some great miachief hath befallen
To that meek man.

"

Milton : P. L. , bk. xi.

be^-fal-ling, pr. par. k s. [Befall.]

A* As present participle: In senses corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

B. -4s subst. : That which befalls, an occur-
rence, an incident ; an event especially of an
unfavourable character.

be far ia, s. [Bejaria.]

bS-felT, * be-fST, pret. of Befall.

* bfiff, * bafif, v. t. [Ger. puffen, t buffen = . . .

to cuff, bang, or buffet. ] To beat, to strike.
(Scotch.)

" Bot the wrath of the goddis haa doun beft
The cietie of Troy from top vnto the ground.'

Doug. ; Virgil, 59, 9.

btfflf, baff, s. [From baff, v. In O. Ft. bufe,

buffe, bouffe = & blow from the fist, a cuff.]

[Buff, Buffet.] A blow, a stroke, a cuff.

The same as Scotch Baff (q.v.).

* bef-fr^y, *. [Belfry.]

*bS-fight (gh silent), v.t. [Eng. prefix be,

andjight.] To fight, to combat

befit, r. To be suitable to or for; to be-
come, to be becoming in. Used—

(a) Ofpersons

:

" He was not in the frame of mind which beAtt one
who is about to strike a declsire blow."—Macaulay;
Bit. Eng., ch. t.

(b) Of things:
' Well do a woman's tear* befit the eye
Of him who knew not aa a man to die"

Eemant : The A bencerrage, lit

be fit ted, pret. 0/ Befit.

If Befitted as a pa. par. scarcely exists.

". . . and that it us befitted

To bear our hearts in grief . . .

Shaketp. : Hamlet, i. X,

twS-f It -ting, pr. par. k a. [Beptt.]

"An answer befitting the hostile message and menace."
Longfellow : CourUhip of Mile* StandUK, i v.

b4-fit'-tlng-ly\ adv. In a befitting manner.

tb<5 -flagged, pa. par. [Eng. prefix be, and
flagged = decoraled with flags.] From an
imaginary present, beflag.

"Berlin is gaily bejtagged, and the illuminations
will be unusually brilliant"—Daily Telegraph, fctrd

* be-8a ine, pa. par. k a. [Beflay.J

be-flat'-ter, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and /tatter.]

To load with flattery. (Webster.)

be-flat -tered, pa. par. k a. [Beflatter,]

be-flat'-ter-ing, pr. par. [Beflatter.]

* be-fla'y (pa. par, beflaine), v.t. [Eng. prefix
be, and flay.] To flay.

*' Out of his skin he was bejtaine."
Qower : Conf. Amant., bk. viL (JHchardeon.)

be-flow'er, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and flower.]
To besprinkle, to scatter over with flowers or
with pustules. (Hobbes.)

t be-flum; v.t. [Eng. prefix be ; andylum, con-
tracted from flummery (q.v.).'] To befool by
cajoling language, to cajole, to deceive, to
impose upon; (in vulgar phrase) to "bam-
boozle."

"... then, on the other hand. I bcjtumm'd them wi'
Colonel Talbot"—Scott: Waeerley, ch. lxxi.

be-flum med, pa, par. [Beflum.]

be-flum'-ming, pr. par. [Beflum.]

be-fo am, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and foam.] To
bespatter or cover with foam.

" At but the dropping wings, befoam'd all o'er
With flaggy heaviness, their master bore."

Euxten : Oe. Met., It.

bS-foamed, pa. par. k a. [Befoam.]

be-fo am-Ing, pr. par. [Befoam.]

be-f5g't v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and fog.} To in-
volve in a fog. (Irving.)

b<S-fdg'ged, pa. par. k a. [Befoo.]

b£-f6gg'-ing, pr. par. k a. [Befog.]

b€-fo'ol, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and fool] To
make a fool of. (Often used reflexively = to
make a fool of one's self ; for in reality no one
can make a fool of another.)

"... and how they came back again, and befooled
themselves for setting a foot out of doors in that path
. . ."—Bunyan, P. P., pt. ii.

b$-fd'olecL, pa. par. k a. [Befool.]

be-fobl-ing, pr. par. k a. [Befool.]

bS-fbr'e, # bi-for'e, * by-roVe, * bi for e,

by-uor'e, * bi-for'n, * be for ne, * bi-
for -en, * be-for-en, prep., ami., k adv.
[A.S. and O.8. beforan, biforan = (1) before,

(2) for ; Dut. bevorens = before ; (N. H.) Ger.
bevor ; O. H. Ger. bifora, pivora.]

A. As preposition

:

I. In space :

1. Gen.: In front of, not behind ; situated in
front of the face, not behind the back. Used—

(a) Ofpersons:
" Their common practice was to look no further

before them than the next line."—Dryden.

Or (b) More loosely (of things) : Situated
nearer a spectator than is another thing with
which it is compared in situation.

2. Spec. : In the presence of, as noting

—

(1) When used ofpersons

:

(a) Exposure to the eyes of the person or
persons in whose presence one is.

"And Shallum the son of Jabesh conspired against
him, and smote him before the people."—-2 Kings xv. 10.

v
.. Before one, in the expression " Thou shalt

have no other gods before me " (Exod. xx. 3

;

see also Deut. v. 7), practically means any-
where ; for as a false god worshipped anywhere
is worshipped " before," i.e., in the presence
of the All-seeing One, the commandment can
be obeyed only by him who forbears to worship
a false god anywhere.

(b) Great respect or even actual adoration
for.

" On kneos heo gon beforen him falle."
The Kyng of Tart, 221. (S. in Boucher.)

"... the place where they kill the burnt-offering
before the Lord."—Lee. iv. 24.

(c) Submission to the jurisdiction of.

" If a suit be begun before an archdeacon, the ordi-
nary may license the suit to an higher court."—/! yliffe.

(d) In the power of, as if spread out in front
of them.

" The world was all before them, where to choose.
-

Milton: P. /.., bk xii.

(2) When used ofplaces (Spec): Encampment
or the construction of military works for the
purpose of besieging a place.

" And all the people, even the people of war that
were with him. went up, and drew nigh, and came
before the city."—Joth. viii. 1L

(3) When used of things ;

(a) Proximity to, either for worship or any
other purpose.

"... but thou and thy sons with thee shall t
before the tabernacle of witness."—Aumb. xviii. s.

(b) The impulse of something behind ; as in
the common nautical phrase "to run before
the wind," i.e., moving in the same direction
as the wind and impelled by its full force.

" Her part, poor soul ! seeming as burdened
With leaser weight, but not with lesser woe,W as earned with more speed before the wind."

Shakeep. : Comedy of Errorx, i. L
II. In time

:

1. Preceding.
" Particular advantages it has before all the book*

which have appeared before It in this kind."—Dryden
2. Prior to.

"The eldest [elder f) son is before the younger in
succession."—Joh tuon.

3. Not yet arrived at ; future.

•J^*! «°}dtn "«* wh*ch a blind tradition haa
hitherto placed in the Past, is Before m."~Carl»tl* ;
Sartor Hetartut, bk. ill., ch. v.

IIL In a figurative sense

:

1. In preference to, rather than.
"We think poverty to be infinitely desirable before

the torments of covetousees*. "

—

Taylor.

2. Superior to.

"
. . . he is before his competitors both in right and

power."—Johnton.

B. As conjunction

:

1. Sooner than, earlier in time.
"Ae/ore two months their orb with light adorn.
If heav'n allow me life, I will return." Dryden.

2. Previously to, in order that something
may be.

'

'
Before this elaborate treatise can become of use tomy country, two points are ueceasa™."—Siei/t.
C As adverb

:

L Ofplace:

1. Further onward, in advance, in front of.
" Thou'rt so far before.

That swiftest wing of recompense is slow
To overtake thee.* Shatetp. : Macbeth, L 4

2. In front ; opposed to in the rear, or to
behind.

IX Of time:

1. Up to this time, hitherto.
" The peaceful cities of th' Ansonian shore.
Lull d in her ease, and undisturbed before.
Are all on fire." ' Dryden.

2. In time past:

(a) Gen. : At an indefinite period of bygone
time.

"... and the name of Debir before waa Kiriatb*
Bepher."—Joxh. xv is.

(6) Spec. : A short time ago.
" I shall resume somewhat which hath been before

said, touching the question befuregoing. "—Uale.
3. Already.

" You tell me. mother, what T knew before.
The Phrygian fleet is landed on the shore.''

Dryden.

before-casting, s. Forethought.
"If ony mansleeth hisnelgheborebi bifore-cattyng.'— Wycliffe(ExQd. xxi. 14).

before-go, v.t To precede, go before.
" Merci and treuthe ahal befor-go thi face."— Wydife

[Pt. 1 ixwin. i;.|.

before-goer, s. A messenger before.

"Tschal sende thi bifore-goere an Aungel."— HVeHrs
(Exod. xxxiii. 2>.

*

IT Other MSS. read befort-renner.

before-set, a. Prefixed. (Prompt. Parv.)

betore-sbowlng, pr. par. A preTioos
disclosure ; a lore-warning.

" We bothe salens dreem In o nygh

t

bifore-icheteynge
of tbingis to oomynge."— Wydife (Gen. xli. 11).

before -speaker, s. A spokesman.
"Profete that is lnterpretour ether bifor-tpekere.*— Wydife (Exod. vii. j).

before wall, s. An advanced rampart
"The wal and the bifer-eeaV— Wydife (It. xxrL U
T Other MSS. read bifor-walling.

be-fbre-cl-ted, a. [Eng. before; cited.]

Cited before. (Dr. Allen.)

t bS-for'e-go-iiig, a. [Eng. before; going.]

Going before. (Now abbreviated into Foas-
goino.) (Milton.)

be for e hand. * be for c hande, * bl-

for hand, * biuoren hond, a. k adv.

[A.S. beforan, and hond — hand. In Sw. i

fbrhand, ]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oe -- e. ey - a, qu = lew.
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A- At adjective:

1. Possessed of accumulations or stores

previously acquired.

"Stranger's house is at this time rich, and much
beforehand, fur it hath laid up revenue these thirty-

seven years."—Bacon.

2. In a state of forwardness ; well prepared,

all but ready.
** WhAt is man's contending with Insuperable diffi-

culties, but the rolling oi Sisyphus'* stone up the hill,

which is soon beforehand to return upon him again ?—L Ettrange.

B- As adverb

:

1. Previously, before.
" Heo biuorenhond leometh hore meister."—Ancre;;

Riwle, p. 211

2. In a state of priority, first in time. (In

this sense often followed by with.)

"... they therefore determined to he beforehand
with their accusers."—Macaulay : Bitt. Kng., ch. xvi.

8. Previously.

(a) By way of preparation.
** When the lawyer* brought extravagant blUa, Sir

Soger used to bargain beforehand to cut off a quarter
of a yard in any part of the bill."—Arbuthnot.

(b) Without waiting for a certain event

;

antecedently.
** It would be resisted by such as had beforehand

resisted the general proofs of the gospeL"—Atterbury.

be fore-mentioned (tioned as shiind),
a. [Eng. before; mentioned.] Mentioned be-

fore, whether by word of mouth, by writing,

or in a printed page. (Foster.)

* "bfi-for'-fin, prep., conj. t & adv. [Before.]
(Chaucer.)

be^fore-time, adv. [Eng. before; time.']

Formerly ; specially, in the olden time.

"Beforetime in Israel, when ft man went to enquire
of God. thus he spake."—1 Sam. ix. 9.

* jo-for'ne, prep., conj., & adv. [Before.]

be-for'-tune, v.t. [Eng. be; fortune.] To
happen to, to betide.

" As much I wish all good befortune yon.'
Shakctp. : Two Gent of Verona, lv. 1

be-foV-tuned, pa. par. &, a. [Befortunb.]

l>6-f6r'-tun-lng, pr. par. [Befortune.]

be-fot'e, adv. On foot.
" Befote, or on fote (afote).

Parv.
Pedestre."—Prompt.

To foul, tobe-foul', v.t. fEng. be; foul]
render dirty, to soil. (Todd.)

befouled, pa. par. & a, [Befoul.]

be-foul'-lng, pr. par. [Befoul.]

be-freck -le (le as el), v.t. [Eng. be ; freckle.]

To spot over with freckles. (Drayton.)

be-friend', v.t. & i. [Eng. be; friend.]

A. Transitive :

L Lit. : To be a friend to or of, to act with
kindness to, to favour, to countenance, to
sustain by sympathy.

" Be thou the first true merit to befriend

;

His praise is lost who stays till all commend."
Pope : Euay on frith-ism, 474.

2, Fig. : To favour, to be propitious to.

(Used of things.)

B. Intransitive : To be friendly, favourable.
" But night befriendi—through paths obscure he

pass'd." Hemant: The Abencerrage, ii.

b€-friend'-ed, pa. par. [Befriend.]

be-friend -ing, pr. par. [Befriend.]
" Hope the befriending.

Does what she can, for she points evermore np to
heaven."
Longfellow I The Children of the Lord't Supper.

be-friend'-ment, s. [Eng. befriend; -ment.]
The act of befriending ; the state of being
befriended. (Foster.)

befringe, v.t. [Eng. be; fringe. In Ger.
befransen.] To place fringes upon, to adorn
with fringes.

" When I flatter, let my dirty leaves
Cloath spice, line trunks, or flutt'ring in ft row,
Befringe the rails of Bedlam and Soho."

Pope : Satires, V. 4I«.

btS-fring'ed, pa. par. & a. [Befringe.]

b6-fring'-ing, pr. par. [Befrinqb.]

Deft, pa. par. [Beff.] (Scotch.)

be'-fur', v.t. [Eng. be; fur.] To cover or
clothe with fur. (F. ButUr.)

b€-furr'ed, pa. par. k a. [Befur.J

b£-fur'-ring, pr. par. [Befur.]

* beg, s. [Beioh.]

beg, * begge, » beg -gen, v.i. & t. [Of un-
certain origin. Sweet and Skeat agree in
referring it to A.8. bedecian = to beg. Dr.
Murray admits that this lias much to recom-
mend it, though the phonetic connection be-
tween the Old Eng. beggen and the still older
form bedecian is, in his opinion, by no means
established. He thinks that " the most likely
derivation is from O. Fr. begart = beghard."]
[Beghards.]

A. Intransitive: To ask for alms, spec., to
ask habitually ; to be a professional beggar, to
be a mendicant.
" I cannot dig; to beg I am ashamed."—Luke xvi. a
B. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To ask earnestly ; to ask as a beggar does
for alms.

"... for all thy blessed youth
Becomes as aged, and doth beg the alms
Of palsied eld . . ."

Shakesp. : Meat, for Meat., lit. L

2. With similar earnestness to request any-
thing, solicitation for which does not make
one a mendicant.

3. To take for granted. [II. 1.]

M. 16 apply for one's guardianship. [II. 2.]

"I fear you will
Be begg'd at court, unless you come off thus."

The Witt (0. PI.), viii. sew

.

H. Technically

:

1. Logic. To beg the question : To perpetrate
the fallacy called Petitio principii : to assume,
if an opponent will permit it, the very thing
to be proved.

* 2. Old Law. To beg a person for a fool : To
apply to be his guardian. The petition was
presented in the Court of Wards.

" Leave begging, Lynns, for such poor rewards.
Else some will beg thee, in the court of wards."

Harrington ; Epigr., i. 10.

% There is a play upon the words beg you for
in the following passage :—

11 And that a great man
Did mean to beg you for his daughter."

City Match (O. PI.). 314. [JVaret.

)

*f (a) Crabb thus distinguishes between the
verbs to beg and to desire

:

— '

' To beg marks the
wish* ; to desire, the will and determination.
Beg is the act of an inferior ; desire of a
superior. We beg a thing as a favour, we
desire it as a right."

(&) To beg, beseech, solicit, entreat, supplicate,

implore, crave are thus discriminated :—The
first four of these do not mark such a state of
dependence in the agent as the last three : to
beg denotes a state of want ; to beseech, entreat,

and solicit a state of urgent necessity ; suppli-
cate and implore, a state of abject distress

;

crave, the lowest state of physical want. One
begs with importunity ; beseeches with earnest-
ness ; entreats by the force of reasoning and
strong representation. One solicits by virtue
of one's interest; supplicates by a humble
address ; implores by every mark of dejection
and humiliation. Begging is the act of the
poor when they need assistance ; beseeching

and entreating are resorted to by friends and
equals, when they want to influence or per-
suade ; beseeching is more urgent, entreating
more argumentative. Solicitations are used to
obtain favours which have more respect to the
circumstances than the rank of the solicitor

;

supplicating and imploring are resorted to by
sufferers for the relief of their misery, and are
addressed to those who have the power of
averting or increasing the calamity. Craving
is the consequence of longing ; it marks an
earnestness of supplication, an abject state of
suffering dependence.

beg, s. [Turkish beg — prince, chief.] [Bet.]

In Turkey, Tartary, die. : A title for a pro-
vincial governor, or generally for an official of
high rank. In India it is occasionally met
with as part of an ordinary proper name,
borne by persons presumably of Mogul Tartar
descent, but possessed neither of official rank
nor of aristocratic birth. Beg is essentially
the same word as Bey, used in Tunis and other
parts of Northern Africa.

" Togrul Beg, however, the son of Michael, the son of
Sedjuk. offered himself as a leader and bond of union to
the Turks. -—Mill: llitt. India (e<l 1S48), voL ii., p. 3M.

be'-ga, be'o-gah, *b!g'-gah, s.

ratta, Hind., &c, bigha.]

[Mah-

In India : A land measure. That of Bengal
Is about 1,000 square yards, or one-third of an
English acre. That of the Maliratta country
contains 3.920 square yards ; consequently 1J
begas will be = an English acre.

*be-gab', v.t. [Bygar.]

* be£-air'-ies, s. [From O. Eng. begnre =»

variegate.] Stripes or slips of cloth sewed
on garments, by way of ornament, such as are
now worn in liveries

; pessments. [Beoaris.]
"... UBeorwearein their clelthing, or apparell, of

lyning thereof, ouie claith of gold, or silver, velvet
satine, damask, taffataes, or ony beguiriee, frenyies,
pasments, or broderie of gold, silver, or silk, . . ,

—

Act* J a. VI. (1581), C. IIS.

*be-galV, *bS-gal', v.t [Eng. be; gaU.}
To gall, to chafe, to rub till soreness arise.

" And shake your sturdy trunks, ye prouder pines,
Whose swelling graines are like begald alone
With the deep furrowes of the thunderstona"

III-. Hall : Defiance to Envy.

* be-galled, *be-gald', pa, par. [Begall.)

* be- gal'-Ion, v.t. [A.S. agalwan = to stupe-
fy.] To frighten, to terrify. {N.E.D.)

* be-ga'ne, a. [A.S. begangan = to surround.)
Covered, overlaid. (Scotch.) [Begone.]

" And hous of bricht Apollo gold began*."
Doug. : Virgil, 163; 46.

* be gar' eit, * b*5-g*ir'-$Mt, pa, par. [B«-
GAR1E.]

* be'-gar'-Ie, * be-gar'-e, v.t. [Prob. from
Fr. bigarrer = to diversify.] (0. Eng. <t Scotch.)

1, To variegate.

(a) Gen. : To deck with various colours.
" Begareit all in sundry hewis."

Lyndtay I 8. P. Ii., ii. loS. (Jamieton.)

(b) Spec. : To stripe, to variegate with lines

of various colours, to streak.
" AH of gold wrocbt was thare rlche attyre,
Thar purpoure robbis begaryit schynaud brycht."

Dougiat: Virgil. 267, 15. (Jamteton.)

2. To besmear, to bedaub, to bespatter.
" Some Whalley's Bible did beparie.
By letting flee at it canarie.'

Col title : Mock Poem, pL L, Ml

be-gasse', s. [Baoas.se.]

be-g&t', pret. o/BEOET(q.v.).
"Shem . . . begat Arphaxad two years after the

flood. And Shem lived after he begat Arphaxad . .
."

—Gen. xL 10. 11.

bS-ga'-vel, *. [Eng. be, and gavel (q.v.).]

[Baoavel.] It is called also Bethugavel, or
Chipping-gavel (q.v.).

* be'-gaw\ *b€-gawd', v.t. [Eng. be; gav<

(q.v.).] [Gewoaw.] To deck out with gew-
gaws.
"... Beqawled with chains of gold and Jewels."

Jforth: Plutarch, p. 127. (Richardeon.)

* bS-gaw'ed, * b€-gawd'-<$d, pa. par. A a
[Beoaw.]

* bS-gaw'-ing, * be-gawd'-lng, pr. par.

[Beoaw.]

be-ge'lk, s. [Begunk.]

be-gem', v.t. [Eng. be; gem.] To adorn with
precious gems, or anything similarly beautiful

and lustrous.

"The doe awoke, and to the lawn
Begemmed with dewdrops, led her fawn."

Scott l Lady of the lake. Hi. %

begemmed, pa. par. & a. [Begem.]

begem -miiig, pr. par. [Begem.]

*beg'-en-lld, * bSg'-en-elde, s. [0. Eng.
begen « to beg, and yldo, yld, eld = age,

seniority, a man.] A mendicant.
" A bastaxde, a bounds on, a begeneldet douhter."

Piert Plowman, p. 168. (S. in Boucher.}

*bS-geV, *be'-gess', adv. [Eng. pref. oe =
by, and gesse = guess ; Dan. gisse.J By chano*^

at random.
" Thou lichtlies all trew properties

Of luve express,

And marks quhen neir a styme thou sets.

And hits begeu."
Scott ; Evergreen, L 113

" I hapnit in a wilderness,
Qunair I chanst to gang in beget."

Buret i Pilg. ( Walton
1
! CoU.), 0. 30.

be get', *b*-gSte, *by~gy*te (pret. begot,

t begat, * begatte, * begate ; pa. par. begotten,

bigeten), v.t. [Eng. be ; get=z to cause to get

;

A.8. begytan, bigitan (pret. begeat) = to get, to
obtain ; A.S. prefix be, and getan, gytan, gitan

m to get.] [Get.]

boil, be"£; poiit, jo%l; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - C
-clan, tlan - shan. -clou, -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tlon, sion * zhiin. -tlous, - sioua = shns. -hie, -die, &c * bel, del.
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1. Lit. : To engender, to generate, to pro-

create, to become the father of. (Used of the
procreation of children.)

2. Fig. : To produce, to engender, to gene-
rate, to cause to come into existence. (Used
of projects, ideas, or anything similar, or
generally of anything which man can bring
into being.)

** Till carried to excess In each domain.
This tvr rite food beg-tt peculiar pain.*

aoidsmtik : The Traeetler.

W-gSt'-tor, 8. [Eng. beget; -er.]

1. Lit.: One who begets, one who pro-
creates ; a father.

" For what their prowess gain'd. the law declare*
Is to thetnselTes alone, and to their heirs :

No share of that goes back to the begetter."
Dryden.

2. Fig. : A producer ; as " a begetter of
disease.

"

fo6g'-ga-ble, a. [Eng. beg; -able.] Able to

be obtained if begged for, or at least aide to be
begged with a doubtful result.

** He find * It his best way to be always crarine, be-
cause he lights many times upon things that are dis-
posed of, or not beggable."—Butler't Charactert.

bSg-gar. *beg'-ger» * b£g'-gere, s. [Eng.
beg, -er ; Dut. bedelaar ; Ger. bettler ; Ital.

picoaro. Comp. also Sw. tiggare; Dan. tigger.}

[Beo.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. One whose habitual practice Is to implore
people for alms, whether because he has some
physical or mental defect which wholly or
partially incapacitates him from working

;

or because (if such a thing be conoeivable) all

his efforts to obtain work have been uniformly
abortive ; or finally, in too many cases, because
he is too idle to work and too shameless to
blush at the meanness of casting his support
on others perhaps less strong in body, and
even less rich in purse, than himself.

" And there was a certain beggar named Lazarus,
which was laid at his gate, full of sores, and desiring
to l« fed with the crumbs which fell from the rich
man's table . .

."

—

Luke xtL SO, 81.

2. One who is dependent on others for
support, whatever his position in society.

"Thar [the non-juring clergy] naturally became
beggars and loungers. "

—

Macauusy : Bitt. Kng., ch. xiv.

3. One who asks a favour, however legiti-

mate ; a petitioner for anything.
" What subjects will precarious kings regard ?

A beggar speaks too softly to be heard. Dryden,

IX Fig. : One who, in a logical matter,
11 begs " the question ; one who assumes the
point in dispute, or, in a more general sense,
who assumes what he dues not prove.

"These shameful beggars of principles, who give
this precarious account of the original of things, as-
sume to themselves to be men of reason.'*

—

Tilloteoes.

B. Old Isms and Ord. Lang. Sturdy beggar

:

An able-bodied man quite capable, if he liked,
of working, but who will not do it because he
prefers to quarter himself upon the indus-
trious. The Act 14 Eliz., c. 5, passed in 1572,
defined rogues, vagabonds, and sturdy beggars
to be "all persons whole and mighty in body,
able to labour, not having land or mister, nor
using any lawful merchandise, craft, or mys-
tery." These, and coupled with them, un-
happily, " all common labourers able in body,
loitering and refusing to work for such rea-
sonable wage as is commonly given "—that
is, what now would be called all agricultural
or other labourers on strike—were, for the
first offence, to be grievously whipped and be
burned through the gristle of the right ear
with a hot iron an inch round; for the second
should be deemed felons ; and for the third
suffer death, without benefit of clergy. The
cruel severity of the Act made it fail of effect.

The sturdy beggar continued to flourish ; he
does so still. He may be seen daily almost
anywhere, alike in Europe and the United
States ; and as long as the thoughtless continue
to give hfm alms in the street, there in no
likelihood of his condescending to work.

beggar-brat, s. A contemptuous ap-
pellation for a child engaged in begging. A
beggar's child.

beggar-maid, 5. An unmarried female
beg- .:.

" Young Adam Cupid, he that shot so trim.
When King Cophetua lov'd the beggar-maid.'

Shakeep. : Romeo and Juliet, li. 1

beggar-man, s A man who is a beggar.

"0*0. Is it a fieggimiriT**
Old Stan. Madman and beggar too."

Sh-ikenp. : King Lear, It. l.

Beggar-man's Oatmeal: A plant, Alliaria

officinalis.

Beggar's Basket : A local name for a plant,

Pulmunuria officinalis,

beggar's-brown, s. A light-brown snuff.

which is made of the stem of tobacco; what
in England is generally denominated Scotch

snuff. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

beggar's lice, 5. A vnl-,ir name for an
American boraginaceous plant—the Echiiw-
spermum virginicum, the hooked prickles of
whose nuts or bur-like fruits adhere to the
clothes of passers-by.

beggar's-ticks, e. A similarly vulgar
name for two composite plants, also from
America—the Bidens /rondosa and the B. con-

nata, the fruit of which, having two teeth or
prickles, adhere to the clothes.

beggar-weed, «. [So called by farmers
and others from its growing only in im-
poverished soil, or because of itself it beg-
gars the land.] A name given by farmers in

different parts of England to various weeds,
specially to Polygonum aviculare, Cuscuta
trifolii, Heraclium sphondylium, Spergula ar-

vensis, and Galium aparine. {Britten.) [1'olv-

Q0NUM, CUSCUTA, &C.]

beggar-woman, s. A woman who is a
beggar.

" The elder of them, being put to nurse.
Was by a beggar-woman stol'n away."

Shaketp. : King Henry T/.. tv. 1

beg -gar, * beg'-ger, v.t. [From beggar, s.]

L Lit. : To reduce to beggary ; to im-
poverish. (Used of persons.)

"Wives beggar husbands, husbands starve their wires.

"

Voteper t Task, ok. U.

H, Figuratively :

1. To impoverish. (Used of an exchequer
or of finances.)

"... her merchants were to be undersold, her
customers decoyed away, her exchequer beggared."—
Macaulay: Hut. Kng., ch. zxiv.

2. To deprive. (Followed by of.)
" Necessity, of matter beggar'd.

Will nothing stick our person to arraign
In ear and ear." Shaketp. : Hamlet, It. 5.

3. To exhaust ; to tax to the utmost the
power of.

" It beggar'd all description."
Skaketp. : A ntony A Cleopatra, ft 3.

beggar my neighbour, s. A game at
cards, either the same with, or very like that
of Catch-honours. (Jamieson, die) (Kng. £
Scotch.)

beg'-gared, pa, par. k a, [Beggar, v.]
" Big Mars seems bankrupt in their beggared host."

Bhakeep. : Men. V.. iv. S.

b-Sg'-gar-ing, * beV-ger-ing, pr. par. A
a. [Beggar, v.]

b£g -gar li-ness, * beg ger-ly-nSsse, s.

[Eng. beggarly; -ness.] The quality of being
beggarly; meanness.

" They went about to hinder the Journey, by railing
on the beggarlinet* of it, aud discrediting of it."

—

Lord Wimbledon to tke ituke of Buckingham. Cabala
(16W), p. 136. [Todd.)

beg -gar-ly, * beV-ger-ly, * beg'-ger-
lye, a. & adv. [Eng. beggar; -ly.]

A. As adjective:

1. Ofpersons : Like a beggar, poor-looking,
mean.

" Who, that beheld such a bankrupt beggarly fellow
as Cromwell entering tbe parliament house with a
thread>>are, torn cloak, and greasy hat, could hare
iiuii.«-i.-t.-d that he should, by the murder of one king
ami the banishment of another, ascend the thiuuer"

—

Booth.

2. Of things : Suitable for a beggar ; like

that of a beggar ; mean, contemptible.

"As children multiplied and grew, the household
of the priest became more and more beggarly."—
MacauUy : Kit. Kng., ch. ilL

B. As adverb: In a manner suitable to a
beggar; meanly, indigently. (In a literal or
in a figurative sense.)

"Touching God himself, hath he revealed that it is

his delight to dwelt beggarly $ And that he taketb no
pleasure to be worshipped, saving only in poor cot-
tages "•."—Hooker.

beg'-gar-y, • beV-ger-y. * bSg'-ger-ye,
s. [Eng. beggar; -jj.J

1, Of persons : The state or condition of an
habitual beggar ; indigence.

"Gaunt Beggary, and Scorn."
Thornton : Cattle of Indolence, it 7«.

2. Of things: Poverty; indigence.
" There's beggary in the love that can l>e reckon'd."

Shaketp. : Antony & Cleopatra, L Tu

begged, * beg'-gede, pa, par. & o. [Beo.)

* beg-glld, *. [O. Eng. beggen = to beg ; fern,

ending -ild.] A beggar.
" Hit is beggUde rihte norte beren bagge ou bac."—

Ancren Kiwte, p. 168.

beg'-ging, * beg-gynge, pr. par., a., & s.

[Beg, i.l

A. & B. As present participle dt participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

1 Begging Friar (Ch. Hist.): A friar who,
having taken a vow of poverty, supported
himself by begging. [Mendicant Orders.]

" The songs of minstrels and tbe tales of begging
friars."—Macaulay : Hitt. Kng., cb. xvi.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of begging for, or soliciting any-
thing. Spec., the act of soliciting alms.

" 1 Pith. No, friend, cannot you beg T Here's them in
our country of Greece gets more with begmng than we
can do with working. "—Shaketp, : Pericles, U. i.

2. Logic : The act of assuming what is not
conceded, as in the phrase "a begging of £he
question."

beg'-ging-ly, adv. [Eng. begging-; -ly.} Like
a beggar ; as a beggar would do.

" Kvcn my bonnet—how beggingly she looks aft"" 7«,L6L {K.K.D.)that."—Mat MU/urd : Our VVlage,

" bog' ging ness, s. [Eng. begging; -ness.)

Neediness, beggary.
** Tber shal come to thee . . . thl beggingneete as a

man armyd.**— Ifycliffe [Pro*, xxiv. 34).

BeV-hards, Beg uards. Bog ards,
*. pi. [Low Lat. beghardus, begehardus, iryi-

ardus, from Lambert Begue, who appears to
have been the founder of some religious lay
brotherhoods in the twelfth century.)

Church History :

1. Certain religious people who associated
themselves into a kinu of monastic lodging-
house under a chief, whilst they were un-
married, retiring when they pleased. As they
often supported themselves by weaving, they
were sometimes called "Brother Weavers.*
They first attracted notice in the Netherlands
In the thirteenth century. They were estab-

lished at Antwerp in 1223, and adopted the
third rule of St Francis in 1290. (Moeheim.)

2. The body described under 1 seems to
have lingered in diminishing numbers till the
seventeenth cent., when they were absorbed
by the " tertiaries " of the Franciscans. By
the third rule of St. Francis, those might
have a certain loose connection with this

order, who, without forsaking their worldly
business, or forbearing to marry, yet dressed
poorly, were continent, prayerful, and grave
in manners.

3. Used loosely as an abusive epithet for

the Albigenses, Waldenses, &c
* be ghost', v.t. [Pref. be-, and Eng. ghost.]

1. To make a ghost of.

2. To endow with a spirit or soul. (N.E.D.)

be-gilt',a. [Eng. be; gilt.] Gilded over.

"Six maids attending on her. attired with buckram
briueJaces begilt, . . .

—

B. Joneon : Underueods.

be-gin', * be gin nc. * bl-gyn'ne, v.t & U
(A.S. beginnan (pret. began, pa. par. begunnen),
aginnan, anginnan, ingingan, onginnan, on-
gynnan ; from a, an, in, or on, and gynnan =
to begin ; O. 8. 4 O. H. Oer. beginnan ; Sw.
begynna ; Dan. begynde ; Dut, & Ger. beginnen

;

Lat. gig-no = to bring forth ; Gr. ytyvopM
(gignomai), and yivm (geno); from the root
yen, Uansc. gan = to be born, and gaganmi
= to beget, or to bring forth.]

A. Transitive:

1, To commence action; to pass from in-

action to action.

yat alle ye bretheren and sisteren of yis fra-

iul kepen and beggnnen her deuocioun on ye
euen of ye feste of ye Triultee, . . ."—Kng. Gild* {Kir.

2. To trace the first ground, element, or
existence of anything.

" The apostle begint our knowledge in tbe creatures,
which leads us to the knowledge ofQoi."— Locke.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To come into being, or commence or
enter on any particular state of existence.

(a) To come into being. (Used of persons
or things.)

late, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, po%
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, oub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, 00= 0. ey = a. qu = kw.
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" Ere the base laws of servitude began.
When wild in woods the noble savage ran."

Dryden.

(b) To commence or enter on any particular

State of existence ; to commence, to arise.

"All began.
All ends, in lore of God and love of man."—Pope.

2. To commence any action or course of
action ; to take the first step from non-action

to action ; to do the first act, or part of an act.

"Then they began at the ancient men which were
before the house. '—Emk. ix. 6.

% Begin is often followed half-transitively

by an infinitive.
" Now and then a sigh he stolo.

And tears began to flow." Dryden,

% To begin with : To commence with ; to

•elect any particular person or thing as the
first of a series.

" A lesson which requires so much time to learn, had
need be early begun with."—Govern, of the Tongue,

% Crabb thus distinguishes the verbs to
hegin, to commence, and to enter upon :—" Begin
and commence are so strictly allied in signifi-

cation, that it is not easy to discover the
difference in their application, although a
minute difference does exist. To begin respects

the order of time ; to commence, the exertion

of setting about a thing. Begin is opposed to

end ; commence, to complete : a person begins a
thing with a view to ending it ; he commences
with the view of completing it. To begin is

either transitive or intransitive ; to commence
is mostly transitive : a speaker begins by
apologising ; he commences his speech with
an apology. To begin is used either for things
or persons ; to commence, for persons only :

all things have their beginning; in order to
effect anything we must make a commencement.
Begin is more colloquial than commence : thus
we say, to begin the work, to commence opera-
tions. To commence and enter upon are as
closely allied in sense as the former words

;

they differ principally in application : to com-
mence seems rather to denote the making an
experiment ; to enter upon, that of first doing
what has not been tried before : we commence
an undertaking ; we enter vpon an employ-
ment." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* b£~gin'ne, «. [From begin, v. 1 Beginning.
" Let no whit tbee dismay

The hard beginne that meets thee in the dure."
Spenser : F. Q., III. ill 21.

bfi-gin'-ner, s. [Eng. begin; -er. In Dut.
beginner; Sw. begynnare ; Dan. begynder.]

1. One who originates anything ; one who is

the first to do anything.

"Socrates inaketh Ignatius, the Bishop of Anttoch,
the first beginner thereof, even under the apostles
themaelves. —Booker.

2. One whose study of a science or practice
of an art has just commenced ; one inexperi-
enced in what he is doing or professing to do ;

a young learner or practitioner.

"Our choir wcalC scarcely be excused.
Even as a band of raw beginner*,'

Byron : llourt of Idleneu ; Granta.

t>S~gin'-ning, pr. par,, a., & s. [Begin.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & participial adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

X. The act of commencing to do.

IL The state of commencing to be.
" Youth, what man's age is like to be. doth show

;

We may our end by our beginning know."
Denham,

III. The commencement or cause of any-
thing.

1. The time or date of the commencement
of anything.

(a) The moment in bygone time in which
the heavens and the earth—i.e. the material
universe—came into existence at the flat of the
Creator.

*' In the beginning God created the heaven and the
earth."— Gen. i. 1.

(6) From everlasting, from eternity.
" In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was

with God, and the Word was God."—John L L
2. The first part of anything.
" The causes and designs of an action are the begin'

King; the effects of these causes, and the difficulties
that are met with in the execution of these designs,
are the middle ; and the unravelling and resolution of
these difficulties are the end."—Broome.

3. That which causes anything.
" Wherever we place the beginning of motion,

whether from the head or the heart, the body moves
and acts by a consent of all iU part*. "— Swift

.

4. That from which anything grows or de-
velops.

" The understanding is passive : and whether or not
It will have these beginnings and materials of know-
ledge, is not in its own power."

—

Locke.

bel-gin -nlrig-less, a. [Eng. beginning; -less.]

Without a beginning.
" Melchisedeck, in a typical or mystical way, was

beglnningleu, and endless in his existence."

—

Barrow:
Senn, ii. 307.

be-gird', t be-girt' (pret. & pa, par. begirt,

begirded), v.t. [A.S. begyrdan, begredan — (1)

to begird, to surround, (2) to clothe, (3) to
defend, to fortify ; Ger. begiirten ; Goth. &<-

gairdan.]

L Literally : To encircle with a girdle ; to
place a literal girdle round the body or any-
thing else.

IL Figuratively : To encircle with anything
else than an aerial girdle.

1. Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

•'And, Lentulus. begirt you Pompey's house."
ii. Jonton : Catiline, ill. ft.

2. Spec ; To encircle with hostile works
with the view of besieging.

" It was so closely begirt before the king's march
into the went, that the council humbly desired his
majesty that he would relieve it."

—

Clarendon.

be-gird'-e'd, be'-girt', pa. par. 4 a. [Begird. ]

be-gird -ing, * bS-girt'-Ing, pr. par. & a.

[Begird. ]

" He describes them as begirting the hair-bulbs."

—

Todd and Bowman : Phytlol. Anat., vol. t, p. 407.

be'-girt' (1), v. [Begird.]

b<5-girt' (2), pa. par. <fc a. [Begirded.)

beg'-ler-beg, beg'-ll-er-b©y, a [Turk. =
lord of lords.] [Beg.]

In Turkey : A title for a provincial governor,
next in dignity beneath the Grand Vizier. He
has under him several begs, agas, &<i.

beg -Icr-beg Ilk, *. [Turkish.]

In Turkey : The province ruled over by a
beglerbeg (q.v.).

bcg'-li-er-b£yt s. [Beglerbeg.]

be-gld'om, v.t. [Eng. pref. be; gloom.] To
cast gloom over ; to render gloomy.

" I should rather endeavour to support your mind,
than begloom it with my own melancholy."

—

Badeoek
to Dr. If'Ai.'e H787). Statement of Dr. White'* Obliga-
tion*. 4c., p. 8X

be-gna'w (g silent), v.t. [Eng. prefix be;
gnaw.] To gnaw (lit. &fig.).

" The worm of conscience still begnaw thy soul."
Shaketp. : Richard 111., L a

bS-gnaw'ed, pa. par. & a. [Begnaw. ]

b$-gnaw'-ing, pr. par. [Begnaw.]

* be-gd', v.t. [A-S. begangan = to go after, to
perform, to dispatch, to attend, to be near, to
surround, to worship.]

1. To perform, to accomplish. (S. inBoucher.)

2. To surround. (S. in Boucher.)

U" Occurs only as past participle and parti-

cipial adjective. [Beqone. ]

t be-gdd', v.t. [Eng. be, and god.] To make a
god of, to deify.

t be-god'-ded, pa. par. *fc adj. [Begod.]
" High-flown perfectionists.—what Is yet more exe-

crable, when they are come to the height of their
begodded condition, Ac. cannot sin, do what they will."

—More: Mytt. of Godliness, p. 510.

t be-g6d'-dlng, pr. par. [Begod.]

* begone, * be-gon ne, * be-go , *bi-go',
* by'-gd', V°" J*ir - * a- [A- S- begangan m to

go after, to perform, to dispatch, to lie near,

to surround, to worship,]

1. Gone far, sunk deep, especially in woe or
in weal ; beset with.

"... Is with treasoursofull&e(pm«."

—

Gower: Conf.
Amant., lik. v.

". . . so deep was her wo begonne,"
Bom, of the Bote.

"He la rich and wall btgo."—Gower : Conf. Amant.,
bk. iv.

T It still appears in the word woe-begone
(q.v.).

2. Surrounded.
" The bridle* were, for the nones,
Bygo with preciouae stones."

Chron. of Eng. in Bitsons Romance*. (3. in Boucher.

)

b8-g*5n'C, inter). [Imperative of verb to be,

and past participle of go.] Begone, get you
gone, go, go away, depart, quit my presence 1

" Begone I nor dare the hallowed stream to stain.
She fled, for ever banish'd from the train."

Addison,

be-gd'-nl-a, *. [Named after Michael Begon,

a Frenchman born in 1633, who promoted
botany.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Begoniaceae (Begoniads). [Begokt

ace/e.] Several species are cultivated in

greenhouses, in flower-pots, in houses, and in

similar situations.

bS-go-ni-a'-9e-ee (Latin), be-go-ni-ads
(Eng.), s. pi. [Begonia.]

Bot. : An order of plants, classed by Lind'ley

under his XXIVth or Cucurbital alliance.

The flowers are unisexual. The sepals supe-
rior, coloured ; in the males four, two being
within the others and smaller than them .; in

the females five, two being smaller than the
rest. The stamina are indefinite ; the ovary is

inferior, winged, three-celled, with three double
polyspermous placentas in the axis. The fruit

is membranous, three-celled, with an inde-

finite number of minute seeds. The flowers,

which are in cymes, are pink ; the leaves are
alternate, and toothed with scarious Btipules.

Genera, 2; species 159 (Lindley, 1847). Locali-

ties, the East and West Indies, &c. [Begonia.]

* be gon'ne, pa. par. & a. [Bego, v., and
Begone.]

t bS-go're, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and gore.) Oc-
curs only in Dast par. begored = besmeared
with gore.

" Besides, ten thou^nd monstere foale abhor"d
Did wait about it, japing griesly, all begnr'd,"

Spenter: F. O,., IV. xL t.

bS-got', be-gfit'-ten, pa. par.t c, A a
[Beget.]

L Lit. : Generated, produced.
"Found that the issue was not bis begot."

Shaketp. : Richard III., lit 6.

•*.
. . the only begotten Son of God."—John 11L 18.

2. Script. : To be the Divine cause or the
human instrument in producing regeneration
within a sinful souL

"We know that whosoever la born of God sinneth
not ; but he that is begotten of God keepeth himself,
and that wicked oue toucheth him not."—1 John v. is.

"... my son Onesimus, whom I have begotten In
my bonds. —Philemon 10.

3. Script Of God : To stand to the eternal
" Son of God " in such a mysterious relation

as to warrant the latter to be called " the only
begotten Son of God."

" For God so loved the world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should
not perish, but have everlasting lite."—John iiL 16.

be-go^Tc, be-go^-Tc, s. [Eng. pref. be, and
Scotch gowk, gawk = a fool.] The act of
jilting or making a fool of.

" If he has gi'en you the begowk, lat him gang, my
woman; yell get anither an a better."—Saxon and
Gael, it 82. {Jamieeon.)

be gou'th, be-goude, pret. of verb Begim.
Began. (Scotch.)

" The West Kynryk begouth to ryi,
Aa the East begouth to fayle."

Wyntoum, Prol. 27. {Jamieeon.)

* bS-gra'ge, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and grace.]

To endow with grace. (Occurs only in the
past participle.)

* b<5-graVced, pa. par. & a. [Begrack.]

* bograuln, pa. par. [Begraved.]

* bfc-gr&'ve (1), v.t. [A.S. begrafan, bigrafim.]

In Dut. begraven ; Ger. begraben = to begrave

;

boll, bo^; poiit, jo^v-1; cat, 9011, chorus, 9M11, bench; go, gom; thin, fills; sin, as; expect, Xenopnon, exist, trig,

-dan, -tlan = snan, -tlon, -slon - shun ; -tion, - sion = zhun. -tlous, -slons, -clous = snns, -ble, -die, && * bel, del.
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Goth, bigraban = to dig up.] To commit to
the grave, to bury.

*' That he wald sufflr to be earyit from thence
Ttiay corpisdede, . . .

To tufflr thame begrauin for to he."
Doug. : Virgil. 36S, 48.

* t>8-gra've (2), ft t. [Eng. prefix be, and grave,

v.tfc pa. par. begrave.] To grave, to engrave.
" [He] stood upon a foote on highte
0( bonied golde ; And with grt-.it sleight
Of workmanship it was begrave."

dower: Con/. Am., bk. L

• be-gra ved, be-grav-en, * begrauin,
pa. par. & a. [Begrave (1).]

* be-gra v-Ing, pr. par. & a. [Begrave (1).]

be-grease, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and grease.]

To cover with grease. (Minsheu.)

be-gre ased, pa. par. & a. [Begrease.]

be-gre as-fng, pr. par. ft a. [Begrease.]

* be'-gre'de (pret. be-gradde), v.t. [Eng.
& A.S. pref. be, and A.8. gradan ; O. Eng. grede
— to say, to cry, to call. ] To cry out against.

" The fugheles that the er begradde."
Sale and Sight ingale, 1.13S. (5. in Boucher.)

• bS-grSt'te, pa. par. [A.8. gretan = (1) to
go, to meet, to approach ; (2) to greet, to
salute ; (3) to touch.] Saluted.

" The terts lete he fall, and tendirly
With hertlie lufe begrette hir thus In hy."

Doug. : Virgil, 179, 44.

begrime, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and grime.} To
sou with soot, the olack material which ad-
heres to the outside of pots and pans, or any-
thing similar.

"... bands of dragoons, spent with running and
riding, and begrimed with dust."—Macaulay : Hist
Eng., ch. xvi.

be-gri med, pa. par. & a. [Begrime.]

be-gri m-irig, pr. par. & a. [Begrime.]

be-grudg e, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and grudge.]
To gnidge.

*' None will hare cause to btgrudge the beauty or
height of corner-stones . ."—Standard of Equtility, J 25.

be-grudg'ed, pa. par. 4 a. [Begrudge.]

begrudg ing, pr. par. [Begrudge.]

• be-grut ten, a, [8w. begrata = to weep
to deplore.] Having i

i weeping. (Jamieson.)

be gui le, * be -gl le, * bi-gyle, * by gyle,
v.t. [Eng. be, guile. O. Fr. guilcr = to de-
ceive.]

1. To deceive by means of guileful conduct
or words.

* 1. To cover up with guile
;

guilefully to
hide.

•• So beguitd
With outward honesty."

Shaketp. : Rape of Lucrece.

2. To deceive by means of a false state-

ment
" Why wol he thus himself and us bigylef"

Chaucer: C. It, 8,128.

XI. To allure or lure to or from any place,
course of conduct, &c

(a) To anything.

"And the woman said. The serpent beguiled me,
and I did eat."—Geo. iiL 13.

(6) From anything.
" Perceives not Lara that his anxious page
Beguile* his charger from the combat's rage."

Byron; Lara, IL 15.

m. To cause to mistake, to cause to com-
mit an error, without reference to the means
by which this has been brought about
(Scotch.)

" I thank my God he never beguiled me yet"—
Walker : Remark. Pauagee. p. 10.

* I'm saer beguil'd " is = I have fallen into

% great mistake. (Jamieson.)

IV. To thwart ; to disappoint.

1. To thwart or elude by artifice.

% In this sense the object of the verb may
be a person or a thing.

"Is wretchedness depriv'd that benefit.
To end itself by death T Ti« yet some comfort.
When misery could beguile the tyrant's rage."

Shaketp. : Lear, ir. 6.

8. To disappoint
" The Lord Abnyn comes to the road of Aberdeen

till looking for the coming of his soldiers, but he was
beguiled.'—Spalding, i. 155. {Jamieson. i

V. To remove tedium or weariness; to
give pleasing amusement to the mind, and
so make time slip pleasantly away.

fot to deplore.] Having the face disfigured
with

be-gUlle, s. [From beguile, v. (q.v.)v] A
deception, a trick ; "the slip;" a disappoint-
ment
" Ere I came hack, and well I wat short while,
Was I a coming. I gets the beguile,
Nae thing I finds. . .

."

Sou: Relenore, p. 70. (Jamieson.)

beguiled, * be-guyId, pa. par. & a. [Be-
guile.]

be grille merit, *. [Eng. beguilement] The
act of beguiling ; the state of being beguiled ;

that which beguiles.

be-guil'-er, * bfi-gil'-er, $. [Eng. beguile,
•er.] One who beguiles ; an allurer, a deceiver,
a cheat.

" To-day a beguiler, to-morrow beguiled."
Wodroephe : Pr. <t Eng. Or. (1623), p. 4T6.

be-guU'-ing, pr. par., a, & t. [Beguile, v.]

A. As present participle dt participial adj.

:

" Tis flown—the vision : and the sense
Of that beguiling influence !

"

Wordtwvrth: White Doe of Kyutone, Iv.

B. As substantive : The act of deceiving
people by living or speaking falsehood.
" For further I could say. This man't untrue.
And knew the patterns of his foul beguiling."

Shaketp. : Lower t Complaint.

llX sfiT t\\& Ijf adv. [Eng. beguiling, -ly.]

In a manner to beguile. (Webster.)

t be-gull -tied, pa. par. &, a. [Beguilty.]

t b*S-gnll'-ty, v.t. [Pref. be-, and Eng. guilty

(q.v.).] To render guilty.
" Dost at once beguilty thine own conscience with

sordid bribery."— Bp. Sanderson: Sermons.

t b€-grnfl,'-t^-ing, pr. par. [Beguilty.]

beg'-uln, s. [From Fr. beguin, the masculine
form of beguine.} A Beghard. [Beghards.]

beguinage (as beg in azh, nr beg

-

in-Ig), s. [Eng. beguin(e) ; -age; Fr. biguinage
= a house for beguines (q.v.).] A community
of beguines; a religions house for beguines.
In the Low Countries the name is often used
for the quarter of the town in which sach a
house is situated.

" The house at Little Olddiug bore no resemblance
whatever to a beguinage.'—Quarterly Review, xx.il. 94.

(y.E.D.)

be-guine', beg'-urne, s. [Fr. beguine, from
Med. Lilt beguina, begina = a follower of
Lambert le Begue, the founder.] [Beg-
hards.]

Church History

:

1. A name for a member of one of the as-

sociations of praying women which arose in

the Netherlands in the thirteenth century,
the first being formed at Nivelles, in Brabant,
in A.D. 1226, and spreading rapidly in the
adjoining countries. They were founded by
Lambert le Begue (i.e., Lambert the Stam-
merer), a priest of Liege, in the twelfth cen-
tury. They used to weave cloth, live together
under a directress, and leave on Iwing married,

or indeed whenever they pleased, for they
were bound by no vows. They still exist in

some of the Belgian towns, notably at Ghent,
where they are renowned as makers of lace,

though tinder different rules from those
formerly observed.

" To write at once to the Superior of the Biguines."
—C. Kingtley : Yeast, cb. x.

2. A name given also to those members of
the communities described above who in the
seventeenth century joined the tertiaries of
St. Francis.

Tf Used also attributively : as, a beguine
convent

"The Biguine convents which they visited."— IT.

M. Thackeray : PendennU, iL, cb. xix.

* be gull , v.t. [Pref. 6e-, and Eng. «7uH(q.v.).]

To impose upon ; to gull ; to deceive.

be-giim, v.t. [Eng. be, gum."] To cover or
smear with gum. (Swift.)

be -gum, s. [Hindustani begum.] A lady,
princess, or woman of high rank. (Used chiefly
of Mohammedan queens regnant, as the Be-
gum of Bhopal.)

b$-gan' (Eng.), * bS-gun'-nyn (0. Scotch),

pret. cV pa. par. [Begin.]

A* As preterite of begin :

" Those mysteries, that since the world begun
Lay bid in darkness snd eternal night"

Sir J. DaHes.

B. As past participle of begin :

" Being confident of this very thing, that he which
hath begun a good work in y.ou will perform it until
the day of Jesus Christ"— Phil. \. 6.

tbe-gunk, v.t. [Begunk, v.] To cheat, to
deceive. Spec, to jilt in love.
" Whose sweetheart has begunked him won his heart.
Then left him all forlurn to dree the smart T"

Village Fair: Blackw. Mag., Jan. 1821, p. 426. (Jamifton.)

bd-giixLk', bg-gin'k, be~ge ik, *. [Eng. at

Scotch prefix be, and AS. geac, gax = (l) a
cuckoo, a gawk, (2) a simpleton.] [Gawk,
Gowk.]

1. Generally: A trick, or illusion, which
exposes one to ridicule.
" Now Cromwell's gane to Nick, and ane ca'd Honk
Has play'd the Rumple a right slee begunk."

Bamsajt's Poemt, it St.

2. Specially : The act of jilting one in love.

(Used either of a male or of a female.)
" Our sex are shy. and wi' your leave they think
Wha yields o'er soon fu' aft gets the begink."

Morison's Poems, p. 1ST. [Jamieson.)

* be-gun'-nyn, pr. par. The same as Begin-
ning. (Scotch.)

be-gut-t», a. [Low Lat., from O. L. Ger.
and Dut. beguile,] The same as Beguinm
(q.v.).

* be-guyld, pa. par. & adj. [Beguiled.]

* beh, pa, par. [A.S. beah, pret. of bugan=
to bow, bend, submit, yield.]

" Hire love me lustnede uch word
Ant beh him to me over bord."
Raton : Ancient Songs, i. 6L (S. in Boucher.}

be-ha'd, pret. of v. [Behold.] (Scotch.)

* be-hald to, v.t. [Behold to.]

be-hal'-den, be-had -den, pa. par. [Be-
holden.] (Scotch.)

be-half', • be-half'6 (I silent), s. [Mi«3.

Eng. behalve, bihalve, found only in the phrase
in, on, or upon behalve, used for on halve,

from A.S. on healfe = on the side or part of.

This has been confused with Mid. Eng. behalve,

behalves = near, by the side of.]

1. Favour, advantage, support, or vindica-

tion. (Noting action for the advantage of.)

2. Lieu, stead (noting substitution for).

(Used specially when one appears instead of

another, as an advocate for a client, &c)

be-hap'-pen, v.i. [Eng. be, happen.'] To
happen to.

" This is the gTea+*st shame, and foulest scorn.
Which unto any knight behappen may.
To lose the hedge that should his deeds display."

Spenser: F Q., v.nMl

be-hap pen-Ing, pr. par. [Behappen.]

be-ha ve, v.t. & {. [Eng. prefix be, and have;

A.S. behabban, behcebban = (1) to compass, sur-

round, or contain
; (2) to restrain, to detain;

Ger. gehaben = (1) to behave, (2) to fare.]

A. Transitive :

•1. Not reJUxively : To exercise, to employ,

to discipline.
" With such sober and unnoted passion
He did behave his anger ere 'twas spent
As if he had but prov'd an argument"

Shaketp : Ttmon, lli. a,

2. Rejtcxively: To conduct (one's self). *•

comport (one's self).

" Thou hast worthily behaved thyself . .
."—Bunyan:

P. P., pt iL

B. Intransitive:

1, Of persons: To conduct one's self; to

comport one's self. (Used in a good or in a

bad sense.)

"Though severely mortified, he behared like s man
of sense and spirit'—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvt

2, Chem. : Of things : To act or appear when
treated in a certain way.

**.
. . I would ask you to observe how the metal

behaves when its molecules are thus successively set

free.™—TyndaU: Frag, of Science (3rd ed-L tv. Si.

be-ha'ved, pa. par. [Behave.]

be-hav-irig, pr. par. [Behave.]

be-haV-iikg (plnr. * b€-ha'v-ting-Ia), *.

Behaviour, manners, deportment. (Scotch.)

"The Scottl* began to rise ylk day in espersnee «f

better fortoun, seyng thalr kyng follow the behauyngu
of his gudschir Galdus, and reddy to reforme al enor-

myteis of his realm."—Bellend. : Cron., bk. v., eh. a

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; w"o, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sou ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, oe. oe = e. ey = a. au = kw.
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b« ha vi 6r, ! bo ha vi-our, ». [Eng.
behar(e) ; ior, or iour.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Outward deportment ; such conduct as is

Tisible to the eye ; carriage.

1. Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

"And he changed his behaviour before them, and
feigned himself mad in their hands."—1 Sam. xxl. IS.

" In his behaviour on a field of battle malice itself
could find little to censure."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
eh. xiv.

% Shakespeare has behaviours in the plural
just as we say manners. (Jul. Cats., i. 2:
AU's Well, i. 3.)

2. Specially:

(1) Such outward deportment as is fitted
favourably to impress.

" The beautiful prove accomplished, but not of great
spirit ; and study, for the most part, rather behaviour
than virtue "—Bacon.

(2) Gesture, posture, attitude, specially of a
graceful kind.

"He marked, in Dora's dancing, good grace and
handsome behaviour."—Sidney.

". . . the gesture of constancy becometh us best in
£he one, in the other the behaviour of humility."—
Booker.

1 TX Conduct, including what is within the
heart and unseen, no less than what is visible.

"To him who hath a prospect of the state that at-
tends men after this 11

eiour here, the measures
—Locke.

rospect
life, depending on their beha-
of good and evil are changed.

"

H (a) To be on one's behaviour : To be so
situated that one is likely to suffer consider-
ably if, following the natural bent of his in-
clinations, he behave ill.

" Tyrants themselves are upon their behaviour to a
uperiour power."—LEstrange.

(6) To hold an office on one's good behaviour

:

To hold an office while one's behaviour con-
tinues good.

B. Technically:

1. Scots Law (of persons). Behaviour as
heir (gestio pro hatrtde) : Procedure as if one
were the admitted heir of an estate. If on the
death of a landed or other proprietor, the son,
or the person entitled to claim to be his heir,
forbear to do this in any formal way, but at
the same time quietly assume the privileges
of heirship, as, for instance, by drawing rents
from the tenantry, his " behaviour," as if he
were "heir," makes him liable for the obliga-
tions of the previous possessor. Having in-
formally assumed possession of his assets, he
cannot repudiate his debts.

2. Chem. (of things) : Appearance presented
In certain specified circumstances.

" When the behavior of a substance containing a
sulphide or arsenic is to be ascertained by heating
with borax."—Plattner; Use of the Blowpipe (Mus-
pratt's ed„ 1850), p. 60.

H Crabb thus distinguishes between the
words behaviour, conduct, carriage, deportment,
and demeanour

:

—" Behaviour respects corpo-
real or mental actions ; conduct, mental ac-
tions ; carriage, deportment, and demeanour are
different species of behaviour." ** Behaviour
respects all actions exposed to the notice of
others ; conduct, the general line of a person's
moral proceedings : we speak of a person's
behaviour at table or in company, in a ball-
room, in the street, or in public ; of his
conduct in the management of his private
concerns, in the direction of his family, or
in his different relations with his fellow-
creatures. Behaviour applies to the minor
morals of society ; conduct, to those of the
first moment : in our intercourse with others
we may adopt a civil or polite, a rude or bois-
terous, behaviour ; in our serious transactions
we may adopt a peaceable, discreet, or prudent,
a rash, dangerous, or mischievous conduct. A
behaviour is good or bad ; a conduct is wise
Or foolish." "Carriage respects simply the
manner of carrying the body ; deportment in-
cludes both the action and the carriage of the
body in performing the action ; demeanour
respects only the moral character or tendency
of the action

; deportment is said only of those
exterior actions that have an immediate refer-
once to others : demeanour, of the general
behaviour as it relates to the circumstances
and situation of the individual : the carriage
is that part of behaviour which is of the first
Importance to attend to in young persons."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon. )

bS-head , v. t. [A.S. beheafdian.]

1. Lit, : To deprive of the head, to decapi-
tate, to decollate. (Used of men, rarely of
animals.)

2. Fig. ; To destroy.
"... the first that with as made way to repair the

decays thereof by beheiuting superstition, was King
Henry the Eighth."-Uooker : Jtccl. Pol, bk. iv., ch.

be-head'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Behead.]

be-head'-ihg,p7\ par., a., & a. [Behead.]

A. <fc B. As pr. par. and participial adj.

:

In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. (A.S. beheafdung): The act of
beheading ; the state of being beheaded ; a
kind of capital punishment in which the head
is severed from the body by the stroke of some
sharp instrument. The Romans inflicted it,

at an earlier period, by an axe, or subsequently
by a sword ; the English by an axe, the Scotch
by an instrument called a "maiden," tbp
French by the guillotine. It has generallj
been regarded, as a more honourable method
of death than that by hanging, and in England
was reserved to the nobility.

" His beheading he underwent with all Christian
magnanimity. "—Clarendon.

*be-hecht' (ch guttural), v.t. [A.S. behatan
= to vow, to promise; behat=SL promise.]
To promise. (Scotch.) [Behight (3).]

"Dido heyrat comouit I you behecht,
For hir departing followschip redy made."

Douglas : Virgil, 24, 26. (Jamieson.)

* be-hecht' (ch guttural), be-he'te, s. [From
behecht, v.] Promise, behest (Scotch.)

" Now ye haue experience how facill the Britonis
bene to moue new trubill, so full of wyndis and vane
behechtur—lielUnd.; Cron., bk. viU., ch. «.

* be-heT, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and htl = hell.]
To torture as with the pains of hell.

" Satan, Death, and Hell, were his Inveterate foes,
that either drew him to perdition, or did behel and
wrack him with the expectation of them. "—Hewyt :

Bertn. (16*8), p. Ti,

be-held', pa. par. & pret. [Behold, ».(.]

"And Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of
J oses beheld where be was laid."—Mark x v. 47.

be -he-moth, 5. [InGer., &c, behemoth. From
Heb. rriorr* (behemoth), (1) the plural of rrpna
(behimah) — beasts, specially the domestic
quadrupeds, but also wild beasts ; from
obsolete root Crrj (baham) = to shut, to be
dumb. In this latter case the plural form is

the '

' plural ofexcellence or majesty" (Plural),
unless indeed the opinion of Jablonski be cor-
rect, that there is in the old Coptic (Egyptian)
language a word pehemout = water-ox, which
could easily be transformed into the Heb. be-
hemoth. Compare also Arab, bahaym = beasts,
brutes, wild beasts, bahimat = a quadruped,
an animal wild or tame.] The animal de-
scribed in Job xl. 15—24. It is probably the
hippopotamus, which in the time of Job
seems to have been found in the Nile below
the cataracts, though now it is said to occur
only above them. A second opinion enter-
tained is that Job's behemoth was the ele-
phant ; whilst a few scholars make the less
probable conjecture that it was the rhinoceros.

" Behold now behemoth, which I made with thee ; he
eateth grass as an ox."—Job xl. is.

be'-hen, bek'-en, ben, s. [Said to be cor-
rupt Arabic] A name given to several
plants.

1, SUene inflata, formerly called SUene Behen,
and CucubaZus Behen, acaryophyllaceous plant.

2. Serratula Behen, a composite one. [See
also Behen i c Acid.]

be hen -ic ac'-id, ben -ic acid, «.

[From behen (q.v.).] A monatomic fatty
acid, Csi.Hm.CO.OH, obtained by the saponi-
fication of oil of ben, which is expressed from
the fruits of if^nnga Nux Behen. It is a
white crystallKie fat, and melts at 76°.

behest . * be hest e, « bcheast, s. [In
A.S. behces = a self-command, a vow, a pro-
mise ; Ger. geheiss = bidding, command,]
[Hest.]

* 1. A promise.
" As he caused Moises to oonuay bis whole people out

of Egypt • - into the land of beheste."—8ir T- More*
Work*. {8. in Boucher. )

2. A command, a precept, a mandate.
"... let every nation hear

The high beheet, and every heart obey."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. ix.

* be-he'te, v.t. [Behioht.]

Whereof the keys are to thy hand behight
Spenser: F.Q.,l.x.Vk

* be-hete', s. [Behecht.] (Scotch.)

•be-hewe (hewe as hti), v.t. [Eng. be;
hue. ] To render of a certain hue.

golde behewe."
Chaucer ; Souse qf Fame.

* be-hi'ght, * b£-hi'ghte, * be hi te ,
* b*-

he'te, * by hi ghte. * by heet, * by-hgt,
*bi5-hd'te, * be-no -tyn (pret. *behote,
* behot, * byhote, pa. par. * behight, * behighte,
* behighten), v.t. [A.S. behatan = to promise,
vow, bid, or order.]

1. To promise, vow.
" And for his paines a whistle him behight.

"

Spenser : F. «., IV. x± «.

"Theruor ych byhote God that . . ."

Jt. Gloucester, p. S22. (Richardson.)

2. To give ; to carry out a promise ; to bestow,

(a) To entrust, to commit.
" That most glorious house that glist'reth bright,-
Whereof the keys r— *

By wise Fidelia."

(&) To adjudge.
" There it was judged, by those worthy wights,
That Satyrane the first day beet had donne :

—

The second was to TrUinond behight.'
Spenser : F. Q., IV. t. T.

3. To inform, to assure.
" In right ill array

She was, with storm and heat. I you behight."
Chaucer : Flower and Leaf.

% Promise is still used in this sense (sea
Behecht, v.).

4. To mean, to intend.
" The author's meaning should of right be heard.
He knoweth best to what end he euditeth

:

Words sometime bear more than the heart behiteth.'
Mirrorfor Magistrates, p. ML

5. To reckon, to esteem.
" A knight much better than thyself behight."

Spenser I F. Q..1V. t 44.

6. To call, to name, to denominate, to ad-
dress as. [Hiqht.]
" Whan soone as he beheld he knew, and thus behight.'

Ibid., V. iv.4S,

7. To ordain, to command, to declare the
will of.

" It fortuned (as heavens had behight).
That in this gardia . .

."

Spenser: Muiopotrnes.

* be-hi'ght (gh mute), s. [From behight, v.]

A promise.

be night, * bS-hi'ghte, *bo-hi'ght-cn
(gh silent), pa. par. [Behioht, d.]

"At hut him turning to his charge behight."
Spenser: P. Q., ft. viit fc

be-hl nd, * be hi nd e, * be hynde,
byhynde, * bl hynde, prep. & adv.

[A.S. behindan; be, and hindan = behind.]
[Hind.]

A* As preposition

:

L Literally:

1. In place

:

(1) Of person*:

(a) At one's back. (Uaed whether the person
or thing behind one is quite near or at a
greater distance.)

"... it is a present sent unto my lord Esau : and,
behold, also he [Jacob] is behind us. —Ben. xxxii. it.

(6) Towards one's back.

(2) Of things : On the other side of some-
thing, as reckoned from the place where the
speaker stands, or from what is the natural
front of that thing.

" From light retir'd. behind his daughter's bed.
He for approaching sleep compos'd his head."

Dryden^ Sigismonda * Guiscardo, 307.

2. In time :

(a) Remaining after the death or departure
of the possessor.

" What he gave me to publish was but a small part
of what he left behind him."—Pope.

(6) Of an effect remaining after the cause is

gone.
" Piety and virtue are not only delightful for the

8resent, but they leave peace and contentment behind
dem."— TiUotson.

IX Figuratively:

1. In place : Used in one or more phrases.

Behind the back (Scripture)

:

(a) Away, in contempt
"... and cast thy law behind their backs."—JT**.

ix.».

(b) In intentional forgetfulness.

"... for thou hast cast all my sins behind thy
back."— Ita. xxxviii. 17.

2. In dignity : Inferior to in worth, position,

or dignity.

*$&. boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - V
Shan, -clou, -tlon, -sion shun ; -tion, -tdon = shun, tious, sious, -clous -- shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. deL
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B. As adverb

:

I. Literally (in place, and thence, in time)

:

1. In place: Implying (a) position, or (6)
motion.

(a) At the rear or back of one.

"A certain woman came In the i

Mark v. 3T.

(&) To the rear or back of one, as to " look
behind."

2. In time

:

(a) After one's departure ; at a distance
back ; in time.

" . . . the brook Besor, where those that were left
behind stayed."—1 Sam. xxx. ».

(b) Inferior in point of rapidity.
"Such is the swiftness of roar mind.

That, like the earth's, it leaves our sense behind."
Dryden.

(c) Putnre, remaining to be done or suffered,

also simply remaining.

II, Figuratively:

1. After something else has been taken
sway or considered latent, which has not yet
attracted notice.

" We cannot be sure that we have all the particulars
before us ; and that there is no evidence behind, and
vet unseen, that mar cast the probability on the other
aide."—Lock*.

2. Deficient in means, behindhand in money
matters, unable to meet one's obligations.

3. Negligent about requiting benefits or
meeting obligations ; behindhand. (Followed
by with or in.) (Scotch.)

" He was never behind with any that put their trust
In him ; and he will not be in our common."

—

Walker:
Life of Peden, p. 88. {Jamieton.)

% In this and the previous case the word
has apparently an adjectival use equivalent to
behindhand.

be hind -b5.ck, bo hind -backs, a. &
adv. [Eng. behind; back.] Literally, at the
back of one ; or Jig., underhand, deceitful

be hind -hand, a. & adv. [Eng. behind;
hand.]

A. As adj. : Dilator}', tardy, backward.
" Interpreters

Of my behindhand slackness '."

Shaketp. : Winter'* Tale, v. 1.

B. As adverb (but in some cases used with
almost adjectival force)

:

1. Spec. : Financially in arrears, not able to
make one's payments at the proper time, or,
in colloquial language, to make both ends
meet.

" Your trade would suffer, if your being behindhand
has made the natural use so high, that your tradesman
cannot live upon his labour."—Locke.

2. Gen. : Not so far advanced in action,
work, development, or anything, as might be
expected from one's promises or admitted
obligations, the progress made in similar
circumstances by others, or from the course
of nature.

_J'; . l*^d a11 Joined in the chorus of the seamen's
•ongs but the manner in which they were invariably
ft little behindhand was quite ludicrous."—Darwin :

Voyage round the World, en. x.

% In this sense it is sometimes followed by
vrith, and sometimes by in.

Consider whether it is not better to be a half year
behindhand vrith the fashionable part of the world,
than to strain beyond his circumstances."—Spectator.

* be-hito, v.t [Behioht.]

* be-hith'-er, prep. [Eng. prefix be = by, be-
side, and hither.]

1. On this side.

*J' TiHi*?11"1 at tbu *y *2r like "Toganoe calleth
the Frenchman. Spaniard, Dutch. English, and all
other breed behither their mountaines Appenines
Tramontani, as who should say barbaroua "—Putten-
ham: Art of Bngl Poetie, p. 810. {Jfaret.)

2. Except
" I have not any one thing, behUher vice, that hath

occasioned so much contempt of the clergle, as un-
willingness to take or keep a poor living."—Oiey
Pref. to Herbert'* C. Parmm, A. lltx (JVares.)

be hold ,
* be hold e, * be-huld e, * bi-

holdc. ' bihulde (Eng.) be had, be
bald; (Scotch) (pret. beheld, * biheld ; pa. par.
beheld, beholden, * biheld), v.t. & i. [A.8. be-
healden = (1) to behold, to see, to look on,
(2) to observe, to consider, to beware, to re-
gard, to mind, to take heed, to mean, to
signify {Bosworth); from be, and heoJden = to
hold ; Dan. beholde = to keep, to hold ; Ger.

behalten = to retain, to keep ; Dut. behonden
= to keep, preserve, save ; gehonden =
obliged, bound. So the Latin observo and
tueor combine the significations of to see, to
observe, and to keep.]

A* Transitive:

I. Literally : To fix the eyes upon, to turn
the sight to, to observe keenly or stedfastly.

II. Figuratively:

1. Not merely to look at, but to do so with
faith.

"... I said. Behold me, behold me. unto ft nation
that was not called by my name. "—Jta. lxv. h
2. To permit (Scotch.)

"They desired him opt of lovefwithoutany warrant)
that he would be pleased to behold them to go on . . ."

—Spalding, i. 117. (Jamieton,)

3. To take no notice of. (Scotch.)
" The bishop in plain terms gave him the lie. Lome

said this lie was given to the lords, not to him, and
beheld him."—Spalding, i. 56. (Jamieton.)

4. To view with an eye of watchfulness,
scrutiny, or jealousy. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

B. [From A.S. behold, beholden = beholden
In the sense of being bound.] To warrant, to
guarantee, to become bound (trans. & intrans.).

"I'll behad he'll do if

—

Jamieton.

'"Ill behad her she'll come.' I engage that this
hall be the case,"—Jamieton.

1. To fix the eyes upon an object, to gaze,
or simply to look.

"And I beheld, and lo, in the midst of the throne
. . . stood a Iamb as it had been slain."

—

Rev. v. fi.

2. To turn the attention to anything unseen
by the bodily eye but visible to the mind.

"And I beheld, and I heard the voice of many
angels . . ."—Rev. v. li.

3. To have respect to, to view with favour
or partiality. (Scotch.)

" Saturn us douchter Juno, that full bald is,

Towart the partye aduersare behiildit."
Doug.: Virgil, 347, 6. (Jamieton.)

4. To wait, to delay ; to look on for awhile.
(Scotch.)

" 'The match is feer for feer,'

'That* true,' quo' she, 'but well behad a wee.
She's but a tangle, tho* shot out she be.'"

Hot*: llelenore. p. 21. {Jamieton.)

T In the imperative behold is used almost
as an interjection, meaning See, lo! It is used
specially to call attention to an important
announcement immediately to follow it.

be hold -en (Eng.), be-hald -en, behad-
den (Scotch), pa, par. [The past participle of

behold. Spe.oiallyfrom Dut. gthoudm — obliged,
bound.] [Behold.] Obliged to, indebted to,

under obligation of gratitude to. (Followed
by to of a person or thing conferring the
benefit.)

" Little are we beholden to your love."
Shakeip. : Richard II., iv. I.

* be-hold'-en-ness, s. [Eng. beholden; -ness.j

Obligation. [Beholdinoxess. ]

"... to acknowledge his behihlcnnett to them.*—
Sidney : Arcadia, bk. iii. (Richardson.)

b£-hdld'-«rt
* be-hold'-6ur, $. [Eng. be-

hold ; -er. ] One who looks upon anything ; a
spectator.

"... their successors, whose wild and squalid
appearanee disgusted the beholder*."—Macaulay : Bit.
Eng., ch. vi.

be hold iAr, * behold' yng, * bi hdld
ynge, pr. par., pa. par., & $. [Behold.]

A. As present participle

:

1. In senses corresponding to those of the
verb.

*2. A corruption of Beholden. Obliged,
indebted to, under obligation to.

" We anglers are all beholding to the good man that
made this song."— Walton : Angler, p. 87.

B. As substantive

:

1. The act of seeing ; the state of being seen.
"... a mother should not sell him an hoar from

her beholding . .
."—Shaketp. : Coriolantu, i. 3.

2. Obligation.
" Love to virtue, and not to any particular behold-

ing*, hath expressed this my testimony. "—Carew.

* be hold ing-noss, s. [Eng. beholding, a
corruption or beholden (q.v.) ; -nets.] The
state of being under obligation.

" The king invited us to his court, to u I must
acknowledge a beholdingnett onto him.*—Sidney.

b£ hon'-ey, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and honey.]
To sweeten with honey. (Sherwood.)

be-ho of, * be ho ofe, * be ho life, * b*-
hd fe, * be hu fe, * behoove, be-
hough, s. [A.S. behof (as s.) = gain, ad-
vantage, benefit, behoof (as adj.) = necessary,
behooveful; Sw. behof; Dan. behov — neea,
necessary obligation ; Dut. behotf; Ger. behi/]
[Behoove, Behalf.] That which " behooves,J

that which is advantageous ; advantage, pro-
fit, benefit

t be-ho ovablc, * be-ho v-a-ble, * b&-
h6 ve-a-blo, a. [Eng. behoov(e) ; -able.]

Needful
;
profitable ; advantageous.

" .... in which it bad been chefelv of all expedient
and behoeeable to give eare vnto John's su-inges."—
Cdal : Luke, ch. iii. ( Richaraton.)

t b6-ho'ove, *. [Behoof.]

t be-hd'ove-ful, a. [Behoveful.]

t be-ho'ove-fal-ly, adv. [Behovefcllt.]

* be-horn'e, v.t To put horns on, to cuckold.
(Taylor: Works, 1630.) (Nares.)

* be hott ,
* be ho te, pret. of v. [Behioht.]

Promised.
*. . . so rnde him smott.

That to the earth him drove as stricken dead

;

Ne living wight would have Mm life hehott."
Spenter; f. «., I. xl U.

* be-hou -full, o. [Behooveful.]

* bchough, * behouve, s. [Behoof.]

be-ho've, t be-ho'ove, * bi-ho've, * by-
ho ve (Eng.), b€-hu've, be-hu fe (Scotch),

v.t. & i. [A.S. behofian = to behove, to be fit

to have need of, to need, to require, (iinpers.)

it behoveth, it concerns, it is needful or neces-
sary ; Dan. behove, behove ; Sw. behofva ; Dut.
behoeven= to want, to need, to be necessary

;

behooven = to behove, to be fit, suitable ; Ger.
behufen, behubtn.] [Behoof.)

A* Transitive:

1 1. Personally

:

t (a) In the active voice : To put under th#
necessity, to impose upon one the necessity
(of doing something).

f (b) In the passive voice : To be needful for,

to be required, to be fitting, whether as re-

gards necessity, duty, or convenience.
" Jul. No, madam ; we have cull'd such necessaries
As are behoveil for our state tomorrow."
Shaketp. : Romeo A Juliet, iv. &. {Some edition*,)

2. Impersonally ; It is needful ; it is fit

;

fitting, suitable.
" He did so prudently temper his passions, as that

none of them made him wanting in the offices of life,

which it behoved or became him to perioriu."—Alter*
bury.

B. Intransitive: To require, to need.
" A kynge behoueth eke to flee
The vice of prodigal itee."

Qower : Conf. Am., bk. vtl

be ho ve ful, be ho ove ful, * be ho o-
full» * be ho v full. a. [Eng. behoof, be-

hoove m behoof ; and full ]

1. Needful.
*' And that they the same Glide or fraternyU

myght augumente and enlarge, as ofte and when it
shuld stme to theym necessarie and behou/uU, . .

."—
Englith GUdt{Ear. Eng. Text Soc), p. 310.

2. Advantageous
; profitable.

" Jul. No, madam : we have cull'd such n...

As are behoveful for our state to-morrow."
Shaketp. : Rom. t Jul, iv. 8. {Globe ed.,4z\.

W-hd've-lul-ay; * be-hd ove-ful-1^, adv.

[Eng. behoveful; -ly.] Advantageonslv
;
pro-

fitably.

"Tell ns of more weighty dislikes than these, and
that may more behoovqfully Import the reformation.

-

—Spenter : State of Ireland.

* be-hoiW, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and howlA
To howl at.

" Now the hungry lion roars.
And the wolf behtwl* the moon."

Shaketp. : Midi Jfighft Dream, v. 1>

be hufe, be hu ve, v.t. [Behove.] (Sootch.)

* be-hu'fe, s. [Behoof.]

be-hu ve, v.t [Behove.) (Scotch.')

behynde, prep. & adv. [Behind.]

* held -man, s, [Beadhak.]

*belen,a. [AS. begen= both.] Both.
** Ife beon ghlt bute tweien.
Mine sunen ghlt heoth beien.''

MS. Cott., Calig., A. lx.. f. 38. (/amfastnj

fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. «e, ce — e. ey = a. qu = k

p*.
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• beigh, * beighe, bio, # bee, * beege,
* beygb, * byge, $. [A.8. beah, beag, beh,

bosh = metal mado into circular ornaments,
as bracelets, necklaces, crowns, from bugan m
to bow or bend. ]

1. Oen. : Anything bent or twisted.

2. Spec. : An ornament for the neck ; a
torque.

** So weneth he be ful sleighe.
To mtike hir hia leninn
With broche and riclie beighe."

Sir Tristrem, iii. 66. [Jamison.)

"(He) putte aboute his necke a goldun beege.'—
Wycliffe (Gen xli.43).

3. Any ornament.

"Thi ring and thl Me of the arm.'— Wycliffe (Gen.
Xiiviii. 18).

height, s. [Bight, Bought.] (N. of England
dialect.)

•beik, *boke, "book, * beak, v.t. & i.

IA.S. bacan = to bake.] [Bake, Bask.]

A. Transitive

:

1, To bask. (Sometimes used reflexively.)

"Ane standyng place, quhar skartU with tbare
bekkis,

Forttiuie the eon gladly th;iym prunyeie and bekis."

Doug. : Virgil, 181. «.

3. To warm ; to communicate heat to.

" Then fling on coals, and ripe the ribs,

And bcek the house baith but and ben."
Ramsay : Poems, 205. (Jamieson.)

B. Intrans. : To warm ; to flush.
*' Her cheek, where roses free from stain.

In glows of youdith beek."
Ramsay : Works, i. 117.

• belk, a. [From beik, v.] Warm.
" And sittand at ane fyre, beik and bawld."
Bannatyne Poems, p. 216, at 2. {Jamieson.)

• belk (1), s. [Beak.] (Scotch.)

1. The bill of a bird.

2. Figuratively :

(a) Contemptuously : A man's or a fabulous
monster's mouth. Of the Cyclops it is said

—

An horribil sorte, wyth mony camschol beik,

And hedls semand to the heuin arreik."
Doug. : Virgil, M, 18.

(b) As a cant word: A person ; as, "an auld
beik," "a queer beik," &e. (Jamieson.)

• beik (2), s. [Beach.] (Scotch.) Apparently
the same as Beach. Of the Castle of Dum-
barton it is said

—

" Item, on the beik ane singill falcoun of found
markit with the annus of Bartanye."— Inventories, A.
1580. p. 300 (Jamieson.}

'beik, 5. [Byke.] (Scotch.)

• bei-kat, «. [Bykat.] (Scotch.)

• bell, v.t [Beal, v.] (Scotch.)

•beild (Scotch), * bold© (0. Eng.), v.t. ft i.

[0. 8w. bylja = to build ; lcel bosll, byli = an
abode.] [Beld, Build.]

A. Trans. : To supply ; to support.

"This land is pnrd offfud thatsuld mb beild."

Wallace, xl 48. (Jamieson.)

B. Intrans. : To take refuge.
" Beirdis beildit in bllsse, brightest of ble.'

Gawan and GaL, iv. 13. (Jamieson.)

beild, bield (Scotch), * beild, * beeld,
* belde (0. Eng.), s. [From beUd, v. (q.v.).]

L The act of sheltering or protecting ; the
state of being sheltered or protected.

1. Shelter, refuge ;
protection.

" I will or bear, or be myself, thy Bhield ;

And, to defend thy life, will lose my own*.
This breast, this lwsom soft, shall be thy beeld
'Gainst storms of arrows."

Fairfax : Tasso, xvL 48.

" Fock maun bow to the bush that they seek beild
tn*."—Bogg : Brownie, ii. 1B7.

2. Support, stay, means of sustenance.
" His fader erit and sew ane pece of feild.

That he in hyregang held to be hys beild."
Doug.: Virgil, 429, 7.

II. That which sheltei-s or protects ; a place
of shelter. Specially—

1. A house, a habitation.
" My Jack, you're more than welcome to onr beild

;

Heaven aid me lang to prove your faithfu' chield."
Morrison : Poemt, p. 177.

2. The shelter found by going to leeward.
** In the beild of the dike "= on that side of the
wall that is free from the blast (Jamieson.)

• beUd, a. [A.S. beatd.] Bold.
" Blyth bodelt, and beild, bat barret or host."

Herniate, ii. 2, MS. (Jamieson.)

beild-& a. [8cotch beUd ; -y.\ Affording
shelter.

" The crystal spring, and greenwood schaw.
And beildy holes when tempest blaw."

Ramsay : Poems, ii. 485.

* belled, pa. par. [? Corrupted from Eng. be-

layed, or connected with Scotch beild =
shelter.]

Naut. : Moored, secured by ropes or chains
against danger (?).

"... and the master aught to see the ship tyit and
belled, qubairthrow the ship and merchandice may
not be put to ony danger or skaith.' —Ship Lawis.
(Balfour's Pract., p. 61&)

bein, beyne, a. [Bene.] (Scotch.) Wealthy;
pleasant.

bein like, blen-llke, a. [Scotch bein,

bien, and like.] Pleasant, comfortable in ap-
pearance. (Scotch.)

bein, v.t. [Beik, a.] To render comfortable.
(Scotch.)

be'-ing, * be'e-Ing, * be -yrige, pr. par.,
s., & cunj. [Be.]

A* As present participle : Existing ; living
as a sentient being, or existing as a thing in-

animate.
"[Joshua] died, being an hundred and ten MBS) old."

—Judg. It 8.

B. As substantive :

1. The state of existence.

L Lifetime.
"... Claudius, thou

Wast follower of his fortunes iu his being.'
Webster (ISM*. (Goodrich & Porter.)

2. Existence, with no direct reference to
its duration ; existence as distinguished from
non-existence.

"Merciful and gracious, thou gavest tin being ; rais-
ing us from nothing to b* an excellent creation."

—

Taylor; Guide to Devotion.

IX He or she who, or that which exists.

1. A conscious existence, created or un-
created ; he or she who exists or lives. Used—

(a) Of man or other created existences ; or,

more rarely, of the human mind.

And with them the Being Beauteous,
Who unto my youth was given.
More than all things else to love me."

Longfellow: Footsteps of Angel*.

(6) Of the one uncreated Existence, God.
" That the procession of our fate, howe'er
Sad or disturb'd, is order'd by a Being
Of infinite benevolence and power."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. tv.

C, As conjunction, : (Contracted from it

being so, this being the case, or some similar
expression.) Since ; since this is so.

" And being you have
Declin'd his means, you have increased his malice."

Beaum. <t Flet. ; Hon. M. Fort., ii.

t being-place, being place, s. A place
of existence ; a place in which existence may
be maintained.
" Before this world's great frame, in which all things
Are now contain'd, found any being-place."

Spenser ; Hymn of Heavenly Love.

be'in-iy, adv. [Benely.] (Scotch.)

be'in-ness, s. [Scotch, bein ; -nets.] Mode-
rait: wealth, comfort.

" During the dear years, an honest farmer had been
reduced from beinnets to poverty. "

—

£din. Mag. (Oct.,
1818), p. 839. (Jamieson.)

belr, v.i, [Birr,] (Scotch.)

belr (1), s. [Birr.] (Scotch.)

belr (2), 5. [Bere.] (Scotch.)

belr-seed, s. [Bear-seed.]

belrd (eir as ar), s. The same as Bard
(q.v.). A bard, a minstrel. (Scotch.)

" Wyth beirdis as beggaris, thocht byg be thare banys."
Doug. : Virgil, 238, 25.

* beire, s. [A.S. beorh = a hill, ... a barrow,
a place of burial ; a place of refuge.] A grove,
a shady place.

"A shaw or beire of trees, or a young spring."—
Withal: Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 93. (ffalliwell.)

1 be'-Is, 3rd pers. sing. subj. of v. [A.S. byst.]

Be, is. (Scotch.)
" Bot gif sa beit, that vnder thy request,
More hie pardoun lurkia. I wald thou celst."

Doug. : Virgil, 840, 66. (Jamieson.)

* bels, s. pi. [Bee.] (Scotch.)

•boist, * bels'-ttn, * belst-lngs, 8.

[BlESTlNOS.]

* belt, * bete, * beet (0. Eng.), beet (Scotch),

v.t. [A. S. betan, gebetan = to make better,

to improve, to kindle or to mend a fire, is
mend, to restore.] [Beet.]

1. To help, to supply ; to mend by making
addition.

"At IutIb law a quhyle. I think to lei t,

And so with birds blythly my ballls to beit,"
Henrytone. iBannatyne Poems, p. 181.)

2. To blow up, to kindle (applied to the fireX
" Quhen be list gant or blaw, the fyre is bet.

And from that furn is the flambe doith brist or gild*."
Doug. : Virgil, 87, M.

3. To bring into a better state by removing
calamity or cause of sorrow.

" Allace, quha sail the beit now oft* tin bail I

!

Allace, quhen sail off harm ys thow be ha.UI I"
Wallace, xi. 1,119, MS. (JamUson.)

* be it-ing, * bet ing, *. [Beit.] The act
of helping, improving, mending, supply.

"... all statutes of his hienes burrowis within this
realine, tending to the beiling and reparatioun of thair
wallU, streittts, havynnis, and portis."—Acts Ja. VI.,
1594 (ed. 1814), iv. 80. (Jamieson.)

*b£-ja'de, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and jade, v.]
To Jade, to tire, to fatigue.

" If you have no mercy upon them yet spare yourseU,
lest you bejade the good galloway, your own oplniatc*
wit. —Milton : Anim, upon the Rem. Defence.

bc'-Jan, ba'-jan, & & a, [Fr. bejaune = a
young and silly bird ; a silly young man ;

ignorance, rawness.] (Scotch.)

A. As siibst. : A student belonging to the
** bejan " class (q. v.).

" The plague much relenting, the other classes re-
turned to their wonted frequencle, only no Bnjans
convened all that year."—Crauford: Hist. Units. Edin.,
p. 63. (Jamieson.)

B. ^3 adj.: Belonging to the "bejan"
class (q. v.).

bejan class, bejan class, s. A name
given to the first or Greek class in the Uni-
versities of Aberdeen and St. Andrews, as it

formerly was to that in Edinburgh Univer-
sity. (Jamieson.)

*be-ja'pe, v.t. PEng. prefix be, and jape}
To laugh at, to ridicule.
" I shall bejaped ben a thousand time
More than that foole, of whose folly men riine."

Chaucer ; Tr. and Cr., L £31

* be-ja'ped, pa. par. [Bejape.]

be'-Ja'r-I-a, s. [Named after Bejar, a Spanish

botanist. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Ericaceae (Heathworts), and the section
Rhodoreae—tliat in which the Rhododendron
and Azalea are placed. Bejaria racemosa is

a sweet-scented evergreen shrub, with pink
flowers, growing in Florida on the banks of
swamps and ponds. The genus is called also
Befaria.

be jaundice, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and
jaundice.] To give one the jaundice. (Quar.
Rev.)

be^-jS^'-U-it, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and Jesuit."}

To m'ake a Jesuit of one ; to teach one Jesuit*
ical methods of procedure. (Milton.)

be -jum'-ble, v.t. To jumble together.

bek, *. [Beck (1), s.] (Scotch.)

beke, ?.t. [Beik, v.] (Scotch.)

*be kenne (1), v.t. [A.S. prefix bi, and oen~

nan = to beget, to bring forth, to produce]
To give birth to. [Akenne.]

"Ureonelic lorerd . . . thatt of de holigost biken-
nedd wsa."—Relig. Antiq., I. 334.

•be-kenne (2), *by-kSn'ne, *bi-k£n,
v.t. [O. Pris. bikenna.] To entrust, to com-
mit to.

" * Ich bekenne the Crist,' quath he, ' that on the croiee

deide,'
And ich seide " the same save you fro mescliaunce.

Piers Plowman, p. 169. (Jamieson.)

*be-kiss', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and kiss, v.]

To kiss.

"Snee's sick o' the young shepard that bekist her."
/;. Jonson : Sad Shepherd, i. I

* be-kist ', pa. par . [Bekiss. ]

* b€kke, v.t. & i. [Beck.] To nod. (Chaucer.)

be-kna've (k silent), v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and
knave.] To call a knave.

" May satire ne'er befool ye or beknave ye. "—Pope.

* bSkk'-nynge, s. [Beckoning.] (Scotch.)

*be-knit' (k Bilent), v.t. [A.S. becynttan m
to knit, bind, tie, or enclose.] To knit.

boll, bd£; pout, JcaH; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -lax,

-elan, -tian = shan. -cion, -tion, -slon m shun ; -(ion, -«ion = zliuu. -tious, sious m shus. -ble, -die, &<:. bel, del.
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H
. . , her filthy wma bekrtlt with snake* about"

Arth. Voiding. Grid's Metamorphoees, bk. It.

be-knlt' (k silent), pa. par. & a. [Beknit.]

* be-know, * by know, * by-knowe,
'bi-Jtnow (k silent), v.t At. (The full

form is to "be aknovj." [Akxowe.] A3.
oncnawan — to acknowledge. In Ger. beJken-

nen = to acknowledge, to confess, to avow.]
To confess, to acknowledge, to be aware.

A* Trans, (followed by objective)

:

" For I dar nought byknowe rnyn own name."
Chaucer: C. T., 1.558.

B. Intrans. (followed by clause ofa sentence):

"This mssssger tormented wu, til he
Moste biknowe and telle it plat and playn.
Pro nyght to night in what place he had layn."

Chaucer : C. T., S.SO*.

"be know en, 'be knowe.'bi knowo
(fc silent), pa. par. [Beknow.]
" When men come to the koke, he was be-knowe sone
That earn burn a-wei had bore two white beret

skynnea"
William and the Werwolf, p. 79. (S. in Boucher. )

* bek -nyngo, * [Beckoning.] (Prompt.
Parv.)

* bel, a. [Fr. bel, adj., before a vowel or h
mute.] [Bead, Belle.] Beautiful.

"A ful bel lady, unlike hure of grace.'*

Piers Plowman, p. 121 (S. in Boucher.)

Bel esprit (plur. beaux esprits)m a wit ; a fine

genius.

•bel(l), «. [Bell.]

Bel (2), s. [Heb. H (Bit), according to Gesenius

contracted from Aram. Vfa (BUT)— Heb. ^?
(Baal) ; Sept. Gr. BijA (Bet), and BVjAo* (Belos) ;

Babylonian, Assyrian, and Accadion Bel, Belu,
Blu(EL)=hord,]

Accadian, Assyrian, A Babylonian Myth.

:

A "god " mentioned in Scripture, in Isa. xlvi.

1 ; Jer. 1. 2 ; li. 44 ; in the Septuagint, in
Baruch vi. 40, and in the apocryphal additions
to the Book of Daniel (Bel and the Dragon),
as well as by classical authors. Much new
light has recently been thrown on Bel's
characteristics and position in the heavenly
hierarchy, by the examination of the cuneiform
tablets and sculptures. It has been discovered
that, prior to 1600 B.C., the highly interesting
Turanian people called Accadians, the in-

ventors of the cuneiform writing, who wielded
extensive authority in Western Asia before
the Semitic Assyrians and Babylonians had
come into notice, worshipped as their first

triad of gods Anu, ruling over the heaven
;

Elu. Belu, or Bel, over the earth ; and Ea
over the sea. Bel's three children, or three
of his children, were Shamas, the Sun-god;
Sin, the Moon-god ; and Ishtar, the Accadian

** Venus. Sayce shows that some first-born
children were vicariously offered in sacrifice

by fire to the Sun-god. From the Accadians
human sacrifice passed to various Semitic
tribes and nations. Bel's name Elu identifies

him with the Pbenician El, who, in a time of
trouble, offered his first-born son, "the be-
loved," on a high place, by fire. It is not
settled whether or not Bel was the same also
as the Phenician Baal. To the wrath of Bel
the deluge was attributed. In Scripture times
he was known exclusively as a Babylonian
divinity, being distinguished from both Nebo
and Merodach. In the later Babylonian em-
pire, however, Merodach came to be generally
identified with Bel, though sometimes distin-
guished from him, being called "the lesser
Bel." (Sayce, Boscawen, Fox Talbot, Bosan-

rt, Ac., in Trans. Bib. Archaeol. Soc., vols.

vi.)

U Bel enters as an element into various
Babvlonian names, as .BeZteshazzar = the
Prince of Bel (Dan. i. 7 ; lv. 8, 9, 19).

Bel and the Dragon, s. One of the
books of the Apocrypha, or, more precisely,

certain apocryphal chapters added to the
canonical Book of Daniel.

. The Jews consider
them as no part of their Scriptures. They
were penned probably by an Alexandrian
Jew, the language used being not Hebrew,
nor Aramsean, but Greek. The Church of
Borne accepts Bel and the Dragon as part
of the Holy Scripture ; most, if not all,

Protestant chnrches reject it. In Roman
Catholic worship it is read on Ash Wed-
nesday, and was so in the old lectionary
of the English Church on the 23rd of Novem-
ber. The new lectionary has it not either

on that or any other date. The story of Bel
and the Dragon tells how Daniel enlightened
Cyrus, who is represented as having been a

devout worshipper of Bel, by proving that

the immense supplies of food laid before the
idol were really consumed, not by it or by the
inhabiting divinity, but by the priests and
their families. On Cyrus urging that the
dragon, also worshipped, was at least a living

God, Daniel poisoned it, for which he was
thrown into a lions' den, where the prophet
Habakkuk fed him. Ultimately he waa re-

leased, and his persecutors put to death.

If The above narrative must not be con-
founded with one called also "Bel and the
Dragon," translated by Mr. Fox Talbot from
the cuneiform tablets.

Mr. Talbot believes that the dragon, seven-

headed like the one in Revelation, would, if

the tablets were complete, prove the same
being that seduced some of the heavenly
" gods," or angels, from their allegiance

(Rev. xii. 4 ; Jude 6), for which he was slain

by Bel. The resemblance is not to the apo-
cryphal book now under consideration, but to

the combat between Michael and the Dragon
in Rev. xii. 7—17. (H. Fox Talbot in Trans.
Bib. ArchaoL Soc, vol iv., 1875, p. 349.)

be-la' -bor, v.t [Eng. prefix be; labor.]

1. To labor upon ; to cultivate with labor.

If the earth Is belaboured with culture It yleldeth
corn."

—

Barrow, vol. iii., Serm. 18.

2. To beat ; to give a sound drubbing with
a cudgel or similar weapon.

"'.
. . but they so belaboured him. being sturdy

men at arms, that they made him make a retreat . . .

—Bungan: P. P., pt U.

*beVac-o6>le, * bel-a-coYl, •bl-al-a-
coil, ». [Fr. bel = beautiful, fine, good
(Bel), and accueil = reception, accueillir = to
receive kindly.] A kind reception, a hearty
welcome.

"And her salewyd with seemely bel-accoyle
Joyous to see her safe after lone toyle."

Spenser : >. $., IV. tL tt

IT In the " Romaunt of the Rose " the
quality is personified under the name of
Bialacoil.

*' A lusty bachetere.
Of good stature and of good bight.
And Bialacoil foraothe he night."

be-la ce, v.t [Eng. prefix be, and lace. In
Sw. beldyga.]

1. To lace, to fasten with lace.
" To belace a rope."

—

Johnson,

2. To adorn with lace.

(a) Lit. : In the foregoing sense.

(b) Fig. (of poetic numbers) : To describe in
soft and graceful rather than bold and martial
strains.

" How to belace and fringe soft lore I knew

;

For all my ink was now Castalian dew."
Beaumont : Psyche, ii. 48.

be-la ced, pa. par. & a. [Belace, v.t.]

Adorned with lace.
" When thou in thy bravest

And most belaced servitude dost strut,
Some newer fashion doth usurp : and thou
Unto its antick yoke durst not but bow."

Beaumont : Psyche, xtL 10.

be-la -cing, pr. par. [Belace, v.t]

* b£-la m, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and O. Eng.
lam = to beat.] To beat.

" Batre: to beat, thwack, bump, swindge, cudgel

;

betam, also to batter."—Cotaraee.

* bcl-amour, * bell-amour, *. [From
Fr. belle — beautiful, and amour = love.]

A. Of persons (of the form Belamour) : A
fair lover, a fair friend.

B. Of things (of the form Iwllarnour) : An
obsolete name for a mrticular flower. Mason
thinks it was Venus s Looking-glass.

" Her snowy brow like unto beUamours,
Her lovely eyes like pinks but newly spred."

Spenser : Sonnet, M.

* beT-a-m& * bel a my ,
* bel a-mye,

* bel -ami, s. [Ft. bel •= beautiful (Bel), and
ami = friend, well-wisher, sweetheart, com-
panion] A fair friend, a companion, an asso-
ciate. (Used of a man's friend of the same
sex.)

1. In ordinary narrative

:

" Wise Socrates ; who, thereof, quaffing glad,
Pour'd out his life and last Philosophy
To the fayre Critias. his dearest Betam?.''

Spenser : P. Q., II. vlL St,

2, In salutations

:

"To him I spak fol hardily.
And said, ' What ertow, belamy t '

"

Twaine * Oawin, i. 278. (S. in Boucher.)

bel-an'-ger-a, s. [Named after the French
traveller Charles Belangere.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the tribe Belangerete (q.v.). Tha species are
Brazilian trees with a six-parted calyx, no
corolla, many stamens, and opposed-stalked
compound leaves.

bel-an-ger -e-ce, *. pi [Belangera.]

Bot, : A tribe or family of plants belonging
to the order Cunoniaceee (Cunoniads). Type,
Belangera (q.v.).

* be late, v.t [Eng. be; late.] To cause to
be late. (Generally in pa. par. or the corre-
sponding adjective.) [Belated.]

" The action cannot waste.
Caution retard, nur promptitude deceive.
Slowness Delate, nor nope drive on too fast."

Ifaienant : Gondibert, 11 ft,

be-la t-ed, pa. par. & a. [Belate.]

1. Too late, behind time.
" But when were these proofs offered? . . . Who con-

tested this belated account! "—Burke on the Aabob of
Arcot's Debts. (Richardson.)

2. Out late at night
" Whose midnight revels, by a forest side
Or fountain, some belated peasant sees.
Or dreams he sees." Milton : P. L., bk. L

be la ted ness, «. [Eng. belated ; -ness. t

The state of being belated.
" That you may see I am sometimes supicious of

myself, and do take notice of a certain bdatcdnesx in
me, I am the bolder to tend you some of my night-
ward thoughts. "—Hilton : Letters,

be-la'ud, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and laud.]
Greatly to praise.

tbe-la've, v.t. [Eng. be; lave.] To lave, to
wash. (Cockeram.)

* be-law -give, v.t [Eng. prefix be; law;
and give.] To give Uw to. (Spec, coinage.)

"The Holy One of Israel hath belategieen bis own
people with this very allowance. '—Milton: Boot, and
Dis, of Divorce.

* be-law'-giv-en, pa. par. [Belawqive.]

tbS-lay' (1), v.t. [In A.S. belecgan = to sur-
round ; Sw. belayga ; Ger. belegen = to cover,

to overlay, to beset, to encompass.] [Bft>

leaguer.]

1. To block up, to stop up ; to beleaguer,
to besiege.
" Gaynst sui

Then those small forts which y* were wont belay."*

Spenser ; Sonnet, xiv.

2. To waylay.
" He was by certain Spaniards . . . belaid upon the

river Padus . . . and slaine."—Knolles : Hist of the
TurttSS, (Sares.)

belay' (2), v.t [Dut. beleggen = to cover,

overlay, cognate with A.S. belecgan = to lay
upon, cover.]

1. To adorn ; to ornament.
" All In a woodman's Jacket he was clad
Of Lincoln greene, belayed with silver laca."

Spenser; P. Q., VI. 1L ft,

2. Navi. : To fasten a rope Becurely by
winding it round a kevel, cleat, or belaying-
pin.

"Get up the pick-axe, make a step for the mast—
make the chair last with the ratt.[in—haul taught and
belay.'—Scott: Antiquary, ch. viii.

belayed, * be-la'yd, pa. par. k adj. [B*>
LAY.]

be-lay -ing, pr. par. [Belay.]

belaying-bitt «. A frame of wood fixed

perpendicularly in the fore-part of a ship to

fasten ropes to.

belaying cleat, ft. A cleat for the pur-

pose of belaying the running rigging ta
[Cleat.]

belaying pin, ft.

Naut. : A stout pin in the side of a vessel

or round the masts to which ropes may be

"belayed," i.e., fastened, or around which
they may be wound.

belch, bclk, ' bolk, v.t. or i. [AS. beat-

can, bealcettan, belcettan = to belch.]

A* Transitive:

W Lit. : To eructate ; to expel from the

mouth with violence wind from the stomach*
commingled sometimes with portions of food.

" Bough as their savage lords who rang d the wood,

And fat with acorns belch'd tbetr windy 'cod."

Dryden ; Juvenal, sat. n.
H, Figuratively ;

1. To eject from the heart.

"... the bitterness of it I now belch from my
heart . .

."—Shakesp. : CymbeUne, ill. ft.

2. Of things : To eject from an aperture with

violent suddenness and noise.

fifcte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sen; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, ce = e. ey = a. Q,u = kw.
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"... within the gates, that now
Stood open widi\ belching outrageous flame
Far into Chaos. . .

." Milton : P. L., bk. x.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Lit.: To eject wind with spasmodic force

by the mouth from the stomach ; to eructate.

(Lit. & fig.)
" Behold, they belch out with their mouth : swords

are in their lips : for who, amy they, doth heart"

—

Pt.

lix.7.

2. Fig. : To issue from the mouth of any-
thing, as eructed matter does from the human
mouth.

" The waters boil and, belching from below.
Black sands as from a forceful engine throw.**

Dryden.

o llch (1), * bolko, s. [From belch, v.]

1. The act of ejecting wind by the mouth
from the stomach.
" Benedlcite be bygan wit a bolke, and hus brest

knoked." Piers Plowman. (Richardson.)

* 2. A cant term for a windy kind of malt
liquor.

* belch (2), • balloh, * bilph (ch guttural),

s. [From A. 8. bealcan = to belch, hence
something ugly, horrible, or from O. Sw.
bolg-ia, bulg-ia — to swell. (Jamieson.).^ A
monster. (Scotch.)

" And Pluto elk the fader of hellU as
Reputtis that blaming belch hatefull to as."

Doug. | Virgil, 217, 43. (Jamieson.)

belch'-er, *. A a. [From Belcher, a noted

Bristol pugilist, once champion of England.]

A. As subst. : A silk handkerchief or scarf,

properly of Belcher's colours. (Dickens

:

Sketches by Boz ; Miss Evans.)

B. As adj. : Resembling the handkerchief
or scarf described under A.

belch -Ing, * belle -lug, pr. par., o., & *.

[Belch, Belk, v.]

A. k B, As present participle Jt participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

" A triple pile of plumes his crest adorn'd.
On which with belching flames Chimaera burn'd."

Dryden : Virgil ; .Eneid vii. 1,074.

C. As substantive : The act of ejecting wind
by the mouth from the stomach.

"Often belkings [are] a token of ill digestion.**—
Buret: Aleearie.

bold, a. The same as Bald (q.v.). Bald.
(Scotch.) (Burns: John Anderson, my Jo.)

bela, v.t. [Beild.] To protect. The same as
Scotch Beild.

" The abbesse her gan teche and held."
Lay le freine. ML

•bSld(l),* beild,*. [Beild.]

*beld (2), *. [Beelde] Pattern, model of
perfection. (Jamieson.)

bel dam, t bel'-dame, «. & a. [Fr. belle

dame = fine lady ; from belle (f.) = handsome,
fine, and dame = lady. A term of respectful
address, used in all good faith to old ladies.]

A. As substantive

:

* L Respectfully

:

1. Gen. : A fine lady ; a good lady.

"Beldam*, yourwordsdoe worke me little ease. »

Spenser : P. <*., III. ii. 41
* 2. Spec. : A grandmother.
"The beldam and the girl, the grandsire and the boy

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, a, a,

IL Disrespectfully:

1. An old woman, wrinkled and destitute of
beauty.

2. A hag.
" Have I not reason, beldames, as you are,
Saucy and overbold T"

Shakesp. : Macbeth, ill 5.

* B. As adjective: Pertaining to a grand-
mother or to anything old.

" Then sing of secret things that came to pass
When beldame Nature in her cradle was."

Milton l College Exercise.

* beldc (pa. par. beldit), v.t. [Sw. bilda, Ger.
bilden, both = to form, to model, to fashion.]
[Build.] To image, to form. (Scotch.)
" Off all coloure maist clere beldit abone.
The fairest foull of the firth. And hendest of hewis."

ffoulate, lit. 20, MS. (Jamieson.)

* belde (1), $. [A.S. &eoZd = bold, brave.]
Courage, valour.
"When he bluschen therto, Ms belde never payred."

Sir Gawayne led. Morris), CM.

* belde (2), ». [Build.]
" That was so stronge of belde."

Syr Oowjhter, 8L

bel -dlt, pa. par. [Belde (2), v.] (Scotch.)

* bele, v.i. [From bele, s. (q.v.).] To burn, to
blaze. Possibly = bellow or perhaps = boil

in rage : compare

—

" My breste in bale hot bolne and bele."
Aim. Poems, A. 18.

" All breme he belyd into berth.

*

Wyntown, viiL 11, 48, (Jamieson.)

* bele, * bale, * bail, s. [A.S. bal = a funeral
pile ; a burning.] A fire, a blaze. [Bale.]
(Jamieson.)

be-le'a-guer (u mute). * bole ague (ue
mute), v.t. [Eng. be; leaguer. In Sw. beta-

gra ; Dan. beleive ; Dut. belegeren ; Ger. bela-

gerti ; from be, and lagern - to lie down, to
rest, to encamp.] [Laager.]

1. Lit. : To besiege, to lay siege to a place
with the view of capturing it.

" That a midnight host of spectres pale
Beleaguered the walls of Prague.

Longfellow ; The Beleaguered City.

2. Fig. : To make efforts to capture and
destroy.

" That an army of phantoms vast and wan.
Beleaguer the human soul."

Longfellow : The Beleaguered City.

be-le a-guerod, pa. par. & a. [Beleaguer.]
"A camp and a beleaguered town."

Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylstone, iv.

be-le'a-guer-er, a. [Eng. beleaguer; -er.]

One who beleaguers or besieges.
"... while his fierce beleaguerers pour

Engines of havoc in, unknown before,
And horrible as new."

Moore : LaUa Rookh; The Veiled Prophet.

be-le a~guer-ing, pr. par. & a. [Beleaguer.]

* be-le'ave, v.t. [A.S. belwfan, belifan = to
remain, be left.] To leave.

" Wondering at Fortunes turns, and scarce Is he,
Beleft, relating his own misery."

May : Lucan, bk. viii.

t b£-lec'-ture (tore — tyur), v.t. [Eng.
be; lecture.] To lecture. (Coleridge.)

be-lec'-tured (ture = tyur), pa. par. & a.

[Belecture.]

be lee -turning (tore = tyur), pr. par. &
a. [Belecture.]

be-le e, v.t. [Eng. be; lee.]

Naut. : To place on the lee, to place to
leeward, to shelter. (Shaketp. : Othello, LI.)

* be-lefe, * be 1eve, *. [Belief.] Hope.
(Scotch.)

" He neuer chyld cummyu of Troyane blude.
In sic belefe and glorie and grete gude
Bal ray is his forbearis Italianis."

Douglas : Virgil, 19T, M.
** They become desparit of ony beleve."

Bellenden ; T. Liv., p. 74. (Jamieson.)

* be-left, pa. par. [Beleif (2).]

*be-lelf (1), "be-lewlo (pa. par. *beUwyt),
v.t. & i. [A.S. belcefan = to leave, relinquish.]

A. Trans. : To deliver up.
" Unto thy parentis handfs and sepnltre

I the beleif to be euterit, quod be."
Doug. ; Virgil. M9, 48.

B. Intrans. : To remain. (Skeat.)
" That he belewyt of hys duelling."

Barbour, xiii. 544, MS. (Jamieson.)

* be leif (2), (preterite beleft), v.t. [A.S.
bekefan = to leave.] To leave.

" Quhi 'in now . , .

Reddy to mischevus deith beleft hare I."
Doug. : Virgil, 343, 5, (Jamieson.)

bel em rate (Eng.), be lem-nitcs (Mod.
Lot!), $. [In Ger. belemnit; Fr. belemnite

;

Sp. belemnita ; Ital. belennite ; Mod. Lat. 6c-
lemnites; Gr. petenvlrnc (Belemnites) (Liddell
& Scott), from Gr. pc\tu.vov (a word used only
in poetry and in the plural), the same as
0e'Aos (belos) = & dart, a javelin, from /3aAAw
(ballo) m to throw, and suff. -ites, from Atflos
(lithos) = a stone. ]

Paleont. (Of the form Belemnites, rendered
in English Belemnite) : A genus of fossil cham-
bered shells, the typical one of the family Be-
lemnitidte. The slow progress of the human
mind towards scientific truth, and the circuit-
ous route which the limitation of its powers
compel it to take in reaching that goal, are
beautifully exemplified by the successive hypo-
theses broached as to the nature of the belem-
nite. The first was that it was a product of the
mammal called by the Romans lynx, and by
the Greeks Auyf (lungkx), probably the Caracal
(Felis caracal). It was therefore called Lapis
lyncis, and lyncurion or lyncurium, AvvKoupto*
(lungkourion), though some think that by these

BELEMNITE RESTORED.
Ink bag. 6. Pro-ostracum.

words were meant reddish amber, or the mine-
ral tourmaline or the hyacinth, the Scriptural
jacinth. The puzzling fossils figured next as
Idari dactyli, that is, "fingers from Mount
Ida," freely translated or transformed in the
Middle Ages into "devil's fingers." Then
electricity was called in to account for them,
and they were named Thunderstones (Lapides
fnlminantes) and Picks, or, less hypotheti-
cal^, "Arrow Stones." At a more advanced
period they were looked upon as stalactites, or
as crystals which never had pertained to living
beings. At length the true view struggled
into existence that they were organic remains.
Held by Von Tressau, Klein, Breynius, Da
Costa, Brander, and
Plott to be shells, the
proper position of
which they could not
determine, Cuvier
and Lamarck made a
great step forward
in ranking them as
cephalopods with an
internal shell, a con-
clusion confirmed by
Buckland, Owen, and
others. The last-

named palaeontolo-
gist placed the be-
lemnite in the Di-
branchiate order of
Cephalopods.
One essential part

of the shell is a
phragmocone [see a

Belemnitid*] or a *^5i«K0,w
- ,
d

\
Gu*rd-

l 1. j ' ,, , «. Tentacle. /. Arms.
chambered cone, that
is, a portion conical in form and divided trans-
versely by septa or partitions, like a pile of
watch-glasses, into shallow chambers, con-
nected with each other byasiphuncle or small
pipe or siphon near the margin of the con*
The entire cone is enveloped in a sheath,,
which rises above the chambers and gives
support to the soft body of the animal (called
the pro-ostracum), and this again in a conical
cavity or alveolus excavated in the base of a
loug tapering body resembling the head of
a javelin, and called the gva,rd. It is from
this fact that the name Belemnite has arisen.
Dr. Buckland and Agassiz discovered in
specimens from Lyme Regis, collected by
Miss Anning, a fossil ink-bag and duct.
There have been found also traces of the con-
tour of the large sessile eyes, the funnel, a
great proportion of the muscular parts of the
mantle, the remains of two lateral fins, eight
cephalic arms, each apparently provided with
twelve to twenty pairs of slender elongated
horny hooks. Owen considers that the be-
lemnite combined characters at present divided
among the three cephalopodous genera Sepia,
Onychoteuthis, and Sepiola,
These animals seem to have been gregarioui,

living in shallow water with a muddy bottom
rather than one studded with projecting corals.
Owen thinks that they preserved a tolerably
vertical position when swimming, at times
rising swiftly and stealthily towards the surface
infixing their claws in the abdomen of a super-
natant fish, and dragging it down to the depths
to be devoured. Belemnites are found all

over Europe, and also in India. The known
species are estimated at more than 100,
ranging from the Lias to the Chalk.

bel-em-nit'-ic, a. [Eng. belemnit(e); -ic.]

1. Pertaining to the belemnite shell ; con-
stituting the fleshy portion of the belemnite.

" The belemnitic animal, a dibranchiate eight-armed
Cuttle . . ."—Eng. Cyclop., I. 436.

2. Pertaining to the animal enveloping the
shell called belemnite.

"... a specimen of a Belemnite in which not only
the ink-bag but the muscular mantle, the head and its

crown of arms, are all preserved in connexion with
the belemnitic shell."—Owen: Invertebrata (1843).

bel-em-nit -i dee, s. [Belemnite.]

Val&cmX. : A family of molluscs belonging to
the class Cephalopoda, the order Dibran-
chiata, and the section Decapoda. Tbe shell

consists of a "pen" terminating posteriorly in
a chambered cone, technically called a phrag-
mocone, from <f>payu.6': (phragmns) = a hedge,
fence, paling, fortification, or enclosure, and
Kwvos (konos) = the mathematical figure termed
a cone. The phragmocone is sometimes in-

vested with a fibrous guard, and it has air-cells

connected by a siphuncle piercing the several
chambers close to the ventral side. Dr. 8. O.
Woodward arranges the Belemnitidse between

boil, boy; poiit, j6wl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go. gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £
-elan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tion, -fion = shun, -dona, -tious, -sious = shus.

*

-ble, -die, Ac. = bal, del.
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the Teuthidae, or Calamaries and Squids, on the
one hand, and the SepiacUe or Sepias on the
other. In geological time they extend from
the Lias to the Chalk. The genera are Be-
lemnites, Belemnitella, Xiphoteuthis, Acan-
thoteutbis, Belemnoteuthis, and Conoteuthis.

The following Belemnitidse characterise the
Lower Lias ; B. acuius, B. pencUlatu$t B.

eUavatus.

Middle Lias : B. compressus, B. breviformis,

B. paxillosus.

Upper Lias : B. acuminatus, B. Icevis, B.

Ilminsterensis.

Midford Sands : B. irregularis.

Inferior Oolite : B. canaliculatus, B. Oin-

fsnis, B. ellipticus.

Stonesfield Slate : B. Bessinus.

Oxford Clay : B. hastatus, B. Oweni.
Coralline Oolite : B. abbreviatus.

Kinimeridge Clay : B. explanatu*.

Neocomian : B.jacultim.
Gault : B. minimus, B. ultimus.

Lower Chalk : Belemnitella plena.

Upper Chalk : Belemnitella mucronata.

* belene, v. i. [Possibly a misreading of the

MSS. for beleucd(A.& belasfan = to remain).]

To tarry, or perhaps to recline, to rest.

"... Schtr Gawayn, gayest of alt,

Belenee with Dame Gaynour in grenes to erene"
Sir Hawaii A Sir Oat, i. 6. {Jamieton.)

t b^-lene, a [From A.8. beUa = a bell ; bel-

lan, gen. 80 called from the bell-shaped cap-

sales.] A plant, Hyoscyamus niger. [Hen-
bane.]

t bfi-l8p'-er, v.t. [Eng. be; leper.] To infect

with leprosy.
" Imparity, and church-revenue, rushing In, cor-

bel es-prl't (t mute), s. [O. Fr. bel m fine

;

esprit as spirit.] A fine spirit, a man of wit.

* bfi-le've, *. [Belief, Belefe.]

* be-lew yt, pa. par. [Beleit (1), t».] Re-
mained. (Jamieson.)

* bfil-fl6\»*'-ert s. [Bell-flower.]

* bSl-fotl'n-der, a Old spelling of Bell-
founder.]

bel'-fitf, * b&r-trft, a rFr- beffroi = a
watch-tower, a belfry, a bell-chamber ; O. Ft.

beffroit, befreit, berfroit, berfreit, berefreit, bele-

froi = a watch-tower ; Low Lat. belfredus, bal-

fredus, berfredus, verfredus. From M. H. Ger.

bercvrit, bervrit = a tower for defence, from
Ger. berc = protection, and O. H. Ger. fridu =
a tower ; (N. H.) Ger. friede = peace ; Sw. <fe

Dan. /red ; Dut. vrede. Thus at first there

was no connection between bel of the word
belfry and the English word bell.]

*1. Mil. (In the Middle Ages): A tower
erected by besiegers to overlook a place be-

sieged. Sentinels were placed on it to watch
the avenues and to prevent surprise, or to give

notice of fires by ringing a bell.

2. That part of a steeple in which a bell is

hung, the campanile ; a room in a tower, a

cupola or turret in which a bell is, or may be,

bung.
Distant and soft on her ear fell the chime* from the

tkmt o* Christ Church.**
l.on-jfcUow: Evangeline, ii. *.

3. The framing on which a bell is suspended.
{Eng. CycL)

t Wl -gard, • bell -gard, s. [O. Fr. bel =
fine, gard. Mod. Fr. regard = a look, a gaze,

a glance, attention.] A kind, affectionate, or

amorous look.

Under the shadow of her even browea.
Working beigardt, and amorous retsafce

"

Spenser .- F. «., II. lit ».

* belghe, belgh, s. [Belch.] A belch, an
eructation (HtTk jig.). (Scotch.) (/<

ramicson.)

This age is defiled with fitthie belghe* of bias-

Shemy . . . His custom was to defile the aire with most
lthie belgh* of hliwphemie."—Z. Boyd* Lat Battel.

pp. LOOT, 1,186. (Jamieton.)

Bdl-gi-an, a. & s. [In Ger. Belgien; from

Lat Belgium, a part of Gallia Belgica (Ccesar).]

[Beloic]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to the ancient
Belgte, to the modern Belgians, or to Belgium.

B. As subst. : A native of Belgium.
"... be must \m% Belgian by birth or naturalisa-

tion. "—Martin: Statetman't Tear.Book (18»X p. SL

BSl-gic, a. [Fr. Belgique; Lat Belglcus =
pertaining to the Belga;. (See No. 1 def.).]

1, Pertaining to the ancient Belgae, esteemed
by Caesar to be the most warlike of the Ger-
manic tribes whom he encountered. They
occupied the country between the Marne, the
Rhine, the Seine, and the English Channel.

" Dull as their lakes that slumber in the storm.
Heavens I how unlike their Betgic aires of old 1

Bough, poor, content, ungovernably bold."
Goldtmilh : The Traveller.

2. Pertaining to the modern Belgians, to

Belgium, or to the Belgian language or dialect

Be -li-aL, 5. [In Ger., &c, Belial; Gr. BeXt'op

(Bcliar), r being substituted for I (2 Cor. vi.

15) ; Heb. *Ttf>\ (belial) = not a proper name ;

but from (1) Wj (belt) = without, and (2) pro-

bably ^ (yaal) = usefulness ; meaning a
person without usefulness, a worthless fellow,

a good for nothing. ]

1. In the Old Testament (Authorised Version);

Mistranslated as if it were a being, probably
Satan or one of his angels.

" Let not my lord, I pray thee, regard this man of

Belial, , . .'—1 .Sam ixv 25.

2. In the New Testament : Satan.

"And what concord hath Christ with Belialt . .
."

—2 Cor. vt U.

3. In Milton: A particular fallen angel.

(See P. L., bk. i.)

be-li -bel, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and libel] To
libel ; to calumniate.

The pope, hearing thereof. belibetled him [the
emperour] more foully than ever before."—Fuller

:

Bit. o/tke Bolt/ War, p. 163.

beT-ic, a [Fr. belie, belif, belli/.) A red colour.

Her. : A term sometimes used for gules.

be-llck ', v.t. [Eng. be ; lick (?).] To lick.

* be-llck -it, pa. par. [Belick.]
" They were ey sae ready to come in ahint the haon,

that naebody, baud aff themsels, cou'd get feen't

bellckit o' ony gnld that was gawn.**—St. Patrick, L 74.

{Jamieson.

}

1>6-U'e, *a>S-ly', *b«-ly'e, v.t. [Eng. be;

lie, A.S. beleogan (pret. beleag) = to impose,
falsify, belie, accuse falsely, forge or counter-

feit ; be, aud leogan = to lie. In Dut beliegen

;

Ger. beliigen; Sw. beljuga = to belie.] To
tell lies. Specially—

1. To tell a lie against a person or thing

;

to calumniate, to slander.
" If Armstrong was not belied, be was deep in the

worst secrets of the Rye House Plot, . .
.**—Macaulay :

llitt. Eng., ch. xv.

2. To fill with lies.

" Tis slander, whose breath
Rides on the iwsting winds, and doth b*li*

All corners of the world."
Shakeip. : Cynbeline, ill. 1

3. To give the lie : To prove to be hollow
or deceptive. (Used specially when actions

prove previous words hollow and untrue. As
a rule, it is not used offensively.)

" The first a nymph of lively Gaul,

4. To mimic, to imitate, to ape.

" Which durst, with horses' hoofs that beat the ground.
And martial brass, belie the thunder's sound.

Dryden.

b«5 lied, pa. par. k a. [Belie.]

biS lief, *bS-le've, # bi-le've, * brieve,
* by lyv*8» s. [A.S. geleafa= consent, assent,

confidence, belief, faith ; lea/a = belief (com-
pare also geleaj— leaf, leave, license, permis-
sion) ; Dut. geloof= faith, creed, belief, credit,

trust ; Ger. glaube, glauben = faith, good
faith.] [Believe.]

I. The mental act or operation of accepting

as true any real or alleged fact or opinion on
the evidence of testimony, or any proposition

on the proof afforded by reasoning. It is

opposed to the conviction produced by per-

sonal observation or experience, which is

stronger than that resting on testimony or
reasoning. The term belief may be used for

full and unwavering acceptance of anything
as true, for an acceptance weak and fluctuat-

ing, or for anything intermediate between the
two.

t II. The state of being accepted as true on
the evidence of reasoning or testimony.

III. That which is accepted as true on the
evidence of testimony or reasoning.

1. Gen. : In the foregoing sense.
**

. . . render it necessary for even the wisest of

men to take a large portion of their betiefi from
others."—J****, Nov. is, 187«,

"Belie/ is great, life-giving."—Carlyle: Beroe* end
Ifera- worship, Lect. ii.

2. Specially :

(a) Religious belief, a creed, the system of
doctrines held by the professors of any faith

;

yet more specially, Christianity.
'* In the heat of general persecution, whereunto

Christian belie/ was subject upon the first promulga-
tion, it much confirmed the weaker minds, wheu rela-
tion was made how God had been glorified through the
sufferings of martyrs."

—

Booker.

(b) The statement of such system of doc-
trine. (Used specially of the Apostles' Creed.

)

3. Christian Theol. : The implicit accept-
ance, by the aid of the Holy Spirit, of every
statement which there is reason to believe
comes from God. Spec., the acceptance of all

that He has revealed regarding the divinity

and sonship of Jesus Christ, His mission to
the earth. His life, His death, His resurrec-
tion and ascension. For this faith is used
more frequently than belief. [Faith.]

" Faith is a firm belie/ of the whole word of God. of
his gospel, commands, threats, and promises."— Wake.

*^f Crabb thus distinguishes between the
terms belief, credit, trust, and faith ;— " Belief

is generic, the others are specific terms ; we
believe when we credit and trust, but not
always vice versd. Belief rests on no particu-

lar person or thing ; but credit and trust rest

on the authority of one or more individuals.

Everything is the subject of belief which pro-

duces one's assent : the events of human life

are credited upon the authority of the uarrator;

the words, promises, or the integrity of in-

dividuals are trusted ; the power of persons
and the virtue of things are objects of faith.

Belief and credit are particular actions or
sentiments : rn«t and faith are permanent
dispositions of the mind Things are entitled

to our belief, persons to our credit ; but people
repose trust or have faith in others. ..."
"Belief, trust, and faith have a religious appli-

cation, which credit has not Belief is simply
an act of the understanding; trust and faith

are active moving principles of the mind in

which the heart is concerned. Belief does not
extend beyond an assent of the mind to any
given proposition ; trust and faith are lively

aentirnents which impel to action. Belief is

to trust and faith as cause to effect -. there

may be belief without either trust or faith

;

but there can be no trust or faith without
belief. We believe that there is a God, who is

the creator and preserver of all His creatures

;

we therefore trust in Him for His protection

of ourselves. We believe that Jesus Christ

died for the sins of men ; we have therefore

faith in His redeeming grace to save us from
our sins." (Cra66 ; Eng. Synon.)

^ Professor Bain considers that belief largely

depends upon the will. He says, " It will be
readily admitted that the state of mind called

belief is, in many cases, a concomitant of our
activity. But I mean to go farther than this,

and to affirm that belief has no meaning, ex-

oept in reference to our actions ; the essence

or import of it is such as to place it under the

region of the wilL We shall soon see that an
intellectual notion or conception is likewise

indispensable to the act of believing; but no
mere conception that does not directly or in-

directly implicate our voluntary exertions,

can ever amount to the state in question."

(Bain : The Emotions and the Will, chap.
" Belief," p. 524.)

* be lie-full, a. [Eng. belief; full.] Full of

belief ; disposed to believe.

" It is for thee sufficient to shews a minds belie/ult

and readie to obele . .
.**— Cdal : Luke, ch. i.

(
Rich nrd-

ton.)

be lie ful ncsse, i. [O. Eng. bditful;

-nose.) The quality of being disposed to

believe.
" Thei dladeyne to h.ve the godly MU/ulneur ol

the heathen to be pnUed, Mid ret du they not all the

while amende their owne wicked vnbelief."— tidal:

Luke, ch. iv. (HtchartUcm.)

bS-USv'-a-ble, a. [Eng. believe); -aWe.J

Able to be believed ; credible. (Sherwood.)

"The witnessing!, ben maad b.U*uabU ful mycha"
— W,cUft[Pt . xcils).

be-llev-a-Mo ness, s. [Eng. btlietaUi;

-no*.] The state of being believable.

-. . . the credibility and bedimiabUneu. a, I call it.

of those promiae. and particular merciea. "—«0OrfaWa :

Work*, vet. It., pt 1., p. 8a {JttchariUoA.)

believe, 'bS-le've, *M-leve, ;bjr

leve, * byleyve, * bylyve, v.t. 4 v ,*.»•

oeUfan, jeiu/on = to believe. Compare also

Ate, Sit, faro, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pet.

•r, wore, W9II, work, wh6, son ; mute, otto, cure, unite, cur, rule, fuU ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e. ey = a. «u = kw-
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Dut. gelooven; Ger. glauben ; M. H. Ger. glou-
ben, gelouben; O. H. Ger. galaupjan; 0.8.
gil/tbian; Goth. gaJaubjan, laubjan. Compare
also A.S. laef= permission.]

A. Trans. : To accept as true, Dot on one's
personal knowledge, but on the testimony of
others, or on reasonings which appear more
or less conclusive. It is used when the
assent to the statement or proposition is of a
very Arm character, and also when it is weak
and wavering. (It may be followed by the
objective of the person whose word is accepted
as true, or by the objective of the statement
mad*.)

"Ten thousand things there are, which we believe
metely upon the authority or credit of thiwe who have
spoken or written of them."— Wattt : Logic.

B. Intransitive :

I. Ordinary Language .*

1. Gen. : To accept a statement or proposi-
tion as true on the evidence afforded by the
testimony of another person, or on reasonings
of one's own.

2. Specially:

(a) Colloquial : To accept with some degree
Of doubt.

(ft) To exercise the grace of Christian faith.
fSee II.]

II. Theology:

1. To assent to the claim which Jesus Christ
put forth to be the Messiah, the Son of God,
and the Saviour, and place confidence in the
-efficacy of his sacrifice for sin.

U In Rom. x. 10 this belief is attributed to
the heart The opposition in that verse is not,
however, so much between the heart and the
intellect as between what is secret and personal
and what is openly professed by the lips.

"For with the heart man belieeeth unto righteous-
ness; . . ."—Rom. x. 10.

It is followed (a) by tn or on placed before the
person or Being who is the object of faith.

".
. . ye battel* In God, believe also in me."—John

Xiv. L
" And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ,

and thou shalt be saved, and thy house. "—Actt xvl. si.

Or (b) by the clause of a sentence expressive
of the tenet or proposition to which one
publicly or tacitly assents.
' " And Philip said. If thou believett with all thine
heart, thou mayest. And he answered and said, I
behave that Jesus Christ is the Son of God."—Actt
viii. 37.

2. To express such faith by the public enun-
eiation of a creed. Thus the "Apostles'
Creed, to be sung or said by the minister and
the people," in the Liturgic worship of the
Church of England, commences thus :—" I
believe in God, the Father Almighty, . . ."

©5-lie ved, pa. par. & a. [Believe.]

be lie v-er, *b6-le'ev-er,«. [Eng. believU);
•er.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I. Gen. : One who believes or who gives
credit to anything.

"Discipline began to enter into conflict with
churches, which, in extremity, had been believert of
it —Hooker.

IT. Spec. : One who holds a definite religious
•elief.

1. A Christian.
*'.

. . have been maintained by the universal body« true believert, from the days of the apostles, and
will be to the resurrection "—Swift.
% A professor of some other faith.
". . . the soul of one believer outweighs all earthly

Jngatuna; .ill uieu, according to Islam too, are equal."
—Carlyte : Heroes. Lect ii.

B. Ch. Hist, (plur.): There are three British
ttligious sects at present thus named—

(a) Believers in Christ.

(6) Believers meeting in the name of the
Lord Jesus Christ.

(c) Believers in the divine visitation of
Joanna Southcott, prophetess of Exeter.

H The second of these, that named (&)
appears for the first time in the Registrar-
General's List for 1878.

WS-lie'v-lng, pr. por., o., & ». [Believe.]
A. & B. As pr. participle 6 adjective: In

senses corresponding to those of the verb.
" %?"" 0od *» P*»i»'d, that to believing souls
Gives light in darkness, comfort in despair."

Shaketp : 1 Henry VY„ U. X.

C. As substantive : The act or operation of
accepting as true. (Rom. xv. II.)

be-Ue'v-iiig-1^, adv. [Eng. believing; -ly.]

In a believing manner, as a believer would do.
(Johnson.)

* he-life, * be-litr, adv. [Belivk.] (Scotch.)

•be'-light (gh silent), v.t. [Eng. be, and light.}

To illumine, to shine on.
'* Godes brihtneese, belihte hem."—O. Bng. Uomiliet

(ed. Morris), ii. 3L

be-like, * be-lylte, adv. [Eng. be; like.']

Perhaps; there is a likelihood that; probably.

% It is becoming rare in English, and is not
very common in Scotch.

" Belike, boy, then you are In love. " —Shaketp. : Two
Gent, of Verona, ii. L
" Things that I know not of belike to thee are dear.

*

Wordtworth: Pet Lamb.

* bS-HTce-Iy, adv. [Eng. belike; -ly.] Pro-
bably ; there is a likelihood that.

" Having belikely heard some better words of me
than I could deserve.-—Bp. Ball; Specialtiet of hit
Life.

be-lime, v.t [Eng. be; lime.'] To besmear
with bird-lime.

" Ye, whose foul hands are belimed with bribery,
and besmeared with the price of blood."—Bp Hall:
Works, voL 1L, p. 801 (ed. 16«1).

be-li'med, pa. par. & a. [Belihx.]

be-li'm-Ing, pr.par. [Belime.]

Bel-i-sa'-na, s. [A female name. Etymoloev
doubtful.]

^
Astron. : An asteroid, the 178th found. It

was discovered by Palisa on Novembers, 1877.

be lit -tie (tie as tel), v.t. [Eng. be ; K«Ze.]
To make little ; to dwarf. (Jefferson.)

be lit tied (tied as teld), pa. par. [Be-
little.]

be-llt'-tllng, pr. par. [Belittle.]

bS-U've, * bee-live, *b6-li've, *be-lyue,
* M-li've, * by-li ve, * blive, * blyve,
adv. [Eng. prefix be, and live.]

1. By-and-by, speedily, quickly. (Obsolete
In English, but still used in Scotch.)

"But Habby of Cefeford will be here belive . . ."
—Scott : Waverley. {Append, to Gen. Preface.)

2. At length.

™_ ,
.."*• Pyf th*t ***«» belyus.

Troianis has socht tyll Italy, tyllupset
New Troyis wallya. to be agane doun letf

"

Douglat : Virgil, 814. 86. {Jamieson,)

* belk, * bclke, v. t. [Belch.] To belch.
". . . this being done, it was not half an hour but

he began to faint ; and turning about on his left side
hee belked twise." — The Rejiort of Martin t Death
Prom Martin* Month* Mind (1*89), P- 2L {Boucher.)

bell (1), * belle, * Mtt, s. [A.S. bella m a bell,
a word imitated from the sound. In Dut.
bet; Old Dut. belle. Connected with A.S.
bellan =to bellow (Bellow), and with peal
(Peal).]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

1. An instrument of a particular form and
material for producing sounds. It consists
of a reversed cup, bearing at its apex an ear
or canon, by which it is suspended from a
beam or other fixed body above, and having
hung internally a clapper or hammer, by the
percussion of which on the reversed cup the
required sound is generated. It is generally
formed of bell-metal (q.v.). Golden bells are
mentioned in connection with religious wor-
ship in Exod. xxviii. 33, 34. They alternated
with pomegranate-like knobs on the lower
part of the Jewish high-priest's blue robe of
the ephod. Bells were found by Layard at
Nimroud, near the site of old Nineveh, the
alloy of which they were formed being ten
parts of copper to one of tin. The Greeks
and Romans used bells in camps, markets,
and baths, as well as in religious observances.
The introduction of large bells into churches
is attributed to Paulinus, Bishop of Nola in
Campania, about the year 400. Bede men-
tions their use in England towards the end
of the seventh century. They were first cast
in this country about A.D. 940. The great
bell of St. Paul's Cathedral, in London,
cast in 1709, is 67 feet in diameter ; it weighs
11,470 lbs. ; and Big Ben, of Westminster,
cast in 1868, 30,324 lbs. These dimensions
are, however, dwarfed by some Russian bells.
That of the Kremlin, the greatest ever con-
structed, when re-cast in 1733, was enlarged

|

till it weighed 432,000 lb* It is said, though
some deny it, that this enormous mass was
actually suspended for four years. In 1737,
however, a fire caused it to fall In 1837 a
chapel was excavated below it, of which it
was made to constitute the dome. Next, it is
said, in size to the Russian bells are one at
Aniarapoora in Bunnah, 200,000 lbs. ; and one
at Pekin, 130,000 ; both, of course, are for
Booddhist worship. Bells are often affixed,
both in England and elsewhere, to cattle,
sheep, &c when turned loose to feed, and
are useful, especially in forests, to indicate
where the animals are feeding. Sheep-bells of
bronze, used in ancient Italy, are still to be
seen in the museum at Naples.

2. A small hollow globe of metal, perforated
and having within it a solid ball. This type
of bell occurs in the hawk's bell. It is affixed
to the animal, striking against its sides during
flight, with the effect of emitting a sound.

"As the ox hath his bow, the horse his curb, and
the faulcon his betu, so hath man his desires."—
Sh.tke*p. : At Tou Like It, fU. a.

LL Figuratively:

* 1. A clock.

"At six of the bellt we gynne our play."

—

Strutt
Borda Anget-Cynnan, iiL 187. {Boucher.)

2. Anything shaped like an ordinary belL or
at least like the cup-shaped portion of It.

Specially—

(a) The bell-like monopetalons corolla of
various heaths, of the Campanula, &c. [See
the compounds which follow.] So, in Scotch,
Lint in the bell means "flax in flower."
(Jamieson.)

" Where the bee sucks there tuck I,

In a cowslip's bell 1 lie."
Shaketp. : Tempett, vt L {Song.)

"The humming-bees, that hunt the golden dew,
In Bummer's heat on tops of lilies feed.
And creep within their bell* to suck the balmy seed."

Dryden.

(b) The mouth of a funnel or trumpet ; also
of several wood wind instruments.

IIL In special phrases :

1. Bell of the brae : The highest part of the
slope of a hill. (Scotch.)

U Jamieson thinks this may be, perhaps,
connected with bell (2) (q.v.X

2. For " curfew bell," ** passing bell,"
"saints' or Sanctus bell," &c, see "curfew/
" passing," &c, with which bell is in connec-
tion.

3. To bear away the bell : To win the prize at
a race, where a bell was the usual prize.

"Among the Romans it [a hone race] was an
Olympic exercise, and the prize was a garland, but now
they oeare the bell away."—SaUonthaU: Char.. 38.
{Naret.)

4. To bear the bell:

(a) Lit. : To be the bellwether of a flock,
that is, the sheep which carries a bell ; or to be
the hojrae to which a bell is affixed, and which
is maffiTto go first in a drove of horses.

(6) Fig. : To be the first ; to be superior to
all others.

5. To carry away the bell: To carry off the
prize in a race or other contest in which that
prize is a bell. [Nearly the same as 3 (q.vA]
(hit A Jig.)

W * J

The Italians have carried away the bell from all
other nations, as may appear both by their books
and woika."—Hakewill.

6. To gain the bell : To win the prize at a
race. [5.]

" Here lyes the man whose hone did gains
The bell, in race on Salisbury plain."

Camden: Remains, p. 848. (Naret.)

7. To lose the bell : To be worsted in a con-
test, so that the antagonist gains the bell or
other prize.

" But when In single fight he lost the bell"
Fairfax: Tauo, xvfl. 69.

8. To curse by bell, book, and candle (in the

Roman Catholic Church): To excommunicate
;

a bell being tolled, the book of offices for the
purpose used to be read from, and a candle
(or, according to Nares, three caudles) extin-
guished with certain ceremonies. A form of
excommunication, ending, "Doe to the book,
quench the candle, ring the bell. Amen,
Amen," was extracted from the Canterbury
Book by Sir Thomas Ridley or his annotator,
J. Gregory. (Nares.)

" Bell, book, and candle shall not drive me back.
When gold and silver hecks me to come on."

Shaketp. ; King John, ill. 8.

9. To ring a bell backwards : To do so in the
way described, as was formerly the practice.

(a) Spec.: That warning might be given of
fire.

b&l, \rf$i ptSitt, j6*rli oat, cell, chorus, oUtn, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
-clan, -tlan = shan. -tioa, -slon = shun ; -flon, -sion = zhun. clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, Ac. = bel, deL
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Then. sir, in time
Ton may be remembered at the quenching of

Fir'd home*, when the belU ring backward, by
Your name upon the bucket*."

CUw Match (Old /"lay), ix. IW

Or (6) Ge». : On the rise of any sadden

danger in a city or town.
Dundee he is mounted, he ride* op the'street

:

The belli are rung backward, the drums they are

beat" Scott: Bonnie Dundee,

(c) Aa a mark of sorrow.

"Not concluded with any eplthalamiums or song*

of Joy. but contrary— his belle ring backward, —
Qayton : Feet. Sotee, p. %>*.

10. To shake the belli : A figurative phrase

taken from the shaking of bells tied to a hawk
or falcon, which takes place when the bird

ales. (B. 1.]
" Neither the king, nor he that loves him best.

The proudest he that holds up Lancaster,

Dan* stir a wing, ii Warwick thuket bit belle

Shakeep. : 8 Henry P7.. i. L

B. Technically

:

L Her. : Church bells are used as an heraldic

emblem ; so also are hawk's bells.

IX Naut. : At sea the sub-divisions of a
" watch " of four hours' duration are noted by

a half-hourly striking of a bell with a clapper.

Thus the phrase, " it is two bells," means an

hour of the watch has elapsed ; three bells,

an hour and a half ; and eight bells, the whole

four hours, after which a new watch is set

and the process is repeated. (Admiral Smyth

:

Sailor's Word-Book, 1867.)

HI. Architecture:

1. The body of a Corinthian or Composite

capital, 'vith the foliage stripped off. (GUos-

mry of Architecture.)

2. The similar body of a capital in the Early

English and other forma of Gothic architec-

ture. (n>w.)

bell animalcules, or bell animals,
r The English name for the family of Infu-

aorial animalcules, called Vorticellidse (q.v.).

The species of the type-genus Vorticella con-

sist of a fixed simple contractile stalk or

A SILL-ANIMALCULE (VORTICELLA) HAOVIFIED.

atem, terminated at ita upper extremity by a

body in the form of a bell. Cilia draw to the

mouth the creatures still smaller than them-

selves on which the bell-animalcules feed.

bell-bird, s. A bird, called also the Ara-

punga (Arapunga alba), belonging to the

family Ampelidse and the sub-family Gymno-
derinie (Fruit Crows). It is pure white in

colour, about a foot in length, and has a voice

Bke the tolling of a bell. It inhabits Guiana.
" At this season the beak and naked akin about the

bead frequently change colour, a* with some herons,

ibises, gulls, one of the oeH-oird* just noticed, Ac"—
'n: Deeeent of Man, pt it, ch. xiii.

BELL-GABLE.

bell

bell-flower, * belflower, s.

1. The English name of the great genus Cam-
panula. It is so called because the corollas

have a close resemblance to a bell. About
ten species are found in Britain, the most
common being Campanula rotundijolia, the

Round-leaved Bell-flower or Harebell; and

after it C. trachelium, or Nettle-leaved Bell-

flower ; and C. hedtracea, or Ivy-leaved Bell-

flower. The finest species is the Giant Bell-

flower (Campanula latifolia). [Campanula.]

% The form belflmcer is the only one given

in Johnson's Dictionary.

2. An endogenous plant {Narcissus Pseudo-

narcissus).

Autumn Bell- flower: A plant, Gentiana

Pneumonanthe.

bell founder. - bel-founder, s One
who founds or casts bells.

bell - foundry, bell
foundry, s. A foundry
in which bells are cast

bell-gable or bell-
turret, s. A gable or
turret in which a bell or

bells are suspended that

they may be rung.

bell-glass, s. A glass

vessel shaped like a bell,

open on the lower side, and
having on its top a knob
placed there for conveni-

ence of handling. Such
a glass is used (a) to con-

stitute the receiver of an
air-pump, or (6) to con-

tain gates for purposes of

experiment, or (c) as a cover

for delicate plants.

bell-hanger, *. One who hangs bells.

bell-hanging, s. The act or process of

hanging a belT or "bells.

bell-heather, s. Cross-leaved hesth

(Erica tetralix). (JamUson.)

bell-less, a. Without a hell.

bell-like, a. Like a bell.

" With many a deep-hued bell-like flower

Of fragrant trailers." Tennyeon : Slednore, S.

bell-man, * bel man, «. A crier, a

man who goes round a town to make some
intimation, and prefaces his statement by
ringing a bell.

"The belman of each parish, as he goes his circuit,

cries out every night, ' Past twelve o'clock 1 —Swift.

bell-metal, * bel-metal, s. An alloy

of copper and tin, constituting a kind of

bronze : 75 parts of copper to 25 of tin, or 78

of copper to 22 of tin, are proportions fre-

quently employed, while sometimes the alloy

is made of copper, tin, zinc, and lead.

Bell-metal Ore : A mineral, called also Stan-

nite or Stannine (q.v.).

bell-mouthed, o. Fashioned like the

mouth of a bell

bell-pepper, s. A plant, a species of

pepper (Capsicum grossum).

* bell-polype, s. Any species of Vorti-

cella. [Bell-Animalcule.]

bell-pull, s. That by which a bell is

pulled ; the rope or handle connecting the hand

of the operator with a bell-wilfe, and enabling

him or her to ring the bell.

bell-punch, s. An instrument contain-

ing a signal bell, used for marking tickets.

When the handle is compressed the bell is

rung, and the piece punched out of the ticket

serves as a check on the number of fares paid.

bell-ringer, * bell- rynger, ». One
who rings a "bell. (Used specially of those

who ring church bells.)

bell-buoy, .-.

Naut. : A buoy to which a bell is attached

in such a way as to be rung by the motion of

the waves.

bell-cage, s. A timber frame, also called

a belfry, carrying one or more large bells.

bell-canopy, ». A canopy containing a

bell in harness.

bell-chamber, »., The room containing

one or more large bells In harness.

bell-cot, s. A structure presenting the

appearance of a steeple.

bell-crank, s.

Mech. : Such a crank as is used at the npper

angles of rooms to give the bell-wires that

alteration in direction which they there re-

quire. It is a rectangular lever, having its

fulcrum at the apex of the angle. The direc-

tion of a motion is changed by it 90°.

bell-fashioned, a. Fashioned in the

form of a bell.

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, w8t, here, camel, her, there

at-, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try.

bell-roof, s.

bell-rope, s.

ing a bell.

bell-rose, a
narcissus.

A roof shaped like a bell.

A rope for ringing or toll-

A plant. Narcissus Pseudo-

bell shaped, a.

1. In a general sense : Shaped like a belL

2, 7n Botany : A term applied to a corolla,

a calyx, or either organ in which the tube is

inflated and gradually enlarged into a limb so

as to resemble a bell ; campanulate. Example,
the corolla of Campanula. (Lindley : Introd,

toBot., p. 452.)

Bell-the-cat, s. A nickname given to

Archibald Douglas, Earl of Angus, in the reign

of James III. of Scotland. The noblemen
under this monarch having no sympathy with

the king's love of the fine arts, and being

specially irritated that he had made an archi-

tect—or as they irreverently said a mason—by
name Cochrane, Earl of Mar, plotted forcibly

to remove the plebeian whom they disliked

from the royal presence. At their secret con-

clave, which was held in Lauder Church in

1482, Lord Gray, who was fearful about the

result of the enterprise, told the apologue of

the mice failing to " bell the cat." [See Belt

the cat, under Bell, ».(.] To which the daring

Angus replied, " I understand the moral, and
that what we propose may not lack execution,

I will bell the cat."
" And^rom a loophole while I peep,

\e-Cat came from the keep.Old Bell-the-Cat c
Score : Mamiion, vi. It,

bell-trap, «. A trap like a bell or an in-

verted cup, to prevent the reflux of foul air

from drains.

bell-turret, s. [Bell-gable.]

bell-ware, s. [So called from the sea-

weed of which kelp is made.] A plant, Zostera

marina.

bell-waver, r.t.

1, To fluctuate ; to be inconstant.

2, To tell a story incoherently. (Jamieson.y

bell-wavering, pr. par. & «. [Bell-

WAVEB-] (Scotch.)

A. As present participle : In a sense corre-

sponding to that of the verb.

B. As substantive : The act of straggling.

bell-wether, * belwether, 'bell
weather, belweather, * bel veddir
(Scotch), s. [Eng. bell, and wether (q.v.).] A
sheep on whose neck a bell is placed that the

animal may lead the flock.

-The flock of sheep and betwether thinking to break

into another's pasture, and being to pass over another

bridge, jostled till both Ml into the ditch.'—HoweL

bell-wheel, s. The wheel by which s
church bell is swung.

bell-yeter, a A bell-founder. (Prompt

Pom.)

bSll (2),
* bel, ». [Dut. bel = a bell, a bubble

;

Lat. bulla = a bubble.] A bubble. (Scotch.)

[Beller.]

bill (3), »• [Compare GaeL ball = a spot or

mark ; Bret, bal = a white mark on the fao»

of an animal.] [Bald.] A white mark ons
horse, or on any other animal.

* bell, a. [Corrupted from beld = bald.] Bald.

(0. Scotch.)

•bell-kite,'. The Bald Coot, (Jamieton.)

bell (1), v.t. & i [From Bell (1), «. (<*.».>]

A. Transitively

:

1. Lit. : To put a bell upon.

2. Fig. : At great personal risk to attempt

to render the assault or hostility of an adver-

sary futile. The signification is derived from

the following apologue. A colony of mice,

losing some of their number through the de-

predations of a cat, held a conference to try to

devise measures for their preservation. When
all were perplexed, a young mouse stood up,

and in a florid speech proposed that a bell

should, be affixed to the tail of the cat. Tins,

of course, would ring whenever she moved,

and thus give warning of her approach. The

young mouse sat down amid loud applause

on which an old and experienced mouse asked

if their young friend would now be kind

enough to inform them who would bell the

cat The orator had never thought of this,

and was speechless. [Bell the cat, under

Bell, s.
]

B. Intrans. : To develop into the form of a

bell. (Used specially of plants with campanu-

late corollas, sometimes, however, also of

flower-buds.)

"bell (2), v.i. [From Bell (2), a] Tobubblt

up, to throw up or bear bubbles.
" When the scum turns bine
And the blood belle through.

PeriU of Man, U. «. (Jamleeon.)

;
pine, pit, fore, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian. «e, ce = e. ey = a- qu = kw.
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bSll (3), * belle, ft i. [A. S. bellan = to bellow,
to roar, to bark.] [Bkllow.]

1. Lit. (of animals) : To roar, to bellow.
Used—
(1) Gen. ; Of the cry of various animals.

'

' Belly n or roryn as oette : Mugio."—Prompt. Par*.

(2) Spec. : Of tho roar or bellow of the stag
in rutting time.

"An inscription on a rock at Wharncliffe states that
the lodge there was erected by Sir Thomas Wortley
'for his plesur to her the hens belV—HaUamshire
Glouary, p. II.

2. Of anything inanimate capable of making
a bellowing sound.

" He gan to blaeen out a soon.
As loud as beUelh winde in Hell."

Chaucer ,- Hou* of Fame, 111. T13.

bel-la-don -na, s. [In Fr. belladonne. From
ItaL btlla =. beautiful, fine ; and donna =
lady, the same as Lat. domina — the mistress
of a family, a lady.] Possibly because used as
an aid to beauty.

A. Properly:

1. A name for the Deadly Nightshade or
Common DwaAe (Atropa belladonna). [Atropa,
Nightshade. ] The *' beauty " implied by the
name is in the berries, which are shining black,
but are poisonous. The best known antidote
to them is vinegar.

2. Pharm. : The leaves of the plant defined
under No. 1. They are useful as a medicine,
being given in intermittent fevers, palsy, per-
tussis, amaurosis, cachexia, epilepsy, and tic-

douloureux. A remedy much used in homoeo-
pathic pharmacy.

B. Less properly: A sub-division of the
genus Amaryllis, containing the species of lily
mentioned below.

belladonna-lily, ». The English name
of a plant, the Amaryllis belladonna, a fine lily
brought from the West Indies.

* bel'-lan, s. [An obsolete form of baleen
(q.v.).] Whalebone.

" The stern Eryx was wount
To fecht ane bargane, and gif mony dount.
In that hard bellan his brawnis to embrace.*

Doug. 1 Virgil. i«, 4. (Jamiemm.)

bel -lan-dine, s. [Bellan.] A broil, a
squabble. (Scotch.)

"There are the chaps alraidy watching to hae a
bellandine wi' thee—an thou tak nae guou caire, lad,'
thou's in uwotty Wollie's hand."—Hogg ; Wint. Talet
t 267. (Jamieton.)

BeT-la-trix, *. [Lat. bellatrix= & female war-
rior, such as Minerva, from helium = war. So
called from the nature of the astrological in-
fluence which it was supposed to exert.]

Astron. : A star of the second magnitude, the
smaller of the two bright ones in the shoulder
of Orion. It is called also y Ononis.

bell bind -er. bell-wind'-er, s. A local
name of a plant, Convolvulus septum.

belle (I), bele, a. & s. [Fr. belle (as s.)= a
beautiful female, fern, of beau or bel

; (adj.)=
pleasing to the eye, beautiful, handsome, fine.]

A. As adjective: Fine.
' That ben enblaunched with bele paroles and with

bele clothes."—Piert Plowman, p. 2T8. [Richardton.)

B. As substantive (of the form belle [1]) : A
beautiful young lady ; a fine or fashionable
young lady, even though not distinguished for
beauty.
" Tour prudent grandmammas, ye modern belle*.
Content with Bristol, Bath, and Tunbridge Wells."

Coteper; Retirement.

* belle-cheer, # bele chere, «.

1. Good cheer.

2. Good company.
"And enbelyae his burg with his bele-chere."

Sawtyn and the Green Knight.

Wile (2), s. [Bell.]

* belle, v.i. [Bell (2), *.]

belled, pa. par. k a. [Bell (1), v.)

1. Ord. Lang.: Furnished with a bell or
bells.

2. Her. Of a hawk or falcon : Having bells
affixed to Ms legs.

Bell e-isle (s silent),
and O. Fr. isle, Mod. Fr. Ue
A. As substantive

:

& a. [Fr. belle = fine,

an island.] [Isle.]

1. An island on the coast of France, eight
miles south of Quiberon Point

2. An island at the entrance of the Straits
of Belleisle, between Newfoundland and Lab-
rador.

3. The straits themselves.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to any of those
Belle isles.

Bclleisle-cress or American cress,
*. [From the American island or strait, A. 2
and 3.] A cruciferous plant, Barbarea precox,
now frequently cultivated in Britain.

bel'-ler. v.i. [Bell (2), «.] To bubble up.
(Scotch.)

Bel-leV-£-phon, 5. [In Lat. BeUerophon;
Gr. BeAAepodxIx' (Bellerophon). J

1. Class. Mythology : A virtuous hero fabled
to have killed the Chimera, vanquished the
Amazons, and achieved other successes.

" Then mighty Pnetus Argoa' sceptre sway'd,
Whose hard commands Bellerophon obey'd.™

Pope: Homer'* Iliad, bk. iv., 1W, 19*.

2. PaUeont. : A genus of gasteropodous mol-
luscs belonging to the family Atlantidee. The
species have symmetrically convoluted glo-
bular or discoidal shells, some of them whorled,
and with a deeply-notched aperture. In 1875,
Tate estimated the known species at 128,
ranging from the Lower Silurian to the Car-
boniferous rocks.

belles-lettres (es mute), «. pi [Fr. (lit.)

m fine letters. ] A term borrowed from the
French, and signifying polite literature, what
were of old called "the humanities." It
has been held to include such kinds of litera-
ture as require for their production imagi-
nation and taste, rather than study and re-
flection. Littre, without doubt, giving the
actual usage of the term belles-lettres in France,
makes it include grammar, eloquence, and
poetry. In England, poetry, fiction, rhetoric,
philology, and even history, are generally
included within its limits ; but whatever may
have been the case in a more backward state
of thought than that which at present exists,
it is a satire on philology, history, and grammar
to regard them as studies in which imagina-
tion is predominant.

" The exactness of the other. Is to admit of some-
thing like discourse, especially in what regards the
beUei-lettre*."— Taller.

* bell -gard, *. [Beloard.]

* bel -ll-bone, *\ [Fr. belle = fair, beautiful,
and bonne, fern, of bon = good, or the corre-
sponding words in Lat. 6e//wsand bonus.] A
beautiful and good woman

; a bonny lass.

" Fan may be proud that ever he begot
Such a b^Ubone."

Spenter: Sheph, Cat., It.

t bel'-He, * bel'-U-eaU, * bel'-Hck, a.

[From Lat. bellicus = warlike ; helium = war.]
Warlike. (Used of persons or things.)

bel'-li-cdse, a. [Lat. bellicosus, fond of war,
martial; from helium = war. ] Warlike, dis-
posed to fight on slender provocation, adapted
for war.

* Del'-ll-cotts, a. [Lat bellicus= pertaining
to war. In Fr. beUiqueux.] Warlike, martial.
(Now Bellicose is used instead of it.)

"... sum border men. quhaismyndls at natyme
are aither martiall, or bellicou*. but only given to rieff
and spuilyie, . . ."—HUt James the Sext, p. 148.
{Jamieton.)

bel-lid -e-se, s. pi. [Bellib.]

Bot. : A family of composite plants belong-
ing to the tribe Asteroidea. Type, Bellis.

bel'-tf-e-se, s. pi. [Bellium.]

Bot. : A family of plants belonging to the
tribe Asteroidea. Type, Bellium (q.v.).

bel'-lied, pa. par. & a. [Be-.ly, v.f.]

A. As a simple word chiejly in Bot. : Swel-
ling at the middle, ventricose. (Mariyn.)
B. In compos. : Having a belly of a cha-

racter described by the word which precedes
it ; as " white-bellied swift " (i.e., the swift of
which the belly is white), Cypselus alpinus.

* bel-Hg'-er-ate, v.i. [Lat. helligeratum, sup.
of belligero, from helium = war, and gero = to
carry on.] To carry on war. (Cockeram.)

bel-lig er-ence, ». [From Lat. heUi, genit.
of beUum — war, and geren(tis), gen. of gerens
= carrying on, and suff. -ce.] The state of
being at war. (W. Taylor.)

bel-lig'-er-en-C& *. [Eng. beUigerenc(e)y.]

Warfare ; the state of being at war.
" Hacaulay ever . . . steeps us in an atmosphere of

belligerency. —Morley : Critical Ruay*.

bel-llg'-er-ent, tbel-lIfc'-eVant, a. 4*.
[In Fr. belligerant; Port, belligerante ; Lat.
belliaerans, pr. par. of belligero = to make or
carry on war ; Lat. bellum = war, and gerens,
pr. par. of gero = to carry, to carry on.]

A. As adj. : Carrying on war.
" Pere Bougeant's third volume will give you ths

best idea of the treaty of Munster. and open to you
the several views of the belligerent and contnwwnsr
parties."—Lord Chesterfield.

B. As substantive

:

1. Literally (Ord. Lang, and Law): A nation
or a large section of a nation engaged in
carrying on war.

•J When a revolted party of great numerical
strength are able to form a regular govern-
ment and rule over the whole or part of the
territory which they claim, humanity dictate*
that they should not be treated as rebels
guilty of treason, but should, if captured, be
regarded as prisoners of war. To attain this
result, it is needful for those who have risen
in arms against the government to make every
effort to obtain for their party the position
of belligerents. In the contest between the
Federals and Confederates in the war of 1861—1865, the latter section of the American
people, at the very commencement of the
struggle, claimed the privileges of belligerents.

• Their demand was promptly acceded to by
the British Government, on which the Federal
authorities took umbrage, contending that
the recognition had been premature, whilst
the British maintained that it could not hav«
been refused or delayed.

"Soon arose rexatlous questions of maritime right
questions such as, in almost every extensive war of
modern times, have arisen between belligerent! and
neutrals."—Macaulay; HUt. Eng., ch. xix.

t2. Fig. (Ord. Lang, only): A political,
religious, or any similar party carrying on a
wordy contest with another one to which it is
opposed.

"... but oat of Parliament the war was fiercer
than ever ; and the belligerent* were by no means
scrupulous about the means which they employed."—
Hacaulay : HUt. Eng., ch. xviii.

* bel-H&'-er-ous, a. [In Ital. belligero a
warlike, martial, valiant ; Lat. belliger =
waging war, warlike ; bellum = war, and gens
= to carry on.] Carrying on war. (Now super*
seded by Belligerent, q.v.) (Bailey.)

bel -ling, pr. par. & a. [Bell, v.]

t A, Trans. : Putting a bell upon.
B. Intrans. : Taking the form of a bell.

bel ling, * bel Hnge, s. [A.S. bellan = to
bellow.] A bellowing. (Used specially of a
stag making a noise in rutting time.)

" Bellinge of nette : Mugitu*."—Prompt. Pan.

t bel-Up'-o^tent, a. [Lat. bellipotens, from
helium = war, and potens = powerful ; from
possum= to be able.] Powerful in war, mighty
in war. (Johnson.)

* bel lique (que as k), o. [A quasi Ft.
lorra.] [Bellic] Warlike.

"The bellique Cesar, as Suetonius tells us, was noted
for singularity in his apparel ."—Feltham-* Reiolve*.
11 62.

beT-li8, s. [Lat. bellis, perhaps cognate with
bellus = handsome, pretty. ] A genus of Aste-
raceae (Composites) which contains the well-
known daisy, Bellis perennis ; the latter term,
meaning perennial, being applied to it to dis-
criminate it from the B. annua, or Annual
Daisy, which is found in Southern Europe, and
has been introduced into England, as has also
the B. sylvestris, or Large Portugal Daisy. B.
perennis has run into several varieties, of
which the chief known here are the B.
hortensis, or Large Double Daisy ; B. fistulosa,
or Double-quilled Daisy ; and B. prolifera, or
the Hen and Chicken Daisy.

* beT-H-tude, *. [Lat. bellitudo — beauty

;

bellus = goodly, handsome.] Handsomeness

;

beauty. (Coc&eram.)

bSl'-Dt-nm, *. [Bellis.] A genus of Compo-
site plants differing from Bellis chiefly in the
pappus of the seeds. Two species are culti-
vated in Britain, B. bellidioides, or Small, and
B. minutum, or Dwarf Bellium. They come,
the former from Italy, and the latter from the
Levant.

bel Ion, s. [Etym. doubtful.]
Med. : A kind of colic produced by lead-

poisoning—lead colic. It is attended by
severe griping of the intestines.

611, bo*^; prfut, jo%l; cat. cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = l.
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -$icn, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. ' -ble. -die, &c. = bel, del.
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Bel-lo'-na,i. [Let. Bellona, formerly Duellona,
from btlium, formerly duellum = war.]

1. Roman Myth. : The goddess of war, sister
and wife of Mars ; sometimes used for war
personified.

" Nor was his ear lets peal'd
With noises land and ruinous (to compare
Great things with small) than when Bellona storms."

i/Hton; f. L. t bk. 11.

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the 28th found.
It was discovered by the astronomer Luther,
on the 1st of March, 1854, the same date that
Am phi trite was first seen by Marth and
Pogaon.

bellow. *bel'-dw. v.i. & (. [A.8. bylgean
m to bellow, from bellan = to bellow, to roar,

to bark ; Dut bulken.} [Bell (3), v.]

A. Intransitive :

1. 0/ the inferior animals : To emit a loud
hollow sound. Used—

(a) Of a bull, or of cattle in general.
"... Jupiter

Became a bull, and beUowe^l ; the green Neptune
A nun, and bleated . .

."

Shaketp. : Winter's Tale, It. 4.

(b) Of any other animal making a similar

sound.
". . . male sJIiirators have been described at fight-

ing, bellowing, and whirling round, like Indiana in a
War-dance."--Darwin: Origin of Species, ch. iv.

2. Of man (contemptuously); To raise an out-
cry or clamour, to bawl, to vociferate.

"This gentleman is accustomed to roar and bellow
•o terribly load, that he frightens us."

—

Taller.

3. Of things inanimate: To emit such a
loud hollow sound as the sea does in a storm,
or the wind when high.

"Rocks the bellowing voice of botllng seas rebound."
DrifderL

B. Trans. : To utter with a loud hollow
TOice.
• The dull fat captain, with a hound's deep throat.
Would bellow out a laugh in a base uute. —Dryden.

beT-low, s. [From bellow, v.J The roar of a
bull or any similar sound. (Todd.)

beT-ldw-er, s. [Eng. bellow; -er.] One who,
or that which emits a sound like the roaring

of a bull.
" Whilst staying in the town I heard an account

from several of the inhabitants of a hill in the neigh-
bourhood which they called ' El Bramador/ the roarer
or bellower."—Darwin; Voyage round the World, ch.

xvL

bel low-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Bellow, v.i.]

A. k B. As present participle o5 participial

adjective: In senses corresponding to those
of the verb.
" Or the loud bellowing herds of buffaloes rush to the

river.* Longfellow : Evangeline, L &.

*' From all his deep the bellowing river roars."
Pope : I! 'inert Iliad, bk. KXi. 258.

C. As substantive: The roar of a bull or
any similar sound, whether proceeding from
another animal, from man, or from anything
inanimate.

*' Dart follows dart i lance, lance ; lond bellowing*
speak his woes."

Byron : Childe Harold, i. 74.

bel lows, * beT-lowes, * bel -otis, s.

[A.S. blcest-belg, blast-belg = a blast-bag, a
bellows ; from blast m a blast of a wind or
burning, and boslg, bcelig, bylig, bilig, belg, bylg=
a bulge, budget, bag, purse, belly; Sw. bias-

b&lg ; Dan. blastbadg ; Dut blaasbalg ; Ger.

Hascbalg, from blast = a bladder, blasenm to

blow ; O. H. Ger. batch, pale = skin, bellows.

In Goth, balgs, bylg, bylga= a mail, a budget

;

It. bu.ila, bolg = a bellows ; Gael, bcelg-seididh

= a bellows ; Lat. follis = a leathern sack,

hence (2) a bellows ; cognate with peUis, the

bide of an animal. Wedgwood considers it

skin also to Lat. vulva, t bulaa = the womb,
and Gr. po\Brj (bolbe) [0dA0a (bolba), Liddell £
Scott] = the womb ; but considers the word
most nearly the primary one, GaeL balgan =
s water bubble.] [Bao, Belly.]

1 Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : An instrument for blowing the fire

In manufactories, forges, or private houses.

Its sides are so formed and worked tliat the

upper one alternately rises and falls, with the

effect of compelling the chest or bladder-like

Instrument first to expand and then to con-

tract ; the former process causing the air to

enter the interior, and the latter one to leave

it by means of a pipe or tube designed to con-

duct it to the portion of a fire which it is

to blow. In a hand-bellows there are handles

to be grasped ; in a larger instrument de-

signed for a manufactory, and called a blowing-

machine, the propulsive power is obtained by
machinery.

" Week in, week out, from morn till night,
Tou can hear hid bellow* blow.''

Longfellow- The Village Blacksmith.

•f Bellows may be singular with the article

a before it, or may enter into the phrase " a
pair of bellows," in which case it is plural.

" Thou neither, like a bellow*, swell st thy face,

As ff thou wert to blow the burning mass
Of melting ore." Dryden.

2. Fig. : It is used—
(1) Of the lungs.

"The lungs, as bellow*, supply a force of breath;
and the avpera arteria is as the nose of bellow*, to
collect and convey the brealh. "—Holder.

(2) Of sighs or other manifestations of

emotion.
" Since sighs, into my inward furnace tum'd.
For bellow* serve, to kindle more the fire."

Sidney.

H Technically:

I. Mechanics, Pneumatics, etc.

:

(1) The simple instrument described under
A., 1. 1, for blowing fires in houses. A pair of

bellows, worked chiefly by the feet, is figured

on an Egyptian monument attributed to the

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN BELLOWS.

time of Thothmea III., B.C. about 1490, and
one is mentioned in Jer. vi. 29 ; both of these

were used for smelting metals [No. (2)]. The
representation of a bellows for the hand, and
presumably for domestic use, is found on an
old Roman lamp ; it is exactly of the modern
type.

(2) An instrument or machine worked by
machinery, and designed to blow the fire of a
furnace used in smelting metals. The name
more commonly applied to such a machine is

Blower (q. v.).

(3) The bellows of an organ, harmonium, con-

certina, or any similar instrument : An instru-

ment for supplying wind to the pipes, tongues,

and reeds. (Stainer & Barrett.)
" Twelve pair of bellow*, ranged in stated row.
Axe Joined above, and fourteen more below.

These the full force of seventy men require.
Who ceaseless toil, and plenteously perspire;
Each aiding each, till alt the wind be prest
In the close oonflnes of th' incumbent chest,

On which four hundred pipes in order rise.

To bellow forth that blast the chest supplies.

"

Maton : Eaay on Church Mutic {TraniL from the
Monk Woletan, 10th cent)

2. Hydrostatics, Ac. Hydrostatic Bellows:

An instrument designed as a toy rather than
for use. It is, however, of some utility as

illustrating what is called the hydrostatic

paradox. Two horizontal flat boards, united

by leather folded at the sides so as to be

capable of expansion, constitute a chamber,
into which water is introduced from a long

narrow pipe rising vertically. By hydrostati-

cs! law this water will act with such pressure

on the interior of the chamber that it will

force the upper board to rise as far as the

leather will permit, even if heavy weights be

put upon it to keep it down.

•J In composition : Emitted by, or in any
other way pertaining to, a bellows, as in the

following compounds :

—

bellows-camera, s.

Phot : A form of expanding camera in

which the front and after bodies are connected
by an expansible partition, like the sides of a

bellows or accordion. Its chief value consists

In the small space it occupies when closed up,

as well as the ease with which its length may
be increased or varied at pleasure.

bellows-engine, s. A contemptuous
name for an organ.
"... the smoke and ashes thereof (in these Jodg-

menVHalls and Churchyards), and its bellowee-enginet

(in these Churches), thou still seeet"—Carlyle: Sartor
Betartus, bk, iL, eh. viii.

bellows fish, s. The Cornish name of

the Trumpet-fish or Sea-snipe (Centriscus scolo-

pax of Linneeus).

bellows maker, s. A maker of bellows.

bellows pump, s.

Hydraul. : A form of atmospheric pump in

which the part of the piston is played by the

upper leaf of the bellows.

bellows-sound, s. The sound of a
bellows.

* bell'-ragges, s. [Prov. Eng. heller, biller =
a water-cress.] A plant A species of water-

cress, probably Nasturtium amphibinm (R.

Brown) or N. palustre (De Candolle). (Britten

dt Holland.) [Bilder, Biller,]
" Laver, or Sion, is called of some Englishmen Bell-

ragget, of others some yealowe watercresaes."— Turner

:

Jfamet (1646).

beT-lu-89, s. pi [Lat. pi. of bellua or belua m
a beast, especially a large one, a monster.]
In the system of Linnieus, the fifth of the
six orders of the class Mammalia, containing
hoofed animals with incisors in both jaws.

He includes under it the genera Bquus, Hip-
popotamus, Sus, and Rhinoceros. (Linneeus

:

Syst. Natures.)

bel-lu-ine, a. [Lat. belluinus, beluinus.]

Bestial, beastly, brutal, animal.

"If human actions were not to be Judged, men
would have no advantage ov«r beasts. At this rate,

the animal and belluine lite would be the best"—
Atterbury.

bell -wort, *. [Eng. bell, and suffix -wort.]

L In America : The English name foo any
plant of the genus Uvularia.

2. In the Plur., BellworU. Spec. : Lindley's

English name for the order of plants called

Campanulacefe.

bgr-iy. * b&T-y, * belu, below, * baly,

'ball, *. [A.S. bcelg, bcelig, bylig, belg=&
bulge, budget, bag, puree, or belly; O. Ieel.

belgr= an inflated skin, a leathern sack, a
bellows, the belly; Ger. balg = * skin, an
urchin, a paunch, the belly, a bellows ; O.

H. Ger. balg ; Goth, balgs ; Gael, bolg ~ a

pair of bellows, the womb ; Ir. bolg — the

belly, a bag, pouch, budget, blister, or bellows

;

Lat bulga, an adopted Gallic word = (1) a

leathern knapsack, (2) the womb. Essential

meaning, anything swelled out]

A. vis substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) That part of the human body situated

in front which extends from the breast to the

insertion of the lower limbs ; also the corre-

sponding part in the inferior animals, and
especially those of high organisation. It con-

tains the stomach, the intestines, and other

organs.
"... if man were but a patent digester, and the

belly with its adjuncts the grand reality?'—Carlyle:
Sartor Reeart**, bk. Hi., eh.X

•fl In the case of such an animal as a ser-

pent, the belly means the whole under-part

of the body.
"And the Lord said unto the serpent, . . . Upon thy

belly sbalt thou go, . . ."-lien, iii. 14.

(2) In a more limited sense, a part being put

for the whole

:

(a) The stomach.
"... the body's members

Rebell'd against the belly ; th us accos'd it r—
That only like a gulf it did remain,
Still cupboardiug the viand, never bearing
Like labour with the rest."

ShaJcetp. : Corieianwt, i. L

(b) The womb. [Used in Scripture (Ps.

xxii. 10) with all solemnity ; later, more

lightly ; now, only vulgarly. (Shakesp. : Mer,

ofVen., iii. 5.).]

2. Figuratively

:

(1) That part of man which demands food.

In opposition to the back, or that which re-

quires clothes; hence the craving of the

stomach for food, appetite.

"They were content with a licentious life, whewta
they might fill their beUie* by spoil, rather than by

labour."—Uayward.
"... whose god Is their belly, . .

."-**. Hi. 11

(See also Bom. x vi. is.

I

(2) The front or lower surface of an object

(3) Anything swelling out or protuberant

"In those muscles which have a bulging centre or

belly, as the biceps of the arm."—Todd *> Bowman

.

Physiol. Ana'., vol. l.,p .176.

" An Irish harp hath the concave or betty, not aloof

the strings, but at the end of the stringa —Bacon.

rjtte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w6t, here, camel, her, tb*re

•r, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, oub, cure, unite, cur, rule, frill ; try*

;
pine, pit. sire, sir, marine ; go, pot.

Syrian. «*,ou = e;ey = a. qu = kw«
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(4) Anything enclosing another within its

cavity.

" tut of the belly of hell cried I, and thou heardst
my void."

—

Jonah li. 2,

IL Technically:

1. Music: The upper part of instruments of
the violin family. The sound-board of a
pianoforte.

2. Engraving : The lower edge of a graver.

3. Saddlery : A piece of leather attached to
the back of the cantle, and forming a point of
attachment in some saddles for valise-straps.

4. Mack. : A swell on the bottom surface of
anything ; as a depending rib beneath a
grate-bar, iron beam, or girder, to strengthen
it from downward deflection between sup-
ports. The central portion of a blast-furnace.

5. Metal. : The upper rounded part of the
boshes.

6. Locksmithing : The lower edge of a
tumbler against which the bit of the key
plays.

7. Railway Engineering : The belly of a
railway rail ; a descending flange between
bearings.

8. Wheelwrighting : The wooden covering of
an iron axle.

9. Shipwrighting : The hollow of a compass
timber ; the convexity of the same is the back.

10. Arch. : The batter of a wall.

11. Naut. : The swell of a sail.

12. Mineralogy. Belly of ore : An unusual
•welling out of the vein of ore.

B, Attributively in the following compounds
in the sense of pertaining to the belly.

belly-ache, s. Ache or pain in the belly.

(Vulgar.)

bellyache-bush, bellyache-weed,
$. A Euphorbiaceous plant of the genus
Jatropha.

belly-band, s. A band passing round
the belly of a horse, and keeping the saddle in
its proper place ; a girth.

belly-beast, s. A glutton. (Coverdale.)

belly-bound, a. Confined in the region
of the abdomen ; very costive.

belly-brace, s.

Mach. : A cross-brace stayed to the boiler
between the frames of a locomotive.

belly -cheer, 5. Good cheer for the
stomach ; food grateful to the appetite or
nutritious in its character.

"Senseless of divine doctrine, and capable only of
loaves and belly-cheer."—Milton; Animudv. Rem. De-
fence.

belly-fretting, s.

1. The chafing of a horse's belly with the
foregirth. (Johnson.)

2. A great pain in a horse's belly, caused by
worms. (Johnson.)

belly-god, 5.

1. One whose chief object of thought seems
to be his " belly," or stomach, and who there-
fore may be supposed to worship it.

"What infinite watte they made this way, the only
story of Apiciua, a famous belly-god, may suffice to
show.''—HakeurilU

2. In India: The idol Ounputtee, which
has a very protuberant stomach. The " god "

so named is held to be the patron of wisdom.

belly-piece, s. The peritoneum.
" The muscle* of the belly-pieoe."

Fletcher : Purple Island, c. 2.

belly-pinched, a. Pinched in matters
relating to the stomach ; starved.

The lion and the betty-pinched wolf."
Shakesp. : Lear. Ui. 1.

belly rail, s.

Railway Engineering : A rail with a fin or
web descending between the portions which
rest on the ties. It is seen in the improved
Penrhyn rail, introduced in 1805, and in Ste-
phenson and Loan's patent of date 1818.

belly-roll, $.

Agric. Mach. ; A roller, of which the central
part is protuberant. It is used to roll land
between ridges or in hollows.

belly-slave, s. One who c

his or her appetites ; a glutton,
especially the former.

belly-timber, s. A cant designation for
food. (Vulgar.)

cannot resist

a drunkard,

belly-worm, s. Any worm that breeds
in the belly, i.e., in the intestines. [Entozoa.]

beT-ly, v.t. k i. [From belly, v. (q.v.).]

A. Transitive: To cause to swell oat, to
render protuberant.

" Tour breath of full consent belly'd his sails."
Shakesp. ; Trail, and Crest , li. 2.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To swell or bulge out, to become protu-
berant.

" Heav'n bellies downwards, and descends in rain."
Dryden : Virgil ; .tneU vi. 913.

t 2. To strut.

DeT-ly-ful, s. [Eng. belly ; full.]

1. As much as fills the belly, as much food
as satisfies the appetite.

2. In coarse humour: As much of anything
as satisfies one's desires. (Vulgar.)

"... thus Kins James told his son that he would
have hit bellyful 01 parliamentary impeachments."—
Johnson.

bel'-ly-lAg, pr. par. A a. [Belly, v.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Swelling, protuberant, bulg-
ing out.

" 'Midst these di*porta forget they not to drench
Themselves with bellying gobleU." Philips.

2. Bot. : Swelling unequally on one side, as
the corollas of many labiate and personated
plants.

be-lock', v.t. [A.S. belucan = to lock up, pa.
par. belocen.} To enlock, to fasten firmly as
with a lock.

be-lock'ed, pa. par. k a. [Belock.]
" This Is the hand which, with a vow'd contract.
Was fast belock'd in thine."

Shakesp. : Meat, for Meat., v. L

be-ldck'-Ing, pr, par. k a. [Belock.]

bel o-man-cy, s. [From Gr. ^tko^avria (bel-

omantia) a divination by drawing arrows out
of the quiver; from /Be'Ao? (belos) = a missile,
as an arrow, a dart, and fiameta (manteia) =
prophesying, power of divination

; jiavr«io>icu
(manteuomai) = to divine, to prophesy, from
/iaVric (mantis) = one who divines, a seer, a
prophet.] Divination by means of arrows
or other missiles. It is alluded to in Scrip-
ture in Ezek. xxi. 21 (in Heb. ver. 2fj),

where Nebuchadnezzar, standing at the diver-
gence of two roads, in uncertainty as to
whether he should first go against Rabbah
or Jerusalem, had recourse to divination, and,
according to our version, " made his arrows
bright." Gesenius renders the words "moved
about his arrows" or "shook together his
arrows." Perhaps, as some think, he inscribed
the name of a city on each arrow, shook
them all together, and then drew one out at
random, resolved to attack the city whose
name came first forth.

" Belomaney, or divination by arrows, hath been in
request with Scythians, Alans, Germans, with the
Africans and Turks of Algier. " — Browne : Vulgar
Errourt.

t bel o-mant, s. [Gr. 0e'Ao? (belos)= an arrow,
and jLwi.(/Tts (mantis) — a diviner.] One who
divines by means of arrows. [Belomancy.]

bel one, s. [Lai. btlone = a fish, the Sea
Adder, Syngnathus acus; Gr. fie\6vn (belone) =
(1) any sharp point, a needle

; (2) a sharp-noBed
fish, the garfish, from 0e'Ao« (belos) = a missile,
an arrow, a dart

;
pdXXu (ballo) = to throw.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes of the order
Malacopterygii Abdominales, and the family
Esocidee (Pikes). It contains one British spe-
cies, Belone vulgaris, found, though not abun-
dantly, in Britain. It is known as the Gar-
fish, the Sea-pike, the Mackerel-guide, the
Green-bone, the Horn-fish, the Long-nose, the
Gore-bill, and the Sea-needle, names mostly
founded on peculiarities in its structure. It
is two feet in length. It is occasionally sold
and eaten in London.

tHS-long7
, v.i. [Eng. prefix be, and O. Eng.

long = to belong, to belong to ; A. S. gelang =
along, owing to, in consequence of belonging
to, proper ; Dut. belangen = to concern ; be-

lang = importance, concern, interest ; be, and
langen = to reach, to fetch ; Ger. gelangen =
to arrive at, to come to, to attain, to obtain.]

I. To be the property of, to be under the
control of.

1. Of things: To be the property of.

". . . and her hap was to light upon a part of the
field belonging unto Boas."—Ruth iL 3.

2. Ofpersons: To be under the control of
(Used specially of a child, a ward, a servant,
or a slave.)

" And David said unto him, Towhom belongest thou r
and whence art thou T And he said, I am a young man
of Egypt, servant to an Amalekite."—1 Sam. am is.

IL To appertain to, to be connected with.

1. Of things

:

(1) To be appendant to, to be attached to,
to be a dependency of, or to be a portion o*\
though now detached.

" Now Manasseh had the land of Tappuah. but
Tappuah on the border of Manaaseb belonged to the
children of Ephrai»n."—Josh. xvii. «.

(2) To be the proper business of, to appertain
to one as a duty to be discharged or a work to
be executed.

".
. . and unto whom the execution of that law

belongeth."—Booker ; EceL Pol., bk. ii., eh. L, 1 1.

(3) To be the quality or attribute of.

" The faculties belonging to the supreme spirit, are
unlimited and boundless, fitted and designed for
infinite objects."—Cheyne.

(4) To have a certain fixed relation to, to
relate to, to have an essential connectioa with.

" He that is unmarried careth for the things that
belong to the Lord . . ."—1 Cor. vli. 33.

(5) To be suitable for, to be appropriate to,
to be the concomitant of.

'* Your tributary drops belong to woe."
Shakesp. ; Rom. Jt Jul, 1U. X

2. Ofpersons:

(1) To be connected with a place by birth or
residence.

"... R C , said to belong to Edinburgh, . .

."

— Weekly Scotsman, Jan. 3, 1880.

be-long -ing, pr. par. k s. [Belong.]
A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. As subst. : Anything belonging to one ;

a quality or endowment (Usually in the
plural.)

" Thyself and thy belongings
Are not thine own so proper . .

."

Shakesp. ; Meat, for Meat., I. L
Also in the sense of human belongings, rela-

tions.

" Decreases his welfare, and perhaps injures his be-
longings.' ~-B. Spencer : Data of Ethics, «,1M.

bel on-ite, 5. [In Ger. belonit; from Gr.
fiehavn (belone) = any sharp point, a needle

;

0«'Ao« — a missile
;
fidWui (ballo) — to throw.]

1. A mineral, called also Aikiuite (q.v.).

2. An undetermined mineral, consisting of
colourless and transparent microscopic aci-
cular crystals, found by Zirkel in some semi-
glassy volcanic rocks.

be look , v.i. [A.S. bilocian — to look at.] To
look to, consider.

" Blthennkenn and bilokenn
Off all thatt tatt he wile don."

Ormutwm, 3,917.

belop -ter-a, s. [Gr. /3«'Aoc (belos) = a missile,
such as an arrow, a dart, from 0aAAa> (ballo) =
to throw ; wTcpoi' (pteron) = a feather, a wing

;

nricrOat (ptesthai), 2 aor. inf. of irerosutx

(petomai)= to fly.]

Pakeont. : A genus of fossil shells belonging
to the family Sepiadae. The name is given
because the shell is externally winged. In
1875 two species were known ; both of them
from the Eocene of France and England.
(Tate.)

be lord , v.i. [Eng. prefix be, and lord.] To
act the lord over, to domineer over. (Calmet.)

t be'-lov'e, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and love.] To
love greatly. (Used now only in the past par-
ticiple [Beloved], and more rarely in the
present one [Belovino].)

"If beauty were a string of silke, I would wear it

about my neck for a certain testimony that I belove it

much."— Wodnivphe: Pr. A Eng. Or. (1633), p. 823.

be loved , pa. par., a., k s, [Belove.] Loved
greatly.

A. As past participle dt adj. : Used—
(1) Of a lover to his mistress, and vice versd

;

or members of one family to each other.
" Pardon, beloved Constance . .

."

Bemans : The Vespers of Palermo.

(2) Of a person in society manifesting spe-
cially amiable qualities.
" He was beloped by all, and most of all by the children."

Longfellow; EvangeVtne, i. S.

(3) Of persons constituting one political or
religious orotherhood.

boil, boy; pout, jolvl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this* sin, as ; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Ing;
-«Un, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion « shun ; tion, -slon = zhun. -clous, -tlous, sious, = shus. -ble, -die, &c. =r bel, d«L
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(a) In a general sense :

"One hoar of their beloved Oliver mi«M even now
restore the glory which bad departed. —Macautaj/ :

Wist. Eng., en. i.

(b) Spec. : Used of members of the Christian

Church with warm feelings of affection to each

other.
"... uur beloved Barnabas and Paul "—Acts XT. 25.

•J Hence the apostolic phrase " dearly be-

loved " has been introduced from the New
Testament (Philemon i., Ac.) into liturgic

worship.
"Marly beloved brethren, the Scripture moveth

•S . . ."—Liturgy: Morning Prayer ; Ibid., Evening
grayer.

(4) Of a pious man loved by God, or yet

more, of the Eternal Son of God viewed as an
object of infinite affection on the part of the

Eternal Father.
"... Solomon . . . who mi beloved of his God."

—

JT*A xiii. 96.

"And lo, a voice from heaven, laying, This is my
belore<t Son "— Matt. iii. 17.

B. As substantive:

%, 0/ earthly beings : One greatly loved.

" Not for Bohemia . . .

. . . will I break my oath
To this my fair beloved,"

Shakesp. : Winter** Tale, It. 4.

2. Of heavenly beings : The Son of God, the

second person of the Trinity.
" Of all on earth whom God ao much doth grace.

And lets hii owne Beloved to behold."
Spenser: Hymne of Heavenly BeaiUie.

tbS-loV-Ilig, pr. par. [B«love.]

De-16 w, prep, at adv. [Eng. prefix be, and low.

}

A. As preposition

:

L Literally:

1. Under a place ; beneath ; not so high as

another object, with the sense of motion to,

or position in.
"... for all below the moon
I would not leap upright"

Shakeep. : Lear. It. «.

^ Some editions have beneath instead of

'below.

2. Nearer the sea than anything else situated

at a certain spot on a river.

". . . belom that junction [of the riWMj."—Keith
Johnston : Gazett. (ed. 18M), p. SS7.

II. Figuratively:

1. Inferior in rank, dignity, splendour, or

excellence.

"The noble Venetians think themselves equal at
least to the electors of the empire, and but one degree

below kings."—Add ison,

2. Unworthy of, unbefitting, unsuitable to

;

beneath what might be expected of one's

character, status, or profession.
" Tis much below me on his throne to sit

;

But when 1 do, you shall petition it"
Dryden,

B. As adverb:

L Literally : Really or apparently in a lower

place as contradistinguished from an object

to a higher one, the spectator being supposed

to look from a certain portion of the earth's

surface. Specially—
On or near the surface of the ground, as

distinguished from up in the air, up a hill, on

a housetop, Ac.
*' This said, he led them up the mountain's brow,
And show'd them all the shining fields below."

Dryden.

JX Figuratively

:

1. On earth, as opposed to in heaven.

2. In hades, in the state of the dead, as dis-

tinguished from on earth.

" The gladsome ghosts in circling troops attend ;

Delight to hover near, and long to know
What bus'neas brought him to the realms below.

Dryden.

3. In hell.
•* When sufTring saints aloft in beams shall glow.

And prosp'rous traitors gnash their teeth below.'
TiekeU.

4. Inferior in dignity, as "the court below,"

meaning the court inferior in dignity, and
subordinate to the other.

* be-lowt', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and lowt.]

To use abusive language to ; to call bad names.

"... returning home, rated and belowted his cook

as an ignorant scullion . . ."—Camden.

* belsch, v.t. [0. Pr. btle, beal m handsome,

fair. J To adorn.
" Betschyd or made ftw/n : Vonustus decoratus'—

Prompt. Parr.

* bel -sire, * bel -syre (yr as u% a [Fr.

bel — flue, and sire = lord, sir.]

1. A celebrated ancestor.

2. A grandfather.

* bel-swag -ger, *. [Eng. bell, and swagger.]

A cant word for a whoremaster.

"Ton are a charitable belswagger ; my wife cried
out fire, and you cried out for engines. "—Dryden.

* bel -syre (yr as ir), «. [Belsire.]

belt (1), * belte, ft [A.S. belt = a belt, a
girdle; O. IceL belli; Dan. belie, basil; Sw.
bait ; 0- H. Ger. balz ; Lat. balteus (sing.) and
baltea (neut pi.) = a girdle, a belt, such as a
sword-belt ; Gael, bait = the welt of a shoe,

border, belt ; Wei. gwald, gwaldas = the welt
of a shoe, a border. ]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A girdle ; a band around the body

;

a cincture. Specially—

(a) A girdle, generally of leather, from
which a sword or other weapon is hung.

" Brave Gael, my pass, in danger tried.

Hangs in my belt, and by my side."
Scott : lady of the Late, T. 4.

(6) A girdle round the waist as an article

of attire or ornament.

(c) A bandage used by surgeons for sup-

porting injured limbs, or for any other pur-

pose. \
2. Fig. : Anything natural or artificial

shaped like a Bword or other belt

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense. [See also

II. 4.]
" ... we came to a broad belt of sand-dunes . .

."

—Darwin : Voyage round the World, eh. It.

(2) Spec : A long narrow natural wood or

artificial plantation of trees.

" A gleaming crag with belts of pines."
Tennyson : The Two Voices.

(3) Restraint of any kind.
" Be cannot buckle his distemperV) cans*
Within the belt of rule."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, T. 2.

IX Technically

:

L Her. , etc ; A badge or token of knighthood.
' If by the blase I mark aright,

rhou beax'st the belt and spur of knight"
Scott : Lady of the Lake, It. SO.

^ Pugilistic belt : A belt won by the cham-
pion pugilist or athlete, but which he must
give up to any one who challenges and van-
quishes him.

2. Afacfc. ; A strap or flexible band to com-
municate motion from one wheel, drum, or

roller to another one.

3. Masonry : A range or course of plain or

fluted stones or bricks projecting from the

rest.

4. Phys. Geog. ; Anything shaped like a

sword or other belt. [L 2.] Specially (pi.):

Two passages or straits connecting the Baltic

with theGerman Ocean, viz. (o) the Great

Belt, between the islands of Seeland and La-

land on the north, and Fuhnen and Lange-

land on the west. (6) The Little Belt, between

the mainland of Denmark on the west, and
the island of Fuhnen on the east.

** It [the Baltic] is often partially frown. Charles X.
of Sweden, with an army, crossed the Belts in 16S8."—

Baydn : Did. Dates (ed. 1S78), p. 71.

5. Astron. : A varying number of dusky
belt-like bands or zones
encircling the planet

Jupiter parallel to his

equator, as if the clouds

of his atmosphere had
been forced into a series

of parallels through the
rapidity of his rotation,

and the dark body of

the planet was seen
through the compara-
tively clear spaces be-

tween.

6. Veterinary Science : A disease among
sheep treated by cutting off the tail, laying

the sore bare, casting mould on it, and apply-

ing tar and goose-grease.

B. Attributively in compounds like the fol-

lowing in the sense of pertaining to a cincture

for the body or any of the other kinds of belt

described above.

belt-clasp, s. A device for attaching

belts to each other by the ends, so as to make
a continuous band.

belt coupling, s.

Mach. : A device for joining together the

ends of one or more belts or bands. One

JOPITERS BELTS.

way of doing this is to make holes near the
extremities of the bands, and couple them by
thongs of lacing leather or calf-skin.

belt-cutter, s. A machine or tool for

slitting tanned hides into strips for belting,

for harness, or for any similar purpose.

belt-lacing, s. Leather thongs for lacing
together the adjacent ends of a belt to make
it continuous.

belt-pipe, s.

Mach. : A steam-pipe which surrounds the
cylinder of a steam-engine

belt-punch, I . A punch for boring holes

in a belt

belt-saw, s. An endless serrated steel

belt running over wheels and caused to re-

volve continuously. It is called also a Band-
saw.

belt-shlfter, s.

Mach. : A device for shifting a belt from
one pulley to another.

belt-speeder, s.

Mach. : A pair of cone-pulleys carrying a
belt, which by shifting become the media of

transmitting varying rates of motion.

belt-splicing, s. A method of fasten-

ing the ends of belts together by splitting one
and cementing the tapering end of the other

between the portions of the first thus sepa-

rated.

belt-stretcher, a A device for drawing
together the ends of a belt that they may be
sewed or riveted together so as to make the

belt itself continuous.

belt-tightener, s. A device for tighten-

ing a belt.

belt-weaving loom, a A loom for

weaving heavy narrow stuff suitable for

making belts for machinery.

# belt (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] An axe.

"Bettor ne: Securis."—Prompt. Pare.

belt, v.t. [From belt, s. (q.v.).] To encircle

with a belt.
" Twas done. His sons were with him—all.

They belt him round with hearts undauuted."
Wordsworth: White Doe. ir.

Bel'-tane, BeT-tein, s. [Gael, bealltainn,

bealtuinn = the name for May 1, when sum-
mer was considered to begin. Ultimate etyui.

unknown. The word has no connection with

Baal, Bel, or Belus.]

1. Celtic Myth. : A superstitious observance

now or formerly practised among the Scottish

and Irish Celts, as well as in Cumberland and
Lancashire. The Scotch observed the Beltane

festival chiefly on the 1st of May (old style),

though in the west of that country St. Peter's

Day, June 29, was preferred. In Ireland there

were two Belteins, one on the 1st of May, and

the other on the 21st of June. The ceremonies

varied in different places, but one essential

part of them everywhere was to light a fire.

At Callander, in Perthshire, the boys went to

the moors, cut a table out of sods, sat round

it, lit a fire, cooked and ate a custard, baked

an oatmeal cake, divided it into eoual seg-

ments, blackened one of these, drew lots, and

then compelled the boy who drew out the

blackened piece to leap three times through

the fire, with the view of obtaining for the

district a year of prosperity. In Ireland

cattle were driven through the fire. Origin-

ally human sacrifices may have been offered,

and then, as primitive society began to dis-

cern the cruelty of this practice, it may have

been deemed enough for the victim to pass

through the fire in place of being burnt to

death. Then, cattle would be substituted for

human beings, and, last of all, cakes, meal,

and fruit would be offered in the natural

course of transition from bloody to unbloody
sacrifices. (Sacrifice, s„ II. 1.1 Merry-

makings came at length to attend the Beltane

festival. (See the examples under the com-

pound words.]
" At Beltane, quben ilk bodle bowuis

To Pebtis to the Play,
To heir the singiu and the aoundis,
The solace, suth to say."

Peblis to the Play. it. L

Beltane-fire, s. The Are lit on occasion

of the Beltane festival.

Beltane-game, a The game played at

the festival

fate, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, wild, sin; mate, cub, care, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, sb, ce - e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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Scott : Lady of the Lake, ii. 15.

Beltane-tree, s. The tree, branch, or
faggot burnt by the Celts at the festival.

" Bat o'er his hills, on festal day,
How blazed Lord Ronald's Beltane-tree."

Scott; Glenfinla*.

belt -ed, pa. par. & a. [Belt, v.t.] Encircled.

A. As past participle: In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B. As adjective. Specially—
1. Wearing a belt
'* Where Wttb pufl"d cheek the belted hunter blew."

Tennyson : Palace of Art.

% Affixed by a belt
" With belted sword and spur on heel."

Scoff : Lay of the Last Minstrel, L 1

3, Surrounded as with a belt
M

. . . park-like meadow land . . . belted and inter-

spersed with ornamental woods . . ."—Timet, Oct SO,

1876. Advt.

belted-plaid, belted plaid, s. The
species of mantle worn by Highlanders in full

military dress.

"The uniform was a scarlet jacket Ac, tartan plaid
•I twelve yards plaited round the middle of the body.
the upper part being fixed on the left shoulder ready
to be thrown loose and wrapped over both shoulders
and firelocks in rainy weather. At night the plaid
erred the purpose of a blanket, and was a sufficient

for the Highlander. These were called belted

_ kept
—CoL Steioart's Skett

lighli

l tting Kept tight to the body by a belt
F
etches, i. 246-7. (Jamieson.)

Bel teln, *. [Beltahe.]

beit'-er, *. [Prob. from belt 0), «.] A suc-

cession of bVows ; a pelting.

"Ill stan I, abtnt a dike, and gie them a better wT
stanes.--GJ!«. The Entail, ii. 160.

belt-Ing, * [Belt.] A flexible band, or
system cf flexible toads, employed to com-
municate motion to vheels, druma, and rollers.

beit'-lesSp a. Vb*g belt; -less.] Having no
belt

* belo, a [A.S. laUg.] [Bellows.]
"The belu fail'Kl.'. lt>eA is waastid in the fie*.-—

Wyclife {Jer. vi. ?;).

s*l-u-ga,s i'lIuhs.)

L A species of Ash—the Great or Hansen
Sturgeon, the Acipenser huso. It is some-
times 12 to 15 feet in length, and weighs 1,200
lbs., or in rare cases even 3,000. The best
Isinglass is made from its swimming-bladder.
Its flesh, though sometimes eaten, is occasion-
ally unwholesome. It is found in the Caspian
and Black Seas and the large rivers which flow
Into them.

2. A cetacean, Delphinaptenu leucas. It is

called fllflo the White Whale. It belongs to
the family Delphinidse. It is from 18 to 21
feet in length, and inhabits Davis Straits and
the other portions of the Northern Seas, and
sometimes ascends rivers.

Be'-Jus, s. [Bel.] The Roman name of the
Ayjy/ian and Babylonian divinity called Bel
in Isa. xlvi. 1. [Bel.]

•41 ve dere, beT-vi-dere, *. [In Ger.
belvedere ; Fr. belvedere, belveder ; Port belve-

der; ItaL belvedere = (lit.) a fine view, from
Lat bellus — fine, and videre = to see.]

1. Arch. : A room built above the roof of an
edifice, for the purpose of viewing the sur-
rounding country.

K In France the term belvedere is used
occasionally for a summer-house in a park or
garden.

2. Bot. : A plant, Kochia scoparia. It be-
longs to the order Chenopodiaces(Chenopods).

Wl-Vls'-I-a, *. [Named after its discoverer,

Falisot de Beauvois. Originally called Napo-
leona, after the first Napoleon, but altered
from political reasons toBelvisia.] A genus
of plants constituting the typical one of the
order Belvisiaceae (q. v.).

Wl-vis i-a'-ce-as (IAndley), bel-ris'-z-
**-m(R. Brown), s. pi. [Belvisia.]

Bot. : A small order of plants, called by
Lindley, in English, Napoleonworts. They
are allied to the Myrtacese, which they re-
semble in their inferior several-celled ovary,
their numerous stamina turned inwards in the
bud, Ac.; but differ in their plaited petals,
twisted into a rotate lobed corolla, and other
characters. They are shrubs or trees, from
Africa, and, it is believed, from Brazil. In
18^6 four species were known, in two genera.

* bS-ly' (1), • bS-ly'e. [Belie, v.t.]

* be'-ly (2), v.t. [Compare Eng. beleaguer ; Sw.
belagra; Dan. beleire; Ger. belagerer.] To be-

siege.
" In the south the Lairds of Fernberat and Bacleugh

did assail Jedburgh, a little town, but very constant
in maintaining the Kings authority. Lord Claud
Hamilton belyed Paslay."'—Spotswood, p. 25a.

* bel-yng, s. [An old spelling of the word
Bea ling (q. v. ).J Suppuration.

" lXMHito : Beltrnff."—MS. Reg., 17, B. xvii., f. Mo.

* be-lyve, adv. The same as Belive. (Scotch.)

* Bel -ze bub, s. [Beelzebub.]

* bem (1), s, [Beam, *.]

Heuene bem : The sun (?). (Aforrit.)

" And slep and sag, an so the drem
Fro the erthe up til heuene bem,
A leddre stondeu, and thur-on."

Story of Generis and Exodus (ed. Morris), M06-7.

* bem (2), s. [Behe.]

be -ma, s. [Gr. p^ua (Wmo)(l) = a step, pace,

or strtUe,(2) a rostrum, a raised platform from
which to speak

;
paint (baino) = to step, (2)

to stand, (3) to go.]

Arch. : The sanctuary, presbytery, or chan-
cel of a church. [Chancel, Sanctuary.]

" The bema or chancel was with thrones for the
bishops and presbyter*."—Air G. Wheler; Account cf
Churches, p 79.

* bo mad , v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and mad.} To
make mad.

* be-mad ding, pr. par. & a. [Bemad.]
**.... making Just report

Of how unnatural and bemadding sorrow
The king hath cause to plain."

.shake*p. : Lear, i i i . l

.

t be mang -le (le as el), v.t. [Eng. prefix
be, and mangle.] To mangle (tit. or Jig.).

'* Those bemangled limbs, which scattered be
About the picture, the sad ruins are
Of sev'n sweet but unhappy babes."

Beaumont : Psyche, lx. M.

* be-mar'-tyr (yr as ir), v. t. [Eng. prefix be,

and martyr.] To make a martyr of, to put to
death for one's faith.

" See here how he bemartyreth such who as yet do
survive."—Fuller : General Worthies, voL L

t be-mask , v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and mask.]
To mask, to hide, to conceal

"... which have thus bematked your singular
beauty under so unworthy an array."—Sftetton : Tr. of
D. Quixote, L It. i.

t be-mat -ter, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and mat-
ter.] To daub or bespatter with matter.
(Svri/t.)

be maul, v. t. [Eng. prefix be, and maul. ] To
maul, to beat severely.

"... was lust going to snatch the cudgels out of
Did i ui's bands, in order to bemaul Yorick.' —Sterne.

bw-ma'M, «.t [Eng. prefix be, and maw.] To
cause to be in a maze. [Maze.]

be-ma'zed, pa. par. & a. [Bemaze.]

1. Lit. : Bewildered with regard to the pro-
per road to choose.
" Stock-still there he stands like a traveller bemazed.

"

Wordsworth : Written in Germany.

2. Fig. : Bewildered with regard to other
matters.

" Thy lamp, mysterious word I

Which whoso sees, no longer wanders lost.
With intellects bemazed in endless doubt 1,

Vuwper I The Task, bk- v.

bem'-bex, s. [Gr. 0e>/3if (bembix) = (1) a
top, (2) a whirlpool, (3) a buzzing insect]

Entom. : A genus of Hymenopterous in-

sects, the typical one of the family Bem-
bicidse. The species, which have a certain
resemblance to wasps, are solitary burrowers

;

they store up flies for the support of their
larvae. They occur in hot countries. None
are British.

bem bic i-dse, *. pi. [Bembex.] A family

of insects belonging to the order Hymenoptera,
the tribe Aculeata, and the sub-tribe Fossoria.
Type, Bembex (q.v.).

bem bi di -I-dse, *. pi. [Bembidium.] a
family of beetles belonging to the tribe Geode-
phaga (feeders on land). It consists of minute
predatory beetles,generally bright blue orgreen,
with yellow spots and a metallic lustre. They
frequent damp places. Typical genus, Bem-
bidium. Various other genera, as Notaphus,
Lopha, Tachypus, Ocys, &&, ocew in Britain.

bem -bid i-um, j. [A diminutive formed
from Gr. |3«'u.0if (bembix) = a buzzing insect.]
[Bembex.]

Entom. : A genus of foreign beetles, the typi-

cal one of the family Bembidiidse. They have
large eyes and an ovate body. [Bembidiida.]

Bern -bridge (d silent), s. & a. [Eng. proper
name of place—Bem ; bridge.]

A. As subst. (Geog.); A village and water-
ing place in the parish of Brading in the Isle
of Wight.

B. As adj. : Pertaining in any way or relat-

ing to the village described under A.

Bembridgo series.
Geology : A series of beds of Upper Eocene

age, about 120 ft. thick, consisting of—
(a) Upper msrls, containing abundance of

Melania turritissima.

(b) Lower marls, containing Cerithium muta-
bile, Cyrena pulchra, and remains of Trionyx.

(c) Green marls, full of oysters.

(d) Bembridge limestone, a compact, cream-
coloured limestone, alternating with sheila
and marls, containing land shells, Bulimn*
ellipticus, Helix occlusa, and fresh-water shells,

as Lymnea longiscata and Planorbis discus ; it

also contains Chara tubercula. Several mam-
malia have been found, as Palceotherium and
Anoptotherium.

* borne, ' bem (2) (pi. * bemes, * bumes,
* be-men, 0. Eng. ; * be-mys, 0. Scotch), s.

[A.S. bemc, byvie m a trumpetJ A trumpet
" Than sal be herd the blast of bem."

Cursor Mundi, MS. Edin., 1 7, e.

" Trompors gunne heire bemes blowe,"
Kyng of Tan, 4tt.

" Anon he doth his bemen blowe."
A lisaunder, 1.860.

* bdme, v.t. & i. [From beme, s. (q.v.) ; A.S.
bymian = to sound or play on a trumpet.
Imitated from the sound.] [Bkmyng. ]

1. Trans. : To call forth by Bound of trumpet
(Scotch.)

" Furth faris the folk, but fenyeing or fabUs,
That bemyt war be the lord, lufTsum of lait."

Gauran and Gat., hi. 8. | Jamieson.

)

2. Intransitive

:

(1) To sound clearly and loudly like a
trumpet.

" Axe ye tfilleth thet ower beoden bemen an dreamea
lne Drihtenes eareu."—Ancren Riwle, p. 4S0.

(2) To resound, to make a noise. (Scotch.)
" The skry and clamoure followis the oist within,
Qubll all the heuinnis bemyt of the dyn."

Doug. : Virgil, 2»5, 2. {Jamieeon.)

he-mene, v.t. [A.S. bemcenan = to bemoan.]
[Bemoan. ] To lament for.

" The kvng of Tars out of his sadel fel,

The bloa out of his wounde wel,
Mony mon hit bemeiU."

Kyng of Tart, 1,088.

* b^-mer-cj, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and mercy.]

To treat with mercy. (Only in pa. par.)
" I was bemercied of the way so speak, miaericordia

donatus . . ."—GooduHn : Of Justifying Faith, ut L,
bk.iii.,0.2.

*b5-me'te, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and mete; A. S.

bemetan = to measure by, to find out, per-
ceive, esteem, consider. In Ger. bemaseer.]
To mete, to measure all over. Fig. as in the
following :

—

" Or shall I so bemete thee with thy yard.
As thou shalt think on prating while thou liv'st t

"

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv, 8.

t be-ming'-le (le as el), v.t. [Eng. prefix be,

and mingle.] To mingle.

t be min g-led (led as eld), pa. par. & a.

[Beminole.]
" This blade, in bloody hand which I do bear.
And all his gore bemingled with this glew.*

Mir. for Mag., p. 106. {Todd.)

be-mi're, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and mire.] To
soil by means of mire.

be-mi red, jxx. par. &a. [Bemire.]
"... or if they be. men, through the dizziness of

their heads, step beside, and then they are bemired to
purpose . . "

—

Banyan : P. P., pt i.

be mist , v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and mist.] To
envelop or involve in mist

be~mlst'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Bemist.]
" How can that judge walk right that la bemisted is

his way f "—Feltham's Resolves, ii. 4.

bo mi -tred (tred as tord), a. Wearing a
mitre.

"... bediademed, becoronetted, bemitred."
Carlyle I Fr. Be*., vol. il, pt. ill., bk. v, e. 1.

boil, boy; podt, jo%l; eat, 9ell, chorus, fhln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xonophon, exist. ph = t
-elan, -tian = shan. Mon, -sion = shun ; -tion, -slon zhun. -tious, sious, -clous - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, dfL
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be-moan, 'be-mone, v.t. & i. [Eng.
prefix be, and moan, v. ; A.S. bemaman = to
bemoan, to lament. ]

A. Trans. : To moan over, to deplore, to
bewail, to lament.

". . . Enter not Into th« house of mourning,
neither go to lament nor bemoan them."

—

Jer. xvl &.

^ It is sometimes used reflectively.

"... bemoaned himself piteously: . . ."—Macau-
tar: Bist. Eng., ch. xtL

B. Intrans. : To moan, to lament.
"... and tu bemoaning of the hardness of my

heart.'*—Banyan: P. P., pt It

* be-mo an able, a. [Eng. bemoan; -abU.]

That may be bemoaned, lamentable.

be-mo aned, pa. par. k a. ["Bemoan.]

be moaner, s. [Eng. bemoan; -er.] One
who bemoans, laments, bewails. (Johnson.)

be-mo an-Ing, pr. par. k s. [Bemoan.]

A. As pr. par. : In the same senses as the
verb.

B. As subst. : The act of lamenting, bewail-
ing, or deploring ; the words uttered under the
influence of grief.

"How didst tboa spend that restless night In mu-
tual expostulations and bemoaningt of your loss.**

—

Up. HaU : Works, it. 30.

be-mock, v.t. k i. [Eng. be, and mock.]

A. Trans. : To mock.
" Bemock the modest moon."

—

Shakesp. ; CorioL, i; L

B. Intrans. : To mock, to practise mocking.

be-mock ed, pa. par. k a. [Bemock.]

bc-mock-ing, pr. par. [Bemock.
]

* be-moir, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and moil

;

from Fr. mouiller = to wet] [Moil.] To
moil, to bedraggle, to beraire ; to cause to be
soiled with mud or something similar.

* be-moil ed, pa. par. k a. [Bemoil. ]

"Thou should'st have heard in how miry a place,
how she was bemoUed, how he left her with the none
upon her."—Shakesp. : Tarn. ofShrew, i*. 1.

* be-moil-ing, pr. par. [Bemoil. ]

bemoisten (t silent), v.t. [Eng. prefix be;

moisten] To cover with moisture ; to moisten.
{Dr. Allen.)

be-moist -ened, pa. par. k a. [Bemojsten.]

bo-moist -en-Ing, pr. par. [Bemoisten.]

t be-mol , t be-mdll , s. [Fr. bemol. In Ital.

bemolU. From Fr. b, and the adj. mol, the
same as mou (m .), molle (f.) = soft ; Lat. mollis

= soft]

In Francs : A musical sign, b, formed like a

small b, placed before a note to indicate that

it should be lowered half a tone.

In England : A half note.

"Now there be intervenient in the rise of eight, in

tones, two bemolls. or hall-notes."—Bacon: Nat. Hitt.,

Osnt 11.. f 104.

be-mon -ster, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and mon-
ster.] To make a monster of, to render
monstrous.
" Thou chang 'd and self-covered thing ! for shame,
Bemonster not thy feature. " Shakesp. i tear, iv. 3.

•be-mourn, 'bimorne, by mornc,
v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and mourn ; A.S. be-

meornan = to monmfor.] To mourn for or over.
** Wymmen that weillden and bymorneden him."—

Wyclife (St. Luke xxliL 27).

*be-mow, v.t. [Eng. be; maw (3), v.] To
mock at.

"The Lord shal bemowe them."— Wydijfe (Pt. It <).

be-mud'-dle, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and muddle.]

To make a muddle of; to put in confusion.

[Moddlb.]

be-muf fle (lio as fel), v.t. [Eng. prefix be,

and muffle.] To muffle (lit. kfig.).

be muffled, pa. par. [BEMurFLKD.]

. . .and is bemuffled with the externals of religion."

.- Sen, 17.

be-mul ce, v.t. [Lat. mufeere = to soothe,

pacify.] To pacify, appease.

"Baturne was eftsoones bemulced and appaysed."—
Sir T. Slyot, Ooeernour, p. Si,

be-muse, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and muss.]

Generally in pa. par. (q.v.).

bemused, pa. par. k a. [Bemuse.]

1. Under the influence of the Muses ; en-
chanted.

"... so when those incorrigible things, Poets, are
once irrecoverably be^mised, the beat way both tu

iuiet them, ... Is to feed their rr" 1*-

etter to H. Cromwell, June 33, 1706.
-Pope:

2. Having the senses confused or dazed, as
e.g. in drinking.

"Is there a parson much bemui'din beer?"
Pope : Prol. to Satires.

be-mu s-ing, pr. par. k a. [Bemuse.]

*bem.'-yngt pa.par. &*. [Bumming.] (Scotch.)

* ben, portions ofa verb. [Be, Been.] Various
portions of the verb to be.

A. The 1, 2, dt 3 persons pi. pres. indie. : Are.
" These ben the poynti and the articles ordeyned

of the brethereu of Seint Katerlne in the cite of
Londone."—English Gilds (Ear. Eng. Text Soc), p. 6.

B. The infinitive : To be.

"To ben atrewe knight,
In al Trhrtremes uede."

Sir Tristrem, lit S9.

" And now thou woldest falsly ben aboute
To love my lady, whom I love and serve."

Chaucer : C. T., 1,144-5.

C. The perfect participle : Been.
"A shereve had he ben."

Chaucer : C. T., ML
b£n, tbenn, prep., adv., & (1) s. [Eng. be;

in, A.S. be = by, near to, to, at, in, upon,
above, with ; and in = in, into. The Scotch
ben (Eng. be, in) as distinguished from Scotch
but ; Eng. be-out ; A.S. butan, butun (be, vtan)
— without.] [But.]

A. As prep, (of the form ben) : Inside ; to-
wards or into the interior (of a house).

". . . that she might ran ben the bouse . . ."—
Scott : Guy Manneriny, ch. xxiii.

B. As adverb (of the form ben)

:

1. Lit. : Inside.
"Now butt an' Jen the change-house fills.

**

Burn*; The Bay Pair.

2. Figuratively:

(o) Towards intimacy, in familiarity.
" There Is a person well I ken,
Might wi' the best gaue right far ben.'

Ramsay : Poemt, L 335. (Jamieeon.)

(b) Into intimacy with the enemy's forces

in battle, that is, into the midst of them.
"... though I admit I could not be so far ben as

yon lads, seeing that it was my point of duty to keep
together onr handful of horse. — Scoff : Waverley,
ch. xlviii.

C As subst. (of the farms ben and benn)

:

The interior apartment of a two-roomed cot-
tage. (It is opposed to Scotch but or butt,

the outer one.) [But, a.]

"A tolerable hut is divided Into three parts—a butt,
which is the kitchen ; a benn, au inner room ; and a
byar, where the cattle are boused."

—

Sir J. Cam
Caledonian Sketches, p. 405. (Jamieson.)

*J Byre is the ordinary spelling of the name
for a Scottish cow-house.

ben-end, 5. Inner part of a cottage.
" He pn'd up his bit shabble of a sword an' dang aff

my bonnet, when I was a free man 1' my aln ben-end ."

—Brownie of Bodsbeck, U. 18. (Jamieeon.)

ben-house, s. The inner or principal

apartment of a two-roomed cottage.

ben (2), s. [Gael, beinn, bheinn = a mountain,
a hul, a pinnacle.] [Pen.]

A. In compos, (Geog. dt Ord. Lang.)

:

1. /* Scotland : The common appellation of
the higher Scottish mountains, as Ben Nevis,

Ben Mac Dhui, Ben Lawers, Ben Lomond, Ben
Cruachan, Ben Hope.

1 2. In Ireland : (a) A hill, as Benbaun, Ben-
gower; (&) a rocky promontory, as iJengore

Head.

t B, As a distinct word : A mountain.
(Scotch.)

" And the river that fiow'd from the Ben.

"

Jacobite Aeries, 11. 421. (Jamieton.

)

ben (3), s. fA contraction for behen; from
Pers. & Arab, tollman, behmen = (1) a herb,
the leaves of which resemble ears of corn
saflron ; (2) a medicine, of which there were
two kinds, one red and the other white

; (3)

the dog-rose (Rosa canina), from Pers. k Arab.
baihan — the dog-rose. {Mahn.).~\

1. Chiefly in compos. : The Horse-radish Tree
(Moringa ptcrygosperma). [Moringa.] The
flowers, leaves, and tender seed-vessels are

eaten by the natives of India in their curries.

The winged seeds are the Ben-nuts mentioned
below.

2. As an independent word : Ben, or White
Ben, a British plant (SUene inJUita, Linn.).

Formerly it was designated Cucubalus behen,

whence came the abbreviation Ben.

ben-nuts, s. pi. [Eng. ben ; nuts. In Ger.
Behennuss.] [Ben.] The seeds of the Horse-
radish Tree (Moringa ptcrygosperma). From
these the Oil of Ben was extracted.

ben-oil, oil of ben, a [Eng. ben; oil.

In Ger. Behenbl.] Oil expressed from the Ben-
nuts described above. It is used by manu*
facturers of perfumery, and by watchmakers.

Bdn, *., prefix. [Heb. $ (ben). A frequent
prefix to Hebrew proper names = son of, as
.Benjamin = son of the right hand.]

* be-name', v.t. [A.S. benamnan,]

1. To promise with an oath.

2. To mention by name.

3. To call, to name.

bench, 'benche, * benit, s. k a. [A.3.
benc = a bench, a table ; banc = a bench, bank,
or hillock; O. Sax. oanJfc, benki; Sw. bank;
Dan. boenk; O. IceL bekkr ; Dirt., Ger., & Wei.
bank; O. Fries., O. L.Ger., k Corn, benk; It.

binse; Gael, binnse; Fr. banc; Sp. k Port.
banco ; Ital. panca ~ a bench or stool. Bench
and Bank were originally the same woid.]
[Bank.]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Of things:

(a) Gen. : A long seat made of wood or other
material. It differs from a stool in its greater
length.

" Indeed, If the lecture-room could hold 2,000 in-
stead of 000 ... I do not doubt that every one of Its

benches would be occupied on these occasions."— Tyn-
dall; Prag. of Science (3rd ed.), Iv. 7L

(b) Spec. : In the same sense as II. 1 (a).

2. Of persons : In the same sense as II. 1 (b\

XL Technically:

1. Law:
(a) The seat which judges or magistrates

occupy officially in a court of justice.

(b) The judges or magistrates sitting to-

gether to try cases.

*T The Court of King's Bench (named when
a female sovereign is on the throne The Court
of Queen's Bench): What formerly was oue of
the three chief courts in England. It grew up
rather than was created in the early Norman
times. The judicial business of the Great
Council of the nation coming to be transacted
in the king's palace, the court which attended
to it was called that of the AulaRegis, viz., of

the king's palace. It gradually separated into

three—the Courts of King's Bench, ofCommon
Pleas, and of the Exchequer. The first of

these exercised control over the inferior courts,
and took special cognizance of trespasses

apainst the king's peace. [See Ac Etiam.]
tfun; its very outset it was a Court of Record.
Its separate existence was abolished by the
Judicature Act of 1873, and now it is the
Queen's Bench Division of the High Court of
Judicature.

"... became Chief Justice of the King's Bench.'—
Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xi.

2. Carp., Joinery, Ac. : A support for tool*

and work in various mechanical operations,

as carpentry, metal and leather work, &c.

3. Engineering: A horizontal ledge on th«
side of a cutting ; an embankment or parapet,

a berme, a banquette.

B. As adj. : In anything pertaining or re-

lating to a bench.

bench-clamp, s. A jaw-tool attached to

a work-bench, for holding an article to be

operated on in place.

bench drill, s. A drill adapted to bs

used on a machinist's *r carpenter's bench.

bench-hammer, s.

Metallurgy: A finisher's or blacksmith's
hammer.

bench-hole, s. The hole of a bench.
" Well beat 'em into bench-holes."

Shakcsp. ; Ant. and Cleop.. tr. T.

bench-hook, s.

Carp. A Joinery : A stop or abutment which
occupies a vertical mortise in a carpenter's

bench. It is designed to prevent the wood in

process of being operated on from getting dis-

placed.

bench lathe, s.

Carpentry: A small lathe such as may be

mounted on a post which stands in a socket

in a bench.

ftte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, » = e. ey = a. qu = lew.
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bench-mark, *.

Surveying: A mark showing the starting-

point in levelling along a line ; also one of a

series of similar marks affixed at convenient
distances to substantial or permanent objects,

to Bhow the exact points upon which the

leveiling-staffs were placed when the various

Levels were read, thus facilitating reference

and correction.

bench plane, s.

Joinery : A joiner's plane for working a flat

surface. There are various types of it, named
in the order of their fineness, jack, long, trying-

panel, smooth, and jointer planes.

bench reel, 5.

Saitsnuzking : A spinning-wheel, on the pirn
of which the sailmaker winds the yarn.

bench screw, s.

Carpentry : The wooden screw which works
the movable jaw of the joiner's bench-vice.

bench shears, *.

Copper, Zinc, Iron, and Tin-plate Working

:

Hand-shears, the end of whose lower limb is

turned at right angles, and is received in a
socket in the bench of a workman.

bench-strip, «-

Carpentry : A batten or strip on a carpenter's

bench, which may be fixed at a given distance
from the edge to assist in steadying the work.

bench- table, s.

Arch. : A low stone seat on the inside of

the walls, and sometimes round the bases nf

the pillars in churches, porches, cloisters, &c.

bench-vice, s.

Corp., Metall., Ac. : A vice provided with
means for attachment to a wood or metal-
worker's bench.

bench-warrant, s.

Law : A process issued against a person by
» court of law.

bench, * benche, * y-benche, v.t. & i.

[From benc\ s. (q.v.).]

A* Transitive : To seat upon a bench.
" His cupbearer, whom I from meaner form
Have bench'd, and rear'd to worship."

Shaketp. • Winter't Tale, L 1

B. Intrans. : To sit on a bench or in a court
ofjustice.

bench ed, benn kedd, pa. par. & a.

Furnished with benches.
"Tatt bridaless has wash all

With tli thrinne benukeas bennkedd."
OrmiUum, 15,231.

" 'Twss bench'd with turt"—Dryden.

bench -er, s. [Eng. bench ; -er.}

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Oen. : Any one who sits upon a bench.
" If the pillows be of silver and the benches of gold,

«nd though the benchert be kings . . ."—Golden Beke,
kt 7. (S. in Boucher.)

2. Specially

:

(a) One who sits upon the bench within or
in front of a tavern, an idler.

(b) A judge, & magistrate, a senator.
" You are well understood to be a perfecter giber for

the table, thau a necessary bencher In the CanitoL"—

B. Technically:

* 1. Municipal arrangements : A councilman.
M This Corporation [New Windsor! consists of %

mayor, two bailiffs, and twenty-eight other persona,
who are to )>e chosen out of the Inhabitants of the
borough, thirteen of which are called fellows, and ten
of them nlderraen or chief benchert." — Athmole

:

Berkshire, ill. S8.

2. Law {Inns of Court), Plur. Benchers : The
senior members of the legal societies known
as the Inns of Court. Formerly they were
called ancients. They were admitted within
the bar, and were therefore also denominated
inner barristers as distinguished from utter
(outer) barristers, whose appropriate place was
outside the bar. [Barrister.] They govern
the Inns of Court, and are themselves practi-
cally the Inns, notwithstanding which they
exercise the national function of deciding
who shall be admitted to the bar with the
privilege of practising in the law courts, and
who shall be prevented from obtaining this
privilege. They can also disbench or disbar
a banister ; an appeal, however, lying from
them to the judges.

" HefSelden] seldom or never appeared publicly at
the bar (tho' a bencher), bet gave sometimes chamber-
•ounsel.''— Weed: Athen. Oxon.

bencher-ship, $. The dignity or office

of a bencher. {Lamb : Essays of Ella.)

bench -ing, * bonnktnnge, i. A row of
benches.

" Thser wass an bennkinnge lab."
Ormulum, 1&.SB.

ben-chu -ca, s. [A South American word.]

Entom. : A black bug of the genus Reduvius,
found on the South American Pampas.

bend (1), bende (pret. bent, * bended; pa.
par. bent, * bended, *ibent), v.t. & t. [A.S.
bendan = (1) to bend, incline, or lean, (2) to
stretch, to extend ; O. Icel. benda; Fr. bander
= to bind, stretch, bend, used in the sense of
bend, chiefly of a bow. Originally (bend is

derived from band) band and bond were but
different methods of writing the same word.
(Trench: Eng. Past <& Present, p. 65).]

A, Transitive:

L Ordinary Language. :

1. Lit. 0/ things material : To employ the
appropriate means to render anything tem-
porarily or permanently curved or crooked

;

to incline. Used specially—

(1) Of a bow : To make it temporarily curved
by pulling the string, the design being that by
suddenly returning again to a more nearly
rectilinear form it may impel an arrow.
" They bend their bows, they whirl the slings around."

Dryden.

(2) Ofportions of the human body: To render
them arched or curved, or angular, or turn
them in a particular direction.

(a) Of the back: To make it for the time
being arched or curved.

But bendt his sturdy back to any toy
That youth takes pleasure in, to please his boy."

Cowper : Tirocinium.

(6) Of the knees : To make them take ua
angular form by more or less decidedly adopt-
ing a kneeling attitude.

" Unto my mother's prayers I bend my knee."
Shaketp. ; RU-hard It., v. a

(c) Of the brow : To knit it ; that is, to throw
the muscular part of it into a series of curves
or wavy furrows,

"Some have been seen to bit« their pen, scratch
their bead, bend their brow, bite their lips, beat the
board, and tear their paper."—Camden.

(d) Of the eyes, one of the ears, or of the foot-

steps : To turn towards or in a particular
direction.

" Why dost thou bend thine eyes upon the earth.
Ana start so often when thousitt'st alone T"

Shaketp. : 1 Hen. IV., U. 3.

2. Fig. Of things immaterial : To incline

them, to turn them in a particular direction.

(1) To put in order for use. (The metaphor
is taken from bending a bow.)

"As a fowler was bunding his net. a blackbird asked
him what he was doing."

—

VEstrange.

(2) To conquer a person or people ; to subdue
by force ; to humble.

" What cared he for the freedom of the crowd ?
He raised the humble but to bend the proud."

Byron: Lara, ii. a

(3) To influence by gentler methods ; to rule
by means of the affections.

" Aa unto the bow the cord is.

So unto the man is woman,
Though she bend* him, she obeys him."

Longfellow: The Song of Hiawatha, X.

(4) To cause one's own mind or self to be
concentrated upon any object of thought or
aim. To apply (one's self) closely to. [Bent.]

" Hen will not bend their wits to examine whether
things, wherewith they have been accustomed, be good
or evil."

—

Booker.

(5) To direct to a certain point.

"Octavius and Mark Antony
Came down upon us with a mighty power,
Bending their expedition towrd Philippi."

Shaketp. : Jul. Cottar, iv. &

7 To bend up: To bolden up. (Scotch.)

(Used in pa. par. bendit up.) (Pitscottie.)

II. In Cant Language : To drink hard.
(Scotch.)

" To draw tippouy bid adieu,
Which we with greed

Bended as fast as she could brew."
Ramsay : Poems, i. 216. {Jamieton.)

B. Intransitive

:

t Literally

:

1. To assume the form of a curve ; to be
incurvated.

" Their front now deepening, now extending

;

Their flank inclining, wheeling, bending.
Now drawing back, and now descending.

Scott : Marmion, Ti. 18.

2. To jut over, to beetle over, as a cliff.

[Bending, a.)
" There is a cliff, whose high and bending bead
Loolu fearfully on the confined deep."

Shaketp. I Lear, tv. 1.

3. To incline, to turn.

II. Fig. : To be submissive ; to yield <

will to that of another.
ipatient(_ __

I Liberty, pt Iv.

m. In special compounds or phrases

:

To be bent on or upon : To be resolved or
determined upon, to have a fixed purpose or
an irresistible propensity to do some particu-
lar thing. In this sense generally in pa. par.

" Not so, for once, indulg'd they sweep the main.
Deaf to the call, or. hearing, near in vain

:

But bent on mischief, bear the waves before."
Dryden.

bend (2), v.i. [Probably from Fr. bondir —
to bound, jump, or frisk ; bond = a bound, a
leap, jump, or spring.] To spring, to bound.
(Scotch

,

) (Jamieson.

)

bend (1), * bende, s. [From Eng. bend, v. In
A.S. bend — that which ties, binds, or bends

;

spec., (1) a band, bond, or ribbon, (2) a chaplet,
crown, or ornament ; from Mndan = to bind.
In Dan. band — a band, a company, a bend

;

8p. banda = a scarf, a side, a bend, a band.]
[Bend, v., Band.]

A* Ordinary Language :

L That which is bent

:

1. Lit. : A bending, a curve, a flexure ; an
incurvation.

"One. however, which was less regular than the
others, deviated from a right line, at the most con-
siderable bend, to the amount of thirty-three degrees."
—Darwin: Voyage round the World, ch. iii.

* 2. Fig. : Purpose, end, turn. [Bent.]
" Farewell, poor swain, thou art not for my bend.'

Fletcher.
* IX That which binds

:

1. A band, a bond, a ribbon, a fillet. (0.
Eng. dj Scotch.)

" This is the bend of this blam*
i bere

J
in

j my nek."
Gawayn and the Green Knyght, a,sft$.

2. A muffler, a kerchief, a cowl (Scotch.)

•f It is used in O. Scotch (Jamieson thinks
improperly) for a fleece.

" Of hir first husband, was ane tempill bet
Of marbill, and held in ful grete reuerence.
With snaw q.unite bendit, carditis nnd ensence.

'

Doug. : Virgil, Hi, 4.

B. In Cant Language ; A pull of liquor.
" We'll nae malr o't—coma gi's the other bend,
Well drink their healths, whatever way it end.'

Ramtay : Poem*, ii. 116. (Jamieton.)

•J Originally band and bond were the same
word.

C Technically:

1. Shipbuilding

:

(a) PI. : The crooked timbers which make
the ribs or sides of a ship. They are num-
bered from the water up, as the first, the
second, or the third bend, &c. The beams,
knees, and futtocks are bolted to them. They
are more generally called wales (q.v.).

('•') The cross section of a building-draft.

A bend represents the moulding edge of a
frame.

2. Naut, : A knot by which one rope is

fastened to another, or to an object, such as
a ring, spar, or post.

3. Her. : An ordinary of two kinds, the
Bend Dexter and the Bend Sinister. Said to be
derived from bend = a border of a woman's
cap. (N. of Eng. dialect.)

(a) An ordinary formed by two lines drawn
across from the dexter chief to the sinister

base point of the escut-
,

cheon. Formerly it occu-
pied one-third of the field I

when charged, and one-fifth

when plain ; now the latter

dimension is almost always
adopted. It may possibly
have been originally de-

signed to represent a baldric
[Baldric], or, in the opinion
of some, a scaling-ladder.

At first it was a mark of ca- bend sinister,

dence; but afterwards it be-

came an ordinary charge ofan honourable kind.

"Thodiininutives of the bend are tho bendlet, garter
argartier, which is half its width; the cost or cottiee,

which is one-fourth ; and the riband, which is one-

eighth."—Gloat, of Her.

(6) Bend Sinister: An ordinary resembling

the bend in form, but extending from the
sinister chief to the dexter base. Its diminu-
tives are the scarpe, which is half its width ;

and the baton, which is half as wide as the
scarpe, and couped.

In bend : A term used when bearings are

placed bendwise.

boll, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, cboms, ghin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Sill, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-tian m shan. -tion, -aion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -dons, -tious, -sious = shus. ble, -die, &c. = bol, del*
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Per bend. [Party.]

4. Mining : An indurated argillaceous sub-
stance.

1" Crabb thus distinguishes between the
terms bend and bent:—"Both are abstract
nouns from the verb to bend, the one to ex-
press its proper, and the other its moral appli-
cation : a stick has a bend; the mind has a
bent. A bend in anything that should be
straight is a defect ; a bent of the inclination
that is not sanctioned by religion is detri-
mental to a person's moral character and
peace of mind. (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

bend-leather, s. Leather thickened by
tanning for the soles of boots and shoes ; a
superior quality of shoe-leather. It is some-
times called simply Bend.

"If any tanner have raised with any mixtures any
bide to bee converted to hackee, bend-l*ather, clowt-
ing leather."—Lambarde: Justice of Peace, iv. 464.

(2X «• [Ft. bond = a bound, a rebound,
a leap.] [Bound, s.] A spring, a leap, a
bound.

" Scho lap upon me with an* bend."
Lyndsay.

bend-able, a. [Eng. bend, v., and suffix

-able. ] That may be bent ; that may be in-
clined or curved. (Sherwood.)

bend -ed, bend -It (Scotch k 0. Eng.), pa.

par. & a. [Bend, v.] Chiefly as participial
adjective. The most common form of the
past participle is bent (q. v.).

" Bonneta and spears, and bended bow*."
Scott ; Lady of the La**, V. f.

**.
. . delivered to the bishop on bended knee, . . "

—Macaulay: Hi*. Eng. ch. xviU.

Bendit up : Boldened up. (Scotch.)

bend -el, s. [Prom O. Fr. bandelA A bend-
let (Scotch,)

" With three gryffonns depaynted wel.
And, offaaur, a layr bendeL"

Richard, X+S4.

bend -er, s. [Eng. bend ; -er.]

I, He or she who bends any person or thing.

1, Gen. : In the foregoing sense.
" The engh, obedient to the bender'* will."

Spenser; F. Q.. I. i. 9.

2. A cant phrase for a hard drinker. (Scotch.)
(From Bend, v., A. II.)

*' Now lend your lug*, ye benders fine,
Wha ken the benefit of wine."

Ramsay : Poem*, it 530. {Jamieson.)

TX That which bends any person or thing.
Spec., an instrument for bending anything.

"Thee* bows, being aomewhat like the long bowi
in oae amongst us, were bent only by a man's Imme-
diate strength, without the help of any bender, or
racktbatare used to others."—Wukins: Math, Magick.

% Goodrich and Porter give, on the authority
of Bartlett, the signification " A spree, a
frolic, a jollification, calling it American and
vulgar.

bend -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Bend, v.]

A. k B. As present participle a? participial
adjective: In sense* corresponding to those of
the verb.

"To thane the circle of the bending wheel."
Pope ; Homer's Iliad, iv. SU.

G. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of crooking, curving, flexing, or
Inflecting anything ; the state of being so
crooked, curved, flexed, or inflected.

2. A bend.
". . . minute zigzag bending* . . ."—Todd * Bow-

man : Physiol Anat., 1 153.

U Technically:

L Metal. : A process applied to plates to
form them into cylindrical or angular shapes
for boilers, angle-iron, &c.

2. Heraldry: The same as Bendy (q.v.).

(Chaucer.)

bending -strake, «.

Ship-carpentry (pi): Two strakes wrought
near the coverings of the deck, worked all

fore and aft a little thicker than the rest of
the deck, and let down between the beams
and ledges, so that the upper side is even
with the rest

bend let, s. [Fr. bandelette = a little band]
Her. : A diminutive of the bend, nominally

half the width of that ordinary, though often
much narrower.

% A bendUt azure over a coat was of old
frequently used as a mark of cadency.

" BendletM are occasionally enhanced or placed in
chief sinister.'-Qlots. of Her.

* bend -role, * band-roll, * bed-roll, s.

[Bandrole.] The rest formerly used for a
heavy musket (Scotch.)

_
**.

. . ane muscat with forcat bedroll, ... be
fornist with ane compleit licht corslet .... ane
muscat with forcat bendrole and heidpece "

—

Acts
Jot. VI., 1598 (ed. 1814), p. 169.

bends, s. pi. [Bhnd, s., C, I. (a).]

bend'-& a. [Eng. bend; -y.] [Bend, «.,

Her. Ofan escutcheon. : Having bends which
divide it diagonally into four, six, or more
parts. When of the normal type, lines con-
stituting the bend are drawn in the direction
described under bend dexter; when in the
contrary direction, they are said to be bendy
sinister. [Barry, Bending, C. II., 2.]

Bendy barry. [Barry Bendy.]
Bendy lazengy : Having each lozenge placed

in bend.

Bendy pily : Divided into an equal number
of pieces by piles placed bendwise across the
escutcheon. It is called also Pily bendy.

* bene, v. [A.8. beon, beonne = to be, 1st pen.
plur. subj. indef. we beon = we be.] Various
parts of the substantive verb to be.

h (1st, 2nd, <t 3rd pi pre*, indie.) ; Are.
** To whom the Palmer fearleeae answered

:

1 Certea, Sir knight, ye bene too much to blame. "

Spenser : t. <?., II. viii. If.

2. (Infinitive): To be.
" His doubter with the queue waa for Mr ««. isoan,
And so telle it to ben*, hlr fader less the coroun.'

Ckron. e/ Rob. de Brunm*, p. 1M. (Boucher.)

3. (Past participle) : Been.
" Then to have bene inialikedT"—Sp*n*er : Present

State of Ireland.

* bene (1), s. [Beak.]

*bene(2),s. [A.S. bdm, bene,} Prayer, petition.
" What is good for a booties* bene."

Wordsworth : Pore* of Prayer.

be'n'-e' (3), f. [Btym. doubtful.] The American
name of Sesamum orientale.

bene, bein, • beyne, bl -en, a. [Bein.]

be ne (Lot.), bene (Scotch), adv. [ItaL &
Lat. = well.] Well

A. (Of the Latin form).

^ Nota bene: Mark well (Generally ab-
breviated into N.B.)

B. (Of the Italianform.) [SeeBENE-PLACiTo.]

C (Of the Scotch form).

* Full bene : Full well
"He . . . full ben*
Taucbt thanie to grub the wynee, and al the art
To ere, and saw the cornea and yoik the cart"

Doug. ; Virgil, 476, S5. {Jamieton.)

bene-placlto, adv. [ItaL bene = well,
and placito = will, pleasure.]

Music : At pleasure ; ad libitum.

t be-ne aped, a. [Eng. prefix be, and neaped.]

Of ships : In the position that a ship is when
the water does not flow high enough to bring
her off" the ground, over a bar, or out of a
dock. (Johnson, Crabb, etc.) [Neap.]

be -noath, beneth, * benethe, * by
nethe, * bincthe, * byneothe, prep, k
adv. [A.S. beneoth, beneothan, benythan =
beneath, from prefix be, and neothan, nythan— beneath. Comp. also neoth = down ; Dut.
beneden, from be and neder m below. In Sw.
nedan; IceL nedhan; Dan. neden; (N. H.)
Ger. nieden; O. H. Ger. nidanan, nidana.)
[Nether.]

A. As preposition

:

L Literally : Below, under, in point of place.
(Used of the position of one carrying a load,
of the base of a hill, dec.)

'* And he [Moses] cast the tables out of his hands, and
brake them beneath the mount '—Exod. xxxii. 19.

IX Figuratively:

1. Under the pressure of some burden.
" I think our country sinks beneath the yoke.

"

Shakesp. : Macbeth, U. a
2. Sustaining the responsibility of ; bearing.

as a name.
"They envied even the faithless fame
He earn'd beneath a Moslem name."

Byron : Siege of Corinth, 11
3. Below or inferior to in rank, dignity,

ability, or some other desirable thing.
** We hare reason to be persuaded, that there are far

more species of creatures above us, than there are
beneath."—Lock*.

4. Unworthy or unbecoming of one.
" He will do nothing that is beneath his high statioa,

nor omit doing anything which becomes it"

—

Atter*
bury.

B. As adverb

:

1. Lower in place than some person or
thing.

2. Below ; on the earth, in hades or in hell,
as opposed to in heaven.
"Trembling I view the dread abyss beneath,
Heli'a horrid mansions, and the realina of death."

Teldesi.
"... the Lord he is God in heaven above, and

upon the earth beneath.'— Dent. ir. 39.

3. Low as opposed to high in social or
political position.

"And the Lord shall make thee the head, and no*
the tail ; and thou shalt be above only, and thou *h*ft
not be beneath . . ~—Deut, xxviii. 13.

*! In a sort of substantival use: Earth m
contradistinguished from heaven.

John v

bene day, s. [Properly a day for prayer,
from A.S. bine =s of a prayer, and dag m day.)
Glossed by precare in Prompt. Parv., but ac-
cording to Way's note probably = Bogation-
day (q.v.X

bene dlc-I-te, ben-e di-ci te, s. [Lat
benedlcite, 2 pers. plur. imper. of benedico = to
speak well of, to praise, to bless. It is com-
mon in the Vulgate translation of the Book
of Psalms, and occurs in Roman Catholio
liturgic worship.

" Benedicts* domlnum, omnes elect! ejus . . ."—Ormm
Administrandi Sacramentat . . . in Mission* Angii.
cans (ISM), n. Ill

A. -4 s 2 person plural imper. of v. : Bless ye.
(Used with reference to the occurrence of the
word in Roman Catholic worship.) (See def.)

" Christ bring us at hut to his felicity 1

Pftx vobiacum ! et Benedict!* t
"

Longfellow : Golden Legend, 11

B* As substantive

:

(a) The utterance of the word Benedicit* *
Bless ye.

" Up sprung the spears through bush and tree.
No time for benedidtel"

Scott : Lord of the Ities. r. 4
(b) In Christian worship : The name given

to the song of the Three Holy Children, one
of the Canticles in the morning service, also
a musical setting to the same.

ben'-S-dlct, a. ks. [From Lat. benedictus =
spoken well of ; pa. par. of benedico = to
speak well of ; bene = well, and dico = to say.]

* A. As adjective

:

0. Med. : Having mild and salubrious quali-
ties.

If This use of the word comes from the old
Romans, who called a certain plant (Trifolivm
arvense) Benedicta Herba. In modern botany
there is a thistle called Carduus benedictus.
[B.]

" It is not a small thing won in phyelck, if you caa
make rhubarb, and other medicines that are benedict,
as strong purgers as those that are not without some
malignity."—Bacon; Hat Hist., §19.

B. As substantive (sportively): A married
man.

U In this sense taken from Shakespeare's
use of the proper name Benedick, either origin-

ally or at second hand. (Shakesp. : Much Ado
about Nothing, i. 1, Ate.) In the same play
reference is made to the thistle called Car-
duus benedictus (Ibid. Hi. 4.)

Ben e-dlc -tine, a. & s. [Eng. Benedictine,
a. & s. ; Sw. , Dan., and Ger. Benediktiner, s.

;

Fr. Bencdictin(m.\ Benedictine (f.); ItaL Bene-
dettini (s. pi.).

J

A. As adj. : Pertaining to St. Benedict of
Nursia [B.], or to the Benedictine monks.

" Black was her garb, her rigid rule
Reformed on Benedictine school."

Scott Marmion, U. 4

B. As substantive

:

Church Hist. (pi. Benedictines) : The followers
of St Benedict, of Nursia in Italy. He was
born in A.D. 480, and was educated in part at
Rome. At the age of fourteen he left that
city for Sublacura, now Subiaco, a place about
forty miles distant, where he spent thirty-fire

years, at one time as a solitary recluse, at
another as head of a monastic establishment.
In 529 he removed to Monte Cassino, fifty

miles further south, where, converting some
pagan worshippers of Apollo, he transformed
their temple into a monastery and became
its abbot. He composed rules for its

fitte, f&t, &re, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt.
Or. Wore. 'WOlf. WSrk. Who. son • miitsv p.nn Arirtv iinitf» pnr WiIa Will . **... c~

i»fc«. «»*, rare, amiasi, wnai, lau, xainer; we, wet, nere, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marix
•r, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, otib, cure, unite, cur, rule, foil; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey=a. au = kw.
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management, making every monk pledge him-
self to perfect chastity, absolute poverty, and
implicit obedience in all respects to his supe-

riors. He was to live iu the monastery
subject to his abbot These vows were irre-

vocable, whereas up to that time the monks
had been allowed, to alter the regulations

of their founder at their pleasure. The date
of St. Benedict's death is generally placed in

643, though another account makes it 547.

The rule he instituted was adopted at an
early period by various other monastic com-
munities ; it was confirmed, about fifty-two

years after the death of its founder, by Pope
Gregory the Great, and was ultimately ac-

cepted with more or less enthusiasm by nearly

all the monkish communities of the West,
though its pristine severity became modified
with the lapse of time.
As long as the Benedictines remained poor

they were a blessing to the countries in

which they lived, and especially to Germany,
spending as they did several hours a day in

gardening, agriculture, and mechanical labour,

and another portion of their time in reading,

besides keeping school outside the walls of
their convents. Science and literature are also

indebted to them for having copied many of

the classical authors and preserved such know-
ledge as existed in their age. But when at
length their merits had drawn much wealth to
their order (individually they were notallowed
to retain property), luxury and indolence
sapped their virtues and diminished their in-

fluence for good. Afterwards becoming re-

formed, especially in France in the seventeenth
century, the Benedictines again rendered ser-

vice by the issue of an excellent edition of the
Fathers.
The Benedictine habit seems to have been

Introduced after the age of St. Benedict It

consisted of a loose black coat or a gown
reaching to their feet, and having large wide
sleeves. Under it was a flannel habit white
in colour and of the same size, whilst over all

was a scapular. The head-dress was a hood
or cowl pointed at the tip, and boots were
worn upon the feet From the predominantly
black colour of their attire they were some-
times called Black Monks. They must not
be confounded with the Black Friars, who
were Dominicans. [Black Friars,]
There were Benedictine nuns as well as

monks. When they originated is uncertain.
There were first and last many branches of
Benedictines, as the Cistercians, Celestines,
Grandmontensians, Pnemonstratensians, &c.
The rule of St Benedict was little known in

England during the early Saxon period, and,
though it received an impulse in the time of
Edgar, yet it was not largely accepted till the
period of William the Conqueror. At last,

however, it rooted itself thoroughly, and at
the dissolution there were 113 abbeys, priories,

and cells for monks, and 73 for nuns, with a
total revenue of£65,877—nearly half the aggre-
gate revenues of all the monastic orders.

bene die tin-Ism, s. [Eng. benedictin(e) ;

•ism.] The rule of the Benedictine order ; the
order itself.

" The history of Benedictinism in England requires
reconsideration."—Athenanim, Aug. 33, 1884. p. 2&6.

ben-e die -tion, s. [In Fr. benediction ; Sp.
benedicion; Ital. benedizione ; from Lat bene-
dictio = (1) an extolling, praising

; (2) a bless-
ing

; (3) a consecrated or sacred object

;

benedico =to speak well of, to bless; bene =
well, and dico = to say.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Specially : The act of blessing God ; more
Tarely of thanking man, or any other being, or
of conferring advantages upon.

t II. The state of being blessed.
'"Prosperity is the blessing of the Old Testament-

adversity is the blessing of the New: which carrieth
the greater benediction. —Bacon.

III. That which constitutes the blessing.

1. The advantages conferred by one's being
toe object of blessing.

- ting of life and of
mediction.

"

Longfellow: Courtship of Mile* Blandish, ix.

2. Thanks
; acknowledgment of favours re-

ceived.

__ " Could he less expect
Than glory and benediction, that is, thankst'

m r. » ,, «. MUton: P.K.,iM.-m.
0. t,ccUs. {in Christian worship) :

1. The form of prayer for blessing pro-
nounced by the minister at the end of Divine
service, usually either that taken from 2 Cor.

xiiL 14, or that given at the end of the Com-
munion Service of the Church of England.

" Then came the epistle, prayers, antiphoniea, and
a benediction."—Macauksy : Hist. Eng.. ch. xiv.

2. In the Soman Catholic Church

:

(1) A solemn function, in which, after the
Host has been exposed in a monstrance for
the adoration of the faithful, the priest gives
the solemn blessing therewith.

(2) The form of instituting an abbot
"What consecration is to a bishop, that benediction

Is to an abbot"—Aylijfe.

t b3n-6-dIc'-tI'on-*>r-& s. [Eng. benedic-

tion; -ary.] A book containing benedictions.
"... in the benedictionary of Bishop Athelwold."—

Gammer Qurton'i Needle, Note to A. iv. B. L

ben-e-<Uc'-tive, a. [From Lat benedictum,
supine of benedico = to speak well of, to com-
mend (Benediction), and Eng. suit', -ire.]

Containing a blessing, expressing a blessing,
imparting a blessing.

" His paternal prayers and benedictive oompreca-
tions."— Bp. Gauden: Mem. of Bp. Browning (16*0).

be-ne'-cu'c'-tor-i?', a. [From Lat. benedictum,
sup. of benedico (Benediction), and Eng. suffix

-ory.] Imparting a blessing.

ben-e-die -tus, s. [Lat. = blessed.]

Eccles. (in Christian worship)

:

1. The name given to the hymn of Zacha-
rias (Luke i. (38), used as a Canticle in the
Morning Service of the Church of England
to follow the Lessons. This position it has
occupied from very ancient times. It is also
used in the Church of Rome.

2. A portion of the Mass Service in the
Church of Rome commencing " Benedictus
qui venit," following the Sanctus.

3. A musical setting of either of the above,
but more generally of (2).

ben-e-fac -tlon, «. [From Lat. bene/actio =
beneficence ; a benefaction.]

1 1. The act of conferring a benefit.

IX A benefit conferred.

1 1. In a general sense.
" Two ways the rivers

Leap down to different seas, and as they roll
Grow deep and still, and their majestic presence
Becomes a benefaction to the towns
They visit, , , , Longfellow : Golden Legend, v.

2. A charitable donation, money or land
given for a charitable purpose.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between benefac-
tion and donation

:

—Both these terms denote
an act of charity, but the former comprehends
more than the latter. A benefaction compre-
hends acts of personal service in general
towards the indigent ; donation respects
simply the act of giving and the thing given.
Benefactions are for private use ; donations are
for public service. A benefactor to the poor
does not confine himself to the distribution of
money : he enters .into all their necessities,
consults their individual cases, and suits his
benefactions to their exigencies ; his donations
form the smallest part of the good he will do.

hen c fao -tor, * ben e-fac tour, s.

[From Lat. benefactor = one who confers a
benefit ; from benefacio = to do good to ; bene
= well, and facio = to do. In Fr. bienfaiteur

;

Ital. benefattore.]

1, Generally: One who confers favours upon
another.

"The public voice loudly accused many non-jurors
of requiting the hospitality of their benefactor* with
vlllany as black as that of the hypocrite depicted in
the masterpiece of Molicre."—MacauUiy : But. Eng.,
ch. xiv.

IT In the authorised version of the Bible
(Luke xxii. 25) the word is gi ven as the transla-
tion of the Gr. Eveoyirat (Euergetai), the pi. of
evepytTTrj (euergetes)= a well-doer, a benefactor

;

from e5 (eu) = well, and ep-yoe (ergon) = a work,
a deed. This is described as an honorary
title among certain of "the Gentiles " for men
in authority.

2. Spec. : One who gives a charitable dona-
tion or subscription.

ben e fac'-tress, *. [Fem. form of Eng.
benefactor. In Fr. bienfaitrice.] A woman
who confers benefits.

" But if he play the glutton and exceed.
His benefactress blushes at the deed."

Cowper : Progress of Error.

* ben'-e-felt, a. [Low Lat. benefacio = to en-
dow with a benefice ; Fr. bienfait, O. Fr. bien-
fet=& benefit] Beneficed [Benefit.]

t b£-n£f'-Ic, a. [Lat beneficus = kind, bene-
ficent, from bene = well, and facio = to do.]
Kind, beneficent

" What outside was noon
Pales, through thy losenged blue, to meek bene**

moon." Browning: Fifine, st. SO.

ben'-S-fIce, s. [In Dan. t benefice ; Fr. benefice ;

Sp., Port., & Ital. beneficio; from Lat. bene-
ficium — (1) well-doing ; (2) a distinction, a
favour, a grant

; (3) a privilege, a right ; from
beneficus, adj. = well-doing ; bene m well, and
facio = to do. Benefice and benefit were ori-
ginally the same word. (Trench ; On the Study
of Words, p. 157.).]

t A. Ord. Language : Benefit or advantage
• conferred upon another.

B, Technically:

1 1. Feudal system : An estate held by feudal
tenure, the name being given because it was
assumed that such possessions were origin-
ally gratuitous donations, " ex mero beneficio

"

of the donor. At first they were for life only,
but afterwards they became hereditary, re-
ceiving the name of feuds, and giving that of
benefices over to church livings. (No. 2.)

2. Eccles. Law, Ord. Lang., <tc. : Formerly,
and even sometimes yet, an ecclesiastical
living of any kfnd, any church endowed with
a revenue, whether a dignity or not. Mora
generally, however, the term fs reserved for
parsonages, vicarages, and donatives, whilst
bishoprics, deaneries, archdeaconries, and pre-
bendaries are called dignities. In the opinion
of Blackstone a close parallel existed between
the procedure of the popes when they were in
the plenitude of their power and that of the
contemporary feudal lords. The former copied
from the latter, even to the adoption of the
feudal word benefice for an ecclesiastical living,
(See No. 1.) Blackstone says :

—

" The pope became a feodal lord ; and all ordinary
patrons were to hold their right of patronage under
this universal superior. Estates held by feodal
tenure, being originally gratuitous donations, wen
at that time denominated beneflcia : their very nam*
as well as constitution was borrowed, and the care of
the souls of a parish thence came to be denominated
a benefice. Lay fees were conferred by investiture
or delivery of corporal possession ; and spiritual bene,
flees, which at first were universally donative, now
received in like manner a spiritual investiture, by
institution from the bishop, and induction under hu
authority. As lands escheated to the lord, in defect
of a legal tenant, so benefices lapsed to the bishop
upon nun-presentation by the patron. In the aature
of a spiritual escheat. The annual tenths collected
from the clergy were equivalent to the feodal render,
or rent reserved upon a grant ; the oath of canonical
obedience was copied from the oath of fealty required
from the vassal by bis superior; and the primer
seisins of our military tenures, whereby the first pro-
fits of an heir's estate were cruelly extorted by his
lord, gave birth to as cruel an exaction of first-fruits
from the beneficed clergy. And the occasional aids
and talliageB, levied by the prince on his vassals, gave
a handle to the pope to levy, by the means of his
legates a latere, peter-pence, and other taxations."

ben e-ficed, a. [From benefice, s. (a.v.).]

Possessed of a benefice
"... all beneficed clergymen and all persons hold-

ing academical offices."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.
xiv.

t ben'-e-fice -less, a. [From Eng. benefice,

and suffix -less — without ] Destitute of a
benefice.

"That competency of means which our beneficelem
precisians prate of."—Sheldon : Mir. of Ant., p. l».

ben ef i cencc, * ben ef y cence, s. [In

Fr. bienfaisance ; Ital. beneficenza ; from Lat.
beneficentia = kindness, beneficence ; from
bene = well ; &nd.faciens = making, doing, pr.

par. of facio — to make, to do. ] The habitual
practice of doing good ; active kindness, bene-
volence in operation, charity.

" Love and charity extends our beneficence to the
miseries of our brethren."— Rogers.

ben-ef'-J-cent, a. [In Fr. bienfaisant ; ItaL

benefice; from Lat. (1) bene, and (2)faciens =
well-doing.)

1, Ofa person or other being : Kind, generous,
doing good.

" God, beneficent In all his ways."
Cowper: Retirement.

" Beneficent Nature sends the mists to feed them."
Longfellow : Golden Legend, v.

2. Ofan act: Marked or dictated by bene-
volence; kind.

*f Crabb thus distinguishes between the
terms beneficent, bountiful, or bounteous, muni-
ficent, genermis, and liberal

:

—" Beneficent re-

spects everything done for the good of others

:

bounty, munificence, and generosity are species
of beneficence : liberality is a qualification of

M, bo*y; pout, Jo^rl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £
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All. The first two denote modes of action ; the
latter three either modes of action or modes
of sentiment The sincere well-wisher to his

fellow-creatures is beneficent according to his

means ; he is bountiful in providing for the
comfort and happiness of others ; he is muni-
ficent in dispensing favours ; he is generous

in imparting his property ; he is liberal in

all he does. Beneficence and bounty are the
peculiar characteristics of the Deity : with
him the will and the act of doing good
are commensurate only with the power : he
was beneficent to us as our Creator, and con-

tinues his beneficence to us by his daily pre-

servation and protection ; to some, however,
he has been more bountiful than to others, by
providing them with an unequal share of the
good things of this life. The beneficence of

man is regulated by the bounty of Providence :

to whom much is given, from him much will

be required. Good men are ready to believe

that they are but stewards of all God's gifts,

for the use of such as are less bountifully pro-

vided. Princes are munificent, friends are

generous, patrons liberal. Munificence is mea-
sured by the quality and quantity of the thing

bestowed ;
generosity by the extent of the

sacrifice made ; liberality by the warmth of

the spirit discovered. Munificence may spring
either from ostentation or a becoming sense

of dignity ; generosity from a generous temper,

or an easy unconcern about property ; libe-

rality of conduct is dictated by nothing but a

warm heart and an expanded mind."

ben-efM-cent-ly, adv. [Bug. beneficent; -ly.]

In a beneficent manner, kindly, generously,

charitably.
* All mortal! once beneficently great"

Parmil ; Oueen Anne't Peace.

ben c-fl cial (cial as shal), * bcnefi

ciall, * benyfycyall, a. & s. [Lat. bene-

ficium = (1) well-doing, (2) a distinction, a

favour, a grant, (3) a privilege; &ens = well,

and facia m to do.]

A. As adjective:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Advantageous, profitable, helpful, fitted

to confer benefits upon, or actually doing so.

(Used with to of the person benefited, or

standing alone.)
" The war, which would have been most beneficial

to us and destructive to the enemy, was neglected."—

mm.
2. Kind, generous.

"... a beneficial foe."—B. Jcmton.

8. Medicinal, remedial.

"In the first access of such a disease, any deob-
atruent without much acrimony la beneficial' —
Arbuthnot.

H Old Law : Of or belonging to a benefice.

"... the directioon of lettrez of horning in bene.

Jlciatt materia genemllie aganis all and sindrie.

Suhairby itoccurris dalie that the beneficit man hia

ikismeiiaueorina, . . ."—ActtJa. VI., 15W(ed.l8M),
p. 673.

*B. As substantive : A benefice.

For that the groundwork is, and end of all.

Bow to obtain a beneficial.'
Spe nier : M. Bubb. Tale.

b£n-e -fi -cial-ly (9lal as shal), adv. [Eng.

beneficial; -ly.)

1, Gen. : In a beneficial manner, advan-
tageously, profitably, helpfully, usefully.

" rhere is no literary or perhaps no practical useful
point of knowledge to which his literary researches
could be more beneficially diiveUii."—Poienall : On the
Study of Antiquities, p. 6b.

f 2. Spec Feudal law or custom : Iu such a

manner as one acts who holds a " benefice,"

and is consequently in subordination to an-
other.

ben -e -f I'-cial neM (cial ^ anal),.<. [En-.

beneficial; -ness.] The quality of being bene-

ficial ; usefulness, profit, advantageousness,

advantage.
"Though the knowledge of these objects he eom-

aaeodable for their routeutatton and curiosity, yet
they do not commend their knowledge to us upon the
account of their usefulness and bencficialnci*"—Bate ;

Or i.j.of Mankind.

t ben-e-fi"-ciar-y (elar as shar), a & a.

[In Ft. beneficier (s.) ; Sp. k Ital. beneficiario

(n.). Prom Lat. beneficiarius (as adj.) = per-

taining to a favour, (as subst.)= a soldier who
had received some honour or some special

exemption from service.]

A. As adj. : Holding something in subordi-
nation to another ; having a dependent and
secondary possession, without sovereign au-

thority.

The Duke of Parma was tempted by no lees pro-
mise than to be made a feudatory, or beneficiary king
of England, under the seignory In chief of the pope."—
Bacon.

B. As substantive

:

1. In the feudal sense : One who is possessed
of a benefice. [Benefice.]

2. In the ecclesiastical sense. [Benefice.]

"A benefice is either said to be a benefice with the
cure of souls, or otherwise. In the first case, if it be
annexed to another benefice, the beneficiary is obliged
to serve the parish church in his own proper person."

ifjftfT

3. Gen. : One who receives a favour of any
Vind from another.

" His beneficiaries frequently made It their wonder,
how the doctor should either know of them or their
distress."—fell : Ufa of Hammond, f 2.

t be-ne-f i -cien oy (cien as alien), s.

[Prom Lat beneficentia, in some MSS. benefi-

cientia m kindness, beneficence.} [Benefi-
cence.] Kindness, beneficence.

"They [the ungrateful] discourage the inclinations
of noble minds, and make benefidency cool unto acts
of obligation, whereby the grateful world should sub-
sist and have their consolation."

—

Brown: Chr. Mor.,
U. 17.

* bc-ne-f i -ciont (cient as shent), a.

[From Lat bene = well, and faciens m doing.]
Doing good.

% Now Beneficent has taken its place.

"As its tendency is necessarily beneficient, it Is the
proper object of gratitude and reward."— A. Smith:
Then, of Bum. Sent.

ben e-f it, * benefet, • benefite, * byn
fet, s. [Fr. bienfait; O. Fr. bienfet ; Lat.

benefactum = a benefit, kindness, and benefi-

cium = (1) well doing, (2) a favour ; benefacio

= to do good to : (1) bene = well, and (2)facio
= to do. Benefit and benefice were originally

the same word (Trench).'} [Benefice.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of conferring favour or advantage
upon.

2. The state of receiving favour or advantage.
"Luc When expect you them f

Cap. With the next benefit of the wind."
Shaketp. : Cymbeline, lv. 2.

". . . vet have I the benefit of my senses as well as

your ladyship."—Ibid. : Twelfth Night, v. L

3. The favour or advantage itself.

(1) In a general sense:

"And In this confidence I was minded to come unto
you before, that ye might have a second benefit"—
3 Cor. 1 15.

(2) In tlieatres, music halls, &c. : The pro-

ceeds of a particular evening given to an
actor or singer as part of the remuneration of

his services. Similarly, the proceeds of a par-

ticular performance given for some charitable

object or for some person.

B. Isiic. Benefit of clergy (Privilegium
clericale) : The advantage derived from the
preferment of the plea ** I am a clergyman."
When, in mediaeval times, a clergyman was
arraigned on certain charges he was i«rmitted
to put forth the plea that, with respect to the
offence of which he was accused, he was not
under the jurisdiction of the civil courts, but,

being a clergyman, was entitled to be tried by
his spiritual superiors. [Clergy, Clerk.] In
such cases the bishop or ordinary was wont to

demand that his clerks should be remitted to

him out of the king's courts as soon as they
wore indicted ; though at length the custom
became increasingly prevalent of deferring the
plea of being a clergyman till after conviction,

when It was brought forward in arrest of

judgment. The cases in which the benefit

of clergy might be urged were such as affected

the life or limbs of the offender, high treason
however excepted. In these circumstances
laymen often attempted to pass themselves off

as clergymen, when the practice was to bring
a book and ask the accused person to read a

passage. If he could do so, his plea of being
a clergyman was admitted ; if he failed, it was
rejected. The practical effect of this was to

give the bishop the power, if he felt so dis-

posed, of removing every reader from the
jurisdiction of the ordinary courts.

In 148©, Henry VII. restricted the privilege.

A layman able to read who pleaded his
" clergy " could henceforth do so only once ;

and in order that he might be identified if

he attempted it again, he was burnt in the
hand. Henry VIII., in 1512, abolished benefit

of clergy with regard to murderers and other
great criminals. The practice of requiring
the accused person to read was put an end
to in 1706 ; but it was not till 1827 that the

7 and 8 Geo. IV., c. 28, known as Peel's Acts,

swept the benefit of clergy itself away.

(a) Crabb thus distinguishes between the
words benefit, favour, kindness, and civility :—
" Benefits and favours are granted by su-

periors ; kindnesses and civilities pass between
equals. Benefits serve to relieve actual want

;

favours tend to promote the interest or con-
venience. Kindnesses and civilities serve to
afford mutual accommodation by a reciprocity

of kind offices. Kindnesses are more endear-
ing than civilities, and pass mostly between
those known to each other ; civilities may pass
between strangers. Dependence affords an
opportunity for conferring benefits; partiality

gives rise to favours; kindnesses are the result

of personal regard, civilities of general bene
voleuce. Benefits tend to draw those closer to

each other who by station of life are set at the
greatest distance from each other : affection

is engendered iu him who benefits, and de-

voted attachment in him who is benefited.

Favours increase obligation beyond its due
limits ; if they are not asked and granted with
discretion, they may produce servility on the
one hand, and haughtiness on the other.

Kindnesses are the offspring and parent of

affection; they convert our multiplied wants
into so many enjoyments : civilities are the
sweets which we gather in the way as we pass
along the journey of life.

"

(o) Benefit, service, and good office are thus
discriminated :— " These terms, like the
former (v. Benefit, favour), agree in denoting
some action performed for the good of another,
but they differ in the principle on which the
action is performed. A benefit is perfectly

gratuitous, it produces an obligation : a service

is not altogether gratuitous ; it is that at

least which may be expected, though it can-
not be demanded : a good office is between the
two ; it is in part gratuitous, and in part such
as one may reasonably expect. Benefits flow
from sulienors, and services from inferiors or
equals ; but good offices are performed by
equals only. Princes confer benefits on their

subjects ; subjects perform services for their

princes : neighbours do good offices for each
other. Benefits consist of such things as serve
to relieve the difficulties, or advance the in-

terests, of the receiver : services consist in

those acts which tend to lessen the trouble,

or increase the ease and convenience, of the
person served : good offices consist in the use
of one's credit, influence, and mediation for

the advantage of another ; it is a species of

voluntary service. Humanity leads to benefits

;

the 2eal of devotion or friendship renders
services ; general good will dictates good

offices." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

benefit-night, s. The night on which a
benefit is given to an actor.

beneflt-play, s. The play acted on the
occasion of a benefit.

benefit-society, s. A society in which,

in consideration of the payment of a certain*

sum weekly, monthly, or annually, certain

advantages are given on occasion of sickness

or death ; a friendly society. [Friendly
Society.]

bSn'-e-fit, v.t & i. [From benefit, s. (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To do good to, to confer a
favour or an advantage upon.

" He was so far from benefiting trade, that be did It

a great injury, and brought Borne in danger of a
famine. "—Arbuthnot.

B. Intrans. : To derive advantage from.

"To tell you therefore what I have benefited herein

among old renowned authors, I shall spare."— Milton.

ben -e-fit-ed, pa. par. ot a. [Benefit, v.f]

ben'-e-flt-Ifig, pr. par. & a. [Benefit, v.t

& v.i.~\

t be-ne'-groe, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and negro.]

To make black as a negro.

"... the sun shall be benegroed in darkness, . .
*

—Hewyt : Sermon (IBM), p. 79.

be-ne-ly, bein-ly, beta-lie, b$'-en-ly*
* bi en-lie, adv. [Scotch bene, bein (Bein),

and Eng. stiff, -ly.] (Scotch.)

1. In the possession of fulness.
" Tone carle Iquod scbo) my joy. dots beinly dwell.

And ail proui&ioun hes within hiniselL"
/. Scotland't Lament, foL i, ••

2. Well, abundantly.
" She's the lady o' a yard, ...
An' her house is bienlie tliacket."

Picken: Poems (1W«). p. lie.

3. Exhibiting the appearance of wealth.

"The children were likewise beinly apparelled . . ,

—A QUhaite, UL 104.

4. Happily.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, air, marine; go, p**V

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, n, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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" Poor hairy* foot**! thing ! undreaming thou
Of this Ill-fated hour, dost bienlg He.
And chaw tby cud among the wheaten store."

DavitUon : Season*, p. ST. [Jamieton.)

* b«5-ne me (1), * be-nemp-ne (pret & pa.

par. * benempt, * benempte, * bynempt), v.t.

[Eng. & A.S. prefix be, bi; 0. Eng. nempne;
and A.S. nemnan =to name, to call, to call

upon, to entreat.] [Nempne.] To name; to

call ; to promise.
" He to him called a fiery-footed boy
beuempt Dispatch."

Thornton : Cast, of Ind,, 11. It.

•* Much greater gyfts for guerdon thoo shalt gayne
Then Kidde or Cosset, which I thee bynempt."

Spenser : Shep. Cat., xi.

*be-neme (2), v.t. [A.S. benceman «r to de-

prive, to rob. ] To take from.
" Tho Cryst*ne men, off lyff and leme,
Loke no godes he hem beneme."

Richard, 1,404.

* be-ne-me'r-ent, a. [Lat. bene = well, and
mentis, gen. merentis = deserving, pr. par. of
rnereo — to earn, to deserve.] Well-deserving.
(Hyde Clarke.)

* be nemp ne, v.t. [Benehe.]

* be nempt, * benempte, * bynempt,
pa. par. [.Benehe, Benempnk.]

•be-nfi-plac'-It, * bo-ne-pl&c'-i"t-y\ s.

[See definition.] The same as Beneplaciture
<q.v.).

* be-ttS-pl&c'-l'-ture, s. [From Lat. bene m
well, and placiturus— about to please, fut
par. of placeo = to please.] Good pleasure,
will, choice.

"Hath he by his boly penmen told Us, that either
of the other ways was more suitable to his bene-
placiture t "—Olaneitle : Pre-exist, of Souls, eh. 4.

ben'-e soun, ' bene -son, s. [Benison.]

t be net , v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and net, v.] To
enclose as in a net, to surround with toils

;

to ensnare. (Lit. or Jig.)
" Being thus benet U-d round with villanies."

Skakeip. ; Hamlet, v. 2.

* be nethe, * be-neth, prep. & adv. [Be-
neath. ]

* be neth-forth, adv. [From 0. Eng. beneth
= beneath, and forth.] Beneath.

" Item, that no citezen be putte In coiurn prison,
but in on of the chambers benethforth. — English
Gild* {Ear. Eng. Text Hoc.), v. 873.

Ben -et nasch, s. [Arab. Bandt= daughters,
and naasch = bier. Corresponds with Heb.
TD^ TTty (baneha aisch)= sons of the Bier, mis-

translated sons of " Arcturus " in Job xxxviii.

82. To the Semitic imagination, the four
stars constituting the hind quarter of Ursa
Major (but much liker the body of a plough)

;

a, 0, y, and 6 Ursse Majoris, resemble a bier

;

and the three stars, e, £, ij (Alioth, Mizar, and
Benetnasch), which constitute the tail of the
Great Bear, or the haudle of the Plough, are
like mourners following the Bier. [Arcturus,
I. 2, and the accompanying figure.] (Richard
A. Proctor: Handbook of the Stars, 1866, ch. i.,

p. 4, Ac.)

Astron. : A fixed star, of magnitude 2\,
called also Alkaid and n Ursa?. Majoris.

* be'n'-ett, s. [0. Fr. beneit, from Lat. bene-
dictus = blessed.] The third of the minor
orders in the Roman Church, corresponding
to what is now called "exorcist." (Prompt.
Parv., p. 30, note 4.)

t bS-net'-ted, pa. par. & a. [Benet.]

t be'-net'-tliig, pr. pan [Benet.]

bS-neV-O-lence, s. [O. Fr. benevolence;

Mod. Fr. bienveillance ; Sp. benevolencia ; Prov.
benvolensa; Ital. benevolenza, benevogliema ; all

from Lat. benevolentia = good-will, kindness,
(in law) indulgence, grace ; benevolens = well
wishing : bene = well, and volentia := will, in-

clination ; volo m to will, to wish.]

A« Ordinary Language

:

1. The disposition to look with kind feeling
on man and other living beings, and to do
them good. Used—

(a) Of God, as the Being entertaining such
kind feeling.

" Grasp the whole worlds of reason, life, and sense,
In one close system of benevolence."

Pope : Essay on Man, It. 868.

(b) Of man, as doing so.
" Benevolence is mild ; nor borrows help.
Bare at worst need, from bold impetuous force."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. tIL

2. An act prompted by kind feeling towards
its object.

B. Technically

;

1. Phren. : The organ of benevolence is fixed
by phrenologists on the middle of the anterior
part of the head, behind the spot where the
forehead and the hairy Bcalp meet. [Phrkno-
looy.]

2. Law <£ Eng. Hist. (pi. Benevolences) : The
attractive name formerly given to compulsory
loans to disguise their real character. Every
one, however, saw through the transparent
device. It is believed that benevolences were
levied as early as the Anglo-Saxon times.
They were inconsistent with the provisions of

Magna Charta, gained in 1215, yet they con-
tinued to be exacted. One notable benevolence
was that raised by Edward IV. in 1473. In 1484,
Richard III. gained popularity by procuring a
parliamentary condemnation of uie system,
and the next year imposed a benevolence, as if

nothing had happened. Henry VII. in 1492,
and James I. in 1613, raised money in a similar
way ; and in the reign of Charles I. the exac-
tion of benevolences was one of the popular
grievances which produced the civil war,
though less potent in the effects which it pro-
duced than the celebrated " ship-money."
[Ship-money.] The Bill of Rights, passed in
February, 1689, once more declared them
illegal, and this time with effect. " Benevo-
lences," "aids," and "free gifts," have now
given place to taxes, boldly called by their
proper name.

" After the terrible lesson given by the Long Parlia-
ment, even the Cabal did not venture to recommend
benevolence* or ship-money."—Maoaulay .- Eist. Eng.,
ch. it

(a) Crabb thus distinguishes between bene-
volence and beneficence

:

—"Benevolence is liter-

ally well willing ; beneficence is literally well
doing. The former consists of intention, the
latter of action ; the former is the cause, the
latter the result Benevolence may exist with-
out beneficence ; but beneficence always supposes
benevolence : a man is not said to be beneficent
who does good from sinister views. The bene-
volent man enjoys but half his happiness if he
cannot be beneficent; yet there will still re-

main to him an ample store of enjoyment in
the contemplation of others' happiness. He
who is gratified only with that happiness
which himselfhas been instrumental i n produc-
ing, is not entitled to the name of benevolent."

(6) The following is the distinction between
benevolence, benignity, humanity, kindness, and
tenderness:—Benevolence and benignity lie in
the will ; humanity lies in the heart : kindness
and tenderness in the affections. Benevolence
indicates a general good will to all mankind ;

benignity a particular good will, flowing out
of certain relations. Humanity is a general
tone of feeling ; kindness and tenderness are
particular modes of feeling. Benevolence con-
sists in the wish or intention to do good ; it

is confined to no station or object : the bene-

volent man may be rich or poor, and his
benevolence will be exerted wherever there is

an opportunity of doing good. Benignity is

always associated with power, and accom-
panied with condescension. Benevolence in
its fullest sense is the sum of moral excel-
lence, and comprehends every other virtue

;

when taken in this acceptation, benignity,
humanity, kindness, and tenderness are but
modes of benevolence. Benevolence and benig-
nity tend to the communicating of happiness

;

humanity is concerned in the removal of
evil. Benevolence is common to the Creator
and His creatures ; it differs only in degree

;

the former haB the knowledge and power as
well as the will to do good ; man often has
the will to do good without having the power
to carry it into effect. Benignity is ascribed
to the stars, to heaven, or to princes ; ignorant
and superstitious people are apt to ascribe
their good fortune to the benign influence of
the stars rather than to the gracious dispen-
sations of Providence. Humanity belongs to
man only ; it is his peculiar characteristic,
and is as universal in its application as bene-
volence ; wherever there is distress, humanity
flies to its relief. Kindness and tenderness are
partial modes of affection, confined to those
who know or are related to each other: we
are kind to friends and acquaintances, tender
towards those who are near and dear.

* b8-neV-$-len-cy, s. [Direct from the Lat.

benevolentia.] A benevolence.

be nev 6 lent, * be nev o lento, a. [In

Ft. bienveiUant ; Lat. benevolens (adj.) = well-

wishing, kind-hearted ; from bene ~ well, and
volens St wishing, pr. par. of volo = to wish.]

L 0/ persons: Wishing well to the human
race ; kind, loving, generous, and disposed by
pecuniary contributions or in other ways to
give practical effect to the feelings entertained.

" Beloved old man ! benevolent as wise." Pope.

2. 0/ things: Characterised by kindness and
generosity ; manifesting kindness and gene-
rosity.

" Come, prompt me with benevolent desires."
Cowper : Charity.

be-nev'-O-lent-iy, adv. [Eng. benevolent;
-ly.] In a benevolent manner ; kindly, gener-
ously.

". . . in howe inuche he shall percelue you the more
prone and beneuolently minded toward his elecciou."—
Sir T. More: Work*, p. M. (Richardeon.)

t be-neV-6-lent-ness, 5. [Eng. benevolent ;

•ness.] The quality of being benevolent ; kind-
ness, love. (Johnson.)

IT Benevolence is very much the more
common word.

* be nev'-o-loiis, a. [In Sp., Port., & Ital.

benevolo. From Lat. bene = well, volo = to
wish, with Eng. surf, -ous.] Benevolent.

"A benerolous inclination is implanted into the very
frame and temper of our church's constitution. '—
Puller : Moderation of the Oh. of England, p. 509.

* bene-with, s. [Sw. beenwed •=. woodbine

;

Icel. beinwid (lit. = bone-wood) = a kind of
woody honeysuckle ; or simply Eng. bindwith
(Q' v-)-J F°r definition see Benewith-tbee.

benewith-tree (En-g. * Scotch Borders),
* benewith tre, * benwyttre, s.

1. An old name of the Woodbine (Lonicera
periclymenum.) (Notes to Prompt. Parv. t &c.)

2. The Ivy (Hedera Helix) [?].
' (Britten dj

Holland.)

*ben-ewT-OUS> a. [Fr. bienheureux.] Happy,
blessed.

" He took the righte benewrout reite of deth."—
Caxton : Golden Legende, 428.

Ben-gal, *. [In Sw., Dut., & Ger. Bengalen;
Fr. Bengale ; Sp., Port., A Ital. Bengala

;

Sansc. Bangga, Vangga. Mahn compares with
Sansc. vangg = to go, to limp ; vangka = bend
of a stream ; vangk — to go crooked.]

I. Geography:

1. The Indian province on the Lower
Ganges, inhabited by the race speaking Ben-
gali.

2. That province, with Behar and Orissa,

ruled under the Governor-General by the
" Lieut.-Governor of Bengal."

3. The Bengal Presidency, including tho
North-Western Provinces.

IX Commerce:

1. A thin stuff for women's apparel made
of silk and hair, brought at first from Bengali

2. An imitation of striped muslin. [Bengal
Stripes.]

Bengal light, Bcngola light, s.

Pyrotech. : A kind of firework, giving a vivid
and sustained blue light. It is used for signals

at sea. It is composed of six parts of nitre, two
of sulphur, and one of antimony tersulphide.
These are finely pulverised and incorporated
together, and the composition is pressed into
earthen bowls or similar shallow vessels.

Bengal quince, s. The English name
of the J5gle, a genus of plants belonging to the
order Aurantiacese (Citronworts). The thorny
Bengal Quince is the MgU marmelos. [^Egle.]

Bengal stripes, s. pi.

Comm. & Manuf. : A Bengalee striped cotton

cloth.

Bengal tiger, s. The Common Tigei

(Fells tigris), which lives in the marshy jungles

of the Soonderbunds iy Lower Bengal.

Behg -alee, Berigr-a li, a. & s. [In Ger.

Bengalische (&.), Bengalen(s.) ; Fr. Bengali.']

A* As adjective

:

1. Gen. : Pertaining to Bongal almost ex-

clusively in the first of the senses given above,

i.e., pertaining to Lower Bengal.

2. Spec.: Pertaining to the language of Lower
Bengal, or to the race speaking that tongue.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native of Lower Bengal, specially one
of Hindoo as distinguished from Mohammedan
descent.

bbll, bo"^: pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exlat. -in*
-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -(ion, sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - beL del.
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2. The language of Lower Bengal. It Is of
the Aryan type, with the great mass of its

words of Sanscrit origin. In its present form
It is modern, no literature in it being known
to exist earlier than the sixteenth century,
and even then it was not differentiated from
Sanscrit nearly to the same extent as it is now.

t Beng-a-le se, a. & s. [Eng. Bengal, and suff.

-c« ; as in Malta, Maltese.)

h A native or natives of Bengal.

2. The language of Bengal. [Bengalee.]

• ben - ger, * bengge, * byng-ger,
* byngge, s. [A.8. btii, binn — a manger, a
crib, a bin, a hutch.] A chest, chiefly such
as is used for containing corn. (Bee also
Prompt. Parv.)

Ben go la, t. [Corrupted from Bengal or
Bengalee. ]

Bengola lights, s. pi The same as
Bengal-lights (q.v.).

W-ni ght (gh silent), v.t [Eng. prefix be, and
night.]

L Literally:

1. To cover with night, to involve or shroud
in darkness ; to obscure.

" Thoae bright stars that did adorn our hemisphere,
M those dark shades that did benight it, vanish."—
Movie.

% To overtake with night. (Not much used
accept in the pa. par. & particip. adj.)
"... yea. also, now I am like to ba benighted, (or

the day is almost spent"—Bu nyan : P. P., pt. i.

IX Fig. : To debar from intellectual, moral,
or spiritual light.

" But he that hides a dark soul and foal thoughts,
Benighted walks under the mid-day sun :

Himself is his own dungeon." Milton .- Comus.

bS-ni'ght-ed (gh silent), pa. par. & a. [Be-

night. I. 2.]

bft-ni'gn(9 silent), *be-nlgne, *be-nygne,
•be-nlngne.a [In Sw. ben&gen ; Fr. benin
(adj) (til), binigne (f.); Prov. benigne; Sp.,
Fort, & Ital. benigno ; all from Lat. benignus
= (1) kind-hearted, (2) beneficent (applied to
action), (3) abundant, fertile ; from ben, the
root of bonus = good, and gent the root of
gigno = to beget.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L 0/ persons

:

1, Kind-hearted, gracious, mild ; full of
good feeling.

" And she is gone !—the royal and the young,
In soul commanding, and in heart benign I"

Bemans: Death of the Princess Charlotte, i

2. Carrying that good feeling into action,
generous, liberal in bestowing gifts.

** As thy kind hand has founded many cities.

Or dealt benign thy various gift* to men."

—

Prior.

H. 0/ things:

1. Favourable.
" So shall the world go on,

a benign."
: P. L,. bl

2. Exerting a salutary influence ; salutary.
" And they perhaps err least, the lowly claw
Whom a benign necessity compels
To follow reason's least ambitious course.**

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. T.

B. Technically

:

1. Pharm. Of medicines, £c. : Wholesome,
not deleterious.

" These salts are of a benign mild nature in healthy
persons : but, in others, retain their original qualities,
which they discover in cachexies."—Arbuthnot.

2. Med. Of diseases: Mild in character;
running their course favourably and without
any irregularities. (Quincy.)

3. Astrol. : Favourable ; opposed to malign.

bS-nig'-nant, a. [Eng. benign; -ant. From
Lat. benignus.] [Benign.]

A. Ord. Lang. : Gracious, kind, benevolent.
Used—

(a) Ofpersons.
**.

. . your benignant sovereign . . ."—Burke:
Letter to a Member of the National Assembly

(6) Of things.
" And he looked at Hiawatha
With a wise look and benignant."

Longfellow : The Song of Hiawatha, It.

B. Exerting a favourable as opposed to a
malignant influence.

With star-like virtue in its place may shit .

Shedding benignant influence, . .

Wordsworth : The Recluse.

be^nlg'-nant-ly, adv. [Eng. benignant ; -ly.]

In a benign or benignant manner ; favourably,
kindly, graciously. (Boswell.)

be'-nlg'-nl-t-yS * be nig-ni tee, * be-
nyngnete, s. [In Ft. benignite; O. Fr. be-

nignete ; Prov. benignitat; Sp. benignidad;
Port benignidade ; Ital. benignitd ; Lat. be-

nignitas ; from benignns.] [Benign.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Kind-heartedness, good feeling, loving-
kindness, tenderness of feeling.

" All these are not half that I ows
To One. from our earliest youth

To me ever ready to shew
Benignity, friendship, and truth.**

Cowper: Gratitude.

2. The feeling carried into action ; a kind
deed or deeds.

"The king wag desirous to establish peace rather by
benignity than blood."—Bayward.

B. 0. Med. & Pharm. : Salubrity ; whole-
someness.

" Bones receive a quicker agglutination in sanguine
than in cholerick bodies, by reason of the benignity of
the serum, which aendeth out better matter for a
callus. "— Wiseman.

benignly (a silent), * be-ning-en-li,
* be nygn- y li, * be nyngne li, * be-
nygne-liche, adv. [Eng. benign ; -lym A. 8.

suffT -lice (adv.), -lie (a.) = like.] In a benign
manner, kindly, graciously, favourably. Used—

(a) Ofpersons or beings

:

"
. . wherefore beningenli he called Matabrun his

mother."— llclyat, Ep. 80 (Thorn's ed.). {Boucher.)

(6) Of things (connected, however, with per-
sons).

"Her gentle accents thus benignly my."
Bemans: Petrarch,

* bcnlra, * be ni me, be-noo me, v.t.

[A.S. beniman = to take away.] To take away,
to deprive.

" Wherewith he pierced eft
His body gord, which he 01 life benoomet.

1"

Mirr.for Mag., p. 43c.

ben in ca-sa, s. [Named after an Italian

nobleman, Count Benincasa.] A genus of
plants belonging to the order Cncurbitaceae
(Cucurbits). Benincasa cerifera is the White
Gourd which grows in the East Indies. The
fruit is presented at native marriage feasts,

being supposed to have the power of procuring
felicity to the newly-married couple.

* benin gne li, * be nyn gy-li, adv.
[Benignly.]

be-nit'-I-er, s. [Fr. binitier.] A vessel for
holy water placed at the door of Roman
Catholic churches.

ben i-son, t ben i zon, * ben ni zon,
* beni soun. ben e son. * ben c
soun, ben-y-son, s. [Contracted form
of Fr. bhiediction. Compare also b&nissant =
blrssftig, pr. par. of benir no to bless. In Sp.
bendicion ; Port, bencao ; Ital. benedizione

;

Lat. henitlictio.] A blessing, a benediction.
[Benediction.]

1. Used chiefly in poetry.
" Without our grace, our love, our benison."

Shakesp. : Lear, L L
" The bounty and the benixon of heav'n.*

/bill.. It. 6.

2. More rarely in prose.

"... a bennizon frae some o' the auld dead abbots."
—Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxi.

Benjamin, s. [In Ger., &c, Benjamin.
Corrupted from Benzoin. [Benzoin.] The
proper name Benjamin is quite another word,
being the Heb. *fP^33 (Binydmin) = son of the

right hand. ]

1. The same as Benjamin-tree (q.v.).

2. A gum, Benzoin (q.v.).

Benjamin bush, s. A bush—the Ben-
zoin odoriferum. (American.)

Benjamin-tree, s. The name given to
several species of trees.

1. The name of tree, Styrax benzoin, found
in Sumatra, Java, and other islands in the
Malay Archipelago. It yields the resin called
benzoin.

2. The English name of a deciduous shrub.
Benzoin odoriferum, called by Linnaeus Laurus
benzoin. It is found in North America.

3. The English name of a fig-tree, Ficus
balsamina, with shining polished leaves. It
grows in India, and is called by the Mahrattas
Nandrook.

benk, bink, *. [Dan. benk; A. 8. bene = a
bench, a table.] [Bench.] (Scotch.) A bench,
a seat ; s;>ec., a seat of honour.

" For fault of wise men foohi sit on benks. (A Scotch
proverb.) Spoken when we see uuworthy persons in
authority."—Kelly, p. 10S. (Jamieson.)

ben-most, a. [Superlative of ben, a. (q.v.).]

Innermost. (Scotch.)
" The benmost part o' my kist nook

I'll ripe for thee."
FeryuMon : Poems, li 44. [Jamieeon.)

benn, s. [Corrupted from bend, s. (q.v.).l

(Scotch.) A sash or ornamental belt placed
around the body. (Statist. Ace. of Scotland,
li. 173.) [Bend.]

ben -net (1), «. [Corrupted from bent (2), s.

(q.v.).] The name sometimes given to any of
the plants called bents.

Way Bennet: A kind of barley, Hordeum
murinum. (Gerard.)

ben -net (2). s. [In Ger. benediktenkraut

;

Fr. benoite ; from Mnit = blessed, holy, sacred

;

benir = to bless. From Herba benedicta (Blessed
Herbs), the old name of the Herb-bennet
mentioned below. Britten and Holland quote
this as the reason why the name was given,
" When the root is in the house, the devil
can do nothing, and flees from it, wherefore it

is blessed above all other herbs." (Ort. San.
ch. clxxix.).] That which is blessed and itself

communicates blessing. (Only in compound
terms as Herb-bennet and Bennet-fUh, q.v.)

% Herb-bennet: A name given for the reason
just stated to various plants.

(a) Spec. : Geum urbanum, the Common
Avens. (Prior.)

(b) Conium maculatum, the Common Hem-
lock. (Gerard.)

(c) Valeriana officinalis, the Great Wild
Valerian.

bennet fish, s. An unidentified fish
having scales of a deep purple colour, streaked
with gold. It reaches two feet in length, and
is found in the African seas.

* ben'-ni-son, s. [Benison. ] (Chiefly Scotch.)

* ben-o me, pa. par. [Benim.]

* ben-o ome, v.t. [Benim.]

be-north, prep. [Eng. prefix ie = by, and
north.] To the northward of, as opposed to
besouth = to the southward of. (Scotch.)

"This present act shall begin only, and take effect
for those besouth the water of Die u]>on the tenth day
of Februar next ; and for those benorth the same, upon
the twenty-first day of Februar next to cum."—Act
Seder., 10 Jan., 1650. p. 64.

be no te, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and note.] To
make notes upon, to annotate.

ben sell, ben sell, bent-sail, s, [Appa-
rently from Eng. bent-sail = a "sail bent and
driven forward by the force of the wind.]

1. Force, violence of whatever kind.

Doug. : Virgil, M8, U.

2. A severe stroke ; properly that which one
receives from a push or shove,

3. A severe rebuke. (Shirreff: Glossary.)

ben shaw, bean-shaw, s. [Bonschawi,]
(Scotch.)

ben shie, ben'-shi, ban shee, s. [Irish

Gael, ben, bean = a woman, and sight = a fairy

or hobgoblin.] A spirit supposed to be at-

tached to certain families and to foretell the

death of an inmate of the house by wailing
under the window at night. The superstition

is Celtic.

*' In certain places the death of people is supposed to

he foretold by the cries and shrieks of Benshi, or the
Fairies wife, uttered along the very path where the
funeral is to pass."—Pennant : Tour in Scotland, ir«.

p. 305. {Jamieson.)

ben'-sil, s. [Bensell.] (Scotch.)

bent, pa. par., a., & *. [Bend, v.t.]

A. A B. As pa. par. and particip. adj. : In

senses corresponding to those of the verb.
" And my people are bent to backsliding from me."—

Bos. xi. T.

Bent on: Having a fixed determination,

resolved on, determined on or upon.
" We had not proceeded far before we were Joined by

a woman and two boys, who were bent on this same
Journey."-florins: Voyage round the World, ch. xlv.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,

or, woic, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, ear, rule, fall; try, Syrian, ire, oa = e. ey = a. qn = l

pot.



bent—Benthamite sir

C ^4s ffu&stoTi tive :

I. Ordinary language

:

1. Literally (of things material)

:

n) The state of being curved : flexure, cur-
fature.

(2) The amount or degree of the curvature,
the degree of flexure.

* There are divers subtle inquiries concerning the
strength required to the bending of hows, the force
they have in the discharge, according to the several

(3) The declivity of a hill.
" A mountain stood,

Threat'ning from high, and overloolc'd the wood

;

Beneath the low'ring brow, and on a bent.
The temple stood of Mars armipotent."*

Dryaen: Palamon A Ardte. ii »«-«,
2. Figuratively (of what is immaterial more

frequently than of what is •material)

:

(1) Tendency. Used-

fa) Of matter under the operation of natural
law.

"If. for example, he wishes to know how a mass of
liquid would shape itself, if at liberty to follow the
bent of its own molecular forces."— Tyndall : Frag, of
Science. 3rd ed., xiv. 405.

(6) Of the mind or of the heart : Inclination,
disposition, proclivity, whether slight or irre-

sistibly powerful.

^ In this sense it may be followed by to,

towards, or for.

He knew the strong bent of the country towards
the house of York."—Bacon.
" Let there be propensity and bent of will to religion.

a»d there will be the same sedulity and indefatigable
ind ue try

. "—So uth.

(2) Full stretch, utmost power of the mind,
the heart, or the will. The metaphor is that
of a bow drawn back to the utmost

(8) A turning point ; a change of subject, or
of anything else.

"The exercising the understanding in the several
ways of reasoning, teacheUi the mind suppleness, to
apply itself more dexterously to hems and turns of the
matter, in all its researches. —Locke.

IX Technically

:

t, Arch. A Carp. : One section of the frame
of a building, which is put together on the
ground or foundation, and then raised by
holding the feet of the posts and elevating
the upper portion. A bent consists of posts
united by the beams which pass transversely
across the building. When raised it is secured
by the beams of the side to the other bents.
{Knight. )

(a) Crabb thus distinguishes between bent,
curved, crooked, and awry:—" Bent is here the
generic term, all the rest are but modes of
the bent; what is bent is opposed to that
which is straight ; things may therefore be
bent to any degree, but when curved they are
bent only to a small degree ; when crooked
they are bent to a great degree : a stick is bent
any way ; it is curved by being bent one
specific way ; it is crooked by being bent
different ways. Things may be bent by acci-
dent or design ; they are curved by design, or
according to some rule ; they are crooked by
accident or in violation of some rule : a stick
is bent by the force of the hand ; a line is

curved so as to make a mathematical figure
;

it is crooked so as to lose all figure. Awry
marks a species of crookedness, but crooked is
applied as an epithet, and awry is employed
to characterise the action ; hence we speak of
a crooked thing, and of sitting or standing
awry."

(b) Bent, bias, inclination, and prepossession
are thus discriminated :—" All these terms
denote a preponderating influence on the mind.
Bent is applied to the wills, affections, and
powers in general ; bias solely to the judg-
ment ; inclination and prepossession to the
state of the feelings. The bent includes the
general state of the mind, and the object on
which it fixes a regard ; bias, the particular
influential power which sways the judging
faculty : the one is absolutely considered with
regard to itself ; the other relatively to its
results and the object it acts upon. Bent is
sometimes with regard to bias as cause is to
effect

; we may frequently trace in the par-
ticular bent of a person's likes and dislikes
the principal bias which determines his
opinions. Inclination, is a faint kind of bent;
prepossession is a weak species of bias: an
inclination is a state of something, namely, a
state of the feelings

; prepossession is an actual
something, namely, the thing that pre-
possesses." (Crabb: Eng.Synon.)

2. Mining: The term used when the ore
suddenly deviates from its usual course in the
mine.

bent-gauge, s.

Wood-working, &c. : A gauge whose blade
forms an angle with the handle. (Used by
wood-workers and sculptors.)

bent-gouge, 5.

Wood-working: A gouge bent towards the
basil, and used for scooping or hollowing out
concave surfaces ; a bent-neck gouge.

bent-graver, s.

1. Jewelry ; A scorper.

2. Engraving: A graver with a blade so
bent as to reach a surface whose plane is
lower than a marginal rim. (Used in chasing
and in engraving monograms in sunken
tablets.)

bent-lever, s. A lever the two arms of
which form an angle at whose apex is the
fulcrum, as a bell-crank lever

Bent-lever balance: A weighing-scale in
which the scale-pan w is attached to the
short end a of the bent-lever, which is
pivoted on the summit of a post b, and whose

BENT-LEVER BALANCE.

weighted end c traverses a graduated arc to a
distance proportioned to the weight in the
pan w. As the weight c ascends, its leverage
becomes greater, and it balances a corre-
spondingly greater weight in the pan w. Its
leverage in the position shown is indicated by
the vertical dotted line dropped from d.
(Knight.)

bent-pipe, 5.

angle in it.

A pipe with a curve or

BENT-PIPE FILTER.

Bent-pipe filter : A tube whose bend forms
a receptacle for a certain quantity of sand
through which water passes, entering at one
leg and being discharged at the other.

bent-rasp, s. A rasp having a curved
blade. (Used by gunstockers and sculptors.)

bent (2), s. [A. 8. beonet (Mahn; not in Bos-
worth) ; O.S. binet ; Ger. binse = a rush ; M. H.
Ger. binuz, binz = a bent, a grass ; O. H. Ger.
pinuz.)

L In England

:

1. Of the plants so called. Bent (sing.), bents
(pi.): A general form meaning usually—

(1) The old stalks of various grasses. Thus
near London the word is applied chiefly to
the Reed Canary-Grass (Phalarisarundinacea);
in South Buckinghamshire and Cumberland
principally to the Crested Dog's-tail Grass
(Cynosurus cristatus) ; in the north of York-
shire to the Pine Bent-grass (Agrostis vul-
garis) ; in Suffolk to the Rushy Sea Wheat-
grass (Triticum junceum); and in the East of
England generally, as in Scotland, to the
Sea Reed, Psamma arenaria, called also Ammo-
phila arundinacea.

(2) Various stiff-stalked endogenous plants
not admitted by botanists to belong to the
Graminaeeae, or order of Grasses proper.
Thus Bailey applies the term bent to the Lake
Clubrush, or Bull-rush (Scirpus lacustris). In
Yorkshire and the north ofEngland generally it
is used of the Heath Rush (Juncus squarrosus),
one of the Juncacea? (Rushes).

(3) Various dry orstiff-stalked plants not even
belonging to the Endogenous sub-kingdom
Thus in Wilts and East Yorkshire the name is
applied to the Greater Plantain (Plantago
major), and the Ribwort Plantain (P. lanceo-
lata); in Wilts to the first of these two plants

;

in Cheshire to two Heaths, the Pine-leaved
Heath (Erica cinerea), and the Common Ling
(Calluna vulgaris).

2. Of the place where they grow : A place
overspread with bents. [II. 2.]

3. Generally : Any field or meadow.
" On (elde they faght as they were wode.
Ovyr the bentys ranne the Mode."

Bone Florence, 1,03*.
'" As burne upon bent his bugle he blowez."

II. In Scotland

:

1. Of the plant so called

:

(1) The Sea Reed, Psamma arenaria, called
also Ammophila arundinacea.

(2) The Rushy Sea-wheat grass (Triticum
junceum).

2. Of the place where they grow : A place
overspread with any of the plants now de-
scribed, and especially with the Sea-reed
mentioned under I., 1, and II. (1).

To gae to the bent (Scotch) : To go to the bent.
The same as to tak the bent (q.v.).

To tak the bent (Scotch) : To take to the bent

;

to attempt to hide one's self among the bents
when fleeing from battle.

Black Bent: A grass (Alopecurus agrestls,
Linn.).

Broad Bent: A grass (Psamma arenaria,
Beauv.) (Scotl, Edmonston's MS.).

Hendon Bent : A grass (Cynosurus cristatus,
Linn.,—Midd.) ''The hay of Middlesex is

often of good quality. Heudon, perhaps, pro-
duces the hay which has the best name in the
market. (Journal Royal Agric. Society, 1869,
p. 25.)

Mother of Bent: Elymus arenarius, Linn.
Outer Hebrides. (Macgillivray : Journ. Nat.
and Geogr. Science, ii. 93.)

Narrow Bent: Elymus arenarius, Linn. (Ed-
monston's MS.)
Way Bent : Hordeummurinum, Linn. ; Cyno-

surus cristatus, Linn. (Martyn's Flora Rustica,
1793.) (Britten & Holland, <&c.)

bent-grass, s. The English name for
Agrostis, a genus of grasses, tAgrostis.]
Six species occur in Britain. Two—the Fine
Bent-grass (Agrostis vulgaris) and Marsh Bent-
grass (A. alba)—are awnless ; both are common.
The only common awned species is the Brown
Bent-grass (A. canina).

White Bent Grass : Agrostis alba, Linn.

ben-tha -ml-a, s. [Prom Mr. George Ben-
tham, F.R.S., an eminent English botanist,
born about 1800, and in 1880 still living.]
A genus of plants belonging to the order
Cornacese (Cornels). Benthamia fragifera is a
plant, sometimes seen in English gardens,
with four flaky petals and a red, cherry-like
fruit.

Ben'-tham-Ism, s. [From Eng. proper name
Bentham (see def.), and suffix -ism.] The
philosophy of Jeremy Bentham, a celebrated
jurist and writer on law and other cognate
subjects, who was born in London 15th Feb.,
1747-8, and died on 6th June, 1832. The
essential principles of Benthamism were that
the aim or end of all human life is happiness
—of the kind derived from the absence of

pain and the presence of enjoyment. To put
forth efforts, then, for the greatest happiness
of the greatest number should be the supreme
aim of governments and of private individuals,
and is itself the highest morality.

" Yes, hollow Formulism, gross Benthamism, and
other unherolc atheistic Insincerity, is visibly and
even rapidly declining."—CarlyU : Heroes, Lect v.

Ben tham itc, n. A follower of the phil-

osophy of Jeremy Bentham.
"A faithful Bentfuimite traversing an age still

dimmed by the mists of transcendentalism."—Jr.
Arnold : Essay in Crit., p. xlii.

*•, bo*^; pd*ut, Jd%l; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; gc, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t
-tiaa = 8han. -tlon, -sion shun; -tion, -sion zhun. -tieus, sious, -cious - shus. ble, -die, &c = bel, dfL
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ben -tljfick, ben -tick, s. Ac a. [Named after

Capt. Bentinck.]

A. As substantive (pi. Bentincks):

Xaut. Bentincks: Triangular courses used
as try-sails in America, but superseded here
by storm stay-sails.

B. As adjective: Invented by Capt Bentinck.

bentiok or bentinck boom,
Naut. : A boom stretchiug the foot of the

foresail in small square-rigged merchant-men.

bentick or bentinck shrouds,
Naut : Shroudsextendingfromthe wrencher

buttock staves to the opposite lee channels.
(Admiral Smyth.)

ben -ti ness, s. [Eng. benty; -ness.] The
state of being covered with bent. (Sootcit..)

(Jamieson.) [Bent (2).]

bent ing, a. [Eng. bent (2), and -ing.) Per-

taining to bents.

Baiting time: The time when (it is said)

pigeons feed on bents, before peas are ripe.

" Bare benting timet and m mil tine months may come."
Itrj/den : Bind & Panther ill. 1,284.

ben-tlT'-i, ben-tiV-£-d, s. [Brazilian.)

The Brazilian name of a bird (Tyrannus sul-

phuratus, Vieillot). It belongs to the Laniadse,
or Shrike family.

bent'-wood, s. [Bindwood.] A name given

in the border counties of England and Scot-

land to the Common Ivy (Hedera helix)*

bent y, t bent'-ey, * bent'-le, a. [Eng.
bent ; -y.]

1. Abounding in bents; overgrown with
bents.

"... be the Erishe ; it li very guide lor store, being
ientejf."—Monroe : Ilea, p. 31 (Jamieton.)

2. Resembling bent.

"The statlte 1b very small and bentie'—Oerarde ;

BerbaU, p. 00.

benumb ', bc-numhe (b silent), * be-
nome, 'be num', v.t. & i. [Eng. prefix be,

and numb ; A.S. benumen, pa. par. of beniman
= to deprive, to take away. From prefix be,

and niman = to take away; Ger. benehmen m
to take away.]

A* Transitive:

1. Literally:

(1) To render torpid ; to deprive a portion
of the body of sensation by the application of
cold, by impeding the free circulation of the
blood, or in any other way.

* (2) To cause to look as iftorpidity of circu-

lation existed ; to render pallid.

" Her heart does quake, and deadly pallied hew
Benumb* her cheekes."

Bpenter: P. Q., VL viii. 40.

2. Figuratively: To deaden, to render torpid
the intellect, the emotions, or the will.

" There are some feelings time cannot benumb."
Byron : Cktide Harold, iv. 19.

B. Intransitive : To make numb.

% If the objective, which is implied, were
expressed, it would become transitive.

"... if the sleepy drench
Of that forgetful lake benumb not still.

"

MiUon: P. L., hk. IL

benumbed' (b silent), * be-no me, pa. par.
[Benumb.]

be numbed ness (b silent), * be-num -

mednesse, s. [Eng. benumbed; O. Eng. be-

nummed, and suffix -ness.] The state of being
benumbed ; torpidity of the sensations, the
Intellect, the emotions, or the will. Spec.—

1, The state of being physically benumbed.
" Preternatural sleep Is a committing a rape upon

the body and mind, whereby the offensive superfluities.

by their violent assaults, force the brain to a benumbed-
net* tor its destruction."—Smith : Old Age, p. m.
2. Torpidity of spiritual feeling.
" When there is a benumbedneu, or searedneea, upon

the grand principle of spiritual sense, we come ' to be
past feeling.* "

—

South : aermont, ix. 55.

be numb -er (b silent), s. [Ens. benumb ; -er. ]

One who or that which benumbs.

be-numT>-Ing (b silent), * be numm lng,
pr. par., a. & s. [Benumb.]

A. & B, As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

". . . death's benumbing opium . .
."

Milton ; Samton AgonUtet.

C. As mibst. : The act of benumbing or ren-

dering torpid ; the state of being benumbed.
"a . . . benummlng and congelation of the body."

—

Holland: Plutarch, p. 814. {Richardeon.)

bei-ntimh-ment (6 silent), s. [Eng. benumb ;

-ment] The act of benumbing; the state of

being benumbed. (Kirby.)

ben-wart, adv. [Scotch ben = the interior,

and wart = Eng. ward.] Inward, toward the

interior of a house. [Ben.]
" Than benwart thay yeid quhair brandis wu bricht."*

Ilanf Coilgear ; A. iij. b. {Jamiemn.)

ben weed, *. [Scotch ben, of doubtful etym.,
and Eng. weed.) Ragwort (Senecio Jacobaza).

•benwyttre,*. [Benewith.] (Prompt. Parv.)

*ben-yng', a, (Scotch.) The same as Eng.
Benign (q.v.).

* ben -y-son, s. [Benison.]

ben za-mid a cc1 -Ic, a.

acetic']

[Eng. benzamide

;

Also called

benzamidacetlc acid, s.

Ch£m ;

CaH2NH(C6H5CO>
" COOH

Hippuric Acid. It occurs in large quantities

in the urine of graminivorous animals in the

form of alkaline salts. It crystallises in long,

slender, white, square prisms ; it dissolves in

400 parts of cold water, also in hot alcohol.

When mixed with putrid matter, it forms ben-
zoic acid. Hippuric acid is monobasic ; hip-

purates of the alkalies are very soluble. It can
be formed by the action of benzoyl chloride

on silver araidacetate. It is decomposed by
alkalies Into amidacetic acid and benzoic acid.

bcn'-za-mlde, s. [Eng. benz(oin); amide.)

f
H

.;N{H
I Gal

Chem. : N { H Obtained by heating
(qgHcco.

ammonium benzoate ; also by oxidising hip-

puric acid with lead dioxide. Benzamide is a
crystalline substance, nearly insoluble in cold

but easily soluble in boiling water, also in

alcohol and ether. It melts at 115°, and vola-

tilises at 290%

ben -zone, s. [Eng. benzoin), and suffix -ene.)

GViem.: CgHfj. An aromatic hydrocarbon, also

called benzol or phenyl hydride, discovered in

1825 by Faraday in the liquid condensed during
the compression of oil gas ; it was called by
him bicarburet of hydrogen. In 1849, it was
found in coal tar by C. B. Mansfield, who lost

his life while experimenting with it on the 25th

of February, 1855. Aniline is produced from
it, which again is the source of the celebrated
modern dyes, mauve, magenta, Ac. It is ob-

tained from the more volatile portion of coal-

tar oil. It is also formed by distilling benzoic
acid with lime. Benzene is a thin, colourless,

strongly refracting liquid; it boils at 82°. It

dissolves fats, resins, iodine, sulphur, and phos-
phorus ; sp. gr., 0'885. Benzene is formed when
acetylene is passed through a tube heated to

dull redness. Many substitution products of

benzene have been formed. The atoms of C
and H are arranged as H H
shown in the figure. v /
The numbers placed C=C
against the C denote the /1 a\
position of the H atoms H—C e zC—

H

with regard to each ^5 4#
other. Benzene can, C—

C

when two atoms of H / \
are replaced by chlo- ** **

rine, &c, or monatomic radicals, form three
modifications, according as the replaced II is

in the position 1 — 2, or 1—3, or 1—4. Benzene
unites with chlorine or bromine in direct sun-
light, forming additive compounds, CgHgClg.

ben -ale, s. [Eng. benz(oin), and suffix -He.]

Chem. : C14H10O0. A crystalline substance
obtained by the action of chlorine on benzoin

;

it melts at 90
s
. It is isomeric with dibenzoyl.

ben zll lc, a. [Eng. benzine); -ic.] Of or

belonging to benzile.

benzilic acid, s.

Chem. : C^HjsOj. It is called also diphenyl-

glycollic acid. It is obtained by the action

of alcoholic potash on benzoin On saturating

the alkaline solution with hydrochloric acid,

the benzilic acid separates in small, colour-

less, transparent crystals, which melt at 120
s
.

ben -sine, s. [Benzolinb.]

ben-zd'-ate, *. [Eng. benzo(in); suff. -ate.]

[Benzoic Acid.]

ben-zd gly-cdl -lie, a, [Eng. benzc\in) glf-
(cerin) (al)cohoL

]

benzoglycollic add, t.

Chem. : C9HRO4. Formed by treating hip-
puric acid witn nitrous acid ; then nitrogen
is liberated. Benzoglycollic acid contains the
elements of benzoic and glycol] ic (oxyacetic)
acid, minus one molecule of water. It crys-

tallises in colourless prisms.

ben-zfi-hel'-l-cln, s. [Eng. benzo(in); Kelicin

(q.v.).]

Chem. : CiaHi^CyHsOXV. Produced by the
action of dilute nitric acid on benzo-saliein.

It is resolved by boiling with alkalies or acid
into benzoic acid, salicylol, and glucose.

ben-zo'-Ic, a. [Eng. benzoHn); -ic] Pertain-
ing to benzoin, existing in benzoin.

benzole acid, s.

Chemistry: C7H 6 2 or CsH5.CO.OH. It is

called also pheiiylformic acid. It is obtained
by oxidation of benzjiic alcohol by aqueous
chromic acid ; by oxidation of benzoic aldehyde,
methyl-benzene, &c. ; from benzene by acting
on its vapour by carbonyl chloride, which con-
verts it into benzoyl chloride, and decompobing
this substance by water; by boiling hippurifl

acid with HC1 ; or by heating the calcium Bait

of phthalic acid with lime. Benzoic acid exists

in a large quantity in gum-benzoin, Eros]

which it is obtained by sublimation. Benzoic
acid is a monobasic aromatic acid ; its salt** are

called benzoates, and are soluble, except the

basic ferric salt Calcium benzoate by dry
distillation is resolved into calcium carbonate
and benzophenone. But dry benzoic acid

distilled with excess of quicklime is decom-
posed into carbonic dioxide and benzene.

Benzoic acid has a slight smell when warmed
;

it melts at 121", boils at 250°. It dissolves in

200 parts of cold and in 25 parts of boiling

water, and also in alcohol. It forms li{;ht,

feathery, colourless crystals.

benzole alcohol, s. [Benzyl Alcohol.]

benzoic aldehyde, s.

Chemistry : Bitter - almond oil, CrHgO or

C6H6.CO.H. It ia the aldehyde of benzyl

alcohol, and is obtained by the oxidation of

amygdalin with nitric acid ; by digesting

bitter almonds and water for six hours at 30
s

to 40° ; by the action of nascent hydrogen on
chloride of benzoyl ; or by distilling a mixture

of calcium benzoate and formate. Pure

benzoic aldehyde is a thin colourless liquid

with a peculiar odour, sp. gr. 1 043, and boils

at 189* ; dissolves in thirty parts of water, and
mixes with alcohol and ether. Exposed to

the air, it absorbs oxygen, and is converted

into benzoic acid. It forms crystalline com-

pounds with alkaline bisulphites. Ammonia
converts it into hydrobenzamide, a white

crystalline body, which, when boiled with

aqueous potash, is converted into ainarine.

benzoic chloride, *. [Benzoyl Chlo-
ride.]

benzoic oxide, ».

c H CO>
Chem.: Benzoic anhydride, cJhs".Co1^'

It is obtained by the action of benzoyl chloride

and potassium benzoate. It crystaUisei in

oblique rhombic prisms, which melt at 42° and

distil at 310°.

benzoil, s. [Benzoin, 1.]

ben zo'- in, ben-zo'-ine, * bel-zo'-ln,

• ben zoil, ben'-ja-xnin, *. [In Sw. ben-

me; Ger. benzoebaum, the tree, and beiizoe,

benzoin, the gum ; Pr. benjovn ; Sp. 6en;Mi ;

Port, beijoim ; Ital. belzuino. Mann suggests

comparison (1) with Pers. bandst, binasdt, ban-

&aab, band8ib= terebinth resin, from ban wan
= terebinth grain, asab = an excrescence on

the body ; and (2) with wanizad = turpentine

of the pistachio-tree. Benjamin is a cOCTUpewn

of benzoin, and not benzoin a corruption of

benjamin. All the chemical words beginning

with benz are derived from this word, as ben-

zoic acid was first obtained from the gum.]

1. (Generally of the corrupted form benjamin.)

Botany, Comm., Ac. : A kind of resin ob-

tained from a tree, the Styrax benzoin, which

belongs to the order Ebenacese fEbenadsJ.

It grows in Sumatra, Borneo, and the ad-

jacent islands. Incisions are made in the

tree from which the resin exudes, the latter

when it comes being left to dry, and then

being removed by a knife. Each tree yielas

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. »,oe c; ey-a. qu = kw.
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annually about three pounds of resin. It is

used as a medicine in chronic diseases of the
lungs, as an ingredient in perfumery, and in

the incense of Roman Catholic and Ritualist

churches. [Stybax.]
" Belzoin or bentoin Is the rosin of a tree."

—

Turner:
Herbal, pt. 11.

2. {Of the form benzoin, never benjamin.)

(1) Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Lauracese (Laurels). The species are

found in North America and in NepauL The
berries of Benzoin odoriferum yield an aro-

matic stimulant oiL They are said to have
been used during one of the American wars as

a substitute for allspice. {Treat, of Bot)

(2) Phar.: Asa dulcis as opposed to A.
fatida. [Aba,]

(3) Ckevt. : Ci^HigO;). A polymeric modifi-

cation of benzoic aldehyde, which remains in

the retort when the crude oil is distilled with
lime or iron oxide to free it from hydrocyanic
add.

benzoin tree, benjamin tree, s.

Botany : A tree, Styrax benzoin, described
under Benzoin (1) and Stybax (q.v.).

ban -zol, s. [Benzene.]

ben zole. benzol, s. & a. [From Eng.
b- nzu(in), and Lat ole{um)

%
ol{eum) = oil.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ckem. {of the form benzol) : [Benzene.]

2. Min. {of theform benzole) : A fluid mineral
detected in 1856, both in Rangoon tar and in

the naphtha of Boroslaw in Galicia, {Dana.)

B. .4s adjective {of the form benzole) : Con-
sisting of, containing, or allied to, benzole.

Min. Benzole Group or Series : A group of
minerals, placed by Dana under bis simple
Ilydrocarlwiis. He includes under it benzole,
toluole, xylole, camole, and cymole. All are
Fluid at ordinary temperatures.

L n -zo line, s. fc a. [Eng. benzol; -int.]

A* As substantive

:

1. Chem. : Amarine, an organic base obtained
from hydro-benzamide by boiling it with
aqueous potash. Insoluble in water, but
dissolves in alcohol, forming an alkaline solu-
tion which deposits small colourless pris-

matic crystals. It forms sparingly soluble
•alts. Its formula is C^

1
H 19 N'o.

2. Comm. : Benzine, a name given to any
volatile inflammable liquid hydrocarbon which
burns with a luminous flame, chiefly to the
following:— (1) Coal-tar naphtha, consisting

rncipally of benzene and its horaologues.
is used for removing grease from fabrics

and as a solvent. Our lady readers should,
however, be warned that if they wash kid
gloves in benzoline with the view of removing
stains of grease, they must not afterwards put
the gloves on their hands, and hold them to
the fire to dry. If they do, the vapour of
the benzoline will ignite the gloves, which
will flame fiercely, within the last few years
at least three cases of most fearful injury have
arisen in this precise manner, one of them with
fatal results. (2) Petroleum spirit, consisting
of heptane, C-Hu, and other pjrafHns. It is

used as a solvent and also to burn in lamps.
These different liquids are often sold mixed
together ; th eir vapour is explosive when mixed
•rithair. [Petroleum.] On the 2nd of October,
1874, at 4*55 a.m., a loud explosion was heard
over all London and far into the country
around. It was found that a barge called the
Tilbury, proceeding along the Regent's Canal,
freighted with about Ave tons of gunpowder,
and carrying in addition a quantity of benzo-
line, had blown up, killing three men on
board, destroying itself, demolishing a bridge
over the canal, and damaging many houses.
Investigation was held which showed that the
vapour of the benzoline escaping was ignited
by a fire or light in the cabin, and at once
exploded the gunpowder. It is not now per-
missible to carry gunpowder and benzoline
together in the same boat
B. As adjective: Composed of benzoline;

fed by benzoline, supplied with benzoline, in
which benzoline is burnt.

ben -zone, s. [Eng. benzoin), and {ket)one.]
[Benzophenone. ]

ben-zS-ni't-rile, * [Eng. benzo(in) ; nttrile
(qv.).]

Chem. : Phenyl cyanide, C*H6 CN. Formed
by the action of phosphoric oxide on ammo-

nium benzoate. It is an oily liquid, boiling
at 190-e".

ben zo-phe- none, s. [Eng. benzo{in) ;

phenH* (q.v.).]

Chemistry : Diphenyl ketone = benzone,

Ci*H10O or CO"-! £
6
^

6
. The ketone of ben-

zoic acid. Prepared by dry distillation of
potassium benzoate. A crystalline substance ;

melts at 48*, distils at 806°. Hot fuming
nitric acid converts it into dinitro-benzone,
Ci8H8(N02)iO. An isomeric modification,
melting at 26*, is obtained by acting on di-

phenyl methane with chromic acid mixture.

ben'-zoyl, a. [Eng. benzo{in); and Gr. v\n
{huU) = . . . matter.]

Chem. : An organic monad aromatic radical,

having the formula (CgH>CO)'. [Dibenzoyl. ]

benzoyl-benzoic acid, s.

Chem.: CpH5.CO.CflH5.CO.OH. Anorganic
monatomic ketone acid, obtained when benzyl-
benzene, benzyltoluene, or benzylethylbenzene,
is oxidised by chromic acid. It crystallises

in white silky needles, which melt at 194',

and by reducing agents is converted into
benzylbenzoic acid.

benzoyl chloride, s.

Chemistry: Benzoic chloride, CflH5.CO.Cl.
Formed by the action of phosphorus penta-
chloride on benzoic acid. It is a colourless
liquid with a disagreeable pungent odour

;

sp. gr. 1 106. Its vapour burns with a greenish
flame. It is decomposed by water into ben-
zoic and hydrochloric acids. It boils at 196°.

ben-zyl, s. [Eng. benzoin); and Gr. vAn
{huh) = . . . matter.]

Chem. : An organic monad aromatic radical,
having the formula (CgHs-CH^'-

benzyl acetate, *.

Chemistry : C6H5.CH2.O.OC.CH3. A liquid
having the odour of pears, boiling at 210°. It
is an ether formed by distilling acetic acid,
benzyl-alcohol, and strong sulphuric acid to-

gether.

benzyl alcohol, s.

Chem. : Benzylic alcohol, benzoic alcohol,

CflH5.CH2.OH = C7H80. A monatomic aro-

matic aleohol, obtained along with benzoic
acid by the action of alcoholic potash on
benzoic aldehyde ; also by distilling benzyl
chloride with caustic potash. Benzyl alcohol
is a colourless, strongly refracting, oily liquid,

boiling at 207°; sp. gr. at 14° is 1051. It is

insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol,
ether. It is converted by platinum black into
benzoic aldehyde ; by aqueous chromic acid
into benzoic acid. Strong HC1 converts it

into benzyl chloride.

benzyl-benzene, s.

Chemistry: Diphenylmethan, benzylbenzol,
C6lI5.CH2.CgH5. An aromatic hydrocarbon,
obtained by boiling a mixture of benzene and
benzyl chloride with zinc dust It is a
colourless liquid, boiling at 261".

benzyl benzoic acid, s.

Chem. : CflH5.CHj1.CO.OH. Anorganic mon-
atomic acid obtained by the action of reducing
agents on benzoylbenzoic acid, into which it

is re-converted by the action of oxidising
agents. It crystallises in white needles,
melting at 151°.

benzyl chloride, s.

Chem. : CaHK.CHjsCl. A colourless liquid,

boiling at 176 , obtained by the action of
chlorine on boiling toluene. If chlorine be
passed through toluene in the cold, the princi-
pal product is monochlortoluene, C0H4CI.CH3.

benzyl-ethyl-benzene, s.

Chemistry : Benzylethylbenzol, C^H^ =
CflH5.0H2>CgH4.C2H5. An aromatic hydro-
carbon, obtained by the action of zinc dust on a
mixture of benzyl chloride and ethyl benzene.
It is a colourless aromatic liquid, which dis-

solves in alcohol, ether, and benzene. It boils

at 295
s
, and is oxidised by chromic acid into

benzoyl-benzoic. acid, CaH5.CO.CaHj.CO.OH.

benzyl toluene, $.

Chem. : Benzylmethylbenzene, benzyltoluol

,

tolylphenylmethan, CflH5.CH2.CflH4.CH3. An
aromatic hydrocarbon, formed when a mix-
ture of toluene and benzyl chloride Is boiled
with zinc dust. It is a colourless liquid,

boiling at 279".

ben zyl-a-mine, 5. [Eng. beuzyl; amine.]

Chem. : CeHa-CH^NHa). An aromatic base
metameric with toluidine. It is obtained by
the action of alcohobc ammonia on benzyl
chloride. It is a colourless liquid, boiling ;'it

188°
; it dissolves in water, and unites with

acids, forming crystalline compounds.

ben-z^l'-Ic, a. [Eng. benzyl; -i&J Of or
belonging to benzyl (q.v.).

* beo, v.i. JA.S. beo = I am or shall be ; from
6«Mi = tobe.] [Be.}

* beo, prep. [By.] By.
" The doughter dude overcome hem bothe,
Beo riht reson and eveue."

X*ng of Tart, 274. {Boucher.)

* beode, v.t. [A.S. beodan m to command,
order, bid, will, offer, enjoy.] [Bin.]

1. To summon.
" Therfore, lordynges, ont^riht,
l>nik, erl, haroun, and kniht,
Let yor folk out beode."

Kyng of Tart, M7. (Boucher.)

2. To proffer.
" Fyf kynges were of heigh parayle.
Uppon the soudan toei beode bataile."

Kyng of Tart, 1,017-18.

* beod, *. [A.S. bed = a prayer.] [Bead,
Bede.] A prayer.

* boon, v. i. [Be. ] To be.

* beor-yng (1), *. [O. Eng. for Burying.]
Interment.

" Of his beoryng no tiling no dredith.
Into Egipte his body ledith."

A litaunder, 8,000. ( Boarher.

)

* beor-yng (2), s. (O. Eng. for Bearing.]
Birth.

" In his beoryng, bo feol a cae.
Theo eorthe schok, the seo bjcam grime :

Theo Bunne withdrough schynyng schene."
Alitaunder, 087.

t be-paint , v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and paint.]
To paint over.

" Thou know'st the mask of night la on my face,
Else would a maiden blush bepaint my cheeks.

'

ShaJcetp. : Ram. i Jut., ii. 2.

* be-pale, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and pale.] To
render pale.

* be-paled, pa. par. k a. [Bepale.]
"... those pertur'd lips of thine,
Brpaid with blasting sighs."

Carew : Poems, p. 71.

* be-pal-Ing, pr. par. [Bepale.]

* be-part, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and part.] To
divide, share.

" Hiero counaailed him to bepartm bis importable
labours,"—Elyot : The Governour, p. 7.

* bc-peach', * bi-peche, v.t. [A.S. bepaxan.]

To deceive, betray.
" Ne aaltu nevere knewen, wanne he the wole bi-

pechen."—Helig. Antiq., L 180.

t be-pearl'ed, a. [Eng. pref. be, and pearled.}

Covered with pearl-like lustrous spots.

"This primrose all bepeartd withjdew."
Carew : The Primrom.

t be-pSp'-per, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and Tapper.]
To pelt with anything, as if one had thrown
pepper at a person ; to pepper over.

"... bepowdering their ribs, bepeppering their
noeea, . . ."—Sterne: Trittram Shandy, vilL 6,

t bfi-pSp -pered, pa. par. & a. [Bepbpper.]

t be'-pep'-per-Ing, pr. par. [Bepepper.]

t b^'-per-I-Wigged, a. [Eng. prefix be, and
periwigged.] Equipped with a periwig.
(Nuttall, Hyde Clarke, &c.)

be pinch, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and pinch.]

To pinch all over ; to mark with pinches.

be-pinch ed, t be-plncht, pa. par. & a,

[Bepinch. ]

" In their sides, arms, shoulders, all bepincht,
Ban thick the weals, red with blood, ready to start

out." Chapman.

be-pinch -ihg, pr. par. [Bepinch.]

be-plalt-e'd, be'-plait'-ed, a. [Eng. prefix

be, and plaited.) Plaited ; covered with plaits.

{Mrs. Butler.)

be-plas'-ter, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, s.nd plaster.]

To plaster ; to plaster over.
" Like an all-Judging beauty, his colours he spread.
And beplatter'd with rouge his own natural red."

Goldsmith: Retaliation.

be'-plas'-tered, pa. par. & a. [Beplaster.]

b&l. 00^; pout, jo\vl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -lug.

-clan, tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. tious, -sious, -dons = shus, -ble, -die, &c = bcl, del
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be plas ter-Ing, pr. par. [Beplaster.]

* be-plot-mele, adv. [Pref. be - by, and
plotmele.] Bit by bit; in bits. {Prompt,
Parv.)

be-plu mod, a, [Bng. prefix be, and plumed.]
Possessed of a plume ; decked out in a plume.

-The younrc In armour bright which shone like gold,
beplumed with each gay feather of the East . ,

."—
Sterne : Sentimental Journey.

t>6-pd'w'-der, v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and powder.]
To cover with powder.

% See example under Becurl.

be-po'w'-dered, pa. par. k a. [Bspovder.]

be pb^'-der-illK, pr. par. [Bepowder.]

be prais e, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and praise.]

To praise greatly ; to praise.

"Generals, who once had crowds hallooing after
them, wherever they went; who were bepraxsed by
newspapers and magazines — hare long sunk into
merited obscurity."—Goldsmith : Ess. 8.

be prais ed, pa. par. k a. [Bepraise]

be prais -ihg, pr. par. [Bepraise]

* be-pro se, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and prim.]

To convert into prose.

Such was his doom impos'd by Heavens decree,
With ears that hoar not. eyes that shall not see.

The low to swell, to lerell the sublime.
To blast all beauty and beprose all rhyme."

Mallet: Verbal Criticism, {Bxhardson.)

7 be-ptick -ered, a. [Eng. prefix be, and
puckered.] Puckered. (Webster.)

* be pud died (died as deld), a. [Eng.

prefix be, and puddled.] Bemired by the
muddy feet of those passing over it. (Lit. &
fig)

"... while their tradition was clear and evident,
and not so be-puddled as it since hath been with the
mixture of heretlcks striving to spoil that which did
so much mischief to their causes."— Bp. Taylor : Epis-
copacy Aliened, a 18.

[Eng. prefix be, and puffed.]be puffed, a.

(Webster.)

•be-pur -pie, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and purple.]
To render purple in colour ; to dye or tinge
with purple.

" Like to beauty, when the lawn.
With rosy cheeks bepurpled o'er, is drawn
To boast the loveliness it seems to hide."

Dudley Digges : Verses prefixed to Sandys' Psalms.

* be-puz'-xle\ v. t. [Eng. pref. be, and puzzle.]
To puzzle greatly.

" A matter that egregionsly bepuzled and entranced
my apprehension."—Nash*: Lenten Stuffe, p. 6.

*b6-qttal'-I-f^, * be^ual'-X-fie, tU. [Eng.
prefix be, and qualify.] To attribute or assign
nigh qualities to ; to characterise as.

" Amo. I doe vaile to
both your thanks and kisse
them, bat primarily to
yours, moat ingenious,
acute, and polite lad ie.

"Phi. Oodamy life, how
be does all to bequalijie
her ! ingenious, acute, and
polite ! as if there were not
others in place as ingeni-
ous, acute, and polite as
sbee."— fl Jonson; Cyn-
thia* /iereU, i v. a

be que, a. [Ft. bec-

quee, bequie = a beak-
fil, a mouthful ; a

k.]
BEQUR.

Her. : Beaked. The term is used specially

of a bird which has its bill enamelled differ-

ently from the rest of its body.

be que ath, * be queathe, * be quethc,
* by-quethe, v. t. [A.S. becwethan, bic-

wethan = to bequeath, to give by will ; be,

and cwethan = to say, speak, to call (bequests
originally being made by word of mouth,
scarcely any layman being able to write). In
O.S. quethan ; O. H. Ger. quethan, quedan

;

Goth, qvithan; I eel. qveda ; Sw. qvada; Dan.
quvesde = to chant, to sing ; identical with
Eng. Quoth (q.v.).]

1. LU. : To leave by will or testament.
" And dying, mention it within their wills.
Bequeathing it, as a rich legacy,
Unto their us ne."

Shakesp. : Julius Omar, iii. 1.

2. Fig. : To transmit by death, without the
formality of a will, to one's children, to a

successor, a sympathising friend, or a political

or religions party, or to posterity generally.

(o) To children.

"... had bequeathed to his children nothing but
his name and his rights."— Macaulay : Hist, ling.,
ch. i v i.

(b) To a political party.
" For Freedom's battle once began.
Bequeathed by bleeding sire to son,
Though baffled oft is ever wo a."

Byron: The Giaour.

(c) To posterity generally.

"... bat the best works which he has bequeathed
to posterity are his catches."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng.,
eh. xlv.

be-que athed, * be-quethld, P°» Par-

[Bequeath.]

be que ath er, * be queth-er, s. [Eng.

bequeath; -er.] One who bequeaths property
of any kind to another. (LU. A>fig.)

" If the bequether or maker of any will ; . ."

—

Wilson: Arte of Logikm, p. «. {Richardson.)

be-que ath-ing, pr. par. & a. [Bequeath.]

be que ath-ment, $. [Eng. bequeath ; -men*,]

The act of bequeathing ; the state of being
bequeathed; that which is bequeathed; a
legacy. (Johnson.)

bequest ,
* be quest e, * biqueste, * by

quyste, * by-quide, a [From Bequeath.]

1. The act of bequeathing ; the state of
being bequeathed.

" He claimed the crown to himself, pretending an
adoption or bequest of the kingdom unto him by the
Confessor."—Bale.

2. That which is bequeathed.

(a) Literally. Law <f Ord. Lang. .* A legacy.
" Not contentyd with such bequests as his fader to

hym gaue. "—Fabyan, vol. i.. ch. 48.

(b) Figuratively : Anything bestowed.
*' Than those resplendent lights, his rich bequest,
A dispensation of his evening power."

Wordsworth; Excursion, bk. tr.

* bequest', v.t. [From Bequest, a] To give
as a legacy.

" So bar is all I have to bequest.
And this is all I of the world request*

Qascoigne: A Remembrance.

be quote, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and quote.]

To quote often. (Eclectic Review.)

be-quo'-ted, pa. par. k a. [Bequote.]

be quo ting, pr. par. [Bequote.]

* ber (pret. * ber), v. The same as Bear (q.v.).

* ber (1) (pL * ber-ren), a [Berrv.]

* ber (2), a [Bier.]

*ber(3), «. [Bere.] Aery. (S. in Boucher.)

* be-rag'-ged, a. [Eng. pref. be, and ragged. ]

Very ragged.
" II est tout chipoult,
Ue is all to be-ragged." Cotgrave.

* be-ra in ,
* be rein, bcrayn, byryne,

v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and rain.] To rain upon,
to wet with rain.

" And with his teires salt her brest berainod."
Chaucer I Troilus, bk. It.

be-ra ined, pa. par. & a. [Berain.]

be-ra in-ing, pr. par. [Berain.]

* be ram-pire, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and ram-
pire = rampart.] To protect with a rampart

;

to fortify.

"0 Troy wals stronglye berampyred."—Stanyhurst

:

Virgil, bk. ii.

be-ra'te, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and rate.]

L With a person for the object : To rate
much, to scold.

H
. . he fell into a furious fit of choler and all-to

berated the foresaid To rani us.•—Holland ; Plinie, bk.
vlll., ch. 12.

2. With a thing for the object :

" So is the veritie of the gospell berated and laughed
to skorne of the miscreantes."— L'dall : Mark, ch. xv.

be-ra -t6d, pa. par. & a. {Berate.]

be-ra t-ing, pr. par. [Berate.]

be-r&t'-tle, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and raWZe.]
To make a rattling sound, to rattle.

" These are now the fashion : and so berattle the
,-mmon stages (so they call them), that many,wearing
rapiers, are afraid of goose quills, and dare scarce come
hither."—SKaketp. : Samlet, ii. a

b$-r&t'-tled, pa. par. & a. [Berattle.]

be-rat -tting, pr. par. [Berattle.]

ber-aun -lte, s. [From Beraun, in Bohemia,
where it occurs.] A mineral, a variety of
Vivianite (q.v.). It is a hydrous phosphate of
sesquioxide of iron, occurring not merely at
Beraun, in Bohemia (see etym.), but at Wheal
Jane, near Truro, in Cornwall.

*be-ray, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and O. Fr.
ray = dirt (q.v.).] To defile.

"Beraying the font and water, while the bishop was
baptizing him."—Milton: Of Ethelrod, Hist, of Eng..
bk. vi.

WS-ra'yed, pa. par. A a. [Berat.]

bt5-ra'y-ing, pr. par. [Beray.]

ber'-ber, a, [Barberry.] (Scotch.)

" Of box, and of berber, bigged ful bene."
Sir Oau-an and Sir Gal.. L a [Jamieeon.)

ber'-ber-al, a. [Formed by analogy as if from
a Lat. berberalis, from Lat. berberis.] Pertain-
ing or allied to, or associated with the genus
Berberis (q.v.).

Bot. : Berberal Alliance. [Berberales.]

ber-ber-a'-lef, «. pi [Bot. Lat berberaUt,

from berberis (q.v.).] The Berberal Alliance.

Bot r Lindley's 33rd Alliance of Plants. Ha
places it under his 2nd Exogenous sub-class

—

Hypogenous Exogens, and includes under it

the orders Droseracese, Fumariaceee, Berberi-
dacess, Vitacese, Pittosporacese, Olacacese, and
Cyrillaces (q.v.).

b&-ber-I-iia'-cfi-»(I/<»uJZey), ber-ber-Id-
e-S9 (Ventenat, Lot.), ber'-ber-Idfl (Eng.\
s. pi. [Berberis.]

Bot. : An order of plants, the typical one of
the Alliance Berberales. The sepals are three,
four, or six in a double row, and surrounded
by petaloid scales. The petals are equal In
number to the sepals, or there are twice as
many. The stamens are equal in number to
the petals, and opposite to them ; the anther
valves are recurved. There is a solitary free

one-celled carpel, with sutural placentas.

Seeds, many or two. Fruit, berried or cap-
sular. Leaves alternate. Compound shrubs
or perennial herbs found in Europe, America,
and India. Species known in 1844 = 110
(LindUy). Their prevailing quality is astrin-

gency or slight acidity. [For details see
Berberis, Epimedium, Bonoardia, and Leoh-
tice.] The order is divided into two sections,

(1) Berberidete, and (2) Nandinese (q.v.).

ber-ber-id -e-», s. [Berberis.]

Botany

:

1. A term used by Ventenat as a synonym
of Berberacess.

2. A section of Berberacece (q.v.). Type,
Berberis.

ber'-ber ine, *. [Lat. berber(w), and Eng.
suffix -ine. ]

Chem, : C^HxaNOs- A feeble base, slightlj

soluble in water, extracted from the root of

Berberis vulgaris. It crystallises in yellow
needles. It is a bitter powder, and has been
used in India, in the treatment of fevers, as a
substitute for quinine. It is, however, infe*

rior to quinine in its effects.

ber'-ber-is, s. [Barberry.]

Botany: A genus of plants, the typical one
of the order Berberidaceas (Berberids). The
sepals, petals, and stamina are each six in

number, and the berry is 2-3 seeded. Berberis

vulgaris is the common barberry. [Bar-
berry.] It is the only species indigenous in

Britain. B. aristata, Uicifolia, emarginata, and
fascicularis are cultivated species more or less

ornamental in their aspect. Of foreign species,

an extract of the root, stem, and branches of

the Indian or Ophthalmic Barberry, B. lycium

of Royle, Aukiok '\v6ikqv (Lukion Indicon) of

Dioscorides, is of use in ophthalmia. The
fruits of B. asiatica are dried in the sun like

raisins. [Barberry, Berberry.]

ber'-ber-r* «, [From Lat. berberta] The
same as Barberry (q.v.). [See also Ber-
beris.]

" Some never ripen to be sweet, ss tamarinds, ber-

berries, crabs, sloes, 4c"—Bacon : Natural History.

[Barberby-berberry - blight,
BLIGHT. ]

ber'-ceL, s. [Berseel.]

late, fit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, our, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e. cy - a. qu kw.
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* ber-cel-et, * ber-cel-lett, s. (Corr. from
0. Fr. berseret = hunting dog.] A small
hound or beagle.

"And every day for hie servant and his bercelett
during the sayd time twelve pence."— Plot : Nat. But.
«/ Staffordshire, p. 444.

* herd, s. [Beard.]

1, Mawgre one's berd : In spite of one.
" Her sal thou be mawgre thair berd,"

Gateaine t\ Oatcin, 7S3.

2. To run in one's berd : To offer opposition to.

" The cuntre sone he fond in hit berd redy ran."
Chron. Rob. de Brunne. IS. in Boucher.)

I ber -dash, t bur dash, s. [Etym. doubt-
ful.] A kind of neckcloth ; applied also to a
fringed sash worn round the waist by men in

the reign of George I. [Haberdasher.]
" I have prepared a treatise against the cravat and

oerttn.cn. which I am told ie not ill done."

—

Steele:
Guardian, No. X.

* berde (1), *. [Beard, Berd.] (Chaucer.)

* berde (2), ». [Etymology doubtful.] The
margin of a vessel.

"B«rtfeorbrynkeof awesselleorother lyke: Margo."
—Prompt. Parv.

* berde (3), s. [Bird.]

* bere (1), v.t. [Bear, v.] To bear. (Wycliffe,

ife.)

To bere upon : To charge with.
•* As ich am giltlea of that dede
That he opon the bere."

Ami* and Amiloun, 1,111-2.

* bere-bag, s. One who bears a bag. A
term of contempt applied by Minot to the
Scotch, who were said to carry a bag of oat-

meal when they went on a campaign or
plundering foray.

" He brought meni bere-bag
With bow redy bent"
Minot | Poems, p. 41. [8. in Boucher.)

•bere (2), v.i. [Bere, s. (5).] To cry out,
clamour.

bere (3), v.i. [Birr.] To birr. (Scotch.)

bere(l), *. [Birr.] (Scotch.)

•bere (2), «. [Boar, Bear.] (Old Eng. A
Scotch.)

* bere (3), * ber (2), *. [Bier.]

• bere (4), s. [Pillowbere.] A pillow or
cushion-cover.

" Many a pelowe and every bere
Of clothe of Raynes to slepe soft*."

Chaucer : Boke of the Duchett, 154.

•bere (5), «. [A. 8. gebcsre.] A noise, clamour.
Who makis eicb a here."—Townley Mysteries, p. 109.

bere (6), bear (2), betr (2), beer (1), «. [A.S.
bere = barley ; O. I eel. barr; Meso-Goth. bari-

uin (adj. )= of barley, as if from baris = barley

;

Lat farina= corn, far= spelt, a kind of grain

;

Heb. 1J (bar) = corn or grain, especially when
separated from the husk. [Barley, Barn,
Farinaceous.] The name given in Scotland,
and to a certain extent through the Empire, to
Eordeum hexastichum, a cereal with six rows
of seeds on its spike, hence called six-rowed
barley. It is cultivated in the north of Scot-
land and Ireland, being valued for its hardy
properties, and is used in malting, and for the
manufacture of spirits. Bere is a coarser and
less nutritious grain than barley, but thrives
in the poorest soil. It is also called bigg.

As bere-malt pays a less duty than barley-
malt, malsters sometimes attempt to defraud
the revenue by malting a mixture of bere and
barley, and presenting it for assessment as
bere-malt. This fraud can be detected by the
microscope.

" Of all corne thare is copy gret,
l'eae, and atys, bere, and qwhet."

Wjrntoum, i. ri, 6. [Jamieton.)

Be-re'-an, a. & s. [From Eng. Berea ; Lat.
JBercea ;'Qt. Bepota (Beroia), and Eng. suff. -an.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to Bercea, a
town in ancient Macedonia (Acts xvii. 10, 12

;

xx. 4), now called Verria or Kara Verria.

B. As substantive :

1. Geog. & Hist, (sing.) : A native of the fore-
going town.

2. Ch. Hist, (pi): A Scottish religious sect
founded by the Rev. J. Barclay in 1773, on
which account they were called also Bar-
clayans. Their aim was to become entitled to
the commendation bestowed by St. Luke on
the inhabitants of Beroea (Acta xvii. 11, 12).

The Bereans do not figure now, by that name
at least, in the Registrar-General's list of
Scottish or English sects.

be'-re'ave (pret. k pa. par. bereaved, *bereved,
'beraued, bereft, *berefle, * beraft), v.t. & i.

[From Eng. be, and reave. A.S. bereafian = to
bereave, seize, rob, or spoil : be, and reafian
= to seize, to rob. In Sw. berbfva ; Dan. be-

rove; Dut. berooven ; Ger. berauben.) [Reave,
Rob.]

A. Transitive:

L With a person or on animal for the objec-

tive:

t 1. Gen. : To deprive, rob, or spoil of any-
thing.

% The general sense of the word, though
not yet extinct, was formerly much more
common than it is now.

"There was never a prince bereaved of his dependen-
cies by bis council, except there hath been an over-
greatness in one counsellor."—Bacon; Essay t.

2. Spec. : To deprive of relatives, as a person
does who causes the death or departure of
any one, or as is done by Death itself per-
sonified.

" And Jacob their father said unto them. He have
ye bereaved of my children."—Gen. xlii. S6.

1[ (a) Bereave in this sense is followed by
the objective of the person deprived of any-
thing, while the thing itself has before it of
(see examples under 1 and 2) ; or (6) in poetry
the of may be omitted :

*' Who this high gift of strength committed to me,
In what part lodged, how easily bereft me."

Milton : Samson Agonittet.

* IX With a thing for the objective : To take
away, to remove. In this case that which is

reft is put in the objective, and the person or
thing losing it is preceded by from, or thence
is used, or some similar word.

" That no new loves impression ever could
Bereave it thence." Bpenmr : F. 0_., V. vl x.

B. Intransitive

:

% Crabb thus distinguishes between the
verbs to bereave, to deprive, and to strip:—
To bereave expresses more than deprive, but
less than strip, which in this sense is figura-
tive, and denotes a total bereavement : one is

bereaved of children, deprived of pleasures,
and stripped of property : we are bereaved of
that on which we set most value. The act of
bereaving does violence to our inclination ; we
are deprived of the ordinary comforts and con-
veniences of life ; they cease to be ours : we
are stripped of the things which we most
want ; we are thereby rendered as it were
naked. Deprivations are preparatory to be-

reavements ; if we cannot bear the one pa-
tiently, we may expect to sink under the
other. Common prudence should teach us to
look with unconcern on our deprivations

:

Christian faith should enable us to consider
every bereavement as & step to perfection

;

that when stripped of all worldly goods we
mrfy be invested with those more exalted and
lasting honours which await the faithful dis-

ciple of Christ

be-re'aved, pa. par. & a. [Bereave.]

bere ave-ment, s. [Eng. bereave; -men?.]

The state of being deprived of. (Specially
used of the loss of relatives by death.)

be-re'av-er, ». [Eng. bereav{e); -er\] One
who or that which bereaves.

" Yet hast thou lost at once all these, and he thine
only bereaoer"—Speed: Bitt. of Gt. Britain*}; The
Danes, an. 787.

be-re'av-Iug, pr. par. [Bereave.]

be-reft', pa. par. [Bereave.]
" For to my care a charjre is left,

Dangerous to one of aid bereft*
Scott : Rokeby, It. 4.

Ber-en-gar'-I-an, a. k s. [Lat., &c, Beren*
garius, and Eng. suff. -an.)

A. As adjective : Pertaining or relating to
Berengarius or his views.

" In this history of the Berengarian controversy . .
."

—Mosheim : Ch. Bitt. Note by Re id.

B. As subst. Ch. Hist, (jplur.): Berengarians.
The followers of Berengarius or those who
shared his views regarding the Sacred Com-
munion. Some Berengarians held consubstan-
tiation, but others anticipated the Zwinglian
doctrine that the communion elements were
only symbols and signs of the body and blood
of Christ, and not that body and blood them-
selves. [Berenoarianish.]

Ber-en-gar -i-an-ism, s. [Eng. Btrengcv
nan; -ism.]

Ch. Hist. A Theol.: The system of belief
held by Berengarius, or Berenger, canon and
master of the school at Tours, afterwards
Archdeacon of Angers, who about the year
1045, or by other accounts 1047 or 1049,
rejected the doctrine of the real presence,
teaching, according to Mosheim, doctrine
identical with that afterwards propounded by
Zwinglius and Calvin ; but documents since
discovered have shown that what he held was
consubstantiation, the doctrine afterwards put
forth by Luther, and still maintained by the
Lutherans. [Consubstantiation.] Though
the Church had not strictly defined its belief,

yet the great majority of its members held the
doctrine of the real presence [Transubstan-
tiation], and the views of Berengarius were
condemned in councils in 1050, 1055, 1062,
1063, 1073, 1079, and 1080. Under the influence
of fear he mystified, and even recanted, his
conscientious belief, but, like Galileo, always
returned to it again when the immediate
danger was over.

ber-en'-gel-ite, 5. [Named from St. Juan
de Berengela, in Peru, where it occurs.) A
mineral closely akin to, if not even a variety
of, asphalt, said to form a pitch lake in the
localities where it is found.

Ber-e-ni'-ce, Ber-ni'-ce, s. [Lat. Berenice,

Bemice; Macedonian Gr. Bepcpi'm} (BerenikO),
Bepy'iKn (Bernike); Class. Gr. Qepevba) (Phe-
renikS) ; from dWpeVtitoc (pherenikos) = carrying
off victory, victorious ; dWpw (j)hero) = to bear
or carry, vimj (niie)= victory.]

A* Of the form Berenice : The name of
various Egyptian queens of the Macedonian
dynasty of the Lagidse.

B. Of the form Bernice : The eldest daughter
of Herod Agrippa I., and the sister of Agrippa
II. (Acts xxv. 13, 23 ; xxvi. 30.)

Berenice's Hair. [Called after Berenice
(the third of the name), wife, about B.C. 248,
of Ptolemy Euergetes, king of Egypt. Whilst
her husband was fighting in Asia she vowed
her hair to Tenus, in whose temple it was
consequently placed. It was stolen, or else
the priests flung it away, and then Conon of
Samoa at once allayed the annoyance of the
king at its disappearance, and made religious
capital for the temple, by proclaiming that it

had been taken up to the sky and placed
among the seven stars in the tail of Leo.]

Astron. : The English rendering of the words
Coma Berenices, one of the nine constellations
introduced by Hevelius. It is in the northern
hemisphere, and consists of indistinct stars
between Bootes and the tail of Leo. •

* ber-ere, *. [Bearer. ] A bearer or carrier.

"Barrls on the scbuldris of the bererit."— Wyclif*
{Numb. iv. «).

* bere'-Skyn, s. A bear's skin.
" He had a beretkt/n coleblak for eld."

Chaucer: C. 7\ 2,144.

* bere-warde, *. [Bearward.] (Prompt.
Parv.)

# ber-fre& *ber-fray, *bew-fray, *
[O. Fr. berfroit, berfreit,'oelefreit.] [Belfry.]

1. A movable tower, generally of wood,
employed in sieges.

" Alisaundre and his folk alia

Fate assailed heore wall is

Hyd berfreyet. with alle gyn
Gef they myghte the cite wynne."

Alitaunder, 2,777-M.

2. A tower built of stone. It was so ap-
plied to a stone prison at Berwick. (5. in
Boucher.)

U From this came the word Belfry (q.v.).

bei'g, *. [A.S. berg, beorg, beorh, gebeorh =
(1) a hill, a mountain, (2) a rampart, a fortifi-

cation, (3) a heap or barrow; Sw., Dut, A
Ger. berg ; Dan. bierg = a mountain, a hill.]

i I. As the half of a compound word

:

1. A mountain, a hill ; as ice-berg, a moun-
tain or hill of ice.

2. (Altered to Berk): A barrow, a heap of

stones, a burial mound ; as Berkhampstead
(A.S. Beor-hamstede). (Bosworth.)

IX As an independent word, most frequently

of ice:

1. A mountain, a hill, a high mass.
". . . glittering bergs of ice."

Tennyson : The Prince*.

b&l. boy; poiit, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = shun, -clous, tious, -sious shus. -ble, -<Ue, &e. m bel, del.
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* 2. Fig. : A Being, a person, or a thing
which protects ; a protector, a defence.

" After thii spec god to »bnm :

Thin berg an tin werger ic ham."
Story of urn. 4 Sxod. (ed. Morris, 1885), 925-M.

berg-butter, *. A mineral, a variety of
Halotnchite. It is an efflorescence of a con-
sistence like that of butter, consisting of an
impure alum or copperas. It occurs in Con-
tinental Europe and Asia, but is not known
as a British mineral.

T On the Continent the designation Berg-
crystal (analogous to our word rock-crystat) has
sometimes been given to quartz.

ber-ga-mo, s. [Bergamot, IV.]

ber-ga-mttt, $. k a. [In Sw. bergamott

(paron), bergamot (pare) — bergamot (pear) ;

Dut. bergamot; Ger. bergamotte; Ft. bergamote;
Sp. bergameto, the tree, and bergamota, the
pear ; Port, bergamota ; ItaL bergamotto, the
tree ; bergamotta, the pear. From Bergamo,
in Italy.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Of odoriferous plants or their immediate
products:

1. A kind of orange, the Bergamot Orange
(Citrus Bergamia). ft is very fragrant. Both
the flowers and fruit furnish an essential oil of
a delicious odour, much prized as a perfume.
The term is used-

fa) Of the tree now described.

(b) Of its fruit.

(c) Of the essential oil or perfume derived
from it.

" The better hand more busy gives the nose
Iti bergamot:' Cowper: Task, bk. ii.

2. A garden plant, Monarda fistulosa, of
the Mint order, the smell of which is exactly
that of oil of bergamot. (Britten & Holland.

)

3. A kind of mint, the Bergamot Mint
(Mentha citrata). (Britten & Holland.)

XL Of the fruit of plants luscious to the taste

:

A kind of pear luscious to the taste.

III. Of substances scented with bergamot : A
kind of snuff prepared with bergamot

IV. Of other products of Bergamo, in Italy

:

A coarse tapestry with flocks of wool, silk,

cotton, hemp, and ox or goat's hair, said to
have been first manufactured at Bergamo

;

also spelled bergamo.

B. As adjective: Pertaining or relating to
the bergamot in any of the senses given above

;

as bergamot oil, the bergamot pear.

ber-gan -der, a [Mid. Eng., Ac, berg =
shelter, and gander. In Ger. bergent.] One
of the names given to the Common Sheldrake,

Shieldrake, or Burrow-duck, Anas tadorna
of Linnaeus, now called Tadorna vulpanser.

It occurs in Britain. [Sheldrake, Borrow-
duck, Tadorna.]

* ber'-gane, v.t. [Bargain, *.*.]

* ber gane, s. [Bargain, *.]

* berge, * ber-gen, v.t. [A.S. beorgan= to
protect, to fortify.] To protect.

" And he so deden sis he hem bead,
lie wisten him bergen fro the dead."
Story of Gen. A Bxod, (ed. Morris), 1,059-W.

* bor'-gSr-et, s. [In Fr. bergerie = a sheep-
fold, (pi.) pastoral poetry ; bergerette= a young
shepherdess; berger = a shepherd.] A pastoral
song.

" There began anon
A lady for to sing right womanly
A bergeret in praiiiug the daisie."

Flo*. * Leaf.

* berg -lea, a. [Eng. berg — a shelter (Berg).
and 0. Eng. suff. -les=. less.] Shelterless, un-
protected.

berg man nite, s. [Named after Torbernus
Bergmann, a mineralogist who flourished in

the latter half of the eighteenth century.]

Min. : A variety of Natrolite, white or red
in colour, occurring fibrous, massive, or in

long prisms. It is found in Norway.

berg -mas-ter, s. [A.S. beorg = a hill, and
Eng. master. In Dut. bergmeester ; Ger. berg-

meister = a surveyor of mines : berg= a moun-
tain ; bergmeth = a mine ; meister= a master.]
The bailiff or chief officer among the Derby-
shire miners.

berg-meal, s. [In Ger. bergmehle.]

Min. : [Rock-meal.]

berg-mote, «. [A.S. beorg = hill, and mot,

gemot = a meeting, an assembly ; from metan
= to meet] A court held in Derbyshire for
settling controversies among miners.

Ber go mask, a. k s. [From Ital. Berga-
masco = an old province in the state of
Venice.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to Bergamasco.
(Used of the people of that old province, who
were ridiculed as being more clownish in
maimers and dialect than any other people in

Italy. The Italian buffoons used to imitate
their peculiarities.)

•f Bergomask Dance : A rustic dance as per-
formed by the people now described.

"Will it please you to see the epilogue, or hear a
bergomask dance, between two of our company?"

—

Shaketp.: Mid*. Sights Dream, v. L

B. As substantive : The dance now described.
" But, come, your Berqomask : let your epilogue

alone."—Shaketp. ; Midi. Sight's Dream, v. L [.Wares.)

* ber-gnylt, s. The Shetland name of a fish,

the Black Goby. (Edmonstone : Zetland.)

beV-g^lt, ber'-gU, ber'-gle, ber gell, s.

[Etymology doubtful. (The form bergylt is in
Yarrell ; bergle and bergell in Jamieson.)]

1. The name given in Shetland, and adopted
by Yarrell, for a fish (the Sebastes Norvegicus
of Cuv., the Perca marina of Linn.), belonging
to the order Acanthopterygii and the family
"With hard cheeks." It is called also the
Norway Haddock, but has uo real affinity to
the haddock proper. It is an arctic fish, but
occurs occasionally on the coasts of Scotland.

2. A fish, the Ballan Wrasse (Labrus bergylta

(Ascanius) Labrus tinea (Linn.), found in
Orkney, &o. (Barry ; Orkney. )

* ber hed (plur. * ber-hedls), s. [O. Scotch
bere = boar, and hede = Eng. head. ] A boar's
head. (Scotch.)

" Thre berhedi* he hair."
Gawatn and Got., 11. 23. (Jamieson.)

be-rhy'me (h silent), v.t. [En& prefix be, and
rhyme, v. In Ger. bereimen ; Dut beriginen.]

To rhyme about, to introduce into rhyme.
(Used in contempt.)

"... marry, the had a better love to berhyme ber."
—Shakes?.: Rom. 4 JuL, ii. i.

be-rhy'med (h silent), pa. par. k a. [Be-
rhyme.]

b€-rhy'm-lng(fc silent), pr. par. [Berhyme.]

•beV-I-all (1), *. [Beryl.] The same as

Beryl (q. v.). (Scotch.)

" The new coltour aliehting all the landls,
Furgane the stAnryia scbeue and beriall atrandis."

Doug.: Virgil, 1'ruL *0Q, 10. (Jamieson.)

* ber'-i-all (2> s. [Burial.] (Scotch.)

beV-I-ber-i, l>e>-i-ber'-*-a, ber -ri-ber-

ri, bar-bi-era, s. [From Cingalese beri

bhayree = weakness, inability ; the redupli-
cation beriberi or bhayree bhayree implying
that this weakness or inability is present in
double measure or in a very large degree.

But it has been denied that such a word exists

in Cingalese. Dr. Herklots derives it from
bharbari = paralysis with anasarca, and Dr.
Carter from Arab, bahr m asthma, and bahri
= marine.]

Med. : An acute disease characterised by
oppression of breathing, by general oedema,
by paralytic weakness, and by numbness of
the lower extremities. It is generally fataL
It occurs in Ceylon among the coloured troops,

and on some portions of the Indian coast
Earlier authorities consider beriberi and bar-
biers distinct, but more recent medical ob-
servers regard them as identical. (Dr. Carter

:

Trans. Med. Soc Bombay, 1847. Dechambre

:

Cycl., otc.)

* ber'-Ie, s. [A.S. bearo = a high or hilly place,
a grove, a wood, a hill covered with wood.]
A grove or garden.

" The cell a chappell bad on th' easterne aide.
Upon the wester side a grove or faerie.

"

Sir J. Harrington : Qrl. fur. xli. 57.

* ber'-I-eng, pr. par. [Buryino.]

* beV-a-Ja, *. (Scotch.) [A.S. byrige1s= a sepul-
chre.} A sepulchre ; sepulture. [Biriel.]

"The body of the queue (becaus scho slew hir self)

was luhlbit to lye in cristin beriu.~~-B*Uend, ; Cron.,
bk. ix., ch. 3S. {Jamieson.)

be-ril -li-um, s. [Beryllium.]

1 ber inde, pa. par. [Bear, v.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, m, o> =

* ber-lngt s. [Bearing.]

* ber-lnge lepe, s. [A.8. bere = barley, leap
= a basket.] A basket wherein to cany
barley or other grain.

" Beringe lepe : Canistra."—Prompt. Par*.

ber is, s, [Prom Gr. pro**; (beros) = a gar-
ment. (Agassiz. Not in Lidded & Scott.)]

Entom. .* A genus of Diptera (two-winged
flies) belonging to the family Xylophagida
(Wood-eaters). They are small metallic-
coloured insects, the larvse of which feed on
decaying wood.

* bcr'-isch, v.t. [Bery, Bury.]

* ber'-kar, s. [Barker.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* ber -ken, * ber-kyn, v.i. k t. To bark
[Bark.] (Prompt. Parv.)

Berk -ley-a, s. [Named after the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley, an eminent cryptogamic botanist]

Bot. : A genus of Diatomaceaa, of the sub-
order Naviculese. Berkeleya fragilis is para-
sitic on Zostera marina and on some Algpe.

" ber-kyng, * ber-kynge, a [Barking.]
(Prompt. Parv.)

t ber-le, *. [Beryl.] (Houlate.)

* ber-lep, s. [Berinoe-lepe.] A basket.
" Thei gedriden seven berlepis of relif (hat was laft.

— Wycliffe : Works (ed. Arnold!. L 17.

* ber -Ilk, a. [Barley.] Made of barley.

(Scotch.)

* berlik-malt, s. Malt made of barley.

"... fifty qnarteris of berlik-maU.'—Act Audit..
A., 1US, p. 147. (Jamieson.)

ber'-lin (1), * bler'-lin, * bier-ling, a
[From Gael. birlinn = n galley.] A sort of
galley. (Scotch.)

" There's a place where their berUns and gallles, as
they ca'd them, used to lie in lang «yne."—Scott i Ouy
itannering, ch. zL

Ber-lin' (2) (occasionally as In example undo*

II. ber'-lin), s. ka, [For etymology see A.,

L, II., and B. below.]

A. As substantive

:

L Geog. : [Sw., Dan., Ger., &c, Berlin ; Dut
Berlijn. From Vendic berle = uncultivated
land.] The capital of Prussia and of the
modern German empire.

II. Coachmaking: [In Sw. Berliner-vagn —
Berlin-waggon ; Dan, Berlinst-bogn ; Dut. k Ger.
Berline ; Sp. k Ital. Berlina ; Port. Berlinda.]

A species of four-wheeled carriage having a
sheltered seat behind the body and seiuirate

from it It was introduced previous to 1673

by Philip de Chiese, of Piedmont, who was in

the service of William, Elector of Brandenburg.
" Beware of Latin, authors all

!

Nor think your verses sterling,

Though with ayolden pen you scrawl.
And scribble in a berlin. Swift.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to, or in any
way connected with Berlin city.

Berlin r Prussian blue, $. [Prussia*
Blue.]

* ber ling, s. [Eng. bear, and dim. suff. -ling.)

A youngbear.
'

' All the berUngit brast out at ones."
Depot, of Kids. SI., p. Is.

ber'-lln-ite, s. [Named after Prof. N. H.
Berlin, of the University of Lund.]

Min. : A massive and compact qnartzy-

looking mineral, colourless or grayish or pale

rose-red. Its hardness is 6, its sp. gr. 2fK
Compos. : Phosphoric acid, 55-9 ; alumina,

40*5 ; water, 3*6 = 100. It occurs in Scania.

* ber-ljf (1), a. [Burly.] (Scotch.)

* ber-ljf (2), a. [Corrupted from barry (?).]

Her. : An old term for barry.

berm, berme (1), *. [In Ft. berme; Ger.

berme, brame, brdme — the border of a field. ]

1. Fortification : A narrow, level space at

the foot of the exterior slope of a parapet, to

keep the crumbling materials of the parapet

from falling into the ditch. [Abattis.]

2. Engineering : A ledge or bench on the

side or at the foot of a bank, parapet, or cut-

ting, to catch earth that may roll down the

slope or to strengthen the bank. In canals, it

is a ledge on the opposite side to the tow-path,

at the foot of a talus or slope, to keep earth

which may roll down the bank from falling

air, marine; go, pot,

©. ey= a. qu = kw.
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into the water. Slopes in successive benches
have a berme at each notch, or, when a change
of slope occurs, on reaching a different soil.

* ber-man, s. [A.S. bwrman — a man who
bears, a porter, beer = bare, pret. of beran =
to bear. J A porter.

" Bermen, bermen, hider iwithe
"

Bavelok the Dane, 885. (S. in Boucher.)

* berme (2), s. [Barm.] (Prompt Parv.)

* ber-men, s. [From Berme (2).] To foam.
"Bermen or spurgyu as ale or other lyke : Spume."—

Prompt. Parv.

ber mil -li-ans, s. pi. [Etyni. doubtful.]

In Commerce : The name of linen and fustian
materials.

Bermuda (pi. Ber-mu das, *Ber-
moothes, * Bar moo-das), s. & a.

[Named after Juan Bermudez, a Spaniard who
is said to have touched at the islands in 1522 ;

or, as May thinks, from a Spanish vessel called
Bermudas being cast away there.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Geog. : A group of islands in the Atlantic
Ocean, between lat 32° and 33* N., about 580
miles from Cape Hatteras in North Carolina,
on the American continent, and 645 miles
from Atwood's Keys, the nearest point of the
West Indian Islands.

" Thou caU'dst rue op at midnight to fetch dew
From the still vext Bermoothes."

Shakesp. : Tempest, i. t
TT If Ben Jonson may be trusted, when the

Bermudas were first discovered, a practice
seems to have prevailed for fraudulent debtors
to elude their creditors by embarking for these
beautiful coral islands.

" There's an old debt of forty, I ga' my word
For one is run away to the Bermuda*"

Ben Jonton ; Devil an Ass, iii. &.

Hence arose the second meaning of the word.
[2.] (Nares.)

2. Topography (plur.): A place in London,
called also the Straights = straits. The term
is supposed to have referred to the narrow
passages north of the Strand, near Covent
Garden, which were admirably adapted to the
necessities of fraudulent debtors [1], and yet
more to thoBe of educated literary men and
others who had to keep up a good appearance
on slender resources.

_ , .

" Turn pyrates here at land,
Ha their Bermudas and their Streights i' th' Strand "

B. Jonton : Bpist. to Mr Edto. Dorset, vol. vi., 861.

3. A kind of tobacco probably brought from
Bermuda, where the tobacco-plant flourishes.

" Where being furnished with tinder, match, and a
portion of decayed Harmoodas, they smoake it most
terribly."—Clitus: Whimt, p. 135.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the Ber-
mudas.

Bermudas cedar, Bermudian cedar : Juniperus
Bermudiana, a species of cedar which covers
the Bermuda islands. The timber is made
Into ships, boats, and pencils. The wood of
Juniperus Barbadensis, the Barbadoes Cedar,
is sometimes imported with it under the same
name.

Ber-mu -dl an, Ber-mu -di-an, a, A s.

[Eng. Bermud(a); -i-an.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to Bermuda or the
Bermudians

; growing in the Bermudas.
B. As svbst. : A native of the Bermudas.
"• • the Bermudian* are among the most dexterous

of fishermen, especially with the harpoon."—Penny
Cyclop,, iv. 30L

^ Bermudian Cedar. [Bermudas Cedar.]

Ber -mu-di-ia;-* Ber mud i a na, j.
[From Bermudian (q.v.), and suffix oT A
beautiful plant of the Flag order—the Sisy-
rynchium Bermudianum, called also in the
Bermudas, where it grows wild, the Blue-eyed
Grass.

*ber-m#n,t>.t.
(Prompt. Parv.)

* bern (1), * berne (1), s. [Barn. ]

, u He »hal gedre his corne in to his berne"— Wyellffe
[Matt, iii 13).

^*

•bern (2), berne (2), s. [A.S. oearm = a
einld, a man.]

1. A warrior.
The Erie of Kent, that cruel berne and bauld.

"

Wallace, vi. 648, MS.
2. A man of rank or authority.
The rank raikit to the Roy, with his riche rout

:

Salust the bauld berne, with ane blith wout"
Gaurain A Got., It. 21

The same as Bermen (q.v.).

3. Any man.
" For (era of houndis, and that awftill berne-"

Doug.: VirtjU, 4A9, 23. (Jam*—on.)

ber -na-cle, * ber -nack, •ber'-nak(l), s.

[Barnacle(I), Bernacle.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* ber -nalc (2), * ber'-na-kill, boV-na-
kyll, «. [Bernacle (2), Bernicle, Barna-
cle (2).] (Prompt. Parv.)

Ber nar-dine, Ber -nar-dln, a. A s. [In

Sw., Dan., <fc Ger. Bemhardiner (s.); Fr. Ber-
nardin; Sp. & Port. Bernardo (s.) ; ItaL
Bernardini (s. pL). From Bernard (B.).]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to the monks of
the order of St. Bernard.

" Hard by, In hospitable shade,
A reverend pilgrim dwells.
Well worth the whole Bernardine brood."

Scott : Jtarmion, Ti. 18.

B. As substantive (pi. Bernardins) :

Church History: The name given to the
Cistercian monks, a branch of the old Bene-
dictines, from the very eminent St. Bernard,
who, entering the order, gave it such an
impulse that he was considered its second
founder. St. Bernard was born at Fontaine,
near Dijon, in A.D. 1091 ; in 1115 became
abbot of a Cistercian monastery at Clairval or
Clairvaux, in the territory of Langres ; in
1127, before the Council of Troves, advocated
the establishment of the Knights Templars

;

and in 1146 carried out his most notable
achievement, inducing the kings of France and
Germany to enter on a crusade (the second of
the series), which ended, contrary to his ex-
pectations, in great disaster. He died in 1153.
His order was revived in 1664 by Armand

Jean Bouthelier de Ranee, and long flourished
under the name of the Reformed Bernardines
of La Trappe. (Mosheim: Ch, Hist. Cent xii.,

xvii.)

* berne (1), *. [Bern (1).] (Chaucer.)

berne-yard, s. [Barn-yard.]

* berne (2), $. (Scotch.) [Bern (2>]

* ber'-net, a The crime of arson.

ber'-ni clc, ber na de, bar na-cle (ole
as eel), * bar na kylle, * ber -nick,
* ber -nak, s. [In Low Lat barnacus, bar-
nita, barnites (Prompt. Parv.).~\ [Barnacle.]

1. The cirriped called a Barnacle (q.v.).

2. The bernicle-goose.

bernicle - goose, bernacle - goose,
barnacle-goose, s. A species or goose,
Anser leucopsis, sometimes called also Anser
bernicla. The connection in name with the
cirriped called a barnacle was that the bird
was supposed to be developed from the cirri-
ped. The Solan Goose was also said to be so

bernicle ooose.

developed. [See examples under Barnacle.]
Gerard, in his Herbal, wrote in 1636 as if he
had seen the growth of the bird from the
cirriped ; but the celebrated Ray, in his edition
of Willughby, published in 1678, rejected the
myth, as the French naturalist Belon had done
more than a century before. The Bernicle
Goose has the upper part of the head, neck,
and shoulders black ; the rest of the upper
parts marbled with blue, gray, black, and
white ; the sides ashy-gray ; the lower parts
white ; the head and tail black. It spends the
summer in the Northern latitudes, appearing
in autumn abundantly in Ireland and on the
north-west shores of Britain. On the eastern
and southern coasts it is rarer, the Brent or
Brant Goose (Anser torquatus) there taking its
place. The food of the bernicle-goose consists
chiefly of algae and the Zostera marina.

ber-nouse', s. [Burnous.]

" bern'-ston, s. [Brimstone.]
•* Thou sselt yuinde ver and bernston."

Ayenbite, p. ISO.

bern-team, s. [A.S. beam-team — posterity i

from beam = a child, and teamian = to gene^
rate.] Posterity.

" Oswaa vas moyses earn
And chore wrw is bernteam."

Story of Qen. * Exod, (ed. MorrU). 8.T47, 8.J48.

* be'-roV, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and rob. In Sw.
berb/va; Dan. berbve; Ger. berauben.] To rob.
[Bereave.]

* be-robbed, pa. par. & o. [Berob. ]
" She said. Ah dearest Lord : what evill starreOn you hath frownd and pourd his influence
That of your selfe ye thus berobbed arre.'"

Spenser : F. Q., I. viil. 1
* be-rob'-bing, pr. par. [Berob.]

Ber'-OHJ, *. [From Lat. Beroe; Gr. BcwA
(Beroe).}

1. Class. Myth, dt History: A daughter of
Oceanus Also the name of several women
connected with Thrace, Illyria, &c.

2. Zool. : A genus of animals, the typical
one of the family Beroidse (q.v.). The Beroes
are oval or globular-ribbed animals, trans-
parent and gelatinous, with cirri from pole to
pole, and two long tentacles fringed with
cirri, which aid them in breathing and in
locomotion. They have a mouth, a stomach,
and an anal aperture. They are free swim-
ming organisms inhabiting the sea, sometimes
rotating, and at night phosphorescent

ber-o -I-d8B, s. pi. [Lat Bero(e) ; -idee.]

Zool. : A family of animals placed by Cuvier,
Owen, and others in the class Acalephe, by
Carpenter and Dallas in that of Discophora
(the equivalent of Acalephse), and by Huxley
in the Ccelenterata and the order Ctenophora
[Beroe.]

ber-O'-sus, *. [From Lat. Berosus ; Gr. Bn-
euaos (Berdsvs), Bijooo-o-os (Berossos) = a cele-
rated historian, a priest of Belus, in Babylon,

in the 3rd century B.C.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles belonging to
the family Hydrophilidse. They have pro-
minent eyes, a narrow thorax, a dusky-yellow
hue, with dark metallic bronze markings.
They swim in ponds, often in an inverted posi-
tion. Several species occur in Britain.

* ber-owe, * ber we, s. [From A.S. bearo
= a grove, berawe = to a grove.] A shadow.
[Berie.]

" Berotce or shadowe."—Prompt. Part.
" Derive or shadowe."— Ibid.

be>'-ried,a. [Eng. berr(y); -i-ed."]

In Bot. : Having a juicy, succulent texture

;

baccate.
Or when I feel about my feet
The berried briouy fold."

Tennyson : The Talking Oak.

fcer'-ry^ (D, * ber'-jf, * ber -le, * ber (pi.

ber'-ries, * ber'-ies, • ber'-ren), *. & a,

[A.S. berie, berige = a berry, a grape ; IceL
ber; Sw. bar; Dan. beer; (N. H.) Ger. beert;
M. H. Ger. ber; O. H. Ger. & O.S. beri; L.
Ger. besing ; Dut bes, bovsie; Goth. basi.
Compare Lat. bacca, and- Sansc. bhakshya =
food ; bhaksh — to eat. ]

A. As substantive

:

J. Ordinary Language

:

1. Any fleshy fruit.
*' Nor, creeping through the woods, the gelid race
Of berries." Thomson : Seasons ; Summer.

TT Locally used for a gooseberry (q.v.).

2. One of the eggs in the roe of a fish or of
lobster, which, when in spawn, are said to be
in berry.

IX Botany:
* 1. Formerly: Any fleshy fruit

2. Now: A "bacca," a many-celled and
seeded inferior, indehiscent, pulpy fruit the
seeds of which becoming detached, when they
are mature, from their placentae, are loosely
scattered through the pulp of the fruit

B. As adjective : Bearing berries, composed
of berries, or in any other way pertaining to
berries.

berry-bearing, a. Bearing a berry or
berries.

"... and berry-bearing thorm *

Cowper : The Task, v. M.

berry-brown (Eng.), *bery-browne
(0. Scotch), a.&s.

bo^; poUt, J6wl; cat, 9011, chorus, gain, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sis* as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ttg.
n = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -*ion = shun, -dons, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble. -cle. &c. m beL ceL
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A. As adjective : Brown as a berry.

B. As substantive: A shade of brown ap-
proaching red.

berry-coffee, s. The coffee shrub ; coffee
unground.

*' Certainly this berry-coffee, the root and leaf beetle,
the leaf tobacco, ... do all condense the spirit*."

—

Bacon : Hat. Hitt., Cent, viii., f 7S8.

berry-formed, a. Of the form of a
berry.

* ber-ry^ (2), *. [Corrupted from barrow (q. v.). ]
A barrow.

ber'-ry (1), v.i. & (. [From berry, s.)

A. Intransitive : To bear a berry or berries.

B. Transitive : To impregnate with spawn.

* ber'-ry (2), t>.«. [From O. Sw. baeria; IceL
beria = to beat, to fight ]

" To berry a balm ; to beat a child."

—

Jamieson,

1 In the south of Scotland it is used chiefly

for threshing corn.

bfir'-ry-a, s. [Named after Dr. Andrew Berry,

a Madras botanist ]

Bot : A genus of trees belonging to the
order Tiliacese (Lindenblooms). The only
known species, Berrya ammonilla, grows in

the Philippine Islands and Ceylon The wood
is called Trincoraalee wood, and is used in the
construction of the Madras massoola boats.

* ber-seel, * ber -sell, * ber'-teX * by-
selle, * ber -cel, s. [Compare Gaelic bar*
aille — a butt ] A mark to shoot at, a butt

"Berteel: Vet*."—Prompt. Parr.

* ber sel et, * bar -sel-ette, s. [FromGer.
bersen m to shoot (?).] A species of bow (?)

(Boucher); an engine employed for shooting,
possibly the cross-bow (Stevenson).

" With bow and with bartelette
Under the bowes."

Oawain 4 Ool, L & {Boucher.)

ber - serk, ber ser kar, berserker, s.

1 Scand .btrserkr. Remote"etymology uncertain,
but prob. = bear-sark, or bear-coat. See ex-
ample.] A name given to the Norse warriors,
said to have been possessed of preternatural
strength and ferocity ; hence a pirate, a bravo.

"The sagas of the Scalds are full of descriptions of
these champions, and do not permit us to doubt that
the Hrrs'rkars, so called from fighting without
armour. "—

.fir Walter Scott : Pirate, note b.

% Used also attributively, especially in the
expression, berserker rage = frenzied fury.

ber-sim'-U-chi, s. [Mod. Gr.] A sort of
silk used for embroidery.

*ber -sis, s. [O. Fr. barce, btrche.] A kind of
cannon formerly used at sea, resembling the
faucon, but shorter and of a larger calibre.

" Malt redely your cannons . . . pasnolans, bertis.

doggie, doubU bertu, hagbutis of croche, half haggis,
culuerenis ande hail schot. "—Complaint of Scot., p. M.

* ber'-stel, s. [Bristle.]

* ber's-ten, v.t. k i. [Burst.]

bert, as a termination in the names of men.
[A. 8. beorht = bright] Bright, in the sense
of illustrious or famous ; as Egbert = eter-

nally famous, from tot = eternal ; Sigbert =
famous conqueror ; from sige, sege, sigor =
victory.

ber-ter-d'-a, s. (Named after Charles Joseph
Bertero, a friend of De Candolle's.]

Bot.: A genus of cruciferous plants. B. in-
cana, or Hoary Berteroa, has been found in
one or two places in the south of England,
but is certainly not indigenous.

berth (1), t birth (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.
Wedgwood considers it the same word with
the provincial barth — a shelter for cattle, and
derives it from A.S. btorgan m to defend
(Barrow, Burrow); Mahn, Skeat, &c, de*
duce it from Eng. birth.] [Birth.]

A. Technically:

L Nautical

:

1. A proper distance between ships lying
at anchor or under saiL (Harris.)

To give a wide berth to : To keep far away
from. (Lit. A jig.)

2. A convenient place to moor a ship in.

3. The berth of a mess : The proper place on
board for the mess to put their chests in.

(Harris.)

4. A sleeping-place of limited dimensions
on board ship. It consists of a box or shelf,

usually permanent, occupying a space against
the wall of a state-room or cabin.

IX Railway travelling: A sleeping - place,

like that described under A., 4, in a Pullman's
or other railway sleeping-car.

•ff In railway cars berths are usually made
at two elevations ; the lower one is made up
by bridging the space between two adjacent
seats, the upper berth by letting down a shelf

from above. [Sleeping-car.]

B. Ord. Lang. : A situation, an appoint-
ment. (Used specially in the phrase, "A
comfortable berth," by which is meant an
official situation in which the pay is handsome
and the duties light)

berth and space.
Ship-building : The distance between the

moulding-edge of one bent or frame of a ship
and the moulding of another bent or frame.
The same as Room and space.

* berth (2), s. [IceL & O. Sw. brceda m rage
;

Sw. brad — hot, eager, keen.] Rage (?) (tVyn-
toun.) (Scotch.)

" Than past thai fra the Kyng in werth.
And slw, and heryid in thare berth."

Wyntoun, viL, », 47. {Jamiemn.)

berth, birth, v.t. [From berth, s.] To allot

each seaman a place for his hammock. (Totten.)

BeV-tha, s. [Teutonic female name. A.S.
beorht = bright The Greeks substituted
Ev$o£ta (Eudoxia)m good name, good report,

fame, for the Teutonic Bertha.]

Astron. : An asteroid, the 154th found. It

was discovered by Prosper Henry on the 4th
of November, 1875.

berthed, t birthed, pa. par. & o. [Berth, v.}

ber-thel'-la, 5. A species of marine mollusks.

* ber thene, * bir'-thuxt, s. [Burden.]
" As an beiiy birthun, tho ben maad hear on me."—

WydiffeiPt.xxxvU.bi.

ber'-thi-er-ine, s. [Named after Berthier, a
French chemist and mineralogist, with suffix

-int.] A mineral, called also Chamoisite
(q-v.).

beV-thX-er-Ite, *. [From Berthier, a French
chemist and mineralogist.] A mineral occur-
ring in elongated prisms, or massive, fibrous
massive, plumose, or granular. It has a
metallic lustre and a dark steel-gray colour,
often with iridescent spots ; the hardness is

2—S, the sp. gr. 4—

4

-

3. Compos.: Sulphur,
29-9

; antimony, 57*0 ; and iron 13*1 as 100.

It occurs in Cornwall ; in France, Saxony,
Hungary, New Brunswick, and California

berth -Ing, t birth'-Ihg, pr. par., a., k s.

[Berth, v.]

A* & B. Aspres. par. dtpar. adj. : In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. -4s substantive (Nautical):

1. The act of giving an anchorage to.

2. The act of furnishing with a berth.

* berth in-sek, * bird in sek, * burd
in-seck, s. [A.S. geburthyn in saecce = a.

burden in a sack ; or from gebeora = to carry.]

Law of Berthinsek: A law, according to
which no man was to be punished capitally
for stealing a calf, sheep, or as much meat as
he could carry on his back in a sack. (Scotch.)

" Be the law of Birdituek na man suld die, or be
hanged for the thieft of aiie scheepe. ane weale, or for
tamelkle meate as he may beare vpon his backe in
ane seek; bot all sik thienes suld pay ane schiepe or
ane cow to him in qohais land he is taken, and inair-
over suld be scurged. —Abene. (Jamieton.)

ber-thol let -X-a, s. [Named after Berthollet,

a celebrated French chemist, who was born
on the 0th of December, 1748, and died on the
6th November, 1822.]

Bot : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Lecythidacese. The only species is a
large tree, growing 100 feet high, with a dia-

meter of two feet, found in the forests which
fringe the Orinoco. It has yellowish-white
flowers, with six unequal petals, and a fleshy
ring consisting of many white stamina. The
fruit is the size of a man's head, with four
cells and six or eight nuts. These are called
Brazil or, from the place where they are
shipped. Para nuts, are an article of com-

merce, being eatable, besides furnish'ug •
bland oil used by watchmakers and artiste.

LEAF AND FRUIT OF BERTHOLETIA.

At Para the fibrous bark of the tree is used sa

place of oakum for caulking ships.

* ber-ti-sene, *. [Bartizan.] (0. Scotch.)

ber -tram, «. [In Ger. bertram ; corrupted

from Lat pyrethrum (q.v.).] The name of

two plants.

1. According to Lyte, the name of a Compo-
site plant, Pyrethrum parthenium.

2. According to Parkinson, a name of Ana-
cyclus pyrethrum, also one of the Com posits).

* ber-tyn, v.t. [From AS. brytan — to break.]

[Brittyn.] To strike ; to batter. (Scotch.)

* ber-u-ham, s. [Bekwham.]

Ber'-vie, s. [Contracted from Inverter***.

(See def.>]

1. Geog. : Inverbervie, a village and pariah

in Kincardineshire.

2. A haddock cured there.

bervie -haddock, s. A haddock split

and half-dried with the smoke of a fire of
wood. These haddocks receive no more heat
than is necessary for preserving them pro-

perly.

*ber-ward,«. [Bearward.] (0. Eng. <iScotch.)

* ber-we, • ber-owe, s. [A.S. oearo, beam
= a grove.] A grove, a shady place.

" Serve or scbadewe {berow or shadows), wwssfw
culum. umbra."—Prompt. Part*

* berwen, v.t. [Borwkn.)

'ber-wham, * ber u ham, * barg-
heame (Old Eng.\ bark-ha am, bark-
ham, brau-ehin (N. of Eng. dialect), bri-

cham, brech-ame (ch guttural) (Scotch), s.

[Etymology doubtful. Dr. Murray suggests

that the first element may be from AS.
beorgan = to protect The second is prob-

ably hams (q.v.).] The collar of a draught-

horse.
" Berwham, horsys oolere [beruftam tot hon . . JT-

Prompt. Pare.

* ber'-jr. * bor-^e, ». [Bebey.)

* l^r'-y, v.t. [Bort.] (.Scotch.)

b8r'-^, *b8r'-^s«,*ber-l8ch,».t [Boar.)
(Scotch.)

' be-ry-Ghen, »•'- [Buewen.]

* beryd, pa. jar. 4 a. [A. S. bcrlan = to strike,

beat ] Trodden.
"Bi the beryd wtjt w* tholea gooa"— Wydifi

(Number! u. u).

* bS-ryo, >. [Bebbt.]

"ber-y-ol, * bar-y-eU, ». [BibiiuJ

* ber-y-en, v.L [Bdbweh.]

ber-y-Inge, «. [Bubyino.]

beV-f1, « ber-ile, ». & a. [In Sw. * D«n.

beryl; Ger. oeryll; Gael. \btrU; Fr.biryl; 0.

Ft. beril, bcricU ; Prov. berille, bericlc ; Sp.

berylo; Port. & Ital. berille; Lat oerUlta =
the beryl, and various other gems ; Gr. PvpmX'

\k (berullos) = si jewel of sea-green colour,

the beryl. Compare Arab, balitr = crysf}

(Catafago), ballawr, bilawr = beryl, crystal

(Mahn); Pers. bvUHr, buliLr = crystal.]

Cite, fit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin; mute, cub, cure, unite, ear, rale, fall; try, Syrian, m, oe = e. ey-a. qu-kw.



A. As substantive :

X Mineralogy;

1. As a genus: A mineral genns, compre-
hending both the emerald and the beryl pro-
perly so called, the former bright emerald-
green, from the presence of chromium, and
the latter of other colours, from having iron
instead of chromium. [Emerald.] The com-
position is silica, 66'8; alumina, 191 ; glucina,
14*1 = 100. The hardness is 7"5—8; the sp.
gr., 263—2 76. It is in lustre vitreous, more
rarely resinous. It is brittle, transparent or
translucent, and with feeble double refraction.
The genus is always crystalline, never in any
circumstances massive. Its crystals belong to
the rhombohedral system, and are hexagonal
prisms, either of regular form or variously
modified.

2. As a species: A mineral species consisting
of those varieties of the beryl genus which
are transparent and colourless, or yellowish-
blue, pale green, or rose-red, as distinguished
from those which are bright green. The
varieties are distinguished by their colours.
Pliny recognises four or five of the following
varieties :—(1) Colourless. (2) Bluish-green.
(Aquamarine.] (3) Apple-green. (^Greenish-
yellow to iron-yellow and honey-yellow. It
is the ancient chrysoberyllus, but not the
modern chrysoberyl. [Chrysoberyl.] David-
sonite falls under this variety. (5) Pale yel-
lowish-green, the ancient chrysoprasus, but
not the modern chrysoprase, [Chrysoprase.]
(6) Clear sapphire blue, the hyacinthozontes of
Pliny. (7) Pale sky blue, the aeroides of Pliny.

(8) Pale violet or reddish. (9) Opaque
brownish yellow, of waxy or greasy lustre. (10)
Colourless or white. [Goshenite.] {Dana.)
Transparent beryls are found in Siberia,
India, and Brazil. The best Aquamarine is

from Brazil; Davidsonite is from Rubislaw
and other quarries near Aberdeen. Other
varieties of beryl occur in Cornwall, near
Dublin, and abroad. The beryl Is a lapidary's
gem.

IX The beryl ofScripture

:

1. A gem, the Heb. UTignn (Tarshish), so

called presumably as having been brought
from one of the two places, perhaps Tartessus
In Spain, denominated in Scripture Tarshish.
It was probably the chrysolite or topaz, though
some, with less likelihood, think it was amber.
It constituted the fourth row of stones in the
high-priest's breastplate. (Exod. xxviii. 20

;

xxxix. 13. See also Song v. 14 ; Ezek. i. 16 ;

x. 9 ; xxviii. 13 ; Dan. x. 6.)

2. A gem, the rendering of the Sept /fypuA-
amw (berullion) in the Septuagint Greek of Job
xxviii. 16 and Ezek. xxviii. 13. The Hebrew
word is DrrO (shoham), translated "onyx" in

those passages, and " onyx-stone " in Gen. h\
12 ; Exod. xxviii. 9 ; xxxv. 9, 27. The species
has not been properly identified.

3. The rendering of the Gr. 0ijpvAaoy (bS-
rullos) = the beryl (Rev. xxi. 20). It is made
to constitute the foundation of the New Jeru-
salem.

"... the first foundation was Jasper . . . the fourth
an emerald . . . the eighth beryt"—Hev. xxi. 19, 20.

B. As adjective : Of or belonging to the beryl
in any of the foregoing senses.

"... and the appearance of the wheel* was as the
colour of a beryl stone."— Kzek, x. 9.

* beryl-crystal, s. An old name for the
beryl, presumably derived from the fact that
It is always crystalline. [Beryl.]

beryl-like. a. Like a beryl.
" It ii scarcely possible to imagine anything more

Beautiful than the berylrlike blue of theae glacier* '*—

Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch. x.

ber-yr-tf-a, 5, [From beryllium (q.v.), BeO.]
Oxide of beryllium = glucina. A light, taste-
less, colourless powder, separated from alu-
mina by its solubility in a cold concentrated
solution of ammonium carbonate. It is soluble
in caustic alkalies. It forms soluble colourless
salts, which do not form alums nor give a blue
colour with cobalt nitrate when tested by the
blow-pipe. These salts have a sweet taste,
hence the name glucina. Beryllium salts are
Srecipitated as beryllia hydrate by (NELVjS

;

le precipitate is dissolved by long boiling
with NH4CI.

bfir--yi-line, a. [Eng. beryl(t)inel Pertain-
ing to a beryl, resembling a beryl. (Webster.)

Mr-M'-iX-flm, ber-n-H-iim. s. [Latin-
ised from Gr. JHjpvhXiov (berullion), dimin. of

beryllia—beseecher

jStjpuAAo? (berullos) = a sea-green mineral, the
oery/(q.v.).] Beryllium: symb. Be; at. wt
9 '3. A rare white malleable metal, the same
as Glucinum; sp. gr., 21. It does not decom-
pose water. Its melting-point is below that
of silver. It is dissolved by caustic potash
and dilute acids with the solution of hydro-
gen. It occurs as a silicate in Phenacite,
also in the mineral Beryl along with alumi-
nium silicate. [Glucinum.]

* ber-yn, v.t. [Bear, v.)

* ber-yne, v.t. [Bury.]

* ber-y-nes, * ber-y-nlss, s. CA-8. byrignes,
byrigednes = burial.] Burial.

" And he deyt thareftir tone

;

And syne wee brocht till berynee."
Barbour, iv. SM, MS. (Jamieton.)

*ber-yng, * ber-ynge, pr. par. ks. [Bear-
ing.] (Chaucer, Ac.)

A. As pr. par. : The same as Bearing, pr.
par.

B. As substantive

:

1. The act of carrying.
'* Berynge : Portagium, latum"—Prompt. Part.

2. The act of behaving, behaviour.
"... tbel sclml be of good loos, condiclons, and

beryng.~—Eng. Qiid {Ear. Eng. Text Soc.j. p. a
*3. The lap.

" Him thought* a goshauk with gret flyght
Setlith on his beryng." Alitaunder, 484.

beV-^x,*. [Gr. ffcWf (berux) (Bescherelle, not
in Liddell &> Scott, dtc.) = an unknown fish.]
A genus of fishes of the order Acanthopterygii,
and the family Peix-idae, They have no repre-
sentative in Britain.

ber-zel-I-an lte, $. [In Ger. Berztliit.

Named after the great chemist and mineralo-
gist the Baron Jacob von Berzelius.] A
mineral placed by Dana in his Galena group.
It consists of selenium, 384 to 40 ; copper,
61*6 to 64 = 100. It is a selenide of copper.
It is a silvery-white species with a metallic
lustre, occurring in Sweden and in the Harz.

ber-zel'-I-ite, s.ka. [In Ger. berztliit, berze-

lit. Named after Berzelius.] [Berzelianite.]

A* As substantive : A mineral, called also
Kuhnitefq.v.), but Dana prefers the name Ber-
zeliite. It is massive, cleaving in one direction,
Is brittle, with a waxy lustre, and a dirty-whito
or honey-yellow colour. Hardness, 5—6 ; sp.
gr., 252. Compos.: Arsenic acid, 56*46 to
58-51; lime, 20-96 to 23-22; oxide of magnesia,
15-61 to 15*68; oxide of manganese, 2*13 to
4*26. It occurs in Sweden.

B. As adjective : Of or belonging to Berze-
liite. Dana has a Berzeliite group of minerals.

ber'-ze line, s. [Also named after Berzelius.]
[Berzelianite.] A mineral, called also Ber-
zelianite (q.V.).

beV-zel-ite, s. [Also named after Berzelius.]
A mineral, called also Mendipite (q.v.).

be-saint', v .t. [Eug. prefix be, and saint.] To
make a saint of.

"... and betaint
Old Jezebel for showing how to paint"

John Sail: Poem*, p. 1

* be-saunt (0. Eng.), * bos and, * bel-
sand (0. Scotch), s. [Bezant.]

* bes-ayl'e, *. [From Norm. Fr. besayle (O. Fr.

beseel; Mod. Fr. bisaieul) = a great grand-
father ; Fr. k Lat. bis = twice, and Fr. aieul
= grandfather ; Lat. avolus, dimin. of avus •=

a grandfather.]

0. Law : A writ issued when one claims
redress of an abatement, which he alleges took
place on the death of his great-grandfather or
great-grandmother. It is called also a lorit de
avo, Lat. = concerning one's grandfather. It
differs from an assize of mort de ancestor, and
from writs of ayle, of tresayle, and of cosinage
(see these terms).

* be scat -ter, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, k scatter.]
To scatter over.

" Her goodly lockes adowne her backe did flow
Unto her waste, with flowres betcattered."

Speruer: F. «., IV. XL ML

* bo scat'tered, pa. par. [Bescatter.]

* be scat'-ter-Ing, pr. par. [Bsscatter.]

* be-soorn', v.U [Eng. prefix be, and scorn.]
To scorn, to treat with scorn, to contemn.

525

JEng. prefix be, and OX
lo besmear, to befoul.

*' Then was he betcomed. that onely should haw
been honoured In all things."—Chaucer j Pan. TaU.

* bo scorned, pa. par. [Bescorn.
]

* be scorning, pr. par. [Bescorn. J

* be-scram -ble, tU. [Pref. be, and Eng. *cram-
bte, v.] Toscratch.totear. (Sylvester in U.K.D.)

* bo scratch, v.L [Eng. prefix be, and«crateJU
To scratch.

* be scrat'cht, • bescracht, pa. par. [B*-
SCRATCH.]
" For sore be swat, and, ronnlng through that same
Thick forest, was bescraefU and both bis feet nigh

"«"« Speiuer : r.q„ 11L v7t

be-sera'wl, v.t. [Eng. pwfix be, and aerawl.)
To scrawl over ; to cover with scrawls.

"Theae wretched projectors of oars, that beteraml
their pamphlets every day with new forms of govern-
ment for our church."—Milton ; Beaton of Church
Oct., L 1.

be sera wled, pa. par. [Bescrawl.]

be-scra wl-ing, pr. par. [Bescrawl.
3

be-screen', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and screen.)

1. Lit. : To screen, to cover with a screen.

2. Fig. : To conceal, to hide from view.
" What man art thou, that thus bejereerid In night.
So stuiublest on my counsel t

"

Shaketp. ; Romeo A Juliet, tt. S.

be screened, pa. par. & a. [Bescreen.]

be screen'-Ing, pr. par. k a. [Bescreen.)

be-scrib -ble, v.t [Eng. pref. be, and»crio6J».3
To scribble over.

"... betcribbled, with a thousand trifling imper-
tinences . . ."—Milton : Boot, and bit. of Divorce, ii. IS.

be-scrib'-bled, pa. par. k a. [Bescribblk.]

be-scrlb'-bling, pr. par. [Bescribblk.)

* be scum ber, v.L
Eng. scw»6er(q.v.).]

" Did Block betcumber
Statutes' white suit, wi' the parchment lace there? '

Ben Joruon: Staple of Sem. v. 1
* be-seum -bored, pa. par. k a. [Br-
8CUMBER.J

* be- scum'-ber-ing, pr. par. [Bescuhbe*.]

* bo-sciitcli'eAn, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and
scutcheon, j To adorn as with an escutcheon.

" In a superb feather'd hearse,
Betcutcheon'd and betagged with verse."

Churchill: The Qhott, bk. iv.

* be-se e, * be-seye, * be -so, * bl so, *by-
se, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and see.] To see, to
contemplate. (Sometimes used with a reflexive
pronoun.)

" And thei seiden. What to Tit bete thee."— Wydift
(Purvey), Matt, xxvii. t

b^-seeeb', * be-sccho, * bi secho, by-
seche, by scchc, be-seke, bi-seke,
* be sege (pret. besoucht, besought, bysougJUs,
beseeched; pa. par. besought, beseeched), v.t.

[From Eng. prefix be, and seek ; sechen, seken ;

A.S. secan. In Ger. ersuchen ; Dut. verzoeken.]
[Seek.] To entreat, to supplicate, to implore,
to pray earnestly, to beg. It is followed by—

(a) A simple objective of the person im-
plored.

"But we beteke you of mercle and socour."
Chaucer: C. T., ill.

"... and betought him, saying. Lord, if thou wilt,
thou canst make me clean."—Luxe v. 12.

Or (b) by an objective and a clause of a
sentence introduced by that

"Bytechyng him of grace, er that thay wentyn.
That he wold grauuteu hem a certeyn day."

Chaucer: C. T., 8,054-t

Or (c) by an objective of the person and as
infinitive.

"And he beteech'd me to entreat your majesties."
Shaketp. : Samlet, ill. L

Or (d) by an objective of the thing earnestly
begged for.

" Before I come to them, I beseech roar patience,
whilst I speak something."—Sprat.

* be-seech, 5. [From Beseech, v.] A suppll-
cation.

" Good madam, hear the suit that Edith urges
With such subiniss beteechet."

Beaum, A Ft. : Bloody Brother.

bo-seech'-er, s. [Eng. beseech; -er.] One
who beseeches.

" Let no unkind, no fair beteechert kill

;

Think all but one, and me in that one ' WUL' *

Shaketp. : Sonnet t, ISf.

boil, bo^y
; p6nt, J6%1; oat, 9011, chorus, 911111, bench; go, gem; thin, %bim; sin, aa; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = 1

-«l»n,-tlan = Shan, -tion, -sion-shun; -tion, sion zhun. cious, -tious, -slons = shus. -ble, -<ile, kc. = Del, d?L



626 beseeched—besiege

• be seech ed, pa. par. [Now Besought.]
[Beseech, v.t.)

b£ -seech '-lug, pr. par. k s. [Beseech, v.t.)

A. & B. As pr. par. and partieip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive : The act of supplicating,

supplication.

bo seech -ing-ly, * bisekandlik, adv.

[Eng. beseeching ; -ly.] In a beseeching man-
ner, imploringly. (Weak.)

* bo-seech -ment, a [Eng. beseech; -ment.]

Supplication, an entreaty.
" While beseechment deuutes . . ."—Goodwin : Work

of the Holy Shot, bk. iil., ch. 1.

•be seek', *be seeke, v.t. [Beseech.] To
beseech.

"... and there with prayers ineeke
And myld entreaty lodging did for her beseeke."

Spenser: F. <L, VI. Hi. IT.

be seem , * be seem e, * be-seme, v.t. & 1
[Eng. prefix be, and seem. )

A. Trans. : To become ; to be fit, suitable,

proper for, or becoming to.

" As man what could beseem him better.'—Booker

:

Mod. Pol, bk. r„ ch. xl viii., | a

B. Intransitive

:

1. To be fit, suitable, or proper.
" But with falre couutenaunce. as beseemed beat.

Her eutertayud." Spenser . /'. (*., III. It. M.
* 2. To seem ; to appear.

be seem -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Beseem.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. As participial adj. .* Befitting.
* And made Verona's ancient citizens

Cast by their grave beseeming ornaments.'*
Shakesp. I Romeo and Juliet, L L

C. As subst. : Comeliness. (Baret.)

be seem -ing-ljr. adv. [Eng. beseeming ; -ly.)

In a beseeming manner, becomingly, fitly, suit-

ably, properly. (/. H. Newman-: Dream of
Oerontius, v. 40.)

b6 seem Ing ness, s. [Eng. beseeming

;

-ness.] The quality of being beseeming; fit-

ness, suitableness. (Webster.)

be-seem-ly, a. [Eng. beseem; -ly.) Like
what beseems ; fitting, suitable, becoming,
proper.

* be seen , * be seene, * be-seine, pa. par.

[Besee.] In senses corresponding to those of

the verb. Specially—

1. 0/persons : Having well seen to anything ;

well acquainted or conversant with ; skilled.

(Generally with well preceding it.)

"... weill beseine in histories ttoth new and old.™—
Pitscottie I Cron,, p. 8ft.

2. Of things or of persons : Who or which
have been well seen to ;

provided, furnished,
fitted out

" His lord set forth of his lodging with all his at-

tendants in very good order and richly beseen."—Pit-
tcottie: Cron., p. 366. (Jamieson.)

Well beseene: Of good appearance ; comely.

"And sad habiliments right well beseene."
Spenser : F. O... L xii. 5.

*be selk', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and seik.)

[Beseech, Beseek.]

*be-Sein(0. Eng.), * bC Seine (0. Scotch),

pa. par. [Besee, Beseen.]

'beseke, v.t. [Beseech.]

b6-s6t , * be-sette ,
* be sete, by settc,

•by-set-ten, *by set (pret. beset, *bi-

settule, * by set; pa, par. beset), v.t. [Eng.
prefix be, and set; A.S. bisettan = to set near,

to place (from be, and settan s to cover, to

sit, to set; Sw. besdtta; Dan. besatte; Dut.
beutten = to occupy, to take, to invest, garri-

son, border, or edge ; N. H. Ger. besetsen

;

O. H. Ger. bisazjan.) [Set.]

* L To set, to set on, or to.

L ifore lit : To place, to put, to station, to

fix, to appoint, to employ, to bestow.
" Therefore the love of everything that Is not beset

in God."—Chaucer: The Parson't Tale.

2. More fig. (chiefly from O. H. Ger. bisazjan
= ... to serve a table) :

—

(1) To cause to serve ; to serve (as a table).

{Chancer.)

(2) To serve for ; to become ; to be suitable

to. (Scotch.) [Besit.]
"

. . .if thou be the chltde of God, doe as beset i thy
estate—sleep not. but wake."—Bollock on 1 Thess.,

p. &U. {Jamieson.)

II. To set upon ; to fall upon.
" At once upon him ran. and him beset

With strokes of mortal steeL"
Spenser ; Faery Queen.

UX To set around.

1. More literally

:

(1) Gen. : To set around, as jewels around a
crown, or anything similar.

"A robe of azure beset with drops of gold."—Addi-
son .- Spectator. No. 42k.

(2) To surround with hostile intent ; to be-

siege ; to set upon ; to infest, as a band of

robbers do, a road.
" Follow him that's fled :

The thicket is beset, he cannot 'scape.*

Shakesp : Two Gent, of Vervna, . 1
"Though with his boldest at bis back.
Even Roderick Dim brief the track."

Scott : The lady of the Lake, It S5.

2. More jig. : To surround (used of things,

of dangers, mobs, or other obstructions) ; to

perplex, to embarrass, to entangle with snares

or difficulties.
*' Poor England ! thou art a devoted deer.

Beset with ev'ry HI but that of fear."
Covper : Table Talk.

be-set', *be'-S<5tt'e, pa. par. [InA.S. beseten,

besetten.) [Beset.]

be set -ting, * besetlng, pr. par., a., & *.

[Beset, v.t\

A. & B. As pr. par. dt participial adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

A besetting sin: The sin ever present with
one ; the special sin to which, from constitu-

tional proclivities or other causes, one is in

constant danger of yielding. The expression
is founded on Heb. xii. 1, " Let us lay aside

every weight, and the sin which doth so easily

beset us." The metaphor seems to be that of

a long flowing garment which tends to em-
barrass the movements of a runner, if not
even to trip and overthrow him.

" A disposition to triumph over the fallen has never
been one of the besetting sins of Englishmen."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Sng., ch. xiv.

C As. subst : The act of surrounding.

"And the beseting of one house to robfaeit . .
."—

Sir John Cheeks I The Hurt of Sedition.

* be-sew, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and sew.)
" The dead bodie was besewed
In clothe of golde, and leide therln."

Oower : Conf. Amant., bk. Till

*be-soyo', besey, pa, par. [Beseen.]

Evil besey: 111 beseen; of a mean appear-
ance. (Chaucer.)

Richly beseye : Of a rich appearance ; well
dressed.

* b€ shade, v. t [Eng. be ; shade.) To shade;
to hide in shadow.

" For he is with the ground beehaded
So that the moone is somdele faded."

Ooteer : Conf. Amant., bk. vi.

be-sha n, s . [Arab. ]

Botany : The Balm of Mecca (Balsamodendron
opobcUsamum).

* be-shod, * bi sched, v.t. [Eng. be, and
shed.'] To besprinkle, wet

' Azaol took the cloth on the bed, and bischedde
with watir."-»Vc#/« (IV. Kings vtii. 15).

* be-shet', * be-shctte, pa. par. [Beshut.]
Shut up. (Chaucer.)

* be-shi'ne, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and shine.

In Ger. bescheinen.] To shine upon ; to give
light or brightness to ; to enlighten, to il-

luminate.
" When the sun is set, it beshineth not the world."—

Golden Boke, ch. 36. (Richardson.)

besh -met, s. [Native name.] Grapes made
into a consistence resembling honey, a staple
article of commerce in Asia Minor.

be- shrew', ' be shrewe, * be schrcw,
* bi-schrewon, * be schrow (ew as u),
v. U i Eng. prefix &*, and shrew.

}

1. To imprecate a mild curse upon ; to wish
that a trilling amount of evil may happen to

(with a being, a person, or a thing for the
object).

"Dee. It is my wretched fortune.
/ago. Beshrete him tor it \

How comes this trick upon hfrnt**
Shakesp. ; Of hello, iv. 2.

2. Under the guise of uttering an impreca-
tion against one, really to utter an exclamation
of love, tenderness, or coaxing.

" Beshreie your heart, fair daughter."
Shakesp.: 3 sfemrg IV., ti. «,

3. To deprave, make evil.

"Who goth aimpleli, goth trostll: who foraoths 6e-
ihreunth bis weies, shal be maad opsue."— Wydife
(Prov x. 9).

T Generally in the imperative, signifying.
" woe be to " (see examples above). Once in
Shakespeare in the pr. indicative with I.

" I beschrets all shrows."
Shakesp. : Lowe's Labour Lost, v. 5

Beschrew me, beschrew my heart : A form of
asseveration ; indeed. (Schmidt, Shakespeare
Lexic., etc.")

be-shroud, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and shroud.}

To shroud.

be-shroud -ed, pa. par. [Beshroud.]

be-shroud -Ing, pr. par. i.Beshroud.)

be -shut, * be-shet, * be shette, fU
[Eng. preti x be, and shet ) To shut up.

"Sith Bialacoil they have beshet.
Fro me in prison wickedly

"

Rom. of the Rose, 4,4M.

be-si de, be-si des, bi si dis, * by-
syde, * by syde, * bi syde, prep, k adv.

[Eng. prefix be, and side; A.S. besidan — by*

the side ; be and bi = by, near, and sidan, dat.

of $id = a side.]

A. As prep, (originally of old form akin to
both beside and besides; now chiefly, and in-

deed all but exclusively, of the form beside)

:

L Lit. : By the side of; hence, near, in im-
mediate proximity to.

" In that dai Jhesus yede out of the bous and sat
bisiUis the sea.'

1— Wgrtiffc : Matt. xitl. 1.

"
. . . he leadeth me beside the still waters. "—Ptalm

not ft,

IX Figuratively

:

1. Over and above ; in addition to.

"... four thousand men, beside women and chil-

dren."—Matt. iv. 38.

"Thus we find in South America three birdB which
use their wings for other purposes besides flight,"

—

Darwin : Voyage round the World, ch. i x

.

2. Outside of : apart from, but not contrary
to.

"It is beside my present business to enlarge upon
this speculation "—Locke.

3. Out of ; in a state deviating from and
often contrary to.

(a) Without a reflexive pronoun :

" Of vagabonds we say.
That they are ne er beside the! r way.*

Budtbrat.

(b) With a reflexive pronoun : (Used iu the
phrase, " To be beside one's self," meaning to
be out of one's senses, to be mad.)

**.
. . Fsatus said with a loud voice. Paul, thou art

beside thyself."— Acts xrvi. «.

B. As adverb (chiefly, though by no mettns

exclusively, of the form besides) : Moreover,
over and above ; in addition to this, more than
that ; not of the number, class, or category
previously mentioned.

" And the men said unto Lot, Hast thou here say
besidest . . "—Qen. xix. 12.

•fl Beside the mark : Away from the point

aimed at ; hence irrelevantly.

"A deaf insu . . . who argues beside the mark.'—
Mazaulay : Utilitarian Theory of Government.

(o) Crabb thus distinguishes between besides

and moreover:—Besides marks simply the con*

nection which subsists between what goes

before and what follows ; moreover marks the

addition of something particular to what has

already been said. Thus, in enumerating the

good qualities of an individual, we may say,

"he is, besides, of a peaceable disposition." On
concluding any subject, we may introduce a
farther clause by a moreowr: "moreover, we-

must not forget the claims of those who will

suffer by such a change."

(b) Besides and except are thus discriminated

:

Besides expresses the idea of addition ; excej-t

that of exclusion. "There were many there

besides ourselves ;
" " No one except ourselves

will be admitted." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

be-siege. • besege, *bi sege, v.t [From
Eng. prefix be, and siege. In Fr. assieger

;

from sieger -= to set ; siege = a seat, ... a

siege.] [Siege.]

h Lit : To sit down before a place with the

view of capturing it ; to ftavest a place with

hostile armaments; to open trenches against

it, and when suitable preparations have been

made, to assault it, with the view of capturing

it by force or compelling its surrender.
**

. . . ShaJmaneser king of Assyria came up afalnst

Samaria, and besieged it —i Kings xviii. t.

late, At, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pSt,

or, wore, woU» work, who, son ; mute, cub, oure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, m, os=o. ey a. «u = a*w.
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2. Fig. : To beset, to surround a person or

place with numbers of people, as, for instance,

with a multitude of beggars clamouring for

relief.

1 be-siege', s. [From besiege, v. (q.v.).] Siege;

besiegement.
"

. . suffised him for the besiege of Sagittss."—
Eackltiyt : Voyages, 11 15.

besieged, • besogod, pa. par. k a. [Be-
siege, v.]

be sie'ge-ment, *. fEng. besiege ; -ment.]

The act of besieging ; the state of being be-
sieged.

"Eche person setting before their eiei besiegement.
" hungar. and the arrogant enemy, . , ."—Qoldyng

Justice, p. 31. {Richardson.)

be-sie ~ger, s. [Eng. be$ieg(e) ; -er.\ One
who besieges a place. (Generally used in the
plural.)

"Their spirits rose, and the besiegers began to lose
heart."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng .. eh. xvi.

be-sieg'-ing, pr. par. & a. (Besiege, v.L\

+ bS-sieg'-Ing-rjf, adv. rEng. besieging: -ly.]

After the manner of an army prosecuting a
siege. (Webster.)

iMS-Sil-ver, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and silver.]

To cover with, or array in silver. (Lit. (tfig.)
" Though many streams his banks besiluered"

Fletcher • Christ's Triumph on Barth. {Richardson.)

be-sfl'-vered, pa. par. [Besilver.]

J be-singe, be zenge, v.t. [Eng. be, and
tinge.) To siuge.

" The prive cat betength ofte his scin."—Ayenb.. p. 230.

t be-si r-en, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and siren.]

To act the siren to ; to lure as the sirens
were fabled to do. (Quarterly Review.)

t be^sir'-ened, pa. par. [Besiben.]

t be^sir -en-lug, pr. par. [Besiren.]

* be-sit', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and sit.] To sit

well upon, to suit, to befit. [Beset, I. 2.]
" Me ill besits, that in der-dotng amies
And honour's suit my vowed daiea do spend.'*

Spenser: F.Q.,11. viL 10.

* bedsit -ting, pr. par. [Besit.] Befitting.
" And that which is for ladies moat omitting.
To stint all strife, and foster friendly peace.''

Spenser: F. 0... IV. U. Vs.

* be-slab'-ber, v.t. [Beslobber.]
Than ne come aleutbe al bislabered, with two slyiny

elyen." P. Plovman, bk. T., 894.

be Slave, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and slave.] To
enslave ; to make a slave of. (In general
figuratively.)

"... and hatb beslaved himself to a bewitching
beauty, . . ~—Bp Salt: Works, U. 116.

" It [covetouaneas] . . . bestaves the affections, . .
."

—Quarles I Judgment and Mercy.

be-sla ved, pa. par. k a. [Beslave.]

be-slav'-er, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and slaver.]

To slaver ; to defile with slaver.
"

. . one of your rheumatick poets that beslavers
all the paper he comes by, . . "—Return /rem Par-
nassus, i a

be-slav'-ered, pa. par. k a. [Beslaver.]

be-slaV-er-Ing, pr. par. [Beslaver.]

be-sla -ving, pr. par. [Beslave.]

toes-le'r-I-a, s. [Named after Basil Besler, an

apothecary at Nuremberg, joint editor of a
sumptuous botanical work.]

Hot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order ScrophuIariace8e(Figworts). The species
are ornamental Several have been introduced
from the West Indies and South America.

be -slime, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and slime.] To
daub with slime.

" Our fry of writers may beslime his fame.
And give his action that adulterate name."

B. Jonson : Poetaster Prol.

Tic-slimed, pa. par. k a. [Beslime.]

be sli mlhg, pr. par. [Beslime.]

be slob bcr, * bS-sliib -berf *by slob-
er, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and slobber, slubber.]

To beslobber, to besmear.
". . . bleed ; and then beslubber our garments with

It, and swear it was the blood of true men."—Shakesp.:
Ben. J V.ii.i.

b€-sl5b'-bered, * be slub bcred, * by
Slob-bered, pa. par. k a. [Beslobber,
Beslubber. 1

be slob -ber-Ing, * be slub ber-Ing, pr.

par. [Beslobber, Beslubber.]

be-slur'-rled, pa. par. k a. [Beslurry.]

be-sliir'-rj, v.t. [From Eng. prefix be, and N
dialect of Eng. slurry — to dirty, to smear : E.
dialect slur = th in washymud (?). Compare Dut.
slyk = dirt, mud.] To smear, to soil, to defile.

" And being in this piteous case.

And all beslurried iiead and face."
Drayton; Nymphidia,

* besme, * beesme, * bisme, s. [Besom.]
" he cummynge, fyndeth it volde, clensid with

bismes, and maad faire."— Wydiffe {Matt. xii. u<.

besmear, * besmeare, v.t [Eng. prefix

be, and smear. A.S. besmired, besmyred m be-

smeared ; be and smyrian, smyrigan, smerian,
smirian — to smear, to anoint ; smeru =. fat,

grease, butter. In Dan. besmore; Dut be-

smeren; Ger. beschmieren m to besmear.]

I. Literally

:

1. To cover over with something unctuous,
wtxch adheres to what it touches.

(a) The unctuous substance not being neces-
sarily fitted to defile :

" But lay, as in a dream of deep delight.
Besmear d with precious bahn, whose virtuous might
Did heal his wounds." Spenser; F. Q., I. zi. 60.

(b) The unctuous substance beingfitted to defile

:

" First, Moloch, horrid king, beemear'd with blood
Of human sacrifice, and parents' tears."

Milton; P.L.,bk.L

2. To cover with something not unctuous.

U, Fig. : To soil ; to defile in a moral sense.
" My honour would not let Ingratitude
So much besmear it."

Shakesp. : Mer. of Fen., T. L

be smear ed, pa. par. [Besmear.]

be-smear'-er, s. [Eng. besmear; -er. In
Ger. beschmierer.] One who besmears.

be-smear'-Ing, pr. par. [Besmear.]

be--smirch', * be smirche, * be- smyrch,
* be smerch, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and
smirch, cognate with smear.] [Smirch, Smear.]

1. Lit. : To besmear, so as to defile, with
mud, filth, or anything similar. (Used with a
material thing for the object.)

" Our gayness and our gilt are all besmtrch'd
With rainy marching in the painful field."

Shakesp. : Sen. V., It. a
2. Fig. : To defile, to soil, to put a con-

spicuous blot upon. (Used chiefly with what
is immaterial or abstract for the object.)

" Perhaps, he loves yon now

;

And now no soil, nor cautel, doth besmirch
The virtue of his will."—Shakesp. ; Bam., i. a

bg-smirclicd, * besmyrcat, pa. par.

[Besmirch.]

besmirch -ing, pr. par. [Besmirch.]

# be-smit, 'be-smette, bi-smlt, v.t.

[Pref. be, and A.S. smiten = to smite.] To
infect, to contaminate.

" Thet is a uice huerol al the wordle is besmeU'—
Ayenbite, p. 32.

besmoke , v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and smoke.]

1. To apply smoke to ; to harden or dry In
smoke. (Johnson.)

2. To soil with smoke. (Johnson,)

be-smok'ed, pa. par. & a. [Besmoke,]

be-smo'-king, pr. par. [Besmoke.]

be-smooth, * be smoothe, v.t. [Eng.
prefix be, and smooth.] To make smooth.

"And with Immortal balm bettmooth her skin."
Chapman: Bom, Odyst,. bk. viiL

* be smot -tered, be smot trit (0. 5c),
particip. a. [Apparently from a verb besmot-
ter, which is not found, nor is the simple verb
smotter. But for the fact that smut does not
occur till much later, besmotter might be taken
for a dim. or frequent, from besmut or smut.
Skeat compares smoterlich (q.v.).J Bespat-
tered or befouled with, or as with, mud or
dirt.

" Of fustian he wore a glpon
All besmotred with his habergeon."

Chaucer : C. T., 78.

be smfit , v.t. [Pref. be, and Eng. smut, v.]

To cover or blacken with smut. (Lit. k
*9)

bo smut ted, pa. par. k a. [Besmut.)
Covered or blackened with smut ; affected

with smut. (Said of wheat.)

t be snow ,
* be snow, v.t. [From Kng

prefix be, and snow (q.v.). In A.S. besniwod —
snowed; Dan. besnee— to snow upon; Dut
besneeuwed = covered with snow ; Ger. be-

schneien se to cover with snow.]

1. To cover with snow, to cover with any-
thing thick as snow-flakes.

"The presents every day ben newed,
lie was with giftes al besnewvd"

Ooteer : Con/ Am., bk. *L

2. To render white like snow.
" Another shall

Impend thy teeth, a third thy white and small
Hand shall besnow," Carevo ; Poems, p. it.

be -snow ed< l >. be-snewedt*by-snywe,
pa. par. & a. [Besnow.] (Toad.)

be snuff', v.t. [From Eng. prefix be, and
snuff.] To besmear, soil, or defile with snuff.

" Uuwash'd her hands, and much betnuff'd her face."
Young : Satire 8.

be-snuff ed, pa. par. k a. [Besnuff.]

be-snnf'-fIhg, pr. par. [Besnuff.]

be-soil, v.t. [Eng. be, and soil.] To defile,

soil.

" HU swerde, all besoyled with blode."—Merlin, I. 1L
MS

be som, * be some, * bee-some, *be-
sym, be sowme, besme, *. [A.S

besma, beseina = a besom, a broom, rods, twigs :

Dut. bezem; (N.H.) Ger. besen; M.H. Ger
beseme, besme; O.H. Ger. besamo.) A broom
made of twigs tied together.

I. Lit. t A handy domestic Implement for

sweeping with.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Anything which sweeps away what
is morally worthless or offensive from the
human heart

2. Anything which completely sweeps,
away or otherwise destroys the habitations
or works of man, destruction.

"... I will sweep it [Babylon] with the besom of
destruction, saith the Lord of hosts."—Ita. xlv. 23.

3. A contemptuous designation for a low
woman ; a prostitute. (Scotch.)

" Ill-fa-ard, crazy, crack-brained gowk, that she Is,

—to set up to be sae niucklo better than ither folk,
the auld besom. . .

."

—

Scott: Tales of my Landlord,
ii. 206. (Jamieton.)

besom-clean, a. As clean as a besom
can make a floor without its having been
washed. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

t be'-som, v.t. [From besom, s. (q.v.).] To
sweep with a besom.
"Rolls back all Greece and besoms wide the plain."

Harlow.

t be'-sim-er, s. [Eng. besom, and -er.J One
who uses a besom. (Webster.)

"oS-SOrt', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and sort.]

To befit, to become, to suit, to be suitable to,

to be congruous with.
" Such men as may besort your age, . . ."

Shakesp. : King Lear, i. 4.

* be sort , s. [From besort, v. (q.v.).] Com-
pany, attendance, train.

" Due reference of place, and exhibition.
With such accommodation, and besort.

Am levels with her breeding.''
Shakesp. : Othello, L 5.

be-SOt', v.t. [Eug. prefix be, and sot (q.v.).]

1. To make sottish, to stupefy, to take away
the power of thinking, to dull the intellect,

the senses, or both.
" Or fools besotted with their crimes,
That know not how to shift betimes.

"

Budibras

2. To cause to dote upon. With on followed
by that of which one is enamoured.

" Which he, besotted on that face and eyes.
Would rend from u*.

"

Dryden.

or without on

—

" Conscious of impotence, they soon grow drunk
With gazing, when they see an able man
Step forth to notice : and, besotted thus.
Build him a pedestal." Coteper: The Task, bk. r.

be'-s6t'-t£dt pa. par. k a. [Besot.]
"... with besotted base ingratitude,
Crams, and blasphemes his feeder.

Milton; Comus.

be-s6t'-ted-l& adv. [Eng. besotted, and -ly]
In a besotted manner, after the manner nt

a sot Spec.—

boil, bo'y; pout, Jo'wl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, benob; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,

oian, -tian m shan* -tion, -sion m shun ; tion, - sion = xbun. -tioos, -sious, -cious mhus, - bl e, -die, kc. m bel, deL
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1, Stupidly senseless.

2. With foolish doting.
" After ten or twelve yean' prosperous war and con-

testation with tyranny, basely and besottcdly to run
their necks again into the yoke, which they have
broken."—Milton: Ready Way to establish a Free

tb€ sot-ted-ness,s. [Eng. besotted; -new.]

The state or quality of being besotted.

1. Stupidity, senselessness.

"... hardness, betottednett of heart, . .
."—Mitton:

Qf True Religion, Ac, ad fin.

2. Foolish doting, infatuation.

besot -ting, pr. par. & a. [BesotJ

be sdt -tlhg-ly, adv. (Eng. besotting ; ~ly.]

In a besotting manner, so as to besot
(Webster.)

he-sought (sought as «at), pa. par. [Be-

seech. ]

1. Past participle of beseech.
" Delights like these, ye sensual and profane,

Ye are bid, begg'd, besought to entertain."*

Cvwper I Progress of Error.

2. Preterite of beseech.

. when be betought us and we would not hear."

. alii. 21.

•be-sour', *be-sowre, v.t. [Eng. prefix

be, and sour.] To render 80ur(Ztt. and Jig.).

•' How should we abhor and loath, and detest, this

old leaven that so besowret all our actions ; thii

heathenism of unregenerate carnal nature, which
makes our beat works so unchristian "—Bammond .

Work*, vol. iv., ser 15

b€ south ,
prep. & adv. [Eng. prefix be, and

south.} To the south of (Scotch.)

t be spake, a preterite of Bespeak (q v ),

"... but her house
Betpake a sleepy hand of negligence."

Wordsworth : The Excursion, bk. t

be spang -le (le as el), v.t. [Eng. prefix be,

and spangle.} To powder over with spangles,

to besprinkle over with anything glittering, as

with starlight or with dew.
Not Berenice's locks first rose so bright.
The heav'iis bespangling with dishevell'd light

"

Pope : Rape of the Lock. v ISO.

be spang^led (led as eld), pa. par. & a.

[Bespangle.]
" In one grand bespangled nv*ax**.' -Darwin ; De-

teent of Man, pt ii.. ch. 13.

b6 sparig'-ling, pr. par [Bespangle.]

* be spar -age, v.t. [A wrong formation for

disparage (q.v. ), sparage being taken, instead

of -parage, as the stem'] To disparage.

"These men should come to beeparage gentlemen."
—Sash : P. Penilesse.

be spat ter, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and spatter.]

1. Lit.: To defile or soil by flinging mud,
clay, water, or anything similar at a person or

thing.
" His weapons are the same which women and

children use, a pin to scratch, and a squirt to be-

epatter."—Swift.

2. Fig. : To asperse with reproaches or
calumnies, to fling calumnies against.

"... with many other such like vilifying terms,
with which he hath bespattered most of the gentry
of our town. "—Banyan ; P. P., pt i.

b£ spat-tered, pa. par. k a. [Bespatter.]

be-spat -ter-ihg, pr. par. [Bespatter.]

* be spat tie, * be-spatie (le as el), v.t.

[Eng. prefix be, and spattle = spittle.]

"They betpatled hym and byipltted him."*—Bale:
English Votaries, pt, Ii.

* be spat -tied , be -spat led (led as eld ) ,

pa. par. [Bespattle.]

* be spawl, * be spauL, be-spaule,
».(. [Eng. prefix be ; and spawl = to disperse
spittle in a careless and filthy manner.] To
bespatter with spittle (tit. and fig.).

"See how this remonstrant would invest himself
conditionally with all the rheum of the town, that he
might have sufficient to betpaul his brethren."—
Muton: Animad. upon Remont.

* be spawled, * be-spauled, pa. par. [Be-

•PAWL, BESPAUL.]
"And in their sight to spunge his ttrnm-httpawled

beard." Drayton: Polyolbion, sc 2.

be-speak ,
* be spcake, * be spe kin,

* bl

-

speke, * bes peke (preterite be-spoke,

t be-spake), v.t. k i. [From Eng. prefix be,

and speak; A.S. besprecan = to speak to, to

tell, pretend, complain, accuse, impeach

;

besottedness—best

from A.8. prefix be, and sprecan = io speak ;

sprax, spree = a speech, a word ; in Dut.

besprtken; Ger. besprechen =to bespeak.]

A. Transitive:

* 1. To speak to, to address. (Poetic.)

" The carnage Juno from the skies survey*d

And, touch d with grief, bespoke the blue-ey'd maid.
Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. v., 874. 875.

2. To speak for or on behalf of, beforehand.

Specially—
(o) To solicit anything, or to arrange be-

forehand for the purchase of an article before

anyone else can engage it, to pre-engage.

" Here is the cap your worship did bespeak.''

Shaketp. ; Tarn, of Shrew, lv. $.

(6) To apologise for beforehand.
** My preface looks as if I were afraid of my reader,

by so tedious a bespeaking of him"—Dryden.

3. To forebode, to anticipate the coming of

a future event.
" They started fears, bespoke dangers, and formed

ominous prognostics^, in order to scare the allies."—

Swift.

4. To betoken by means of words, sounds,

or even by something visible to the eye or

cognisable by the reason instead of audible to

the ear.
" What did that sudden sound bespeak t

"

Byron: Siege of Corinth, 1*
* B. Intransitive

:

1. To speak. (Poetic)
" And. in her modest manner, thus bespoke.
Dear knight . . Spenser; P. Q.

2. To consult, debate.
** Thay betpeken how he myeht
tSleghlych a-scape out of the syght.

Sir Perumbrtu, S.609.

be-speak -er, a. [Eng. bespeak, and -er.]

One who bespeaks.
" They mean not with love to the betpeaker of the

work, but delight in the work itself.**— Wot ton.

be speak -Ing, pr. par. k s. [Bespeak.]

A* As present participle : In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B. As substantive: A speaking beforehand,

to make an engagement, obtain favour, or

remove cause of offence.

be -speck le Qe as el), v.t [Eng. prefix be,

ana -speckle.] To speckle over, to scatter over

with specks or spots (lit. and fig.).
** And as a flaring tire beepecktd her with all the

Euidy allurements . . ."—Milton: Ref. in Eng.,

k. t ch. 9.

t be-spend , v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and spend.)

To weigh out, to give out, to bestow.

t be-spent ', pa. par. [Bespend.]
"... All his craft betpent

About the bed."
Chapman: Homer; Odyssey, bk. Till.

*bS-spet',v.(. [Bespit.] Also pa. par. of bespit.

benipew' (ew as ii), v.t. [From Eng. prefix

be, and spew. In Sw. bespy ; Dan. bespytle.]

To soil or daub with spue. (Ogilvie.)

be-Spi'oe,t*.«. [Eng. prefix be, and spice.] To
impregnate or season with spice or spices.]

" Thou might'st besptce a cup
To give mine enemy a lasting wink.

Shaketp.: Winter'* Tale, L 1

be-spirt', v.t. [Bespurt.]

bespit , * be spe t, * by speete, * bl-
spitte, * by-spit (pret bespat, bespit, be-

spet), v.L [Eng. prefix be, and spit; O Eng.
spet = a spittle.] To daub with spittle.

" Then was his visage, that ought to be desired to be
seen of all mankind, vilainsly betpet "--Chaucer :

Parton'i Tale.
" Thei schulen scorne him, and bytpeete him **—

Wydiffe {Mark x. M\

be-spit'-tlhg, pr. par. [Bespit, v.]

be-spolse, be-spok'-en, pa. rwr. [Bespeak.]

be-spot , v.t. [From Eng. prefix be, and spot.

In Dut. bespatten = to mock at, to deride.]

To spot over, to mark with spots.
** A mightier river winds from realm to realm

;

And. like a serpent, shows his glittering back

be-spot'-tfid, pa. par. & a [Bespot.]

be-spot -ting, pr. par. &, a [Bespot.]

be-spread' (pret. bespread; pa. par. bespread,

bespredd), v.L To spread over, or in different

directions ; to adorn.
" His nuptial bed

With curious needles wrought, and painted flowers

btj/W& " Dry-im Thgocritut ; 14yll xviii.

bespread -Ing, pr. par. [Bespread.J

* be spren t, * be sprin etc, * be sprint,
* t>6 - sprent', * b€ - spreynt, • be -

sprelnt, pa. par. [Besprinkled.] Be-
sprinkled ; sprinkled over.

" The savoury herb
Of knot-grass dew besprent."

MiUon : Com., HI

be sprink -le, * be-sprlnck'-le (le at

el), v.t. (pa. par. besprinkled, ''besprent, ttc.).

[From Eng. prefix be, and sprinkle. In Dan.
bespramge ; Dut. besprenkelen ; Ger. bespren-

keln, besprengen. ] To sprinkle or scatter over,

to bedew (lit. &jig.).
" She saw the dews of eve besprinkling
The pastures green beneath her eye.

Byron : The Giaour.

" Herodotus, imitating the father poet, whose lit*

he had written, bath besprinkled his work with many
fabulosities."—Browne.

be Sprink -ler, s. [Eng. besprinkl(e)ir.] One
who besprinkles (Sherwood.)

* be sprink -ling, pr. par. &, a. (Be-
sprinkle.]

A. A- B. As pr. par. and particip. adj. : la
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or operation of sprinkling water
or any other liquid over a person or thing.

2- That which is used for the sprinkling.

* newsprint, pa. par. [Besprent.]

be- spurt, be-spirt, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and
spurt, spirt ] To spirt or squirt over.

"... and to send home his haughtiness well be-

spurted with his own holy-water."—Milton: Animadm.
Bern. Defence.

be spur -ted, be-spir -ted, pa. par. k «.

[Bespurt, Bespirt.]

b$-spurt -ing, be-splrt -Ing, pr. par [Bs-

spurt, Bespirt.]

be-sput'-ter, v.t [From Eng. prefix be, and
sputter. Iu Dan. bespytte.} To sputter or cast

spittle over a person or thing. (Johnson.)

* besquite, s. [Biscuit.]
" Armour thai had plente, and god beequite to meto."

—Langtoft : Chron., p 17L

Bes'-sem-er, s. k as a. [See definition.]

As adj. : Named after its inventor, Mr. BL
Bessemer (born in Hertfordshire in 1813).

Bessemer process.
MetaU. : A metallurgic process which serves

as a substitute for puddling with certain de-

scriptions of cast iron, and for the manufac-

ture of iron or steely-iron for many purposes.

It consists in the forcing of atmospheric air

into melted cast iron. It was first announced
at the meeting of the British Assoc, in 1866.

best, * beste, o., *., & adv. [A.S. betsL betest

— the best. It stands in a close relation to

the conipar, betera, beira, betere, betre = better

[Better], but has no real affinity to the posi-

tive god — good [Good]. In Icel. beztr, best;

Sw. bast; Dan. best, beste; Dut. best; Ger,

beste; O. H. Ger. pezisto; Goth, betizo, bo-

tista.}

A. As adjective : Excelling in the moral or

intellectual qualities which render a person

more distinguished, or the physical qualities

which make a thing more valuable than all

others of its class. Thus, the best boy in a

school is the one whose conduct, diligence,

and attainments surpass those of all the other

pupils ; the best road is that most adapted U>

one's purpose ; the best field, the most fertile

field or the field in other respects more valu-

able than others.
••

. Ill speak it before the beet lord."—Shaketp. I

Merry Wive*, iii. a
"

. . take of the best fruits in the land."—fls»

xlii!. 11.

"An evil intention perverts the best actions, and
makes them sins. "—A dditon.

B. As substantive (through omission of ths

real substantive): The persons who or the

thing which surpasses all others of them or

its class, in the desirable quality or qualities

with respect to which comparison is made.

Used—
(a) (Plur.) Ofpersons:

"
. . . the 6«s* sometimes forget" - _

Bhakesp. : Oth.. ii t
(b) (Sing.) 0/ things:
"The oeif, alas, is far from Us."—Carlyle : Bene»%

and Hero Worship, sect. V.

tfcte, l&t, fere, amidst, what, fall, fattier ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, p*s»

or, wore, wolf: w6rltu whd, son; mute, cob, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, m, o» = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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C As adverb:

1. In the highest degree beyond all others

Tith whom or which comparison may be made.
"... he, I think, best loves you."

Shaketp. : Two Qent. of Ver., i. 2.

2. To the most advantage, with most profit

oo: success.
*

. . . bat she is best married that dies . .
."

Shaketp. I Rom, * Jul., 1 v. 5.

8. With the most ease.

"... how 'tis best to bear it"
Shaketp. : AX* Well, iii. 7.

4. Most intimately, most particularly, most
correctly, in the highest degree.

"... thou bett know'st what . .
"

Shaketp. ; Temp., 1. 1

D. In special phrases : Best is often used in

special phrases, generally as a substantive.

1. At best or at the best: When the most
favourable view is taken, when all advantages
are properly estimated.

2. Best to do or to be done is elliptical, mean-
ing the best thing to do or to be done.

3. One's best: The best which one can do;
the utmost effort which one can put forth.

" The duke did hU best to come down.**—Bacon.

i. The best may stand for the best persons
or things. [B. (6).]

5. To have the best of it : To have the advan-
tage over, to get the better of.

6. To make the best of anything: To succeed
in deriving from it the maximum of advantage
which it is capable of rendering, or, if no ad-
vantage be derivable from it, then to reduce
Its disadvantages to a minimum.

" Let there he freedom to carry their commodities
where they may make the bent of them, except there be
wine special cause of caution."

—

Bacon.

7. To make the best of one's way : To proceed
as quickly as possible on one's way.

• We set sail, and made the best of our way, till we
were forced by contrary winds . . ."—Addison.

*f Best occurs also in an infinite number of
compounds, such as best-beloved, too obvious
in their construction and meaning to require
insertion.

best aucht, best-aucht, a The most
valuable article of a particular description
that any man possessed, commonly the best
horse or ox used in labour, claimed by a land-
lord on the death of his tenant. (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.) [Copyhold, Heiuot.]

best-beloved, a. Beloved above all

Others.

"And In their crew his best-beloved Benjamin.''
Dryden : The Hind and Panther, i i.

best-man, best man, s.

1. A man who vanquishes another in any
kind of battle. (Eng.)

"
. . .he proved belt man V the field."—Shaketp. .'

Coriol, ti. 2.

2. A bridesman or attendant upon the bride-
groom.

" Presently after the two bridegrooms entered, ac-
oompamed each by his friend or bett-man."—St. John-
ttoun, iii. 9a

best-work, *.

Mining : A miner's term used of the best or
richest class of ore.

best, v.t. [Best, a.] To get the better of, to
cheat, to outwit. (Vulgar.)

* best, pa. par. [Baste.]

1. Struck, beaten. (Scotch.)

2. Fluttering, shaken (?). (Barbour.)
** Sum belt, sum woundyt, sum als slayne."—Barbour*

*iV M, MS {Jamieson.)

* b4st, * beste, s. [Beast.] (Chaucer : C. T.,

1,311.)

* bg-stad, * be stadd e, pa. par. [Be-
stead. ]

* btS-stain', v. t. [Eng. pref. be, and stain.'] To
stain, to mark with stains ; to spot. (bit. &jig.)

* WJ-stain ed, pa. par. & a. [Bestain.]
** We will uot line his thin beetained cloke
With our pure honours."

Shakesp. : Sing John, Iv. a
* be^-stain'-ing, pr. par. [Bestain.]

Afi-stead, * be sted, ^ be stad, *be-
stadde, * bi sted. v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and
stead. A .8. stede, staxie, styde= a place, station,
stead.] Essential meaning, to place or dispose,
so as to produce certain results. Specially—

1. So to place as to be to the profit or ad-
Tantage of, or simply to profit ; to produce
advantage to.

" Hence, vaiu deluding Joys.
The brood of Fully, without father bred I

How little you betted.
Or fill the tlxea mind with all your toys !

Milton : 11 Penseroto.

2. So to place as to entertain, to receive, or
accommodate, or simply entertain ; to receive,

to accommodate.
"They shall pass through it hardly bestead and

hungry."—Jia. viil, 21.

3. So to place as to beset, surround, en-
tangle, overwhelm, or overpower ; or simply
to beset, surround, entangle, overwhelm, or
overpower.

"... ye have come at a time when he's sair betted.''

—Scott i Ouy Mannering. ch. xi.

" Thus ill bettedd, and fearefull more of shame
Then of the certeiue perill he stood in."

Spenter: P. ft., I. L 34.

be stead, t be -sted , * be-stedd, *bS-
sted'ded, be stad, 'be stadde, 'ba-
sted', pa. par. [Bestead.]

"And there the ladie, ill of friends bestedded.

"

Spenter: P O,., IV. I. a

* be -steal, "be -stele, 'bi- stele, v.t
(Steal.] To steal away.

" On of hem . . . ys byttole awaye."
Sir Ferumbras. 3,876. {X.E.D.)

bes -« al, • bes -ti all, a. & *. [In Fr.,

Prov.,8p.,&Port. bestial; ItaL bestiale ; from
Lat. bestialis = like a beast, bestial ; from
bestia = a beast, an irrational creature as

opposed to man.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to the inferior animals, and
especially those which are the most savage

aid repulsive.
" Part human, part bestial."— Tatter, No. *».

2. In qualities resembling a beast ; brutal,

beneath the dignity off reason or humanity,
suitable for a beast.

" Moreover, urge his hateful luxury.
And bettial appetite in change of lust"

Shaketp. : Richard III., ill. a
* B. As substantive : Bestiality.
" Bettial among reasonable* Is forboden In euery

lawe and euery sect, both in Christen and others."

—

Test, ofboue, bk. li.

% All the cattle, horses, sheep, &c, on a
farm, taken collectively.

"And besides all other kfndes of hettiaU, fruteful of
mares, for breeding of horse."—Deter, of the King-
dome ofScottande, (Jamieson.)

t bes'-tl-al, s. [Fr. bastille. The form bestial

probably arose from a mis writing of bestaille.]

[Bastille.] An engine for a siege.

" Ramsay gert byg Strang bettialt off tre
Be gud urycbtfs, the best in that cuntre."

Wallace, vii. »TS, MS. (Jamieson.)

9 bes-tl al -I te, s. [From Old Ft. bettial.)

(Bestial, s.] Cattle.
" There he sate his fellcite on the manuring of the

oorne land, aud in the keptng of bettialite. '—Com-
plaint of Scot^ p. 68. [Jamieton.)

bes ti al ism, s. [Eng. bestial; -ism.] The
condition of a beast ; irrationality.

bes-ti-al'-I-ty, s. [From Fr. bestiality. In
Dan. bestialetet; Sp. bestialidad; Port, betti-

alidade.]

1. The quality of being a beast or acting
like one.

"What can be a greater absurdity, than to affirm
bestiality to be the essence of humanity, and darkness
the centre of light?"

—

Arbuthnot i Pope; Mart. Scrib.

2. Spec. : Unnatural connection with a beast.

"Thus fornications, incest, rape, and even bestiality,
were sanctified by the amours of Jupiter, Pan, Mars,
Venus, and Apollo."

—

Qoldtmith : Essay xiv.

be's-ti-al-i'ze, v.t. [From bestial, and suffix

-ize.] To render bestial, to make a beast of

;

to reduce, as far as it can be done, to the
level of a beast.

"... humanity Is debased and bettialized where it
U otherwise. '—Phik Letters on Phytiog. (1761), p. 9.1.

* bes'-ti-al-liche, a. [Eng. bestial m beasts,
taken collectively, and A.S. lie = like.]

Beastly ; beast-like.
" These Hues be thorow names departed in three

maner of kinds as bettialHche, manlyche, and reason-
Skbliche, . . ."—Test, of Loue, bk. ii.

bes ti-al-ly, adv. [Eng. bettial; -ly.] After
the manner of a beast, in a beastly way

;

brutally. (Johnson.)

* beV-tl-ate, v.t. [Lat. bestia - a beast, and
suffix -ate — to make.] To bestialize.

"Drunkenness bestiatet the heart, . .
.** /umtrntt

Bin Stigmatised (1639), p. 336.

be-stlck', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and stick."]

1. Lit. : To stick over with.

2. Fig. : To scatter over with missiles which
infix themselves.

"... truth shall retire
Bestuck with slanderous darts, . .

."

Milton: P. L., bk. iii.

be-Still', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and 'till.] To
make still or silent.

" Commerce bestill'd her inany-imtiuiied tongue."
Cunningham: Elegiac Ode.

be-still'ed, pa. par. [Bestilu]

b£-stil -ling, pr. par. [Bestill.] •

* bestious, * bestyous, a. [L. Lat. bettiut.}

Monstrous.
" Then came fro the Yrishe see,
A bestyous fyshe."

Hardyng : Chron., ch. XXVt

be stir , * be stirre ,
* be -store; * be-

sturre, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and stir.]

W Of things:

L Lit. : To stir or agitate anything material.
" I watched it as it sank : methought
Some motion from the current caught
Bestirr'd it more." Byron: TheQiatnm.

2. Fig. : To stir anything not material.

"Kent. No marvel, you have so bestirred your valoac,
you cowardly rascal !

'—Shaketp. : Lear, ii. 2.

IX Of persons (generally with a rejXewim
pronoun); To bestir one's self, i.e., to stir

one's self up to activity with regard to any-
thing.

" Lord I how he gan for to bestirre htm tho."
Spenser: The Fate of the Butt erfiU,

" It was indeed necessary that he should bestir Tnlfjj

self."—Mitcaulay : liitt. Eng., ch. xviL

be stir red, pa. par. [Bestir.]

be-stir -ring, pr. par. [Bestir.]

t bfist'-nSss, *. [Eng. best ; -nets.) The state
or quality of being the best

"Generally the bestness of a thing (that we may so
call it) is best discerned by tbe uecessary use."—By-
Morton i Episcopacy Asserted, $ 4.

* be-storm, v.t. & i. [Eng. prefix be, and
storm.]

A. Trans. : To involve in storm ; to carry

by storm.
"... so, when all is calm and serene within, lie ma-

shelter himself there from the persei-utiuns of tli r

world : but when both are bestormed, he hath u-

refuge to fly to."—Dr. Scott : Works, vol. U. 2M.

B. Intrans. : To storm ; to rage.

" All is sea besides,
Sinks under us, bestormt, and then devours."

young: Night Thoughts. [Hichardsonj

* be-storm ed, pa. par. [Bestorm.]

* be-storm -ing, pr- VaT- [Bestorm.]

be stow, * be sto we, * be stow en,
•bistowen, v.t. (A.S. prefix be, and
ttowen m to place, to put. InSw. besta; Dut.
besteden.] [Stow.]

1. To stow, to put in a place, to lay up.

"And when he came to the tower, he took them
from their hand, and bestowed them in the house."

—

3 Kingt v. 24.

2. To use or apply in a particular place.
" The sea was notthe Duke of .Marlborough's element,

otherwise the whole force of the war would Infallibly
have been bestowed there."— Swift.

3. To lay out upon ; to expend upon.
" And thou shalt bestow that money for whatsoever

thy soul lusteth after, for oxen, or for sheep, or for
wine, . . ."—Deut. xiv. 26,

4. To give.

(a) Gen. : To give as a charitable gift or
gratuity, or as a present ; to confer, to impart.

" Honours were, as usual, liberally bestowed at thfr
festlve season."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

(b) Spec. : To give in marriage.

"I could have bestowed her upon a fine gentleman,
who extremely admired her."—Toiler.

f Formerly bestow was sometimes followed

by to prefixed to the object. Now on or upon
is employed.

(a) With to.

" Sir Julius Caesar had in his office the disposition o'

the six clerks' places, which he bad bestowed to such
persons as he thought fit."

—

Clarendon.

(b) With on or upon. See ex. under 4 (6).

* bes-to'w-age (afce m Ig), s. [Eng. be-

stow; -age.'] Stowage. (Bp. Hall.)

bes-to'w-al, t. [Eng. bestow ; -al.]

1. Bestowment ; the act of bestowing, giving,

laying out upon or up in store.

"... by the bestowal of money or time, . . ."—J- A
Mill ; PoOt. Earn., bk. L. eh. xi., f 1.

2. The state of being bestowed.

beVto wed, pa. par. & o. [Bestow.]

t
*6il, bo^; point, j6wl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, '(his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f»

-elan, -tian m shan. -tlon, -aion = shun ; tion, -sion = shun. tioua, -sious, -clous = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. m bel, del.
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bes-to w-er, a. [Eng, bestow ;-**.] One who
bestows.

•'. . . some as the bestotvert of througs. .
."—Stil-

hnggteet.

ftes tow iAg, pr. par. k $. [Bestow.]

A. As present participle: la senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B. As substantive: Power or light to be-
stow ; bestowment.
" Fair maid, send forth thine eye ; this youthful parcel
Of noble bachelors stand at my bestowing."

Skakesp. : AW* Well that End* WeU, lit. 8.

bes to w ment, s. [Eng. bestow; •ment]
The same as Bestowal, which is the more
common word.

1. The act of bestowing ; the state of being
bestowed.

"If we consider this bestovrment of gifts Id this
view, . . ."—Chauncey.

% That which is bestowed.
" They almost refuse to give due praise and credit to

' God's own bestowmenU."—!. Taylor.

be straddle, v.t [Eng. prefix be, and
straddle.] To bestride. (Todd.)

1 dds traught' (gh silent), * bes-trat ,

* be stract', a. [Eng. prefix be, and
*straught, obsolete pa. par. of stretch.] Dis-

tracted in mind; "distraught," from which
the signification of bestraught is borrowed.
According to Dr. Murray this was also

assumed as the present of a verb, and the
partic adj. bestraughted, and verbal subs.

best raught Lug formed therefrom.
" Ask Marian, the fat alewife of Wincot, If she know

me uot . . . What: I am not bettraught."—Shakesp,

:

Tarn, qf Shrew, Induct, u.

be streak', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and streak.]

To streak.
" Two beauteous kids I keep, bestrenk'd with white."

Beattie: Virgil, pt. li.

be -strew' (ew as u), f be-strdw*, * bl-
strew-en, v.t [Eng. prefix be, and strew.

A.S. bestreowian = to bestrew.]

1. To strew over ; to strew.
" That from the withering branches' east.
Bestrewed the ground with every blast."

Scott : Rokehy. 1L 9.

2. To lie scattered over.
** Where fern the floor bestrowt"

Wordsworth ; Guilt A Sorrow.

be strewed (ewed as ud), * be -str6w ed,
t be -strow n, pa. par. & a. [Bestrow.]

bestride, * b8-stryd'e, * by stryde
(pret. bestrtd, bestrode ; pa, par. bestridden,

t bestrode [poetic]), v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and
stride. A.$.be$tridan(Lye); Dui. oescliryden.]

I. Of persons:

1. To place the legs across.

(1) Lit. : To place the legs across a person
or Uiing, remaining for a time stationary in
that attitude. Spec, to place the leg3 across—
(a) a horse.

** The wealthy, the luxurious, by the stress
Of business roused, or pleasure, ere their time.
Hay roll in chariots, or provoke the hoofs
Of too fleet coursers they bestride."

Wardtworth : Excursion, bk. 1L

(o) a fallen friend la battle, to defend him

;

"If you see me down in the battle, and bestride me,
o: 'tis a point of friendship.*

1—Sh-ikesp. ; 1 Ben. IV.,
v.L

(c) a fallen enemy in battle, to triumph over
trim.

" Tli' insulting victor with disdain bestrode
The prostrate prince, and on his bosom trod.*"

Pope : Bomcr't Iliad, bk. xvi. 619, 62a

(2) Fig. : To exert dominant power over.
" Cleo. His legs bestrid the oceau."*

Shakeip. t Antony * Cleopatra, V. 2.

2. To step momentarily over, as in walking.
™ Thau when I first my wedded mistress saw
Bestride my threshold.'' Shakeep. t Corio. lv. 5.

•* Strives through the surge, bestride* the beach, and
high

Ascends the path familiar to his eye.
Byron : Cortair, 111 19.

IX Of things : To span. (Used of a bridge,

a rainbow, &c.)
" Meantime, refracted from yon eastern clond.
Bestriding earth, the grand ethereal bow
Shoots up immense, and ev'ry hne unfolds."

Thornton : Spring, 202-4.

foe-strid den, t b$-strd'de, pa. par. [Be-
stride. ] (Poetic.) Ridden, as a horse.

" The giant steed, to be bestrode by Death,
As told in the Apocalypse."

Byron: Bun/red, U. t\

b& stri'd-lng, pr. par. [Bestride.]

t be^-Stro'W, v. t. [Bestrew.]

* be-stro wed, t be-strow'n, pa. par. [Be-
strow.]

** But the bare ground with hoarie mosss bettroieed
Must be their bed." Spenser: F. Q, VI. Iv. 14.

** Nor spares to stoop her head, and taste
The dewy turf with flowers best roten."

Wordsworth : White Doe qf Rylstone, L

be-stiick', 2X1. par. [Bestick,]

be-stud', v.t [Eng. prefix be, and stud.] To
stud over ; to ornament by placing in any-
thing shining studs or similar ornaments.

be-Stud -ded, pa. par. & a. [Bestud.]
**

. . . and as many rich coates embroidered and be-

ttudded with purple."— Holland : Liviiis, p. 762.

(assslM BSIIII
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be-stud'-dlng, pr. par. [Bestod.]

* be-Stur'-ted, a. [Ger. besturzen=. . . to
Btartie.] Startled, alanned, affrighted. (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.)

be-sure (sure as shur), adv. [Eng. be, and
sure.] Certainly. (Nuttalt)

* bes'-tyl-nesse, s. [O. Eng. bestyl = beastly,

Mod. Eng. beastly, and suff. •nesse — ness.]

The same as Beastliness (q.v.). (Prompt.
Pane.)

* bes'-tyl-wyse, a. or adv. [O. Eng. bestyl =
beastly, and suff. -wyse = wise-1 Beastly; in

a beastly manner. (Prompt. Parv.)

be-sw&k',' v.t, [Pref. be, and * swak (q.v.).]

To dash, to strike.
** And ait besutake with an owre hie tyde,

Dunbar: Evergreen, 13. (Jamieson.)

* be sweat', * bi-sweat, v.t. [Pret be, and
Eng. stceat, s.] To cover with sweat.

"All his burns wee bi-tvxBt.'"—Layamon. 9,315.

*be-swlke, * be -sweik, *be-swyke, r.t.

[A.S. beswican = to deceive, weaken, escape,
offend ; IceL svikia ; Sw. svika = to disap-
point.) To deceive, to lure to ruin.

** With notes of so great llkynge.
Of such measurs, of such musicka.
Whereof the shtppes they bestoike.
That passen by the costes there."

Gower: Conf. Apt., bk. L
* be-sy, a, [Busy.]

* be-sym, *. [Besom.] (Wycliffe.)

bes-y-nes, s. [Business.] (Scotch.)

bet, s. [Etymology doubtful. According to
Webster, Malm, and others, from A. S. &ad=
a pledge, a stake ; wed = a pledge, earnest, or
promise. If so, then cognate with Sw. vad

;

Ger. wette =. a bet. But Wedgwood aud Skeat
both consider bet as •imply a contraction fbr

abet, in the sense of ticking, encouraging, or
supporting the side on which the person lays
his wager.] [Bet, v.]

1. Lit. : A wager, a sum staked upon the
event of a horse-race or some other contin-
gency. It is generally placed against the
wager of some other man whose views are
adverse to those of the first Whoever is

proved right in his vaticination regains his

own stake, and with it takes that of his op-
ponent

** I heard of a gentlemen laying a bet w ith another,
that oue of his men should rob htm before his face."

—

Darwin : Vopage round the World, ch. xvi.

2. Fig. : Rash confidence.
** The hoary fool, who many days
Has struggled with continued sorrow.
Renews his hope, and blindly lays
The desp'rate bet upon to-morrow." Prior.

bet (1), t.t & i. [From bet, a. (q.v.). Ac-
corduig to Webstar, Malm, &c, from A.8.
badian m to pledge, or to seize as a pledge

;

Dut. weeden = to wager ; Ger. wetten m to
bet ; Goth vidan = to bind. But Wedgwood
and Skeat reject this etymology.]

A. Transitive : To wager ; to stake upon a
contingency.

"John of Gaunt loved him well, and betted much
money upon his head."—Sfuiketp. : 2 Ben. IV., Hi. 2.

B. Intransitive:

h Lit. : To lay a wager ; to stake money
upon a contingency.

2. Fig. : To trust something highly valuable
to a contingency.

"He began to think, as he would himself have ex-
pressed it, that be had bfted too deep on the Revolu-
tion, and that It was time to hedge."—Macaulay :

Hist, Eng., ch. xvi i.

bet (2), v.t. [Beit.] To abate; to mitigate.
(Scotch.) (Jatnieson.)

bet (3), v.t [Beat.] (Scotch.)

1. To " beat," to strike.

2. To defeat
"... did bet their enterprise."

—

Craufurd : Btet
Univ. Edin., p. la. {Jamieeoti.)

* bet, pa. par. & pret [Bbat.1 (0. Eng. &
Scotch.) Beaten, beat

" Qnhen thay war cumyn to luchecuthill, thay fand
the brig bet d\rmi."—BeUand. : Croru, iv. 19.

" He staid for a better hoar, tilt the hammer had
wrought and bet the party more pliant."—Bacon.

* bet, * bett, pa. par. [Beit.] (Scotch.)

1. Helped ; supplied.

2. Built ; erected.
". . . within hlrpalice yet.

Of hir first husband, was ane tempill bet
Of mar-bill, . .

."

Doug.: Virgil, 118, 2. (Jamieson.}

*bet, *b<Jtte, compar. of a. [A.S. bet, bett a
better.] Better.

" For ther iB no cloth slttith bet
On daniyselle. than iloth roket."

The Itomaunt of the Rom.
** The dapper ditties, that I wont devise
To feede youthea fancie and the flocking fry,
Delighteu much ; what I the bett for-thy?*

Spenser : Shep. CaL, 10,

be'ta(l), s. [Beet.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Chenopodiaceae (Chenopods). A species
grows in Britain, the Beta vulgaris, or Com-
mon Beet, under which the B. marilima is

placed as a variety. It has a large, thick, and
fleshy root, succulent sub-ovate root-leaves,

and cauline ones oblong. There are numerous
spikes of flowers. It grows on muddy sea-

shores in England and the South of Scotland.

[Beet.]

be'-ta, be'-ta, s. [t-at beta; from Gr. fiyjTa

(beta), the second letter of the Greek alpliabet,

corresponding to B in English, Latin, Sec. ;

beth in Hebrew, ba in Arabic, and vida in

Coptic, &c Its sound in the words into

which it enters is that of our 6.]

beta orcin, s. [From the Gr. letter

(beta), and orcin.]

Chem. : CgH^OH^. A diatomic phenol ob-
tained by the dry distillation of usnic acid,

and of other acids which occur in lichens.

It crystallises in colourless prisms, melting at

109°, which are soluble in water and in alcohol.

Its ammoniaral solution turus red on expo-
sure to the air.

beta-orsellic acid. [From the Greek
letter 0, and orcin.] [Orchil.]

Chem. : C34H32OJ5. An organic acid found
in Roccella tinctoria, grown at the Cape.

It forms colourless crystals ; boiled with
baryta-water, it vields orsellinic acid,

C6H2(CH3XOH>2. CO. OH, and roccellinin,

Ci8H1607, which forms hair-like silvery crys-

tals.

f be tag', v.t [Eng. prefix be, and tag.] T«
tag or tack.

*' Bescntcheoued and betanged with verse."
Churchill : The Ghost, bk. Iv.

t bS-tag'getL, pa. par. [Betag.]

t be-ta'iled, a. [Eng. prefix be, and tailed.]

Furnished with a tail.

"Thus betaited and bepowdered, the man of taste

fancies he improves in beauty, . . ."— Guldvntih

:

Cittten qf the World, Let. 3.

be ta-ine, s. [From Lat. beta= beet.] [Beet,

Beta.] <*•*£§»

Chem. : C6HUN02, or H2C<^^^* Jt to

called also trimethylglycocine. Betaine oc-

curs as a natural alkaloid in beetroot ; it has

the constitution trimethyl-glycocine. It can

be obtained by the oxidation of choline hydro-

chloride. Choline occurs in the bile and
brain of animals ; also in the white of eggs.

Betaine canbe obtained as a hydrochloride syn-

thetically by heating trimethylamine,(CI^N,
with monochloracetic acid, CHgCl.CO.OH.
Betaine crystallises from alcohol in shining

deliquescent needles containing one molecule

of water. It is neutral, has a sweet taste, and

is decomposed by boiling alkalies, giving off

trimethylamine.

b8-ta1te, *Wf-take', "by^take (pret * be-

took, * betoke ; pa. par. betaken, * betaughf), v.t.

& i. [Eng. prefix be, and take. A.S. be-

tcecan = (l) to show, (2) to betake, impart,

deliver to, (3) to send, to follow, to pursue.]

A. Transitive:

* I. To take, to take to, to deliver, to en-

trust. [Betech. ]

ftte, fat, fare, amidst, what, mil, father; we, w^St, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po%

or, wore, wolf, work, who\ son * mute, cab, cure, unite, enr, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a, irn= kw.
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" Dune Phoebe to a Nymphe her habe betook*
To be upbrousjht in perfect Maydeuhed."

Spenser : F. «.. III. vi. 28.

•J. To give, to recommend. (Chaucer, Ac.)
" Ich bitnka rain soule God."

Robert of Gloucester, p. 475.

8. With the reflexive pronoun

:

(1) Lit. : To take one's self to a place ; to
repaii to, to remove to, to go to.

"... in betaking himself with his books to a small
lodging in an attic. "—Maoaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

(2) Fig. : To have recourse to ; to adopt a
course of action ; to apply one's self to.

**.
. . that the ad>erse part . . betaking itself to

tieh practices . . ."—Hooker: Sect. PoL, bk. iv., ch.
xir., (6.

"... therefore betake the©
To nothing but despair."

SHakesp. : Hint. Tale, Hi. *.

B. Intransitive (by suppression of the pro-
noun): Togo, resort.

" But here ly downe, and to thy rest betake.''
Spemer: E. «, I. Ix. 44.

be talc en. pa. par. [Betake.]

betaking, pr. par. & s. [Betake.]
A. As present participle: In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B. -4* substantive : The act of taking or of
repairing, or having recourse to.

t be-talk (I silent), v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and
talk.} To talk.

" For their bo valiant fight, that every free man's song,
Out tell yon of the same, quoth she, be-Utlk'd on

long." Draytun: Polyolbion, Song 28.

t bS-t&T-ldw, v.t. To cover with tallow.
•"I will tlice out thy towels with thine own razor.

betaUow thy tweexes, . . ."—Ford: The Fancies,
Chaste and Sable, L 2.

* be tanc, pa. par. [Betake.] Pursued.
(Store*.)

" 8ekytly now nnv ye M
Betane the starkest pumlelayn."

Barbour, Hi. 159, MS. (jamieson.)

* be-taucht (ch guttural), * be-tuk, pa. par.
[Betech.] Delivered, committed in trust;
delivered up. (Jamieson). (Scotch.)

* bet-ayne, s. [Betony. ]

# bete(l), v.t. [Beat,*.] To beat. (Chaucer.)

1 bete (2), v.L&i. [Bate, r.]

bete (3), v.t. [Beet, v.] (0. Eng., 0. dk Mod.
Scotch.)

be -toar'ed, a. [Eng. be; teared.'] Bedewed
with tears.

"*Ala*. madam.' answered Philoclea, 'I know not
whether my tears become my eyes, but I am sure ray
•yes tli as beteared become nay isctsroe.'" Midmem ;
Arcadia, bk. in.

* be-tech', * be tech e (pret. & pa. par, be-

taught), v.t. [A.S. betaxan=(l) to show, (2)
to betake, impart, deliver to, (3) to send, to
follow.] [Betake.]

L To show ; to teach.
" So as the philosophre techeth
To AlU-iuiider and him betecheth
The lore." Goiter : Con/. Am., bk. Ttt

2. To deliver up, to consign. (Scotch.) The
sine as Betake (q.v.).

" Thai wald, rycht with an angry face,
Betech them to the blak Douglas.™

Barbour, xv. 538. MS. [Jamieion.)

* be-te'd', -pa. par. [Betide.]

* be-teem', * be-teeme', v.t. [Eng. prefix
be, and teem. A.S. tyman— to teem, to beget,
to propagate. ]

1. To deliver, to give, to commit, to entrust.
M 'So would I,' said the enchaunter, 'glad and faine
Beteeme to you this sword, you to defend.'

"

Sponsor: F. Q., II. vitt. If.

3. To allow, to permit, to suffer.

_. .
*'.

. . to loving to my mother
That he might not ft^eem the winds of heaven

Shakeip. : Bam., t 2.

Visit her face too roughly."

be'-tcl, + be tie, s. [Prob. from a Fort
form of the native name.]

1. The English name of the Piper betle, a
shrubby plant with evergreen leaves belonging
to the typical genus of the order Piperacese
(Pepperworts). It is extensively cultivatedm the East Indies.

2. Its leaf, used as a wrapper to enclose a
few slices of the areca palm not [Areca,
Betel Nut-tree] with a little shell lime.
The Southern Asiatics are perpetually chew-
ing it to sweeten the breath, to strengthen

the stomach, and, if hunger be present, to
deaden its cravings. It is called pan, or pan
sooparee. It is offered by natives of the East
to their European visitors, and is often all

that is laid before one accepting an invitation
to their houses.

" Opium, coffee, the root of betel, tears of poppy, and
tobacco, condense the spirits." — Sir T. Herbert:
Travels, p. 3 14

betel-carrier, s.

In the East : One who^carries betel, to have
it ready when his master calls for it

". . . had given to him, Fadladeeu, the very profit-
able poet* of Betel-carrier and Taster of Sherbet, . . ."

—Movie : L. It ; The Fire Worshippers.

betel nut-tree* «. An English name of
the Areca catechu, an exceedingly handsome
and graceful palm-tree, cultivated in India
and elsewhere. It is sometimes called also
the Medicinal Cabbage-tree. The nut is cut
in slices, wrapped in the aromatic leaves of
the betel-pepper, and chewed by the natives
of the East [Betel.]

BSt'-el-geux, BeV-el-geuse, BStf-el-
guese, «. [Corrupted Arabic]

Astron.: A bright star of. the first magni-
tude situated near the right shoulder of Orion,
the one occupying a nearly corresponding
position of the left shoulder being Bellatrix
(q.v.). Betelgeux is called also a, and Bella-
trix y Ononis.

* be-ten, pa. par. & a. [Beaten.]

* beth, * beeth, v.i. [A.S. oco(A=»axe;
beoth = be ye.]

1. Be, be ye. (Chaucer.)

& Is, are.

"Than he for shine In sorwe betk."
' __ " Story of Qe>\. and Exod., 183.

3. Shall be.

Till ihesos beth on rode dead."
Story of Gen. and Exod., 888.

be thank', v.t [Eng. prefix be, and thank.]
To thank. [For example see past participle.]

be-thank'-It, pa. par. [Bethank.] (Scotch.)

1. Gen. : Thanked.

2. Spec. ; A " grace after meat," uttered
by one constrained by his conscience or by
regard to public opinion to return thanks for
what he has received ; but who, having no
heart in the duty, hurries through it, simply
uttering the word " Bethankit," "Be be-
thanked," or " Be thanked," without indicating
to whom he considers the thanks to be due.

" Then auld gutdman. maist like to rive,
' Betkankit ' hums."

Burns : To a Haggis.

Beth'-eX s. [la Gr. Ba<#*A (Baithil), Bn^A.
(Bethel), Bntf^Xn(BeftSc); Heb. *J# TV} (Beth et),

Cp (Beth) - house of, and %t (El) -God, the

construct state of rvj (baith) = house. (See
def. 1.).]

1. Scrip. Geog. : A village or small Canaanite
town, originally called n 1

? (Luz) = Almond-
tree ; but altered by Jacob to Bethel = the
House of God, in consequence of a divine
vision granted him in its vicinity (Gen. xxviii.

19), the name being given it anew at a subse-
quent period (Gen. xxxv. 15). It became
forthwith a sacred place. It was specially
celebrated during the period of the old Jewish
monarchy, one of Jeroboam's calves being
placed there (1 Kings xii. 29). It is now called
Beitin.

"And the house of Joseph sent to descry Beth-oL
(Now the name of the city before was Lus)."—Judg. L
II.

2. Ordinary Language :

S)
A church, a chapel, a place of worship,

e House of God." In England the name
has been almost entirely surrendered to
Dissenters, and "Little Bethel* .a a term
often used by High Churchmen with a certain
contempt

(2) A church or chapel for seamen. (Good-
rich and Porter consider this an American use
of the word, but it exists also in England.)

* beth-er-eX * bftHb-r*!, «. [Bedral (1\
Beadle.] (Scotch.)

be^thliik', * by thenk, * by thenche
g.ret bethought), v.t. &. i. [Eng. prefix be,

and think. A.S. bethencan = to consider, be-
think, remember (pret. bethoht, bethohte); Sw.
bet&nka; Dan. betasnke ; Dut & Ger. bedenken. ]

A. Trans, (with a reflexive pronoun): To

summon the thoughts ; to consider any matter;
to reflect.

" Yet of Another plea, bethought hint soon.*
mtton: P. ft.,bk. iii.

"At last he bethought himself that he had slept ui
the arbour that is ou the side of the Uitt."—Bit nyan:
P. />., pt. i.

B. Intrans, : To think, consider, reflect
** What we possess we offer ; it is thine

:

Bethink ere thou dismiss us; ask again."
Byron ; Manfred, t L

be-think'-IJig, pr. par. [Bethink.]

Beth -l6-hem, s. [Ger., &c, Bethlehem; Gr.
BnvAcep (Bethlehem) ; Heb. Crr^n^ (Beth Lt-

hem)— the house of Bread. ]

1. Scrip. Geog. : The well-known village in
Judeea (six miles south by west of Jerusalem}
celebrated as the birth-place of King David
and of the Divine Redeemer. It still exists,
with the Arabic name of Beit-Iahui.

2. Ord. Lang.: [Named after the above.]
A London religious house converted into a
hospital for lunatics. It Is generally cor-
rupted into Bedlam (q.v.).

Beth -le mite, Beth le-hem-ite, s. [In

Ger. (Ch. Hist.) Bethleiiemit, Bethlehemiten-
binder.]

1. Scrip. Geog. A Hist.: An inhabitant of
Bethlehem in Judaea.

H
. . . Jesse the Beth-le/iemi!e."—l Sam, xvi. l.

2. Ord. Lang. : An inmate of Bethlehem or
" Bedlam " Hospital for lunatics.

3. Ch. Hist. : An order of monks which
arose in the thirteenth century, and was in-
troduced into England in A.D. 1237. They
dressed like the Dominicans, except that they
wore on their breast a five-rayed star in
memory of the star which guided the Magi
from the East to the house in Bethlehem
where the infant Saviour lay.

* beth'-ler-U, ». pi. [Corrupted from bech-
leris m bachelors.] [Bachelob.] (0. Scotcli.)

(Houlate.)

be thought' (thought as that), pret. of v.

[Bethink.]
*. . at length I bethought me, and sent him."

Longfellow: Evangeline, U. a

tbe-thrair, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and thrall.']

To enthrall, to enslave, to bring into subjec-
tion. Now enthrall has taken its place.

" For she it is that did my lord bethraU,
My dearest lord, and deepe in dongeoii lay."

Spenser : F. «., L vifL IS.

t be-thralled', pa. par. & a. [Bethjlall.]

* be*-thTdw\ v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and throw.}
To twist, to torture, (N.E.D.)

m T am be know*)
That I with lone am so brthnme.
And all my berte is so tltrouuh souke
That I am veriUca* urouke.

Vower; Conf. Am., bk. yt

t be thump', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and thump.}
To thump, to beat all over (lit. or fig.).

" l was never so bethumpt with words,
Since when 1 call'd ray brothers lather dad.'*

Hhaketp. J King John, ii. X

beth'-y-lus, *- [From Gr. flnOvXoc (bethulos)
= the name of an unidentified fish.]

1. The name given by Fabricins and
Latreille to a genus of small hymenopterous
insects belonging to the family Proctotru-
pidae. There are several in Britain. They
have large depressed heads, and look like

ants, but are more akin to ichneumons.

*2. A name for a genus of passerine birds, for

which the older name Cissopis should be used.

-be'-tiCd', *be-tyd, * be-ty-ded, * be*-

tidd'e, * bl-tld, * by-tyde, * be ted,
* be- tydde, * by-tyde, * be-ticht, pret
&>pa.par. [Betide.]

**.
. . and let them tell thee tale*

Of woeful ages, long ago betid."
Shaketp. : Richard 7/.,T. 1.

be tide', * be-tyde, * bitide (pret. * betid,

\betidea ; pa. par. *betid, &c.) (q.v.), v.t. & i.

[Eng. pret be, and tide; A.S. tUlau — to be-

tide, to happen.]

A. Transitive:

1. To befall, to happen to. (Used of favour-
able or unfavourable occurrences.)

•J (a) It is often followed by to.

"To yield me often tidings ; neither know I
What Is betid to Cloten : but remain . .

."

Shaketp. : Cymbellne, It. &

boil, boy; poUt, jtfsVl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, beneh; go, gem; thin, this; sin,
Hdan. -Uaa=ah4>n. -Uon, -sion =_ shun ; -

yion, -sion - zhun. -ciousi -tious.

as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -IiVg.

-sious - sbUsV -ble, -tie, ic. m bel, tsji.
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(b) More rarely by of. To betide of is = to
become of.

" If he were dud, what would betide of meV
Shaketp. : Rick. III.. L S.

2. To betoken, to omen, to foreshadow, to
ignify.

" Awaking, how could I but muse
At what such a dream should betider

Coteper : The Morning Dream.

B* Intransitive : To happen, to come to
pass.

" And all my solace is to know,
Whate'er betide*, I've known the worst."

Byron ; Chiide Harold, 1. 84 (To Inez\

•be tight, pa. par. [Betid.]

t bo- time, betimes, by times, *bi
tyme, * by-tyme, adv. [Eug. prefix be,

and time, timet.]

1. Early in the day.
"To business that we love we rise betime.
And go to it with delight."

Shaketp.: Ant. and Cleop., It. 4.

"And they rose np betime* in the morning . .
."—

0cii. xxvi. 3L

2. In good time, in time ; before it is too
late.

" That we are bound to cast the minds of youth
Betunet into the mould of heavenly truth."

Coteper: Tirocinium.

3. Soon, speedily.

"There be some have an over-early ripeness In their
yeais which fadeth berime*: these are first such as

have brittle wits, the edge whereof is soon turned."—
Bacon.

4. By and by ; in a little. (Scotch.)

5. At times ; occasionally. (Scotch.) (Jamie-
•on.)

* bet -ing, s. [Bete, Beit.] Reparation.

be tie, *. [Betel.]

* be toghe, pa. par. [Perhaps from A.8. toh
= tough.] Strongly clad.

" Ac for that strok had he non hoghe
For he was thanne to be-toghe body and honed y-

Bame."
Sir Ferumbrat (ed. Herrtage), 4.540-4L

* be-toke, prtt. of v. [Betake.] (Chaucer.)

be token, * be toltn be to kin, *bl-
token en, bi tocnen, * bl-tacn-en,
v.t. [From Eng. prefix be, and token. In A.S.
getacnian = to token, to show ; Sw. beteckna ;

Dan, betegne ; Dut beteekenen.]

1. To be a token of; to be a pledge of; to
signify ; to afford evidence of ; to show forth ;

to symbolise.

"A dewy clond, and in the cloud a bow
Conspicuous with three listed colours gay.
Betokening Deace from God."

Milton: P.L.,xLU7.

J. To foreshow ; to omen ; to predict.
** Like a red morn, that everyet betoken'd
Wreck to the seaman, tempest to the field.**

Shaketp. : Venut A Adonit, 468.

"The kindling azure, and the mountains brow,
111 mud with fluid gold, his near approach
Betoken glad." Thornton : Summer, 85.

t>6-t6 -kened, pa. par. [Betoken.]

be tok en-Ing, * be-tok-ninge, * bl-
tok-ninge, pr. par., a., & s. [Betoken.]

be'-ton, «. [Er. biton = the concrete described
below.]

Masonry; A concrete, the invention of
M. Coignet, composed usually of sand, 5

;

lime, 1 ; and hydraulic cement, 25.

bS-ton -I-ca (Lot.), bet -<5n-y. b«3-taine,
* be tayne, * bet on, * be ton-ye,
*ba-tan-y, * by-ten (Eng.),$. [InA.8.be-

toce, bcUmice ; Sw. betoniegrds ; Dan. betonie

;

Dni.betonic; Ger.betonika,betonie ; Fr.betoine;
Ital. betrmico ; Sp., Port., A Low Lat. betonica.

According to Pliny (Nat. Hist., xxv. 4tt) first

called Vettonica, which he Bays was the name
of the plant in Gaul, from the fact that it was
discovered by the Vettonea, a people of Spain.

A. Of the Mod. Lat. form Betonica

:

hot. : A genns of plants belonging to the
order Lamiaceee (Labiates). The calyx is ten-
ribbed, with five awned teeth, and the lower
lip of the corolla is tri fid. Betonica officinalis,

or Wood Betony, occurs in Britain. It is

called by Bentham and others Stachy$
betonica.

B. Of the forms Betony, Betaine, Betayne,
and Beton : The English name of the genus
Betonica (q.v.), and specially of the B. offici-

nalis, or Wood Betony. It is common in

England, but not so in Scotland. When fresh

it has an intoxicating effect ; the dried leaves
excite sneezing. The roots are bitter and

very nauseous, and the plant is used to dye
wool a fine dark yellow.

U Brook Betony: A plant (Scrophuktria
aquatica, Linn.).

Paul's Betony ; A plant (Veronica officinalis,

Linn.).

Water Betony : The same as Brook Betony
(Scrophularia aquatica).

be-to ok, 'be-tooke, prtt. of v. [Betake.]

be-torn, pa. par. & o, [Eng. prefix be, and
torn.] Torn.

" Whose heart betorn out of his panting breast
With thine own hand . .

."

Sackeille I Trag. of Oorboduc.

t be-toss', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and toss.} To
agitate ; to put into violent motion. To toss
(lit. or fig.).

" What said my man. when my betotted soul
Did not attend him as we rodef*

Shaketp. : Romeo and Juliet, V. 3.

be-toss ed, pa. par. & a. [Betoss, v.t.]

be tos Sing, pr. par. [Betoss, v.U]

betowrc, bitowre, * bittore, * bitture.
s. [Bittern.]

" Bustard, betawre, and shovelere."
Babe** Book fed. Furnlvall), p. 153.

*be-traisedf pa.par. [Betrayed.] (Chaucer.)

be-trap', v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and trap. In
A.S. betrieppan.] To entrap, to trip, to en-
snare.

" And othir mo, that coadin full wel preche,
Betrapped were, for aught that they could reche."

Occleve ; Letter of Cupide, ver. 251

* be-trashed, pa. par. [Betrayed.]
"And he thereof wan all abashed
His owne shadow had him betrothed.'

Rom. of the Rote.

bS-tra'y, *bi-trai-en, *bi-trai-in, *be-
tray-yn, * bi-traie (Eng.), * b*3-trey'-

ess, * be-tra se (0. Scotch), v.t. k i. [From
Eng. prefix be, and O. Eng. traie = to betray.

In Fr. trahir; O. Fr. fratr, trahir; Prov.
trayr, trair, trahir, tradar, trachar; Port.

trahir; Ital. tradire; I>at. trado — to deliver,

to betray; fra»$= over, beyond; and do=
to give.]

A* Transitive:

I. To give up.

1. To deliver up a person or thing unfaith-
fully or treacherously. (Used of the surrender
of a person to his enemies, or an army, or a
military post to the foe.)

2. To injure by revealing a secret entrusted
to one in confidence ; or make known faults
which one was bound in honour to conceal.

(1) Lit : In the foregoing sense.

"Jones, who was perfectly willing to serve or to
betray any government for hire."—Maeaulay : Mitt.
Eng., ch. xvt

(2) Fig. (of things): To reveal, to make
known. Spec., to reveal or make known any-
thing not intended to be communicated.

" And seemed Impatient and afraid
That our tardy flight should in betrayed
By the sound our horses' hoof-beats made."

Longfetlote: The Golden Legend, lv.

IL To act treacherously, even when there is

no giving up of any person or thing.

1. Gen.: To violate the trust reposed in one.

2. Spec : To violate a promise made in

courting a female, especially to seduce her
under promise of marriage, and then abandon
her to her fate.

" Far, far beneath the shallow maid
lie left believing aud berray'd."

• Byron : The Giaour.

III. To mislead ; to lead incautiously into
more or less grave error, fault, sin, or crime.

"The bright genius Is ready to be so forward, as
often betray* itself into errours in Judgment."— Watt*.

IV. Fig. (of things): To disappoint expecta-
tion.

E. Intransitive (formed by the omission of
the objective i : To act treacherously; to dis-

appoint expectation.
" Who tells whate'er you think, whate'er you say,
And if he lie not, must at least betray."

Pope ; Prologue to Satire*, 296.

be-tra'y-al, s. [Eng. betray ; -al.] The act

of betraying ; the state of being betrayed.
Specially—

1. The act of handing over an individual,
a military post, or the supreme interests of
one's country to the enemy.

"... to add the defrayal of his country- hereafter
to his multiplied crimes."

—

Arnold: Bit. of Rom*,
vol. iif -. ch. xlv., p. 2S3.

2. The act of violating a trust.

"But that Is what no popular assembly could do
without a gross betrayal of trust"— Time*, Nov. it,

1877.

3. The act of revealing anything which It

was one's interest or desire to conceal ; or
simply the act of revealing what was before
hidden ; also the state of being so revealed.

"This, if it be simple, true, harmonious, life-like

It seems impossible for after ages to counterfeit, with-
out much treacherous betrayal of a later hand"—
ililman ; Bi*t. of Jew*, 3rd ed., vol. i.. p. 44.

be tra yed, * be traied, * bl-trayde,
pa. par. & a. [Betray, v.t.]

bS-tra'y-or, *. [Eng. betray ; -er.J

L Lit- (ofpersons) : A person who betrays

;

a traitor.

1. Gen. : In the foregoing sense.
" They are only a few betrayer* of their country:

tney are to purchase coin, perhaps at half-price, and
vend it among us, to the ruin of the publick. —Swift.

2. Spec. : One who seduces and abandons a
female wno confided in his good faith.

IL Fig. (of persons or things) : Any person
who or thing which, apparently acting for

one's benefit, is really injuring one seriously.
" Youth at the very best is but a betrayer of humaa

life in a gentler and smoother manner than aga,"—
Pope i Letter to Steele (1713).

be'-tra'y-iftg, * be-trai-ynge, pr. par. & a.

[Betray.]
"Till a betraying sickliness was seen
To tinge his cheek."

Wordtworth : Sxcurtion, bk. vi.

t be-tra'y-mSnt, * be trai ment, s. [Eng.

betray; -ment] The act of betraying; tba
state of being betrayed,

•fl Betrayal is the more common word.
". . . confessing them to be innocent whose betrat

ment they bad bought."— Cdal: Matt., ch. xxvil.

* be trende', v.t. [Trend.] To surround, to

encircle.

"Sorwe hym gan betrende."^Sir Ferumora* led.

Herrtage), 4,00ft.

* be trifle, * be truflc, v.t. [O. Fr. tmjUy
= to trifle.] To mock or deceive with trifles.

"Theos and othre .trades thet be bitnifteth monis
men inide. '—Ancren Riwle, p. 106.

t be trim', v.t. [Eng. pref. be, and frim.] To
render trim, to deck, to dress, to grace, to

adorn, to embellish, to beautify, to decorate.

"Thy banks with pioued and twilled brims.
Which spongy April at thy best betrimt

"

Shaketp- ' Tempest, lv. L

tbo-trlmmed, pa. par. k a. [Betrim.]

t b^-trini'-niing, pr. par. & a. [Betrim.]

be troth , be troth, betrouth, f [Eng.

prefix be, and 0- Eng. frofA = truth. J

L Lit. : To affiance, to form an engagement.

L To promise to give a woman in marriage

to a certain person.
" Fayre Una to the Redcrosse Knight
Betrouthed is with Joy."

Spenter: P. Q.l.xU.

2. To promise to take a certain woman as

one's wife.
'* And what man Is there that hath betrothed a wife,

and hath >jot taken hert "—Deut. xx. 7.

3. To nominate to a bishopric, in order that

consecration may take place.

"If any person be consecrated a bishop in .that

church whereunto he was not before betrothed, be
shall not receive the habit of consecration, as not

being canonical ly promoted."— Ayliff-.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se, oe ~ e. ey = a. qu = kw.



betrothal—betula 633

IL Figuratively

:

1. Divinely to select a people to stand in a
special relation to God with respect to worship
and privilege.

"And I will betroth thee nnto me (or ever; yea, I

will '/etro'h thee unto me in righteousness, and la
Judgment, and in loving-kindness, *nd in mercies. I

will even be'ro/h thee unto me in faithfulness . .
."—

II ii 19, SOl

2. To promise to a thing rather than a person,

"By Sauls public promise she
Was sold thus and be'roth'd to victory."

Cowley ; The Davideis. bk. 11L

be troth'-alt *• [Eng. betroth ; -at.] The act
of betrothing ; the state of being betrothed

;

affiance.

" rii(i>T the open iky In the odorous air of the orchard.
Bending with golden fruit, was spread the feast of

betrothal." Longfellow : Evangeline, pt ii.

be troth ed, " be trouthed, pa. par., a., k
i. [Betroth.]

A. * B. As pa. par. A participial adj. : In
tenses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : A person betrothed to one.
" My AriphlUX this my dear betreth'd."

eioeer : Athenatd, bk. if.

bS-troth'-lng, pres. par. k a. [Betroth.]
" For this is your betrothing day.**

Scott : La* of the Last Minstrel, T. SI

be-trdth'-me'nt, s. [Eng. betroth; -men?.]

The act of betrothing ; the state of being be-
trothed ; betrothal.

"Sometimes setting out the speeches that pass r

tweeu them, making a* it were thereby the octroi
ment -—Exposition of the Canticle* {15BS), p. ft.

• be -triim'pe, v.t. [Eng. prefix &«, and Fr.

tromper — to deceive. ] To deceive.
". . . till ane wanyngour straungere

Me and my realme betrumpe on thee man ere ?*

Doug.: Virgil, 120, 49. {Scotch.) {Jamieson.)

t bS- trust', v.t. [Eng. prefix be and trust.}

To entrust, to give in trust. Used—
1. Of trusting anything to a person.

%., Of trusting anything to the memory.
" Whatsoever you would betrust to your memory,

let it be disposed in a proper method."—Watt*.

j be -trust -ed, pa. par. k a, [Bethust.)

t be-trust'-ing, pr. par. [Betrust.]

t be-trust -ment, s. [Eng. betrust; -ment]
The act of entrusting ; the thing entrusted.
(Worcester.)

•bdt'-sa, *b€t'-»6, s. [Ital. bezzo.] The
smallest coin current in Venice ; woith about
a farthing.

"And what must I give you? Bra. At a word thirty
livres. I'll not bate you a betto."—Marmion : Anti-
quary, ill. i

Jbett', a. [Better.] (Spenser.)

bet-ted, pa. par. k a. [Bet, v.]

•bet-ten, v.t [A.S. fetes = to make better.)
To amend.

" Betten misdedes, and dene lif leden . .
."

• Story qf Oen. and Exod., 3,637.

bet tor, # bet-tyr, *bet-ere, *bet-er,
"bet, "bette, a., $., & adv. [A.S. bet, belt

(adv. ) = better ; betera, betra (adj. m.) ; betere,

betre (f.)= better. In Sw. battre; Icel. betri,

betr; Dan. bedre; Dut. beter ; 0. IceL and 0.
Fris. bet; O. L. Ger. bet, bat; N. H. Ger.
besser; M. H. Ger. bezzer ; O. H. Ger. beziro,

peziro, baz ; Goth. batisa, from bats m good.
Compare Sansc. bhadra = glad, happy. Better

is generally called the comparative of good, as
Boswortli terms the A.S. betera, betra, the com-
parative of god. This arrangement is only
conventional ; good, A.S. god, is from one root,
and better and best (A.S. betst, betest), from
another, of which the real |K)sitiveis O. Eng.
and A.S bet.] [Best, Good.]

A. As adj. : In signification the compara-
tive of good.

L 0/ persons:

1. Having good qualities in larger measure
than those possessed by some person or per-
sons with whom a comparison is made or a
contrast is drawn. The shades of meaning
are infinite. The following are only some
leading ones.

(1) Superior in physical, mental, moral, or
•pirituaf qualities ; or in skill, knowledge, or
anything similar ; or in two of those qualities
comDined.

" Troilus is the better man of the two."
Shakesp. : Trail, and Cress., L 2.

*' He is a better scholar than I.

"

Ibid.: Merry Wives, Iv. 1.

(2) Having these good qualitier in actual
exercise ; discharging one's public or private
duties in an excellent manner.

" You aay you are a better soldier . . ."

Shakesp. : Jul. Com*., It. 8,

- 2. Improved in health.

"I rejoice, I greatly rejoice to hear that yon axe
better."— Young to Richardson {1T58).

3. Improved in circumstances ; specially in
the phrase better off.

IL 0/ things:

1. Concomitant to or evincing high physical,
mental, or other qualities.

"I have seen better face* in my time.
Than stimd on any shoulders that I see."

Shake*,,. ; tear, IL 1
2. Produced by more intellectual knowledge,

good taste, or anything similar.

"And taught his Romans In much better metre."
Pope: Epit. to Satires.

3. More advantageous ; more to be preferred

;

preferable.

4. More acceptable.

5. More prosperous, as in the phrase, to

have seen, or to have known better days.
" We have seen better days . .

."

Shakesp. : Ttmon iv. i
" Far from those scenes ; which knew their better

days." Thomson: The seasons ; Autumn.

ft. Greater, larger.

"... a candle, the better part burnt out."
Shakesp. : S Hen, IV., L 1

% Better cheap, better cheape (Eng.), better

schape (Scotch), used as adv. or adj. = more :

A better bargain, cheaper.
" Thou shalt have it hack again better cheap*
By a hundred markes than I had it of thee."

Reiivues, il IZi.

B. As substantive

:

L 0/persons: Superiors; persons of higher
rank or qualities than the one with whom
comparison is made ; rarely in singular.

" If our betters play at that game . .
."

Shakesp. : Timon, L S.

"The courtesy of nations allows yon my better, in
that you are the first-born,"

—

Shakesp. : At You Like
Jt. t L

TX Of things:

1. Superiority, advantage. (Used specially
in the phrase to have or get the better of;
meaning to have or gain the advantage of, to
have or gain the superiority over.)

" The voyage of Drake and Hawkins was unfortunate

:

Set, in such sort as doth not break our prescription, to
ave bad the better of the Spaniards. "—Bacon.

" You think fit

To get the better of me." Southerns.

2. Improvement. (Used specially in the
phrase for the better= so as to produce Im-
provement.)

"If I have altered him any where for the better, I
must at the same time acknowledge that I could have
done nothing without him."—Dryden.

3. A larger number than ; as " better than a
dozen "= more than twelve. (Scotch.) (Jamie-
son.)

4. A higher price than; as "paid better

than a shilling, ' i.e., more than a shilling.
(Scotdi.) (Jamieson.)

C. As adverb: In a superior manner ; to a
degree greater than in the case of the person
with whom or the thing with which compari-
son is made or contrast is drawn. (The word
is used whatever the nature of the superiority.)

1. In a superior manner to ; in a more ex-
cellent way ; more advantageously, more
successfully, preferably.

"... better be with the dead . ,
."

Shakesp : Macbeth, Hi 2.

"He that would know the idea of infinity, cannot
do better than by considering to what infinity is at-
tribu ted."—Locke.

2. In a superior degree ; to a greater extent
" Never waa monarch better feared."

Shakesp. | Men V., ii. a.

b€t'-ter, v.t. & i. [From better, a., s., ft adv.
(q.v.). In A.8. betrian, beterian = to be better,
to excel, to make better ; Sw. battra ; Icel.

betra; Dan. bedre; Dut. beteren; (N. H.) Ger.
bessern; M. H. Ger. bezzern ; O. H. Ger.
beziron, peziron.]

A. Transitive:

* 1. To excel, to exceed, to surpass.
** What you do

Still betters what Is done."
Shakesp. : Wint. Tat*. Iv. &

* 2. To give superiority to, to give advan
tage to ; to advance, to support.

"The king thought his honour would Buffer, durias;
a treaty, to better a party."—Bacon.

3. To ameliorate, to improve ; to reform.

(a) Gen.: Of anything which has defects or
is in itself evil.

" In this small hope of bettering future ill."
Byron: The Vision uf J udgment, IS.

(6) Spec. : Of one's financial or other re-
sources, one's situation in society, or anything
similar.

" Heir to all his lands and goods.
Which I have better'd. rather than decreaa'd."

Shakesp. : Tarn, of Shrevr, IL L
% In the latter sense it is often used rt-

flexively.

"No ordinary misfortunes of ordinary nnsgoi._.
ment, would do so much to make a nation wretobi
as the constant proj i of physical knowledge

chedj
i ana... progress t. r

the constant effort of every man to better himself will
do to make a nation prosperous."

—

Macaulay : Mist.
Eng., ch. iii.

t (•) To make better in health ; to improve
the health.

B. Intransitive : To become better.

bet'-tered. pa, par. k a. [Better, v.t.)

bet'-ter-mg, * bet-ter-yng, pr. par.
[Better.]

A. As present participle : In senses corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

B. As substantive : Improvem*"^.
" The Romans took pains to hew out a passage for

these lakes to discharge themselves for the bettering
of the air."—Addison.

t bcttering-house, s. A house for the
reformation of offenders. (American.) (Web-
ster.)

bet'-ter-ment, s. [Eng. better; -ment.]

1. Gen. : The act or operation of making
better ; amendment

"Norom sickness liable to the despair of betterment
and melioration.*— W. Montague: /:*,«.. pt. it

2. Law: An improvement upon an estate,
which increases its value.

t bet -ter-mdst, a. [Eng. better ; most.] Best

t b6t'-ter-ness (Eng.), * bet-tir-ness (0.
Scotch), s. [Eng. better ; -ness.]

1. The quality of being superior to ; supe-
riority.

(a) Generally.

"All betterness or pre-eminencey of virtue.'*—Or.
Tooker; Fabr. of the Church (1604), p. 04.

(b) Specially : Of land. (0. Scotch.)

"That the thrld parte of the half of the landii of
Medop are bettlr than the thrid parte of the landis of
jMruiistuun. And l>ecause the luodirlcatiouue of the
bettirne* of the said tercia . . ."—Act bam. Cane,
A, IVj-1. pp. 247-8.

2. Amelioration ; emendation. (Used spe-
cially of health.) (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

bet-ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Bet.]

A. & B. As present participle dt participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive : The act of laying a
wager.

"Sharp laws were pawed against betting."—Maca**-
lay ; Mist. Eng., ch. ii.

betting-book, s. A book in which a
betting-man enters his bets.

betting house, s. A house where net-
ting is habitually carried on.

betting man, s. One who habitually
bets ; one who makes his living by betting
against others less astute than himself

bet'-tor, s. [Eng. bet(t) ; suffix -or.] One
who bete ; one who lays wagers.

". ., but. notwithstanding he was a very fair bettor,

nobody would take him up."—Addison.

bet'-ty, s. [From Eng. Betty, a familiar name
for Elizabeth.J

1. A contemptuous name for a man who
busies himself with domestic affairs.

2. A "jemmy," a short crowbar. (Slang.)
" The stratagems, tbe arduous exploits, and the

nocturnal scaiwdea of needy heroes, describing the
powenui betty, or the artful picklock."—Arbuthnot:
Mist. iifJohn Bull.

be't'-u-la, s. [In Ital. betulla ; from Lat
betula, sometimes betulla; from Celt, betu;
Gael, be ithe a> the birch.]

boil. bo"y ; pout. Jowl ; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph -t
"Clean* -tlan = shan, -tlon. -slon = shun ; -(Ion, sion = zt tin. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, deL



534 betulacese—bevel

Bot.: A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Betulaceae(3ircliworts). There are
two British species, the Betula alba, or Com-
mon Birch [Birch] ; and the B. nana, or
Dwarf Birch. There are, besides, a number
of foreign species. [Birch. ]

bet'-u-la-ee-«e (Battling, UndUy), bet-u-
li'-He-flB (L. C. Richard), s. pi [Betola.]

Bot. : An order of plants ranked by Lindley
under his Ameutal alliance, and called by him
In English Birchworts. They have monaeceous
flowers, with amentaceous inflorescence

;

calyx of smalt scales ; corolla, none. There is

no cupule in the female. The ovary is superior
and two-celled, with a solitary pendulous ovule
in each. The leaves are alternate, simple,
with the primary veins often running straight
from the midrib to the margin. The stipules
are deciduous. There are hut two genera,
Betula (Birch) and Alnus (Alder), both con-
taining trees or shrubs belonging to temperate
ctim&tea Known species, sixty-five.

Oct U line, *. [From Lat. Utula (q.v.), and
sufT -inc.] A resinous substance obtained
from the bark of the Black Birch (Setukt
nigra). It is called also Birch Camphor.

bet-u-tfn'-e-«, s. pi [BetclacevE.]

be tumb -led (led as eld), a. [Eng. prefix

be, and tumbled.] Tumbled about ; put in dis-
order.

** This Mid. from ber Oetwn'.led couch the •titrteth.
To rind some desperate instrument of death.*

Shuketp. : Bap* of Luereoe, 1,037, 1,038,

* be turn, * bi torn, * bi-turn, v.t. & f.

£A.S. betyman.] To turn back, return.
44 Revertere ad m* . . . biturn the and cum ayian.'*—Ancren /Unite, p. 894.

bS-tu'-tor, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and tutor.]
To tutor thoroughly ; to act the tutor to, to
instruct. (Coleridge.)

be tu -tored, pa. par. & a. [Betutor.]

b6-tu'-tor-Ing, pr. par. [Betutor.]

t be twat -tied (tied = teld), a. [Eng. pref.
be, and twattle — to prate, to chatter.] Con-
founded, overpowered, stupefied.

If Still used in the north of England.
(Todd.)

be twe'en, * be-twene, * by-twene,
* by-twyne, * by twene, prep., adv., & $.

[From Eng. be = by, and twain = two. In
A.S. betweonum, betweonan, betwynan = be-
tween, among ; from prefix be, and tvttgen m
two.]

A. As preposition:

1. Of apace : In the space intermediate be-
tween two persons, places, or things.

"... and the vail -hall divide antoyoa between
the holy place and the moat holy."—Exod. xxtL 83.

2. During the interval between two dates or
portions of time, more, or less intermediate
between two quantities, qualities, or degrees.

". . . and the whole assembly shall kill tt [the
renal Iambi between the two evenings."—Exod, xii.

{Margin.)

3. More jig. { In an indefinite number of
senses. Specially —

(1) Standing in a certain intermediate rela-

tion to two parties or beings.
"... one mediator between God and men . . ."—

1 Tim, ii. S.

(2) Shared or mutually held by two beings
or persons.

"... Castor and Folios, with only one acml between
them, . . ."—Locke.

(3) Mutually affecting parties or beings in a
certain relation to each other.
"... I will not enmity hefwecn th^* and the wo-

man, and between thy seed and ber aeed . . ."

—

Qen.
HL1&
(4) Prom one to another.
" He should think himself unhappy, If thlnps should

Ei to her ween them, n* he should not be able to acquit
Unset ( of ingratitude towards them both."—Bacon.

(5) As noting persons who or things which
differ.

**.
. . How long halt y* between two opinions ? . . ."

—1 Kingt xviii. 2L

% In strict accuracy between is used only of
two. When there are more than two, the
proper term to use is among; but this distinc-
tion is not always observed.

B. As adverb (produced by the omission of
the substantive after the preposition between)

;

In the same senses as between, prep, (q.v.)
"». . . in the Sabbath betwen."—Aett xUL « (mar-
0U

C. As substantive :

Needle Manuf. ,
pi. (Betweens): Needles inter-

mediate between sharps and blunts. (Knight.)

between decks, twixt decks, 5.

Naut. : The space between any two decks of
a vessel.

* between put, * bitwene-putto, v.U
To insert or place between.

" Y sought* of hem a man that sbulde bitwenc-putte
an begge, and stride aette eueu ageua me fro the
loond."— Wydiffe {Eiech. xiiL SO).

bo twixt', * be-twix, * be twixo, * be-
twix-en, * bi- twixe, * bi-tucx (Eng.),
* be-tweesb (0. Scotch), prep. & adv. [From
Eng. prefix be, and twixt. In A.S. betwyzt,
betwyx, betwuxt, betwux, betweox, betweohs, be-

tweoh, belwyh, betwih, betwy = betwixt ; from
prefix be, and twy = two.]

A. As preposition

:

1. Lit. ; In the space intermediate between
two persons, places, or things.
"... by the gate betwixt the two walla."—Jer.

xxrix. 4.

2. Intermediate between two times, quanti-
ties, qualities, or degrees.

3. Afore fig. : In relation of intercourse or
partnership with ; in distinction from ; from
one to another. With the same variations of
signification as Between (q. v.).

" Five years since there was some speech of marriage
Betwixt myself and her."

Shakelp. s Meat, for Mem., v, l.

B. As adverb (produced by the omission of
the substantive afier the preposition betwixt)

:

In the sense between.
"... and cominandeth it not to shine by the cloud

that cometh betwixt."—Job xxxvL S3.

* be-ty'-den, v.L & i. [Betide.] (Prompt,
Parv.)

* be-tylle, s. [Beetle.] A mallet. (Prompt
Parv.)

* be tyne, • bi tyne, * bitune, v.L [A.S.
betynan; from tun = an enclosure, a town
(q.v.).] To hedge in, to enclose.

"The Louerd bitunde him wtthlnnen the meidenes
wombe Marie.' —Ancren ftiwie, p. 76.

* be -tyngo, pr. par., a., & s. [Beating.]

As subst. : An instrument for inflicting

stripes or other beating with.
" Betynge (In«trameut P.): Inttrwmentwm verbera-

eulum. —Prompt, /'are.

* be'-tys, s. TBeet.] Beet.
" Betyt berbe : Beta vet bietn,"—Prompt. Pmn.

bench (ch guttural), a [Bough.] (Scotch.)

beu Che1 (ch guttural), v.t. [From But bo-
chelen = to plod.] To walk with short steps,

or in a constrained or halting manner ; to
stumble. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

bou-chel (<A guttural), s. [Prom Dut bochel

= a hump back. Comp. also Dut. beugel ;

Sw. bygel = a ring, a stirrup, and Ger. biigel =
a harp, a bow.] A little feeble crooked crea-
ture. (Scotch.) (Jamieson. )

beu chit (c silent), pa. par. [A. 8. bugan =
to bow, to bend, to stoop.] Bowed, crooked.

" Keat down thare beuchit ankeris ferine of grip."
Doug. I I'irji/, lflJ. 23. [Jamunn.)

beu'-dan titc, t beu'-dan tine, s. [Named
after T. 8. Bendant, who published a work on
mineralogy at Paris, the first edition In 1824,
the second in 1832. Suffixes -ite and -ine. ]

1. Min. (of the form beudantite.) A mineral,
having its crystals modified acute rhombohe-
drons. Its hardness is 3*5 to 4*5

; its sp. gr.
4—4'3 ; its lustre vitreous, sub-adamantine, or
resinous ; its colour, various hues of green,
.black, or brown. Composition: Phosphoric
acid, 1*46 to 13-22 ; arsenic acid, from a trace
to 13«0; sesqnioxlde of iron, S765—49 69;
oxide of lead, 2343—26'92 ; oxide of copper, a
trace to 2*45; water, 8*49—1229. It oocurs
at the Olendone iron mines near Cork ; it is

found also on the Continent at Nassau. There
are two varieties of it, the one containing
phosphoric acid with little or no arsenic, and
the other arsenic acid with little phosphoric
acid. (Dana.)

2. (Of Vie forms beudantite and beudantine.)
Beudantite of Covelli : A mineral, a variety of
Nepheline (q.v.). (Brit. Mus. Cat. tt Dana.)

beugh (gh guttural), s. [IsL bog ; Ger. bug a
a bend, a bow, a flexure.] A limb, a leg.

(Scotch.)
" Sym lap on horse-back lyke a rae.

And ran him till a Vieuclt

:

Says William, cum ryde down this brae

;

Thoctit ye sold brek a bcugh"
Soott ; Evergreen, ii. lw, st 16. (Jamieeon.)

* beu-gle, a. [A.S. bugan = to bow; Gov
biigel = a hoop, a bow.] Crooked.

beugle -backed, a. Crook-backed;
shaped like the body of a beetle. (Watson t

Coll., ii. 64.) (Jamieson,)

bcuk, a. [Book.] (Scotch.)

"Jgffi
,nnie she bought me a beuk,

1 held aw» to the ecbcl."
Burnt; Jolly Beggars.

* beuke, pa. par. [A.S. boc, pret. of bacan »
to bake.] Baked.
" For skant of vittale, the cornes in queniis of stane
Thay grand, and syne beukr at tbe Tyre ilk ane."

Doug. : Virgil, 13, 37. (Jamieton.)

beurre(asbur'-re)f s. [Fr.beurre = buttered,

like butter; beurre = butter] A name fors>

very mellow kind of pear. (Used also adjeo-

tively, as a beurre pear.)

beus'-tlte, s. [In Ger. beustit Named after

Freiherr von Beust] A mineral, called also-

Epidote (q.v.),

*b€-vip'-Id, pa. par. [See def.] An old)

form of Ukwhai'eu (q.v.).

** For thai buth negh he-vapid."
Sir Ferumbrat (ed. Uerrtage), S.0G7.

* be var, • be-vir, • be-vl«, «. [Of doubt-

ful origin and meaning; perhaps connected
with L. Ger. bevern = to tremble, shakt>

(A*. £./>.).] One who is worn out with age.

" The ber.tr hoir said to this berly heme "

ffenryto'tet Bannatyne Ptemt, p. ViS. {Jamietvn.\

bev'-el, t beVH, s. ka. [Fr. bivtau, buveau,.

O. Fr. beveau, beauveau ; Sp. bayvel, baivel.]

A. As substantive

:

L Lit. & Tech. (in Masonry, Joinery, die.).

1. An obtuse or an acute angle ; any angle
except one of 90*.

•* The brethren of the mystic level,

M*y him; their head in woefu' bewet.

Burnt: Turn Sainton tJZlegy.

2. An Instrument for setting off any angle
or bevel from a straight line or surface, much
used by artificers of all descriptions for ad-
justing the abutting surfaces of work to the
same inclination. It is composed of two
Jointed arms, one of which is brought up
square against the line or surface from which
the angle is to be set off, and the other then
adjusted to tt»e desired bevel or inclination.

(Knight.) [Bevel-sqdare.]

3. Stereotyping: A slug cast nearly type-

high, and with chamfered edges.

4. The obliquity of the edge of a saw-tooth
across the face of the blade.

II. Fig. : A violent push with the elbow

;

a stroke. (Scotch.)
" With that Truth took hhn by the neck,
And gave him their, as suuie suupoue.
Three bevelt till he gard him beck."

Pennewik. (Jamieton.)

B. As adjective: Having an angle not of y0\
oblique ; pertaining to a bevel [A.]

bevel -angle, s. An oblique angle.

[Bevel, A. 1.}

bevel-edge, bevil edgo, s. (Chiefly-

Scotch.)

Among masons: The edge of a sharp tool

sloping towards the point (Jamieson.)

bevel-gearing, «.

Gear: Cogged wheels whose axes form an
angle with each other, the faces of the cogs

being oblique with their shafts, the sum of
the angles of the teeth with their respective

shafts being equal to 90%

bevel plumb rule, s.

Engineering: A surveyor's Instrument foi

adjusting the slope of embankments.

bevel scroll-saw, s. A machine for

sawing ship-timber to the proper curve and
bevel. The saw is mounted on a circular

frame, anil reciprocated by means of a rod

and eccentric By inclining the saw in its

frame any required bevel may be cut, the

curve being given by moving the carriage on
its circular track, so as to vary the presenta-

tion of the timber.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, ber, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ptft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, euro, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian* se, oa = c. ev a. au - lew.



bevel—bewail©

bevel square, *. A square, the blade of
which is adjustable to any angle in the stock,

and retained at any "set" by a clamping-
screw ; a bevel.

BETEL SQUARE*.

bevel-tool, s.

Turning: A turner's tool for forming grooves
and tapers in wood. Right-hand orleft-hand
bevels are used, according as the work tapers
to the right or left of the workman,

bevel-wheel, a.

Machinery :

L. Properly: A wheel, the angle of whose
working-face is more or less than 45*.

2. More loosely : A cog-wheel, the working-
face of which is oblique with the axis. Its

use is usually in connection with another
bevel-wheel on a shaft at right angles to that

of the former, but not always so. When the
wheels are of the same size and their shafts
have a rectangular relation, the working-faces
of the wheels are at an angle of 46° with the
respective shafts. When the shafts are ar-
ranged obliquely to each other, a certain ob-
liquity of the cogs of the wheels becomes
necessary. (Knight.)

'beV-el, t beV-IL v.L k i. [From bevil. s.

(q-v.).]

A. Transitive:

Ju Of objects of human manufacture : To cut
to a bevel angle.

"These rabbets are ground square ; bat the rabbets
on the groundsel are bevelled downwards, that rain
may the freelier fall oft"—Moxon.

2. Of objects in nature: To cause to possess
a b«vel.

B. Intrant. : To deflect from the perpen-
dicular.

"Their houses are very 111 built, their walls beril,
without one right angle in any apartment.'*—BteifU

beV-elled, t bev'-elcd, t bcV-illcd, pa.
par. & a. [Bevel, v.]

A. Gen. : In senses corresponding to those
Of the verb.

B. Technically:

1. Min. {of the form bevilled)
used, when the edges of a
crystal are replaced by two
planes, separated only by
an edge. (Philips.) Slight
bevelments do not, as a rule,
alter the form of a crystal

;

larger ones change it com-
pletely.

2. Heraldry (of the form
bevelled.) Of ordinaries

:

Having the outward lines bevelled.
turned in a sloping direction.

bevelled-wheel, a. The same as Bevel-
wheel (q. v.).

fttV-el-lliag, t Wv'-el-Iiig.pr. par.t a.,ks.
[Bevel, p.J
A. As present participle ; Forming toa bevel

angle.

B. As adjective: Slanting towards a bevel
angle ; not in a straight line.

C. As substantive

:

L Technically:

1. Carp. : The sloping of an arris, removing
the square edge.

The term

2. Shipwrighting

:

(a) The opening and closing of angle-iron
frames in order to meet the plates which form
the skin of the ship, so that the faying
surface of the side-arm of the angle-iron may
exactly correspond to the shape of the plating.
The bevelling is performed by smiths while
the iron is lying hot upon the levelling-block.

(b) The angles which the sides and edges of
each piece of the frame make with each other.

t
*T A standing bevelling is made on the out-

side ; an under bevelling is one on the inner
surface of a frame of timber.

IL Ordinary Language. Of objects i/n nature :

The same as Bevelment (q. v.).

•i . . when there isalongwith the dentated margins
a degree of bruiting of one, so that one boue rests on
another."—Todd A Bowman : Physiol. Anal., L 133.

bevelling-board, s.

Shipbuilding : A flat piece ofwood on which
the bevellings of the several pieces of a ship's
structure are marked.

beveiling- edge, s.

Shipbuilding : One edge of a ship's frame
which is in contact with the skin, and which
Is worked from the moulding-edge or that
which is represented in the draft

bevelling machine, s.

Bookbinding : A machine in which the edge
of a board or book-cover is bevelled. The
table on which the material is laid is hinged
to the bed-piece, and may be supported at any
desired angle by the pawl-brace and a rack,
so as to present the material at any inclination
to the knife. (Kniglti.)

beV-el-mSnt, s. [Eng. bevel, and suff. •went.]

Min. db Crystallog. : The replacement of the
edge of a crystal by two similar planes equally
inclined to the Including faces or adjacent
planes.

fc be'-vor (1), * be uer, s. & a. [Beaver (1).]

A. As substantive ,* A beaver.
"Besyde Lochnes—ar raony martrlkls, betters, quhi«

tredis, and toddia"—Bellend : Deter., ch. &
B. As adjective : Made of beaver.

" Uppon his heed a Flanndrisch bever hat"
Chaucer t C. 7., 974.

* be'-ver (2), s. [Beaver (2).]
" Which yeelded, they their beners up did reare.*

Spenser; P.O., IV. rl tt.

be'V-er, * be'-uer (3), $. [O. Fr. bevre, beivre,

baivre, boivre; Trov.beure; lUiX. bevert; from
La t. bibo ~ to drink. ]

1. A drinking time ; drinking.
" Ar. What, at your bever, gallants?
Mor. Will't please your ladyship to drink?"

—

B.
Joruon ; Cynthia's /levels.

2. A small collation, lunch, or repast be-
tween meals.

" The French, as well men as women, besides dinner
and supper, use breakfast* and be vers."— Marystm;
Itinerary.

* beV-er (1), v.i. [From bever (3), a. (q.T.).]

To take a luncheon between meals.
"Your gallants never sup, breakfast, orftewwith*

out we [appetite! "—Brewer.- Lingua, it i.

* beV-er (2), v.i. [L. Ger. bevern,] To shake,
tremble.

" Maui knfghtes shoke and bevcrcL'
MortedArthur, Lis. (Scratmann.)

bev'-er-age (age as i&), * bev-er-ege,
* beu-er-echo, * beu-er-iche, t. (In
O. Fr. bevraige, bovraige; Mod. Fr. breuvage
= drink, beverage ; Prov. beurage, beuragge

;

ItaL beveraggio; Low Lat. beveragium.] IBb-
ver (3), s. & v. Bibber.]

L Of liquors themselves :

1. Gen. ; Any liquid used for drinking.
" He knew no beverage but the Bowing stream."

Thomson ; Castle of Indolence, it T.

2. Spec ; Water-cyder. (Mortimer.)

*TL Of treats of liquor or their equivalent in
money demanded in certain circumstances, or
anything similar:

1. A treat formerly demanded by one's
fellow workmen upon one's putting on a new
suit of clothes. (Johnson.)

2. A treat of old demanded from a prisoner
on first being Incarcerated. It was called
also a "garnish." (Johnson.)

3. A salute given by a man to a woman on
the former putting on a new article of dress ;

as, "She gat the beverage o' his braw new
coat" (Jamieson.)

beV-er-on, bev'-er-and, pa. par, or par.

adj. [Bevee. v.i. (2).3 Trembling. (Scotch.)
" He gllssed up with hie eighen, that grajr war sad

gitte

;

With his beveren berde, on that borde bright,"
Sir Gaw. and Sir Gal., Hi. {Jamimm.)

*bc'-ver-hued,a. [lfrg.*fetw(l),and&tia&]
Coloured, like a beaver; reddish-brown.

" Brode bryght waU bis berde, and al beutrhxmL"—
Sir Gawayne, &tft

* be'-ver-yne, o. [Eng.oet*r(l).3 BeddUh*
brown.

" A lie barehevedc lor besye with btseryne lokkea."-
Marts Arthur*, 4.UAJ.

bev'-le (1), a [Bevel.] A jog; a push
IBMbsbsJ

beV-Ie (2), *. [Bevy.)

* beV-tle, # beV-H, a. (Bevel.)

\ The form bevU is spec in Heraldry.

t beV-Uled, pa. par. & a. [Bevelled.]

^ The form bevuied is apes, in Heraldry.

beV-Il-waya, adv. (Eng. btirU, and suffix

•ways= 'wise.]

Her. : At a bevel. (Used of charges or any-
thing similar.)

* be -vis, s. [BsvaR.1 (Scotch.) (Jamieson,)

bev'-6r( a. [Beaver (2).J

beV-y\ • bev'-lo, «. [Etym. doubtful.] Ap-
parently from O. Ital. beva — a bevy, as of

pheasants (Florio) ; Mod. ItaL beva m a drink-

ing ; from bevere (in which case bevy would
be properly a drinking party) = to drink.
Skinner, Johnson, Wedgwood, and Skeat are
of opinion that this is the most probable
etymology. But Mann prefers to derive bevy
from Arm. beva — life, to live ; bev = living

;

in which case the proper meaning would be
lively beings.]

1. A flock of birds, specially of quails.

2. A company, an assemblage of people.

Most frequently applied to females.
** A bevy of fair women, richly gay.*

Milton : P. I., bk. xt
••. . . the whole bevy of renegades. Dover, Peter

borough, Murray, Sunderland, and Mulgrave, . .
."—

Macaulay .- Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

•ff A contemporary of Spenser's, who wrote
a glossary to the poet's "Shepherd's Calendar,"
includes bevy in his list of old words, but
since then it has completely revived. (Trench

:

English Past and Present^ p. 55.)

* be'-vyr, s. [Beaver (1).] (Prompt Parv.)

*bew, a. [Fr. beau = beautiful, fine, good.]
Good, honourable.

% Bevj schyris, bew schirris : Good sirs.

" Sa fails with me, bete schorls, wll ye berk.
Can not persalf an fait in a1 my werk."

Doug.: Virgil, 272, SL (J-imieton.)

bS-wall'f
* be-walle, # be wayle, by-

wcyle, v.t. & i. [Bug prefix be, and wail.]

A. Transitive:

1. To cause to wail for ; or simply to cause,
to compass (?).

** As when a ship that fives fay re under sayle
An hidden rocke escaped hath unawares
That lay in waite her wrwk for to ArwatZa,"

Spenser: F. Q.,l rL L
2. To wail, to lament for ; to bemoan.

** No mor* her sorrows I bewail.

"

Byron : The Giaour.

J It is sometimes used refiexively.
**.

. . the daughter of Zion, that bewaileth her-
self, . . .'—Jer. It. si.

B. Intrans. I To express grief, to ma^ke la

mentation.
** My heart Is bewailing."

Longfellow: Afternoon in February.

H Crabb thus distinguishes between the

verbs to bewailt to bemoan, and to lament

:

** All these terms mark an expression of pain by

some external sign. Betoail is not so strong aa

bemoan, but stronger than lament ; bewail and
bemoan are expressions of unrestrained grief

or anguish : a wretched mother bewails the

loss of her child ; a person in deep distress

bemoans his hard fate. Lamentation may arise

from simple Borrow or even imaginary griev-

ances : a sensualist laments the disappoint-

ment of some expected gratification." (Crabb

:

Eng. Sywm.)

be-wail'-a-ble, a. JEng. bewail; -able] lhat
may be lamented. (Sferwood.)

* be'-walle', v.L [Bewadu} (Spenaw.)

boll, boy; pdilt, jo%l; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist -Ing.

-clan, -tian m shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion m zhun. -dons, -tious, -sious = saus. -bio, -die, &c = bel, del.
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to-waiVed, pa. par. & a. [Bewail. 1

V»e-wall'-er, s.

who bewails.
[Eng. bewail; -er.] One

" He <m a great bewailer of the lute troublesome
and calamitous ti me*."— Ward : Life of Dr. Ben.
Moore (1710), p. 1M.

be-wail -irig, * be-way-lyng, pr. par., a.,

& s. [Bewail.) The act of expressing grief

for ; bemoaning, lamentation.

"As if he had also heard the sorrowings and be-

wailings of every surviving souL"—Raleigh : Bist, of
the World

tte-waiT-lng-ly, adv. [Eng. bewailing; -ly.]

Mournfully, with lamentation. (H'ebster.)

» bS-watt -ment, *. [Eng. bewail; -ment.]

The act of bewailing. (£*iacfcioood.)

* he-wakc, * bt-wake, t>. (. [Eng. prefix be,

and wake.]

1. To awaken thoroughly ; to keep awake
;

to watch.
" I woU that night wa» well bewaked."

Gower: Conf. Am., bk. v.

S. To " wake " a corpse.
" He was biwaked richeliche."

Seuyn Sages, 2,578.

bg-waked, pa. par. & a. [Bewake.]

be-wa U>ing, pr. par. [Bewake.]

be -ware, * be ware, * be war, v.i. A t.

[Eng. verb be, and u?are = be wary; A. 8.

warian = to be on one's guard, wwr = (1)

wary, cautious, provident, (2) prepared, ready.

Compare also A.S. bewarian, bewatrian, be-

werian = to defend ; bewarnian = to beware,

to warn ; werian, wcerian= to wear, to fortify,

to defend ; Sw. bevara ; Dan. bevare = to pre-

serve ; Dut bewaren = to beware, to pre-

serve, to guard ; Ger. beivahrcn = to protect,

to save.] [Ware, Wary.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To be wary regarding ; to be on one's

guard against ; to take care of.

% Formerly it was used, though perhaps

only by poets, in the pres. indie, and in the

pa. par.
" Looks after honours and beware* to act
What straightway he must labour to retract."

B. Jonson : TrantL of Borace.

Now it is only found in the infinitive and
to the imperative. In both these cases be is

the part of the substantive verb required by
the inflexion ; where been and not be is re-

quired, beware, which really consists of the

two words be and ware, is not employed.

(a) The infinitive.

" Every one ought to be very careful to beware what
he admits for a principle."

—

Lock*.

(b) The imperative.
" Beware of all, but most beware of man. *

Pope : Rape of the Lock, L 114.

•tf It may be followed by of, lest, or the

clause of a sentence introduced by what. [U a
•nd 6.]

B. Trans. : Formed from the intransitive

Terb by omitting of. (Used only in poetry when
the necessities of the verse require it.) To be
on one's guard against. '

" Beware the pine-tree's withered branch.
Beware the awful avalanche

!

Longfellow: Excelsior.

be-waste', v.t [Eng. be, and waste.] To
waste utterly.

"My oil-dried lamp and tlrne-bewasted light."

—

Shaketp. : Itich. 11., i. &

14 wave (1), *be-waue, v.t. & i. [A.S.

wafian = to toss, knock about. ] To waver.

A. Transitive : To cause to waver.

B. Intransitive : To toss.

" Oyf ony achyp tharon mucht be persauit,
Quhilk late before the wiudis had bewauit,"

Doug.; Virgil. 18, «.

be-wa ve (2), * be-waue, v.t [A.S. be-

wafan— to befold, to cover round.] To cloak,

to shield, to hide. (Jamieson.)

» be wed, v.k [Eng. be, and wed] To marry,
wed.

" Art thou or na to Plrros yit bewed )
"

Douglas: Virgil, 78, 87-

i>c we'ep, * be wep'e, * by-weop, * be-
weep-en (pret. bewept, * bewepte, *bewope),
v.t. & i. [Eng. prefix be, and weep.}

A. Trans. : To weep over.
" Old fond eyea,

Beweep this cause again . .

Shaketp- .* Lear, t i.

B. Intrans. : To weep.
"I do beweep to many simple gulls."

Shaketp. : K. Rich. 111., 1 S.

be-weep'-Ing, pr. par. [Bewkep.]

be wept ,
* be-wope, pa. par. & a. [Beweep.]

" Which bewept to the yrave did go.
Shaketp. : Bamlet, iv. 5.

be-w6st', prep. & adv. [Scotch be (prep.) =
by ; towards.] Towards the west.

b€-w6t\ v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and iuef.] To
wet over, to moisten over, to bedew, to water.

" His napkin, with bis true tears all bewet,
Cau du no service on her sorrowful cheeks."

Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, ill. 1.

bew'-e't (ew as u), s. [Bewit.]

• be-weve, * bi-weve, * by-weve. v.t.

[A.S. bewas/an = to befold, to cover, to clothe ;

be/en m to beweave, to clothe.] To clothe.
** Hyre ryche clothes were of ydo. bote that beo was

byweued,
Hyre body wyth a mantel, a wyinpel about* her

heued." Rob. Gloucester, p. SS&.

* be weved, * bi-weved, * by weved, pa.
par. [Beweve.]

* be whapc', v.t. ["Another fonn of awape
(q.v.).J To bewilder, to confound. (Only in

pa. par.)
"And thus bewhaped In my thought.
Whan all was tourned into nought,
I stood amased for awhile."

Oower: Conf. Am., bk. viil.

t be-whore' (w silent), v.t. [Eng. prefix be,

and whore.] Generally in pa. par.

1. To render unchaste ; to prostitute.
" Had you a daughter, [and] perhaps bewkor'd."

Beaum. A Wet. 1 Baid in the Bill.

2. To apply the epithet " whore " to.

** Emit. Abu, Iago, my lord hath so bewhored her.
Thrown such despite and heavy terms upon her,
As true hearts cannot bear."

Shakeip. : Othello, iv. 2.

*be%wie1dv *be-weld, v.t. [Eng. prefix

be, and wield.]

1. Literally: To wield.
** I could speak of Gerard's stafTe or lance, yet to be

seene in Gerard's Halt at London, in Basing Lane,
which is so great and long that no man can btweld it."
—Barrison: Detcriptitm of Britaine, ch. 5.

2. Fig. : To rule over, to govern.
*'. . . was of lawful age to beweide his lande when

his father dyed."—Fabian : Chron., p. 12*.

b€-wil'-der, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and Prov.
Eng. witdern = a wilderness (Skeat.) In Sw.
forvUda; Dan. forvilde = to bewilder; Dut.
verwilderen = to grow wild, to bewilder ; Ger.

verwildem = to render wild.] [Wilderness.]
To make one feel as if he were lost in a wilder-

ness. Used—

(1) Lit. : Of a person who has lost his way
and does not know in what direction to pro-

ceed.
" Drear Is the state of the benighted wretch.
Who then, bewilder'd, wanders through the dark "

Thornton : Beatont; Autumn.

(2) Fig. : Of one who. is perplexed, con-

founded, or stupefied.

(a) With some stupendous intellectual dis-

covery which the mind is too feeble com-
pletely to grasp.

, . the magnitudes with which we have hereto
do bewilder us equally in the opposite direction."—
Tyndall: Frag, of Science, 8rd ed., vii. HL
(6) With some misfortune with regard to

which one does not know the best course of

action to adopt.
"The evil tidings which terrified and bewildered

James."—Siacaulay : BiMt. Eng., ch. xi v.

% It Is sometimes used reflexively.
" It la good sometimes to lose and bewilder ourselves

in such studies."— Wattt.

be'-wll'-dered, pa. par. & a. [Bewilder.]
Confused, ill-assorted.

"... a bewiUlered heap of stones and rubbish, . .—Carlyle : Heroes and Bero-worthip, i iii.

be'-wil'-dered-ness, s. [Eng. bewildered;

-ness.] The state of being bewildered. (Ben-

tham.)

be-wil -der-Iiig", pr. par. & a. [Bewilder.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A part. adj. : In senses

corresponding to those of the verb.
" And dim remembrances, that still draw birth
From the bewildering music of the earth."

Bemans: Elysium.

C. As substantive : The act of leading into

perplexity ; the state of being in perplexity.
" Can this he the bird, to man so good.
That, after their bewildering.
Did cover with leaves the little children,
So painfully in the wood?"

Wordsworth : Redbreast and the Butterfly.

bS-wH'-der~lng-l^, adv. [Eng. bewildering

;

•ly.] In a bewildering manner ; so as to con-

fuse, confound, or perplex. (Webster.)

be-wil'-der-ment,s. [Eng. bewilder; -ment.]

The state of being perplexed ; perplexity.

"... the most highly-trained intellect, the moss
refined and disciplined Imagination, retires in be-

wilderment from the contemplation of the problem."—
Tyndall; Frag, of Science, ard ed., vii., 167.

be-wlii-ter, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and winter.]

To render wintry.

"Tears that bewinter all my year."—Cowley.

* bew-is (1), s. pi. [Bouoh ] Boughs. (Sc.)

"Aud crounys about wyth funeral bewy* grene."
Doug. Virgil, 117, 4?. (Jamieson.)

* bew-ls (2), s. pi [O. Fr. beau = beauty.]
Beauties. (Scotch.)

" Of ladyes bewtle to declalr
I dorejoistotell

:

Sueit, Bueit is tbalr oewti."
Jlaiitand: Poems, p. 187. (JamietOH.)

bew'-It, bew'-St (ew as u), s. to. F. beus
= a collar.] The leather to which a hawk's
bells are fastened.

be-wltch', * by-witche, v.t. [Eng. prefix
be, and witch.

\

1. To practise witchcraft against a person
or thing.

" Look how I am bewitch'd ; behold, mine arm
Is like a blasted sapling wltber'd tip."

Shaketp. : Rich. III., iii. L

2. To practise deceit upon.
"... that of long time he had bewitched them with

sorceries."—A cts viu. 1L

3. To please to such a degree as to deprive
of all power of resistance to the enchanter's
will ; to charm, to fascinate, to allure.

** And every tongue more moving than your nwi,
Bewitching like the wanton mermaid's songs."

Shaketp.: Venus and Adonis.

be witched, be witchd, "by-witchd,
pa. par. & a. [Bewitch.]

* be-witch -ed ness, s. [Eng. bewitched;

-ness.] The quality of being bewitched, de-

ceived, or fascinated. (Gauden.)

be-wltch'-er, $. [Eng. bewitch; -er.] One
who bewitches.

". . . those bewitchert of beautle, . . ."—Stafford;
Xiobe dissolved into a A'ilus, p. 117.

* be-witch -er-y\ s. [Eng. bewitch ; -fry.]

The act of fascinating, fascination ; the state

of being fascinated.

"There is a certain bewitcbery or fascination tn
words, which makes them operate with a force beyond
what we can give an account of—South,

* be-witch -ful, * b6-wltch'-lull, a. [Eng.

bewitch ; full.] Full ot witchery ; bewitching,
fascinating, alluring.

"There is, on the other side, ill more bewitchful to
entice away "

—

Milton : Letters.

be'-witch'-ing, pr. par. k a. [Bewitch.]

A. As present participle : In Benses corre-

sponding to those of the verb,

B. As participial adjective : Fitted to fasci-

nate, allure, or charm ; fascinating, alluring,

charming.

be-witch'-ing-iy, adv. [Eng. bewitching;

-ly.] In a bewitching manner; charmingly,

fascinatingly.

t be witch iiig ness, *. [Eng. bewitching;

-ness.] The quality of being bewitching.

(Browne.)

t be-wltph'-mfint, *. [Eng. bewitch; -ment.]

Power of fascinating ; fascination.

"... I will counterfeit the bewitchment of some
popular man, . . ."—Shakcsp. ; CorioL, it. &>

be -with, s. [Eng. verb to be, and prep, with.]

A thing which is employed as a sulwtitute for

another, although it should not answer the

end so welL (Scotch.)
" This bewith, when cunyie is scanty,
Will keep them frae making din.

Ramsay : Works, 11. 188. (Jamieson.)

* be'-w6n'-der, v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and

wonder.] To fill with wonder. (Generally in

the past participle.)
" The other seeing his astonishment.
How he bewondered was."—Fairfax : Taste.

* b€-wdn'-der-ing, pr. par. [Bewonder.]

* bS-wd'pe, pa. par. [Beweep, Bewept.]

b£-wrSp'(w silent), v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and

wrap.] To wrap up or round.
*• His sword, that many a pagan stout had sh«ni.

Bewrapt with flowers hung idly by his side.

Fairfax: Tatm

Ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there

«r. wore, wolf; work, who. son ; mute* cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6\
Syrian, se. ce - e ; ey - a. qu = kw.
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be wrapped, be wrapt (w silent), pa.
par.&a. [Bewrap.]

bfi-wrSp'-pIng (w silent), pr. par. [Bewbap.]

t bS-wray' (1), * be-wrey', * be-wr6y,
* be-wrle, * be-wrye (w silent), v.t.

[From A.S. prefix be, and wregan, wregean, =
(1) to accuse, (2) to put off, to drive ; O.S.
wrtgaii; Dut. wroegen ; Icel. roegja; (N. H.)
Ger. rdgen; O. H. 'Ger. ruogjan; Goth, vroh-
jan. Thus bewray is not a corruption of be-
tray, but a wholly independent word.]

1 1. To accuse.

"I do not «*y yt thou ahouldeat bewray thyself
pul.lickly, neither that thou shouldest accuse thyself
to others, . . ."—Barnet : Epitome of hit H'orkt, p. 507.

2. To betray ; to discover perfidiously.
"... and whoso betereyi y counsell of ye glide, . .

,"—MnglUh GUdt {Ear. Eng. Text. Soc.l p. 58.

3. To reveal, without any perfidy Implied.
"... thy speech beurayoth thee."—Matt. xxvi. 7a.

4. To signify, to mean, to imply.
"... rolke-motes, the which were built by the

Saxons, as the woorde bewraieth, . . ."—Spooler : state
of Ireland.

IT Bewray is obsolescent, betray having Uken
its place.

* bS-wray' (2) (w silent), v. (. [Beray.]

t be-wray'ed (to silent), pa. par. & a. ["Be-
wray (1).]

i t~ r- l

tb8-wray'-er (w silent), ». [Eng. bewray;
tr.] One who betrays, discovers, or divulges.

"When a friend Is turned into an enemy, and a 6*.
en-aver of secrets, the world is Just enough to accuse
the perfldioiisneas of the friend."—Addison.

1 biS-wray'-ing (to silent), pr. par. [Bewray

* be-wray'-ing-ly' (w silent), adv. [Eng. be-
wraying ; -ly.] In a manner to betray. (Web-
ster.)

y

be'-wray'-me'nt (w silent), ». [Eng. bewray;
-ment.] The act of betraying ; betrayal. (Dr.
Allen.)

b8-wreck', * bewreke (w silent), v.t. [Eng.
prefix be, and wreck.] To wreck.

be wrecked, * be wreked. * be-
wreckt (w silent), pa. par. k, a. [Bewreck.]

"Yet was I. or I parted thence, bewreckt."
Mir. for MagUtratet, p. 120.

be-wreck'-ing (w silent), pr. par. [Be-
wreck.]

* be-wreke' (w silent), v.t. [Bewreck.]

•be-wrey, "be-wreye, *be-wri'e (w
silent), v.t. [Bewray.) {Chaucer.)

•be-wrought (pron. bg-raf), pa. par.
[Eng. prefix be, and wrought.] Worked all
over.

" ^S^th.ir naoelu all bevrroughi
' ich they bo

«"« win r BiiiociLS ail OOWProUfffH
With his thread which they bought*

Ben Jo/uon .' it'atquet.

• beW-ter (ew = u), *. [BrrrEBN.] The
bittern.

J

"Ther la great store of capercalega, blackwaks,
nmre-rowls, heth-hens. swanes, bewtert, turtle-doves,
herons dowea, steares or stirllngs,"4c—&r R. Gordon

:

Butherl., p. a. {Jamieeon.)

•biS-wry' (w silent), v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and
wry.} To pervert ; to distort. (Scotch.)

"
el?**

11 W*M * knaw the causa and resoun quhy.
That ony mycht peruert or yit bewrg
Thy commaundementis ?

"

Dong. ; VirgO, 818, 4L
* bew'-te, ». [Beauty.]

* bS-wym'-pled, a. [Eng. prefix be, and
Dut. wimpel = streamer, pendant] Veiled;
covered with a veil. [Wimple.]

" And Bought about with hia honde
That other bedde tyll that he fonde,
Where laie bewgmpled a visage :

That was be glad in his courage."

• bey, a. [Beve.]

*bey, s. [Boy.] A boy; specially one who
plays the buftoon. (Prompt. Parv.)

bey, s. [Turkish bey = a governor ; the same
word as beg = a lord, a prince.] [Beo.]
Among the Turks:

1. A governor.
". . . Government [of Tunis] exercised by an here-

ffltary beg . . ."—Keith Johnston : Qazett.

2. Any nobleman or other person of rank,
though not a governor.

* be-yat', pret. ofv. [Beget.]
" Yif haluendel the child were thyn,
• • • » •

Nil hit not myii that Ich begat r
Kgng of Tart, 788.

"beye, v.t. [Buy.] To buy.
" If Love hath caught hyin in his lace.
You for to bey9 iu every caas."

The Romaunt of the Rote.

* beye, *bey, a. [A.S. begen m both.] Both.
" Nere yconie out yrlond, wyt gret power beg
Of Scottes and of Picara, of Denemarch, of Norwei."

Chron. of Rob. ofGloucett., p. 107.

* beye, s. [Bee.]
" . . and for the beg** in the Assirians londe."

Coverdale: Bible; Etag (Isaiah), vU.

*be-yen, a. [Beyn.]

be'-yete, pa. par. [Beoet.] Begotten.
(Chaucer.)

be-yetet s. [From beyete, pa. par. (q.v.).] A
thing gotten

; possession, advantage.
" So that thei lost the begete
Of worship and of worldes peea."

Bower: Con. Am., Prot.

boy lie, bey -Uk, * beg-Uc, a. [Turkish

;

from bey, and Uk =s jurisdiction. In Fr., Ac.,
beylik.}

" Tunis, a beylik, or regency of the Ottoman Em-
pire. —Keith Johntton : Uatetteer (ed. 1664), p. 1,293.

bey'-llc-al, a. [Eng. beylie; -al.] Of or per-
lainiug to a beylie (N.E.D.)

bey-llc-al, s. [Beylic] A beylie (q.v.).

*beyn, *be-yeil, a. [Compare Yorkshire
and Somersetshire dialect oane = near, con-
venient.] Pliant, flexible, (Prompt. Parv.)

" beyne, a. [From A.S. begen = both.] Both.
" Ther waB no reste betwene hem to, bot latde on

yerne begne."—Xir ferumbras, 661 (ed. Herrtoge).

bS-y6nd't *be-yon'det .^bl-gdnd, *WC-
gonde, * bi-yende, * bi yen dis (Eng.),
be-yont (Scotch), prep. & adv. [A.S. begeow\
begeo/idan (prep. &adv.) = beyond, from prefix
be, and geond, giond, geondan (prep.) = as
prep. : through, over, as far as, after, beyond

;

as adv. : yonder, thither, beyond.] [Yonder.]

A. As preposition

:

L In place, at rest or in motion

:

1. Situated on the further side of, without
Its being stated whether it be in a place near
or more remote.

2. To the further side of, to a greater dis-
tance than.

"He that sees a dark and shady grove.
Stays not, but looks beyond it on the sky,"

Berbert.

Til. In time:

1. Farther back than.

2. Farther forward than.

IU. More jig. : Above. Specially—

1. In a greater degree, or of a greater
amount than.

idleness, and quarrels' amongst his servants."—Zeocifce.'

2. Further than.

3. Surpassing ; above in excellence.
"His satires are incomparably beyond Juvenal's."—

Drgden.

i. Out of the reach of.

"Beyond the infinite and boundless reach
Of mercy. If thou did'st this deed of death.
Art thou damn'd, Hubert."

Shaketp. : K. John, lv. 3.

5. Out of the sphere of.

" With equal mind, what happens, let us bear

;

Nor joy, nor grieve, too much for things beyond ova
care." Drgdtht : PaUtmon & Arcite, lil, 886.

B. As adverb : At a greater distance than
something specified ; further.

" Lo 1 where beyond he lyeth languishing."

m ._ . m .
Spenter; F. Q., Hi. L 88.

C. In special phrases.

(1) Back-o'-beyont, adv. At a great distance.
(Scotch.)

(2) To go beyond. To overreach, to deceive,
to circumvent.

"... that no man gobegond and defraud his brother
In any matter . . ."— l Then. iv. 8.

bey'-ra-ghee, «. [Byraghee.]

t beyrd, a. [From bier, and suffix -ed.] Laid
on a bier. (Scotch.)

BEZANT.

bey-riob'-I-a, s. [From M. Beyrich.] A
genus of minute fossil crustaceans, bivalved,
and found attached to other crustaceans aa
parasites. (Sfor?7ion(/t.)

*bey'-tlAge, *bey-t#sige, pr. par. & «,
[Baiting.]

* bey-ton, v.t. [Bait, v.] To bait. (Prompt.
Parv.)

be'-zan, «. [Bengalee.]

Cloth Manuf. : A Bengalee white or striped
cotton cloth.

be zant, * be sant, * be-aaunt, 'be-
saunte, * by zant (pi. bezants, be-
sauntis), s. [In Ger. bezant, byzantiner;
Sp. bezante ; Low Lat besans, bixantius, 6e-
zantus, byzantius, byzanteus, byzantinus. From
Byzantium, the Latin name of an old Greek
city (Bvjjai-Tio*', Bu*antion), the site of which
is occupied by part of modern Constantin-
ople.]

L Numismatology :

1. Properly a gold coin struck at Constanti-
nople by the By-
zantine emperors,
and which, between
the ninth and the
fourteenth century,
was the chief gold
piece of money
known in Europe.
It varied in price,

but was generally
worth about 9s.

Other bezants were
coined by the Moora
of Spain, and others
still at Malines, in Flanders. Bezants, chiefly
from Constantinople, were circulated in Eng-
land from the tenth century to the time of
Edward III., when they were gradually super-
seded by the English noble. [Noble.] Tns)
Constantinople bezant was generally in th*
form of an umbo, or of a dish, having on it a
representation of the Saviour.

2. A white bezant, made of silver, and not
of gold, worth, it is believed, about 2s. Thia
is the beznut mentioned by Wycliffe and Pui^
vey. That it was circulated in England ap-
pears from the extract from the " English
Gilds " (about 1389) given below, though tb*
word was sometimes used in a more general
sense for any eimilar piece of money. [By*
zant.]

IL Her. : A gold
roundlet represent-
ing the coin describ-
ed under I., 1. It
was introduced into
English heraldry
probably by the cru-
saders, who "had re-

ceived thecoin which
it represented in pay
while on military-
service in the East.

•JI A Cross Bezant

:

A cross composed of
bezants joined to-

gether. (Gloss, of Heraldry.)

bc-zan te, a. [Ft.]

Heraldry : Seme of bezants, studded witfc
bezants.

bez-ant'-ler, $. [From Lat. bis = twice,
and Eng. antler.] The second antler of a
stag.

bez'-eX bez'-il, bas-0, s. [InFr, biseau;

O. Fr. bisel — a. sloping edge (Skeot); Sp. bisel

= the edge of a looking glass or of a crystal
plate ; Low Lat. bisalus = a two-angled stone.
Skeat thinks the remote etymology may be
Lat. ois = twice, and ala = a wing.]

Watchmaking & Jewelry : A term applied by
watchmakers and jewellers to the groove and
projecting flange or lip by which the cryst*'
of a watch or the stone of a jewel is retained
in its setting ; an ouch.

be-ziqu'e, ».

1. A double-packed game of cards having for

its object the winning of the aces and tens and
the securing of various combinations.

2. A combination in this game, such as the
queen of spades and the knave of diamonds, or
the two queens of Bpades and the two knave*
of diamonds, the latter being styled doubi*

bezique.

BEZANT8.

*°". bo*y; pout, J6%1; ca* ; Jl, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =£
-eian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous =shus. -ble, -pled, ^c. - bel, polo*
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bez bar, be-io'-ar, i. [In Sw. bezoarsten;

Dau. bezoartteen. Ger. bezoar; Fr. bezoard;

Sp. bezar, bezoar; Ital. bezzuarro. From Pers.

pdd-zahr = the bezoar stone ;
pad m expelling ;

tahr — poison.]

* Old Pharmacy

:

L Lit. : A name formerly given to

(1) A morbid secretion sometimes found in

the intestines of the wild goat of Persia (Capra

JEgagrus), or any other Eastern ruminant. It

consisted of a portion of the undigested food

of the animal agglutinated into a ball. Its full

name was Lapis bezoar urientale = Oriental

Bezoar stoue. Not often met with, and having

h*icetttriliuted to it, without a particle of evi-

dence, the power of acting as an antidote to

all poisons, as well as curing many diseases,

it sometimes fetched in the market ten times

its weight in gold. Need it be added that

it has disappeared from the modern pharma-

copeia of Europe and America, though faith in

it still lingers in the East

(2) A similar concretion from the intes-

tines of the American lamas (Auchenia Vama
and A. vicugna). This was known as the lapis

bezoar occidentale (Occidental or Western
bezoar stone). It had never quite the reputa-

tion of its Eastern compeer, but has shared

its fall in being at last contemptuously dis-

missed from the imarmacopceia of all civilised

tends.

* IX Fig. .* Any antidote to poison or medi-

cine of high reputation in the cure of disease,

wherever found or however manufactured.

The name wo-s specially given to certain

metallic preparations prescribed for the cure

of disease.

bezoar-goat, s. A kind of gazelle which

produces the bezoar.

bezo ar die, * bez-S-ar'-dlck, a. & s.

[Ft. brzoardiqite, bczoartique ; Sp. bezoardico

;

Port, bezoartico.]

A. As adj. (0. Med.) : Pertaining to bezoar,

compounded of bezoar.

". . . bezoardich v\negM.~—Student, it W4.

B. As subst. (0. Med.): A medicine com-
pounded with bezoar.

"The bezoardicks are necessary to promote sweat,

and drive forth tt»e putrifled particlt*. —Floyer.

bezoar -ti~oal, a. [Eng. bezoar; tic; -al.]

1. The sar)e as Bezoabdic, adj. (q.v.).

2. Fig. : ¥i baling like the bezoar.

" The hilling bezoartical virtue of grace."

ChUlingworth : Work*, ed. 1704. p. 378.

be zo ni-an, s. [From Fr. besoin ; Ital.

bisogno — want ] A person in want, a beggar,

a low fellow, a scoundrel.
** Pitt. Under which king, Bezonian I speak or dia"

• bez -zle, * biz -zle (zle = Bel), v.t. & i.

LMid. Eng. bud, from O. Fr. besiler = to lay

waste, to ravage.] [Embezzle.]

A. Transitive:

1. To plunder, to spoil ; to embezzle,
'

I have laid up a little for my younger son, Michael,

and tiiou think at to bezle that.'—Beaumont A Flet-

cher ; Knight of the Burning I'tttle, I U

2. To consume (as drink) ; to squander.

B. Intrans. : To drink hard, to tipple, to

stupefy the senses with liquor.

" Math. Yea : I wonder how the Inside of a tavern

looks now. Oh, when shall I biuie, bizzle / "— Oekkar.

* bez zle, * bez ell (zle = zel), s. [From

bezzie, v. (q.v.).] A bezzler, a hard drinker,

a drunkard.
" inee 1 what odds there eeemeth 'twixt their chera

Ami the awolne beteil at an alehouse lire
p

That tonnes in gallons to his bur*teu [.Hunch.

Bp. Bait : Bat. bk. v.. ikU. 1

'bez'-zled, 'beV-eled, *blz'-zled (zled
= zcld), pa. par. & a. [Bezzle.]

"Time will come.
When wonder of thy erronr will strike dumb
Thy bezetd sense." Marston : Malcontent.

*beV-zler, *beV-el-er, s. [O. Eng. bezzle;

er.] One who drinks hard, a drunkard.

(Marston.)

•bez zlirig, * beV-el-Ing, pr. par., o„ & s.

[Bezzle.}

A. & B. As pr. par. and participial adj.

:

In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of drinking hard, or

tippling.

" That divine part is soak'd away in sin.

In sensual lust, aud midnight betettng "

Jlarttan: Scmrge of Villainy.

"They that spend their youth iu loitering, beaXing,
and harloting."—Milton : Animadv. Rem. Def.

bha g-a-vat gita, bhag-a-vad gita, s.

[Sans. Bhagavad = a name of Krishna ; gita =
song.]

Sans. Liter.: A song relating a discourse

between Krishna and his pupil Ar.jun in the

midst of a battle. Schlegel considers it the

most beautiful and perhaps the only truly

philosophical poem in the whole range of

known literature. Its teaching is pantheistic.

It consists of eighteen lectures. It has been
translated into many languages.

bhang, s. [Mahratta, &c. bhang.] An in-

toxicating or stupefying liquor or drug made
from the dried leaves of hemp (Cannabis

saliva). It is used with deleterious ejects

in India. It is what is called in Turkey
Haschisch.

bhel, bale, bil'-wa, s. [Mahratta, &c] An
Indian name for the Bengal Quince (&gle

marmelos), a thorny tree with ternate leaves,

belonging to the order Aurantiaeese (Citron-

worts). The astringent rind is used for dyeing

yellow. The pulp is taken by the Hindoo in

cases of chronic diarrhoea.

bhu-cam'-pac, « [Mahratta, bhooi champa,

bhom champa, bhoomi champaca . From bhoom i

,

bhumi = the earth, the ground ; and cliampaca,

the name of the plant defined below.] Tie
Heart-leaved Snapdragon, or Round-rooted
Galangale (Kcempjerea rotunda), a plant of the

order Zingiberacere (Gingerworts). It is a

fragrant herb, with flowers of various shades

of purple and white. It grows in Indian

gardens.

* bi, as an independent word, prep. [By.] Old
Eng. for

"

* bl nethe, prep. & adv. [Beneath.]

bi, as a prefix.

I, Ordinary Language:

(a) 0/ Anglo-Saxon origin : A prefix in many
old or, more precisely, Middle English words,

which afterwards came to be spelled with be

;

as bicome for become, or bifore, biforn, biforen,

for before.

(b) Of Latin origin: A prefix of which the

oldest form was dui; as duidens for bidens.

This brings it into close union with Lai. duo,

Gr. 6vo, 6v<a (duo) = two, and other cognate

words. [Two.] Similarly the oldest form of

Lat. bis = twice, was duis; as, bellnn of old

was spelled duellum. Bi in composition signi-

fies two or twice. It corresponds to Si (di) in

Greek, and dvi in Sanscrit.

IL Chem. : A prefix before words beginning

with a consonant, the form before those com-

mencing with a vowel being bin.

(1) Bi or bin is sometimes used to denote

that two atoms of chlorine, sulphur, or oxygen,

&c, are united to an element, as bichloride

of mercury, HgCl2 ; Msulphide of iron, FeS2 ;

omoxide of tin, SnO^. Instead of bi, the

suffix di is now generally used ; as carbon di-

oxide, C02 .

(2) Bi has also been used to denote an acjd

salt ; that is, a salt in which only part of the

hydrogen of the dibasic acid is replaced by a

metal ; as, bicarbonate of sodium, NaHC03

(properly called hydric-sodic carbonate) ; bi-

sulphate of potassium, KHS04 (hydric potassic

sulphate). These terms are now only used in

commerce and pharmacy.

TTT. Comm. <? Phar. [Bi, as a prefix. Chem.]

Bl, as initial letters, an abbreviation, £ a symbol,

stand for the metallic element bismuth.

bi -a, s. [Etymology doitt>tful.]

Commerce : A money cowry shell, Cyprata

moneta, brought from the Pacific and Indian

Oceans.

* bi-af ten, * bi-ef-t^n, # ba f ten, * bl-

» f ten, * b»f-ten, prep. [A.S. be-atftan

m after.] Behind. [Abaft.]
•* Bi-afTen bak as he nam kep.

"

Story of Gen. A Kxod. (ed. Morris), 1,383.

* bl-agt', vret. of v. [Old Eng. pret. of owe

(q.v.).] Ought, should.
" Quo-ko his alt him bi-agt."

Story of Gen. * Rxod. led. Morris), 934.

* W-al-a-oSil, s. [BelaccoylcJ

bl-ang'-u-lar, a. [From Lat. bi, in compos^
= two, and axillaris = angular ;

anguhis =
an angle, a corner.] Having two angles ; two-
angled ; biangulate. (Ogilvie.)

bi-arig-u-late, bi-ang'-u-la-tfcd, a.

[From Lat. angulatus wangled; anguhis = an
angle.] Having two angles ; two-angled ; bi-

angular. (Webster : Johnson.)

bi-ang'-U-loua, a. [From Lat. an^ulosus =
lull uf corners ; angulus — an angle, a corner.]

Having two angles ;
two-angled ; biaugular

;

biangulate. (Martin, 1754.)

bl-ar-tic'-u-late, a.

="two, and (2) articulatus = jointed; from
little joint, *articnlus

two joints two-jointed.

[Lat. (1) bi (in compos.)
'

; from
joint] Having

bt-as, * bi ass, * by-ass, * bl'-ase, • bi'-

az, * bi'-ais, *., a., & adv. [From Fr.,

Prov., & O. Catalan biais=(l) obliquity, (2)

bias = Mod. Catalan biax, biaix; Walloon
biaiz ; Sardinian biasciu ; Ital. sbiescw ; NeapoL
sbiaso ; Piedm. sbias (Littre, &c.) ; Arm. bihais,

bihays.]

A. As substantive

:

L Of things material:

* 1, Obliquity ; deflection from a straight

line ; inclination to. [See examples suggest-

ing the meaning under B. and 41]

t 2. A weight on the side of a bowl which
turns it from a straight line.

" Madam, well play at bowls—
—"Twill make me think the world is full of rubs.

And that my fortune runs Against the bias."

Shakesp. : Hich. II.. ilL 4.

" Being ignorant that there is a concealed bias

within the suheroid which will in all uroi«iUUty
swerve away . .

."— W. Scott. (Goodrich A Porter.)

+ 3. A wedge-shaped piece of cloth taken

out of the waist of a dress to diminish its cir-

cumference. (Goodrich & Porter.)

XL Fig. Of things not material : The state

of mentally or morally inclining to one side ;

inclination of the mind, heart, or will ; that

which causes such an inclination, leaning, or

tendency.
". . . their influence will be regulated by . . . the

biat of the individual character to which they are

addressed."—Milman: Hat. of Jem, 3rd ed.. bk. L,

ToL U p. «.

TI Crabb thus distinguishes between bias,

prepossession, and prejudice : "Bias marks the

state of the mind ;
prepossession applies cither

to the general or particular state of the feel-

ings ;
prejudice is employed only for opinions.

Children may receive an early bias that influ-

ences their future character and destiny.

Prepossessions spring from casualties ; they do

not exist in young minds. Prejudices are the

fruits of a contracted education. A bias may
be overpowered, a prepossession overcome, and

a prejudice corrected or removed. We may
be biassed for or against ; we are always pre-

possessed in favour, and mostly prejudiced

against." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* B. As adjective:

1. Slanting.
** We cannot allege her oblique and byaa declina-

tion."—Holland ; Plinie, p. W3.

2. Swelled like a bowl on the biassed side.

"... till thy sphered biai cheek."
Shakesp. : Trail. A Creu.. K. S.

C. As adverb : In an oblique direction

;

obliquely, slantingly.

"
. . .by the obliquity of the «odiack circle thorow

which the aun passes blate."— Holland : PlutarcK

p. 953.

bias-drawing, *. A turn awry; par-

tiality.
" In this extant moment, faith and troth.

* n all IStraln'd purely from
Bids thee, with most divine inteei...,,

From heart of very heart, great Hector, welcome I

Shaketp. : Trail. A Creu.. ir. a

bi' as, * bi'-ass, v.t. [From bias, s. (q.v.)

In" Fr. biaiser = to slope, to cut aslant, to

decline, to equivocate.] To incline in a p;ir-

ticular direction. (Used figuratively of a

person, or of his mind; heart, or will ;
of

his views, &c.)
** Oaths, used as playthings or eonrenient tools.

As interest biatsed knaves, or fashion fools.

'

Cowper : Expo*tul<t'ir>n-

*' So completely biaued were the views of thU illus-

trious man, by his exaKgrrated notions r*«pett[nj< the

nature and properties of thehlood."—Todd A Bowman:
PhytioL AnaZ., rol. i., Introd., p. W.

* bi -as-ness, s. [Eng bias ; -ness.] Inclina-

tiou'to one side ; bias. (Sherwood.)

no, poV
ftte fat fare amidst, what, tall, father; we, wSt. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go

or! wore, wolf, work, whd. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a. on - kw<
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bi'-assed, bi'-ased, pa. par. & a.

" Or seeking with a biau'd mind."
Cotoper; Friendship.

bi ass ing, bi'-as-ing, pr. par. [Bias, v.]

bi-au-ric -u-late, a. [Lat. prefix bi = two,

and auricula = the external ear ; from auris
= the ear.]

Biol : Having two auricles. [Africlel]

bi ax 1 al, \ bi ax-al, a. [Lat prefix bi =
two, and axis — an axle, ... an axis.]

[Axis. ] Having two axes.
". . . the coloured rings of uuiaxal and biaxal

crystals. "— Proceeding* of the Phgtioal Society of
London, pt. ii., p. 3.

* bib, * bibbe, * bybbe, v.t. & i. [From Lat
bibo a= to drink.]

A. Trans. : To drink.
*' This miller has so wisely bitbed ale."

Chaucer: C. T., 4,160.

B. Intrans.: To tipple, to drink a small

amount of liquor at brief intervals, constitut-

ing in the aggregate a large consumption with-

out excess at any one time.
" To appease a froward child, they gave him drink

as often as he cried ; so that he was constantly bib-

bing, and drank more in twenty-four hours than I

did?*—Locke,

bib, s. [In 9p. babador, babadera ; Port, baba-
douro; ItaL bavaglio. Prom Lat. M6o = to
drink.]

1. A piece of linen put over the front of
the clothes of children to preserve them from
being wet or dirtied whilst they are eating or
drinking.

Of womanhood." Coioper : Task, bk. iv.

J. A fish, the Morrhua lusca of Flem. It

Is called also the Pont and Whiting Pout It

belongs to the family Gadidie. It is found in
Britain.

bib cravat, s.

child's bib.

A cravat resembling a

" But only rooK and they of vast estate.
The extremity of modes will imitate.
The dangling ltuee-fringe and the blb-cravat. m

Dryden : Prol. on Opening the Sew Bouse,

bib-cock, *. A cock or faucet having a
bent down nozzle ; a bib.

bib-valve, *. A valve in a bib-cock.

bi-ba'-cious, a. [From Lat bibax, genit
bibacis = given to drinking ; from bibo = to
drink. 1 [Bib.] Addicted to drinking. (John-
son.)

* bl-bac'-I-ty, s. [From Lat. bibax, genit.

bibacis.] [Bibacious.] The quality of drinking
much. (Johnson.)

bi-ba'-sic, a. [In Fr. bibasiqne; from Lat
prefix bi = two, and basic = pertaining to a
chemical base.] [Babe, Chem.]

Chem.: An acid is said to be bibasic when
it contains two atoms of hydrogen which can
be replaced by other metals ; as H2SO4, sul-
phuric acid, the H can be replaced atom for
atom by a monad metal, as KHSO4 (hydric
potassium) and K2SO4 (dipotassium sulphate),
or by a dyad metal, as Ba"SC>4 (barium sul-

phate). Organic .acids are said to be bibasic
when they contain the monad radical carboxyl
(CO. OH)' twice, as (C0.OH)'a (oxalic acid), or
CiH4(CO.OH)'2 (succinic acid). An acid can be
triatomic and dibasic, as CaHa(OHXCO.OH)2
(malic acid), or tetratomic and dibasic, as
CaH^OH^CO.OH^ (tartaric acid).

bi-ba -tlon, s. [Bib, v.] A drink, draught
" He of the frequent bibationi."—Carlyle : Past and

Preeent, p. 127 led. IMS).

bib'bed, pa. par. [Bib, v.]

• blb'-bel-er, s. [Bibler.]

blb'-ber, s. [From Eng. bib. In Fr. biberon
(in.), biberonne (f); Sp. bebedor ; Port, be-
berrao ; Ital. bevitore ; Lat bibitor.] One
•rho drinks a little at a time but frequently

;

* tippler. Used—
(a) As an independent word.
And other abhorrath his brother because be la a

great bibber."— Udal : Matt., ch. vii.

Or (b) in composition, as wine-bibber (q.v.).

"Behold a man gluttonous and a trine-bibber."—
Matt. xL vs.

bib bing, pr. par. k a. [Bib, p.]
" He playeth with bibbing mother Me roe. aa though
named because she would drink mere wine without

blb-ble-bab-ble, *. [A reduplication with
a variation to avoid identity of sound. In Fr.

babil, bubillage.] [Babble,] Idle talk.

" Malvolio. Malvolio, thy wits the heavens restore !

" to sleep, and leave tt

Twelfth Night, iv. 4.

endeavour thyself to sleep, and leave thy vain bibble-

babble."-Shake

bib ble-press, s. (Etymology of bibble

doubtful, and Eng. press.] A press for rolling

rocket-cases.

bib -bier, s. [Bibler.]

bibbs, s. [Etymology doubtful.]

Naitt. : Brackets made of elm plank, and
bolted to the hounds of the masts, for the
purpose of supporting the trestle-trees. (Fal-

coner.)

* bl-ber-yen, v. t. [A. S. bebeorgan = to defend,
to take care of.) To ward off. (Layamon.)

blb'-J-d, *. [Lat bibio = a small insect said
to be generated in wine.

Entom. : A genus of dipterous insects be-
longing to the family Tipuhdse. Many species
occur in Britain.

t blb'-I-tor-y, a. [From Lat. bibitor = a
drinker, a toper; bibo = to drink.] [Bib, v.]

Pertaining to drinking or tippling. (Ogilvie.)

bi -ble, * by-ble (Eng.), * by bill (0. Scotch),

$. & a. [Sew. bibeln ; Dan. & Ger. bibel

;

Dut bijbel ; Gael, biobull; Buss. bibJips; Fr.

bible; Prov. bibla; Sp. & Port, bibliu; ItaL
bibbia; Eccl. Lat biblia; Eccl. Gr. ^(.0Ata

(biblia), plur. of fitfiKlov (biblion), and fivfi\Lov

(bublion) m (1) a paper, a letter
; (2) a book.

It is a dimin. of Class. Or. plpXiK (biblos) m (1)
the inner bark of the papyrus ; (2) the paper
made of this bark first in Egypt ; a paper, a
book, /3v/3Aot (bublos) — the Egyptian papyrus
(Cyperus papyrus, sometimes called Papyrus
antiquorum)

; (3) its coats or fibres. Thus *' a
bible " was originally any book made of paper
derived from the papyrus or paper-reed.]

A. As substantive

:

*1. Gen.: Any book.
" To tellen al, wold passen eny bible
That o wrier is . . .

Chaucer: C. T., 12,785.

" Al le these amies that ther weren,
That they thus on her cotes beren.
For hyt to me were impossible ;

Men iuyghte in.ike of hem a bible.

Twenty foote thykke I trowe."
Chaucer: Itwise of fame, bk. IIL

2. Spec.: Pre-eminently " the book," in com-
parison with which other literary productions
are not worthy to be dignified with the name
of books ; or, if they be called books, it then
becomes " the Book of books." The idea just
expressed is founded on the etymology derived
originally from the Christian Greeks, but now
rooted in the languages of all the nations of
Christendom. The first to use the term £ij9Am
(biblia) in this sense is said to have been
Chrysostom, who flourished in the fifth cen-
tury. The word scripture or scriptures,
from the Latin scriptura = writing, scrip-
tural = writings, conveys the analogous idea
that the "Scriptures" are alone worthy of
being called writings. This use of the word
came originally from the Latin fathers, but
it has been adopted not merely by the English,
but by the other Christian nations of Europe.
The high appreciation of the Bible implied in
the use of these woids arises from the fact
that it is believed by the vast majority of
Christians to be (with allowances for minute
diversities of reading and errors of transla-
tion) the actual Word of God, and therefore
infallibly true. This is implied, though not
expressly stated, in the sixth of the Thirty-nine
Articles.

" Holy Scripture conUineth all things necessary to
salvation : so that whatsoever is not read therein nor
suay be proved thereby is not to be required of any
tuan that it should be believed a* an article of
the faith, or be thought requisite or necessary to
salvation . . .

*

The Westminster Confession of Faith is more
specific.

" The authority of the Holy Scripture, for which it
ought to be believed or obeyed, dependeth not upon
the testimony of any mart or church but wholly upon
God (who is truth itself}, tbe author thereof, and
therefore it Is to be received because it is the Word of
God."— Westmtntter Con/, of Faith, ch-t., | 4.

The Church of Rome does not differ from the
several Protestant denominations respecting
the divine authority of the books which the
latter accept as canonical ; it combines, how-
ever, with them the apocrypha and ehurch
traditions regarding faith and morals which
Protestants reject

Articles of Faith and symbolical books do
not always express the real belief of all who
nominally assent to them ; and scattered
through the several churches are a very large
number of persons who hold that the Bible
contains a revelation from God, instead of
being of itself " the Word of God ;

" whilst a
small number deny the Scriptures all special
inspiration, and deal with them as freely as
they would with the Mohammedan Koran, the
Hindoo Vedas and Puranas, the Sikh G ninth,
or the Persian Zend Avesta.
The Bible consists of sixty-six books, con-

stituting an organic whole.
In the Authorised English Version the Bible

is divided into the Old and New Testaments,
the former containing thirty-nine, and the
latter twenty-seven books. These designations
are taken from antiquum testamentum, in ths
Vulgate rendering of 2 Cor. iii. 14 and novum
testamentum, in verse 6. The Greek word is

ti-atyK-n (diatheke), the Sept. name of the Old
Testament being 'H n-oAaia 5ia0»}«n (He palaia
diatheke = the Old Diatheke), and the Greek
New Testament being termed "H «aii^ &io>9^Kn
(He koine diatheke = the New Diatheke). Aia-
f^Kij (DiathtkP) in Class. Greek, and in Heb.
ix. 16, 17, signifies a testament or will, but
generally, throughout the Septuagint, the
Greek Testament, and the Greek ecclesiastical
writers, it means a covenant. Hence the two
primary divisions of the Bible had better have
been called the Old and New Covenants rather
than the Old and New Testaments. The old
covenant is the one made with Adam or that
entered into with Abraham and subsequently
developed at Sinai ; the new one that formed
in connection with the advent and death of
Christ
The Old Testament was originally written

In Hebrew, except Jer. x. 11 ; Ezra iv. 8 to vi.

18 ; vii. 12 to 26 ; and Dan. ii. from middle of
verse 4 to vii. 28, which are East Aramaean
(Chaldee). The New Testament was originally
written in Greek, with the exception perhaps
of St Matthew's Gospel, which the Christian
fathers Paplas, Irenastis, Pantsenus, Origen,
Jerome, &c, state to have been published
originally in Aramaean.
The order of the books in the Hebrew Bible

is different from that which obtains in the
English Scriptures, which in this respect
follow the Greek Septuagint and the Latin
Vulgate. The Jews divided the Old Testament
primarily into three portions, called the Law,
the Prophets, and the Kethubim or in Greek
the Hagiographa. The Divine Redeemer
alludes to this classification in Luke xxiv. 44,
"... that all things might be fulfilled which
are written in the Law, and in the Prophets,
and in the Psalms." The Psalms are the first

book in the Hagiographa, and agreeably to the
Jewish method of quoting, Stand for the whole
division. Such words as Genesis, Exodus, Deu-
teronomy, &c, are Greek, and taken from the
Septuagint; the Hebrew generally names these
and some other books by their initial word.
Thus Genesis is called rvn>ru (Bereshith) =
In the beginning. The following list exhibits
the order and classification of the books in
the Hebrew Bible :—

L rnin (Torah), the Law: Genesis, Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers', and Deuteronomy.

IL DW33 (Nebiim), tiie Prophets

:

(1) Tlie farmer prophets: Joshua, Judges,
Samuel, Kings.

(2) The later prophets :

(a) The great prophets: Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel.

(6) The small or minor prophets: Hosea, Joel,

Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micab, Nahum,
Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechoriah,
Malachi.

UX DOVT3 (Kethubim) m books ; in Greek

Hagiographa = Holy Writings :

(1) Truth: Psalms, Proverbs.

(2) The Jive roils: Job, Song of Solomon,
Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, Esther,
Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles.

It is startling to t i nd that in this arrangement
Daniel does not figure among the prophets,
but is relegated to the Hagiographa. It is

remarkable also that Joshua, Judges, Samuel,
and Kings are classified not as historic, but as
prophetic writings.
A convenient classification for modem use

divides the Old Testament books into three
classes :

—

(1) The Historical Books: Genesis—Ezra.

t>$b- boy: pout, jowl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin
-dan, tian = sha n. tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion zhun. -tlous, -sious.

.as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

clous = shus. -ble. -die. &<*. = bet del.
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(2) The Poetical Books: Job—Song of Solo-

mon.

(3) The Proplutical Books : Isaiah—Malaehi.
(The weak point about this division is that

most of the prophetical books falling under
the third category were written not in Hebrew
prose bat in poetry.)

A similar division for the New Testament is

into—
(t) Historical Books: Matthew—The Acts of

the Apostles.

(2) Epistles: Romans—Jude.
(3) The Prophetical Book : Revelation. [For a

description of the several books, see Genesis,
Exodus, Ac.]
The Bible has given rise to Beveral sciences

Of its own, and specially to the following :—

S)
Apologetics, not a good name, for it is

le to be misunderstood, as it was even by
George III., who, on being told that Bishop
Watson had published "an apology for the

Bible," remarked that he did not before know
that the Bible required an apology. The word
is used in the Greek sense of defence, the

Christian apologist does not admit the exist-

ence of error in the Bible which he defends.

[Apologetics, Apology.]

(2) Biblical Criticism, which seeks to ascer-

tain precisely what books are inspired, and
bring the text of these to the most perfect

•tate of purity. [Biblical Criticism.]

(3) Hermeneutics, from the Gr. epfiiji-evrtjco*

(hermeneutikos) — of or for interpreting : its

aim is to ascertain the principles which should
be followed in biblical interpretation. [Her-
mfnrutics.]
For the several versions of the Bible see

Versions and Authorised. Altogether apart
from the claims put forth by the Bible to be a,

or rath t.T t lie, Divine Revelation, the Authorised
version is the first English classic ; and the
history of Europe and the world would be a
hopeless enigma to any one who knew nothing
of the Bible.

" Yon cottager, who weaves at her own door.
Pillow and bobbins all her little store,

• « • « *

Just knows and knows no more her liibU true

:

A truth the brilliant Frenchman never knew

;

And in that charter reads, with snorkling eyes.

Her title to a treasure in the skies."
Covper: Truth.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to, or in any
way connected with, the Bible. See the
compounds which follow.

Bible-Christians, s.

Ecclesiology : A Christian sect, called also

Bryanites. It was founded by Mr. William O.
Bryan, a Wesleyan local preacher in Cornwall,
who, separating in 1815 from the main body of

the Wesleyans, began to form separate societies.

In 1829 he left the body he had formed. In
the religious census of 1851 (the only one
hitherto taken) they are credited with 482
places of worship, attended, on the census
Sunday (with allowances for imperfect returns)
by 14,002 in the forenoon, 24,345 in the after-

noon, and 34,612 in the evening. The strength
of the Bible Christians is in the south-west
counties of England. (Mann: Relig. Census.)

Bible Defence Association.
Ecclesiology: A Christian sect figuring in

the English Registrar-General's returns.

Bible oath, s. An oath sworn upon the

Bible.

Bible Society. Any society constituted

for multiplying copies of the Bible and, as far

as the financial resources at its disposal will

» irmit, diffusing them abroad. Of these so-

cieties the following may be enumerated :—

1. The British anil Foreign Bible Society : As
there were brave men before Agamemnon, so

the Word of God was circulated before this

great Society came into existence. The fol-

lowing associations made the circulation of

the Scriptures one of the objects at which they
aimed ft—The Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel in New England, incorporated in 1649,

and again in 1661 ; the Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge, established In 1698 ; the

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel,
established in 1701 ; the Society in Scotland
for Propagating Christian Knowledge, incor-

porated in 1709 ; the 8ociety at Halle, founded
in 1712 ; the Society for Promoting Religious

Knowledge among the Poor, established 1750 ;

and finally, the Society for the 8upport and
Encouragement ofSunday Schools, established

In 1785. Two societies made it their primary
aim, viz. :—The Bible Society for Soldiers and
Sailois, established in 1780 and the French
Bible Society, commenced in London in 1792,

its object being the circulating of the Scrip-

tures in Frauce. In 1803 was organized The
British aud Foreign Bible Society, the largest

and most important in the world. Its rise to a
leading position was rapid, and the sphere of its

operations has enormously extended. Its work
is supplemented by that of the Hibernian Bible

Society, founded in 1806, and the National
Bible Society of Scotland, founded in I860.

2. Bible Societies in America: Next to the
British and Foreign Bible Society, in the extent

of its operations, comes the American Bible
Society, founded in New York in 1816, aud
which has its headquarters in the large and
magnificent building, in that city, known as

the "Bible House." The story of the Bible in

America, however, begins earlier than this.

Every Bible in the English language in

America before the war of the Revolution was
brought from the other side of the Atlantic

Ocean, the English government holding a
monopoly over the sale of the Word of God in

the colonies as over so many articles of mer-
chandise besides. The first English Bible

printed in America was issued at Philadelphia

in 1782, by Robert Aitken, the proposal to

publish it calling out a resolution of high
approval from Congress. The first Bible So-

ciety instituted in the United States was that

of Philadelphia in 1808. It was followed in

May, 1809, by the Connecticut Bible Society,

at Hartford; in July, 1809, by the Massachu-
setts Bible Society, at Boston; in November,
1809, by the New York Bible Society, at New
York ; and in December of the same year by
the New Jersey Bible Society, at Princeton.

By 1816 between 50 and 60 of such local

societies had been formed, with no bond of

union bayond the fact that they were all

devoted to the publication of the same book.

The need of a national institution was by this

time strongly felt, and in 1816 a convention of

representatives of Bible Societies was held in

New York, which organized the American
Bible Society, an institution which was incor-

porated in 1841, twenty-five years later, and
has had a career of usefulness only second to

that of its British predecessor.

As regards the work done by these societies

it may be remarked that the British and
Foreign Bible Society has distributed since its

formation considerably more than 100,000,000

Bibles, and that it has, in Britain and the
colonies, between 5000 and 6000 auxiliary

and branch societies. The American Bible

Society has fully 7000 auxiliary societies, in all

parts of the United StateB, issues annually
about 1,500,000 Bibles, New Testaments and
other parts of Scripture, and has distributed in

all about 55,000,000 copies. Its income is over
$500,000 per annum. This Society has pro-

moted the translation of the Bible, in whole or
in part, into 83 languages and dialects, includ-

ing those of the most populous non-Christian

countries, as China, Japan, Turkey, Arabia,

Persia, and Egypt. The British Society has
had translations made into 226 languages and
dialects, the Bible being now printed in the

languages of 800,000,000 of the human race.

Other American Societies embrace The Bible

Association of Friends in America, organized

in 1828, The American and Foreign Bible

Society, organized in 1836, and the American
Bible Union, organized in 1850.

3. German Bible Societies: The first associa-

tion ever formed for the sole purpose of

providing copies of the Scriptures for those

who were destitute of them, was founded at

Halle in Germany, in 1710, by Baron Hilde-

brand von Canstein. This institution down to

1834, when other Bible Societies had become
engaged in the same work in that country, had
distributed over 2,750,000 copies of the Bible

and about 2,000,000 copies of the New Testa-

ment. Of the existing numerous Bible Societies

of the country, the Prussian Central Bible

Society, founded in 1814 in Berlin, is the most
important. It has blanches in all parts of the
country, and distributes about 80,000 Bibles

and Testaments yearly. The British and
Foreign Bible Society supplies Germany with
great quantities of Bibles, numbering over
350,000 annually. Bible Societies were pro-

hibited by the Austrian government in 1817.

Bible societies, though wide in their con-

stitution, are practically Protestant institu-

tions ; and on June 29, 1816, ahull denouncing
them was launched by Pope Pius VII.

bible-woman, s. A woman employed to
read the Bible to the poor and sick of her
own sex in connexion with home or foreign
missions.

* bl-bled, a. [Eng. and A.S. pref. otand bled.)

Covered with blood. [The same as Bebled
(q. v. ).] {Chaucer. )

blb'-ler, *bib-bel-er, *bib-bler (Eng.),
* beb-ble (Scotch), a. [Dan. dial, bible = to
trickle; Dan. pibUs = to purl.] {Wedgwood.)
[Bib, Bibber.] A tippler.

" I perceive you axe no great bybler [i.e. reader of the
Bible). Paaiphilo.
" Pat. Yes, sir. an excellent good bibbtler, 'specially

In a bottle."— tiaicoiftie I Wortu. sign. C. L {AureaJ

bib -less, a. » [Eng. bib, and -less. ] Without *
bib.

"Bibleu and apronleaa."—Dickent : Our Mat. FrUnd,
eh. iv., p. 27.

blb'-li-cal, a, [Eng. bibl(e); -ical. In Fr.

biblique; tip., Port., & Ital. biblico.] [Bible.}

Pertaining to the Bible.

"To make a biblical version faithful and exact, . .
."

—Abp. jfvwcome : Bit. on the Trawl, of th* Bibl*.

biblical archaeology. Biblical anti-

quities; antiquities illustrative of the Bible.

•ff Society of Biblical Arcliseology : A society

founded in London on 9th December, 1870,

"for the investigation of the Archaeology,

History, Arts, and Chronology of Ancient and
Modern Assyria, Palestine, Egypt, Arabia,

and other Biblical Lands ; the promotion of

the study of the Antiquities of those countries,

and the Record of Discoveries hereafter to be
made in connection therewith." The associa-

tion has already risen into great power and
reputation. It was before this society that

Mr. George Smith, on the 3rd December, 1872,

read his paper on "The Assyrian Account of

the Deluge," translating the celebrated
** Deluge Tablet." That evening the attend-

ance at the meeting, then ordinarily about

fifty, rose to about 800.

biblical criticism. The science which
has for its objects (1) to decide which books
axe entitled to have a place in the Scripture

canon [Canon] ; and (2) to bring the text of

these canonical books to the utmost possible

degree of purity.

In prosecuting the first of these aims, the

Biblical critic must not be confounded with

the Christian apologist : the function of the

former is a strictly judicial one, whilst the

office of the latter is that of an advocate.

One important subject of investigation is

as to what Old Testament books were re-

cognised as divine by the ancient Jewish

Church or synagogue ; as also what New
Testament books were at once and universally

welcomed by the early Christian Church
[HomologoumenaJ ; and what others were

for a time partially rejected, though they ulti-

mately found acceptance everywhere. [Anti-

LEGOMENA.]
In seeking to purify the text the biblical

critic must do much toilsome work in the

collation of " codices " or manuscripts.

[Codex.] He does not put the whole of these

on one level and admit whatever reading has a

majority of M8S. in its favour ; but attempts

to test the value of each one apart, forming an

hypothesis if he can as to when, where, and

from whom it emanated, and from what other

M8S. it was copied at first, or, in technical

language, to what "recension" it belonged.

[Recension.] Those which he values most

for New Testament criticism are the Codex

Sinaiticus, written probably about the middle

of the fourth century ; and the Codex Alexan-

drinus and Codex Vaticanus, dating, it is be-

lieved, from about the middle of the fifth cen-

tury.
Subjoined is a list of a few of the chief

passages in the New Testament on which

biblical critics have thrown doubt : Mark xvl

9—26 ; John v. 4 ; viii. 1—11 ; Acta viii. 87

;

1 John v. 7, and perhaps the doxology ap-

pended to the Lord's Prayer, " For thine is

the kingdom," &c. (Matt. vi. 13). These omis-

sions will not overthrow any theological doc-

trine held by the Churches.

bib H-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. biblical; -ly.] In

a biblical manner, by process derived from

the Bible or according to biblical principles

(Webster.)

tate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w6t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, po*

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, m < = ©• oy*=a. Q.u = kw.
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bib li cist, s. [Eng. biblical); -ist.] One
whose special study is the Bible, and who is

well acquainted with its contents. (Edin.
Rev.)

bib -li-6-gnoste (g silent), s. [From Gr. pip-
kiov (biblion) = a book, and yvu>a-rn<; (gnostes)

= one who knows.] One who knows the
history of books and the method of their
production (see ex.).

" A bibliognosts Is one knowing in title-pages and
colophons, and lit editions; the plate mid year when
printed; the presses whence issued; and all the
in in utiie of a bo..k."—Disraeli : Curios, of Lit., ill 343.

Mb'-H-O-gnoa-tlc (g silent), a. [Eng. biblio-

gnost(e); -ic.] Pertaining to the studies of a
bibliognost*, acquainted with books. [Bib-
liognosts.] (Saturday Review.)

blb-li-og-ra-pher, s. [Eng. bibliography);

-er. In Ger. bibliograph ; Fr. bibUographe ;

8p. & Ital. bibliografo ; Port, bibliographo

;

fromGr. PiPkioypa$o<;(bibliographos)= writing
books ; from j9i0Aiovpa<p««> (bibliographed) =
to write books : PtPkiov (biblion.)= a book, and
ypd^xtt (graphff) = to grave, to write.] One
who writes about books and their history, or
at least catalogues and describes books.

bIb-li-$-graph'-Ic, * bib li o graph
ick, bib-li o-graph'-i-cal, a. [Eng.

bibliograph(y) ; -ic, -ical. In Fr. bibliogra-

phique; Port, bibliographico ; from Gr. 0tj3Ato-

ypaipw (bibliographos)= writing books.] [Bib-
liographer.] Pertaining to literary history,

or the cataloguing and describing of books.
" The most numerous class of bibliographical works

are lists or catalogues of books."—Pen. CycL, iv. 380.

bib li-6 graph -l-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. bib-

liographic; -ally.] As is done by a biblio-

grapher or in bibliography

Wb-U-Og -raph-& t. [In Ger. & Fr. biblio-

graphic; Sp."& Ital. btbliografia ; Port, biblio-

graphic ; Gr. fiifiXioypa^ia (bibliographia) =
the writing of books. [Bibliographer.] The
scienceorknowJedge of books, theirauthorship,
the dates of their first publication, and of the
several editions they have gone through, with
all other points requisite for literary history.

This, ft will be perceived, is not the meaning
of the word in Greek. (See etym. of biblio-

graphy and bibliographerJ The Greek term
generated the French bibliographe, with the
meaning (identical with neither the Greek
nor the English one) of acquaintance with
ancient writings and skill in deciphering
them. About A.D. 1752 the modern sense of
the word was arising, though the old one still

held its ground. Finally, in 1763, the publica-
tion of De Bure's Bibliographic Instructive
established the new meaning, and gave the
death-blow to the old one. It was not the
first book which had appeared on literary
history, Conrad Gesner's Bibliotheca Univer-
salis, containing a catalogue of all the Hebrew,
Greek, and Latin books he knew, had long
preceded it, having appeared in 1545. Among
the standard works on Bibliography which
have been published in Britain may be men-
tioned Watt's Bibliotheca Britannica, in 1824 :

and Lowndes' Bibliographer's Manual in 1834.
The Catalogue of the British Museum or of any
other library is a bibliographical production

;

to, also, is every publisher's circular.
" Bibliography is a matter of business, and must be

left to private enterprise."—Letter of J. Whitaker in
Timet, Feb. 27, 1871.

t blb-U-dl'-a-trlst, *. (Eng. bibliolatr(y)

;

-ist. ] ,

1. Gen. : One who idolises books.

2. Spec. ; One who idolises the Bible. (Used
of believers in its verbal inspiration.) (De
QuiHcey.)

Wb-H-dl'-a-tr& s. [From Gr. ptfklov (biblion)

= (1) a paper, a letter, (2) a book, dimin. of
fiipkoc (biblns) [Bible] ; and Aarpevw (latreuo)
= (1) to work for hire or pay, (2) to be subject
to, (3) to serve the gods with prayer and sacri-
fices, to worship ; Aarpi? (lairis) — a hired
servant

; AdTpoi- (latron) = pay, hire.]

1. Fervent admiration, carried to the verge
of idolatry, for books.

" If to adore an image be idolatry,
To deify a book, is bibliolatrf/"

R-irom : The Bishop of Gloucester's Doctrine of Grace.
\Hi-hard*on

)

2. A similar feeling towards the Bible.

* blb'-H-o-lite, s. [In Ger. bibliolit ; Fr.
bibliolithe ; from Gr. pipkiov (biblion) = . . .

book, and At'ftw (Uthos) = stone. ] An obsolete

name for a schistose rock exhibiting between
its lamiiwe dendritic markings, mechanically
produced by the infiltration of iron manganese,
Ac, and not really consisting. of the leaves or

other organic remains to which they have been
compared. They were called also Bookstones,
PHYLLOBIBLIA, and LlTHOBlBLIA(q.V.).

blb-li-o-log-I-cal, a. [Eng. bibliology);

-ical.) Pertaining to bibliology. (Pen. CycL)

bIb-H-8r-4-&y, s. [From Gr. pipktov (biblion)
= a book, and A<Syos (logos) = . . . a discourse.]

1. A discourse or treatise about books

;

the science or knowledge of books, now
generally termed Bibliography (q.v.).

"There is a sort oi title page and colophon know-
ledge, in one word, bibliology. In which he is my
superior."Southey.

2. A discourse about the books of the Bible,
or about Bible doctrine, history, and precepts.
(Pen. Cycl.)

bib li-o-man-cy, s. [In Fr. bibliomancie

;

from Gr. pipkiov (biblion) — a book (Bible),
and futtneCa (manteia) = prophesying, ... di-

vination ; from ita.vTtvoii.at. (manteuomai) m to
divine ; from naiTis (mantis)= one who di-

vines, a seer, a prophet.] Divination by
means of the Bible ; as, for instance, opening
it and applying the first passage on which the
eye falls to the matter of anxiety by which
one is perplexed. (Southey.)

bib li 6 ma ni a, t bl>-li-S-ma'-n& *.

[In Ger. & Fr. bibliomanie ; Port. & Ital. bib-
liomania; from Gr. (1) pipktov (biblion) = a
book (Bible), and (2) porta (mania) = mad-
ness, frenzy ; u^u'eo/iai (mainomai) = to rage,
to be furious.] A mania for books, book-
madness ; a passionate desire to possess or be
occupied with books. (Dibdin: Bibliomania.)

bib li-o-ma -ni -ac, * bib-li-o-ma ni -

ack, s. [In Fr. bibliomaniaqne ; from Gr.

(1) ptpkiov (biblion)= a book (Bible)
; (2) uayt-

xoc (manikos) — belonging to madness ; uavia
(mania)= madness, frenzy.] One who has a
mania for books, and especially for books of a
rare and curious character. (Todd.)

bib -tf-6-ma-m -a-cal, a. [Eng. biblioma-

niac; -al.] Pertaining to bibliomania ; having
a passion for books. (Quart. Rev.) (Dibdin.)

t blb-H^-ma'-iai-an-Ism, «. [From Eng.
bibliomania, n euphonic, and suff. -ism.] The
same as Bibliomania (q.v.). (Dr. N. Drake.)

t bib-ll-6-ma -nlst, s. [Eng., Ac, biblio-

mania, and suff. -ist.] One who has a mania
for books. (C. Lamb.)

tbi
,

b-lI-6-pS£'-Ic,a. [Eng. bibliopeg(y) ; -ic]
[Bibliopegv.] Relating to the art of binding
books. (Webster.)

t blb-U-O-pS-gis'-tlc, o [Eng. bibliopegiy) ;

•istic.] The same as Bibliopeoic (q.v.).

t bn>-lI-Sp'-8-&& s. [From Gr. pipktov
(biblion) = . . . a book (Bible), and miyemii
(pegnumi) = to make fast.] The art of binding
books. (Daily Telegraph, Dec. 18, 1882.)

bib H-6-phile, s. [In Fr. bibliophile ; Port.
bibliophile ; from Gr. ptpktov (biblion) = a
book (Bible), ami (piAos (philos) = & friend;
from tj>{\o<s (philos)= loved. ] A lover of book s.

"I fail to recognise in him either the grip or coun-
tersign of a genuine bibliophile."—J. Whitaker, in the
Times, Feb. 2<, 1874.

t bib-H-#ph'-Il-iamt s. [From Gr. p tp\iov

(biblion) = a book (Bible). ipi'Aoc (philos) = a
friend, and -ism. ] Love of books. (Dibdin.

)

t bib-U-Sph'-I-liBt, ». [From Gr. pipkCov
(biblion) — a. book (Bible), ipt'Aos (philos) = a
friend, and suff. -ist.] One who loves books

;

a bibliophile. (Gent. Mag.)

t bib-li-A-phd'-bl-a, *. [From Gr. ptfihCov
(biblion) = a book, and <£o0o? ( phobos) = fear

;

from <pe£oju.ai (vhebomai) = to fear, to be
afraid.] Fear of books. (Dibdin.)

bib li o pole, *. [Fr. bibliopole ; Port. A;

Lat. bibliopola ; from Gr. pi/UuwrwAne (biblio-
poles) ts a bookseller : 3i0aioi> (biblion) = a
book, and ir«Atw ( poleo) = to exchange or
barter goods, to sell.] A bookseller. (Eclec.
Rev.)

bIb-U-6-pdl-ic, bib-U-6-p8l-i-cal, a.
[Eng. bibliopole); -ical.] Pertaining " to a
bookseller or to bookselling.

T The form biblwpolical occurs in C. Lamb.

blb-li op 6l ism, *. [Eng. bibliopole)
;

•ism.] The ocni|>ation of a bibliopole ; book-
selling. (Dibdin.)

bib-li-Op'-Ol-itst, s. [Eng. bibliopol(e) ; -ist.]

A bookseller ; a bibliopole. (Todd.)

bib-lI-O-pdl-Is'-tlc, a. [Eng. bibliopolist

;

-ic.] Pertaining to a bookseller or to book-
selling. (Dibdin.)

bib li-6-taphe, s. [From Gr. ptp\Cov (bib-

lion) — a book, and to^o? (taphoe) = a burial,
a tomb.] One who shuts up his books as if

in a sepulchre.
" A bibliotaphe buries his books, by keeping them

under lock, or framing them In glass cases."— Disraeli :

Curios, of Lit., iii. 8*8.

* bib -li-o thee, *. [Bibliotheke.] (Scotch.)

bib li-6 the cal, a. [From Lat bibliotht-

calis.] [Bibliotheke.] Pertaining to a biblio-
theke or library. (Johnson.)

t bib li-6-tho-car l-an, 8. [From Lat.

bibliothecari(us), and suff. -an.] The same aa
BlBLIOTHECARY (q.V.),

t blVU-dth'-^-a-iir (English), * bIb-U-8-
theo-ar (Scotch), s. [In Sw. bibliothecarU ;
Ger. bibliothekar ; Fr. bibliothecaire ; ItaL
bibliotecario ; from Lat. bibliothecarius = a
librarian.] [Bibliotheke.] A librarian.

"Master Doctor James, the incomparably indus>
trious and learned bibliothecary of Oxford."—Bp. Hail •

Honour of the Married Clergy, 1. 28.

t bib li-o theke ,
* bib li 6 thequ'e,

* bib -ly 6 theke, bib li 6 the ca
(Eng.), bib'-li-6-thec (0. Scotch), 8. [In Ger*.

oibliothek ; Fr. bibliotheque ; Sp. & Ital. biblio-
teca; Port & Lat bibliotheca; Dut biblio>
theck ; Gr. f3lj9Ato0>jfrn (bibliothekk) m (1 j a book-
case, (2) a library; from ptpkiov (biblion) = a
book, and Lat. theca, Gr. vt/jkv (theke) s that in
which anything is enclosed, a case, a box, a
chest ; from ri&rjfu (tithemi) ~ to place.]

". . . the king asking him how many thousand
volumes he had gotten together in his bibliotheke t "—
Donne: Mist, of the Septuagint (1633), p. 16.

bib list, s.

From bible.]

[In Ger. biblist; Fr. biblist**

mg .

gards the Bible as the sole authority in mattera
of religion.

2. One who is conversant with the Bible,

bib liis, *. [Latin ; from Gr. pvpktn (bvblos)
= the Egyptian Papyrus (Papyrus antique-
rum). [Bible.] [Papyrus.] The Papyrus.

* bi-bod, s. [A. 8. bibod = a command.] A
command. (0. Eng. Horn., i. 25.)

bi -bbr-ate, 8. [Eng., &c, bi ; borate (q.v.).]

Chem. [Borax.]

bl-brac -te-ate, a. [(1) From Eng,, &c, bi
= twice or two, and (2) bracteate (q.v.).]

Bot. : Having two bracts or bracteas.

bib u loiis, a. [Lat' bibulus = (\) drinking

readily or freely, (2) ready to absorb moisture,
(3) listening readily ; 6i'6o=to drink.]

1. Of things: Readily absorbing moisture.

2. Of persons : Having proclivities to tha
imbibing of liquor.

bIb'-U-lotis-l& adv. [Eng. bibulous ; -ty.J
In a bibulous manner, so as to absorb liquid.

(De Quincey.)

* bl-blir'-ien (pa. par. bebered ; pret. biburiede\

v.t [A.S. biburiyed = buried.] To bury.
(Legend of St. Katherine, 2,227-) (Stratmann.)

* bi-bu-yen (pa. par. biboyen), v.i. To avoids
to flee.

* bi cach-en, *b!-kacho(pa.par. *bicaught,

becaught, bikaht), v.t. [Eng. prefix be, and O.
Fr. cache = catch.] To catch, to deceive-

(Relig. Antiq., i. 183.) (Stratmann.)

bi-cal car ate, a. [From Lat. prefix bi =
two, and Eng. calcarate = Bpurred ; from Lat
calcar = A spur.] [Calcarate.]

Bot. : Having two spurs ; doubly spurred-
(Brande.)

bSll. bo^; polit, 1c%l; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, fnis: sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
Hdan, -tian = shan. -Uon, -sion = shun ; -Won, -sion = zhun. -oious, -tiou^. -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bet, del.
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*bi calle, * be-calle, v.t. [F»om Eng. and
A.S. prefix bi, and call.} To call after ; to
accuse.

" And bi-caUeth of harme and scathe."
Story of Gen. and Exod., 2,314.

bi ceil lose, bi'-

callous, a. [Lat
prefix bi = two, and
caJJosus — thick-
skinned ; from Gal-

ium = hardened
skin.]

Bot. : Having two
callosities. (Used
of the lips of some
Orchids.) (Gray.)
Such callosities may
be seen below the
middle of the lip in
the genus Spiran-
thes, of which three
representatives have
a place in the British

flora.

BICALLOSE.

p. [Become.] Became.• bi-cam, fret, of
(Rom. of Rose, dc.)

bi-cap'-I-ta ted,
a. [Lat. prefix bi
r= two, and Eng.
•capitated ; from
Lathi capitatus =
naving a head ; ca-

put = head.]

Her. : Having
two heads. The
arms of Austria
consist of a two-
beaded eagle ; so
.also do those of
fiussia.

bi cap'-su lar, a. [In Fr. bicapsulalrt ; from

Lat. pref. bi = two, and Eng. capsular, having a
capsule ; from capsula = a small box or chest.)

BICAPITATED.

BICAPSOLAB.

Bot .' Having two capsules. [Capsule.]
(Used chiefly of pericarps.) (Johnson, dtc.)

bi car bon-ate, s. [In. Fr. bicarbonate;
Ger. bikarbonat. From Lat. prefix bi = two,
and Eng. carbonate.]

Chem. £ Phar. : A name given to the acid
carbonates of potassium, sodium, &c, or to
nydric sodium carbonate (NaHCOg), hydric
potassium carbonate (KHCO3), &c. Also to a
carbonate dissolved m water containing car-

bonic acid gas, as carbonate of calcium thus
dissolved, reprecipitated on boiling. Bicar-

bonate of potassium, KHCO3, is obtained by
passing CO* gas through a saturated aqueous
solution of K2CO3 (potassium carbonate). It

crystallises in colourless rhombic non-deli-

quescent crystals, which are soluble in four

times their weight of water. It does not give

a precipitate with BaClj in the cold. Bicar-

bonate of potassium is a direct antacid, and
is employed in the treatment of acute rheu-
matism, and for removing uric acid from the
system.

bicarbonate of sodium. NaHCOs,
hydrogen sodium carbonate, obtained by ex-

posing carbonate of sodium to the action of

CO2, carbonic acid gas, which is liberated

from limestone by hydrochloric acid ; the gas is

absorbed by the crystals of the Na2COs.ioBi20,
which lose their water of crystallisation and
become opaque. Bicarbonate of sodium is

used as an antacid ; it is supposed to influ-

ence the secretions of the liver, and not to

produce nausea like the potassium salt. It is

BICARINATE.

used in the manufacture of effervescing pow-
ders and drinks, which are usually a mixture
of this salt with tartaric acid, and also enters

into the composition of baking-powders.

bi ca-ri nate, bi
car'-I-nate, a
[From Lat. pref. bi
= two, and carina-
(us = keel-formed ;

carina ss a keel.]

Botany : Two-
keeled ; having two
ribs or keels on the
under side. (Used
specially of the
pale& of some
grasses.) (Gray.)
Thus in the genus
Holcus, of which
there are two
British representa-
tives

—

Holcus mollis

and H. lanatus—
the upper palea is bicarinate.

* bi-cas, * by-cas, adv. [O. Eng. and A.S.
6* = by, and cos = chance, hazard ; from Lat.
casus = that which happens, chance.] [Cask.]

By chance.
•*. . . tber forth com bietut*

Rob. of Olo*., p. no.

* bi caste, bi-casten, v.t. [Eng. prefix bi,

and cast.'] To cast round, to clothe, cover.

(St. Brandan.) (Stratmamt,,)

* bi-ca'use, adv. [Because.]

* bicchid, * bicch cd, • bych-ed, a.

[A different spelling of Eng. picked or pecked
(Skeat). In Dut. bikkel; Ger. bickel is = a
die, but the English forms bicchel and bickel

were simply invented by Tyrwhitt.] Pecked,
pitted, or notched, in allusion to the spots

marked on dice. (Man of Lawes Tale (ed.

Skeat), p. 159.) Dr. Murray says that the
origin and precise meaning are unknown

;

but that the sense cursedt
execrable, shretod,

suits the context.

* bicchid - bones, biccbed - bones,
* byched, biccbel-bones, pi. Dice.

" This fruyt cometta of the bicchid boone$ tuo,
Furswenng, ire, falsnea, homicide."

Chaucer: C. T., 14,071-2.

% In the " Towneley Mystery," called the
Processus Talentorum, the executioners of our
Lord are represented as casting dice for his

garments, and one of them, who had lost, ex-

claims

—

' I wu fitfalybegylyd withe thlse byched bones,
Ther cursyd thay be I

"

* bice (1), s. [Compare Sw. byssja = a bed of

boards. ] A small temporary bed made up in

a cottage kitchen. (HaUiwell: Contrib. to

Lexicog.)

bice (2), bise, «. [From Fr. bis (m.), bise (f.)

= gray, grayish-blue ; Port, bis; Sp. bozo «
brown ; Ital* bigio = russet-grey, brown ; Low
Lat. bisus. In Sw. betsning ; Ger. blassblar

and blassgriin. The ultimate origin is un-
known.] A paint, of which there are two
leading colours. (Also used attributively.)

1. Bice, or Blue Bice : A paiat of a pale blue
colour prepared from the native blue carbonate
of copper or from smalt.

2. Green Bice : A paint prepared from blue
bice by adding yellow orphnent or by grinding
down the green carbonate of copper.

"Take green bice, and order It as you do your blue
bice : you may diaper upun it with, the water ut deep
green. —Peacham.

bi-cel'-ln-ll, s. pi. [Lat. prefix, ftt, and ceUula

— a small store-room ; cella — a store-room, a"

cell.]

Entom. : A subsection of bugs of the section
Geocores or Aurocorisa. The name bicelluli is

given because the membranous portion of the
hemelytra has two basal cells. The bugs
ranked under this subsection are generally
small red insects with black spots ; they feed

on plants.

bi ceph -al-ous, a. [From Lat. prefix bi =
two ; Gr. k«^oAij (kephcUe) — head ; and suff.

•ous. ] Having two heads ; two - headed.
(Webster.)

bi'-ceps, a. [Lat. biceps = two-headed ; from

bi — twice, or two, and caput— head.]

1. Gen. : Two-headed

2. Specially:

(a) Anat. Of muscles: Having two heads
or origins. Three muscles of the human body
have this name applied to them. One is the
Biceps humeri, or Biceps intemus humeri, and
a second the Biceps extensor, both of which
are in the arm, and the Biceps femoris, which
is the straight muscle of the thigh.

**
. . . the biceps, inserted into the tubercle of th«

radius . . ."—Todd * Bowman : Physiol. A nat., L 170.

(b) Bot. Of papilionaceous corollas: Having
the claws of the two petals composing ths
keel distinct instead of united.

* bi-charme, bi-cnar-men, v.t. [The same
as Becharm (q.v.^J

* bi cnerre, * bi-cher-ren, * bi-char-
ren, v.t. [From A.S. becerran, becyrran = U
turn to, to give up, to betray.] To deceive.

(Morris: 0. Eng. Miscellany, 4o.) (Stratmann.)

bi-chldr'-ide, *. [Lat prefix U = two, and
chloride (q.v.).j

Chem. : A term used in chemistry to denote
a compound containing two atoms of chlorine,

which are united to an atom of an element, as
Hg"Cbj (bichloride of mercury), or to an
organic radical, as (CjH 4)"Cls (ethylene bi-

chloride). These are usually called dichloridss,

as ethylene dichloride.

bichloride of gold.
A compound of chlurine and gold supposed

to be contained in the subcutaneous injection

advocated by some for the cure of inebriates.

bichloride of mercury.
Phar. : Hg"Cl2, also called perchloride of

mercury, or corrosive sublimate. It is pre-

pared by heating a mixture of mercuric sul-

phate, HgSo4, with dry chloride of sodium,
NaCl, and black oxide of manganese, MnO«

;

the corrosive sublimate sublimes ; hence its

name. Bichloride of mercury occurs in

heavy white masses of prismatic crystals ; it

is soluble in twenty parts of cold water, also

in alcohol and ether. (For tests see Mer-
curic.) It is a very powerful irritant—when
taken in large doses it causes vomiting and
purging. It is very poisonous ; the best

antidote is white of egg. It corrodes the
skin ; it is employed in very small doses as an
alterative in skin diseases, externally as a
lotion, injection, or gargle in chronic skin

diseases, ulcerated sore throats, and chronic
discharge from the mucous membranes.
HgCl2 is a powerful antiseptic ; it is used to

preserve anatomical preparations. Ammonia
added to HgClg throws down white precipitate,

NH2HgCl, which is used in pharmacy in tie

form of ointment

bl'-cbord (h silent), a. [Eng. prefix 6t, and
chord.]

Music : Having two strings to each note.

(Stainer & Barrett.)

bichord pianoforte.
Music: A piano possessing two strings to

each note.

bi-ehro'-mate, s. f"Lat. kc. , pref. bi = two, and
Eng. chromate (q.v.).] [Chromic, Chromium.}

bich'-y, s. [A West African negro word (?).]

One of the names for a tree (Cola acuminata^
a native of western tropical Africa, but intro-

duced into the hotter parts of America. It

furnishes the Cola-nuts of commerce. [Cola.]

bl-cIp'-J-tal, a. [In Fr. bicipital; from Lat.

biceps, genit. bicipitis — two-headed (Biceps),

and suff. -al.\ Two-headed. The same as

Bicipitous (q.v.). (Used especially of one of

the muscles belonging to the arm.)

"A piece of flesh is exchanged from the bicipital

muscle of either party's arm."—Browne: Vulgar Err.

bl-oip'-I-tOUS, a. [From Lat. biceps, genit

bicipitis = two-headed, and suff. ~ous.) [Bi-

ceps.]

1. Zool.: Two-headed ; bicipital
" Bicipitotu serpents, . . ."—Browne.

2. Anat. Of muscles: Having two "heads"
or origins.

3. Bot. ; Dividing into two part it the top

or bottom.

* bick, s. [Bitch.] (Scotch.)

* bicke, s. [Bitch.] (Prompt. Pant.)

l&tc, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

«r, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, ciib, cure, unito, our, rule, full ; try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

Syrian. », ce-6. ey - a, qu = iw.
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bick'-er, * byk -ere, * bik -ere, * bck er
(Em ),

* b^k'-k#r(0. Scotch), v.i. [Probably
from Eng. pick; -er, referring to the Bound of

a series of blows given with a pick. {Wedg-
wood.) Compare I Hit. oiJcAamer = a pick.
Again pick=-to pick, is akin to the verb to

feck. (Compare Ital. beccare = to peck.)
Cognate with Wei. bihra = to fight, to bicker ;

biax — conflict, skirmish.] [Beak, Peck,
Pike. 1

1. Of persons:

L To make the noise which is produced by
successive strokes, by throwing stones, or in
any similar way.

(1) Specially:

(a) To fight by throwing stones. (Scotch.)

[8ee Bickea («.), l.J

(6) To fight by sending forth flights of
rrows, or in any similar way. (Scotch.)

" YugHsa fircharls. that hardy war and wicht,
ABiang the Scotti* bykkjrit with all their mycht

Wallace, iv A5A, (M.S.)

(c) To carry on petty warfare ; to skirmish,
without reference to the weapons employed.

" Nor U it to be considered to the breaches of con-
federate nations . . . though their merchants bicker
tn the East Indies."—Milton : Ref. in Eng., bk. il.

t (2) In a general sense : To fight.
*' And at the field fought before Bebriaenm, ere the

battLiles Joined, two eagles had a conflict, and bickered
together in all their sightea."—Holland; Suetonius,
\>. 243.

2. To move quickly, with the clatter of
feet.

"Three lusty fellows gat of him a clank.
And round about bun bicker'd a' at auea*

.Soli ; Belenore, p, 47.

3. To engage in altercation, especially of a
petty kind, by word of mouth. [Bickering.]

H. Of things ; To move rapidly forward, or
to play to and fro with a certain amount of
noise ; to quiver, to be tremulous.

•• Meantime unnumber*d glittering streamlets play'd
And hurled everywhere their waters' sheen.
That, as they bickered through the sunny glade,
Tho' restless still themselves, a lulling murmur

made." Thomson; Castle of Indolence, I 3.

ilck -er (1), * bik er, * bik-yr, * byk-er,
* by-kere, s. [From bicker, v. (q.v ) ]

1. Gen.; A quarrel, contention, strife, fight-
ing.
" Betwene the castel of Gloucester and Brinefleld at so
Ther was uft bicker grit, and much harm Mo."

B. Gloucester, p. Ua (Bickardson.

)

2. Spec. : A figlit carried on with stones.
(/Scutch.) A term used among schoolboys.

IT Bickers were formerly held on the Calton-
hill, Edinburgh, every evening a little before
dark. In these encounters idle boys, chiefly
apprentices, simply threw stones at each
other. (Campbell : Journey.)

3. A slt^rt race. (Scotch. Used chiefly in
Ayrshire.)

" Tho' leeward whyles. against my wllL
I took a bicker?

Burnt; Death and Doctor Bambook.

*ok'-er(2), t bi-quour, a [Gael. 6ieeir= a
.11 wooden dish. J A wooden vessel made

by a cooper for holding liquor, brose. &c.
(Scotch.)

"... and tell Peggy to gi ye a Malta- o* broth . . ."—Scott : Beart of Midlothian, ch. v.

blck-er-er, s. [Eng. bicker; -er.) A skir-
misher. (Sherwood.)

trick er-fuV, *. {Scotch bicker, and /a' = Eng.
full.) As much of any thing, whether dry or
liquid, as fills a bicker.

" Its Just one degree better than a band-quern—it
eanna grind a bickerfu' of meal in a Quarter of an
Dour. "—acott ; Pirate, ch. xi

trick'- cr- in?, * bik er Ing, • bik ker-
inge, * hf-lter-fuge, pr. par., a., A. ».

A. As pr. par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As participial adj. (chiefly of things):
Moving rapidly, with or without a certain
amount of noise. Used-

fa) Of a quivering flame, or of a faggot, or
anything else burning.
" Of smoke and bickering flame, and sparkles dire."

Milton: P. I... lik. vl.

(6) Ofwater in motion in a river or streamlet.

, ,
..*'•• ftn' th* once bick'ring stream.

Imprison d hy the Ice . .
."

Davidson ; Season*, p. 1M. {Jamicto-n.)

(c) Of a sword rapidly whirled round in
battle,

" Or whirl around the bickering blade."
Byron: Siege of Corinth, &.

C. As substantive:

* 1. The act of giving resounding blows Id

battle; fighting.

"In this so terrible a bickering, the Prince of Wales
• . . showed his wonderful towardneese."

—

Stowe

:

Edward ///.,an. 1^46. (Richardson.)

2. A skirmish ; a petty fight.

**. . . the feeble bickering* rather than wars of the
decayed States of Greece,"—Arnold : Bitt. of Rome, ch.
xlv„ vol LiL, p. S&i

3. Altercation, strife, or contention by word
of mouth.

"
. . bickerings between the Whigs and the Tories,

and sometimes by bickerings between the Lords and
the Commons."

—

MacaiUa.%f : Bitt, Eng., ch. xiv.

t bick'-er-ment, s. [Eng. bicker; -meat.]
The same as Bickering, s. (q.v.).

" Did star awhile their greedy bickerment.
Till he bad questioned the cause of their dissent"

Sinter : F. Q., V. iv. a

bick'-crn, s. [Corrupted from beakiron.]

Metal-working : A small anvil, with a tang,
which stands in a hole of a work-bench.

"A blacksmith's anvil is sometimes made with a
pike, or bickcrn, or beakiron at one end."

—

JJoxon,

* bl-clar'te, be -clart', bi-clar-ten, v.t
[Eng. prefix bi, and O. Eng. clart (q.v.).] To
daub, to smear, to dirty (in Prov. Eng. and
Scotch, to clart). (Old Eng. Horn., L 279.)
(Stratvuxnn.)

*bl-clipe, bi cli pe-an, bi-clu-pi-en,
bi-cleop-1-en, v.t. [A.S. bi-cleopian = to
call, name, accuse.] To appeal, to accuse.
(Morris: t>. Eng. MiscelL) (Strutmann.)

* bi-clippe, bi cluppe, bi chip pen, v.t
[A.S. bidyppan, beclyppan.1 The same as
BECLIP(q.V.>.

* bi-cllpped, bl-clupte, pa. par. [Be-
CLIPPED.J

* bi-clu se, bi-clu'-sen, v.t. [A.S. beclysan

— to enclose, ] To enclose.

* bi-clused, bi-elu'-sot, pa, par. [Biclcse.]

* bi-clu te, v. [A.S. bi-dutian.] To patch up.
" He bidute Urn hit nowihf

Ancren Ritole, p. S1&

* bi-cna -wen (c silent), v.t [The same as
Beknow (q.v.).

J

bi-col'-lig-ate, o. [From Lat. prefix &i=two,
and colligatus, pa. par. of colUgo = to bind or
fasten together ; con = together, and Ugo = to
tie, to bind.] [Colligate.]

Ornith. : Having the anterior toes connected
by a web. (Brande.)

* bi-col -men, v.t. [From A.S. prefix bi, and
col, coll m coal (?).] To blacken with soot.
(Horn., ed. Lumby, 1,064.) (Stratmann.)

bi'-COl-6ur, o. [Lat. bicolor = two-coloured
;

bi = two, and coJor — colour.) Of two colours.

bi-col oured, a. [Eng. and Lat. bicolor;
with Eng. suffix -ed.] Of two colours.

*bi-come (pret. *bi-cam), v.i. [Become.]
(Chaucer.)

*bi-com-en, pa. par. [Become.]

bi-con'-<save, a. [From Lat. prefix H, and
concavus — hollowed out, concave.] [Con-
cave.] (Carpenter.)

t bi-con -gre-gate, a. [From Lat. prefix bi =
two, and congregatus, pa. par. of congrego = to
collect into a flock.] [Congregate.]

Bot : Arranged In two pairs ; bigeminate,
biconjugate.

bi con-ju-gate, a . [From Lat. prefix bi, and
conjugatus, pa. par. of conjugo = to Join to-
gether .] [Conjcgate .]

Botany: A term
used when each
of two secondary
petioles bears a
pair of leaflets. It
is called also bi-

geminate. Example
—the leaves of Mi-
mosa unguis Cati.

[Bicongkegate. ]

BUxmjugnte pin-
nate, biconj-ugate-

pinnate: A term BIOONJUOATE pinnate.
used of a leaf when
the secondary petioles, on the sides of which

the leaflets are arranged, proceed In twos fro*
the apex of a common petiole. It is called aim
Twin-digitate pinnate, and Bidigitate pinnate.

t bi-corn, * bi'-corne, 1 bi -corned, a.
[BlCORNlt*.}

Lit. & Fig.; Two-horned.

bl-COlt'-Vex, a. Convex on both sides.

bi cor -nis, a. & s. [Lat. bicornis = two-
horned : pref. bi- « two, and cornu = a horn.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Anatomy:
(a) Gen. : A term applied to a muscle when

It has two terminations.

(6) Spec, (a) : A term applied to the flexor
carpi radialis, and the extensor carpi rudialis.

2. Bot. : Having
two horns ; termin-
ating in processes
like two horns. Ex-
ampie— Trapa bi-

corniSy the fruit of
which is like the koornis.
face of an ox with-
out the eyes, nose, and mouth, but with two
horns attached. [Bicobnous, a. ; Bicorn, a. I

S. As substantive:

Bot. (pi. bicor}ies): Linmsas's twenty-fourth
Natural order of plants. He included under
it the genera Azalea, Myrsine, Alemeclyon,
Santalum, &c.

bl-corn'-ous, o. [From Eng. Mcorrt (a v.),
or Lat. bicorn^), and Eng. suffix -ous.} Two-
horned.

" We should be too critical, to question the letter T,
Or bicornou* element of rythagoras ; that is, the
making of the horns equal." — Browne: Vulg. Err.,
bk. v., ch. i

f
j.

bi-cor nute, a. [From Lat. prefix bi, and
coruutus aa horned.] The same as Bicorn and
Bicornous (q.v.).

bi-cor'-por-al, a. [From Lat. &icor or otcorpor
(eus), and prefix bi — two, and corpus, genit.
corporis = a body, andsuflix -a/.] Having two.
bodies, bicorporate, bicorporated. (Johnson.)

bi-cor'-pdr-ate, bi-cor'-
por a-ted, a. [From Lat.
prefix bi, and Eng. corpor-

ate, derived from corpus=
the body.] Having two
bodies ; bicorporal ; having
the hinder parts in dupli-
cate whilst there is only one
pair of fore paws and a
single head, as in the ac- bicorporated
companying figure.

• bi cra-uen, v.t. [Eng. and A.S. prefix bi,

and crave.} To ask, to crave.

bi-cre -nate, a. [From Lat prefix bi, and
Eng. crenate = having convex teeth.]

Bot. : Twice crenated, that Is, crenatcd and
having the crenations again cut into by mom
minute crenatures. \Lvidlcy.)

bi cre-scen'-tic, c. Having the form of a
double crescent.

bi-cru'r-al* a. [From Lat. pref. oi= two,and
cms, genit. cruris= the leg, the shank, the
shin.] Having two legs. (Hooker.)

• bi cu'm-el-ic, adv. [From A.8. prefix M~
and cuvilie = comely.] Becomingly. (Helig.

Antiq., L 131.)

• bi-cu'm-en, v.i. & (. [A.S. bicuman, becu-
man.] [Become.] (Story of Gen. and Exod.,
9t>0.)

bi-ciis'-pid, o. & s. [From Lat
prefix bi as two, and cuspidatus,
pa. par. of enspido — to make
pointed ; cuspis m a point, a
spike.]

A. ^s adjective

:

1. An at.: Having two points or
I

tubercles. (Dunglison.)

2. Botany: Twice pointed, as
the fruit of Carex lagopodioides.

B. As subst. : The name given Biccsfirx
to the two teeth situated between
the canines and the molars. (Ellis: Anal*
1878, p. 133.)

bi-cus pid ate, a. [Bicuspid.] The
as Bicuspid, adj. (q.v.).

Ml bc^j pollt, J6>1; cat, oOU, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; •In, aft expect. Xenophon, c^ist. -ttjfc.
-«Un. -ttan = sban. -Uon, -sion = sbun ; -fion, -elon = ahun. -oious. -tious. -sious = sbiis. -ble, -ele, &c = bel. eel.
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bi-cus'-pis, s. [From Lat. prefix bi, and
ouspis = a point, a spike.]

Anat. : A tooth with two points. (Brande.)

bi'-oy-cle, a. & a. [From Lat prefix bi, and

Gr. jcvjcAos (kuklos) = a ring, a circle, a round.]

A. As subst. : A two-wheeled velocipede.
The rider sits on a saddle, and propels the
machine by means of pedals.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to, or connected
with, a two-wheeled velocipede. [A.J

hi -jy-cle, v.i. [Bicycle,*.] To ride a bicycle.

"bi'-c,jr-cler, s. Same as Bicyclist.

bi'-cy-cling, a. & $. rFrom Bag. bicycle);

-ing.}

A. As adjective: Pertaining io, connected
with, or derived from performances on a
bicycle.

B. As substantive : The act or operation of
propelling a bicycle.

"Another noteworthy feat of bicycling mi per-
formed . . ."—Times, April 3, 1880.

bi'-Cy-clIst. s. [From Eng. bicycl(e), and suffix

-ist.J One who rides a bicycle.

bid (1) * Wdde (1), * bid den, * bed den,
* bede, * byd'-dyn, v.t. [A.8. biddan,
imp. bide, pa. par. beden = (l) to ask, pray,
intr*»at, or beseech

; (2) to bid, declare, com-
mand, demand, require, enforce, compel.
(Bosworth.) A.S. and 0.8. biddian = to pray

;

O. I eel. bidja, beitha = to pray ; Dut. bidden
= to pray; (N.H.) Ger. bitten = (1) to re-
quest, to ask; (2) to ask, to invite; O.H.
Ger. bitjan; Goth, bidjan, bidan. Compare
Lat peto = ... to beg, beseech, ask. Though
Bosworth gives command as one of the
secondary significations of A.S. biddan, yet.
as the common A.S. word for command U
beotian, and there are similar duplicate terms
in the other Teutonic languages, we follow
Wedgwood and Skeat in separating this bid
from the one which follows.] [Bid (2).]

L To pray, to ask, to entreat.
M Alle he fellen him thor to fot
To bethen methe and bedden oc"

Story of Oen. and Exod... 1497-8.

"... Lord, undigne and miworthy
I am to tbilk honour that ye me bede"

Chaucer; C. T., 8235-4

S To bid beads or bedes

:

1. Originally: To pray prayers with or
without a rosary to count them upon.

2. Subsequently : To count the beads of a
rosary, eacU> bead dropped passing for a
prayer. (Nares.) [Bead, Bede, Bidding.]

"Fltz-Fustaee, you with Lady Clare
May aid your beads and patter prayer."

Scott ; Marmion, tL ».

2. To care for, to value. (Scotch.)

"As to the Arst place, now bid I not to cralf It,
Althoch it he Mnestheus wont to have it

;

Nor I bid not to striffe and wyn the gre."
Doug, : Virgil, 134. 2i. (Jamieson.)

bid-prayer, 5. [Bidding-prayer.]

bid (2), bidde (2), *b#d', *bide, *bede
fpret bade, bid, • badt

* badtie ; pa. par. bid,
bidden, « bydden), v.t. [A.S. beodan, pret. bead,
pa. par. boden = to command, order, bid, will,
offer, enjoy. (Bosworth.) In IceLModa; 8w.
bjuda = to bid, to command ; Dan. byde,
both =1 to offer, to invite ; Dut bieden, gebieden
= to offer, to tender ; Ger. bieten = to offer,

tender, present ; gebieten = to command, to
order ; O.H. Ger. biutan, biotan ; Goth.
biudan.]

1. To command, to order, to enjoin.

(0.) Literally:
". . , slack not thy riding for me except I bid thee."—f Kings i v. 24

(6) Figuratively:
" For his was not that open artless soul
That feels relief by bidding sorrow flow."

Byron : ChUde Harold, t 8.

2. To invite, to ask, to request to come to
a feast, a party, or anything similar.

3. To announce, to declare.

(1) Publicly :

Spec. : To proclaim, to announce by means
of a public functionary, or at least publicly.

(a) In a favourable sense : To announce to
friends and the public

TT To bid one's banns: To announce one's
banns.
" Our bans thrice bid / and for our wedding day
My kerchief bought! then preas'd, then fore'd away."

day.

(6) In an unfavourable sense : To denounce

;

to proclaim publicly with hostile feeling or
Intent.

" Thyself and Oxford, with five thousand men.
Shall cross the seas, and bid false Edward battle

"

Shakesp ; Ben, VI., ii 1 3.

IT Thus it is often used in the phrase to

bid defiance to, meaning to defy openly.
" Of nature fierce, ontameable, and proud,

lie bids defiance to the gaping crowd."
Granville,

(2) Privately : To declare, to pronounce in
the domestic circle.

" . . pray you. bid
These unknown friends to s welcome."

Shakesp ; mm. Tale. IT. 3.

IT Probably su"1
! phrases as "to bid one

God speed " (2 John 10), and " to bid one fare-
well" (Acts xviii. 21), are a modification of
this meaning, though the opinion of Johnson
is worth consideration that they may mean to
pray God that one may speed well, to pray that
one may fare well, ir> which case the verb bid
is No. 1, and not No. 2.

4. To offer, to make a tender; to announce
what price one is prepared to give for a speci-
fied article. (Used especially in connection
with auctions.) (LU. dbfig.)

"To give Interest a share In friendship, is to sell it

by inch of candle j be that bidt most shall have if —
Collier: Friendship.

If (a) To bid fair (fig.) : To offer a fair pro-
spect ; to afford a probability of ; to have a
well-grounded hope.

"And Jupiter bids fair to rule again."
Cowper: Conversation.

(6) To bid high : To offer a high price for
anything at a real or imaginary auction.

" And each bade high to win him to their side."
QraneUle.

bid, bid -den, pa. par. [Bid.]

1F Bidden is used also as a participial ad-
jective. [Bidden.]

bid, «. [From bid, t. (2).] That which is

"bidden ' at an auction; an offer at an auc-
tion.

* bi daf-fen, v.t. [The same as Bedaff
(q.v.)] (Chaucer: C. T., 9,067.)

* bi-dag ged, pa, par. [Bidaoqen.]

* bi dag-gen, v.t. [From A.S. bi, and dea-
gean = to dye, to colour (?).] To splash.
(Alisaunder, 5,485.) (Stratmann.)

bid-ale, s. [Eng. bid, and ale.] An invitation
of friends to drink at a poor man's house, and
there to contribute charity.

bid da-blc, a, [Eng. bid, v. (2); -able.)

That can be bidden ; obedient
;

pliable in
temper. (Scotch.)

" A biddable bairn, a child that cheerfully does what
is desired or enjoined.'*—Jamieson.

bld-da-ble-nesvs, s. [Scotch biddable ; -ness.]

Disposition to obey ; compliant temper.
(Jamieson.)

bid da bly, * bid -da bile, adv. [Eng.

biddable); 4y.] Obediently. (Jamieson.)

bid -den, * byd -den, « be-den, pa. par.
& a. [Bid.]

"... where they were bidden to alt down."—
Banyan : P. P., pt. ii.

•bld'-der (1),
* bid dere, *byd -der(l), *.

[Eng. bid (I), v., and suff. -er.] A beggar.
"Of beggeres and of bydden . .

."

Piert Plowman, p. ISfc (Richardson.)

bld'-der (2), s. [From Eng. bid (2), v., and
suff. -er. In Dut. bieder; Ger. bieter.] One
who makes an offer at an auction.

"... being torn from yon and sold like beasts to
the first bidder."—Dartein: Voyage round the World,
ch. xx i.

Bld'-der-^, s. [Corrupted from Beder, Bl-der,
Bt~dar, a town in the Nizam's country in
India, about sixty miles from Hyderabad.]

biddery ware, s.

Comm. : An alloy made at Biddery or Bidar.
Dr. Heyne states its proportions as—Copper,
8 ; lead, 4 ; tin, 1. To three ounces of this
alloy sixteen ounces of zinc are added when
the alloy is melted for use. It is coloured by
dipping into a solution of sal-ammoniac, salt-

petre, common salt, and sulphate of copper.

This colours it, and the colour forms a ground
for the silver and gold inlaying. Chiseh) and
gravers are employed, and after the inlaying
is complete, the ware is polished and stained.
Another formula gives, zinc 128, copper W,
lead 4, tin 2. (Knight, dtc)

bid -ding (1), * bid -dingo, byd dyrige,
* byd'-dyn (1), pr. par. & s. [Bid (1), v.]

A. As present participle: In senses corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

B. As substantive: The act of praying, spe-
cially with a rosary of beads.

"Byddynge or praynge: Orado . . ."—Prompt. Pare.

1[ Bidding prayer :

Eccles. : An expression used in pre-Reforma-
tion times in the sense of " praying prayers,

"

!«., praying. In the medieval church the
priest was accustomed to read out a iist of
persons and things for which the prayers of
the faithful were requested. In England, in
the sixteenth century, this list was replaced
by a form setting forth the subjects to be
remembered by the people when bidding their
beads {that is, saying the rosary, in other
words, saying their prayers, or praying).
When the two verbs [Bid(I), Bid (2)] were
popularly confounded the original meaning of
the phrase was lost sight of, and bidding was
taken as an adjective = that enjoins or com-
mands. Bidding prayer then came to mean
"an exhortation to intercessory prayer," and
is so used by some Roman writers (cf. Rock'.

Church of Our Fathers, ii. 354). In the Eng-
lish Church the bidding prayer is an invita-

tion to the people to pray for the Royal
Family, Parliament, Ac. It is said before the
sermon at visitations, assizes, and ordinations,
and before the university sermons, and is fol-

lowed by the Lord's Prayer.

bid-ding (2), * bid dunge, • bid -dyng.
•b^d'-dyng, * byd'-dyngc, * bid-
diunge, pr. par., a. , & .*. [Bid (2), v.]

A* & B. As present participle and participial

adjective: In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of commanding or ordering ; the

state of being commanded or ordered ; oons-

mand, order.

(a) Literally

;

" So sore I dradde Bis mauasyng,
I durst not breke his biddyngr

The Bomaunt ef the Met*

(6) Figuratively :

" As the branch at the bidding of Nature,
Adds fragrance and fruit to the tree."

Byron : TransL of a Romaic Lov* SbwfL

2. An invitation to a feast or party.

". . . the particulars of the feast, the invitation, M
rejection, and the consequent bidding of other gseitaj

. . ."—Strauss; Life of Jesus, 1st ed. (X8M), vol. it. 1 7%
p. 190.

3. A bid or order made at an auction,

(Sometimes in the plural.)

"... a crowd of buyers, whose spirited biddings

brought the sale to a very satisfactory conclusion."—

Daily Telegraph, Oct 25, 1677.

bid dy (1), *. [Of unknown origin.) A
domestic fowl, specially a chicken. (CoU

loquial.)
" Ay, Biddy come with me."

Shakesp. : Twelfth Sight, Ul 4.

bid -d^ (2), ». [A familiar dimis. of Bridget.]

An Irish servant-girl ; a maid-servant. (Chiefly

Amer.)

* bide (1), v.t [Bid (2).l (Spenaer.)

bide (2), * bx-den (Eng.), bide, * byd*
(Scotch), v.t. & i. [A. 8. & O. L. Ger. bidan m-

to bide, abide, wait, remain, tarry, enjoy,

expect ; 8w. and O. IceL bida ; O. H. Q0L
pitan; Goth, beidan.] [Abide.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To await ; to wait for.

" The wary Dutch this gathering storm foresaw.

And durst not bide it on the English coast"
Dryden: Annus HirabUis, ITS.

2. To abide, to endure, to suffer.

*(a) Obsolete in English.
** Poor naked wretches, whereso'er you are.

That bide the pelting of this pitiless torm !

Shakesp. : Lear, UL 4
(b) Still used commonly in Scotch.

" Prove we our fate—the brunt we'll bide t" -
Scott : Lord of the Isles, vt ss\

B. Intransitive t

L To abide, to dwell, to stay, to reside, to

live in a place.

Ate, at, ftire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet. here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p6
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce — e ; ey a. qu = kw.



bidel—bier m
{a) Obsolete in English.

" Pis. If not at court,
Then not In Britain must yon bid*.*

Shakeep. I Cymb., lit. 4.

(6) Still common in Scotch.
" ' But, my good friend, Woodboume 1* not burned,"

aid Bertram. ' Weel. the better for them that bide*

In't'"—Scott; Guy Mannering, ch. xlv.

2. To continue ; to remain.

(1) In a place.
" Safe in a ditch he bid**.

With twenty trenched gashes on his head."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, iiL 4.

(2) In a state.
'* Happy, whose strength in thee doth bide.'

Milton; rransl. qf Psalm Ixxxlr.

C. In special phrases :

(1) To bide at, to byde at.

(a) To persist.

"
. . . gif he will saye and bud att that the mess is

ydolatrie.'—Cor$rague!l to Willok, in Keith't BUt„
App., p. 196. {Jamieson.)

(6) To adhere to ; to abide by. [Abide.]
". . . bot ye waif half bidden att the Judgement of

the ancient doctouria."

—

Corsraguetl to WUlok, in
Keith't l/itt., App., p. 198. {Jamieson.)

(2) To byde be, to bide by: To stand to ; to
adhere to. (Jamieson.)

* bid -el, s. [The same as Beadle (q.v.).]

* bi do le, "bl-de'-len,^. [A.S. bedostan =
entirely to divide, to deprive.] To deprive.

(Ormulum 4,677.) (Stratmann.)

* bl-de -lid, bide -led, pa. par. [Bidele.]

* bi del ve, * bl-del'-ven, bi-del-uen,
v.t. [A.S. bedel/an = to dig in or around, to

bury.] To dig in, to bury. [Bedelvin.] (Relig.

Antiq., i. 116.) (Stratmann.)

* bl-den'e, adv. [From A.S. pref. bi, and ene (T).

(Stratmann).'] Together. (Ormulum, 4,793.)

bl -dens, s. [In Fr. bident; Sp. & ItaL bidente.

From Lat. bidens = having two teeth ; bi,

grefix = two, and dens, genit. dentis = a tooth,
o called from the two awns or teeth crown-

ing the fruit.]

Bot.: A genus of plants belonging to the
order Asteraceae (Composites), and the sub-
order Tubuliflorae. Two species occur in

Britain, the Bidens cernua or Nodding Bur,
and the B. tripartita or Triftd Bur-marigold.
[Bur-marigold.]

bl dent, s. [From Lat bidens = having two
teeth or prongs; prefix bi= two, and dens,

genit. dentis — a tooth.] A kind of spear
having two prongs.

bi dent -aL t bi-den-tial, a. [From bi =
doubly, and dentalit, from dens = n tooth.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Having two prongs more or
less like teeth.

2. Zool. d> Palceont. : Having two teeth ; or
two teeth or tusks so conspicuous as to cause
the others to be passed over without notice.

bidental reptiles, s.

Palceont. : The name given by Mr. Andrew
Geddes Bain, surveyor of military roads in

South Africa, to certain notable reptiles found
there about 500 miles east of Capetown. The
name was given because of their possessing
two long curved and sharp-pointed tusks.
Professor Owen founded for them the genus
Dicnyodon, and considered them to belofrg to
a new tribe or order of Saurians. (Q. J. Geol.

Soc., vol. i., pp. 317, 318, &c.) [Dicnyodon.]

bi-dent-ate, bi-den-ta -ted, a. [Lat.
prefix bi = two, and dentatus = toothed ; from
dens, genit. dentis = a tooth.]

1. Zool. : Having two teeth or tooth-like
processes.

2. Bot. : Two-toothed ; having two projec-
tions like teeth. Doubly-toothed has a quite
distinct meaning, viz., that the teeth are them-
selves again toothed, or the serrations them-
selves serrate, as may be seen in many leaves.

bi dent ed, a. [In Fr. bidente. From Lat.
bidens = having two teeth or prongs.] The
same as Bidentate (q.v.).

bi den-tid -e-ae, «. vl [Bidens.] A family
of Composite plants belonging to the tribe
Senecionideae. Type Bidens (q.v.),

Hl-det (pron. bid et and bS-da'), *. [Ft.
hvist ; ItaL bidetto; Gael, bideach~(as adj.)
**T little, (as s.) little creature ; Welsh bidan
<-= •* feeble man.]

1 1. A small horse.
" I will return to myself, mount my bidet In dance,

and curvet upon my curtaL"— II Jonson : Masques.

2. A form of sitting-bath used for washing
the body, the administration of injections, and
treatment of haemorrhoids.

bid-hook, «. [Etym. of bid doubtful, and
Eng. hook.]

Naut. : A small boat-hook.

* bi did -ren, v.t. [A.S. bedydrian — to de-

ceive, to charm.] To delude. (Ormulum,
15,391.)

bi-dlg'-I-tate, a. [From Lat. prefix M =
two, and digitatus = having fingers or toes

;

from digitus — & finger.] [Digit.] Having
two fingers or two toes.

Bot. Bidigitate pinnate, Bidigitato-pinnate

:

Twin digitate pinnate. [Biconjuoate pin-
nate.]

bi ding, * by'-dlng, pr. par., a., & a.

[Bide(2).]

A. <fc B. As present participle & adjective

:

In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Plural: Sufferings. (Scotch.)
" Or fore'd to byde the bydings that I bald."

Ross : Helenore, p. 87. (Jamieson.)

2. A residence, a habitation.

"... they brought us Into their bUlings, about two
miles from Harborough, . . ."—Hackluyt: Voyages,
iil. 809.

"At Antwerp has my constant biding been."
, Howe.

bl -don, s. [Fr. bidon.]

Weights of Measures : A measure of liquids
of about five quarts, used by seamen.

1 bi drab -eled, pa. par. [Bedrable.]

* bl drab -len, v.t. [L. Ger. bedrabbeln.] To
drabble.

*bi-dri've, v.t. [A.S. bidrifan = to drive
off, to constrain, to follow.] To drive about.
(Layamon, 6,206.) (Stratmann.)

* bi-drop'pet v.i. [The same as Bkdrop
(q.v.).] To drop. (Piers Plowman, passus
xiii. 321.)

* bi dropped, pa. par. [The same as Be-
dropped (q.v.).]

bld'-u-oiis, a. [Lat. biduus = continuing two
days ; from prefix bi = two, and dies = day.]
Lasting for only two days. (Treas. of Bot.)

*bI-dweT-I-en, v.t. [A.S. pref. bi, & dwelian,
dweligan = (1) to err, to mistake ; (2) to ob-
scure, mislead.] To lead astray, to confound.
(Legend of St. Katherine, 1,258.) (Stratmann.)

* ble, * bye, *rt [Aby.] To suffer, to "aby."
(Chaucer.)

* ble, * bee, * bighe, s. [A.S. beah, beh, bath

= a circular ornament of metal, as a bracelet,
a neckring or necklace, a garland or a crown ;

IceL bagua; Dut. bigge; Fr. bague ; ItaL 6a-
gua.] A gem or ornament ofjewelry. [Beighe.]

" Biet of gold or crowns of lanrere."
Bochat, It. 102.

" With a round bye that did about gone
Of guide, and perre, and stones that were fine."

Bochat, viii. 184.

IT In the eastern counties females' ornaments
are still called bighes. (J. S. in Boucher.)

ble'-ber-ite, s. [From Bieber, a place near
Hanau in Hesse Cassel ; suffix -ite.]

Min. : A subtransparent or translucent
mineral usually stalactitic or investing other
minerals. Its sp. gr. Is 1*924 ; its lustre
vitreous ; its colour flesh and rose-red ; its
composition: sulphuric acid, 19*74 to 30*2;
oxide of cobalt, 16'50 to 38*71 ; water, 38*13 to
46 83, with traces of other ingredients. Found
at Bieber in Germany (see etym.), in Austria,
and in South America. It is called also Rho-
dalose (q.v.). (Dana.)

bie-ber-stei n-i-a, a. [Named after Mar-
shall von Bieberstein, a Russian naturalist.]

Bot. ; A genus of plants belonging to the
order Rutaceae (Rueworts), and the tribe
Ruteae. The species are herbaceous plants
having pinnate leaves and racemose flowers,
with five sepals, five petals, and five ovaries.
They occur in Central Asia.

bie ber-stein-e-ce, s. pi.

BTE1NIA.]
[BlEBER-

Bot. : An order of Endlicher*s not now re-

cognised. Type BlEBERSTElNIA (q.v.>

* bieche, s. [Bitch.]

bleld, boild, s. [Bfild, s.}

bield, beild, v.t [Beild v t) (Scotc

bield-y, biel-y, bcild-y, & [Bei\
(Scotch.)

*bien,pres. indio. of v. CBe.] Are. (En*. ••

Gilds: Ear. Eng. Text Soc., p. 27.)

' bicn, bein, bcyne, a. & adv. [Bcm.]
A. As adjective: Wealthy; well provided.

(Scotch.)

B. As adverb : In a state of comfort.
" What Is the tone but a waefu' bunch o' eaoldrth

professors and miuisten. that sate bien and warm
when the persecuted remnant were warstllng wi'

hunger, and cauld, and fear of death . .
."

—

Baott:
Heart of Midlothian, ch. xlL

* blen-fait, a. [Benefit.]

bi-en'-ni-al, a. [In Fr. biennal, bisannuel;
Sp. bienaX ; Port, biennal ; Ital. biennio.
From Lat. biennis, biennalis = lasting two
years ; bi (prefix) = two, and annus m a year.}

A* As adjective

:

Bot. & Ord. Lang. ; Requiring two season!
to reach maturity and npen its seeds, and
then dying.

"Then why should some be very long lived, other*
only nimiial ur bknnialt"—Hay ; the Wisdom o/ Go*
in Creation.

B. As substantive:

Bot. & Ord. Lang. : A plant which require*
two seasons to reach maturity and ripen ita

seeds and then dies. Botanists sometime*
mark such a plant with 6, which is the symbol
of Mars, because that planet is two years in

making a revolution round the sun.
" Biennials are plants living for the spaoe of twe

years only : that is. If growing in their natursJ
habitats, and left entirely to themselves. The carra-
way, carrot, and celery are examples."

—

Keith. Bet
Lexic. (1837), p. 33.

bien -ni-al-ly, adv. [Eng. biennial; -Zy.J

Once in two years ; every two years. (Todd.)

* bi-e-ode, pret. of v. Went around. (Layo
men, 1,138.) (Stratmann.)

Mer (1), * * bi ere, * be are, * be-erev
* bere, s. [A.S. basr, bere = (1) a bier, (2) a
portable bed ; from beran = to bear. Sw,
lik-bar = a bier (lik at a corpse) ; Dan. baant
= a hand-barrow, a bier; Dut. boar; (N.H.J
Ger. bahre m a hand-barrow, a bier ; O.rX
Ger. bara; Fr. biere; Prov.bera; ItaL &ara,°
Lat. feretrum ; Gr. tfreperpov {pheretron) = a
bier, a litter.] [Bear, v.]

L Literally:

* 1. A person or thing borne ; a burden ; »
Corpse on a bier.

" The dolefulst bear* that ever man did tee,
Was Astronhel, but dearest unto mee.

"

•Spenser.- Astrophei.

2. Spec. : A hand-barrow adapted to carry i

corpse, or coffin, or both. The only difference
between a bier and a stretcher, litter, or ever

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN BIER.

a hand-barrow, arises from tne sacred pnrpost
for which it was employed. Anciently, th»

wealthier classes were carried to the grave or

funeral couches.
" And he came and touched the bier, and they that

bare him stood still"—Luke vii. 14.

II, Figuratively:

1. A coffin. (Poetic.)
" And the fair wreath, by Hope entwined.
Lies withered on thy bier

"

ffemans : To the Memory of General Sir 3—d P—I

—

m.

2. A grave in which a deceased person has
been laid. (Poetic.)

" Drop upon Fox's grave the tear.
Twill trickle to his rival's bier."

Scott : Marmion ; Introd. to Canto i.

% To bring to (one's) bier: To bring to the
grave, to put to death : to cause the death
of.

bbU, uo*y; pdftt, jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist ph = t
-votui, -cian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, - tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = b*?l, deL



546 bier—big

bler-balk, *. The church road along
which funerals pass. It was popularly be-
lieved, and still is in many places, that the
passage of a corpse ever afterwards gave a
jSght of way.

"Where their ancestor* left, of their land, a broad
Mid sufficient bier-balk to carry the corps to the
Christian sepulture: how men pinch at such bier-

balks, which by long use and custom, ought to be in-

violably kept for that jmrjx^se."—Homilies : B. ii. »7-

V^ier-right, s. An ordeal by which a

person, accused of murder, was required to

approach the corpse upon the bier, when it

was alleged that if he was the murderer the
wounds would gape afresh and shed tears of
blood.

Unless any of them should prefer that of combat."-
, the grant of a proof by ordeal of bier-right,

any of them should prefer t*
- *

Scott : Fair Maid of Perth, oh. xxl

•Wer (0. Scotch), *beer (0. Eng.), $. [Ety-
mology doubtful.)

Weaving : A count of forty threads in the
warp or chain of woollen cloth. The number
of warp-threads Is counted by biers; the
threads are termed ends.

" Also another coarse-coloured thread through every
two hundred threads, so as to distinguish the number
of biers vt scores of threads in the breadth of the said
cloth."

—

Maxwell: SeL Trans., p. 398. {Jamieton.)

*bierd-ly, *bler-ly, a. [Burdly.] Large
and well-made. (0. Scotch.)

; Popular Ball., 11 183.

*bier-ly, a. [Burly, *. (0. Scotch.).]

* bies, * bijs, s. [Contracted from O. Eng.
bissyn (q.v.).] Fine linen.

'*.
. . and of pearl and of oietand of purpur . . ."—

WycliJFe{&X. Purvey): Apic. xviii. 12.

". . . clothid with bijt and purpur . . ."—Ibid, 16.

bies-tlng, bees-ting (generally in the

plural blest-IngS), s. [A.S. bysting =
beestings, the first milk of a cow after calving.]
[Beest.]

t biett-le, beet-le (le as el), v. [Dimin.
from A.S. betan = to make better, to improve.]
LBef.t.J (Scotch.)

1. Of persons; To grow better in health.
(Jamieson.)

2. 0/plants (spec, of crops) ; To look better

;

To recover from injury. (Jamieson.)

61 fa -ci-al (ci as shy-), a. [Lat. prefix bi,

and facies = a face. ] Having two faces.
(Dana : Zoophytes, p. 286.)

* bi-fal- den, v.L [Bifold.]

•bi falle, * bi-ffalien, v.t. k i. (Befall.]
(Romaunt of Vie Hose; Chaucer, C. T., 679, &c.)

m bl-fang-en (pret bifeng, bivonge), v.t. [A.a
bifon (prep. bi-fangenf bi-fongen) = to encom-
pass.] To take about. (Layamon, 829.) (Strat-

mann.)

bi-fa r-I-ous, a, [Lat. bljarius = two-fold,
double ; from prefix bi = two, and fori = to
speak.)

* A. Ord. tang. : Capable of a two-fold in-

terpretation. (Johnson).

B, Bot. : Ranged In two rows, the one op-
posite to the other, as the florets of many

Called also Distichous.

biCar'-I-oils-ly, adv. [Eng. bi/ariout; -ly.]

In a bffarious manner.

•J A stem or twig is bifariously hairy when
between two joints the hairs are on the ante-
rior and posterior parts, whilst in the next one
they are on its two sides. (Martyn.)

* bi-feL, pret. of v. [Befall.] (Story of Gen.
and ExotL, 963.)

• bi-feT-lea, * bi-vgol-len, v.t. [AS. be-

fyltan = to fell, slay.J To fell. (Layamon,
829.) (Stratmann.)

bi -fer-ous, bif'-er-ous, a. [Lat bifer,

from prelix hi = two, and fero m to bear. ]

Double bearing ; producing anything, as fruit,

kc, twice in one season. (Johnson.)

"Some [trees] are biferous and triferous."

—

Sir T.
Browne : Tracts, p. 70.

bif - fin, t beau-fin (eau as 6), t bee-fin, s.

[Though the spelling beaufin seems to suggest
a French etymology, yet according to Wright,
Mahn, Ac, the word is derived from Eng.
6ee/, to which, in a raw state, the pulp has
been compared.]

1. A kind of apple cultivated in Norfolk.

2, A baked apple crushed into a flat cake.

bi'-fid, a. [In Ft. bifide ; Lat. bijidus = cleft iu
two ; prefix bi = two, and Jld, the root of
fituio = to cleave, to split.]

Bot. : Split partly into two ; half divided
into two ; two-cleft. (Johnson.)

t bi'-ffIda-ted, a. [From Lat. bifidatue.)

The same as Bifid (q.v.) (Johnson.)

•W-fille, pret. of v. [A.S. befeol.] [Befall.]
(Chaucer.)

* bi-nn-den (pret bivond ; pa. par. bifunden),
v.t. To find. (Rob. ofGlouc, 267.) (Stratmann.)

* bi fle an, v.t. [A.S. beJUan m to flay, to
skin. The same as Beflay (q.v.).]

* bi-flc den, v.t. [Ger. befiuten.] To flood.

(Layamon, 25,738.)

* bi fle on, v.L [A.S. befieogan, befleon = to
flee, to escape.] To flee, to escape. (0. Eng.
Horn., i. 169.) (Stratmann.)

bi-fior'-ate, a. [In Fr. biftore; from Lat
prefix bi, and floreo = to bloom, to blossom

;

flos, genit floris =a flower ; suffix -ate.]

Bot. : Bearing two flowers, biflorous.

bl'-flor-OUS, a. [From Fr. biJlor(e); Eng.
suffix -ous, or Lat prefix bi ; fins, genit floris

= a flower, and suffix -ous.) [Biflorate.]

Bot. : Bearing two flowers, biflorate. (Crabb.)

bi'-f&Tl, *. [In Fr. bifolii as two-leaved ; from
Lat prefix hi — two, and folium = leaf.] A
British orchid (Listera ovata), the common
Twayblade. [Listera.]

bt-fold. a. [From Lat. prefix bi = two, and
Eng./oW.] Twofold, double.

" That cause sets up with and against thyself I

Bifold authority.
Shakes* ; TroU. and Crest., v. 3.

* bl-folde, bi-fal-den, v.t. [A.S. bifealdan
= to enfold.] To enfold, to envelop. (Ayen-
bite, 8.)

* bt-fo-len, pa. par. [A. S. bifeolan := to com-
mit, deliver.] To commit, place.

bl-fd'-H-ate, a. [From Lat. prefix bi m two,
and foliatus = leafy ; from folium =a leaf.]

Having two leaves. (Webster.)

bi-fo -liol-ate, a. [From Lat prefix bi —
two ; and dimiu. offolium m a leaf.]

Bot. : Having the common petiole of its leaf
terminated by two leaflets, springing from the
same point

* bl-fon, * bivon, v.t. [A.S. bifon = to en-
compass.] To comprise, to encompass. (Old
Eng. Horn., i. 9.) (Sfrotnumn.)

bi'-ffor-ate, a. [From Lat. biforus = having
two doors; prefix bi = two, and foris= &
door.] Having two perforations. (Brande.)

* bi-for-en, prep, k adv. [Biforn, Before.]

bi -for-ine$, *. [From Lat biforus = having
two doors ; bi= two, and fbris= a door.]

Bot. : The name given by Turpin to cells in
certain plants of the order Araceaa, which
have an opening at each end, through which
the raphides generated inside them are after a
time expelled. (Lindley : Introd. to Botany.)

bi'-form, a. [From Lat. biformis and biforma>
tus — two-formed ; prefix bi — two, and forma
= form, figure, shape.] Having two forms

;

excelling in two forms, figures, or shapes.
" From whose monster-teem lug womb the Earth
Reeeiv'd, what much It mourn'd, a biform birth.*'

Croxalt : TransL of Ovid, Metam. 8.

bi -formed, a. [Eng. biform ; -td ; from Lat
biformis = two-formed.] [Biforic] Com-
pounded of two forms. (Johnson.)

bi-form'-i-t^, *. [Eng. biform; -Uy; from
Lat. biformis = two-formed.] [Biform.] The
state of existing in two distinct forms or
shapes.
" Strange things he spake of the lifonnity
Of the Dizolnns ; what mongrel sort
Of living wights ; how motwtrous-Bhap'd they be

;

And how that man and beaet in one consort.
More : Song of the Soul, P. L C. S. st. 70.

* bi'-forn. * biforen, prep. A adv. [Before.]

A. As prep. : Before.
" Whanne sich oon thou seest thee biforn."

The Romaunt of the Rote.

B. As adv. : Before-hand.
" Whan that our Lord had warned him bifor* '

Chaucer ; C. T., i.hSS.

bi-iYon'-ted, a. [From Lat bifrons, genu.
bifrontis = with two foreheads or faces

; prefix
&£=two, and frontis, genit of frons = the
forehead.] Having two fronts.

*' Put a case of vizards o'er his head.
That he may look bifrrmted as he speaks."

B. Jonton : Poetaster, V. a.

• bifulen, v.t. [A.S. befulan = to befoul. The
same as Befottl (q.v.).] (Ayenb., 178.)

bi-fur'-cate, bi-ffur'-ca-ted, jw. par. k a
[Bifurcate, r.t.] Two-forke-].

"A small white niece, bifurcated, or brandling into
two, and finely reticulated all over."— Wo>jdwartL

bl-fiir'-Cate, v.i. [In Fr. bifurqui. From
Low Lat bifurcatus ; pa. par. of bifurcor = to
part in two directions ; Class. Lat. bifurcus =
two-pronged; prefix bi, and furca — a fork.]
To divide into two branches. (Crabb.)

bl-fUT-ca'-tion, *. [In Fr. bifurcation ; from
Lat. bifurcus.] [Bifurcate.] Division into
two prongs or parts.

**. . . in a bifurcation, or division of the root Into
two parts.''

—

Browne; Vulgar Errours.

t bi~fur'-cou8, a. [From Lat. bifurcus; prefix
&£=two, and /j<rca = a two-pronged fork.]

[Fork.] Two-forked. [Bifurcate.] (Coles.)

big, *blgg, *bitgge, a. k adv. [Etymology
somewhat doubtful. Mahn considers it a
contraction from Wei. beichiog, beichiawg =
burdened, loaded, pregnant with child ; from
batch = burden ; Arm. beach. Wedgwood de-

rives it from O. IceL boega = a swelling, which
would connect it with Eng. bulge, belly, bag*
kc Skeat essentially agrees with Wedgwood.
[Bac, Belly, Bulge.]

A. As adjective;

L Distended.

1. Lit.: Distended, swelling, protuberant;
with special reference to female pregnancy.

(1) Of the females of man or the inferior

animals

:

* (a) Formerly followed by of.

,
" His gentle lady.

Big of this gen tleman, our theme, deceas'd
As he was born." Shakesp. : CymbeUne, L 1

(o) Now with is used instead.
" A bear big with young hath seldom been seeo.*-

Bacon.

(2) Of plants:
" Lately on yonder swelling bosh
Big with many a common rose.
This early bud began to blush." Waller.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Ofpersons:

(a) Swelling with Joy, grief, anger, or other
emotion, making the heart feel as if it would
burst

"Thy heart is big; get thee apart and weep."
Shakesp. ; JulUu Cmsar, iii. L

(b) Swelling with pomp or vainglory, tumid,
proud.

"... to the meaner man, or unknown In the court,
seem somewhat solemn, coy. biff, and dangerous of

look, talk, and answer."—Atcham : Schooltiuuler.

(c) Swollen with consciousness of kneviug
some portentous event approaching.

" Mow big with knowl«dge of approaching woes,
The prince of augurs, Halitlireses. rose.

Pope: Odges. ti. 185-1

(2) Of things:

(a) In the abstract, standing for persons, in

senses 2 (1), (a), (&), or (c).

" Big passions strutting on a petty stage."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. ill.

(b) Of events : Pregnant with something to

which immediate or more remote futurity will

give birth.
" The great, th' Important day.
Big with the fate of Oato aud of Borne."

Addison.

II. Requiring no distention to make them
great, they being so naturally and truly.

L Of material things: Literally great in

space or in bulk.

"A troubled ocean, to a man who sails In it, is. I

think, the biggest object that he can see in motion."—
Spectator.

8, Of menta' conceptions : Great, sublime.
". . . when the Idea under the consideration be-

comes very big, or very small."—Locke.

3. Of persons: Without pretence ; mentally

or morally great, brave or magnanimous ; or

admittedly of high social standing.
" What art thonl have not I

An arm as big as thine f a heart as big t

Thy words I grant are bigger . .
.'

Shakespeare: C%rmbeU**< ** •*

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, P&4V

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce-^e. ey = a. qu-*w-
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B. As adverb: In a pompous manner;
pompously, tumidly, with swelling words.

"
' My good ally talks big,' he said. "—Macaulay

:

Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

big-bellied, a. (Vulgar.)

1, Ofpersons:

L In an advanced state of pregnancy.

(a) Literally:

"Children and blg-bettied women require antidotes
•oinewb^t more grateful to the palate.' —Harvey.

(6) Figuratively:
" When we had taught to see the sails conceive.
And grow biff-bellied with the wanton wind."

Shaketp. : Mid. Night's Dream, It 2.

2. With a protuberant stomach, fat
" He (William Rufus] was in stature somewhat below

the usual size, and big-bellied." —Swift : Hist, qf Eng.,
R.-'fJn nf Will. 11.

XL 0/ things: Protuberant,
" Now shH.lt thou never see the salt beset
With a biff-bellird gallon flagoiiet."

Bp. l/all: Satire*, bk. vi, §. L

big-coat, s. A greatcoat ; an overcoat.

(Scotch. ) (Jam ieson .)

big-corned, a. Having large grains.
" The strength of big-cornel powder loves to try."

Dryden : Annus Mirabilis, 119.

big-game, *. A collective name for the
larger wild animals of a district.

t big-named, a. Having an illustrious

or lofty name.
" Some big-nam'd composition."

Crashaw: Poems, p. 101

big-sea-water, $. The rendering of a
North American Indian word nieauing sea.

" Built a wigwam In the forest.

By the ahiuiug Big-Sea- Water."
Longfellow: Song of Hiawatha, t.

big-sounding, a. Loud sounding, sound-
ing pompously.

" Big-sounding sentences, and words of state."—Bp.
Hull : Satires, bk. t, a. a

blg-SWOln, big swoln, a. Swollen to a
great extent. Used—

(a) Of the waves of the sea.

" The big^woln waves In the Iberian stream.**
Drayton : Polyolbion, s. L

(h) Of the heart tinder the influence of
•motion.

" Might my big-neoln heart
Vent all its griefs, and give a loose to sorrow,"

Addison.

big-Wig, s. An official of high Rtandins
;

a iwrson of note or importance. (The term
refers to the large wigs formerly worn by
persons of rank and position.)

% Other obvious compounds are : Big-boned or
big boned (Sir T. Herbert: Travels, p. 180;
Dmtden : Pal. mid Arcite) ; big-nddered (Pope

:

Odyss., bk. ix. 282).

big, s. [Brno.] (Chiefly Scotch.)

* bi-gab'-ben, v.t. [A.8. prefix hi, and gabban
= to scoff, to delude.] To deceive. (Rob. of
Glouc, 4jS. 15.) (Stratmann.)

* bi-ga-len, v.t. [A.S. prefix bi, and galan —
to sing, to enchant.] To enchant. (Layamon,
19,256.) (Stratmann.)

"big -am, • big -am-us (pi. big'-ams, big -

am-l), s. [In Fr. bigame; 8p., Port., A Ital.

bigamo ; Eccl. Lat bigamus = married to two
women. From Lat. bi, and Gr. yap.oc (gamas),

(1) a wedding, (2) marriage.] A bigamist.

(a) Of the Latin form bigamus, pi. bigami :

"And therefore was it alleged against thisgoldsuiyth
that he was bigamus."—Hall: Ben. VIIL, tax. V>.

** No bigami, that is, none that had been twice
married, or such as married widows, were capable of
It. [the benefit of clergy,] because lach could not receive
orders.'—Burnet ; Hut. Reform., 11. 333.

(&) OftJie English form, bigam, pi. bigama :

"... as the law of bigamy, or St Paul's ordaining
that a bigam should not be a deacon or priest."— Up.
Peacock, in the Life of him by Lewis, p. 286.

* big am a, s. [A fem. form, not classical, of
bigamist] [Bigamist, B.]

" Greater is the wonder of your strickt chastitte. than
it would beanoueti to see you * bigama,"— Warner:
Addit. to Albion's England, bk. ii. (Richardson.)

big -am-ist, s. [O. Eng. bigam; -ist; or Eng.
bignmfjf); -ist; or Lat bigamhis); with Eng.
suffix -ist.)

A* Of a man : One who commits bigamy,
one who marries a second wife before the
death of the first

" By the papal canons, a clergyman that has a wife
cannot have an ecclesiastical benefice : much less can
a bigamist have such a benefice according to that law."
—Aylife.

B. Of a woman : A woman who marries a
second husband while the first one lives.

big'-am-ous, a. [From Latin bigamus. ]

[Bigam.] Pertaining to bigamy; iuvolving
the commission of bigamy, as "a bigamous
marriage."

* big -am us, s. [Bigam.]

big-am-y, *big-am-ie,s. [Fr. bigamie; Sp.,
Fort., ItaL, & Low Lat bigamia.] [Bigam.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

1. Formerly. (Generally). In the etym. sense :

The wedding of two women in succession,
marrying twice. [B. I.]

** Which is a plain proofs yt concerning ye prohibi-
clou of any mo wiues theu oue and the forbidding of
bigamy by ye wedding of oue wife after another, was
the special ordinance of God and uot of Saint Pouie."
—.Sir T. Mere : Workes, p. 22».

2. Now. (Specially) : The marrying of
another woman while the first wife is still

living, or of a man while the first husband
still lives. [B. II.]

" He settled in a third parish, and was taken up for
bigamy"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

B. Law

:

I. Cation Law

:

1. The marrying of two virgins, one after

the other, the sin or crime being held to be
committed even if the first had died before
the second was wedded.

2. The marrying of a widow.

3. The marrying of a woman who, though
not ceremonially wedded, has still allowed
some one to have intercourse with her. If
bigamy of any of these kinds were committed,
tin.' offender could not take holy orders.

II, Common Law : The act of marrying a
second time, while the first husband or wife is

still known to be living. By 5 Edward I.,

?oased in 1276, it was punished with death,
n 1603, during the reign of James I., it was
made felony, without benefit of clergy. By
35 Geo. III., passed in 1794, the capital penalty
was modified into imprisonment or transporta-
tion. If a person marry a third wife, while
the first two are living, the offence is still called
bigamy. In the United states bigamy is every-
where treated as crime, punishable by fine and
imprisonment, differing in the different states.

*f Digamy signifies simply a second mar-
iage, bigamy implies that such a marriage
cakes place whilst the first wife is still alive.

[Digamy.]

* bi-gan', pret.' of v. [Begin.] Began.
" He sette foot on ertbe, and fast bigan to flee."

Chaucer: C. r.,*2J«.

* bi-gah'g-en, v.t. [A.S. begangan, bigangan
= (1) to go over, to perambulate ; (2) to follow
after. ] To compass, to surround. (Layamon,
23,702.)

* bl-ga -pen, v.t. [A.S. prefix M, and geapan
— to gape.] [Beoapg.] To gape at. (Legend
of St. Katherine, 1,262.) (Stratmann.)

blg-a-rdon', s. [Fr. bigarreau (?).] The large

white-heart variety of cherry.

* bl-gas'-ter, a. [From Lat. prefix bi = two,
and gaster ; Gr. yao-njp (gaster) = the belly. ]

Anatomy: A name given to muscles which
have two "bellies" or protuberant portions.

* bi gat, pret. of v. [Beojct.] (Story of Gen.
and Exod., 708.)

bl-gem -In-ate, a. [From Lat. prefix bi =
two, and geminatus (pa. par. of gemino) = to
double, from grm-inus m born as a twin, gentini
= twins.]

Botany: The term applied when each of two
secondary petioles in a plant bears a pair of
leaflets. (Lindley : Introd. to Bot. f 3rd ed.,

p. 465.)

m bi gen, v.t. [A.S. bygan, byegan.] [Buy.]
(Story of Gen. and Exod., 2,166.)

bi'-gen-er (pi. bi'-gen-er$), *. [Lat adj.

bigener, descended from two different races,
hybrid ; bi — two, and genus = birth, descent ]

Bot. : A hybrid between plants belonging to
different genera. Such mule plants are short-
lived and sickly ; it is only those which arise

between closely allied species which manifest
any considerable amount of strength.

**
. . . bigeners, that is to say, mules between

different genera.**—Lindley: Introd. to Bot., Srd ed.
(ifttH p. 34».

*bl-get'e, *biyete, 'bi-geet'e, *. fFrom
bigetent v. (q.v.).] Winnings, spoil, acquisi-
tion.

" Habram ga>f him the tigthe del
Of alle is begete . .

."

Story qf Gen. and Exod., S»6-ft>

* bi-gete, v.t. [Beget.]

"bl-ge't-Sl, a. [From O. Eng. biget; and
suff. -eL] Advantageous.

"He madeu swithe bigetei forward."
Story qf Gen. and Exod., l.MS.

* W-get'-en, v.t. [A.S. begitan- to get.]
[Beget.]

1. To acquire; to obtain. (Story of Gen
and Exod., 911.)

2. To beget (Story of Gen. ami Exod., 2,180.)

3. To require.

•"Iacob,* wath he, 'quat wlltu bi-geten.%m

Story of Gen. and Exod., I, MS.
4. To prevail.

" for scrith ne thret, ne mai ghe bi-geten
for to dou him chastbed for-geten."

Story of Gen. and Exod., 2,021-1

bigg, big, " bjfg (Scotcli), » bigge (0. EngX
v.t. £ L [Ioel. byggia; ttw. byyui.} To build

A. Transitive:

(a) Old English .*

" Kirkes and houses brent nouht than wild he spare,
Ther the Iuglis had bigfed, he made it wast and bare."

R, Brune, p. 62,

If Still used in the north of England.

(6) Scotch :

" I'm sure when ya come to your ain. Captain, yell
no forget to bigg a bit cot-house there ! "—Scott : Guy
Mannering, ch. Iv.

B. hit ran sitirc :

" The gray swallow bigs i' the cot-house wa'.**
A'. Suhsdale: Song. {Jamieson.)

bigg, + big, *. [Icel. bygg *= barley ; Dan. byg
= barley ; O. Sw. bhtgg") Another name for
bere (Hordeum hexastichum). [Bere, Bear.]

"Bear or bigg (a kind of grain with four rows on
each head) is sown from the beginning to the 20th of
May.'*—Par. Ditritdeer, Dutnfr., Statist. Ace o/ Scot-
land, iv. 460. (Jamieson.)

blg'-gi**\ 8 - [Scotch bigg — to build, and suffix

-or.] A builder, one who carries on a building.
" Item, to advise gif the chaplains hes the annuel!

under reversion, and contributis with the biggar.'—
Acts Mary 1551, c. 10. [Murray.) [Jamieson.)

' big-gen, v.t. [Buooen.]

big -gin (1), 5. [Bigoinq.] (Scotch.)

*big'-gin(2), *big'-gen(0. Eng.), *big'--gon
(0. Scotch). [In Fr. beguin — a cap or hood,
worn by Beguines,] [Bkouine.] A cap or
hood, worn—

1. By Beguines or other women. [Biooo-
NET.]

"... an old woman biggin for a nightcap."—
Massinger : The Picture, iv. 2,

2. By children.

If From the biggin to the nightcap: From
infancy to old age.

"... being a courtier from the biggin to the night
cap."

—

B. Juiuon : Silent Woman, iii. 6.

3. By men.

(a) A night-cap.
" A biggen he had got about his brayne,
For in his headpeace he felt a sore i»yne.**

Spenser: Shep. CaL, T.

(ft) See also Shakespeare, 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

A jjart of tlie dress of a barrister, perhaps the
coif of a serjeant-at-law.

" One whom the pood
Old wan, his uncle, kept to th' mus of court,
And would in time ha' made him barrister,
And rais'd him to bis Battin cap and biggen."

City Match (O. 11.), ix. MB. {Hares.)

big'-gin (3), s. [Corrupted from piggin (q.v.).]

1. A small wooden vessel, more accurately
called a piggin.

2. A small bag or metallic vessel perforated
below with sniall holes to hold coffee-grounds
while boiling water is poured upon them.
(Wright.)

blg'-ging, * big-gin, * byg-gynge,
byg-gyn, pr. par., a., (us. [Bio, v.] [In

led. higging m building.] A building ; a house,
properly of a larger size as opposed to a eottage.

A. & B. As present participle & participial

adjective; In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

boll, boy; poiit, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. ing.

-cian, -tian = sban. -tion, -sion m shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. cious, -tlons, -sious = shus. -ble, -clo, Ac = bel, col.
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C. As substantive:

L The act or operation of building.

"X mind the bigging ot." geatt : A miguary, ch. iT.

" Fyre hlesia in liia hie higgingit swakkii"
Doug : Virgil, i60, L [Jamieton.)

& Sojourn, abode, dwelling.
" long bigging is lure aogt god."

Story <y wn, urtd Exod., 717

3. A building ; a house.
" TIio wu noii highlit of a' egipte

liitiles, su niaui^e dt-ad thor Uipte."
4'tor-y o/ G'evi. «"<^ Exod,, 5,163-4.

"And frae his thetltit biggin talcs her way."
floft. iiallouxiy .*' Poem*, XL (Jamieton.)

*bi-ginne, r,t & i. [The same as Begin
(q.v.)-J

*bigmmng, bi gin -range, pr. par. & *.

[Begin.] (Chaucer.)

WEg'-git (1), pa. par. & a. [Bigg. J (ScoteA.)

biggit land, s. Land on which there
are houses or buildings, as opposed to land
with no shelter upon it for a person in a
storm. (Barbour.)

"And quhen they com in biggit-land.
Wit tail and mete yneuch thai fand."

Barbour, xiv. 383, MS. (Jamieton.)

biggit wa's, s. [Scotch biggit — Eng.
built, and was ss Eng. walls.] Buildings,
houses.

" Woe's met the time has been, that I would have
liked ill to have sate Is biggit-w't waiting for the
news of a skirmish fought within ten miles of me !

"

—

Scott : Old Mortality, ch. xix.

1 hig'-git (2), pa. par. & o. [A.S. bigan, bugan,
bygan = to bow, to bend.] Bent, inclined (?).

(Scotch.) (King Hart.)
" Bot fra thai saw thair But*, and thair semhlie.
It culd thame brt, and biggit thame to uyde."

King Bart, L 24. (Jamieton.)

bljj'-g6n-t$t, t big- on -et, 8. [Dimin. of
Eng. biggin (q.v.) = a coif or cap, a biggin.]

[Bloom.] (Scotch.) A linen cap or coif, of
the fashion worn by the Beguine sisterhood.

" Good humour and white bigonett shall be
Guards to my face, to keep nis love for me."

Bamtny : Poemt, ii. 84. (Jamieton.)
** The young gude-wife, strong in the charms of her

Sunday gown and biggonet, threw herself in the way
of receiving the tint attack, while her mother . . ."

—

Scott ; Bride of Lammermoor, ch. xtU.

'bighe, s. [Bie, a.]

'jig -horn, 3. [Eng. big ; -horn.] An American
sheep (Ovis montana), found in the Rocky
Mountains.

bight (gh silent), s. [A.S. bige, byge = fl) a
turning, corner, bending, angle, bosom ; from
bigan, bigean, bugan = to bend. In Sw.,
Dan., & O. IceL bugt = a flexure, a bay, a gulf,

a bight; Dut. bogt; Ger. bucht.} [Bow.]

1. Geog. : A bend in the sea-coast, forming
an open bay ; as the Bight of Benin.

2. Nautical; The loop of a bent rope, a
round of rope or cable when coiled, any round
bend or coil except the end ones.

3. Farriery: The inward bent of a horse's
chambrel, and the bent of the fore-knees.

(Bailey.)

f t The bight of the arm : The hollow of the
elbow-joint. (J. H. in Boucher: Article Bie.)

* bt-gile, v.t. [Beguile.] (Romaunt of the

Rose.)

•bl-gir die, * bl-gur-del, *. [A.S. big.

gyrilel, bi-gyrdel ; M. H. Ger. bigiirtel.] A
girdle, a purse. (Piers Plowman.)

' bl-girt, pa. par. [The same as Begirt.]

bi-glan'-du-lar, a. [From Lat. prefix bi,

and Eng. glandular = furnished with glands.]

[Gland.]

Bot. : Furnished with double glands, double
glanded. ( Webster.

)

big-ly, * byg-ly, a. [Etym. doubtful.)

1. Commodious, habitable.
'* ftcho wyniiit in a bigljt hour;
On fold was none so fair."

Bludy Berk, st 2. (Jamieton.

)

2. Pleasant, delightful. (Border Minstrelsy.)

&g'-lf,*l>ig-ll,adv. [Eng. big;4y.] Bluster-

Uigly, pompously, conceitedly.
** To be the may'r of some poor paltry town

;

Biglg to look, aud h&rb'rously to speak."
Dryden.

t blg'-ness, s. [Eng. big ; -nest,)

1. Large size.

" The br.iiu of Hutu, in respect of his body, is much
larger than auy other auiiuals ; exceeding in bignttt
three oxi'tii brains."—Hay : On the Creation.

2. Size, whether great or small.
" Several sorts of rays make vibrations of several

tty aims', wliieh, according to their btgnetttt, excite
sensations of several colours; and the air, according to
tiieir bignettet, excites sensations of several sounds."—
A'ev/ton: Optickt.

3. Pomposity, swagger. A puffed and un-
easy pomp, a bigness instead of greatness.
(Leigh Hunt: Men, Women*, and Books, ii. l,"».)

K Bigness is now obsolescent, size taking its

place.

blg-nd'-Iii-a, a. [In Fr. bignone; Dut., Sp
Port., <fc Ital. bignonia. Named after Abbe
Bignon, librarian to Louis XIV., and patron
of the botanist Tournefort.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, that of the trumpet
flowers, constituting the typical one of the
order Bignoniacete or Bignoniads. It has four
perfect stamens, two long and two short. The
species, which are numerous, are nearly all

of an ornamental character, owing to their

fine large trumpet-like monopetalous corollas,

colored red, blue, yellow, or white. They
are trees or shrubs, in the latter case often
climbing ; found in or sometimes even beyond
the tropics of both hemispheres, and con-
stituting a feature in the flora of the regions
which they inhabit. Many are from the
wanner parts of America ; India also has
various species. One of the latter, the Bigno-
nia Indica, called in the Bombay presidency
Taetoo, has supra-decompound leaves, from
four to six feet long, panicles of flowers about
five to six feet long, and legume-like capsules
more than two feet long by three and a half

inches broad. Several bignonias have been
introduced into the hot-houses and green-
houses of this country, and one—the Bignonia
radicans—will grow in the open air. It is a
beautiful climber with rooting-joints, which
enable it to adhere to walls.

big no nl-a -ce-se (R. Brown, Lindley, etc.),

bignonice (Jussieu) (both Latin), big-no -

ni-ads (Eng.), s. [Bignonia.]

Bot.: An order of plants, ranked by Dr.

Lindley as the type of his Bignonial Alliance.

The stamens are five, but always one and
sometimes three are abortive, so as to make the
species tetradynamous or diandrous plants.

The ovary is two or spuriously four-celled

and polyspermous. The capsule is two-celled,

and sometimes so long as to appear like a
legume. The inflorescence, which is terminal,

• is generally somewhat panicled. The leaves

are mostly compound. The bignoniads are

trees or shrubs, as a rule climbing. They are
highly ornamental plants from the tropics of
both hemispheres. The known species number
about 600.

big-no -ni-al, a. [From Low Lat. bignonidUs

= pertaining to the Bignonia (q.v.).]

Bot. : Pertaining to the Bignonia genus.

Bignonial Alliance: An alliance of plants.
[BlGNONIALES,]

blg-nd-ni-a'-les, s. pi. [Plural of Low Lat.

bignoniales = pertaining to the Bignonia
(q.v.).]

Botany. The Bignonial Alliance : Lindley's
forty-ninth alliance of plants. It is ranged
under his sub-class Perigyrious Exogens, and
includes the orders Pedaliacese, Gesneracete,
Crescentiacete, Bignoniaoore, Acanthaeere,
Scrophulariacese, and Lentibulariaceaj (q.v.).

* bi-gold, s. [From A.S. &£ = ... near to (T)

;

and Eng. gold, referring to the yellow hue of
the corolla.] [Marigold.] An obsolete name
for a plant Chrysanthemum segetum, the Com
Marigold or Yellow Ox-eye. (Uerarde.)

•bi-gon, pa. par. [Beoo.] (Layaman, 24,598.)
(Stratviann.)

t big -6n-et, s. [Biqgonet.]

* bi-goon', pa. par. [Begone.] (Chaucer.)

blg'-Ot, s. & a. [In Dan. t bigot (s.); Ger.
bigott (a.) ; Fr. bigot (the modern sense of
the word not arising till the fifteenth cen-
tury) ; Low Lat. bigoH. pi. A word for which
a superfluity of etymologies have been given.
It is deeply rooted only in the English and
French tongues. Barbazan, Malone, and
Michel consider it a corruption of the word
Visigoth, which might become Visigot, Bi-
sigot, Bigot, a view which Lfttre thinks pro-
bable. According to an old chronicle quoted
by Du Cange, Rollo, the first Duke of Nor-
mandy, being required to kiss the foot of

King Charles, as having received Neustria iu

flef, contemptuously replied, " He se Bigot " =
Not so, by God. Hence the king and court
nicknamed him Bigoth. Littre, however,
thinks it probable that this story was invented
to explain the word. Wace, as quoted by Du
Cange, says that the French called the Nor-
mans bigoz or bigos. Cotgrave affirms that
bigot is an old Norman word = for God's sake.

Bullokar (ed. 1656) thus defines it :
" Bigot,

an hypocrite ; also a scrupulous or supersti-

tious person. The word came into England
out of Normandy, where it continues to this

day in that sense." Trench derives the word
from Sp. bigott — a mustachio, and supposes
that the people of that nation, wearing on
their lips the hirsute appendages now spoken
of, while the other nations of Europe had
smooth faces, came to be called bigots, that is,

men of the mustachio. Standing afterwards
as the type of religious intolerance, they so
degraded the word bigot that it came to have
its present meaning. (Trench, on the Study of
Words, 2nd ed., pp. 80—82.) A number of

authors derive bigot from the Franciscan ter-

tiaries called Beguttos, Biguttos, Beguinos, Be-

guins, or in Ital. Bizochi, the latter-named word
being from bigio = russet-grey, brown, which
was the color of the habit they wore. To this

view Wedgwood assents, while Skeat con-

siders that Wace's statement given above in-

dicates the correct etymology. He believes

bigoz or bigos to be of Scandinavian origin,

though its modern signification has come from
its application to the Beguins or Begutts.]
[Beouin, Beoutt^e.]

A, As substantive

:

1. A person unreasonably wedded to his

own opinions on religious or other matters,

and disposed to think hardly of, and, if op-

portunity arise, to persecute those whose
views differ from his own.

" His theological wrltiugs. though too moderate to
be pleasiug to the bigott of auy party, had ail immense
reputation ."—Ma ci ulay ; Mitt. Eng. ch. i v.

2. A Venetian liquid measure containing

the fourth part of an amphor or half a boot

t B. As adjective:

1. Of persons or nations : Unreasonably
wedded to one's opinion.

"
. . . in a country more bigot than ours."—Dryden ;

Limberham, Epist. Ded.

2. Of things : Expressing disapproval of a

person or persons for holding opinions in

which one does not concur.
"... contracts with bigot frowtt her sullen brow.*

Maton : Elegy on the Death of a Lady.

* bi-got'e, pa, par. [The same as Begotteh
(q.v.).] (Story of Gen. and Exod., 2,618.)

big'-i-ted, t blg'-6t-tSd a. [Eng. bigot;

-ed.] Obstinately wedded to one's opinions,

and intolerant to those who hold other views.

". . . The extreme section of one class ceimists ot

bigoted dotards . . ."—Macaulay : //to. Sag., ch. L

blg'-^t-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. bigoted ; *ty.] In a

bigoted manner ; with obstinate prejudice and
relentless intolerance. (Todd.)

* blg-5t'-l-cal, a. [Eng. bigot; -ical) Bi-

goted.
". . . an upstart and new-fangled Invention of some

bigntical religiciiists."—Cudvtorth : Intel. Sytt.. p. 18.

* big-dt'-i-cal-l& adv. [Eng. bigotkal; ~ly.]

In a bigoted manner; bigotedly.
•*. . . superstitiously or bigotically zealous ft»r ths

worship of the gods."—Cudworth : Intel Sytt., p. 274.

fite, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pme, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po\

«r, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ve, oe e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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"blg-6t'-ick,a. [Eng. bigot; -ick.] Bigoted.
"... a 'Affix ick polytheist, .

."

—

Cudworth: Intel,
Stat., i>.

*86.

Mg'-d-try, * big-ot-try, 5. [In Sw. & Ger.
bigotterie ; Fr. bvjoterie.)

1. Unreasonable, blind, and obstinate ad-
herence to one's own religious or other
opinions, with intolerance to those who hold
other views.

"... the stem and earnest bigotry of hi* brother
."

—Mocaulay : But. Eng., ch. iv.

U It ia sometimes, though rarely, followed
by to.

2. The opinions thus tenaciously held, or
the intolerant actions to which they have led.

" Our silence makes our adversaries think we persist
In those biwitriea, which all good and sensible men
deepise."— Pope.

• bi-grae'-den, v.t. [The same as Beorede
(q-v.)j

• bl-gra'-ven, pa. par. [Beorave,]

• bi-gri'-pen, * be-gripe' (pret bigrap), v. t.

[A.a. begripan = to gripe, to chide.] To com-
prehend, to reprehend. (Gower.) (Stratmann.

)

• bi-gripte, pret. of v. [M. H. Ger. begripfen.]
Took, caught. (Gawaine and the Green Knight,
214.)

•bi-growe, pa. par. [Eng. pref. bi, and
growe — grown. ] Grown around. (Gower.)
(Stratmann.)

• big -some, a. [Eng. big ; auff. -some.} Some-
what big. (Trench.)

•bl-gyl'e, v.t [Beguile.] (Chaucer: C. T.,

13,097.)

• bl-gyl'ed, pa, par. [Beouile.) [Romaunt of
the Rose.)

• bf-gyn'ne, v.t. & i. [Beoin.] (Chaucer:
Tale of Melibceus, dtc.)

• bi-gyn'-nyng, pr. par. & $. [Beginning.]
(Rom. of the Rose.)

*bi hal ven, 'bihaluen, v.t {0. H. Ger.
behalbon = to surround.] To surround.

" Harde he bihaluen ther moysea "—Story of Gen.
mnd Ki.>d., 8,355.

• bi-ha ng en, • bi ha n gi-en, v.t. [A.8.
bihangien = hung round.] To hang round.

bi har'-Jte, *. [In Ger. biharit ; from Bihar-
berg, near Retzbanya in Hungary, where it

occurs.]

Min. : A mineral coloured yellowish to
green, brownish, or dull yellow. The hard-
ness is 25 ; the sp. gr. 2737 ; the composition
silica, -it -74 ; alumina, 13*47

; magnesia, 28 92;
lime, 4*27; potassa, 4-86; water, 4-40, wjth
traces of sesquioxide of iron and soda. The
lustre and the feel are greasy ; the mineral is

doubly refracting.

• W-ha'-ten, v.t. [Biheet.] To promise,

• bl-ha'-won, v.t. [A.S. bihawian = to see
clearly.] To look at. (Manning: Hist. Enq.,
ed. Furnivall.) (Stratmann.)

•bi he tide, ' bi-hede, bihe'd en, v .t.

[A.S. behedan = to watch, heed, or guard;
0. H. Ger. behuoten.] To heed, to guard.
(Reliq. Antiq.) (Stratmann.)

*bi hede, ' bi heede, ' bi heat di en, v.t.

[The same as Behead (q.v.).] To behead.
QVycliffe (ed. Purvey), Matt. xxiv. 10; Luke
ix. 9.)

;

* *»i-heelde, pr. & pa. par. of v. [Beheld.]
"Where thou biheelde her fleshly face."

The Romaunt of the Rote.

I 'biheest, 3. [Behest.]
" And youre hiheext take atgre.**

Chaucer; The Romaunt of the Rote.

*bi hect, bi hecte, bi hoote, *bi-ho-
ten, ' bi-haten, v.t. [Behioht.]

"For to holde myii avow, as I the biheet."
Chaucer : C. T„ 374.

• bi-hee-tere, s. [A. S. behatan = to vow, to
promise ; suffix -ere.] One who promises.

"... Jhesus is inaad biheetere of the betere testa-
ment"— Wycliffe {Purvey). Beb. vii. 22.

•bi-hee tinge, pr. par. [Biheet.] (Wyclige
(ed. Purvey), 1 Tim. ii. 10.)

* bl-hef-dungc, pr. par. <fc s. [A.S. biheaf-
dung.] [Bihede.] Beheading.

* bi hen-gen, * bl-hon, v.t. [A.S. bihangen,
bihongen, j»a. par. of bihon = to hang round.]
To hang round. (Ormulum.) (Stratmann.)

' bi heol den, * bi-hel den, v. t. [A.S. bi-

heldan, biliyUlun= to pour over.] To pour over.

" bi-heste ',
* bi hoste', 5. [The same as

Behest (.q.v.).]

* bi neve, * bi-heeve, a. & s. [A.S. bihoflie.]

A. As adj. (Of Vtvfonn hiheve): Profitable.
(0. Eng. Horn.) (Stratmann.)

B. Assubst. (Of the form biheve, biheeve):
Profit. [Behoof.]

* blhloTl, pret. of v. [A.S. bihlyhhan = to
laugh at.] Laughed at. (Shoreham, 102.)

* bihoi, s. [A.S. 6cfto/(?).] Behoof.

* bi holde, * bihulde, *bihalde, *bi-
healden, v.t. [The same as Behold (q.v.)-]

" How he U setnely biholde and see."
The Romaunt of the Rote.

* bihon, v.t. [Bihenoen.)

* bl-ho'-ten, pa. par. [Behioht.]

* bi-ho ve (pret. bihofte), v.t. [Behovk.]
" And if such cause thou have, that thee
Bihoveth to goue out of con tree "

The Romaunt of the Rose.

* bi hove -li, * bi hof lich, * bi-hul-fl-
lik, a. [A.S. bihoflie.} Needful, necessary ;

profitable.

* bi-hb -ven, * bi-ho -fi-en, v.t. [The same
as Behove (q.v.).]

* bi hove sum, * bi hof sam, a. Profit-
able. (Ayenbite. ) (Stratmann.)

* bi-hu -den, v.t. [A.S. behydan.} To hide,
to conceal. (0. Eng. Horn.)

* bi-hyn de, prep., a., k adv. [Behind.]

* bi-jap'e, v.t [The same as Bejape (q.v.).]

bi'-Jou (Jou as zhu), *. [Ft. bijou; prob.
from Arm. bizou, bezou, bezeu = a ring, a circle,
an ornament worn on the lingers ; from biz =
a finger.]

1. Lit. : A jewel, a trinket.

2. Any small object of great beanty

;

a "gem." (Used also adjectively.)
'• The bijou house in Park Lane."— Miu Braddon

:

Dead Sea Frutt, ii. s.

bi Joute -rie, bi-Jout -r^ (J as zh), *. {Vt.
bijouterie = jewelry; bijoutier = a jeweller,)
[Bijou.] Jewellery, trinkets, for personal
adornment ; articles
of vertu,

*bljs,s. [Bies.]

bi'-Ju~gato, a. [Lat.
bijugis, bijugus ==

yoked two together

;

bi = two, and jugum
= a yoke (Yoke);
sufF. -ate.]

Bot. : The term ap-
plied when a pinnate
leaf has two pairs of
leaflets.

bi'-Ju-gous,a. [From
Lat. bijugis, bijugris,

and surf, -ous.] [Bi-

j ijuatk. ] The same
as Bijugate.

bik, blkh, bikh 'ma, vish, vish-a, or

at-i-vish-a. [In Mahratta vish e poison.]

In India

:

1. Gen. : Any poison.

2. Spec. : The root of the Indian aconite.

* bi-kache, v.t. [Bicachkn.]

bike, byke, • byelk * beik, s. [Icel. bukar
— hive.]

L Literally:

1. A building ; a habitation.
"Mony burgh, niony hour, mony big bike."

llatvaine and Gol.. 11. 8.

2. A hive, nest, or habitation of bees, wasps,
or ants.

hijugate leaf.

" As hees Mza out wi' angry fyke
When i»lunderlug herds iissuiii their byke.'

Burns: Tarn O Shunter.
IL Figuratively:

1. An association or collective body.
"... that endured pit, prison-house, and transport

ation beyond seas! A bonny bike there's o' them!"—Scott : Heart of Mid-Luthian, ch. xii,

f To skail t)ie byke : To disperse an assembly
of any kind.

2. A valuable collection of any kind when
acquired without labour or beyond one s ex-
pectation. (Jamieson.)

* bi ken (1), v.t. [Bekenve (1).]

* bi-ken (2), (pret. bikenede), v.t. [The same
as Beckon (q.v.),] (Wycliffe (Purvey), Acts
xxi. 40.)

* bl-ker (1), a. [Beaker.]

*bik'-©r(2), *bik'-yT,s. [Bicker.] (Prompt
Parv.)

* bi ker ven, •bl-cor-ve'n, v.t. [A.S. becor-

fen = cut off, beheaded
; pa. par. of beaiorfan.]

To cut off. (Seint Marherete.) (Stratmann.)

* bi know, * biknowen, v.t. & i. [Beknow.)

bil (1), *. [Bill (1).]

* bU (2), s. [Bill (2).]

bi-la bi-ate, a. [In Fr. bilabii; from Lat

£re fix bi — two, and labia = lips ; plur. of
ibium — a lip.]

Bot. : Having two lips.

bi la cln' I ate, a. [From Lat. prefix M=
two, and lacinia = the lappet or flap of a
garment] [Laciniate.]

Bot. : Doubly laciniate.

# bi-lac-chen (pa. par. bilagt), v.t [A.a
gelceccan (pret. gelcehte).] To take, to catch,
to seize, to take away.

"... tone him wasamy bilagt."—Story of 6en. and
£xod.,17H.

* bl-la den, v.t. [A.S. bekedan = to bring, lead
by, mislead.] To lead. (Stratmann.)

1 bi-lakke, v.t. [Bilk.]

bi-la'-lo, s. [A local Philippine word.]

Naut. : A two-masted passenger boat of a
peculiar type in use in the Bay of Manilla, in
the Philippine Islands, called also guilalo.

bi lam' el late, bi lam el la ted, a.

(In Fr. bilamelle ; from Lat. prefix bi — twov
and lamella — a small plate of metal ; diinin.
of lamina = a thin plate of metal.]

Bot., (£c. : Formed of two lamellee or plate*
Example, the stigma of Miraulus.

bi-lam'-In-ate, a. [From Lat prefix bi a
two, and lamina = a thin plate of metal.]

Phys. Science: Formed of two laminte or
thin plates.

" A transverse bilaminate partition . . ."—Todd A.
Bowman; Physiol. Anat., i. 2.">6.

* bi'-land, «. [From Lat. prefix bi, and Eng;.
land.] A peninsula.

% Trench says it was used before the word
peninsula was introduced into English.

" Prom hence a great way between Is that Bitand or
demy isle which the 8indi inhabit."—P. Holland: Am-
mianiu Marcellinvs, bk. xxii., eh. vlli.

bil-an der, bel'-an-derv s. [Eng. by

-

near; land, and sun. -er. In Dut bylander;
Ger. binnenldnder ; from binnen = within^

B11.ANDER

land — land, and sufT. -er ; Fr. Ulandre ; Sp. h
Port, balandra.] A small two-masted vessel

KH, b6y; pout, jtS^l; cat, cell, chorus, 9hln, bench; go, &em; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t

-cianu -tian = shan. -tion. -slon = shun ; yion, -sion m zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c, - bel, deL
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fitted, as its name imports, for coasting near
the land, or for internal river or canal naviga-
tion. Bilanders are in use on the canals of
Holland and elsewhere. They are in general
about eighty tons burden, and are used for
the carriage of goods. They are rigged like
hoys, to which type of vessel they belong,
and are managed by four or five men.

" Like bllandera to creep
Along the coast. miiI laud in view to keep."

Dryden : Mind i Panther, 1. 128.

* bi- lap' pen (pa. par. bilapped), v.t. [A.S.
prefix bi, and lapian, lappan = to lap.] To
lap or wrap about. (Ormulum.)

ttl lat'-er-al, o. [In Fr. bilateral; from Lat.
prefix bi = two, and latus, genit lateris = a
side or flank.] Having two sides. Spec, in
Biol., having the two aides symmetrical.

bilateral symmetry, «

Zool. : Symmetry on the two opposite sides,
as is the case with most animals, excepting
the Radiata.

bi-laf-er-al-Ism, ». [Eng. bilaltral; -ism.]
Bi laterality. ^

bi-lat-er-al'-I-ty; >. [Eng. bilateral ; -ity.]
Bilateral condition ; bilateral symmetry.

bi-lat'-er-al-ly, adv. [Eng. bilateral; ..«.]
On both sides.

* bl-lay, • M-la'i, * bilayen (pa. par. bi-

lain), v.t. [A.S. biUcgan = to lie or extend by
or about, to surround, encompass, destroy.]
To lie by, about, or with. [Bileooe.] (Richard
Camr de Lien, in Weber's Metrical Romances.)

bll -ber-rf, s. 4 a. [Of uncertain origin. Dr.
Murray thinks that it is Norse, and suggests
comparison with Dan. bollebmr = the bilberrv
for which the first element bolle is also used
as an independent word.]

A. As substantive :

1. The name given to one or two species of
Vaccinium, a genus of plants belonging to the
order Vaccinfacese (Cranberries). It is espe-

' cially used of the Vaccinium Myrtillui, called
also the Whortleberry. It has angular stems
drooping, urceolate, almost waxy flowers,
greenish with a red tinge, and black berries
very pleasant to the taste. It grows in woods
and heathy places. The Great Bilberry or
Bog Whortleberry is an allied species with
rounded steins, smaller flowers, and less agree-
ably-tasted fruit. It grows in mountain bogs.
It is called also the Bleaberry or Blaeberry.

2. The fruit of the species described under
No. 1. That of the Bilberry properly so
called is eaten in the places where it grows,
either as it is or with milk. It is made also
into jellies and tarts. It is astringent, and
may be used in diarrhoea and dysentery. The
fruit of the V. uliginosum is acid, and pro-
duces giddiness and headache when eaten in
too large quantity.

'*.
. . as blue as bilberry --Shaketp. : Merry Wire*,

1 (1) Bear Bilberry: Arcto stapliylos Vva-ursi.
(Linn.) [Bearberry.]

(2) WhortU Bilberry: Vaccinium Myrtillut.
(linn.)

B. As adjective : Composed of, or otherwise
pertaining to, the whortleberry or its fruit.

Ml bo' (pi. bil-bdes), t. 4 o. [From Btlboa
in Spain, where it was formerly believed that
the best weapons were made.]
A. A t substantive

:

1. (Sing.): A flexible-bladsd cutlass from
Bilboa.

"To be compassed like a good bilbo, in the circum-
ference ot a pock, hilt to point, keel to bead."—
Shaketp. : Her. Wises, iii. a.

2. (Plur.) Bilboes, « bil-bows : A kind of
fetters for prisoners, also from Bilboa, where
they were manufactured in large quantities,
to be shipped on board the Spanish Armada
for use upon the English sailors after these
should be vanquished and captured. They
would be available also against insubordinate
members of the Spanish crews. They con-
sisted of a long bar of iron bolted and locked
to the deck ; on this liar a shackle slipped
loosely, and was secured to the ankle of the
prisoner.

,„ — ., "•
. methonghtl lay

Worae than the routines iu the bilboet-
Shaketp. : Samlet, V. 1

B. As adjective (of the form bilbo) : Per-

taining to the cutlass described under A. 1,
or to Bilboa, whence it came.

" Nor Bilbo steel, nor brasae from Corinth let."
Complaint*, Capet Bern* .V*. p. 220.

bil -bo quet (quet = ket or ke) (Eng),
bil bo -catch (Provincial Eng.), a. [From
Fr. bilboipiet ; from bil for bille = ball, and
bocnuet (Her.) = the iron of a lance. (Li(ire.).l
The toy called a cup and a ball. (Todd, etc)
It was in use at least as early as the time of
Henry III. of France.

biloh (en guttural), «. [Belch (2), «.] A lusty
person. (Scotch.)

* blld, • bil-der (pret 4 pa. par. bilded, bilt),
v.t. [Build.]

''

* bil dere, ». [Builder.] (Chaucer, dx.)

' bil-ders, s. [Billers.]

bild'-stein, ». [In Ger. bildstein ; from bild= image, figure, picture, portrait, and stein =
a stone.]

Hin. ; A mineral called also Agalniatolite.

bile(l), s. [AS. 6if, 6iii=any instrument or
weapon made of steel.] [Bill (1).]

1. A bill, a beak.

2. The iron handle of a bucket,

* bile (2), s. [Bon.] (Shaketp., ate.)

bile, «. 4 a. [In Dan. byld; Fr. 4 Port bile;
Sp. 4 Lat. bau = bile ; Lat fel = the gall
bladder, gall, bile. ]

A. As substantive

:

1. Physiol. A Ord. Lang. : An animal fluid
secreted by the liver. It is made from venous
and not from arterial blood. It is a viscid trans-
parent liquid of a very deep yellow or greenish
colour, darkening by exposure to the air. Its
odour is disagreeable ; its taste nauseous and
bitter. It has an alkaline reaction, strecker
has shown that it is essentially a mixture of
two acids, the glycoholic and the taurocholic
acid, the first containing nitrogen without sul-
phur, and the latter having both. The principal
colouring matter of the bile is called bilirubin
or cholepyrrhin. In 1,000 parts it contains—

Water from 823 to 908 parts.
Solid matter ... „ 177 to 92 „
Bile-acids with

alkali ... „ 108 to S6 „
Fat and chole-

sterin ... „ 47 to 40 „
Mucus and co-
louring matter „ 24 to 15

Ash 11 to 6 „
When the bile is elaborated in the liver, it is
received from the secreting vessels by very
minute tubes, which uniting form the hepatic
duct. The bile is conveyed into the gall-
bladder by means of the cystic, or into the
duodenum by the choledoch duct ; that which
makes its way into the former receptacle is
called the cystic bile, and that which enters
the latter the hepatic bile. Cystic bile is deeper
in colour and more viscid, pungent, and bitter
than hepatic bile. One main use of bile is to
convert chyme into chyle as one step in the
process of digestion.

" Jn ita progression. Boon the labour'd chyle
Receives the confluent rilla of bitter bile;
Which, by tbe liver sever'd from the blood,
And striving through, the gall pipe, here unload
Their yellow streams." Blackmora.

2. Fig. : Anger ; choler.

B. As adjective : Containing bile ; in any
way jiertaining to bile.

bile-duct, ». [Eng. bile ; duct. Or from
Lat. bills = bile, and ductus = a leadi ng, a
conducting

; duco = to lead, to conduct.]
Physiol. | A duet, passage, or veaael for the

conveyance of bile.

bile pigment, bile pigment, .<.

Physiol. : Colouring matter existing in the
bile. This consists chiefly of Bilirubin (q.v.).
On heating an alkaline solution containing
bile with nitric acid a green colour is formed,
which changes into blue, violet, red, and lastly
to yellow. It is called also Cholepyrrhine.
Another bile pigment is Biliverdin.

bile-stone, s. A gall-stone
; a biliary

calculus. (The elder Darwin.)

' bile af, » bile f, * bl-le'ph, pret. of v.
[A.S. belosfdn (pret. belaf) = to remain.) [Bi-
live.] (Story of Gen, and Exod., 1,332. 671
2,602.]

A, A. BILOE-KEEL

rubbing
; or, in tlie case of iron vessels with-

out true keels, to prevent rolling. Used in
describing vessels having fiat bottoms and
light draught The Warrior and some other
British ironclads have bilge-keels. (Knight.)

bilge-piece, ».

Shipvrrighting : An angle-iron or wooden
stringer placed at Intervals along the bilge of
an iron ship to stay and stiffen the frame.

ate. at. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we. wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot.
•a. wore, wolf, work, whd, son

; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. <e. o> = e j ey = ft. qu = kw.

* bi-leaue, * bile ave, * be le ave, a
[Tlie same as Belief (q.v.),] (Ayenbite, itu)

t bi lec-tion, «. [Balectioh.]

bilection moulding.
Arch. : [The same as Balection houuhiki

(q.v.).]

* bile-dame, «. [Beldame.] (Scotch.) A
great-grandmother.

" As my biledttme old Ourgunnald told me,
1 allege non vthir auetorite."

CoUelbie: Sow.. 902. (JamuuoM.)

* bi iSl't, pret. of v. [Bileven.] Remained

;

abode.
" With other werkmeu mo.
He biltft al night"

Sir Trirtrem, p 34. at M.
* bl-leg'ge, * bl leg-gen, v.t. [Belay.] To

belay, to cover with.
"... bUeyi with bastenn gold --Ormulum. 8,l€f.

* bi-len'ge, a. [Belono.] Belonging to. (Or-
mulum, 2,230.)

* bi lco vi-en, v.t. [The same as Belovs
(q.v.).] (Layamon: Brut., about 1205: ed.
Madden.)

* b1,^"' * blU"' * bylte. »• tProb from Fr.
MH. = a billiard lwll.J A sort of game of
bowls for four persons.

" 1 had the honour, said Randolph to Cecil, to play
at a game called the liilu. my unstress Bcton and I
ayaiuat the Queen and my lord Daniley, the women
to have tbe wuinjuga"—Chulm : Lde of Mary, t las.
iJamieeon.j

* bl-lere(l), v.t. 4 f. (Believe.]
"... and on Crist made him bileweT

Chaucer: C. T.i.tH.

* bl-leve (2), • bl-le-uen, * bi le wen.
• bl-lte-ven, * bi Ice fen, v.t. IA.S. 6.
loefan = to leave.] To leave, to relinquish.

* bi-le-ven, pa. par., used as s. [From A.8
beUefan = to remain over, be left.]

" The bileven breunen be bead."—Story of Gen. and

bilf, s. [Belch (2).] The same as Belch oi
Bilch. A monster. (Scotch.)

".
. . au* uursuV ttiae rauckle bilft a' kytaa c

yours 1"-Saint Putrick. ill. 265. yamieeon.)

bilge, s. 4 a. [A different way of spellinii
Buloe (q.v.).]

J 1 •»»

A. As substantive

:

1. The bottom of a ship's floor ; the breadth
of that part of her on which she rests when
aground.

" To ply the pump, and no means slack.
Hay clear her bilge, and keep from wrack."

Otia Saera (rais), p. 1*1

2. The protuberant middle of a cask con-
stituting its greatest circumference.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to or collected
in the bilge of a vessel, as bilge-board, bilge-
water (q.v.).

bilge-board, «.

Shipbuilding : The board covering the Um-
bers t here the bilge-water collects.

bilge-heels, «. The same as Bilob-piecb
(q.v.).

bilge-keel, ».

Shipbuilding : A longitudinal beam or plate
on tlie bilge of a vessel, for protection from
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bilge-planks, s.

Shipwrighting : Strengthening planks of the

Inner or outer skin, at the bilge.

bilge pump or burr-pump, 5.

1. A pump designed to carry off a ship's

bilge-wnter.

2. A pump to withdraw water when the

•hip is lying over so that the water cannot
reach the limbers to which access is had by
the main pumps.

bilge-water, s. The water which tends

to lodge on tliat portion of the door of a ship

which is beneath the level of the well of her

pump. It is derived from leakage or conden-
sation.

"... barrels of beer which smelt worse than bilge*

voter."—Mttcnuhty : Nut. Kng., ch. xiv.

bilge water alarm.
Naut* An alarm for calling attention when

there is an abnormal amount of water in the

bilge of a vessel. It ordinarily consists of a
well in the bold and a float whose riBe is made
to free an escapement and sound an ordinary

clock-alarm mechanism. (Knight.)

bilge-water discharge.
Naut. : A device to secure automatic dis-

charge for the bilge-water. A tube extending
from the limber through the outer skin has
a rear opening through which a current is

induced as the vessel passes through the
water. (Knight)

bilge-water gauge.
Naut. : A device for showing the depth of

bilge-water in the hold. A graduated stem
extending upward from a float in the well

where the bilge-water collects. As the float

rises, the graduations are read by the officers

of the watch. (Knight,)

bilge way, bilgeway, s.

Shipbuilding : The foundation of the cradle

supporting a ship upon the sliding-ways during
budding and launching. The sliding- ways
consist of planks three or four inches wide
supported on blocks, and the bilgeways of the

cradle slip thereon. The bilgeways are about
five-sixths the length of the ship, and are

about two feet six inches square. The cradle

is the carriage which bears the ship into the
water, and separates from the ship by the act

of floating. {Knight.)

•e,v.i.&t. [FrombUge, s. (q.v.).] [Bulge.]
aut.)

Intrans. : To spring a leak ; to let in

water. (Skinner.)

B. Trans. ; To cause a ship to have her

bilge broken in, so that she springs a leak.

{Skinner.)

Mlg ed, pa. par. & a. [Bilge, v.t.)

•fell'-get, a, [Bulge.] Bulged, jutting out
(^Scotch.

)

" In barge, or bilget balltnger, otter ne."

Doug.: Virgil, 44, 39l {Jamleson.)

bilging, pr. par. [Bilge, v.]

bU-i-a-ry, a. (In Fr. bUiaire; Port. & Ital

biliario.] Pertaining to the bile.

"In this way, ateo, urea, Uthic acid, and biliary
matters are excreted."—Todd * Bowman : Physiol.

Altai., vol. i. (Iutrod-L p. 12.

biliary duet, s. The same as bite-duct

(q.v.).

" Voraciousanimals, and such as do not chew, have a
great (juantlty of Kail; and some of them have the
olliai'y duct inserted into the i»yloins."—Arbuthnot.

•bll-I-a-tion, *. [Eng. bite; -ation.] The
excretion of bile. (Dxuiglison.)

•W-li-bre (pi. bl-li-bris),s. [From Lat. bili-

bra — two pounds, prefix hi— two, and libra
= a pound.] A weight of two pounds.

" A bilibre of wheete for a peny, and thre bilibris of
barli for a peny."— Wycliffe {Purvey), Rev. vt. «,

• bi-lie ,
' bileoyen (pa. par. bilowtn). [The

same an Belie (q.v.).] (Piers Pkntman, bk.
v., 414.) (Stratmann.)

bill fus -cln, s. [From Lat. bilis = bile, and
foscin.]

Client : Bilifuscin Ci6H2qN;i0.i. It is a dark-
green mass, dissolving in alkalies and in

alcohol, with a brown colour. It is insoluble
in water and in chloroform ; it occurs in
biliary calculi.

bilg.
'jfa

* bi Ugh te, v.t. [From A.S. pref. ge, & leohtan,

lyhtan — to enlighten.] To light, to illu-

mine. (0. Eng. Horn.)

bi-lim'-bi, bi-lun'-bing, s. [The Malay
name of a plant.] The fruit of the Averrhoa
bilimbi, a Molucca and Ceylonese tree, be-

longing to the order Oxalidaeese (Oxalids).

The fruit is of oblong Jbnn. and obtusely
angled. It possesses an agreeable acid flavour,

and is sold in Indian bazaars. The tree is a
small one, with pinnate leaves. [Averrhoa.]

* bi-lime, * bi Urn ion, v.t. [A.S. pref. bi,

axuiUm — a. limb.] To dismember. (Arthur
and Merlin, 5,775.) (Stratmatm.)

* bi-lim' pen (pret. bilamp ; pr. par. bilum-
pen), v. i. [A.S. belimpan — to concern, regard,

. . . happen ; bilimp, gelimp — an event.]

To happen. (Ormulum.) (Stratmann.)

bi-lln, s. [In Fr. biline ; from Lat oiJi*=bile.]

Chem. : C26H45NSCK It Is also called

Taurocholic Acid. It is obtained from ox-

bile, the glycochoric acid, mucus and colouring
matters being first precipitated by neutral
lead acetate ; the basic lead acetate is added,
which precipitates lead taurocholate, which
is decomposed by H2S, and the free acid
separates in needle crystals, which, when
heated with water, are resolved into cholic

acid and taurine.

bl-lln'-e-ar, a, [Pref. bi = two, and Eng.
linear (q.v.).] Composed of or relating to

two lines.

* bil -ings-gate, 5. [Billinosgate.]

bi ling -ual (u as w), a. [In Fr. bilinguc
= in two " languages ; Ital. bilingiie = two-
tongued ; from Lat. bilinguis =» two-tongued,
prefix bi — two, and lingua = the tongue,
speech, language ; suffix -at.]

1. Of persons: Speaking two languages.
(Gent. Mag.)

2. 0/ things: Written in two languages.

"A bilingual tablet."— Trans. Bib. Arch. Soc., liL 496.

t bi ling uar (u as w), a. [From Lat. bU
lingv(is), and Eng. suffix -or.] [Bilingual.]
In two languages.

oiling -uist (U as w), *. [From Lat. bi-

lingta\is), and Eng. suffix -ist.] [Bilingual.]
One who speaks two languages. (Hamilton.)

bi ling-UOUS (u as w), a. [From Lat. 6i-

lingu(is), and Eng. suff. -ous.] [Bilingual.]
Speaking two languages. (Johnson.)

bil i-ous, o. [In Fr. bilieux; Sp., Port., &
Ital. bilioso; from Lat. biliosus = full of bile ;

Lat. bilus = gall, bile.]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to bile, consisting of or
containing bile

;
produced to a greater or less

extent by bile ; affected by bile.

" Why bilious hilce a golden light puts on.
And floods of chyle in silver currents run,"

Garth : Itispensart), L 44,

2. Fig. : Choleric in temper for the moment
or permanently

;
passionate.

bil'-l'-ous-ne'ss, s. [Eng. bilious ; -ness.] The
quality of being affected by bile.

". . . cure costivene&s, headache, and biliousness."—
Advt. in Times, 11th Nov., 1375.

* bi-lirten, v.t. To deprive of by fraud.
" Solen adam bilirten of hise lif."

Story of Gen. and Exod., 316.

bi-H-ru'-bln, s. [From Lat. bilis = bile ;

ruber= red ; and suffix -in.]

Chem: Bilirubin, CiglligNsOa, forms the
chief j>art of the colouring matter of the bile.

It is insoluble in water, sparingly soluble in
alcohol and ether, but readily soluble in chlo-
roform and carbon disulphide. It dissolves
In alkalies, forming an orange solution, which,
on exposure to the air, turns green ; on the
addition of an acid it gives a green precipitate
of bitiverdin, CigHanNgOa, which crystallises
out ofglacial acetic acid in green rhombic plates.

bl-lit'-er-al, a. [From Lat. prefix bi = two,
and literails — pertaining to letters or writing

;

litera = a letter.]

PhUol., dtc. : Consisting of two letters.
" 1 155. Biliteral roots : From Kome appearances in

the Hebrew language, it Is probable that originally it
contained a greater number of biliteral roots than at
present."—Moses Stuart : lleb. Oram. (ed. 1838), p. 77.

M-live, * bi liven (pret. * bilef, * bitty), v. i.

[A.S. belifaii = to remain.] To remain. (Relig,

Antiq.) [Bbleave.]

• bi live, * bi-leve, * bi-leavo, a [A.a
bigleufa = food ; O. H. Ger. bilibi.] laving,
sustenance, (Piers Plowman, bk. xix., 430.)
(Stratmann.)

«bX-lrvef *bi-le*ve, *by-Uve, * blivo,
adv. [Uelivk.]

" And down to Philoe'a bouse are come bilive."
Spinier: F. Q , L \. XL

bl-li-ver'-dln, s. [From Eng. bite, verd(ant\
and suffix -in.] [Bilirubin.]

bilk, v.t. [Of uncertain origin. This form prob.
arose from a mincing pronunciation of bulk, a
technical term at cribbage, with which bilk
was afterwards interchanged. (N.E.D.)]

1. With a person for the object

:

(1) To cheat a person, to " make a fool" of
him by swindling him or in some similar way.

" They never bitk'd the poet of his pay."
Churchill. Independent*.

(2) To leave in the lurch, to abaudon deceit-
fully.

". . . an unknown country-girl was delivered .f linn
under a tree, where she bilkt him ; he was found »y a
sexton priest of the church."—Spenoe: TransL tsf th*
Sec. Hist, qf the Bouse of Medici (1686), p. »«.

2. With a thing for the object

:

(1) Of a debt: Fraudulently to evade pay-
ment of.

** He cannot drink five bottles. bITk the score.
Then kill a constable, and drink, five more."

Cowptr : Progress qf Error.

(2) Of hope ; To disappoint [bee Bilked.
2 ex.]

bilk, • bilke, s. [Bilk, v.]

1. A cheat, a fraud, a swindle.

"A gallant Wf*. .
."

Ilalliu-eU[Cfjntr. to Lexieoff.). BoUmsU
2. Nothing.
" Tub. Hee will ha' the last word, though he take

biJke for it.

Hugh. Bilke t what's that?
Tub. Why, nothing ; a word signifying nothing, ami

borrowed here to express uothiug."
Bon Jonson : Tale of a Tub, L 1.

bilked, pa. par. & a [Bilk, v.] Used—
(1) Of a person cheated.
** Bilk'd stationers for yeomen stood prepared."

Dryden.
(2) Of hope: Disappointed.
" What comedy, what farce can more delight.
Than grinning hunger, and the pleasing sight
Of your bilk'd hopes ?' Dryden.

bUk'-ing, pr. par. [Bilk, «.]

trill (l), 'blUe, *b£lle. 'WO, *Mle, *.

[A,S. bil, bill = (1) any instrument or weapon
made of steel, as an axe, hoe, bill, faulchion,
sword ; (2) a bill, beak, or nib of a bird, a pro-
boscis, horn, fore-part of a ship (Bosworth).
In O. S. = a sword ; Sw. bila = an axe, bill —
a ploughshare ; Ieel. bildr, bilda = an axe ;

Dut. 6y7=an axe, hatchet, a bill; (N.H.)
Ger. beil = an axe, a hatchet, a bill ; M. H.
Ger. bil, biie, Mhel; O. H. Ger. bilte, fcutf,

bihel. Compare Sans, bhil = to split.]

A. Of the forms bill, * bille, and * bile :

1. The beak of a bird, or other animal
consisting of two
mandibles. /v

*

(a)0fabird: a
" ... so that whan

they are ruffled or dis-
composed, the bird,
with her bill, can
easily preen them."

—

Bay: Wisdom of Qod
in Creation (ed. 1717),

p. 148.

% In the figure (a) is the upper mandible,
(b) the lower one, (c, d) the commissure formed
by the meeting of the mandibles, (d) the tip,

point, or apex of the bill, (a, e) the ridge (cwi-

men) of the upper mandible, (f) a nostril,

(b, g) the keel (gonyx) of the lower mandible ;

(«»/, e» 9' c). the fleshy sheath enveloping the
base of the bill, is called a cere.

(6) Of a species of turtle

:

"... is the Hawk"s-6<H Turtle {Cheionia imbricats)
. . . so called from the curved and x*>iiLted form of

the upper jaw, which certainly presents no very distant
resemblance to the hooked but of a predaeeous bird."—
Dallas : Nat. Hist., p. 409.

(c) Of a cephalopod : More generally, how-
ever, tins is called not the bill, but the beak.

It is sometimes found fossil. [Rhyncolitk,]

2. The front as opposed to the back ; or
(adverbially) in front, not in the rear.

T Bok and bil : Back and front.

"... and to hewe the Sarasyns bothe bdk and bil

:

here herte Mod mail they swete."—Sir Ferumb. (ed.

Heritage), 2,664.

BILL OF A BIRD.

boil, boy; pout, jowl* cat, 9011, chorus, 90121, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xeuophon, exist, -irig.

-clan, tian = shan. - tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -oious, -tious, -sious shus. -ble, -bre, &c. = bel, ber.
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1. BLACK BILL.

2. HALBERD.

3. The "boom" or hollow booming noise
made by the bittern.

" The bittern's hollow bill tu heard
"

Wordneorth.

B. Of the forms bill, *bil, and *bylle: This
second use of the word is so rooted in the
Teutonio languages as compared with the
limited extent that the signification A. ob-
tains among them, that it may be the primary
one. On the other hand, it is difficult to
resist the belief that such an instrument as a
pick-axe was imitated from a bird's beak, in
which case the relative arrangement of A. and
fi. would be as it is here made.

1. Mechanics:

(1) A pick-axe, a mattock,

(2) The point of a hook.

t. Military:

(1) A species of halberd, consisting of a
broad blade, with the cutting part hooked
like a woodman's bill-hook, and with a spike
both at the back and at
the top. It was mounted
on a staff about six feet
long. It was known as
a "Black Bill " from the
colur of the varnish
used to protect it from
rust, and was largely
used by infantry soldiers.
Out of a levy of 200
men, in 1584, for the
Irish wars, one-fourth
were ordered to be fur-
nished with "good Black
Bills." The armament
of the Mary Rose con-
tained as many bills as
arquebuses. They were
afterwards carried by
sheriff's officers attend-
ing execution, and finally

by watchmen. Dr. John-
son states that as late as 1778 they were used
by the watchmen of Litchfield.

(2) A person whose weapon is a war-bUL
"" Lo. with a bond of hor-men and of pikes
Brown billt, and targiteers four hundred strong,
1 COine." Edward II. (O. PI.). ii. 866.

3. Agric. : An iron instrument with an in-
curvated edge, and furnished with a handle.
It is used by woodmen for the purpose of
lopping trees; plumbers and basket-makers
also employ it in their respective vocations.
When short it is called a hand-bill, and when
long a hedge-bill. Both forms are sometimes
termed wood-bills or forest-bills.

" Standing troops are servants armed, who use the
lance aud sword, as other servants do the sickle or the
bill, at the coininaud of those who entertain them.'*—
Temple.

4. Naut. : The point on the end of the arm
•f an anchor beyond the fluke or palm ; the
fee. It is the first part to penetrate the
ground, and is made slightly hooked.

5. Shipwrighting : The end of a compass or
knee timber.

6. Her, ; Stone-bill = A wedge.

bill board, s.

Ord. lang. : A board used for posting advertis-
ing bills or placards.

Ship-building : An iron-covered board or
double planking, which projects from the side
of the ship and serves to support toe inner
fluke of the anchor.

bill-cock, s. One of the English names
for a bird—the Water-rail (Rallus aquaticus).

bill fish, s.

Ichthy. : A fish (Belone truncata) found on
the coast of North America,

bill head, s.

Her. : The head of a bill, whether a wood-
bill or a war-bill. It is more frequently borne
on a charge than the entire instrument.

bill hook, s.

Agric. Implem. : A thick, heavy knife with
a hooked end, useful for chopping off small
branches of trees or cutting apart entangled
vines, roots, 4c. When a short handle only
is attached, this implement is sometimes
called a hand-hill.

% A long-handled 1>U1(a in the Fig.) is some-
times called a scimitar ; it has a handle abuut
four feet long.

A short-handled, light-tool bill (b in the
Fig.), is called a dress-hook, and is used for
trimming off twigs, pruning or cutting back

the smaller limbs to preserve the shape of a
hedge, shrub, or ornamental tree.

Other forms of the implement are c and d.

bill-hooks.

bill (2). $. A bull. {Scotch.)

"AjyeldstheMO."
Burnt- Addrett to the DHL

bill (3),
# bille, * bO, » by*, «. & a. [In Ger

bill m only a parliamentary bill, evidently
borrowed from Eng. In Fr. and Port bill

;

O. Fr. bille at a label, noting the value of
anything ; Low Lai billa m a seal, stamp,
edict, or roll. Some writers bring the Eng.
bill from the Low Lat. billa. Littre reverses
the process, and derives Low Lat. billa, from
Eng. bill ; Prov. bulla, bolla — a round piece
of metal marked with a seal ; ItaL bolla = a
seal, a stamp ; bolla = (1) a bubble, a blister,

a pimple
; (2) a stamp, a seal, a Pope's bull

;

Class. Lat. bulla = (1) a bubble, (2) a boss,
knob, or stud upon a door, girdle, &c. ; (3) a
boss worn upon the neck of free-born children.]
[Billet, Bull (2), Bulletin.]

A. vis substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Origi)ially : A sealed instrument. (Wedg-
wood.) A formal, solemn, and public docu-
ment, presumably sealed ; or, specially—

(1) A document formally drawn out and
presumably sealed, in which complaint is

made against a person in a law-court or else-

where. [Law: Bill of Indictment.]
"As doth me right upon this pilous WW,
In which I 'plaine upon Virpiiiius.
Aud If that he woll sayn it is not thus,
I wul it prove, aud nuden good witness*,
That Both is that my MB* wol expreesc."

Chaucer : C.T., 12.100—4. (Richardson.)

• (2) A petition.
" This bil putteth he fourth In ye pore beggar's

name."—Sir That. More : Worket, p. 802. (Richardton.)

(3) A bond or contract under which one has
come to pay a certain sum of money or other
property.

" So he [the unjust steward] called every one of his
lord's debtors uuto him, and said unto the first. How
much owest thou unto my lord I And he said. An
hundred measures of oil. And he said uuto him,
Take thy b ill, and sit down quickly, aud write fifty.

"—
Luke xv i 6, 6 (see also ver. l>.

(4) A Jewish letter of divorce. [B. I, 1.]
". . . let him write her a bill of divorcement . .

.**—

Dent. xxiv. 1.

* 2. A small billet, written or printed, as,

for instance,* a fragment of paper, card, or
other material, inscribed with a name, to be
used as a lottery ticket.

". . . iu writing of those billet or names for the
lottery."—Holland: Plutarch, p. 157. (Richardton.)

3. A written or printed document issued for
the public information.

(1) A printed broadsheet given away by
hand or affixed to some public place, to serve
for an advertisement. Now, the best-known
form of such a document is a theatric play-
bill.

" Aud In despair, their empty pit to fill.

Set up some foreign monster iu a bill." Dryden.

(2) A bill of fare ; A written or printed
paper, enumerating the several dishes at a
dinner-table ; or, in the case of hotels and
public eating-houses, enumerating the prices
of the several articles which may be ordered
for meals. (Lit. & fig.)

"It may seem somewhat difficult to make out the
billt of /are for some of the foremeutioned suppers. "

—

Arbuthnot.

4. The draft of an Act of Congress or Parlia-
ment submitted to the legislature for discussion,
or an Act which has been passed into a law.
[B., III.]

(a) The draft.

" The bin went smoothly through the first stage*"—
Jtaeaulay : Hitt. Eng., eh. xl.

(6) The Act itself.

" There will be uo w*y left for me to tell yoo that I
remember yon. and that I love yon, but that one.
which needs no o|>cu warrant, or secret conveyance

;

which no bill* can preclude, uor uo kiuga prevent"—
Atterbury.

5. A weekly record of mortality. [B. T.l
*• So liv'd our sires, ere doctors learn'd to kill,
And multiply'd with theirs the weekly bill."

6. A physician's prescription.
" Like him that took the doctor's bill.

And swallow'd It instead o the pill."

ffudibras.

7. An account specifying the items which
the recipient owes, with the prices of each,
and summing up the whole.

" Anticipated rente aud biiu unpaid.
Force many a shining youth luto the shade."

Cowper: Retirement

8. A document for the transfer of monej
[B. IV.]

^
IT Bill of exchange

:

(1) Lit. [B. IV.]

"All that a bill of exchange can do. Is to direct towhom money is due, or taken up upou credit, Id *
foreign country, shall be paid."—Locke.

(2) Fig.: Exchange of anxiety for*composur*
through resting on the divine promise.

"The comfortable sentences are billt of tacchatg*
upon the credit of which we lay our cares down, *ru*
receive provision*"

—

Taylor.

B. Technically

:

I. Law:
1. Jewish Law. Bill of divorce or divorce-

ment : A paper given by a husband to hi*
wife when he had found he*- unchaste. Th*
handing of this document entitled him to turn
her out of his house. (Deut. xxiv. 1 ; Jer. iii.

8;' Mark x. 4.)

2. Eng. Law: In various senses, which will
be understood from the details which follow.

(1) Bill of Attainder: A bill declaring that
the person named in it is attainted and his
property con tiseated.

*(2) Bill in Chancery: A bill filed in Chan-
cery. The same as a Bill in Equity (q. v.).

(3) Bill of Conformity : [Conformity.]

(4) BUI of Costs: A bill of the charges and
expenditure of an attorney's solicitor incurred
iu the conductiug of his client's case.

* (5) Bill in Equity : Formerly a petition to
the Lord Chancellor for relief from some in-
justice or grievance for which the Common
Law afforded no redress. (Blackstone : Com-
ment., bk. iii., ch. 27.) Now that law and
equity have been fused together this procedure
no longer obtains.

(6) Bill of Exceptions : A bill of the nature
of an appeal from a judge who is held to
have misstated the law, whether by ignorance,
by inadvertence, or by design. This the
Judge is bound to Beal if he be requested by
the counsel on either side so to do. Now few
bills of exceptions are given in, the practice of
asking for a new trial having become very
prevalent. (Blackstone : Comment. : bk. iii.

ch. 23.)

(7) Bill of Indemnity : An Act of Parliament
passed each session to grant indemnity to
those who have not taken the oaths requisite
on entering certain situations.

(8) Bill of Indictment : A written accusa-
tion made against one or more persons of
having committed a specified crime or misde-
meanour. It is preferred to and presented on
oath by a grand jury. If the grand jury find
the allegations unproved, they ignore the bill,

giving as their verdict "Not a true bill," or
" Not found a true bill ;" if, on the contrary,
they consider the indictment proved, their

verdict is a "True bill," in barbarous legal

I-atin "billa vera," (Blackstone : Comment,
bk. lv., ch. 23.)

(9) Bill of Middlesex (from the county of
Middlesex, where the Court of King's or Queen's
Bench sits): A kind of capias directed by the
Court of Queen's Bench to the sheriff of a
county directing him to bring thence a certain
defendant and deliver him at Westminster to
answer to a plea of trespass. The words at
etiam then brought him Into the jurisdiction
of the court on some other charge. [Ac
etiam.] (Blackstone: CommenL.bk. iii., ch. 19.)

The fictitious charge of trespass was swept
away by 2 Will. IV. c. 39, and personal actions
in the several divisions of the High Court of
Justice are now commenced by summons.

(10) Bill of Pains and Penalties : A bill in-

flicting pains and jienaltfes (short however of
capital punishment) on persons supposed to
be guilty of treason or felony, even though
not Judicially convicted of these crimes.

(11) Bill of Particulars: A paper stating
a plaintiff's case, or the set-off on defendant's
side.

fcte, fit, fere, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, pdt,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. a% o» = e. ey=a. qu-kw.



(12) IHU of Privilege : A bill designed to sue
those who are privileged against arrest. [Ar-
rest.) {Blarkstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 19.)

(IS) • Pill of Review : A bill or petition for
the review of a decree in Chancery, erroneous
in law or obtained in ignorance of new facta
afterwards brought to light.

(14) Bill of Rights. [IT. Hist.}

3. Scots Law : Every summary application
by way of petition to the Court of Session.

Spec.—

(1) Bill of advocation to Court of Justiciary :

An application to the Commissioners of
Justiciary praying that the proceedings of
an inferior court in a criminal case may be
advocated or brought for review to the Court
of Session.

(2) Bills of Signet letters : Warrants authoris-
ing the keeper of the king's signet to affix it

to certain writs.

(3) Bills of suspension of Court of Justiciary

:

An application to the Lords of Justiciary
praying them to suspend or stay the execu-
tion of a sentence passed in an inferior court
in a criminal case.

XL History and Law. Bill of Rights : A bill

which gave legal validity to the " claim of
rights," i.e., the declaration presented by the
Lords and Commons to the Prince and Princess
of Orange on the 13th February, 1688, and
afterwards enacted in Parliament when they
became king and queen. It declared it illegal,

without the sanction of Parliament, to suspend
or dispense with laws, to erect commission
courts, to levy money for the use of the crown,
on pretence of prerogative, and to raise and
maintain a standing army in the time of peace.
It also declared that subjects have a right to
petition the king, and, if Protestants, to carry
arms for defence ; also that members of Par-
liament ought to be freely elected, and that
their proceedings ought not to be impeached
or questioned in any place out of Parliament.
It further enacted that excessive bail ought
not to be required, or excessive fines im-
posed, or unusual punishment inflicted ; that
juries should be chosen without partiality

;

that all grants and promises of fines or for-
feitures before conviction are illegal ; and that,
for redress of grievances and preserving of the
laws, Parliament ought to be held frequently.
Finally, it provided for the settlement of the
crown.

UX Parliamentary Procedure & Law : A
draft of a proposed Act of Parliament, which,
If it successfully pass the Houses of Commons
and of Lords, and obtain the royal assent,
will become law, but which will almost cer-
tainly undergo some modifications in its pas-
sage through the House, and may ultimately
prove abortive. The classification of such
bills is into private and public. If the relief
•ought be of a private nature, then the House
must be approached by petition ; this is gene-
rally referred to a committee to report on the
facts. Only in the event of this report being
favourable is leave given to introduce a bill.

A private bill is not printed or published
among the other laws of the session. Relief
has been granted against it when it has been
obtained by a fraudulent statement of facts.
No judge or jury is bound to take notice of it,

unless it be specially set forth and pleaded
before them. It remains, however, enrolled
among the pxiblic records of the nation.
(Blackstone: Comment., bk. ii., ch. 21.)

Formerly, public bills also were drawn in
the form of petitions, but since the reign of
Henry VI. they have been skeletons of bills
in Act of Parliament form, with blanks for
modifications. To pass into law, a bill must
be read three times in each House of Parlia-
ment, with intervals between each reading.
After the second reading, which is supposed
to settle the general principle, it is referred to
a committee, which, if the matter is to be
discussed, may be of the whole house. [Com-
mittee.] Then the third reading of it takes
Elase. Ifit has commenced, as most bills now do,

i the Commons, it is then sent up to the House
of Lords to undergo the saint processes there.
If it began in the House of Lords it is simi-
larly sent down to the Commons. If when a
bill has gone from the Lower to the Upper
House, amendments are proposed upon it by
the Lords, these are sent back to the Commons
for reconsideration. If the Commons assent
to these amendments, the bill is sent back to
the Lords to pass. In important bills, when

bin

the two houses cannot come to an agreement
about the amendments, a conference may
take place between them. Money bills cannot
be altered by the House of Lords If a bill

fail at any of the stages of its progress it

cannot be reintroduced again the same session.
When a bill has passed through both Houses
of Parliament it then, almost as a matter of
course, receives the royal assent [Assent],
after which it is called an Act of Parliament.
This statement applies also to the procedure
in the American Congress and Legislatures.

IV. Comm. & Law : A writing in which one
man is bound to another to pay a sum of
money on a future day or presently on de-
mand, according to the agreement of the
parties at the time when it is drawn ; and on
which, in the event of failure, execution may
be summarily done to enforce payment.

(1) Bank bill. [Bank-bill.]
". . . on the forging, altering, or uttering as true

wheu forged, of any bnnk-biUs or uotee, or other tecu-
ntiee."—Blackstone ; Comment., bk. iv., ch. 17.

(2) Bill of Adventure : A writing signed by
a merchant, in which he states that certain
goods shipped in his name really belong to
another person, at whose risk the adventure
is made.

(3) Bill of Credit :

(a) Among merchants: A letter sent by an
agent or other person to a merchant, desiring
him to give the bearer credit for goods or
money. It is frequently given to one about
to travel abroad, and empowers him to take
up money from the foreign correspondents of
the person from whom the bill or letter of
credit was received.

(6) Among governments : A paper issued by
a government on its credit, and designed to
circulate as money.

".
. . of bills of credit issued from the Exchequer."

—Blackttons: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 17.

H By the constitution of the United States
it is provided that no state shall issue bills of
credit.

(4) Bill of debt : A bill acknowledging a
debt, and promising to meet it at a specified
time. It is called also a bill obligatory.

(5) Bill of Entry : A written account of
goods entered at the custom-house, whether
imported or designed for exportation.

(0) Bill of Exchange : A bill or security
originally introduced for enabling a merchant
in one country to remit money to a corre-
spondent in the other. It is an open letter of
request from one man to another desiring him
to pay to a third party a specified sum and
put it to account of the first. If A in London
owe £500 to B in Melbourne (Australia), and
C be about to travel from Melbourne to Lon-
don, then C may pay the £500 to B before
departure, and carry a bill of exchange on A
in London for the amount. If the last-named
gentleman be honest, and if he be solvent, he
will repay the money to Con reaching London,
and C will have reaped an advantage in
having the cash in the form of a bill, which it

was safer for him to carry in this form on the
passage than if he had had it in notes, or gold.
In such a transaction, B, the person who writes
the bill of exchange, is called the drawer; A,
to whom it is written, is termed up to the
time that he accepts it, the drawee, and after he
has done so the acceptor ; and C, his order, or
the bearer—in short, whoever is entitled to
receive the money—the payee. The bill may be
assigned to another by simple endorsement;
the person who thus transfers it is named the
endorser, and the one to whom it is assigned
the endorsee or holder. Every one whose
name is on the back of a bill is responsible
if the person on whom payment should legi-
timately fall fail to meet his engagement.
The first bills known in England were about
A.D. 1328. Bills of exchange are sometimes
called drafts. Formerly it was deemed Im-
portant to divide them into foreign, when
they were drawn by a merchant residing
abroad or his correspondent in England, and
infold when both the drawer and the drawee
reside within the kingdom. Now, the dis-
tinction is little attended to, there being no
legal difference between the two classes of
bills.

(7) Bill of Trading: A document by which
the master of a ship acknowledges to have
received on board his vessel in good order and
condition certain specified goods consigned to
him by some particular shipper, and binds
himself to deliver them in similarly good order
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and condition—unless the dangers of the sea,
fire, or enemies prevent him—to the assigueea
of the shipper at the point of destination, on
their paying him the stipulated freight. Usu-
ally two or three copies of a bill of ladiug are
made, worded thus ; "One of which bills
being accomplished, the other stands void "

A bill of lading may be transferred by endor-
sation like a bill of exchange.

(8) Bill of Parcels : An account given by a
seller to a buyer, giving a list of the several
articles which he has purchased and their
prices.

(9) Bill of Sale

:

(a) In England : A deed or writing under
seal designed to furnish evidence of the sale
of personal property. It is necessary to have
such an instrument when the sale of property
is not to be immediately followed by its trans-
ference to the purchaser. It is used in the
transfer of property in ships, in that of stock
in trade, or the goodwill of a business. It is
employed also in the sale of furniture, the
removal of which from the house would call
attention to the embarrassed circumstances
of its owner ; hence the statistics of the bills
of sale act as an index to measure the amount
of secret distress existing in times of commer-
cial depression. In not a few cases bills of
sale are used to defeat just claims against the
nominal or real vendor of the goods trans-
ferred.

(6) In the United States : A writing given by
the seller of personal property to the pur-
chaser, answering to a deed of real estate, but
without seal.

(10) Bill of Sight : A form or entry at the
custom-house by which one can land for in-
spection, in presence of the officers, such
goods as he has not had the opportunity of
previously examining, and which, conse-
quently, he cannot accurately describe.

(11) Bill of Store: A license granted at the
custom-house to merchants to carry such
stores as are necessary for a voyage, without
paying customs duty upon them.

V. Statistics. Bill of Mortality : A statistical
report of the number of deaths within a cer-
tain locality in a year or other specified period
of time. To make the figures as useful as
possible for scientific purposes, the causes
of death are now specified. Bills of mortality
for London were first issued during the
ravages of a plague in 1592. After an interval
they were resumed during another visitation
of plague in 1603, arid have been published
weekly from that time till now.

VL Nautical. Bill of Health : A certificate
given to the master of a shfp clearing out of a
port in which contagious disease is epidemic,
or is suspected to be so, certifying to the state
of health of the crew and passengers on board.

Mil-book, s. A book in which a mer-
chant keeps an account of the notes, bills of
exchange, &c, which he issues or receives in
the course of business.

bill-broker, $. A broker of bills ; ona
who negotiates the discount of bills.

bill chamber, s.

Scots Law: A department of the Court of
Session to which suitors may repair at all

times, vacations included, in emergencies
which require summary procedure. It is

here that interdicts are applied for and se-
questrations in bankruptcy obtained.

bill head, s.

. Printing: The printed or lithographed
forms used by tradesmen aiid others at the
head of their bills or memoranda.

bill holder, s.

1. A person who holds a bill.

2. An instrument by means of which bills,

memorandums, or other slips of paper are
secured from being lost, and retained in order.

There are various forms of it. The bjlls or
other papers may be put between an upper and
a lower plate of metal, which can be kept to the
requisite degree of tightness by screws ; or
there may be a spring clasp, or a wire on
which the bills are impaled.

bill-sticker, s. One whose occupation
is to stick up bills on walls, hoardings, &c,
for advertising purposes.

bill (1). v.i. [From bill, s. (1), In the sense of
the beak of a bird. Referring to the practice
of doves to manifest affection for each other

«, bo*^; pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = L
-dan. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -«ion m shun, -tious, sious, -clous = shus. -ble. -die, &c = beL del.
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by paring their bills In conjunction.) To
caress, to fondle, to show special affection for.

0) Qf doves:
" Doves, they wy, will bill, aJter their pecking a»d

their murmuring.' —Sen Jonton; Catiline.

(2) Ofhuman beings,
" Still amorous, aud fond, and billing,
Like Philip and Mary ou a shilling.

"

IfudtbraM,

\ bUl (2;, v.L [From Bill (3), «.]

* L To register, to record. (Scotch.)
" Tn Booke or Lyfe, there shall

1 tee me billed."
Author't Meditation in Forbes's Eubulus, p. 1*6.

* 2. To give a legal information against ; to
Indict. (Scotch.)

"... and thai biU the persouia offendouris In that
behalf agania the treatei*,* Ac—Acts Ja. VI.. 1LS7
(ed. 18H), p. 465.

3. To advertise by means of bills; (of a
"building) to cover with advertising bills.

" Hti masterpiece was a composition that he billed
shout* under the name of a sovereign antidote.™—
LEst.

bfl lage (age as lg% s. [Bilge.] The same
as Bilge, v. (Naut.) (q.v.).

toil lard, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. A bastard or imperfect capon.

2. Thecoal-flsh(q.v.).

hil-lar-di-e'-ra, s. [Named after Jacques
Julien Labillanliere, a French botanist]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Pittosporaceae (Pittosporads). The
English name of the genus is Apple-berry
(q.v.).

billed, a. [Bill.] Having a bill. Generally
in composition as short-billed, tooth>billea\ <tc

* bil
'
lcrs, * bii-lure, t bil-ders, s. [Etym.

doubtful. Probably bilders is the oldest
form.) A plant not yet properly identified.

It is called also bellragges (q.v.). T. Cooper
(ed. of Elyots, A.D. 1559) says that some name
it Yellow Watercresses. The name Bilders is

still applied in Devonshire to Helo&ciadium
nodijlorum, which, however, is white instead
of yellow. (Britten and Holland.)

bil let (1), * byl-et, s. [In Sw. biliett ; Dut.
Hljet; 8p. boletta; Port, bilhete; ItaJ. buUetta;
Dan., Ger., & Fr. billet, dimin. of O. & Norm.
Ft. bilk.] [Bill, Bullet.]

A* Ordinary Language:

1. A small paper, a note.

"This billet waa intercepted in its way to the post,
and sent up to Whitehall. "—Macaulay : But. Sag.,
ch. zxii.

2. A ticket, directing soldiers at what house
fhey are to lodge ; also the soldiers' quarters
in the house.

•J In the proverb " Every bullet has its

billet," the sense of billet = appointed end
and destination, probably
comes from A. 2.

B- Heraldry:

1. A small oblong figure,

.generally supposed to re-

present a sheet of paper
folded in the form of a
letter. Its proportion is

two squares. (Gloss, of
Mer.)

2. A staff as a billet,

raguled and tricked,
meaning a ragged staff in
-pale. (Glass, of Her.)

billet-doux, s. [Fr. ; from billet, and
doux = sweet . . . soft.] Love-letter.

% In the subjoined examples observe the
different words with which Pope makes biUet-

doux rhyme in the singular and in the plural.
" Tvaa then. Belinda, if report say true.
Thy eyes first open u on a billet-doux."

Pope : Rape of the Lock, L 117-18.

**»Here file* of pins extend their shining rows,
Puffs, powders, patches. Bibles, billet-doux.

IbitL.VSIS,

billet-note, s. A folded writing paper
tat by eight inches.

bil let, * byl-et, s. [Front Fr. billetu fc a
faggot of wood cut and dry for firing ; billet =
a block, a clog ; Prov. bUho. Billot is dimin.
of Fr. bilU> ... a piece of wood.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1, A small log or faggot of wood for firing.

Their billet at the fire was found."— Prior.

BILLET.

2. A bar, or wedge, or ingot of gold, or any-
thing similar. (Act ofParliament, 27 Edw. III.,

c. 27.)

B. Technically:

1. Arch. (Billet-moulding.]

2. Saddlery:

(1) A strap which enters a buckle.

(2) A pocket or loop which receives the end
of a buckled strap.

billet-head, -.

Naut. : A piece of wood at the bow of a
whale-boat around which the harpoon-line
runs ; a loggerhead.

billet-moulding, s.

Arch. : An ornament used in string courses
and the archivolts of windows and doors. It

T ~JZ.
BILLET MOULDING.

consists of cylindrical blocks with intervals,
the blocks lying lengthwise of the cornice,
sometimes iu two rows, breaking joint.
(Knight.)

bfl -let, v.L [From Billet (1), v. (q.v.).]

L Military:

1. To direct a soldier by a billet, note, or
ticket where he is to lodge.

" Retire thee ; go where thou art billeted .-

Away, I say." Shakesp. : Othello, ii. 8.

2. To quarter soldiers upon householders
or otliers.

"The counties throughout the kingdom were so in-
\ that

"
. it soldiers to be billet

Clarendon.

censed, aud their affections itoisuned, that they refused
to suffer the soldiers to be billeted upon them."—

IX Fig. (of people in general) : To send to
quarters or temporary residence in any place.

tnT-let-6^, pa. par. k a. [Billet, v.]

billeted cable, s.

Arch. : Cabled moulding with cinctures.

bLV-let-ing, s. [Billet, v.] The act or
operation of directing a soldier where to lodge
or quartering him on a specified house.

billettag-roll, s. A set of rollers for

reducing iron to shape, to merchantable bar.

bll-lets, s. pi. [Etym. doubtful.] One of

the English names for the Coal-fish, Merlangus
carbonarius,

bit -let-tyS bO-let-d, a. [Fr. billet*.}

Her.: Seme of billets.

Billetty counter biUetty : Barry and paly, the
divisions of the former being as wide again as
thu.se of the latter.

'bill -lard (pron. bil -yard) (pi. bill-
iards, ^halliards),*. &o. [InSw. biljanl,

biljardspel (s. pL); Dan. billiardspil (s. pi.);
Dut biljartspel (s. pi.) ; Ger. billard, billard-
spiel ; Port bUhard ; ItaL bigliardo ; Fr.
billard = the game of billiards, a cue ; Bin -

gundian billard = a cripple, because he walks
with a crutch, also called billard. From Fr.
bille = a piece of wood, a stick.]

A. As substantive

:

•1. Sina. (of (he form billiard): The same
as plural Billiards (q.v.).

" With aching heart, and discontented looks,
Ksturns at noon to billiard or to books."

Cowper: Retirement.

2. Plur. (of the forms billiards, halliards) : A
game of skill, said to have been invented in 1371
by Henrique Devigne, a French artist, though
claims have been put forth on behalf of Italy
rather than France. It is played on a level
and smooth rectangular taNewith ivory balls,

which are driven by a tapering stick called
the cue, according to the rules established for

the particular game played. (For these games,
and the terms used in describing them, see
Bricole, Carambole, Hazards, Pool, Pyra-
mids, Winning-game, Losing-came, and Folk
GAME.)

With dies, with cards, with halliard* tarre unfit."
Spenser ; Mother Sub. Tale.

"Let It alone; let's to billiards."—Shakesp. : Ant. 4
Cleop.. ii. i.

B. As adjective (of the form billiard) : Of Or
pertaining to billiards, or in any way con*
nected with billiards.

billiard ball, s. An ivory ball used in
the game of billiards.

" Even nose and cheek withal.
Smooth as is the billiurd-balL,

'

Ren Jomon.

billiard-cloth, *. The fine green cloth
covering a billiard-table.

billiard-cue, s. A cue or stick, dim-
inishing gradually to a point of half an inch
or less in diameter, with which billiard-balls

are driven along the table.

billiard-mace, s. A long straight stick
with a head at the point formerly used for
playing billiards.

billiard-marker, s.

1. A person, generally a boy or young man,
who marks the points and games at billiards.

2. A counting apparatus for automatically
registering these.

t billiard-Stick, s. The stick, whether
mace or cue, with which billiards are played.

" When the ball o'teys the stroke of a billinrd-etick.
It is not any action of the ball, bat hare passiou."—
Locke.

billiard-table, s. An oblong table on
which billiards are played. It is generally
about twelve feet long and six feet wide,
covered with fine green cloth, surrounded
with cushions, and containing six holes or
" pockets."

"Some are forced to hound or fly upwards, almost
like ivory bails meeting on a biUinrd-?able."—Hoyte.

If Obvious compounds : Billiard-room, bil-

liard-player, &c

bO'-IIng, pr. par., a., & «. [Bill (1), v.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. k participial adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

" The strong poune'd eagle, and the billing dove.
**

Dryden.
C. As substantive :

1. The act of joining bills as doves do ir
token of affection.

2. The act of caressing or fondling.
M
I never much valued your bill in at and cooiuo."-.

Leigh Runt.

Bil lings gate, • Bil trigs gate, s. & a.

[Said to have been so called from Belinus
Magnus, a mythic British prince, father
of King Lud, about B.C. 400. More pro-
bably from some unknown person called
Billing.)

A. As substantive:

1. Topog. tt Ord. Lang. : The celebrated
London fish-market existent at least as early

as A.D. 979, made a free market in 1699, ex-

tended in 1849, rebuilt in 1852, and finally

exposed to the rivalry of another market
begun 1874, completed 1S76. (Haydn : Diet.

Dates.)

2. Foul abusive language, such as is popu-
larly supposed to be mutually employed by
those who are unable to come to an amicable
understanding as to the proper price of the

fish about which they are negotiating. Lan-
guage of the kind described, however, can
come into existence without the presence of a
fish-woman to aid in its production, *»d -* **

called Billingsgate by whatsoever Mpa It may
be uttered.

(a) In a quarrel about fish.

" Much biltinatgate was exchanged between the boats

Kthe trawlers and those who objected to trawling],
t there was no actual viuleuoe."—Scotsman.

(b) Fish not being the subject of conten-

tion.
" Let Bawdry, BUHntgate, my daughters dear,

Supiwrt his front, aud oaths bring up the rear
"

Pope: Dunciad. I.ar-I.

B. As adjective : Characteristic of Billings-

gate.
"... but timt Ri.me, Venice, Paris, and all v«ry

large cities have their liUtiugij/ate langung*."—Fuller:
Worthies, \>t. 11., p. W.

'bil-lifigsj'ga-try, *. [Eng. BiUingsgat(e)

;

•ry.) Abusive language, [Billingsgate.]
*• After a great de*l of BUlingegatry against poets.

"

—Remarks upon Remarquet (16T3L p. ML {J. B. ss)

Boucher.)

bUT-I-on, «. [In Dut biljoen; Ger. k P>.

billion ; Port, bilhao. From Lat prefix bi =
two, and (miyiion. Trillion in on the same
model.] A million times a million in English

Dotation. It ts written, 1 with twelve ciphers

after it, or just twice as many as a million

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po<
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian. », ce - e. ey-a. qu^kw.
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has. The lotation in France and the United
States is different, billion being applied to 1,000
millions, and both of these countries use the
word trillion for what the English call a biltion.

*bU lit, a. [From A.8. Ml, bill = any instru-

ment or weapon made of steel.] Shod with
•— (Rudd.) (Scotch.)

" With the wete stetifc and braid billit ax."
Doug. ; Virgil, 388, l. [Jamieson.)

uHl'-man, " biT-man* s. [Eng. bill (l) ; and
man.) "A man furnished with, or armed with,

or who is in the habit of using, a " bilL"
*' Advancing from the wood are Been,
To bank and guard the archer band
Lord D&cre's billmen were at Ihm.

Scott ; Lay •>/ the Last Minstrel, It. 14.

bft'-lSn, s. [Fr. billon = (1) copper coin,

(2) debased coin.]

Nvmis. : A German coin-alloy of copper and
silver, the former predominating.

Ml lot, •>. [Ft. billot = (1) a block, (2) a clog

;

Prov. bilho.) [Billet.] Gold or silver In the
bar or mass.

InT-low, *WU-l6we, s. [In TjeL bylgja;

Sw. bolja ; Dan. bblge ; Low Ger. bulge

;

(M. II.) Ger. bulge. Cognate with Eng. bulge

(q.v.).] A great swelling or crested wave of

the sea or large lake, or less accurately of a
river.

" Are vain as bittows in a toesing sea.

"

Wordsworth : Excursion, bit ii.

billow-beaten, a. [Eng. (1) billow, and
(2) beaten.] Beaten by the billows. (Lit. &

". . . the billow-beaten fate
Of towering statists,

"

Jordan: Divinity and Morality in Poetry, 3, b.

bfl'-low, v.i. [From billow, s. ^q.v.).] To
swell into surges ; to surge ; to become hollow
and crested. (Johnson.)

t bil'-ldwed, a. [Eng. billow; -ed.] Swelled
like a billow. (Webster.)

bfl -low-l6g, pr. par. k a. [Billow.]
" The billowing snow . . ."—Prior.

Ml -lOW-f, * bfl'-l*W-le, a. [Eng. billow ;

L Of the sea: Swelling into billows.

"... Pon tus, the barren and bxUowy sea."—Grote

:

BUt. Greece, pt 1.. co. i.

2. Of foam : Tossed from the surface of
billows.

" Descends the billowy foam, . .
.*

Thomson : Seasons ; Spring, 879.

3. Of the roar or murmur of the sea : Pro-
duced by the billows.

" Bnt thou art swelling on, thou deep

!

Thy billowy anthem ne'er to sleep
Until the close of time."

Through niAiiy mi olden vlinte,
~*.Viei "

tee
Hemans : The Sound of the Sea.

4. Of a gram: Among the billows.
" But Just esca]»ed from shipwrecks billowy t. we,
TresnUet to hear its horrors named again.'

Bemans : Sonnet, 80.

If The expression now common is a watery
grave.

BIT-ly fl) »• [TMinin. of Bill ~ William. Such
a name might be expected to be given to a
bird, as Robin Red-breast, Tom-tit, &c]

billy-biter, s. A name for a bird, the
Blue Tit (i'arus cteruleus). [Blue Tit.]

billy-button, s.

Hort. : The double-flowered variety of Saxi-
fraga granulata.

If Other plants are also locally designated
by the same name.

billy white-throat, s. A name for a
bird, the Garden Warbler or Pettychaps
(Sylvia hortensis).

Wl'-ljr (2), b» -lie, t. [Not a dimin. of Bill
= William. It may be one who bills, caresses,
or fondles another (?).] (Scotch.)

L In a good sense, as a term expressive of
affection and familiarity

:

L A companion, a comrade.
" Twaa then the billies croas'd the Tweed,
And by Traquair-house sounper'd."

2. A brother.
" Tseome to "plain o' your man fair Johnie Armstrong,
And syne oTila billy Willie, qno' he."

Hawick: Collect., p. 36.

& A lover.
*' B* not owre bowatrous to your biUy.

"

Clerk : Evergreen, li. 1».

II. In an indifferent or in a slightly bad
sense;

1. A boy ; a young fellow ; a hearty good
fellow bent on pleasure.

" And there I met wi* Tarn o' Todshaw, and a wheen
o' the rest o' the billies on the water side ; they're a'

for a fox bunt this morning."

—

Scott : Guy Mannering,
ch. xxv.

2. A fellow. (Used possibly rather con-
temptuously.)

Ill* A policeman's baton. (U. 8.)

billy-bentle, s. [Etymology doubtful. ]

A smart, roguish boy. (Jamieson.)

billy blinde, billy-blin, *. [Scotch
blinde = Eng. blind.)

1. A name for the Brownie, or lubber fiend.
(S. of Scot.)

2. Blind-man's buff; he who sustained the
principal character of the game being formerly
clad in the skin of an animal, making hiiii

look like a " brownie." [1.]

billy blinder, blllyblinder, t.

1. Lit. : One who blindfolds another at
blind-man's buff.

2. A blind or imposition. (Jamieson.)

bfl'-ly (3), *. [Etym. doubtful. Dr. Murray
considers this word the same as BilXy (1). Cf.
Betty, Jenny.]

1. A policeman's baton.

2. Wool-manufacture: A slubbing-machine
in which the partially compacted slivers of
wool, in the condition of cardings or rolls, are
joined end to end and receive a slight twist.
[Slubbino-Machine.]

3b A kettle, a pan, a teapot (Australian.)

billy-gate, s. The moving carriage in a
slubbing-machine.

bll'-iy-c&ek, 5. [Apparently a corr. of buUy-
cocked^ a term used early in the eighteenth
century, prob. = cocked after the fashion of
the bullies of the period. (y.E.D.)] A billy-
cock hat. (Used also adjectively.)

billycock hat, s. A vulgar term tor the
stiff felt hat, also called a deer-stalker. It is

not to l>e confounded with the soft felt hats
technically named Kossuths, Ice.

*biT S. [BlLLMAX.]

t bl'-lolj-ate, a. [From Lat prefix U = two,
and Gr. Ao/36? (lobos) = (1) the lobe or lower
part of the ear, (2) the lobe of the liver, (3) a
legume. (Lobe.) In Ft. bilobi.] Two-lobed

;

partly, but not completely divided into two
segments. Bilobed is the more common word
for the same thing.

bi'-ldbed, a. [Prom Lat. prefix bi, Gr. XojSos
(lobos) (Bilobate), and suff. -ed.] Bilobate
(q.v.).

1 bl'-lOC, pa. par. [Biluken.] Surrounded.
" He biloc hem and smette among."

Story of Gen. 4 Exod., 2*84.

bi loc'-u-lar, a. [In Ft. biloculaire. From
Lat. prefix bi = two, and loeulvs = a little

place ; a coffin, a bfer, also a compartment

;

a small receptacle with compartments ; dimin.
of locus = a place.]

Bot. : Having two cells or compartments.
(Specially used of the interior o? ovaries and
ripe pericarps.)

bi-l&c-u-li'-na, s. [From Lat. prefix bi=
two, and loculi.] [Biloculab.] D'Orbigny's
name for a genus of Foraminifera.

*M-ld'-k^n (pa, par. beloked), v.t. [From A.S.
gelocian = behold, see.] To look about. (Or-
mulum, 2,917.)

*bi-l<Hl'g, prep. [Eng. prefix bi, and 3mi
ff.]

Alongside of.

"The rechlug wnrth on God bilong."
Story of Gen. * Exod., 9,068.

* bi-loved, pa. par. or a. [The same as Be- ,

loved (q.v.).] (Chaucer: C. T., 1,429.)

* bf-lu'-keii, pa. par. [A.S. belucan (pret. be-

leac, pa. par. belocen) = to lock up, to enclose,
to shnt up.] Enclosed ; shut up. [Belock,
Biloc]

" Al U biluken in godes hand."
Story nf Gen. * Kxod., 104,

* bi lum -pen, pa. par. [Bilimpem.]

bil'-wa, bale, *. The name given in th«

Mahratta country and some other paits of
India, to a tree of the Orange family—the
Bengal Quince ((Egle Marmelos), a thorny tret
with ternate leaves and a smooth yellow fruit
with a hard rind. [CEgle, Quince.]

bi mac -u late, bi-mac'-ij-la-tSd, o.

[From Lat prefix 6i = two, and maculates,
pa. par. of maculo, to make spotted ; macula*
a spot, suff. -ed; In Fr. bimaculi.)

Biol. : Having two spots.

* bl-ma'-len, v.t. [From A.S. prefix bi, and
mal = a spot, a mole. ] To spot. (Piers Plow
man, B. xiv. 4.)

bi'-ma-na, 5. pL [From Lat prefix bim two
and man us = a hand.

]

Zool. : Cuvier's name for the first and highest
order of Mammalia. Its characteristic is that
the two anterior extremities are formed into
hands, whilst the two hinder ones are real
feet. This difference does not obtain even in
the highest member of the Monkey or Qnad-
rumanous order. Cuvier includes under tlie>

Bimana only a single genus—Homo, or Man.

t bi -mane, a. ' [Fr. bimane. From Lat. prefix
bi = two, and manus — a hand.] Having two-
hands.

bi-ma noua, a. [Lat. bi = doubly, and
manus — a hand.] Two-handed.
"A sleek bimanou* animal"—0. Eliot: Set/net of

Clerical Life, p. 208.

bi-mar -gin-ate, a. [From Lat prefix 6(=
two, and marginatus, pa. par. of margino =.
to furnish with a margin or border ; margo^
genit. marginis = an edge, a border, margin.
In Fr. bimargine".]

Biol : Double-bordered.

* bi'-mat tcr, ». [O. Eng. bi = by, and bye»
and matter.] Unimportant matters.

" I eschewe to vse simulation in bimatttrM.'*—fbx t
Martyrs, p. 748.

* bi-ma ze, " bi ma sen, v.t [The same w
Bemaze (q.v.).] (Chester Mysteries.) (Strut-

mann.)

bi-me-di-al, a. [In Ger. bimedial. From
l*t prefix bi = two, and medius = middle. J

Geom. : Made up of the sum of two medial
lines.

Bimedial line, First Bimedial Line : A line
produced by adding together two medial lines,

commensurable only in iwwer; it is incom-
mensurable wtth either of these taken singly.
Thus, if two straight lines, a and i/Va*, stand
to each other the one as a side and the other
as a diagonal of the same square, they are
incommensurable, though a3 and 2a8 are not
Their sum (the bimedial line) is a + V2aa

,

which is incommensurable with both a and

*bl-mel'-den,v.t [In Ger. bemelden.] To de-

nounce. (Wright : Anecdota LUeraria.) (Strata
mann.)

t bi-mem'-bral, a. [From Lat &i = two,
membrum = members, and Eng. suffix -al.\

Having two members. (Used chiefly of sen-
tences.)

* bi men, s. [From A. 8. bemanen, r.)

[Bimene.] Complaint, cry.
" And [he] to god made hise bimen."

Story of Gen. A Exod., 3.8M.

*bi mene, * by-mene (pret. *biment, * bi-

mente), v.t. [A.S. bemosnan (pret. bimamdey
= to bemoan.] [Bemoan.]

1. To bemoan, to weep for, to wail for.

":rxx datyes wep Israel
For his dead . . . and biment it wel."

Story of Gen. * Exod., 4149-Ml

2. Reflexively: To make one's complaint;
to complain.

" Ghe btmente hire to abraham.*
Story of Gen. * Exod., 1.217.

* bi-men'-ing, pr. par. [Bimene.]

t bi-mSn -sal, a. [Lat prefix &i = two, and
mentis, a month.] Ocnurring once in two
months. [Bimonth lt.]

t bl-mest'-ri-al, a. [From Lat bime$tri{s\

and Eng. suffix -al. In Fr., Sp., Port., and
Ital. bimestre.] Continuing for two months.

Mil, boy; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. ay ; expert
i
Xenophon, exist. -Tnf\

"Cian, -tian = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -Hon. -slon = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = sh*i». -ble, -die, *c = beL d^
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bi-rae-Ul -li;, a. [Mstutic]

bi-met-al-lisin, s. [Metal.]

bi met -al list, s. [Metal.]

b\m molle, s. [Ital.]

Music : A flat, b. [Bemol.]

bi month ly, a. [From Lat. prefix bi, and
Eng. monthly.} Happening, leaving, starting,

&c, once in two months ; as, a bi-monthly
in. iil, a mail which is despatched ouce in two
months. [Bimensal.J (Goodrich £ Porter.

)

• biraorne, bi mar nen, v.t. [The same
as Bemoukm (q.v.).] (0. Eng. Horn., i. 49.)

•bi-mowe, 'by-mowe, v.t. [O. Fr. moue
= a grin, a laugh ; Eng. mow, with the same
meaning.) To mock, laugh at.

"The Lord achal bimove hem."— Wycltfe (Purvey),
Pt.il. A.

bl-mus'-ou-lar, a. [From Lat. prefix bi —
two, and Eng. muscular = pertaining to the
muscles.] [Muscle.)

ConehoL : Having two muscles, and conse-
quently two muscular impressions on the
shell. (Kirby.)

* bin, portions of verb. [A.S. beonde, par. o*
been, beonne = to be ; we beon = we are.] Por-
tions or the verb to be. [Be, Ben.]

L Been. (HalliweU: Torrent of Portugal.)

8. Are.
*• If thnu hast formed tight true vertues face herein,
Vertue her selfe can best discerne to whom they

written din." Spentor .' Ytrte*.

8. Were. (Nares.)

4. Is.

If It occurs in this sense in gome editions of
Shakespeare, but in a song which he may
have intended to be archaic.

" With every thing that pretty bin."
Shakesp. t Cymbeiim, ii. &

In the Globe edition of Shakespeare bin is

altered to is in this quotation.

bin, » [A.8. bin, binne = a manger, crib, bin,
hutch, or trough. In Dan. bing ; Dnt. ben =
a basket, a hamper; Lat benna (originally a
Gael, word) = a kind of carriage ; Wei. ben,
mtJt=a wain, a cart.] A box, or other en-
Closed place, where corn, bread, wine, or any-
thing simitar is kept. Hence such compounds
as corn-bin, coal-bin, &c.

"The mi nit convenient way of picking horn 1b into
a long, square frame of wood called a bin."—Mortimer.

Wo, interj. [Corrupted from ban, v., in the
sense of curse, anathema upon.] A curse, an
imprecation. (Jamieson.)

" Bin thae biting clegs.*•—Jamieton.

bJ-na, vf-na', s. [In Hindust. bin; Hindi
bina ; Mahratta, vina.] An Indian guitar,
with a long finger-board, and a gourd attached
to each end. Seven strings or wires wound

<j5*Wm
Tonnd pegs in the usual way are attached to
the finger-board—four on the surface, and
three at the sides. The instrument has about
twenty frets. In the performance one gourd
is rested on the left shoulder, and the other
on the right hip. (Stainer & Barrett.)

1 bin-a-cle, a • [Binnacle.]

tbi'-nal, a. [From Lat. bin(i) = two, and
Eng. suffix -al] [Binary.] Double, two-
fold.

Binal re venire all this."
ford: Witch of Edmonton, ill 2. {Richardson.)

*bi-nam, pret of v. [Bemih, Binimen.]

*bi'-name, *. [Byname.] (Chaucer; Boeth.
2,333.)

Iri'-nar-y, * bi -nar-Ie, a. A ». [In Ft. W-
naire ; 8p., Port.. & Ital. binario. From Lat.
binarius = consisting of two ; bini = two by
two, two apiece ; from bi, with the distribu-
tive term nns.}

A. As adj. : Consisting of two, double, dual.
* B. As svbst. ; That which constitutes two.

"TouiaketwooraWnai-jf, which is the first number,
Mia but one unto one." — Ftiherby i Atheomnstix
p. 307.

"Tf Binary was of old used as an antithesis to
unity ; now in such a case duality is the word
employed.

" In nature are two supreme principle*.
Aa namely, unity and binary."

Davie* : Wittft Pilgrimage, G. 4, b.

Binary arithmetic ; A method of notation in-
vented by Leibnitz, but which appears to have
been in use in China about 4,000 years ago. As
the term binary implies, there are only two
characters in this notation, these are 1 and 0.

By it, our 1 is noted by 1, our 2 bv 10, 3 by 11,
4 by 100, 5 by 101, 6 by 110, 7 by 111, 8 by
1000, 9 by 1001, 10 by 1010, &c. The principle
is that multiplies by 2 in place of by 10,
as on the common system. Some proiwrties
of numbers may be more simply presented
on this plan than on the common one; but
the number of places of figures required to
express a sum of any magnitude is a fatal
objection to its use. Indeed, Leibnitz himself
did not recommend it for practical adoption.

Binary compound:
Chem. : A compound of two elements, or oof

an element, and a compound performing tltie*

function of an element, or of two compounuls
performing the functions of elements. jl

" Among the secondary organic products of the vegett*
able class we meet a few instances of binary cotnn-
pounds of simple elements. "—Todd* Bowman : Phytioi!^
Anat., VoL 1. 1 in trod.), u. a

Binary engine; Usually an engine having
one cylinder, the piston being impelled by
steam, which, having done its work there, is

exhausted into another part of the apparatus,
where it is allowed to communicate its un-
utilised heat to some liquid volatile at a lower
temperature ; the vapour of this second liquid,
by its expansion in a second cylinder, yields
additional useful force. Ether, chloroform,
and bisulphide of carbon, have all been tried.
(Knight.)

Binaryform:

Music : The form of a movement which is

founded on two principal themes or subjects.
[Sonata form.] (Stainer & Barrett.)

Binary logarithms : A system of logarithms
devised by Euler for facilitating musical
calculations. Instead of having, bike the
common system of logarithms, 1 as the
logarithm of 10, and 43,42y,448 as the modulus,
it had 1 as the logarithm of 2, and the modulus
1,442,695.

Binary measure : Common time, that is, in
which the time of rising is equal to that of
falling. [Tonic Sol-pa.]

Binary number ; A number composed of
two units.

Binary scale

:

Arith. : A uniform scale of notation, the
ratio of which is two.

Binary star : A star which, closely examined
by the telescope, is found to consist of two
stars revolving around their common centre of
gravity. In some cases they are coloured
differently from each other. In 1803 Sir Wil-
liam Herschel discovered tliat y Leonis, «

Bootis, £ Herculis, 5 Serpentis, and y Virginis
are revolving double stars, and others, in-

cludingCastor, have since been added to the
list. The period of revolution in various cases
has been determined. It is found to vary
from 43 to 1,200 years.

Binary system

:

ZooL, d'c. : A system of classification by
which each sub-kingdom, class, order, &c.,is
perpetually divided into two, the one with a
positive and the other with a negative
character, till genera are reached. For in-

stance, on this system, the animal sub-kingdom
is divided into Vertebrata and Invertebrata,
that is, animals which have, and animals
which have not, vertebra. The first is a
natural combination ; the second is not so,
for several of its more or less subordinate
sections, such as Articulata, Mollusca, &c,
are as distinct from each other as the Verte-
brata are from the Invertebrata in general.
The Rev. Prof. Fleming was the great advocate
of the Binary or Dichotomous system, which
he carried out in his " Philosophy of Zoology "

and his " British Animals," whilst Swainson,
one of the great apostles of the rival Quinary
system, was its determined foe.

Binary theory :

Chem. : A hypothesis proposed by Davy to
reduce the haloid salts (as NaCl) and the
oxygen salts (as NaN03) to the same type, the
monad GT being replaced by the monad radical
containing oxygen (N03)'. Acids are hy-
droger) salts, as HC1, or H(NOa)'. A radical
is only part of a molecule which can unite with
or replace an element or another radical,
atomicity for atomicity. Thus the dyad
radical (SO4)" can replace two monad radicals,

( N"^:i)2. «« in the equation Pb"(N"03>> +
M-"(S04)" = Pb'tSO*)" + Mg"(NOs)'2. A
radical cannot exist in a separate state. [See
Radical.]

bi'-nate, a. [From Lat. bini — two by two,
and Eng. suffix -ore.]

Bot. : Growing two together. Having two

" Binary or d icbotomous systems, although regulated
ay a principle, are amougst the most artificial arrange-
ments thai bare been ever invented. "

—

Stmiituon;
by a prluci pie, are aniougsti
meats thai have been eve_
Oeog. Clou, of Animal*. *2.w.

BINATE LEAF.

leaflets growing from the same point at ttw
apex of the common petiole. The same ai
bifoliolate.

bind, * bynde, * bin den, *byn'-dyn,
(pret. bound, * boumd, * bond ; pa. par. bound,
bounden, * boumd, * bond), v. t. & i. [A.9.
bindan, pret. band, bunde, pa. par. bvnden =
(1) to bind, tie, capture, (2) to pretend

;
gebi/ts-

dan (same meaning) ; Sw. & Icel. binda; Dan.
binde; Dut, binden,inbinden,verbinden; Ger.
binden; Goth, bindan, gabindan; Pers. boa-
dan, bandidan — to bind, to shut ; Hindust
bdndhna = to bind; Mahratta bandkane;
Sansc. bandh.)

A. Transitive

:

I. Literally

:

1. To tie or fasten artificially.

(1) To tie a person or thing by means of
cords, ropes, chains, or anything similar. In
the case of persons this may be to prevent
one from becoming free, to bandage a bleeding
wound ; to serve for utility or ornament, or

for any other purpose.

"Thou shalt bind this line of scarlet thread In tha
window, which thou didst let us down by."—Joth U.

18.

(2) To keep in shape and strengthen by
means of an artificial band or border, boards,
backs, or anything similar. Used—

(a) Of the border sewed on a carpet, or any-
thing similar.

(>') Of the fastening a wheel by means of

a line.

(c) Of the stitching, pressing, and cutting a
book, and of placing covers upon it. [Book-
binding.]

" Was ever book, containing such vile matter,
80 fairly bound f"

Shaketp : Rom. * Jul., 11L fc

*' Those who could never read the grammar.
When my dear volumes touch the hammer.
Hay think books best, as richest bound/"

Prior.

2. To confine or restrain by physical action.

(Used of the operations of nature under the
divine control.)

(1) Operating upon persons : To restrain by
morbid action from movement Specially—

(0) In the case of one bent double by disease.

"And. behold, there was a woman which had a
spirit of infirmity eighteen years, and was bowed to-

gether, and could in no wise lift up herself. . . . And
ought not this woman, being a daughter of Abratuun.
whom Satan hath bound, lo. these ebrbtsMl yean, be
loosed from this bond on the Sabbath day? "-£«*•
xiiL 11, ia

(b) Any hindering the flux of the bowels, or

making them costive.

ftte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p9t>

•r. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - 0. ey a. qu = kw.
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"Rhubarb hath manifestly in it parts of contrary
oper:itMiis

; i>arts that purge, and parts that bind the
body."— Bacon.

(2) Ot^rating upon things: To restrain by
the operation of the law of gravitation.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To exercise restraint or moral compulsion
upon the human mind, heart, conscience, or
will, or upon the will of any of the inferior

animals.

(a) Upon man : By natural or by human
Jaw, by an oath, a contract, a promise, a vow,
considerations of duty, kindness shown to
one, an overmastering moral impulse, or some
other influence or necessity to do some act or
abstain from doing it

" The law, by which all creatures else are bound,
hind* man, the lord of all.

"

Courper ; The Tatk, bk. 1.

"... traitors who were ready to take any oath, and
whom no oath could bind."—Macaulay; Hitt. Eng.,
Tol. iv., ch. xxti.

(b) Upon one of the inferior animals.
" You will sooner, by imagination, bind a bird trout

singing, than from eating or flying."—Bacon.

2. To establish by a judicial decision ; to
confirm ; to ratify.

"... whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be
bound in heaven. "— .l/,iff. XVL 1ft.

B. Intransitive:

1. To contract its own parts together ; to
grow stiff and hard.

2. To make costive.

3. To be obligatory.

"The promises and bargains for track, between a
Swiss and an Indian, in the woods of America, are
binding to them, . . . —Locke.

C. In special phrases : (In those which
follow, bind is uniformly transitive.)

(1) Bound in the spirit : oeoVjaeVos tw uv*v-
fiart (dedemenos to pneumati), lit., bound to
the spirit = bound to my own spirit, the
ardent spirit leading forward the captive body
= under a resistless impulse.

" And now, behold, I go bound in the spirit unto
Jerusalem, not knowing the things that snail befall
me there.' —Actt xx. 22.

(2) To bind an apprentice. [Bind out.]

(3) To bind down. To restrain one from
perfect freedom on any matter by inducing
him to come under formal written stipulations
with regard to It.

(4) To bind in: To shut in, so as to make
one feel like a prisoner. Used—

(a) Of a physical restraint around one.
" In such a dismal place,

Where Joy ne'er enters, which the sun ne'er cheers,
Bound in with darkness, overspread with damps.

"

Mryden.
(6) Of a moral restraint.

" Now I'm cabin'd, cribb'd, confln'd, bound in
To saucy doubts and feara"

Shakctp. : Macbeth, tit. 4.

(6) To bind out, or simply to bind an ap-
prentice, to draw out indentures, guaranteeing
his services to a particular master, on certain
conditions, for a specified time.

(6) Law. To bind over : To oblige to make
appearance in a court of law under penalties
for failing to do so.

"8ir Roger was stag:ered with the reports concern-
ing this woman, and would have bound her over to the
county sessions."—.* ddison.

(7) To bind to

:

(i.) To place under indentures or contract,
or any other obligation to a person.

"Art thou bound to a wife, seek not to be loosed."—
1 Cor. vil. 27.

(II) To impel to a course of action.

(a) By considerations of duty.
" Though I am bound to every act of duty,

I am not bound to that all slaves are free to,"
Shaketp. : Othello, HL 8.

(6) By the lower propensities of one's nature.
If still thou dost retain

The same ill habits, the same follies too,
'Still thou art bound to vice, and still a slave."

—«. _ .. _ Dryden.
(8) To bind up

:

(l) Lit. : To tie up with bandages or any-
thing similar. Used—

(a) Of a wound tied up with bandages.
'*.

. . and when he saw him, be had compassion on
aim. And went to him, and bound up his wounds."—
Luke x. 38, 34.

(6) Of anything else.

* Bind up the testimony, seal the law among my
disciplea'WsafoA viit. l«.

~ 7

(ii.) Fig. : To confine, to restrain.
"

. . . yet It is not the only cause that bind* up the
understanding, and confines it for the time to one
object, from which it will not be taken off."—Locke.

% (a) Crabb thus distinguishes the verbs to
Mud and to tie

:

—" Binding is performed by
circumvolution round a body ; tying, by in-

volution within itself. Some bodies are
bound without being tied ; others are tied

without being bound ; a wounded leg is bound
but not tied ; a string is tied but not bound;
a riband may sometimes be bound round the
head, and tied under the chin. Binding there-
fore serves to keep several things in a com-
pact form together ; tying may serve to prevent
one single body separating from another ; a
criminal is bound hand and foot ; he is tied to
a stake." " Binding and tying likewise differ

in degree ; binding serves to produce adhesion
in all the parts of a body ; tying only to pro-
duce comtact in a single part." Similarly, in
the figurative use of the terms, a " bond of
union is applicable to a large body with many
component parts ; a tie of affection marks an
adhesion between individual minds."

(&) To bind, to oblige, and to engage are thus
discriminated :—" Bind is more forcible and
coercive than oblige ; oblige than engage. We
are bound by an oath, obliged by circum-
stances, and engaged by promises. Conscience
binds, prudence or necessity oblige, honour
and principle engage. A parent is bound no
less by the law of his conscience, than by
those of the community to which he belongs,
to provide for his helpless offspring. Polite-
ness obliges men of the world to preserve a
friendly exterior towards those for whom they
have no regard. When we are engaged in the
service of our king and country, we cannot
shrink from our duty without exposing our-
selves to the infamy of all the world." " A
debtor is bound to pay by virtue of a written
Instrument in law ; he is obliged to pay in
consequence of the importunate demands of
the creditor ; he is engaged to pay in conse-
quence of a promise given. A bond is the
strictest deed in law ; an obligation binds
under pain of a pecuniary loss ; an engagement
is mostly verbal, and rests entirely on the
rectitude of the parties." (Crabb: English
Synon.)

bind, * bynde (English), bind, * blnde
(Scotch), s. [Prom bind, v. (q.v.).j

A. Ordinary Language

:

*1. A tendril; a flexible shoot ; a twining
or climbing stem.

"Bunde. a twysteof a wyne (vyne, P.): Capriolut,
C. V.—Prompt. Pan,
* 2. A name formerly given to the common

Honeysuckle or Woodbine (Lonicera pericly-
menum, Lin.)

'* Bynde, or wode bynde : Corrtgiola, vilella, Cath.
[edera volubilU, K.)."

—

Prompt. Pare.

% Common bind : Probably both Convolmdus
arvensis and C. septum. [Bindweed.]

* 3. Dimension, size. (Scotch.)

(1) Literally

:

(a) Size, specially with reference to the cir-

cumference of anything. Thus a barrel of a
certain bind is one of certain dimensions.

"It Is statute—that the barrell bind of Salmound
sonld kelp and contein the assyse and mesour of four-
tene gallouis, . .

."—Actt Ja. III., 1487, c 181 (ed, 15C6),
a us.

(6) Size or dimension in general.

"The wylde geese of the greit bind, . . .'—Acti Star.
1561, c. 11 (ed. 156S).

(2) Fig.: Power, ability.

% Aboon my bind : Beyond my power.
(Jamieson.)

B. Technically:

L Hop-growing : A stalk of hops, so called
from its winding round a pole or tree, or being
tied to it

" The two best sorts are the white and the grey bind;
the latter is a large square hop, and the mora hardy "

—Mortimer: Art of 11tub.

IL Music:

1. A curved line, "—*, a sign which, when
placed over two notes of the same name or
same pitch, enharmonically changed, directs
that the two are to be sustained as one. It is

of frequent occurrence at points of syncopa-
tion and suspension. It is not the same as a
slur (q.v.).

2. A brace (Fr. accolade) which binds toge-
ther the separate parts of a score. (Stainer &
Barrett.)

in. Metal-working : Indurated clay when
mixed with oxide of iron.

IV. Fishing. A bind of eels : A quantity
consisting of ten strikes, each containing
twenty-five eels, or 250 in all.

bind pock, * bind poke, s. One
who binds up his poke or sack, or pocket,
instead of opening it for charitable purposes ;

a niggard. (Scotch.)

"The Scots call a niggardly man a bind-poke."—
Kelly, p. 21ft (Jamieeon.)

bind rail, s,

Hydraulic Engineering: A piece to which
the heads of piles^are secured by mortising
or otherwise, servfng to tie several of them
together and as a foundation for the flooring-
joists or stringers. A cap.

bind -corn, s. [Eng. bind ; corn. So called
front its twining around the stems of corn,]
A plant, Polygonum convolvulus. (Scotch.)

bind -er, * bin-dere, s. [From Eng. bind,
v., and suff. -er. In Dan., Dut., & Ger. binder;
Sw., in compos., bindare, binder.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. One who binds.

(a) Sheaves, or anything like them literally
tied up.

" Three bindert stood, and took the handfuls reapt.
From boys that gather'd quickly up." —Chapman.

(b) Books. (In this sense generally in com-
position, as bookbinder.)

2. That which binds.

(1) A fillet, a band.
" A double cloth of such length and breadth as might

serve to encompass the fractured member, I cut from
each end to the middle, into three binder*.'— Wiseman.

(2) An astringent
"Ate Is their eating and their drinking surely,

which keeps their l>odies clear and soluble. Bread la s
binder; and, for that, abolish t even in their ale."—
Beaumont 4 Fletcher ; Scornful Lady.

B. Technically:

1. Carp. ; A tie-beam, a binding-joist sup-
porting transversely the bridging-joists above
and the ceiling-joists below, to shorten the
bearings. (Knight.)

2. Shipbuilding : A principal part of a ship's
frame, such as keel, transom, beam, knee, acc.

(Knight.)

3. Timber trade (pi. binders): The long
pliant Bhoots of hazel, ash, willows, and
similar trees which have elasticity and
strength enough to make them useful in
fastening down newly- plucked sedges, in
making close fences round rabbit - warrens,
sheep-folds, &c. ; in forming hurdles, and in
tying up faggots and brooms. In various
parts of the country they are called also
Withers, Weefs, Edders, or Koders. (Tim-
ber Trade Journal.)

4. Agriculture

:

(1) An attachment to a reaping-machine
which binds the gavels into sheaves.

(2) A wisp of straw, a cord, wire, or other
band for binding a sheaf of grain.

5. Weaving : A lever applied in a shuttle-
box to arrest the shuttle and prevent its re-
bounding.

6. Seioing-machine : A device for folding a
binding about the edge of a fabric and sewing
it thereto.

7. Bookbinding : A cover for music, maga-
zines, or papers, forming a temporary binder
to keep them in order for convenient reference.

binder frame, s. A hanger with ad-
justable bearings by which the angular position
of the shafting may be regulated to suit the
plane of motion of the belting.

binders board, *.

Bookbinding : A thick sheet ofhard, smooth,
calendered pasteboard, between which printed
sheets are pressed to give them a smooth sur-
face. Also the stiff pasteboards which form
the basis of the sides of book covers.

t bind'-er-^, «. [Eng. bind ; -ery. In Ger.
buchbinderei ; Dut. bxnderij.] A place where
binding is carried on. Specially a place
where books are bound. (Pen. Cycl.) Said to
be recent in its origin, and to have come at
first from America, where it is very common.

bind hei -mite, «. [Named after Bindheim,
who analysed and described it. Eng., &c.,
suff. -ite. (Min.) (q.v.).1 A mineral, called
also bleinierite, the British Museum Cata-
logue having the latter name, whilst Dana
prefers the former one. It occurs amorphous,
reniform, spheroidal, encircling, or in other
forms or ways. The hardness is 4 ; the sp.
gr. 4-60—6*05; the lustre resinous, dull, or
earthy ; the colour white, gray, brownish, or

boll, bo*y; poUt, J6%1; cat, ceil, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
-cian, -tian sj shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -sion = zhun. -dons, -tious, -slous = shits. • -ble, -cle, &c.--= bel, ceL
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yellowish. Composition : Antimouic acid,
32-71—47-36; oxide of lead, 40 73—61*38 ;

water, 5-43—11-98, with other ingredient*. It

is produced by the decomposition of various
anthnonial ores. It occurs in Cornwall and
Siberia.

bind ing, * byn dinge, J? byn-dynge,
pr. par., a., & s. [Bind, v.]

A. As present participle : In senses corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective. Specially-*

1. Astringent.

2. Stiff and hard.
"If the land is a binding land, you most male* it

fine by harrowing at it"—Mortimer.

3. Hindering ; restraining.
" Even adverse navies bless'd the binding gale."

Thornton ; Liberty, pt. It.

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of binding, tying, fastening, or
otherwise restraining ; the state of being so
tied, fastened, or otherwise restrained.

2. That which binds, ties, fastens, or other-
Wise restrains,

IX Technically:

1. Book-binding. Spec. : The art of putting
covers on a book. [Book-binding.]

2. Fencing: A method of securing or cross-
ing an opponent's sword by means of pressure
accompanied with a spring of the wrist.

3. Na%tt. t Shipbuilding, (Cc. (pL bindings)

:

(a) The timbers of a ship which hold the
frames together. Such are the beams, knees,
clamps, water-ways, &c

(6) The iron wrought around the dead-eyes.

binding-cloth, «.

Cloth ma nnf. : Dyed and stamped muslin for
covering books. The dyed cloth is passed
between engraved rollers, or is worked after
being cut into patterns of the required size.

The engraved cylinders of hard steel confer
the impress characteristic of the back and
sides along with embossed designs over the
surface in sharp relief. It is a cheap and
good substitute for leather, which it has
nearly superseded for general use. (Knight.)

binding-guide, s.

In Sewing-machines: A device adapted to
receive a binding and fold it about the edge of
a piece of material to be bound. Two methods
have been tried. 1. A flattened tube folded
gradually on itself longitudinally from near its

receiving to its delivering end, bnt with a
space left for the edge of the material. 2. Ad-
justable books projecting through the face of
a guide and facing each other ; the binding is

directed by the guide and books, the material
to be bound rests between the hooks, and the
latter are adjustable, to lap the binding more
or less on either side. Some binders turn in
or hem the edges of a bias strip of cloth as
it is applied for a binding. (Knight.)

binding-joist, .-.

Carp. : A binder, a joist whose ends rest
Upon the wall-plates, and which support the
bridging or floor joists above and the ceiling
joists below. The binding-joist is employed
to carry common joists when the area of the
floor or ceiling is so large that it is thrown
into bays. With large floors the binding-
joists are supported by girders. [Girder.]
Binding-joists should have the following di-

mensions j—
Length of Bearing. Depth. Width.

Feet Inchea Inchea
6 6 4
8 7 4*

10 8 6
12 9 ft
14 10 6
16 11 6*
18 11 7
20 18 74

(Knight.)

binding-plate. «. One of the side plates

of a puddling or boiling furnace, which are
tied together by bolts across the furnace, and
by flanges, and serve to bind the parts of the
furnace together and prevent the spreading of
the arched roofs of the furnace and iron cham-
ber. [ Piddling-kirnace. } (Knight.)

binding-rafter, a
Carp. : A longitudinal timber In a roof,

supporting the rafters at a point between the
comb and eave. (Knight.)

binding -screw, *. A set-screw which
binds or clamps two parts together. The
term is applied especially, in instruments of
graduation and measurement, to a screw which
clamps a part in a given position of adjust-
ment. For instance, the screw by which the
wire of a galvanic battery is held in close
contact with other metallic portions in the
circuit is regarded as a binding-screw.
(KnighL)

binding-screw clamp, s.

Galvanism: A device used with voltaic
batteries ; the lower portion is a clamp for
the zinc or copper element, which is suspended
in the bath ; the upper has a hole for the con-
ductor-wire, and a screw which comes forcibly
down upon it to ensure contact. (Knight.)

binding strokes, s. pi.

Shipbuilding: Thick strakes, planking, or
wales, at points where they may be bolted to
knees, shelf-pieces, &c. (Knight.)

binding-wire, s. The wrapping-wire
for attaching pieces which are to be soldered
together, or to hold in intimate contact the
parts concerned in a voltaic circuit. (Knight.)

bind'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. binding; 4y.] In
a binding manner ; so as to bind. (Webster.)

bind -ing-ness, $. [Eng binding; -ness.]

The quality of being binding; that is, of
having force to bind. (Coleridge.)

bind -ings, s. pi. rBraDiKQ.]

Ship-building. [Binding, C. II. 8.]

bin'-dle, s. [AS. binde1e = B. binding, tying,
or fastening with bands. In Sw. bindel —
bandage, a fillet ; Dan. & Dut. bindsxl From
Sw. binda ; Dan. binde; Dut. & Ger. binden
= to bind.] The cord or rope that binds any-
thing, whether made of hemp or straw.
(Scotch.) (JamUson.)

bind'-weed, *. [Eng. bind ; weed = the weed
that binds, so called from its long, slender,
twining stem.]

1. The English name of the plants belonging
to the extensive genus Convolvulus.

U Bindweeds (pi.) is the English designation
given by Lindley to the order Convolvulaceae.

2. Smilax aspera, a climbing shrub, a native
of the south of France, of Italy, Ac.

*$ Bindweed is the local name of several
other species of plants. In Ayrshire it is

applied to the Common Ragwort (Senecio
Jacobcea), but in this case it is really a cor-

ruption of Bunwted (q. v.).

Black Bindweed : Pabygonvm convolvulus, L.

Blue Bindweed : Sobxnwm dulcamara, L.

(Ben Jonson : Vision of Delight.)

Hooded Bindweeds: Plants of the family
Convolvulacete and the genus Calystegia, It

is only a book name.

Ivy Bindweed : Polygonum convolvulus, L.

Nightshade Bindweed : Circcea luUXw.no, L.

Sea Bindweed : Convolvulus soldanella, L.

Small Bindweed : Convolvulus arvensis, L.

bind -with, «. [Eng bind, and with, s. So
called because it is used in place of " withs,"
or withies, for binding up other plants.
(Prior.)] The Clematis vitalba, or Travellers'

Joy.

bind wood (d of bind mute), $. p£ng
bind ; -wood ed the wood that binds.] A
Scotch name for Ivy (Hedera helix.) (Jamie-
son.)

t bine, • Dyne, a. [From bind.] The run-
ning or climbing stem of a plant. (Used
especially of the hop plant) [Bind, s., B. I.]

(Gardner.)

If Great Bines : A plant, Convolvulus sepium,
L. [Bi NEW FED.]

* bin-e-othe, v bi-ne-then, prep. A adv.
The same as Beneath (q.v.).

Diner vate, a. [From Lat prefix bi = two,
and Eng nervate = pertaining to a nerve. ]

[Nerve. ]

Bot. : Two-nerved. Applied to leaves which
have two raised "nerves" or "veins" along
their leaf.

bi-nethe, * bi ne-then, prep. & adv. [Be-
neath. ]

bine -weed, s. [Bine = bind, and weed. ] A
name sometimes given to a plant. Convolvulus
sepium, more commonly called Bindweed (q. v.).

(Britten & Holland.)

blng (I), (Scotch <£ 0. Eng.), s. [Sw. binge m a
heap ; I eel. bingr. Binge in Dan. means not a
heap, but a bin.]

1. Gen. : A heap.
** Qnhen thay depulye the mekfl bing of qu! eta,"

Doug, : Virgil, IIS, 49.

" Fotnto-bing* are snugged up frae skaith
0' coiuiuij winter's biting, trusty breath."

Burnt: The Brtgntf Ayr.

2. Spec. : A pile of wood, immediately de-
signed as a funeral pile.

" The grete bing was vpbeildit wele.
Of aik tret*, aud fyrren schydis dry.
Wytbin the secret cloys, mder the sky."

Doug. : Virgil, 117, «L
' H Bing in the last example is the rendering
of Lat. pyra,

bing (2), bynge, s. [Dan. bing = a binn, &
bin ; A.S. bin = a bin, a trough.] A trough.
The same as Bin, Binne (q.v.).

Mining ; A place for receiving ore ready for
smelting.

bing hole, s. The opening through which
ore ready for smelting is thrown.

bing-ore, $. The largest and best of the
ore.

bing-stead, s. The place where the best
of the ore (bing-ore) is thrown when ready for
the merchant.

bing, v.t. [From bing, s. (q.v.).] To put into
a heap. Used—

(a) Gen. ; Of anything.
" The hairs t was uwtr, the barnyard flll'd,

Tns tatoes bing'd, the mart was kill'd." Ac.
Blackwood* Mug.. Dec. UZL

(b) Spec : Of the accumulation of money.
*' Singin upo* the verdant plain,

Ye'fl bing up siller o' yir ain."
Tarrat t Poem*, p. 48. {JamUson.)

•bi-nime, "benomc, * bi-nl-men, ' bi-
no-men (pret. binam, pa. par. benunuu), v.t
[A.S. oeniman, pret benam, pa. par. benumen^.
(1) to deprive, to take away, (2) to stupefy, to
benumb ; be, and niman = to take away.]

L To take away.
" Fro nie thine doutres bt-nimen."

Story of Gen. A Exod., 1,7

2. To rescue.
" Ic ware al that thu was binnmen.

"

Story of Sen, 4 EmmL, 1,87*,

3. To place.
" His heued under fote bi-numen.'

Story qf Sen. A SxotL, 376.

i. To use.
" Sicbem, slthem. hrre file binam "

JUury of den. A Exod., 1,706.

bink, vX [Etyin, doubtful.] To press down,
so as to deprive anything of its proi»er shape.
(Used principally of shoes when, by careless
wearing, they are allowed to fall down in the
heels.) (Jamieson.)

bink (1), s. [In Dut. bank = a bench, a pew,
a bank, or a shelf.] [Bank, Bench, Benk.J
(Scotch.)

1. A bench.

(a) In a general sense : Any bench or seat.

(6) Spec. : The long seat before the fire m a
country-house.

2. A bank ; an acclivity.

T Bink of a peat-moss : The perpendicular
part of a peat-moss from which the labourer
who stands opposite to it cuts his peats.

(Statist. Ace. of Scotland.)

3. A plate-rack, consisting of shelves on
which plates are kept.

"... while she contemplated a very handsome and
good-humoured face In a hrukeu mlrrur, raised upon
the bink (the shelve* on which the plates are dUposed)
for her special accommodation. — Scott : Brtde of
Lammermoor, ch. all.

bink Side, s. The side of the long seat

before the fire. (Tarras, Poems.)

bink (2), s. [From English bin, ox Scotch
bunker (?) (q.v.).]

Cotton Manuf. : A sack of cotton in a bin or

on the floor, consisting of successive layers of

cotton from different bales laid in alternating

strata, in order to blend them. The supply

of cotton for the machinery is taken by raking

down the take so as to mix the cotton of the

successive layers at each take.

* binn (!).«. [Bn«.]

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fail, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or* wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, m, ce = e ; ey= a. qu - kw.
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* binn (2), s. [Etym. doubtful. Jamieson
suggests Wei. bycLlin = a troop, a oompany.J
The whole of the reapers employed on the
harvest-field. (Jt.tmie.san.)

binn^, pres. iridic, &• 2nd per. imper. of v.

[Be, and na = not J Be not. (Scotch and Pro-
vincial Eng.)

"I ken naebody but my brother, Mouklnrus him-
sell, w;id gae through the like o't. if, indeed, it binna
you, Mr. Lovel."—Scott ; Antiquary, ch. xi.

bin na cle, t bin- a-clo, * bit -ta cle, 5.

[In Sp. bitacora = a binnacle ; Port, bitacola

m a binnacle ; Ft. habitacle = a habitation,
a binnacle ; L;it. habUicnlum = a dwelling-

Elace, a habitation ; habito m to dwell, to in-

abit ; frequent of habeo = to have.]

Nautical

:

1. (Of the older and more correctform bittacle)

:

Same meaning as 2 (q.v.).

" Rittncte, a timber frame, where the compass
stands before the steersman."—Olouoa. JVoo. Sud ed.
(1719.

>

If The same form is in Martin's Old Euglish
Diet. (1754)and Johnson's Diet. (1 "73). In these
and others of similar dates, bittacle alone
occurs. Sheridan's Diet., 4th ed. (1797), has
both binacle and bittacle, and under the latter
these words occur :

" now usually called
binacle." Thus apparently the transition from
bittacle to binnacle was made between the years
1778 and 1797. Todd (2nd ed., 1827) omits
binnacle and goes back to bittacle. Webster
(ed. 1348) has both binnacle and bittacle, giving
the full explanation of the word under the
former spelling.

1. (Of the modern and corrupt spelling bin-
nacle, probably from its being erroneously
eopposed to mean a little binn or bin) : A
wooden case or box in which the compass on
board a ship is kept to protect it from injury.

BINNACLB.

A light is placed within it at night to ensure
that its indications are seen. It is placed im-
mediately in front of the wheel or steering-
apparatus, and secured to the deck, usually
by metal stays. The after portion has glass
windows, so that the compass is at all times
visible to the helmsman, who stands at the
wheel.

•binne, s [A. 8. bUint = a bin, a trough.] A
temporary enclosure for preserving grain.
[Bin.] (Scotch.)

* bin-nen, prep. & adv. [A. 8. binna* = with-
in.] Within.

" And It irurth «oth Hnnen swile seL"
Story of Gen. A XxotL, 1,032.

1 bin -ncr, v. i. [Perhaps from Wei. buanacor
= swift ; buanred = rapid.]

Of wheels : To move round rapidly with, a
whirring sound. (Jamieson.)

bin -nite, *. [From the valley of Binn or
Binnenthal in Switzerland, where It occurs

;

suff. -ite (min.) (q.v.).]

Mineralogy

:

1. A brittle mineral with isometric crystals

;

hardness, 4*5 ; sp. gr., 4"477 ; lustre, metallic ;

eolor, brownish, greenish, or on a fresh frac-
ture black ; streak, cherry-red. Composition :

Sulphur, 27-55 to 32*73 ; arsenic, 18-98—SO'06 ;

copper, 37-74-46-24; lead, 0—2*75; silver,
1-23—1-01; iron, 0—0*82. It occurs in dolo-
mite at Binn (see etyra.). It is called also
Dufrenoysite. (Dana.)

2. (In Ger. binnit.) The same as Sartorite
(q.v.).

t bin -©-cle, «. [From Ft. binocU ; ItaL Mno-
culo; Lat. bini = two by two, and oculme =
eye.] A binocular telescope (q.v.).

bi-ndc'-U-lar, a. [In Fr. binoculaire ; from
bini = two by two, and oculus =. an eye.]

1. Having two eyes.
" Most amuuUs are binocular, spiders for the most

part octonocular, and some seuocular."

—

Derham.

2. Pertaining to both eyes; as, "binocular
vision."

3. Having two tubes, each furnished above
with an eye-glass, so as to enable one to see
with both eyes at once. Many o)«ra-glasses,
telescopes, and microscopes axe now binocu-
lar. (See compound words.)

binocular eye-piece, s.

Optics: An eye-piece so constructed and
applied to the object-glass as to divide the
optical pencil transmitted to the latter, and
form, as to each part of the divided pencil, a
real or virtual image of the object beyond the
place of division.

binocular-glass, s.

Optics: An eye-glass or telescope to which
both eyes may be applied.

binocular microscope, s.

Optics: A microscope with two eye-glasses,
so that both eyes may use it simultaneously.

binocular telescope, ».

Optics : A pair of telescopes mounted in a
st;.nd, and having a parallel adjustment for
the width between the eyes. The tubes have
a coincident horizontal and vertical adjust-
ment for altitude and azimuth.

bl-noc -u-late, a. [From Lat. bini = two by
two, ondus = an eye, and suff. -ate.] Having
two eyes. [Binocular.]

bi-noo'-u-lus, s. [From Lat. 6in( = two by
two, and oculus = an eye.]

Zool. : The name given by Geoffrey, Leach,
Ac., to agenus of Kntomostracous Crustaceans,
now more generally called Apus (q.v.).

bi-no'-dal, a. [From Lat. prefix bi = two,
and Eng, nodal = pertaining to a node ; from
Latin nodus rs a knot. ]

BoL : Having two nodes. It is used speci-
ally of the inflorescence called the cyme, as
existing in some monocotyledonous plants.

bl-no'-ml-aL, a. & s. [Lat. prefix bi = two
;

nom(en) = a name ; i connective ; and Eng.
suff. -al. In Fr. binome ; Port binomo.)

A. As adjective

:

1. Phys. Science : Having two distinct
names. [Binomial 8vstem.]

2. Algebra: Pertaining to a quantity con-
sisting of two terms united together by the
signs + or — . If x joins them, they are only
a monomial. A binomial is ranked under the
general term polynomial. [Binomial The-
orem.]
B. As substantive : A quantity consist-

Ing of two terms united by the signs -f
or -.

binomial system.
Nomenclature of Animals, Plants, «*e. : A

system (that which now obtains), which gives
to an animal, a plant, or other natural object,
two names, the first to indicate the genus and
the second the species to which it belongs,
as Canis familiaris (the dog), Bellis perennis
(the daisy).

"This system [of *oological nomenctatura] Is called
toe binomial tystem from the circuinstAnce that, ac-
comiug to this method, every animal receives two
names, one belonging to itself exclusively, the other
ia common with all the other species of the genus in
which it is included."—Dattat ; Sat. Hitt. ,- Anton.
King., p. 11.

binomial theorem.
Algebra: A theorem, or it maybe called a

law, discovered by Sir Isaac Newton, by
which a binomial quantity can be raised to any
power without the trouble of a series of actual
multiplications. Actual multiplication shows
that the 7th power of* + aiBa^ + 7« 6a+21
ars o1 +35**a» + S5aj| a* + 21a^a* + 7*a» +
a7. It is evident that the several powers of
the two letters x and a and the co-efficients

stand so related to each other that study of
them miirht enable one to educe a law from

them, in its most abstract form it is this :—
If (a* + a) be raised to the nth power, that is,

(x + o>. it s ar» + w»-i a -f
" (* - *)

zn- ia» + ^(^mn-2) xn_ ia?t+ ] :^
I bi nom' in ous, a. [From Lat biiumin,
the root of binomen, genit binominis =
having two names ; from prefix bi = two,
and rumen, gen. nominU = name ; suff. -ous.)
Having two names.

bi not (< silent), t. [Fr.]

Agric. : A kind of donble-monid board-
plough.

bi not on ous, o. [From Lat. prefix M •
two; Eng. nof(e), and satt*. -onous.] Consist-
ing of two notes, as the song of some birds.
(Montague.)

bi -nous, a. [From Lat bini = two by two ;
suff. -ous.] Double.

bi nox -ide, s. [From Lat. bini = two by
two, and Eng. oxtae (q.v.).]

Chem. : A combination of two atoms of
oxygen with an element. [B. L, Chem.)

bi-oc'-el-late, a. [From Lat. pref. bi = two,
and Eng. ocellute (q.v.).]

Entom. : Having two ocelli on its wings,

bi 6 choni' ic, bi 6 cheni'-ic al, o. Of
or pertaining to biochemistry.

bi S chem' is-try, .. [From Gr. plot
(bias) « life, and Eng. chemistry (q.v.).] That
branch of chemistry which treats of the compo-
sition of animal and vegetable tissuesand fluids.

U The new Biochemic System of medicine
was founded by Dr. Schussler, of Oldenburg,
Germany, about 1875 and has gained many ad-
herents in this country. Its method is to
directly supply certain rell-salts the deficiency
of which is indicated by the presence of disease.

bi 6 dy nam' Ics, «. [From Gr. plot (bios)= life, and Eng. dynamics (q.v.).] The dyna-
mics of life, the doctrine of vital forces or
activity. (Dnnglison.)

bi -6 gen, ». [Gr. 0io* (Mm) = life, and y*v
(gen-) root of yeypaw (oen?iao)= to beget. ] (8ee
extmct)

" The BnbatAfice of the sonl. to which I apply the
name biofftrt."—£ Cones; Biogen, p. 8%

bi o gen'-e-sis, s. [Gr. 0iot (bios) = life,

ye'eeo-is (genesis) = generation.]

Biol. : A scientific word invented by Prof
Huxley, and first used by him in his address
as President of the British Association at
Liverpool, 1870, to indicate the view that
living matter can be produced only from that
which is itself living. [Abiogenesis and
Fartbenooenesis.] Prof. Huxley, after sum-
ming up the arguments for and against
Redi's great doctrine of Toiogenesis, adds the
words, " Which appears to me, with the
limitations I have expressed, to be victori-
ous along the whole line at the present
day." (Huxley: British Association Report,
1S70, pp. lxxvi.)

bi-6- gen'-c -sist, «. [Eng. biogenesis) ; -ML]
One who accepts the doctrine of biogenesis.

bi-d-ge-net'-Ic, a. [Gr. /Sioc (6ios) = life,

and Eng. genetic] Pertaining to biogeny.

bi-dg'-en-Ist, s. [Eng. biogen(y); -«(.] One
skilled in biogeny.

bi-S£-8li-y, s. [Gr. fiiat (bios) = life, and
ysvvam (gennao) — to beget, to engender.]

1. The history of organic evolution. (Rac-
ial : Evolution of Man (Eng. ed.), i. 8.)

2. Biogenesis (q.v.).

" If the doctrine of biogeny ia true, the air moat be
thick with germe."—Buxl.g : Presidential Address
Brit. Assoc., 1*70. p. luxi.

bi-6 graph, t. [Biography.] A biography

;

a biographical article or notice.

bi' 6 graph, v.t. [Bioobaph, ».] To write a
biographical notice of.

bi-og-ra phce', >. [Biography.] The sub-

ject of a biography.

bi-og'-raph-dr, ». rFrom Eng. biograp\(y);

•er. In Sw. biogra/; Dan. A Ger. biograph

;

Fr. biographs ; Port, biograpko ; I tal. biografi) ;

botl,b6j>; pollt, jc-\vl;

cian, -tian :

eat, cell, ohorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sdn, as; expect, yenophon, exist, -injv

tion, sion = shiin ; tlon, -}lon = shun, -clous. -tious, -slous = shus. -cle, -die, ftc. - eel, del.
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•11 from Gr. fiuK (bios)= the time or course of
Ufe, life, and ypdfau (grapho) = to write.] [Bio-
orai'HY.] One whc writes the Uvea or
memoirs of persons deceased.

IT It is U3ed—
(1) As a simple tvord :

". , . that industrious and exact antiquary and
biographer, Mr. Anthony a Wood, . . .'—Wood:
Athens* Qxon. ; Bookseller to the Reader.

(2) In compos. : In the term autobiographer
= one who is a biographer of himself, i.c,
who writes his own life or memoirs. [Auto-
biographer.]

• bi-6-graph-i-a, s. [Biography.]

t bi-$-graph'-ic, bi-o-graph I-cal, a.

[In Fr. biographique ; Port, biographico ; from
Gr. 0t'oe (bios) as course of life, and ypa^iKoc
(graphikos) =e capable of drawing, painting, or
writing. ] Pertaining to biography. [Biogra-
phy.]

"The short biographical 1 otices which were in-
scribed under the anceatorial images were doubtless in
nuuiy cases derived from au early a^te."—Lewis : Ear.
itrnn. Hut., ch. vl, i 0. vol. L, p. 18.

•i-d-griiph'-i-cal-lj, adv. [Eng. biographi-

cal ; -Jy.) After the manner of biography or
of a biographer. (Ec. Rev.)

bl-6g -ra-phiae, v.t. [Biograph(y), term. -ise.]

To write the life of a person.

tn-^-ra-phy, * bi^-graph'-I-a, a [In

Ger. k Fr. biographie ; Port, biographia; Ital.
fcSp. biografia. From Gr. fiios(bios)= course of
life such as man leads, as opposed to fan} (zoe),

that led by the inferior animals. B«k (Btos)
is used also to mean biography. Graphy is from
Gr. ypatfrr) (graphe) = a delineation, a writing,
a description ; yawp** (grapho) = to grave, to
write. ] The written life of an eminent person.
It is supposed to be fuller than memoirs,
which simply record the more memorable
scenes in his history. The word biography is

Suite recent. As Trench shows, it came into
fie language first as biographia. This latter

term, though it looks Greek, or Latin borrowed
from Greek, is really in neither tongue, though
it occurs in Portuguese, and analogous words
exist in French, Italian, and Spanish. [See
etym. ] Though the term biography is modern,
the kind of literature which it describes is

ancient. In the book of Genesis there are
biographies, or at least memoirs, of Adam.
Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, and
others. Homer's "Odyssey" may be con-
sidered to be an extended biography of
Ulysses, limited, however, to the most in-
teresting period of his life—that of his wan-
derings. Though the " Iliad" may be loosely
ealled a history of the Trojan war, yet, more
accurately, it is a chapter from the biography
of Achilles, describing calamities brought
upon the Greeks by the revenge which he
•ook on Agamemnon for carrying off his
#temale captive Briseis. The most elaborate
ancient Greek biography was Plutarch's
?arallel Lives, Bioi iTapdAA?)Aot (Bioi Paral-
s2Zoi), consisting of forty-six memoirs of Greek,
Iftoman, and other celebrities ; it was pub-
lished about A.D. 80. In B.C. 44, Cornelius
jtfepos had sent forth a biographical work,
bis Vita Imperatorum, Lives of Commanders.
In more modern times very extended bio-

-aphies have been attempted. Thus France
« Its Biographie Universelle in fifty-two

volumes, published between 1810 and 1828,
and England, among other works, possesses
its Biographia Britannioa (five volumes) (1747-
1766), its English General Biographical Dic-
tionary, eleven volumes (1762), and Chalmers's
Biographical Dictionary, thirty-two volumes
(181^-1817), and the great Dictionary of
National Biography (commenced in 1885, and
planned to make fifty volumes'.
Among works of more limited aim may be

noted various Lives of the Saints, Foxe's Book
e-J Martyrs, various Lives of the Poets, Boswell's
Life of Johnson, and finally Men of the Time,
In which last work are memoirs of living in-
stead of dead heroes.
One branch of biography is autobiography,

in whieh a person gives his own life or me-
moirs. Cossar's Commentaries is a most valu-
able example of this kind of writing.
Biography is properly a department of

history which, as Macaulay shows, should be a
history not solely of kings or similar person-
ages, but of the people also over whom they

grap
has

rule. The more prominent a person has been,
the more nearly does his biography become
identical with history in the ordinary sense. A
life or memoir of Martin Luther, Napoleon I.,

or the first Duke of Wellington, is in all

essential particulars history, and that not of a
solitary nation, but of Europe, nay, even of
the world.

•J Biography is used

—

(1) As a simple word.
" Biographia., or the history cf particular men'i

lives, comes next to be considered. '—Dryden.
"

. . . no species of writing seems more worthy of
cultivation than biography, since none can more cer-
tainly enchain the heart by irresistible interest, or
more widely diffuse instruction to every diversity of
condition."—Johnson: Rambler, Ho. 60.

(2) As a compound, in the term autobio-
graphy (q.v.).

bi-S-ldg'-l'-cal, a. [In Fr. biologique ; from
Gr. fiios (bios) = course of life, and Aoyncdc
(logikos)= pei taining to speech or reason; Aovdc
(logos) = a word, ... a discourse ; suff. -ah]

Phys. Science : Pertaining or relating to the
science of biology.

" The state of biological science."—Dr. Allen Thorn-
ton : Brit. Auuc. Rep. 11871). pt. ii. 114.

bl-4-l6g'-lc-al-ljf, adv. [Eng. biological;

•ly.] In a biological manner.

bi-oT-o'-&fst, *. [Gr. |3t'oc (bios) = course of
life, and Ao-yio-njs (logistes) = a calculator, a

reasoner ; Xoyi^oiiat (logizomai) = to count,
reckon.]

Phys Science: One who cultivates the science
of biology.

"... the problems and argumentations familiar to
the professed biologist, . . r—Prof. Rolleston ; Brit.
Assoc. Rep. (1870), pt. ii., 92.

bl-oV-^-gy\ s. [In Ft. biologie; from Gr.
0i« (bios) = course of life (Biography), and
Aoyoc (logos) = . . . discourse.]

Phys. Science : A term, first introduced by
Treviranus of Bremen, recently adopted by
the leading British naturalists, and now ob-
taining universal currency. It is used in two

(1) (In a more restricted sense) : Physiology.
"... the word Biology is at present used in two

senses, the one wider, the other more restricted. In
thin latter sense the word becomes equivalent to the
older and still more currently used word 'Physiology.'"
—Prof. Rolleston ; Brit. Auoc. Rep. (1870), pt ii., «.

(2) (In a wider sense): The science of life in
its widest acceptation. It specially addresses
itself to scientific inquiries into the first

origin of life and the changes it has under-
gone from the earliest traceable period until
now. There has been since the year 1865 or
1866 a section of the British Association
termed Biology, and a similar section in the
American Association. It is divided into three
departments (formerly called sub-sections),

the first named Zoology and Botany, the second
Anthropology, and the third Anatomy and
Physiology.

" It is in the wider sense that the word is used when
speaking of this as being the section of Biology ; and
this wider sense is a very wide one, for it comprehends
first animal and vegetable physiology and anatomy

;

secondly, ethnology and anthropology; and, thirdly,
scientific zoology and ctassincatory botany, inclusively
of the distribution of species."*—Prof. Rolleston: Brit.
Assoc. Rep. (1870), pt ii., 96.

bl-iV-phy'-tiim, s. [Gr. Atot (bios) = life, and
4>vr6v (phuton) = a plant, rftuw (phuo) = to
bring forth.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Oxalidacese (Oxalids). The Biophytum
sensitivum (Sensitive Biophytum) has 1 pin-
nated leaves, irritable or sensitive. It is a
very pretty annual.

bi'-d-plasm, s. [Gr. pioc (bios) = life, course

of life, and wAao>a (plasma) m that which is

capable of being fashioned, an image ; from
irAacro-cii (plassS) = to form, mould, or shape.]

Biol : A term introduced by Prof. Lionel S.

Beale, M.B., F.R.S., to designate forming,
living, or germinal matter ; the living matter
of living beings. The terra protoplasm had
been previously used in an analogous sense,
but Dr. Beale felt precluded from adopting it

by the fact that it was used by most writers,
and notably by Professor Huxley, in a widely
extended sense, so as to require the introduc-
tion of a word more limited in signification.
It is distinguished from formed matter ; in-
deed, the extension of the one and that of the
other occur under different and often opposite
conditions. All the organs of the body come
from bioplasm. (Beale: Bioplasm, 1872.)

W-d-plast, s. [Gr. &ioc (bios) = course of life,

and TrAao-rdc (plastos) = formed, moulded
;

from TrAao-o-w (plasso) = to form, to mould.]

Biol : A little nucleus of germinal matter,
many of which are scattered through the
tissues of the body. It is from these that the
growth of new matter proceeds. In the pro-
cess of healing of a wound near the surface of
the body, "lymph" is poured out, in which
may be found bioplasts which have descended
from white blood corpuscles. Of these, some
produce epithelium, others fibrous connective
tissue, unless they be too freely nourished, in
which case they grow and multiply rapidly,
and no kind of tissue whatever results, but
pus is alone formed. (Beale: Bioplasm, § 43.
133.1

"bi osc'-6-py, *. The diagnosis of life and
death, as by means of an electric current.

bi 6 tine, bi-6-ti'-na, s. [Ital. biotin*.
From Biot, a French naturalist.] A mineral,
called also Anorthite (q. v.).

ui'-6-tite, *. [Named after Biot, a French
naturalist ; suffix -ite.)

Min. ; A hexagonal and an optically unaxial
mineral, formerly called Magnesia Mica,
Hexagonal Mica, and Uniaxial Mica. It
exists in tabular prisms, in disseminated
scales, or in massive aggregations of cleavable
scales. Colour: silvery-white, rarely bottle-
green, and by transmitted light, often fiery-red.

Composition a good deal varies. One specimen
had silica, 40*00; alumina, 1616; sesquioxide
of iron, 7'50 ; oxide of manganese, 21*54;
potassa, 10-83; water, 3 0; iron, 0'50 ; and
titanic acid, 0*2. Rubellan is an altered biotite
and Eukamptite one of a hydrous type.
(Dana.)

* bl-O-vac, a. [Bivouac.] (Glossog. Nov.)

bip'-ar-ous, a. [Lat. prefix U = two, and
pario = to bring forth, to bear.] Bringing
forth two at a birth. (Johnson.)

bi par -ted, t by-par-ted, a. [Lat. prefix
bi = two, and Eng. parted (q. v.). ] Divided
into two.

Her. : The same as parted (q.v.).

bl-par'-tl-ble, a. [In Fr. bipartible. From
Lat bipartio = to divide into two parts.

Lat. pref. bi — two, and partibilis = divisible

;

partio — to share, to part
;
pars = a part.J

Bot. : Capable of being parted in two. Ex-
ample : the Calyx of Protea.

bi-par -ti-ent, a.ks [Lat bipartiens, * pr.

par. of bipartio.] [See Bipartible.]

A. As adjective: Dividing into two part*
without leaving a remainder. (Glossog. Nov.)

•ff A b'tpartient number: The same as B.
substantive (q.v.).

B. As substantive : A number which divides
another into two equal parts without leaving
a fraction. Thus 4 is a bipartient of 8, and 26

of 50.

bi-par'-tile, a. [From Lat prefix bi, part, &
suffix -He.] Bipartible, which may be divided
into two. (Martyn.)

bi par -tite, a. [In Ital bipartito; from Lat
bipartitus, pa. par. of bipartio — to divide into

two parts ; prefix bi = two, and partio = to
share, to part ; pars = a part. In Fr. biparti.)

Divided into two, biparted. Used—
1. Spec. : Of things material.
" His [Alexander's) empire was bipartite Into Asia

and Syria."—Gregory : Posthuma, p. 15a

2. Fig. : Of things not material.

"The divine fate Is also bipartite; some theists
apposing God both to decree and to doe all things in
as (evil as well as good), or by his immediate influence
to determine all actions, and so make them alike
necessary to us." — Cadwort h : Intellectual System,
Fret, p. 1.

Bot. : Parted in two from the apex almost
but not quite to the base. Applied to leaves,

&c

t bi-pa--tr-tlon, s. [In Fr. bipartition ; from
Lat bxpartitum, supine of bipartio = to divide

into two parts
;
prefix bi = two, and partio =

to share, to part ; pars= a part ] The act or

operation of dividing into two parts. The
state of being so divided. (Glossog. Nov., 2nd
edition, 1719.)

t bi pa-tent, a. [From Lat prefix bi - two,

and Eng. patent.) Open on both sides.

(Glossog. Nov.)

ssvte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, tether; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p£t,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, as, ce = o, ey - a, qu = lew.



bipeche—birch 561

•bi-peche, bl-pe-chen(pa. par. bipehte), v.t.

[A.S. bepaican ; pa. par. bepwht — to deceive,

or seduce.] To deceive. (0. Eng. Horn., i. 91.)

bl-pec'-tln-ato, a. [From Lat. prefix bi =
two, and pectinatus = sloped two opposite
ways, like a comb ;

pecten := a comb; pecto =
to comb.]

Bot., £c. : Having two margins each pecti-

nate, Ue,, toothed like a comb. (Webster.)

bl'-ped, a. & s. [In Fr. bipede ; Port, biped*.

From Lat. prefix bi = two, and pes, genit.

pedis — foot.]

A. As adjective: Having two feet.

" By which the man, when heavenly life waa ceased,
Became a kelpies*, naked, biped beast."

Byron: An Eptitle. {Richardson.)

B. As substantive: A mau or other being
walking on two feet as contradistinguished
from a quadruped walking on four.

" No serpent or fishes oviparous, have any stones at
all, neither 6t;W nor quadruped oviparoua have any
exterlourly. —Browne : Vutgar Erroart.

bi'-ped-al, bip'-ed-al, a. [In Fr. bipedal;
from Lat bipes, genit. bipedit = two-footed. ]

[Biped.] Having two feet.

"... in this case it would have become either more
strictly quadruped or bipedal."— Darwin : Itetcent of
Man, Pt I., ch. iv.

bl'-pel-ta-ta, s. pi. [From Lat. prefix bi =
two, and peita; Gr. ireArn (pelte) = a small,
light shield of leather, without a rim. It

was generally crescent-shaped.]

Zool. : Cuvier's name for a family of Crus-
,taceans, one of two making up the order
Stomapoda. It was so called because the
testa is divided into two bucklers, whereas in

the other family, the Unipeltata, there is but
one. The former is now generally called
Phyllosomidre, and the latter Squillidre, whilst
a third family, the Mysidre, has been placed
with them under the Stomapoda. (See these
terms.)

bi-pel'-tate, a. [Bipeltata.]

Zool. : Having a covering like two small
shields, or like a double shield.

bi-pen'-nate, bi-pe'n-na'-ted, a. [From
Latin prefix bi, and pennatus = feathered,
winged. Compare also bipennis = having two
wings ; bi = two, and penna = a feather, a
wing.]

1. Zool. : Having two wings.
"All bipennated insects have poises joined to the

body."—Durham.
* 2. Bot. : The same as Bipinnated (q.v.).

bi-pen-nat-i-par'-ted, a. [From Latin
prefix bi = two, and Eng. pennati-parted
<q.v.).]

Bot. : Twice penuati-parted, doubly divided
into partings or partitions—applied to the
venation of a leaf and its lobings. (Lindley :

Inlrod, to Bot.)

bl-pen-nat-i-sec'-ted, a. [From Lat. pref.

bi — two, and Eng. pennatisected (q.v.).] The
lame as bipennati-parted, except that the
double divisions are into segments instead of
into partitions. (Lindley: Introd. to Bot.)

bi-pen'-n$s, *. [Lat. bipennis, as adj. = having
two edges ; as subst. = an axe with two edges,
a battle-axe ; from prefix bi, and penna = a
feather ; another form of pinna = a feather, a
wing.] A two-edged axe, a battle-axe.

bi-pes, s. [Lat. bipes = two-footed ; from
prefix M =: two, and pes = foot.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A name given to a lizard
from the Cape of Good Hope—the Anguis
bipes of Linnaeus, the Scelotes bipes of Gray.

2. Zool. : A genus of reptiles, belonging to
the order Sauria, and the family Gymnoph-
thalmidai. The hinder legs are imperfect, and
thus the first step is taken towards their dis-
appearance in the Ophidia (Serpents), to which
these lizards are closely akin. Some species
are now transferred to the genus Pygopus
(q.v.). Example : Bipes lepidopndus, Lacepede,
now Pygopus lepidopodus. It is from Australia.

bl-pet'-al-ous, a. [From prefix bi = two,
and Lat. petalum = a metal plate. From Gr.
w^toAov (petalon) = a leaf, a petal, a plate of
metal.] [Petal.]

Bot.: Having two petals in the flower.

bi'-phdr-a, bi -ph6r-es, s. pi. [From Lat.
prefix bi, and Gr. «f>e'n<u (phero); the same as
Lat. fero = to bear.]

BIPINNATK LEAF.

Zool. : An order of Tunicated Molluscoid*,
consisting of free-swimming animals, trans-

parent as glass, and having an aperture at
e;ich end of their tubular body, the one for

the ingress and the other for the exit of water.
The typical genus is Salpa. The nearest
affinity of the Biphora is with the Ascidians.
[Ascidia.]

bi - pin' - nate, bi -

pin -na- ted, a.

[From Lat. prefix bi,

and Eng. pinnated.
Lat. prefix bi = two,
and pinnatus = fea-

thered
;

pinna = a
feather.]

Bot. : The term used
when the leaflets of a
pinnate leaf are them-
selves pinnate. A
great many of the
Acacias whicli consti-

tute so marked a fea-

ture in tropical jungles
have beautifully bi-

pinnate leaves ; so
also have their near allies, the Mimosas.

bi-pln-nat'-l-fid, * bi-pen-naf-i fid. a.

[From Lat. prefix bi = two ; and Eng. pinna-
tifid, pennatifid (q.v.).]

Bot. : Twice pinnatifid. The term used
when the lobes or sinuations of a pinnatifid

leaf are themselves pinnatifid.

bi-pli'-cate, a. [From Lat. prefix bi = two,
and plicatus = folded ; pa. par. plico = to

fold.]

Bot. : Twice folded together, (ffenslowj

t Dl-plIc'-I-t^, s. [From Lat. biplex, genit.

biplicis = double, and Eng. sufllx -ity.] The
state of being twice folded, reduplication.
(Roget.)

bi-po'-lar, a. [From prefix bi m two, and
polar (q.v.).'] Doubly polar. (Coleridge.)

Bi'-pont, Bi pon -tine, a. [From Lat. W-
pontinus = pertaining to Bipontium, now
Zweibriicken, in Bavaria.]

Biblio. ; Relating to books published at
Bipontium. (See etym.)

* biprenc, bipreone, v.t. [A.S. pref. bi,

and preon = a clasp, a bodkin.] To pin, to
tag ; to fasten down. (N.E.D.)

bi-pu ric-tate, a. [From Lat. prefix bi =
two, and punctatus = punctxis = a puncture,
with suffix -ate.] [Punctate.]

Entom., itfc.jsvHaving two punctures.

bipunc'-tu-fu, a. [From Lat. prefix bi =
two, and punc'tus = a puncture, ... a point,
with suffix -ah] [Puncture.] Having two
points. (Maunder.)

bi-pu'-pll-late, a. [From Lat. prefix bi =
two, and pupilla = (1) an orphan girl ; (2) the
pupil of the eye.]

Entom. ; Having two pupil-like markings,
differing in colour in the ocellus of a butter-
fly's wing.

bl-quad -rate, s. [In Ger. biquadrat. Lat.
prefix bi — two, and quadratus — squared,
square

;
quadro ss to make square ; quadrum

= a square
; quatuor = four.] The fourth

power of a number or quantity. [Biquad-
ratic. ]

" BlQiiadratc, the fourth power in algebra, arising
from the multiplkvitiou of a square number or quan-
tity by itself."—Glouog. Jfov.

bi^quad-rat'-ic, a. & «. [In Fr. biquadra-
tique ; Port, biquadrado.] [Biquadbate.]

A. As adjective (Arith., Alg., &c.): Twice
squared, i.e., squared, and then squared
again ; raised to the fourth power ; containing
such a fourth power, or pertaining to that
which does so. [See the compound terms
which follow.]

B. As substantive (Arith., Alg., dtc): The
fourth power ; that is, the square multiplied
by the square. Thus x* is the biquadratic of
*, and a* + 4 as 6 + 6 a* b3 + 4 a b3 + b* is the
biquadratic of a + 6.

biquadratic equation. An equation
containing the fourth power of the unknown
quantity in it, whether with or without the
powers less than the fourth. Thus x* + Zx
+ 4 = 2

1

2 -i3 is a biquadratic equation.

biquadratic parabola. A curve of
the third order, having two infinite legs tend-
ing in the same direction.

biquadratic root. The square root of
a square root ; the square root of a number,
and then its square root again extracted.
Thus 2 is the biquadratic root of 16, because

a/16 Is = 4, aud V4"= 2.

* bi-quash, v.t. [Quash.] To be rent in
pieces.

"And al biquatshed the roche."

—

P. Plowman, K,S7L

* bi-que'st, s. [Bequest.]

* bi que- then, v.t. [From A.S. be, and cwi-
than = to speak or moan in grief, to mourn, to
lament.] To bewail.

" And tinereu, and winden and biquethen,
And waken is sitlien xl ufgt."

Story of Oen. & Bxod., 2,4*6-9.

bi-quin'-tile, s. [Lat. bi — two, and quin~
tilis = pertaining to the fifth month of the
old Roman year, afterwards July

;
quintus =

the fifth ; quinque = five.]

Astrol. : An aspect of the planets, first

noted by Kepler, when their distance from
each other is | of a circle, i.e., 144°. (Glossog.

Nov.)

* bi-quua d, pret. of v. [From pref. bi, and
A.S. cwethaii = to say, tell.] [Bequeath.]
Ordered, appointed.

" Qod bi-quuad watrew here itede."
Story of Gen. A Exod., 117.

* blr, * bur, s. [O. Icel. burr.] Rage, fury.

"To him he itlrt with bir ful prim."
Iwainc and Gawitine, 1,061.

bi-ra'-di-ate, bi ra -di-a-ted, a. [From
Lat. bi = two, and radiatus, pa. par. of radio
m to furnish with spokes or rays ; radius =
. . . a spoke, a ray.] Having two rays.

birch, * birche, * bcrche, * burche,
* birke (Eng.), birk (Scotch), s. & a. [A.S.
beorc, birce, byrce ; O. Icel. biork ; Sw. bjbrk ;

Dan. Hrk, birke-tras ; Dut berk; (N. H.)Ger.
birke; M. H. Ger. birclie, birke; O. H. Ger.
bircha, piricha; Russ. bereza; Pol. brzoza;
Serv. breza; Lith. berzas, all = birch. Skeat
quotes from Benfey Sausc. bhurja = a kind of
birch, the leaves or bark of which were used
for writing on.] [Byrche.]

A. As substantive

:

1. The English name of the trees and shrubs
belonging to the botanical genus Betuia (q.v.).

Two species occur wild in Britain, the Common
Birch (Betuia alba) and the Dwarf Birch (B.
nana). The Common Birch has ovate-deltoid,
acute, doubly serrate leaves. Its flowers are
in catkins, which come forth in April and
May. It grows best in heathy soils and in
alpine districts. The Drooping or Weeping
Birch (B. pendula) is a variety of this tree.

It grows wild on the European continent and
in Asia. The wood of the birch is tough and
white. It is used for making brooms ; it is

often burned into charcoal ; twigs are by
many employed for purposes of castigation.
The oil obtained from the white rind is used
in tanning Russia leather. [Birch-oil.] The
Russians turn it to account also as a vermifuge
and as a balsam in the, cure of wounds. In
some countries the bark of the birch is made
into hats and drinking-cups. The Betuia
nana, or Dwarf Birch, grows in the Highlands
of Scotland, in Lapland, Ac It is a small
shrub, one or two feet high. The Laplander
uses the wood for fuel, and the leaves, spread
over with a reindeer's skin, for a bed. B.

lenta is the Mahogany Birch, Mountain Ma-
hogany, Sweet Birch, or Cherry Birch of North
America. Its leaves are fragrant, and have
been used as a substitute for tea. The Canoe
Birch, of which the North American Indians
construct their portable canoes, is the B.
papyracea.

2. A rod of birch used for castigation.
" Why not go to Westminster or Eton at once, miin,

and take to Lilly's Grammar and Accidence, and to
the birch, too. H you like it r '—Scott : Hob Roy. ch. ii.

B. As adjective or in composition : Of or be-

longing to the tree described under A. (Sec

the compounds which follow.)

If Lady Birch : A name for Betuia alba, Lin.

[Birch.] (Lyte, Prior, £c.)

Silver Birch: Betida alba, Lin. (Lyte, Prior.)

West Indian Birch : A terebinthaceous tree,

Bursera gummifera. (Treas. of Bot.)

birch -besprinkled, a. Besprinkled
with birch. (Used poetically of cliffs.)

boll, bo>; pout, Jtffel; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f.

-clan, -tian - shan. -tion. -sion - shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious shue. -ble. -die, \ <. - beL del.
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birch-camphor, birch camphor, «.
A resinous substance obtained from the bark
of the Black Birch (Betula nigra).

birch oil, s. An oil extracted from the
bark of the birch-tree. It is used in the pre-
paration of Russia leather, to which it im-
parts a certain fragrance, whilst at the same
time protecting it from becoming mouldy or
being attacked by insects,

birch wine, birchen-wine, a, Wine
made from the vernal juice of the birch.

** She boasts no charms divine.
Yet she can carve ami make birch wine."

T. Warton : Progr. of Ditamtent.

1J Other obvious compounds are: Birch-broom,
Birch-canoe (Longfellow: Song of Hiawatha,
xiii.), birch-grove, birch-leaf (Ibid., iii.), birch-
rod, birch-tree, &c

birch, v.t, [From birch, s.] To chastise with
a birch rod ; to flog.

birched, pa. par. & a. [Birch, vJ]

t bir'-ehen (Eng.), bir-ken (Scotch), a. CA.S.
beorcen, bircen, byrcen ; Dut. berken ; Ger.
HVtah] Pertaining to birch ; composed of
binh ; made of birch. (Gradually becoming
obsolete, its place being supplied by the sub-
stantive birch used adjectively.) (Birken.J

** She sate beneath the birchen tree."
Scott : The Lady of the hake, lv. ».

* blr'-chin, a. The same as Birchen (q. v.).

Birchin Lane, * Birchen Lane,
* Burchen Lane, • Birching Lane, i.

1. (Of the three first forms) : A lane or street
in the City of London in which second-hand
or ready-made clothes were formerly sold.
It is one of the lanes connecting Cornhill
and Lombard Street, and is much more aristo-
cratic in its character than in the olden time.
Stow says the name is a corruption from
Birchover, the first builder and owner thereof.

" His discourse makes not his behaviour, but he
buy.-s it at court, as cuuutreyineu their clothes in
Birchin-lane."—Overbury'» Char., 17, of a fine Gent.
{Nare*.)

*2. Of the form Birching Lane : A cant term
for a place where one is to receive a whipping.
(Ascham.) [Birch, v.t.]

If To send one to Birching Lane: To send
one to be whipped. (Nares.)

birch -ing, pr. par., a., & e. [Birch, v.)

A. & B. As pr. par. & participial adj. : In
a sense corresponding to that of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of chastising with a
birch twig.

birch'-wood, «. & a, [Eng. birch ; wood,}

A* As substantive :

1. A wood consisting of birches.
" Foyers came headlong down through the Mrchtoood

with the same leap and the same roar."—Macaulay

:

lint. Eng., ch. xHL
2. The wood of the birch-tree.

B. As adjective

:

L Pertaining to a wood or forest of birch.
" Strewn o'er It thick as the hirch-xeooU leave*."

Memail* ; Battle of Alorgarten.

2. Made of, or in any way pertaining to, the
wood of the birch-tree.

birch'-worts, s. [Eng. birch, and -worts, pL
suffix.] [Wort.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to his
order Betulaceae (q.v.).

bird (1), • byrde, # b erde, * bridde, *bryd
(Eng.), bird, * boird, * burd, * brid
(Scotch), 3. & a. [Mid. Eng. brid, rarely byrde
(by letter change from the first form); A.S,
brid = a bird, especially the young of birds.
There is no evidence as to its remote ety-
mology. Skeat connects it with A.S. bredan
as to breed ; from which Murray dissents.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

t (1) In the Anglo-Saxon sense of the term,

:

The young of any animal ; a brood,
* (a) The young of any feathered flying

biped ; a chicken.

"As that ungentle gall, the cuckoo's bird,
Useth the sparrow . . .

Shaketp. t Ben. /P., V. 1.

* (&) The young of any other animal.
* (c) A child.

•'With my brestes my brid I fed.-
Boly Rood (ed. Morris), p. 133.

(2) A feathered flying biped.

(a) Gen. : Any feathered flying biped, great
or small, old or young.

M
. . . and all the bird* of the heaven* were fled."—

Jer. tv. 25.

(0) Spec. : A small feathered flying biped, as
distinguished from a large one, the latter being
called a fowl. Also especially applied in
sporting phraseology to game — e.g., par-
tridges. (CoUoq u ial.)

2. Fig. : As a term of endearment or other-
wise.

(1) A lady. Spec., a young lady, a girl, so
called probably, not only from her youth
[A. 1. (1)], but also from her beauty, her
lightness of movement, her ability to sing
sweetly, and her liveliness of demeanour.
(Chiefly Scotch.)

" Lord John stood In his stable door.
Said he was boun to ride

;

Burd Ellen stood in her bower door.
Said she'd rin by his side."

Jamieton : Pupular Ball., i 117.

(2) An appellation for a man from a woman
who loves him. [C. Bird of Arabia.]

(3) An appellation given to a man by one
who believes him too soaring In his ambition.
[C. Bird of Vie Mountain.}

XL Technically:

1. Zool. : The English designation of the
Aves, the second class of the sub-kingdom
Vertebrata, standing between the Mammalia
(Mammals) above, and the Reptilia (Reptiles)
below. Whilst in their warm blood they are
more closely akin to the former than to the
latter, they approach the latter rather than
the former in various points of anatomical
structure, especially in their lower limbs.
[Ornithoscelida.] They agree also with
Reptiles, Amphibia, and Fishes in being ovipa-
rous, whilst the Mammalia bring forth their

young alive and suckle them for a time.
Birds are feathered bipeds, with wings used
by all but a few aberrant species for flight.

To facilitate this, air cells communicating
with the lungs permeate the larger bones, and
even the huge bills of the hornbill, toucan,
&c, the effect being greatly to diminish their
weight. The circulation is rapid, the blood
warmer than in other vertebrates, and the
energy, consequently, great. A bird consists

of a head, a body, and limbs, the latter terra

including the legs, tail, and wings. In the
subjoined figure

—

. 3 f /*9% \ _L * A

a Is the bill.

b „ the front (front).

c „ the crown or summit
(vertex).

d „ the ear.

« „ the nape of the neck
(nucha).

f „ the- back or intersca-
pular region.

g „ the lower back (ter-

gum).

k Is the rump (uropy-
giuin), the part
where the tail fea-
thers are inserted.

t „ the tail.

k „ the legs.

I „ the wings.
m„ the belly (abdomen).
n „ the breast.

„ the throat.
p „ the chin.

T For more minute details see Bill, Leg,
Wing, Tail, <fcc.

Linnaeus divided Birds into six orders, Acei-
pitres, Picae, Anseres, Grallae, Galiinae, and
Passeres. All of these, except Picte, are still

retained under different names. Cuvier, in
1817, recognised six orders, Accipitres, Pas-
seres, Scansores, Gallinse, Grallae, and Palmi-
pedes. Vigors, in 1825, adopted the quinary
arrangement into Raptores, Insessores, Ra-
sores, Grallatores, and. Natatores. Owen, in

1866, made seven orders : Natatores, Gralla-
tores, Rasores, Cantatores, Volitores, and
Raptores ; and Huxley, in 1864, separated
Birds into Saurururae, containing only the
Archseopteryx ; the Ratitae, including the
Ostrich and its allies ; and the Carinata*, com-
f>rehending all ordinary birds. Dallas (fol-

owing Vogt's arrangement of 1851) divided
Birds into two sections, the Autophagi, in
which the young birds are capable of feeding
themselves from the moment of leaving the egg,

and the Insessores, In which the young remain
In the nest till tht-y are completely fledged,
being fed meanwhile by the parents. The
former section contains four orders, the Na-
tatores (Swimmers), the Grallatores (Wading
Birds), the Curaores (Runners), and the
Rasores (Gallinaceous Birds). The Insessorial
section also contains four orders, the Columba?
(Pigeons), the Scansores (Climbing Birds), the
Paaserea (Perchers), and the Raptores (Birds
of Prey). In A.D. 1711. Ray estimated the
birds known and described at " near 500."
In 1835, Mr. Swainson conjectured that the
species, known and unknown, might lw about
6,80*). There are more than 10,000 species of
birda, sonu' confined ta narrow localities, other!
widely distributed. Of these, a considerable
proportion belong to the United States, either
um Bammer visitors or as yearly resident!

2. Palaiont. : In certain triassic strata In
Connecticut there are " ornithiclniites," or
fossil footprints like those which birds would
leave upon the mud or fine sand over which
they walked. [Footprints, Ohkithichnitk.]
The number of joints in each of the three toes
Is precisely the same as in modern birds, not-
withstanding which some think the imprints
may be those of Deinosaurian reptiles, of which
remains have been found in the same stratum.
The oldest bird, of which the actual feathered
Bkeleton has been obtained, comes from the
lithographic slate of upper oolitic age, quar-
ried at Solenhofeu in Bavaria : it is the
Archaiopteryx of Owen (q.v.). Three specimen!
of itare known at present : one in Bavaria, the
second in the British Museum of Natural
History, South Kensington, whilst the third
Is in the Berlin University Museum, for
which it was purchased from Herr Halwrlein
for 80,000 marks, or about £4,000. This List

specimen of Archseopteryx has been examined
by Professor Carl Vogt, who considers that
it Is neither bird nor reptile, but some-
thing intermediate between the two ; or, to

be more specific, that while a bird in its in-

tegument and hinder limbs, it is a reptile

in all the rest of its organisation. Bonos like

those of birds exist in the Wealden ; opinion
has much wavered as to whether they were
true birds or flying reptiles [Pterodactyl];
there is, however, what appears to be a
genuine bird in the Greensand. Prof. Marsh
found in the Cretaceous rocks of America
two remarkable genera of birds : the Hesper-
ornis and the Ichthyornis, the former fur-

nished with true teeth in a groove, and the
latter having them lodged in sockets. In
these respects they approach reptiles, beside!
which the Ichthyornis, like reptiles, has its

vertebrae coucave at each end. Of tertiary

birds Owen, in 1846, established four species

from the London clay, described from four
or five fragments of bones and skulls found in

that eocene deposit. These include a vulture,

a kingfisher, and an ostrich. Bones of birds
have been met with somewhat plentifully

in the Paris gypsum and the lacustrine lime
stone of the Limagne d'Auvergne, both fresh-

water strata of eocene age. From the mio-
cene beds of France have been obtained about
Beventyspecies, among others, parrots, trogous,
flamingoes, secretary birds, and marabout
storks, suggesting the present fauna of ticuth

Africa. There are birds in the miocene of the
Sewalik hills in India. Of post-tertiary species
the finest, and also the best known, are the

gigantic Moas from New Zealand, which seem
to have been contemporary with man, though
now they are extinct. The yet more massive
J£pyornis, the eggs of which are more than
thirteen inches in diameter, and equal in capa-
city to 148 hens' eggs, is found in surface

deposits in Madagascar. Thus few fossil birds

are known, and tliose few are mostly from the

tertiary or post-tertiary rocks.

3. Her. : Birds are regarded, some as em
blems of the more active, and others of the

contemplative life. Among the terms applied
to them are Membered, Armed, and Cloe'
(q.v.). When birds are mentioned in blazon,

without expressing their species, they should
be drawn in the form of the blackbird.

(Gloss, of Her.)

B. As adjective : Of, belonging to, or for r
bird. (See the compounds which follow.)

C. In special phrases.

1. A' the birds in the air (Eng. : All the birds

in the air): A play among children, (Scotch.)

" A' the bird* in the air, and a' the d*yi o' the weak.
arc also common games, as well as the skipping -rope
and lioney-pot*.""—Blackwood: Mag., Aug., 1631, p. 84,

(Jamieton. f

fibte. fAt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t,

•r, wore. wolf. work, who, son: mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce - e. ey-a. ou = lnr*
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8. Arabian Bird

:

(a) Lit.: The fabled Phoenix.

(6) One whose reputation or whose power
Is so genuine, that, even if destroyed, it will
rise again.

" Agr. Antony ! O thou Arabian bird /"
Shakexp. : Ant. * Cteop., Hi 1

3. Bird andJoe (used as adv.): A phrase used
to denote Intimacy or familiarity. (Scotch.)

Sitting "Bird and Joe," sitting "cheek
by jowl," like Darby and Joan. (Jamieaon.)

4. Bird of Jove : The eagle,
" I saw Jove's birtl, the Roman eagle."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, iv. %
6. Bird ofJuno :

(a) The peacock.

(6) The hawk.
"See the bird of Juno stooping."

Pope ; Miicel. Poems.

& Bird of Night : The owl.

"Ami yesterday the blrdof night ilicl Bit,

Even at noonday, niwu the market place.
Hooting awl shrieking."

Shakesp Julius Camar, i. 3.

7. Bird of Peace : The dove, so called be-
cause, on the subsidence of the deluge, it bore
to Noah in its bill an olive leaf, the symbol
of peace (Gen. viii. 11).

**The rod, and bird of peace, and all such emblems.
Laid richly on her. ' Shakesp. : Hen, YIII., iv. t

8. Bird of the Mountain :

(a) Lit. : The eagle.

(b) Fig. : A man of soaring ambition
** Proud bird of the mountain thy plume ahaH be torn."

Campbell: Lochiel.

9. Bird of the wilderness : The skylark.
* Bird of the wilderness., hlythesomeaudeuniherless.*'

James Hogg : Ode to the Skylark.

10. Birds of a feather ; Birds of self-same
/gather : Men of similar tastes or proclivities

;

hence the phrase.
" For both of you are bints of self-tamefeather.

"

Sltakesp. : * Hen. 17., iii. S.

11. Birds ofa featherflock togetlier : A preva-
lent phrase signifying that persons of similar
tastes draw togetlier and are generally seen in
each other's company—scientists with scien-
tists, religious men with religious men, play-
actors with play-actore, thieves with thieves.

bird bolt (1), «.

1. Lit* : A short arrow
with a broad flat end,
used to kill birds without
fiercing them. (Lit. £Jig.)

t is sometimes repre-
sented in heraldry.

2. Fig.: That which
smites one's heart or re-

putation without deeply
penetrating cither.

"To be generous, rainless, BIRD-BOLT,
and of free disposition is to
take those things fur bird-bolts
that yon deem camion bullets . . ."—Shaketp. :

Twelfth Sight, i. 5.

*' Ignorance should shoot
His froes-ktiobb'd bird-bolt.

"

Jiartton : What you will.

* bird-bolt (2), *. A corruption of one of
the English names for the Burbot (q.v.).

bird cage, s. A cage for birds. It is

generally made with woodeu bottom and posts,
and with wire, or, if large, sometimes with
wicker-work bars on the sides and top.

** At the door he hung the bird-cage"
Longfellow : The Song of Hiawatha, xii.

bird-call, s.

1. A little stick, cleft at one end, on which
is put a leaf of some plant, for imitating the
cry of birds. (Goodrich db Porter.)

2. A short metallic cylinder, with a circular
perforated plate at each end ; used to make a
trilling noise, as a decoy for birds.

bird-catcher, s. One whose occupation
it is to catch birds.

**'.
. and indeed,' concluded the ciltic, 'from his

fondness for flowers and for birds, I would venture to
softest that a florist or a bird-catcher ts a much more
suitable calling for him than a poet'—Moore: L. R.
{Light of the Harem).

bird-catching, s. & a.

1. As subst. : The art, operation, or occupa-
tion of catching birds. This is one of the
regular callings of the London poor. In
Epping Forest it was carried on to such an
extent that there birds became comparatively
scarce; but since this "open space" has
become public property bird-catching has
been forbidden. Among the birds caught are
the linnet, the bullfinch, the goldfinch, the

chaffinch, the greenfinch, the lark, the night-
ingale, Ac. Mr. Henry Mayhew calculates
that one man, whn practised the trade lor
sixty years, must have caught, first and last,

about 312,000 birds. The general method
adopted is the employment of a decoy-bird
and a net. [Bird-net.]

2. As adj. : Pertaining to the catching; of
birds ; a bird-catching apparatus.

bird-oherry, s. A small tree (the Prunus
padus, &c), wild in Britain, esjwcially in its

northern parts. It has pendulous racemes
of white flowers, which appear in May, and
are succeeded by small black drupaceous
cherry-like fruits. (Hooker and Arnott.)

bird-clruts, *. A class for teaching birds
to imitate the notes of an instrument There
are generally about seven birds in a class.
The principle is to shut the class np in a dark
room, half-starving the performers till they
imitate the instrument, and gradually let in
light upon them and partially feed them as a
reward for singing. Learning to associate
the singing with the gradual appearance of
light and the exhibition of food, they sing to
obtain these necessaries. (Mayhew.)

bird conjurer, * brydd-coniuerer,
s. A diviner by means of birds, an augur

"Thesgentlls . . . brgddconiurert and dyuynouxa."
—Wycliffe {Oeut. xrtii. 14).

bird-diviner, * brid-deuyner, s. The
same as Bsrd-conjurer.

" Deuynouree and . . . briddeuyneres."-~Wyclife
[Jer. xxvii. 9).

bird-duffer, s. A vulgar name for one
who sells a brightly-coloured and expensive
bird, which is found to be a common one of
dull hue painted for sale. The species com-
monly operated upon is the female greenfinch,
its light-coloured plumage adapting it for such
a purpose. ^Mayliew.)

bird-eye, a. [Bird's-eye.]

bird-eyed, a. Having eyes like those of
a bird, that is, iwssessed of piercing sight.

"'SI ud, 'tis the horse-start out o' the brown study—
Rather the bird-ey'd stroke, sir."

U. Jonson : Cynthia's Repels.

bird-fancier, s. One who fancies birds.
(Used either of an amateur, or of one who
makes a livelihood by trapping, keeping, and
selling birds.)

bird-grass, s. The name given by seeds-
men and others to a grass—the Poa trivialis, L.

bird-house, s. An open box for birds,
set up on a long pole, to keep it out of the way
of cats. It is erected by those who, liking
birds, wish to minister to their convenience.

bird-lice, s. pi. The English name given
to the small parasites so frequently seen in-
fecting birds. Naturalists place them in the
insect order Mallophaga, in immediate proxi-
mity to the Anoplura, which contains the
human pediculi, [Mallophaga.]

bird like, a. Like a bird. (Used specially
of a life too much confined.)

"For when I see, how they do mount on high,
Waving their out-stretched wings at liberty ;

Then do I think how bird-like in a cage
My lite I lead, and grief can never suage."

Jficcolt ; Mir.for Magistrates, p. 863.

bird-lime, s.

1. Lit. : A substance whitish and limy in
appearance. (Used, as its name imports, for
capturing birds.) It is ingeneral manufactured
from the bark of the holly, though the berries
of the mistletoe, and also the bark, boiled in
water, beaten in a mortar, and then mashed,
may also be employed for the purpose.

"Holly is of so viscous a juice, as they make birdlinu
of the bark of it."—Bacon : Natural History.

2. Fig. : Anything fitted to ensnare one, or
restrain his departure from a place.

" Heav'n's birdlime wraps me round and glues my
wings." Dryden,

bird-limed, a. Smeared with bird-lime.
(Lit. &ftg.)

"I love not those ' viscosalmneficia,' those Mrdthned
kindnesses which Pliny spooks of."

—

Howell: Letters,
i v. 18.

bird-loops, s.pl The bars in a bird's
cage.
* To keep the Inhabitants of the air close captive
That were created to sky freedom : surely
The merciless creditor took his first light.
And prisons their first models, from sucliHrd-toop*."

Shirley : The Bird in a Cage, iv. L

bird-mouthed, a. Mealy-mouthed ; not

liking to say anything unpleasant, even whez
it should be done.

" Ye're o'er bird-mouth'd-

"

Hamtay : 8. Proe., p. 66. (Jamieson )

bird-net, s. A net used for catching
birds. It is about twelve yards square, and
laid flat on the ground, to which it is affixed
by four iron pins, its sides remaining loose.
Upon it is put a cage with a decov-bird in it,

given to singing cheerfully. When other birds
congregate around it, the man, who has been
lying flat on his face twenty or thirty yards off,

pulls a string, which makes the loose sides of
the net collapse and fly together, imprisoning
the birds around the cage. (Mayhew.)

bird-organ, s. A email organ used in
teaching birds to sing.

bird-pepper, s. The fruit of a plant,
the Capsicum baccatum. "When ripe it is

gathered, dried in the sun, pounded, and mixed
with salt. Afterwards it is preserved in
bottles with stoppers, and is called Cayenne
pepper.

bird-seed, a. A name sometimes given
to heads of Plantain, Pluutago major (Linn.),
and to Canary Grass, Phaiaris canariensis
(Linn.), from their being given to birds for
food. (Prior, p. 22.)

bird-spider, s. A genus of spiders—the
Mygale, and specially the M. avicularia, a
large species inhabiting Surinam, which, as-

both its English and its scientific names im-
port, was formerly believed to catch birds.
[Myoale-J

t bird-SWindler, $. [Biro-duffer.]

bird-trap, *. A two-winged flap-net
sprung by hand, or a box-trap supported un a
ngure-of-four, with a trigger to be touched by

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN BIRD-TIIAP.
(From "Wilkinson's Ancitnt Egyptians')

the bird, or sprung by a person on watch.
The netting of birds by the former method is

well pictured in the ancient Egyptian paintings.
(Knight) The trap was generally made of
net-work, strained over a frame. It consisted
of two seini-circular sides or flaps of equal
sizes, one or both moving on the common bar
or axis upon which they rested. When the
trap was set, the two Haps were kept open by
means of strings, probably of catgut, which
the moment the bait that stood in the centre
of the bar was touched, slipped aside, and
allowed the two sides to collapse, J>ud thus
secured the bird. The Egyptian nets were
very similar to those used in Europe at the
present day, but probably larger, and requir-
ing a greater number of persons to manage,
which may be attributed to an imperfection
in their contrivance for closing them.

bird-witted, a. Tending to roam from
subject to subject ; destitute of couceutrative-
ness ; without fixity of-attention.

bird's-bill, 5. A plant (Trigonella ornitho-
rhynchtts).

bird's bread, s. A name for a plant

—

Sedum acre, which the French cali by the cor-
responding term Pain d'oiseau. It is not
known why the name is given,

bird's-eye, bird's-eyes, bird-eye,
bird-een (Scotch een is = Eng. eyes), s. «a.

A* As substantive .*

1. Zool. & Ord. Lang, (lit.) : The eye or eyes
of a bird.

2. Bot. I The name of several plants with
small bright, usually blue flowers.

(1) A widely-diffused name for Veronica
lhamazdrys.

(2) A name for a plant, called more fully

the Bird's-eye Primrose. It is the Primula
farinosa. It has pale lilac flowers with a
yellow eye. The whole plant is powdered with
a substance smelling like musk. It grows in

the north of England, or rarely in Scotland.

(3) A name sometimes given to the Adonis
autumnalis, and indeed to the whole genus
Adonis, more commonly designated "Phea-
sant's eye."

b6il, bo^; pout, Jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist. -Ing.

-cian, -tian -shan. -tion, -sion-shun; -fion. -sion zhun. -tions, sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, && = bel, del.
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^ American Bird's-eye : A plant

—

Primula
yusilla. (Treas. of Bot.)

3. A variety of manufactured tobacco, In
which the ribs of the leaves are cut along
with the fibre.

C As adjective

:

1. Resembling a bird's-eye, as "Bird's-eye
primrose " (q.v.).

2. Seen as a landscape might be by a bird
flying over a country

—

i.e., seen from above.
A Bird's-eye view (q.v.).

Bird's-eye maple : A North American tree

—

Acer saccharinum, called also the Sugar-maple.
[Acer, Sugar-maple.]

Bird's-eye Primrose: The same as Bird's-

eye, A, 2 (2).

Bird's-eye view, Bird-eye view : A view such
as must present itself to a bird flying over a
country, and consequently looking at the
landscape from above. Though a country
represented in this way on a map has its

prominent features exaggerated, yet to the
unimaginative it gives a more lively and even
a more correct view of the country than or-

dinary representations or maps of the normal
type could do. (Lit. A fig.)

" Viewing from the Pisgah of his pulpit the free,

moral, happy, flourishing, and glorious state of France,
ass la a bird-eye landscape of a promised land."

—

Burks
on the French Revolution.
* That government being so situated, as to have a

large range of prospect, ana as It were a bird't-tye view
of everything. —Burke t Lstter to Thomat Burgh, Eta.

bird's foot, s.

1. In Zool. (Lit.): The foot of a bird.

Bird's-foot Star, Bird's-foot Sea-star

:

Zool. : Palmipes membranaceus, a British

echinoderm.

2. In Botany:

(1) The English name of the Ornithopus, a

fenus of papilionaceous plants. There is a
tritish species—the Ornithopus perpusillus, or
Common Bird's-foot. It is so called from its

long seed-pods, which resemble bird's feet.

It has pinnate leaves with 6—9 pairs of ter-

minal leaflets. The flowers are white, with
red lines. It is found in Scotland. 0. sativus,

or the Serradilla Bird's-foot, introduced from
Portugal about 1818, has proved a most valu-

able fodder-plant.

(2) A plant—Euphorbia ornithopus. (Treat.

of Bot.)

Bird's-foot clover : Withering's name for the
Bird's-foot Trefoil (q.v.).

Bird's-foot Trefoil: The English name of
the Lotus—a genus of papilionaceous plants,

with trifoliolate leaves, umbellate flowers, and
legumes with a tendency to be divided into

many cells. Three species—the L. corniculatits,

or Common, the L. major, or Narrow-leaved,
and the L. angustissimvs, or Slender bird's-foot,

Trefoil—occur in Britain. The first-named

filant is very common, enlivening pastures all

hrough the country and the sea-coast every-
where with its yellow flowers.

bird's knotgrass, s. A book-name for

a plant, Polygonum aviculare (Linn.).

bird's mouth, s.

1. Lit. : The mouth of a bird.

2. Carp. : The notch at the foot of a rafter

where it rests upon and against the plate.

birds-nest, s. k a.

A. As substantive

:

X, Lit. : The nest of a bird. Those of the
several species vary in their minor details so

as to be in most cases quite distinguishable

from each other. One of the street-trades of

London is the selling of bird's-nests.

"Of the street sellers of bird's-nest*."— Mayhew:
London Labour, 11. 32.

If Edible bird's-nests are nests built by the
Collocalia esculenta, and certain other species

of swallows inhabiting Sumatra, Java, China,
and some other parts of the East. The nests,

which are deemed a luxury by the Chinese,
are formed of a mucilaginous substance,
secreted by the birds themselves from their
salivary glands.

IL Figuratively and technically

:

1. Either the popular or book-names of
several plants.

t (1) The Wild Carrot, Daucus Carota (Linn.)
" The whole tuft [of flowers] Is drawn together when

the seed is ripe, resembling a birde'e-nest : whereupon
it hath beene named of some birds-nett."—Gerard:
Herbal. 8T :).

(2) The Common Parsnip, Pastinaca sativa,

L. (Ger. Appendix.)

(3) The modern book-name of the genus
Monotropa. (Hooker and Arnott.)

T Yellow Bird's-nest: Monotropa hypopitys.

(4) A fern : Asplenium (ThamnopterU) nidus.

U Bird's-nest Peziza : The common name for

the species of Cyathus and Nidularia, two
genera of fungi

2. Naut. : A look-out station at a mast-head
for a seaman sent up tniiher to watch for

whales. [Crow'b-nest.]

B. As adjective : Resembling a bird's nest

;

in any way pertaining to a bird's nest. [A.,

II. (5).]

Bird's-nest Orchis: One of the orchidese,

Neottia or Listera Nidus-avis, L. The English

designation is a translation of the Latin Nidus-
avis. The plant is so called from having its

root composed of numerous fleshy fibres aggre-

gated in a bird's-nest fashion. Gerard indi-

cates the kind of nest which in his view it

resembles, saying that it " hath many tang-

ling rootes platted or crossed one over another
verie intricately, which resembleth a crowe's

nest made of stickes." It has dingy brown
flowers growing in spikes, and is found in the

northern parts of Britain.

birds-of-paradise, s. The English de-

signation of a family of Conirostral birds—the
Paradiseidae. They are closely allied to the

Corvidse (Crows), with which, indeed, they are

united by some writers. They have magni-
ficent plumage, especially the males, who can
moreover elevate quite a canopy of plumes
behind their necks. When first discovered

they were the subject of many myths. They
were supposed to be perpetually on the wing,
having no feet, a fable perpetuated by Lin-

naeus in the name apoda or footless, given to

the best-known and finest species. The fact

was that the inhabitants of New. Guinea, their

native region, cut off the feet before selling

them to Europeans. The fable of the Phoenix
is believed to have been framed from myths
current about the Birds of Paradise. [Phcenix.]

bird's-tare, s. A name given to a plant,

genus Arachis.

bird's-tongue, s. A name given to
various plants :

—

1. Stellaria holostea. (Linn. : Ger. Apex.)
Britten and Holland consider the name to

have been founded on the shape of the leaves.

2. The fruit of the "Ash-tree (Fraxinus ex-

celsior), so called from the form thereof being
like to a bird's-tongue. (Coles.)

3. A tree, Acer campestre, the common
Maple. (Evelyn.)

4. Senecio paradoxus, the Great Fen Rag-
wort, a composite plant.

5. Anagallis arvensis, the Scarlet Pimper-
nel.

6. The book-name for a plant genus, Ornitho-

glossum, belonging to the order Melanthacese
(Melanths.)

^f Other obvious compounds are: Bird-con-
noisseur (Mayhew : London Labour and the

London Poor); ©ird-lover (Ibid.); bird-note
(Hemans: Siege of Valentta); Wrd-stuffer,

bird-stuffing ; bird-trade (Mayhew), &c
* bird (2X »- [Birth.] (Story of Gen. and

Exod., 2,591.)

bird, v.t. [From bird, s. (q.v.)] To catch
birds. (Generally in the present participle.)

[Birding. ]

" I do invite von to-morrow morning to my house to
breakfast ; after well a birding together."—Shakesp.

:

Merry Wive*, lit 3.

bird -er, * byV-der, *. [Eng. bird ; -er.) A
bird-catcher.

"... wherewith they he caught like as the byrder
beguyleth the byrdea."—Vive*: InttrucL of Christian
Women, bk. L, en. xiv.

bir'-die, blr'-dy\ bur-die, s.&a. [Dimin.
of bird.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : A little bird.

"A' the birdi** lilt In tum-fu' meed."
Tarras : Poems, p. a {Jamirson.)

2. Fig. : A name of endearment for a little

girl or for a young woman.
" For ae blink o* the hounle burdiet f

"

Burnt : Tarn ffShanter,

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the feathered
class.

"An" onr guidwife's wee birdy cocks."
Burnt : Elegy on the Tear 1784

bir'-ding (1), pa. par., a., & s. [Bird, v.]

A. & B. As present participle : In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive : The act of seeking to

shoot or snare birds.

birding-plece, s. A gun to shoot birds

with, a fowling-piece.
" Mrs. fiord. There they always use to discharge,

their birding-pieces ; creep into the kiln hole."
Shakesp. ; Merry Wives, iv. 1

* bir'-ding (2), «. [Burden.] (Scotch.)

bird -man, s. [Eng. bird; -man.] A bird-

catcher,*a fowler.
" As a fowler was liendimr his net, a blackbird asked

him what he was doing ; why, says be, I am laying the
foundations of a city, and so the birdman drew out of

sight"—L'Estrange.

bird -nest, v. i. [Eng. bird; nest.] To seek

after the nests of birds.

bird nest -ing, a, & s. [Eng. bird; nest;

-i'tg.}

A* As adjective : Going after birds' nests.

B. As substantive : The act or practice of

going after birds' nests.
" I go out bird-netting three times a weelt."— May-

hew : London Labour, ii. 82.

* bl-reave, * blreavien, v.t. The same as
Bereavk (q.v.). (Layamon, 301,311.)

* bir cde, * bir re -den (pret • biredde, H-
radde, bireadde, biradden), v.t. [From A.8.

berosdan= to counsel.} To counsel; to ad-

vise. (Layamon, 21,072.) (Stratmann.)

bi re me, a, [Lat. biremis = (1) a two-oared
boat ; (2) a galley with two banks of oars.

Bi, iu com p., two, and remus = an oar.] A
Roman ship of war with two banks ol oars.

It was inferior in magnitude and strength to

the trireme.

bl-ret'-ta, s. [Ital berretta ; Sp. birreta ; from
Late Lat. birretum m a cap.]

Eccles. : The square cap worn by Roman and
by some Anglican clerics. Priests wear black

birettas, bishops and monsignori purple, and
cardinals red

bir-gan'-der, t. [Beroander,]

bir'-gUS, *. [Mod. Lat. birgus (Leach).'] A
genus of Crustacea, belonging to the Pagurida
(Hermit Crabs). B. latro is the Thief-Ciab,

so called because it is said to climb up cocoa-

nut trees and pandanuses to feed upon their

fruit It is found in the Isles Amboyna and
France, living in holes at the roots of trees

not far from the shore. It is sometimes

called also the Purse-crab.

bi-rhom-bol'-dal, a. [From Lat prefix bi

= two, and rhomhoides =a rhomboid (q.v.Xj

Geom. & Crystallog. : Having a surface com-

posed of twelve rhombic faces, which being

taken six and six, and prolonged in idea till

they intercept each other, would form two

different rhombs.

bir'-i, a [A.8. burh, pi burga = (1) a town,

a city, (2) a fort, a castle, (8) a court, a palace,

a house.] A city.
" He led hem alle to Iosepes birC

Story of Gen. * Exod., 2,26-.

* bl-rf'-den, v.t. [A.8. beridan = to ride

around.] To ride around. (Layamon, 10,739.)

* bir ie, *. [O. Dut berie (?) = a bier.] The

same as Bier (q.v.). (Ayenbite, 258.)

* bir -led, pa, par. [Buried.] (Story of Gen.

<£ Exod., 256, &c)

* blri-el, • blr-ioll, * blr-1-gell, • ber I-

ele, * ber'-^-el, * byr'-^-Sle, s. [A.3.

byrigels = a sepulchre.] A burying-place ;
a

tomb.
•'And whanne the bodl was taketn, Joseph lappids

It in a clene sendel. and leide it in his new binel that

he had hewun in astoon."— Wyctife (Purvey): Matt,

xx vii. 60.

" blr'-i-fin, v.t. [Burt.]

* bl-rln-ne'n (pret. bieorn), v.t. [Eng. prefix

bi, and O. Eng. rin - to run.] To run around.

(Layamon, 26,064.) (Stratmann.)

blrlc, v.i. [A .8. beorean = to bark; bvrcth =
barks [Bark] ; or from I eel berkia - to

boast.] To give a tart answer, to converse in

a sharp and cutting way. (Jamieson.)

fate, t&t, fere, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey= a. qu = kw.





BIRDS.

I ULTTE-AND-RED MACAW.

3 INCOMPARABLE BIRD OF PARADISE,

8 GOLDEN BIRD OF PARADISE.

4 RESPLENDENT TROGON.

5 KING BIRD OF PARADISE.

6 FIRE WEAVER.

7 PARADISE FLYCATCHER.

8 BROAD-SHAFTED WHIDAH-BIRft.

9 MARSH HAWK.

10 BALD EAGLE.

II BARRED OWL.

12 GOLDEN PHEASANT.
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birk, *. [Birch.] A birch.

(a) Scotch:
" Let fragrant birk* in woodbines drest.
My craggy cliffs adorn."
Buna ; Humble Petition of Bruar Water.

(6) As an English dialectic word. (Used in

East Yorkshire.—Pro/. Phillips.)

f (c) As a poetic word in ordinary English :

" Shadows of the silver birk
Sweep the green that folds thy grave."

Tennyson : A Dirge, Y. L

birk-knowe, s. A knoll covered with
birches. (Scotch.)

"... wrapped in her plaid upon the . . . sunny
side of the btrk-knowe"—Light* and Shadow, p. 88.

• birk -en, v.t. [From birk = birch, and
verbal suffix -en.] To birch, to beat with a
birch twig or rod.

birk -en, t blr-kln, a. [From A.S. bircen
= bin-hen.] Of or belonging to birch. (Scotch.)

"On Yarrow banks the birken shaw."
Burnt : Blythe toot the.

birkie (1), a. [From Scotch birk = a birch,

and suffix -ie = y.] Abounding with birches.

birk ie (2), bir'-k^, a. & «. [Etym. doubt-
ful. From A.S. beorcan = to bark, or Icel.

berkia = to boast.]

A. As adjective (of the form birkie) :

1. Tart in speech. (Jamieson.)

2. Lively-spirited, mettlesome. (Gait.)

B. As substantive (of the form birkie and
birky)

:

1. A lively young fellow, a person of mettle.

(Scotch.)
" I ken how to gle the birkie* tak short fees."—

Scott: Heart of Midlothian, ch. xli.

2. A childish game at cards, in which the
players throw down a card alternately. Only
two play ; and the person who throws down
the highest takes up the trick. It is the same
as the English game of " Beggar my neigh-
bour."

" But Bucklaw cared no more about riding the first
horse and that sort of thing, than he, Craigengelt, did
about a game at birkie."— Scott : Bride of Lammer-
moor, ch. xxll.

U Auld birky: Old boy. (Scotch.) (Collo-

quial. )

" Spoke like ye'resell auld birky."
Ramsay; Poems. 11. 93.

birl (1), * birle, * bir-len, v.t k i. [From
A.S. byrlian = to give to drink ; to serve as
a butler ; O. Icel. byrla.)

A* Transitive:

1. To administer liquor to, to pour out
liquor for guests.

" The wine thar with in reschell grete and small,
Quhilk to him gaif Acestes his rial hoist.
To thame he btrlts . . ." Doug. : Virgil, 19. 9.

'1. To piy with drink.
" She birled him with the ale and wine."

Minstrelsy, Border, it 45.

3. To drink plentifully.
" They birle the wine iu honour of Bachus."

Doug. • Virgil, 79, 4*.

i. To club money for the purpose of pro-
curing drink. " I'll birle my bawbie." I will
contribute my share of the expense. (Jamie-
son.)

B. Intransitive

:

1. To drink in company with others.
"And then ganging majoring to thepiper'i Howff,

wi' a' the idle loons m the country, ana sitting there
birting at your uncles cost," Ac.— Tale* of my Land-
lord, ft. 104. (Jamieson.)

2. To contribute money to purchase liquor.
" Now settled gossles sat, and keen

Did for fresh bickers birle.''

Ramtay : Poem*, i. 262. (Jamieton.)

birl (2), v.i. [Dimin. from birr (q.v.). Both
are imitated from the sound.]

1. To make a noise like a cart driving over
stones, or mill-stones at work. It denotes a
constant drilling sound.

" The temper-pin she gi'ea a Mr!,
An" spins but slow, yet seems to birt."

Morrison: Poem*, p. t.

2. To move rapidly.
"Now through the air the auld hoy oirTd."

Davidson: Season*, p. 89. (Jamieson.)

•birlaw, * birley, * bur-law, *byr-
law, * byr-lay, s. [A corruption of boor;
Ger. batter = a countryman, rustic ; and Eng.
law.] Rustic law, local law or regulations.

* birlaw court, * byrlaw court,
barley court, &c. Local courts chosen

by neighbours to decide disputes between
neighbour and neighbour.

" liirlaw courts, the quhilks are rewled be consent of
neighbours.' —Skene : Keg. Majest., p. 74.

4 birle, 5. [A.S. byrle, byrele; O. IceL oyrli.]

A cup-bearer. (Ormulum, 14,023.)

birled, pa. par. & a. [Birl, v.t.]

birley, s. [Corrupted from barley (?).] (Scotch.)

birley-oats, barley-oats, s. A species

of oats.

"... by sowing their bear immediately after their
oats . . . and by using a species of oats called birley.
This grain (which is also white), is distinguished from
the common white oats, iu it* appearance, chiefly by
its shortness. It does not produce quite so good meal,
nor so good fodder. —P. Strathdon, Aberd. Statist.

Aoc. xili. 173. (Jamieson.)

bir He-man, bir ly-man, s. [Birlaw and
man. Comp. A.S. birighman = a city officer.]

The petty officer connected with a burgh of
barony. {Scotch.)

"... wha's a Whig and a Hanoverian, and he
managed by his doer, Jamie Howie, wha's no fit to be
a birlieman, let be a bailie . . ."—Scott; WaverUy,
ch. xlii.

bir-lln, s. [From Gael, bhairlin.] A long-
oared boat of the largest size, often with six,

sometimes with eight oars ; generally used by
the chieftains in the Western Islands. It
seldom had sails.

"... the Stewart's birlin or galley."—Martin ; St.

Hilda, p. 12. (Jamieson.)

* birl-ing (1), pr. par., a., & *. [Birl (1).]

A. & B. As present participle and participial
adjective: In senses corresponding1 to those
of the verb.

C. As substantive: A meeting for drinking,
a drinking bout, a drinking match, properly
including the idea that the drink is clubbed.

" Na, us, chap! we are no gauging to the Laird's,
but to a little birting at the Brokenourn-foot, where
there will be mouy a braw lad and lass. "—Scoff I Red-
gauntlet, Letter XI.

bir'-ling (2), pr. par., a., & *. [Birl (2).]

A. & B. As present participle and participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those
of the verb.

C. As substantive: A noise, as of a revolving
wheel.

" Birltng—making a grumbling noise like an old-
fashioned spiuuing-wbeel or haiul-mill in motion."

—

01oss. to Scott's Antiquary. (Jamieson.)

birn, v.t. [Burn, v.] (Scotch.)

birn (1), birne, s. [Burn.] (Scotch.)

birn (2), s. [Ger. Urn, birne = a pear, which
the portion of a musical instrument defined
below resembles in shape.]

Mus. : The portion of a clarionet or any
similar instrument into which the mouth-piece
is inserted. (Stainer & Barrett.)

*bir'-nie, "byr'-nie, s. [A.S. byrne — a
corslet, cuirass.] A corslet ; a brigandine.
(Douglas : Virgil, 280, 44.)

bir'-ny^ a. [Scotch birn; -v.] Covered with
the scorched stems of heath which has been
set on fire. (Scotch.) (Davidson : Leisons.)

bi rds'- trate, bi-roV-tra-t«5d, a. [From
Latin prefix bi = two, rostratus = beaked

;

rostrum = a beak.]

Bot., Ac: Two-beaked, having two projec-
tions like beaks. Used especially of fruits.

Example

—

Trapa bicornis, the Ling of the
Chinese, which
has fruit like a
bull's head. The
seeds form a con-
siderable article of
food. The genus
belongs to the Ona-
graceai. There are bieostrate fruit (Trapa
two or three bicornis).
species known,
natives of central and southern Europe, India,
China, and Japan. All are floating plants,
with long, Jointed root-stalks. The seeds of
all abound in starch.

bi-ros'-tri-tes, s. [From Lat pref. bi = two,

rostrum = beak, and suffix -ites (Geol.) (q.v.).]

Palaont. : A fossil genus founded by La-
marck. It was formerly believed to be a shell,
but is now known to be a mould left loose
in the centre of the shell radiolites. [Radio-
lites.] (5. P. Woodward.)

* bl-row-on, v.t. [From A.S. berowan = to
row.] To row around. (Layamon, 20,128.)
(Stratmann.)

birr, * birre, » bire, * byre, * ber (Bne>.\

birr, * bir, beir, * bere (Scotch), s. [Imi-
tated from the sound of a revolving wheel]

1, Noise, cry, roar.

" I herd the rumour of rammasche foulis and* at
beystis that wade grite beir.

"

—Complaint A,p, ti

2. Force, impetuosity.

(a) In a general sense.

"... in a greet bire at the droue went* heedlyng
in to the see . . ."— Wycliffe (Purvey) ; Matt. rili. tt.

(6) Spec. : Of the wind.
'* King Eolus set heich apoun his chare.
Tern peris thare yre, les thai suld at thare will
Bere with thar bir the akyis . .

."

Doug.: Virgil, 14, W
birr, beir, bere, v.i. (Scotch.) To make •

whirring sound like that of a spinning-wheel
in motion.

birred, pa* par. & a. [Birr.]

bir'-riilg, pr. par., a„ & s. [Birr, v.]

A. & B, As present participle and participial
adjective: In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

" Bejotce ye birring pai tricks a'."

Burns : Tarn Samson's Elegy.

C. As substantive : The noise of partridges,
&.C., when they spring. (Jamieson.)

* bir'-rus, s. [Lat. birrus = a cloak for rainy
weather.] A coarse woollen cloth, worn by
the common people in the 13th century, ft
was called also burreau. (Planchi.)

* bir'-sail, s. [Bras ell. ] (Scotch.

)

birse (1), t Mrs, * byrss (pi. * byrssls), *,

[A.S. byrst; Sw. borst; Dan. bbrste ; Dut,
borstel ; Ger. borste = a bristle. ]

1. Lit. : A bristle or bristles ; the beard.
(Evergreen, i. 11&.) (Knox, 51.)

2. Fig. : Anger, passion.

"... he wad set up the tother's fifrte, and may be dtt

mair ill than gude."—Scoff ; Antiquary, ch. xxL

birse, blrze (Scotch), brize (0. Eng.\ v.t.

[A.S. brysan =to bruise, to break small.] To
bruise (Watson); to push or drive (Shirrefi

Poems) ; to press ; to squeeze.

birse (2), birze, s. [From birse, v. (q.v.),]

1. A bruise. (Gait.)

2. The act of pressing ; a squeeze.

* birsillit, pa. par, & a. [Birsle.] Burnt*
scorched.

"The HrsiUit banes."—Doug. : Virgil, 869, 27.

birsle, birstle, brissle, v.t. [A.S. brisUian
ss to crackle, to burn.]

1. To burn slightly, to broil, or to birsls

peas. (Douglas: Virgil, 220, 3.)

2. To warm ; to scorch. (Jamieson.)

* birsle, * brissle, s. [Birsle, v.] A hasty
toasting or scorching ; that which is burnt;
scorched or toasted surface. (St. Patrick,
ii. 191.)

* birs'-S^, a. [From Scotch 6£rse, and suff. -y.\

1. Lit. : Having bristles. (Douglas : Virgil,

322, 4.)

2. Fig. : Hot tempered, easily irritated.

birt, * byrte, s. [Etym. doubtful. Compare
Fr. bertonneau (Mahn).'} A name for a fish.

the Turbot, Rhombus maximus.

birth (1), * blrthe, * birhche, * birthhe,
* byrtn, s. & a. [A.S. beorth, berth, byrdt

gebyrd ; iron* beran, beoran= to bear, produce,
bring forth. In 8w. bbrd ; Dut geboorU;
(N. H.) Ger. geburt ; O. H. Ger. kapwrt ; Goto.
gabaurths; Gael, breith.]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The state of being brought forth,

(a) In a general sense: With the foregoing
meaning.

(b) The time of being brought forth.
" But thou art fair, and at thy birth, dear lx>y,

Nature and fortune join'd to make thee great.
Shakesp. : King John, iii. L

(c) Extraction, lineage. Spec., high extrac-
tion, high lineage.

"... a man raised by birth and fortune high abort
his fellows."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng.. ti*> .1 -

(</) Condition of things resulting from one's

boll, boy; pout, jowl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f.

-elan, tian = shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tlous, -sious, -cious = shua. -ble, -die, &c= bel, deL
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having been bom. Consequences of birth in

certain circumstances.
" High in lii» chariot then Halesus came,
A iL>e by birth to Troy's unhappy name,

Dryden : Virgil ; ASneid Til. 1,000, 1,001.

(2) The act of bringing forth.

" An<1 a* her next birth, much like thee.
Through pangs fled to felicity." Milton.

(3) He, she, or that which is brought forth.

Used—
(a) Of the human race

:

" That poets are far rarer births than kings.
Your noblest father prov'd." Ben Jonson,

(b) Of the inferior animals :

** Others hatch their eggs, and tend the birth, till it

Is able to shift for itself. —AUditon.

(c) Of plants:
** The vallies smile, and with their ftow'ry face,

And wealthy births, confess the flood's embrace.**
Blackmore.

2. Figuratively: Used—
(1) Of anything in nature coming into exist-

ence:
" No kindly showers fall on our barren earth.
To hatch the seasons in a timely birth."

Dryden.

(2) In a spiritual sense. [See II.]

IX Theology. New birth: Regeneration.

B. As adjective : Of, belonging to, arising

from, or in any way connected with the time
when or the circumstances in which one has
been born. [See the compounds which follow.]

birth hour, s. A; a.

A. As subst. : The hour in which one is born.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to that hour.

•f A birth-hour blot A blot or blemish on
the body at birth.

** The blemish that will never he forgot

;

Worse than a slavish wipe, or birth-hour's blot*'
S/iakeip. ; Rap* of Lucrece, 636, &37.

birth-mark, s. A mark or blemish
formed on the body at birth.

** It reappears once more.
As a birth-mark on the forehead."

Longfellow ; (lolden Legend, 11.

birth-pang, s. The pains of child-birth.

(Carlyle : Sartor Res., bk. ii., c. viii.)

birth sin, 5.

Theol.: Original sin. [Original.]

birth song, s. A song sung at one's

birth. Spec., that sung by the heavenly choir

at the birth of the Saviour. (Luke ii 13, 14.)

"An host of heavenly quiristers do sing
A joyful birth-iong to heaven's late-born king."

Fitz-geffrg: Bleated Birthday (1634), p. 45.

birth-Strangled, a. Strangled at birth.
" Finger of birth-strangled babe."

Shake*p. : Macbeth, It. 1.

•birth (2), a. [Berth.]

* birth (3),
* byrth, s. [Burden.] (Scotch.)

* birth, v.t. [Berth.]

Dirth day, s.ka. [Eng. birth; day.]

A* As substantive:

1. More literally :

(1) The day on which one was born.

(2) Its anniversary.
" This is my birthday ; as this very day
Was Caasius born.'

Shakesp. : Julius Cauar, V. 1.

2. More fig.: Origin, commencement
" Those barlwrous ages past, succeeded next
The birthday of Invention "

Cowper : The Task, bk. 1.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the day on
which one was born, or to its anniversary.

" Your country dames,
Whose cloaths returning birthday claims."

Prior.

* birth'-d6m, ». [Eng. birth, and suffix -dom.

= dominion/lordship ; as in kingdom, Christ-

endom.] Privileges or advantages of birth.

"... like good men.
Bestride our downfaln birthdom.*

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. 8.

bir'th ol, a. [O. E. birthel = fruit-bearin*,

from A.S. beorth = birth.] That brings forth

fruit ; fruit-bearing.
" Ilk gres, lie wurt, lie birthheltre."

Story of den. A Exod.. 119.

* bir'-then, v.i. [Birth, *.] To be born, to

come into the world.

Quether here snide btrthen bl-foren."
Story of (Jen. A Exod., 1471.

* bir'-thSn, s. [Burden.] (Rom. of the Rose.)

* birth'-Ie, o. [Eng. birth; suff. -ie.] Produc-
tive; proline. (Scotch.) (Law of Merchants.)

* bur -thin, s. The same as Burden, s. (q.v.).

(Wycliffe, ed. Purvey, 2 Cor. iv. 17.)

* birth'-ing, pr. par. & *. [Berth, v.]

A. As pr. par. : In a sense corresponding to

that of the verb.

B. As subst. Nautical : Anything added to

raise the sides of a ship. (Bailey.)

birth'-less, a. [From Eng. birth, and suffix

-less= without.] "Without birth. (Scott.)

birth'-night (gh silent), s. ka. [Eng. birth;
night In Ger. geburtsnacht.]

A* As substantive.

:

1. The night on which one was born.
" And of the angelicsong in Bethlehem field.

On thy birth-night, that sung Thee Saviour born.**

Milton : P. II., iv. 605, 60*.

2. The anniversary of that night in future
years, or the evening or night kept in honour
of the birthday.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the evening
or night kept as the anniversary of one's birth.

"A youth more glitt'ring than a birthnight bean."
Pope ; Rape of the Lock, L 28.

birth-place, s. [Eng. birth ; place. In Dut.
geboorte-plaatz.] The place at which one was
born.
"... the mother-city of Rome, and birthplace of

his parent Ilia."—Lewi* : Astron. of the Ancients.

*![ It is sometimes used of plants.

" How gracefully that tender shrub looks forth
From its fantastic birthplace."

Wordswrth : Excursion, bk. Hi.

birth'-right, s. [Eng. birth; right. In Dut.
geboorterecht ; Ger. geburtsrecht.] The rights

or privileges which one acquires iu virtue of

his or her birth. Used—
L Specially: Of the privileges thus acquired

by a first-born son.

"In bonds retained his birthright liberty."
Dryden : To John Driden, Esq.

2. In a more general sense : Anything ac-

quired by birth, even though it is often hard-
ship rather than ease and privilege.

* birth'-tide, a. [Eng. birth, and tide = time,

season, death.] The time or season of one's

birth.
*' No ominous star did at thy birth-tide shine."

Drayton : Dudley to Lady Jane Grey.

birth'-WOrt, s. [From Eng. birth, and wort
= A.S. uryrt = a vegetable, a plant. See def,]

Botany:

1. Singular: The English name of the plant-

genus Aristolochia. Both the scientific and
the English names arose from the belief that

the species are of use as a medicine in child-

birth. [Aristolochia.]

2. Plural. Birthworts: The English name
of the order of plants called Aristolochiacese

(q.v.).

•bis, a, [Ft. bis = brown, tawny, swarthy.]

A pale, blackish colour. [Bice, Bistre.]
M In Westmynstere he lis toumbed rlchely
In a marble bis of him is mad story."

Langtoft, p 230. (Boucher.)

bis, adv., and in compos.

A* As an Independent word :

Music: Twice.

1. A direction that the passage over which
it is placed, the extent of which is generally

marked by a slur, is to be performed twice.

The insertion of the word bis is generally limi-

ted to short passages ; in the case of longer ones
marks of repeat are substituted. [Repeat.]

2. Again ; an encore, a calling for a repeti-

tion of the performance. (Stainer & Barrett.)

B, In compos. [Lat. bis= twice, for du is (as

helium stands for duellum); from duo = two ;

Gr. o« (dis) = twice ; Bvo (duo) = two ; Sansc.

dvis= twice; dvi = two. The English word
twice is cognate .vith bis. (Twice.) Bis occurs

in composition in a few words, as bissextile.

In the form bi, contracted from bis, it is a

Srefix in many English words, and especially

i scientific terms, as Mdentate, oipinnate, Ac.

bis coctus. [Latin.] Twice cooked.

bis unca, s. [Lat. his = twice ; unca,
Low Lat., in place of Class. Lat. uncus = a
hook.] A semiquaver ' (**>, or note with two
hooks.

"bis, t. [The same as Bissyn (q.v.).] {Speci-

mens ofLyric Poetry, ed. Wright). (Stratmann.)

bi'-sa, bi'-za, s. [Pegu language.]

1. Numis. ; A coin of Pegu, value half t»

ducat.

2. Weights & Meas, : A weight used in Pegu.

bi saccate, a, [From Lat. bisacvim — a.

double bag, saddle-bags; bi (preiix) = two,
and saccus ; Gr. o-okkos (sakkos) — a sack, a>

bag.] [Sack.]

Bot. : Having two little sacks, bags, or
pouches. Example, the calyx of Matthiola, a
genus of Cruciferous plants.

Bis-cay'-an, a. [From Biscay. See def.]

Pertaining to Biscay, one of three Basque pro-

vinces in the north of Spain.

Blscayan forge, s. A furnace in which
malleable iron is obtained directly from the-

ore. It is called also a Catalan furnace.

[Catalan.]

* bi scha-dwo, v.t. The same as Beshadb
(q.v.). (Seven Sages.)

* bl-sche'd-en, v.t. [From A.S. (bi)sceadan —
tosprinkle.] Toshedon. (Wycliffe: A Kings,
viii.)

* bi schino. ' bi schi'-nen, v.t. & i. The
same as Bsshine (q.v.) (Ormul., 18,851.)

bi'-SChoT-ite, 9. [Named after the celebrated:

geological chemist, Dr. Gustav Bischof.] A
mineral, called also Plumboresinite (q.v.).

(Brit. Mus. Cat.)

* Lis chop, s. [Bishop. ]

* bi schrewe, * bi schrew-cn, v.t. The-
same as Beshrew (q.v.). (Chaucer: C. J.,

6,427.)

* bi schut-en, * bi- schut-tcn (pret. M-
schet; pa. par. bischet), v.t. [The same as
Bkshut.] To shut up. (Piers Plowm., ii. 189.)

* bis'-coct, s. [Biscuit.]

bis '-cot -in, s. [Fr. biscotin = a small biscuit

easily broken ; from Ital. biscotino, dimia of

biscotto.] [Biscuit.] Sweet biseuii ; a con-

fection made of flour, sugar, marmalade, and
eggs.

bis'-cuit, * bls'-kot, * bys'-cute, * bys-
quyte, * bis-cdet', s. & a. [From Fr.

biscuit ; bis — twice, and cuit = cooked,
baked, pa. par. of cwire= to cook. In Sw.
bisqvit ; Dut. beschuit ; Ger. biskuit ; Prov.

bescueg, bescueit ; Catalan bescupt ; Sp. biz-

cdcho ; Port, biscouto, biscoito ; Ital. biscotto;

from Lat. bis = twice, and coctus = cooked,

baked, pa, par. of coquo = to cook, to bake.]

A, As substantive

;

L Ordinary Language:

1. Gen. : Thin flour-cake which has been
baked in the oven until it is highly dried.

There are many kinds of biscuits, but the

basis of all is flour mixed with water or milk.

In fancy biscuits sugar, butter, and flavouring

ingredients are used. Plain biscuits are more
nutritious than an equal weight of bread, but
owing to their hardness and dryness, they

should be more thoroughly masticated to en-

sure their easy digestion. When exposed to

moisture, biscuits are apt to lose their brittle-

ness and become mouldy, hence it is neoeasary

to keep them in a dry atmosphere. Digestive

biscuits consist almost entirely of bran. Char-

coal biscuits contain about ten per cent, of

powdered vegetable charcoal. Meat btsemts,

which are said to be very nutritious, contain

either extract of meat, or lean meat which has

been dried and ground to a fine powder.

Ground roasted biscuits are sometimes used

to adulterate coffee.

" In Greece there is no biscoct . . ."—Lodge : llhutr.

BrU. Hist., i. 169. {Richardson.)

"Many have heen cured of dropsies by abstinence

from drinks, eating dry biscuit, which creates no
thirst, and strong frictions four or five times a day. —
Arbuthnot on Diet.

2. Spec. : A kind of hard dry bread made to

be used at sea. When designed for long

voyages it is baked four times. The word

biscuit is generally used in the singular as a

noun of multitude.

"AH the bakers of Rotterdam tolled day and night

to make biscuit."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. Is.

H Technically:

1. Porcelain-making : Articles of pottery

moulded and baked in an oven, preparatory to,

the glazing and burning. In the biscuit torn,

pottery is bibulous, but the glaze sinks into

fato, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pot.

or, wore, wolt; work, whd, son ; mute, ciib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian- », o» = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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the port* and fuses iu the kiln, forming a
vitreous coating to the ware.

2. Sculp. : The unglazed material described

under No. L (Used for making statuettes

and ornaments, for which it is well adapted
from its soft tone and from the absence of glaze

upon its surface.)

B. As adjective:

1. Pertaining to the article of food described
under No. 1, or to the porcelain mentioned in

No. 2.

2, Of the colour of a biscuit ; very light

brown ; as, biscuit satin.

biscuit -making, a. The art or opera-

tion of making biscuits.

Bivuit-making Machine: A machine for

rbbkuig biscuits. In such a machine, in use

at die Portsmouth Navy Victualling Esta-

blishment, Hour and water are mixed by the

revnhiti'-n of two sets of knives. The dough
is then operated upon first by a breaking roller

and tlien by a traversing roller, and cut nearly

through by a cutting-frame, after which a
workman transfers the whole mass to an oven.

<bi-SCU'-tate, a. [From Lat. prefix M = two,

and Kng. scutate; or Lat. scutatus « armed
with a scutum or oblong shield.] [Scutate.]

Bot. : Resembling two bucklers placed side

by side. Example, the silicuia (short fruit)

of biscutella (q.v.).

bi-scn-tel'-la, s. [From T.at. pref. M = two,

and Low Lat. scutella, diniin. of scutum = a

buckler or shield. The allusion is to the form
of the seed-vessel.]

Bot. Buckler Mustard : A genus of Cruci-

ferous plants. The species, which are from
Southern Europe, have small bright yellow
flowers.

bls'-di-a-pa-son, s. [Lat. bis, and diapason

(q.v.).T The interval of a double octave, or
fifteenth. (Stainer <& Barrett.)

* bi se, * bi-sen, * bi-se-on (pret. bisay), v.t.

[A.S. 6weon. = to look about, see, behold.]
[Besee.]

1. To see, to look. (Wyclige, ed. Purvey,
.Matt, xxvii. 5.)

2. To provide.
" Qu&t abraham, god sal bl-ten

Quor—at the ofreudo s:il ben."
Story of Gen. Jt Exod., 1,813-4.

3. To ordain.
*' Qiiiin god hrioeth it so bi-ten."

Story of Gen. * Kxod., 1,411.

4. To govern ; to direct.
*' And bad him &1 hU load bl-ten."

Story of Gen. A Kxod., 2. 141.

bise (1), s. [Bice,] (Bacon: Nat. Hist., Cent,
iii., § 291.)

(2), «. [Fr. bise: Prov. bisa, biza; Swiss

bise, beise ; H. Ger. bisa, pisa ; Bas-breton
btz.] A cold north wind prevailing on the

northern shore of the Mediterranean. It is

nearly identical with the mistral (q.v.) (Lan-
der.)

" When on this supervene* the fierce north wind,
known as the bise. Lake Leman becomes a mimic sea.'

—Time$, May 18, lftSO.

• bi-secTie, * bise -9b.cn, v.t. [Beseech.]

(Chaucer : C. T„ 12,567.)

. bi-sect', v.t [From Lat M =s two, and sectum,
supine of seco ss to cat] To divide into two

]
parts.

1. Gen. Phys. Science, dte. : To divide into
two parts, it not being necessarily indicated

. that these are equal to each other.
"... the production of two distinct creatures by

binding a single oue with a knife, or where Nature
herself performs the task of bisection."— Darwin:
Voyage round the World, ch. ix,

2. Spec. Geom. t Mathematical Qeog., dtc : To
divide into two equal parts.

" The rational borison bLiecteih the globe Into two
equal parts, "—flroame: Vulgar Srrourt.

bi-sect'-ing, pr. par. & a, [Bisect.]

bisecting-dividers, s. pi. Proportional
dividers whose legs are permanently pivoted at
one-third of their length from the shorter end,
so that the distance between the two points
.at that end, when the dividers are opened, is

just one-half that measured by the longer legs.

bisecting-gauge, s. A gauge for mark-
ing a median line along a bar. The bar has
two cheeks, one adjustable. The ends of the
toggle-bar connect to the respective cheeks.

bt«e

and at the pivot of the toggle is a pencil or
scribe-awl which marks a median line between
the facing sides of the two checks.

bi-sec -tion, s. [In Fr. bissection. From Lat
prefix bi = two, and sectio = a cutting.]

1. Gen. Phys. Science, dc. : The division of
anything into two parts, whether equal or un-
equal. (See example under Bisect.]

2. Spec Geom., <tc. : The division of a ma-
thematical line, surface, solid, or angle, into

two equal parts.

bi-sec -tor, «\ [Lat. bi m two, and Eng.
sector (q.v.).] The line which divides a mathe-
matical line, angle, surface, or solid into two
equal parts.

bi-sec'-trix, s. [From Lat. prefix M = two,
and sectrix, used to mean that which cuts, but
in Class. Lat it signifies one who purchases
confiscated goods.]

Jfin., CrystaUog., Optics, <&c. : The line which,
in biaxial polarisation, bisects the angle be-

tween the two axes of polarisation.

* bi-sog'e, v.t. The same as Besiege.

bi-se'g'-me'nt, 5. [From Lat. prefix hi = two,
and segmentitm = a cutting, a piece cut off, a
zone of the earth ; seco — to cut.] One of the

two segments of a bisected line.

"Df-seTte, * bl-se'-kc'a, vA. [Beseech.]
(Rom, 0/ the Rose.) (Story 0/ Gen. & Exod.,

2,492.)

* bi seme, v.i. & t. The same as Beseem (q.v.).

* bis'-en, v.t. [Bise, v.\

* bis -en, * bis - ene, a. [Bisson.]

*tns'-en, *bte-ne, a. [A.S. bysen; 0. IceL
bysn.] An example.

* bi sen de, * bi-sen'-den (pret bisende),

v.t. [A. 8. bisendan = to send.] To send to.

(Rob. Glouc.,491, 5.)

* bi -sen-gen, * be-zen'ge, v. t. [From A.S.
besengan, besencan = to singe, to burn.] To
singe. (Ayenb., 230.)

•bi sen -ken, * bi-seh'-chen, r f. [From
A.S. bisencan = to sink.] To dip, to plunge.

bi-se r-l-al, a. [Lat. biserialis; from prefix

bi— two, and series= a row, succession, series

;

from sero, pret serui = to put in a row, to

connect.)

Bot. : In two rows.

bl-ser'-rate, a, [From Lat. prefix bi *» two,
and serratus m saw-shaped ; serro = to saw.]

Bot. : The term applied to leaves or any
other portions of a plant which are doubly
serrated, that is, which have serrations and
those again themselves serrated.

*bl-sS't, v.t. [Beset.] (Chaucer: C. T., 3,014.)

bl-se-tose', a. [From Lat. prefix bi — two,

and sttosus = bristly ; from seta = a bristle.]

Having two bristles ; bisetous.

t bi-se'-tOUS, a. [Lat. prefix bi, and Kng.
setous ; from Lat. seta — a bristle. Comp.
biseta = a sow whose bristles from the neck
backwards are disposed in two folds or rows.]
Having two bristles. (Brande.)

t bi sett'e, v.t [Beset.] (Chaucer: C. T.,

281.)

t bi-sSx'-otis, a. [Lat. prefix U — two, and
sexus — sex.] Of two sexes.

% The more common word is bisexual (q.v.).

bl-sex -u-al, a. [Lat. prefix bi = two, and sex-

ualis = pertaining to sex (q.v.).] Of two sexes;

having both sexes in the same individual.

bfeh'-op, * bissh-op, * bissch-ope,
* bisch-op, s. & a. [A.S. bisceop, biscop ;

Icel. & Pol. oishtip; Sw. biskof; Dan. biskop,

bisp ; Dut. bischop ; (N. H.) Ger. bischof;
O. H. Ger. piscof; Goth, aipiskaupits ; Russ.
episcopy ; Wei. asgob ; Fr. evique ; Prov.
bisbe, vesque, evesque ; Sp. obispo ; Port, bispo

;

Ital. vescovo; Lat episcopus; Gr. ciuVkotto?
(episkopos), as s. =;(l)an overseer, a guardian,
(a) (in Education) a tutor, a watcher, (6) an
Athenian intendant, (c) an ecclesiastical super-
intendent, in the apostolic age = 7rp«<r/3uT<pos

(presbuteros) (N. T.), but afterwards a bishop
;

(2) a scout, a watch ; as adj. en-t'o-Kon-oc (episkopos)

=s watching over : iwi (epi) = upon, . . over

;

o-kotto? (skopos) = one who watclies ; a-icc'irToucs

(skevtomai) = to look about, to look carefully.

J

(Liddell dt Scott.)

A. As substantive

:

L 0/ persons:

1. New Testament

:

* (1) A chief priest among the Jews.
" For he wiste that the hiyeste prestis badden takon

hym byenuye. But the btechvpti stirciU'Q the puDJb
that be scbulde rather leeue to hem Bainbws . . ,

—
W'tcliffe (ed. Purvey) : Mark xv. 10, 11,

(2) An ecclesiastical functionary In the
apostolical churches. There was a plurality
of such officers in that at Philippi, their

associates in government being deacons, while
the " saints," or ordinary Christian members,
are mentioned before both (Phil. i. 1). The
same officers in the church at Miletus,
termed in our version of the N. T. *' over-
seers," are identical with the "elders" of
the same ecclesiastical community. [Bee
etymology.] " And from Miletus he sent
to Ephesus and called the elders [npeo-ftv

re'pous (presbuterousy] of the Church, and . . .

said, . . . Take heed, therefore, unto your-
selves, and to all the flock over the which the
Holy Ghost hath made you [imarfnovs (epis-

kopousy] overseers." Or the word might have
been rendered, as in other places, "bishops.'*
The term irpeafivrepos ( presbuteros) was bor-

rowed from the synagogue [Elder, Presby-
ter] ; etymologlcally it implied that, as a
rule, the person so designated was pretty
well advanced in life, whilst eirMTKowos (episko-

pos), borrowed from the polity of the Grecian
States, pointed to the duty incumbent on him
of overseeing the church. The qualifications

of a New Testament bishop are given at length
by St. Paul (1 Tim. iii. 1—7 ; Titus i. 7—9),
the only other Christian functionary men-
tioned with him being still the deacon (1 Tim.
iii. 8—13.)

2. Fig. : Christ viewed as the overseer ot
spiritual director of the souls of Christiana,

and as guiding them as a shepherd does hi*

flock.
" For ye were as sheep going astray ; but are no*

returned unto the shepherd anil bishop of your souls.*
—1 Pet. ii. 25.

IX Church History :

1. Post-apostolic period : A church function*

ary superior to, and ruling over, the elders or
presbyters. Parity among a body of men
may exist theoretically, but it cannot in

Eractice be realised. At the deliberations

eld by the presbyters of Philippi, of Miletus,

or other Christian churches, in all probability
one of their number was voted into the
chair. Times of persecution bring the strongest

to the front, and that strong man would, at
nearly every crisis, preside over his fellows.

He would become their natural leader, and
after a time their actual ruler. A distinctive

appellation was required to discriminate him
from his colleagues, and gradually he mono-
polised the term imaicoiros (episkojws) ss over-

seer or bishop, leaving the humbler desig-

nation of irpetrfivrepoi (presbuteroi)= presbyters

or elders, to his former equals. Such evan-
gelists as Timothy and Titus also exercised
functions in many respects identical with
those of an episcopate (1 Tim. i. 3 ; iii. 1 ; v.

17, 19, 20, 22 ; 2 Tim. i. 6 ; ii. 2, 14 ; iv. 2,

6 ; Titus i. 5—13 ; ii. 15.) Finally, the pastor
of a church which had a series of village

churches to which it had given birth around
it, would naturally become overseer of those
in charge of these smaller congregations. All
these influences tended in favour of episcopacy,

which Dr. Lightfoot, late Bishop of Durham,
believes to have arisen first in the Jewish
Churches, whence between 70 and 100 A.D. it

spread to those of Gentile origin, while an
inquirer of a totally different school of thought
dates the change between 120 and 130. In
the writings of Clement, one of the " Apostolie
Fathers," the presbyter and bishop are still

the same, Polycarp and Hermas speak less

decidedly. Ignatius was once studded with
passages extolling the episcopate. Most of

these have since been discovered to be- inter-

polations, and even the few that remain are

not free from suspicion. Omitting various

Christian fathers, and proceeding at once to

the middle of the third century, the writings
of Cyprian, who filled the see of Carthage from
A.D. 248 to 258, are full of passages exalting

the bishop high over the presbytei, the posi-

tion claimed for the former being that of

successor of the apostles. The views of

boil, fcolh pout, joM; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, Of ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-dan, -tian = shau. -tion, nalon = shun ; -(ion, -sion m shun, -cious, -tious, sious = shus. -hie. -die, &c. - bet del.
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gCyprian became those of the church in general.

or further developments see Archbishop,
tRDINAL, POPK.]

2. More modem times: A spiritual overseer

ranking beneath an archbishop, and above the

priests or presbyters and deacous of his diocese,

but his jurisdiction is territorial, not personal.

Before a bishop can be consecrated he must be

thirty years of age. The Established Church
of England is episcopal, and of its bishops

twenty-four sit in the House of Lords. They
are technically called "lords spiritual," b\rt

are not considered " peers of the realm ;
" they

are only " lords of parliament," nor is their

dignity hereditary. They rank in precedence
below viscounts and above barons. Their style

is the Right Rev the Lord Bishop of , and
they are addressed as My Lord. In the United
States the office of bishop exiBts in several

church organizations, these being derived
directly from the European Churches of the

same name. These are the Roman Catholic,

the Protestant Episcopal, and the Moravian
or United Brethren, all of whom claim

direct apostolic succession, and the Methodist
Episcopal, which, while making no such
claim, has a body of bishops as superinten-

dents of the general clergy The Reformed
Episcopalians are a small body of seceders

whose bishops have no dioceses or denned
jurisdiction. The Church of Rome, the Greek
Church, and the Eastern Churches generally,

are under bishops. An immense majority

of Christians throughout the world regard

diocesan episcopacy as of divine institu-

tion ; and many, attaching high importance

to what is termed, apostolic succession (q.v.),

unchurch any Christian community which re-

fuses to place itself under episcopal supervi-

sion, and deny that the orders of any ministei

are valid who has not been ordained by a
bishop. [Bishopric. ]

" It is a tact now generally recognised by theologian!
of all shades of opinion that In the language of the
New Testament the same officer in the church is called

Indifferently 'bishop,' eiruncoTros [epitkopot) and

'elder' or 'presbyter* (no*o~0VT€p<K)- "—Lightfoot ;

Multean Prof, of Divinity, Trin. Col., Cambridge, lot*

Bithop of Durham {St. PauCi Epit. to the Philippiant,

1*68), p. 93.

% Suffragan Bishop. [Suffraqan.]

m. 0/ things:

1. A name for any of the small beetles

popularly called Lady-birds, and by entomolo-
gists placed in the genus Coccinella. [Cocci-

hella, Lady-bird.]

2. A cant word for a mixture of wine,

•ranges and sugar.
" Fine oranges

Well roasted, with sugar and wine in a cup.

They'll ina>lte a sweet bithop, when gentlefolks sup."

3. A pad or cushion which used to be worn
by ladies upon their waist behind ; it was
placed beneath the skirts, to which it was
designed to give prominence ; a bustle, a

touruure.

4. One of the pieces in the game of chess.

[Chess.]

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the Christian

functionary described under A.

bishop's bible. [See Version (1).]

bishop-leaves, bishop's leaves, s.

[So called either because some bishop first

pointed out the medical use of the plant so

designated or because the highest flowers were

thought to resemble an episcopal mitre.] A
plant, the Water Figwort (Scrophularia aqua-

tica).

bishop-weed, bishop's weed, *. A
name given to two plants.

1. The Gout-weed (A^gopodium PodagrarUt,

L.)

2. An umbelliferous plant (Ammi majus, L.)

found wild on the continent of Europe, but

not in Britain.

bishop's cap, s. The English name of a

plant genus, Mitrella.

bishop's court, a.

Law : An ecclesiastical court held in the

cathedral of each diocese, the bishop's chan-

cellor acting as judge. If the diocese be large,

commissaries act for hiin in its remoter parts

for the settlement of such cases as may be

delegated to them.

bishop's elder, s. A plant Same as

Bishop-weed (1) (q.v.).

bishop's foot, s. The foot of a bishop.

(Lit. & Jig.)

If The bishop's foot has been in the broth : The
broth is singed. (Tyndale.) (Scotch.) Simi-

larly in the north of England when milk is

"burnt-to" in boiling it, the people say,

" The bishop has set his foot in it." (Jamieson.)

The exact origin of the phrase is doubtful.

bishop's leaves, s. [Bishop-leaves.]

bishop's length, s.

Painting : Canvas measuring 68 inches by
94. (Ogilvie.)

Half Bishop's length: Half bishop canvas,

measuring 45 inches by 56. (Ogilvie.)

bishop's weed, s. [Bishop-weed.]

Dish -op, v.t. [Prom bishop, s. (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : To admit into the Church
by the rite of confirmation administered by a

bishop.
" They are prophane, imperfect, oh ! too bad.

Except conflrm'd and bishoped by thee."—Donne.

2. Farriery <fr Horse-dealing: To use arts

to make an old horse look like a young
one, or an inferior horse one of a superior

type.

* bish'-op-dom, s. [From Eng. bishop, and
sun*, -dom = the jurisdiction.] The jurisdic-

tion of a bishop ; a bishopric.

"See the frowardness of this man, he would per-

suade us that the succession and divine right of

bithopdom hath bin uuouestiouab' e through all ages."
—Miuon : Animad. upon Rem. Def. '

bish -oped, pa, par. & a. [Bishop, v.]

bishop trig, * bishop-ping, pr. par- &
s, [Bishop, v.]

A. As present participle : In a sense corre-

sponding to that of the verb.

B. As substantive : Confirmation.
" That they call confinuacion ye people call bithop-

ping."—Sir T. More; Workt, p. 878.

* blSh'-6p-ly, a. & adv. [Eng. bishop; -ly.]

A. As adjective : Like a bishop ; in any way
pertaining to a bishop.

"... and according to his bithoply office, . .
."

—

M.
Harding? : Jewell, p. 607. {Richardton.

)

^ Now Episcopal has taken its place.

B. As adverb : After the manner of a bishop.

blsh'-op-rlc, * bish'-6p-rick, * bish -6p-
riche, * bysch'-op-ryche, * bissh'-6p-

rlcke (Eng.), * bish'-op-ry, * byssh-
ope'-rike (0. Scotch), s. [A.S. bisceoprice;

from bisceop, and rice =: (1) power, domain,

(2) region, country, kingdom.]

1. The office of an apostle ; an apostolate.
*' For it is written in the book of Psalms, Let his

habitation be desolate, and let no man dwell therein :

and his bithoprick let another take."—Act* L 20.

% The word in Gr. is k-niiTKoirnv (episkopen).

The quotation is from Psalm cix. 8, where in

the Septuagint exactly the same Greek word
is used, correctly rendered in our version

of the Psalms "office."

2. The diocese or see of a bishop, the terri-

tory over which the jurisdiction of a bishop
extends. Many of the English bishoprics date

back to Anglo-Saxon times. Besides the two
Archbishoprics of Canterbury and York, the

following thirteen English sees were in exist-

ence prior to the Norman Conquest : London,
Winchester, Chichester, Rochester, Salisbury,

Bath and Wells, Exeter, Worcester, Hereford,

Coventry and Lichfield, Lincoln, Norwich and
Durham. So were the Bishopric of Man (com-
bined with that of Sodor, from Sndoreys =
the Southern Isles, the Scand. name for the

Hebrides, about 1113) and the Welsh sees of St
Davids (once an archbishopric), Bangor, St.

Asaph, and Llandatr. Since then the following

English sees have been created: Ely ( A. D.1109),

Carlisle (1133), Oxford (1541), Peterborough

(1541), Gloucester (1541), Bristol (1541) (the

two last since united), Chester (1541), Ripon
(1836), Manchester (1838), St. Albans and
Truro (1877 >, and Liverpool (1880). Of all the

English sees London, Durham, and Winches-
ter are held to rank highest, and their occu-

pants have always seats in the House of

Lords. The Bishop of Sodor and Man, the

lowest in point of dignity, never has this

privilege ; nor do the four bishops who are

juniors in point of standing possess it, only
twenty-four bishops being entitled to sit at

one time in the Upper House, and there

being in England twenty-nine sees. In the

Church of Ireland, besides two archbishop-

rics, there are ten bishoprics. In the Soottiih

Episcopal Church there are seven. Connected
with the Church of England in the colonies,

including India, there are sixty sees, besides

at least eight in foreign parts. Within the

British Islands, the Roman Catholic Church
counts thirteen bishoprics in England, four

in Scotland, and twenty-four in Ireland. In

the United Status there are Bixty-eight bishops

of the Protestant Episcopal and twenty-eight

of the Methodist Episcopal Churches. The
Roman Catholic Church has a cardinal, thirteen

archbishops and seventy-three bishops.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between bishopric

and diocese :— " Both these words describe the

extent of an episcopal jurisdiction ; the first

with relation to the person who officiates, the

second with relation to the charge. There

may, therefore, be a bishojyric, either where
there are many dioceses or no diocese ; but

according to the import of the term, there is

properly no diocese where there is not a

bishopric. When the jurisdiction is merely

titular, as in countries where the catholic

religion is not recognised, it is a biehopric, but

not a diocese. On the other hand, the bishopric

of Rome or that of an archbishop, compre-
hends all the dioceses of the subordinate

bishops." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

blsh'-ops-wdrt, s. [Eng. bishop's; wort.]

The name of two plants.

1. The Betony (Stachys Betonica, Bentham).

2. A ranunculaceous plant, Nigella datnas-

cena, perhaps because the carpels look like a

mitre. (Britten and Holland.)

* bl-sl'-dls, prep. & adv. The same as Beside
(q.v.). (Wycliffe, ed. Purvey, Matt. xiii. I.)

*bis'-Je, *bls'-i, a. [Busy.] (Rom. of the

Rose.)

*bis'-i-ly, *tia'-i-lit adv. [Busily.] (Rom.

of the Rose.) (Wycliffe, ed Purvey, 1 Pet. i. -22.)

* bi-sin'-ken, v.t. [A.S. besincan, besencan =
to sink.] To sink, (Cockayne. Hall: Mer-

denhad, A.D. about 1200.)

* bi-sit'te, * bl-sft'-ten, v.i. [A.S. besittan

— to sit round, to besiege.] To sit. (Langland,

ii. 110.)

bl-slT-I-quous (qu as kw), a. [From Lat.

prefix M = two, and siliqua (q.v.), with suffix

-ous.]

Bot. : Having two siliquas.

* bisk, v.t [Etymology doubtful.] To rub

over with an inky brush. (0. Scotch.)

"... to be bUk'd, as I think the word Is. that is, to

be rub'd over with an inky brush."— h'dm. Calamf;
Minittert, Ac, Ejected, p 68L (J. H. in Boucher.)

* bisk (1), s. [In Ft. bisque = crayfish soup.

Littre considers the remote etym. unknown.]

[Biscuit.] Soup made by boiling together

several kinds of flesh ; crayfish soup.

" A prince, who in a forest rides astray,

And, weary, to some cottage finds the ***.
Talks of no pyramids, or fowls, or bisks of nsn.

But hungry sups his cream, serv d up In earthen

dish.
A,n**

bisk (2), bisque (que as k), s. [Ft. bisque,

of unknown origin.]

Tennis-playing, Croquet,dc: A stroke allowed

to the weaker party to equalise the players.

* bisk -et (1), s. [Brisket.] (0. Scotch.)

* bisk -et (2), *. [Biscuit.]

* bi-slab -er-ed, * bi-slob red, pa. par.

[Bislabren.]

* bi-slab'-ren, v.t. [In L. Ger. beslabern.]

The same as Beslobber (q.v.).

* bism, • bisme, * bysyme, * bisne,

* bisine, s. [Contracted from Eng. abysm

(q.v.). J An abyss, a gulf. (0. Scotch.)

" Depe vuto hellis nude of Acheron, ,

With holl bitme. and hidduous swelth mirude.

Doug. .Virgil, 173, 87. (Jamxeton.)

* bis mare, * bis-mer, • bis mar, • bis-

mere. • bise-mare, • bus -mare,
*bisse-marre, «. [A.S. burner, bis-nwr,

bysmer, bysmor = filthiness, reproach, con-

tumely ; from bi, and smcr, prob. conn, witft

M. H. G. smier = a smile.]

L Of things: Abusive speech.
" She was as dhjne as water in a diche

(

AudaafullofhokirftHdofftumarc.
Chaucer : C. T., »*»», •*••

Cate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w6t, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, P*t,

Syrian. »,« = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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IL 0/persons:

1, A bawd.
" Douchter, for thy luf this man bas grete dlseis,

Quod the bitmere with the slekit speche."
/>OU0.: Virgil, Prot. 97,1.

8. A iewd woman, in general.

**Uet ane ftt'imare aoe barne, than al hyr blys gane is."

/>ohjj, : Virgil, 238, b, 27. (./u»*jk*»i.)

•bisme, a. [The same as Bisson (q.v.).] Blind.
" It cost thee nought, they say It comes by kind.
As thou art bitme, so are thy actions blind."

Mirror/or Magitt., p 178.

* bis-mer-i-en, v.t. [From A.S. bismerian =
to mock, to deride.J To mock, to insult.

(Bismare.] [Ayenb., 22.]

bis meth -yl, *. [Eng. bism(uth\ and ethyl.}

Chem. : Bi (CaHg)* the same as Triethylbis-
muthine. Bismethyl is obtained by the action
of ethyl iodide on an alloy of bismuth and
potassium. It is a yellow, stinking liquid,

sp. gr., 1*82
; it gives off vapours which take

fire in the air.

bis-mil lah, biz-mel'-lah, interj. [Arab.]
In the name of God I a very common Moham-
medan exclamation or adjuration.

" Bumillah— ' in the name of God ;* the commence-
ment of all the chapters of the Koran but one, and of
prayer and thanksgiving."

—

Byron : Giaour (note).

* bis-ming, * by is ming, * by ia-ning,
• byse-ning, * bys-ynt, a. [See Bism, *,]

Abysmal (?).

"And Pluto elk the fader of that se,

Repnttis that burning belch hatefull to se."

Doug. : Virgil, 211, «.

bis -mite, s. [From Eng., &c. bismuth, and
suffix -ite {Min.) (q.v.)]

Min. : The same as Bismuth-ochre. It has
been called also oxide of bismuth. It occurs
massive and disseminated, pulverulent earthy,
or approaching to a foliated structure. The
sp. gr. is 4*36 ; the lustre from adamantine to
earthy and dull ; the colour greenish-yellow,
straw-yellow, or greyish-white. Composition,
oxygen, 10*35 ; bismuth, 89 '65. It occurs in
Cornwall and abroad. (Dana.)

* bi smi -ten, * bi smit'-ten, v.t. [From
A.S. besmitan. In O. Dutch besmettan ; O. H.
Qer.bismizzen

t
pismizan = to contaminate.] To

stain, to infect, to contaminate, &c (N.E.D.)

* bl-smit -ted, pa. par. [Bismiten.]

* bi smo ke, • bi smo ken, v.t. The same
ssBesmoke (q.v J. (Chaucer: Boethius, 49.)

* bi smo ter en, v.t. The same as Besmut
(q.v.). {Chaucer: C. T., A. 76.)

* bi smud -det, pa. par. A form occurring
in the Ancren Riwle, p. 214, where other MSS.
read bismitted, from bismiten (q.v.).

bis -muth, 5. [In Dan., Fr., & Port, bismuth;
8w. <fc Ital. bismutte ; Mod. Lat. bismuthum,
vismuthum; Ger. wissmuth. Ultimate etym.
unknown.]

1. Chem. : A triad metallic element, rarely
pentad At.Wt.210.Symb. Bi'". Bismuth occurs
native along with quartz, and is separated by
fusion ; it is dissolved in nitric acid, and a
large quantity of water added, which precipi-
tates basic bismuth nitrate ; this is fused with
pure charcoal, which reduces it to the me-
tallic state. Bismuth is a crystalline, hard,
brittle, diamagnetic, reddish-white metal, sp.
gr. 9*9, melting at 264°C, and expanding on
solidifying. It is permanent in the air, but
oxidises into Bi'"2Oj, at red-heat burning
with a blue flame. Powdered bismuth takes
fire in chlorine gas forming BiCl3. Bismuth is

easily dissolved by nitric acid ; hydrochloric
acid has little action on it. Boiling sulphuric
acid oxidises it with liberation of SO*. Bis-
muth is used to make fusible metal, an alloy
of two parts bismuth, one of lead, and one o"f

tin ; it melts at 9S°C. Bismuth forms a di-
oxide Bi"'202» a trioxide Bi'">0>3, and a pent-
oxide Bi2 5. The so-called tetroxide B1.2O4 is
said to be a compound of the last two oxides.
Bismuth forms one chloride Bi'"Cl3 bismuthous

^ chloride (q.v.). Bismuth salts are precipitated
by H28 from an acid solution (see Analysis).
They may be separated from the other metals of
that group thus : the precipitate of sulphides is
washed, and then treated with (NH4)HS ammo-
nium sulphide, which dissolves the sulphides
of arsenic, antimony and tin ; the- residue is
washed, and then boiled with nitric acid,
which dissolves all the sulphides except mer-

curic sulphide HgS. The solution is then
evaporated with sulphuric acid, the lead, if

any, separates out as PbSOi, then ammonia
NH3.H2O is added in excess, which precipi-
tates thebi*mu(A.asBi'"(OH)3; the copperand
cadmium are in the solution. The salts of
bismuth give a white precipitate with water if

NH3HCI ammonia chloride is first added to
convert them into bismuth chloride, and they
give a yellow precipitate with K^CrO^ whicl
is insoluble in KHO, but soluble in nitric acid.

They are reduced on charcoal by the blowpipe-
flame, yielding a brittle metallic bead, and
give a slight yellow incrustation of oxide.

2. Min. Bismuth, Native Bismuth : A sectile

and brittle mineral occurring in hexagonal
crystals, or reticulated, arborescent, foliated,

or granular. The hardness is 2*25 ; the sp.
gr., 9727 ; the lustre metallic, the streak and
colour of a specimen silvery-white with a
reddish tinge. Composition, bismuth 99*914,
with traces of tellurium and iron. It occurs,
with other metals, in veins in gneiss, clay-slate,

and other metamorphic rocks. It has been
found in several counties of England, in the
silver and cobalt mineii of Saxony, in Bohemia,
in Norway, Sweden, and in Virginia, North
and South Carolina, California, and several
other of our Western States.

3. Pharm. : Subnitrate of Bismuth, Carbon-
ate of Bismuth, and Oxide of Bismuth taken
internally act as sedatives on the stomach in

dyspepsia and chronic vomiting. They have
been also used in epilepsy and in the diar-

rhoea attending phthisis. Preparations of
bismuth are sometimes employed externally
as cosmetics, but when a sulphuretted gas
acts upon them they blacken the face.

T Acicular Bismuth is = Aikinite ; Carbon-
ate of Bismuth = Bismuth Carbonate ; Cupre-
ous Bismuth — (a) Aikinite, (6) Wittichenite

;

Oxide of Bismuth = Bismite ; Silicate of Bis-
muth — Eulytite ; Sulphuret of Bismuth = Bis-
muthinite ; Telluric Bismuth = Tetradymite.

bismuth-blende, *. [In Ger. wissmuth-
blende.] Min. : Eulytine, or Eulytite (q.v.).

bismuth-carbonate, *. Min. .- Bismu-
tite (q.v.).

bismuth-glance, s. Min.: A mineral,
called in the British Museum Catalogue
Bismuthite, and by Dana Bismuthinite (q.v.).

bismuth-nickel, s. Min.: Griinauite
(q.v.).

bismuth-ochre, $. Min. : Bismite (q.v.).

bismuth-silicate, s. Min.: Eulytine
(q-v.).

bismuth-silver, s. Min. : Chilenite
(q.v.).

bismuth-sulphide, s. Min. : Bismuth-
ite (q.v.).

bismuth-tellurium, s. Min.: Tetra-
dymite (q.v.).

bis muth-al, a. [Eng. bismuth; -al.] Of or

belonging to bismuth.

bis muth ' aur-ite, s. [From Eng., &c. bis-

viuth ; Lat. auruvx — gold ; and suffix -ite

(Min.) (q.v.).] A mineral called also Bis-
muthic gold, produced in furnaces. (Dana.)

bls-mu'-thic, a. [Eng. bismuth; -ic] Of or
belonging to bismuth.

bismuthic-acid, s.

Chem. : Bismuthic Oxide,

bismuthic cobalt. 5.

Min. : A variety of Smaltine (q.v.). (Brit.
Mus. Catal.)

bismuthic-gold, s.

Min. : Bismuthaurite.

bismuthic oxide, s.

Chem. : Bismuthic Oxide, called also Bis-
muthic Anhjdride, Bismuth Pentoxide
BigOj. It is prepared by passing chlorine
through a solution of potash holding Bi^O*
in suspension ; the red precipitate is digested
with strong nitric acid to Temove any I Si .0 ,.

The bright red powder is bismuthic acid
HB1O3

I this when heated to 120"C is con-
verted into BiaOa, which is a dull red powder ;

when strongly heated it gives off oxygen, and
forms bismuth tetroxide or bismuthous bis-
muthite Bi ._,()., Bi./jr,.

bis muth-id, s. [Eng., Ac, bismuth, and

suff. -id.] A mineral having bismuth as on*
of the leading elements. (Dana, 3rd. ed., p. 26.)

bis -mtith-ine, *. [Eng. bismuth; -inc.}

Min.: Bismuthinite (q.v. ).

bis -muth-In-Ite, *. [Eng bismuthin(e);^$$
(Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. ; An opaque orthorhombic mineral, in
acicular crystals or massive foliated or fibrous.
The hardness is 2 ; the sp. gr., 6*4—7*2

; the
lustre metallic, with a lead-grey streak and
colour. Composition: sulphur, 1S19— 19-61;
bismuth, 74'55—80*96 or more. It occurs in
Cornwall and elsewhere. It is called also
Bismuthine, Bismutholaraprite, Bismuth-
glance, and Sulphuret of Bismuth.

bls-mutho-lamp'-rite, s. [From Eng.,

&c. bismuth ; Gr. Aajxjrpo* (lampros) = bright,
brilliant, radiant ; Eng. Huff. -ite(Mtn.)(a. v.)J
A mineral, called also Bismuthinite and Bis-

brilliant, radiant ; Eng. Huff. -ite(Mtn.)
A mineral, calif

*

muthite (q.v.).

bls'-muth-ous, a. [Eng. bismuth, and suff.

-ous.] Belonging to bismuth.

bismuthous chloride.
Chem. : Bi"'Cl3, also called Trichloride of

Bismuth. It is obtained by heating bismuth
in chlorine gas, or by distilling the metal with
twice its weight of mercuric chloride (HgCl^).
It is a white hygroscopic substance, melting
at 230* and distilling at a higher temperature.
It is soluble in dilute HC1, and by the addition
of water becomes turbid, Bi"'OCl, a white
powder being formed, which is used as a pig-
ment called "pearl white."

bismuthous nitrate.
Chem. : Bi'"(N03)3.5H20. It is obtained bv

dissolving the metal in nitric acid. It crystal-
lises in large transparent prisms. By pouring
a solution of this salt into a large quantity of
water a white basic nitrate is precipitated.
This is used in medicine under the name of
Bismuthi subnitras ; it acts as a direct seda-
tive on the mucous membrane of the stomach
and intestines. It Is given in irritant forms of
dyspepsia and chronic vomiting, also to check
diarrhoea. It is also largely used as a cosmetic,
but it is blackened by sulphuretted hydrogen.

bismuthous oxide.
Chem.: Bi

?
'"03., also called Bismuth Tri-

oxide. Obtained by heating the basic nitrate
of bismuth to low redness. It is a yellow
insoluble powder. The white hydrate is ob-
tained by precipitating a salt of bismuth by
an excess of ammonia.

bis' mut -ite, bis'-muth-ite, *. [In Ger.
bissmntit ; from Ger., Eng., &c, bismuth, and
-ite (Min.) (q.v.).']

Min. : An opaque or subtranslucent mineral,
occurring in minute acicular crystals or in-
crusting, or amorphous. The hardness varies
from 1'5 in earthy specimens to 4* or 4*5 in
those which are more compact ; sp. gr. 6"9 to
77 ; lustre vitreous to dull. It varies in hue,
being white, green, yellow, and yellowish-
grey. Composition : Carbonic acid, 6*56 to
730; oxide of bismuth, 87*07 to 90; water,
3 44 to 5 03. It occurs on the continent of
Europe and in America.

* bis'-ne, a. [Bison, a.]

*bisne, s. [Bisen, 5.]

* bi-snewed, pa. par. [Besnow (q.vAl
(Piers Plow., B. xv. 110.)

* bls'-ni-en, v.t. [A.S. bysnian ; O. Icel. bysna.]
To typify. (Metrical Homilies, ed. Small.)

* W-socgt, * bi-sogte, pa. par. The same
as Besought (q.v.). (Story of Gen. dt Exod.,
308, 3,693.)

* bi soc-ne, * bi sok-ne, *. [A.S. prefix M-
and socn n the searching of a matter, an in-

quiry.] Petition, request.
" Ac thorn betokne of the king dolaied It ni ynU.*

—Rob Glouc, p. 195.

* bi-sdg'-ni-o, * be'-s&'g-ni-o (g silent), s.

[From Ital. bisogno = want, necessity.] A
beggarly rascal. [Bezonian.]

**.
. . spum'd by grooms like a base bitognio I thrust

<mt by t.h' bead and shoulders."—Old PI., vi. us,
(Bouchar.)

*bi soil, * bi-su-li-en, v.t. [From A.S.
bisolian, H-sylian = to soil, stain. ] To soU.

* bi soilo I, * bi-suiled, pa. par. [Bisoil.]

bell, bo*^; pout, jo^rl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph C
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -fion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &o. = belt deL
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• bi son, * by'-sfcn, * bis' ne, * boe sen,
* bee -zen, a. [From A.S. bisene = blind.]
Short-sighted; half blind. [Bisson.]

" A dni tbu art blind, other bisne."-~Btde 4 JTtghtin-
gale, i, 243.

bi son, bis on (pL bisons, bis -6ns,
*bl-SOn-tes),s. [In Ft. bison; Prov. bison,

bizon; Port bisao ; 8p. & Ital. bisonte; Lat
bison, genit. bisontis; Gr. pio-iav {bison), gen.
£icr<o!'o? (&iso?ws)= the Aurochs or=the Urus.
[Aurochs.] Cf. A.S. wesent^a. buffalo, a
wild ox; urus bubalus (Bosworth) ; Icel. visun-
dur ; O. L. Ger. bisundr; N. II Ger. wisely
O. H. Ger. wisent, wisant, wisunt.)

L Ord. tang. : The name given to two
species of ruminating animals belonging to
the Ox family.

1. The European Bison (Bison Europatus).

2. Wrongly applied to the Aurochs (Bos
primigenius).

" Neither had the Greeks any experience of those
neat or buffles, called uri or bisoMet."—Holland .

Pliny, jit. ii., p. 32

i

U It will be observed that the word bison at
first brought with it into the English lan-

guage its Lat. pi. bisontes. On Decomin^
naturalised, however, it exchanged this for

bisons. [See the example under I., 1.]

2. An analogous species roaming over a
great part of North America. [II. 2.]

" Worn with the long day's march aud the chase of
the deer and the bison."

Longfellow ; Evangeline, il. 4.

IL Zool. d Palceont. : A genus of ruminants
belonging to the family Bovidse (Oxen). The\
have proportionately a larger head than oxen,
with a conical hump betweeu the shoulders,
due to excessive development of the spina i

processes of the dorsal vertebra, and a shaggj
mane. Two species are known.

1. Bison Europmts, sometimes called Bonasus
Bison, the European Bison. It is the &6vatrtro<;

(Bonassos) or £o>ao-os (Bonasos) of Aristotle,

the Burwf (Bison) of Oppian, the Bison juba-
tus, and the Bonasus of Pliny, and the Bos
bison of Linnaeus. It is often wrongly called

the Aurochs, which is etymologically the
same word as Ctesar's Urus [Aurochs]. This
animal has been known from classic times,
and Pliny contrasts it with the Aurochs, as
does Martial, who tells us that these beasts
were trained to draw chariots in the Roman
amphitheatre. It was formerly abundant
over Mid and Eastern Europe, and is the
largest living European quadruped, standing
some six feet high at the shoulder, and mea-
suring about ten feet from the muzzle to the
root of the tail, which is nearly three feet

more, and the strength is proportional to the
size. The general colour is dusky brown

;

there is a thick mane, and the hair on the
forehead is long and wavy. The cows arc
smaller than the bulls, and the mane is

thinner. The European Bison is now re-

stricted to some part of the Caucasus, and
to Lithuania, where it is strictly protected
by the Czar of Russia. Some specimens, have
been exhibited in the gardens of the Zoological
Society.

% Bison A mericanus or Bonasus A mericanus,
the American Bison, popularly but erron-
eously called the Buffalo. It has fifteen ribs

on each side, whilst the European bison has but
fourteen, and the domestic ox thirteen. They
once roamed iu herds in the western part of
British America and in the United States.

They are large and powerful animals, with

freat humped shoulders and a shaggy mane,
heir horns are short and taper rapidly. They

can resist a moderate number of wolves, but
fall a prey to the grizzly bear. Thpy have been
so relentlessly pursued by reckless hunters that

they are almost exterminated, though they
formerly existed in vast multitudes. At present

there are only one or two smalt herds left, but

an effort is being made to preserve and increase

them iu Yellowstone National Park.

' bispeke, •bi-spe-ken (pret. bispac),

v.t. [A.S. besprecan = to speak, ... to com-
plain, to accuse.]

* 1. Gen. - To speak to. [Bespeak.]

2. Specially

:

(I) To gainsay : to contradict.
" He luuede hire on-like and wet,

And sye ne bi-spac him neuere a del.

Story of den. A Exod., 1,444.

(*) To blame ; to condemn.
" Symeon and leal it bi-speken."

Story of Gen. ± Exod., 1,855.

* bi-Spel, s. [A.S. bigsyell, besiiell = a parable,
proverb, example ; big = of, by, or near, and
spell, spel ~ history, relation, . . . tidings. In
Ger. belspiel.] An example. (0. Eng. Horn., 12
& 13 cent., ed. Morris,)

* bi-sper'-ren, v.t. [A.S. btsparrian = to
bespar, to shut.] To lock up.

bi -spin-ose, o- TFrom Lat. prefix M = two,

and spinosus= full of thorns or prickles
;

spina = a thorn.]

* bi-spitte, * bc-spete (pret. bispat, bi-

sjKUte), v.t. The same as Bespit (q.v.). QVy-
cliffe, Purvey, Mark x. 34 ; xiv. 05.) To spit
upon.

* bl-spdt -ten, v.t . The same as Bespot (q.v.).

(Chaucer, Boethius.) (Stratmann.)

* bi spre inde, * bi spreint, pa. par. [Bi-

spRENQE.) The same as Besprinkled (q.v.).

(Wycliffe, Purvey, Jleb. ix. 19, &c.)

* bi-spreh'ge, v.t. [A.S. bisprengan = to be-
sprinkle.] The same as Besprinkle (q.v.).

bisque (que as k), s. [Contr. and altered
from biscuit (q.v.).]

Porcelain Manufacture: The baked ceramic
articles which are subsequently glazed and
burned to form porcelain.

* bis'-sarte, s. [Buzzard.] (Scotch.)

* bissc, s. [Brzz.] (Scotch.)

* bis-sect', v.t. [Bisect.] (Glossog. Nova.)

* bis sec'-tion, s. [Bisection.] (Glossog.

Nova.)

* bis-seg -ment, s. [ Bi segment. ] (Glossog.

Nova.)

* bisse- marro, s. [Bismare.] Abusive
speech. {Chaucer.)

* bis-set', s. [Fr. biset = . . . a coarse, brown
woollen stuff; bisette = coarse narrow lace;
plate of gold, silver, or copper with which
borne stuffs were striped {Cotgrave). ] Binding,
lace. [Chalmers: Queen Mary.)

* bis'-sette, s. [Buzzard.] (Scotch.) (Acts
Jos. II., 1457.)

bis -sex ', .s. [From Lat. bis = twice, and sex =
six. Twice six = 12.]

Music : A kind of guitar with twelve strings,

invented by Vanhecke in 1770. (Stainer and
Barrett.)

bis-sex'-tile, a. & s. [In A.S. bissexte, bises=
a leap year ; Fr. bissextil, fern, bissextile (a.),

bissexte (s.) ; Sp. bisextet, bisexto, bisiesto (a.)

;

Port, bissextil, bisscxto (a.) ; Ital. bisestile, 6i-

sesto. From Lat. bisextilis = containing an
intercalary day ; bisextus= an intercalary day

;

bis = twice, and sextus =sixth (B. 1.).]

A. As adjective : Containing two sixth days
in the kalends of the same month ; containing
an intercalary day in whatever way numbered

;

pertaining to leap year. [B. ]

"Towards the latter end of February is the bissextile

B. As substantive :

1. Roman Year : An intercalary day intro-

duced into the Roman month of February
once in four years. The name bissextile =
twice a sixth, was given because during leap

year two days of February in succession were
each called Sexta (dies) Kalendas Martii or
Martias = the sixth of the kalends of March.
These two days corresponded to the 24th and
25th of February in our reckoning. [Calen-
dar, Leap Year.]

" The yearof the sun oonaisteth of three hundred And
sixtr-flvedays and six hours, wanting eleven minutes ;

which six hours omitted, will, in time, deprave the
compute; aud this was the occasion of bissextile, or
leap year."—Brovme.

2, Our own Year : The term bissextile is still

retained for leap year, though there is no
reckoning of two sixth days anywhere in it.

When it occurs, twenty-nine days are assigned
to February instead of the twenty-eight, a
much more natural method of reckoning than
that adopted by the Romans.

" fiiwxtile. Leap Year, which happens every fourth
year, . .

."

—

Glossog. So*.

bis -some, s. [Bvssyh,] (Scotch.)

t bis -son, * bis en, * bis one, * bee-sen,
"bee some, by some, * bis me, 'bis'-

ne, a. [Of doubtful origin and meaning.]

I. Literally :

I. Ofarsons: Half-blind (?).

" Quo made bisne and quo lockende ?
"

Story of Gen. £ Exod.. 2,83*.

1 Of things: Blinding (?).

"But who, oh ! who hath seen the mobled queen
Run barefoot up and down, threat'ning the names
With bisson rheum f Shakes?. : Samlet, it i

II. Figuratively:

1. Ofpersons: Destitute of foresight
"What harm can your bitton eon spectui ties tfli«D

out of this character T—SHakesp. : Vorh,lamu. ii. 1.

*bis-syn, v.t. [Byssyn.] (Prompt. Parv.)

*bls'-8yli, s. [Lat. byssinus; from byssus ; Gr.

/3uo*o-os (bussos) = a tine yellow flax brought
from Egypt and India, or the linen made from
it ; Heb. yia (buts) = same meaning (I Chron.

xv. 27).] Fine linen (lit. dtjig.)

"... thatsche kyuere her with white bitsyn eclij>
nynge ; for whi bissyn is iuatifyngis of styutii."—
Wycliffe, Purvey ; Apoc. xix. 8.

* bi statlde, pa. par. [Bestead.] (Bom. of
tif Rose. )

* bi star-en. v.t. [A.S. bi, and starian m to
stare.] To stare at.

"The kefser bistarede hire."
Legend St. KalK liacw), (ed. Morton). IStratmann).

'bi stay (pret. bistode), v.t. [A.S. bestod, pa.
of bestandan = to stand by, to occupy.J

1. To stand by.

2. To stay ; as one is said to be storm-staid (f),

"Tristrem to Hark it seyd.
How stormes hem bitlayd.
Til anker hem braat and are."

Sir Tristrem, p. 4u, St. 62. {JamUtOn.)

* bi-sted", pa. par. [Bestead.]

* bi-stere', v.t. The same as Bestir (q.v.).

(King Alisaunder.)

bl-Btlp'-uled, a. (From Lat prefix bi = two,
and Eng. stipuied — furnished with stipules.]

Botany : Having two stipules.

* bistod, pret. of v. [A.S. bestandan = to stand
by.] Lamented, bewailed, wept for.

"And after wune faire hire bistod.
With teres, rem and frigti mod."

Story of Gen. & Exod.. 3.85T-*.

bfe'-tort, 5. [In Fr. bistorte; from Lat. bis =
twice, and tortus = twisted ; so named from
the twisted roots. ]

Bot. : The English name given to a sub-
genus or sub-division of the genus Polygonum.
Two British species fall under it—the Poly-
gonum Bistorta (Common Bistort or Snake-
weed), and the P. viviparum, or Viviparous
Alpine-Bistort. Each has a simple stem, and
a single terminal raceme of flowers. The
former has flesh-coloured flowers, and is

common ; the latter has paler flowers, and is

an alpine plant. It is sometimes called Alpine
Bistort

•| Dock Bistort I Polygonum Bistorta.

bls'-tour-y, bis tour-i, *. [In Ger. bisturi

:

Fr. bistouri ; from Pistoja, anciently called
Pistoria. a city in Italy, twenty miles north-
west of Florence, where these knives were
made at an early period.] A surgical instru-

BIBTOURIES.

ment used for making incisions. It has vari-

ous forms—one like a lancet, a second called

the straight bistoury, with the blade straight

and fixed on a handle ; and a third the crooked

bistoury, shaped like a half-moon, with th«

cutting edge on the inside.

"Sir Henry Thomson has shown that the time of a
brilliant man may be divided between the bistouri and
the palette-knife."—Daily Xewt. Fob. 2S, 1880. *

bis tre (tre = ter), bls'-ter, s. & a. [In

Ft. & Port bistre: Sw. bister; Ger. biestcr,

bister. Compare also Sw. & Dan. bister =
fierce, angry, furious, bitter.]

A. As subst. .* A pigment of a transparent

brown colour. To prepare it the soot left

after beech-wood has been burnt is boiled for

f&te, flat. Hire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd. son : mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, rail ; try, Syrian, m. oa c ey= a. qu = kw.
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half an hour, two pounds of the soot to each
gallon of the water. Before it has cooled, but
after it has been allowed time to settle, the
clearer part is poured off and then evaporated
to dryness, when the residuum left behind is

found to be bistre.

B. As adj. ; Of the colour described underA.

• T>i stride, v.t. The same as Bestride (q. v.).

bi-sul -cate, a. [Prom Lat. bisulnts — two-
fnnowed, two-cloven

;
prefix bi = two, and

suh:i(s = a. furrow ; suffix -ate. In Fr. bisuUx,
bisulque.]

1. Gen. : Having two furrows, bisulcous.

2. Zool. : Cloven, as a cloven hoof ; bisulcous.

bi-SuT-cous, a. [From Lat bisulcus.] Hav-
ing two hoofs ; cloven-hoofed. The same as
Bisulcate, 2 (q.v.).

"For the swine, although tnultlpnrons, yet being
blvilcout, and only cloven footed, are farrowed with
open eyes an other bttutcou* animals." — Brovme;
I ulgar Errourt.

* bi-sul i en, v.t. [Bisoil.]

bi-sul -phide, s. [From Lat. prefix W, and
Eng. siuphule(q.v.).'] A chemical compound
formed by the union of two atoms of sulphur
with another element

bisulphide of carbon, s.

Chem. : Carbon disulphide, CS2. It is pre-
pared by passing the vapour of sulphur over
red-hot charcoal. Carbon disulphide is a
transparent, colourless, inflammable, stinking
liquid; sp. gr. 1*372; it boils at 46J C. It
has great refractive and dispersive power;, it

bums with a blue flame, forming C02 and S02 .

It is insoluble in water, but it dissolves sul-

phur, gums caoutchouc, phosphorus and
Iodine, and alkaloids. Its vapour is very
poisonous, and is very explosive when mixed
with the air or with oxygen gas. Carbon di-

sulphide unites with metallic sulphides, form-
ing salts called Sulphoearbonates, having the
composition of carbonates with the oxygen re-

placed by sulphur, as calciunvsulphocarbon-
ate CaCS3. A mixture of the vapour of CS2
and H 2S passed over copper heated to redness
yields a copper sulphide CwgS and marsh gas
CH4. Carbon disulphide is used to kill

insects, but no light must be near as its

vapour is explosive.

Bisulphide of Carbon Engine : A compound
engine in which the vapour from bisulphide
of carbon is employed in the second cylinder
instead of steam as a motive-power. A binary
engine.

bi-sul'-phu-ret, ». [Bug. prefix bi, and suh
pkuret (q.v.).] Also called Bisulphide (q. v.).

*bl~swi'ke, v.t. The same as Beswike (q.v.).

* bi-swin ken, v.t [From A.9. beswincan =
to labour.] To procure by labour.

"... that mowen her bred biniinJte."—Piert Plow-
man, 6, 216. {Stratmatm.)

*blf'-y, a. [Busv.] (Rom, 0/ the Rose, Ac.)

bi sym-met -xi-cal, a. [Prefix bi, and Eng.
symmetrical.} Possessing bisymrnetry.

bi-sym'-me-try\ 5. [Prefix bi, and Eng.
symmetry.] Bilateral symmetry ; correspond-
ence of the right and left parts or sides.

• bis'-y^-nesse, s. [Business.] (Wycliffe, ed.

Purvey, 1 Pet. v. 7.)

*Wtt(l), *b^t. [A.S. bit, a contracted form
of biddeth.) 3rd pers. sing. pres. indie, of
A.8. biddan = bids.

" Iacob eft bit hem faren agon *

Story of Gen. * Exod^ %3&.

bit (2), pret. & pa. par. g/Bite (q.v.>
'• There ww lately a young gentleman bit to the bone,

who baa now Indeed recovered."— Taller.

Wt(i), * byte, * bitte (l), * bytt (l), $. & a.
[A.S. bita, bit, the latter in composition as bit-
n&lum = piecemeal, by bits, from bitan = to
bite. In Sw. bit ; Dan. bid, biden, from bide
= to bite ; Dut. beet = bite, bit, morsel,
mouthful ; Ger. bissen, bisschen, bischen, from
beissen = to bite. Thus bit is contracted from
bite, and is = a mouthful]
A. As substantive 3

L Ordinary Language:
1. Literttfly ;

*(1) A itiio ; the act of biting;

" Defended from foule Envies poisonous bit."

Spenser: F.(i. (Veriai.)

(2) As much as one might be expected to
bite off at one operation ; a bite.
" How many prodigal biti have slaves and peasants
This uightenglutted 1" Shaketp. ; Timon, il. 2.

(3) Food. (Scotch.) (Vulgar.)

* The bit and the brat : Food and raiment.
[Brat.] (Scotch.) (Presb. Elog.)

2. Figuratively;

(1) Gen. : A fragment : a small portion.
Used-

fa) Of a magnitude, or material body.
" IIU majesty has power to grant a patent for

stamping round bit* or copper, Co every subject he
hath. '—Swi/t.

(b) A short space of time. (Scotch.)

"0 an he could hae handen &ff the smugglers a bit"
[i.r., for a bit, for a little.]—Scott: Guy Mannering,
cli. xi.

(2} Scotch : A piece of ground, a place, or
particular spot.

" Weel, just as I was coming up the bit, I saw a man
afore me that I keut was naue o' our herds, and it's a
wild bit to meet ony other body . .

."

—

Scott : Guy
Mannering, ch. xl.

(3) It is sometimes used of anything not ac-

tually very small, but described as being so
by one who is proud of it or who likes it.

' There was never a prettier bit o' horseflesh In the
stable o' the Gordon Arms,' said the man . .

."

—

Scott i

Guy Mannering, ch. xi.

3. Numis. A Ord. Lang.

;

(a) The popular English name for a small
Spanish coin, a half pistareen circulating in
the West Indies. Its value is now about 5d.
sterling. In Johnson's time it was estimated
at 7£d.

(b) A silver coin circulating in the Southern
States of America, in value an eighth of a
dollar = 6id.

4. Metal-working, Carpentry, Ac.

:

(a) A boring-tool used by wood-wortcers. It
is attached to a brace, by which it is rotated.
An auger has many points of resemblance to
a bit, but has a cross-handle whereby it is

rotated, whereas a bit is stocked in the socket
of a brace, and is rotated thereby. It runs
into many varieties of form, such as the centre
bit, the sperm bit, the gimlet bit, &c. [For
these see the word preceding bit in the several
compounds.] (Knight.)

(b) The cutting-iron of a plane. [Plane
Bit.]

(c) The cutting-iron inserted in the revolving
head of a machine for planing, grooving, &c.

(d) The cutting-blade of an axe, hatchet, or
any similar tool. It is distinguished from the
pole, which forms a hammer in some tools.

5. Metal-working

:

(a) A boring-tool for metal. There are
various kinds of it, such as the half-round
bit, the rose bit, the cylinder bit, &c.

(b) The copper piece of a soldering-tool
riveted to an iron shank ; a copper bit.

1 See also 1, 2, and 3, under II. of Bit (2).

B. As an adjective : Diminutive.

(a) Without contempt

:

" I heard ye were here, frae the bit callant ye sent to
meet your carriage."—Scott ; Antiquary, ch. rii.

(b) Contemptuously:
" Some of yon will grieve and greet more for the

drowning of a bit calf or stirk, than ever ye did for all
the tyranny and defections of Scotland."

—

Walker:
Peden, o. 62. {Jamieton.)

C. As adverb. A bit : In the least ; in the
smallest degree.

bit-bolder, s. That which holds a boring-
bit.

bit-Stock, a. The handle by which a bit
is held and rotated. It is called also a brace.

bit (2), * bitte (2), * bytt (2), a. [A.S. bate,
geboste = a bit of a bridle, a bridle, trappings,
harness (Bosworth) ; bitol= a bridle. Sw.
betsel — a bridle ; Dan. bedsel — a bit, a curb

;

Dut gebit . . . =abit.] [Brr, ».]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : Chiefly in the sense II. 1.

"Behold, we pufc&ifa in the horses' months, that
they may obey us; and we turn about their wbele
body."—Jamet 111. 3.

2. Fig. : A curb ; a restraint of any kind.

TJ, Technically:

1. Iron-working, Saddlery, Ac. : The iron
part of a bridle which is inserted in the mouth
of a horse, and having rings by which the
eheek-straps and reins are attached. [See
BrIDLE-BIT.]

2. Tron-irorking, Locksmithing, Ac. : The part
of a key which enters the lock and acts upon
the bolt and tumblers. The bit of a key con*
sists of the web and the wards. The web it

the portion left after the wards are notched^,
sawn, or filed out. In the permutation locks,
each separate piece composing the acting part
of the key is termed a bit. These fit upon the
stem of the key, from which they are remov-
able, and are interchangeable among them*
selves, so as to allow the key to be set up
with various combinations agreeing with the
set of the tumblers.

3. Iron-working, Ac.

:

(a) The jaw of a tongs, pincers, or other
similar grasping tool, e.g. Jfai-bit tongs.

(b) The metallic con-
necting joint for the
ribs and stretchers of
umbrellas.

Music : A small piece
of tube, generally fur-

nished with two raised
ears. It is used to
supplement the crook
of a trumpet, a cornet-
a-piston, or any similar
instrument, with the
view of adapting it to
a slight difference of cornet bit,
pitch. (Stainer and
Barrett.)

% Obvious compound, bit-maker. (Ogilvie.)

bit-key, s. A key adapted for the permu-
tation lock, the steps being formed by movable
bits, as in the Hobbs lock.

bit-pincers, s. pi.

Locksmithing: Pincers having curved or
recessed jaws.

bft (IX v.t. [A.S. bostan = to bridle, rein in,

curb, bit.] To put the bit in the mouth of a
horse ; to bridle a horse. (Johnson.)

hit (2), v.t. [Bitt, v.]

* bi ta'ak, * bi - ta'ko * bi-ta-ken (pret.

bitok,bitoc; pa. par. bitakun). (Wyclijfe, ed.

Purvey, Matt. xxiv. 9 ; xxvi. 2.) The same ai

Betake (q.v.).

*bi-tac-nen, v.t. The same as Betoken
(q.v.) (Stratmann.)

* bi-tea-chen, v.t. [Biteche.]

*bi-tagt, pa. par. of v. [A.S. bitaht, bitaught,

pa, par. of betcecan= to give, to deliver to.)

The same as Betake. Delivered, given over;
assigned.

" Sone him was aarray bi-lagt
And pbaraou the kinge bitagt."

Story of Gen. & Exod., 778.

* bi-tale, *. [A.S. bi, and tale, cf. bispel.) A
parable. (Stratmann.)

bi-tar'-tar-ate, s. [Lat. prefix bi m two,
and Eng. tartarate (q.v.).]

Chem.: A name given to salts, asKHC4H40«,
acid tartarate of potassium, or hydrie-potassic
tartarate. This salt is also called Cream of
Tartar. It is prepared from argol or tartar,

an impure acid potassium tartarate, which is

deposited from grape-juice during the process
of fermentation ; the colouring matter is re-

moved by animal charcoal, and then it it

purified by crystallisation. It forms groups
of small, translucent, oblique, rhombic crys-

tals, which are slightly soluble in cold water,
but insoluble in spirit. Wheu heated in a
close vessel, it is decomposed, leaving a residue

of charcoal and pure potassium carbonate. It

is frequently used in medicine in small doses
as a refrigerant and diuretic ; and in large

doses, mixed with jalap, as a powerful hydra-
gogue purgative.

* bi-taughte, pret. TA.S. bitauhte, bitaughte,

pret. of betcecan = deliver to, commend,!
Commended. [Betake.]
" He wold they had lenjrer abide, and they seyde nay,
But bitaughte Gamelyu God, and good day."

Chaucer: C. T., Cook* Tate, S37-&

bitch (Eng.), * biok (0. Scotch), s, A a. [A.a
bicce, bice, byege; IceL bikkja; Ger. batzt,

betze,petze; Basque potzoa.]

1. The female generally of the dog, but in
some cases also of the allied species, the fox,

the wolf, &c.
" The method of education consists In separating the
tppy, while very Young, from the bitch, and in ao-

cuntoming it to its future companions." — Itarwin

'

•Si*, bo^; poiit, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Sin, a»; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ing,
-oian, -tian* shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; tion, -»ion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = ahns. -ble, -tre, Ac. = bel, ter.
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2. Highly vulgar and offensive : An oppro-
brious epithet for a woman.

Him you'll call a dog, and her a bitch."

Pope: Horace; SattrtiL

bitch-fox, t. A female fox.

" Where oft the bitch-fox hide* her hapless brood.*'
Cowper : The Neediest Alarm.

bitch-wolf, * bitch wolfe, s. A female
wolf.

And at his feete a bitch toolfe suck did yeeld
To two young babes."

Spemer : The Vition* of Bella]/, ix.

* bitched, a. [Bicchid.]

bite, byte, * bight, *bi'-ten, *by'-tyn
(pret bit ; pa. par. bitten, bit), v.t. & i. [AS.
bitan (pret. bat, bot, boot, pa. par. biten) = to

bite ; IceL & Sw. bita ; Dan. bide ; Dut bijten

;

Goth, beitan; (N. H.)Ger. beissen; O. H.Ger.
pizan.]

A. Transitive:

t lit. : To infix the teeth in anything,
either for the purpose of detaching a portion

of it and swallowing it for food, to inflict a
wound, or for other purposes ; to break or
crush with the teeth.

" My very enemy's dog.
Though he had bit me, should have stood that night
Against my tire." Shakesp. : Lear, Ir. 7.

IL Figuratively:

1. 0/persons:

(1) To inflict sharp pain on the body. Spec.—

(a) To cut, to wound. Chiefly in participial

adjective biting, as biting falchion. [Biting.]

(b) To inflict such torture as intense cold

does.
" Here feel we . . . the icy phang

And churlish chiding of the winters wind,
Which when it bites and blows upon my body.
Even till I shrink with cold, I smile."

shakesp. : At You Like It, li. L

(c) To make the mouth smart by applying
an acrid substance to it (Chiefly in the pr.

par.)
'" It may be, the first water will have more of the

cent, as more fragrant, and the second more of the
taste, as more bitter, or biting."—Bacon.

(2) To inflict sharp pain upon the mind,

(o) To engage in angry contention with
;

sharply to reproach ; to use language fitted to

wound.
" But If ye bite and devour one another, take heed

that ye be not consumed of one another."

—

Qal. r. 1&

(o) To trick, to cheat (Vulgar.)
" Asleep and naked as an Indian lay.

An honest factor stole a tern away ;

He pledgd it to the knight, the knight had wit,

So kept the diamond, and the rogue was bit"
Pope : Mor. Euayi, En. m. 364.

JL Of things : To take hold of the ground
o» other surface firmly, as a skate upon ice.

[C. Bite in.)

B. Intrans. : Formed by dropping the ob-

jective of the verb transitive to which it cor-

responds in meaning.
" Let dogs delight
To bark and bite." Wattt : Hymn*.

C. In special phrases. (In these bite is gene-

rally transitive.)

1. To bite in: To corrode copper or steel

plates as nitric acid does in the process of

etching.

2. To bite the ear : To do so after a fashion

without hurting it ; this was intended as an
expression of endearment

" Slave, I could bite thine ear.

Away, thou dost not care for me !

"

Ben Joruon : Atch., 11 S.

% Sometimes bite is used alone in a similar

BOM
" Ban rogue in buckram, let me bite thee.*

Goblins, 0. PL, x. Itf. {Ware*).

3. To bite the thumb at ; to bite the nail of the

thumb at : To show contempt for, this being

one of the methods formerly adopted of indi-

cating contempt Nares says that the thumb
in such a case represented a fig, and the

action of biting it was tantamount to saying,
** A fig for you," or, "The flco ! " He cites in

proof the following lines :

—

"Behold next I see Contempt marching forth,

giving me the fico, uHth hie thombe in hi* mouth."—
Lodge : WW* MUerie, 1596.

" I will bite my thumb at them ; which Is a disgrace

to them, if tbey bear it. "—Shakesp. : Ram. e) Jul., I I.

"Ti» no leas disrespectful to bite the nail of pour
thumb, by way of scorn aud disdain, and drawing your
nail from between your teeth, to tell them you value
sot this what they can do."—Rules of Civility (trausl.

from French, 167SJ, p. 44.

• 4. To bite upon the bridle: To become a
•ervant to others ().

"The labouring band grows rich, but who are idle

In winter time must bite upon the bridle."

Poor Robin, 1734. {HalUweU I Contr. to Lexieog.)

bite, * byte, s. [From bite, v. (q.v.). In Sw.
belt ; Dan. bid, biden. Eng. bit is a contrac-
tion of bite.} [Bit.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of biting.

(1) Gen. : The act of inflicting a wound with
the teeth or of detaching a morsel of that
which is subjected to their action.

"The disease came on between twelve and ninety
days after the bite."—Dartcin : Voyage round the
World, ch. xvi.

(2) Spec. : The act of a fish in snapping with
its teeth at bait.

"I have known a very good fisher angle diligently
four or six hours for a river carp, and not have a bite.— Walton.

2. The wound inflicted.

(1) Lit : The wound produced by the teeth
of a man or animal.

(2) Figuratively:

(a) 0/ things: A cheat, a trick, a fraud.
" Let a man be ne'er so wise,
He may be caught with sober ilea.

For, take it in Its proper light,
Tis Just what coxcombs call a bite.'—Swift.

(6) Of persons : A trickster, a sharper ; one
who cheats.

3. The fragment or mouthful of bread or
anything similar ; a small quantity of bread.

(1) Lit. : In the foregoing sense.

% Bite and soup : Heat and drink ; the mere
necessaries of life. (Scotch.)

"... removed me and a' the puir creatures that had
bite and toup in the castle, and a hole to put our heads
In, . . "Scott • Bride qf Lammermoor, ch. xxiv.

(2) Fig. : A small portion.

There is never a bite of all Christ's time with His
people spent in vain, for He is ay giving them season-
able instructions."

—

W. Guthrie: Serm., p. a. {Jamie'
ton.)

IX Printing : An imperfect portion of an
impression, owing to the frisket overlapping
a portion of the form and keeping the ink
from so much of the paper.

bite in, s.

Engraving: The effect produced by the
action of nitric acid on the parts of the plate

from which the etching ground has been re-

moved.

t bite'-a-ble, t bit-a-ble, a. [Eng. bite, v.;

•able.]
' That may be bitten. (Cathol. Aug.)

•bi-teg', pret. of v. [A.S. beteon (pret teah,

sing, betugon, pi., pa. par. betogen) m to tug,

tow, pull, go.] Accomplished.

"Get 1st vnaenehu ic \t bi-teg
t~

Story of Gen. e) Exod., 2,878.

l>i telephone, >. A combination of two
telephones with a curved connecting arm,
capable of being applied simultaneously to both
ears and of staying in position without being
held by the hand.

• bi telle, * bi-tel len (pa. par. bitold), v.t.

[A.S. betellan to speak about]

1. To answer for ; to win ; to rescue.

2. To declare, to narrate.
" Quan abram him bt-told."

Story of Gen. e) Exod., MO.

*bi'-ten, v.t. [AS. o«teon-= to tug, go, Ac]
[Biteg.] To accomplish.

"And hew swine wel he W-ten."
Story of Gen. e) Exod., 8,626.

* M-te'-in (pa. par. bitogen), v.t. [From A.S.

beteon.] (Biteo, Biten.] To employ. (0. Eng.
Homilies, i. 31.)

* bit -
, o. [Bitter.]

bi'-ter, * bi'-tere, *. [Eng. bit(e) ; -er. In Sw.
bitare; Dan. bider ; Dut. bijter; Ger. beisser.]

1. A person who or an animal which bites.

Used specially—

(a) Of a dog.
*' Great barkers are no biter*. "—Camden.

(b) Of a fish that takes the bait.

" He is so bold, that he will invade one of his own
kind, and yuu may therefore easily believe him to be
a bold biter."— WaUon.

2. Fig. Of persons : A mocking deceiver ;

a trickster, a cheat (For special signification

see the example.)
" A biter is one who tells yon a thing yon have no

reason to disbelieve in itself, and perhaiis has given
you, befote he bit you, no reason to disbelieve It fur

bis sayiug it; aud. If you give him credit, laughs in

your face, and triumphs that he has deceived you. He
is one who thinks you a fool, because you do not think
blm a MLaAvt."—Spectator.

% In composition, specially in the word
back-biter (q.v.).

bl-ter'-nate, a. [From Mod. Botanical Lat
biternatus.] Twice over divided into three.

Bot. : The term applied when from the com-
mon petiole there proceed three secondary
petioles, each bearing three leaflets. (LindUy%

•bite -sheep (0. Eng.% * bytescheip (0.
Scotch), a. (Eng. bite ; sheep. Cf. G«*r. beisz-

schaf.] A contemptuous term for a bishop,
intended as a play upon his official designa-
tion, as if he were a bad shepherd who bit the
sheep he was bound to feed.

* bi thseht, pa. par. of v. [A.S. bitheccan =
to cover, to cloak. J Covered.
"... mid p*el!e bithaht.'—Layamon : Brut. (ed.

Madden), 19,215. (Stratmann.)

* bi thenke, * bi-thenche (pret. * bithmight,
* bithhogte, * bithogt, * bithohte, * bithowte),

v.t.,&c [A.S. bethencan.] [Bethink.] The
same as Bethink (q.v.).

"... whether he sittetb not first and bithenkith
If he may . . ."— Wydiffe (ed. Purvey), Luke xiv. SL

*bi-then-kynge, pr. par. [Bitushiu.]
(Wyclijfe, Purvey, Luke xii. 2b).

*bi-thri'n-gen,*bi-thruh-gen,v(. [From
A.S. prefix bi, and thringan = to press, to
crowd, to throng.] To oppress. (Qrmuluih\
14,825- Stratmann.)

* bl-ti'de (pret. bitid, bitidde), v.t. k i. [The
same as Betide (q.v.).] (Sir Ferumbras, 678,

Rom, of the Rose, etc.)

* bi-time, adv. [The same as Betimes (q.v.).]

* bi-time, v i. [Betimes.] To happen, occur.

"Gif sunne bitimed bi nihte.'—Ancren fiitde, p.S24.

bi ting, * by -ting, *by-tyngf
* by--

tynge, pr. par., a., & «. [Bite, v.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. As particip. adj. Spec.

:

1 1. Sharp, cutting ; used of an instrument,
or of cold.
" I've seen the day with my good biting faulchion
I would have made them skip."

Hhaketp. : Lear, r, 3.

2. Sharp, cutting, severe, caustic. (Used of

words.)
" ThJa would have been a biting Jest"

Shakesp. : Ji.rA. HI., IL «.

C As subst. : The act of biting, the state of

being bitten.

biting-in, s. [Bite in.]

bl'-tihg-ly, adv. [Eng. biting; -ly.] In a

biting manner, jeeriugly, sarcastically, acri-

moniously.
"Some mure bitingly called It the impress oremblem

of his entry into his nrxt hishoprick, vit, not at the

door, but the window."—Harrington : Br. View of the

Church, p. 28.

bit -less, a. [Eng. bit, and suffix -less= with-

out] Without a bit.

" Here, a fierce people, the Getulians lie,

Bitless Nuiuidiau norse. and quicksands dire.

Sir R, Panthaw: Tr. of I'irg, JFn. «.

* bit'-ling, *. [Eng. bit, and dimin. suffix

•ling.] A little bit, a fragment
" The cleavesom bitting* of body."—Fairfax : Bulk

of the World, p. 66.

* bit -mouth, *. [Eng. bit; mouth.] The same
as hit = the part of a bridle put in a horse's

mouth. (Bailey.)

* bi-to-gen, pa. par. [AS. teon = to pull, go,

lead, entice, to allure.] [Biteo, Biten, Biteon.]

X, Bestowed, applied.
M Dhnfqhvath iacob, yuel ist bitogen."—Story of Gen.

and Exod., 1,771.

2. Guided, directed.

". . . thou h(aueth]askie hem wel bitogen."—Story

of Gen. and Exod., 3,7a6.

* bi-told, pa. par. [Bitellen. ]

* bi-tok, pret. of v. [A.S. betcucan = (1) to

show; (2) to betake, impart, deliver, commit,

or assign.] Gave, committed. [Betake.]
**

. . . and bitok hem that limyde bright and stiune."

Sir Ftrumbras, S.076.

* bi-toc'-nnnge, * bi-tok -nlnge, pr. par.

Tiie same as Betokenino ^q.v.X (BIock: Lift

of Thorn. Beket. ) (Stratmann.)

•bit -ore, * bit -our, * bit -tor, a [Brr-

1 bi-tr&'ppe, v.t.

(q.v-)-]

[The same as Betra*

fete, *%t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pd^

or. wore, wolf; work, who\ son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, m, ce = e. ey = a. qu =kw.
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* bi-tralen, * bitrain, v.t.•bi-trale,
(Betray.)

•W-trende, * bl-trSn'-den (pa. par. *bl-

trent), v.t. [From A.S. trendil, trendl = a
sphere, an orb, a circle ; trendlian — to roll]

To wind around, to surround.

And m aboute a tre with many a twf sfe
BUrent and writhen is the sweet woodbynde."

Chaucer : Troylui A Cryteyde, 4,080.

• bi-treow-then, v.t. [The same as Be-
troth (q.v.).] (Stratmann.)

bl~tri"-cre'-nate, a. [From Lat. prefix bi =
two, tri = three, and Eng. crenate (q.v.).]

Bot : Crenate twice or thrice over.

bi-m-pln-nat'-i-ffld, a. [From Lat. prefix

M = two, tri = three, and Eng. pinnatijid

(q.v.).]

Bot. : Pinnatifid twice or thrice over.

br-tri-ter'-nate, a. fFrora Lat. prefix bi —
two, tri - three, and Eng. ternate (q.v.).]

Bot. : Ternate, that is, growing in threes,

twice or thrice over.

* bl-tru'-men, v.t The same as Betrim
(q. v.).] (Stratmann.

)

bitt, t bit, 8. [Dan. bitte, bidding; Fr. bitte.

Cognate with Eng. bite (q.v.).]

1. Nautical. Primarily: A post secured to
several decks, and
serving to fasten

the cable as the
ship rides at an-
chor.

2. Gen. Plur.
Bitts, *bita: Per-
pendicular pieces
of timber in the
deck of a ship for
fastening ropes
to, as also for
securing wind-
lasses, and the bitts.
heel of the bow-
sprit.

% Hence there are pawl-bitts, carrick or
unndlass bitts, winch-bitte, and belaying-bitts.

(See these words.)

bitt-heads, s. pi

Shipbuilding : The upright timbers bolted
to several decks, and serving as posts to which
the cable is secured. They correspond to
bollards on a wharf or quay. (Knight-heads.)

bitt stopper, s.

Naut. : A rope rove through a knee of the
riding-bitt, and used to clinch a cable.

Wtt, t bit, v.t. [From bitt, s. (q.v.). In Fr.
bitter.] To put around a bitt.

% To bit the cable is to put it round the bits,

In order to fasten it or slacken it gradually,
which last is called veering away. {Falconer.)

t blt'-ta-ele, s. [Binnacle.]

bit-ted, pa. par. & adj. [Bit, v.t.]

blt'-ten, pa. par. & adj. [Bite, v.t]

1. Gen. : In senses corresponding to those
of the verb.

".
. . if a serpent bad bitten any man, . . ."—Numb.

2. Bot. : Premorse, applied to a root or
sometimes to a leaf terminating so abruptly
and with so ragged an edge, as to suggest the
idea, of course an erroneous one, that a piece
bas been bitten off. Example, the root of
Scooiosa siiccisa,

Wi'-ior, *bit-tere, *blt'-tlr, *blt-tre
(tre aster), byt'-ter,*byt'-tyr, *blt'-ir,

a., adv., k s. [A.S. biter, bitter ; Icel. bitr; Sw.,
Dan., Dut., & Ger. bitter ; O. Sax. bittar; Goth.
baitrs. From A.S. bitan = to bite.

J

A* As adjective. Essential meaning : Biting.
" Bitter is an equivocal word ; there ts bitter worm-

wood, there are bitter words, there are bitter enemies,
and a bitter cold morning. '— Watts : Logick.

L Objectively

:

1. Literally:

(1) Having qualities fitted to impart to the
taste a sensation as if the tongue had been
bitten, or subjected to the action of something
Bharp, acrid, or hot

"... bitter as quinine, morphine, strychnine, gen-
tian, quassia, soot. *c."—Bain: Mental and Moral
Science, bit. L, chap it, p. 86.

(2) Having qualities fitted to impart a simi-
lar sensation to another part of the body than
the tongue ; keen, sharp, piercing, making the
skin smart.

" The fowl the borders fly.

And shun the bitter blast, and wheel about the sky."
Dryden.

2. Fig. : Having qualities fitted to lacerate
the mental feelings. Spec—

(1) Sharp, severe, stinging, reproachful,
sarcastic. (Used of words, or of visible

gestures.)
"Go with me.

And, in the breath of bitter words, let's smother
My damned son." Shaketp. : Rich. III., iv. 4.

(2) Miserable, calamitous, mournful, dis-

tressing. (Used of events, Ac.)
" Those men. those wretched men I who will be slave*,
Must drink a bitter wrathful cup of woe !

"

Thornton : Cuttle of Indolence, ii. 84.

(3) Fitted to produce acrimonious feelings

against one. (Used of conduct)
"... it is an evil and a bitter thinpr that thou hast

forsaken the Lord thy God/—Jer. ii. 19.

JX Subjectively:

1. 0/ temporary states of feeling ;

(1) Keenly hostile in feeling. (Used of per-

sonal foes.)

"... the bitterest foes, as Aristotle long ago re-
marked, are drawn together by a common fear."—
Lewis; Early Rom, Hist. (1856), ch. xiL, pt. iii., § M,
v-jI. ii., p. 2.14.

(2) Mournful, sad, melancholy. Used—
(a) Of feelings.

Nor can I utter all our bitter grief."
Shaketp. : Titus Andrtm., T. 8.

" Her head upon her lap, concealing
In solitude her bitter feeling."

Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylstone, it

(6) Of the outward symbols.
" Though earth has many a deeper woe.
Though tears more bitter far must flow."

Remans ; Tale of the Fourteenth Century.
" Caermartbeu listened with a bitter smile."—Ma-

eaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

2. Ofpermanent character

:

(1) Disposed to use keen, sarcastic words in

quarrels or controversies, or even at other
times ; acrimonious. Used—

(a) In a general sense.
" Yet not even that astounding explosion could awe

the bitter aud intrepid spirit of the solicitor."—Ma-
caulay: Hist. Eng., ch. viii.

(b) Of a religious or political partisan.
** In youth a bitter Nazareue,
They did not know how pride can stoop
When baffled feelings withering droop.

'

Byron ; Siege of Corinth, 11

(2) Mournful, melancholy, afflicted, habitu-
ally depressed in spirits.

Wherefore is light given to him that is in misery,
and life unto the bitter hi soul."—Job, iii. 2a

B. As adverb

:

Poet. : The same as Bitterly (q.v.).

" For this relief, much thanks : 'tis bitter cold,
Aud I am sick at heart"

Shaketp. : Hamlet, L 1.

If If in the example cold be regarded as a
substantive, then bitter will be an adjective,

and the category B. will disappear.

C. As substantive

:

I, Sing. In the abstract: Any substance
which has the quality of bitterness, acridity,

sharpness.
" Not more in the sweet
Than the bitter I meet
My tender aud merciful Lord."

Covper : Trans, from Guion, Simple Trust.

IX Plur. In the concrete : Bitters.

1. Gen.: Anything bitter. [A.]
•* I have tasted the sweets and the bitters of love."

Byron : Lines Addressed to the Rev. J. T. Beecher.

2. Spec. : A compound said to improve the
appetite and assist digestion, originally pre-
pared by infusing bitter herbs in water.
Bitters are now prepared by steeping a mix-
ture of bitter and aromatic herbs in spirits of
wine for ten or twelve days, straining the
liquor, and reducing it with water to the
strength of gin. The herbs generally used are
gentian, quassia, wormwood, cascarilla, and
orange-peel

bitter-almond, s. One of the two lead-
ing varieties of the common almond, the sweet
one being the other. [Almond.]

bitter-apple, s. The same as Bitter-
cucumber and Bitter-gourd (q.v.).

bitter-ash, s. A name given in the West
Indies to Simaruba excelsa, a tree of the order
Simarubaceee (Quassiads).

bitter- blain, s.

Among the Dutch Creoles in Guinea: Pan-
demia diffusa, a plant of the order Scrophu-
liriacete (Figworts).

bitter-cress, s. A book-name for the
several species of the genus Cardamine, and
especially for Cardamine amara,

bitter - cucumber, $. The same u
Bitter-gourd (q.v.).

t bitter-cup, s.

Pharm. : A cup made of some bitter wood
which imparts its taste and medicinal prD-
perties to not water poured into it and allowed
to stand till it cools. Bitter-cups, once com-
mon, are now rarely seen.

bitter-damson, s. A tree, Simaruba
amara, belonging to the order Simarubaces
(Quassiads).

bitter gourd, s. TheColocynth(C#rwHu#
colocynthis), a plant of the order Cucurbitaceaj
(Cucurbits). It is called also the Bitter*
cucumber and the Bitter-apple.

bitter-herb, s. A plant, Erythrcsa cen-
taur-in at, L., of the order Gentianaceee (Gen-
tianworts).

bitter-king, $. Soulamea amara, a plant
of the order Polygalacese (Milkworts).

bHter nut, ». The Carya amara, " bitter-

nut" or swamp-hickory of this country.

bitter-oak, $. A species of oak, the
Quercus cerris, called also the Turkey Oat
The wood is prized by cabinet-makers.

bitter-salt, a An old name for Epsom
salt (sulphate of magnesium).

bitter-spar, s. A mineral, called also
Dolomite (q.v.).

bitter-vetch, %

1. In Hooker and Arnott : The English name
of the old papilionaceous genus Ore-bus. Two
species occur in Britain, the Tuberous Bitter-
vetch {Orobus tuberosus), now generally called
Lathyrus macrorrhizus, and the Black Bitter-
vetch (0. niger). The former is a common
plant with pinnate leaves, consisting of 2—

4

pairs of leaflets. The tuberous roots are eaten
by the Highlanders. The Celtic name for
them is Cairmeil, supposed to be the Chara of
Csesar (De Bello Civili, HI 48.) The Black
Bitter-vetch turns of the colour just named
in drying. It has 3—6 pairs of leaflets. It Is

found in Scotland, but is somewhat rare.

2. A modern book-name for Vicia Orobus.

bitter-weed, .«,

1. A name for any one of the species of
Poplars. It is given because their bark is

very bitter. [Bot, E. Bord.) Britten and
Holland quote in connection with the so-called

bitter-weed the following popular rhyme

:

" Oak, ash, and elm tree.
The laird may hang (or a' the three

:

But for saugn and bitter-weed
The laird may flyte, but make uaething beet."

2. A North American species of wormwood.

bitter-wood, s.

1. Gen. : A name for the genus Xylopia,
plants of the order Anonacese (Anonads).

2. Spec. : Xylopia glabra, a West Indian tree,

the wood of which is intensely bitter.

blt'-ter, s. [From bitt (q.v.>]

Naut. : A turn of the cable which is round
the bitts.

bitter-end, s.

1. Naut : The part of the cable a4>aft the
bitts ; the last end of a cable in veering out

;

the clinching end.

2. Fig. (Of a quarrel): The utmost ex-

tremity.

* Wt'-ter, v.t. [A.S. Uterian.] To make bitter.

"A Intel ater bitteret uiuchel swete " Old. Eng
Horn. fed. Morris), i. 2S. {Stratmann.)

t Wt'-ter-lng, ». [From Eng. bitter; -ins).)

The same as Bittern (1), 2 (q.v.).

blt'-ter-lsh, a. [From Eng. bitter: -wft..;

Somewhat bitter.

"... ouly when they tasted of the water of the
river over which they were to go, they thought that it

tasted a littie bitterish to the palate."—Bunyan : P. P.,
pt.ii.

bit'- ter-xsh-ness, «. [Eng. bitterish ,* -ness.]

The quality of being somewhat bitter. (Web*
ster.)

boll, boy; pout, jo'wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph-f.
-clan. -Man -shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -slon = zfaun. -tious, -sious, -clous _ shus. -ble, cle, &.-. - bcl, ceL
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trit-ter-ljr, * bit-tir ly, * byt-ter-lye,
* bit ter like, adv. [Eng. bitter; -fy.] In
a bitter manner.

I, Objectively

:

1. So as to cause a bitter taste in the mouth,
-or keenly to affect the body.

"... the north-east wind
Which then blew bitterly against our faces."

Shakesp. : Jlichard 11., i. 4.

2. So as to make the mind feel sharp pain.

ia) Of biting language: Sharply, severely.
" Thorfore hem cam wrim-kln among
That hem wel bittertike atong.

'

Story of Gen. * Exod., 3,895-0.

(6) Of natural calamities : Affectively, ca-
lamitously.

"... my mind misgives.
Some consequence, yet hangfiii; in the stars,
Shall bitterly l>egiu his fearful date
With this night a revels."

Skaketp. t Horn. * JuL, i. 4.

3. So as to stir the mind up to anger.
"Ej.linmu provoked him to timer uiuet bitterly."—

Mot. xU. 14.

H, Subjectively

:

1. With angry or other feelings manifested,
or at least entertained.

•' Qbe god him bitterlike a-gen."
Story of Gen. A Exod., 2,030.

"William had complained bitterly to the Spanish
^Government . . ."—Macaulay : B'ust, Eng., ch. xix.

2. With deep sorrow ; sorrowfully.

"bit -tern (1), $. (From Eng. bitter, this taste
being due to magnesium salts.]

1. Comm. : A name given to the mother
liquid obtained wiien sea-water is evaporated
to extract the salt (NaCJ). Bittern contai is

sulphates of magnesium, potassium, and so-
dium, also bromides. It is used as a source
of bromine. Under the name of Oil of Salt, it

is sometimes used to rub parts of the body
affected with rheumatism.

* 2. An old trade name for a mixture of
quassia, eoeoulus indicus, &c, used many years
ago by fraudulent brewers to give an appear-
ance of strength to their beer. [Bittkring.]

Wt -tern (2), bit-tor, * bit tonr, * bit-
ore, s. [In Fr. bvtor ; Dut. buloor; Lat. butio

;

Low. Lat. butor, butorius ; Mod. Lat. botaurus,
contr. from bostannts, i.e. bos taunts= the bull

;

Class. Lat. taurus = a bull, bullock, or steer,
... a small bird that imitates the lowing
•f oxen, jterhaps the bittern.]

1. Ornith. <& OrtL Lang.: The English name
for the birds of the genus Botaurus [Bo-
taurusL and especially for the common one,
Botavrus stellaris. The Bitterns are distin-
guished from the Herons proper, besides other
characteristics, by having the feathers of the
neck loose and divided, which makes it appear
thicker than in reality it is. They are usually

^spotted or striped. Three species occur in
Kurope—the Botaurus stellarm, or Common
Bittern ; the B. minutus, or Little Bittern

;

, and the B. lentiginosus, or American Bittern.
The first-named species is locally named the
"Mire-drum," the "Bull of the Bog," Ac, in
allusion to its bellowing or drumming noise
about February or March during the breeding
season. It is about two and a half feet long.
The general colour of its plumage is dull pale-
yellow, variegated with spots and bars of
black. The feathers of the head are black,
shot with green ; the bill and the legs are pale-
green ; the middle claw is serrated on the
inner edge. It is nocturnal. It frequents
wooded swamps and reedy marshes, hut is
rare in Britain ; it is only a summer visitant.
The American Bittern is a common Inhabitant

of many parts of the United States. The
crown of tht* head is reddish brown, and the
plumage differs considerably from the Common
Bittern. The Least Bittern ( B. exitu) is another
American species, of very small size aud some-
what social batata

" That a bittor niaketh that magient noyse, or, as we
term it, hsimylng, by putting it* bill into a reed as
most believe, or ai Beuonittt and Androvattdna con*
ceive, by putti:i£ the wme in water or mud, and alter
a while retiming the ayr by suddenly excluding it
again, is not so easily made out."—Brvwne: Vulgar
Errourt, i& 27.

"Alike when first the vales the bittern fill*."
Words-i->rth : The Evening Walk.

2. Tlie Bittern of Scripture: lftBp. {Qipodh)
has not been certainly identified. The ieptu-
agiut renders it ixivos (echinos)= a hedgehog,
an opinion with which Gcsenius agrees. But
the Scriptural animal seems to have beeu a
bird frequenting pools of water and possessed
of a voice, and the rendering of the authorised
version bittern may be, and probably is, cor-
rect.

" But the cormorant and the bittern shall possess It

;

the owl also and the raven shall dwell in it; . .
."—

/CO. XXxiV. IL
**.

. . both the cormorant and the bittern shall
lodge in the upper lintels of it: their voices shall sing
in the windows; . . ."—Mephan. ii 14.

bit -tcr-ness, » blt'-ter-nSase, * bet-
ter ness, * byt -cr -nesse, * byt'-tyr-
nesse, s. [Eng. bitter; -Raw.]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Objectively : The act or quality of impart-
ing the sensation that something is bitter in
the literal or figurative sense of the term.

1. The quality of being bitter to the taste,
or sharp or acrid to the surface of the body.

"... which [leaven of the endive) being blanched to
diminish their bitterness . . .'—Treat. ofBot., L 2S1

2. The act or quality of being fitted to hurt
the feelings.

" Shall the sword devour for ever? knowest thou not
that it will be bitterneu in the latter end ?"—2 Bam.
ii 26.

"... having drunk to the dregs all the bitterness of
servitude, . . .—Macaulay. Hist. Eng., ch. xil.

3. The act or quality of being fitted to pro-
duce needless contention, or sin and scandal
of any other kind.

". . . lest any root of bitterness springing up trouble
you, and thereby many be defiled. —Beb. xii. 15.

IL The state of feeling bitter.

1. The state of feeling irritated or angry,
with the effect of showing such irritation by
looks or words ; or the state of being habitu-
ally in a bad temi>er

; acrimony, harshness or
severity of temper.

fa) Temporarily.
" 'And must she rule?*

Thus was the dying woman heard to say
In bitterneu, 'and must she rule and reign.
Sole mistress of this house, when I am gone?*"

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. vl
(6) Habitually.
" Save that distempered passions lent their force
In bitterneu that banish'd all remorse.''

Byron ; Lara, it. to.

2. The state of being sorrowful ; sorrow,
grief, vexation of spirit arising from outward
calamity, unkind treatment, or internal re-
morse.

. . her virgins are afflicted, and she is in bitter-
neu. —Lam. L 4.

3. The state of being under the Influence of
sin, as repulsive to the moral sense as gall is

to the taste.
" For I perceive that thou art In the gall of bitter-

nets, and in the bond of iniquity."—A cts vrii. 23.

B. Mental Phil ; The quality of bitterness
is really a mental feeling produced by certain
objects, but not inherent in those objects
themselves.

" The idea of whiteness, or bitterneu, is, la the mind,
exactly answering that power which is in any body to
produce it there. —Locke.

bit -ters, $. pL [Bitter, B., IL 2.]

bit-ter$-gall, *. [Eng. Utter; at; gall.]

The fruit of the Crab, Pyrus malus, L.
" It is often said of a soft, silly person, ' He was born

where th' bittersgalU da grow, and one o'm hall'd un
his head and niadeazaate (soft} place there. "—Putman.
[Britten Jt BoUand.)

bit -ter-sweet, * bit -ter swete, Mt'-
ter-sweet-ing, a, &«. [Eng. bitter; sweet;
-ing.]

A. As adjective : In rapid succession bitter
and sweet.
" Do but remember these cross capers then, yon bitter

tie+et one.
W. Till then adieu yon bitter-tweet one."

Match at Mldn., PL, vtL 87S, {Naree.)

*'. If there is an allusion to the fruit de-
scribed under B. 1, then B. should precede A,

B. As substantive:

L Liteiully

:

* 1. (Of the forms bittersweet and bitter
sweeting) : A kind of apple.

T This is the only sense of the word gives
in Johnson's Diet.

" And left me snch a bttter-nreet to gnaw upon ?

"

Fair Etn., 163L {Aarct.)
"Thy wit Is a very bitter meeting ; it is amort sharp
sauce."—.ihaketp. ; Bom. * Jul., if. i.

2. (0/(Ae/or»w bittersweetand *bitter swete);
Apparently coined by Turner as a translation
of the Lat. Amara dulcis, or, as it is now
written, Dulcamara. The reason of the name
is when the fruit is first tasted it is bitter, and
afterwards sweet, there being an "after-taste."
[After-taste.]

(a) A name for the Woody Nightshade,
Solanvm Dulcamara. It is of the same genus
as the potato. It has large yellow anthers
collectively resembling a cone, purple flowers
with green tubercles at the base of each seg-
ment, and a shrubby, flexuose, thornless stem
with cordate leaves, the upper ones nearly
hastate. The inflorescence consists ot droop-
ing corymbs inserted opposite to the leaves.
Tlie berries are red, and are used by the com-
mon people for medicinal purposes. The plant
grows wild in Britain.

(6) A name given in America to the Celastrus
scandens, a plant of the order Celastracess
(Spindle-trees).

IX Figuratively : Anything which is in suc-
cession bitter aud sweet, or sweet and then
bitter.

" It is but a bittersweet at beat, and the fine colours
of the serpent do by no means make amends for the
mart and poison of his sting."—South.

bit'-ter-wort, * by-ter-wort, s. [Eng.
bitter, and surf, -wort]

1, Various species of Gentians, specially
Gentiana amarella, G. campestris. G. hUea, and
G. cruciata. (Gerard, Prior, Jtc.)

2. The Dandelion (Leontodon taraxacum.).
(Cockayne: Gloss.)

*bit'-tm,a [Bittle, s. (q.v.).] (Scokh.)

bit -ting, pr. par. [Bitt, Bit. v.]

bitting rigging, s.

Saddlery : A bridle, surcingle, back-strap,
and crupper. The bridge has a gag-rein and
side-reins, the latter buckling to the surcingle.
The ringing is placed on young horses to give
them a good carriage, but must be released
occasionally, as the bent position of the neck
and elevation of the head is unnatural, and
takes time to acquire. (Knight.)

bit-tie (tie as tel), bit'-tH, s. [Eng. betiU

(I) (q.v.).] A heavy wooden club or mallet,
especially one for beating clothes when at the
wash. (Scotch.)

" Mak a gray gns a gold garland,
A lang sperc of a bittitlfot a be
Noblis of nutschellis, and silver of sand."
A lang spere of a bittill foi a heme bald

~ --.tschellis, and silver of sand."
Boulate, lii. 12, its. (Jamieton.)

bit - tie (tie as tel), v.t. [From bittle, s. (q.v.).

See also Beetle (1), p.] To beat clothes with
a flat-club in lieu of smoothing them by
machinery. (Scotch.)

", , . the sheets made good the courteous vaunt of
the hostess, * that they would he as pleasant ax ht
could find ony gate, for they were washed wi' the
fairy-well water, and bleached on the bonny whits
gowans, and bittted by Nelly and hersell."—Scott:
Guy Munnering, ch. zxiv.

bit -tied, pa. par. [Bittul)

bit-tllhg, pr. par. [Bittle.]

bit'-tock, s. [Eng. bit, and dim. suffix -oefc.

A diminutive of bit.] A small bit

% A mils and a bittock : A mile and some-
what more.

" The three miles diminished into like a mile and t

bittock."—Guy Mannering, ch. L,li

•bit -tSr, ' Wt'-teur, «. [BinxBK.] (Dry-

de», rfc.)

bitts, s. [Bitt.1

* Wt'-ttlr, «. [BlTTKRW.]

bi -tu ber cu late, a. [Pref. to, and tubtr

culate.\ Having two tubercles.
" Th. medl&l region minutely bt-tubwculau.~—

Dana: Cnatacwx, p. 130.

+ bl-tu'me, j. [Bitumen.]

Ate, fat, fere, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, ber, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine: go, pot,

ex. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mate, oub, eiire. unite, cur, rule, fnU; try, Syrian, re, co e. ejr = a. qu = kw.
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* bi turned, a. [From Eng. &c, bitum(e);
•ed.] Impregnated with bitumen.

"I&iil. Sir, we have a chest beneath the hatches,
caulked and bitumed ready."—Shaketp. : Periclet, ill. L

bi-tu men, bit -u-men, t bl-tumc,
* by-tu -mfin, s. [In Fr. & Ital. bitume;
Sp. betun ; Prov. bitum; Port, betume, bi-

tume ; Lat. bitumen ; from the root bit, per-

haps the same as pit; in Gr. irtWa (pissu),

oTmTja (pitta), meaning pitch (Pitch), Suffix

•vmen probably means stuff, as alb-umen —
white stuff. Hence bitumen would mean pitch
stuff. Its ordinary name in Greek, however,
is not a word derived from nio-o-a(pissa), but
is o<r<(>aAT09. (asphaltos). This Liddell & Scott
consider a word of foreign origin introduced
into tlie Greek.]

A. Ord. Lang. : In the mineralogical sense.

[B.]

1. Of Vie form bitume. (Poetic.) (Seo etyra.

Ft., ItaL, k Port)
"Mix with these

Idsan pitch, quick sulphur, silver's spuine,
Sea onion, hellebore, and black bitume." May.

2. Of all the forms given above. (Prose &
Poetry.)

" The fabrick seero'd a work of rising ground.
With sulphur and bitumen cast between."

Bryden.
B. Technically

:

I. Min. : The same as Asphalt oi Asphal-
tum (q.v.).

" Hit ifpen : Mineral pitch, of which the tar-like
substance which is often seen to oose out of the New-
castle cual when on fire, and which makes It cake, is a
good example."—LyeU ; priticip. of Geol., fftott.

If Elastic Bitumen: A mineral, the same as
Elaterite (q.v.). Some varieties may have
arisen from the action of subterranean heat
upon coal or lignite.

TX Geol. (For the geological origin of bitu-

mens see Asphalt, A., II. 2, Geol.)

* bi-tu -min-ate, v.t. [From Lat bitumina-
tus (a.) = impregnated with bitumen. In Fr.
bituminer ; Sp. betunar, embetunar ; Port, be-

tumar,] [Bitumen.] To impregnate with
bitumen.

W-tu -mln-a-ted, pa. par. ka, [From ^at.

bitoiminatus,] [Bituminate.]
". . . the bituminated walls of Babylon."

—

Feltham,
pt L, Resolve 40. (Richardton.)

W-tu-min-i'-fer-ous, a. [Lat. bitumen, and
fero = to bear.] Bearing bitumen. (Kirwan.)

bi-tu-min-iz-a'-tion, *. [Eng. bituminiMe),
and suff. -ation.] The art or process of con-
verting into bitumen, or at least of impregnat-
ing with it ; the state of being bo changed or
impregnated. (Mantell.)

W-tu -mln-ize, v.t. [Lat. bitumen, and Eng.
suff. -ize ; from Gr. suff. i£« (izo^ = to make.]
To impregnate with or convert into bitumen.
(Lit. Magazine. Webster.)

bi tum-in-i zed, pa. par. & a. [Bituminize,
v.t.]

bl-tum-In-i -zing, pr. par. & a, [Bitu-
minize, v.t.]

bi-tu'-min-OUS, a. [In Fr. bituminewc (m.),
bitumineuse (f.) ; Ger. bituminbs; Port, betu-

minoso; Sp. and Ital. bituminoso ; from Lat.
bttvminosus = abounding in bitumen (there is

also bitumineus = consisting of bitumen).]
TBitumen.! Consisting in whole or in part of
bitumen ; "having the qualities of bitumen

;

formed of, impregnated with, or in any other
way pertaining to bitumen.
" Marching from Eden towards the west, shall find
The plain wherein a black bituminous gurge
Boils out from under ground, the mouth of hell."

MUton : P. L., bit. all.

bituminous cement. A cement made
from natural asphalt. [Asphalt (Art ami
Comm.),~) It is sometimes called also bitu-
minous mastic. The pure kind of it consists
simply of mineral asphalt ; the impure one has
carbonate of lime in its composition, which
prevents it from melting, as the pure variety
does when the sun's rays are powerful.

bituminous coals.
Min. : Coals which burn with a yellow,

smoky flame, and on distillation give out
hydrocarbon or tar. They contain from five
to fifteen, or even sixteen or seventeen per
cent of oxygen. Among bituminous coals are
reckoned Coking-coal, Non-caking Coal, Cannel
or Parrot-coal, Torbanite, Brown-coal or Lig-
nite, Earthy-brown Coal, and Mineral Charcoal.
(See these words.)

bituminous limestone.
Geol. : Limestone impregnated with bitu-

men. Its colour is brown or black ; in struc-
ture it is sometimes lamellar, but more
frequently compact, in which case it is

susceptible of a fine polish. When rubbed or
heated it gives out an unpleasant bituminous
odour. Occurs near Bristol, in Flintshire,
and in Ireland in Galway. Abroad it is found
in Dalmatia so bituminous that it may be cut
like soap. The walls of houses are constructed
of it, and after being erected are set on fire,

when the bitumen burns out and the stone
becomes white ; the roof is then put on, and
the house afterwards completed. (Phillips.)
Bituminous limestone is of different geologi-
cal ages.

bituminous mastic. Mastic formed of
bitumen. The same as Bituminous Cement
(q.v.).

bituminous schist.
Oeol. : Schist impregnated with bitumen.

Bituminous schist occurs in the Lower Silurian
rocks of Russia, Sir R. Murchison considered
that it arose from the decomposition of the
fucoids imbedded in these rocks.

bituminous shale.
1. Geol. ; Any shale impregnated with bitu-

men.

2. Spec. : An argillaceous Bhale so impreg-
nated, which is very common in the coal
measures. (Lyell: Princ. of Geol., Gloss.)

bituminous springs. Springs more
or less impregnated with bitumen.

bf-tu'-nen (pret. bitunden, pa. par. bituned),
v.t. [A.S. betynan.) To enclose. (Legend of
St. Katherine, ed. Morton, 1659.) (Stratmann.)

bl-turn', bf-tur'-nen (pret. biturnde), v.t.

& i. [A. S. pref. be, and tyrnan = to turn. ]

To turn about. (Seinte Marherete, ed. Coc-
kayne, xii. S3.) (Stratmann.)

' bi-twene, *bi-twen't
* bi-tvene', *bi-

twune, bi-two'-nen, *bi twi-ncn.
* bf-twe'-nen, * bl-twih, * bi twigc,
* bi-tu-hen, prep. £adv. The same as Be-
tween (q.v.). (Story of Gen. dt Exod., 8,251,
&c.)

* bi-twix'te, * bl-twix'te, * bi-twix,
*Wt-wexe, * bl-twlx'-en, •W-twu'x
* bl-tux'e, * bi-tux'-en, • bit-thux'-gn,'
prep. & adv. The same as Betwixt (q.v.).

* MLt'-fU * b^t'-^Uo, s. [From A.S. bitel,

b\iel, bitela = a beetle, a coleopterous insect.]
[Beetle.]

". . . bvtjtUe worme (bityl wynue, KL"—Bubosctu.
Prompt. Pan,

bi'-ur-et, *. [From Lat. prefix M = two, and
Eng., &.c, urea.]

Chem. : C2O2N3H5. Biuret is formed by
heating urea, CCr(NH)«;

f to 150° to 160°, thus—
H2N HjN

>CO" >CO"
H2N = HN^ + NHj
HsN^,CO"

NH2

hn:

H2N'
)>CO"

The residue is heated with water ; on cooling,
biuret separates out in long white needle
crystals which, when heated to 170% decompose
into ammonia and cyanuric acid (CgB^NsO^.
Heated under current of dry hydrochloric
acid gas (HC1), it yields grianidine (CHgN3)
with other products. Biuret is detected by
adding to its solution in water a few drops
of CWSO4 (cupric sulphate), and then excess
of NaOH (caustic soda). The liquid turns
red violet.

* W-uv-en, prep. & adv. [A.S. biyh»= above.]
(Stratmann.

)

bi -valve, a. & s. [In Fr. bivalve (a. & s.) ; from
Lat. bi = two, and valves (pi.) = the leaves,
folds, or valves of a folding-door ; from volvo
= to roll.]

A. As adjective (Conchol., Zool., Bot., die):
Having two valves. [B.]

"Three-fourths of the moll uaca are univalve, or have
but one shell ; the others are mostly bivalve, or have
two shells, . . ."— Woodward: Mollutca (ed. 1851), p.
86.

B. As substantive

:

L Zoology:

1. Gen. : A mollusc which has its shell in

two opposite portions. This definition em-
braces both the Conchifera (Ordinary Bi-
valves), and the Bxachiopoda, which are
bivalves of a now abnormal character, though
In early geological ages theirs was the pre-
valent type. [1.]

" The Brachiopoda are Unit ret. having one shall
placed on the back of the animal and the other In
front"— Woodward: Mothuca, p. 7.

"The Conchifera, or ordinary bivalvtt (like the
oyster) bivxlhe by two pairs of gills, in the form of
flat membranaceous plates attached to the mantle

;

oue valve is applied to the right, the other to the left
aide of the hods."—J bid., p- <

2. Spec : A two-valved shell borne by a
mollusc of the class Conchifera, sometimes
called Lamellibranchiata, as distinguished
from a Brachiopod. [See No. 1. Conchifera,
Lamellibranchiata, Brachiopod.]

"Fossil bivalve* are of constant occurrence In all
sedimentary rocks; they are somewhat rare In the
oldebt formations, but increase steadily in nunibei
and variety through the secondary and tertiary strata,
and attain a maximum of development in existing
mm."— Woodward : Manual 0/ the JiMutca, p. !6X

RIGHT VALVE OF ARTEMIS KXOLeTTA.
a 1 The point of attachment of the anterior ad

ductor muscle.
a 2 Do. of the posterior oue.
c The cardinal tooth.
1 1 The lateral teeth.

IT. Geol. : Shells are the most useful of all
fossils for ascertaining the geological age of
strata ; but bivalves are not so useful as uni-
valves, being, with a few exceptions, marine,
whilst some univalves are terrestrial, some
fluviatile, lacustrine, or both, and yet others
marine. Still bivalves will often enable a
geologist a](proximately to sound the depths
of a sea which has passed away untold ages
before man was on the earth. [Shells.]

t HI. Bot. : A pericarp which ojtens or
splits into two valves or portions. Example—
the legume of the common pea, [Bivalved.]

bi-valv-ous, a. [Eng. bivalv(e); -out.] The
same as Bivalve, a. (q.v.).

bi-valv'-u-lar, a. [From Let. prefix bi, and
Mod. Lnt. mlvnlaris.] [Valvular.] Having
two small valves. (Martin, c 1754.)

bl'-valved, a. [Bivalve.]

1. Gen. : The same as Bivalve, a. (q.v.).

2. Spec. Bot. : The indusium in the fructi-
fication of some ferns.

bl-vault'-Sd, a. [From Lat. prefix bi = two,
and Eng. vaulted.] Two-vaulted ; having two
vaults or arched roofs. (Barlow.)

bi-ven'-tral, a. [From Lat. prefix bi = two,
and ventralis ss pertaining to the belly : venter
= the belly.]

A not. : Having two bellies ; as " zbiventral
muscle." (Glossog. Nov.)

biV-I-al, a. [Mod. Lat. bivi(um) ; Eng. suff.

•oZ.J Pertaining to the bivium (q.v.).

"The Livial ambulacra"—Huxley : Anat. Invert
Aniinuli, c is., p. 670.

blV-I-oiis, a. [Lat. bivivs = having two ways
or passages ;

prefix bi = two, and via = way.]
Having two ways ; offering two courses.

" In bivious theorems, and Janus-faced doctrines, let
virtuous considerations state the determination."

—

Brown : Chritt. Mor., it. a

baV-i-ilm, *- [Lat. = a place where two ways
meet.

]

Biol.: The two posterior ambulacra of
Echinoderms, the three anterior ones being
known as the trivium.

blv'-ou-ae, * bl'-hft-vac, *bI'-A-vac> »

boil, boy-; pout, jo^Vl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Sin, as; expect. Xenopnon, eyist. -ing.

-elan, -tiau = shan, -tion, -slon = shun ; tion, -slon = zhun. cious, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -tie, &c, = bel, teL,
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(In Ft. bivouac, bivac ; Sp. bivac, vivac, vi-

vaquc ; Dan. bivouac; Ger. t bivouak, beiwache;
from bei = near, and wachen = to be awake,
to watch ; wachem a watch, a guard. ] [Watch,
Wake.]

1, Lit. (Mil. ot Ord. Lang.): The remaining
out without tents or other than extemporized
shelter in a state of watchfulness ready for

uddea attack,
" Bittvae, bihovac. bivouac, s. f Fr . from v»ry wach,

a double guard, German. I A guard at night performed
by the whole army, which either at a siege, or lying
before an enemy, every evening draws out from ita

tent* or huts, and continues ail night in arms, Not
in use."—Trepour. Harris.

2. Fig. : Exposure and other discomfort
incident to human life.

" In the world's broad field of battle.
In the bivouac of iiie.

Longfellow: A Psalm i\f Lift.

T Johnson, It will be observed, says that
this word in his time was "not in use" (as

Tinder No. 1). Since his time it has thoroughly
revived.

biv-ou-ac, v.i. [From bivouac, s. (q.v.). In
Ger. beiwachen, bivouakiren; Fr. bivouaquer,
bivaquer.) To spend the night on th« ground
without tents or other effective protection.

"We had not long bivouacked, before the barefooted
son of the governor came down to reconnoitre us."

—

Darwin: Voyage round the World, ch- xiii.

blv-OU-ack-Ing, pr. par. * a. [Bivouac, v.]

"As winter drew near, this bivouacking system
became too dangerous to attempt"

—

lie Quincey :

Work* (2nd ed.J.1. UK.

• bl wake, * bl waken, v. t. [The same as
bewake (q.v.). A.S. waxce = a watching, a
wake.] To keep a wake or vigil for the dead.

"And egipte fole him bi-waken
xl. nigtes and xl. daiges."

Story of Gen. and Exud.. 3,4444.

• bl-waT-ewe, *bi-wal'-wl-en, v.t. [A.S.

bewtalwian = to wallow.] To wallow about.
(Layamon, 27,744.) (Stratmann.)

• bI-w£d'-dSn (pa. par. biwedded), v.t. \ A.S.
beweddian = to wed ; beweodded ~ wedded.]
To wed. (Layamon, 4,500.) (Stratmann.)

bi-week'-lsr, a. [From Lat. prefix bi, and
Eng. weekly.) Occurring once in every two
weeks. (Goodrich tt Porter.)

% There is a certain ambiguity in this term,
for some will assume that bi is the same as

bis = twice, and will suppose anything bi-

weekly to be twice a week. There is a similar

ground for ambiguity about bi-monthly (q.v.).

•bl'-welle, * M'-weil-en, * bi' wall -en
(pret. biweilede.) The same as Bewail (q.v.).

"And alle wepten. and biweiledcn hir."— Wycliffe
{Purvey): Luke viii. 52.

• W-wfin'-dfin (pret. biwende, biwente), v.i.

[A.S. bewendan — to turn ; Mceso-Goth. bi-

wandjan.) To wend about; to turn round.
(0. Eng. MisceU., ed. Morris, 45.) (Stratmann. )

•bl-wepe (pret. biwepte, biweop ; pa. par. bi-

wope; pr. par. * biwepynge), v.t. The same as
Bewef.p (q.v.). (Chaucer: Troilus, 5,585.)

"... Rachel biwepynge hlr sones . . ."— Wycliff*
(Purvey): Matt. li. 18.

• bi-we-ven (pret. biwefde ; pa, par. bi-

weaved, biweved), v.t. To involve, to cover.

The same as Bewave (2) (Scotch) (q.v.) (Laya-
mon, 28,474.) (Stratmann.)

• bi-wey, s. [By way.]

*bi-wic-chen(pret. biwUxhed), v.t. The same
as Bewitch (q.v.). (Piers Plow., bk. xix., 161.)

• bl-wi'-lSn, * bl-wlye-U-en (pa. par.

bi wiled), v.t. [From A.S. prefix bi, and wile =
a wile, craftiness.] To wile, delude, or de-
ceive. (Rel. Antiq. t 1 182.) (Stratmann.)

• M-wIn'Hle'n, v.t. [A.8. bewindan = to en-

fold, to wrap or wind about ; Mceso-Goth.
biwindan = to wind round, enwrap, swathe.]
To wind round. (0. Eng. Horn., i. 47.) (Strat-

mann.)

•bl-win', * bX-win'-n&l (pret biwan, W-
won), v.t. [A.8. gewinnan= to win.] To win.
(Layamon, 29.) (Stratmann.)

• bi - wis'te, # be^ste, *b5-ou.Vte, s.

[From A.S. bigwitt, biwist = food, nourish-

ment] Being ; living. (Rel. Antiq., 1. 181.)

•bl-wi'-teon, "M-wi-ten, *bl-wt'-ti-en
(pret. biwiteae, biwat, biwiste), v.U [A.S.

bewitan = (1) to overlook, to watch over, (2) to

keep, preserve.] To guard, to keep. (Laya-
mon, 207, 13,028, &c.) (Stratmann.)

* bl-WOpe, pa. par. [Biwepe.]

* bl -word, s. [Byword.]

* bl-wrey'e, * bi-wrey'-Sn, * bl-wrigh'-
en, v.t. The same as Bewray (q.v.). (Chaucer:
C. T., 2,229.) (Stratmann.)

*bl-wri-hen, v.t. [A.S. bewrihan m to

clothe.] To cover. (Layamon, 5,366.) (Strat-

mann.)

bix'-a, s. [In Dan. & Sw. him ; from the name
given to the plant by the Indians of the
Isthmus of Darien.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Flacourtiacese (Bixads). The sepals are

five, the petals five, the stamina many ; the
style one long like the stamina, and a two-
lobed stigma. The fruit, which is covered
with a dry prickly husk, separates into two
pieces, each with numerous seeds attached to

a parietal placenta. The flowers are in bunches,
the leaves entire, marked with pellucid dots.

Four species are known, all from tropical

America. B. orellana is the Arnotto-tree.

[Arnotto.]

*bix-a'-ce-» (Lindley, 1st. ed., 1836, and

Endlicher), * blx-ln-e-80 (Kumth), s. pi.

[Bixa.] An order of plants now more com-
monly called Flacourtiacea. [Bixa, Bixads,
FLACOORTIACE*. ]

bix'-ads, s.pl. [Bixa.]

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Flacourtiaceae (q. v.).

blx'-e-se, a. pi [Bixa.]

Bot. : The first tribe or family of the order
Flacourtiaceae (Bixads). Type, Bixa.

bix'-in, ». [From Eng., &c., bix(a); suffix -in

(Chevu)(q.y^
Chem. : Ci5H1804. It occurs along with a

yellow orellin in annatto, forming its colour-

ing matter. It is an amorphous, resinous, red
substance, nearly insoluble in water, but
soluble in alcohol or in alkalies, forming a

yellow solution. Annatto contains about
twenty per cent, of colouring matter.

*blx'-wdrt, s. [Etym. doubtful.] An un-
identified plant

" Bixwort ... an herb.*
1—Johnson.

* bl-yende * bl-yen-dis, prep. & adv. The
same as Beyond (q.v.).

"
. . and of biyende Jordan."— Wycliff* (Purvey):

Matt. lv. 25.

"... the thlngis that ben biyendit yon . . ."—

Ibid., iCor. x. IS.

t bi-aan'-tine, *. [Bezant, Byzantine.]

bl-zar're, a. & s. [From Fr. bizarre = odd,
whimsical, fantastical, in bad taste. In Sw.
bi2arr; Ital. bizzarro = whimsical, smart ; Sp.

A Port, bizarro = courageous, generous, mag-
nificent. From Basque bizarra=a. beard;
according to Larramendi, from bis arra =
which becomes a man; or Arab, bdshdret = (as

s.) beauty, elegance, (as adj.) chivalrous, ex-

travagant (LtMr^.).]

A. As adjective : Odd, whimsical, fantastic,

eccentric, extravagant, out of the ordinary
routine, in bad taste.

B. As substantive. Hortic. : One of the sub-
divisions of the Carnation (Dianthus caryo-

pliyllus). There are several hundred varieties

of this well-known and beautiful plant, which
are ranged by modern horticulturists in three

divisions : Flakes, Bizarres, and Picotees. Bi-

zarres possess not less than three colours,

which are moreover diffused in irregular

spots and stripes.

biz-ca'-y-Lia, «. [Tiscacha.]
" We ascend the lofty peaks of the Cordillera and we

And >ui alpme species of bizeacha, . .
."—Darwin:

Origin of Specie* fed. 1859), ch. xl, p. 349.

* biz-end, * beez-en, a. [Bisson.]

bi'-zet, s. [Etym. doubtful.

]

LapUlary-work : The upper faceted portion
of a brilliant-cut diamond which projects from
the setting. It has one third of the whole
depth of the gem, being cut in thirty-two

facets, which occupy the zone between the

girdle and the table. (Knight.) [Brilliant, s.]

bizz, v.i. [Imitated from the sound. Compan
Norm. Fr. bizze = a female snake. UCelham.).'}

(Scotch.)

1. To buzz, to make a hissing sound.
" As bees bin out wi' angry fyke
When plundering herds assail their byke."

Burnt ; Tarn O'Shanttr.

2. To be in constant motion ; to bustle.

If (I) To bizz about : The same as to buzz (2).

(2) To take the bizz. Of cattle: lo rusb
madly about wheu stung by the gadfly
(Jamieson.)

bizz, bisse, s. [From the verb bizz, or Uni

tated, like the verb, from the sound.]

1. Lit. : A hissing noise.
" Alack-a-day

!

An' singe wi' hair-devouring bio.
Its curls away."

FergoMon : Poemt, it 11

2. JTig.: A bustle. (Scotch.)

" D'ye mind that day, when in a bio,
WI" reekit duds, and reestit gisx."

Burn* : Addreu to the ML
blftr-Z&O. [BOSY.] (ScoteA.)

bl, as an abbreviation.

Her. : Blue, often found in sketches of arm.
instead of azure. B alone is preferable.

BJjh as an abbreviation.

In Universities : Bachelor of Law.

bla, a. [Blae.] (0. Eng. & Scotch.) [See alio

Blamaking.]

blab, * blabbe, v.t. k i. [In Ger plapper* =
to blab, babble, prate, or chat]

A. Transitive:

* 1. To utter, to tell, to communicate ; not
necessarily with imprudence or breach of

confidence.
" That delightful engine of her thoughts.
That blubb'd them with such pleasing eloquence.
Is torn from forth that pretty hollow cage."

Shaketp. : Titut Andron., III. L

2. To utter, tell, or communicate by word
of mouth whatever is in one's mind, regard-

less whether imprudence is committed and
friendly confidence violated.

" Nature has made man's breast no windorea.
To publish what he does within doors

;

Nor what dark secrets there inhabit.
Unless his own rash folly blab it." ffudibras.

3. To reveal a secret in any other way thaL

by the lips.

" Sorrow nor Joy can be disguis'd by art.

Our foreheads blab the secrets of our heart."
Dryden.

B. Intransitive : To tell secrets of one's sell

or another imprudently ; to tattle.

" Your mute I'll lie

:

When my tongue blabs, then let mine eyes not tee."

Shaketp. : Twelfth Sight, 1

1

t blab (1),
* blabbe, *. [From &&&, v. (q. v.> ]

1. A person who by imprudent or trea-

cherous speech reveals secrets.

"Blabbe or labbe wreyare of cownselle (bewiejal
H. P.) . . ."-Prompt. Part.

" To have revealed
Secrets of men, the secrets of a friend.

How heinous had the fact been, bow deserving
Contempt and scorn of all, to tie excluded
All friendship, and avoided as a blab."

Milton: Samion Agonist**,

2. An utterance of the lips which does so.

" Still ye duke had not made so many blabbe* of hu
couusaill . . .-—Hall: Rich. III. (an. ii.).

blab (2), s. [Another form of Eng. bfab, so

called from its globular form.] (Blob.) Tht
gooseberry. (Ribes Glossularia, £c.) (Scotch.)

blabT>ed, pa. par. & a. [Blab, v.)

blab'-ber, *. [From O. Eng. blabb(e); and

suffix -er. In Ger. pla-pperer^ One who tellf

secrets, a tell-tale, a tattler.

blab'-ber, a. in compos. [Blobbeb,]

blabber-lipped, a. [Blobber-lipped-:

blab'-ber, * blab'-er, * blSb'-er (Scotch)

• blab'-er-in, * bla -ber-fn (0. Eng.), tt
[Mid. Eng. ; cf. Blab, v.)

1, (Of the 0. Eng. form blaberyn) : To speak

foolishly.

"Blaberyn or ipeke wythe-owte rescue . .
."—

Prompt. Par*.

2. (Of the Scotch form blabber, blaber, or

bleber) : To babble, to speak indistinctly.

M Glf the heart he good, suppose we blabber witk

wonlea, yit It is acceptable to Hun. —Brue*: Ml****

Sermon*, L. 1. b. (Jamieson .)

Ate, l&t, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, p*t

•r, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; tryt Strian- *% « = e; ey=a. qu = kw.
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blab ber ihg, blab -er-Ing (Eng.), bla-
ber-and (Scotch), pr. par., a,, & s. [Blab-
ber.]

"

A. A B. As pr. par. and particip. adj. ; In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

"... that blaberand echo . ."

—

Complaynte of
ScotL, p. 59. (Boucher.)

C. Assubst.: Babbling.
" My mynd misty, ther may not myi ane fall';

Stra for thya ignorant blabering imperil to.

Beside thy pollst termes redymyto.*
Doug. : Virgil, 3, 86. [Jamieson.)

<W ib'-bing, pr. par. & a. In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb, tell-tale, re-

vealing secrets. [Blab, v.]

" The gaudy, blabbing, and remorseful day
Is crept Into the bosom of the sua."

Shakesp. : 2 Hen. YL, lr. 1.

• blab bish, a. [Eng. blab ; -ish.) Of the
nature of a blab, given to blabbing. (N.E.D.)

• blab'-er, s. [Prom Pr. blafard = pale, wan,
dim, faded (?). (Jamieson.)] A kind of cloth
imported from France. (Scotch.)

" Als inekle Franch biaber as will be every ane of
thame ane colt."— /legist. Counc. Kdin., Keith's Hist.,

p. 169. (Jamieson.)

• blac, a. [Bleak.]

bla ck, * blacke, * blake, • blak, * blek,
* bleke, * blecke, * blac, a., adv., & s.

[A..H. bltec, blac = black, cog. with Icel. blakkr,

used of the colour of wolves ; Dan. blxk, s. ^=

ink ; Sw. black, s. = ink ; bldcka = to smear
with ink ; Sw. dial, blaga = to smear with
smut. Cf. Dut. blaken = to burn, to scorch

;

Ger. blaken = to burn with much smoke

;

blakig, blakerig = burning, smoking. Origin
obscure, not the same word as bleak, which
has properly a different vowel (Skeat), though
blac and bide were sometimes confounded.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) Intensely dark in colour ; of the darkest
possible hue.

"Blak was his herd, and manly was his face."
Chaucer: C. T., 2.192.

" But ever lyve as wydow in clothes blake."
Chaucer: C. T., 9,953.

(2) Of a less intense darkness.
" The heaven was black with ctouda and wind, and

there was a great rain."—1 Kings xviii. M.
" Thence the loud Baltic passing, black with storm
To wintry Scandinavia's utmost bound."

Thomson: Liberty, pt. lv.

2. Figuratively :

• (1) Atrociously cruel, or otherwise exces-
sively wicked.

**
. . . the blackest crimes recorded in history . .

."

—MacauUty: Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

(2) Having a clouded countenance, sullen.
[B. 2.]

(3) Disastrous, unfavourable, dismal,
mournful.

"A dire induction am I witness to;
And wiU to France, hoping the consequence)

bfack, and tragical."

IX Technically:

Will prove as bitter, black, and tragict
Shakesp. : Rich. III., It. 4.

1. Optics : Of the colour which a body Is

which absorbs all the rays of light ; opposed
to white, which arises when all the rays are
rejected.

2. Physic. Science, Spec. Bot. : A genus of
colours consisting of the following species :

—

(1) Pure black [Lat. ater ; Gr. fic'Aac (melas),
genit. niXavos (melanos), in compos, mela and
melano. J Black without the admixture of any
other colour.

(2) Black [Lat niger} : Black a little tinged
with grey.

(3) Coal-black [Lat anthracinus] : Black a
little verging upon blue.

(4) Raven-black [Lat. coracinus, puUus];
Black with a strong lustre.

(5) Pitch-black [Lat. ptceus'] : Black chang-
ing to browu. It is scarcely distinguishable
from brown-black CL&t. memnonius). (Lindlev:
Jntrod. to Bot.)

3. Painting: For painters' colours see C, II.

4. tfer.:Black is generally calledsa&fe(q.v.).
"... sable arms, black as his purpose."

_. . , .
Shakesp. I Hamlet, 1L 2.

B. As adverb :

1. So as to produce a black colour. [D. 2.]

2. Sullenly, menacingly.
" She hath abated me of half my train

;

Look'd black upon me . .
."

Shakesp. : tear, U. 4,

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. 0/ things;

(1) The colour defined under A. I. 1 and
II. 1.

" Black Is the badge of hell.

The hoe of dungeons, and the scowl of night."
Shakesp. : Lowe's Lab. Lost, lr. 8.

(2) Certain objects of an intensely dark hue,
as

—

(a) The pupil of the eye.
" It suffices that it be in everypart of the air, which

Is as big as the black or sight of the eya."—I)igby,

(b) A mourning dress, or vestments of the
ordinary sable hue ; or a black dress even
wheu it Is not worn for mourning.

"And why that ye ben clad thus al In btakf
Chaucer: C. r.,914,

% In this sense it was often used in the
plural for black-stuffs, or clothes worn as
mourning.

" But were they false
As o'er-oyd blacks."

Shakesp. * Winters Tale. L 2.

(c) Plur. : Little pieces of soot, &c, floating
in the air are very commonly called blacks.

2. Ofpersons:

(1) A negro.

"But. while they get riches by purchasing blacks.
Pray tell me, why we may not also go snacks T"

Cowper : PityJor poor Africans.

(2) A scoundrel, a blackguard. (Scotch.)

IX Technically

:

Painting and Comm, : The black colours
used in painting and commerce are mode
from a variety of sources. Chemically viewed,
carbon is in general the substance which im-
parts the dark hue. For details see Bone-black,
Frankfort-black, German-black, Ivory-black,
Lamp-black, Pearl-black, Spanish-black, Vine-
black, See also Indian-ink, &c

JJ. In special phrases

:

1. A black day (formerly a black* day) is a
mournful day, a day of misfortune and suffer-
ing.

" Never was seen so black a day as this

:

woful day, O woful day ! . . ."

Shakesp. : Bom. <* Jut., lr. 5.

2. Black and blue, • Black and blew, * Black
and bloe, a. & adv.

(a) As adjective. Of the varied colours pro-
duced by a bruise.

"... but the miller's men did so basts his bones,
and so soundly bethwack'd hint that they made him
both black and blue with their strokes."—Rabelais, L
294. (/toucher.)

(b) As adverb:

(i.) So as to produce the varied colours at.
tendant on a bruise.

"... beat me black and blew .. ."—Mother Bombie,
t. a
(ii.) To the utmost.
". . . we will foul him black and blue . . ."—Shakesp.:

Twelfth Night, ii. 5.

3. Black and white : Writing, the black re-
ferring to the ink, and the white to the paper.

" Careful 1 let nothing passe without good black and
white . . ."— Jacke Drum's Sntertainment, a L
(Boucher.

)

•ff To put anything in black and white: To
put it on paper ; to commit it to writing.

"... that I would put it In black and white, that he
might shew it to his Majestic"

—

Lett., Seaforth, CuUo-
den. Pap., p. 10& (Jamieson.)

•J Shakespeare has white and black in the
same sense. (Much Ado, v. 1.)

4. Black's your eye (black is yonr eye): You
have done wrong, are blameworthy.

' I can say black's your eye, though It be grey

;

I have connlv'd at this your friend, and you "

Beau. A Flet. : Love's Cure, liL L
* % Blacke is their eye is similarly used.
*• And then no man say blacke is their eye, but all is

well, and they as good christians, as those that suffer
them unpunished. —Stubbt: Anatomie of Abuses, p. 6b.

5. Edward the Black Prince: The "Black
Prince of Wales," eldest son of Edward III.,
was so called from the colour of his armour.
(Shakesp. : Hen. V., ii. 4.)

% Obvious compounds : Black-bearded (Tenny-
son : Dream of Fair Women) ; black-hooded
(Tennyson: Morte d'Arthur); black-knee (ren-
dering of proper name—-Scott: Bob Boy,
Introd.); black-robe (Longfellow : Song of Hia-
watha, xxii.); black-stoled (Tennyson: Morte
d'Arthur).

black-act, 9. An act so called because
the outrages which caused it to be passed
were committed by persons with blackened
faces or otherwise disguised. It was sometimes
more fully termed the Walthara black-act,
because the locality of the crimes committed

was Waltham Abbey in Essex. Epping Forest
was in immediate proximity to Waltham. The
act was 9 Geo. I., c. 22, which made a number
of offences felony. Of these may be men-
tioned the setting fire to farm buildings, hay-
stacks, kc, tiie breaking down of the heads of
fish-ponds, killing or maiming cattle, hunting,
wounding, or killing deer, robbing warrens
with blackened faces or disguised, snooting at
any one, or forcing people to aid in such un-
lawful acts. The Black Act was repealed by
the 7 & 8 Geo. IV., c. 27. (Blackstone : Com-
ment., iv. 11, 15, 17, arid other authorities.)

Plur. (Scotch) Black Ada I The acts of the
Scottish Parliament written in the Saxos
character.

black aim, s. [Eng. & Scotch black, and
Scotch aim = iron. ] Malleable iron, as dis-
tinguished from white-aim, i.e., that which is

tinned. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

black-alder, black-aller, *. A shrub,
Bhamnus frangula, the leaves of which are
like those of alder, but blacker. One of the
old names was Alnus nigra, of which Black-
alder is a translation. There is, however, no
real botanical affinity between the two plants.

black-amber, ». The name given by
Prussian amber-diggers to jet. (Stormonth.)

black archangel, e. A labiate plant,
Ballota nigra, L., called also Black Horchound.

black art, a Exorcism, the alleged
ability to expel evil spirits from haunted
houses or from persons bewitched ; necro-
mancy, or anything similar.

% The reason why it was called black was
that proficients in it were supposed to be in
league with the powers of darkness. A more
scientific explanation would be that such an
art is called black because ft flourishes best
amid physical and Intellectual darkness.

black ash, black-ash, «.

Chem. manuf. : A mixture of twenty-five per
cent, of caustic soda with calcium sulphide,
quicklime, and unburnt coal, obtained in the
process of making sodium carbonate. The
mixture of sodium sulphate, chalk, and pow-
dered coal is fused in a furnace, gases escape,
and the residue is the black ash, which is

lixiviated with warm water, and the solution
evaporated to dryness, yields soda-ash, an
impure sodium carbonate.

black assize, s.

Hist.: An assize held at Oxford In 1557,
when the High Sheriff and 800 other persons
died of infectious disease caught from the
prisoners. It was called also the fatal assize.

"black ball, a
1. An adverse vote, originally recorded by

placing a black ball in the ballot-box.

2. Wheat smnt or bunt.

3. A lump of blacking used by shoemakers;
also called litel-ball.

black-ball, vX [Blackball, a]
1. To vote against

2. To blacken shoes (see Blackball, «.).

black-band, s.

Among Scotch miner*; The Ironstone of the

coal-measures which contains coaly matter
sufficient for calcining the ore without the

addition of coal.

black-bar, s.
^*

A. Ord. Lang. (Lit): A bar which is black.

*B. Law: An obsolete name for what is

more properly termed blank-bar (q.v.). (Ash.)

black-beaded, a. Resembling black

beads. (Used of eyes.)

black-beer, s. A kind of beer, called

also Dantzic, from its being manufactured In

and largely exported from the Prussian tows
of that name.

black-bent, a [Bwrr.]

black bindweed, s. [Bindweed.]

black-birch, s. [Birch.]

black-bine, a. Of the colour produced
by the combination of black and blue, the
latter predominating.

" The clear moon, and the glory of the hoavena
There, In a black-blue vault she sails along."

Wordsworth: Sight-Ptt*%

black-board, s. [Blackboard.!

boll, boy; poUt, jo*wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; so, &em; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t\

-clan, -tian m snan. -tlon, -sion shun ; -(Ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c.= bel, d#L
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black-bonnet, s. The Scotch name for

a bird, the Reed Bunting (EmUriza scliceni-

clusA

black book, *.

W Ordinary Language

:

1. A book ou the black art

2. A name given to the histories written by
the monks in their several monasteries. So
called, perhaps, because penned with Mark
ink, in contradistinction to rubrics in which
the ink used was red. (Jamieson.)

8. PI (Black books). Fig. : The numerous
persons, things, incidents, Ac,, retained by
the memory being imaginatively assumed to

be preserved in a series of books, "black
books " are those in which the reminiscences
are nnpleasant.

IT To -put a person in one's blackbooks: To
think very unfavourably of him, at least for

the time being. (Colloquial.}

IL History : A book composed by the
Visitors to the monasteries under Henry VIII.,

who were sent to find proof of such immo-
ralities among the celibate monks and nuns
as might justify the government in suppress-
ing tho.se institutions and confiscating their

large property.

black-briar, s. A plant, apparently the
Bramble, Rubus fruticosus, Linn. (Mascal
Gov. of Cattel, 1662, pp. 188, 233.) (Britten <£

Holland.)

black-browed, a.

1. Lit. : Having black eyebrows,

2. Figuratively:

(1) Dark, gloomy.
*" They wilfully themselves exile from light.
And m tut for aye consort with black-brow'd night."

skakmp. : Mid. .Wight t Dream, in. 1

(2) Threatening, forbidding.
*' Thus when a black-brow'd gust begins to rise.

White foam at first on the curl u ocean fries.

Dryden.

black-bryony, a. The English name of

the Tamus, a genus of plants belonging to the
order Smilacess (Sarsaparillas> The Com-
mon Black-bryony {Tamus communis) grows
apparently wild in England. It has dioecious,

greenish-white flowers, the males with six

stamens and the females with a three-celled

ovary, succeeded by a berry of three cells.

The leaves are cordate and acute, the stems
very long and twining in hedges, and the roots

fleshy and exceedingly large. It is so acrid that
it has been used as a stimulating plaster, but
the young shoots are eaten like asparagus by
the Moors, who boil them with oil and salt.

black -burning;, a. Used of shame,
when it is so great as to produce deep blush-
ing, or to crimson the countenance.

black canker, s. A disease in turnips
and other crops produced by a kind of cater-

pillar. Dr. Willich recommended that a num-
ber of ducks should be turned into the fields

infected by these insects.

black-cap, blackcap, black cap,
$ & a.

A. As substantive

:

1. Lit. (of the form black <zap) ;

(1) Gen. : Any cap of a black colour.

• (2) .Spec. : A cap of a black colour put on by
a judge when about to pronounce sentence of
death on a criminal. It is popularly believed
that the black colour is designed to symbolise
the fatal effect the sentence is about to pro-
duce, but in reality the black cap is a jmrt of
a judge's full dress, aud is worn on state occa-
sions, even though no fatal sentences have to

be pronounced.

2. Fig. (of the forms blackcap and black-cap)

:

Various birds having the upper part of the
heads—that in the case of man often covered
by a cap—black ; or cap may in this case be
from A.8. cop = the top or summit of any-
thing. Specially—

(1) A name for the Black-cap Warbler, Cur-
ruca atricapilia It is so called from the
black colour which exists on the crown of the
head in the male, the corresponding part in

the female being an umber or rusty colour.

In the former sex the back of the neck is

ashy-brown, the upper parts of the body grey
with a greenish tinge, the quills and tail

dusky edged with dull-green, the under parts

light-ash colour. The female is darker
aud more greenish. The Black-cap is about
six inches in length. It occurs In Britain

from April to October, builds a nest in haw-
thorn bushes or similar places, deposits four,

five, or six reddish-brown mottled eggs, and
is a sweet songster.

(2) A name for the Marsh Titmouse (Farm
palustris).

(3) A name for the Great Tit (Parus major).

(4) A name for the Black-headed Gull (Larus
ridibundus).

B. As adjective: Black on the crown of the
head. (See the compound word which fol-

lows.)

•J Black-cap Warbler. [Blackcap, A., 2(1).]

black-capped, a.

Of birds ; naving the upper part of the head
black.

Black-capped TonUit : The same as the Black-
cap Titmouse (q.v.).

Black-capped Warbler. [Blackcap, 2 (1).]

black-cattle, s.

Grazing : All the larger domestic animals,
including oxen, cows, horses, Ac., without re-

ference to their actual colour,

"The other part of the grazier's business Is what we
call black-cattle, produces bides, tallow, and beef, for
exportation."—Swift.

* black-chalk, *. The old name of a
greyish or bluish-black mineral, or rather of a
schistose rock, containing carbon alumina,
eleven parts of carbon and small proportions
of iron and water. It occurs near Pwllhelli,

Carnarvonshire, and in Isla, one of the He-
brides. It is properly a metamorphic rock,
and has no connection with chalk properly so
called. It is used in drawing and. painting,

its streak being quite black.

black-character, s. [Black-letter.]

black choler, s. [Choler.]

black coal, s. An old name for common
coal. (Phillips.)

black-coat, 5. A depreciative name for
a clergyman. [Cloth.}

" The affronts of women and blackcoats are to be
looked on with the same slight."—Sketton: Don
Quixote, p. 442.

black cobalt, s. Wad (q.v.).

black-cock, s. [Blackcock.]

black copper, s. [Named from its being
a copper ore of a bluish or brownish-black
or black colour.] A mineral, called also Me-
laconite (q.v.).

black corn, s.

Bot. : A book-name for Melampyrum, of
which it is a translation.

black conch, a The name of a plant
Alopecurus agrestis, L.

black cow, s.

1. Lit. : A cow which Is black.

2. Fig. : An imaginary cow of such a colour,
said to tread on one when calamity comes.
[Black Ox.] (Scotch.)

The black cow on your foot ne'er trod,
Which gars you sing alaug the road."

Herd : Coll., IL 120. (Jamiton.)

black-crop, s. [Eng. black; crop.] A
crop of peas or beans. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

black crottles, a The name of a plant,
Parmelia saxatUis.

black-currant, $. The fruit of a well-

known garden bush, Ribcs nigrum; also the
bush itself.

black-death, s.

1. A dreadful malady, called also the Black
Plague or the Black Disease, which ravaged
Europe during the fourteenth century, falling

terribly on Italy in 1340, and killing in London
alone in 1349 about 50,000 people. Perhaps,
however, the Italian disease and the English
may not have been identical.

" Many also believe that the Black firath of five
centuries ago hn» disappeared as mysteriously as it
came,™—TyndaU: Frag, of Science (Sni edit.}, xi. 314.

2. A deadly epidemic which broke, out in

Dublin in March, 180*3. The name black was
given from the dark blotches which came out
upon the skin of the sufferers. (Haydn.)

black-disease, s. The same as Black-
death (qv.).

black-diver, s. A name for a bird, the
Black Scoter (Oidemia nigra.)

black dog, s.

L A dog of a black colour.

2. A fiend still dreaded in many country
places.

•[ A black dog has walked over aim : Used
of a sulleu person

"1 Like butter in the black dog's house: A
proverbial phrase signifying utterly gone.
(Scott; Antiquary, ch. xxxviii.)

black-draught, s. A name for a purga-
tive medicine in common use. It is mad ol

an infusion of senna with sulphate of mag-
nesia.

black-drink, r A decoction of Ilex

vomitorui in use among the Creek Indians
when they assemble for a council. [Ilex.]

black-duck, & A duck in which black
Is a prominent colour.

Great Black-duck : One of the names of a
duck, the Velvet Bcoter (Oidemia fusca.)
(Fleming.)

black-dye, a Any dye of a black hue.
One of the commonest is made of oxide of
iron with gallic and tannin.

black-eagle, a A name for the Golden
Eagle (Aquila chrysaetus.)

black-earth, s. Vegetable soil, garden
or other mould.

black-extract, s. An extract or a pre-

paration made from Cocculus Indicia, which
gives an intoxicating quality to beer.

black-eye, s. A bruise upon the parts
immediately surrounding the eye.

black-eyed, a. Having black, or at least

dark-coloured eyes, i.e., having eyes with the
iris dark brown.
" When first Spain's queen beheld the black-*yed boy."

Byron: Childe Harold, L 48.

black-faced, blackfaced, a.

1, Literally : Having a black face.

5T Several breeds of sheep are known as
blackfaced.

2. Figuratively:
m But when a Mack-faced cloud the world doth threat

Shaketp. ; Tarouin and Lucrece.

black-fasting, a. A term used of one
who has been long without any kind of food.

" If they (linna bring' him something to eat. the pub?
demented body has never the heart to cry for aught,
and he baa been kenn'd to sit for teu hours ttiegither,

black-fatting." —.-icott ; St. Monan's Well, ch. ivi.

black-fish, s.

1 Lit.' CentrotopFins pompitus, rti European fish'

of the Fam. Scomberidee—the Mackerel family.

[Centrolophus.] It is of a black colour, es-

pecially on the fins, the under parte of the
body being lighter. It has been known to
reach two feet eight inches in length. The
name is also given to certain American species.

2. Fig. : Fish recently spawned. (Scotch.)

black fisher, s. One who fishes under
night illegally.

"Ye took me alblins for a black-fithrr ft was gaun
tae glide the chouks o' ye, whan I harl't ye out tae the
stenuem."—Saint Patrick, lii. 42. (Jamieson.)

black-fishing, s. Fishing for salmon
under night by means of torches. [Leister.]

" The practice of black-tithing is so called because It

is performed in the night time, or perhaps because the
fish are then black or foal."—P. Buthven: Forfar*.
Statist. Ace, xii. 294. (Jamitton.)

black-flea, s. A name sometimes given

to a small Reaping coleopterous insect, Haltica

nemorum, the larva; of which are highly in-

jurious to turnips. It has not a close a trinity

to the ordinary flea.

black- flux, s.

Metal. : A material used to assist in the

melting of various metallic substances. It is

made by mixing equal parts of nitre and tar-

tar, and deflagrating them together. The
black substauce which remains is a compounl
of charcoal and the carbonate of potassa.

black-foot, blackfoot, s. A sort of

match-maker ; one who goes between a lover

and his mistress, endeavouring to bring the

fair one to compliance,
" ' I could never have expected this intervention of

aproxeneta, which the vulgar translate blavkfuot, of

such eminent dignity,' said Dalgamo, scarce concealing
a sneer.'*—Scott : Fort, of Eiffel, ch. xxxii.

Black-Forest, s. A great forest, part of

the Hercynia Silva of the Roman period. It is

situated in Baden and Wurtemberg, near the

source of the Danube.

Rite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,
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Black Friday. «.

1. Friday, Sept. 24, MOft, when a sudden panic

seized the void market in New York City; or
Sept. 18, 1873, when a similar occurrence took
place there.

2. The name has been applied to Good Friday,
and also to certain Fridays marked by unusual
disasters in the history of England.

black frost, black frost, s. Frost in

which there is no snow or hoar-frost on the
ground. Opposed to white or hoar-frost.

black-game, s. A name for the Black-
cock (Tetrao tetrix)(q

i
.v.).

black-ground, a. Having an opaque
gurfcice behind an object.

black-ground illuminator, s.

Optics: An optical instrument in which an
opaque surface ia introduced behind the ob-

ject, while illuminating rays are directed

around and upon it. {Knight.)

black gooseberry, s. A well-known
garden fruit, Ribes nigrum, h.

black-grass, s. The name for several

grasses : (1) Alo2>fmrus agrestis, L. (2) A. geni-

culates, L. (3) Bromus sterilis, L.

black-guard, s. [Blackg nard. ]

black-gum, s. A tree, called also Sour-
gum, Pepper-ridge, and Tupelo-tree. It is

Nyssa villo&a. It is from forty to fifty feet

high. Its wood is made into naves for carriage-

wheels and blocks for hatters. It grows in
the United States.

black-haired, a. Having black, or at
- least very dark hair.

black-headed, a. Having the bead
black.

Black-headed Eagle: An eagle from South
America, the Falco atricapillus.

Black-headed Tomtit : A name for a bird, the
Marsh Tit (Parus palustris).

Great Black-headed Tomtit: A bird, the Ox-
eye Tit (Pants fungiliago, MacgilUvray), (P.
major, Lin.X

black-hearted, a. Having a morally
black heart ; secretly, if not even openly,
wicked.

black hellebore, s. A plant, Astmntia
major, L.

black hematite, s. A mineral, the same
.as Psiloiuelaue (4. v.). It is called also Black-
Iron Ore.

black-hole, s. A dungeon.

% The " bhv-k hole " of Calcutta was not a
dungeon but an unventilated room about 13
feet square. Of the 140 prisoners put into it

•on June 20, 1756, only 23 carae forth alive

next morning, the deficiency of oxygen in
the air being fatal to the rest.

black horehound, s. A plant, Bcdlota
nigra, L.

black-iron, s. Ma'.'.eable iron. [Black-
.AiitN.j It is contradistinguished from white-
iron, which is iron tinned.

black-iron oxo, s. An old name for a
mineral, running into three varieties : (1) Fi-

brous, (2) Compact, (3) Ochrey Black-iron ore.

'The first is called also Black Hematite.

black-jack, s.

t, Commerce, dtc ;

1 1. A large leathern vessel In which small
beer was generally kept in former times.
Such receptacles for liquor were made in the
form of a jack-boot, whence it is by most
people supposed that they derived their name.
They still exist here and there, though passing
Into disuse.

2. A trade-name for ground caramel or
burnt sugar, which is used to adulterate coffee.

It acts simply as a colouring agent, and gives
to the coffee infusion an appearance of great
strength.

II. Mining and Mln. : The name given by
miners to a mineral, a variety of zinc sulphide
(ZnS). It is called by mineralogists Spha-
lerite and Blende (q.v.).

III. Hot. : The American name for a kind of
oak, the Quercus nigra,

*V, A small band weapon consisting of a
flexible handle of leather having a ball of lead
enmeshed at one end.

black-jack, v.t. To strike with a black-

jack.

black lac, s. A lac of a black colon,
with which the Burmese lacquer various
kinds of ware. It comes probably from some
tree of the order Anacardiaceee (Anacarda or
Trebiuths).

black-lead, s. A name given to a mineral,
Gntplute or Plumbago (q.v.), which is a car-

bon containing about five per cent, of quartz
with oxides of iron and manganese as impuri-
ties. It contains no lead, but is so called

from its metallic appearance. It is used in

the manufacture of pencils and for other pur-
poses.

black-leading, s. The act or operation
of coating with black-lead.

Black-leading Machine : A machine for coat-
ing the surfaces of electrotype moulds with
plumbago. The carriage which supports the
mould is moved gradually along the bed be-

neath the brush, which has a quick, vibratory
movement in the same direction. The gra-

phite, being spTinkled on the mould, is caused
to penetrate the recesses of the letters in the
matrix by the penetrating points of the
bristles.

black-leg, «.

1. Of persons : A notorious gambler and
cheat, probably so called from gamecocks,
whose legs are always black

.

2. Of things. Generally in the pi. (Black-legs)

:

A disease among calves and sheep in which
the legs, and sometimes the neck, become
affected by a morbid deposit of gelatinous
matter.

black-letter, blackletter, $. ka.
A. As substantive I The Old English or

Gothic character, which was conspicuous
from its blackness, whence came its name of
black-letter. It was derived from the Old
German or Gothic character. The first books
printed in Europe were in this Gothio type,
which was superseded in 1467 or 1469 by the
letters now in use, which are called Roman.
B. As adjective : Written or printed in the

Old English character ; out of date.

T Black-hUcr day : Unlucky day.

black-lidded, a. Having black lids.

"black list, 1. & v.t.

1. A list of persons to be guarded against in
commercial transactions, as defaulters, insolv-

ents, &c; whether officially or privately com-
piled.

2. Any list of persons who, in the eyes of
those who make or use it, have incurred cen-
sure, or suspicion, displeasure, &c

3. Am verb .* To place on such list

black-mail, s.&v.l [Blackmail.]

black-manganese, *.

Min. : Hausmannite (q.v.).

Black Maria, «. A covered vehicle,
usually painted black, for the conveyance of
criminals to and from jaiL

black-martin, s. A bird, the Swift- <

Cypselus apus.

black-match, s. A pyrotechnic match
or sponge. (Ogilvie.)

Black-Monday, s. Easter Monday,
specially Easter Monday of the year 1360,
when the cold was so great as to prove fata

1
-,

to many of Edward III.'s soldiers who at the
time were besieging Paris. (Stone.)

f Used by schoolboys to signify the first

day after the return to school.

black-money, * blac mono, t. A
name for the copper currency of Scotland in
the reign of James III.

black-monks, s. A name given to the
Benedictine monks from the colour of the
habit which they wore.

black-mouthed, a.

1. Lit. : Having a black mouth.

2. Fig. : Giving forth utterances of an intel-

lectually or morally dark character,
"... the most bhick-moiUh'd a.theitt*

.

.."—Killing,
beck : Serm., p. IIS.

black-neb, s. [Eng. black, and neb —
bill.J

1. One of the English names for the Carrion
Crow.

2. One viewed as disaffected to government
* black-nebbed, * blak nebbit, a.

Having a black bill

black-necked, a. Having a black neck.

black nonesuch, s. [Nonesuch.] A
plant, Medicago lupulina.

black ore-of-nickel, s. An old narai
for a mineral found at Riegelsdorf.

black ox, s. An ox which is black. (Lit.

&PJ.)
IT The black ox is said to tramp on one who

has lost a near relation by death, or met with
some severe calamity. (Black Cow.]

" I'm bin to we you looking sae weel, oumtner. the
inair that the black ox has tramped ou ye since 1 wm
aueath your roof-tree."—.Scoff .* Antiquary, ch. xL

black-pepper, 0. Pepper of a black
colour, the Piper nigrum.

black-peopled, a. Peopled with negro
or other races of dark hue.

black-pigment, s. A fine light carbon-
aceous substance, essentially the same in
composition as lamp-black. It may be pro-
duced by the burning of coal-tar, or in othet
ways. It is used chiefly in the manufacture
of printer's-ink.

black-pitch, a. Black as pitch.
" Homeward then lie sailed exulting.
Homeward through the black-fitch water."

Longfellow : The Song 0/ Hiawatha, Ix.

black-plate, c A sheet-iron plate before
It is tinned.

black-poplar, s. Eng* name of a tree,

Populus nigra.

black-pudding, s.

1. Sing.: A pudding made with the blood ofa
cow or sheep, inclosed in one of the intestines.

2. PL (Black Puddings): A plant, Tyi>ha
latifolia, L., so called from the shape and
colour of the flower-heads.

black-quarter, *. A disease of cattle,

apparently the same with Black Spaul.

black-quitch, s. The name of two plant*

(1) Agrostis vulgaris, L.

(2) Alopecurus agrestis.

Black Rod, black rod, t

t, Of things : A rod which is black.

2. Ofpersons: A functionary counected with
the House of Lords. His full designation is

Usher of the Black Rod, so called because
the symbol of his office is a black rod, on the
top of which reposes a golden lion.

"In one debate he lost hie temper, foigot the de-

corum which in general be strictly observed, and
narrowly escaped being committed to the custody of

the Black lloiL'—Macaulay ; Hut. £ng , ch, XV.

t Sometimes the article, before the words
Black Bod, is dropped.

" In the evening, when the Bouses had assembled.
Black Hod kuoclted."—Jiacaulag • Hist. £ng., ch. xxv.

black-root, s. A plant, Symphytum ojflr

cinale, L.

black-row grains, s.

Mining: A name sometimes given to a kind
of ironstone occurring in Derbyshire.

black-rust, 9. A disease which attacks

wheat, causing the affected part to assume a
black hue. This is a smali fungus, TrichobasU

Jiabigo vera*

black-Salts, s. Wood ashes after they

have been lixiviated and evaporated, leaving a

black residuum behind. (American.) (OgilvU.)

black-saltwort, a. One of the English

names given to a plant, Glaux maritima, called

also the Sea-milkwort. [Glaux.] [Sea-milk-

wort.J

black-sccptered, a. Having a soeptts

or sceptres swayed in oppression.
M That Britannia, reuowu'd o'er the waves

For the hatred a-he ever has shown
To the black-iceptered rulers of slaves.

Resolves to have uoue of her own.
Vowper; The Murning Dream.

Black Sea, *. A tea, called also the

Euxine, from the old Roman name Pontus
Euxinus. It is about 700 miles long by 380

broad, and separates Russia on the north from
Turkey in Asia on the south.

boil, bo^; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian = shaa, -tion, -sion -shun ; -tion, -fion m zhun. -clous, -tious, - sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. bel, deL
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black-seed, s. A plant, Mtdicago lupu-
Una, L

black sheep, s.

1. Lit. : A sheep of a black colour, especi-

ally one occurring in a flock of a different hue.

2. Fig. : A person of immoral or vicious pro-

clivities, especially one arising in a well-ordered
household. Also a term of reproach for one
against whom his fellows owe a grudge.

"Ill the breeding of domestic animals, the elimina-
tion of those individuals, though few in number,
which are ill any marked manner inferior, is by no
means an unimportant element towards succesa This
especially holds good with injurious characters which
tend to appear tluou-h reversion, such as blackness

in sheep, and with mankind some of the worst dispo-

sitions, which occasionally, without any sasiguai'le

cause, make their appearance in families, may perhaps
be reversions to a savage state from which we are not
removed by very many generations. This view seems
indeed recognised in the common expression that such
men are the black iheep of the family."—Oaruriu : The
Descent of Man, vol. i., pt. i, ch. v., p. 17S.

black-shoe, s. A shoeblack.
•*A rebuke given by a black-thoe boy to another."

—

Fteutinq: Coo. Garden Journal (Works 1840), p. 718.

black-silver, s. A mineral, called also

Btepliamte (q.v.).

black snake, 8. The name long ago
given by Catesby to an American snake found

w Carolina and elsewhere. It is the Coluber
Constrictor, which must not be confounded
with the Boa Constrictor of Linnaeus. It is

•aid to be able to strangle the rattlesnake.

Its bite is not dangerous.

black snake-root, s.

1. A ranunculaceous plant, Botrophis acta-

oides.

2. An umbelliferous plant, Sanicula mari-

landica.

black spaul, s. A disease of cattle.

(Scotch.) [Black-quarter.]
" The black spaul is a species of pleurisy, incident to

young cattle, especially calves, which gives a black
hue to the flesh of the side affected..'—Prize Sttayi,

Highland Society, a it 307. {Jamteton.)

black squitch-grass, s. A grass, Alo-

pecurus agrestis, L. [Black-quitch.]

black strake, s. [Eng. black; and strake

= a continuous line nf planking on a ship's

side, reaching from stem to stern.]

BLACK-STRAKE.

Ship-building: The strake upon a ship's

»ide, next below the lower or gun-deck ports,

marked a in the figure.

" black-strap, s.

Naut. : A contemptuous appellation given

by sailors in the British navy to a kind of

Mediterranean wine served out to them among
their rations, on passing the Straits of Gib-

raltar to the eastward. (Falconer.)

* black-strapped, a. Nautical

:

1. Served with black-strap (q.v.).

2. Driven into the Mediterranean Sea. (Fal-

coner.)

* black sulphuretted silver, s.

Mtit. : An oosoiete name for Argentite

<q.v.). (Phillips.)

black swift, s, A bird, the Common
Swift, Cypselus apus.

black-tail, 8.

L Gen. : A tail which is black.

2. Spec : A name sometimes given to a fish

of the perch family, the Ruffe or Pope.
(Acerina vulgaris.)

black-tang, s. A sea-weed, Fucus vesi-

eulosus, h. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

black tellurium, s.

Min. : Nagyagite (q.v.).

black-thorn, s. [Blackthorn.]

black -throated, a. Having a black

throat.

Black-throated waxwing : A name for a bird,

the Bohemian waxwing (Bombycilla garrula).

black-tin, s. Tin ore when beaten into a

black powder and washed ready for smelting.

black-top, 8.

1. A composite plant, Centaurea Scdbiosa, L.

2. The Stonechat [Blackvtop.]

black-tressed, a. Having black tresses

or ringlets.

black - tufted, a. Tufted with black.

The black-tufted eagle of Africa, Falco Sens-

galensis.

black varnish, s. & o.

A. As subst. : A varnish of a black colour.

"... the black trarnUh which it yields."—Treat, of
Bot. (ed, 1866), ii. 72a

B. As adjective: Yielding black varnish.

[Black-varnish Tree.]

black-varnish tree, s. A very large

tree, Melanorrhcea usitatissima, belonging to

the order Anacardiacese (Anacards or Tere-

binths). It grows in the Eastern peninsula.

It is sometimes known as the Lignum vita of

Pegu, being so called from its hardness and
weight, which are so great that the natives

make anchors of its wood. The black varnish

is obtained from it by tapping its trunk.

black - visaged, a. Having a black

visage ; having a countenance of negro-like

hue.
" Hurry amain from our black-eisag'd shows ;

We shall affright their eyes."
Martton : Antonio and MelXida, Pro].

black vomit, 8. A black liquid vomited

in severe cases of yellow fever.

black-wad, black wadd, >.

Min. : A term used chiefly for Earthy Ochre

of Manganese. [Wad.]

black wall, black-wall, s. & a.

A. As subst. : A wall which is black.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to such a wall.

Black-wall fciteft (.iVaut. ) : A bend to the back
of a tackle-hook or to a rope, made by passing

the bight round the object and jamming it by
its own standing part. [Hitch. ]

black-walnut, 8. An American tree,

Juglans nigra, the wood of which—dark as its

name imports—is much used on the Western
continent for cabinet work.

black-ward, black ward, : & a.

(Scotch.)

A As substantive : A state of servitude to a

servant

B. As adjective : Pertaining to such a state.

"So that you see, sir, I hold In a sort of black ward
tenure, as we call it in our country, being the ser-

vant of a servant "—.Scoff .- fortunes of Nigel, ch, li.

black-wash, s.

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Any wash of a black colour, as

distinguished from whitewash.

2. Fig. : Untruthful aspersions which hide

the real character of the person blackened.
" To remove as far as he can the modern layers of

black-wash, and let the man himself, fair or foul, be
seen."—Ki ngsleg. {Goodrich * Porter.)

IL Pharmacy : A mixture of lime-water and
calomel. Its dark colour is due to mercurous
oxide. It is called Lotto Hydrargyri Nigra.

Black Watch, s. [So called from the

black colour of the tartan which thev wore.]

The designation generally given to the com-
panies of loyal Highlanders, raised after the

rebellion in 1715, for preserving peace in the

Highland districts. They constituted the

nucleus of the 42nd Regiment, to which the

name of Black Watch still attaches.

black-water, s.

1. Vet. : A disease of cattle characterised

by the passage of dark or black urine, the

colouring matter being derived from the blood

and caused by scanty and unhealthy food.

[Red-water.]

2. Med : A name sometimes given to a

disease generally known as Pyrosis or Water-

brash (q.v.).

black-wheat, • blacke wheate, a
MeUimpyrum sylvaticum.

"Horse flowro or blacke wheats. . . is boate '—£yi*

:

Dodoeni, p. 164.

black whort, whortle, or whortle-
berry, 8. A plant, Vaccinium Myrtillus, L.,

and its fruit.

• black whytlof, s. [Eng. black, O.

Eng. whyl — white, and to/ = loaf.] Bread
intermediate in colour and fineness between
white and brown, called also Ravel-bread.

black-wood, s.

L, The wood of an Indian Papilionaceous

tree, Dalbergia latifolia. It is used for making
furniture.

2. That otMelharica melanoxylon, one of the

Byttueriads, from New South Wales.

3. The Acacia melanoxylon.

black-work, s. The work of the black-

smith in contradistinction to bright-work, i.e.,

the work of the silversmith.

t black, * blake, * Meek, v.t. [From
black, a. (q.v.), or contracted from blacken

(q.v.).] To make black, to blacken. (Chiefly

poetic.)
" Then in his fury black'd the raven o'ar.

And bid nun prate in his white plumes no more.
Addison.

black'-a-moor, «. [Eng. black; moor—the o
euphonic]

1. Lit. : A black man, specially a negro,

though the Moors and the negroes belong to

different races of mankind, the former having

straight black hair, and the latter hair or

rather wool quite curly.
" They are no mote afraid of a blackamoor, or a lion,

than of a nurse, or a cat."—Locke.

2. Fig. : A name for a plant, Typha latifolia,

the Great Reed-mace.

black a-vised, black -a viced, a. [Nor.

Fr. ris, vise = the face, the visage.] Dark-

complexioned. (Scotch.)

"... looking malr like an angel than a man, if hs
hadna been sae ofaefc-a-eissd."—Scott : Old Mortality.

ch. x:.

black-ball, s. [Eng. black; and ball.)

1. Gen. : A ball of a black colour.

2. Spec. : Used for the purpose of balloting.

A black ball cast for one implies a vote

against him, and, on the contrary, a white

ball is one in his favour. (Webster.)

3. A composition of tallow and other ingre-

dients used for blacking shoes.

black-ball, v.t. [From Eng. blackball, s.

(q.v.).]

1. Lit. : To vote against one by means of •

black ball. (Webster.)

2. Fig. : In any other way to take means to

exclude a person from the society to which h*

belongs.

black-balled, pa. par. [Blackball, v.]

black-bal'-ling, pr. par., a., 4 s. [Black-

ball, v.]

black-beef-le (le as el), 8. [Eng. black;

beetle.] A popular name for the cockroach,

which however does not belong to the insect

order of beetles proper (Coleoptera), but to

the Orthoptera. The hedgehog devours the

" blackbeetle," and it in turn greedily feasts

on the bug. [Cockroach.]

black-ber'-ried, a. [Eng. black; berried.]

Producing berries of a black colour, as lilack-

berried Heath, an old name for the Black

Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum). (Todd, <fcc)

black-ber-ry, s. & a. [Eng. black, berry;

A.S. blax-berie, blax-berige.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A popular name of the fruit of the common
Bramble, Rubul fruticosus or discolor, and

some other allied species ; also of the shrub on

which it grows. Blackberries ripen in the

south of England in the latter part of August

and the early portion of September. They are

abundant in parts of the United Slates, and are

largely cultivated here, culture and selection

having rendered their fruit much larger and

more palatable

8. The sloe, Prunus spinota. (Bailey, ate.)

B. As adj. : Consisting of blackberries, u
blackberry jam.

Bate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wfit, here, camel, her, th£re

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,

Syrian. re, oa = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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black'-bird, s. [Eng. black; bird.] A well-

known British bird, the Terdus merula.
Other English names sometimes given to
it are the Merle, the Garden Ousel, or sim-
ply the Ousel. A book -name is also the

Blade Thrush. The male is black, with the
bill yellow ; the female is deep brown above,
lighter beneath, the throat and foreneck pale
brown with darker streaks ; the young dusky
brown above with dull yellowish streaks,

whilst beneath they have dusky spots.

Length, including tail, ten inches ; expansion
of wings, fifteen inches. There are several

varieties, one of them white. The blackbird
is a }>ermanent resident in Britain. It feeds
in winter on snails, breaking their shells by
dashing them against a stone, and also on
earthworms and berries. It pairs in February
or Maich. The blackbirds of the United
(states tiitler in family from those just described,
and comprise several g*»nera and species, being
known familiarly as the Crow Blackbird, the
Red Wing Blackbird, the Yellow-headed Black-
bird, Ac. They are very abundant, and one or
other of them is found in almost every part of
the country. The song of the blackbird is

much admired.
" The blackbird strong, the llntwhlte clear."

Rant* : Humble Petition of Bruar Water.

*f[l. Michaelmas Blacicbird : One of the names
for the Ringed Thrush (Turdus torquatus).

2. Moor Bhwkbird: An English name for

the Ringed Thrush {Turdus torxjuatus).

3. White-breasted Blackbird : An English
name for the Ringed Thrush (Turdus tor-

quatus).

black-board, s, [Eng. black; board.] A
board used for teaching purposes in schools
and colleges, mathematical or other figures
being drawn upon it with chalk. A blackboard
Is generally made of different pieces of well-
seasoned wood completely united, and having
the upi>er surface planed smooth. As the
name imports, it is painted black. Several
auceessive coatings of the colour are laid on,
mixed with pumicestone or similar material
so that a certain roughness may be imparted
to the surface of the board. This makes it

easier to write upon it with chalk, and easier
also to rub out what has been written.

Black' brook, s, k a. [Eng. black; brook.]

A. As svbst. : A place in Charnwood Forest.

B. As adj. : Pertaining or in any way re-
lating to the place dercribed under A.

Blackbrook Series. Geol. : A series of rocks,
probably the lowest visible in Charnwood
Forest. They contain much fine detrital vol-
canic material. The name was given by Rev.
E. Hill and Professor T. Bonney in 1880. Dr.
Hicks thinks the whole Charnwood Series, to
which the Blackbro'k rocks belong, pre-
Cambrian. (Proceed. Geol. Soc, London, No.
388, Session 1879-80, pp. 1, 2 i

black -cap, s. [Black-cap.]

black -cock, *. [Eng. black, and cock.]

1. A name for the male of the Black Grouse
or Black Game, called also the Heathcock
iTetrao tetrix). The female is called the Grey
Un, and the young are Poults. The Blackcock,

as its name imports, is black, having, how-
ever, white on the wing coverts and under the

BLACKCCCK.

tail, the two forks of which are directed out-
ward. It is about as large as a domestic fowl.
It is found in some abundance in Scotland
and less plentifully in England. The eggs are
from six to ten in number, of a yellowish-grey
colour, blotched with reddish-brown. The
close-time is from the 10th of December to the

20th of August, except in the New Forest,
Somerset, and Devonshire, where it is from
the 10th of December to the 1st of September.

*' The deer to distant covert drew.
The black-cock deem'd it day, and crew."

Scott : Lord of the lilet, v. 13.

U To make a blackcock of one : To shoot one.
(Scotch, ) ( Waverley.

)

2. A name for the Swift (Cypselus apns).

Black-down, s. k a. [Eng. block ; down.]

A. As substantive. Geog. : A down in Devon-
shire.

B. As adjective: Existing at or pertaining
to the place mentioned under A.

Blackdown beds, s.

Geol. : A series of sandstones resembling in
mineral character the Upper Greensands of
Wiltshire, but their fossils are a mixture of
Upper and Lower Greensand species. They
are supposed to represent the littoral beds of
the sea in which the Gault was deposited.
They contain Ammonites varicosus, Turritella

granulata, Rostellaria calcarata, Cardium pro-
ooscideum, Cytherea caperata, Corbula elegans,

Trigonia caudata, &c

blacked, pa. par. k a. [Black, v.]

* black e-ly, adv. [Blackly.]

black en, * blak en, * blak yn, v.t & i
[Eng. black, and suff. -en. ] To make black.

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. Of things material : To make of a black
colour.

'* When metal* are to be burned, it 1* necessary to
blacken or otherwise tarnish them, so as to diminish
their reflective power."

—

TyndaU: Frag, of Science
(arded.). viii.,7, p. 19L

'* While the long fim'rals blacken alt the way."
Pope : Elegy on an Unfortunate Lady.

2. To make of a colour moderately dark
rather than actually black ; to cloud, to place
in a dark shadow. (Lit. £fig.)

" And the broad shadow of her wing
Blackened each cataract and spring."

_ Scott : Bokeby, It. L
IT. Figuratively;

1. To render the character or conduct mo-
rally black by the perpetration of crime or
by indulgence in flagrant vice.

". . . a life, not Indeed blackened by any atrocious
crime, . .

."—Macaulay : BUt. Eng., ch. v.

2. To defame the character.
"... who had done their worst to blacken his repu-

tation."—Macaulay ; Ititf. Eng., ch. Xlv.

T Sometimes with the object omitted.
"There's nothing blacken* like the ink of fool*."—

Pope: Epitt. II., *ll.

B. Intransitive : To become black.
" The hollow sound

Sung in the leaves, the forest shook around,
Air blacken d, roll d the thunder, groan'd the ground."

Dryden.

black -ened, pa. par. k a, [Blacken, v.t.]

"Blackened zinc-foil."

—

Tyndall: Frag, of Science
(3rd ed.), viiL, 7, p. 191.

" The precipice abrupt
> . . the hiiK-km'd flood."

Thornton : Seatont ; Summer.

black en-er, black ner, s. [English

blacken; -er.) One who blackens any person
or thing ; or that which does so. (Sherwood.)

black -en-ihg, pr. par., a., k s. [Blacken.]

A* k B. As present participle £ participial
adjective: In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

". . . a blackening train
Of clamorous rooks thick urge their weary flight."

Thornton : Seatom ; Winter,

C. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang. : The act or process of ren-
dering black ; the state of being blackened

;

the black colour so produced. (Lit. <&jig.)

"... the blackening of silver . . ."

—

Todd and
Bowman : Phytiol, Anat., vol. L, Introd., p, sft.

" But feel the shock renew'd. nor can efface
The blight and blackening which it leaves behind."

Byron : Child* Harold't Pilgrimage, lv. 24.

IL Technically:

1. Founding: An impalpable powder, usually
charcoal, employed by moulders to dust the
partings of the mould.

2. lAiather manufacture: A solution of sul-

phate of iron applied to the grain side of the
skin while wet ; it unites with the gallic acid
of the tan, and produces a black dye.

* black -et, /w. par. k a. [Blacked.] (Scotch.)

black'-ey, black'-y, s. [Eng. black, and
suhix -ey.J

1. A familiar term for a negro.
" He swore he would demolish blackey't ugly face.*— IF. At. Thackeray : Newcomet, ch. iL

2. A familiar term for a black cat, a rook, &c.

black'-faced, a. [See Black-faced.]

Black -fri'-ar (plural Black friars,
* Black fri crs, * Black try er^j, s.

k a. [Eng. black ; friar.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Sing, and plur., and often as compounds
and separate words : Monks of the Dominican
order. The name was given from the colour
of the habit which they wore. [Dominican.)
* "In England they {the Dominicans) were called
Black Prion, from the colour of their habit ; and the
part uf London where they first dwelt is still called by
that name. ' — Murdoch: Note in A/otheim'i Ch. HitU,
cent, xlti., pt. ti., ch. 11.

2. Plur. : The region in London first in-
" habited by the Dominican friars. [A., l.j

" When not a Puritan in Black-Frier* will trust
So much as for a feather."

B. Jonton : Alchym,, t 1. [Naret.)

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the Domini-
can monks called Black friars ; situated in the
region of London which they inhabited ; more
frequently of the bridge or the theatre formerly
in that locality.

If The theatre there was attended by more
respectable people than any other on the side
of the Thames.

" But you that can contract yourselves, and sit
As you were now In the Black-Fryert pit.
And will not deaf us with leud noise and tongues."

Shirley ; Six New Playes (lew). {Naret.)

black -guard (ck and u silent), * black
guard, {ii silent), *. k a. [Eng. black ; guard.}

A. As substantive

:

# L With the two words wholly separate

:

* 1. Originally. (In a literal sense) : The
humbler servants in a wealthy household who,
when journeys were in progress, rode among
the pots, pans, and other household utensils

to protect or guard them. No moral imputa-
tion was conveyed in calling them, as was
done, the black guard. All that was implied
was that they were apt to become begrimed
on a journey by the vessels in proximity to
which they sat.

"A . . . slave that within these twenty years rode
with the black guard in the Duke's carriage, mongst
spits and stripping-paus."— Webtter : The White Devil.
(Trench. Select Glossary.)

2. Next. (Figuratively) ; Persons morally
black or begrimed ; persons of bad character.

" Thieves and murderers took upon them the cross

to escape the gallows, adulterers did penance in their
armour. A lamentable case that the Devil's black
guard should be God's soldiers."—Puller : The Eoly
War, L 12. (rrencft : Select Qlottary.)

IL Having the two words combined, first with
a hyphen and then altogether: With the same
meaning as No. 2. Specially used of a low
fellow with a scurrilous tongue. (Rather

vulgar.)

B. As adjective

:

*1. Ofpersons: Serving.
" Let a black-guard boy be always about the houae

to send on your errands, and go to market for you on
rainy days '—Swift.

2. Of language : Scurrilous, abusive ; as,

" blackguard language."

black -guard (ck silent ; u silent), v.t. k L
[From blackguard, s. & a. (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To call one a blackguard or to

use such scurrilous language to one as only a
blackguard would employ.

B. Intrans. : To act the part of a black-

guard ; to behave in a riotous or indecent
manner.

" An' there a batch of wabster lads
Blackguardin frae Kilmarnock

For fun this day."
Burnt : Boly Fair.

black -guard-ed, pa. par. k a. [Black-
guard, sU-3

" I have been . . . blackguarded quite sufficiently for

one sitting."—(T. M. Thackeray: Newcomet, ch. xxix.

black guard irig (Eng.), black guar
din (Scotch (ck silent; u silent), pr. par.

[Blackguard, v.t]

black'-gruard-l^ (<* silent ; u silent), a.

[Eng. blackguard; -ly.] Pertaining to, or
characteristic of, a blackguard ; villainous,

rascally.

black guard ism (ck silent; u silent), s.

bfiil, bo^; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t

-tian = shan. tion, -sion = shun; -tion, - sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sions - shus. -ble, -tie, &c. m bel, teL



682 blackguardry—bladder

[Eng. blackguard ; -ism.} The language or
action of a blackguard. (Southey.)

" Ignominious dissoluteness, or rather, if we may
venture to designate it by the only prouer word,
blackguardism."— Macaulay : Essay on Halbim's
Const, Hist.

black'-guard-Ty
-

(cfc silent ; u silent), s. [Eng.
blackguard; -ry.] Blackguards collectively.

black-heads, s.p£. Ap\mit,Typhalatifoiia,L.

black -heart, s. A cultivated variety of
cherry.

" The unnetted black-hearts ripen dark.
Ail thine, against the garden wall."

Tennyson: The Blackbird.

black'-ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Black.]

A.&B. As present participle and participial
adjective: In senses corresponding to those of
tlie verb.

C. As substantive: Any black colouring
matter made artificially, such as shoe-black
or lamp-black. Blacking for shoes may be
made by mixing ivory-black, sour beer or
porter, Florence oil, molasses, and a little sul-
phate of iron. Common oil blacking is a
mixture of ivory-black or lamp-black with
linseed-oil, or else with small beer or water,
with a little sugar and gum-arabic.

blacking case, s. A case for holding
blacking and brushes. (Knujht.)

^Obvious compound: Blacking-brush.
(Knight.)

blackish, a. [Eng. black; -ish,] Somewhat
black.

" Part ol it all the year continues in the form of a
blackish uil"—/loyle.

bla c kit, pa. par. ka. [Black, v.] (Scotch.)
" The dress, the light, the confusion, and maybe a

touch o' a blaekit cork . . ."—Scott; Heart of Mid-
lothian, ch. xvii.

black-lead, s. [Black-lead.]

black-lSt'-ter, s. [Black-letter,]

black -ly, * blacke'-ly, adv. [Eng. black

;

-ly.] Darkly, in a moral sense ; cruelly, or
otherwise, with aggravated wickedness.

black-mall, s. [Eng. black, and A.S. mal —
tribute, toll-dues ; or from Norm. Fr, mail,
mayile, mael = a half-penny.]

1. Law : Quit-rents reserved in work, grain,

Ac. ; in contradistinction to payments reserved
in " white money," that is, in silver. (Black-
stone : Comment., ii. 3.)

2. Ord. Lang. & Law: Money paid from
motives of prudence, not from legal obligation,
by owners of property to freebooters and
similar worthies, or their confederates or
chiefs, as the price of protection from being
plundered, or worse. The system of paying
blackmail, which once flourished in th*? North
of England and the South of Scotland, was
declared illegal in the former country by the
43 Elizabeth, c. 13, but it flourished in the
Highlands of Scotland till after the battle of
Culloden, in 1745.

"
' . . . hot the boldest of them [the thieves] wilt

never steal a hoof from any one that pays blackmail to
Vich Ian Vohr.'
" 'And what IS blackmail f
'"A sort of protection-money that Low-country

gentlemen and heritors Iving near the Highlands pay
to some Highland chief, that he may neither do them
harm himself, nor suffer It to be done to them by
others ; and then if yonr cattle are stolen, yon have
ouly to send him word and he will recover them ; or,
it may be, he will drive away cows from some distant
place where he has a quarrel, and give them to yon to
make up your loss.' "—Scott : Wavtrly, ch. xv.

black ma il. v.t. To extort or attempt to
extort money by threat*; spec, by threats of
exposure of some alleged misdoing on the part
of the person so threatened.

* black'-mdor, 5. [Blackamoor.] (Browne.)

black ness, * blak nes,* blake -nesse,
$. [Eng. black; suff. -ness.} The quality of
being black.

1. Lit. : In the above sense.
"Blackness is only a disposition to absorb or stifle

without reflection most of the rays of every sort that
fall on the bodies."—Locke.
2. Figuratively:

(1) Gloominess produced by calamity, misery.

(2) Atrocious wickedness ; depravity.

black -smith, s. [Eng. black; smith. So
named because the nature of his occupation
tends to begrime him.] A smith who works
in iron.

" Then, with a smile of content, thus answered Basil
the blacksmith.

"

Longfellow : Evangeline, ii. 2.

black -stone, black'-stane, s. ka. [Eng.
black; stone (Scotch stane).']

A. As substantive:

1. Gen. : A stone of a black colour.
* 2. Specially :

(1) The designation formerly given to a
dark-coloured stone, used in some of the
Scottish universities as the seat on which a
student sat when being publicly examined as
to the progress he had made in his studies
during the preceding year.

" It is thought fit that, when students are examined
publicly on the Black-stane, before Lammas, and after
their return at Michaelmas, they 1*> examined in
some questions of the catechism/

—

Acts Commiss. of
the Four Universities, A. 1647. (Bower; Hist. Univ.
Edin., i. 222.)

(2) The examination itself.

"... our vicces and btackstons, and had at Pace our
promotion and finishing of onr course."—Melodies
Diary; LifeofA. Melville, I. 111. (Jamieson.)

B. As (v'j. : Connected with the blackstone
examination

—

e.g., blackstone medal.

black-thorn, s. k a. [Eng. black, and thorn.]

A. As subst. : A name for the Sloe, Prunus
spinosa or P. communis, var. Spinosa. [Sloe.]

" Blake thorne {Prunus, P.\"—Prompt. Pars.
" The blossom on the blackthorn, the leaf upon the

tree." Tennyson : Jfew rears Est,

B. As adj. : Made of blackthorn.
" Mukhtar Pasha threw himself among the crowd,

armed with a formidable blackthorn stick."

—

Daily
Telegraph, Nov. 20, 1S77. (Erteroum Correspondence.)

blackthorn may, s. The foregoing
plant, Prunus spinosa, L. The term may in-

dicates its resemblance in its white blossoms
to the May or Hawthorn, which, however, it

precedes in flower by about a mouth.

black-weT-H-a, s. [Named after Elizabeth
Blackwell, authoress of an old herbal.J

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Homaliaeeae (Homaliads). B. padijtora,
a greenhouse shrub with flowers, as its name
imports, like those of the Prunus vadus, or
Bird-cherry, was introduced from Chili in 1827.

black-wort, s. [Eng. black ; wort.'] A local

name for a plant, Symphytum officinale, L.,
the Comfrey.

black -y-top, s. [Eng. blacky, and top.] A
name for a bird, the Stonechat (Saxicola rubi-
cola). The appellation is given because the
male has the head and throat black, and the
female has also some brownish black on the
head. [Black-top.]

* blad -ap-ple (pie as pel), s. iProm O.
Eng. blad ; A.S. bUed = a blade, a leaf (?) ; and
appel = apple.] An old name for the Cactus
(q.v.).

*blad'-a-rie,s. [A.S. blceddre = a bladder (?).]

Moral h'ollowness.

" Bot allace it is festered secnritie, the inward heart
is full of bladarie, riuliitk btudarie sh.il bring silt

terrors in the end with it. that it shal multiply thy
torments."—Bruce : Eleven Oerm. led. 1591). {Jamieson.)

blad, s. [Bland.] (Scotch.)

% bladde, 5. [Blade.] (Chaucer : C. T., 620.)

blad' dor, * blad er, bled der, * bled
dere, * bled dir, * bled -dyr, * blose,
* bled-dre, * blad re, s. k a. [A.S. blatd-

dre, blosdre — a bladder, a pustule, a blist

;

Icel. bladra ; 8w. bldddra ; Dan. blare ; Dut
blaar ; N. H. Ger. blatter sss a wheal, a pimple ;

O. H. Ger. platra = & bladder. From A.S.
bleed — a blowing, a blast ; blawan, blatwan =
to blow. Icel. blmr =. a breeze ; Wei. pledren ;

Lat, flatus a a blowing. Compare also Dut.
blocs'; Ger. blase — a bladder ; Sw. blasa ; Icel.

blasa; Dan. blaise; Dut. blasen ; Mceso-Goth.
blesan = to blow.] [Blow, Blast.]

A. As substantive

:

L Literally

:

L Ord. Lang. & Animal Physiol.

(1) A membranous bag in man and the
higher animals, designed for the retention of
the urine. This being the most important
structure of the kind in the frame is called,
by way of prominence, the bladder ; any other
one is distinguished from it by a word pre*
fixed, as the gall-bladder (q.v.),

" The bladder should be made of a membranous
substance, and extremely dilatable for receiving and
containing the urine, UU an opportunity ol emptying
it."—Kay.

*f The bladder of an ox, a sheep, kc, when
dried may be inflated with air, and used as a
float for nets, or for other purposes. Some-
times its buoyancy is taken advantage of to
keep those learning to swim from sinking.
while as yet they are unable to anpnort them-
selves unaided in the water.
" Like little wanton boys that swim on bladders."

Okakmp,: Hen. rv/7., iii. a.

At other times a bladder may be used as part
of a rude wind instrument.

"... and wit!, dance.
And music of the bladder and the bag,
Beguile their woea . . ."

Cowper: Titsk, bk. i

(2) A vesicle, a pustule, a blister, especially
if filled with air instead of pus.

"... bladders full of impoethume."
Shakesp. : Troil. & Cress , v. 1,

2. Bot. : A structure of a membranous tex-
ture bulged out or inflated. Used—

(1) Of a calyx or pericarp.

(2) Of the little crested vesicles on the baaea
of Utricularia. [Bladder-wort]
B. As adj. : Resembliug a bladder. Often

as the first word in a compound.

bladder -angling, s. Angling by means
of a baited hook fixed to an inflated bladder.

bladder campion, s. A name given to
a plant, the SiUne injiala, which has an in-

flated calyx. The flowers are pure white, and
arranged in panicles. It is common in
Britain.

bladder-catchfly, «. [The same as
Bladder-campion (q.v.).]

bladder-fern, s. The Unglish name of
the fern genus Cystopteris. The veins are
forked, the sori roundish with involucres fixed

BLADDER-FERN (FERTILE PINNA AND 8PORE>

at their base, and opening by a free extremity
generally lengthened. There are two British

species, the Brittle and the Mountain Bladder-
ferns (Cystopteris Jragilis and montana). A
third, the Lariniata Bladder-fern (C. alpina),
has not been found recently.

bladder-green, s. A green colour ob-
tained from the berries of a shrub, Rhamnus
catharticus.

bladder-herb, «. A plant of the Night-
shade family, Physalis A Ikekengi, h. The
name is given from its inflated calyx, whence
strangely it was supposed to lie useful in dis-

eases of the bladder. (Prior, &c.)

t bladder-kelp, s. A seaweed, Fncu*
vesiculosus, found on the coasts of Britain and
elsewhere, it is called also Bladder-wrack.

bladder-nut, *.

1. Sing. : The English name of Staphylea,

the typical genus of the order of plants called

Staphyleacece (Bladder-nuts). The name ii

derived from the inflated capsules. They have
five stamens and two styles. The common
Bladder-nut, Staphylea pinnata, is indigenous
in Eastern Europe. It has escaped from
gardens at one or two places in England, but
is not entitled to a place in the flora. The
three-leaved Bladder-nut, Staphylea tri/olia, la

American.

2. Plural. Bladder-nuts ; Lindley's English

name for an order of plants, the Staphy-
LEACE.*(q.V.).

bladder-pod, s. The English name of a

papilionaceous plant genus, Physolobiutn.

bladder-seed, 5. The English name of

Physospermum, a genus of umbelliferous
plants.

bladder-senna, *. The English name
of Colutea, a genus of plants belonging to the

papilionaceous sub-order of the Leguminosie.

tato, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; unto, cub, cure, unite, ear, rale, fall; try, Syrian. », « = e, ev- a. qu = kw.



bladder—blaids 083

The term bladder in their name refers to the
inflation of the membranaceous legumes, and
senna to the fact that the leaves of Colutea
arborescens, which grows on Mount Vesuvius,
are said to be a substitute for that medicinal
drug.

blad<fer-snout, «. The Bladder-wort
(Utricularia vulgaris).

bladder-tree, s. A name sometimes
given to an American shrub or small tree,
Staphylea trifolia. It is called also the Three-
leaved Bladder-nut [Bladder-nut.]

bladder-wort, $. The English name of
Utricularia, a genus of Scrophulariaceous
plants. Both the English and the scientific
appellations refer to the fact that the leaves
bear at their margins small bladders. There
are three British species, the Greater, the
Intermediate, and the Lesser Bladder-worts
(Utricularia vulgaris, intermedia, and minor.)
[Utricularia.]

bladder-wrack, s. A name sometimes
given to a sea-weed, Fucus vesiailosm, L., found
on our shores. [Bladder-kelp.)

• bladder, v.i. [Blether, v.] (Scotch.)

• blad nier and, * blad -drand, pr. par.
(Blether.] (Scotch.)

blad dered, * bledderyd, a. [Eng. Mad-
der; -ed.]

1. Lit.: Furnished with bladders.

2. Fig. : Inflated, puffed up, of imposing
magnitude, but light, hollow, and certain, if

punctured, suddenly to collapse.
" They affect greatness in alt they write, but it Is a

laddered greatness, like that of the vain man whom
Seneca describes ; an ill habit of body, full of humours,
and swelled with dropsy."—Dryden; Dedic. of theMil

• blad -der St, s. [Eng. bladder, s. ; dimin.
suff. -et.) A little bladder.

" The many vesicles or bladder**"—Crooks ; Body
of Man, p. 2(Xt.

blad der-j?-, a. [Eng. bladder; -y.]

1. Like a bladder, hollow and inflated.

2. Having bladders or vesicles.
" The bladdery wave-worked yeaet"

Browning ; Pan A Luna, 60.

•blad drie, s. [Blaidrt.]

blad'-dj^, a. [From Scotch blad = a squall of
wind and rain(?).j Inconstant, unsettled.
Used of the weather. (Scotch.)

blade, • blad, * blayd, *. [A.S. bleed, bled
= a blade, a leaf, a branch, a twig. O. Icel.
bladh = a leaf; Sw. & Dan. blad; Dut. (in
compos.) blad, as schouderblad = shoulder-
blade ; (N. H.) Ger. blatt ; O. H. Ger. blat. It
is probably cog. with Eng. blow, in the sense
of bloom ; Lat. fioreo = to flourish, jlo% gen.
port's = a flower.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) A leaf of any plant
" For the earth bringeth forth fruit of herself ; first

the blade, then the ear, after that the full corn in the
BM."-Mark iv. 28.

"... and the preen
And tender bhidc, that fear'd the chilling blast,
Escapes unhurt beneath so warm a veil.

Cowper : Task, bk. iv.

(2) The whole culm and leaves of a cereal
or other grass, or of any similar plant. Also
the whole of a herbaceous plant not in flower
visible above the ground.

" For the earth bringeth forth fruit of herself ; first
the blade, then the ear, after that the full corn iu the
•ar."—Mark iv. M.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Of things material : Anything flat or ex-
panded with a sharp edge. Spec.

:

—
(a) The broad, expanded, metallic portion

of a sword, a knife, or other cutting instru-
ment [II. 3]; the sword or other instrument
Itself.

"And of a swerd ful trenchant wa* the blade. *

Chaucer; C. T„ 8.928.

(&) The flat or expanded portion of an oar.
(c) The shoulder-blade. [II. 2.]

" Alcides' tance did gore
Pylemeu's shoulder in the blade."

Chapman ; Bomer's Iliad, hk. v.

f2) Of persons: A contemptuous appellation
lor a self-confident, forward, reckless fellow
of doubtful morals.

Flush'd with his wealth, the thoughtless blade,
Deapis'd frugality and trade."

Cotton ; Death and the Hake.

TX Technically;

1. Bot. : Blade or lamina ofa leaf: The ex-
panded surface of the leaf, in distinction to
the petiole from which it springs.

2. Anat.: [Blade-bone, Shoulder-blade.)
3. Cutlery:

(1) The expanded portion of a knife, sword,
bayonet, axe, adze, &c. Less frequently used
of some instruments, as the chisel and gouge,
which are driven endwise.

(2) The web of a saw.

4. Agric: The share of a shovel-plough,
cultivator, or horse-hoe.

5. Nautical

:

(1) The part of the anchor-arm which re-
ceives the palm, forming a ridge behind the
latter.

(2) The wash of an oar ; that part which is

dipped in rowing.

(3) The float or vane of a paddle-wheel or
propeller.

B. As adj. : Expanded into a flat portion :

pertaining to the shoulder-blade, as blade-bone.
[II. 2.]

blade-bone, bladebone, s. A popular
name for the shoulder-blade, what anatomists
call the scapular-bone or scapula.

" He fell most furiously on the broiled relicts of a
shoulder of mutton, commonly called a bladebone."—
Pope.

blade-fish, s. A name sometimes given
to a fish, Trichiurus lepturus, one of the family
Cepolidie (Ribbon- fishes), more commonly
called the Silvery Hair-tail. [Trichiurus.]

blade-metal, s. The metal used for
making swords or other blades.

! blade smith, bladsmythe, s. A
sword-cutler ; or one who sharpens swords
or.similar weapons. The appellation is not a
common one.

" Bladsmythe ; 8cindtfaber."

—

Prompt Parv.

"As when an arming sword of proofe is made.
Both Steele and iron must be tempred well

:

(For iron gives the strength unto the blade.
And Steele, in edge doth cause It to excell)
As each good btade*mit.h by bis art can telL"

Mir. for Mag. A'ewton to the Reader.

t blade, ' bla din, * bla-dyn, v.t. & i.

[From blade, s. (q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

1, To nip the blades off; Spec., to do so from
cole wort or any similar plant.

" When she had gane out to blade some kail for the
pat."—Edin. Mag., Sept 1818, p. 155. (Jamieson.)

2. To furnish or fit with a cutting blade.

B. Intransitive : To have a blade ; to put
forth blades or leaves ; to sprout.

"As sweet a plant, as fair a flower is faded,
As ever in the Muses' garden bladed."

Fletcher.

bla'-dSd, pa. par. & a. [Blade.]

A. As pa. par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective :

L Ordinary Language: Having a blade or
blades. Used—

1. Of grass or any similar plant, or of a
grass-covered field.

" Decking with liquid pearl the bladed grass."
Shakesp. ; Atids. Nig. D., 1. 1.

2. Of the expanded and generally metallic
portion of a cutting instrument

IL Technically

:

1. Her. : A term used when the stalk of any
grain is of a colour different from the ear.

2. Min. ; A term applied to minerals, which
on being broken present long flat portions
longitudinally aggregated, and shaped some-
what like the blade of a knife. (Phillips:
Min. Gloss.)

3. Carp. (PI. Blades): The principal rafters
or breaks of a roof.

* blad-fard, s. [Blaffere.] ,

bla die, blau'-die, a. [Eng. biade; and
suffix -ie = y.] Having large broad leaves
growing out of the main stem, as "blaudie
kail," '* blaudie beam." (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

bla'-ding, pr. par. & s. [Blade, v.]

As svbst. : Fighting.
" He inaketh blading his dailie breakefut -—Bolin-

shed : Chronicles, L 17.

*bla'd-ry\ *. [Bladarie, Blaidry.] (0.
Scotch.)

v blad'-y\ a. [Eng. Uad(e), s.,and sutf. -y.\

Full of blades, hence luxurious.

"With curling moss and blady grass o'ergrown."
Dyer: To Aaron Hill.

blae, bla, a. & adv. [From Dan. blaa; A.S.
blae, bleoh, bleov, bleo = blue.] (6lue.] (Scotch.)

A. As adjective

:

1. Livid. (Used of the skin, when dis-
coloured by a severe stroke or contusion.)

" His eyee are drowsy, and hie lips are blue."
Ramsay : Poems, i. ae.

2. Bleak, lurid. (Used of the atmosphere.)
" It was in a cauld blae bairst day that I gade t.

milk the kye."—Edin. Mug., Dec. 1818, p. 603. (Jamie-
son.)

B. As adverb: Of a livid colour.

Black and blae : Black and blue.

"And baith the Sbawa,
That aft hae made us black and blae,

Wi' veugeru' paws,"
Burns : The Tiea Herds.

f To look blae ; To look livid or cadaverous
as if depressed by disappointment.

C. As substantive : A bluish-coloured shale
or fire-clay, such as Is often found interstrati-
fled with sandstone in the coal-measures.

" The mettals I discovered were a coarse free stone
smd blaes (dipping, to the best of my thought, towards
a moss}, and that little coal crop which B. Troop saw
dug."—State. Fraser of Fraser/ield, &c, Lett. A., 1724.
p. S46. (Jamieton.)

blae-beV-r& a. [Dan. Waancer; 8w.WaMr =
whortleberry, bilberry ; blaa — blue; Sw. bla
= blue-black ; and Dan. 6cer ; Sw. Mr= berry.
So called from the blue-black colour of its
fruit] (Scotch.)

L The fruit of the bilberry or whortleberry.

2. The plant Vaccinium Myrtillus on which
it grows. [Bilberry, Vaccinium.]

* blsBdh, s. [A. S. bleed = a blast, breath, from
blawan~to blow.] Inspiration. (0. Eng
Horn., i. 97.) (Stratmann!)

* blss'dh-faest, a. [A.S. bhtd -= prosperitv,
and suffix fcest. Eng. suffix fast, as in stead-

fast.] Prosperous, glorious. (N.E.D.)

blae'ness, *. [Scotch blae, and Eng. suffix
•ness.] Lividness. (Jamieson.)

* blaes, * bles, a [A.S. bices m ablast ; M. H.
Ger. bids.] A blast. (Layamon, 27,818)
(Stratmann.)

* blsest, s. [Blast, *1

* blres -ten, v.t [Blast, v.]

* blae ten, v.L [Bleat, *.]

blaf-fen, v.t [Dut blaffen, = stutter, stam-
mer.] To stammer (?> (Stratmann.)

* bla f-fere, * blaf foorde, "blad-fard, *.

[O. Dut. blafaud.] A stammerer. (Prompt
Parv.) [Warlare, Wlaffere.]

bla' flum, s. [Etyra. unknown.] Deception,
imposition, hoax.

bla flum, blS-phiim', blc flum', v.t.

[Etym. unknown,] To deceive, to hoax, to
impose on.

" Which bears him to blajtum the fair."
Ramsay : Pojms, L 132. (Jamteton.)

t blague (ue silent), t blag, 5. [Fr. blague
hoax.] Nonsense, humbug.
" The largest, most inspiring peace of blague manu-

facture! for s(.mn centuries."- -Carlisle: Fr. Jievol., bk.
v , cb. vt., p. sis.

blague (ue silent), v.i, [Blague, «,] To lie,

to brag.
" She laughed and said I blagued."—Century Mag.,

1883. [N.E.D.)

blaid'-r#, blad -drie, blethrie, $. [C!on.

nected with Scotch bletlier (q.v.).]

1. Phlegm. (Scotch.)

2. Flummery, syllabub ; unsubstantial food.

(M. Bruce : Letters.)

3. Nonsense.

4. Unmerited commendation.
" Is there ought better than the stage
To mend the follies of the age.
If managed as it ought to be,

Frae ilka rice and blaidry free."
Ramsay; Poems. {Jamieton.)

* blaids, 8. [Compare A.S. blmddre, blcedre =
a bladder, pustule, or pimple.] An unidenti-

fied disease.
" The blaids Mid the belly thra—."

Watson : Coll.. ill. 13. {Jamieton.)

•»®1, b6^; pout, jb%l; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $hlB: Bin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -inc.

-dan. -tian = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhu n. -tious, -slous, -dons =» sbus. -Me, -pie, &c. = bol, pel.
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Main, * bla lne, * blein, * bleyn (Eng.),

blain, blane (Scotch), s. [A. 8. bUgtn m
a boil ; Dan. blegn ; Dut, blein.]

1. Ord. Lang.

:

(1) An eruption on the skin of one or
more large thin vesicles, filled with a serous
or seropurulent fluid. [Bull^.]

" Itche*. blaim.
Sow all th' Athenian bjwmis, and the crop
Be general leprosy

!

" Shakesp. : Timon, It. L.

(2) A mark left by a wound ; the discolour-

ing of the skin after a sore. (Lit & Jig.)

{Scotch.}

"The shield* of the world think our master cumber-
some ware*,—and that hi* cords and yoke* make
blain* and deep scores. In their neck."— liutherford :

Lett., Ep. 16. iJamieton.)

2. Scripture: One of the ten plagues of

Egypt, The rendering of the Heb. ntolN
(abhabuoth) ; Sept Gr. ^kvicriBn (phluktides),

AKvxTaivat (phluktainai). Considered to be
the black leprosy, a kind of elephantiasis.
[Leprosy, Elephantiasis.] But whether this
could attack cattle as «yell as men is uncertain.

" And It shall become small dast In all the land of
Egypt, and shall be a boll breaking forth with blain*
upon man, and upon beast, throughout all the land of
Egypt/'—Exod. Ix. ft.

* blain, v.t. [Eng. blain, s.] To raise or cause
a blain or sore.

blainch, v.t. [Blanch.] (Scotch.)

* blalr, * blare (pr. par. * blairand), v.i. [O.
Dut. bldsen ; M. H. Ger. bleren^to weep, to
cry, to cry aloud, to shriek.] To bleat as a
sheep or goat. (Scotch.)

blalr, s. [Dan. blaar = hards, blaar yaarn =
yarn of hards. ] Flax steeped and laid out to
dry.

Dials -ter, v.i. [Bluster,*.] (Scotch.)

Malt (1), a. [Sw. blott; Dan. blot; Dut bloot

t* bare, naked.] Naked, bare.
" In sae far a* the saull I* forthy
Far worthier than the blait body.
Many bishop* in ilk realme wee see."

Priestt of Peblit, & P. P., 1. 39.

blait (2), blate, a. [Icel. bleydha = a craven,
coward ; bleydhi-= cowardice.]

1. Bashful, sheepish.
" What can be more disagreeable than to see one,

with a stupid impudence, saying and acting things
the most sfa diking aiuoug the polite, or others (m
plain Scots) blate, and not knowing how to behave."—
Ram*ay ; Work*. L 11L

2. Blunt, unfeeling. (Douglas.)
" We Phlnlcianis nan« sa btait brelstls has.
Nor sa fremmytlye the son list not mid re*
Hi* cour* thrawart Cartage ciete alway."

Hong. : Virgil, 30, be. {Jamieson.)

3L Stupid, Biraple, easily deceived.

4. Ofa market: Dull. (Ross.)

5. Of grain : Backward in growth. (Jamie-
son.)

blalt -moult, a. Bashful, sheepish;
ashamed to open one's mouth. (Jamieson.)

blaitie bum, 5. A simpleton, stupid
fellow.

bla it-lie, adv. [Scotch blait, and suff. -lie =
Eng. -ly.] Bashfully. (Jamieson.)

* blak, * blake (1), a. & *\ [Black. ] (Chaucer

:

C. T. t 629, 900.)

* blake (2), a. [Bleak.]

bla ke a, s. [Named after Mr. Martin Blake
of Antigua.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Melastomacese (Melastomads). Blakea
trinervia, or three-ribbed Blakea, when full-

grown has a number of slightly-pendant
branches covered with rosy flowers. It is

one of the most beautiful plants in the West
Indies.

bla ke it©, s. [Named after Mr. J. H. Blake

;

with suffix -ite (ifin,) (q.v.).]

Min. ; An iron sulphate from Coquimbo,
but differing from Coquimbite in possessing
regular, octahedral crystals. Dana considers
that it requires further investigation.

•bla -ken, * bla-kl-en, * bid-ken, v.i.

[A.8. blacian; O. Icel. bUikja; O. H. Ger.
bleichen.) [Bleak.] To become pale.

" ... his neb blgon to blaJcien."
Layamon; 1*,7M, {Stratmann.)

" blakln, v.t. [Black, v.]

* blak'-nen, v.t. [Blacken, v.]

" blak-wak, s. [Etymology doubtful] The
bittern. (See example under Bittern.)

bla m-a-ble, bla'me-a-ble, a. [Eng. blame;

able ; Fr. bldmable.] Deserving to be blamed,
faulty, culpable, reprehensible.

" Such feelings, though blamable, were natural and
not wholly inexcusable. —Jfaeautay ." Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

"... some there are who will read a blameable care-
lessness in the author."—De Quincey ; Work* {2nd
edj. i. (Preface.)

bla m-a- ble ness, bla me-a-ble-ness, s.

[Eng. blamable ; -ness.] The quality of being
blamable or culpable; faultiness, reprehen-
sibleness.

" Scripture—mentioneth Its sometime* freer use,
than at other, without the least blameablenets."—
WhUlock : Manners of the English, p. SOS.

"... no such thing a* acceptahlenesa to God when
he did well, nor blamablenn* when he did otherwise."—Goodman: Wint. Ev. Conference, p. liL

blam-a-bljf, blamo-a-bly, adv. [Eng.

blamab(le) ; -ly.) In a manner to merit blame
or censure, censurably, reprehensibly.

" A process may be carried on against a person that
Is maliciously or blamably absent, even to a definitive
sentence. "

—

Aylife.

* bla -mak Ing, 5. [From Scotch blae, bla =
livid ; and Eng. making.] The act of making
livid, or discolouring by means of a stroke.
(Scotch.)

"Conwict for the blud-drawing, btamaktng, and
strublens."—Aberdeen Jiegitt. (l.^iS). {Jamieson.)

* blame (1.), v.t. [In Dut blaam m to blame,
to blemish.]

1. To blemish.
" Ne blame your honor with so ahamefult rannt
Of vile revenge." Spenser; P. Q... IL viiL 18.

2. To injure.
" To Dannger came I alle ashamed.
The which atom me hadde blamed."

The Romaunt of the Roe*.

blame (2), blame, * bla-men, v.t. & i. [In
Fr. bldmer; Norm. Ft. blasmer; Prov. & O.
Sp. blasmar ; Ital. biasimare ; Lat. blasphemo ;

Gr. p\ao-<f>t)fj.4to (blasphemed), (1) to sj>eak pro-
fanely of God or anything sacred ; (2) to speak
injuriously or slanderously of a man.] [Blas-
pheme.]

A. Transitive: To find fault with, to cen-
sure, to express disapproval of. Formerly, it

sometimes had the preposition of before the
fault.

" Tomoreua he blamed of inconsiderate rashness."

—

Knolles : ffittory of the Turk*.

Now such expressions are used as for, be-

cause of, on account of.

" He blamed Dryden for sneering at the Hiero-
phants of Apia"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

B. Intransitive: Only in the expression to

blame = to be blamed.

% Johnson hesitated whether to call blame
in such a phrase as '* you are to blame," an
infinitive of a verb or a noun with such a
construction as in the French & tort = by
wrong, wrongfully. He inclines to consider it

the latter one ; with more reason Professor
Bain and others regard it as the former.

" He could not hut feel that, though others might
have lteen to blame, he was not himself blameless. '—

Macaitlag: Hint. Eng., ch, xrii.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between the
verbs to blame, to reprove, to reproach, to up-
braid, to censure, and to condemn:—"The ex-
pression of one's disapprobation of a person,
or of that which he has done, is the common
idea in the signification of these terms ; but
to blame expresses less than to reprove. We
simply charge with a fault in blaming ; but in
reproving severity is mixed with the charge.
Reproach expresses more than either ; it is to
blame acrimoniously. ... To blame and
reprove are the acts of a superior ; to reproach,
upbraid, that of an equal : to censure and con-
demn leave the relative condition of the agent
and the sufferer undefined. Masters blame or
reprove their servants ; parenta, their children

;

friends and acquaintances reproach and up-
braid each other ; persons of all conditions
may censure or be censured, condemn or be
condemned, according to circumstances. . . .

Blame and reproof are dealt out on every ordi-
nary occasion; reproach and upbraid respect
personal matters, and always that which affects

the moral character ; cenmtre and condemnation
are provoked by faults and misconduct of dif-

ferent descriptions." Blame, reproach, upbraid

,

and condemn may be applied to ourselves

;

reproof and censure are applied to others : we
blame ourselves for acts of imprudence ; our
consciences reproach us for our weaknesses,
aud upbraid or condemn us for our sins.

(Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* blame (1), *. [From O. Eng. blame (1), v.

(q.v.).] Injury, hurt.
" His toward perill, and untoward blame.
Which by that n«w rencounter he should rear*."

Spenter: /*.«., III., L ft

blame (2), «. [Fr. bldme ; Prov. blasme ; O. Sp
bUismo; Ital. biasimo ; Lai blasjjhemia ; Gr.
/SAao-^nyita (blasphemia) = (1) profanity, (2)
slander.; [Blame, v. Blasphemy.]

1. The act of censuring any one ; the ex-
?ression of censure for some fault or crime,
he act of imputing demerit to any one on

account of a fault ; the state of being censured
or found fault with.

"They were insensible to praise and blame, to pre-
mises and threats,"—Macan Iny ; Hitt. Eng., ch. XV.

2. Anything for which censure is exp'essed

;

anything blameworthy ; demerit, a fault, a
misdemeanour, a crime.

1 Often used in the phrase " To lay the blam*
upon "

—

i.e.
f
to assign or attribute the fault to

the person named as believing that he com-
mitted it (In this sense it once had a plural.)

"They lay the blame on the poor little ones, some-
times passionately enough, to divert it from them-
selves. —Locke,

t To charge the blame upon : The same as to
lay the blame on (q.v.).

"In arm*, the praise of success is shared aniouf
many; yet the blame of misadventure* is charged upot
one, —Hay ward.

bla'me-a-ble, a. [Blamable.]

bla me-a-ble ness, 5. [Blamableness.)

bla me-a-bly, adv. [Blamably.]

blamed, pa. par. & a. [Blake, v.]

blame -ful, t blame-full, a. [Eng. blam*,
and fulL] Full of material for censure;
blameworthy. Used—

(1) Of persons.
" Is not the causer of these timeless deaths
A* blameful a* the executioner."

Sliaketp. .- Rich. III., L

1

(2) Of things.
" Thy mother took Into her blameful bed."

Shakeep. ; 2 Ren. VI., UL ft

blame'-ful-l^, adv. [Eng. blameful, and -If
— like] In a blameful manner; so as to

merit heavy censure. (Webster.)

blame -fulness, *. [From blameful^ The
state or quality of being blameful ; the state or
quality of meriting severe censure. (Webster.)

blame-less, * blame lesse, * blame
les, a. [From Eng. blame, and suff. -iesf*
without.] Without meriting blame. Used—

(1) Of a person.
". . . that ye may be found of htm in pe*ce, without

spot, and blameless."—2 Pet. iii. 14.

(2) Of conduct or life.

" But they were, for the most part, men of blamelem
life, and of high religious profession."—Maeaulay;
ffitt. Eng., ch. v.

% 1, Grammatical usage :

t (1) It is sometimes, but rarely, followed
by of placed before that with regard to which
censure has or might have arisen. Such ex-

pressions as "with regard to," "regarding,"
or " respecting " have now all but superseded

of.
"We will be blameless of this thine oath."—Josh.

1117.

(2) It is sometimes followed by to placed

before the person or Being who has no ground
for pronouncing censure.

IT 2. Precise signification :

Crabb thus distinguishes between blame-

less, irreproachable, unblemished, unspotted, or

spotless

;

—" Blameless is less than irreproach-

able; what is blameless is simply free from
blame, but that which is irreproachable cannot
be blamed, or have any reproach attached to

it. It is good to say of a man that he leads a
blameless life, but it is a high encomium to

say, that he leads an irreproachable life : the

former is but the negative praise of one who
is known only for his narmlessness ; the latter

is the positive commendation of a man who it

well known for his integrity Id the different

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wot, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt»

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oa = e. ey = a. qn = lew.
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relations of society. Unblemished and un-

SytU'd are applicable to many objects, besides

at of persoual conduct ; and when applied

to this, their original meaning sufficiently

fwints out their use in distinction from the

wo former. We may say of a man that lie

has an irreproachable or an unblemished repu-

tation, and unspotted or spotless purity of life."

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

blame -less-ljf, adv. [Eng. blameless; -ly.]

In a blameless manner, innocently ; without
being worthy of censure.

". . . with th*t conviction against which he cannot
blamelessly, without pei-tinacy, hold out, . . ."

—

Ham-
mond.

jlame -less-ness, s. [Eng. blameless; -ness.]

The (juaiity or state of being blameless ; inno-

cence.

bla'-mer, *bla-mere (pi. Warners, *blamervi),

s. [Eng. blatn(e); -er.] One who blames or
censures ; a censurer.

"... who mistanght
By blamers of the times they marr'd, hath sought
Virtues in corners.'' Donne.

blaroe'-wor-thi-ne'ss.s. [Eng. blameworthy,
and -ness.] The quality or state of meriting
blame ; culpability.

" Praise and blame express what actually are

;

praiseworthiness and blameworthiness, what naturally
ought to be the sentiments of other people with regard
to our character and conduct. "—.4. Smith: Theory of
Mor. Sent. , P. 3, ch. 3.

blame -wdr-thy, a. [Eng. blame; worthy.]

Worthy or deserving of blame ; censurable,

culpable.

"Although the same should be blameworthy, yet
this age hath forborne to incur the danger of any sach
blame."—Hooker.

1 blaxn -ynge,bla'-ming, ' bla-myng,
pr. par. [Blame, v.]

* blan, pret. of v. [Blin.] (Sir Ferumbras
(ed. Herrtage), 1,625.) (Gawain & Gol., iv. 17.)

* blan, s. [Probably a corruption of blanc.]

[Blank, B., II. 2.] A coin.
" King Henry [the 6th] caused a piece to be stamped

called a sal us . . . and Maris of eight pence a piece.
'—

Stowe: Chronicle, a a. 1,423.

* blanc, a. [Blank.]

blan -card (Eng ), blanch ard (Scotch), s.

[In Ger. blankard ; Fr. blanchard ; from blanc
= wliite. The name is given because the
thread of which it is woven is half bleached
before being used.] A kind of linen cloth

manufactured in Normandy. It is made of

ralf-bleached thread.

branch, blan$he, a. & s. [From Fr. blanc

(m.), blanche (f.) = white.] [Blank.]

A. As ailjective:

Her. : White.
" Nor who, in field or foray slack.
Saw the blanche lion e'er fall black?"

Scott ; Lay of the Last Minstrel, iv. 27.

B. As substantive

:

Scots Law : The mode of tenure by what is

denominated blanch form, or by the payment
Of a small duty in money or otherwise.

"To be halden of ws and oure successouris in fre

barony and fre blanche nochtwithstand ing uiiy oure
ctis or statutis maid or to be maid cnutrare the rati-

flcatioun of charteria of blanchis or tallies," &c.~Actt
Jos. V., 1540 (ed. 1814), p. 37a. (Jamieson.)

blanch farm, blanch ferm, &.

Lav:: " White rent " (in Lat. reditus albus)

;

lent anciently paid in white money, that is,

In silver, as contradistinguished from rents
reserved in work, grain, &c, one of these last

being called black maile (in Lat. reditus niger).

(Blackstone : Comment., bk. ii. 3.)

* blanch-firm (pi. blanch firmes), s.

Law: An arrangement formerly very com-
mon, by which the purchaser of crown rents
had " deedbare firmam" (lit. = to whitewash
or whiten the fee or purchase-money), that is,

have any base coin which he tendered, or any
one worn below the proper weight, melted
down and valued according to the amount of
standard silver which it contained ; or if he
desired to escape such an ordeal, he had to
pay twelve jeiice per pound beyond the no-
minal purchase-money.

blanch-holding, s.

Law : A tenure by which the occupier is

bound to pay no more than a nominal yearly
duty—a peppercorn for example—to his supe-
rior, as the acknowledgment of the letter's
right.

blanch (1),
* blan'-chin, * blan -cltfn,

"" blaun'-chyn, v.t. & i [Fr. blanchir;
from blanc = white ; Prov. blanchir, blan-

quir ; Sp. blanuuear; Port, branquear; ItaL
imbiancare =z to whiten.]

A* Transitive:

J. Ordinary Language:

1. Literally

:

(1) To take out the colour from anything
and leave it white ; to whiten, as the hair or
cheeks by fear or sorrow.

'* For deadly fear can time outgo.
And blanch at once the hair.'

Scott: Afarmion, i. 28.

" Bat thinking on an absent wife
Will blanch a faithful cheek."

Byron : Childe Harold, i. 13.

(2) To strip or peel. (Used of fruits pos-

sessed of husks, specially of almonds, walnuts,

&c, the inside of which is white.)

2. Figuratively:

(1) To cause to lose its original appearance
of dark turpitude and look morally white or

pure.

"And sin's black dye seems blanch'd by age to virtue."
Dryden.

(2) To represent things more favourably

than truth will warrant ; to whitewash ; to

flatter.
"... nor fits it, or in warre.

Or in affaires of court, a man hnploid in publick
case.

To blanch things further than their truth, or flatter

any powre. Chapman : 1L ix.

IX Gardening : To whiten by excluding the
light, the green colour of plants not being ac-

quired unless light fall upon them during the

period of their growth. The stalks or leaves

of plants may be blanched by earthing them
up or tying them together.

B. Intrans. : To lose colour ; to become
white.

% To whiten properly signifies to put a coat

of white paint over something previously of

another colour, while the verb to blanch is

used when without such external appliance
white is produced by the gradual or sudden
removal of the original darker or brighter

colour.

* blanch (2), v.t & i. [Blench (2).l

A. Transitive:

1. To blink, to slur over, to shirk, to evade,
to avoid, to turn aside from, to pass by.

[Blench (2).] Used—
(a) Of a place or anything similar.
" I suppose you will not blanch Paris on your way.

"

•—Heliqusat Wotloniana, p. 313.

(b) Of danger or anything similar.
" The Judges of that time thought it was a dangerous

thing to admit Ifs and A n<U to qualine the words of
treason, whereby every man might expretwe his malice
and blanch his danger.' —Bacon : Henry 17/., p. 134.

2. To shirk the discussion of, to take for

granted.

"You are not transported in an action that warms
the blood and is appearing holy, to blanch or take fur
admi ted ttie point of lawfulness."—Bacon.

B. Intrans. : To practise reticence, pur-
posely to avoid taking notice.

blanch -ard, s. [Blancard.] (Scotch.)

* blanch -art, a. [O. Eng. blanche (q.v.), and

suffix -art.] White.
" Ane faire feild can thai fang,
On stedis stalwart and Strang,
Baith blanchart and. bay."

Gawain and Gol., ii. 19. (Jamieson.)

blanche, a. [Blanch.]

blanche fevere, s. [Norm. Fr. Jievres

blanc/ies.] The green sickness. (Chaucer.)

blanched, pa. par. & a. [Blanch (1).]

As participial adjective : Whitened, white.

Used—

(1) Lit. : Of material things.
" Albeit the blanched locks below
Were white as DinHys spotless snow.

1'

scot t : Lay of the Last Minstrel, iv. 9.

(2) Fig. : Of things not material.
" The laws of marriage character'd in gold
Upon the blanched tablets of her heart."

Tennyson; Isabel.

blanched almonds, 5. pi. Almonds
made white by having the external coloured
epidermis of the fruit peeled off. [Blanch,
A., I. 2.]

"Their suppers may be blsket. raisins of the itm,
and a few blanched almonds."— Wiseman.

blanched copper, s.

Metal. : An alloy composed of copper, 8 oz.,

and \ oz. of neutral arsenical salt, fused to-

gether under a flux of calcined borax, charcoal-
dust, and tine powdered glass. Tin or zinc ia

added in the white tombac of the East Indies
—mock silver. (Knight.

)

blanch'-er (1), s. [From blanch (1), v.

(q.v.).] A person who or a thing which
blanches or whitens.

blanch'-er (2), *. [From blanch (2), v.

(q.v.).] One who frightens any person or any
animal.
"... and Gyuecia, a blancher, which kept the

dearest deer from her."—Sidney : Arcadia, bk. 1.

*blancnet, s. [O. Fr. blanchet.] White
powder for the face.

" Ueo smuried heoin mid blanchet."—Old Eng. Horn.,

Lit

blanch- -lm'-e-ter, s. [From Eng. blanch (1),

v., and Gr. p-erpov (metron) = a measure.] An
instrument for measuring the bleaching power
of a chloride. [Chlorimeter.]

blanch Ing (1), *blanchynge, pr. par.,

a., & $. [Blanch (1).]

A. & B. As present participle and participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

C. As substantive :

L Ord. Lang. : The act of making white

;

the state of being made white.
*' Blanchynge of almondys or other lyke : Dealbacio,

decorttcatio."—Prompt. Parv.

IX Technically

:

1. Coining : An operation performed on
planchets or pieces of silver to give them the
requisite lustre.

2. Metal. : The tinning of copper or iron.

3. Hortic. : The act or process of making a
plant white by growing it in a dark place.

blanching liquor, s. A solution of
chloride of lime used for bleaching purposes.

„ It is called by workmen chemic.

* blanch ing (2), pr. par., a., & s. [Blanch
(2), v.]

* blan -cis, s. pi. [From Fr. blanc — white (?).]

Ornaments worn by those who represented
Moors at a pageant exhibited in Edinburgh in
1590. (Jamieson.)

" Thair heids wer garnisht gallandlift
With costly crancis maid of gold :

Braid blancis hung aboue thair eis,

With Jewels of all histories."
Watson: Coll., II. 10. {Jamieson.)

*bl&nck, v.t. [Blanch.] To put out of coun-
tenance. [For example see Blanched.]

* blanck-ed, * blanckt, * blanck, pa.

par. [Bl\sck, v., I.]

"TV old woman wox half blanck those wordee to
heare." Spenser: F. Q., III., ill. 17.

If In the glossary to the Globe edition of

Spenser the word given is blanckt with a refer-

ence to the passage quoted.

blanc -mangcO-n >n

.

bla mange), t blanc-
man-ger, blank -man - ger, v. [Fr.

blanc-manger ; from blanc= white, and manger
as food ; manger = to eat.]

Cookery :

* 1. Of tlie forms blank-manger and blanc-

manger : A dish composed of fowl, &c, (Tyr-

whit : Gloss, to Chaucer). Some compound of

capon minced with cream, sugar, and flour

(Gloss, to Chaucer (ed. Morris), 1879).

" For blankmanger that made he with the beste."—
Chaucer: C. T, ProL 387.

2. A preparation of dissolved isinglass or

sea-moss with sugar, cinnamon, &c, boiled

into a gelatinous mass.

* bland (1), v.t. [Blend, ».] To mix, to

blend. (Scotch.)
" Blude blandit with wine."

Doug. : Virgil, 89, 44. (Jamieson.)

* bland (2) (pa. par. blandit), v.t. [From Fr.

blandir ; Lat. blandior = to flatter or soothe ;

blandus — smooth-tongued.] [Bland.} To
flatter, to soothe, caress, or coax.

How suld I leif that is nocht landitf
Nor yet with benefice am I blandit."

Dunbar: Bannatyne Poems, p. 67. {Jamieson.)

bland, a. [In Sp. & ItaL blando ; from Lat.

blandus = (1) smooth, smooth-tongued, flat-

tering, caressing, (2) (of things) alluring.]

boil, bo>; po*ut, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist ph = f.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; - tion, sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die. Axe. - bel. del
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A. Ord. Lung. : Mild, soft, gentle. Used—
(1) Of a person or his temper.
" His demeanour was singularly pleasing, his person

handsome, kn temper bland, —Mucaulay: Hist. Eng.,

(2) Of words or deeds, especially the fonuer.
"In her face excuse

Came prolozue and apology too prompt;
which, with bland words at witf she thusaddress'd."

Milton: P. U, bk.il.

(3) Of the soft gentle action of air or other
things inanimate.

"An even calm
Perpetual reign 'd. nave what the zephyrs bland
Breath d o er the blue expanse." Thomson.

B. Bat. : Pair, beautiful, as Mesembryan-
themum blomdum. [Blonde.]

• bland, *. fA.8. bland, blond = a mixture

;

O. Icel. bland,} A mixture.
" In bland together."—Allit. Horn, of Alexander (ed.

Stevenson), 2,786. istratmann.)

* blan da tion, s. [From Lat. blandior = to
flatter, to soothe ; blundui = bland.] [Bland.]

1. Flattery.
" One who flattered Longcbamp, Bishop of Ely, with

this blandation."—Camden : liomains.

2. Deception ; illusion.

"A mere blandation, a dectptio visus."—Chapman
Widows Tears, V.

•bland cd, a. [Blended.]
" Blanded hear, or ranimel. as the country people

here call it, is the produce of barley and common bear
sown iuamixed state. Thesearedistiuguishedchiefly
by the structure of the ear ; the barley having only
two rows of grain, and the common bear six."—/'.
Markinch: Fife, Statist. Ace, xii. £81. [Jamiesan.)

[Bland (1), Blend.]

[Fr. blandir.] To blaud-
(Sfrafmiwm.)

* blan den (1), v.t.

* blan den (2), v.t.

ish. (Shoreh., 78.)

1 Mand'-er,
terer.

s. [Bland (2), v.t.; -err.) A flat-

blan'-der, v.t. [From Dan. blande; Icel.
blanda = to mix, to mingle.]

L, Lit. : To diffuse, disperse by scattering
thinly over a certain area. (Now only in
Fife.) (Jamieson.)

2. Figuratively:

(1) To circulate a report, especially one in-
jurious to others. (Jamieson.)

(2) To introduce an element of untruth into
such scandalous report. (Jamieson.)

bland for di a, s. [Named after George,
Marquis of Blandford, son of the second Duke
of Marlborough, a lover of plants.]

Botany : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Liliaceie aud the section Hemerocal-
lidae. The species B. nobilis, or Noble, and
B. grandiflora, or Large-flowered Blandfordia,
are line liliaceous plants from Australia.

blan-dil' 6-quence, s. [Lat. blandiloquen-
tia; from blandilotjutns (adj.) = speaking
flatteringly or soothingly ; blandus (Bland),
and loquor = to speak.] Soft, mild, flattering,
soothing speech.

" He swallows a great quantity of blandiloouence "

—Pall Mall Oasette, May », 1885. iff. E.D.I

•blan'-dl mSnt,s. [Blandishment.]
dishment.

Btan-

.,,.1^7 f y m
.
tlc

.
e """."""re no man with suasionsand btandtment, to take the religion ui»u him "_

volT a" " Mo"au- "mP- "en. rill. Burnet,

blan -dish, • blan dise, * blan dis en
v.t. [From O. Fr. blandissant, pr. parol
blandir. In Prov. 4 O. Sp. dfaitdir • ital
blandire; from Lat. blandior = to flatter to
soothe ; blandus = bland.] [Bland.]

1. With a person for the nominative: To
speak softly and lovingly to any oue, to
caress

; to flatter or soothe one by soft affec-
tionate words or deeds.

t -US ^tLfi?*** ,"' ""*?*>• more than him ought for

The JwlafViii! ""*" *"""' "-Ofi"""- •

2. With a thing for the nominative : To
soothe, to tranrjuillise through the operation
of natural causes.

" In former days a country life,
For so tinie-honour'd poets sing.

Free from anxiety and strife.
was bUtnd,thd by perpetual spring.
Cooper

: The Retreat of A ristippusTlip. I.

blan-dished. pa. par. k a. [Blandish, t>.)

™,i y, ., "Must ring all her wiles.With blandish d parleys, feminine assaults "

Milton: Samson Agonistes.

blan'-dish-er, s. [Eng. blandish ; -er.] One
who blandishes

; one who addresses another
with soft, loving speeches. (Cotgrave, Slier-
wood, etc.)

blan -dishing, pr. par., a„ k s. [Blandish,
v.]

A. & B. As present participle * participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive : A blandishment.
" ?ut double-hearted friends, whose blandishing!
I ickle our ears hut sting our bosoms, are
Those dangerous Syrens, whose sweet maiden face
is only mortal treason b hiirnish'd glass."

Beaumont .- Psyche, vi. 3.

blan dish ment, s. [Eng. blaiulish; -men'.
In Ital. blantlimento ; Lat blandiincntuin and
blanditia ; from blandior.] [Blandish.]

1. The act of expressing fondness fur any
oue by soft words or gestures.

" He was both well and fair spoken, aud would use
strangs sweetness and blurulishm-ut of words, where
he desired to effect or persuade anything that be took
to heart —Bacon.

2. Generally in plur. : Words or gestures
designed as the expression of real fondness or
insincerely offered with sonic personal object
in view. Such an object may be

—

(a) To gain the heart of some one belongin"
to the opposite sex.

"But now, attacked lry royal smiles, by female
blandishment!, , . ."—Macaiday : Hist. JTno., ch. iv.

(b) To gain one's support in political or
other important matters.

"Neither royal blandishments nor promises of
valuable preferment had been spared."—Maaauiau
Bist. Eng., ch. vii.

* blan'-dit, pa. par. & o. [Bland (2), ».]

bland -ly, adv. [Eng. bland; -ly.]

0/ speech: Gently, politely, placidly, with-
out visible excitement.

bland'-ness, s. [Eng. bland; -ness.] The
quality or state of being blaud. (Viialmers.)

" Wane, s. [Blain.] (Scofcn.)

blank, » bla'nke, * blanck, * blancke,
* bio ike, t blanc, a. k s. [A.S., Fr., k
Prov. blanc. Compare also A.S. Wanca, blonca
= agrey horse; Sp. bldnco; Port, branco; Ital.
bianco. In Sw. blunkeU — a blank bond ; Dan.
blank = bright, shining, polished, white as a
naked sword ; blanket = a blank ; Dut blank,
as adj. = white, fair, clean, blank ; as subst. =
a blank; (N. H.) Ger. blank, blanche = (1)
white, (2) lustrous, bright ; blinken = to
gleam, sparkle, or glisten.]

A. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally: Void of colour or empty in
other respects.

(1) White, pale, as if with its colour ex-
tracted. Used—

(a) 0/ things wholly material

:

inby blank and blew."—Oate. Doug
iskeat: Eng. liter.)

"To the blank moon
Her office they prescribed ; . .

."

Milton : P. L., bk. x.

(b) 0/ the human countenance: Pale with
anxiety or fear, remorse, or intense anger.

(2) Empty, void, vacant. Used—
(a) 0/ paper .» Without writing, either be-

cause all marks of ink or other writing
material have been effaced, or because they
have never been present.

"Upon the debtor side I find innumerable articles :but, upon the creditor aide, little more than blank
paper. —Addison.

(b) Of a space of any kind: With no person
or thing in it.

" Not one eftsoous in view was to be found,
But every man stroll'd on* his own glad way

:Wide o cr this ample court's blank urea."
Thomson : Castle of Indolence, i ».

(c) Of a cartridge: Having no ball in it.

[Blank-cartridge.]

(d) Of a seaton : Void of leaves and vegeta-
tion generally ; waste, dreary.

"i*"- ,

.
,
r!.
th ""» ehauge. sharp air and falling leaves,

Foretelling total winter, blank and cold."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk.

Void of rhyme, without(«) Of poetry
rhyme. [Blank Verse.]

(/) Of the human mini : Ignorant, vacant of
knowledge or of thought.

" Sid^ Blu.8Irish. blank, and ignorant, and strange

:

Proclaiming boldly that they never drew."
Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. vill.

2. Figuratively: I u senses corresponding to
I. 1. (1) and (2).

(1) Corresponding to I. 1. (I). Of persons:
Perplexed, distressed, dispirited, confused,
depressed, crushed in spirit.

" Th?™l "i' 1'" 1" "ism of boast, or sign of Joy.
bollcitous and blank, he thus began."

Milton : >. ft., bk. it

(2) Corresponding to I. 1. (2). Of things:
Unrelieved, complete, thorough, entire, per-
fect.

" But now no face divine contentment wears,
Tin all blank sadness or continual fears."

Pope: Eloua to Abelard, im.
B, As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Of things material

:

(1) A certain portion of a paper which re-
mains white, either because it lias never been
written upon or because the writing on it has
been erased. Used-

id) Gen. : Of any written or printed docu-
ment.

" I cannot write a paper full, as I need to do. and
yet I will not forgive a blank of half au inch from
you."—Swift.
(b) Sikc. : Of a map on which few placea are

marked.
"The map of the world ceases to be a ofon*"—

Darwin : Voyage, round the World, ch. xxi.

(2) The white mark in the centre of a butt
at which archers aimed ; a mark at which
cannons are discharged.

" Slander,
whose whisper o'er the world's diameter.
As level as the cannon to his blank.
Transports its poiaou'd shot"

Shakcsih : Ham. Iv. t.

(3) Anything void, empty, without reference
to its colour.

(4) That which has proved ineffective for its
primary purpose, Spec, a lottery-ticket which
has not succeeded in drawing a prize.

"... It'S lots toW-lH'l,
My name hath touch'd your ears . . ."

« rt , ., .
shakesp. : Cor. v. 1

2. Of things not material

:

(1) Of a person: One called a man but with-
out manly qualities, or for tlio moment un-
manned.

mv .,
"She has left him

The blank of what he was

;

1 tell thee, eunuch, she has quite unmaun'd him."
Dryden.

(2) Of tlus Uioughts, the mind, the life, or any-
thing similar : .A thing or things unoccupied.
" For him, I thlrk not on him ; for his thoughts.
Would they were Ma/ots, rather than filld with ma"

.Ihakesp. : Twelfth Sight, hi. L
" Life may be one great blank, which, though not

blotted with sin, is yet without any characters of
grace or virtue. "—Rogers.

(3) The range of a projectile
; spec., the

point-blanc range. [Point Blank.]
" I have spoken for you all my best.
And stood within the blank of hu displeasure.
For my free speech." Shakesp. : oth. HL 4.

(4) The same as Blank VERSE(q.v.). (Poetic.)
" Sir. you've in such neat poetry gather'd a kiss.
That if I had but five lines of that nuinlwr
Such pretty begging blanks. I shunl.t commend
Your foreheao or your cheeks, aud kiss you too "

A * iX ; Philast* a 1

H, Technically:

1. Law & Eng. Hist. Plur. Blanks : An Ms-
written piece of paper given to the agents of
the Crown in the reign of Richard II., tritb
liberty to fill it up as they pleased ; their own
conscience being thus the measure of tho
exactions they were permitted to make from
the unhappy people. Blanks were called also
BLANK-CHARTfMtS (q.V.).

" And dally new exactions are devised

:

As blanks, benevolences, and I wot not what"
- „ , ,

Shakesp. : Xichard 11., It, L
2. .fV«»i-3-nafu-s*

(1) A kind of white or silver money of base
alloy, coined by Henry V. in the parts of
France temporarily subject to England. It
was in value about 8d. sterling, or, according
to Offord, about a French livre.
" Have you any money f he answered, not a blanek."

tiaytons Pest. X., p. ft.

(2) A small copper coin formerly current In
France, value five deniers Tournois.

" The Minte of Paris in Praunce.
b tunics Is a blancke.
3 blttnckes is a shilling.

So shilling is a pounde/*
77ie Post of the World (1878). p. W.

3. Metal-working : A piece of metal brought
to the required shape and ready for the finish-
ing operation, whatever it may be. Socially—

(a) A plauchet of metal, weighed, tested,
and milled, is a blank ready for the die-press,
which converts it into a coin.

fate, fat, fere amidst, what, fall, father; we, w6t, here, eamel, her, there; pine, pit, .ire,
or, wore. wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our. rule, full; try, Syrian, te, oa =

sir, marine; go, pdt,

e. ey - a. qn — kw.
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(6) A strip of softened steel made into the

required shape is a blank, which cutting and
tempering transform into a file.

(c) A piece of iron with a flaring head, and
otherwise properly shaped ready for picking
and threading, is a screw-blank, which with
the final operations becomes a screw.

L Architect.: Blank-doors or blank-windows
are imitations, and used for ornamentation or

to Becure uniformity in the design.

llanh, also blankety blank, «.

A euphemism for profane expletives, rt'k'rring

to the blank or dash usually substituted for

these words in writing or priuting. (SLiwj.)

blank-acceptance, s. An acceptance

written on paper before the amount to be paid

is filled in.

blank-bar, *
Law : A plea in bar, resorted to in an action

of trespass, and designed to compel the

plaintiff to state at what place the offence

was committed. It is called also common
bar.

* blank-bonds, s.

Comm. : Bonds in which the creditor's name
was a blank. The document then passed from

blank-book, ». A book of writing-paper

for accounts, memoranda, Ac.

blank-cartridge, s. A cartridge con-
taining powder but no balL It ia used for
firing salutes, for giving warning of danger,
or in sham fights.

blank-charters, blank charters,
* }'! t

1, Law A Eng. Hist. : The same as Blanks.
II. ].(q.v.).
" Wfaich to maintaine my people were sore pol'd

With lines, fifteens, antl loans by way ofprest.
Blank cha Hera, oaths, and shifts not known of old.
For which the commons did me sore detest."

Leg. of Rich. II.. p. 294.

8. Ftg.: Authorisation to do what one likes.
" Men do Dot stand

In to lit case, that God hath with his hand
SlfU'd kings blank-chartert, to kill whom they hate."

Donne, Sat. 3.

blank-cutting, •. The cutting out of
pieces of metal.

Blank-cutting Machine. Metal-working : A
machine for cutting out pieces of metal for
fabrication into articles, such as keys, files,

buttons, &.G.

blank-door, s.

Arch. : An imitation door in the side of a
wall or building. Of course it cannot be
opened.

blank-indorsement, *. A bill or simi-
lar Instrument in which the indorsee's name
is omitted.

blank-tire, «.

Wheelwrighting : A tire without a flange.

blank verse, *. A kind of verse destitute
of rhyme, but possessed of a musical rhythm.
It usually lias five feet, each of two syllables..
Milton's Paradise Lost is in blank verse, sol
also is Cowper's Task.

"Out blank rerte, where there is no rhyme to support
the expression, is extremely difficult to such as are
not masters in the tongue."—AddUon.

blank-window, ».

Arch. : An imitation window in a building,
with no frame or glass, but designed simply
for symmetry.

'blank, v.t. [Prom blank, a. & g. (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : To render white, pale, or wan ; to
blanch, by exciting fear, anxiety, jealousy, or
other depressing emotion.

"An anchors cheer in prison he my scope !

Bach opposite that blank* the face of Joy."
Shnketj*. t Hamlet, ill. 0,

2. Fig. : To extinguish, to efface, to annul.
1 blanke, a. [Blank.] White,

* blanke plumbe, *. White-lead.
(Prompt. Parv.)

* blanked, pa. par. [Blank, *.]

Man-kSt(i), blan'-kgtt.*blan'-kStte,
* blan'-quet, s. & a. [O. Fr. blanket; Mod.
¥t. blanchet = a kind of bombasin fabric ; a
diraln. of blanc = white. In Gael, plancaid,
Vjangaid; apparentlyacormption of Eng. blan-
ket; Port, blaiupieta; only in the sense A. II.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) A coarse, heavy, loosely-woven, woollen
stuff, usually napped and sometimes twilled,
used for covering one when in bed. Being a
bad conductor of heat it prevents the warmth
generated by the body from passing off, and
thus becoming lost

" Btankelt ; vollou clothe. Lodix."—Prompt. Parv.
" The abilities of man must fall short on one tide or

other, like too scanty a blanket when you are a-bed ; if

you pull it upon your shoulders, you leave /our feet
hare. If you thrust it down upoa your feet, your
shoulders are uncovered. "

—

Temple.

(2) Any coarse woollen robe used for wrap-
ping purposes.

"Blankett, laungelle. LangeUu*"—Prompt. Parv.

•J Way says, "... the distinction here
made is not very clear, but lodix appears to
have been a bed-covering, as we now use the
word blanket ; langellus, blanket-cloth gene-
rally." (Note to Prompt. Parv., Articles
Blankett, vol. i. 38.)

*(3) Soldiers' colours (f). (Jamieson.)
" Thereafter they go to horse shortly, and comes

back through the Oldtown about ten hours in the
morning, with their four captives, and but 60 to their
blanket. —Spalding, ii. 151 {Jamiiton.)

2. Fig. : Anything fitted to intercept vision,
the allusion being to the fact that a blanket
was formerly used as a curtain in front of
the stage : it was so in Shakespeare's time.
{Gibber, Nares, &c.)

" Nor heav'n peep thro' the blanket of the dark.
To cry hold, hold I

''

Shuketp, ; Macbeth, I 6.

II. Printing: A piece of woollen, felt, or
prepared rubber, placed between the inner
and outer tympans, to form an elastic Inter-
§osit between the face of the type and the
escending platen. .

B. .4s adj. : Made of a blanket, as Blanket-
bag (q.v.).

blanket-bag, s. A blanket formed into
a bag.

"... but when lying ou our blanket-bag*, on a
good i»ed of smooth lobbies, we passed most comfort-
able nights."—Darwin : Voyage Round the, World, ch.x.

blanket-washer, s A machine for
washing printers' blankets. Ordinarily it

consists of a vat and rollers, the blanket being
alternately soaked and squeezed. A similar
machine is used for calicoes and other fabrics.

blanket (2), s. [In Ger. blanlxttc.] The same
as Blanquette (q.v.).

t blan'-k^t, v.t. [From blanket (1), s. (q.v.).]

1. To tie round with a blanket, to envelop
in a blanket.

•* My face I'll grime with filth ;

Blanket my loins ; tie all my hair in knots."
.Shakesp. : Lear, ii. S.

2. To toss in a blanket for some delin-
quency, or as an expression of contempt.
[Blanketing.]

t blan'-ket-ed, pa. par. & a. [Blanket.]

t blan'-ket-eer, s. [Eng. blanket ; and suffix

-eer.] One who uses a blanket.
" Let us leave this place, and eudeavoor to get a

night's lodging in some house or other, where God
grant there may be neither blankets nor blanketeers,
nor phantoms, nor enchanted Moors."—Smollet : Don
Quixote, pt. L, bk. Hi., c. 4.

t blanketing, ;r. par. & s. [Blanket.]

A. As present participle : In senses corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

B. As substantive:

1. The act of tossing one in a blanket, the
state of being so tossed, or ths operation itself.

"Ah, oh 1 be cry'd ; what street what lsnu, but knows
Our uurgiugs, pumpings, blanketings, and blows?"

Pope.- Diinciad, li. 154.

2. Stuff or materials from which blankets
may be made.

blank -ly, adv. [Eng. blank; -ly.] In a blank
manner, with such confusion, fright, or abash-
ment as to produce paleness of countenance.

* blank - manger, *. [Blanc - manger.]
{Chaucer: C. T., 389.)

blank -ness, *. [Eng. blank ; -ness.] The
quality of being blank ; the quality of being
empty, or that of being white.

blanks, s. pi. [Blank, «.]

blan-quet'te (qn as k), blan-kgt (3), s.

[Fr. blanquette— (1) a kind of pear, (2) a fish
=the whitebait, from blanc = white. In Ger.
blankette.] A kind of pear. (Johnson, Ac)

BLAPS MORTISAOA

blaps, a. [From Gr. 0Aoif*ic (blapsis) = injury,
damage ; 0AuuV« (jblapso) = tut. of 0Aamr»
(blapto), (1) to disable, to hinder, (2) to
damage.]

Entom. ; A genus of
beetles, the typical one
of the family Blapsidse
(q.v.). Blaps mucronata
is common in kitchens

;

Blaps mortisaga (the
Death-presaging Beetle),
called also the Church-
yard Beetle and the
Darkling Beetle, is a
much rarer variety. It

need scarcely be added
that it does not forebode
death.

blap' 8i-d», s. pi [Blaps.]

Entom. : A family of Coleoptera (Beetles)

belongi p.g to the section Heteromera and the
sub-section Atrachelia. They are of dull, ob-

scure colours, with the elytra connate and
ihflexed over the sides of the abdomen. Of
the genera two are British, via., Blaps audi

Misolanipus. [Blaps. ]

blare (1), * bldrln, v.i. [In Ger. barren;
O. H. Ger. bldrren, olarren t blaren; O. Dut
blaren v to bleat, to cry, to weep. Imitated
from the sound (?).]

1. (Of the form blorin) : To weep. (Prompt
Pare?)

2. To sound loudly, as a trumpet does ; to
roar, to bellow.

" The trumpet blared," Tennyson,

* blare (2), v.i. [Etym. doubtful] To melt,
as a candle does.

blare (3), v.i. [Blair.] (Scotch.)

blare (1), s. [From blare (1), v. (q.v.).]

Sound, as of a trumpet ; roar, noise, bellowing.
". . . and sigh for battle's blare ' Barlow.

blare (2), «. [Etym. doubtful.]

Naut. : A paste of hair and tar for calking
the seams of boats.

blare (3), s. [Swiss-German.] A small coppci
current in Berne. It is nearly of the sama
value as the batz.

blar -noy, s. [See def. 1.]

1. Geog. : A village or hamlet in the parish
of Garrycloyne, four miles north-west of Cork,
in Ireland. [Blarney-stone.]

2. Ord. Lang. Smooth, meaningless, flatter-

ing Irish speech, designed to put the person or
audience addressed in good humour, and thus
further any ulterior object which the orator
may have in view.

blarney-stone, blarney stone, #. A
stone with an inscription built into the wall
of an old castle in the village of Blarney
[1. Geog.]. The kissing of this stone is sup-
posed to confer the ability to use the peculiar
kind of speech to which it gives name.

t blar'-ney, v.t. & i. [From blarney, s. (q.v.).]

A. Trans.: To operate upon by blarney ; to
persuade or beguile with flattery.

" Blarneyed the landlord."—Irving.

B. Intrans, ; To use flattery.

blar -ney-er, 5. [Eng. blarney, v. ; -er.] One-
who uses blarney ; a flatterer.

t blar'-ney-Ing, pr. par. [Blarney, t\]

"bias, *. [A.S. bias = a blast] [Blast, *.]

Sound, blast.
" Wei sore the sarysyns affraid were wan thay herds

that blot."—Sir Ferumb. (ed. Heritage), 2,848.

bla-se', a. [A naturalised French word. It

is the Fr. blase, pa. par. of blaser = to dull or

blunt the senses through over-indulgence.]

Dulled in sense or in emotion ; worn out
through over-indulgence ; incapable of being

greatly excited.

". . . M. Belot considers the Parisian nubile in

general, and that of the Ambigu in particular, as the
most blasi, the least easy to scandalise or shook, that
can be imagined. "—Timet, Nov. 6th, 1875.

* bias-feme, * blas-fe-mere, s. [Blas-
phemer.] A blasphemer. (Wycliffe, ed. Pur-
vey, 1 Tim. i. 13 ; 2 Tim. iii. 2.)

blasfemyn, v.t. & i.

(Prompt. Parv.)
[Blaspheme.]

boil, bd'y; petit, jtftrl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, $enophon, exist. -Ing.
clan, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die. &c. = bol, del.
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* blas-fe-mynge, pr. par., a., & a [Blas-
pheming.] (Prompt. Parv.)

blash, v.t. [Designed, like plash and splash,

to imitate the sound produced by dabbling
in water.] To soak, to drench.

5f To Hash one's stomach: To soak, drench,

or deluge one's stomach by drinking too co-

piously of any weak and diluting liquor.

{jamieson.)

blash, s. [From blash, v., or vice versd.]

L A heavy fall of rain, more extreme than a
•* dash " of lain.

** Where suaws and rains wi' sleety Wash,
Besoak'd the yird wi' dash on dash."
A. Scott . Poems, p S6 ; Harvest. (Jamieson.)

2. A great quantity of water or weak liquid

poured into a vessel.

blash -ihg, * blash -an, pr. par. & a.

[Blash, dl (q.v.).] (Scotch.)

" Whan a' the flels are clad in snaw.
An* blashan rains, or craiirenghs fa.
Thy bonny leaves thou disiia shaw

Picken : Poems < 1'88 ), p. 91 ; To a Cowslip. (Jamieson.)

blash -y, a. [Eng. blash ; -y.)

1. Deluging ; sweeping away by an inunda-
tion.
" The thlck-blawn wreaths of snaw or blashy thows
May smooryour wethers, and may rot your ews.**

Ramsay: Poems, ii. 81

2. Of meat or drink : Thin, weak, flatulent

;

debilitating the stomach.
"Ah, sirs, thae blashy vegetables are a bad thing to

nave atween ane's ribs in a rimy night, under the hare
bougers o' a lauely bam."—Blackw. Mag., Nov. 1820,

p. 154. (Jamieson.)

bla si a, s. [Named after Blasio Biagi, an

Italian monk.]

Bot. : An old genus of Jangermanniacece
(Scaleinnsses). The chief species is now
called Jangermaunia Blasia.

* bias nit, a. [From Ger. bhss = bare (T). ]

Bare, bald ; without hair.
" Ane treue truncheour, ane ramehome spone,
Twa huttis of barkit blasnU ledder.
All graith that gains to hohbill schone."

Bannatyne Poems, p. 160, st. 9. [Jamieson.)

* blasome (Eng.), ' bla sowne (Scotch), s.

[Blazon, a]

t bla -son, v.t. [Blazon, v.]

* bias phe-ma -tion, s. [Blaspheme.]
Blaspheming.

" The blasphemaHone of the name of god corruptis
the ayr."—Compl. of Scotland, p. 155.

* bias phe-ma -tour, s. [Blaspheme.] A
blasphemer.

"Ordeyned and made for the swerars nnd blasphe-
matours."—Caxton : Golden Legende, to, 43L

blaspheme, ' bias feme, * bias fc
myn. v.t & I [In Ft. blasphemer; Prov. &
Sp. blasfemdr ; Port, blasphemor = to blas-
pheme ; Ital. biasimare = to find fault with;
Lat blasphemo = to blaspheme ; from Gr.
p\ao-<t>rin*o> (blasphemed) = (1) to s]>eak pro-
fanely, (2) to slander ; pAao"<f>n/j.os (blasphemos)
= B]>eakiiig ill-omened, slanderous, or profane
words

;
/3Adi/u.s (blapsis) = harming, damage

;

pxdnTia (blapto) = to disable, to hinder, . . .

to damage, to hurt. Pheme is from Gr. d>nu.i

(phemi) — to say, to speak.] [Blame, Blaps.]

A. Transitive:

X Ordinary Language :

1. To utter profane language against God or
against anything sacred ; by word of mouth
to arrogate his prerogatives ; or grossly to dis-

obey his commands.
"And he opened bis mouth in blasphemy against

God, to blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, and
thein that dwell In heaven."—Rev. xili. 6.

"... that the word of God be not blasphemed."—
Titus ii fi.

2. To utter injurious, highly insulting,

calumnious, or slanderous language against a
person in high authority, especially against a
king, who may be looked on as, in certain
respects, the vicegerent of God.

*' Those who from our labours heap their board.
Blaspheme their feeder, and forget their lord."

Pope.

U. Law : To deny the being or providence
of God ; to utter contumelious reproaches
against Christ ; to scoff at the Holy Scriptures,
or attempt to turn them into contempt and
ridicule. [Blasphemy.] (Blackstvne: Com-
ment., bk. iv., ch. 4.)

B. Intrans. : To utter profane language
against God, or to arrogate any of his pre-
rogatives.

" Adam. Oh ! my son.
Blaspheme not : these an serpen" words."

Byron ; Cain, 1. L
"Say ye of him, whom the Father hath sanctified,

and sent into the world, Thou blasphemest ; because I

said, I am the Son of Gudl "—John x. 30.

blas-phe med, * blas-fe med, pa. par. & a.

[Blaspheme.]

bias phe -mer, * blas-fe -mere, 5. [Eng,

blasphem(e); -er. In Fr. blasphemateur ; 8p.
blasfemo, blasfemador ; Port blasphemador. ]

One who blasphemes.
" Who was before a blasphemer, and a persecutor

and injuriona"— 1 Tim. i. 13.

" Should each blasphemer quite escape the rod
Because the Insult ' nut to man, but God?"

Pope : Bp. to Satires, ii. 196.

* blas-phe'-mer-esse, s. [Eng. blasphemer,

and -esse, suffix, making a feminine form.] A
female blasphemer.

"... the same Jone, a superstitious sorceresse, and a
diabolical blasphemereste of God, and of his sainctes."
—Ball : Hen. 17., an. 9.

blas-phem -ing, * blas-fe-mynge, pr.

par., a., & s. [Blaspheme.]

A. & B. As present participle dk participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.
". . . blaspheming Jew."—Shakesp. .* Macb. It. L

C. Assubst. : The act of blaspheming ; blas-

phemy.
" Those desperate atheisms, thoee Spanish renoun-

cing*, and Italian blasphemings, . . ."—Sir E. Sandys:
State of Religion.

bias phem ous, * bias phe mous, a.

[Lat. blasphemvs; Gr. ^do-^-np-o^ (blasphemos).'}

Containing blasphemy ; grossly irreverent to-

wards God or man, but specially the former.

If The old pronunciation of blasphemous
still lingers among the uneducated.

" Then they suborned men, which said. We have
heard him speak blasphemous words against Moses,
and against God."

—

Acts vi. 1L

blas-phem oiis-ly, adv. [Eng. blasphe-

mous ; -ly.] In a blasphemous manner ; irre-

verently, profanely.

"Where Is the right use of his reason, while he
would blasphemously set up to controul the command*
of the Almighty ?"—Swift.

blasphemy, * bias- phe-mie, *blas-
fe-mie, s. [InFr. blasjiheme; Sp. blasfemia;
Port, blasphemia ; Lat. blasphemia, rarely

blasphemium ; Gr. 0Aao-d)mj.i'a (blasphemia) =
(1) a speech of evil omen, a profane s]»eech,

. . , blasphemy, (2) slander.] [Blaspheme.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

J. 0/ things:

* 1. Slander, or even well-merited blame,
applied to a person or in condemnation of a
thing.

2. Profane language towards God ; highly
irreverent, contemptuous, abusive, or re-

proachful words, addressed to, or spoken or
written regarding God ; or an arrogating of his

prerogatives.
" The moans of the sick were drowned by the blas-

phemy aud ribaldry of their comrades."—Macaulay :

Hist, "hug., ch. xiv.

* H. Ofpersons (the concrete being put for the

abstract): A person habitually irreverent to

God or man.
" Now, blasphemy.

That s wear'st grace o'er board, not an oath on shore T

"

Shakesp. : Tempest, v. L
B, Technically:

L Theol. Blasphemy against the Holy Ghost

:

The sin of attributing to Satanic agency the
miracles which were obviously from God.

"And whosoever shall speak a word against the Son
of man, It shall be forgiven him : but unto him that
blasphemeth against tbe Holy Ghost it shall not be
forgiven."

—

Luke xiL 10.

II. Law. : The legal crime of blasphemy
is held to be committed when one denies the
being or providence of God, utters contume-
lious reproaches against the Saviour, profanely

scoffs at Scripture, or exposes it to contempt
and ridicule. It being held that Christianity

is part of the laws of England, blasphemy ex-

poses him who utters it to fine and imprison-
ment, or even to corporal punishment. (Black-

stone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 4.) If in a trial

before a magistrate scandalous, blasphemous,
and indecent statements appear in evidence,
it is not legal to print them in any newsjiaper
report given of the trial.

blast, blaste, s. & a. [A.S. blast - a blast

of wind, a burning (Somner) ; Dan. bltzst ; S\v.

blast; Icel. blastr ; O. H. Ger. bldst= a blow-

ing ; from A.8. blcesan = to blow(L^e); Goth,
blesan = to blow.] [Blast, Blaze, Blow,
Bladder.]

A. As substantive i

L Ordinary language

1, Literally:

(1) Of air in motion

:

(a) A sudden gust of wind, especially tf

violent.
" The tallest pines feel most the power
Of wintry bias's."

Cowper: Translation of Horace, bk. ii., ode X.

(6) A stream of air from the mouth, the pip*

of a bellows, or other aperture.

% The blast of a pipe : The act of smoking.
(Jamieson.)

(2) Ofan explosion affecting the air:

(a) Sudden compression of the air produced
by the discharge of a cannon.

(6) The explosion of gunpowder in a bore,
in rocks, in a quarry ; or that of " fire-damp
In a mine.

(3) Ofsounds produced by air in motion ; The
sound produced by the blowing of a horn, %
trumpet, or any similar wind-instrument.

". . . when they make a long blast with the rami*
horn, . .

."

—

Josh. vi. 5.

*'.
. . and the solemn notes of the organ were)

mingled with the clash of the cymlial aud the blast at

the trumpet "—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ix.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Pestilential effects produced on animals
or plants ; blight.

(2) Judgment from God, specially the
simoon (?). If so, then it should be transferred

to A. I. 1. (1).

" By the blast of God they perish, and by the breath
of his nostrils are they consumed. "—Job iv. 9.

" Behold I will send a blast upon him {Sennacherib*.
. . ."—2 Kings xix. 7 ; Jsa. xxxvit 7.

(3) Calamity.
" And deem thou not my feeble heart shall fail.

When the clouds gather aud the bias's assail.

Hemans : The Abencerrage, c X

(4) Resistless impulse, like that produced
by air in violent motion.
" Blown by the blast of fate like a dead leaf over the

desert." Longfellow; Evangeline, ii. 1

(5) A brag, a vain boast.

"To say that hee had faith is but a value blast t

what hath his life bene but a web of vices! "—Boydt
Last Battel I, p. 1,197. •

LL Technically:

X, Iron-working : The whole blowing of a
forge necessary to melt one supply of ore.

(-American.) (Webster.)

If Hot-blast : A current of heated air.

2. Veter. Med. : A flatulent disease in sheep,

B. As adj. (in compos.): Pertaining to a
blast of air ; acted on by air in motion ; de-

signed to operate upou air, &c.

blast-engine, s.

Pyieumatics

:

1. A ventilating machine on ship-board
to draw foul air from below and induce a
current of fresh air.

2. A machine for stimulating the fire of a
furnace. [Blower.]

blast furnace, *.

Metal. : A furnace into which a current of

air is artificially introduced, to assist the

TIO. 1.—SECTION OF A BLAST-FDRNAC1.

natural draught or to supply an increased

amount of oxygen to a mineral under treat-

ment. Some of these are now made on a very

large scale, upwards of 100 ft. high. In Fig.

2 the hot-blast apparatus is seen at the left

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fail, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, oa = e ; ey = a. on = kw.
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In front is the sand-bed, into which the metal
flows to form ptgi

riO. 2.—EXTERIOR OF A BLAST-FURNACE.

In Fig. 1, a the shaft, fire-room, tunnel ; Is the in-
ternal cavity.
B Belly : The widest part of the shaft.

c Lining, ikirt : The inner coat of fire-bricks.

D Second lining, eating: An outer cHsitig of brick
with an interval between it and the former.
k Stuffing; The filling of sand or coke-dust between

the lining and eating.
r Mantle, outer-stack, building: The outer wall of

masonry.
a Mouth, furnace-top : The opening at top for the

ore, coal, and limestone.
h Landing, platform : The stage or bank at the fur-

nace mouth.
I Wall, crown, dome: The wall around the furnace-

top.
k Bodies : The lower part of the furnace descending

from the belly.
l Hearth : The pit under the boshes, by which the

melted metal descends.
M Crucible : The hearth in whic » the cast-iron

collects. The lowest part is the sole.

K Dam : A stone at the end of the fire-Learth.
Tap-hole : An opening cut away in the hardened loam

Of the (lain.

o Tump-arch, working-arch, foldt, fauldt: The arch
of the mantle which admit* to the fire-hearth.
r Tuyere-arch, twyer-arch: Arch of the mantle

Which leads to tbe tuyeres.
q Tuyere, twyer, twere : The cast-iron pipe which

forms the nozzle for tbe blast.

K, s Arches for ventilation.
t Channels in the masonry for the escape of moist-

ure. {Knight.)

blast hearth, s.

Metal. : A Scotch ore-hearth for reducing
lead ores.

blast-hole, s.

Hydraul, : The induction water-hole at the
bottom of a pump-stock.

blast-meter, s.

Pnevm. : An anemometer applied to the
nozzle of a blowing engine.

blast-nozzle, s. The orifice in the de-
livery-end of a blast-pipe ; a tuyere.

blast-machine, s.

Pneum. : A fan inclosed within a box, to
which the wings are attached, so that the
whole revolves together. It is closely fitted

within a stationary exterior case, into which
it is joumaled. Air is admitted at the sides

around the axis, and forced out through an
aperture at the periphery by the rapid rotation
of the fan, which may, by belt and pulley

connections, be driven at the rate of 1,800

revolutions per minute. [Blower.] (Knight.)

blast-pipe, s.

Steam-Engine : A pipe conveying the escape-

steam from the cylinders up the smoke-stack
of the locomotive to aid the draught. Its in-

vention is ascribed to George Stephenson.

blast, v.t. & i. [A.S. blaatan = to blow (Lye)

(of doubtful authority); Icel. blasa; Dut.
blazen; Ger. blasen; Mceso-Goth. blesan (a

sypothetical root) = to blow.]

A. Transitive:

I, Literally

:

1, To produce a blight upon plants, to stop
•r impede their growth, or cause them to

wither by the blowing on them of a dry, cold,

or in any way pestilential wind, t Similarly
to injure animals.

"And, behold, seven thin ears and blasted with the
east wind sprung up after them."—Qen. xlL 6.

2. To split or shatter rocks by boring in

them a long cylindrical hole, filling it with
gunpowder, and then firing it by means of a
match so timed as to allow the operator and
his fellow-workmen to reach a place of shelter

before the explosion takes place.

"This rock is the only stone found in the pariah fit

for building. Is is quarried by blasting with gun-
powder."—P. Lunan: Forfars. Statist. Ace, L 442.

(Jamieson.)

II. Figuratively

:

1. To make anything withered or scorched
by other appliances than wind, e.g., lightning,

era
" She that like lightning shined while her face lasted.
The oak now resembles, which lightning had blasted."

Waller.
** You fen-suck'd fogs, drawn by the pow'rful sun.
To mil, and blast her pride."

Shakesp. : Lear, il. 4.

2. So to discourage a person as to stop his

mental growth ; to hinder a project or any-
thing from coming to maturity.

"To his green years your censures you would suit*

Not blast that blossom, but expect the fruit."
Dryden.

"The commerce, Jehoshaphat king of Judea endea-
voured to renew; but hia enterprise was blasted by
the destruction of vessels in the luirbour."—A rbuthnot.

3. To destroy. Used—
(a) Gen. : Of any person.
" Here is your husband, like a mildew'd ear.
Blasting his wholesome brother."

Shakesp : Hamlet, tit 4.

" Agony unmix'd, incessant gall.

Corroding every thought, and blasting all

Love's paradise." Thomson.

(6) Of one's self or another person in coarse

and irreverent imprecations.
". . . and without calling on their Maker to curse

them, sink them, confound them, blast them, and
damn them."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

4. Of one's testimony : To invalidate ; to

destroy the credit of ; to render infamous.

"He shews himself weak, if he will take my word,
when he thinks I deserve no credit; or malicious, if

he knows I deserve credit, and yet goes about to blast

it. "

—

St illing/leet.

5. Of the ears : To split, to burst, by inflict-

ing unduly piercing sounds upon.
" Trumpeters,

With brazen din blast you the city's ears ;

Make mingle with your rattling tabourines."
Shakesp. : Antony * Cleop., iv. 8.

B. Intransitive

:

' 1. To blow with a wind instrument.

(1) Lit. : In the above sense.
" He hard a bugill blast brym, and ane load blaw."

Qawan A Q6L, il. 17.

* (2) Fig. : To boast, to speak in an ostenta-

tious manner ; to talk swelling words. (Scotch.)
" I could iiiak my ae bairn a match for the hichest

laird in Scotland ; an' I am no gien to blast."—Saxon
and Gael, i. 100. (Jamieson.)

2. To wither under the influence of blight.

blast -ed (Eng.), blast-It (Scotch), pa. par.

&a. [Blast, v.t]
*'. . . wee, blastit wonner."

Burns : The Twa Dogs.

" The last leaf which by Heaven's decree
Must bang upon a blasted tree

."

Wordsworth : White Doe of Rylstone, 2.

** And blasted quarry thunders heard remote !

"

Wordsworth : Evening Walk.

• Her. Of trees: Leafless.

blas-te'-ma, *. [Gr. 0Aao-rruia (blastema) =
(1) A sprout, (2) increase, growth.

1. Biol. : The formative material of plants

and animals ; the initial matter or growth out

of which any part is developed ; the indiffer-

ent tissue of the embryo.
** In the very young embryo of mammalia, as the

sheep or calf, the cerebral mass In the course of forma-
tion contains, In the midst of a liquid and transparent
btnstrma, transparent cells of great delicacy with a
reddish yellow nucleus."—Todd A Bowman: PhytioU
Anat., 1., p. 228.

2. Botany

:

(1) The thallus or frond of lichens. (Lind-

(2) A term used by «MirbeI for a portion of

the seed comprising the radicle, plumule, and
canliculus, indeed every part of it except the

cotyledons. (Lindley : Introd. to Botany.)

blas-te'-mal, a. [From blastema (q.v.), and

suffix -at] Pertaining to a blastema.

blas't-er, s. [Blast, v.)

L Ofpersons

:

1. Lit. : One who is employed to blow up
stones with gunpowder.

" A Master was In constant employ to blast the great
stones with gunpowder."—Pennant : Tour in Scotland
(1764), p. 95. (Jamieson.)

2. Fig. : One who mars or destroys the

beauty or character of a person or the vitality

of anything.
" I am no blaster of a lady's beauty."

Beaumont A Flet. : Rule a Wife.

II. Of things: That which thus mars Of
destroys vitality, beauty, character, or any-
thing previously fresh and living.

" Foul canker of fair virtuous action.
Vile blaster of the freshest bloums on earth !

*

Marston : Scourge of Villainy, To Detraction.

blast'-ie, blas-ty, a. [Eng. blast; -y, -ie.]

Gusty.
" Iu the morning, the weather was blasty and sleety,

waxing more and more tempestuous."—The Provost.
u. 177. (Jamieson.)

bias-tie, s. [Dimin. of Eng. blast, s.] A
contemptuous appellation for a little being,

person or thing, whose growth or develop-
ment seems to have been blasted. Used—

(1) Of a " fairy" contemptuously viewed as

a shrivelled dwarf, the expression fairy not
implying that it is in all respects beautiful,

but only that it is fair, light-coloured, as dis-

tinguished from a "brownie," which is of ft

dark hue.

(2) Of an ill-tempered child. (Jamieson.)

(3) Of a small and contemptible parasitic
insect.

"Ye little ken what cursed speed
The blast ie's makiu I

"

Burns : To a Lout*.

blast -ing (Eng.), blast -in (Scotch), pr. par.,
a., & 5. [Blast, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & participial adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

L Of an act, operation, or process

:

1. The act, operation,*or process of stopping
the growth of plants, or otherwise injuring
them or anything else.

2. The act, operation, or process of boring a
long cylindrical hole in rocks, filling it with
gunpowder, dynamite, or other explosive, lay-

ing a train or a match, and igniting it, after

having taken precautions for one's own safety

when the explosion occurs,

IL Of the means used in such an act, opera-

tion, or process : That which causes injury to
plants, as a cold, dry, or pestilential wind.

•1 In Scripture blasting is always combined
with mildew.

blasting-fuse, s. A fuse for blasting.
It generally consists of a tube tilled with a
composition which will burn a sufficient
length of time to allow the person firing it to
reach a place of safety.

blasting-gelatin, s. A highly ex-

plosive compound of gun-cotton, camphor and
nitroglycerine ; also called nitrogelatin and
explosive gelatin,

blasting-needle, s. A long taper piece

of copper, or iron with a copper point ; used

when tamping the hole for blasting, to make
by its insertion an apertnre for a fuse or train.

blasting-powder, a. A quick-burning
powder for blasting.

* blast'-ment, a. [Eng. blast ; -ment] In-

jury to plants or animals, produced by pesti-

lential winds, or any other hurtful inflnence.

" And in the morn and liquid dew of youth.
Contagious olastmentt are most imminent."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, i. a

blas'-td\ pref. [Gr,- pAao-rd? (blastos) = a
sprout, a germ.] Pertaining to a germ (the

meaning completed by the second element)

blas-to-car-pous, a. [Pref. blasto-, and
Gr. Kapn-69 (karpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : Germinating inside the pericarp.

Example, the Mangroves. (Brande.)

bias' to-cele, *. [Pref. blasto- t
and Gr. tenX**

(kills) = spot.]

Biol. : The germinal spot.

bias -to-cheme, 5. [Pref. blasto-, and Gr.

6x"u.o (ocliema) = vehicle.]

Biol. : A n.edusiform planoblast giving

origin to the generative elements, through

special sexual buds developed from it.

blas'-to-ccele, s. [Pref. blasto, and Gr.

koi\oc [koilos) = hollow.]

Biol. : The central cavity In a segmented

ovum,

bias to chyle, s. [Pref. blasto-, and Gr.

XuAoc (chulos) = juice.)

Bot. : The clear mucilaginous juice in the -

embryonal sac in the ovule.

bSH, bolh ptfut. J<>wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph- t

clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -^ion, -sion shun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble* -die, &c. = bel, del.
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bias -to-derm, s. (Pref. blasto-, and Gr.
&*{>na (derma) = skin.]

Biol. : The membrane In an ovum enclosing
the yolk. It is the earliest superficial layer
of the embryo.

blas-to-derm'-ic, a. [Blastoderm.) Per-
taining to blastoderm (q.v.).

bias to gen -e sis, s. [Pref. blasto-, and Eng.
genesis.]

Biol: Reproduction by budding ; gemmation.

bias tog en y, *. [Pref. blasto-, and Gr.
•yeVem (geneia) = generation.]

Biol. : The history of the evolution of an
organism as a whole.

blast'-6id, «• & « [Blastoidea.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the Blastoidea.

B. -4s subst. : Any one of the Blastoidea.

blast 61 de a, «. pi [Gr. fiXmarot (blastos)

«= a shoot, and tt&os (eidos) = form. J

Pala>ont. : An order of Echinoderms, found
only in Palaeozoic Rocks.

Wis to mere, s. [Pref. blasto-, and Gr.
M<p"? (meros) = a part.]

Biol. : Any one of the segments of an Im-
pregnated ovum.

bias to pore, *. [Pref. blotto-, and Eng.
pore (q.v.).]

Biol. : The opening in a blastula produced
by invagination.

bias to sphere, *. [Pref. blasto-, and Eng.
sphere.]

Biol. : A mulberry germ, a vesicular
morula (q v.).]

bias tu la, bias tule, *. (Blastus.]
Biol. : An embryonic sac formed of a single

layer of cells.

bias tu la tion, s. [Blastule.]
Biol. : The conversion of a germ into a

blastula.

t blast us, s. [Gr. /3Aao-i-6« (blastos) = a.

spniut.

Bot. : The plumule of grasses.

bla tan cy, s. [Eng. blatan(t); -cy.] The
quality of being blatant.

bla tant, a. [In Proviuc. Eng. blate m to
bellow.] [Bleat.] Bellowing like a calf;
brawling, noisy.

" Led by blatant voice along the skies.
He comes, where faction over cities flies.

**

ParnsU : Uueen Anne'i Peace.

% The blatant beast of Spenser was intended
to symbolize calumny. (F. Q., VI. xiL 2.)

blate, t blait, * bleat, a. [A.8. bleat =
gentle, slow.] Bashful; modest: sheepish.
{Scotch £ N. of Eng. dud.)

"And if ye ken ony pair body o' our acquaintance
thats blate for want o' Miller, and lias far to cam;
Lame . . . ."—Scott : Old Mortality, ch. iv.

blat e ness, s. [Scotch blate, and Eng. sufT.
•ness.) Bashfulness; sheepishness.

" If ye dimia fall by your aln blatenesi, our Girxy s
, purely no past speaking to.'—pin Entail, i. 27, 88.

blatt, s. [Ger. blatt = leaf.]

Bot. : The name given by Oken to such
leaves as are not articulated to the stem, and
which he considers more foliaeeous prolonga-
tions of it. This structure is found In some
endngens and aerogens, whereas the leaves uf
exogens are articulated with the stem. [Laub.]

blat -ta, a. [Let. =» a cockchafer or some
other beetle.]

Entom. : A genus of insects, the typical one
of the family Blattidaa(q. v.). It contains the

t various species of cockroaches. Blatta orien-
talis is the common species in houses in this
country, though it is believed to have come
first from the East. [Cockroach.]

• Mat -ter, v.i. [In Ger. blaltcrn.]

1. Lit. 0/persons: To talk rashly ; to blurt
out boastful, nonsensical, or calumnious
speeches.

" For before It [the tongue] she hath set a palliaado
of sharp t*eth, to the end that tf pemdventure it mill
Bot obey reason, which within lioldeth it hard as if

with a straight bridle, but it will blatter out and not
tarry within."— Holland: Plutarch, p. 10*.

% Fig. Of things : To patter.

The rain blattered."—

J

afr*§.

* blat ter a tion, * blat er a -tion, *.

[Eug. blatter; -utton.] The act of blattering
;

a blurting out of nonsense, or worse. (Cotes.)

* blat -ter-er, *. [Eng. blatter; -er.} One
who Mattel's ; a blatteroon. (Sjyenser.)

blat -ter-irig, pr. par. & *. [Blatter.]
A. As present participle : In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B. As substantive : The act of blurting out
boastful, silly, or malignant words. (Lee.)

v blat teroon', *. [Eng. blatter, and suffix
-oon.] One who blatters.

"... his face, which you know he hath no cause to
prag of; I hat* such blatteroons."—Howell, bk. it
Lett 75.

blat -ti-daa, «. [From blatta (q.v.>] Cock-
roaches.

Entom. : A family of insects belonging to
the cursorial section of the order Orthoptera.
Dr. Leach raised them to the rank of an order—Dictyoptera. It is by means of the Blattidaa
that transition is made to the order Dennap-
tera, which contains the Earwigs. The com-
mon Cockroach is Blatta orientalis. A second
species, common with it in ships, is B. Ameri-
cana. In addition to these and two others not
Indigenous in European countries, Stephens
enumerates seven genuine natives The exotic
species are numerous. Cockroaches of several
species are common and very annoying in the
United States. The largest species known is a
native of South America and the West Indies.
It measures about three inches in length and
makes a loud, drumming noise. [Blatta,
Cockroach, Dictvoptera.]

bland (1), blad (1), s. [Prom Gael blad m an
enormous amount ; bladhail = substantial. ] A
crude lump; a large piece or considerable
portion of anything ; an unnecessary Quantity.
(Scotch.)

" Grit blads and bits thou stew full oft

"

Evergreen, L 121, st 4. (Jamieton.)
*'.

. . but Dougal would hear nothing but a blaud of
Davie Lindsay, . . .'—Scott: liedgaunt let, I^ett. xi.

" I'll write, an' that a hearty blaud,
This vera night"

Burnt ; To J. Lapraik.

blaud (2), blad (2), blaad, s. [From Gael.
bladh = substance, pith, energy (?).] A severe
blow or stroke.

" They lend sic hard and heavy blad* *

Jacobite Relict, ii. 139. (jamieson.)

* blaun' dish ing. • blaun -diss-irig, pr.
par. [Blandishing.]

* blaunderel, blawndrclle, s. [O. Fr.
blandurean, blanduriau, brandureaux (?), con-
nected with Fr. blanc= white.] A ** white
apple."

" Blaurndrelle, Irute (Maunders*). ifotonfc. "

—

Prompt. Part.

* fclauncr, blaundemer, s. [Dr. Murray
suggest* Fr. * blanc de mer = sea-white.] A
sjiecies of (? white) fur used to line hoods.
" With blythe blaunner ful bryght and his hod Iwthe."

Uavayna and the (Jreen Knight (ed. Morris), u&.

bla'-ver, bla -vert, s. [From Dan. blaa =
blue, and ver or vert, a corruption of wort (?).]

1. In parts of Scotland and in the North of
England : A plant, Centaurea Cyanus.

2. The violet. (Scotch.)

bla ver ole, s. [From blaver, and sun*, -ole.]

A plant, Centaurea Cyanus. [Blaver, 1.]

blaw, * blawc, * blawen, * blaue,
* blauwen, v.l & i. ,[Blow, r.] (Scotdi.)

If To blaw in one's lug. Lit. : To blow in
one's ear ; to flatter.

"' Hout wt* your fleechiug," said Dame Martin
' Gae wa*—gae wn', lad ; dinun blaw in folkt lugt that
gate; me and Miss Liiias eveu'd tliegither! '"—Scott

;

fiedgauntlet, ch. xii.

blawn (ScotJi), * blawne, • blawene (0.
Eng.), pa. par. & a. [Blown.]

1 blawnchede, pa- P°yr. [Blanched.] (Morte
d'Arthtir, 3,oa9.)

bla wort, blae -wort, -. [From Dan. blaa— blue, azure, and Eng. sufT. worf = an herb.]
The name given in Scotland to two plants.

1. Campanula rotnndifolia.

% Blawort Hill, in the parish and county of
Renfrew, is called after it

2. Centaurea Cyanus.

May, 8. [Corrupted from bleak (?).] A fish,
the Bleak (q. v.).

t blay-ber-r& j; [Blaeberry.]

blaze (1), * blase, * blalse (Eng.), blccze,
blcize, bleise, • bleis, bless, * bles
{Scotch), s. [A.S. bteese, blaze, blize = a blaze
what makes a blaze, a torch. (Not the sameu Mas =* blast) Dan. blus = a flambeau

:

IceL blys; M. H. Ger. bids = a taper, a candle.]
I. Literally:

1. The flame sent forth when any thing la in
a state of fierce combustion.

"What if the vast wood of masts and yardanni
below Ijondon Bridge should be Uj a blate / "—Macau-
lay ; Bitt. Eng., ch. it.

2. The illumination afforded.

(a) By such a flame.

"Within the Abbey, uave, choir, and transept wersj
In a blaze with innumerable waxiighU."—Jlacaulatf T
Jlitt. E>\g., ch. xx.

(6) By bright sunlight.
** Through thee, the heavens are dark to him.
The sun's meridian blaze is dim."

Ileum),* : Part of Eclogue. 1&,
•* Ten thousand forms, ten thousand different tril**,
People the blate." Thomson : Seasons; Siunmer.
(c) By anything gleaming ; a gleam.

_, ... .. , "I reard him to take Joy
I th Maw of arms, as eagles train their younf;
To look upon the day-king !"

Ssmans: The Siege of Valencia.

3. Spec. : (a) A lively fire made by means of
furze, &c.

" An' of blaech'd birns pat on a canty blccze"
Sou: ffelenore\htttd.), p. 7L [Jamimon.)

(6) A torch.
" The ferefull brandis and bleiuit oi hate fyre,
Eeddy to birn thy schippia, lemand scliire."

Doug. ; i'irgil, 120. S.

(c) A signal made by fire, (in this seiuse it
is still used at some ferries, where it is cus-
tomary to kindle a bleise, when a boat it
wanted from the opposite side,) (Jamieson.)

H. More or less figuratively

:

1. An object shining forth in lively colours

;

anything gorgeous.
The uniforms were new : the ranks were on* btam

of scarlet"—Macaulag : Hist, Eng.. ch. xviL

2. Anything which bursts forth fiercely.
" For Hector, in his blat* of wrath."

Shaketp. : Trail. 4 Crest., iv &
"... his rash, fierce blate of ri t."

Ibid.. Eiohartl //.. U. I
"Natural rebellion, done I" the blaze of juuSx,
When oil and tire, too strong for reason s forccv
O'erbears it, and burns on."

Shaketp. : AUt Well that Ends W*U, r. $.

3. Anything which acts with transcendent
illuminating power.
"Fires thy keen glance with inspiration's Mate.''

Bmmaiu : To the Eye.

4. Widely diffused fame ; a report every-
where spread abroad.

*' How dark the veil that Intercepts the blate
Of Heaven's mysterious purposes and ways !

"

Coteper : Charity.

blaze (2), s. [In Sw. bles, bldsa ; Dan. blis;
Icel. blest ; Dut bles = a firelock, a blaze, a
horse with a blaze.]

Farriery : A white mark upon a horse, de-
scending from the forehead almost to the-
nose. (Johnson, dx.)

blaze (1), * bla sen, * bla syn ,
* bla sin,

v.i. &t. [From blaze, s., or A.S. blasse.) [Blazk

A. Intransitive

:

I. Literally:

1. To burn with a conspicuous flame In
plaee of simply being red with heat, or smoul-
dering.
" When numerous wax lights' In bright order blate.'

1

Pope : Map* of the Lock, iii. 1*1
" As it blazed, they threw ou him

Great palls of puddled mire to qnench tl;e hair."
Shaketp.: Com. of Errors, r. t

2. To shine forthwith a gradually expand-
ing, or expanded stream of light. Sjtc., of

sunlight.
"... where the rays

Of eve, yet lingering, on the fountain blaze,"
Neman* : The Abencerrage, c. L.

3. To shine forth in brilliant colours.
**.

. . that splendid Orange Halt, which btatet on
ery side with the most outentatious colouring of

Jonlaens and Houdthorst.*—Macaulag ; Mist. £ng+
ch.r.

IX Figuratively:

1. Of emotion : To be enkindled ; to »

to gleam forth.
"Affection lights a brighter flame

Than ever blazed oy art.*
Oomper : To the Rev. W. CauKhome Vm**s\

2. To gasconade ; to brag.

Cate. ttt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,
«T, wore, wolf, work, whd, sou: mute, eftb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, as, ce e. ey - a. qu = kw.
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" And yell specially understand that ye're no to he
tuning and blusting about your master a name and
mine."—Hcott: Bob Boy, cb. xxviL

B. Transitive; To fire oil", to let off, to
cause to explode. [C. 1.]

C- In a special phrase : To blaze away (cello-

filial), (Twos. & Intrans.)

1. Lit. : To lire off.

"He bltezed away as muckle nouther as wad hae
shot a' the wild-fowl that weTl want atween and
Candlemas."—Scott; Tales of my Landlord, li. 104.

{Jamieton,)

2. Fig. : To boast, to brag.
"

. . to sit there bleezing away with your Ian?
tales, as if tin- weather were not windy enow without
your help "—Scott I Pirate, cb, V.

blaze (2), * Ma sen, * bla-syn*, v.t. [A.S.

blassan (?) = to blow (Lye) ; Sw. blasa = to
blow, to wind, to sound, to smelt ; IceL blasa;

Dau. blase ; Dut. blasen = to blow a trumpet

;

Mceso-Goth. (in compos, only) blesan.] To
proclaim far and wide ; to spread abroad, as
a report, fame, &e.

"The noise of this fight, and issue thereof, being
Hazed by the conn try people to some nobleman there-
abouts, they came thither,"—Sttney.

IT It is almost always followed by abroad,
about, forth, or any word of similar import

** Whose follies, blaz'd about, to all are known.
And Eire a secret to himself alone." Granville.

** The heav'ns themselves blaze forth the death of
princes." Shaketp. i Jul. Cos., li. 2.

"... and blaze abroad
Thy name for evermore."

Milton: TraruL of Ps. Ixxxvi.

* blaze (3), * Masyn, v.t. [Contracted from
bkaon (2) (q.v.).]

Her. : To emblazon ; to blazon (q.v.).

* Tliis. in ancient times, was called a fierce; and yon
should theu have blazed it thus : he W;>ra a fierce,

sable, betweeu two tierces, or."—Peacham.

blaze (4), v.t. [From blaze (2), s.] To mark a
tree by pealing or chipping oft' a part of the
bark, so as to leave the white wood displayed.

blazed, pa. par. [Blaze (1, 2, 3, & 4), v.]

blaz er (1), s. [Eng. blaze (1), v. ; •«•.]

1. That which blazes or shines ; a very
bright, hot day.

2. A short loose coat of bright colours, worn
at tennis and other sports.

Ma'z-er (2), *Ma'-sour, s. [From Eng. btaz(e)

(2), v., and stiff, -er.] One who blazes abroad
any intelligence, and especially a secret which
he was in honour bound not to divulge.

" Utterera of secrets lie from thence debard,
Bablers of folly, and blazers of cryme.

"

Spetuer ; F. Q., IL ix. 26.

•Ma'-zer (3), s. [Blaze (3).] A blazoner,
herald.

" After blatcrit of armys there be bot vj coloris."—
Juliana Barnes : Heraldry.

blaz ing (1), *blas-ing (Eng.), *blee-
zing (Scotch), pr. par., a., & s. [Blaze (1), v.]

A. As present participle: In senses corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

" Look to the "Baltic—blazing from afar,
Your old ally yet mourns perfidious war.™

Byron; Curie of Minerva.
B. As adjective

:

1. Lit.: Burning with a conspicuous flame
;

emitting flame.
" Dundee was moved to great wrath by the sight of

the biasing dwellings."—Macaulay : But, Kng., ch.

2. Fig. : Emitting light, radiant, lustrous;
shining conspicuously from afar.

"The armed Prince with shield so blazing bright"
Spenter : F. O.., V. xi. 26.

C. As substantive : The act or state of burn-
ing with a conspicuous flame.

" Blatynge. or flamynge of fyre. Ftammaeto.''—
Prompt. Pare.

blazing comet, s.

%Pyrotech. : A kind of firework.

blazing off, s.

Metal-working : Tempering by means of
burning oil or tallow spread on the spring or
blade, which is heated over a fire.

blazing star, 3.

I* Ordinary language

:

1. A comet. (Lit. k Jig)
* (a) Used formerly in prose as well as

T>oetry.

"Thus yon may long live an happy lnatnurient for
your king and country

;
you shall not be a meteor, or

a blazing star, but ttella fua ; happy here and more
nappy hereafter."—Bacon.

(b) Now only In poetry.

And lit her torch on Ugh I

"

Urnnam: Owen Olyndwr't War Song.

"The year n 1 >- was ushered in with a comet or
blazing star, which the hards interpreted as an omen
favourable to the cause of Gleudwr^ —Bemam: Note
on the above lino*.

2, An American name for two plants.

(a) Liatris squarrosa, a composite cichora-
ceous species with long narrow leaves and
fine purple flowers. [Liatris.]

(6) Chamozliriwm. luteum.

U. Her.; A comet [I., 1.]

bla'z-ing (2), pr. par. & a. [Blaze (2), v.]
" Where rapture reigns, and the ecstatic lyre
Guides the blest orgies of the blazing quire."

Cowper; Trantl. of Milton, On the Damon.

bla'z-ing (3), * blas-ynge, pr. par. & s.

LBlaze (.,), v.]

As subst. : The act of emblazoning.
** Blasynge of arm/s. Deteripcio. "—Prompt. Parv.

bla'z-ihg-ly, adv. [Eng. blazing; ~ly.] So
as to blaze, or in a blazing manner.

bla'-zon (1), t bla'-son (1), * Ma-soun,
* Ma sen (1), v.t. k t. [From Eng. blaze =
to proclaim.] [Blaze (2), v.~\

A. Transitive

:

1. To display, to exhibit, to show off.

'* O thou goddess.
Thou divine Nature ! how thyself thon blazon*st
In these two princely boys! they are as gentle
As zephyrs blowing below the violet.
Not wagging bis sweet head."

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, It. 1
2. To publish extensively.

(1) To proclaim publicly by means of a
herald.

"The herald of Ingland blasonit this erle Dauld for
ane vailyeant and nobtl anient."—Bellend; Chron., l.>k.

x vi., ch. 10. {Jamieton.)

(2) To advertise an article by word of mouth
or by pen. [See example under Blazoning.]

(3) To avow and publicly glory in a shame-
ful deed, or in anything.

" And blazoning our injustice everywhere ?"

Shaketp. : TU. And., br. 4.

t B. Intrans. ; To shine, to be brilliant or
conspicuous.

bla'-zon (2), t bla'-yon (2), * blasen (2),

* Ma-syn, v.t [In Ger. blasoniren ; Ft. &
Prov. Uasonner; Sp. btasondr; Port, brazonar;
Ital. blasonare ; from blazon (2), s. (q.v.).]

1. Her. : To describe a coat of arms in such
a manner that an accurate drawing may be
made from the description. [Blazonry.]

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To emblazon, to render conspicuous to
the eye.

ell may flowers suffL. .

their renown."
Bemans: Bettor, of Works of Art to Italy.

(2) To4eck, to emlwllish, to adorn.
" She blazons in dread smiles her hideous form :

So lightning gilds the unrelenting storm."
Qarth,

bla'-zon (1), *. [From blazon (1), v.] Procla-
mation ; diffusion abroad by word or pen.

" But this eternal blazon must not be
To ears of flesh and blood."

Shaketp. : ffamlot, L ft.

" How light its essence ! how unclogg'd its powers.
Beyond the blazon of my mortal pen I

"

Thornton ; Cattle of Indolence, IL 63.

bla'-zon (2), tbla'-son, *bla-soun(£nff.),
* bla -sowne (0. Scotch), s. [Ft. blason (in

eleventh century)= a buckler, a shield ; next,
a shield with a coat of anns painted on it

;

then towards the fifteenth ceutury, a coat of
arms (Skeat) ; Sp. blasdn; Ital. blasone ; Port.
brasao ; Prov. blezo, blizo; from A.S. blosse = a
torch.]

L Technically:

1, Heraldry:

(1) Formerly : Dress over the armour on
which the armorial bearings were blazoned.

" William of Spens percit a blasoume.
And throw thre fawld of Awbyrchowne."

Wyntovn, viii. S3, IL
(2) Now

:

(a) The art of accurately describing coats of
arms so that they may be drawn Trom the
description. Also the art of explaining what
is drawn upon them. [Blazonry.]

" Proceed unto heists that are given in arms, and
teach me what I ought to observe in their blazon. "—
Peacham.

(b) That which is blazoned ; a blazoned coat
of arms.

" He wears their motto on bla blade,
Their blazon o'er his towers displayed."

SeoU ; Marmion, V. 16.

2. Scots Law. Spec. : A badge of office worn
by a king's messenger on Ids arm.

"In the trial of deforcement of a messenger, toe
libel will be cast if it do not expressly luentum that
the messenger, previously to the deiorct'iutut, disv
played his blazon, which Is the badge of his otfloe*—

»

INUm ; Intt., bk. 4, tit 4, } 33. {Jamieton.]

IL Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) & (2) In the same sense as I., 1 4 %
2. Figuratively

:

(1) In a good sense : Fame, celebrity.
" I am a gentleman.—I'll be sworn thon art

;

Thy tongue, thy face, thy litnbs, action, and sptrtfc.

Do give thee flve-told blazon."
Sfmk.tp. . Tmlfth Xlghl, 1

1

(2) In a bad sense : Ostentatious display.
" Ken con over their pedigrees, and obtrude the

blazon of their exploits upou the oompaiy."—CotUsr.

If Blazon (2), especially In its figurative

sense, is closely akin in meaning to blazon (1),

8. (q.v.).

bla -zoned (1), pa. par. & a. [Blazon (1), v.]

bla -zoned (2), pa. par. & a. [Blazon (2), v.)
" Now largesse, largesse, Lord Maxmion,
Knight of the crest of gold

!

A blazon'd shield, in battle won."
Scott : Marmion, 1 IL

** And from h is bbizon'd baldric slung
A mighty silver bugle bung."

Tennyton : The Lady of Shalott, pt Ul

bla'-zon-er (1), s. [From Eng. blazon (1), and
suit', -cr. J One who blazes, publishes anything
extensively abroad. (Webster.)

"These historians, recorders, and blaxonert of virtue
, ."—Burke ; Letter to a A'oble Lord.

Ma' zon cr (2), s. [From Eng. blazon (2), and
suff. -er. Iu Fr. blasonneur.j One who
blazons coats of arms.

bla'-zon-ihg, pr. par. [Blazon, v.]
" One that excels the quirks of blazonina pens.

1*

Hhaketp. : Otht-lto, ii. L

bla'-zon-ment, *. [Eng. blazon ; -ment.} The
act of blazoning ; the act of diffusing abroad ;

the state of being so blazoned.

bla'-zon-r& *. [Eng. blazon; -ry.]

Heraldry

:

1. The art of blazoning.

(1) The art of describing a coat of arms in

such a way that an accurate drawing may be
made from the verbal statements made. To
do this a knowledge of the points of the shield
[Point] is particularly necessary. Mention
should be made of the tincture or tinctures of
the field ; of the charges which are laid im-
mediately upon it, with their forms and tinc-

tures ; which is the principal ordinary, or, if

there is none, then which covers the fess

point ; the charges on each side of the prin-
cipal one ; the charges on the central one, the
bordure—with its charges ; the canton and
chief, with all charges on them ; and, finally,

the differences or marks of the cadency and
the baronet's badge.

"Give certain rules as to the principles of blazonry.'
Peacham on Drawing.

(2) The art of deciphering a coat of arms.

2. That which is emblazoned.
* The men of Carrick may descry
Saint Andrew's cross, in blazonry

Of silver, waving wide!"
Scott : Lord of the Ities, *. SZ.

* blaz -lire, *. [Blaze (3).] Blazonry.

"The blasure of hisarmes was gules . .
."—Bernert;

Froiuart, ch. 261, p. «t.

*ble, *blee, s. [Blee.] (William. of Palerne,

3,083.)

** blea (1), s. [Etymology doubtful.] The
part of a tree immediately under the bark.

blea (2), a. [Contracted from bleak, s.] The
fish called a bleak, (Kersey.)

blea'-ber-r^, *. [Blaeberry.] A name
sometimes given to the Vaccinium uliginosum,

a British plant, called also Great Bilberry oi

Bog- Whortleberry. [Bilberry, Whobtle
BERRY, VaCCINIUM.]

bleach (1), * bleche, * ble'ch-Sn, v.t.&i

[A.S. blo3can
t
bUecean, ablaxaii (trans.), blacian

(intrans.) = to bleach, to fade; Sw bleka,

blekna; Dan. blege; Dut bleeken; Ger. fc/eC-

chen. From A.S. bldx, bldc—p$Xe, pallid,

shining, white, light.] [Bleak, a. See also

Blanch. ]

boh, bo^; pont, jo-frl; cat, celt, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, %hia; sis, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
-olan, -tian- shan. -tlon, -slon = shiin ; -{ion, -sion^zhun. -tioua, -slous, -cious-shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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A. Trans. : To remove the colour from
cloth, thread, or anything else, so as to leave

it of a more or less pure white.

1. By human art. [Bleaching.]
•* A napkin, white as foam of that rough brook
By which H had been bleach'd, o*erspread tbe board

;

And whs itself half-covered with a load."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. It.

2. By the chemistry of nature.
" While on the ankle's slender round
Those strings of pearl fair Bertha wound.
That, bleach'd Lochryan s depths within,
Seein'd dusky still on Edith's skin."

Scott : Lord of the Islet, 1. 5.

B. Intrans. : To become white through the

removal of the previously-existing colour,

either by human art or by some natural

agency.
**The white sheet bleaching on the hedge"

Shakes}*. : Winters Tale, iv. 2. {Song.)

** The deadly winter seises : shuts up sense

;

Lays him along the snows, a stiffeu'd corse,

Stretch'd out, and bleaching in the northern blast."

Thomson : Seasons ; Winter.

• bleach (2), v.t [A.S. bloc, bloc.] To

blacken, darken.
" tfoirier. To black, blacken ; bleach, darken," Ac.

—Cotgrave.

• bleach, s. [Bleach (1), v.]

* 1, Whiteness, paleness.

2. The act of bleaching.

bleached, pa. par. k a. [Bleach, v.t.]

bleach er, s. [Eng. bleach ; -er.]

1. One whose trade or occupation it is to
bleach cloth or thread.

2. A vessel used in bleaching.

3. A shallow tub lined with metal used in

distilling rock-oil.

t breach'-or-y\ s. [Eng. bleach ; -ery. In Dut
bleckerij.] A place for bleaching.

" On the side of the great bleachery are the publick
walla."—Pennant.

bleach -field, s. [Eng. bleach; field.] A
field in which cloth or thread is laid out to
bleach. (Webster.)

bleach' iiig, pr. par., a., & s. [Bleach, v.]

A. A: B. As present participle d> participial

adjective: In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive: The art of rendering
materials colourless. This is done by exposing
them to the actinic rays of the sun, or by the
action of bleaching agents. The chief of these
is called bleaching-powder. It is chloride of
lime, and is prepared by exposing moistened
quicklime to the action of chlorine, when
hypochlorite and chloride of calcium are
formed, the former being the bleaching agent.
By the action of an acid on good bleaching-
powder thirty per cent, of chlorine is liber-

ated. Substances are bleached by alternately
dipping them in dilute solutions of bleachiug-
powder and of dilute sulphuric acid. Bleach-
lng-powder is also used to purify an offensive
or infectious atmosphere.

bleaching-liquid, s. A liquid used for
taking colour out of cloth or thread.

bleaching-powder, s. A powder em-
ployed for the same purpose. There are
several, but the one generally used consists of
chloride of lime. [Bleaching, C]

bleak, bleik, • bleike, * blcyke,
* bleche, - blak, blac, a. [A.S. bkkc.bldc
= pale, pallid, shining, white, light (not to be
confounded with blotc, bloc unaccented, blaca
= black). In O. I eel. bleikr; Sw. blek ; Dan.
bleg; Dut. bbzek ; O. L. Ger. blic; (N. H.)Ger.
bleich — pale, wan ; O. H. Ger. bleicher. From
A.S. blican — to shine, glitter, dazzle, amaze

;

l O. H. Ger. bliken = to shine ; Gr. QKeyia
(phlego) = to burn, to scorch, to make a flash,

to shine; (bpvyw (phmgo) = to roast; Lith.
Uitzgu = gleam ; Sanse. bharg, bltdrge = to
ihine.]

1. Of persons : Pale, pallid, wan, ghastly.
[Bleak-faced.]

When she came out, she seemed as bleaks* one that
were laid out dead."—Foze i Book of Martyrs. Escape
o/ Agnes Wardall.

2. 0/ things:

(1) Of the air : Cold, cutting, keen.
" In such a season born, when scarce a shed
Could be obtain'd to shelter Hiin or me
From the bleak air : a stable was our warmth.*

Milton: P. A, bk. il.

(2) Of anything which in its normal state U
clothed with vegetation, as a portioji of land, a
country, <&c. : Bare of vegetation.

** Beneath, a river's wintry stream
Has shrunk before the summer beam.
And left a channel bleak and bare.
Save shrubs that spring to perish there."

Baron : The Giaour.

"In bis bleak, ancestral Iceland."
Longfellow ; To an old Danish Song-booh.

(3) Desolate, cheerless.

(a) Literally.

" At daybreak, on the bleak sea-beach."
Longfellow: Wreck of the Hesperus.

(6) Figuratively.
" Those by bis guilt made desolate, and thrown
On the bleak wilderness of life alone."

He-man.*: The Abencerrage,

bleak-faced, a. (Scotch.)

M. Lit. : Having a "bleak," i.e., a pallid
face. [Bleak, 1.]

2. Fig. : Having a bleak aspect. In the
subjoined example the reference is primarily
to the desolate aspect of the country on the
2nd November (Hallowmas), and then to
the dispiriting memories of death which the
Roman Catholic festival of All Souls, held on
that day, inspires.

"As bleak-fac'd Hallowmas returns."
Burns : The Twa Dogs.

bleak, * blea, t bleik, t blick, t bleis,
t blay, s. [Iu Ger. blicke. Named from its
M bleak " or white colour.] [Bleak, a.] A fish,

the Leuciscus albumus of Cuvier, belonging to
the family Cyprinidaa. It is a river fish five or
six inches long, and is found in Britain. It is

said to be one of those fishes the scales of
which are employed in the manufacture of
artificial pearls. [Album, 2.]

"The bleak, or freshwater sprat, is ever in motion,
and therefore called by some the river swallow. His
back is of a ple.i-s.int. sad sea-water green ; his belly
white and shining like the mountain snow. Bleaks
are excellent meal, and in best seasou in August."

—

Walton.
" Albumus. An qui nostratibus, the Bleis f—Sibb.:

Scot., p. 35. [Jmmieson.)

' bleaked," [Eng. bleak ; -ed.) Made "bleak,"
pallid, or pale.

" By the fourthe seale, the beast, the voyce, and the
pale norse, uiayest thou vnderstande the heretykes,
whiche dyd dyuerse wayes and a long tyme vexe the
holy churche with false doctrine And limit- made it,

as it were pale ft bleaked for very sorow ft heuynes."—
VdaL : Rev., ch. vi

bleak -Ish, a. [Eng. bleak; -ish,] Somewhat
bleak. (Ogilvie.)

bleak -ly, * bleake -ly, adv. [Eng. bleak

;

-ly.] In a bleak manner ; coldly.
" Near the sea-coast they bleakly seated are."

May : Lucan, bk. 9.

bleak -ness, *. [Eng. bleak ; -ness.] The
state or quality of being bleak ; coldness,
chilliness.

"The inhabitants of NovaZemhlago naked, without

* bleak y, a. [Eng. bleak; -y.\ The same as
Bleak.
" But bleaky plains, and bare, inhospitable ground."

Dryden : The Hind and Panther, iii.

blear, * bleare, * bleere, * blere, * bler-
en, v.t. & i. [A modification of blur. (Skeat.y]

A. Transitive

:

1. Lit. Of the eyes ; To make watery or sore.
(Used chiefly of the action of catarrh.)

" Is't not a pity now that tickling rheums
Should ever tease the lungs, and blear the sight,
Of oracles like these?" Cowper : Task, bk Hi.

" WTien I was young, I, like a lazy fool.
Would blear my eyes with oil, t« stay from school

;

Averse to pains." Dryden.

2. Fig. : To blind the intellectual perception
of a person by a false argument or by flattery.

Used in the phrase to " blear one's eye" (Eng.),
to " blear one's ee " (Scotch).

"This may stand for a pretty superficial argument,
to blear our eyes, and lull us asleep in security."

—

Ralegh.
"

' I want nane o' your siller,' she said, ' to make ye
think I am blearing your e*."—Scott : Guy Mannering,
ch. xxxix.

B. Intrans. : To make wry faces.

"And grymly gryn on hym and blere."
ffampole : Pricks of Conscience, 2,228.

blear, * bleare, * bier (Eng. & Scotch),
* blelr (Scotch), a. k s. [Prom Sw. plira =
to blink ; blirtra = to lighten, to flash ; Dan.
plire = to leer. Cognate with Eng. blur (q.v.).]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. Of the eyes : Dim and sore with a

watery liquid, produced by catarrh, by a
blow, or in any other way.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Subjectively. Of the mental perception:
Dull, obfuscate.

(2) Objectively : Looking dim, obscure, ob-
fuscate to the mental vision which beholds it;
deceptive, illusory.

"Thus I hurl
My dazzling spells into tbe spongy air,
Of power to cheat the eye with blear illusion.
And give it false presentments." Milton : Comus.

B. As substantive : Anything which renders
the eyes sore and watery or which dims vision.

" Tis nae to uiird with unco fouk ye see,
Nor la the blear drawn easy o'er her ee."

Ross: ffelenore, p. 9L {Jamieson,)

T Sometimes used in the plural. (Scotch.)
*' I think ane man. Sir, of your yelrls
Suld not >*> blyndit with the bteiris."

PhUotus. S. P. Rep., Iii. 7. (Jamieson.)

blear-eye, s. An eye which has its vision
obscured by watery humour,

blear-eyed, * blear ccyde, * bleare-
eyed, * bier-eyed, * bler-ied, * bler-
eighed, * bler-yed, * blcre eyed, a.

Having blear eyes. Used—
1. Lit. Of eyes : Having watery sore eyes,

with dimmed sight.

(1) Gen. Of those of man.

(2) Oftlwse ofthe owl: This sense is founded
on inaccurate observation ; the owl lias no
defect of vision, the idea no doubt having
arisen from its frequent blinking in the day-
light.

" It is no more in the power of calumny to blast the
dignity of an honest man, than of the blear-eyed owl
to cast scandal on the Bun."—L'Estrange.

(3) Of the eyes of any imaginary being per-

sonified in human form.
" Yes, the year is growing old.

And his eye is pale and blearedf
Longfellow: Midnight Massfor the Dying Fear.

2. Figuratively. Of man's mental perception:
Dull, obfuscate. [Blear, A., I. 2.]

" That even the blear-eyed sects may find her out."
Dryden : The Rind and Panther, iL

bleared (Eng.), blear it, bler-it (Scotch),

iHi. par. k a. [Blear, v.t.]

" The Dardaniati wives.
With bleared visages, come forth to view
The isiuc of th' exploit"

Shakeip. : Mer. of Ven., Hi. «.

blear' - ed - ness, * blear' ed - ne*.
* blcer ed ness, * bier yd nesse,
* blere-iy-ed-ness, s. [Eng. bleared;
blear-eyed; -ness.) The state of being bleared,
or having the eyes reudered sore and watery
through catarrh or other causes.

blear' -ing, * bler-ynge, pr. par. k a.

[Blear, v.] (Prompt. Parv.)

blear -ness, s. [Eng. blear; -ness.] The same
as Blearedness (q.v.).

"The Jewe putteth awaye his wife for stench ol

breth, for blearnes of the eyes, or for any such Ilk*
fautes, . .

."— Uaal.: Mark, en. 10.

bleat, * blete, * ble' tin, * ble -tyn,

*bl»'-teii, v.i. [A.S. bldtan = to bleat;
Dut. blaten; (N. H.)Ger. bloken ; O. H. Ger.
pldhan,bluzan,ptazan; Fr.biler; Prov.belar;
Sp. baldr ; I tat. belare ; Lat. balo = to bleat

;

Gr. fUKtixdofiat (blechaomai) = to bleat ; Lett
blaut ; Lith. blauti.]

1. To utter the plaintive cry proper to the

lamb, the sheep, the ram, the goat, the calf,

or any allied animal. ,

"You may as well use question with the wolf.
Why he hath made the ewe bleat fur the lainbj

Shakeip.: Mer. of Ven., ivrl.

*'.
. Heptune a nun, and bleated."

Ibid., Wint. Tale. ir. 8.

"... a calf when he bleats . . ."—Ibid., Much Ado,
11LS.

2. To emit the somewhat similar cry proper

to the snipe. [Bleating, A. & B., ex. from
Darwin.]

Tf On this account the cock snipe is called

in Ettrick Forest the bleater.

bleat, * bleate, s. [From bleat, v. (q.v.). In
A.S bbxt (Somner) ; Dut geblaat.] The cry

of a lamb, a sheep, a ram, a goat, a calf, or

any allied animal.
" The bellowing of oxen, and the bleat

Of fleecy sheep."
Chapman : Rom. Odj/ss., bk. xli.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt»

Syrian, ae, ce = e. ey - a. gu Uw.
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Mitten: P. I., bk. ii.

• bleat, * Met, * bloute, blowte, a. [O.
Icel. blautr = soft, wet ; O. Dut Hoot =
naked ; M. H. Ger. bhz = naked.] Naked,
bare.

" He maden here hackee al so bloiUs."
Battel., 1,910. {Stratmarm.)

bleat -Ing, * ble t-ynge, pr. par., a., & s,

[Bleat, v.)

A. «fc B. As or, par. dt part. adj. : In senses
eorresponding to those of the verb.

"... and bleating herds
Attest their Joy,

C. As substantive

:

L Literally

:

1. The utterance of the cry proper to the
lamb, the sheep, the ram, the goat, the calf,

or any similar animaL
"And in the fields all round I hear the bleating of the

lamb." Tennyson : Conclusion,

*,
j
It may have a plural to indicate that the

plaintive utterances emanate simultaneously
from many distinct individuals, or are fre-

quently repeated.

"Why abodest thou among the sheepfolds, to bear
the bleating* of the flocks?"

—

Judg. v. 16.

2. The utterance of the peculiar cry of the
nipe (Scolopax gallinago).

IX Fig. : The utterance of anything as
meaningless to us.

" Well spoken, advocate of sin and shame.
Known by thy bleating, Ignoranue thy name."

Cowper ; Conversation.

•bleaunt, bloeant, [Bliant.] (Ear. Eng.
Allit, Poems (ed. Morris), A. 163).

blSb, t DlSb (Eng.), blelb (Scotch), s. [Another
form of bubble. In Sw. blasa, blemma ; Dan.
boble, bliere.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A blister, a thin tumour
filled with a watery liquid arising on the
body ; an air-cell, a bubble in glass, or any-
thing similar.

2. Med. : A blister, a thin tumour filled with
a watery liquid arising upon the surface of the
body. If idiopathic, it is called pemphigus.
If produced by external irritation or some
similar cause, it is a vesicle. Iu the plural
it is sometimes used as a synonym of the
order of cutaneous diseases called Bullae.
(Dr. Todd: Cycl. Pract. Med.,i. 333. Ibid.,

Dr. Corrigan, ii. 266.]

bleb, v.L [From bleb, s.] To spot, to beslob-
ber, to blur, to besmear. ^Used specially
when children beslobber their clothes with
soft or liquid food on which they have been
feeding.) (Scotch.)

bleb'-blt, * bloV-blt, pa. par. [Bleb, v.i.]

(Scotch.)

bleb'-by, a. [Eng. bleb ; -y.] Full of blebs
or anything resembling them.

* blecere, * blechure, s. [Ft. blesswre.] A
wound, hurt. [Blessure.]

" Our socouro and helpe in al oure burtet, blechuret
and sores. "—C'axton : Golden Legend*, to. 301

" Without hurt or blecere."—Roman* of Portmay,
8,572.

•bleche, v.t. & i. [Bleach.] (Chaucer:
Boethius.)

* bleched, pa, par. [Bleached,]

* blechon, v t. [Bleach, v.] (Prompt. Pare.)

blech'-num, s. [In Fr. bligne ; Lat Uechnon;
Gr. {l\rjxv0v (blichnon)= a kind of fern (Lastrea
JUix mas ?).] Hard-fern ; a genus of ferns be-

BLBCHNTJH BOREALE OR 8PICANT.

longing to the order Polypodiaeew. The sterile
fronds are pectinato-pinnatifid and horizon-

tal ; the fertile ones pinnated and erect with
numerous segments. Both are smooth. The
pinnee are linear, bluntish, entire, nearly equal
at base. Along the back of the fronds in these
ferns the spore-cases are arranged in a long,
narrow, continuous line on each side of the
mid-rib. This line has a covering in its early
stages, but it soon splits down the side next
the mid-rib, and the spore-cases appear to
cover the whole urfder-surface of the fronds.
The sori at first are distant from the margin,
while in the very closely allied genus Lomaria
they are truly marginal. The Hard-fern most
resembles the Bracken in the fruiting. It will
readily grow on rockwork in the open air.

Cool, shady places suit it best,

* bleck (1), *blek, v.t. [Black, v.] (Scotch.)

t bleck (2), v.t. [Dr. Murray puts this under
bleck (1) with the note that it may represent
Old Norse blekkja = to defile.] To puzzle, to
nonplus, in an examination or disputation.
(Scotch.)

* bleeke (1),
* bleake, [O. Dut. (?) Etym.

doubtful.] A small town ; a town.
"... wee arrived at a bleake, alias a towne, an

English mile from Hamburgh, called Altonagh, . .
."

Taylor : Workes, 1*30.

" A long Dutch mile (or almost sixe English) is a
small towne or a bleeke called Qroning, . . .—Ibid.

* bleeke (2), s. [Black.]

bled, * bledc, * bledde, pret. & pa. par.
[Bleed, v.]

" And som with arwee blede of bitter woundes."
Chaucer; C. T., 11,60*.

" The aspiring Noble bled for fame.
The Patriot for his country's claim."

Scott: Lord of the Isles, vi. ».

* bled, *. [A.S. bUd ; 0. H. Ger. bluot, from
bldwen. ] A flower, a sprout, an herb. (Laya-
mon, 28,832.) (Stratmann.)

* bl£d'-dyr, * bled-der, $. [Bladder.]
(Piers Plowman, 222.) (Prompt. Parv.)

" bled'-der-y\l, a. [Bladdered.] (Prompt.
Parv.)

bJed i-us, s. [Etym. doubtful ]

Entom. : A genus of Coleoptera, section
Brachelytra and family Stenidse. They are
small insects, with the body black and the
elytra more or less red. They are gregarious.
They occur only on thu sea-coast, where they
burrow in wet clay or in sand near pools of
water. Three species are British.

bled-ynge, pr. pa., a, &s. [Bi.ekding.]

* bledynge boyste, s. A cupping glass.

[Boyste.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bledynge yryn, s. [Old form of bleed-

ing iron.]

" Bledynge yryn; Fleototomium, C. F. {Jteobotho-
mium, P.). —Prompt Parv.

1 blee, * ble (Eng.), * bile (Scotch), 8. [A.S.
bleo= colour, hue, complexion, beauty ; bleoh=
a colour.] Countenance, colour, complexion.

" Wan that mayde y-hurde hure speke, chaunged was
al hure blee."—Sir Ferumb. (ed. Herrtage), 13*0.

" That berne rade on ane boulk of ane Me white."
G'ttoan and Got., ill. 20.

" Thy chelk bane hair, and blaikint is thy blie.'

Punbar; Evergreen, ii. 56, it. 15. (Jamieson.)

bleed, * bledc * bledyn (pret bled, bUde,

bledde), v.i. & t. [A.S. bledan = to bleed, to

draw blood ; Sw. bifida (v.i.) ; Dan. blode (in-

trans.); Dut. bloeden; Ger. blniten; O. H.
Ger. bluoten.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. Jfore or less literally

:

(1) To emit blood.
"Another, bleeding from many wounds, mored

feebly at his side."—Maeaulay .- Bist . Bng., ch. xilL

% Formerly used at times for losing blood
medicinally, as he bled for a fever.

(2) To die by a wound.
" The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed to^Uy."

Pope | Essay on Man, i. 81.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To feel acute mental pain.
" Chr.—True ; methlnks it makes my heart M«ml to

think that he should bleed for me."—Bunyan: P. P.,
pt i i

.

" If yet retaiu'd a thought may be
Of him whose heart hath bled for thee."

Beman* : Part of Eclogue, IB.

(2) To drop from a plant or anything else
as blood does from a wound.

" For me the balm shall bleed, and amber flow."
Pope : Windsor Porett, 39S.

t (3) To yield. (Used of the productiveness
of grain or pulse when thrashed, as " the alts
dinna bleed well the year," i.e., the oate when
thrashed do not furnish an abundant supply
of grain this year.)

B. Transitive: To draw blood from, as a
surgical measure for relieving disease, (Lit. dt

fig)
" That from a patriot of distinguish'd note,
Have bled, and purg'd me to a simple vote."

Pope: Sat, vL 197.

bleed ing, < bledynge, pr. par., a., A *v

[In Sw. blodning; Dut. bloedens.] [Bleed,
v.t. k L]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : Iu
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

I. Intransitive

:

" With that the chief the tender victims slew :

And in the dust their bleeding bodies threw.
Pope: BomeTt Iliad, iii. SM, 881.

" Blest are the slain ! they calmly sleep.
Nor hear their bleeding country weep 1

"

Beman* : Wallace's Invocation to Bruce,

II. Transitive: [Bledynge Yryn.]

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The state of losing blood from a
wound, from the nostrils, or other aperture

;

hemorrhage.

2. Fig. : Acute pain.
" And staunch the bleedings of i broken heart"

Cowper: Retirement.

IL Bookbinding : The act or operation of
trenching upon the printed matter of a book
when cutting the edges of the volume.

bleed -y, «. [Bloody.] (Scotch.)

blee'red, blee'r-It, pa. par. & a. [Bleared.]
(Scotch.) (Burns : Meg o the MM.)

Bleert and Blin' : Bleared and blind.

(Scotch.) (Burns: Duncan Gray.)

* bleet, * blete, s. Beet-root [Blite.]

bleeze (1), v.t. [Blaze, v.} (Scotch.) (Scott:

Rob. Roy, ch. xxvii.)

bleeze (2), v.i. & t. [From Dut. blasen; Ger.
blasen ; O. H. Ger. bUlsan ; O. Icel. bldsa = to
blow (?).]

A. Transitive. Of milk : To make a little

sour. (Used when the milk has turned but
not congealed.) (Jamieson.)

B. Intrans. Ofmilk: To become a little sour.

bleeze, s. [Blaze, s.] (Scotch.)

* bleeze-money, s. A gratuity formerly
given by scholars to their teachers at Candle-
mas, the time of the year when fires and lights

were kindled. It was called also bleyis-silver.

(Scotch.)

bleezed (1), pa. par. &, a. [Bleeze (1).]
(Scotch.)

bleezed (2), pa. par. A a. [Bleeze (*-')]

(Scotch.)

bleezed (3), a, [From Fr. blesser = to inflict

a wound or contusion, to hurt.] Ruffled, or
made rough; fretted. (Jamieson.)

bloez-ing, pr. par. [Bleeze, v.] (Scotch.)

* bleez'-y^ * bleez - le, «. [Scotch bleeze=
Eng. blaze, and suff. -y, -ie. ] A small blaze.

(Siller Gun.) (Jamieson.)

* blS'f-fert, bli'f-fert, *. [Cf. as. &/d-

wan = to blow . ] (Scotch.

)

I. Literally (only in Scottish dialects):

1, A sudden and violent storm of snow.
(Dialect of'Mearns.)

2. A squall of wind and rain. (Aberdeen-

shire.)

II. Figuratively : An attack of calamity.

(General through Scotland.) (Terras : Poems.)

* ble fium , * bl£-phiim', s. [Blaflum, v.]

A sham ; an illusion ; what has no reality in it.

"... when they go to take out their faith, they
take out a fair nothing (or as ye used to speak), a
ble/lume. "—Rutherford : Letters, p. i. , ep. 2. (Jamieson.

}

ble^fltim'-mer-^, s. [From Scotch bleflum

;

•cry.] (Scotch.) vain imaginations.
" Flent ane can turn their fit to his satisfaction, nor

renture a single cheep anainst a' that blaejtummery
that's makin' sic ahaliballoo In the warld."—Campbell,
1. 828. {Jamieson.)

* bleh-and, * bllh-and, s. [O. Fr. bliaut.}

[Bliant.] A kind of rich cloth.

boil, boy; p6dt, JotH; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - U
clan, -tian = shan. -tlon, sion ac shun ; -tlon, sion - zhuru clous, -tious, -sious m sbns, -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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" In a rob* Tristram was boon.
That he train schip haddt brought

;

Was of a blihavd brumi,
The richest that was wrought
In blehatul was he cledde

-Sir Tristrem, pp. 38. 29, at 38, 41. {Jamteson.)

bleib, s. [Bler] (Scotch.) " A burnt bleib,"

a blister caused by burning.

* bleik, a. [Bleak.]

* blcine, s. [Blain.] (Chaucer.)

blei ni cr ite, blei -ni-ere, s. [From Ger.

blei = lead, and m'cre=a kidney. Lit. lead

kidneyite (Da»m.).]

Jfla. .- The same as Bindkeiniite (q.v.).

* blcir is. s. pi [Blear, s.]

bleir-img, pr. par. [Blearing.] (Scotch.)

BUiring bats : The botts, a disease in horses.
" The Hairing bats and the benshaw."
PoUeart; Watsons Coll., iii. la. (Jamieson.)

* bleis, * bleise, * [Blaze.]

* bleis, a. [Bleak, $.] (Scotch)

blei-schwel£ t, [Ger. &Zei = lead, and
sehwrij= a taiL]

ifiti . : An impure galenite. [Galenite.]

*bleit,a. [Blate.]

bleize, s. [Blaze.] (Scotch.)

, .--. [Black, *.]

1. Gen. : Anything black. (Prompt. Parv.)

2. Spec. : Stain or imperfection. (Scotch.)

*"Bot geve ony spot or bleke be in the lauchful ordi-

nation ot onr paslores."—Q. Kennedy: Tract Keith,

App. S0&. {Jamieson.)

* blek kit (1), pa. par. [Black, v.)

* blek-kit (2), pa. par. & a. [Icel. blekkia =
to deceive.] Deceived. (Scotdi.) (Jamieson.)

*sjlek-kyn, * ble-kyn, v.t [Blacken.]
(Prompt. Parv.)

blel lum, & [Etymology doubtful. ] An idle,

talking fellow. (Scotch, originally an Ayr-
Shirt word.)

" She tauld thee weel thou wast a skellum.
A blethering, blustering, drunken bMlum."

Burn* : Tarn o' Shanter.

* blcmc, v.i. [Bloom, p.] (Scotch.)

* blemis, s. pi The same as Eng. blooms, pL
of bloom. [Bloom, «.] (Houlate.)

blem ish, * blem'-ysshe, v.t. [From O.
Fr. btemisant, blesmisant, pr. par. of blemir,

hUsmirr = to soil, strike, or injure (Mod. Fr.

frtfmimnt, pr. par. of blemir — to grow pale)

;

from O. Fr. bleme, blesme ; Mod. Fr. bleme =
pale, wan ; IceL bldr = blue. The original

sense of blemish is thus to beat "blue," ie.,

"black and blue."]

L Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : To inflict injury on the face or any
other part of the body by a blow ; the wound
of a missile.

"Likelier that my outward face might hare been
H&giilsed, than that the face of so excellent a mind
sould have been thus blemished."—Sidney.

2. Figuratively:

(1) To make a stain upon tl»e mind by
morally injuring it, or a blot upon the cha-
racter by defaming it.

" Those, who by concerted defamations, endeavour
to blemish his diameter."— -i Udison.

(2) To impart defect or deformity to any-
thing previously perfect ; to impair the good-
ness of anything.

"And Memith Caesar's triumph."
BhaXeep, : Ant. * Cleop., iv. 10.

IX Her. [Blemished.]

blem -ish, s. [From blemish, v. (q.v.}]

L Ordinary Language

:

1, A mark of defect, a deformity ; anything
which seriously diminishes or mars physical
beauty in the body of man or beast.

" And if a man cause a blemish in his neighbour ; as
he hath done, so shall it be done to him ; Breach for
breach, eye for eye, tooth for tooth : as he hath caustd
a blemish in a man. so shall it be done to him again."—
Lev. xiv. 19, 30.

" For whatsoever man ha 1m that hath a blemish, he
shall nut approach j a blind man, or a lame, or he that
hath a flat nose, or any thing superfluous. Or a nun
that is broken-footed, or broken-handed. Or erook-
hackt. or a dwarf, or that hath a blemish in his eye, or
be scurry, . . . No mau that lm.it, a blemish of the
seed of Aaron the priest shall come nigh to offer the
offerings of the Lord made by fire : he hath a blemish
. .

."—Lev. XXL 18—21.

*ff For animal blemishes see IL Thiol.

2. A blot or taint upon the mind, moral
character, or reputation.

" Eradne's husband ! 'tis a fault
To love, a blemish to my thought"

Watter.

" None more industriously pnbliah the blemishes of
an extraordinary reputation, than such as lie open to
the same censures."—Adduon.

3. A defect in anything.
" Spots they are and blemishes, sporting themselves

with their own deceiving while they feast with you."
—S Pel. ii. 13.

"It was determined to remove some obvious hie-

mishes.'—Macaulag : Hist. Mug., ch. xiv.

IL Theology:

*fl"
Under the Jewish ceremonial law it was

enjoined that no animal should be vowed and
offered in sacrifice unless it were without
blemish, Lev. xxii. 20, 21. Bm also Exod.
xii. 5 ; Lev. i. 3 ; xiv. 10 ; Numb, xxix. 8,

&c, &c. What were held to constitute
blemishes in an animal may be learned from
Lev. xxii. 21—25. The general opinion of

theologians is that this absence of blemish
was designed to typify the spotless character
of Christ.

"... ha shall take two he lambs without blemish,
and one owe lamb of the first year without blemish."—
Lev. xiv. 10.

" But with the precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb
without blemish and without spot"—1 Pet. L 11.

1 (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between
blemish, stain, spot, speck, and flaw

:

—*' In the
proper sense blemish is the generic, the rest

specific ; a stain, a spot, speck, and flaw are
blemishes, but there are likewise many
blemishes which are neither stains, spots, specks
nor flaws. Whatever takes off from the seemli-
ness of appearance is a blemish. In works of
art the slightest dimness of colour or want of
proportion is a blemish. A stain and spot

sufficiently characterise themselves, as that
which is superfluous and out of place. A
speck is a small spot; and &flaw, which is con-
fined to hard substances, mostly consists of a
faulty indenture on the outer surface. A
blemish tarnishes ; a stain spoils ; a spot, speck,

or flaw disfigures. A blemish is rectified, a
stain wiped out, a spot or speck removed.
Blemish, stain, and spot are employed figura-

tively. Even an imputation of what is im-
proper in our moral conduct is a blemish in

our reputation ; the failings of a good man are
so many .spots in the bright hemisphere of his

virtue ; there are some vices which affix a
stain on the character of nations, as well as of
the individuals who are guilty of them. A
blemish or a spot may be removed by a course of
good conduct, but a stain, is mostly indelible:

it is as great a privilege to have an unblemished
reputation, or a spotless character, as it is a
misfortune to hare the stain of bad actions
affixed to our name."

(2) Blemish, defect, and fault are thus distin-

guished :

—

"Blemish respects the exterior of
an object ; defect consists in the want of some
specific propriety in an object

; fault conveys
the idea not only of something wrong, but
also of its relation to the author. There is a
blemish in fine china ; a defect in the springs
of a clock ; and a fault in the contrivance.
An accident may cause a blemish iu a fine

painting ; the course of nature may occasion
a defect in a person's speech ; but the careless-

ness of the workman is evinced by the faults
In the workmanship. A blemish may be easier

remedied than a defect is corrected or a fault
repaired." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* blem -Ish-a-blo, a. [Eng. blemish; able.}

Able to be blemished.

In compos, in the word unblemishable
(Milton) (q.v.).

blem Ished, * blem -yasbed, * blem -

schy^de, pa. par. & a. [Blemish.]

L Ord. Lang. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.
" Huge crowds on crowds out-poured with blemish'd

As if oh time's Inst verge this frame of thinfjj

shook." Thornton : Castle of Indolence, ix
had

LL Her. : Having an abatement or rebate-
ment. (Used of a sword having the point
broken off.)

blem -Ish-ihg, * blem -ish-yng, * blem
SChyhge, />r. par., a,, & s. [Blemish, v.)

A. & B. Aspr. par. and partieip. adj.: In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

Ck As substantive

:

1. The act of disfiguring or damaging by

means of a blow, or in any other way ; the
state of being so injured.

™ Blemechynge : Obfatcaeio.'—Prompt. Parv.

2. The act of tarnishiug honour or anything
similar ; the state of being so tarnished.

"
. . . to the losse of vs and greate bleniiihyng at our

honours."—dull : Men. 17//., an 4.

* blem ish-less, * blem ish lesse, a.

fBtag. hlcmish; -less; O. Eng. -lesse.] Without
blemish.

" A life in all so blemuhleste, that we
Hnoah'i return may sooner hooe, than he
Should be outshin'd by auy."

Feltham : Lusoria, c 37.

* blem -ish ment, 5. [Eng. blemish; -ment.
In Norm. Fr. blemishrncnt, blemissment = in-

fringement, prejudice.] [Blemish.] The state

of being blemished ; blemish, disgrace.
" But ruTd her thoughts with poodly governement,
For dread of blame and honours blemishmeni.''

Bpemer: M. A, IV. If. 3&

ble'-mitSt s. [From Gr. £A^ui (blema) = (1) a
throw, a cast of dice or of a small missile,

(2) a shot, a wound, (3) a coverlet. ]

Entom. : A genus of predatory Beetles of
the family Harpalidrc. About six are British

;

all but one of a pale yellow or ochre colour.

The type is Blemus fasciatas.

blench (1), * blenchc, * blen-chen,
* blinche, * blanch (pret blinte, blente,

bleynte, &c.)» v.t. & i. [From A.S. blencan

= to deceive ; O. Icel. blekkja; O. Eng. blench,

blenke = a device, an artilice. Skeat suggests

that it is a causal form of blink (q.v.), mean-
ing properly to make to blink, to deceive, to

impose upon, as drench is of drtnA:.]

A. Transitive :

* 1. To deceive, to cheat

2. To obstruct, to hinder, to impede.
" The rebels besieged them, winning the even ground

on the tui', by carryiuy uu great trusses of hay before
them, to blench the defendants' sight, and dead their
shut.'

—

Carew.

3. To shirk, to avoid, to elude.

B. Intrans. : To shrink back, to draw back,
to turn aside, to flinch ; to give way from lack

of resolution, or from the perception of danger
wliich cannot be met. (In this sense con-

founded with blink.— Skeat.)

" Thaone thaltow blenche at a bergha bere-no-falM
witness."— I^anijland: Piers the Plotem. ; /'asms. B.

v. r.sj (ed. sktMt.i.

* blench (2), 'blen-schyn, *blem-yssh-
en, v.t. [Blemish, v.] To blemish.

**
. . yif it blenched were."

William of Palerne. 2.4T1.

blengh, s. [From blench (1), v. (q.v.).]

L Gen. : A start.

* 2. Spec. : A deviation from the path of

rectitude.
" Most true it is. that I have look'd on truth
Askance and strangely ; hut, by all above.
These blanches gave my heart another youth.
And worse essays prov'd thee my best of love."

Shakesp. : Son. 110.

blench, a. [From Fr. blanc (m.), blanclie ((.)

= white.] [Blanch.] White, as in the fol-

lowing compounds :

—

* blench cane, s. " Cane," by which is

meant duty paid to a superior, whether in

money or kind in lieu of all other rent ; quit-

rent. [Cane.] So called probably from being

often paid in white money

—

i.e., in silver.

(AeUJas. VI.) (Scotch.) (Jamicst/n.)

blench holding blanch holding, *

Law : Tenure of land by the payment of

rent in " white " money, i.e., in silver, in con-

tradistinction to blackmail = rent paid in

work, in grain, &c. (Blackstone : Comment.,

bk. ii., ch. 3.)

blench -lipped, blench lippit, a.

Having white lips.

" She was laug-toothed, an' bleneh-ltppit"
I'din. Mag. {June, U17), p. 238. \Jamitmt.)

* blenche, v.t [Blench (I), v.]

blenched, pa. par. & a. [Blench, v.t.]

* blench'-er, * blench -ar, s. [From Eng.

blench, v., and suff. -er, -ar!} [Blanches. ]

* 1. A person who or a thing which inspires

fear, or makes one start, or renders anything

ineffectual.

"Lyke as the good hnsbande. when he hath sowen

his givnjnde. setteth vp dough tes or thrt-dss, wbishe

some call shalles, some Uench-irs. or other lyke "hewes,

to feare away.byrdes, . . .--Mr T. Bigot: TheOo-

vernovr, L 22.

Ote, at, Ore, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w«t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, enr, rule. foU : try, Syrian, is, oa = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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*• His valour should direct at, and hurt those
That stand but by as blenchers.-

Beaum. A Flet. ; Love's Pilgrimage, ii. t

blench -Ing, pr. par., a., &s. [Blench, v.i.

&t.]

A. tfe B. As present participle & participial
adjective : Id senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive: The act of shrinking
back ; the state of giving way ; a blink, a
winking, a wink.

" And thus thfukende I stond* still
Without blenching?, of mine eie."

Qowor: Con, A., blc. vt

blend (1), * blende, * blcn'-dcn, * blan -

den (pret. blended, t blent ; pa. par. blended,
* blent) (Eng.), blend, hl&nd($cotch\ v.L&i.
(A.S. blandan, pret. bland, i»a. par. blonden =
to mix, blend, mingle. In 8w. & I eel. blanda;
Dan. blande, all = to mix ; O. H. Ger, blantan.]

A. Transitive

:

To mix together in such a way that the
things mingled cannot easilv be separated
again ; to confuse, to confound. Used—

X. In an indifferent sense

:

(1) Lit. ; Of two liquids, or two gases, or
anything similar. (In this sense it is often
used of the mixture of two kinds of whisky.)
Less properly of the mechanical apposition of
a solid and a liquid.

(2) Figuratively:

(a) Of persons sprung from the blood of two
distinct races.

_**•• Indians and Spaniards Mended in various
Oegrees. —Darwin : Descent of Man, vol. i., pt i, ch.

<6) Of things generally.
" Happy the bard (if that fair name belona*
To him that blends no fable with his sougt."

Coteper: Hope.
* 2. In a bad sense : To spoil, to corrupt, to

defile, or blemish by such intermixture ; or
imply to blemish.

" Yet ill thou hhwnest me for having blentMy name with guile and tralteroos intent."
Spenser : F. Q., I. vL «-

B. Intrans.: To become mixed, or to be
mixed, in the same senses and connections as
the transitive.

" Wi^?' V?
e fatal we°-its lines extendAnd deadliest poisons iu the chalice blend.'

nordsuvrth: Ode/or a General Thankxgirtng.
"
j»?£E

Ilc?
;>.
e
?J'

alri ho
l
a roftaaI"i citrow bower.Blends with the dewy freshness of the hour

'*

Hemant: The Abeneerrage.c. l.
" Where the tall pine and poplar blend on high I

-

Hemans: The Last Constane ine.

•blend (2) vt [Mid. Eng. blendan = tomake blind.) To blind, to obscure, to deceive" Wb
SSUA?f,n

'
blent trough paasion, nought

descryde. Spenser; r7q., II. iv. 7.

blend, s. [Blend (1), v.]

1. A mixing of different qualities of a com-
modity, as of tea, tobacco, or whiskey.

2. The commodity resulting from such
mixture.

blende, blend, s. [In Ger. blende = (1) a
blind, a folding-screen, a mock window, (2)
the mineral described below ; from blenden =
to blind, to dazzle.]

L Min. : A native sulphide of zinc (ZnS)
Compos. : Sulphur, 32'12-33-82

; zinc, 44*67
—67-46, sometimes with smaller amounts of
iron and cadmium. It occurs in regular tetra-
hedra, dodecahedra, and other monometric
forms ; it is found also fibrous, columnar,
radiated, plumose, massive, foliated, granular,
fcc. Its colour is either white, yellow, or
brown-black. Different varieties of it exist
in Derbyshire, Cuml<erland, and Cornwall, as
well as on the continent of Europe, in
America, &e. The Derbyshire variety is called
by the miners " Black-jack." [No. 2. See
also Black-Jack.] Blende is called also
Sphalerite (q.v.). Dana divides it into (1)
Ordinary (containing blende or sphalerite
little or no iron). [Cleiophane.] (2) Ferri-
ferous (containing 10 or more per cent of
iron). [Marmatite.] (S) Cadmiferous (con-
taining cadmium). [Przibramite.] (Dana,£c.)

2. Mining dt Manv/ac. : The above-men-
tioned " Black-jack " treated by roasting and
destructive distillation in combination with
charcoal in a vessel from which the air is ex-
cluded. By access of air the metal burns and
Cisses off as the white oxide, which is col-
cted and forms a pigment known as einc-

white.

blend -ed, t blent (Eng.), blen'-dit
(Scotch), pa. par. & a. [Blend, v.t.)

TJ The form blent is now only poetic
" I heard a thousand blended notea.

While in a grove I aat reclined.'
Wordsworth: Lines; in Early Spring.

" Rider and hone—friend, foe—in one red burial blent."
Bgron: Ch. liar., ill. 28

blended beer, blendit beer, s. Beer
or big mixed with barley. (Scotch,)

" Blended beer, that is, a mixture of rough beer and
of barley (so common in Fifeshire), is not used in this
county. '—Agr. Burv. Peeb., p. 146.

blend'-er, s. [Eng. blend; -er.] One who or
that which blends.

blend -ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Blehd, v.t. & (.]

A. & B* As present participle & participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of mixing any two things toge-
ther.

2. The state of being so mixed.

IL Painting: The method of laying on
different wet colours so that when dry they
may appear to the eye to blend insensibly
into each other.

blend-ous, a. [From blende (sX &nd suffix
-ous. ] Full of blende. (Webster.)

blenk,*. [Blink.] (Scotch.)

blen-ni'-I-dee, s. pi [Blennius.]
Ichthy. : A family of fishes separated from

the Gobiide, to which they are much akin,
but from which they differ in the ventral fins.
These, if present at all, have two, or at most
only a few rays, and are placed far forward on
the breast, or even on the throat. The best-
known genera are Blennius and Anarrhicas.
The latter has no ventral fins. [Blennius,
Anarrhjcas.]

blen'-m-US, s. [Lat. blennius and blendius --.

a marine fish worthless for food ; Gr. fiKetnnjtj

(blennos) = (adj.) drivelling, (s.) (1) mucous
matter, (2) the above-named fish. Named
from the abundance of mucous matter spread
over its minute scales.]

Ichthy. : A genus of spiny-finned fishes, the
typical one of the family Blenniidse. The
species are small, agile fishes of no economic
value, often left behind in pools by the retreat-
ing tide. They have long dorsal and large
pectoral fins, whilst their heads are often fur-
nished with tentacles, simple or branched.
Yarrell enumerates five species as British,
viz., Blennius Montagui (Montagu's Ble»ny),
B. ocellaris (the Ocellated Blenny, or Butter-
fly-fish), B. gutturiginosus (the Gutturiginous
Blenny), B. pholis (the Shanny, or Shan), and
B. Yarrelii (Yarrell's Blenny.)

blcn-nor-rnoa'-a, s. [Gr. pkewa, (blenna),
and /3AeWo? (bUnnos) — mucus ; and pew (rheo)
= to flow.]

Med. : A genus of diseases, including those
which consist of raucous discharges, especially
from the genital and urinary systems.

blen'-ny, 5. [Blennius.] The English name
of the several fishes belonging to the genus
Blennius (q.v.).

" blenschyn, v.t. [Blemish, v.]
" Blentchgn (blcmysshen. P.) Obfusco. Catb.**—

Prompt. Parv.

* blensshinge, s. The act of extinguishing
a fire. [Bleschvnoe.]

t blent (1), pa. par. [Blended.] (Obsolete in
prose, still used in poetry.)

" Punishment is blent with grace."
Scott : The Bride of Triermatn, iL 26.

* blent (2), pret. of v., pa., par., &, s. [Blink, v.]

A* As preterite of verb

:

L, Glanced ; expressing the quick motion of
the eye.

" Eneas blent him by, and suddanly
Vndar ane rolk at the left side did spy
Ane wounder large castell."

- T ,
Doug. : Virgil, 183, 25.

2. Lost.
" That of my aicht the vertew hale I blent."

King's Quair, iii. L (Jamieton,

)

B. As past participle : Seen at a glance.
[Yblent.]

C. As substantive: A glance.
" As that drory vnaruiy t wlcht was tted.
And with sue blent about simyn full raed."

* bleo, s.

Doug.

;

[Blee.]
Virgil, 40, iO. {Jamieton)

bleph ar-Is, *. [Gr. 0A«d>«pi's (blepharU) =
the eye-lash.]

Zoology:

L A genus of fishes belonging to the order
Acanthoptera (spiny-finned fishes), the family
Scomberid* (Mackerels), and the section of
it of which the genus Zeus is the type—that
containing fishes of extraordinary breadth in
comparison with their length. •

2. A geuus of insects, order Orthoptera,
fam. Mantidse, or a sub-genus of Mantis.
Blepharis elegans is from Tenasserim.

blcph-a-ri'-tis, *. [Gr. ptefyapov (blepharon)
= an eyelid ; suff. -itis.]

Pathol : Inflammation of the eyelids.

bleph-a-ro, pref. [Gr. 0A««papor (blepharon)
= an eyelid.]

Pathol : Pertaining to the eyelids (the
meaning completed by the second element).

bleph - a - ro - plas'- tic, a. [Blepharo-
plastt.J Pertaining to blepharoplasty (q. v.).

bleph a-ro plas ty, s. [ Pref. blepharo-, and
Gr. wAeurnte {plastos) = formed, moulded.]

Surg. : The operation for a new eyelid by
transplanting a piece of Bkin from a neigh-
bouring part.

bleph'-a-rt-rhaph-y\ *. [Pref. blepharo-,
and Gr. pat}>rj (rhaphe) = a sewing, a seam.]

Surg. : The operation for uniting the eyelids
after the enucleation of the eyeball.

bleps -las, s. [Gr. jSAeJu'a* {blepsias) =* an
unidentified fish.]

Ichthy. : A genus of spiny-finned fishes be-
longing to the family Triglidse (Gurnards).
The only known species is from the Aleutian
Islands.

* blere (1), v.t. [Blear, v.]

* blere (2), * bler'-en, v.i. [M. H. Ger.
bteren.] To weep. (Prom.pt. Parv.)

* blered, pa. par. & a. [Bleared.] (Rom. of
the Rose.

)

* bler-eyed (eyed as Id), * blere-iyed, •.
[Blear-eyed.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bler-yd-nesso, blere iyed nesse, a
[O. Eng. bier, blere, iyed = blear-eyed ; -nesse
= Eng. -n«ss.] The state or quality of having
blear eyes. [Blear-eyed. ]

" Blerydnesie (blere iyednetse. P.) Lippitudo.—
Prompt. Parv.

* bler-ynge, s. [Blearing.] The act of
making faces at, or insulting a person.
(Prompt Parv.)

1 bles, s. [Blaze (2).]

* Die -sand, pr. par. [Blaze.] Blazing.
"Qohill shortly, with the blesand torch of day."

Oawin Douglas; ^Eneid, bk. xii. Prologue. 33.

Dies bdek, s. [Dut. hies = forelock, blaze (a
horse with a blaze) ; bok = goat, he goat.] An

antelope, the Gazella albifrons, found in South
Africa.

* blcsen' -in, * bleseh'-yTi, v.t. [0. Dut.
bleschen.] To extinguish. (Used of fire.)

" BlesKhtfn', or qwencbyn' (blesshyn. P.) Extingu*'
—Prompt. Parv.

" blese, s. [Blaze, s.] (Prompt Parv.)

bless (1), blesse, * blisse, * blys'-syn,
bles'-sen, • blis sen, * bles-sl-en.

«. b6y- po^t, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as ; [expect, Xenophon, exist.
Hrtan, -tian = shan. -tion, -eion = shun ; -tion, -«ion = rhun. -tlous, -sious, -clous = shiis. -ble, -die, &c.

teg.

bel, del.
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* MSt-sI-Sn (pret & pa. par. blessed, blest,

* bUssede, * blissed, * bliscede, ' bletsed), v.t. & i.

[A. 8. bletsian, blidsian= to bless ; O. Northuinb.

blotdsia. These forms point to an orig.

bIMisdn [not foundl = to redden with blood.

8weet suggests that in heathen times it was

primarily used in the sense of consecrating

the altar by sprinkling it with the blood of

the sacrifice. (Skeat.) In folk-etymology the
* word has been confused with blito.

bless (1), v.

A. Transitive:

1. To consecrate ; to set apart for a holy

or sacred purpose.
" And God bleued the seventh day and sanctified

it"—Gen. li. 3.

2. To hallow with prayer and religious rites,

to ask a blessing on (as food).

3. To sign with the sign of the cross as a

defence against evil.

" He lift* vp ya hond and bleued him than, and re-

oomandedem to god almlghte."-Sir Ferumbrat. ass.

•J In this sense it is also reflexive.

" The more devout

Arose and bleued themeeleei (rom head to foot"

Dryden : Bind * Panther, ili. ««.

4. To protect from evil (prob. originally by
signing with a cross).

" Bleu me from this woman."
Fletcher: Hihtgooxe Chau, i. a

6. To wish or pray for, or to prophesy or

promise happiuess, success, or advantage to,

another ; to pronounce a benediction upon.
" Whom the Lord of hoets shall bleu, saying. BUued

be Egypt my people, and Assyria the work of my
hands, and Israel mine inheritance. —lea. JUx. 26.

6. To render happy or successful, or confer

advantage upon, by giving one a gift, by

acquitting one from a charge, by preserving

one, by promising or prophesying to one future

happiness in this world or the next, or in any

other way.
•' The quality of mercy is not strain'd

;

It dromieth, as the gentle rain of heaven
Upon the place beneath. 1 1 is twice bleu

d

;

It bleueth niin that gives, and him that takes.

Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice, IV. L

7. To felicitate or congratulate, on being for

the time happy, or expecting to be so in the

future.

"Then Tot sent Joiam his son unto king David, to

aalute him. and to bleu him. because be had fought

against Hadadezer. and smitten him: for Hadadezer

had wars with ToL"—2 Sam. vili. 10.

8. To extol, to magnify, praise, or glorify.

" Bleued be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, who hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings

in heavenly places in Chriaf—Xphe*. i. 3.

B. Intrans : To give thanks.

" Blucleth on and gledteth. "—Ancren Riwle. p. 858.

•bless (2i, 'bliss (pret. & pa. par. UUt), v.t.

[From Fr. blesser = to hurt, to injure.] To
wound, to strike, to beat.

"The battle . . . when they bleued your worship's

cheek teeth.'-Bkelton : Don Quixote. I. iii. 178

* bless (3), v.t. [Etym. doubtful ; probably a

special meaning of bless (1) or Mess (2) ; hardly

an independent word. (N.E.D.)

1. To wave about, to brandish.

"They . . burning blades about their heades doe

Ueue." Bpeneer: F. Q., I. v. 6.

2. To brandish (a weapon) round.

"Hii armed head with his sharp blade he blett."

Fair/ax : Tauo, ix. 87.

bles sed, blest, 'blissed " bits cede,
* blet'-sed, pret., pa. par., a., & s. [Bless

(1), »•]

A. & B. As pret. ct past participle : In senses

corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As participial adjective. Spec.—

1. Of'persons or Beings

(1) Happy.
** Blot country, where these kingly glories shine :

Blett England, if this happiness be thine !

"

Covper : Table Talk.

(2) Holy.
" When jroa are desirous to 1« blett,

I'll blessing beg of you."
Shaketp. : Hamlet, ilL 4,

(3) Worthy of great veneration (the idea of

holiness and happiness still remaining).

(a) Worthy of absolutely limitless venera-

tion, all-adorable, as the Blessed Trinity.

(o) Worthy of high veneration, as "the
Blessed Virgin."

"And then their worship of images, and invocation
of Angels and Saints, and the bletsed Virgin. 1" the
same solemn manner, and for tbe same blessings and
benefits which we beg of God himself."— TUlotton (3rd

ed. 1733), voL i. t ser. ix.

2. Of things : Producing happiness, bestow-

ing health and prosperity.
" Of mingled prayer they told : of 8abbath hours ;

Of morn's farewell, and eveuing'B btested meeting,*
-

Hemant : Tomb of Madame Langhant.

D. As substantive (formed by omitting the

noun or pronoun with which the adjective

blessed or blest agrees) : Happy people or

beings.

1. In a general sense.

"... but there they still enioy a secondary honour.
as the blett of the under-world. *—Grote ; Hist. Greece,

pt L, ch. a
2. Spec. : Persons or beings happy In the

other world.

blessed-fair, a. Blessedly fair ; happy
as well as fair.

'* But what's so bleued-fair that fears no blot?"
Shaketp. : Sonnet 93.

blessed-thistle, s. The English name
of a thistle, Cnicus benedictus, formerly called

C. centaurea benedicta. Both the English name
and the Latin specific appellation refer to the

fact that formerly it was believed to destroy

intestinal worms, to cure fevers, the plague,

and even the most stubborn ulcers and can-

cers, an opinion for which there seems to

have been no foundation whatever.

* blcs--scde, pret, of v.

* bles sed -full, a.

[Blissen.]

[Eng. blessed ; full.]

."—Udal: Rom. iv.

Full of happiness.
" This blettedfull state of man .

* bles'-sed-ljf, * bles'-sed-lye, adv.

blessed ; -ly, -lye.]

[Eng.

1. Happily, fortunately.
" By foul play, as thou say'st, were we heaved thence

;

But blessedly holp hither."
Shaketp. : Tempest, i. S.

2. Holily ; in a holy manner.
" The time was blessedly lost"—Shaketp. : Ben. V.,

iv. L

bles -sed-ness, * bles -sed-nes, s. [Eng.

blessed; -new.]

1, Of happiness:

(1) Gen. : The state of being blessed or

happy.
"And found the blessedness of being little."

Shaketp. : Henry VIII., iv. 1

(2) Spec. : The state of being so from the

favour of God, and the feeling of it.

(a) In this world.
" Where is the blessedness I knew

"When first I saw the Lord."
Covper : Olney Hymns.

(b) In the other world.
" The assurance of a future blettedneu is a cordial

that will revive our spirits more in the day of ad-

versity, than all the wise sayings and considerations

of phllOBophy."—TUlotton, vol. I., Ser. 6.

2. Of holiness : Holiness, sanctity, real or

imagined.

t Single blessedness : The state of being un-

married.

bids' ser, s. [Eng. bless; -er.] One who
blesses. (Used specially of God.)

"... reflecting upon him as the give> of the gift, or

the blester of the action, or the aid of the design. —
Bithop Taylor : Holy Living, s. 4. Of Humility.

bless'-ful-nSss, s. [Blissfulness.]

bleV-sfng. * bles'-slnge, # bles'-syng,
* bles -synge, * blet -sing, pr. par., a.,

& *. [Bless (1).]

A. * B. As pr. par. and particip. adj. : In

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive: [A .8. bletsung (Benson)

;

bledsung (Somner).~\

I. The act of wishing, praying, or prophesy-

ing good to ; benediction.

"... as he delighted not in blessing.'—Ps. cix. 17.

t IX The state of being blessed.

"... receiveth Wetting from God."—Heb. vl. 7.

HI. The words thus pronounced ; also the

divine favour, the happiness, or other advan-

tage promised.

1. The words pronounced.
'* The person that is called kneeleth down before the

chair, and the father layeth his hand upon his head,

or her head, and giveth the blessing. "—Bacon.

2. The Divine favour, or the feeling of it ; a

Divine gift.

" The blessing of the Lord, it inaketh rich, and he
addeth no sorrow with it"—Pro*, x. 23.

3. Means or materials for happiness, favour,

advantage.

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

*' As different good, by art or nature given.

To different nations makes their blessing even."
Goldsmith : The Traveller.

(2) Spec. Among the Jews: A gift, a dona-

tion.
"... now therefore, I pray thee, take a blessing of

thy servant. But he said ... I will receive none, —t
Kings v. 15. 16.

See also ver. 20 and Gen. xxxiii. 10, 11.

(3) A person or community diffusing happi.

ness abroad.
*' In that day shall Israel be the third with Egypt

and with AsByria, even a blessing in the midst of lo»
laud."— /sa. xix. Hi.

*blessure,s. [Fr.] Awound,hurt. [Bleckre.)

blest, pret., pa. par., a., & s. [Blessed.]

*blet(l), s. [Bleat.]

blet (2), s. [Fr. blette, s. ; blet, in., blette, fern.,

adj. = mellow, half rotten (applied to fruit)

;

Norm. Fr. bleque; Pied, biet; Arm. Wad; Wei.

blydd = soft, tender ; Dan. blod = soft ; Sw.
blot; O. H. Ger. Ueizza.]

Bot. and Hort. : A spot formed on an over-

ripe fruit, when the latter lias begun obviously

to decay. (Generally in the plural.)

blet, v.i. [From blet (2), *. (q.v.).]

Bot. and Hort. : A word coined by Professor

Lindley in translating some of De Candolle's

statements with regard to fruits. He uses it to

signify the acquiring a bruised appearance, as

fleshy fruits do after they have passed their

prime, and if they have not begun to rot.

(Lindley : Introd. to Bot. (3rd ed.), 1839, p. 356,

note.)

* blete, s. [A.S. bUd = a shoot, small branch. J

Foliage.

"Yif ich . . . me schilde wit the blete."—
Xightingale, 67.

* blete, * bletin, v.i. [Bleat, v.]

blcthc ly, * Uefhe-U, adv. [Blithely.]

(Morte Arthur, 4,147.) (William of Palerne,

1,114.)

* bleth, * blatb, a. [A.S. bleath = genl

timid; O. leal, blauthr ; O. L. Ger. bldth;

0. H. Ger. bidder.) Timid, fearful.

" Ghe was for him dreful and bleth."

Story of Gen. and Exod., 3,5W.

bleth -er, * bUth-er, * bl&d'-der,
* bladdre, v.i. & t. [Blatter.]

A. Intrans. : To talk idly or nonsensically.

"An tome are busy btetKHn'."
Burns : The Holy Fair.

B. Trans. : To speak indistinctly, to stam-

mer.
" It blather'd buff before them a'

And aftentiines turu'd doited."
Ramsay: Poems, i. 70. [Jamieton.)

bleth -er (1), s. The same as bladder. (Scotch.)

[Blatter, v.]

bleth -er (2),
* bUt$b'-er, s. [From blether,

v. (q-v-).]

1. Babbling, empty or foolish talk, non-

sense. (Scotch.)
" For an they wiuua had their blether,

They's get a fiewet

"

Hamilton: Ramtayt Poems, 11. S&S. [Jamieeon-t

Sometimes in the plural

" And then they dfdna need to hoe the turn* bltthert

twice ower again. "—Scott : Rob Roy. ch xiv.

2. A stammering way, a stammer. (Used of

doggerel rhymes which do not read smoothly.)
" As if the holy Psalmist thought o' rattling rhymes

in a blether, like his ain silly clinkum-clankum tblngs

that he ca's verse.'—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxt

bleth'-er-er, s. [Scotch blether; -er.] A.

baubler. (Jamieson.)

bl£$h'-er-fiig, * blSth -er-in, • M»1fc-

er-and, * bl&d'-drand, pr. par., a., * «.

[Blether.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. and particip. adj. : I»

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

" BIyth and bletherand in the face lyk ane angell."

Fordun: Sootichron., ii. 376. (Jamieton.)

C. As substantive

:

1. Nonsense, foolish language. (Jamieson.)

2. Stammering. (Jamieson.)

bleth l sa, s. [From Gr. /3A»j(?eis (bletheU),

aor. participle of /JdAAto (ballo) = to throw.]

Entom. : A genus of predatory beetles, be-

longing to the family Harpnlidte, or to that of

Elaphridre. One species is British, the BlttMM

multipunctata. It is a beautiful insect of a

bronze or brassy colour, about half an inch

long, with prominent eyes and many-punctate

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,

or. wore, wolf, work, who. sin; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey - a. qu - kw,

pot.
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elytra. It is found in marshy places, where it

may occasionally be seen crawling on willows.

blet'-I-a, s. [Named after Lais Blet, a Spanish
apothecary and botanist.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Orehidacege (Orchids). The species,

which are elegant plants—the Bletia Tanker-
villios (Tankerville's Bletia) being specially
fine— are not arboreal, but grow on the ground.
Several have been introduced into hot-houses
from the West Indies and China.

blet -I-dSB, s. pi. [From bletia (q.v.).]

Bot. : A family or sub-tribe of Orchids,
belonging to the tribe Malaxeae. Type, bletia

(q.v.).

Met '-on ism, ble -ton-ism, s. [Named
after Bleton. a Frenchman, who alleged that
he possessed the faculty described below.} An
alleged faculty of perceiving and indicating
subterranean springs and currents by sensa-
tion.

Met -on-Ist, ble'-ton-ist, s. [Named after

Bleton, a Frenchman.] [Bletonism.] One
who claims that he possesses the faculty of
bletonism

* Met'- sing, «• [Blessing.] (prmulum,
10,661.)

Met -ting, pr. par., a., & *. [Blet, v.]

A. & B, As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
a sense corresponding to that of the verb.

C. As substantive. Bot. and Hort. : A word
introduced by Professor Lindley to signify

acquisition by a fleshy fruit of a bruised ap-
pearance, after it has passed its prime, and
when it has not begun to decay. The process
is best seen in the Ebenacese and Pomacese

;

fleshy fruits belonging to other orders in
general do not blet but rot away. [Blet.]

"Bletting is In particular a special alteration."—
Lindley • Introd. to Bot., 8rd ed., p. SM.

* ble -tyn, v.t [Bleat, v.]

" Bletyri, as a schepe. Balo."—Prompt. Par*

* ble'-tyrige, pr. par. & 8. [Bleating.]
" Bletynge of a schepe. Balatu*."—Prompt. Parv.

* Men, a. [Blue.] (Castel off Love, ed. Wey-
mouth.) (Stratmann.)

hleu-turquin, s. [From Fr. bleu = blue,

and turquine = a kind of turquoise.]

Geol, Comm., Arch., <6c. : A kind of marble
occurring near Genoa and elsewhere. It is

deep-blue upon a white ground with grey
spots and large veins.

*bleve, *ble-ven, *bl6-v*n, v.t. [A
shorter form of Bileave (q.v.).J To remain.

" nievyn, or levyn aftyrwarde (blevyn or abydyn,
K. P. I Bemaneo, rettat '—Prompt. Parv.

* ble-vyiige, pr par. &». [Bleve.]

A. & B. As present participle A participial

adjective: In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

C. As substantive: Things left ; relics.

" Blevynge, or releve, or relefe (or levynge or relet,

K.). Relvfuia, vel reliquke."—Prompt. Parv.

blew (ew as u), pret. of v. [Blow, v.]

* blew, * blewe, a. & s. (Rom. of the Rose, <£c. )

[Blue.]

* blew'-art (ew as u), *. [Probably from a
Scots buiewort, from the colour of the flowers
= blue.] A plant, the Germander Speedwell
(Veronica chamoedrys). [Blawabt.]

"When the blewtrt bears a pearl."
Hogg: When the Eye come Same.

MeW-ball (ew as u), s. O. Eng. blew =
blue, and ball } A plant, the Corn Bluebottle
(Centaurea cyanus). [Blewblow.]

blew'-blow (ew as u), s. [O. Eng. blew =
blue, and blow (2).'] The same as Blewball
(q.v.).

blew'-It, ble -wits (ew as u), s. [Probably
from 0. Eng. blew - blue. Cf. Fr. bluet,

loosely applied botanically.] A mushroom,
Agaricus personalis. (Chiefly North of Eng.)

* blex'-tcrc, s. [From A.S. bloc = and
(originally feminine) siiff. -stere.] He who or
that which blackens any person or thing.

"Btextere, K. Obfueoator."—Prompt. Parv.

* bleyis, s. [Bleeze, Blaze.]

bleyis-silver, *. The same as Bleeze-
money. (Jamieson.)

* bleyk, a. [Bleak.] (Lydgatt : Storie of
Thebes, 1286.)

* bleyk, v.t. The same as Bleach, v. (q.v.).
" Bleykclothe, or qwysters (blechen clothe, K. P.

blekyu, H.). Candido.—Prompt. Parv.

* blcyke-ster, 5 [Bleystare.]

* bley'-ly, adv. [Corrupted from blithely (q. v.). ]

" Bleyly or gladely (blythely, P.)."—Prompt. Parv.

* bleyne, a. [Blain.]

* bleynte (1), pret. of v. [Blink, v.] (William
of Palerne, 3,111.)

* bleynte (2), pret of v. [Blench.] Turned ;

inclined.
" He cast bis eyen upon Kmelya,
And therwithal be bleynte and cryed, »1"

Chaucer: C. T. t L07»*SO.

* bloyn ynge, s. Blaining.

"Nbu han thel bacled schon for bleynynge of her
heles."
Pier* the Ploughman'* Crede (ed. Skeat), 299.

* bleystare, bleye-stare, * bley-ster,
* bleyke-ster, s. [From O. Eng. bleyk =
bleach, and suff. - stere = -ster.] He who or
that which makes any person or thing white.

"Bleyttare, or wytstare (bleyter, K. bleyeatare or
qwytstare, H. bleykester or whytster, PI Condi-
dariut, Cath. C. F. —Prompt. Parv.

* bliant, "* bleaunt, * bleeant, s. [O. Fr.
blialt, bliaud, bliaut, from Low Lat. blialdus,
bliaudus.] Fine linen, or a robe made of it.

" A mayden of ntenake, ful debonere
Blysnande whyt watt hyr bleaunt."

Jtorrit: Bar. Eng. Alllt. Poem*; The Pearl, A. 192-1.

* blibe, s. [Essentially the same word as
Bleb (q.v.).] The mark of a stroke.

" Some parli'menters may tak bribes,
Deservin something war than blibe*."

Taylor : 8. Poem*, p. 9. (Jamieton. )

* blich -en-lng, s. [Cf. M. H. Ger. blichen =*

to gleam, to grow pale.] Prop. = pallor, a
growing pale ; used to translate Lat. rubigo =
rust or blight in corn.

* blicht (ch guttural), a. [From A.S. blican =
to shine, to glitter ; bleite, pret (Somner)

;

Icel. blika, blikja — ti) gleam.] Emitting
flashes of light. (Used of the coruscation of
armour in a battle.)

" The battellis so brym, braitblie and bttcht.

Were Joint thraly in tbraug, muny thowsand"
Houlate, ii. l-(- (Jamieton.)

* blie, s. [Blee.]

»bliew,a. [Blue.] (Chaucer: C. T., 10,093.)

* blif, adv. [Behve, Blive.] (Sir Ferumb.,
ed. Herrtage.)

blif-fart, s. [Bleffert.] (Scotch.)

blxgh'-I-a (gh silent), s. [Named after Captain
Bfigh, who sailed from Spithead for Otaheite
on 23rd December, 1787, as captain of H.M.8.
Bounty, to obtain bread-fruit trees for intro-

duction into the West Indies. He was deprived
of his command of the Bounty by mutineers
on board, and turned adrift in his shirt, with
eighteen of the crew, in a small launch, on
the 28th April, 1789 ; reached Timor on 14th
June of the same year, and England on March
14, 1790 ; was sent again in 1791 (and this
time successfully) to carry out his original
mission ; became Governor of New South
Wales in 1800, and on 26th January, 1809, was
arrested and deposed for tyranny.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Sapindace® (Soapworts). Blighia sapida
is the ash-leaved Akee-tree [Akee], Blighia
is now considered only a synonym of Cupania
(q.v.).

blight (gh silent), *. [Etym. unknown. It

appears to have come into the language early

in the seventeenth century. (In Cotgrave, ItSll.)

Cf. blichening. The reference would be either

to the pale colour of some half-withered plants

or to the wood of a tree laid bare through the

tripping of the bark by meanB of lightning.]

I. Ordinary Language :

L Gen. : Any physical cause unfavourably

affecting the growth of cereal plants, flowers,
fruits, or whatever else is cultivated, nipping
the buds, making the leaves and blossoms
curl up and wither, imparting to them a
sickly yellow hue, covering them with spots
of an abnormal colour, or injuring them in
any similar way.

2. Spec. : A certain noxious influence in
the air, of which the haze often seen in hot
weather is the accom paniment, which is

popularly supposed to injure plants, either
directly by destroying their vitality, or indi-
rectly by calling into existence fungi and
insects, to which they become a prey. (For
the real explanation of the phenomena, see II.)

"... Ah, gracious heaven ! attend
His fervent prayer ; restrain the tempest's rage.
The dreadful blight disarm."

Dodtley ; Agriculture, e. 8.

3. Figuratively:

(1) Anything which makes a person droop,
or that which is. fruitful or valuable waste
away, decay, and die.

*' When you come to the proof once, the first blight
of frost shall most infallibly strip you of ail your
glory.~—L Estrange.

(2) The act of causing to wither ; the state
of being withered.

" But should there be to whom the fatal blight
Of failing Wisdom yields a base delight.

"

Byron : Death of /it. Son. M. B. Sheridan.

XL Science : To explain the effects on plants
described under No. I., recourse must be had
to the teachings of meteorology, botany, and
zoology.

1. Meteor. : If in early spring, when the
shoots of plants are tender and succulent, and
exhale much moisture, the east wind, which
is dry as well as cold, blow upon them, it

makes the plants part with their moisture too
rapidly, and thus does them injury. If night
frosts congeal the moisture in the delicate
tissues, these are likely to be rent asunder and
die. The turbid and hazy state of the atmos-
phere, to which so much evil is popularly
attributed, is caused by difference of tempera-
ture between the earth and the air, and has
not in it anything noxious to vegetation.

" I complained to the oldest and best gardeners, who
often felt into the same misfortune, and esteemed it
some blight of the spring."—Temple,

2. Botany:
(1) Gen.: Many "blights" are produced by

the attacks of parasitic fungi. The late Rev.
M. J. Berkeley, the fungologist, believed
that the fungi which in some cases have
arrested the development of corn and other
cereals, and made the plants decay, have at-

tacked their roots, having grown originally on
the decomposing remains of the previous
year's crop still rooted in the ground. [Bab-
berry Blight, Mildew, Rust, Ac]

(2) Specially

:

(a) Plants of the fungoid genus Ustilago.

(Minsheu.)

(&) The English name of the fungoid genus
Rubigo. It is called also Mildew (q.v.).

3. Zool. : Other " blights " are produced by
the attacks of insects. The curling up of
leaves generally arises from the caterpillars

of lepidopterous insects. Some caterpillars

hatched from eggs deposited inside leaves
mine within the latter unseen for a time.
For instance, those of the Small Ermine Moth
(Yponomeuta padella) do so when young

;

then, when grown sufficiently, they emerge in

untold numbers and commence to devour the
leaves themselves. Curled leaves often shelter
Aphides, and sometimes Coccidse [Aphis, Coc-
cus]. Galls are formed by Gall-flies [Cynips].

Species of many other genera and families can
" blight " plants. [American Blight.]

blight (gh silent), * blite (0. Scotch), v.t. k i.

[From blight, s., or vice versd.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally :

I. To affect plants with wasting disease,

produced by drought, frost, fungi, the attacks

of insects, or other deleterious agencies.

"This vapour bears up along with it any noxious
mineral steams ; it then olasts vegetables, blight* corn
and fruit. "— Woodward.

f 2. Similarly to affect animals or any of

their organs
"... blighted be the tongue

That names thy name without the nonour due !

"

Scot t : The Vition of Don Roderick, v. 51.

II. Fig. : To mar the mental or moral deve-

lopment of any person ; to prevent the reali-

sation of hopes, projects, or anything similar ;

to mar or stunt anything, or cause it to decay.

f>oll.
boy; poTit, jo\Vl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - C
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(o) Ofpersons:
" Beard in heart, and lone, and blighted.'

Byron : Fare The* WeU.
(o) Of things

:

' The stern domination of a host tie claw had blighted
t-.e facilities of the Irish gentleman. " — Macaulay :

bin. Eng., ch. xlL
" In such men all virtue was necessarily blighted."—

Arnold : BisL Rome, i 475.

B. Intrant. : To cause to wither (lit. or tig.).

"The Lady Blast, yon most understand, has such a
particular malignity In her whisper, that It Might*
like an easterly w iud. "—Spectator. No. 467.

blight'-£d (gh silent), pa, par. & a. [Blight,

».]

A. Ord. Lang. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.
** Nor pause to raise from earth a blighted flower."

Bemant: The Abencerrage.
**.

. . the blighted prospects of the orphan children"
—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

B. Her. : Blasted. [Blasted.]

t blight -en (gh silent), v.t. [Eng. blight ; -en.]

[Bliohtnino.] (Scotch.) To blight. (Jamie-

son.)

blight'-Ing (gh silent), pr. par. & a. [Blight,

" Te worms that eat Into the bud of youth !

Infections as impure, your blighting power
Taints in its rudiments the promised flower."

Cowper: Conversation.

t»li?ht'-Xng-iy (gh silent), adv. [Eng. blight-

ing; -ly.] In * blighting manner, so as to

blight.

* blight' -nlng (gh silent), pr. par. & a.

[Bliohten.] Same as blighting.

"... in a place not subject to blightning winds,
which are very destructive to these flowers'* [hya-
cititlisL—Maxwell: Sel, Trans., p. 368. (Jamies,n.)

*bli ken, v.i. [A.S. blican; M. H. Oer.
blidhen.} To grow pale. (Stratmann.)

" His lippes shuUe bliten."—Rettg. Antiq., I «*.

•blik-X-eJl(pret blykked),v.i. [0. Icel. blika

;

M. H. Ger. blicken.] To shine, to glitter.

"The hh.il brayd fra the >K>dy that blykted on the
grene."—Oaw. and the Or. Knight, 429.

'bllknen, v.i. [0. IceL Wtfcna] To shine,

to grow pale.

"Thenne blykned the ble of the bryght Awes."—
Early Eng. Allit. Poem»(*<L Morris), 1759.

* blin, blyn, * blyne, * blynne, * blln -

nen, " blane (pret. blan), v.i. & t. [A.S.

blinnan (pret. blun) = to cease (Sumner) ;

blin, blina — a ceasing (Lye).]

A. Intrans. : To cease, to desist, to stop, to
halt.
" Till hem thai raid onon, or thai wald Mime,
And cryt. Lord, abyde. your men ar inartyrit doun."

Wallace, i. 421, MS. {Jamiemm.)

S. Trans. : To cause to cease.
" Other God will that non have

Bir Penny Chron., 8.P., L ML
* blinck, v.i. & t. [Blink.]

* blincked, pa. par. [Blink, v. t. ]

blind (1), * blindc, * blynde, * blend, a. it

s. [A.8., O.8., 8w., Dan., JJut., & (N. H.)Ger.
blind; lcel. blindr ; Goth, blinds; 0. H. Ger.
Mint ; cf. Lith. blendzas = blind, Lettish
bUnst = to see dimly, O. Bulg. bledu — dim,
pale, with the A.S. 'factitive verb bUndan =
to blind, to make blind.]

A* As adjective

:

X. Subjectively : Unseeing.

fl) Literally. Of men or other beings possessed

of "bodily eyes : Unable to see, destitute of
sight, either from being born so or because
some disease of or accident to the eye has
fatally injured its power of vision.

"... a certain blind man sat by the way-side
begging."—Luke xviii. 35.

(li) Figuratively:

1. Of persons:

(1) Not seeing or pretending not to see, self-

love, or love for another obscuring physical or
mental vision,

" Tts gentle, delicate, and kind.
To faults compassionate or blind.*

Cowper : Mutual Forbearance.

(2) Intellectually without light, destitute of
understanding, without foresight (formerly
had of applied to the thing unforeseen).

"Blind of the future, and by rage misled."
Dryden.

(3) Destitute of that illumination which
springs from high moral or spiritual character.

". . . and kuowest not that thou ;irt wretched,
and miserable, and poor, and blind."—Kev. lit 17.

2. Of abstractions to a large extent personified

:

(1) Of love, veneration, respect, or other emo-
tions personified : Without intellectual dis-

cernment.
•* Her faults he knew not. Love is a) ways blind,"

Pope: January and May, 144.

(2) Of elements, natural objects, dec, per-

sonified : Unconscious ; unable to plan or
consciously to work out its own destiny.

"... exult to see
An intellectual mastery exercised
<y«r tliv blind elemeutx"

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. viii.

3. Of things. Of needles (in a sort of pun-
ning sense): Without an eye, or with one not
easily seen.

" The smaller sort, which matrons use,
Not quite so blind as they."

Cowper i A Manual more undent than the art of
Poetry.

XL Objectively : Unseen.

1. So made that the light does not freely
traverse it. Specially—

(1) Dark.
" Her threw into a dongeou deeps and blind.''

Spenser: P. Q., IV. xt 4.

(2) Closed at the farther end. [Blind-
alley, Blind-lane.]

"These tubes are nearly as large as crow quills and
of great length. They end by a blind extremity."—
Todd A Bowman: Physiol. Aunt., i. 426. Note.

2. Not visible or not easily found because
concealed from view, whether naturally or by
human artifice ; or finally, because informa-
tion respecting it is withheld.

" There be also blind fires under stone, which flame
not out ; bat oil being poured upon them, they flame
out"—Bacon,
" To grievous and scandalous Inconveniences they

make themselves subject, with whom any blind or
secret corner is Judged a lit boose of common prayer."—Booker.

f In many parts of England an imperfectly
marked path is known as a blind path. Cf.

the Lat. caxum iter.

3. Not planned beforehand, unpremedi-
tated, unintended, fortuitous.
" Few—none—find what they love or could have loved.
Though accident, blind contact, and the strong
Necessity of. loving, . .

."

Byron : ChOde Barold, iv. 125.

B, As substantive (formed by the omission
of a noun after the adjective blind):

"... the intellectual, moral, and religious improve-
ment of the young blind will soon . .

.*

—

Pen. Cyd.
iv. 521

The blind : Blind people taken collectively.

" The blind receive their sight . . ."—Matt. xi. fi.

% For the causes which produce blindness

see Blindness. The number of blind average
about 1 to 1,000 of the population, so that there
are approximately 70,000 blind persons in the
United States. The deprivation of sight in an
individual makes him attend to his other senses,

which by continued exercise become more
acute. The intellectual development of the
blind is not prevented by their infirmity nearly
so much as it is in the case of the deaf, and
the list of blind men who have distinguished
themselves is a long one. When modern
Christian philanthropy began to turn special

attention to the blind, it was thought enough
to furnish them here and there with an
M asylum " [Blind Asylum] ; the extent to
which they could be educated by proper means
was not as yet understood. The Abbe Valen-
tine Hauy will for ever be gratefully remem-
bered by the blind, he having established the
first school for their education in Paris in

1784. Two years later he had books for their

benefit printed in raised or embossed cha-
racters. In his footsteps have followed Mr.
Jas. Gall of Edinburgh, Mr. John Alstone of
Glasgow, Dr. How of America, Mr. Lucas of
Bristol, Mr. Frere of London, Mr. Moon of
Brighton, Mr. Wait of New York, and others.

About 1848 the whole Bible was printed at
Glasgow in raised Roman characters, and in
186WS the Rev. W. Taylor, F.R.S., edited a
sixpenny magazine for the benefit of the blind.

blind-alley, blind alley, s. An alley

which has no exit except by the aperture
through which entrance was made.

blind area, i.

Arch. ; A space around the basement wall
of a house to keep it dry.

blind asylum, s. An asylum for the
Wind, properly a place where the blind may
obtain an inviolate place of refuge, which was
all that was originally thought of in con-

nection with them ; now their education is

a primary object, though the word asylum
is still often retained. Of blind asylums,
schools for the blind, Ac, one was founded in

Memmingen by Weef VI. in 117S, and another
in Paris by St. Louis in 1200. The first in
Britain was commenced at Dublin in 1781, the
next in Liverpool in 1791. Others have been
built in the large cities of Great Britain, and in

all the principal cities of the United States. In
these the Intellectual aud industrial education
of the blind has been very carefully attended to,

blind-axle, s. An axle which runs but
does not communicate motion. It may form
the axis of a sleeve-axle. It is called also a
dead-axle. It may, however, become a live-

axle at intervals. [Live-axle.]

blind-ball, s. A popular name given to
various species of fungi belonging to the genus
Lycoperdon, and specially to L. bovista.

(Britten £ Holland.) [Blindhan's Ball.]

blind-beetle, *. A popular name for

any of the large lamellicorn beetles (fieotrupes

stercorarius or others) which are apt to fly

against people.

blind-blocking, *.

Book-binding ; The ornamentation of book-
covers by the pressure of an engraved or com-
posed block with heat, but without gold-leaf.

blind-buckler, s.

Naut. : A hawse-hole stopper.

blind-coal, s. [Called blind because it

produces no flame.] A mineral anthracite.

(Chiefly Scotch.)

blind-fish, s. An eyeless fish (Amblyopsis
spel&us), found in the Mammoth Cave in

Kentucky.

blind-gallery, s. A gallery without a

window.

blind harry, * blind harrie, * blind
harie, s.

1. Blindman's buff. (Scotch.)

" And some they play'd at blind harrie."
Bumble Beggar Herds Collection, it. 29. \Jamuwn.)

2. A fungus, the Puff-ball (Lycoperdon

bovista), and other species.

blind-lane, s. A lane narrow, dark, and

with only one entrance, so that it could easily

escape the eye of a pursuer.
" And even he made shift to file and escape through

by-w&ies and blind-lanes."—Midland : Suetonius, p. **

blind-level, s.

Mining : A level or drainage gallery which
has a vertical shaft at each end and acts as an

inverted siphon.

blind-needle, *. A needle without an

eye. [Cf. A., I. 3.]

blind-nettle, 5. [The appellation nettle

is given to these plants because their blades

resemble those of the nettle proper, while

blind implies that they do not sting.] The
name given to various labiate plants with the

character mentioned in the etymology. Spec.—

1. The genus Lamium, and particularly the

species Lamium album. [Lamium.]

2. Stachys sylvatica, [Stachys.]

blind-shell,
Artillery : An empty or unloaded shell, used

only in practice.

blind-side, blindside, s. That side of

one on which one's intellectual vision or one's

moral perceptions are weakest, and on which

he may be most easily assailed.
" He Is too treat a lover of himself : this is one of hi*

blinandes ; the beet of men, I tear, are not without

them."—Swift.

% To get the blind side ofa person : To assail

one on tin- blind side with the view of gaining

a favour from him, if not even of deceiviir,

or cheating him.

blind-Story, s. [From Eng. blind, a.,

aud story = a floor.]

Arch. : A term sometimes applied to the

triforium as opposed to the clerestory—i.e. r

the clear story.

blind tooUng, s.

Book-binding : The ornamental impressions

of heated tools upon book-covers without the

interposition of gold-leaf. (Knight.)

blind-vessel, s,

Chem. : A vessel which has no opening in

the side.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we. wev. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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blind-worm, blindworm, s. (Eng.
blitui ; and worm. In Dan. btindorm. So
called from the small size of its eyes.] The

BLIND-WORM.

English name of a reptile, the Anguis fragilis,
formerly considered a serpent, but now classed
with the most aberrant of the lizards. It is

more commonly called the Slow-worm. It is

not venomous. It feeus on slugs. [Anqtjis,
Slow-worm.]

" Tbert the slow blind-worm left his slime
On the fleet limbs that mocked at time."

Scott : Lady if the Lake, lit ft.

blind (2), 5. & a. [From blind (1), ad), (q.v.).

In Sw. & Dut. blind; Dan. Wind* (Mil.yJ

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Gen. : Anything which hinders vision by
interposing an opaque or partially opaque body
between the object looked at and the eye.

(2) Specially :

(0) A screen.

(&) A cover, a hiding-place.
" So, when the watchful shepherd, from the blind.
Wounds with a random shot the careless hind."

Dtydert ; Atneid, Iv.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Anything which obscures the mental or
moral vision.

" Hardly anything In our conversation is pure and
(Tannine; civility casts a b'iml over the duty, under
some customary words."

—

L' Estrange.

(2) Anything which stands as a cover or
pretext for something else ; anything con-
spicuously put forward with the intention of
concealing something else hidden behind it

"These discourses set an opposition between his
commands and decrees ; making the one a blind for
the execution of the other."—Dr. Henry More : Decay
o/ Plvty.

II. Technically:

1. Carpentry, Upholstery, Ac. : A sun-screen
or shade for a window. Blinds are of two
kinds—inside and outside.

(1) Inside blinds : A window blind of the
normal type, technically called a roller window
blind, is a sheet of cloth dependent from a
Toller, and is used so as to cover the glass of
a window and prevent people outside from
seeing what passes within. It also prevents
too bright sunlight from entering the room.
A Venetian blind is a blind formed not of
cloth but of long thin laths of wood, tied
together, and within certain limits movable ;

they are generally painted green. Other
window blinds are made of wire-gauze, per-
forated zinc, Sua. There are also dwarf, spring,
and other inside blinds.

(2) Outside blinds : The chief of these are
Spanish, Florentine, Venetian, and shutter
blinds.

2. Fortif. : The same as Bltndage (fortif.)
(q.v.). It is called also a blinded cover.

3. Saddlery: The same as Blinders (sad-
dlery) (q.v.).

B. As adjective: Pertaining to a screen or
anything similar.

blind bridle, s. A bridle with blinds.
(SarMlcry.) [Blind (2), s., II. 3. Blinders.]

blind operator, *. An appliance for
opening or closing a blind from the inside,
and holding it securely closed, fully open, or
in any intermediate position which may be
desired. (Knight.)

blind-Slat, s. fProm Eng. blind (2), and
slat — a narrow board designed to connect
two larger ones or to support something.]

Carp.
, &c. : An obliquely set slat in a shutter,

designed to throw off rain while still admitting
Mine light.

Blind-slat Chisel

:

Carp. : A hollow chisel for cutting mortises
In a common blind-stile [Blind-stile] to re-
ceive the ends of slats.

Blind-slat Cutter:

Carp. : A machine for cutting blind-slats

trow planks, finishing also their sides and
ends.

Blind-slat Planer

:

Carp. : A wood-planing machine with side
and edge cutters, adapted to act upon a
narrow slat suitable for Venetian shutters and
blinds.

Blind-slat Tenoning-machine

:

Carp. : A machine for cutting tenons on the
end of blind-slats where they are to enter the
stiles of the blind. (Knight.)

bllnd-stlle, s. [From Eng. blind (2), s.,

and stile (Carp.) = the upright piece in fram-
ing or panelling.]

Blind-stile Boring-machine :

Carp. : A machine for boring in blind-stiles
the holes for the reception of the tenons on
the end of the slats.

Blind-stile Machine

:

Carp. : A machine for boring holes in a stile

for slats or mortises, sometimes spacing as
welL (Knight.)

blind-weaving, a. Pertaining to the
weaving of a blind or anything similar.

Blind-weaving Loom:
Weaving : A loom with its warps far apart,

and with an automatic device for placing
within the shed the thin woollen slips which
form the filling or woof.

blind-wiring, a. Wiring a blind.

Blind-wiring Machine :

Carp. : A machine for the insertion of the
staples connecting a rod with a blind. (Knight.)

* blind (3), blinde, s. [Blende.]

blind, 'blynde, *blyn'-dyn, v.t & i.

[Mid. Eng. blinden.] [Blind il>J
A. Transitive:

I. Lit. : To deprive of sight by fatally in-

juring the eyes.
" Blinded like serpents, when they ease
Upon the emerald's virgin blaze !

Moore: The fire Worshippers.

H. Fig. : In any way to hinder perception.

1. Ofphysical vision :

(1) Subjectively : To dim or impede the
vision of the eye by putting something in it.

" I, blind'-'.', with my tears."
Tennyson : A Dream of Fair Women.

(2) Objectively : So to darken or cloud an
object that the eye cannot see it distinctly.

" Bo whirl the seas, such darkness blinds the sky,
That the black night receives a deeper dye."

2. Of mental vision :

(1) Subjectively : To darken the understand-
ing ; to blind the intellectual perceptions, by
self-interest, prejudice, or the deadening of
moral sensibility through indulgence in vice.

"
. . . or of whose hand have X received any bribe to

blind mine eyea therewith ? and I will restore it you."
—1 Sam, xii 3.

" Who could have thought that any one could so for
have been blinded by the power of fust ? "—Bunyan :

P. P., pt. ii.

•J In this sense it is sometimes used re-

flexively.

"... the violation of these is a matter on which
conscience cannot easily blind itself, . . ."—J. S. Mill:
PoiU. Econ. M. is is.i, hk. L, cu. ix., J 2.

(2) Objectively : To obscure or darken to the
mind any object of intellectual perception.

"The state of the controversy between us he endea-
voured, with all his art, to blind and confound!"

—

Stillinfifieet.

B. Intransitive. (Of the form blynde) : To
become faded or dull.

" That ho blyndes of ble In hour tber ho lygges."
Earl. Eng. AUit. Poems; Cleanness (ed. Moms), 1,126.

blind -age (age = ig), s. [Pr. blindage;
from blinder — blind, in a military sense.
More remotely from Eng. blind, a. & s.]

L Saddlery : A hood to be cast over the
eyes of a runaway horse with the view of
stopping him.

II. Fortification:

L A screen of wood faced with earth as a
protection against fire.

2. A mantelet designed to protect gunners
at embrasures or sappers and miners prose-
cuting a siege. [Mantelet. ]

blind -ed, • blynd-ed, pa. par. & a.

[Blind, v.t.]

blind' -er, *. [Eng. blind ; -er. In Pr. blinder

L He who or that which blinds.

Dryden.

IX harness-making. PI. Blinders: Flaps
shading the eyes of a carriage-horse on the
right and left to prevent his seeing properly
on either side. They are called also blinkers
and winkers.

blind -fold, * blind fcldo. * blynd fel
len, v.t. [Eng. blind, and fold, a corruption
of O. Eng. fyllan m to strike, fell, hence the
original meaning was, to strike one blind.]

1. Lit. : To prevent one from seeing, and
thus virtually render him temporarily blind
by binding a cloth round his eyes.

"And when they had blindfolded him, they struckMm on the face, and asked him. saying. Prophesy,
who is it that smote thee T "—Luke xxit. 64.

2. Fig. : To deprive of mental or spiritual
vision by the interposition of prejudice, or in
any similar way.

"If ye will wincke in so open and clears light and
let yourselues be led blindfolded, and haue your part
with the hypocrites in lyke sinne and mischief— Tyndall : Worhes. p. ML

blind-fold, * blyn -feld, * blinde fylde,
* blind-iel-lyd, a. [Contracted from blind-
folded (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : Having the eyes bandaged, so as to
render them virtually " blind " for the time.

" Through Solway sands, through Tarras moss.
Blindfold, he knew the path to cross."

'Scott : The Lay of the Last Minstrel, L II.

2. Fig. : Not able to see or foresee anything.
** Pate's blindfold reign the atheist loudly owns.
And Providence blasphemously dethrones."

Dryden : Suum Caique.

blind fold ed, * blynde-fold-ed, pa.
par, & a. [Blindfold.]

" The shrift is done, the Friar is gone.
Blindfolded as he came."

Scott : Rokebt/, v. IT.

blind folded ness, *. [Eng. blindfolded ;
ness.) The state of being blindfolded.

blind folder, s. [Eng. blindfold; -er.]
One who blindfolds.

blind -fold-ing, pr. par. [Blindfold, v.]

blind-tag, * blynd -inge, pr. par., a., & s.

[Blind, v.]

A. A B. As present participle <£ participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

1. As participial adjective. Spec. : Imparting
actual blindness.

" Tou nimble lightnings, dart your blinding flames
Into her scornful eyes !

* Shaketp. : Lear, ii. 4.

2. Fig. : Obscuring physical, mental, or
spiritual vision.

"... through the midst of blinding tears."
Hcmans: The Siege of Valencia.

C. As substantive : A coating of sand, fine

gravel, or anything similar laid over a newly-
paved road to fill the interstices between the
stones. (Knight.) It is sometimes called
binding.

* blind -Una, * blynd ling is, * blind
linge, adv. [Ger. & Dan. blindlings. Eng.
blind, and adv. suff. -ling, a nasalized form of
-lice.] Having the eyes closed ; hoodwinked.

" Qtiheu blyndlingis in the batall fey tbay flcht"
Doug. ; Virgil, 50, 22. (Jamieson. )

blind -ly, * blinde -ly, adv. [Eng. Wind,
* blinde ; -ly. A.S. blindlice.]

1. Lit. : Without sight.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Without proper thought or inquiry*, im-
plicitly; with implicit trust in the advice,
judgment, or guidance of another.

" How ready seal for interest and party is to charge
atheism on those who will not, without examining,
submit, and blindly swallow their nonsense. "

—

Locke.

(2) Without judgment or direction.
" How seas, and earth, and air, and active flame.
Fell through the mighty void ; and. in their fall,

Were blindly gather d in this goodly ball."
Dryden,

blind man, blind man, s. [Eng. blind,

and man.] A man who is blind. (Lit. dt Fig.)

T Generally the two words, blind and man,
are quite distinct, except in the compounds
which follow. Banyan, however, combines
them to make a proper name.

"And first among themselves. Mr. Blindman, the
foreman, said, I see clearly that this man is a heretic."
—Bunyan: P. /•„ pt I

blindman's ball, blind man's ball,
s. [So called because it is believed in Sweden,
Scotland, &c, that if its dust copiously enter
the eye, blindness will result.] A Scotch
name for a certain fungus, the Common Puff-

ball. It has also other names, as the Devil's
Snuif-boi:. 4c. [Blind-ball.]

fr®!. »<>y; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; gin, 09; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
-*Un, -ttan = shau, -tlon, -sion = shun ; -$i©n, -eion ahun. -cious, -tions, sioue = fthua. -ble, -die, 4c. = beL del*
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" Lycoperdon bovista. The Blind mans Ball, rieot

sust —Lightfoot, p. 1,122. (Jamieson.)

blindman's buff, s. [From Eng. blind;

man ; and O. Eng. buff = a blow.] [Buff.]

1 Lit. : A game in which a person has his

eyes bandaged, and is required to pursue the

rest of the company till he catches one On
naming the person caught, he is released, and

the one he has taken, being bandaged, becomes

in turn the pursuer.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The act, operation, or "game" of finding

one's way in literal darkness.
" Disguisd in all the mask of'night,

Weieft our champion on his flight

;

At blindmans 6u/to grope his way.

In equal (ear of night and day. —Budtora*.

(2) The closing of one's eyes against facts or

arguments in a controversy.

"He imagine, that I shut my eye* again ;
but surely

he fancied play at Ni««(m««'i*^withhim:tol»
thinks I never have my eye* open. —Stillln&eet.

blindman's ©en, blind man's een, *.

[Een in Scotch is = eyes.] The same as Blind-

man's Ball (q.v.). (Scotch.)

blindman's holiday, *. Twilight, or

rather the hour between the time when one

can no longer see to read or work, and the

lighting of candles, &c.

" What will not blind Cupid doe In the night, which
is his bUndman* holiday."—Xashe : Lenten Stuff* (ed.

Hindley). p. 68.

blind ness, * blind -nesse, * blinde -

nesse, * bly'nd-nesse, * bly'nd-nSs, *.

[From A.S. blindnes.)

1. Lit. : The state of being blind ; temporary

or permanent want of sight.

4 Sometimes blindness exists from birth ;

at other times it is the result of disease at

some period or other of life. It may be pro-

duced by the severer kinds of ophthalmia.

Many soldiers of the British army which, on

the 8th and 21st of March, 1801, fought the

battles of Aboukir and Alexandria, were seized

with ophthalmia while in Egypt, and on re-

turning home communicated the disease to

regiments which had never been in Africa ;

many in consequence lost their eyesight.

Malignant small-pox can produce the same
result ; a large proportion of the blind men
now in India were deprived of vision in this

way. Patients become blind after fever,

measles, hooping-cough, or convulsions, or

through cataract, inflammation of some part

of the delicate machinery of the eye, violence,

accident, or the decay of the system produced

by old age. [For the treatment of the blind,

see Blind (1), s.]

2. Fig. : Absence of intellectual perception,

produced by ignorance, prejudice, passion, &c.

*' Our feelings pervert our convictions by smiting us

with intellectual btimines*.'—Bain: The Emotion*
and the Will (2nd ed.) ; The Emotion*, ch. i- p. 25.

" It may be said there exists no limit to the blind-

net* of interest and selfish habit . ."—Darwin

:

Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), ch. iL. p. 25.

blink, * blincke. * blenk, v.i. & t. l"Of

obscure origin. Blenk is the oldest form, of

which blink was an early occasional variant.

Blink corresponds in its late appearance (c
1575) as well as in form and sense with Mod.
Dut. blinkenand Ger. blinken. which are equally
obscure. It is conjectured that they nasalized

forms of the stem blik = to shine, but their late

appearance is not accounted for. (N.E.D.)]

A. Intransitive

:

L To shine, to glitter, to twinkle.

1. Oen. Of the sun or anything luminous,

whether by inherent or reflected light : To shine,

especially to do so for a brief period and then

withdraw the light.

" When seven years were come and Kane,

The sun blinked fair on pool and stream.
Scott : Thoma* the Rhymer, pt ».

2. Spec. Of the eye :

(1) Lit. : To give the eye the twinkling mo-

tion of anything glittering.

(o) To wink designedly or unintentionally

through weakness of eyes.
" 8o politick, as if one eye
Uuou the other were a spy

;

That, to trepan the one to think
The other blind, both strove to bttnk.'

Budibra*.

** His figure such as might his soul proclaim

:

One eye was blinking, and one leg was lame.
Pope: Bom. Iliad, bk. n.

(b) To open the eyes, as one does from a

slumber.

(c) To take a momentary glance, even though
the eye does not wink in doing so.

% Johnson interprets blenk in the example
quoted as meaning, to see obscurely.

" Blenk in this mirrour, man, and mend ;

For heir thou may thy exempill see."

Poems, 16th Cent, p. 211.

" Sweet and lovely wall.

Shew me thy chink, to blink through with mine eyne."
Shakesp. : Mid. Night'* Dream, v. I.

(2) Fig. : To look with a favourable eye.

•VUl would go well, if It might please God to blink

upon Scotland, to remove the three plagues that we
hear continue there, . . ."—BaiUie: Lett., ii. 117

(Jamieson.)

IL To become a little sour. (Used of milk.

In Scotch phrase bleezed [Bleeze]. It pro-

bably meant originally turned sour by a blink

or gleam of lightning, or, it may be, bewitched

by the wink of some evil eye.) [B. 2.]

"I eanna tell you fat was the matter wi't [the ale],

gin the wort was blinkit, . . '—Journalfrom London,
p.8L (Jamieson.)

B. Transitive

:

1. Purposely to avoid seeing, or at least

attending to, a particular thing, as if by
winking at the moment when it was presented

for observation, as " to blink a fact
"

2. To bewitch, to dim. (See example under
blinked.)

blink, * blynke, * blynck, * blenk, *. k a.

[From blink, v. (q.v.). In Sw. & Dan. blink, s.

= a twinkling, glimpse, beam, glance, or

sparkle. ]

A. As substantive

:

L Literally:

1. Gen. : A ray, rays, or sparkle of light

(1) A momentary glimpse or gleam of bght
directly emitted by a fire, a candle, or other

luminous body, or reflected from any surface.

"Of drawin swerdis sclenting to aud fra

The bricht mettell, and vthir armour fere

Quharon the son blenki* betis clere."

Doug. : Virgil, 228, 8.

•' Gi'e me the blink o' a candle."—Jamieson.

(2) The reflection of light, not necessarily

temporary, from the surface of a body.

1" t Blink of the ice. Among Greenland

whalers, Arctic navigators, &>c. : That dazzling

whiteness about the horizon, which is occa-

sioned by the reflection of light from fields of

ice. It is now more generally called the ice-

blink (q.v.). (Falconer.)

2. Spec. : The act of winking, a wink, or

sudden glance of the eye, whether unintention-

ally or as a signal to some other person.
" The amorous blynck* flee to and fro."

TurberviUe : The Lover obtaining hit wish.

" But trow ye that Sir Arthur's command could

forbid the gibe o' the tongue or the Win* o' the e'e, or

gar them gie me my food wi' the look o kindness that

gars It digest sae weel . .
."—Soott : Antiquary, ch. xil.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Of time:

(1) A very brief period of time, taking only

about as long as the twinkling of an eye ; a

"twinkling."
" For nineteen days and nineteen nights.

Of sun, or moon, or midnight stern

Auld Durie never saw a blink,

The lodging was sae dark aud dern."
Minstrelsy of the Border/lit 116..

(2) A short period, but by no means so brief

as that indicated under II. (1).

"A blenk, or blink, a twinkling of fair weather."—
Sir J. Sinclair,?. 118.

" Since human life is but a blink.

Why should we then its short Joys sink.
Ramsay : Poems, 11. 877.

2. Of space: A short distance, a little way,

such as may be passed over in a " blink " of

time.
" There cam* a fiddler out o' Fife,

A blink beyond Balweary, Ac"
Jacobite Relics, I. 2L (Jamieson.

)

3. Of mental action or emotion : A spiritual

glance.
"... soul -refreshing blinks of the Gospel, . .

."—

Walker: Remark, Passages, p. 85.

4. Of the Divine favour, or of worldly advan-

tage bestowed

:

(a) A glance of loving favour from God.

(b) A gleam of prosperity during adversity.

" By this blink of fair weather in such a storme of

forraiu assaults, things were again somewhat changed,

and the Brucians encouraged."—Bume: Bist. Doug.,

p. 69.

HI. Abnormally (always in the plural,

blinks) : Boughs of trees used to barricade a

path in a forest along which deer are expected

to pass. (Crabb.) [Comp. Blencher.]

B. As adjective: Blinking. [Blink-eyed.]

blink-beer, s. Beer kept unbroached
until it is sharp.

blink-eyed, a. Having winking eyes.

"... the foolish blink-eyed Doye." — Qascoiffne

:

Bsarbat.

* blink -ard, s. [Eng. blink ; and suft*. -ard]

1. Lit. : He who willingly, or from his eyes

being weak, "blinks," i.e., winkB.
" Brayneless blynkards that blowe at the cole."

Skelton: The Crown of LaureL (Trench.)

2. Figuratively :

(1) One who wilfully or inadvertently fails

to take notice of something presented to his

view.
*' Or was there something of intended satire ; is the

Srofessor and seer not »iuite the blinkard he affects to

Bf—Carlyle : Sartor Resartus.

(2) Anything the light of which is feeble

and twinkling.
" In some parts we see many glorious and eminent

stars, in others few of any remarkable greatness, and
In some none but blinkards and obscure onea"

—

Bake-
wW.

blinked, * blincked, pa. par. & a. [Blink,

v.t.}

A. As pa. par. : See the verb.

B. As participial adjective :

1, Dimmed.
"... and keepe continuall spy

Upon her with his other blincked eye.

'

Spenser : F. <}., IIX tx. a.

2. Evaded.

bllnk'-er, s. [Bug. blink; -er.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. In the singular :

(1) In contempt : One who winks at the sight

of dangers which he cannot avert. (Scotch?)

" There, seize the blinkers t"
Burns : Scotch Drink.

(2) A person who is blind of one eye,

(Jamieson.

)

2. In the plural

:

(1) Literally: In the sense given under IL •

Saddlery (q.v.).

"On being pressed by her friends some time after the

Restoration to go to court, 'By no means,' said she,
' unless I may be allowed to wear blinkers. ' "—Gilpin :

Tour to the Lakes, vol. IL, p. 1H.

(2) Fig. : A device to prevent mental vision.

"... nor bigots who but one way see.

Through blinkers of authority.
Green : The Grotto.

XL Saddlery: Prolongations of a horses

bridle on either side, intended to prevent his

seeing to the right and left or behind, and thai

diminish the likelihood of his shying at ima-

ginary danger or asserting his independence

Called also blinders and blinds.
r

1 bicnk ing,

[I.]

pr. par.blink Ihg,
[Blink.]

A. & B. As pr. par. and particip. adj. : In

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

" Who by a blinking lamp consume the night"
Cotton: Epigram.

C. As subst. : The act of winking.
" The amorous blenking
Of fairCreselde."
Chaucer : The Complaint of Creseide.

* blinking - chickweed, blinking
onlokweed, s. A plant, Montia fontana.

(Prior.) [Blinks.]

blinks, *. [Blink, s.) Water-chickweed (Mon-

fta fontana), and the book-name of the genus

to which it belongs, from " its half-closed
]

little white flowers, peering from the axils of

the upper leaves as if afraid of the light

(Prior.)

* blinne, v.i. & t. [Blin.]

* blirt, t'.i. [Probably onomatopoeic] To

make a noise in weeping, to cry. (Scotch.)

" 111 gar you blirt with both your een." '

8. Proe., Kelly, p. S»7. (Jamieson .)

41 bllrt'-ie, o. [tTom Scotch blirt = a burst of

wind and rain.]

Lit. : Gusty with wind and rain.

"O I poortlth is a wintry day.
Cheerless, bllrtie, cauld, an blae.

Tannahill : Poems, p. 1». (Jamieson .}

* blisch en, v.i. [Blush, v.]

bliss, * blisse, * blesse, * blis, * blywe.
* blvss, " blys, * blisce,s. [A.S. blis, blyt

= bliss, joy, gladness, exultation, pleasure.
,

From blithe= joyful.] [Blithe.]

L Happiness of the highest kind, unalloyed

felicity. Used—
1. Of heavenly felicity enjoyed by angels or

ransomed human spirits, [Blissed.J

fate, ftt, fare, amidst, what, fltll. father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, niarine; go, ^
or. wore, wolf, work, wh©, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey - a. a«
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" And blew alle the Mewed into the blisse of paradise
"

LangL : Piers Plowman Vision, iL 503.

" I'hat if the happie soulee, which doe possease
To" Elyaiau fields and live in lasting blesse."

Spenser : F. Q , IV. x. 28.

"... and Antedate the bliss above."—Pope; Ode on
St. CectUai Day. 1123,

2. Iass forcibly : Of earthly felicity enjoyed
In certain circumstances.

(1) By man.
" Miss Is the nine in subject or in king."

Pope : Essay on Man, iv. 58.

(2) By the inferior animals.
" He leapt about, and oft did kiss
His master's hands in sign of bliss."

Wordsworth : Blind Highland Boy.

H. Glory.
" And king of blisse in come sal he,
Wha es he the king of bless* that lite?
Lauerd of mightes es kinge of blisse."

Met Eng. Psalter (bef. 1300), Ps. xxiil. {xxiv.) 9, 10.

If Formerly it was at times used in the
plural.

" Ther may no man nave parfyt blisses tuo.*
Chauoer: C. T., 9,512.

T Obvious compound, bliss-producing.

*blisse (lHpret. blist; pa. par. Hissed, Hist), v.t.

[From A.S. blissian (i.) = to rejoice ((.), to
make to rejoice (not the same as bletsian = to
bless.] [Bless.]

1. To fill with bliss, to make happy.

2. To bless.

"... and how the ground he kist
Wherein it written was, and bow hlmselfe he blist."

Spenser: F. Q., TV. tU. «.

3. To wave to and fro. [Bless (1), II.]

(Lawson ; Secret of Angling, 1652.) (HalliweU

:

Cont, to Lexicog.)

* blisse (2), v.t. [Bless (2).] To wound.
(Spenser: F. Q., VI. viii. 13.)

•blis'-sfid, * blys-syd, pa. par. & a.

[Blessed.]

"Blystyd, heven ly : Beatut,
Blessyd, erthely: Benedictus, felix."

Prompt. Para.

* blls'-sed-ly, adv. [Blessedly. ]

•blls-sen, v.t. [From Dut bleschen = to
quench. ] To lessen.

" For to blUsen swilc slnnes same."
Story of Gen. a Exod., 553.

bliss -ful, * blls'-ful, a. [Eng. bliss; -ful-1

1. Of persons:

(1) Full of bliss, as happy as it is conceiva-
ble that one could be, or at least very happy.

(2) Causing bliss.

" That bar that bltiful barne . .
."

LangL Piers Plowman Vision, ii. 8.

2. Of times : During which bliss has been
felt.

" So peaceful shalt thou end thy blissful days,
Anil steal thyself from life by slow decays."

Pope.

3. Ofplaces : Characterised by the presence
of bliss.

(a) Generally : Characterised by bliss of any
kind.

" First in the fields I try the silvan strains.
Nor blush to sport in Windsor's blissful plains."

Pope: Pastorals; Spring.

(6) Spec. : Characterised by heavenly bliss.
" But none shall gain the blissful place.**

Cowper: Olney Hymns; A living and a deadfaith.
4. Of things:
" If Love's sweet music, and his blissful cheer.
E'er touch'd your hearts, or mollify'd your ear."

Drayton : The OwL
f Blissful vision : [Beatific Vision.]
"The two saddest ingredient* in hell, are depriva-

tion of the blissful vision, and confusion of face."—
Hammond.

bliss-*ul-head, * blys ful hede, s.

[Eng. blissful; -head.] The state of being in
bliss.

"Endeles blysfidhed* In alle thyng."—Hamvole :

PriekeofConsc, 7,836.

bliss -ful-ly, adv. [Eng. blissful; -ty-] In a
blissful manner, very happily, felicitously.

"But the death of Christians ii nothing else but a
siepe, from the which they shall awake agayne at thecommyng of Christ, to lyv* a great deale more bliss-
fully. —Udal: These, c. 4.

bliss fulness, * blis -ful-nesse,*. [Eng.
blissful; -ness.] The state or quality of beina
blissful.

°

1. Of beings or persons : The state or quality
of being blissful ; intense happiness, joyful-
ness.

J J

b"/
•

;„ i
^,
c*PftDl ?,

0( admitting any accession to his
perfect blissfulness."—Barrow, vol 1. Ser. 8.

2. Of times, places, or things : The quality of

being characterised by the presence of bliss,

or of imparting bliss.

* bllssien, v.t. [Bless, v.] (Stratmann.)

"To bfistien mire dughethe."—Layamon, 19.04L

* blis-sihg, *. [Blessing.) (Metrical Eng.
Psalter, before A.D. 1300, Psalm xxiii. 5.)

t bliss-less, a. [Eng. bliss; -less.] Without
bliss.

"... my blistlcts lot"—Sydney : Arcadia.

* blis'-sdm, v.i. [O. Icel. blcesma m to be
maris appetens, from blasr — a ram.] To be
lustful, to be lascivious. (Coles.)

* blist, pa. par. & a. [Blisse.]

blls'-ter, * blis tre, s. & a. [From O. Dut.
bluister = blister. In Sw. blasa = a bladder,

a blister, from blasa; IceL blisa^ to blow.
Skeat considers blister practically a diminu-
tive of the word Hast, in the sense of swelling
or blowing up. To a certain extent cognate
also with Sw. bldddra; Dan. bkere; Dut.
blaar, ail — blister; and with Eng. bladder

(q.v.)-]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally. (Borrowed from the medical and
pharmaceutical uses of the word)

:

(1) A vesication on the human body or on
the body of an animal. [II. 1.]

" In this state she gallops, ntght by night.
O'er ladies' lips, who straight on kisses dream,
Which oft the angry Mab with blisters plagues.
Because their breaths with sweetmeats tainted are."

Shaketp. : Rom. * Jul. i. *.

"I found a great blister drawn by the garlick, but had
it cut, which run a good deal of water, but filled again
by next night "—Temple.

(2) An appliance for producing it. [II. 2.]

2. Fig. : Anything resembling a vesication

on a plant, on a painted surface, on iron, or
anything else. [II. 8.]

IX Technically

:

1. Med. : A vesication produced upon the
skin by an external irritating application, or

by the friction of something hard. But the
special use of the term is for a vesication pro-
duced intentionally for medical purposes by
the application of a blister-plaster, of which the
virtue consists in the powdered "Spanish" or
" blister " flies scattered over the surface [2],

When this is first placed upon the skin there
arises a sense of tingling and heat, followed
by redness and pain, after which the cuticle

rises into a vesicle or bladder filled with a
watery fluid like the serum of the blood. On
the puncturing of the bladder this at once
escapes. In a few days the destroyed cuticle
has its place supplied by new skin. Such
blisters by attracting blood to them tend to
withdraw it from morbidly gorged internal
organs in a state of inflammation, besides
setting up a second morbid action of which
the tendency is to counterwork the first, with
great relief to the system. [Bleb, Pemphigus,
Vesication.]

2. Pharm. : A vesicatory designed to act
upon the skin. It is generally made of the
Spanish or blister-fly [Blister-fly] powdered,
mixed with lard and wax ; the whole spread
upon leather. It is commonly applied to the
skin of the patient for ten or twelve hours.

3. Bot. : A morbid swelling like a vesication
in a leaf, produced by the puncture or excava-
tion of insects, or by any other cause.

" Upon the leaves there riseth a tumour like a
blister."—Bacon.

B. As adjective : Producing vesications on
the skin, as Blister-beetle (q.v.).

blister-beetle, s. The same as Blister-
fly (q.v.).

blister fly, s. The name for any " fly,"
using that term in its widest sense to designate
any flying insect. The more common blister-
flies are beetles, and they are in consequence
sometimes called blister-beetles. That most
frequently employed by medical men for raising
blisters on the skin is the Lytta vesicatoria,
formerly called Cantharis vesicatorius. It
feeds on the ash. It is indigenous in the
South of Europe, and being among other
places imported from Spain, is often called the
Spanish-fly. [Blister-bketle, Cantharis,
Lytta, Spanish-fly.]

blister-plaster, s. A plaster medically
prescribed to blister the skin. [Blister, II.

2, Pharm.]

blister-steel, *.

Iron-working : Steel of blistered appearance
formed by roasting bar-iron in contact with
carbon in a cementing furnace. Two subse-
quent processes convert it into shear-steel and
cast-steel (q.v.).

blls'-ter, v.i. & t. [From blister, s. (q.v.).]

A. Intrans. : To rise in vesications.
" If I prove honeymouth. let my tongue blister,
And never to my red-look'd anger be
The trumpet any more."

Shaketp I Wint. Tale, ii. 1
B. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) To raise vesications on the skin, unin-
tentionally, by burning ; designedly, for medi-
cal purposes ; or in any other way.

" I blistered the legs and thighs, but was too late ; he
died howling ,"— Wiseman.

(1) To raise small swellings like vesications
on a plant.

"... that no part of them [graffes] be seene either
scorched drie with the amine, or cicatrized (as it were)
and blistered."—Holland: Plinie, bk. xvtt., en. 14.

2. Fig. : To injure, as the reputation, Ac. ;

to annoy, irritate the temper, as a blister acts
on the skin.

" Look, here comes one : a gentlewoman of mint,
" >ws of her own youth,
jrt"
esp. : Meat, for Meat., Ii. S.

H, Technically

:

1. Med. & Phar. : To produce vesications on
the skin by means of a blister-plaster, or in
any similar way. [Blister, s., A. II.]

2. Bot. [Blistered. See also I., 1. (2).]

blis -tered, pa. par. & a. [Blister, v.t.]

I. Ord. Ixtng. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

II. Bot. : Having the surface raised, so as to
resemble the elevations on the blistered skit
of an animal.

blls'-ter lAg, per. par., a., & t. [Blister, v.]

A. & B. As present participle & participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C As substantive : The act of raising vesi-
cations on the skin ; the state of having them
raised upon one's skin.

" Blistering, cupping, bleeding are seldom of use but
to the idle and intemperate."—Spectator, No. 196.

bUs'-ter-WOrt, s. [Eng. blister; wort] A
plant—the Celery-leaved Crowfoot (Ranun-
culus sceleratus). (Lyte.)

t btfs'-ter-& a. [Eng. blister ; -y.] All covered
with blisters. (Webster.)

blite, s. [Blitum.] A name for various plants.

1. Amaranthus blitum.

2. The Good King Henry (Chenopodium
Bonus Hetiricus.) (Prior.)

3. Various species of Atriplex and other
Chenopodiaceae. (Britten db Holland.

)

1[ (a) Sea-blite : An English name for plants
of the genus Suceda.

(b) Strawberry Blite : The English name for
plants of the genus Blitum. [Blitum. ]

blithe, * blythe, * bll$h, * blyth, a. [a.s.
bhdhe = (1) joyful, (2) single, simple, kind, (3)
luxurious, lascivious ; Icel. blidhr ; Sw. Hid =
mild, propitious ; Dan. Mid = cheerful, gay ;

Dut. Hij, blyd, Hyde = joyful, cheerful ; O. H.
Ger. blidhi — glad ; Mceso-Goth, bUiths =
merciful, kind.]

1. Of persons, or, indeed, of any sentient
being: Gay, cheerful, joyous, merry, mirthful.

(a) Of the human countenance.
" We have always one eye fixed upon the counten-

ance of our enemies ; and, according to the blithe or
heavy aspect thereof, our other eye sheweth some
other suitable token either of dislike or approbation."
—Hooker : Eccl. Pol, bk. iv., ch. ix., | 2.

(b) Of man's thoughts, feelings, or demeanour.

(c) Of the lower animals

:

' " To whom the wily adder, blithe and glad
;

Empress ! the way is ready, and not long."
Milton; P.L^tt-lx.

2. Of things : Exciting, attended by, or asso-
ciated with gaiety, cheerfulness, joy, or mirth.

" And the New-year blithe and bold, my frfend."
Tennyson i The Death of the Old Tear.

T An old poet uses it for the adverb blithely,

" Than doth the nyghtyngale hir mygnt,
Ti. malr* nnni htij-1 ivmran bllfthe

aunt of the Rote.

bSfo. bo'y; po^t, Jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xonophou, exist, ph =1
-«lan, -tian = *han. -tiou, -sion -shun; -tlon, -slon zhun. -tious. sious, clous _ shus. -ble, -tre, &c - bel. tor.
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•blithe, *bly$he (0. Scotch), *bli-fhen,
* biy-thon (0. Eng.), v.t. [Compare A.S.

blithsian = to be blithe or glad ; from A.S.

blidhe.] [Blithe.] To gladden. (Prompt.Parv.)

* blithe ful, a. [Eng. blithe ; islflM Full

of gaiety ; gay, sprightly, mirthful, joyous.
(Mintiieu.)

blithe -ly, *blith'-l& * blithe - like,
* blithe liche, adv. [Eng. blithe; -ly. In
A.S. Uidhelice.] In & blithe manner; gaily,

cheerfully. [Bleyxy.]
"And he here bitagten b!ithe!ike.'

Story of Gen. * Sxod., 1,424.

* blithe meat, * blytli meat, s. [Eng. &
Scotch blithe., and meat.] The meat distributed
among those who are present at the birth of a
child, or among the rest of the family.

" Triformis Uowdta did her skill
For the Myth-meat exert."

Taylor : S. Poem*, p. 37. (Jamieton.}

*bllthen, * blythyn, v.t [Blithe] To
cheer, to make nappy. (Prompt. Parv.)

blithe' - ness, * blith - ness, * blith' -

nesse, s. [A.S. Midlines.] The quality of
being blithe ; gaiety, cheerfulness, sprightli-

ness, joyousness. (Digby: On theHuid, ch. iii.)

blithe some, f blith -some, a. [Eng.
blithe; -some.)

1. Ofperson* : Somewhat blithe ; to a certain
exteut cheerful or gay.

2. Of things: Inspiring cheerfulness.
" On blithtome frolics bent, the you thful swains."

Thornton : Winter, 760.

blithe -some-ly, ado. [Eng. blithesome; -ly.}

In a blithesome manner ; cheerfully, gaily.

blithe some ness, t blith -some-ncss,
t. [Eng. blithesome; -ness.] The quality of
being blithesome. (Johnson.)

bli turn, s. [In Fr. blette; Prov. bleda; Sp.
bledo ; Ital. blito ; Mod. Lat. blitvm ; Gr. £A.itoc

(bliton), px-IJTOf (bleton) = strawberry blite, or
amarant blite. Compare also Ger. blutkraiU.
[Blite.]

Bot. Strawberry Blite .* A genus of plants
belonging to the order Chenopodiaceffi(Cheno-
pods> The heads of the several species, when
ripe, resemble wood-strawberries in colour and
appearance. They are succulent, and were for-

merly used by cooks for colouring paddings.
Locality, Southern Europe.

"blive. adv. [Belive.] Quickly. (Spenser:
F. Q., II. iii. 18.)

bliz zard, s. (Prob. onomatopoeic, influenced
perhaps by blast.]

1, A storm (snow and wind) which man can-
not resist away from shelter, which destroys
herds of cattle, blocks railways, and generally
paralyzes life on the prairies and on the plains
of the United States.

2. A poser, a settler. (Bartlett, In his
Dictionary of Americanisms, says that this is

not known in the Eastern States.

"A gentleman at dinner asked me for a toast ; and
•apposing he meant to Itave some fun at my expense,
1 concluded to go ahead and give him and his fikes a
lltaard."-Crockett: Tour JJQjj* East. {BartlmU.)

* bid, a. [A. S. bleo ; N. Fris, bla ; O. H. Ger.
blao.] Blue, livid, pale. [Blax,£la.] (Story
afGtn.&Exod., 637.)

bio erye, bio erthe, s. White clay,

potter's earth. (Prompt. Parv.)

* bloached, a. [Blotched.] Spotted, varie-

gated.

"Those leaves whose middles are variegated with
yellow or white In •pots, are called Mooched."—
Croker : Cotnjil. Diet.

* bloat (1), * blote, a. [Perhaps the same
word as bloat (2), a. ; perhaps from A.S. blcet

= pale, livid (see def. 1. Sense 2 may be from
IceL bbautr fiskr = soft fish, i.e. fresh as op-
posed to dried fish ; Sw. Hot fitk = soaked
tlah. But, according to Dr. Murray, actual
evidence of connection is wanting.]

L Soft with moisture (?), livid, pale (?).

(Early Eng. AUU. Poems in N.E.D.)

2. Smoked, cured, or dried by smoking
;

only in the expression bloat herring.
" Like so many bloat herring* newly taken oat of

the chimney."—Ben Jvnton : Masque of Auguret.

* bloat ( 2), * blout, • blowte, a. [Probably

from Icel. blautr = soft, Sw. blot — soft, yield-

ing, pulpy. In sense 2 possibly influenced by
blow, v.]

,

1, (Of the forms blout, blowte): Flabby;
putted, swollen. (N.E.D.)

2. (Of the form bloat) : Puffed with intem-

perance or self-indulgence.

"The Woaiklng."
Shaketp. : Bamlet, iii. 4.

* bloat (1), v.t. & i. [Bloat (1), a.]

A. Trans. : To cure (as herrings) by placing

them in dry salt, and then smoking them over

a fire of oak-chips for a longer or shorter

period, according to tiie time it is intended to

keep them.
" I have more smoke in my month than would blote

a hundred berriugs. "— fl. <& Flet. : itl. Prin.. ii.

•J It occurs most frequently in the past par-

ticiple or as a participial adjective. [Bloated. ]

U, Intrans. : To become dry in smoke.

* bloat (2),
* blote (2), v.t. & i. [Bloat (2), a.]

A* Transitive :

1. Lit.: To inflate with wind, to cause to

swell, to make turgid.

"Of epispastics, there are some which . . . swell and
bloat the skin.'—Chambers' Cyclop, led. 1727), ».v.

Rpitpattict.

2. Fig. : To puff up as with unwonted com-
mendation ; to render conceited.

" Then damn not, but Indulge his rude essays,

Encourage him, aud bloat him up with praise.

That he may get more bulk before he dies."
ifryden : Prologue to Circe.

B. Intrant. : To swell ; to grow turgid.

" If a person of a firm constitution begins to blote,

from belli* warm grows cold, his nbrea grow weak."—
ArbutlmoL

bloat' -ed (1), pa. par. & a. [Bloat (1). v.]

Cured (as herrings) in the manner described

nnder bloat (1), v.

" Bloated fish ... are those which are half-dried.'

—Blount.

bloat'-Sd (2), pa. par. & a. [From bloat (2), v.

(q.v.).]

A. As past participle : In senses correspond-
ing to those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

h Turgid, swollen, puffed up.
" An overgorgM

And bloated spider."
Cowper : Tatk, bk. t.

2. Pampered.
** Oh, there is sweetnees In the mountain air.
And life, that bloated Ease can never hope to share."

Byron : CMlde Harold, t 30.

3. Inflated with praise or with pride.
" Strange, that such folly, as lifts bloated man
To eminence fit only for a god."

Cowper ; Talk, bk. .
bloat'-cd-ness, *. rKng. bloated (2); and

suffix -ness.] The quality of being bloated; a
swelling of the cheeks, the stomach, &c., from
intemperate indulgence in the appetites, from
disease, or other causes.

" Lassitude, laziness, bloatednest. and scorbutica!
spots, are symptoms of weak fibres."

—

Arbuthnot.

bloat -er, s. [From bloat (1), v. (q.v.), and suff.

-er.] A dried herring; a herring prepared by
being cured in smoke. Yarmouth is often

prefixed to the word bloater, that seaport

being the greatest seat of this industry in

England.

bloat' mg (1), pr. par. & s. [Bloat (1), t».)

As subst. : The act of curing herrings.
" For herring In the sea are large and full.

But shrink in biottting. and together pull."
Sylvester : Tobacco Battered, p. 10L

bloat'-ing (2), pr. par. & a. [Bloat (2), v.]

W6b, blab, s. [Bleb.] (Chiefly Scotch.)

1. Anything tumid. Spec.—
(1) A small globe or bubble of any kind, as

a soap bubble.

(2) A blister, or that rising of the skin which
is the effect of a blister or of a stroke.

"Brukis, bylia, blobbis, and blisteris."
Raul : Curs <IL Compl.. p, 330.

(3) A plant, the Marsh Marigold (Caltha
palvstris), or the Yellow Water-lily (Nvphar
lutea). (Britten <t Holland.)

(4) A large gooseberry ; so called from its

globular form, or from the softness of its skin.

2. A circular spot ; a spot, a blot, as a
" blob of ink." (Jamieton.)

blob lipped, a. The same as Blobber-
lipped (q.v.). (Johnson.)

bl5b'-ber, * blob -er, * bl&b -er, * blob'-
lire, blo-byr, s. [Blubber, Bleb.]

1. A bubble.
" Blober upon water (or bubble), boutetUU."—Palter.
*2, A medusa (?).

" There swimmeth also in the sea a round slimy sub-
stance, called a blabber."—Carew.

blobber-lip, blobberlip, s. Having
a thick, blubbery lip,

" They make a wit of their insipid friend,
" His blobberlips and beetehrows commend."

Dryden : Juvenal, sat. lit

blobber-lipped, blobberlipped, a.

Having tumid lips ; thick-lipped. Used—
1. Of man or the higher animals.
"His person deformed to the highest degree ; flat-

nosed and blobberlipped."—L'Estrange.

2. Of shells.

'

" A blobberlipped shell seemeth to be a kind of mas-
seI."

—

Grew.

* blob -bit, part icip. a. [From blob, s. (q.T.).J
Blotted ; blurred.

"... congruit and not rasit [erased], na blobbtt of
suspect placis."— Acts Ja. I., 1429, c 128, edit IMS,
C 113. (Jamieton.

i

* blob tale, s. [From blob, a corruption of
blab, v., and Eng. tale.] A tell-tale ; a blab.

"These blobtalet could find no other new8 to keep
their tongues in motion."—^. Uacket: Life of Abp,
William*, pt. ii., p. 67.

* blo'-bure, * blo-byr, s. [B-obber.]

bloc, s. [Fr. bloc = a block, lump, . . .)

[Block, *.]

•ff En bloc. [Fr.] In lump, altogether, in
mass ; without separating one from another.

" Mr. Dodson strongly dissuaded the House from
accepting the recommendations en bloc."— Times.
March 3S, 1876.

block, blok (Eng.), block, * bioeke,
* blok, * blolk (Scotch), s. & a. [In Sw. &
Ger. block ; O. H. Ger. bloch ; Dan. 4 Dut. blok ;

Icel. bltgdhr ; Flem. bloc ; Pol. kloc ; Russ.
plakha ; Wei. ploc, plocian, plocyn, plocynan —
a block, a plug ; Gael, pine— a lump, a bump,
a jumble of a sea ;

ploc = any round mass, a
junk of a stick, a potato-masher, a large clod,

a very large head ; Ir. ploc = a plug, a bung.
Cognate with break and plug (q.v.).]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) Gen. : A massive body with an extended
surface, whether in its natural state or artifi-

cially smoothed on one or more sides.

". . . violently career'd round Into our own placid

watery vista a huge charging block of waters."—Ds
Quincey : Works, 2nd ed., i. 103.

(2) Spec. : A thick piece of timber, Iron, or

other material more or less shaped by art ; as—

fa) The massive piece of wood on which
criminals were formerly mutilated or be-

headed
" Slave 1 to the block /—or I, or they.
Shall face the judgment-sent this day I'"

Scott : Rokeby, vl SL

(o) 8quared timber, as for shipbuilding.
" 'Thus,' said be, 'will we build this ship ;

Lay square the MocJbrupon the slip
.'"

Longfrllow : The Building of the Ship.

(3) In the same sense as II. 1. (q.v.).

"Though the block is occasionally lowered for the

inspection of the curious, the birds have not forsaken

the nest.' —Cowper : A Tale, June, 17»1

(4) The wooden mould on which a hat is

formed, or by metonymy the hat itself. [II.,

5.]
" He wears his faith but as the fashion of his hat ;

it

ever chauges with the next block."—Shakeip. : Much
Ado, i. 1.

(5) A row of buildings connected together

without the interruption of streets, open

spaces, or semi-detached edifices.

% Goodrich and Porter consider this sense

American; but it has become naturalised in

England.

Square, erected in detached Hock* are ready for *

furniture, . . ."—Timet, Sept 7th, 1*71 Advt

2. Figuratively

:

(1) 0/ things:

(a) An obstruction, a hindrance, an Impedi-

ment, or its effects ; as a block on the rail-

way, in the streets, in one of the shafts of a

coal-pit, &c
M

. . . therefore infirmity must not be a block to our

eutertaliimeut."—liunyan: P. P., pt. Ii

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who> son ; mute, ctib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, ce, oa = e. ey= a. qu = kw.
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(M A scheme, a contrivance
;
generally used

In n bad sense. (Scotch.)
" Rolling in mvud foil touny cankiirit bioik."

Doug. : Virgil, 143, 4.

(c) A bargain, agreement. (Scotch.)

"Tins christian conjunction—aboue all conjunc-
tion es Hindis ma and thee todeale traelieinaniefcwcAe
we liaue with our brother."—Kolloek : On I Theu..

p. 175 (Jamieton.)

(2) Ofpersons:

(a) A stupid person.
" What toiigiielera Wodtf were they! would they not

Bpenkr* Shaketp. ! Richard III., til 7.

(b) An obstinate person, one impossible to

move.
"All conslderationa united now in urging me to

waste no more of either rhetoric, tallow, or logic, upon
my Impassive granite block at a guardian. — fie

tytincey ; Work* '[Sad ed.), p. C7.

II. Technically

:

1. Mech.: A pulley, or a system of pulleys

rotating on a pintle mounted in its frame or

shell with its band and strap. The pin or

fintle of a block of pulleys is the axis or axle.

t passes through the bushing of the shell and
the coak of the sheave, and is generally of
iron. The sheave or wheel is generally of
lignum-vitfe or of iron, and has around its

circumference a groove for the rope, called the
gorge. It has a bushing, called a coak, around
the pintle-hole. The space between the sheave
and its block, through which the rope runs,
is called the swallow or channel. It auswers
to the throat of some other machines ; the
pass in a rolling-mill. The shell, pulley-frame,
or body of the block is made of a tough wood,
or sometimes of iron ; it has one or two
Sooves, called scores, cut on each end to re-

in the strap which goes around it. The
shell is hollow inside to receive the sheave or
sheaves, and has a hole through its centre to
receive the sheave-pin, called the pintle; this
is lined with bronze or gun-metal, called a
omiching or bushing. When the shell is made
of one piece, it is called a mortise-block; when
more than one are employed, it is termed a
made block. The side plates of the shell are
cheeks. The strap, strop, iron-binding, grom-
met. or cringle, is a loop of iron or rope,
encircling the block, and affords the means of
fastening it in its place. The hook of iron-

strapped blocks is frequently made to work in
a swivel, so that the several parts of the rope
forming the tackle may not become " foul" or
twisted around each other. (Knight)
There are many kinds of blocks, as a pulley-

hlock, a fiddle-block, a fish-block, a fiy-block, a
heart-block, a hook-block, &c. See these words.

If Block and tackle : The block and the rope
Tove through it, for hoisting or obtaining a
purchase, [Tackle.)

2. Sawyers' work : One of the frames on
which an end of a log rests in a saw-milL

3. Carp, .* A square piece of wood fitted in
the re-entering angle formed by the meeting
edges of two pieces of board. The blocks are
glued at the rear and strengthen the joint.
(Knight.)

4. Wood-cutting : A form made of hard
wood, on which figures are cut in relief by
means of knives, chisels, &c

5. Hat-making : A cylinder of wood over
which a hat or bonnet is shaped in the process
of manufacture.

6. Saddlery: A former or block on which a
piece of wet leather is moulded by hammering
or pressing.

7. Military:

(a) Short pieces of scantling, used for ele-
vating cannon and supporting them in position
a short distance from the grouud, or in assist-
ing in their transfer from higher to lower
levels, and vice versd. These are designated
as whole, half, and quarter blocks, and have a
uniform length of twenty and width of eight
inches, their respective thickness being eight,
four, and two inches. (Knight.)

(b) The term is used also as part of the
compound gin-blocks (q.v.),

8. Falconry: The perch on which a bird of

prey is kept.

9. Cricket : The spot where the striker places
his bat to guard his wicket ; also called block-

hole. (Guard.]

10. Hairdressing : A barber's block = a
stand for a wig.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to or resem-
bling a short, thick, lump of wood or other
material. (See the compounds which follow.)

block-book, i.

Printing: A book printed not from mov-
able types, but from engraved blocks, each
one fonning a page. Block-printing had long
been known [Block-printingJ before the art
was used in the preparation of books. In
1438 Lourenz John Koster of Haar.lem pub-
lished his Speculum Humanas SalvationU with
blocks ; the Biblia Pauperum, published early
in the fifteenth century, was also a block-book.
About 1450 movable types began to be used,
and block-books were superseded. [Printing. ]

block-brush, a [So named because used
by butchers to clean their blocks.]

Her. : A bunch of the plant called Butcher's
Broom (Ruscus aculeatus). It is borne by
butchers in the insignia of their company.

block-furnace, s.

Metal. : A blomary.

block-letters, a pi.

Printing : Type of large size cut out of
wooden blocks. Block-letters, or wooden
type, are generally made of cherry, cut end-
wise. They are made of sizes from two or
three-line pica up to 150-line pica, more than
two feet in length.

block-letter cutting -machine, s.

A machine for cutting block-letters. (For
various forms of them see Knight's Practical
Dictionary of Mechanics.)

block - machinery, block machi-
nery. s -

Mech. : Machinery for cutting, shaping, and
adjusting the " blocks " to be associated with
" tackles " in the navy and in merchant vessels.

In A.D. 1781, Mr. Walter.Taylor of Southamp-
ton took out a patent for such machinery, and
from his works on the Itchen supplied the
navy with all the blocks it required for more
than twenty years. About the beginning of
the present century, Mr., afterwards Sir Mark
Isambart Brunei, constructed an improved
machine, or rather scries of machines, for
block-cutting, mortising, shaping, scoring,
drilling, &c., which being adopted by the
government, led to their becoming their own
block manufacturers at Portsmouth, and
turning out the most beautifully-made and
adjusted articles in numbers amply sufficient
to supply the whole navy, without assistance
from any private firm. The machines used for
dressing the shells of the blocks are (1) a re-

ciprocating cross saw, (2) a circular cross-cut

saw, (3) a reciprocating ripping saw, (4) a bor-
ing-machine, (5) a mortising-machine, (6) a
corner-saw, (T) a shaping-machine, and (8) a
scoring-machine. A reciprocating, a circular,
and a crown, saw are used for rounding the
sheaves and boring the centre hole. There
are, besides, a coating-machine, a drilling-
machine, a riveting-machine, and a facing-lathe.

block-printing, s.

Printing: The art or process of printing
from blocks instead of from movable types.
It is supposed to have been invented by the
Chinese about A.D. 593. It has been long
employed in calico-printing in that country,
as well as in India, Arabia, and Egypt. In
Europe the same process was adopted for
printing playing-cards, and during the first

half of the fifteenth century books were pro-
duced by means of block-printing ; they were
hence called block-books. [Block - book. ]

Now block-printing is used for printing cotton
cloth or paper for hangings. Two stages of
progress in the method are to be traced. First
the pattern was dabbed upon the colour and
impressed by hand upon the material, which
lay upon a table before the workman. When
the pattern wae in several colours, different
blocks of the same size were employed, the
raised pattern in each being adapted for its

special portion of the design. The exact cor-
respondence of each part, as to position, was
secured by pins on the blocks, which pierced
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small holes in the material and indicated th-
exact position. Next, an improved system
by Perrot was introduced, in which the calico
passed between a square prism and three en-
graved blocks, brought in apposition to three
faces of the prism, and delivered their separate
impressions thereupon in succession. Each
block was inked after each impression, and
the cloth was drawn through by a winding
cylinder. The blocks were pressed against
tiie cloth by springs. Perrot's system did
twenty times as much work in an hour as that
which it all but displaced. Now block-print-
ing has been superseded by cylinder or roller-

printing, which works twenty times as fast as
even Perrot's method. (Knight.)

block-system, block system, 5.

Railway Travelling : A method of signalling
specially designed to prevent collisions be-
tween trains travelling on the same line of

rails. The route to be traversed is divided
into small sections by telegraph boxes erected
at intervals. Let A D in the fig. be a portion
of such a line

with signal-

boxes at A,
B, C, and D. Let t" and f be two trains

both moving in the direction of the arrows.
If t" overtake If there will be a collision, but
the block-system prevents this by setting the
danger-signal at B against the train t" till V
has passed C. Then the danger-signal is set

at C against train t" till V has passed D, and so
in succession. If the system is properly
worked two trains are never for a moment In

the same section of the railway, and cannot
therefore come into collision.

block-teeth, s.

Dentistry ; Two or more teeth made in a
block carved by hand.

block-tin, s. [Eng. block, and tin. In
Sw. blocktenn ; Dut. bloktin; Ger. blockzinn.\

Comm. : A name given to an impure tin

cast into ingots. When the metal is allowed
to cool gradually the upper part is the purest,

the impurities being contained in the lower
part. Block-tin contains iron, arsenic, lead,

3cc. [Tin.]

block-wood, blockwood, s. An un-
known wood, presumably suitable for being
carved into blocks.

" ftlocktcood, logwood, and other forbidden ma-
terials. . . ."—Golden Fleece (1661). {UalUwutl: Cont.
to Lexicog.)

block, v.t. [From Eng. block, 8. (q.v.). InSw.
blokkera, blockera ; Dan. blokere = to block up ;

Dut. blokkeeren; Ger. blokiren; Fr. bloquer

;

Sp. & Port, bloquear; Ital bloccare.'i

1. Literally:

(1) To shut up so as to hinder egress or
ingress ; to obstruct (Dryden : Spanish
Friar, v. 1.) (Often followed by up.)

(2) To block a bill in Parliament is to give
notice of opposition and so to bring it within
the operation of the Standing Order, which,
subject to certain exceptions, provides that
" no order of the day or notice of motion be
taken after half-past twelve at night, with
respect to which order or notice of motion
a notice of opposition shall have been printed
on the notice paper."

If In Cricket : To stop a ball dead without
attempting to hit it

2. Figuratively:

(1) To plan, to devise. (Scotch.) ff (2).]

(2) To bargain. (Scotch)
" Efter tbat he had long trnw blockit.
With grit uifficultie he tulk tliaine."

Leg. Bp. St. A ndrou Poems, ieth cent., p. 834. {Jamieton. )

U (1) To block in:

Art: To get in the broad masses of a

picture or drawing.

(2} To block out: Roughly to mark out
work afterwards to be done.

blockade, s. [From Eng. block; and suffix

-ode. In Sw. blockad; Dan. blokade; Dut.

blokkade ; Ger. blockade ; Fr. blocus (a con-

traction, according to Littre, of Ger. Uock-
haus ; O. Ger. block-hue) = a blockade ; 8p.

bloqueo; Port bloqutio ; Ital. bioccatura.}

L Mil., Naut., A Ord. Language :

1. Gen.: The act of surrounding a town
with a hostile army, or, if it be on the sea-

ooil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenopbon, exist, -nig,

clan, -tian = shan, -tion, -slon shun ; -tion, sion m zhun. -cious, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. m bel, del.
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coast, of placing a hostile army around its

landward side, and ships of war in front of its

sea defences, so as if possible to prevent sup-
plies of food and ammunition from entering it

by land or water. The object of such an in-

vestment is to compel a place too strong or
too well defended to be at once captured by
assault, to surrender on account of famine.

"It seemed that the siege moat be turned into a
blockade."—Macaulay : II tit. Eng., CD. xii.

IT Almost every siege involves a blockade,
but in a siege, properly so called, military
approaches are pushed on against the place
with the view of ultimately capturing it by
assault, whereas in a blockade no assault is

contemplated. Most of the sieges of antiquity
were only blockades.

2. Spec. ; The investment of a place by sea,

to prevent any ships from entering or leaving

its harbour. The practice seems to have been
introduced by the Dutch about A.D. 1584.

H (1) To break a blockade: Forcibly to enter
a blockaded port, if not even to compel the
naval force investing it to withdraw.

(2) To raise a blockade :

(a) To desist from blockading a place.

(6) To compel the investing force to do so.

(3) To run a blockade: Surreptitiously to

enter or leave a blockaded port at the risk of

being captured.

IL International Maritime Law: A3 a block-

ade seriously interferes with the ordinary
commercial right of trading with every place,

international law carefully limits its operation,

the principle adopted being this : that belli-

gerents are not entitled to do anything likely

to incommode neutrals more than it benefits

themselves. Neutrals are therefore entitled

to disregard a blockade except it be effective,

that is, unless the town be invested by a fleet

sufficient to prevent the ingress and the exit

of vessels. When on the 21st November, 1806,

the Berlin decree of Napoleon I. declared the

whole British Islands in a state of blockade,

that blockade, being ludicrously ineffective,

was illegal ; so also, though to a somewhat
less extent, were the British orders in Council

of the 11th and 21st November, 1807, which
placed France and all its tributary states in a
state of blockade. The retaliatory Napoleonic
Milan decree of 27th December, 1807, extend-

ing the previously announced blockade to the
British dominions in all quarters, laboured to

a still greater extent under the same defect.

More effective, as being more limited in area,

were the blockades of the Elbe by Britain

in 1803, that of the Baltic by Denmark in

1848-9 and 1864, and that of the ports of the

Confederate States of America by President

Lincoln on April 19, 1861. A blockade should

be formally notified before it is enforced, per-

mission being granted to neutral vessels then

to depart, carrying with them any cargo which
they may already have on board ; when it ter-

minates, its cessation should also be formally

declared. Any one running a blockade does

so at his own peril ; one's own government
cannot by international law protect him from
forfeiting his vessel with its cargo and his

liberty, If he be captured by the blockading

fleet.

blockade runner, «.

1. Of things : A vessel used for the purpose
of trading by sea with a blockaded town.

t2. Of persons: A man engaged in trading

by sea with a blockaded town.

blockade-running, s. The art or occu-

pation of trading by sea with a blockaded
town. During the American Civil War of

1861-1865, many of the British engaged in

blockade-running, attempting to enter Rich-
mond and other harbours of the Confederate

States.

bloc kade, v.t. [From blockade, a. (q.v.).

See also Block, v.]

1. Ord. Lang., Military, etc. : To surround a

town with troops, or, if it be a seaport, to

surround its landward portion with troops,

and place ships of war in front of its harbour,

so as to cut off all supplies from the garrison

and inhabitants till they surrender the place.

"... the approaches were closed, and the town
effectually blockaded. "—Froude : BUt. Bng. (1858),

toL iv., 437.

2. Fig. : To obstruct the passage to any-

tiling. Sometimes ludicrously.
" Huge hales of British cloth blockade the door.

A hundred oxen at your levee roar."
Pope: Mar. Essays, iiL 67.

blocked, pa, par. & a. [Block.]

* block -er, *bloV-er, 5. [Eng. block ; -er.]

1. One who hinders the progress of any-
thing, an obstructive ; specif., one who blocks
a parliamentary bill.

2. One who plans or accomplishes a bar-
gain ; a broker. (Scotch.)

"Oure souerane Lord, At., rnderttanding of the
fraude and frequent abvse committed by many of his
Majesties subiectiB, byeris and blokeris of vlctueU."—
Actt Ja. 17., 1621 (ed. 1814), p. 614. [Jamieson)

block-head, s. [Eng. block; head.] A
person, with a good deal of exaggeration, said
to be as destitute of understanding as if his

skull enclosed a block of wood in place of
hemispheres of brain ; a dolt, a fool, an ass, a
stupid person.

" The Christian hope is—Walter, draw the cork—
If I mistake not—Blockhead ! with a fork,!"

Coteper: Hope.

block head-ed, a. [Eng. blockhead; -ed.]

Having such a mind as is possessed by a
blockhead ; stupid, dull.

" Says a blockheaded boy, these are villainous crea-
tures.—-I'Estrange.

block'-head-ism, *. [Eng. blockhead ; -ism.)

The procedure or characteristics of a block-
head.
"... thaugh now reduced to that itate of block*

head ism.'—Smart : .Votes to the BiUiad.

block -head-ly, a. [Eng. blockhead; -ly.]

Like a blockhead.
" Some mere elder-brother, or some blockheadly hero."

—Dryden : Amphitryon.

block'-house, t block -haus (an as ow),
s. [Eng. block = a thick, heavy mass of wood,
and house. In Sw. blockhus ; Dan. blookhuus;

Dut. blokhuis; Ger. & Fr. blockhaus.)

Fortif. <£ Ord. Lang. : A small fort built of

heavy timber or logs, and with the sides loop-

holed for musketry, or if it be sufficiently

large and strong, with ports or embrasures for

cannon. It may be built square, rectangular,

polygonal, or in the form of a cross. If more
than one storey high the upper storey may

/t/'w/.Vi/i l'.
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project over the lower so as to obtain a fire

directly downwards. It is generally sur-

rounded by a ditch, and sometimes has earth

on its roof that it may be more difficult to set

it on fire.

" But, when they had pasted both frigate and block-

lioute without being challenged, their spirits rote.'—
Macaulay ; BUt. Bng., ch. xvi.

bl&ck'-In-cdurset *. & a. [Eng. Mock; in;

course.] A term used only in the subjoined
compound.

block in course masonry. .

Masonry: A kind of masonry which differs

from ashlar masonry chiefly in being built of

smaller stones. The usual depth of a course is

from seven to nine inches.

block -Ihg, pr. par., a., A *. [Block, v.]

A. & B. As present participle and participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language : The act of shutting

up or obstructing ; the state of being shut up
or obstructed ; obstruction. [Block, v. % 2.]

"... by blocking of trade . . .'—Clarendon.

XL Technically

:

1. Leather-working : The process of bending
leather for boot-fronts to the required shape.

[CbIKPINQ.]

2. Bookbinding : The art of impressing a
pattern on a book-cover by a plate or associa-

£

tion of tools under pressure. It is called
blind or gold blocking. In the latter case,

gold-leaf is used ; in the former, the bare
block.

3. Carpentry: A mode of securing togetivw
the vertical angles of wood-work. Blocks of
wood are glued in the inside angle.

blocking course, s.

Architecture : The upper course of stones or
brick above a cornice or on the top of a wall.

blocking -down, «.

Metallurgy -. The art of adjusting sheet-metal
to a mould or shape. This is done by laying
above it a thick piece of lead, and striking the
latter by a mallet or hammer. This mode is

sometimes adopted to bring a plate partially

to shape before swagging it between the dies.

(Knight.)

blocking kettle, s.

Hat-making : A hot bath In which hats are
softened in the process of manufacture, so as
to be drawn over blocks. (Knight.)

blocking-press, *.

Bookbinding ; A bookbinder's screw-press
in which blocking is performed. It has less

power than the embossing-press, which ope-
rates with large dies, being used for orna-
mentation, requiring but a comparatively small
pressure. The die is adjusted in the upper
bed or plate, and is heated by means of gas-

lets coming down through a cavity at its back.
ie book-covers are introduced seriatim upon

the lower bed by the operator, who by a turn
of the handle brings the upper bed down with
a gentle and equable pressure, fixing the gold-

leaf, when this is employed, upon the surface,

previously prepared for the purpose. A boy,
who assists, removes the superfluous portions
with a rag, which becomes thoroughly satu-

rated with the precious metal in the course of

use, and is sold to the refiners. (Knight.)

bldck'-Ish, a. [Eng. block; ish.}

1. Of the nature of a block.

2. Stupid, dull, wanting in intellect.
" Make a lottery ;

And, by device, let blockish Aiax draw
The sort to fight with Hector.

'

Shakesp. t Trott. * Cretsid.. i. &
3. Rude, clumsy.
"The forms of our thought [would be] blockish"—

Grant White I Everyday English, p. 295.

block'-Ish-iy, adv. [Eng. blockish; -ly.]

In a blockish manner, stupidly, with deficient

intellect.
" These brave doctors fail most absurdly and block-

ishtju in this so necessary an article."—JIarmar: Trans,

of Beta's 8erm., p. 426.

block -ish-ndss, s. [Eng. blockish; -nest.)

The quality of being blockish, stupidity.

" Being dull, and of incurable blockishness. he be-

came a hater of virtue and learning."— Whitlock : Man
of the Eng., p. 140.

block-like, a. [Eng. block; -like.] Likes
block, stupid.
"Am I twice sand-blind T twice to near the blessing

I would arrive at, and blocklike never know it"
Beaum. A PL : Pilgrim.

* blod, * Mode, s. [Blood.]

1. A child.
" And vche Vod on that hurne blessed schal wortha•
Ear. Eng. AIM. Poems (ed. Morrlsl ; Cleanness. «M.

2. A living being.

" A thusant plates of silver god
Oaf he sarra. that faire Mod."

Story of Oen. A Exod., 1W1. 1M
* blod'e-wort, 5. [Bloodwobt. ] A plant—

Polygonum Hydropiper. (Grete Herbalti

(Britten & Holland.)

*blo-dt *blody, a. [Bloody.] (Wright:

Spec, of Lyric Poet., 62.) (Stratmann.) (Prompt.

Parv.)

bloa dlte, * blo'-dite, s. [In Ger. btadit.

Named after a chemist and mineralogist

Blade.]

Min. : A mineral classed by Dana with his

hydrous sulphate. Colour, fast red to bus
red or white ; fracture, splintery. It occurs

massive or crystallised. Comp. : Sulphate of

soda, 33*34—4&'82 ; sulphate of magnesia,

8319 to 36-66 ; water, 18'84—22 00, &c. It is

found in the Old World at Ischl and near

Astrakan, and in the New World near San

Juan at the foot of the Andes. (Dana.)

* bloik, ' blok, s. [Block, rl (Scotch.)

(Doug.: Virgil, 148,4.)

Site, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;

go, P**

or, wore, wolf; work, who, m6n ; mate, <mb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full : try, Syrian, m, ce= e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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*blok, * bloke, s. [Block, s.) (Ear. Eng.
JViterative Poems (ed. Morris), Patience, 272.)

(Prompt Parv.)

Worn a ry, bloom'-a ry, s. [From A. 8.

bloma = metal, a massj a lump (Somner and
Lye) [Bloom (2)] ; and suffix -ary.}

Metallurgy : The first forge in an ironwork
through which iron passes after having been
melted from the ore. The pig-iron having
been puddled and balled, is brought to the
hammer or squeezer, which makes it into a
bloom. [Bloom (2).]

* blomc, s. [Bloom.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* blom-yn, v.i. [Bloom, v.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* blonc, a. [Blank, a.] (Retig. Antiq., 1. 87.)

* blonc'-ket. • blon -ket, a. [Of doubtful
origin. Perhaps from the same source as
blanket (q.v.).] Grey.

Bloncket liveryes : Grey coats.

"Our bloncket liveryes bene all to ssdde
For tltilke Mine season, when all is ycladd
With pleasauuce." Spenter : Shep. Cat. t.

blond, blonde, a. k s, [In Dut. blond ; Sp.
bUndo = fair, flaxen ; in Dan. blondine = a
female with light-coloured hair. In Sw. blon-

der, s. pi. ; Dan. blonde (sing.); Ger. blonde;
Sp. blonda are = blond-lace. All from Fr.
blond, adj., m., blonde = fair, flaxen, white of
complexion ; blond, s., m. = a flaxen colour,

a man or boy with flaxen hair ; blonde, s., f. =
a girl or woman with fair hair ; blond-lace.

Prov. blon, blonda = fair of complexion.
Compare A.8. blondenfeax = mixed hair, grey-
haired (Bosworth), from blonden = mingled.
Professor 8keat, however, thinks that the Fr.

blond may be altered from Fr. blanc = white.]
[Blank.]

A. As adjective: Fair or light in colour.
Used—

1. Of hair.
** The brown is from the mother's hair,

The blond is from the child"
Longfellow : The Two Lock* of Batr.

2. Of the complexion, which is usually light

when the person is fair-haired. [Sanguine.]

B. As substantive:

L Of persons : A fair-haired person, hence a
person of light complexion. [A. 2.]

t2. Blond-lace (q.v.).

blond-lace, s. [So called from its colour.]
A silk lace of two threads, twisted and formed
in hexagonal meshes.

f Obvious compound, blond-lace-maker.

* blondir, * blond ren, v.i. [Blunder, v.]

* blo-nesse, s. The same as Blaeness (q.v.).

* blonk, * blonke, blonkke, * blouk,
* blunk, s. [A. 8. blonca, blanca = a white
horse ; Icel. blakkr — a horse. ] A steed, a
horse. (Scotch.)

"Syn grooms, that gay is,

Ou blonks that brayta"
Poems, Edin., 1831, p. 221. {Jamieton.)

T See Gawayne and the Green Knight, 434.

* blonket, *. [Bloncket.]

* blont, a. [Blunt.] (Spenser: Shep. Col viii.)

* bloo, a. [Blue.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* blooc, *. [Block, s.] (Prompt. Parv.)

blood, " bloode, * blond, * blude, * bind,
•Mod, * blode (Eng.), bluid, blude
(Scotch), s. & a. [A.S..&Md= blood; Icel.

blodh ; Sw. & Dan. blod ; Dut. bloed ; Mceso-
Goth. bloth : Ger. blut ; O. H. Ger. pluot, ploot.

Said to be connected with A.S. blowan,
gebloivan = to blow, bloom, blossom, or
flourish, but this is by no means certain.]

A* As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally : The fluid circulating by means
of veins and arteries through the bodies of man
and of the lower animals. [II. 1.]

" For the life of the flesh Is in the blood t and I hare
given it to yon upon the altar."—Lev. xvii. 1L

2. Figuratively:

(1) Lineage, descent, progeny.

(a) Of things : Lineage, descent ; specially
royal or noble descent, nigh extraction.

"
1 what an happiness is it to And

A friend of our own blood, a brother kind !

"

Waller.

H Formerly it might in this sense have a
plural.

" As many, and as well-born bloodt as those.
Stand in his face to contradict his claim."

Shaketp. ; King John, ii. 1.

t(6) Of persons: Child, progeny. (In this
sense generally combined with flesh.)
" But yet thou art my flesh, my blood, my daughter."

Shakeip, ; Lear, ii, 4.

IT A half-blood : A half-breed.

(2) Temper, passions ; or one in whom these
are prominent.

(a) Of things: Temper, passions.
" The Puritaji blood was now thoroughly up."—

Macaulay ; Ilitt. Eng , cli. xiii.

(6) Of persons: A person of hot temper ; a
man (in most cases young) of fiery character

;

one brave, but unrestrained by prudence or
perhaps even by moral principle, and from
whom in consequence violence may in times
of excitement be expected.

"The news put divers young bloodt into such a fury
as the ambassadors were not without peril to be out-
raged."—Bacon.

(3) Life ; the vital principle, especially
with reference to the taking away of life.

Hence closely allied to (4).

"Shall I not therefore now require his blood of
your hands?"—2 Sam, iv. 11.

(4) The shedding of blood or its conse-
quences.

(a) The shedding of blood ; the taking of
life away, especially in an unlawful manner

;

murder.
" Blood follows blood, and through their mortal span.
In bloodier acta conclude those who with blood began."

Byron : ChUde Harold, it S3.

(6) The atoning death of Christ.

"... the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us
from all sin."—1 John i. 7.

(c) The responsibility of shedding blood,
sacrificing a life, or the soul.

% The price of blood : Reward or retribution
for shedding it, or for taking a life.

* It is not lawful for to put them into the treasury,
because it is the price of blood."—Matt, xxvii. «.

(6) Any liquid resembling blood in colour,
or in some other obvious character. (Used
especially of the juice of a fruit as the grape.)

"... and thou didst drink the pure blood ot the
grape."—Beut. xxxii. 14.

•J With some similitude to this, the wine in
the communion is the sacramental symbol of
the blood of Christ

" And he said unto them. This is my blood of the new
testament, which is shed for many."—Mark xiv. 34.

3. In special phrases, the word blood having
the same signification

:

(1) As in A. I. 1.

Flesh and blood : Human nature. [Flesh.]
"... for flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto

thee, but my Father which is In heaven. "—Matt, x vi, 17.

(2) As in A. I. 2. (a).

fa) A prince of the blood : A prince of royal
extraction, not one raised to the dignity of
prince by law or mandate.

" They will almost
Give us a prince o' th' blood, a son of Priam,
In change of him."

Shaketp. : TroU. * Cret*., iU. S.

(b) The blood-royal : Royal descent.

(3) As in A. I. 2. (2).

(a) Bad blood: A feeling of animosity
towards one.

(b) In cold blood : With the passionR unex-
cited, coolly, and therefore, presumably, with
more or less deliberation.

" Who cannot condemn rashness in cold blood t

"

Shakeip. : Timon, i ii. ft.

(e) In hot blood: With the passions excited.
" Upon a friend of mine ; who, in hot blood,
Hath stepp'd into the law , .

."

Shaketp. : Timon, ill. ft.

(4) As in A. I. 2 (3).

* For his blood : Though his life depended
upon it. (Vulgar.)

" A crow lay battering upon a muscle, and could not,
for hi* blood, break the shell to come at the fish."

—

L'Estrange,

II. Technically:

1. Physiol. : The red circulating fluid in the
bodies of man and the higher animals. It is

formed from chyle and lymph when these sub-
stances are subjected to the action of oxygen
taken into the lungs by the process of inspira-
tion. It is the general material from which
all the secretions are derived, besides which
it carries away from the frame whatever is

noxious or superfluous. In man its tempera-

ture rarely varies from 36'6" C = 98° F. t but in
birds it sometimes reaches 42-8 C = 109° F.
The blood in reptiles, amphibia, and fishes,
and the circulating fluid in the invertebrate, is

cold, that is, in no case more than a Tittle above
the temperature of the surrounding medium.
The vessels which conduct the blood out from
the heart are called arteries, and those which
bring it back again veins. The blood in the
left-hand side of the heart and in the arteries,
called arterial blood, is bright red ; that in the
right side of the heart and in the veins, called
venous blood, is blackish-purple. Viewed by
spectrum analysis, the haemoglobin of arterial
blood differs from that of venous blood, the
former being combined with oxygen, and the
latter being deoxidised. The film of the two
also differs, besides which carbouic acid pre-
dominates in the gaseous matter held in solu-
tion in the former, and free oxygen in the
latter. The density of blood is 1*003 to 1-057.

Its composition in 1,000 parte is as follows :

—

Water . 780-15 to 786-58
Film 210

,
3-57

Albumen . 66-09
,

69-41

Colouring matter . 133-00
,

119-03
Crystallisable fat . 2 43

,
4-30

Fluid fat . 1-81
,

2-27

Extractive matter of 7

uncertain kind . J
1-79

,
1-92

Albumen, with soda 1'26
, 2-01

Sodium and potas--*
eium chlorides, 1

carbonates, phos- \ 8-87
,

7-30

phates, and sul- 1

phates . ,/
Calcium and magne- >.

Slum carbonates, j

phosphates of cal- f

cium magnesium f

and iron, ferric
'

oxide . . . '

Lots 2-40
,

2-59

1,000 1,000
Blood has a saline and disagreeable taste, and
when fresh, a peculiar smelt. It has an alka-
line re-action. It is not, as it appears, homo-
geneous, but under a powerful microscope is

seen to be a colourless fluid with little round
red bodies called blood-discs or blood-corpuscles,

and a few larger ones called white-corpuscles

floating about in it [Blood-disc, Corpuscle.}
When removed from the body and allowed to
stagnate it separates into a thicker portion
called cruor, crassamentum, or clot, and a thinner
one denominated serum. [See these words. ]

" The blood is the Immediate pabulum ot the tissues;
its composition is nearly or entirely identical with
them; it is, indeed, as Borden long ago expressed it,

liquid flesh."—Todd A Bowman: Physiol. Anat., 1. 43.

2. Law:
(1) Whole blood is descent not simply from

the same ancestor, but from the same
pair of ancestors, whilst half blood is descent
only from the one. Thus in a family two
brothers who have the same father and mother
stand to each other in the relation of whole
blood, but if the mother die, and the father
marry again and have children, these stand to
the offspring of the first marriage only in the
relation of half-blood. (Blackstone : Comment.,
bk. ii., ch. xiv.)

" According to the common law of England, in ad-
ministrations, the whole blood is preferred to the half
Wood."—Ayliffe.

(2) Corruption of blood is the judicial strip-

ping it of the right to carry with it up or down
the advantage of inheritance [Attainder]

;

its purification or restitution is in it the re-

storation to it of the privilege of inheritance.

(Ibid., ch. xv., bk. iv., ch. 29, 31.)

B. As adjective : Of lineage or pure breed,

and presumably of high spirit or mettle.

"... a pair of blood horses."—Timet, Sept. 8, 187«.

^1 Obviouscompounds : Blood-besotted (Shakesp.

:

2 Hen. VI., v. 1, Globe ed.), blood-bespotted

(Ibid, Todd, Schmidt), blood-desiring (Spenser ;

Ruines of Rome; by Bellay, xiii.), blood-

drenched (Webster), blood-dyed (Everett), blood-

like (Jadrell), blood-marked (Webster), blood-

polluted (Pope), blood-spiller (Quar. Rev.), blood-

spilling (Dr. Allen), blood-stream (Scott : Lady
of the Lake, iii. 11), &C.

blood band, * blode bande, s. A
bandage to stop bleeding.

" Vb bus haue a blode bande, or thi ble change."—
Morte Arthur* (ed. Brock), 2,578.

blood-baptism, «.

Theol. & Ch. Hist.: Baptism by means of

boll, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = &
-tian = shan. tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion m shun, -ttous, - sious, -dons = shus. ble, -die, &c.

=

bel, del.
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blood, i.e., by martyrdom. If any one who
had not been baptized showed his firm faith
to Christianity by dying a martyr's death
rather than renounce it, the early Christians
regarded him as if he had been baptized, his
death being held to be the equivalent of
baptism. (Coleman.)

blood - besprinkled,
with blood.

a. Besprinkled

t blood-boltered, a. [Eng. blood, and
haltered, pa. par. of baiter, y., in the sense
of to tangle, to mat.] Matted or clotted
with blood ; having the hair clotted with
blood.

Th* biood-bolter'd Banquo smile* upon me."
Shaketp. : Macb., it. L

blood bought, a. Bought with blood
;

achieved through the sacrifice of life.
•* Incomparable gem I thy worth untold ;

Cheap, though blood-bought, ami thrown away when
old-- Cowper : Table Talk.

blood-brother, 8. A brother by blood,
as contradistinguished from a brother-in-law,
brought into that relation by marriage.

blood-cemented, a.

t 1. Lit. ; Cemented by blood.

2. Fig. : Cemented together in political or
other feeling by being of one blood, or by
having shed their blood In a common enter-
prise.

*' (Educing good from (11) the battle groan'd.
Ere, blood-cemented, Anslo-Saions, hw."

Thornton: liberty, pt it.

blood-colour, s.

Her. ; Sanguine. It is distinguished from
bloody, Her. (q.v.).

blood-coloured, a.

1. Coloured by means of blood.

2. Of the colour of blood. (Webster.)

blood-consuming:, a. Consuming the
blood, preying on the blood. (Used of sighs.)

" Might liquid tears, or heart-offend in? groan*.
Or blood-consuming sighs recall his life."

Shaketp. : 2 Hen. VI., 1U. a,

blood-corpuscle, s. [Corpuscle.]

blood -descendants, a Descendants
from the blood of a common ancestor. (Used
Of men or of the inferior animals.)

J.i'..'^.
1 fewer *eQer» ^d specie* will bar* left

modified blood- descendants."— Darwin : Origin of
Species (ed. 18M), eh. x., p. Ml.

blood-disc, s. The same as Blood-cor-
puscle. [Corpuscle.]

« ",i..L ^tain
,>

)*rticl*,,
'
th« otood-diset, which float

in it (the biood|in great number*. "—Todd It Bowman •

Phyt. AnaL, i. 60.

blood-drinking, a.

1. Lit. : Drinking blood, in the sense of ab-
sorbing it or being soaked with it.

** In thi* detested, dark, blood-drinking pit"
- „. ,. ,

Shaketp. : Til And., It 4.

Z. Figuratively :

(1) Preying on the blood.
"I would he Wind with weeping, sick with groan*.
Look pale ai primrose with blood-drinkina •Igha.-

(J) Bloodthirsty. —*
'
»—» * "*-

»

"A* cognizance of my blood-drinking nabs."
Shaketp. : I Ben. VI., iL t

blood-drop, *. A drop of blood.
" Like blood-drupt from my heart they dropp'd."

Wordtworth ; The Last of the Flock.

blood-drunk, a. Drunk with blood.
{More.)

blood-extorting, a. Extorting blood
;

forcing blood from the person. (Used of a
screw. Possibly a thumb-screw ?)

„ . . " • . knotted acoargea.
Hatches, blood-extorting screws."

Cowper : Negro'* Complaint.

blood-flag, 8. A red flag, as a symbol
of bloodshed.

•* For a sheet of flame, from the turret high.
Waved, like a blood-flag, on the sky."

Scott I Lay Of the Last Minstrel, lit ».

blood-friend, s. [BLooDrrtiEifD.]

blood - frozen, a. Having the blood
frozen, in a literal or figurative sense.

" Yet nathemore by hi* bold hartie speach
Could his bloodfroson hart emboldened bee.'

Spenser: F. Q., I. U- 25.

blOOd-grass, s. [Eng. bleed ; and grass.]

Vet. Med. Bloody urine i A disease of cows,
said to be brought on when they are changed
from one kind of pasture to another. (Ayr:
Surv. Suther.) (Jamieson.)

blood-gOUt, a [Eng. blood, and gout.
From Fr. goutte = a drop.] A drop of blood.

" That hath made fatal entrance here,
As these dark blood-goat* say."

Scott : Marmion, vL 5.

blood - guiltiness, s. [Bloodguilti-
NESS.]

blood-happy, a. Happy in having shed
or In lapping blood. (Used of a hound which
has seized its prey.)

Bleed-happy, hang at his fair tutting cheat.
And mark his beauteous checkered sides with gore "

Thornton; Beaton*; Autumn,

blood-heat, s. The ordinary heat of
blood in a healthy human body. Arterial is
one degree warmer than venous blood. In
man the latter stands at 93° Fahrenheit. In
fierce inflammation it rises to 105°. In some
continued fevers it is 102*. whilst in the cold
fit of ague it falls to 94% and in cholera to 90".

blood-horse, s. A horse, the lineage of
which is of the purest or best blood.

blood-hot, blood hot, a. As hot as
blood at its ordinary temperature in a healthy
human body.

blood iron, * bloode-yryn, a An
Instrument for letting blood or bleeding.

"Bloode yryn, supra In Bledynge yryn."—Prompt,
faro. [Fltzherbert : Husbandry, to. F. 4).

blood-letter, s. [Bloodletter,]

blood-letting, pr. par. & a (Blood-
letting.]

blood-money, * bioudmoney, a
The price paid for blood.

" It is not lauiull to pnt them Into the Gods chest,
for it is bloudmoney."—Coverdate: Matth., xxr. 6.

blood-name, a A national name.
"The blood-name ot the bulk of the population."—

Gladstone: Homer, L 163.

An offering of blood,blood-oflfering, *.

literally or figuratively
" Reslgn'd, a* if life's task were o'er.

Its last blood-offering amply paid."
Moore : Fire- Worshippers.

blood-particle, a The same as a blood-
oorpuscle or blood-disc [Blood, Corpuscle ]

"K a fragment of a frogs muscle, perfectly fresh, be
examined, series of blood-part iclet will be seen in the
longitudinal capillaries."—Todd A Bowman: Physiol.
Anat., L 167.

blood-pudding, s. [Bloodpuddino.]

blood- receiving, a. Receiving blood,
or, figuratively, receiving the atonement

"Faith too, the blood-receiving grace."— • Olney Hymns, lxir. Praise for Faith.

blood-red, a. A s.

A* As adjective

:

1. Strictly : Red with actual blood, or of the
precise colour of blood.

" Or on VitWias blood-red plain.
Meet had thy death-bed been.'

Heman*.
2. More loosely: Of a red which may be

Soetically compared to that of blood, but is
i reality much less bright

*' Tis mine—my blood-red flag ! . . .

Byron : Cortair, itt. IS.

" Till the transparent darkness of the sky
Flush 'd to a blood-rod mantle in their hue *

Hemam: The Forett Sanctuary.

B, As subst. : The colour described under A.
" But those scarfs of blood-red shall be redder, before

l ha sabre is sheathed and the battle is o'er."
Byron : Childe Harold, it 12.

blood-relation, t. A relation by blood,
that is, by descent.

.

" Even if they left no children, the tribe would still
include their blood-relations."—Darwin : Descent of
Man, vol. L, pt. L, ch. »., p. ml
blood - shaken, bloodshaken, a.

Shaken with respect to the blood ; having the
blood shaken or put in commotion.

" They may, bloodshaken then.
Feel Bucb a flesh-quake to possess their power*."

Ber»Jonton : New Inn. Verse* at the end

blood-Sized, a. Sized with blood.
" Tell him if he t' the blood-siz'd field lay swoln.
Shewing the sun his teeth, grinning at the moon,
What you would do."

Beaum. & Ft. : Two Noble Kinsmen.

blood-spavin, s. A disease of horses.
(Ash.) [Spavin.]

blood-stain, s. [Bloodstain.]

blood-stained, a. [Bloodstained. J

blood-swelled, a. Swelled by blood;
distended with blood ; blood-swoln. (Webster.)

blood -swoln, a. Swollen or swelled
with blood ; blood-swelled. Used—

(1) Of tite eyes.

" Their blood-swoln eyes
Do break." May: lnean.bk.ri.

(2) 0/ the breast.

** 80 boils the fired Hercds blood-swoln breast.
Not to be alak'd bat by a sea of blood."

Oraihaw : Poems, p. K
blood-vessel, s. [Bloodvessel.]

blood-warm, a. As warm as the blood
;

lukewarm. (Coles.) [Blood-heat.]

blood-won, *. Won by blood, or by the
expenditure of life. (Scott.)

blood-worthy, a. Worthy of blood
;

deserving of blood in the sense of capital
punishment. (Webster.)

blood, v.t [From blood, s. (q.v.).]

1. Literally:

1 0) To bleed, to take blood from,

t (2) To stain with blood.
M And, scarce secure, reach out their spears afar.
And blood their point* to prove their ]>artiicrship In

W*r." Dryden: Fable*.

% Figuratively:

* (1) To excite ; to exasperate.
"By this mean* matters grew more exasperate; th*

auxiliary force* of French and English were much
blooded one against another."—Baeon : Henry VII.

(2) To inure or accustom to the sight or to
the shedding of blood. (Used of soldiers, of
hunting-dogs, &c.)

" It wa» most important, too, that h is troops should
be blooded."—Macauiay : Hitt. Eng., ch. Ix.

blood'-£d, pa. par. k a, [Blood, v.]

blood flower, a [From Eng. blood, and
Jtotoer.)

Bot. : The English name of the H«manthus,
a genus of plants belonging to the order
Amaryllidaceffi (Amaryllids). The allusion is

to the brilliant red flowers. The species,
which are mostly from the Cape of Good
Hope, are ornamental plants. [H-smanthus.]

blood friend, blood friend, s. [Eng.
blood; friend. Dut. bloodvreend, bloodver-
want =s relation, relative, kinsman, kins-
woman ; Ger. blutfreund.] A relation by
blood. (Scotch.)

"The laird of Haddo yield* to the earl Marischat.
being his blood-friend and lately com* of his house."—
8/Mttding. it. 187. (Jamieson.)

blood -guilt -l-ness (u silent), a [Eng.
bloodguilty ; -new.] The state or condition of
being bloodguilty (q.v.).

blood -gnll-t& a. [Eng. blood; guilty.]
Guilty of bloodshed, or responsible for blood-
shed or murder.

" That btoodguUtMt man."
Southey: Joan of Arc, ix. tt

blood hound, s. [Eng. blood ; hound.]

1. Lit. : A variety of hound or dog, so called
from its ability to trace a wounded animal
by the smell of blood which may have
fallen from it It has large, pendulous
ears, a long curved tail, Is of a reddish-tan
colour, and stands about twenty-eight inches
high. The breed is not now often pure. It
was formerly employed to track out moss-
troopers on the English and Scotch borders,
deer-stealers, escaped prisoners, and other
fugitive delinquents. There are other a«b-
varieties, specially the Cuban bloodhound,
used in the Maroon wars in Jamaica during
the last century, as well aa more recently
against escaped negro slaves in the swamps of
Virginia before the abolition of American
slavery ; and finally the African bloodhound,
used in hunting the gazelle.

"Th* parishes were required to keep bloodhounds for
the purpose of hunting the freebooter* "—Macautay :

Hist. Eng., ch. lit

, 2. Fig. : One who relentlessly pursues an
opponent ; an officer of the law.

'* Hear this, hear this, thou tribune of th* people

!

Thou zealous, publick bloodhound, hear and melt"
Dryden.

* blood led, a. [Bloody, v.] Stained with
blood from spurring.

"To breathe his bloodied horse."
Shaketp.: 2 Henry IK, I L

' blood'-I-l^, adv. [Eng. bloody; -ly.] In a
bloody manner, to the effusion of blood ; san-
guinarily.

* _ "... how mine enemies
To-day at Pomfret bloodily were buteher'd."

Shaketp. : Richard ill., iiL 4

Site, flit, fire, amidst, whit, JaU. father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, eir, marine s go, poi
ox, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, eub, cure, nnite, eir, rule. fuU; try, Syrian, ee, ce c; ey=a. «u- kw.
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Ktfod'-i-ness, blod-i-ness, «. [Eng.
bloody; -ness.] The state or quality of being
bloody.

(a) In the sense of being besmeared or

stained with blood.
" It will manifest itself by it» bloodiness; yet some-

time* the scull is so thiu as not to admit of any."-
Sharp: Surgery.

* (6) in the sense of being disposed to shed
blood ; cruelty.

"B»uer. bishop of London, by his lata bloodiness,

procured an eternal stain of cruelty upon bisaauie."—
Le A'eoe ! Lives tff Bishops, pt. L, p. 32.

Wood ihg, pr. par. & a. [Blood, v.]

As substantive: (1) The act of bleeding.

(2) A bluodpudding.
" Some kinds of meats, as swlnes flesh or blooding*."

Sanderson: Harm*

Wood less, * blood -lease, a. [Eng. blood,

and suliix -less — without. A.S. blodleos; Dut.
bloedloos; Ger. blutlos.]

1. More or less literally ;

(1) Without blood. Applied to the cheeks
in some diseases, or to all parts but the heart
in a dead body.
•" I will not shrink to see thee with a bloodless lip and

cheek." Bemans: Vila; or. The Adjuration.

(2) Without effusion of blood ; without
slaughter.

" But beauty, with a btoodlcs* conquest, finds
A velouino aov'reignty in rudest minds."

Waller.

2. Fig. : Spiritless.

"Thou bloodies* remnant of that royal blood."
Shakesp. : Richard III., i. 2.

blood less ly, adv. [Eng. bloodless; -ly.]

In a bloodless manner ; without effusion of
blood. (Byron.)

t blood-let, v.t. [A.S. blodl&ta* = to let

blood.] To let blood. Chiefly in the present
participle bloodletting (q.v.).

Wood let ter, Woode latare, .*. [A.S.
bl6d ItEtere.] One who lets blood ; a phle-

botomist ; a surgeon ; a medical man.
" Bloode latare : Fleobotomator . . ."—Prompt.

Part.

"This mischief. In aneurisms, proceedeth from the
ignorance of the blood-tetter, who, not considering the
errour committed in letting blood, binds op the arm
carek-asiy."— Wiseman.

Wood let-ting, pr. par. k s. [Bloodlit.]

A. As present participle: In a sense corre-

sponding to that of the verb.

B. As substantive : The act, process, or art

of taking blood from the arm or from some
other portion of the body to allay fever, or to
effect some similar end. This maybe done by
the lancet, without or with cupping-glasses, or
by means of leeches. It is now much more
rarely resorted to than was formerly the case.

"The chyle Is not perfectly assimilated into blood
by Its circulation through the lungs, as is known by
experiments in blood-letting."—Arbathnot .* Aliment*.

Wood-pud -ding, s. [Eng. blood; pudding.
In Ger. blutpuddTng. ] A pudding made of
blood, suet, &c [Black-pudding.]

Wood rain, s. [Eng. blood ; rain.]

1. Gen. : Rain nearly of the colour of blood,
and which many of the unscientific suppose
to be actual blood. It arises either from
minute plants, mostly of the order Algas, or
from infusorial animaleulae. It is akin to red
snow, which is similarly produced.

2, Spec. : A bright scarlet alga or fungus,
called Palmella prodigiosa, sometimes deve-
loped in very hot weatheron cooked vegetables
or decaying fungi

"The colour of the bloodrain is so beautiful that
attempts have been made to use it as a dye, and with
some success ; and could the plant be reproduced with
any constancy, there seems little doubt that the
colour would stand, "—Rev. M. J. Berkeley, in Treasury
of Botany (ed. 1866), 1. 150.

blood-root, *. [Eng. blood ; root.}

X, Ord. Ixing. In the Sing. : Various plants.

L In Britain : The Tormentil (roteniiUa
TormentiUa.) (In Scot. £ North of England.)
{Britten & HoUand.)

2. In America

:

(1) Sanguinaria canadensis.

(2) Oeum canadense. (Treat. o/Bot.)

TI. Bot. In the Plur. (Bloodroots) : The
English name of the endogenous order Heemo-
doraec&i (q.v.). (Lindley.)

Wood shed, * bloud' shedd, s. [Eng.
blood; -shed,] The act of shedding blood.
Specially-—

f 1. A murder.
" All imyxlers past do stand ercus'd In this

;

And this so sole, and so un unreliable.
Shall prove a deadly bloodshed but a jest.™

Shake*p ; King John, Iv. 3.

2. Slaughter In war, rebellion, ire.

". . . acta of bloodshed, outrage, and rapine."—
A mold : Hist, of Rome, vol. 111., cb. xl v., p. 283.

t blood'-shSd-der, *. [Eng. bloodshed ; -or

;

or, blood ; shedder. ] One who sheds blood.

t Wood -shed ding, s. [Eng. bloodshed;4ng.]

1. The act or operation of shedding blood.
'* These hands are free .roan guiltless bloodshedding."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry VI., It. 7.

2. The state of having one's own blood shed.
"... our Master and only Saviour Jesus Christ.

thus dying for us. and the innumerable benefits which
by his precious bloodshedding he bath obtained for
xu."—Communion Service.

blood -sh6t, a. [Eng. blood; shot, pa. par. of
shoot.) With blood shot into it. (Used espe-
cially of the small tubular vessels of the Iris

when injected with blood.)

"Blood-shot his eyes, his nostrils spread."
Scott : Marmion, vL J7.

t bldod'-sh5t-ten, a. [Eng. blood, and M.
Eng. shotten, standing in the same relation to
shot as gotten to got.] The same as Blood-
shot (q. v.).

* blood shot-tcn-ness, *. [Eng. blood ;

shotten; -ness.] The state of being "blood-
shotten," i.e.

y
bloodshot.

Wood-snake, s. [Eng. blood; snake.] The
English name of Hsemorrhus, a genus of

Snakes. (Ash.)

Wood -stain, v. [Eng. blood; stain.] A stain

produced by blood.
" If tears, by late repentance pour'd.
May lave the bloodstain* from my sword I"

Ilrmans : Wallace's Invocation to Bruce.

Wood -Stained, a. [Eng. blood; stained.]

Stained by blood.

(a) Literally:
" Turning the leave* with blood-stain'd hands."

Moore; Fire Worshipper*.

(b) Figuratively

:

" Shrouded in Scotland's blood-stain'd plaid.
Low are her mountain-warriors laid.

Remans; Wallaces Jnwooativ* "»*"
blood'-stick, f. A loaded stick, used by

veterinary surgeons, for striking their lancet
or fleam into a vein.

blood -stone, «. [Named from the small
spots of red, jasper-like blood-drops which it

contains.]

Min. ; Heliotrope, a variety of quartz.
Dana places it under his Cryptocrystalline
varieties of quartz and the sub-variety Plasma.

t Wood'- strange, 'blond strange, a.,

|Eng. blood. Strange can scarcely be from:
Lat. sir hi go = to bind, though the meaning-
answers well enough. Dr. Murray suggests a,

Ger. * blut strenge, but there is no evidence of

its use.] A ranunculaceous plant, the Com-
mon Mousetail (Myosurus minimus). {Lyte.)

Wood -suck-er, s. [Eng. blood, and sucker.]

1. Lit. : Any animal which sucks blood,
such as leeches, gnats, gadflies, &a

"Thus the female of certain flies (Culicidas and
Tabanidat) are blood-suckers."—Darwin : Descent of
Man, vol. 1., p 264.

2. figuratively:

(1) A person with a propensity to shedding
blood ; a man prone to cruelty.

"The nobility cried out upon him that he was a
bloodsucker, a murderer, and a parricide."

—

Bayward.

(2) A money-lender who financially ruins
his debtor by charging him an extortionate
rate of interest.

blood suclf Irig, a. [Eng. blood ; sucking.]

1. Lit. : Sucking blood.

2. Fig. : Preying on the blood.
' Fur this I draw in many a tear.

And atop the rising of bloodsucking sighs."
Shakesp. ; 3 Ben. 17., iv. I.

Wood thirst,.. [Eng. blood; thirst.] Thirst
for blood.

"It was not blood-thirst, nor Inst, nor revenge
which had impelled them, but It was avarice, greedi-
ness for gold."—Motley : Dutch Rep., pt. iv , en. V.

blood thirst -i -ness, «. [Eng. blood;
thirsty; -ness.] The quality of feeling a certain
zest in shedding blood, or at least in cruel
deeds.

Wood -thirst-y, * blood thirstie, a. & a
[Eng. blood, ana thirsty.]

A* As adjective: Eager to shed blood; de-

lighting in sanguinary deeds. Used—
1. LU. : Of man or of beings, real or ima-

ginary.

"... and one of the most bloodthirsty ef Barclay's
accomplices, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. £ng.,ch. xxiii.

". . . the bloodthirsty god Mars, . . ."—Ibid., cb.
xvii.

2, Fig. ; Of things personified.
" And, htgb advauncing his blood-thirttie blade.
Stroke one of those deformed headea."

Spenser: F.Q.l.rlii.U.

B. As substantive (formed by omitting the

noun after the adjective bloodthirsty) : People
delighting in bloodshed.

"The bloodthirsty hate the upright."—Prov. ixlx. la

blood '-tree, s. [Eng. blood; tree.] AEuphor-
biaceous plant, Croton gossypifolium. (2'reas.

of Bot.)

blood vessel, s. [Eng. blood; vessel.] One
of the numerous vessels, great or small, in the
human or animal frame, which convey the
blood through the body ; an artery or a vein.

" Blood, the animal fluid contained in the tubes
called from their office blood-tesseU."—Pen. CycL, v. 3.

* bl6od'-wite, * Wood'-wit, * Woud-veit,
8. [A.S. blddwite — a, fine for drawing blood
by a blow or wound ; bldd = blood, and wite
= . . . a fine to the king for a violation of the
law.] [Wite.]

1. English law : A fine for shedding blood.

2. Scots law : A riot in which bloodshed
took place.

Wood -wood, s. [Eng. blood; wood.] Various
shrubs or trees of which the wood may with
some latitude be called blood-red.

1. In Jamaica : Gordonia hozmatoxylon.

2. In Victoria : A Myrtaceous tree. Euca-
lyptus corymboza.

3. In Queensland : Another Myrtaesous tree.

Eucalyptus paniculata.

4. In Queensland & Norfolk Island : Baloghia
lucida, a Euphorbiaceous plant with a blood-
red sap, which oozes from the tree if inci-

sions be made in it, and is a pigment of an
indelible character. (Treas. of Bot.)

Wood-wort, * Wodc'-wort, A Wod-
wurte, bloud -worte, s. [A.S. blodwyrt,
blddwyrte ~ bloodwort, knot-grass (Booworth);
Dan. blodurt.]

1. Of British plants :

* (1) A kind of Dock, Rumex sanguineus,
called by Hooker & Arnott the Bloody-veined
Dock. (Gerarde, Coles, &c.)

(2) The Biting Persicaria (Polygonum hydro-
piper).

" Some call It Sanguinary or bloudworte, because it
draweth bloud In places yt Is nibbed on."— Treveris.

(3) The Elder-tree (Sambucus ebulus) (Lyte).

It was called also Dane's Blood.

(4) The variety of Dutch Clover (Trifolium
repens), which has deep - purple leaves.

(Withering.)

(5) The Common Yarrow or Milfoil (Achillea
millefolium.) (Britten £ HoUand )

2. Of foreign plants : Sanguinaria cana-
densis, one of the Papaveracese (Poppyworts).
The English name is given because the plant
when wounded in any part discharges a blood-
red fluid. The root is tuberous and fleshy

;

there is but one leaf from each root-bulb, ana
one scape with a solitary flower, which is very
fugacious. It is abundant in the backwoods
of Canada, where the Indians stain themselves
with the juice.

% Burnet Bloodwort [Burnet.]

blood y (l), * bloud dy, * bloud ie,

*blod'-y, * Wod-ye, * blodi (Eng.),

Weed-y, # bind-? (Scotch), a. & adv. [Eng.
blood; -y; A.S. blodiy ; Sw. k Dan. blodig;

Dut. bloedig; Ger. blutiy.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally. Of persons or things :

(1) Stained with blood.
" The year before

A Turkish army had marched o'er

;

And where the Sjalti's hoof hath trod.
The verdure flies the bloody sod."

Byron : Mazeppa, ii

(2) Attended by the shedding of blood on a
large scale.

fc&il. b£y; pout, jowl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Sin, as; expect. Xenophon, e^ist. -In&,

-cxan, -tian *z sban. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion m shun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, &c, m bel, del.
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" By Archibald won in bloody work.
Against the Saracen and Turk."

Scott : Marmion , vi VS.

S. More figuratively

:

(1) Ofpersons:

*(a) Related by blood, nearly akin.
" They are my blody brethren, quod pieres, for Qod

bought*; vs alle. —Piers Plowman, vi. 210.

(0) Cruel, delighting in bloodshed.
"... thou art taken In thy mischief, because thou

art a bloody man.''—a Sam. x vi. 8.

(2) Of communities: Characterised by the
extensive prevalence in them of bloodshed.

" Woe to the bloody city ! it is all full of Ilea and
robbery."—Jfah. iii. L

(3) Excessive, atrocious, desperate. Often
used as a mere intensive, esp. with negative.
(The origin of this use is not clear. Dr. Murray
connects it with Blood, s., A. I. 2 (2) {&).)

* II. Her. : Gules. [Bloody hand.]

^ This differs in colour from sanguine.

* B. -4s adverb

:

1. In a bloody manner, in a sanguinary way,
with effusion of blood.

2. Used, as an intensive ; very, extremely,
exceedingly.

bloody-bones, s. A bugbear, a hob-
goblin. Generally in the phrase, Rawhead and
bloody bones.

bloody-dock, s. A plant, Rumex san-
guineus. [Bloodwobt, 1.]

bloody faced, a.

1. Having the face stained with blood.

* 2. Of a sanguinary complexion, involving

the probability of bloodshed.
" In a theme so bloody-fac'd as this."

Shaketp. : 2 Ben. IK, i. a

bloody flixwort, a. A composite plant,

Filago minima.

bloody flux, s. A popular name for

dysentery (q.v.).

"Cold, by retarding the motion of the blood, and
suppressing perspiration, produces giddiness, sleepi-
ness, pains In the bowels, looseness, bloody-fluxes —
Arbuthnot on Air.

bloody hand, s

1. Ord. Lang. : A hand literally covered,
smeared, or stained with blood.

2. Technically

:

(1) Forest laws : Red-handed, when a person's
hands were imbued with blood, presumably of
a deer, which he had illegally killed. Any
trespasser found in a forest in such a state
could be arrested by a forester.

(2) Her. : A hand coloured gules [Gules],
i.e., red. It is the device of Ulster, and hence
is borne by baronets. [Bloody (1) II.]

bloody-hunting, a. Hunting for blood.
" Mad mothers with their howls confus'd

Do break the clouds, as did the wives of Jewry
At Herod's bloody-hunt ing slaughtermen.

"

Shakesp. : Ben. Y„ Hi. 1

bloody minded, a. Having a mind
disposed to delight in meditating or gloating
over bloodshed.

" And when the old bloody-minded tyrant is gone to
bis long account."—Darwin: Voyageround the World,
ch. vii.

bloody-red, a. Normally of the colour
of blood, though the word is used with some
latitude.

" These flowers are supported by small peduncull, or
flower-stalks, of a bloody-rod colour, which swell into
seed-vessels, having at their base an acute denticle."—
PhUos. Tram., liii. 8L

bloody-rod, s. A plant, the Cornus san-
yuinca. (Bloody-twig.] (Nemnich.) (Britten

et Holland.)

bloody sceptercd, a.

1. Lit. : Having a sceptre with actual blood
upon it.

2. Fig. : Having a sceptre obtained by deeds
•of blood.

" nation miserable

!

With an untitled tyrant, bloody scepter'd.
When shalt thou see thy wholesome days again T"

Shakesp. ; Macbeth, It. a

bloody-shirt, *. A blood-stained shirt
as a symbol of murderous deeds, as in the ex-
pression to wave the bloody-thirt, viz. : to stir up
actional feeling in the Northern States against
the Southern.

bloody-sweat, bloody sweat,*. A
popular name for a disease called by medical
.men diapedesis, which is transudation of
blood through the pores of the vessels.
Several instances of it are said to have

occurred in the Middle Ages, the causes being,
on the one hand, excessive terror of death or
outrage, with extreme bodily debility ; or on
the other, violent anger, joy, or other excit-
ing emotion. No well authenticated modern
instance of the disease has been recorded.
[Diapedesis. ] (Stroud : Physical Cause of the

Death of Christ ; Smith: Diet, of the Bible, &c.)
" By thine agony and bloody sweat.~—Litany.

bloody-twig, s. The Cornus sanguinea.
[Bloody-rod.] (Pratt) (Britten & Holland.)

bloody-veined, a.

Of the leaves, petals, calyces, dbc, of plants

:

Having red veins.

Bloody-veined Dock : Rumex sanguineus.

bloody-warrior, bloody-warriors,
s. The wallflower Cheiranthus cheiri, and
especially the double dark-flowered variety of

it. (Prior, dc.)

blood'-jf (2), a. [Corrupted from Fr. ble —
wheat ; de = of.]

Bloody Mars : [Corrupted from bU de Mars.]

bloo dy, v.t. [From bloody, a. (q.v.^J To
stain with blood, to render bloody.

" With my own hands, I'll bloody my own sword.'*

—

Beam. * Fl. : Phtiaater.

bloo'-dy-Irig, pr. par. [Bloody, v.]

bloom (1),
' blom, * blome (Enq.), * bleme,

* blywm (0. Scotch), s. k a. [In Icel. blom,

blomi — bloom ; Sw. blomma ; Dan. blomster,

blomst ; Dut. bloem ; O. Sax. bl&mo ; Mceso-
Goth. &Wma = a flower, a lily; (N. H.) Ger.
blume, all = bloom ; M. H. Ger. blvome;0. H.
Ger. bluomo, bluama, pluama. From A.S.
blawan = to blow, bloom, blossom, or flourish

[Blow (2)]. Not the same as blawan = to

blow or breathe, as the wind does.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

L, Literally

:

* (1) A flower.
" Han his dales ere als hai
Als blome of felde sal he welyn awai"

Metr. Eng. Ptalter ; Psalm cli. 18.

(2) A delicate blossom, or a blossom in

general.

5f Bloom, as Trench justly remarks, is a
more delicate inflorescence even than blossom ;

thus we speak of the bloom of the cheek, but
not of its blossom.

" The bl&mi* blywest of blee fro the sone blent."
Boulate. 1. 1. MS

"Haste to yonder woodbine bow'rs ;

The turf with rural dainties shall be crown'd.
While opening bloom* diffuse their sweets around."

Pope : Spring, 100.

(8) The very delicate bine colour upon newly-
gathered plums and grapes, beautiful as that
of a blossom but yet more fleeting.

(4) The similar bloom on a cucumber.

2. Fig. : The state of immaturity in man's
youth, or in anything susceptible of growth
and development.

is not on youth'i
which fades so fast,

But the tender bloom of heart is gone, ere youth
itself be past." Byron : Stanza*for Music.

"
. . . to a date within the florescence, or bloom, of

the Egyptian Empire."—Oladttone : Bomeric Syn-
chronism, pt. 11., ch. L, p. 165.

II. Leather-manufacture : A yellowish pow-
dery coating on the surface of well-tanned
leather. It may consist of a deposit of surplus
tannin.

B. As adjective : Having a blossom, or
having a blossom of a particular character.

[Bloom-fell.]

bloom - fell, fell - bloom, and fell
bloom, s. The Bird's-foot Trefoil, Lotus
corniculatus. (Scotch.)

" Ling, deer-hair, and bloom-fell, are also scarce, as
they require a loose spungy soil for their nourishment."
—Prize Est. BighL Soc. Scot., iii. 524. (Jamieson.)

bloom (2), s. [A.S. bloma = metal, a mass, a
lump.]

Metallurgy

:

* 1. Originally: A cubical mass of Iron
about two feet long.

"Bloom In the iron-works is a four-square mass of
iron about two foot long."— Olostog. Sows.

2. Next (plur.): Malleable iron after having
received two beatings, with an intermediate
scouring.

" The bloom* are heated in a chafery or hollow Ore,
and then drawn out into bars for various \\nem."—Agr.
Sure. Btirk, p. 848. {Jamieton,)

3. Now : A loop or ball of puddled iron de-

prived of its dross by shingling or squeezing;.

(Knight. >

bloom-hook, $.

Metal. : A hook or similarly-shaped tool for
handling or moving about the heated bloom
so as to place it under the hammer or other-
wise deal with it.

bloom-tongs, s. pi. A peculiar kind of
tongs used for similar purposes.

bloom, * blome, * bio myn (English),

blame, * blome, * bleme (Scotch), v.i. k L

A. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To blossom, to come into flower,

especially of a conspicuous kind.
" It is a common experience, that if you do not pull

off some blossoms the first time a tree bloometh, it will
blossom itself to death."—Bacon ; Jfat. History.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To be in a state of immaturity ; to give
promise ofrather than to have actually reached
full development.

"The spring was brightening and blooming into
summer,"—Macattlay .- Hist. Eng., oh. xxlv.

(2) To shine, to gleam.
" — And he himself iu broun sanguine wele dicht
Aboue his vncouth armour blomand bricht."

Doug. : Virgil, 3»S, 2. {Jamieson.)

B. Transitive

:

1, IAt. : To cause to blossom.
" The rod of Aaron for the house of Levi was budded,

and brought forth buds, and bloomed blossoms, ana
yielded almonds."—Xumb. xviL 8.

2. Fig. : To produce anything morally beau-
tiful or attractive.

" Rites and customs, now superstitions, when tk*
strength of virtuous, devout, or charitable affection
bloomed them, no man could Justly have condemns*
as evil "—Booker.

bloom '-a-ry; s. [Blomary]

bloomed (Eng.), * ble-mlt (0. Scotch), pa.
par. k a. [Bloom, it.]

A* As past participle : In senses correspond-
ing to those of the transitive verb.

B. As adjective : Possessed of bloom ; in
bloom.

"The low and bloomed foliage."
Tennyton : Recollect, of the A rabian Might*.

bloom '-er (1), s. & a. [Eng. bloom ; -er. So
named because of a " bloom " on a hide treated
In the way iutimated in the definition.]

bloomer-pit, s.

Leather-manufacture : A tan-pit in which
hides are subjected to the action of strong
ooze. It is called also a layer. Pits contain-
ing a weaker solution are called handlers.

bloom-er (2), s. k a. [Named after Mrs.
Bloomer, an American lady, Who originated
the dress described under No. 1, about the
middle of the nineteenth century.]

A. As substantive:

1. A dress for ladies, consisting of a short
skirt, and long loose drawers or trowsers like

those of the Turks, gathered tightly round the
ankles. The head-dress appropriate to these

envelopments is considered to be a broad-
brimmed hat of qunkerly type.

2. One wearing such a costume.

B, -4s adjective: Invented by Mrs. Bloomer,
as " bloomer dress."

t bloom er Ism, s. [Eng. bloomer ; ism.]

The views of Mrs. Bloomer considered as a

system.

bloom -ihg, pr. par. k a. [Bloom, v.]

A. As present participle : In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective

:

1. Lit. : Coming first in bloom.

(1) As a flower.
" Fresh blooming flowers, to grace thy braided hair,"

Thornton : Seasons ; Spring, 4H.

(2) As a plant, a branch, twig, or spray.
" Hear how the birds, on every blooming spray,

With Joyons music wake the dawning day

!

Pope : Pastorals ; Spring, 28, tt

2. Fig. : Giving promise ofsomething greater

or more important than he, she, or it is now.

Used—

(1) Of a child, a boy, a girl, a young man or

young woman, a bride, otc.

*' "This blooming child,'

Said the old man, ' ta of an age to weep
At any grave or solemn spectacle.'

"

Wordetoorth : Excursion, be. »
" The blcoming boy has ripen'd into man."

Pop* i Bomer's Odytsey, bk. a,, ttm

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, ear, rale, fall ; try, Syrian. », as - c. ey - a. aa = lew.
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(2) Of anything.
" O greatly bless u with every blooming grace I

"

Pope: Odyssey.

C. As substantive : The state of appearing
in blossom.

T Technically : An appearance resembling
the bloom on fruit, which sometimes is seen
on the varnish of paintings which have been
exposed to damp.

"Change of colour, cracking and blooming.'—Timbt
<t Gullick: Painting Pop. Described (185»), p. *M.

bloom -ingly, adv. [Eng. Uooming; -ly.]

In a blooming manner. (Webster.)

bloom -ing-ncss, s. [Eng. blooming; -ness.]

The state of being in a blooming condition.
(Webster.)

bloom less, '. [Eng. bloom; -less.] Without
blossoms or flowers.

" Amid a bloomleu myrtle-wood."
Shelley : Rotalind and Helen.

bloom -j^, a. [Eng. bloom ; -y.] Full of
blooms ; flowery.

" O nightingale, that on yon bloomy spray."
Milton : Sonnet to the Nightingale.

bloomy-down, s. A plant, Dianthus
barbatus.

* bloosme, s. [Blossom.]

* bloos -ming, pr. par. [Blossoming.]
(Spenser : Shep. Cai., v.)

* blbre (1), «. [Bladder.]

* Wore (2), *. [From Eng. blare (q.vA Or from
Gael. & Ir. Uor = a loud noise. ] The act of
blowing ; a blast, as of wind.
" Being hurried head-long with the south-west blore.
In thousand pieces gainst great Albion's shore."

Mirrour for Magistrates, p. 838.

blbr -Inge, * blbr'-yxige, pr. par. & $.

[Bloryn.]

As substantive : Weeping, lamentation.
" Blorynge or wepyuge [bloringe). Ploratus. Jletus.

"

Prompt. Pare.

•blbr'-yn, v.i. [From O. Dut. blaren = to
weep.] [Blare.] To weep

; to lament.
"Bloryn' or wepyn* (bloren, P.). Ploro, fieo."—

Prompt. Parv.

* blosche, v.i, [From blusch, s. (q.v.).] To
look.

" The bonk that he blosehed to and bode hym blsyde."
Bar. Eng. AUU. Poem* fed. Morris) ; Cleanness, 343.

* blose, s. The same as Blaze (1), a, (q.v.).

(Ear. Eng. Allit. Poems, ed. Morris, The Pearl,
911.)

* bids-me, s. [Blossom, s.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* blosme, v.i. [Blossom, v.]

* bios -my, a. [Blossomy. ] (Chaucer. )

blossom, * bids some, * bios -6m,
fclos sum, * bios seme, * blosme,

* blostme. ' blosstmc, ' bloosme, s.

[A.8. blosina, blostma; Dut. bloesem. Cog-
nate with Eng. bloom, which, however, is of
Scandinavian origin, whereas blossom is Teu-
tonic. Compare also Gr. /3Aao-nw*a (blastema)
= a sprout, shoot, or sucker ; increase,
growth.] [Blastema.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : The flower of a plant, especially
when it is conspicuous and beautiful.
" Bringing thee chosen plants and blossoms blown
Among the distant mountains, flower and weed."

Wordsworth : Farewell.

2. Fig. : That which is beautiful and gives
promise of fruit.

" To his green years your censure you would suit
I Not blast the blossom, but expect the fruit"

mm m * Dryden.
IL Technically

:

Farriery: A "peach-coloured" horse; a
horse having white hairs interspersed with
others of a sorrel or bay colour.

blossom - bearing, a. [A. 8. blostm-
werende.] Bearing blossoms.

blossom bruising, a. Bruising blos-
soms. (Used of hail.)

"Skin-piercing volley, blossom-bruising hail."
Cowper : The Task, bit. v.

bibs som, * bl$s -some, * bids sum,
bibs seme, blosme, blost mi en,
v.i. [A.8. bfostmian ; from blosma, blostma =
a blossom.] [Blossom, *.]

1. Lit. : To come forth into flower, to put
forth flowers, to bloom, to blow.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To become beautiful, or to be beautiful.

Blossemed the lovely stars the forget-me-nots of the
angels." Longfellow: Evangeline, i. &

(2) To give promise of fruit or of develop-
ment.
" Blossomed the opening spring, and the notes of the

robin and blue-bird
Sounded sweet upon the wold, and in wood, yet

Gabriel came not"
Longfellow : Evangeline, ii. 4.

bibs somed, * blosmed, pret. of v. A; a.

[Blossom. ]

1. Preterite of verb. [Blossom, v.)

2. Participial adj. : In bloom, covered with
flowers, in flower.

" Where the breeze blows from yon extended field
Of blossom d beans."

Thornton ; Season* ; Spring.

bios'-som -ing, * bios -sum-mynge,
bloos mihg, blos-myhgc, pr. par.,

a., &,s. [Blossom.]

A. & B, As pr. par. & participial adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.
" With greene leaves, the bushes with bloosming bads."

Spenter ; Shep. Cat, v.

"It white with blossoming cherry-trees, as if Just
covered with lightest snow."

Longfellow : The Golden Legend, lv.

"... melt their sweets
On blossoming Caesar."

8hakc*/>. ; Antony A Cleopatra, lv. 10.

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The state of coming forth in flower.

2. Fig. : The state of giving promise of
further and fruitful development.

" She lifts her head for endless spring,
For everlasting blossoming."

Wordsworth : Song, At the Feast of Brougham Castle-

bids som less, a. [Eng. blossom ; and suff.

-less. ] Without blossoms.

bids som y, * bibs sem y, * bibs -my,
* bibs -mi, a. [Eng. blossom; -y.] Full of
blossoms. (Lit. dtjig.)

" A blotsemy tre is neither drye ne deed."
Chaucer: C. T., 9.887.

bldt (1), * blot tin, * blot'-tyn, v.t. & i.

[Not in A. 8., in which bldt is = a sacrifice.

In Icel. blettr = a spot, stain; Dan. plette=
to spot, to stain.] [Blot, ».]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. ; Purposely or by inadvertence to
allow a spot of ink or a similar fluid to fall on
paper, or on any substance capable of being
defiled ; to blur, to stain.

" Here are a few of the unpleasant'st words
That ever blotted paper !

"

Shakesp. I Mer. of rem., UL S.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) With a material thing for the object

:

(a) Of paper, dtc. : To obliterate, efface ; to
erase.

" Blottyn bokys. Oblitero."—Prompt. Parv.

(b) Of anything lustrous : To darken.
" He sung how earth blots the moon's gilded wane."

Cowper.

(c) Of anything symmetrical, beautiful, or
both : To disfigure.

" Unk nit that threat'nlng unkind brow ;

It blots thy beauty, . . .

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, v. 2.

(2) With an immaterial thing for the object

:

To sully ; to produce a stain of fault, sin, or
crime upon the moral nature, or of disgrace
upon the reputation.

" Blot not thy innocence with guiltless blood."
Rowe.

(See also blotless.)

B. Intrans. (formed by the omission of the
objective): To let ink or anything similar fall

upon paper, &c. (Lit. &fig.)
" Heads overfull of matter, l>e like pens overfull of

Ink, which will sooner blot than make any fair letter."
—Ascham.

C. As part of a compound. To blot out : To
efface, to erase.

1. Lit. : Of things written.
"... while he writes In constraint, perpetually

softening, correcting, or blotting out expressions."—

2. Fig. : Of anything.
"

. , . that I may destroy them, and blot out their
name from under heaven."—Deut. ix. 14.

T Crabb thus distinguishes between to blot
out, expunge, rase or erase, efface, cancel, and

obliterate: "All these terms obviously refer
to characters that are impressed on bodies

;

the first three apply in the proper sense only
to that which is written with the hand, and
bespeak the manner in which the action is

performed. Letters are blotted out, so that
they cannot be seen again ; they are expunged,
so as to signify that they cannot stand for
anything ; they are erased, so that the space
may be re-occupied with writing. The last
three are extended in their application to
other characters formed on other substances :

efface is general, and does not designate either
the manner or the object ; inscriptions on
stone may be effaced, which are rubbed off so
as not to be visible. Cancel is principally
confined to written or printed characters

;

they are cancelled by striking through them
with the pen ; in this manner, leaves or pages
of a book are cancelled which are no longer to
be reckoned. Obliterate is said of all characters,
but without defining the mode in which they
are put out ; letters are obliterated which are
in any way made illegible. Efface applies to
images, or the representations of things ; in
this manner the likeness of a person may be
effaced from a statue. Cancel respects the
subject which is written or printed ; obliterate

respects the single letters which constitute
words. Efface is the consequence of some
direct action on the thing which is effaced ; in
this manner writing may be effaced from a
wall by the action of the elements. Cancel is

the act of a person, and always the fruit of
design. Obliterate is the fruit of accident and
circumstances in general ; time itself may
obliterate characters on a wall or on paper."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

blSt (2), v.t. [Probably from Dan. blot = bare,
naked.] [Blot (2), s.] To puzzle, to nonplus.
(Scotch.) (Duff: Poems.)

bWt(l), bldtt, *bl«tte, *. [Icel. blettr;

Dan. plet = a spot, blot, stain, speckle, flaw,

freckle.]

L That which blots or causes an erasure.

1. That which blots.

(1) Lit. : A spot or stain of ink or any
similar fluid on paper or other substance
capable of being blurred.

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) A spot or stain upon the moral nature,
or upon the reputation ; a blemish, disgrace.

" A lie Is a foul blot in a man, yet it is continually
in the mouth of the untaught"—Ecclut. xx. 24.

(b) Censure, reproach ; attack on one's re-

putation.
" He that reproveth a scorner getteth to himself

shame : and he that rebuketh a wicked man getteth
himself a blot."~Prov. ix. 1.

2. That which causes an erasure or oblitera-
tion of something written, printed, or other-
wise inscribed. (Lit. & fig.)

II. The act of blotting ; the state of being
blotted.

"A disappointed hope, a blot of honour, a stain of
conscience, an unfortunate love, will serve the turn."—Temple.
" Let flameB on your unlucky papers prey,
Your wars, your loves, your praises, oe forgot.
And make of all an universal blot."

Dryden : Juvenal.

bldt (2), s. [From Dan. blot; Sw. blott ; Dut
bloot = bare, naked.]

Backgammon : An exposed piece, a single
" man " lying open to be taken up.

To hit a blot : To take advantage of the
error committed in exposing the " man ;" to
carry the " man " off.

" He is too great a master of his art, to make a blot
which may so easily be hit"—Dryden: Ded. prefixed
to jEneid.

blotch, * blatche, v.t. [Formed from Eng.

black, v. = to blacken, as bleach is from bleak

(Skeat). Dr. Murray thinks it is from blot.]

To affect with tumours, pustules, scabs, or

anything similar.

" If no man can like to be smutted and blotched in
his face, let us learn much more to detest the spots
and blots of the souL"—Barmar : Tram, of lieza's

Sermon*, p. 19&.

blbtch, s. [From blotch, v. (Skeat.).']

1. Gen. : A blot of any kind, as a blotch of
ink.

2. Spec. : A tumour, a large pustule, a boil,

a blain upon the skin.
" Meantime foul scurf and blotche* him defile.

And dogs, where'er he went still barked all the
while." Thornton: Cattle of Indolence, IL 17.

bSi% b6y; poiit, Jd^rl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, oxlst. ph t
dan, -tian = shan. -tton, -sion shun; -fton,^ou

m

th&n. -dons, -tious. -sious = shus. -ble, -<lle, fee = bel, del.
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blotched, * Dlatched, pa. par. & a. [Blotch,
v.)

1. Ordinary Language. (See the verb.)
** The sick man's gowu is only now in price.

To give their biotch'd and Mister'd bodies ease."

Drayton: Motes ; hit Birth and Miracles, bk. ii.

2. Bot., ZooL, etc.: Having the colour dis-

posed in broad, irregular patches.

blotch'-ixig, pr. par. [Blotch, v.]

blotch -y, a. [Eng. blotch; -y.) Having

blotches ; full of blotches.

* Mote, a. [O. Icel. blautr.} Soft.
" Blot* hides of Mlcuth testis."—Relig. Artiiq^ li. 176.

* Mote, v.t. [Bloat, v.] To dry, as herrings.

* Mo-ted, pa. par. (Blote, v.]

* blo'-tlng, pr. par. (Blote, v.]

Mot-ted, * blot'-tyd, * blot -ten, pa, par.

k a. [Blot, v.tj]

" Blottyd, I*. OblUteratue, "—Prompt. Part.

"And all true lovers with dishonor blotten.'
Spenser: F. Q., IV. t BL

Not'-ter, s. [From blot, v., and suff. -er.]

1. Gen. ; One who blots or defiles.

" Thou tookest the blotting of Thine image in Para-
dise m a blemish to Thyself ; and Thou satdst to the
blotter, Because thou Last done it. on thy belly shult
thou creep."— Abp. Hartnet, Bernx. with Stuart t

Bern*,, 1666. p. 131.

2. That which does so. Specially, a device
for absorbing the superfluous ink from paper
after writing. The blotter may be merely a
thin book interleaved with bibulous paper, or

a pad or cushion covered with blotting-pa]>er,

and having a handle, being used after toe
manner of a stamp. Another form consists

of a roller covered with successive layers of

blotting-paper, and revolving on an axis, a

handle being attached for convenient use.

The layers of paper may be removed as they
become soiled, and fresh paper substituted.

(Knight)

blot -ting, * blot'-tynge, pr. par., a., & s.

[Blot, v.]

A* & B. As present participle & participial

adjective: In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

G. As substantive

:

1. The act of blurring or disfiguring any-

thing ; that which does so.

"The most accurate penciU were hot blottingi,

which presumed to meud Zeuxis' or Apelles' works. —
Bp. Taylor: Artif. Handsomeness, p. 36.

2. The act of effacing anything by blacken-
ing it over, erasing it, or in any other way.

" Btotyng*. Oblilteracio"—Promp. Parv.

blotting-pad, s. An instrument con-
sisting of a few sheets of blotting-paper on
the writing-table or desk, to form a soft lied

for the writing-paper, and to serve as a blotter.

blotting-paper, s. A thick, bibulous,
unsized mjier, used to imbibe superfluous ink
from undried manuscripts. A coarse variety

is used in culinary processes to imbibe super-
fluous fat or oil.

bl6t'-tlngj-ly, adv. [Eng. blotting; 4y.] By
blotting. (Webster.)

* blough'-ty, a. [From Woal(2)(?).] Puffy,

swelled out, thick.
" One dash of a penne might thus justly answer the

most part of his bloughtie volume."— Up. Hall .'

Honour of the Married Clergy, b. i., a 3.

* blonre, * blowre, s. [Cognate with bladder.

Cf. Dut. Wuur.J A pustule, swelling.

" Where thay byte thay wake grete blowre."—
Towntey Mytt.. p. 62.

blouse, * blowse, *. [Fr. blouse, the ultimate

etymology of which Is obscure.]

1. The well-known smock-frock like garment
of blue linen, the ordinary over garment of

French workmen ; loosely used for any gar-

ment more or less closely resembling this.

2. A French workman.

* bloust, v.i. [Apparently the same as Blast,
v. (q.v.). (Scotch.)'] To boast.

* blout, a. [Dan. blot; Dut bloot m bare,

naked.] Bare ; naked, desolate. (Lit. & Jig.)

(Scotch.)
" WoddU, forestts, with naket bewis Wot*.
Btnde stripit of than: w«de in euery hoot.''

Doug.; Virgil* 201, 15. {Janxieton.)

* blout, s. (Probably onomatopoeic.!

1. The sudden breaking of a storm,
"— Vernal win's, wi' bitter blout.

Out owre our chimin* blaw."
Tarrat : Poem*, p. 63.

•f
" A blout of foul weather" : A sudden fall

of rain, snow, or hail, accompanied with wind.

2. A sudden eruption of a liquid substance
accompanied with noise. (Jamieson.)

v blonte, a. [Bleat, a.]

blow(l), *blowe(l), *bldw'-en(l), •blow'-
yn ,

* blaue, * blawe, * blau'-wen, bla-
wen {Eng.), blaw (Scotch) (pret. blew, * bleu,

* btu, * bleou, * bleow ; pa. par. blown, * blau-

wen, *blawen), v.i. & t. [A.S. bldwan, pret.

bleow, pa. par. bldwen = to blow, to breathe

;

(N. H.) Ger. bldhen = to blow up, to swell

;

O. H. Ger. bldhan, pldjan. Compare Lat. jto

= to blow.]

A. Intransitive:

L Lit. Of air:

(1) To be in motion, so a* to produce a

strong or a gentle breeze of wind.
**.

. . and the winds blew, . . ."—Matt. vii. 27

r
. In this sense sometimes impersonally.

"It blew ^ terrible tempest at sea once, and there
was one seaman praying."—VEstrange.

(I) To pant, to puff; to be out of breath.
" Here's Mrs. Page at the door, sweating and blowing,

and looking wildly."

—

Shukesp. : Merry Wives, iii. 3.

(3) To sound, to give forth musical notes.

Used—
(a) Of the performer on a wind instrument.

"But when the congregation is to be gathered to-

gether, ye snail blow, but ye shall not sound an alarm.

"

—Xumb. x. 7.

(b) Of the instrument itself : to give forth a
blast.

" And brightened as the trumpet blew."
Scott : Rokeby. iv. 14.

(4) To spout, as a whale, or other cetacean.

[Blow-hole.]
"A porpoise comes to the surface to blow."—Huxley

:

Anat. Vert., p. 348.

2. Fig. : To boast. [See also C. IIL To
blow Jiot and cold.]

"Thatowteof tviue bostus and blawe*."~Avowynge
of K. Arthur, st 38.

B. Transitive :

I. Ordinary Language:

(1) Literally:

1. To direct the breath or any other current
of air against a person or thing.

(1) The agent in doing so being directly or

indirectly man:
(a) To use the breath, a pair of bellows, a

blowpipe, or any other instrument or appli-

ance for directing a current of air into or
against anything, either to remove it (as in

ex.), or to fill it with air, as in an organ, or to

produce fiercer combustion in a flame.

"... as I Wow this feather from my face."
Shukesp. : & Hen. VI., iii. 1.

(&) To warm by breathing upon, or to cool

by directing a current of colder air upon.
" When icicles bang by the wall.

And Dick the shepherd blows his nail."
Shakeep. : Love's Labour Lost, v. 2. (Song.)

(c) To inflate ; to cause to take a balloon-
like form by means of the breath. (Often
followed by up.) [Blow-up.]

(d) To sound a wind instrument of music.
" If. when he seeth the sword come npon the land, he

blow the trumpet.''— Ezek.xxxiii. a.

(2) The agent in doing so being natural law,
without the intervention of man.

" What happy gale blows you to Padoa ?
"

Shakesp. : Tarn, of Shrew, i. 1

2. To put out of breath ; to cause to be
short of breath ; to make to pant. (Used
chiefly with a horse or horses for the ob-
jective.) [Generally in the pa. par. blown
(q.v.).]

3. To boast.
" The pomp oft the prid furth schawls.
Or eliis the gret boist that it blawtt."

Barbour; Bruce, iiL MS.

(11) Abnormally: To deposit upon (used of
eggs laid by flesh-flies); to cause to putrefy
and swarm with maggots.

" I would no more endure
This wooden slavery, than I would suffer
The flesh-fly blow my mouth."

Makeup. .- Tempest, iii. 1.

(Hi) Figuratively

:

* 1. To spread as a report ; to blaze, to blazon.
Bo gentle of condition was be known.
That through the court his courtesy was blown."

Dryd'-n : Putatnon * Arcite, L 693, 6M.

*2. To make known, to betray.

"I must not be seen anywhere among ray old ac-
Jinaiiitaiice, for I am blown,"—Hist, of Colonel Jack
1733). (JVareaJ

3. To inflate, as ambition. [Blows.}

IX TecJmically. [See example under blown,

as particip. adj.]

1. Glass-manufacture : To canse glass to
take certain definite forms by blowing through
it when in a soft state through the operation
of heat.

2. Metal. : To create an artificial draught of
air by pressure. [Blower.]

3. Among some butchers : To swell and in-

flate veal.

C. In special compounds and phrases :

L To blow away : So to blow as to cause
the removal of the object thus treated. (Lit.

**)
IL To blow down : So to blow that the

object thus treated falls down.

HI. To blow hot and cold: At one time to
advocate an opinion or a measure with hot
zeal, and soon after speak of it with cold in-

difference, the motive impelling to action

being self-interest, and not mental conviction.
" Says the satyr, if you have gotten a trick of blowing

hot and cold out of the same mouth, I've e'en done
with ye."—L Estrange.

TV. To blow off:

1. Lit. : So to blow that the object thus
treated loses the hold which it had on some-
thing else.

2. Fig. : To cast off belief in or resj>onsi-

bility for.
" These primitive heirs of the Christian church eoald

not so easily blow off the doctrine."— South.

V. To blow out:

1. Lit. : To extinguish a fire or light by tin:

operation of wind or the breath directed
against it.

" As when a lamp is blown out by a gust of wind at a
casement.'' Longfellow: Evangeline, ii. 5.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) Of light or flame: To appear to extin-

guish by air directed against anything, while

really this is done in another way.
" Moon, slip behind some cloud, some tempest rise.

And blow out all the stars that light the ?kiea"
Dryden.

(&) Of anything: To extinguish, to make to

** And now 'tis far too hngc to he blown out"
Shakeap. : King John, T. I

VI. To blow over, v.t. & i. :

1. Transitive

:

(a) Lit. Of storm-clouds : To blow the storm
from the region described to another one.

(Used whether the district where the person
using the expression " blow over " at the time

whoDy escapes or is only temporarily sub-

jected to the tempest.)
*• When the storm is blown ovt.r.

How blest is the swain." Qrmneille,

(6) Fig. : To pass away. (Used of a trial, a

disturbance, sorrow, Ac.)

"But those clouds being now happily blown orer,

and our sun clearly shining out again, I have re-

covered the relapse. —/JenAam.

2. Intrant. : In a similar sense to the verb

transitive. [Blow-over, i.j

"Storms, though they blow over divers times, yet

may fall at last."—Bacon: Essay*.

VH. To blow uip, v.t. * i.

1. Transitive :

(1) To inflate ; to render turgid.

(a) Lit. : To inflate as a bladder.
" Before we had exhausted the receiver, the bladder

appeared as full as if blown up with a quill."—Boyle.

(b) Fig. : To render the mind swelled, in-

flated, turgid, or puffed up, or conceited by
means of imagined divine afflatus, by flattery,

fcc.
"Bfown us-with the conceit of his merit"—Bmton.

(2) To kindle by blowing. Used-

la) Lit. : Of fire.

(b) Fig. : Of strife, war, 4c
" His presence soon blows up the kindling fight."

Dryden ; A nnus M.rabUU. xxii.

(3) To break and scatter in different direc-

tions by the action of ignited gunpowder or

some other explosive.

(a) Lit. : In Ihe foregoing sense.
" Their chief blown up in sir. not waves sxpir'd,

To which his prMe presunTd to give the law.

(&) Fig. : To scold ; to censure severely.

(Colloquial A vulgar.)

2. Intrans. : To explode, to fly i

fate, flit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, oiio, cure, unite, cur. rule, fullr try, Syrian, m, ce- e. ey= a. qu = lcw.
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Into the air through the operation of gun-
powder or some other explosive.

"On the next day. some of the enemy's magazines
Hew um - .

.~—Tatter.

VIII. To blow upon.

1. Lit. : To direct a stream of air against.
"... like J nil embers suddenly blown upon, . .

."—
TyndaU : Frag, of Science, 3rd ed. t z. 303.

2. Figuratively:

(1) To reduce or diminish in amount by the
operation of the Divine displeasure.

"Ye looked for much, and to, it came to little ; and
when ye brought it home, I did blow upon it."

—

Bag
t 9.

(2) Torenderstale ; todiseredit. fB., I. Hi 2.]

".
. . till the plot had been blown upon and till

Juries had become incredulous."

—

Macuulau : Mitt,
Kng.,ch.iv.

_ 7(2), •bl6we(2),*blow-en(2),tf.i. [A.S.
bUwan, geblowan = to blow, bloom, blossom,
or flourish; O.S. bldjan ; Dut. bloeijen =
*» bloom, to blossom

;
(N. H.) Ger. oluhen

;

If. H. Ger. bliion, bluen, bluejen ; O. H. Ger.
'von, pluohan, pluojan ; Lat. floreo = to blos-
om, to come into flower ; Gr. p\vw (bluS) = to
Kibble ; d>A.«*> (phleS) a to gush. Cognate also
rith Lat. folium, and Gr. <f>vAAop (phullon)
= a leaf.] [Foliate]

1. Lit. : To come into blossom.
I know a bank whereon the wild thyme blow.

"

Snakeep. : Mid. Sight'e Dream, ii. 1
2. Fig. : To bloom, to flourish, to come to

the maximum of beauty at which the person
or thing is susceptible in the course of deve-
lopment.

" This royal fair
Shall, when the blossom of her beauty's blown.
See her groat brother ou the British throne."

Walter.
f (1), a. & s. [From blow, v.l.]

A. As adjective (chiefly in compos.)

:

1. Noting that through which blowing takes
place. [Blow-hole, Blow-valve, &c]

2. Inflated, or noting that by means of
which inflation, swelling, or tumour takes
place. [Blow-ball, Blow-fly.]

B. As substantive

:

1. A blast, a gale of wind.

3. The Bpouting of a cetacean.

3. Chiefly in the plur. : The eggs or larvae of
i flesh-fly so often seen in decaying carcases.

" I much fear, W. . with the blown of flies
His brass-Inflicted wounds are filled."

Chapman : Hind.

blow ball. s. [Blowball.]

blow-fly, *. The name popularly given to
uch two-winged flies as deposit eggs in the
lean of animals. Several species of Musca do

this, so do breeze-flies, &e. [Breeze-fly,
Musca.]

blow-gun, *. A gnn for blowing arrows
instead of impelling them by a bowstring.
It is in use among the Barbados Indians
of Brazil and the Malays of the Eastern

chipelago; men of the latter race call it

sumpitan.

blow-hole, s. A hole for blowing through.

Blow-holes o/ a whale: Two apertures on the
ip of the head in the more typical Cetaoea,

constituting the nostrils, through which spray
is sometimes blown to a considerable height,
with the violently expelled air. The appear-
ance of a column of water, however, is generally
t?ue to the condensation of the expired air.

blow-milk, s. Milk from which cream
has been blown, (Ogilvie.)

blow-off cook, s. A faucet in a steam-
boiler for allowing water to escape.

blow-off pipe, s. A pipe at the lower
part of a steam-boiler by which at intervals
sediment is driven out,

blow-out, s. A vulgar expression for a
bearty meal.

blow-over. *.

Glass - manufacture : An arrangement in
blowing glass bottles or jars in moulds in
which the surplus glass is collected in a
chamber above the lip of the vessel with but
a thin connecting portion, so that the surplus
is readily broken off without danger to the
vessel itself. (Knight.)

blow-through, a. Designed for allowing
•team to pass through with noise.

Blow-through Valve. Steam-engine : A valve
commanding the opening through which

boiler -steam is admitted to a condensing
steam-engine to blow through and expel air and
condensed water, which depart through the
way of the snifting-valve. It is the first

operation iu starting an engine of this cha-
racter, the condenser being then brought into
operation to condense the vaporous contents
of the cylinder and make the first stroke.
(Knight.)

blow-tube, s.

1. The hollow iron rod used by glass-makers
to gather " metal " (melted glass) from the pots,
to blow and form it into the desired shape

;

a ponty.

2, A tube through which arrows are driven
by the breath. [Blow-qun.]

blow-up, o. Designed for allowing steam
to blow up into.

Blow-up Pan. Sugar-machinery : A pan
used in dissolving raw sugar preparatory to
the process of refining. Steam is introduced
by means of pipes coiled round within the
vessels to dissolve the sugar, which thence
becomes a dark, thick, viscous liquid ; a
small portion of lime-water is admitted to
the sugar, and constant stirring with long
slender rods assists the process ofliquefaction.
The blow-up pans are generally rectangular,
six or seven feet long, three or four feet wide,
and three feet deep, with perforated copper
pipes near the bottom, through the holes of
which steam is blown into the sugar. (Knight.)

blow-valve, *.

Steam-engine : The valve by which the air
expelled from the cylinder escapes from the
condenser on the downward stroke of the
piston when a steam-engine is first set in
motion ; the snifting-valve.

blow (2), s. [From Eng. blow (2), v. In Ger.
bliitke, blute.] A blossom.

^f In blow : In flower, in blossom.
" The pineapples, to triple row.
Were basking hot, and all in blow."

Cowper l The Pineapple and the Bee.

blow (3), * blowe, *. [O. Dut. blauwe = a
blow ; (N. H.) Ger. bleuen, bla'uen = to beat

;

M. H. Ger. blivwen ; O. H. Ger. bliwan,
pliuwan ; Mceso-Goth. bliggyan = to kill, to
murder. Skeat considers it cognate with
Lat fligo = to strifie or strike down, and
flagellum = a whip, a scourge. Compare also
Lat. plaga ; Gr. irkirpt (plege) = a Mow, a
stroke.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) A stroke.

(0) Gen. ; In the foregoing sense.
"HseTSlrJ. Gates] . . . then refusing the kerchiefe

layde downe his head, whfch was stricken off at Lhree
blowee."—Stowe: Queen Mary, an. 1553.

(6) Spec. : A fatal stroke ; a stroke causing
death.
" Assuage, your thirst of blood, and strike the blow."

Dryden.

(2) A series of strokes, fighting, war, assault

;

resistance by force of arms.
". . . and that a vigorous blow might win it

[Hannos camp) with all ita spoil."—Arnold: Mitt.
Mom*, vol. iii, ch. xilv., p. M7.

2. Figuratively :

(1) Anything which strikes the senses or
the mina suddenly and calamitously, as re-
proachful language, sad intelligence, bereave-
ment, loss of property, Ac. "

"A most poor man, made tame to fortune's blowt."
Sh-iketp. i King Lear, It. 6.

t (2) Sickness or other suffering divinely
sent on one, even when there is no suddenness
in the visitation.

" Remove thy stroke away from me : I am consumed
by the blow of thine hand."— Pi. xxxix. 10.

(3) A stroke struck by the voice, the pen, or
anything similar.

" A woman's tongue.
That gives not half so great a blow to th* ear.
As will a cheanut."

Shakesp. : Taming tf the Shrew, L 3.

% Special phrases

:

(1) At a blow : As the result of one defeat

;

all in a moment.
" Every year they gain a victory and a town, hot if

they are once defeated, they lose a province at a blow."
—Dryden.

(2) To come to blows

:

(a) Of individuals : To pass from angry dis-
putation to the use of the fists.

(b) Of nations : To cease diplomatic nego-
tiation and send armies to fight.

t (3) To go to blows : Essentially the same as
to come to blows, No. (2).

".
. . to prevent the Houa* of Brunswick Wolfen-

battel from going to blow* with the House of Brunswick
Luneuburg. —Vacait/ay • Hist. Eng.. cb «.
^ Precise signification of blow : Crabb thus

distinguishes between blow and stroke ;—
"Blow is used abstractedly to denote the
effect of violence ; stroke is employed relatively
to the person producing that effect. A blow
may be received by carelessness of the re-
ceiver, or by a pure accident ; but strokes are
dealt out according to the design of the giver.
Children are always in the way of getting
blows in the course of their play, and of re-
ceiving strokes by way of chastisement. A
blow may be given with the hand or with any
flat substance ; a stroke is rather a long-drawn
blow, given with a long instrument like a stick.
Blows may be given with the flat pait of a
sword, and strokes with a stick. Blow is

seldom used but in the proper sense ; stroke
sometimes figuratively, as 'a. stroke of death,'
or ' a stroke of fortune.

'
" (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

IL Naut. : A violent wind, a gale.

blow-ball, s. [From Eng. blow ; and ball.
It is called ball because the entire compound
fruit of the plant when mature is globular
like a ball, and the epithet blow is applied
because children are accustomed to blow away
portions of it to ascertain the hour of the day.
If the whole sphere of balloons, each with a
seed for its car, depart at the first vigorous
puff of breath, it is, in childish estimate, one
o'clock, if at two puffs two o'clock, and so
forth.] The fruit of the Dandelion (Leontodon
Taraxacum). [Dandelion, Leontodon ]

" Her treading would not bend a blade of grass,
Or shake the downy blow-ball from its sialic

M. Joneon : Bad 8heph. t L

* blow-en, pa. par. [Blown.]

blow'-er, *. [Eng. blow; -ex.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Ofpersons:

t (1) As a separate word : One who blows.
"Add his care and cost to buying wood, and in

fetching the same to the blowlug-hsnse. together with
the blowers two or three months' extreme and in-
creasing labour."

—

Carew

(2) In compos. : As a glass-blower, &c
"... chief captaine and trompet blower . . ."—

Titndall: Wurkt, p 35. (Richardeon.)

2. Of things : That which blows. [II. ]

(1) In the foregoing sense.

(2) A child's name for the downy heads of
Dandelion (Leontodon Taraxacum). [Blow-
ball.]

II, Mechanics:

1. A machine for creating by means of
pressure an artificial current of air. It is the
same as a plenum, engine as distinguished
from a vacuum engine, such as an aspirator.
A blower in the form of wooden bellows was
used at Nuremberg in 1550. An improved
blower with a flat vane reciprocating in a
sector-shaped box, with a pipe for the egress
of the air, was made about 1621, by P. Pannen-
sehmid of Thnringia. The next type was that
of cylinders with pistons, which is still in use.
Another one still in use is the fan-blower,
believed to have been invented by Teral in
1729. Yet another is the Water-bellows or
Hydraulic bellows, first made by Horablower.
Blowing-machines were erected by Smeaton
at the Carron Ironworks in 1760. The hot-air
blast was patented in 1828 by the inventor,
James Neilson of Glasgow. The main use of
blowers is to increase draughts in furnaces,
to ventilate buildings, to dry grain or powder,
to evaporate liquids, &c.

2. An iron plate temporarily placed in front
of an open fire, to urge the combustion.

3. A simple machine designed to furnish air

to an organ or harmonium.
"... composition pedals, hand and foot blower* . .

."

Advt,, TiTnes, Nov. i. 1875.

HX Hat Manufacture : A machine for se-

parating the hair from the fur fibres. [Blow-
ing-machine.]

Blower and Spreader (Cotton Manufacture):
A machine for spreading cotton into a lap,

the action of beaters and blower being con-
joined for the purpose. [Cotton-cleajunq
Machine.]

blow Ihg (1), * blow'-ynge, • bio -ynge,
* Mow and, pr. par., a., & s. [Blow (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

1 boil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as: expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing

,

"«**», -tUn m shan. -tion. -sion = shun ; tion, -sion = zhun. -ciou*, -ttons. -sions m shus. -ble. ^Ue, && *= bel. rlcL
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C. As substantive

:

J. Ord. Lang.

:

X. The act or operation of directing a cur-

rent of air to, upon, or through anything.
" Bloynge (blowynge, P.): Flacio, Jlatut.'—Prompt.

par*.

2. Puffing, panting.
" Broken wynded and puny fnes is but schnrte blow-

ynge.''— Fitiherbcrt : Husbandry.

it Technically:

1. Blowing of Glass : The art of fashioning
glass into hollow tubes, bottles, &c. , by
directing a current of air through it by means
of a blowpipe [Blowpipe], or in any other

way.

2. Blowing of Firearms :

Gunnery : The art or operation of construct-

ing firearms in such a way that the vent or
touch-hole is run or " gullied," and becomes
wide, allowing the powder to blaze out.

3. Blowing up: The act of exploding a mine
charged with gunpowder or anything similar

;

the state of being exploded.
" Tbe captains hoping, by a mine, to gain the city,

approached with soldiers ready to enter upon blowing
up of the mine."—Knolles : Hist, of the Turks.

% A blowing up : A scolding. (Colloquial

and vulgar.)

blowing-cylinder, s.

Pneumatics, <£c. : A form of blowing-engine.
In 1760 Smeaton introduced the olowing-

cylinders at the Carron Ironworks, and
smelted iron by the use of the coke of pit-

coal.

blowing-engine, s.

Pneumatics, dtc.

:

1. Strictly: An engine applied to the duty
of driving a blower.

2. Less properly : A machine by which an
artificial draught by plenum is obtained.

blowing-furnace, s.

Glass-making : A furnace in which articles

of glass in process of manufacture are held to

be softened, when they have lost their plas-

ticity by cooling.

biowing house, s.

Metal. : The blast-furnace in which tin-ore

is fused. (Stormonth.)

blowing - lands, blowing lands,
*. pi.

Agric : Lands of which the surface soil

is so light that when dry it crumbles, and is

liable to be blown away by the wind,

blowing-machine, s.

1. Iron-manuf. : A machine for creating an
artificial draft by forcing air. [Blower, ]

2. Hat-making : A machine for separating
the " kemps " or hairs from the fur fibres.

3. Cotton-manuf. : A part of the batting-
machine, or a machine in which cotton
loosened by willowing and scutching, one or
both, is subjected to a draught of air produced
by a fan, and designed to remove the dust,

Ac. , from the fibre.

blowing oft; s.

Steam-engine : The process of ejecting the
snper-salted water from the boiler, in order to
prevent the deposition of scale or salt

blowing off taps, •
Oteam-engine : A tap for blowing off steam.
" Bloving off taps, lor use when the pistons an in

motion."—Atkinson : Qanot'i Physics, bk. vi,. ch. 10.

blowing-pipe, s.

Glass-making : A glass-blower's pipe ; a
bunting-iron ; a pontil.

blowing-pot, s.

Pottery : A pot of coloured slip for the or-

namentation of pottery while in the lathe.

The pot has a tube, at which the mouth of
the workman is placed, and a spout like a
quill, at which the slip exudes under the

Sressure of the breath. The ware is rotated
i the lathe, while the hollows previously

made in the ware to receive the slip are thus
filled up. Excess of slip is removed, after a
certain amount of drying, by a spatula or
knife, known as a tournasin. (Knight.)

blowing-through, ft

Steam-engine : The process of clearing the
engine of air by blowing steam through the
cylinder, valves, and condenser before starting.

blowing-tube, ft

Glass-making : An iron tube from four to

five feet in length, and with a bore from one-

third to one inch in diameter. It is used to

blow melted glass or metal, as it is called, into

some kind of hollow vessel. [Glass-blowiko,
Ponty, Pontil.]

blow -ing (2), pr. par., a.,dbs. [Blow (2), ».]

A. A B. As pr. par. A a. : In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.
"... as the bloom

Of Mowing Eden lair, . .
."

Thomson : The Seasons ; Summer.

t C. As subst, : The act of blossoming.

"To assist this flower in its blowing."—Bradley •

Family Diet.

blown (l), * blowne, * blowen, * blowun,
* blowe, pa. par. & a. [Blow (1), v.]

A. As past participle : In senses correspond-
ing to those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective:

1. Literally:

(1) Driven by the wind, as " blown sands."

(2) Inflated, as a " blown bladder."
" Crete blowen bladdyrs."—Seven Sages, 2,181.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Inflated, swollen, tumid.

"No blown ambition doth our arms incite,"
Shaketp. : Lear, iv. 4.

"How now. blown Jack, how now, quilt?"—Ibid:
1 ffenry I V., It. JL

(2) Proud, insolent.
"So imniue ben blowun with pride."— Wydiffe (l

Cor., iv. 18(. {Purvey.)
" I come with no blown spirit to abuse you."

Beaum. * Fletcher I Mad Lover.

blown (2), pa, par. [Blow (2), r.]

" It was the time when Ouse display'd
His lilies newly blown,'

Cowper ; Dog and Water Lily.

" Against the blown rose may they stop their nose,

That kneel'd unto the buds.".
Shakes?. : Ant. A Cleop., jit 11.

blOW-pipe, *. A o. [Eng. blow ; pipe.]

A. As subst. : An instrument for directing

the flame of a lamp, of a candle, or jet of

gas, mixed with air, against a spot on which
is placed a minute body which the operator
designs to subject to the action of more than
ordinarily intense heat. The several types of

blowpipe are :

—

1. The Mouth Blowpipe : This consists of a
conical tube of tin plate about eight inches
long, open at the narrow end and closed at its

lower part, from the side of which projects a

small brass tube about an inch long, at the
extremity of which is a brass jet. The jet is

inserted about one-eighth of an inch into the
flame of a lamp, and a current of air is blown
into the flame, which then assumes the

BLOWPIPI FLAME.

O.' Oxidising Jlame. R- Reducing fame.

form of a pointed cone (see figure). In the
centre there is a well-defined blue cone, con-
sisting of a mixture of air with combustible
gases ; in the front of which is a luminous
portion, containing the unburnt gases at a high
temperature. This is the reducing flame ; and
outside it is a pale yellow one terminating at

the point O. The part now described contains
oxygen at a high temperature, mixed with the
products of complete combustion, being the

AKCIENT EGYPTIAN BLOWPIPE.

oxidising part of the flame. The mouth blow-
pipe is of great antiquity ; a man using one for

metallurgic purposes is represented in aa
ancient painting at the Egyptian Thebes. It

was used by jewellers during the Middle Ages
for fusing metals ; its adoption as an Instru-

ment for mineralogical and chemical analysis

is mainly due to Antony Swab, a Swedish
councillor of mines, in 1738, and Cronstedt,

who published a *' System of Mineralogy " in

1758. There are various forms of blowpipe,
as Gahn's, Wollaston's, and Dr. Black's.

To use the blowpipe it is necessary to ac-

quire the art of keeping the lungs supplied
with air through the nostrils, whilst securing

a steady stream through the blowpipe from
the mouth ; the communication l>etweeu the

mouth and the lungs being closed by a peculiar

action of the tongue, which is drawn back
against the orifice. The small body to be
subjected to examination may be held in a
small forceps, or if easily fusible, in a small

silver or platinum spoon, but the ordinary

rest, the one used to support metallic oxides

and many other minerals, is of well-burnt wood
charcoal, in which a small cavity has been
made with a knife. The body to be examined
should not be larger than a peppercorn.

; In chemical analysis the blowpipe is used
to examine solid substances.

(a) Heated on charcoal, oxides of lead,

copper, and silver, Ac, yield metallic beads in

the reducing-flame, especially when mixed with
carbonate of sodium or cyanide of potassium.

(b) The blowpipe is used to make borax-
beads (q.v.).

(c) Under its operation some substances are

found to be fusible and others volatile ; in

the latter category are ranked mercury, ar-

senic, and ammonium compounds.

(d) Salts of zinc give a green colour when
heated on charcoal with Co(KOs)2 cobalt ni-

trate ; aluminum salts, phosphates or silicates

a blue colour, salts of magnesia a pink colour.

(e) Chromium salts fus<sd with potassium
nitrate, on platinum foil, giv? a yellow mass
of potassium chromate ; manganese salts, a

green mass of potassium manganate.

(/) Salts of certain metals give characteristic

colours when moistened with hydrochloric
acid and heated in the blowpipe flame. Thus
sodium salts give yellow, potassium salts

violet, strontium and lithium salts crimson,

calcium salts orange-red, barium salts yellow-

green, thallium salts green, and copper salt*

blue-green colours.

(g) Certain metals give incrustations on
charcoal when heated in the oxidising flame.

Lead gives yellow, bismuth brownish-yellow,

antimony bluish-white, and cadmium reddish-

brown incrustations.

2. The Bellows Blowpipe, i.e., a blowpipe in

which the flame is supplied by air not by the

human breath but from a pair of bellows. It

is used chiefly by glass-blowers, glass-pinchers,

enamellers, Ac.

3. The Oxyhydrogen Blowjnpe is one in which
not common air but a mixture of oxygen and
hydrogen is used. These being made to issue

from two separate reservoirs and afterwards

unite in a single jet, or to pass from a com-

mon bladder through the safety jet of Mr. Hem-
ming, are then directed through the flame,

with the result of producing a heat so intense

as to fuse various bodies which are found

quite intractable under the ordinary blowpipe.

The oxyhydrogen blowpipe was invented in

1802 by Prof. Robert Hare, of Philadelphia.

One was also made by Sir Humphrey Davy at

the suggestion of Mr. Children.

4. The Airohydrogen blowpipe, in which at-

mospheric air and hydrogen are the two gases

used.

5. Bunsen's burner (q.v.).

B. As adjective : Pertaining to, relating to,

or ascertained by the instrument described

under A.
"Physical and blowpipe characters. '—Dana : JH*-.

5th ed., p. xx.

blow-point, s. [Eng. blow ; -point\ A
child's play, perhaps Tike push-pin. Kares

thinks that the players blow small pins or

points against each other.
" Shortly boys shall not play

Lnoounter or blowpoint, but shall pay

bld'wse (1), s. [Blouse.]

blowse (2), s. [Blowze.]

"blowth, *. (From Eng. blow. In Get.

bliithe ; Ir. blath, blatth = blow, blossom.

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pixie, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, full ; try, Syrian. »
t
oa - e. ey = a. qu kw.
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flower.] In the state of blossoming; bloom,
Wow, flower. (Lit. kfig.)

"Ambition and covetousnesa being but green, and
newly grown up, the seeds and effects were as yet but
potential, and in tbe blou-th and bud."—Raleigh : Bist.
efthe World, bk. I. ch. ix.. i S.

*J Still used by the Americans. (Webster.)

tMow'-^, a. [Eng. blow; -y.] Windy, as a
"blowy day." (Mon. Rev.)

*bldw'-jfn, v.i. k t. (Prompt. Parv.) [Blow.]

*W6w'-^Age, * blo'-ynge, s. [Blowing.]
(Prompt. Parv.)

* bldwze, t blouse, * bldwesse, s. [Of un-
known origin ; possibly conn, with blush, and
modified by blow, as if = tanned by exposure

;

or a cant word.] A ruddy, fat-faced woman.
" Sweet blotoee, yon are a beauteous blossom sure."

Shaketp. ; Titus Androtu, iv. 2.

" I had rather marry a faire one, and put it to the
hazard, than be troubled with a blome ; . ,

."—Burton :

Anat. of Mel. , p. 638.

* bloAtrzed, a. [Eng. blowz(e) ; -ed.] Rendered
of a high colour ; tanned into a ruddy hue by
exposure to the weather ; blowzy.

" I protest I don't like to see my daughters trudging
op to their pew all blovaed and red with walking."—
Goldsmith : Vicar of Wakefield, ch. x.

bl6%"'-Z^, a [Eng. blowz(e); -y.] Like a
blowze, high-coloured, ruddy, sunburnt.

* Mub, v.t. [Bleb.] To swell.
" My face was blown and blub'd with dropsy wan."

Mir. for Magistrates, p. 112.

* blubbed (Eng.). blub'-blt (Scotch), pa. par.

k a. [Blub.] Blubbered.
" Your cheeks are sae bleer't, and sae blubbtt adown.

"

Tarras : Poems, p. 124. (Jamiesim.

)

blub ber, * blub '-bir, * blub-er, * blob-
er, * bl<Sb'-ur, * blob ure, * blob -ir,

*blob'-ber(Kng.), *bl6b-$fr(Sc.),s. [From
Provinc. Eng. blob, bleb = a bubble. Imitated
apparently from the sound of a stream or
spring bubbling up, that is emerging from an
aperture as a mixture of water and air, the
latter disengaging itself from the former and
escaping in the form of bubbles.]

* 1. A babble of air.

" Blobure (blobyr.P.J: Burbulium . . . Burbalium."—Prompt. Parv.

"And at his mouth a blubber stode of fome."
Chaucer: Test. Creside.

f Blubber is still used in Norfolk in this
sense.

2. A thick coating of fat with which whales
are enveloped, with the view of preserving the
temperature of the body amid the cold ocean.
It lies just under the skin. It is chiefly for
the blubber that the whale is so remorselessly
pursued.

blubber-guy, $.

Naut. : A rope stretched between the main-
mast and foremast heads of a ship, and serving
for the suspension of the "speck-purchase,"
used in flensing whales. (Knight.)

blubber-lip, blobber-lip, s. A thick
Hp.

His blobbcr-lipt and beetle brows commend."
Dryden.

blubber-lipped, blobber-lipped, a.

Having thick lips.

" A blobber-lipped shell . .
."

—

Grew.

blubber-spade, s.

Naut. : A keen-edged spade-like knife at-

tached to a pole, used by whalers in removing
the blubber which encases the body of a
whale. The carcase denuded of the blubber
is called krang. (Knight.)

blub'-ber, v.i. k t. [From blubber, s. (q.v.).]

A. Intransitive:

1. To bubble, to foam.
"... nor is a see called

That ay is drouy and dym aud ded in hit kynde,
Bio, blubrande, and blak . ,

,*

Mar. Eng. AUU. Poems (ed. Morris) ; Cleanness, 10U-17.

2. To weep in a noisy manner, and so as
to make the cheeks swell out blubber or
bubble-like.

Soon as Glmndalclitch rolss'd her pleasing care,
She wept, she blubber d, and she tore her hair."

Swift.

B. Trans. : To swell the cheeks with weep-
ing. (Used chiefly as a participial adjective.)
[Blubbered.

]

" And her fair face with tearea was foully blubbered,"
Spenser ; F. fe., II. L IS.

blub'-bered, * blub -bred, pa. par. k a.
[Blubber, v.t.]

1. Swelled with weeping. (Specially of the
cheeks or the eyelids.)

"With many bitter teares shed from his blubbred
eyne," Spenser: P. Q., V. L IS.

2. Swelled ; protuberant from whatever
cause. (Specially of the lips.)

" Thou sing with him, thou booby ! never pipe
Was so profan'd, to touch that blubber'd lip.'*

Dryden.

blub -ber-ing, * blub-bring, * blub-
rande, pr. par., a., k s. [Blubber, v.]

A. & B. As present participle & participial
adjective: In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C As substantive : The act of crying so as
to swell the cheeks.
" So when her teares were stopt from eyther eye
Her singulta, blubbringi, seem'd to make them flye
Out at her oyster-mouth and nose-thrils wide"

Browne : Britannia's Pastorals, bk. ii., f L

Blu'-cher (ch guttural), a. k s. [Named after
the celebrated Prussian Field-Marshal Lebe-
recht von Blucher, who was born at Rostock,
December 16, 1742, was victorious over the
French at Katzbach on August 25, 1S13, was
defeated by them at Ligny on June 16, 1815,

and completed their defeat and rout at Waterloo
on the 18th of the same month.]

A. -4s adjective : Named after Marshal
Blucher.

"... pots, tobacco-boxes. Periodical Literature, and
Blucher Boots. '~~Carlyle : Sartor Besartus, bk. i., ch.
Hi.

B. As a common substantive (pi. bluchers)

:

The kind of boots defined under A.

• blud der, * bliith -er, v.t k i [Onoma-
topceic ; cf. Blubber.]

A. Transitive .-

1. Lit. : To blot paper in writing ; to dis-

figure any writing.

2. Figuratively:

(1) To disfigure the face with weeping, or in
any other way.

" On sic afore bia een he never set,

Tho' bluddert now with strypes of tears and sweat"
Boss : Helenore, p. 28.

(2) Morally to disfigure.

".
. . blotted and bluthered with these right-hand

extreams, aud left-hand defections, . ,
."

—

Walker:
Bemark. Passages, p. 67. [Jamieson.)

B. Intrans. : To make a noise with tho
mouth or throat in taking any liquid. (Jamie-
son.)

t blude, s. [Blood.] (Scotch.) (Scott: Guy
Mannering, ch. xxii.)

bliid -geon, s. [Of unknown origin. Skeati
suggests lr. blocan = a little block ; Dut. bluU
sen = to bruise has also been suggested, and
the view that the word is a cant term con-
nected with blood has been put forward. There
is no evidence,] A short stick, thick, and
sometimes loaded at one end, used by roughs,
or in desperate emergencies by other persons
as an offensive weapon.

"Armed themselves with flails, bludgeons, and
piU'htuikM."— Macaulay .* Hist. Eng., ch. v.

blud'-geon, v.t. -[Bludgeon, s.] To beat or
strike with a bludgeon.

blue, * bldo, * bleu, * blwe, * bio (Eng.),

blue, bla, blae (Scotch), a., adv., k s. |.\.s

bleo, bleah (Somner), a word the existence of
which Skeat doubts ; Icel. bldr — livid ; Sw.
blU = blue, black ; Dan. blaa = blue, azure

;

Dut. blauw = blue ; O. Dut. bla; (N. H.)Ger.
blau; O. H. Ger. blao, pldo; Fr. bleu ; Prov.
blau, blava ; O. Sp. blavo ; O. Ital. biavo. A
Scandinavian word.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

t (1) Originally livid ; of the colour of a
wound produced when one has been beaten
" black and blue." [Blae.]

"Bloo coloure : Lividus, luridus."—Prompt. Parv.

IT The expression " blue " milk, used of
skimmed milk, seems to be a remnant of this
meaning.

"... skimmed or Hue milk being only one half-
penny a quart, and the quart a most redundant one.
In Grasmere."—De Quincey : Works (ed. 18*8), vol. ii.,

p. 14.

t(2) Blue-black. [Blaeberry.]

(3) Of any other shade of blue. Spec.—
(a) Of the veins.

"... and here
My bluest veins to kisa ; . .

."

1 Shaketp. : Ant. A Gleop., ii. 6.

(b) Of various plants. [Bluebell, Bluk«
bottle.]

(c) Of the cloudless sky, azure.

Three gaudy standards flout the pale blue sky."
Byron : Child* Harold t \. 4X

(d) Of water in certain circumstances,

(i.) Of the sea.

J Poets conventionally call the sea "blue."
Near the shore it is generally green, yellow
sand below often affecting its colour. Far
from the land it is oftener blue. The ** Red "

Sea may often be seen of a beautiful blusj

colour.
" The sea, the blue lone sea, hath one-
He Ilea where pearls He deep."

Hemans: The Grave* ofa Household.

(ii.) Of lakes. This also is somewhat con-
ventional.

" O'er the &(t*« lake . .
."

Bemana: Bdlth.

(Hi.) Of rivers and streams. So also is this

somewhat conventional.
" The past as it fled by my own blue streams!"

Bemans . The Land of Dreamt.

2. Figuratively : Highly derived, aristo-

cratic—as " blue blood.

'

II. Technically:

1. Optics: The colour produced in a body
when the blue rays which constitute one com-
ponent in light are reflected, all other rays
being absorbed.

2. Physic, science, spec. Bot. : A series oi

colours containing, besides the typical species,
Prussian blue, indigo, sky-blue, lavender-colour,
violet, and lilac (q. v. ). The typical blue most
nearly approaches indigo, but is lighter and
duller than that deep hue. (See LAndley

:

Introd. to Bot., 3rd ed., 1839, pp. 479, 480.)

3. Painting : Forpainters' colours see C. II.

4. Her. : [Azure.]

(1) Costume, livery, &c. : Formerly blue was
the appropriate colour worn by persons of

humble position in society, and by social out-
casts. It was so Spec,

(a) Of servants.
" In a blew coat, serving-man like, with an orange," &c.

Mask of Christmas. {Bares.)

Prior to A.D. 1608 these blue coats had beci
exchanged for cloaka not readily distinguish-
able from those worn by masters.

"... for since bleu* coats have beeu turned in!*
cloaks, one can scarce know the man from the master**
—ActiL, Anc. Drama, v., p. 161. (

Middleton.
) (Barest

(6) Of beadles. [Bluehottle, a.]

"And to be free from the interruption of blue
beadles, and other bawdy officers."—Middleton : Mich-
Term. (Bares.) ,

(c) Of harlots in tho house of correction.

(d) Of beggars. [Blue-gown.]

IIL Political, religious, <£ academical sym-
bolism : Now redeemed from former hnmblo
associations, see II. 4, it stands—

1. Politically : In London and many parts
of England, though not everywhere, for a
Conservative.

2. Religiously

:

(1) Tn England : Originally a strict Puritan
of Presbyterian views ; a rigid Protestant
belonging to the Church of England.

(2) Tn Scotland : A rigid Presbyterian sup-
porting the Church of Scotland.

•* In senses III. (1) and (2) the expression
" true blue " is sometimes used. Thus a true

blue Protestant is one who shows no pro-
clivities towards Roman Catholicism, a true

blue Presbyterian one very strict in his belief

and practice.
" For hiB religion, it was fit

To match his learning and his wit,
Twas Presbyterian true-blue.
For he was of that Btubbom crew."

Budtbras, I. L 189-fll.

3. Academically: In the annual boat race

and cricket match between the Universities

of Oxford and Cambridge those in favour of

Oxford wear dark-blue colours, and those in

favour of Cambridge light-blue. So also dark-

blue is worn by partizans of Harrow, and
light-blue by those of Eton.

B, As adverb

:

L As if blue. [To took blue.']

" The lights burn Wwe."
Shaketp. I JNcA. III., f. $.

2. Into a blue colour ; so as to look blue.

"There pinch the maids as blue aa bilberry."
Shaketp. : Mer. Wivet, r. 6.

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. 0/ things:

(1) Lit : (a) The colour described under A.

boll, bo^; p<Sut, jo^rl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; gr, fcem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f.

-dan, -ttan = shan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = thun. -clous, -tious, -sions = shus. "-ble, -die, &c = bet del.
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<M The Blue-*u*terfly.
" On the commons and open downs the lorely little

bluet are frisking in animated play."—(Jot** ; Sat.
H*t..p.b.

(e) A blue powder, or substance, used by
laundresses to give a blue tint to linen, &c.

(2) Fig. PI (Uues) : The same as Blue-
devils (q. v.).

2. Of persons : Persons dressed in blue

:

(1) Either the Dutch troops in general, of
which blue is now the uniform, or more pro-

bably the blue-clad Dutch troops of life-guards

which came over with William HI. in 1688.

"... while vainly endeavouring to prevail on their
soldiers to look the Dutch Bluet in the face."—Ma-
onulay : Hist. Eng.. ch. xvi.

(2) The Royal Horse Guards in fche British
army. Though the term "the blues" is

limited to these, the following regiments are

also clad in blue :—The 6th Dragoon Guards,
the 3rd and 4th Hussars, the 5th Lancers, the
7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 18th, 14th, and
1 5th Hussars, the Royal Regiment of Artillery

and the Royal Marine Artillery.
*' If it wore necessary to repel a French invasion or

to put down an Irish insurrection, the .Aluei and the
Buffs would stand by him to the death."—Macaulay :

But. Eng. ch. xxi v.

(3) Bine-stockings.

"The Blum, that tender tribe, who sigh o'er son-
Bets." Byron : Don Juan, canto xL

(4) Boys educated at Christ's Hospital.

IX Painting : The chief pigments used are
Prussian blue, Indigo blue, Verditer, Ultra-
marine, Cobalt blue, and Smalt, (See these
words.)

D. In special phrases

:

1. To look blue: To feel disappointed to
such an extent that to the imaginative the
colour seems to change to blue.

2. To look blue at : To look angrily at.

Y The blues r Mental despondency proceeding
fr- 'tu either real or imaginary causes

bine asbestus, or asbestos, s.

Min. : The same as Crocidolite (q.v.).

bine billy, *
Metal. : A name given to the residue from

the combustion of iron pyrites (FeS^ in the
manufacture of sulphuric acid. It is em-
ployed as an iron ore, and for the fettling of
puddling furnaces in the Cleveland district

blue-black, a. Of a colour produced by
the commingling ofblack and blue, the former
predominating.

* blue blanket, *. The name formerly
given to the banner of the craftsmen in Edin-
burgh.

"The Crafts-men think we should he content with
their work how bad soever it be: and if in any thing
they 1* controuled, up goes the Blue Blanket."—R Ja.
Barilicon Dor. and Pennecuikt BUt. Ace Bl Blanket.
pp. 27.28.

blue bonnet, s,

L Ordinary Language :

1. A bonnet of a blue colour.

2. One wearing a *' bonnet " of a blue colour.

H. Technically

:

1. Zool : A name for the Blue Tit (Parus
meruleus). [Blue Tit.]

2. Botany:

(1) Sing. : A name sometimes given to the
Cehtavna cyanus. [Bluebottle.]

(2) Plnr. Blue bonnets: A plant, Scabiosa
succisa. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

bine-breast, s. A name sometimes given
to a bird, the Blue-throated Warbler (Phani-
cura suecica). It is a native of Britain.

blue-butterfly, s. A name occasionallv
applied to any butterfly of the genus Poly-
oiii matus, which has the upper aide of its

wings blue, their normal colour.

bine-cap, s.

1. One of the names for the Blue Titmouse
(Parus cavruleus).

" Where Is he that giddy sprite.
Blue-cap, with bis colours bright."

Wordaieorth : the Kitten and the FalHng /.caret.

2. A fish of the salmon family, with blue
spots ou its head.

blue-cat, s. A Siberian cat valued for its
fur. (Ogilvie.)

blue-coat, bine coat, s. &a.
A, As substantive

:

1. The dress of the lower orders in the six-

teenth century, hence the dress of almsmen
and charity school children.

" The whips of furies are not half so terrible as a
blue coat."—Microcatmul, O. PL. fab 16L

2. An almsman, a soldier or sailor.

B. As adj. : Wearing the blue-coat of an
almoner ; supported by endowment.

bine-coated, a. Wearing a blue coat
" By old blue-coated serving man.''

Scott : Marmion. lntrod. to Canto vL

bine copper, bine copper ore, «.

Min. : Azurite and Chessylite (q.v.).

blue-devils, s. pi*.

1. The apparitions seen in delirium tremens.

2. Lowness of spirits ; hypochondria.

bine-disease, bine disorder, blue
jaundice, a

Med. : Popular names for a disease or a
morbid symptom which consists in the skin
becoming blue, purple, or violet, especially on
the lips, the cheeks, and other parts where
the cutaneous capillary vessels are superficial.
[Cyanosis.]

bine-eyed, a. Having blue eyes. Blue
eyes generally go with fair hair and a sanguine
temperament. They are more common in the
Teutonic race than in the other races of the
world.

"Glenalvou s blue-eyed daughter came."
Byron ; Otcar qf Alva.

It is generally believed that blue eyes occa-
sionally occurred in the Greek race ; Athene
(Minerva) was thought to have possessed them,
but y\avKonrt9 (glaukopU) was originally fierce-

eyed or grey-eyed rather than blue-eyed.
(LiddeUd Scott.)

" Thus while he spoke, the blue-eyed maid bean.''
Pope; Homer t Odyuey, bk. xiii. 527.

*[ Blue-eyed grass: An iridaceous plant,
Sisyrynchium anceps, or Bermudiana. It
grows in Bermuda, in the United States, &c.

bine felspar, s.

Min. : The same as Laxulite (q.v.).

blue-fish, *.

1. A species of Coryphtena found in the
Atlantic [Coryph-ena.]

2. Temnodon saUalor : A fish like a mackerel
but larger, found on the Atlantic coast of the
United States. It is called also Horse-mack-
erel and Salt-water Tailor.

blue-fly. bine fly, s. a bluebottle,
Musca {Lucilia) Casar.

blue-glede, s. A name for the Ring-
tailed Harrier, Circus cyaneus. [Bluk-hawk.]

blue-sown, s.

1. Of things : A gown of a bine colour.

2. Of persons : A pensioner, who annually,
on the king's birthday, receives a certain sum
of money and a blue gown or cloak, which he
wears with a badge on it.

"Here has been an old Blue-gown committing
robbery 1 "—scott : A ntiquary, ch. xxxvil

blue grainier greygles, a. a lilia-

ceous plant, Scilla nutans.

blue hafit, 5. The Scotch name for the
Hedge-sparrow (Accentor mofiularis).

blue-haired, a. Having blue hair.

He quarters to the blue-hair d deities."
_ _ Milton: Comut. 47*
blue -hawk, s.

1. The Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus).

2. The Ring-tailed Harrier (Circus cyaneus).

blue-hearts, 5. An American name for
the botanical genus Buchnera (q.v.X

blue iron earth, s.

Min. : Tl*e same as Vivianite (q.v.).

blue-John, s.

Min. : The same as Fluorite or Fluor (q.v.).
It is a blue variety of fluor-spar (CaFa), found
in Derbyshire.

blue-kite, $. A name for a bird, the
Ring-tailed Harrier (Circus cyaneus).

bine laws, s. pL [Called probably from
the Puritan colour "true blue."] (Kingshy.)
[Blue, III. 2.] Severe puritanic laws alleged
to have existed at Newhaven, in Connecticut,
and the adjacent parts. They were not laws,
but a selection of judicial decisions. (Ripley
& Dana.)

blue-lead, a
Min. : A variety of Galena. It is lead sul-

phide (PbS.X [Galena.]

blue-light, a A signal light which when
ignited burns with a steady bine colour and
reflection. The materials used in the com-
position of blue lights are saltpetre i) lb. 10
oz. ; sulphur, 2 lb. 6$ oz. ; and red orpiment,
11 oz. These are all incorporated together
and pressed into cups of wood, covered with
cartridge paper, and furnished with a handle.

bine malachite, s.

Min. : The same as Azurite or Chessylite
(q.v.).

bine-mantle, s. k a.

A. As substantive : A mantle which is bine.

B, As adjective : Having a blue mantle.

Blue-mantle pursuivant (Her.). [Pursui-
vant.]

" As sacred as either garter or Blue mantle."—Scott .-

Waaerley, eh. I.

blue-metal, s.

Metal. : CoppeT at one stage of the process
of refining. It is called also jine metal.

blue-Monday, s. The Monday preced-
ing Lent, when, in the 16th century, the
churches were internally decorated with blue.

bine moor-grass, s. a book-name for
a grass, Sesleria cxerulea.

blue -mould, s. The mould, of the colour
indicated, so often seen upon cheese. It con-
sists of a fungus, Aspergillus glaucus.

blue ointment, a.

Pharm. : Mercurial ointment.

bine-peter, s. [Corrupted from blue re-

peater, one of the British signal flags.]

Kaut. : A flag, blue with a white square in

the centre, used as a signal for sailing, for re-

calling boats, cVc

blue-piH, a,

Pharm. : Pilula Hydrargyrip a pill made by
rubbing two ounces of mercury with three
of confection of roses till the globules dis-

appear, and then adding one of hquorice-root
to form a mass. It is given when the secretion
of the liver is defective as a " cholagogue
purgative," i.e., as a purgative designed to
promote evacuation of the bile.

blue-poker, s. One of the names of a
dock, the Pochard (Fuligula ferina).

* blue-poppy, s. A plant, Centaurm
cyanus, more commonly termed Bluebottle.

blue-pots, s.

Comm. : Pots, also called Black-lead cru-
cibles. They are made of a mixture of clay

with a coarse variety of graphite. They are

much less likely to crack when heated than
those made from fire-clay only.

blue-ribbon, s. LKlBBO* COJ

blue-rocket, s. Several species ofAconite,
specially Aeonitum pyramidale. [Aconite.]

t blue ruin, s. A cant name for gin,

usually of bad quality.

"This latter I have tasted, a* well as the English
blue-ruin, and the Scotch whisky. Analogous fluid* nasal
by the Sect in those countries."—Carlyle : Sartor
Beeartttt, bk. iii.. ch. 10.

blue shark, s.

blue-shone, ».

term for the basaltic
have sometimes to
(StermonLk.)

blue-skate, s.

(Scotch.)

* blue spald, s.

supposed to be the sa
'

If the cattle will die
help it r "

—

Saxon and Ge

blue-spar, a.

Min. : The same as Lazuli te (q.v.).

blue-stocking, *. & o.

A* As substantive:

1. Lit. : A stocking of a blue colour.

2. Fig. : A literary lady, generally with the

imputation that she is more or less pedantic.

Boswell, in his Life of Johnson, states that in

his day there were certain meetings held by
ladies to afford them opportunity of holding

Carcharias glaucus.

An Australian* miners'

lava through which they
dig in search of gold.

A skate (Baia batis).

A disease of cattle

;

une with the black spaul.

ol the hlue-tpald. what asm I

el, i. 1:0. {Jamieton.)

fate, fat, rare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, eur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. «t,o»==e;ey = a. «• = kw.
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converse with eminent literary men. The
most distinguished talker at these gatherings
was a Mr. Stillingfleet, who always wore blue
stockings. His absence was so felt that the
remark became common, " We can do nothing
without the blue stockings." Hence the
meetings at which ho figured began to be
called sportively "Blue-stocking Clube," and
those who frequented them blue-stockings.

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit : Pertaining to stockings of a blue
colour.

2. Fig. : Pertaining to literary ladies ; such
as characterises literary ladies.

"
. how much better this was adapted to her

husband's taste, how much mure adapted to uphold
the comfort of his daily life, than a blue-ttocking
loquacity."—/)* Quincey: Works (ed. 1863), voL ii.,

p. 133.

blue-stockingism, s. The procedure of
literary ladies, generally with the imputation
of pedantry.

blue stone, 3.

Coram, : A name given to cupric sulphate,
CuS04.5H20. [Cotric Sulphate.]

blue-tail, s. A popular name for an
American lizard- -the Five-lined Plestiodon
(Plestiodon quinquelineatum).

blue tangles, s. The name of a plant,
Vaccinium frondosum, from North America.

blue-throated, a. Having a throat with
blue feathers on it

Blue-throated Redstart : A bird, Ruticella
cyanecula. [Redstart.]

blue tit, blue titmouse, s. A bird,
called also Blue Tomtit, Blue-cap, Blue-
bonnet, Hick-mall, Billy-biter, and Ox-eye.
It is Pants cceruleus, h. It has the upper
part of the head light-blue, encircled with
white ; a band round the neck and the spaces
before and behind the eye of a duller blue

;

cheeks white ; back light yellowish-green, the
lower parts pale greyish yellow ; the middle of
the breast dull blue. The male is more brightly
coloured than the female. Average length to
end of tail, which is rather long : male, 4$
inches ; expansion of wings, 7} ; female, 4fr
inches ; expansion of wings, 7J. It is perma-
nently resideut in Britain, placing its nest in
the chink of a wall, under eaves or thatch,
or in a hole of a tree, and laying from six to
eight, some say twelve or even twenty, eggs
of a slightly reddish colour, marked all over
with irregular small spots of light red.

blue titmouse, s. [Blue Tit.]

blue-veined, a. Having blue veins.
(Used of plants rather than of man.)

"These blue-veind violets whereon we lean."
Ohaketp. ; l'ea«* <t Adonit, 12$.

blue verditer, s, [Verditer.1

blue vitriol, blue vitriol, s.

1. Min. : The same as Chalcanthite (q.v.).

2. Camm. : The mineral mentioned under
No. 1. It is crystallized sulphate of copper
(CwS04.5H20). [Cupric Sulphate,!

blue-weed, s. An American name for a
plant, Echium vulgare, known here as the
Viper's Buglosa. [Buolobs, Echium.]

blue-Winged, a. Having blue wings.

D I. Blue-winged Jay : A name for the jay
(Garrulus giandarius). (MacgiUivray.)

2. Blue-winged Shoveller : One of the English
names for a bird, the Common Shoveller
(Spathulea clypeata).

blue, v.t. [From blue, a.] To make blue ; to
heat (as metal) till it assumes a blue tinge ; to
treat (as linen) with blue.

Blue beard, s. k a. [From Eng. blue, and
beard.)

A. -4s substantive : A man resembling that
children's bogie, the Bluebeard well known
in story, though wholly unknown in history.

B. As adjective : Haiuited by such another
as the mythic personage described under A.

" Except the Bluebeard room, which the poor child
believed to be permanently haunted. —Z;e Quinceu •

Works, 2nd ed. , 1. 167.
"

blue-bell, blue -bells, blew -beUcs
(ew as u), s. [Eug. blue; bell, bells. So
culled from the colour and shape of the
flowers.] Two plants.

1. The English name of the plant genus
Agraphis, and specially of the Wild Hyacinth

(Agraphia nutans of Link, Scilla nutans of
Smith, Hyacinthus nonscriptus of Linnaeus.)

BLOaWKLL.

2. The Bluebell of Scotland: The round-
leaved Bell-flower or Hairbell (Campanula
rotundifolia),

"The frail bluebell peereth over."
Tennyson : A Dirge.

blue'-ber-ry, *. [Eng blue, and berry,] An
American name for the genus Vaccinium, that
which contains the Bilberry, called in Scot-
land the Blaeberry (Vaccinium myriiUus).

blue -bird, s. [Eng. blue; bird.] A beautiful
bird, the Sylvia sialis of Wilson, occurring in

Carolina, Bermuda, &e. Its whole upper parts
are sky-blue, shot with purple, with its throat,
neck, breast, and sides reddish-chestnut, and
part of its wings and its tail-feathers black.
It is about seven and a half inches long. It
is a favourite with the Americans as the Robin
Redbreast is with the English, but comes in
spring and summer rather than in winter.

" Seat the blue-bird, the Owaissa.

"

Longfellow : The Song of Hiawatha, II.

blue -book, s. [Eng. blue; book.}

1. Originally A properly: A book which is

bound in a blue cover.

2. Subsequently £ now: Most published Par-
liamentary papers being bound in blue the
term " bluebook " has come to signify a book
containing returns, reports of commissions,
Acts of Parliament, Ac. , in short, the official

record of Parliamentary investigations and
regulations.

blue -bottle, blue bottle, s. & a. [Eng.
blue ; and bottle. ]

A. As substantive;

L (Oftheform blue bottle): A bottle which is

blue.

IL (Of the forms bluebottle and blue-bottle)

:

1. Popular soclogy ;

(1) Lit. : A two-winged fly, Musca (LucUia)
Ccz:ar, the body of which has some faint re-

semblance to a bottle of blue glass. [Blue-
fly.]

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) A servant. (0. PI, v. 6.)
*'

' Say, aire of inflect*, mighty Sob'
A fly upon the chariot pole
Crle* out, ' What bluebottle alive
Did ever with such fury driver'"

Prior ; The Flit*.

(6) A beadle. [See B. adj.]

(c) One who hovers round a celebrated
person attracted by the glitter of his fame, as
some flies are by a light.

" Humming like flies around the newest blaze.
The bluest of bluebottle* yon e'er saw."

Byron ; Beppo, 74

2. Popular botany : A name given in various
parts of England to different plants with
bottle-shaped blue flowers. Spec.,

(1) The Wild Hyacinth. [Bluebell, 1.

Agraphis.]

(2) Centaurea cyanus, more fully named the
Corn Bluebottle, from its being found chiefly
in corn-fields. It belongs to the order As-
teracese (Composites), and the sub-order Tu-
bulinoree. It is from two to three feet high,
with the florets of the disk, which are small
and purple, and those of the ray few, larger
and bright blue. It is common in Britain and
throughout Europe.

" If you pat bluebottle*, or other blue flowers, into an
ant-hill, they will be stained with red." -Any.

B. As adjective: Wearing a blue garment.
(Used of a beadle.) (Blue, a. ]

"I wilt have you as soundly swinged for this, you
bluebottle rogue, '—ahaketp. : a Hen. / 1'., v. 4.

blue cap, blue cap, s. [Eng. blue,*\.,&ml
cop.]

L Of the form blue cap : A cap which is blue.

II. Of the form bluecap and blue-cap : A
name given in different localities to various
plants. Spec, to two kinds of Scabious-—(1)
Scabiosa succisa, (2) Scabiosa arvensis.

blued, pa. par. [Blue, *t\l

blue'-irig, tblu'-ing, pr. par., a,, & a.

[Blue, v. J

blue -ly, adv. [Eng. blue ; -ly.] With a blue
colour or tint.

" First clear and white, then yellow, after red,
Theu bluely pale."

More ; Infinity of World*, s. M.

blue' ness, * blow -ness, * blu'-nesse,
bio nesse, s. [Eng. blue; -ness.] The

quality of being blue.
"... our liquor may be deprived of iU btueneu, and

restored to it again."—Boyle: Work*, ii. 57».

blues, s.pl. [Blue, C, I. 1, 2.]

blu'-ets, s. ' [From Fr. bluet = a blue plant
Centaurea cyanus ; diinin. of Fr. bleu = blue.]

1. A plant, the Vaccinium angustifolium,
which grows in North America.

2. The Hedyotis casrulea.

blu'-ette, s. The same as Blewit (q.v.).

tbliV-ey, a. [Eng. blue; -y.] Somewhat blue.
(Southey.)

bluff, a. & s. (1). [Etym. doubtful ; O. But.
blaf= flat, broad, has been suggested, but the
connection is uncertain.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Of banks, cliffs, dbc. : Large and steep.
" The north west part of it. forming a bluff point,

bore north, 20" east, two league* distant. —Cook:
Voyage, bk. iv., ch. 6.

2. Of persons

:

(1) Massive, burly (f).

" Black-browM and bluff, like Homer's Jupiter.
"

Dryden,

(2) Plain spoken in a good sense, or too
abrupt and plain in speech, as some men of
massive frame and strong nerve are liable

to be.

" Bluff Harry broke Into the speuce."
Tennyton : The Talking Oak.

B. As substantive : A large, high bank, pre-
cipitous on one side, in most cases constituting
a promontory jutting out into the sea.

" And buffet round the hills from bluff to bluff."
Tennyton : The Golden rear.

bluff-bowed, a.

Naut. : Having a broad, flat bow.

bluff-beaded, a.

Naut.: Bluff-bowed (q.v.).

bluff (2), s. [Etym. unknown.)
* 1. A blinker for a horse.

2. An excuse, a blind. (Slang Diet.")

3. The game of Euchre. (Slang Diet.)

bluff, v.t. [Of unknown origin. It appears to
be of the same date as bam (q.v.), and in late
usage to have been influenced by blvff(2), s.j

* 1 To blindfold.

2. To impose on (at some card game) by
boasting that one's hand is better than it

really is, so as to induce ones opponent to
throw up the game. (Amer.)

3. To impose on or frighten by boasting.

bltiff'-l^-, adv. [Eng. bluff; -ly.] In a bluff

manner, bluntly.

bluff -ness, s [Eng. bluff; -ntss.] Thequality
of being bluff.

1. Precipitousness.

2. Broadness, pufflness, bloatedness(?X
" A remarkable btuffnctx of face, a load voice, and »

masculine air."—The World, No. 68.

3. Abruptness of speech or behaviour.)

bluf-ty, a. [Eng. bluff; -y.l Having bluffs,

or bold headlands.

bluid. *. [Blood.] (Scotch.)

" But feels his heart's bluid rising hoi."
Burn* : Earnett Cry and Prayer.

bluid - tongue, s. [So called because
children are accustomed to use it to bring
blood from the tongues of their playmates if

the latter submit to the operation.] A name
for a stellate plant, Galium aparine (the Goose-
grass or Cleavers.) (Eng. Border d Scotland.)

boll, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: Bin, as; expect, Xcnophou, exist, irig.

-clan, -tian — Shan, -tion, -sion= shun; -tion, -sion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous ^shiis. ble, -tie, &c. - bei, teL
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* bluid -vcit, * bluid wytc, s. [Blood-
wit.] A tine paid for effusion of blood.

" Bluiiireil, an unlaw for wraug or tujurie, sik as
bluinl "—Skene. {Jamieson.)

blu ing, * blue -ing, pr. par., a., & *.

[Blue, v.]

A. As present participle <f adjective, (See
the verb.)

,
.

B. As substantive : The act, art, or process
of rendering blue by means of a dye, or in any
other way.

1. Metal. : The process of heating steel till

it becomes blue.

2. Dyeing : The process of colouring goods
by a solution of indigo.

blu'-ish, * blue'-ish, * blew-ish (cw as

n), a. [Eng. blue; -ish.] Somewhat blue.
" Side sleeves and skirt*, round underborne with a

Mwi*A tinsel. '—SfcaJfceip. : Much Ado. lit 1

bluish green, a. Noting a mixture of
green and blue, with the former colour pre-
dominating. (Used also substantively.)

"Both are coloured of a splendid bluish-green, one
living invariably in the lagoon, and the other amongst
the outer breakers. "—Darwin ; Voyage round the
World, ch. mi

bluish white, a. Noting a mixture of
white and blue, with the latter colour pre-
dominating, (used also substantively.)

"... a black mark, surrounded by orange-yellow,
and then by bluish-white."—Darwin : Descent of Man,

blu'-lsh-ly, adv. [Eng. bluish; -ly.] In a
bluish manner. (Webster.)

blu ish-ness, * blue'-ish-ness, s. [Eng.
bluish ; -ness.] The quality of being bluish,
i.e., somewhat blue.

"I could make, with crude copper, a solution without
the bluishneu that is wont to accompany its vinegar
sol utiont. ' —Boy le.

blul ter (1), v.i. [Etym. doubtful. Compare
Dut. blaten = to bleat Jamieson derives it

from Ger. plaudem = to talk nonsense and
untruth (?).]

1. To make a rumbling noise.

2. To blatter ; to pour forth lame, harsh,
and unmusical rhymes.

" I laugh to see thee bluiter.
Glory in thy ragments, rash to railL*

Polwart : Flyting ; Watson's Coll., iiL 7. [Jamieson.)

blui'-ter (2), v.i. [Dimin. from blout (q.v.).

(Jamieson?)'] To dilute.

H To bluiter up with water : To dilute too
much with water.

blui'-ter, bliit'-ter, *. [From bluiter, v.

(q.v.).]

1. A rumbling noise, as that sometimes
made by the intestines.

2. Liquid filth. (Cleland : Poems, p. 102.)
(Jamieson.)

* bluk, *. [Etymology doubtful.] An error
for blunk = horse (Sir F, Madden). Altered
from the word bulk, i.e. = a trunk (Morris.)

" He brayde his bluk about*."
Haw. and the Green Knight, 440.

* blum damme, s. [Corrupted from plumbe-
dame.] A prune. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

blu-me-a, u. [From the eminent botanist
Dr. Blume, who in 1828 published a Flora of
Java.]

Bot. : A large genus of composite plants,
with purple or yellow flowers, found in India
and the Eastern islands, a few stragglers ex-

isting also in Australia and Africa. Blumea
aurita and B. lacera, yellow-flowered species
growing in India, are used by the natives of
the country in cases of dyspepsia.

blu men-bach -la (ch guttural), *. [From
the celebrated J. F. Blumenbach, of Gbttin-
gen, who was born in 1752, and died in 1840.]

Bot. : A genus of climbing plants belonging
to the order Loasacese (Loasads). Several
species exist, of which two are cultivated, the
Blumenbachia insignis and the B. tnultifida.

Both have large beautiful flowers and stinging
bristles, and are natives of the southern por-
tion of South America.

blu m^n bach ite (ch guttural), s. [In Ger.
blumenbachit. Named after Blumenbach,
author of a natural history handbook, of
which the 8th edition was published at Got-
tingen in 1807.]

Min. : The sams as Alabandite (q.v.).

blrY-mite, s. [In Ger. blumit. Named after
tae mineralogist Blum.]

Mineralogy

;

1. Blumite of Fischer. The same as Blei-
nierite (q.v.).

2. Blumite of Liebe. The same as Mega-
basite (q.v.).

blun'-der, * blon-der, # blon dir,
* blon dre, * blon-dren, v.i. & t. [CC
8w. blunda ; Dan. blunde, all = to sleep
lightly, to dose, to nap; I eel. blundr; Sw. &
Dan. blund, all = a wink of sleep, slumber, a
dose, a nap. Remotely connected with blend
and blind. (Skeat).]

A. Intransitive :

1. Originally:

(1) To pore over anything, the sleepy way
in which one deals with it preventing his
despatching it quickly ; or to fall into con-
fusion, to confuse, to confuse one's self, to be
mazed.

(2) To run heedlessly.
" Ye been as bolde as Bayard the bllnde.
That blundreth forth and peril casteth noon."

Chaucer: The Vhanoun Yemanne* Tale, 1,418-14.

2. Now : To fall into a gross mistake, to err
greatly from native stupidity or from censur-
able carelessness.

"It U one thing to forget matter of fact, and another
to blunder upon the reason of it."—L Estrange.

3. To flounder ; to reach an object of attain-
ment, as for instance an intellectual inquiry,
not directly under the guidance of proper
intelligence, but circuitously, with various
stumbles, and as if accidentally at last.

H Often followed by round about, Ac.
" He who now to sense, now nonsense leaning.
Means not, but blunders round about a meaning."

Pope : ProL Satires, 1W.

B, Trans. : To mistake, to err regarding, to
introduce a gross error into, specially by con-
founding or " blending " things which differ.

(See etym.)
". . . for he blunder* and confounds all these

together; . . ."—8tillingjteet.

blun'-der, * blun dur, blon der, s.

[From blunder, v. (q.v.).]

L Confusion, trouble.
'* Where werre and wrake and wonder
Bi sythez hats wont therinne
And oft bothe blysse and blunder,
Ful skete hatz skyfted synne."

Sir Gate, and the Green Knight (ed. Morris), 16-19.

2. A gross mistake ; a great error in calcu-
lation or other intellectual work.

"... the wild blunder! into which some minds were
hurried by national vanity, and others by a morbid
love of paradox."—Macaulay ; Diet. Eng., ch. iii.

blun'-der- biiss, s. [From Dut. donderbus

;

Sw. donderbossa ; Ger. donnerbusche = a blun-
derbuss. These are from Dut donder, Gel.
donner = thunder, and Dut bus = the barrel
of a gun ; Sw. bbssa; Ger. busche, all = a box,
an urn, the barrel of a gun. Thus blunderbuss
is a " thunder-gun."]

1. Mil. ot Ord. Lang. : A short gun, unrifled
and of large bore, widening towards the
muzzle. It is by no means to be ranked with

BLUNDERBOSS.

arms of precision, but is loaded with many
balls or slugs, which scatter when fired, so
that there is hope of some one of them hitting
the mark.

* The hatchway was constantly watched by sentinels
armed with hangers and blunderbusses."—Macaulay ;

BUt. Eng . ch. v.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A controversialist who discharges at his
adversary a confused mass of facts, arguments,
fee.

(2) (With a mistaken etymology) : A person
who habitually makes blunders.

" Jacob, the scourge of grammar, mark with awe.
Nor less revere him, blunderbuss of law."

Pope : Dunciad, bk. ill.

blun -dered, pa. par. & a. [Blunder, v.]

blun'-der er, *. [Eng. blunder ; -er.]

1. One who blunders ; one who habitually
makes gross mistakes.

*' Your blunderer is as sturdy as a rock."
Cowper : Progress of Mrror.

* 2. A blind or stupid worker. Qf.E.D.)

"Blunderer or blunt warkere [worker, F.). Bob*,
factor, hebejicus."—Prompt. Pare.

blun der-bead, s. [Eng. blunder ; head 1

A blockhead ; a person who is always making
blunders.

"At the rate of this thick-skulled blunderhead.
every plow-Jobber shall take upon him to ivad opou
divinity."-L'Estrange.

blun der ing, * blun -der ynge, pr
par., a., & s. [Blunder, v.]

A. & B. As present participle & participial
adjective. (See the verb.)

**.
. . a series of blundering attacks, . . .-—Timet,

Dec. 13, 1877.

C. As substantive : The act of making a
gross mistake.

bliin -der-ing-1^, adv. [Eng. blundering;
•ly.] In a blundering manner ; with mauy
gross mistakes.

"
. . they have done what they did in that kind

rather ignorantly, supinely, or blunderingly, than out
of a premeditated design to cover falsehood."—Lewis t

Trans, of the Bible Diss.

* blii'-nesse, 5. [Blueness.] (Prompt. Parv.)

blunge, v.t. [Onomatopoeic, influenced by
plunge.] To mix (as clay, &c.) with water.

bliin'-ger, s. [Blunge, v.] A plunger, a

wooden blade with a cross handle, used for

mixing clay in potteries. (Tomlinson.)

bluh'-ging, s. [Blunge, v.]

Pottery: The process of mixing clays for the

manufacture of porcelain.

blunk, v.i. & t. [Blink, v.] (Scoieh.)

A. Intrans. : To turn aside, to blench, to

flinch.

"The presumptuous sinner . . . goes on and never
blunk*."—Gurnall: The Christian in Compute Ar-
mour.

B. Trans. : To spoil a thing, to mismanage
any business. (Jamieson.)

* blunk (1), s. [Blonk.] A steed. (Gaut. &
the Green Knight, 440.) [Bluk.]

blunk (2), s. [Etym. doubtful] A heavy cotton
or linen cloth, wrought for being printed ; a
calico. (Scotch.)

T Often in the plural Hunks.

blunk' er, s. [Blunk (2), s.] One who prints
cloths. (Jamieson.

)

" Te see, they any Dtmbog is nae mair a gentleman
than the blunker that's blggit the bonnie house dowu
In the howm."

—

Scott: Gun Mannering, ch. iii.

blunk' et, a. & s. [Prob. orig. the same as
blanket (q.v.).] "Pale blue, perhaps any
faint or faded colour . . . blanched." (Sib-

bald.)

A. As adj. : Grayish blue ; light blue.
(Cotgrave.)

" Ccesius. Gray, sky-coloured, with specks of gray
blunket."—Ainsworth: Latin Dictionary.

B. As subst. : A coarse woollen fabric of
this colour.

blunk it, blink it, pa. par. [Blunk.]
(Scotch.)

blunks, s. pi. [Blunk (2), *.] (Scotch.)

blunt (1), * blont, a. & s. [Etym. doubtful
Compare Sw. & Dan. blund = a wink of sleep,
slumber, a nap ; 8w. blunda = to shut tha
eyes ; Dan. blunde = to sleep slightly, to nap

;

I eel. blunda = to sleep. There is no evidence
as to the history of the word.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. 0/ persons:

(1) Dull in intellect, not of sharp intelli-

gence, wanting in mental acuteness.
" Blunt of wytte. Bebes."—Prompt. Pare.

" Valentine beinggone, I'll quickly cross,

By some sly trick, blunt Thurio's dull proceeding."
Shakesp. : Two Gen,, U. 1

(2) Obtuse in feeling, with emotions, espe-

cially the softer ones, the reverse of keen.
" I find my heart hardened and blunt to new impres-

sions ; it wiU. scarce receive or retain affections oi

yesterday."— Pope.
* (3) Faint.

"Such a burre myght make myn hcrte blunt.'

Ear. Eng. AUit. Poem* (ed. Morris); The Pearl, 171

2. Of the products of such mental dulness or

such obtuseness offeeling :

(I) UninteUectual, stupid, foolish. (Used
of an opinion, cVc.)

late, Hat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pttt

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, lull ; try. Syrian. », oe - e. ey - a. qu = kw.
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"... fair beyond the blunt conceit of some, who (I

remember) have upon the same woord Farrih, made a
Texy gross conjecture ; . .

. "

—

Spenser : State of Ireland.

(2) Abrupt, inelegant. (Used of composi-
tion.)

" To use too many circumstances, ere one come to

the matter, is wearisome ; to use none at all, is blunt."

(3) Unpleasantly direct ; rude, uncivil, im-

polite ; avoiding circumlocution in making
unpleasant communications ; not sparing the

feelings of others ; brusque. (Used of the
temperament, of manners, of speeches, &c.)

"Blunt truths more mischief than nice falsehoods

do," Pope.

"To his blunt manner, and to his want of con-

sideration for the feelingB of others, . . .'—Macaulay:
BUt. Eng., ch. vL

3. Of cutting instruments or other material

things : Having the edge or point dull as

opposed to sharp.

"If the iron be blunt, and he do not whet the edge,
then must be put to more strength. "—Ecclet. x. 10.

II. Botany

:

(1) Terminating gradually in a rounded end.

This corresponds to the Latin obtusus.

{Lindley.)

T Blunt with a point : Terminating abruptly
in a rounded end, in the middle of which
there is a conspicuous point. Example, the
leaves of various species of Rubus (Raspberry
and Bramble.) (Lindley.)

(2) Having a soft, obtuse termination, cor-

responding to the Lat. hebetatvs. (Lindley.)

B. As substantive

:

1. Needle manufacture (pi. Blunts) : A grade
of sewing-needles with the points less tapering
than they axe in sharps or even in betweens.

2. Cant language : Money. Sometimes it

has the prefixed, and becomes "the blunt."

^f Compounds of obvious signification : Blunt-
edged (Ogilvie) ; blunt -pointed (Darwin :

Voyage round the World, ed. 1878, ch. xvtii.)

;

blunt-witted (Shakesp. : 2 Hen, VI. , lit 2)t

blunt-file, s. A file which has but a
slight taper. It is intermediate in grade
between a regular taper and a dead parallel

file.

blunt-headed, a. With the head ter-

minating obtusely.

The Blunt-headed Cachalot: A name of the
Spermaceti Whale (Physeter macrocephalus).

blunt-hook, 5.

Surgery : An obstetric hook for withdraw-
ing a fcetus without piercing or lacerating it

'blunt-worker, s. A blunderer. (Prompt.
Parv.)

* blunt - working, s. Blundering.
{Prompt. Parv.)

blunt, * blun ten, v.t. k i. [Blunt, a.]

A* Transitive:

1, Ofpersons:

(1) To dull the intellect ; to weaken passion
or emotion of any kind.

" Blunt not his love ;

Nor lose the good advantage of his grace.
By seeming cold."

Shakesp. : 2 Ben. IV., It. 1

\ (2) To repress the outward manifestation
of feeling.

" For when we rage, advice is often seen
By blunting us to make our wits more keen."

Shakesp. : A Lover's Complaint.

2. Of the edge or point ofa cutting instrument,
or any other material thing that is sharp : To
dull, to render the reverse of sharp. (Lit. &

" He had such things to urge against oar marriage
As, now declar'd, would blunt my sword in battle.
And dastardize my courage" Dryden.
" Blunt not the beams of heav'n, and edge of day."

Ibid.

B. Tntrans. : To become blunt.

"Its edge will never blunt."—Bunyan : P. P., pt. ii.

If To blunt out or forth : To utter bluntly
or impulsively. [Blurt.]

blun'-ted, pa. par. & a. [Blunt, v.) Made
blunt or dull. (Lit. dbfig.)

" This visitation
Is but to whet thy most blunted purpose."

Shakesp.: Hamlet, iil. 4.

• blunt en, v.t. [Blunt, a.] To render
blunt, to dull ; to take off the edge of.

\ blun'-ter, s. [Eng. blunt, v. ; -er.) One
who makes blunt (Lit. ttfig.)

blun -tie, blunt -y, a. &. s. [Eng. blunt ; and
suffix -y ; 0. Eng. ie.\

A. As adj. : Blunt, doll ; that tends to

blunt

B. As subst. : A sniveller, a stupid person.
" They snool me salr, and hand me down.

And gar me look like blunt ir, Tarn !

'

Burnt : 0, For Ane and Twenty, Tam,

blunt ing, or. par., a.,kt. [Blunt, v.)

A. & B. As pr. par. & partidp. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of dulling

the edge or point of anything. (Lit. & jig.)

" Not impediments or bluntings, but rather as whet-
stones, to set an edge on our desires after higher and
more permanent beauty."—Bp. Taylor: Artif. Band-
somenett, p. 73.

blunt'-ish, a. [Eng. blunt ; -ish.] Somewhat
blunt. (Ash.)

" Tubular or blunt ish at the top."—Derham : Physico-
Theology, p. 5.

blunt'-ly\ adv. [Eng. blunt; -ly.] In an un-
pleasantly direct manner, brusquely, without
circumlocution, without regard to the feelings

of others.
" But came straight to the point, and blurted it out

like a schoolboy

;

Even the Captain himself could hardly have said it

more bluntly."
Longfellow : Courtship of Miles Blandish, 111.

" Thou comest in so bluntly.
"

Shakesp. ; Rich. III., iv. 3.

blunt -ness, * blunt -nesse, s. [Eng.
blunt; -ness.]

1. Of a person's manner: Unpolite, not to

say coarse, plainness of speech, or offensive

rudeness of behaviour ; straightforwardness

;

want of regard for the feelings of others.

"... expressed that feeling, with characteristic
bluntness, on the field of battle."

—

Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., i'li. xvl

2. Of a cutting or pointed instrument : Dull,

the reverse of sharp at the edge or point

blur, v.t. [Skeat deems it a different spelling

of blear ; Dr. Murray, in noting this, suggests

that it may be onomatopoeic, combiniug the
effect of blear and blot.)

1. Of material things : To make a blot, spot,

or stain upon anything inadvertently or in-

tentionally, with the effect of marring but not
of obliterating it.

2. Of things immaterial : To blot, to stain,

to sully.
" Such an act,

sh of modest]
Shakesp. : Bamlet,

* blur-paper, s. A scribbler.

blur. * blurre, s. [Prom blur, v. (q.v.).]

A dark spot, a blot, a stain, or any other
material thing which mars that on which it

falls but does not obliterate it

1. Lit. : On any material thing, as on paper.

2. Fig. : On any immaterial thing, as on
reputation, kc.

" Leste she wil els at length come againe. and being
so many times shaken of, will with her raillyng sette
a greate blurre on uiyne honest* and good name."—
L'dal : Luke, c. 18.

". . . some unmortified lust or other, which either
leaves a deep blur upon their evidences for heaven,
or . . ."—Bopkins: Works, p. 7S8.

blurred, pa. par. & a. [Blur, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

" The writing is coarse and blurred.''— Stubbs

:

Constit. Hist., ii. 635.

2. Bot. : Marked by spots or rays which
appear as if they had been produced by abra-
sion of the surface. Rare, Dr. Lindley in his
vast experience never having once met with
the structure described. (Lindley.)

* blur'-rer, s. [Eng. blur, v. ; -er.) One who
or that which blurs.

If Paper blurrer ; A contemptuous name for

writers.

"I : . . am now admitted Into the company of the
paperJtlurrers."—Sidney : Defence of Poetie.

blur-ring, pr. par. [Blur, v.]

blurt (Eng.), * blirt (0. Eng. <* 0. ScoJcA), v.L
&. t, also as interj. [Onomatopoeic. Blurt,

spurt, squirt, and flirt, v.t., are probably imi-

tative of the sound of a liquid suddenly jerked
forth. 1

A. As a verb :

L Intrans. : To hold a person or thing in

contempt.

* Followed by at : To hold in contempt.
" But cast their gazes on Marina's face.
Whilst ours was blurted at."

Shakesp. : Pericles, iv. 1
" And all the world will blurt and scorn at us,"

Edw. III., iv. «. ilfarm.)

IX Transitive:

1. Followed by out : To utter indiscreetly,

to emit, to fling forth. (Used specially of
uttering words bearing on delicate matters
without taking time to consider what effect

the remark is likely to produce.)
"... an indiscreet friend who blurts out the whole

truth."—Macaulay : Hist. Brig., ch. vii.

2. With out omitted.
" And yet the truth may lose its grace

If blurted to a person's face."
Lloyd. (Goodrich & Porter.)

B. As interjection : An exclamation of con-
tempt [A., I.]

" Shall I T—then blurt o' your service [

*

0. PL, iil. 814.

" Blirt I a rime ; blirt, a rime 1

Malcontent. 0. PI, Iv. U,
" Blurt, blurt t there's nothing remains to put the*

to pain now, captain."—Puritan, iv. % Buppf. to Sh.,
ii 010. (Jfaret.)

*ff
Blwrt, master constable : A fig for the con-

stable. (Nares.)
" Blurt, master constable, or a fig for the constable,

seems to nave been a proverbial phrase ; It Is the title

of a play written by Thou. Middleton, and published
In 1602."—Nares.

* blurt, s. [Prom blurt, v. (q.v.).] A sudden
start ; an unexpected blow.

" Polyperchon, . . . meaning to give Caasander a
slampant and blurt, sent letters patent unto the people
at AthsuiB, declaring bow the young king did restore
unto tnem their popular state again."—North: Ptu-
tarch, p. 833.

blurt -ed, pa. par. [Blurt. ]

blurt'-ing, pr. par. [Blurt.]
*' The blurting, rallying tone, with which he spoke."

—Q. Eliot : Middlemarch.

blush, * bliisoh, * blusche, blosche,
blus chen, blus -shcn, ' bli&'< chen,

* bljrs'-chen, v.L k t. [Mid. Eng. blusshen,

bluschen m to glow, from A.S. blysgan, only in

comp. ablysgung — shame, formea from A.S.

bly"san (only found in comp. dblysian) used to

translate Lat erubescere = to blush, to grow
red ; cog. with Dut blozen = to blush, Dan.

blusse = to blaze, to flame, S\v. blossa = to blaze.

All these verbs are formed from a subst. blys

(> blys) in A.S. b&lblys = a flre-blaze ; cog. with

Dut bios = a blush, Sw. bloss = a torch.]

A. Intransitive:

L (Chiefly of the form blush) : To become or
be red.

1. Ofpersons : To become red in the cheeks,
and to a certain extent also on the forehead,

from agitation or confusion produced by more
or less of shame—that shame springing from
consciousness of guilt, demerit, or error, or
from modesty or bashfulness.

" The lady blushed red, but nothing she said."
Scott : Eve of St. John.

% Formerly the person or thing causing the
blush, if mentioned, was generally preceded
by at ; now for is much more frequently em-
ployed.

(a) Followed by at.

" He whin'd, and rearM away your victory.
That pages blush'd at him."

'"~Tk .' Coricl. V. i.

" You have not yet lost all your natural modesty,
but blush at your vices."—Calamy : Sermons.

(b) Followed by for.
" To her who had sacrificed everything for his sake

he owed It so to bear himself thai, though she might
weep for him, she should not blush for him."—Mr
caulay: Bit*. Eng., ch. v.

2. Of things:

(1) To be of a bright red colour. (Used of

flowers, of the sky, &c.)
" But here the roses blush so rare.

"

Crashaw.
" In that bright quarter bis propitious skies
Shall btush betimes.

'

Coteper: Tirocinium.

f (2) To be of any bright colour ; to bloom.
" Long wavy wreaths

Of flowers, that fear'd no enemy but warmth,
Blush'd on the pannels." Cowper : Task, v. 158.

* II. (Of the forms blusch, blusche, blosche,

blusshen, blyschen) : To glance, to look.
" As quen I blusched upon that baly.**

Ear. Eng. AUit. Poems (ed. Morris) ; Pearl, 1083.

• B. Trans. : To offer in the shape or form
of a blush.

" TCI blush you thanks . . fi
Shakesp. : Wint. Tale, It. «.

blush, * blusch, * blusche, * [Blush, v.]

boil, boy; pout, Jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph — f

-elan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion shun ; -tion, -sion m zhun. -clous, -tious, -elous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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1 Lit. 0/ persons; The state of blushing
;

the crimson hue produced in the cheeks, fore-

head, &c, by remorse, shame, modesty, bash-
fulness, or any similar cause.

" Here's a light crimson, there a deeper one,
A maiden's blush, here purples, there a white,
Then ail commingled for our more delight.''

Benry I'm chum ; Ellis, vol. ii.

T To put to the blush : To force one uninten-
tionally to become red through shame.

"Ridicnle, instead of putting guilt and error to the
blush, turned her formidable shaft* acainst innocence
and truth."—Macaulay: Bist. Eng., ch. 11

2. Fig. Of things ;

(1) A crimson or roseate hue. (Used of the
colour of a rose, of the sky, &c.)

"Hamet, ere dawns the earliest blush of day."
Bemans: The Abencerrage.

(2) A look, a glance ; sudden appearance.

"To bide a hlysful bluish of the bryght sunne."
aaw. 4 the Ore** Knight, 520.

% At the first blush, at first blush : At the
first glance ; at the first and sudden appear-
ance of anything.

"AH purely identical propositions, obviously, and at
first blush, appear to contain no certain instruction in
them."—Locks.

blush-rose, s. A variety of the rose of a

delicate pink colour.

blush'-er, s. [Eng. blush ; -er.] A person
who blushes, or a thing which is red.

"I envy not Arabia's odours, whilst that of this
fresh blusher charms my sense ; and I find my nose
and eyes bo ravishingly entertained here, that the bee
extracts less sweetness out of flowers,"—Bogle : Occat.
Reflect., \\t*-1 i.

* blush '-et, s. [Dimin. of blush*.] A young
bashful or modest girl prone to blush with
slender cause for doing so.

IT Nares says that it is apparently peculiar

to Ben Jonson.
" No Pecunla

Is to be seen, though mistress Bond would speak.

Or little bluthet Wax be ne'er bo easy."
B. Jonson .' Staple of Sews, 11 L

blush -ful, a, [Eng. blush ; fuKJ).] Full of
blushes ; suffused with blushes. (Lit. ttfig.)

" While, from his ardent look, the turning Spring
Avert* her blushful face."

Thomson : Season* ; Summer.

blush -ful-l& adv. [Eng. blushful ; -ly.] In
a blushful manner ; so as to be suffused with
blushes. (Webster.)

* blush -fulness, s. [Eng. blush, Jul ; -nets.]

The state of being blushful or covered with
blushes.

"Let me In your face reade blush/illness."-
uood: Brazen Age, it 2.

iley-

blush' l-ness, s. [Eng. Mushy ; -ness.] The
quality of being given to blushing. (N.E.D.)

blush -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Blcsh, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip, adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

% Blushing honours : Honours fitted to elicit

commendations likely to put the bearer or

Sassessor, if modest, to the blush. Or as
lush, v., A. 2(2).

" To-day he put* forth
The tender leaves of hope ; to-morrow blossoms.
And bears bis blushing honours thick upon him."

.Shake.'?,. : Ben. VII!., Hi 2.

C As substantive : The state of having the
face, the neck, and even the breast suffused
under the influence of emotion with a red
colour.

U For the physiological cause of blushing
see the subjoined examples.

"Blushing Is produced through an affection of the
Kind, acting primarily on the centre of emotion, and
through it on the nerves, which are distributed to the
capillary vessels of the skin of the face,"—Todd A
Bowman: Physiol Anat., vol L, cb. ii., p. B6.

"The region affected by blushing is the face and
peck ; and the effect arises from the suspension of the
cerebral influence that keeps up the habitual contrac-
tion of the smaller bloodvessels over that region."

—

Bain ; The Emotions and the WUl, 2nd ed., cb. 1, p. 11.

blush -Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. blushing; -ly.]

In a blushing manner. (Webster.)

'blush -less, a. [Eng. blush; -less.] With-
out a blush ; without blushes.

Slushies* crimes.
* Sandys.

" Women vow'd to blushlee* impudence."

'blush
which

'-.a, (Eng. blush; -y.] Of the colour
a mush produces; crimson. Used—

(1) Of the human countenance.
"Stratonlea, entering, moved a blushy colour in his

face ; but deserting him, he relapsed into paleness and
langnour."— Harvey : On Consumptions.

(2) Of fruits, or anything similar.
" Blossoms of trees, that are white, are commonly

inodorate ; those of apples, crabs, peaches, are blushy
and smell sweet."

—

Bacon : Sat. Hist.

* blus'-nen (pret. blisned, blysned ; pr. par.

blusnande, blisnande, blysnande), v.i. [Dan.
blusse = to glow ; I eel. lysa = to shine

;

L. G«r. bleistem = to glisten. From Icel.

blys; Dan. blus = & torch; Dut. blos= red-

ness.] fBlush, v. & «.] To shine.
" And brode baneres ther-bi blusnande of gold."

Ear. Eng. AWL Poems (ed. H orrisj ; Cleanness, 1,404.

* bluss - chande, pr. par. [Blush, v.]

Blushing, glittering.
'* That here blutschande beme* as the bryght sunne."

Uaw. * the Green Knight, 1,810.

blus -tcr, * blais'-ter, * blus'-tren, v.i.

& t. [In A.S. blosstan — to pun"; Icel. blastr =
a blast, a breath. Modified from blast (q.v.).]

A* Intransitive

:

L To make a blast.

1. Lit. : To roar as a storm ; to make a loud
noise among the branches of trees, the rigging

of ships, in the interior of chimneys, &c. (For
example see Blustering, particip. adj.)

2. Fig. .* To swagger, to adopt a loud, boast-
ful, menacing, defiant manner ; to bully, to
utter probably hollow threats of what one is

able and Intends to do.
" Glengarry blustered, and pretended to fortify his

house."— Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., ch. xviii.

* IL To wander or stray blindly about.
" That thay blustered as blvnde as bayard watt euer."
Ear. Eng. All if. Poems (ed. Morris); Cleanness, 886.

\ See also Piers Plowman, v. 521.

B. Transitive

:

1. To blow about with violence.
" Ithand wedderis of the eist dralf on so fast,

It all to Maisterit and blew that thairin bald."
Raut Coilyear Aij, ;v | Jamieson.)

2. To compel or force by bluster.

blus'-ter, s. [From bluster, v. (q.v.).]

1. Of things: Boisterousness, noise with
menace of danger. Used—

(1) Of the wind in a storm.
" The Bkies look grimly,

And threaten present blusters."
Shakeep. : Win*. Tale, ii i. &

But also (2) of other sounds.
" So by the brazen trumpet's Nutter,
Troops of all tongues and nations muster.''

Swift.

2. Of persons:

(1) Loud, boisterous menace.
" Indeed there were some who suspected that he had

never been quite so pugnacious as he had affected to
be, and that his bluster was meant only to keep up his
own dignity in the eyes of his retainers."

—

Macaulay :

Bist. Eng., ch. xiii.

(2) Turbulence, fury.
" Spare thy Athenian cradle, and those kin,
which in tbe bluster of thy wrath most fall

With those that have offended."
Shakesp. : Timon, r. .*..

blus'-tered, pa. par. & a. [Bluster, v., B. 2.]

" I read to them out of my blustered papers . .
."—

BaUlie: Lett., i. 125. (Jamieson.)

blU8-ter-er, s. [Eng. bluster; -er.]

1. Ofpersons : One who blusters, a swaggerer,
a bully. (Johnson.)

2. Of things : That which makes a loud noise
suggestive of danger. (Used chiefly of the
wind in a storm.)

blus'-ter-ing, pr. par., a,, k s. [Bluster, v.]

A. & B. As present participle a> participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

" Back to their caves she bade the winds to fly.

And hush'd the blustering brethren of the sky."
Pope : Homers Odyssey, v. 490-1.

C. As substantive ; The act of speaking in a
noisy, boastful, menacing way.

"Virgil had the majesty of a lawful prince, and
Statius only the blustering of a tyrant."—Dryden.

bluB'-ter-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. blustering ; -ly. ]

In a blustering manner ; with noisy menace,
with bullying. (Webster.)

blits'-ter-y, o. [Eng. bluster, and suffix -y.]

Blustering, blustrous. (Lit. & fig.)
" Be seems to haye been of a headlong blustery, on-

certain disposition.'—Cnrty/e; Prederick the Great,
voL i-, bit. iii-. p. 296.

* blUSt-roUS, a. [Eng, bluster ; *M8.] Full
of bluster ; boisterous, boastful, noisy, tu-
multuous.

" The ancient heroes were illustrious
For being benign, and not bluttrou*."

Hudibras.

* blut er nesse, s. [A corruption of Muns-
ness (c±,\.),~\ Bluntness. (Prompt. Parv.)

* bluth'-cr, v.t. & i. [Bludder.]

A, Trans. : To blot, to disfigure.

B. Intransitive:

1. To make a noise in swallowing.

2. To make an inarticulate sound.

3. To raise wind-bells in water. (Jamieson.)

* bluth rie, * bleth'-rie, s. [Probably

the same as blatter (q.v.). Compare bluther =
to blot, to disfigure ; Muthrie, in Ettiick
Forest = thin porridge or water-grueL ]

1. Lit. : Phlegm.

2. Fig, : Frothy, incoherent discourse.
(Jamieson.)

* blyf, adv. [Belive.] (Sir Ferumbras, ed.
Heritage, 1,002.)

* blykked, pret. of v. [Blikien.] (Gaw. and
the Green Knight, 429.)

* blyk kande, bly-cande, pr.par. [Bli-
kiem. J (Gaw. and the Green Knight, 305, 2,485.)

* blyk-nande, pr. par. [Bliknen.] (£or.
Eng.Allit. Poems,ed. Morris, Cleanness, 1,467.)

* blyk ned, * blaykned, pret. et pa. par.
The same as hleakened. [Bleak, a., 1.] (Ear.
Eng. Allit. Poems, ed. Morris, Cleanness, 1,759.)

* blym, * blyym, v.t. [Contracted from
blithen (q.v.).j To make glad.

" Blym, or gladde, or make glad {blyym, or glathyn
In herte, K. blithen or gladden. P.). Letifioo. —
Prompt. Parv,

* blynde, a. [Blind, a.] (Prompt. Parv. etc.)

* blynde, v.t. & i. (Ear. Eng. Allit. Poems:
Cleanness, 1,126.)

* blynde'-lylde, a. [Blindfold, a.] (Prompt.
Parv.)

* blynd'- fcl-lcn, v.t. [Blindfold, ».]
(Prompt. Parv.)

* blynd -fel-led, pa. par. & a. [Blindfold,
v.]

blynd -nesse, s. [Blindness.] (Prompt.
Parv.)

* blynd'-yn, v.t. [Blind,*?. See also blend.]

(Prompt. Parv.)

* blynke, v.i. [Blink.] (Robert Mannyng of
Brunne, 5,675.)

* blyn'-nyn, * blyne, * blynne (0. Eng.),
* blyn, • blyne (0. Scotch), v.i. [Blin, v.]

(Prompt. Parv., &c.)

* blype (1), *. [Etym. doubtful.] A shred, a
large piece. (Scotch.)'

" An' loot a wince, an' drew a stroke,
Till skin in blypes cam haurtui'

Affs nieves that night."
Burns: Hallineeen.

* blype (2), *. [Etym. doubtful.] A stroke or
blow. (Scotch.) (St. Patrick.) (Jamieson.)

* blys-ful, * blys-fcl, a. [Blissful. ] (Ear.

Eng. AUit. Poems, ed. Morris, Pearl, 279, 409.)

blys -miis, s. [Gr. 0avo>oc. (blusmos), fiXvcfut

Cblusma), or 0Ai>o-ic (Musis) — a bubbling up;
from $\vo» (Muo) = to bubble or spout forth.

So called because the plants usually grow
near the source of streams. ]

Bat. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Cyperaceae (Sedges.) The British flora

contains two species, B. compressus or Broad-
leaved, and B. rufus, or Narrow-leaved Blys-
iii us. Both are tolerably common, the latter

species especially in Scotland.

* blys-nande, pr. par. [Blusnande, Blus-
nen.] (Ear. Eng. AUit. Poems, ed. Morris,

Pearl, 163.)

* blysned, pret. of v. [Blusnen.] (Ear. Eng.

AUit. Poems, ed. Morris, Pearl, 1,048.)

* blyss, blysse, 5. [Bliss.] (Prompt. Parv.;

Morte Arthur, 1,485.)

* blysse, v.t. [Bliss, v.. Bless.] To blesa.

*bly«V-syd, pa. par. & a. [Blessed.] (Prompt.

Parv.)

*blys'-syn,v.t. [Bless, v.t.] (Prompt. Parv.)

ftte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, ptft,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce - e ; ey - a. qu - kw.
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* Wy^syag, *. (Blessing.] (Morte Arthur,
4,103.)

blythe, x. [Blithe.] Merry, cheerful, gay.

In*England now only in poetry ; In Scotland
used also commonly in prose.

" Blythe and mery. Letus, hiUaris."—Prompt. Par*.
" Blythe Bertram's ta'eu him ower the faem."
Scott : Guy Mannering, eh, xi. (poetic quotation).

* biyth'O-ly, adv. [Blithely.] (Ear. Eng.
AHii. Poems, ed. Morris, Pearl, 385.)

* blyth'e-nesse, s. The same as Blithbness
(q.v.). (Chaucer: Boethiue, ed. Morris, p. 37,

»57.)

* blyth'-yn, v.L [Blithen.] (Prompt. Pott.)

* blyve, * blyue (ue as ve), adv. [Belive.]
" * Gainelyn,' seyde Adam, ' hye the right blyve.

And it I falle the thii day, evel mot I thryv* 1
'

"

Chaucer : C. T , 681. WE.

B.M. Initials, as well as an abbreviation of,

and the symbol for, Bachelor of Medicine.

bd, * boll, interj. [Said to be from Gael, bo (as

subst.) = an exclamation to frighten children,

(as adj.) = strange ; but ef. Lat. boare and
Gr. jSoow (pood) = to shout, probably onoma-
topoeic]

* Of the form bo and boh : A word of terror.

{Scotch.)

" I dare, for th' honour of our house.
Say boh to any Grecian goose."
Bomer Travestied, bk. vii., p. SO. (Jamieson.

)

2. An exclamation used in playing with
Infants.

* bo, o. [A.8. bepen = both. ] (Alisaunder,

6,763.)

bo'-a, s. [In Dan., Fr., &c, boa; from Lat.
boa or bova (Pliny) — an enormous snake, said
to have been anciently found in India. None,
however, are at present known to occur there
more than six feet long. The spelling bova is

from bos, bovis — an ox, either from the
notion that these snakes could carry off oxen,
or from the erroneous notion "that they
sucked the teats of cows.]

L Zool.: A genus of serpents, the typical one
of the family Boida. The species are found
native only in America, the analogous genus
in the East popularly confounded with it,

namely Python, being distinguished from it

by the presence of intermaxillary teeth.

2. Ord. Lang. : A long fur tippet or com-
forter worn by some ladies round their necks.
The name is given on account of its resem-
blance to the boa constrictor or some other
large snake.

boa constrictor, boa constrictor,
The Mod . Lat word constrictor is = he who or
that which binds or draws together; from
Class. Lat constrictwn, supine of constringo =
to bind together ; con = together, and stringo

(supine striatum) = to draw tight [See I. Zool. ]

1. Zool. : The best known species of the
genus Boa. The specific name constrictor,

meaning binder or drawer together, refers to
the method through which the animal destroys
its prey by coiling itself round it and gradu-
ally tightening the folds. It is about thirty
feet long. It is foundin South America. [Boa.]

2. Ord. Lang. : Any very large snake which
crushes its prey by coiling itself round it.

The unscientific portion of the general public
are not particular as to where the animal
came from at first; with them it is a boa
constrictor whether its original habitat was
til the Eastern or in the Western hemisphere.
[I. Zool] Used Lit. &flg.

"... bot what, except perhaps somesnch Universal
Association, can protect us against the whole ine.it;-

devouring and man-devouring host* of boa-constric-
tors.'—Carlyle ; Sartor Resartus, bk. ii., ch. x.

* boad (1), pret. of v. [Bide.] An old pret. of
bode = abode.

" -Seeing the world, In which they booties boad."
Spenser : Mother Hubb. Tale.

•boads (2), pres. of v. [Bode.] An old form
of bodes ~ bodes.

" Good on-set boad* good end."
Spemer; F. 0.., VII. vi. 2S.

*bdal,0. [Bole.] {Scotch.)

bd-an-er-gea, s. [Gr. {ioavepyec. (Boanerges).
Translated in Mark iii. 17 " sons of thunder."
Of doubtful etymology, but probably the
Aramaic pronunciation of Heb. Sfcn *D3 (benei

regesh), xdTi (regesh), in Heb. meaning tumult

or uproar, but in Arabic and Aranuean
thunder.]

1. As a proper name, Scripture Hist. : An
appellation given by Christ to two of his

diBciples, the brothers James and John,
apparently on account of their fiery zeal.

[See etym.]

"And James the son of Zebedee, and John the
brother of James ; (and he surnamed them Boanerges,
which is. The sons of 1 Minder, f—Ma rk ill. IT.

2. As a common noun : An orator who gives
forth his utterances in a loud impassioned
voice.

boar (1), bore, *boor, *bbr, *bare, bar.
*b»r (0. Eng.), *bere (0. Scotch), s, & a.

[AS. bar, cognate but not identical with bar
unaccented and bera = a bear ; Dut. beer

;

M. H. Ger. ber; O. H. Ger. ber, per. Compare
also Ger. eber ; Fr.verrat; Ital. verro; 8p.
twrrooo ; Lat verres, aper, &c, all — a boar

;

Lat fera = a wild beast ; Sansc. vardha — a
wild boar.] [Bear, Capra.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. a> Zool. : The uncastrated male
of the swine (Sus scrofa), or of any other
species of the genus.

"... and bente hym brymly as a bar . .
."

Hir Fa-umbras (ed. Hcrrtage), 546.

" The fomy here has bet
Wyth hys thunderand awful tuskis grete,
Ane of the rout the hound maist principal!."

Doug. ; Virgil, 468, 54.

T Wild boar : The male of a swine either
aboriginally wild or whose ancestors have
escaped from domestication. The Common
Wild Boar is Sus scrofa ; var., aper. It is of a
brownish-black colour; but the young, of
which six or eight are produced at a birth, are
white or fawn-coloured, with brown stripes.

It is wild in Europe, Asia, and Africa, lives in
forests, sallies forth to make devastations
among the crops adjacent, is formidable to
those who huut it, turning on any dog or man
wounding it, and assaulting its, foe with its

gawerful tusks. Sus larvatus is the Masked
oar.

" Eight wild boart roasted whole."
Shakesp. : Ant. <r Cteop., H. 2.

2. Palaxmt. : Though two extinct species
of the genus Sus appeared in France as early
as the mid-Miocene times, yet the*genuine
wild boar did not come upon the scene in
Britain till the early Pleistocene. To the
palaeolithic hunter of the Pleistocene the hog,
Sus scrofa, was only a wild animal ; but the
neolithic farmer and herdsman had it In a
domesticated state. (Prof. IK Boyd Dawkins
in Q. J. Geol. Soc., xxxvi., 1880, pp. 388, 396,
&c.)

3. Ord. Lang. Fig. : A violent savage.
" Sir Christopher, tell Richmond this from me

:

That, in the sty of this most bloody boar.
My son George Stanley is franked up in hold."

Shakesp. : Mich. 111., It. 6.

B, As adj. : Gf or belonging to a boar

;

designed for hunting or wounding a boar ; in
which a boar is the object of pursuit ; re-

sembling a boar.

T Obvious compound : Boar-hunt.

boar-fish, s. The Capros aper, a fish not
unlike the dory but with a more attenuated
and protractile mouth, a scaly body, and no
filaments or no long filaments to the dorsal

BOAR-FISH.

spines. It is pale carmine above, and silvery-
white below. It is about six inches long. It

is a native of the Mediterranean, but has
occasionally found its way to the British seas.

boar-Spear, «. [A.S. bdr-spere, bar-
spreot.] A spear with which to attack a boar
in a hunt.

" Each held a boar-spear tough and strong.
And at their belts their quivers rung.
Their dusty palfreys and array,
Showed they had marched a weary way."

Scott : Uarmion, i. 8.

boar (2), s. [A corruption of bur.] Only in
compos.

boar-thistle, s. Two thistles, viz. :—

(1) Carduus lanceoiatus.

(2) Carduus arvensis.

t boar, v.i. [Bore, v.]

Of a horse : To shoot out the nose, to toss it

high in the air.

board (1),
* bord, * horde, *burd,* boorde,

s. & a. [A.S. bord — (I) a board, a plank,
(2) what is made of boards, a table, a house, a
shield, (3) a border; I eel. bord; Sw., Dan.,
O. Fris., O. L. Ger., Gael. & It. bord; Dut.
6ord, boord ; Goth, baurd; (N. H.)Ger. bord,

bort; O. H. Ger. bort; Wei. bord, bwrdd.
Compare also A.S. bred m a surface plank,
board, or table ; Sw. brad ~ board, deal table ;

Dan. brat ; Ger. bretf

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1, Literally

:

(1) Gen. : A piece of wood of considerable
length, of moderate breadth and thickness,

used in the building of houses or other edifices,

ships, the making of altars, boxes, 4c. (Essen-
tially the same sense as II. 1., but less precise.)

"... and covered the house with beams and boards
of cedar."—I Kings vi. ».

"Hollow with boards ahalt thou make it [the altar]."

Exod. xxvii. &

(2) Specially

:

(a) A table spread with dishes for food.

(6) A table around which a council sits for

deliberation.
"Both better acquainted with affairs, than any

other who eat then at that board."—Clarendon.

(c) Plur. : The stage of a tlreatre.

2. Figuratively:

(1) [Corresponding to 1. (2) (a).] The dishes
spread upon a table, a meal or meals.
" And the fire wa-s heapd. and the bright wine pour'd.
For those, now needing nor hearth nor board.

Hemans : The Lady of Provence.

(2) [Corresponding to 1. (2) (b).] A council
seated for deliberation around a table ; or the
members of such a council or other delibera-

tive body wherever they may be. Many such
boards am appointed by government, as the
Board of Trade, the Board of Admiralty, the

Poor Law Board ; others are made up of

directors elected by shareholders in com-
panies, an a board of directors, a board of

management, &c.
" The answer of the board was, therefore, less obse-

quious than usual."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

(3) [Corresponding to 1. (2) (c) PL] The
theatrical profession. Specially in the phrase,

To go upon the boards — to enter the theatrical

profession.

•ft Some of the other senses given under II.

have made their way into general language.

II. Technically:

1. Carpentry, dtc. :

(1) A sawed piece of wood, relatively broad,
long, and thin, exceeding 4i inches in width
and less than 2£ inches in thickness.

•f In this sense board is sometimes used as

a synonym for plank, but, properly speaking,

a plank is a grade thicker than a board.

(2) A rived slab of wood, as a card-board.

(3) A flat piece of plank or a surface com-
posed of several pieces, used in many trades ;

as, a modelling-board, a moulding-board, Ac.

2. Paper manuf. : A thick kind of paper,

composed of several layers pasted together.

It is generally called pasteboard. [Paste-
board.] There are several varieties of it ; as,

card-board, mill-board (q.v.).

3. Bookbinding

:

(1) Flat slabs of wood used by bookbinders.

They are known by names indicating their

purpose ; as, backing, burnishing, cutting,

gilding boards, &c

(2) A pasteboard side for a book. [No. 2.]

4. Game-playing : A level table or platform

on which a game is played, as a cliess-board.

6. Naut. : The deck of a vessel or her in-

terior.

"He ordered his men to arm long poles with sharp
hooks, wherewith they took bold of the tackling

which held the mainyard to the mast of their enemy'i
ship; then rowing their own ship they cut the tack-

ling, and brought the mainyard by the board"—
Arbuthnot: On Coins.

(1) On board

:

(a) In a ship.

boll, boy; poilt, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, yenophon, exist. -Inc.

-dan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -?ion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shiis. -ble, -die, Ac. =bel, del.
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"Our captain thought his ship into great danger,
that he confessed himself to a capuchin who was on
board."- A ddUan.

(b) Into a ship.

"Mr. Anson was to take on board three independent
companies . .

."

—

Anton: Voyages, 15th ed. (1790), p. 8.

J (2) To /aB overboard : To fall from the
deck or from the interior of a vessel into the
sea, harbour, or dock. (Used of persons.)

(3) To go by the board: To fall overboard.
(Used of masts.)

(4) To go on board a vessel : To go into a
vessel.

(5) To make a good board .* When close reefed

to lose little by drifting to leeward, to pursue
a tolerably straight course.

(6) To make short boards : To tack frequently.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to a board in

any of the senses given under A ; as, board-

wages (q.v.).

board cutting, o. Cutting or designed
for cutting a board or boards.

Board-cutting knife

:

Bookbinding : A hinged knife with a counter
weight and a treadle to assist in effecting the

cut.

board-rack, s.

Printing: A rack consisting of side-boards

with cleats to hold shelves for standing matter.

board-rule, s.

Mensuration: A figured scale for finding the
number of square feet in a board without the
trouble of making a formal calculation.

board-wages, s. Wages given to ser-

vants in lieu of food, as when the family is

from home and they are left in charge of the
house. [Board, v.t, A. 3.]

" And not enough is left him to supply
Board-wages, or a footman's livery.

Dryden : Juvenal, sat. L

board (2), *. [From Pr. bord = border, edge,

brim, bunk, brink, shore, side, party; Sp.
birde = edge, brim.] The side of a ship.

" Now board to board the rival veesels row."
Dryden : Virgil ; JSneid v. 907.

board, v.t. k i. [From board (1), s. (q.v.).]

A. Transitive

:

1. To enclose or cover with boards.

2. To make a forcible entrance into an
enemy's ship in a naval combat, or at least in

time of war.

(1) Lit. : In the foregoing sense.

"Our merchantmen were boarded in sight of the
ramparts of Plymouth."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.
xiv.

(2) Figuratively : (The meaning having been
influenced by the Fr. aborder m to approach,
to accost.)

(a) To accost, to address.

" I am sure he is In the fleet ; I would he had board '

ine."—ShuMetp. .' Much Ado, H. 1.

(b) To woo.
"... for, sure, unless he knew some strain in mc,

that I know not myself, he would never have boanled
me in this fury."

—

Shakesp. : Merry Wivet of Windsor,
ILL
3. To furnish for a periodical payment,

generally a weekly one, food and lodging to a
person ; to proviUe with meals. (£.]

"In 1M1 the justices at Chelmsford bad fl:ed the
wages of the Essex labourer, who was not boarded, at
six shillings In winter and seven in summer."

—

Ma-
eaulay : Mitt. Eng.. ch. Hi.

B. Intrans. : To obtain food and lodging
for a stipulated weekly or other payment from
one who engages to do so.

"We are several of us, gentlemen and ladies, who
board in the same house ; and. after dinner, one of

oui company stands up, and reads your paper to us
all. "Spectator.

T To be boarded out. Poor Law administra-

tion : To be boarded outside the workhouse.
[BOARDINO-OUT.]

" board -a-ble, a. [Eng. board ; able.] That
can be boarded (as a ship) ; affable.

boarded, pa. par. k a. [Board, v.t]

board -or, s. [Eng. board ; -er.]

1. One who for a certain stipulated price,

paid weekly or at longer intervals, not merely
lodges with a family, but sits with the other

members of it at table as if one of themselves.

Or a pupil at school, who lives on the pre-

mises temporarily on the same footing as the

members of the resident master's family.

". . . capitation fee*, and right to take boarder*.

with other advantages."

—

Times. Nov. IS, 1878. Advt

2. One told off along with others to board a
ship in a naval action, especially if he succeed
in the enterprise. {Mar. Diet.)

board -trig, pr. par., a., k s. [Board, v.]

A. k B. As pr. par, dt participial adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II., 1.

2. The act of obtaining for money one's
food, as well as one's lodging, at a place, the
boarder sitting down at the table with the
rest of the establishment.

TJ. Technically :

1. Carp., dc. : The act of covering with
boards, the state of being so covered ; the
boards viewed collectively.

2. Naut. : The act of going on board a
vessel, especially with the design of capturing
it.

3. Leather manuf. : The process of rubbing
leather with a board to raise the grain after it

has been shaved, daubed, and dried.

t boarding-brand, s. A "brand" or
sword [Brand] used as an offensive weapon
by a person boarding an enemy's vessel.

" Be the edge sharpen d of my boarding-brand.
And give Its guard more room to fit my band.'

Byron ; The Corsair, L 7.

boarding-gage, «.

Carp. : A graduated scribing tool used as a
measurer of width and distance in weather-
boarding sides of houses.

boarding-house, s. A house in which
boarders are accommodated.

boarding-joists, $. pi.

Carp. : Joists in naked flooring to which
the boards are fixed.

boarding machine, *.

Leather manuf. : A machine for boarding
leather. [Boarding.] More than one form
exists.

boarding-nettings, s.

Navf. : Strong cord nettings designed to
prevent a ship from being boarded in battle.

boarding-out, boarding out, a. & s.

As ad]. : Causing to be boarded outside the
workhouse.

Boarding-out system. Poor Law administra-
tion : A system by which workhouse children
are sent to be boarded in the houses of poor
people, to whom the sum paid for their main-
tenance is an object. Thev are then brought
up, presumably in habits of* industry, as mem-
bers of the family in which they live. The
boarding-out system is prevalent in Scotland.
In England it exists only in a few places, and
has become the subject of controversy. Its

friends claim for it the advantage that when
children are brought up away from the work-
house their pauper associations and feelings

are permanently broken, and they tend to
become ordinary members of society, living by
their own industry and not on the ratepayers.

Its opponents point out the danger of the
poor people ill-treating the child not allied to

them by blood. Both parties will probably
agree in this, that when children are boarded
out, lady or other visitors should from time
to time visit the houses where they live to
ascertain the kind of treatment they are

receiving from their foster-parents, as well as
from the genuine children of the household.

boarding-pike, s.

Naut. : A pike used to defend a ship against
enemies who may attempt to board it. Or it

BOARDING- PIKES.

may be employed as an offensive weapon by
the boarders themselves. Such pikes are re-

presented in a sea-fight at Medinet Aboo, in

Egypt

boarding-school, s. A school in which
the pupils lodge and are fed as well as receive
instruction.

" A blockhead, with melodious voice.
In boarding-schools can have his choice."

mm*
bbor-ish, a. [Eng. boar; -ish.] Pertaining

to a boar ; swinish, hoggish.
"... nor thy fierce sister

In his anointed flesh stick boorish fangs."
Shakesp • Lear, ill. T.

bo-art, s. [Bort.]

Min. : A variety of diamond.

boast (1), "boste, * bos-ten, *bdos'-t£x*

(Eng.% boast, "hoist (Scotch), v.i. k L
[Boast, «.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To speak vauntlngly.

(1) In a bad sense: To speak of valnglort-

ously, to brag of. Used—
(a) Of things.

" In youth alone its empty praise we boast."

Pope : Essay on Criticism, «*.

(6) (Rejlexively) of one's self.

^ It was formerly followed in this and other

senses by in ; now of is used instead of in.

" They that trust In their wealth, and boast them-
selves in the multitude of their riches."—Ps. xllx. 6.

(2) In a good sense ; To speak of with legiti-

mate pride.

(a) Of things.

" You who reason boast."
Pope : The Basset-table, Ix. 8*.

(6) Ofpersons {generally of another than one's

*V):
" Pot If I have boasted any thing to him of you. I am

not ashamed."—3 Car. vil, 14.

" No braver chief could Albion boast."
Covper : The Castaway.

* 2. (Of the forms boast and * boist) : To
threaten.

" His majesty thought It not meet to compel or
much to boast them . .

."—BaiUie : Letters, 1. It*.

(Jamieton.)

B, Intransitive:

1. In a bad sense : To brag, to glory, to

speak ostentatiously or vaingloriously. (Used
generally of one's self or one's own exploits.)

'* Sir,

In Cambria are we born, and gentlemen

:

Further to boast were neither true uor modest*
Unless I add, we are honest,'*

Shaketp : Cymbeline, v. 6.

2. In a good sense : To talk with becoming
pride of the exploits of another, whose good
deeds reflect only indirect glory on the

speaker.

"For I know the forwardness of your mind, for

which I boast of you to them of Macedonia. "—1 Osr.

ix. 2.

% Formerly it might be followed by in, now
of is used.

" My sentence is for open war ; of wiles.

More uuexpert I boast not"
Milton: P. L., bk. li.

boast (2\ v.t. (Etymology doubtful ; cf. Fr.

bosse = swelling, relief.

1. Masonry. Of stones : To dress with a
broad chisel.

2. Sculp. <& Carving. Ofa marble block : To
shape roughly, for the moment neglecting

attention to details.

boast, * host, s. [Of unknown etym. ; Wei.
bost has been suggested, but without evidence.

The analogy of coast, roast, toast would lead us
to expect an O. Fr. boster, but of this there is

no trace.]

1. An illegitimate or a legitimate vaunt, *
vainglorious speech.

"The world is more apt to find fault than to com-
mend ; the boast will probably be censured, when t»>

greataction that occasioned it is forgotten."—Spectator

% To make boast : To boast (Followed by

of.) [Comp. Blow (1), v., A. 2, and B. 3, " To
boast"]

" Nought trow I the triumphe of Julias,
Of which that Lukau maketh moche bost.

Chaucer: C. T., 4.WM1.

2. A cause of speaking in a vr.unting spirit

;

occasion of vainglory.
" Edward and Henry, now the boast of Fame."

Pope: Epistle*. It T.

* 3. Threatening. (Scotch.) (Doug. : Virgil,

274, 29.)

boast -ed, pa. par. k a. [Boast, v.t]

As par. adj. : Made the occasion of boasting-

" Slaves of gold, whose sordid dealings

Tarnish all yoor boasted powera
Cowper : The Negro's Complatnt.

late, fat, Care, ..midst, what, «a.ii
t
father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, », oa = e. ey=a» qu kw.
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t'-er(l), *bda'-towre, * bos -tare, a,

[Eng. boast ; -er.] One who boasts, a bragger,

a braggadocio, a vainglorious man.
" Then Iftgoo, the great boaster.

He the marvellous story-teller.'
Longfellow : The Song of Hiawatha, i ii.

* The boaster Paris oft desir'd the day.
With Sparta's king to meet in single fray."

Pope : Bomer's Iliad, bit. lit, S37-8.

boast -er (2), s. [Boast (2), v.]

Masonry: A stone-mason's chisel with an
edge two inches wide, used for dressing stone.

It is intermediate between au inch tool and a
broad tool ; the former, as the na'me implies,

1 inch, and the latter 3fc inches wide.

boast -ful, a. [Eng. boast; Jul(lX]

1. Of persons : Full of boasting ; perpetually
and offensively vaunting of one's exploits.

(Sometimes followed by of.)
" He became proud, punctilious, boastful, quarrel-

some '—Macauluy: Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

2. Of language : Boasting, vainglorious.
(Also at times followed by o/)
"... to think that we Englishmen and our

American descendants, with their boastful cry of
liberty, have been and are so guilty.'—Darwin

:

Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), ch. xxi., p. 500.

boast ful ly, adv. [Eng. boastful; -ly.] In
a boasting manner, vauntingly, vaingloriously.

".
. . that vast monarchy on which it was boastfully

said that the sun never set"—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng.,
ch. six

boastful ness, s. [Eng. boastful; -ness.]

The quality of indulging in boasting. ( Webster.)

boast'-ing(I), pr. par., a., &s. [Boast(I), v.]

A. & B. As present participle & participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive: The act of vaunting or
speaking vaingloriously.

" But now ye rejoice in your boattingt : . . ."—Jo.
iv. 16.

boast ing (2), s. & a. [Boast (2), v.]

1. Masonry : The act of dressing the surface
of stones with a broad chisel and mallet.

2. Sculpture db Carving : The act of roughly
hewing out an ornament, so as to give the
general contour before attention is paid to
details.

boasting-chisel, s. A steel chisel with
a broad, fine edge, used for dressing marble,
so as to bring it to a nearly smooth surface
before operating upon it with a " broad tool."

boast -ing-ly, adv. [Eng. boasting ; -ly. ] In
a boasting manner ; boastfully, vauntingly,
vaingloriously, ostentatiously.

" We look on it as a pitch of impiety, boastingly to
avow our sins; . .

."

—

Dr. H. More: Decay of Piety.

t boast-ive, a. [Eng. boast; -ive.) Boasting,
vainglorious.

"... how must his fellow streams
Deride the tinklings of the boast-ive rill

!

"

Shenstone I Economy, pt. i.

t boast-less, a. [Eng. boast, and miff, -less.]

Without a boast.
" Diffusing kind beneficence around,

Routtless, as now descends the silent dew."
Thornton : Seatont ; Summer.

boas-ton, s. [In Ft. boston, from Boston in

the United States, the siege of which by the
English is hinted at in the game (Littre).~\ A
game at cards.

boat(l), *bot, *boot, *bat (Eng.), boat,
* bait, * bate, v bat (Scotch), s. & a. [A.8.
bdt = a boat, ship, or vessel ; Icel. bdtr ; Sw.
bat ; Dan. baad ; Dut. & Ger. boot; Wei. A Ir.

bad ; Gael, bdta ; Ft. bateau ; Prov. batelh ; 8p.
batel ; Port, botl ; Ital. battello, battelletto, batto

(battello and battelletto are diminutives) ; Low
Lat. bat US,

]

A. As substantive

:

L Asa separate word

:

(1) Literally

:

(a) A very small vessel, generally undecked
and propelled by oars, though in some cases
sails are employed. Canoes scooped out of
the trunk of a single tree seem to have been
the earliest boats ; boats made of planks did
not come into use till a later period.

" He, with few men, in a bate.'
Barbour, rill. MS, MS.

"I do not think that any one nation, the Syrian
excepted, to whom the knowledge of the ark came, did
find out at once the device of either ship or boat, in
which they durst venture themselves upon the seas."
—Raleigh: Essays.

% The boats attached to a large and fully

equipped vessel are the launch, the long-
boat, the barge, the pinnace, the yawl, the
galley, the gig, the cutter, the jolly-boat, and
the dingy. The first five are carvel built, and
the last five clinker built. (Knight.)

(ft) A steam vessel of whatever size, as " one
of the P. and O. boats." (Chiefly colloquial.)

[No. 2.]

(2) Fig, : Anything like a boat, a shell for

instance, as a sauce-boat (q.v.).

T Neptune's boat : A shell, Cymba Neptuni.

2. In compos. : A ship, small or large, of a
particular character, a word being prefixed to
boat to indicate what that character is ; as, an
advice-boat, a canal boat, a fishing-boat, a life-

boat, a packet-boat, a steam-boat. (See these
and similar words.)

B. As adjective : Pertaining to a boat in

any of the foregoing senses, as a boat-hook.

boat-bill, s.

Ornith. : The English name of Cancroma, a
genus of birds belonging to the sub-family
Ardeina, or True Herons, and specially of the
Cancroma cochlea-

ria. The bill, from
which the English
name comes, is

very broad from
right to left, and
looks as if formed
by two spoons ap-
plied to each other
on their concave
sides. The C. coch-

learia is whitish,
with the back grey
or brown and the
belly red ; the front is white, behind which
is a black cap, changed into a long crest in

the adult male. It inhabits the hot and
humid parts of South America. [Cancroma.]

boat -bridge, s. A bridge of boats.

[Bridge, Pontoon.]

head of the boat-bill.

boat-builder, s.

it is to build boats.
One whose occupation

boat-oar, s. A car for transporting boats
up and down inclined planes. On the Morris
and Essex Canal, connecting the Hudson and
the Delaware Rivers in the United States, the
boats are transported from one level to another
by means of boat- cars instead of locks.

(Knight.)

boat detaching, a. Detaching a boat
or boats.

Boat-detaching hooks (pi.). Naut. ; Hooks
designed to disengage themselves simulta-
neously when a boat is removed into the
water. This is done by causing the hooks to
upset, by opening sister-hooks, or by the
tripping of a trigger.

boat-fashion, adv. After the fashion or
manner which obtains in boats.

"... sand gets into one's meat, when cooked and
eaten boat-fashion."~ Darwin ; Voyage round the
World (ed. 1870), ch. x., p. 224.

boat-fly, s.

Eniom. : The English
name of the water-bugs
of the genus Notonecta,
so called because they
swim on their backs,
thus presenting the
appearance of boats.

[BoAT-INSECT.]

boat-bead, s. The
head or bow of a boat,

whatever form it may

"... did I turn away
The boat-head down a broad canal."

Tennyson : Recoil, of the Arabian /tights.

boat-hook, s.

Naut. : A pole, the end of which is furnished
with iron, having a point and hook. It is

designed for holding on to a boat or anything
else. It is called also a gaff, a setter, a setting-

pole, a pole-hook, and a hitcher.

boat-house, 3. A house for accommodat-
ing a boat.

boat insect, ft

Entom. : The English name of the genus
of bugs called Notonecta, which, swimming in

a reversed position, viz., upon their backs,
present a certain resemblance to boats. [Boat-
fly.]

boat-like, a. Like a boat in shape or in
other respects.

" His boat-like breast, his wings rais'd for his sail.
And oar-like feet, him nothing to avail
Against the rain. Drayton : Boon's Flood.

boat-lowering, a. Lowering a boat, or
designed to do so.

Boat - lowering and detaching apparatus

:

Apparatus for lowering a boat, keeping it all

the while in a horizontal position, and then
detaching from both ends of it simultaneously
the hooks or anything else by which it is held.
[Boat-detachino Hook.]

boat race, s. A race on the water be-

tween two or more boats. The most cele-

brated in Britain is that between rowers
connected with Oxford and Cambridge Uni-
versities.

boat-rope, *.

Naut. : A rope with which to fasten a boat.

It is called also & painter (q.v.).

boat-shaped, a.

Bot. : Resembling a boat ; concave, taper-

ing at the ends, and externally keeled. Nearly
the same as Keeled.

boat-shell, s.

Zool. : The English name of the shells

ranked under the genus Cymba (q.v.). [Boat,
A., 1 (2).]

boat-tails, s. pi. [So called from their

tails, which are long and graduated, with the
sides curving upwards like those of a boat.]

Ornith. : The English name for the Quisca-
linse, a sub-family of Sturnidse (Starlings).

They are found in North and South America,
moving northwards in spring and returning
again southward in immense nocks late in the
autumn. Though at one time devouring
many grubs, yet at others they help them-
selves freely to the farmer's Indian corn and
the other produce of his fields. [Quiscalina.]

boat-wise, adv. Of a boat shape.
" Full howls of milk are hung around.
From vessels boat-wise form'd they pour a flood
Of milk yet smoking, wlx'd with sable blood."

Lewis / Thebaid of Statius, bk. rL

t boat (2), s. [Sw. bytta = a bucket, a pail.] A
barrel, a tub. (Scotch.) [Beef-boat.] (Jamie-
son.)

1 A beef-boat : A barrel or tub in which
beef is salted and preserved.

"... the barn and the beef boat, the barrel and the
bed blanket."—Perils of Man, it 70. (Jamiewon.)

boat, v.t. k, i. [From boat, s. (q.v.).]

t A. Trans. : To transport in a boat ; to
carry in a boat.

B. Intransitive: To take boat, to enter into

a boat, to row in ft boat.

"The Lord Aboyn . , . boats at the Sandness, and
goes aboard of his own ship, and to Berwick sails he."
—Spalding, i. 177. (Jamieson.)

" I boated over, ran
My craft aground, and heard with beating heart."

Tennyson: Edwtn Morris.

t bdat'-a-ble, a. [Eng. boat ; -able.] That
may be"traversed by boat ; navigable. (Morse.)

^ More common in America than England.

boat -age (age as Ig), s. [Eng. boat ; -age. ]

A toll on articles brought iu boats.
" Droict de rivage. Shorage or Boatage, the Custome

or Toll for wine or other wares, put upon, or brought
from the water by boats."

—

Cotgrave.

t boat'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Boat, v.t.]

boat ie, s. [Dtmin. of boat.] A small boat, a
yawl. (Scotch.)

" The boatie rows, the boatie rows,
The boatie rows Indeed ;

"ie boatie P
bairnies b.™_
Autu Song. {Jamieson.)

boating, pr. par., a., & s. [Boat, v.]

A. ,v B. Aspr. par. & participial adjective

:

In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

(1) The act or practice of transporting in a

boat.

(2) The act or practice of sailing or rowing
in boats.

2. In Persia : A form of capital punishment
in which an offender is laid on his back on a

boat till he perishes.

* bo a'-tion, s. [From Lat. boatum, supine of

boo = to cry aloud, to roar.] The act of roar-

ing ; a roar, a loud shout.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xonophon, exist, ph. f.

-elan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious=shus. -ble, -die, &c. bel, d«L



622 boatman—bobbin
"In Messina insurrection, the guns wen heard

from a distance as far as Augusta and Syracuse about
an hundred Italian miles, in loud beat ion. —Der.
Phyetto-Th.

boat-man, t boats-man, s. [Eng. boat,
boats, and wan. ]

-' Boatnnen through the crystal water show.
To wond'ring passengers, the walls below.

Dryden.
" A chieftain, to the Highlands bound.
Cries, ' Boatman, do uot tarry 1

'

"

Campbell : Lord Cllirit Daughter.

IT Boatman's shell : A shell, Philine aperta.
It belongs to the family Bullidse. It is found
about 50 fathoms deep, on sandy bottoms, in
the British seas.

boat-swain (often pronounced bosn), s.

[Eng. boat; -swain. A.S. Ixit-sicdn = a boat-
swain, a boatman ; bat = boat, and swan — a
swain, a herdsman, a servant. In Sw. hbgbdts-

man; Dan. baatsmand; Dut. bootsman; Ger.
hochbootsmann. ]

1. Kaut. : A warrant officer on board c ship
of war, whose special function it is to take
charge of the rigging, cables, cordage, anchors,
•ails, boats, flags, and stores. He must in-

spect the rigging every morning and keep it in
good repair ; and must either by himself or by
deputy steer the life-boat He must call the
men to their duty by means of a silver whistle
given him for the purpose ; besides taking into
custody those condemned by a court-martial,
«\nd, either by himself or by deputy, inflict on
them the punishment awarded.

"The chief ambition of the great conqueror and
legislator w«s to be a good b>attwain and a good ship's
carpenter."—Macatday ; Uitt. Rag., ch. xxiiL

2. One of the English names of a gull, the
Arctic Skua (Cataractes parasiticus).

bob, * bobbe (Eng.\ bob, bab (Scotch), v.t.

A i. [Etymology doubtful. It looks, and is

by Mahn and others held to be, an onomato-
poetic word, i.e., in this case imitated, from
the sound of a body moving up and down.
He considers the substantive the original
word (Bob, s.) Mahn connects it with Eng.
bujf= to strike. Skeat believes it an altered
form of Gael, bog m to wag, to shake ; Ir.

bo'jaim m to wag, to shake, to toss.] [Bob, s.]

A. Transitive.*

1 Of action operating on things physical

:

1. To cause to move with a short jerking
motion ; to cause to play to and fro loosely.

2. To beat, to strike ; to drub, to thump.
"These bastard Bretons, whom our fathers
Have in their owu land beaten, bobb'd, and tli inn pM.

"

Shakeep. : Richard ///., r. a.

t 3. To cut the hair of a man, the tail of a
horse, or anything similar. [Bobta.il, Bob-
tailed.]

IL 0/ action operating on the mind

:

1. With a thing for the object: To cheat,
swindle ; to obtain by fraud.

" He calls me to a restitution large
Of gold and jewels that I bobb'd from him.'*

Shakeep. .* Othello, T. L
2. WWt a person for the object : To cheat, to

swindle ; to delude, to mock.
"Here we have been worrying one another, who

should have the b joty, till this cursed fox has bobbed
us both on't "—L Estrange.

B. Intransitive :

1. Gen. : To have a short jerking motion, to
move to and fro or up and down, to play to
and fro, to play loosely against anything.

"And when she drinks against her lips I bob."
Shaketp. I Mid. Sight'i Dream, U. 1.

2. Specially:

(1) To dance up and down. (Scotch.)

" I swung and babbit yonder as safe as a gabbart
that's moored by a three-ply cable."—Scott : Rob Roy,
eh. xxxi.

(2) To courtesy. (Scotch.)

" When sho cam ben sho bobbU.'
A -ild Song. {Jamiewon.

)

(3) To angle with a bob, or with a bobbing
motion of the bait,

" He ne'er had learned the art to bob
For anything but eels." Saxe.

bob, bobbe (Eng.), bSb, bab (Scotch), s. &
o. fPronioob, v. (q.v.). Stratmann and Malm
compare it with lcel. bobbi = a knot, a cockle-

shell]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of bobbing : a jerk, jog, knock,
fillip.

A peeea of breads, and therwithal a bobbw."
Oatcoignt, 1,118.

"I am sharply taunted, yea. sometimes with pinched,
Dips, and bobs. —Ascham : Schoolmaster.

2. Anything which is " bobbed," struck, or
aimed at ; a mark, a butt. (Jamieson.)

3. Anything which bobs or moves freely to
and fro.

(1) Anything solid hanging loosely so that
it may move backwards and forwards or up
and down. Specially~

(a) An ear-ring, a pendant
" The gaudy gossip, when she's set agog,
In Jewels drest, and at each ear a bob.

Orj/dm.

(6) A bunch of flowers, a nosegay, a parterre,
or a thick patch.

" Ane cow of birks in to his hand had he.
To keip than w^ill his face fra midge and fie.

With that the Kin*: the bob of birks can wave,"
PriesU of 1'eblit, p. 2L {Jamieton.

)

(c) A bait bobbed up and down.

•I A bob of cherries : A bunch of cherries.
Have a bob of cheris."—Town. Mytt., 118.

(d) A branch.
"Bat in this on honde he hade aholyn bobbe,"

Gawayne and the Green Knight, SM.

(<) A wig. [Bob-wio.]

(2) A gust, a blast of wind. (Scotch.) (Jamie-
son.)

i. Mart Jig. : A dry sarcasm, a taunt, a
scoff, a jibe.

" Have you not sometimes observed what dry bobs.
and sarcastic*! Jeers, the most underling fellows will
imw and then bestow upon their betters.' —Goodman :

tt'int. Re. Conference, pt i.

T To give the bob : To outwit, to impose
upon. A similar phrase once existed, To give

the dor. [Dor.]
" C. I guess the business. S, It can be no other
But to give me the bob. . .

."

Maninger : Maid of Honour, iv. a.

JX Technically:

h Horol., Mech., etc. : The weight at the
lower part of a pendulum. (Airy : PopuL
Astron., 6th ed., p. 263 )

2. Mechanics:

(1) The suspended ball of a plumb-line.

(2) The shifting weight on the graduated
arm of a steelyard.

(3) The working beam of a steam-engine.

3. Metallurgy : A small buff-wheel used in
polishing the insides of spoons. It is a disk
of leather nearly an inch thick, known as
sea-cow or bull -neck. It is perforated,
mounted on a spindle, and turned into a
nearly spherical form.

4. Mining: A rocking-post framed into a
pivoted bar and driven by tne crank of the
water-wheel or engine-sliaft. To one end of
the beam is suspended the pump-rod, to

balance which the other end is counter-
weighted.

5. Music : A terra used by change-ringers
to denote certain changes in the working of

the methods by which long peals of changes
are produced (Troyte); a peal consisting of

several courses or sets of changes. When
there are more than three bells the several

changes are called bob-majors, bob-triples,

Norwich Court bobs, grandsire bob-triples,

and eaters (quaters). A bob is sometimes
opposed to a single (q.v.). (Stainer dtSarret

:

Diet. Musical Terms. Grove: Diet Music, dx.)

B. As adjective : Pertaining to a bob in any
of the senses given under A. ; as, bobtail, bob-

wig (q.v.).

bob-cherry, bobeherry, a. A game
among children in which a cherry is so hung
as to bob against the mouth. The little

player tries by jumping up to seize It with
the teeth, the assistance of hands in the
matter being disallowed.

"Bobeherry teaches at once two noble virtues, pa-
noe and constancy; the first, in adhering to the

pursuit of one end, the latter, in bearing a disappoint-
tience and constancy : the first, in adhering <

pursuit of one end, the latte '

ment"—Arbuthnot A Pope.

bob-fly, a A kind of fly found upon
water.

"You can easily find the bob-Jty on the top of the
water."

—

fetse : Gleanings in Sat. Hitt., i. 300.

bob major, s. [Prom Latin major —
greater.]

Music : A peal rung on eight bells.

bob maximus, s. [From Lat. maximus
= greatest ]

Music : A peal rung on twelve bells.

bob minor, s. [From Lat. minor m less.]

Music : A peal rung on six bells.

bob-sled, *. A componnd sled composed
of two short sleds, one in front and another
behind, connected together longitudinally by
a reach.

bob-sleigh, «. A sleigh made up of two
short (bob) sleighs connected by a reach or
coupling.

bob white, ». A perdicine bird so named
from its note.

" In the North and East he Is called Quail ; in the
South and West, be is Partridge; while everywhere

-A. M. Mayer: Sporthe is known as Bob White
with Gun and Rod.

bob-wig, bob-
wig, s. A short
wig. Short wigs are
very ancient, being
found on old Egyp-
tian and Assyrian
sculptures and tab-
lets. Long wigs
are comparatively
modern. It is said
that they were in-

troduced by Louis
XIV., of France, to
hide his shoulders,
which were not well matched with each other.

" A young fellow ridiag towards us full gallop, with
a bobwig and a black silken bag tied to it, stopt short
at the coach, to ask us how far the j udges were behind.

"

bo'-bac, *. [Pol. bobak = the animal described
below.]

ZooL: A burrowing squirrel, Arctomys
bobac. It is called also the Polish Marmot
It inhabits Poland, Russia, and Gallicia.

* bo baunce, *bob - baunce, * bo bance,
s. [Burgundian bobance ; Fr. bombance, from
bombe, cf. Low Lat. bombicus — proud, cognate
with Lat. bo-mbus = a humming or buzzing.]
Pride, boasting, presumption.

bdbbed, * bob bid, • bob -byd (Rng.\

bob -bit (Scotch), pa. par. k a. [Bob, v.]

bob -ber, bab'-ber, a [Eng. bob, -sr;

Scotch bab, -cr.]

1, Gen. : A person who or a thing which
bobs.

2. Fly-fishing : The hook which plays loosely

on the surface of the water, as distinguished
from the trailer at the extremity of the line.

(Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

t btSb'-ber-^, *. (From bob, v. (?) (q.v.). Sp.

boberia = folly, foppery.]

1. Nonsense. (Forby, in Worcester.)

2. A disturbance ; nonsense. (Forby, in

Worcester.)

bob -bin, *boV-in, s. [From Fr. bobine;

Sp. bobina = & bobbin, reed, or reel. Com-
pare Ir. & Gael, baban = a tassel, a fringe ;

babag = a tassel.]

L Ord. Tying. : A wooden pin with a head
on which thread is wound for making lacs.

[H. 1-1

" Yon cottager, who weaveB at her own door,
Pillow and bobbin* all her little store."

Cowper . Truth.

IX Technically:

1. Spinning: A spool with a head at one or

both ends to hold yarn. It has one head

when it serves as a cop in spinning, as a

thread-holder in shuttles of looms, and as cop

in warping-machines. In spinning or warping

it is slipped on a spindle and revolves there-

with, being held thereon by a spring or by the

tightness of its fit. (Knight.

)

2. Sewing-machine : A small spool adapted

to receive thread and to be applied within a

shuttle. (Knight.)

bobbin and fly frame. The ordinary

roving machine of the cotton manufacture.

Its function is to draw and twist the sliver,

and wind the roving on a bobbin. The bobbins

containing the slivers are mounted in several

rows on a creel which has skewers for their

reception. Each sliver passes between a pair

of guides, which give it a horizontal traversing

motion, so tliat it shall not bear upon a con-

stant part of the surfaces of the drawing-

rollers between which it next passes. These

drawing-rollers are arranged in pairs (see

Dkawino-frame), and have a relatively in-

creasing rate of speed, the second revolving

faster than the t'u-st, and the third faster than

the second. The bobbin has two motions—one
around the spindle on which it is sleeved, and

l&te. r3.t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we. wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*<

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, rule, lull ; try, Syrian. ce,09 = e. ey - a. qu - kw.
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one up and down on the spindle. The former
is for the winding on of the roving, and the
latter to distribute the roving in coils along-

side each other along the length of the bobbin.

Bobbin and fly frames are of two kinds, coarse

and fine, or lirst and second. The coarse, or

first, bobbin and fly frame acts upon slivers

from cans filled at the drawing-frame and
placed at the back of the machine. The fine,

or second, bobbin and fly frame acts upon
rovings, or slubbings as they are often called,

from bobbins filled at the first frame and
placed on the skewers of the creel placed be-

hind the roller-beam. (Knight.)

bobbin-lace, s.

Weaving: Lace made upon a pillow with
bobbins. The pillow is a hard cushion covered
with parchment, on which the pattern of the

meshes is drawn. Pins are inserted into the

lines of the pattern and determine the meshes.
Thicker thread, called gimp, is interlaced with
the meshes, according to the pattern on the
parchment. The thread is wound upon bob-

bins, and is twisted, crossed, and secured by
pins. [Pillow-lace.]

bobbin-Stand, s. A frame for holding

the bobbins for warps of a loom, threads of a

warping-machine, and yarns of a spinning-

machine. The bobbin or reel rotates on a
spindle fixed in a base-plate. It is covered

with a metallic disk, supported a little above
the top of the spool on a shoulder of the

spindle, and held down by a screw-nut.

bobbin-winder, *i

Weaving : A device for winding thread or

yarn upon a bobbin. The bobbin is supported
on a fixed shaft, which is made 'to rotate con-
tinuously.

Sewing-machine : A device adapted to re-

ceive a shuttle-bobbin and rotate it so that it

may be wound with thread. The winders are

usually operated by being turned in contact
with the driving-wheel, balance-wheel, or

band. Some winders are supplied with an
automatic thread-distributor, to lay the thread
evenly.

bdb'-bin-et, *. [Eng. bobbin; (n)et.]

Weaving : A machine-made cotton net,

originally imitated from the lace made by
bobbins upon a pillow. It consists of a series

of parallel threads which may be considered
as warp-threads, and two systems of oblique
threads which proceed from the right to the
left, and from the left to the right respectively.

Each weft thread has a single turn around
each crossing of a warp, and the contrary
strain of the respective weft threads gives a
serpentine course to the warps.

bobbinet-machine, s. A machine for

making bobbinets. It was originally derived
from the stocking-frame, invented in 15S9 by
William Lee, M. A., of Cambridge. Hammond
(about 1768) modified a stocking-frame to

make a coarse imitation of Brussels ground

;

this was the pin-machine. In 1784, the warp-
frame was invented, for making warp-lacc ;

and in the next decade, the bobbin-frame. In
1809, Heathcote invented the bobbinet-ma-
chine. (Knight.)

bdb'-bing, pr. par. & a. [Bob, v.]

"WY bobbing Willie's shanks are sair."
Bend. Coll., li. 114. (JamtMon.)

" Yon may tell her,
I'm rich in jewels, rings, and bobbing pearls,
Plock'd from Moors' ears." DrycUn,

bftb -bin-Work, s. [Eng. bobbin; work.]
Work wrought partly by means of bobbins.

bob -bit, pa. par. [Bobbed.] (Scotch.)

b6b'-St, s. [Dimin. of bob = a blow (Sfceaf).]

[Bob, Boffet.] A slight blow, a buffet.

"Bobet. ColUi/a, coOafut, Cath. "—Prompt. Far*.

* bob'-6t~3?n, v.t. [From bobet, s. (q.v.).] To
buffet ; to give a slight blow to.

"Bobettyn". Colluphizo." ~-Prompt. Pan.

* bob -et-yhge, *. [Bobetyn, v. ]

"Bobetynge. Coltafizacio,"—Prompt. Parv.

bd'-M-er-rite, s. [Named by Dana after

Bobierre, who first described it in 1868.]

Mineralogy : A colourless mineral occur-
ring in six-sided prisms. It is a tribasic phos-
phate of magnesia. It was found in Peruvian
guano.

b© bl za tion, s. [From Low Lat. bobisatia,

of same meaning.]

Music : A kind of sol-faing taught by
Huberto Walraent at the end of the sixteenth

century for scale practice, the designations of

the notes used being bo, ce, dt, ga, la, mi, and
ni. It was called also Bocedisation (q.v.).

The friends and the opponents of the system
carried on a controversy which continued till

the beginning of the eighteenth century,

(Stainer et Barrett.)

bob-6-link, bob -link, * bob-tin-coin,
s. [Evidently from a proper name, Bob Lin-
coln or Bob o(f) Lincoln.] A bird belonging
to the family Sturnidse (Starlings), and the
sub-family Agelaime. It is found everywhere
in North America below 54° of N. latitude,

passing the winter in the West Indies, and
going northward in summer. In the United
States it is known as the Rice-bird, the Reed-
bird, the Rice Bunting, the Rice Troopial, and
in the West Indies, when fat, as the Butter-
bird It is the Emberiza oryzivora of Linnaeus,
Icterus agripennis of Bonaparte, and Doli-

chonyx oryzivorus of Swainson. It feeds on
rice and other cereals, and Is in turn itself

extensively shot for food.

bob-stay, s. [Eng. bob ; stay.)

Navt.: One of the chains or ropes which
tie the bowsprit end to the stem, to enable it

to stand the upward strain of the forestays.

bobstay piece, s.

Navt. : A piece of timber stepped into the
main piece of the head, and to which the bob-
stay is secured. [Stem.]

bob -tail, s. & a. [From bob, in the sense of
cut, and Eng. tail.)

A. As substantive : A cut tail ; a short tail.

B. As adjective : With a tail cut short or
short naturally ; resembling a cut tall.

** Avaunt, yoti curs t

Be thy month or black or white.
Or bobtail tike, or trundle tail."

Shaketp. ; L*ar, UL S.

TT Tagrag and bobtail: [Tagbaq].

bobtail-wig, s. A short wig.

bob -tailed, a. [Eng. 606, and tailed.]

Of a dog or other animal : Having the tail

cut short.

"There was a bobtaUed cur cried In a gazette, and
e that fouud him brought him home to bis master.'*—L'JEetrange.

* boc, 5. & a, [A.S. bdc = (1) a beech, (2) a
book.] [Book.] (Story of Gen. <fr Exod., 523.)

bo- cal, bo- caV, s. [Fr.

bocal = a bottle, decanter, or
jug with a wide opening and a
very short neck ; Ital. boccale

= a decanter, a mug ; Low Lat.
baucalis, from Gr. fiavKaXioy
(baukalion) = a narrow-necked
vessel, which gurgles when
water is poured in or out, 0av-
«aA« (baukalis) = a vessel for

cooling wine or water.]

Glass Manuf. : A cylindrical

glass jar with a short, wide
neck, nsed for preserving solid

substances.

bo cage (g as zh), s, [From O. Fr. boscage.]

Woodland. [Boscage.]
" The men of the boct-it. and the men of the plai n."

^Freeman: Norman Cinqitett, Hi. 147, {Jf.E.D.)

bo caque, bo cake fane as k), * [Rus-
sian (?)-1 A mammal like a rabbit, but with-

out a tail, found on the banks of the Dnieper
and elsewhere.

t bo-car -do, s. [Bokabdo.]

* bocare, s. [A.S. bocere; Moeso-Goth. bo-

j;wu»=abookiuan.] A scholar. (Layamon,

32,126.)

boc'-a-sine, «. [In Fr. boucassin ; from O.

Fr. boccasin ; Sp. bocacin, bocaci; ItaL bo-

cassino.]

Weaving: A kind of calamanco or woollen

stuff ; a fine buckram.

boc'-ca, s. [ItaL bocca.]

Glass Manuf. : The round hole in a glass-

furnace from which the glass is taken out on
the end of the pontil.

boc-ca-rel'-la, s. [Ital. boccarella.]

Glass Manuf. : A smalt bocca or month of a
glass-furnace ; a nose-hole.

* bocchen, t'.f. [Botch, v.] (Wycliffe: 2 Chrxm.
xxxiv.)

boc -cd-iis light (gh silent), s. [See def.] A
kind of gas burner, in which two concentric
metallic cylinders are placed over the flame to
reduce combustion and increase the brilliancy

of the light. Named from the inventor.

boc-co'-ni-a, $. [Named after Paolo Boecone,
M.D., a Sicilian Cistercian monk, who pub*
lished a botanical work in A.D. 1764.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Papaveraceae (Poppyworts). Bocconia
frntescens (Tree Celandine) has fine foliage.

It grows in the West Indies, where its acrid
juice is used to remove warts.

* boce (1), a. [Boss, $.]

* boce (2), *. [Boose, 9.] {Prompt. Parv.)

boce (3), s. [In Fr. bogus ; Sp. & Port boga

;

Ital. boca. From Lat. box, genii, bods; Gr.

£wf (box), 0oa£ (oocur).]

Jchthyol. : A name for any fish of the genus
Sparus.

bo ce-dis-a'-tion, s. [Low Lat. bocedisotio,

from 60, ce, di, the first three of the abbrevia-

tions used in the relation.] [Bobizatioh.]

* boc fel, *. [A.S. bdc = book, fell = skin,

thin parchment] A skin prepared for writing,

parchment.
* boch cr, * boch'-ere, *. [Butcher.]

* boch'-er-ye, *boch'-er-le,«. [BcrrcHEBT.J

* bOCh'-m@nt, S. [BOTCHEMENT.]

* boc hus, * boc bouse, 5. [A.S. bdchus =

a library.] A library. (Ayenb. i.)

* bocilaered, a. [A.S. bdc, and Icerd* -
learned.] Learned.

bock, * bok, v.i. & t. [Bolkyn.]

A. Intransitive

:

0) To belch.
" He bocketk lyke a churl*."—PmltgraM.

(2) To vomit, or incline to do so.

"Quhilt atber berne in that hreth bokit In blude."
Gate. & Got., il. 21. {Jamieton.\

B. Trans. .* To cause to gush intermittently.

"While bums, wf siiawy wreaths up-choked,
Wi Id-eddying swirl,

Or through the minim; outlet hocked,
Down head loug liurl."

Burnt: A Winter Xtght.

bock, *. [From bockt v. (q.v.).] Vomiting,

spitting up.
" Wlthut a boat, a bock, or glour."

Cleland : Poem*, p. 10*. {Jamieton.)

* bock-blood, *. A spitting or throwing

np of blood.

"Bock-blood and Benehaw. apewen sprung in tb*

spald, . . .~—Polwart't Fly ting, p. 13. {Jamieton.)

"bock-Deer, *. A double-Btrong variety

of German beer, originally brewed at Eimboek
(now Einbeck), in Prussia; wheuce the name.

b6ck'-el-et, bock'-er-el, bock cr ct, *.

[Etym. doubtful] A kind of long-winged
hawk.

bock -frig (1), pr. par. A *. [Bock, v.] Vomit-
ing. (Scotch.)

bock'-ihg (2), *. [From Bocking, near Brain-

tree, in Essex, where it was originally made.J

Weaving : A coarse woollen fabric.

* bock-ler, *. [Buckler,] (Chaucer.)

t bock'-wbeat, s. [Buckwheat. ]

* boc land, * bock-land, " boo -land,
* book -land. s. [From A.8. 16c = a book.

a volume, a writing, ... a charter, and land,

land = land.]

0. Law : Land held by charter or deed, and

therefore sometimes called charter-land or

deed-land. It was essentially the same as

modern freehold, except that the grantee had

certain rents and free service to the lord of

the manor. It is opposed to folcland, which

was somewhat analogous to modern leasehold

tenure. [Folcland.]

*boc-lar, s. fA.3. bdc = book, Zdr= loret

learning. ] Learning.

bfill, bo"^; pout, jolkrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bencb; go, gem; thin, this; «in, as ; expect, Xcnophon, exist -Ing.

-oian, -ttan = shan. -tion, -sion = »hnn f -tion, -sion zhun. -cious. -tious, -sious m shus. -We, -die, &c. m bel, dpL
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* bocle, s. [Buckle.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* boclyd, pa, par. [Buckled.] (Prompt.
Parv?)

* boc-rune, *. [A.S. oiic = a book, and run
m a letter.] A letter. (Layamon, 4,496.)

* boc-staf, a [A.S. bdc, and stosf— a staff, a
letter. In Ger. buchstabe.] A letter.

* boc sum, a. [Bcxom.J

* boc-sum-nesse, s. [Buxomness.]

* bocul, * boculle, s. [Buckle.] (Prompt.
Parv.)

*b6c'-jfn, v.i. [From O. Eng. bosse ; Mod.
Eng. boss = a lump.] To be tumid, to swell.

1 boc'-^ng©, pr. par. k s. [Bocyn.J
A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As subst. : A swelling, tumefaction.
Turgor. — Prompt.

bod (1), s. [Etymology doubtful.] A person
of small size ; a dwarf. (Generally somewhat
contemptuously.

)

" Like Vulcan, an' Bacchus, an' ither Bio bodt."
JHcken: Poemt, ii. 131. (Jamieton.)

*bOd(2), *. [Bode.] (Scotch & Eng.)

bo dach, s. [Gael.] An old man. (Scott.)

bdd'-dle,s. [Bodle.] (Scotch.) (Bums: The
Brigs of Ayr.)

bod dura, .-. [Bottom.] (Scotch.)

bode, * bo -dl en, v.t. & i. [From A.S.
bodian, bodigean = (1) to command, to order,
(2) to announce, (3) to propose or offer ; Icel.
boilha; Sw. bada= to announce.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. 0/persons or of abstractions personified

;

(1) To tell beforehand.
" Whanne Love alle this hadde boden me,
iBeidehym: "Sire, how may it be?"7

The Bomaunt of the Bote.

t (2) To forebode ; to make shrewd conjec-
tures, founded on the observation of analogous
cases, as to the immediate future ; to presage,
to vaticinate.

2. 0/ things: To forebode, omen, to pre-
sage, to foreshadow, to herald ; to indicate
beforehand by signs.

"... the unfortunate results which it boded to the
harmony of a young married couple, . . ."-De Quincey •

Work* (ed. 1S68), vol. 1L, p. «.

B. Intrans. : To be an omen for good or
evil. (Generally followed by well or iu ; used
almost like substantives.)

" Sir. give me leave to aay, whatever now
The omen proved, it boded well to you."

Dryden.

•bode (1) (Eng.), bode, bdd (Scotch), s.

[From A.S. boa, gebod = a command ; O.
Fris. bod; O. I eel. oodft=* bid, an offer.]

1. Corresponding to A.S. bodian, v., in the
first sense of to command = a command, an
order.

"... the balleful burde, that neuer bode keped."
Bar. Eng A Hit. Poemt (ed. Morris) ; Cleanneu, 979.

2. Corresponding to A.S. bodian, v., in the
second sense = to announce. [See etym. of
bode, v.]

* (1) A message, an announcement
" Bode or massage (boode, H. ). Nuneium,"—Prompt.

Parv.

(2) A foreboding ; a foreshadowing.
" The Jealous swan, against his death that slngeth

;

The owl eke, that of death the bode ybringeth."
Chaucer : Attemb. of Fowl*, v. 848.

3. Corresponding to A.S. bodian, v., in the
third sense = to propose or offer, and the Icel.

bodlt = a bid, an offer.

(1) An offer made in order to a bargain ; a
proffer.

" Ye may get war bodet or Beltan : . .
."—Ramsay :

M. Prop., p. KJ.

(2) The price demanded.
" Ye're ower young and ower free o' your siller—ye

should never take a fish-wife's first bode."—Scott

:

Antiquary, eh. xxxfx

i. [A.S. boda; O. L. Ger. bodo;
boto, poto.] A messenger. (Laya-

•bodo (2), s. [A.S. boda; O. L. Gei
O. H. Ger. boto, poto.] A messenger.
mon, 4,695.)

* bode (3), • bod, s. [From bode, v. (q.v.).]

Abiding, delay.

**
. . . and as bliue, bouto bod, he braydes to the queue "

Wm. of Paterne (ed. Skeat), 1*9.

bode, pre/, of v. [Pret, of bide; A. 8. bidan
(q.v.).]

1. Abode.
" My body on balke ther bod In sweuen."
Ear. Eng. AUU. Poemt (ed. Morris) ; Pearl, «.

2. Delayed, waited.
" I found no entress at a side.
Unto a foord ; and over I rode
Unto the other side, but bode."

Sir Egeir, p. 5. (Jamieton.)

* bode (1), bo -den (1), pa. par. [Bode, v.]

* bode (2), * bo den (2) (Eng.), * bodyn,
* bodun (Scotch), pa. par. [O. Eng. bede —
to bid.] [Bid.] (Piers Plow., ii. 34 ; Wycliffe
(Purvey), Matt, xxii 3, Luke xJv. 7 ; Barbour,
xvi. 103.)

t bdde'-fal, a. [Eng. bode; -Jul.} Ominous,
portentous ; foreboding or threatening evil.

"... and glide bodeful, and feeble, and fearful ; . .

."

—Carlyle ; Sartor Betartut, bk. ill., ch. &>

* bode-kin, s. [Bodkin.]

* bode'-ment, s. [Eng. 6ode; -ment.] Presage-
ment

; partial prognostic
" This foolish, dreaming, superstitious girl
Makes all these bodementt.'

Shaketp. ; TroiL, v. 8.

bb den (3),
' bo din, *b6'-dyn, a. [O.

Sw. bo; Icel. boa — to prepare, to provide.]
Prepared, provided ; furnished, in whatever
way.

" Ane hale legioun about the wallis large
Stude wachlng bodin with bow, spere, and targe."

Doug. : Virgil, 280, 58.

If It seems to be used, in one instance, in
an oblique sense.

" I trow he suld be hard t# sla.

And he war bodyn ewynly."
Barbour, vifl. ios, MS. [Jamieton.)

bo'-den-ite, s. [From Boden, near Marien-
berg, in the Saxon Erzgebirge.

]

Min. ; A variety of Orthite (q.v.).

* bode word, * bode wurd, * bod -

worde, * bod-word, s. [O. Eng. bode, s.

(q.v.), and word.]

1. Commandment
; prohibition.

" And this is gunge beniamln,
Hider brogt after bode-toord thin."
Story of Gen. A Exod. (ed. Morris), 2,281-3.

2. Message.
"... bodetcord and tiding fro code."

Story of Oen. <t Exod. (ed. Morris), 89*.

* bodge, v. t. [Corrupted probably from budge
(q.v.), or from botch.] To " budge," to yield,
to give way.

" With this we charged again ; but out, alas

!

We bodg'd again ; as I have seen a swan.
With bootless labour, swim against the tide."

Shaketp. | 8 Hen. VI., i. 4.

* bodge (1), 8. [Corrupted probably from botch
(q.v.).] A botch, a patch.

" Because it followeth in the same place, nor will it
be a bodge In this, . . ."— Whitlock : Manner* of the
English, p. 487.

* bodge (2), 5. [Etym. doubtful.]

Weights & measures : A measure of capacity,
believed to have been half a peck.

" To the last bodge of oats, and bottle of hay."
Ben Jonton : Xeto Inn, i. 5,

* bod - ger, 8. [Corrupted from badger.] One
who forestalls the market. [Badger.]

"They wage one poore man or other to become a
bodger. '—Barriton : Detcrip. of Eng., eh. xviil.

bo'-di-an, s. [Etym. doubtful. Compare Fr.
bodine — the keel of a ship. Or possibly from
some Oriental tongue (?).]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, Diagramma

;

family, Scisenidae. Cuvier's Bodian, Dia-
gramma lineatum, is found in the Eastern

bod Ice, bod dice, * bod ies, s. & a.

[Corrupted from Eng. bodies, pi. of body.)

1. Originally plur. Of the form bodies,p£wr.
of body : A pair of bodies, i.e., of stays or
corsets fitting the body.

" But I who live, and have lived twenty years.
Where I may handle eilke as free and neare
As any mercer : or the whale bone man
That quilts thae bodiet I have leave to span."

Sen Jonton : An Elegy

2. Now, always sing. ; if a pi be required,
bodices being used:

(1) Lit. : A corset or waistcoat, quilted with
whalebone or similar material, worn by
women.

" Her bodice half way she unlac'd.
About his arms she silly cut
The silken hand, and held him fast," Prior.

(2) Fig. : Restraint of law, or restraint of
any kind.

" It was never, be declared with much spirit, found
politic to put trade into etraitlaced bodicet. which,
instead of making it grow upright and thrive, must
^lt.hcr kill (t. nr fitrrw I* «n,™^-. u, i_.. . «i»_.either kill it or force it awry.
Eng., ch. xviii.

bSd'-xed, prep. & pa. par. of body, v. (a v )

[Able-bodied.]

* bod -I kin, s. [Eng. body, s., with dim. Miff.
km.]

1. A little body. (Bailey.)

2. An oath, esp. in the form God's bodikins
(cf. Hamlet, ii. 2 ; Merry Wives, ii. 3).

bod Mess, s. [Eng. bod\y), and suff. -less.]
Without a body ; having no body ; incorporeal.

* Wto-^-H-ness, s. [Eng. bodily); -ness.)
The quality or state of possessing a body.

bSd-i-l?. • bid -Ml -ttfd'-jr-iy. bod-
l-llcne, a. & adv. lEng. body; -ly.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of the human or animal body : Pertaining
to the body ; constituting part of the body ;

made by the body ; affecting the body ; inci-
dent to the body.

T When the human body is referred to, it

is generally as opposed to the mind.
" I would not have children much beaten for their

faults, because I would not have them think bodily
pain the greatest punishment."—Locke.
"... an example of personal courage and of bodily

exertion."—Macaulay : But. Eng., ch. xiil.

2. Gen. Of a body in the sense of anything
material : Oomposed of matter

; pertaining to
matter, or to material things ; appreciable to
the senses.

" What resemblance could wood or stone bear to a
spirit void of all sensible qualities, and bodily dimen-
sions ? "South.

3. More Jig. : Real, actual, as distinguished
from what is merely thought or planned.

" Whatever hath been thought on in this state,
That could be brought to bodily act, ere Home
Had circumvention." Shaketp. .- Cvriol., i. 1

B. As adverb:

1. Corporeally, united with matter.
"It is his human nature, in which the godhead

dwells bodily, that Is advanced to these honours and
to this empire." - Wattt.

% In Col. ii. 9, bodily is the rendering of the
Gr. <r(i>p.aTLKu>? (sdmatikos), which is an adverb.
The precise meaning is uncertain ; it may be
(1) corporeally, (2) truly, or (3) substantially.

" For in htm dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead
bodily."—Cot. 1L 9.

2. 8o to act as in some way or other to affect

the whole body ; wholly, completely, entirely
;

as ".
. . leaps bodily below." (Lowell, in

Goodrich £ Porter.)

If So also colloquial phrases like these are
used—" The tiger carried off the man bodily."

or, " the flood carried away the bridge bodily."

bod -ing, pr. par. k s. [Bode, v.]

A* As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

" Not free from boding thoughts, a while
The shepherd stood ; . .

."

Wordtworth: Fidelity.

" Then darkly the words of the boding strain
Like an omen rose on his soul again."

Bemant : Sword of the Tomb.
B. As substantive

:

1. Ofpersons : A foreboding, an expectation,

a prophecy, a vaticination, a forecast.
" Way—that his bodingt came to pass."

Byron ; The Qiaour.

t 2. Of things : An omen, a portent.

bod kin (1), * bod I kin, * bod c kin,
" boy de kin, * bod y kin. «. [Etym.
doubtful ; the second element is certainly the

usual Eng. dimin. suffix. Skeat thinks that

we may consider boi-de and bod-e corruptions of

the Celtic word now represented by Ir. bideog;

Gael, biodag, and W. bidog = a dirk, a dagger.]

L, Ordinary Language :

1. Of things

:

* (1) Originally : A small dagger.
" With bodkint was Csxar Julius
Murder'd at Rome of Brutus Oassius."

Chaucer : Cent. Liter., ix. Stt.

" When he himself might his quietus make
With a, fore bodkinr

Shaketp. : Bamlet, lii. L

If Still used in this sense in poetry of an

antiquarian cast.
" Long after rued that bodkin't point"

Scott i Lay of the Latt Mimtrel, v. f.

fate, fat. Care, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wot, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go,

or* wore, wolf, v ork, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se, ce c. ey a. qui
pot,
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(2) Subsequently:

[a) An instrument wherewith to dress the

" You took constant care
The bodkin, comb, and essence to prepare

:

For this your locks in paper durance nound."
Pope: Rape o/ the lock. iv. 98.

(b) A large-eyed and blunt-pointed threading
Instrument for leading a tape or cord through
ahem.

" Or plung'd In lakes of bitter washes lie.

Or wedgd whole ages in a bodkin's eye."
Pope: Rape of the Lock, It 128.

*(c) A frizzling-iron.

* 2. 0/ persons ; One wedged in between two
Others for whom there is only sufficient room.
{Used also adjectively.)

" Cecily sat bodkin."—F. Montgomery ; Thrown To-
tether, ii. 62.

To ride or sit bodkin : To ride or sit wedged
in between two others.

II. Technically

:

1. Printing: A printer's tool, something
like an awl, for picking letters out of a column
or page in correcting.

2. Bookbinding : A pointed steel instrument
for piercing holes.

bod-kin (2), *. [A corruption of baudkin, or
baudekin (q.v.).] A rich kind of cloth worn
In the Middle Ages, the web being gold and
ttie woof silk, with embroidery.

1T The word bodkin (2) does not much occur
alone ; it is used chiefly in the expression,
*' Cloth of bodkin."

" Or (or bo many pieces of doth of bodkin.
Tissue, gold, silver, kc"

Mattinger ; City Madam, ti. L

bd'-dle, t bod -die, *. [Corrupted from Both-
well, an old Scottish mint-master, as other
coins were called Atchesons for a similar
reason.]

L Lit. ; A copper coin, of the value of two
pennies Scots, or the third of an English half-
penny.

'* So far as I know, the copper coins of two pennies,
commonly called two penny pieces, boddiet, or turners,
bagan to be coined after the Restoration, in the be-
ginning of Charles II. 's reign; those coined tinder
William and Mary are yet current, and our country-
men complain, that since the union, 1707, the coinage
of these was altogether laid aside, whereby these old
one* being almost consumed, there is no small stag-
nation in the commerce of things of low price, and
hinderanoe to the relieving the necessities ofthe poor."
—Rudd Introd. Anderton'i Diplom., p. 188. (Jamie-
ton.)

2. Fig. : Anything of little value.

IT Not to care a bodle corresponds in Scotch
to the English phrase, not to care a farthing.

"Fair play, he cared na dells a boddle."
Burnt ; Tarn GfShanter.

Bod lei -an, t Bod ley -an, a. & s. [From
Sir Thos. Bodley, who was born A.D. 1644,
and died A.D. 1612.]

A. As adjective: Pertaining to Sir Thos.
Bodley.

B. .4s substantive: The library described
below. (Lit. dkfig.) [Bodleian Library.]

"... by the gift of many Large-Paper copies, that
vast submarine Bodleian, which stands in far less risk
from fire than the insolent Bodleian of the upper
world."—DeQuincey: Work*. 2nd ed., i. U&,

Bodleian or t Bodleyan Library, s.

A library founded at Oxford by Sir Thos.
Bodley, in 1597, who presented to it about
£10,000 worth of books, and induced others
also to become donors to the institution. The
library was opened to the public on November
8, 1602. The first stone of a new building to
accommodate it was laid on July 10, 1610.
In 1868 it contained about 250,000 volumes.
All members of the University who have taken
a degree are allowed to read in it, as are
literary men belonging to this and other
countries. As in the case of the British
Museum library, the books are not allowed to
be taken out ofthe reading-room.

• bod-rage, * bod-rake, s. [Bordraoe.]

* bod-word,*. [Bodeword.] (Barbour : The
Bruce, xv. 423.)

body, *b6d-ye, • bod ie, *b8d'-X,«. &
a, [A.S. bodig= (1) bigness of stature, (2) the
trunk, chest, or parts of it, t (3) the body, the
whole man (Somner) ; O. H. Ger. botach, potach
= body; Gael, bodhaig = the human body;
compare also bvdheann — a body in the sense
of a hoop or band. Hindust. badan; Sans.
bandha.]

A. As substantive

;

L Ordinary Language :

(1) Lit. : The material framework of man or
of any of the inferior animals, including the
bones, the several organs, the skin, with hair,

nails, and other appendages.
" And that most blessed bodie, which was borne
Without all blemish or reprocbfull blame."

Spenter; Hymne of Heavenly Lowe.

" All the valiant men arose, and went all night, and
took the body of Saul and the bodies of his sous from
the wall . . . —1 Sam, xxxi. 12.

Out of the body, absent from the body : Dead.
having the soul dismissed from the body by
death.

"... to be abtent from the body, and to be present
with the Lord."—2 Cor. v. ft.

(ii) Figuratively

:

1. Of things:

(1) Bodily strength or ability. >.

" How he invent help him, throw body
Mellyt with hey chewalry."

Barbour, x. 619, MS. {Jamieton.)

(2) Matter as opposed to spirit, matter as
opposed to other matter ; a material sub-
stance ; a portion of matter ; as, a metallic
body, a combustible body.

" Even a metalline body, and therefore much more a
vegetable or animal, may. by fire, be turned into
water."— Boyle.

(3) Substance, essence.

(a) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

"... to hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to nature ;

to show virtue her own feature, scorn her own image.
and the very age and body of the time his form and
pressure.*'

—

Shaketp. : Hamlet, iii. 2.

(6) Of wine : Strength ; as, wine of a good
body.

(c) Substance as opposed to a shadow

;

reality as opposed to representation.

"A shadow of things to come; but the body la of
Christ."—Col. 1L H.

(4) The main portion of anything as dis-

tinguished from the smaller and detached
portions, as the body—i.e., the hull of a
ship, the body of a coach, of a church, of a
tree, &c.

"... from whence, by the body of Euphrates, as far
as it bended westward ; and afterward by a branch
thereof."—Raleigh.
" This city has navigable rivers that run up Into the

body of Italy ; they might supply many countries with

bod]
5) A general collection, a pandect; as, a

V of divinity, a body of the civil law.

(6) A garment, a vestment.

Thee of tnine sat snug, defying all variations of
climate."—Carlyle: Sartor Betartut, bk. i., eh. ix.

2. Of persons:

(1) Individually.

(a) A person, a human being, with no con-
tempt indicated. (Eng.)

IT In this sense it is now rarely used,
though it was once, as an independent word,
but it still remains in the very common com-
pound terms, anybody, nobody, somebody, every-
body, Ac. (q.v.). [Anybody, Somebody, &c]

' " Tls a passing shame
That I, unworthy body as I am,
Should censure thus on lovely gentlemen."

Shaketp. I Two Gent, of Verona, i. 2.

" A deflowr'd maid I

And by an eminent body, that enfore'd
The law against it."

Shaketp. : Meat, for Meat., lv. 4.

(&) A contemptuous term for a human being,
man or woman, of humble lot, or in a pitiable
plight. (Scotch.) (Generally in this sense
pronounced in the pi. buddis!)
"... and that's the gate fisher-wives live, puir

laving bodiet,"Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxvl.
" Town's bodiet ran, an' stood abeigh,

An' ca't thee mad."
Burnt : The Auld Parmer't JVeto Tear Morning

Salutation to hit Auld Mare Maggie.

(2) Collectively.

(a) A corporation ; a number of men united
by a common tie or organized for some pur-
pose, as for deliberatiou, government, or
business.

"... every peer accused of high treason should be
tried by the whole body of the peerage"—Macaulay :

Hitt. Bng, ch. xviii.

(6) A mass of men, even when not so united.
"... life and death have divided between them the

whole body of mankind."

—

Hooker.

(c) The main part of an army ; the centre,
as distinguished from the wings, the van-
guard, and the rear-guard.

"The van of the king's army was led by the general
and Wilmot ; in the body was the king and the prince ;

and the rear consisted of one thousand foot, com-
manded under Colonel Thelwell."—Clarendon.

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between body,
corpse, and carcase :—" Body, here taken in the

improper sense for a dead body, ... is appli-
cable to either men or brutes, corpse to men
only, and carcase to brutes only, unless when
taken in a contemptuous sense. When speak-
ing of any particular person who is deceased,
we should use the simple term body ; the body
was suffered to lie too long unburied. When
designating its condition as lifeless, the term
corpse is preferable ; he was taken up as a
corpse. When designating the body as a life-

less lump separated from the soul, it may be
characterised (though contemptuously) as a
carcase; the fowls devour the carcase." (Crabb:
Eng. Syn.)

H. Technically:

1. Geo hi. ; Any solid figure ; as, a spherical
body.

"The path of a moving point is a line, that of a
geometric body is another body."— Weitbach ; Trant
(Goodrich A Porter.)

2. Physics: An aggregate of very small
molecules, these again being aggregates of
still smaller atoms. The object of physics is

the study of the phenomena presented by
bodies. (Ganot : Physics (trans, by Atkinson),
5th ed., p. l.)

3. Akhem. PL (bodies): Metallic bodies,
metals, answering to the celestial bodies—
i.e., to the planets. They are contradistin-
guished from spirits—i.e., such bodies as can
be driven off in vapour ; four such spirits and
seven bodies were recognised. (See ex.)

M
I wol you telle as was me taught also
The foure splritz, and the bodiet seuen
By ordre, as ofte herd I my lord neuen.
The nrste spirit auyksilver called is ;

The secouud orpiment ; the thriddc I wis
Sal armonlac, and the ferthe bremstoon.
The bodiet seven, eek, lo hem heer anoon.
Sol gold is. and Luna silver we threpe

;

Mars yren, Mercuric quyksDver we clepe ;

Saturnus leed, and Jubitur is tyn.
And Venus coper, by my fader kyn."

Chaucer: C. T., Group C. 819-8M.

* 4. Arch. : The old term for what is now
generally called main or middle aisle of the
nave of a church, and is perhaps occasionally
used for the whole nave, including the aisles.

"And the forsaide Richard sail make the body of the
Kirke accordaunt of wldenes betweue the pliers to
the quere."—Contract for Catterick Church, p. ».

5. Fortif. : By the body of a place is meant—
(1) The works next to and surrounding a

town, in the form of a polygon, regular or
irregular. (Griffiths.)

(2) The space inclosed within the interior
works of a fortification.

6. Vehicles: The bed, box, or receptacle
for the load.

7. Agricultural Implements: The portion
of an instrument, a plough for example,
engaged in the active work.

8. Printing: The shank ofa type, indicating
size, as agate face on nonpareil body. (Knight?)

9. Music: (1) The resonance box of a
stringed instrument, (2) the part of a wind
instrument which remains after the removal
of mouthpiece, crooks, and bell. (Stainer d*

BarreU.)

10. Painting : Consistency, thickness.

IT To bear a body ; A terra used of colours
which can be ground so flue and so thoroughly
mixed with oil that they seem a coloured oil

rather than colour to which oil has been
added.

11. Law:
(1) Of things : The main part of an instru-

ment as distinguished from the introduction
and signature . ( Wharton.

)

(2) Of persons: The person ordered to be
brought up under a habeas corpus act
(Wharton.)

B. As adjective : Designed for the body ; as,

oody-clothes ;
personal, as, a 6odi/-servant ; in

any other way pertaining or relating to the
body. (See the compound words.)

body-bending, a. Bending the body.
(Used of toil.)

" With the gross aims and body-bending toll

Of a poor brotherhood who walk the earth
Pitied, and, where they are not known, despised."

Wordeteorth : Excursion, bk. viii.

body clothes, body cloaths, s. pi.

Clothing for the body. (Used more of cloths,
rugs, or anything similar cast over or wrapped
around horses, than of vestments for human
beings.)

" I am informed that several asses are kept in body-
doatht, and sweated every morning upon the heath."—
Addison.

body-colours, s. pi. Colours which hava

boll, b6y; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph :- t,

-clan, -tian m shan. -tlon, sion - shun ; -(ion, -sion = ztiun. -clous, tious, -sious - alius, -ble, -die, &c. m be I, del.
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"body," thickness, or consistency, as distin-
guished from tints or washes. '(Ogilvie.)

body-heart,*. [Heart. (Her.).]

body-hoop, s,

Naut. : The bands of a built mast.

body-loop, s.

Vehicles : An iron bracket or strap by which
the body is supported upon the spring bar.

body-plan, a
Shipbuilding: An end elevation, showing

the water-lines, buttock and bow lines, diago-
nal lines, &c
body politic, s.

1. The collective body of a nation under
civil government. As the persons who com-
pose the body politic so associate themselves,
they take collectively the name of people or
nation. (Bouvier.) {Goodrich & Porter.)

"'The Soul Politic having departed,' saysTenfels-
drOckh. ' what can follow but that the Body Politic be
decently interred, to avoid putrescence 1 —Carlyle :

Sartor Retartut, bk. ill., oh. w.

1 2. A corporation. (Wharton.)

body-post, 5.

Shipbuilding: The post at the forward end
of the opening in the dead-wood in which the
crew rotates.

body-servant, a. A valet.

"The laird's servant—that's no to i nil body*

to fetch the huuilie."

—

Scott : Uuy Mannering, oh. i.

{Jamieton.)

body-snatcher, a One who snatches
or steals a body from a graveyard for the
purpose of dissecting it, or selling it to those
who will do so ; a resurrection-man.

body snatching, «. The act of stealing
a body from a graveyard for the purpose of
dissection.

body-whorl, *.

Conchol. : The last turn of the shell of a
Gasteropod.

b6d'-y (pret bodied), v.t. prom body, s.

(q-v.)-]

1. To clothe with a body, to assume a body.
(Used reflexively of a spirit or any similar
entity.)

"For the spiritual will always body itself forth in
the temporal history of men : the spiritual is the be-
ginning of the temporal.''—Carlyle; Heroes, lect iv.

2. Mentally to give "body," or a nearer
approach to substantiality, to some airy con-
ception.

" As imagination bodies forth
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes.

Shakesp. : Mid. Right's Dream, r. L

S. To trace out, to image forth, to fore-
shadow.

" Of many changes, aptly Join'd.
Is bodied forth the second whole."

Tennyson: Works (Strahan, 1873), toL 1., p. »9.

bodyguard (u silent), *. (Eng. body;
guard.] A guard of soldiers or other armed
men, whose office it is to protect and defend
the person of a sovereign, a prince, a general,
or a similar dignitary.

*b6d'-^-l^, o. & adv. [Bodily.) (Prompt.
Parv.)

* bodyn, pa. par. [Bidden.] (Scotch.} Spec.,
bidden or challenged to battle.

** And he war bodyn all evynly."
Barbour ; Bruce, Til. 103.

• boef, s. The same as Beef (q.v.).

" And bet than oliie boef is the tendre veL"
Chaucer : 0. T., 9,29t

Bo -er, s. [Dutch.]

1. A Dutch colonist of the Cape of Good
Hope, South Africa.

2. A citizen of tbe South African Republic
(formerly known as the Transvaal), which was
peopled by emigrants from the original Boer
settlements at the Cape.

Boe-o'-tian (tlan as shan), a. [From
Bceotia. Seedef. 1.}

L Geag.: Pertaining to Bceotia, a country
of ancient Greece, west and north of Attica.
Its atmosphere was thick, which was held to
make the inhabitants stupid. Nevertheless,
the region produced the great military generals
Epaminondas and Pelopidas, the historian
Plutarch, and the poets Hesiod and Pindar.

2. Fig. : Stupid, dull in intellect.

* boet'-lngs, * buit -IhgS, a [O. Eng. boet,

buit = Eng. boot, and dim. suff. -iitg.] Half-
boots, or leathern spatterdashes.
* Thou brings the Carrik day to Bdinhorgb eras.
Upon thy boetings hobbland hard as born,"

Bunbar : Evergreen, it M ; also 5a, »L ii. {Jamieton.)

*bof-et,s. [Bopfet, Buffet.]

* bof-etf-ynge, s. [Buffeting.]

* bof-fet, *bor-fete, *bof-et,». [Boffet.]
(Prompt. Parv.)

boffet stole, s. [Buffet-stool.]

* bofte, * bi-hoifte, s. [From A.S. behdfian
= to behove.

j [Behoof.] Behoof.
** And to min lotterdes bofte bl-crauen ;
For kindus Iuue he was hire hold "

Story of Gen. <* Exod. (ed. Horris], 1,388-9.

* bog, a. [The same as Bio (q.v.).] Big,
tumid, swelling, proud.

" The thought of this should cause tbe Jollity of thy
spirit to quail, and thy bog and bold heart to be
abashed."—Roger*: Naaman the.Syrian, p. 18. {Trench,
On tome Def. in our Eng. Diet,, p. 14.)

bog (1), * bogg, s. k a. [In Ir. boglach, bogach
= a bog, a moor, a marsh ; Gael, boglach = a
marsh, a quagmire, any place where a beast is

apt to stick fast ; bogaich — to moisten, to
soften, from bog = soft, miry, moist, damp ;

Ir. bog — soft, tender, penetrable.]

A. As substantive ;

1. Lit. : (1) A moss, a morass, a quagmire;
wet, spongy ground composed of decaying
vegetable matter.

"Birkin bewls, about boggis six! wellls.*"

Gateau A Qot., L a
** A jrulf profound I as that Serbonian boa,
Betwi x t Damiata and mount Casius old.
Where armies whole have sunk."

Milton : P. I,., bk. tl.

"In order to obtain tbe applause of the Rapparees of
the Bog at Alien. '-Macaulay : Bit. of Eng , cb. xiL

(2) Boggy land.
" Every thing else was rock, bog, and moor."—Ma-

caulay : Mat. Eng., ch. xii.

2. Fig. : Anything in which one is apt to
sink hopelessly bemired.

" And thine was smother'd in the stench and fog
Of Tiber's marshes and the papal bog."

Cowper : Expostulation.
" He walks upon 609s and whirlpools ; wheresoever

he tread*, he sinks."

—

South.

B. As adjective

:

1. Growing in bogs ; as, bog-asphodel, bog-
rush.

2. Living in bogs ; as, bog-bumper.

bog-asphodel, a
Bot. : The English name of a plant genus,

the Narthecium, and specially ofthe N. ossifra-

gum, or Lancashire Bog-asphodel. It belongs
to the order Juncacea? (Hushes). It has a
yellow-coloured perianth, which distinguishes
it from ordinary rushes. The leaves are all

radical. It is frequent in bogs, on moors and
mountains, and is by no means confined, as
its English specific name would imply, to
Lancashire. [Narthecium.]

bog-bean, s. A name for the botanical
genus Menyanthes, more commonly called
Buckbean (q.v.).

bog-berry, $.

Bot. : A name for the Cranberry (Vaccinium
oxycoccus).

bog-blaeberry, s. The same as the
BLUEBERRY(q.v.). (Rural Cyclopcedia ; Britten
& Holland.)

bog-blltter, s. The Bittern (Botaurus
stellaris). {Sooteli.)

bog-bumper, s. A name for the Bittern.

•J Jamieson limits this word to Roxburgh-
shire, but it is so natural an appellation for

the bird that it is probably in use in various
other parts.

bog butter, s.

Min. : The same as Butyrellite (q.v.)

bog cutting, a. Cutting or designed to
cut through a bog.

Bog-cutting plough

:

Agric. & Hortic. : An instrument for cutting
and turning up boggy or peaty soil for fuel

or chemical uses.

bog-earth, t. The kind of earth or mud
deposited by bogs over an impervious sub-
soil. It consists chiefly of silica, with about
twenty-five per cent of decomposed and de-

composing vegetable fibre. Gardeners highly
prize it, especially for American plants.

bog-featherfoU, a (Eng. feather, and
O. Eng. /oil; Pr.feuille; from Lat. /< Hum =
leaf. So named from its feathery leaves.]

Bot. : A book-name for a primulaoecui
plant, the Water-violet (Hottonia palvstris.)

boggled, s. A bird, the Moor Buzzard
(Buteo wugiiiQsus\ (Scotch.)

bog-hay, s. Meadow hay ; hay which
grows naturally in meadows. (Scotch.)

" Meadow hay, or, as it is termed In Renfrewshire^
bog-hay, . . ."—Wilton: Benf., p. 112.

t bog-house, s. A house of office, a privy.
(Johnson.)

bog iron-ore, bog-ore, s.

Mineralogy

:

1. A variety of Limonite. It occurs in a
loose and porous state in marshy places, often
enclosing wood, leaves, nuts, Ac, in a semi-
fossilized state.

2. A variety of Limnite.

bog-jumper, bog jumper, s. The
Bittern (Botaurus stellaris). (Scotch.)

bog-land, bog land, *. & a.

A. As substantive : Land or a country which
is boggy.

B. As adjective : Living in or belonging to
a marshy country.

" Hen without heads and women without hose.
Each bring his love a bog-land captive hon a."

Dryden : Prol. to the Pruphctets.

bog-manganese, t
Min. : A variety of Wad (q.v.). It consists

of oxide of manganese and water, often with
lesser amounts of oxide of iron, silica, alumina,
&c. Groroilite and Reissacherite are sub-
varieties of it.

bog-moss, s. A common book-name for

various species of Sphagnum. (Prior ; Britten

& Holland.)

bog-myrtle, bog myrtle, a

Bot. : A name for the Sweet Gale or Dutch
Myrtle (Myrica gale). Though fragrant like

the Myrtle, it has no real affinity to. it. [Gale,
Myrtle.]

bog-nut, 5.

Bot. : The Buckbean, or Marsh Trefoil
(Menyanthes tri/oliata.)

bog-oak, s. Oak timber from a bog.

bog-orchis, s.

Bot. : The English name of the orchideoua

fenus Malaxis, and specially of the single

tritish species, M. paludosa. It is a small
plant, from two to four inches high, with
minute erect greenish spikes of flowers. It

lives in spongy bogs, flowering from July to
September.

bog-ore, 8. [Boo Iron-ore.]

bog-pimpernel, bog pimpernel, a

Bot.: A British species of Pimpernel, Ana*
gallis tenella. It is found, as its English
name imports, in bogs, and not like its con-

gener, the Scarlet Pimpernel (A. arvensis), in

corn-fields. It is a small creeping plant with
rose-coloured flowers.

bog-rush, 8.

1. Bot. : An English book-name for Schoenus,

a genus of the order Cyperaceae (Sedges). As
now limited it contains only the Black Bog-
rush, a plant found on wet moors, and recog-

nisable on account of its dark brown, nay,

almost black, heads of flowers. The additional

British species once placed in it are now
transferred to other genera.

2. Ornith. : An unidentified species of war
bier about the size of a wren.

bog-spavin, s.

Far. : An encysted tumour filled with gela-

tinous matter inside the hough of a horse.

(White.)

bog-stalker, a An idle and stupid va-

grant. (Scotch.)
" WilUam's a wise, Judicious lad.

Has harms niair than e'er ye had,
Ill-bred bog-stalker."

Ramtay . Poemt ii. 838. {Jamieton.)

% To stand like a bog-stalker ; to look like a

bog-stalker : To stand or look as if perplexed,

as one seeking the eggs of certain birds in

boggy ground requires to look anxiously when
he puta his foot in the treacherous quagmire.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po%
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oo e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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bog-tract, s. A tract or expanse of land
abounding in bogs.

"... the vast moorlandi and bog-tracts of West
Hunts and Dorset . .

."—Hooker tArnott: Brit.Flor.,
7th ed. (1855). p. 418.

bog-violet, bog violet, s.

Bot. : A name for the Common Butterwort
(Pinguicvla vulgaris.)

bog-whortleberry, bog-whort, «.

Bot. : The Great Bilberry (Vaccinium uligi-

nosum). [Whortlbberry, Vaccinium.]

*bdg(2), s. [A.8. boga= (l) a bow, an arch,

(2) anything that bends.] A bough.
" The seueudai eft ut it tog.
And brogt a grene oliuns bog."
Story of Gen. * Exod. (ed. Morris), 607-8.

* bog, a. k s. [Of unknown etymology.]

A. As adj. : Bold, blustering, saucy.

B, As subst. : Brag, boastfulness. (N.B.D.)

bog, v.t. & i. fFrom bog (1), s. (q.v.).]

A. Transitive

:

L Lit. : To plunge into a bog.
"Of Middle ton's horse three hundred were taken,

and one hundred were bogged.'— Whkelock; Msm.
(WW), p. 580.

2. Fig. : To cause to sink into contempt or
oblivion.

" Twas time ; his Invention had been bogtfd ehw."
Ben Jonson ; Svery Man out of his Humour.

B. Intrans. : To be bemired ; to stick in
marshy ground.

"That . . . liia horse bogged ; that the deponent
helped some others to take the horse out of the bogg."
—Trials of the .Son* of Rob Roy, p. 120. (Jamieson.

)

* bdge, s. [A. 8. boga =a bow.] A bow.
" Lamech with wrethe is kuape nam,
Vn-bonte is boge. and bet, and slog.

Story of Gen. <t Exod. (ed. Morris), «2-3.

*X>'-gSyf bo'-gjr, 8. [Cognate with boggart
and bogk, s. (q.v.).] A bugbear; anything
designed to frighten.

" I am Bogey, and I frighten every body away.**

—

Thackeray.

"There are plenty of such foolish attempts at
playing bogy in the history of nation*."—C. Kingtley.

y bo geys liche, * bog gysche ly, adv.
[Boggische.] In a boasting, boisterous, or
bold manner.

•'.
. . ft bogeysliche as a boye busked to the

kycheue."— William of Palerne (ed. Skeat), 1707.

DiSg'-gart, s. [The same as O. Bog. bug-word
= a terrifying word. In North of England
boggart = a spectre ; from Wei. bwg bwgan,
bvgan, bwganod — a hobgoblin, a bugbear.]
[Bogey, Bug-word.] A bugbear. (Scotch).

"It Is not as men saye. to wit. Hell is hut *boggarde
to scarre children ouelie."— Oollock: On the I'astion
jk 13*.

• bog gisshe, * bog gysche, * bag1-
gyscb-yn, a. (Boa, a.J Inclined to blus-
ter

;
puffed-up, bold. (tf.E.D.) (Prompt.Parv.)

bog'-gle, * bo -gle, v.i. [Probably from Prov.
Eng. boggle = Scotch bogle (q.v.). See also
boggart and bogie.]

L Lit. : To shrink back, or to hesitate to
move forward along a road on account of real
or apprehended dangers in the way.

" We start and boggle at every unusual appearance,
and cannot emlure the sight of the bugbear. "

—

Glu n-

9ttU.

TL Figuratively

:

1. To shrink back, In a figurative sense,
from any danger or difficulty, to be timid
about moving forward.

"... hebogling at them at first."— Wood; Athena
Oxon.
" Nature, that rude, and in her first essay.
Stood boggling at the roughness of the way

;

Us'd to the road, unknowing to return.
Goes boldly on, and loves the path when worn.*

Dryden.

2. To hesitate or doubt what conclusion to
eome to in a matter of doubt presented to the
judgment.

" And never boggle to restore
The members you deliver o'er,
Upon demand." Budibras.

"The well-shaped changeling is a man that has a
rational soul, say you. Make the ears a little longer
and more pointed, and the inwe a little flatter than
ordinary, and then you begin to boggle."—Locke.
"*3. To dissemble, to play the hypocrite.
** When summoned to his last end it was no time to

toggle with the world."—BoteeL

Wg'-gle, «. [Bogle.] (Scotch and Prov. Eng.)

OOg'-gled, pa. par. & a, [Bogolb, v.]

t bdg'-gler, s. [Eng. boggle, v., & suffix -er.]

1. Lit. ; One who boggles, one who is easily

terrified by imaginary or real dangers or per-
plexed by difficulties.

2. Fig. : A woman who swerves from the
path of virtue and becomes bemired in vice.

* You have been a boggier ever

:

But when we in our viciousness grow hard

—

O misery on't 1—the wise gods seal our eyes."
Shaketp. : Ant. atd Cleop., ILL IS.

b^g'-glliig, pr. par. [Boggle, v. (q.v.).]

* bog-gUsh, a. [Eng. boggJie); -isK] Obliged
to turn aside when difficulty presents itself.

" What wise man or woman doth not know, that
nothing ts more sly, touchy, and bogglUh, nothing
more violent, rash, and various, than that opinion,
prejudice, passion, aud superstition, of the many, or
common people." —B/>. Taylor; Artif. Handsomeness,
p. ITS.

bog'-gly, bog'-il~ly\ * bog -lie, a. [Scotch
bogle-; and suffix -y.] Infested with hob-
goblins. (Scotch.)

"... down the boglie chUBle."
Remains of A'ithsdale Song, p. M.

"... alone in a boggly glen on a sweet summer's
night"—Black*. Mug., Aug., 1820, p. 514. {Jamieson.)

* bogg-sclent, v.i. [Prom Eng. bog, and
Scotch sklent = to slant (T).l To avoid action
by slanting or striking off obliquely into a bog
in the day of battle.

" Some lodsfd In pockets, foot, and horse,
Tet still bogg-tclented when they yoocked."

ColvU ; Mock Poem, pt i., p. 84. (Jamietan.)

D<$g'-gy\ a. [Eng. bog; -y.] Pertaining to a
bog, containing a bog or bogs.
" Quench'd in a boggy syrtis, neither sea,
Nor good dry land : nigh founder'd, on he faxes."

Milton : P. I., bk. ii

* bog'-gysche, a. [Boggisshe.]

* bSg'- gysche - 1& adv. [Boqeysliche.]
Tumidly, proudly.

"Boggytchely. Tumtde." —Prompt, Porn.

* bogh, v.i. [A.S. bugan — to bow.] To bow.
(Cursor Mwidi, 307.)

* bogh, s. [Bough.] (Cursor Mutidi, 314.)

* boghe, ». [A.S. boga — a bow.] A bow.

boghe draghte, s. Bow-Bhot.
"With strengthe thay "reculede that host *>bak,

more than a boghe-draghte."—Sir Ferumb. (ed. Heri-
tage), 3040.

*boghe-schot,s. Bow-shot. (SirFerwnb.,
ed. Herrtage, 90.)

* bog-here, s. [Bowtkr, Boqhien, Bow, v.]

* boght (1), pret o/v. [Buy.] Bought.
" Lavyne, and thou Lucresse of Rome toune,
And Pollxene, that boghten love so dere."
Chaucer ; ProL to Legende of Guode H'omen.

•boght (2), pret. of v. [Bow, v.} 8tooped,
bent.

"A boght adoun on that tyde, and caught hym by
the snoote, and cast him on the ryuer vnryde, and
folghede tho forth the route."—Sir Ferwnb. (ed.
Herrtage), itso, 1761.

* boght, s. [Bight.]

bo'-gfe, bo'-g^, s. & o. [A dialectal word
of unknown etymology.]

A* As subst. Steam-engine: A four-wheeled
truck supporting the fore-part of a locomotive.
The same as bogie-frame (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Pertaining to such an engine
or anything similar.

bogie-engine, 5.

Steam-engine : A locomotive - engine em-
ployed at a railroad station in moving cars
and making up trains. The driving-wheels
and cylinders are on a truck, which is free to
turn on a centre-pin. [Bogie-frame.]

bogie-frame, *.

Railroad engineering : A four-wheeled truck,
turning on a pivoted centre, for supporting
the front part of a locomotive-engine,

* bd'-giU-bO, S. [BOCLE-BO.]

bo gle, bo -gill, bu'-gil (Scotch), $. [From
WeT. bygel, bygelydd m a bugbear, a scarecrow,
a hobgoblin. Compare also bygylu = to
threaten; bugad = confused noise."] '[Boggle,
Bugbear.]

I. Of the forms bogle, bogill, and bugil
(Scotch):

1, Of beings:

(1) A hobgoblin, a spectre. (Scotch.)
" Ofcalst nor bogle shalt thou fear.

"

Burns.

(2) Anything designed to frighten.

(3) A scarecrow, a bugbear ; anything which
frightens, or is at least designed to frighten.
" The leaf blenkis of that bugil fra his bleirit eyne.
As Belsebub had on me blent, abaslt my spreu."

Dunbar : MaitUind Poems,

% Of things, abstract cmcevtions, otc.: A
play of children or young people, in which one
hunts the rest around the stacks of corn in
a farm-yard. Hence it is sometimes caHed
bogill about the stacks.

"At e'en at the gloaming uae swankies are roaming
'Mong stacks with the liissies at bogle to play."

Rttson; Songs, U. & (Jamieton.)

% Bogle about the bush

:

1. Lit.: To chase a number of other children 1

round a bush. [Bogey.]

2. Fig. : To circumvent.
" I played at bogle about the bush wt'tbem, I cajoled

them?"—Scott ; Waeerley, ch. Ux.

bo'-gle, v.t. [From bogle, s. Compare also
Wei. bygylu = to threaten ; bwgtvth = to
threaten, to scare, to terrify.]

t 1. To terrify.

2. To enchant.

^ "•*:. \ thafc y°a m*y not think to bopte ns witb
beautiful and blazing words . . ."—McWard: Con-
tendings.

bo'-gle-bo, * bo'-gUl-bo, *. fAccording to
Warton, Boh was the son of Odin, and one of
the most formidable Gothic generals, whose
very name was a terror. More probably Voru
Wei. bo = a bugbear, a scare-crow.)

X. A hobgoblin, a spectre.
** Hsa some bogte-bo

Glowrln frae many aald waurs gi'en ye a fleg?

"

Ramsay ; Poems, ii. 4
2. A petted humour.

" Quh.-it reek to tak the bogill-bo
My bonie burd for ane's."

Phtlotut: S. P. R., Ut 16.

IT According to Skinner, used in l.inculn-
shire to mean a scarecrow.

bog'-lSt, s. [Eng. bog (1), s„ dim. suff. -Zrf.l

A little bog, a small tract of boggy land.
(Black-more : Lorna Doone, p. 432.)

Bo-go mil i-an (bo-go-mi'-les, s. pi.), o.

& s. [From Mcesian Sclav, bogomilus = one
who implores the divine mercy, which the
founder of the sect, described under Bt> and
his followers constantly did.]

A. As adjecHve: Pertaining to the sect de-
scribed under B.

" The BogomUian sect, that strange renaissance of
dualism."—Canon Lid-ion: The Slavs, Dec. 8, 1876.

B. As substantive. Ch. Hist. : A Sclavonic
Christian sect, founded in the 12th century
by a monk called Basil. His tenets were akin
to those of the Manicheans and of the
Gnostics. He believed that the human body
was created not by God, but by a demon
whom God had cast from heaven. Basil was
burnt alive at Constantinople for his tenets
nnder the Emperor Alexius Comnenus.
(Mosheim: Ch. Hist., cent, xil., pt. iL, ch. v..

§2.)

*bogt, pret. of v. [Bought. A.S. bohte. See
also Buy.] Bought.

" So mlchet fe thor Is hem told.
He hanen him bogt, he hauen sold."
Story of Gen. A Exod. (ed. Skeat), 1,998-4.

b6g'-trSt-ter, «. [Eng. bog; trotter = one
who trots.]

1. Gen. : A contemptuous appellation for
an Irishman, as inhabiting a country with
many bogs to be traversed.

". . . and two Irishmen, or, in the phrase of the
newspapers of that day, bogtrottert, . . .'—Macaulay :

BUt. Eng., ch. xxil.

2. -Spec. : An Irish secret society.

"While in Ireland, which, as mentioned, ts thefr
gxaud parent hive, they go by a perplexing luultiplf-

city of designations, such as Bogtrotters. Kedshauks*
Ribbonmen, Cottiers. Peep-of-I)ay Boyt"—Cartyle

z

Sartor Resartus, bk. ill., ch. x.

bfcg'-trSt-tlng, a. [Eng. bog (I), s.,and trot-

ting.] Living among bogs or iu a country
abounding with bogs.

" Beware of bng.tr°ttingqwuik*."- Goldsmith ; Cittom
If the World, No. IzviiL

bo'-giis, a. [Etymology doubtful.] Sham,
counterfeit. A cant term first applied to

corn, now to anything spurious, as bogus

degrees, a bogus suicide. (Chiefly American?)

wood, s. [Eng. bog; wood.) Wood
taken from a bog.

"Apiece of lighted bog-wood which he carried In a
lanU.-rn."—Scott : Fair Maid of Perth (lBtM), UL 10T.

btfg'-wort, *. [Eng. bog, and suffl -wort.} The
same as Bog-berry (q.v.).

bog'
tak

boll. t>«y
: pout, jowl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Infr

Haan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious, -sious. -clous = shus. -ble, -gle, &c= bel, g©L
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bO'-gfd). » tBOGEY.]

* bo-gy (2), s. A kind of fur. [Budge.]

* bohche, s. [Botch.] (Prompt. Pare.)

bo-he a, s. & a. rFrom Wui, pronounced by
the Chinese Bui, the name of the hills where
this kind of tea is grown (AfaA-n).]

A. As substantive

:

* 1. Originally : Any kind of black tea, the
assumption being made that it came from
the Wui hills in China or their vicinity.

Green tea was distinguished as hyson. Per-

haps in the poetic examples bohea may mean
tea in general.

" Am some frail cup of China's fairest mold
The tumults of the boiling bohea braves.

And holds secure the coffee's sable waves."
TickeU.

** To part her time "twist reading and bohea.

To muse, and spill her solitary tea."

Pope : Epistle to Mrt Blunt, 15. IS.

2. Spec. : A designation (which became ob-

solete or obsolescent about the middle of the

19th century) given to a particular kind or

quality of black tea. Nearly all the bohea
imported came from the upland parts of the

province of Fokien, the remainder being
grown in Woping, a district of the Canton
province. Of the black teas, bohea was the

least valr.able in quality, the order in the
ascending scale being bohea, congou, sou-

chong, and pekoe. Part of the bohea sold

consisted of the fourth crop of the Fokien
teas left unsold in the*market of Canton after

the season of exportation had passed. Mr.
Hugh M. Matheson writes, " Its colour was
brown, the make rather ragged and irregular,

and the flavour coarse."

"... to export European commodities to the
countries beyond the Ope, and to bring back shawls,
saltpetre, and bohea to England."—Macaulay : Hist.

Mng., ch- xxiiL

B. As adjective : Growing in Wui, brought
from Wui (see etymology) ; consisting of, or

in any way pertaining to the tea described

under B.
m Coarse pewter, consisting chiefly of lead, is part of

the bales In which bohea tea was brought from China."
— Woodward.

Bo hemi-an, a. & *. [Eng. Bohemi(a) ; -an.)

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining or belonging to or brought
from Bohemia (in Ger. B6h.rn.en), an old king-
dom now merged in the Austrian empire.

2. Wandering.

3. Unconventional, free from social re-

straints.

B. As substantive :

L A native of Bohemia.

2. The Bohemian language.

3. A gipsy.

4. A literary man or artist who pays no
regard to the conventionalities of society.

Bohemian chatterer, s. [Bohemian
Waxwing.J

Bohemian garnet, a,

Min. ; Pyrope, a variety of Garnet (q. v.).

Bohemian glass, a
Glass manuf. : A clear crown glass, a silicate

of potash and lime, a little of the silicate of
alumina being substituted for the oxide of
lead. The silica for this glass is obtained by
pounding white quartz.

Bohemian waxwing, $.

Ornith, : A bird, Ampelis or Bombycilla gar-
rula, the only representative of the family
Ampelidse which visits Britain. In the male
the chin, the throat, and a band over the eye
are velvety-black, the forehead reddish-brown,
the erectile crest reddish-chesnut, the upper
parts purplish-red, brown, and ash coloured,
the lower parts purplish-ash and brownish-
red, the vent and tail coverts yellow. The
wings are black and white, with a yellow spot,
and have seven or eight of the secondary feath-
ers tipped with small, oval, flattish appendages
like sealing-wax. The female is less bright in

colours. Length, about eight inches. It visits

the north of Europe in flocks in winter, eating
berries, insects when it can obtain them, and
Indeed almost all sorts of food. The epithet
Bohemian refers to its wandering habits, not
to its habitat. [Ampelis, Bombycilla, Chat-
terer, Waxwinq.]

boi'-ar, 5. [Botar.]

* bo'-iche, ». [Botch.] (Scotch.) (Aberd.

Beg., A. 1,534, v. 16.) (Jamieson.)

bd'-i-dsB, s. pi. [From Lat boa (q.v.).]

Zool : A family of Ophidias (Serpents) be-

longing to the sub-order Colubrina. They
have no poison fangs. They have the rudi-

ments of hind limbs. The chief genera are

Boa, Python, and Eryx (q.v.Ji

*bole,s. [Boy.]

bd'-i-ga, «. [From a Bornean language.]

Zool. : A small tree serpent, Ahostulla lie-

cerus, from Borneo.

bo I-gua-cu, 5. [From an American Indian
language or dialect]

Zool.: The true Boa Constrictor (q.v.).

bo -I-kin (1), s. [Etymology doubtful.]
(Scotch.) The piece of beef called, the brisket.

(Jamieson.)

bd'-I-kin (2). s. The same as bodkin, Eng.
(q.v.). (Scotch.)

boll, # btfyl, * boH'-on, * bo"y -l£n, * bul -

lyn, v.i. & t. [In Fr. bouilhr ; Prov. & Sp.
bvllir; ItaL bollire; from Lat bulla, bullio

= to be in bubbling motion, to bubble, to be
in a state of ebullition (in imitation of the
sound of a boiling liquid). Compare A.S-
weallan — to spring up, to boiL ]

A* Intransitive

:

L Literally:

1. Of liquids :

(1) To effervesce, to bubble up, as takes

Slace when water or other liquid reaches what
i called the boiling point. [Boiling Point. ]

"The formation and successive condensation of these
first bubbles occasion the tinging noticed in liquids
before they begin to boiV—danot : Phytic* (trans, by
Atkinson), 3rd ed., p. 267.

(2) To be agitated and send forth bubbles,
the cause being mechanical agitation, as of

the sea by the wind, and not great heat.

"He [leviathan] m&keth the deep to boil like a
pot ; he maketh the sea like a pot of ointment."

—

Job
EH. a*.
" In descending it may be made to assume various

forms—to fall in cascades, to spurt in fountains, to
boil in eddies, or to flow tranquilly along a uni-
form bed."

—

Tyndall: Frag, of Science, 3rd ed., xiv.

am
2. Ofanything placed in a liquid : To be for

a certain time in a liquid in the state of effer-

vescence through the application of great

heat.
" Fillet of a fenny snake.
In the cauldron boil and bake."

Shaketp. : Macb. It. L

3. Of a vessel containing a liquid : To have
within it water which has reached the point
of ebullition.

" The kettle boitd . .
.'

Cunningham : The Broken China.

IT, Fig. Of human passions: To be in-

tensely not or fervent, or temporarily effer-

vescent [See example under Boiling, pr. par.

&a.]

B. Transitive:

1. Of liquids : To cause to bubble and rise

to a certain point of the thermometer [Boiling
Point] by the application of heat.

2. Of things in such a liquid

:

(1) Strictly : To subject to the action of heat
in a liquid raised to the point of ebullition,

with the view of cooking, or for any other
purpose ; to seethe.

" In eggs boiled and roasted, into which the water
enteretb not at all, there is scarce any difference to be
discerned."—Bacon.

(2) More loosely ; To subject to the action of
a liquid heated to a less extent

" To try whether seeds be old or new, the sense can-
not inform ; but if yon boil them in water, the new
seeds will sprout sooner. "—Bacon,

(3) To separate by evaporation ; as, to boil

sugar.

C. In special compound verbs. To boil over,

T.t:

1. Lit. Of liquids : So to expand through
the influence of heat as to become too large

for the vessel or other cavity in which it is

contained, and in fact escape over the margin
or brim.

This hollow was a vast cauldron, filled with melted
matter, which, as it boiled over in any part, ran down
the sides of the mountain."—Additon on Italy.

% Fig. : To be effusive in the manifestation

of affection or other passion.
" A few soft words and a kiss, and the good man

melts : see how nature works and boil* over in him."

—

boil (1), * bile, * bule, s. [AS. byl = a boll,

blotch, sore (Bosworth) ; Icel. bola ; 8w.
bolde ; Dan. byld; Ger. beule.\ [Beal, Bile.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The disease described under II. 1.

Med.
" Boynouse scabbes,

Bulet and blotches, and brennyng aguwes,
Prenesyes and foul eviles." Piert Plowman.

"But houndis camen and licklden hlse bitee."—
LukexvL 30.

" Bollt and plagues
Plaster you o'er."

Shaketp. : Coriol, L 4.

2. Fig.: One who Is a morally offensive

spectacle.
". ;. thAiartaoott,

A plague-sore."
Shaketp. : Lear, U. 4

I! Technically

:

1. Med. : A disease called by medical men
fwrunculus (q.v.). It is a phlegmonous tumour,
which rises externally, attended with redness
and pain, and sometimes with a violent, burn-
ing heat Ultimately it becomes pointed,
breaks, and emits pus. A substance called

the core is next revealed. It is purulent,
but so thick and tenacious that it looks
solid, and may be drawn out in the form of
a cylinder, more pus following. The boil
then heals.

I A blind boil is one which does not sup-
purate.

2. The boil of Scripture : pTT$ (shechin) seems

to be used for two or three diseases.

(1) In Exod. ix. 9, 10, 11 ; Lev. xiii. 18, it

may be an inflamed ulcer.

(2) In 2 Kings xx 7, and Isaiah xxxviii. 21,
it may be carbuncle, or the bubo of the plague.

(3) In Job iL 7, it may be black leprosy.

% In Deut xxviii. 27, 35, the same word
TVtp (shechin) occurs, though translated botch.

" The flesh also, in which, even in the skin thereof,
was a boil, and is healed. And in the place of the botX

there be a white rising, . . ."—Lev. xiii. IS, 19.

boll (2), *. rFrom boil, v. (q.v.).] (Scotch)

The state of boiling.

" Bring your copper by degrees to a boil * . ."-»

Maxwell: Set. Tran*.. p. S72. [Jamieton,)

% At the boil : Nearly boiling.

boil'-ar-y, ». [Eng. boil; -ary.] [Boilebt.I
Water arising from a salt well belonging to a
person who is not the owner of the soil.

(Wharton.)

boiled, * bO*yld, pa par. & a. [Boil, v.*.]

boil-er, «. & a. [Eng. boil; -tr.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Of persons : One who boils anything

;

spec., one whose occupation is to do so.

"That such alterations of terrestrial matter are not
impossible, seems evident from that notable practice

of the boilert of saltpetre."—Boyle.

2. Of things : A vessel in which water or

other liquid or any solid is boiled.

"This coffee-room is much frequented ; and there

are generally several pots and boilert before the Are
— Woodward.

JX Technically:

Pneum. : A vessel in which liquid is boiled.

% Most kinds have separate names. Various

household boilers are called kettles, sauce-

pans, and clothes-boilers; one for raising

steam, a steam-generator ; one for dyeing, a

copper; one used In sugar-refining, a pan:

one for distillation, a still; one for chemical

Surposes, a retort or an alembic ; one for re*

ucing lard and tallow, a digester, or, in some

cases, a tank. (Knight.)

B. As adjective : Designed for a boiler, or in

any other way pertaining to a boiler. (See the

compounds which follow.)*

boiler alarm, s. An apparatus or device

for indicating a low stage of water in steam-

boilers. [Steam-boileh Alarm, Low-watkb
Alarm.]

boiler - feeder, a An arrangement,

usually automatic and self-regulating, for

supplying a boiler with water.

boiler float, s.

Steam-engine : A float which rises and falls

with the changing height of water in a steam-

boiler, and so turns off or on the feed-water.

boiler furnace, a

Steam-engine : A furnace specifically adapj*d

for the heating of a steam-generator. The

shapes vary with those of the boilers them-

selves.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, *nii
; father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pots

«r, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, nnite. enr, rule, foil ; try, Syrian, se, oa = e. ey = a. qu = kw.



boilery—bokardo

boiler-iron, s. Rolled iron of $ to {-inch
thickness, used for making steam-boilers,
tanks, the skin of ships, &c.

boiler-maker, s. A maker of boilers.

boiler-making, a. &, s.

A. As adj. : Designed to be used In the
making of boilers.

**.
. . boilcr-maMng *hop."— Timet.

B. As svbst. : The act or occupation of
making boilers.

boiler-plate, $. A plate or sheet of iron,

i to 4-inch thick, used in the construction of
boilers.

boiler-protector, s. A non-conducting
covering to prevent, the escape of heat Among
the devices for this purpose may be cited

—

felt, treated in various ways, asbestos, and
lagging. Allied to the above in position, if

not in duty, vie water-jackets to utilize the
heat, air-flues and shields to protect surround-
ing bodies against the radiated heat.

boiler prover, s.

Hydraulics: A force-pump with pressnre-
indicator, used to try the power of a boiler to
resist rupture under a given stress of hydraulic
pressure.

boiler-stay, s.

Steam-engine: A tie-bar by which the flat

plates on the opposite sides of boilers are
connected, in order to enable them to resist
internal pressure. The stays cross an inter-
vening water or steam space.

boiler-tube, s.

Steam-engine : The tubes by which heat from
the furnace is diffused through the mass of
water in locomotive and other boilers of the
smaller class. They are usually arranged
longitudinally of the boiler, and are fitted by
steam and water-tight connections to its heads.

b&ll'-er-jf, s. [Eng. boiler ; -y.]

1. A salt-house or place where brine is

evaporated.

2. A boilary (q.v.).

ft.boil -ing, * boy-lyng, * boy'-lynge,
par., a., A s. [Boil, v.]

A* & B. As pres. part. A particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

"The boiling ware* And treacherous rock* of the
Bace of Alderney."— Macaulay : Him. Eng., oh. XVUL
"Their wrath had been heated to such a tempera-

ture that what everybody else would have called bail-

ing seal seemed to them Laodicean lukewarmness.''

—

J bid., ch. v.

" Despairing Gaul her boiling youth restrain*.
Dissolved her dream of universal »way."

Thornton : Liberty, pt r.

C. As substantive

:

1. Chan, dt Ord. Lang, (from the intransitive
verb):

(1) Boiling or ebullition is the rapid forma-
tion in any liquid of bubbles of vapour of a
pressure equal to that of the superincumbent
atmosphere at the time.

" Gelatine, obtained by boiling, i* in combination
with a considerable quantity of water."—Todd £ Bow-
man : Phytiol. Anat., vol. i., ch. 1., pt «.

(2) (From the transitive verb). The art or
operation of cooking by means of heating in
water raised to the point of ebullition.

" If yon live in a rich family, roasting and boiling
&ra below the dignity of your office, and which it
becomes you to be ignorant of."—Hvnft.

2. Fig. Of the human passions: Inflamed,
hot, greatly agitated.

"God saw it necessary by inch mortifications to
quench the boilings of a furious, overflowing appetite,
and the boundless rage of an insatiable intemperance,—South : Serm., voL iL, $ XO.

* 3. Law : Boiling to death was established
as the punishment for poisoning by 22 Hen.
III., c. 9. This inhuman enactment was
swept away by 1 Ed. VI., c, 12.

boiling furnace, s.

Metallurgy: A reverberatory furnace em-
ployed in the decarbonisation of cast-iron to
reduce it to the condition for mechanical
treatment by hammer, squeezer, and rolls, by
which it is brought into bar or plate iron.

boiling point, boiling-point.
Physics, Chem., dtc. : The point or degree of

the thermometer at which any liquid boils.
[Boiling.] The boiling point of any liquid is
always the same, if the physical conditions
*re the same. It is altered by adhesion of
the liquid to the surface of the vessel in which
it is contained, or solution of a solid in the

liquid raises the boiling point. Increase of
pressure raises, while diminution of atmo-
spheric pressure lowers, the boiling point
The boiling point of distilled water under the
pressure of 760 millimetres is 100' C, or 212°

F. A difference of height of about 327 metres
lowers the boiling point of water about 1" C,
or 597 feet ascent lowers it 1* F. Whatever
be the intensity of the source of heat, as soon
as ebullition commences the temperature ofthe
liquid remains stationary. The boiling point of
organic compounds is generally higher as the
constitution is more complex. In a homo-
logous series the boiling point rises about 19°

for every additional CHj in normal alcohols,
and 22

s
in the normal fatty acids, as ethylic

alcohol, CoHj^OH) 784°
; propylic alcohol,

CsH^OH) 97° ; acetic acid, CH3 CO'OH- 118°

;

propionic acid, C*,H5*COOH 149-6°. The
secondary and tertiary alcohols have lower
boiling points than the primary alcohols. The
replacement of hydrogen in a hydrocarbon by
chlorine, or by a radical, raises the boiling
point, as benzene Cgliy 82*, chlorbenxene
CaH8bl. 135°, amidobenzene CgH^NHa) 182°.

" These are the very solutions, it will he remembered,
which behave singularly in respect of their refractive
indices, and also of their boiling points."

—

Proceedings
qf the Physical Society of London, p. IL, p. 60.

boll'-ing-l^, adv. [Eng. boiling; 4y.] In a
boiling state, with ebullition.

"And lakes of bitumen rise boilinglv higher."—
Byron: Manfred, i. L

bo'-ing, s. [Imitated from the sound.] [Bo.]
(Scotch.) The act of lowing.

" Whimpring of full marts, boing of buffalo*."
Uriiuhart : Jiabtlais.

* bo -is, a. [Boss.] (Scotch.)

* boisch, - bousche, * btfysche, s. [Bush.]
(Wycliffe.)

bois-dur'-cl (s mute), s. [From Fr. bois =
wood ; and durci, pa. par. of durcir = to
harden. ] A compound of sawdust from hard
wood, such as rosewood or ebony, mixed with
blood and other cementing material, and used
to obtain medallions or other objects by pres-
sure in moulds.

bo -las,*

boist, ? f.

[Boss.] (Scotch.)

[Boast, v.] (Scotch,)

[Bost.] (Scotch.) (Barbour

:

boist (l), *.

Bruce, iv. 22.)

boist (2\ • boyste. *. [O. Fr. boiste; Mod.
Fr. boite m a Low Lat. bustia, corrupted from
boxida, buxida, from Gr. irv£t'6a (puxida), accus.
ofmm (puxis) =* a box, a pyx (Skeat).l [Box,
Pyx.]

" BoyHe or box. Fix, alabattrum."—Prompt. Par*.

•boist, boyst-on, v.t. [Boist (2), *.] To
cup, to scarify. (Prompt. Pan.)

* boiat -er-ly, adv. [Boistously.]

bois ter-oiis, a. [Boistotjs.] Wild, unruly,
mi t notable, rough, roaring, noisy, tumultuous
rudely violent, stormy. Used—

(1) Of the wind, the sea, waves, or anything
similar.

" But when he saw the wind boitterout. he was afraid

;

and. beginning to sink, he cried, saying. Lord, save
me 1 "—Matt. xiv. 39.

(2) Of men or animals of violent character
or their actions.

Shaketp. : 8 Ben. VI., IL 1.

Brought hither Henry Hereford thy bold son.
Here to make good the boitterout late appeal. 1'

Ibid., Rich. II., L 1.

(3) Of heat: Strong, powerful.
" When the sun hath gained a greater strength, the

heat becomes too powerful and boitterout for them."

—

Woodward : Natural History.

(4) Of hair : Copious or dishevelled.
"As good for nothing else ; no better service
With those thy boitterout locks, no worthy match
For valour to assail, nor by the sword."

Milton ; Samton Agonittet.

boisterous - rough, boisterous
rough, a. Boisterously rough, rudely vio-
lent.

"Alas I what need you be so boisterous-rough* ~

Shaketp. : King John, iv. 1,

bois -ter-oiis-ly, adv. [Eng. boisterous ; -ly.\

In a boisterous manner, violently, tumult-
uously.

" A sceptre snatch "d with an unruly hand
Must De as boitteroutly maintaind as gain'd.*

Shaketp. : King John, HI 4.

boisterous ness, s. [Eng. boisterous;
-ness.] The quality of being boisterous; tu-
multuousness, turbulence.

"... the boitteroutnett of men elated by recent
authority."—Johnton: Life qf Prior.

* boi'st-ous, * boy-stows, • b6"yste-ous,
• bouste -ous, *buys-tous, a. [Mid.
Eng. boistous; of. Cornish bustious m fat, cor-
pulent, boist = fatness, corpulence.] Boister-
ous, noisy.

What that he did, in*
Vnto his chest . . .

Occleve | De Regimine Principium (1430), 4M-

1 boi'st-oiis ly, * boystoously, adv. [Eng.
boistous ; -ly. } In a boisterous manner.

"... Inflamed also with anger, s
they loytteoutly entered among I

Image, p. it

ite, and vengeance,
le people."—Bale :

* boi'st-ous- nesse,
• boystowunesse, 5.

•ness.] Boisterousness.

* boi st-ous-ness,
* boysteousnes,
[O. Eng. boistous

;

Used—
L Of the wind.

**
. . . the boytteoumet of the winde."

CAal : Matt., ch. xir

2. Of persons temporarily or permanently
violent.

" . my boittoutnette,"—Chaucer : Dreamt,

*bo'-It (1), s. (Scotch.) The same as boat,

E°g- (<l-v.). (Aberd. Reg., v. 16.) (Jamieson.)

boit schipping, «. A company belong-
ing to a boat.

" For him and his boit-tchlpping on that ane part,
Ac Olf ony of thaim, or ony of their boittchipptng.
war convict," Ac.—Aberd. Beg., A. 1638, V. 16.

bdlt (2), *. [Butt.] (Scotch.) A cask or tub
used for the purpose of curing butcher-meat,
or for holding it after it Is cured ; sometimes
called a beef-boat

.

bo-I-tl-a-po, s. [From a Brazilian Indian
name.] A venomous serpent found in Brazil.

bo'-Itt, v.i. (Scotch,) The same as boat, v.,

Eng. (q.v.). (Acts Jos, VI., 1600 (ed. 1814),
v. 310.) (Jamieson.)

* boiy, *. rBoY.] A boy.
"And bliue in a bourde ' borwed btiyet clothes."

William of Paleme (ed. dkeat), lTOfc

*b<5k,f.i. [Bock.] (Scotch,)

*b«k(lX*. [Bock.] (Scotch.)

* bok (2X *. [Book.] (Chaucer ; C. T., 4,471)

* bok-lered, a. Book-learned.
" He bede hi* burnes bogh to that were bokJered ."*

Bar. Bng. Allit. PoemtJtA. Morris) ; Cleanness, USL

* bok (3), s. [Back.] The back. [Bill (1), >.]

•ff Bok and bU : Back and front.

"... and to—hewe the Barasyns both* bok and bil ;

here herte blod mad they swete."—Sir Ferumb. (ad.

Herrtage), 3.954.

* bdk (4), s. [Etym. doubtful. Is it O. Eng.
&ofc=:back? Only in plur, (bofcs).] Comer
teeth.

" My bokt are sprnulng he and baald."
Maitland: Poemt, p. US. {Jamieton.)

bo-kar-do, t bo-oar-do, 5. [A word without
obvious meaning, constructed artiflcially to
contain the vowels o, a, and again 0, these
being logical symbols. See del]

I, Generally of the form bokardo :

Logic : The fifth mood of the third figure of
syllogisms. A being the universal affirmative

and O the particular negative, bokardo has a
particular negative in the major premise, a
universal affirmative in the minor one, and the
conclusion, if correctly drawn, will also have
a particular affirmative. In logical formula
some Y's are not X's, every Y is Z, therefore

some Z's are not X's ; as, not all the kings of
the world are really kingly, all doubtless are

called so by the courtiers who surround them,
but this only shows that in some cases at least

the interested statements of courtiers are

wholly untrustworthy. Bokardo is sometimes
called Dokamo.

TX Of theform bocardo :

Ordinary Language * Topograph*:

1. Lit.: The old north gate of Oxford,
taken down in 1771. It was sometimes used
as a prison. (Hares.)

2, Gen. : Any prison.
" Was not this [Achab] a seditious fellow T Was he

not worthy to be cast in bocardo or little ess*?"—
Latimer: Serm., fol. 106, a iXaret)

Ml, b6y; p6"nt, jtSfel; oat, cell, chorus, onto, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =t
-elan, -tlan =- shan. -tion, -slon = shun : -tion, -slon = shun, -tlons, -sious, -clous = shits, -ble, -die, &c - bel, doL
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•boke, s. [Book.) (PUr$ the Plowman ; Vision,
vii. 85.)

* boke, pt. t k pa. par. [Bake.] (Wycliffe.)

bo-keik, s. [From bo, a meaningless mono-
syllable used in playing with children,

Scotch, Ac, feeifc = peep. [Bo-peep.] In
Mod. Scotch the syllables are now often in-

verted, and it becomes keik-bo.] Bo-peep.
" Thay pUy bokeik. even as I war a skar."

Linatay : Pink. S. PR., ii. 148.

par. [Buckled.] (Prompt* bokcled, pa.

Paw.)

* bok -el-er, * bokelere, s. [Buckler.]
" ' Brother,' sayde Gamelyn, ' com a libel ner.

And I wil teche the a play atte bokeler.'

"

Chaucer : C. T. ; Cook* Tale of Gamalyn, 135-fi. (See
also Prompt. Pan.)

* bok -el-ing, *. [Buckling.] (Chaucer:
The Knightes Tale, 1,045.)

* bok-el-yn, v. t. [From bokel = a buckle, and
O. Eng. sun. -yn = Mod. Eng. -ing.}

"Bokelyn, or spere wythe bokylle. Plueculo."—
Prompt. Pare.

* bok -en, s. pi. Books.
" Thog he ne be lered on no boken,
Luueii god and seruen him ay."

Story of (ten. A Exod. (ed. Morris), 4, S.

*bdk'-er-am, s. [Buckram.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* b5k -et, * bok'-ett, s. [Bucket.] (Chaucer:
The Knightes TaU, 675.) (Prompt Parv.)

* boks, s. pi. [Bok, 5. (3).]

"bok yll, * bok-uUe, s. [Buckle.] (Prompt.
Parv.)

* tool (1), a [Bole.] (Sir Gawayne, 766.)

* bol (2), s. [Bull.] BulL
" Bot a best that he be, a bol other an oxe."

Mar Eng. AIM. Poemt (ed. Morris) ; Clearness, *,*>*-

"bOl-ace, *. [Bullace.] (William of Palerne.)

bo'-lar, bd'l-ar-y\ a. [Fr. bolaire.] Per-
taining to bole ; having the qualities of bole.

[Bole, 5.]

"A weak and inanimate kind of loadstone, with a
lew maKUetiual lines, but chiefly consisting of a bolary
and clammy substance.' —Brown : Vulgar Errourt.

* bol as (1), s. [Bullace.) (Prompt. Parv.)

bo las (2), s. [In Sp. botes; from the Para-
guay Indian language (?) But compare also Sp.
bolear . . . a= to throw a bait] [Bolis.] A kind
of missile consisting of a single stone at the end
of a rope, two or more stones connected by a
rope, or anything similar, one kind or other of
which is used by the Patagonians, the Para-
guay Indians, and the Spanish and Portuguese

BOLAS.

inhabitants of South America. In war a
Patagonian uses a one-stone bolas, hurling the
Hone at his adversary while retaining the
string in his own hand. The Esquimaux bolas
is made of a number of walrus' teeth at the
end of strings knotted together. For the
bolas of the South Americans of remote
European descent, see the example which fol-

lows.
' The bolas, or balls, are of two kinds : the simplest,

which is chiefly used for catching ostriches, consists of
two round atones, covered with leather, and united by
a thin plaited thong about eight feet long. The other
kind differs only in having three halls united by the
thongs to a common centre. The Uanobo holds the
smallest ot the three in his band, and whirls the other
two round and round his head ; then, taking aim,
sends them like chain-shot revolving through the air.

The balls no sooner strike any object, than, winding
round it, they cross each other, and become firmly
hitched The size and weight ot the balls varies,
according to the purpose for which they are made.

When of stone, although not larger than an apple,

tbey are sent with such force as sometimes to break
the leg even of a horse. I have seen the talis made of

wood, and as large as a turnip, for the sake of catching
toees animals without injuring tbetn. The bails are
sometimes made of iron, and these oan be burled to

the greatest distance. The main difficulty in using
either laso or solas is to ride so well sa to be able at
fall speed, and while suddenly turning about, to whirl
them so steadily round the head as to take aim ; on
foot any person would soon learn the art."

—

Darwin :

Voyage round the World, ch. tii., pp. 44, 45.

bol-bd^'-er-us, s. [Gr. &o\&<x (bolbos), Lat.

bulbus = a certain bulbous plant, a bulb, and
xepac (keras), a horn = bulbous-horned.]

Entom. : A genus of laraellicorn beetles

with bulbous antennae. They belong to the
family Geotrupidae. In India they often fly

into the European bungalows in the evening,
attracted, like other insects, by the glare of
the lamps. At least sixteen species are known,
of which Bolboccrus mobilicornis and testaceus

are British insects ; both are very rare.

* bdl -bin-ac, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Popul. Bot. : A cruciferous plant, Lunaria
biennis (tyte). Another name for it is Honesty.
It is cultivated in English gardens.

bold, * bolde, * boold, * bdolde, * bald,
# bolde, * beald (Eng.), bauld (Scotch), a.,

adv., & s. [A.S. beald, boM, bold - bold ; Sw.
b&ld = proud, haughty, audacious ; IceL ballr;

Dan. bald; O. H, Ger. paid; Gothic balths

= bold; Dut. bout; Fr.baud; Prov. baudot,
bout; ItaL baldo.]

A. As adjective :

I. 0/ persons or other responsible beings capa-

ble of action:

(1) In a good sense: Heroic, brave, gallant,

courageous, daring, brave, intrepid, fearless.

"The wicked flee when no man pursueth ; but the
nghteoas are bold as a 1 ion."— Prof. xxvilL L

1 Some Anglo-Saxon proper names have the
A.S. 6oW=bold, In them; as, Baldewin,
Balduin = bold in battle, win being ft* a con-

test, a battle.

(2) In an indifferent sense : Confident, not
doubting, with regard to a desired result.

" We were bold In our God to speak unto you the
gospel of God with much contention."—1 rAeet, li 1

(3) In a bad sense :

(a) Bad.
" " Eue,' seide he, at neddre bold,

' Quat oget nn that for-bode o-wold.*

"

Story of Gen, 4 Exod. (ed. Morris), Stt-4.

(b) Stubborn.
"Tho wex her hertesnlthful and bold."

Story of Gen. A Exod. led. Morris), 1.917.

(c) Impudent, rude ; full of effrontery.

" Bolde. or to homely. /'resuwiptuosue, effront. C V."—Prompt. Pare.

"But in thy prosperity he will be as thyself, and
will be bold over thy servants."— Ecclut. vi. 11.

". . . little Callum Beg (he was a bauld mischievous
callant that) . . ."-^Scott .- ITasertey. ch. IxiiL

Lt Of things:

1. Of an enterprise : Requiring courage for

its execution
". . . the flame of bold rebellion."

Shake*,'- : s Hen. IV. (Induction).

2. Ofjoy or other mental emotion : Vehement,
swelling, exuberant.

" The father—him at this unlook'd-for gift,

A bolder transport seizes.
"

Wordttoorth: Excurtion, bk. vil.

3. Of figures and expressions in literary

composition, of details in painting, architec-

ture, dtc :

(1) In a good sense : Executed with spirit

;

the reverse of tame.
"Catachreeee and hyperboles are to be used Judici-

ously, and placed in poetry, as heightening and
shadows in painting, to make the figure bolder, and
cause ft to stand off to sight "—Dryden.
"The cathedral church Is a very bold work, and a

master-piece of Gothick architecture." — Additon on
Italy.

(2) In a slightly bad sense : Overstepping the
usual limits ; audacious, even to temerity, in

conception or exeoutiou.
"The figures are bold even to temerity."—Cowley.
" Which no bold tales of gods or monsters swell.
But human passions, such as with us dwell."

Wwller.

4. Ofa coast or line of cliff: Standing out to

the eye ; running out into prominence ; high
and steep, abrupt, or precipitous.

" And mingled with the pine trees blue
On the bold cliffs of Ben-venue."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, I 6.

5. Of type or handwriting : Conspicuous,
easily read, " A good, bold type,"

•f Crabb thus distinguishes between bold,

fearless, intrepid, and undaunted:—"Boldness

is positive ; fearlessness is negative ; we may
therefore be fearless without being bold, or
fearless through boldness. Fearlessness is a
temporary state : we may be fearless of danger
at this, or at that time, fearless of loss, and
the Jike ; boldness is a characteristic, it is

associated with constant fearlessness. Intre-

pidity and undauntedness denote a still higher
degree ot fearlessness than boldness: boldness is

confident, it forgets the consequences ; intre-

pidity is collected, it sees the danger, and
faces it with composure ; undauntedness is

associated with unconquerable firmness and
resolution ; it is awed by nothing. The BoM
man proceeds on his enterprise with spirit

and vivacity ; the intrepid man calmly ad-
vances to the scene of death and destruction

;

the undaunted man keeps his countenance iu

the season of trial, in the midst of the most
terrifying and overwhelming circumstances."
(Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

B. As adverb: Boldly.

"And he him aaswerede modi and bold:'
Story of Gen. * Exod. (ed. Morris), 2,728.

C As substantive. Plur. (Formed by the
omission of a substantive, such as persons,
after the adjective. ) Daring persons ; as, " the
bold."

D. In special phrases

:

•ff To make bold: To take the liberty of
saying or doing something audacious.

" I will make bold to send them."
Shaketp. : Cymb., L C

" Making so bold . . .'—Ibid., Hamlet, v. %
"t durst not make thus bold with Ovid . . ."—

Dryden.

bold-face, boldface, s. A term for

an impudent person.

"How now, boldfare! cries an old trot ; sirrah, we
eat our own hens. Id have you know; what you eat
you steal "

—

VEstrange.

bold-faced, a. Of a bold face ; generally

In a bad sense ; impudent, shameless.

"The other would be said nay, after a little argu-
mentation, and somewhat else; but this butd-faced
Shame would never have dona "—Banyan ; P. P.. pt L

bold-following, a. [Eng. bold ; follow-
ing.] Poet for " boldly following."

" And faced grim Danger's loudest roar,
Eold-folloioing where your fathers led!

"

Burnt : Addrett to Edinburgh

bold-spirited, a Of a bold spirit t

courageous, daring, valiant, brave. (Scott.)

* bold, s. [A.S. & O. Fries. bo*d = a house.)
A house.

"Hssh bold hi raakede."—Layamon, 7.0M.

* bold, * bolde, v.t. [From bold, a. (q.v.).]

To render bold. [Boldem.J
" Pallas bolde the G reeks.

"

A. Ball: Tram/. >/ Iliad, lv. (\bS\.)

* bolde-lyoh (ch guttural), adv. [Boldly.)
(Chaucer : C. T., 711.)

* bdT-den (1) (Eng. ),
* bol -din, * bol -dyn

(Scotch), v.t. [From bold, a., and su(f. -en = to
make bold.] To render bold. (Prose ami
poetry.)

•fl Now embolden is the word employed.
"... being baldened with these present abilities to

say more, . .
, '—^icAam .- Schoolmaster.

" I am much too venturous
In tempting of your patience : but am bolden'd
Under your promised pardon.

Shaketp. : Sen. VIII.. i. a

* bol -den (2), vi. [Cf. O. Eng. bolnyn^to
swell.] To swell threateningly. (Scotch.)

" The wyndis welteris the se continually

:

The huge wallis boldynnyt apoun loft

'

Doug.; Virgil, 74, a

t bol'-der, a. [Boulder.]

* bold hede, s. [From bold, a., and hede =
hood m Btate. ] Boldness.

" I fallen is al his boldhede."
Owl and A'ightingale, 514.

bdld'-ly; "todlde'-r^, * bolde lych (ch

guttural) (Eng.), * banld -lie (Scotch), adv.

[Eng. bold; -ly. In A.S. bealdlice, baJdlice.
]

1. In a good or in an intiijferent sense : In

a bold manner, daringly, audaciously, cour-

ageously, valiantly, bravely.
" Than may he bolddy here up his heed."

Chaucer: C. T.. 9^32.

"... and the secret bounds
Of jealous Abyssinia boldly pieros."

Thornton: Summer.

2. In a bad sense : Impudently, with eflron-

tery.
" For half so botdely can ther no man
Swere and lye as a womman can.*

Chaucer: C. T.. *,*», 5,810.

Botdely. or miUapertly. Efronter, C. ». prmump-
tuote."~-Prompt, Pare

Cite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w6t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sitre, sir, marine; go, pdt,

«r. wore, wolf, work, wh6\ s6n; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a. o;u = kw.
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bold -imss, * bolde nesse (Eng.), bauld-
iioss, * bauld'-nesi&ofcA), s. [Ei>g bold;
-!tt.s$.] The quality of being bold Specially—
X Ordinary Language :

1. Ofpersons:

(1) In a good or in ar. indifferent sense :

(a) Physical or moral courage, bravery,
spirit, daring, intrepidity.

"... that in nothing I shall be ashamed, but that
with all boitiium.M always, ao now also Christ shall he
magnified in mv body, whether it be by life, or by
dfnAh."-j'hiL l 2i.

(6) Freedom, liberty of speech or action.

"Great Is my boldness of speech toward yon, great U
my glorying of you."—2 Cor. vii. 4.

(r) Confidence in God.
" Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into

t'.;e holiest by the blood of Jesus."—Heb. X. IS.

(d) Self-assurance, freedom from bashful-

9MS.

far inferiour to other parts."—Bacon,

(2) In a bad sense: Hardihood, shameless
audacity or impudence.

" Boldencsse, or homelyaeaw fto-bomlynes, K.).
Presumpcio."—Prompt. Parv.

2. Of things:

(1) Of an enterprise : Necessitating courage,
"the offspring of courage.

(2) Of figures in composition, painting,
sculpture, &c: The offspring of bold concep-
tions.

" The boldness of the figures is to be h idden sometimes
by the address of the poet, that they may work their
effect upon the miniL"—lJrydeti.

11. Mental Phil. ; For definition see ex-
ample.

"Boldness is the power to speak or do what we Intend,
before others, without fear or disorder"—Locke.

bole (1), boal, s. | Ktym. doubtful.]

1. A square aperture in the wall of a house
for holding small articles ; a small press,
generally without a door.

" That done, he says, ' Now. now, 'tit done.
And in the boal beside the lum ;

Now set the board, good wife, gae ben.
Bring from you boat a. roasted Tien.'"

Ramsay : Poem*, il S86.

2. A perforation through the wall of a house
for occasionally giving air or light, usually
with a wooden shutter instead of a pane of
glass ; a window with blinds of wood, with
one small pane of glass in the middle, instead
of a casement. (Jamieson.)

" ' Open the bole.' said the old woman, firmly and
hastily, to her daughter-in-law, ' open the bole wt
speed, that I may see if this be the right Lord Ger-
aldine.' "—Scott : Antiquary, oh. xxxit

% A perforation in the wall of a barn is

called a barn-bole.

* bol© (2), a. [Bull.] (Chaucer: Boethivs (ed.
Morris), p. 148, line 4,274.) (Fordun, ii. 376.)

bole (3), s. [IceL bolr; Dan. but; Sw. bal —
trunk of a man's body.] The round stem of a
tree.

" By bole of this brode tre we byde the here,"
Ear. Eng. AUU. Poems (ed. Morris) ; Cleanness, SSX

"At thy firmest age
Thou badst within thy bole solid contents.
That might have ribbd the sides and plank'd the

deck
Of some flagg'd admiral." Cowper; Yardley Oak.

"* bole (4), s. [Boll.] (Mortimer.)

bole (5), s. [In Fr. bol ; Mod. Lat bolus ; from
Gr. £u>A<w (bolos) — a clod or lump of earth.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The kind of clay described under II. Min.
1 2. A bolus, a dose. [Bolus.]

IX Min. Of the forms bole and bolus : A
brownish, yellowish, or reddish coloured
unctuous clay. It contains more or less
oxide of iron, which is the colouring matter
in it ; there is besides about 24 per cent of
water. Dana ranks it as a variety of Halloy-

« site, but considers that some of the specimens
belong to other varieties.

* bole armoniac, * bole armoniak,
* bole armeniack, * bole armenie,
* bole armeny, * bol Armenian, s.

Min. : An astringent earth brought from
Armenia. It was sometimes called Armenian
earth. It was used as an antidote to poison
and for staunching of blood, &e.
„ " Ai bote armoniak, verdigreea, boras.™
Chaucer; C. T. {ed. akeat). The Chan. Yems. Tale, J».

* boleax, * buLax, *. [0. IceL boloxi.) A
poleaxe.

" Two boleaxys grete and tonge."—Qctonian, LOSS.

bo-lec'-tion, &> [Balectigk.]

bolection-anouldings, s.

Joinery : Mouldings surrounding; the panels
of a door, gate, &c, and which project beyond
its general face.

* bo'-len, pa. par. of bolge. [To-bollen, Bolge,
Bulge.]

bdl-er'-O, s. [Sp. bolero, bolera ; from bola =
ball.]

1, A favourite dance in Spain. It is lively,

in triple time, and slower than the fandango.

2. The air to which it is danced.

bol-et'-Ic, a, [Fr. bolitique ; from boletus
(q.v.).] Pertaining to, existing in, or derived
from boletus, a genus of fungi.

boletic-acid, s. [Fr. acide bolitique.]

Chem. : An acid discovered by Braconnot in
the juice of Boletus fomentarius, var. psevdo
igniarius. It has since been shown by Bolley
and Dessagnes to be identical with fumaric
acid (q.v.).

bol-e'-td'-bi'-ns, s. [From Lat. boletus, and
Gr. Bias (bias) -= life, course of life.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles belonging to the
section Brachelytra, and the family Tachy-
poridae. The species, of which a number occur
in Britain, are active little insects which live

in decaying boleti and other fungi.

bol-e'-tus, e. [In Sp., Port, & Ital. boleto

;

Lat. boletus ; Gr. fio*\lrns (oolites) = a kind of
fungus

; jSwAos (bolos) — a clod or clump of
earth.]

Bot. : A genus of fungi belonging to the
order Hymenomycetes or Agaricalhe, It may
be distinguished at a glance from Agaricus,
by having the under-surface of the cap or
"pileus" full of pores in place of its being
divided in a radiated manner, as Agaricus is,

into latiR-llie or gills. Several species occur in
Britain and elsewhere on the ground or on old
trees. Boletus edulis, B. granulosus, and li.

subtomentosus are eatable.

* boley, * bolye, * buala, s. [Ir. buailli,
buailidh — an ox-stall, a cow-house, a dairy
U)'Rtilly).~\ A place situated in a grassy
hollow enclosed by man, in which to put
cattle in the spring and summer months,
while they are on the mountain pastures ; a
place which ensures safety. (Henry Kinahan :

In the Atlienosum, No. 2,167, May 8, 1869.)
"

. . .to keepe theyr cattelt, and to live themselves
the most part of the yeare in bolnet, pasturing upon
the mountayn, and wast wild places. "Spenser : State
o/ Ireland.

* bolge (pa. par. boUn, bollen), v.i. [Buloe.]

bdi'-ide, s. [Fr. bolide, from Lat. bolidem,
accus of bolis ; Gr. 0oAW (bolis) = anything
thrown, a javelin, a flash of lightning.]

Meteor. : A ftre-ball dashing through the air,

followed by a train of light ; a meteor that
explodes and scatters its small fragments.

" Bolis is a great fiery ball, swiftly hurried through
the air, and generally drawing a tail after it. Aristotle
calls it capra. There have often been immense balls
of this kind.—Jdiachenbrofch.
"They explode in small fragments as balidee and

fireballs have been observed to do."—Proctor: Other
Worlds, Ac. ch. ix., p. 193.

* bol '-I monge, *. [Bullimonc]

bd-llv'-i'-an-lte, *. [In Ger. bolivian, from
Bolivia, or Upper Peru, a South American
republican statu between lat. 10° and 23° 8. and
long. 5r 30' and 70

a 10' K.]

Min. : A mineral resembling Stibnite. It
occurs rhombic, prisms and tufts sometimes
finely columnar. T. Richter considers it an
antimonial sulphide of silver. (Dana.)

* bolke (1), s. [A.S. balca = a heap, a ridge.]
A heap.

"Bolke, or bene. Cumulus, acervus."—Prompt. Parv.

* bolke (2), *bolk, s. [From bolkyn, v.
(q.v.).] A belch.

* bol-kyn* ».t & t. [A.S. bealcian, bealcettan
= to belch.] [Belch, v.]

* bol kyngo, * bul kynge, pr. par., a., & s.

[Bolkyn.]

A. & B. As present participle £ participial
adjective : (See the verb).

C. Assubst.: Belching, eructation.
" Bolkynge, or bulkynae. Orexie. eructuacio, C. F."—Prompt. Parv.

* boll (1), s. [From Dut. bol = aglobe.] [Ball,
Boil, Bowl, &c] A head, a rounded top.

"He wyll nocht want ane boll of beir."
Sir David Lyndsay, bk. lit, 4,69*.

* boll (2), s. [In Wei. (but from Eng. ) bul, bulion
= the seed-vessel of some plants, the hull ; N,
and M. H. Ger. bolle—B. seed-vessel of flax.]

[Boln.] The " pod " or globular capsule of a
plant, specially of flax

* boll (3), * bolle, bole, *. [A.S. & O. Fries
holla = a bowl.]

L Ordinary Language : A bowl, specially a
wooden one.

" And brought eek with yow a botle or a panne."
Chaucer ; C. T. (ed, Skeat), The Chan. Yem. Tale, LU&

IL Weights and Measures

:

1, As a measure: [In Gael. 6oHa = (l) a
net or anchor-buoy, (2) a measure of capacity,
as " bolla mine " = a boll of meal, " bolla bun-
tata"=;a boll of potatoes (Mc Alpine : Gael.

Diet.). But the Gael, bolla is simply the O.
Eng. loll = a bowl, and is in this case = a
bowlfhl.]

* (1) Originally : A bowlful, a busheL
" He sent thre bollis to cartage."

Barbour (ed. Skeat) ; Bruce, bk. 111., «1L
* (2) Next

:

(a) A Scotch measure of capacity. Foi
wheat and beans it contains four Winchester
bushels ; for oatB, barley, and potatoes, six

bushels.
" Of good barley put eight boles, that is, about six

English quarters, in a stone trough."—Mortimer.

(b) A measure of Bait of two bushels.

2. As a weight : A boll of meal, 140 pounds
avoirdupois.

% By an Act which came Into operation or.

January 1, 1879, these and all other local

weights and measures were abolished, and
uniformity in these respects established
through the three kingdoms.

* boll (4), s. [Bowl.] {Prompt. Parv.)

Bol Land ist, a. & s. [From Bolland, t

Jesuit, see dut'.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to Bolland, s

Jesuit of Tillemont, in Flanders, who com-
menced a large work, the Acta Sanctorum, oi
which vol. I. was published in 1643. Five
more were issued during his lifetime. After
his death, in 1665, the work was continued
by Henschen, a Jesuit of Antwerp, who died
in 1682, and Papebroch, also an Antwert
Jesuit, who died in 1714.

B. As substantive (pi. BoUandists) : The
continuators of Boiland's Ada Sanctorum,
which the original author did not live to
finish. [A.]

"... very much the larger portion of the marvels
In the va*t volumes of the BoUandists, have melted
away into the dim page of legend, . ."—Mitman : But
Jews, vol. i.

b6T-lard, *. A a. [Probably from bole = the
stem "of a tree.] [Bole (3).]

A* As substantive

:

Nautical:

1. A large post or bitt on a wharf, dock, or
on shipboard, for the attachment of a hawser
or warp, in towing, docking, or warping.

2. Often in the Pi. (Bollards) : A rundle in
the bow of a whale-boat around which the
line runs in veering ; called also Loooer-
HEAD.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to a bollard in

either of the two senses of the substantive.
(See the compound.)

bollard timber, s.

Shipwrighting : A timber, one on each side

of the bowsprit near the heel, to secure it

laterally ; a knighthead.

* bdlle, s. [A.S. boUa = any round vessel,

cup, pot, bowl, or measure ; IceL bolU.)

[Bowl.] A bowL
" Tbagh hit be bot a bassyA, a bolle, other a scole,

A dysche other a dobler that dryghtyn ouez serued."
Bar. Eng. AUU. Poems (ed. Morris) ; Cleannest, 1,145-6.

t boiled, a. [From boll (2), s. (q.v.).]

1. Gen. : Swelled.

2. Specially

:

(1) Of a flower : Having the petals of the
corolla unfolded. In the subjoined example,
boiled is the rendering not of a Heb. adjective,

but of a Heb. noun, ^?23 (gibeol) = either the

calyx or the corolla of a flower. The Literal

boh, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, eyist. -Ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. - tion, -sion = shim ; - tion, -sion = zhun, -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, «tc. = bel, d^l.
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rendering is :
" for the wheat was on ear (= in

ear) and the fla* a corolla (i.e., possessed a

corolla unfolded)."

(2) Of sculptures : Embossed.
M Pinaclea pyght ther apert that profert bitwene.
And al boiiwi abof with braunchaa a leuea."

Bar. Eng. AUiC Pomu (ed. MorrUJ; Clcarmeu, 1,40-4.

• bM'-len (1), v.t. [Boll.]

• bol -len (2), v.t. [From Dut ballen= to beat

to death.] To beat to death. (0. Eng. <t

Scotcli.)

"And that aainyn tyme b« take achlr Jamea Stewart

the'lord of Lomis brother, a William Stewart, a put

thaitn in pittis. and b'jUit thaim." —iMMI 0/

ScoC CornVUit. p. a

'bSr-HSn.'bol-lun.pa.jwr. [Boloe,Boioe.]
Bulged, swollen. (Chaucer.) (Wyclige (Pur-

vey), 2 Tim., Hi. «.)

•Wl-let, «. [Bullet.] (Spenser: T. Q., L
Tli. IS.)

• bol'-llfig (1), s. [From bollen, pa. par. of

bolge.) [Bollen, Boloe, Boloe.] Swelling.

{Piers Plow, t Vis., vL 218—vit 204.)

• bol -ling (2), a [From bole (S) (q.v.> Or
polling, pr. par. of pole = to remove the poll

or head, to clip, to lop.] [Poll.] A pollard

tree, a tree with its top and its branches cut

off. (Often in the plural)

• bol -lit, pa. par. [Bollen.] (0. tXng. <*

Scotch.)

• bol -lynge, pr. par., a., is. [Boiltho.]

A. & B. A $ present participle and participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

C. As substantive : Boiling ; ebullition.
" Bottynge Owen M pottre plawyn. Jbullido, C F."

"holme, «. [Boom.] (Scotch.) (Doug.: Virgil,

134, 30.)

boln, * bolne, v.i. [Icel. bolgja ; Sw. bvlna
= to swell ; Dan. bolne, bulne.] To gweli

"... and blossunies bolne to blowe."
Gate, and the Green Knight, Hi.

• bol-nande, pr. par. [Bolnyn.]

• bolne, pa. par. [Bollen.]
" Whom cold winter all boln* bid vnder ground."

Surrey: Aneid. bk. it, ill

• bol -nit, * boln -yd, pa. par. [Bourn*.]
" Bolnyd. Tumidut."—Prompt. Pan.

•bol'-nyn, v.i. [Dut bolne = to swell] To
swell. >,

" Bolnyn'. Tumeo, turgeo, tvmetco."— Prompt.
Pan.

• bol nyng, * bol nynge, * bol-nande,
pr. par., a., & s. [Boln, Bolnyi*.]

A. & B* As present participle & participial

adjective; In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

"As for bobeunce and host and bolnande pryde."
Bar. Bng. Allit. Poem* (Morris) ; CUanneu, 17*,

C. As substantive : Tumefaction, swelling

;

A tumour. (Lit. & fig.)
" Bolnyng* Tumor,*'—Prompt. Pan.

" Alecto is the bolnyng of the hert."
Benryon* : Orpheu*. Moralita*.

" Bolnyngu bi pride."— Wydife (Purrey), 3 Cor.,

Xiii.20

85-ldgn'-a (pronounced Bo Ion -ya or Bo^-
ld'-na), *." & a. [ Ital. Bologna. ]

A. As substantive : A city of Italy, in lat.

44" SO/ N., long. ir 21' E. It was anciently

called Felsina, and subsequently Bononia.

B. As adjective : Made at Bologna ; found
at Bologna. (See the subjoined compounds.)

Bologna-phial, *.

Glass Manvf. : A small unannealed vessel

of glass, open at the upper end and rounded
at the bottom end, which is thick. It will

withstand a moderate blow on the bottom,
but is cracked by dropping into it a small,

angular piece of flint. It is an example of the
inherent strain and unstable static condition

incident to unannealed glass.

Bologna phosphorus, s. A composi-
tion made by powdering Bologna-stone and
mniting it into sticks with gum.

Bologna-sausage, a [Ital. salsiccia di

Bologna.] A large sausage made of bacon,
veal, and pork suet, chopped fine and enclosed

in a skin.

Bologna-stone, Bologna stone, s.

Min. : A variety of Barytes, or, to use

Dana's term, Barite (q.v.). It is a globular,

radiated mineral, often of a reddish-grey

colour, found at Mount Paterno, near Bologna.

Heated with charcoal, it is phosphorescent.

[BOLOONA-PHOSPHORUS. ]

B6 ldgn'-I-an (g silent), a. [From Bologna,

and Eng surf, -an.] Pertaining to Bologna

;

found at Bologna.

Bolognian spar, s.

Min. : The same as Bologna-stone (q.v.).

Bolognian-stone, 5. [Bologna-stone.]

bdl-dph'-er-ite, s. [In Ger. bolopherit ; from
Gr. /Swaoc (boles) = a clod, a lump of earth, a
lump of anything ;

^c'pw ( phero) m to bear

;

and -He (Min.) (q.v.).

Min. ; The same as Hendenbergite (q.v.).

bolster, -bol -star, * bol -stir, • bol-

Styr, s. & a. [A.S. bolster = a bolster, a
pillow ; 8w. bolster -= a bed ; Dan. bolster = a

bed-ticking ; Icel. bolstr = a bolster ; (N. H.)
Ger. polster; 0. H. Ger. bolstar, polstar. In

But. there is bolster, bat it is = a hull, a

husk, a cod, a shell.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

t. Something laid along the upper side of a

bed to raise and support the head ; a pillow.

The name is generally limited to that particu-

lar pillow which is longer and more cylindrical

than the others, and is placed beneath them.
"... Mid put r pillow of rata' hair for hit boleter,

and covered ft with a cloth. — l Sam xix. IS.

2. Any substitute for such an article of bed
equipment.

" Perhapn some cold hank U her boUter now.
Or 'gainit the ragged bark of tome broad elm
Leans her unplllowed head." Milton : Comm.
- Thi. arm hall be a boUter for thy head

;

111 fetch clean straw to make a soldier's bed.
Gam.

S. Anything designed as a support to any
other part of the bodily frame, or to fill up any
vacuity. (Swift.)

I, A pad or compress to be laid upon a

wound.
"The bandage Is the girt, which hath a boUtor In

the middle, and the ends tacked firmly together."—

TX Technically:

h Vehicles: The transverse bar over the

axle of a waggon, which supports the bed,

and into which are framed the standards

which secure the bed laterally.

2. Machinery:

(1) A bed-tool in a punching-machlne. The
perforated part on which a plate rests when
the punch drives out the bur or planchet. It

has an opening of the same size and shape as

the punch itself. (Knight.)

(2) A perforated block of wood on which
sheet-metal is laid for punching. (Knight.)

(3) The spindle-bearing in the rail of a spin-

ning-frame. It forms a sleeve-bearing for the

vertical spindle some distance above the
lower bearing, which is called the step.

(4) The part of a mill in which the axle-tree

moves. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

3. Music : The raised ridge which holds the
tuning-pins of a piano.

4. Nautical:

(1) A piece of timber adjoining the hawse-
hole, to prevent the chafing of the hawser
against the cheeks of a ship's bow.

(2) A cushion within the collar of a stay, to

keep it from chafing on the mast.

(3) A piece of wood or roll of canvas, upon
which a rope rests, to keep it from chafing

something or to give it a proper bearing.

5. Carpentry

:

(1) A horizontal cap-piece laid upon the top
of a post or pillar, to shorten the bearing of

the beam of a string-piece above.

(2) One of the transverse pieces of an arch
centering, running from rib to rib and sup-

porting the voussoirs.

6. Saddlery : A padded ridge on a saddle.

"The bot*teri of a saddle are thoee parts raised upon
the bows, to hold the rider's thigh."—Far. Dictionary.

7. Ordnance : A block of wood fixed on the

stock of a siege-gun carriage, on which the
breech of the piece rests when it is shifted

backward for transportation.

8. Railroad Engineering : The principal

cross-beam of a railroad truck or car body.

9. Civil Engineering : The resting-place of a
truss-bridge on its pier or abutment.

10. Cutlery;

0) The shoulder of such instruments and
tools as knives, chisels, &c, at the junction

of the tang with the blade or the shank, as

the case maybe.

(2) A metallic plate on the end of a pocket-

knife handle.

B. As adjective : In any way pertaining to

a bolster in some one of the senses given

under A.

bolster-case, a. A case to hold a bolster

bolster-plate, s.

Vehicles: An iron plate on the under side

of the bolster, to diminish the wear caused by
its friction on the axle.

bdl'-ster, * bol'-stre, ai A C [From fto-ster,

a. (q.v.). In Ger. boUtern, polstem,],

A* Transitive:

1 Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) To support with a bolster.
" Bolttered with down amid a thousand wants."—

a

Darwin ; Botanical Garden, 1L 77.

(2) To pad out, to fill up, or furnish with
padding.

"Three pair of stays boUtered below the left shoul.

On."—Tatter. No. «5.

(8) To beat or strike with a bolster.

2. Fig. 0/ things not material : To support,

to keep from falling or collapsing. (Contemp-

tuously.)
"We may he made wiser by the publick persuasions

grafted in men's minds, so they be used to further the
truth, not to bolster errour."—Booker.

IL Med. : To hold together with a compress.

"The practice of boltterinp the cheeks forward does

little service to the wound.' —Sharp.

B. Intrans. : To lie on the same bolster (?).

** If ever mortal eyes do see them boliter

More than their own 1" Shaketp. : Othello, iii. a

C. In compounds or special phrases

:

* 1. To bolster out : To prevent from over-

turning or collapsing. (Contemptuously.)

"The lawyer sets his tongne to sale for the boltterino

•sit Of unjust causes."— Hakeneill.

2. To bolster wp: To support, to prevent

from falling (Contemptuously.)

••it waa the way of many to bolter up their crazy
doting consciences with conAden cos."— South.

boT-stered, pa. par. & a. [Bolster, v.]

X. A$ participial adjective: Supported, sus-

tained, held up.

2. Swelled out.

" The boletered ti tie for abuse."— .Vetc Monthly Ma$.
vol. 1 vi ii

. , p. 455.

t bol'-ster-er, s. [Eng. bolster ; -er.] A person

who, or a thing which supports the head,

any other portion of the bodily frame, or any-

thing material or immaterial.

"To satisfy the boUterer* of snch lewdness."—Bp.

Bancroft : Dangtrou* Poeitiont, Iv. IS.

bol -ster-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Bolster, v.

A. k B. An pr. par. and particip. adj. : In

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of supporting ; the state of being

supported.
*• Crooked and unequal bodies are made to meet with-

out a miracle, by some iron bodies, or some benign

boUtering*."—Bp. Taylor : Artif. Bandtomen***. p. •

2. Padding, stuffing.

3. A pad, a compress.

4. An encounter with bolsters between

schoolboys in their dormitory,

bolt (1),
* bolte, s.,a. t k adv. [From A.S. bolt

— a catapult ; Dan. bait = a bolt, a peg ;
Dut.

bout = a bolt, a pin ; N. H. Ger. bolzen, boU

= a bolt; M. H. Ger. boh; O. H. Ger. boh,

pols — a bolt, an arrow ; Bret bollt. Skeat

thinks that the reference is to the roundness

of what is designated a bolt. (Def. A., 1.>J

A, As substantive

:

Z, Ordinary Language

:

L Properly : A kind of arrow with a round

bob at the end of it ; any arrow. (Bird-bolt.J

(1) Literally : In the foregoing sense.

(2) Figuratively : Anything capable of in-

flicting a mental wound.

tate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, po%

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub. trure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ss, os = e. ey=a» o_u = kw.
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M Trt mark'd I where the bolt of Cupid fell

:

It fell upoii a little western flower."
Shakrtp- : Mid. Night's Dream, ML 1.

% To -make a bolt upon anything : To take
the risk of anything.

" I'll make a shaft or a bolt onf—Shaketp. ; Mer.
Wives, ill. 4.

I. A "thunderbolt."
" As the bolt bursts on high
From the black cloud that bound it."

Bjtron: li ride of Aby dot, i. 12.

3. The bar of a door.
*' Tis not in thee to oppose the bolt
Against my coming in."

Shaketp. : Lear, ii. 4.

i. Iron to fasten chains ; chains, fetters.

"Away with him to prison! lay bolts enough upon
him. "— Shaketp. : Meat, for Meat., v. l.

II. Technically

:

1. Mack. : A stout metallic pin employed
tor holding objects together, frequently screw-
headed at one end to receive a uut. There
are two principal classes of bolts : those
which are intended for permanently fastening
objects together, and movable bolts, such as
lock, sash, door, and gate bolts.

2. Locksmithing : That portion of a lock
which is protruded beyond or retracted within
the case or boxing by the action of the key,

and which engages with the keeper or .jamb to
form a fastening. The thick protruding por-

tion is the bolt-head, and the flat part within
the lock is the bolt-plate.

3. Household Hardware : A movable bar
protruded or retracted by hand to fasten or
release a door, gate, window-sash, kc.

4. Wood-working

:

(1) A rough block from which articles are

to be made ; as, a bolt for riving into shingles,

pokes, &c
(2) A number of boards adhering together

by the stub-shot.

5. Fabric : A piece or roll of cloth ; a long
narrow piece of silk or stuff.

6. Naut. : The iron rod beneath a yard, to
which a square sail is attached.

7. Ordnance : An elongated solid projectile

for rifled cannon, as the Whitworth and Arm-
Strong guns.

8. Bookbinding : The fold in the fore-edge
and head of a folded sheet.

» 0. Botany

:

(1) A " buttercup ; " any species of Ranun-
culus. (Prior.)

(2) The Mountain Globe-flower, Trollius
Xuropceus.

B. As adjective : Designed for a bolt ; operat-
ing on a bolt ; in any way pertaining or relating
to a bolt (See the compounds which follow.)

C. As adverb: As a bolt (in the phrase
which follows).

% Bolt-upright: "Upright "as an arrow, or
a bar of iron ; unbendingly. [Bolt-upright.}

bolt-auger, s. An auger used by ship-
wrights in sinking holes for bolts.

* bolt-bag, s. A quiver.

"His arrow sheues they heard, and rattling noyse
of boU-bag Q.n."—Phaer : Virgil, bk. U.

bolt-boat, 5. A strong boat for a rough
sea.

bolt chisel, $.

Much. : A cold chisel for cutting off the
extra length of a bolt ; a cross-cut chisel ; a
deep chisel with a narrow edge.

bolt cutter, s.

Machinery

:

(1) A tool for cutting off bolts. It usually
consists of a sleeve with a radial cutter setting
inwardly and rotated around the bolt to be
cut by means of a handle.

(2) A machine for cutting the thread on
bolts.

bolt -extractor, *. A tool or implement
for extracting bolts by a lifting force.

bolt-feeder, i.

Milling : A device for regulating the rate of
passage of the meal to the flour-bolt.

* bolt-foot, s. A club-footed person.
"Auld Boltfoot rides into the rear."-

bolt-head (1), * bolt hed, s. The tip
0* head of a bolt or arrow.

"H•ccuapU,aao*^A#d.*•— Wright: Vocab ., p. 378.

bolt-head (2), bolthead, s.

Glass Manuf. : A long glass matrass or re-

ceiver with a straight neck.
" This spirit abounds in salt, which may be separated

by putting the liquor into a baithead with a long
narrow neck '—Boyle.

bolt-header, s.

Mach. : A machine for swagging down the
end of a bolt-blank to form a head; the form
of this depends upon that of the die.

bolt making, a. Making, or designed
for making bolts.

Bolt-making machine : A machine in which
bolts are threaded and headed, though this is

usually done in separate machines, as the
threading is done by cutters on the cold iron ;

heading by swagging upon the end of the hot
blank. [Bolt-header, Bolt-threader.]

bolt-rope, s. k a.

A* As substantive

:

Naut. : A rope around the margin of a sail

to strengthen it.

B. As adjective: Designed for, or in any
way pertaining or relating to a bolt-rope.
(See the example which follows.)

Bolt-rope needle

:

Naut. : A strong needle for sewing a sail to
its bolt-rope.

bolt-sawing, a. A word used only in
the compound which follows.

Bolt-sawing machine :

Wood-working : A machine for sawing super-
fluous wood, such as corners, from stuff to be
turned. It has an iron carriage with centres,
between which the work is chucked while
being fed to the circular saw.

bolt-screwing, a. A word used only in
the compound which follows.

Bolt-screwing machine : A machine for cut-
ting screw-threads on bolts, by fixing the
bolt-head to a revolving chuck, and causing
the end which it is required to screw to enter
a set of dies, which advance as the bolt re-

volves. A bolt-threader.

bolt -strake, s.

Shipbuilding : That strake or wale through
which the beam-fastenings pass.

bolt-threader, s.

Mach. : A machine for cutting screw-threads
on bolts.

bolt-upright, bolt upright, adv.
[From bolt, adv. (q.v.), and upright.]

1. In a strict sense: Straight as an arrow,
and erect. Used—

(1) Of persons

:

"As I stood bolt upright upon one end, . .
."

—

Addison,

t(2) Of thing*;
" Brush Iron, native or from the mine, eonsisteth of

long stria;, about the thickness of a small knitting
needle, bolt upright like the bristles of a stiff brush.

2. More loosely : Straight as an arrow but
prostrate. (Chaucer: C. T., 4,263.)

bolt (2), s. [From bolt (2), v., or bolter, s.]

Milling: A sieve of very fine stuff, for
separating the bran and coarser particles from
flour. [Bolt (2), v., Flour-bolt.]

bolt (1), v.t. k i. [From bolt, s. (q.v.).]

A* Transitive:

"L Literally (of things materiat)

:

1. To shut or fasten by means of a literal
bolt. (Used of a gate or door, or anything
similar.)

2. To pin together, to fasten, though not by
means of a literal bolt.
" That 1 could reach the axle, where the pins are
Which bolt this frame, that I might pull them out !

"

Ben Jonton.
* 3. To support by iron bands.

"... or bolted with yrue."
Piera Plow. Vit., VL 138.

4. To put fetters upon a person.

II. Figuratively:

1. Of things material : To swallow the food
without chewing it.

" Some hawks and owls bolt their prey whole, and
after an interval of from twelve to twenty hours dis-
gorge pellets."—Darwin: Origin of Species (ed. 1859).,
ch. xi„ p. 362.

2. Of things immaterial

:

(1) To fetter, to confine, to prevent progress.

" To do that thing that ends all other deeds ;

Which shackles accidents, and boltt up change."
Shakesp. : Ant. * Cleop., V. &

(2) To blurt out, to throw out precipitately.
** I hate when vice can bolt her arguments,
And virtue has no tongue to check her pride.*

Milton : Camus. 760, 76L

(3) To cause to start ; as, to bolt a rabbit, ko.

B. Intransitive:

1. To start suddenly forward, aside, or In
any direction, as if a bolt were unexpectedly
withdrawn. Used—

(1) Of a horse going off suddenly.
" He bolted, sprung, and reared amain."

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, It. 11

(2) Of any other animal than a horse.

"As the house was all in a flame, out boltt a moose
from the ruins, to save herself."—L'Estrange.

(3) Of a man.

(a) Literally

:

" They erected a fort, and from thence they bolted
like beasts of the forest,"

—

Bacon.

(6) Figuratively:
" I have reflected on those men who from time to

time have shot themselves Into the world. I hare
seen many successions of them ; some bolting out upon
the stage with vast applause, and others hissed off"—
Dryden.

* bolt <2), * boult, v.t. [O. Ft. buleter, for
*bureter = Ital. burattare; Ital. buratto = a
fine transparent cloth, a meal-sieve. The
older spelling is boult, and there is no con-
nection with bolt (1), v.] [Bolter (2), $.}

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To separate the coarser from the
finer particles of anything, Spec., thus to sepa-
rate bran from flour by means of a bolter, or
in any other way.

" Saying, he now had boulted all the floure."
Spenser : F. Q. II. lv. 24-

" The fann'd snow.
That's bolted by the northern blast twice o'er."

Shaketp. : Wint. Tale, It. 4.

2. Fig. : To examine by sifting, used, Spec.,
of the search after truth. Often followed by
out.

" It would be well bolted out, whetber great refrac-
tion* may not be made upon reflections, as upon direct
beams."—Bacon,

II. Law: To discuss or argue cases privately
for the sake of improvement in one's know-
ledge and skill in the law.

" The judge, or Jury, or parties, or the counsel, ov
attornies, propounding questions, heats and boltt out
the truth much better than when the witness delivers
only a formal series."

—

Sale.

bolt'-ant,pr. par. [Bolting.]

Her. : Springing forward. (Used of a hare
or rabbit).

* bolte, s. [From bolt, boult, v.]

* 0. Law : A moot. (Stowe : Sur. of London,
p. 59.)

bolt -ed, pa. par. [Bolt (1), v.]

" At evening, till at length the freezing blast
That sweeps the baited shutter, summons noma
The recollected powers ; . .

."

Cowper: Task, bk. It.

t bol-tel, s. [Boultine, Bowtel.]
In Architec : A name given to a convex

moulding, such as an ovolo. (Gwilt.)

t bolt -er (1), s. [From bolt (1), v.]

1, One who bolts,- a horse that runs away.
"The engine may explode or be ;i /filter."— Thack-

eray : Paris Sketch-Book, p. 244. (N.B.D.)

2. One who suddenly breaks away from his
political party.

bolt'-er (2), • boult'- er, $. [From bolt

(2), v.]

1. One who bolts or sifts meaL
2. A sieve or strainer to separate the flnei

from the coarser particles of anything, Spec.,

an instrument to separate meal from bran and
husks.

"Dowlas, filthy dowlas: I have given them away to
bakers' wives, and they have made bolters of them."—
Shaketp. : 1 Ben. IV., liL a

3. The fabric of which such sieves are

made.

bolter cloth, boulter-cloth, s. The
same as Bolter (2), 3.

"Hearsed through a fine boulter-doth."— Henry
Cogan: Haven of Health, p. 125.

t bolt'-ered, a. [Blood-boltered.]

bolt -ing (1), pr. par., a., k $. [Bolt (1), ».]

A. As present participle & adjective

:

1. Ordinary Tjinguage : (See the verb).

boll, bo^; po'ut, Jo^rl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph ~ L
-tlon, -slon = shun; -tion, sion zhun. -tious, -slous, -clous -shus. -Me, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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2. Her. : The same as boltant (q.v.).

B. As substantive

:

J, Ordinary Language :

L The act of fastening with a bolt.

2. The act of starting off suddenly.
* II. 0. Law : A private arguing of cases in

the inns of Court. {Wharton.)

bolt ing (2), pr. par., a., & s. [Bolt (2), r.]

A. & B. As present participle dparticip. adj.:
In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang, : The act of sifting.

" In the bolting and sifting of fourteen years of
power and favour, all tnat came ont eould not be pure
me&f—Wotton,

2. Law : Private arguing of cases for legal

practice, in a less formal way than is done in

moots.

bolting-chest, «. The incloeure or case

of a flouring-bolt.

bolting-cloth, s. Cloth of bair or other
substance with meshes of various sizes for

sieves.

bolting-house, s. The place where meal
Is sifted.

" The jade is returned as white, and as powdered, as
If she had been at work in • boltino-hous*. —Dennis.

bolting-hutch, s.

1. Literally : A tub or box into which flour

or meal is bolted.

2. Figuratively : Any receptacle.

"That holting-hiuch of beastliness, that swollen
parcel of dropsies,"

—

Shakmp. : 1 Ben. IV., ii. 4.

bolting-mill, s. A machine in which
flour is separated from the offal of various
grades.

bolting-tub, s. A tub to sift anything
In ; a boltmg-hntch.

" The larders have been search 'd.

The bake-houses and bolfing-tub, the ovens."
Ben Jonson : Magn. Lady.

bol-ton -1-a, s. [Named after J. B. Bolton,
an English botanist who lived In the latter

part of the eighteenth century.]

Bot. ; A genus of plants belonging to the
order Asteraeeee (Composites), and the sub-
order Tubuliflorae. The species, which are few,

are pretty herbaceous plants from North
America.

bol -ton-ite, s. [Named from Bolton, in
Massachusetts, where it is found.}

Min. : A variety of Olivine. (Brit. Mus.
Cat.) A variety of Forsterite, distinguished
from the most typical variety of the species

by being coloured instead of white. {Dana.)

* bolt -sprit, *. [Com from bowsprit (q.T.).]

bd'-lus, a so. [Lat, bolus= a bit, a morsel ; Qr.
jSwAot (bdlos) = (l) a clod or lump of earth ; (2)

A lump of anythtng. ]

A, As substantive

;

L Ordinary Language

:

1, Lit. : In the sense II. 1. Med., but gene-
rally more or less contemptuously.

" A complicated heap of tll«,

Despising; boluses and pills." Sttift.

2. Fig. : Anything unpleasant to take, any-
thing mentally unpalatable.

" . . .to that If I, acting on the apothecary's prece-
dent of repetntur hautttu, bad endeavoured to ad-
minister another boltts or draught of expostulation, he
would have . . .

."—he Quincey : Works (2nd ed_),L 67.

U. Technically:

1. Med. : A form of medicine in which the
Ingredients are made up into a soft mass larger

than a pill, but, pill-like, to be swallowed at

once.

2. Min. : The same as bole (q. v.).

B. As adj. : Containing a bolus. [II. 1.)

" Surrounded thus by bolus, pill.

And potion glasaes."
Burnt : Poem on Life.

• bolwes, s. pi. [A corruption of Eng. balls,

pL of ball = " the hard round heads of the
wort'* {Cockayne).] A name for a plant, Cen-
taurea nigra. (Britten o$ Holland.)

•bo-ry.a [Bole(i).]

• bolye, «. [Boley.]

• bolyyn (pr. par. bolyynge), v.t. [Boa, v.]
** Bolyyn or boylyn. Butlio."—Prompt. Parv.
" llohyynge, or boylynge of pottys or other* lyke.

BuUicio, bullor."—Prompt. Pur*.

bom, 3. fSee def.] Name of African origin,

used loosely for any of the larger boas. The
word appears to have been enrried from Africa

to the New World by the Portuguese. (N.E.D.)

b&mb (final 6 silent), $. k a. [In Pr. bombe;

8p. (
Port., & Ital. bomba = a bomb, &c; from

Lat. bombus = a humming or buzzing sound.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary language

:

* 1. Gen.: A humming, booming, or buzzing
sound produced in any way, as, for instance,
by the vibration of metal.

** An npper chamber, being thought weak, was tap-
ported by a pillar of iron, of the hitrneu of one's arm in
the midst ; which, if you had struck, would make a
little flat noise in the room, but a great bomb in the
chamber beneath."—Bacon.

2. Specially

:

(1) In the same sense as II., 1.

t (2) The stroke upon a bell.

EL Technically:

1. Ordnance: The same as a bomb-shell ; a
hollow iron ball, spheroid, or anything similar,

filled with gunpowder, and provide* I with a

BOMB.

time or percussion fusee. It is fired from a
mortar or howitzer. Bombs were used at the
siege of Naples in 1434. Mortars for throwing
bombs were cast in England in 1543. Bombs
are now generally called shells, though the
word bomb is not the least obsolete in the
words bombard, bomb-shell, bombardier, &c
[Bomb-shell, Carcase, Case-shot, Grenade,
Shell.]

2. Geol : A bomb, or, more fully, a volcanic
bomb, is a bomb-like mass of lava, spherical,

pear-shaped, or more irregular in form, and of
various sizes, from that of an apple to that of a
man's body. Bombs exist in the vicinity of
recent or of extinct volcanoes or lava flows,

and are supposed by Mr. Darwin to have been
produced by a mass of viscid scoriaceous
matter projected with a rapid rotatory motion
through the air. Lyell makes them a modifi-
cation of basaltic columns divided by cross
joints. They may be seen near the prison in

Edinburgh, or the flat-tipped basaltic hills of

Central India, and elsewhere. Old volcanic
rocks made up of a series of bombs fitting each
other are sometimes called concentric nodular
basalt.

"... to conclude that these bomb* are connected
with the trap-eruption of the neighbourhood."—a. J.
Geol. Soc., xi., pt i., 404.

B. As adjective: Consisting of a bomb;
containing, or in any way pertaining or re-

lating to a bomb. (See the compounds.)

bomb chest, s.

Mil. mining: A kind of chest filled with
bombs, or in some cases only with gunpowder,
buried in the earth, and designed to be ex-

ploded at a predetermined moment and blow
up those who may be above and around.

bomb ketch, s.

Xaut, : A small, strongly-built vessel, ketch-

BOMB-KETCH.

rigged, on which one or more mortars are
mounted for naval bombardments. It is called
also Bomb-vessel.

bomb lance, s.

Whale-fishing: A harpoon which carries a
charge of explosive material in its head. In

one form of the weapon the arrangement is>

that when the harpoon strikes the " fish," the
bar, which is pivoted obliquely in the head of

the instrument, shall serve to release a spring

acting on the hammer, which then explodes
the cap and bursts the charge-chamber.

bomb-proof, a. & *.

A. As adjective : So strongly built that it is

proof against the momentum of bomb-shells,
whether striking it laterally or descending on
it from above. .

B. As substantive. Fortif.: A structure- in I

a fortification of the kind described und^r A.

bomb-shell, s.

L Ordnance : The same as Bomb, II. 1. (q. v.).

2. Her. : The same as Fire-ball (q.v.).

bomb-vessel, s. The same as Bomb-
ketch (q. v.).

'* Sot could an ordinary fleet, with bomb-eettels, hope
to succeed against a place that has in its arsenal
gallies and men of war. —Addison on Italy.

* bomb (final b silent), v.t. & i. [Bomb, s.}

A. Trans. : To attack with bombs, to bom-
bard.

" Our king thus trembles at Nsmur,
Whilst Vllleroy, who ne'er afraid is.

To Bruxelles marches on secure.
To bomb the monks, and scare the ladies."*

Prior.

B. Tntrans. : To emit a humming, buzzing,.

or other similar sound.

bom-ba'-ce-se, s. [Prom Hod. Lat. bombax,

genit. bombacis (q.v.).]

Bot. : A section of the order Sterculiacea*

(Sterculiads). Type, Bombax (q.v.).

bom-ba'-oeous fas shiis), a. [From 1C«4.

Lat. bombax, genit. bombacis (q.v.).] Pertain-

ing to plants of the genus Bombax.

"The Leguminous and Bombaceous orders. "-^Bates

:

Naturalist on the Amazon, p. 189.

* bom'-banco, s. [Bobaunce.] Pride, arro-

gance.

"Com« prykand with bom.jnce."— R. C. d*> Lion*

Mtfe

bom-bard, *bom-bar'de, «. & a. [In

Ger. k Fr. bombarde; Sp., Port, Ital., A Low
Lat. bombarda; from Lat. bombus.] [Bomb.]

A. . 1
• substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. In the same sense as II. 1. (q.T.).

" The capitaine with all his retinue departed, lenyng
behynd the ordlnaunce of bombardet, curtaines, and
demy curtaux, slinges, canons, volgers, and other or-

dinaunee, . . ."—Hail: Ben. VIII., an. 15.

t %. An attack with bombs ; a bombard-
ment. (FoeU) {Barhw.)

* 3. A large can or any similar drinking
vessel for carrying beer or other liquor.

Ben Jnnton : Mat'fUet.

XX Technically:

* 1. Ordnance : A mortar of large bore for-

merly in use to throw stone-shot. One has
been known to project a mass 8 cwt in weight.

"They planted tu divers places twelve great Aofis*

bard*, wherewith they threw huge stones into the air."

—Knotle*.

2. Music:

(a) A reed stop on the organ, usually
among the pedal registers, of large scale, rich

tone, and often on a heavy pressure of wind,

(Stainer and Barrett.)

* (I) A kind of large trumpet.
"A soune of bombarde and of clarionna.'-gowf,
Asm
B. As adjective

:

1. Of •persons : Having the office of carrying

Dombards or liquor cans. [Bombard-man.]

2. Of language : Inflated, pompous. [Bom-
bard-phrase. }

* bombard-man, *. A person who car-

ried liquor in a bombard or can. [Bombard,
a., i. a.]

"... and made room for a bombard man. that
brought bouge for a countrey lady or two, that fainted,

he said, with fasting, . . ."—B.Jonton; Maequet.
Love Restored.

bombard-phrase, s. Inflated phrase-

ology.

"When they are poore, and banish d most throw by
m

Their bombard-phrase, and foot, and half foot words,

B. Jonson : Horace ; Art of Poetris,

bdm bar d, v.t. [From bombard, s. (q.v.) In

Sw. bombardera ; Dan. bombadere ; Dut. bom-

bardeeren ; Ger. bombardiren ; Fr. bombarder;

{ate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. ptH»

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, sa, oe — e. ey= a. qu lew.



bombarded—bombyx

Sp. ft Port, bombardear ; Ital. bombardare.]
To attack with bombs.

"Tlie ume [Admiral John Berkley], who with hU
flaet bombarded&ad burnt down Diepve in Pnuic«. and
b«-nbard«U Hurra de Graos, in the wu« country, in

July, 16*9."— Hood: Athena Oxon.

bom-bard'-ed, pa. par, k a. [Bombard, v.)

bom bard-I-cal, a. [Bng. bombard : -ical.)

Thundering, like" a piece of ordnance. (Blount.)

"He that eutiUM himself . . with other shod
bomburdicall title*."—UouxU : Lettert. So. 21.

bom bar-di er, t bom-bar-de er, s. * a.

[In Sw. bombarderare ; Dan. bombardcrer

;

Dut., Ger., ft Fr. oomtorcfier ; Sp. bombardero ;

Port. bomoardeiro ; Ital. bombardiere.]

A. -4s substantive ;

1. IfeX.' A non-commissioned officer in the
artillery employed chiefly in serving mortars
and howitzers. In the British army several

are attached to each company of artillery.

2. Gen. : Any artilleryman.
" The bombardier tostea hia 1*11 sometimes into the

midst of a city, with & design t" fill all around him
with terrourutd combunt ion. "— Tatter.

B. As adjective ; Operating like the military

functionary described under A. (See the

compound.)

bombardier-beetles, s. pi.

Entom, : The English name given to the
predatory beetles of the genus Brachinus
(q.v.). The name is given because these
animals, when disturbed, emit from the ex-

tremity of their abdomen a discharge of acrid

smoke or vapour of pungent odour, and at-

tended by a perceptible report. About five

species occur in Britain. The beet known is

Brachinu* crepitans.

bom bard -Ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Bom-
bard, v.]

A. ft B» As pr. par. dt participial adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive : The act or operation of
attacking with bombs.
"... to the present perfection of gunnery, can-

uoneering, bombard in 'j, mining, 4c."

—

Burke; A Vin-

dication of Natural Society.

bom bar-di'-no, «. [Ital. bombardino, dimin.
of bombardo (q.v.).]

Music : A small bombardo.

bdm-bard'-ment, a [Fr. & Dan. bombarde-
ment; Port, bombardeamento ; Ital. bombarda-
mento.] An attack made upon a fortified place
or open city by throwing bombs into it.

"The protect of carrying the fort of Kalanga by
assault was now relinquished, and recourse was had
to a bombardment,"— Wilton t But. Brit. India, ii. 2S.

bom-bar -do, s. [Ital. bombardo.]

Music: A mediaeval wind instrument, a
large and coarse species of oboe, and the fore-

runner of the oboes of smaller and finer make.
(Stainer db Barrett.)

bom bar -don, s. [From Ital. bombardo (?).]

Music: A brass instrument not unlike an
ophicleide in tone.

* bom -base, * bam'-base, s. [Bombast.]

Cotton. (Langham : Garden of Health.) (Syl-

vester, du Bartas.)

bfim'-ba-sin, s. & a. [Bokbaciv.]

bom -bast, s. & a. [In Ger. bombast. Cognate
with Lat. bombyx, in the sense of cotton.]
[Bombyx.]

A* As substantive

:

1. The cotton plant.
" Bombast, the cotton-pi fttit growing In Asia."—

ThVUpt : The yew World of Word*.

*2. The cotton wadding with which gar-

ments of the Elizabethan period were stuffed

and lined.

"Certain I am there was never any kind of apparel
aver in vented that coald more disproportion the oody
of man than these doublets, stuffed with (our, five, or
aix pound of bombast at the least."

—

Stubbet ; The Anat.
of Abuses, p. 23. (Trench.)

3. Inflated speech, fustian ; high-sounding
words ; magniloquent language. (Used on
subjects which do not properly admit of It,

with the effect of being not sublime but
ridiculous.)

"... a hundred and sixty lines of frigid bombast."
—Macautay : Hut. Eng., cli xix.

B. .4s adjective : Fustian, pretentious, sug-
gesting the idea of something great, but with
that greatness made up of what la little

worth.

" He, as loving his own pride and purposes,
Evades them, with a b&mbatf ci re uuistance
Horribly aturTd with epithet* of ww."

Shake**. : UtheUo, 1. 1.

t bom-bast', v.t. [From bombast, s. (q.v.).]

To stuff out, to choose what is really meagre,
to look of imposing bulk. (Used chiefly in a
figurative sense.)

" Then strives he to bombatt hia feeble line*
With far-fetch'd phrase."

Bp. Ball : Satires, 1. 4.

t bdm-bas-ted, pa. par. & a. [Bombast, v.]

" For Leontinua Oorgias, that bombatted aophiater,
the greatness of his learning was rather In the peoples
false opinion and ascription, than in hia own true
possession."—Fotherby .- Athoomattix, p. 190.

bdm-bas tic, * bom Ms tick, bam
baa -tick, a. [Eng. bombast; -ic.] Inflated;
high-sounding in language but slender in

meaning ; characterised by fustian.
" Bambattick phrases, solecisms, absurdities, and a

thousand monsters of a acholaetick brood, ware wt on
foot "

—

Shaftetbu ry.

bom-bast'-I-cal, a. [Eng. bombastic; -al.]

The same as Bombastic.

bom-bast'-I-cal~ly\ adv. [Eng. bombastical

;

-ly.] In a bombastic manner, pompously,

t boBl'-bas-try, s. [Eng. bombast; -ry.} The
same as bombast, s. (q.v.).

" Bombattry and buffoonery, by nature lofty and
light, soar highest of all."—Swift I Introd. Tabs of
a Tub.

bftm -bax, s. [In Sp. bombasi ; Lat bombyx
= (1) the silk-worm, (2) silk, (3) cotton ; Gr.

ffjtFfft (bombux) — (1) the silk-worm, (2) silk.]

Bot. : Silk-cotton tree. A genus of plants

belonging to the order Sterculiacese (Stercu-

liad.i), and the section Bonibacete. Bombaxpen-
tandrum is the cotton-tree of India. The fruit

is larger than a swan's egg, and when ripe

opens in five parts, displaying many roundish
pea-like seeds enveloped in dark cotton. This
tree yields a gum, given in conjunction with
spices in certain stages of bowel-complaints.

B. ceiba, the Five-leaved Silk-cotton tree, rises

to a great height. Its native country is South
America and the adjacent West India Islands,

where its immense trunk is scooped into

canoes.

bom -ba-zet, bom ba-zctte, s. [Compare
bombaxxn.]

Fabric : A kind of thin woollen cloth.

bom-ba-zin, bom ba zinc, bom ba
sin, s. [In Sw., Ger., ft Fr. bombasin ; Dut.

bombazign ; Sp. bombasi' ; Port, bombazina

;

Ital. bombagino ; Lat. bombycinum m silk-

weaving, bombycinus = silken, from bombyx
(q.v.).]

Fabric : A mixed silk and woollen twilled

stuff, the warp consisting of silk and the weft
of worsted. It was manufactured first at

Milan and next in France, but now it is no-
where made better or in larger quantities

than iu Britain. (M'Culloch, dbc.)

* bom'-be-sle, s. [Corrupted from Eng. bom-
bazin, or directly from Sp. bombasi,} Bom-
bazin.

bom-bic, a. [From Lat. bombyx, and Eng.
suffix -ic.} Pertaining to or derived, from a
" bombyx " or silk-worm. [Bombyx.]

"The moth of the silk-worm ejects a liquor which
d, called bon '

'

Chem. (1841), ii. 335.

bom'-bi-dse, s. pi. [From Lat. bombus (q.v.).]

Entom. : A family of Hymenopterous in-

sects, containing the Humble or Bumble-
bees. [Bombus.]

t bom'-bU-ate, v.i. [From Low Lat. bombilo,

an error for bombito = to buzz, to hum, from
bombus m a buzzing.] To make a humming or
murmuring sound.

* bom bil a tion, * bom-bu la tion, *.

[Eng. bombilatie); -ion. In Lat. bombitatio

not bombilatio — humming.] [Bombilate.]
Sound, noise, report

" How to abate the vigour or alienee the bombUatton
of guns, a way is said to be by borax and butter mixt
In a due proportion,"—Browne : V, Err.

* b^m-Ml'-i-ons, * bom-byl i oils, a.

[From Low Lat. bombilo. ] [Bombilate. ]

Emitting a humming or murmuring sound.
" The wheme or burret-fly la vexatious . . . not bj

stinging, but by ite bombiHout nolae."

—

Derham,

bom -bill, s. [From Eng. bombikUe (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : Buzzing noise.

2. Fig. : Boasting.
" For all your bombtU y'er warde a little we."

Polwart'i Flyting, Wateon'i Call HI. 5.

* bom bi-na -tion, s. The same as Bombil
ation.

" Humble-bees whose bombtnation may be heard t
considerable distance.'"—Kirby * Spent* : Entomology
ch. xxiv.

* bombing, pr. par. & a. [Booming.]

As participial adj. : Humming, murmuring
" What over-charged piece of melancholy

Is this, breaks in l«tween my wishea thus.
With bombing sighs 1 " B. Jonton ; Matquet,

bom bo -lo, s. [From Ital. bambolo m an
infant (?).]

Glass : A spheroidal retort in which camphor
is sublimed. It is made of thin flint-glass,

weighs about one pound, and is twelve inches
in diameter. It Is heated in a sand-bath to
250° Fah., which is gradually increased to

400
s
. [Camphor.]

* bom -bon, v.t. [Bummyn.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bom-bu -la'-tion, s. [Bombilatiok.]

bom-bus, s. [From Lat. bombus; Gr. (3oju/3o?

(bombos) = a humming or buzzing. (Imitated
from the sound).]

Entom. : A genus of Apidee containing the
humming bees. They are social, but live in

much smaller communities than the hive bee.

There are among them male, female, and
neuter individuals. Bombus terrestris is the
common biack-and-white banded Humble-bee

;

B. hortorum, like it, but smaller,' and with
the hinder part of the thorax and the base of

the abdomen yellow, is often confounded with
it. B. muscorum, yellow, with the thorax
orange, is the Carder-bee ; and B. lapidarius

is tlie Red-tailed bee. It is called the lapidary
from its making its nest in stony places.
[HUMBLE-BEE.]

b8m-b$f'-cl--d.8e, «. pi. [From Lat. bombyx
y

genit. bombycis; and suffix -idee.] [Bombyx.]

Entom.: A family of moths. They have
only rudimentary maxillae, small palpi, and
bipectinated antennae. The caterpillars are

generally hairy, and spin a cocoon for the
protection of their chrysalis. The British

genera are Saturaia, Lasiocampa, Odonestis,
Uastropacha, and others. [Bombyx.]

bdm-b^-cfl,'-la, s. [From Mod. Lat. bombyx,

genit. bombycis = . . . silk, and suffix -ilia.

Named from the silky plumage.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds belonging to the
family Ampelidse and the sub-family Ampe-
linae. Bombycilla garrula is the Bohemian
Chatterer or Common Waxwiug, by some
called Ampelis garrula. [Ampeus, Chat-
terer, Waxwino.]

bfim-b^c'-i-noUB, a. [Lat. bombycinus; from

bombyx, s. = the silk-worm, .... silk.]

[Bombyx.]

1. Made of silk, silken. (Coles.)

2. Of the colour of the silk-worm, trans-
parent, with a yellow tint.

bSm-b$rl -I-d*», bom-b#l'-*-i-d», *. pi.

[From Mod. Lat. bombyii(vs) (q.v.) ; Lat. pi.

suffix -id<e.]

Entom. : A family of insects belonging to

the order Diptera, and the sub-order Brachy-
cera. They have a long proboscis and much
resemble humble-bees, witli which however
they have no real affinity, differing from them
among other important resjtects in having only

two wings. They fly very swiftly. The typical

genus is Bombylius (q.v.).

bdm-byl'-i-ous, a. [Bombilioos.]

bom-b^l'-X-UJB, s- [From Gr. 0om0ua«>c (bom,

bulios) = a buzzing insect, possibly either &
humble-bee or a gnat.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Bombylidte or Bombyliid«(q.v.). The species

are sometimes called Humble-bee Flies.

bo'm'-bjhE, *. [Lat. bombyx — (1) the silk-

worm, (2) silk, (3) any fine fibre such as cotton

:

Gr. 0<Mij9vf (bombux) = (1) the silk-worm, (2)

silk, (3) part of a flute.]

boll, bo?; pout, jowl; oat, feu, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ing,

-dan, -tian shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -fiom, -slon — zhun. -clous, -tious, -clous = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.



636 bomespar—bonchretien

Entom. : A genue of moths, the typical one
of the family BombycicUe. Bombyx mori is the
silk-worm. It came originally from China.
[Silkworm.] B. cynihia is the Arrindy Silk-
worm of India.

borne -spar, s. [From Sw. & Dan. bom m a
bar with which to shut a gate, a boom ; and
•par, i.e., a spar of wood, not a mineral spar.]
A spar of a larger kind.

" Bometpart tbe hundred, containing one hundred
•ltd twenty . . . lo s — Hatet, A. lB70,p. 7. [Jamieton.)

1 bom ill, a. [Etym. doubtful.] Apparently
a cooper's instrument [qu. wimble?], as it is

conjoined with eche, i.e., adze. (Aberd. Reg.)
(Scotch

.

) (Jamieson. )

' bon (1), *. [Bane.] Bane, injury. (Scotch.)

" Old Saturn his cloudy eourss had gon.
The qubilk had beyu bath beat and byrdis bon."

Wallace, ix. T. MS. Uamieton.)

* bon (2), s. [A. S. bdn = a bone. ] A bone. (Sir
Ferumbras, ed. Heritage.) [Bone.]

*bon (3), *. & a. [From Icel. Wn = boon. Cog-
nate with Sw. bon ; O. Eng. bene = prayer.]
[Boon.]

A* As substantive

:

1. Boon.
'• Hit felau asked his bon.
And prayed Godd (or his mercy*."

Bomiiie* in Verse (ed. Skeat * Morris), i. *•», HO.

t. Prayer.
" Our Lauerd grauutes it us son.
Yef sawel hel be in our bon."

Homilies in Verse, ii. *S. 64.

B. As adjective: Obtained by prayer or
solicitation ; borrowed. (0. Scotch.)

" He that trusts to bon ploughs will' hare his land
lye lazy.*—A Prow. [Jamieton.)

•bon (4), a. [Bowne, Boun.] Ready, prepared.
(Cursor Mundi, 110.)

bon (5), o. k 8. [Fr. bon (m.), bonne (f.)( adj. m
good, as subst. = that which fs good ; Pro v.

oon ; 8p. bueno ; Port, bom, as Bombay = good-
bay ; Ital. bvono ; Lat. bonus, formerly duonus,

all adjectives. ]

L Gtn. : Good.

2. Spec. : Voted as a security for something.

bon jour, s. [Ft.] Good-day.
". . . we'll give your grace bon-Jour."

ShaJeeep. : Titus Andro., t 1

bon mot, 5. [Fr.] A good saying, a jest,

ft tale.

" The Scripture was his Jest-book, whence he drew
Bon-mr.it to gall tbe Christian and the Jew."

Cowper : Truth.

bon ton, s. [Fr.] The height of fashion.

bon-vivant, s. [Fr.] Lit., one who "lives'
well. A person fond of the pleasures of the
table ; a boon companion ; a jolly fellow.

bd'-na (1), a. [Portion of the Latin adjective
bonus. For details see the compound words.]

bona-fide, used as adj. [From Lat. bond,
ablative sing. fern, of bonus, -a, -urn = good,
and fide, ablative sing, offides = faith.] With
good faith ; with no subterfuge, fraud, or de-
ception.

A bona-fide traveller

:

Law : One who, to entitle himself to obtain
refreshments at a tavern at certain prohibited
hours, proves to the satisfaction of the host
that he, in all good faith, has journeyed from
a distance that day.

bona-fides, used as s. [Lat. bona, nomin.
sing, fern, of bonus= good, and fides = faith.]

Law : Good faith, as opposed to mala-fides
m bad faith.

bd'-na (2), s. pi. in compos. [Lat. bona = gifts

of fortune, wealth, goods, nomin. pi. of bonum
= a material or moral good.]

f Civil Law : All kinds of property movable
and immovable.

bona-mobilia, s. pi. [Mobilia is neut
pi. of Lat. adj. mobilis = movable.]

Law : Movable goods or effects.

bona notabilia, s. pi. [NotabUia fs neat
pL of Lat. adj. notabilis = notable.]

Law ; Notable goods ; legal personal estate

to the value of £5 or more.

bona poritura, *. pi [Peritura is neut
pi. of Lat. lut. particip. periturus m about to
perish.]

Law : Perishable goods.

bona-vacantia, *. pi. Stray goods ; goods
In which no man cau claim property, as things
picked up which no claimant proves to be his.

They are now held to belong to the crown,
though by some former decisions the finder

was held to be entitled to them after certain
efforts to find the original owner had failed.

bd'-na (3), buo'-na, a. [From Ital. buona,
fem. of buono = good.]

bona roba, buonarobba, s. [Bobba is

from Ital. roba = a robe, goods, estate.] A
cant term for a handsome but wanton girl.

* Cowley seems to have considered it as
implying a fine tall figure.

"I would neither .wish that my mistress nor my
fortune should be a bona-roba ;—but as Lucretius
•ays, Parvula . . . ."—Cowley: On Great nets. [Hares.)

* bona-socla, s. A good companion.
"Tush, the knaves keepers are my bona-toeias and

my pensioners."—Merry Devil of Edmonton, in Dods-
ley's Old Plays, v. 268.

• bon- a - ble, a. [For banable = cursablt
(Stevens), or from boneable = able in the bones,
or ton - good, and able (Nares). A corrup-
tion of abominable (N.E.D.).] (See etym.)

" Dlccon ! it is renewable knave, gammer. Us a
bonable horson. —Gammer Ourtont Needle, tti. 3.

bon -ao-cord, a [From Fr. bon= good, and
accord = agreement.] Agreement ; amity.
(Scotch.)

"Articles of Bonaceord to be condescended upon by
the magistrates of Aberdeen. . . . We heartily desire
your subscriptions and seal to thir reasonable de-
mands, or a peremptory or present answer of bon-
aceord or mal -accord."—Spalding, i. 214, 214 (2nd).

% It seems to have been formerly used by
way of toast, as expressive of amity and kind-
ness.

During the time he was in Aberdeen, he got no
bon-aecord drunken to him in wine ; whether it was
refused, or not offered, I cannot tell."—Spalding, iL 67.

J The term is associated chiefly with Aber*
deen, which also is sometimes called the city
of Bonaceord.

bon -ace, s. & a. [Etym. doubtful.]

bonace bark, t.

Bot. : The name of a shrub, the Daphne,
tinifolia, which grows in Jamaica.

bonallle, bonalala, a, [Bonnaillie.] (Scotch.)

* bon-air -nesse, s. [Bonere; -ness.] Meek-
ness, humility. (Wyclife: 1 Cor. t iv. 21.)

bo nan' za, $. ( U. 8.)

1. A rich vein, mine or find of ore (especially
silver ore).

2. A profitable investment or business in-

tereet.

bon - a-par -te-a, s. [Named after the world-
renowned Napoleon Bonaparte. He was born
at Ajaccio in Corsica on August 15, 1769, his

remote ancestors being Italians connected with
Tuscany. He compelled the evacuation of

Toulon in 1793, became Brigadier-general of

French artillery in February, 1794, and was
appointed on February 23, 1796, to command
the army of Italy, soon after gaining among
other victories over the Austnans those of
Hontenotte on April 12, 1796 ; Lodi on May
10, 1796 ; and Areola on November 14—17, 1796.

In a Turco-Egyptian campaign were the vic-

tories of the Pyramids, July 13 and 21, 1798 ;

Aboukir, July 25, 1799, and others. On Dec.

24, 1799, he became first-consul, and on June
14, 1800, he defeated the Austnans at Ma-
rengo ; on August 2, 1802, he became consul
for life, and on May 18, 1804, emperor. On
November 13, 1805, he entered Vienna, and on
December 2 he gained the great victory of
Austerlitz over the Russians and Austrians.

and on October 14, 1806, that of Jena over
the Prussians, entering Berlin on October 27.

On February 7 and 8, 1807, he fought the
indecisive battle of Eylau. On June 14, 1807,

be was victorious over the Russians at Fried-
land. On May 12, 1809, he again entered
Vienna. In conflict with Austria, he lost the
battles of Aspern and Essltng on May 21 and
22, 1809, but was successful at Wagram on
July 5 and 6. A victory, but with heavy
loss to the victors, was gained over the Rus-
sians at the Borodino on September 7, 1812.

On the 14th he entered Moscow, from which
he began his disastrous retreat on October 19.

The battle of Beresina was on November 26
and 27. He was victorious over the Russians
and Prussians at Lutzen on May 2, 1813, and
at Bautzen on 21st, but was decisively de-

feated by the Russians and Prussians at the

great battle of Leipsic ou October 16, 18, and
19. On April 5, 1814, he renounced the
thrones of France and Italy, and consented to
have his rule limited to the island of Elba.
Reappearing in France on March 1, 1815, he
was decisively defeated by Wellington at
Waterloo on June 18, 1815, and, surrendering
on July 15 to the English, died in exile in
St Helena on May 20, 1821.] .

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Bromeliacete (Bromelworts). The B.
juncea, or rush-leaved species, is a fine plant
with spikes of blue flowers.

Bon-a-par't-e-an, a. [Fr., &c, Bonaparte;
Eng. suffix -an.] " Pertaining or relating to any
of the Bonapartes, and especially to Napo-
leon I. or III. [Napoleon.]

Bdn'-a-part-Ism, *. [From Fr. Bonapar*

tisme.] The views or procedure of the house
of Bonaparte.

Bon'-a-part-Ist, t. [From Fr. Bonapartiste.)

Hist : One who supported the Bonaparte
family, and especially Napoleon I. or HI., or
who now seeks to revive their dynasty.

bfin-a'-sl-a, a [From Lat. oono*«* (q.v.).]

Ornith, : A genus of birds belonging to the
family Tetraonidte, or Grouse tribe. B. um-
bellus is the Ruffed Grouse of North America,
called also White Flesher and Pheasant. It

is highly prized for food.

bdn-a'-siis, s. [Lat bonatus ; Gr. jSdyoot*
(bonasos) = a wild ox found in Pseonia, pro-
bably the Aurochs or Bison.]

ZooL £ Palceont. : A genus of mammals be*

HEAD Or THE HONASUS.

longing to the family Bovidse. It contains the
European Bison (B. bison) and the American
Bison (B. americanus). [Bison.]

* bon'-at, $. [Bonnet.] (Scotch.) (Barbour:
The Bruce, ix. 506.)

bon-a-ven -ture, a. [Fr. bon = good, and
aven'ture = adventure, hazard, fortune.] Bribg-

ing good fortune. (Only in the subjoined com-
pound.)

bonaventure mizzen, s.

Naut.: An additional or second mizzen-
mast, formerly used in some large ships.

* bon-ayre', «. [Boner.]

* bon-ayre'-iyche (ch guttural), adv. [From
Fr. de, bon, air = of good mien.] Debonairly,

reverently.
*' Ryghtuollyche an bonayrolyche. Sohrelyche: ift

ousselue ryghtuollyche : tooureemcrtsteu " bonawro>
lyche: to God. —Spec Ear. Eng., pt ti. (Morris *
Skeat). 85-87. (Dan. Michel, of Jtorthgate: Ser. on
Matt, xx iv. 43.)

boh -bon, s. [Fr.] A sweetmeat ; a cracker.

"... the confectioner who makes bonbon* (or the

momentary pleasure of a sense of taste,"

—

J. 8. Mill:

Polit. Earn., vol. i., bk. L, ch. Hi., } l, p. M.

* bono, b. The same as Bank. (Ear. Eng.

Allit. Poems (ed. Morris); Pearl, 907.)

* bonched, pret. of v. [Bunched.]

* bon-chief, * bon-chef, «. [Fr. bon =
good, and suff. -chief, -chef, corresponding to

the suffix in mischief.] Gaiety, or perhaps

innocence, purity. (Aforria.)
** If I consent to do after your will for bonchUif or

mischief that may befall unto me In this life, I were

worthy to be cursed "—Thorpe : Exam, in Fox, 1407,

bdh-chret'-I-en, *. [Fr. bon= good ;
Chretien

= Christian. Lit., a good Christian. Pro-

bably called after some gardener named
Christian. ] A kind of pear.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot;

•r, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a, qu = kw.
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bond, * bonde, >. & a. [A different spelliug

of band (q.v.). Band, bend, and bond were
originally but different methods of writing

the same word. (Trench : Eng. Past and Pre-

terit, p. t>5.).]

A* A $ substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. That which ties or restrains.

(1) Ofa physical tie or restraint

:

(a) Cords, ropes, chains, or anything similar

with which a person or other living creature is

bound.
" Till, gnawing with ray teeth my bond* in sunder,

tiu'd in j' freedom.'
Shaketp. ; Com. of Error*, v. L

I gain

(b) Anything which holds matter together,

ss attraction, cohesion, &c. ; also that part of

a built structure which ties the other portion
together. [II. 1, 2, 3, 4,]

" Their round figure clearly indicates the existence
of some general bond of union in the nature of au
attractive force; . .

."—Benehel : Attron., 5th ed.

(1858), | 846.

(2) Of a moral tie or restraint : That which
restrains the conscience, the affections, the
passions, or the will—viz., Divine or human
law. Spec.—

(a) A vow to God.
"If a man vow a vow unto the Lord, or swear an

oath to bind his soul with a bond: . .
."—Humb. xxx. 2.

(b) An oath or promise made to a human
being; a formally contracted obligation, or
its record in writing ; a promise. [II. 6.]

" Go with me to a notary, seal me there
Your single bond."

Shaketp. : Mar. of Ken., L 3.

" What if I ne'er consent to make you mine

:

My father's promise ties me not to time ;

And bond* without a date, they say are void."
Dryden : Upanith Friar, iii. 3.

^ The hymeneal bond : The matrimonial
bond, the bond of marriage.

(c) The tie of affection.

" It does not feel for man ; the natural bond
Of brotherhood is sever'd as the flax,"

Cowper : The Task, bk. 11.

(d) Habit, produced by practice.
" Time was, be closed as he began the day
With decent duty, not ashamed to pray

:

The practice was a bond upon his heart,
A pledge he gave for a consistent part."

Cowper : Tirocinium.

(e) Other force, power, influence, or con-
straint.

" Ne wai non so wis than in al his loud.
The kude vn-don this dremes bond."

Story of Uen, A Exod., 2,113-4.

2. The state of being tied or placed under
physical or moral restraint

(1) Sing.: Obligation ; duty.
" I love your majesty

According to my bond."
Shaketp. : Lear, L l.

(2) Plur. : Chains taken by metonymy to
stand for a state of imprisonment, with the
suffering thus resulting.

"fl In bond t In prison.

"And her wrigteleslike holden in bond,"
Story of Sen. a) Exod., 2,076.

IX Technically:

1. Masonry : A stone or brick which is laid

with its length across a wall, or extends
through the facing course into that behind, so
as to bind the facing to the backing. Such
stones are known also as binders, bond-stones,
binding - stones, through - stones, perpend-
stones, and headers. [Cross-bond.]

2, Bricklaying : A particular mode of dis-

posing bricks iu a wall so as to tie and break
Joint The English bond has courses of

headers alternating with courses of stretchers.
In the Flevtish bond each course has stretchers
and headers alternately. In the figure a is a

header ; b, a stretcher ; c, a bond of hoop-
iron ; d, a timber-bond

3. Roofing : The distance which the tail of
a shingle or slate overlaps the head of the
second course below. A slate 27 inches long,
and having a margin of 12 inches gage ex-

posed to the weather, will have 3 inches oond,
or lap. The excess over twice the gage is the
bond

4. Carp. : Tie-timbers placed in the walls of
a building, as bond-timbers, lintels, and wall-
plates.

5. Chem. : A graphic representation of the
method in which the atomicity of an element
in a molecule is satisfied by combination with
another element, or elements, according to
their atomicity. Thus a monad is represented
as having one bond, a dyad as having two, a
triad three, and a tetrad four. These are repre-

sented by straight lines connecting the atoms

;

thus, H—CI, H- -O-H, N^H, h>C<
(Example, Fovme's Inorganic Chemistry, 12th
ed, p. 258.)

6w Law : A written acknowledgment or
binding of a debt under seal. The person who
gives the bond is called the obligor, and he
to whom it is given the obligee. A bond is

called single when it does not contain a
penalty, and an obligation when it does. If

two or more persons bind themselves in a
bond jointly and severally, the obligee may
sue them jointly or single out any one of the
number ho pleases to sue ; but if they are
bound jointly, and not severally, he must sue
them jointly or not at all. Bonds of an im-
moral character are void at law. (Wharton.)
[Arbitration Bono, Covenant, Defea-
sance, Recognizance.]

B. As adjective

:

1. Ofpersons:

(1) In a state of slavery.
" And he caused all, both small and gnat, rich and

poor, free and bond, . .
."—Rev. xiii. 16.

(2) Under a legal "bond " [II. 6] or obliga-

tion.

2. Of things : Involving an obligation ; per-
taining to an obligation ; designed for the
printing of bonds.

bond-creditor, s. A creditor who is

secured by a bond. (Blacketone.)

bond-debt, s. A debt contracted under
the obligation of a bond.

bond-paper, s. A thin, uncalendered
paper made of superior stock, and used for

printing bonds and similar evidences of value.

bond-stone, s. [Eng. bond-stone. In Ger.
bindestein.] [Binders.]

bond-tenant, s.

Law: A copyholder or customary tenant.
In O. Ft. he was called a bondage. Generally
in the plural, bond-tenants (O. Fr. bondages).

* bond, pret. of v. [Bound, pret. ; Bind, v. J

{Chaucer (ed. Skeat): C. T., Group B., 634.)

bond, v.t [From bond, s. (q.v.).] To secure
payment by giving a bond for. Generally in

the past participle or participial adjective,

bonded (q.v.X

bond-age (age as Ig), s. [In O. Fr. bondage
= a bond-tenant (Kelham) ; Low Lat. bonda-
gium. But Skeat considers that it really

came from I eel. bondi = a husbandman, a
short form of buandi at a tiller of the soil,

from bua = to till. ]

la Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The state of being bound ; the state of
being under restraint or compulsion ; slavery,

captivity, imprisonment.
" For the Lord our God. he it U that brought us up

and our fathers out of the land of Egypt, from the
house of bondage, . . ,"

—

Joth. xxiv. 17.

(2) The state of being in political subjection.
" Think'Bt thou the mountain and the storm
Their hardy sons for bondage form?"

Heman* : Wallace's Invocation to Bruce.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) The state of being under the restraint of
fear or terror, love, or any other emotion.

" And deliver them who through fear of death were
all their lifetime subject to bondage."—Beb. ii. is.

" If she has a struggle for honour, she is in a bondage
to love ; which gives the story its turn that way. —
P9pe.

(2) The state of being bound by covenant or
other obligation.

" He must resolve by no means to be enslaved, and
brought under the bondage of observing ot ths, which
ought to vanish when they stand in competition with
eating and drinking, or taking money."

—

SovXh.

IX Old Eng. Law : Villeinage ; tenure of land
•n condition of rendering various menial ser-

vices to the feudal lord. In O. Scotch the
word in this sense is corrupted into bonnage.

bdnd'-ag-er (a as I), s. [Eng. bondagie),
-er.\ One bound to bondage service IBond-
AGE, II.]

* bon -day, a. [From bond (q.v.).]

bonday warkis, s. pi The time t
tenant or vassal is bound to work for the pro-
prietor.

"AU and haill the manias of Grenelaw. with the
Cayne peittls and bonday warkit ot the baronie of
Croceinlchaell, with dew services of the samene
barmiy."—Act* Ja. Vl„ 1617. ed. 1814. p. 571. (The
phrase occurs thrice in this act.) [Jamieton.)

* bonde, a. &s. [Bond.]

* bonde man, s. [Bondman.]

"bonde, 3. k a. [A.S. bonda = & proprietor,
a husbandman, a boor (Bosworth). From
I eel. bondi = a husbandman, a short form of
buandi = a tiller of the soil, from bua = to
till. It has no connection with bond, a., or
bind, v. (Skeat).']

A. As substantive

:

1. Originally

:

(1) Sing. : A husbandman, an individual
of the class described under (2) pi.

(2) Plur. (bonde not bondes): Bondsmen,
" villains," as opposed to the orders of barons
and burgesses.

" That baronus, burgeys, and bonde, and alls other
ournes." William of Palerne, 2,128.

^ On bonde manere : After the manner of a
bondman. Bonde is the genitive case.

" And me to selle on bonde manere."
Hoot. Manning of firunne, 6,762.

2. Subsequently : One in a state of slavish
dependence ; a serf, a slave.

"Bonde as a man or woman. 8ervmt\ terva."—
Prompt. Parv.

B. As adj. : Engaged in husbandry.
" Baronus and burgcis and bonde men also."

Pier* Plow., A., pro!. M
b6nd'-£d, pa. par. & a. [Bond, v.]

As participial adjective : Secured by bond.

% Bonded goods are goods left at the custom-
house in charge of the appropriate officers,

bonds being given for the duties leviable upon
them.

bonded warehouse, bonded ware-
house, s. A warehouse for storing bonded
goods.

* bon del, * bon-delle, s. [Bundle.]

* bon-den, pa. par. [Bound, Bounden.]
(William of Palerne, 2,238.)

bond -er, s. [Eng. bond ; -er.]

Masonry. Generally pi. (bonders): Binding-
stones. Stones which reach a considerable
distance into or entirely through a wall, for

the purpose of binding it together ; they are
principally used when the work is faced with
ashlar, and are inserted at intervals to tie it

more securely to the rough walling or backing.
[Perpent-stone, Through-stone.]

•bond -folk, *. [Eng. bond; folk.] Bond-
men and bondwomen, persons iu a state of

bondage.
"And furtberover. ther as the lawe sayth. that tem-

pore! goodes of bondfolk ben the goodee of hlr Lord."
—Chancer : The Pertonm Tale.

bond -hold er, s. [Eng. bond ; holder. 1 A
person holding a bond or bonds granted by a
private person or by a government, as, for in-

stance, by Turkey or Egypt
"There is nothing at stake in Egypt for either

nation except the bondholder!' chances of getting seven
per cent."—r»me*. May 12, 187«.

bond -Ing, pr. par., a.,&s. [Bond, v.]

A. & B. As present participle <& participial

adjective : In a sense corresponding to that of
the verb.

C. As substantive : The act or practice of
leaving goods under the charge of custom-
house officers, bond for the payment of the
duties leviable upon them being given,

% Inland bonding : The same system of
bonding extended to inland towns, so to
place them on an equality with ports as re-

boil, b6y; ptfut, JolW; cat. 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $hto; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^ist. ph = t.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -«lon = shun ; -t;ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, sious, -clous = shiis. -hie, -die, &c= bel, deu
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gards the entry of excisable goods. Its
author was Mr. NV. Gibb, a Manchester mer-
chant, who was born at Ayr, in 1800, and died
in 1873. He perseveriugly headed increasingly
large deputations to the Treasury and the Board
of Trade till the Inland Bonding Act was
passed. {Times, September 11, 1873.)

bonding-stones, s. pi. [Bonders.]

bond -less, a. [Eng. bond (1); -less.} Free
from bonds or restraint

* bond -ly, adv. [Eng. bond; -ly.] Under
bond, as a bondman.

"Such louds as they hold bondly of the lordshyp.*—
Paeton Letters, vol. il.. p. 1IL

bond -maid, ; [Eng. bond; maid.] A slave-

girL
** Or bond-maid at her master's gate."

.x-ott : Lord of the Itles, U. 26.

bond-man (1), bonde man, s. [A.3.
bonda = a husbandman ; Mceso-Goth. & Dan.
bonde = a peasant, from A.S. biian ; IceL bua
(pa. par. buandi, bondi); Ger. batten; Dut.
bouwen = to till. No connection with bind
(Skeat ; in Gloss, to Piers Plow.).] [Boob.]

"And as a bondman of his bacoun, hit berde was
bidraueled."—Langl. ; Fieri Plant., v. 1S4.

bond -man (2) ,
* bond manne, * boond

man, $.
' tEng. bond; man.) A man serving

as a slave, a serf.

" Both thy bondmen, and thy bondmaids, which
thou shalt nave, shall he of toe heathen that are
round about you ; of iheia shall ye buy bondmen and
bondmaid*."—Lev. xxv. 44,

bond man ship, s. [Eng. bondman; -ship.]

The state or condition of a bondman ; serf-

dom.
* bond-senope, s. [Eng. bond, and O. Eng.

schepe = suff. -skip.] The state or quality of
being bond, or in slavery.

" tiondechepe. ffativUas."—Prompt. Parw.

bond -ser-vant, s. [Eng. bond; servant.]

A servant not hired, but in slavery.
"... thou shalt not compel hint to serve a* a bond-

servant."—Lev. xxv. as.

bond ser-vice, s. [Eng. bond ; service.] The
service rendered by one who is in slavery.

"Upon those did Solomon levy a tribute of bond-
service."—\ King* ix. 21.

bond -slave, * bond -slaue, * bonde -

slane, s. [Eng. bond; slave.] A more em-
phatic term for a slave ; a servant who cannot
change his master or cease working.

" Lower than bwd-slavet t

'

Milton : Samton Agonistes.

bonds-man, s. [Eng. bonds ; man.]

1. The same as Bondman. A slave.

"... the great majority were purchased bondsmen,
. . ."—Macaulay : Bat. Eng.. ch xvi.

2. Law : One giving security for another ; a
surety. (Johnson. )

bond stone, s. [Bonder.]

bonds worn an, bond -wom-an, 5. [Eng.

bonds ; woman. ] A woman who is in slavery.

" My lord* the senators
Are sold for slaves, their wives for bonduoonwn."

Ben Jonson : Catiline, ii. L
bond -timber, s. [Eng. bond ; timber.]

Bricklaying : One put lengthwise into a
wall to bind the brickwork together, and. dis-
tribute the pressure of the superincumbent
weight more equally. It also affords hold for
the battens, which serve as a foundation for
interior finishing.

bon'-duc, s. [From Arab. bondog — K neck-
lace.]

Sot. : The specific name of a plant, Gvilan-
dina bonduc It belongs to the leguminous
order, and to the sub-order Csesalpinese. [Gui-
LaVNDINA.]

Bonduc nuts, Bonduc seeds, Nicker nuts, Grey
nicker nuts: The hard, beautifully-polished
seeds of Guilandina bonduc and bonducella.
They are strung into necklaces, bracelets,
rosaries, &c. They possess tonic and anti-

periodic properties, and are used in India
against intermittent fevers.

bond -worn an, t. [Eng. bond; womanJ
Die same as Bondswoman.

"The fugitive bond-woman wtth her son.'*

Milton : Paradise Regained, bk. il.

bone (1),
* boane, * boone, * ban (Fng.\

bane (Scotch), $. k a. [A. 8. ban ; O. 8. & Sw.
ben ; Dan. & Dut. been; IceL & Ger. bein.]

A. As substantive:

W Ordinary Language :

X. Literally:

(1) Sing.: In the same sense as 11.
t X. Physiol.

(q.v.).

(2) Plur. Spec.: The whole vertebrated
skeleton, or even the corpse.

" Let mo man move his bones. So they let his
bones alone, with the bones of the prophet that came
out of Samaria."—2 Kings xxlll. 18.

(8) Used of some animal substances, more
or less resembling true bone. [Whalebone.]

(4) Small pieces of wood used by builders,
Ac, for " setting out" work. [Boni no-stick.]

• (5) Used for the stalks or refuse of flax.

"Yourestremttbe achat he as a deed sparcte of bonys
(ether of herdis of flaxe)."— IVydife : /so*., i. SL
[Purvey.)

(6) A piece of whalebone used to stiffen
stays.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Plur. : Dice.
" And watch the box, for fear they should convey
False bones, and put upon me in the play

"

Brpdsm.

(2) (See 3.)

3. In special phrases :

(1) A bone of contention : Something which
incites to quarrel, as dogs often do about a
literal bone.

(2) A bone to pick : Something to occupy
one in an interesting way and keep him quiet,

as dogs become silent when they have ob-
tained a bone to gnaw.

% To have a bone to pick with any one is

to have a cause of quarrel with or complaint
against him.

(3) To be upon the bones : To attack.

(4) To get one's living out of the bones

:

Among lace-makers: To get one's living by
weaving bone-loot (q.v.). (Nares.)

(5) To make bones : To hesitate. The meta-
phor is taken from the idea of wasting time in
picking bones. (Skeat.)
" When mercers make more bones to swere and lye,"

Geo. Gaecoyne, 1,087.

(6) To make no bones : To swallow whole,
not to scruple about doing something.

II. Technically:

X. Physiol. : A hard, dense, opaque sub-
stance used as the internal framework of man,
the vertebrate and some cephalopoda, and as
the external covering of several classes of
animals. It is composed partly of an organic
or animal, and partly of an inorganic or earthy
material. In a child the earthy material is

a trifle under half the weight of the bone,
in an adult four-fifths, and in an old person
seven-eighths. The animal part of bone con-
sists of cartilage, with vessels, medullary
membrane, and fat. Three hours' boiling will
convert it into gelatine. The animal part
consists of phosphate and carbonate of lime,
with smaller portions of phosphate and car-
bonate of magnesia. The outer portion of a
bone is in general compact and strong, the
interior reticular, spongy, or cancellated, that
is, having spaces or cells called cancelli com-
municating freely with each other. [Can-
celli.] The hard surface of bone is covered
by a firm, tough membrane called the perios-

teum. (Periosteum. 1 In the compact tissue
are vascular canals called Haversian Canals
[Haversian.] There are in bone pores coalesc-
ing into a lacuna beneath. It has blood-
vessels and nerves. Bones may be classified

into Long, Short, Flat, and Irregular. (See
Todd d> Bowman's Physiol. Anal., vol. L, ch. v.,

p. 103.) A long bone is divided into a shaft or
central part and two extremities. (Ibid.)

There are 198 bones in the fully developed
human skeleton.

2. Chem. : Bones consist partly of animal
and partly of earthy matter. The former is

called ossein (q.v.). It yields gelatine on
being boiled. The composition of human
bones, as analyzed by Berzelius, is—
Animal matter soluble by boiling . 32*17
Vascular substance . . 1 13
Calcium phosphate, with a little

calcium fluoride . . , W04
Calcium carbonate .... 11*30
Magnesium phosphate . . 1*16

Soda, with a little common salt . 1.20

100-00

In the other vertebrates the proportions are
slightly different.

3. Pakeont. : Excepting teeth, no part of a
vertebrated animal is more indestructible than
bones, and these are so correlated to the teeth,
digestive organs, external covering, ic, that
in many cases the finding of a single bone
will enable a skilled anatomist to reconstruct
the whole animal.

4. Music. Pi. (Bones): Four pieces of bone
taken from the ribs of horses or oxen, and
struck together for the purpose of marking
time in accompaniment to the voice or an
instrument. Sometimes only two liones are
used, or in lieu of these two small wooden
maces. The instrument is probably of African
origin. It existed in Egypt as far back as the
Theban era. Negro minstrels still patronise
it. Country people call such bones knicky-
knackers (q.v.). (Stainer £ Barrett.)

" Lets have the tongs and the bones." — Shakesp.

:

Mid, Sights Dr^ Iv. 1_

*5. Weaving : A kind of bobbins made of
troller bones for weaving bonelace (q.v.X
(Johnson.)

6. Art : Bones are used in many of the arts.

See the example.
" Mechanically considered, the uses of bone are for

turning, inlaying, handles of knives and tools, billiard
balls, scales, etc The tern* include* the ordinary
bones of the body, and also the tuaks and teeth of the
elephant, hippopotamus, walrus, and whale. Bone is

also, when deprived of its anima! matters by distilla-
tion, used as a defecating, bleaching, and filtering

material in the treatment of sirups and distilled
liquors, and in the purification of water. Bonr-><l.irk

is also used as a pigment in making printer's ink.
Bone, while yet fresh, is used by pastry-cooks to pre-
pare a dear and rigid jelly. Bone is used by steel-

workers as a carbon In the hardening of steel Whale-
bone (so called) is not ibone, but partakes uf the nature
of horn. Bone is used by husbandmen aa a manure.
Bonos blanched in an open fire, removing the carbon,
yield a powder which is used in making the cupels of
the aasayer, in making phosphorus, and as a polishing
material."—Knight: Pratt. Diet. Mechan.

B. As adjective : Of or belonging to bone.

with four precious stanis, and a chenve of gold
Coll. Inventories {A. lata), p. 12. (Jamieton.)

C. In compos. : Hade of bones, in the bones,
containing bones, or in any other way per-
taining to bones. (See the compounds.)

bone-ace, s.

Card-playing: A game at cards in which he
who has the highest card turned up to him
wins the " bone," ic, half the stake.

bone-ache, * bone ach, *. An ache or

pain la one or more of the bones, specially

one produced by syphilis.

"... incurable bone-ache."—Shakesp. .- TV, & Crest.,

V. I.

bone-ash, s. [Eng. bone ; and ash.]

Commerce : Ash made of calcined bones.
It consists chiefly of tricalcic phosphate
WrfPOtW, mixed with about one-fourth its

weight of magnesium phosphate and calcic

carbonate.

bone-bed, Axmouth bone-bed, *.

Geol. : A dark-coloured bed, so called from
the remains of saurians and fishes with which
it abounds. It is seen at Axmouth in Devon-
shire, and in the cliffs of Westbury and Aust
in Gloucestershire. It was formerly supposed
to be the lowest stratum of the Lias, but Sir

Philip Egerton showed, from the character of

the fish remains, that it was really referable to

the Upper Trias. Its characteristic fishes are

Acrodus, HyboduSjGyrolepis, andSaurichthys.

bone-black,*.
Contm, : Animal charcoal. It is obtained by

charring bones. It contains about 10 per cent.

of finely divided carbon disseminated through
the porous phosphate of calcium. It has the

power of absorbinggases, removing the colour-

ing matter and alkaloids, etc., from their solu-

tions. It is used to disinfect ulcers, &c, also

to decolourize sugar and other organic sub-

stances ; its properties can be restored by
heating it to redness in closed vessels. If

treated with dilute hydrochloric acid, HC1, for

two days the mineral matters are removed,
and a black pulverulent substance U obtained,

which has been used, as an antidote in cases 01

poisoning with vegetable alkaloids.

1f Among the volatile products obtained

when bones are calcined in close vessels is a
peculiar oil, which is burned in lamps in close

chambers ; while the soot which accumulates

on the sides is collected and forms the pig-

ment known, according to quality, as bone-

black or ivory-black.

fate. Hit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pftt*

or wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, m, oa = e ; ey = a. qu = kw*
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Bone-black cleaning apparatus : A device for

purifying, screening, and cooling bone-black

after treatment in the revivifying retort.

Bone-black cooler: An apparatus for cooling

animal charcoal after its removal from the

furnace.

Bone-black furnace : A form of furnace for

revivifying bone-black.

Bone-black kiln : A chamber or retort

mounted in a furnace for re-burning bone-

black to remove impurities with which it has
become saturated or impregnated during its

use as a defecator and filtering material.

bone - breaker, s. [Eng. bone; and
breaker. In Ger. beinbrecher.)

1. Gen. : A person who or a thing which
breaks bones.'

2. Spec. : A name for the sea-eagle, osprey,
or fishing-hawk, Fandion halUictus.

bone-breccia, s. [Breccia.]

Geol : An admixture of fragments of lime-

stone and bones cemented together into a
hard rock by a reddish ochreous cement.

bone-brown, s.

Painting: A brown pigment made by roast-

ing bone or ivory till it assumes a brown hue.

bone-dust, s. Bones ground into dust to
be made into manure.

bone-earth, s. The earthy residuum left

after bones have been calcined. It is also
called bontyash. It consists chiefly of tri-

calcic phosphate, mixed with about one-
fourth its weight of magtiesic phosphate and
calcic carbonate.

"As the phosphate of lime is the same as bone-
earth."—Toad <* Bowman: Physiol. Anat., vol i., ch.
t, p. 40.

bone-elevator, s.

Surgery: A lever for raising a depressed
portion of bone, as, for instance, a part of the
cranium.

bone -grease (Eng.), bane -grease
(Scotch), s. The oily substance produced from
bones which are bruised and stewed on a slow
Are. (Jamicson.)

bone manure, s-. Manure made of bones.

bone-mill, *. A mill for grinding bones
for making either manure or bone-black.
Bone-grinding is effected by passing the bones
through a series of toothed rollers arranged in

pairs, the rollers being toothed or serrated in

different degrees of fineness, and riddles are
provided for sifting the bones into sizes, and
they are then sold as inch, three-quarters,
half-men, and dust.

bone oil, bone oil, a

Comm. : An oil called also Dlppel's Oil

(Oleum animal* ZHppelii), obtained by the dry
distillation of bones and other animal matter.
It contains the following organic tertian'

bases : Pyridine, C5H5N ; Picoline, CgH7N ;

Lutidine, C7H9N ; Collidine, C8HnN ; Parvo-
line, C9H1SN ; Coridine, Cj H15N ; Rubtdine,
CuHuN ; and Viridine, C; 2H 19N. Some of
these oases have been obtained synthetically

;

the more important will be hereafter de-
scribed.

bone - seed, *. The Osteospermum, a
genus of plants belonging to toe order As-
teracese (Composites).

bone-spavin, t,

Farr. : A bony excrescence or hard swelling
on the inside of the back of a horse's leg.

bone-spirit, «. A spirit or spirituous
liquor made from bone.

* bone (2), s. [I eel. M» = a prayer.] [Boon.]
Prayer.

"
. . nad sche ther noght of bure bone fulich y-

niad an ende.'—Sir Ftrumo. (ed. Herrtage), 3,69a.

bone (3), s. The same as bane (q.v.).

*bone, a. [From Fr. bon = good.] Good.
'Tor be shall loke 011 ouje lorde with a bone cbere."
Ear. Mng. Allit. Poem* (ed. Murris); Cleanness, Is.

bone (1), vX [From bone (1), s. (q.v.).]

1. To take out bones from, to deprive of
bone.

2. To furnish with strips of whalebone for
stiffening.

3. To seize, to take, to steal. (Slang.)

* bone (2), v.t. [Boon.] To pray, beseech.
" Let faderr ic the bone.

Ormulum, 5.213.

* bone-chi*/, bon-chcif, * bon chef, s.

5

From Ft. bon = good ; and che/= head, chief,

eader. Bonchief is opposed to mischief. J

Either gaiety or innocence and purity.
" That al watx blis and bonchef, that broke hem

bitweue and wynue."—&'r flaw, and the Or. Jtn., lT6t

boned, pa. par. & a. [Bone (1), «.]

A. As past participle : In senses correspond-
ing to those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective : Possessed of
bones of a particular character or dimensions,
specially in composition, as big-boned.

" Marcus, we are but shrubs, no cedars we

:

No big-boned men. frani'd of the Cyclops size."
Skakesp. : Titus Andron, iv. a

* bone-hostel, * bone hostel, s. A lodging.

"Now, 'bone hottel,' cothe the burne . .
."

tfaw. and the Greet* Knight, 77*.

bone Ing, pr. par., a., & a [Boning.]

boneing-rods, s. pi. [Boninq-rods.]

bone'-lace, a [Eng. bone; and lace, the

bobbins with which lace is woven being fre-

quently made of bones.] Flaxen lace, such as
women wear on their linen.

" The things you follow, and make songs on now,
should be sent to knit, or sit down to bobbins or
bonelaoe."— Tatter.

bone'less, a. [Eng. bone ; and suffix -less =
without. In Ger. beinlos.] Without a bone
or bones.

" ... hi* boneless gums."—Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. 7.

bon-el'-li-a, «. [From BoneUi, named by
Rolando, in 1822, after an Italian naturalist.]

Zool. : A genus of radiated animals belong-
ing to the class Echinodermata, the order
Holothuroidea, and the sub-order Pneumono-
phora. The body is oval, and there is a long
proboscis formed of a folded fleshy plate, sus-

ceptible of great elongation, and forked at its

extremity. Bonellia viridis is found in the
Mediterranean.

* bo'-nen, v.L [Bone, *.]

*b6n'-Sn, a. [A.S. &due?i = bony.] Made of
bone.

" Bynde thine tonge with bonene waL"
Proverbs 0/ Bendyng, 18.

* boner. * bon-eyre, * bon-ayre, a.

[From Fr. debonnairt = gentle, easy.] Com-
plaisant.

" He telleth a tale of the Patrlarke of Constanti-
nople, that be should be boner and buxom to the
bishop of Kome."—Jewel; Def. of the Apologia, p. 688.

* bon-er-nesse, $. [Boner.] Mildness,
gentleness.

"In spirit of bonemette or inyldeiiesse."— Wycliffe :

1 Cor., iv. SL

* bon-er'-te', a [O. Eng. boner, and suffix

•te. Akin to Fr. bonheur = liappiness, fe-

licity.] Goodness.
" He calde me to his bonerti."

Bar. Mng. Allit. Poem* (ed. Morris) ; Pearl, 762.

bones, «. pi. [Bone (1), II. 4.]

bone'-S<5t, s. [Eng. bone; set.] Two plants—
(1) Symphytum officinale, (2) Eupatorium per-

foliatum,

t bone -s6t. r.i. [Eng. bone ; set, v.]' To set

a dislocated bone.

bone'-set-ter, s. [Eng. bone; setter; from
set = to place.] One who sets bones broken
or out of joint.

"At present my desire is to hare a good bonetetter.

"

Jienham,

bone -set-ting, 2*r. par., a., & s. [Eng. bone

;

setting.] [Boneset, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & participial adj. : In
a sense corresponding to that of the verb.

C. As substantive : The act or process of

setting bones broken or out of joint.

" A fractured leg set in the country by oue pretend-
ing to boneset ting."— Wiseman : Surgery.

* bon -et, s. [Bonnet.] (Barbour : The Bruce,
ix. 506.) (Scotch.)

* bon'-ett, * bonet, s. [Bonnet (2).]

* bdn-et'-ta, s. iBonito.]

Zool. : The same as Bonito (q. v.).

'* Sharks, dolphins, bonetta*. alblcores, and other
t*9vtyrants."-.sir T. Berbert : Trav.. p. 39.

EONGRACE.

* bone worke, s. &. o. [Eng. bone ; work.)

A. As substantive : Work by means of bone,
i.e., by bone bobbins.

B. -4s adjective : Worked by means of bone.
"Thomas Wyat had on a shirt of maile. and on his

head a fair* hat of veluet. with broad Umeworke lace
about it."—Stowe : Queen Mary, an. 1&51.

* bon-eyre, s. [Boner.]

bSn'-fire, bone'-fire (Eng.), bane'-fire,
(Scotch), s. [Eng. bone, and fire. Skeat con-

siders the reference to be to the burning of
saints' relics in the time of Henry VIII.] A
large fire lit up in the open air, on occasion of

some public rejoicing.
" Before midnight all the heights of Antrim and

Down were blazing with bonfire* "—Maeaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xvi.

* bon-grace, *.

[Fr. bonne grace =
the head-curtain
of a bed, a bon-
grace.]

I. Ordinary Lan-
guage:

* 1. A forehead
cloth or covering
for the head. A
kind of vail at-

tached to a hood.
(Skinner.)

" I have seen her beset all over with emeralds and
pearls, ranged in rows about her caul, her peruke, her
bongrace, and cbaplet."—Hakewttl . On Providence.

" As you may perceive by his batter'd bon-graes,

that film of a deini-castor."—Cleveland (1687), p. 81.

* 2. A large bonnet worn by females.

(Jamicson.)
" Her dark elf-locks shot out like the snakes of the

gorgon, between an old-faehioned bonnet called a *©»••

grace''—Scott : Oay Mannering, ch. iii.

"The want of the screen, which was drawn over the

head like a veil, she supplied by a bon-grace, as she

called it; a large straw bonnet, like those worn by
the English maidens when labouring in the fields."—

Scott : Heart of Mid-Loth., ch. xiviii.

II, Naut. : A bow-grace or junk-fender.

bongrace-moss, s. A moss, Splachnum
rubrum. (Nemnich.)

* bon-gre', adv. [From Ff. bon — good, and
gre m will, pleasure, from O. Fr. gret » will

;

Lat. gratus= pleasing.] Agreeably to, will-

ingly.

"The had bowed to his bode, bongre my hyure."
Ear. Eng. Allit. Poems (ed. Morris) ; Patience, H.

bd-ni', plur. masc. of a. [Plur. raasc. of Lai
bonus, a. = good.] Good.

Boni Homines, s. [Lat. = good men.}

Ch, Hist. : A name given in France to a
Paulician Christian sect called Los-Boa
Homos, also Albigenses, Bulgarians, PubU-
cani, and in Italy Paterini, Cathari, and Gazari.

[Bulgarians, Paulicians.] (Mosheim: Ch.

Hist., cent, xi., pt. ii., ch. v., § 2, 3.)

* bon -I, a [Bonny.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bon i-bell, s. [Bonnybell.]

bon ie, n. [Bonny.] (Scotch.)

bon- i face, s. [See def] A term applied
to a publican or innkeeper, from the name of
the landlord in Farquhar's Beautf Stratagem.

t bdn'-i-form, a. [From Lat. bonus, -a, -tun
= good ; and forma = shape.] Of a good
shape ; of a good nature or character.

" Knowledge and truth may likewise both be said to
be boniform things, and of kin to the chief good, but
neither of them to be that chief good itself."—Cud-
worth : Intellectual System, p. 204.

*bon'-I-fy, *bon'-I-fie, v.t [From Lat
bonus good ; and facio = to make.] To make
good, to convert into what is good.

" This must be acknowledged to be the greatest of
all arts, to bonsJLe evils, or tincture them with good."—
Cudworth.

* bon i-lasse, s. [Bonnilasse.]

bon -Ing, bone -Ing, pr. par. <fc s. [Boni, v.t]

L Ordinary Language:

A. As present participle : In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B. As substantive : The act of depriving of
bones ; the state of being so deprived of bones,

IX Technically:

1. Surveying: The operation oflevelling by
means of the eye.

boll, bo$; po\it, jowl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: Bin, as; expect, yenophon, cspsU -ing.

-elan, -tiaa -- shan. -tlon, -sion -shun; -(ion, -sion --zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous= shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, deL
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2. Carp, dk Masonry : The act or operation
of placing two straight edges on an object,
and sighting on their upper edge to see if they
range. If they do not, the surface is said to
fc« iu wind. (Knight.)

boning, boneing, or borning rod, s.

The same as boning-stick (q.v.).

boning stick, i. A stick with a head
like the letter T, designed to indicate a level
for work or construction. A number of such
sticks over a site indicate a certain level for
the tops of base pieces or foundation blocks.

bonitarian, b6n'-i-ta-ry, o. [From
bonitas, in Class. Lat. = goodness, in Low
Lat. = an exacted gift, benevolence, or gra-
tuity.] Noting beneficial ownership, without
legal title.

bon-i-td, s. [In Ger. bonit; from Sp. bonUo

;

Arab, baynis = a bonito.]

Ichthyol. : A fish, Thynnus pelamys. It be-
longs to the family of Scombendse (Mackerels),
and is nearly allied to the Tunny. It is found
in the Mediterranean, and is a great foe to
the ftying-flsh.

^1 The Belted Bonito, Pelamys sarda.

The Plain Bonito, Alexis vulgaris.

* bdn'-I-tyv s. [Lat. bonitas.] Goodness.
" We have referred the Inquiry concerning God,

Unity, Sanity, Angels and Spirits to Natural Theo-
logy. '—Boom : Advanc. o/ Learning.

• bonk, • borike, $. [The same as bank
(q.v.). (0. Eng. & 0. Scotch.).] A bank, a
height.

" And al the large felldia, bonk and bus."
Doug. : Virgil, 3S5, 11

" And bowed to the hygh bonk . .
.**

Mar. Eng. AltU. Poem* led. Morris): The Deluge, 879.

* bon-ker, s. & a. [Bunker.] (Scotch.) (Bal-
four: Pract., p. 235.)

bon nage, s. [Bondaoe.] (Scotch.)

'bon nail lie. bon nal ly, bon- ail-ie,
* boai-al ais, s. [Corrupted from Fr. bon
aUez.] A cup drunk with a friend, when one
is about to part with him, as expressive of
one's wishing him a prosperous journey.
(Scotch.)

" BonalaU drunk rycht gladly in a moroir

;

6yn leiffthai tuk, and with Sanct Jhon to borow."
Wallace, ix. 4&, MS. (Jamiemm.)

• bon-nar, s. [Low Lat. bonnarium = a cer-
tain measure of land ; Ft. bonnier de terre

(Du Cange); bonna= a boundary ; a limit.] A
bond.

" And took three rigs o' braw land.
And put myself under a bonnar.

Jamieeon : Popular Ball., i. 811

bonne, a. & s. [Fr., fern, of adj. bon m good.]

A. As adj. : Good.

B, As subst. : A French nurse.

bonne bouche (pron. bush), s. [Fr.
tonne = good ; and bouche = mouth, eating.]
A tit-bit

bon net (1), * bon nette, * bon -et (Eng.),
bon-net, * bon at (Scotch), s. & a. [Fr.
bonnet ; Prov. boneta ,* Sp. & Port, bonete.
Originally, about A.D. 1300, it signified a
stuff. Skeat thinks that it may be connected
with Hindust. banat = woollen cloth, broad
cloth, but nothing is known of its ultimate
history.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. In England : A head-dress for men
worn before the introduction of hats. It is

what is now called a cap, and was in use in

England as well as Scotland.
" I prithee now, my son.
Go to them, with this bonnet in thy band."

Shakttp. : Coriolanut, ill. 1
" Next. Camufl. reverend aire, went footing alow,
Hii mantle hairy, and his bonnet sedge.

MOton: Lycida*.

2. In Scotland : The head-dress of boys and
of some men of humbler rank, specially in the
Highlands.

"
. . .all the hllle round Dunkeld were alive with

bonnet* Ami plaids."—Macaulay : Hut. Eng., ch. xiii.

% (1) To Jill one's bonnet : To be equal to
one in any respect. (Scotch.)

" May every archer strive to fill
BU bonnet, and observe

The pattern he has set with skill,

And praise like him deserve."
Poem* on the Company of Archer*, p. 88.

mentioned in Exodus

(2) To rive the bonnet of another : To excel
him in whatever respect. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

3. A head-dress for women, the portion
covering the back of the head, cylindrical or
hat-shaped, that in front expanding into a
funnel-like projection.

3X Technically;

1. Scripture:

(1) The "bonnets
xxix. 9 ; Leviticus
viii. 13, Ac., Heb.
nyjjp (migbaah),

are the round mi-
tres of ordinary
Jewish priests, as
distinguished from
the npjapp (mitz-

nepheth), or head-
dress like half an
egg in shape worn
by the high priest.

"And Hoses brought Aaron's sons, and put coats
upon them, and girded them with girdles, and put
bonnet* upon them ; as the Lord commanded Hoses."—Lee. viii. is.

% The same word is translated mitre in
Exod. xzviii. 4, 39, &c, and diadem in Ezek.
xxi. 26 ; in the last passage it is worn by a
king.

(2) Another kind of headdress T>*9 (peer),

is believed by Gesenius to have been shaped
like a tiara (Ezek. xxiv. 17, 23). It was worn
by priests (Exod. xxxix. 28), by bridegrooms
(Isaiah lxi. 10), and married men (Ezek. xxiv.

17), as well as by women (Isa. Hi. 20).

"The bonnet*, and the ornaments of the legs, and
the head-bands, and the tablets, and the earrings."- -

Jeaiah Ui. SO.

2. Her. : The velvet cap within a coronet.

3. Fortif. : A portion of a parapet elevated
to a traverse to intercept enfilade fire.

4. Machinery:

(1) A cast-iron plate covering the openings
in the valve-chamber of a pump, and remov-
able for the examination and repair of the
valve and seat.

(2) A metallic canopy or projection, as of a
fireplace or chimney ; a cowl, or wind-cap ; a
hood for ventilation ; the smoke-pipe on a
railway-car roof, or anything similar.

(3) The dome-shaped wire spark-arresting
cover of a locomotive chimney.

(4) A sliding lid for a hole in an iron pipe.

B. As adjective : Having a bonnet, or in
any way pertaining to a bonnet.

bonnet a pretre, s. [French = a
priest's cap.]

Fortif. : A double redan. [Redan.]

bonnet fieuk , s.

Ichthyol. : A name given in Scotland to a
fish, Rhombus vulgaris. It is called also Brill,

Pearl, and Mouse-dab. (NeiU : List of Fishes,

p. 12. YarreU: Brit. Fishes, Ac.)

bonnet-laird, bannet laird, & A
laird or landed proprietor accustomed to wear
a bonnet like a man of the humbler classes ;

in other words, a petty laird. A person of
this description, as a rule, cultivates his own
fields instead of letting them out to tenant-
farmers. He is sometimes called a cock-laird.

(Scotch.)
" I was unwilling to say a word about it, till I had

secured- the ground, for it belonged to auld Johnnie
Howie, a bonn-t -laird here hard by, and many a com-
muning we had before he and I could agree. '—Scott:
Antiquary, ch. iv.

bonnet limpet, «.

Zoology

:

1. The English name of Pileopsis, a genus
of gasteropodous molluscs belonging to the
family Calyptraeidee. They are so called from
their resemblance to a " bonnet " or cap.

2. In the plural

:

(1) The plural of the above.

(2) The designation of the family of molluscs
called Calyptrseidse. [

C

a lyptra;"i dm. ]

bonnet-popper, s.

Bot. : A species of Capsicum, the fruits of
which, which are very fleshy, have a depressed
form like a Scotch bonnet. In Jamaica it is

esteemed more than any other Capsicum.
[Capsicum, Pepper.]

bonnet-piece, s. [Eng. bonnet, and piece. ]

A coin resembling a bonnet in shape. It wsb
a gold coin from the mint of James V., and

derived its name from the fact that the king
was represented upon it wearing a bonnet.

" Hy purse, with bonnet-piece* store.
To him will swim a bowshot o'et.

And loose a shallop from the shore."
Scott : Lady of the Lake, vt JS.

bonnet-pressing, a. Pressing or do.
Signed to press a bonnet whilst the latter is in

process of manufacture.

Bonnet-pressing machine : A machine by
which bonnets while on the forming-block are
presented to the flat or presser.

bonnet shaping, a. Shaping or do*
signed to shape a woman's bonnet.

Bonnet-shaping machine : A machine by
which a partially-shaped bonnet is pressed
down upon a facing-block to give ft a proper
shape. One die has the exterior and the
other the interior shape. One is usually
heated to dry the bonnet and make it rigid
in its acquired form. The principle is the
same as in the hatsmachine.

bon net (2), bon - ette (O. pi. bonettez), «.

[Fr. bonnette, same meaning as dec*. (q,<t.);

from Fr. bonnet = bonnet (q.v.).]

Naut. : An addi-
tional part made to
fasten with latch-
ings to the foot of
the sails of small
vessels with one
mast, in moderate
winds. It is exactly
similar to the foot
of the sail it is in-

tended for. Such
additions are com-
monly one-third of
the depth of the wwmft
sails they belong to.

bonnet.

(Falconer.)
" Bet oonettes one brede, bettrede hatches."

Morte Arthure, S,«H

+ bon -net, v.i. & i. [From bonnet, s. (1)

(q.v.).]

A* Trans. : To knock a man's hat over his

eyes.

* B. Intrans. : To take off the "bonnet"
or cap in courtesy to a person, to a group of

people, &c. (Chiefly Scotch.)

". . . those who having been courteous and supple
to the people, bonnetted, without any further deed to
heave them at all into their estimation and report.

-—
Shaketp. : Coriot., iL %.

bon -net ed, pa. par. & a. [Bonnet, v.]

A. As past participle : (See the verb.)

B. As participial adjective : Wearing at the
moment, or accustomed to wear, a " bonnet"
or cap.

" When her bonneted chieftains to victory crowd.
Campbell: LockieC* Warning

* bon nette, s. [Bonnet.]

bon'-ney, s. [Etymology doubtful.]

Mining : An isolated bed of ore.

* bon -nie, a. [Bonny. ] (Scotch.)

* bdn'-ni-en, v. [Ban, v.] (Layamon.)

bon ni-lass, - bon -ni lasse, * bon'-I-

lasse, s. [O. Eng. bonie = bonny, pretty;
Fr. bonne (Bonnybell) ; and O. Eng. or Scotch
lass = a gixL ] A pretty girl, with or without
imputation on her character.

" Their goynge out of Britanye was to be come
honest Christen mennys wyues, and not to go on pyl-

grymage to Rome, and so become byshoppes bonilatset

or pre»tes playeferes."—Bale: Knglith \ otariet, pt. t
" As the bonilaue passed by.

Hey, ho, bon timer i

"

Spenter l Shep. Coll., vtl
" Homely spoken for a fair maid or bonnitatte. "-M.

K. on Spenter* Pastoral*.

bon ni ly, bon ni-lie, adv. [O Eng.
bonni(e); -ly.]

1. Beautifully ; finely ; handsomely.
" But may ye flourish like a lily,

Ho-mbonnUiel'
Burnt: On a Scotch Bard.

2. Gaily.

3. Plumply.

bon ni ncss, * bon -y ness, s. [Eng.

bonny; -Ties*.]

1. Beauty, handsomeness. (Johnson.)

2. Plumpness. (Johnson.)

3. Gaiety. (Johnson.)

bon ni vo-chil, s. [Gael. bunebhuachaU
(bh being sounded v). Possibly from buana =

fit*, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf* work, who, sin ; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », m = e. ey a. qu = kw.
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a hewer, and buaice= a wave. ] The name
given in the western islands of Scotland to a
bird, the Great Northern Diver (Colymbus
glacialis).

"The Bonnieochil, so called by the native*, and by
the seamen Bishop and Carrara, as big as a goose,

having a white spot on the breast, and tne rest party-

coloured | it seldom flies, but la exceeding quick in

diving."—Martin: West. 111., p. T«.

bonnock, s. [Bannock.] A kind of thick

cake of bread ; a small jannock or loaf made
of oatmeal. (Scotch, chiefly Ayrshire.) (Glass,

to Burns.)
" Tell yon guid bluid o' auld Boconnock's,

I'll be his debt twa mashlum bonnocks.'
Burns ; Earnest Cry and Prayer.

t bon -ny (1), t bon'-nie, * bon'-ie (Eng.),

bon ny, * bon ic, * bon y, * bdn'-jfe
(Scotch), a. [Of uncertain etyni., probably
ultimately from Fr. 6011, fern, bonne = good
(Bonnybell) ; the difficulty is to account for

the pronunciation of (o), but in Scotland
this is sometimes made long (0).]

I. Lit. : Beautiful
;
pretty. Used—

(1) Of a person.
". . . the same bonny young women tripping up

•nd down in the same (no, not the same) coquettish
bonnets."—De <iuincey : Works (2nd ed. ), 1. 96.

" But, Norman, how wilt thou provide
A shelter for thy bonny bride V*

Scott : Lady of the Lake, lv. 3.

(2) Of a single feature of the human coun-
tenance or one part of the body.

We say that Shore** wife hath a pretty foot,

eye, a passing pleashi- *

Shaketp. : Richard

(3) Of one of the inferior animals, or any-

thing else deemed beautiful
" Even of the bonny beast he loved so well."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry VI., v. 2.

" Far from the bonnie banks of Ayr."
Burns : Song, ii.

J Often used ironically.

(1) The reverse of really beautiful ; beautiful
only as one speaks of a " beautiful" mess, or
ft "fine" uproar.

" Ye'll see the toun intill a bonny steer."
Ross : Helenore, p. Mi

(2) Plump. (Colloquial.) (Johnson.)

XL Figuratively

:

L Gay, merry, frolicsome, cheerful, blithe.
' Then sigh not so, but let them go,
And be you blithe and bonny.

"

Shaketp. : Much Ado, ii. 3. (Song.)

SL Precious, valuable. (Scotch.)

" And a bonny gift 111 gie to thee."
Border Minstrelsy, v 65. (Jamieson.)

bonny-die, bonny-dye, s. Beautiful
die. A term applied to money, as having
the influence of a gewgaw on the eye.

"
' Weel, wee!, glide e'en to ye—ye hae seen the last

(> me, and o' this btmny^tie too,' said Jenny, holding
between her fingeraud thumb a splendid silver dollar.
Scott : Old Mortality, ch. x.

bonny-wawlie, s. [Scotch bonny, and
wawlie. ] A toy ; a trinket. (Scotch.)

(1) Lit. : A daisy.

(2) Fig. : Anything beautiful.

". . . wi' a' the pictures and black velvet, and silver
bonny-tcawlies belonging to it, . . ."—Scott • Antiquary,
ch. xxix.

bon-ny-clab'-ber, * bon -ny -clab bore,
*. [Ir. bainne, &aine = milk, and claba =
thick.] Sour buttermilk ; milk that has stood
till it is sour.

*' We scorn, for want of talk, to Jabber
Of parties o'er our bonny -clabber." Svnft.

" The healths in usquebaugh, and bonny ctabbore."
Ford: Perk, Uarb.. lit 2.

H It is applied in America to the thick part
of milk which has turned or become sour.
(Goodrich & Porter.)

b6u'-ny^ (3), s. [Of uncertain etymology.]

Mining : A round or compact bed of ore
which communicates with no vein.

bon ny bell, bon I bell, s. [Fr. bonne,
t. of bon, adj. =a good, kind, and belle, f. of
beau, or bel, fern, belle = beautiful of form,
feature, &c] A pretty girl.

" I saw the bouncing, bellibone

;

Hey, ho, bonibeU t

"

Spenser : Shep. Col., VTL

"bo-no', portion of a, [Lat. bono, abl. neut of
fcom« = good.] [Cui BONO.]

Writ de bono et mah : [Lat. = writ concern-
ing good and evil. ]

Law: A writ of gaol delivery which was
issued for every prisoner individually. This
beiag found inconvenient, a general commis-

sion to try all prisoners has taken its place.
(Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv., ch. 19.)

1 Pro bono publico : For the public good,
for general use or enjoyment.

bon-OCh (cfc guttural), s. [Etymology doubt-
ful.] A binding to tie a cow's hind Tegs when
she is a-milking.

" You are one of Cow Meek's breed, you'll stand with-
out a b-.noch."—S. Pro*., Kelly, p. 371.

bon'-our, $. [Corrupted from Low Lat. bon-
narium, bonuarium = land defined by bound-
aries.] A bond (?).

" Yestreen I was wi' his Honour

;

I've taen three rigs of bra' land.
And hae bound mysel under a honour."

Sent ; Coll., ii. 190.

* bon -schawe, * bon -shawe, s. [From
O. Eng. bon= bone, and A. 8. sceor/a= itch (?). ]

0. Med. : A disease, sciatica.

" Bonschawe, sekenesse (bonshawe, P.) Tessedo,
sciasis." —Prompt. Parv.

bons -dorf-fite, *. [From Bonsdorf, their
discoverer. ]

Mineralogy

:

1. A variety of Oosite. (Brit. Mus. Cat.)

2. A variety of Fahlunite (Dana). It is a
hydrous Iolite, from Abo in Finland.

bon spicll, bon spell, «. [Of uncertain
origin and history. Dr. Murray thinks it may
be from Dut. * bondspel, from bond = verbond
= covenant, alliance, compact, and spel = play.]
A set match at any game. Specially—

1. A match at archery.

"That so many Inglisch men sould schott againes
thame at riveris, buttis, or prick bonnet. The king,
heiring of this bontpiell of his mother, was weill con-
tent"—Pit$cottie: Cron, p. 348.

2. A match at curling (q.v.),

"The grand bontpiel of the Curling Club comes off
to-morrow.'—Times, Feb. 251, XM5.

* bon-te', s. [Fr. bonti = goodness, good-
will.] What is useful or advantageous ; a
benefit.

" All new bonteis now appering amang ws ar cum-
myn only by thy industry. —Bell. : Cron., bk. xvii.,

Ch. 4.

bon -te-bok, s. [Dut. bont = pied, variegated,
and bok = goat.]

Zool. : Gazella pygarga, a species of antelope
found in South Africa.

bon -ten, *. [Etymology doubtful.]

Fabric : A narrow woollen stuff.

bon'-ti-a, ». [Named after James Bont, or
Boutins* a Dutch physician, who in 1658
published a Natural History of the East
Indies.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Myoporacea (Myoporads). Bontia daph-
noides is an ornamental shrub called the Bar-
badoes Wild-olive.

* bon' ty vas-nesse, s, [Boonteousnesse.]
(Prompt. Parv.)

* bon'-ty-vSse, a. [Bounteous.]

bon'-ure, adv. [Fr. bonheur = luckily, fortu-
nately.] Debonairly, politely. [Bonayre-
LYCHE.]

" Bere the boxumly and bonure . .
."

M'irtiom of Palerne, 332.

bon us, a. & *, [A purely Lat. word, bonus,
-a, -urn, adj. = good. There is no bonus

t
s., in

Class. Lat.]

A. As adj.; Good. [Bonus-henricus.]

B. As substantive

:

1. Commerce, Law, Banking, &c. : An extra
dividend paid to the shareholders of a joint-
stock company, or to those interested in any
other commercial undertaking, when the
finances are uuwontedly flourishing, and
beyond what they would otherwise receive
either as remuneration or profit.

"... and as to result the bonuses paid to existing
policy-holders have been somewhat small."—rime*,
City Article, Feb. 22nd. 1877.

2. A sum of money paid to the agent of a
company or to a master of a vessel, in addition
to his share in the profits.

3. A premium given for a loan, a charter, or
any other privilege.

bonus henricus,*. [Lat.= Good Henry.]
Bot. : A name for a plant, the Good King

Henry, Chenopodiura Bonus Henricus. ]

bon'-wort, s. [A.S. banwort: ban = bone,
aud wort = vegetable, plant. Probably called
from its being supposed to be useful in cases
of fractures or diseases of the bones.] A
name for the daisy, Bell is percnnis. (Archosol.,

xxx. 404.) (Britten £ Holland.)

bon -xle, s. [Probably Scandinavian.] A
Shetland name for a gull, the Common Skua,
Cataractes vulgaris.

"Sea-birds to include auk, bonxie, cornlsh chough
. .

."—Act for the Preservation of Sea-birds, passed
June 24, 1869.

bon'-y; a. [Eng. bon(e); -y.)

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit : Consisting of bones, full of bones.
"At the end of this hole Is a membrane, fastened to

a round bony limb, and stretched like the head of a
drum ; and therefore by anatomists called tympanum."—Ray.

2. Figuratively:
" Creak d from the bony lungs of death."

Langhorne, Fab. 11.

II. Technically

:

Bot. : Close and hard in texture, so as to
present a difficulty in the way of cutting it,

but with the fragments detached brittle. Ex-
ample, the stone of a peach.

bony-pikes, s. pi.

Ichthyol. : A recent fish-genus Lepidosteus,
of great interest from its being of the order
Ganoidea, of which nearly all tne species are
extinct. It belongs to the sub-order Holostea,
and the family Lepidosteidte (q.v.). Among
other peculiarities the Bony-pikes have the
antique pattern of heterocercal tail [Hetero-
cercal], so common in the Old Red Sandstone
period. They inhabit rivers and lakes in the
warmer parts of America, grow some of them
three feet in length, and are used for food.

* bon-ye, a. [Bonny.] (Scotch.)

* bon'-y-ness, s. [Bonniness.]

bdnze, 8. [In Port, bonzo; Fr. bonae, bonse.
Corrupted from Japanese busso = a pious
man.] The name given by the Portugese to
any member of the Buddhist priesthood In
Japan. Thence the name spread to the priests
of the same faith in China and the adjacent
regions.

bod, interj. & s. [Onomatopoeic]

A* As interj. : An expression of contempt
or aversion.

B. As subst. : The act or sound of hooting.

bod, v.i. [Boo, a]

1. To low like a cow.

2. To express contempt or aversion by hoot-
ing. (Sometimes used with an object as a
trans, verb.)

boo -by, s. & a. [Fr. boubie = a water-fowl

;

Sp. 6060 = a booby, a pelican ; a dunce, an
idiot; Russ. baba; Chin, poopi, boobi = the
lesser gannet. All these are swimming birds. ]

A. As substantive

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Ornith. : A name for a natatorial bird,

the Soland (i.e., Solent), or Channel-goose,
Sula bassana. It is -of the family Pelicanidse.
These birds are found, as their specific Latin
name imports, on the Bass Rock, in the Frith
of Forth. They exist also on the western coasts
of Britain, and in other places. They are
looked on as stupid in character. [Solakd-
ooose, Sola.]

(2) The Brown Gannet, Sula fnsca.

(3) Any other natatorial bird of similar form
and stupidity.

" We found on St Paul's only two kinds of blrda—
the booby and the noddy. The former is a species of

gannet. and the latter a tern."—Darwin ; Voyage
round the World (ed. 1870), ch. 1., p. 10.

2. Fig. : A stupid person, a fool, one desti-

tute of intellect.
" Then let the boobies stay at home."

Courper .* The Yearly Distress.

B. As adjective : Of an intellect so deficient

as to suggest the dull instincts of the birds
describedunder A. ; dull, stupid.

booby hatch, s.

Naut. : The covering of the scuttle-way or
small hatchway which leads to the forecastle

or forepeak of small sailing vessels.

booby-hut, s.

Vehicles : A sleigh with a hooded cover.

boll, boy ; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - £
-elan, -tian - shan. tion, -slon - shun ; tion, -slon - zhun. -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -hie, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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booby-hutch, s.

Vehicles : A roughly built covered carriage,
used i M some parts of England.

* booc, s. [Boose.] (Prompt. Pan.)

* booce, 5. [Boss.]

Bood dha. Bud dha, 5. [Pali booddho =
known, understood, possessing knowledge,
enlightened, wise ; Booddha =. the personage
described in this article. Sometimes the word
is spelled with one d, but this is erroneous,

Boodh in Sanscrit being = not the religious

teacher but the planet Mercury.]

1. Gen. : A man possessed of infinite or
infallible knowledge (Childers) ; a deified

religious teacher. There was said to be a
series of them, a number having come and
gone before Gautama, the personage described
under No. 2. When no Booddha is on earth,

the true religion gradually decays, but it

flourishes in pristine vigour when a new
Booddha is raised up. He is not, however,
entitled at once to that honourable appella-

tion, it is only after he has put forth arduous
exertions for the faith that he attains to
Booddhahood. Most of the Booddhas preced-
ing the personage described under No. 2 appear
to have been purely fabulous. His immediate
predecessor, Kasyapa or Kassapo, may have
been a real person.

"
. . Saky» Muni, who 1* usually looked upon a*

the founder of Buddhism ; but ao far from this being
the case Sakya Muni was the fourth Buddha of the
actual age or second division of the Kappa"—CW.
Syk*t in Jour. Atiat. Soc. (1841), vol. vi., p. 261.

2. Specially : A distinguished personage of
Aryan descent, whose father was king of
Kapilavastu, an old Hindoo kingdom at the
foot of the Nepaulese mountains, about 100
miles north of Benares : he was of the Sakhya
family, and the class of the Gautamas,
hence his distinguished son was often called

Sakhya Muni or Saint
Sakya, and Gautama or
Guadama. The Chinese
call him Fo, which is

the name Booddha
softened in the pro-
nunciation. The Aryan
invaders of India looked
down with contempt
upon the Turanian in-

habitants of that land,

and to keep their blood
nncontaminated devel-

oped the system of caste.

Booddha, whose human
sympathy was wide-
reaching, broke through
this old restraint, and
though he was himself
an Aryan, preached the
equality of races,

doctrine which the op-
pressed Turanians eagerly embraced. By the
common account he was born in B.C. 622, at-

tained to Booddhahood in 580, and died in 543,

or in the opinion of some in B.C. 477, and
other years than these, such as 400 B.C., or
even lower, have been contended for. Bood-
dha became deified by his admiring followers.

Those images pf an oriental god. made of
white marble, so frequently seen in English
museums and sven in private houses, are re-

presentations of Booddha.

Bood dha hood. Bud dha hood, s.

[Booddha ; and Eng. suffix -hood.] The state
of a Booddha.

Bood dha ship, Bud dha ship. s.

[Booddha ; and Eng. suffix -ship.] The degree
or condition of a Booddha.

Bood dhism. Bud -dhism, s. [Sansc. k
Pah Booddha (Booddha), and Eng. sun*, -ism.]

Thiol., PKil., & Hist.: The system of faith

introduced or reformed by Booddha. [Bood-
dha.] In its origin Booddhism was a reaction

against the caste pretensions of the Brahmans
and other Aryan [Aryan] invaders of India,

and was therefore eminently fitted to become,
as it for a long time was, the religion of the
vanquished Turanians [Turanian. 1 As might
have been anticipated, the equality of all

castes was, and is, one of its most fundamental
tenets. [Caste.] Another tenet is the deifi-

cation of men who, when raised to Booddha-
hood, are called Booddhas. Professors of the
faith enumerate about one hundred of these

personages, but practically confine their rever-

a FIGURE OF BOODDHA.

ence to about seven. Pre-eminent among these

stands Booddha himself. Personally, he never
claimed divine honours. It was his disciples

who first entitled him Sakya Muni, i.e., Saint

Sakya. (For other names, such as Gautama,

&C given to him, see Booddha.) As Gautama,
though adored as superhuman, is after all

confessedly only a deified hero, it has been
disputed whether his followers can be said

to admit a Supreme Intelligence, Governor of

this and all worlds. In philosophy, they
believe the universe to be maya, an illusion or

phantom. The later Brahinanista do the
same ; but in the opinion of Krishna Mohun,
Banergea, and others, these latter seem to

have borrowed the tenet from the Booddhists
rather than the Booddhists from them. Of
the six schools of Hindu philosophy, those
which Booddhism most closely approaches,
are the Sankhya philosophy of Kapila, and
the Toga philosophy of Patanjali. Booddhism
enjoins great tenderness to animal life. The
felicity at which its professors aim in the
future world is called Nirvana, or, more
accurately, Nibbanam. It has been disputed
whether this means annihilation or blissful

repose. Mr. Robt. Caesar Childers, in his

dictionary of the Pali language, uses strong
arguments in favour of the former view.

Booddhism was attended by an enormous
development of monasticism.

The language in which Gautama or Booddha
taught was the Magadhl or Pali, the language
of Magadha^iow called Bahar or Behar. [Pali.]

It was a Prakrit or Aryan vernacular of a pro-

vince, but has now been raised to the dignity

of the Booddhist sacred tongue throughout the
world. Gautama's followers believe that his

sayings were noted down in the Tripitaka,

or " Three Treasuries of Discipline, Doctrine,

and Metaphysics," which constituxe the Bood-
dhist scriptures. What their real age is has
been a matter of dispute ; the discovery by
General Cunningham, in 1874, of allusions to

them in the BharhiU Sculptures, which are of

date third century B.C., is in favour of their

genuineness and antiquity. [Booddhist
Architectore.] This work is in Pali; the
Sanscrit Booddhist books discovered by Brian
Hodgson in Nepaul are much more modern,
and present a corrupt form of Booddhism.

The first general council of the Booddhist
Church was held at Rajagriha, the capital of

the Magadha kingdom, in B.C. 543 ; the second
at Vesal (Allahabad [?], or a place near
Patna) about B.C. 443 or 377 (?), and a third at

Pataliputra (Gr. Palibothra = modern Patna),

on the Ganges, in B.C. 307 or 250. This
last one was called by Asoka, an emperor
ruling over a great part of India, who had
been converted to Booddhism, and is some-
times called the Constantine of that faith,

having established it as the state religion of

his wide realm. He sent missionaries into

Western, Central, and Southern India, and
also to Ceylon and to Pegu. Booddhism was
dominant in India for about 1,000 years after

its establishment by Asoka. Then, having
become corrupt and its vitality having de-

cayed, reviving Brahnianism prevailed over
it, and all out extinguished it on the
Indian continent, though a modification of it,

Jainism, still exists in Manvad and many
other parts. It has all along held its own,
however, in Ceylon. On losing continental

India, its missionaries transferred their

efforts to China, which they converted, and
which still remains Booddhist. The religion

of Gautama flourishes also in Thibet, Burmah,
and Japan, and is the great Turanian faith of

the modem as of the ancient world. [Bood-
dhists.]

The Rev. G. Smith points out resemblances
between Booddhism and Roman Catholicism
(these, it may be added, were first discovered
by the Jesuit missionaries, who were greatly

perplexed by them) :
" There is the monastery,

celibacy, the dress and caps of the priests,

the incense, the bells, the rosary of beads, the
lighted candles at the altar, the same intona-

tions in the services, the same ideas of pur-
gatory, the praying in an unknown tongue,
the offerings to departed spirits in the temple."
The closest similarity is in Lamaism, an am-
plification of Booddhism in Thibet. [Lama-
ism.] But most of the resemblances are
ceremonial ; there is no close similarity in

doctrine between the two faiths.

" There Is also something stronger than a presump-
tion of the existence of /ludUhitm previous to Sakya
Munis ministry. "—Col. Sgket in Jour. Atiat. Soc, vi.

Bood'-dhist, Bud -dhist, a. <£ $. [Same,
Eng., Ac., BooddMa), and Eng. suff. -ist.]

A. As adjective: Pertaining or relating to
Booddha or to Booddhism.

B. As substan. : One professing the Bood-
dhist faith. The Booddhists are not less than
from 350 to 455 millions in number, and con-
stitute between one-fourth and one-third of
the human race.

"Pall then ii the language of Magadha, In which
Gautama Buddha taught, and in which the sacred
scriptures of the Buddhists were originally written."—
Timet, Dec. 2, 1670.

Booddhist architecture, s.

Arch. : A style of architecture characteristic

of the Indian or other Booddhists. " There is

no known specimen of architecture in India,"
Mr. Fergusson says, " the date of which carries

os beyond the third century before Christ"
"When the curtain rises the architecture visible

Is Booddhist. In 250 B.C. the great emperor
Asoka introduced the first great era of Indian
architecture, that of the Booddhists proper.
Up till this time all erections had been wood ;

with him the use of stone commenced. He
engraved edicts, enjoining tenderness and hu-
manity to animals, on lots (pillars) [LatJ. in

Cuttack, Peshawur, and Surastra, in the
Dhun or Dhon, and other parts of the
Himalayas and in Thibet. He built innumer-
able topes (mounds). [Tope.] No built tem-
ples or monasteries of Booddhist origin have
come down to our times, if indeed any ever
existed ; but multitudes of rock-cut temples
and monasteries assembled in groups have
been found in Behar, Cuttack, the Bombay
presidency, and elsewhere. Those of Behar,
which are cut in granite, are the oldest, and
it is from btAar = a monastery, that Behar
itself is called. Those of Cuttack followed.

Those of the Bombay presidency, embracing
nine-tenths of the whole, were the last ; they
are cut in amygdaloidal trap. The Booddhist
architecture, though essentially independent,
yet showed a tinge of Greek influence. It

originated the Jaina system of architecture.
[Jaina Architecture.] (Fergusson.)

Bood -dhis tic. Bud dlus tic, Bood-
dhls'-tlc-al, Bud dhis -tlc-al, a. [Eng.
Booddhist; -ic, -al. ] The same as Booddhist,
a. (q.v.\

bood'-le (le as el), $. (Slang, U. 8.)

1. Crowd, lot,

" He would like to have the whole boodle of them
, , . with their wives and children shipwrecked on
a remote Island."—O. W.Bolmet: The Autocrat.

2. Money, or gain of any kind, obtained

fraudulently in the public service.

3. Counterfeit coin.

boo-It, s [Bowbt.] (Scotch.)

book, * booke, * boke, * boo (Eng),

bcuk, bulk, buke, buk (Scotch), s. & a.

[A.S. b6c = a book, a volume, a writing, an
index ; Goth, boka ; Icel. bok ; Sw. bok ; Dan.
bog; Dut. bosk; O. 8. buok; (N. H.) Ger.

buch; M. H. Ger. buoch; O. H. Ger. pohha.

From A.S. &6c = a beech; Ger. oucA#=a
beech (Beech), because Anglo-Saxon and
German books were originally made of beeob

boards.]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language ;

1. Literally:

(1) Of things material : An article of manu-
facture, of which a series of forms have existed

in bygone ages, but which at present consists

of a number of sheets of printed paper

stitched together, pressed, and covered with

boards. [Book binding.]

T The first books were probably of various

and diverse types. The Koran is said to have

been written on shoulder-blades of sheep.

The Anglo-Saxon books were originally written

on pieces of beechen board. Boards of other

trees were doubtless used in other countries,

as was the inner bark of trees. At a remote

period of antiquity the papyrus [Papyrus]

displaced its rivals, and so well held its place

as to have given rise to the word paper. Parch-

ment, called from Pergamos, where it was first

made, arose about B.C. 200. [Parchment.]
An early and persistent form of book was a

roll of papyrus or other material Jeremiah's

book was such a roll (Jer. xxxvi. 4, 14, 23).

The charred books found in Herculaneum
were also rolls. This form of book is com-

memorated in the common word volume, which

fete, lUt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, s6n; mute, ctib. cure, unite, cur. rule, full: trv. Svrian. ». ce = e. « = &. au = kw.
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is lrom Lat. vniumeu = a thing rolled or

WDuna up. [Volume.] When books were
transcribed by hand they were necessarily

very expensive. Plato is said to have given
about J>312 for one, Aristotle about £580 for

another ; Alfred the Great, about the year

872, an estate for a third volume. Printing

cheapened books to an incalculable extent,

though heavy prices are still given for rare

and large or copiously * illustrated works.
Thus Machlin's Bible, by Toinkins, was
valued at £525, and a superb Bible, in fifty-

four large folio volumes, with 7,000 illustra-

tions, was raffled off for tickets in the aggre-

gate amounting to £5,000. A collection of

books is called a library. [Library]
" Books ! Those poor bits of rag-paper with black ink

on theML"—Carlyte: Heroes. L*ot. t.

% It is not needful that a printed work shall

have many pages to constitute a book, in

nursery literature a single page will be enough.
" A book (to pleas* us at a tender age
Tts call'd a book, though but a tingle pan)."

Cotoper; Tirocinium.

(2) Of things intellectual

:

(0) A written or printed literary composi-
tion contained in a roll, or collection of pages
in boards, as described under No. 1.

(6) Any writing or paper. (In the sub-

joined example it means articles of agree-

ment)
" By that time will our book, I think, bt drawn *

Shu/cap. ." 1 Hen. IK, ill. 1.

* (c) Pre-eminently the Bible.

*TU be *woru on a book . .
,"

Shakeep. : Merry VTitm, L 4.

t (d) An account book.

(e) A division of a treatise on any subject.

Books in this sense are often subdivided into

chapters- Thus in the contents of J. Stuart
Mill's Logic, 2nd ed. (1846), the leading divi-

sions and subdivisions are : Book I. Of Names
and Propositions. (This is divided into eight
chapters.) Book II. Of Reasoning (six chap-
ters.) Book III. Of Induction (thirteen

chapters).

2. Fig. : Anything presenting a more or less

close analogy "either to the material part of a
"book or to the writing or printing which it

contains. Specially—
* (1) Heaven.
" ParaTenture in thilke large book*.
What that is doped the heven, i-write wu"

Chaucer: C. T.,4,610-1L

(2) (See 3, Special phrases.)

3. In special phrases

:

(1) A book of remembrance was written. Fig.

:

There was undying remembrance. (Mai. iii.

16.)

(2) God's book : The Bible.
" Bach m by God's book are Adjudged to death."*

Shakesp. ; 2 Hen. VI,, U. S.

(3) In the books of, or in the good books of:
Remembered for something of a favourable
or pleasant character.

" I was so much tn his book* that at his decease he
left me his \xm\i."-AdJUon.

(4) In the bad books of: Remembered for

something for which offence has been taken.

(5) The book : The Bible.
" Some herds, weel learn'd npo' the beuk."

liurn*: To Win. Simpson. (Postscript)

(6) The book of Ufe. Fig. : A record con-
ceived of as existing in wliich are written the
names of those who shall ultimately obtain
eternal life. (PhiL iv. 3 ; Rev. Hi. 5 ; xiii. 8,

Ac.)

(7) Without book

:

(a) Without being compelled to have re-

course to a book to help the memory.
Her friend Miss Kitty repeated, without book, the

sight best lines of the play."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng.,
eh. xviii. Note.

(b) Without fortifying the assertion by the
aid of books ; without authority, loosely, in-

accurately.

(8) To bring to book : To call to account

IX Technically:

L Mercantile affairs (pi. Books): A register
of financial transactions; as of debts, assets,
Ac. [Boos:KEEPING.]

2. Law. Plur. (the books) : All the volumes
which contain authentic reports of decisions
in English law from the earliest times till

now. [Reports.] (Wharton.)

S. Gilding : A package of gold-leaf consist-
ing of twenty-five leaves, each 3| x 3 inches
square ; they are inserted between leaves of
aoft paper rubbed with red chalk, to prevent
adherence.

" But for present uses a supplementary table giving;

. te age. original cost, repaint cost, with date of repairs,

and present 'book
1 raiue of every vessel of the fleet

B. As adjective : Iu any way pertaining, re-

lating to, or connected with a book.

1. Gen. ; In some one of the foregoing senses.

2. Spec. : Recorded in a book ; estimated
and put on record.

" But for present us
the age. original cost, repairs

* present 'toot' raiue of

-Times, December 2nd, 11

T obvious compound : Book-collection. (De
Quincey, 2nd ed., i. 144.)

book-account, s. An account or register

of debt or credit in a book.

book-back, *. A a.

A. As substantive : The back or boards of a
book.

B. As adjective : Designed to operate upon
the back of a book.

book-back rounder, a.

Bookbinding : A machine which acts as a
substitute for the hammer in rounding the
back of a book after cutting the edge and
ends. It is usually performed upon the
book.before the cover is put on. In one form
of machine, the book is run between rollers,

being pressed forward by a rounded strip

which rests against the front edge and deter-

mines the form thereof. In another form, the
book is damped and a roller passed over the
back under great pressure. Another form of
machine is for moulding the back-covers of
books to a given curvature, by pressing be-

tween a heated cylinder of a given radius and
a bed-plate whose curvature corresponds to
the pressor. (Knight.)

book-binder, s. [Bookbinder. ]

book-bosomed, a. Having a book in
the bosom.

" As the corslet off he took.
The Dwarf espied the Mighty Book t

Much he marvelled, a knight of pride
Like a book-bosom'd priest should ride."

Soett . Lay of thst Lot Minstrel, ill. a

book-canvasser, s. One who solicits

subscribers for books (generally iu serial form),

book-clamp, s.

Bookbinding

:

1, A vice for holding a book while being
worked. Adjustment is made by the nuts for

the thickness of the book, and the pressure
is given by the lever and eccentric.

2. A holder for school-books while carrying
them. The cords pass through the upper bar
and down to the lower bar ; they are tight-

ened by the rotation of the handle. (Knight.)

book-crab, s. [Book-scorpion.]

* book-craft, s. Learning.

"Some book-craft you have and are pretty well
spoken." li. Jonrm; Gipsies Jletam.

book-debt, s.

Comm.: A debt for items charged to the
debtor by the creditor in his account-book.

book-edge, $. ka.
A. As substantive : The edge of a book.

B. As adjective: Designed to operate on the
edge of a book.

Book-edge lock : A lock whereby the closed
sides of the book-cover are locked shut.

book-folding, a. Folding or designed
to fold a book.

Book-folding •machine: A machine for fold-

ing sheets for gathering, sewing, and binding.

book hawker, s. One who goes about
hawking books.

book-holder, s. A reading-desk top, or
equivalent device, for holding an open book
in reading position.

* book-hunger, s. A craving appetite
for books. (Lord Brooke.)

book-knowledge, s. Knowledge de-
rived from books, and not from observation
and reflection.

book-learned, booklearned, a.

1. Ofpersons: Learned, as far as books are
concerned ; with knowledge derived from books
rather than from personal observation and re-

flection. (Often with more or less contempt.)

2. Resulting or deriving an impulse from
such learning.

" Of one. who. In bis simple mind.
Mar boast of book-learned taste refined."

Scott : Marmion, lntrod. to Canto I.

book - learning, booklearning, $.

Learning derived from books. (Often used
with more or less contempt)

book-madness, s. Bibliomania,

* book-man, «. [Bookman. ]

book-monger, s. A contemptuous term
for one who deals in books.

book muslin, a.

Weaving: A fine, transparent muslin,
usually folded in book form, [BunE-MuautN.]

book-name, %
Bot. £ Zool, .* A name found only In scientific

books, and not lu use among the people at large.

* book-oath, s. An oath on the Bible.

"I put thee to thy Book-oath,*
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV,, u. L

book-perfecting, a. Perfecting or de-
signed to perfect anything.

Book-perfecting press (printing): A press
which prints both sides of a sheet without
Intermediate manipulation. Some act upon
the respective sides in immediate succession,
others have automatic feed between impres-
sions. (Knight.)

book-plate, s. A piece of paper stamped
or engraved with a name or device, and pasted
in a book to show the ownership.

book-post, s. The regulations under
which books and other printed matter are
conveyed by post.

book scorpion, s.

Zool. : The name given to Chelifer, a genus
of Arachnida (Spiders) found in old books and
in dark places. It is not a genuine scorpion,
but is the type of the family Cheliferidae,
sometimes called Pseudo-scorpionidre.

book-sewing, a. Sewing or designed to
tew anything.

Book-sewing machine : A machine for sew-
ing books. (See a description and figure oi
one in Knight's Diet. Mechan., I 333.)

book-worm, s. [Bookworm.]

bOOk (Eng.), book, beak (Scotch), v.t. & i

[From book, s. (q.v.).]

X» Transitive :

1. Lit. : To put down in a book. Used
specially of arrangements for an important
engagement requiring two or more persons to
meet together at a specified place and at a
specified hour of a certain day.

(1) Gen. ; In the foregoing sense.

"He made wilful murder high treason : he caused
the marchers to book their men, for whom they should
make answer.*

—

Davies on Ireland.

* (2) Spec.: To register a couple In the ses-
sion records, in order to the proclamation of
banns. (0. Scotch.)

"
. . , his brother and Betty Bodle were to oe bookit

on Saturday, that is, their names recorded for the
publication of the banns, in the books of the Kirk.
Session."—The Entail, i. 233. (Jamiesuti.)

(3) To pay, at an office appointed for that
purpose [Booking-office], for the transmis-
sion by rait, &c, of a parcel or goods.

2. Fig. : Unalterably to record in the me-
mory.

"Book both my wilfulness and errors down."
Shakesp.; Sonnet 117.

II. Intrans. To book to a place : To pay for
and receive a ticket entitling one to ride by
train, &c, to a certain place.

book-bind-er, book bynd -er, s. [Eng.
book; binder.]

1. Ofpersons: One who binds books.

2. Of things : A contrivance of the nature of

a temporary cover, for holding together news-
papers, pamphlets, or similar articles.

t book'-blnd-er-y/, «. [Eng. book; bindery.)

A place for binding books.

book-bind ing, s. [Eng. book; binding]
The art of stitching or otherwise fastening

together and covering the sheets of paper or
similar material composing a book. The
edge of a modern book constituted by the
margin of the paper composing it is called

the binding-edge.

J When books were literal " volumes," or
rolls, the way of " binding" them, if it could
be so called, or at least of keeping them to-

gether, was to unroll them from one cylinder
and roll each again, as it was perused, on

boil, boy; pout. Jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tian m shan. -tion, -sion m shun; -{ion, sion = shun, -cious, -tious, -sious si shits, -hie, -die, *a = bel, dei.
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another. When books became separate folios

the first method of dealing with them seems
to have been the tying them together by a
string passed through a hole at the margin of

the pile. This is still done in the south of

India and Ceylon with writing on talipot or

other palm leaves. The holding together of

folios of a literary man's manuscript by a

small cl&sp at one edge is an essentially similar

device. The present method of binding seems
to have been invented by or under Attalus,

king of Pergamus, or his son Eumenes, about
200 8.C. The oldest bound book known—the
binding was ornamental—is the volume of St.

Cuthbert, about A.D. 650. Ivory was used
for book covers in the eighth century ; oak in

the ninth. The Book of Evangelists, on which
the English kings took their coronation oath,

was bound in oak boards, A.D. 1100. Velvet,

silk, hogskin, and leather were used as early

as the 15th century ; needlework binding
began in 1471 ; vellum, stamped and orna-

mented, about 1510 ; leather about the same
date, and calf in 1550. Cloth binding super-

seded the paper known in England as

"boards" in 1823; india-rubber backs were
Introduced in 1841, tortoise-shell sides in 1856.

The chief processes of bookbinding are

the following : Folding the sheets ; gather-

ing the consecutive signatures ; rolling the
packs of folded sheets ; sewing, after saw-
cutting the backs for the cords ; rounding the
backs and glueing them ; edge-cutting ; bind-

ing, securing the book to the sides ; covering
the sides and back with leather, muslin, or
paper, as the case may be ; tooling and letter-

ing ; and, finally, edge-gilding. Books may be
full bound, i.e., with the back and sides

leather, or half-bound, that is, with the back
leather and the sides paper or cloth.

" About three months after bis engagement with
D« la Roche, Faraday quitted htm and bookbinding
together."— Tyndall : Frag, of Science, Srded., x.ii.351.

book -case, *. [Eng. book; case.} A case
furnished with shelves for holding books.

"
. . . . that celebrated Treatise on Death which,

during many years, stood next to the Whole Duty of
Man in the bookcase* of serious Arminians."

—

Ma-
eaulay : Hitt, Eng., ch. xvii.

book'-er-y, *. fEng. book ; -try.]

* 1. Study of books. (Bp. Hall : Satires.)

2. A collection of books ; a library. (N.E.D.)

* book -ftil, a. [Eng. book; A*<1).] Full of
undigested knowledge derived from books.

" The bookfiU blockhead, ignorantly read.
With loads of learned lumber in his head."

Pope ; Euay on Criticism, pt liL, 63.

book'-ihg, pr. par., a., & *. [Hook, v.]

A. & B. As present participle ot participial

adjective: In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of making into a book or anything
similar. [II. Agric.]

2. The act of recording in a book.

% The booking ; The act of recording in the
ession-book previous to the publication of
banns of marriage. (Scotch.)

" It was agreed that the booking should take place
on the approaching Saturday."—The Entail, p. S30.
[Jamieaon.)

IL Agric. : The arrangement of tobacco-
leaves in symmetrical piles, the stems in one
direction, leaf upon leaf, forming a book.

booking office, .-,

BaUway and other travelling

:

(1) An office in which records are made in
a book of baggage temporarily deposited, a
ticket being given to enable the owner to re-

claim his own.

(2) More loosely : An office at which tickets,

entitling a passenger to ride to certain places,
are obtainable, even though his name is not
booked.

* book ish, a. [Eng. book ; -ish.]

fL In a good sense : Learned.
" I'm not bookUh. yet I can read waiting-gentle-

woman in the acape."—Shakes/'. : Winter's Tale, iii- 3.

2. Acquainted with books but woefully de-

ficient in knowledge of men.
" Whose bookish rule hath pulled fair England down."

Shakeep. | 2 Ben. VL, i 1.

* book -Ish-ljf, adv. [Eng. bookish; -ly.]

After the manner of a bookish person.
" While she [Christina, Queen of Sweden] was more

bot,kisklij given, she had it in her thoughts to institute

an order of Parnassus."—ThurUne : State-Papers, ii.

bookcase—bool

^book'-ISh-ness.s. [Eng. bookish; -ness.] The
propensity to, or the habit of studying books.

Generally in a less contemptuous sense than
bookish (q.v.). {Johnson.)

book -keep-or, s. [Eng. book ; keeper.] One
who, as accountant, secretary, or clerk, keeps
books, making the requisite entries in them
day by day.

" Here, brother, you shall be the book-keeper;
This is the argument of that tbey shew.

Jiyd : Spanish Tragedy.

book -keeping, s. [Eng. book ; keeping.]

1. Arithm. A Comm.: The art of keeping

books in which the pecuniary transactions are

so unremittingly and so accurately entered that

one is able at any time to ascertain the exact

state of his financial affairs or of any portion

of them with clearness and expedition. The
art, in a certain undeveloped state, must have
existed from immemorial antiquity, but it re-

ceived such improvement and impulse at

Venice as to make that comparatively modern
city to be considered its birthplace. The first

known writer on bookkeeping was Lucas di

Borgo, who published a treatise on the subject

in Italian in 1495. It is generally divided into

bookkeeping by single and bookkeeping by
double entry. In the former every entry is

single, i.e., is placed to the debit or credit of

a single account, while in the latter it is

double, that is, it has both a debtor and creditor

account In other words, by single entry

each transaction is entered only once in the

ledger, and by double entry twice. Book-
keeping by single entry is imperfect, and is

scarcely fitted even for very limited estab-

lishments. Many shopkeepers having re-

course to it have simply a waste-book and
a journal, the former used as a receptacle

for transactions of all kinds, the latter for

those to a certain extent classified. In other

cases a cash-book also is used. Book-
keeping by double entry being first prac-

tised in Venice, Genoa, and the adjacent

towns, is often called the Italian method. In
bookkeeping by double entry there is no
waste-book, all transactions inwards falling

under four heads : cash, bills, book-debts,

and stock. There are, moreover, a cash-

book, a bill-book, a book for book-debts

—called the sold ledger—and a book for the

record of stock, that is, stock in hand. To
the bought book for debts receivable corre-

sponds the bought ledger for debts payable.

There are various other books in a large es-

tablishment. In smaller establishments it is

enough to have a cash-book, a day or waste-

book, a journal, and a ledger. It is in the

ledger that the elaborate classification of all

transactions is entered. The ability to make
out a balance-sheet is much increased by the

simple device of making impersonal entries,

that is, entering cash, iron, Ac., as if they

were mercantile traders, and grouping a

number of articles together under the head-

ing sundries. Then there are accounts of the

form sundries debtor to cash, or cash debtor

to sundries. If a merchant have purchased
iron, what he has paid for it is debited to

iron which is expected to meet it when the

metal is disposed of, and so with every other

expense incurred by the firm for purposes of

business
Sometimes instead of bookkeeping by single

or that by double entry, there is a combina-
tion of the two called mixed entry. [Bill-

book, Cash-book, Day-book, Ledger.]

2. Sarcastically : The practice of not return-

ing books which one has borrowed. (Colioq.)

* book land, * bock land, s. 4 a. [Bock-

land.]

book-less, a. [Eng. boot; -less.] Without
Dook. Used—

(o) Of persona:
•'.... Why with the dt,

Or booklet churl, with elch ignoble name.
Rich earthly nature, deign'it thou to reside?"

Skeiutone: Economy, pt L

(b) 0/ things:
14 Tour flight from out your booklsst wilds would seem
As arguing love of knowledge and of power."

Tennt/Km : The Prinoeu.

book'-ma-ker, s. [Eng. book ; maker.]

1. One who makes books, generally used
(not respectfully) for one who writes simply

for the pleasure or profit of launching a book,

and not from a desire to make known or

diffuse truth.

2. A betting man, one who keeps a book in

which bets are entered.

book making, s. [Eng. book; making.]

1. The art, practice, or occupation of making
books.

He [Adam Smith] had bookmaklno so much In hit

thoughts, aud was so chary of what might he turned
to account In that way, that he once said to Sir

Joshua Reynolds, that he made it a rule, when in

company, never to talk of what he understood."

—

Boewell : Lift ot Johnson, iv. 21.

2. The act, practice, or occupation of

noting down bets in books. -

* book-man, s. [Eng. book; man.] A man
whose occupation is the study of books.
" This civil war of wits were much better used
On Navarre and his book-men : lor here 'tis abused.

Shakesp. : Love'i Labour iMtt, ii. L

t book-mate, s. [Eng. book; mate.] One who
is mate with one or more others at books ;

a

schoolfellow.
" A pbautasime. a Monarcho, and one that makes sport

To the prince and his bookmates.'
Shaketp. : Lot* I Labour Lost. iv. 1.

t book'-mind-Sd, a. [Eng. book ; minded.]

Having a mind which runs much upon books,

loving books.

t book'-mind-Sd-nfiss, ». (Eng. bookmind-

ed; -ness.] The quality of having a mind
which highly values books or their teachings.

(Coleridge.)

book -sel-ler, a [Eng. book ; seller.] One
whose occupation it is to sell books. He is

the medium between the publisher on the one

hand and the individual purchaser on the

other. Many booksellers have commenced by
selling books only by retail, then they have

ventured on publishing one or two, and, guid-

ing their business with signal ability, have ulti-

mately developed into extensive publishers.

**.... the lad's master was a bookseller and book-

binder."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science {Srd ed.(. xil. Ma

book -selling, s. [Eng. book; selling.] The
act or occupation of selling books. It is at

present divided into several sections—(1)
publishing, (2) wholesale bookselling, (8)

retail bookselling, (4) trade in old or second-

hand books, and (5) trade in periodicals.

[Publibhiso.]

book -shop, s. [Eng. book, and shop.] A
shop where books are sold.

book -slide, s. [Eng. book ; slide.] A slide

which can be moved laterally so as to reach a

support at a second end without losing the

first one. It is then available as a shelf foi

books.

book -stall, s. [Eng. book; stall.] A stall

or temporary wooden table or shed in the

street, railway stations, &c, designed to ac-

commodate books offered for purchasers.

book stand, s. [Eng. book; and stand, a.

fa-v.).]
'

1. A stand of whatever kind, on which a

book or books may rest

2. A bookstall. [Bookstall.]

book stone, s. [Bibliolite.]

t book -store, s. [Eng. book ; start.] A store

for books. Bare in England.

•J In the United States it is a common name
for a bookshop.

book-worm, s. [Eng. book ; worm]

1. Lit. : Any " worm " or insect which eats

holes in books.
" My Hon. like a moth or bookworm, feeds upon

nothing but paper, and I shall beg of them to diet him
with wholesome and substantial food."—Guardian.

2. Figuratively

:

(a) One always poring over books. (With

only slight contempt.)
"Among those venerable galleries and solitary

scenes of the university, I wanted but a black gown.

and a salary, to be as mere a bookworm as any there.

—Pope : Letters.

(6) A reader who, always operating upon

books, can appreciate little or nothing about

them but the paper on which they are printed

and the covers in which they are bound.

(As a rule used contemptuously.)

bdol(l),s. [Bowl (IX] (Scotch.)

bool (2), s. ft a. [FromGer. (r%«J= ahoop(T).]

A, As substantive : Anything hoop-shaped.

Specially—
1. Ofa key : The rounded annular part of a

key, by means of which it is turned with the

hand. (Scotch.)

Cate, at, are, amidst, what. ail. father: we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,

or. wore, wolt; work, wnsJ. son; mate, oub, cure, unite, our. rule, lull; try. Syrian, re. oe = e. ey = a. qu = 1

P*.
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2. Plur. (Bools). Of a pot : Two crooked
Instruments of iron, linked together, used for

lifting a pot by the ears. (Scotch.) Another
Scotch name for them is clips.

B. As adjective

:

* 1. Lit. Of horns: Short, crooked, turned
nori/onully inwards. (Eng. border only.)

2. Fig. : Perverse, obstinate, inflexible.

(Scotch.)

bool (3), s. ka. [Buhl.]

bool-work, s. [Buhl-work.]

* boolde, a. [Bold.) (Prompt. Parv.)

' boold'-l^, adv. [O. Eug. boold, and -ly.]

[Boldly.] (Rom. of the Rose.)

* boole, *. [Bull,] (Prompt. Parv.)

b6o'-le*y. s. [Ir. buachail ; Gael, buachaille =
a cowherd. From bo = a cow, and gille, giolla

= boy. In Wei. bugal — bugeiluor, bugeilydd
= a shepherd, a herdsman ; Arm. bugel, bugul.]

An Irish nomad ; one who, Tartar-like, is mem-
ber of a horde continually moving from place
to place, subsisting meanwhile on the milk
derived from the cattle which they drive.

"All the Tartariaus, and the people about the Om-
piau HetL, which are naturally Scythians, live in
hordes ; being the very same that the Irish booties are,
driving their cattle with them, and feeding only on
their milk and white meats."

—

Spenser.

boom, * bom-men, v.i. [From Dut. bommen
— to sound like an empty barrel. Compare
A.S. by*mian — to sound or play on a trumpet

;

from b{fme = a trumpet. Boom is evidently
imitated from the sound.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To make a deep hollow sound, aa

—

(1) A cannon.
" The ball beyond their how
Booms harmless."

Byron I Corsair, iii. U.
(2) The ocean.

(3) The bittern.
" And the bittern sound bis dram.
Booming from the sedgy shallow."•edgy sfa

tadg of the Lake, 1. 81.

2. To swell with a certain hollow sound.
" Booming o'er his head.

The billows clos'd ; he's number'd with the dead."
Young.

IX Naut. : To rush with noise.

% To come booming. Of a ship : To make
all the sail which she can, in which case she
makes a certain amount of noise in cutting
through the water.

(1), s. [From boom, v. (q.v.). In Wei.
bvrmp — bympian = a hollow sound (Bump) ;

owmhvrr = a murmur, a roar. ] A deep hollow
sound like that of a cannon, the ocean, or the
voice of the bittern.

" Hark I 'tis the boom of a heavy ran."
Mackenzie : Fair Maid of Cabul.

boom (2) (Eng.), * bolme (0. Scotch), s. & a.

[Dut. boom — a tree, a pole, a bar, beam, or
boom ; 8w. bom = a bar ; Dan. bom = a bar
to shut a passage, a barricado, a turnpike, a
boom ; Ger. baum= (1) a tree, (2) a beam,
(3) a bar, a boom.] [Beam.]

A, As substantive :

L Nautical :

* 1. A boom, a waterman's pole. (0. Scotch.)
" The marinaris start on fate with ane sellout,

Cryand, Bide, how 1 and with lang bolme* of tre."
Doug. : Virgil. 184, 30.

2. A beacon consisting of a pole with bushes,
baskets, or other conspicuous thing at the top,
aet up in a river or harbour, and designed to
mark where the channel is sufficiently deep to
admit the passage of vessels.

3. A long pole or spar run out for the sup-
port of a sail. Specially—

L MAIN BOOH. 2. STUDDING-SAIL BOOH.

"The boom on which a fore-and-aft sail is stretched
If commonly provided with jaws, which partially en-
circle the mast, and are held to it by a half-grommet
strung with balls of hard wood to avoid friction."—
Knight : Pract. Diet. Mechan.

(2) A spar rigged out from a yard to extend
the foot of a studding-sail.

"The fore and main lower yards, and the fare and
main topsail yards have studding-sail booms. Bach is

secured by boom-irons on its yard, and is named -from
the studding-sail whose foot it stretches. The heads
of the studding-sails are bent to studding-sail yards,

which are slung from the studding-sail booms and the
fore and main top-gallant yard-anna The stays of

these booms are called guys. The ring-tail boom is

rigged out like a studding-sail boom at the end of the
spanker-boom."—Knight : Pratt. Diet. Mechan.

(3) Plur. (the Booms) : The space on the spar-
deck between the fore and main masts, where
the boats and spare spars are stowed.

IL Marine Fortif. : A chain or line of con-
nected spars stretched across a river or channel
to obstruct navigation, or detain a vessel
under the fire of a fort.

" A boom across the river I Why have we not cat
the boom in pieces

T '*—Maeaulag: Hisr. Eng., ch. iii.

TIT- Lumbering; A spar or line of floating

timbers stretched across a river, or enclosing
an area of water, to keep saw-logs from float-

ing down the stream.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to or connected
with a boom.

boom-Irons,
Naut. : A flat iron ring on the yard, through

which the studding-sail boom travels when
being rigged out or in. There being more
than one the word is often in the plural. One
boom-iron, called the yard-arm iron, is fixed

at the end of the yard, and another iron,

called the quarter-iron, is placed at three-

sixteenths of the length of the yard from the
outer end.

boom-jigger, s.

Naut. : A tackle for rigging out or running
in a topmast studding-sail boom.

boom-sheet, *.

Naut. : A sheet attached to a boom.

boom (3), v.t.&t (V.8.)

A. Intransitive : To go on with a rush ; to be
prosperous ; to become suddenly active.

B. Transitive: To bring Into prominence,
push, promote or advertise energetically.

boom (4), s. A sudden increase of activity

or of value and price in politics or in com-
merce.

boom -er-ang, i. [Native Australian word.]
A missile weapon invented and used by the
native Australians, who are generally deemed

(I) A spar for extending the foot of a fore-
and-aft sail.

BOOMERANG.

the lowest in intelligence of any tribe or race
of mankind. It iB a curved stick, round on
one side and flat on the other, about three feet
long, two inches wide, and three-quarters of
an inch thick. It is grasped at one end and
thrown sickle-wise, either upward into the
air, or downward so as to strike the ground at
some distance from the thrower. In the first

case it flies with a rotatory motion, as its

shape would indicate, and after ascending to
a great height in the air, it suddenly returns
in an elliptical orbit to a spot near its starting-
point. On throwing it downward to the
ground, it rebounds in a straight line, pursu-
ing a ricochet motion until it strikes the
object at which it is thrown. The most
singular curve described by it is when it is

projected upward at an angle about 45*, when
its flight is always backward, and the native
who throws it stands with his back to the
object he intends to hit. (Knight.

)

boom ing, pr. par., a., k $. [Booh, v.]

boom kin, s. [Bumkin, (Naut.).']

boon (1)(EngA boon, bune, • been (Scotch),

s. [Gael, k Ir. bunach — coarse, low ; from
bun — a stump, a root ; Wei. bSn = stem,
base, or stick.] The refuse from dressed flax.

The internal woody portion or pith of flax,

which is disorganized by retting, the binding

mucilage being softened by fermentation. The
boon is partially removed in grassing, and
together with the shives is completely elimi-
nated from the hare or fibre in the subsequent
operations of braking and scutching.

boon (2), * boone, * bowne, * bone, «.

[IceL bon — a boon ; Sw. & Dan. bbn ; A.S.
bin — a prayer.]

* 1. A prayer, a petition, an entreaty to God
or man.

2. A favour. (With the sense partly de-
rived from Ft. bon = good, advantage, profit)

(Skeat.) [Boon, a.]

" Vouchsafe me, for my meed, but one fair look ;

A smaller boon than this I cannot beg."
Shaketp. : Two Gent, qf Ver., T. 4.

" 3. A service done by a tenant to his lord.

boon-day, s. A day on which a tenant
was bound to work for his lord.

boon-dinner, s. The dinner given on
the harvest-field to a band of reapers.
(Scotch.)

" The youths and maidens, gathering round a small
knoll by the stream, with bare head and obedient
hand, waited a serious and lengthened blessing from
the goodman of the boon-dinner. "— Blackwood Mag.,
July, 1820, p. 8,7k

boon-loaf, s. A loaf to which a tenant
was entitled when working on a boon-day.

* boon (3), s. The same as Bone (q.v.). (Pro~
Vogue to the Knightes Tale, 546.)

* boon (1), a. [Bound.]

t boon (2), a. [From Pr. bon = good.] Kind,
bountiful.

"Satiate at length.
And heighten'd as with wine. Jocund and boon.
Thus to herself she pleasingly began."

Milton: PL-.Vk.ix.

U Used specially in the phrase a boon com-
panion.

" To one of his boon companions. It is said, he tossed
a pardon for a rich traitor across the table during •
revel."—Macaulay : Bist. Bng., ch. v.

* boonde, pret. of v. [Bind.]

* bdond'-man, s. [Bondman.]

* boone (1), *. [Boon.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* boone (2), *. [Bone.] (Wycliffe (Purvey):
Matt, xxiii. 27.)

boonk, 5. [Onomat.] A local name for the
Little Bittern, Botaurus minuius. (Mouniagu

:

Ornithol. Diet.)

t boon less, a. [Eng. boon (2); -less.] Con-
ferring no benefit ; without a boon. (N.E.D.)

bd-op'-Io, a. [Boops.] Having prominent
eyes like those of an ox.

bo' ops, *. [From Gr. 0ous (bous), genit. fiobc

(boos) = a bullock, an ox, a cow, and fit/* or ii/»

(dps)— an eye, the face. Compare also 0oa>n-if

(boopis) — ox-eyed.]

Ichthyol. : A genus of brilliant-coloured fishes

belonging to the family Sparidee. Host of
them inhabit the Mediterranean.

•boor a).*. [Boar.]
" Ne hound for hert, or wilde boor, or deer."

Chaucer : Legende 0/ Qoode Women ; Dido.

boor (2), benir, *. [Dut. boer = a peasant,
a countryman ; A.S. ge-bur = a dweller, a
husbandman, a farmer, a countryman, a boor
(Bosworth). From Dut. bouwen = to build,

till, or plough ; A.S. buan = to inhabit, dwell,

cultivate, or till.]

I. Literally:

1. A cultivator of the soil, without reference

to the question whether or not he is refined m
his manners.

" Twas with such Idle eye
As nobles cast on lowly boor
When, toiling, in his task obscure.

They pass him careless by."
Scott I Lord 0/ the files, 1 14

2. A cultivator of the soil, with the impu-
tation that he is unrefined.

" To one well-born, th' affront is worse and more,
When he's abused and baffled by a boor."

Drgden.

H. Fig. : Any unrefined or unmannerly
person, whether he cultivate the soil or not
(Trench.)

" The bare sense of a calamity is called grumbling;
and if a man does but make a face upon the boor, he is

presently a malcontent.
-—L'Estrange.

boll, b6y>; pout, Jowl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenopnon, exist, ph - £

tlan m snan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -Jion. sion = zhun. -clous, -tions. -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. m bel, del



6*5 boord—boot

* boord (£ng.), boord (Scotch), ». [Board.]

1. OldF.nelUh.:
" Blten. him atto froord delic!on,ly."

Oaoeir: C. T., lO^S.
& ScofcA:

" When thowe. dissolve the injiwy hoord.
An' float the Jtnglin' icy -boord."

• boorde (1), ». [Board.]
" Boorde. Tabula, i ^Prompt. Paw.

* boorde (2), s. [Bourd.] (Prompt. Pan.)

* boorde, v.t. [Board, v.] To accost (Spen-
ser: F.Q., 11. iv. 24.)

* bdo'rde-knyfe, *. [O. Eng. boorde *= board,
and knyfe — kuife.] A table-knife.

" Boordekntf*. Memacula, . .

* boor-don, v.i. [Bourden.]

* bbore, a. [Boar.] (Prompt. Part.)

boor Ick, «. [Bourack.] (Scotch.)

boor'-Ish, a. [Eng, boor ; -ish.) Clownish,
unmannerly, rude, uncultivated.

" Therefore, vou clown, abandon,—which la. In the
vulgar leave,—the aocietj,—which in tha booruh ia

boor ish ly\ adv. [Eng. boorish; -Jij.] In a
boorish manner, clownishly, coarsely. (Used
generally of the manners, rarely of the person.)

"A healthful body with anon llmba Id hear
As should be graceful, well proportion'd, Juat,
And neither weak, nor booruhfy robust.

Fenton : Martial, bit. X., Ep. 47.

boor ish ness, s. [Eng. boorish; -ness.]

The quality of being boorish ; coarseness of
manners, or rarely of the person,

t boor -tree, boor trie, s. k a. [Bour-
TREK.]

boose, bouse, * bose, * boos, booc, ».

[A.S. bdsig, bdsih, bosg = a stall, manger, crib

;

IceL has; Sw. bos; Dan. baas = a stall ; Ger.

banse ; Mceso-Goth. bansts = a barn,]

1. Gen. : A stall for a cow or ox.

1 The word is in Johnson. It is now con-

fined to the midland and northern counties of

England, and to the common people.

2. Spec. : The upper part of the stall where
the fodder lies. (Bosworth: A.S. Diet.)

* boose, v.i. [Booze.]

boos -er, #. [Boozer.]

boost, pret. of v. [Bus.] Behoves, must needs.
(Scotch.)

" Or. faith ! I fear, that wi' the geese,
I shortly boott to pasture."

Burnt : A Drears

boost, v.t. To push, lift or raise np from
behind, physically or figuratively. {U.S.)

boost, *. An upward push or lift from behind;
the act or the result of boosting. ( U. ti.)

boost, 5. [Buist.] (Scotch.)

° bdos'-y^ a. [Boozr.]

boot (1), * boote, * bote (Eng.), bate, bate
(^Scotch), s. [A.S. b6te, bdtan = a boot, remedy,
amends, atonement, offering assistance, com-
pensation, indemnity, redress, correction,
cure.] (Boor, »,, 1.]

•1. Help, cure, relief.

" Ich haue bote of ml hale.

"

WWiam of Pateme, SxT.
** God send every trewe man boote of his bale."

Chaucer : C. T., 13,409.

2. Anything given in addition to what Is

stipulated ; something given to make a better
bargain ; a balance of value in barter.

" HI give you boot, 111 give you three for one,"
Shakenp. : TroiL * Cret., iv. 8.

K Sick. Norfolk, throw down, we hid ; there U
Bo boot' Hhaketp. : King Rich. II., L L

3, Profit, gain, advantage.
** Give him no breath, bat now
Make boot of his distraction."

Shakesp. : Anton. A Chop.. Iv. L
•4. Pillage, spoil, plunder, booty iof which

last word, in this instance, the form boot

seems to be a contraction).

"And thou that art his mate make boat of this.**

Shakesp.: 2 Hen. VI.. ir. L
* 5. Compensation; something added to

make up a deficiency.

"Bute, buyt, auctorium augmentum."—CathoHcon
Anglioum.

•6. Repair of decaying structures ; contri-
butions paid for this purpose. [Bote.)

f (I) Grace to boot : God be gracious to us.

(Shakesp. : Wint. Talc, I 2.)

(2) Sain* George to boot : St. George be
our help. (Shakesp. : Rich. III., v. 8.)

(S) To boot: In addition to, besides; over
and above what is bargained for.

* Canst thou, O partial sleep, give thy repoee
To the wet sea-boy in an hour ao rude.
And in the calmest and moat stillest night,
With all appliances and weans to boot.

Deny it to a king ?
"

Shakesp. .- 3 Ben. IV., IIL 1.

(€) To the boot. (Scotch.) The same as to

boot (Eng.).
**...* panegyric upon Alice, who, he anid. was

both canny and fendy ; and was. to the boot of all that,
the best dancer of a strattiepey in the whole strath."

—

Boott : Waverlcy, eh. xvitf.

boot (2), * boote, * bote, s. k a. {Fr.botte=
a boot, a bunch, a bundle, a heap, a barrel,

butt, &c. ; Prov., Bp., k Port, bota = a leather

bottle, & butt, a boot ; I taL bottem a cask, a
vessel, boots (Butt). In Gael, bdt m a boot

;

Wei. botas, botasan, botasen m a buskin, a boot,
but probably these are from English.]

A* As substantive :

L Ordinary Language;

1. OSan article of dress or vtiiat relatee to it:

(1) Of things : One of a pair of coverings for

the lower extremities of the body, differing

from shoes in reaching a greater or lesser

distance above the ankle.
H Bhew*d him his room, where be must lodge that

night.
Pull'd off his boott, and took away the light"

Milton : On the L'nivertity Carrier.

% A knight ofthe boot : A sarcastic appellation
for a sporting gentleman of position in rural

society, but unrefined, who goes out booted to

hunt, and, still booted, enters the drawing-
room after his hard ride.

" These carpets ao soft to the foot,
Caledonia a traffic Mid pride !

Oh spare them, ye knight* of the boot.
Escaped from a cross country ride 1

Cowper: Gratitude.

(2) Ofpersons (jrf.) : One who blacks boots at
a hoteL (Colloquial.)

2. Of a boot-like instrument of torture : An
instrument of torture used in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries in Scotland with
the view of extorting confessions from accused
persons.

(a) Generally plural (boots, * bootes):

"Lastly, he (Doctor Fian, alias John Cunningham)
was put to the uiost severe and cruell paine in the
world, ceiled the boote*. who after he had received
three strokes," Ac.—" Theu was he with all convenient
speed, by commandment, convaied agatne to the tor-

meut of the boote*, wherein he continued a long time,
and did abide so many Howes In them, that bis leggea
were crasht and beatin together as small as might bee,
and the bones and flesh so bruised, that the bloud and
marrow spouted forth in great abundance; whereby
they were made unserviceable for ever."

—

Sew** from
Scotland, declaring the damnable Life of Doctor Fian,
stn.

(b) Sometimes in the singular :

"... those fiery Covenanters who had long. In
defiance of sword and carbiue. boot and gibbet, wor-
shipped their Maker after their own fashion in caverns
and on mountain tops."—Macaulay: Mitt. t\ng., ch.
tm
IT. Technically

:

L Boot and shoe-making : The covering for

the feet and lower part of the legs described
under I., 1. It is usually made of leather.

In Fig. 1 a is the front ; 6 the side-seam ; c the

back ; d the strap ; e the instep
; /the vamp

or front ; g the quarter or counter ; A the
rand ; i the heel, the front is the breast, the
bottom the face ; j the lifts of the heel ; k the
shank ; I the welt ; m the sole ; n the toe ;

o the ball of the sole. In Fig. 2 a is the
upjw.r ; b the insole ; c the outsole : d the
welt ; e the stitching of the sole to the wett

;

/the stitching of the upper to the welt; g the

&$&Kmi8B.

channeling, or the depression for the bights of

the stitches.

2. Coach-making

:

(1) The space between the coachmaa and
the coach. (Johnsen.)

(2) The part iu front and rear of a coach
immediately ad-
jacent to where
the receptacles for

baggage exist.

If Trench quotes
'

an example from
Reynolds GooVs
Revenge against
Murther, blc t,
llifit. 1, to shOW COACH WITH FORE AND
that the " hoot," hind boots.
now ordinarily
abandoned to servants and other i^rsons of
humble rank, was formerly the chosen seat of
the more dignified passengers.

(3) The receptacle for baggage, &c, at either
end of a coach.

3. Liquor traffic: A leathern case In which
to put a filled bottle bo as to guard against
accident when corking it.

4. Farriery : Protection for the feet of
horses, enveloping the foot and part of the
leg. A convenient substitute for swaddling
or bandaging. It was patented in England by
Rotch, 1810. (Knight.) Such boots are used
on the feet of horses while standing in a
stable. A sort fitting more closely are em-
ployed in varicose veins, splint, speedy cut,

strain, and other diseases of horses' legs and
feet

B. As adjective: Pertaining to, or in any
way connected with, a boot. (See the com-
pounds subjoined.)

boot-calk, s. A spur for the boot-sole

to prevent the wearer from slipping on ice.

In some jiarts of the country such an appli-

ance is called a boot-clamp, or simply a clamp.

boot-channeling, a. Making or tend-
ing to make a channeTin the sole of boots.

Boot-channeling machine : A machine for

making the slit in a sole to sink the sewing*
thread below the surface. It consists of a

t'ack on which the boot is held, an inclined
:nife gauged in depth, and a guide which
causes the knife to make its incision at an
equal di»t*aoe from the sole-edge all round.

boot-clamp, s.

1. A device for holding a boot while being
sewed. It consists of a pair of jaws, between
whose edge the leather is gripped, and which
are locked together by a cam, or by a cord
which leads to a treadle.

2. [See Boot-calk.]

boot-crimp, s. [Probably so named be-

cause formerly the leather made a aeries of
" crimps " or folds over the instep.] A tool

or a machine for giving the shape to the
pieces of leather designed for boot uppers.

Boot-crimping nacJiine: A machine In which
the crimping is performed in succession upon
a number of leather pieces cut to a pattern.

boot-edge, s. ka.
A. As substantive : The edge of a boot.

B» As adjective : Anything pertaining to or
operating on such an edge.

Boot-edge trimmer; A machine which acts

In connection with a guide to pare smoothly
the edges of boot-soles. It is a maehiue-
substitute for the edge-plane.

boot-grooving, a. Grooving, ordesigned
to groove, a boot

Boot-grooving machine: A machine formaking
the groove in a shoe-sole to sink the sewing-
threads below the surface. A channeling-
machine.

boot-heel, *. k a.

A. As substantive : The heel of a boot

B. As adjective: Pertaining to or operating
upon the heel of a boot

BooV-lieel cutter : A machine for cutting the

lifts for making boot-heels.

boot-holder, *. A jack for holding a
boot either in the process of manufacture or
for cleaning.

boot hook, s. A devioe for drawing on
boots and shoes, consisting essentially of s

rate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir* marine ; go. poti

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, as, ce = e; ey- a. <*u - kw.



boot—booty 647

stout wire bent into a hooked form and pro-

vided with a handle.

boot-hose, s. p£ Stockings to serve for

boots ; spat ton! ashes.
** His lacquey, . . . with a linen stock on one leg and

• kersey boot-lone on the other, gartered with a red and
blue list"—Shakesp. : Tarn, o/ Shrew, Hi. 2.

boot-jack, s. A board with a crotch to

retain the heel of a boot while it is being
pulled oft

bootlace, a. The lace of a boot.

boot-last, s. The same as boot-tree (q. v.).

boot-making, s. Making, or designed
to be used in making boots.

Soot-making machine ; A machine for making
boots.

H " Machines for making boots are adapted
for specific parts of the operation ; such as
heel-machines, which include cutters, randing,
heel-cutting, heel-trimming, and heel-burnishing

machines. There are wpper•machines, which in-

clude crimping, turning, seam-rolling, and trim-

ming machines ; sole-machine.% which include
nutting, channeling, burnishing, and pegging
machines ; lasting machines, for drawing the
upper portion of the boot firmly on to the
last ; pegging-machines, pegging-jacks for hold-

ing boots while being pegged, and crimping-
machines, for stretching and pressing into

shape leather for uppers. Besides these there
are numerous hand-tools, such as burnishers,

edge-planes, and shaves, pegging-awls, etc

"

(Knight; Pract. Diet. Mechanics.)

boot-pattern, a. A templet made up
Of plates which have an adjustment on one
another, so as to be expanded or contracted
to any given dimensions within the usual
limits of boot sizes. It is used in marking
out shapes and sizes on leather ready for the
cutter.

boot-rack, s. A rack or frame to hold
boots.

boot-seam, a The seam of a boot.

Boot-seam rubber: A burnishing tool for

flattening down the seam where the thick-
nesses of leather are sewed together. This is

usually a hand-tool, but sometimes is a ma-
chine in which a boot-leg, for instance, is held
on a jack while the rubber, either a roller or a
burnisher, is reciprocated upon the seam.

boot shank, s. & a.

1. As subst. : The shank of a boot.

2. As adj. : Designed to operate upon the
Shank of a boot

Boot-shank machine : A tool for drawing the
leather of the upper or boot-leg over the last

into the hollow of the shank.

boot stretcher, s. A device for stretch-

ing the uppers of boots and shoes. The
common form is a two-part last, divided hori-

zontally and having a wedge or a wedge and
screw to expand them after insertion In the
boot.

boot topping, s.

Novt. : The operation of scraping off grass,

barnacles, &c, from a vessel's bottom, and
coat. in.if it with a mixture of tallow, sulphur,
and rosin.

boot-tops, 5. The top part of a boot,
especially the broad band of bright-coloured
leather round the upper parts of Wellingtons
or top-boots.

boot-tree, t. An instrument composed
of two wooden blocks, constituting a front
and a rear portion, which together form the
shape of the leg and foot, and which are
driven apart by a wedge introduced between
them to stretch the boot. The foot-piece is

Sometimes detachable. It is called also a
boot-last.

boot-ventilator, s. A device in a boot
or shoe for allowing air to pass outwardly
from the boot so as to air the toot. It usually
consists of a perforated interior thickness, a
pace between this and the outer portion, and
a discharge for the air, through some part of
the said outer portion above the water-line.

•bdot(3V«. [Boat.]
"Boot. Savicula, icapha, ttmba.'*— Prompt. Part.

boot (1), boote, 'bote, botyn, v.t. & i.

[From Eng. boot, s., or from A.8. b6t. [Boot.]
In Mosso-Goth. botjan = to boot, advantage,
profit ; batan — to be useful, to boot.]

A* Transitive:

1. To heal, cure, relieve.

"He was boti/d of ruekylte care."
Mr fig!amour, 187.

• 2. To present into the bargain. Botyn, or
give more over in bargaining. Licitor in pre'

do superaddo.

3. To enrich.
" And I will boot thee with what gift betide
Thy modesty can beg."

Shakesp. : A nt, & Cleop., 11. L

B, Intrans.: To avail, to be profitable, to
be attended with advantage, to be of use.

" What booti the regal circle on his head.
That long behind he trails his pompous robe?"

Pope : Rape of the Lock, ill. 171.
*' I law—hat little boots It that my verse
A shadowy visitation should rehearse."

Wordsworth I Ode (January), 1818.

bo6t (2), v.U & i. [From boot (2), s.]

A . Trans. : To put boots on oneself or o *
another.

B. Intrans. : To put on one's boots.
"Boot, boot, master Shallow: I know the young king

Is sick for me. Let us take any mans horsea."—
Shakesp,. 2//«rt.;r.,v.a.

boot, * but, * boud, bit (Scotch), • bud,
* bode (0. Eng.), pret. of v. [Bus.]

Pergonal : He or she was under the neces-
sity of. (0. Eng. & Scotch.)

1. Old English.
" Ne bode I neuer thence go.
Whiles that I saw hem daunoe so.*

Rom. Rote, foL 118, b> ooL 1
"And when he saw him bud be ded."

Eng. Met. Rom., t 46. (Jamieson.

)

2. Scutch.
" They both did cry to him above
To save their souK for they boud die."

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 140.

* boot'-cat-cher, boot-catcher,*. [Eng.
boot; catcher.) A servant at an inn, whose
special functions were to pull off the boots of
travellers and clean them.

"The smith, the Sadler's journeyman, the cook at
the inn, the ostler, and the boot-catcher, ought all. by
your means, to partake of your master's generosity."

—

Bwift : Directions to Servant*.

bbot'-ed. pa. par. & a. [Boot, v.)

1. Wearing boots.

"A booted Judge shall stt to try his cause
Not by the statute, but by martial laws."

Dryden.

2. (Of birds): Having the legs feathered.

•J Booted and spurred :

1. Lit. : Equipped with boots and spurs
previously to riding an animal.

" Dashing along at the top of his speed.
Booted and spurred, on his jadea steed."

Longfellow : The Golden Legend, U.

2. Fig. : Completely equipped for contempt-
uously domineering over and driving the
multitude.

"He [Richard Rnmbold] was a friend, be said, to
limited monarchy. But be never would believe that
Providence had sent a few men into the world ready
booted and tpurred to ride, and millions ready saddled
and bridled to be ridden. "—Macaulay: Bit*, tng.,

* boo-tee (1), ». [Eng. boot; dimin. suffix ~ee.)

A half boot.

boo-tee (2), s. [Bengali bootee.1 A white
spotted Dacca muslin.

bo-6-te^, ft. [From Gr. fioii-rtfi (bodtss) = a
ploughman, 0owr>jc (bodies) = the constellation
lefined below.]

plr

del

BOOTES.

Astron. : One of the ancient Northern con-
stellations. It contains the splendid star
Arcturus (q.v.), and was often called Arcto-
phylax ss the bearward. If the " Great BeaT "

be looked on as that animal then Arcturus is

its keeper ; if as a plough, which it so much
resembles, then Bootes is its ploughman who
stands behind the implement ; if as a waggon
[Chakles's Wain] then Bootes is the wag-
goner.

** Now less fatigued, on this ethereal plain
Bootet follows his celestial wain."

Cowper : Tram. Miltott, Blegg V., The Approach of

* booth, * boothe. » bothe, s. [Mld-Eng.
bothe, from Icel. budh = a booth, a shop,
cog. with 8w. & Dan. bod ; (N. H.) Ger. bude,
baude; M. H. Ger. buode, bude; Gael, buth
m a shop, a tent ; Ir. both, boith m a cottage,

a hut, a tent ; Wei. bwth, bythod = a hut, a
booth, a cot ; "Boh. bauda, buda ; Pol. buda ;

Buss, budka ; Lith. buda ; Lett, buhda ; Mah-
ratta bad = a tent, wall, enclosure. Compare
also Mahratta and Sansc. bhavana = a house.

]

A temporary house or shed built of boughs uf
trees, wood, or any other slight materials.

1. Of branches of trees.

**,... saying. Go forth unto the mount, and fetch
olive branches, and pine branches, and myrtle branches,
and palm branches, and branches of thick trees, to
make bootht, as it it written."—A'ehem. viii. li.

2. Of boards, spec , a stall or tent erected at
a fair.

**.*.. the clamours, the reproaches, the taunts,
the curses, were incessant ; and it was well if no booth
was overturned and no bead broken."— Macautay

:

Bist. Hug., oh. xxi.

booth-age (age as ig), 0. [From booth ; and
sutflx -age.) 'Taxes levied on booths. (Whar-
ton.)

'boot' hale, * boote -hale, v.t. & I. [From
Eng. boot, contraction of booty; and hale = to
draw away.]

A. Trans. : To spoil, to pillage.

B. Intrans.: To practise, or live by, plunder.
•* Whilest the one part of their army went a foraging

and boote haling t\te other part stayed with MartheUta.
to safegard the country of ABia."

—

Stowe: Memorable
Antiquities. Amazones.

* boot'-ha-ler, *. [Eng. boothal(e); -en] A
robber or plunderer, a soldier who Uvea by
marauding, a freebooter.

**My own father laid these London bootJiattrt the
catch-poles in ambush to set upon me."—Roa; ing Oiri,

O. PL, Vl, 103.

* boot -ha ling, boote' ha Hng, pr. par.

& S. [BOOTHALB.]

booties, s. [Booty.]

boot I kin, s. [From Eng. boot; i connec
tive ; aud diinin. suffix -kin.)

1. Of articles of dress

:

(1) Lit. : A little boot

(2) A covering for the leg or band, used as

a cure for the gout.

"I desire no more of my boot ikins than to curtail
my tits [of the gout J."—//. Walpole.

2. Of an instrument of torture : An instru-

ment of torture the same as the boot. [Boot.Ji
" He came above deck and said, why are you so dis-

counted ? you need not fear, there will neither thumb-
ikin nor bootikin come here."— Walker : Peden, p. 26.

* boot -ing, pr. par. & a. [Boot, v.]

* booting corn, * noting corn, s.

0. Law: Bent corn. w

* boot'-Ihg, $. [Bootv.] Plunder, booty.
** 111 tell you of a brave booting
That befell Bohin Hood."

Robin ffood. {Bitton.)

boot' leg, ft. [From Eng. boot; leg.) Leather
cut for the leg of a boot;

boot less, * boote-lesse, * bote lease,
a. [From boot (1), and suffix -less.) Without
profit, success, or advantage

;
profitless.

a."
r TroUus, b. i

" Ah, luckless speech, and bootUu boast
!

"

Cowper : John Gttpin.

U It is sometimes followed by the infinitive!

The blood of ages, booties* to secure.
Beneath an Empire's yoke, a stubborn Isle."

Thomson : Liberty, pt ir.

boot lSftS ly, adv. [Eng. bootlessj -ly. L'n-

availiugly, uselessly.

" Got 1 nymph, no more ; why dost thon bootiestly

Sta\ thus tormenting both thyself and me?"
Pamhatee: Poet. Put., p. 133,

boot' -less-ness, s. [Eng. bootless; -ness.i

The state of being bootless. (Webster.)

boots, pi [Boot.]

boot y, *bot-Iet s. [In Icel. butt; Sw. eW
as truck, exchange, barter, dividend, booty,

pillage ; Dan. bytte ae barter, exchange, truck ;.

Dut. buit m booty, sport, prize ; Ger. beute

;

Ft. butin ; 9p. botin = . . . booty ; Ital. tot-

tino. From Icel. & Sw. bfta = to change, to-

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin» as; expect. Xenophon, e^cist. -ing

-clan, -tian = shan, - tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. m bel, dpL
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exchange, to truck, to shift, to divide, to
share ; Dan. bytte — to change, to make ex-

change, to truck ; Dut. buiten = to get booty,
to pilfer ; L. Ger. bitten (N. H.) Ger. beuten,

erbeuten = to make booty ; M. H. Ger. buten,

beuten.]

1. LU. : That which is seized by plunder or
by violence. Specially—

(1) That which is taken by soldiers in war.
" When the booty had be«n secured, the prisoners

were suffered to depart on foot"

—

Macaulay: Bitt.

Xng., ch. xix.

(2) That which a thief or a robber carries

off by fraud or by violence.

"They succeeded in stopping thirty or forty coaches,
and rode off with a great booty in guineas, watches,
and Jewellery."—Macaulay t Bitt. Eng., ch, xxiii.

*J It is rarely used in the plural.

"Aut. If I had a mind to be honest, I see Fortune
would not suffer me : she drops booties in my mouth.
I am courted now with a double occasion."

—

Shakesp.

:

Winter't Tale, i v. 4.

2. Fig., in special phrases

:

(a) To play booty : To play dishonestly, with
the intention of losing a game.

" We understand what we ought to do, but when we
deliberate, we play booty against ourselves ; our con-
sciences direct us one way, our corruption* hurry us
anoth er."—VEstrange.
(b) To write booty : To write in such a way

as intentionally to fail in gaining one's pro-

fessed aim.

"I have set this argument in the best light, that
the ladies may not thiuk that I write booty."—Dryden,

1 Precise meaning of booty: Crabb thus
distinguishes between booty, spoil, and prey:—
" The first two are used as military terms or

in attacks on an enemy, the latter in cases of
particular violence. The soldier gets his

booty; the combatant his spoils; the carniv-
orous animal his prey. Booty respects what
is of personal service to the captor; spoil*

whatever serves to designate his triumph

,

prey includes whatever gratifies the appetite

and is to be consumed. When a town is

taken, soldiers are too busy in the work of

destruction and mischief to carry away much
booty ; in every battle the arms and personal
property of the slain enemy are the lawful
spoils of the victor; the hawk pounces on his

prey, and carries him up to his nest. Greedi-
ness stimulates to take booty ; ambition pro-

duces an eagerness for spoils; a ferocious

appetite impels to a search for prey" (Ordbb :

Eng. Syn.)

* boo-ty-«r, s. [Byoutour.1

• boowe, s. [Rough.] (Chaucer : C. T., The
Kn. Tale, 2,059.)

booze, * boose, * bouse, v.i. [From Dut.
buizen ; Ger. busen, bausen.] To tipple, to
drink to excess.

booze, s. [Booze, v.]

1. Intoxicating liqnor ; drink.

2. A spree, a drinking bout.

booz er, bois-er, s. [Eng. booz(e); -er.}

One who boozes or tipples. (Webster.)

booz ing, * boos ing, pr. par. k a. [Booze*.]

"... a boozing clown who had scarcely literature
enough to entitle him to the benefit of clergy.'*—
Bacaulay: ilitt. Eng., ch. xxi

boozing ken, s. A slang term for a
drin king-shop.

booz y,
# bdos'-y\ *boU9'~& o. [From

booze, v., and suffix -y.] A little intoxicated,
somewhat elevated or excited with liquor.

(Kingsley.)

bo peep ,
* bo-peepe', * bo-pepe'. s. [From

bo, an unmeaning word, and peep — look. ]

1. Lit. : A children's game, in which the
performers look out from behind anything
and then draw back as if frightened to show
face longer. This is done with the intention
of impressing each other with a r oderate
amount of fright It is the same as Scotch
bokeck and keekbo (q.v.).

" Rivers,
That serve instead of peaceful barriers.
To part the engagements of their warriours.
Where both from side to eide may skip.
And only encounter at b&peep." Budibras.

bop'-y-rid, a. [Bopyriob.] Any crustacean
of the family Bopyridse. (Used also adjec*
tively.)

bo-pyr'-i-daB (yr as ir), $. pt [From Mod.
Lat. bopyrus (q.v.).]

Zool. : A family of Sedentary Isopod Crusta-
ceans of abnormal type, which live in the gills,

or attached to the ventral surface of shrimps
or similar animals. They undergo metamor-
phosis, and the sexes are distinct.

bo-pyr'-us (yr as ir), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the Crustaceous
family Bopyridse (q.v.). B. squUlarum is a
common form.

bo - quln, s. [Sp.]

Weaving : A coarse Spanish baize.

•bor(l), s. [Bore.]

*bdr(2), s. [Boar.]

* bor (3). s. [Bower.] (Ear. Eng. AUit. Poems
(ed. Morris) ; Pearl, 964.)

* bdr, pret. of v. [Bear.] (Story of Gen. and
Exod., 425.)

bor -a, 5. [Said to be a dialectal form of Ital.

borea = the north wind. Cf. Illyrian bura =
storm, tempest (N.E.D.).} A violent north
wind common in the upper parts of the
Adriatic Sea.

+ bor'-a-ble, a. [Eng. bor(e); -tjWe.) That
may be bored. (Johnson.)

bSr-a'-chl-O, «. [Sp. borachio & borracha =
a leathern bottle ; borracho = drunk.]

*L A leather bottle or bag used in the

Spanish peninsula to hold wine, &c.

2. A drunkard.
*' How you stint of wine ! D'ye think my niece

will ever endure such a borachio / You're an absolute
borachio."—Congreve.

bbr-ac'-Ic, a. [In Fr. boracique, from Lat.

borax, gen. boracis.]

boracic add, a

1. Chem. : An acid, now called Boric Acid
(q.v.)

2. Min. : Sassolite (Dana). Sassoline (Brit.

Mus. Cat.). [Sassolite.]

bdr'-a-cite, s. [In Ger, borazit; Lat. borax,

genit. boracis ; and suffix -ite, Min. (q.v.).]

Min. : An isometric tetrahedral mineral

;

hardness 4.5 when massive, but 7 in crystals
;

sp. gr. 2.9 ; lustre, vitreous ; colour, white or
grayish, yellowish, and greenish. It varies

from being subtransparent to translucent. It

is pyroelectric. Compos. : boron, 58.45 to 69.77 ;

magnesia, 23.80—31.39 ; sesquioxide of iron,

0.32—1.59 ; chloride of magnesia, 9-97—11.75
;

and water, —6.20. Boracite is (1) ordinary
either crystallized or massive, or (2) it is iron-

boracite. Found in Germany, France, ore.

(Dana.)

bor a-cous, a. [From Lat borax, genit.
boracis (q.v.), and suffix -ous.] Consisting in

I>art of borax ; derived from borax.

tboV-age (1), *. [A corruption of borax

(q.v.).]

borage-grot, a

Numis. : A groat or fourpenny piece of a
particular description, formerly current in

Scotland.

" Item 1

borage grot as the new grol

boV-age (2), «. [In Ger. borago ; Dut. bur-

nagie; Fr. bourracA* ; Sp. borraja ; Port, barra-

ge™,; Ital. borraggine ; Pol. borak.] [Borago.]

Bot. : The English name of the genus Bor-
ago. [Borago.] The common borage is an
exceedingly hispid plant, with large, brilliant,

blue flowers, having their stamens exserted.

It was once regarded as a cordial ; the young
leaves may be used as a salad or potherb, and
the flowers form an ingredient in cool tankards.

bor'-age-worts (age as *&), $. pi [Eng.,
&c, borage, and suffix -worts.]

Bot. : The English name of the Botanical
order Boraginacea (q.v.).

bor ag-in-a'-ce-£e, s. pi. [Lat. borago, gen.

boraginis, and -aceo3, nom. fern. pL of adj.
suffix -actus. ]

Bot (Borageworts) : An order ofplants placed
by Lindley under his 48th or Echeal Alliance.
They have monopetalous corollas, generally
with five, but sometimes with four, divisions,

five stamens, a four-parted, four-seeded ovary,
producing, when ripe, four nuts distinct from
each other. Leaves generally very rough.
Whilst theflvestamens ally them to Solanaceee,
Convolvulaoece, and other allied orders, the four
seeds bring them near Labiata?. They are
natives principally of the temperate parts of
the northern hemisphere. 600 species were
known in 1847. (Lindley.) The representa-
tives of the order in Britain are Echium,
Pulmonaria, Lithospermum, Mertensia,
Borago, Symphytum, Lycopsis, Anchusa,
Myosotis, Asperugo, Echinospermum, and
Cynoglossum.

bor-a-gln'-e-OUS, a. [ Lat. borago, genit,

boraginis, and Eng. suffix -eous.] Pertaining
or relating to the Boraginaceie or to the
structure by which they are characterised.

bor-a'-gd, s. [Fr. bourrache, from Low Lat.
boraginem, accus. of borago, prob. from Low
Lat. burra, borra = rough shaggy hair, from
the roughness of the foliage.]

Bot. (Borage) ; A genus of plants—the typical
one of the order Boraginaceffi (Borageworts).
It has a rotate calyx, its throat closed with
five teeth, exserted stamens, with bifid fila-

ments, the inner branch bearing the anther.
B. officinalis, orCommon Borage, is naturalised
in Britain, but is not a true native. [Borage]

* bdV-a-mez, s. The same as Barometz (q.v.).

bo ras'-co, s. [Sp. & Port, borrasco ; Fr.

bourrasque.] A violent squall, generally ac-

companied with thunder and lightning.

bor- as'-sus, $. [From Gr. 0dpa<r<7O« (borassos)

= the fruit of a palm-tree.]

Bot. : A genus of palms, constituting the

type of the section Borasseee. It contains the
Bora&susflabelliformis, or Fan-leaved Borassus,
or Palm ; called also the Palmyra or Brab-
tree. It grows in the East Indies, rising to

the height of about thirty feet. It delights in
elevated and hilly situations. The fruit is

about the size and shape of a child's head.

Wine and sugar are made from the sap of the

trunk.

boV-ate, s. [Eng. bor(ic), and sufif. -ate.)

Chem. : A salt of boric acid.

bor ax, * bor as, s. [In Fr. borax; Sp.

borrax ; Ital. borrace ; Arab, burag, from
baraqa = to shine.]

1. Chem. : Biborate of sodium, sodium pyro-
borate, NaaB407. It is found native in Thi-

bet, California, and Peru, and is called tin-

ea! ; it is also obtained by boiling the crude

Tuscan boric acid with half its weight of

NagCojt It crystallizes at 79° in octohedra,

Na2B407.5H»0 ; and below 56° in monoclinic

prisms, NaoB^.lOHaO. When heated in the

air it swells up and loses its water, forming

a spongy mass. The aqueous solution of

borax has a slight alkaline reaction, turning

yellow turmeric paper brown.

2. Phar. : Borax acts as a mild alkali on
the alimentary canal and produces diuresis

;

it has a peculiar topical sedative action on
the mucous membranes, and is used as a

gargle in aphthous conditions of the tongue

and throat, and in cases of mercurial saliva-

tion.

3. Manuf. : Borax is used in the process of

soldering oxidizable metals ; being sprinkled

over their surface it fuses and dissolves the

oxide which would prevent adhesion. It i*

used for fixing colours on porcelain.

4. Mineralogy : A monoclinic, rather brittle,

sweetish alkaline mineral, with a hardness of

2—2'5, a sp. gr, of 1*716, a vitreous, resinous,

or earthy lustre, a greyish, bluish, or greenish-

white colour. Composition : Boric acid, 36"6

;

soda, 16-2; water, 47-2. It has been called

tincal, borate of soda, chrysocolla, &c Found
first in a salt lake in Thibet, and afterwards

in Ceylon, California, Canada, Peru, &c

borax beads, j. pi.

Chem. : " Beads " made of borax. They
are used in blowpipe analysis to distin.

guish the oxides of the various metals, and

to test minerals. A piece of platinum wire is

bent to form a small loop at one end ; this is

heated to redness and dipped on powdered

borax. The adhering borax is heated in the

flame to drive off the water ; it then forms a

colourless transparent bead. A minute frag-

ment of the substance to be tested is placed

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure. unl.e, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce- 6. oy-a. qu - kw.
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on it, and it is heated in the blowpipe flame
till it dissolves. It gives a characteristic
colour in the reducing and in the oxidizing
blowpipe flame.

Seducing flame : Colourless—Silicates of
earth metals ; Al2Oj, 8nOa ; alkaline earths,
earths, lanthanum, and cerium oxides, tan*
talic acid, manganic oxide, didymium oxide.
Yellow to brown—Tungstic acid, titanic acid,

molybdic acid ; and vanadic acid, when hot
Bed—Suboxide of copper, CujO. Green—
FejjOs, uranic oxide, chromic oxide ; and
vanadic acid when cold. Grey—AgsO, ZnO,
CdO, PbO, Bia 3 , SbA, tellurous salts, and
NiO.

Oxidizing flame : Colourless bead—Silicates,
alumina, stannic oxide, alkaline earths ; AgjO,
Ta, Niob, Te, salts ; titanic acid, tungs'tic
acid, molybdic acid, ZnO, CdO, PbO, Bi203,
SbsOfr Yellow to brown—Yo^O*. uranium
oxide ; vanadic oxide when hot. Red—Fe^Oa,
cerium oxide, and oxide of nickel when cold.

Violet—Mn salts, didymium oxide ; and a mix-
ture of CoO and NiO. Blue—Cobalt oxide
(CoO), copper oxide (CuO) when cold. Green
—Chromium oxide (O2O3), vanadic acid when
cold, CuO when hot ; and FejOs, containing
CuO or CoO.

bor bon'-I-a, s. [From Gaston de Bourbon,
Duke of Orleans, son of Henry IV. of France,
a patron of botany. ]

Bot. : A papilionaceous genus of plants con-
taining about thirteen species, all from South
Africa ; yellow flowers.

bor -bor-us, s. [From Gr. flo>/3opoc (borboros)
= slime, mud, mire.}

Entom. : A genus of two-winged flies be-
longing to the family Muscidse. The species
are small insects, and frequent cucumber-
frames, dung-heaps, and marshy spots.

* bor -bor ^gm (g silent), • bor-bor-jrs*'-
mus, s. [In Fr. borborygme; from Gr. 0op-

Bopvypos \borborugmos) = a rumbling in the
Dowels; 0op0opv£«) (borboruzo) = to have a
rambling in the bowels ; from the sound.]

Old Med. : A rumbling in the bowels.
(Glossog. Nov., 2nd «d.)

* borch. v.t. [Borrow.] {Scotch.)

* borch, s. [Bubrotjoh.]

* bbrd, v.t. & s. [Board, v.)

•bdrd(l), *. [Board.]

* bbrd (2), s. [Bordaok.]

bord halfpenny, s.

Old Law or Custom : Honey paid to the lord
of a manor on whose property a town or
village is built, for setting up stalls or booths
In it on occasion of a fair.

bord service, *.

Old Law : A tenure of bordland (q.v.).

* bbrd (3), *. [From Fr. bord = border. [Bor-
der.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A border.

2. Mining : A lateral passage where a shaft
intersects a seam of coal.

1 Monthis bord. [Monthis.]

•bord (3),*. [Bourd.]

•bord (4),*. [Burde.] (Scotch.)

* bord alexander, s. A kind of cloth
made at Alexandria. (A MS. dated about
1525.) (Jamieson.)

•bord (5), s. [O. Fries. bord; M. H. Ger.
buburh; O. Fr. behourd.] A joust, a tourna-
ment.

" Ful ofte tyme ha hadde the bord bvgonne."
Chaucer: C. T., PrttL, ta.

* bbrd age (1), s. [Low Lat. bordagium.]
Old Law : The tenure by which a bordar

held his cot, the services due from a bordar
to his lord.

d'-age (2), s. [Fr. bordage.]
Naut. : The planking of a ship's side ; hence

used for a border of any kind.

bbrd'-ax,#. [Low Lat. bordarius = a cottager.]
One who held a cottage at the will of his lord,
a cottier. (N.E.D.)

* bord clothe, • bordc cloth, * burd

cloth* s. [O. Eng. bord = board, table ; and
cloth.] A table-cloth.

" Bordedothe. Mappa, gautape."—Prompt. Parv.

• bbrde (1), s. [Board.] (Ear. Eng. Allit,
Poems, ed Morris ; Cleanness, 470, 1,433, Ac.)

• horde (2), s. [Border.] A border. (Sir
Gaw. and the Greene Knight

t 610.)

• horde (3), *. [MM. Eng. bourde, from Ft.
bourde, cog. with Port, bonto = a lie.] A jest.

iSirGaw.y 1,954.),

• bor del, * bor dele, * bor dell, * bor-
del lo, "bur-del -lb, *. [In Fr. bordel
(Littri); O. Fr. bordell (Kelham); Prov. bordel;
8p. burdel; ItaL bordello. From O. & Mod.
Ft. bordel, in the sense of a hut ; dimin. of
horde — a hut or cabin made of boards ; Prov.
borda = a hut.] [Board.] A brothel.

" Prom the burdello it might come u veil

:

s spittle : or pict-hatch."
'. Joneon : Every Man in hit Humour, 1. 2.

"Making even tin own house a stew, a bordel, and a
school of lewdness, to instil rice into the unwary ears
of his poor children."—.Sourh.

* bor dell er, * bor del er, * bor dil

ler (Eng.), bbr'-dell-ar (Scotch), s. [O.
Eng., O. Scotch, <fcc, bordel= a brothel, and
suff. -er.) A frequenter of brothels.

"He had nane sa familiar to hym. as fldlarls, bor-
dcUarit, makerellis, and geatouris. —Betlend. : Cron,,
bk. v., ch. i.

* bbr-deT-lo, s. [Bordel.]

bor der ,
* bor -doure, * bor -dure, *. k a.

[From Fr. bordure (Littre) ; from Fr. border =
to border, to edge ; Low Lat. bordura m a
margin. Compare Sw. or&ta= brim, margin,
brink; Dut. ooord= border, edge, brim, . . .]

[Board.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language : The brim, edge,
margin, or boundary line of anything. Spec.—

L 0/ earthenware, a looking-glass, a picture,

otc : The brim, the margin, the frame, or any-
thing else surrounding it

"They have looking-glasses bordered with broad
bordert of crystal, and great counterfeit precious
tones."

—

Bacon.

2. Of a garment : The edge or hem, some-
times ornamented with needlework, or at
least of a diverse colour from the rest. [Bor-
durb, 1.]

3. Of a garden, a country, a lake, £c. : Its
limit or boundary.

(1) Of a garden : The raised flower or other
bed. surrounding it.

All with a border of rich fruit-trees crown'd."
Waller : On St. Jamett Park.

(2) Of a country : Its confine, its limit, its

boundary line, or the districts in the imme-
diate vicinity.

(a) Gen. ; In the foregoing sense.
"Slowly and with difficulty peace was established

on the border."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. lit.

(b) Spec. : The border territory between
England and Scotland, where, while the two
countries were independent, mutual inroads,
raids, cattle-lifting, Ac. [Bordrao, Bord-
raoino], for centuries prevailed. Since the
happy union of the two kingdoms in 1707, the
hardy race of adventurers generated by these
enterprises have found their proper sphere in
the British army. [Borderer.]

(3) Of a lake : Its bank or margin.
" It was situated on the borders of an extensive but

hallow lake. . . ."—Darwin; Voyage round the
World (ed. 1870), ch. tL, p. 114.

IT (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between
border, edge, rim or brim, brink, margin, and
verge :

" Of these terms, border is the least
definite point, edge the most so ; rim and brim
are species of edge ; margin and verge are
species of border. A border is a stripe, an
edge is a line. The border lies at a certain
distance from the edge ; the edge is the exterior
termination of the surface of any substance.
Whatever is wide enough to admit of any
space round its circumference may have a
border; whatever comes to a narrow extended
surface has an edge. Many things may have
both a border and an edge ; of this description
are caps, gowns, carpets, and the like ; others
have a border but no edge, as lands, and
others have an edge but no border, as a knife
or table. A rim is the edge of any vessel

;

the brim is the exterior edge of a cap ; a brink
is the edge of any precipice or deep place ; a
margin is the border of a book or a piece of
water; a verge is the extreme border of a
place."

(2) Border, boundary, frontier, and confines

are thus discriminated :
" These terms are all

applied to countries or tracts of land." The
** border is the outer edge or tract of land that
runs along a country ; it is mostly applied to
countries running in a line with each other,
as the borders of England and Scotland ; the
boundary is that which bounds or limits, as
the boundaries of countries or provinces ; tha
frontier is that which lies in the front or
forms the entrance into a country, as the
frontiers of Germany or the frontiers of
France ; the confines are the parts lying con-
tiguous to others, as the confines of differ-

ent states or provinces. The term border is

employed in describing those parts which
form the borders, as to dwell on the borders or
to run along the borders. The term boundary
is used in speaking of the extent or limits of
places ; it belongs to the science of geography
to describe the boundaries of countries. The
frontiers are mostly spoken of in relation to
military matters, as to pass the frontiers, to
fortify frontier towns, to guard the frontiers,
or in respect to one's passage from ono
country to another, as to be stopped at the
frontiers. The term confines, like that of bor-
ders, is mostly in respect to two places ; the
border is mostly a line, but the confines may
be a point ; one therefore speaks of going
along the borders, but meeting on the confines.
*

' The term border may be extended in its appli-
cation to any space, and boundary to any
limit Conjines is also figuratively applied to
any space included within the confines, as the
confines of the grave

; precinct is properly any
place which is encircled by something that
serves as a girdle, as to be within the pre-
cincts of a court, that Is, within the space
which belongs to or is under the control of a
court." (Crabb: Eng. Syn.)

XL Technically:

1. Milling : The hoop, rim, or curb around
a bedstone or bedplate, to keep the meal from
falling off except at the prescribed gap. Used
in gunpowder mills and some forms of grain-
grinding mills.

2. Printing:

(1) A type with an ornamental face, suitable
for forming a part of a fancy border.

(2) Ornamental work surrounding the text
of a page.

3. Locksmithing : The rim of a lock.

4. Weaving:

(1) That part of the cloth containing the
selvage.

(2) Plur. (Borders) : A class of narrow tex-
tile fabrics designed for edgings and bindings,
such as galloons and laces.

5. Her. : Of the form bordure (q.v.).

B. As adjective: In any way connected with
the borders. [See the compounds.]

" With some old Border song, or catch."
Wordtujorth ; Fountain.

1[ Compounds of obvious signification : Bor~
der-guard (Lewis: Ear. Rom. Hist., ch. xh\,
pt. li., § 30, vol. ii.. 144) ; border-line, border
line (Times, 28th March, 1877); border-song,
border song [B.] ; border-stream (Byron : Lara,
ii. 13).

border-axe, s. A battle-axe in use on
the border land between England and Scotland.

"A border-axe behind was slung."
Scott : Lay of the Last Minttrel. Iv. 8.

t border-day, *. The day or era when
the borders were in their glory.

"Was not unfrequent, nor held strange.
Id the old Border-day."

Scott : lay of the Latt Minttrel, t. 7.

border-land, s. A border district, esp.

that between England and Scotland. (Used
also figuratively.

border-pile, ...

Hydraulic Engineering : An exterior pile of
a oofTer-dam, &c.

t border-pipe, s.

Music : A pipe designed to be blown in
border wars.

" Through the dark wood, in mingled tone,
Were Border-pipe* and bugles blown."

Scott l Lay of the Latt Minttrel, It. la.

border-plane, s.

Joinery: A joiner's edging-plane,

t border-side, *.

Scotch : The side or district of Scotland lying
In proximity to the English frontier.

" List all !—The King's vindictive pride
Boasts to have tamed the Border-tide."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, ii. tt.

boll, bo"y; po"utt JtSvW; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem;
-dan, -tian = shan. -Hon, -slon = shun ; -fion, -slon = shun.

thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph=£
-tlous. -slons, -clous — shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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border-stone, s. The curbstone of a
well or pavement.

border-tide, s. A particular tide or
season in border history.

** Demands the Ladye of Bnccleuch,
Why. gainst tbe truce of Border-tide,
In hostile guise ye dare to ride."

Scott : Lay qf the Ltut Minstrel, It. 19.

border-warrant, a.

Law: A process for arresting an English
delinquent who has crossed the border to
Scotland, or vice vend, or compelling him to
find security for his appearance before a court.

4>or'-der, bor -der-yn, v.i. & t [From
Eng. borders, (q.v.). In Fr. border ; 8p. bordar
= to border, to edge.]

A* Intransitive:

1. Of things material : To confine upon, to
be contiguous to, to have the edges of one
thing in close proximity to those of another.
^Followed by on or upon.)

2. Of things immaterial: To approach
closely to.

B. Transitive

:

1. Ofa garment, dc. : To adorn with a border
ornamented or otherwise.

2. Of a country

:

(1) Of the relation of one place to another

:

To reach, to touch, to confine upon, to be
contiguous or near to.

**
. . . . those part* of Arabia which harder the sea

called the Persian Qalt'—Maleigh.

(2) Of the relation of a traveller to a tract of
country : To keep near a boundary line.

" HU chief difficulty aroae front not knowing' where
to find water in the lower country, to that be «u
obliged to keep bordering the central ranges."—Dar-
win : Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), i\h. xvi.

bor-dere, s. [Bordyocre.] (Prompt. Parv.)

bor'-dered, * bor-dyrde, pa. par. k a.

I, Ordinary Language : (See the verb.)

II. BoL : A term applied to one colour sur-
rounded by a border or edging of another.

bor'-der-er, s. [Eng. border, v. ; and suffix

-ST.]

I. Ord. Lang. : The dweller on the border
or frontier of a country.

" National enmities have alwaysbeen fiercest among
bordercrt.~—Macaulay: Hut. Eng., en. xiii.

IL Mil.: The 25th regiment of the British
infantry are called the "King's Own Bor-
derers."

bor'-der-ing, pr. par. k a. tBoRDER, t».]

^deep."
on; P.L.,hk.L

bor -ders, s. pL [Border.]

* bord-felawe, $. [O. Eng. bord m board,
and felaxoe = a fellow, companion.] A com-
panion, associate.

" The! youen to him bordf4tawi» threttL"—MM :

Judge* xlv. 11.

bor -dite, s. [From Bordo'e, one of the Faroe
Islands ; and suffix -ite (Min.) (q. v.)lJ

Miu.: A variety of Okenite (q.T.X It is

milk-white, fibrous in texture, and very tough.
From Bordoe. [See etyin.J

* bord'-land, s. [Eng. bord; land.] 8aid to
be land which a lord keeps in his own hand
for the maintenance of his "board," i.e., of
his table ; more prob. land held by a bordar
(q.v.). (N.E.D.)

* bord less, * bord-lees, a. [O. Eng. bord
= board, table, and hence food ; and suffix

-less.] Foodless. (Piers Plowman.)

* bord lode, s. TO. Fr. borde, from Low Lat,
borda — a hut ; and lode ss lode.]

Old Law : The same as bordage,

* bord -man, s. [Bordage.]

Old Law : A tenant in bordage (q.v.).

* bord -rag, s. [Contracted from bm-draging
(q.v.).] A border raid, a " bordragiug," ravag-
ing of border lands. (Used specially of England
and Scotland while, previous to the Union, the
two countries were at feud.)

No wayling there nor wretcbednesse is heard.
No nightly bordragt, tiur no hue and cries."

Openxer: Colin CI, 312. 315.

MUM.

* bord'-ra-ging, i. [O. Eng. bord m border,
and raging.] A border raid, a " bordrag."

Yet oft annoyd with sondry bordragingt.
Of neighbour Scots, and forreiu Scatterlings."

Spenser: F. <£., II. x. 63.

* bbr'-dun, s. [From Fr. bourdon; ItaL bor-

done.] A pilgrim's staff.

". '. . In pilgrtmea wedee
" He bar a bordun I-bouuue with

1

a brod lyste
."

fieri Plow. Vie., vi. 7-S.

bor'-diire, s. [Ft. bordure.] [Border.]

L Ord. Lang. : An old form of border, s.

(q.v.). A hem or border.

". . . hem or bordure ni these clothes, . .
."

Chaucer ; Boethiue (ed. Morris), p. t, line to.

IL Heraldry: The border of an escutcheon.
It occupies one-fifth

of a shield. It has
various significations.

1. It may be the
mark of a younger
branch of a family.

2. If charged, !t

may refer to maternal
descent. This espe-
cially obtains in an-
cient armory.

3. It may stand for
" border company,"
which should be composed of sixteen pieces,

and may imply either augmentation or, in

recent heraldry, illegitimacy.

L It may be an ordinary charge.

•J In blazoning coats of armour the bordure
is placed over all ordinaries except the chief,

the quarter, and the canton. It has no di-

minutive, but may at times be surmounted by
another of half its width. When a bordure is

bezante, billette, or has similar markings, the
number of bezants or billets, unless otherwise
mentioned, Is always eight (Gloss, of Her.)

* bor -dyn, ? boor - Con, * bour -don, v.i.

[Bourdon.] To play, joke. (Prompt. Parv.)

* bor'-dy-oure, * bor-dere, s. [From
O. Eng. bourdyn (q.v.).]

*" Bordpoure, or pleyare {.bordere, Y,\ Lueor. jocu-
lator."—Prompt. Par*.

bore, #bor -I-en, *bor In. *bor-yn, v. t. k {.

[A. 8. borian= to bore ; Ieel. bora; ow. borrd ;

Dan. bore; Dut. boren; (N. H.)Ger. bohren;
O. H. Ger. poran, poron ; Lat. foro = to bore.
Skeat suggests also a connection with Or.
<f>ap (phar), in <pop«-y£ (pharanx) =a ravine,
and 4>apvy$ (pharunx) = the pharynx, the
gullet.]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To perforate or make a hole through
anything.

(1) To perforate, to make a hole through
any hard substance by means of an instru-
ment adapted for the purpose. Used—

(a) Of tbe action of a gimlet drilling holes
in wood, or an analogous but more powerful
instrument wrought by machinery perforating
iron.

"A man may make an Instrument to bore a hole an
Inch wide, or half an inch, not to bom a hole of a
foot"— tVitUtu,

" Mulberries will be fairer If you bore tbe trunk of
tbe tree through, and thrust into the places bored
wedges of some not trees. "

—

Bacon.

(b) Of the action of a borer perforating
the strata of the earth in search of coal or
other valuable minerals, for scientific investi-
gation of the succession of strata, or for any
purpose.

" 111 believe as soon
This whole earth may be bored, and that the moon
May through the centre creep.*'

Hhakeep. : Mid. Might's Dream, 11L %
(c) Of the action of a woodpecker's bill, the

jaws of an insect, or any similar instrumen-
tality.

(d) Of an energetic person piercing through
or penetrating a crowd.

" Consider, reader, what fatigues I've known.
What riots seen, what bustling; crowds I l»>r'd
Uow oft I croas'd where carta and coaches roar'd."

fss,
(2) To hollow out by means of boring.
"Take the barrel of a long gun, perfectly bored,

.

.—Digby.

(3) To make way by piercing or scraping
out.

I "These diminutive catterpillara are able, by degrees,
to pierce or bore their way into a tree, with very small
boles ; . . ."—Hay.

2. Figuratively:

(1) To weary one out by constant reiteration
of a narrative or subject in which one has but

slender interest ; to fatigue the attention, to
weary one. (Colloquial.)

* (2) To befool, to trick.

" I am abused, betrayed ; I tun langhed at, scorned,
Raffled and bored, it seems . . ,

Beaumont * Fletcher

B. Intransitive

:

J. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(X) (By omitting the objective after the transi-
tive verb): To pierce by boring; as, "the
auger bores well.

(2) (In Us nature intransitive) : To be pierced
or penetrated by a boring instrument ; as,
" the wood is hard to bore."

2. Fig. ; To push forward.
" Nor south ward to tbe raining regions run.
But bvring to the west, and huv ring there,
With gaping mouths they draw prcTitkk air."

Dryden.
bore, pret. of v. [Bear, v.]

"This bore up the patriarchs . .*—TUlotton [St4
ed., i:»), vol. l, mt. ziv.

* bore, pa par. [Born.]
"'Alias!' seyde this frankleyn, 'that ever was I

bore I" Chaucer; C. T., SOL

bore (1) (Eng.), bore, * bolr, • bor (Scotch),

s. [From bore, v. In A.8, 6or = (l) a borer,
a gimlet, (2) a lancet, a graving iron ; Sw.
borr = an auger, a gimlet ; Dan. bor, boer
= a gimlet; Dut. ooor=a wimble, a drill;

Ger. bohr = an auger : bohrloch = bore, auger-
hole.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

* (1) The instrument with which a hole is

bored ; a borer. [Etym.]
" So shall that hole be fit for tbe file, or square bore."

—Moxon.

(2) A hole made by boring. Used—
(a) Gen. : Of the hole itself, without refer-

ence to its size.
" Into hollow engines long and round.

Thick ramm'd. at th' other bore with touch of fire
Dilated, and infuriate." Milton : P. L-, bk. vi.

(6) Spec. : Of its size or calibre.
" And ball and cartridge sorts for every bore."

Dryden.
** It will best appear in thefc*r«iof wind instruments;

therefore cause pipes to be made with a single, double,
and so on, to a sextuple bore, and mark what ton*
every una giveth."— Bacon.

(3) A hole made in any other way. Spec.—

(a) A small hole or crevice ; a place used
for shelter, especially for smaller animals.
(Scotch.)

" A sonne bem ful bright
Schon opon the queue

At a core."
«r Tristrem, p. 1H,

"Senate was the door: in at a boir I blent."
PaUce of Honour. ilL 6t

"And Into hols and bor* thaine hvd."
Buret: Pilg. (Watson's Cull.), ii. 33. 24. (Jamie$on.)

(b) A rift in the clouds ; a similar open
space between trees in a wood. (Scutch.)

" When, glimmering through the groaning trees,

Kirk-AUoway seem*d in a bleeae ;

Through ilka bore the beams were glancing."
Burnt : Tan* ffShanter.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Of things: Importance.
" I bave words to speak in thine ear will make thee

dumb ; yet are they much too light for the bore of th*
matter. *—Skake*p. : Mantlet, iv. a

(2) Of persons or things: A person who
wearies one by perpetually calling when there

is no time to receive visitors, or by harping
on a subject in which one has no interest, or

in some similar way. Also a thing similarly

wearisome.

3. In special phrases

:

% (1) A blue bore : An opening in the clonds
when the sky is thick and gloomy. (Scotch.)

(Lit. & Fig.)
" This style pleased us well. It was th* first Maw

bore that did appear In our cloudy «ky."—HaiUie.
Lett. 1. 171.

* (2) The bores of hearing : The ears.

" For mine's )>eyond beyond—say, and si>eak thick;
Love's counsellor should fill the bora* of bearing.

HAaketp. : Cymbel^ ifl. t
H, Technically:

1. Metallurgy:

(1) A tool bored to fit the shank of a forged

nail, and adapted to hold it while the head is

brought to shape by the hammer. The de-

pression in the face of the bore is adapted to

the shape required of the chamfered under
part of the head.

(2) The cavity of a steam-engine cylinder,

pump-barrel, pipe, cannon, barrel of a fire-arm,

&c In mechanics it is expressed in inches of

fistt), f&t, fire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t
or wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian. «e,«*-e. ey - a. au = kw*
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diameter ; in cannon in the weight in pounds
of solid round shot adapted thereto.

(3) The capacity of a boring tool, as the

bore of an auger

2. Music : The calibre of a wind instrument,

as the bore of a flute.

bore (2X *• flcel. bora — a wave, a billow caused

by wind {Wedgwood and Skeat); N. & M. H.
Ger. bor ; O. H. Ger. par = height, top.

Remotely connected with A.8. beran, beoran
= to bear.]

Physic. Geog. A Ord. Lang. :

1. A tidal wave running with fearful height

and velocity up various rivers. In India

it occurs on the Ganges and the Indus, hut,

according to an " Anglo-Burman," is nowhere
better seen than in the Sittang between Ran-

rn and Mouluiein in the Eastern Peninsula.
Britain a bore rushes at spring tides up

the Bristol Channel from the Atlantic, and
being narrowed by the funnel-shaped estuary

of the Severn, rises into a bore below Newn*
ham, and does not entirely expend its force

till it has passed Gloucester. It affects also

the river Parrett, just below Bridgewater,

and other rivers which run into the Bristol

Channel. There is a bore also in the Solway.
[Eagre, IIygre.]

"The bore had certainly alarmed us for ninety or a
hundred aecouds. '--De Quineey : Work*, 2nd ed., 1. 106.

2. Less properly : A very high tidal wave,
not, however, so abrupt as in No. 1, seen in

the English Channel, the Bay of Fuudy, &e.

(Dana.)

bbr'-e-al, a. [In Fr. borial; Sp. boreAl;

Port, voreal ; ItaL boreale ; Lat. borealis ; from
Boreas (q.v.).] Northern.

" Crete > ample fields diminish to oar eye,
Belure the boreal bIat>U the ves«U fly.'

Fop*.

boreal-pole, $. In French terminology,
the South -seeking pole of the magnet.

Boreal Province.
Zoology : The second of eighteen provinces

Within which Mr. S. P. Woodward distributed
tea and fresh-water mollusca. The Boreal
Province extends across the Atlantic from
Nova Scotia and Massachusetts to Iceland,
the Faroe and Shetland Islands, and along the
coast of Norway from North Ca*>e to the Naze.
75 per cent, of the Scandinavian shells are

common to Britain, and more than half of the
sea-shells found on the coast of Massachusetts,
north of Cape Cod, occur also in the North
Sea. Some of the principal species are Teredo
navalis, Photos crispata, Mya arenaria, Saxica va
rugosa, Tellina solidula, Lucina borealis, As-
tarte borealis, Cyprina Island tea, Leda pygmea,
Nucula tenuis, Mytilus edulis, Modiola modio-

Pecten Islandicus, Ostrea edulis, Ano-mia
Mppium, TerebrcUulinacaput-serpentis,Rhyn-
nella psittacea, Chiton marmoreus, Dcntalium

Margarita utululata, Littorina gram-
andica, Nation heliccides, Scalaria gratnXand-
\ca, Fusus antiquus, Fusus islandicus, Trophon
wturicatus, Trophon clathratus, Purpura tapiU
lus, Buccinurn undatum. Several genera are
ow living on the coast of the United States
which only occur fossil in England, as Glyci-

sris, Cardita, &c. (S. P. Woodward; Mol-

r'-S-aa, a [In Fr. Boree; Sp. & Port.
yreus ; Ital. Borea ; all from Lat. Boreas

;

Gr. 0op«'as (Boreas) = (1) the North-wind, (2)
the North. According to Max Miiller, Boreas
is probably = the wind of the mountains,
from Gr. fiopot (boros), another form of opos
(oros) = a mountain. ] The North-wind, chiefly
poetic. (Eng. <& Scotch.)

" The blustering Boreat did encroche,
And beate upon the eolitarfe Brere."

Spenser : Shep. Cat 11.

•bbr-eau (ean as 6), a [Fr. bourreau.] An
executioner. [Bubio.]

bbre'-COle, s. [From 6or«(l); and cole (q.v.).]
A loose or open-headed variety of the cabbage
(Brassica oleracea). It is also frequently known
in ordinary language as sprouts.

bored, pa. par. [Bore, v.t.]

i bore'-dom. s. [Eng. bore (1), ft. ; -dom.)

1. The state of being bored.

2. Bores collectively.

* bor'-ee, *. [Fr. bourrec = a rustic dance
originally belonging to Auvergne.) A dance
in common time, of French or Spanish origin.

IMck conId neatly danee a Ji«,

But Tom was beat at bore**.
Swift t Tom * Dtek.

bor-een', a fir.) A bridle-path.

A little farther on branched off suddenly a narrow
bridle-path, or borem, as It is called In this part of
the country."—Daily t?ew», Nov. 8, 1S80.

•bor'-el.a [Borrell.)

*borel folk, * borel-folk, a [Bob-
RELL-FOLK. ]

* bore-lych, a [Burly.] (Sir Gam>. and the

Green Knight, 760.)

* bcr'-en, pa. par. [Born.]

bor'-er, «. [Eng. bor(e); -er. In Ger. bohrer.)

I, Ordinary Language :

1. Of living beings : A person who or a living

being which bores. [II. Zool]

2. 0/ things : An instrument used for boring.
" The master-brio klayer must try all the founda-

tions with a borer, such as weU-digger* use to try th*
ground. "

—

Moxon.

XX Technically:

1. Zoology:

(1) A name for a worm-like fish, the Myxine
glutinosa, called also the Glutinous Hag and
the Blind-fish.

(2) A name sometimes given to Terebella, a
genus of Annelida

2. Coopering ; A semi-conical tool used to
enlarge bung-holes and give them a flare.

If Analogous instruments, used in some
other trades, are called by the same name.

bor'-Sth-^l, 8. [Eng., &c. bor(oh); ethyl]

Chem. : B^CnHsW It is formed by acting on
boric ether (C^Hg^BOgfc thin limpid fragrant

liquid, boiling at 119% decomposed by water),
with zinc ethyl Borethyl is a colourless,

pungent, irritating, mobile liquid, sp.gr. 0696,
and boiling at 95°. It is insoluble m water,
takes fire in the air spontaneously, burning
with green smoky flame. It unites with am-
monia.

*bore -tree, a [Boubtbes. J

* bor-ewe, s. [Bobbow.]

* bor-ew-yng, pr. par., a., A a [Borrow -

inc.] (Proverbs of Hendyng, 194.)

* borg, s. [Borough.]

* bor-gage, a [From Eng. borg a a town,
and gage m a pledge.] A tenement in town
held by a particular tenure.

*' Ne booghte none Burgage* ' beo ye certeyne."
Pier, Plata. Vision, lit T».

* bor'-gen, pa. par. [Bergen.]
" Into saba to borgen ben."

Story of Gen. A Exod,, 3,686.

* bor-ges, * bor'-geys, R [Buboess.] (Ear.
Eng. Allit, Poems ; Patience, 3GQ.) (Sir Ferum-
bras, ed. Heritage, 444.)

borgh, 5. [Bobbow, a] (Scotch.)

*borght t».(. [Bobbow, ».] (Scotch.) (Balfour;
Pract., p. 340.) (Jamieson.)

*borghO (1), s. [Borough.] (Piers Plow.
Vis., ii. 87.)

* borghe (2) (Eng.), borgh (Scotch), s. [A.S.

boi% genit. borges = (1) a security, a pledge,

loan, bail, (2) a person who gives security, a
surety, bondsman, or debtor ; Dut. borg = a
pledge.] [Borrow, a] A pledge; a surety.

(Piers Plow. Vis., vii. 83.)

U (1) /.atttn to borgh : Laid in pledge.
"

. . . to have bene tattin to borgh to the adde
Alexr. . . ."—AcKt, Audit A, 1482, p. 100.

(2) To strek, or stryk, a borgh: To enter into
suretyship or cautionary on any ground.

"Quhare twa parti is apneris at the bar, and the
tane ttrek a borgh apone a weir of law," Ac.—Jo. I.

* bor-goun, v.i. [Burgeon.] (Ear. Eng.
Allit. Poems (ed. Morris); Cleanness, 1,042.)

* bor gounc, s. [Burgeon.] (Allit. Poems;
Decline of Goodness, 1,042.)

bor'-Jo, a. TEng., &c, fcor(on); -ic) Con*
tained in or derived from boron (q.v.).

boric acid, boraoic acid, a
1. Chem. : Boric acid, or orthoboric acid,

B<OH)s, is formed by dissolving boron tri-

oxide (B3O3) in water. It occurs in the steam
which issues from volcanic vents in Tuscany
called mjfunii, or fumarolea These are di-

rected into artificial lagoons, the water of
which becomes charged with boric acid, and
it is obtained from it by evaporation. Boric
acid is supposed to be formed by the action of

water on BN (nitride of boron), which is de-
composed by it into boric acid and ammonia.
Boric acid crystallizes out in six-sided lamina?,
which are soluble in hot water and in alcohol

;

It forms salts and borates, which are very un-
stable, as Mg"3(BOa)a (magnesium ortho-
borate), being a trihasic acid. Its solution in
alcohol burns with a green-edged flame. Boric
acid turns litmus paper brown, even in the
presence of free hydrochloric acid ; the brown
colour thus formed is turned a dirty blue by
caustic soda. Pyroboric acid, H0B4O7, is ob-
tained by heating for a long time "the crystals

of orthoboric acid at 140* C. Its chief salts

are borax, Na^BjCV, sodium pyroborate, and
Ca"B407, calcium pyroborate, which occurs
as the mineral borocalcite. Metaborio acid,

B'"0(OH), is formed when boric acid is heated
to 100' ; it is a white powder. Its salta are

called raetaboratea ; as, barium metaborate,
Ba"(BO'2)-;;and calcium metaborate,Ca'^BO^,
a white powder precipitated when CaClj is

added to a solution of borax ; the calcium salt

is soluble in acetic acid, and in NH4C1'.

2. Min. : A mineral, called also Sassolfte
(q.r.>

bdr'-Ick-ite, a. [From Boricky, who analysed
it.]

Min. : A reddish-brown opaque mineral of
waxy lustre, occurring renifonn or massive.
It contains phosphoric acid, 19*35—29*49

;

sesquioxide of iron, 52"29—52'99 ; water, 19"06

—19*96; lime, 7'29—816; and magnesia, 0—
0*41- It occurs in Styria and Bohemia. (Dana.)

bor'-U-la, a [Etymology doubtful]

Metal. : A rich copper ore in dust.

boring, * boV--yT*gO» * bor'-I-fclde, pr
par., a., & s. [Bore, r.j

A. & B. As present participle & participial

adjective; In senses corresponding to those ot

the verb.

C. As substantive

:

X. The act, operation, or process of per-
forating wood, iron, rocks, or other h. rd
substances by means of instruments adapted
for the purpose.

"Boryngs or percynge. Perforacko" — Prompt.
Pare.

2. A place made by boring, or where boring
operations are in progress.

3. PI. : Chips or fragments which drop from
a hole which is in the process of being bored.

boring and tenoning machine, s.

Wheelwrighting : A machine adapted to
bore the holes in the fellies and to cut th©
tenons on the ends of the spokes.

boring-bar, a
Metalrworking

:

1. A bar supported axially in the bore of a
piece of ordnance or cylinder, and carrying
the cutting-tool, which has a traversing mo-
tion, and turns off the inside as the gun or
cylinder rotates.

2. A cutter-stock used in other boring-
machines, such as those for boring the brassea
of pillow-blocks. (Knight.)

boring bench, s.

Wood-working : A bench fitted for the use
of boring machinery or appliances. [Bench-
drill. 1

boring-bit, s. A tool adapted to be used
in a brace. It has various forms, enumerated
under the head of Bit (q.v.).

boring-block, *.

Metal-working: A slotted block on whicli

work to be bored is placed.

boring-collar, s. A back-plate provided
with a number of tapering holes, either of

which may be brought in line with a piece to

be bored and which is chucked to the lathe-

mandreL The end of the piece is exposed at

the hole to a boring-tool which is held against

it. (Knight.)

boring-faucet, a One which has a bit

on its end by which it may cut its own way
through the head of a cask.

boll, bolh pout. Jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist -lag.

-elan, -tlan = shan. tion, -sion^shun; -tlon, sion zhiin. -tious, -siou«- -cious - shus. -ble, -die, *•. -bel, deL
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boring-gage, s. A I'larap to be attached

to an auger or a bit-shank at a given distance

from the point, to limit the penetration of the

tool when it has reached the determinate
depth. (Knight.)

boring-instruments, s. [Borino-ka-
CHINES.]

boring-lathe, s. A lathe used for boring

wheels or short cylinders. The wheel or

cylinder is fixed on a large chuck screwed to

the mandrel of a lathe.

boring-machines, «. pi. Machines by

which holes are made by the revolution of the

tool or of the object around the tool, but not

including- the simple tool itself. Thus an

augur, gimlet, awl, or any bit adapted for

boring, independently of the machinery for

driving it, would not be a boring-machine. A
brace is on the dividing line, if such there be,

but is not included under the term boring-

machines. (Knight.)

boring mollusca, s. The principal bor-

ing mollusca are the Teredo, which perforates

timber, and Fholas, which bores into chalk,

clay, and sandstone. These shells are sup-

posed to bore by mechanical means, either by

the foot or by the valves. But certain shells,

as Lithodomus, Gastrochsena, Saxicava, and
Ungulina, which attack the hardest marble

and the shells of other mollusca, have
smooth valves and a small foot, and have a

limited power of movement—(the Saxicava is

even fixed in its crypt by a byssus)—so they

have been supposed either to dissolve the

rock by chemical means, or else to wear it

away with the thickened anterior margins of

the mantle. The boring mollusks have been
called "stone-eaters" (lilhophagi). and "wood-
eaters" (xylophagi), and some at least are

obliged to swallow the material produced

by their operations, though they derive no
nourishment from it. No boring mollusk
deepens or enlarges its burrow after attaining

the full growth usual to its species. The
animals do great injury to ships, piers, and
breakwaters.

boring-rod, s. An instrument used in

boring for water, 4c [Borino-machines.]

boring-table, s. The platform of a

boring-machine on which the work is laid.

boring-tool, ».

Metal-working : A cutting-tool placed In a

cutter-head to dress round holes.

• borith, s. [Buryt.] (Bailey.)

bbrk hau -si-a, a. [Named after Moritz

Borkhausen, a German, who published a bo-

tanical work in 1790.)

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Asteracese (Composites) and the sub-

order Ligulifione (Cichoracese). The British

flora contains two wild species, Borkhausia

fatida, the fetid, and B. taraxifalia, the small,

rough Borkhausia, besides an introduced

species, B. tetosa. They are not common, and
no special interest attaches to them.

bor la si a, «. (From the Rev. Dr. Borlase,

F.R.S., an English naturalist and antiquarian,

bom in Cornwall, on February 2nd, 1695, and
died there August 31st, 1772.)

Zoot: A Ribbon Worm, belonging to the
family Nemertidae. It is found on the coasts

of Britain and France ; is of nocturnal habits,

and attains the length of fifteen feet.

•bor-lych, a. [Burly.] (Ear. Eng. AUit.

Poems (ed. Morris) ; Cleanness, 1,488.)

* bormyn, v.t. [Burn.]
'* [iormvri. at pulchyn' (bornyn, K. P. boornyn, H-).

Polio. Ceth."—Prompt, Part.

born, borne, « bor'-en, • bor'-tin,

* bore, * y-bbre, pa. par. [Bear, v.]

L Of born and the- other forms given above

:

Brought into the world, brought into life,

brought forth, produced. (Used either of the

simple fact of birth or of the circumstances
attendant upon it.)

1 (1) Formerly all the foregoing forms were
used except born, which is modern.

" For he wia s*or» At Rome, . . . '—Rob. Glouc

P SO.
" How ho had lyued «yn ho w*i bore."

Jtobt. Manning of Brunn*. 5,H«.

" WhAnne Jhesus was borun In Bethleem, . .
."—

WicUffe (Purvey), Malt. li. 1.

(2) Now barn alone is used, complete dis-

tinction in meaning having been established

between it and borne II. (2).

Those six were born unto him in Hebron."—

1

Chron. ill A

•J Special phrase. Born again : Caused to

undergo the new birth ; regenerated, trans-

formed in character, imbued with spiritual

life.

II. 0/ the forms borne and "born : Carried,

supported, sustained.

•J
* (1) Formerly : Of the form born, now

quite obsolete in this sense.

" . . . to have burn up And sustained themselves so

long under such fierce assaults, as Christianity hath
done!"—Tillotion (3rd ed., 1723). voL i., ser. xi.

(2) Now : Only of the form borne.
" Prom a rock of the ocean that beauty is borne—
I*ow Joy to the house of fair Ellen of Lorn 1

"

Campbell : Qlenara.

borne-down, a. Depressed in body, in

mind, or in external circumstances. (Used of

individuals or of collective bodies.) (Scotch.)

". . . opprest and borne-down churches"— Pet.

North, of IreC Acts Ass. ISM, p. SIS.

* borne, s. [A.S. burna ; Dut borne= a stream,

a spring.] [Burn (2).] A stream, what the

Scotch call a " burn."
•* Vnder a brode bauke. bi a borne* side.

And as I lay and lelied and loked iu the wateres"
Piers PUm. Vis., ProL. e. I.

* borned, " bornyd. pa. par. [Bornyn.]

Burnished. (Chaucer.)
" Sheldes frosshe and plates borned bright."

Lgdgate : Story of Thebes, 1,123.

Gold bornyd : Burnished with gold.

bbr-ne-ene, s. [Eng., Ac. Borneo) ; -ens.]

Camphor oil of Borneo, CioHin- An oily

liquid extracted from the Dryobalanops mm-
pAora, and isomeric with oil of turpentine. It

can also be obtained from oil of valerian by

fractional distillation. Bonieene is almost

insoluble in water, and has the odour of tur-

pentine.

Bor'-nS-d, a * a. [From Brenai, the local

name for the capital of the kingdom of Borneo

proper.]

A. As substantive: An Island, about 800

miles long by 700 broad, in the Eastern Archi-

pelago, between V 4' and 4* IV 8. lat. and
108* 50' and 119" 20' E. long.

B. As adjective : Growing In Borneo ; in

any way connected with Borneo.

Borneo camphor, a A gum, called

also Borneol (q.v!).

bor'-nS-OA, «. [From Bornc(o), and (alcoh)ol.)

Chemistry: Borneol, or Borneo camphor,

C10Hit(OH), occurs in the trunks of a tree

growing in Borneo, the Dryobalanops cam-

phora. It has been prepared by the action of

sodium or of alcoholic potash on common cam-

phor. Borneol is a monad alcohol, forming

ethers. When heated with HC1 in a sealed

tube C]pHi7Cl (camphyl chloride) Is formed.

By heating borneol with P,0« it is converted

into a hydrocarbon borneene(CjoHi«). Borneol

forms small transparent crystals, smelling like

camphor and pepper; melting at 198% and

boiling at 212". Its alcoholic solution is dex-

trorotary. Heated with nitric acid it is con-

verted into ordinary camphor.

bor'-nS-ftte, ». [From Borneo (q.v.).]

Chen.: O.N.OyHnOj, a crystalline sub-

stance melting at 175". It occurs in Borneo

caoutchouc.

bor '-nine, ». [In Ger., 4c, bornine; from

Von Born, an eminent mineralogist of the

eighteenth century.]

Min. : A mineral, called also Tetradymite

(q.v.).

If The British Museum Catalogue calls this

also Bornite, but Dana limits the latter term
to a perfectly distinct mineral.

born'-ing rod, s. [Boning Rod.]

bbr'-nite, s. [In Ger. bornit. Named after

Von Born] [Bornine.]

Aftn. .* An Isometric, brittle mineral, occur-

ring massive, granular, or compact The hard-

ness is 3, the sp. gr.44—5'5, the lustre metallic,

the colour between red and brown, the streak

pale greyish-black, slightly shining. Compo-
sition : Copper, 50—71 ; sulphur, 214—2824 ;

iron, 6'41— 18'3. It is a valuable ore of copper

found In Cornwall, where the miners call it

horse-flesh ore ; at Rou Island in KUlamer,
in Ireland ; in Norway, Germany, Hungary,
Siberia, and North and South America. (Dana.)

[Bornine.]

• bor'-nyn, v.i. [O. Fr. burnir = to burnish.)
[Burn, v.] To burnish. (Prompt. Pare.)

* bor-nyst, pa. par. [Burnished.] (Ear,
Eng. AUit. Poems (ed. Morris) ; Pearl, 77.)

bbr-O-cal'-cite, J [Eng. , 4c, boro(n) ; calotte. \

Min.: The same as Boronatrocalcite and
Ulexite (q.v.),

bbr'-on, 8. [From borax (q.v.).]

Chemistry : A triatomic element, symbol B.

At Wt. 11. It occurs in nature combined in

the form of boracic acid B(OH)» and its salts.

Boron is obtained by fusing boric trioxide

B0O3 with sodium. It is a tasteless, in-

odorous, brown powder, a non-conductor of
electricity : it is slightly soluble in water,

permanent in the air ; burnt in chlorine gas it

forms boron chloride BCI3, a volatile, fusing

liquid, boiliug at 18-23, sp. gr. 1'35 ; it is de-

composed by water into boric acid and hydro-
chloric acid. When amorphous boron is

heated with aluminium the boron dissolves in

it, and separates out as the metal cools. The
aluminium is removed by caustic soda. It

crystallizes in monoclinic octohedra, which
scratch ruby and corundum, but are scratched

by the diamond ; the sp. gr. is 268. Heated
in oxygen it ignites, and is covered with a
coating of brown trioxide. Amorphous boron,

fused with nitrate of potassium, explodes.

Boron forms one oxide B2O3, obtained by
heating boric acid to redness ; it forms a glassy,

hygroscopic, transparent solid, volatile at

white heat. It dissolves metallic oxides,

yielding coloured beads (see Borax-beads).

Boron unites with fluorine, forming a colour-

less gas BFj, having a great affinity for water.

It carbonizes organic bodies ; 700 volumes are

soluble in one volume of water, forming as
oily fusing liquid. Amorphous boron com-
bines directly with nitrogen, forming boron

nitride BN, a light amorphous white solid

which, heated in a current of steam, yields

ammonia and boric acid.

bor-6-na-tr<-cal'-oite, a [Eng., 4c
boro(n); natro(n); calcite.]

Min. : The same as Ulexite (Dana) (q.v).

bbr-o'-ni-a, s. [Named after Francis Borone,

an Italian servant of Dr. Sibthorp, the botanist

and traveller in Greece.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Rutacea (Rueworts). The species an
pretty little Australian plants, flowering all

the year, and generally sweet-scented.

bbr 6-sil'-I-cate, a [Eng., 4c boro(n); sili-

cate.]

BorosUicaU of lime: A compound consisting

of a borate and a silicate.

Min. : The same as Datolite (q.v.).

bor ough (1), * bdr'-ow, * bor'-row (gh

silent), * bor-ewe, • borw, * borwe,
•borwgh, -borgh, • borghe, * borg,

burgh, * burghe, * burw. burie,

s. 4 a. [A.S. burh; genit. burge; dat

byrig ; genit plural bnrga = (1) a town,

a city ; (2) a fort, a castle ; (3) a court, a

palace, a house ; burg = a hill, a citadel

;

burgh, burig, burug, !raru/i, btireo=a city;

burh = a hiU ; Icel. borg = a fort, a borough

;

Sw. 4 Dan. borg = a castle, a fort, a strong

place; O.S. burg; Dut. 4 Ger. burg

-

a castle, a stronghold ; M. H. Ger. dure;

O H. Ger. puruc, pure; Goth, banrgs;

Lat burgvs = a castle, a fort ; Macedonian

fSiipvo, (biiro-os); Gr. mipyoc (purgot) = a tower,

especially one attached to the walls of a city

,

pltiro. = the city walls with theirtowers;

Avoaoi (phurkos) = same meaning. From A.a

beorgan = (1) to protect, (2) to fortify ;
oeor»,

beorg = a hill ; Moeso-Goth. oairoan = to

hide, preserve, keep; bairgs = a mountain,

Ger. berg = a mountain. [Bero.] Compare

also Mahratta, 4c, poor, pur = a town, a city.I

A. As substantive

:

I. In England:

1, Formerly

:

(1) Gen. : A town, a city.

"Notheles thanue thai prlkede fast*, til ">W "•'

passed the boney*.'-Sir FtrMmb. led. HerrUge), UP-

fltte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or. wore, wolf! work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian, m, oe = e. ey=a. q.u = kW.
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In sense I. 1. (1) it might bo used of foreign
towns and cities.

*• Sithen the sege and the assaut wata »eied at Troye
The borgh brittened and brent . . .

."

Sir flaw, ami the Or. Knight, i, 2.

* (2) Spec. : A walled town or other fortified

place, also a castle.

2. Now : A town, corporate or not, which
ends a burgess or burgesses to Parliament.

" For you have the whole borough, with all ita love-

makings and scanoal-mongeriea, contentions and con-
tentments."—Carlyte : Sartor Besartus, ok. 11, ch. 9.

IX In Scotland (the form burgh being gene-

rally used)

:

1. An incorporated town.

2. In the same sense as I. 2.

III. In Ireland : The same as in England.
". . . . all the cities and boroughs In Ireland."—

Macaulay : Bist. Eng. , ch. lii.

IV. In the United States : An incorporated

town or village.

B. As adjective : Pertaining or belonging to

or in any way connected with a borough. [See

the subjoined compounds.]

borough-court, s. A court of very

limited jurisdiction, held in particular burghs
or suburbs for convenience sake, by prescrip-

tion, charter, or Act of Parliament. (Black-

atone: Comment, bk. iii. 6.)

borough English, borough-eng-
lish, s. [Called English (as opposed to

Norman) because it came from the Anglo-
Saxons, and borough because prevalent in

various ancient boroughs (Blackstone).'] A
custom existent in some places by which on
the death of a father the youngest son inherits

the estate to the exclusion of his older

brothers. Similarly, if the owner die without
issue, his youngest brother obtains the pro-

perty. (Blackstone: Comm., i., Introd., § 3 ;

Cowel, &c.)
". . . . and therefore called borough-tnglUh."—

Blackstone: Comment., Introd., | 3.

borough-head, s. The same as a head-
borough, the chief of a borough, a constable.

borough-holder, s. A head-borough, a

borsholder.

borough kind, s. [Borough English.]

borough man, s. A burgess, a citizen.

borough-master, s.

* 1. A burgomaster.
* 2. The head of the corporation in certain

Irish borough b.

3. One who owned a borough, and was able
to control the election of its member before
the Reform Act (1832).

borough-monger, $. One who tries to
make money out of the patronage of a
borough.

" No office-clerks with busy face,

To make fools wonder as they pass.
Whisper dull nothings in bis ear,

"Boat some rogue borough-monger there.
*

Cooper: The Betreat of Aristippus, epist 1.

borough-reeve, s. {Reeve is from A.S.

fere/a = (1) a companion, a fellow ; (2) a reeve

or sheriff, the fiscal officer of a shire, county,
or city; (3) a steward, bailiff, an agent.] A
fiscal officer in the Anglo-Saxon boroughs,
sometimes called also port-reeve, and corre-

sponding also to the shire-reeve of the county
districts.

borough - sessions, $. Courts esta-

blished in boroughs under the Municipal
Corporation Acts of 1835. They are held by
the recorders of the respective courts, and are
generally quarterly.

borough-town, *. A corporate town.

* bor ough (2) (gh silent) , s. [A. S. borh= (1)

a security, pledge, loan, bail, (2) one who
Slves such security, a surety, bondsman, or
ebtor ; borg = a loan, a pledge. ] [Borrow e. ]

Old English law

:

1. A pledge or security given by ten
freeholders, with their families, for the good
conduct of each other ; a frank-pledge.
[See No. 2. See also Frank-pledge.] [Bor-
rows.]

2. The association of ten freeholders, with
their families, giving such a pledge. Accord-
ing to Blackstone, this system of giving frank-
pledge was introduced into England by King
Alfred, having already, however, existed in

Denmark, and for a long time before in Ger-

many. Those associated together were bound
to hand up, on demand, any offender existing

in their community. The organisation was
often called a tithing, its head was denomi-
nated head-borough or borough-head, or bors-

holder, i.e., boroughs elder, and was sup-

posed to be the discreetest man in the fra-

ternity. (Blackstone : Comment, Introd,, § 4.)

Ten such tithings made a " hundred."

* bor'-ow (1), ». [Borough (1).] A borough,
a city.

* bor'-ow (2), * bor'-owe, s. [Borrow, s.)

(Spenser: Moth. Hub. Tale, 851.)

* bdV-ow-e'n, * bor'-dw-jfn, v.U [Borrow,
v.] (Prompt. Parv.)

[Borrower. ] (Prompt.* bor'-ow-er, «.

Parv.)

* bor'-dw-$fng, *. & a. [Borrowing.]

bor'-ra, * bor'-radh, s. [From Dan. berg =
a strong place (?).] [Borough (1).]

Archasol. : A term used in the Highlands of
Scotland for a congeries of stones covering
cells. They have been supposed to be burial-

places of heroes or skulking places of rob-
bers, but were more probably receptacles for

plunder. [Bourach, Brugh.]
"Borra, or borradh, is also a pile of atones, but

differs from a cairn in many respects, viz. . in external
figure, being always oblong, in external construction,
and in Its size and design."—Statist. Ace Scotland,
xi v. 627. Xetpelton : A rgj/leshire.

bor'-rach (ch guttural), *. [Bourach.]

boV-ra'-^hi-d, bdr-a'-ehX-o, s. [From Sp.
borachio and borracha = a leathern bottle ;

Ital. borracia = (1) coarse, bad stuff, (2) a
vessel for wine in travelling.] [Borachio.]

* bor'-radh, s. [Borra.] (Scotch.)

bor'-ra! tree, s. An expression of doubtful
origin* and meaning. The suggestion that it

is the same as Bourtree (q.v.) is due to Dr.
Jamieson ; it has been generally adopted,
though there is no evidence for it.

" Round the auld borral-tree.
Or bourock by the burn side."

Bogg 1 Brownie of Bodsbeck, 1. 216-17.

* bor'-rel, * bor^H, * hor'-rSU, s. k a.

[Old Ft. buret= a kind of coarse woollen cloth

;

Low. Lat. bureUus = the cloth now described.

Compare Fr. bure, burat = drugget ; Prov.
buret — brown. ]

A. As substantive

:

1. 0/fabrics (generally of the form borel)

:

(1) A coarse woollen cloth of a brown colour.
(Chaucer.)

(2) A light stuff with a silken warp and
woollen woof. (Fleming.)

2. Of the wearer of such fabrics

:

(1) One of the inferior order of peasantry ; a
rustic.

(2) A layman as distinguished from ft clergy-
man.

B. As adjective:

1. Hade of coarse cloth.

2. Belonging to the wearer of such cloth,

viz., to one of the peasant class ; rude, rustic,

clownish.

(1) Old English

:

" How be I am but rude and borrett."
Spenser : Shep. Col., vii.

(2) Scotch

:

3. Belonging to a layman.

borrel folk, borel folk, s. pi,

1. Rustic people.

2. The laity aa opposed to the clergy.

[Burel-clerk.]
"Our orisouns ben more effectual,
And more we se of goddis secre thinges
Tban borel folk, although that thay ben kfngea"

Chaucer: C. T., 7,451.

borrel-loon, s. A term of contempt for

a low, uncultivated rustic. (Scotch.)

borrel-man, s. An uncultivated peasant.

Btfr'-rel-ists, s. pi [From Borrel, the founder
of the sect.]

Ch. Hist. : A Christian sect in Holland who
reject the sacraments and other externals of

Christian worship, combining this with aus-

terity of life.

bdr'-rer-a, s. [Named after Mr. William
Borrer, F.L.S., an eminent cryptogamic bo-
tanist. ]

Bot. : A genus of Lichens containing species
which grow on trees or the ground, and are
branched, bushy, or tufted little plants, one
species farinaceous. Several are British.

bdr-rer'-I-a, *. [Borrera.]

Bot. : A genus of Cinchonads, of which one
species, Borreria ferruginea and B. podyat

both from Brazil, yield a bastard ipecacuanha.

* bOT'-rSt, *. £From Dut. borat = & certain

light stuff of silk and fine wooL (Sewel).'}

Bombasin. (Scotch.)

" Bombasie or borrett, narrow, the single nfiase cont
xv. ehus—xx I"- Bates, A. 1611. Boratoet, ib. 1870,

p. 7.

* bor'-row (1), * bor'-rowe, * bor'H>w,
* bor'-owe, * bor'-ewe, * bor'-we,
*borw, ' borh, "borgh, *borghe(Enff.),
borow, * borweh, * borwgh, Tbowrch,
* borgh, * borch (Scotch), s. [A.S. borh,

genit. borges = (1) a security, pledge, loan, or
bail, (2) a person who gives security, a surety,

bondsman, or debtor (Bosworth) ; Sw. borgen
= bail, security, surety ; Dan. & Dut. borg =
pledge, bail, trust, credit ; Ger. borg = credit,

borrowing.]

1. Of things:

(1) A pledge, a surety.
" And thar till Into borweh draw I
Myn herytage all halily.
The king thocht he was traist Inewch
Sen be in bowrch hvs land is drewch."

The Bruce (ed. Skeat). bk. 1., M5-H
" This was the first sourse of shenheards sorowe.
That now nill be qultt with baile nor borrow*.''

Spenser : Shep. Col., v.

(2) The act of borrowing or taking as a loan.
** Yet of your royal presence 111 adventure
The borrow of a week."

Shakesp. : Wtnt. Tale, L 1
2. Of Beings or persons : A surety, a pledge,

a bail ; one who stands security.
" He that biddeth borroweth, ft brlngeth himself in

det.
For beggers borowen euer. and their borow is God

almighty.
To yeld hem that geueth hem, ft yet usurie more."

Piers Plot'., foL 87, b
" But if be Hue in the life, that longeth to do wel.

For I dare be bis bold borow, that do bet wil ha
ueuer.

Though dobest draw on him day after other."
Ibid., foL 47, b (Jamieson.)

1T Special phrases : (1) Have here my faith
to borwe : Have here my faith for a pledge.

(Chaucer.)

(2) Laid to borwe : Pledged. (Chaucer.)

(3) St John to borrows ; Sand Johns to borowe,

or to borch : St. John be your protector or
cautioner ; St. John be or being your security.

" Thar leyffthai tuk, with conforde into playn.
syt haille agayn.™
Wallace, iii. 3M.

Sanct Jhone to borch thai suld meyt haill

" With ninny fare wele, and Sanct Johns to borowe
Of falowe and frende. and thus with one assent.
We pullit up saile and furth our way is went."

Kings quair, ii 4. {Jamieson.)

boV-row, * bor'-rowe, *bor -owe, * bor -

we, * bor'-ow-en, * bor'-wyn, * bor-
ewe, * bortwen, * bor'-o-wyn (Eng),
bor row, * borw, * borch, * borgh
(Scotch), v.t. [A.8. borgian = to borrow, to
lend (Somner) ; I eel. & Sw. borga ; Dan. barge

;

Dut. & Ger. borgen — to take or give upon
trust. From A.S. bor^= a loan, a pledge.]
[Borrow, *.]

L Of giving security

:

1. To give security for property.
" Thare borwyd that Erie than his land.
That lay into the kyngis hand."

Wyntoun, vii. 9, 81*.

2. To become surety for a person.

"Gif any man borrowes another man to an were to

the soyte of any partte, either he borrowes him. as
haill forthcummand borgh, . . . then aught he that
him borrowed there to appeare, and be discharged as

law will."— Huron Courts, c. 38.

DL Of asking in loan

:

1. Lit. : To ask and obtain money or pro-

perty for or upon loan, with the implied
intention of returning it in due time.

(1) Of money:
"... the government was authorised to borrow twe

millions ana a half."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., eh. n.

(2) Ofproperty:
" Then he said, Go, borrow thee vessels abroad of all

thy neighbours. "—2 Kings iv. &

J In Exod. xi. 2, "
. . . let every man

borrow of his neighbour, and every woman of

her neighbour, jewels of silver, and jewels of

gold," the translation is incorrect The mar-

boil, bo^; p^ut, Jo'wl; cat, 9011, chorus, ohln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-clan, -tlan = shan. tion, -slon = shun; -tion, -sion - shun, -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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ginal rendering ask is accurate. The Hebrew
verb is

l
Jt*y (shoal), the ordinary one for ask,

in the sense of request to be given, and is

rendered ask in Psalm ii. 8, Ac, and desired

in 1 8am. xii. 13.

2. Fig. : Of taking without the obligation,

or in some cases even the possibility, of re-

turning what is appropriated. Used—
(a) In an indifferent sense.

"These verbal signs they sometimes borrow from
other*, and sometimes make themselves."

—

Lock*.
** While hence they bttrrme vigour : . .

.*

Thornton: The Seasons; Autumn.

(6) In a bad one.
" Forgot the blush that virgin (ears impart
To modest cheeks, and borrow'd one from art'*

Cowper : Expostulation.

Hence (c) not to borrow is more honourable
than to do so.

" It give* a light to every age,
Itgivea. hut borrows nana.'

Cowper: 0. H. ; The Light and Glory of th* Word.
" Itself a star, Dot borrowing tight.

But in Ita own glad essence bright."
Moor*; Fire- Worshippm.

* bor'-row (2), *. [Borough (1).] (Scotch.)

borrow - mail, a. [Bcrbowmail.]
(Scotch)

boV-rowed, pa. par. & a. [Borrow, v.]

As participial adjective:

1. Obtained on loan.

"... on a borrowed horse, which he never returned."
—Macaulay : If tit. Eng., ch. xvitt.

2. Not genuine ; hypocritical.
" Look, look, how listening Priam wets his eves,

To see those borrow'd tears that Sinon sheds 1

"

Shakeip. ; Targuin and Lucrece, 1MS-49.

borrowed days, s. [Borrowing Days.]
(Scotch.)

" March said to Aperill,
I see three hogs upon a hill

;

But lend your three first days to me,
And I'll be bound to gar them die.

The first, it sail be wind and weet

:

The next, it sail be anaw aud sleet

;

The third, it sail be sic a freeze.

Sail gar the birds stick to the trees —
But when the borrowed day* were gane.
The three silly hogs came hirplin hame.™

Gloss, to CompL of Scotland. iJumieson.)

b6V-rdw-er, *boV-6w-er, *bor'-ware,
*. [Eng- borrow; -rr.]

* 1. One who is bound for another ^se-
curity, a bail.

" Boncart iborowtr. P.). Mutualor, C. F. sponsor,
Oth.**—Prompt. Parv.

2. One who borrows ; one who obtains any-
thing on loan. In this sense it is opposed to
Under.

"... an indispensable compensation for the risk
incurred from the bad faith or poverty of the state,

and of almost all private borrowers, . .
."—J. S. Still

:

Political Economy, (1848), vol. i., bk. L, ch. zL. J 3,

p. 20T.

3. One who takes or adopts what is another's,

and uses it as his own.
"Some say that I am a great borrower; however,

none of my creditors have challenged me for it"

—

Pope.

* bor row gauge, * bor'-row-gang,
* borghe gang, s. fA.S. borh — a pledge,
a surety (Borrow, s.), and O. Scotch gange
m, the act or state of ; from Sw. suff. -gang,

as in edgang = the taking of an oath.] A state

of suretyship.
** The pledges cosnpeirand in courts, either they con-

fes tbetr borrowga.no* (cautionarie) or they deuy the
same "—

fl?g. Maj.. Hi., ch. l, } 8.

"bor'-row-hood, s. [Eng. borrow, and suff.

-hood = state of.] The state or condition of
being security.

bor rowing, * bor'-wyng, pr. par., a.,

& s. [Borrow, if.]

A. & B. As present participle <£ participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

C. As substantive : The act of obtaining on
loan ; the act of taking or adopting what is

another's as one's own.

borrowing days, * borouing dais,
a. pi. The last three days of March (old style),

which March was said to have borrowed from
April that he might extend his power a little

longer. He had a delight in making them
stormy. (Scotch.) [Borrowed Davs.]

". . . be cause the tiorial hlastiaof thothre borouing
dais of Marche bed chalasit the fragrant flureise of

euyrle fxute tree far athourt the feildts."

—

Compl. of
Scotland, p. M.
" His aceonnt of himself U. that he was born on the

\orrotoing dnut ; that is, on one of the three last days
of March, less, of the year that King William came
in."—Par. of Kirkmichael* Dumfr. Statist. Ace., i. 5T.

bor -rSws-toun, bor -6ugh s +-*vwn, s.

&a. [Eng. borough's; town.] (Scotch.)

A. As subsL : A royal burgh. (Scotch.)

"... like the hetherel of some ancient boroughs
town summoning to a burial, . . ."—Ayr*. Legatees.

p.»
B. As adj. : Of or belonging to a borough.
"... borrowttouex kirks being always* excepted."—

Acts Cha. I. <ed. 1814), vi. 143.

bors -hold-or, s. [Considered by most au-

thorities to be a corruption of English
borough's elder, but by some (see quotation
below) to be connected with A. 8. borh =
security. ] A name given in some coun-
ties to the functionary called in others the
tithing-man, the head-borough. He was
chosen to preside over a tithing for one year.

The office is supposed to have been instituted

by King Alfred. By the statute of Winchester
the petty constable, with other functions,
discharges those of the ancient borsholder,
though it has been carried out only in some
places. (Blackstone : Comment., Iutrod., §4,
bk. i. 9.)

"Tenne tythings make an hundred : and five made
a lathe or wapentake ; of which tenne. each one was
hound for another: and the eldest or best of them,
whom they called the tythiugraau or borsholder, that
is, the eldest pledge, became surety for all the rest."

—

Spenser on Ireland.

bort, s. (Etym. doubtful; perhaps from O.
Fr. bord, boot = bastard.]

Lapidary work: Small fragments of dia-

mond, split from diamonds in roughly reducing
them to shape, and of a size too small for

jewelry. Bort is reduced to dust in a mortar,
and used for grinding and polishing.

* bor'-un, pa. par. [Born.] (Wycliffe (Pur-

vey) : Matt. ii. 1 .)

boV-ur-et, s, [From Eng., &c. bor(on), and
suff. -uret.]

Chern. : A combination of boron with a
simple body.

*borw, * borwe, v.t. [Borrow,*?.] (Piers

Plow. : Vis., v. 267.)

* borw, s. [A. 8. beorh = (1) a hill, a moun-
tain, (2) a fortification, (3) a heap, burrow, or
barrow.]

" Fast byside the borw there the bam was inne."
William of Palerne, ft.

* bor -wage, s. [O. Eug. boruie), and suff.

-age.] Suretyship, bail
" Borwage (borweshepe. K. borowage, P.). Fide-

jnstio, C. F."—Prompt. Pare.

" borweh, s. [Borrow, s.] (Scotch.)

* bor -we, «. [Borrow, «.] A pledge, a
security.

" When ech of hem hadde leyd his feith to borw*."
Chaucer: C. T. ; The Knight** Tale led. Morrte|, 764.

" Borwe for a-nothire person, K. borowe, H. 1 . Fids'
jussor, sponsor."—Prompt. Par*.

* bor-wen, pa. par. [Beroen.] Preserved,
saved.

"... ben horwen, and erue, thurg this red."

Story of Gen. * Exod., 8,044.

* bor'-we-shepe, s. [O. Eng. borwe, and
suff. -shepe = -ship. ] Suretyship; (Prompt.
Parv.)

* borwgh, s. [Borough (1).J A town. (Sir

Ferumb.y ed. Herrtage, 1767.)

* bor'-won, v.t. [From borwe (q.v.).] To
bail ; to stand security for.

" Borwon owt of preson, or stresse (borvyn, H.
borwne. P.). Vador, Cath."—Prompt. Par*.)

* borw'-ton, «. [From O. Eng. borw(e) =
a borough, and &»i=a town.] A borough
town.

* bor'-wyn, v.t. [Borrow, v.]

1 bor'-wynge, pr. par., a, A s. [Borrowing.]
(Prompt, Parv.)

* bbr'-irn, v.t. [Bore, v.) (Prompt. Parv.)

* bor -ynge, pr. par., a., * «. [Borino.]
(Prompt. Parv?)

* bos, * bus, pres. indie, of v. [Behove.] Be-
hoves.

" Me bo* telle to that tolk the tene of my wylle."
Ear. Eng. AllU. Poenu ted. Morris) : Cleanness, 687.

1 bos, a.&s. [Boss,]

boa, t. [Lat. bos, gentt. bovis m an ox, a bull,

a cow. In Ft. bamf; Wallon boil/; Prov.
bov, buott; Mod. Sp. buey; O. 8p. boy; Port.
boi ; ItaL bove ; Bas Bret. bH ; Gr. fiov*. (bous),

gen. 0OOC. (boos); which Donaldson thinks an
Imitation of the sound of bellow, and akin
to Gr. poau (boaty = to bellow, fiovc (bows)

would therefore be = the bellowing beast.

But with g substituted for 6 (a not uncom-
mon change) /Sou*, (bans) is = Lett, gohic,

Zend gdo, Mahratta gdya, Sansc. g6,] [Beef,
Cow,]

J. Ordinary Language :

*1. Lit. : A yearling calf.

* 2. Fig. : An overgrown sucking child
(Haiti well : Cont. to Lexicog.)

H. Technically:

1. Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Bovidse, and the sub-family Bovina. Bos taurus
is the common ox ; B. Scoticvs, either a variety
of the former, or « distinct species, is the
Chillinghara ox, of which a few individuals

still exist in a half-wild state. B. Indicus is

the Zebu or Brahminy bull.

2. PakeonL : In the Upper Pliocene Mam-
malia of France the genus Bos makes its

appearance under the form of Bos tlahus. In
the Upper Pliocene Mammalia of Italy Bos
etruscus occurs. Among the Early Pleistocene
Mammalia of Britain are the Urus (B. primi-
genius) ; it still exists in the Mid. Pleistocene

and in the late Pleistocene. Among the Pre-
historic Mammalia is found B. longifrons of

Owen, and among the Historic Mammalia
introduced is the " Domestic Ox of Urus
type," about A.D. 449. (Prof. Boyd Dawkins,
Q. J. Geol. Soe., vol. xxxvi. (1880), pt i., pp.
379-405.) Professor Dawkius thinks that the
B. longifrons was the ancestor of the small
Highland and Welsh breeds of domestic
cattle. (Ibid., xxiii. (1867), p. 184.)

bd'-sa, bou'-za, *. [Turk, bozah ; Pers. b6z&,

oozah] A drink used in Turkey, Egypt, &c.

It is prepared from fermented millet-seed,

some other substances being used to make it

astringent.

* bosarde, t, [Buzzard.]

t bos cage, 'boskage, s. [In Mod. Fr.

bocage = grove, coppice ; O. 'Fr. boscage, bos-

caige, boschage; Sp. boscage; Prov. bosculge;

Low Lat. boscagium — a thicket.] [Bosky.]

L Ord. Lang. : Wood, woodlands, spec.,

nnderwood, or ground covered with it ; thick
foliage.

" The sombre boscage of the wood."—Tennyson,

IL Technically ;

* 1. Old Law: Food or sustenance for cattle

furnished by bushes or trees. (Cowel, Burn,
&c)

* 2. Painting: A representation of land

studded with trees and bushes, or shaded by
underwood.

" Cheerful paintings In feasting and banqueting
rooms, graver stories in galleries, lamlskfps. and boa-

cage, and such wild works, in open terraces or summer
houses."— Wotton.

bos'-Chas, «. [Lat. boscas; Gr. 0oo-*-dv (bos-

kas) = a kind of duck.]

Ornith.: An old genus of ducks, containing

the Mallards and Teals.

* bose, * boce, * boos, * booc, s. [From

A.9. bds, bosig-z=B. stall, a manger, a crib, a

booze.] A stall for cattle.

" Booc or boos, netystalle {boce, K. bos*, net!* stall,

H. P.) Botear, Cath. bucetum, pr***p*."~Prompt
Parv.

bos'-c-a, 5. [In Dut., Dan., & Sw. bosea; Yt

bosL Commemorating Ernst Gottlieb Bose, a

German who published a botanical work in

1775, and Caspar Bose, who sent forth one in

1728.]

Bat. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Chenopodiacea? (Chenopods). Bosea

Yervamora, or Free Golden-rod, is an orna-

mental shrub from the Canary Islands.

bos-cl a pliua, s. [From Lat. bos = an ox

[Bos], and Gr. <Aa<poc (elaphos) — a deer.]

Zool. : A genus of ruminant mammals be-

longing to the family Antilopid*. Bosclaphus

oreas is the Eland Antelope. [Antelope,

Eland.}

bosh (1), *. [Of unknown etym.] An ontltne,.

a rough sketch.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, w8t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p9t

or, wore, wplf, work. who. sin ; mate, ctib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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"A tn*ii *ho has leu ned but the bosh of an argu-
ment, that has t.nly Men tlie ihadu* of a syllogism."

—

Student, it. 2s:.

% To att a bosh: To make a show; to as-

sume an appearance of importance.

bosh (2), ft. ITurkieh tail = empty, vain, nse-

b»&] Stuff, trash, empty talk", nonsense,
fflly. (Used also as an interjection.)

t>osh (3), bosch, s. [From Bosch = 'sHerto-

pmbosch = Bois-le-Duc, Holland, whetv lirst

in;i]iuf';ietiired.] A trade name for a mixture
of butter and prepared animal fats, imported
into This country from Holland and sold as a
cheap genuine butter. It is a mixture of oleo-

margarine with a small proportion of butter.

t bosh, v.i. [Bosn, *. (1).] To cut a dash, to
flaunt. (N.E.D.)

bosh, v.t. [Bosh, *. (2).] To spoil ; to hum-
bug. (.Slang.)

bo-shah, 5. [Turk, boshah.]

Weaving : A Turkish-made silk handker-
chief.

bosh -bok, *. [From Dut. bosch = wood,
forest ; and bok = goat.] Tragelaphus sylva-

ticus, an antelope found in South Africa.

bosh'-es, s. [From Ger. boschung = a slope.]

Metallurgy : The sloping sides of the lower
part of a blast-furnace, which gradually con-
tract from the belly, or widest part of the
furnace, to the hearth.

*bos'-Ine, s. [O. Fr. bosine, busine; Lat.
buccina = a crooked horn or trumpet] A
trumpet. (Ayenb., 137.)

bosjemanlte (as bosh' -cs man itc), *.

(From the Bosjeman river in* South Africa, a
cave in the vicinity of which stream is covered
by the mineral to a depth of six inches.]

Min. : A mineral occurring in silky, annular,
or capillary crystals, as also in crusts of in-
florescence. It tastes like alum. Composi-
tion : sulphuric acid, 35*85-36'77 ; alumina,
10*40-11*52; protoxide of iron, O'-l-OO; prot-
oxide of manganese, 2'12-2*5 ;,magnesia, 3*6&-
594 ; lime, 0-027 ; soda, 0-0-58; and water,
M-36-W. In addition to South Africa it is

found in Switzerland, California, &c. (Dana.)

"bosk, v.t. [Busk.] (AUU. Poem*: Deluge,
351.)

i bosk, * boskc, * busk, *. {In Prov. bom ;

Sp. & Port, bosque ; Ital. boico ; Low Lat.
basr.us, buscus = a thicket, a wood. Cognate
with Fr. bois = a wood. Jn Ger. busch, botch ;
Dut. bosch = a wood, a forest ; O. I eel. buskr,
buski; Dan. busk.] [Bush.] A bush, a
thicket, a small forest.

" Meantime, through well-known bosk and dell,
1*11 lead where we may shelter well."

Scott : Lord of the Itlct, vi. 16.

* boskc adder, s. An adder, serpent.
(Wickliffe: Exod. iv. 3.)

bos ket, bos quet (que as kc), bus
ket, s. [Fr. & Prov. bosquet ; Ital. boschetto.
Dimin. of Prov. bosc *Ital. bosco.]

Rortic. : A grove, a compartment made by
branches of trees regularly or irregularly dis-
posed.

bosk i-ness, s. [Eng. bosky; -new.] The
quality or state of being bosky or wooded.
(Hawthorne.)

-f, a. [Eng. bosk; -#. In Fr. bosquet.)
Bushy, woody, covered with boscage or
thickets.

" And with each end of thy blue how dost crown
My bothy acres, and my unithrubb'd down."

Shakesp. ; Temp., iv. L
" Well will I mark the bosky bourne."

Scott : Lord of the Isles, T. 51.

bos -6m, * bo some, boo som, * bo-
som, * bo -sum, s. & a. [A.S. Wm = (i)

fee bosom, (2) (chiefly in compos.) a fold or
assemblage of folds in clothes ; Fries. b6sm

;

Dut. boezem; (N. H.)Ger. busen; M. H. Ger.
bvosen; O. H. Ger. jmosam.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

(1) The breast of a human being, male or
female, but more usually of the latter.

" Therefore lay bare your bosom.*
Shakemp. : iter, of rest, ir. 1.

(2) The portion of the dress which covers
the breast.

"Put now thine hand into thy bosvm. And he put his

hand Into bis bosom ; and wheu lie took it nut. behold,
his band was leprous as snow."—Exodus, iv. 6.

2. Fi'ptratirely .*

(1) Of the breast viewed as the seat of
emotions, such as the appetites, desires, pas-

sions ; the appetites, inclinations, or desires

themselves.

(o) Of the breast viewed as the seat of the
appetites, the desires, or anything similar.

** Our good old friend,
lAy comforts to your bosom, . . ,"

Shakssp. : Lear, li L
" The meanest bosom felt a thirst for fame."

Thomson : Liberty, pt. 111.

(6) Of the breast viewed as the seat of the
passions ; the gratification of the passions
themselves.

" And you shall have your bosom on this wretch,
Grace of the duke, revenges to your heart
And general honour."

Shakesp. : Meat, for Meat., Ir. 8.

"Anger resteth in the bosom of fools. "

—

Eerie*.
vii. 9.

(c) Of the breast viewed as the seat of
tenderness or affection ; the affections them-
selves.

" To whom the great creator thus reply'd:
O Son, in whom my soul hath chief delight.
Son of my bosom. Son who art alone
if7 word, my wisdom, and effectual might"

Milton . P. L„ bit ill.

(2) Of the breast viewed as the repository
of secrets ; secret counsel or intention.

" She has mock 'd my fully, else she Hods not
The bosom of my purpose."

Beau. * Merck. I Wit Sit an. W„ 1L, p. 271.

" If I covered my transgrc—iona as Adam, by hiding
mine iniquity in my bosom.''—Job, xxxi. 33.

(3) Of anything which encloses a person or
thing, specially in a loving manner, as an
object of affection can be clasped to the breast.
Enclosure, embrace, compass.

". . . they which live within the bosom of that
church . . . "—Hooker.

(4) Of any close or secret receptacle, as the
bosom of the earth, the bosom of the deep.

" A fiery mass of Life cast up from the great bosom
of Nature herself."— Carli/le; Heroes, "act iL

*(5) Of a bay.
" Thar Is. with an ile invironyt on athlr part
To brek the sturme and wallls of every art
Within, the wattir in u.ne'botum gals.

G. Doug : Virgil, xviil 8.

(6) (By metonymy) Of a bosom-friend,
"Hot. Whither in such baste, my second self?
Andr. I' faith, my dear bosom, to take solemn leave
Of a most weeping creature."

J-Hrst part of Jeron. (O. Pl.Jt ill. «T.

IX Milling : A recess or shelving depression
round the eye of a mill-stone.

B. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to or connected with the literal

hnman breast.

2. Pertaining to the human breast in a
figurative sense ; confidential, completely
trusted.

bosom barrier, e. A barrier against
brutality produced by the emotions of the
human bosom.

" Who through this bosom-barrier burst their way.
And, with revers'd ambition, strive to sink T"

Young : /fight, 5.

bosom-cheat, «. One clasped affection-
ately to the bosom, but all the while a cheat.

" A pleasing bosom-cheat, a specious ill.

Which felt the curse, yet covets still to feel."
ParneU : The Rise of Woman.

bosom child, *. A very dear child.
" Dear bos-jm-chitd we call thee."

Wordsworth; To Sleep,

bosom folder, *. A plaiting machine or
device for laying a fabric in flat folds, suitable
for a shirt-bosom. (Knight.)

bosom-friend, s. [Eng. bosom; frUnd.
In Dut. boezem-vriend.] A friend so much
loved as to be welcomed to the bosom.

" A bosom-secret and a bosom-friend are usually put
together."

—

South, vol. II., Bar. 2.

bosom interest, * bosome interest,
s. The interest which lies closest to the
heart.
" So more that Thane of Cawdor shall deceive

And with his former title jn-eet Macbeth."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, i. 3.

bosom lover, bosome louer, s. One
so loved as to be clasped to the lwsnm.

" Which makes me think that this Antonio
Being the bosom lover of my lord.
Must needs be like my lord."

Shakesp. 1 Mer. of Venice, ill. 4.

bosom-secret, s. A secret locked or
hidden within the bosom.

"And must he die such death accurst.
Or will that bosom-secret burst!"

Scott : The Lord of the Isle*. V. M.
(See also example under bosom-frietui.)

bosom-serpent, s. A person taken
affectionately to the bosom, who, in return,
inflicts upon it an envenomed wound.

" A bosom-serpent, a domestic evil,
A nights invasion, and a mid-day devil."

Pope ; January and May, 47, 41.

bosom-slave, s. One taken to th*
bosom, but all the while a slave.

" Let eastern tyrants, from the light of heaven
Seclude their bosom-slaves, meanly posaess'd
Of a mere, lifeless, violated form.''

Thomson I Seasons ; Spring.

bosom-vice, «. The vice which one
clasps to his bosom ; <.«., which he loves with
intense love ; the easily besetting sin.

"... they foolishly Imagine that inclination and
blass to another sin will be excuse enough for theli
darling, and bosom-vice."—Boadly : Of Acceptance,
Ser. 7.

bos'-om, v.t. [From bosom, s. (q.v.).]

1. To hide "in the bosom," in a figurative
sense, i.e., within the thoughts.

Shakeep. : Henry VIIt^ i. 1.

2. To bide among material things which will
conceal the secreted object from view. (Used
specially of trees or shrubs thickly surround-
ing a house or other edifice.)

*' More pleased, my foot the hlddeu margin roves
Of Como, bosom'd deep in chestnut groves."

Wordsworth : Descriptive Sketches.

bos'-omed, pa. par. & a. [Bosom, v.}
" Or from the bottoms of the bosom'd hills.
In pure effusion flow."

Thomson: Seasons; Autumn.

bos'-dm-Ing, pr. par. k a. [Bosom, v.}

* bo'-sdn.s. [Corrupted from boatswain (q.v.).'}

A boatswain.
" The barks upon the billows ride.
The master will not stay

;

The merry boson from his side
His whistle takes, . ,

." PopsX

boss(l), 'bossc, bos, *boee, a. [In Fr.
6osse=a boss, bunch, lump, knob, swelling,
relievo ; Prov. bossa ; Ital. bozza = a swelling.
In Dut. 60s = bunch, tuft, bush. Mahn,
Wedgwood, and Skeat all connect it with
N. H. Ger. bozzen = to beat; M. H. Ger.
bdzen ; O. H. Ger. pdsan, pozjanJ] [Boss (2).]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Anything protuberant

:

(a) Gen. : A part rising in the midst of any
material body.

" Boce or boos of a booke or other lyke [booce, H.%
Turgioium, Ug."

—

Prompt. Par*.

(6) Spec. : An ornamental stud ; a shining
prominence raised above that in which it is

fixed. (Used frequently of the prominence
on the middle of a shield.)

" Thus as he lay, the lamp of night
Was quivering on his armour bright.

In beams that rose and fell,
And danced upon his buckler's boss."

Scott : Bridal of Triermain, Ui S.

T The boss of a bridle.

"This Ivory, intended for the bosses of a bridle, waa
laid up for a prince, and a woman of Caria or Mirount
dyed it"—Pope.

(2) A ball, or some such ornament.
*' The Mule all deckt in goodly rich amy.
With bells and bosses that full lowdly rung.
And costly trapping that to ground downe hung."

Spenser: Moth. Hub. T.. 582-4.

(3) Anything thick : A thick body, whether
protuberant at one part or not.

" If a close appulse be made by the lips, then la

framed M ; if by the boss of the tongue to the palate
near the throat, then K. '—Holder.

(4) A conduit, a projecting pipe conveying
water.

" Stowe tells ue that tTotte alley, in Lower Thames
Street, was so called from 'a bosse of spring water,
continually running, which standeth by Bllllnsgate
against this alley.' Lond,, p. 1M. This bosse must
have been something of a projecting pipe conveying
the water [a conduit!"

—

Jfares.

2. Figuratively:

IT A silver shield with boss ofgold : The daisy,
the silver shield being the white florets of the
ray, and the boss of gold the yellow florets of
the disk, which fn the aggregate constitute a
convex knob. (Poetic.)

" The shape will vanish, and behold I

A silver shield with boss of gold."
Wordsworth ; To the Daisy.

o«5il, bo"^; prJut, J6>1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
-oian, -tian - shan. -tion. -slon = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. cious, -tious. -slons = shus. -ble, -«Ue, &c. = bel, del-
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JX Technically

:

L Machinery:

(1) An elevated or thickened portion, usually

•round an aperture.

(2) A swage or stump used in shaping sheet-

metal.

2. Arch. : In Gothic architecture, the pro-

tuberance in a vaulted ceiling formed by the

Junction of the ends of several ribs, and
serving to bind them together ; usually ela-

borately carved and ornamented.

3. Masonry

:

(1) A mortar-bucket slung by a hook from
the round of a ladder.

(2) A short trough for holding mortar,
hung from the laths, and used in tiling a roof.

4. Saddlery : The enlargement at the junc-
tion of the branch of a bridle-bit with the
mouthpiece.

5. Ordnance : A plate of cast-iron secured
to the back of the hearth of a travelling-forge.

6. Bookbinding : A metallic ornament on a
book side to receive the wear.

boas-fern, «.

Bot. : A book-name for various species of
Hephrodium. (Britten & Holland.)

•boaa(2), * boa, * boia, * boiaa, *b5ce,a.
& s. [From Eng. boss (1) (Q.v.). Wedgwood
suggests comparison with Bavarian buschen,
boschen, bossen — to strike so as to give a
hollow sound; Dut. bossen; Ital. bussare — to
knock or strike.]

A. As adjective (of the forms boss, bos, and
bois):

1. Hollow.
" And penit the bois hill at the brade syde."

Doug. : Virgil, is, M.
" And bos buckleria oouerit with corbulye.

"

Ibid., 230, 23.

T A bos window : A large window, forming
a recess ; a bow window.

*'. . . in the bos window, . .
."—Pitscottie : Chron~,

p. 23*.

" Into the boss window, . . ."—/bid led. 1768), p. 153.

2. Empty. (Lit. or fig.)
" Or ahou'd her paunch for want grow bom."

Morison : Poems, p. 38.

"He laid, he gloom d, and shook his thick boss head."
Hamsay : Poems, 1. 285.

3. Resonant ; sounding in a hollow manner.

B. As substantive (of the forms boss, boiss,
and boce):

1. Gen. (of the forms boss and boce) : Any-
thing hollow.

" The Houlet had rick awful crrie
Thay corrospondit in the akyia,

Aa wind within a boee."
barel ; Watsons Coll, U. W.

2. Spec, (of the forms boss, boiss, and boce)

:

0) Lit. Of things :

(a) A small cask.

"... twa chalder of niele—oat of a boce, thre
chalder of mele out of bis siniale ; thre ualvysy boci>,

price of the peoe, viiji. via."—Act Dam. Cone, A. 1«».
p. 129. {Jamieson.)

(b) A bottle of the kind now called a * grey-
beard ; " a bottle made of earthenware or of
leather.

(2) Fig. Of persons. Plur.: A despicable
or worthless character.

U Generally conjoined with the epithet auld
= old.

"I speak to you, auld Bonis of perditicun."—
Lyndsay : Works (ed. 1SS2), p 74. {Jamieson)

5 0) The boss of the body : The forepart of
the body, from the chest to the loins.

(2) The boss of the side : The hollow between
the ribs and the haunch. (Jamieson.)

tboaa(l), *b5ce, *booce, v.t. [From boss

(1), s. (q.v.); O. H. Ger. bozen, possen-U)
beat.] To beat out, to render protuberant

boaa (3), s. & a. [Dut. baas = a master.]

A. As subst. : An employer, a master.

(Bartlett.)

B. As adj. : Chief ; most esteemed. (Bartlett.)

boaa (2), v.t. [Boss (3), «. & a.] To manage, to,

control ; to be the master of. (Bartlett.)

bos -sage, s. [Fr. bossage, from basse = a
boss, a protuberance.]

Architecture ;

1. Projecting stones, such as quoins, cor-

bels roughed out before insertion, to be
finished in situ.

2. Rustic work, consisting of stones which
seem to advance beyond the plane of a build-

ing, by reason of indentures or channels left in

the joinings.

"bossche, s. [Bush.] (Sir Ferumbras (ed.

Herrtage), 2,887.)

"boaae, s. [Boss.]

bossed, pa. par. k a. [Boss (1), v.]

As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Furnished with bosses arti-

ficially made.
"Fine linen, Turkey cushions boss'd with pearl,"

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, 11. I.

2. Bot. : Rounded in form and with an umbo
or boss more or less distinctly projecting from
its centre, so as to make it resemble many
ancient and modern shields.

bds si se -a, 5. [Named after M. Boissieu-

Lamartine, who accompanied La Ferouse in

his voyage round the world.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
sub-order Papilionaeeas. The species are

ornamental shrubs from Australia and Van
Diemen's Land.

boss -ing, pr. par., o., & s. [Boss 0). »•]

A. & B. As present participle & participial

adjective : (See the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of ground-laying the surface of
porcelain in an unfinished state, to form a
basis of adherence for the colour, which is

deposited by the pencil, by cotton-wool, or by
stencil, according to the mode.

2. The substance laid on in the ground-laying
described under 1. It is a coat of boiled oil

to hold the colour. The oil is expelled by the
heat of the enamel-kiln, and the colour vitri-

fied. The bossing is laid on with a hair-pencil,

and levelled with a boss of soft-leather.

boss' ism, a,

Polit. : A condition or system under which
one man controls or attempts to control a
Majority of the voters in a district, ward or
city

;
personal political tyranny.

* bos'-aive, a. [Eng. boss; -ive.] Crooked,
deformed.

"Wives do worse than'mi scarry, that go their fall

time of a fool with a bossite birth. '

—

Osborne: Advice
to his Son 116581, p. 70.

* boss ness. s. [Eng. boss (2) ; -ness.] Hollow-
ness, emptiness. (Scotch.)

•boa -ajr, o. [Eng. oom(1); -».]

1. Furnished with a boss or bosses ; studded.
" His head reclining on the bossy shield."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad X. 173.

2. Protuberant : in relief.

" Cornice or freeae, with bossy sculpture* graven."T MOton: P. L., L 71s.

"boat, "boa '-ten, v.i. [Boast.] (Chaucer:
Legends of Good Women.)

* boat, s. [Boast, ».] (Prompt. Parr.)

* bos'- ter, * boa'-tur, * boa-tare, * boa-
towre, s. [Boaster.] (Prompt. Pare.)

boa-trlch -f-dse, s. pi. [From Lat., «fcc. bos-

trichus (q.v.).]

Entom. : A family of Coleoptera (Beetles) of

the section Pentamora. The chief genera re-

presented in Britain are Bostrichus, Tomicus,
Hylesinus, Scolytus, and Hylurgus.

bdV-trJ-chua, s. [From Lat. bostrychus; Gr.

jSborpvxoc (bostruchos), as subst. = (1) a curl or

lock of hair, (2) anything twisted or wreathed,

(8) a winged insect.]

Entom. : A genus of Coleoptera (Beetles)

belonging to the family Xylophagi. The species

are found on old trees, in which the larva; of
these insects construct burrows just under
the bark, feeding as they proceed upon the
woody matter. Bostrichus dispar, domesticut,

and capucinus occur in this country.

* boa'-try-Chlte, *. [Lat. bostrychites ; Gr.
floo-rpvyinj* (bostruchites) = a precious stone,

now unknown.] [Bostrichus.]

Old lapidary work : A gem in the form of a
lock of hair. (Ash.)

* bost wys, a. [Wei. bwystus = brutal, fero-

cious.] Rough, fierce. (Ear. Eng. Allit.

Poems (ed. Morris) ; Pearl, 814.) [Boistoos.]

* bo -sum, 3. [Bosom.] (Prompt. Part.)

bos-weT-U-a, 5. [Named after Dr. John
Boswell, of Edinburgh.]

Bot. : A fine genus of terebinthaceous trees

belonging to the order Amyridace8e(Amyrids).
They have a five-toothed calyx, five petals,

ten stamina, a triangular three-celled fruit

with winged seeds. The leaves are compound.
Boswellia thurifera, called also B. serrata, fur-

nishes the resin called Olibanum [Olibantjm],

which is believed to have been the frankincense
of the ancients. [Frankincense.] It is found
in India, as also is B. glabra, the resin of which
is used instead of pitch.

bos- wel'-H-an, a. [From Boswell, the bio.

grapher of Dr. Johnson.] [Boswellism.]
Relating to Boswell, composed in the style of

Boswell's celebrated biography ; characterized
by hero-worshipand absence of critical faculty.

t b«5a'-wtSll-Jaill, s. [From James Boswell of

Auchinleck in Ayrshire, who was born In

Edinburgh, October 29, 1740 ;
published his

celebrated Life of Johnson in 1790, and died

May 19, 1795.] Biography written with the

enthusiasm for its subject and the photo-

graphic accuracy of delineation which con-

stitute so marked a feature of Boswell's Life

of Johnson.

* bot, pret. of v. [Bite.] Bit, cut
" Tho that awerd wer god It nofht ne bot . .

"—«r
Ferumb. (ed. Herrtage), 589.

bot (1), s. [Boot (1).]
" Bryng bodworde to bot blysae to vas alle."

Mar. Eng. Allit. Poems (ed. Morrie) ; Cleanness, 471

* bot (2), *- [A. 8. beot = threat, promise.]
" Loke ye bowe now bl bot, bowei fast heDce."

Bar. tXng. Allit. Poems; Cleanness. Hi.

b6t (3), bitt, *. & a, [From O. Eng. bot = bit,

pret of bite.}

A. As substantive (generally plural): The

larvse of the bot-fly and other species of

(Estrus. [Bot-fly. ]

•• his horee . . . begnawn with the bots.'-

Shaketp. : Tarn, of Shrew, ML X
**.... to give poor jades the bots."—Ibid.. 1 Ben. IT.,

ILL

f Bots on it: An execration. (Shakesp.:

Per., ii. 1.)

B. As adjective : Producing the larva? called

bots.

bot fly , 5.

Entomology

:

1. Singular: One of the names given to

any species of the genus (Estrus, or even of

the family CEstridse. These insects are some-

times called also Breeze-flies, Brize-flies, and

Gad-flies, the last of these names not being a

properly distinctive one, for it is applied also

to the Tabanidee, a totally distinct family of

dipterous insects. The bot-fly, which has at-

tracted most notice, is Gasterophilus equi, often

called the gad-fly of the horse. It is a downy

two-winged flv, which in August deposits

from 50 to 400* eggs on the legs, the back of

the neck, and other parts of a horse accessible

to the animal's tongue. Slightly irritated bv

them the horse licks the part affected, with

the effect of bursting the egg and transferring

the minute larvae to its mouth, whence they

make way to the stomach and grow to be an

inch long. They are ejected with the food,

spend their chrysalis state in the earth or

dimg, and emerge perfect insects but with no

proboscis capable of being used for feeding

purposes. It is not food they require, it is to

propagate their species and die. A similar

fiita. Cat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, air, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who. aon; Mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce= e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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insect is (Estrus hemorrhoidalis. Sheep, oxen,
Ac. have parasites of an analogous kind.
[Brkeze-fly, Bbize, Gad->xy, (Estridm,
(Estrus.]

2. Plural : The English name for the family
of (Estrida.

bot, conj. & prep. [But.] (Morte Arthurs, 10

;

TkeB>-uce, v. 91.)

^ Bot ami, botand: As well as.

"I hav a bow, bot and a vyse."
Barbour : The Bruce (ed. Skeat), V. »&.

Botgif: [Bot if.]

Bot //; Unless, except.

"Bot if ye bothe for-thynk hit tare . . . ."—A*ir
/to-wwtA. fed. Herrtage), 819.

hot Al lack ite, s. [From the Botallack
mine in Cornwall, where it occurs.]

if in. ; A variety of Atacamite occurring in

thin crusts of minute interlacing crystals
closely investing killas. (Dana.)

• bot -and, prep. & conj. [Bot-and.] (Scotch.)

bot an Ic, * bbt-an'-ick, a. & a. [In Fr.

botanique; Sp., Port., & Ital. botanico ; Lat.
botanicus ; Gr. 0oTafixo« (potanikos) = of
herbs. ]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to plants or to
the study of them.

"... that ancient botanick book mentioned by
Galen."—Cudworth : tntell. Spat , p. 326.

*B. As substantive: The same as Botanist
(q.v.).

"That there is such an herb, ... is by all botanicks
or herbalists, I have seen, acknowledged."

—

it. Casau-
ton : Qf Credulity, *c, p. So.

botanic drawing, s. The art of re-

presenting plants for scientific study. To
enable the figures to be used for the purpose
now mentioned, every effort must be put
forth to ensure accuracy in the delineations,

fcc Microscopic representations of the fully-

ixpanded flower and of the fruit when ripe,
ir, if possible, of the organs of fructification at
successive stages of development, should be
superadded to render the drawing complete.
{Llndley.)

botanic-garden, s. A garden laid out
«br the scientific study of botany. Sometimes
Uie several plants are arranged, to a certain
extent, according to their places in the natural
system, and, in any case, opportunity is ob-
tained for seeing the plants pass through their
several stages, and obtaining their flowers,
fruit, &c , to anatomize and to figure.

botanic physician, s. A physician
whose remedies consist chiefly of herbs and
roots. Akin to an herbalist ; but many her-
balists have had no medical education, whilst
any proper "physician" has enjoyed that
dvantage

;-an'-I-cai, a. [Eng. botanic; -at] The
same as Botanic (q v.)

".
. . the earliest botanical researches of Sloane."—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

"The lilies of the field haven value for ns beyond
their botanical ones."—Tyndall; Frag, of Science, 3rd
«L, t. h i.

botanical-geography, s. A compari-
son of the plants of different regions of the
globe, showing the range and distribution of
each. [Phyto-oeooraphy.]

tt'-I-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. botanical ; -ly.]

After the manner adopted in botany ; as
botanists are accustomed to do.

"Your man of science, who is botanlcally or other-
wise inquisitive."—Daily Newt, August 18, 1S68.

i bot an' ics, s. [Botanic] The same as
Botany (q.v.).

bot an ist, s. [Fr. botaniste.] One who
collects and scientifically studies plants.

If For the names of various botanists see
the article Botany, part 1 (Hist. ).

" Thus botaniutt, with eyes acute
To see prolific dust minute.'"

Jones : The Enchanted Fruit.

68tf-an Ize, tf.i. & t. [Fr. botanizer; Gr.
fknavifa (botanizo) — to root up weeds.] [Bot-
any.]

A. Jntrans. : To collect plants with the
object of examining them scientifically.

B. Trans. : To examine botanically.

WSt'-an-Iz-er, s. [Eng. botanize); -er.] One
who botanizes.

bot an-iz-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Botanize.]

A. As present participle: In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B. As adj. : Searching for or examining
plants ; used for, or connected with, such
examination.

C. As subst. : The act or operation of col-

lecting, and afterwards scientifically examin-
ing, plants.

• bot -a-no, s. [Ital. bottana,} A piece of
linen dyed blue. (Scotch.)

** Botanoet or blew lining."

—

Rates, A. 1670.

* bot-an ol'-o-ger, t. (From Gr. poravo-
Aoye'w" (botanologed) = to gathei herbs. Now
superseded by botanist (q.v.).]

". . . that eminent Botanologer, . . .*—Brown:
Garden of Cyrus.

* b8t-an-oT-<i-gy\ s, [Gr. poravo\oytia (bo*

tanolngeo) = to gather herbs.] A discourse
regarding plants. (Bailey.) Now superseded
by the term botany (q.v.).

* bdt'-an 6 man cy, s. [In Gr. porwofuv-
Ttia (botanomanteia) ; fZordvn (botane) = grass,
fodder, and u,avreia (manteia) -= divination.]
Divination by means of herbs, especially by
means of sage (Salvia) or by fig-leaves. The
inquirer wrote his name and the question he
wished answered on the leaves. Afterwards
he exposed these to the wind, which blew
some of them away. Those which remained
were then collected, and the letters written
on each were placed together, so as, if possible,
to bring coherent sense out of them, and any
sentence constructed out ofthem was supposed
to be the reply sought for.

". . . the numberless forms of imposture or ignor-
ance called kapnomancy, pyromancy, arithmomancy,
Ubanomancy, botanomancy, keptolomancy," 4a—
Smith ; Diet, of the Bible, i. 442.

b«5t'-an-y, s. & a. [Gr. fioravn (botani) = grass-
fodefer ; pwricto (Jbosko) = to feed, to tend cattle
or sheep. ]

A. As substan. : The science which treats of
plants. It embraces a knowledge of their names,
their external and internal organizations, their
anatomy and physiology, their qualities, their
uses, and their distribution over the world,
with the laws by which this distribution is

regulated, or the geological occurrences by
which it has been brought about.

History : From the remotest antiquity plants
must have been at least looked at, and to a
certain extent studied ; and it is reported in
Scripture regarding Solomon, that " he spake
of trees, from the cedar tree that is in Lebanon
even unto the hyssop that springeth out of
the wall" (1 Kings iv. 33). If his sayings on
that subject were put in writing they have
perished ; the first important scientific notices
regarding plants which have reached our time
are in Aristotle's Inquiries Concerning Ani-
mals, about B.C. 347. Thecphrastus, who suc-
ceeded him in B.C. 324, gave great attention
to plants, knowing, however, it is said, only
about 355. Pliny, among the Romans, was
also interested in botanical study, as in natural
history generally. The Arabs gave some at-

tention to botany; but up to the year A.D.
1231, according to Sprengel, only about 1,400
plants were known. After the revival of
letters, Conrad Gesner, who died in 1565,
collected materials and made drawings for a
history of plants. Matthew Lobel, a Dutch-
man at the court of Queen Elizabeth,
attempted a natural classification of plants,
and some of his orders are still retained.
Caesalpinus, a Roman physician attached to
the court of Pope Sextus VI., made various
botanical discoveries. About A.D. 1650, the
microscope began to be used forthe examination
of plants. Grew and Malpighi flourished in the
same century ; and in 1686 Ray published the
first volume of his Systema Plantarum, About
1735, Linnseus gave to the world his celebrated
Systema Naturae, the botanical portion of
which contains his artificial system, which is

even now obsolescent rather than obsolete.
As a rule, his classes were founded on the
number, position, Ate., of the stamens, and
his orders on the number and character of the
pistils. He founded twenty-four classes, viz.,

(1) Monaudria, (2) Diandria, (3) Triandria,
U\ Tetrandria, (5) Pentandria, (6) Hexandria,
(7) Heptandria, (8) Octandria, (9) Enneandria,
(10) Decandria, (11) Dodecandria, (12) Icosan-
dria, (13) Polyandria, (14) Didynamia, (15) Te-
tradynamia, (16)Monadelphia, (17)Diadelphia,
(18) Folyadelphia, (19) Syngenesis, (20) Gyn-

andria, (21) Monoecia, (22) Dicecia, (23) Poly-
gamia, and (24) Cryptogamia. (See these
words for further details, and for the order*
into which the .several classes are divided.)
Besides his artificial system of classification

Linnfeus attempted a natural one. In 17S9,
Antoine Laurent de Jussieu published his
Genera Plantarum, in which, following in the
direction in which Lobel, Ray, and Linnaeus
himself had led, he elaborated a natural
system, the essential features of which are
still retained. In Lindley's Vegetable Kit <j-

dom, published in 1867, the classification is

as follows : Class I. Thallogens, II. Acrogei:*,
III. Rhizogens, IV. Endogens, V. Dictyogens,
VI. Gymnogens, and VII. Exogens.
Modern botany, or phytology, as it is

sometimes called, comprises a number of
subordinate sciences.

Lindley, in the main following Decandolle,
divided it into Organography, or an explanatioa
of the exact structure of plants ; Vegetable
Physiology, or the history of vital phenomena
which have been observed in them ; Gloss-
ology, formerly called Terminology, or a defi-

nition of the adjective terms used in botany
and phytography, or an exposition of the roles
to be observed in describing and naming
plants. (Introd. «oBo(.,3rded.,1839.Pref.) AU
these are introductory to Systematic Botany,
which is the classification and description of
the several classes, orders, families, genera,
species, varieties, Ac, of plants in regular
arrangement.
Thom6, author of the recognised text-book

of botany in use in the technical schools of
Germany, divides the science into—I. Mor-
phology, or the Comparative Anatomy of
Plants ; II. Physiology, which is concerned
with their vital phenomena; III. Botanical
Geography ; IV. Paheophytology ; V. Vege-
table Palaeontology ; VI. Classification of
Plants; and VII. Practical or Applied Botany.
Robt. Brown, jun., in his Manual of Botany.

published in 1874, divides it into—I. General
Anatomy or Histology of Plants : 1. Organo-
graphy, 2. Morphology, 3. Organogenesis,
4. Phytotomy ; II. Physiological Botany ;

IIL Vegetable Chemistry; IV. Nosology, or
Vegetable Pathology ; V. Teratology, a study
of abnormalities; VI. Taxology, Taxonomv,
Classification, or Systematic Botany : 1. Ter-
minology, 2. Glossology; VII. Phyto -geo-
graphy ; VIII. Palseo-phytology, Geological
Botany, Vegetable Palaeontology, or Fossil
Botany ; IX. Medical Botany ; X. Agricul-
tural Botany ; XI. Horticultural Botany

;

and XII. Industrial Botany. (See these
terms. See also Plant, Vegetable Kino-
rx)M, &,c. &c.)

B. As adjective: In which good botany
exists, in which interesting plants abound.
[Botany-bay.]

Botany Bay, s. & a. [So called from the
number of new plants discovered there when
Captain Cook's party landed in 1770.]

A. As subst. : An inlet of the sea five miles
long and broad, about seven miles north of
Sydney Heads in New South Wales.

B. As adj. : Growing at or in any other way
connected with Botany Bay. (See the com-
pounds which follow.)

Botany-Bay Kino: A gum which exudes
from the bark of an Australian tree, Eucalyptus
resini/era, and other species of the genus. H
is an astringent It has properties like those
of Catechu or Kino.

Botany-Bay Tea : The English name of the
Smilax glycyphylla, an evergreen climbing-
plant, with three-nerved leaves, and petioles
with tendrils.

bo-tar'-go, s. [Sp. botarga=za. kind of pan-
taloons, the dress of harlequin ; harlequin
himself ; a sort of sausage. Contracted
from botalarga = a large leather bag.] A
relishing sort of food, being a sausage made
of the roes of the mullet fish, and eaten with
oil and vinegar. It is much used on the
coasts of the Mediterranean as an incentive
to drink.

1 The French editor of Rabelais says—
"In Provence, they call botarguet the hard roe of

the inollet, pickled with oil and vinegar. The mullet
fmugej 1b a nsh which is catched about the middle of
December ; the hard roes of it are salted against Lent,
and this Is what is called botarguet, a sort of boudint
{puddings), which have nothing to recommend them
but their exciting of thirst"

"Because he was naturally flegmatlc, he began 1

meal with some dozens of gammons, dried nea
tongues, bo'arpog, sausages, and such other lo>

runners of wine."

—

Ozell : Rabelais, U i. , ch. 3L

wu. b^; p^at, JdWl; oat, oell, chorus, ohia, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, a?; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =U
-man, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion-=shun; -flon, -ston=-zhun. -Uous, -slous, -cious ^ shiis. "-Me. -dXe, && = bel, <JeL
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tootaurus—bothrenchyma

" Botaroo, anchovies, puffins too, to taste
Tbe Marouean wines, at me«li thou bast*

Meath: ClarattoUa, in Ifeyuxxxft Quints* of Poetry,
voL 1L, p. 16. (Xarct.)

be>-tau-rus, *. [From bos = an ox, and
taurus = a bull, ft fanciful origin invented to

account for the 0. Fr. and Mid. Kng. form

cotor.J

Ornith. : A genus of birds belonging to the

family Ardeida? or Herons, and the sub-family

Ardeime or True Heron*. It contains the

Bitterns. [Bittern.]

• bot'-card, s. [Etym. not apparent ; proba-

bly a corruption of or miswriting for battart

(q.v.).] A kind of artillery used in the time of

James^V. (Scotch.)

"Two great cannon throwu-inoutbed Mow and her
Marrow with two great Botoara*."—PUtcottie, p. 143.

{Jam ifton.

)

bdtch (l), * booch-in, boooh-yn,
* bOCOh-en, v.t. [In Dut. botsen = to

knock, dash, strike against, clash with ; from
O. L. Ger. botzen = (1) to strike or beat, (2) to
repair.]

X. Lit.: To patch in any way. (Wycliffe:

WChron., xxxiv.)

2. Fig. : To put together clumsily.
" Go with me to my house.

And hear thou there how many fruitless pranks
This ruffian hath botch'd up, that thou thereby
M.'iyst smile at this."

Skakmp. : Twelfth Sight, iv. 1.

" And botch the words up fit to their own thoughts,
Shaktsp. : Hamlet, iv. 6.

|>6tch (2), v.t [From botch (2), s. (q.v.).] To
mark with botches.

" Young H visa, boteh'tt with stains too foul to name.
In cradle here renews his youthful frame."

Garth.

pdtch (1), bototae (1), ft. [From botch, v.

<q7v.).]

1. A patch.

2, A part of any work ill-finished, so as to

appear worse than the rest.

" With him.
To Leave no rubs or botch** in the work,
Fleance, his son, must embrace the fate."

8hake$p. : Macbeth, iiL 1.

S. A part clumsily added.
" If both those words are not notorious botch**, . . ."

—Ifryden.
*' A comma ne'er could claim

A place in any British name ;

Yet, making here a perfect botch.

Thrusts your poor vowel from his notch."
Bwtft.

b6tch (2), * botcho (2), * bohche, bocche,
* boche, * boshe, s. [Fr. bosse ; O. Fr.

boce = (1) the boss of a buckler ; (2) a botch,

a boil.] A swelling of an ulcerous character,

or anything similar on the skin ; a wen, a boiL

"Bohche, sore (botohe, P.). Clcus, Cath."—Prompt.
Par*.
" Botches and Mains must all his flesh iinboss.

And all his people." Milton : P. L.. bk. ill.

botched (1), •btitoht, pa. par. [Botch
(l?f.]

'* I see. I see. 'tis counsel given in vain.
For treason botcht in rhyme will be thy bane"

Iiryden: Absalom A Achitophel, pt- U-

botched (2), pa. par. [Botch (2), v.]

* botche merit, boch -ment, s. [Eng.

botche — botch (1) — a patch ; and Eng., kc,
suffix -ment.}

" Boekment {b-'tchement. P.) Additamentum, am-
pii/leamentum "—Prompt. Par*.

botch er (1), * botch ar, 'botch-are,
* bochchare, s. k a. [Eng. botch (1), v.

;

-er.]

A. As substantive: A mender of old things,

especially clothes ; an inferior kind of tailor.

" Botchare of old* thingea, P. Retartor.'—Prompt.
Pan.

Botchers left old cloaths in the lurch.

And fell to turn and patch the church."
Hudibras.

"... a botcher's cushion, . . ."—Shakstp. : Coriot. ,

ILL
B. As adjective : Bungling, unskilful.

"Boehchare, or vncrafty (botchar, P.l, Inert, C. P."
—Prompt. Parv.

bfitch'-er (2), s. [Eng. botch (2), a., from the
spotted appearance of the skin.] A young
salmon ; a grilse.

Formerly grilse, or botchers, were far more plenti-

ful than they have been since the passing of tbe
Fishery Laws."— Time*, Aug. 26th, 187a.

• b5tch -er-ly, a. TEng. botcher ; -ly.] Like
the work of a botcher, patched in a clumsy
way; blundered.

" Publishing some botcherty mincle-mangle of col-

lections out of other."—UartUb.: TransL if Comsn .

1643, p. 30.

* bfctoh'-er-y, ft. [Eng. botcher; -p.] There-

suits of botching, clumsy workmanship.
"If we speak of base botchrry. were It a comely

thing to see a great lord, or a king, wear sleeves ef two
parishes, one naif of worsted, tbe other of velvet?"—
World of Wonder*. 1608, p. 234,

botch -ing(l), pr. par., a., k s. [Botch (1), ».]

A. & B. As pr, par, <t particip. adj. ; (Bee
the verb.)

G. As substantive : The act of mending old
clothes ; tbe act of bungling.

" Nor Is It botching, for I cannot mend It"
Browne: Britannia's Pastorals, b. L a.

botch -ing (2), pr. par, [Botch (2), v. ]

tbdtch'-y, a. {Eng. botch (2); -y.] Marked

with botches.
And those boils did ran! say so: did not the
oral run then? were not that a botch*/ con."—
xketp. : TroU. and Crest., 1L L

* bote (l), * bot (Eng.\ bote, * but© (Scotch),

s. [Boot (1), *.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

L (See boot.)

2. A remedy.
'* And be borru#h for bis bale, and biggen hym bote

And so amende that is inysdo and euermore the
better," Piers Plow Vis., Iv. 89. to.

3. Restoration, amendment.
" And do bote to brugges that to-broke were."

Pisrs Plow. Vis., vil. 28.

4. Safety.
'* Bote of (or, P.) helthe. Salus."—Prompt. Pan.

5. A saviour, the Saviour.
" Bot ther on com a bote aa-tyt

"

gar. Eng. All it. Poems (ed. Hortis) ; Pearl, 848.

H. Law : An Anglo-Saxon term, still in use,

meaning necessaries required for the carrying

on of husbandry. The corresponding word of

French origin is estovers or estouviers, from
estoffer = to furnish. Such necessaries in

certain cases may be Liken from the estate of

another. There are many kinds of bote. Thus
house-bote is a sufficient allowance of wood to

repair or to burn in the house. If to burn, !t

is a.fire~bote. So plongh-bote and cart-bote are

wood to be employed in making and repairing

all instruments of husbandry ; and hay-bote

or edge-bote is wood for repairing hay-edges
or fences. [See also Kin-bote, Man-bote,
Theif-bote. ]

* bote (2), s. [Boot (2).]
" Bote for a mannys legge {bote or ookvr, H. coker, P.)

Beta, ocrea."—Prompt Pan.

* bote (3), 8. [A.S. bodian = to command, to

announce ; bod- = command.] A message.

"Cbarlls sent to thee this sond ; thou ne geftejst

non othre bets"—Sir Ferumb. (ed. Herrtage), 401.

•bote (4), 8. [Boat.] (Spenser: F. Q., III.,

viii. 21.)

* bote, * bo-ten, v. t. [From bote (1), 8. (q.v.).

In Sw. bota.] To boot, to amend.

* bote, pret. of v. [A.S. bat, pret. of bitan = to

bite.] Bit.
". . . that he bote his lippea."

Piers Plow. VU, j. 84.

*bote, conj. [But.]

H bOte-yiX conj- But if, except that

* bo'-tel (1), * bot-tSUe a\ *. [Bottle.]
(Prompt. Parv.)

* bot-el (2), • bot-eUe (2), s. [O. Fr. hotel.)

A bundle, a feed of hay. [Bottel (1).]
" BotsUe of hey. Fm\fasoU.~—Prompt. Parv.

* WJt'-e'l-er, «. [Butler.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bdte'-leas, bote'-lesse, a. [Bootless.]

* bote'-m&n, s. [Boatman.] (Spenser : F. Q.,

II. xii. 29.)

* bot-en-en, v.t. [Botnen.] (Piers Plow.

Vis., vi. 194.)

* bot -eras, ». [Buttress.] (Piers Plow.

Vis.,v.&9B.)

* bo't-er-as, s. [Bcttress.] (Ptotip*. Parr.)

* bote-rel, s. [O. Fr. boteret.] A toad.

"... namore thaniie the botereL'
Ayenbite, p, 1ST.

bote roll, ' bot tc roll, - baute -roll,

8. [Etymology doubtful.]

Her. : The same as crampst (q.T.).

* b6t-er-^e, s. [Bcttery.] (Prompt. Paru)
"Botetye. Celarium, boteria, pincemaoulum[promp

tuarium. P.)."—Prompt. Parv.

* bot-ew, 8. [From O. Fr. boteau.} A kind
of large boot

** Botew. Coturnus botula, erepita."—Prompt. Porn

both, * bothe, * boathe, •bathe, •bethe,
• bo-then, * bo thene, *bo'-thyn(Eng.X
bdith, * bathe, bayth, * bald (Scotch\

pro., o,, & conj. [In IceL bathir, bcethi ; Sw.
bada ; Dan. baade ; Mo?so-Goth. bajoths ; Dut
k(S. H.)Ger. beide; 0. H. Ger. pide.) Two
taken together.

IT It is opposed to the distributives either a
one of two, and neither = none of two. (Prof,

Bain.)

A* As pronoun

:

" During his ride home, he only said, wife and bairn
baith, mother and son batth—Seir. salr to abide I —
Scott; Guy Mmnnering. ch ix.

B* As adjective:
" Both the proofs are extant"

—

Shakstpx : Mtrr§
Wives, V. ft.

C. As conjunction (followed by and) : It Is a
conjunction with a certain disjunctive force,

i.e., separating the two conjoined members
and bringing each into prominence.

"... so thAt all they which dwelt in Asia heard the
word of the Lord Jesus, both Jews and Greeks.

1'—Acts
Xix. 19.

" That bothf his souls and eek heuuelf offendo
"

Chaucer: C. T. t 8)087.

"That are both bis and mine."
Shaketp : Xacb., 11L L

* bothe, 8. [Booth.]

* bot hem, s. [Bottom.]

* both -em-les, a. [Bottomless.]

"both-Sn, s. [Cf. A.S. bothen — rosemary

;

darnel (Somnery]

Bot. : A composite plant, Chrysanthemum
segetum.

% White bot.hen, Chrysanthemum leucanthe-

mum.
both er (Eng.), •b&th'-er (Sc.) t v.t. k i.

[Etym. unknown ; the first examples known
occur in the writings of T. Sheridan, Swift, and
Starne. Wedgwood suggests connection with
pother, and Dr. Murray asks if bother could be
an Anglo-Irish corruption of that word.]

A. Trans. : To tease, to vex, or annoy one

by making continual noise, by dwelling on tbe

same subject, by continued solicitation, or in

any other way.
'* With the din of which tube my head you so bother.

That I scarce can distinguish my right ear front

t'other." Swift.

B. Intrans. : To make many words.
" The auld truidmen, about the grace,

Frae side to side they bother."
Burns ; The Holy Peer.

bSth'-er, s. [From bother, v. (q.v.).] The set

of rallying, or teazing, by dwelling on the

same subject (Colloquial.)

l>6-ther-a'-tlon, s. [From Eng. bother, and

surf, -ation.] The act of making bother.

(Vulgar.)

b<S th ered. pa. par. k a. [Bother, v.,

bo th-er-lng, pr. par, [Bother, v.]

•both'-ie, s. [Bothy.] (Scotch.)

* bothil, s. [Bothuu]

* bothne, * both -ene, s. {Low Lat. bothena

= a barony, or territory ; Arm. bot = a tract

of land.] (Scotch.)

1. A park in which cattle are fed and iaV

closed. (Skene.)

2. A barony, lordship, or sheriffdom.
" It is statute and ordained, that the King's Muto

that is. the King's c-ourt of ilk Bothent, that is ol il»

schireffedome, salbe halden within fourtle dalea —
Skene: AssU. Reg- Da*.

* bot h-6m, bitH-nm, • b8fh-€ tim, *

[From FrTbouton — button, bud, germ.] [But-

ton.] A bud, particularly of a rose.

" Of the bothom the swete oduur." ^^
The Roma unt of the Mots

That nyght and day from hlr she stall*

Bothoms aud roses over alle." ^^
" bdfh-dn, v.t. [Button, v.]

"Bothon clothys {botonim, K. botou, PA Batons*

fibula."—Prompt. Parv.

both rcu chy ma, s. [From Gr. Mp«
(6otaro8)= a pit, and ryx"^ (enghuma)~sm

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine
;
go, pfe

or, wore, wplf! work, wh©\ son; mute, oftb, oiiro, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, « = e; ey=a. qn-=kw.



bothriocephalus—bottle 609

lion ; ewM) (engheS) = to pour In ; iv (en),

and x*" (died) = to pour.]K : Fitted tissue, called also porous tissue
or basiform tissue, or dotted ducts, aod by
Moron Taphrenchyma. It consists of tubes
which, when viewed under high microscopic
power, seem full of holes, which, however, are
only little pits in the thickness of the lining.
It is of two kinds, articulated and continuous
bothrenchyma. The former is well seen when
its tubes are cut across in a cane or other
woody-looking endogen ; the latter consists of
long, slender, interrupted pitted tubes, found
often in connection with spiral vessels fn the
roots of plants. What Lindley called granular
woody tissue he ultimately reduced under the
second of these types of bothrenchyma,

ooth ri-6 ceph'-al-iis, a [From Gr. BoB-
piov (bothrum) = a small kind of ulcer, dimin.
of p69pos (bothros) = a hole, a pit, and Jcec5aA)j

(kephau) =(he head.]

Z'ioI. ; An intestinal worm belonging to the
class Scolecida, and the order Taeniada or
Cestoidea. Bothriocephalus lotus is the iius-
sian tapeworm.

both ro den'-dron, a [Prom Gr. /Srfflpoc

(bothros) =s a pit, and ScVfipo* (dendrtm)=a
tree.]

Palceont. ; A tree with dotted stems found in
the coal measures.

'btfth-fil * Wth-lo, 'both-cl, bttd'-
dle, s. [Dut. buidel^A purse, because it

bears goals or goldins m gold coins ; gulden, a
punning allusion to its yellow flowers. Of.
Wei. botheli =» rotundity ; a bottle, a blister.]

Bot. : An old English name for the plant
genus Chrysanthemum.

T Chrysanthemum segetum la still called
huddle in East Anglia.

"BotheL bttddle. chryanthemum. BcduO. loth*,
vaccinia,' —Prompt. Par*.

* both-um, a [Bottom. ]

bftth-*, bd"th-Ie, * bath'-le, *bdoth-le,
$, & a. [From feel, budh; GaeL buth — a

hat. a booth, a tent; both = a flask, a hut

;

hot = a house.] [Booth.] (Scotch.)

A* As substantive:

1. Gen, ; A booth, a cottage, a hovel

2. Specially:

(1) A wooden hut.
" Fan thee well, my native cot,

* Bothy of the birkeu tree I

"

Jacobin /Mies, U. US.

(2) A summer shieling. (Johnson.)

(3) A hut of boughs or other material built
for the purpose of hunting.

(4) A place where agricultural labourers are
lodged upon a farm.

B. As adjective : Of which bothies are the
essential feature.

1" The bothy system : The system of lodging
farm labourers in bothies. Whether this is
the best method of housing them has been a
matter of public discussion. The Rev. Dr.
Begg, of Edinburgh, has been one of the
greatest opponents of bothies,

* bo -tie, a [Booty.]

* bSt'-fl-er, * bSt'-lere, s. [Butler.] (CHa*
csr: G. T., 16,620.) (Prompt. Parv.)

•bot-lne,9. [From Fr. battine=.n half-boot,
a buskin.] A buskin. (0, Scotch,)

* bot-inge, pr. par. & a [Boor (1), ».]

* bot less, 4 bute-lesse, a. [Bootless.]

* bot-me (i), a. [Bottom.]
"Botme. or fundament {botym, PA Ba,U."

-

Prompt. Part.

And in the pannes botme he hath It l.-vft
"

Chaucer : C. T., 1S.M9.

* botme (2), a [O. Fr. bouton, boton = a but-
ton, a ball.]

"Botme of threde. infra in Clowchen, or dove
[botym, P.J."—Prompt. Porn.

* botme lea, a, [Bottomless.]

*bdt'-nan, v.t. [Boten, Boot (1), t>.] To
better, to cure, to amend, to repair.

" Blisf ul for thel were bained.*
WiUiam of Paleme, 1.015.

!
* bot ntrige, pr, par. k a [Botnen.]

A. As pr, par. : (See the verb.)

BOTRYCHIUM.
1 Botrychium lunaria. 4
Barren pinnule. & Portion
of fertile pinnule

i those

B* As suits/.: Amendment, healing.

*bdt'-omo,t {Bottom.]

* bot-on, a [Button.]

* bot-on, • bot-on-yn, at {Prompt. Parv.)

* bot-o%re, a [Botaubus.] A bittern.
"**o*rm, byrde (ootore, K. P.) OmoeroaUm, boto-

ritu, C F.
M—Prompt. Parv.

bot rdph-is. s. [From Gr. 06rpuc (botrus) =
a cluster or banco of grapes, odn* (ophis) = a
serpent (?). ]

Bot. : A ijeaua of Ranunculacese (Crow-
foots), allu-t to Ciiuicifnga and Aetna. Its
roots are used in America as an antidote to
the bite of the rattlesnake.

bdVrtfcn'-l-uin, a [Gr. /Sorpw (botrus) = a
bunch of grapes, to which the branched
clusters of capsules bear some resemblance.]

Bot. : A genus of ferns belonging to the
otder Ophioglos-
saceze (Adder's
Tongues). The
capsules, which
are sub-globose
and sessile, are
clustered at the
margin and on
one side of a pin-
nated rachis ; the
frond is pinnate,
with lunate pinna?
and forked veins.
Botrychium luna-
ria, or Common
Moonwort, occurs
in dry mountain
pastures in Bri-
tain and else-

where. B. virgin^
icum,sa American
species, is called
the Rattlesnake
Fern, from its growing in such places
venomous reptiles frequent.

b6t-itfl'-H-da», s. pi [From Mod. Lat. bo-
tryllus (q.v.).]

ZooL : A family of molluscoids belonging to
the order Ascidise, and containing the com-
pound Ascidians, that is, those which, united
together by their mantles, rise generally in
stellate form round a common canal. All
are marine.

Wt-ryl'-lus, a [Mod. Lat. Dimin. formed
from Gr. 0orpus (botrus) = a cluster of grapes.]

Zool. : A genus of molluscoids, the typical
one of the family Botryllidse (q.v.). The
individuals are of an ovoid form, but are
united in radiated bunches. They are found
on seaweeds, Sue.

Wf-r^-4-gen, a [From Gr. 06rpv* (bntrus)
= a cluster of grapes, and yewdta (gennao)=
to beget, to engender.]

Min. : A monoclinic, translucent mineral,
with a hardness of 2—2-5, a sp. gr. of 2U39, a
vitreous lustre colour, and hyacinth-red as
the normal colour, though yellow specimens
also occur. Compos. : Sulphate of protoxide
of iron, 19 ; sulphate of sesquioxide, 48'8

;

and water, 327=100; or sulphuric acid,
36-53—37-87; sesquioxide of iron, 24'77—
26*50 ; magnesia, 5'69—8*95 ; lime, 0-91—2'76,
and water, 30—90. It occurs in a copper
mine at Fahlien, in Sweden. (Dana.)

b$t-ry-6~id'f a, [From Gr. p6rpv<; (botrus)= a
cluster of grapes, and eloos (eidos) = form,
shape.] In form resembling a. bunch of
grapes.

"Theontside i« thick set with botryold effloreaeen-
clee. or small knoba, yellow, bluish, and purple, all of
a shining raetallick hue."— WootUtard. •

b$t^rjMR'-daL, a. [Eng. botryoid; -al(Min. f

&c.).] The same as botryoid (q.v.). (Phillips.)

bttt'-rjf-ft-lite, s. [in Ger. botryolith, botrio-
lit. From Gr. (Zorpvc. (botrus) = a cluster of
grapes, andMN (lithos) m a stone.]

Min. : A variety of Datolite or Datholite
(q.v.X It is so called from the botryoidal sur-
face of its radiated columnar structure. It
is found at Arendal, in Norway.

bot ry-ta' -eg so, *. pi [From Mod. Lat. hot-

rytis (q.v.), and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suffix -acea:.}

Bot. : A division of fnngi containing the
Species popularly called Blights and Mildews.

The suborder is named also Hyphomyostsw
(q.v.).

bd-tryte', a [In Ger. botryt, from Gr. fi6r$m€*
(botrus) = a cluster of grapes, and suffix -ill
(Min.)(q.v,).}

Min. : The same as Botryogen (q.v.).

bS-try'-tis, a [From Gr. /SoVpw (botnu)m a
cluster of grapes. ]

Bot. : A genus of fungi, with clusters of
minute globular seeds or seed-vessels. They
grow on rotten herbaceous stems, decaying
fungi, living leaves, and similar localities.
The muscadine disease which destroys so
many silk-worms is caused by one species,
Botrytis bassiana, R in/ectans, which causes
the potato disease, is now removed to the
genus Peronospora (q.v.% (Treoa of Bot.)

bota, s. pi. [Bot.]

*bott, *botte,cmtf. [Bot.] (MorteAr&wt.)

bott, bot, a. A- a. [Bot.]

bott-hammer, s.

Flax-working: A wooden mallet with a
fluted face, used in breaking flax upon the
floor to remove the boon.

•botte(l), * [Bat.]

4 botto (2), a [Boat.]

b6t'-t*51 (1), a [O. Fr. hotel, dimin. of botte a
a bunch or bundle ; GaeL boiteal] A bundle
of hay. (Stormonth.)

* bot-tel (2), a [Boutel.1

* botto-ler, s. [Butleb.)

* botte-ral, •

.

Her. : [Boteroll.^

Bott ger (6 as oL s. & a. [The person re.

ferred to was a Saxon manufacturer, by whom
the ware called after him was first made.]

A* As subst. : The person alluded to in the
etymology.

B. As adj. : Made by Bottger.

Bbttger-ware, s. The white porcelain
of Dresden. Made originally by Bottger, of
Saxony, in imitation of the Chinese. It is
now made in the old castle, once the resi-

dence of the Saxon princes, at Meissen on the
Elbe, fifteen miles below Dresden.

bot -ting, 5. [Etyra. doubtful.]

Metallurgy: The act of restopping the tap-
ping-hole of a furnace after a part of its charge
has been allowed to flow therefrom. The
plug is a conical mass of clay on the end of a
wooden bar.

bot tie (l), * bot'-telle, « bot'-clle, * b5t-
cl, 5. & a. [In 8w. butelj ; Icel. pytla; Ger.
& Fr. bouteille ; Gael, botul ; Wei. potel (thess
two last being from Eng. f) ; Norm. Fr. bw
tuille; Prov. botella; Sp. ootella, hot ilia —

%

bottle ; botija = an earthen jar ; Port botelha;
Hal. bottiglia ; Low Lat. buticula, botilia,

puticia; Mahratta boodhule, boodhula = a
leathern bottle.] [Bool (2), a]

A. As substantive

:

X, Literally : A vessel with a relatively small
neck adapted to hold liquids. The first bottles
were of leather (JoBh. ix. 4.) Such leathern
bottles are mentioned by Homer, Herodotus,
and Virgil, being in use among the Greeks,
Egyptians, and Romans, as they still are in
Spain, Sicily, Africa, and the East Earthen-
ware bottles followed (Jer. xiii. 12); these are
generally furnished with handles, and are
called flasks. Modern bottles are chiefly of

flass, and glass bottles have been found at
'ompeii. They are blown into the requisite

shape, the whole process of manipulation
being divided among six persons.

"Boteile veaaelle. Utvr, 0660."—Prompt. Par*.
" The shepherd's homely curds.

His cold thin drink out of his leather bottle.

Is far beyond a prince's delicate*."
tihaketp. : S Ben. VI., a a

" He threw into the enemy's ships earthen bot&et
filled with serpents, which put the crew in <"

—Arbuthnot on Coin*.

XL Figuratively

:

1. Anything like a bottle.

IT Blue Bottle : [Bluebottle.]

White Bottle : A plant, Silene in/lata

2. As much liquor as can be held
bottle.

boll, 06$; polH, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; flln, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -ina>

tion, -sion = shun ; -{ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous m shus. -die, -tie, &c,m del, -tel.
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(2) Fig. : Any one who seconds another in

an enterprise.

% The late Lord Palmerston once applied

the term to himself in an electoral passage at

arms with a butcher at Tiverton, and the

nickname stuck to him in some of the comic
periodicals for a time.

2. Of things: An adjustable tool for grasp-

ing the bottle by its base while finishing the

top.

bottle imp, s. An imaginary imp in-

habiting a bottle.

"... the letter would poison my very existence,

like the bottle-imp. until I would transfer it to some
person truly qualified to receive iL"—De Quincey

:

fronts (and ed. I, t loi

bottle jack, s.

1. Culinary apparatus ; A roasting-jack of a

bottle shape, suspended In front of a fire, and
giving a reciprocating rotation to the meat
which depends therefrom. It is operated by
clock-work mechanism.

2. A form of lifting-jack, so called from Its

resembling a bottle in shape.

bottle-maker, bottle maker, «. A
maker of bottles.

bottle-moulding, s.

Glass-making : The act or art of moulding
glass. The process is adopted with most
kinds of merchantable bottles of staple kinds.

The bulb of glass on the end of the blow-tube
is partly expanded, and then placed between
the parts of an iron mould which is open to

receive it. The parts are closed and locked,

and the bulb then expanded by the breath to

completely fill the mould. (Knight.)

bottle-nose, bottlenose, *. A Ceta-

cean, the Bottle-nosed Whale (Hyperoodon
bidens).

t Immediately after Mr. John Bright entered
Mr. Gladstone's government in 1868, becom-
ing President of the Board of Trade, a corre-

spondent in Nairn petitioned him to give

Government aid in destroying bottle-nosed

whales, which, he alleged, were very destruc-

tive to herrings. The reply of Mr. Bright was
unfavourable.

" A species of whales, called Bottlenotet, have some-
times run a-ground during the tide of ebb, been taken,
and oil extracted from them."—/*. Row: Dumbarton*.
Statist. Ace, ir. 406.

bottle-nosed, a. Having a nose nar-
row at the base and protuberant towards the
apex

"Oh, mistress ! I have the bravest, gravest, secret,
subtile, bottle-noted knave to my master, that ever
gentleman had."—Mario**: The Jew of Malta, iii. 3.

Bottle-nosed Whale. [Bottle-nose.]

bottle-pump, s. A device for withdraw-
ing the fluid contents of a vessel without
pouring. This is done by compressing an
elastic bulb, which drives air into the bottle,

expelling the liquid through the pipe and
nozzle.

bottle-rack, s. A rack for storing bottles.

The rests are so arranged that by inserting

the bottles alternately neck and butt, a
greater number may be stored within a given
space. The hinged frame is for the purpose
of securing the bottles in place during trans-

portation.

* bottle-screw, • bottlescrew, s. A
corkscrew.

"A good butler always breaks off the point of his
bottlescrew in two days, by trying which is hardest,
the point of the screw or the neck of the bottle."—
Swift.

bottle-stone, bottlestone, s.

Min. : A variety of Obsidian (q.v.). (Brit.

Mus. Cat.)

bottle-stopper, s. A device for closing

the mouths of bottles. It usually consists of

a cork and a means of holding it in place
against the pressure of the bottle's contents.

In some cases a composition is substituted
for the cork.

t bottle-swagger, s. Swagger produced
by imbibing the contents of the bottle.

" When at his heart he felt the dagger.
He reel'd his wonted bottle-swagger.'

Burn* : Tarn Samson's Elegy.

bottle-tit, s.

Ornith. : A name for a bird. Partis caudatus.

bottle torn, bottle torn, s.

Ornith. : One of the names for a bird, the

Long-tailed Tit-mouse (Parus caudatus).

B. As adjective ; Pertaining to such a vessel

or anything similar. (See the compounds.)

* bottle-ale, s. & a.

A. As substantive : Bottled ale.

" Selling cheese and prunes.
And retail 'd bottle-ale."

Beaum. A Flet. : Captain.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to bottled ale.

* The Myrmidons are no bottle-ale houses."—Shaketp.;
SHtvlfth Sight, 1L a.

bottle-boot, s. A leather case to hold a

bottle while corking,

bottle brush, bottle brush, s.& a,

A. As substantive

:

1. Gen. : A brush with which to clean

bottles, or anything similar.

2. Bot. : A plant, Equisetum arvense. (Prior.)

B. As adjective : Pertaining to such a brush.

Bottle-brush Coralline, Bottle brush Coralline.

Zool. : The calyptoblastic hydroid, ThuU
aria Thuia. It has a waved stem, with the
branches dichotomously divided, the cells

a ipressed or imbedded in the sides of the

branches. It is fairly common on British

and European coasts.

bottle-brushing, a. &s.

Bottle - brushing machine : A device for

cleansing the interior of bottles. The brushes,
fixed on a rotating shaft, are inserted into the
bottles, and rotation imparted by means of

the treadle. The operator may take a bottle

in each hand, cleansing two at once.

bottle-bump, $. The Bittern. (Ogilvie.)

bottle-ease, s. & a.

A* As subst. : A case for bottles.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to such a case.

Bottle-case loom: A machine in which the
wicker cover is placed upon demijohns and
carboys. This is, however, almost entirely

done by hand, and is the work of a basket-

maker.

bottle charger, s. An apparatus for

charging bottles with a liquid under pressure,

as, for instance, with air containing carbonic

Hcid, and with a graduated amount of syrup.

bottle-companion, $. A companion
over the bottle ; a companion who drinks
with one.

"Sam, who Is a very good bottle-companion, has been
the diversion of his friends."—Addison.

bottle-faucet, s. A fau-

cet adapted to the uses of a
bottle. Sometimes it has a
threaded hollow stem to trans-

fix the cork.

bottle-filler, s. An appa-
tatus for Ailing bottles. [Bot-
TXING-MACH INE. ]

bottle-fish, ..

Tchthyol. : A fish, Saccophar-
ynx ampulaceus, like a leathern
bottle, with a very long linear

tail. The bottle-like portion
of the animal can be inflated.

li occurs in the Atlantic, but
hi rare.

t bottle-flower, s.

Bot. : A plant, Centaurea
eyanus,

bottle - friend, s. A
"drinking friend, whose at-

tachment to one is manifested chiefly by
drinking with him. (Johnson.)

bottle-glass, s. The glass of which
bottles are made. It is composed of sand and
alkali

bottle-gourd, s.

Bot. : A gourd, Lagenaria vulgaris, called

also the White Pumpkin. The Hindoos culti-

vate it largely as an article of food. There
are several varieties. One is the Sweet Bottle-

gourd ; another is used as a buoy in swimming
across Indian rivers, transporting baggage, &c.

bottle-head, a.

Zool : A Cetacean, Hyperoodon bviens.

bottle-holder, a

L Of persons

:

(1) Lit. : One who holds a bottle to refresh

a pugilist, to whom he is second or supporter.

f*to, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there, pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po^

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, foil : try, Syrian, so, ce e. oy = a. qu = km

bottle-washer, s. A device for cleansing

the interior of bottles.

* bSt'-tle (2), * btft'-Sl, s. [From O. Fr. botel

;

dimin. of botte = a bunch, a bundle ; Wei.
potel.] [Bottle (2), v.] A bundle of hay or
straw.

" Methinks I have a great desire to a bottle of ham.
good hay, sweet hay, hath no fellow. "—Shaketp. : Mid*
Night's Dream, iv. L

bot tie (1), v.t. [From bottle (1), *-] To put
into a bottle, to enclose or confine within a
bottle.

" When wine is to be bottled off, wash your bottles
immediately before you begin, but be sure not to drain
them."—SvnfL

bot tie (2), v.t. [From bottle (2), e. In Fr. bot-

teler — to bind hay; Wei. potelu.] To make
up straw in small parcels or "windlins."
(Scotch.)

bot'-tied (1), pa. par. [Bottle (1), v.]

" Their, prison'd In a parlour snug and email.
Like bottled wasps upon a southern wall"

Cowper : Retirement.

bot tied (2), pa. par. [Bottle (2), v.\

bot -tling (1), pr. par., a., & s. [Bottle (1), t».J

A. A B. As pr. par. & participial adj. : (See

the verb.)

C. As subst. : The act or operation of pour-

ing into a bottle, or enclosing within a bottle.
"

. . . . and Inspected,
At annual bottlingt. corks selected.**

T. Warton .* Progr. of Discontent.

bottling machine, s. A machine for

filling bottles and corking them.

bottling- pliers, *. pi. Pliers specifically

adapted for fastening wires over the corks and
necks of bottles and for cutting off the surplus.

bot -tling (2), pr. par., a., & i. [Bottle (1), v.)

1 bot-tock, s. [Buttock.]

bot torn, * bot tome, * bot'- -ome, * b$t'~

im, * bot ym, * bet cm, * bot uu,
* bot um, * bo'- them, * bd'-thdm,
* bo thum, * bot me (Eng.), bot torn.

* bod dum (Scotch), s. k a. [A.S. botm - a

bottom; I eel. & O. Icel. botn ; Sw. botten;

Dan. bund; O. Dan. bodn; O.S. bodom;
Dut. bodem; (N. H.) Ger. boden; M. H. Ger.

bodem; O. H. Ger. podum, podam ; Gael, bonn
= a sole, a foundation ; Ir. bonn = the sole of

the foot ; Wei. bon = stem, base, stock ; Fr.

fond; Sp. & I tal. fondo; Port, fundo; Lat
fundus = the bottom of anything ; Gr. irveW
(puthmiri) = the bottom of a cup, of the sea,

or of anything, the same as 0v06« (buthos) =
the depth ; Mahratta bdod = the bottom of

anything. Skeat cites Vedic Sanscr. budhma
= depth.] [Fundament.]

A. As substantive;

W Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) Gen. : The lowest part of anything.
" .... at the bottom of the altar."— Lev. v. a

•J In this sense it is opposed to the top.

"And the veil of the temple was rent in twain boss
the top to the bottom."—Mark xt. 88.

(2) Specially

;

(a) The circular base of a cask, of a cup,

saucer, or other vessel.

". . . barrels with the bottomt knocked out ....
*

—Macaulay : Mitt. Eng., ch. x iii.

" But, said the guide, it will do if taken up and put

into a vessel that is sweet and good : for then the dirt

will sink to the oorfom, and the water by Itself corns

out more clear."—Bunyan: P. P., pt. it

(6) The bed or channel of the ocean, a lake,

a river, or the situation of the water imme-

diately in contact with it

. now it Is impossible on a moderately shallow

bottom, which alone is favourable to most living

creatures."—Darwin: Voyage round the norla (so.

1870), ch. JtvL, p. 345.

(c) The lowest part of a valley, a dale, a

hollow, low ground.

"Broun muriskythlt tharewuwlnyt mossy hew,

Bank, bray and boddttm blanschft woi and bare.

Doug. : Virgil, 801, 7.

'• A narrow brook, by rushy hanks conceal'd.

Runs in a bottom, and divides the field.

Cowwr : Seedless Alarm.

(d) The seat, the hips, the posteriors.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Of things material

:

(a) A ship, used by metonomy for the hull

in distinction from the masts.
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"My ventures are not in one bottom trusted

;

I place." Shaketp. I Mer. of V«n., i. L
A b&wbliug vessel was he captain of.

With which Bueh scathful grapple iid
With the most noble bottom of our fleet."

Shaketp. : Tvetfth Night, V. t

(b) A ball of thread wound up together.

"This whole argument will be like bottomt ot thread
•lose wound up."—Bacon.

* diUcworm* finish their bottomt in about fifteen

days."—Mortimer.

(2) Of things not mat*?iui.

(a) That on which anything i*ests. In the
example the metaphor correspond.: to

—

" So deep, and yet so clear, we might heboid
The gravel bottom, and that bottom gold."

Dryden: Death of a very young Gentleman, 35, 36.

(6) The foundation, the groundwork, the
most important support.

"On this supposition my reasonings proceed, and
cannot be affected by objections which are far from
being built on the same bottom."—Atterbury.

(c) The deepest part.

"I do see the bottom of Justice shallow."—Shaketp. ,'

iHen, /!'., iiL 1
"Hie proposals and arguments should with freedom

be examined to the bottom."—Locke.

(d) The real support, the prime mover.
" He wrote many things which are not published in

his name ; and was at the bottom of many excellent
counsels, in which be did not appear."— Addison.

(e) A bound or limit beneath or in any
direction.

" But there's no bottom, none.
In my voluptuousness." Shaketp. : Macb., lv. s.

(/) A hazard, chance, or adventure ; in

metaphor, that of embarkation on board a
ship. [See(l)a.]

" He began to say, that himself and the prince were
too much to venture in one bottom."—Clarendon.
" We are embarked with tbem on the same bottom,

and must be partakers of their happiness or misery."
^-Spectator.

(3) 0/a horse: Power of endurance.

S. In special phrases :

(1) At bottom:

(a) Lit. : At the bottom of any material
thing.

" A drawer it chanced at bottom lined."
Cowper : The Retired Cat.

(6) Fig. : Fundamentally, on looking how a
superstructure of character, argument, Ac.,

is based.

"Over this argument from experience, which at
bottom is his argument."— Tyndall: Frag, of Science,
3rd ed., iii. 54.

(2) Bottom of a lane : The lowest end of a
liane. (Johnson.')

(3) Bottom of beer : The grounds or dregs of
beer. (Johnson.)

II. Technically

:

1. Fort : A circular disc with holes to hold
the rods in the formation of a gabion.

2. Shipwrighting : The planks forming the
floor of a ship's hold.

3. Ordnance: One of the plates by which
grape or canister is built up into a cylinder
suitable for loadiug into the gun. Cast-iron
tops and bottoms for grape ; wrought-iron for
canister.

4. Mining (pi. bottoms) : The, deepest work-
ings.

5. Metallurgy (pi. bottoms) : Heavy and im-

Sure metallic products of refining, found at
le bottom of the furnace in some of the

stages of the copper-smelting processes.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to the lowest
part of anything in a literal or figurative
sense.

bottom-beds, «. pi.

Geol. : A name sometimes given to the
Longmynd rocks of Lower Cambrian strati-
graphical position.

bottom-discharge, .-. & a.

Bottom • discharge water-wheel: A turbine
from which the water is discharged at the
bottom instead of at the sides.

bottom fringe, s. A fringe at the bot-
tom of a curtain, a cloud, or anything. (Lit.

".
. .as roof, the azure Dome, and around me, for

walls, four azure-flowing curtains—namely, of the
Four azure Winds, on whose bottom-fringet also I have
seeu gilding. "—Carlyle: Sartor Retartut, bk.U-.ch.ix.

bottom-glade, s. A glade in the lower
part of a valley, a dale.

" Tending my flocks hard by 1' the hilly crofts,
That brow this bottom-glade . .

."

Milton ; Gamut.

bottom- grass, s. The luxuriant grass
growing in a oottom or glade.

"Sweet bottom-grau and high delightful plain."
Shaketp. : Tenia and Aaonit, 336.

bottom-heat, s. Artificial temperature
beneath the surface of the soil iu a forcing-

house.

bottom-land, s. Alluvial land of which
a bottom is composed.

bottom-lift, s.

Mining : The deepest lift of a mining-pump,
or the lowest pump.

bottom-plate, s.

Printing : A plate of iron belonging to the
mould of a printing-press, on which the car-

riage is fixed.

bottom rail , s.

Arch. : The lowest horizontal rail of a
framed door.

bottom-rock, «. The stratum on which
a coal-seam rests.

bottom-tool, 5.

Wood-turning : A turning-tool having a
bent-over end, for cutting out the bottoms of
cylindrical hollow work.

t bdt'-t6m, v.t. & i. [From bottom, s. (q.v.).

In Dut. bodemen — to put a bottom to a cask.]

A. Transitive:

* 1. To base, to build up. Followed by on.

(Lit. A fig-)
" Pride has a very strong foundation in the mind

;

it is bottomed upon self-love."—Collier.

"The grounds upon which we bottom our reasoning,
are but a part ; something is left out which should go
into the reckoning."—Locke.
" Action is supposed to be bottomed upon principle.

"

—Atterbury.

2. To put a bottom upon a cask, into a
chair, Ac.

*3. To twist upon a "bottom" or ball.

(Lit. & fig.)

" Therefore, as you unwind her love from him,
Lest it should ravel and be good to none,
You must provide to bottom it on me."

Shaketp. : Two Gent, of Verona, lit 2.

B. Intrans. : To have as a bottom or basis
;

to rest upon as its ultimate support.
" Find out upon what foundation any proposition

advanced, bottomt ; and observe the intermediate ideas
by which it is joined to that foundation upon which
It is erected."—Locke.

IT Machinery : Cogs are said to bottom when
their tops impinge upon the periphery of the
co-acting wheel. A piston which strikes or
touches the e&d of its cylinder is said to

bottom.

bot tomed, pa. par. & a. [Bottom.]

A. As past participle : In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective : Having a bot-

tom of a particular character ; as, a flat-

bottomed boat, a cane-bottomed chair.

bdt tom-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Bottom, v.

(q.V.).]

A. & B. As present participle & participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Civil engineering

:

(1) The foundation of a road-bed.

(2) The act of laying a foundation for a road.

2. Railroad engineering : Ballasting beneath
and around ties.

bottoming hole, s.

Glass-making: The open mouth of a fur-

nace at which a globe of crown glass is ex-

posed during the progress of its manufacture,
in order to soften it and allow it to assume an
oblate form.

bot torn less, a. [Eng. bottom, and suff.

-less. In Sw. bottenlbss ; Dan. bundlos; Dut.
bodemloos ; Ger. bodenlos.]

Strictly : Without bottom ; or, more loosely,

fathomless in depth, though really having a
bottom. Used—

(1) Less fig.: Of places or things conceived
of as without bottom, or as fathomless.

"... the beast that ascendeth out of the bottomlett
pit . . "—/lev. xL 7.

" Wickedness may welt be compared to a bottomlett
fiit, into whirh it is easier to keep one's self from fail-

Dg, than, being fallen, to give one's self any stay from
falling infinitely.*— Sidney.

"... hut all, were it only a withered leaf, works
together with all ; is borne forward on the bottomlett.
shoreless flood of Action, and lives through perpetual
metamorphoses."—Carlyle: Sartor Retartut, bk- L,
ch. iL

(2) More fig. : Of anything infinite in degree,
in time, or both, even though not closely r*
sembling a pit, a vessel,' or an ocean.

" Him the Almighty Power
Hurl'd headlong flaming from th' ethereal sky
To bottomlett perdition. ' Milton ; P. L bk. L

bdt- torn - most, a. [Eng. bottom ; most.]

Noting that which is at the very bottom;
lowest.

b<St'-tdm-ry\ * bot -tom-ree, s. & o. [From
Eng. bottom, and suffix -ry. In Sw. bod-
meri; Dan. bodmerie; Dut. bodemery; Gar,
bodmerei.]

A. As substantive. Comm. & Naut. Law ;

A contract by which the owner of a vessel

borrows money on the security of the bottom
or keel, by which, a part being out for the

whole, is meant the ship itself. [Bottom, *.,

A., 2 (a).] If the ship be lost the lender loses

ail his money. If, on the contrary, it return*

in safety, he receives back the principal, with

interest at any rate which may be agreed

upon between the parties, and this was allowed

to be the case even when the usury laws

were in force. Bottomry is sometimes cor-

rupted into bummaree. (See the compound!.)
"A capitalist might tend on bottomry or on personal

security : but, if he did so, he ran a great risk of losing

interest and principal."—Macaulay : flftt. Kng., en.

xix.

B. As adjective: Relating to such a con-

tract; as bottomry bond, bottomry contract,

bottomry money, &c.

* bot toned, * bot oncd, a, [Old form of

buttoned. See also Bottonv.]

Her. ; Having bottonies, buttons, round
buds, or knots, generally in threes.

T"~"

tially the same as trejjled, i.e. trefoiled.

b6t'-tAn-yv
* btft'-*n-e, * bot ton e, «.

[From O. F. botoni (Mod. Fr. boutonnb) = fur-

nished with buttons or buds ; O. Fr. boton

= button, a bud ; Mod. Fr.

bouton.) [Button.]

Her. : A bud-like pro-

jection, of which in general *

three are together. They

'

may be seen hi the cross

bottony, which is a cross

each of the four extremi-

ties of which terminates in cross bottonv.
three bud-like prominences.
They present a certain remote resemblance to

the leaf of a trefoil plant.

bdtts, s. [Bot,*.]

bot ul-i-form, a. [From Lat. botulu$ = *
sausage, and forma = form, shape.] Sausage-
shaped. (Henslo w.

)

* bot' urn, * bdt -tine (T), *. [Bottom. J

(Prompt. Parv.)

* bot un, s. [Button.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bo tun, v.t. [Boot, v. ; Bote, v.] (Prompt.
Parv.)

* bdt'-ure (1), s. [Butter.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bot-ure (2), s. [Botaurus.] A bittern.

(Morte Arthur, 189.)

* bdt'-ur-flye, s. [Butterfly.] (Prompt.
Parv.)

* bot-wrythe, * bot'e-wright, ». [From
O. Eng. bot = boat, and wrythe = wright] A
shipbuilder, a shipmaster. (Prompt. Parv.)

* bot- wyn, s. [Button.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bot ym, s. [Bottom.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bot-yn, v.t. [Boot, v. ; Bote, v.] (Prompt
Parv?)

* bot-yll&O, s. [Booting.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bot-yr, s. [Butter.] (Prompt. Parv.)

bouch, - bouchc, * bougc, * bowge,
* budge, s. [Fr. bouche = mouth, . . .

aperture.]

1. Ord. Lang. & Law. (Of all the forms
given): An allowance of food or drink,

specially of the kind described in the phrase

which follows.

"... that brought bouge for a country lady or two,

that fainted, he said, with fasting/—B. Jonton:
Matque of Love Rett., voL v., p. 404.

% In the ordinances made at Elthain, in the

17th of Henry VIII., under the title Bouche qf

boil, boy; pout, joM; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, sera; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t.

-elan, tian = shan. tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion « zhiin. -cious, tious, -sious s- shus. -ble, -tie, && m bel, tei.
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Court, the queen's maids of honour were to
have, "for thene touch in the morning, one
chet lofe, one nmuchet, two gallons of ale,

dim' pitcher of wine." P. 144.

Bouch, Bouche of Court, t Bouche in Court:
An allowance of meat or drink to a servant or
attendant in a palace. (Minsheu £ Ker$ey.)
A certain allowance of provision from the
king to his knights and servants who at-

tended him on a military expedition. (Whar-
ton,)

" They had bouch of court (to wit, meat and drink),
•nd great wage* of sixpence by toe day."

—

Btowe ; Sur-
vey of London, bl. 1., 4to, sign. C. c, 2.

"... with a good allowance of djet, a bouche in
emirt as we use to call it."

—

Puttenham; Art of Eng-
lish I'o'iie, bk. i., ch. xxvii. {/far*.)

2. Tech. (Of the form bouche only)

:

Ordnance : A cylinder of copper in which
the vent of a piece of ordnance is drilled. It

has an exterior screw-thread cut on it, so that
it may be removed when the vent becomes
worn, or a new bouche substituted.

OOU chet (t silent), s. [Fr. bouehet.]

Hurt. : A kind of pear.

* bou -ching, s. [Bushing.]

Mech. : The gun-metal bushing of a block-
sheave around the pin-hole.

boucht (1), * bought, v.t. [Icel. buhta ;

Ger. bucken = to bend, to bow, to stoop.] To
fold down. (Jamieson.)

boucht (2), v.t. [From boucht = a fold.] To
enclose in a fold. (Scotch.)

9 boucht (1), * bought (1), *. & a. [Bight.]
(Scotch.)

boucht-knot, s. A running knot ; one
that can easily be loosed, in consequence oi

the cord being doubled. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

boucht (2), bought (2), *. [Bdght.] A
sheepfold. (Scotch.)

boucht'-Ing(cA guttural), pr. par. [Boccht.]

bouchting-blanket, 5. A small blan-
ket, spread across a feather-bed, the ends
being pushed in under the bed at both sides.

bouohting time, boughting time,
». That time in the evening when the ewes
are milked. (Scotch.)

*' O were I but a shepherd swain 1

To feed toy flock beside thee,
At boughting time to leave the plain,
In milking to abide thee."

Katharine Ugie : Ber&'t Coil., L S«.

bouck, r : [Buck.] (Scotch)

bouck -ing, s. [Bucking.] (Scotch.)

* boud, pret. of v. [Boot.] (Scotch.) Were
fated.

" To save thir soul*, for they boud die"
Border MinUreUy, iii 140. {Jamleeon.)

* boud, * bowde, s. [Etymology doubtful.]

A weevil breeding in malt. (Johnson.)

"Bowde, malte-worme {boude of malte . . .) Ourgu-
tux"—Prompt. Pan.

boudoir (pron. bood -war), s. k a. [Fr.

boudoir; from bouder= to manifest chagrin to.]

A. As substan. : An elegant cabinet con-

nected with the apartments of a lady to which

she may retire when she wishes to be alone.

B. As adjective ; Fitted for a boudoir ; such
as are seen in ladies' boudoirs.

"... In her graceful treatment of little boudoir
subjects, . . .'—Timet, Oct 30, 1975.

•bou-ol, * bou-eii, * bou-eiie, a. A v.

[Bowel.]

* bout «. [Beef.] (William of Palerne, 1,849.)

|>OU -galn-vil~l»-a, s. [From Bougainville,

the eminent French' navigator, who, between
the years 1766 and 1769, circumnavigated the

globe.]

Bot. : A genus of Nyctaginacece (Nyctagos).

Bougainv itJan speciosa and glabra grow in

British gardens. B. speciabilis is a climbing

shrub or small tree from tropical South Amer-
ica. (Treat, of Bot)

bou- gars, s. pi. [From A.8. bugan, bedgan
= to bend. Or from Lincolnshire dialect

bul-kar = a beam. (Jamieson.).
~[

[Balk.]
Cross spars, forming part of the roof of a
cottage, used instead of laths, on which wat-

tling or twigs are placed, and above these

sods, and then the straw or thatch. (Scotch.)

" With bougurt ot banns thay heft blew cappis,
Qiihill thay oi" hernia made brigfia

."

Chr. Kirk, at 14.

[Bulge.] To swellbodge, *bowge,
out

"Their .-hip bunged . .
,"—Hackluyt.

bouge (l), * b jwge, a, [Compare Fr. bouge =
a middle of a barrel or cask.]

Naut. : A rope fastened to the middle of a
sail to make it stand closer to the wind-

bodge (2), s. [Budge.] (B. Jonson: Masques
of Court.)

* bodge (3), * bowgo, *. [O. Fr. hogs, bouge

;

Lat. oulga.] [Bulge.] A swelling, a heap.
" Botcge. Bulga."—Prompt. Parv.

* bou -ger-on, s. [Fr. bougiron.] A sodo-
mite,

" If ther be cast el or citee
Wherynne that ony bougeront be."

Jlomaunt of the Rose.

* bou'-get, s. [From Fr. bougette = a budget,
a small bag ; dimin. of bouge = a budget, a

bag.] [Budget.]

L Ord. Lang. : A budget.
" With that out of his bouget forth he drew
Great store of treasure, therewith him to tempt."

Spenter: F. Q., III. X. 29.

II, Her. : The representation of a vessel for

carrying water.

boiigh (gh silent), * bughe, * boo, * bowe,
* bouh, * boghc, * bdgh, * bog, «. [AS.
bog = an arm, a shoot ; boh = an arm, a back,
a shoulder, a branch, a bough ; O. Icel. bdgr
= the shoulder of an animal, . . . ; Sw. bog =
the shoulder ; O. H. Ger. puac = the shoulder.

Skeat points out its affinity to Gr. btJxvs
(pechus) = the forearm, and Sansc. bdhvs =
the arm.] A large arm or branch of a tree.

1. Literally

:

" Every soldier was to pat a green bough in hia hat
—Macaulay : Hut. Eng., ch. ivi.

2. Figuratively:
" All the fowls of heaven made their nests in his

bought, and under his branches did all the beasts of

the field bring forth their yoimg."— Ezek. xxxL &

" boughen, v.i. k t. [Bow, v.]

bought, * boughte (pron. bat), pret. k pa.

par. of buy (q.v.). [In Dut bocht.]

" Like Dtan's kiss, unasked, unsought.
Love gives itself, but is not bought."

Longfellow : Endymion.

•f Bought and sold notes.

Among brokers : A note rendered to a party
with whom the broker has made a financial

transaction, giving particulars of the purchase

or sale, as entered in his books.

bought (1), *. [Boucht.]

' bought (2) (ah silent), *. [In Dut. bogt ; Sw.,

Dan., & L. Ger. bugt-=u bend, a turning, a

coil.] [Bight.]

1. A twist, a link, a knot
"Immortal vers*.

Such aa the melting soul may pierce.

In notes, with many a winding bought
Of linked sweetness, long drawn oat"

JWton ; V Allegro.

2. A flexure.
" The flexure of the joint* is Dot the same in elephants

as in other Iquadrupeds, bat nearer unto thoae of a
man ; the bought of tbe fore-legs not directly back-

ward-"—Browne: Vulgar Brrourt.

3. The part of a sling which contains the

stone.

bought, boucht (gh, ch guttural), v.t. [From
bought, s. (q.vA] To enclose in a fold. (Used

of ewes for milking.) (ScotcA)
" At milking beasts, and steering of the ream.
And bouchting in the ewes, when they came hame."

Rou : Helen&re, p. 31.

bought ing, pr. par. & a. [Bought.]

boughting time, 5. [Bouchting-time,

«.]

* bough-ty (pron. baw'-tjr), a. [From bought

(2), s. (q.v.). J Bending.

bOU'-fcle, s. [From Fr. bougie = a wax candle,

a bougie; Prov. bogia; Sp., Port., & Ital

bugia £ a wax candle ; so called from Bougie,

a town of Algeria, where such candles were

first made.]

Surgery : A smooth, flexible, elastic, slender

cylinder, designed to be introduced Into the

urethra, rectum, or oesophagus, in order to

open or dilate it in cases of stricture or other

diseases. It is formed either solid or hollow,

and is sometimes medicated. It was originally

made of slips of waxed linen, coiled into a
cylindrical or slightly conical foim by rolling

them on a hard, smooth surface. Bougies for
surgical purposes are said to have been in-

vented by Aldereto, a Portuguese physician.
They were first described in 1554 by Amatus,
one of his pupils. The slenderer forms of
bougies are adapted for the urethra, the larger

for tne rectum, vagina, and oesophagus

1[ An armed bougie is one with a piece of
caustic fixed at its extremity.

*bou'-gOUXL,5. [Etym. unknown.] Some kind
of musical instrument.

41 Bymbales and sonetex . . . and bougoum."
AUU. Poemt; Cleanneu, 1.41AL

bou i lie (11 as y), *. [From Fr. bouillir = to
boil.] Meat stewed with vegetables. (Mesle.)

bou i -lion (11 as y), s. [Ft.] [Booillk.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Broth, soup. (Johnson.)

2. Farriery: A fleshy excrescence on &
horses foot. (Buchanan.)

* b<Juk (1) (0. Eng.), DOUk, bulk (Scotch), «.

[Icel. bukr = the body ; from bulka= to swell.)

[BouKE, s. ; Bulk, v. & «., Bilge, Billow,
Bl'LGE. ]

1. The body.
" The clothred blood for any leche-craft
Currumpeth. and is in his bouk i-laft."

Chaucer : C. T. ; The Knighte* Tale, 1B6T-8.

2. Bulk. (0. Eng.) (Chaucer.) (Scotch.)

bouk (2), s. [Buck (2), s.] (Scotch.) A lye

for cleansing or whitening foul linen.

bottk(l), v.i. [Bulk, v.] (Scotch.)

bouk (2),
* botT-kSn, v.t. [From bouk (2), s.

(q.v.).] To dip or steep foul linen in a lye;

as, "to bouk claise." (0. Eng. & Scotch.)

". . . applied to their necks and arms blanching
poultices ; or had them bouktt an' graitbed—as house-

wives are wont to treat their webs In bleaching."—
Glenfergut, ill. 84. {Jamieton.)

* bouke, a. [A.S. buo = & solitary and secret

place, the belly (Somner) ; Sw. buk ; Dan.

bug; Dut inn£=the belly.] [Bouk (1), s.)

A solitude.
" Under the bowes thel bode, thee barnes so holde.

To byker at thes baraynes, in bouket so bare."
•Sir Outran and Sir Gal., I 4

bouk -ing, * bouck -Ing, pr. par., a., &«.
[Bouk (2), *. Bouckino.]

As substantive : A placing in lye. (Scotch.)

bouking- washing, s. Bucking ; a
washing in lye. (Scotch?) [Boukit-washino.)

". . . and she and I will hae a grand bouking-waihr
ing, . . ."—Scott ; Heart of Hid-Lothian, ch. xviL

bou kit, bo> -kit, pa. par. k a. [Bulked.]

(Scotch.)

A. As past participle: Bulked out; swollen.

(See the verb.)

B. As participial adjective : Bulky, large.

[LlTTLB-BOUKIT, MoCKLE-BODKrP.]
" In hir bowkit bysyme, that hellis belth

The large flndis supuis thria in aim swelth.' Doug. : Virgil. 82, la,

boukit washing, s. The same as BouaV
ino-washino (q.v.)

* bouk'-sum, a. [Buxom.] (Scotch.)

* bouk -y, a. [Bulkv.] (Sootch.)

b6n% bool, bulo, s. [Bool (2).] (Scotch.)

Anything hoop-shaped.

•J Boul of a pint stoup : The handle of a pint

stoup.

To come to the hand like the boul of a pint

stoup: A proverbial expression applied to any-

thing which takes place as easily and agreeably

as the handle of a drinking vessel comes to

the hand of a tippler. (Scott : Glost. to Anti-

Quary.)

bou Ian ger Ite, *. [In Ger. boulangerit,

from Boulanger, a French mineralogist]

Min. : A mineral (SPhS-SbaSs) existing in

plumose crystalline masses, as also granular

and compact. Its hardness is 25—3, its sp.

fr.
5*76—6 ; its lustre metallic ; its colour

luish lead-gray. Compos.: Sulphur, 182;

antimony, 23-1 ; lead, 58-7 = 100. Found m
France, Germany, Bohemia, and Tuscany.

Embrithite and Plumbostib are considered by

Dana as identical with Boulangerite.

boul don, pa. par. [Bolden (2).] Swelled,

inflated. (Scotch.)

fine, fat, Aire, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son : mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try,

;
pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, pott

Syrian. ». o© = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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fooul -der. * bowl der, s. k a. [Wedgwood
derives this from the Sw. dialectic word bul-

lersten — the larger kind of pebbles, as opposed
to klappersten = the smaller ones. With this

Skeat agrees. Connected with Sw. bullra =
to make a loud noise, to thunder ; Dan. buldre
=r to racket, rattle, make a noise, to chide, to

bully; Dut bulderen=z to bluster, rage, or

roar. From Sw. buller = noise ; Dan. bulder
ts noise, tumbling noise, bustle, brawL So
called from the noise which boulders make
when rolled over a rocky or pebbly beach by
% stormy sea or a river in flood.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang, (of the form bowlder) : A word
j>f Scandinavian origin, used, according to
Jamieson, in Perthshire, where the term
" bowlder-stane " was applied to " the large

single atones found in the earth by those
who make roads. " Probably the term was also

employed elsewhere than in Perthshire.

II. Geol. (of the/ vrm boulder) : The adoption
by geologists of the local word boulder has
given it universal currency. It is used to

Bignify a large, rounded block of stone, which,
whether lying loose on the surface of the
ground or imbedded in the soil, is of different

composition from the rocks adjacent to which
it now rests, and must, therefore, have been
transported from a lesser or greater distance.

From the last-mentioned facts, boulders are

often called erratic blocks, or, simply, erratics.

[Boulder-formation, Boulder-period.]

B. As adjective : Marked by the presence
of boulders ; acting as boulders do.

boulder-clay, s. A clay stratified, or
unstratified, belonging to the boulder forma-
tion (q.v.).

boulder-formation, boulder for-
mation, s.

Geol. : A formation consisting of mud, sand,

and clay, more frequently unstratined than the
reverse, generally studded with fragments of

rocks, Borne of them angular, others rounded,
with boulders scattered here and there through
the mass. When nnstratifled, it is called in

Scotland till (q.v.). As much of the material
has been transported from a greater or less

distance, it is sometimes called drift. The
old name diluvium, being founded on now-
abandont'd hypotheses, has become obsolete.

[Diluvium.] The formation exists only from
the poles to about 40° of latitude, unless where
the Alps or other high mountains in warmer
climes have originated boulder formations of

their own. The nearer the poles one travels

the Larger are the erratic boulders. The rocks
on which they rest are furrowed and scored
with lines, as if ice with stones projecting
from its surface had heavily driven over them.
[G i.Aciation. ] Fossils, where they exist, indi-

cate a very cold climate. [Boulder-period.]

boulder-head, s.

Hydraulic Engineering: A work of wooden
stakes to resist the encroachment of the sea.

boulder paving, s. Paving with round,
water-worn boulders, set on a graded bottom
of gravel.

boulder-period, boulder period, s.

Geol. : The i>eriod specially characterised
by the scattering over all the colder parts of
the world of erratic blocks or boulders, many
of them transported by ice. It comprehended
specially the Pleistocene period, but extended
into the Post-pleistocene. It is now generally
called the Glacial Period (q.v.X

".
. . In the southern hemisphere the Macrauchenia,

also, lived long subsequently to the ice-transporting
boulder period. '—Darwin: Voyage round the World
<ed. 1870). ch. viii., p. 174.

boulder-atone, * bowlder-stone, t,

The same as Boulder (q.v.). (Scotch, chiefly
the Pertlishire dialect.)

boulder-wall, s.

Masonry: A wall made of boulders or flints

set in mortar.

boul der nig, o. [Scotch and Eng. boulder

;

•ing.] A term used only in the subjoined
compound.

bouldering stone, s.

Metal-working: A smooth flint stone, used
by cutlers to smooth down the faces of glazers
and emery-wheels.

•boule, *. [Bowl.]

* bou-le'-na, s. or inter}. [Bowline.] A
sea cheer, signifying " Hale up the bowlings."
(Gloss, to Complaynt of Scotland.) (Jamieson.)

"Than ane of the marynalii began to hall and to
cry, and al the marytialis ansuert of that aamyn
sound—Boulona, boulena."—Compl. of Scotland, p. 63.

(Jamieson.)

* bdu -lene, s. [Bowline.] "The semicir-

cular part of the sail which is presented to

the wind." (Gloss, to Complaynt of Scotland).

More probably the bowline, i.e., the rope fas-

tened to the middle part of the outside of a
sail.

"Than the roaster qnhUlit and cryit. Hail out the
mane sail boulene."—Compl. of Scotland, p. 82.

bou-let (( silent), t bou -lette, s. [From
Fr. boulet = (1) a bullet, . . . (2) . . . , (3) see

def.]

Vetertn. : The fetlock or postern-joint of a
horse when bent forward, being out of its

natural position.

bo'ule-vard, s. [Fr. boulevard, boulevart =
(see def. 1.) ; O. Fr. boulevert, fern/fever = a
bulwark; Sp. baluarte; Ital. baluardo; Ger.
bollwerk.) [Bulwark.]

1. Originally: The horizontal surface of a
rampart, between the internal talus and the
banquette.

2. Now : A promenade planted with trees

surrounding a town ; or, by an extension of
the signification, a fine broad street planted
with trees running through the middle of a
town. In the wide sense Jast mentioned the
street called Unter den Linden, at Berlin, is

a boulevard.

* bou'-llm-y, J. [Bulimy]

* boult, * boulte, v. t. [Bolt (1% v. J

* bo'ult-od, pa. par. & a. [Bolted (1).]
" He has been bred i' the wars

Since he could draw a sword, and is ill scbool'd
In boulted language ; meal and bran together
He throws without distinction, . .

."

Shakesp. : CorioL, ill. L

* boul tell, s. [O. Fr. * buletel - a meal-sieve,

from buleter p> to sift by bolting.]

1. A kind of cloth specially prepared for

sifting.

2. A bolting sieve.

3. Degree of fineness determined by tbe Bize

of the meshes of such sieve. (N. E.D.)

boult' er, s. [Etym. unknown.] A long fish-

ing line, on which a number of hooks are set.

bo til tin, * boul-
tine, -*. [An arbi-

trary variant of late

M. E. boltel, howtell,

probably from Eng.
bolt, with dim. suff.

el.]

Arch.

:

1. A convex
moulding, whose
periphery is a quar- boultin.
ter of a circle.

2. The shaft ofa clustered column or pillar.

* bo'ult-ing, pr. par. & a. [Bolting (1).]

* boulting-hutch, s. [Boltinq-hotch.]

* boun, * boune, * bown, * bowne (Eng.),
* boun, * bonne, * bown, * bowne,
* bone (Scotch), a. [From I eel. buinn =
prepared, ready, pa, par. of bua = to prepare. ]

L Prepared, ready.
"... aboute sextl thousand,

Aile boun to bntayle, . . ,

William of Palerne, 1,087-8.

"The squire—to find her shortly maks htm bown."
Boss : Betenore, p. 93.

% Reddy boun : A tautology for bounm ready.
" Go warn his folk, and hatst thalm off the toon,
To kepe htm self I sail be reddy boun."

Wallace, vit. 858. MS.

2. Prompt, obedient. (Morris.)

3. Finished.
" With gentyl gemmez an-vnder pyght,
With ban telex twelue on basyu^ boun."

Ear. Eng. Aliit. Poems (ed Morris), Peart, Ml-a.

% Bound, in the expression "bound for a
place," is corrupted from Old Eng. boun.

[Bound.]

* boun, * boune, bou-nen, * bounne,
bowne, v.i & t. [From boun, a. (q.v.).]

A* Intransitive:

L. To prepare, make ready.

2. To hasten.

8. To depart, to go.

B. Transitive

:

1. To prepare, make ready.
" To 6oun« mo bernea,"

Joseph of Arimathie, 471

2. (Reflexively) : To prepare one's self.

* To bataile he bounne* hym . .
."

Morte Arthur* TH.

bounce, * bounche, * bounse, * boiin -

sen, * bun -sen, v.t. & i. [Dut. bonzen =
to bounce, to dismiss ; L. Ger. bunsen = to
knock or to fall with a hollow noise ; EL
Ger. oumsen (same meaning) ; bums, interj. =
bounce. Imitated from the sound of a knock,
blow, or fall] [Bounce, s. Bump.]

A. Transitive

:

1 1. To drive forcibly against anything.

2. To cause to bound, as a ball.

3. To turn out, eject ; hence to discharge
summarily. (U. S. slang.)

B. Intransitive

:

L Literally:

1. To knock against anything so as to make
a sudden noise. Used—

(1) Of one beating himself or another.

(2) Of a person knocking at a door.

"Just as I was putting out my light, another
bouncet as hard as he can knock."—Su-ift.

(3) Of the throbbing of the heart.
" The fright awakened Arcite with a start.

Against bis bosom bounced his heaving heart."
Dryden: The Fables; Palamon and Arcite, bk. t.

2. To spring suddenly forth, even when
there is no collision with anything.

" Nay, master, said not I as much when I saw the
?>rpus how he bounced and tumbled? "Shakesp.;
nicies. iL L

XL Figuratively:

1. To be strong, bold, or, if the female sex.

over-masculine. (Used only in the pr. par.)

[Bouncing.]

2. To boast. (Colloquial.)

(1) Gen. : In tlie foregoing senBe.

(2) Specially :

t (a) To threaten, to bully.

(0) To utter falsehood, as boasters are con-
tinually tempted to do when sounding their

own praises.

bo~unce, s. [Dan. bums m a bounce ; Dut
bons = a bounce, a thump (imitated from the
sound).] [Bounce, u.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) A sudden and heavy blow or thump ; a
knock at a door.

" When blustering Boreas tosseth up the deep,
And thumps a louder bounce, . .

'

Ford : The Lover's Melancholy, 1. L
" I heard two or three irregular bounces on my land-

lady's door, and on the opening of it . . ."—Addison.

(2) A sudden crack, the noise ofan explosion.
" Two hasel nuts I threw into the flame,
And to each nut I gave a sweetheart's name

:

This with the loudest bounce me sore amaz'd.
That in a flame of brightest colour blax'd."

Gajf.

(3) A sudden spring. (Generally followed
by out.)

(4) Expulsion; dismissal. (V. 8.)

To get the grand bounce or G. B.
t
to be sum-

marily dismissed.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A threat. (Colloquial.)

(2) A lie suddenly, boldly flung forth. (CoL

loquial.)

II. Technically: The large spotted Dog-

fish, Scyllium Catulus.

boTinc'-er, s. [Eng. bounc(e) ; -er.'] A boaster;

one who, speaking of his exploits, so exag-

gerates as to be chargeable with lying; on*

much larger than ordinary; a thumper; alac

(U.S.) a muscular fellow employed in placef

of public resort to eject disorderly persons.

boune -ing, pr. par. & o. [Bounce, v.]

A. As present participle : In senses corre-

sponding to those of the verb.
" Their wealth the wild deer bouncing thro' the glade."

Thomson ; Cattle of Indolence, u. 17.

B. As adjective: Rude, strong ; if of the
feminine sex, then over-masculine in aspect

or manner.
" Forsooth, the bouncing Amason."

Shakeep. : Mid. Sights Dream. U. L

Bouncing Bet : A plant, Saponaria officinalis,

(American.)

boll, bo^; pout, jowl:

-cian, -tian:

oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect,

lion, -sion-shun; -tion, sion zhun. tious, sious, -cious-shus.

Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

blc, -die, &c = bel, del.
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• t>OU n-cing-ly, adv. [Eug. bouncing; -ly.]

With vain boasting, so as to make an un-

founded assertion.

"Pighlus said, bouncingly. the lodgement of the
apostolical see, with a council of domesticlt priests, is

far more certain than the Judgement of an universal

council of tiie whole earth sans pope."—Barrow: Cm
the Pop* i Supremacy.

bound (1), * bounde, s. [In Mod. Fr. borne-
a limit. From Nonn. Fr. bunde, boune, bonn,
= a bound, a limit ; 0. Fr. bonde, bonne, bodne;
Low. Lat. bodina, bodena, bo-nna ; Ann. boun
= a boundary, a limit ; boden, bod = a tuft, a

cluster of trees which may be used to mark a

boundary. Cf. also Wei. bonn = stem, base,

stock ; Gael, bonn = a sole, a foundation,

bottom, base.] A boundary, a limit, a con-

fine. Used—
1. Lit.: Of material limits

:

(a) Set up or conventionally arranged by
man.

* The princes of Judah were like them that remove
the bound."—Hot. v. 10.

"Assyria, and her empire's ancient bound*.
"

Milton: P. A, bk. IU.

(b) Prescribed by God in nature.
" He hath compassed the waters with bounds, until

the day and night come to an end."

—

Job rxvi 10.

•* On earth's remotest bound* how welcome here
!"

Campbell : Gertrude of Wyoming, pL L 2L

2. Fig. : Of limits not formed by any material

thing

:

" And hast thou cross'd that unknown river.

Life's dreary bound .'"

Burnt: Elegy on Captain M. Benderton.

•J Crabb thus distinguishes between bounds
and boundary:—"Bounds is employed to de-

signate the whole space including the outer
line that confines : boundary comprehends only
this outer line. Bounds are made for a local

Snrpose ; boundary for a political purpose :

is master of a school prescribes the bounds
beyond which the scholar is not to go ; the
parishes throughout England have their bound-

aries, which are distinguished by marks

;

fields have likewise their boundaries, which
are commonly marked out by a hedge or a

ditch. Bounds are temporary and changeable

;

boundaries permanent and fixed : whoever has
the authority of prescribing bounds for others,

may in like manner contract or extend them
at pleasure ; the boundaries of places are

seldom altered, but in consequence of great

political changes. In the figurative sense
bound or bounds is even more frequently used
than bou >idary : we speak of setting bounds or

keeping within bounds ; but to know a bound-
ary : it is necessary occasionally to set

bounds to the inordinate appetites of the best

disposed children, who cannot be expected to

know the exact boundary for indulgence."
(Crabb : Eng. Syn.)

bo~und (2), s. [From Bound (2), v. (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A leap, a spring, a jump.
" All, all our own shall the forests be,

As to the bound of the roebuck free !"

Beman* : Song of Emigration.

2. A rebound ; the leap of something flying

back by the force of the blow.

"These inward disgusts are but the first bound of

this ball of contention."—Decay of Piety.

IX Technically

:

1. Dancing : A spring from one foot to the

other.

2. Mil. : The path of a shot comprised be-

tween two grazes. [Ricochet-firing.]

bound (1),
* b6*wnd, v.t. [From bound (1), 5.

(q.V.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. To limit, to terminate. Used •/ limits—

(1) Produced by material obstacles pre-

venting extension.
" Of that magnificent temple which doth bound
One side olour whole vale with grandeur rare."

Wordsworth: Farewell.

(2) Produced by obstacles to extension or

advancement not of a material character.
" Thus Heaven, though all-sufficient, shows a thrift

In his economy, and bound* his gift"
Dryden ; Eleonora, 75-74.

" Vast was his empire, absolute his power.
Or bounded only by a law."

Cowper : Talk, bk. ri.

2. To indicate the boundaries of.

IL Gtom. : In the same sense as No. 1.

"That which bound* a solid is a superficies."—Euclid.

bk. xi.. def. 2.

•f Crabb thus distinguishes between the

verbs to bound, to limit, to confine, to circum-

scribe, to restrict :—" The first four of these

terms are employed in the proper sense of

parting off certain spaces. Bound applies to

the natural or political divisions of the earth :

countries are bounded by mountains and seas ;

kingdoms are often bounded by each other."
" Limit applies to any artificial boundary : as

landmarks in fields serve to show the limits of

one man's ground from another ; so may walls,

palings, hedges, or any other visible sign, be

converted into a limit, to distinguish one spot

from another, and in this manner a field is

said to be limited, because it has limits as-

signed to it. To confine is to bring the limits

close together ; to part off one space absolutely

from another : in this manner we confine a

garden by means of walls. To circumscribe is

literally to surround : in this manner a circle

may circumscribe a square : there is this dif-

ference however between confine and circum-

scribe, that the former may not only show the

limits, but may also prevent egress and in-

gress ; whereas the latter, which is only a line,

is but a simple mark that limits. From the

proper acceptation of these terms we may
easily perceive the ground on which their

improper acceptation rests : to bound is an
action suited to the nature of things or to

some given rule ; in this manner our views are

bounded by the objects which intercept our
sight : we bound our desires according to

principles of propriety. To limit, confine, and
circumscribe, all convey the idea of control

which is more or less exercised. . . . In as

much as all these terms convey the idea of

being acted upon involuntarily, they become
allied to the term restrict, which simply ex-

presses the exercise of control on the will :

we use restriction when we limit and confine,

but we may restrict without limiting or con-

fining : to limit and confine are the acts of

tbings upon persons, or persons upon persons

;

but restrict is only the act of persons upon
persons .... Bounded is opposed to

unbounded, limited to extended, confined to

expanded, circumscribed to ample, restricted

to unshackled." {Crabb : English Synon.)

bound (2), v. i. k t. [From Fr. bondir = to

leap : O. Fr. bondir, bundir = to resound

;

connected with Lat. bombito — to buzz, to

hum ; bombus = a humming, a buzzing.]

[Bombus, Boom.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. Of man or the inferior animals: To leap,

jump, to spring, to move forward by a suc-

cession of leaps.

" Whom my fond heart had imaged to itself

Bounding from cliff to cliff amidst the wilds."
Beman* : The Siege of Valencia.

" Now, while the birds thus sins a Joyous song.
And while the young lambs bound

As to the tabor's sound.
To me alone there came a thought of grief."

iVordtworth : Intimation* of Immortality.

2. Of things:

(1) To rebound.

"And the mighty rocks came bounding down
Their startled foes among."

Bemant : Song of the Battle of Morgarten.

(2) To throb, run.
" My mother's blood

Runs on the dexter cheek, and this sinister

Bound* in my father's."
Shakesp. : Troil. A Cress., iv. 5.

B. Transitive : To make to bound.
" If I might buffet for my love, or bound my horse

for her favours . .
."—Shakeip. : Ben, V., v. S.

"Whose veins bound richer blood than Lady Blanch?"
Ibid. : King John, ii. 1.

bound (1), • bond (Eng.), bound, bund
(Scotch), pret., pa. par., & a. [In A.S. & Dan.
bunden ; Dut. gebonden ; Ger. verbunden

;

Goth, bundans.] [Bind.]

A. As preterite o/bind (q.v.).

"... and laid the wood in order and bound Isaac
his son . . ."—Gen. xxil. ».

B. As past participle £ participial adjective

o/bind, v. (q.v.)

:

1. Gen. : In senses corresponding to those

of the verb.
" Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound

in heaven . . ."—Mat. xviii. 18.

2. Abnormal : Pregnant. (Scotch.)

" Ful priuely vnknaw of ony wicht
The woman mydlit with the God went bound.''

Doug. : Virgil, 281, 41.

3. Spec. (pa. par.): Under legal or moral
obligation to do something ; or, more rarely,

to abstain from doing it.

"... they no longer thought themselves bound to
obey him."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi i.

**
. . . I shall not consider you as bound to any at-

tendance . . ."—Ibid., ch. xxiv.

4. In compos. : It is often used in composi-
tion, as ice-bound, rock-bound, weather-bouivt,

&c. (q.v.).

bound bailiff, s. A bailiff of humble
character, used to serve writs and make
arrests and executions, in which he is gene-

rally adroit. He is called bound because he
is bound in an obligation with sureties for the

execution of the duties belonging to his office.

Bum-bailiff is generally supposed to imply a
vulgar mispronunciation of bound-bailiff, but
from this view Wedgwood emphatically dis-

sents ; so also does Skeat, though less de-

cidedly. [Bum-bailiff.]

bound-stane, s. [Bounding-stone.]

bound (2), a. [Developed from boun (q.v.).]

1. Of persons : Prepared or ready, and in-

tending to go.
" A chieftain, to the Highlands bound.

Cries, 'Boatman, do not tarry V
Campbell : Lord Ullin't Daughter.

2. Of things: In process of being directed

towards. (Used specially of ships voyaging to

any particular port or homeward.)
'• Eager, with tearful eyes, to say farewell to the Hay-

Flower,
Homeward bound o'er the sea, and leaving them

here in the desert."
Longfellow : The Courtihip of Bile* Standith, t.

bou'nd-ar-y, «. & a. [From Eng. bound;
•ary.]

A. As substantive ;

L Ordinary Language

:

t 1. Literally. Of things material

:

(1) A visible mark indicating the limit

(2) The limit thus marked'; the line sepa-

rating two districts, territories, countries, «c.

[BOUNDARY-LINE.]
That bright and tranquil stream, the boundary of

" Bacaulay : Bi*t. Eng., cb.
... right

Louth and Meath, .

xvi.

If Often in the plural
' Had ravaged Ulster's boundaries.
And lighted up the midnight skiea"

Campbell: O'Connor* Child, xli

2. Fig. Of things not material : Whatever
separates or discriminates between two im-

material things.
" Sensation and reflection are the boundaries of our

though ts. .

—

Locke,

% For the distinction between bounds and
boundary see bound, s.

IL Geom. : The extremity of anything. It

is called also a term. (Euclid, bk. i., def. l't.)

A figure is that which is enclosed by one or

more boundaries. (Ibid., def. 14.)

B. As adjective : Marking a limit.

boundary line, s.

Shipbuilding : The trace of the outer sur-

face of the skin of a ship on the stem, keel,

and stern-post. It corresponds with the

outer edge of the rabbet in those parts of the

structure.

* bounde, * bonde, *. [A.S. bunda.) A
man bound to an estate, a serf. (Arthur &
Merlin, 691 .) [Bonde. ]

bou nd-ed, pa. par. [Bound (1), v.)

bou nd-en, * bon -den, pa. par. & a. [A

pa. par. of bind (q.v.). A.S. bunden = knit;

forbunden = united, joined, allied, obliged,

bound, engaged. In Dan. bunden = bound,

tied, fastened; Dut. gebonden.]

A. As past participle

:

1. Bound.
" Qamelyn stood to a post bounden in the halle.'

Chaucer: C. T..3SL

2. Bound, obliged ; under obligation.

" I rest much bounden to you ; fare you welL"
Shaketp. : A* Tou Like It. 1

1

B. As participial adjective : Bound to ;
to

which one is bound. (Now chiefly or only in

the expression " bounden duty.")

"... their boututen duty of gratitude for the mercy

shown them."—Arnold : Bitt. Rome. vol. UX. ch xlv.,

p. 291.

bou nd en ly, adv. [Eng. bounden ; -ly.)

Dutifully, in a dutiful manner ; so as to admit

and act upon obligation.

"Your ladishippes daughter, most bounden'» obe-

dient."- TVansf. of Ochin* Sermon* (1683), Epu*.

Dedioat.

bounder, * bound-tire, s. [Eng. bound;

-er.]

1. Of Beings or persons (of the form bounder);

A Being or a person who bounds or stnutt

anything.

fate, f&t, Hire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine: ro *>«.

•r. wore, w«£ work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce c. ey m a. qu = k*.
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N Now the bounder of nil these, ia only God himself

;

who is the bounder of all things."

—

Fotherby : Atheo-
wnutijt. p. 27-1.

2. Of things (of the forms bounder and
* boundure) : A boundary.

"The boundure of Alexander's march into India
being in the tract obscure.' —Sir T. Herbert : Travels,
p. 254.

"Kingdoms are bound within their bounders, »s\ it

were in bands : and shut up witliin their limits, u it

were in prison."—Potherby j Atheomastix, p. 374.

bou nd-irig (1), pr. par, & a. [Bound (1), v.]

" Deep woes roll forwanl like a gentle flood,

Who being stopp'd, the bounding banks o'erflows."
Shakesp. : Tarquin A Lucrece.

bou nd-ing (2), pr. par,, a., & 5. [Bound (2), v. ]

bounding stone, s. A stone to play
with. It is called also a bound-stone. (Lit. &
J*)

"I am pasta boy;
A sceptre's but a play-thing, and a globe
A bigger bounding-stone." Dryden.

bound-less, a. [Eng. bound, and suff. -less

= without.] Without bounds ; limitless.

Used—
1. Of space or anything measurable by

actual space.

(1) Strictly. Ofspace or the universe : With-
out any bounds.

"Are there not balms
In nature's boundleu realm."

Bemant : The Vespers of Palermo.

(2) Loosely: Of anything vast in extent,
though really limited.

" Or British fleets the boundleu ocean awe."
Dryden : Spittle to Dr. Charteton, 26.

2. Of things immaterial or abstract, not
measurable by actual space.

(1) Of time.
" Though we make duration boundleu as it is, we

cannot extend it beyond all being. God fills eternity,
. .

.*

—

Locke.

{2) Of power, the human desires, or any-
thing.

'* Boundleu rapacity and corruption were laid to his
charge."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxlv.

"The news was received in London with boundleu
exultation."—Ibid., ch. xviii.

T Crabb thus distinguishes between bound-
less, unbounded, unlimited, and infinite;
" Boundless, or without bounds, is applied to
infinite objects which admit of no bounds to
be made or conceived by us. Unbounded, or
not bounded, is applied to that which might
be bounded. Unlimited, or not limited, applies
to that which might be limited. Infinite, or
not finite, applies to that which in its nature
admits of no bounds. The ocean is a bound-
less object so long as no bounds to it have been
discovered ; desires are often unbounded
which ought always to be bounded ; and power
is sometimes unlimited which is always better
limited ; nothing is infinite but that Being
from whom all finite beings proceed." (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

bou nd-less-ly, adv. [Eng. boundless; -ly.]

Limitlt-ssly
; so as not to be confined within

any bounds.
"

. . can your constitution be so boundleuty amor-
oui . .

."—Martton : The Paume. D « (1*06).

bou nd-less-ness, s. [Eng. boundless ; -ness. ]

The quality of being boundless, i.e\, without
bounds ; limitless in any respect.

" God has corrected the boundleuneu of his volup-
tuous desires by stinting his capacities. "—South.

* bound-stone, s. [Eng. bound; and stone.]

1. A boundary mark.

2. A bounding-stone (q.v.).

" boune, a. [Boun.]

*boun'-sen, v. [Bounce, v.]

* bdunt, v.i. [Bound (2), v.] (Scotch.) To
spring, to bound.

" As bounting, vp mounting,
Aboue the fields so fair."

Buret : Pilg., Watson's Coll., U. 40.

* bount -e, * bount ee, * bount ie,
* bdwnt-e, «. [Bounty.] Worth, goodness,
kindness.

" He had feyle off full gret bountt."
Barbour, ii. 228.

bount -S-ous, * bd"unt'-y-nous, bount
e-vous, * bont -y-vese, a. [From 0.
Eng. bounte ; and suff. -oust ] Full of bounty,
liberal, beneficent, generous, munificent
(Chiefly poetic or rhetoric.)

"Bontyeese (bountyuout, P.) MuMfiau, liberalis,
wrgus. —Prompt. Par*.

Used-
1. Of persons.

" Bounteous, but almost bounteous to a vice."
Dryden : Eleonora, 86.

2. Of God or of nature.
" Every one.

According to the gift which bounteous nature
Hath In him closed." Shakesp. .- Macbeth, 11L t

3. Of anything emanating from the bounty
of a Being or of a person.

" This was for you a precious greeting,
For both a bounteous, fruitful meeting.**

Wordsworth : The White Doe of Rylstone, c TlL

bo'unt'-S-ous-l;y, * bount e-ouse lye,
adv. [Eng. bounteous; -ly.] In a bounteous
manner, generously, liberally, largely.

" He bounteously bestow'd unenvy'd good
On me." Dryden.

t bount e oiis ness, * bount y uous
nesse. " bont-y vas-nessc, s. [Eng.
bounteous ; -ness.] The'quality of being boun-
tiful ; liberality, munificence.

" Bontyvasneue (bountyuoutnesse, P.) Munificentia,
liberalitat, largitas."—Prompt. Parv.
" To thy blest hand, and bounteoueneu of mind,
Has giv'n extensive powers unslacken'd rein.

'

_ v Boyse : Ode.
* bount'-eth, s. [Bountith.]

bount -e-VOUS, a. [Bounteous. ] (Lydgate

:

Story of Thebes, 1,372.)

* bount'-ie, s. [Bounte, Bounty.]

bo*unt'-3E-fal, a. [Eng. bounty ; fuUf).] Full
of bounty, liberal, generous, munificent,
bounteous. Used—

I. In an active sense

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Of persons.
" With him went Spragge, as bountiful as Srava**

Dryden : Annus Mirabilis. 694.

(2) Of God.
" God, the bountiful author of our being.

1'—Locke.

2. Fig. : Of nature or anything personified.
" He that hath a bountiful eye shall be blessed ; for

he giveth of hia bread to the poor."

—

Pro*, xxii. 8.

IT Sometimes the thing given is preceded
by of and the recipient of the gift by to.

"Our king spares nothing to give them the taste of
that felicity of which he is so bountiful to his king-
dom."—Dryden.

IX In a passive sense : Liberally supplied,
given, or furnished ; as in such an expression
as " there was a bountiful supply of dainties."

boTint'-i-xtil-l-y, adv. [Eng. bountiful; -ly.]

In a bountiful manner, bounteously, liberally,

abundantly, largely. Used—
1. Of alms given by man.

"And now thy alms is giv'n.
And thy poor starveling bountifully fed."

Donne.

2. Of large blessings bestowed by God.

3. Of similar blessings unconsciously be-
stowed by anything in nature.

" It Is affirmed, that it never ralneth in Egypt ; the
river bountifully requiting it in its inundation."

—

Brown : Vulgar Errours.

' bdunt -i fill ness, *. [Eng. bountiful;
-ness.] The quality of being bountiful

;

liberality, generosity, munificence.

* bount - 1 - hood, bount - 1 - head,
• bount - y - hed, * bount - 1 - hed,
* bount ihede, s. [Eng. bounty ; and
suffix -hood or head; O. Eng. hede.] Goodness,
virtue, generosity.
" How shall fraile pen, with feare disparaged,
Conceive such soveraine glory and great bountyhedt"

Spenser: P. Q., II. x. 2.

* bount ith, * bount eth, t, [Bounty.]
(0. Eng. & Scotch.) A bounty given in addition
to stipulated wages ; something given as a
reward for service or good offices.

"... my curse, and the curse of Cromwell, go wi' ye,
if ye gl'e them either fee or bountith . . . .—Scott :

Heart of Midlothian, ch. viii.

* bo"unt'-r-y, bount -ree, s. & a. [Perhaps
corrupted from bourtree. It has been sug-
gested that the first element is bound (1), s.

from the fact that elder trees are planted to
mark boundaries.

A. As subst. : The Common Elder-tree (Sam.
bucus nigra).

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or consisting of
the shrubs described under A.

bountry berries, s. pi. The berries of
the Elder-tree.

*' Bountry-guns are formed of the elder tree, the soft
pith being taken out; and are charged with wet
paper."—Blackwood's Mag,, Aug 1821, p. 35.

bounty, * bount ee, * bollnt-S,
* b6T*rnt-*5', s. & a. [In Fr. bonte — goodness,
kindness, benignity. From Norm. Fr. bountee,
bountez — goodness (Kelham) ; O. Fr. bonteit ;
Prov. bontat; Sp. bondad ; Port, bondade;
Ital. bontd ; Lat. bonitas m goodness ; bantu
= good.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Goodness, excellence, kindness, benefit

cent feeling in the abstract or in general ; tbr
quality of being kind.

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

Spec. Lyr. Poetry (about 1300) Alysoun, 39, 80. (Spm
Ear. Eng., Morris & Skeat, ptit.)

* (2) Spec. : Valour. (Scotch.)
" That thus the king of Ingland,
Throu vorschip and throu strinth of hand.
And throu thair lordes gret bounte,
Dincomfit in his owne cuntre."
Barbour : The Bruce (ed. Skeat), xviii. 563-8.

2. Such beneficent feeling carried into
action, specially in the direction of alms-
giving ; the act of giving money or other
favours graciously or munificently ; an act of
kindness, generosity, liberality, munificence.

" For (as I seide) loo, that was she
That dlde to me bo gret bounte.''

The Romaunt of the Rose,

3. That which Is given liberally or munifi-
cently.

* (1) A good deed ; a special deed of valour
resulting from the "goodness" of the indi-
vidual. (Scotch.)

"To do ane owtrageous bounte."
Barbour: The Bruce (ed. Skeat), HI. 132.

(2) Alms, a donation of money, or anything
similar, the result of generosity.

"To worth or want well-weigh'd be Bounty given.**

Pope : Mor. Est.. TlL 228.

(3) Success resulting from the t)ivine good-
ness ; welfare.

" Of man so hard [sted] as wes he
That eftirwart com to see bounte."
Barbour; The Bruce (ed. Skeat), ii. 47-8.

II. Technically

:

1. Ch. & Civ. Hist. : A grant or benefaction
from the state to those whose services indi-
rectly benefit it, and to whom, therefore, it

desires to accord some recompense, or at
least recognition.

•f Queen Anne's Bounty : A bounty to the
more poorly-endowed livings in the English
Church. It was conferred by a royal charter
confirmed by Queen Anne (2 Anne, ch. 11),

and provides that all the revenue of first-

fruits and tenths shall be vested in trustees
for ever, and used as a perpetual fund for
augmenting the endowments of poorer livings,

and for advancing money to incumbents for

rebuilding parsonages thereon. The trustees
administering it have been formed into a cor-
poration, and when applied to for grants act
on rules which they have framed for the ad-
ministration of the trust.

2. Law, Comm. , of Polit. Econ. : A premium
paid by Government to the producers, ex-
porters, or importers of certain articles, or to
those who employ ships in certain trades.
This is done either with the view of fostering
a new trade during its infancy, or of protect-
ing an old one which is supposed to be ot
special importance to the country.
The history ot bounties affecting general

commerce naturally divides itself into two
periods. During the first of these, statesmen.
and the educated classes generally, believed
in the advantage of bounties, and they were
paid on the exportation of corn, of linen,

and other commodities, and in connection
with the herring and whale fisheries. They
were denounced by Adam Smith and other
political economists. To tax the general
public that goods may be benevolently fur-

nished to the foreigner at unremuneratirc
rates cannot possibly make a nation richer
and if a manufacture or a fishery cannot paj
its way unaided, it should be abandoned, am.
the money which it has locked; up be turned
into more profitable channels. These views
having been adopted by the English Parlia-
ment, the bounty on the exportation of corn
was abolished in 1815, and that on the export-
ation of linen and several other articles in
1830. In the last-mentioned year the bounty
on the exportation of herrings was swept
away, that paid on the tonnage of the vessels
employed in whale-fishing having ceased in
1824.
The second period in the history of bounties

*»•&. D°"y; p*>ut, j6-fVl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = C
-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, nsion = shun ; -flon, -slon = zhun. tious, -sious. -clous = shus. -hie, -die, fed, = -bel, deL
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affecting British commerce is in certain re-

Bpects the antithesis of the former one. The
British manufacturer, standing manfully on

bis own resources, is in certain cases exposed

to unduly severe competition, bounties to the

foreign manufacturer enabling him to send

his goods into the country at rates which he

would otherwise find unremunerative. The
ystem is now before the public in connec-

tion with the home and colonial sugar in-

dustries. The sugar duty in France and

America is levied on the raw sugar, before it

undergoes the process of refining. If the

French or American manufacturer export

refined sugar, the duty previously levied on

the raw material is returned under the name
of drawback, and as it is difficult to know
how much raw sugar was used in making
a certain weight of the refined article, he

so takes the benefit of the doubt as to

obtain a greater drawback on a given quantity

than the duty he paid upon it in its raw state.

The excess—in other words the profit, which
he makes from the public treasury of his

country, is the export " bounty." The nine

3'stem obtains in Holland and Belgium, be-

dea which the beetroot sugar manufacturers

of these countries, together with those of

Austria, Germany, and Russia, obtain a similar

bounty on beetroot sugar. In Germany, Aus-
tria, and Russia the duty is levied on the

weight of the root ; in Belgium, on the density

of the juice. In Austria and Russia the weight

of the root is estimated according to the ca-

pacity of the apparatus. Under such systems

a large portion of the sugar produced entirely

escapes taxation, and as the full drawback is

allowed on all sugar exported, the result is a

large bounty on exportation.

In the United States, the McKinley Tariff

Bill, which removed the duty from imported

sugar, placed the American sugar producer,

with wh<fhi the natural advantages for sugar

cane culture were less favorable than in the

West Indies, under a disadvantage. To obviate

this, and also to encourage the development of

the beetroot sugar industry, a bounty was
granted to the sugar producer, sufficient to

overcome the disadvantage named. The term
bounty was also employed to designate the

sums paid to induce enlistment during the Civil

War, and to obtain substitutes for drafted men.
These men frequently deserted, and were then
known by the title of Bounty-jumper.
The same term is applied in the United States

to grants of land to soldiers and sailors, their

widows and children, for services in the army
and navy. It ib also applied to sums of money
paid by government to owners of fishing

vessels, by Act of Congress of July 29, 1813,

for the encouragement of the fishing industry,

and to sums of money appropriated for the

destruction of wild beasts during the time that

the country was sparsely settled. The amounts
paid to companies which carry the mail by land

or water have been called bounties, but a more
proper term for them is that of appropriations

for carrying the mails.

bbu fjuot (quet as ka), s. [Fr. bouquet =
(1) a thicket, a clump or plantation of trees,

(2) a posy of flowers. The same as bosquet;

Prov. bosquet ; Sp. bosquete ; Ital. boschetto

;

Low Lat. boscum.] [Bosk.]

1. A nosegay, a bunch of flowers.

2. An agreeable perfume, emanating from
flowers, wine, or

bou'-quet-In, s. [Fr. bouquetin, probably at

SOUQUKT1N.

first boucestain, Prov. boctagn ; Ger. stcinbock.)

A ruminating mammal [Copra ibex).

"From height* browsed by the bounding bouquetin.*
Campbell I Theatric.

* bour, a [Bower.] (Chaucer: C. T., 401.)

* bdur'-ach (1), s. [Bourock.]

1. An enclosure.

2. A cluster of trees.

* bou r-ach (2),
* bor'-raon, *. [Gael.

buarach (see def.) ; from buar m cattle.] A
baud put round a cow's hinder legs at milking.

(Scotch.)

* bour -ach, v.i. [From bourach (1), s. (q. v.).]

To crowd together confusedly, or in a mass.

(Scotch.)

* bour -age (age as Ig), s. [Borage.] (Min-

sheu.)

bou r-bee, s. rEtym. doubtful.] The spotted

Whistle fish or Weasel fish (Motella vulgaris,

or M. quinquecirrhata). (Scotch).

Bourbon, 5. & a. [Fr. Bourbon, the name
given in 1642, in honour of the royal family of

France, to the island mentioned under A. 1,

previously called Mascarenhas, or Hascareigne.

A. As substantive

:

1. Geog. : An island in the South Indian

Ocean, east of Madagascar, the capital of which
is St. Denis, It is now called Reunion.

2. Whiskey from Bourbon County, Kentucky
(Amer.).

3. A factious Democrat. (Amer.)

B. As adjective : Growing in the island

described under A. 1, or connected with it.

Bourbon palm, a
Bot.: The palm, genus Latania. Twospecies,

the L. rubra, or Red, and the L. borbonica, or

Common Bourbon Palm, have been introduced

into hothouses in Britain.

bd'UT-bdul-ite, s. [From Bourboule, in the

department of Puy de D6me, in France.]

Min. : A variety of Melanterite. It is a

friable, greenish mineral, partly soluble in

water. Composition: Sulphuric acid, 35 22

—3804 ; sesquioxide of iron, 503—825 ;
pro-

toxide of iron, 12*9£—16*08 ; and water, 12*99

—40*80. (Dana.)

* bourd, * bourde, * bordo, s. [From. O.

Fr. bourde = a jest, pleasantry ; supposed to be

a contraction of bohort = a mock tournament,

knightly exercise ; from O. Fr. bot — a blow, a

stroke, and horde = a barrier, the lists.

(Skeat, in Chaucer: Man o/Lawes Tale, Gloss.).]

A jest, joke, jeer, mock, sport.

1. Old English:
" Whan Gamelyn was i-set in the justices stede,

Herkneth of a bourde that Gatuelyn clede.

Chaucer : O. T., 8&1-2.

2. Scotch: [Boure.]
"... ane o' the niason-callanU cut a ladle on to

have a bourd at the bridegroom, . . ."—Scott: Anti-

quary, ch. iv.

* bourd (1), * bourde, * boor don, * bor -

dyn,r.i. [From bourd, s. (q.v.).] To jest,

to joke.

"Boordon, or pleyyn" (bordyn, P.) Ludo, jocor."—
Prompt. Parv.

' Be wary then, I aay, and never gie
Eucouragehi eat, or bourd with sic as he.

*

Ramsay : Poems, il 175.

* bourd (2), v.t. [Boobd, v.] To accost.

* bourde, a. [Board.] (Morte Arthurs, 730.)

* bourde ful, a, [O. Eng. bourde, and full.}

Playful, joking.
" This is vndurstondun of a dedly leeaing.

Not of a bourdeful leesing."
Wiclifft ; Wisdom, v. 11.

* bour'-der. * bour'-dour, s. [From O.

Eng. bourd; -er.} A jester, a joker. (Huloet.)

•bourdea, a, sing, not pi. [O. Fr. behordes,

pi. =a tournament Skeat, however, thinks

that like many other war terms it may be of

Teutonic origin,]
" For he waa atte a bourdes ther bachilen pleide."

William of PaXeme, 1,477.

* bourd Ing, * bour-dyng, pr. par. k s.

[Bourd, t>.]

A* As pr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As subst. : A joke ; sport.

"And efte in her bourd t/ng that baythen in the
morn." Sir Gate, and the Or. Knight, 1,404.

* bourd-ly, adv. [O. Eng. bourd; -ly.] In a

playful, jolring, or trifling manner.
" liourdly. Jfugaciter.'—Ortus Vocab.

* bour -ddn (1), s. [Fr.] A staff. (Chaucer.)

bdur'-don (2), s. [Fr. bourdon = a hum-
ming or drone of a bagpipe; Lat. burdo— %
drone-bee. ]

Music

:

1. A pedal stop on an organ.

2. A bass reed on a harmonium, with some-
thing of the character of the organ bourdon.

* 3. A drone bass like that produced by a
bagpipe or by a hurdy-gurdy. [Borden.]

* bour'-ddn (3), s. [Sp. bordon = a kind oi

verse, a refrain; Gael. bUrdan.} [Burden.]
The burden of a song.

Bour don (4), *. & a. [Named after Mr.
Bourdon of Paris, who invented the barometer
described below in 1849.]

A. As substantive : The inventor mentioned
in the etymology.

B. As adjective: Invented by him.

Bourdon barometer, s. A barometer
consisting of an elastic flattened tube of metal
bent to a circular form and exhausted of air,

so that the ends of the tubes separate as

the atmospheric pressure is diminished, and
approach as it increases. The Bourdon is

commonly known as the metallic barometer,

although the aneroid is also metallic, and both
holosteric. (Knight.)

* bou r-d6n-&sse, s. [Comp. Low Lat. bur-

donee, pi. = pilgrims' staffs.] A kind of orna-

mented staff.

" Bourdonasses wen bolow horse-men's staves used
in Italy, cunningly painted."— Ibid., F t, 6 b.

" boure (1), $. [Bower.] (Sir Ferumb. (ed-

Herrtage), 1,336.)

boure (2), s. [Corrupted from bourde = s jest

(q.v.).] A jest. (Scotch.)

"Off that boure 1 was blyth ; and bald to behald."
Eoulate, i. 7, V. the *.

* bourg, s. [Borough.] A city.

" For the bourg watx so brod and so blgge alee."

Bar. Eng. AIM. Poems (sd. Morris) ; Cleanness, 1.877.

bourgeois (1) (pron. bourj-wa), s. & a.

[From Fr. bourgeois = a citizen.]

A* As subst. : A French citizen ; a citiaen

of any country.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to such a citizen.

" To get out of one rank in society into the next
above it is the (rreat aim of English bouraeoi* life."—

J. S. Mill : Palit. Scon. <ed. 1848), vol. i., bk. i., ch. %U
I 4, p. 208.

bour geois (2), bur geois , s. [Ger. bour-

geois, borgois, borgis.) Probably from soma

French printer called Bourgeois.] [Boca-

obois (1). ]

Printing : A size of type between brevier

and long prims?. Brevier, 112 ems to the foot;

bourgeois, 102 ems to the foot ; long primer,

90 ems to the foot.

These two lines, for example, are

in Bourgeois type.

bourgc oi sie (pron. bourj -wa-xe), a

[ Fr. oourgeoisU = freedom of a city ; citizens

;

body of the citizens.] The citizens taken col-

lectively.

"The Commons of England, the Tiers -Etat of

Prance, the bourgeoisie of the Continent generally.'—
J. S. Mill : PolU. JScon, (ed. IMS', Prelim. Remart*
D.M.

t bour-gedn, * bnr'--5c6n, *1w'-te*B, *i
[From Fr. bourgeonner = to bud ; from bour-

geon (q.v.) ; from Arm. brousa, broftsa =*

to bud.] To sprout, to bud, to put forth

branches.
" Heaven send it happy dew.
Earth lend it sap anew,

Gaily to bourgeon, and broadly to grow.

Scott; Lady of the Lake, li. If.

bour'-&e6ia, bur-fcedn, s. [From Fr. bour*

aeon s* a bud ; Arm. brous, bro'Usa = a bud ;

broumn, bronsen — a single bud. (Mahn.).'] A

"Furthermore looke what is the nature that forked

trees have in their boughes, the same hath the vine in

her eyes and burgeons."—Holland: Plinie, bk- xvi.,

ch.80.

* bour-ie, s. [Burrow.] (Scotch.) A hole

made in the earth by rabbits, or other animals

that hide themselves there ; a burrow.
" fair* hunting of ottars out of their bemries'

—Monroe: Isles, p. 39. {Jamieton.)

bou-rii?n'-I-in-isan (g silent), *. [Named

from Mdme. Antoinette Bourignon, daughter

ftte. fat, Are, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wot, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

Syrian. «, oe = e. ey = a. qu = kw»
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of a Lille merchant. She was born in 1616,

was physically ugly to tlu- last degree, but very
eloquent. She published twtmty-two volumes.
Poiret, a French Protestant divine, wrote her
life.}

Theol. & Ch. Hist. : A system of doctrine

emanating from Aid me. Bourignon, men-
tioned in the etymology. She attributed to
Christ a twofold human nature, one produced
by Adam, the other born of the Virgin Mary,
ind believed that nature corrupt. She denied
the decrees of God, believed in the existence
of a good and of an evil spirit in every man
before he was born, attributed to man an in-

finite will, and considered that perfection was
attainable. She tanght that religion consisted
in internal emotions, not in knowledge or
practice. The Scottish General Assembly
censured these tenets in 1701.

bourn (1), bourne, s. [Fr. borne = limit

;

from O. Fr. bodne; Low Lat. bodina.]
[Bound.] A bound, a limit.

1. Literally : Used either of the sea or of a
line on land marking the boundary of a
•country.

" And where the land slopes to its wat'ry bourn.
Wide yawns a gulf beside a ragged thorn."

Cowper ; Heedless Alarm.
2. Figuratively

:

(1) Of the world'unseen.
" The undiscovex'd country from whose bourn
No traveller returns."

Shakesp. ! Hamlet, iil. 1.

(2) Of intellect, emotion, or anything.
**

I'll set a bourn how far to be beloved."
Shakesp. : Ant. * Cleop., i. 1.

*' To make the doctrine of multiple proportions
their Intellectual bourne."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science
(tod ed.), vii. 136.

•bourn (2), 5. [Burn (2).]

* bourne, *burne, *. [Barn (2), Bairn.]
A num.

" Where wyBtez thou euer any bourne abate
Euer so holy in hys prayere."

Mar. Eng. AUit. Poems (ed. Morris) ; The Pearl, 617-18.

bourne -mouth, s. k a. [From Eng. bourne,
and mouth.]

A* As substantive

:

Geog. : A watering place in the south of
England, in the west of Hampshire.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to, or existing
at Bournemouth.

Bournemouth beds.
Geol.: Certain beds of Middle Eocene age,

in the vicinity of Bournemouth. They are
called also Alum Bay beds, and are arranged
with the Lower Bagshot strata.

bourn' -less, ". [Eng. bourn; and suffix -less.]

Without a bourne, without a limit.

bour'-non Ite, *. [Named after its dis-
coverer, Count Bournon, a mineralogist.]

Mineralogy

:

1. An orthorhombic, brittle, opaque mi-
neral, of hardness, 2*5—3 ; sp. gr., 5*7—5*0

;

metallic lustre, with colour and streak grey,
or iron black. Compos. : sulphur, 17*8—20*45;
antimony, 23*70—29 -4 ; lead, 38*0—42*88 ; and
eo*>per, 12*3—15*16. First found at Endellion,
at Wheal Boys, in Cornwall, whence it was
ori ' ;nally called by Count Bournon Endelleine.
It his since been found in Germany, Austria,
and Italy, as well as in Mexico and South
America.

2. Bournonite of Lucas: A mineral, called
also Fibrolite (q.v.).

bour -non -it nick-el glanz, a. [From
Ger. bournonit [Bournonite] ; nickel, and
glanz = Eng. glance (2), s. (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Ullraannite from the
Harz mountains.

bour - ook, bour' - ach, bo"w - rock,
hour -Ick, s. TA.S. beorh =r. a hill, a moun-
tain, and dimin. suffix -ock ; 8w. borg =- a
castle, a fort]

1. A confused heap.
"' Altout this bit bourock, your honor,' answered the

undaunted Edie; *I mind the bigging oV—Scott:
Antiquary, ch. tv.

2. An enclosure. (Used of the little houses
which children build for play, particularly
those made iu the sand.)

" We'll never big saudy bow-rock* together."—Ram-
smy: Scotch Prov., p. 75. {Jamieson.)

3. A cluster, as of trees.

" My trees in bouractu owr my ground
Shall fend ye frae ilk blast o' wind."

Ferguston: Poems, ii- S3. {Jamieson.)

bour -rans, s. [From Russ. borei — the

north-wind.] The name given to the fierce

snow-storms that blow from the north-east
over the steppes of Russia. (Stormonth.)

bourse, * burse, s. [Fr. bourse ; Prov. borsa;
Sp. bolsa ; Ital. borsa ; Ger. bbrse ; Lat. byrsa ;

3r. ftvptra (bursa) = the skin stripped off a
hide, a cow's skin, the skin of a live animal.]
An exchange where merchants, bankers, &c,
meet for the transaction of financial business.
(Used specially of the French institution cor-
responding to the English Stock Exchange.)

bour -tree, * boor-tree, * bore-tree,
* boun tree, * border-tree, s. [On the
English border called burtree. Skinner thinks
it means bore-tree, i.e., that it can easily be
bored into a hollow tube, the pith being ex-

tracted.] The elder-tree (Sambucus nigra).

(Scotch.) Formerly it was much planted in
hedges of barn-yards.

" The Sambucus nigra (elder tree, Eng.lls no stranger
in many places of the parish. Some of the trees are
very well shaped, and by the natural bending of the
branches cause an agreeable shade, or bower, exhibit-
ing an example of the propriety of the name given to
that species of plants in Scotland, namely the Sower-
tree."— P. KUlearn : Stirling Statist. Ace., xri. 110-11.

"Sambucus nigra, Bourtree or ffqre-tre*. Scot.
Aust."—Lightfoot, p. 1,131.

"Or, ruatlin', through the boortrles comln'."
Burns i Address to the Deil.

bourtroe-bush, s. A very common
Scottish designation for the elder. [Bour-
tree.]

" We saw -one hut with a peat-stack close to It, and
one or two elder, or. as we call them in Scotland,
bourtree bushes, at the low gable-end."

—

Lights and
Shadow, p. 178.

bourtree-gnn, s. [Bountry-oun.]

* bousche, s. [Bush.] The sheathing of a
wheel. (Scotch.)

* bouse, * bowse, v.t. & i. [Booze, v.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To drink.
** Then bouses drumly German water."

Burns : The Twa Dogs.

2. To hoist, to raise up, to lift up, to heave.
(Scotch.)

". . . .as we used to bouse up the kegs o" gin and
brandy laiig syne, . .

."

—

Scott : Antiquary, ch. vlil.

B. Intransitive : To drink deeply.
" There let him bouse, and deep carouse,

Wi' bumpers flowing o'er."

Burns: Scotch DAnk.

*b6use(l), s. [Booze.] (Spenser: F. Q.)

bouse (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Mining: A name given in the North of
England to lead ores.

* bous -ing, pr. par. & a. [Booze.]

* bousing-can, s. [Bouzino-can.]

* bou -sour, * bows'-towre, s. [In O.
Sw. byssa, bossa — a mortar, an engiue for
throwing bombs; byssor, bossar= an engine
for throwing large stones instead of bombs

;

byssa = a. box.] A military engine anciently
used for battering walls. (Scotch.)

" And browcht a gyne, men callyd bowstowre.
For til aasayle that stalwart towne."

Wyntoun, vlli. 34, 2S. {Jamieson.)

bous - sin-gaul-tite, s. [From J. B. Bous-
singault, a French geologist and scientific

traveller.]

Min. : A sulphate of ammonia with part of
this alkali replaced by magnesia. It occurs
about the boric acid fumaroles of Tuscany.
(Dana.)

* bous'-tcr, s. [Bolster.]

* bous tons, * bous touse, t bous ti ous.
a. The same as Boistous (q.v.).

bo^-stroph-e -don, a. & s. [Gr. f>ovtrrpt*py&6v

(boustropnedon), adv. = turning, like oxen in
ploughing

;
0ov« (bous) = an ox, and trrpftput

\strepho)= to twist, to turn.]

A. As adj. : Written alternately from left

to right and from right to left
;
pertaining to

writing of this kind.

".
. . he 'Prof. Sayce) regarded aa written in the

usual boustrophedon manner which the Hlttttes af-
fected. First came the animal's head, . . ."—Timet,
Oct 6, i860. TheJfittite Inscriptions,

B. As subst.: Writing first from left to right,

and then from right to left, as cattle plouglied

successive furrows in a field. The early Greek
writing was of this kind.

"bou -sum, a. [Buxom.] (0. Scotch.)

* bous -y, a. [Boozy. j

" Bach bousy farmer with his sinip"ring dame.'*
King.

bout (1), bought, s. [From Dan. bugt = t\

bend, a turn. A different spelling of bight
(qv.).]

1. Gen. : A turn, as much of an action as is

performed at one time without interruption
;

a single part of any action carried on at suc-
cessive intervals. (Johnson.)

" A weasel seized a bat ; the bat begged for life : says
the weasel, I give no quarter to birds ; says the bat, I

am a mouse ; look on my body : so she got off for that
bout."—L'Estrange.

Used—

(1) Of the extent of ground mowed while
the labourer moves straight forward. (Scotch.}

(2) Of as rnuch thread, or anything similar,

as is wound on a clew while the clew is held
in one position. (Scotch.)

2. Spec. : A contest, challenge, or assault of
any kind. Used—

(1) Of a drinking challenge, or of a sitting
together for drinking purposes.

" Many a wassail bout
Wore the long winter out"
Longfellow : The Skeleton in Armour.

(2) Of a contest by word of mouth, or by
means of material weapons.

*' We'll let Tallard out,
If he'll take t'other bout.".

Swift: Jack frenchman's Lamentation.

(3) Of an assault, whether by man or by th*
forces of nature.

" Speak on our glens in thunder load.
Inured to hide such hitter bout.
The warrior's plaid may bear it out™

scott : Lady of the Lake, Iv .

»

(4) Of a game.
" The play began ; Pas durst not Cosma chace,
But did intend next bout with her to meet"

Sidney.

bout (2), 5. [From bout, v. (q.v.).] A sudden
jerk in entering or leaving an apartment ; a
hasty entrance or departure ; the act of coming
upon one with surprise. (Scotch.)

bout, * bowt, v.t. [From bolt, v. Or con-
nected with Fr. 6oi(ter = to put, arrange, . . .

drive ; 9p. botar = (y.i.) to rebound, (v.t.) to
turn or drive out.] To spring, to leap.

"Judge gin her heart was sair ;

Out at her mow it just was like to bout."
Boss: Uelenore (1st liI.i, p. 17. {Jamieson.)

* bout (1), prep. [Contracted from about.]
" Deepe busied bout worke . .

."

Spenser : F. 0., III. ill 14.

* btfut (2), * boute, prep. [A.S. butan =r

without.] Without, excluding. (0. Eng. <0

Scotch.) [But.]
" And boute eny liuing lud left was he one."

Wiliiam of Palerne, 21L
" Thou art the life o* public haunts :

Bout thee, what were our fairs and ranter"
Burns: Scotch Drink.

* bou-tade', s. [Fr. boutade = s flight of
genius, a whim, freak, or fnncy. A word
formed, according to fciittre, in the sixteenth
century, from the Sp. and Ital. bortee, from
borter, being the old form. In Prov., Sp., &
Port, botar; Ital. buttare.] A caprice, whim,
or fancy.

"His [Lord Peter's] first boutade visa to kick both
their wives one morning out ut doors, and his own
too."—Swift: Tale of a Tub.

bou -tant, s. [Arc-boutant.]

bout'-claith, s. [Scotch form of bolt-cloth or
bolting-cloth (q.v.). J Cloth of a thin texture.

(Scotch.)

"Twa stickla of qubtte boutctstltk."—Inventories, A.
15J8, p. 217.

* boute -feu, s. [Fr. boute feu = (l) (Ord-

nance) a linstock, (2) (jig.) an incendiary, a
firebrand ; from bouter = to thrust, and/eu =
fire.] An incendiary ; a firebrand.

*' Animated by a base fellow, called John a Chamber,
a very boutefeu, who bore much sway among the
vulgar, they entered into open rebellion. '—Bacon,

" Beside the herd of boutefeus.
We set on work within the houae."

Budibras.

bou'-tel, bdt'-tel. B. [Bowtkl.]

bout gate, s. [Eng. (a)bout; gate, i

1. Lit. : A circuitous road, a way which it

not direct. (Scotah, from about, and gait =
way.)

boll, boy; poiit, jowl; oat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, ^enopho-o, exist. -Inf.

-Qlan, -tiau = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion m shun, -cious, -tlous, -sious — shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del.
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" Nory. wht had aye
A mind the truth of Bydby s tale to try.
Ifade shift by bout gates U> put aft" the day.
Til night sucf fa' and then be forc'd to stay."

Butt | Hetcnore, p. 79.

2. Figuratively:

(1) A circumvention, a deceitful course.

(Scotch.)

"... that the boutgate-* and deceitesof thehearte
Of man are infinite ; . . '—Bruce : Eleven Serm, {1391),

sign. T., 2, a.

(2) An ambiguity, or an equivocation, in

discourse.

"... yea, eyther in answere, or oath, to his Judge or
superiour, that hee may vse a boutgate of speach \am~
phiboU,g,a), whether through a diverse signification of

the word, or through the diverse intention of the
.'inker. . . ."—Bp. Forbes : Bubulut, pp. 118-19.

bdu'-tl-sale, s. [From Eng. booty, and sale.)

A sale of booty ; a sale at a cheap rate, as

booty or plunder is generally sold.

" To «i»eak nothing of the gTeat boutitale of colleges

and chantries "Sir J. Hayward.

•bouts-rimes(pron. bu rim a), s. pi. [Ft.

bout — end, and rime = rhymed, rime = a
rhyme.] The last words or rhymes of a num-
ber of verses given to be filled up. (Johnson.)

* bouv -rage, 5. [From O. Fr. bovraige, bev-

raige.] [Leverage.] Drink, bevervge.

"... to pay for foreign bouvrage which supplants
the consumption of the growth of our own estates. "

—

CuUoden Papers, p. 184.

•bouwen, v.t. &, i. [Bow, r.]

* boux-ome, * boux-vme, a. [Buxom.]

* boux-om-ly, adv. [Buxomly.]

bouz -ing, pr. par. & o. [Boozing 1 (Spevter.)

bouzlng can, s. A drinking can.
" And in his hand did beare a bouzing can."

Spenser : F. «., I. iv. XL

bo'-vate, *. [Low Lat. bovata ; from Class.

Lat. bos; genii, bovis = an ox.] One-eighth

of a carucate or ploughlaml. It varied from

10 acres to IS acres.

"The borate or oxgaug represented the tillage . . .

of one ox of the team, that is, it was the share of the

tilled land appropriated to the owner of one of the

eight associated oxen contributed to the cooperative

eight-ox plough."—JVotes * Queries. Dec U, 1886, p. 481

boT'-e-SB, s. pi. [From Lat. bos, genit. bovis

= an ox ; and fern. pi. suffix -etc.]

Zool. : The tvpieal division of the sub-family

Bovinee. It contained the oxen proper and
other cattle.

Bot ey coal, s.

Geol. : " Coal " or rather lignite from Bovey
Tracy, a parish of Devonshire, about 3$ miles

south-west of Chudleigh. It belongs to the

Miocene period, and that sub-division of it

called on the Continent Aquit&nian. There
have been found in it the fruits of a pine (the

Sequoia Couttsim), parte of the leaf of a palm
(Sabal major), and other fossils. (Quart. Jour.

Geol. Soc., vol. xviii. (1862), p. 369, &c.)

t bdV-I-cul-ture, ». [From Lat. bos, genit.

bovis = an ox,*a bull, a cow ; and cuUura =
tilling, cultivating, tending ; cultum, supine
of colo = to till, cultivate, tend. ] The breeding
and tending of cattle for food ; the occupations
of the cattle-breeder, the grazier, and the
butcher.

•*..,. between the old epoch of boficulture and
the new,"—Daily Telegraph, 4th Dec., 1874.

t b6V'-l*d, a. [From Lat bos, genit. bovis = an
ox.]

Zool. : Pertaining to the family Bovidae, i.e.,

to the ox and its allies. [Bovidae.]

boV-i-dSB, s. pi. [From Lat. bos, genit bovis

= an ox ; and fern. pi. suffix -dos.)

* 1. Formerly : A family of ruminating ani-

mals, containing not merely the oxen but
many other animals now placed in other

families. It was subdivided into Bovina,

Cervina, Giraffina, Moschina, and Camelina.

2. Now: A family of ruminating animals,

consisting of species with simply rounded
horns, which are not twisted in a spiral

manner. There are no lachrymal sinuses.

It contains the genera Bos, Bison, Bubalus,

4c. Ovibos (Musk-ox), generally ranked
under Bovida, is by some placed with the
Ovidse.

3. Pakeont. : The oldest known are various

species of Bos, Hemibos, and Amphibos in

the Upper Miocene of India. The genera Bos
and Bison are found in the Pliocene. For the

order in which the several species of the
former genus appear see Bos (PaUeont.).

* bOT'-i-form, «. [From Lat. bos, genit bovis

= an ox ; and forma = form, shape.] Of the
form of an ox. (Cudworth.)

bo-vine, a. [In Fr. bovine ; from Lat bovinus.]

Pertaining to oxen, (Barrow.)

bo-vis -ta, s. [A barbarous name formed by
Dillenius", from the Ger. oofist = a puck-fist or

puck-ball. ]

Bot. : A genus of fungi, of the order Gastero-
mycetes or Lycoperdacea. Bovista gigantea
(Gigantic Bovista) has a pileus eighteen,

twenty, twenty-three, or even more inches in

diameter.

b<Sw (1), * bo*we, * bd*w'-en, • bouwe,
* bow'-yn, * bd'-gSn, * bu-wen, * bu-
gen, v.t. & i. [A.S. bugan, bigan, bedgan =
to bow, to bend, to stoop, to give way, to re-

cede, to avoid, flee, submit, or yield (Bos-

worth); Icel. beygja = to make to bend ; Sw.
boja = to bend ; Dan. boie ; Dut. buigen ; Ger.

biegen, beugen; O. H. Ger. biugan, piocan

;

Goth, biugan. Skeat connects it with Sclav.

bega = to flee ; bugti = to terrify ; Lat. fugio
= to flee ; Gr. d\evyw (pheugo) = to flee

;

Sansc. bhug, bhugdmi = to bend.]

A* Transitive:

1. Lit. : To incline, to cause to bend, to

turn. (Often with down.)
" Our bolde kynge bowet the blouke be the bryghte

brydylleL" Jforte Arthurs, 4,351.

Specially

:

(1) Of things : To cause to deviate from
straightness, to make crooked or curved.

" We bow things the contrary way to make them
come to their natural straightneas."—Bacon.

(2) Of persons : To incline the head or body
in token of reverence, submission, or conde-
scension. (Often reflexively.)

"And Abraham bowed down himself before the
people of the land."

—

Gen. xxiii. IS.

"Christiana at thia was greatly abashed in herself,

and bowed her head to the ground."

—

Bunyan : P. P.,

pt. ii.

" Bow the knee."—Gen. xlL 43.

"Lord, bow down thine ear, and hear."—2 Kings,
xlx. 18.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To turn, to incline, to exercise strong
influence in changing the disposition or pro-

cedure.
" For troubles and adversities do more bow men's

minds to religion."—Bacon.
" Not to bow and bias their opinions."—Fuller.

(2) To depress the soul, the spirits, the
courage, &c.

" Fear bowed down hit whole soul, and was to
written in his face that all who saw him could read."
Slacaulay : Hist. Bag., ch. ix.

B. Intransitive:

1. Gen. : To bend, to suffer flexure, to stoop
spontaneously or under pressure. (Used of

persons, of animals, or of things inanimate.

Often followed by down.)
"

. . . . likewise everyone that boweth down upon
his knees to drink."

—

Judges vii. 6.

" They stoop, they bow down together ; they could
not deliver the burden."—Isaiah xlvL 8.

2. Specially. Of persons

:

(1) To stoop, to incline the head or body
for the sake of expressing respect or venera-

tion for. (Lit. A fig.)
" * my bead

a bow to

' Rather let my head
Stoop to the block, than these knees bow to any.

Shokesp. ; 2 Ben.

(2) To bend one's steps or one's way, to go,

to walk.
" Doun after a strem that dryly hales,

I bowed in blys, bred ful my braynet"
Bar. Eng. All it Poems (ed. Morris) ; Tin Pearl. 126-34,

(3) To bend to, to obey ; to acquiesce in.

" The bad bowed to his bode, bongre my hyure."
Ear. Eng. Atlit. Poems (ed. Morris) ; Patience, 64.

" I bow to heaven's decree."
Bemans : The A bencerrage.

bow (2), v.t. [From Eng. bow (2), «., in the
sense of an instrument for setting the strings

of musical instruments in vibration.] To
play with a bow.

"... also, that where no directions are given, the
passage should be bowed, that is, the notes should be
alternately played by an up and down bow."—Utainer
A Barrett : Diet. Mus. Terms, p. 41.

bow (1), *. & a. [From bow, v. (q.v.).]

A. As substantive

:

1. Of things

:

(1) A curve, bending, or zigzag in a street.

U A street in Edinburgh was formerly called

the " West-bow." [B., example and note.]
" As he rode down the sanctified bends of the Bom
Ilk carl hie was flyting and shaking her pow."

Scott ; Bonny Dundee.

(2) PL (bows) : Sugar tongs. (Scotch.) So
called probably from their being bent

2. Of persons : An act of reverence or ac-

quiescence made by bending the body.
" Borne clergy, too, she would allow.
Nor quarrell'd at their awkward bow."

Swift.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to or consisting

of a curve, bending, or zigzag in a street

;

curved, crooked.
"At the upper or northern end of the West-froaf

street, stands the publlck Wei^h-liuuse. "—Mnit.htnd;
Jlisr. Ed in., p. 181.

T Jamieson considers that the "West-bow
mentioned in the example has undoubtedly
been so called from its zigzag form ; but that

the Nether-bow, at the head of the Canongate in

Edinburgh, may have been so named because
of a gate which may have previously existed

there.

% In composition usually pronounced bote.

bow-back, s. An arched or crooked back.
" On his bow-back be hatb a battle set

Of bristly pikes, that ever threat his foes."

Bhakesp. : Venus & Adonis, 619-30.

bow bent, a. Crooked.
" For once It was my dismal hap to hear
A sibyl old. bow-bent with crooked age.

That far events full wisely could presage."
Milton : College Exercise.

bow-file, s. A curved file ; a riffler.

bow-kail, s. & a. [Bow refers to the cir-

cular form of the plant (Jamieson), and kail is

Scotch for cabbage.]

A. As substantive : Scotch for cabbage.
" Poor hav*rel WU1 fell aft* the drift.

An' wander'd thro' the bow-kail.
An' pout, for want o' better shift,

A runt was like a sow-tall,
Sae bow't that night."

Burnt: Halloween.

B. As adjective : Of or belonging to cabbage.
" Poor Willie; wi' his bow-kail runt.
Was brunt wi* primsle Mallie."

Burns ; Balh

bow-leg, 5. A crooked leg.

" Who fears to set straight, or hide, the unhandsome
warpingsof bow-legs f'—Bp Taylor: Artificial Hand-
someness, p. 40.

bow-legged, a. Having crooked legs.

bow-pen, s. A metallic ruling-pen, which

has the part intended to hold the ink bowed
out to the middle.

bow-pencil, s. A form of compasses of

the smaller kind, which are capable of delicate

adjustment for describing minute circles and

arcs of small radius. The mode of adjustment

is similar to the bow-pen. A black-lead

pencil pared down to a small size, or the lead

from a pencil, is clamped in the socket, and

is advanced as it wears or is shaved away in

sharpening.

bow-Window, s. [Generally considered

a corruption of bay-window ; but Skeat con-

siders the two words distinct] A bowed

window ; a window so shaped as to be bent

or bowed.

bow (2),
* bowe, * bouwe, s. & a. [A. 8.

boga = (1) bow, an arch, an arched room, a

corner, a bending, a band, (2) anything that

bends, a horn, a tail ; from bigan = to bend

Stow, v.). In Icel. bogi=& how; Sw.bagc;

an. bue; Dut. boog ; (N. H.) Ger. bogen;

O. H. Ger. bogo, pogo.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Of various instruments

:

(1) An instrument for propelling an arrow.

[II., 10
"... take, I pray thee, thy weapons, thy quiver

and thy bow."—Gen. xxviL a

T Bowes and billes : A phrase used by the

English, in former times, for giving an alarm

in their camp or military quarters. (Jamieson.)

"The Ingllsche souldearis war all aaleip, except the

watch, whlche was skleuder, and ytt the xchout ryiaes.

Bowes and BUlisf Bowes and BUlit! whlcbe lsaslg-

niflcatioun of extreim defence, to avoyd the P«*«
danger In all tounes of ware."—Knox, p. M. To yoor

bows and battle-axes." {Jamieson.)

(2) An appliance for playing a musical in-

strument [II. 8.]

(3) A yoke for oxen, an ox-bow.
" Ai the ox hath his bow, sir, the horse his curV*?a

the falcon her bells, so man hath his deairea —
Shakesp. : At You Like It, lii. 3.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, !>, marine; go, P#»

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a. qu - kW.
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8, Of anything arched like a bent bow:

fl) The rainbow.
" I do set my bow in the cloud, and it shall be for a

token of a covenant between we and the earth."

—

Gen. ii. 18.

(2) An arch ; a gateway. (Scotch.

}

"And first in the Thrute of the Bow war slayne,
David Kirk, and David Barbour, being at the rro-
veistis bsaek.

—

Knox; Hist., p. 82.

"The horsemen and sum of those that aould have
pat ordour to utheris. overode thair pure brethren) at
the entres of the Xetherbow (Le., the lower arvfa)."—
Ibid., p. 190.

(8) The arch of a bridge. {Scotch.)

"The falline downe of the three bowis of the brig of
Taj be the greit wattir and of Lowis Vairk on the 20
of Deceiiibtr in anno 1573."—MS. quoted, Muset Thre-
nodie. p. 8L

3. Of anything looped, or doubled : The
doubling of a string in a slip-knot. Johnson
thinks that this may be a corruption of bbjld.

" Hake a knot, and let the second knot be with a
bote."— Wiseman.

4. Of a measure of distance: The length of

an ordinary bow, which was used in ascer-

taining the distance from a mark in taking
aim.

"No, no, Kate, you are two &ows down the winde,"
It. Greene, in Harl, Mi*., tilt, 384. (A'aret.)

XL Technically

:

1. Archery : An instrument for projecting
an arrow. It consists of a strip of wood or
other material, the ends connected by a string.

The bow is bent by retraction of the string,

1. CROSS-BOW AND ARROW. 2. LONG-BOW AND
ARROW.

and the recoil imparted to the latter projects

the arrow. In its simple state, and when
large enough to be used for military purposes
or for destroying large animals, it is known as

the long-bow ; when mounted transversely in

a stock, it is a cross-bow. The former is ex-

clusively adapted for shooting arrows ; while
bolts, or even round projectiles, may be thrown
by the latter. (Knight.) [For the history of

l»ows and arrows see Archery. See also

Arrow.]

2. Hat-making : A piece of elastic wood,
six feet long, and having a catgut string

stretched between its extremities. The vi-

brating string operates upon the felting-hair

on a grid called a hurdle, lightens up the

fibres, assembles them into a bat, and drives

out the dust. [Bowino. ]

3. Music : An appliance with which the
strings of certain musical instruments of the
voil class are set in vibration. It consists of^

VARIOUS FORMS OF UOWd.

a number of long horsehairs stretched upon
an elastic rod, which are tightened by a nut
and screw. The bow is believed to be of
British origin. It was originally curved,
whence its name. The old form is still seen
in the rebeck or rebal of Algeria.

** Their instruments were various fn their kind ;

Some for the bow, and some for breathing wind."
Dryden : The Flower A the Lea/, 887.

4. Drawing : An elastic slip for describing
turves ; an arcograph.

5. Machinery : An elastic rod and string for

giving reciprocating rotation to a drill. [Bow-
drill.]

6. Husbandry : The bent piece which em-
braces the neck of an ox, the ends coming up
through the yoke, above which they are

fastened by a key.

7. Saddlery : The arched forward part of a

saddle-tree which straddles the horse's back.

8. Vehicles: A bent slat to support the
hood, canopy, cover, or tilt of a vehicle ;

otherwise called a slat

9. Weapons : The arched guard of a sword-
hilt or of the trigger of a fire-arm.

10. Lock-making : The loop of a key which
receives the fingers.

11. Naut. : An old nautical instrument for

taking ..ngles. It had one large graduated
arc of 90°, three vanes, and a shank or staff.

12. Masonry : A projecting portion of a
building of circular or multangular plan.

The bow-windows of English domestic archi-

tecture are known as oriels.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to a bow in any
of the foregoing senses. (See the subjoined
compounds.)

% Obvious compound: Bow-making. (Stainer
£ Barrett : Mus. Diet., p. 61.)

bow-bearer, 8.

1. Generally : The bearer of a bow.

2. Specially : An under-officer of a forest,

who looked after trespasses affecting "vert
or venison. " (Cowel, £c. )

bow-boy, 8. The boy bearing a bow,
Cupid.

"
. . . . with the blind bow-boy's butt-shaft."

Shakes**. : llomeo and Juliet, 1L A.

DOW-case, $. A cover or case for a bow.

bow-compasses, s.

Mathematical instruments : An instrument
for drawing curves of large radius. It con-
sists of a pliable strip which is bent by screws
to any curve. An arcograph.

bow draucht, bow draughte,
* boghe-draghte, s. A bow shot ; the
extent of an arrow's night.

"With strengthe thay reculede that host a-back;
more than a boghe-draghte"

Sir Ferumbras (ed. Heritage), 3,040.

bow-drill, s. A drill operated by means
of a bow, the cord of which is given one or
more turns around the handle of the drill, and
alternate revolution in opposite directions

imparted to it by alternately reciprocating
the bow backward and forward.

* bow-hand, s.

1. The hand that holds the bow, the left

hand.
" Sorely he shoots wide on the bow-hand and very

far from the mark."

—

Spenser: On Ireland.

% To be too much of the bow-hand, or to be

much of the bow-hand : To fix it in any design.
" Ric I hope so,

1 am much o' the bow-hand else."

Beau. .(- Ftet. ; Coxcomb, i. i.

2. Music : The hand that holds the bow

;

also a term used in describing the power and
skill with which a player on a bow instru-

ment produces his tone. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

bow instruments, s.

Music : A term including that class of
stringed instruments which are played by
means of a bow. The violin, violoncello,

double bass, Sec.

bow iron, s.

Vehicles : The staple on the side of a wagon-
bed which receives the bows of the tilt or
cover.

bOW-length, *. The same as Bow (2), 8.,

A., I. 4 (q.vj. (Nares.)

bow-pin, s.

Husbandry : A cotter or key for holding in
place the bow of an ox-yoke.

bow-saw, s. A saw having a thin blade,
kept taut by a straining frame in the manner
of a bow and string. A sweep-saw or turning-
saw. [Frame-saw, Drug-saw.]

" Axea, eltch, drug-saw, bow-taw, 4c."—Depredations
on the Clan Campbell, p. 52.

bow-Shot, 8. [Bowshot.]

bow-string* * [Bowstring.]

bow-suspension, s. & a.

Bow-suspension truss : A bow-shaped beam
used to strengthen a girder beam.

bow-wood, s. [So called because the
Indians use it for making bows.]

Bot. : An American name for the Osage
Orange, Maclura aurantiaca. It is not a
genuine orange, but belongs to the Moraceaa
(Morads or Mulberries, &c).

b<Jw(3), s. [From I eel. bogr ; Dan. bov; Sw.
bog; Dut. boeg.) [Bough, Bowline, Bow-
sprit. ]

1. Naut. £ Ord. Lang. : The stem or prow
of a vessel, the more or less rounded anterior
extremity or fore-end of a ship or boat

*, Sometimes in the plural.

•[ On the bow : On the part of the water or
land within 45° on either side of a line drawn
from stern to stem, and produced till it reaches
the horizon.

% (1) A bold bow : A broad bow. (Johnson.)

(2) A lean bow : A narrow thin bow. (John-
son.)

2. Fig. : The oarsman who pulls the oar
nearest the bow.

bow chaser, s.

Naut. : A gun fired from the bow of a ship,
engaged at the time in chasing another one.
(Totten.)

bow fast, s.

Naut. : A hawser at the bow, whereby a
ship is secured alongside a wharf or other
object.

bow grace, bow-grease, s.

Naut. : A fender made of junk and ropes,
lapping around the bow as a protection
against floating ice. It is called also hon-
grace.

bow-grease, s.

Naut. : A corruption for boto-grane (q.v.).

bow-lines, s.

Ship-building : Curves representing vertical

sections at the bow-end of a ship.

bow-oar, s.

1, The oar nearest the bow of a boat.

2. The same as Bow (8), 2.

bow-piece, s. A piece of ordnance car

ried at the bow of a ship.

bow timbers, s. pi.

Ship-building : The timbers which go to
form the bow of a ship.

*bow(4), s. [Bought.] (Piers Plow.: Vis., Z2.)

DOW (5), s. [Boll (2), $.] The globule which
contains the seed of flax. [Lintbow.] (Scotch.)

bow (6), 8. [Corrupted from boll, s. (q.v.).

(Scotch.).
-

] A boll ; a dry measure which con-
tains the sixteenth part of a chalder.

" Four bows o' ait meal, twa bows o' beer, and twa
bows o' pease, . . . —Scott: Old Mortality, cli. xr.

* bo*w(7), bo"we, s. [O. Sw. 60, bu = a herd, a
flock ; Gael, bo ~ a cow.] [Bos.] (Scotch.)

1. A herd of cattle ; whether enclosed in a
fold or not.
" Benin young stottis, that yoik bare neuer nane,
Brocht from the bowe, in offerand brittin ilkane."

Doug. : Virgil, 168, it.

2. A fold for cows. (Jamieson.)

Bow (8), s. k a. [From Bow (Stratford-le-Bow),

in the East end of London.]

A. As subst. : The place mentioned in the
etymology.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to Bow, first manu-
factured at Bow.

Bow-dye, s. A dye of scarlet hue, supe-

rior to madder, but not so fixed or permanent
as the true scarlet

bow able, a. [Eng. bow, v., and suff. -able.)

Capable of being bent, flexible, pliable, yield-

ing, influenced without much difficulty.

''If she be a virgin, she Is pliable or bowable."—
Wodroephe : Ft. Oram. (162U), p. 823.

* bow -all, 8. [The same as Bole (1), 8.] A
square 'aperture in the wall of a house for

holding small articles.

* bd'w'-alle, s. [Bowel.] (Prompt. Parr.)

* bd"w'-al-yn, r.'. [Bowel, t>.] (PrompU
Parv.)

'

ball, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. pn = t
-elan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun. -clous, -tious, - sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c « bel, dak
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* bow and, * bow ande, a. [A.8. b&gende
= bowing.] [Bowing.]

•bow'-bert, * bow -bard, a. & s. [Etym.
uncertain, perhaps from O. Fr. bobert = a
•tupid fellow, a lout.]

A. As adj. : Lazy ; inactive.
" Of thayr kyud tbame list swarrais out bryng,
Or in k.imes inclose thare bouy cleue—
Or fra thare hyn* togUldir In a rout
fapel lis the bowbert best, the fenyt drone be."

Doug. : Virgil, W, «6.

B. As subst. : A dastard ; a person destitute
of spirit.

" That ye sal euer sa dulli t and bowbardi* be,
Vnwrokin sic luiuris to sutHr here?"

Doug. : Virgil, 391, 11

* b6*w'-den, pa. par. [Bolden.] (Scotch.)

bo'w -dicn-I-&, s. [From Bowdich, who
was born at Bristol in 1790, went to Cape
Coast Castle in the West of Africa in 1814,
commenced an exploration of that continent
in 1822, and died 10th Jan., 1824,]

Bot. : A genus of Papilionacese. The species
are trees, with alternate, unequally pin-
nated leaves. Bowdichia virgilioides, which
has fine blue flowers, is common in Brazil.
Its bark is known as Alcorno Bark.

bow-dler-ism, s. [Bowdlerize.] Expurga-

tion ; emasculation ; the act or practice of an
etlitor who removes from the writings of an
author passages considered to be indelicate or
offensive.

"At the ace, when bowdlerism, as a moral pre-
caution, would be desirable."—Pall Mall Gazette,
Aug. 4, 1869.

XxSvf dlcr -I-za tion, s. [Bowdlerize.] The
expurgation of a Kterary work ; bowdlerism.

IwJw -dler-ize, v.t. [From the Rev. T. Bow-
dler, D. D. , who published an edition of

Shakespeare (1818) for "family reading."] To
expurgate ; to remove indelicate or offensive

passages from ; to emasculate. (Used also

intransitively.)

bo*w'-dler-iE-ep, *. [Eng. bowdlerize); -er.]

One who bowdlerizes.

* bowe (1 ,s. [Bouoh.]

1. A bough. (MorteArthure,l,7ll.) (Prompt.
Parv.)

2. PI : The shoulders.

* bowe (2),*. [Bow (2), s.]

bowed (Eng.\ bo'w'd, btfw't (Scotch), pa.

par. & a. [Bow, v.]

1. Bent
" Bowed down by terror."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng,,

ch. xii.

2. Crooked. (Scotch.)

3. Arch, : Arched, curved. It is called also

tmbowed,

bow el, * bow elle, bow -alle, * bow'-
ale, *b6u-el,*btfw-al-y, *baw-el-ltf
(pi. bowels), s. [From O. Fr. boel (m.), boelle

fr.) (Mod. Ft. boyau); Prov. budel; Ital.

ouaello ; Low Lat. botellus = a bowel ; Class.
Lat. botellus — a little sausage, dimin. otbotu-
lus — a sausage.]

t L Sing. : One of the intestines of man or
the inferior animals, an entraiL (Used chiefly
in medical works, and in composition.)
"... retaining the mass longer in its passage

through the bowel . . ."—Cyol. Pract. Med., lv. 570.

" Bowalle, or boweUs (bowaly, K. H. bawclly, P.)
VitrU4."~Prompt. Parv.

IL Plural (bowels)

:

1. Lit. : The intestines or entrails of man
or of the inferior animals.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) The seat of pity or tenderness.
" For his bowels did yearn upon his brother.*'—Gen.

SUM SO.

(2) Pity, tenderness, compassion.
" For my Master, yon must know, is one of very

tender bjwels. especially to them that are afraid."—
Munyan: P. P., pt U.

" Having no bowels in the point of running In debt,
or borrowing all he could.' —Clarendon.

(8) The inner part, or the midst of anything.
(Specially in the phrase, " The bowels of the
earth.") •• And pouring war

Into the bowels of ungrateful Rome."
Shakesp. : Oor. It. ft.

bowel-complaint, t,

Med. i Disease of the bowels causing di-

arrhoea.

bowel-galled, a.

Farriery : A term applied to a horse when
the girth frets the skin between the elbow of
the forelegs and the ribs.

bowel-hive, bowel hive, bowel
hyve, 5. & a. [From Scotch hives (pi.)

= an eruption. [Hive.] So called because
those afflicted with the disease have often a
swelling in the side.]

A* As substantive

:

1. An inflammation of the bowels, to which
children are subject. (Scotch.) According to
some, it is owing to what medical men call

intussusceptio, or one part of the intestines
being inverted; others give a different ac-
count of it.

'*.
. . and the rickets in children, which they call

the boieelhyve."—Pennecuik : Twaeddale, p. 7.

"The disease, called, by mothers and nurses in Scot-
land, the bowel-hive, is a dangerous Inflammatory
bilious disorder; and when nut soon relieved, very
frequently proves fatal. It is brought on by disorders
of Hie milk, by exposure to cold, and living in low,
cold, damp situations."—Curtis : Medical Obeerv., p.
187.

2. The same as Bowel-hive Grass (q.v.).

B. As adjective : Of use in the disease de-
scribed under A.

Bowel-hive Grass

:

Popular Bot. : A plant, A Ichemilla arvensis.

It is not of the grass family but allied to the
Rosacea}, though very different in appear-

* bowel-prier, *. One who prys into
the bowels of animals, slain as sacrificial vic-

tims, for the purpose of divination.
" And verily. Homer seemeth not to be Ignorant of

this difference whereof we speak ; for of diviners and
soothsayers, some he calletb olwvonoKovs, i~e.,

augur*, that Is to say, authours or observers of birds
;

others ienetf , that is to say. bowet-priers, that spie
Into the inwards of sacrifice*. "— HolUi?id : Plutarch,
p. 995.

*bow'-e*,v.(. [From oouki, s. (q.v.).l To take
the bowels from, to disembowel ; to evisce-

rate. (Aitisworth.)
" Bowaylyn', or—Prompt. Pan.

t bow-elled, pa. par. & a. [Bowel, v.]

A. As past participle : (See the verb.)

B. As adjective: Hollow, like the interior

of the abdomen with the bowels removed (?).

Or having on its walls bowel-like veins.
" But, to tht boweZTd cavern darting deep.
The mineral kinds confess thy mighty power."

Thomson: Seasons; Summer.

b<fw -el-less, a. [Eng. bowel ; suff. -less.]

Without bowels, in a figurative sense, i.e.,

destitute of compassion.
" Miserable men commiserate not themselves ; boieel-

feca unto others, and merciless unto their own bowels"
—Browne : Chr. Morals. L 7.

t bo"w'-el-ling, * bo'w'-al-ynge, pr. par. &
s. [Bowel, v.]

A. As pr. par. ; (See the verb.)

B. As subst. : The act of disembowelling or
removing the bowels.

" Bowalynge. Eviscerado, exenteraeio."—Prompt.
Parv.

tMSw'-els, s. pi. [Bowel, «.]

bow'-en-ite, a [From Bowen, an American
mineralogist, who first described it in 1822.]

Min. : A variety of Serpentine. It is apple-
green or greenish-white in colour, and akin to
Nephrite.

bo'w'-er (1),
* bowre, * bour, * boure, s. ka.

[A.S. bur m a bower, a cottage, a dwelling, an
inner room, a bedchamber, a storehouse (Sorn-

ner)(Bosworth) ; O.S. A I eel. b&r ; Sw. bur =
a cage, a bower ; Dan. buur = a cage, a pitfall

to catch birds; N. H. Ger. bauer — a cage;
M. H. Ger, bur; O. H. Ger. pur. From A.S.
buan = to inhabit, to dwell, to cultivate, to
till ; Mceso-Goth. bauan = to dwelL]

A* vis substantive

:

* 1. Originally : A chamber.

(1) Gen. ; In the foregoing sense.
" And othre maydens elleuene ; burdes bright* on

boure

;

zv. thar were of hem ful euene • duellyng in that
toure." Sir Ferunib. (ed. Heirtage), l*S36-7.

(2) Spec ; A lady's chamber ; a retired
chamber, such as ladies were wont to I

• Beaooudis thro baitta nalice, boure, and halL"
. mT _,

Bow* : Fvrgu\ tfS, ft*

2. Next:

(1) A cottage.
*' Coortesie oft-times In simple bowre*

Is found as great as in the stately towrea."
Transl. o/jriott.. xjt.O,

(2) Any residence.
" Like Mars, god of war, enflamed with ire,

I forced the Frenchmen t* abandon their bowers.
Mir. for Magistrates, p. 280.

3. Now:
(1) Lit. : An arl-our, a shady retreat in *

garden made by bending and twining branches
of trees together.

(2) Fig. : A blissful place, blissful circum-
stances.
" On steady wings sails through th' immense abyss.
Plucks amaranthine joys from bowers of bliss."

Cowper; Hope.

T A bower differs from an arbour in this

respect, that the former may be either round
or square, whereas the latter is long and
arched.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to a bower hi
any of the senses of the substantive.

bower-birds, a pi.

Ornith. : The name given to certain birds
of the Australian genera Ptilbrliynchus and
Chlamydodera of the family Sturnidae (Star-
lings). The English name is given because
these birds are in the habit of building bowers
or " runs " as well as nests. The best knows
species are Ptilorhynchus holoscriceus, theSatin,
and C. maculata, the Spotted Bower Bird.

bower-cod, s. The smallest of the cod
family of fishes. It is called also Power-cod.
(Rostiter.)

bower -eaves, a pi. The projecting
cavity of interlaced branches in an arbour.

*' Look out below yoor bower-faves."
Tennyson : Margaret, a

bow -er (2), boo -or, *. [Bowyer.] (Scotch.)

(Acts, Chas. I. (ed. 1814), v. 540.)

* bo'w'-er (3), * bowr, * bowre, a [From
bow = to bend ; and suffix -er.]

Anat. : One of the muscles which move tin
shoulder.
" His rawbone amies, whose mighty brawned bowrt
Were wont to rive Steele plates, and helmets hew."

Spenser: F. Q., I. vlU. 4L

bdlv-'-er (4), s. k a. [From bow (S). J

A. As subst. Naut. : An anchor cast from
the bow of a vessel.

B. .-is adj. : Cast from the bow.

bower anchor, a [Eng. bower; anchor.

In Dut. boeyanker.] The same as bower (4),

8, (q.V.).

bo"w'-er(5), s. [A corruption of Eng. boor

(q.v.).]

bower mustard, boor's mustard,
$. A plant, Thlaspi arvense.

* bo'w'-er (6), ». [Bowess.]

bo*wer, * bowre, v.t. & i. [From bower (IX
s. (q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

• 1. Of the form bowre : To inhabit, to dwell
in, to nestle in.

" Spredding pavilions for the birds to bowre."
Spenser : F. V , VI. X. I

t 2. Of the form bower

:

(1) Lit. : To embower, to enclose and shade
with branches or foliage.

" Know ye it. brethren ' where bower'd it lies

Under the purple of southern skisa T

"

Remans : A Voyager's Dream of Land,

(2) Fig. : To enclose.

ihakesp. : Romeo and Juliet, ill. 1

B. Intrant. : To grow, to dwell upon, to
repose upon.

" Which though it on a lowly stalke doe bowre.'
Spenser : F. Q, VI. 1 4.

Bow er-ban ki-a, s. [From Mr. J. S
Bowerbank, an eminent naturalist, who
flourished in the middle of the 19th century.]

Zool. : A genus of Ascidioid Pctyzoa, be-

longing to the family Vesiculariadae. B. i»-

bricata is found abundantly on the chains of

the steam-ferries at Southampton and Ports-

mouth. (Johnston: Brit. Zooph.)

bo'w'-ered, pa. par. & a. [Bowaa, v.]

fc*te, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go.

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cor, rule, full; try, Syrian, m, » = e. ey = a. qu - k
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ibSfr -er-Ing, pr. par. A a. [Bower, v.)
" He keeps a garden where tbe spices breathe,
It* bowering borders kiss the vale beneath."

/UnwU : The Sift of Poetry.

t bow'-er-& a. k 8. [Prom Eng. bower; -y.]

A. As adj. : Full of bowers, abounding in
bowers, characterised by the prevalence of
bowers.

" ,M .re happy t laid where trees with trees entwin'd
Id bowery arches tremble to the wind."

Broome : Epist. to Mr. B. Fenton.
" Landskips how gay the dowry grotto yields.
Which thought creates, and lavish fancy builds !"

Tickoil
" Distracted wanders now the bowery walk."

Thornton: Seasons ; Spring, bie.

B. As subst : A free translation by an Eng-
lish wit of Prairial (Hay Harvest), the 9th
month of the French Republican year.

bow ess, * bow er, • bow et, s. [From
bough, s., orig. with sutf. -er, after changed to
the feminine form -ess, from the fact that the
females of birds of the Falcon family are best
for sporting purposes. ]

Falconry ; A young hawk when it begins to
get out of tbe nest. It is called also bowet.
[Brancber (2).]

hfir'-et (1), «. [Bowess. ]

66%-et (2), * bow-ett (0. Eng.), $. A lan-
tern. [Buat.] (Scotch.)

bowge (IX v.i. [Bougb.] To swell out.
[Bulge.]

bo"wge (2), v.t. [Bilge.] To cause to bilge,
to perforate ; as, to bowge a ship.

" So offensive and dangerous to bowg
anemie ship which they do encounter.

b6"wge, s. [From Lat. bulga.] A leathern
knapsack.

" Bowge. Bulga"—Prompt. Pan.

bo*w'-ger, s. [Etym. doubtful.] The puffin,

or coulter-neb ; a bird, Alca arctica {Linn.).

"The Sowper.soealledbythoeeiuat. Kilda, Coulter
Neb, by those on the Farn Islands, and in Cornwall,
Pipe, is of the size of a pigeon." —Ma > tin ; St. KUda,

bo'w'-gle, *DU-gill,s. [O. Fr. bugle; Lat.
buculus = a young bullock, a steer. Dimin.
of &os = an ox.] A wild ox. (Scotch.)

"And lat no bowgte with his husteous hornis
The meik pinch ox oppress, fur all his pryd."

Dunbar : Thistle and Rose, st. 16.

*>0*w'-le, * bd*w'-y\ s. [Fr. buie = a water-
pot, a pitcher (Cotg.)."]

1, A cask with the head taken out. (Scotch.)
" God knows, our bossies, and our pipkins, and our

dr.ii* o' milk, and our bits o' bread, are nearer and
dearer to us than the bread of life."—Scott.1 Heart of
Midlothian, ch. xiv.

2, A small washing-tub.
* Item, ane gryt bowie, oargilt—Item, ane gryt

watter pott—Item, ane gryt bowy."—CoiL of Inven-
tories, 71, 72.

3, A milk-pail.
*' To bear the milk bowie no pain was to me.
When I at the blighting forgather'd with thee."

Ramsay : Poems, ii. 105.

bdw-ie, a. [Named after Bowie, its inventor.]

bowie-knife, s. A weapon used in the
south and south-west parts of the United
StaU-s.

bo*w-Ie-lu, s. [Scotch bowie. s. (q.v.), and
fu = Eng. full] (Scotch.)

h The fill of a small tub or dish.
" Thar bowiefu's o" kail, fa' Strang,

"

Rev. J. Xical ; Pom**, i. 14*.

2. Tlie fill of a broad shallow dish ; specially
one for holding milk.

" Davie brought me a hale bowUfu' milk."—Brownie
«f Bodsbeck, it ib.

"'Davie's Pate,' said he, 'mak that bowiefu' o'
eauld plovers change places wi' yon saut-faut in-
stantly." "—Perils 0/ Man, \. SO.

Vt)W'-ii»T[ (1), pr. par., a., & s. [Bow, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
•tie verb.)

C As subst. : The act of bending, causing
to stoop, or stooping.

** ... was that himself should obtain grace by the
bowing of his kt.*ea to God."—Hooker: Ecck Pol., bk.
*., ch. Uvi., S 9.

Ing (2), 8. [From bow (2) (q.v.).]

1. Music:

(1) The act or art of managing the bowm playing on stringed instruments so as not
oaly to bring out the best tone the instru-
ment is capable of, but also so to phrase the

passages played that the best possible cha-
racter may be imparted to the music. (Stainer
dt Barrett.)

(2) The particular manner in which a phrase
or passage is to be executed, and the sign by
which such a manner is usually marked.
(Grove : Diet. Music.)

2. Hat-making : A mode of separating the
filaments of felting-fur, and distributing them
lightly in an open work frame, called a basket.
The oval sheet of fur thus obtained is worked
by pressure, and a rubbing jerking motion,
which causes the fibres to interlace (felt), bo
that the sheet of napping can be handled and
shaped by the succeeding processes. (Knight.)

* bo^W^-Ing-ljf; adv. [Eng. bowing ; -ly.] In a
bowing manner, so as to bend. (Huloet)

"bdw'-it, a. [From bow (2), and O. Scotch
suffix -it = Eng. -ed. ] (Scotch.) Provided with
bows.

Bowit and schajfu : [Schaffit is from sheaf, in
the sense of a " sheaf " of arrows.] Provided
with bows and arrows.

" Bot all vthir yemen of the realms betulxt xvj. and
sexty yeris salbe sumciandly bowit and tchaffi*, with
suerde, buklare, and knyfe."—Pari. Jo. I., A. U2&,
p. 10.

"bow'-it, pa. par. [Etym. doubtful. It may
be bowit (1) = furnished with a bow. Jamie-
son thinks it may be a figurative use of Dut.
bouwen = to build.] Furnished with a bow (?).

Secured, enlisted. (Jamieson.)
" Sen thay ar bowit and bruderit in our band.''

Sege Bdin. Cast el. Poems IMA Cent., p. 2S9.

bowk, v.i. [Bolk, Belch.] To belch.

bowk, book, 5. [Bulk.] Bulk, body. (0.

Eng. dt Scotch.)
"

. . . . and down fell the bardane wi' a' his bowk
abuus me."

—

Scott : Bride of Lammermoor, ch. xxiv.

* bowk ing, s. [Bucking.] The process of
boiling in an alkaline lye in a kier. [Bucking. ]

bowl (1), * bolle, i. & a. [A.3. bolla = any
round vessel, cup, pot, bowl, or measure

;

Icel. bolli ; O. Dut bolle = bowl ; O. H. Ger.
polla ; Gael. bol. Akin to bowl (2) (q.v.).]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. A hollow vessel for holding liquids. It

is shaped like the lower part of a cone re-

versed in position. Its depth is less in pro-
portion to its width than is the case in a cup,
which it also, as a rule, exceeds in size.

[Wassail-bowl. ]

2. The hollow part or concavity of any-
thing. Used for the hollow part or concavity

—

* (1) Of a scale.

"Bolle ot a balaunce, or skole (seoole, II.), Lanx,
Cath."—Prompt. Parv.

t (2) Of a spoon.

"If you are allowed a large silver spoon for the
kitchen, let half the bowl of it be worn out by constant
scraping."—Swift.

(S) Of a pipe.
" And whenever the old man paused, a gleam
From the bowl of his pipe would awhile illume
The silent group in the twilight gloom."

Longfellow: The Building of the Ship.

*(4) Of a basin or fountain for containing
water.

" Bot the main matter is bo to conTey the water, as
it never stay either in the bowl or in the cistern."—
Bacon.

(5) Of a pint stoup. (Scotch.) [Boul.]

H. Scripture : The calyx of a flower or its

representation In architecture.

"Three bowls made like unto almonds, with a knop
and a flower in one branch ; and three bowls made like
almoada in the other branch."—Bxod. xxr. 33.

B. As adjective : Designed for the manu-
facture of bowls.

bowl -machine, s. A machine for making
wooden bowls.

bowl (2), bowie (Eng.), bool (Scotch), s. &
a. [From Fr. boule = a ball, a bowl, a globe,
a sphere, a marble, a taw ; Prov., Sp., & Port.

bola ; Dut. bol; Lat. bulla = (1) a bubble,

(2) a boss.] [Boil, Bowl (1).]

A. As substantive ;

L Ordinary Language ;

(i) Literally

:

1. Gen. : A ball of any material for rolling

along a level surface in play.

'As bowls no on, but turning all the way."
Herbert.

" Like to a bowl upon a subtle ground,
I've tumbled past the throw.

Shakesp. : CorioL, v. %
"Madam, we'll play at bowls."-I bid., Richard II.,

IS. 4,

2. Spec. : A marble or taw for playing with.

(1) Sing. : A single marble.

(2) Plural:

(a) Marbles taken collectively.

(6) The game of marbles.

(11) Fig. : An old person of much rotundity,
(Contemptuously.) (Scotch.)

" Borne said he was a camsheugh bool."
A. Wilson: Poems (17W), p. 208.

^ In this sense it is often conjoined with
auld — old. An auld bool = an old fellow.

(Jamieson.)

H Tech, Knitting-maciiine : A roller or
anti-friction wheel, on which the carriage'
traverses. A " truck/' in Nottingham par-
lance.

B. As adjective : Designed for bowls, in
which bowls are played.

* bowl - alley, «. [Bowling-alley.)
(Earle : Microcosmographia.)

bowl, * bow-lyn, v.t. & i. [From bowl (2), b.J

A- Transitive:

1. To roll as a bowl.

2. To pelt with anything rolled.
" Alas ! I had rather be set quick i' the earth,

*-*h with turnips."
Shakesp. : Mer. Wives, Hi, 4.

And bowVd to death with turnij

B. Intransitive:

1. To roll a ball or bowl on a level plane.

2. To play a game at bowls.

3. To move along smoothly and rapidly like
a bowl or ball. (Generally followed by along.)

C. In special phrases. Cricket

:

L To bowl, v.t. & i. : To deliver the ball at
the striker's wicket. (See ex. under bowler.)

2. To bowl, or bowl out, v.t. : To put out the
striker by bowling down his wicket (For
example see bowler.)

* bow land, a. [Probably the northern form
of pr. par. of the verb Bowl ; cf. glitterand,
trenchand.] Hooked, crooked,

" With hand is like to bowland birdii clewa*
Doug. ; Virgil, 74. 51

* bowl dor, s. [Boulder.]

* bowlder-stone, s. [Boulder-stone.]

* bowlder-wall, s. [Boulder-wall]

bowled, pa. par. & a. [Bowl, v.]

bowler, s. [Eng. bowl; -er.]

1. Gen. : One who plays at bowls.
" Who can reasonably think It to be a commendable

calling, for any man to be a profest bowler, or archer,
or gamester, aud nothing else I "~Bp. Sanderson

:

Serm., p. 217.

2. Cricket : One who delivers the ball or
bowls.

"Five bowlers were engaged . . . who bowled 40
overs and three balls for 73 runs."— rinses, Aug. 26th,
1876.

t bow -less, a. [Eng. bow, and sutf. -less.]

Without a bow.

*b6*w'-lie, *b6w'-lft * boo'-lie, a. [In
Ger. buckeVg = crook-backed, hump-backed ;

Dan. bugle, bule m a swelling, a tumour.]
Crooked, deformed.

" That duck was the first of the kind we had ever
seen ; and many thought it was of the goose species,

only with short bowly legs."—Ann. of the Par., p. 1SL

bowlie-baokit, boolie - backit, a.

Humpbacked. (Often used of one whose
* shoulders are very round.)

bow line, * boW-lIng (Eng.), bou-lene
(Scotch), s. & a. [From Eng. bow, and line

(ling is simply a corruption of line) ; Icel.

boglina = bowline ; Sw. boglina, bolina ; Dan.
bouline, bougline ; Dut. boelijn, boeglijin ; Ger,
bokine; Fr. bouline; Sp., Port., & Ital. bolina.]

A. As substantive

:

Nautical

:

* 1. Originally: The line of the bow or bend.
* 2. Next : A slanting sail to receive a aids)

wind.

*>fifc* boy; pout, jowl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; alia, as; expect. Xenophon, esfist. -Eng*

*ian, -ttan = shan. -tion, sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus, -ble, -gle, &c. -bel, gel.
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S. Now : A rope fastened to the middle part
of the outside of a sail, and designed to make
the sail stand sharp or close to the wind. It

is fastened to three or four parts of the sail,

which are called the bowling-bridles (q.v.).

% On a bowline: Sailing close, or close-

hauled to the wind.

B. As adjective: Designed
for a bowline, used in con-

nection with a bowline, or

in any other way pertaining

to a bowline.

bowline-bridle, s.

Naut. : The span which
connects the bowline to

several cringles on the leech

of a square sail.

bowline-knot, s. bowline knot.
Naut. : A peculiar knot

by which the bowline-bridles are fastened to

the cringles.

bow-ling, pr. par., a. t & s. [Bowl, v.]

A. & B. As present participle dt participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of throwing bowls or playing at

bowls. (The Act 8 and 9 Vict, c. 109, ren-

dered it legaL

)

"This wise game of howling doth make the fathers
surpass** their children in apish toyes and most deli-

cate dogtrickes. As first for the postures. 1. Handle
Sour bowle 2. Advance your bowle. 3. Charge your
owle. 1 Ayme your bowle. 5. Discharge your bowle.

6. Plye your bowle ; In which last posture of plying
your bowle you shall perceive many varieties and
divisions, as wringing of the necke, lifting up of the
shoulders, clapping of the hands, lying downe of
side, running after the bowle, making long dutifull
scrapes and legs, Ac."

—

John Taylor : Wit and Mirth
(1629). sign. D, 8, b.

" Many other sports and recreations there be much
In use. as ringing, bowling, shooting-"—Burton : Anat.
<y Mel., 266.

2. The act of delivering a ball at cricket.

3. The " long-bowling" described by Strutt

is evidently the game now called skittles.

(Nares.)

bowling-alley, 5. A covered space,

called also a bowl-alley, used for the game of

bowls when a bowling-green is unobtainable.

8uch an alley was commonly attached to

mansion-houses. There is still a street called

Bowling Alley, adjacent to Dean's Yard,
Westminster.

bowling-green, s. A green, or level

piece of greensward or other ground kept
smooth for bowlers.

"... and, on flue evenings, the fiddles were in

attendance, and there were morris dances on the
elastic turf of the bowling green."—Maoaulay : Hitt.

Eng., ch. iii.

bowling-ground, s. Ground for bowl-
ing. A more general word than bowling-green.

"That (for six of the nine acres) is counted the
subtlest bowling-ground in all Tartary."—B. Jonton:
Motquet,

* bowine, pa. par. The same as bolne (q.v.).

bowls, s. pi. [Bowl (2).]

bow -man (1), s. [Eng. bow (2), s. ; and man.]
One who shoots with a bow, an archer.

" The whole city shall flee, for the noise of the horse-
men and bowmen."—Jer. to. 29.

Do*w'-man (2), s. (Eng. bow (3), s., and man.]
The man who rows the foremost oar in a boat.

% Bowman'$ root

:

Bot. : (1) An onagraceous plant, Isnardia
aUernifolia.

(2) A rosaceous plant, Gillenia trifoliata.

(American.) (Treas. of Bot.)

•f btSwn, t bo'wne, * bowune, a. [Boon, a.]

t bo*wn, t bo'wne, t bo*un, * bon, v.t. k i.

[From bown, boun, a. (q.v.).] [Boun, Bown.]

A. Trans. : To prepare. (Not extinct, but
•till used in poetry referring to bygone times.)

* Sometimes it is reflective.

" Before some chieftain of degree.
Who left the royal revelry

To bowne him for the war.

"

Scott : Marmion, v. SO.

B. Intrans. : To hasten, to hurry.
" Bo mourned he till Lord Dacre's band
Were Downing back to Cumberland."

Scott ; Lav °f '*« I&* Minstrel, v. SO.

*bo"wnd, vA. [From O. Eng. bown, v.= to

prepared] to lead by a direct course.

" And taught the way that does to heaven bownd."
Spenser : P. Q., L x. 67.

* bo"wnde, s. [Bound (1), *.]

" Bownde, or marks. Meta, lime*."—Prompt. Parv.

bow -net, bow net s. [Eng. bow ; net.

From A.S. boganet ; from boga = a bow, an
arch ; and net.] A kind of wicker basket,

with another one inside it, used for catching
lobsters and crawfish. There is a lip to pre-

vent the return of the entrapped crustaceans.

It is called also a bow-wheel. (Todd.)

* bown -te, *. [Bounty. ] (Barbour : The
Bruce, viii. 23.)

* bowr, 5. [From Eng. bow = to bend, and
sutnx -er.) The muscle which bends the
shoulder ; a muscle of the shoulder. [Bower
(3)-]

* bowre, s. [Bower.]

* bow'-rug-Ie, s. [A corruption of Fr. bour-

geois.] Burgesses, the third estate in a Par-

liament or Convention. (Scotch.)

" Asaemblit ther clerk, barown. Mid bowrugh."
Wallace, viii 4, MS. (Jamieson.)

* bows, s. pi Sugar-tongs. [Bow.] (Scotch.)

* bowse, * bouse, v.i. [Booze.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To booze, to bouze, to ca-

rouse. [Booze.]

2. Naut. : To pull, to haul, to haul upon.

1 (1) To bowse away : To pull all together.

(2) To bowse upon a tack : To pull in a par-

ticular direction.

bow shot (Eng.), * bow schote (Scotch),

s. [Eng. bow; shot. In Dut. boogschot.] The
distance which an arrow propelled from a bow
traverses before coming to the ground.

*'.... and sat her down over against him a good
way off, as it were a bow-thot."—Oen. xxi. 16.

" Three bowshots far,

Paused the deep front of England's war."
Scott I lord of the Islet, vl. 13.

b6\v*'-sle, a. [From Fr. bossu = humpbacked,

hunchbacked.] Crooked. (Scotch.) (Jamie-

son.)

bo'w'-sprit, bolt-Sprit, s. [In Sw. bogsprot;

(X. H.)Ger. bugspriet, bogspriet; L. Ger. bog-

spret; Dut boegspriet, from boeg —the bow of

a ship, and spriet = Eng. sprit. Boltsprit is

corrupted from bowsprit. In Johnson's time,

however, it was the more common form of the
word.]

Naut. : A spar projecting forward from the
bows of a vessel. It supports thejib-boom and
flying jib-boom, and to the bowsprit and these

BOWSPRIT.

spars the fore-stay, fore topmast-stay, &c, are

secured. It is tied down by the bobstays and
by the gammoning. It is stayed laterally by
the bowsprit-shrouds. It rests upon the stem
and the apron. The part which rests on the
stem is the bed ; the inner part from that

Koint is the housing ; the inner end is the

eel ; the outer end the head or bees-seating.

The gammoning is the lashing by which the
bowsprit is secured to the knee of the head.

The martingale [Martingale] is a spar de-

pending from the bowsprit end, and is used
for reeving the stays. The heel-chain is for

holding out the jib-boom, and the crupper-
chain for lashing it down to the bowsprit.
The bowsprit has heel, head, fiddle or bees,

chock, gammoning, bobstays, shrouds, mar-
tingale, and dolphin-striker. Bowsprits are

standing, that is, permanent, as in large

vessels or sloops ; or running-in bowsprits,

as in cutters. (Knight.)

* bo'ws'-sen, v. t. [Booze.] To drench, to soak.

"The witter fell into a close walled plot; upon this
wall was the frantick person set, and from thence
tumbled headlong into the pond ; where a strong
fellow tossed him up and down, until the patient, hy
foregoing his strength, had somewhat forgot his fury

:

but if there appeared small amendment, ne was bows-
sened again and again, while there remained In him
any hope of life for recovery."

—

Carew: Sur*. of
Cornw.

b<$w'-ster, bo^'-star, s. [Bolster. 1 (Tar-

ras: Poems, p. 74.) (Jamieson.)

* bd'w'-Bting, s. [From Eng. bow ; and Scotch
sting. ] A pole to be used as a bow.

" Valit IC*., picked] bowstinois, price of the sootr

vl lb. Scottis money.' —Aberd. Reg., A. 1551. V. SI

bow-string, 5. & a. [Eng. bow ; string.]

A. As subst. : The string of a bow.

1. Literally

:

" Sound will be conveyed to the ear by striking ot
a bowttring, if the horn of the how be held to the ear.

Bacon.
" The bow-tiring twang'd ; nor new the shaft in vain."

Pope ; Homer's Iliad, bk, xi., 481.

2. Figuratively

:

" He hath twice or thrice cut Cupid's bow-string, and
the little hangman dare not shoot at him. "—Shakesp. :

Much Ado, iii. S.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the string of a
bow, resembling the string of a bow. (See

the compounds.)

bowstring-bridge, s.

Arch. : A bridge in which the horizontal

thrust of the arch or trussed beam is resisted

by means of a horizontal tie attached as nearly

as possible to the chord-line of the arch.

(Knight.)

bowstrlng-girder, s.

Arch. : An arched beam resisting thrust ; a
horizontal tie resisting tension and holding

together the ends of the arched rib ; a series

of vertical suspending bars by which the

platform is hung from the arched rib ; and a

series of diagonal braces between the sus-

pending bars. (Knight.)

bowstring hemp, s. [So called because)

the fibres of the leaves are used for bow-
strings by the natives of the country where
they grow. ]

Bot. : An English name for Sanseviera, a
genus of Liliacese. It is called also African

Hemp. The species are stemless perennials,

with whitish or yellowish green clusters of

flowers. They occur in Africa and Southern
Asia. Sanseviera Roxburghiana is the Moorva
or Marvel of India, the fibres of which are

used in the manufacture of string.

bow-string, v.t. [From bowstring, s. (q.v.).]

To strangle by means of a bowstring. (Web'

ster.)

t bow-stringed, pa. par. & a. [Bowstring,

v.]

A. As past participle. (See the verb.)

B. As participial adjective : Furnished with

a bowstring. (Edinburgh Review.)

* b<fw -sum, a. [Buxom.] (Scotch.)

* bow sum nes, * bow -sun es, s. [Box-

OHNESS.] (Scotch.)

b6w'-s& a. [Bousy.]

bo*wt (1), bo'wtt, *. [Bolt.] A bolt. (Scotch,)

*'.... and sex irne fro*****."—Inventoriet, A. 1M0.

p. 800.

"A fool's bowt Is soon shot."—Rameaw : S. Pree.,

p. 10. {Jamieson.)

bc^wt (2), s. [Bout (1).] As much worsted as

is wound upon a clue, while the clue is held in

one position.
•' Bowt of worsted."—Aberd. Reg.

bd'wt, pa par. [Bowrr.] (Burns : Halloween,)

b<5w tel, bol^-tSll, t. [Etym. doubtful.

The first element is said to be Eng. bolt (1). I

Architecture .*

1. Generally of the form bowtel : The shaft

of a clustered pillar ; a shaft attached to th»

jambs of a door or window.

2. Generally of the form bowtell : A plain

circular moulding.

bow -ting, a. [From bout (1), (q.v.).]

bowtlng-claith, s. Cloth of a thin

texture. [Boutclaith, Boltino-cloth.]

bow -wood,?. [Eng. bow; wood.]

Bot.: (1) Centaurea nigra, (2) Centaur*

scabiosa. (Ger. App.)

b^w'-w6"w, *. & a. [Imitated from the bark-

ing of a dog.]

A. As substantive

:

1. The sounds emitted by a dog in barking.

2. A highly expressive but ludicrous appe**

lation for the dog itself.

Ate, f&t, fere, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p*t,

Sjfrian- re, ce c; ey - a, tiu = kw.
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" Sot some reproof yourself refuse
From your aggrieved bow-wow."

Cowper: On a Spaniel called Beau ; Beau't Reply.

B. As adjective : Relating to the sounds
emitted by a dog, or to anything similar.

% Philol. The bow-wow theory of the origin

of language : A ludicrous name given by Prof.

Max Miiller to the philological theory that the
several languages, or at least the primitive

one, originated from the imitation of the
sounds emitted by animals or the other
sounds of nature. He shows that while there

was undoubtedly such an origin to a few
words, cuckoo for instance, the immense ma-
jority of the vocables in every known lan-

guage had a different origin. Another theory,

that which teaches that the original words
were interjections, is similarly derided as the
pooh-pooh theory. {Science of Lang. {1861),
p. 3-14, &c.)

bowyer, *bow-yere, 'bower, s. & a.

[From Eng. bow, and suffix -yer, the same
which exists in lawyer.]

A. As substantive:

1. An archer, one who uses the bow as his
weapon of war or for amusement.

" Bowyere {bowyere, P.) Arcuariut. architenent.
Diet"—Prompt. Parv.

2. One whose trade it is to make bows.
"Good bows and shafts shall be better known, to the

commodity of shooters ; and good shooting may, per-
chance, be more occupied, to the profit of all bowyert
and ilo tellers."

—

Atcam ; Toxophilut.

3. Bowyer's mustard : [A corruption of
Boor's Mustard.] A plant, Thlaspi arvense.

% The Bowyers were formerly one of the
London City Companies.

B. As adjective

:

1. Ofa single person : Skilled in archery.

"Call lor vengeance from the bowyer king."
DryUen : Homer ; Iliad L

2. Of aggregations ofpersons : Consisting of
archers.

" When, with his Norman bowyer band.
He came to waste Northumberland."

Scott : Marmion, ii. 15.

box (1), v.t. & i. [In Icel. byxa ; Dut. boksen.

Skeat considers this to be from Dan. baske=
to beat, strike, or cudgel ; Sw. basa = to
baste, to whip, to beat, to flay, to lash. He
considers it another form of posh.] [Box (1),

$., Baste, Pash.]

A. Transitive. Of persons : To strike with
the clenched fist.

" Cleopatra was in such a rage with htm, that she
flew upon him, and took him by the hair of the head,
and boxed him well-favouredly."

—

Worth: Plutarch,

P- 788,

B, Intransitive

:

1. Of persons: To engage in a pugilistic en-
counter.

" And tells them, as he strokes their silver locks.
That they must soon learn Latin, and to box."

Cowper; Tirocinium.

2. Of animals : To strike with the paw.
" A leopard is like a cat ; he boxet with his forefeet,

as a cat doth her kitl ins. "—Grew.

Viz (2), v.t. [From box (3), 8. (q.v.).]

1. To enclose in a box.

2. To enclose or confine in anything box-
like.

" Box'd in a chair, the bean impatient sits,

While spouts run clatt'ring o er the roof by fits.

"

Swift.

3. To furnish with boxes; as, "to box a
wheel."

4. To wainscot, to pannel with wood.
{Scotch. ) (Jamieson. )

% (1) To box a tree : To make an incision
into it with the view of obtaining its sap.

(2) To box off: To divide into tight com-
partments.

b6x (3), v.t. [From 8p. &omw = to compass
about.]

Nautical

:

1. To turn the head of a vessel to larboard
or starboard by bracing the headyards aback.

2. To name all round. (Only in the phrase
which follows.)

If To box the compass : To name the points
of the compass in their order all round.

box (1), * DOXe (1), s. [From box (1), v. (q.v.).

In Dan. bask — a stripe, a blow ; Sw. bos as
a whipping, a beating, a flogging.] [Box (1).]
A blow given with the hand. (Much used
formerly in the phrase, " box of the ear

;

"

now, '* box on the ear " is the expression em-
ployed.)

" For the box o' th' ear that the prince gave yon, he
gave it like a rude prince."—Shaketp. : 2 Ben. IV., i. 2.

"There may happen concussions of the brain from a
box on the ear."— WUeman : Surgery.

bdx (2) * bdxo (2), s. k a. [A.S. bux, box =
the box-tree (Somner) ; Dut. boks ; Ger. buchs;

Lat. buxus, buxum ; Gr. m/fos (puxos) = the
box-tree, spec, the pale evergreen species.]

A. .-Is substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. £ Bot. : The English name of
Buxus, a genus of plants belonging to the
order Euphorbiaceae (Spurgeworts). The com-
mon box-tree is Buxus sempervirens. In its

wild state it is a small tree, which may still

occasionally be seen growing on dry, chalky
hills in the south of England. It occurs also

on the European continent, in Asia, and even
in America. It is an evergreen. A dwarf
variety of the box is used as an edging in

gardens. The leaves of the box are said to be
poisonous to the camels which eat them ; the
seeds have been used in intermittent fevers

and some other diseases. [Buxus.]

2. Ichthyol. : A fish of the family Sparidte.

% (1) Bastard box: A Milkwort, Polygala
chamosbuxus.

(2) Dwarf box : The small variety of the
box used for edgings in gardens. (Lyte.)

(3) Grey box : The name given in the Aus-
tralian colony of Victoria to a Myrtaceous
plant, Eucalyptus dealbata.

(4) Ground box: The same as Dwarf Box
(qv.).

(5) Prickly box : An abnormal liliaceous

plant, Ruscus aculeatus. It grows in Epping
Forest.

(6) Red box : The name given in New South
Wales to Lophostemon australis.

(7) Spuriotts box : The name given in Victoria
to the Eucalyptus leucoxyion.

(8) Tasmanian box : Barsaria spinosa.

B. As adjective : Consisting of box, made of
box, resembling box.

box-berry, ». Gaultheria procumbent, the
wintergreen or checkerberry of this country.

box-elder, box elder, s. The English
name of Negundium, a genus of plants belong-
ing to the order Aceraceae (Maples). It re-

sembles Acer, but has pinnate leaves. The
Ash-leaved Box-elder, Negundium america-
num, rises to the height of thirty-five feet,

and is an ornamental tree.

box-holly, box holly, s. A name for
Ruscus aculeatus. [Prickly Box.]

box-slip, s.

Carpenter's tools: A slip of box inlaid in the
beechwood of a tongueing, grooving, or mould-
ing plane, in order that the edge or the quirk
may possess greater durability. The edges
and quirks are rabbets or projections, which
act as fences or gages for depth or distance.
(Knight.)

box-thorn, s. The English name of
Lycium, a genus of Solanaceae (Nightshades).
They are ornamental plants. The willow-
leaved species, Lycium barbarum, so called
because it comes from Barbary, is valuable
for covering naked walls or arbours. The
European box-thorn, L. europasum, which is

spiny, is used as a hedge-plant in Tuscany.
The small shoots are said to be eaten in Spain
with oil and vinegar.

box-tree, * box-tre, s. The same as
Box (2), A. (q.v.).

Wx(3), *boxe(3), *boyste,s. ka. [A.S. box
= a box, a small case or vessel with a cover ;

Dut. bus = a box, an urn, the bowel of a gun
;

rN.H.)Ger. biichse; M. H. Ger. buhse; O. H.
Ger. buhsa, puhsa ; Low Lat. buxis ; Class.
Lat. puxis, pyxis ; Gr. iruft'c (puxis) = a box of
boxwood, or a box in general.] [Pyx.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A case made of wood, card-board,
metal, ivory, or any other material, and
generally provided with a lock. It is used to
hold articles securely and iu order, and keep
them from dust.

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.
" Box or boytte."—Prompt. Parv.

" About his shelves
A beggarly account of empty boxes."

Shaketp. .- Rom. a) Jul., T. 1.

T For boxes of various kinds, see ballot-box,

hat-box, &c.

(2) Specially

:

(a) A case or receptacle into which money
is put ; more fully called a money-box.

" So many moe. to everie one was used,
That to give largely to the boxe refused."

Spenter : Mother Bubberdt Tale, 1323-4.

(b) The case in which a mariner's compass is

protected from injury.

2. Figuratively:

t (1) Gen. : A small house. (Somewhat con-
temptuously.)
" Tight boxet neatly sashtt and in a blase
With all a July sun's collected rays."

Cowper: Retirement.

(2) Spec. (Shooting-box, Hunting-box, Fishing-
box) : A small house to be occupied during
the shooting, hunting, or fishing season,

3. In Theatres, Opera-houses, &c.

:

(1) Originally

:

(a) Sing. : A space partitioned off and hold-
ing a certain number of sitters. It is still

used in the same sense in the expression*
private-box, opera-box, stage-box.

(b) Plur. : The aggregate of the partitioned
off spaces described under (a).

" She glares in balls, front boxet, and the ring ;

A vain, unquiet, glittering, wretched thing.
Pope: Spitt. to Mrt. Blount, ML

(c) The occupants of the portion of a theatre
described under (a).

" Tie left to you : the boxet and the pit
Are sovereign ] udges of this sort of wit.* Drydsn.

(2) Now: A part of a theatre which they
occupy, or even a part of a theatre in which
the seats are not partitioned off.

IX Technically:

1. Machinery

:

(1) A journal-bearing. It usually consists
of two brasses with semi-cylindrical groove!

;

one piece rests upon the journal, which lies

in the other piece. [Cab-axle, Pillow-stock.]
(Knight.)

(2) A chamber in which a valve works.

(3) [Stuffing-box.]

2. Hydraulics

:

(1) A pump-bucket ; a hollow plunger with
a lifting-valve.

(2) The upper part of a pump-stock.

3. Locksmithing : The socket on a door-jamb
which receives the bolt.

4. Drainage: A drain with a rectangular
section.

5. Tree-tapping : A square notch cut into a
sugar-tree to start and catch the sugar-water
(in the Western States of America), or the sap
(in the Eastern). It is considered more
wasteful of the timber than tapping with the
gouge or the auger. (Knight.)

6. Weaving:

(1) The pulley-case of a draw-loom on which
rest the small rollers for conducting the tail-

cords.

(2) The receptacle for the shuttle at the end
of the shed.

7. Printing: A compartment In a "case"
appropriated to a certain letter.

8. Founding: A flask or frame for sand-
moulding.

9. Vehicles:

(1) The iron bushing of a nave or hub.

(2) The driving-seat of a coach or close

carriage ; also called box-seat.

10. Vice-making : The hollow screw-socket
of a bench-vice.

B. As adjectiiv : Pertaining to, consisting

of, or resembling a box in any of the above
senses.

Box and tap (Machinery) : A device for cut-

ting wood screws for carpenters' benches,

clamps, or bedstead-rails.

box beam, s.

Metal-working : A beam of iron plates secured

by angle-iron, and having a double web forming
a cell. [Girder.]

box-bed, ft.

1. A bed, in which the want of roof, curtains,

&c, is entirely supplied by wood. It is en-

closed on sides except in front, where two
sliding panels are used as doors. (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.)
" Their long course ended, by Noma drawing aside »

sliding pannel, whioh, opening behind a wooden, or
box-bed, as it is called in Scotland, admitted them into
an ancient, but very mean apartment."

—

Scott: Tht
Pirate, ch. xxxvlii.

boil, boly-; pout, jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = &
•clan, tian -- shan. -tion, -sion = shun : -tion, -sIoti — stV&tL, -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &o. — bel, del.
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2. A bed resembling a scrutoir or chest of
drawers, in which the canvass and bed-cloth fs

are folded up during the day. It is called also
a bureau-bed. (Scotch.)

box-oar, ».

Railroad Engineering : A closed car intended
for freight.

box-coupling* s. A metal collar or
small box used to connect two pieces of ma-
chinery. (Rossiter.)

box-days, s. pL
Scots Law : Two days appointed by the jndges

of the Court of Session during the spring
vacation, two during the summer, and one at
Christmas, for the lodgment of papers ap-
pointed by the Lord Ordinary in the previous
session to be deposited in the Court.

box-drain, ft

Hydraulic Engineering: An underground
drain built of brick and stone, and of a rect-
angular section.

box -frame, s.

Carpentry: A casing behind the window-
jamb for counterbalance-weights.

box-girder, s.

Arch. : An iron beam made of boiler-plate,

the four sides riveted to angle-iron.

box-iron, s. A hollow smoothing-iron,
heated by a hot iron within.

box-keeper, s. The attendant in a
theatre who admits to the boxes.

box-key, s. An upright key used for
turning the nuts of large bolts, or where the
common spanner cannot be applied.

box-lobby, s. The lobby leading to the
boxes in a theatre.

box-look, s.

Locksmithing : A rim-lock fastened to the
side of a door without mortising.

box-making, a. Making or designed to
make a box.

Boa-making Machine, s.

Machinery: A machine in which the bottom,
side, and end pieces are set in place and their
nails driven byadvancingpunch.es, which sink
them into place. (Knight.)

box-metal, s. An alloy of metals used
for bearings. It consists of copper, 32 ; tin,

5. Strubing's box metal is of zinc, 75 ; tin,

18 ; lead, 4.5 ; antimony, 2*5.

box-opener, ft

1. Ord, Lang. : A person who opens boxes.

2. Carp. : A tool with a forked claw and a
hammer-head, for tearing open boxes by lifting

their lids, drawing nails, &c. Some combi-
nation tools have also a pincher and screw-
driver.

box-plaiting, ». A device to fold cloth
alternately. The fold is so formed, that it is

caught and secured by the needle-thread, and
the material is moved along by the feed for a
new plait

box scraper, *.

Carp. : A tool for erasing names from boxes.
It is a mere scraper with an edge presented
obliquely, or works after the manner of a
poke-shave.

box-setter, ft

Wheelwrighting : A device for setting axle-
boxes in hubs so as to be perfectly trne.

box-sextant, ».

Mathem. Instruments : A small sextant in-

closed in a circular frame. Used principally
for triangulating in military reconnaissance,
to.

box-slaters, s. pL
Ord. Lang. A ZooL : An English name for

Idothea, a genus of Isopodous crustaceans.
iNicholson.)

box-staple, t
Carp. : The box or keeper on a door-post,

into which is shot the bolt of a lock,

box-strap, 3.

Machinery : A flat bar, bent at the middle,
to confine a square bolt or similar object

box-tortoise, s. [So named because the

animal can withdraw the head and limbs with-
in its box-like shell.]

ZooL : Any tortoise of the genus Pyxis.

box-turning, a. Turning, or designed
to turn anything.

Box-turning Machine, s. :

Turnery: A lathe specifically adapted for
turning wooden boxes and lids," for matches,
spices, or other matters. Such lathes have
convenient chucks, rests for the side-turning
and for the bottoming tool which gives the
flat bottom.

boxed (1), pa. par. [Box (1), *]

boxed (2), pa. par. & a. [Box (2), r.]

boxed shutter, s. A shutter which
folds into boxes on the side of the opening
or in the interior face of the wall. (OgUvie.)

* box-en, a. [A.S. buxen.]

1. Of box; consisting naturally of box.
" An arboar near at band of thickest yew.
With many a boxen bush, close dipt between."

Covrper : Anti- Thetyphthora.
% Made of box.

" As lads and lasses stood around.
To hear my boxen hautboy Bound." Qay.

3. Resembling box.
" Her faded cheeks are changed to boxen hue."

DrytUn : Ceyx & A leyone,

box'-er (I), $. [Eng. box; -er. In Dut. bokser.]

One who boxes ; one who fights with his
fists.

" Thrice with an arm. which might have made
The Theban oarer curse his trade.*'

Churchill : The Qhott. b. i».

bfcx'-er (2), s. [From Col. Boxer, R.A., Superin-
tendent of the Laboratory at Woolwich Ar-
senal, who invented the diaphragm shrapnel
in 1852.]

boxer-shrapnel, $.

Ordnance : A shrapnel as modified by the
successive improvements made on it by Col.
Boxer, the shrapnel-shell for breech-loading
and muzzle-loading guns.

" In firing the subsequent twelve rounds of boxer-
shrapnel their destructive effect was fully shown,
especially upon two targets, which were nearly de-
stroyed.

1 —Timet, Aug. 26th, 1875.

box-haul, v.t. [From box and haul. (So
called because, in carrying out the evolution,
the head yards are braced aback.)]

Naut. : To make a ship wear or veer short
round on the other tack.

box -haul-Ihg, pr. par. k s. [Boxhaul.,
Naut. : The art or method of making a

vessel change from one tack to the other
by bracing the yards aback.

bdx'-Ing (1), pr. par., a., k s. [Box (1), «.]

A. & B. As. pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb.)

C. As substantive : The act of fighting with
the fists.

DOXing-matCh, s. A match between
two persons who fight each other with fists.

bdx'-Ing (2), pr. par., a., & *. [Box (2), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt partitip. adj. : (See
the verb.)

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of enclosing in a box, or con-
fining in any way.

* 2. The aet of cupping a patient.
" Boxing or cupping, . .

.*— Cattell of Health, 1M6.
iJTallueett: Contrih. Co Lexicon)

XL Technically:

\. Joinery : The casing of a window-frame
Into which inside shutters fold.

2. Shipwriqhting : The scarf-joint uniting
the stem with the keel.

3. Carpentry:

(1) Wainscotting. (Scotch.) (Sir J. Sinclair.)

(2) The fitting of the shoulder of a tenon
in the surface of the timber, which is mor-
tised for the reception of the tenon.

4. Tree-tapping : A mode of cutting a deep
and hollow notch into sugar or pine trees to
catch the flow. The notch differs in the re-
spective cases, but in each a piece is boxed
out, and the process thus differs from the
boring or tapping of the maple and from the
hacking of the pine.

•J PI. (boxings). Boxings ofa window : Two
cases, one at the right, the other at the left

side of a window, into which hovd shutters
are folded.

Boxing-day, Boxing Day, ;. The
26th of December, the day after Christinas,
unless when Christmas falls on >

in which case Boxing-day is on .V ri-iy,

and the Bank Holiday is kept on thai day,
Boxing-day is so called because on th; i l;iv,

in London and elsewhere, every person of
respectable position is applied to by postmen,
newspaper-buys, errand-boys, tradesmen, and
others with whom he may" have had dealings
during the year, for '* Christmas-boxes," that
is, small Christinas gratuities in acknowledg-
ment of any services which they may have
rendered, beyond those which he was ei. titled

to claim, or any care they may have shown
in doing their ordinary duty.

*' The Zoological Gardens had a larger number of
visitors yesterday than they have ever received on
Boxing-day."—Timet. Dec. 28, 1880.

Boxing-night, Boxing Night, s. The
night succeeding " Boxing-day," the night in
most years of the 26th of December. It is

the Bpecial night at English theatres for the
production of the Christmas pantomimes.

* box um, * boxome, a. [Buxom.]

* box um ly, adv. [Buxomly.] (William of
J'alerne. 332.)

* box-um-nes, s. [Buxommgsr.j

box wood, 5. & a. [Eng. box (2), s., and
wood.]

A. As substantive: The wood of the box-
tree. It is very hard and smooth, and is not
liable to warp; hence it is used extensivlv
by turners, engravers, carvers, flute-makers,
cabinet-makers, ozc.

1" (1) American boxwood: A plant, Cornv*
fiorida.

(2) Jamaica boxwood : Tecoma pentaphylla.

B. As adjective: Made of boxwood; resem-
bling boxwood.

bo'y (I), * boyc, * bole, a. & a. [From E. Fries.
boi, boy = a boy ; O. Dut. boef— a boy (Mod.
Dut. boef= a knave, a rogue, a convict ) ; Icel.

b6fi, = a knave, a rogue
; (N. H.) Ger. bube m

a boy, a lad; M. H. Ger. buobe, pube; Lat.
mtpus= a boy, a child. Cf. Sw. pojke — a boy

;

Dan. poj = a smutty boy. Cf. also Arm. bugel,
bugul = a child, a boy ; Gael, bucach = a boy ;

Wei. bachgen; Pers. batch; Hindust. bachcha
= a child.] [Pupil.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A male child from birth to the age of
puberty, especially if he has passed beyond
the age of infancy ; a lad.

(1) Gen.: In the foregoing sense.
" And the streets of the city shall be fell of boy and

girls playing in the streets thereof. "—Zech. vlii. S.

(2) Spec : A page, a young servant. (Often
in a somewhat unfavourable sense.)

" 'Hong boyt. grooms, and lackeys."
Xhaketp. : lien. VJ/f., r. 3.

2. The term is sometimes used of a man.
(Common in Ireland.)

"And rent on rode with boyez bolde."
Ear. Eng. AIM, Poemt (ed. Morris) ; Peart, SO*

(1) In affectionate familiarity. Thus sea-
men are often addressed by their captain, or
soldiers by their leader when going into
action, as "boys."

" Then to sea, boyt, . . ."—Shakesp. : Tempett. U. 1

(2) In contempt for a young man, the term
being intended to reflect upon his immaturity
of character or of judgment.

" A uf. Name not the god. thou boa of tears I

~
v I slavfBoy!

Boy I false hound !

If you have writ your annals true, 'tis there
That, like an eagle in a dove-cote, I
Flutter'd your volsciana in Corioli.
Alone I did it Boy I

"

Shaketp. : Coriol., v. «.

"Men of worth and parts will not easily admit the
familiarity of boys, who yet need the care of a tutor."
—Locke.

IX In special expressions or phrases, such as—
(1) Angry boy : The same as Roaring Bot

<q.v.).
*' Sir, not so young, but I hare heard some speech
Of the angry boyt, and seen 'em take tobacco."

Ben Jonton : Alchem., Hi. i.

(2) Roaring boy: One of a set of lawless
young men who, during the reign of James I.,

took a pleasure in committing street outrages,
like the Mohawks of a somewhat later tinif.

They were called also angry boys, terrible boys,

angry roarers, &c.

Ate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or. -wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, euro, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, aa. oo -e. oy = a- <iu - kw.
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"The king minding his sports, many riotous de-
meanours crept into the kingdom; divers sects of

vfclous persons, going under the title of roaring bout,

bravadoes, royaters, &c commit many lnsolenciss. —
Wilton: Life of Jot. I. (Nares.)

(8) Terrible boy : The same as Roaring Boy
<q.v.)-

"The doubtfulness of your phrase, believe it, sir,

would breed you a quarrel once an hour with th« ter-

rible boyt."~Ben Jomon: Epiceme, L 4.

(4) Boy's Mercury : The female plant of

MermriaXis annua.

B. As adjective : Being a boy ; in any way
pertaining or relating to a boy.

"The pal* boy senator yet tingling stands."
Pope : Danciad, iv. 147.

boy-bishop, s.

K-desiol. ; A very youthful functionary in

the Mediaeval Church, chosen in some, if not

In all, cathedrals on the titli of December (St.

Ki holas's-day), and retaining office till Inno-

eents'-day, the 28th of the same month. St.

Kirholas was said to have been deeply pious,

even from infancy. He was, therefore,

bold up as a model for imitation by boys.

Tla- boy-bishop elected on his day was chosen
by tlie suffrages of children. Once appointed,

he had to " hold up the state of a bishop
answerably, with a crozier or pastoral-staff

in his hand and a miter upon his head." He
was attended by a dean and prebendaries, also

children. Puttenham describes him as "a
bishop who goeth about blessing and preach-

ing with such childish terms as maketh the

people laugh at his foolish counterfeit

speeches." He was called also a barne-bishop.

(OKI Eng. barne is the same as the Scotch
baini, meaning a child.) [Nick.]

* boy-blind, a. Blind as a boy, undis-

oeming.
" Put case he could be so boy-Mind and foolish."

Beaum. A Flet. : Low's Pilgrimage.

boy's play, * boyes-play, s. Play such
as boys engage in, trifling.

f You shall find no boy « play here."
Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV, t. 4.

*b©y(2),*. [Bow.] A bow. ' (Chevy Clutse, 60.)

bo"y, v.t. [From boy, s. (q.v.).]

1. To treat as a boy. (Beaum. <* FhL :

Knight of Malta, ii. 3.)

2. To act as a boy, in allusion to the practice

of employing boys to act the parts of women
on the early English stage (?). Founded only
on the subjoined example.

'* Antony
Shall be brought druuken forth, and I shall see
Some squeaking Cleopatra boy my greatness."

Shakesp. : Antony * Cleopatra, v. 2.

Schmidt, in his Shakespeare Lexicon, considers

the word boy as forming, with Cleopatra, a

compound noun, giving this explanation, " I

shall see some boy performing the part of

Cleopatra as my highness."

3. To get with male child. [Girl, p.]

*b6y'-age, s. [Eng. boy; -age,] The condi-
tion of a boy ; youth, boyhood.

bo"y'-ar, boi'-ar, s. [Russ. bojarin; O. Slav.
bol,arin, boljar = a nobleman; from bolli =
great, illustrious (AfaA/i).]

hi Russia : A Russian nobleman, a person
of rank, a soldier ; what in the west would be
called a baron.

boy -au (au as 6), «. [Fr. boyau = (l) a gut,
(2) a narrow house, an apartment, (3) see def. ]

Fortif. : A trench of zigzag form, to avoid
au enfilading fire, leading from one parallel of
attack to another, or to a magazine or other
point. Such trenches are often called boyaus
of <-o>nmunication.

B6"y -cott, v.t. [Named from Captain Boycott,
of Lough Mask House, in Mayo, land agent
in 1880 to Lord Erne, an Irish nobleman.
The former gentleman having given offence
about agrarian matters to the people among
whom he lived, during the land-agitation of
1880-81, no one would gather in his crops. The
case being reported in the Press, about sixty
Orangemen, belonging to the north of Ireland,
each man carrying a revolver, organised them-
selves into a " Boycott relief expedition," as if
the captain had been a beleaguered British
camp in Afghanistan or Zululand. The
Government gave them a strong escort of
cavalry, besides foot-soldiers and constabu-
lary, artillery also being added on the return
journey. The crops were gathered in and
sent away, and the captain himself brought
off to a region of greater security. J

In Ireland during agrarian excitement : To
put a person outside the pale of the society,

iiigh and low, amid which he lives, and on
which he depends ; socially to outlaw him.
In one form or another similar practices have
been common at all periods of history, in all

parts of the world, and in all classes of

society.
' They advise that men who pay full rents shall be

' jdy is to work lor
'"

-
huj&

them. —Scotsman, Dec. 4, 1830.

Boycotted: nobody i

Bell them anythii nobody is to buy anything of

Boy'-cdtt, a. & a. [From Capt. Boycott]
[Boycott, v.]

A. As substantive

:

1. The land-agent mentioned in the etym.
of Boycott, v. (q.v.).

2. The act of " Boycotting." [Boycotting.]
" They also do not feel warranted in regarding the

threat of Boycott as one which comes withiu the
Act, as It does not refer to violence/—Times, Dec. 9,

1830; Ireland : The Land Agitation.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to Captain Boy-
cott, or arising out of the Boycott case.

•'The Boycott poUoe-tax will be levied . .
."—Meko,

Nov. 25. 1880.

B6y -cot-ted, pa. par. & a. [Boycott, v.]

Boy -cAt-ter, s. [From Eng. proper name
Boycott, and suffix -er.] One who takes part
with others in putting another outside the
pale of all society.

"The Boyeotters have obtained a victory."—Times,
Dec 16. 1830 ; Ireland.

B6y -cot-ting, pr. par. & s. [Boycott, v.)

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As subst. : The act of socially outlawing
one. [Boycott, v.]

" The system of Boycotting is carried out more ex-
tensively in the country."— Tim**, Dec 15, 188o. (The
Land Agitation : Ireland.)

B<5y'-cot-tism, s. [Eng. proper name Boycott;

-ism.] The plan of operations carried on
against Captain Boycott. [Boycott, v.]

" The latest victim of Boycottism is Mrs. . . . who
refused to accept rents from her tenants at Griffith's

valuation."—Echo, Dec. T, 1880 : The State of Ireland.

* boy-de-kyn, s. [Bodkin.] (Chaucer : C. T.,

3,9J8.)

bo'-yer, 8. [Fr. boyer ; Dut. boeijer; Ger.

bojer; from bcje = a buoy, which these vessels

were used for laying.] [Buoy.]

Naui. : A Flemish sloop with a castle at

each end.

* b6y'-er-y\ s. [From Eng. boy; -«ry.] Boy-
hood.

"They called the children that were past Infancy
two years, Irtne : and the greatest boyes, Melireues :

as who would say, ready to go out of boyery. The boy
who was made overseer of them was commonly twenty
years of age."—North : Plutarch, p. 42.

IT Probably not intended by North for per-

manency in the English tongue.

boy-hood, s. [From boy, and suffix -hood.]

The state of being a boy ; the time of life at

which one is appropriately called a boy.

•J Johnson, quoting an example from Swift,

says, "This is, perhaps, an arbitrary word."
It is now firmly rooted in the language.

* boy-is, s. pi [In O. Fr. buie = a fetter ; Ital.

boia. } Gyves.
" In prresoune, fetterd with boyit slttand."

Barbour : The Bruce, x. 763.

bo^-Ish, a. [Eng. boy; -ish.] Characteristic

of a boy ; suitable to a boy
;
puerile, trifling.

" Is his a boyish fault, that you should deem
A whiping, meet and ample punishment"

Beaumont ; Psyche, c 13, s. 339.

b6y -Ish-ly; adv. [Eng. boyish ; -ly.] In a
boyish manner ; as a boy is accustomed to do.

(Johnson.)

bd'y-ish-ness, s. [Eng. boyish; -ness.] The
quality of being boyish ; the behaviour of a

boy, puerility. (Johnson.)

*bo*y-£sm, s. [Eng. boy; -ism.] Puerility.

" He bad complained he was farther off by being so
near, and a thousand such boyitms, which Chaucer re-
jected as below the subject.'—Dryden : Pref. to Fables.

t bo3f'-kIn, s. [Eng. boy ; and dim. suff. -Un. ]

A little boy. (Used as a term of affection.)
" Where's my boykin f

"

Brome : New Academy, i. 1.

Boyle's law. [Law.]

t boy'-ship, s. [Eng. boy ; and suffix -ship.]

A dignified title of mock respect for a boy.

" Or in ust his boyship prey
On all onr seniorities?"

^ Beaumont : Psyche, t M.
boyste, 3. [Boist.]

* btSy'-Stdn, v.i. [O. Eng., from boist.]

0. Med. : To use a cupping-glass. [Blk-
DYNOE BOYSTE.]

" Boyston. Scaro, ventoso."—Prompt. Parv.

* b$ys -totis, * bous tous, * boystoyse
a. [Boistous.]

* boy stous ncsse, boys-towes nesse
s. [Boistousness.]

" Boyetotoesnesse {boystousnesse. P.). Ruditas."-
prompt. Parv.

* boys-tOWS, a. [Boistous.]
" Boyttowt. Rudie."—Prompt. Pars.

* boystows garment, s. A cloak for

rainy weather.
" Boyttowt garment ; Birrus."—Prompt. Peir*.

* boys -trous, a. [Boisterous.]

Of a club : Rough, rude.
" His boystrous club, so buried In the grownd."

Spenser : F. Q. , I. vUL 10.

* boy-ul, s. [Bothul.]
" Boyul or bothul, herbe or cowslope (bothU, Hj,

boyl. P.). Vaccinia, C. F„ menctaca, marciana, O.
F. —Prompt. Parv.

" boz zom. *boz zum, s. [Eng. bosom (7).]

A name for two allied plants.

1. Chrysanthemum leucanthemum.

2. Yellow bozzuni (Chrysanthemum segetum).

Bp. An abbreviation for Bishop.

Br.
Chem. : The symbol formed (from the two

initial letters of the word) for the element
Bjomine.

* bra, v.i. [Bray.] (0. Scotch.)

* bra, s. [Brae.] (0. Scotch.)

* bra -syd, s. [Brae-side.]

* bra, a. [Braw.] (0. Scotch.)

* brab'-ble, v.i. [From Dut. brabbelen = to
sputter, to speak hastily.] To quarrel, to
wrangle.

"This is not a place
To brabble in ; Calianax. join hands."

Beaum. & Fl. : Maid's Tragedy.

* brab -ble, s. [From brabble, v. (q.v.).l A
quarrel, a clamorous dispute, a wrangle, a
broil.

" Here In the streets, desperate of shame and state.

In private brabble did we apprehend him."
Shakesp. .- Twelfth Night, v. L

11 brab'-ble-ment, s, [Eng. brabble; -ment.}

A noisy dispute, a quarrel, a broil. [Brabble,
«•]

"... or make report of a quarrel 1 and brablement
between him and another, . . . —Holland ; Plutarch,
p. 44.

* brab -bier, s. [Eng. brabble); -er.] A quar-
relsome, noisy fellow.

" We hold our time too precious to be spent
With such a brabbler'

Shakesp. : King John, v. %

* brab-blifig, * brab'-lyng, pr. par., a., &
s. [Brabble, v.]

A.&B. Aspresentparticiple&particip.adj.;
In senses corresponding to those of the verb.

" If brabbling Makefray, at each fair and 'Bize,

Picks quarrels for to shew his valiantixe."
Bp. Ball: Satires, iv. 4.

C. As substantive : The act of engaging in

noisy wrangling ; a quarrel, a broil.

" I omit their brabblings and blasphemies."
Sir J. Harington : Treatise on Play, about 15»7.

* brab -bllng-l& * brab -liAg-iy\ adv.

[Eng. brabbling; -ly.] In a brabbling man-
ner

;
quarrelsomely, contentiously.

"... yet we wll deale herein neither bitterly noi
brabltngly, nor yet be carried away with anger A
heate : though he ought to be reckened neither bitter,

nor brabler y l speaktth y« truth."—Jewell : Defence of
the Apologie, p. 44.

bra-be'-Jtim, bra~be'-i-iliii, s. [In Fr.

brabei; Port, brabyla; Gr. fipa&eiav (brabeion)
— a prize in the Grecian games, which the
elegant racemes of flowers are worthy to have
been.]

But. ; African Almond, a genus of plants
belonging to the order Proteacese (Proteads).

Brabejum stellotum, the common African Al-

mond, is a tree, about fifteen feet high, from
the Cape of Good Hope. The colonists call

bftl. boy; poiU, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sill, as; expect, Xenophon, e^tiat. -ing.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion. -sion = shun; tion. gion zhun, -tious, -sious, -clous=shus. -ble, -pie, .*< - bel, pel.
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the seeds wild chestnuts. They roast and
eat them.

* brace, * brae, s. [A.S. gebrcec; O. I eel.

brak; O. H. Ger. gebreh.] A breaking, crash-

ing, a noise thence resulting, or 'simply a
noise. (Ormulum, 1,178.)

hrac'-cate, a. [From Lat. bracoatus, bracatus

= wearing trowsers.)

Ornith. : Furnished with feathers down to
the toes (as the legs of some birds).

brace, s.&a. [In Fr. brace, brasse = a fathom

;

brus = an arm ; brace — an arm, as of the sea

;

a lance (Kelham); Prov. brassa, also brasse,

brase, braise, brache = an armful, an embrace,
a fathom ; Sp. & Port, braza = a fathom

;

Lat. 6rocAui=:the two arms extended; bra-

zhium — an arm.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

* 1. An arm of the sea.

"The brace of Seynt George that ii an inn of the
•ee."

—

Maunder ill', p. 126.

* 2. A measure of length, perhaps a
fathom.
"A tornbe of speckled stone a brace and a half

high."—Baklugt: Voyage*, ii. 211.

3. That which supports anything, or holds
it tightly together.

"Brace, or (of. P.) a balke. Uncut, loramentum,
C P."—Prompt. Parv.

(1) Any armlike support of a material struc-

ture, [Clasp. ]

(2) A cord or ligament keeping anything in

a state of tension, or preventing anything
from slipping down.

(a) Gen, : In the foregoing sense.

"The little bones of the ear-drum do In straining
and relaxing it, as the braces of the war-drum do in

that "—Derham.

(6) Spec, (pi.): Two straps to keep trowsers
up; suspenders, "gallowses."

* 4. That which defends any person or thing,

armour. Spec., for the arms.
" Keep it. my Pericles ; it hath been a shield
Twill me and death (and pointed to this brace),

"

Shaketp. ; Pericles, ii. L

5. A pair, referring primarily to the two
arms. [See etym.]

" Braes of howndya"—Prompt. Parv.

(1) The word is greatly used in this sense
by sportsmen when speaking of the number
of (certain) birds shot, in which case bract is

used either as singular or plural.

"He is said, this summer, to have shot with his
own hands, fifty brace of pheasants."

—

Addison.

(2) Sometimes employed of men, but then
eonternptuously

.

6. The state of being held tightly together

;

tightness, tension.

"The most frequent cause of deafness Is the laxness
of the tympanum, when it baa lost its brace or ten-
sion."—holder.

7. The state of being defended as If by
armour ; warlike preparation.

" So may he with more facile Question bear It,

For that it stands not in such warlike brace.''
Shaketp. : Othello, i. a

LL Technically:

1. Carpentry

:

(1) A diagonal stay or scantling, connecting
the horizontal and vertical members of a

truss or frame, to maintain them at a pre-

scribed angular relation.

(2) PI. (braces) : The timbers of a roof which
serve to "strut" or prop the "backs" or

principal rafters into which the upper ends
are framed.

2. Cabinet-making : A stay for a trunk-lid

or similar duty.

3. Shipwrighting : One of the eye-bolts on
which the hooks of the rudder are secured

;

the gudgeons or googings.

4. Naut.: A rope passing from the end of

the yard to another mast, and serving to trim
the yards fore and aft.

5. Music

:

(1) One of the cords of a drum by which
the heads are stretched.

(2) A vertical line, usually a f E~

;

j
circumflex, coupling two or \r I

more staves together, and de- <

signed to indicate that the
music thus connected is to be
performed simultaneously by in-

struments, voices, or the two
hands of one playing such an
instrument as the pianoforte. (Grove.)

m

6. Boring-tools : A revolving tool-holder,

one end of which is a swiveled head or shield,

which rests in the hand or against the chest

of the operator ; at the other end is a socket

to hold the tool. Called also a stock, more
particularly in metal-working. The various

kinds of brace in this sense are the angle-

brace, which is a corner-drill, the crank-brace,

the hand-brace, and the lever-brace. They
may be held in the hand or made to act by
machinery.

7. Vehicles

:

(1) An iron strap passing from the head-
block, behind and below the axle, and forward
to another portion of the running-gear.

(2) A jointed bar by which the bows of a
carriage-top are kept asunder, to distend the
carriage-top cover.

(8) A thick strap by which a carriage-body

is suspended from C-springs.

8. Printing

:

(1) A printer's sign ; a crooked line con-
necting several words or lines. In poetry a

Johnson

fsrove: \
ove." J

triplet is occasionally so marked
gives the following instance

—

" Charge Venus to command her son.
Wherever else she lets him rove.
To shun my house, and field, and
Peace cannot dwell with hate or

(2) The stays of a printing-press, which
serve to keep it steady in its position.

9. Mining : The mouth of a shaft.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to a brace in

any of the foregoing senses.

brace drill.

Metal. : A boring-tool shaped like a brace,

the rotation being communicated by the revo-

lution of the handle.

brace-pendant, «.

Naut. : A short pendant from the yard-

arms, to hold the brace-block.

* brace-piece, s. The mantle-piece. (Sc.)

". . . the shelf below the brazen sconce above the
brace-piece."—A yrt. Legal., p. 283.

brace, *bra'-cln, *bra'-cjfn, v.t. [From

brace, s. (q.v.) ; O. Fr. bracier.~]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. Of things material ; To make taut

or firm by braces.
" Bracyn, or sette strfyte. Tendo."—Prompt. Parv.

(1) Of wooden beams or anything similar:

To support, to prop.

(2) Of defensive armour for the body : To
fasten tightly on ; to make to embrace the

body.
" Since he braced rebel's armour on "

Scoff .' Lord of the Islet, iii. 6.

" Bot for helmets braced and serried spears !

"

Hemant : Siege of Valencia.

(3) Of offensive weapons or equipment for the

body : To fasten on tightly.

"And some who spurs had first braced on."
Scott : Lord of the Isles, vi. SI.

(4) Of a drum : To make tense ; to strain up.

"The tympanum is not capable of tension that way.
In such a manner as a drum is braced."—Solder.

(5) Of the yards of a vessel. [II. 2., Naut.]

2. Figuratively

:

*(1) Of a person or an animal: To embrace,
to encompass.

" For bigge Bulles of Basan brace hem about."
Spenser : Shep. Cat, ix.

(2) Of a place personified. [Corresponding
to I., 1. (2).] To cause to embrace, to make
to surround, to place around.

" Mont Blanc is the monarch of mountains.
They crowu'd him long ago,

On a throne of rocks, in a robe of clouds.
With a diadem of snow.

Around his waist are forests braced."
Byron : Manfred. L L

(3) Of the nerves, or of the mind, as depending
on them. [Corresponding to I. 1 (3).] To
render tense, to impart vigour to. Used—

(a) Of the nerves.

Thornton : Cattle of Indolence, ii. 9.

(6) Of the mind as dependent on the nerves.
" And every moral feeling of his soul
Strengthen 'd and braced, by breathing in content."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. i.

". . . more salutary bands which might perhaps
have braced his too delicately-constituted mind into
steadfastness and uprightness." — Macaulay : Bitt.

Eng., ch. xv.

(c) Yet more fig.: Of the "nerves" of a
government or other collective body.

" In truth to brace anew the nerves of that paralysed
body would have been a bard task even for Ximenes "

—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., eh. xix.

IL Technically:

1. Carpentry, Joinery, Ac : To affix "braces
"

to beams ; to hold them together, or support
them.

2. Naut. (of the yards) : To move around by
means of braces.

" Then the yards were braced, and all sails set to the
west-wind.

"

LongfeUow • Courtship of Mile* Standith, v.

1" (1) 7> brace about : To turn the yards
round with the view of sailing on the contrary
tack.

(2) To brace in: To haul in the weather
braces, so as to bring the yard more athwart
ship.

(3) To brace sharp: To cause the yards to
have the smallest possible angle with the keel.

(4) To brace to : To check or ease off the
lee braces, and round in the weather ones, to

assist in tacking.

(5) To brace up : To haul
in the lee braces, so as to

bring the yard nearer the
direction of the keel

braced, pa. par. k a.

[Brace, v.]

L Ord. Lang. : (See the
verb.)

II. Her. : Interlaced.

brace -let (1), *. [In Sp. brazaleU; Port.

bracelete ; Ital bracciaUtto ; all from Fr.

bracelet, properly brachelet ; dimin. of O. Fr.

brachile (Kelham) ; Low Lat. brachile — an
armlet, from brachium = the arm.] [Braces,
Brachial]

L Ordinary Language :

* 1. A piece of defensive armour for the arm.
(Johnson.) A "bracer." [Bracer.]

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN BRACELETS.

2. An ornament for the wrist, generally

worn by ladies. It is distinguished from an

armlet, the latter, as its name implies, being

worn on the arm and not on the wrist.

" With bracelet! of thy hair . . ."—Shaketp. ; Mid.

flights Dream, L l.

" With amber bracelett, beads, and all thisknavery.

"

—laid.: Tarn, of Shrew, It. &
"Bugle bracelet, necklace amber.*'— Ibid. : Winter'

»

Tale, iv. 4.

IL Technically:

1. Scripture:

(1) As worn by men

:

(a) An armlet worn as the symbol of sove-

reign power. The Heb. word is ^W
(etsadhah), from iyv (tsaadh) = to ascend.

[Armlet.]
"... and I took the crown that was upon his head.

and the bracelet [armlet] that was on his arm . . ,"

2 Sam. i. 10.

(6) As the rendering of the Hebrew word

Vng (pathiV), from b$$ (pathal) = to twist

together. Gesenius and others believe it to

mean a string by which a seal ring was
suspended.

"And she said. Thy signet, and thy bracelett . .
."—

Gen. xxxviii. 18.

"... the signet, and bracelett, and staff."—Ibid., 25.

(2) As worn on the wrist by women for

ornament

:

(a) The rendering of the Hebrew word TpJ
(tsamid), from Ip? (tsamad) = to fasten, to

bind together.
" I r^t the earring upon her face, and the brmcelecs

upon her hands."

—

Qen. xxlv. 47.

"... bracelett, rings, earrings. "—Numb. xxxi. SO.

"And I put bracelett upon thy hands . . ."—Mtek.

xvl. IL

(b) The rendering of the Hebrew word rn#

(Sherah) = a chain, from "n^? (sharar) m to

twist, to twist together ; to be strong.

" The chains, and the bracelets, and the mufltera"—
Isaiah iii. ».

(c) The rendering of the Hebrew word TJTJ

(chhachh), which Geseniu3 thinks means in the

example a clasp, buckle, or pin for holding a

lady's dress together.

Ate, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w*5t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, p*t,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. », ce - e ; ey - a. qu = kw.
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"... and brought bracelets, and earrings, and ring*,

and tablet*, all jewels of gold. —Exod. xxxv. a
2. Her. : The same as barrulet (q.v.).

• brace-let (2), s. [From Low Lat. bracelus

= a hound [Brache], and -let, dimin. suffix.]

A hound or beagle of the smaller or slower

kind. (Wharton.)

* bra'-cer, * bra'-ser, s. [From brace, v.

(q.v.). In Sw. brassar.']

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Gen. : That which braces anything up, a

bandage.

2. Spec. ; A defence for the arm, a brassart

(q-v.)-

"Thorowe bracer of browne stele and the bryghte
inayles." Morte Arthure, 4,247^

" Braters burnyrte boistet in sondrye."
J bid., 1,86ft.

IL Old Medicine

:

1. A cincture, a bandage.
" When they affect the belly, they may be restrained

by a bracer, without much trouble."— Wiseman.

2. A medicine of constringent power.

bra -ces, *. pi. [Brace, s.]

•brach, *brache,«. [In Dut. 6rafe;(N.H.)

Ger. brack, brache; O. H. Ger. brueco ; Fr.

braque = a brach, a setting dog, a setter ; a

blunderer, a giddy person; Prov. brae; Sp.

braco; Ital. & Low Lat. bracco = a setting

dog. Cf. Scotch rache ~ a dog that discovers

ana pursues his prey by the scent ; Icel. racke

= & keen-scented dog.]

1. Originally: A bitch hound, a female

hound.
'• There are in England and Scotland two kinds of

hunting dogs, and no where else in the world; the

first kind is called a rache, and this is a foot-seen ti tig

creature both of wilde-beasts, birds, and fishes also

which lie hid among the rocks. The female hereof in

England is called a brache: a brache is a mannerly
name for all hound-bitches. '—Gentleman's Recreation,

p. 28. (Jamieton.)
" Truth 's a dog must to kennel ; he must be whipped

out, when Lady the brach may stand by the fire ami
stink."—Shakesp. : Lear, i. 4.

2. Afterwards : A kind of dog pursuing its

prey by the scent.

* brache, *. [Breach.] (ScotcK)

* brach'-ell, *. [From brack (q.v.).] A dog;
properly, one employed to discover or pursue
game by the scent (Jamieson.)

" About the Park thai set on breid and Ienth.
A hundreth men chargit in arraes Strang,
To kepe a hunde that thai had thaiin amang

;

In GilTlsland thar was that brachrll brede
Sekyr off sent to folow thaim at flede."

WaUace, v. 25, MS. (Jamieson.)

brach-ei'-yt-ra, s. pi [From Gr. jSoaxu'«

(brachus) = short, and eAurpoc (elutron) — a
cover ; one of the two wing-cases of a beetle.

[Elytron.) Animals with short wing-cases.]

Entom. ; A large group of beetles charac-
terised by having the elytra so short that they
do not nearly cover the abdomen. Some make
them a subsection of Pentamera, the tarsi of
most, though not all, of the genera being five.

Others, we think more justly, consider them a
section by themselves, connecting the Coleop-
tera with the Dermaptera (Earwigs). The
Brachelytra have large membranous wings
folded under the small elytra. They fly well.
They are sometimes called Cocktails, from a
habit they have of setting up their ta^ils in a
threatening attitude when menaced. The
families are Pselaphidse, Tachyporidse, Sta-
phylinidse, Stenidse, and Omalidae (q.v.).

brach eT y-troiis, a. [Mod. Lat brachely-

tr(a); Eng. stiff, -ous.] Belonging to, or con-
nected with, the Brachelytra (q.v.); having
short wing-cases.

* brach -en, s. [Bracken.]

*brach'-et, s. [0. Fr. bracket; dimin. of
braque.] [Brach.] A hound.
" Brachetes bayed that best, as bidden the maysterez."

Hir Oaw. and the Qreen Knyght, 1,603.

brach'-I-al, a. [In Fr. brachial; from Lat.
brachialis'= of or belonging to the arm ; bra-
chium; Gr. j3pax<W (brachidn) = the arm.]

1. Science generally : Pertaining to the armB,
or to one of them.

% (1) The brachial artery :

Anat. : The portion of the axillary artery
between the shoulders and the elbow.

(2) The brackial plexus; [From Lat. plexus
= a fold.]

Anat. : The junction of the first dorsal and

the lower cervical nerves from which those of

the arm issue.

2. Bot. : Measuring twenty-four inches long,

or what is conventionally assumed to be the
length of the arm. (Lindley.)

brach'-I-ate, a. [From Lat. brachiatus —
with arm-like branches; brachtum; Gr. ppa-

Xiwf (brachidn) = the arm.]

Bot.: Presenting a certain resemblance to

the extended arms of a man ; that is, having
horizontal branches standing forth nearly at

right angles to a stem, and which, moreover,
cross each other alternately ; having opposite

branches decussate. (Lindley, dtc.)

brach-ln'-i-dse, s. pi [From brachinus

(q.V.).]

Entom. .* A family of predatory beetles be-

longing to the section Truncatipennes. It

contains the British genera Brachinus, Tarus,

Lamprias, Lebia, Dromius, &c

brach-i -nus, s. [From Gr. ppaxyvta (bra-

cKuno) = to shorten.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles, the typical one of

the family Brachinidse(q.v.). The species have
their head and thorax comparatively narrow.

Their chief peculiarity is a power which they
possess of expelling from their hinder ex-

tremity a pungent acrid fluid with a loud
report. Hence Latreille called them Bombar-
diers, or Bombardier Beetles. About five

species occur in Britain, Brachinus crepitans

being the most common. [Bombardier.]

brach'-J-i-nld, s. [Brachionid-e.]

Zool : Any Rotifer of the family Brachion-
idae (q.v.).

brach-I-Sn'-I-d», *. pi [From brachionus
(q.v.).]

Zool : A family of Rotifers, with a broad
shield-shaped lorica, and short jointed.

brach-l on-us, s. [Gr. ppaxlwv (brachidn),

genit. /3paxiocos (brachionos) = an arm.]

Zool : The typical genus of the family Bra-
chionidse (q.v.), with several species. B. ur-

ceolaris has been found in London water.

brach-I-dp'-d-da, s. [From Gr. $p&xu»v
(brachidn) = the arm, and oblique cases of

irouc (pons), iro5oc (podos)= a foot. Animals
with arm-Uke feet. The reference is to two
long ciliated arms developed from the sides

of the mouth, which are used to create cur-

rents in the water and bring food within
reach of their mouth.]

Zool £ Palceont. : One of the great classes

into which the molluscuus sub-kingdom of the
animal kingdom is divided. The Brachiopoda
are bivalves, with one shell on the back of the
animal, and the other in front: these are

called dorsal and ventral valves. The two
valves are never equal in size. They differ

from the Conchifera (called also Lamelli-

branchiate), or ordinary bivalves, in uniformly
having one side of the same valve symmetrical
with the other. In technical language, the
Brachiopoda are inequivalve and equilateral,

while the True Bivalves are equivalve and in-

equilateral. The organisation of the Brachi-

opoda is inferior to that of the True Bivalves.

They are attached to bodies by a pedicle

which passes as the wick does in an antique
lamp, whence the older naturalists called

them " Lamp-shells." The shell is lined by
an expansion of the integument or mantle.

They are very important in a geological point

of view, existing from the Cambrian rocks till

now ; but culminating apparently both in

generic and specific development in the Si-

lurian. In 1875 above 1,800 fossil species

were known, more than 900 of them British.

In 1879 Dr. Alleyne Nicholson made a much
higher estimate, considering that nearly 4,000
extinct species had been described. The
recent species are comparatively few. They
are all marine, occurring chiefly in the deep
sea. The families are—<1) Terebratulidte, (2)

Spiriferidae, (3) Rhyntonellidse, (4) Orthidfe,

(5) Productidse, (6) Craniadse, (7) Discinidte,

and (8) Lingulidse (q.v.). (Woodward & R.
Tate.)

A slightly different classification ranges the
Brachiopods in two sub-classes

—

(1) Inarticulata or Tretenterata : Fam. (1)

Craniada:, (2) Discinidse, (3) Lingulidse.

(2) Articnlata: Fam. (1) Terebratulidse, (2)

Rhynconellidse, (3) Theciida;, (4) Spiriferidae,

(5) Pentameridae, (6) Strophomenidse, and (7)

Productidse.

brach'-1-S-pode, brach I 6 pod, s. [ Bra.
chiopoda.] A mollusc belonging to the class

Brachiopoda (q.v.).

f The age of brachiopods: The Silurian

period.

brach-I-op'-6-dofts, a. [Eng. brachiopod(e);

-ous. ] [Brachiopoda. ]

1. Having arm-like feet.

2. Pertaining to the Brachiopoda.

brach -I-um, s. [Lat. , an arm, particularly

the forearm, from the hand to the elbow. In
Gr. /3pax<W (bracftioJi).]

Bot. : An ell, ulna, twenty-four Inches, con-

sidered to be the average length of the arm in

men.

Brach man (1) (ch silent), *. [Bramin.]

Brach man (2) (ch silent), s. [Brahman.]

brach-^-cat-a-lec'-txC, *. [Lat. brachy-
catalecticum ; from Gr. 0paxti*aTaAn»cTds (bra-

chukataUktos), as adj. = ending with a short
syllable, short by a foot ; jSpaxu* (brachus) =
short, and #faToATj«Tta-d5 (katalektikos)— leaving

off, stopping.] [Catalectic]

Greek & Latin Prosody : A verse wanting a
foot ; a verse wanting two syllables to com-
plete it

brach ^-ye^-phal'-Ic, a. [From Gr. frwvvs
(brachus) = short, and Eng. cephalic (q.v.). J

Anthropol : Having a short head ; noting a
skull in which the proportion of the breadth
to the length is as 4 to 5.

'*.
. . those [crania) exhumed from the Drift, and

belonging to the brach i/cephafic type." — Darwin ;

Descent of Man, vol. i. (1871), pt. L, ch. It., p. 125.

brach-^-ceph'-ai-& $. [From Gr. fipaxy-

teedKiAo* (brachukephalos) = (1) short head, (2) a
certain fish.]

Ajithropol : Shortness of head. It is op-
posed to dolichocephaly.

"Welcker finds that short men incline more to
brachycephaly, and tall men to dolichocephaly . .

."—
Darwin: Descent of Man, vol L (1871), pt. L, ch. iv.,

1 . 146.

brach-^c'-er-a, s. pi. [Gr. ppaxyc (brachus)

— short, and a-cpac (keras) = a horn. Short-
horned animals.]

Entom. .* A sub-order of Diptera, consisting
of two-winged flies with short "horns" or
antennae, having only threo joints, the last one
commonly with a long bristle. It contains
seven families—Gistriate, Muscidse, Dolicho-
pida;, Syrphidae, Therevidje, Leptidse, Stratio-

mydse, Bombyliida;, Anthraeidae, Acroceridae,

Empidse, Hybotidae, Asilidaa, Mydasidse, and
Tabanidte. (See these terms ; also Brachy-
stoma, Notacantha, and Tanystoma.) The
sub-order Brachycera includes the greater
part of the Dipterous order.

brach-ye'-er-us, s. [Gr. /3pax>^ (brachus) =.

short, and Ke'ptv; (keras) — a horn. Animals
with short " horns " or antennae. ]

Entom. : A genus of Curculionidee (Weevils)
consisting of wingless, very rough insects,

living on the ground. They occur in Africa
and the South of Europe.

bra<sh-y-chl'-tdn, s. [From Gr. ppaxys (bra-

chus) = short, and \trutv (chiton) = an under-
garment.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Sterculiadae (Sterculiads). It consists

of trees found in the more tropical parts of

Australia. Brachychiton acerifolium is called

the Flame-tree, its red flowers havingan aspect
like flame when viewed from a little distance.

The aborigines make fishing-nets from its

bark. B. populneum is used for a similar

purpose, besides which its seeds are eaten.

(Treas. of Bot.)

brach-y-cd'-me, s. [From Gr. pp*xvs (&«*-

chus) = short, and Kojrn (komi) = the hair.]

Bot. : A genus of composite plants. Tribe,

Subuliflorse. Brachycome iberidi/olia is the

Swan River Daisy.

brach -Sr-di-ag'-in-al, s. [Gr. /JpaWs
(brachus) = short ; and Eng. diagonal (q.v.).]

Geom. : The shortest of the diagonals in a
rhombic prism. (Used also as an adj.)

"... the shorter lateral or brachydiagonal . . . the
longer lateral or inacrodiagonal [of a rectangular

Srism with replaced edge* and angles]."—Dan a :

fineralogy (5th ed.), Iutrod., p, xxv.

|ftt, bo"y; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t
-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -tlon, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tlous. -siaus = shus. -ble, -die. &a - bel, del.
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brach-y-gldt'-tis, s. [From Or. 0paXvc
(ftracftt«):= short, and yktorrCc (gldttis) = the
glottis, the mouth of the windpipe.

J

Bot. : A genus of composite plants allied to
Benecio. The leaves of Brachyglottis Forsteri,
called by the natives of New Zealand Puka-
Puka, are used by them for paper.

• brach-yg'-raph-er, *. [In Ger. brachy-
graph; from Gr. jSpaxv? (brachus) — short

;

and ypd4>u> (graphS) = to write. ] A shorthand
writer.

" At hut, he asked the brackygrapker, whether he
wrote the notes of that sermon, or something of his
own conception."—Qaylon .- Jfote* on D. Quixote, i. 8.

* braeh-yK'-raph-& s. [In Ger. brachy-
graphie; from Gr. frxiYuc (brachus) — short;
and YpcuM (grapki) = delineation, writing.]
Shorthand writing, stenography.

" All the certAinty of those high pretenders, bating
what they have of the tint principles, and the word of
God. may be circumscribed by as small a circle as the
creed, when brachygraphy had confined it within the•"" of a penny. "—QlandtU.

brach-yl'-o-fcy, s. [In Gr. 0payvAoyia (bra-
chulogia) = brevity in speech : fipaxvkoycoj
Cbrackulogeo) = to be short in speech ; jSpavvc
(brackus) = short, and Aoyoc. (logos) = a word,
speech.)

Rhet. : Brevity of speech, expression of
one's meaning in few words ; laconic speech,
like that of the ancient Spartans.

IT Brachylogy of comparison, : A figure of
speech used principally by the Greek poets,
but also found more or less in all languages,
in which the object of comparison is not
compared with the proper corresponding ob-
ject, but is directly referred to the thing or
person of which that object would be, if ex-
pressed, the attribute. Thus in the lines—

" They for their young Adonis may mistake
The soft luxuriance of thy golden hair."

the hair is compared directly with Adonis.

torach'-y-6-d5nt, a. [Gr. foaxvs (bracJius)
= short, and 66ovc (odous), genit. ofiorroc (odow
tos) ~ a tooth.]

Biol ; Having molar teeth with low crowns
(as the deer); noting molars with low crowns.
[HVPSODOKT.]

brach-y-6-pi-lia, s. [From brachyops
(q.v.).J

Palownt. : A tribe or a family of the Am-
phibian order Labyrinthodontia. It has a
parabolic skull, and the orbits oval, they
being central or anterior. The genera are
Brachyops, Micropholis, Rhinosaurus, and
Bothriceps. [Brachyops.]

brach'-y-ops, *. [From Gr. fipavvc (brachus)
= short, and hty (ops) or *ty (dps) = the eye,
face, countenance.]

Palasont. ; A genus of Labyrinthodonts, the
typical one of the family Brachyopina. The
only known species, Brachyeps laticeps (Owen),
is from rocks of probably Triasaic age at
Mangali, in Central India.

brach-y-pin -a coid, *. [Gr. ppaxw (bra-
chug) m snort, and Kng. phnacoid.]

Crystall. : In the orthorbombic system, the
plane parallel to the vertical and brachy-
diagonal axes.

* brach-y-pdd-i'-nee, s. pi [From Gr./Spavvc
(brachus) = short ; and wovs (pous), n-o&s
(jpodos) = a foot.]

Ornith. : The name given by Bwainson to a
sub-family of his MeruUdae (Thrushes).

brach-y-po -df-um, s. [From Gr. ppavvc
(brachus) = short, and irofc (pous), genit irofidc

(podos) = a foot, in allusion to the short stalks
of the spikelets.]

Bot. : A genus of Grarainacete (Grasses), of
which the English book-name is False Brome
Grass. There are two British species, the
Brachypodium sylvaticum or Slender, and the
B. pinnatum or Heath Brome Grass.

brach yp-od-ous, o. [Brachypodium.]
Bot. : Having a short " foot " or stalk.

brach'-y-prisrn, s. [Gr. 0paxv* (brachus) =*

short, and Eng. prism.]

Crystall. : The prism of an orthorhombic
crystal that lies between the unit prism and
the brachypinacoid.

brach yp -terse, *. [From Gr. /Spaxvure-
poi (brachupteros) m short - winged

; /3/>axvc
(brachus) = short, and irr«p6«? (pteroeis) =

feathered, winged ; from irrepo*- (pteron) = a
wing.]

Ornith. : Cuvier's name for the diving birds
now ranked under Colymbidse, Alcadse, and
their allies.

brach-yp'-ter-OUS, a. [From Gr. ppaxv-mtpoc
(brachupteros) = short-winged.] [Brachyp-
ter*.] Short-winged. (Brande.)

brach-yp -ter-yx, «. [From Gr. flpa^'c
(brachus) = short ; and irrepv$ (pterus) = a
wing ; from irrepof (pteron) = a wing.]

Ornith. : Horsfield's name for a genus of
Ant-thrushes (Formicarinm), in which the
wings are so short as to render flight short
and feeble. Brachypteryx montana, the typi-
cal species, is found in Java. It is the Moun-
taineer Warbler of Latham.

brach -y-piis, *. [Brachvpodina]
Ornith. : The typical genus of the family

Brachypodinae (q.v.).

brach-y-se'-ma, *. [From Greek ppa\vs
(brackus) = short ; and ci}j*a (sema) = a sign,
a banner. So called because the vexillum or
standard is very short.]

Bot. : A genus of papilionaceous plants.
Brachysema tn.tifolium is a handsome climber
from Australia.

brach-y-stcl -ma, s. [From Gr. foaxt*
(brachus) = short,* and vrlXiL* (stelma) = a

girdle, a belt]

Bot. : A genus of Asclepiadaceae (Ascle-
piads). The edible roots of various species
are used iu South Africa as a preserve.

brach-ys -to-chrone, s. [In Fr. bmchysto-
ckrone ; Gr. ^paxioros (brachistos) = shortest,
and xpovos (chronos) = time.]

Geom. : The curve of quickest descent, i.e.,

the curve starting from a given point in which
a body descending by the force of gravity
will reach another point in the curve in a
shorter time than it could have done had it

traversed any other path. The curve in ques-
tion is the cycloid (q.v.).

braob-ys'-to-ma, s. [From Gr. ppaywrofioc
(brachustomos) = having a narrow mouth

;

fipaxv* (brachus) = short, and trrofia (stoma) =
the mouth.]

Entomology

:

1. A tribe of dipterous insects belonging
to the sub-order Brachvcera(q.v.). It is so
named because the proboscis is short. The
tribe contains the families Dolichopidse, Syr-
phidse, Therevidse, and Leptidse (q.v.).

2. Brachystoma of Meigen : A dipterous
genus of the division Tanystoma,

br&Ch-yt'-dl-ea, *. [Gr. pp*xvr*kfc (brachu-

teles) = ending shortly ; ppax"* (brackus) =
short, and tcaoc (ulos) — end, extremity,
referring to the small development of the
thumb.]

Zool. : Spix's name for a genus of American
monkeys, which he separates from Ateles.

bra<sh-y-ty'-potis, a. [From Gr. paaxv<:
(brachus) = short, and twos (tupos) ss a blow,
the impression of a blow, a type ; rvirrui(tupt6)
— to strike.]

Min. : Of a short form.

brach-y-iir'-a, s. [From Gr. (3pavvs (brachus)
= short, and ovpd (oura)*= the tail.]

Zool. : A sub-order of Decapodous Crusta-
ceans, containing those families in which the
abdomen is converted into a short-jointed tail

folding closely under the breast The common
edible crab (Cancer pagurus) is a familiar
example of this structure. The sub-order
contains four families (1) Oxystomata, (2)
Oryrhyncha or Maiadse, (3) Cyclometopa or
Canceridae, and (4) Catometopa or Ocypodid«.

brach-y-iir'-ous, a. [Brachtura.
]

1. Gen. : Short-tailed. (Pen. Cycl)

2. Ami : Pertaining to the Brachyura or
short-tailed Crustacea. [Brachyura.]

bra cing, pr. par., a., & s. [Brace, v.)

A. As pr, par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective : Imparting tone or strength.
* I found it clear and rtrong—an Intellectual tonic,u bracing and pleasant to my mind as the keen air of

the mountains was to my body."

—

Tyndall •. Fraa of
Science. iiL 41.

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of bracing ; the
state of being braced.

2. Engin. : Any system of braces ; as, the
" bracing of a truss.

bracing-chain, s.

Vehicles : The chain which ties together the
sides of a waggon, to prevent the load from
breaking them apart. (Used especially in
wood and freight waggons.)

* brack, «. [Icel. & Sw. brak ; Dan. bra>k = a
brake, a break, a chink, a fissure : Dut. brook
= a breaking, a burglary, a break. Cf. A.S.
brecan = to break, to bruise (Somner).] A
breach, a break, a flaw, a broken part.

# " The place wna but weak, and the brack* fair ; but
the defendant*, by revolution, lupplied all tlie defect*."—linyward.
" Let them compare my work with » hat is taught In

the schools, and if they find in theirs nnny brack*
and short ends, which cannot be spun into an even
piece; . . ."—Digby.

brack - en, t brach' -en (cJi guttural),

* bralk'-in * brock en. * breck an
(Scotch), * brak-en, * brak-an, * brak-
one (0. Eng.), s. & a. [From A.S. brant,
genit sing, and nom. pi. braccan (Sksat). In
Sw. br&ken = fern ; loeL brakne — fern ; Dan.
bregne = fern, brake.] [Brake (2), *.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Gen. : A fern of any kind. (0. Eng,).
" As beet, byte on the bent of braken ft erbes.*

Ear, Eng. AlUt. Poenu {ed. Morris) ; Clettnnen, 1671.

2. Spec. : The name universally given in

BRACKEN (PTERIS AQL'(LINA).

Scotland to the fern generally called in Eng'

land a Brake (Pteris aquilina). [Brake (2Xj
" Among the bracken* on the brae."

Burn* Hal
" But when the bracken rusted on their ntm"

Tennyion: Edwin Morri*.
" The heath this night munt be my bed.
The bracken curtain for my head."

Scott: Lady ofthe Lake, Hi. I

B. As adj.: Consisting of the "bracken'
or brake fern.

"The bracken bush sends forth the dart*
Scott ; Lady of iht Lake, -. a

brack -et, s. & a. [O. Fr. braguctte = a cod-
piece; So. bragueta = a cod-piece, braga =
a pair of breeches. The meanings have Iteen

influenced by the false etyiu. from Lat brack-
ium^= the arm.]

A. As substantive ;

1. Carpentry, dtc.

:

(1) A cramp-iron holding things together.

(Wedgwood.)
"Thla effect was aided by the horizontal an-anc*-

ment upon bracket* of many rare manuscript*. —l*f

Quincey : Work* (ed. 186,'i), vol. ii , p. 330.

(2) A lateral projec- j
tion from a wall, post, or &s$—
standard, to strengthen {t^°
oi support another ol>- Cf „ '

ject. 6f the i«rts of a N-^J
bracket—a is the sole, 6

\
o

the wall-plate, c the rib,

da snug or flange. This bracks*.

description of supjKirt is

also adapted for shelves, coves, soffits, and

seats {Knight.)
" Let your shelves b« laid upon bracket*, being about

two feet wide, and edged with a small lath."-Mor-

2. Gas or lamp fitting

:

(1) A projecting device for supporting a

lamp.

(2) A gas-flxture projecting from the face ol

a wall.

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, «ire, sir, marine; go, pftt,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rile, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = c. ey = a. qu = kw.
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3. Architecture:

(1) An ornament in the shape of a console

standing isolated upon the face of a wall.

(•2) A support placed beneath the eaves or
the projection at

the gable of a
building. Its

full name is a
roof-bracket.

[Bracketed.]

4. Skip-building : A
timber knee in a snip's

frame supporting the grat-

ings.

5. Machinery:

(1) Gen.: Various kinds
of brackets are used in ma-
chinery, such as shafting-brac-

kets, pendent brackets or hangers,
wall-brackets, wall-boxes, and ped-
estal brackets.

(2) Spec. In steam-engines

:

(a) The pieces by which the boiler of a
locomotive is maintained in position.

(6) The pieces which hold and guide the
slide-bars.

6. Ordnance

:

(1) The cheek of a mortar-bed.

(2) The carriage of a ship's or casemate gun.

7. Printing (pi.) : The signs or marks which
follow [ J. They are used to enclose a
word or sentence, to isolate it from the other
matter.

"At the head of each article, I have referred, by
figures included in brucket$, to the page of Dr. I-i ro-

ller's volume, where the sectiou. from which the

BRACKET.

abridgement is made, begins."— Paley
pt ii., ch. vi.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to or consisting
»f a bracket in any of the foregoing senses.

bracket-crab, s. a hoisting apparatus
designed for attachment to a post, wall, &c.

bracket-light, s. A gas-light projecting
from a side wall.

bracket-shelf, s. A form of console for

supporting a pier-glass or other object.

bra'Ck-et, v.t. [Prom bracket, s. (q.v.).]

1. To place within brackets, to connect by
brackets. [Bracket, s., 7.] (Barker.)

2. To couple names with a bracket in a list

of successful candidates, to denote equal
merit.

bra ck-et-fid, pa. par. & a. [Bracket, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : (See the verb.

)

2. Arch. : The bracketed style is one of which
brackets are a prominent feature.

bra ck-et-ing, pr. par. & s. [Bracket, v.]

A. As present participle : (See the verb.)

B, As substantive : A skeleton support for

mouldings. This plan is commonly adopted
in making the arches, domes, sunk panels,
coves, pendentive work, &c, at the upper
parts of apartments. (Knight.)

brack -ish, a. [From Ger. brack; Dut. brak
= brackish.]

Of water : Partly fresh, partly salt, as fresh
water becomes when it flows over saline soil

or the sea obtains occasional access to it.

springs
though they be,

midst the withei
flow to me." Byron : Stamatfor Mutic.

brack -Ish-ncss, s. [From Eng. brackish;

•mess.] The quality of being brackish, the
quality of being partly fresh and partly salt.

"All the artificial strainings hitherto leave a brack-
Uhneu in salt water, that makes it unfit for animal
uses-"—Cheyne.

Brack lo-sham, ska. [From the place
mentioned under A.]

A. As subst. : A bay near Chichester, La
Sussex.

B* -4s adj. : Occurring at or near the bay
mentioned under A

.

Bracklesham beds, s.

Geol. : The middle division of the Bagshot
series. The Bagshot series has been separated
into three divisions : the Upper Bagshot is

nearly the same age as the Burton series

(q.v.). The Bracklesham beds occur at
Bracklesham Bay [A.], and also at Brook, in

the New Forest. They consist chiefly of dark
green sands and brown clays. Among the

As springs iu deserts found seem sweet, all brackish

So midst the wither'd waste of lift', those tears would

BRACTS.

fossils found in them are Cerithium giganteum,
Voluta Selseyensis, Conns deperditus, Pleuro-
tonxa attenxtata, Strepsidura turgida, Cardita
planicostata, Cardium porulosum, Pectuncvlus
pulvinatus, Nummulites laevigata. The plant
beds of Alum Bay, &c. , are Lower Bagshot.

bracks, s. [Braxy.] A disease of sheep.

* brack-y, a. [From Ger. brack.] [Brackish.]
Brackish.
" The bracky fountains."—Drayton ; Polyolb., song xL

" The bracky marsh."—Ibid., song xiv.

bra con, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Entom. : A genus of Ichneumons, with s
hiatus between the mandibles and the clypeus,
and a lengthened ovipositor. Several occur
in Britain. [Braconid^.]

bra-con'-I-dse, s. pi. [From bracon (q.v.).]

Entom. : A family of the Ichneumon tribe of
Hynienoptera, distinguished from the true
Ichneumon flies by having a single recurrent
nerve in the fore-wing, instead of two.

bract (Eng.), brac-te-a (Lat), s. [In Ger.
braektei ; Fr. bractee. From Lat bractea = a
thin plate of metal or gold-leaf.]

1. Bot. : A leaf growing upon the flower-stalk.

Those which occupy this situation have, as a
rule, a different size, form, and appearance
from the ordinary
leaves. There are
cases, however, in
which it is cuffl-

cult to decide to
which of these a
particular foliace-

ous expansion is to
be referred, and at
times a yet greater
uncertainty pre-

vails as to whether
one of those situ-

ated close to the
flower is a bract or
a sepal. The involucre in composite plants,

the great spathe in Araceee, the palea of

grasses, the scales of catkins, &c, are all

bracts.

2. Zool. : A part of a hydrozoon, somewhat
resembling the bract of a plant. [Hydro-
phyllia.]

brac'-t&-al, a. [Lat. bractealis = of metallic

plates ; from bractea (q.v.),]

L, Pertaining to a bract. (Brande.)

2. Furnished with bracts. (Brande.)

brac'-te-ate, o. & s. [Lat. bracteatus =
covered with gold plate ; from bractea (q.v.).]

A. As adjective. In Bot. : Furnished with
bracts. (Brande.

)

B. As substantive: A silver coin formerly
current in Scotland.

brae'-ted, a. [Eng. bract; -ed.]

Bot. : Furnished with bracts or with a
bract.

brac-t5-C<-lS8, s. pi. [Plural of Lat, bracteola

= a thin leaf of gold ; dimin. of bractea (q.v.).]

But. : Small bracts.

braC-te-dl-ate, a. [From Lat. bracteola);
and Eng. suffix -ate.} [Bracteole.]

Bot. : Furnished with small bracts or bract-

lets. Applied especially to involucres, which
have an outer row of such foliaceous append-
ages. (Lindley.)

br&C'-tS-61e, s. [From Lat. bracteola; dimin.
of bractea (q.v.).]

Bot. : A small bract, a bractlet.

bract-less, a. [Eng. bract ; and sufflx -less.]

Bot. : Without bracts. (Webster.)

bract'-let, s. [From Eng. bract; and dimin.
suffix -let.] A small bract. Used specially of

the exterior bracts of an involucre. When
these exist it is then said to be bracteolate a
the base. (Lindley.)

* bra-cyn, v.t. [Brace, v.]

" Bracyn, or sett* streyte. Tendo.'—Prompt. Parv.

brad, pa. par. [Brade (2).] (Scotch.)

brad, a. k in compos, (compar. * brcedder,
* bradar). [A.8. brad = broad, large, vast

(Bosworth) ; as, Bradford = the broad ford
;

BradgaU = the broad gate.] Broad. [Broatx]
(0. Eng. it Scotch.)

A* As a separate word :

" Quben thai war paasit the watir brad."
Barbour : The Bruce (ed. Skeat), ill. 4JT.

" And wele bradar thar-cfter soyii."

Ibid., lv. US.

B. In compos. : (See etymology.)

brad, * brod, * brode, s. [Icel. broddr =
any pointed piece of iron or steel ; Sw. brodd
— a frost naif, a blade ; Dan. brodde — a spur,

an ice spur, a frost nail. Cf. also A.S. brord
= (1) a prick or point, the first blade or spire

of grass or corn, an horb (Somner), (2) a sword ;

Dan. braad = & prick, a prickle, a thorn, i

sting ; brod = a prick, a thorn, a sting.

[Brod, v. & s.; Bristle.]

1. A thin, square-bodied nail which, instead

of a head, has a lip or projection on one side

only. Brads are of different lengths, of the

same thickness throughout, but they taper in

width from the lip to the point
" Brode, bedlese nay le."—Prompt. Par*.

2. (PI.) Money. (Slang.)

brad-awl, s.

Joinery : A small boring-tool with a chisel-

edge. Used for opening holes for the inser-

tion of nails.

brad-driver, s. A brad-setter (q.v.).

brad-setter, s.

Joinery ; A tool which grasps a brad by the
head, and by which it is driven into its ap-

pointed place.

* brade (1), v.t. & i. [From A.S. bregdan, bri-

dan = to weave, ... to gripe, lay hold of,

draw, take out.]

A. Trans.: To draw. fUBed specially of

pulling out a knife or sword.) [Braid, v.]

*' Wyudyr his hand the fcnyff be brtulit out'
Henry the Minstrel: Wallace, blc L, 3, 25.

B. Intrans. : To extend.
" He were a bleaunt of blwe, that bradde to the ertbe."

Sir flaw, and the Gr. Knlffht (ed. Morris), 1,928.

* brade (2), * brad, v.t. [From A.S. brcedan
= to roast ; Dut. braden ; O. H. Ger. brdtan ;

(M.H.) Ger. braten m to roast.] To roast
" The king to souper is set, served in halle,

* brade, a. [Braid, a. ; Broad.] (Ear. Eng.
Allit. Poems, ed. Morris; Pearl, 138.)

Brad ford, s. & a. [A geographical name,
evidently from A.S. brad = broad, and Eng.
ford ; the same as Broadford.]

A. As substantive: Various places, the best
known being Bradford in Yorkshire, the seat
of the woollen manufacture ; another is

" Great '*Bradford-on-the-Avon, in Wiltshire.

B. As adjective : Connected with Bradford

;

found near Bradford.

Bradford clay, s. [From Bradford in
Wiltshire, where the clay is well developed.]

Geology : A marly stratum occurring in de-
pressions above the Great Oolite and below
the Forest Marble. It is characterised by the
numbers of stone lilies (Apiocrinus rotundus),

which occur in it, also by Terebratula digona,
T. cardium, and T. coarctata. It is well seen at

Bradford in Wilts, also near Tetbury Road
Station, but the crinoids do not occur at the
latter locality.

* bra'-dlt, pa. par. [Brade.]

brad-y-pod I doe, s. pi. [From bradypus
(q.v.).]

Zool. : A family of mammals belonging to
the order Edentata. It contains the Sloth
and its allies.

brad'-y-pods(J?n?.), brad-yp'-d-da; (.!/<* /.

Lat.), s. pi. [From Gr. ppa&vnow; (bradupous)

=b slow of foot ; /3paSvs (bradus) = slow, ana
n-ovs ( pous), irooos (podos) = a foot]

Zool. : Slow-footed animals. Blumenbach's
name for an order of mammalia, containing

the genera Bradypus, Myrmecophaga, Manis,
and Dasypus. Cuvler substituted the term
Edentata, from the absence in these animals
of incisor teeth.

brad'-y-ptts, «. [Mod. Lat. bradypus; from
Class. Gr. fipaSv-jrovs (bradupous) = slow of

foot.] [Bradypods.]

boll, boy; pollt, J01M; oat, ceU, chorus, chin, bench: go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophou, exist. -Ing.

-cian, tian = shan, -tion, -sion = ahun; -tion. iton^zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious- shus. ~ble, -le, &c^=bel, el.
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1. Znol. : A mammalian genus, the typical
one of the family Bradypodidae (q.v.). It con-
tains the Ai, or Common Sloth (Bradypus
tridactylus), and other species. The only
other genus is Cholopus, originally written
(incorrectly) by Illiger Cholaepus (q.v.).

2. Palasont. : Various genera and species of
the family are found in 8outh America. They
are gigantic as compared with the modern
sloths. The most notable are Megatherium,
Mylodon, Scelidotherium, and in- the Post-
Pliocene of North America Megalonyx. (See
these words.)

brae, * bray, * bra, s. & a, [Icel. bra, A.S.
br>ha, breaw = the eyebrow. " The word must
have passed through the sense of eyebrow to
brow of a hiU, but no quotations illustrating
the change appear. In spoken use brae is

mainly Scottish, but is employed in literary
English." (N.E.D.)]

A. As substantive:

L Literally:

1. An acclivity, a slope, an incline, a steep
bank ; whether constituting—

(1) The side of a hill.

" Entry! in ane narrow place
Betuix a louchside ana a bra."

Barbour : the Bruce (ed. Skeat), Hi 10».

(2) The bank of a river.
" Endlaug the vatter than yeid he
Ou atber syde gret quantlte

:

He saw the brayii hye staudand
The vatter holl throu slike rynand *

The Bruce (ed. Skeat), vi. 7S-8.

2. A hill.

"... Twa men I saw ayont yon brae." ,
Boil : Betenore, p. 60. {Jamietm.)

3. The upland, hilly, or highland parts of a
country. Used—

(1) As a separate word (chiefly in the plural) :

" Thin Heb said he tried him with Erse, for be cam
in his youth frae the brae* of Glenlivat—but It wadna
do."—Scott : Antiquary, ch. it

(2) In compos. : As Braemar.

IL Figuratively : Used of the hill of fame.
" Should I but dare a hope to speeL
Wi' Allan or wi' Gilbertfleld.

The braet of fame."
Burnt : To William Simpson.

B. A$ adj. : Of or belonging to a " brae " in
any of the foregoing senses.

brae-face, s. The front or slope of a hill.

(Scotch.)

" If a kill be built to a brae-face, or the side of a
rock, it cau have but three vents."—Maxwell : Sel.
Tram., p. 194.

brae-head, 5. The summit of a hill.
(Scotch.)

" All the boys of Oarnock assembled at the brae-
lead, which commands an extensive view of the
Kilmarnock road."—Ayrt. Legatee*, p. 282.

brae-laird, braes-laird, s. A pro-
prietor of land on the southern declivity of
tlie Grampians. (Scotch.)

"In Mitchell's Opera, called The Highland Fair." a
Braet Laird is introduced as the natural and here-
ditary enemy of a Highland chieftain."—Note from
Sir Walter Scott, in Jamieton.

brae-side, brae syd, s. The declivity
ofahilL (Scotch.)

"Ane company of fresch men cam to renew the
battel!, taking thair advantage of the brae tyd."~~JHtt-
tcottie: Cron., p. 108.

brae-man, bray-man, «. [Scotch brae;
and Eng. man.] One who inhabits the
southern side of the Grampian Hills. (Scotch.)
" Humanity strongly Invitee von to know
The worm-wasted braeman i fate, laid in yon grave."

Train ; Mountain Mute, p 70. (Jamieton.)

*bra-en-gel, *. [Brangill] (Scotch.)

brag, * brag-gen, v.i. & t. [Wei. bragio =
to brag ; brae = boastful ; Ir. bragaim = I

l>oast ; Gael, bragaireachd = empty pride,
boasting. (Skeat.)]

A. Intransitive:

1. To boast, make ostentatious pretences,
wagger.

''He bosteth and braggeth with many bolde otbes."
—J*. Plowman, 8.S95.

" Thou coward ! art thou bragging to the stars?
"

Shaketp. : Midium. N. Dream, iii. t.

(a) With o/ before the object.
" Verona brag* of him

To be a virtuous and well-govern'd youth.**
Shaketp, | Bom. and Jul., 1. 5.

(fh On was frequently, though improperly,
used for of.

** Yet lo ! in me what author* have to brag on,
Baduc'd at last to hiss in my own dragon.*'

Pope : Duncfad. lit, MS.
* 2. To sound, make a loud noise.

" Whanue the voycoof the truiune ... in youreeris
braggith al the puple shal cry with mooet out-crye."—
Wickliffe : Joshua, y1. 5.

"... the child bragt in hex belly already; 'tis yours.

'

—Shaketp. : Love't Labour Lost, v. JL

B. Transitive

:

1. To blow loudly

* 2. To praise anything excessively or osten-
tatiously.

" You shall hare a lame Jade, bridlft and brag It up
and down Suiithneld."—Nathe : Plain Perdeal.

3. To re]>roach, upbraid.
" Kyle-Stewart I could hae bragged wide.

For sic a pair."
Burnt : The Autd Farmer' t Salutation.

brag, * bragg, * bragge, $., a., & adv.
(Brag, v.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A boast, an ostentatious pretence.
"A kind of conquest

Caesar made here ; but made not here his brag
Of ' came.' and ' saw, ' aud ' overcame.' "

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, Ui. L
* 2. The thing or matter boasted of.

" Beauty is nature's brag."
Milton ; Comut, 745.

3. A game at cards.

"Bat the late Reverend Doctor Robert Douglas,
minister of Galashiels, assured the author, that the
laBt time he saw Andrew Gemmells he was engaged in
a game at brag with a gentleman of fortune, distinc-
tion, and Ijirth."—Scott .- Advt. to Antiquary, p. viii.

B. -45 adjective

:

1. in a bad sense : Boastful.
" Hi schulde nought beren hem so bragg."

Fieri Plowman i Vrede, 706,

2. In a good sense : Brave.
". . . boldest and braggett in amies."

WiUiam of Paterne (ed. Skeat), 3048.

C. As adverb :

I. Boastingly.

Hy achulde nought beren hem so bragg ne [belden]
so heyghe "

Piert Plow. CresU. 706.

2. Proudly, conceitedly.
" Seeat howe brag yond Bullocks bears*,
So smirke, so smoothe. hU pricked eares ?"

Spenser; The Sh-p. Cat., ii.

* brag'-ance, s. [From Eng. brag, s., and
suffix -ance.] Boasting, arrogance.

bra-gan'-ti-a, s. [Named after the Duke of
Braganza.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
natural order Aristolochiacese (Birthworts).
Bragantia tomentosa, a species growing in
Java, is very bitter, and is used in that island
asanemmenagogue. The roots of B. Wallichii,
rubbed up with lime-juice, are used in the
West of India as an appliance in snake bites.

* brag'-at, s. [Bragget, 5.]

brag-ga do -ci 6, * brag-ga-do-chi-0,9.
[Brag, v. A word invented by Spenser
(Skeat).]

1. As a proper name (of the forms Braggado-
cio and Braggadochio) : The name given by
Spenser to one of his imaginary knights, " Sir
Braggadochio," who is always boasting of the
heroic deeds he has done and intends to do,
but is all the while a coward at heart.

" Shee, that base Braggadochio did affray.
And made him fast out of the forest ronne

:

Belphcebe was hername. as faire as Phoebus sunne."
Spenser: F. Q., III., y. 27.

2. A cowardly boaster.
" Elevated to office, whether the office be a clerkship

in the Customs or a Captaincy-General, be liecomes
forthwith a braggadocio, self-asserting and insolent,
often grasping aud extortionate."—TVmet, Jun« 2, 1879.

3. Empty boasting.

* brag -gard, s. [Braggart. ]

* brag -gard ism, *. [Eng. braggard ; -ism.)

Boastfulness, bragging.
"Why, Valentine, what braggarditm is thlsT"—

Shaketp. : Two Gent., i i. 4.

t brag'-gart, brag gard, s. [From Eng.
brag ; and suffix -art, -ard.]

A. As subst. : A bragger, boastful fellow.
" Who knows himself a braggart.

Let him fear this, for it will come to pass.
That every braggart shall be found an ass."

Shaketp. : Alls Well, It. 1
"... a shallow braggart conscious sincerity*'

Carlyle '. Heroet, Bero-worship, Lect. ii

B. At adj. : Given to bragging ; boastful,
vainglorious.

"The King with scorn beheld their flight,
' Are these,' he said, ' our yeomen wight.
Each braggart churl could boast before,
Twelve Scottish lives his baldric bora!

""

Scot1 1 The Lord of the Isle*, vi. 14.

" brag -gart-l$r, a>lv. TEng. fcra^art ; -Zy.)

Like a braggart, boastful.

"A proud, vain-glorious, and braggartly spirit"—
Chapman : Homer, bk. iii.

bragged, pa. par. & a. [Brag, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adj.: Boasted, vaunted.
" Auf. Wert thou the Hector
That was the whip of your bragg'd progeny,
Thou shouldst not 'scape me here."

shaketp. : Coriolanut, L 1

bragger, s. [Eng. bragg; -er.] One who
brags ; a vain, ostentatious pretender ; a brag-
gart.

"A bretoner, a braggere"
Langland : P. Plowman, 4.104.

" Such as have bad opportunity to sound these brag,
gert thoro'igh ly, by having sometimes endured the
penance of their sottish company, have fomid them in

' brag'-ger-y,
show, pomp.

[Eng. bragger; -y.] Vain

" All the nobles of the Frenche courte were in gar-
mentes of many colours, so that they were notknowen
from the braggery."—Ball : Benry VIII, an. IS.

* brag-get, * brag-gat, *brag-at, * bra-
got, bra-gett, * bra ket. .<. [Wei. bragot
= a kind of mead ; Cornish bregaud; Ir. bra-
cat : Wei. brag ; Gael. & Ir. braich = malt, fer-

mented grain. Connected with brew, A.8.
breowan (Skeat).] A kind of mead ; a liquor
made of honey and ale fermented, with spices,

Ac.
" Bragett, drynke {bragot or braket, K. H. P.) Met-

librodium, bragetum."~Prirmpt. Par*.
" Hir mouth was sweete as bragot is or m.th,
Or hoord of apples, layd in hay or hetb."

Chaucer : The Miller t Tale, £261-63.

bragging, * brag-ing, pr. par.,a.,&s.
[Brag, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. k part. adj. : In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive:

1. Boasting, arrogance.
" Howbeit he nothing at all ceased from his brag-

ying, but still was filled with pride, breathing out firs
in bfs rage against the Jews, and commanding to hastr
the journey. —1 Maccabees, ix. 7.

2. Loud blowing, noise.
" Thair wes blaving of bemys, braging and heir.*'

Oaw. and QoL, It IX.

brag'-ging-l^, adv. [Eng. bragging ; -ly.] In
a bragging manner, boastfully, ostentatiously.

" None bewail more oraw'iir'vGermaiiicus death In
outward show, then such as in their harts are most
glad."

—

Qreneway: Tacitut; Annulet, p. 58.

brag -gir, 5. [Etym. doubtful. Cf. Gael, braigh
= the top, the summit, or braigh, v.= to give
a crackling sound ; Dan. brage = to crack, to
crash, brag, bragen = crack, crash, crackling
noise.] The name given in the island of Lewis
to the broad leaves of the Alga Marina.

"They continue to manure the ground until tfc*
tenth of June, if they have plenty of Braggir, I.e. tb*
broad leaves growing ou the top of the Alga Marina."
—Martin: West. III. p. 54.

r Britten and Holland are unable to decide
what species of seaweed is meant by Alga
marina. Can it be Fucus nodosus t

* brag-ing, *. [Bragging, $.]

bra-gi'te, s. [From Bragi, an old Scandina-
vian deity (?) ; and sutf. -iU (Min.) (q.v.).]

Jfin. : Bragite of Forbes and Dahll. Pro-
bably altered Firein. It occurs imbedded in
orthoclase in Norway and Greenland. Or &
variety of Fergusonite (q.v.).

* brag -less, ". [Eng. brag; -less.] Without
boasting or ostentation.

" Mo. The bruit is, Hector's slain, and by Achillas,
AJax. If it be so, yet bragt ess let it be

;

Great Hector was a man as good as ha.
Shaketp.: Troil. andCreu.,T.%.

brag'-iy, adv. [Eng. brag; -ly.] In »
jianner worthy of being boasted of, finely.

"Seest not thilk hawthorn studile.
How bragly it begiunes to bud Je,

And utter his tender head T"
Spenser : Shep. Cat., UL

brag-wort, breV-wort (Scotch), s. [Brao-
get.] (Scotch.) Head, a beverage made from
the dregs of honey.

* To learn that the Scottish bregwort, or mead, so
plentiful at a harvest supper, is the self-same drink
with which the votaries of Klmmon cheered them-
selves may weli alarm a devout mind," Ac— Black-
wood's Mag., Jan., 1B31, p. 405.

Brah'-ma, ' Bra-ma, t Bran man, ft

[Ger. ic., Brama, Brahma; in Mahratta and the

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall* father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*5t,
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BRAHMA.

modern languages of India, Brahma, from San-
scrit Brahman, not Brahman = a member of

the Hindoo sacred caste ; but(l) Neut. = force,

power, will, wish, the propulsive force of crea-

tion ; (2) .Wosc. ; (a) Self; (6) The being Brahma
(Bee def.). (Max Mkller: Chips from, a Ger-

man Workshop, vol. i. (1867), pp. 70-1.).]

Hindu Mythol. : The first person of the
Hindu triad,' the others being Vishnu and Siva.

Speaking broadly, the first is the Creator,

the second*
the Preser-

ver, and the
third the De-
stroyer. The
first is scarce-

ly worship-
ped, exceptl
at Pokher, in™

Ajmere, and
Bithoor
the Doab, the
residence of
the infamous
Nana Saheb.
He is repre-

sented as a
man of a red
colour, with
four faces.

He has in

general four hands, in one of which he holds a
portion of the Vedas, in one a lustral vessel,

in one a rosary, and in one a sacrificial spoon.
For the present state of his worship see Brah-
HAN1SM.

" When Brama'f children perish'd for hia name.*"
Campbell : Pleasure* of Hope, pt. 1.

Brah -ma (2), s. & a. [Brahmapootra.]

Brahma - fowl, s. [Brahmapootra-
fowl.]

Brah man, Brah min, * Bra rain,
* Brach man, s. & a. [In Sw. &c. , Bramin

;

Ger. Bramine, Brachmane ; Fr. Bramin, Bra-
mine, Bracmane ; Sp. & Port. Bramin, Bra-
mine, Brachmane ; Ital. Bramino ; Lat. pi.

Brachmanae, Brachmanes ; Gr. fSpaxtl°LVe$
(Brachmanes) ; Mahratta Brahman ; Sanscrit
Brahman, not Brahman = Brahma (q.v.) =
a member of the sacred casto, from Brahman
= Brahma (q.v.).]

A. As substantive

:

1. Originally: One of the Aryan conquerors
of India who discharged priestly functions,
whose ascendency, however, over his fellows
was intellectual and spiritual, but not yet
political or supported by the caste system.

2. Now ; One of the four leading castes of
India, the others, theoretically at least, being
Kshatryas (Warriors), Vaisyas (Merchants),
and Sudras (Labourers), not reckoning out-
casts beyond the pale. [Caste.] [For the
rise of the Brahmans see Brahmanism.] The
Brahmans in many places at present are about
a tenth part of the community. They are the
most intellectual of all castes, having great
mental subtlety. They are admirably adapted
for metaphysical speculation and for mathe-
matical reasoning ; but throughout their vast
literature they have almost uniformly told
monstrous myths in lieu of history. Nor do
they care much for natural science. In these
two respects they fall short of the average
European mind. [Brahmanism.]

"... the language of the Brahmem."—Mill : Hint.
Brit. India, i. 334.

" The worshippers of Agni no longer form a distinct
class, a few Agnihotra Brahmans, who preserve the
family, maybe met with."—H. B. Wilton: Religion of
the Hindus.

B. As adjective : In any way pertaining to a
member of the caste described under A.

% Brahmana beads, Brahman's beads : A
name given in India to the corrugated seeds
of Elseocarpus, used by the Brahmans and
others as necklaces. They are sometimes
worn as beads by children in East London,
having been brought from India by sea-
faring relatives or friends.

Brahman bull, Brahminy bull, -.

The Zebu, a variety of the Bos taurus, or Com-
mon Ox. It is distinguished by having a
large fatty hump on its shoulders. Divine
honouK are paid to it in India, and it is

deemed an act of piety to turn one loose in the
streets, without any provision for its main-
tenance. It therefore helps itself from green-
grocers' stalls or from gardens. It is not, as
a rule, dangerous to pedestrians, but at times
has warlike encounters with its humped com-

peers, besides systematically persecuting all

cattle destitute of a hump. It is unpopular
with those who are not of the Hindoo faith,

but they dare not for their lives openly injure

it, though the writer has heard of one being
killed, suspicion falling on a European whose
garden the divine beast had robbed.

Brah -man-ic, Brah -min-ic, a. [From
Brahman, Brahmin, and sutf. -ic. In Fr.

Brahmanique. ] Pertaining to Brahmans or to
Brahmanism.

'*.
. . the corruption of the Brahminie religion."—

Motheim : Ch. Hilt., trans, by Murdoch, ed. 1865, p.
716. (Note.)

"The earlier systems of Brahmanic philosophy."—
Max Miiller : Chips from a German Workshop, voL i,

(1867), p. 225.

Brah man -I-cal, Brah min'-i-cal, a.

[From Brahmanic, Brahminie; ~al.} The same
as Brahmanic (q.v.).

Brah -man -ism, Brah min ism, s.

[From Eug., &c. Brahman, Brahmin, and suff.

ism. In Ger. Bramanism, ; Fr. Brahmanisme ]

Theol., Hist., <£ Phil: The system of reli-

gious belief and practice introduced and pro-
pagated by the Brahmans. This greatly varied
with the lapse of ages, but to every successive
form of it the name Brahmanism may be ap-
plied.

The earliest inhabitants of India seem to
have been mainly Turanians. [Turanian.]
When, at a very remote period of antiquity,
these entered the peninsula, an Aryan nation
or tribe existed in Central Asia, N. W. of
India, speaking a language as yet unrecog-
nised, which was the parent of nearly all the
present European tongues, our own not ex-
cepted. At an unknown date a great part of
this Aryan nation migrated to the north-west,
and settled in Europe, the remainder taking
the contrary direction, and entering India by
the way of the Punjaub. [Aryan.] Admiring
the glorious Eastern sky, they applied to it,

and to the elements of nature, glowing ad-
jectival epithets ; these gradually became
abstract substantives, then the qualities ex-
pressed were personified, and gods ruling over
the several elementswere recognised. Thus the
sky was first called Deva, adj. =(1) bright,

then (2) brightness, next (3) the Bright God
;

or, if the adjectival meaning be retained,

Divine. This is the familiar Lat. Deus = God.
Similarly Dyans= the sky, is Gr. Zevs (Zeus),

genit. Aios (Dios), from Ais (Dis), Latin Dies
piter — Jupiter. Other divinities worshipped
were, Agni = fire (Lat. ignis), Surya = the
sun, Ushas= the dawu [Gr. ^a* (eos)J, Marut
= storm (Lat. Mars), Prithivi — the earth,

Ap = the waters, Nodi = the rivers, Varuna
= the sky [Gr. ovpardc (ouranosVl, Mitra =
the sun, ana Indra = the day. These gods
are invoked in the 1,017 hymns of the Rig-
Veda, the oldest Aryan book in the world.
Dr. Hang, of the Sanscrit College at Poonah,
thinks the oldest of these may have been com-
posed and uttered from 2400-2000 B.C., or at
least from 2000 to 1400 B.C. Max Muller, the
translator of the Rig-Veda, more moderately
dates most of them between 1500 and 1200
B.C., believing the collection to have been
finished about 1100 B.C. [Rig-Veda, Veda.]

Whilst the Aryans were in the Punjaub a
religious schism took place amongst them,
and a large number of them left India for
Persia with feelings so bitter that what their
former friends left behind called gods they
transformed into demons. The venerable
Deva = God, was changed into daiva = an evil

spirit. Iran (Persia) was the place to which
the seceders went, and there their faith deve-
loped into Zoroastrianism (q.v.). (See also
Zend-avesta.)
The Rig-Veda was followed by three more,

the Yajur-veda, the Sdma-veda, and the Atha-
roa-veda, each with a Sanhita or collection
written in poetry, and Brahmanas and Sutras,
prose compositions ; but these are not so
valuable as the Rig-Veda for tracing the old
beliefs.

From about 1000 to 800 B.C. collections
were being made of the old sacred literature.

From about 800 to 600 B.C. the Brahmanas
were composed (Dr. Haug thinks between
1400 and 1200 B.C.). Then the Sutras (exe-

fetical compositions), which follow, make
trahmanas as well as Mantras divine.
The exact date of the two great epic poems

—the Ramayana and the Menabharat—Is un-
known ; but the former is believed to be the
older. By the time that it appeared the con-
stellation of Vedic gods had set, and one of

deified heroes was arising or had arisen.

Rama, the" deified King of Ayodhya (Oude),
the hero of the former poem, is still exten-
sively worshipped, along with his friend and
follower, Hunooman, the monkey god. So is

Krishna, the hero of the Mahabharat.
During the period of the Brahmanas, the

Brahmanic priesthood had risen to great
power ; during that of the Sutras they were in

quiet enjoyment of their caste dignity. By
the sixth century Booddha had arisen to

preach the equality of all castes, and his

system was dominant in India from about 250

B.C. till 750 A.D., that is, for a thousand
years. [Booddhism.]
When Brahmanism reasserts its sway the

Hindoo triad of gods — Brahma, Vishnu,
and Shiva—have arisen (see these words).

Nay, Brahma has become almost obsolete,

and the respective advocates of Vishnu and
Shiva are at variance. Between the twelfth
and the sixteenth centuries monastic reformers
formed sects, some Vishnuvite, others Sivaite.

New sacred books, called, however, Puranas
(meaning old), are penned to advocate the
tenets of conflicting sects, and, though contra-
dicting each other, are accepted as divine.

The Mohammedan invasion somewhat re-

pressed their quarrels. [Puranas.] At
present, the worship of Vishnu under the
forms of Krishna and of Rama, and of Siva
under that of the Lingam ; with the veneration
of Sukti, the power and energy of the divine
nature in action ; to which must be added the
adoration of Hunooman, Rama's friend ; and
in many places of aboriginal Turanian gods, are
the most prevalent forms ofpopular Hinduism.
Reformers are falling back on the Vedas, and
Christianity obtains converts from it in every
part of the land.

Brah man 1st, s. [From Eng., &c. Brah-
man ; and surf, -ist.] A professor of the Brah-
manic faith. [Brahmanism.]

" Berghard, in his ' Physical Atlas,' gives the follow-

ing division of the human race according to religion
. . . BrahmanisU . . . 134 per cent"—Max Muller:
Chiptfrom a German Workshop, vol. i., p. 215. (Note.)

Brah ma poo tra, Brah ma pu tra,
s, & a. [Sansc. Brahma (1) (q.v.)., and pootra,

putra = a son.]

A. As subst. (Geog.): A very large river,

rising in south-west Thibet and falling into

the Bay of Bengal.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the river de-

scribed under A.

Brahmapootra or Brahma-fowl, s.

A variety of poultry, so called from their being
supposed to have been imported from the

neighbourhood of the Brahmapootra river.

Brah'-min-ee, s. [Eng., Ac. Brahmin; -«.]

A female Brahman.

Brah'-mln-ess, s. [Eng., &c. Brahmin

;

-ess.] A female Brahman, a Brahmlnee.

braid(l), braide, brayde. - brat -den,

*brei'-den (Eng.), braid, 'brade,
*brayd (Scotch), v.t. <fe i. [AS. bredan = to

bend, fold, braid, knit, gripe, lay hold of,

draw, drive, or take out or away (Bosworth)

;

bregdan = to bind, knit, vibrate, or draw
forth (Bosworth) ; O. Icel. bregdha, brigdha =
(1) to braid with, (2) to broider

;
(int.) — to

start quickly; O. Fris. breida, brida ; O.L.
Ger. bregdan; O.H. Ger. brettaiu]

A* Transitive

:

*L Ofsudden movement (see O. Icel. bregdha):

To draw out quickly. (Used of the un-
sheathing or brandishing of a sword or similar

weapon.)
"Then this byroe braydet owte a brand."—Antun

of Arthur, x.

" Wndyr his hand the knyff he bradit owt."
Wallace, i. 223. (M,g.)

1" It is sometimes used reflexively.

To braid one's self: To depart quickly. [B.,

1.1.3
"Hee bredde an ai on his barm and braidet him

than." Alisaunder (ed. Skeat), 1,004.

* II. Of more or less circular movement ; To
turn about, to turn round.
" Ane Duergh braydit about, besily and bane,
Small biruis on oroche, be ane brigh tyre."

Gawan and Got., I. 7. (Jamieson.)

* III. Ofmovement taking theform ofassault

:

To attack, to assault. (H-uddman & Jamies/m).
*
Tf To braid down : To throw down, to beat

down. (Skeat.)
" To the erth he brayd him downo "

i'vxtine and Qaw., 8.248.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xonophon, exist, pa ^
-clan, -tian - shaxu -tion, - sion m shun ; -tlon, -sion - shun, -clous, tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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IV. Of the intervrinding of things together

:

1. To weave or entwine together ; to twine,
to twist, to plat.

"... and the nicest maiden's locks
Less gracefully were braided."

Wordsworth : Kxcur., bk. tL

2. To intertwine or interlace around any-
thing.

" This hall, in which a child I played.
Like thine, dear Redmond, lowly laid.
The bramble and the thorn may braid

:

Or, passed lor aye from me and mine.
It ne'er may shelter Rokehy's line."

Scott ; Roksby, v. 1L

*B. Intransitive (of rapid movement):

1. To move quickly ; to take a series of long
teps in rapid succession. (Scotch).

"And as be bradii forth apoun the bant."
Doug. : Virgil, SSI, 24.

" Syne down the brae Sym braid lyk thnnder."
Evergreen, it 18S, st. 7.

8. To rush.
*' As bllue with his burnes he braide into preee.
And deinened bim dou till with den tea ml rude."

William of Palerns (ed. bkeat), 3,848-19.

8. To awake, to spring ; to start, to startup.
** Than the burJe in her bed braids of hor slepe.
And wlian shee wakyug was shee wondred in hert."

Alisaundsr (ed. Skeat), 7M-&.

4. To break out ; to issue with violence.
" And all enragit thir wordis gan furth brads."

Doug.: Virgil, 112,29.
" Forth at the Ilk porte the wyndis brads in an*

route" Ibid., la, 85.

" On syde he bradis for to eschew the d vnt.
Ibid., 143. 8. {Jamieson.}

6. To cry out,
" Right In his wo ha gan to braids."

Chaucer t Drems, 662.

% (1) To braid up the head: To toss the head
as a high-mettled horse does, to carry the
head high.

**
1 wald na langer beir on brydiL bot braid up my

held:
Thair micht no mollat mak me moy, nor hald my

mouth In." Dunbar : Mail. Poems, p. 5.

(2) To braid up the burde : To put up the
leaves of the table (?). A phrase used by
James I. (Jamieson.)

braid (2), v.i. [Breed, v.i.]

braid, * braide, * brayde, *. [From A.S.
braga, bregd ; O. I eel. bragda, bragth = a sud-
den motion, trick, sleight, look, or expres-
sion.] [Braid, v. (q.v.).]

* L Of sudden motion, or ofanything sudden

:

1. A sudden motion, a start, a rush, a
charge, a sally.

"Go we ther-for with strengthe of hond ; wewillen
make a braids.''

Sir Perumbras {ed. Herrtage), 3,122.

2. An assault, a thrust, aim to strike ; an
attack, an invasion.

"... If the Scottis kjiig mistake in any braids
Of treaon in any thing, ageyn Henry forsaid."

R. Brunns, p. 138.
" Syne to me with his club he maid ane braid."

Doug. : Virgil, 461, 41. (Jamieson.)

3. A reproach, a taunt, upbraiding.
"And grieve our soules with quippes and bitter

braids." Sob. E. of Uuntingd., bL L, 1.60L
4- Sudden fate.

" By-thenk ye wel of that brayde, that touchede duke
Myloun." Sir Ferumb. (ed. Herrtagef, 8,006.

5. A moment of time.

^ At a braid, At a brayde : At a start, at
once.

And vche best at a brand* ther hyro best lykes "

Mar. Kng. AUit. Poems (td. Mot-rial; Cleanness. 539.

In a brayd : In a moment.
" Baltasar in a brayd bede vus ther-of."

Mar. Eng. AUit. Posmt (ed. Morris) ; Clsannsm. 1,607.

6. A grimace.
" And grynily gryti on hym and Were,
And nydus bragdss mak hym to fere."

Richard RoUs d>>, Bam/^lle. 2,226-7.

7. The cry of a newly-born child. (Scotch.)
ifiraig, Jamieson, dtc.)

U. Of something woven :

1. Gen. : Twist, plaiting.
" Nor braid* of gold the varied tresses bind.
That fly disorder d with the wanton wind."

Pope : Sappho and Phaon, 85-4.

*' Then hasten we, maid.
To twine our bruttt."

Moors: L. R., Light of the Harem.
*S. Spec.

:

(1) Braided gold. (Scotch.)
" In the fyrst a belt of crammassy beruessit with

gold A braid."—Inventories, p 8. [Jamieson.)

(2) A narrow woollen fabric used for binding.

• braid (1), a. k s. [From A.S. bragd, bregd =
deceit, Action; I eel. bragdhm fraud, deceit;
from A.S. bredan = to weave, ... to draw
(as into a net).] [Braid, s. ]

A. Ai adjective: Deceitful.
" Since Frenchmen are so braid,

Harry that will, I live and die a maid."
Shakssp. : AITt W«t% iv. 1

B. As substantive : Deceit, anything de-
ceitful.

" Dlan rose with all her maids
Blushing thus at love his braids."

Greens : Never too Lots, 1,616.

* braid (2), * brade, a. [A.S. brdsd = broad. ]

[Broad.]

1. Broad.

.1'Ay»J» might have said in braid Scotland, gude-
wife, added the fiddler."—Scott: Redgauntlet, let x.

2. Plain, intelligible.
** And yit forsoith I set my besy pane,
(As that I couth) to make it brads and plain."

Doug, t Virgil, Pref. 6, 4.

braid-band, a. [Broad-band.] (Scotch.)

braid-bonnet, s,

1. A Scots bonnet, usually of dark blue
wool with a short thick tassel.

2. A bonnet piece (q.v.).

braid-cast, adv. [Broadcast.] (Scotch.)

braid-comb, s. A large comb for a
woman's back hair.

' braid, * brade, adv. [Broad.] Widely.
" The heuinly portis crista! lyne
Vpwarpis brads, the warld till illumyne *

Doug, i Virgil, 899, tt.

braid -3d, pa., par. k a. [Braid.]
"Of mantles green, and braided hair."

Seott | Lag of the Last Minstrel, ri. 4.

" Gulden tresses wreathed in one.
As the braided streamlets run .'

**

Longfellow: Maidenhood,

bra id-er, s. [Eng. braid ; -er.]

1. Gen. : That which braids.

2. Spec. : A sewing-machine attachment
provided with an opening to guide and lay
a braid on the cloth under the action of the
needle. The braid-guiding opening may be in
the presser and in advance of the needle-hole,
or in the cloth-plate, or in a separate attach-
ment secured to the cloth-plate.

braid Ing, pr. par., a., k $. [Braid, v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. <fc part. adj. : In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of making braids.

2. Braids taken collectively.

"A gentleman enveloped in mustachios, whiskers,
fur collars, and braiding, . .

."—Thacksray. (Good-
rich A Porter.)

braiding-machine, s.

Machinery :

1. A machine in which a fabric is made by
the laying up of three or more threads by
a plaiting process. Mechanism guides the
thread-holding bobbins in a serpentine course
to interlace the threads.

2. A braider (q.v.).

Braid ism, s. [See def.]

Therapeutics : A name sometimes given to
hypnotism (q.v.), from Mr. J. Braid, a Man-
chester surgeon, one of the early investigators
of the subject.

Braid -ist, s. [Eng. Braid(ism.) ; -ist.] One
who practises hypnotism ; a hypnotists

braid -nes, s. [Broadness.] (Scotch.)

bra'-le, bray'-Ie, a. [Scotch brae ; suffix -U= Eng. -y.]

1. Sloping.

2. Hilly.

* braie, bral -in (1), v.t. [Bray.]

bral'-in (2), v. [Bray (2), v.]

bralk, v. [Cf. Dut. bracrMuest = nausea,
qualm ; braakdrank = vomit.] To vomit
(Scotch.)

"Sche blubbirt. bokkit, and braikit stilL"
Lynosay: S. P. &., iL 87.

* bralk (1), *. [Probably the same as Eng. brag,
s. (q.v.). Or from Icel. braka = to make a
noise.] A threat (Scotch.)

" All thocbt with braik, and boiat, or wappinnis heMe doith awate, and nianace for to de.*^
Doug. ; VirgU, VTi, 82.

bralk (2), ». [Break.] (Scotch.)

braik (3), ». [O. Sw. braaka, from oroote, v.

= to break.] (Jamieson.) [Brake (1), «.]

1. A kind of harrow. (Scotch.)
" While uew-ca'd kye rowte at tlie stake.
An' powniea reek iu pleutli ur bruik

Burn* Epistle to J. Laprmik.

% An instrument used in dressing hemp,
&c. (Jamieson.)

• bralk '-in, *. [Bracken.]

* braik'-it, a. [From Ir. brtac, brek = speckled,
pied, motley.] Speckled. (Scotch,)

brail, * brayle, *. [From O. Fr. braiel

braiol, braioele, braieul = a band placed round
the breeches ; O. Fr. braie, braye = breeches

;

Prov. braya ; Sp. & Port, braya ; ItaL braca ;

from Lat. braca (sing.), 6rocec(pl.)= breeches.]
[BREEcnrs.]

1. Falconry: (1) A piece of leather with
which to bind up a hawk's wing ; (2) The mass
of feathers about the fundament of a hawk.
(Gotgrave.)

2. Navt. (pi. brails) : Ropes used to gather
up the foot and leeches of a sail, preparatory
to furling.

TT The brails of a gaff-sail are for hauling
the after-leech of the sail forward and up-
ward, previous to furling : towards the head
(peak-brails); neck (throat-brails); and luff

(foot-brails). The lee-brails are hauled upon
in furling.

brail, v.t. [From brail, s. (q.v.).]

1. Falconry: To fasten up the wing of a
bird, to confine it from flight. (Lit. & fig.)

By Hebe fill'd ; who states the prime
Of youth, and brails the wings of time**

Urania to the 0.

2. Naut. : To haul up into the brails, to
truss up with the brails. (Followed by up.)

" Cheerily, my hearties ! yo heave ho 1

Brail up the mainsail, and let her go."
Longfellow; The Golden Legend, V.

brain, * braine, * brayn, * brayne, s. k
a. [A.S. brmgen, bragen, bregen ; Dut. fcretn ;

O. Dut. bregen; O. Fries, brein. Perhaps
cognate with Gr. ppeyfia (bregma), pptyuoe
(bregmas), fipcxp-os (brechmos), pptXr1* (brechma)
= the upper part of the head.]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally : The soft mass contained within
the cavity of the skull, the encephalon. [II.,

1.]
"Proceeding from the heat-oppressed brain.'

Shakesp. : Macb. ii. I.

(1) In this sense it may be used in the plural,

when the brains of different individuals,

human or animal, are compared to each
other.

", . . at no period of life do their brain* perfectly
agree."—Darwin : Descent of Man, vol. I (1871), pt. t.
ch. L, p. 3.

(2) When only one individual is referred to.

"Voices were beard threatening, some that his
brains should be blown out, . .

."

—

Macaulay . Hist.

Eng., ch. xil.

2. Figuratively : The intellect.
'*

. . . the brain devise laws . . ."

Shakesp. : Mer. of Vtm., i. I

T In this sense used also in the plural.

"... to beat this from his brains, . .
."

Shakssp. : Ben. YUL, ill t.

*f To cudgel the brains: To stimulate the
faculty of attention, with the view of solving
an intellectual difficulty which could not be
satisfactorily disposed of in one's ordinary
listless mental state.

IX Technically:

1. A not. : That part of the nervous system
contained within the cranium, or encephalon,
the central part of the nervous system, com-
posed of the cerebrum, cerebellum, and me-
dulla oblongata (q.v.). It is formed by the

continuity of the fibres of the spinal cord
upwards to the cephalic centres.

fl (1) Compar. Anal. ; The centre of the

nervous system in the lowest of the animals
which possess a brain is in the form of a
double cord ; a step higher, and knots or

ganalia are developed on one extremity of the

cord. Such is the rudimentary structure oi

brain in the lowest vertebrate. In the lowest

fishes the anterior extremity of the double

cord shows a succession of five paire of

ganglia; in the higher fishes and amphibia
the first two become fused into a single

ganglion ; then follow only three pairs of

symmetrical ganglia. This carries us up in the

animal scale to mammalia (q. v.) ; for instance,

in the dog and cat we find a single ganglion,

cerebellum, then three i>airs following each

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there
; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; g6, ptft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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other, and the primitive ganglia of opposite
sides, at first separate, become united by
means of transverse fibres, commissures (com-
missura = a joining), for associating in func-
tion the two symmetrical portions. Hence
the deduction that the brain in the lower
aiiimals consists of primitive cords, primitive
ganglia upon these cords, and commissures
which connect the substance of adjoining
ganglia and associate their functions.

(2) Human Anatomy

:

(a) In the fcetus : In the human fcetus, the
earliest sign of the spinal cord is a pair of
minute longitudinal filaments side by side

;

on the anterior extremity of these five pairs of

minute swellings are seen, not in a straight

line, as in fishes, but curved on each other to
correspond with the future cranium. The
posterior pair soon become cemented on the
middle line, forming one ; the second pair

also unite ; the third and fourth, at first dis-

tinct, are soon veiled by a lateral develop-
ment arching backwards to conceal them

;

and the anterior pair, at first small, become
less and almost lost in the development of the
other pairs ; so that the architecture of the
human brain is the same as that of the lower
animals, but progressive. [Archencephala.]

(b) In the adult : In the adult the primitive
cords, described under 2 (a), have become the
spinal cord, at the upper extremity they
separate under the name of crura cerebri ; the
first pair of ganglia, developed from the pri-

mitive cords, have become the cerebellum ;

the second pair (the optic lobes of animals)
become the corpora quadrigemina of man;
the third pair, the optic thalami, and the
fourth, the corpora striata, are the basis of

the hemispheres, which, the merest lamina in

the fish, have become the largest portion, the
cerebrum, of the brain in man ; the fifth pair

(olfactory lobes), so large in the lowest forms,

dwindle into the olfactory bulbs of man. The
brain is composed of fibres or fasciculi ranged
in some parts longitudinally, in others inter-

laced at various angles by cross fibres, and
connected and held together by a delicate

areolar web, which is the bond of support of

the entire organ. It is enveloped by three

lining membranes, the dura mater, the arach-
noid, and the pia mater (q.v.). The brain

substance is of two kinds, differing in density

and color, a grey or cineritkMM or cortical

substance, and a white or medullary sub-
stance. The grey substance forms a thin

lamella over the entire surface of the convolu-
tions of the cerebrum, and of the laminse of

the cerebellum, hence it has been named
cortical ; but it is likewise found in the centre

of the spinal cord through its entire length,

thence through the medulla oblongata, crura
cerebri, thalami optici, and corpora striata

;

also in the locus perforatus, tuber einereum,
commissnra mollis, pineal gland, pituitary

gland, and corpora rhomboidea. As clearly

Bhown by Dr. Sieveking, there is a peculiar
property in the white matter of the brain,

namely, the great elasticity of the medullary
substance, and the resiliency afforded by this

Is the counterpoise of the rigid structures
enveloping the brain, and which do not, as
erroneously supposed, remove it entirely from
the influence of atmospheric pressure.

The microscopic elements of the brain are

white nerve-fibres from j^Vo *° Tihsa °f an
inch in diameter

;
grey nerve-fibres, one-half

or one-third less than the white in diameter
(Heule); nerve-cells, between ii 5 and T,V5of
an inch in diameter ; and nerve-granules, be-
tween 7ij\JiT and ir,hon °f an m°b in diameter,
with a variable number of pigment-granules.
The division of nerves into cranial and spinal
is purely arbitrary, for with respect to origin,

all but the first (the olfactory) proceed from
the spinal cord or its immediate prolongation
into the brain.
The weight of the human brain, according

to Soemmering, is 2 lbs. 5$ oz. to 3 lbs. 1 oz.

7 drs. ; Dr. Aitken says from 80 to 52 ounces,
with a bulk of from 0>5 to 84 cubic inches.
Dr. John Reid states that there is au average
difference of 6 oz. 11 dm. in favor of the
male brain. According to Soemmering, the
largest brain of a horse is 1 lb. 7 oz. ; that
of an elephant dissected by Sir Astley Cooper
had a weight of 8 lbs. 1 oz. ; and Rudolphi
found that of a common whale (Balama mysti-
cetvs), 75 feet long, to weigh 5 lbs. 10£ oz.
The average sp. gr. of healthy brain is 1*036

;

mean of grey matter, 1034; of white, V041.
Its blood supply is derived through the pia-
mater membrane.

2. Chem. : The chemical constituents of

the brain are albumen ; fatty matter, includ-
ing two acid compounds containing a large
amount of phosphorus, from eight to ten
parts in 1,000, or one-twentieth to one-thirtieth

of the whole solid matter ; also salts, and
from four-fifths to seven-eighths of water.

3. Physiol. : The organ for manifestation
of the intellectual faculties, such as the emo-
tions, the passions, and volition, and also of
sensation. The evolution of nerve-force con-
nected with mind emanates directly from the
hemispherical ganglia. The spinal cord, by
its connection with the brain, is the essence
of combined movements. The brain alone fur-

nishes conditions necessary for intelligence
;

the spinal cord for movement ; and together
they connect the balancing and co-ordination
of motor and sensitic power.

4. Path. : The chief diseases of the brain
are—abscess of the organ, aphasia (in which
the anterior lobes are affected, with difficulty
of expressing thought), apoplexy (q.v.), brain
fever, cancer, concussion and compression,
epilepsy, hydrocephalus, hysteria, headache,
induration, insanity, paralysis, softening, sun-
stroke and tumors (q.v.).

B. At adjective : Relating to the brain in
any of the foregoing senses. (See the com-
pounds which follow.)

% Obvious compound: Brain - development
(Darwin: Descent of Man, pt. i., vol. i.).

brain-born, a. Generated by one's own
brain or mind.

* Each hath his pane, but feeble sufferers groan
With brain-born dreams of evil all their own."

Byron : Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, ii. 7.

brain-bred, a. Engendered in or sprung
from the brain.

" love's brain-bred girle."—J. Taylor : Work* (1W0J,
p. 111.

brain-case, s. The part of the skull
which encases the brain.

* brain-child, s. An idea.

"A brainchild of my own." B. Jonton.'tfew Inn,\. \.

brain-fever, s. A term in common use
for inflammation of the lining membranes of

the brain, meningitis ; or of the brain itself,

cerebritis. These are generally found in con-
junction, seldom separate, and are termed
phrenitis, or encephalitis. Often associated

(a) with tuberculosis, or scrofula ; sometimes
(6) with gout, rheumatism, or syphilis ; in the
first instance generally in the case of children
and delicate young females, in the others
chiefly in adult males ; very frequently, also,

from injury, or as a consequence of previous
diseases. Brain-fever is characterized by
violent headache, intolerance of light, excite-

ment, extreme sensitiveness, hyperemia, de-
lirium, convulsions, and coma. These are the
symptoms of cerebral irritation, which is often
followed by cerebral depression. So real is

the delirium that it cannot be distinguished
from true perceptions.

brain-pan, s. The same as Brain-casb
(q.v.). [Brainpan.]

* brain-wood, a. [Brainwood.]

brain worm, s. [Fig.) A worm infesting

the brain. (Used in controversy contemptu-
ously of an adversary.) (Milton : Coktsterion.)

brain-wright, s. One who thinks or
devises for another. (HalliweU : Cont. to Lex.)

brain, v.t. [From brain, s. (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : To dash out the brains.
" There thou may 'tit brain him."

Shaketp. : Tcmpett, UL 1
2. Figuratively

:

(1) To defeat. (Used of a purpose, Ac.)
'* That brained my purpose."
Shakesp. I Measure/or Measure, v. 1.

(2) To conceive in the brain, to understand.
" Tungue and bruin not " Shakeep, : Cpmbeline, v. 4.

braindge, v.i. [Etyra. doubtful.] To rash
rashly forward.

" Thou never braindg't, an' fetch't, as' flisklt,

But thy auld tail thou wad hae whiakit."
Burnt: Auld Farmer to hit Auld Mare Maggie.

* brain'-Ish, a. [Eng. brain; -is/t.] Brainsick.
" In this brainith apprehension, kills

The unseen good old man." Shakeep. : Hamlet, iv. 1.

brain-less, 'brain lease, * brain les,

o. [Eng. brain, and suff. -less.] Without in-

tellect, dull, stupid. (Fig.)

" U the doll brainiest Ajax come safe off."

Shakeep. : Trail. I 3.

'brain-pan, " brain panne, s. [Eng.
brain; pan.] The pan-like cavity containing
the brain ; skull.

brain sick, o. [A.S. brasgen-sede.]

1. Of persons : Of diseased brain or mind ;

not quite in one's mind, with the intellect

touched ; flighty, one-sided, injudicious.
" What 1 more fools still 1 Be ruled by me and go

back, who knows whither such e, brain-sick fellow will

lead you ?"— Bunyan : P. P., pt. i.

2. Of things : Produced by a diseased brain
or mind.

" Because Cassandra'a mad ; her brain-tick rapture*
Caunot distaste the goodness of a quarrel."

Shakeep.: Troit., Ii. %
' brain -sick-ljS adv. [Eng. brainsick; -ly.]

in a brainsick manner, in such a way as one
of diseased brain or mind might be expected
to do ; with lack of sound judgment.

" You do unbend your noble strength, to think
So braintickly of things."

Shaketp. : Macbeth, ii. 1

brain sickness, brain sick nesse,
s. [Eng. brain; sickness.] Sickness, or any
affection of the brain, accompanied by more
or less of mental disease.

"... braintickneste they entitle promptitude,
quickness*, and celeritie."—Holland : Plutarch, p. J7.
{Richardson.)

brain'-Stone, s. [Eng. brain; stone.]

Zool. : A name for the genus of corals called

1SKAJN8T0NE.

by naturalists Meandrina, in which the surface
resembles the convolutions or meanderings of

the human brain.

* brain -wood, * brayn-wod, a. [O. Eng.
brayn ; Eng. brain; wod, wood = mad.] Mad,
out of one's mind.

" Than brayde he brajmuvd.

"

William of Palerne, *,09*.

brain'-jf, a. Having a good brain, sharp wit,
quick comprehension.

t braird, s. [Breer.] (Scotch.)

1. Sing. : The first appearance of grain above
ground after it is sown.

2. Plur. (brairds) : The coarsest kind of flax.

[Breard.]

* brais, v.t. [From Fr. bras = the arm.] (Em-
brace. ] To embrace.

" And leif ane uthir thy, baggis to brait."
Dunbar : Bannatyne Poeme, p. M, it a,

bralfe, ». [Braize.]

braise, v.t. [Fr. bruiser, for braise= hot char-
coal.) To cook in a braising-pan.

brais -ing, s. & a. [Braise, v.]

Cookery : A term given to ?. process of cook-
ing meat, which combines the advantages of

baking and stewing. Properly speaking, it is

performed in a braising-pan, which is a stew-

pan with a closely-fitting lid constructed to

hold live embers, bo that the meat can be
cooked from above and below simultaneously,

though it is often done in an ordinary sauce-

pan kept tightly closed.

braising-pan, s. A pan for cooking
meat as described in Braising (q.v.).

brait, s. [Etymology doubtful. Dr. Murray
considers that the word is a mistake for bort

(q.v.)-]

Jewelry ; A rough diamond.

braith, a. [O. Icel. brdthr = swift, head-
long, furious ; O. Sw. brather ; Sw. br&d; Dan.
brad.] Violent, severe.

" Throuch the braith t.law, all hyrstv t owt of blud ;

Butlesa to ground he smat him quhar be stud."
Wallace, sL 171. MS. {Jamieton.)

bb\B#; pout, j<$wl;

-clan, tian = shau.

cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -ing.

tion, -sion = shun ; -(ton, -slon = zhun. tious, -siousu -clous = shus. -ble, -die, A bol, del.
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* braith - full, • bieith-ful, a. [Eng.
braith (q.v.) ; suffix -ful(l).'\ Sharp, violent.

" In sum the greyf and ire dyd fast habound,
Kasyt wyth braithfull stangis full unsound."

ooKi. .- riryo, 379. a.

* braith ly, • braith -lie, a. & adv. [O.

Icel. bradhligr.]

A. As adjectivt : Violent, impetuous, fierce,

wrathful.

"This goddes went, quhare Bolus the kyng
In gousty i-auis. the wludis loud quhisling
And braithtie tempestts, by his power refnuiys

."

Doug. ; Virgil, 14, «.

B. As adverb : Violently, with great force.
*• WneM * word he mycbt bryug ont for teyne

;

The bailfull ters bry»t braithlt/ fra hys eyne."
Wallace, vi. 208, MS. , A1m iti. 875. [Jamieson.)

braize (Eng.), braise, braze (Scotch), a
[A.S. bcsrs, bears= a perch, a wolfish or vora-
cious fish (Somner) ; Sw. brazen = a bream ;

Dan. & Dut. brasem m a bream ; Qer. brassen
= a bream.]

1. English (of the form braize) : Braize, the
name of the Pagrus genus of fishes, and specially
of the species Pagrus vulgaris or Common
Braize, called also the Becker, the Pandora,
and the King of the Sea-breams. It belongs
to the family Sparidse. It is found, though
rarely, in the British seas.

2. Scotch (of the forms braise and braze) : The
roach (Leuciscus rutilus), one of the Cyprinida:.

" Salmon, pike, and eels of different kinds, frequent
the Enrick and Blane ; but no fish in greater abun-
dance, at a certain season of the year, than the braise
(roach, Eng.). Vast shoals come up from Lochlomoud,
and by nets are caught in those sands."—P. Killtarn,
Stirlingt. Statist. Ace of Scotland, xvL 109.

* brak, pret. of v. [A.S. brox, pret. of brecan.]
[Break, v.) Broke.

" I trow at Troye whan Pirrua brak the wmL"
Chaucer : C. T., Man of Laves Tale, 29*.

* brak, «. [From Dut braak = a breaking;
O. Icel. brak = breaking, uproar.] An out-
break, uproar, riot

* brake, pret. of v. [Break, p.]

".
. . hvbrnkr. his mind to his wife and children"—

Bunyan: P. P., pt. i

brake (1), break (Eng.), braik, break
(Scotch), s. & a. [In fN. H.) Ger. brache;
L. Ger. brake = an instrument for breaking
flax ; Dut braak — breaking, burglary, brake.
From Dut breken ; Ger. brechen = to break.]
[Break, v.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Originally: An instrument or machine to
break flax or hemp. (Johnson.) It is toothed.

" When it is dry enough, break it with your breaks,
and afterwards rub and scutch it "—MaxweU : Set.

Tram., p. 363.

2. A cross-bow.

"And sumine scholde schete to the frensche rout
with gunnes and bowes of brake."—Sir Perumbras,MR

" Not rams, nor mighty brakes, nor slings alone."
Pair/. : Tasso, xviii. 43. Abo st 64.

3. An instrument of torture.
" Had I that honest blood In my veins again, queen,

that your feats and these frights have drained from
me, honour shouldj'ull hard ere it drew me into these
brakes'—Beau. A Fletch. : Thierry A Theod., v. L
4. The handle of a ship's pump. (Johnson.)

5. A baker's kneading-trough. (Johnson.)

6. A sharp bit or snaffle, a horse-bit. (Cole,

Johnson, dc.)

7. A machine in which horses unwilling to
be shod are confined during the operation.

(1) Lit. Of horses: In the foregoing sense.

(2) Fig. Ofpersons : A restraint, a curb of
any kind upon liberty, the appetites, the
passions, kc. (or this may be the figurative
sense corresponding to I

.
, <;).

" Who rule* his rage with reason's brake."
Turbervile.

" Drest, you still for man should take him.
And not think he had eat a stake,
Or were set up in a brake." B. Jonson.

8. A large and heavy kind of harrow, chiefly
used for breaking in rough ground. (Scotch.)

" A pair of harrows, or brake for two hones, on the
beat construction, 1785, £.% 2s. j 1809, £i."— Wilson:
Renfr., p. 87.

IL Technically:

1. Machinery:

(1) The kneading-machine used by bakers.
It consists, in some cases, of a pivoted lever
operating on a bench.

(2) Any other machinery for effecting the
same purpose.

(3) A friction-strap or band applied on the
periphery of the drum of a hoisting-machine,
crane, or crab.

2. Hydraulics : The extended handle of a
fire-engine or similar pump, by which the
power is applied. (Used especially of an ex-

tended handle at which a row of men can
work together.)

3. Vehicles:

(1) A vehicle for breaking horses, consisting
of the running-gears, and a driver's seat,

without any carriage-body.

(2) A rubber pressed against the wheel of a
vehicle, to impede its revolution, and so
arrest the descent of the vehicle when going
down hill.

(3) The part of a carriage by which it is

enabled to be turned. The fore-carriage.

(4) A high-built open vehicle, having three
or more seats, designed for jaunting.

4. Railroad engineering: A contrivance for
stopping the motion of a car-wheel by fric-

tion applied thereto. Railway brakes are of
various kinds. There are hand-brakes, air-

brakes, &c.

A hand-brake is put in action by a winding
drum connecting chains and levers, the power
of the brakesman being applied to a hand
wheel in the carriage. The air or atmospheric
brake operates by means of compressed air.

It can bring a train running forty-five miles
an hour to a standstill within 250 feet.

" A n umber of gentlemen, represent in? various rail-
way companies, attended at Ipswich, on Wednesday,
to witness a trial of a brake, the invention of Mr. Sul-
livan, H.P. The arrangement is especially adapted for
application to railway carriages which are already fitted
with the ordinary hand-brake. . . . Stoppages were
made in short space, and with much steadiness."—
Weekly Scotsman, May 17, 1879.

5. Basket-making : An iron crotch with a
sharp-edged re-entering angle, adapted to peel
the bark from osiers drawn therethrough.

B. As adjective : Adapted to, pertaining to,

or in any way connected with a brake.

brake-beam, s.

Vehicles : The transverse beam connecting
the shoes of opposite wheels. A brake-bar.

brake-block, s.

Railroad engineering : The block attached
to the brake-beam and holding the shoe or
rubber.

brake-shoe, s. That part of a brake
which is brought in contact with the object
whose motion is to be restrained.

brake-sieve, s.

Mining : A rectangular sieve operated by a
forked lever or brake, from which it is sus-
pended in a cistern of water for the agitation
of comminuted ore. The meshes are of strong
iron wire, f of an inch square. The brake is

supported by a rolling axis. [Jiqqer.] The
poorest light pieces are cuttings. Pieces of
poor, sparry, heavy ore are chate. (Knight.)

brake-wheel, s.

1. Railroad engineering : The wheel on the
platform or top of a carriage by which the
brakes are put in action.

2. Machinery: A wheel having cams or
wipers to raise the tail of a hammer-helve.

brake (2), s. A a. [L. Ger. brake = brake,
brushwood ; connected with Ger. brache =
fallow-ground ; Dut. braak (adj.) = fallow ;

Dan. brak = fallow, unploughed ; and, per-
haps, with Dan. bregne = fern-brake. Cf. also
WeL brwg, brygan ~ growth, brake ; Arm.
bruk, brug= heath, heather ; Ir. &Gael./roocA.
m heath ; Prov. bru = heath.] [Bracken.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A thicket of brushwood or fern ; a place
overgrown with prickly or thomy shrubs, with
brushwood or with fern.

(1) Literally

:

(a) Overgrown with prickly or thorny
shrubs, as brambles and briars, or with brush-
wood. [Cane-brake.]
"That seem'd to break from an expanding heart :

'The mi tutor'*! bird may found, and so construct.
And with such soft materials line, her nest,
Fix'd iu the centre of a prickly brake."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. v.

(6) Covered with a growth of the fern de-
scribed under 2.

" And now at distance can discern
A stlrriug in a brake of fern

;

And instantly a dog U seen
Glancing from that covert green."

Wordsworth: fidelity.

(2) Fig. : Trials, difficulties, afflictions.

" If I'm tradue'd by tongues, which neither know
My faculties nor person : let me say,
Tls but the fate of place, and the rough brake
That virtue must go through."

Shaketp. : Ben. nil., L 1.

2. The English name of Pteris, a genus of
ferns belonging to the order Polypodiaceaa.
[Pteris.] It is so called from growing
abundantly in such brakes as those de-
scribed under No. 1. The common brake,
called, more especially in Scotland, the
bracken, is very abundant in woods and
on heaths, and constitutes quite a feature
of the scenery in such localities. It is the
commonest British fern. It is very abundant
in Epping Forest, and is the only fern that is

common there. If an excursionist allow
himself to be benighted in the forest it will

aid him in picking his steps to know that
wherever the brake or bracken grows the
spot is presumably dry, wherever it is absent
the place is presumably marshy. It is an
excellent covert for game, and where deer
exist they love to be among it. The country
people believe that, taken medicinally, it will

destroy worms, and that to lie upon it will

cure the rickets in children. Its leaves are

used for thatching cottages. Its astringent
quality has led to its employment for dressing
and preparing chamois leather, and the ashes
are useful in the manufacture of soap and
glass. It is sometimes spelled also brakes.

" Motley accoutrement—or power to smile
At thorns, and brakes, and brambles—and in truth.
More ragged than need was."

Wordsworth : Nuttino.

1" Broke of the wall : A local name of the
fern Polypodium vulgare.

IT Rock brakes : A name of the Parsley Fern,
Allosorus crispus.

brake-fern, s.

1. Pteris aquilina.

2, Any other fern. (Ray.)

brake nightingale, brake nightin-
gale, s. A book-name for the Nightingale
(Philomela luscinia). [Nightingale.]

* brake, * brak, a. [Dan. & Dut. brak ; Ger.
brack.] Brackish ; somewhat salt.

" The entrellis sik fer in the fludis brake.
In your reuerence I sail flyng and swake "

Doug. : Virgil, 135, 31.

" bra ke-bushe, s. [Eng. brake ; O. Eng.
bushe.) A brake of ferns.

" Brakebushe, or femebrake. Pilicetum, Jtlicariusm."
—Prompt. Pan.

brake -hopper, s. [Eng. brake; hopper.)

Ornith. : The Grasshopper Warbler (q.v.).

brake -less, a. [Eng. brake (I); -less.} Un-
provided with a brake for checking motion.

brake -man, brake's man, s. [Eng. brak*,

v. ; man.]"

1. Ord. Lang. : A man whose business it is

to put on the brake, when it is required, in

railway travelling.

2. Mining : The man in charge of the wind-
ing engine.

* brak en, * brak In, s. [Bracken.]

* brak ene, * brakenesse, s. [Brake (1).]

A baker's pounding or crushing instrument
" Bray, or brakene. Baxteria instrument Pinto,

CF.~—Prompt. Parr.

* brak et, * brag get, s. [Braooet.] A
sweet drink made or the wort of ale, honey, and
spices. It is called also bixigivort.

" Hlr mouth was swete as braket or the meth,
Or hord of apples, laid in bay or heth."

Chaucer : C. T. ; Hitlers TaU.
" One that knows not neck-beef from a pheasant.
Nor cannot relish braggat from ambrosia."

• Beaum. A PI. : Little Thief

brak'-lng, pr. par. A *. [Brake, v.]

A. As present participle : (See the verb.)

B. As substantive

:

Flax-manufacture : An operation by which
the straw of flax or hemp, previously steeped

aiHp^jrassed, is broken, so as to detach the

shives or woody portion from the hare or

useful fibre. [Flax-brake.]

braking machine, 5. A machine for

braking flax or hemp after rotting, to remove
the woody portion and pith from the flbre.

brak'-y. a. [From Eng.frra*(«); -y)

1. Lit. : Thorny, prickly, brambly ; over-

run with brushwood and fern.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian, se, ce e. ey - a. qu~km
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2. Fig. : Choked up with other and rougher
things ; left in obscurity, hidden from view.

"Redeem arts from their rough and braky seats,

where they lie hid and overgrown with thorns, to a
pure and open light, where they may take the eye, and
may be taken by the hand."—Ben Jonson.

* brak'-jfrl, v.t. [Break, v.]

" Brakyn a-sunder cordys and ropls and other lyke.
Rumpo."—Prompt. Parv.

* bra-kyn, v.i. [O. Dut. broken; O. Icel.

braka.] To vomit.
" Brakyn. or caatyn, or spewe. Vomo, Cath. evomo."

—Prompt. Parv.

* bra -kynge, pr. par. & s. [Brakyh.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As subst. : The act of vomiting.
" Brakynge, or parbrakynge. Vomitus, eoomitus."—

Prompt. Parv.

* braid, pa. par. [From Sw. prald = be-

decked ; prala = to cut a figure, to boast.]

Decked, dressed ; a term used of a woman,
who is said to be—

" Rycht braivlie braid,"
Maitland Poem*, p. S19.

* bral-len, v.i. [Brawl, v.] {Town. Mysteries.)

bra-ma (1), s. [Lat. brama.]

IGhthyol. : A genus of spiny-finned fishes

belonging to Cuvier's family Squamipennes,
meaning Scaly-finned fishes, now called Chse-
todontidae. It contains but one species, the
Brama Raii, which is common in the Mediter-
ranean, whence an occasional straggler finds

its way to the British seas.

* Bra-ma (2), $. [Brahma.]

Bra -mall, s. & a. [From Mr. Joseph Bramah,
who was born at Stainborough, in Yorkshire,
on April 13, 1749, and died December 9, 1814.

See A.]

A. As subst. : Mr. Bramah, who invented
the Bramah-lock, the Bramah-press, &c.

B. As adj. : Invented by Mr. Bramah.

Bramah lock, s. A lock patented by
Bramah, in England (1784 and 1798), having a
number of slides which are adjusted in the
manner of tumblers, by means of a stepped
key, so that the slides of unequal length shall

be brought into a position where their notches
lie in the same plane, that of the locking-
plate. [Lock.]

Bramah-press, s. A machine designed
to turn to account Pascal's Law [Law] of the
equality of pressure in a mass of liquid, by
using water under pressure to produce a
mighty force. It was patented by Mr. Bra-
man in 1796. It is called also the Hydraulic
or Hydrostatic Press. It consists essentially

of a large, very strong cylinder, in the collar
of which a cast-iron piston or ram works
water-tight. Above the ram is a movable
cast-iron plate, and at some distance higher
than it a fixed one, both being kept in their
places by four strong columns. The portion
of the cylinder beneath the ram is full of
water, and is connected by a pipe with a
small forcing pump. When the latter is put
in action it compresses the water in it, and
that pressure transmitted by the pipe to the
large cylinder In which the ram works, acts
equally on every part of it [Pascal's-law],
with the practical effect of enormously in-

creasing the original force. Thus, if the
diameter of the piston in the forcing-pump is

an inch, and that of the ram in the cylinder
four feet, then the pressure on the latter is

(12 x 4) s = 2,304 times greater than that ex-
erted by the former. Goods to be pressed—

.

bales for cloth, for instance, or beet-roots, are
placed on the lower or movable plate, and
are forced up against the fixed one. The por-
tions of the Menai tubular bridge were raised
to their positions by means of a powerful
Bramah-press.

bra ma the r i um, s. [From Brama, old
spelling of BRAHMAH(q.v.); Gr. fhjpCov (therion)
= wild animal.]

Zool. & Palceont. : A genus of Antilopidae,
consisting of a gigantic species with four horns.
It is allied to Sivatherium, which also is four-
horned. Both occur in the Upper Miocene, or
Lower Pliocene beds of the Sewalik hills in
India.

bram'-ble, * brem-bil (Eng.), bramble,
bram-mle, bram-mles (Scotch & 0. Eng.),
s. & a. [A.S. bremel, brember, brcembel, brtmbel

m (1) a brier, a blackberry bush, a bramble, a
mulberry

; (2) a tormenting (Bosivorth). In Sw.
brombar = a blackberry ; Dan. bramber ; Dut.
broom; L. Ger. brummel-beere ; (N. H.)Ger.
brombeere ; O. H. Ger. brdmal, brdma, f.,

brdmo, m.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

;

1. 0/ plants:

(1) Generally

:

(a) The blackberry or any allied plant.
[II. 1. Bot.]

" Doth the bramble cumber a garden ? It makes the
better hedge ; where if it chances to prick the owner,
it will tear the thief."—Qreer ; Cosmologia Sacra,
bk. lit. ch. 2.

(6) The common dog-rose, Rosa canina.
[Bramble-Flower.]

(2) Fig. : Any thorny shrub.
" The bush my bed. the bramble was my bow'r.
The woods can witness many a woful store.

"

Spenser.

2. Of animals : The same as brambling and
bramble-finch (q.v.).

IL Technically :

1. Botany:

(1) The blackberry, Rubus fntticosus, or any
closely allied species of the same genus. The
shrub now mentioned runs into a number of
well-marked varieties. Hooker and Arnott,
in the 7th edition of the British Flora (1855),
enumerate seven : R. suberectus, or the Erect

;

R. fruticosus, or the Common ; R. rhammi-
folius, or the Buckthorn-leaved ; R. carpini-
folivs, Hornbeam-leaved ; R. corylifolius, or
the Hazel-leaved; R. glandulosus, or the Gland-
ular ; and R. ccesius, or the Dewberry Bramble.
R. samtilis, or the Stone Bramble, is made
a distinct species. The above are European
species; the American ones also are numerous.
The raspberries are associated with the bram-
bles in the same genus Rubus.

% Blue bramble (so called from the blue
bloom on the fruit) : A book-name for Rubus
ccesius. (Britten £ Holland.)

Heath bramble : Rubus ccesius. (Lyte.)

Mountain bramble : Rubus Chamcemorius.
(Treasury of Bot.)

Stone bramble: A book-name for Rubus saxa-

tilis. (J. Wilson.) (Britten & Holland.)

(2) The fruit of the bramble, called also
blackberry.

t (3) A book-name for the whole genus
Rubus, though it contains the raspberry as
well as the bramble.

2. Scripture

:

(1) The rendering of Heb. "TOM (atad), trans-

lated bramble in Judges ix. 14, 15, and thorns
in Psalm lviii. 9. The former passage shows
that it was little regarded, the latter that it

was thorny and used as fuel. Atad is supposed
to be the same as Arab, ausuj = a kind of
buckthorn, and is probably a rhamnaceous
plant, Zizyphus spina Christi, because it is

thought that from it was made the crown of
thorns, which for purposes of insult and tor-

ture was placed around the sacred forehead
of Christ immediately before his crucifixion
(John xix. 2, 5).

(2) The rendering of the Heb. rhn (chhoah)

in Isaiah xxxiv. 13, probably a thorny tree or
shrub of the genus Prunus.

(3) [Bramble-bush (2).]

B. As adjective : Consisting of or pertaining
to the Blackberry (Rubus fruticosus) or any
allied species of the genus. (See the com-
pounds.)

bramble-bonds, s. pi. "Bonds" or
bands made of the long shoots of the bramble.
They were formerly used for thatching roofs.

(OgUvie.)

bramble-bush, s. [In Ger. brambeer-
busch.]

1. Ord. Lang. & Bot. : The same as Bramble
(q.v.).

2. Scrip. : The rendering, in Luke vi. 44, of
the Greek word 0oto? (bates) = a bramble-
bush. (Liddell <£ Scott.)

bramble-finch, 5. The same as Bram-
bling (q.v.).

bramble-flower, * bramble-flour, *.

1, The flower of a bramble, Rubus fruticosus.

* 2. The dog-rose, Rosa canina.
" The bramble-flour that berest the red hepe."

Chaucer: C. T., 13,67fc

bramble-loop, s. The loop or curv»
made by the stem of a bramble when the
extremity of the long and feeble branch has
rooted itself in the ground.

"We have heard of cows that were said to be
mouse-crope, or to have been walked over by a shrew-
mouse (an ancient way of accounting for paralysis),
being dragged through the bramble-loop . .

."

—

Prof.
Buckman, in Treat, of Bot. (article Rubus).

bramble-net, s. A net to catch birds.

t bram'-bled, a. [Eng. bramble); •«*.]

Thickly grown over with brambles.
" Beneath yon tower's uuvaulted gate.
Forlorn she sits upon the brambled floor."

T. Warcon: Ode Mi.

bram' bring, * bram -line, i [Ger.

brdmling.] A bird, FringilUx montifringilla,

called also Bramble, Bramble-finch, Moun-
tain-finch, and Mountain-chafflnch. [Moun-
tain-finch, Fringilla.]

tbram'-biy, a. [Eng. brambl(e); -y.] Pull
of brambles.

" Hark, how they warble in that brambly bush.
The gaudy goldfinch, and the speckly thrash.

A. Phillips. Past 4.

* brame, s. [Cf. O. Eng. breme = severe,
sharp ; A.S. bremman = to rage, to roar.]

Sharp passion.
" But that sbee still did waste, and still did wayle.
That, through long languour and hart-burning brame.
She shortly like a pyned ghost became."

Spenser: F. Q., III., ii. M.

bra mi -a, s. [From brami, the local name
of the plant.]

Bot. : A genus or sub-genus of plants be-
longing to the order Scrophulariaceas (Fig-

worts). Bramia serrata has a slimy penetrat-
ing odour. It is used in Brazil in the pre*
paration of bark for rheumatic patients
(Lindley.)

t Bra min (1), s., t Bra min ee, «., &a
[Brahman, Brahminee, &a]

Bra-min (2), Brach -man (ch silent), s.

[In Ger. (sing.) Brachmane, Bromine; Lat
Brachmanus (pi. Brachmani); Pali Brahmana ;

O. Pali Bamhana, Bahmana, Babhana.] An
ancient Indian sect mentioned by the Hindoo
Booddha, the Greek historian Arrian, and the
Latin father Ambrose, and generally identified

by the classic writers with the Gymnosophists.
It is matter of dispute whether they were
identical with the members of the Indian
sacerdotal caste now universally known as
Brahmans or were of Booddhistic origin. Col.

Sykes strongly maintained the latter view.

(Journal Roy. Asiat. Soc., vol. vi., p. 361, &c.)

bram-mle, bram mles, s. [Corruption
from Eng. bramble.] [Bramble.] (Scotch &
N. of Eng. Dial.)

bran, * branne, * bren, *. [From Fr. bran
= (1) the thicker part of the husk of ground
corn, (2) sawdust, (3) fcecal matter ; O. Fr.,

Pr., & 0. Sp. ore?i = bran ; Low Lat. brannum,
brennium, bren; Wei., Ir., & Gael, bran =
bran, husk ; Arm. brenn.]

1. Lit. : The skins or husks of ground corn,

especially wheat, separated from the flour.

The nutritive value of these husks increases

as we proceed from the outside of the grain

toward the interior. The outer skin, or coarse

bran, is very indigestible, owing to the pre-

sence of a layer of silica. The inner skins,

called pollards, are more nutritious, containing
from 12 to 15 per cent of nitrogenous matter,

and from 20 to 30 per cent, of starch. Unless,
however, they are ground very finely, they are

apt to set up irritation of the bowels and
diarrhaea. Though rich in nitrogen, bran ap-

pears to possess but little nutritive power. It

may be of use to those who are well fed, and
need a laxative, but to the poor who need
nourishment it is of very little use. It is,

however, of some commercial value, being

largely employed in the feeding of horses and
cattle, and in brightening goods during the
processes of dyeing and calico-printing.

"The citizens were driven to great distress for want
of victuals ; bread they made of the coarsest bran, . .

."

—Hayward.

2. Figuratively

:

" Nature hath meal and bran, contempt and grace.

I 'in not their father [ . . •

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, iv. 3.

bran-duster, s.

Milling : A machine in which the bran, as

turned out of an ordinary bolt, is rubbed and
fanned to remove as much as possible of the
flour which yet adheres to It.

MP.M&, p«Sut,Jdltt;

-clan, -ttan sban.

eat, 9011, chorus, ohin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-tlon, aion m shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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bran, adv. [A contraction from brand.) (Used
only in the expression bran-new.)

1 Bran-new, i.e., brand-new: The brand was
the fire, and brand-new was newly forged,

fresh from the fire. It was equivalent to

Shakespeare's fire-new, (Trench: English Past

* Present, pp. 179, 130.)

"... a pair of bran-new velveteen*, instead of his

ancient thickseta,"—Scott : Bride of Lammermoor,
ch.i

•brine, s. [Etymology doubtful] A linen

vestment like a rochet, formerly worn by
women over their other clothing. (Ogilvie.)

* brine ard, s. [Fr. brancard = a litter, the
shafts of a vehicle.] A horse-litter.

" The gentleman . . . proposed, that he would either
make use of a boat to >'ewport or Ostend, or a bran-
card to St. Omar's "—Life of Lord Clarendon, iii- 891.

branch, * branche, braunch,
* braunche, s. & a. [From Fr. branche ;

Prov. branca (f.), and brenca (m.) ; Ital.

branca ; Low Lat branca = the claw of a pre-

datory animal ; Wallachian br'e'nce = a fore-

foot ; Arm. brank = a branch ; Corn, brech =
anann; Wei. braich = (l)anarm, <2)abranch,

(3) a verse.]

A. As substantive

:

"L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A shoot of a tree or other plant

especially one from the main boughs, which
again divides into minor branches or branch-

lets.
" Branche of a tre. Palme*, C. F. (nmiu, ramua-

cuius, P.J."—Prompt, Pan.
"And then he pearcheth on some braunch thereby

"

Spenser .- The Pate of the BntterfUe.

" By them shall the fowls of the heaven have their

habitation, which sing among the branches."—P*. civ.

IS.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Of things material

:

(a) Anything extending like the branch of a

tree from a central column or other support,

u the divisions of a chandelier or anything

similar.
" And six branches shall come oat of the aides of It

:

three branche* of the candlestick out of the one side,

and three branche* of the candlestick out of the other
aide."—Exod. xxv. 32.

(b) Anything joining another one, to which
it is subordinate.

(i) A chandelier, perhaps viewed as con-

nected with, and subordinate to, the roof

from which it hangs.

(ii) A river tributary to a larger one ; a

vein, artery, or anything similar joining

another larger than itself; a tributary, an
affluent.

" If. from a main river, any branch be separated and
divided, then, where that ftronekdoth first bound itself

with new banks, there is that part of the river, where
the branch forsaketh the main stream, called the head
of the river."—Raleigh.
M His blood, which dlsperseth Itself by the bra™***

of veins, may be resembled to waters carried by
brooks.'—Ibid.

(iii) A subsidiary line of railway.

(iv) A division of a stag's antler.

(2) Of things immaterial or abstract. Spec. :

(a) Of human or other descent.

(i) Any part of a family descending in a

collateral line.

" His father, a younger branch of the ancient stock
planted in Somersetahire, took to wife the widow."—
Carew,

(ii) Offspring.
** Great Anthony 1 Spain's well-beseeming pride.

That mighty branch of emperours and kings."
Crathaw.

(b) A part of a whole, a section or division

of a Bubject or anything similar.

It will be desirable to begin with this branch of the
subject. '—Lewt* : Astron. ofthe A nderU*. ch. 1. 1

1

H Technically:

1. Bvt. : One of the divisions into which a

stem separates. Many names are applied to
different modifications of branches, and it is

on the character of the branches sent forth

that the classification of plants into trees,

shrubs, under-shrubs, and herbs, at least in

part, depends. [See these terms. ]

2. Arch. : Arches in Gothic vaults, consti-

tuting diagonals to other arches arranged in

the form of a square, and themselves form-
ing a cross.

3. Fortification:

(1) The wing, or long side of a horn or crown
work.

(2) One of the parts of a zigzag approach.

4. Blacksmith's work : One of the quarters
or sides of a horseshoe.

5. Harness-making : One of the levers at-

tached to the ends of the stiff bit of a curb-bit,

and having rings or loops for the curb-chain,
the cheek-straps, and the reins. [Curb-bit.]

6. Mining: A small vein which separates
from the lode, sometimes reuniting. A leader,

string, or rib of ore running in a lode.

7. Hydraulics : The metallic piece on the end
of a hose to which the nozzle is screwed.

8. Gas-fixtures : A gas-burner bracket.

B. As adjective ; Pertaining to the arm of
a tree, or to the projecting part of anything.

branch-chuck, s.

Turning : A chuck having four branches,
each of which has a set screw whose end may
be made to impinge upon the object.

branch-leaf, s. A leaf growing on a
branch.

branch-line, s. A subsidiary line of
railway.

branch-peduncle, s. A peduncle grow-
ing from a branch.

branch-spine, s.

Hot. : A spine on the branch of a plant, such
as in the sloe, as distinguished from a leaf-

BRAMCH-SPINE.

spine, of which an example is presented by the

holly thorn.

branch-work, ». [Branched-work.]
" Beneath branch-work of costly sardonyx.
Sat smiling, babe in arm."

Tennyson: The Palace of Art.

branch, v.i. & t. [From branch, s. (q.v.)]

A, Intransitive

:

1. Lit. Of trees: To separate into actual

branches.
". . . therefore those trees rise not In a body of any

height, but branch near the ground. The cause of the
pyramis is the keeping in of the sap, long before it

branch, and the spending; of it when it begtnneth to

branch, by equal degreea. —Bacon.

2. Fig. : To separate into divisions. Used—
(1) Of material things. Spec., of a stag's

horns : To separate into antlers.

(2) Of things immaterial or abstract

:

"... that would best instruct us when we should,
orsbouldnot, branch into fartherdistinctions, "—ioofce.

H To branch out

:

(1) Lit. Of trees : To separate iufco branches.

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) Of things material: To separate into

divisions widely apart.
" The Alps at the one end, and the long range of

Appenines that pass through the body of it, branch
out on all nicies, into several different divisions," —
Addison.

(b) Of speaking or writing : To be diffuse,

through not confining one's self to the salient

points of a subject.

I have known a woman branch out into a long dis-

sertation upon the edging of a petticoat' —Spedator.

B, Transitive

:

* 1. To adorn with needlework, representing

the branches of trees.

" In robe of Ully white she was arayd.
That from her shoulder to her heele downe raught

;

The trains whereof loose far behind her strayd,
Braunched with gold and perle m«jst richly wrought."

Spenser : P. $., II. ix. IB.

2. To part anything into divisions of branch-

like form.
"... and are branched Into canals, as blood is."—

Baoon.

branched, pa. par. &a. [Branch, v.]

1. Ordinary Language : (See the verb.)

2. BoU : Separating into many branches of

some size. If they are small the term used of

the plant is ramulose.

branched work, s

Arch. : Carved or sculptured branches or

leaves in monuments or friezes.

bran'ch-er (IX *- [B"g- branch; -tr.]

1. That which shoots out into branches.

(See example under No. 2.)

2. One who develops fruitful progress in
various directions.

" If their child be not such a speedy spreader and
branciter, like the vine, yet he may yield, with a little
longer expectation, as useful and more sober fruit than
the other."—Wotton,

bran'Ch-er (2), *. [Fr. branchier.']

Falconry: A young hawk.
" I enlarge my discourse to the observation of Us»

eires, the brancher, and the two sorts of lentners."—
Walton.

branch'-er-y, s. [From Eng. branch ; -tr; -y.]

Bot, : The ramifications of the vessels dis-

persed through the pulpy part of fruit.

bran chi-a, s. [In Fr. branchies. From.
Lat. bronchia =t a gill of a fish

;
pi. branchiae-

— the gills of a fish ; Gr. ppdyxmv {brangchion)
= a fin

;
pL 0pay\ia. (brangchia) = the gills of

a fish.}

Zool. : The gills of fishes and various other
inhabitants of water. They are the apparatus
for enabling the animal to extract air from the
water, instead of being dependent for respira-
tion on the atmosphere.

bran' chi al, a. [In Fr. branchial; Mod.
Lat. branchialis ; from Lat. branchia; Gr.
(ipdyxta, (brangchia) — the gills.]

1. Pertaining to the gills of a fish or other
aquatic animal.

2. Performed by means of gills.

HO) Branchial arches : Four bony arches
which bear the branchiae in fishes ; they are
connected inferiorly with the hyoid arch,
and above are united with the base of the
skull.

(2) Branchial basket : The gill -supports in
the lamprey (q.v.).

(3) Branchial heart : A dilated vascular cnnal
specialised for the supply of blood to the

(4) Branchial sac: The respiratory chamber
in the Tunicates.

(5) Branchial sinus : A vascular sinus into-

which blood passes from the visceral sac in

Tunicates on its way to the gills.

(6) Branchial tuft : A tuft of contractile
gills

;

some tube-

[From Lat. branchias;

filaments, serving a:

dwelling chxtopods.

bran chi a ta, s. pi.

Gr. ppdyxf-a, (brangchia) = gills.}

Zoology:

1. A prirnary division of vertebrated

sub-kingdom, ft contains the Fishes and
Amphibia. It is contra-distinguished from
Abranchiata, which comprises Reptiles, Birds,

and Mammals.
%. A division of Annelids, containing the

Tubicola (Tubeworms), and the Eirantia

(Sandworms).

3. A name sometimes given to the division

of Gasteropodous Molluscs, now commonly de-

nominated Branchifera, or Branchiogasterop-

oda (q.v.).

bran -chi-atc, c. [From Lat. branchies; Gr.

Ppdyxia. (brangGhia) = the gills. ]

Zool. : Having gills. (Index to Dallas' Nat.

Hist.)

H The Branchiate, or Branchiferous Anne-

lida, consists of two orders, the Tubicola and
the Errantia. The Abranchiate Annclides,

distinguished from the former, are also divided

into two—the Suctoria, or Leeches, and the

Scoleana, or Earthworms. (Dallas : Nat. Hist.,

pp. 94, 95.] [BRAHCmFEBOUS.]

bran-chif-er-a, s. [From Lat. branchia =
gills, and fero= to bear. Gill-bearing animals.)

ZooL In some classifications : An order of

gasteropodous molluscs, including all the

species breathing by gills, whilst the air-

breathers are ranked under the Pulmonic ra,

or lung-bearing molluscs. The Branchifrra

are divided into two sub-orders, the Opistlio-

branchiata and the Prosobranchiata (q.v.).

"The gasteropoda form two natural groups, on*
breathing air (pulmonifera)and the other water (ora»-

ohiferaV— Woodward : itoUueca, p. 98.

bHtn-chlf-er-otia, a. [In Fr. branchifere.

See branchifera, and sufT. -oris.]

Zool. : Having branchiie, breathing by gills.

[Branchiate.]
"The development* of the branchiferwu gasteropoda

may lie observed with much facility In the common
river snails (PalndinaJ-'—ffoodward; J/ollueca, p H.

ftte, ft*, tare, amidst, what, fall, lather ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, P**,

•t, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce = e
;
ey = a, qu = kw.
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branch -i-ness, s. f From Eng. branchy, and
auff ness.'] The quality of being branchy,
the tendency to divide into branches, or the
aspect presented when such division has taken
place.

branch'-Ing, pr. par, & a. [Branch, v.]

" Environ'd with a ring of branching elms.*
Cowper ; The Task, bit. t

" The swift stag from under ground
Bore up his branching head."

Milton: P. L., bk. v&
" Wide o'er his isles the branching Oronoque
Rolls a brown deluge, . .

."

Thornton : The Season* ; Summer.

branch! 6 gas ter op -6d a. s. pi [From
Or. ppdy\ta (brangchia) = gills, yao-njp (yaster)

m the belly, and Trout's (podes), pi. of iroiis (pous)
— a foot ]

Zool. : A name sometimes given to those
gasteropodous molluscs which breathe by
gills. (Huxley : Classification, of Animals.
Glossary. ) It is the same as brancJiifera

(q.V.).

bran-chi-6p' Ada, s. pi. [From Gr.

Ppdyxto. (brangchia) = yills, and woSe's {podes),

pi. of irow (pons) = a foot] Having branchiae

attached to the feet

Zoology:

1. Cuvier's first order of the sub-class
Entomostraca. The genera included under it,

«uch as Cyclops, Cypris, Apus, Limnadia,
Branchipus, Ac, are now generally ranked
under several orders, viz., Copepoda, Ostra-
coda, and Phyllopoda. Milne Edwards places
them under two, the Phyllopoda and. the
Chdocera. [See these terms.]

2. A division or '* legion " of the sub-class
Entomostraca, It includes the order Clado-
cera, Phyllopoda and Trilobita, perhaps with
Mesostoma.

»'-chi-6-pdde, s. [In Ft. branchiopode.]
[Branchiopoda.]

Zool. : An animal belonging to the old order
Branchiopoda.

bran-chi -op'-d-dous, a. [From Eng.
branchiopod(e), and suft". -ous.]

Zoology :

1. Having branchiae attached to the feet.

2. Pertaining to the branchiopoda.

-Chios -te-gal, a. [In Fr. branchios-
tegt ; from Gr. fipdyxu*- (brangchia) = gills, and
orryos (stegos) = a roof ; from oTev&i (stcgd) = to
cover closely ; sutf. -al.]

Zool. : Pertaining to the membrane covering
the gills.

U Branchiostegal rays. Ichthy. ; Parts of
the hyoid apparatus supporting this mem-
brane. (Huxley: Classification of Animals.
Gloss.)

brari-chl-cs -te-gi (Mod. Lat), bran-chi

-

6B'-te-g&ns (Eng.), s. pi. [FromGr.0payxy*
{brangchia) = gills, and o-reyov (stegos) = a roof;
from (TTfyta = to cover closely.]

Ichthy : An old order of fishes with free

branchiae and a cai ilaginous skeleton. It

was suppressed by Javier. (Griff.: Cuvier,
vol. x., p. 19, and note.)

bran-Chi-oV-tO-gOUS, a. [From Gr. ppdyx«x
(brangchia) = gills, credos (stegos) = a roof,

and Eng. surT. -ous.]

Zoology :

1. Covering the gills. [Branchiostegal.]

2. Possessed of a membrane covering the
gills.

bran-chi 6s -tom-a, s. [In Ft. branchios-
tome. From Gr. fipdy\ut (brangchia) = gills,

and o-Tojiio (stoma) = the mouth.]
Ichthy. ; Costa's name for the very anoma-

lous genns of Vertebrates now called Amphi-
oxus (q.v.).

brau-chi-6t'-6 ca, s. pi. [From Gr. fSpdy\ia
(brangchia) = branehia ; and tokos (tokos) =
bringing forth, birth ; twtu (tikto) = to bring
forth.]

Zool. : The name given by Professor Owen
to a division of the Vertebrata comprehending
the Batrachia and other Amphibia. He called
them also Dipnoa (q.v.).

bran -chi pod id as, s. pi, [From Gr.
ppdyxta (brangchia) = gills ; Trove, (pous), gen it.

™Sos (podos) m a foot ; and Lat fem. pi. suff.
-idee.]

Zool. : A family of Entomostraca belonging
to the order Phyllopoda. It contains the
genera Branchipus and Artemia.

br\ri'-chl-pus, s. [From Gr. fipdyxt* (brang-
chia) = gills, and n-ous (pous) = a foot]

Zool. : A genus of small Entomostraca, the
typical one of the family Branchipodidee.
Branchipus stagnalU inhabits the ditches near
Blaekheath and other places.

bran'-chi-reme, s. [From Lat. branchios =
gills, and remus =an oar.]

Zool. : An animal which has legs terminating

BRANCHIREME (CHIROCEPHALUS DFAPHANUS).

in a bundle of setiform branches, constituting
a respiratory apparatus.

bran -chite, 5. [Named after Prof. Branch!,
of Pisa.]

Min. : A variety of Haitite. It is colourless
and translucent, and is found in the brown
coal of Mount Vasa, in Tuscany.

branch-less, a. [From Eng. branch, and
Butt", -less.]

1. Lit. : Without branches.

2. Fig. : Without any valuable product

;

naked.
If I lose mine honour,

I lose myself ; better I were not yours.
Than yours no branchless."

Shake&p. ; Ant. & Chop., ill 4.

branfh'-let, s. [From Eng. branch, and
-let, a diminutive suffix.] A small branch.
(Crabb.)

branch'-y, * braunch'-y, a. [Eng. branch

;

-y.] Full of branches, widely spread.

" The fat earth feed thy branchy root."
Tennyson : The Talking Oak.

"bran-corn, s. [Eng. bran(d); corn.] The
smut in wheat, probably the fungus called
Ustilago segetum. [Brand, s. I., 5.]

brand, * brond, * broond, s. [A.S. brand,
brojid — a burning ; batman, byrnan = to
burn ; Icel. brandr = (1) a brand (2) a sword-
blade ; O. H. Ger. brant ; Fr. t brand = a
large sword wielded by both hands ; Prov.
bran, branc; Ital. brando; Dut, Dan., & Sw.
brand = a fire-brand.]

L Literally:

1. A piece of wood burnt or partially burnt,
a bit of wood intended for burning.

"The taylis. of hem he wyuede to the taylis, and
broondis he boored in the myddiL**— Wycliffe : Judges
XV. 4.

" Recalled the vision of the night.
The hearth's decaying brands were red,
And deep and dusky lustre shed."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, 1. M.

2. Used for a staff or stick, generally.
" In pensive posture leaning on the brand,
Not oft a resting-staff to that red hand.

"

Byron : The Corsair, L 6.

3- A mark made by or with a hot iron.

(Used to mark criminals to note them as such
and infamous.)

"Clerks convict Bhould be burned In the hand, both
because they might taste of some corporal punish-
ment, and that they might carry a brand of infamy."
—Bacon.

4. A mark burnt in upon or affixed to goods
to denote their quality ; hence, generally, used
as equivalent to quality, class.

" The most favourable report that can be made is,

that makers of the best brands of finished iron would
not accept lower prices than the trade scale."—Mining
Review, Oct. 17, I860.

5. A disease in vegetables by which their
leaves and tender bark are partially destroyed,
as though they were burnt ; called also burn.

^ *' Brands " are the same as blights, and
produced chiefly by Mncoraceas and similar
fungi. [Blight.]

II. Figuratively

:

\. A stigma, a mark of disgrace.
" Where did his wit on learning fix a brand.
And rail at arts he did nut understand T

"

Dryden.
" By what strange features vice has known.
To single out and mark her own

!

Yet some there are, whose brows retain
Less deeply stamped her brand-mid stain."

Scott : Rrikeby. ill. 15

2. A sword, from its bright, flashing ap-
pearance. (Obsolete, except in poetry.)

" With this brand burnyshyd so bright,"—Townte*
MySt., p. 218.

^
" He laught out his brond."

William qf Palerns, I.J44.

" Thou, therefore, take my brand, Excalibur,"
Tennyson; itorted'Arthur.

* 3. A thunderbolt.
" The sire omnipotent prepares the brand.
By Vulcan wrought, ana arms his potent hand."

Granville.

brand-goose, s. The brent-goose (q.v.),

brand-iron, brandiron, branding-
Iron, a.

1. An iron instrument used for branding
or marking anything.

" Marks e'en like brandinglron f to thy sick heart
Hake death a want, as sleep to weariness T

"

Unmans; Siege of Valencia.

2. The same as Andiron (q.v.).

br?.nd-new, a. [Brandnew.]

brand, * bran' di en, * brond yn,
* bron-nyn, v.t. [Brand, *. In O. Dut.
branden.]

1. JAt. : To burn a mark into a person or
thing with a hot iron, to burn a person or
thing with a hot iron so as to produce a mark
or depression.

" Bronnyn (brondyn, P.Jwytbean yren. Caultrizo."—Prompt. Parv.
" Several women were sent across the Atlantic, after

being first branded in the cheek with a hot iron."

—

Jfacaulay: Hist. Eng., cli. v.

2. Fig. : To mark as infamous, to stigmatise,
to impute anything to, with a view to render-
ing anyone infamous or odious.

"Our Ptmick faith

" Would do the heart that loved thee wrong.
And brand a nearly blighted name."
Byron : Remember him whom Passion's Power.

* brand' ed (1), * brand-It, pa. par. & a. A
misreading for branded = embroidered . (N. E. D.)

"Here belt was of blunket, with birdes ful bolde.
Branded with brende golde, and bokeled ful bene."

Mr Outrun £ Sir Go}., ii. 3.

brand -ed (2), pa. par. & a. [Brand, v.)

1. Marked with a branding-iron, stamped.

2. Of a reddish-brown colour, as though
singed by fire. A branded bull is one that is

almost entirely brown.
" Twixt the Staywood-bush and Langside bill,

They stealed the broked cow and the branded bulL'
Minstrelsy 0/ the Border, i. 333.

* brand c Icde, * bran -ledc, * bran let,
s. [Brander.]

" Brandelede Tripes."—Promp. Parv.

* brand c let, * brandellet, 5. [Probably
a dimin. of brande.] Some part of the arms or
accoutrements of a knight, perhaps a short
sword.
" And also his brandellet bon."—R. C<tur de Lion, 932.

* brand-en, pa. par. [Brander, v.] Grilled.

brand'-en-burg, s. [The chief town of the

province of Brandenburg, Prussia, about 38

miles W.S.W. of Berlin.]

1. A kind of button with a loc$» ; a frog.

2. Parallel braiding or embroidery such as

is worn on hussar jackets and pelisses.

3. See extract.
"Twas a ' shopman ' he meant by a Brandenburg.

dear." Moore ; Fudge Family, xii.

brand -er, * briind'-re'th, s. [A.S. brand-
reda; O. Icel. brandreidh; Dan. brandrith =
trsnd-iron.]

1. Generally

:

(1) One who brands.

(2) That with which anything is branded, a
branding-iron.

2. Spec. : A trivet or iron used as a stand
for a vessel over a fire ; also, in Scotland, a
gridiron.

" Til this Jak Bonhowme he mad a crown
Of a brandreth all red hate."

Wyntown, vlii. 44. 41

t br&nd'-er, v. t. [Brander,*.] To broil o» a
gridiron, to grill. (Scotch.)

" The Scots also say to brander, for to broil meat"
—Sir J. Sinclair, p. IT2.

"Ou ar, sir, I'll brander the moor-fowl that Jobs
Hi-atherblutter brought In this morning." — Scott

:

Waverley, oh. lxlv.

t brand'-ered, pa. par. &, a. [Brandkr, r.]

Cooked on a gridiron, grilled.

brand -led, a. [Brandt, «.] Mixed or con-

cocted with brandy.

boil,l>^

-ciAn.

pout, jowl ; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, X'. inophon. exist, -inf.

- tion, -sion = shun ; -tlon, slon = shun, -dons, -tlous, suous = shus. -We, - ole, &c. bel, oeL
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brand -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Brand, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Literally : The act of marking with a
branding-iron. This penalty was inflicted, for
various offences, on offenders who had once
been allowed benefit of clergy. It was abol-
ished by 3 Geo. IV. c. 38.

2. Figuratively : The act of marking with
infamy, stigmatising.

• brandirne, t brandiron, ». [A.S.
brandisem; M. H. Ger. brantizen.] A roast-

ing iron, a gridiron. (Huloet.)

brand ish, braund ish, * braund ise,
* braund ysch, v.t. & i. [Fr. brandir

;
pr.

Sir. brandissant ; O. Fr. brand = a sword.
HAND.]

A* Transitive:

1. Literally : To wave or flourish about.
" Then fierce .'Eneas, brandishing his blade,

111 dust Orsilochus and Crethon laid."

Pope : Homer't Iliad, bk. v. 1. «&-70.

" He brandishes his pliant length of whip.
Resounding oft, and never heard in vain "

Cowper : The Tatk, bk. It.

2. Figuratively : To flourish about, display
oatentatiously, parade.

" He who shall employ all the force of hU reason
only in brandishing of syllogisms, will discover very
Utile:—Locke.

B. Intransitive : To be flourished about or
waved.

" Above the tide, each broadsword bright
Was brandithing like beam of light

Scof( : The Lady of the Lake, vi 18.

• brand -Ish, s. [Brandish, v.] A flourish,

waving.
"lean wound with a brandish and never draw bow

for the matter."— H. Jonson; Cynthia's Reoelt.

brand ished, pa. par. ka. [Brandish, v.]
" Brave Macbeth,

Disdaining fortune, with his brandish'd steel.
Like valour's minion, carved out his passage.'*

Shakesp. t Macbeth, i. 8.

brand -ish-er, s. [Eng. brandish; -er.] One
who brandishes or flourishes about.

"But their auxiliary bands, those brandtthert of
speares

Prom many cities drawn are they, that are our
hinderers,

Not suffering well-rays*d Troy to fall."

Chapman : Homer's Iliad, b. ii.

brand -fen-frig, *. [Brandish, r.]

1, Ord. Lang. ; The act of flourishing or
waving about.

2. Arch. : A name given to open carved
work, as of a crest, Ate.

brand -l-site, s. [In Ger. brandisit. Named
after Clemens Grafen von Brandis, of the
Tyrol.] A mineral—a variety of Seybertite.
It occurs in hexagonal prisms, yellowish green
or reddish grey.

• bran -dis-sen, v.t. [Brandish.]

• bran dis sende, pr. par. [Brandish, v.]

• bran -die, * branle, v.t. & i. [Ft. bran-
diller = to shake, waver.]

1. Transitive : To shake, move, or confuse.
"It had like to have brandled the fortune of the

day."—Bacon.

2. Intransitive : To be shaken, moved, or
Affected with fear ; to be unsteady.

"Princes cannot he too suspicious when their lives
are sought; and subjects cannot be too curious when
the state brandies. — Ld. Northampton : Proceed,
against Qarnet, sign. G. g. b.

" brand ling, s. [Eng. brand, and dimin.
suffix -ling.]

1. A small, red-coloured worm, used as a
bait in fishing, so called from its colour.

" The dew-worm, which some also call the lob-worm,
and the brandling, are the chief."— Walton.

2. A local name for salmon parr.

brand-new (ew as u), brand new {Eng.),
brand new, brent new [Scotch), a. [Eng.
brand, s., and new.] So new that the marks
of manufacture have not worn off; perfectly
new. (Commonly, but improperly, pronounced
as if bran-new.)

" Waea me, I hae forgot
With hast of coming afT. to fetch my coat
What sail I do ? it was almaist brand near."

Hats : Heienore, p. U.

5 Id Scotch it is sometimes written brent
new.

" Na« cotillion brent nets fxae Prance.'*
Burnt : Tom o' Shanter.

* brand -rith (1), *. [Brander.]

brand rith (2), *. [Probably the same as the
previous word.] A fence or rail round the
opening of a well. {Provincial.)

* bran dur, s. A misreading for braudur =
embroidery. (N.E.D.).'}

" His Irene, and his basnet, burneshed fiii bene ;

With a brandur abought al of brende golde."
Sir Gaw. and Sir Gal. (Jamieson.)

bran'-d^, * brand-wine, * bran'-djf-
wine, s. & a. [In Fr. brandevin ; Gael, (from
Eng.) branndaioh ; Sw. braavin ; Dan. brcen-

deviin ; Ger. brandwein, bran ntwein. The first

part is from Sw. branna ; Dan. brosnde ; Dut.
branden, all = to burn, to distil. 8v. brand
= brand, fire-brand ; Dan., Ger., & Dut. brand
= fire, burning, conflagration. [Brand, v. & $.]

The second part is from Fr. <fe Sw. vin ; Dan.
viin; Ger. wein ; Dut. wyn.] [Wine.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Formerly. (Of the forms brandywine and
brandwine, etymologically meaning burnt or
distilled wine.) [Brandy-wine.]

2. Now. (Of the form brandy, being the
adjective in the foregoing compound dis-

severed from its associate wine, and made to
stand alone as a substantive.) A spirit pro-

duced by the distillation of both white and
red wines, prepared chiefly in the south of
France. The brandy most esteemed in our
land is that of Cognac, which is obtained by
distilling white wines of the finest quality.

An inferior kind of spirit is frequently pre-

pared from the "marc" of grapes and the
refuse of wine vats. When first distilled it is

as colourless as alcohol, and continues so if

kept in bottles or jars. When stored in casks,
however, it acquires from the wood a pale

amber tint, and in this state is sold as pale'

brandy. The dark colour of brown brandy is

produced artificially, to please the public taste,

by means of a solution of caramel, and this is

frequently added in excess to give a rich

appearance to a brandy of low quality. A
large proportion of the brandy sold in this

country is simply raw grain spirits flavoured
and coloured. The spirit is exported from
England and Germany into France, where it is

redistilled and converted into French brandy.
Brandy improves in flavour by being kept,
but loses in strength. Genuine brandy con-
sists of alcohol and water, with small quan-
tities of cenanthic ether, acetic ether, and
other volatile bodies produced in the process
of fermentation. The value of brandy as a
medicine depends on the presence of these
ethers and other volatile products ; when,
therefore, it is adulterated with raw grain
spirit and water, the amount of these ethers
is so reduced that the brandy becomes almost
valueless for medical purposes. In the United
States brandy is made from cherries, apples,
pears and peaches, while much common
whisky is exported to France, from which, after
manipulation, it is returned as brandy. A
more legitimate manufacture of brandy goes on
in California, where large quantities of pure
wine brandy are annually produced and dis-

tributed through the States. The strength of
brandy as sold varies from proof to 30 or even 40
under proof. Imitation brandy is prepared by
flavouring highly-rectified spirit with essence of
Cognac, or by distilling it with bruised prunes,
acetic ether, argol, aud a litllu genuine brandy.
This is said to be greatly improved by keepiug.

B. As adjective: Consisting of or containing
brandy, resembling brandy, designed for the
sale of brandy, or in any way pertaining or
relating to it. (See the compounds.)

brandy-ball, s. A kind of sweetmeat
made in the form of smaU balls.

brandy-bottle, s.

1. Lit. : A bottle full of brandy, or designed
to hold brandy.

2. Fig. : A name for the common yellow
water-lily, Nuphar lutea.

*' Plowers large, smelling like brandy, which circum-
stance, in conjunction with the flagon-shaped seed-
vessels, has led to the name brandy-bottle."—Hooker i
Arnott : Brit. Plor. (ed. 1855). pp. 15, IB.

brandy - fruit, *. Fruit preserved in
brandy or other alcoholic spirit. (Ogilvie.)

brandy-pawnee, s. [From Eng. brandy

;

and Hind, p&nee, pdni = water.] Brandy
and water. (Anglo-Indian.)

* brandy-shop, s. A shop for the sale
of brandy, a liquor-shop, a public-house.

" Forgets his pomp, dead to ambitions fire»,

And to some peaceful brandy-shot/ retires
;

Where in full gills his anxious thoughts be drowa*>
And quaffs away the care that waits ou crowns.'

Addison : The Play Hon •«.

brandy-snap, s. A thin, wafer tike

ginger-bread biscuit.

brandy wine, *. [The original form In
which the word brandy appeared in ths,

English tongue.] Brandv. [Brandy, etvm.,
A. l.]

" It 1ms been a common saying, A hair of the santa
dog ; ami thought that brandy-wine is a common relief
to such."— Wiseman.

bran dy. v.t. [Brandy, i.]

1. To mix with brandy ; to fortify (is wine)

with brandy.

2. To refresh with brandy. (Dickens : Pick-

wick Papers, ch. v.)

* brane, 5. [Bran.]

* brane wod, s. [Brainwood.]

bran gill, * braen gel, 5. [Fr. branle;

O. Fr. bransle = "a brawle, ordaunce, wherein
many, men and women, holding by the hands,
sometimes in a ring, and otherwhiles at

length, move all together. " (Cotgrave. \ ]
[Bransle, Bradl.]

1, (Oftheferm brangill) : A kind of dance.
'* Vpstert Troyauis. and syne Itallanfs,
And gan do doubil brangiUis aud gambettia"

Doug. . Virgil, 47«, L

2. (Of the form braengel) : A confused
crowd.

" Well, you see how the're sparkin' along the side a'

that green upwith, an' siccan a braengel o' them too."

—St. Patrick, ii. 91. {Jamieson.)

* bran -gle, s. [Fr. branle ; or perhaps only a
variant of wrangle (q.\.).~] A dispute, quarrel,

litigation.

" The payment of tithes is subject to many frauds,
branglet, and other difficulties, not only from papists
and dissenters, but even from those who profess them-
•elves protestaiita."— Swift.

"bran -gle, 'bran gil, v.t. &i. [Tt.brankr.
brandiuer = to shake, move.] [Brandle, . J

A. Trans. : To shake, applied to the miinl
;

to confound, to throw into disorder.

"Thus was the usurper's [E. BalliolsJ faction
brangled, then bound up again, and afterward
divided again by want of worth In Balliol their head."
Hume: Hist. Doug., p. 04.

B, Intransitive

:

1. To menace, to mal:e a threatening ap-

pearance.
" With ane grete spere, quharewttb be feil mischeuit,
Went brangland throw the feiUl all him alk-ne."

Doug. ; Virgil. 347. R
2. To shake, vibrate.

" The scharp point of the brangland spere
Throw out amyddis of the scheild can schere

"

Doug. : Virgil, 334, l*.

3. To wrangle, squabble, dispute.
" Thus wrangled, brangled, jangled they a month.
Only on paper, pleading all in print."

Browning ; Ring and Book, i ML

t bran'-gle-ment, s. [Eng. brangU ; -ment.]gi<
tgu,A brangle, a squabble.
" Where Yarrow rows among the rocks.

An' wheels an' boils in mony a linn,

A blithe young shepherd fed his Sock,
Unused to branglement or din.'' Hogg.

\ brah-gler, s. [Eng. brangle); -er.] One who
brangles ; a quarrelsome, litigious person.

". . . and this poor young gentleman (who was habitea1

like any prince), banished from his own land, was tirst

drawn into a quarrel by a rude brangler, . . ."—Sett

:

Monastery, ch. zxviii.

* brah-gling, pr. par., a., As. [Brangle v. J

A. & B. As present participle £ participial

adjective: In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.
" When polite conversing shall be improved, com*

pany will be no longer pestered with dull story-telleit

nor brangling dlsputers. "—Swift.

C. As substantive : Quarrelling, squabbling.
" Noise aud uorton, brandling aud hreval."

Pope : Dunciad, U ttX

branit, pa. par. [Brawned.] (Scotch.)

" brank, (1), *. [Etyni. doubtful.]

Bot. : An old name for the buckwheat,
Fagopyrum esculentum,

"Buckwheat, or brank, is a grain very useful sni
ad vaiitageous in dry barren lauds. "—Mortimer.

brank (2), s. [Brank, p.] In some parts of

England and Scotland, a kiud of bridle, a

scolding-bridle, an instrument used for the

late, fat, fare, ami dst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go f
pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, cub. core, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, ce ---- e. ey - a. qu - kw«
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punishment of scolds. It consisted of a head-
piece, which enclosed the head of the offender,

and a sharp iron,

which entered the
mouth and restrained

the tongue. [Branks.]

* brank new, a,

[Brand-new.]
"Then there was the

fanners ball, wi' the
tight lads of yeomen
with the brank new
bines and buckskins."

—

St. Hotmn, ch. U.

t brank, • brank -

fin, v.t. k i. (In
Gael, brangus, bran-
gas, brancas = a sort
of pillory ; brang =
a horse's halter ; Ir.

brancas — a halter ;

Dut pranger = a col-

lar ; Ger. pranger = brank.

a pillory ; M. H. Ger.
brangen, prangen = to brank. J (Scotch.)

A* Transitive: To bridle, to restrain. (Lit.)
" — We sail rar brank you.
Before that time trewly."

Spec Godly Sangt, p, 38.

B. Intransitive:

L Lit. : To raise and toss the head, as
Spurning the bridle. (Applied to horses.)

** Ouer at the planls brays* the stampand stedis,
Ful galyearu In thare bardis and werely wed in,

Apoun thare strata bom brydillis brankand fast,"
Doug, ; Virgil, 886, 35.

I Fig.: ,

0) To prance ; to caper.
" This day her brankan wooer taks his horse.
To strut a gentle spark at Edinburgh cross."

Ramtay ; Poem*, ii. 177,

(2) To bridle up one's self, dress one's self
finely. It is said of women, when they wish
to appear to advantage—

" Thay lift thair goun abone thalr schauk.
Syne lyk ane brydlit cat thai brank."

Maitland Poem*, p. 1U.

• bran k -ing, * branTc-and, pr, par.
[Brank.] (Morte Arthure, 1861.)

branks, s. pi. [Brank, v.] (Scotch.)

1. A sort of bridle, often used by country
people in riding. Instead of leather, it has on
each side a piece of wood joined to a halter, to
which a bit is sometimes added ; but more
frequently a kind of wooden noose resembling
a muzzle. (Jamieson.)

" These they set on horses that had many years before
been doom'd to the drudging of the cart and plough,
with sods instead of saddles, branks taid halters instead
of bridles."—Montroie : Mem., pt. ii., ch iii„ p. 166.

2. A pillory ; or, perhaps, only the plural
Of braiik.

"when the woman, after he was bishop, stood up
once and again before the ]>eoule, and confronted him
with this, he ordered her tongue to be pulled out with
Ehicers : and, when not obeyed, caused her to be put

i the branks, . . "—Howie : Judgements on Perse-
cutors, p. SO. Biographia Scoticana.

•fl Anciently this seems to have been the
common word for a bridle. Within these
few years an iron bit was preserved in
the steeple of Forfar, formerly used, in that
very place, for torturing the unhappy crea-
tures who were accused of witchcraft. It was
called the witch's branks. (Jamieson.)

brink ur sine, * branc ursine,
* branIce ur-syne, s. [In Fr. branc-
vrsine, branque-ursine, branche-ursine ; Ital.
brancorsina ; Sp. & Port, branca ursina

;

from Low Lat. branca = a claw, and Class.
Lat. ursina, nom. fem. of ursinus = of or be-
longing to a bear, ursus = a bear, because its
leaves are supposed to resemble the claws
Of a bear. In Ger. barenklau — a bear's claw.]

1. Bear's-breech, a species of Acanthus.
" Acanthus Is called of the carbarns wryters branca

nrsina, in English branke ursyne.'—Turner ; Herbal.

2. An umbelliferous plant, Heracleum sphon-
aylium. It is common in Britain.

tsTank'-*, brank'-fe, a. [Brank, v., B. 1.1
Proud, lively. (Scotch).

" Whare hae ye been sae braw, lad 7
Whare hae ye been sae brankie, 07

O, whare hae ye been sae braw, lad?
Oaineyeby KiHiecranlde, 01"

Burnt: The Battle of Killiccrankie.

* branlo, s. [Branseu]

bran -lin, bran'
lede, bran'-i
named from the

g, bran'-lSt, bran-
le, *. [Probably so
reddish-brown colour.]

[Branded, B. , 2.] A fish, the Salmo salmulus,

also called the Samlet (q. v.). (Scotch). (Parr.J

bran'-nlng, 5. [Bran, 5.]

Dyeing : Preparing cloth for dyeing by
steeping in a vat of sour bran-water.

bran-nock, s. [Eng. brand = of a reddish-
brown colour, and dimin. suffix -ocfc.J The
same as the Branlin (<[. v.).

bran'-ny, ft. [Bran,;.] Having the appear-
ance of bran ; containing an admixture of bran.

" It became serpiginous, and was, when I aaw it,

covered with white branny scales. "—Wiseman.

* bran scl, branslc, t branle, s. [Bran-
gill, s.) A kind of dance.

"Now making lares of love and lovers paine,
Bransles, Ballads, virelayes, and verses vaine."

Spenser; P. Q„ III. x. 8.

"The Queen commands Lady Fleming to tell her
where she led the last branle."—Scott ; A boot, ch. xxxi

brant (1), *. [Properly from brand, in the
compound brand-fox. In Ger. brandjuchs;
Dut brandvos ; Dan. brandraeve ; Sw. brand-
raf, so called from its reddish-brown colour. ]

[Branded (2), 2.] A variety of fox, small*-
than the common form (Vulpes vulgaris), and
distinguished by having the pads, ears, and
brush black.

brant (2), a. & s. [Branded (2), 2.J

A. As adj. : The same as Branded (2), 2
(q.v.). A reddish brown.

B. As subst. : The Brant-fox (q.v.>.

brant-fox, s. [Brant (l), ».]

brant (3), s. & a. [Brent.]
I h»F* given you brant and beaver."

Longfellow : The Song of Hiawatha, k

brant-gOOSe, s. [Brent-goose.]

brant (4), a. & s. [Brent, a.
|

A. As adj. : Steep, precipitous.
"A man may . . . clt on * brant hill cide. "—Ascham ;

Toxophilus.

B. As subst. : In E. Yorkshire : A steep
hill. (Prof. Phillips: Rivers, etc., of Yorkshire,
p. 262.)

bran -tail, *. [From the colour of the tail.

Branded (2), 2.] A provincial name for the
Redstart, Phamicura ruticilla, [Redstart.]

11 brant -ness, s.

Steepness.

t bran -u-lar, a.

brain, cerebral.

[Eng. & Sc. brant ; -ness.]

[Brain.] Pertaining to the

Full of brains.

Cerebrosus, cerebro

* branyd, a. [Brained, a.]
" Branyd, or full of brayne.

plenus."—Prompt. Pare,

* bras, s. [Brass.]
" Bras (Braase P.) Es."—Prompt. Parv.

" At after souper goth this noble kyng
To see this hors of bras, with al his route."

Chaucer; C. T., 1W16-17.
H Of lrln, of golde, of siluer. and bras."

Story of Gen, and Kxod., 467.

* bras-pott, brass-pot, s. A brazen
pot.

** Bras-pott. Kmola, Brit.'—Prompt. Pare.

* bras-and, pr. par. [Brase, v. ] Embracing.
" Heccnba thidder with her chllder for beild
Ran all In vane and about the altare swarmes,
Brasand the god-like ymage in thare amies,"

Douglas : Virgil, K, 92.

* brascho, v.t. [Probably from Fr. briche m a
breach. ] [Breach. ] (Scotch.)

1. Literally;

(1) To make a military breach in.

"... when he had brasched and wone thehouse, . .
."

—Pittscottie Cron., p. 309. [Jamieson.) {Bruched Is
the word in ad. 1728.f
(2) To assault, to attack.

"It was spoken that they should have brashit the
wall whan thar batter was made, . . ."—Bawiatyne
Journal.

2, Fig. : To assault, to attack.
** Whose breast did beare, brath't with displeasure's

dart."
More: True Crucifix, p. 196. (Jamieson.)

* brase, * brass, v.t. [Fr. bras = the arm

;

(em)brasser m to (em)brace. ] [Brace, v. ]

L To bind, to tie.

" Em-ill (as said 1st has this lonell hint
About his sydis It brasin, or he styni"

Douglas: VirgU,*!*, IS.

2. To bind at the edge, to welt

* brase, s. [0. Sw. bmsa ; O. Dut. brats s= a
live c«aL] A live coaL (Ant. Arthur, xv. 6.)

1

* brased (1), brasit, brazed, pa. par.

&

a. [Brase, v.] Bound, welted, braced.
"Svke giftls elk he bad bring with him syne,
Hyut and deliuerit from the Troiaue rewyne,
Ane ryche garment brasit with rich gold wyre."

Douglas : Virgil, $8, 8L

* brased (2), a. [Brass.] Brazen.
'* Brasyn {brased. P.) Ereus, eneus."—Prompt Par*.

* bra-sell, «. [Braeil (1).]
" Brasell, tre to dye with, bresil"—PaUgraee.

* bra -sen, * bra'-syn, a. [Brazen, a.]

"Brasyn' {brased. P.) Ereus. eneus."—Prompt Parv
" He removed the high places, ana brake the images,

and cut down the groves, and brake in pieces the brasen
serpent that Moses had made."—2 Kings, xviii. «,

* braserls, * brasaris, s. pi. [O. Fr. hrcu-

sart, brassal, from bras = the arm.] Vam-
braces, armour for the arms. [Bracer.]

;uhen this was said he has but mare abode
keinpis lmrdouns broeht, and before thayme laid

With all thare harnes and braseris by and by."
Douglas ; Virgil, 141, 1.

* brash (1), a. [Compare Ger. 3c Dut. barsch
m sharp, tart, impetuous ; Sw. & Dan. barsk

;

L. Ger. bask, basch.} Hasty in temper, im-
petuous. (Grose.)

brash (2), a. [Bret, bresk, brusk = fragile,

brittle.] Fragile, brittle, frail. (American.)

* brash (1),
* brasche, *. [Brash, v. ;

Breach, s, ; Bresche.]

1. Literally:

(1) An attack, a military assault on a place.
" Thraiseat the bale wall wes the brasche they gaue."
Sege Edinb. Cast el. Poem, 16th cent, p. 292. (Jamieson.)

(2) A sudden illness. (Burns.)

2. Figuratively:

(1) An effort.

" The last brashe was made by a letter of the prim*
poet of our klngdome."—Muses Thren., Int., p. viii
(Jamieson.)

(2) A transient fit of sickness.
". . . bnt he hadna the saving gift, and he got two

terms' rent in arrear. He got the first brash at Whit-
sunday put ower wi' fair words and piping; . .

."—
Scott : Redgawntlet, let x i.

T Possibly this use of the word may be from
another root.

brash (2), s. [From brash (2), a. Cf. also Fr
'

breche = breach. ]

Geology:

1. As an independent word: A provincial
English word applied to the mass of broken
and angular fragments lying above most rocks,
and evidently produced by their disintegra-

tion. It is called also rubble.
"... but it [the alluvium] often passes downwards

into a mass of broken and angular fragments derived
from the subjacent rock. To this mass the provincial
name of "rubble ' or "brash" is given in many parts
of England, . . ."—LyeU ; Man. of QeoL (ed. 1862), ch.
vti.

2. In compos. : The word cornbrash is used
for the upper division of the Lower Oolite,

which consists of clays and calcareous sand-
stones passing downwards into the forest
marble. [Cornbrash.]

brash'-$f (IX * bra'nsh-Ie, a. [From brash,
s., and suffix -y.]

1. Stormy.
"We've brush'd the beat this monle a apeat

O' braushic weather."
Rev. J. Hied: Poems, L 114. (Jamieson.)

2. Delicate in constitution, subject to fre-

quent ailments. (Scotch.)

brush-? (2), *. [Brash (2), ».] Full of rub-
ble, composed of rubble.

bra'-s3E-er (1), bra'-zX-er, a [Fr. brasier

m a fire of live coals ; Sp. brasero ; from Fr.

braise as burning cinders ; Prov. & Sp. brasa;
ItaL bracU, brascia, bragia; O. Ger. bras=-

fire ; Sw. brasa = live fire ; O. Scand. brasa =s

to solder. Cf. also Gael, brath = conflagir

tlon. (Littrl.).] An open pan for burning
wood or coal,

"It It thought they had no chimneys, but wars
wanned with coals on brasiers,"—Arbuthnot.

bra sl-er (2), * bra'-sl-ere, • bra -s*
ere, a, [Brazier, 2.]

" Brasyere. Erarius."—Prompt. Parv.

bra'-sil, «. & o. [Brazil.]

bra-sll-ef-to, *. [Braziletto.]

bra si!-In, s. [Brazium.]

brass, * brasse, * bras, breas. * bres,
s. & a. [Etym. unknown. Skeat says that
It is from IoeL brasa *= to harden by fin;

Wh, bolr; pSbt, Jo^l; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin,
-^an, -tlan = shan. -tlcn, -slon shun ; -tion, -sion = zhon. -tious, -slous.

as; expect, Xenophon, exist, phst
-clous = shu». -gle, lo, &c = gel, eL



brass—brassmith

brasa = to flame ; Dan. brasa = to fry ; pos-

sibly connected with Sansc. bhrajj = to fry.

According to Dr. Murray there is no evidence
of any connection between the two.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) The yellow-coloured compound metal,

consisting of an alloy of copper and zinc,

described under II. 1.

t(2) Any article made of brass, a brass
fitting. (Generally in the plural.)

" The v*ry scullion who cleans the brasse*. —Hop-
Hnton. (Goodrich * Porter.)

(3) A monumental brass. [II. 8.]
•' II not by them on monumental brass."

Thornton : Liberty, v.

(4) Musical instruments of brass, as distinct

from those of wood. [Brass-band, 1 (2) (6).]

(6) Honey, both in Old English and in

modern slang, on account of the use of the

metal in the coinage. [Tin, Coppers.]
"Ami here here breu at till bakk«, to caleya to

Mile." J'iert Plow. : VU., HI 196.

2. Figuratively: Hardness, the typical

quality of the nietaL It is frequently in the
Bible mentioned along with iron in a similar

sense, as in the following cases

—

(1) Strength for defence or attack.

"I will moke thine horn iron, and I will make thy
hoofs brau: and thou aba.lt beat in pieces many
people . .

.'*—Micah iv. 13.

(2) Obstinacy in wickedness.

"They are all grievous revolter*, mucins; with
slanders : they are brat and Iron ; they are all cor-

rupters."—Jer. vi. 38.

(3) Effrontery, impudence, shamelessness

;

incapability, like that of brass, either to yield

or to change colour in circumstances where
an ordinary being composed of flesh and blood
would do so.

" Because I knew that thou art obstinate, and thy
neck is au iron sinew, and thy brow brass."—Ita.

XlTtil.4.

'*. . . his forehead of briuanriMs tongue of venom
. .

."—J/acaulay : Hilt. Eng., ch, iv.

O.. Technically:

1. Metal. : An alloy of copper and zinc

(1) In ancient times: It is said that when
the Roman consul Mumming, after capturing
the celebrated Grecian city of Corinth, bar-

barously burnt the place to the ground, in

B.C. 146, various metals, fused in the con-

flagration, became united into a compound or

alloy, called from the circumstances now stated

Corinthian brass. This is often supposed to

have been the first discovery of brass itself,

but Assyriologists consider it to have been
mentioned in cuneiform inscriptions, both
Chaldean and Assyrian. (See an elaborate

dissertation on the subject by Francis Lenor-
mant, in the Bib, Arch, Soc. Transact., voL vi.,

1878, 334-417.) [2.]

(2) In modern times: Before zinc was ob-

tained in its metallic form brass was manu-
factured from calamine (native carbonate of
zinc) mixed with copper and charcoal. Even
now this process is easier than the direct
fusion together of the two metals. The pro-

portion of copper and zinc vary. Ordinary
brass is a yellow alloy of copper and twenty-
eight to thirty-four per cent, of zinc. The
density of cast brass is 7 8 to 8*4; that of
brass wire 8*M. It is harder and yet more
fusible than copper, more sonorous and a
worse conductor of heat. It may be turned
upon a lathe. It is extensively used for can*
dfesticks, handles of doors, the framework of

locks, mathematical instruments, etc., while
in the state of wire it is much used in pin-

making. [Dutch Gold.]

2. Scripture : The Heb. word for " brass " is

rr^TT? (nechhesheth), from X&H} (nachhash) = to

shine. The metal thus designated evidently

ocenrs in nature, for it is dug out of hills

(
Driit. viii. 9) and " molten out of the stone "

(Deut. xxxiii. 25), which the artificial alloy,

brass, never yet has been. In most parts of

the Old Testament " brass " should be altered

into " copper," though occasionally in the
later books of the Old Testament it may be
bronze. In the New Testament, iu 1 Oor.

xiii. 1, and Rev. ix. 20, the rendering is

XaAxbc (chalkos) = (1) copper, (2) bronze

;

whilst in Rev. i. and ii. it is xa^xoht^avov
(chalkolibanon), probably = frankincense of a
deep colour.

8, Arch, (pi.): Monumental engravings on
brass plates let into slabs in the pavements of

ancient churches, representing the effigies,

MOMOMENTAL
BRASS.

coats of arms, &c, of illustrious personages.

(Gloss, of Arch.)

4. Mach.: A pillow, bear-

ing, collar, box, or bush
supporting a gudgeon. The
name is applied from its

being sometimes of brass,

though in various instances

it is of bronze.

5. Mining: Iron pyrites.

The name, which is a mis-

nomer, is given from the
lustre, which resembles
that of brass.

B. As adjective: Con-
sisting more or less of

brass ; brazen, resembling
brass, in any way pertain-

ing or relating to brass.

*il Compounds of obvi-

ous signification : brass-

bound (Carlyle : Sartor 'Re-

sartus, bk. ii., ch. v.); brass-hoofed (Pope:

Homer's Iliad, id. 19); brass-paved (Spenser:

F. Q. , I. iv. 17) ; brass-stvddtd (Longfellow

:

Courtship of Miles Standish, iv.) ; brass-

throated (Longfellow : The Spanish Student, iii.

1) ; brast-visaged (Ben Jonson : Every Man out

of his Humour).

brass-band, ft

1. Literally:

(1) Gen. : A band of musicians performing
upon instruments of brass.

(2) Spec.

:

(a) The smaller variety of the military band,
employed chiefly in cavalry regiments, on ac-

count of the greater ease with which brass in-

struments can be played on horseback. Those

used are various : cornets, saxhorns, eupho-

niums, one or more bombardons, &c, (Grow.)

(6) One of the divisions of the " wiud " of a

full orchestra, consisting of trumpets, horns,

trombones, and occasionally an ophicleide.

[Band.]

2. Figuratively. In political controversy, con-

temptuously : A party or a section of a party

acting noisily in concert. Some years ago
extreme Protestant controversialists denomi-
nated a knot of Roman Catholic members of

Parliament voting together the Pope's brass

band."

brass-foil, *. Very thin beaten sheet-

brass, thinner than latten. It is called also

Dutch gold.

brass-furnace, *. A furnace for fusing

the metallic constituents of brass. These are

melted in crucibles, the copper being first

melted, and the zinc then added piecemeal, as

it is vapourised by an excess of heat. The
moulding-trough is on one side of the pouring

or spill-trough, and the furnace is on the

other. There is a core-oven, heated by the

furnace, and serving to dry the cores for the

faucets or other hollow articles which are cast.

(Knight.)

brass powder, ». A powder made of

brass, or anything resembling it Two kinds

are made.

L Red-coloured : Ground copper filings or

precipitated powder of copper with red ochre.

2. Gold-coloured : Gold-coloured brass or
Dutch leaf reduced to powder.

•J They are mixed with pale varnish, or else

they can be applied by dusting over a surV

face which has been previously covered with
varnish. (Knight.)

brass-role, a
Printing' ; Brass strips, type-high, used by

printers for cutting into lengths to separate

advertisements and columns ; also for page-

rules and table-work (technically known as
rule and figure work). (Knight.)

brass, v.U [Prom brast, $. (q.v.).]

Metallurgy ; To give a brass coat to copper.

"bras-sage, t. [O. Fr. brassage.] A fine

formerly levied to defray the expense of coin-

age.

bra'uart (pi. bxassarts), a [Fr. hrat-

w7x?.7TB*ACEJt.] Plate armour for defence

of the arm, reaching from the shoulder to the

elbow.

bras-sate, $. [Prom Eng. bras$(ic) ; -ate, ] A
salt of brassic acid (q.v.).

brasse, *. [A transposition of baru. Ct
L. Ger. brasse ; H. Ger, brassen = the bream.

(Mahn.)] [Bream.]

Ichthy. : A kind of perch, Lucioperca.

brassed, pa. par. & a. [Brass, v.]

bras'-sel-l$r, a & a. [Corrupted from Eng.

bachelor.]

brasseUy-buttons, a ("Corrupted from

bachelor's buttons (Lychnis diurnal] (Sib-

thorjy.)

bras'-ses, a pi. [Brass.]

*bra'S-sSt,a [Etym. doubtful.] A casqus

or head-piece of armour.

bra'S-sI-a, s. [Named after Mr. Brass, a gar-

dener who collected seeds and plants in Africa

for Kew Gardens.]

Bot. : A genus of Orchids, consisting of four

species growing on trees. The flowers are

large, and pale-yellow, with brown spots.

bras sic, o. [From Lat. brassica (q.v.), and

Eng. suffix ic.] Pertaining to or derived from

the genus Brassica (q.v.).

brassic acid, s. Brassic acid or erucifl

acid, C^oH^O* An acid extracted from colza

oil by saponification. It is solid at ordinary

temperatures, but melts between 30* and 32'

C. It crystallises from an alcoholic solution

in beautiful long needles. Brassic acid occurs

also in the oil of white mustard and of rape.

bra's-sl-ca, a [Lat. brassica ; Celt. bresic =
a cabbage."]

Bot. : A genus of cruciferous plants contain-

ing several well-known culinary herbs. There

are three wild species in Europe: Brassica

oleracea (Sea Cabbage), the original of the cab-

bage of our gardens [Cabbage]; B. monensis,

the Isle of Man br Wall-flower Cabbage ;
and

the B. campestris or Common Wild Navew.

The B. nanus, the Rape or Cole-seed, and the B.

rapa, or Common Turnip, have here and there

rooted themselves spontaneously, but they are

not indigenous. The colza of the Dutch is

B. campestris ; B. praxox is the Summer Rape of

the Germans ; and B. elongata is cultivated in

Hungary for its oil. The various cultivated

species, as a rule, require a loamy soil, well-

manured, and with plenty of water. [Bras-

SICACEvE, BRASSICID.*.]
*' They adornadhim [the poet Iaureat] with a new and

elesant garland, curajxised of viue-leaves, laurel, tatd

br<uwica7* sort of cabbage I'—Pope: Qf the Poet

Laurent.

bras-sfc-a'-Ce*-», s. pi. [From Lat brassica,

and fem. pL adjectival suffix -aceo3.)

Bot : An order of plants, more generally

called CrucifereB (Crucifers). It is placed by

Lindley under his Cistal Alliance. The

sepals are four, the petals four, cruciate ; the

stamens six, two shorter than the other four.

Ovary superior, with parietal placentas. Fruit,

a silique or silicule one-celled or spuriously

two-celled, seeds many or one. It consti-

tutes Linnaeus' order Tretradynarala. Lindley

divides the order into five sections—Pleuro-

rhizess, Notorhizea, Orthoplocese, and Diple-

colobese. The Brassicacese or Crucifers are

one of the most important orders in the whole

vegetable kingdom. About 1,730 species are

known. Their chief seat is in the temperate

zones. Many genera and species occur m
Europe; none are poisonous. Among the

well-known plants ranked under the order

may be mentioned the wall-flower, the stock,

the water-cress and other cresses, the cabbage,

the turnip, Ate.

bras-slc'-l-dss, *. pi. [From Lat. brassica

(a v ).l A family of Cruciferous plants of tb*

sub-order or section Orthoploee*. Type,

Brassica (q.v.).

bras'-si-dse, s. pi [From Mod. L&tbramia

(q.v.).] A family of Orchids. Typicalgenus,

Brassia (q.v.).

tbrass'-I-ness,*. [Eng. brassy; -nes$.] Ths

quality of being brassy.

brass -Ing, pr. psw. k a [Baas*, tuj

MetaOmrgy: The art of giving a brass coat

to copper.

bras'-smitb, bi»ss'-smith, t. [Eng. bras*;

smith.] A smith working in brass.

- Has he not seen the Bcotttsh brammith* I<U» .

—Carlyl* : Sartor Xesartue, bk. ii., en. W.

Ate, at, &re, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, P»*.

«r, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, ettb, cure, unite, -nr. rule, full; try, Syrian, a, ce = e. ey = a. gu = kw.



torasswork—brave

s -work, s. [Eng. brass ; work.} Work
In brass.

"... old oak carvings, brasswvrk, clock* and candel-

abra, chairs," Ao.—Timet, Sept. 9th, 1676. (AdvU)

t brass'-ft a. [Eng. brass ; -y.]

L lii. : Resembling brass.

"The part In which they lie is near black, with
some sparks of a bratty pyrites in it."— Woodward.

2. Figuratively :

(1) Hard as brass ; unfeeling.
" Losses,

Enow to press a royal merchant down.
And pluck commiseration of his state
From brassy bosoms, and rousrh hearts of flint."

Shaketp. : Mer. qf Venice, i V. %.

(2) Impudent

bras' sy, brcs-sie, a. [Of. Eng. Irasse.) A
fish, the common wrasse (CrenUabrus Tinea).

(Scotdi.)

* brast, * braste, * brasten, * brastyn,
t*. [Burst, v.] To burst, (Prompt. Parv.)
" But with that perciiig noise flew open quite, or trust"

Bpeimer.- /. Q., L »Ui 4.

** Mychtmm behald his face.

The fyrie sjuirkia bruttin# from his ena,"
Jioug. ; Virgil. 309, 44.

* brast, pa. par. &. a. [Burst, pa. par.]
" '.Mid wounds, and clinging darta. and latieea bratt

,

And foes disabled in the brutal fray."
Byron; Child* Uarold, L 73.

* brastle, v. f. [A.S. brastlian, barstlian ; M.
H. Ger. brasteln = to crack, crackle.] To
crack, to make a crackling noise, to be broken.

"Besides brattleden, helroes tohelden."—Layamon,
lilM.

* brast ynge, pr. par. fBRAST, v.} (Gaw.
Doug., 39.)

•bra'-st-ere, *• [Brazi-cr (2).] (Prompt.
Parv.)

* bra'-syle, «. [Brazil (1).] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bra'-syn, pa. par. & a. [Brazen.]

brat (1), * bratt, *. [Wei. brat = a rag, pina-

fore ; Gael, brat; Ir. brat — a mantle, cloak.]

1. A cloak, mantle.
" No had they but a abeta

Which that they might wrappeu hem in a-nlght.
And a bratt to walken in by day-light."

Chaucer : C. T„ 16,847.

2. Au apron, pinafore. (Provinc. & Scotch.)

" To mak them bratt, then ye maun toil and spin,
Ae wean fa's sick, ane scads itsell wi' broe."

Allan Ramsay: Gent. Shepherd.

3. Clothing generally, (This seems merely
to be an oblique sense of the same word, as
used to denote an apron which covers the rest

of one's clothes.) (Scotdt.)

" He ordinarily uses this phrase as a proverb, that
he desires no more in the world, but a bit and a brat

;

that is, only as much fond and raiment as nature
craves."—Scotch Pretb. Bloq., p. 16.

u God bless your Honours a' your days,
Wi' sowps o* kail and brat* a' csaise."

Burnt: Earnest Cry and Pratfer.

i. Scum. It does not necessarily signify re-

fuse ; but is also applied to the cream which
rises from milk, especially of what is called a
sour cogue, or the floatings of boiled whey.

•* Brat, a cover or scurf."—Statist. Ace., xv. 8. S.

IT The bit and the brat : Food and raiment.
{Scotch.)

brat (2), *. [Etym. doubtful. Said by some
to be the same as brat (1), but probably the
same as brood.}

X. Literally:

1. A child, originally not used contemptu-
ously.

Israel I household of the Lord 1

Abraham's bratt t O brood of blessed seed

!

chosen sheep that loved the Lord indeed I

"

Oatcoigne ; De Profundi*.

"I shall live to see the invisible lady, to whom I
was obliged, and whom I never beheld since she was a
brat in hanging sleeves."

—

Swift,

2. A child, said contemptuously.
" This brat is none of mine

;

Hence with it, and, together with the dam,
Cosamit them to the fire."

Shakesp.; Winter'* Tale, fL 3.

** I give command to kill or save.
Can grant ten thousand pounds a year,
And make a beggar's brat a peer.

"

Swift.

3. The young of any animal ; offspring
** J apiter summoned all the birds and beasts before

aim, with their brat* and little ones, to see which of
them had the pettiest children."—L'Estrange.

XL Figuratively: Offspring, produce.
"The two late conspiracies were the bratt and off-

spring of two contrary factions."—South.

brat (3), s. [Etymol. doubtful. Possibly a
shortened form of brattice.]

In Coal-mining : A thin stratum of a coarse
mixture of coal and carbonate of lime or
pyrites, frequently found lying at the roof of
a seam of coal.

* bratch'-art, s. [The same as Brachell
(q.v.), or fonned direct from Fr. brache = a
hound.] A whelp ; the young of an animal.

" That bratchart in a busae was born

;

They fand a monster ou the morn,
War faced than a cat."

Montgomerie : Watton't CoU., 1IL It

* bratch'-el, s. [A dimin. formation from

Bkakk, «. (q.v.).] The husks or refuse of flax.

(Scotch.)

**Bhe could not help expressing her unfeigned pity
for the Lowliunieri, whom, what are called flax-mills
and fulling-mill 3, precluded from all the social delights
of beating and skutchiug, the blaze of a hratehet, aud
above all, the superlative Joys of a waulking."

—

Clan-
Albin. i. lb, 77.

*brat-fuL, a. [In Sw. brdddful = brimful,
from brddd =a brim. O. Eng. bretful, brerd-

ful, from brtrd = brim. Bretful.] Brimful.

"Til heor Badges and herrre Balies weren bratful I-

cronuneL Piert Plow. : A. Prolog., 41.

* brath, * brothe, a. [0. Icel. bradhr =
impetuous, eager.] Impetuous, hasty, eager.

"The richemaun ias broth andgrimuie."

—

Ormulum,
7184.

* brath, * brathe, s. [0. IceL bradh = vio-

lence.] Wrath, iierceness.

**In the brath of his breth that brennex all thlnkex."
AIM. Poem*; Cleannest, 1. 818.

* brath'-ly, * brothe -ly, * brothe' - lych,
adv. [Brath.] Eagerly, hastily.

*'Brathly thai this werk bigan."—Curtor Mundi, 2240.

braV-tach, s. [Gael, bratach, bruttach.] A
banner, a flag, an ensign, colours.

It is natural I should like the Rutlivens. the Ltnd-
"ae Olipbants, and so many others of
> neighbours, who are sheathed in

eieei ucmymaxing. like so many Paladins, better than
those naked, snatching mountaineers, who are ever
doing us wrong, especially since no rive of each clan have
a rusty shirt of mail as old as their brattach."—Scott :

Fair Maid of Perth, ch. vL

brat '-tIce, ft. [O. Eng. bretage, bretasoe, bru~
taske, &c. ; O. Fr. bretesche as a wooden out-
work.] [Buttress, Brettice, Bretasce.]

Mining. A planking on the inside of a mine
abaft or gallery.

" As everybody knows by this time, the workings of
the Hartley Mine were reached by a single shaft, the
diameter of which was lift. For purposes of ventila-
tion this was divided Into two equal parts by a wooden
partition, called in mining language a brattice, which
ran down It from top to bottom,"—Timet, Jan. 28, 1862.

brat'-tiding, s. [Brattice, s. ]

1. The act or operation of putting up brat-
tices.

2. Brattice-work, brattices.

"A telegraphic message, sent lastnight to TheTime*.
stated that a fall in the shaft on Saturday night had
prevented the sinkers going on with the removal of the
ruins of the bruttidng."— Timet, Jan. 21, 1862.

brat'-tit»h-ixtg, s. [Brattice, s.] Brattice
work ; a crest of opeu carved work on the top
of a shrine.

* brat'-tle, * brat'-tyl, v.l. [Probably
onomatopoeic : as rattle (q.v.), but compare
brastle above.]

1. To make a clashing or clattering noise

;

to run tnmultuously.
" Branch is brattlffng, and blatknyt schew the brayis
With hlratls harsk of waggaml wyndil strayia"

Doug. ; Virgil, S02. 28.

2. To advance rapidly, making a noise with
the feet

"Daft lassie, when we're naked, whafll ye say,
Oiff our twa herds come brattling down the brae,
And see us sae t

"

Bamtay : Poem*, It 75.

brat'-tle, * brat'-tyl, *. [Brattle, v.]

1. A clattering noise, as that made by the
feet of horses, when prancing, or moving
rapidly. (Rudd.)

"Now by the time that they a piece had ta'en.
All in a brattle to the gate are Kane."

Aosi l Belenore, p. ML
" Thou need na start awa sae hasty,

Wi* bickering brattle."
Burnt : To a Moot*.

2* Hurry ; rapid motion of any kind.

"Bauld Bess flew till him wi' a brattt*\
And spite of bis teeth held him
Close by the craig." Ramsay : Poems, L M.

3. A short race.

"The sma' droop-rum pl't, hunter cattle.
Might alhl ins wauri thee for h brattle;
But sax Scotch miles thou try't their mettle.

An' gar't them whaizle.*"

Burns : Auld Farmer* Salutation.

4. Fury ; violent attack.
*' Or silly sheep, wha bide this brattle

O' winter war.
And through the drift, deep-lairing sprattle.

Beneath a scaur.

"

Burn* : Winter m*jkL

* bratt'-H&g, pa. par. & a. (Brattle, «.)

Noisy ; creating a noise.

"A bmtttin band unhappily
Drave by him wi' a burner,

Aud heels-o'er-goudie coupit he."
Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner t Mite Poet., p. Un\

* bran'-I-tle, *. [Bravitt.)

1, A show, a pageant.

"All curious pastimes and consaite
Cud be imaginat be man,
Wes to be sene ou Edinburgh gaits,
Fr* tune that brxtuitie began.

Buret : Entry Q. Anne, Watean* CoU., it L

2. Finery in dress or appearance.

"Syne she beheld ane heuinly sicht.
Of Nymphs who supit nectar cauld

;

WhoU brauitiet can scarce be tauld.
Buret : Entry Q. Anne, Wattent CoU., ft 1.

m braitl, * brawl, $. [O. Fr. braneie= "m
totter, swing, shake, shocke . . . also a
brawls or daunce." (fiotgraveJ Brangill, «.]

A kind of dance.

"It vas ane celest recreation to behold ther lycht
lopene, galmonding, stendling bakuart said fordusrt,
dansana base dansis, pauuans, galyardls, turdions.
braulit and branglis, buifons. vitht moiiy vthirlychi
dansis, the quhllk axe ouer prolixt to be reherait.''—
CompL 8., p. 102.

" Meustrel, blaw up ane brawl of France ;

Let se q,uha hobbils best."
Lynatay I 8. P. Bjcpr.. it SOL

" Moth. Will you win your love with a French brawl*
Arm. How meanest thou, brawling in French?"

Bhaketp. ; L. L. Lost, ill. L
* braun, *. [Brawn.]

^braunche, * brawnche, s. (Branch.]

* braunched, a. [Branch, *.]

"Jtraunched as a tree, braneha."—Palsgrave.

* braunchi, * braunchy, a. [Brancht.]

* braiin-dise, v.i. [Brandish, v.] To fling

or prance about (as a horse).
" That hee nas loose in no lime lodes to greeue.
To byte ne to braundit* ne to break no wowes."

AUtaunder (ed. Skeat), 1121-22.

braun- Ite (au as 6%), s. [From Mr. Braun,
ofGotha. (Dana.)}

Min. : A native sesquioxfde of manganese,
Miio O3. It is crystallised or massive, in the
former case tetragonal. Hardness, 6- -66 ; sp.
gr., 4*75—4*82

; lustre; sub-metallic colour,
and streak dark brownish black. Compos.

.

Protoxide of manganese, 86*95 ; oxygen, 8'08

—9-85; baryta, 0*24—2 25 ; silica, a trace,
863 ; and water, 0*95—1*00.

* brausb-le, a. [Brashv, a.) Stormy.

bra va' do, bra-va'-do, * bra-vadc , «.

[8p. & Ital. brav'ata; Fr. bravade.] [Brave.]
An insolent menace ; defiance ; boastful be-
haviour.

"The steward departed without replying to this
bravade, otherwise than by a dark look ofsoom."

—

Scott: Abbot, cb. xxxL
"The English were impatient to fall on. Bat their

general hadmadeuphls'mlnd, and was not to be moved
by the bravadoes of the enemy or by the murmurs of

his own soldiers."

—

Maoaulay; Hitt. Eng., ch. lit.

brave (Eng.), brave, braw, bra (Scotch),

a. [Fr. brave = brave, fine, gay ; compare
Gael, breagh = fine.]

X, Daring, courageous, high-spirited, fearless,

" None but the brave deserve the fair.

"

Dryden ; Alexanders Feast, L 1L
44 Best with the brave, whose names beloug
To the high sanctity of song 1

"

ftemans : Wallaces invocation to

2, Gallant, noble,
"1*21 prove the prettier fellow of the two,
And wear my with a braver grace.*'

\aketp. : Mer. of Ven., lii. 4

*>oll, bo^; pout, Jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect* Xenophon, exist, -ing,

-elan, -tlan = shan, -tlon. -siou = shun ; -tion, -slon — shun, -oious. -tious, -sious = slius. -ble, -tie, &c m bel, teL
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" And where fall many a brave tree stood.
That used to spread its boughs and ring."

Wordtworth : White Doe o/ Hylttonc, Tit

& 8howy, grand, gaudy, gay.
" Rings pat upon his fingers.

And brave attendants near him when he wakes

;

Would not the beggar then forget himself T
"

Shaketp. : Tarn, of the Shrew, Induct., i.

" Nearer and nearer an they bear.
Spears, pikes, and axes flash in air.

Now might you see the tartans brave.
And plaids and plumage dance and wave."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, 1L It

4. Excellent, fine. (It appears to lie used
imply to express excellence or pre-eminence
in any point or quality in men or things.)

" Cel. O that's a brave man. he writes brave verses,

peaks brave words, swears brave oaths, and breaks
them bravely, quite traverse, athwart the heart of bis
lover, as a puisny tilter, that spurs his horse hut on
one side, breaks bis staff like a noble goose ; but alt's

brave that youth mounts, and folly guide*. Who
comes here J —Shaketp. : A* You Like It, lit 4.

5. Handsome.
"A son was bom to him called Abaolom, who was the

bravett man perhaps In the world ;—he was a man of
the greatest perfection from the crown of bis head
unto the sole of his foot"—Dickton : Sermon*, p. 109.

6. Pleasant, agreeable.
" O Peggy, dlnna say me na

;

But grant to me the treasure
Of love's return ; 'tis unka bra'.

When ilka thing yields pleasure.'"

A. Nicol : Poem*, 17S9, p. 27.

"
' A fine evening, sir,' was Edward's salutation

;

'Ow, ay, sir, ee bra night,' replied the lieutenant, in
broad Scotch of the most vulgar description. "Scott :

Waverley, ch. xxxlx.

7. Stout, able-bodied.
" Five bonnie lasses round their table.
And seven braw fellows, stout an' able."

Burnt : A Dedication to Gavin Hamilton.

8. In Scotch : Often used intensively, some-
times as a superlative, when joined by the
copula to another word, whether adjective or
adverb ; as, braw and able, abundantly able
for any work or undertaking ; braw and weel,

in good health ; braw and soon, in full time,

&c. Ac.
** Bydbv, neist day, when noon cornea on, appears,
And Lindy, what be could, his courage cheers

;

Look'd braw and canty, whan she came in by.
And says. Twice welcome, Bydby, here the day.*

Hots: Hetenore, p. 52. (Jamicton.)

•f A word which came originally from the
Romance languages, entering English in the
16th century, while the corresponding term
in German, brav, entered that language in the
17th century. (From the Select Glossary, p. 24.)

brave, $. [Brave, a.]

1, A brave person, a chief. (Used especially
amongst the Indians of North America.)
"Came to parley with Standish, and offer him furs as

a present

:

Friendship was in their looks, but in their hearts
there was hatred.

Bravet of the tribe were these, and brothers gigantic
in stature." Longfellow: Miles Standiah, vii.

* 2. A hectoring, bullying fellow.
" Hot bravet like thee may fight, but know not well
To manage this, the last great stake." Dryden.

* 3. A boast, brag, challenge, defiance.
" And so in this to bear me down with bravet,
Tis not the difference of a year or two."

Shaketp. 1 Tit. And,, ii. L
*4, Bravado.

" To call my lord maior knave

:

Besides, too, In a brave."

Wittt Recreation, 1«S1

brave, v.t. & i. [Brave, a.]

A* Transitive

:

1. To defy, challenge, dare, set at defiance.

(1) Of persons.
" Sure I shall see yon heaps of Trojans kill'd.

Rise from the shades, and brave me on the field."

Pope : Homer t Iliad, bk. xxi., L M, (W.

(2) Of things personified.
" Where braving angry winter's storms.

The lofty Ochils rise."

Burnt: Where Braving Angry Winter1

! Storm*.

"But noman had in larger measure that eril courage
which brave* and even courts disgust and hatred.—
Macaulay; Hitt. Eng., ch. xi.

* 2. To risk, venture on.

" In kraving arms against thy sovereign."
Shaketp. : King Ricna-rd II., U. 1

* (1) To present a boastful show ot
" Both particular persons and factions are aptenough

to flatter themselves, or, at least, to brave that which
they believe not"—Bacon.
* (2) To make fine or showy, to adorn, set off.

" Gru. Face not me : thou hast braved many men ;

•rare not me ; I will neither be faced nor braved. I
my unto thee, f bid thy master cut out the gown, but
I did not bid him cut it to pieces. Ergo, thou liest"

—

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew, It. 3.

* (8) To give courage to, encourage.

B. Intransitive: To swagger about, show off.

"As at Troy most dastards of the Oreekes
Did brave about the corpes of Hector colde."

Spenter : Ruinet of Rom*.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between the
verbs to brave, to defy, to dare, and to chal-

lenge :
—" We brave things ; we dare and chal-

lenge persons ; we defy persons or their ac-

tions : the sailor braves the tempestuous ocean,

and very often braves death itself in its most
terrific form ; he dares the enemy whom he
meets to the engagement ; he defies all his

boastings and vain threats. . . . Brave and
defy are dispositions of mind which display
themselves in the conduct ; dare and challenge

are modes of action : we brave a storm by
meeting its violence, and bearing it down with
superior force ; we defy the malice of our
enemies by pursuing that line of conduct
which is most calculated to increase its bitter-

ness. To brave conveys the idea of a direct

and personal application of force to force

;

defying is carried on by a more indirect and
circuitous mode of procedure : men brave the
dangers which threaten them with evil ; they
defy the angry will which is set up to do them

, harm. To dare and challenge are both direct
and personal ; but the former consists either
of actions, words, or looks ; the latter of
words only. . . . Daring arises from our con-
tempt of others ; challenging arises from a
high opinion of ourselves : the former is

mostly accompanied with unbecoming expres-
sions of disrespect as well as aggravation ; the
latter is mostly divested of all angry per-

sonality. . . . We dare only to acts of vio-

lence ; we challenge to any kind of contest in
which the skill or the power of the parties

are to be tried." {Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

braved, pa. par. & a. [Brave, v.]

brave'-ljf, adv. [Eng. brave ; -ly.]

1. In a good sense : In a brave manner

;

courageously, valiantly, nobly.
" Record it with your high and worthy deeds ;

Twas bravely done, if wou bethink you of it
Shaketp. : Much Ado about Nothing, r. L

** Gone they are, bravely, though misled.
With a dear father at their head !

"

Wordtworth : White Doe of RylMon*, c. 4.

2. In a bad sense

:

* (1) Ostentatiously, defiantly.

"... broke forth in a courageous couplet or two
upon Sir Richard Blackmore : he dm printed It with
his name to it, and bravely assigns no other reason,
than that the said Sir Richard has abused Dr. Swift"
—Pope; Letter to Jerva* (1718.)

* (2) Gaudily, finely, gaily.
" And she . . . decked her selfe bravely to allure the

eyes of all men that should see her."—Judith x. 4-

t brave -ness, s. [Eng. brave; -ness.] The
quality of being brave ; Dravery.

bra'v-er-^, * brav-er-Ie, a [Eng. brave;
-ry. Ft. oraverie.]

L Literally

:

1. In a good sense : The quality of being
brave ; courage, valour, high spirit, fearless-

ness.
" Juba, to all the bravery of a hero.
Adds softest love, and more than female sweetness,"

Additon,

2. In a bad sense :

* (1) The act of braving, bravado ; false as-

sumption of real bravery.
" In which time one Tait, a follower of Cesford, who

aa then was of the Lord's party, came forth in a
bravery, and called to the opposite horsemen, asking
If any of them had courage to break a lance for his
mistress ; . . ."—Spottwood, p. 267.

" Some of his soldiers, however, who observed him
closely, whispered that all his bravery was put on.'—
Macaulay: Hitt. Eng., ch. xviii.

* (2) Showiness, gaudiness, splendour.
" IX he [the good yeoman] chance to appear in clothes

above his rank, it is to grace some great man with his
service, and then he blusheth st his own bravery."—
Fuller ; Boly State, bk. it, ch. 18.

"... there the Ionians, with their wives and
children, and all their bravery, congregated periodi-
cally from their different cities to glorify him."

—

Qrote: Hitt. of Greece (1846), vol. t, pt t, ch. L, fi 62.

* (3) Ostentation, show.
"m court his favours

:

But sure, the bra very ot his grief did put me
Into a towering passion."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, V. 2.

" Let princes choose ministers more sensible of duty
than of rising, and such as love business rather upon
conscience than upon bravery."—Bacon.

* (4) Fine dress.

"... my estate, I wot not how, hath of late been
somewhat Insufficient to maintain the expense of
those bravertet, wherewith it is incumbent on us, who
are chosen and selected spirits, to distinguish ourselves
from the vulgar."—^coft 1 Monattery, ch. xvi
* (5) A showy person.
*" A man that Is the bravery ot his age,"

—

Beaumont
t Fletcher.

XL Fig. : Applied to fine diction or ornate
language.

"In the present cause, we must not be i

put off with the buskry or bravery of language-
Clothed and adorned with the busk and bravery of
beautiful and big words."—Jf Ward: Contending*,
pp. 324, 366.

•f Crabb thus distinguishes between bravery,

courage, and valour;—"Bravery lies in the
blood ; courage lies in the mind : the latter

depends on the reason ; the former on th«
physical temperament : the first is a species
of instinct ; the second is a virtue : a man is

brave in proportion as he is without thought

;

he has courage in proportion as he reasons or

reflects. Bravery seems to be something in-

voluntary, a mechanical movement that does
not depeud on one's self, courage requires

conviction, and gathers strength by delay ; it

is a noble and lofty sentiment : the force of

example, the charms of music, the fury and
tumult of battle, the desperation of the con-

flict, will make cowards brave ; the courage-

ous man wants no other incentives than what
his own mind suggests. ... It is as possible

for a man to have courage without bravery as

to have bravery without courage: Cicero be-

trayed his want of bravery when he sought to

shelter himself against the attacks of Cata-

line ; he displayed his courage when be laid

open the treasonable purposes of this con-

spirator to the whole senate, and charged him
to his face with the crimes of which he knew
him to be guilty. Valour is a higher quality

than either bravery or courage, and seems to

partake of the grand characteristics of both ;

it combines the fire of bravery with the deter-

mination and firmness of coinage ; bravery is

most fitted for the soldier and all who receive

orders ; courage is most adapted for the gene-

ral and all who give commands ; valour for

the leader and framer of enterprises, and all

who carry great projects into execution

:

bravery requires to be guided ; courage is

equally fitted to command or obey; valour
directs and executes. Bravery has most rela-

tion to danger ; courage and valour include in

them a particular reference to action : the

brave man exposes himself; the courageous

man advances to the scene of action which is

before him ; the valiant man seeks for occa-

sions to act. The three hundred Spartans
who defended Thermopyle were brave. So-

crates drinking the hemlock, Regulus return-

ing to Carthage, Titus tearing himself from
the arms of the weeping Berenice, Alfred ths

Great going into the camp of the Danes, wers
courageous. Hercules destroying monsters,

Perseus delivering Andromeda, Achilles run-

ning to the ramparts of Troy, and the knights

of more modern date who have gone in quest

of extraordinary adventures, are all entitled

to the peculiar appellation of valiant"

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* brav'-ing, pr. par., a., & «. [Brave, v.]

t A* & B. As pi', par. & participial adj. ; In
Benses corresponding to those of the verb.

" Barbarossa sent a braving letter to Saladln, , .
."

—Fuller : Holy War, bk. v., ch. U.
" The Florentines and Senoys are by the ears

;

Have fought with equal fortune, and cuutintM
A braving war."

Shaketp. : Altt Well that End* Well, 1 1
• C. As substantive : Bravado, boast, show.
" With so prond a strain of threats and bra vingt.

'

Chapman.

* brav'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. braving, a ; -ly.]

In a braving manner ; defiantly.
" Bravingty, In your epistle to Sir Edward Hobby,

you end thus."—Sheldon : Miracle* of Antichritt, p. 0.

* brav'-I-ty, • brav -i-tle, «. [Old Ft.

braveU.]

1. In a good sense : Courage ; bravery.

"Let us put on courage in thir sad times: brave

times for the chosen soldiers of Jesus Christ to shew
their courage into; offering brave opportunities for

shewing forth the bravity of spirit in suffering."

—

Ja.

Wetwood"* Letter, Walker t Remark. Pat*., u. 23.

2. In a bad sense : An outward show ;
pomp.

bra'-vd (1), «. [ItaL bravo.] A bandit, an out-

law, an assassin.

"For boldness like the bravo** and banditti, Is

seldom employed, but upon desperate services."—fls-

vernment of the Tongue
"The bravo was sent to the Tower. '—Macaulay .

Ilitf. Eng., oh. vi.

•f At first, while as yet not naturalised, it

had the plural bravi.

"Hired fencers, called bravi, . . .'-Moritom:
Itinerary, pt 2., p. 26. ( Trench : On torn* Def. *» o*w

Eng. Diet., p. 29.)

Nares has the plural bravoes.

bra vo

(

hurrah.
». [Bravo, interj.] A cheer, a

ftte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ; go, t?6u

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian. ». ce = e ; ey = a. qu kw.
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bra'-VO, interj. [Ital. bravo (m.), brava (f.) =
orave.] Excellently ! well or bravely done 1

Music : Well or bravely done. An exclama-
tion of applause, which from Italy its native

land has made way into this country. For a
female performer (according to Italian usage)
it should be brava, and for more than one
performer bravi.

bra-vu'-ra, s. & a. [Ital. bravura; Fr. bra-
mere— spirit, bravery.]

A. -4s substantive

:

1. Lit. In music : An air requiring great
skill and spirit in its execution, each syllable
being divided into several notes. It is distin-

guished from a simple melody by the intro-
duction of florid passages. (Stainer <£ Barrett.)

A style of both music and execution designed
to task the abilities of the artist. (Grove.)

"The duet in which Mary obtain* the King's pro
miae to befriend Clifford contains a bravura for Miss
Pyne which is very pleasing, . . ."—Sac. Review, Dec.
14. 1*61.

2. Fig. : A lively display.
'*.

. . and yon, I, and afew others, who have wit-
nessed his [Coleridge's

|
grand bravura* at display, were

to have the usual fortune of ghost-seers, , . ,

—

De
Quince? ; Work) (ed. 1863), vol. ii, p. 60.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to or connected
with the execution of a bravura.

"His bravura powers are of the most surprising
sort, and as a concerto player he has an aplomb aim
Ire almost phenomenal"—Cornhill Mag., Jan., 1SS7,
p. 35.

braw, bra', a. [Brave, a.]

braw-warld, a. (Scotch.) Showy, gaudy.
"... these fine gallants, with their golden chains

and looped-np bonnets, with braw-warld dyes and
devices on them."

—

Scott : Quentin Durvtard, ch. tit

* braw -den, pa.

broidered.

# braw'-der-er, a.

broiderer.

par. [Broider.] Era-

[Broiderer.] An em-

* braw-en, pa. par. [A.S. browen, pa. par. of
breowan = to cook, brew (?).] Cooked.

" For fault of cattle, corn and gerse.
Your banquets of most nobility
Dear of the dog brawen in the Merse."
Polwarf* Flyting, Walton* ColL, Hi 9, 10.

brawl, * brail, * brawl - yn, v.i. & (.

[Brawl, s.]

A. Intransitive

:

* 1. To be in or fall into confusion.
" The Erie with that, that fechtaod was,
Quhen he hys fayis saw brawland sua.
In hy apon thaiin gan he ga."

Barbour, xii. 132. MS.

2. To quarrel noisily and tumultuously.
" What nedys the to bralle."

Towneley Myst., p. 150.
m Brawlyn', or strywen*. Litigo, jurgo. Quereplura

In itryven."—Prompt. Parv.
* 3. To contend, to strive.

" Aganys him to brawle . .
.**

Barbour: The Bruce {ed. Skeat). L 573.

4. To create a disturbance, especially In
ny consecrated ground or building. [Brawl-
IMO, C. 2.]

1 5. Of running water, to make a noise, to
babble.

" As he lay along
Under an oak, whose antique root peeps out
Upon the brook that brawl* along this wood."

Shakesp. : As You Like It. 11. 1.

•* So through the Plymouth woods John Alden went on
his errand.

Crossing the brook at the ford, where it brawled over
pebble and shallow."

Longfellow: Miles StandUh. ili

* B. Reflexive : To boast, brag, show off.
*' Evere ware thee Bretons braggers of olde

!

Loo ! how he brawles hyine for hys bryghte wedes."
Morte Arthure, 1,349.

* C. Trans. : To cry or clamour down, over-
power by noise.

*' Their battering cannon charged to the month*.
Till their soul-tearing clamours have brawl'd down

;. The flinty ribs of this contemptuous city."
Shaketp. : K. John, 11. 1.

brawl (1), *. [Etym. uncertain ; Wei. brawl,
brol = a boast ; brolio — to boast, vaunt ; bra-

1 gal = to vociferate ; Dut. brallen - to brag,
boast; Dan. bralle = to prattle, jabber. Pro-
bably brawl is a frequentative of brag (£fceaQ.l

!

A noisy quarrel, a disturbance, a tumult
"He fludeth, that controversies thereby are made

Dot brawl* • and therefore wisheth, that in some lawful^mbly of churches, all these strifes may be decided."

"... .in a moment a brawl began In the crowd,
non

:

could say how or where."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
I ch. xiU.

ibrai £(2), s. [O.Eng.brangiU,braui;Tr.branU;
Fr. bransle, from branslcr — to totter :

Mod. Fr. branler.] An old round dance in
which the performers joined hands in a circle

;

a country dance. [Braul.]
" Then first of all he doth demonstrate plain
The motions seven that are in nature found.
Upward and downward, forth, and back again.
To this side, and to that, and turning round

;

Whereof a thousand brawl* he doth compound.
Which he doth teach unto the multitude.
And ever with a turn they must conclude."

Sir John Davie* : Orchestra (1607).

" Tis a French brawl, an apish imitation
Of what you really perform in battle."

Matsuiger ; Picture, ii 1,

* brawl (3), * broil, * brole, * brol, s.

[Low Lat. brollus, brolla.
-

] A child, progeny.
" The leeste brol of his blood.

"

Langland : Piert Plow., 1,767.

" And for the delight thou tak st in beggars
And their brawl*," Jovial Crew (OTPl.), x. S57.

brawl'-er, *brawl-ere, s. [Eng. brawl;
-er.] One who brawls, a noisy wrangler, a
quarrelsome fellow.

" To speak evil of no man, to be no brawler*, but
Jentle, snowing all meekness unto all men." — TUu*
IL 2.

brawl'-lAg, pr. par., a., & s. [Brawl, v.]

A. At B. As present participle db participial
adjective: Iu senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

" It is better to dwell In a corner of the house-top,
than with a brawling woman and in a wide bouse."

—

Pro*, xxv. 24.

" WLetber In after life retired
From brawling storms."

Ten nyton : Ode to Memory.
C. As substantive

:

h Ord. Lang. : Noisy or tumultuous wrang-
ling, a disturbance.

" Brawtynge. Jurgium, littgium,"^Prompt. Parv.
" She troubled was. alas 1 that it might be.
With tedious brawling* of her parents dear."

Sidney.

2. Law : The offence of quarrelling or creat-
ing a disturbance in a church or churchyard,
of of behaving riotously, indecently, or vio-
lently in any certified place of worship. By
18 and 19 Vict., c. 81, it is punishable by a
fine notexceeding £5, or imprisonment forany
period not beyond two months. (Wharton.)

t brawl'-IAg-ly^ adv. [Brawling, a.] In a
brawling or quarrelsome manner.

braw'-lit, pa. par. or a. [Etym. unknown,
but possibly a misprint for brawdit — em-
broidered. ] Perhaps marbled, mixed, or parti-
coloured.

" Bot ye your wyfe and bairns can tak na rest,
Without ye counterfeit the worthyest
Buft brawlit hois, coit, dowblet, sark and scho.
Your wyfe and bairns conform mon be thairto.

L. Scotland'* Lament, foL 7a,

braw -ly, braw'-lle, adv. (Scotch.) [Brave-
ly.] Excellently, very well.

*'.
. . the hrigg ower Warrock burn is safe eneugh,

If he haud to the right side. But then there's Heavie-
side-brae, that's Just a murder for peat-cattle—but
Jock kens the road brawly."—Scott: Guy Mannering,
ch. xi.

'* But Tarn kenn'd what was what fu' brawlie ;
There waa ae winsome wench and walie."

Burn* : Tarn ffShanter.

brawn, ' braun, "braunc, brawne, s.

[O. Fr. braon = a. slice of flesh ; O. H. Ger.
brdto, prdto, accus. brdton ; M. H. Ger. brdie
= a piece of flesh; O. H.Ger. pr&tan; Ger.
braten = to roast, boil.]

* 1. Muscle.
" Brawne of mannys leggys or armys. Mutculut,

lacertus, pulpa, C.F.' —Prompt, Parv.
" And hadde a noble visage for the noones.
And formed wel of brawne* and of boones."
Chaucer : Legende qf Qoode Women ; Dido.

* 2. Muscular strength.
** The boist'rous hands are then of use, when I
With this directing head those bands apply

;

Brawn without brain is thine." Dryden.
* 3. It is applied to the arm, the calf of the

leg, Ac, from their being so muscular.
" Ylt, thocht thy brauni* be lyk twa barrow trammis.
Defend the, man "

Lyndtay : Work* {Chalm. ed.). It. 1»S.

L The flesh of a boar.
" Brawne of a bore. Aprina."—Prompt. Parv.
" The best age for the boar is from two to five years,

at which time It is best to geld him, or sell him for
brawn."—Mortimer.

•Jit was also used generally for flesh of any
animal.

Brawne of a checun, H. cheken, P. Pulpa, C F."
'-Prompt. Parv.

"Take braune of capons or hennes, . . ."—Liber Cure
Cocorum, p. 12.

5. The flesh of a boar Baited and preserved.
" Biforn him stout the braun of toskld swyn."

Chaucer: C. T., 11,666.

" Christmas puddings, brawn, and abundance t>
spirituous liquors. . .

. '—O. Eliot : Silo* Marner.
*6. A boar.

*'Brokbrestede as a brawn*, with brastils ful large."
Morte Arthure. I,OH.

H The word still survives in this sense u
some dialects.

brawn, v.t. [Brawn, s.]

* 1. To make muscular, to strengthen.
"Custom and long continuance in slavery have •»

hardened and brawned their shoulders, (that] die yokt
doth not wring them so much."

—

Puller: Holy Wat
(1630), p. 178.

2. To salt or preserve the flesh of a boar.

* brawn-falTn, a. Having the muscle*
fallen away ; shrunk in the muscles ; en
feebled.

" The brawn-faltn arms and thy declining back
To the sad burthen of thy years shall yeald."

Drayton : Pastoral*. Eel. 1
* brawnch -yrig, s. [Brandishing.]

" Brawndyschynge (brawnchyng, K.) Vibracto."—
Prompt. Parv.

* brawn -dish, * brawn dysch
* braundesche, * braundeschyn, v.t

[Brandish.]

brawn' -dysQh-ynge, s. [Brandishing.]
" Brawndyichynge {brawnchyng, K.) Vibracio.'-

Prompt. Parv.

* brawned, o. [Brawn, *.] Brawny, mus-
cular.

" His rawbone amies, whose mighty brawned howrs
Were wont to rive Steele plates, and helmets hew,
Were clene consum'd." Spenser: P. Q., 1. viii. <i_

* brawn'-er, *. [Eng. brawn; -er.] A boar
killed and prepared for the table.

" Then If you would send up the brawner't head.
Sweet rosemary and bays around it spread."

King

brawn' i-ness, s. [Eng. brawny ; -ness.]

1. Literally : The quality of being brawny

;

muscular strength.

"He was rather below the middle stature, but th*
breadth of his shoulders, length and brawninets of hi'
arms, . . ."—Scott: Fair Maid of Perth, ch. ii

2. Figuratively: Applied to the mind-
strength, force, power.

"This brawnines* and insensibility of mind, is tin
best armour against the common evils indaccidsnf
of life."—Locke.

brawn'-y, a. [Eng. brawn; -y.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Muscular, full of muscb*

;

strong, hardy.
m Whose brawny shoulders, and whose swelling chest.
And lofty stature, far exceed the rest?"

Pope : Homers Iliad, tii. 291-*.

wny carpenters repair."
Dryden: Annul Mirabilis, 142.

2. Med. : For definition see example.
" The pain fin phlegmonous erysipelasj Is severe and

accompanied with a sensation of burning heat, while
in consequence of the effusion which takes place oa
the sul>cutaneous cellular membrane, the affected
parts communicate a peculiar feeling, which has been
expressed by the term brawny."—CycL Pract. Med..
ii 107.

brawny-built, a. Of muscular build.
" Broad-backed, and brawny-built for love's delight."

Dryden : The Hind and Panther, iii

braw$, s. pi. [Braw.] Dress ; finery ; show ;

gaudy apparel. (Scotch.).
"

' Ay, Madge,' said Sharpltlaw, in a coaxing tone

;

'aud ye're dressed out in your braw*. 1 see ; these are
not your every days* claiths ye have on."—Scott .

Heart of Mid-Lothian, ch. v.

brax'-y, brax-es, brax it, bracks, 5. &
a. [Possibly contracted from A.S. braxsedene*
= the "breaking" sickness, the falling sick-
ness, epilepsy ; from brae — broke, pa. tense ot

brecan = to break ; Gael, bragsaidh = braxy.
Cf. also A.S. broc = disease, affliction, misery ;

and GaeL breac — small-pox.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A disease in sheep. This term is fre-

quently applied to totally different disorders,

but the true braxy is undoubtedly an intes-

tinal affection, attended with diarrhoea and
retention of the urine. After young sheer,

have been weaned, they are apt to gorge them-
selves with grass, turnips, &c; this produces
a kind of colic, which usually ends in death.
Again, when a lean flock of sheep is placed
suddenly on rich food, or on coarse pasture of.

an indigestible nature, irritation and inflam-
mation of the bowels set in, and this fre-

quently proves fatal. In both cases the sheep
are said to die of braxy. The duration of the
disease is very short, in some cases terminating
fatally in twenty-four hours. Hilly land is

favourable to the production of braxy, and
hence we find it far more prevalent in the

&*% bo*y; pout, Jtfwl; oat, yell, chorus, chin, bench; go, £em; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t
-clan, -tdan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion ~ zhiin. -tlous, -sious, -eious= shus, -ble, -die, &c - bel, del.
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Highlands of Scotland than in any other part

ofthe country. The treatment of the disease

is one of very great difficulty, but it may to a

certain extent be prevented by regulating the

animal's diet, and sheltering the iiock during

severe winter weather.
•*

. . . . braxy or braxtt, or the sjeknmi . . . .*—
Frit* Etsay. HighL Soc, ili. 84a

" Many are cat off by a d iseaae which !i here called

the braxtt."—Par. of Leihnoi : Forfar*. BtatUt. Ace,
It. 8.

" Another malady preys upon the sheep here.

Among the Bhei>lurd« it U called the brads*. —Par. of

Barrle, Ibid., iv. 241 (Jamie*on.)

•J Dumb braxy : The dysentery in sheep.

"The dumb braxy .... is dUtingulshed from
aickneas by the kmoh of the yew in which it apt**"
and by dysentery in the common (onu ol a bloouy

flux."*—Mm. Sight. Soc, ill. 41ft. (Jamieton.)

2. A sheep which has died of braxy.
" While Hightandinen hate tolli and taxes ;

While mourlau' herd* like guid fat braxiet.

Burnt : Epistle to WUiiam Simpton.

3. The mutton of such a sheep.

B. As adjective : Of or belonging to a sheep

Which has died of braxy.

if Braxymutton : Thefleahof a sheep which

has died of braxy. As the duration of the

disease is very short, it may be assumed that

the structures of the body have not been

Affected by it, and that the disease has been

limited to the intestines. Every part of the

sheep therefore is eaten, except the liver, the

kidneys, and the intestines. As to its being

wholesome food, Mr. J. Willison, one of the

largest sheep-fanners in Scotland, who has

had seventy years' experience, says, " In

flavour braxy resembles grouse or black-game

more than any food I have ever tasted. It is

wholesome and very digestible, and in my
long experience I have never known of any

man, woman, or child having any disease or

disorder of the human system from eating

toraxy. It should, however, be well cooked."

•ray (1), "brayn, *bray-yn (1), v.t [0.

Ft. breier, brehier ; Fr. broyer ; (M.H.) Ger.

brechen = to break small, pound. Cognate

with A.S. brecan = to break.]

i. Lit:

(1) To pound, or grind small, to beat fine.

•* Brayun, or stampyn in a mortere, Tero. Brawn.
m baxten her ]*stys {brayn, wide in knedylng, K.)

Pinto, Oath.*—Prompt. Par*.
" 111 burst him ; I will bray

His bones as In a mortar. Chapman.

*(2) To break hemp or flax with a brake.

I bray in a brake, as men do henipe, Jo broye.'—

Palsgrave.

2. Fig. : To divide into minute parts ; to

Investigate closely or carefully.

"
. . how the savour of the word is more sweet,

being brayed, and more able to nourish, being divided

by lireaciiing. tlian by only reading proposed. —
Booker: Bod. Pol, bk. v., cb. xjtil., f 13.

bray (2), » brayne, * bray'-jha (2) (Eng.),

K\
(Scotch), v.i. & t. (O. Fr. braire; Low

t. Iragire = to bray ; bragare — to cry as a

child. A Celtic word : compare Welsh bragal

= to cry out ; Gael, bragh = an explosion.

(Skeat.y)

A. Intransitive t

1. To make a loud, harsh noise, like an ass.

*'Brayyn in eowndef&rajrise is sowndynge. P.) Barrio.

Cath."—Prompt. Par*.

"Doth the wild an bray when he hath grass I or

toweth the ox over his fodder 1
"

—

Job vi. &.

2. To make any harsh, discordant noise.

"Arms on armour clashing, bray'd
Horrible discord." Milton : P. L., bk. vL. 209.

* Till the huge bolts rolled back, and the loud hinges
brayed?"

Scott : The I'aion of Don Roderick, v. 11

* & To make a noise, cry out.

"Bhe cried and braid* right lowde."—Merlin.

"The horryble tyrant with blndy mouth sal bra."
Doug. : Virgil, XX.iL 13.

B. Transitive

:

1 1. To utter harshly, or loudly.

••The kettle-drum and trumpet thus bray ont
The triumph ol his pledge.

'

Shakctp. : Hamlet, 1. 4.

* 2. To cry out at, to upbraid.

* 3. To gasp out.
•' Braie* out her latest breath, and up her elee doth

eeele.' Bperuer : P. « . II. L S3.

* bray (1), *. [Bray (1), ».] A pestle.

" Bray, or brakene, baxterls Instrument Pwwa,
CV.'—Prompt, Pare.

bray(2),«- [Brat (2), *.]

1. The harsh noise of an ass.
" Of peace or ease to creatures clad as we.
Meantime, noise kills not Be it Dapple'* bray.

Or be it not, or be it whose it may."
Cowper: The /foodie** Alarm.

* 2. A noise, crying out.
** So gret bray, so grot crieyng.~—Ali*aund*r, %itZ.

f 3. Any harsh, discordant sound.
** BoUt'rou* untun'd drums.

And harsh resounding trumpets' dreadful bray.
Shaketp. : Richard //., L 8.

bray (3),
* braye, s. [Brae.] (Scotch.) (Bar-

bour : The Bruce (ed. Skeat), vi. 77.)

•'On that steep bray Lord Guelpho would not then
Hazard his folk." Fair/ax : Tauo, ix. 96.

* bray (1), a [In Mid. Eng. fausse braye, from

Fr. fausse braie = a low rampart encircling

the body of a place. Cf. also Scotch brae.)

I Braie.]

Fort ; A tower or blockhouse In the out-

works before the port.
•' Order was given that bulwarks, bray*, and walls,

should be raised iu bis castles and strongholds on the

sea-side.-—Ld, Herbert : Hist. A\ Henry Vill., p. 38.

* brayde, *. [Braid, «.]

* brayde (1), v.t. [Braid (1), *.] (Sir Gaw.
and the Gr. Knight (e<L Morris), 1,609.)

* brayde (2), v.t. [Braid, s.] To upbraid.
•' I brayde or lay the wyt* of any faute to a mans

charge. J* reproucke.'—PaUgrawc

bray-er (1), s. [Bray (l), r.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who brays or beats In a

mortar, &c.

2. Printing ; A wooden muller used on the

ink-table to temper the ink.

bray'-er (2), s. [Bray (2), r.] One that brays

like an ass.
" * Hold, " cry*d the queen, * A catcall each shall win i

Equal your merits ! equal as your diu 1

But that this well-disputed game may end.

Bound forth, my brayert, aud the welkin rend.
Pope : The Duneiad, b. iL

bray-er-a, $. [From Dr. Brayer, a French
physiciau," who discovered the valuable quali-

ties of the plant]

Bot. : A genus of Rosaceaa. Brayera anthel-

viintica is a tree indigenous to Abyssinia. It

has been used, not only iu that country but
here, as an anthelmintic, and with good

etfect. It is called Cusso, Cabotz, or Kousso.

bray'-lng (l), *bray-ynge (1), pr. par., a.,

& $. [Bray (1), tt]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See

the verb.)

C. As substantive

:

1. Ordinary iMngvage: The act of pound-
ing or grinding small.

" Brayynge, or stampyuge. Tritura," — Prompt.
Pare.

%. Woollen - manufacture : The process of

J

founding and washing woven cloth in scour-

ug-stocks, to remove the oil applied prepara-

tory to carding ; and also soil acquired in the

course of manufacture.

bray-lAg (2), 'bray-yuge (2), *bray-
Inde, s. & a. [Bray (2), v.]

A. As substantive:

1. The act of making a harsh noise, as of

an ass.

"Brayyng* yn iownde. Barritu*. CF."—Prompt.
Pare.

2. The harsh noise or bray as of an ass.

"This bird Is commonly called the jackass penguin,
from its habit, while on shore, of throwing

"

A. As substantive:
*• Nay, by God ! ' sayde they, ' thy drynk Is not good.

It wolde inake maunes braynevo lieu m his hood. *

backwards and making a loud strange noise, very like

the braying of an ass."—Darwin ; Va\

World <ed. 1870), ch. ix., p- 1W.

M
like

'oyage round the

m Collyn. I see. by thy new taken tasks,

Some sacred fury bath enricht thy brayn
- 7.Q. (

Chaucer: C.T., W3-4.

)

B. As adjective ;

1. Making a harsh noise like an ass.
" For while he spake a braying ass
Did sing; most loud and clear."

Cowper: John BUpin,

2. Making any harsh noise.

•' The braying trumpet and the hoarser drum.
Units in concert with increased alarms.'

Byron : Mlegy on Heuittead Abbey.

* braying-ropes, s.pl. Part of the har-

less of a horse. QiaUiwell.)

"brayte, a [Brail.]

bray-men, ». pi. [From Scotch bray, the
same as Scotch brae (q.v.).] The name given

to those who inhabit the southern declivity

of the Grampian hills. (Scotch.) (Jaraieton.)

* brayno (1), v.t. [Braih, tt.i.]

* brayne (2), v.t * i. {Bray (2), #.J

* brayne, * brayn, * brane, *. &a (Brain,

s. &o.]

Bperuer

S* At adjective: Mad, furious.
** He waxls brane In furoure bellkal,

Bo desirus of dedis marciaL'*
Doug.t Tlrgft, 898, 18.

* brayned, * br&y-nyd, a. [Brain, v.t}

" bra'yne-pan, ». [Brain-pan.] (Spenser:

F. Q. t VII. vi. 30.)

* brayn ing, pr. par, [Brainino.]

* brayn -Issbe, a. [Bbainiso.]
" Braynisshc, hedy, follsshe, seIfe-wyUe4. Tettu'm

Palsgrave.

* brayn -les, a. [Brainless.]

"Braynle*. Jnctrebrotus.'—Prompt. Pare.

* brayn-wod, * brayne-wode, a, [a
Eng. brayn, brane = brain, and wod, wode 3
mad.] (0. Eng. & Scotch.) "Brain mad"—

.

i.e., mad, furious, in a state of fury.

"Than brayde he brayn-wod and alls his bakksj;

reute." William of Palerne, 2.0W.

•' lie swa mankyd. as brayne-'Pode.

Kest fast with the stwmpe the blode

In-til Willame Walaye faoe."
Wyntown, viiL U.S1.

* brayu'-^d, pa. par. [Brained.]

"Braynyd, or kyllyd. Bxcerebratu*."— Prompt.
Pare.

* brayn'-yn, v. t [Brain, v.]

-Braynyn' (brayne. P.) Excerebro."—Prompt. Par*

* brayn'-y^ge, pr. par. ft t. [Braining.]
" Braynynge, or kyllyng* Excerebracio."—Prompt.

Pare.

*brayate, v.tki. [Braste.] To burst. (D«J»

Bowlande and Sir Ottuell, 986.)

* bra'-zara, *. pi, [BBASERia] Armour for

the anus.

braze, s. [Braise.] A roach.

braze, v.t [Krom brass, s. In Fr. braser.)

1. Literally:

(1) To fix or solder in with an alloy of brass

and zinc
" If the nut be not to be cast In brass, but only hath

a worm brazed into it, this niceness is not so absolutely

necessary, because that worm is first turned up. and

bowed into the grooves of the spindle ; and you mas-

try that before ft is brazed in the nut'*—Moxon,

(2) To cover or ornament with brass.

" Full on the lance a stroke so Justly sped.

That the broad falchion lupp'd its brazed head.

Pope : Vomer'* Iliad, xvL 144-a.

2. Fig. : To harden, to be hardened.
" I have so often blushed to acknowledge him, the*

now I am brazed to it."—Shaketp. : Ki'ig Lear, t 1.

•' If damned custom hath not braz'd it so,

That it is proof and bulwark against sense.

Shaketp. : Hamlet, iit A

•T In the Globe edition it is brass'd instead

of braz'd.

bra'-zen, bra'-aen, a. [A.8. brwsen, brut*

= (l)l)razen, made of brass, (2) strong, power-

ful. (Bosworth.).'}

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Made in whole or in part of brass.

•*. . . inscribed on braten tablets . • ."—Xsssiff

Ear. Rom. Hit. (1866), ch. v., I 7, voL L, p. 14T.

2. Fig. (chiefly in poetry)

:

(1) Of an instrument resounding likebrattt

Loud, making noisy clangour.
•' With loud and dlssooant clangour

Echoed the sound of their braten drum from ceilmf

and casement.'" Longfellow: Evangeline, L 4.

(2) Of the larynx or "throat "in a domineer,

ing man: No more feeling than a tramps*

would do the nature or ettect of the sounds

which It sends forth. (Contemptuously.)
" I mourn the pride

And avarice that makes man a wolf to m*n

:

Hear the faint echo of those or<"^t*,
1

rtJ*u,j •

By which he speaks the language of Ins heart.
'

Coirper: The Tatk, bk.lt.

(3) Of the sounds sent forth by an instrument

q/'onus : Loud, boisterous.
"Trumpeters.

With braten din blast you the city> e

Hake mingle with your rattling talwurines.^
Bhakeep. : Ant. * CUep., i». ».

(4) Of the forehead: As unabashed as tt

made of brass ;
possessed of effrontery, impu-

dent, immodest.
"Talbot continued to frequent the court, »PP*f***

daily with brazen *>»nt before the l>™>oess srnsss>

ruin he had plotted, . . .'—Macauiay : Hit. *«a>

ch. tL

tf>e, fat, Hire, amidst, what, fall* father ; wi, wet, here, camel, her, tbere ; pine, pit, «ire, sir, marine
;
gd; poW

«t. wore, wolf, work, wnd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, fa, o? - •; ey = r qa = kW.
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U The real adjective brazen is now more
rarely used than it once was. It is being
gradually displaced by the substantive onus
used adjectively. The same process is at work
with golden, beeehen, Ac.

EL Scripture <6 Theology : In the earlier part
of the Old Testament, brazen, in the authorised
version, means made of copper ; in some of the
later parts it may mean made of bronze. No-
where, apparently, in the Old Testament does
it signify made of what we now call " brass."
[Brass.] Connected with the Jewish tabernacle
and the worship there offered there were
* brasen " (or copper) vessels and utensils, as
" brasen " censers (Num. xvi. 39), pots (Lev. vi.

28), a "grate of network" (Exod. xxvii. 4,

xxxv. 1(3, xxxviii. 4), ring's (ibid, xxvii 4), a
laver (ibid. xxx. 18). (See also brazen-altar,
brasen-sea, and brasen-serpent.)

•ff (1) Brazen age.

Myth, : The third of the four ages into which
history was fancifully divided, each marking a
new stage in the progress ofdegeneracy. [Age.]

(2) Brazen altar, brasen altar,

Jewish worship : (a) Connected with the

tabernacle : An altar of " shittim wood," over-
laid with plates of brass (copper?).

(6) Connected with ttie temple ; An altar of
burnt-offering, all of brass (bronze or copper ?).

(3) Brazen dish.

Mining : The standard by which other
dishes are gauged in England.

(4) Brasen sea.

Jewish worship ; A large reservoir or tank of
" brass " (bronze or copper?), connected with
Solomon's temple, containing at the lowest
estimate about 16,000 gallons. (1 Kings, vii.

26 ; 2 Chron. iv. 5.)

(5) Brasen serpent.

Jewish History and Theology : A serpent of
•' brass " (copper f), placed upon a pole and
elevated in the sight of the Jewish people in
the wilderness, that those bitten by fiery ser-
pents looking at it in faith might be cured,
(Num. xxi. 9.) Jesus draws a parallel between
the lifting up of the serpent (upon a pole) and
his own lifting up (upon the cross), as the
object of faith for the attainment of eternal
life. (John iii. 14, 15.)

* brazen -browed, a. Havinga forehead
as incapable of blushing as if it was composed
of brass ; shameless, impudent.

" Noon-day vice*, and brazen-browed Iniquities."
Browns : Chr. Uor. i. 35.

brazen-clawed, a. Having claws of
brass, or as capable of inflicting injury as if

one had such claws.
" Demons produce them doubtless, brazen-claw"d."

Cowper : Seediest Alarm.

brazen-coloured, a.

O/theclouds: Of the colourof brass; brassy.
" The clonda return into the hues of night,
Save where their brazen-coloured eJgws streak
The verve when brighter mums were wont to

bivak." Byron ; ffeaeen and Earth, i. ft,

brazen-face, s. An impudent person,
one incapable of being put to shame. (Vulgar;)

" Well Bald, brazen'fae-e / hold it out."
Shakezp. : Merry Wives, lv. 1

brazen-faced, a. As incapable of feeling
abashed or blushing as if the face were of
brass.

* What a brazen-faced varlet art thou, to deny thou
knowest me ! "—Shakezp. ; Lear, i i. 2.

brazen-headed, a. Having a head or
top literally of brass.

" O'erthwarted with the brazen-headed spear.'*
Tennyzon: IEno as.

brazen-imaged, a. Resemblingabrazen
Image in being manufactured by man.

" Bhe-wolf ! whose brazen-imaged dugs impart
The milk of conquest yet within the dome."

Byron I Child* Harold, if. 89,

bra'-zen, v.t. [From brazen, a, (q.v.).] Im-
pudently to maintain. (Generally followed by
\t out, the matter out, or some such expression.)

"When I reprimanded him for his tricks, ha would
talk saucily, lye, ami brazen itout" ~A rb athnot.

t bra'-zon-ly\ adv. [Eng. brazen ; •%.] In a
brazen manner ; shamelessly, impudently.

". .the newest Flagellants' crusade. . . which
brazenly capers about'—Timet, iHb Dec., 1883. [Karl
Blind : The Jews in Germany.)

1 bra'-zen-ness, s. [Eng. brazen ; •*«*.]
Hie quality of being brazen.
* L Of being made literally of brass, or of

appearing like brass. (Johnson.)

BRAZIER (1).

2. Of manifesting brazen impudence. (John-
son.)

bra'-zi-er (IX * [Brasier (1)0 A pan to
hold coals.

bra-zi-er J2%
t bra'-si-er
* brasyero, c
[Formed from
braze, v., or brass,

&., with the suffix

~ier = -er. Cf. glazm

ier.] An artificer
who works In
brass.

' Bratyere. SrarU
tff."—Prompt. Parv..^
" The halfpence

and farthings in
England, if you
should sell them to the brazier, you would not loss
above a penny in a shilling."—Swift

bra zil' (1), bras il', * bra syle, t. & a.

[Fr. brisil ; said to be from braise =» burning
cinders, the wood called in Fr. brisil being
flame-coloured

;
perhaps a corr. of the Oriental

name of the dye-wood (N.E.D.). It Is not de-
rived fromBrazil,the country in SouthAmerica,
having had the name, which occurs in Chancer
and other writers, before the discovery by
Europeans of the western continent. The
reverse process has taken place : the country
has been called from the wood, not the wood
from the country.) [Brazil (2).]

A. As substantive

:

Bot., Comm., *c. ; A kind of wood nsed for
dyeing, and extensivelylmported into England
from the West Indies. The best qualities of it

are said to be produced by Ccesalpinia echinata.
Other kinds are derived from the C. brasiliensis

and C. crista. The former has timber which
is elastic, tough, and durable, and which takes
a fine polish. It is of a fine orange colour, full

of resin, and yields by infusion a fine, full
tincture.

" Him nedeth not his colour for to dien
With Brazil, ne with grain of PortlngaL'*

Line* in the MS. of Chaucer's C. T., in which the .Vim's
Priest's Tale isfollowed by that of the ffun. (Tyrwhitt.)

" Brasvle. Oattdo, Dice., eel lignum Alexandri-
num."—Prompt. Paro. (about A. D. 1440).

% Both the foregoing examples are eirlier
than the discovery of Brazil, the country.
[Brazil.]

B. As ad}.: Containing or constituting the
wood described under A.

brazil-wood, s. The same as brasil (1) A
(q.v.)

Brazil' (2), $. A a. [In Sw„ Dan. k Ger.
Brasilien; Dut. BrazUie ; Fr. Brisil; Sp. &
Port. Brasil, Brazil; Ital. Brasile. From
brazil (1) (q.v.).] [BRAZIL-wood.]

A. As substantive

:

Geog. ; A country which was first sighted by
the Portuguese Admiral Pedro Alvarez de
Cabral, on May 8, 1500, some time later be-
came a Portuguese colony, and on Oct. 12,

1822, was declared an independent State. It
fs situated in the great eastern angle of South
America, between lat. 4°^0' N. and 33*W 8.,
and long. 34°49' and 72* W., and contains an
area of about 3,275,326 square miles.

B. As ail). : Of or belonging to the country
described under A.

Brazil-nuts, a. pi,

Bot., Comm., Ac. : The seeds of a Brazilian
tree—the Bertholfetia excelsa. It belongs to
the order Lecythidacese. The "nuts or
seeds are largely exi>orted from Para, whence
they are sometimes called Para-nuts. They
are eatable, besides which they yield on pres-
sure an oil used by watchmakers and artists.

Brazil tea, s.

Bot., Comm., Ac : A tree—the Mate (Ilex
ParaguayensU), the leaves of which are used
In South America as a substitute for Chinese
or Indian tea.

Brazil-wood, s.

Bot., Comm., a*c. ; A name often given to the
dye-wood brasil (1). which occurs In the
country of Brazil, though it Is not from it

that the name was originally derived. [Brazil
(1), etym., def., &c.J

braz-H-8t'-t5, s. [In Fr. bresUette; Port
brasilete; dimin. of brasil (q.v.).]

Bot : An English name of Ccesalpinia, a

genus of leguminous plants constituting the
typical one of the sub-order Caesalpiniea.
The Narrow-leaved Braziletto, C. mppan, fur-
nishes the sappan-wood used in dyeing red.
[Sappah.] C. sepuiria, the Mysore Thorn, Is

so spinous that ft constitutes an impenetrable
fence. Hyder All planted it around fortified

places. It is a scandent shrub. There are
other species from the East or West ladies or
South America.

brazilletto-wood, a The wood of
Qrsnlpinia. brasiliensis. It is nsed for cabinet
work.

Bra-zU'-I-an, a. & $. [In Ger. brazUianisck

:

Fr.sVMM (s. * a. m.X BrisUienne (s. & a. t>J
A* As adjecllm : Pertaining to Brazil.

B. As substantive : A native of Brazil.

"In the land of tha Brazilians.'—Darwin: Vtmam
round the World, so. 1870, on. xxi., p. 49ft.

bra -zfl-in, a [From Brazil, and auff 4ft,]

Chem.: A colouring matter, C^HdqCy, found
in Brazil-wood. It crystallizes in yellow
prisms, which give a crimson colour to a eola-
tion of ammonia. Brazilin is converted by
nitric acid into styphnlc acid, or trinitrore-

sorcin, C^NOj^OH)^

braz'-Ing, pr. par. t a, & $. [Brase,*]
A. & B. As present participle & participial

adjective: (See the verbX

C As substantive ;

Metal.: The act of soldering together the
surfaces of Iron, copper, brass, &c, with an
alloy composed of brass and zinc, sometimes
with the addition of a little tin or sliver. The
surfaces to be united jm.st be rendered per-
fectly clean and bright Thealloy, in granular
form, is usually wetted with ground borax
and water, dried, the pieces placed in contact
and exposed to the heat of a clear forge-fire,

causing the solder to flow between them.
This may be assisted by the use of a soldering-
iron. (Knight.)

breach, # breachc, * brecbo {Eng.%
* braohe (Scotch), a * a. [A.8. brice,

bryce, brecs, gebrict = a breaking ; Sw. brack
= a breach ; Dan. brale ; Dut breuk ; Ger.
bruch = a breaking, a rupture ; Fr. Via= a
breaking; breehe (see A., I., 8 d); Sp. &
Port brecha; ItaL breccia. Breccia, Break. )

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language ;

L The act of breaking, or of breaking out.

(I) The act of breaking.

(a) A material thing

:

(i) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

(II) Spec, : The breaking of a wave right
over a vessel.

0) Anything immaterial

;

"A deliberate 6rw*ek of faith. '-Early Bom. Hi*.,
eh. xii., pa L. I IS

(2) The act of breaking out ; an assault
•'The Lord had madea&rvacAaponCzxa."—1 Chron-

ziii. 11.

"This breach upon ktnglj power was without pr*.
•Client.."- -Clu remloii.

2. The state of being broken.

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

" Could never keep these boysatrar from church.
Or tempt them to an hour of Sabbath breach."

Wordsworth : The Brothers,

(3) Spec : Bereavement
3. That which Is broken. Spec.

:

(1) Of things material ;

(o) The shattered portion of a dilapidated
bouse ; the ground after an earthquake, or
anything similar.

" The priests had not repaired the breaches of the
boose."—3 Kings, xii. ft.

" Thou hast made the earth to tremble : thou has
broken it ; heal the breaches thereof ; for it shaketh

'

Pznhn. lx. 2.

(b) A broken limb, or anything similar.
** Breach tar breach, eye for eye, totth tor tooth."—

Lev., xxW. SO.

t (e) An opening In a coast ; a cliff, or any*
thing similar.

"Till fall be dashes on the rocky mounds.
Where, thro' a shapeless breach, hit stream resounds. *

Barns t Written* with a Pencil ; Fall* of Fytrt,

(d) A hole, chasm, or rent in a fortification,

made by battering guns, or anything similar,

for the purpose of giving entrance to a storm*
ing party.

bill, bo>; poUt, jorvl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this : sin, as; expect. Xenopnon. exist. -Ing>
-elan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -ttous, -slous = situs, -bio, -die, &o. = bel, del.
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"Crowds of sailors and camp followers cam* into

the city through the breach."—Jtacaulay : Bitt. Bng..
eh.xvL

(2) Of things immaterial or abstract

:

(a) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

"A wholesome tongue Is a tree of life ; but perveras-
ness therein is a breach in the spirit."—Prow., XV. 4.

(0) Spec. : Broken friendship ; difference be-

tween people mutually alienated ; quarrel.

"To finish it ; that so untimely breach
The Prince him selfe hsile seemed to offend."

Spetuer: F.Q., II. x. 68.

f The metaphor being that of a broken bone

;

the expression " to heal a breach " is common.
" The Act of Supremacy wonld be the means of heal-

ing the fatal breach which it had caused."—Macaulay :

Bitt. Zng., eh. tL

% Bute of bracht : Source of dissension.

(ScoteA.)

". . . than lelf ony rvtt of bracht."—Q. Mary's
Lett, to Klitabeth, Jan. 5, 1M1. (Keiths Bit., p. Sit.)

II. Late:

1. Eng. Lav:
(1) Breach of elate, I.e., ofwhat is enclosed In

tact or in the eye of the law. The entry into

another man's land. (Blackstone : Comment.,

bk. iii., ch. xii.)

(2) Breach of covenant : The violation of a

written agreement. (Blackstone : Comment,
bk. iii., ch. ix.)

(8) Breach of duty: Violation of the duty
Incumbent upon one rightly to discharge the

functions imposed upon him by the office or

trust which he holds. {Blackstont: Comment,
bk. iii., ch. ix.)

(4) Breach of the peace : Offences against the

public, involving personal violation of the

peace, or incitement or provocation to others

to do so. (Blackstone: Comment., bk.iv.,ch.xi.)

X5) Breach of pound : The act of breaking

Into a pound, or any similar place, to rescue

one's cattle or other property there enclosed.

{Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. ix.)

(6) Breach of prison : Escape of a prisoner

from prison by breaking the building, or in

my other way. (Blackstone: Comment., bk.

.v., ch. x.)

(7) Breach ofpromise

:

(a) Gen. : Violation of one'a pledged word,
especially if the promise be written down.

(i) Spec. : Breach of promise of marriage,

an action lies for it on the part of either

man or woman, though, as a rule, only the

latter is believed to be substantially injured

>r deserve damages.

(8) Breach of trust : The violation of one's

duty as trustee, or anything similar.

2. Scots Law. Breach of arrestment : The
tct of paying away money in one's hands on
which a legal arrest has been laid, thus show-

ing contempt for the law or its administrators.

^ Crabb thus distinguishes between breach,

break, gap. and chasm : " The idea of an open-

ing is common to these terms, but they differ

In the nature of the opening. A breach and a

gap are the consequence of a violent removal,

which destroys the connection ; a break and a
chasm may arise from the absence of that

which would form a connection. A breach in

a wall is made by means of cannon ;
gaps in

fences are commonly the effect of some violent

effort to pass through ; a break is made in a
page of printing by leaving off in the middle
of a line ; a chasm is left in writing when any
words in the sentence are omitted. A breach

aid a chasm always imply a larger opening
than a break or gap. A gap may be made in a

knife ; a breach is always made in the walls of

a building or fortification : the clouds some-
times separate so as to leave small breaks ; the

ground is sometimes so convulsed by earth-

quakes as to leave frightful chasms. Breach

and chasm are used morally ; break and gap
seldom otherwise than in application to na-

tural objects." (Craio; Eng. Synon.)

B. As adjective : Designed for breaking

through the wall of a fortification. (See the

compound which follows.)

breach-battery, s.

Mil. : A battery erected for the purpose of

breaching the wall of a fortification.

breach, v.t. [From breach, s. (q.v.). Origi-

nally to break and to breach were but different

ways of spelling the same word. (Trench:

English Past and Present, p. 65.).] To make a
breach, i.e., a hole or gap in the wall of a

fortification, in a reef of rocks at sea, or any-

thing similar.

•'Mareoyer, in an atoll once oreacaed on opposite

•idea, from the likelihood of the oceanic and tidal

currents passing straight through the breaches, . . ."

—Darwin: Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), ch. XX.,

p. 177.

t breach'-ful, a. [Eng. breach ; /W(!>] Full

of breaches. (tVebster.)

t breach -y, o. [Eng. breach : -».] Tending
or prone to make breaches in fences, walls, or

anything similar. (Holloway.)

bread (1), "breed, 'bred, *brede (Eng.),

bread, breid, bred, brede (Scotch), «.4 a.

[A.S. bread, breed = a bit, a fragment, bread ;

O.S. ordd; Icel. braudh; Sw. & Dan. trod;

Dut brood ; Ger. brod, brot]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

L Lit : Wheat or other grain, moistened,
kneaded into dough, made into loaves, and
baked. III.]

- And thor-in bread and other meten."
Story of Gen. i Xxod., 2.07ft.

t. Fig. : Food in general.

(1) Means of supporting life ; maintenance,
livelihood.

** Giro us this day our dally bread.'—Matt, vt 11.

(2) Manna.
** And gavest them bread from heayen for their

hunger.'"— .Yea. ix. 15.

(5) A kind of food on which bees feed.

[Bee-bread.]

3. In special phrases

:

(1) Bread and butter:

(a) Lit: Slices of bread covered with
butter.

(6) Ft<;. : Means of living, esp. in the phrase)

To quarrel with one's bread<ind-butter.

(c) Used attrib. : Childish; pertaining to, or
characteristic of, a schoolgirl.

(2) Bread and cheese, brcad*md<hecsc

:

(a) Lit

:

(b) Fig. : The young leaves and shoots of

the Hawthorn (Crataegus oxyacantha), which
are sometimes eaten by children in spring.

(Britten ct Holland.)

(8) Bread and milk, bread-and^nilk

:

(a) Lit.

:

(6) Fig. : A plant, Cardamint pratensis.

(4) Bread and salt

:

(a) Lit.:

(b) Fig. : Oaths were formerly sworn by
them, perhaps as symbolizing the necessaries

of life.

" I wul trust him better that offereth to twtare by
bread and SOU, than him that offereth to sweare by
the Bible."—/?. Rich : Deter, of Ireland, p. 2ft.

(5) Bread and water: The necessaries of life.

"... and he shall bless thy bread, and thy water."

_Jkwat xxiii. 25.

(6) Bread and win*: The elements in the

Holy Communion.
"She swore by bread and trine she would not break."

Shakesp. * Flat. : Two Nobis Kinsmen, ill. a.

(7) Cuckoo's bread : A plant, Oxalis Acetos-

ella.

(8) Tarter bread : The fleshy root of a plant,

Crambe tatarica. (Treas. of Bot.)

(9) To be in bad bread : To be in a plight or

lilemma. Probably it meant originally to be

on short allowance.

U, Technically:

1, Baking: Loaves or cakes made from the

flour of wheat, rye, or some other grain, and
baked.

(1) Hist. : The art of baking bread is very

ancient. It was known to the Egyptians, the

Hebrews, the Greeks, the Romans, and other

nations. In England, bread was made with

yeast in 1634. Machinery was used in its

production in 1858. Aerated bread was made
in 1859, having been in use some years earlier

in the United States.

(2) Modern process of manufacture: There are

two kinds of bread, leavened and unleavened.

Leavened, or fermented bread, is prepared by
mixing together certain quantities of flour,

warm water, salt and yeast, or leaven. After

the lapse of some time fermentation sets in,

and the dough, or sponge as it is called, be-

comes permeated with carbonic acid gas, a

small quantity of alcohol being also formed.

As soon as the mass is in a brisk state of fer-

mentation, fresh portions of flour snd water

are added, and the whole thoroughly mixed or

kneaded. The dough Is next cut and shaped

into loaves, and these, after being left for

about two hours, during which they swell to

nearly double their size, are then ready for the

oven. The heat of the oven checks the fer-

mentation, and expels all the alcohol, and
most of the carbonic acid gas.

The art of bread-making consists in pro-

ducing a light, porous crumb, and a pale-

colored crust. The crumb should consist of

dextrine, starch, gluten, and from 35 to 40

per cent, of water. The crust should consist

almost entirely of dextrine.

Leaven, which is now seldom used in this

country, is a mixture of flour, potatoes, and
water, kept in a warm place till it begins to

ferment
Unleavened, or unfermented bread, is of

two kinds. In the one, flour and water only

are used, and this produces a heavy and
compact bread. In the other, an acid and a

carbonate are added for the purpose of dis-

engaging carbonic acid gas, which, in imitation

of yeast, raises the dough and renders the

bread light and porous. The substances used

are carbonate of ammonia or carbonate of

soda, in combination with hydrochloric or

tartaric acids. None of these ingredients are

deleterious ; but by far the best is carbonate

of ammonia, as it is entirely driven off in

the oven.
Aerated bread is prepared by forcing purs

carbonic acid gas into the dough contained in

a strong iron vessel. When this carbonated

dough is introduced into the oven the gas

expands and escapes, leaving the bread light

and porous. Brown bread is ordinary whit*

bread with from 15 to 20 per cent of fine bran.

Whole meal bread, made from unsifted

ground wheat, is the only true brown bread,

being richer in nutrients than white bread.

The amount of nitrogenous matter in white

bread varies from 5 to 8 per cent, whilst in

whole meal bread it rises to 14 per cent

The adulteration of bread is carried on to

a large extent, more especially in London.

The quality of a loaf is very frequently judged

by its whiteness ; when, therefore, an un-

scrupulous baker has used an inferior or

damaged flour, he finds that by adding alum

or sulphate of copper, he is able to produce a

loaf equal in whiteness to one made from the

finest flour. These two substances are, how-

ever, dangerous adulterants. They not only

render the bread indigestible, but when taken

Into the system for any length of time, are

apt to disorder the stomach and produce

various diseases. It should also be remem-

bered that sulphate of copper is a poison.

Boiled rice, beans, and potatoes are also

frequently used to adulterate bread. They

are harmless in themselves, but are added for

cheapness, and to increase the weight of the

loaf, these substances retaining more water

than wheat flour. In a.receut experiment, it

was proved that when half-a-pound of rice

flour was substituted for haif-a-pouud of

wheat flour in a two-pound loaf, the loaf was

found to contaiu five per cent more moisture

than that found in a loaf made from pun)

wheat flour. [Ship-bread, Cassava-bread.]

2. Theology:

(1) The first of the two elements in the

communion.

•J To break bread : To partake of the com-

munion.

\ To break bread tcith : To eat with ; to par-

take of one's hospitality.

(2) With reference to the descent of i_

In the wilderness. Christ or his death ac-

cepted by faith as the spiritual nourishment

of the soul.

"I am the brand ol life."—John. ti. Sb. (See the

whole passage, SI—68.)

3, Zool. : Crumb of bread sponge. [Crchb.1

B. As adj. : Consisting of or resembling

bread, or in any way pertaining or relating to

it . „
•J Compound of obvious signification: Breaa-

crust. (Carlyle : Sartor Rcsartus, bk. l. ,
ch. in.

J

bread-artist, s. A contemptuous ap-

pellation for one whose thoughts are exclu-

sively occupied with the routine of labour lor

his daily bread.
" Here circling like the gin-horse, for a bom P**"}

CT titafbllnduS is no evif the Bread-artU Xt"T.
contentedly round and round still tacyingthaMys
forward and forward/ -Carlyla: *i«or AeKirtus, oft.

11, ch. iv.

bread-crumb, ». A fragment of *>*<**

part of bread ; spec. , if broken off from the raw.

ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, oiib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine: go, p*t,

Syrian, m, ce = e. ey=a» qn = aiw.
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*". . . my supper [bread-crumb boiled in milk)."

—

Carlyle : Sartor Resartus, bk. it. , ch. it

bread -fruit, s. &a.

A* As subst. : Tho fruit of the tree described
below. It is about the size and shape of a
child's head. The surface is reticulated; the
skin is thick, the eatable part lying between
it and the core. The latter is snow-white, and
about the same consistence as new bread. It

Is first divided into three or four parts, and
then roasted, or it may be taken boiled, or
fried in palm oil. It is extensively used in
the South Sea Islands and elsewhere, but is

not much appreciated by Europeans.

B. As adj. : Producing the fruit described
under A.

Bread-fruit tree : The English name of
Artocarpus incisa, a tree of the order Arto-
carpiicew. [Artocarpus.] It has pinnatifld
leaves with sinuations, whilst the allied Jack-
fruit, Artocarpus integrifolia, as its name im-
ports, has them, as a rule, entire. Some, how-
ever, think the two species not properly dis-
tinct For the fruit of the bread-tree see
above. [Bread-fruit.] The wood is useful

;

the inner bark may be made into cloth ; the
male catkins serve for tinder, and the juice for
birdlime, or as a cement for broken crockery.
The tree grows in the South Sea Islands and
In the East Indies. From the former place it

was introduced into the West Indies in 1793,
and thence to South America. [Blighia,
etym.]

bread-knife, s. A knife for cutting bread.
A special form is pivoted at one end to a
post on a table, and used by a vertical motion.

* bread-lepe, s. [A.S. bread, and leap =
a basket.] A bread-basket.

bread-making, a. Making or designed
to be used in making bread.

Bread-making machine : A machine in which
flour and water are mixed aad kneaded. In
B une machines of this character the dough is

rolled flat and cut into loaves, which are laid
aside to rise before baking. [Bread.]

bread nut, $.

Bot. : The English name of Brosimum, a
genus of plants doubtfully placed at the end
of the Urticacaa (Nettleworts). The fruit of
tho Brosimum Alicastrum, or Jamaica bread-
nut, tastes like chesnut, and has been used
to sustain negroes and others during times of
scarcity.

bread-rasp, s. A rasp used by bakers
In removing the burned crust of loaves and
rolls, especially of French rolls.

bread-room, s,

Naut.: A "room," or portion of the hold
of a ship separated from the rest, and designed
to furnish a place for the bread and biscuit
on board.

bread-root, s.

Bot. : The English name of the Psoralen
tscuienta, a papilionaceous plant with (initiate
leaves and dense axillary spikes of flowers.
It is cultivated in Missouri for its roots, which
are eaten like potatoes.

bread slicer, s. The same as bread-
knife (q.v.)

t bread-study, *. An appellation for a
profession, calling, or occupation, viewed as a
means of gaining a livelihood.

" It it not well that there should he what we call
Professions, or Bread-studies (Brodzwecke), preap-
pointed uar—Carlyle: Sartor Resartus. bk. it, ch. iv.

bread-stuff, *. The materials used in
making bread.

t bread-tree, s.

1. The same as bread-fruit trte (q.v.).

2. The name given in North Australia to
Gardenia edulis, called also Alibertia edulis.

oread (I), v.t. [Bread, ».]

1. To dress with bread-crumbs for cook-
ing.

2. To clean by rubbing with bread-crumbs.
* bread (2), v.t. [Braid.]

* bread (3), v.t. [A.S. br&dan, gebrdedan ; Sw.
breda; B&n. brede; Ger. treiten.) To make
broad, to extend, to spread.

bread -ber-rj?, s. [From Eng. bread, and
perhaps the Eng. border dialectic word berry

= to beat ; O. Sw. baeria ; Icel. beria =
" bruised bread."] That food of children
which in England is called " pap."

" Where before a peevish nnrse would been seen
tripping up stares and down stares with a posset or
berry for the laird or lady." — Jlercur. Caled., Jan.,
1661, p. 8. {Jamieton.)

•bread'-chlp-per,*. [Eng. bread; chipper.]
One who chips bread ; a baker's servant ; an
under butler.

" No abuse, Hal, o' my honour; no abuse.—Not to
dispraise me, and call me pantler, and bread-chipper,
and I know not what T—Shakesp. : 2 Hen. / ('., ii. t

t brSad'-com, # bred corne, *. [Eng.
bread; corn. In Ger. brodkom.} Corn or
grain of which bread is made. Spec., corn
to be ground into bread-meal for brown bread.
(Skeat.)

" There was not one drop of beer In the town : the
bread and bread-corn sufficed not for six days."—
Hayward.

brcad'-ed (1), a. [Bread (1), v.) Dressed
with bread-crumbs.

bread'-ed (2), pa. par. & a. [Braided.]
" Her golden lockes she roundly did uptye
In breaded tramela, that no looser heaves
Did out of order stray about her daintie eares."

Spenser : F. Q., II. ii. IS.

t bread-en, a. [Eng. bread; -en.] Made of
bread.

IT Breaden god : A contemptuous appellation
for the wafer used in celebrating the mass.

" Antichristlans, and priests of the breaden god."
Rogers on the Creed (IJ85), Pre/.

" He consulted with the oracle of his breaden god.
which, because it answered not, he cast into the fire."—Bp. null : Honour of the Married Clergy, ill. &
"The idolatry of the mass, and adoration of the

breaden god,"—Mede : A pottacy of the Latter Times, P. I.

1" Trench says it occurs as late as Oldham.
(Trench: Eng. Past and Present, p. 118.) It
is still sometimes employed by extreme Pro-
testant controversialists.

bread -less, a. [Eng. bread ; and suff. -less =
without] Without bread; not having been
able to obtain bread.

" Plump peers, and brcadtess bards alike are dull."
P. Whitehead : State Dunces.

* bread -lin-gis, adv. [Scotch bread = broad,
and suffix -lingis.] Broadwise, with the flat

end of a sword or other weapon.
"... and straik ane of them brcadUngis with his

sword."—Bannatyne's Journal, p. 173.

* bread -sword, *. [Broadsword.] (0.
Scotch.)

breadth, * bredethe. " bredth,
' bredthe, * breed, 'breede, *brede,
s. & a, [A.S. braSdo, brdsdu; from brdd =
broad. In Sw. bredd ; Dan. brede ; Dut.
breedte; Ger. breite ; Mceso-Goth. braidei.]

[Broad, a. ; Bread (2), v.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1, Lit. Of things material : The width of
any surface or solid, as contradistinguished
from the length of the formeT and the length
and thickness of the latter. In general it differs

from length by being less in amount than it, and
from thickness by being more, or by being on
the surface while thickness is represented by
a certain amount of depth. [Handbreadth.]

" That he destroied this lond In brede ft In length."
R. Brunne, p. 41.

"... ft the length was as large as the bredth of
it, ... ft the leght and the bredthe, ft the heygth of it
wer eooaU."—Bible (1651), Apoc cxiL
"... that a man myght nat se the bredethe of an

acre of land fro hyia.."—Berners : Froistart. Cronycie,
vol. L, ch. 1SL

2. Fig. Of things not material

:

(1) Gen. : Mentally conceived of as vast in
literal breadth.

"... the breede, and the lengthe, and the highnesse,
and the depnesae . .

."

—

Wydiffe (Purvey) : Eph. ML 18.

" May be able to comprehend with all saints what Is

the breadth, and length, and depth, and height ; and
to know the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge
. .

."—Ephes. HL 18, 19.

(2) Spec. Ofa doctrine or statement : Absence
of careful limitation.

H, Technically;

1. Shipwrighting : The thwart measure of a
ship at any designated place. The beam is

the extreme breadth ; that is, at the widest
part.

2. Painting : " Breadth " of effect, or simply
*' breadth," is the quality of giving prominence
to the leading features of a painting by colours

massively laid on, bright lights, dark shadows,
and similar effects, rather than crowding th«
canvas with a multiplicity of less important
details.

B. As adjective: Of or belonging to th«
width of anything ; marking the width.

breadth-line, *.

Shipurrighting : A line of the ship lengthwise,
following the curve indicated by the ends of
the timbers.

t breadth -lSss, a. [Eng. breadth; and suff.

-less.] Without breadth.
"The term of latitude is breadthlest line."

More : Song of the Soul, ii. iL 1

bread-winner, 5. [Eng. bread; winner.]

I. Lit. (of persons) : One who, by means of
his labour, wins bread. Specially used of a
father winning * bread " for his wife and
children.
"We were saddled with his family, which was the

first taste and preeing of what war is when it comes
into our hearths, and among the breadwinners."—Ann.
of the Par., p. 16i

1 2. Fig. : Any instrument of a profession,
by the use of which one earns a sustenance.
(Jamieson.)

"Tee gang hame—and then get my bread-winner'
[he meant his fiddlej."

—

Scott : Bride of Lammermoor,
ch. zxir,

break, * breake, * broke, * brek-en,
* broc ken, * brak yn, * brek-yn (pret.

broke, t brake, * brec, * brek, * brak, * brae, * brae;
pa, par. broken, t broke, * brok, * ibroken), v.t. & i.

[A. S. brecan, pret. brosc, gebrozc, pa. par. brocen,
gebrocen = (1) to break, vanquish, overcome,
weaken, open, move, excite, produce

; (2) to
sail (Bosworth) ; O.S. brecan ; Icel. brdka

;

braka; Sw. orafca, brdka ; Dan. broskke; DutC
breken, verbreken ; O. Fries, breka ; Moeso-
Goth. brikan ; Ger. brechen = to break, brocken
= to make into crumbs ; O. H. Ger. prechan ;
Lat. frango, from the root frag [Fragment]

,

Gr. prryvvpit (rhegnumx) — to break. Cf. also
tpciKto (ereiko) = to rend, to shiver ; Sansc.

bhrag, prag = to break ; Heb. pn^ (paraq)=

to break. Break was manifestly imitated from
the sound of wood, or some other material
substance, in process of being fractured.
Break was originally the same word as breach,
and it is cognate with wreck.] [Breach,
Wreck. ]

A. Transitive:

I, Literally. With a material thing for an
object

:

1. To cause any material thing to separata
into two or more fragments by means of a
blow or other violence applied to it which
overcomes its cohesion.

(1) To do so by the hand or by an in-
strument which produces an irregular frac-
ture instead of a cut.

" The voice of the Lord breaketh the cedars ; yea, the
Lord breaketh the cedars of Lebanon."—Pa xxlz. b.

% It may be used also of anything com-
fK>sed of separate portions or atoms more
oosely cohering than is the case in a material
thing of ordinary tenacity.

"
. . . . the Puritan warriors .... never failed to

destroyand break In pieces whatever force was opposed
to them."—Macaulay ; Hist. Rng.; ch. i.

(2) To do so by means of an instrument
causing a clean cut instead of a fracture.
[See If 1, To break a deer.]

2. To burst open anything closed or ob-
structed by applying force to it, to clear a
passage, to make a hole through anything.

" Into my hand he forced the tempting gold,
While I with modest struggling broke his hold."

Gay.
"0 could we break our way by force ! Milton.

3. Of the bones and joints : To break the
bones or to dislocate the joints. [See C. To
break one's arm, leg, dbc]

i. Of a blow, a falling body, &c. : To inter-

cept, to arrest the descent or the progress of^

to mitigate the severity or lighten the effect!

of a fall. (Lit. <&fig.)
" As one condemn'd to leap a precipice.
Who sees before his eyes the depth below,
Stops short, and looks about for some kind shrub
To break his dreadful fall." Dryden.

" She held my hand, the destin'd blow to break.
Then from her rosy lips began to speak." Ibid.

5. Of light: To penetrate, to pierce, to
diffuse itself among.

" By a dim winking lamp, which feebly broke)
The gloomy vapour, he lay stretch'd along.

"

Dryden.

IT. Figuratively: To tame, to subdue, to
teach to obey, to render more or less docile or
manageable.

b^1
» *>6*^; polit, jo%l; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t

1
-«ian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c = bei, deL



break

1. With one of the inferior animals for its

object :

" To break the stubborn colt, to bend the bow."
Dryden.

** Such a horse is well broken; . . . ." — Darwin:
Voyage round the World (ed. 1870). ch. viii., p. 153.

•fl In this sense often followed by in, es]>e-

cially when used of a horse as yet untamed.

[See break-in.]

2. With man for its object

:

(1) To tame, to subdue.
" Why, then thou canst not break her to the Into?

Why, no ; for she hath broke the lute to me."
Shaketp. : Tarn, of the Shrew, ii. I.

1 Often followed by of in such an expres-

sion as to " break a person o/a habit"

(2) To dismiss from office.

" I see a great officer broken."—-StetfL

(3) To render bankrupt
"Attract* all fees, and little lawyers breaks."

Dryden.

" A command or call to be liberal, all of ft sudden
Impoverishes the rich, breaks the merchant, and shuts

Up every private man's exchequer."—South,

3. With an immaterial thing for its object

:

(1) Of the health or strength : To impair, to

•hatter. [C. 14 (2) (fr).]

" Have not some of his vices weaken"d his body, and
troke his health T "—Tillotton.

(2) Of the will or the temper of one of the in-

ferior animals, or of man

:

" Behold young Juba, the Nuraidlan prince.
With how much care he forms himself to gloryj

"For to bend and break the spirits of men gave him
pleasure ; . .

."*

—

Macaulay : Bitt. Eng.. ch. vfil.

(3) Of the heart, the feelings, or emotions;
"1*11 brave her to her face.

ni give my anger its free curse against her

:

Thou shalt see, Phoenix, how I'll break her pride.
Philip*.

(4) Of the *' brains," or intellect : To injure,

to weaken.
"If any dabbler in poetry dares venture upon the

experiment, he will only break his brains. "—FeUon.

(5) Of the voice: [B., II. 4.]

(6) Ofany immaterial thing capable of viola-

tion : To violate, to infringe ; to act contrary

to. Used specially—

(a) Of hours.
" Lovers break not hoars.

Unless it be to come before their time

;

So much they spur their expedition."
Shaketp. : Two Gent, of Verona, V. 1.

(b) Of promises, vows, contracts, or any-

thing similar.
" When I break this oath of mine."

Shaketp. ; Love't Labour Lost, . !
•*, . . and I said, I will never break my covenant

with yon."

—

Judg. ii. 1.

(c) Of laws, human or Divine.
" Unhappy man ! to break the pious laws
Of nature, pleading in his children's cause."

Dryden*

(T) Ofany immaterial thing capable of having

Us continuity interrupted : To interrupt for a

greater or less length of time. Used oj—

(a) Peace.
1 Did not our worthies of the house.
Before they broke the peace, break vows?"

Hudtbras.

<6) Sleep.
" Some solitary cloisteT will I choose.
Coarse my attire, and short shall be my sleep.

Broke by the melancholy midnight bell."
Dryden.

(c) Speech, or the voioe.
" Break their talk, Mistress Quickly ; my kinsman

•hall speak for himteli- Shakesp..- Mer. Wive*. UL4.
" The father was so moved, that he could only com-

mand his voice, broke with sighs and sobbings, so far

as to bid her proceed. '—Addison.

(d) Silence.

The poor shade shfVring stands, and must not break

His painful silence, till the mortal speak."— Tickeli.

(e) A fast. [Breakfast.]

(/) Company or companionship.
" Did not Paul and Barnabas dispute with that ve-

faemence, that they were forced to break company. —
Afterbury.

B. Intransitive

:

W Ordinary Language :

1. Of material thingt:

(1) To separate into two or more portions,

generally with some suddenness and noise,

In consequence of force applied to produce the

rapture.
*'. . . and like a glass

Did break i' the rinsing."
Shaketp. : Ben. Tilt* 1 1-

(2) To open, as an abscess does when it is

about to discharge pus.

"Some hidden abscess In the mesentery, breaking

eome few days after, was discovered to bean aposteme.
—Harrey.

(3) To curl over and fall to pieces, as a wave
upon the sea-shore.

At last a falling billow stops his breath.

Breaks o'er his nead, and whelms him underneath.
Dryden.

"... that tumult In the Icarian sea, dashing and
breaking among its crowd of islands."—Pop*.

(4) To burst as a storm, rain, thunder, Ac
** Shipwrecking storms and direfUi thunders break."

Shaketp : Macbeth, i. 2.

" The cloudB are still above ; and, while I speak,

A second deluge o'er our beads may break."
Dryden.

(5) To appear with suddenness, vehemence,

or noise, or with a combination of these.

" It le your banner In the skies
Through each dark cloud which breaks"

Remans : Owen Glyndwr't War-Song.

(6) To make way with force and noise.

" Where the channel of a river is overcharged with

water more than it can deliver, it necessarily breaks

over the bankB to make itaelf room,"—Bale.

2. Of the morning, the day, &c. : To dawn ;

to open.

(1) Of the literal morning.
" The day breaks not, it is my heart."

Donne,
" See heav'n its sparkling portals wide diBplaj

.

And break upon thee in a flood of day."
Pope : Messiah, »7.

(2) Fig. : Of the morning of knowledge, of

prosperity, &c.
" Ere our weak eyes discerned the doubtful streak

Of light, you saw great Charles's morning break.

Dryden : To Sir Robert Howard.

3. Of sleep: To depart
". . . and hia sleep brake from him."—Dan, li. 1.

4. Of human action or agency : To cnme forth

with suddenness, and, perhaps, with noise ;

to issue vehemently forth.

" Whose wounds, yet fresh, with bloody hands he

While from his breast the dreadful accent* broke."
Pope.

5. Of darkness (Jit. or Jig.): To dissipate, to

break up.
*' At length the darkness begins to break ; and the

country which had been lost to view aa Britain re-

appears as England."—Macautay : Bitt. Eng.. cb, i

6. Of the human heart : To sink into melan-

choly, if not even to die of sorrow.
" A breaking heart that will not break."

Tennyson : The Ballad of Oriana.

7. Ofman himself or other living beings

:

(1) To give way suddenly by the pressure of

external force.

"... wherein whoso will not bend must break."—
Carlyte: Sartor Rcsartus, bk. li., ch. 11.

(2) To fade, to decay, to decline in health

and vigour.
" See how the dean begins to break;
Poor gentbunan 1 he drops apace." —Artft.

(8) To become bankrupt.

**I meant, indeed, to pay you with this; which,

it like an ill venture it come unluckily home, I

break, and you. my gentle creditors, lose.''—Shaketp,

:

iBen. J V., Epilogue.
" He that puts all upon adventures, doth oftentimes

break, and come to poverty.*"

—

Bacon.
" Cutler saw tenants break, and houses fall.

For very want he could not build a wall
"

Pope; Mor. Est., iiL 323.

(4) To commence words or action with some
suddenness, vehemence, and noise.

" Every man.
After the hideous storm that follow'd. «H
A thing inspir'd ; and, not consulting, broke
Into a general prophecy."*

Shakesp. : Ben. VIII., m 1.

H. Technically:

1. Cricket. Of a ball : To twist, generally

from the off side of the wicket

2. Billiards:

(1) To make the first stroke in a game. [C.

80.}

(2) The balls are said to break well or badly

for a player, according as after a stroke they

fall into a favourable or an unfavourable posi-

tion for the player's next stroke.

S. Horse-racing : In a trotting-race a horse

is said to break when he alters his pace, even

for a moment, into a gallop.

4, Music (of a boy's voice): To lose the

power of uttering "childish treble" notes

and begin to emit instead of these manly
tenor, baritone, or bass.

C. In special phrases and compounds: In

some of which break is transitive, while in

others it is intransitive.

L Break your spectacles : [A translation of

the French name Casse-lunettes.] A vulgar

name for a plant, tne Blue-bottle or Corn-

bottle (Centaurea Cyanus).

2, To break a bottle : To open a full bottle ;

especially when it is meant only to take out

part of its contents. Hence, a broken bottle,

one out of which part of its contents has
already been taken. (Scotch.)

3. To break a deer, to break a stag ; To ap-

portion the body of a slaughtered deer among
the men and animals held to be entitled to

share in it.

" Or raven on the bi.-iated oak,
That watching, while the deer is broke,*
His morsel claims with sullen croak K*

.Scoff i Lady of the Lake, tv. S.

• JTote by Scott.—'- Everything belonging to the chase
was matter of sulenmity among our ancestors : but
nothing was more so than the mode of cutting, or.

as it was technically called, breaking, the sliUK-librcd

Btag. The forester had his allotted portion, the hounds
had a certain allowance, and, to make this division aa

general as possible, the very birds had their share

also."

4. To break a jest : To crack a jest or joke ;

to utter a jest unexpectedly.
" You Inreak jests as braggarts do their blades,

which, God be thanked, hurt not."—Shaketp. ; Much
Ado about Nothing, v. 1.

5. To break a journey : To intermit it ; tem-
porarily to rest from it.

"... or by the Stokes Bay route, breaking the
Joumey at Basingstoke. Winchester. Oosport, or Kyde
going or returning."—Times, Sept. 8, 1876.

6\ To break a lance : To enter the lists for a
tournament, or more serious combat. (LU.

&m
" What will you do, good grey-beard t break a lance.

And run a tilt at death within a chair?"
Mhakotp. : I Benry rf.. iii. L

*7. To break a park : To oj>en a parley.

" Rome's emperor, and nephew, break the parle
"

Shaketp. ; Tit. Andron., v. 8.

8. To break a stag : [To break a deer.]

9. To break a word : To utter a word ; to

make disclosure.
" Dro. E. A man may break a word with you, sir,

and words are but wind ;

Ay, and break it in your face, so he break it not
behind." Shaketp. : Comedy of Errors, iii. i.

10. To break across :

Tilting : Through unsteadiness or awkward-
ness to suffer one's spear to be turned out of

its direction and to be broken across the body
of an adversary instead of by the prick of

the point. (Nares.)
" One said he brake across, full well It so might be."

Sidney : Arcadia, bk. iii., p, 2T8.

11. To break away : To escape from the con-

trol of the bit. Used—
(1) Lit. : Of a horse.
" Hs break oway, and seek the distant plam ?

Ko. His high mettle, under good control."
Cowper : Table Talk.

Or (2) Fig. : Of a man.
"Fear me not, man. 1 will not break away.'

Shaketp. : Comedy of Errors, iv. i.

12. To break bulk (Eng.) ; to break buik,

bouk, or bowke (Scotch)

:

(1) Nautical, dte.

:

(a) To destroy the record or bulk of a cargo

or a load by removing a portion of it ; to un-

pack the goods for the purpose of selling any

portion of them.
" Accusit—for brakyng of bouk within this havyne,

4z laying certaue geir on land. "—A berd. Beg., A 1545,

T. 1».

(b) To transfer in detail, as from boats to

carts.

*(2) 0. Late: The separation of goods in

the hands of a bailee. This rendered 1dm
liable to a charge of felony. {Wharton.)

13. To break cover

:

Of game : To break forth or rise from pro-

tecting cover.

14. To break down, v.t A i.:

(1) Trans. : So to assail, batter, or strike a

structure that it falls.

(a) Literally

:

". . . and brake down the wails of Jerusalem."-

Jer. xxxlx. 8.

(b) Figuratively

:

"This is the fabrick which, when God breaktth

down, none can build up again, —burner : Theory.

(2) Intransitive

:

(a) Lit. : To break and fall, to be disabled.

(6) Fig.: To fail in an enterprise, to give

way, to be weakened or impaired.

"On* breaksdown often enough in the constitu lions*

eloquence of the admirable Pym. with his 'seventhly

and lastly.'"—Carlyle: Bero Worthip. Lect. v.

15. To break forth:

(1) Followed by upon, or standing alone: To

rush out upon ; to make an assault of any

kind.
", . . lest the Lord break forth upon ti

item
(2) Followed by into, or standing alone

:

f&te, f&t, fere, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there;

or. wore, wolf, work, whft, sin; mute, oiib, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full; try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p$t

Syrian, as, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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(a) Of persons, or of things personified : Sud-
denly to utter words, or perform actions.

*. . . breakforth Into singing, and cry aloud, thou
that didst not travail with child."—Itaiah liv. L

"Break forth Into (ringing, ye mountain*"—Itaiah
Iliv. 23.

(b) Of things: Suddenly to issue forth; to

Tush out; suddenly to become visible or
audible. (Lit. &fi<j.).

"Or who shut up the sea with doors, when it brake
'orth, as if it had issued out of the wornbf" — Job
xxxvM. 8.

" Then shall thy light breakforth as the morning."—
Itaiah luii. r>.

16. To break from : To break or go away
from a person or tiling with some degree of
vehemence or determination.

" How didst thou scorn life's meaner charms,
Thou who could'st break from Laura's arms."

Roscommon,
" This custom makes bigots and scepticks, and those

that break from it are in danger of hereay."—Locke.

17. To break ground :

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(a) Lit. ; To loosen the cohesion of the
particles of the vegetable soil by ploughing
it up, to plough.

" When the price of corn falleth, men generally give
over surplus tillage, and break no more ground than
will serve to supply their own turn."—Carets.

(6) Fig. : To make a first rough commence-
ment of an inquiry or project.

(2) Technically:

(a) Fortif. : To open the trenches or begin
the works of the siege.

(6) Naut. : To bring the anchor up from the
ground in which it is infixed.

18. To break in, v. t. & i. :

(1) Transitive

:

(a) Of a window, a door, dc. : To drive in by
violence.

(6) Ofa horse : To tame, to teach obedience
to.

(2) Intransitive:

(a) Ofpersons : To enter without proper in-

timation of one's coming, to intrude upon.
(Lit. &fig.)

" This, this is he ; softly while.
Let us not break in upoi. him.

Miltoti: Samson Agonistes.
" The doctor is a pedant, that, with a deep voice,

and a magisterial air, breaks in upon conversation,
and drives down all before him."—Addison.

(b) Of things : Irresistibly to enter the
mind. Used spec—

(i) Oflujht : To illuminate. (Lit. £jlg.)
" And yet, methinks, a )>eam of light breakt in
On my departing soul." Addison.

(ii) Of calamity: Suddenly to affect.

" Calamities may be nearest at hand, and readiest to
break in suddenly upon us, which we, in regard of
times or circumstances, may imagine to be farthest
off"—Hooker.

(iii) Of "woman," i.e., womanish feeling, or
anything similar : To overcome, to make way
into the mind irresistibly.

" I feel the woman breaking in upon me.
And melt about my heart, my tear* will flow."

Addison.

19. To break into

:

(1) Lit. : To enter by breaking a hole, or by
forcing a passage against any obstruction.

", . . . and then break into his son-in-law's house."
—2 Ben. VI., iv. 7.

(2) Fig. : To enter suddenly and irresistibly.

"Almighty Power, by whose moat wise command.
Helpless, forlorn, uncertain here I stand;
Take this faint glimmering of thyself away.
Or break into my soul with perfect day."

ArbtUhnot.

20. To break jail : To break out of the jail

In which one is confined. (Goodrich & Porter.)

21. To break joints

:

Masonry, Bricklaying, dtc. : To lay bricks,
shingles, or anything similar, so that the
joints in one course do not coincide with those
in that previously deposited.

22. To break loose

:

(1) To escape from captivity.
** Who would not, finding way, break loose from hell,
Though thither doom'd ! "JAiou wouldst thyself, no

doubt.
And boldly venture to whatever place
Farthest from pain." Milton: P. L„ bk. iv

(2) To shake off moral or other restraint.
'* If we deal falsely in covenant with God, and break

(ooie from all our engagements to him, we release God
from all the promises he has made tou*"— Tillotton.

23. To break off, v.t. & i. :

(1) Transitive

:

(o) Lit. : To detach from, as to break a

branch from a tree or a geological specimen
from a rock.

(6) Fig. : To dissever one thing from an-

other, to terminate abruptly.
". . . . and break off thy sins by righteousness."

—

Dan. iv. 27.

"
. . . . and Porsena, Indignant at the treachery of

the Tarquins, breaks off his connexion with them."—
Levis: Mar. Horn. Hist. (1655). ch. xiL, pt. L, f 5,

VOL ii, p. 19.

(2) Intransitive

:

(a) Of things material : To come apart from
anything with which it was joined.

(b) Figuratively

:

(i) To separate from with violence or effort.

" I must from this enchanting queen break off."

Shakesp. ; Ant. A Cleup., i. 2.

(ii) To desist abruptly.
*' When you begin to consider whether you may

safely take one draught more, let that be accounted a
sign late enough to break off."— Taylor,

(iii) To leave off speaking.
" Even here brake ojfand came away."

Shakesp. : Rich. III., 111. 7.

24. To break one's arm : To dislocate or frac-

ture one of the bones which form its hard
portion.

25; To break one's back

:

(1) Lit. : To dislocate, or make an approach
to dislocating, the vertebrae which support it.

" I had rather crack my sinews, break my batik,
Than you should such dishonour undergo."

Shaketp. ; Tempest, ill 1.

(2) Fig. : To disable one's fortune.
" O, many

Have broke their backs with laying manors on 'em,
For this great Journey."

Shakesp. : Ben. Till., i. L
26. To break one's brains : To drive mad.
" Nor his papers so well sorted as I would have had

them, but all in confusion, that break my brains to
understand them."—Pepy't Mary (1661).

* 27. To break or breke one's day : To fail to
pay upon the stipulated day.

" Whan he so trewe Is of condicloun
That in no wyse he breke wol his day."
Chaucer : C. T. (ed. flkeat). Group Cf, 1039-40.

28. To break one's fast : To eat after a certain
time of fasting or abstinence.

" Now can I break my fast."
Shakesp. : Two Cent, of Ver., Ii. 4.

29. To break one's head : To break the skin
of one's head, or in an extreme sense of the
phrase, to fracture the skull.

" Weak soul 1 and blindly to destruction led ;

She break her heart '. she'll sooner break your head."
Dryden.

30. To break one's heart

:

*

t(l) Lit.: To rupture the heart; a rare
disease, but one which occasionally occurs.

(2) Fig. : To cause one to die, or at least to
give way to great depression of spirits by in-

flicting cruelty or being the cause of calamity.
Used—

(a) Ofa person: *

" Were such the wife had fallen to my part,
I'd break her spirit, or I'd break her heart."

Burnt : The Benpeck'd Husband.

(ft) Ofa body of people taken collectively

:

" The defeat of that day was much greater than it
then appeared to be, and it even broke the heart of his
army. —Clarendon.

31. To break one's teg : To dislocate or to
fracture one or more of the bones of which it

is comjmsed. (Used, non-reflexively or re-

flexively.)

32. To break one's mind: To open one's
mind, to make a communication to one.

" I, who much deslr'd to know
Of whence she was, yet fearful bow to break
My mind, adventured humbly thus to Bpeak."

Dryden.

33. To break one's neck : To dislocate it, to

dislocate or start from their relative positions
and conjunction two or more of the vertebra?

of the neck.
" I had as lief thou didst break hit neck as his

finger."—Shaketp. : At you like It, L 1.

34. To break one's spirit : To subdue the
spirit, to cause one to cease from offering re-

sistance, (For example, see break one's heart, 2.)

35. To break open : Successfully to apply
force with the intention of opening. (Used
of a door, of a lockfast chest, &c.)

36. To break out, v.t. & i.

:

(1) Trans. : To break with the effect of
making any material thing fall or come out, as
to break out a pane of glass.

(2) Intransitive:

(a) Of material things, or of things in (he

concrete : To burst forth ; to escape from con-
trol ; to come suddenly forth with more or leu
of violence, to appear suddenly.

" If Are break out, and catch in thorns . . ."—Mxod
xxii. 6.

"The flood breaketh oat from the inhabitant; ev«b
the waters forgotten of the foot."—Job, xxviii. 4.

" Observe those stars breaking out over the white,
surface."—Tyndall ; frag, of Science (ird ed.) iv t*.

(b) Ofpersons:

(i) To burst through moral restraint

(ii) To give way to passion.
" He thought it sufficient to correct the multitude

with sharp words, and brake out into this cholerlck
speech."—Knollvt.

(c) Of immaterial things, or of things in the

abstract : To come with suddenness and vio-
lence.

" From whence at length those words broke out."
Butler : Budibrae, it 74a

" There being so many ways by which a smothered
truth is apt to blaze and break out."—South.

37- To break sheer:

Naut. .* Of a ship : To sheer clear of its

anchor ; to be forced by wind, wave, or cur-
rent from its position.

38. To break squares : To cause trouble, give
offence.

" Give yourself ten thousand airs.
That with me shall break no squares." Swift.

39. To break the balls:

Billiards: To lead off, or make the first

stroke in a game. [II. 2.]

40. To break the bands which bind one

:

(1) Lit. : To rend asunder such bands.

(2) Fig. : To cast off restraint or authority.
" Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away

their cords from u.s."— Pt. ii. 3,

41. To break the ice

:

(1) Lit. : To fracture actual ice.

(2) Fig. ; To break through icy stiffness ; to
break through reticence or hesitation about
speaking of a delicate matter, or engaging in a
delicate enterprise.

"
' I will not,' said LochleL ' break the ice. That is a

point of honour with me." "—MacauZay : Bitt. Bng.,
ch. xviiL

42. To break the neck

:

(1) Lit. : To dislocate the neck. [S3.]

(2) Fig. : To destroy.

% To break the neck of any work : To finish

the worst or greater part of the task.

43. To break throvgh, v.t. & L :

(1) Transitive:

(a) Lit. With a material thing for an object:

To effect a breach through*; to make way
through any material thing.

" The three mighty men brake through the host of
the Philistines, . . ."—2 Sam. xxiil. 16.

" As deer break through the broom."
Scott : Lady of the Lake, vl 18.

(6) Fig. With a thing not material for the

object: To burst forth, overcoming all ob-
stacles in the way of progress.

" Sometimes his anger breaks through all disguises.
And Bparea not gods nor men." Denham.

(2) Intrans. : (Produced by the omission of
an objective after the transitive verb.) For-
cibly to make way through anything.

"He resolved that Balfour should use his utmost
endeavour to break through with his whole body of
horse. "—Clarendon.

44. To break up, v.t. & i.

:

(1) Transitive:

(a) To lay open.
"Shells being lodged amongst mineral matter, when

this comes to be broke up, it exhibits impressions of
the shells."

—

Woodward.

*(b) To commit a burglary.

"If a thief be found breaking up, and be smitten
that tie die, there shall no blood be shed for him."—
Exod. xxii. 3.

(c) To fracture, and at the same time turn
up. (Used specially of land when first it is

ploughed, or when it is ploughed after it has
long lain fallow and become hard and not
easily penetrable.) (Lit. otjlg.)

" Sow to yourselves in righteousness, reap in merey

;

break up your fallow ground."—Hoe, X. 13.

* (d) To carve,

(i) Lit. : In the foregoing sense.
" Boyet, yoo can carve

;

Break up this capon.
"

Shaketp. I Love't Lab. Lost, Iv. s.

(ii) Fig. : To examine, to dissect.

"An it shall please you to break up this, it shall
seem to signify."—Shaketp. : Mer. of Venice, ii. 4.

*(«) To open an ecclesiastical convention
with a sermon

.

"The assembly sate down the twenty-first of Novem-
ber, 1636, and old Mr, John Belt, minister of the town,
did break up the assembly."

—

Oitlh. Mem., p. 47.

b«il, boy; pout, Jov*l; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. Ing.
-clan, -tian ~ shan. -tlon, -slon = shun; -tlon, sion zhun. -tions, -sious, -cious ^-shus. -ble, -die, Ac. -bel, deX
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(/) To dissolve, to scatter in fragments ; to
disband.

" He threatened, that the tradesmen would beat out
his teeth, if he did not retire, and break up the
meet: tig.

—

A rbuthnot.

"After taking the strong city of Belgrade, Solyman,
[-turning to Constantinople, broke wp his army, and
there lay still the whole year following."—Knollet:
Hist, of the Turk*.

(a) To terminate. (Used of household ar-

rangements, &c.) {LU. & fig.)
" He breaks up house, turns out of doors his maid,

. . ."—Herbert.

(2) Intransitive:

(a) To lose cohesion of its separate parts ;

to go to pieces. (Used of a wrecked vessel,

an empire becoming reduced to fragments, &c.)
"

. . . . they thought—or, at least, their master
thought—that Turkey was about to break up, . .

."—
Timet, Nov. 8, 1875.

(o) To cease ; to intermit
•* It is credibly affirmed, that upon that very day

when the river first riseth, great plagues in Cairo use
suddenly to break up."—Bacon ; Natural History.

(c) To be dissolved, to separate. (Used
especially of schools.)

" Our army is dtspers'd already

:

Like youthful steers unyok'a, they took their courses,

act, west, north, south ; or, like a school broke up."
Shakesp. : 2 Hen. IV., iv. i.

" .... as soon as the company breaks up, . . . ."

—

Watts.

(d) To begin to give way, fail, be impaired.
(Used of health.)

45. To break upon : To come suddenly and
violently.

. that those rays .... may be permitted to
e eye, and to break upon the retina without

producing the least luminous impression."

—

Tyndail
enter the eye, and to break upon i

producing the least luminous imj
Frag, of Science (3rd ed.). ix. 23*.

46. To break upon the wheel : To punish by
stretching a criminal upon the wheel, and
breaking his bones with bats.

47. To break with

:

* (1) To make a communication to ; to open
one's mind to.

" Stay with me awhile ;

I am to break with thee of some affairs
That touch me near."

Shakesp. : Two Gent, of Ver., ill. I.

t (2) To intimate dissent from an opinion, or
from those holding it.

H
. . . . and would break with any church In the

world upon this single point; and would tell them
plainly, if your religion be too good to be examined, I

doubt it is too bad
1722), voL U »«r- iT-

a be believed. •-Tillot*on (3rd ed..

(3) To quarrel with ; to cease to be friendly

with.
" Can there be anything of friendship in snare*,

hooks, and trepans! whosoever breaks with his friend
upon such ternss, has enough to warrant him in so
doing, both before God and man."

—

South.

J (a) Crabb thus distinguishes between to
break, to rack, to. rend, and to tear:—"The
forcible division of any substance is the com-
mon characteristic of these terms. Break is

the generic term, the rest specific : every
thing racked, rent, or torn is broken, but not
vice versd. Break has, however, a specific

meaning, in which it is comparable with the
others. Breaking requires less violence than
either of the others : brittle things may be
broken with the slightest touch, but nothing
can be racked without intentional violence of
an extraordinary kind. Glass is quickly
broken; a table is racked. Hard substances
only are broken or racked ; but everythiug of a
soft texture and composition may be rent or
torn. Breaking is performed by means of a
blow ; racking by that of a violent concus-
sion ; but rending and tearing are the conse-
quences of a pull."

(6) To break, to bruise, to squeeze, to pound,
and to crush are thus discriminated :—" Break
always implies the separation of the compo-
nent parts of a body ; bruise denotes Bimply
the destroying the continuity of the parts.

Hard, brittle substances, as glass, are broken

;

soft, pulpy substances, as flesh or fruits, are

bruised. The operation of bruising is per-

formed either by a violent blow or by pres-

sure ; that of squeezing by compression only.

Metals, particularly lead and silver, may be
bruised ; fruits may be either bruised or
squeezed. In this latter sense bruise applies

to the harder substances, or indicates a violent

compression ; squeeze is used for soft sub-
stances or a gentle compression. The kernels
of nuts are bruised ; oranges and apples are
aqueezed. To pound is properly to bruise in a
mortar so as to produce a separation of parts ;

to crush is the most violent and destructive of
all operations, which amounts to the total dis-

persion of all the parts of a body. What is

broken may be made whole again ; what is

bruised or squeezed may be restored to its

former tone and consistency ; what is pounded
is only reduced to smaller parts for conve-

nience ; but what is crushed is destroyed."

(c) The following is the distinction between
to break, to burst, to crack, and to split:-—

"Break denotes a forcible separation of the

constituent parts of a body. Burst and crack

are onomatopeias, or imitations of the sounds
which are made in bursting and cracking.

Splitting is a species of cracking that takes

place in some bodies in a similar manner
without being accompanied with the noise.

Breaking is generally the consequence of some
external violence ; everything that is exposed
to violence may without distinction be broken.

Bursting arises mostly from an extreme ten-

sion ; hollow bodies, when over filled, burst.

Cracking is caused by the application of ex-

cessive heat, or the defective texture of the
substance : glass cracks ; the earth cracks

;

leather cracks. Splitting may arise from a
combination of external and internal causes

;

wood in particular is liable to split. A thing
may be broken in any shape, form, and degree

;

bursting leaves a wide gap ; cracking and
splitting leave a long aperture ; the latter of
which is commonly wider than that of the
former." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

break, * brake, * brek, * breke, s. k a.

[AS. gebrec, gebrac, gebrece = a breaking,

crash, noise. In Dut. break; 8w. brott; Dan.
brud; Ger. brechen, bruch.] [Break, v.\

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of breaking.

(1) Lit. : The act of breaking any material

thing.

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) The act of breaking anything not ma-
terial ; a breach.

(6) The act of breaking forth.

•f The break ofday.
" Sleep—and at break of day I will come to thee again 1

"

Wordsworth : Pet Lamb.

2. The state of being broken.
" Our reformed churches agreeing soundly in all the

subBtantiall points of faith. * without break of com-
munion, . . ."—Forbes: Defence, p. 6.

3. The portion of anything broken through.

(1) LU. Of things material

:

(a) Gen. : An opening, passage, gap, or hole
through anything.

" . -. . through the breaks and openings of the woods
that grow about it "—Addison.
"... the currents In the transverse breaks which

connect the longitudinal channels, . .
."

—

Darwin ;

Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), oh. XV., p. 32.

(b) Specially:

(i) A kind of furrow in ploughing. (Scotch.)

"The field which is designed for bear sets two fur-
rows ; the one a break, the other clean."—Surv. Banff*.,

App., P. 47.

(ii) Of a hill: A hollow part. [In I eel.

brecka is = a declivity.]

(iii) A division of land in a farm. (Scotch.)

" They shall dung no part of their former crofting,
till these four new breaks are brought in. Let them
give ten or twelve bolls of lime to each acre of their
oat-leave break."—Maxwell: Sel. Trans., p. S16.

(iv) 0/a figure drawn: An interrupted por-

tion.
"The surrounding zones likewise show traces, as

may be seen in the drawing (fig. 53), of indentations,
ot rather breaks, . . ."—Darwin : Descent of Man
(1871), pt. ii., ch. xiv,, vol. 1L, p. 13ft.

(v) Of anything written or printed : A line

to mark that the sense is suspended or that
something is omitted.

" All modern trash is

Set forth with num'rous breaks and dashes."
Swift.

(2) Fig. Of things not material : A pause,
an interruption.

" Thy constant flow of love, that knew no fall.

Ne'er roughen'd by those cataracts and break*
That humour Interposed too often makes."
Cowper : On the Receipt of my Mothers Picture.

4. That which breaks. [II. 10, 11.]

II. Technically:

1. Cricket: The twist of a ball as it is

bowled, generally spoken of a twist or turn
from the off side.

2. Billiards : A player's turn in the game

;

also the number of points scored by a player
continuously without a miss.

3. Flax manufacture : An instrument for

taking the rind off flax. (It is also written
brake and braik.) (Scotch.)

4. Agric. A Mach. : The same as break-harrow
(q.v.).

5. Naut. : A sudden change of level, as of a
deck. The break of a poop-deck is where it

ends forward.

6. Arch. : A projection or recess from the
surface or wall of a building.

7. Baking : A wooden bench on which
dough is kneaded by means of a lever called a

break-staff. The weight of the person, often

in a sitting posture, is thrown upon the staff,

which moves in a semicircular orbit around
the bench, keeping up a saltatory motion by
its flexibility and the dancing action of the

operator. By this means the dough is worked
up very, dry, and makes the best kind oi

crackers. (Knight.)

8. Fortif. : A change from the general direc-

tion of the curtain near its extremity in tht

construction with orillons and retired flanks.

[Brisure.]

9. Geol. : A " fault," or rather a dislocation,

in which there is a very great upcast or down-
cast.

'* To describe faults of this kind we want some new
technical word. They are neither anticlinals nor syn-

clinals, nor are they faults in the technical sense of

the word. The word break, if geologists would con-

sent to use that word technically, might perhaps serr*

for their designation. "—/V*/. Sedgwick, in ^.J.QeoL
Soc, viii. (1852). pt. i., 19.

10. Printing: The piece of metal contiguous

to the shank of a type, so called because it is

broken off in finishing. [See also I. 3.]

11. Telegraphy: An apparatus to interrupt

or change the direction of electric currents.

It is called also a rheotome or a commutator.

12. Engineering : The same as Brake (q.v.X

13. Railway carriages, vehicles, dc: A break-

van (q.v.).

14. Music:

(1) Of the human voice: The point of junc-

tion in the quality of tenor, soprano, and alto

voices. A genuine bass voice has no break.

The lower range is called voce di petto, or chest

voice ; the upper, voce di testa, or head voice ;

and the place of junction is called the break.

(Stainer dt Barrett.)

(2) Of the clarinet: An interruption in the

tone of the instrument between b flat and b

natural. (St»i%er dt Barrett.)

(8) Ofan organ stop ; The sudden alteration

of the proper soaie-series of the pipes by re-

turning to those of an octave lower in pitch.

(Stainer £ Barrett.)

% For the distinction between break, gap,

chasm, and breach, see Breach. (Crabb : Eng.

Synon.)

break-down. s.

1. Lit. : The state of being broken and fall-

ing down. (Used of a coach or anything

similar.)

2. Fig. : The failure of anything.
" But of the break-down of my general aims, . .

."—

Root . Browning : Paraceltu*.

3. Tech. : A kind of dance.

break -barrow, s. A large harrow.

(Scotch.)

"Then narrow again with a break-harrow, or larger

harrow than ordinary, and spare not"

—

Maxwell : 8*L
Trans., p. 249.

•ff It is called more simply a break, or brake.

[Brake.]

break-in, a
Carp. : A hole made in brickwork with a

ripping chisel, and designed to be a receptacle

for the end of a beam or anything similar.

break-Iron, s.

Carp. : The iron screwed on the top of a
plane-bit to bend upward and break the

shaving. Its edge is from J- to ^ of an inch

from the edge of the cutting-bit

break-joint, s. A structure in which

the joints of the parts or courses are made to

alternate with unbroken surfaces, as in the

continuous railroad rail, in bricklaying, shing-

ling, and numerous other mechanic arts.

break-up, 5. The act of breaking up, the

state of being broken up.
" The break-up and densidatton of both of these."—

Q. J. QeoL Soc, xxiii , pt 1-, 410.

break -a-ble, «• [Eng. break, andsuff. -able.)

Able to "be broken. (Cotgrave.)

break -age, a [Eng. break, and Eng., Ac.

SUff. -age.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of breaking anything.

fate, rat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, ctib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, c©-6. ey = a, au = kw.
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"In all the spurts of children, were it only in their
wanton breakage* and defacements, you shall discern
a creative instinct '—Carlyte: Sartor Hesartus, bit. IL,

ch.il.

2. The state of being broken.
"... though no doubt the degradation of a lofty

cliff would be more rapid front the breakage of the
fallen fragments."—Darwin ; Origin of Specie* (ed.

1869), eh. ix„ p. 28*.

3. Damage done to crockery or other goods
by being broken in transitu.

4. A money compensation for such damage.

IX Naut. ; The leaving of empty spaces in

stowing the hold. {Smyth.)

^reals'-er, * brek'-er, * brek'-ere, s.

[Eng. break ; -er. In M. H. Ger. brechcere.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. One who breaks anything. ,

(1) Lit. : One who breaks any material thing.

(a) As an independent word.
" The breaker is come up before them : the; have

broken up, and have passed through the gate, . . ."

—

Micah 0. 13.

(6) Often in composition ; as, "an image-
breaker."

(2) Fig. : One who violates a promise, a
law, human or divine, or anything not made
of matter. (Often also in composition ; as,

"a law-breaker," " a Sabbath-frreafcer.")

". , . If thou be a breaker of the la*, . .
."

—

Rom. H.

2. {Chiejty in compos.): An animal which
breaks anything. [Bone-breaker.]

3. An inanimate thing which does so.

4. A crested wave broken into foam while
passing over a sand-bank, or flinging itself

with fury on the shore. (Generally in the plur.)

"Old sailors were amazed at the composure which
he preserved amidst roaring breakers on a perilous
coast"—Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vii.

5. A pier or some similar structure placed
in a river to prevent the ioe from injuring the
supports of the arches.

IL Technically :

1. Naut. : A small cask for ship's use. Em-
ployed for bringing water aboard in boats, or
containing water for a boat's crew. (In this
sense probably a corr. of Sp^6oreca, barrica =
a small cask or keg.) The gang-cask is kept
on deck, and contains the drinking-water for
the ship's company, being replenished from
day to day from the tanks.

2. Flax-manufacture : The first carding-
machine which operates upon the parcels of
tow from a creeping-sheet. The finisher is the
final carding-machine, and operates upon a
lap formed of slivers of line. (Knight.)

break -fast, * broke -fast, s. & a. [Eng.
break ; fast. ]

A. As substantive

:

L Literally:

1. The act of breaking a fast, that is, of
eating after having been for some time without
food. Specially the first meal in the day.

"... while my wife and daughters employed them-
selves in providing breakfast, . . ."—Goldsmith: Vicar
o/ Wakefield, ch. iv.

2. The time when the first meal of the day
is eaten.

3. That which is eaten when the fast Is

broken.

(1) At the first meal of the day.

"A good piece of bread would be often the best
breakfast for my young master."— Locke.

(2) At any meal which breaks the temporary
fast of a man or a beast.

" Had I been seised by a hungry lion,
I would have been a breakfast to the beast."

Shakesp. i Two Gent, of Verona, v. 4.

IT. Fig. : That which satisfies one's appe-
tite, desire or aspiration of the human soul at
the commencement of one's career. [Corre-
sponding to 3 (2).]

Hope is a good breakfast, hut it is a bad supper."—

B. As adjective : Pertaining to the first meal
of the day, or to the time or place where it is
eaten.

" One morn he came not to her hand
As he was wont to come,

And, on her anger perch d. to stand
Picking his breakfaxt crutub."

Cowper : Epitaph on a Redbreast.
" Breakfast time, however, is always a cheerful stage

of the day ; . . ."-De Quincey : Works, 2nd ed., t 96.

breakfast-parlour, s. A parlour de-
signed for the accommodation of a family at
breakfast.

" How Jocund was their breakfast-parlour, fann'd
By yon blue water's breath.

Campbell: Theodric.

break -fast, v.i. & (. [Eng. break ; fast.]

A. Intrant. : To eat the first meal in the
day.

" He breakfasted alone ; . . ."-De Quincey : Works,
2nd fil.. i. 1*6.

t B. Trans. : To provide or furnish with the
first meal in the morning. (Milton.)

break'-fast-Ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Break-
fast. ]

A. & B. As present participle A participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Gen. ; The act of taking the first meal in
the day.

2. Spec. : The act of doing so as one of an
invited breakfast-party.

"No breakfastings with them, which consume a
great deal of time. —Lord Chesterfield.

break -ing, * break -yng, * brek'-yng,
pr. par., a., k s. [Break, v.]

A. & B. As present participle A participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

" As if it bore all peace within.
Nor left one breaking heart behind 1

"

Moore | The Fire- Worshippers.

C. As substantive

:

X. Ordinary Language

:

1. Ofan act:

(1) The act of fracturing anything.
"And breaking of windows, which, you know, maketh

breaches? Swift: The Famous Speech-Maker.

(2) The act of coming forth suddenly.
"And Jacob was left alone; and there wrestled a

man with him until the breaking of the day."—Gen.
xxxii. 24

"Until the breaking of the light"
Tennyson: To

* (3) The act of vomiting.
" Brakynge or parbrakynge. Vomitus, eeomitus"—

Prompt. Parv.

%0fa state : The state of being broken or
fractured.

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.
" Therefore this iniquity shall be to you as a breach

ready to fall, swelling out in a high wall, whose break-
ing cometh suddenly at an instant"

—

Isaiah m. 18.

(2) Spec. : Bankruptcy.

IL Woollen manufacture : A process in the
worsted or long-wool manufacture. The
combed slivers are laid upon a travelling-
apron and joined endwise, to make continuous
lengths.

Breaking of arrestment

:

Scots Law : The contempt of the law shown
by an arrestee, who gives over to the debtor
money or goods on which an arrestment has
legally been made.

breaking-down, $. & a.

A. As substantive : The act of fracturing
and crushing downwards.

B. As adjective : Fracturing and making to
fall ; rolling so as to consolidate. [Breaking-
down rollers.]

Breaking-down rollers

:

Metal. : Rollers used to consolidate metal
by rolling it while hot.

breaking-engine, s.

Machinery : The first of a series of carding-
machines, to receive and act on the lap from
the lapper ; it has usually coarser clothing
than the finishing-cards. [Carding-machine.]

breaking-frame, s.

Worsted-manufacture : A machine in which
slivers of long-stapled wool are planked, or
spliced together and then drawn out to, say,
eight times their original length. The slivers

are made by hand-combs, and taper towards
each end. Each is laid lapping half its length
upon the preceding sliver, and the passage
between rollers of gradually increasing speed
attenuates the sliver. (Knight.)

breaking in, s.

1. The act of bursting suddenly in upon.
(Lit. A fig.)

2. The act or process of taming a young
horse.

breaking-Joint, s.

Arch. : The same as Break-joint (q.v.).

breaking machine, s.

Flax-manufacture : A machine for shorten-
ing flax-staple, to adapt it to be worked by a
certain kind of machinery. Long-flax or long-
line becomes cut-flax or cut-line. The ma-
chine is also known as a cutting-machine or
flax-breaker.

breaking-out, breaking out, s. The
act of suddenly breaking forth or appearing.

"... letters informing him of the breaking out of
scarlet fever among his children."

—

Tyndall : Frag, of
Science, 3rd ed., *i. 214.

break-man, s. [Brakeuan.]

break neck, * brcake neck, $. & a.

[Eng. break; neck.]

* A. As substantive:

1. A fall by which the neck is broken.

2. A precipice fitted to break the neck of
any one who falls over it. (Lit. A fig.)

" I must
Forsake the court ; to do 't or no, is certain
To me a breakneck."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, i. 2.

B. As adjective : Fitted to break the neck

;

in which the neck is likely to be broken.
" Alas, and the leaps from raft to raft were too often

of a breakneck character; . . ."—Carlyle: Sartor He-
sartus. bk. iii., ch. ix.

'• This way the chamois leapt : her nimble feet
Have baffled me ; my gains to-day will scarce
Repay my break-neck travail."

Byron : Manfred, i, I

* break'-prSm-Ise, s. [Eng. break; promise.]
One who habitually breaks his promise.

" I will think you the most pathetical break-promise
and the most hollow lover."

—

Shakesp. : As 1 ou Like
It, iv. L

break-share, s. [A corruption of braxy (?)

(q.v.).] Diarrhoea in sheep. (Ogilvie.)

break-stone, s. [The Eng. translation of
Lat. saxifraga = a plant, anciently supposed
to dissolve " stones "—i.e., calculi in the
bladder.]

1. Pop. Bot. : Any plant of the genus Saxi-
fraga (Saxifrage). (Prior.)

2. Pimpinella Saxifraga. (Prior.}

3. Alchemilla arvensis. (Prior,)

i. Sagina procumbent. (Prior.) (Britten A
Holland.)

% Parsley breakstone : Alchemilla arvensis.

(In Scotland and in Suffolk.) (Britten A Hol-
land.)

* break'-v6~w, s. [Eng. break; vow.] One
who habitually breaks any vows which he may
make.

" That daily break-vote, he that wins of all.

Of kings, of beggars, old men, young men, maida"
Shakesp. : Xing John, 11 2.

break'-wa-ter, s. & a. [Eng. break ; water.}

A. As substantive

:

Ord. Lang. A Hydraul. Engineering : A pier,

wall, mole, sunken hulk, or anything similar,

placed at the entrance of a harbour, at the
exposed part of an anchorage, or in any such
situation, with the view of deadening the
force of the waves which roll in from the
ocean. The breakwater of Cherbourg was
commenced in 1784 ; it is 4,120 yards long.

The first stone of Plymouth breakwater waa
laid on the 12th August, 1812. Numerous break-
waters have been constructed in the United
States, one of the earliest being that at the
mouth of the Delaware Bay. [Mole (2).]

"The heaviest vessels were therefore placed on the
left, highest up the stream, to form something of a
breakwater for the smaller craft crossing below."—
Arnold: Hut. of Home, vol. iii., ch. xliii

, p. 77.

"... at low water its summit is left dry, and it

might then be mistaken for a breakwater erected by
Cyclopean workmen."—Darwin: Voyage round the

World (ed. 1870), ch. ill., p. 498

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the structure

described under A.

breakwater-glacis, .--.

Hydraulic Engineering : A storm pavement.

The sloping stone paving next the sea in piers

or breakwaters.

bream, *brem, *breme, s. [Fr. breme;
Provine. Fr. brdme; O. Fr. bresme; L. Lat
bresmia, braximus ; Sw. braxen; Dan. & Dut.
brasem; O. L. Ger. bressuno ; (N. H.) Ger.

bra&sen ; M H. Ger. brahsem, brasme, prrxA*e,

prahsme ; O. H. Ger. brachse, brahsina, frroA-

sema.] [Bars, Basse.]

Ichthyology A Ordinary Language :

1. Spec. : The Carp Bream, Abramis brama.
It is of a yellowish-white jolour, which

boil, boy; pout, Jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist ph - t
-cian. -tian = shan. -tion. -*ion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -cious, -tious, -sious =s shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del*
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changes, through age, to a yellowish-brown.
The sides are golden, the cheeks and gill-

covers silver-white, the fins light-coloured,
tinged, the ventral one with red and the others
with brown. It is found in the Regent's
Canal, in London, and in the Hedway and the
Mole. It is sought after by anglers, who, how-
ever, consider the flesh insipid.

"And many a brem and many a lace in itewe."
Chaucer: C. T.. Frol., 860.

"The bream, being at full growth, is a large flab."—
Waltan : A ngler.

2. Gen. : The English name of the several
fishes belonging to the family Cyprinidae and
the genua Abrum is. Three are described
by Yarrell as British : (\) the Bream or Carp
Bream (Abramis brama), already described
(see 1) ; (2) the White Bream or Breamflat
(A. blicca); and (3) the Pomeranian Bream
^A. Buggenhagii). Though the White Bream
is common on the Continent, yet it is rare in
England ; the Pomeranian Bream is still rarer.

3- [Sea-bream.]

bream, t broom, r.f. [Etymology doubtful.
Cf. Ger. brennen = to burn. (Mahn.y] To
burn ooze, seaweed, <fcc. , from the bottom of a
vessel.

bream'-iiLg, pr. par. & s. [Bream, v.}

A. As present participle : (See the verb.)

2, As substantive

:

Naut. : The act of cleansing the ooze, shells,

seaweed, &c, from the bottom of a ship by a
flashing fire and scraping.

-fbrear, t brearc, s. [Brier.]
by a narrow way,

les and ragged breares."
Spenser; F. Q., I. x. 35,

Scattred with bushy thornes and

breard, s. [Breer (2).] (Scotch.)

h Sing. : The first appearance of grain.

2. Ft. : The short flax recovered from the first

tow, by a second hackling. The tow, thrown
off by this second hackling, is called backings.

"To be sold, a large quantity of white and bine
brtardt, fit fur spinning yarn, A to 6 lib. per spindle."

—

Edinburgh Evening Courant, Sept 1. 1804.

breas -kit, *. [Brisket.] {Scotch.)

breast, * breaste, * brest, • breste, 9. & a.

IA.S. bre6st = the breast, the mind ; 0. Sax.
briost ; IceL brjdst ; Sw. brost ; Dan. bryst;

Dut. borst ; Mceso-Goth. brusts (pi.) ; Ger.
brust. From A. 9. berstan — to burst ; O. Sax.
brestan.] [Burst, v.] Hence the breast is

the part which bursts out, that is, swells out
beyond the parts around.

A* As substantive :

L Ordinary Language

:

1, Literally

:

(1) Sing. : The fore part of the human body
In either sex between the neck and the upper
part of the abdomen ; also the analogous part
in animals.

"Sal gliden on hise brunt nether."
Story of Gen. * Exod., 870.

(2) Plur. : The mammae, paps, or protuberant
glands existing in the female sex of man and
tlii' higher animals, and in a rudimentary state

also in the male sex. They are designed for

the secretion of milk.
".

, . or why the breast* that I should suckT"—Job
1U.11

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Of symbols or associations directly con-

nected with the human breast

:

* (a) Of the breast viewed as essential to good
tinging : A musical voice ; voice in general.

" Pray ye stay a little : let's hear him sing, be has a
fine breast."—Beaunt. * FleL : Pilgrim, iii. 6.

"Which said qneristers, after their breasts are
changed, Ac."—Strype : Life of Abp. Parker, p. ».

•J To have a good breast: To have a good
Trice ; to be a good singer.

" In singing, the sound is originally produced by the
action of the lungs; which are so essential an organ
In this respect, that to have a good breast was formerly
a common periphrasis, to denote a good singer."—Hit.
of Music, vol ill. p- *Mtk (/fare*.)

(b) Of the breast viewed as the seat of the emo-
tions, of the appetites, of conscience, of courage,
etc.:

(I) As the seat of the emotions in general
** If happiness hae not her seat
And centre fax the ereaaf."

Burnt : Epistle to Davie, T.

" Needleea was written law, where none oppreat

;

The law of man was written in his breast."
Dryden: Ovid.

(II) As the repository of secrets.

T To make a clean breast

:

(a) To confess all that one has kept secret
about anything what he has been charged
with, or which, without being accused, he
still feels constrained to reveal ; to make a
full and ingenuous confession.

"... to make a clean breait of it before she died."—
Scott : St. Sonant Well, ch. xxxvliL

(b) To tell one's mind bluntly or without
circumlocution.

" To speak truth I'm wearying to mak a clean breatt
wi' him and to tell him o' his uunaturality to his own
doo liter."— The Entail, iii. 101.

(2) Of remoter resemblances to the human
breast : The surface of the earth, or anything
similar.

" Upon the breast of new-created earth
Man walk'd."

Wordmvrth : Execution, bk. lv.
M So have ye seen the fowler chase.
O'er Orasmere's clear unruffled breaM."

Wordsworth : Blind Highland Boy.

II. Technically

:

1. Machinery, <tc :

(1) The part of an object against which the
breast pushes in some machines, such as the
frrea*/-drill, breast-plough, 4c

(2) A bush connected with a small shaft or
spindle.

2. Agric., &c. : The forward part of a
plough's mould-board.

& Metal., Sc. : The front of a furnace.

4. Sheet-iron Ware : As applied to milk-cans,
co flee and tea pots, and similar articles, this
word denotes the bulging or rotmdod top
which intervenes between the lid or cover and
the cylindrical portion which forms the body
of the vessel.

5. Vehicles : The middle, swell, or bulge of
a nave or hub.

6. Hydraul. : The curved wall np to which
the floats of a water-wheel work, and which
prevents, as far as possible, the waste of
water.

7. Carp. .* The lower side of a hand-rail, a
rarter, the rib of a dome or of a beam.

8. Architecture:

(1) That portion of a wall between the win-
dow and the floor.

(2) That portion of a chimney between the
flues and the apartment.

9. Mining : The face of a coal-seam at which
a miner is working.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to the breast in

any of the foregoing senses. (See the sub-
joined compounds.)

breast-band, s.

Saddlery : A band passing across the breast
of the draught animal, and to which the traces
or tugs are attached. It is a substitute for u
collar.

breast-beam, s.

1. Shipwrighting : A beam at the break of a
quarter deck or forecastle.

2. Weaving: The cloth-beam of a loom.

3. Railroad Engineering : The forward trans-
verse beam of a locomotive.

breast-beating, *. The act or practice
of beating the breast. (Lit. A fig.)

".
. . breast-beating, brow-beating (against walls),

Hon -hellowings of blasphemy and the like, stampings,
smitings, breakages of furniture, if not arson itself 1 —
Carlyle; Sartor Resartu*, bk. ii., ch. vi.

breast-board, .--.

Rope-rooking : A loaded sled to which are
attached the end yarns at the foot of the walk.
As the yarns are twisted into a strand they
become shorter and draw the sled towards the
head of the walk, the load on the sled main-
taining the necessary tension. The yarns are
usually shortened one-third by the twisting,

and lose atwut thirty per cent, in so doing.

The twist is, however, necessary, to give the
requisite rigidity, to prevent the fibres sliding

on each other, and to partially exclude wet.
The addition of tar increases the power of ex-

cluding water. (Knight.)

* breast bundle, * brest-bundel,
A girdle or band for the breast.

" Whether furyete shal the . . . woraman spouse of
hir brest-bundef—Wickliffe : Jer. ii 83.

breast-casket, s.

Naut. : The largest and longest caskets, i.e.,

a sort of strings placed in the middle of the
yard. (Johnson.) [Casket.]

breast chain, s.

Saddlery : A chain reaching between the

name-rings, its loop passing through the ring
of the neck-yoke, to support the tongue. In
carriage-harness the name is destitute of tha
rings, and the strap is passed amnnd the
lower part of the collar. [Neck-yoke. ]

breast-collar, s.

Harness : A pulling strap which passes
around the breast of the horse ; a substitute
for a collar, which encircles the neck and
rests against the shoulders. In some cases
the breast-strap is padded, and the two pieces
are connected by a snap. A plate upon it

holds the breaat^rings and tug-buckle pieces.

breast-deep, a. or adv. Sunk so deeply
that water, snow, earth, or whatever else the
person is in, reaches as high as his breast

"Set him breast-deep in earth, and famish him I

There let him stand, and rare and cry for food."
Shakesp. ; Titus Andron., r. S.

breast-drill, s.

Metal-working : A drill-stock operated by a
crank and bevel-gearing, and having a piece)

against which the workman bears his breast
when engaged in drilling.

breast-fast, s.
' [Bbeastfast.]

breast-harness, a
Saddlery: A horse-gear arranged to pull by

a band in front of the breast, instead of a
collar.

breast-height, s.

Fortif. i The interior slope of a parapet.

breast-high, a. or adv.

1. 80 high as to reach the breast of a person.
" The river itself gave way unto her, so that she was

straight breast-high."— Hid'iey.

% Said of scent when it is so strong that

the pack can follow it with their heads erect

breast-hook, a [Bkeasthook.]

breast-knees, s. pi. Timbers placed in

the forward part of a vessel across the stem
to unite the bows on each side. (Stortnonth.)

breast-line, s. The rope connecting tha
pontoons of a military bridge in a straight

direction.

breast-locks, *. pi. The part of the
mane of a lion or other animal hanging down
from the breast
"And as a lyon sculking all In night,
Farre off in pastures ; and come nouie. all dight
In iawes and breast-locks, with au oxea hlood,
New feasted, on him."

Chapman : Homer's Qdyuey, b. xxll

breast-mouldings, s. pL
Carp. : Window - sill mouldings

;
panel

mouldings beneath a window.

breast-peat, s. A peat formed by the
spade being pushed into the earth horizon-

tally. (Scotch.)

"A perpendicular face of the moss (1b1 laid bare,

from which the digger, standing on the level of the
bottom, digs the peat, by driving in the spade horisou'
tally with nis arms ; this peat is designed breatt-peat.''
—Agr. Surv. Peeb., p. 20&.

breast-plate, $. [Bbeastplate.]

breast-plough, *.

AgricuU. : A shovel whose handle has a
cross-piece applied to the breast, aud used
for paring turf or sods.

breast-pump, .-•.

Surgical (also known as antlia lactea or

antlia mammaria) : A pump having a cup
adapted to fit over the nipple, in order to

withdraw milk from the mamma when this

cannot be effected in a natural way.

breast-rail, s. [BreastkailJ

breast-strap, *. .v .
-

.

A. As substantive :

Saddlery : A strap passing from the hame-
rings or from the gullet of the collar, to sup-

port the tongue or pole of the vehicle.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to such a strap.

Breast-strap harness :

Saddlery : That which has a strap around

the breast instead of a collar. The breast-

collar is supported from the withers, and at

its rear ends receives the tug-straps. Other

forward attachments are made to the breast-

straps, which are connected to the neck-yoke

or tongue.

Breast-strap slide :

Harness: An iron lo.ip winch slips on the

breast-strap, and takes fiorn the latter the

ate, at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pdt,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, oilb, oiiro, unite, our, rule, fl!ui ; try, Syrian. », ce - o ; ey - a. an = kw.
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wear of the ring on the end of the neck-yoke.
The ends of the breast-strap are passed through
the rings on the harness.

breast summer, a.

Carpentry : A beam inserted flush with the
house-front which it supports, and resting at

its ends upon the walls and at intermediate
points upon pillars or columns. Common in

Btore fronts. Written also, incorrectly, bres-

sumer, brest-summer. [Bressomer.]

breast-wall, s.

Masonry

:

1. A wall built breast-high.

2. A wall erected to maintain a bank of
earth in position, as in a railroad cutting, a
sunk fence, &c.

breast-wheel, s. & a.

A. As subst. : A wheel to which the water is

admitted about on a level with the axle, and
maintained in contact with it by a breasting,

or casing, which incloses from 60" to 90° of
the periphery of the wheeL The wheel may
have radial or hollow buckets. The peripheral
inclosure is sometimes called breasting or
soleing, and the casing at the ends of the
wheel is called shrouding. (Knight.)

B. As adj. : Pertaining to such a wheel
Breast-wheel steam-engine; A form of ro-

tary steam-engine in which a jet of steam is

made to impinge upon the floats of a wheel
rotating in an air-tight case. The first steam-
engine of this class was one of the earliest on
record. (Knight.)

breast, v.t. k i. [From breast, s. (q.v.)-J

A* Transitive:

t 1. Lit. : To place the breast of one person
against that of another one, or against that of
an animal.

(1) In the foregoing sense.

(2) To mount a horse by applying a person's
breast to the side of the horse, in order to get
on.

2. Fig. : To oppose breast to breast, or breast
to any obstacle opposed to one's progress.

" The hardy Swiss
Breast* the keen air, and carols as he goes."

Qoldmith.
"Isle of the free I 'twas then thy champions sfcxxl.
Breasting unmoved the combat's wildest flood

"

Bemam: Restoration of the Works of Art to Italy.

B. Intransitive

:

Of a horse : To spring up or forward. The
use of the word is derived from the action of a
horse's breast when he leaps forward (Scotch.)

"Thou never lap, and stent, and breast it,

Then stood to blaw,"
Burns : The Auld Farmer's Salutation.

breast -bone, s. [Eng. breast; bone.'] The
bone in which the ribs terminate in front,
what is called anatomically the sternum.

" The belly shall be eminent, by shadowing the flank,
and under the breastbone."—Peaekam.

breast ed, pa, par. & a. [Breast, v.}

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

tB. ^s adjective

:

In compos. : Having a breast of a particular
,

character, as well-breasted, single and double-
breasted, ka. (Used of persons or things.)

" Singing men vrell-breasted\"—Mddes : Life of Card.
Wolsey, App. p. 128.

breast'-fast, 5. [Eng. breast; fast]

Naut : A large rope to affix a ship by her
side to a quay or to another vessel.

breast-hook, s. [Eng. breast; hook.]

Naut. : A thick piece of timber shaped like a
knee, which is placed across the stein of a
vessel to unite the bows on either side, and
strengthen the whole forepart.

breast' ie, s. [Eng. breast, and Scotch and
O. Eng. diniin. suff. -w as Eng. -y.] A little

breast. (Scotch.)

" Oh, what a panic* in thy breastie t
"

Burns: To a Mouse.

oreast'-lng, pr. par., a., k «. [Breast, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. and adj. : In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Mill.: The curved masonry against which
the shuttle side of a breast-wheel works, and
which prevents the water from slipping past
the wheel.

2. Paper-making: The concave bed against

which the wheel of a rag-engine works ; be-
tween the two is the throat. [Rao-engine.]

breast-knot (fc silent), s. [Eng. breast;
knot. ] A knot or bunch of ribands worn by
women on the breast.

" Our ladles have still faces, and our men hearts

;

why may we not hope for the same achievement*
from the influence of this breastknot I "—Addison :

Freeholder.

breast- less, a. [Eng. breast, s. ; -less.]

Having no breasts (that is, not included
among the mammalia) ; deprived of breasts
(as the mythic Amazons were said to be).

breast-pin, s. [Eng. breast; pin.] A pin
worn on the breast to fasten the dress, for
ornament ; a scarf-pin.

breast'-plate, s. [Eng. breast; plate."]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literafly. Of plates of a material kind

:

(1) Of men:
(a) Armour in the form of a metallic plate

worn upon the breast.
"

' Gainst shield, helm, breastplate, and, instead of those.
Five sharp smooth atones from the next brook he

chose.' Cowley.

(b) Such a plate, not for defence but for
symbolic purposes, on the breast of the Jewish
high priest. It was made of richly-embroidered
cloth, set with four rows of precious stones
each engraved with the name of one of the
twelve tribes. (Exod. xxviii. 15-29, xxxix.

Ml)
" And he put the breastplate upon him ; also he put

In the breastplate the Urira and the Thuinmiiu."—
/.<•". vi i i. a

(2) Of animals:

(a) A plate upon tha breast of the apoca-
lyptic locusts.

"And they fth
breastplates of iron"—Rev. lx. 9.

(6) A plate of shell covering the breast of
a tortoise or other chelonian reptile.

" While staying in tnis upper region, we lived en-
tirely upon tortoise-meat ; the breast-plate roasted (as

the Gauchos do came con cuero) with the fleBh on it is

very good."—Darwin: Voyage round the World (ed.
18701. ch. xviL, p. 377.

(c) A leather band worn round the neck of

a horse, attached to the head of the saddle
and to the saddle-girths. (Used only for riding
purposes.)

2. Fig. Of defence not material : Means of
defence against spiritual assault.

" . . . . having on the breastplate of righteousness,"
Ephes. vi. it

TJ. Boring instruments : A plate which re-

ceives the hinder end of a drill, and by which
pressure is applied. Formerly held against
the breast, it still retains its name, even when
otherwise supported. [Breast-drill.]

breast -rail, s. [Eng. breast ; rail]

Arch., Naut, Ac. : The tipper rail on a bal-
cony, or on the breastwork of the quarter-deck
of a vessel, or any similar place.

breast-rope, s. [Eng. breast; rope.]

1, Naut. : The same as breast-band (q.v.).

2. Plural: Those ropes in a ship which
fasten the yards to the parrels, and, with the
parrels, hold the yards fast to the mast
(Harris.)

breast -work, s. [Eng. breast; work.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : A rude fieldwork thrown up as
high as the breast, or any height for the pur-
pose of defence ; a parapet. [II. 1.]

" Sir John Astley cast up breastworks, and made a
redoubt for the defence of his men."—Clarendon.
2. Figuratively

:

" In fact, this watery breastwork, a perpendicular
wall of water carrying itself as trne as if controlled by
a mason's plumb-line]r—De Quincey . Works (2nd ed. J,

IX Technically:

L Fortif. : A hastily-constructed parapet
made of material at hand, such as earth, logs,
rails, timber, and designed to protect troops
from the ftre of in enemy.

2. Arch. The parapet of a building.

3. Shipbuilding: A railing or balustrade
standing athwartships across a deck, as on
the forward end of the quarter-deck or round-
house. The beam supporting it is a breast-
beam.

breath, * breeth, * brothe, * breth, 5.

[A.S. brdsth; 0. H. Ger. pradan.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

(1) Of man and the other animal creation

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The air drawn in and expelled by the
lungs in the process of respiration. [II. l.j
" Brethe. Anelitus, alitus, spitamen."—Prompt. Par*.

" message*-, fulfild of dronkenease.
Strong is thy breth. thy lymes faltren ay "

Chaucer: C. T., 5191-92.

(2) The act or power of breathing, or of
respiration.

• He giveth to all life, and breath."— Acts xvii. 25.

(3) A single respiration : hence used figu-

ratively for an instant. [2 (3).] In a breath
=. at one and the same time, together.

"You menace me, and court me, in a breath.*
Dryden.

*(4) An odour, smell, exhalation.

"The brethe of the brynston bi that hit blende were.**
Attit. Poems: Cleanness, 1. 967.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Life ; that which gives or supports
vitality or inspiration in anything.

"That hadde his breth almost bynomen."
Homaunt of the Rose.

" Quench, oh quench not that flame ! It is the breath
of your being.

Love is life, but hatred Is death."
Longfellow : Children of the Lord's Supper.

(2) Time for breathing (lit or Jig.), a respite,

pause.
" Give me some breath, some little pause, my lord.
Before 1 positively speak"

Shakesp. : Richard III., It. 2.

(3) The duration of a breath, an instant

[1 (S).]

(4) Words, language, anything uttered.
" Evil was this world's breath, which cam*

Between the good and brave !

"

Remans : The Kaiser's Feast.

(5) Mere air ; emptiness.
" Vowa are but breath, and breath a vapour la."

Shakesp. : Love's L. Lost, iv. a
"Covenants being but words and breath have no

force to oblige."

—

Bobbes: Leviathan.

* (6) Rage, fury.
" His brode eghne

That fulle brymly for breth brynte as the gledys."
Morte Arthurs, l\e.

(Y) Opinion," sentiments ; tendency of
thought. For it seems often merely to respect
a partial expression of one's mind. " I wad
fain hear his breath about this business."
(Scotch.)

(11) Of nature:

1. Lit : Air gently in motion ; a very slight
breeze.

"Anon out of the north est the noya bigynee.
When bothe brethes con blowe vpon bio watteres.'*

Early Eng. Allit. Poems (ed. Morris) ; Patience, 1. 138.

" Not a breath of wind ; a solemn stillness ; all nature
fast asleep."—8. Smith: Letters, Ho. 256.

2. Figuratively:
". . . and at the same time open, as it were, awfndow

to the outer world through winch an occasional breath
of every day English sentiment might flutter the self-

absorption of university life."—Times, Nov. 17, 1877.

IL Technically

;

1. Physi-ol. : For details regarding the or-

Cie machine on the action of which breath-
depends, see Lungs. For the process of

breathing itself see Respiration. From 350
to 400 cubic feet of air are drawn into the
lungs in 24 hours. The air expired is different,

both in volume and composition, from that
which was respired. Each hour an adult
man takes in 450 to 550 grains of oxygen, and
emits in the same period about 632 grains of
carbonic acid, about 45 to 50 grains of nitro-

fen, and 9,720 grains of watery vapour,
fence a continued supply of fresh air, laden

with oxygen, is needful to maintain life. For
the want of it, out of 146 prisoners shut up
in the " Black Hole" of Calcutta, whieh was
not a hole at all but only a room too small
for its occupants, 123 perished in eight hours,
as did 260 out of 300 Russian prisoners con-
fined in a cave after the battle of Austerlitz.

[Air.]

2. Music : The signs to mark where breath
is to be taken are—' * J, (Grove.)

HI. In special phrases

:

1. Below one's breath ; The same as under
one's breath.

2. In breath :

(1) Breathing, alive.
*' When your first queen's again in breath."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, v. L
(2) Able to breathe.

3, Out of breath : Breathless, exhausted.

4. Under one's breath : Very quietly, in fear.

bfiLb©^; pout, jowl;

-cian, -Uan = sban.

cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, seta; thin, this: sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -lAg.

-tlon, 8ion m ahun ; -(ion, -gion= zhun. -clous, -ttous, -sious • anus, -ble. -die. &c. — bel, del.
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"The result of the adventure used to be spoken of
under ourbreaih and In secret"—B. Miller: School*
and Scho<d matters, p. 69.

5. With bated breath : In a humble, subser-
vient voice.

" Shalt I bend low, and in a bondman's key,
With bated breath, and whispering humbleness,**

Shaketp. I Met. qf Venice, I 1

8. Breath of life: The soul
"Yet one doubt

Pursues me [Adam] still, lest all I cannot die

:

Lest that pure breath of life, the spirit of man
Which God inspired, cannot together perish
With this corporeal clod."

Milton : Par. Lost, x. 7K—79L
7. To take one's breath (lit. ot Jig.): To pause,

to recover one's self.

8. To catch one's breath: To prevent one
from breathing freely.

9. To hold one's breaih : To be eagerly ex-
pectant

breath-figure, s. A figure produced by
the breath, after a coin or anything similar
has been laid upon a plate of smooth metal or
glass. The figure is that of the coin. Elec-
tricity may have to do with its production.

breath-giver, s. He who gives life, or
the power of breathing ; God.

" Peace, wicked woman, peace, vnworthy to breath.
that doest not acknowledge the breath-giver ; most
vnworthy to haue a tongue, which speakest agaimrt
him, through whom thou speakest —Sidney: Arca-
dia, p. 263.

breath -able, a. [Eng. breath(e); -able.]

That may be breathed, fit to be breathed.
" The expulsion of carbonic acid from the blood, and

the taking in of an equivalent amount of oxygen from
the air, go on so long as the air is breathabler—Corn-
kill Magazine, 1862, p. 485.

t breath a-ble-ness, i. [Eng. breathable

;

-ness. ] The quality of being breathable, or fit

to be breathed.

breathe, * breath, * brethyn, * brcthe,
f/.l & t. [Breath, s.]

A. Intransitive :

L Literally. Of beings

:

1. To inhale or exhale air, to respire.
" Whil yit thou art aboue and brethett."— Wycliffe:

Mcclus xxxiii 21.

" Brethyn , or ondyn. Spiro, anelo, aspiro." —
Prompt. Part.

1 2. To have the power of respiration, to live.

"... he left none remaining, but utterly destroved
all that breathed, as the Lord fled of Israel com-
manded."

—

Jothua x. 40.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Of persons ; To take breath, to recover
oneself.

" He presently followed the victory so hot upon the
Boots, that he suffered them not to breathe, or gather
themselves together again."— Spenser; State of Jre-
land

2. Of things:

(1) To pass as air, to be exhaled.
" Shall I not, then, be stifled in the vault.
To whose foul mouth no healthsome mt breathe* in."

Shaketp, ; Romeo and Juliet, iv. &,

(2) To live ; to be actively in motion.
" Deep thoughts of majesty and might
For ever breathing there."

Bemant .- Bryri Wen.
B. Transitive:

i. With a cognate object

:

I. Literally : To inhale or exhale.
" Glad are they who therein sail.

Once more to breathe the balmy gale."
WOton : Isle of Palme, iii 208.

XL Figuratively :

1. To emit as a breath, to set in motion
•oftly ; to exhale, to be redolent of.

(1) Of air or wind.
" Place me where winter breathe* his keenest air."

Cowper : Table Talk,

(2) Of music.
" And, as I wake, sweet music breathe*."

Milton : It Penseroto,

(3) Of odours.
" His attar breathe*

Ambrosial odours and ambrosial flowers."
MiUon ,

/'. /. , U. ii.

2. To declare or express.

(1) By speech.

(a) In a bad sense : To threaten.

"Some recommended caution .and delay; others
breathed nothing but war." — Macaulay : But. Eng.,
ch xxvi.

(6) Of prayers or vows ; To utter softly.
" I have toward heaven breathed a secret tow,"

Shaketp. : Mer. of Venice, ill. 4.

(2) By outward signs.

"And his whole figure breathed intelligence."
Wordsworth : Excursion, ok. L

3. To set in motion or act upon with the
breath.

" They breathe the flute or rtrike the vocal wire."
Prior.

ii. With an object not cognate

:

L Literally:

1. To give time or rest for breathing to.

" After him came spurring hard
A gentleman, almost forspent with speed,
That stopp'd by me to breathe his bloodied horse."

Shaketp. : s Men, IV., L l.

2. (Rejlexively) : To take recreation ; to take
exercise.

" I think thou was created for men to breathe them-
selves upon."—Shaketp. : AlCs Well, ii a (.Yaret.)

"
. . . . they had also of auncient time divers other

Manor houses of lease cost and capacitie, planted in
divers parts of this country, in wnich they used to
breathe themselves."—Lambarde: Peramb. of Kent,
p. 239.

3. To put out of breath ; to exhaust.
"Christian began to pant and said, *I dare My this

Is a breathing MIL' "—Banyan : P. P., pt ii.

TX Figuratively

:

1. To allow to rest for a time.
** Tho, when no more could nigh to him approch.
He breath'd his sword, and rested him till day."

Spenser: P. Q., \l.xL 47.

2. To give air or vent to.

She sunk down at her feet In fits, so that they
were forced to oreef*' -»*" '*—

°*"kardson .* Claritta,
vol via,, leti. Sfa

x>. m special' prases :

1. To breathe again :

(1) Lit. : To take breath afresh.

(2) Fig. ; To recover one's senses or cour-
age, to be relieved in mind.

2. To breathe out:

(1) Lit. : To emit as breath.
"She is called, by ancient authors, the tenth muse,

and by Plutarch is compared to Cat us, the son of
Vulcan, who breathed out nothing but name."—Sped.

(2) Figuratively:

(a) To exhale. [B.i. II. 1.]
'* Whan thei shuld brethen out ther soul's in the

bosom of ther mod r is. "— Wycllffe : Lament. 11. 12.

(6) To utter threateningly. [B. i. II. 2 (1).]
" So desperate thieves, all hopeless of their lives.
Breathe out invectives 'gainst the officers."

Shaketp. . 3 Ben. VI., 1 4.

"And Saul, yet breathing out threatening! and
slaughter . .

."—Actsix. I.

3. To breathe into : To cause to pass into as
a breath.

"He breathed into us the breath of life, a vital active
spirit ; . . ."—Decay of Piety.

* 4. To breathe after : To aspire to, aim at.

"We disown ourselves to be his creatures, if we
breathe not after a resemblance to him in what he
is i mi table."

—

Charnock : Discourses, ii. 259.

5. To breathe one's last : To die.

breathed, pa. par. & a. [Breathe, v.]

L Gen. : In senses corresponding to those
of the verb.

" Each heart shall echo to the strain
Breathed in the warrior's praise.''

Bemans : The Crusaders' War-Song.

TX Specially:

* 1. Full of breath ; having good breath or
wind ; stout.

" Thy greyhounds are as swift as breathed stags."—
Shaketp. : Tarn, of Shrew, Induct., ii.

2. Wanting in breath ; out of breath.
" Hr. Tulkinghorn arrives in his turret-room, a

little breathed by the journey up"—Dicken* : Bleak
Bouse.

* breathe man, * brcthe man, s. [Eng.
breathe ; -man.] One who blows a horn,
trumpet, &c.

" Bremly the brethemen braggea In troumppes."
Morte Arthure. 4,107.

breath -er, * breth-ere, s. [Eng. breath(e);

-er.]

L Literally

:

t 1. One who breathes, or lives.

" When all the breather* of this world are dead.
You still shall live." Shaketp. : Sonnets, 81.

* 2. One who utters or publishes anything.
"Saul, yit brethere, or blowere, of manassis and

hetyng, or sleyng, into disciplis of the Lord, cam nygh
to the princes of prestis, and axide of hem epistfis
into Damaske, to synagogis,' — Wycliffe: Actsix. 1.

" No particular scandal once can touch,
Bsrt it confounds the breather."

Shakesp. : Meas.for Meat., iv. 4.

IX Figuratively:

1 1. An inspirer ; one that animates or in-

fuses by inspiration.

2. That which puts out of breath or ex-
hausts. (Colloquial )

" It's a breather. "—Dickens I Dombey and Son.

3. An exercise gallop, to improve the wind.
(Colloquial.)

". . . for the famous Worcestershire Jockey gave
him his breather."—Daily Jfewt, oept 11, 1878.

* breath -ful, a. [Eng. breath ; fuHf).]

1. Literally : Full of breath or wind.
" And eke the breathfutl bellowes blew amain*.
Like to the Northren winde, that none could hears.*

Spenser: P.Q..1V.Y.U.
2. Figuratively

:

(1) Full of odour.
" Fresh Costmarie, and breathfutl Camomili"

Spenser: Muiopotmos, 194.

(2) Full of life ; living.

breath Ing, * breth-inge, * breth ing,
* breth-ynge, pr. par. ,a.,&e. (Breathe!^

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip, adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.
" But, oh 1 the life in Nature's green domains,
The breathing sense of Joy ! where flowers art

springing.

'

Bemans : The Release of Tamo.

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The act or process of inhaling and exhal-
ing breath ; respiration.

" The laborious breathing necessary In high regions
would, we have some reason to believe, increase the
size of the chest "—Darwin : Origin of Species (ed
1859), ch. vi, p. 196.

(2) The breath.
" Tis her breathing that perfumes."

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, ii. f.

(3) Air in gentle motion ; a very light
breeze, a breath of air.

" No gentle breathings from thy distant sky
Came o'er his path, aud whisper'd ' Liberty ! '

"

Bemant: Elysium.
" Vast as it is, it answers as It flows
The breathings of the lightest air that blows."

Cowper; Retirement.

(4) Exercise taken to promote ease of respir-

ation.
"Here Is a lady that wants breathing too."

Shaketp. : Pertclet, ii. S.

(5) A breathing-place, a rent.
" The warmth distends the chinks, and makes
New breathing* whence new nourishment she

takes." Drydett,

2. Figuratively

:

(1) An aspiration or earnest desire, accom
panied by secret prayer for anything.

"Thou hast heard my voice; hide not thine ear at
my breathing, at my cry.*—Lam. iii 56.

(2) Any gentle influence or inspiration, ai
*' the breathings of the spirit."

(3) Utterance, publicity by word of mouth.
" I am sorry to give breathing to my purpose."

Shakesp. : Ant. A Cleop., I. S.

H Technically:

(1) Grammar:
(a) Aspiration ; the sound produced by the

use of the letter h.

(6) Greek Grammar: A mark placed over
the initial vowel of a word to denote aspira-

tion. There are two kinds : (a) the rough
breathing (spiritus asper), indicated by a
turned comma (

'
), signifies that the vowel is

to be pronounced as if preceded by the letter

h, as avrbc (pronounced hautns); (fi) the
smooth breathing (spiritus lenis), indicated by
a comma over the vowel (*), signifies the

absence of any aspirate, as avrbs (pronounced
autos).

(2) Hunting : This word, applied to the
stag, has the same meaning as at gaze. [Gaze,

».]

breathing place, s.

1. An outlet or vent for breathing or tht
passage of air.

2. A place for taking breath ; a pause.

"That os-sura, or breathing-place, in the midst at
the verse, neither Italian nor Spanish have, th*
French aud we almost never fail ol "

—

Sidney : Defence}

of Poesy.

breathing pore, s.

Bot. : A pore in the cuticle of plants.

breathing-space, s. Room or time for

breathing, or recovering one's self. (Lit. <*

to.)
"There the passions, cramp'd no lougti, shall have

scope and breathing-space."
Tennyson : Locksley Ball.

breathing-time, s. A time or space for

recovering one's breath (lit. &fig.); a pause;
relaxation.

*' This breathing- time the matron took ; and then
Resumed the thread of her discourse again.

Dryden : The Bind and Panther, iii

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p6t,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd\ son; mute, ciib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. ee t ce - c. ey-a. qu = kw.
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"We have grow* wise enough to shrink from un-

ueceaury interference in foreign brawls; and It be*

bovee us to turn this happy breathing-time to the beat
account."— Daily Telegraph, Nor. 1, 1865.

breathing-while, a. The space of time

in which one could take a breath ; a moment,
an instant. [Breath, 4.]

" Bad and be blasted in a breathing-while."
Shakesp. : Venus A Adonis, 1,142.

breath -less, a. [Eng. breath; -less.]

I. Literally:

1. Wanting in breath ; out of breath.
" Urging his followers, till their foes, beset.

Stand faint and t-reathless, but undaunted yet."
Henians : The Abencerrage, c. L

2. Dead, lifeless.

" Defends the breathless carcass on the ground."
Pope : Homtr't Iliad, xvi.

3. Attended with exhaustion or want of
breath.

" How I remember that breathless flight.*'

Longfellow : The (iolden Legend, iv.

II. Figuratively : Excited, eager ; holding
one's breath in anxiety or eagerness.

" Thronging round him, breathless thousands naze."
Remans: The Abencerrage, ii.

breath -less-ly, adv. [Eng. breathless ; -ly.J

In a breathless manner.

breath- less - ness, s. [Eng. breathless;

ness.] Breathless condition ; want of breath.

"Hethinks t hear the soldiers and bnsie officers
when they were rolling that other weighty stone (for
sa.cn we probably conceive), to the month of the vault
with much toll and sweat and breathlessness, how
they bragged of the Bureuess of the place."—Bp. Sail

:

Works, ii. 276,

* breath'-*, a. [Eng. breath; -y.] Pull of
air or wind, windy.

"Lightning is less flamy and less breathy."—Swan:
tpeculum Mundi (1S35), p. 186,

brecc-i-a (coas ch), s. [Ital. breccia; Fr.

breche = (1) a breach, (2) a fragment]

1. Building, Comm.,dtc: A kind of marble
composed of a mass of angular fragments,
closely cemented together in such a manner
that when broken they form breches or
notches.

2. Geol. : The word has now a more extended
signification. It signifies a rock composed
of angular as distinguished from rounded frag-
ments united by a cement of lime, oxide of
iron, &c. The fragments of course are derived
from pre-existing rocks. Presumably these
are not far off, for if the fragments had been
transported from a distance by water, their
angles would have been rounded off. There

i
are quartsite breccias, ferruginous breccias,
volcanic breccias, bone breccias, Ac

". . . faced with barricades of limestone rock, inter-
mixed with huge masses of breccia, or pebbles imbedded
in some softer substance which has hardened around
them like mortar.'*

—

Scott .- Rob Roy, ch. xxxii,
" I noticed that the smaller streams in the Pampas

were paved with a breccia of bones. "

—

Darwin : Voyage
round the World (ed. 1870), eh. vlL, p. 134.

brecc -I-a-ted (cc as eh), a. [Breccia.]
1 Abounding in breccia ; consisting of angular

fragments cemented together.
" There are many points in Auvergne where igneous

rocks have been forced by subsequent injection through
clays and marly limestones, in such a manner that the
whole has become blended in one confused and brec-
ciated mass."—LyeU : Princ. of Geol., lii. 259.

breoc-i-d- (cc as ch), pre/. [Breccia.] Of,
!

belonging to, or in part consisting of a breccia,

breccio conglomerate, s.

Petrol. : A rock consisting partly of angular
and partly of rounded materials. (Rutley.)

* brech, s. [Breach, Breech.]

brech'-am, brech'-ame (ch guttural), $.

[Etyni. doubtful; cf.*A.S. beorgan= to pro-
:

tect
; the second element is prob. Eng. hame

(q.v.)."l The collar of a draught-horse. (Scotch.)

brech -an, * breck'-an (Scotch), s.
(Bracken. ] Ferns.
"
E*J ?£*?r *° mt ?on lone

a*1*™ o' green breckan,
Wl the burn stealing under the lang yellow broom.''

Burns: Caledonia.
'* breche, s. [Breech, Breach.]

breck, * brack, s. [Breach.]
1. A gap in a hedge. (Bailey.)

2. A piece of unenclosed arable land; a
sheep-walk.

Dreck'-Sn, s. [Bracken.]

bred, * breid, s. [Bread.]

1. Bread.

" Bred, kalues nets, and Cures bred.
And buttere. hem tho sondes bed."

Story of Gen. and Exod., 1,013-14.

" Quhow understand ye that is wrlttin be 8. Paull,
Wear mony aue breid and ane body T" —Jf, Winyet

:

Questions ; Keiths Hist., A pp., p. 232.

2. A loaf or mass of bread by itself, whether
large or small. (The term is still vulgarly
used by bakers in this sense.) (Scotch.)

" Quby use ye at your Communioun now four, now
thre coupis, and mony breidist*—S. Winyet: Ques-
tions; Keith's Mist., App., p. 232,

1 It is sometimes distinguished by its rela-

tive size.

" Imprimis, daylie xilil gret bred. To the lavander
iij gret bred. Summa 01 bred, ltx gret bred."—Royal
Household: Chalmers's Mary, i. 178, 17a.

* bred-wrigte, s. [O. Eng. bred =
bread, and wright (q.v.) as a maker.] One
who makes bread, a baker.

" Quath this bred-wrigte, ' litheth nu me.'"
Story of Gen. and Exod., 2,077.

bred, pa. par. k a. [Brebd, v.]

A. & B. As pa. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

** Their malice was bred in them."— Wisdom, ril. 10.

•* Not so the Borderer :

—

bred to war,
He knew the battle's din afar."

Scott : ifarmion, v. 4.

T Often in composition. [Halt-bred, Ill-
bred, Well-bred.]

bred-sore, s. A whitlow.

bred'-ber-gite, s. [From Bredberg, a Swedish
mineralogist.]

Min. : A variety of garnet, described by
Dana as Lime-magnesia Iron-garnet. It is

from Sala in Sweden.

"bredde, pret. & pa. par. [Breed.] Bred,
generated. (Prompt. Parv.)

"It wirruede, bredde, and rotede thor."
Story of Gen. and Exod,, 8,342.

* bred-dit, pa. par. or a. [Braided.] Covered,
as though with embroidery.
" The durris and the windois all war breddit
With massie gold, quhairof the fynes scheddlt"

Police of Honour, lii. 68. (Edin. ed.. 1579.)

* brede (1), v.t. & i. [Breed.] (Prompt.
Parv.)

* brede (2), v.i. [A.S. ortfcdam= to extend,
spread ; or perhaps = breed, grow.] [Breed,
v., B., 3, (2).] To spread out, to extend.

" And blomys bricht besyd thame bredis."

Barbour : The Bruce (ed. Skeat), xvi. «.

* brede (3), * breden, v.t. [A.8. brasdan.]
To roast, burn.

" His flsasce be gan breden."—Layamon, liL 81.

" Han and hous thei brent and bredden."—Arthour
and Merlin, p. 270.

* brede (4), 'breid, v. [Breed, v.] To re-

semble.

* brede (1), s. [Braid, *.] A braid, a piece of
braiding or embroidery.

" In a curious brede of needlework, one colour falls
away bv suoh Just degrees, and another rises so insen-
sibly, that we see the variety, without being able to
distinguish the total vanishing of the one from the
first appearance of the other."—Addison.
" Half-lapped In glowing gauze and golden brede."

Tennyson : Princess, vt 118.

* brede (2), s. [A.S. &rerd=a brim, ... a
shore, a bank.] A limit.

"The burne blessed hym belyue & the brede* passed*
Qaw. A the Gr. Knight, 2,071.

* brede (3), pa. par. & s. [A. S. brdSde = roasted
meat (Somner).] Roast meat.
"Sum as brede broohede, and bierdez thame toornede."

Morte Arthure, 1,052.

* brede (4), * bred, s. [Bread.]

brede -huchc, * bredhitithe, s. A
lump of bread.

" Brede-huche (bredhitithe. P.) Turrundula, UG. in
turgeo."—Prompt. Parv.

* brede (5), «. [A.S. bred = a plank, a board.]
A small table.

" Brede, or lytylle borde. Mensuta, tabeUa, asseru-
lus.'—Prompt. Parv.

* brede - chese, bred - obese, s.

[Provinc. Eng. of Eastern counties bred = a
braid used to press curd for cheese ; or bred
= a braid-platter ; cJiese=Eug. cheese.] A
cheese freshly taken from the press or served
on a " bred," or broad platter. (Way.)

" Bredechese [bredcheee, P.\ Jumtata Uunctata,
P.)."—Prompt. Pare.

* brede (6), s. [Breadth, Broad.] Breadth.
•"The brigge ys . . . on brede fourty fete."

Sir Ferumbras, L688.
" Brede or squarenesse. croissure."—Palsgrave.

1 bredir, *. pi. [Brother, j Brethren.

1 bredls, s. pi. [Jamieson says this it oar
tainly the same with in brede as >s»ed b*
Chaucer, which Tyrwhitt renders abroad
Thus brondyn in bredi* is " brkachcd out."
But it appears more probable that the MS.
has been mis-read, and that we should read
broudyn in bredis ~ embroidered, as with
braids.] [Bredk(I), *.]

" The birth that the ground bure was brondyn In
bredu

With g»a»s gay as the gold, and granis of grace."
Houlate, L 3. M3.

'bredthe, s. [Breadth.] Breadth.
" Bredthe of anytbyng, largeur."—Palsereme.

* bred-yn (1), v.t. [Breed.] (Prompt. Parv.)

1 bred-yn
Parv.)

v.t. [Broaden.] (Prompt.

* bred ynge (1), pr. par. & «. [Breed, v.]

(Prompt. Parv.)

* bred ynge (2), pr. par. & a. [Bbedth (2).]
(Prompt. Parv.)

* bred ynge (3), pr. par. , a., A «. (Bbaiduio. ]

(Prompt. Parv.)

bree (1), brie, brew, broo (Scotch), «.

(A.S. briw; Dut ory ; Ger. brei ; O. H. Ger.
bri, brio; M. H. Ger. bri, brie.] [Brew(1), #.]

1. Broth, soup.
" The priest said grace, and all the thrang fell tee,
And ply'd their cutties at the smervy bree,''

Ross : Helenore, p. lit.

" Qood beef and mutton to be broo,
Dight spits, and then laid the rests to."

Sir Egeir., p. 64.

2. Juice, sauce.

3. Water, the sea ; moisture of any kind.
" Brent in the ore with the breme Iowe."

Destruct. of Troy, 12,514.

" A' ye douce folk, I've borne aboon the broo.
Were ye but here, what would ye say or do 1"

Burns : The Brigs of Ayr.

* bree (2), * broo, s. [A corruption of O. Fr.

brigue; O. Eng. brige = contention, quarrel.]

Hurry, bustle, tumult.
" Nae doubt, when ony sie poor chlel' as me
Plays tricks like that; yell, in a hurry. *ee
It thro' the parish raise an unco bree.

Shirref: Poems, p. 91.

bree (3), *. [Bre.] The eye-brow.

breea, *. [Bray (3), ».]

In East Yorkshire: The bank of a river.

(Prof. Phillips: Rivers, die, of Yorkshire, p.

262.)

breech, brech, * brok, * breko,
* bryeh (both sing, and pi.), * bry9he
(sing.), breeches (pi.) (pron. brlfh'-ef
{Eng.), breeks, breiks (pi.) (Scotch), s. &
a. [A.S. broc, bree (pi. bree, brax) = breeches,
trowsers, a girdle ; 6. IceL brdk (pi. broikr)

;

O. Dan. brog ; Dut. broek ; O. Fries, brie ; M.
H. Ger. bruoch; O. H. Ger. pruoh; Provinc.
Fr. brougues; Lat. braca, bracea (sing.), bracce,

braccoz (pi.), all = trowsers, breeches ; Gael.
briogais ; Ir. brog. The relation between the
Teutonic and the Celtic forms is not clearly

made out.] [Brogue.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language : '

1. Literally

:

(1) A garment worn to cover the lower part
of the body ; drawers. (Originally used of the
dress of women as well as of men, but now
confined to the latter.)

(a) Very rarely in the singular.
" The wommen wereu breech as well as men."—

MaundeviUe : Voiage, p. 250.

" That you might still have worn the petticoat.
And ne'er had stol'n the breech from Lancaster."

Shakr*p. •' :i Ben. VI., V. 5.

(6) Now only in this sense in the plural.

'".... and shall have linen breeches upon then-
loins; they shall not gird themselves with anything
that causeth sweat."—Ezek. xliv. 18.

"
. . . , stoles, albs ; chlamydes, togas, Chinese silks,

Afghaun shawls, trunk-hose, leather breeches. Celtic
phllibegs . . ."—Carlyle: Sartor Resartus,bk. i.,ch.v.

IT The Jewish priests wore linen breeches
(Exod. xxviii. 42, xxxix. 28 ; Levit. xvi. 4). In
classical times breeches were worn only by
the non-Roman and non-Grecian nations.

(2) Sing. : The hinder part of the person,
covered by the trowsers. (Hayward.) m

2. Figuratively:

(1) The hinder part of anything. [IL L]

Sfc. bo*y; po'ut, J©%1; cat, 90II, chorus,
-<d*n, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun

9hin. bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £
; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c «c bel, del.
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(2) To have the breeches, To wear the breeches:

To be master. (Said of wives who rule their
husbands.)

"Terentia, being a most cruel woman, and mariner
her husband's breechm."—North : Plutarch. (Cicero. I

" Come. Lopez, left give our wires the breaches too,
For they will hare em."

Beaum. <r Fletcher.' Women Pleated, T. a.

II. Technically :

1, Firearms and Ordnance : The rear portion
of a gun ; the part behind the chamber.

2. Shipbuilding ; The outer angle of a knee-
timber ; the inner angle is the throat.

B. As adjective i Pertaining to a breech In

any of the senses given under A.

breech-band, s.

Harness: The same as breeching, s. (2)(q.v.).

breech belt, * breche belt, * brek-
belt, s. A belt or girdle used to sustain the
breeches ; a waist-belt.

" His breche-belt all tobraet"
Bunttyng of the Hare, 106.

breech-block, s. A movable piece at

the breech of a breech-loading gun, which is

withdrawn for the insertion of a cartridge and
closed before firing, to receive the impact of

the recoil. [Fire-arm.]

breech - girdle, * brech - gurdel.
* brech - gerdel, * breek - girdille,
* breg-gurdel, * brich-gerdel, " brek-
gurtlel, brc gnrdcl, * bri-gurdel,
* bry-gyr-dyll, s - tEuK- breech ." O- En

fc*-

brech, breche, &e.= breech, and girdle.]

1. The same as breech-belt.

"Small trees that ben non hyere than a mannee
bretk'jirdilU.'—M-iunderiUe, p. 60.

" Jereinie s brech-gerdel rotede bexide the wetere."—
Ayenbite of Inurit (ed. Morris), p. 205.

2. The waist, the middle. [Breoouudel.]

breech-loader, $. A fire-arm in which
the charge is introduced at the rear instead of

at the muzzle. In small arms the barrels may
be hinged, or the breech may be opened and
closed oy means of a movable block of metal ;

in artillery the breech is closed by a screw or

a wedge. The use of breech-loaders goes back
to the sixteenth century; indeed, it is prob-

able that that form of arm is about as old as

the muzzle-loader. In the modern form, how-
ever, it is of quite recent introduction. The
Prussian needle-gun, which dates from about
1840, was the first breech-loading rifle used
as a military weapon. The soldiers of all

European armies ,now use breech-loaders.

[MAGAZ I N"E-RITLB. ]

" Another and still more Important lesson of the
present war is found in the use at once of intrench-
ments and breech-loadert."— Time*, Dec 12, 1877.

breech-loading, a. Made to be loaded

at the breech.

Breech-loading gun or cannon; A gun or

cannon made to be loaded at the breech in

place of the muzzle.

Breech-loading rifle: A rifle made to be
loaded at the breech.

breech pin, s.

Fire-arms: A plug screwed into the rear

end of a barrel, forming the bottom of the
charge-chamber. Otherwise called a breech-
plug or breech-screw.

breech-screw, s.

Fire-arms : The plug which closes the rear

end of the bore of a fire-arm barrel. The
parts are known as the plug, the face, the

tenon, the tang, and the tang-screw hole.

breech-sight, 5.

Fire-arms; The hinder sight of a gun. In
conjunction with the front sight It serves to

aim the gun at an object It is graduated to

degrees and fractions, their length on the

scale being equal to the tangents of an arc

having a radius equal to the distance between
the front and rear sights. The front sight is

merely a short piece of metal screwed into

the gun, usually at the muzzle, but some-
times between the trunnions, or on one of the

rimbases, with its upper edge parallel to the

bore of the gun. The rear sight may be de-

tached, having a circular base fitting the base

of the gun, or may slide through a slotted lug,

and be retained, at any given height by a set

screw. The breech-sight, the tangent scale,

and the pendulum are merely different forms
of this device. (Knight,)

breech wrench, *.

Fire-arms : A wrench used in turning out
the breech-pin of a fire-arm.

breech (or as brich), v.t. [From breech, S.

(q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To put into breeches.

2. To whip upon the breech.

XL Technically:

Of a gun 1 To fit with a breech ; to fasten

with breeching (q.v.).

breeched for as biiched) (Eng.), breeked
(Scotch). [Bheech, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Weariug, or having on breeches.

"But I can perceive that the Idea, romantic as it la,

is strongly felt by the bine-coated, red-*»w**rf crea-

tures, who are wanted just now to reinforce the maimed
armies of the Emperor " -Daily Sewt, Sept. 3. 1870.

(2) Put into breeches ; hence grown up.

(3) Whipped on the breech. (Beaum. & Fl.)

* 2, Figuratively : Covered, hidden.
" There, the murderers,

Steep'diu the colours of their trade, their daggers
Unmannerly breech'd with gore."

Shaketp. t Macbeth, It &
IX Technically

:

Of guns : Having a breech,

* breech'-er, s, {Breech ; -er.]

1. One who breeches.

2. One who flogs on the breech.
" Festeur. A whipper, scourger, breecher.'—Ootffrare.

breeches (pron. bfioh'-ds), s. pL [Breech.]

breeches-bible, s. A name given to a
bible printed in 1579, and so called from the
reading of Genesis iii. 7: "they sowed figge-

tree leaves together and made themselves
breeches." As a matter of fact, this bible has

no more distinctive right to the name than
Wickliffe's version, in which the same words
are also found.

breech'-ing (or as belch -ing), pr. par., a,
&s. [Breech, v. J

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. ad\1. .* In
senses corresi K>nding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

T. Ordinary Language : The act of whipping
on the breech ; the state of being so whipped.

" Memorandum, that I owe Anamneatea a breeching.''

—Brewer: Lingua, iii. L

XL Technically

:

1. Ordnance ; A rope secured by a thimble
to the I)leeching-loop of a ship's gun, and
attached^ by ite ends to ring-bolts on each
side of the port-hole, serving to limit the
recoil of the gun when fired. The breeching-
loop occupies the place of the ordinary
cascabel.

2. Harness: The portion which comes be-

hind the buttocks of a horse, and enables him
to hold back the vehicle in descending a hill.

It is called also a breech-baud.

3. Furnace ; A bifurcated smoke-pipe of a
furnace or heater.

breechlng-hook, s.

Vehicles : A loop or hook on the shaft of a
carriage for the attachment of the strap of

the breeching, by which the horse bears back-
wardly against the load in descending a hill.

breechlng-loop, i.

Ordnance : The loop of the cascabel In ships'

guns, through which the breeching goes to

prevent the recoil.
,

breed, * brede, * brcden, * bredyn,
* breede, v.t. & i. [A.S. bredan = to nou-
rish, keep warm ; Dut. broeden =s to brood,
broeijen — (1) to hatch, incubate, (2)to brew ;

O. H. Ger. pruatan ; Ger. briUen ; Wei. brvfd
— hot, warm ; brydiaw = to heat, inflame ;

Lat. /overs m to cherish, nourish. The word
is closely connected with brew (q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

I. Literally

:

1. To procreate, generate, beget

t (1) Of auewia beings

:

** Moght we any barnes brede.'
CUnor Jlundi, t,Ms.

(2) 0/ animals : To beget, generate, bring
forth.

(3) Offowls: To hatch,

"Bredyn' or hetchyn', aa byTdya. Pulliflco.
u —

Prompt. Par*.

2. To cause to asiat
" If the sun breed mnggutsin adead dog. "—

Hamlet, II. 2. I

3. To produce, bring into existence.
" Ther I was bred, also that ilke day.
And foetred in a ruck of marble gray."

Cftauoer; C. T., 1,0114

IL Figuratively:

L To educate, instruct, form by instruction
" Charged my brother to breed me well."

Shaketp. : At yen like It, 1 1
" To breed np the eon to common sense.
Is evermore the parent's leaat ex penes*"

DryJen : Juvenal.

2. To rear up.
•* Ah wretched me I by fates averse decreed
Tu bring thee forth with vein, with care to breed."

Dryden.

Z. To raise or continue a breed.

We breed the sheep and we kill it
CoUridge ; The Friend, p. Ul

i. To produce, give birth to.

(1) Of material tilings

:

" That ever Borne shoald breed thy fellow."
Xhakctp. : JuliuM Cawr, v. L

*". . . the worthiest divine Christendom hath bred
tor the space of some hundreds of years."—Hooker,

(2) Of immaterial things: To occasion,
cause, give rise to, originate.

"Thy love excedeth
Hesure, and many a peine bredeth."

dower ; C'onf. A man., 1 M.
** The danger hid, the place nnknowue and wild*.
Breedee dreadfuU doubts. Oft flre is without smoke,"

Speiuer : F. q., I. i. 11

6. To be the birthplace of.

" The imperious seas breed monsters.

"

Shakeep. ; Cymbeline, It. 1
" It bred worms and stank."

—

Exodut, xvL V).

6. To contrive, plot, hatch.
" My son Edgar! Had he a hand to write this! a

heart and brain to breed it in ? "—Shaketp. : Lear, L 1
B. Intransitive :

L Literally:

L To hear, give birth to young.
" To *itten and sonpen ....
And breden as burgbe swyn."

Langland : Piers Plow., 1.071

" Here nothing breede."
Shaketp. : Titut And., U. 1

2. To raise or continue a breed or kind.

3. To have birth, be procreated or produced.

(1) Of animate beings

:

" To the lmrte and to the bare
That bredut in the rise."*

Avowing of Arthur 11.

(2) Of inanimate things:
" Bloamea bredeth on the bowes."— Wright : Lyrie

Poem*, p. 45.

IX Figuratively:

1, To be the birthplace or origin of living

things. (Compare our expression to become

alive uTith.)

" Itfmanna] wirmede, bredde and rotede. "Story 4/
Oen. and Exod., 8^42.

2. To take its origin or cause from, arise, be

produced, or originated from.
" Heaven rain grace

On that which breede between them."
Shaketp : Tempest, Ui L

•ff To breed of, to breid of, to braid of:

1. To resemble.

"Ye breed of the millers dog, ye lick your mouth or

the poke be ope."—Fergmon : Scotch Proverbt, V- H
**Ye breed o' the gowk, . . ."—Ibid., p. SI

2. To appear, to be manifest.
" Sum echamee to ask as braidt of me."

Dunbar : Bannatyne Poems, p. 46. st a. (Jamieton.)

•J Crabb thus distinguishes between the

verbs to breed and to engender

:

—" To breed is

to bring into existence by a slow operation, to

engender is to be the author or prime cause

of existence. So, in the metaphorical sense,

frequent quarrels are apt to breed hatred and

animosity. .... Whatever breeds acts

gradually ; whatever engenders produces im-

mediately as cause and effect. Uncleanness

breeds diseases of the body ; want of occupa-

tion breeds those of the mind ; playing at

chance games engenders a love of money.'

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* breed-bate, s. A quarrelsome person,

one who causes quarrels and disturbances.

** No tell-tale, nor no breed-bate."—Shaketp t Mmry
rsassVi.1

* breed (1), * brede, s. [Bread]
" And straw her cage faire and soft as silk,

n
And geve hem sugre, hony, breed, sua mylt

Chaucer: W.«M
" Sufflciantly al his lyvyng.
Yit may he go his breed begging ; m
Fro doro to dore, he may go trace. ^^

The Komnunt of the note-

fate, at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w5t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, tar, marine; go, p*t,

or. wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, ouh, cure, unite, our, rule, fuU ; try, Syrian, as, ce = 6. ey = a. qu = kw.
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breed CSD* * [Breed, v.]

L LiteraUy;

1. A subdlvision of species ; a class, a caste,

a kind.
" Butter of kine, and milk of sheep, with fat of

lambs, and ranisui Hut breed of Bashau." —Deal. xxxii.
11
"The greater number of men were of a mixed breed,

between Negro, Indian, and Spaniard."

—

Darwin:
Voyage Round the World (ed. 187uJ, ch. iv., p. 71.

2. A family; a generation (generally con-
temptuouslyX
"A cousin of hie laet wife's was proposed; but John

would have no more of the breed. —Arbuthnot : Hist.

ef John Bull.

3. Ottopring.

*' Since that the truest issue of thy throne
By his own Interdiction stands accursed.
And does blaspheme his breed,"

Shakesp : Macbeth, iv. 1
IX Figuratively:

* 1. Produce of any kind ; result, increase.
" For when did friendship take

A breed for barren metal of his friend?''
Shakesp ; Mer. of Venice, L 3.

* 2. The act of breeding ; a brood.
" She lays them in the sand, where they lie till they

are hatched ; sometimes above an hundred at a breed.—Orew.

breed (3), * bread, * breede, * bredo,
* breid, a [Breadth.]

1. Breadth, width.
"Within the temple of mighty Mars thereede?
Al peynted waa the wal in length and breede."

Chaucer: C. T., 19T1-7Z-

2. A breadth of cloth, woollen or linen.
(Scotch.)

"Of clalth of sflver—conteningthrettielang&reiddi*,
sevin schort breidls, four laug and small breidis, and
tua small aud schort breidis."—Inventories A. 1678,
p. 211.

" Ye maun sleeve-buttou't wl' twa adder-beads

;

Wl' unchristened fingers maun plait down the breed*."
Remain* A'ithtdale and Uailotoay Song, p. 111.

(Jamieson )

breed'-er, s. [Breed, v.t.]

L Literally:

1. That which breeds or produces young.
" Yon lore the breeder better than the male."

Shakesp. : 3 Hen. VI., ii. L
" Get thee to a nunnery : why wonld'st thou he 4

breeder of sinners ? "—S?Mke*p. ; Hamlet, iii. L.

2. A female that is prolific, and good at
breeding.

IL Figuratively;

1 1. That which produces anything, the
cause or origin.

" Give sentence on this execrable wretch,
That hath been breeder of these dire events."

Shakesp. ; Titu* Andron., t. a
" Time is the nurse and breeder of all good."

Ibid, : Two Oent. of Ver., ill. L
2. One who devotes himself to the breed-

ing and rearing of stock.
*' Breeder* believe that long limbs are almost always

accompanied by an elongated head."—Darwin: Origin
of Species (ed. 1859), ch. L, p. 11.

1 3. The person or country which gives birth
to and rears anything.

" Time was, when Italy and Rome have been the
best breeders and briugeranpof the worthiest men."—Atcham; Ochoolmjttttr.

breed'-ing, *bred-ynge, *brod-ynge,
pr. par,, a., & s. [Breed, v.]

A. & B. -4s present participle and participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive

:

I. Literally;

1. The act of procreating or giving birth to.

2. The art or practice of raising or continu-
ing a breed or kind.

" It would indeed have bean a strange fact, bad at-
tention not been paid to breedntA"—Dartein : Origin
e/ Specie* (ed. IBM), ch. L, p. fti,

XL FiguratUnly :

h Education, nurture, rearing.
" She had her breeding at my father's charge."

Shatetp, : Alt* \v,-u. Ii. *
* Why was my breeding order'd and prescrib'd."

Milton; Agonist**.

2. Manners, deportment, education.
" Politely learn'd. and of a gentle race,
Uood breeding and good sense gave all a grace."

Cotepsr; Hop*.

t breed -ling, a [Eng. breed ; -ling,} One
born and bred in a place, a native (N.E.D.).
Used by Macaulay as a proper name for an
inhabitant of the Fens.

"In that dreary region, covered by vast flights of
wild fowl, a half savage population, known Dy the
name of the Breedlings, then led an amphibious life,"
—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

'breef; * brief; *breif (pL breeves), «.

[Brief, a] A short sentence used or worn as
a charm or an amulet. (Scutch.)

" Ye surely hae some war! csi-breef,
Owre human hearts:

For ne'er a bosom yet was prief,

Against your arts."
Burnt: Epistle to Jame* Smith,

" Being deraamided for what cause my Lord kept
the characters so well, depones, that, to his oppiniou,
it was for no good, because he beard, that in those

1
tarts where my Lord whs, they would give sundry
oiks breeves."—Qowri* : Contpir. Ca:U's Iii*t. Perth,
i.218.

breek (generally in the plural), a [Breech,
a] (Scotch.)

"
' Why,' said he, ' yau know. Baron, the proverb

tells as, "it's ill taking the breek* off a Highlandman,"
and the boots are here in the same predicament.''

—

Scott : Waeerley, ch. xlviii.

breek-brother, s. A rival In love.
" Rivalis, qui cam alio eandem amat, a breek-

brother."—Detpaut. Gram. Kdin., 1708, p. ,a.

breek'-less, a, [Scotch breek, and Eng. suff.

-less.) Without breeches, without trowsers.
(Scotch.)

breeks, a pi. [Breek.]

* breem, breemo, a. & adv. [Brehe, a.]

" That foughten breeme, as it were boores too

;

The brighte swerdes wente to and fro."
Chaucer: C. T., 1,7014.

* breer, * breard, * brere (pa. par. * brerdet

* Jtrairdit), v.i. [Brber (2), s.l To germi-
nate, to shoot forth from the earth. (Applied
especially to graiu.) (Scotch.)

" The comis croppls, end the here new brerde,
Wytb gladesuiu garmont reuestiug the etd."

Doug.: Virgil, 400,27.
" Whnddin liares, *mang brairdit corn.
At Ilka sound are startin.'

Rev. J. Sicol : Poems, it L
breer (IV*. [Briar.]

He sprang o'er the bushes, he dash'd o'er the breers."
Wi.it. Ac Tale*, U. SIS.

** Breers, brambles and briers,"

York*. Marshall.

breer (2), * braird, * brere, * breard, *.

{A.S. orerd — tlie edge, point] (Scotch.)

[Brerd (2)."]

1. Lit. : The first appearance of gram above
ground after it is sown ; a bud, a shoot

" Bloeme on bough aud breer on rya"
Cattle of Love, 12a

** Brere, new sprung corn,"—Rudd.

"There is no breard like middlug breartW—-S. Prov.
K'lly, p. KM.

•I A fine breer ; An abundant germination.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Applied to the first appearance of the
seed of the word after it has been sown in the
ministry of the gospel.

"If left free, the braird of the Lord, that begins to
rise so green in the land, will grow in peace to a plenti-
ful harvest"—R. Oilhaixe, i. 195.

(2) Applied to low-born people who suddenly
come to wealth and honour, in allusion to the
stalks of corn which spring up ou a dung-hill.

breer ing, pr. par. & a. [Breer, v.] Coming
through the ground, as new corn and other
grain. (Scotch.)

"A braw night tbls for the rye, yonr honour: the
west park will be breering bravely this e'en."—Scott t

Old Mortality, ch. viii.

breese, 5. [Breeze (3), s.]

* breeste, a. [Breast.]
" Breeste of a beste. Pectus."—Prompt. Par*.

* breeste-bone, a Breast-bone.

breeze (1\ *brixe, ». [Pr. brUe; Sp. brisa;
Port briza as the north-east wind ; Ita.1. brezza
— a cold wind,]

1. Lit. : A gentle gale, a light wind.
"We And that these hottest regions of the world,

seated under the equinoctial line, or near it, are no
refreshed with a daily gale of easterly wind, which the
Spaniards call breeze, that doth ever more blow
stronger in the heat of the day."—Raleigh,
" His voice was steady, low, and deep,
Like distant waves when breezes sleep,"

Scott : Rokeby, vt 1*.

1 2. Fig. : A slight quarrel or disturbance.

T Crabb thus distinguishes between breeze,

gate, blasts gust, storm, tempest, and hurricane.
All these words express the action of the
wind, in different degrees and under different
circumstances : " A breeze is gentle ; a gale is

brisk, but steady : we have breezes in a calm
summer's day ; the mariner has favourable
gales which keep the sails on the stretch. A
blast is impetuous : the exhalations of a
trumpet, the breath of bellows, the sweep of

a violent wind, are blasts. A gutt is sudden
and vehement : gusts of wind are sometimes so
violent as to sweep everything before them
while they last Storm, tempest, and hurricane,
include other particulars besides wind. A
storm throws the whole atmosphere into com-
motion ; it is a war of the elements, in which
wind, rain, and the like, conspire to disturt
the heavens. Tempest is a species of storm
which has also thunder and lightning to add
to the confusion, hurricane is a species of
storm which exceeds all the rest in violence

and duration. . . ." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.

breeze (2), a. [O. Fr. 6reas; Fr. braise -
cinders.]

1. Brick-making : Refuse cinders used foi

burning bricks in the clamp.
" Here the rubbish is sifted aud sorted by women

and children, and the ashes called 'breeze' are sold by
the defendant to be used in brickmakiug."—Ech&,
Dec 9th, 187a

2. Small coke (in thissense used in the plural^
" The manufacture of the small coke called breese*.

*

Ure.

breeze -oven, a

1. A furnace adapted for burning coal-dust
or breeze.

% An oven for the manufacture of breeze*

or small coke.

breeze (3), * breeze, a [A. 8. brlmsa; Dut.
brems; Ger. bremse ; O. H. Ger. bremo ; from
O. H. Ger. breman = to hum. Skeat says
the original form of the word must have been
brimse,] A gad-fly. [Brize.]

" Yon ribaudred nag of Egypt,—.
The breese upon her, like a cow in June,
Hoists sail and flies."

Shakeip, ; Ant. and Cleop., UL 10.

breeze-fly, s. [Breeze (3).]

t breeze, v.i. [Breeze (l), a] To blow gently
or moderately.

"For now the breathing airs, from ocean born,
lorn."
Barltne.

Breeze up the bay,
thing airs.

, and lead the lively morn."

% In nautical phrase, to breeze up = to begin
to blow freshly.

" It was very dark, the wind breezing up sharpei
and sharper, and cold as death."

—

Daily Telegraph,
Jan. 10, 1881.

t breeze lees, a. [Eng. breeze ; -feat.) Un
disturbed by any breeze ; still, calm.

" Yet here no fiery ray inflames
The breezeless sky."

W. Richardson: Poem*.

breez'-I-ness, ". [Eng. breezy; -new.] Tht
quality or state of being breezy (q.v.),

breez'-ft a. [Eng. breez(e); -y.]

L Literally:

1. Rising into a breeze ;
gently moving.

'* The budding twigs spread out their fan.
To catch the breezy air."

Wordsworth: Lines Written in Early Spring.

2. Ruffled by breezes.
" Oh how elate was I, when, stretch'd beside
The murmuring course of Arno's breezy tide."

Cowper : Translations of the Latin Poems of Milton ;

On the Death of Damon.

3. Blown upon by breezes, open, exposed
to the breezes.

*' The Beer, while zephyrs curl the swelling deep,
Basks on the breezy shore, in grateful sleep,
His oozy limbs." Pope,

H, Figuratively: Soft and gentle, like a
breeze.

" How shall I tell thee of the startling thrill
In that low voice, whose breezy tones could All."

Reman*: A Spirits Return.

*bref-li, *breve-ly, adv. [Briefly.]

"bretT-nes, a [O. Eng. bref- brief; -nets.]

Brevity, shortness. (Coventry MysterU*\ p, 79.)

* breg-aunde, a [Brigand.] (Mart* Ar-

thure, 2,096.)

* breger, s. [O. Fr. brigueur = a quarrelsome,
contentions, or litigious person ; O. Fr. brigue
= contention. ] [Brioe.] A quarrelsome or
litigious person;, one given to broils and
bloodshed.

" Sic men than, ye ken than,
Amangs our sells we se.

As bregers and tygers,
Delyts in blud to be."

Burets Pilgrim, Watson's Coll., ii «.

* bregge, v.t [A contracted form otabregge =
abridge.] To shorten, abridge.

-Wickl%Jfe: Matt.

boll, b6^; pdlit, Jo^rl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -Ins>
-oian. -Man = shan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious. -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &a = bel, del.
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* breg-gere, *. [Brecge, v.] An abridger,
shortener.
" Breggere ot woxdru."—Wicklife: Pre/. Epi^., t 72,

* breg-gid, pa. par. [Bregoe.]

*breg-ging, *breg-gyng, pr. par.,a.,ks.
[Bregge, r.J

A. A- B. ^f pr. par. k partic. adj. : (See
the verb.)

C. As subst. : The act of abridging, short-
ening, or contracting.

"The Lord Sod of oostls schal make an eudyng and
» breggyng."— Wickliffe : Isa. x. 23 (Purvey).

* breg-gur del, * bry-gyr-dyll, a
[Breech -girdle.]

1. The waist-belt.

2. The waist, the middle.
*' Into the breggurdel him gcrd."

Str Ferumbrat, 2.448.

bl*Sg'-ma, 5. [Gr. 0p«Va (bregma) = the top

of the head ; from 0/k'x" (Jbrecho) = to be wet
or soft, because the bone in that part is

longest in hardening. In Fr. bregma.]

Anat, : The sinciput, or upper part of the
head immediately over the forehead, where
the parietal bones are joined.

bre hon, bre-hoon, s. & a. [Irish
breathamh, breitheamh = a judge.]

A. As subst. : Amongst the ancient Irish,

an hereditary judge.

"As for example, in thecase of murder, the Brehoon
that is tbeyr Judge, will compound betweene the
murderer and the frendea of the party murthered."—
Bpenser : Stale of Ireland.
" The Brehons were, in North Britain and Ireland.

the Judges appointed by authority to determine, on
stated times, all the controversies which happened
within their respective districts. Their courts were
usually held on the side of a hill, where they were
seated on green banks of earth. The hills were called
mute-Kills. The office belonged to certain families,
*»d was transmitted, like every other inheritance,
from father to son. Their stated salaries were farms
of considerable value. By the Brehon law, even the
most atrocious offenders were not punished with death,
imprisonment or exile; but were obliged to pay * fine
called Brie The eleventh or twelfth part of this fine
fell to the judge's share; the remainder belonged partly
to the King or Superior of the land, and partly to the
person injured ; or, if killed, to his relations."—Dr.
Macpherton : Critical Dissertations, D. 13.

B. As adj. : Pertaining or relating to bre-
hons or brehon law.

brehon-law, s. The ancient, unwritten
law of Ireland, answering to our common
law. It was abolished in the reign of Edward
III.

• breid, v.t. & i. [Braid.]

• breid, * brede, s. [A.S. brasdu = breadth.]
[Breadth, Broad.] Breadth, width.

"And all this warld off lenth and breid.
In x ij yher, throw his douchty deld."
Barbour : The Bruce fed. Skeat), L Ml-32.

•fl On breid : In breadth.

" That folk our-tuk ane niekill feld
On breid, quhar mony [a schynand] scheld."

Barbour ; The Bruce (ed. Skeat), xli. 489-40.

•breif, • breve, " breue, *brew, v.t. &i.
[Brief, v.]

1. Trans. ; To compose.
" Quhen ndlr folkis dois rlattir and fenye,
Allace 1 I can bot baUattis breif."

Dunbar : Bannatyne Poems, p. 65.

"And in the court bin present in thir dayis.
That ballatis breuis lustely and layls."

Lyndsay ; Worlds, 1592, p. 185.

2. Intrans. : To write, to commit to writing.
" Glaidlie I wald amid this writ haue breuit."

Police of Honour, iii. 93.

• breif, a [Breek, Brief, ».]

• breird, s. [A.S. brerd — an edge, border.]
[Brerd.] The surface, the uppermost part, or
top, of any thing, as of liquids. (Scotch.)

" We beseech you therein to perceive and take np
the angrie face and crabbed countenance of the Lord of
hosts, who has the cup of his vengeance, mixed with
mercy and justice, in his band, to propine to this whole
land ;—of the which the servants of bis own house, and
ye in special!, has gotten the breirtl to drink. "

—

lirrin-

ration, kc. 1MW. | Melville t MS, p. ;:.>.)

• breird Ing, s. [Breer, v., Breer (2), #.]

Germination. (Used metaphorically in rela-

tion to divine truth.)
" I find a little breirding of God's seed in this town."

—Rutherford : Lett., pt t, ep. 71

breis -lak-Itte, s. [Named after Breislak, an
Italian geologist, who was born of German
parentage at Rome in 1748, and died on Feb.
15, sTflkU]

Min. : A woolly-looking variety of alu-
minous pyroxene. It is called also Cyclopeite.

* breith, a. [Bright.] (Scotch.)

"The breith teria wasgret payu tobehald,
Bryst fra his eyn, be be his tale had tald."

Wallace, viii. 1370, MS.

breit'-haup-tlte, s. [In Ger. breithavptit.

Named after the Saxon mineralogist Breit-
haupt.]

Mineralogy

:

1. An opaque, hexagonal, brittle mineral,
called also Antimonial Nickel, Antimoniet
of Nickel, and Hartmannite. The hardness is

5 5 ; the sp.gr., 7*541; the lustre metallic, the
colour copper-red inclining to violet Com-
position : Antimony, 59*706 — 67*4 ; nickel,
27-054—28-946

; iron, 842—866 j and galena,
6*437—12*357. Occurs at Andreasberg, in the
Harz Mountains, and has appeared crystallised
in a furnace.

2. The same as Covellite (q.v.).

* breith -ful, a. [Braitrfcl.]
"All kynd of wraith and breithfull yre."

Douglas I Virgil, 428, 7.

bre-jeu'-ba, s. [From a Brazilian Indian dia-

lect.] One of the names given by the Bra-
zilian Indians to a kind of cocoa-nut, called
by them also the Airi, from which they manu-
facture their bows. (Lindley.)

* brek, s. [Breach, a, Break, v.] (Scotch.)

L Literally ; Breach in a general sense.
" That the said maister James walde not mak him

subtennent to him of the said l&ndis, nor enter him
tharto, a tharfore he aucbt nocht to pay the said
souine* becaussof the brek of the said promitt."—Act.
Dom, Cone, A. 1491, p. 228.

(1) Wattir brek : The breaking out of water.
" The burne on spait hurlis doun the bank,

Vthir throw ane wtttir brek, or spait of flude,
Ryfand vp rede erd, as it war wod"

Doug. ; Virgil, «, 11

(2) Brek of a ship: The breaking up of a
vessel, from its being wrecked ; also, the ship-
wreck itself.

" Gtf it chance ony ship of atber of the parties afoir-
sald sufferand shipwrak to be brokin, the saidis gudis
to be saiflie kelpt to tbame be the space of ane yeir,
from the newis of the shipwrak. or brek of the ship to
be comptit"— Balfour's Praot., p. OS.

IL Figuratively;

1. Quarrel, contention of parties.

*Mt Is to be provided for remede of the gret brek
that Is now, a apperand to be, in diaerss partis of the
real me; and specially in Anguse betuix the erte of
Buchane a the erle of Eroule a thar partijs."

—

Pari.
Ja. III. 1478, ed. 1814, p. 122.

2. Uproar, tumult.
"For all the brek and storage that has bene.

"

Doug. : Virgil, 467, 2L

* brek, * broke, v.t. k i. [Brkak, v.] To
break.

" Syne gert brek doune the wall."
Barbour j The Bruce (ed. Skeat). ix. 822.

H To brek aray : To break the ranks or line.
" Luke he in no vay brek aray."

Barbour : The Bruce, xli 217.

* brek-and, pr. par, [Break, ».] Breaking.

(Northern.) (Barbour: The Bruce, lit 699.)

* brek-ben'-ach, s. [Gael, bratach -= a ban-

ner ; beannuichte — blessed ; Lat. benedictus.]

A particular military ensign.
" The Laird of Drum held certain lands of the Abbot

of Arbroath for payment of a yearly reddendo, et
ferendo vexilluin dicti Abbatia. dictum Brekbenach,
in ezercitu regis."

—

Old Chart.

breke, * breken,
[Break, v.]

* brekyn, v.t. & i.

*brSke,». [Break, *., Breach,*.] The act
of breaking ; a breach, fracture.

** Breke or brekynge. Ruptura, fraetura.''—Prompt.
Pare.

* brek'-iL, a. [Brittle.]

* brek -lasse, a. [O. Eng. brek = breeches,
and suff. -ksse = less = without.] Without
breeches ; naked.
" He bekez by the bale-tyre, and brekletse hyme

emede." Morte Arthur*. 1,048,

* brSk-yl* a. [Brittle.] (Prompt. Parv.,p.
177.)

* brSk'-ynge, s. [Breaking, «.] A breaking,
fracture.

"Brekynge, Fraccio."—Prompt. Pare.

bre-luche', s. [Fr. breluche.] A French floor-

cloth of linen and worsted.

brem'-bil, * brem blc, • brem mil,
* brem-ber, s. [Bramble.] A briar, a
bramble.

*' Bremen and thorn It sal te yeild."
Curtor Mundi, 924.

* brcmc, * breem. * breeme, • brim,
•brime, #brym, *bryme, a. &adr. [A..*i

britne, bryme = famous, notable ; bremman ~
to roar, rage ; Dut. brommen ; M. H. Ger.
brimmen; O. H. Ger. breman ; Lat frcmoi
Gr. ^pc>w (bremo) all = to roar, rage.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Famous, splendid, widely spoken of.
" Tin Ike festo was wel breme
For ther wasalle kunnesgleo."

Florice and Blaunch, "91.

2. Fierce, furious, raging.
" Of the breme bestes that beres ben called."

William of Palerneied. SkeatL Utft

3. Sharp, severe, cruel.
M But eft, when ye count yon freed from feare.
Comes the breme Winter, with chamfred browes."

Spenser: TheShep. Cat , ii.

" Or the brown fruit with which the woodlands teem :

The same to him glad summer or the winter brem*.'*
Thomson : Cattle of Indolence, U. 7.

i. Full, complete.
" Vchonez blysse is breme « besto."

far. Eng. AUit. Poems (ed Morris) ; Pearl, 863.

B. As adverb : Boldly, loudly.

* breme, s. [Bream.]
*' Breme, fysche. Bremulus."—Prompt. Pare.

* breme ly, * brcm-ly, * brem-lich,
* brim-ly, * brym-ly, * bremli, * brera-
lych, adv. [O.Eng. breme, a.; -ly.] Furiously,
fiercely.

" Bremly his bristeles he gan tho arise.**

William of Palerne, 4,842.

". . ,
his brode eghne,

" That fulle brymly for breth brynte as the gledys."
Morte Arthur*, ill

Bi e -men, a & a. [From Bremen, a city in
Germany.]

Bremen-blue, a A pigment made of
carbonate of copper, alumina, and carbonate
of lime.

Bremen-green, s. A pigment akin in
composition to Bremen-blue,

* brem'-myll, s. [Bramble.] (Prompt Pare.)

* brem stoon, * brem ston, *. [Brimstone. ]

*' And evermore, wher that ever they goon.
Men may hem knowe by smel of bremstoon."

Chaucer; C. T., 12,813-b.

* bren, * brin, * bryn, *. [Bran.]
I geve hem br,

Chaucer ; C. T., 4.0SL

Cantabrum. furfur."Bren, or bryn, ox pa!ey.
Oath."—Prompt. Part.

* bren, • brenn, * brenne, * bren-nyn,
* brin, v.U & i. [Burn, t».] To burn. (Lit.

Jtfig.)
" The more thine herte brtnneth In fler."

The Romaunt of the Rote.
** Closely the wicked flame his bowels brent."

Spenser: F. Q., III. viL 11

brend, * brende, * brent, pa. par. A a.

[Bren, v.]

h Lit. : Burnt
"* Brent child of fler hath mych drede."

The Romaunt of the Hot*.

2. Fig. : Burnished so as to glow like fire.

" Branded with brende gold, and bokeled ful bene."
Sir Gatean and Sir Qol., 11. &

1 brend -fler-rein, a Bain of burning
fire.

" Sone so loth wit of sodome cam
Brend-fier-rein the burge bl-nam.**

Story of Gen. * Exod., L110.

* brene (1). «• [A*3 - bryn* — a burning.)

Burning, fire.

"... bol of brene on-tholylnde.*
Dan Michel, in Spec Bar. Eng. (Morris a Skeatt,

pt U., p. loo, line 56.

* bren -e (2), brSn'-le, s. [Birnie.] Corslet,

habergeon.
" With his eomly crest, clere to beholde

;

His brene and his basnet, burueshed ful bene.
Sir Gauran and Sir GoL. ii. 4.

* breng-en, v. [Bring.}

* brenn, t*. [Bren, t*.]

* bren-nage, s. [O. Fr. brenage, brenaige ;

Low Lat. brennagium, branagium.] [Bran.]

Old Law : A tribute paid by tenants to their

lord in lieu of bran, which they were bound to

furnish for his dogs.

* bren-nand, * brin-nand, pr. par. & a.

[Brgnnino.]

* brennar, s. [Bren, «.] One who sets on

fire or burns anything.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son : mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se. ce — c. ey= a. qu- kw.
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" Brennar. or he that settythe
Combustor."—Prompt. Parv.

. thyiige a-fyre.

• brenne, v.t. & i. [Bren, v.]

" In culpouns well arrayed (or to brenne."
Chaucer ; The Knightet Tale, 2,868-9.

* bren'-nihg, * bren'-nyng, * bren-
nynge ; * bren'-nand, * brin'-nand
{North), pr. par., a., & s. [Bren, v.]

A. & B- As present participle & participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.
" Of brennyng fyre a blasyng bronde."

The Romaunt of the Rose.

C As substantive :

1. Lit. : The act of burning, the state of
being burnt.

1 2. Fig. : The state of earnest desire.
" The lasse (or the more wynnyng.
So coveit U her brennyng."

The Romaunt (>f the Rose.

*bren'-nlng-ly, *bren'-nyng-ry, *bren'-
nyng-ll, adv. [Old Eng. brenning; -ly.]

Hotly, fiercely, strongly.
" Love hath his flry dart so brenningly
Yatiked thurgh my trewe careful nert."

Chaucer: The Knightet Tale, v. 1,566.

* brun -stone, s. [Brim-• bren'-ston,
STONE.]

brent, * brant, a. [A.S. brand = steep, high ;

O. IceL brattr ; Sw. brant, bratt ; Dan. brat
= steep.]

L Literally:

* 1. Steep, high, precipitous.

"Hyghe bonkke* and brent."—Sir Oavaine, J.166.

" The grapes grow on the brant rock* so wunder-
folly."—Ascham. Lett, to Raven.

2. Straight, unbent.
" My bak, that sumtyme brent hes bene.
Now cruikis lyk ane caiuok tre."

Maitland : Poems, p. 193.

II- Fig. : Now in Scotch applied especially

to the forehead, in the sense of high, smooth,
unwrinkled.

" Your locks were like the raven,
Tour bonnle brow was brent."

Burnt : John A nderton, mjf Jo.

brentbrow, s.

brow.
A smooth, unwrinkled

* brent, * brente, * brende, pret. of v., pa.
par., & a. [A.S. bernan, brennan = to burn.]
[Brknd, Burn, Burnt.]

A. As pret. o/v. : Burnt. {Lit. ctjig.)

" Of ornell Juno the drede brent her inwart."
Doug.: Virgil, 9A.*.

B. As past participle and adjective:

1. Lit. : Burnt, baked.
" A wal imade of brent tile. "

—

Trevita, i. 23L

2. Fig. : Burnished.
" The borgh wats al of brende golde bryght,"

AIM. Poems, Pearl, 98a.

"brent.i [Of uncertain etym.; Sw. brandgfts
and Ger. brandgans have been suggested, but
the first name = sheldrake, and the second =
velvet duck. Some authorities consider the
word to be the same as Brant (1), s. (q.v.).]

Ornith. : The brent-goose, Bernicld brenta,
the smallest of the wild geese. It is a winter
Tisitant to Britain. [Brand-goose.]

brent-goose, s. [Brand-goose.]

* brent-new (ew as u), a. [Brandnew.]
" Warlocks and witches In a dance

:

Nae cotillon brent-new frae France."
Burnt: Tarn Shanter.

oren'-ti-des, *. pi. [From Mod. Lat. brentus,
and pi. suff. -ides.]

Entom. ; A family of beetles belonging to
the section Rhynchophora, and the sub-section
Rectirornes. They resemble CurculionidEe
(Weevils), hut have straight and moniliform
antennae They are long, with long snouts.

bren'-tiis, s. [From Gr. Ppevdo<; (brenthos) =
an unknown water bird of stately bearing

;

fipevdvofia* (brenthuomai) = to cock up one's
nose.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles, the typical one
of the family Brentides (q.v.J.

*bren'-y, s. [Birnie.]

"bren-y-ede, * bryn-y-«de, a. [From O.
Eng. brene, breny = a cuirass. Birnie.]
Armed with or wearing a cuirass.
"I salle to batelle the hrynge, of brenyede knygbtes."

_ _ _ Morte Arthure, 816.
• breord, s. [Breed.]

* breost, * brest, * breest, *. [Breast.]

* breost-bane, s. [Breast-bone.]

breost brochc, * brceat brochc, 5.

[O. Eng. breost = breast, and broche a broocli.]

A brooch worn on the breast.

"The brcest-broche of dom thou shalt make with
werk of dyuerse colours."

—

Wtcktiffe : Exod. xxvili. 15.

* breost-plate, s. [Breastplate. ]

* breothan, v.i. [A.S. abreotan, abreottan,
abreothan = to bruise, break, or destroy.] To
fall, to perish. (iMyamon, 5,807.)

* bre-phoV-ro-phy, s. [Gr. pp«j>oTp6<j>€iov

(brephotropheion) — a nursery or hospital for
children

;
/3p*(poc (brephos) = a child ; rpotptLov

(tropheion)= a nursery, place for learning;
Tped>w (trepho) — to rear, nurse.] A nursery
or hospital for children.

* breq-uet'-chain, s. [Etymology doubtfuL
Cf. O. Fr. braqve = the claw of a crab.]
[Bracket.] A chain for securing the watch
in the vest pocket to a button or button-hole
of the vest.

* brerd (1), *. [Etymology doubtful. (?) A.S.
brerd.] According to Jamieson, the whole
substance on the face of the earth ; but it

may be a copyist's error for breid as broad.
"I will noght turn myn entent, for all this warld

brerd. f Gavtan and Gol., lr. 7.

*brerd (2), * brcrde, * breord, * brard, s.

[A.S. brerd = the edge, side ; O. H. Ger. brart,
brort. Cf. braird.] An edge, margin, or brim
of a vessel, Ac.

* brerd ful, breord-fol, * brurd ful, a.

[O. Eng. brerd, and suffix ful^l).] [Bretful.]
Full or filled to the brim.
" Br vch bothora watz brurdful to the bonkez eggea,™

Ear. Eng. Allit. Poems ; Cleanness, 383.

* brere, v.i. [Breer, p.]

* brere, s. [Briar.]
'" Brere, or brymmeylle (bremmyU, or brymbyll, P.).

Tribulut, repris."—Prompt. Parv.

* bres, s. [Brass.]

* bresche, ». [Breach, ».] A breach.
" The bresche was not maid so grit upoun the day,

bot that it was sufficiently repaired in the night."

—

Knox : Hist., p. 338.

* brese, 5. [Breeze (3).] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bre-sed, a. [Cf. Scotch Mrs = bristle.]

Rough, like bristles.

i_
Uuw. A the Or. Knight, 305.

*bre'-sen, v. [Bruise, v.]

* bress, s. [Brace.] The chimney-piece, the
back of the fireplace.

"The craw thinks Its atn bird the whitest ; but for
a' that, it's as black's the back o' the bress."—The
Entail, ii. 377.

* bress, s. pi. [Bristle, 5.] Bristles.
" As brest of ane brym bair his herd is als stiff"

Dunbar ; Maitland Potmt, p. 48.

* bres'-sie, s. [Brassy, s. ; cf. M. H. Ger.
brassen = the bream (q.v.).]' A fish, supposed
to be the Wrasse, or Old Wife, Labrus tinea
(Linn.). {Jamieson.)

"Turdus vulgatissimus Willoughboei ; I take it to
be the same our fishers call a brcstie, a foot long,
swine-headed. and mouthed ami backed ; broad -bodied,
very fat, eatable."—Sibbald : Fife. 128.

breV-som-er, bres sum er, brest -

summer, breast sum mcr, s. [Eng.
breast, and summer ; Fr. sommier = a rafter, a
beam.] [Summer (2), s.] A beam supporting
the front of a building, Ac, after the manner

BKK.SSOMER.

of a lintel. It is distinguished from a lintel
by its bearing the whole superstructure of
wall, Ac, instead of only a small portion over

an opening ; thus the beam over a common,
shop-front, which carries the wall of the
house above it, is a bressumer ; so, also, is the
lower beam of the front of a gallery, &c, upon
which the front is supported.

* brest, * brast, * brestyn, pret. ofvkpa.
par. [Brest, v.] Burst, dashed, broken away

" With the cloudis, heuynnys. son and dayis lycht
Hid and brest out of the 1 roiauis ayetit

;

Derknes as uycht beset the see about"
Doug. : Virgil, 15, 46.

* brest, * breste, * brast, * brist, * brt-sl -
en, v. t. & i. [A.S. berstan.] [Brist, Burst, %

h Trans. : To break to pieces, destro;
burst.

"The wyn shal breste the wynveaseUV— Wyclijfe.
Jfar*ii.32. (Purvey.)
" Breste downe [bratt. P.). Sterno, dejicio, obruo."—

Prompt. Parv.
" Breste clottys as plowmen. Occo."—Ibid.

IX Intransitive

:

1. To burst, break to pieces.

" So wolde God myn herte wolde brest.''

Chaucer: C. T.,S,Mb.

2. To break out. (Lit. &fig.)
" Brestyn owte. Erumpo, eructo."—Prompt. Parv.
" When they shall see the elect so shining in glorie,

they shall brest forth in crying, Glorie, glorie, glorie,
ana nothing shall be heard but glorie euer more."

—

RoOock : On 2 Thet., pp. S2-&.

brest (1), breast, s. [Breast, s.]

Arch. : That memberof a column called also
the torus, or tore.

brest-summer, s. [Bressomer.]

* brest (2), «. [Burst.] (Ear. Eng. AUit
Poems; Cleanness, 229.)

* brest (3), *. [From Dan. brost = default
(Way).'] Want.

"Brett or wantynge of nede (at nede; P.) JneU-
gencia."—Prompt. Parv.

* breste, v. [Brist.]

brest'-Ing, s. [Beest.] (Scotch.)

* brestyn, v.t. & i. [Brest, v.)

"brSst-ynge, pr. par., a,, & s. [Brest, v.]

A. <fc B. As pr. par, A particip. adj. : (Se
the verb.)

C. As subst. : The act of bursting, dashin,
down, or breaking in pieces.

" Brtttynge, supra in hrfkynge."— Promyit. Pare.
" Brestynge downe. Prostrado, oontternaeio."—Ibtt.

bret, s. [Burt.] A fish of the turbot kind;
also called burt or brut.

"Bret, million, congur, sturgeoun."
Book of Nurture. &8I.

* bret-age (age as ig), s. [Bretasce.}

Her. : Having embattlements on each side.

* brc tasce, * bre taskc, * bre-tage,
* brl-tage, * bru-tage, * bre-tays,
* bre -tts, * bret-tys, * bry-tasqe, +brn-
taske, s. [O. Fr, breteche, bretesque, bertesche;

Ital. bertesca, baltresca ; Sp. & Port, bertresca

;

L. Lat. bretechia, breteschia, bertesca.] A battle-

ment, rampart
" Betrax of a walle {bretasce, K. bretayt, A.P.) Pro-

pugnacutum."—Prompt. Parv.
" Atte laste hii sende
Al the brutaske withoute,"

Robert of Gloucester, p. 636.

* bre- tasking, * bro-tas-ynge, s. [Bre-
tasce.] A battlement, rampart. '

* bre-tex-ed, a. ~ [O. Fr. breUseher; ItaL
bertescare = to embattle.] Embattled.

" Every tower brctexed was so clene." — Lydgate.
(Way.)

* bret'-ful, *brSt'-flxll, a. [Properly brerdful
= full to the brim ; A.S. brerd — brim, edge

;

and Eng. full.] Full to the brim, perfectly

full. [Brerdful.]
" His wallet lay before him in his lappe,
Bretful of pardons come from Rome all note."

Chaucer : Prol. C. T., 6S9.

" With a face so fat, as a full bleddere,
Blowen bretful of breath."

Piers Plowman's Crede, 1. 443.

* breth, * brethe, s. [A.S. brmth.] [Breath.]

1. Lit. : The breath.

2. Fig. : Rage, wrath.
" I see by my shaddow. my shap has the wyte.
Quhaine sail I bleme in this breth, a besum that I be I"

Roulate, I 6. MS.

* brSth'-S-ling, • brlth -S-U6g, *. [O.
Eng. brothel, and dimin. sutf. -ling.] A low
fellow.

boil, bo"y; p6ut, jovvl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xeuophon, exist, ph m £
-clan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion m zhiin. cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c m bel, del*



no brethen—brevipennate

" Thral vnbuxaum, Atheling bringing"—Old Eng.
Mltcell. (ed. Morris), p. im.

* bre then, * bre'-thyn, v.t. & i. [Breathe.]

* brSth'-Ir, * breth -er, * breth ere,

brcth -ren, s. pi. [Brother.] Brothers.
" Tho brethere seck.es hauen be Bit"

Story of Gen. * Exod., 2,213.

Twa brethtr war [Into] that land.
That war the hardiest off hand."

Barbour : The Bruce (ed. Skeat), til. M.

* sc<5th'-ir-h6de, * breth'- or -hede,
* breth -er-hede, s. [Brotherhood.]

"Or with ft brethurhede be wltliliolde :

Bat dwelt* at boom, and kente wel his folde."
Chaucer: C T., SIS-14.

1 brSth'-ly, adv. [From O. Eng. breth ; and
Eng. suffix -ly.] Angrily.

" Ffro the wagande wynde owte of the west* rysses.
Brethly bessomes with byrre in berynes sallies."

Morte Arthur*, 3,640-L

brefh'-ren, s. pi. [Brother, Breth ir.]

" Peace be to the brethren, and love with faith, from
God the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ."—Ephe*.
Ti.28.

Brethren in White

:

CK HitL [White Brethren.]

Brethren of Alexius

:

CK Hist. : A sect in the fourteenth century,
the same as Cellites (q.v.). (Mosheim: CK.
Hist., cent xiv., pt ii., eh. if., § 3«.)

Brethren and Sisters of (he Community:

CK Hist. : A name given to the laxer of the
Franciscan sect, as distinguished from the
Brethren of the Observation, who were the
stricter Franciscans. (Mosheim: CK Hist.,

cent, xiv., pt. ii., ch. it., § 24.)

Brethren of the Free Spirit

:

Ch. Hist. : A sect which first attracted notice
in the eleventh century. By Mosheim it is

Identified with the Paulicians and the Albi-
genses, the Beghardae, the Beghinae, the Adam-
ites, and Picards. In the thirteenth century
they spread themselves over Italy, France, and

. Germany. They are alleged to have derived
their name from Rom. viil. 2—14, and to have
professed to be free from the law. They are
charged with going to prayer and worship in

a state of nudity, and were treated with great
severity both by the Inquisition and by the
Hussites. (Mosheim: CK Hist., cent, xi, pt
ii., ch. v. ; cent, xiii., pt. ii., ch. v. ; cent xv.,

pt ii., ch. v., § 2.)

Brethren of the Holy Trinity

:

CK Hist. : A fraternity of monks who lived
In the thirteenth century. (Mosheim: CK
Hist., cent, xiv.)

Brethren cfthe Observation

:

Ch. Hist. : The stricter Franciscans, or
Regular Observantines. [Brethren of the
Community.] (Mosheim: Ch. Hist., cent, xiv.,

pt. ii., ch. ii., § 34.)

Brethren of the Sack :

Ch. Hist. : A fraternity of monks who lived
in the thirteenth century. (Mosheim: CK
Hist., cent, xiii., pt. ii., ch. ii., § 19.)

* bret on er, * bri -ton ere, s. [Eng.
Briton; -er.] A native of Britain or Brittany,
a Breton.

"A brctoner, a bragger."—Langtand: Fieri Plow.,
4,104.

* brets, * bret tys. * brits, $. pi, [A.8.
bryttasfJrrittas = Britons.] Britons, the name
given to the Welsh, or ancient Britons, in
general ; also, to those of Strathclyde, as dis-
tinguished from the Scots and Picts,

" Of langagis in Brvtaym verm
I fynd that sum tyiu fyf thare were:
Of Brtttys fyrst. and Inglis syne,
1'eycht, and Soot, aud syne Latyne.*

Wyntoun : Cron., I IS. 41.

orett, s. [Britzska.] A short term for britz-

ska, a four-wheeled carriage having a calash

top and seats for four besides the driver's seat.

1 bret-tcne, * bret-tyne, v.t. [Brittene.]

oret -tice, s. [Brattice, s.]

Min. : A vertical wall of separation in a
mining-shaft which permits ascending and
descending currents to traverse the respective
compartments, or permits one to be an upcast
or downcast shaft, and the other a hoisting
shaft ; otherwise written brattice. Also a
boarding in a mine, supporting a wall or roof.

* bret-tyne, v.t. [Brittens.]

* bret-tys, s. [Bretasce.] A battlement

"And dwria and wyndowys irret alsas.

To malt defeni aud brettyt.
Wyntovm, Tilt «, 233.

* break, s. [Apparently the same with bruick
(q.v.).] A kind of boil. (Scotch.)

" Bhe had the cauUl, bat an' the ereuk.
The wheeslock an' the wanton yeulc ;

on ilka knee she had a break."
Mile uboon Dundee, Edin. Mag., June. 1317, p. 938.

brcun'-ner-ite, s. [Named after M. Breuner. ]

Min. ; A variety of Ankerite (Brit. Mns.
Cat.). The ferriferous variety of Magnesite
(Dana). It is called also Brown-spar. It is

found in the Tyrol, in the Harz, &c

* breve, a. [Brief, a.]

" Withinne this brene tretta"—The Booke of Qutnte
Essence (ed. FumivaJl), p. L
" Jesu spak with wordta breue." — Hymns to the

Virgin, p. 55.

* breve, * breyfe, s. [Breif, Brief, *.]

I. Ordinary language

:

1. Gen. : A writ, a summons, a proclamation.
" His breyfe be gert snede for-tbi

Til swinmownd this Ballyole bodylr.**
Wyntown, vUT 10, 87.

2. Spec. : A brief from the Pope ; an episco-

pal letter or charge ; a letter of indulgence.
" The breve rather than the boll should bare larger

dispensation."— Lord Herbert: HitL of Ben. YllL,
p. M7.

** Neither the pope* themselves, aor thee* of the
oottrtk the secretaries and tlataries, which pen their
bulls and brevet, have any use or exercise in Holy
Scripture."-BUhop Bedell: Letters. Ac. p. «S.

TXr Technically:

1. Mvsic: A note
or character of time,
equal to two semi- breve.
breves or four minims.
It was formerly square in shape, but is now
oval. It is the longest note in music.
" Yes. and eyea buried in pfts on each cheek.
Like two great brevet as they wrote them of yore."

B. Browning.

2. Printing: A mark [w] used to desig-
nate a short syllable or rowel.

* breve, v.t. [Breif, v., Brevm, s.] To tell,

narrate briefly or shortly.
" As hit is breued in the best boke of romauace."

—

Sir Gate. A the Or. Knight, 2,5X1.

* breve'-l^, adv. [Briefly.]
"A tret ice in Englisch breuely draw* oat of the

booli."

—

The Book of Quinte Essence, p. L

* breve'-ment, 5. An accountant, a book-
keeper. (Ord. and Regulations, p. 71.)

* breV-en, v.t. [Lat brevis.) To shorten,
abbreviate.

* brev'-er, s. An accountant, a book-keeper.
(Ord. and Regulations, p. 70.)

breV-et, * bre-vette, «. & a. [In O. Pr.
brievet, a dimin. form of breve.]

A* As substantive

:

1. Generally

:

* (1) A little breve or brief.

" He bonched hem with his brevet."
Langtand: Piers Plow., proL 71

" I wol go fecche my box with my brevette*."
Ibid., xiv. 55.

(2) A royal warrant, conferring a title, dig-
nity, or rank.

" The brevet or privilege of one of the permitted
number consequently brings a high price in the
market "-J. & Mill: MeonomyitA. lMS),voi L.bk. ii,
eh. iL, | T. p. trr.

2. Specially : An honorary rank in the army
conferred by military warrant.

"Capt. and AtewC-Mafor Joseph Pools, R.A. to be*
Brlgade-Ma}or in South Africa. —Gaietfe. Nov. tod,
ISSO.

"... endeavoured to remedy thetn In the higher
ranks by a system of breeett; hut breeet. though it

carries army rank, and coasequently a valued claim
to cummaua In the field, carries no rank in the regi-
ment, and no pay anywhere." — Pall Mall Gazette,
Hay l, 1666,

B. As adjective

:

Mil. : Conferring or carrying with it an
honorary rank or position. (For example see
the quotation under the following word.)

t breV-St, v. U [Brevet, s. ]

Mil. : To grant an honorary rank or posi-
tion to.

"A brevet rank gives no right of command in the
particular corps to which the officer brevetted belongs."
Scott in Webster.

t breV-fct-cy, s. [Brevet, «.]

Mil. : An honorary rank or position

;

state of holding a brevet rank.
V

* bre-vet-owre, s. [O. Eng. brevet = a little

brief, and suffix -owe = our = Eng. -er.J A
carrier of letters or briefs.
" Breuetowre. Brevigerulut, Ctttb-

H~Prompt. Par*.

* brev-i-all, *. A breviary. (Wright.)

bre'-vi-a-ry, *. [Lat breviarium ; Fr. frre-

vlaire ; (jer. brevier; from Lat brevis = short J
[Brief, a.]

* 1. Lit. : An abridgement, epitome.
"Cresconius, an African bishop, has given us a*

abridgment, or breviary thereof—Ayliffe.

2. Eccles. : A book containing the Divine
Office, which every Roman cleric in holy
orders, and choir monks and nuns are bound
to recite daily. [Office (2).]

"My only future views must be to exchange lane*
and saddle for the breviary and the confessional."—
Scott : Pair Maid of Perth, ch. xvii.

*,bre'-vi-at, • bre -vl-ate, a. [Bretiate,».]

L, An epitome, compendium.
" It is obvious to the shallowest discounter, that the

whole counsel of Qod, aa far as it is incumbent for
man to know, fs comprised in one breviatot evangelical
truth."—Decay of Piety.

2. The divine office, or some part of ft (?).
** Wearied with the eternal strain
Of formal breviats, cold and vain."

Hogg ; Queen's Wake.

* bre'-vl-ate, v.L [Lat. brtviatus, pa. par. of
breviare = to shorten ; from brevis = short]
To abridge, shorten, abbreviate.

"Though they breviate the text, it is he that com-
ments upon if —Hewyt : Funer. Serm., 16S8, p. 92.

* bre'-vi-a-tiire, $. [Low Lat. breviatvra 3
a shortening ; from breviatus, pa. par. of br$*

viare ; brevis = short. ]

1. A shortening, an abbreviation.

2. A note of abbreviation. (Wright.)

breV-I-Clte, $. [From Brevig in Norway,

where it occurs.]

Min. : The same as Natrolite (q.Y.),

bre-vleV, s. [From having been employed
in printing breviaries.}

Printing : A size of type between bourgeois

and minion. Bourgeois, 102 ems to the toot;

brevier, 112 ems to the foot ; minion, 128 ems
to the foot.

This line is printed in brevier type.

brev-l-lin'-gul-a (u as w), *. pi. rNent

pi. of Mod. Lat. brevilinguis ; from Lat brevis

= short, and lingua = a tongue.]

Zool. : A tribe or section of LacertiU*.

(Lizards) having their tongues short. They
are called also Pachyglossa, Example, ths
Geckos and Agamtds.

t bre-vii'-o^-quen9e, «. [From Lat. brevila-

quentia = brevity of speech, brevihquens =
speaking briefly, brevis (mas. and fern.), hrevs

(n.) = short, and loquor= to speak. ] Brevity

of speech. (Maunder.)

breV-I ma mi, -used as adv. [Lat brevi

(ablat. sing. fern, of brevis) = short, and manu
(ablat sing, of manus) = a hand. Lit., with

& "short hand."]

Scots Law: Summarily. (Used of a person

who does a deed on his own responsibility

without legal authorisation.)

t breV-i-ped, a. & «. [In Fr. brevipfde, from

Lat. brevis = short, and pes, genit pedis = a
foot.]

A. As adject** Having short "feet,"

meaning legs.

B. .-is substtmtivc

:

Of birds : A short-legged bird. (Smart.)

+ brev -f-pSa, j. [From Lat. brevis = short,

and }»-:ina — a feather, in pi. =a wiug.J

Of birds: A short-winged bird. Example-
the Ostrich.

brev-i-pcn-na'-tse, *. pi. [From Lat. 6r*f<«

= short, and pennatvs = feathered, winged

;

penna — a feather, a wing.]

Ornith. : A family of Natatorial Birds, con-

taining the Penguins, Auks, Guillemots,

Divers, and Grebes.

brev i-pen natc, a. [From Lat brevis s
short, and pennatus = feathered, winged, from

penna — a feather, a wing.]

Ornith. ; Short-feathered, short-quilled

(Brand*.)

ts\te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey= a. qu - kw.
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br£v-i-pen-na'-te§, s. pi. [Bbsvipennate.]

Or ith. : Short-winged birds.

breV-i-pen'-nes, *. [In Fr, brivipenne, from
L/it. brevia = short, and penna = a feather, a
wing.]

Ornith.: The name given by Cuvier to a
family of birds, which he classes under Grallae,

from the typical families of which however
they differ in having wings so short as to
prevent them flying. Example, the Ostrich
and its allies.

DreV-i-rbV-trate, a.

Ornith. : Having a short bill.

brev'-I-tjf, s. [In Fr. t briviti ; Sp. brevidad;
Port, brevidade; Ital. brevita; from Lat. bre-

vitas = shortness, from brevis = short.]

1 1. Gen. ; Shortness ; as, the brevity of
human life.

2. Spec. : Conciseness of statement in words
or written composition.

"Virgil, studying brevity. and having the command
of his own language, could bring those words Into a
narrow compass, which a translator cannot render
without circumlocutions."

—

Dryden,

"... brevity Is the soul of wit**
Shakesp. ; Hamlet, 11 2.

brew (as bru), * brue, * brew-en, • brou-
en, v.t. & i. [A.S. bredwan ; Dut. brouwen

;

IceL brugga ; Dan. brygge ; Sw. brygga ; O. H.
Ger. pruwan; Ger. tovuen.)

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

*1. To cook.

2. To prepare a liquor from malt and hops,
or other materials, by a process of boiling,

steeping, and fomenting. [Brewing. II. 1.}

3. To convert into a liquor by such pro-

*' I boughte hir barljr malte : she brewe It to telle.

"

Lungland : Pier* Plowman, v, 212.

4. To prepare, concoct.
" Take away these chalices. Go brew me a pottle of

Back finely.*'—Shakesp. : Merry Wive*, lit 6.

XL Fig. : To contrive, plot, set on foot,
foment.

M Hys wyf . . . brewed the chtldyt deth.**—Seven
Baget, 1,284.

*' Thy doghtur bryht as blome.
That brewyd hath all thy* care.**

Le Bone Florence, Vet.

B, Intransitive

:

1. lit. : To perform the duties or acts of a
brewer.

" I keep his house ; and I wash, wring, brew, hake,
scour, dress meat »iul drink, make "the beds, and do all
myself."-Shaketp. : Merry Wires, 1. 4.

2. Fig. : To be set on foot, started, pre-
parisg.

** Tour bailie now brewys."
Townley Mysteries, p. S14.

" Here's neither bush nor shrub, to bear off any
weather at all, anJ another storm brewing."—Shakesp.

;

Tempest, it 2.

* brew, * brewe, •. [Btym. doubtful.) A kind
of bird.

" Curlewe, brewe, quayle, . . ."—Bake of Seruing, in
Babees Book, p. 271.

brew (as bru) (1), $. [Bree.] Broth, soup.

tirew (as bru) (2), *. & a, [Brew, v.]

A. As substantive

:

1, A manner or process of brewing.

2. A product of the process of brewing, any-
thing brewed or concocted.

" Trial would be made of the like brew with potatoe
roots, or burr roots, or the pith of artichokes, which
are nourishing meat*."—Bacon.

B. As adjective : In composition.

brew-house, *brewhous,«. A house
m place where brewing is carried on.

" In al the toon nas brewhous ne taverae
That he ne visited with hisaolas,
Ther as that any gaylard tai*ter was."

Chaucer: C. T., 8,334,

brew-kettle, «. The kettle or vessel in
"which the wort and hops are boiled in the
process of brewing.

•brew-lede»s. The leaden cooling vessel
osed in brewing.

t brew-age (pron. bru -f&j, «• tEng. brew;
and suffix -age.) A mixture, a concoction of
several materials, drink brewed.

" The infernal brewage that goes round
From Up to lip at wizards' mysteries."

Beddoes I The Bride a Tragedy, V, 1

brewed (ew as u), pa. pa. & a. [Brew, **.]

'Hence with thy brewed enchantments, foul deceiver !

"

Milton: Comus.

brew -er, * brew-ere, * breow-ere (ew
M U), *. [Eng. brew ; -er.] One whose call-

ing or occupation is to brew beer.

"In the years 1851 and 18*1 the oowkeepers and
milksellers amounted to 14,380 and 17,964 ; . . . malt*
iters (master* and men), 10,566 and 10,677 ; brewers
(masters and men), 17,330 and 20.S52.' —Census Report
for 1861, vol in., 87.

breW-er-Sf (ew as u), s. (Eng. brew ; •try.]

1. A place where beer is brewed, a brewhouse.
And particularly of the concern* of the brewery.'

—Boswell; Life of Johnson.

2. Brewers collectively ; the brewing trade,

* brew-et, 5. [Brewis.]

brew'-lng (Eng.), brow'-fa*' (Scotch) (ew as

U), pr. par., a., & s. [Brew, v.)

A. & B. As present participle & participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.
** He saw mischief was brewin'.*'

Burnt: The Ordination.

C, As substantive

:

X, Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II. 1 (q.v.).

(2) The quantity of beer brewed at one
operation.

H A brewing of new beer, set by old beer, maketh It

work again."

—

Bacon.

* 2. Fig. : The act of mixing different things
together.

*• f am not able to avouch anything for certainty,
such a brewing and sophistication of them they make."
—Holland.

IX Technically:

1. Liquor manufacture : The art of making
beer. This term is also applied to the first

operation of the distiller, viz., the extracing
of the wort from grain, malt, or any other
saccharine substance.

(1) History: According to Herodotus, the
Egyptians made wine from barley. The Greeks
learned the process from them, and, according
to Xenophon, used a barley-wine. Tacitus
informs us that beer was a common beverage
among the Germans, and Pliny adds that it

was so among all the nations of Western
Europe,

(2) Modern methods of operation : In modern
methods of brewing, the brewer is no longer
confined to the exclusive use of malt and
sugar, but is at liberty to make me of any
materia) capable of being employed in the
production uf beer. The steadily increasing
consumption of beer in the United States has
not only revolutionized the manufacturing
systems, but has developed brewing iuto a
highly importaut industry. It is estimated
that the yearly consumption of grain and
hops in tho breweries of the United States
is of the value of more than $50,0U0,(J<K),

while the amount of capital invented In the
business is very large. Before the year 1SG6
the tax upon fermented beverages was col-

lected in money at the rate of $1 per barrel.

Since then it is collected by means of revenue
stamps. The consumption of beer in this

country to-day is ten times as great as it was
thirty years ago. There are six operations
in brewing, vis.

,
grinding or crushing,

mashing, boiling, cooling, fermenting, and
cleansing.

(i) Grinding : The malt or corn is bruised
or crushed by smooth metal rollers, and left

in a heap for a few days before brewing, by
which it becomes mellow, and is more easily
exhausted by the water in the mashing.

(ii) Mashing : The crushed or bruised malt
is now thrown into the mash-tun, and water
added at a temperature of from 158° F. to
172* F. After a maceration of three or four
hours, assisted during the first half hour by
constant stirring, the liquid portion is strained
off through finely-perforated plates in the bot-
tom of the mash-tun, into the underback, and
pumped into the copper. In mashing, the
aim of the brewer is, not only to dissolve out
the sugar in the malt, but also to cause the so-

called diastase contained in the malt to aet on
the starch and convert it into sugar. If the heat
of the mash-liquor stands below HO* F., the
diastase will be inactive ; if above 185° F., it is

apt to be destroyed. A medium temperature
of lo5° F. is found to be the most suitable for
mashing.

(Ill) Boiling .* As soon as all the wort is col-

lected in the copper, the hops are added, and
the whole boiled for about three hours. The
object of boiling is to coagulate and precipitate

the excess of albumen present, and to extract
the aromatic oil and bitter of the hop.

(Iv) Cooling: In order to prevent as much,
as possible the formation of acid, it is neces-
sary to cool the wort as quickly as possible.
This is done by exposing it to a current of air

in large aliallow vessels, or running it over
refrigerating pipes.

(v) Fermenting, or fermentation: As soon as
the temperature has fallen to 60

s
F. the wort

is run into the fermenting vats, and yeast
added. In about four hours fermentation
begins, and is allowed to continue for forty-

eight hours, when the yeast is skimmed offana
the beer run into large casks. Fermentation.
is the most delicate operation of the brewer,
as on it chiefly depends the quality and con-
dition of the beer. His aim is, not to decom-
pose all the sugar in the wort, but to leave a
sufficiency to give body to the beer and keep
up the evolution of carbonic acid gas.

(vi) Cleansing: The ordinary practice in
cleansing is to run the liquid from the fer-

menting vats into a series of casks placed with
their bung-holes slightly inclined, so that the
yeast still generated may pass over into
vessels placed to receive it. The object of
cleansing is to check the action of the yeast.

When sugar is used it is dissolved in the
copper. The finished beer varies in specific

gravity from 1,002" to 1,030", and contains
from four to twenty-four per cent, of proof
spirit, together with a sugar, called maltose,
dextrine, colouring matter, and various salts.

2. Naut. : A collection of dark clouds por-
tending a storm.

brewing-tab, s. A tub for brewing.
"... we shall then have the loan of his cider-press

and brewing-tubs for nothing."—U'HUsntith; t'icar uf
Wakejleld, ch. xvii.

* brewis, * brouwys, * browesse.
* brewet, *. [A.S. briw, briwes m brewis,
the small pieces of meat in broth, pottage*
frumenty (Somner, Bosworth) ; (N. H.) Ger.
brei ~ pottage ; M. H. Ger. brl, brie ; O. H.
Ger. pri, prio ; from A.S. bredwan =. to brew. J
[Brew, Br.ee, Brose.]

1. Broth ; liquor in which beef and vegeta-
bles have been boiled. (Eng. & Scotch.)

** What an ocean of brewis shall I swim in I

"

Beaumont ± Fletcher ; JJiocletian,

2. A piece of bread soaked in boiling faft

pottage, made of salted meat.

* brew'-ater, * breu st er, • brewe store
(ew as u), s. [Eng. brew ; and O. Eng. fem.
term, •ster.]

1. (Feminine) : A female brewer.
"Bakers, Bochers, and Breuitert in on ye."

Langland : Piers Plowman, Prol.

2. A brewer cf the male sex, or without
reference to sex at all. (Trench.)

Brewster sessions, s. pL
Law: Sessions for granting licenses to

publicans.

brew -ster-ite (ew as t\), s. [Named after
Sir David Brewster, the eminent natural
philosopher, with suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Jlftn. ; A monoclinic mineral with a hard-
ness of 4-5—5 ; a sp. gr. of 2-432—2'453 ; a
lustre pearly on some faces and on others
vitreous, a white colour and weak double re-

fraction. Compos. : Silica, 53*04 — 54*32

;

alumina, 15*25—17*49 ; sesquioxide of iron,
0-08—0*29 ; baryta, 6*05—6*80

; strontian, 8*32

—9-99; lime, 0'80—1-85, and water, 12-58—
1473. It is found at Strontian, in Argyle-
shlre, at the Giant's Causeway, and on the
continent of Europe. (Dana.)

brew-ster-li'-nite, brew- »ter'-lute,

brew sto line (ew as u), s. [Named
after Sir David Brewster. The second part
may be from Lat Hn«o= line, or Gr. AiVor*

(linon) m flax, a flaxen end, a thread ; suffix

-ite(Afin.)(q.v.).]

Min. : A new fluid of unknown composi-
tion, first found by Sir David Brewster, and
occurring In the cavities of various crystals

In Scotland, Brazil, and Australia.

brex'-i-a, s. [From Gr. Aorfftf (brexis)= t\

wetting,* Pp*xw (brechS) = to wet, possibly
because the fine large leaves afford one a pro-
tection against rain.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Brexiaceee (teexiads). The species

boll, b<5^; p6ut, Jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exists -ing.

-elan, -tian = Shan, -tion, -sion m shun ; --(Ion, -fion = zhun. -tious, sious, -ciousm shus, -ble, -tie. && - bel, teJL
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are Madagascar trees, commonly called by
gardeners Theophrastas. They have firm,
spiny, or entire leaves, and axillary green
flowers.

brex-l-a'-ce-SB, *. pi. [From Mod. Lat.
brexia (q.v.), fern, pi. adjectival suffix -acecc.]

Bot. : Brextads, an order of plants placed
by Lindlcy under his Forty-third or Saxifragal
Alliance. He distinguishes them as Saxi-
fragal Exogens, with consolidated styles and
many-leaved calyx, alternate leaves, and nou-
albumen. In 1849, four genera were known
and six speeiea. (Lindley?)

brex i-adj, s. pi. [Mod. Lat brexia (q.v.),

and Eng. pL suffix -ads.)

Bot : The English name of the order Brexi-
acese (q.v.). (Lindley.)

* torejr, v.t. [A. 8. bregean, bregan = to
frighten.] To terrify.

" Bot a serpent all wgly.
That breyd tbame alf standand thare-by."

Wyntown, vL 4, SC

*breyde, v.t. [Braid (1), v.] (Prompt. Parv.)

*brey-dyn, v.t. [Braid (1), v.] To upbraid.
(Prompt. Parv.)

* breyel, s. [Brothel.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* breyfe, s. [Breve, $.}

*nreythet v.{. [Braid (1), v.] To rush.
"And breythed xipftt into his brayn and blemysthis

mynde."
Ear. Eng. AUit. Poems (ed. Morris); Cleanness, 1,431,

brez'-I-lin, $. [Brazilin.] The same as
Brazilin (q.v.).

bri-ar, s. & a. [Brier,]

briar-rose, s. [Brier-rose.]

briar-tooth, s. [Brier-tooth.)

tBri-ar-e-an, a. [From Lat. Briareius =
pertaining to Briareus, and Eng. suffix -an.]

h Class. Myth. : Pertaining to Briareus, a
son of Ccelus and Tellus, or of ^ther and
Tellus, who had a hundred hands and fifty
heads.

2. Ord. Ixing. : Having a hundred hands.

bribe, * brybe, *. [O. Fr. bribe = a present,
gift.]

* 1. Robbery, plunder.
" Brybery, or brybe. Matuiculum."—Prompt. Part.

2. A reward or consideration of any kind
given or offered to any one corruptly, with a
view to influence his judgment or conduct.

** Qlo. Who can accuse met wherein am I guilty

'

Tork. Tia thought, my lord, that you took bribe* of
France,

And, being protector, stay'd the soldiers' pay

:

By means whereof, his highness hath lost France."
Shaketp. : 2 Sen. 17., Hi 1.

t bribe-devouring, a. Eager for bribes.

* bribe-pander, s. One who procures
bribes.

t bribe worthy, a. Worthy of a bribe :

worth bribing.

bribe, * brybe, *bry-byn,t>.f. 4i. [O.Fr.
briber.]

A. Transitive:

* L To plunder, pillage, rob, or steaL
" Ther is no theef without* a lowke
That belpeth hym to wasten and to sowke
Of that he brybe kan, or borwe may.*"

Chawxr: C. T., 4,417.
" Brybyn. Mantiailo, latrocinor."—Prompt. Parv.

2. To give or offer to any person a reward
or consideration of any kind, with a view to
influence his judgment or conduct ; to hire
for a corrupt purpose ; to secure a vote by
illegal or corrupt means.

" Or would It be possible to bribe a Juryman or two
to starve out the rest,"—Macautay : Hitt. Eng.. ch.
xxii.

3. To influence or bring over to one's side-
in any way.

" Hww pow'rful are chaste tows ! the wind and tide
You bribd to combat on the English side."

Dryden.

B. IrMrans. : To offer or give bribes.
" The bard may supplicate, but cannot bribe,"

Prologue to Qood-natured Man.

t bribe -able, bn -ba-ble, a. [Eng. bribe

;

and able.] Capable of being bribed ; open to
a bribe.

(Jan any one Imagine a more dangerous and more
bribable class of electors?"—Edward*: PolUh Cav
tivity, c. a r

t bri'-bee, s. [Bribe, s.] One who receives a
bribe.

"... were scheduled as briber* without being ex-
amined."—The Button Election. Timet, March 30, 1878.

t bribe'-le'ss. a. [Eng. bribe, and suff. -less.]

Free from bribes ; incapable of being bribed.

* brib -en, v.t. or i. [Bribe, v.]

brib cr, * brlb-our, * bryb our, m bryb-
oure, *brey-bowre, s. [O. Fr. bribeur
= a beggar, a scrap-craver, also a greedy
devourer ; briber = to beg ; and this from
bribe = (1) a lump of bread given to a beggar
[Cotgr.), (2) a present, a gift; briba (atic.

MSS.).= bullet ; from Welsh briw = a morsel
a fragment.]

* 1. A thief, robber, plunderer.
•* Alle others in batatlle beeth yholde brybourt,
Pilours and pyke-herueys, in eche parshe a-corsede.*

Langland : P. Plowman, xxiii. 261
" Who saveth a thefe when the rope Is knet,
With some false turne the bribour will him quite."

Lydgate.
* 2. A low, beggarly fellow.

** That pedder brybour, that scheip-keipar.
He tellis thame Ilk ane caik by caik.*^

Bannatyne Poems, p. 171, it 7.

3. One who offers or gives bribes.
* 4. He who or that which in any way influ-

ences or tries to influence corruptly or wrong-
fully.

" Affection is still a briber of the Judgment ; and it
is hard for a man to admit a reason against the thing
be loves; or to confess the force of an argument. agiiniJt
an interest "—South.

brib'-er-y, * bri'-ber-ie, bryb'-er-& s.

[Eng. bribe; -ry.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Robbery, theft, plunder. [See quotation
under Bribe, *., 1.]

2. The act or practice of bribing, or of giving
or offering bribes ; the act of receiving bribes.

"For the congregation of hypocrites shall he deso-
late, and Are shall consume the tabernacles of bribery "

—Job xv. 34.

EL Law: Bribery by a candidate or anv
agent of his at a parliamentary or municipal
election voids the seat acquired through ita
aid. If it has been practised by the aspirant
himself it incapacitates him from being elected
again for a number of years. The extensive
prevalence of bribery may be punished by the
temporary or permanent disfranchisement of
the corrupt place. Despite all efforts to prevent
it bribery at elections is frequently practised,
and there is every reason to believe that legis-
lation is largely Influenced by bribery of
members of Councils and Legislatures, if not
of Congress. The laws against this crime are
stri ngent and the penalties severe, but it is very
difficult to produce conviction uf the offense.

brib - ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Bribe, v.]

A. A. B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb.)

C. As substantive: The act of giving or
offering a bribe, bribery.

brie a brae (a as a), s. & a. [Fr.]

A. As subst.: Fancy ware, curiosities, knick-
knacks.

" I've no taste for ftric-d&rac."—Comhill Mag., Jan..
1M7, p. 117.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or containing
curiosities, knick-knacks, Ac.

,
"«FLe ?ld CMD»*P* 1*c* "d £!*«. v*« »« for sale.

In fact the chief show-house in Brock wxsk brie**-brae
shop. Finally, she took us into a room and intro-

*brtche, ^bruche, s.

breach, rupture.
[Breach, «.] A

* brlohe, * bryche, o. [A.S. brice, bryce m
fragile.] Weak.

** Now ys Per* hycome bryche.
That er was lx>the stoute and ryche."

Robert of Itrunne.

* bricht, # brycht (ch guttural), a. & *\
(Scotch.) [Brioht.]

% Used substantively for a young woman,
strictly as conveying the idea of beauty.

" Wallace hyr saw as he his eyne can cast
The prent off luff him punyeit at the last
So asprely. throuch bewto off that brycht.
With gret wneas in presence bid he mycht*

Wallace, v. 607, Ma
brick (1), * brique, s. & a. [O. Fr. bri^we =

(1) a fragment, (2) a brick ; O. Dut. bricfc,
bricke = a fragment, bit ; brick, brijek = a
tile, brick. Compare A.S. brice, bryce = brit-
tle, a breaking, from brecan = to break.]

A. As substantive:

I, Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) A mass of clay and sand, tempered and
burnt in a kiln, made in a rectangular shape,
and used in building. [II. 2.]

" Y« shall no more gtre the people straw to maka
brick, as heretofore : let them go and gather straw tor
themselves."

—

Ezod., v. 7.

" Not a briek was made but some man had to think
of the making of that brick.'—Carlyle : Beroer and
Bero-voorthip, lect v.

(2) Bricks collectively, as a material.
"Augustus was accustomed to boast that he hat

found his capital of brick, and that he had left it

«

marble."—Gibbon : Decline 4s Fall, i. 44.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A species of loaf, so called from Its shape
somewhat resembling a brick. It is applied to
bread of different sizes ; as, a penny brick, a
three-penny brick, a quarter brick, i.e. a quar-
tern loaf.

".
. . a penny frrfc*. on which we made acomfortabla

meal. —Smollet, Roderick Random.

(2) A good fellow. (Colloquial.)
" He's a dear little brick,"—Thackeray,

IL Technically:

1. Arch. : A moulded and burned block c*
tempered clay. The word is also applied to
the block in its previous conditions, as a
moulded plastic mass, and as a dried block in
which the water, hygrometrically combined
with the clay, is driven off. When this con-
dition is accepted as a finality, the block so
dried is an adobe. The burning of the pre-
viously dried brick drives off the chemically
combined water, and for ever changes the
character of the mass. An adobe may become
re-saturated with water, and resume its plas-
ticity ; a brick may become rotten and disinte-
grated, but not plastic. Air-brick is an iron
grating the size of a brick, or a perforated
brick, let into a wall to allow the jtassage
of air. Arch-brick usually means the hard*
burned, partially vitrified brick from the
arches of the brick-clamp in which the fire ia
made and maintained. A brick made voussoir-
shaped is known as a compass-brick. A cap-
ping-brick is one for the upper course of a wall

;

clinker, a brick from an arch of the clamp, so
named from the sharp glassy sound when
struck ; a coping-brick, one for a coping
course on a wall

; feather-edged brick, of pris-
matic form, for arches, vaults, niches, etc;
Jire-brick, made of intractable material, so aa
to resist fusion in furnaces and kilns ; hollovh
brick, with openings for ventilation ; stocks.
a name given to the best class of bricks, and
also locally to peculiar varieties, as gray-
stocks, red-stocks, eta Pecking, place, sandal,
semel brick, are local terms applied to imper-
fectly burned or refuse brick. Bricks vitri-

fied by excessive heat are termed bwrr-briEc**
or burrs, (Knight.)

2. Hist. : Bricks were manufactured at a
remote period of antiquity by the Egyptians,
the Babylonians, the Assyrians, &c and some
of them being inscribed with written cha-
racters have been of priceless value in convey-
ing historic facts to the present age. About
A. I>. 44 bricks were made in England by

the Romans, and lit

A.D. 886 by the Anglo-
Saxons under King
Alfred. Under Henry
VIII. and Queen Eliza-

beth the manufacture
greatly flourished.
The size was regu-
ted by Charles L in

1625.

3. Her.: A charge
resembling a billet,

but showing its thick-

bricks. ness in perspective.

B. As adjective .*

Pertaining to bricks or brickwork.

brick axe, $.

Bricklaying: An
axe with two ends,
which are presented
like chisels. It is used
in chopping off the

soffits of bricks to the
saw-kerfs, which have
been previously made
in the brick to the re-

quired depth, in order
to prevent the brick

from spalling-

brlck-bat, s. [Brickbat.]

brick-axe.

tate, At, Are, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, ther 2: pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; 36, ptft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, re, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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brick-built, a. Built or constructed of
brick.

M Yet, enter'd in the brick-built town, he try'd.'
l>ryden : Jut. Sat., 10,

brick-burner, *. One whose trade or
occupation it is to superintend the burning of

bricks in the kiln.

brick-clamp, $. A stack of bricks in
order for burning.

brick-day. s.

L Ord. Lang. : Clay used for making brick.
** I observed it in pita wrought for tile and brick-

clay. "— Woodward.

2. Geol. : The term brick-clay occurs fre-

quently in descriptions of Scottish geology,
whilst the term used for the somewhat similar
deposits in the valley of the Thames is brick-

earth, or the pi. brick-earths (q.v.). Most
of the Scottish brick-clays are of inter-glacial

age, and some of them enclose arctic shells.

Brick-clays, of excellent quality, are very
abundant in many parts of the United States,

and the City of Philadelphia is built upon a
broad deposit of such material, the result, it

is believed, of the grinding of rocks to clay
during the glacial age.

brick-colour, brick colour, s. & a.

A, As subst. ; The colour of brick. [B.)

B. As adj. : Dull scarlet mixed with grey.

brick-dryer, s. An oven in which green
bricks are dried, so as to fit them for building
lip in clamps or kilns for burning. A series

of drying-chambers are separated from each
other by iron-folding doors, through which
chambers a railroad track is laid. Under one
end of the structure is a furnace, and hot air,

of increasing degrees of temperature, is intro-

duced successively into the separate cham-
bers. (Knight)

brick-dust, brickdust, s. Dust made
or arising from pounded bricks. (Lit. of fig.)

"This ingenious author, being thus sharp set, sot
together a convenient quantity of brickdutt, and dis-
posed of it into several papers.' —Spectator.

brick-earth, s.

1. Ordinary Language : Earth used for brick-
making.

2. Geology

:

(1) The term is sometimes used in the
singular.

"From the sub-serial conditions under which the
brick-earth was formed."—Q. J. Geol. Sac, xiii. 63.

(2) PI. (brick-earths) .* A term specially used
of two beds or series of beds, the Upper and
the Lower Brick-earths. The names were
given by Mr. Searles Wood, jun. The latter

are especially interesting. They exist near
London at Ilford, Gray's Thurrock, Crayford,
Erith, and Wickham. Besides freshwater and
terrestrial shells, Ac, they contain no fewer
than twenty-four species of mammals, among
others the Wolf(Cants lupus), the Beaver(Cas(or

fiber), and the Wild Cat (Felis catus), a fossil

horse (Equusfossilis), a Hyaena (Hycena sptlcea),

and yet more remarkable EUphas antiquus,
primigenius and prisons,Rhinoceros tichorhinus,
leptorhinus and megarhinus, and Hippopotamus
major. Prof. Boyd Dawkins considers them
Pleistocene and Pre-glacial. He believes that
in a descending order the following is the
sequence of the several beds :—(1) Post-gla-

cial deposits, climate severe, but gradually
becoming temperate ; (2) Glacial deposits,
climate severe; (3) Lower Brick-earths of
Thames Valley, climate comparatively tem-
perate ; (4) Forest bed of Norfolk, climate
temperate. (Q. J. Geol. Soc., xxiii. (1867)
91-109.) Mr. Searles Wood, jun., on some
points differs from Prof. Boyd Dawkins.
{Ibid., 394-417.)

brick-elevator, *. An apparatus for
raising materials used in construction. End-
less chains are carried over wheels above and
below, and the material is carried up on
boxes supported by frames attached to the
chains.

brick-field, s. A field in which bricks
are made.

brick-furnace, s. A furnace for burn-
ing bricks. In Hoffmann's annular brick-
furnace there is a central chimney and remov-
able divisions for separating the annulus into
different chambers. These are filled and
emptied through doors. The chambers being
charged with brick, heat is applied to one

|

chamber, and the volatile material thence re-

sulting is led through the next one, so as to
heat and dry the bricks in the next in series.

The bricks in chamber one being burned, the
fire is applied to number two, and so on to
the end.

brick-kiln, s. [Brickkiln.]

brick-layer, s. [Bricklayer.]

brick - machine, s. A machine for
making bricks. Many such machines exist
diverse in type from each other, patents for
their construction in the aggregate amounting
to hundreds, having been taken out in Eng-
land or in the United States. In one of these,
a patent clay-tempering and brick-making ma-
chine, invented in 1831 by Mr. Bakewell, of
Manchester, the clay, after being tempered, is

compressed into the proper form by a com-
bination of levers. By Messrs. Cooke and
Cunningham's machinery 1,800 bricks can be
made in an hour.' The making of bricks by
hand is vanishing in the United States in con-
sequence of the rapid and effective work done
by machines. These machines are capable of
turning out from 10,<)00 to 30,000 bricks in ten
hours, varying considerably in their capacity
and also in the quality of the work performed.

brick-maker, s. [Brickmaker.]

brick-making, s. The operations of
brick-making may be said to consist in—Pre-
paring the brick-earth, tempering, moulding,
drying, and burning. The qualities of bricks
may be thus enumerated :— Soundness, that
is, freedom from cracks and flaws ; hardness,
to enable them to withstand pressure and
strain ; regularity of shape and size, to enable
them to occupy their proper place in the
course ; infusibility, in those intended for
furnace-work. Fire-bricks are made from a
compound of silica and alumina, and the clay
owes its refractory quality to the absence of
lime, magnesia, potash, and metallic oxides,
which act as fluxes. Hollow bricks are made
for purposes of warming, ventilating, and re-

moving moisture from the wall. In some
cases the hollows form flues, or shafts for
ventilation, or discharge of dust from the
upper stories. In other cases the hollows
have no mechanical function other than to
form air-chambers for warmth, as it is well
known that an imprisoned body of air is a
very poor conductor of heat. (Knight.)

"... a dark greyish-blue clay worked for brick-
making"— Q. J. Geol. Soc, xxxiv. 826.

t brick-mason, 5. A bricklayer. (Ogil-

vie.)

brick-mould, s. A box in which clay
for bricks is moulded into shape. It is some-
times of wood lined with iron or brass

;

sometimes it is made of sheet-iron in four
pieces, rivetted together at the angles, and
strengthened with wood at the sides only.

brick-moulder, s. One who moulds
bricks.

brick-nogging, s.ka.

A. As substantive

:

Building : Brick and stud work. [B.]

B. As adjective : Consisting of brick and
stud work.

% A brick-nogging wall or partition is one
in which the spaces between the timbers or
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scantling are filled up with brick laid in

mortar. In a brick-nogging partition the
wooden portions are called nogging-puces.

brick-pit, s. A pit from which bricks
are dug.

"The brick-pit at Lexden is situated . .
.—Q. J.

Geo!. Soc, xix. (1863).

brick-press, s. A kind of brick-machine,
which effects its object by compressing the
bricks into shape. [Brick-machine.]

brick-red, s. A reddish colour, like that
of bricks. (Used also attributively.)

brick-trimmer.

brick-tea, *. The larger leaves, refuse
twigs and dust of the tea plant, softened and
moulded into a brick-like mass for easier trans-

portation from China to Russia.

brick trimmer, *. [Trimmer.]

Arch. ; A brick arch abutting against a
wooden trimmer
in front of a fire-

place, to guard
against accidents
by fire.

brick-trow-
el, 8. [Trowel.]
A trowel used by
bricklayers.

brick-truck,
s. A truck with
wide tires to
travel over ths
flat surface of the
brick-yard in

moving brick from the hack to the kiln,

brick-wall, s.\ a.

A. As subst. : A wall of brick.

B. As adj. : Consisting of such a wait
" Arid they, that never pass their brick-wall bounds.
To range the fields, and treat their limp with ail."

Cowper ; The fa**, bk. ir.

brick-work, s.

Bricklaying ; Work executed in brick. Th«
standard size for English brick is 9 x 4£ x 24
inches, and walls are described as half-brick,

brick, brick and a half, &c, in thickness.

The outer walls of modern houses are generally
brick or brick and a half thick, the system of
leases for ninety-nine years having given rise

to the practice of building houses only suf-

ficiently strong to last till the lease falls in.

brick-wise, a. or adv. Arranged like
bricks in a wall ; so laid that the joints do not
come immediately over each other,

brick yard, s. A " yard " or enclosure,
or simply a place where bricks are made.

* brick (2), s. [Corruption of break, s. (?% |

Brick of land: A division, a portion dis-

tinguished from other portions.
" The brickt of land vnderwritten, viz., that brick of

land ly&iid north and »u\ith."—Arts Pari. James F„
vii., p. 618. (Jamieton.)

brick, v.t. [From brick, s. (q.v.).]

Buildinq

:

1. To lay or construct with bricks.

"The sexton comes to know where he is to b« laid,

and whether his grave is to be plain or bricked."—Swift.

2. To imitate or counterfeit a brick-wall by
smearing a wall with red ochre, cutting divi-

sions in it, and filling the latter with plaster.

brick bat, s. [From Eng. brick, and bat (1),

s.] A broken piece of brick.
" Earthen bottles, filled with hot water, do provoke

in bed a sweat more daintily than brickbats hot"—
Bacon.

brick trig, s. [Brick, s.] The imitation of

brickwork on a plastered or stuccoed surface.

brick-kiln, * bricke-kiU, s. [Eng. brick,

and kiln.] A chamber in which green bricks

are loosely stacked, with spaces between them
for the passage of the heat, and in which
they are burnedby fires placed either in arched
furnaces under the floor of the kiln, or in

fire-holes placed in the side walls.

brick'-lay-er, s. [Eng. brick, and layer.] A
man whose trade it is to lay or set bricks.

" In the course of a hundred and twenty years, the
daily earnings of the bricklayer have risen from hall

a crown to (our and tenpence."—Macaulay : Biet. Eng..

ch. iii-

bricklaycr's-hammer, s.

Bricklaying : A tool having a hammer-head
and a sharpened peen, forming an axe for

dressing bricks to shape.

bricklayer's-hoist, s. A winch and
tackle for lifting bricks and mortar in building.

bricklayerVitch, *.

Med. : A disease to which bricklayers are

subject, caused by the particles of brick-dust

entering the skin and producing great irrita-

tion,

bricklayer's labourer, 5. A labourer

who assists the bricklayer by supplying him
with bricks, mortar, &c.

boll, bo*y; pout, jtfwl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -cioua, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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bricklayer's -

TROWEL.]
trowel, s. [Brick-

brick -laying, s. [Eng. brick, and laying.]

The art or trade of building with bricks, or of

laying or setting bricks.
"* Who is to judge bow much cotton-spinning, or dis-

bricklaying.tribnting
i to judg'
goods *irom the stores, or t

chimney*weeping U equivalent to so much plough-
ing T "—J. 8. Mill : Political Economy (ed. 1M«J, voL t.,

b*. ii., ch. L. S S, p. 2«.

^f The implements of the bricklayer are a

trowel, for spreading mortar and breaking

bricks when a piece smaller than a whole
"brick is required; a hammer, for making
openings in the brick-work and for driving or

dividing bricks, for which purposes one end is

formed like a common hammer, and the other

is broad and flattened, somewhat after the

maimer of an axe ; the plumb-rule, made
generally of wood, having a longitudinal open-

lg down its middle and a plummet suspended

from its upper end, for carrying walls up per-

twndicularly ; the level, consisting of a long

horizontal arm, having a perpendicular branch
carrying a vertical arm from which a plummet
is suspended ; a large square, for laying out
the sides of a building at right angles ; a rod,

usually five or ten feet loug, for measuring
lengths ; compasses, for traversing arches and
vaults ; a line and line-pins, for Keeping the

courses straight and level as the work pro-

gresses ; and a hod, for carrying bricks and
mortar to the workman. (Knight.)

* brlc'-kle-ne*ss, *. [O. Eng. brickie; -ness.)

The quality of being brickie or fragile, brittle-

ness. {Barret.)

briok'-ly, 'brfo'-kle, 'bro-kel, *bro-
kle, * bru-kel, bru-kle, «. [O. Dut.
brokel = fragile, brittle ; A.S. brice, bryoe m
brittle, brecan = to break.]

1. Lit. : Brittle, fragile, easily broken.
" The parte oke is the softest, arid far more spalt and

brickie than the hedge oke. '—Barriton : England,
p. SSL

But tb' Altare, on the which this Image staid.

Was. O great pitie ! built of brickie clay."
Spenrer : Ruin* of Tims. 498-9.

2. Fig. : Fickle, variable, uncertain, un-
steady.

" The brickie and rariable doctrine of John Calvin In

his institutions." — Stapleton : tortrett of the Faith
(1565), f. 24, b.

"
. . . . when I think how I am to fend for ye now

In thae brickly times."—Scott : Old Mortality, ch. vii.

brick'-ma-ker, a. [Eng. brick; maker.] One
whose trade it is to make bricks.

" They are common in claypits ; but the brickmmker*
pick them out ni the clay."— Woodward.

brick -mak-ing, a. & s. [Brick-making:.]

brickmaking-machine, s. A machine
for making brieks. [Brick-machine.]

brick-n6g-ging, s. [Brick-hogging.)

brick-work, s. [Brick-work.]

* Dlick'-y, a. [Eng. brick; -y.) Full of or
composed of bricks. (Cotgrave.)

bri col , * bri-col'e, s. [Fr. bricoU.)

Military :

1. Harness for men employed in dragging
heavy guns, when horses, etc., cannot be used
or procured!

2. A species of engine of war, the same as
* springold.

" Some kind of brieot It seemed, which the English
and Scot* called an Espringold, the shot whereof K.
Edward the first escaped salreat the siege of Strtve-
lin."—Camden: Remainet.

* brict, a. [Bright.]
1,910.)

*brid,*bridde,».

(Story of Gen. A Exod.,

[Bird.]
" The king to souper is set, s«rved in halle,—
Briddet brandeu, and brad, in bankers bright"

.Sir Oawan and Sir Oat, 11. L
** At briddet doon, that men in cage feede."

Chaucer : C. T-, lQ,«6-«.

•' With briddet, lybardes, and iyouna"
Romaunt of the Rote.

" That me thought it no briddit song*" Ibid.

* brld-devyner, *. [O. Eng. brtd = bird,

and devyner = diviner.] An augur.
" Sweueneres and brid-devynere*. "— Wicklift: Jer.

xsrtL ».

"brid-lime, 9. [Bird-lime.]

brid -al, * bride-ale, "bri^del, * bred-
ale, * brid ale, * brid hale, * bryd-
ale, bruid-ale, *. A- a. [Properly Eng.
bride, and ale; ale being the common term for

a feast. Compare church-ate, leet-ale, scot-ale,

&c]
A. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The nuptial ceremony or festival,

marriage.
" The fole mavdenea . . . weren beset wythoute

nram the bredaU."—Ayenbit* of Inwit (ed. Morris),

p. 233.

** A man that's bid to bride-ale. If he ha* cake
And drink enough, he need not rear (fear) bis stake."

Ben Jonton : Tale of a Tub, ii. L (Afire*.)

2, Fig. : Any union.
" Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright.
The bridal of the earth and sky." Herbert.

% A craw's bridal : The designation given to

a flight of crows, if very numerous, (Scotch.)

B. As adjective 1 Pertaining to a bride, or a
bridal ; nuptial, connubial.

" And let them eeke bring store of other flowers.

To deck the bridale bowers."
Spenter: EpUhalamion, 49-7.

% Ordinary compounds are bridal-bed,

bridaUcake, t bridal-feast, bridal-flowers, bridal-

hymn, bridal-ring, bridal-song, bridul-wreaVi,.

* bridal-cheer, * bridale cheare, s.

The wedding feast.

"And askt him whew and when her bridale cheare.'
Spenter: E.q.V. h. &

bridal knot, s. The bond of marriage.
** Be Joy and happiness her lot I

—

But Bhe hath tied the bridil-knot*
Scott : Lord qf the Itlet, It. 14.

t bridal-link, s. A bridal-knot, mar-
riage*

" The nnion of our house with thine.
By this fair bridal-link t"

Scott: Lord of the Itlet, it 4.

*bri-dal'-X-ty, *bri-dal-tee, $. (Eng.
bridal; -ity.] A bridal, a marriage.

" Atquintin he,

In honour of this bridaltee.
Hath challengd either wide oonntee."

B. Jonton j Underwood*.

*brldde,». [Bird.]

* briddes nest, s. A plant.

nest.] (Cuckayne, iii. 315.)

[Bird*s-

[Bird's-* briddes tunge, s. A plant.

tongue.] (Cockayne, iii. 315.)

bride (1), * brid, * brudo, # bryde,*burde,
* buirde, * berde, s. [A.S. bryd; Icel.

brudhr ; Dut. bruid ; Sw. & Dan. brud ; O. H.
Ger. prut ; Ger. braut, all = a girl, a bride.

Compare WeU priod; Bret, pried= a spouse.
(Skeat.)}

1. Literally:

* (1) A girl ; an unmarried female. [Bird.]
** He wayted a-bout*

To haue bi-holde that burd*, his bits to enrrese."
William of Paleme (ed. Skeat), 6SS.

(2) A woman newly married or on the point
of being married.

•* Were it better, I should rush in thus.
But where is Kate I where is my lovely bride I*

" \; Taming qf the Shre "

2. Figuratively:

Shaketp. : Taming qf the Shrew, iiL 1

(1) That on which one fixes his affections,

and which becomes as near and dear to him
as a wife.

** The youth went down to a hero's graTC,
With the sword, his bride."

Hemam : The Death-day of Earner.

(2) Applied in Scripture to the Church, as

the bride of Christ, to denote the close union
between them.

" The Spirit and the bride say. Come. "-flee. *xll. 17.

bride (2), *. [Fr. = bridle, bonnet-string.]

1. Ordinary Language :

* 1, A bridle, a rein,

2. A bonnet-string; one of the threads con-
necting the pattern in lace.

II. Med. : Thready membranes preventing
the escape of pus in abscesses.

P At the maturation of the pustnls the bride rnp-
turen."— hncy. Metrop. UB4S).

* bride-ale, s. [Bridal.]

* bride-bowl, «. A bowl of spiced in-

gredients formerly handed about with cake
at bridals.

" Lord Beaufort comes In—calls for his bed and
bride-bo%et,"~Ben Jonton : Jteu* Inn, v. ( Arg.J.

* bride-bash, s. A bush hung out by
the ale-house at bridals.

bride's cake, s. [Bridecakb.]

* bride-cup, s. A bride-bowl (q.v.).
" Get our bed ready, chamberlain.

And host, a bride-cup." Ben Jonton: Jfewlwt,*. 4.

bride's-maid, ft [Bridesmaid.]

bride's man, s. [Bkidehan.]

* bride, v.t. [Bride, s.] To make a bride of,

to wed.
" I knew a man

Of eighty winters, this I told them, who
A lass of fourteen brideaV"

Beaum. a) Ftet. ; Two Jlob. Eintmen.

bride -bed, s. [Eng. bride, and bed,} The
marriage-bed.
* I hoped, thou shouldst have been my Hamlet's wife

;

I thought thy bride-bed to have deck'd, sweet maid,
And not have strew'd thy grave."

Shaketp. : Eamlet, V. L

bride -cake, *. [Eng. bride, and cake.] The
cake distributed to the guests at a wedding.

bride'-cbiim-ber, *. [Eng. bride, and chaw
ber. ] The nuptial chamber.

"Can the children of the bridechamber mourn, M
long as the bridegroom is with them T"

—

Matt. ix. IS.

* bri d-ed, pa. par. k a. [Bride, v.] Hade a
bride ; wedded.

bride -groom, * bride grome, * brid-
gume, * bred-gome, *. 4A corruption

of A.S. bryd-guma, from bryd = bride, and
guma = man ; Dut. bruidegom ; IceL brud-

gumi; fSvt.brudgumme; Dan. brudgom; O. H.
Ger. brutegomo ; Ger. brdutigam.] A man
newly married or on the point of being
married.

"The wyse maydlnes . . . yeden in mid the bred-

gome to the breuale."—A yenbite of Inwit (ed. Morris),

p. 3SS.

* bri'-del, *\ [Bridlb, «.]

** He strepeth of the bridel right anoon.
And whan the horo was loos, he gan to goon."

Chaucer : The Reeve*' Tale, 4081-61

* bride'-lace, *. [Eng. bride ; and lace.] A
kind of broad riband or small streamer, often

worn at weddings.

bri-dSl'-i-a, s. [Named after Prof. Briedel.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Euphorbiaceai, and the section Phyllan-

thea?. The bark of the Asiatic Bridelias is

astringent.

* bride -maid, s. [Eng. bride; and maid.)

A bridesmaid (q.v.).

* bride -man, *. [Eng. bride; and man.] A
man who attends on the bride and bridegroom

at a wedding ; a best man.
" My vertuous maid, this day lie be your bride-man,

Beaum. A fietch. : A Wifefor a Jfoneth, V. L

brides-maid, s. [Eng. bride, and maid*.]

An unmarried woman who attends on the

bride at her wedding.

* bride'-Stake, *. TEng. bride; and stake.) A
stake or pole set in the ground, round which

the guests at a wedding danced.
" Round about the bridettake."—Ben Jonton.

bride'-wain, s. [Eng. bride, and wain (q.v.).
|

1. A wain or waggon loaded with household

goods, travelling from the house of the bride's

father to her new home.

2. A carved chest for the bride's clothes

and household linen.

3. A meeting of the friends of a couple about

to be married, for the purpose of raising a

little money to enable the young folks to

commence housekeeping.

bride -well, *. [Originally a palace or hos-

pital built near St. Bridget's, or St. Bride's

WeU; subsequently converted into a work-

house.] A house of correction for disorderly

persons or criminals ; a prison.

"Such as In London commonly come to the hearing

Of the Masters of BridewelW-Aecham : Schoolmatter.

bride'-*wdrt, *. [O. Eng. bride, And wort (q.v.).

So called from its resemblance to the white

feathers worn by brides (Prior), or perhaps

because it was used for strewing the housea

at wedding festivities.] Two plants, viz.—

1, Spirma Ulmaria, L.

2. Spirasa ealici/olia, L. (Loudon : Arborf

turn.) (Britten dt HoUand.)

bridge, *telgge, **«*»/ ****?*
* brygge (Eng.), * brig (Scotch A Horth oj

Eng. dial.), s. & a. [A.S. brycg, bricg, bryc,

» brie, brig; Icel. bryggja, bru ; '6w.brygga,oro;

Dan. brygge, bra; Dut. brw ; *Ti««. breggt;

(N A Ml H.) Ger. brucke; e H. Ger. prucca,}

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

l. LU,:

(1) In the same sense as rt. L (q.*-X

tsUe, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, thdre

;

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, ©fib, oiire, unite, our, rule, fall j try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p**,

Syrian. », oe-e. ey = a. qu~kw.
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(2) Anything laid across a stream, gap, or
hollow, to afford weans of passing over.

" Thai drou It (a tree| then and mad a. brig
Ouer a litel bum to lig." Curmr Mundi, 8,94$.

2. Fig. : Anything similar to a literal bridge.

III. 1.]

1 (1) Of tlie nose; The upper bony part of

the nose.
" The ntiins gently the bridge of the now. doth

prevent the deformity of a saddle uose. "— Bacon.

(2) To break down a bridge behind one

:

MU. : To do as described with the view of

preventing an enemy from following. It has
the additional effect of preventing one's self

from easily retreating again across the water.

{Lit. &fig.)
"He had broken down all the bridge* behind him.

He had been so false to one side that he must uf neces-

sity be true to the other."

—

Macaulm/ 1 Bin. Eng., en.

XX.

1L Technically:

1. Arch. : A structure consisting of an arch
or series of arches supporting a roadway above
K, designed to unite the two banks of a river

or the two sides of an open space.

(1) History of bridges: Bridges seem to have
existed in China from a period of considerable

antiquity. The word bridge does not occur
' in the authorised version of the Bible. Tem-
porary bridges, for military purposes, were
constructed before permanent structures for

the convenience of the inhabitants were
erected. The former were often of boats.

Thus Cyrus constructed such bridges about
536 B.C., Darius Hystaspes about 490, and
Xerxes about 480 B.C. Bridges of stone or
jrick seeiu to have been first used by the
Romans ; there were none erected in Greece
till after the Roman conquest. The first

Roman bridge is said to have been one span-
ning the Tiber between the Janlculumand the
Aventine Mountain, built by or under Ancus
Martius. Now they are universal in properly-
civilised countries, though in countries of im-
perfect civilisation even yet they are few. In
India they are not numerous, and most of
those which exist have been erected since the
occupation of the country by the British.

London Bridge, in Its oldest form, existed

about A.D. 978, a new one was built of wood
in 1014, yet another in 1209, and the present
structure was completed in 1831. Old West-
minster Bridge was opened in 1750, old
Blackfriara in 1769, Ac. In the United States
bridge building has become a highly developed
art, and numerous magnificent examples of it

are to be seeu. Of the Suspension Bridge, the
most striking instance is that over the East
River at Kew Vork. Of the newly adopted
Truss Bridge system, Philadelphia has several
fine examines, while of the * 'mitik-vi.T Bridges
that at St. Louis is considered probably the
finest specimen of bridge construction iu the
world.

(2) Construction and parts of a modern
bridge: A bridge is generally made of wood,
of iron, of stone, or of brick. The extreme
supports of the arches at the two ends are
called butments or abutments ; the solid parts
between the arches piers, and the fences on
the sides of the road or pathway parapets.

(3) Liferent kinds of bridges: Among these
may be mentioned a bascule-bridge, a boat-

bridge or bridge of boats, a bowstring-bridge, a
chain-bridge, a draw-bridge, a Jloating-bridge,
a pjing-bridge, a foot-bridge, a furnace-bridge,
a girder-bridge, a lattice-bridge, a pontoon-
bridge, a raft-bridge, a rope-bridge, a skew-
bridge, a suspension-bridge, a swing-bridge, a
swivel-bridge, a trestle-bridge, a truss-bridge, a
tubular-bridge, a viaduct, a weigh-bridge. (See
these words

)

2. Shipbuilding : A partial deck extending
from side to side of a vessel amidships, it is

common in steam vessels, affording a con-
venient station for the officer in command,
and extends over the space between the
paddle-boxes. It is also known as the hurri-
cane-deck or bridge-deck,

3. Mining: The platform or staging by
which ore, limestone, fuel, &c, are conveyed
to the mouth of a smelting-furnace.

4. Metallurgy, furnaces, boilers, Ac :

(1) A lower vertical partition at the back of
the grate space of a furnace. [Water-bridge,
BANGINO-BRIDGE, ]

(2) The middle part of the fire-bars in a
marine boiler, on either side of which the
Ires are banked. {Admiral Smyth.)

(3) The low wall of division between the
fuel-cluimber and hearth of a reverberatory
furnace.

(4) The wall at the end of the hearth to-

wards the stack, compelling the caloric cur-

rent iu puddling to ascend and then descend
towards the foot of the stack.

4. Music: A thin wooden bar placed be-
neath the strings of a musical instrument to
elevate them above the sounding-board and
to terminate at one end their vibrating por-
tion. The tone of an instrument is largely
influenced by the position of the bridge.

5. Ordnance: The pieces of timber between
the transoms of a gun-carriage.

6. Horology: A piece raised in the middle
and fastened at both ends to the watch-plate,
and forming a bearing for one or more pivots.
When supported at one end it is a cock.

7. Engraving : A board resting on end-
cleats, used by an engraver to span the plate
on which he is working, to support the band
clear of the plate,

8. Electricity : A device used for measuring
the resistance of an element of an electric

circuit [Electbic-bridoe.}

B. As adjective : Pertaining to a bridge to
any of the foregoing senses.

bridge-board, s.

1. Carp. : A notched board on which the
ends of the steps (technically the treads and
risers) of wooden stairs are fastened. It is

called also a notch-board.

2. The bridge of a steamboat. (A., II. 2.]

bridge-equipage, «. An "equipage"
designed to accompany armies in the field and
provide them with materials whence to con-
struct bridges across any rivers which may
impede them in their progress.

bridge-gutter, bridged gutter, s.

A gutter formed of boards covered with lead
and supported on bearers.

bridge-head, s.

Fortif. : A work commanding the extremity
of a bridge nearest to the enemy ; a Ute depont.

bridge-master, s. One who has charge
of a bridge, a bridge-warden.

bridge-ever, a.

Carp. : A term showing that certain parts
lie across and rest on others ; as, common
joists, bridge-over binding-joists, &c

bridge-pile, *.

Civil Engineering : A pile driven to support
a timber of a bridge.

bridge -rail, -.

Railroading : A raflroad-rall having an
arched tread and lateral foot flanges. It was
adopted by Brunei for the Great Western
Railway. It is laid on a longitudinal sleeper
in cross-ties. Felt saturated in pitch, or its

equivalent, is placed beneath the rail over the
sleeper, and gives a certain resiliency to the
track. The other rails are known weilge-raUs
and foot-rails (q.v.). (Knight.)

bridge-stone, s.

1. Masonry : A stone laid from the pavement
to the entrance-door of a house, spanning a
sunken area.

2. Road-making ; A flat stone serving as a
bridge across a gutter or narrow area,

bridge-train, s. A military bridge com-
posed ofportable boats. The same as bridge-
equipage, or pontoon-bridge or (rai»(q.vA A
bridge-equipment or pontoon-train, consisting
of a military bridge composed of portable
boats.

bridge-tree, *.

Milling : The beam which supports the
spindle of the runner in a grinding-mill. On
the upper surface of the bridge-tree is the
socket of the spindle. The bridge-tree is

capable of vertical adjustment, to vary the
relative distance of the grinding-surfaces, by
moving the runner towards or from the bed-
stone. The adjusting device is called a lighter-

screw. (Knight.)

bridge-truss, a A structure of thrust
and tension pieces, forming a skeleton beam,
in a viaduct. It has several varieties ; the
lattice, the arched truss, or combination of

arch and truss, the deck-truss, in which the
road-bed is on the straight stringers. {Knight)

bridge-ward (1), s. [Eng. bridge, and
vurd (2), s.]

Locksmithing ; The main ward of a key,
usually in the plane of rotation.

* bridge-ward (2). * brigge-ward,
*brigge-warde,«. [Eng.oritfge; O. Eng
brigge, and ward (1), «.]

1. The warden or keeper of a bridge.
**A ge*nt y» maked briggf-urard."

Sir Ferumbrae, l.TOO.

2. A number of men set to guard a bridge.
** Thivt nyght as it ful by ou,
The brigge-wanie foryete was.™

Str Ferumbra*, S,Ut

bridge, v.U [From Eng. bridge, s. (q.v.).]

1. Lit.: To build a bridge over a river, s
valley, or road.

** Quae to the tea : and, over Hellespont
Bridging his way, Europe with Asia joined."

Milton: P. I., bk. a.

2. Fig. ; To establish a passage across any-
thing

•* Till, bridged with Moslem bodies o'er
It bears aloft their slippery tread.".

Moore: CaUaHookh; The Fire- Worshippers,

bridged, pa. par. h a. [Bridge, v.]

bridged-gutter, s. [Bridge-gutter.)

bridge'-l6ss, a. [Eng. bridge, and suff. -Zess.j

Without a bridge. (Southey.)

bridg'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Bridge, v.]

A. & B. As present participle A participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive ;

Carp. : Short cross-pieces connecting adja-
cent floor-joists to prevent lateral deflection.

[Chimney.]

% Single bridging has one pair of diagonal
braces at the mid-length of the joists. Double
bridging consists of two pairs of cross-braces,
dividing the joist into three lengths.

bridging-floor, s.

Carp. : A floor in which bridging-joists are
used without girders.

bridging-joist, 5.

Building : A joist in a double floor, resting
upon the binder or binding-joist, and support
ing the floor ; a floor-joist.

bridging-piece, s.

Carp. : A strut-piece nailed between joists
or beams, to prevent lateral deflection ; a
strutting or straining piece.

* brldg'-?, «- [Eng. bridgifi); -y.] Full of
bridges. (Sherwood.)

bri -die, * bri de 11, * bri'-del, * bri'-dll,
* bry'-djrlle, s. & a. [A.S. bridel, bridels,

brffdel; Icel. beisl; Sw. betsel ; Dan. bidsel;
Dut. breidel; M. H. Ger. britel; O. H. Ger.
bridel, brittil, priddel ; Fr. bride; O. Fr. bri-
del: Prov., 8p.,& Port brida; Ital. briglia =
ft bridle, and predella = the headstall of •
bridle.]

A. As substantive :

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit.: In the same sense as II. 1.

2. Fig. : A curb or restraint of any kind.
"".... that v»*ce, which some men fancied to be a

bridle upon the city."

—

Clarendon,
". ... a continual bridle on the tongue."— Watte.

IX Technically:

1. Saddlery : A head-stall, bit, and bearing
or riding rein, completing the head-gear of a
horse's harness. The modern bridle of Europe
and America consists ofthe following pieces :—
The crown-piece, the brow-band, the cheek-
strap, the throat-latch or lash, the rein, and
the bit Sometimes also there is a nose-band
and a hitching-strap.

2. Machinery:

(1) A link attachment, limiting the separa-

tion of two pieces.

(2) Of a slide valve : The flanges which keep
it in place, and serve to guide and limit its

motion.

3. Nautical:

(1) One of the ropes by which the bowline
Is fastened to the leech of a sail

(2) A mooring-hawser.

4. Agric. : The piece on the forward end ol

boll, bo>; pint, J6%1; eat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xcnophon, exist, -ing,

-elan, -ttan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -{ion, -sion = shun, -cious, -tious, -sious = thus, -die, -kle, &c - del, kaL
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BRIDLE-BIT.

a plough-beam, to which the draft-shackle is
attached ; the clevis ; also called the muzzle
or plough-head.

5. Fire-arms : That piece in a gun-lock which
serves to bind down the sear and tumbler,
and prevent their lateral motion. (Knight.)

B. As adjective: Pertaining to a bridle.
(See the compounds which follow.)

oridle -bit, s. A bit connected with a
bridle. Such bits are seen in Assyrian and
Egyptian paintings and sculptures, and are
subsequently mentioned by Xenophon. Bri-
dle-bits may be classed under three heads :—
snaffles, curb-bits,

' and stiff-bits. The
snaffle has two bars,
jointed together in
the middle of the
month, and has rings
at the end for the snwfu
rein. It sometimes
has cheek-pieces, to
keep the ring from
pulling into the
mouth of the animal.
The curb-b.it con-
sists of the following
parts :—Cheek-pieces or branches with eyes for
the cheek-straps and for the reins, and holes
for the curb-chain ; a mouth-piece, uniting
the cheek-pieces and forming the bit proper

;

sometimes a bar uniting the lower ends of the
branches ; a curb-chain. The elastic bit con-
sists of a chain covered by closely coiled wire
between the bit-rings. Another form of elastic
bit is made of twisted wire with a soft rubber
covering. (Knight.)

bridle-cable, «.

Naut. : A cable proceeding from a vessel to
the middle of another cable which is moored
at each end.

bridle-cutter, a. One who makes bridles,
spurs, Ac. (Johnson.)

bridle-hand, s. The hand which holds
She bridle when one is riding ; the left hand.

" The Gaucbo. when he Is going to use the laxo,
keep* a small coil in hi* bridle-hand.'"—Darwin: Toy*
agt round the World (ed. 1870), ch. Hi., p. 44

bridle-maker, s. A maker of bridles.
(Booth.)

bridle-path, s. A path sufficiently wide
to allow of the passage of a horse, though not
•f a cart.

bridle-ports, 5.

Shipbuilding : A port in the bow for a main-
deck chase-gun ; through it mooring-bridles
or bow-fasts are passed.

bridle-rein, s. A rein passing from the
hand to the bit, or from the check-hook to
the bit, or, in wagon-harness, from the top of
the names to the bit.

*' Selected champion* from the train.
To wait upon lit* bridle-rein."

Scott : Lord of the Idee, vt ST

bridle-way, s. A horse-track, a bridle-
path.

bri die, *bry-dSl-yn, v.t & i. [From
bridle, s. (q.v.).]

L

A. Transitive:

1. Literally. Ofa horse or any similaranimal:
(1) To restrain by means of an actual bridle.

(2) To furnish or equip with a bridle.
" The steed* are all bridled, and *nort to the rein."

^ Byron 1 Siege of Corinth, XL
2. Fig. : To curb, to restrain, to govern.

" But the thought* we cannot bridle
Force their way without the will."

Byron : Fare thee well.

B. Intransitive : To hold up the head and
draw in the chest, as an expression of pride,
jcorn, or resentment.

" Dick heard, and tweedling, ogling, bridling
Turning abort round, strutting, and sideling."

Cowper: Pairing time Anticipated.

1 In this sense it is often followed by up.
(Briduxo.]

bridle in, v.t. To hold in or restrain by
fceans of a bridle or curb. (Lit. &fig.)

"h£rt<a9'in m' tYUttH muse with pain.
That long* to launch into a bolder train?

Addieon : 4 Letterfrom Italy.

bri -died, pa. par. & a. [Bridle, v.t.]

bri'-dler, *. [Eng. bridge) ; -er.] One who
bridles or curbs an animal, a person, or any-
thing. (LU. <e fig.)

" The prelate* boast themselves the only bridlert of
•chum."—Milton ; Keatm of Ch. Got., bk. i., ch. vU.

brid'-Ilng, pr. par., a., A s. [Bridle, v.]

A. As present participle: In senses corre-
sponding to those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective

:

" He *well* hi* lifted chest, and backward fling*
His bridling neck between his towering wings *

Wordsworth : Evening Walk.

C. As substantive : The same as bridling-up
(q.v.)

bridling-up, *. The act of proudly rear-
ing the head.

"By her bridling-up I perceived that she expected
to be treated hereafter not a* Jermy Distaff, but .Mrs
TranquUlua."—Tatter.

Brid -ling-ton (generally pron. Bur'-llng-
ton), * Brel -ling-ton, s. & a. [From O.
Eng. BreUing (etym. doubtful), and ton =
town.]

A. As substantive

:

Geog. : A market town and parish on the
sea-coast of Yorkshire, lat. 54" N.
B. As adjective : Pertaining to or found at

or in the place named under A.

Bridlington crag, s.

Geol. : A deposit belonging to the Newer
Pliocene. It consists of sand and bluish clay
with fragments of various rocks. It contains
molluscs, of which four species are extinct,
Natica occlusa, Cardita analis, Nticula Cobbol-
dwe, and Tellina obliqua ; most of the remain-
ing species are arctic shells. It appears to
have been deposited during the period of the
greatest cold.

bri-dodn', s. [From Fr. bridon = a snaffle.]

Saddlery: The snaffle-bit and rein used in
European military equipments in connection
with a curb-bit which has its own rein.

brief, * breef, * bref, * breve, * breft; a.
[O. Ft. brief; Fr. bref; Sp., Port, & ItaL,
breve ; Lat brevls ; Gr. ppayyc (brachus) =
short.]

A. Of things:

L Oflanguage: Short, few, concise.
"
«r£!*? there '* mT lord- *>me ten word* long.
Which 1* as brief a* 1 have known a play

:

But by ten words, my lord, it U too long,
Which makes it tedious,"

Shaketp. : Mid MghCt Dream, v. 1.

2. Of time: Short in duration, not lasting.
" But man, proud man,

Dre*t In a little brief authority."
Shaketp. : Meat,for Meat., il. 1.

t 3. Of length, size, or extent : Short, narrow,
contracted.

" The shrine of Venn*, or straight pight Minerva.
Postures beyond brief nature."

Shaketp. : Cymbel., T. 5.

B. Ofpersons: Concise in language ; short,
abrupt

"To finish the portrait, the bearing of the gracious
Duncan nt brief, bluff, and consequential . . "
Scott : Heart of Midlothian, ch. xllv.

U In brief (Q. IceL on brefa) : Shortly, in
short, briefly.

M In brief, we are the King of England's subject*."
Shaketp. : K. John, ii. 1.

To be brief: To speak briefly or shortly,
without many words.

brief; * bref, * brefe, * breve, s. [In DAn.
brev; O. H. Ger. briaf; O. Fr. bref; 8p. f Ital.,

& Port breve.] [Brief, a.]

J. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A short abstract ; an epitome.
"I doubt not but I shall make it plain, as far a* a

•urn or brief can make a cause plain."—Bacon.
" Each woman is a brief of woman-kind."—Overbury.
*2. A writing of any kind

" Bear this sealed brief
With winged haste to the lord marshsi."

„ „ . , „ Shaketp.: 1 Ben. IF., ir. 1
IL Technically:

1. Becks. :

(1) A papal letter or licence.

p »»
*** ,Ul18 °' br*fm

' ' r—Tomit€V Myfries,

"The apostolical letter* are of a twofold kind and
difference; viz., some are called brieft, because they
are comprised in a »hort and compendious way of
writing.'—Aylifft.

*^ '

(2) An episcopal letter or charge.
"Then also (if occasion be) shall . . . Brieft, Cita-

tions, and Excommunications be read."—Book of Com-mon Prayer ; Rubric in Communion Service.

Z law:

(1) Eng. late:

(a) (See definition in quotation.)

A writ whereby a man is summoned to answer U
any actiou : or it is any precept of the king in writin.
issuing out of any court, whereby he commands in
suing to be dune."—Cowel.
(b) The abstract of the evidence, 4c, given

to the counsel, to enable them to plead a case.
"It seems, indeed, from the reports of the trials that

he did as little as he could do if he held the brieft at
all, and that he left to the judges the business of brow-
beating witnesses aud prisoners."—Macau lay ; Biet.

* (c) A royal proclamation for the meeting
of parliament

" Over alle hy* lond by* bref was sent*
To aaelen a coinuyu parliiuent."

Seven Sages. S.«t
* (d) Letters patent, authorising any cha>

itable collection for any public or private
purpose.

" A brief was read In all churches for relieving the
French Protestants, who came here for protection
from the unheard-of cruelties of the king. —Eeelyn
Memoirt, ii. 282.

(2) Scots law : A writ directed to any judge
ordinary, requiring and authorising him to
hear a case before a jury and give sentence
thereon.

3. Music. [Breve.]

t brief man, .--.

1. One who prepares briefs.

2. One who copies manuscripts.

t brief 0), v.t. [Brief, o.] To write con-
cisely ; to set forth briefly.

brief (2), v.t. [Brief,*]
1. To give a brief to (counsel).
2. Todrawupintheformofacounsel'sbriet:

brief-less, o. [Eng. brief, and suff -less.)

Having no briefs ; without clients ; unem
ployed. (Said only of barristers.)

"If the king notified his pleasure that a briejtef
lawyer should be made a Judge."—Macaulay; Biet
Eng., ch. hi.

brief-lg&s-ness, s. [Eng. briefless ; -neu.\
The state of being briefless or without clients."

brief- 1£ *bref-ly, * breve -ly, adv
[Eng. brief; -ly.]

h Of language: In few words, concisely
shortly.

" To *ey brejty, . .
."_Merlin, I., IL 190.

A plain blunt show of ortejly-apoken seeming."
Byron : A Sketch.

2. Of time : Shortly ; in or after a short time.

brief-ness, * breff-nes, s. [Eng. brief;
-ness.) The quality of being brief or short
Used—
L Of language: Conciseness, brevity.

"' I hope the briefnett of yonr answer inadt
The speediness of your return."

Shaketp. : Cymbeline. ii. A
2. Of time: Shortness.
" We passe ovyr that, brefneeat tyme consyderyuge "

—Coventry MytL, p. 7*.

3. Of length, size, or extent : Shortness, nar-
rowness.

bri'-er, bri'-ar, * bry'-ar, * breere,
* brere, s &a. [A.S. brir = a briar ; Ir. briar
= a prickle, a thorn, a briar, a pin ; Gael.
preos, gen. prearis~ a bush, a shrub, a thicket,
a wrinkle, a plait ; Wei. prys, prysys = covert,
brushwood.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) Gen. : A thomy or a prickly shrub, with
out precisely indicating the species.

"But that that Is brynginge forth thorn** and
brent is repreuable . . ."— Wieliffe: Kbrevit. c. *.

wwn_

" What subtle hole is this,
whose mouth is cover d with rude-gn>wing brient"

Shaketp. ; Titut Andron., ii. A
(2) Spec : The same as II. Bot., 1.

" Prom off this brier pluck a white rose with ma"
Shaketp. : 1 Ben. Vt., IL 4

2. Fig. : Anything sharp or unpleasant tc

the feelings.

". . . leaue ts your friende* In the briert and betlaf
TS, , . ."—Stow: Edward VI. [1552).

"... some harsh, 'tis true,
Plck'd from the thorns and briert of reproof."

Cov?per: Tatk, bk. ri.

IL Technically:

Bot. : Various species of British roses of
larger growth. Spec, the Dog-rose (Rom
canina). (Treas. of Bot.)

T L Slightly scented brier, or briar : Beta
inodora, (Hooker A Arnott.)

2. SmaUrJtowered sweet brier, or briar: Bota
micrantha.

ate, fat, fire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6\
or. wore, wolf, worlc, whd, son : mnte, oub, enre, nnlte, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey= a. qu - kw.
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3. True sweet brier, or briar ; The Eglantine
(Rosa rubiginosa.)

B. As adjective ; Pertaining to any of the
plant* described under A.

brier bush, * bryer bushe, * brere-
bushe, s. Two roses—

1, Rosa canina.

2. Rosa arvensis.

brier-rose, briar-rose, s. A rose

{Rosa canina). (Spec, on the Eng. border.)

" For, from thetr shivered brows displayed,
Far o'er the unfathomable glade.

All twinkling with the dew-drop sheen.
The briar-rote fell in streamers green."

Scott ; Lady of the Lake, L 11.

brier-scythe, s.

Agric, : A stout, short-bladed scythe in a
nearly straight handle, and used for cutting
down brambles and the like.

brier-tooth, a. Resembling the teeth of
a brier leaf.

Brier-tooth saw : A saw whose interdental
spaces are deeply depressed by oblique filing

on alternate sides. [Gullet-saw.]

t brier-tree, s. A rose (Rosa canina).

* brierd, v.L [Breer, v.] To germinate.
(Scotch.)

" Euen u the husbandman after he hat casten the
seede in the ground, his eye is on the ground to see
how the come brierdet." —Bollock : On 2 Thee., p. 153.

i'-ered, a. [Eng. brier; -ed.] Set with
briers. (ChattertonT)

i'-er-JT, a. k s. [Eng. brier ; -y.]

A* As adjective : Full of briers ; thorny.
(Lit. & fig.)

"It taketh no rote in a briery place, ne in marice,
neither In the sande that fleeteth awaye, but it re-
quireth a pure, a tryninie and a substauncial grounde "

— Vdal ; Jamet L

B. As substantive: A place where briers
grow. (Webster.)

* brieve, s. [Brie**.]

••g(l), * breg, * bryg, *. [Bridge. ] (Scotch,

Yorkshire, and North of England.)

1. Lit. : A bridge.
" Corspartryk raiss, the keyis welle he knew,
Leit breggi* doun, and portculess that drew,"

Wallace, i. 90. Ha
*' The brig was doun that the entre suld keipe."

i«A, iv. 236. MS.

2. Fig. : A ledge of rocks running out from
the coast into the sea. Example, Filey Brig
(in East Yorkshire). (Prof. Phillips : Rivers,
dc, of Yorkshire, p. 262.)

» (2), s. [Contracted from Eng. , Ac
.
, brigan-

e(q.v.)J

Navt.: A vessel with two masts, square-
rigged on both. [Snow.]

PS-*--!

"
. . . . though the arrival of a brig in the port was

a rare event' —Macaulay: Hist. Bng.,ch. xiil.

If Hermaphrodite brig : A two-masted vessel,
square-rigged forward and with fore and aft
sails on the mainmast,

briga de, brig -ade, * bri gad, s. & a.
[In Sw. brigad; Dan., Dut., Ger., k Fr.
brigade; Sp. brigada = brigade, shelter ; Port.
brigada ; Ital. k Low Lat. brigata = a com-
pany, a troop, a crew, a brigade. From O. Fr.
brigue = contention, quarrel, dispute, faction

;

Ital. briga = trouble, disquiet ; Ital. & Low
Lat brigare = to strive, to shift, to be busy.]
A. As substantive

:

1. Mil. : A portion of an army, whether

horse, foot, or artillery, under the command
of a brigadier. An infantry brigade contains
from three to six battalions ; the cavalry
brigade, three or more regiments and a bat-
tery of horse artillery ; an artillery brigade
two or more batteries. Infantry and cavalry
brigades, when permanently formed, are com-
manded by major-generals.

" Here the Bavarian duke his brigade* leads."
PhiHpt.

" Is there any general who can be responsible for the
obedience of a brigade t"~8urke: Sub. of Speech on
the Army Estimate*.

2, Fig. : An aggregation, meeting, or union
of several hosts as for warfare. (Poetlt.)

"Thither, wing'd with speed,
A numerous brigade haeten'd : as when bands
Of pioneers, with spade and pickaxe arni'd."

Milton : P. L., bk. L

S. A band of persons, organised for some
special purpose, wearing uniform and under
discipline ; as ajire-brigade, &c.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to some kind
of brigade, like one of those described under A.

" Brigade depots are to be considered a portion of a
force to be inspected . . . ."

—

The (jueeri* Order* and
Regulation* (1873), | 5.

brigade major, ».

Mil. : A staff officer attached to the brigade
and not to the personal staff of the officer by
whom it is commanded. He issues the orders
of that officer to the brigade, and is the
channel through which are transmitted to
him all reports and correspondence regarding
it. He has to inspect all guards, outposts,
and pickets furnished by the brigade. No
officer under the rank of eaptain can hold the
appointment. (Queen's Regulations and Orders

for the Army (1873), § 5.)

brl-ga'de, v.L [From Eng., &c. brigade, s.

(q.v.).J

MU. : To form into one or more brigades.
** It [brevet rank] gives precedence when corps are

brigaded."—Jamet : Mil. Diet. (4th ed.}. p. 61.

bri-ga'-ded, pa. par. k a. [Brigade, v.]

brig-a-dier', *. [In Dan. brigadeer; Fr.
brigadier; Port, brigadeiro ; Ital. brigadiere.]

Mil. : An abbreviation of brigadier-genera!
(q.v.). It is in common use in the Anglo-
Indian army, the forces located in various
cantonments being in charge of brigadiers.

" .... to raise the best officer in the Irish army
to the rank of Brigadier.''—Macaulay: ilitt. Eng..
ch. xiv.

brigadier-general, i.

Mil. : A military officer of intermediate
rank, between a major-general and a colonel,
bis command being that of a brigade. He is

generally the senior colonel of a number of
battalions temporarily brigaded together and
not commanded therefore by a major-gene-
ral. He may wear the same uniform as the
latter.

"Brigadiers temporarily appointed .... are at
liberty, however, to wear the uniform and appoint-
ments complete, as laid down for a Brigadier-General."
Queen't Regulationt and Ordert for the Army, \ 12.

brJg-a dier'-shlp, *. [Eng. brigadier ; -ship.]

The office or rank of a brigadier (q.v.).

bri-ga -ding, pr. par., a.,ks. [Brigade, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the formation of
men into brigades.

"... regiments finding their way on to the ground
as they mustered, with seemingly small attention to
the brigading regulations prescribed in the War-office
memorandum,**—Daily .Veto*. July 24, 1871.

C. As subsL : The act of forming men into
brigades.

* brig-an, s. [Brigand.]

" brig-ancle, s. [Brigand.] Robbery, de-

predation, violence.

"... thair be way of hame sukkin, brigands and
forthocht fellony, maist vyldlie, vnmercffullie and
treasounablie slew and murtherit him, . .

."

—

Act* Jo,
VL, 1584 (ed. 1814), p. 80S.

brig and, * breg aund, * biig'-an,
* brig ant, s. [Fr. brigand; Low Lat. bri-

gans— & light-armed soldier; Ital. brigante,
pr. par. of brigare ss to strive ; briga ; O. Fr.
brigue — strife. ]

* 1. A light-armed soldier.
" Bekyrde with bregaunde* of (esse In tha laondez.

"

Morte Arthure, 2,096.

" Besides two thousand archers, and brigant, so
called in those days of an armour which they wore
named brigand ines."

—

Holinth., ii., N n, 5 b.

2. A robber, a bandit, an outlaw.
" Lure on the broken brigands to their fate."

Byron : Lara, U. xt

brig'-and-age, *. [Fr. brigandage m robbery;
from brigand.] The practices of brigands;
robbery, theft.

". . . which not only brings them to neglect their
proper trades . . , but in time inevitably draws them
on to robbery and brigandage."— Warburton; Alli-
ance of Ch. and State ( 1st ed.), p. 129.

* brig'-and-er, * bryg'-and er, «. fBai-
GANDINE (2).]

"He amine apparaylied hym with the knyghtes
11, aud dyd on hy; '

p. 623.

hym his brygander*."—Fa6yant

t brfg'-and-fiss, s. [Eng. brigand; and fern.

suff. -ess (q.v.).] A female brigand.
"These brigandettet have an average of eighteen

crimes against them in common with the men.' — Pall
Mall Gazette, May 12, 1865.

* brig'-and-lce, «. [Brigand.] Brigandage.

* brxg'-and-Ine (1), $. [Brigantine.]

* brig'-and-ine (2), * brig'-and-er, *. [Fr.

brigandine; Ital. brigantina ; from O. Fr.
brigand ; Low Lat origans = a light-armed
soldier.] [Brigand, Brikcanetyne.]

1. A coat of mail composed of light, thin
jointed scales ; also a coat of thin, pliant plate-

armour.
"They have also armed hones with their shoulder*

and breasts defenced, they have helmets and brigam
dines."—Hakluyt .- Voyage*, i 62.

" Nor waving plume, nor crest of knight

:

But burnished were their corslets bright,
Their brigantine*, and gorgets light.

Like very silver shone."
Scott i Marmion, v. 1

2. A jacket guilted with iron, much worn
by archers during the reign of Elizabeth and
James I.

* brig'-and-Xjm, s. [Eng. brigand, and suff.

-ism (q.v.).] Brigandage.

* brig-ant, s. [Brigand.]

* brig'-ant-ine (1), s. [Brigandine (2>]
" Their defensive armour was the plate-Jack, hau-

berk, or brigantine."—Scott ; Note to Marmion, st. 11L

brig'-ant-ine (2), ». [Fr. brigantin; ItaL
brigantino = a pirate-ship ; Sp. bergantin.]

(Brigand.]
* 1. A pirate-ship.

" The brigantine* of the rovers were numerous, no
doubt; but none of them was large." — Macaulay :

But. Eng., ch. xxv.

2. A two-masted vessel brig-rigged on the

foremast, and schooner-rigged on the after or

main mast.

*brfg--bote, *brilg'-bdte, s. [O. Eng.
brig = bridge, and bote (q.v.).] For def. see

the quotation.
" Brig-bote, or brugbote, signifies a tribute, contribu-

tion, or aid towards the mending of bridges, whereof
many are freed by the king's charter, and hereupon
the word is used for the very liberty or exemption
from this very tribute,"—Blount ; Qlonographid,

*brige, *brygO. « CO. Ft. brigue; ItaL

briga; Sp. k Port, brega = a dispute, quarrel.]

A quarrel, a contention.
" Myne adversaries han bygonne this debate and

brige." Chaucer ; Melibeut, p. 187.

brfgg, * brlgge, * brag, *. [Bridge.] A
bridge. (Scotch.) ^

* brifc&en, * bre>'-&en, v.t. [Lat. breviare;

Fr. (a%reger.] [Abridge.] To shorten,
abridge, cut short.

" He wild haf briggid the fals leue and enoura."—
Langtoft : Chronicle, p. 2*7.

boiX hSy; pc5ut, jo%l; eat, fell, chorus, enin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - £
tion, sion -shun; -tton, -alon - zhun. tious, sioua, cious alius, -ble, -die, &c .

- bel, dfL
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• brig ge-ward, brig ge - warde, s.

[BBIlXiE-WARI>.]

• brig'-h6"uss, s. [Scotch brig = bridge, and
EDg. house.] A toll-house. (Skeat.)

"... to low
Hlrby the brighouss to the will."

Barbour : The Bruce (ed. iskeat), xrlL 409.

bright (gh silent), fc briht, * bricht, * brict,
"brigt, * brith, * brit, * bryght, * brybt,
•bryth, a, t adv., & 8. [A.S. becrht ; O. Sax.

berht; Goth, bairhts ; Icel. tyarfr; O. H. Ger.

peraht; M. H. Ger. berht = shining Cognate
with Sansc. bhrdj m to shine ; Lat. fiagro = to
flame, blaze (Skeat.).]

A* As adj. (Of cUl the foregoing forms) :

L Literally;

L Shedding light, luminous, clear; opposed
to dark.

* She mw therinne a lithful schier
Also brith so it were day." Havelok, M3.

MAs the soiine with his beinys qwhau he is moet
brytK," Coventry Mysteries, p. 117.

5. Radiant, reflecting light, shining; op-
posed to dull.

** Now I am a devyl f ul derke
That was an aungelle bryght*

Coventry Mysteries, p. SL
•'. . . a presence bright

Returns to her."
Wordsieurth z The White Doe of Rylstone, It.

SL Clear, pure, transparent.
** Bonkez bene of beryl bryght.*

A Hit. Poems; Peart, 110.

" From the bright est wines
He'd turt> abhorrent."

4. Unclouded, clear.

"And why they pine beneath the brightest skies."
Thornton ; Season* ; Winter.

"The evening bright and still.'*

Pope : Satires, Mi. US.

fi. Resplendent with beauty or charms.
** How fareth that byrde bryght I

"

Erie of Tolouse, MS.
*' Liberty, thou goddess heav'uly bright."

Addison.

6. Gay ; of brilliant colours.

"Here the bright crocus and blue violet grew."
Popet Birring, SL

H, Figuratively:

X. Cheerful, gay, happy.
" Bright hoars atone for dark ones past

"

Moore: Lalla Booth; The Fire-Worthippen.
"To-day the grave is bright for me."

Temesjeon : In Memor., 73.

2. Witty, clever, highly accomphshed ; as
W* say, " a bright idea," " a bright genius."

" Great in arms, and bright in art"
Anonymous.

** If parts allnre thee, think how Bacon shin'd.
The wisest, brightest, meanest of mankind."

Pope; Est. on Man, ir. MS.

•3. Clear, plain, evident.

"That ha nay with mora ease, with brighter evi-
dence, and with sorer success, draw the learner on."—
Watts : Improvement of the Mind.
• i. Distinct, clear, audible.

God saote a stenane brigt and beg.**
Story of Gen. 4 Exod., 1,780.

6. Illustrious, noble, celebrated.
** This Is the worst if not the only stain

I' th' brightest annals of a female reign."
Cotton,

B. As adv. (Of the forms bright, brighte,
and brihte) : Brightly.

** Than sulde we brighte sen
Quilc yure sal Got! quemeet ben."

Story Qf Gen. * Exod., 8,763,

The moon shines bright'
Shakeep. : Mer. of Ton., v. 1.

C. As subst. (Of the forms bright, brigt, and
briht):

1« Brightness.
" Swilc the sunnes brigt.
Is more tbanne the mones lift."

.Story of Gen. A Exod., 143.

* Drawn round about thee, like a radian* shrine-
Dark with excessive bright Thy skirt* •ppear.''

Milton: P. L, bk. iii.

% A plant, Ranunrulus Ficaria, L., called

by Gerarde Chelidonia. (Britten A Holland.')

•f Obvious compounds are bright-brown,
"bright-burning, bright-coloured, bright-eyed,

hright-jaced, bright-green, bright-haired, bright-
hucd, bright-red, bright-shining; also bright-

dyed, and bright-tinted (Carlyle). The follow-
ing are less frequent

—

bright-curling, a. Shining with bright
carls.

". . . bright-curling tresses."
LongfeUovs | The Children qf the Lord's Supper,

bright-harnessed, a. Wearing bright
•r shining armour.
"and all about the courtly stable
Bright-harness'd angels tit In order serviceable "

Mvtttm : Ode on the Jiatieity.

bright-studded, a. Studded brightly,

as the sky with stars.
** Bright-studded to dazxle the eyes."

Cowper : Gratitude.

* bright (gh silent), * briht, t\ t. [Bright, a.]

To make bright or clear. (Lit. dtfig.)

"Al Isasenoutayeanluue, thet schirethand&rCWrfft
the heorte."—A ncren Rial*, p. 884.

" The sun bright is all the burghe, and the brode vails."

Destr. of Troy (ed. Donaldson and Panton), 814.

Brlght's-disease, s. [Named after Dr.
Bright. ] [Albuminuria.]

bright'-en (gh silent), * brih-ten, vX & i.

[A.S. beorhtan, brihtan.]

A* Transitive:

L Literally

:

L To make gradually bright or clear (fre-

quently followed by up\
"Full fain was he when the dawn of day
Began to brighten Cheviot gray."

Seott .- Lay of the Last Minstrel, ii. S4.

"The purple morning, rising with tbe year.
Salutes the spring, as her celestial eyes
Adorn tbe world, and brighten up the skies."

2. To cause to shine or sparkle.
*• And tears bedew'd and brighten'd Julia's cheek."

Campbell; Theodric

IX Figuratively

:

L To make bright or cheerful, as though
by removing or dissipating the shadows of

care or trouble ; to relieve from gloom.
" Hope elevates, and Joy

Brightens hi* crest" Mitton f P. L., bk. ir.

* 2. To make clear or plain ; to explain.

"This word is deosk, auh iiime the gode yeme hu kh
hit wulle ou briht en. "—A ncren Brwle, p. 148.

3. To make illustrious.
" There were two honours lost ; yours and your sou's.

For yours, the God of heaven brighten ft
!

"

Shakesp. ; 2 Benry IV., 11. a
" The present queen would brighten her character, if

she would exert her authority to instil virtues into
her people. "—Swift.

1 4. To make less dark or grievous ; to alle-

viate.

"An ecstasy, that mothers only feel.

Flays round my heart, and brightens all my sorrow."
Philips.

15. To make sharp or witty, to enliven.

(Generally with up.)
" Yet tune ennobles or degrades each line:
It brighten'd Craggs', and may darken thine."

Pope : Satires, ir. aft.

B. Intransitive:

1. To become gradually bright or clear ; to
clear up.

" The flowers begin to spring.
The skies to brighten, and the birds to sing."

Pope: Spring, 7%

2. To become spirited, lively, cheerful, or
less gloomy.

(1) Of persons (generally applied to the coun-
tenance)

:

"On me she bends her blissful eyes
And then on thee ; they meet thy look
And brighten like the star that shook

Betwixt the palms of paradise."
Tennyson : In Memor.

(2) Of things (applied to style of language)

:

•' How the style brightens, how the sense reflnea"
Pope ; Essay on Criticism, 421.

bright'-ened (gh silent), pa. par. & a.
[Brighten. ]

A. & B. As past participle and participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

" Thus I presumptuous : and the Vision bright,
As with a smile more brightened thus replied."

Milton; P. L., viii S68.

bright'-en-ing (gh silent), pr. par., a., & s.

(Brighter.]

A. k B. As present participle & participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

" Enid listen d brightening as she lay."
Tennyson : Enid, 733.

" Ton cannot shut the windows of the sky.
Through which Aurora shews her brightening face."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, ii. &
C As substantive :

1, The act of making bright or clear.

2. The process or state of becoming bright
or clear.

bright -M? (gh silent), * bright - like,
•briht-llclie, * bright'-Uclie, 'brigt-
like, adv. [Eng. bright; -ly.]

L Lit. : Brilliantly, splendidly, clearly.

Safely I slept, till brightly dawning shone
The morn, conspicuous on her golden throne."

Pope-
" Its battled mansion, hill and plain.
On which the sun so brightly shone."

Scott Itekeby, 1L ».

IX Figuratively:

* t. Clearly, audibly.

Tho so si-rc God brtghtlike
That alle be it herden witterlika."

Story of Gen. A E*od., S.4M.

*2. Plainly, clearly, perfectly.

**Tnenne schule ye al this brihtliche understonden."
A ncren Riwle, p. 1M.

1 3. Cheerfully, gaily.
•* He faced this morn of farewell brightly.'

Tennyson: Enoch Arden, US.

•f Obvious compound : Brightly-coloured
(parwin).

brightly-headed, a. Having a brigl t

or gleaming point.
" Tims below

A well-]oyu'd boord he laide it and close by
The brighflii-headed shaft"

Chapman : Homer's Odyssey, bk. xxi.

bright -ness (gh silent), * bright -nea,
* briht'-nes, * briht nesse, 'bricht-
nesse, * orict-nesse, * brit-nesse, *.

[A.S. bryhtnesse, beorhtnesse.]

L Lit. : The quality of being bright ; lustre,

brilliancy, clearness.

wttfrWi..
Urtor Mm ndi, 8,820.

MA sword, by long lying still, will contract a rust,
which shall deface its brightness."—South.

t II. Figuratively ;

1. Cheerfulness, comfort.
** Vex'd with the present moment's heavy gloom.
Why seek we brightness from the years to coma"

Prior.

2. Sharpness, acuteness.

"The brightness of his parts, the solidity of his)

Judgment and the candour and generosity of his
temper, distinguished him in an age of great polite-

ness.

—

Prior.

•J Crabb thus distinguishes between bright'

ness,lustre,spUndA)ur,andbriUiancy: *' Bright-

ness is the generic, the rest are specific terms :

there cannot be lustre, splendour, and bril-

liancy without brightness; but there may be
brightness where these do not exist. These
terms rise in sense ; lustre rises on brightness,

splendour on lustre, and brilliancy on splendour.

Brightness and lustre are applied properly to
natural lights ; splendour and brilliancy have
been more commonly applied to that which is

artificial : there is always more or less bright-

ness in the sun or moon ; there is an occasional

lustre in all the heavenly bodies when they
shine in their unclouded brightness ; there is

splendour in the eruptions of flame from a
volcano or an immense conflagration ; there is

brilliancy in a collection of diamonds. There
may be both splendottr and brilliancy in an
illumination : the splendour arises from the

mass and richness of light ; the brilliancy

from the variety and brightness of the lights

and colours. Brightness nay be obscured,

lustre may be tarnished, sjiiendour and brilli-

ancy diminished. The analogy is closely pre-

served in the figurative application. Brightness

attaches to the moral character of men in

ordinary cases, lustre attaches to extraordinary

instances of virtue and greatness, splendour

and brilliancy attach to the achievements of

men. Our Saviour is strikingly represented

to us as the brightness of His Father's gh>ry,
.

and the express image of His person. The
humanity of the English in the hour of con-

quest adds a lustre to their victories which
are either splendid or brilliant, according to

the number and nature of the circumstances
which render them remarkable." (Crabb:

Eng. Synon.)

* bright-some (gh silent), a. [Eng. bright,

and sun", -some (q.v.).] Bright, clear.

* bright -some-ness. * bright'-sAme-
nes (gh silent),.*. [Eng. brightsome; -ness.)

The quality of being brightsome ; brightness.

"So that by the brightsomenes oi the gold tlie

flowers appered so freshely that they semed as they

were growyng in dede."—Ball: Chronicle; Ben. ill!

anno 19.

*bri-go«e,*bry-B<x>*» a- [LawlAtbrigotu*;
Ital. brigoso; from Low Lat. briga= strife, con-

tention.] [Brige.] Contentious, quarrelsome,

tending to cause contention.

"Brygous, or debate-maker. Brigossa."—Prompt.
Pare
" Which two words, as conscious that they wart

Tery brigose and severe (if too generally taken, there-

fore!, he softens them in the next imroediitte words by

an apology/—Puller ; Moderation of the Ch. of i.n$^

p. 824.

* brigte, adv. [Bright.] Clearly.

*brigt-like, adv. [Brightly.] (Story of

Gen. and Exod., 3,491. ^

rate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, omr, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e. ey = a. qu few.
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* brigue, s. [Fr. brigue ; Hal. & Low Lat.
briga ; tip. brega = strife, contention ; Gael.

A fr. ori, brigh = anger, power.] [Brioe.]
Solicitation, canvassing for power or office,

emulation.

"The politicks of the court, the brigue* of the car-
dinals, the tricks of the conclave."

—

Ld. Chesterfield.

* brigue, v.i. [Fr. briguer; Ital. brigare; Sp.
frre^ar = to contend, strive.] To solicit, can-
vass, strive for.

" You may conclude, if you please, that I am too proud
to brigue for an admission into the latter."

—

Hard.

tbrig-uing (u silent), pr. par., a., & s.

[Brigue, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. and partictp. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive: Canvassing, soliciting.
" Briguing, Intriguing, favouritism, . . S—Carlyle :

Fr. ilevul., bk. v., en. &

* brik, * brike, s. [A.S. bric = & fracture,
breaking.] [Breach, «.] A breach, violation
of, or injury done to anyone. (Scotch & 0.
Eng.)

"That sum men and women professing monastik
lyfe, and vowing virghiitie. may efter mary but brik

, of conscienoe."—.V. Winyet : 0,u'est. Keith, App., p. 228.

* brik-cane-tyne, s. [Briqandink (2).]
A very curiously-corrupted spelling of bri-

gandine.

"Assignis contiunacioun of dais to pref that the
said Schir Mongo haid the br-Uccanetf/nes contenit in
the summoiulis, * the avals." &c.—Act. /tons. Cone,
A. 14S9, p. 132.

* brike, s. [Brik.] A breach, fracture,

* bril, s. [Etymology uncertain.] The merry-
thought of a fowl. (Scotch.)

" Os. quod vulgo bril appellatur, adeo in hac ave cum
pecture connexum est, ut nulla vi avelli queat."—
Bibb. Scot., p. 20.

brill, prill, s. [From provinc. Eng. pearl (?).]

Ichthyol. : A flat-fish, Pleuronectes rhombus,
resembling the turbot, but inferior to it in
flavour, besides being smaller in size. It is

common in the markets.

bril-Ian te (pron. bril-lyan'-ta), adv. [ItaL
& Fr. brillante.]

Music: Brilliantly; In a showy, sparkling
style. (Stainer and Barrett.)

bril li ance, bril liance, bril'-li-aa-

9y, bril'-lian-cy, s. [From Eng. brillian(t),

•ee; -cy.)

1. Lit. (Of material things) : The state or
quality of being brilliant, lustre.

2, Fig. (Of things not material)

:

"
. . . . fUl those striking events which give interest

and brilliancy to the Roman history, particularly in
the t»ges of Livy. "—Lewis : Ear. Horn. Hist., ch. iv.

".
. . . fertility of thought and brilliancy of

diction . . . ."—Macaulay ; Sist. Eng.,cu. x,

" Often also our talk was gay ; not without brilliancy,
and even fire."— Carlyle: Sartor Betartus, bk. ii.,

ch. iii.

J For the distinction between brilliancy,
brightness, lustre, and splendour see Bright-
ness.

bril li ant, brU'-liant, a. k (* pn Sw.
briljant, s. ; Dan. brilliant, s. ; Ger. brillant,
8. ; Sp. & Ital. brillante, a. & s. ; Port bril-
hante, a. & s. ; Fr. brillant, a., and brillant,
pa. par. of briller ; Prov. & Sp. brillar ; Port.
brilhar; ItaL brillare = to shine. From Lat.
berillus, beryllus; Gr. 0*jpvAAo« (berullos).!
[Beryl.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Literally. (Of anything material capable
\ of reflecting light) : Shining very brightly,

emitting splendent rays, sparkling, highly
I lustrous.

" Replete with many a brilliant spark."
Dorset.

2. Figuratively. (Of things not material):
Lustrous, shining, sparkling, fitted to excite
admiration.

" Cornbury was not a man of brittiemt parte . . . ."
—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. U.
B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

(1) Lit. : The same as II. 1.

* (2) Fig.: A person of illustrious reputation.
" Tn deference to his virtues, I forbear
To shew you what the rest m orders were

;

This brilliant is so spotless and so bright.
He needs not foil, but shines by his own proper
_ Ught" Dryden.
IX Technically:

1. Diamond-cutting : A diamond ofthe finest
cut, consisting of lozenge-shaped facets alter-
nating with triangles. The variations are

known as the half brilliant, the full brilliant,

the split or trap brilliant, the double brilliant

or Lisbon cut. [Cutting-gems. ] A diamond
cut as a brilliaut has two truncated portions,

one above and one below the girdle, which is

at the largest circumference. The upper por-
tion, which projects from the setting, is called
the bizet, and is one-third the whole depth of
the gem. The remaining two-thirds are em-
bedded. They are called the culasae. (Knight.)

2. Printing: A very small type, smaller
than diamond.

Thu mtiM i* printed la bnlllut ijp».

3. Faortc.* A cotton fabric woven with a
small raised pattern, and printed or plain.

4. Pyrotech. : A form of pyrotechnics for
making a bright light. The filling is gun-
powder 16 and steel-filings 4 ; or gunpowder
19, and borings 6.

brA'-li-ant-ly; adv. [Eng. brilliant; -ly.)

In a brilliant manner, lustrously, shiningiy.
(Lit. & fig.)

" No other large Irish town is so well cleaned, so
well paved, so brilliantly lighted."—Macaulay: Jlist.

Eng., ch. xvi.

bril'-li-ant-nSss, *. [Eng. brilliant; -ness.)

The quality of being brilliant, lustre, splen-
dour. (Johnson.)

brill?, s. [Cf. Ger. brille ; Dut. bril = a pair
of spectacles (Mahn)."] The hair on the eye-
lids of a horse. (Baitey.)

brim, ' brirame, "bryjn, *brymme, s.

[A.S. brim; IceL brim = surf; M.H. Ger.
brem ; Ger. bramc, brame = a border. From
Sansc. bhram — to whirl ; M. H. Ger. bremen as

(1) to roar, (2) to border ; Lat. fremo m to roar.]

L Lit. : The edge or border of anything.
Used—

1. Ofa stream : A bank or shore.
A balgh oergh bl a bonke the bryntme bysyde."

Sir Oawaine, 3,172.

" Not lighter does the swallow skim
Along the smooth lake's level brim.'*

Scott : Marmion, vi. 15.

2. Ofa fountain: The edge or brink.
"It told me it was Cynthia's own.

Within whose cheerful brims
That enrious nymph had oft been known
To bathe her snowy limbs.** Drayton.

3. Ofany vessel : The upper edge.
Thus In a bason drop a shilling.
Then fill the vessel to the 6rtm."

" Froth'd his bumpers to the brim,"
Tennyton : Old rear, 19.

I. Of the horizon : The margin.
" As the bright sunne, what time his flerle teme
Towards the westerne brim begins to draw."

Spenser : F. %., V. Ix. S5.

5. Ofa hat : The edge or leaf.

". . . seeing that his hat
Was moist with water-drops, as if the oH»»
Had newly scoop'd a running stream."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. 1.

6. Of a pit : The edge or side.
" He his ne to the brimm«
Hath leide."

Gower; Con/, Amant^ ft 3OT.

* IT. Fig. : The edge or brink of anything

;

as, the brim of the grave, but in this sense we
now use brink.

"I was In the very pangs of death and brought
downe to the very brimme of the gti\wt."~Hall : On
Sard Texts (1633), p. 311.

*brlm (1), a. [A.S. brime, bryme = famous,
celebrated.] Well-known, spoken of, public.
"That thou dost hold me in disdain.

Is brim abroad, and made a gibe to all that keep this
plain-" Warner; Albion's England.

* brim (2),
fcbrym, * bryme, ' breme, a.

[Breme.]

1. Raging, swelling. (Applied to the sea.)
"Theyefrof God I M. MIL c Ixxxvi yeris certain*

marchandia wer passand betaix Forth and Fbuuleris
(qnhen hastelie come sic ane thud of wynd) that sail
mast and taikillte wer blawin in the hrym sein throw
Jnbilk the schip beleait nocht bot sicker deith. -'—
ellend. : Cron., bk. viii, c. 20.

2. Fierce, violent.

"The brim battll of the Harlaw."
Evergrmn, %, 90.

8. Stern, rugged. (Applied to the counten-
ance.)
" But this sorrowfull boteman wyth bryme lake
Now thir, now thaire within his weschell tuke."

Doug. : Virgil, 174, 20.

4. Denoting a great degree either of heat or
of cold, as we say, " a.fierce heat."

" Vulcanis oistls of brym flambis rede
Spredand on bred vpblesis euery stede."

Doug.: Virgil, 330, 48.

t brim a), v.t hi. [Beim, s.]

A. Trans. ; To flU to the brim ; to fill to
overflowing.

awift.

" This said, a double wreath Bvander twin'd

:

And poplars black and white his temples bind;
Then brims his ample bowL* Dryden.

"Arrange the board and brim the glass."
Tennyson: In Memor., 108, 11

"A beaker, brimm'd with noble wine."
Ibid. : Day Dream, M.

B. Tntrans. : To be full to the brim, or to
overflowing. (Seldom used except in the
present participle.)

" The brimming glasses now are hurl'd
With dire intent." Philips.

t brim (2),
' brime, * brimen, •brim-

men, v.i. [M. H. Ger. brimmen; O. lesi.

brima.}

t, To be fruitful, to bear fruit.

** God bluuuad watres here stede,
And ertbe brimen and beren dede."

Story of Genesis and Exodus, HI.

2. To be in heat. (Said of swine.)
" The sonner wol thei brimme ayein.
And bringe forth pigges moo.'

Palladia*, lii- 1,070.

'brime, s. [A.S. brim, brymme = shore (oi

the sea), &c] Pickle, brine. (Scotch.)

* brim-ell, a. [Etymology doubtful ; ? A.S
bryme= fierce. ] Rough, boorish (?).

" Laith we war, but owther offens or cryme,
Ane brimetl body suld interstrike my ryme."

Douglas : Virgil. 19, It.

"brim'-flll, tO. [Eng. brim; and fill.) To
fill to the brim, orto overflowing. (Lit. dbfig.).

" His iamnation will be the sooner wrought up, the
cup of his iniquity brimfllled."—Adams: The Blacks)
Devttl, ISIS, p. 71.

* brim -filled, pa. par. [Brimfill.]

*brim-flr, * brim-fire, ». [Another form
of brinfire = burning-fire, ore wild-tire, i.e.

t

brimstone.] For definition see etymology.
'*' For mannes sinne thus It Is went.

Brent with brimfir, sunken and shent."
Story of Genesis and Exodus, 754

brlm-fuM, a. [Eng. brim, and./W(I).]

1. Lit. : Full to the brim, overflowing.
" The good old king at parting wrung my hand,
His eyes brimful of tears

"
Addison; Cato.

" Her brimful eyee that ready stood.
And only wanted will to weep a flood.

6

Dryden ; MgltmondOsA Qvticardo, SSI, 88tV

2. Fig. (of the feelings, dtc.)

:

(1) Overflowing, full.

"My heart
Brimful of those wild tales."
Tennyson : Dream of Fair Women, 191

"(2) Completely prepared ; in full and com-
plete number.

** Our legions are brimful, our cause is ri pe.
"

Shaketp. i Julius Cauar, It, S.

t brim'-ful-ness, s. (Eng. brimful; -ness.)

The quality or state of being brimful. (In the
example the accent is on the second syllable
as if brim were an adj. qualifying fulness.)

** The Scot on his unfumish'd kingdom
Came pouring, like a tide into a breach.
With ample and brimfulness of his force."

Shaketp. : Henry V., I &

brfm'-l&ftS, a. [Eng brim; less.] Without a
brim ; having no brim.

" They [the Jews] wear little Mack V Imtets caps, as
the Moors red."—L, Addison : State of the Jews, p. la

* brim'-r& * br£nV-l& a. & adv. [Brim.]

A. As adjective : Fierce.

"That brymly best so cruel! and unryd."

_ „ . . Songs ± Carols (ed. Wright), p. M.
B. As adverb

:

1. Fiercely.
" His brode egtins
That fulle brymly tor breth brynte as the gledya"

Morte Arthurs, lis.

2. Clearly, distinctly.

"A man sees better, and discerns more brtmly bis
coloura"—Puttenham: The Art of Poetry, n. 3M.
{Trench on some def. in our Eng. Diet., p. 18.)

brimme, a. [Breme.]

t brimmed, a. [Brim.]

1. Having a brim or edge. (Obsolete excep
In compounds, as broad-brimmed, uride-brim*
med, narrow-brimmed, &c.)

2. Full to the brim or edge, almost over-
flowing.

" May thy brimmed waves for this
Their foil tribute never mism."

Jtitton i Omxms,

* brim-men, v.i. [Brim (2), v.]

brlm'-mer, s. [Eng. brim; -er ]

1 1. A glass or drinking vessel filled to the
brim, a bumper.

"Bound to his mate* a brimmer fills."

Scott : Marmion.

*fil.b6^; pout, jowl;
-elan, tlan = shan.

eat, 9ell» chorus, «hin, bench; go, gem; thin, $«!»; «ln, as; expect, ^enophoa. exist, -lag,
-tion, -slon = shun; -(Ion, -sion zhun. -clous, -tious, sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - beL del.
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" When healthi go round, and kindly brimmers flow."

Dryden.
* 2. A hat.

" Now takes his brimmer oft."
Brome: Songs, 1661 {yores.)

brim'-ming, a. [Brim, v.,

1. Xif. ; Filled to the brim.
** And twice beside* her beestings never fail
To store the dairy with a brimming paiL*

Dryden.
** I loved the brimming wave that swam
Thro' quiet meadows round the mill."

r«in»«on ; fA* Millers Daughter

2. Fiff. r Overflowing.
" Her eye* . . . were all brimming over with

tears.'—Kingtley : Water Babies, ch. vt

brims, • brim -soy, «. [A.S. brimse; O.
Dut bremse.) [Breese.] A gad-fly.

brim stone, * brcm ston, • brim ston,
* brim stanc, * brim stoon, * brin-
stan, brum'-ston, * brun stanc,
* brym'-stoon, s. [O. Icel. brennisteinn,
from brtnna = to burn, and steinn — a stone

;

8w. brannsten.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Burnt-stone, sulphur.
" It rayned fire fra haven and brunstane."

Bampole : Prick of Consc., 4853.

"The whole land thereof is brimstone, and salt, and
burning."—Deut. xxix. 24

f Vegetable brimstone: The inflammable
pores of two flowerless plants, Lycopodium
davatum and Lycopodium Selago. These are
used on the continent in the manufacture of
fireworks. (Treat. o/Bot.)

2. Entom. : A species of butterfly, so called
from its bright canary or brimstone colour,
the Rhodocera Rhamna. »

" It is very interesting to watch the female Brim-
Hone hovering about the hedge."—Newman ; Brit.
Butterflies, p. 147.

brimstone-butterfly, s. [Brimstone,
13

brimstone-match, $. A match the tip
Of which is steeped in sulphur.

"The vapour of the grotto del Cane is generally
supposed to be sulphureous, though lean see no reason
lor such a supposition ; I put a whole bundle of lighted
brimstone matches to the smoke, they ail went out in
all instant"—A dditon on Italy.

brimstone-moth, &. A species of moth,
ktumia cratoegata, one of the Geometers. It
derives its name from its bright yellow colour.

" The curious twig-like caterpillars of the Brimstone
Moth."—Coleman: Woodlands, Heaths, Ac., p. UX
brimstone-wort, s. [So called from "its

yellow sap or liquor, which quickly waxeth
hard or dry, smelling not much unlike brim-
stone " (Coles) ; or from the sulphureous odour
of the leaves (Skinner, Prior,) (Britten of

Holland).'] The plant Peucedanum officinale.

* brim -ston-ish, a. [Eng. brimston(e) ; -wA.]
Somewhat resembling brimstone in nature or
appearance.

brim -ston-y, a. [Eng. brimston(e); -y.] Full
of or resembling brimstone ; sulphureous.

"This continual fiery or brimstony spirit.
1 "

Tryon : Way to Wealth, p. 72.

* brin, * brln-nen, v.t. & i. [Burs, v.]
(Scotch.)

brin (1), *. [From Dan. & 8w. bryn ; O. Icel.
6run = the eyebrow.] The eyebrow. (Prompt.
Parv.)

brin (2), *. [Etymology unknown.] One of
the inner radiating sticks of a fan. The outer-
most ones, which are larger and longer, are
called panaches. (K night.

)

* branch, v. t. [Etym. doubtfuL] To drink
to in answer to a pledge, to pledge.

I carouse to Prisios and brim* you."
LMy | Mother Bombie.

* brin'-ded, a. [A variant of branded (q.v.).
Icel. brondottr = brindled, brandr = a flame,
brmna = to burn ; A.S. byrnan, brinnan =
to burn.] Of different colours, streaked,
spotted.

" Thrice the brindxt oat hath mew'd."
Shakesp. : Macbeth, lv. 1.

" My hrinded heifer to the stake I lay.

"

Dryden.

t brin'-dle, a. & s. [A shortened form of
krtn<H*i(q.v.>]

A. As adjective : Brindled.
"The first a brindJe, the second a yellow.'—Miss

tfirford : Our Village, I., 6&

B. As substantive: The state of being
brindled, spottedness.

A natural brindler—Richardson f Clarissa.

brindle-moth, s. A name applied to
several kinds of moths from their streaked
and spotted appearance. The best known is,

perhaps, the Brindle Beauty, Biston hirtaria.

brin'-dled, a. TAn extended quasi-diminutive
form of brinded. (Skeat.)]

" Where mountain wolves and brindled lions roam.

"

Pope: Odyssey, %., 242.
' And there the wild-cat's brindled hide
The frontlet of the elk adorns."

-Scott/ Lady of the Lake, 1. 27.

brine, *briyn, * bryne, *. [A.S. bryne; O.
Dut. brijn ; Dut. brem = brine, pickle.]

L Literally

:

1. Gen. : Water strongly impregnated with
salt

"Bryne of salt Salsugo."—Prompt. Parv.
"A mariner . . . with incrusted brine all rough."

Cowper: Odyssey, xiiii. 278.

2. Spec.

:

(1) The sea, the ocean.
'* Not long beneath thi
Expert to swim, he lay."

Cowper ; The Castaway.

"(2) Applied to tears, from their saltness.
" What a deal of brine

Hath wash'd thy sallow cheeks for Rosaline."
Shakesp. ; Rom, and Jul., ii. 3.

* II. Fig. : Unfruitfulness, barrenness.
" He shall dwells ... in the lond of briyn and vn-

habitable.'- Widiffe : Jer. rvii. «.

brine-evaporator, s. An apparatus
for evaporating brine so as to produce salt.

brine gauge, 5. An instrument for
testing the amount of salt in a liquid. [Sali-
NOMETER.]

brine-pan, *. The pan or vessel in
which the brine is kept while being evapo-
rated in the process of manufacturing salt
"A minute crustaceous animal (Cancer salinus) is

said to live in countless numbers in the brine-pans at
Lymlngton."—Darwin: Voyage round th* World led.
1970). ch. lv., p. 67.

brine-pit, s.

1. Literally : A pit or receptacle in which
brine is collected, a brine-well.

" The salt which was obtained by a rude process from
brine pits was held in no high estimation. "—Macaulay •

Bist. Eng., ch. iiL

* 2. Figuratively :

"And made a brine-pit with our bitter tears."
Shakesp. : Titus Andron.. Hi. 1.

brine-pump, s.

Marine engineering : A pump for changing
the water in the boilers, so as to prevent an
excess of saturation of salt.

brine-shrimp, brine-worm, * A
small entomostracan, Artemia salina, living in
the brine-pans or salt-pans. [Artemia. ]

" The little creature is a sort of shrimp, and is com.
tnonly known as the brine-shrimp.

"

—Oosse: Bom. of
Sat. Bist., p. 74.

brine-spring, s. A spring of water satu-
rated with salt.

"The brine-springs of Cheshire are the richest in
our country."—Lyell: Princ o/Oeol., ch. xvti.

brine-valve, s.

Boilers: A blow-off valve ; a valve which is

opened to allow water saturated "'ith salt to
escape from a boiler.

brine-worm, *. [Brine-shrimp.'j

t brine, v.t. [Brink, s.] To steep in brine, to
pickle, cure.

"Some corneth, some brineth,"— Ttuser.

* brin'-fire, s. [Brimpire.] (Story of Gen. <t

Exod., 1,163.)

bring, • brerig, # bringe, • bringen,
* bryng, brynge (pret brought, * brohte,
* brogt, * brogte,

J

*orocte ; pa. par. brought,
*brogt), v.t. [A.S. bringan ; Dut. brengen

;

Goth, briggan; O. H. Ger. pringan; Ger.
bringen. ]

L Of material things

:

1. To bear, carry, convey to the place where
the speaker is, or is supposed to be, as op-
posed to taking to another place.

" The trumpery in my house, go, bring It hither."
Shakesp. ; Tempest, iv. 1.

2. To lead, conduct. (Used of persons.)

(a) Lit. : To a place or person.

m bring yon where
Shakesp : Two Gent., It. 2.

f To bringforward on a journey; To help
on, conduct (3 John 6.)

(&) Fig. : To a mental state.

"Sithen ghe brocte us to woa,
Adam gaf hire name eua."

Story of Genesis A Exodus, 1. IV
3. To carry in one's own hand, or with one's

self or itself.

% Followed by the preposition to of the
place or person to which or to whom the
thing or person is carried or conducted.
Before a person the preposition is usually
omitted.

" Bring me, I pray thee, a morsel of bread in thine
hand-"— l Kings, xvli. 1L

4. To attract, draw with it.

"The water ascends difficultly, and brings over with
it some part of the oil of ritrioh —Xewton : Opticks.

6. To induce, persuade, prevail on. [Fig.)

ta
" I cannot bring

My tongue to such a pace."
Shakesp. : Coriol., VL 1

" The king was brought to consent to a marriage
between the Lady Mary, eldest daughter and pre-
sumptive heiress of the Duke of York, and William of
Orange."—Macaulay: Bist. Eng.. i. 236.

U Also used reflexively.
" It seems so preposterous a thing to men, to make

themselves unhappy in order to happiness, tfrit they
do not easily bring themselves to it —Locks.

IL Of immaterial things :

1. To procure, cause, gain for one.
"There is nothing will bring you more honour and

more ease, than to do what right in justice you may "

—Bacon,

2. To cause to come. Especially in such
phrases as the following.

"But those, and more than I to mind can bring.'
_ Dryden.
TJ Frequently with back.
" Bring back gently their wand'ring mind*. "—Looks.

3. To lead by degrees, draw, guide.
"The understanding should be brought to the diffi-

cult and knotty parts of knowledge by insenaibss
degrees. "—Locke.

UX In special phrases :

1. To bring about

:

(1) To cause to change from the party of
one's opponents to one's own party.
" Now my new benefactors have brought me about.
And ril vote against peace, with Spain or without"

Swift : An Excellent Jfew Song.

(2) To cause, effect, bring to pass.
" It enabled him to bring about several great events,

for the advantage of the publick."—Addison: Prss>
holder.

* (3) To complete.
" How many hours bring about the day,
How many days will finish up the year.
How many years a mortal man may live.*

Shakesp. ; 8 Benry VI., H 1
* 2. To bring again: To bring back.
"The Lord amid, I will bring again from Bashan : I

will bring my people again from the depths of the
sea."—Psalms, lxviii. 22.

1 3. To bring down

:

(1) Lit. : To cause to make a literal descent.
"So he brought down the people unto the water."—

Judg. vit 8.

(2) Fig. : To humble, abase.
" And T will tread down the people in mine anger,

and make them drunk in my fury, and I will brin?
down their strength to the earth."— Isaiah, Ixiii. s.

4. To bring forth :

(1) To bear, produce, give birth to. (Lit. <*

fig-)

"... thy seed, that the field bringeth forth year by
year."—Deut., xiv. 22.

The good queen.
For she is good, hath brought you forth a daughter.'

Shake*}.,. : Winter's Tale, U. i

(2) To lead out, deliver.

"And Hoses said unto Ood, Whoam I, that I should
go unto Pharaoh, and that I should bring forth the
children of Israel out of Egypt T "—Exodus, lit IL

5. To bring forward :

(1) To produce.

(2) To assert, produce as a statement

(3) To hasten, promote, forward; as, to bring
forward the harvest, or the business.

6. To bring home :

(1) Ordinary language

:

(a) Literally:

(i) Gen. : To bring to one's house. (TJaed

specially of a bride.)

* (ii) Spec. : To bring into the world, to give

birth to.

"Margaret, our young queine, brouoht home ant
tone."—Pttscottie : Cron., p. 256.

(6) Fig. : To prove conclusively.

"Several prisoners to whom Jeffreys was unable to

bring home the charge of high treason were convicted
of misdemeanours, and were sentenced to scourging
not less terrible than that which Oates had under-
gone."—Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., L 649.

(2) Naut. : To bring home the anchor = to

fttc, f&t, ffcre, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pfc,
or. wore, wplt, work. who\ son ; mate. cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se, ce ~ e ; ey = a. qu = kw
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work in the cable and raise the anchor to its

position at the side of, or on the ship.

7. To bring in

:

(1) To produce, afford a return.
" The sole measure of all his courtesies is. what return

they will make him, and what revenue they will frrin?

him in."—South.

* (a) To gain over.

"Send over Into that realm such a strong power of

men, as should perforce bring in all that rebellious

rout, and loose people."

—

Spenser : Ireland.

(3) To introduce into Parliament.

"It was resolved that a Resumption Bill should be
brought in."—Macatday: Hist. £ng., ch. ixr.

(4) To return a verdict.

(5) To introduce.
" Since he could not have a seat among them himself

be would bring in one who had more merit.'—Tatler.

8. To bring off:

(1) To procure an acquittal ; clear ; make to

escape.

"Set a kite upon the bench, and it is forty to cue
bell bring off 9, crow at the bar."—L'Kstrange.

(2) To accomplish, to cause to happen,

9. To bring on

:

(1) To cause, give rise to.

"And poverty brought on a pettish mood."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. L

(2) To hasten, further, forward.
" Bet Yet. I pray you

:

But with the word the time will bring on summer.
Shaketp. : Airs WeU, lv. A.

10. Tobring out:

t (1) To show, prove.
" Another way made use of, to find the weight of the

Janarii, was by the weight of Greek coins : out those
•xperinients bring out the denarius heavier."—
Arbuthnot.

* (2) To expose, make manifest.
" Bring out his crimes, and force him to confess."

Dryden.

(3) To introduce into society.

"Begg'd to bring up the little girl, and ' out,'

For that's the phrase that settles all things now."
Byron : Bon Juan, xli. 8L

(4) To publish.

11. To bring over: To convert to one's side.

"The protestant clergy will find it, perhaps, no dim-
•alt matter to bring great numbers over to the church."
—Swift.

12. To bring under : To subdue.

"That sharp course which you have set down, for

the bringing u nUer of those rebels of Ulster, and pre-

paring a way for their perpetual reformation."—
openier : State of Ireland.

13. To bring to :

(1) Ord. Lang. : To resuscitate, revive.

(2) Naut. : To check the course of a ship ; to
lie to.

"We hrought-4o in a narrow arm of the river."—
Darwin ; Voyage Bound the World (ed. 1870), ch. vii. i>

14. To bring up

:

(1) Ord. Lang.

:

(a) To educate, rear.

They frequently conversed with this lovely virgin,
who had been brought up by her father in knowledge."
—Addison: Guardian.

(ft) To raise, start ; as, " to bring up a
abject"

(c) To cause to advance, bring forward.
" Bring up your army."

Shaketp. ; Coriolanut, 1. 2.

(d) To lay before a meeting, as " to bring up
a report"

(e) To reject food from the stomach ; to

omit
(2) Naut. : To cast anchor.

•1 To bring up the rear : To come last

15. To bring word : To bring intelligence of
anything.

"And Benalah brought the king word again, saying.
Thus said Joab, and thus he answered me."—1 Kings,
.11 30.

T (1) Other special applications of the word
are bring to book [Book] ; bring to pass [PassJ ;

bring to justice = to charge, bring to trial ; to
bring down the house = to be enthusiastically
received ; bring to nought = utterly destroy

;

bring to reason = induce one to listen to
reason ; to be brought to bed, brought a bed =
to be delivered of a child ; to bring a person
on his way, or to bring him onward = to ac-
company hira.

(2) Crabb thus distinguishes between to
bring, to fetch, and to carry :—" To bring is

simply to take with one's self from the place
where one is ; to fetch is to go first to a place
and then bring it ; to fetch therefore is a
species of bringing. Whatever is near at
hand is brought; whatever is at a distance

must be fetched : the porter at an inn brings a
parcel, the servant fetches it Bring always
respects motion towards the place in which
the speaker resides ; fetch, a motion both to
and from ; carry, always a motion directly
from the place or at a distance from the
place. . . . Bring is an action performed
at the option of the agent ; fetch and carry are
mostly done at the command of another.
Hence the old proverb, ' He who will fetch

will carry,' to mark the character of the
gossip and tale-bearer, who reports what he
hears from two persons in order to please
both parties." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

bxirig'-er, *bring'-are, s. [Eng. bring;
*er.] He who, or that which, brings anything.

"Yet the first bringer of unwelcome news
Hath but a losing office."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry IK, 1 1.

" Is he not an eye to us all ; a blessed heaven-sent
Bringer of Light T'—l'arlyle : Beroes, lect iiL

bringer ill, s. He who, or that which,
brings in or introduces.

" Lucifer is a bringer in of light ; and therefore the
harbinger of the day." — Sandys: Christ's Passion,
Notes, p. T9.

bringer out, s. He who brings forward,
leads out, or publishes.

"Sold. Mock not, Knobarbus.
I tell vou true : best you safed the bringer
Out of the host." Shaketp, : Ant. A Cleop., iv. 6.

bringer up, $. One who rears or edu-
cates.

" Italy and Rome have been breeders and bringert
up of the worthiest men."

—

Atchatn : Schoolmaster.

bring'-ing, * br^ng'-^nge, pr. par., a., &
s. [Bring.]

A. k B. .-Is pr. par. and partic. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive: The act of conveying,
carrying, or fetching.

bringlng-forth, s.

1. The act of bearing or being delivered of.

* 2. That which is brought forth or uttered.

"Let him be but testimonied in bis own bringingt'
forth, and he shall appear to the envious a scholar,
a statesman, and a soldier." — Shaketp. ; Meat, for
Meas., iii. 2.

bringing -to, s.

L Ordinary Language

:

1, Gen. : The act of carrying or conveying
to.

2. Spec. : The act of resuscitating, or bring-
ing back to consciousness.

TX Naut. : The act of checking the course
of a vessel.

Bringina-to bolt : A screw-bolt or forelock-
bolt used in keying up a structure.

bringing-up, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : Education, rearing.

2. Printing : The operation of overlaying,
underlaying, or cutting portions of woodcuts,
so as to equalise the impression by giving pro-
per prominence to the dark and light portions.

* brln'-ie, s. [Birnik.]

t bli'-ni-nesa, s. [Eng. briny; -nets.] The
quality of being briny ; saltness.

*bri'n-i'sh,a. [Eng. brin(e); -ish.] Somewhat
briny ; having the taste of brine.

" To hear and see her plaints, her brinish tears."
Shaketp. : 3 Hen. VI., iiL L

"The restless groans, brinish tears."

—

liunyan: Pil~
grim's Progress, pt. %

t bri n-Ish-ness, s. [Eng. brinish; -ness.]

The quality of being brinish ; a tendency to
saltness. (Johnson.)

brin'-jal, brin'-jall, s. [From Arab, bydend-
jan = the egg-plant. (Forskhal)

-

] The name
given in parts of India to the fruit of the
Egg-plant (Solanum Melongena).

brin-Ja'r-rie, * bln-ja'r-r& ben-Ja'r-^,

ban-Ja'r-^, bnn-jar-ee, s. [From Hind.
bonjara, banjari.] A grain-merchant (Anglo-
Indian.)

brink, * brhike, brynke, * brenke, .-.

[Dan. & Sw. brink = an edge ; IceL brekka =
a slope.]

1. Lit. : An edge, margin, or border, as of a
precipice, or pit, or river.

" Beside the brink
Of haunted stream."

Thomson : Seasons ; Summer.

2. Fig. : The edge, verge.
" He sayde, ' Frendes, I am hcor and old.
And almost (God woot) at my plttes brtnke.'"

Chaucer: C. T., 9274-6.

"To misery's brink."
Burns ; To a Mountain Daisy.

% The brink of the grave : The verge ox
point of death.

"The old man stood . . . upon the brink of the.

grave.'—Robertson ; Sermons.

*brlnk'-ful, a. [Vug. brink ; fuKJ).) Fall*«
the brink or brim ; brimfuL

*brintt pa. par. &a. [Burnt.]

' brlnt-Stone, * brin-Stane, s. [Brimstone
)

bri'-njf, a. [Eng. brin(e) ; -y.] Full of brine ;
excessively salt.

" Pool that he was ! by fierce Achilles slain,
The river swept him to the briny main."

Pope | Homer t Iliad, II. 10*4-5.

bri-oche', s. [Fr.] A kind of light pastry
made with tiour, butter, and eggs.

bri'-o-nine, s. [Bryony.] A chemical prin,
ciple extracted from bryony.

bri-on-$r, s. [Bryony.]

1 brise, v.t. [Bruise.]

bri-sln'-ga, s. Named in allusion to Icel
Brisinga men - the necklace of the Brisinga
which figure in Scand. mythology. (Cent
Diet.)

Zool. : A genus of Star-fishes, the typicaj

one of the family Brisingida (q.v.). The ontf
species, that found in the Norwegian Seaa
resembles the fossil Protaster.

bri-sin'-gi-dss, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. brt,

singa, and Lat. fern. pi. suffix -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Asteroidese (Star-fishesi

with long and rounded arms and two rows a)

ambulacral feet ; the ambulacral grooves noi

reaching the mouth.

brisk, a. [Wei. brysg = nimble, quick ; Gae*
briosg ; Fr. brusque.] Lively, animated, active

Used—

1. Of persons

:

(1) Active, lively.

" Shaftesbury's brisk boys."—Maoautay : Bist &no)
ch. xv.

(2) Gay, sprightly.

"A creeping young fellow, that had committ*
matrimony with a brisk gamesome lass, was so altered
In a few days, that he was llker a skeleton than alivisl
man."—L 'Estrange.

2. Of things

:

*(1) Vivid, bright.
" Objects appeared much darker, because my Instru

ment was overcharged ; had it magnified thirty ot

twenty-five times, it had made the object appear moc
brisk and pleasant,"

—

Newton.

(2) Gay, lively.

" Now I am recreated with the brisk sallies and quick
turns of wit."

—

Pope : Letter to Addison {\7 13).

"These most brisk and giddy-paced times."

—

Shakes?.
Twelfth Night, 1L 4.

(3) Excited, sharp, rapid.

Christian had the hard hap to meet here witt
Apollyon, and to enter with nlm into a brisk en-

t

counter . ."—Bunyan: P. P., pt iL

(4) Clear, sharp.
" The air was britk."—Disraeli : Venetia, ch. U.

(5) Fresh, moderately strong. (Used of th«
wind.) *

" With fair weather and a brisk gale." —
Voyages, ch. vit

(6) Powerful, active.

"Our nature here is not unlike our wine :

Some sorts, when old, continue brisk and fins.

Denham,

brisk-ale, s. Ale of a superior quality

(Halliwell.)

brisk - awakening, a. Awakening
sharply or quickly.

" First to the lively pipe, his hand addresst.

But soon he saw the brisk-awakening viol.

Collins: The Pastions.

brisk-looking, a. Having a brisk en

bright and animated appearance.

t brisk, * briske, v.t. & f. [Brisk, a.]

A. Trans. : To exhilarate, enliven, animate
(Generally with up.)

" I will suppose that these things are lawful, ana
sometimes useful and necessary for the relief of our
natures : for the brisking up our spirits."—

A*Wing*
beck : Sermont, p. 223.

" I like a enpp to briske the spirita-

Feltham: Retolvet.

i

Mil, b^: pSht, Jtf^rl; oat, cell, chorus, obln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-clan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -tion, -slon = dBran. -clous, -tlous, -slons = shus. -ble, -die, &c - bel, del.
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B. Intransitive

:

1. To prepare oneself briskly, or with ani-
mation and speed.

"Susan brisked up a little lor tbe occasion."

—

A.
TroUope : Tale* of ail Countries.

2. To come up quickly.

* brisked, a. [Eng. brisk, v.t.] Exhilarated,
enlivened.

" Such a vast difference there ia in the arteries newly
brisked in the fountain, and tliat in the veins lowered
and impoverished with iU journey."—Smith : On Old
Age, y. 109.

brisk -et, $. [O. Fr. brischet, bruschet (Skeat);
Bret, bracked = the breast The word is evi-

dently connected with breast.] That part ot

the breast of an anifiyU which lies next to the
ribs, the breast.

" See that none of the wool be wanting, that their
gums be red. teeth white and even, and the britket
akin nd."—Mortimer.

" An' spread abreed thy weel-flll'd britket."
Burnt; The Aula Farmer'* Salutation.

brisket-bone, $. The breast-bone.

brisk'-ly, adv. [Eng. brisk; -ly.] In a brisk
or lively manner ; actively.

" We have seen the air in the bladder suddenly ex-
pend Itself so much and so oritkly. that it manifestly
lifted up some light bodies that leaned upon if

—

Boyle.

brisk -ness, s. [Eng. brisk; -nest.]

1. The quality of being brisk.

2. Liveliness, quickness, activity.
" Some remains cf corruption, though they do not

conquer and extinguish, yet will slacken and allay
the vigour and briskness of the renewed principle."

—

South.

3. Liveliness of spirits, gaiety.
" But the most distinguishing part of nil character

seems to me to be his briskness, his Jollity, and his
good humour."

—

Dryden.

* brlsk'-y, a. [Eng. brisk; -y.] Brisk.
" Host brisky Juvenal and eke most lovely Jew."

Shakesp. : Mid. Sight s Dream, ill. l.

* brisle, s. [Bristle, $.]

• brisle dice, s. A kind of false dice.

"Those bar size aces; those brisle dice. Clown. Tls
like they brisle. fur I'm sure theilebreede anger."

Sob'ttiy and Somebody, 4to, G, 8 b. (Jfarm.)

bris -mack, s. [Etyra. unknown. Probably
Scandinavian.] One of the English names for
a fish, the Common Tusk (Brosmus vulgaris).

bris -sal, a. [Fr. brisiUer = to break, to
shiver.] Brittle. (Scotch.) (Gloss. Sibb.)

* brissed, pa. par. [Bruised.] (Prompt. Parv.)

bris-SeL v.t. [Birsle, v.] TobroiL (Scotch.)

bris'-sel, a. [Corrupted from bristly (?).]

brissel-cock, s. A turkey-cock.

* bris sen, v.t. [Bruise.] (Prvmpt. Parv.)

bris si dee, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. brissus
(q.v.).j

Zool. : A family of Echinoidea, more gene-
rally called Bpatangidee. Their English name
is Heart-urchins.

* bris sour, * bris soure, * brys-sure,
s. [Fr. brisurt = a broken piece.]

1. A shaking, contusion, collision.

"Brisyng, or brissoure, K., bryseynge, or bryssurs,
H. Quauatio, contusto, coltisio."—Prompt. Parv.

2. A sore, a chap. (HalliweU.)

bris -sus, *. [From Gr. ppia-axn (brissos),

ppvo-tros (brussos) = a kind of sea-urchin.
(Aristotle.)]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Brissidse (qv.).

* prist, * bryst, v. [Burst.]

bris -tie (( silent), bros tie, * brus-tel,
* brys-tei, * brys tylle, * brus-tylle,
*burs-tyll, *. [A. 8. oyrst =a bristle, with
dinun. suffix -el; Dut. borstel; Icel burst;
Sw. & Ger. borste, all = a bristle.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A short, stiff, coarse hair,
particularly of swine.

"Two boars whom love to battle draws.
With rising brittle*, and with frothy Jaws."

Dryden ; Palamon i Arcite, ii. 204, 906,

5 To set up one** bristles : To show pride or
temper.

2. Bot. : A species of pubescence on plants,
resembling stiff, roundish hairs or bristles.

Example, the stem of the Viper's Bugloss
(Echium vulgare).

bristle-fern, s. A modern book-name
for a species of fern, Trichomanes radicans.

bristle-grass, $. A speoies of grass,

Agrostis setacea.

bristle moss, s. A species of moss, Or-

thotricum striatum.

bristle-pointed, a.

L Ord. Lang. : Having points like bristles.
" As brittle-pointed as a thorny wood."

Marlowe; 1 Tamburlaine, \v. 1.

2. Bot. ; Terminating gradually in a very fine

sharp point ; setose.

bristle-tails, s. pi
Entom. : A common rame for some of the

Thysanura (q. v.), from the filiform appendages
of the abdomen.

bris -tie (( silent), v.t. & i. [Bristle, a.]

A. Transitive

:

1 1. Lit. : To cause to stand up, as the
bristles on a swine.

" Poor Stumah ! whom his least halloo
Could send like lightning o'er the dew.
Brittle* his crest, and points his ears."

Scott ; Lady of the Lake, iii. IT.

•2, Figuratively:

(1) To raise, as in pride or rage.
" His heart bristled his bosom. *

Chapman ; Bomer't TUad, \. Iff.

U Sometimes with up ;

Which makes him prune himself, and brittle up
Thecreatof youth. Shaketp. : I Benry If.,1. L

(2) To cover as with bristles, to surround
for protection.

" Brittle yourselves around with cannon."—Carlyle :

French Revolution, pt ii.. bk. iii., ch. 4

IT To bristle a thread: To fix a bristle to it.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To stand erect as bristles on a swine.
" His hair did brittle upon his head."

Scott .- Lay of the Last Minstrel, 11. 16.

2. To stand thick and close together, as
bristles do.

" A forest of masts would have bristled in the desolate
port of Nswry.**—Macuulay : Hist. Bng., ch. xvi.

3. To be thickly covered, to abound in.

(Generally of something rough or horrible.)

(1) Of material things:
" The land soon bristled with castles. *—Freeman

:

Norm. Conq., Ii. 198.

(2) 0/ immaterial things :

" The twilight brittle* wild with shapes."
Mr*. Browning; Dreamt of Exile.

4. To show pride and indignation, or defi-

ance. (Generally with up.)
" The glover's youthful attendant bristled up with a

look of defiance. —Scott : Fair Maid, ch. L

bris -tied (t silent), *bris teled, * blis-
tlede, pa. par. & a. [Bristle, v.t.]

L Ordinary Language :

L Lit. : Covered with thick hairs or bristles.
" With his Amazonian chin he drove
The bristled lips before him."

Mhaketp. ; Coriol, 11 S.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Standing erect as bristles.
" Pard, or boar with bristled hair."

Shaketp. : Midi. Sight.* Dream, it 2.

(2) Thickly covered as though with bristles.

"Flashing with steel and rough with gold.
And bristled o'er with buls and spears."

Scott: Lord of ike Met, vL 14.

L Section of Pttadia coronopti*, showing bristle re-
ceptacle. 1 Staik of Echium. 3 & 4- Plain and
Jointed bristles from Echium and the root of a fern.

IX Bot : Echinate, covered with a kind of
pubescence or stiff hairs resembling bristles.

" The ears are brUteled or bearded ."—Lyte, p SOS.

bris -tie-worts (t silent), *. pi. [From Eng.
bristle, and ivort (q.v.).]

Bot. : Lindley's name for the endogenous
order Desvauxiaceee (q.v.).

bris -tli-ness (t silent), s. [Eng. bristly;

-ness.] The state of being bristly or covered
with bristles. (Booth.)

bris'-tling (t silent), pr. par. £ a. [Bristle,
v.t.]

1. Standing erect as bristles.

" With chatt ring teeth, and bristling hair upright"

" Erect and bristling like a cat's back."—BailiU.

2. Thickly covered. [Bristle, II. 2.]

"Renowned throughout tbe world for its havem
bristling with innumerable masta"—Macaulay : Bitt.
Eng.. ii. 416.

3- Thick, close, rough.
*' His bristling locks of Mble, brow of gloom.
And tbe wide waving of his shaken plume."

Byron : Lara, I. xi,

brls'-tl£ (( silent), a. [Eng. bristl(e) ; -y.]

W Ord. Lang. : Thickly covered with bristles

;

rough, hairy.
"A yellow lion and a bristly boar." Pope : ThebaU.
" If the eye were so acute as to rival the finest

microscope, the sight of our ownaelves would affright

ua ; the smoothest skin would be beset with rugged
scales and bristly htkin."—Benttey.

IL Natural Science: Echinate, furnished
with numerous bristles, as the fruit of t£»
Common Chestnut (Castanea vesca).

Bristol, * Bris'-tow, * Bric'-stow, s.

[Etymology doubtful.]

Geog. : A city and seaport of England on the

Avon, mainly in Gloucestershire, but partly

also in Somersetshire.

Bristol-board, s. A kind of thick paste-

board, with a very fine and smooth, sometimes
glazed surface.

Bristol-brick, *. A material used for

cleaning steel, originally manufactured at

Bristol, and made in the form of a brick.

Bristol - diamond, * bristow - dia-
mond, *. A species of rock-crystal, some-
times coloured, sometimes transparent

Specimens of the latter kind have fre-

auently considerable beauty, only inferior to

iamonds. It is found chiefly in the St. Vin-

cent rocks near Bristol, and is also known as

Bristol-stone.

"Such bastard pearles, Bristow diamonds, and glass*

bugles are these poor* pedlars, like pety-i-hapnien, fain*

to stuffe their packets with."—Gataker on Transub-

mantiation, 1634. p. 66.

Bristol fashion, adv.

Naut. : Well, in good order.

* Bristol-milk, s. Strong waters.

Bristol-nonsuch, s.

Bot. : Lychnis chalcedonica.

Bristol-Stone, s. The same as Bristol-

diamond (q.v.).

"Although in this ranke but two were commonly
mentioned l.y the autienU, Gilbertusdlscov«rethin*nr
more, as Diamonds, . . . ChryaUlL. BristoU ttonet.

—Browne ; Yulg. Error*, p. 78.

Bristol-water, s. The water from cer-

tain springs at Bristol, or rather Clifton,

greatly in use for diseases of the lungs and

consumption. It is tepid, and contains iron

In combination with sulphur.

* bris'-td(*\ a. & s. [Bristol.]

A. As adjective: Pertaining to or brought

from Bristol.

B. As substantive : A crystal set in a ring.

(Scotch.)

"... the brooch of Rob Roy's wife, the Scottish

Amsxon. Its circle appears to be of silver, studUeQ

with what was once the vogue, bristow. '—Main. m.
Cour., SSnd Oct., 1818.

bris -ure, s. [Fr. brisure = a fracture, a broken

piece ; briser = to break.]

In Fortification : Any part of a rampart or

parapet which deviates from the general

direction.

bris'-wort, bri'se-wort, *. [Bruibewort.]

1. Symphytum officinale t
L. (Cockayne, iii.

316.)

2, BeUis perennis. (Ibid.)

*brls'-yng, * brjrs-synge, ». [Brcisiso]
'* Brisyng, or brissoure K. ; bryssynge or br.—"
H Quauatio, eontusio, colUsto."—Prompt. Pm+~

fate, lat, tare, amidst, what, tall, father; wo, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, to, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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[Eng. Britain; -er,] A

brit <1), britt, s. [Etym. unknown.]

Iehthy. ; A local name for young herrings
and sprats, some of which were formerly made
a species, Clupea minima. The name is also
applied to the young of other fish,

" The pilchards were wont to pursue the brit, upon
which they feed. Into the havens."

—

Carew.

* Brit (2), s. [A.S. bryt = a Briton.] A Briton.

Brit ain, * Pry-dhain, s. [Lat. Britannia;
from "Gelt, brith, brit = painted. (Camden.).]
Originally the words Britain and Britany were
almost interchangeable terms. The island of
England, Wales and Scotland.

" He [Henry VII. ) was not bo averse from a war but
that he was resolved to choose it, rather than to have
Britain [meaning what we call Britaiiny—the ancient
AnnoricaJ carried by France, being so great and
opulent a duchy and situate so opportunely to annoy
England, either fur coast or trade."

—

Bacon: Hist, of
King Henry VII.

* Britain-crown, s. A gold coin worth
about live shillings, (Smiling : Coins, p. 24.)

* Brit -ain-er, s.

native 6f Britain.

"The Britainers, Hollanders, and from the Azores
Islands."—Peachnm.

Bri-tan'-ni-a, s, [Lat.] Britain.

Britannia metal, s.

Comm. : An alloy of brass, tin, antimony,
and bismuth. It is used to make cheap
spoons and teapots

.

"Britannia metal, which has almost superseded
pswter, and is undoubtedly far more beautiful, as in
appearance it nearly approaches silver, is composed of

&} cwt. of best block tin, 38 lbs. of martial regulusof
antimony, 8 lbs of copper, and 8 lbs of brass."— Wright

:

Scientific Knowledge (1846), p. 60.

Bri-tan'-nic, a. [Lat. britannicus = pertain-

ing to Britain.] Of or pertaining to Britain,

British.

"... having first well nigh freed us from Anti-
Christian thraldom, didst build up this Britannic
Empire to a glorious and enviable height, with all her
daughter-Islands about her."

—

Milton; Reform, in Engl.

* britch, s. [Breech.]

brite, bright, v.i. [Bright, a.] To become
bright or pale in colour. (Said of barley,

wheat, or hops, when they grow over-ripe.)

brfth'-eV, ». (Brother.! Scotch for brother.

Brit'-i' cisni, «. A word or manner of speech
pecnliar to the British.

Brit Ish, * Brit -tlsh, o. & ». [A.8. bryttUc ;

bryt = a Briton. ]

A* As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to Britain.

"Imploring Divine assistance, that it may redound
to his glory, and the good of the British nation, I now
begin. —Milton : Hist, of England, b. i.

2. Of or pertaining to the language of the
ancient inhabitants of Britain, or Welsh.

"What I here offer to the publiok, is an explication
of the antient British tongue, once the common lan-
guage of Britain, and still preserved in the principality
of wales."—Richards: Brit. Diet. Preface.
" Irsn. The Gaulish speach is the very Brinish, the

which was very generally used heere in all Brittayne
before the coming in of the Saxons ; and yet is retayned
of the Walshmen, the Cornishmen, and the Brittons."—Spenser : State of Ireland.

B. As substantive

:

The British : The inhabitants of Britain.

British-gum, s. A substance of a
brownish colour, and very soluble in cold
water, formed by heating dry starch at a tem-
perature of about 600* Fahr.

British-tea, s.

from elm-leaves.
A kind of " tea " made

British tobacco, British herb to-
bacco. A plant, Tussilago farfara.

Brit' ish er, *. A native or inhabitant of
Great Britain, especially of England.

• brit'-nen, * bret'-nen, * bret'-tene,
* bret'-tyne, * brut nen, * brut-ten-
en, * bryt-tyne, v.t. [AS. brytnian.} To
tut in pieces, break.

"Sythen he britnez out the brawen In bryght brode
cheldez." Sir Oawaine, 1811.

" The doughti duk ... bet adoun burwes
And brutned moche peple."

William of Palerne, 107a.

Brit'-in, a. i

Britain.)

A. As adjective : Pertaining to or inhabiting
Britain ; British.

" 111 disrobe me
Of these Italian weeds, and suit myself
As does a Briton peaaaut."

Shakesp. : Cymbtline, t. 1.

[A.S. Bryten, Bryton =

B. As substantive : A native of Britain.

"He hath done no Briton harm."
Shakesp. : Cymbcltne, V. 5.

"Aspiring, thy commands to Britons bear."
Thomson : Liberty, pt. L

britt, s. [Brit(I).]

brit'-tle, * bretil. * brickie, * brekyll,
* britel, " brotel, * brutel, * brotul, a.

[From A.S. breotan = to break ; Ioel. brjdta ;
Sw. bryta = to break.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally : Liable to break or be broken
;

fragile.

" The bretil vessel, forsothe, in the which It is sothun,
shall be broken.'—Wyclif, Leu it. vi. 22.

"If the stone is brittle, it will often crumble, and
pass in the form of gravel."—Arbuthnot.

2. Figuratively : Not lasting, fickle, uncer-
tain.

" A brittle glory shlneth In this face:
As brittle a» the glory is the face ;

For there it is, crack'd in a hundred shivers."
Shakesp. : Rich, II., iv. 1

IL Metal. : This term is applied to those
metals which are not malleable. Arsenic, anti-
mony, bismuth, and manganese are, amongst
other metals, distinguished by this charact .

brittle silver ore, s. A mineral, called
also Stephanite (q.v.)

brittle -Star, s. The name of a long-
rayed starfish (Ophiocoma rosula). It is ap-
plied also to other starfishes of the order
Ophiuroidea (q.v.).

t brit'-tle, v.t.

render friable.

" Early in the spring harrow it. to mix the clay
11

*"e britt led by the winter
Maxwell : Set. Trans.,

[From brittle, a. (q.v.).] To

brought to top (wliich "will be hritiled by the winter
frosts) with the ashes.
p. 109.

t brit'-tle-ly, adv. [Eng. brittle ; -ly.] In a
brittle manner, so as easily to break. (Sher-
wood.)

brit -tie ness, * brot'-el -nesse, *. [Eng.
brittle; -ness.) The quality of being brittle,

fragility ; tending to break easily. Used—
1. Literally:

"... In the tempering of steel, by holding it
but a minute or two longer or lesser in the flame, give
it very differing tempers, as to brittleness or tough-
ness.' —Bogle,

2. Figuratively : Uncertainty, fickleness.
" Swich fyn hath fals worldes brotelnesse I"

Chaucer: Trotius, v. 6.

brlt'-tle-wSrts, s. pi. [Eng. brittle, and
wort (q.v.).]

Botany

:

1. The English name given by Lindley to
the order Diatomaceee (q.v.)

2. A name for Nitella and Chara, two genera
of Characeae. [Charace*:.] (Thome": Bot.,
trans, by Bennet, pp. 292-3.)

brit z ska, s. [Russ. britshka; Pol. bryczka,
dimin. of'bryka = a freight-waggon.] A travel-

ling carriage with a calash top. It i ? so con-
structed as to give space for reclining while
travelling.

" In the evening I set out ... in Sir Charles's
English coach : my britzka followed with servants."

—

Sir R. Wilton : Pr. Diary, 1813, ii. 66.

* brix'-len, tU. [O. I eel. brigsla,] To reprove.
(Ear. Eng. AIM. Poems, ed. Morris, ill. 345.)
(Stratmann.)

bri-za, s. [Sp. & Ital. briza; Fr. brize ; Gr.
/9p*'£a (briza) as some kind of grain. Either
(1) Old jEolic forpi£a (rhiza), a root, or (2) ppiBta
(britho), to be heavy, ... to incline or
droop to one side, as the delicately-suspended
spikelets do.] Quaking-grass. A genus of
grasses with panicles consisting of awnless
spikelets much compressed laterally, and cor-
date-deltoid in form. Two species occur in

Britain, the B. media, or Common Quaking-
grass, and the B. minor, or Small Quaking-
grass. The latter is very rare, but the former
is frequent. It is an elegant plant. B. maxima,
or Greatest Quaking-grass, a species from
Southern Europe, is sometimes sown as a
border annual.

* brize, s. [In Ger. bremse.] The breeze, breeze-
fly, or gad-fly. [Breeze.]

'* A Brize, a scorned little creature.
Through his faire hide his angrie sting did threaten."

Spenser : Visions of the Worlds Yanitie, ii.

brize, brizz, v. t. [Bruise.] To squeeze, pre**.
(Scotch.)

" O Jenny t let my arms about thee twine.
And brizz thy bonny breast and lips to mine."

AJ Ramsay : Gentle Shepherd.

broach (1), brooch, *brdche, * broeh, «.

[O. F. broche ; Mod. Fr. broche = a spit ; Low
Lat. brocca = a pointed stick, from oroceas =
a sharp tooth or point.]

L Ordinary Language :

* 1. Anything pointed, as a spit. [Turn-
broach.]

"Broche or spete, when mete is rpon it, P. Vent-
turn."—Prompt, Parv.

" He was taken into service to a base office In his
kitchen : so that be turned a oroacA, that had worn a
crown."—Bacon : Henry VII.

*% A pin.
" Ande now stondes a deuylle at inyne hede, with a

longe broche, and puttee it In atte crowne of uiyne
hede ; ande anothire deuylle at my fete, with another*
longe broche, ande puttes it in atte eoulea of my fete

;

ande when they mete togedre at myn herte, I simile
deye."

—

Oesta Romanorum, p. 407.

* 3. A wooden pin on which yarn is wound,
(Scotch.)

" Hlr womanly handls nowthir rok of tre
Ne spyndil vsit nor brochis of Minerve
Quhilk in the craft of claith making dots serve."

Doug. ; Virgil, tli, 14.
* 4. A spur.

*5. A spire or steeple. (Still

in use in some parts of the
country, where it is used to
denote a spire springing from
the tower without any in-

termediate parapet. [Spire.]
The term "to broche" is also
used in old building accounts,
perhaps for cutting the stones
in the form of voussoirs and
rough-hewing.)

"There is coming home stone to
the broach ten score foot and five."—Acts relating to the Building of
South Steeple, Ac, 1500-18 ; ArchaoL, '

voL x. pp. 70-1.

" In one hou res space ye broch of
the steple was brent downe to ye
battlementes. "

—

ArchaoL, vol. xi.

pp. 76-7.

* 6. A clasp used to fasten a broach.
dress, so called from the pin
which formed a part of it. [Brooch.]

7. A jewel, ornament, or clasp, not nece*-
sarily used for fastening. [Brooch.]

'* A peire of bedes gaudid al with grene :

And theron heug a broch of gold ful schene.**
Chaucer: C.T., 190-ft

" Of broche* ne of rynges."
King Alisaunder, 6842.

IX Technically

;

*1. Thatching: A sharp-pointed pin ofwood
used by thatchers to secure the gavels or
layers of straw.

2. Candle-making : The sharp-pointed ridge
of wire on which short pieces of candles were
stuck.

* 3. Liquor traffic : An instrument for tap-
ping casks.

4. Hunting: A start of the head of a young
stag, growing sharp like the end of a spit.

(Johnson.)

* 5. Music : A musical instrument, the
sounds of which are made by turning round
a handle. (Johnson.)

6. Embroidery : An instrument used by em-
broiderers, and borne by their company on
their coat-of-arms.

7. Watchmaking, dtc. : A tapering steel tool
of prismatic form, the edges of which are
used for reaming out holes. It is in use
among watchmakers, dentists, and carpenters.
When smooth, it is called a burnisher.

8. Locksmithing : That pin in a lock which
enters the barrel of the key.

9. Mason-work : A nsrrow pointed iron In-

strument in the form of a chisel, used hjr

boll, b6^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; ain, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -In*.
-clan. -tian = shan. -Won, -sion = shun ; -t*on, -sion = shun, -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -tie, &c. = bel, tel.
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masons in hewing stones. It is called also a
puncheon. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.

)

broach-post, s.

Carpentry : A king-post.

* broach-turner, * broche turner,
a, [Turn-broach.] A turnspit.

" Aj the broche-turner that sitteth warms by the
frre may let the spitte atande, and luffre the meate to
borne. "—Sir T. More : Worts, p. M».

broach, * broche, * brochyn, v.t, [Broach,

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Literally.

* 1. To spit, transfix on any sharp instru-

ment.
" He felled men a* one would mow hay, and some-

* 2. To spur a horse.
" Ther lancea alle forth laid, and ilk man broched hi*

stede." Robert of Brunne, p. 305.

3. To tap a cask.
" Brochyn', or settyn a vesselle broche (a-broche, K. P.)

A'tamino, clipsidro, KYLW."—Prompt. .Par*,

"fiarelle ferren they brochede, and broghte theme
the wyne."

Morte Arthur*, J,714.

XL Figuratively:

* L Te pierce ; shed, as blood ; allow any
liquid to flow.

" Cade. Brave thee ! ay, by the beat blood that ever
was broached.''—Shaketp. : 3 Henry VI., ir. It.

f2. To open, produce.
" I will broach my itore. and bring forth my store.'

—KnoUee.

3. To vent, make public ; start a subject

;

publish.
"This errour, that Piaon waa Gauge*, waa first

broached by Josephus."—.fiaWj)*.
* 4. To commence, set on foot.
*' And afterwarde* they Ran with fowle rsproeh
To atirre up strife, and troublou* contecke broch."

Spemer. P. «.. IIL V ft*.

B. Technically:

1. Naut. : To turn a vessel to windward.
"Then broach the vessel to the westward round."

Falconer : Shipwreck.

2. Masonry : To indent the surface of a
stone with a *' broche," or puncheon, to rough-
hew. [Broach, $., II. 9 ; Broached.]

broached, pa. par. k a. [Broach, v.]

broached-stones, s. pi.

Masonry : Stones rough-hewn, as distin-

guished from ashlar, or squared and smoothed
stones.

broached-work, s.

Masonry : Work rough-hewn, as distin-

guished from ashlar work.

broach -er, s. [Eng. broach, v. ; •er.]

L Lit.

:

1. He who, or that which, broaches.
* 2. A spit.

**On five sharp broachert ranked, the roast they
turned." Dryden : Homer ; ftiad L

IX Fig. : One who makes public or divulges
anything ; one who starts or first publishes.

"The flrrt broacher of an heretical opinion."—
L'Estrange.

broach irig, * broch-inge, pr. par., a., * s.

[Broach, v.)

A. k B. A s present participle A participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive:

W Literally:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of broaching or tap-

ping.

2. Masonry: The act of cutting or rough-
hewing.

" To hewinge. brochinge, and tcaplyn of stone for
Jtie chapel, 3s. 4A."—Chapel Bill. Durham Cattle, 1M4.

IL Fig. : The act of publishing or divulging.

broaching - thurmal, broaching -

thurmer, broaching -turner, *. A
chisel for executing broached-work. (Ogilvie.)

broad, brood, • brod, 'brad, *brodc,
a, *., & adv. [A.S. brad; IceL breidhr ; 8w.
& Dan. bred ; O. H. Ger. preit ; Ger. breit.]

A* As adjective :

L Literally:

1. Widely spread ; extended In breadth ;

wide.

"Erode or large of apace. Spaciosus."—Prompt. Par*.

* 2. Fully opened, full-blown.

"For brode roses, and open also."
Romaunt of the Boa*.

3. Extending far and wide.
" So when the Bun's brood beam has tir'd the sight

'

Pope : Moral Essays, Epistle ii. , 253, SSI

IX Figuratively

:

1. Open ; not hidden or concealed ; fully

exposed or developed.
" Now when broad day the world discovered has."

Spenser: F. Q-, I. iii. 2L

2. Large, wide, extensive.

"Canning, which has alway* a broad mixture of

falsehood."

—

Locke.

3. Taken as a whole, not minutely examined
iu detail ;

general.

"On the broad basi* of acknowledged interest."—
Froude : Bist. Eng. (1868). vol. iv., p. 20*.

M. Bold, free.

"Who can speak broader than he that has no house
to put hi* head in*"—Shaketp. : Timon, lii. 4>

5. Broadly marked, plain, strong.

"... his broad Scotch accent"—Macaulay : Biet.

Eng., eh. viii.

6. Coarse, obscene (said of language or

actions).
" If open rioe be what you drive at,

A name so broad well ne'er connive at"
Dryden.

*T Broad as long : Equal upon the whole.

"For it i* a* broad at long whether they rise to

others, or bring others down to them."—L Estrange.

B. As substantive

:

L Naut. : A term for a fresh-water (gen.

reedy) lake, in contradistinction to rivers or

narrow waters, especially the Norfolk broads.

% Wood-turning: A bent turning-tool, or

one formed of a disk with sharpened edges
secured to a stem. It is used for turning

down the insides and bottoms of cylinders in

the lathe. (Knight.)

C. As adverb : In such a phrase as broad
awake a* thoroughly awake.

" I have been broad awake two hours and more "

Shaketp. I Tit. And., ii. 1

% Obvious compounds are broad-backed,

broad-breasted, broad-brimmed, broad-chested,

broad -fronted, broad - headed, broad - horned,

broad-shouldered, broad-spread, broad-spread-

ing, broad-tailed, broad-wheeled, broad-winged,

broad-arrow, * brode arow, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A broad-headed arrow.

"And ten brode arowis hilde he there."
Romaunt of the Bos*.

2. Technically: The mark cut on all English
Government property and storeB. It was
the cognisance of Henry, Viscount Sydney,
Earl of Romney, Master-general of the Ord-
nance, 1693—1702, and was at first placed only
on military stores. It is also the mark used in

the Ordnance Survey to denote points from
which measurements have been made. [Ar-
row, Broad.

broad-axe, s.

1. An axe with a broad
edge, used in hewing round
logs into square timber.

One edge is flat, the other

bevelled. The handle is

bent sideways to save the
workman's knuckles.

•2. A broad-edged mili-

tary weapon, a battle-axe.

"He [the Oalloglass, or Irish
foot-soldier], being so armed in BROAD-AXS.
a long shirt of m.iyle down to
the catfe of his leg, with a long broad-axe in his hand."
—Spenser : On Ireland.

broad-band, braid-band, s. Corn
laid out in the harvest field on the band, but
not bound.

Tf 1. Lying in broad-band : Lying opened

up to dry when wet with rain.

2. To be laid in broad-band

:

(1) Lit. Of com : To be laid open. p. J

(2) Fig. : To be fully exposed.

"... the very evill thought* of the wicked shal be
spread out and laide in broad-band before the face of

God."—Boyd : Last BsMtell, p. 643. {Jamieson.

)

broad-based, a. Having a broad or firm

base or foundation. (Lit. or fig.)
" Broad-based flights of marble stairs."

Tennyton I BecoL of the Arabian Mights, SS.

broad-bean, s. A well-known legumin-
ous plant, Faba vulgaris.

broad-bill, $.

Ornithology

:

1. A sj-ecles of wild duck, Anas -hjpeata,

The shoveller.

BROAD-BILL (1).

2. The Spoon-bill, Plataiea leucorodia.

t broad-blown, a. Fully blown, full-

blown. (Lit. fifig.)
" His face, as I gTant, in spite of spite.

Has a broad-blown comeliness, red and whit*.
Tennyton : Maud, xiii. 1
i-btown, as freah as M.
Shakesn. : Hamlet, I

broad-bottomed, a. Having a broad
bottom.

"
. . ; . in some of the lerel, broad-bottomed

valleys."—Darwin: Voyage round the World (ed. Is70fc

ch. ix., p. 197.

* broadbrim, broadbrim, s.

1, A hat with a broad brim.
"... half-buried under shawl* and broadbrim*."—

Carlyle f Sartor Retartus, bk. i„ ch. ix.

2. By metonomy, a Quaker, from the broad-

brimmed hats worn by them.
". . . this, added to the rest of his behaviour, In-

spired honest Broadbrim with a conceit"—Fielding:
Tom Jones, p. «33

broad-cast, broadcast (Eng.). braid-
cast (ScotcA), «., adv. , k a.

* A. Ab substantive : The act or process of

scattering seeds by throwing them from the

hand as one advances over a field, in place of

sowing them in drills or rows.

B. As adverb

:

L Lit. : So as to scatter seeds in all direc-

tions.

2, Fig. : Widely spread, scattered freely or

indiscriminately.
** For sowing broadcast the seeds of crime."

Longfellow : Golden Legend, t.

C As adjective: Cast in all directions, is

place of being sowed in drills. (Lit. A fig.)

f Broadcast sower. Agric : A machine for

•owing seeds broad-cast.

broad-cloth, s. k a.

A. As subst. : A kind of fine woollen cloth,

exceeding twenty-nine inches in width.

B. As adj. : Made of broad cloth.
*' Or else, be sure, your broad-doth breeches)
Will ne'er be smooth, nor hold their stitches."

Swift.

broad-gauge, •• The railroads of the

United States have a standard gauge of 4 feet o%
inches. Some other countries have a wider,

some a narrower, standard gauge. The term

Broad-gauge applies to roads of a greater width

of rail than the standard. The term " narrow-

gauge " is applied in the United States to roads

of from 2 to 3>£ feet in width, built to suit

certain special circumstances. [Gauge.]

broad-glass, s. Glass in large sheets for

cutting into panes.

broad halfpenny, *. [Bord Half-

penny.] (Wharton.)

* broad-head, $. The head of a broad-

arrow.

broad-leaf, s. A tree, Terminalia tatir

Jolia, a native of Jamaica. The wood is used

for staves, scantlings, and shingles. It is

sometimes mistaken for the almond-tree, from

the similarity of the fruit

broad-leafed, a. [Broad-leavsd.]

broad-leaved, a.

1, Lit. : Having broad leaves.

'"Narrow and broad-lea—d Cyprus grass."— Wood.

ward : On Fouus.

2. Fig. : Having a broad brim ;
oroad-

brimmed.

* broad-mouthed, a.

1. Lit. : Having a broad mouth.

2. Fig. : Chattering, talking freely or

coarsely.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub. mire, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, P°*»

Syrian. so,09 = e. ey = a. qu = km
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** BmI any broad-mouthed, slaiid'rous villain mid 11"
Southcme : Disappointment, L L

broad-open, a. Wide open.

"To walk with eyes broad-open to your grave."
Dryden,

broad - pen-
runt, s. A
swallow-tailed
fcipering flag at
the mast-head of
a ma»-of-war. It
is the distinctive
sign of a commo-
dore.

broad-piece,
». An obsolete
gold coin in use
before the guinea.

"
. . . . those who i

piece was to be saved or got, this hero was a mere
Euclio, a mere Harpagou."

BKOAD-FINNANT.

uttered that, wherever a broad-
, this hero was a mere
Macaulay: Bitt. Bug.,

oh. riv.

broad seal, s. The Great Seal.
" Is not this to deny the king's broad-teal t

"

Sheldon : Miraclet of A ntichritt, p. W.
" Under whose [the chancellor's] hands pass all

charters, commissions, and grants of the king, cor-
roborated or strengthened with the broad-teal?—Jut
Bigilli, p. 8.

broad-seal, v.t.

1. Lit. : To seal with the Great SeaL

2. Fig. : To seal, to assure.
*' Thy presence broad-seat* our del ights for pure."

B. Jonton: Cynthia'i Bevel*.

broad-seed, s. The English name of
TJlosperraum, a genus of umbelliferous plants.
The solitary species is from Barbary.

broad-set, a. Thickly, strongly framed.

broad-sheet, broadsheet, *. The
same as Broad-side, 3 (q.v.).

". . . . and oral recitation anticipated the advent of
the broadtheet and the book.*—Skeat; Introd. to
Chaucer (ed. Bell).

broad-side, broadside, s.

1. The side of a ship as contra-distinguished
from its bow and stem.

" The vessel northward veers
Till all its broadtide on its [the whirlpool's] centre

bears." Falconer: Shipwreck, c. L, 296.

2- A volley fired simultaneously from all

the guns on one side of a ship of war.
"The crash reverberates like the broadtide of a man-

of-war through thelonelycbauuels."—Darwin: Voyage
round the World (ed. 1ST0), chap. xi„ p. 246.

3. A publication consisting of one large
printed sheet constituting but a single page
or leaf.

" Broadtide* of prose and verse written in his praise
were cried in every street."

—

Macaulay: Bi*t. Eng.,
ch. XV.

* broad-sighted, a. Having a wide view,

t broad speaking, n,

X, Speaking broadly or coarsely ; using
Coarse or obscene language.

"The reeve and the miller are distinguished from
each other, as much as the lady prioress and the broad-
speaking, gap-toothed wife of Bath."— Dryden.

2. Speaking with a broad accent.

• broad-spoken, a. Broad-speaking

;

Using coarse or obscene language.

broad-stone, broadstone, «.

Masonry ; An ashlar.

broad -sword, broadsword (Eng.),
•bread sword (Scotch), s.

h A sword with a broad blade.

BROADSWORDS.

" From his belt to bis stirrup his broadtvmrd hangs
down." Scott : Bokeby, v. 20.

1 2. By metonomy, those soldiers who were
armed with broadswords.

"The whole number of broadtwordt seems to have
been under three thousand."

—

Macaulay ; Bitt. Eng.,
ch. xiiL

broad-tool, *.

Masonry; A stone-mason's chisel, which has
an edge aj inches wide. It is used for finish-
dressing. Tools used for the preliminary
rougher work are the point or punch, the rush-
tool, and the boaster (q.v.).

broad-way, s. A wide, open road or
highway.

broad-wise, broadwise, adv. In the
direction of the breadth, as contra-distin-
guished from lengthwise, in the direction of
the length. (Lit. dt fig.)

" If one should with his hand thrust a piece of Iron
broadwise against the flat ceiling of bis chamber."—
Boyle.

*' Too much of him longwise, too little of him broad-
wite, and too many sharp angles of him anglewlse,"—
Dickens : Our Mutual Friend, L 151.

broad-en, v.i. & t. [Broad, a.)

A* Intransitive .*

1, Lit. : To bcoroe broader, to spread.
*'Low walks the rrfn, and broaden* by degrees."

Thomson : Season* ; .Summer.

2. Fig. : To widen out, become more diffused
or extended.

" His principles broadened and enlarged with time

;

and age, instead of contracting, only served to mellow
and ripen his nature."

—

S. Smiles: Self'Belp, p. 18.

" Where Freedom broaden* slowly down
From precedent to precedent**

Tennyton : Work* (Strahan, 1872), p. 2flx,

t B, Transitive ; To render broader.

broad -en-ing, pr. par. & a. [Broaden, v.i.]

" When, lo ! her own, that broadening from her feet
And blackening, swallow'd all the land."

Tennyson : Guinevere.

t broad'-lsh, a, [Eng. broad, and suffix -Uh.]
Somewhat broad.

"The under part of the tail Is singularly variegated
white and black, the black in long, brandish, streaks."
—Ruuell : Ace. of Indian Serpent*, p. 27.

broad -ly, adv. [Eng. broad ; -ly.]

1. Lit. : In a broad manner ; widely.
" Great AJphnus floud,

• That broadly flows through Fylos fields.

"

Chapman : Bomert Iliad, T.

2. Fig. : Plainly, openly.

broad'-ngss, • brood-nesse, (English),
braid'-nesse (Scotch), s. [Eng. broad;
-ness.]

* 1. Literally : The quality of being broad ;

breadth.
" Thai stigeden vp on the broodnette of srthe."

Wycliffe : Apoc, XX. a
**.

. . thre bredis in bratdneue, . .
."—Inventories,

A. 1562, p. 160. (Jamiemm.

)

2. Fig. ; Coarseness ; or, specially, indelicacy
of statement or allusion.

" I have used the cleanest metaphor I could find, to
palliate the broadneu of the meaning." Dryden.

bro'ak-ie, *. [Brooked (2).] (Scotch.)

1. A cow having her face variegated with
white and black.

2. A person with a dirty face.

bro ak-it, pa. par. [Brocked.] (Scotch.)

bro'ak-It-ness, s. [Scotch broakit ; -ness.]

1. The quality or state of being variegated
with black or white spots.

2. The state of having a dirty face. (Scotch.)

brob, *. [Cf. Gael, brod = a probe, a poker.]

Carp. : A peculiar form of spike driven
alongside a timber which makes a butt-joint

HJJ
against another, to prevent the former from
slipping. (Knight.)

brob ding nag i an, brSb-dig-nag'-i-
an, a. [From Brobdingnag, the name of an im-
aginary place in Swift's Gulliver's Travels,where
everything was of gigantic size.] Gigantic.

" Even the equestrian statue of the Iron Duke has
little human specks of figures standing out black
against the evening sky, under the horses girth, like
a Brobdignagian field-marshal among a crowd of
cockney Lilliputians."—Daily Telegraph, Hay 80, IBM,

* bro Ml lande, pr. par. or a. [Comp. ItaL
borbogliare ; Sp. borbollar ; Port. borbulhar=
to burble, bubble.] Weltering. [Burble.]

" Many a balde manne laye there swykede,
BrobiUande in his Mode."

MS. Line A i 17, f. 115 (HalliweU).

* brio (1), *. [A.S. broc (!).] A menace (f).

"This was hire broc"~Layamon, 21,029. iStrat-

* broo (2), a, [Brook.]

* broc (3X *- [Breach, a] A rupture.

* broo (4), a [Brock.] A badger.

broo skynne, s. A badger's skin.
*'.

. . that wenten aboute in broc tkunnet and
skynnes of geet, . .

."— Wycliffe (Purvey) ; Beb. ri. 87.

bro cad e, * bro ca -do, a [Sp. brocado.]

1. A kind of silken stuff, variegated or em-
bossed with gold or silver flowers or other
ornaments. The manufacture of brocades was
established at Lyons in 1757.

"In this city [Ormus] there is very great trade for
all sorts of spices, drugges, silke, cloth of silke. brocado.
and divers other surtes of marchandise come out of
Persia."—Bakluyt: Voyages, ii. '216.

". . . all the finest jewels and brocade worn by
duchesses at the balls of St James's and Versailles."

—

Macaulay: Bitt, Eng., ch. xxiv.

2. In India : A cloth of gold and silver.

brocade-Shell, $. A variegated species
of shell, Conus geographicus.

brd-ca -ded, pa. par. & a. [Brocade, aJ
* 1. Drest in brocade.

t 2. Worked in the style of brocade.
"A brocaded petticoat was stained."— Johnson

t

Rambler, No. 157.

* bro-ca -do, s. [Brocade.]

* broc -age, brok age (ago as Ig), a
[Broke, v. Brokerage.]

1. The management of any business by
means of an agent

" He woweth hire by mene and by brocage.
And swor he wolde ben hir owne page.

Chaucer : C. T., 887k
2. Agency for another.

" I entremet me of brocages

:

I make pees and mariagea,
Chaucer : Rom, of Rote, ••71.

" So much as the quantity of money is lessened, so
much must the share of every oue that has a right to
this money be the less ; whether be be landholder, for
his goods, or labourer

:

'"

his brocage.''—Locke.

3. The gain got by acting as agent.
" He made small choyce ; yet sure his honestie
Got him small games, but shameles flatterie.

And fllthie brocage, and unseemly shifts.''

Spenser: Moth. Bubb. Tale, 849—6L

4. The price or bribe paid unlawfully for
any office or place of trust.

"After some troubles in the time of King Richard
II. it was enacted, that none shall bee made justice of
the Peace, for any gift, brocage, favour, or affection."

—

Lambarde : Eirenarcha. ch. vi.

* broc ale, * brok a-ly, s. [Break, v.}

Broken'fragments, brollen meat.
" Brocate, or lewynge of mete (brokaly ot met*, P.)

Fragmentum, Coniui. '—Prompt. Part.

broc'-ard, s. [Perhaps from Brocardica,
Brocardicorum opus, a collection of ecclesias-

tical canons by Burkhard, Bishop of Worrna,
who was called by the Italians and French
Brocard. (Heyse).} A principle or maxim; a
canon.

The scholastic brocard, which has been adopted as
the tenth counter-proposition, is the fundamental
article in the creed of that school of philosophers who
an called ' the sensualists. '"—Ferrier: Metaph., p. ML

* broc'-a- tel, br<5c-a-tel'-lo, s. [Sp. oroca-

tel; Ft. brocatelle; ItaL brocatello.]

1, A kind of coarse brocade, generally made
Of cotton and silk, or sometimes of cotton only*,

and used for tapestry, linings of carriages, sc.
•* The Vice-Chancellor's chair and desk, . . .

covered with brocatelle (a kind of brocade) anfl Cloth
Of gold."—Evelyn : Memoir*, ii. 43.

2. A kind of clouded marble, called also

Sienna marble. The full name is Brocatello
de Sienna. It is yellow-veined or clonded
with bluish red, sometimes with a tinge of
purple.

broc-cel-lo, s, [From Fr. brocatelle.]

Fabrics: A light, thin, silky stuff, used for

lining vestments. (Ogilvie.)

broc -co-li, a [ItaL broccoli = sprouts ; pL of
broccolo = a sprout.] A culinary herb, the
Brassica oleracea ; a variety of the common
cabbage, var. botrytis.

"Broccoli—Brattica cymota.—The Brastica Pomps'
tana, aut Cypria, was a cauliflower or broccoli, accord-
ing to Dodonssus, p. 552 :

' The third &.!b« of white
coTewurtes is very strange, and is named Flowrie or
Cypresse Colewurtes. It hath grayish*? leaues at the
beginning lyke to the White Colewurtes. and after-
warde in the middle of the same leaues, in the steed*
of ye thicke cabbaged, or lofed leaues, it putteth forth
many smal white stemmes, grosse and gentle, with
many short branches, growing for the most part al of

one height, thicke set and fsst throng toglther. These
little stemmes so growing togither, are named the

boil, boy
-clan, -

pout, Jtfftrl; oat, eeU, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - C
tlon, -«lon = anon ; -{ion, - slon = zhun. -clous, -tlous, -sloua = anus, -bla, -die, ic. m bel, deL
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flower of these Colewurtea.' There are white, green,
and purple broccoli ; of the former, the varieties ire
numerous, and every year brings forth a new one. The
leaves of broccoli are of a deeper green, and the heads
of a less pure white, than those of cauliflowers."—
Delamer : The Kitchen Garden, p. 63.

brochan (1), " brachan, s. [Gael. 4 Ir. bro-

chan; Wei. brwehan.] Thick gruel, porridge.

It differs from crowdie in being boiled.

[Cbowdie.]
"When the cough affects them they drink brochan

Slentifully. which is oatmeal and water boiled toge-

ber. to which they sometimes add butter."—Martin :

West. Met, p. 12.

brochan (2), s. [Etymology doubtful.] An
article "of Highland equipment (r).

"... basket hilts. Ami ra-Ferrers*, leather targets,

brogues, brochan, and sporran*?"— Scott.- Bob Hoy,

ciLxxUL

bro chan-tite, s. [From Brochant de "Vil-

liers, a French mineralogist.]

Min. : An orthorhombic transparent or

translucent mineral, with its hardness, 3*5—4,

itssp.gr.,3'78—3'90, its lustre vitreous, pearly,

on one cleavage face. Compos. : Sulphuric
acid, 15*8 -19-71; oxide of copper, 62 626-

691 ; oxide of zinc, 0—8*181 ; oxide of lead,

1*03—1-06. It is found in Cumberland, Corn-
wall, Iceland, the Ural Mountains, Australia,

and Arizona. It can be produced artificially.

Dana makes two varieties—-(1) Ordinary Bro-
chantite, (2) Warringtonite, with which
brongnartine may be classified. (Dana.)

"broche, s. [Broach,*. Brooch.] A spit
**

. . . cany that ower to Mrs. Sma'trasb. and bid her
fill my mill wi'inishing, and I'll turn the broche fur

ye in the meantime ; and the will gie ye a gingerbread
nap for your pains. "

—

Scott : Bride of Lammermoor,
ch. xlL

bro-che, a. [Fr. broche', pa. par. of brother =
to embroider.] Embroidered, embossed.
"... blak vtlvot frroe/m with gold."—Inventories,

A. 1541, p. 147. {Jamieton.)

broche-goods, s. pi

Fabric : Goods embroidered or embossed.

broche, v.t. [Broach, v.]

1. To pierce, Bpur.

"Then be brached bis blonke, opon the bent bare."
Tvaine and Gawainc

m And hasteliche ys swerd adrow ; and aye til him a goa.

To ban »-&rocA«(f Roland thorw; a caste tho his porpoa."
Sir Ferumbrcu, KW9.

2. To stitch. (Scotch.)

* broched, pa. par. k a. [Broached.]

bro-chette', s. [Fr. brochette = a skewer.]

In Cookery ; A skewer on which to stick

meat.

* broch-ing, * broch -yng, pr. par., a, k
s. [Broaching.]

brocht (ch guttural), «. [Perhaps from break,

v., or ct Wei. broch = . . . froth, foam.] The
act of vomiting.

" Ben ower the bar he gave a brocht.

And laid among them sic a locket.
With eruetavit cor meum."

Leg. Dp. .St. Androit, Poemt 16th Cent., p. SIS.

brocht (ch guttural), pret. k pa. par.

[Brought.] (Scotch.)

broch'-ure, s. [Fr. brochure = a pamphlet

;

brocher ~ to sew, stitch. ] A small pamphlet,
consisting of a few leaves of paper stitched

together.

brock, * brok, v.t. [From break, v. or s. (?).!

To cut, crumble, or fritter anything into small

shreds or fragments. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

brock (1),
* brocke, * brok, * brokk, s.

[A.S. broc; Wei. broch; Gael, broc = abadger.
Probably, as suggested by Wedgwood, from
Gael, breac, Wei. brech = spotted, variegated.

'; Hit Dan. broc = a badger, broget m varie-

gated.]

1. A badger.

"Bro*, best K. brocke. Taxut.Cattor"—Prompt. Pa-re.

"Bores and brocket that breketh adown tnyne heggea."
Langtand : P. Plowman, vi SL

•"Tne thnnunart, wil'-cat, brock, and tod."
Burnt I The Twa Serdt.

% A brocket. [Brocket.]

* brock breasted, * brok brestedc,
a. Having a breast spotted or variegated like

• badger.
" Brok-breetede as a brawne, with brustils tulle

large."—Morte Arthure, i,o»

* brock - skin, * brock - Bkynne,
* brokskynne, s. A badger-skin.

*• Thei wenteu aboute in broktkynnet [brocktkynnet

P.\ and in skynnes of geet, nedy, augwysachid, tur-

inentid."— Wydiffe: £Icbreu>ti.L 87.

* brock (2), * brok, *. [From Ger. brocke —
a fragment.] A fragment of any kind, speci-

ally of meat. (Scotch.)
" The kaill are sodden.

And »ls the laverok is fast and lod.lin.

When ye half done, tak hame the brok."
Bannatyne Poemt, p. 160, st. 10.

"I neither got stock nor brock (ie. neither money
nor meat)."—Kelly: Scotch Proverbt.

• brock (3), *. [Brugh.]

*brock-ed, 'brock -it, a.

Variegated, spotted.
[Brock (1).]

. . and I wad was* ye. if Gowans. the brockit
cow, has aquey, that she suld sack her nil of milk."
—Scott : Heart of Midluth,, cb. xxxix.

* brock -el-hempe, s. [From Eng. brock,

and hemp.] The same as Brooklime (q.v.).

Brock'-en-hurst, s. k a. [Named from
Brockenhurst, a Hampshire parish four and
a half miles NN.W. of Lymington.]

Brockenhurst series, s.

Geol. : A term applied by Professor Judd to

what was called by the Geological 8urvey
Middle Headon. Messrs. H. Keeping, E. B.

Towney, and others differ from Professor

Judd's views. (Abstract Proceed. Geol Society,

London, No. 393, pp. 14-17.)

* brock -e t, * brock -it, • brok'-lt, «. [0.

Fr. brocart.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A red deer, two years old,

according to some, but according to others, a

stag three years old.
" Heirdta of hertia throw the thyck wod schaw,
Bayth the brokittlt, and with brode burniat tyndis.

Doug. : Virgil, Prol. to bk. xiL

2. Zool ; Major Hamilton Smith called the

Subulonine group of his large genus Cervus
Brockets, instancing the Pita Brocket (Cervus

rufus), the Apara Brocket (C. simplicicornis),

and the Bira Brocket (C. nemorivagus), all

from Brazil.

* brock' -fsh, a. [Eng. brock (1) (q.v.) ; -UK]
Like a badger ; beastly, brutal.

" Brockith boon."—Hale.

brock-it, a. [Brooked.]

*brockle, * brokelo (Eng.), brocklie
(Scotch), a. [Brittle, a.]

" Of brokeU ksua»."~Shoreham. p. S.

* bro'-cdur, s. [Broker.]
" His brocourt that renn* aboute."

Gower, 1L 374.

t brod, v.t. [Prod, *.]

L Lit. ; To prick, spur.

"And paatand by the plewis, forgadwandis
Broddit the oxm with sperts in our handia"

Doug.: Virgil, !iM, 2«.

JX Figuratively:

1. To pierce.
" His words they brodit like a wumll,

Frae ear to ear."
Ferguteon : Poemt, 11. 81

2. To incite, to stimulate. (Used of the

mind.)
" Hundreth versls of Virgil, ouhilkis he mnrkU
Aganis Romania, to vertew tbame to brod."

Doug. ; Virgil, 1W, 22.

* brod (1), * brode (1), s. [Brad.]

"Brode hedlese nayla. Clavut acephalut."—Prompt.
Pan.

* brod (2), *. [Prod, s.]

L Literally:

L A goad, a spur.
" Fling at the brod waa ne'er a good ox.'—Kelly :

Scotch Froverbt.

2. A stroke with a goad, spur, or any other

sharp-pointed instrument. (Scotch.)

"Aue ox that repnngnis the brod of his hird he
gettis doubil broddit."—Com.pl. o/Scotl., p. 48.

IL Fig. : An incitement, an instigation.

" Bridellis bir sprete. and as him lest constrenis.

From hyr hart his feirs brod withdrawyng."
Doug. ; Virgil, 1M, 23.

* brod (3), * brode (2), *. [Brood.]

brod-hen, 5. [Brood-hen.]

brod-sow, brod sow, s. [Brood-sow.]

* brod (4),
* brodde, *. [Board, s.]

1. A board.
"... be copylt and affixt vpoun ane brod, . .

."—

Actt Jo. V/„ 1598 (ed. 1814). p. 174.

2. An escutcheon on which arras are bla-

zoned.

"Other abuses in binning of penal! s and brode,

affixing of honours and amis, bath crept in."— Act au.
1643, p. 17 L

3. The vessel for receiving alms in churches,

most probably from its beiug formerly a cir-

cular board, hollowed out so as to resemble
a plate. (Jamieson.)

brod-den, v.i. [From brod, s. = brood, *

(q.v.).] To sprout. (Ormulum, 10,769.) (Strat-

viann.)

brod'-dlt, 3x1. par. k a. [Brod(1), v.] (Scotch.)

As adjective : Sharp-pointed.

broddit altis, s. pi Bearded oats (?).

[Brod.]
"... lrvi. bolle of clene broddit aitit, . .

.'—Act.
Audit., A. 147S, p. t%

broddit Staff, s. A staff with a sharp

point at the extremity. (Gl. Sibb.) Also

called a pike-staff. (Scotch?) The same as

BRoaaiT-STAFF (q.v.).

* brode, a. k adv. [Broad.]

A* As adjective : Broad.
" The brode ryver som tyrae wexeth dreye.*

Chaucer : The Knightet Tate, SOM-T,

B. As adverb

:

1. Broadly, plainly.

*. . . but now brode sheweth the erroar, . .
.*

Chaucer: Boethiutitd. Morris), p. 49, line 1,298.

2, Broadly, wide awake.
" For though ye looke ueuer so brode, and stare,'*

Chaucer ; C. T. ; The Chan. rem. Tate (ed. akeat), 1.4»

* brode (l), *. k a. fCorrupted from bont

(q.v.).]

brode - halfpenny, s. [Bord-halt-

Penny.] (Wharton.)

* brode, v.t. [From O. Eng. brode = broad, a.

(q.v.).] To publish abroad.
M Too bidden them battle, and brodet in haste

For to lache hym aa lorde, ..."
Alitaunder (ed. Skeat), U3-8.

* brode (2), s. [Brood.]
" Brode of byrdya Pullijlcacio.'—Prompt. Par*.

•brod'-^-kln,*. [Fr. brodequin; Sp. borcegin;

O. Dut. brosekin ; dimin. of broos = a buskin ;

Ijat. byrsa = leather.] A buskin or half-bo(jt.

"... Instead of shoes and stockings, a pair of bus-

kins or ftrodeWiU."—Kchard: Bitt. of Eng., ii. 836,

* bro'-del, s. [Brothel.]

* brode-quin, $. [The same as brodekin.]

* bro-der, v.(. [Broider.]

* brod-er-ed (Eng.)t
* brod-er-rlt (0.

Scotch), pa. par. k a. [Broider bd.]
•* With brodered works*. '—Bible {\bil}. Judget v. 90.

"Item, aue gown of cramasy sating, broderrit oil the

self with tbreldis of gold, . .
."—Inventories A. 1M2.

p. 80.

* brdd'-er-Iey, *. pi [Fr. broderie = em-

broidery, embellishment.]

Music: Ornaments wherewith to cover a
simple melody.

brd-dVi-ae'-a, s. [Named after James Brodie,

Esq., a Scottish botanist]

1. A genus of Iridaceae or Irids. Brodiaa

excokles is an ornamental Chilian plant.

2. A genus of Liliacese or Lilyworts, appa-

rently belonging to the section Hemerocalli-

deae. The species are curious little plants

with blue flowers, from Georgia and Chili.

* brod'-l-en, v.t. [Braid, v.]

* brSd -Sn-stare, » bro<l - in ster, t>

[From O. Eng. brodien = to braid, to em-

broider, and fem. suit -ster.] An embroiderer.

"Certane werklut*** fcrane brodinttare.'~CoU. In-

ventoriet, A. 1576, p. OL
"Item, ten single btankeths qohllkis senit_the

beddis of the brodinren, quh» wrocbt upouu the grsas

pace of broderie."—Ibid., p. no.

* bro dir, s. [Brother.] (Scotch.]

brodir dochter, s. [Brother-dauoh-

TER.] (Scotch.)

* brod'-mell, brod male, s. [From A.S.

brod — brood, and O. Ger. mad = a consort, an

associate (?).] Brood (?).

" Ane grete sow ferryit of grises thretty heile. ^^
Llgglng on the ground milk quhite, al quhite brod

About hlr pappis soukand." Doug. : Virgil, H* !*

* bro- dyn, v. [Brood.]

fata, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full : try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, po\

Syrian, w, oa— e, ey = a. qu = ltw.
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" Brodyn, as byrdys (and fowles, P.). Foveo, fetifico,

C. P. in alcyon."—Prompt. Part,

* bro-dynge, s. [Brooding.]
"Brodynge of byrdys, Focio, Cath. {fooaoto, P).*

Prompt. Pan* ,

bro-dyr, * bro-dyre, s. [Brother.]

broc. s. [Broo, Bree, Brew, s.] (Scotch.)

Broth, soup.
"The auld runt,

Wi' boiling broe, John Ploughman brunt.''
Taylor : Scotch Poems, p. 96.

t brdg, *. [A variant of brod — prod.] A
pointed steel instrument used by joiners to

make holes in wood for nails, a brad-awl.

"The young preacher, who was present in Mr.
Shirra's pew, was prayed (or as a promising labourer
in the vineyard, but, withal, as ranch In need of a
thorough handling In regard to style and manner, the

*- whi-*- *modus operandi in reference to which being suggested
*k -jreat fervour

:

ilm weel, and
Ramsay ; Recollections,

in the following petitiou, delivered with great fervour :

ileaae tAk a brog and prod him weel, and-' But oh
let the wind out o* him.
8er. 11., p. 5a.

t brog, v.t. & i. [Broo, ».]

1. Trans. : To pierce, stab, prod.

"'And to see poor Griray and Grumble,' said his

wife, 'turning back their necks to the byre, and rout-

ing while the stony-hearted villains were brogging

them on wi' their lances.' "Scott \ Monastery, en. ili

2. Intrans. : To browse about. (Yorkshire.)

brog -an?, s. [Brogue.] A kind of strong,

coarse" shoe ; a brogue.

tbrogged CEng.), brdg'-git {Scotch), pa.

par. & a. [Broo, v.t.]

broggtt-staff, s. [Broddit-stafp.]

* brog'-ger, s. [Bodger.] A dealer in corn.

brog'-glhg, pr. par., a., & a. (Scotch.) [Brog,

v. % s.]

A. k B. As pr. par. dt partic. adj. : (See the

verb.

)

"D'ye think I was, born to alt here brogging an
elshln through bend-leather."—Scott ; Heart o/ Mid-
lothian, ch. il.

C. As subst. : The act of pricking with a
sharp-pointed instrument.

brog'-gle, v.i. [A frequentative formation

from brog (q.v.).} To sniggle or fish for eels.

(North.)

brogue (1), * brog, • Pp. & GaeL brog = a
shoe.]

1. A coarse, rough shoe. In the Lowlands,
a shoe of half-dressed leather.

" I thought he slept: and put
My clouted brogue* from offmy feet."

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, iv. X.

" A peasant would kill a cow merely in order to get
a pair of brogues."'— Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xlL

2. A provincial accent : such a manner of
pronunciation as would be used by the wearers
of brogues.

"The Irish brogue, then the most hateful of all

sounds to English ears."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. x.

brogue-maker, «. One who makes
brogues.

brogue (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] Scotch for

a hum ; a trick.
*' Then yon. ye auld. snec-drawlng dog 1

Te came to Paradise incog,

An' played on man a cursed brogue."
Burns : Address to the DeiL

t brogue, v.i. [Brogue (1), 2.] To utter in a

brogue.
** There Paddy brogued ' By Jasus ! '

"

Byron : The Vision of Judgment, B9.

* broid, * browd, v.t. [Braid, Broider.]
To plait the hair.

* broid -ed, *brow-did, pa- J*""- & a- Lln

older editions of the Bible for broidertd (a. v.).
|

To braid. Trench says that this word was
never used for plaiting the hair till our trans-

lators introduced it. into the authorised ver-

sion of the Bible, 1 Tim. ii. 9. (English Past
and Present, p. 198, note.)

"Not with braided hnire. or gold, or pearles, or
costly aray."—1 Tim. ii. ».

1 br&ld'-er, * brod-er, v.t. [Fr. broder ; Sp.

& Port, bordar = to embroider, literally to
work on the edge, to hem ; Fr. bord = the
edge.] [Embroider.]

1. Lit. : To embroider, ornament with
needle-work.

2. Fig. : To cover as though with embroidery.
" Under foot the violet,

Crocus and hyacinth, with rich tulay
Urolder'd the ground." Milton : Paradise Lost, bk. iv.

t broid'-ered, pa. par. & o. [Broider.]

L Literally

:

1. Covered with embroidery, embroidered.

"... another stripped me of my rags, and gave me
this broidered coat which you see."—Bunyan : The
Pilgrim's Progress, pt i.

2. Worked in embroidery or needle-work.
" In hosen black, and Jerkins blue,
With falcons broider'd on each breast."

Scott I Marmion, i. 8.

t II. Fig. : Adorned with fine figures of

speech.

"Had she but read Euphues. and forgotten that
accursed mill and shieling-nil 1, it is my thought that
her converse would be broidered with as many and as

choice pearU of compliment, as that of the most rhe-

torical lady in the court of Feliciana."—Scott : Mon-
astery, cb. xxix.

* broid'-er-er, *. [Broider, v.] One who
embroiders or works in embroidery.

" There mote he likewise see a ribbald train
Of dancers, broiderert, slaves of luxury."

West : On (he abuse of Travelling.

* broid'-er-ess, s. [See def.] The feminine
form of broiderer (q.v.). (Hood : Midsummer
Fairies, xxxv.)

* broid -er-& *. [Eng. broider ;-y; Fr. bro-

derie.]

1. Lit. : Embroidery, ornamental needle-

work.
" Her mantle rich, whose borders, round,
A deep and fretted broidery bound."

Scott : Marmion, vi. 3.

2. Fig. : Any ornamental covering resem-
bling embroidery.

Bare broidry of the purple clover."
Tennyson : A Dirge, «.

broil (1), * breull, «. [O. Fr. brouiller m to

jumble, trouble, disorder, confound, mar, by
mingling together, &c. (Cotgrave.) Sometimes
said to m of Celtic origin, though the con-

nection is not clear.] A tumult, disturbance,

contention.
" Say to the king thy knowledge of the broU,
As thou didst leave it."

Shaketp. : Macbeth, i JL

broil (2), «. [Broil, «.]

1. Broiled meat.

2. Heated condition ; extreme heat. (Lit.

&Fig.)

broil, * broille, "hroyl-yn, * bro-ly-yn,
v.t. & i. [M. Eng. broilen, cog. with O. Fr.

bruiller = to boil to roast ; prob. a frequent,

from O. Fr. bruir = to roast.]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To grill, to cook by roasting over

hot coals, or on a gridiron.

" Brolyyn', or broylyn'. Ustulo, ustillo, torreo,

Cath."—Prompt. Pan.
" Some on the fire the reeking entrails broil."

Dryden.

2. Fig. : To heat greatly, to affect strongly

with heat (Said especially of the sun, and
used almost exclusively in the pr. part.)

[Broiling, pr. par.]

B. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To perform the operation described

under A. 1.

"He cowde roste, sethe, broille, and frie."

Chaucer : C. T., 886-6.

% Figuratively

:

(1) To be in the heat, to be subjected to heat.
" Where have you been broiling t—

Among the crowd i
1 the abbey."

Shaketp. : Henry VIII., iv. L
* (2) To be heated with passion or envy.
" So that her female friends, with envy broiling."

Byron : Beppo, v. 69.

broiled, *broyl-yd, pa. par. & a. [Broil, v.]

Cooked over hot coals.
" Broylyd mete, or rostyd only on the colya Frixum,

frixatura."—Prompt. Parv.

broil'-er, s. [Eng. broU; -er.]

L Literally :

1. One who broils, or cooks meat by broil-

ing.

2. That on which food is cooked over hot
coals ; a gridiron.

* II. Figuratively : One who raises broils, or

quarrels. [Broil, s.]

" What doth he but turn brotter and boutefeu, make
new libels against the church, Ac."—Hammond : Serm.

,

p. Mi.

broil ins, * broly-ynge, * broyl-lnge,
pr. par., a., & *. [Broil, v.]

A. As present participle: In
sponding to those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Cooking over hot coals, or on a grid-
iron,

2. Fig. : Heating excessively.

"As dry as three months of a broiling tun could
make them."—Sherard Osbom: Quedah, ch. xviii.

C. As substantive : The act or process of
cooking over hot coals, or on a gridiron.

" Brolyynge, or broyUnge, K. Uttulacio"—Prompt
Parv.

broil'-ler-Xe, s. [Fr. brauillerie = confusion.J
[Brulyie.] A state of contention.

"... have cast themselves, their country, and a«i

into confused broillerie, . .
"—Hume ; Hist. Douglas,

p. 92. (Jamieson.)

* brok (1), *. [A.S. broc; O. Icel. brokkr.]

1. Lit. : A poor inferior kind of horse.

"This carter, smoot and cryde aa he wer wood.
' Hayt 1 brok, hayt ! stot/

"

Chaucer: O.T..7,lXA

2. Fig. : An old sword or dagger. (Ash.)

* brok (2), *. [Brock.] A badger.

* brok (3), 5. [A.S. oroce; Icel. broke. From
Eng. brook, v. = to use, to enjoy.] Use.

* brok (4), s. [Brook, *.]

* brok (5), *. A v. [Brock, *. & v.] A frag.

ment. (Scotch.)

* brok-age (age as Ig), s. [Brocaq«.]

* bro'- kar, s. [Broker.] (0. Scotch.)

* brok-dol, a. [A variant of brokel = brittle.)

" Brokdol, or frees (brokyl or frea, H. brokill orfeara,
P.) Fragili*."—Prompt. Pare.

* broke, *. [Brook, s.)

4 broke, v.i. [Etym. doubtful. Perhaps from
O.S. brouken ; A.S. brucan = to have the use
of a thing. Compare Dan. brug = use, custom,
trade, business. (SKear,~)

1. To act as agent or middle-man for others

;

to act as broker.
" Prithee, what art thou t or whom doet thou serve

or broke toxV'—Brome: City Wit, IL 2.

2. To act as a procurer, or go-between ; to

PimP* " He does Indeed,
And brakes with all that can, in such a suit,

Corrupt the tender honour of a maid."
Shakesp.: All's Well, lit ft.

3. To do business through an agent.

brok -en, * broke, pa. par. &a. [Break, r.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

X. Literally : Parted into two or more piece*

or fragments.
" Twas neither broken wing nor limb,"

Burns: Spittle to J. Jlankine.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Of material things :

(1) Of land:

(a) Opened up with the plough.

(0) Disconnected.
" On the two great continent* In the northern heml-

aohere (but not in the broken land of Europe between
them), we have the zone ol perpetually frozen under-
soil in a low latitude. "—Darrein : Voyage Round the

World (ed. 1870), ch. xi., p. 249.

(c) Bough, intersected with hills and small
valleys.

(2) Of animals ; "Weakened, enfeebled.
" More especially amongst broken and failing groups

of organic beings. —Darwin : Origin of Species (ed.

185») ch. xiv., p. «0.

(3) Of food, dtc. : Meat that has been cut

up ;
fragments of meat. Also applied to frag-

ments of food of any kind, not necessarily

meat.
" And they did all eat, and were filled : aud they

took up of the broken meat that waa left seven basket*

fulL"—Matt. XT. 87.

•ii
Similarly remnants of beer were formesly

called broken-beer.

2. Of immaterial things :

(1) Crushed in spirit

(a) Of persons:
"... reduced in numbers and broken In ipirlt. '—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng. ch. xlv.

(6) Of the heart, dtc.

:

" A broken and a contrite heart."—Psalms U. IT-!

(2) Uttered disjointedly, ejaculated, uttered

In a broken voice.
" Broken prayers to God, that He would Judge him

and this Cause."—Carlyle : Heroes, Lect Tl.

3. Of promises, laws, dtc. i Violated, unful-

filled, unobserved.

boH, bo^: pdHt, jolrt; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, $enophon, flxist. -ing.

-clan, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious. -sious = anus, -gle, -kle, »c. = gel, ket
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* Qod pardon all oath* that arc broke to me 1

"

Skakesp. : Rick, a I., iT. L

4. Of weather : Rough, unsettled.

"The weather proved broktn and rainy."— Beott ;

Antiqiuiry, ch. xxxvii,

5. Of health : Weakened, failing. [Broken-
dows.)

B. Technically:

L Comm. : Bankrupt (Colloquial.)

". . . and whether Lintot be not yttbrokel"—Pope:
Letter to Jervas (1714).

" But he U abroad ; the place is to be sold.

John. Oh, Ilea He was not broken."
Tennyson : Walking to th* Mail.

2. Music

:

(1) Ofa cadence: Interrupted,

(2) Of chords : Arpeggio.

(8) Of time : Unobserved, unkept
" Ha. ha ! keep time : how sour tweet music is.

When time is broke, and no proportion kept 1

"

Shakesp. : Rich. II., t. 5.

(4) Arranged for several instruments.

"And so, likewise, in that music which we call

broken-music or consort-music, some consorts of in-

strument* are sweeter than othei-s, a thing not suffi-

ciently yet observed."—Bacon : Work* (ed. 176S), vol. i.

(5) Played on harps, guitars, or lutes, be-

cause the sounds of these instruments cannot
be sustained at will. (Stainer & Barrett.)

3. Painting. Of colours: Those produced
by the mixture of different pigments.

4. Arith. Ofa number : A fraction.

6. Dioptrics: The line into which an incident
ray is " broken " or refracted in crossing the
second medium.

6. Naut. Of water: The contention of
currents in a narrow channel. Also, the
waves breaking on or near shallows, choppy
water.

7. Mil. : Cashiered. (Colloquial.)

8. Bot. Ofa whorl : Not on the same plane,
but constituting part of an exceedingly short
spiral. (Treas. of Bot.)

9. Comp. Grammar. : Not distinct in sound
or value.

"
. . . exhibit the greatest proclivity towards the

use of these broken vowels."

—

Beames: Comp. Gram.
Aryan Lang, of India, voL i. (1872), ch. ii.. p. 141.

10. Oflanguage : Not fluent, ungrammatical.
" Break thy mind to me in broken English."

Shaketp. : Henry V„ t. 2.

broken-backed, * broke bakkyde,
* broke bak, a.

1. Ord. Lang. ; Having a broken back,
crippled. (Lit. &fig.)

"Broke bakkyde. Qibbosut."—Prompt. Par*.

"God save you aile, lordynges, that now here be I

But broke-bak acherreve, evel mot thou the !

"

Chaucer : C. T., 718-14,

"A few even sprawl-out helplessly on all ides, quite
broken-backed- and dismembered. —Carlyle ; Sartor
Retarmt, bk. L, ch. iv.

2. Naut. : The state of a ship so loosened
in her frame by age, weakness, or some great
strain from grounding amidships, as to droop
at each end, causing the lines of her sheer to

be interrupted, and termed hogged, (Smyth.)

* broken-bellied, a.

1. Lit. : Ruptured.

2. Fig. : Deformed, corrupted.
" Such is our broken-bellied age, that this astutla is

turned into verstttia ; and we term those most astute
which are most versute." — Sir M. Sandys : Essays,
p. 16

broken-down, a. Which has failed or
become useless from breaking down, either
literally or from disease or other cause.

" I left Osbaldlstone Hall on the back of a broken'
down hunter, with ten guineas in my purse." -iScott

:

Rob Roy, ch. Ii.

broken-footed, a. Having deformed or

•rippled feet.

" Or a man that is broken-footed or brokenhanded."
—Lev. xxL 19.

broken-handed, a. Crippled in the
hand. (See quotation under broken-footed.)

broken-hearted, ». Having the spirits

broken or crushed through grief or anxiety.

[Broken, A., IL 2 (1) (&).]
** He hath sent me to bind up the broken-hearted."-—

/so. lxi.1.

broken legged, * broke-legged, a.

Having the leg or legs broken or crippled.
" Ii he be blynd or broke-lr.gged."

Langland I Piert Plowman, 4.088.

t broken-man, s. An outlaw, bankrupt.
"

. . . . belted the broadsword to his side, took to
the brae-side, and became a broken-man.'—Scott : Rob
Roy. ch. xxvi

broken-space, s. & a.

*f Broken-space saw : A fine hand-saw.

broken-spirited, a. Having the spirits

crushed by fear or trouble ; broken-hearted.
" Humbled and broken-spirited, yet glad that they

had come off so well, they stole forth through the
crowd of stern fanatica."—Maeaulay: Hist. Eng., ch.

sm
broken-stowage, $.

Naut. : The space in a ship not filled by her
cargo. (Wharton.)

broken-twill, i.

Fabrics : A variety of twill or textile fabrics.

broken-winded, a. [Brokenwinded.]

t brok'-en-ly, adv. [Eng. broken ; -ly.]

1. Not continuously, interruptedly.
" Sir Richard Hopkins hath done somewhat of this

kind, but brokenly and glaucuigly."—Bakewill.

2. In a broken or crushed state, broken-
hearted.
" And thus the heart will break, yet brokenly live on."

Byron : Child* Barolds Pilg., iiL 82.

8. In broken language ; not fluently.

"King.—O fair Katharine, if you will love me
soundly with your French heart, I will be glad to bear
you confess it brokenly with your English tongue,"—
Shakesp. ; Ben, V., v. 1

t brok'-en-ness, s. [Eng. broken; -ness.]

The quality or state of being broken. (Lit. d
M-)

"Those infirmities that are incident to them (the

teeth) whether looseness, hollowiieas, rottenness,
brokennett."—Smith : Old Age, p. 85.

" It is the brokemum, the ungrammatical position,

the total subversion of the period that charms me."—Gray : Letter to Mason,

brok -en-wind, «. [Eng. broken ; wind.)

Farriery : A disease of the organs of sespira-

tion in horses.

broken wind -ed, * broke -winded, a.

L Farr. : Suffering from broken wind ; af-

fected in the organs of respiration.

2. Fig. : Dull, heavy.
nw] trier,,, _„ __ s .v__

fay : Lucan, bk. v

brok'-er, s. [In Fr. brocanteur.] [Brocage.]

1. One who acts in business for another, a

middle-man, agent, or commissioner.

"Brokers, who, having no stock of their own, set

up and trade with that of other men ; buying here,

and selling there, and commonly abusing both sides to

make out a little paultry gain. "— Temple.

2. One who deals in merchandise or securi-

ties, acting as agent between the seller and
the buyer, or between the importer and the

consumer. [Stock-broker.]
* 3. An agent generally, a go-between.
•*.

. . a person who had long acted as a broker be-
tween Jacobite plotters and people who dealt in

cutlery and firearms. "—Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

* 4, A match-maker, a pimp, a pander of

either sex ; a bawd, a procuress.
" Of brokarii and sic baudry bow snld I write?
Of qoham the fylth stynketh In Goddis ueis,"

Doug. : Virgil, 96, 5L

5. One who deals in old or second-hand
goods.

6. One licensed to value or sell goods on
which distraint has been made.

brok'-er-age, s. [Eng. broker; and suffix

•oa«(q-v.)*J

* 1. The business or profession of a broker.

2. The pay or commission received by
brokers.

" The compensation, which they allow in this plan
to their masters for their brokerage, is, that if (after

deducting all the charges, which they impose) the
amount of the sales should be found to exceed two
shillings and two pence for the current rupee of the
invoice account, it shall be taken by the Company."—
Burke : Works, vol. li, p. 71

* brdk'-er-ly, a. [Eng. broker; -ly.] Like a
broker ; hence, mean.
" We had detennin'd that thou shouldst ha' come.
In a Spanish suit, aud ha' carried her so ; and be,

A brokerty slave, goes, puts it on himself."
Ben Jonson : A Ichemist, Iv. 4.

* brok'-er-*, * brdk'-er-ie, s. [Eng. broker;

-y.] The business or pursuit of a broker,

brokerage.
" Let them alone for me,

Busie their brains with deeper brokeri*.*

Bp. Ball : Sat. IL 1
* brok-U, a. [Brittle.]

* brok'-ing, a, [Broke, v.]

L Practised by brokers, pertaining to

brokers.

" Redeem from broking pawn the blemish'd crown.
Wipe off the dust that hides our sceptres gilt"

Shakesp. : Rich. II., ii L
2. Acting as a broker.

" Adie, a drab, and filthy broking knaves.

"

Martson ; 8c of Villani*.

* brokkc, v.i. [Etymology doubtful. Com*
pare Scotch brok; O. H. Ger. brochon; Ger.
brocken.} To sing, carol.

" Aye the crokkere to brokke."—8horeham, p. 106.

*br6k-kette, *brok'-Itt (pi. brokketttt\

brokittis), $. [Brocket.] A red deer two
years old. (Doug. : Virgil, 402, 19.)

* brok -king, pr. par. & a. [Brokju, •.]

Quavering,throbbing.
*' He singeth brokking as a nightingale."

Chaucer : Th* Miller's Tale, v. 8,8TT.

T Wright's edition reads :—" He syugeth
crowyng as a nightyngale."

* brok-lembe, s. [A corruption of brooklime

(q.v.).]

* brok-yll, a. [Brittle.] (Scotch.)

* brok-jrnge, pr. par. & s. [Brook, v.)

A. As present participle. (See the verb.)

* B. As substantive : Digestion.
" Brokynge of mete and drinke."

—

Prompt. Pan.

* brol, * broil, • brolle, *. [Low Lat. brollvs,

brolla — poor, miserable, contemptible. J A
brat.

"Of that beggares brol an abbot achal worthen."
Piert Plowman's Crede, 1,941-

" The leeste brol of his blood a barones piere.'

Langland : Piert Plowman, 1,7*7.

* brol-y-yn, v. [Broil, tJ.]

* brol-y-ynge, «. [Broiling, $.]

* brom, 5. [Broom. ]

brSm-ac'-e't-ate, «. [Eng., Ac. brom(i3u);

acetate.) A saft of bromacetic acid,

brom-a 'Cef'-Ic, a. [Eng. brom(ine\ and

acetic.] Pertaining to or derived from bro-

mine and acetic acid.

bromacetic acid, s. An acid obtained

from a mixture of crystallizable acetic acid

and bromine in the proportion of equal equi-

valents, introduced into a sealed tube, ami
heated in an oil bath to 150° C.

bro'-mal, $. [Eng., &c. bromlinc); aUdehyde.]

Bromine, from aldehyde.

Chemistry: Also called Tribromaldehyde
CBrs-CO'H, obtained by the action of dry

Bromine, on absolute alcohol. It is a liquid

boiling at 172°, and unites with water to form

a solid hydrate which melts at 43*. It is

decomposed by alkalies into formic acid

HCOOH, and bromoform CHBr3 . It unites

with hydrocyanic acid, forming CBr8'CH<0H:>
which, by the action of acids, is converted into

tribromolactic acid CBrs CH(OH)CO OH.
By the action of nitric acid on Bromal it

yields tribromacetic acid CBr3'COOH-

brd'-man-al, s. [From Eng. bromiine); and
Port anil = indigo.]

Chem. ; An aromatic compound called also

Tetrabromoquinone C$Br4 2 or
O—C—C—Br

V,11 " „-C C—Br

u
Br Br

It is prepared by heating one part of phenol

CaHrfOH) with ten parts of bromine, three

parte of iodine and water to 100*. It crystal-

lises in golden yellow scales, which are

sparingly soluble in carbon disulphide.

brom'-Sx-girr-ite, ». [In Ger. bnmargi/rit

;

Eng., Ac. brom^ine) ; Gr. apyvpo* (arguros) —
silver ; and sutf. -iU (Jfin.) (q.v.).]

Afin. : The same as bromyrite (q.v.Ji

bro'-mate, ». [Eng. broiMine); -<tie (CAem.).]

A salt of bromic acid (q.v.).

• bro-ma-t8l-*-g*, «. [From Gr ^*
(broma), genit. 0fW>jiaT<x (brmnatos) = tlial

which is eaten, food, meat ; and Xovot (tojoij

= a discourse.) A discourse, dissertation, or

treatise on aliments.

brom ben-zene, «. [Eng., 4c. br<m{M);

benzene.]

ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there :

or, wore, woll, work, who, son; mute, cub, core, unite, cur. rule, full; try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,

Syrian. «e, os = e; ey=a. qu = kw.
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Chem. : A compound called also phenyl-

bromide C6H5Br. It is a liquid boiling at
154", obtained by the action of daylight on a
mixture of bromine and benzene ; also by the
action of PBr«, phosphous pentabromide on
phenol C6H6(OH).

* brome (1), s. [Broom. ] (Prompt. Part.)

brome (2), s. & a. [In Fr. brome. From Gr.

fiponot (bromos) = a kind of oat.] [Bromus.]
A word used in the compound which follows.

brome-grass, t.

Bot. : The English book-name for the genus
Bromus (q.v.).

bro-meT-i-a, $ [In Fr. bromMie. Named
after Bromellus, who published a Gothic flora]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of

the order Bromeliace* (q.v.).

bro-mel-I-a'-ce'-se, *. pi. [From Lat., &c.
bromelia (q.v.); and Lat. fem. pi. adjectival

suffix -oxece.]

Bot. : Bromelworts, an order of endogenous
plants, placed by Dr. Lindley under his Nar-
cissal Alliance. The calyx is sometimes
herbaceous-looking, but sometimes coloured.

Petals, three, coloured ; stamina, six or more ;

ovary, three-celled, many-seeded, as is the
fruit, which is capsular or succulent. The
stem is wanting or, if present, very short.

Sometimes it consists of fibrous roots, consoli-

dated round a slender centre with rigid chan-
neled leaves spiny at the edge or point The
fruit is sometimes eatable. In 1847 Lindley
estimated the known species at 170, all from
America, whence they have migrated to Africa,

the East Indies, and elsewhere. The well-
known pine-apple is the Bromelia Ananas.
[Ananas, Fine-apple.] Ropes are made in
Brazil from another species of the same genus.
All the species of Bromeliaceae can exist with-
out contact with the earth ; they are therefore
suspended in South America in houses, or
hung to the balustrades of balconies, whence
they diffuse fragrance abroad.

bro -mel-worts, s.pl. [From Lat. bromelia,
and Eng. wort.]

Bot. : The English name given by Lindley
to the natural order Bromeliaceae.

brom -hy-drlns, s. pi. [From Eng., &c.

brom(ine); hydr(ate); and suffix -in (Chem.)
(q.v.).]

Chem. : Haloidethers formed by replacing
the 1, 2 or 3 (OH) radicals in the triatomic
alcohol glycerin by Br. Monobromhydrin
CH2BrCH(OH);CH2(OH), an oily liquid boil-

ing at 130", obtained by the action of HBr on
glycerin CgH^OHW. Symmetrical Dibrom-
hydrin, CH2BrCH (OH)CH2Br, a liquid boil-
ing at 219", obtained by the action of bromine
on monobromhydrin. Unsymmetrical Di-
bromhydrinCH2BrCHBrCH2(OH), boiling at
212° by the action of bromine on allyl alcohol
(CH? = CH—CHWOH).) Tribromhydrin or
Allyltribromide CH

?
Br-CHBrCH2Br, a crys-

talline substance melting at 16", and boiling at
220" ; it is obtained by the action of excess of
bromine on allyl iodide. [Chlorhydrins.]

bro'-mlo, a. [From Eng., &c. brom(ine), and
suffix -ic.] Pertaining to bromine ; having
bromine in its composition.

bromic acid, a.

Chem. : HBr03- A monobasic acid, forming
alts called bromates. When bromine is

dissolved in caustic potash a mixture of
bromide and bromate of potassium is ob-
tained, which can be separated by crystalli-
sation, 3Br2+6KH0 = 5KBr +KBrO3+3H 20.
Free bromic acid can be prepared by
passing chlorine into bromine water,
Bro + 5Cl 2+ 6H.2O=2HBrO3+10HCl. The acid
is best obtained by decomposing potassium
bromate by argentic nitrate acid acting on
the resulting argentic bromate by bromine,
5AgBr03 + 3Br2 + 3H2 = 5AgBr + 6HBr03 .

Bromic acid is a strongly-acid liquid, redden-
ing and then bleaching litmus paper. On
concentration at 100" it decomposes into bro-
mine and oxygen. It is decomposed by sul-
phur dioxide (S02), sulphide of hydrogen
(H;>S), and by hydrobroraic acid (HBr). Bro-
mates are with difficulty soluble in water, and
are decomposed on heating into oxygen and
bromides.

bromic silver, s.

Min. ; The same as Bromyrite and Bromar-
gyrite (q.v.>

bro'-mlde, s. [Eng. brom(ine); -ide (Chem.)
(q.v.>]

Chem.: A combination of bromine with a
metal or a radical. Bromides are soluble in

water, except silver and mercurous bromides

;

lead bromide is very slightly* soluble. They
are detected in analysis by the following re-

actions :—Argentic nitrate gives a yellowish
precipitate of Air Br, insoluble in dilute nitric

acid, and soluble in strong ammonia. Chlor-
ine liberates Iromine, and, if the liquid is

shaken up with ether, a yellow ethereal solu-
tion floats on the liquid. Heated with sul-

phuric acid and MnOo, bromides yield vapours
of Br, which turns starch yellow.

"IT Bromide of silver, Bromid of silver :

Min. : The same as Bromyrite (q.v.).

bro -min a ted. a. [Eng. bromin(e); -ated.]

Combined with bromine (q.v.).

"Water and its chlurinated and brominated con-
gener*."

—

Fownet: Chem. (ed. 1873), p. W4.

bro'-mine, s. [From Gr. ppHfios (bromos) = a
stench ; Mod. Lat. bromium.)

1, Chem. ; A non-metallic element. Symbol,
Br; atomic weight, 80. Bromine was dis-

covered in 1826 by Balard in the salts obtained
by the evaporation of sea-water. Bromine is

liberated from the sodium and magnesium salts

by the action of free chlorine, and is separated
by ether, which dissolves the bromine. This
red-coloured solution is removed, saturated
with potash, evaporated, and heated to red-
ness, and the bromide of potassium is heated
with manganese dioxide and sulphuric acid.
The bromine is liberated in the form of a deep-
red vapour, which condenses into a dark,
reddish-black liquid. Sp. gr., 2'97 ; it boils
at 63° ; its vapour density is 5 '54 times that of
air. It has an irritating smell, and when in-

haled is poisonous. It dissolves in thirty parts
of water, and the solution has weak bleaching
properties. Bromine and hydrogen do not
unite in the sunlight, but do when they are
passed through a red-hot porcelain tube,
forming hydrobromic acid (HBr), which is also
obtained, by the action of phosphorus and
water on bromine. It is a colourless, fuming
gas, which liquifies at 73°, very soluble in
water. The concentrated solution contains
47 '8 per cent, of HBr, it boils at 126°, and has
powerful acid properties ; it neutralises bases,
forming bromides and water. Hypobroroous
acid, HBrO. is only known in solutions ; it

has bleaching properties. Bromine can dis-
place chlorine from its compounds with oxy-
gen, whilst chlorine can liberate bromine from
its compound with hydrogen. Free bromine
turns starch yellow.

2. Pharm.: Bromine has been applied exter-
nally as a caustic, but rarely. Its chief offi-

cinal preparations are bromide of ammonium,
useful in whooping-cough, infantile convul-
sions, and nervous diseases generally ; and
bromide of potassium, now very extensively
used, especially in epilepsy, hysteria, delirium
tremens, diseases of the throat and larynx,
bronchocele [Goitre], enlarged spleen, hyper-
trophy of liver, fibroid tumours, &c Also,
as an antaphrodisiac, for sleeplessness, gland-
ular swellings, and skin diseases. Its altera-
tive powers are similar to but less than that
of the iodides. Its preparation is the same as
iodide of potassium, substituting an equivalent
quantity of bromine for iodine—6KHO + BrB= 5KBr + KBrOa + 8H20. It has a pungent
saline taste, no odour, and occurs in colour-
less cubic crystals, closely resembling the
iodide. As a hypnotic its usefulness is much
increased by combining it with morphia and
chloral hydrate.

* brom -Ing-ham, ». & a. [A corruption of
Birmingham. ] [Bruhhaoeh. ]

* Bromingham groat : Counterfeit money.
" In other places whole lines are bodily transferred,

and portional parts of lines minted into spurious
Bromingham groati, as counterfeit money was called
in those days."—Dryden: Absalom and Achitovhtl,
pt. ii. {Note.)

bro mite, s. [In Ger. bromit ; Eng., Ac.
brom(ine), and -tie (Mm.) (q.v.).] The same
as Bromyrite and Bromargyrite (q.v.).

brom'-lite, *. ["From Bromley Hill, near
Alston, in Cumberland, where it occurs ; suff.
•ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min: An orthorhombic, translucent mineral,
with hardness 4—4-5, sp. gr. 3*71—3 72, lustre
vitreous. It is colourless, snow-white, greyish,
pale cream-coloured, or pink. Composition :

Carbonate of baryta, 60*63—65-71 ; carbonate

of lime, 30-19—34*29 ; carbonate of strontia,
0—6 64 ; and carbonate of manganese 0—9'18.

It is found near Hexham, in Northumberland,
and in Cumberland (etym.). It is called ahw
Alstonite(q.v.).

bro-mS-ar-gen -to-type, s. [Eng. bromo ;
from bromine (q.v.) ; Lat. argentum, and Gr.
two* (tupos) = type.]

Photog. : A photographic agent of very deli-

cate action made by nitrate of silver, bromid*
of potassium, and again nitrate of silver,

brushed over paper.

bro -mo-form, s. [From Eng. , &c. , brom(ine\
and form(ate), from Lat. formica= an ant ]

Chem. : Bromoform CHBr3 , or Tribromome-
thane. It is a heavy volatile liq»id, obtained
by adding bromine to a solution of caustic
potash in ethyl alcohol. It boils at 152*.

Heated with caustic potash, it is converted
into potassium bromide and potassium for-

mate.

bro -m6 qul-none, *. [Eng., &c, bromine,
and quinone.] [Bromanil.]

* brSm'-u-r<St, s. [Bromide.]

bro -miis, s. [In Fr. brome; Sp., Port., h
Ital. bromo ; Lat. bromos ; Gr. 0pdj*<K (bromos)
= a kind of oat, obvena salina.]

Bot. : Brome-grass. A genus of grasses
having two unequal glumes and two herba-
ceous glumelles, the outer one bifid and with
an awn from below the extremity. Bromus
mollus, or Soft Brome-grass, is widely diffused
in Britain and abundant. Its seeds, when eaten
by man or the larger animals, produce giddi-
ness, and they are said to be fatal to poultry.
B. secalinus, or Smooth-rye Brome-grass, is

common in rye and wheat-fields. When the
seeds are accidentally ground with the flour,

they impart a bitter taste to bread, and are
narcotic like the seeds of Lolium temulentum.
The panicles are said to dye green. B. asper,
or Hairy Wood-brome grass, is the tallest of
British grasses ; it is found in moist woods
and hedges. B. sterilis, or Barren Brome-
grass, is common, and some other species are
not very rare.

brom'-fr-ite, 5. [From Fr. bromure d'argent
= bromuret of silver, i.e., a combination of
bromine and silver.]

Min. : An isometric yellow, amber, or green
splendent mineral, with a hardness of 2—3 and
sp. gr. of 5—

8

-

6, consisting of bromine 4—2.6,

and silver 5—7*4, from Mexico and Chili. It

Is the same as bromargyrite, bromic silver, or
bromide of silver (q.v.).

* broncho, *. [Branch.]

bron chi, *. pi. [Latinised word, from Gr.
ppoyxta (Irrongchia) = the "bronchial tubes.]

Anatomy

:

1. Gen. : Any of the air-passages, great or
small, in the lungs.

" Thus a bronchus of the size of a straw . . ."—Dr.
O. J. B. Williamt, in Cycl. P. M., art. Bronchitis.

2. Spec. : The two great tubes into which
the trachea divides beneath, just before en-
tering the lungs.

brori chi-a, t brd*n'-chi-», s.pl. [In Fr-
bronches ; Med. Lat. bronchia. From Gr.

Pp6y\ta (brongchia), the bronchial tubes

;

ppoyxo? (brongchos), the trachea, the windpipe.
Akin to fipdyxtov [brangchion) = a fin, pi. the
gills of fishes.]

Anat. : The bronchial tubes, the numerous
ramifications Into which the two bronchi
divide within the lungs. -

broh'-chi-al. a. [From Gr. ppoyxia (bronghia)
= the bronchia (q.v.).]

Med. ; Belonging to the bronchus, or to the
bronchia (q.v.)

Bronchial respiration of Andral and Laennee
= A whiffling sound, sometimes rising nearly
to a whistle, which is heard in the respiration
at a certain stage of pneumonia. It resembles
the sound produced by blowing through a
crow's quill. (Dr. C. J. B. Williams, Cycl. P.
M., art. Pnevmonia.)

Bronchial tribes : The same as the bronchia
(q.v.).

broh chic, " bron -chick, a. [From Gr.

(ip6yx°* (brongchos) = the windpipe, and Eng,
suffix -ic.] Bronchial

;
pertaining to the

bronchi.
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brfin-chl-ec'-ta-sls, *• {From Gr. ppoyxos
(bronpc*«s)=the windpipe, and eitrocny (ektasis)

s= extension ; iiereltw (ekteino) = to extend *,

«V (ek) — out, and re lv*t (teino) = to stretch.]

Med. ; Dilatation ofthe bronchi. [Bronchi.]
The most important forma are :—(1) Thegeneral
or uniform, with cylindrical or fusiform dila-

'tation of a tube, or several tubes ; (2) The
saccular, or ampullary [Ampul], in which there
is abrupt dilatation of a tube at a particular
point or points. The breath and sputum are
fetid, and general health impaired, followed by
lung consolidation, ulceration, abscess, or gan-
grene. Death may result from exhaustion, but
recovery may take place by formation of a sort

of fibrous capsule, or from penetration of the
pleura and thoracic walls and discharge of the
contents outwards. Bronchiectasis is not un-
eommon, and is of interest and importance on
account of its alliance with some forms of
phthisis.

bron-chi'-tls, a. [Gr. ppoyxia (brongchia) =
the bronchia, or 0p6yxos {brongchos) = the

bronchus or windpipe (q.v.), and Gr. it« (itis)

{Med.), denoting inflammation.]

Med. : Inflammation of the air-tubes leading

to the pulmonary vesicles, accompanied by
hoarseness, cough, increase of temperature,
and soreness of the chest anteriorly. The
natural mucous secretion is at first arrested,

but increases afterwards, and is altered in
quality, becoming more corpuscular. Its

forms are :—(1) Acute bronchitis, (a) of the
larger and medium-sized tubes ; (b) capillary

bronchitis, and bronchitis of the tubes gene-
rally—the peri-pneumonia notha of the older
writers. (2) Chronic bronchitis. (3) Plastic

bronchitis. (4) Mechanical bronchitis, such
as knife-grinder's disease—carbonaceous bron-
chitis or black phthisis. (5) Bronchitis
secondary to general diseases, such as measles
or typhoid fever. (6) Bronchitis secondary to
blood diseases. (7) Syphilitic bronchitis. All
varieties are generally preceded by feverish-

ness, but oftener by *' a cold in the chest."
The uneasy sensations begin about the region
of the frontal sinuses, passing from the nasal
mucous passages, trachea, and windpipe to
the chest, with hoarseness, cough, and expec-
toration ; but in capillary bronchitis the
cough is dry and without expectoration. In
acute cases the sputum is first thin, then opaque
and tenacious, lastly purulent ; the breathing
is hurried and laborious, the pulse quickened,
and the skin dry. The danger increases in

Sroportion as the finer bronchial tubes become
lvolved, and instead ofthe healthy respiratory

sound we have sharp, chirping, whistling
notes, varying from sonorous to sibilant. The
sharp sound is most to be feared, as arising in

the smaller tubes ; the grave, sonorous notes
originate in the larger tubes. Spitting of
blood sometimes oecurs, and in severe cases
persons actually die suffocated from the im-
mense quantity of mucus thrown out ob-
structing the tubes and causing collapse of

the vesicular structure of the lungs. The ratio

of the respiration to the pulse is high, going
up to 60 or even 70 in the minute, with a
pulse-rate of 120 or 130. Chronic bronchitis,
or bronchial catarrh, is extensively prevalent,
•specially among the aged, recurring once or
twice a year in spring or autumn, or both, till

it becomes more or less constant all the year
round.

t>r6hch'-c~cele, s. [In Pr. bronchocele. From
Gr. PpoyxoKrikr} (brongchokile) = a tumour in

the throat, goitre ; from fipoyxos (brongchos)
— the windpipe, and n>Aij (Idle) = a tumour.]

Medical: An indolent tumour on the fore-

part of the neck, caused by enlargement of
the thyroid gland, and attended by protrusion
of tile eyeballs, anaemia, and palpitation.

IBXOPHTHALMIC GOITRE.]

fcronch -6 phon-ic, a. [Eng. broncho-

phon(y); -ic.J

Med. : Pertaining to bronchophony (q.v.X
'*.... the bronchophonic resonance." — Cyclop.

tract. Med., ILL 433.

brdnch-6ph'-OH-& s. [In Fr. bronchophonie

;

Gr. 0poyx<« (brongchos) = the windpipe, and
tynvTi (phone) = a tone, a sound, the voice.]

Med. : The natural sound of the voice, or
pectoral vocal resonance, over the first divi-

sions and subsequent larger sub-divisions of

tas trachea—the larger bronchial tubes. The
French word bronchophonie, from which the
English bronchophony was derived, was first

introduced by Laennec. Bronchophony is

different from pectoriloquy (q.v.).

bronch 6 pneu-mo ni a, s. [From Gr.
/JpoYx°« (brongchos) = the windpipe, and nvtv-

fiovta (pneumonia) — a disease of the lungs ;

wevfuov (pneumon) = the lungs ; nveut (pneo)

tut. irvevo'otiax (pneusomai) = to blow, to

breathe.)

Med. : Inflammation ofthe substance of the
lung [Pneumonia] associated with inflamma-
tion of the air-tubes. [Bronchitis.]

broriohor-rhoe -a, s. [In Fr. bronchorhie.

From Gr. (Spo-y^o? (brongchos) = the windpipe
;

and pt'w (rheo), fut. pevo-op.au (rheusomai) = to
flow.]

Med. : Excess of the serous liquid thrown
out in bronchitis, especially in chronic cases.

bronch 6 tome, s. [From Gr. fip6yx°*
(brongchos) — the windpipe, and rop.ij (tome) =
a cutting.]

Surg. : A knife used for bronchotouiy, now
called tracheotomy.

* bronch-of-i-m^", *. [In Fr. bronchotomie.

From Gr. 0po"yxGs (brongchos) = the windpipe ;

and rop.TJ (tome) a, cutting, from tc'/avw (temno)
= to cut.] An obsolete term for tracheotomy
(q.v.).

bronch -us, s. [Gr. ^poyxo? (brongchos) = the
trachea, the windpipe.)

Med. ; The sing, of bronchi (q.v.). One of
the two great tubes into which the trachea
divides beneath.

bron -co, bron -cho, $. [Sp. bronco
rude, rough.] An unbroken, or badly broken,
Indian pony or mustang. (Amer.)

* brond, * bronde, s. [Brand, s.]

"A* doth * wet* brond in bis brenuyng."
Chaucer : c7t„ 3,8*0.

^ See also Prompt. Pare.

* brond iron, s. [Prom O. Eng. brond =
brand (II. 2.), and Mod. Eng. iron.] A sword.

** But with stout courage turnd upon them all.

And with hi* brondiron round about him layd."
Spenser I F. Q., IV. i v. 82.

* bron-dyde, pa. par. [Brondym, Bronnyn. ]

(Prompt. Parv.)

* bron-dyn, v.t [Bronntn.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bron-dyn, a. [From Fr. brande = heath,
furze, gorse, poor land.) Branched. (Scotch.-)

"The birth that the ground bare was brondyn in
bredii* lloulate, L 5.

* bron-dynge, pr. par. & $. [Bronnyn,
Brondyn, Brand, v.] (Prompt. Parv.)

brondynge yren, s. [Branding-iron.]
(Prompt. Parv.)

brdn'-gfe, s. [Etymology doubtful, probably
Icelandic] The name given in Shetland to

a bird, the Common Cormorant (Phalacrocorax

carbo).

brdn'-gnar-tine (cm silent), s. [From Alex-
andre Brongniart.] [Bronqniardite.]

Min. : A variety of brochantite (q.v.)i It is

found In Mexico.

brdn'-|rnl~ar-dxte (gn silent), s. [From Alex-
andre Brongniart, the very eminent mineralo-
gist and zoologist, nay, even " the legislator in

fossil zoology," born in Paris in 1770, died
October 14, 1847 ; suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Jfi». ; An isometric, greyish-black mineral
with metallic lustre, having a hardness of

about S, and a sp. gr. of 5 '95. Composition :

Sulphur, 19*14—19-38 ; antimony, 29-75—
29-95 ; silver, 24-46—25 08 ; lead, 2474—25 D5,
besides copper, iron, and zinc. Occurs in

Mexico.

bron Kni-ar tine, brdn'-gni-ar-tln (g*

silent), 8.
' [In Ger. brongniartin. From

Alexandre Brongniart.] [Bronqniardite.]

Min. : The same as Glauberite (q.v.).

* brdn'-nyn, * bron-dyn, v. [Brand, v.]

(Prompt. Parv.)

bronze, v.t. [From Icel. bruni =. inflamma-

tion ; Mceso-Goth. brunsts — a burning, con-
flagration.] To overheat one's self in a warm
sun, or by sitting too near a strong fire.

(Scotch.)

bron-ston, s. [Brimstone.]

* brdnt, pa. par. [Brunt, Bornt.] (.*ScoteA.)

(Doug. : Virg., 257, 11.)

* bront, a, [Brand.) (Sir Oow., 1,584.)

bron-te -i-dea, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. &ro»-
teus (q.v.), and suffix -idee.]

Palceont. : A family of Trilobites, contain-
ing only the genua Bronteus (q.v.).

bron -te-dn, brdn-te-um, s. [Gr. ppoir
ttlov (bronteion).] A brass vessel in the base-
ment below the stage in the ancient Greek
theatre, used to produce an imitation of
thunder.

bron -te us, bron -tes, s. [From Gr. ppov
nji (brontes) = Thunderer, one of the three
Cyclopes. ]

Palaont. .* A Devonian trilobite, with a
broad, radiating, fan-like tail. Type of the
family Bronteidse (q.v.).

brdn--tdl'-o-&y, *. [In Ger. brontologie; from
Gr. fipovrri (bronte) = thunder, and Auvpy (logos')

. . . discourse. ] A discourse or treatise upon
thunder.

brdn-to-the-rT-i'-daB, s. pL [From Mod.
Lat. brontotherium (q.v.), and Lat. fern. pL
Buff, -idee.)

Palaont. : A family of ungulate mammals
belonging to the order Perissodactyla, fonned
for the reception of the large North American
Miocene Mammals, with toes in number like

those of the Tapir, while in other characters

these animals are like the elephant. The
family was founded by Prof. Marsh.

[From Gr. ppovr^
' n) = a

bron-to-ther'-i-um, s.

(bronte) = thunder, and (hipiov (therio,

wild animal.)

Palceont. : The typical genus of the Bronto-

theriidse (q.v.).

brdn-t£-sd'-um, s. [Latinised from Gr.

ppovry (bronte) = thunder, and (uok (ioon)~

a living creature.]

Palceont. : A genus of Deinosaurs, founded

on fossil footprints in the Triassic Sandstones

of Connecticut. The length of the footprint

is about 18 inches, and of the stride 8 feet.

• bron ys, * broun-ys, * brown-is, *. pi
[From Fr. brande = heath, furze, gorse, &cJ
Branches, boughs.

** Of eowpill wandia, and o( brounifi ten."
Doug. : Virgil, 362, 7»

" Brovnii . . ."—Police <if Honour. ProL. at 9.
v

bronze, s. & a. [In Sw. & Dut. brons; Ger.

bronze; Dan., Fr.,& Port, bronze; Sp. bronee;

Ital. bronJso ; Low Lat. bronzium. Muratorl
and DJez derive this from Ital. brunesza =
swarthiness ; brunazzo = browuiah, swarthy;
bruno — brown.)

A* As substantive

:

1 Ordinary Language

;

1. Literally:

(1) An alloy of copper and tin. [In th»

same sense as II. 1. (q.v.).]

" Ai monumental bronze unchanged his look."
Campbell ; Gertrude of Wyoming, 1. B.

(2) A statue or a figure in relief cast 111

bronze.
" How little gifts th«e Joy or pain

:

A print, a bronze, a flow'r, a root,

A shell, a butterfly can do *t" Prior.

M
. . . old Roman and French bronsee, . ."—Times,

September 9th, 1876. Advt

2. Figurativ'jy

:

(1) The colour of bronze, brown. [Bronzed. )

*(2) Brazen effrontery, impudence.
" Xmbrown'd with native bronze, lo 1 Henley standi

Tuning his voice, and balancing his hitiuls."

Pope : Dunciad, HI !•».

II. Technically:

1. Metal, ArchoTol, £ Hist. : An alloy com-

posed of copper and tin, sometimes with a

little zinc and lead.

(1) Archceol. & Hist. : Bronze was in use in

ancient China, Egypt, Assyria, Europe, and

Mexico. The tin used in parts of the Eastern

world was brought from Cornwall or from the

peninsula of Malacca. [Bronze age.)

(2) Characters, properties, and uses : Bronze,

as already stated, is an alloy of copper and

tin. It is harder and more fusible than copper

itself. The proportions of the two constituents

vary according to the purpose for which the

alloy is produced. The bronze for cymbals

is composed of 78 parts of copper and 22

of tin, that for cannon 100 parts of copper

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

•r, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian, sa, ce = e. ey-a. qu = kw«
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to 11 of tin, that of ordinary bell-metal about
mi of copprr, 10*1 of tin, 6*6 of zinc, and 4-3 of
h-ad, ami that used in bronze coiuage 95 parte
of copper, 4 of tin, and 1 of zinc. Its average
density is 8*4. It oxidises very slowly, even
when the air is moist, which renders it well-

adapted for statues and similar works of art.

2. Cotton manufacture : One style of calico-

printing peculiar rather from the character of
its colours than from any specitic novelty in
treatment

B. As adjective: Made of bronze, charac-
terised by the presence of bronze in a literal

or figurative sense.

bronze age, s.

1. AtcIkeoI : The age of bronze, the second
of three ages believed by MM. Nilsson, Steen-
strup, Forchhamruer, Thomsen, Worsaae, and
other Danish archieologists to have followed
each other in the peninsula of Jutland and else-

where In the following order :—(1) The atone
age, (2) the bronze age, and (3) the iron age.

During the first stone, or sometimes bone, was
used for weapons and implements, the work-
ing of metal being as yet unknown. Then
weapons were made of bronze, the method of
alloying the two metals having been dis-

covered, but that of working in iron being
undiscovered. Finally iron took the place
of bronze. These views have been generally
adopted by geologists and archaeologists,
though some believe an age of copper to have
intervened between those of stone and bronze.
The allegation that the use of stone came
first, that of bronze next, and that of iron
lasttis not inconsistent with the fact that all

still exist contemporaneously in portions of
the world.
During the age of bronze the oak was the

dominant tree in Denmark, the Scotch-fir,
now extinct in that country, Slaving flourished
during the earlier part of the stone age ; while
the beech was ana remains the characteristic
tree of the iron age. Lake-dwellings of the
bronze period have been found in western
and central Switzerland, and one has been
discovered in the lake of Constance. Geologi-
cally even the stone age belongs only to the
recent period. (Lvbbock, Lyell, d*e.)

2. Fig. : The Age of Bronze: The unheroic
age of impudence, the age wanting in venera-
tion for what is good and great, the grovelling
age.

IT Byron has a poem called "The Age of
Bronze," or Carmen seculare et annus hand
tnirabilis.

bronze-liquor, s.

Chem. ; A solution of chloride of antimony
and sulphate of copper used for bronzing gun-
barrels.

bronze-powder, s. Finely pulverised
metal, or powder having a metallic base,
applied to the surface of paper, leather, and
other materials, for imparting a metallic colour
and lustre.

bronze, v.t (From Eng. bronze, s. (q.v.). In
Sw. bronsera ; Dut. bronzen ; Ger. bronzvren ;
Fr. bronzer ; Port bronzear,)

1. Lit. : To give metals a lustre resembling
that of bronze. [Bronzing.]

2. Fig, : To brazen, to render hard or un-

"Art, cursed art, wipes off the indebted Wash
From nature's cheek, and bronze* every shame."

Young ; Night Ih. 5.
*' The lawyer who bronze* his bosom instead of his

forehead."—Scott, in Goodrich and Porter.

bronzed, pa. par. & a. [Bronze, v.t.}

H Bronzed-skin : Addison's disease Disease
Of the supra-renal capsules, with discoloura-
tion of the skin, extreme prostration, loss of
muscular power, and failure of the heart's
action. Death occurs in from one year and a
half to four or five years, from asthenia, with
every sign of feeble circulation, ansemia, and
lieneral prostration. The discoloration of the
skin is characteristic, and covers the whole
body, especially the face, neck, and arms.

bronz'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Bronze, v.]

A. A B. As pr. par. and particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C Assubst.: The process of giving a bronze-
like or antique-metallic appearance to the
surface of metals. The processes vary ; they
may be classed as coating with a melted alloy

;

coating with a metal in paste solution, or

vapour; corrosion; coating with a gum, ap-
plication of bronze-powder, and painting.

bronzing-machine, s. A machine for
bronzing wall-paper or printed sheets.

bronz'-ite, s. [In Ger. bronzit. Named from
the pseudo-metallic lustre, which somewhat
resembles that of bronze.]

Mineralogy

:

L The ferriferous variety of Eustatite found
at Cape Lizard, in Cornwall, in Moravia,

2. A variety of diallage (q.v.).

3- The same as Seybertite (q.v.).

bronz'-y\ a. [Eng. bronz(e); -y.] Bronze-like.

broo (1), 5. [Bree.] Broth, juice.

broo (2), 8. [Etymology doubtful hut pro-
bably a Scotch form of brew (q.v.).] Opinion
founded on report ; favourable opinion.

brooch, * broche, *. [In Fr. broche = a.

broach, a knitting-needle, a task ; O.Fr. broche
=r a lance, a needle, a packing-needle (Kelham);
Prov., 8p., & Port, broca; Ital. & Low Lat.

brocca ; Ital. brocco = a peg, a stump of a tree
;

Class. Lat. brochus, brocchus = projecting
(used of teeth) ; Wei. procio = to thrust, to
stab ; procian m a thrust, a stab ; Gael, brog =
a: a probe, a poker.] [Broach, s. ; Prog.]

L Ordinary Language

:

*1. Lit.:

* (1) A sharp point. (Skeat.)

*(2) A pin. (Skeat.)

* (3) A spear.
" Breme was the broche In the brest pan."

Dettr. of Troy, 10.W0.

(4) An ornamental clasp, with a pin, for

fastening the dress. It is called in the Bible
an ouch (q.v.)

" Her golden brooch such birth betray'd."
Scott I The Lady of the Lake, L 19.

*% Fig. : Ornament.
" Laer. I know him well, he is the brooch, indeed.
And gem of all the nation."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, Iv. 7.

EL Painting : A painting all of one colour,

as in sepia or india-ink.

•brooch, v.t. [From brooch, s. (q.v.).] To
adorn as with a brooch.

" Not the imperious show
Of the full-fortuned Ctesar ever shall
Be brooch'd with me."

Shaketp. : Ant. <t Cleop, It. 1*.

brooched, pa. par. & a. [Brooch, v.t.]

brood (1), * brod, « brode, * brud, s. [A.8.
br6d = that which is bred ; from A.8. bridan
= to breed ; Dut. broed ; M. H. Ger. bruot •

Ger. brut = a brood.] [Breed.]

L Literally:

* L The act of breeding or hatching.
** Brode of byrdya Pullificatio."—Prompt. Part.

2. Offspring, progeny.

(1) Of birds.
" Ich not to hwan thu breist thi brod."

Owl and Nightingale, 1,631.

".Elian discourses of storks, and their affection
toward their brood."—Brown; Vulgar Errours.

*(2) Of other animals.
" The Hon roars and gluts his tawny brood."

Wordsworth

(3) Of human beings, but generally only
used ha contempt.

" To that noble brood
Of Prlamus his blood."

Trevisa : Polychron., I 395.

3. That which is bred, a species generated,
a breed, a race.

(1) Of birds and other animals, &c.
" Among hem [beasts] al the brood Is liche to the

same kynde."— Trevita ; Polychron, II. 201.

* (2) Of human beings. (Most frequently
in an unfavourable sense.)

*' Who yet will shew us good?
Talking like this world s brood.

Milton : Translations, Psalm iv.

t (3) Generally of anything generated or
produced.

" Have you forgotten Lyhta's burning wastes.
Its barren rocks, parch'd earth, and hills of sand,
Its tainted air, and all Its broods of poison."

Addison.

4. A hatch, the number hatched at one time.
" A hen followed by a brood of ducks."—Spectator.

IX Figuratively:

f L The act of brooding over anything.
" O'er which his melancholy sits on brood.'

Shaketp. : Hamlet, 111 1.

1 2. The produce, offspring.
" Such things become the hatch and brood of time."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry J V., ill. L
1 3. A number, hatch.
" A new brood of false witnesses, among whom a

villain named Da-ngerfleld was the most conspicuous,
infested the courts. —Macautay : Hist. Eng., ch. II

brood-ben, s. A hen inclined to sit, or
kept for sitting on eggs.

brood-hen star, s. An old name for
the constellation Ursa Major.

" This constellation [Great Bear] was also former!*"
called the Brood-hen in England,"—Penny Cyclop., vL
bid.

brood-mare, s. A mare kept for the
purpose of breeding from.

" 111 gie ye Dumple, and take the brood-mare my-
sell."—Scott: Ouy Mannering. ch. xxv.

brood-sow, • brod-sow, s. A sow
which has a litter. (Polwart.)

brood-stock, s. Stock or cattle kept for
breeding from.

t brood (2), s. [Etym. doubtful] Anyhetero-
. geneous mixture among tin or copper ore, as
mundick, black-jack, &c.

brood, v.i. & t. [Brood, «.]

A. Intransitive:

L Literally:

* 1. To sit as a hen on eggs.
" Dove-like sat'st brooding on the vast abyss,
And mad st it pregnant?' Milton : PL., t tk

1 2. To breed.
" The happy birds, that change their sky
To build and brood."

Tennyson : In Memor., cxv. It.

3. To cover for protection, as a hen coven
her chickens with her wings.

" They breed, they brood. Instruct, and educate.

"

Dryden.
t IL Figuratively

:

1. To settle down, envelop, cover.
" Above him broods the twilight dim."

Tennyson : Two Voices, 268,

2. To meditate long and anxiously, to be
engrossed in thought or study.

" When with downcast eyes we muse and brood."
Tennyson : Marly Sonnets, t

(1) Generally with on before the subj3ct
meditated upon.

" When I would sit, and deeply brood
On dark revenge, and deeds of blood."

Scott ; Marmion, vi. 6.

(2) Frequently with over.

" The mind that broods o'er guilty woes."
Byron: The Qiamsr.

* B. Transitive

:

'L Literally : To sit upon, as a hen on eggs.

II. Figuratively:
* 1. To cherish, brood over, meditate

anxiously and long over.
" You'll sit and brood your ssrrows on a throne."

Dryden.
•2. To produce, bring into operation.
" Hell and not the heavens brooded that design,"

Fuller: Worthier, iS. 3«.

* brood, * broode, * brode, a. & adv.
[Broad.]

"Crist spak himself ful brootle in holy writ.'*

CAaucer; C. T., 789.

* brood-axe, a. [Broad-axe.]
" Brood axe, or exe. Dolabrum."—Prompt. Part).

brood'-Sd, a. [Brood, v.] Anxiously rnedi*

tated on.
" In despite of brooded watchful day,

I would into thy bosom pour my thoughts."
Shakesp. : K. John, 111 8.

* brood -ful, * brode -ful, a. [Eng. brood

;

fultl).] Fruitful, prolific.

brood' ing, * bro'-dynge, pr. par.t a., & #,

[Brood, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As adj. : Broody, inclined to sit

C. As substantive

:

1. LU. : The act of hatching or sitting on
eggs.

" Brodynge of byrdys. Pocio."—Prompt. Part.

2. Fig. : The act of meditating on or plot-
ting anything.

* brood -ncss, * brood -nesse, s, [Eng.
brood; -ness.] The act of breeding.

"And he seide to Gad, Qad is blesstd in broadness*.'
— Wycliffe: Deut. xxxlil. 20. (Purvey.)

boil, boy; pout, jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -ing,
-clan, -tlan shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion - zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious m shus. -ble, -die, die. - bol, del.
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brood -y, * brud-y, *brood-Ie, a. [Eng.

brood; -y. A.S. brodige = brooding.]

1. Lit. : Inclined or ready to ait on eggs.

"... breeds of fowls which very rarely or never
become 'broody,' that is. never wish to sit on their

eggs."—Darwtn: Originof Species (ed. 18S9K ch. viL. p.

316.

2. Fig. : Sullen, morose ; inclined to brood
over matters. (Provincial)

brook, "brooke, *brouke, * broke,
bruk-en, * brnc (Eng.), bruk, brwk
(Scotch), v.t. £ i. [A.S. brucan=to use, eat,

enjoy, bear, discharge, fulfil ; Sw. bruka =
to use of, to cultivate, to use, to be wont

;

Dut. gebruiken = to use, spend, enjoy ; Icel.

bruka ; Goth, brukjan = to use, to partake of

;

(N.H.) Ger. brauchen, gebrauchen ; M.H. Ger.

bruchen; O. H. Ger. pruhhan, pruchan; Lat.

fruor = to enjoy.]

A* Transitive:

•1. To use.
** So mote I brouken wel min eyen twey."*

Chaucer : The Sonnet Prettet Tale, v. 15.JM.

•8, To continue to use, to enjoy, to possess.

"He sail nocht bruk it bat bargane."
Barbour : The Bruce, T. 234.

"... Robert Steward sold be
KyoK and brwk [all] the Rialte."

Ibid., xx.. ISM,

•3, To retain on the stomach. (Used of

food and drink.) (Prompt. Parv.)

4. To endure, to stand, to support, to put

Tip with, to tolerate, to Bubmit to, to be sub-

missive under. Used—
(1) Gen, : Of anything unpleasant

A thousand more mischances than this one
Have learned me to brook this patiently."

Shakesp.; Two dent., . t.

(2) Spec. ; Of an affront.

B. Intrans. : To endure. [A. 4.]

"... he could not brook that the worthy prince

Plangus was by his chosen Tiridatee preferred before

hitaTSidney.

brook, * broc, * brok, 'broke, *. Aa. [A.8.

broc, brooc; Dut. broek = & marsh, a pool;

O. H. Ger. pruoch; Ger. bruch= a marsh, a

bog; perhaps conn, with A.S. brecan = to

break, from the fact of the water breaking out

of forcing its way through the earth.]

A. As substantive : A small stream, a rivulet.

" Tber troth a brook, and over that a brigge.

"

Chaucer: C^T.,S,9K.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to a brook ; growing

In a brook.

•f Obvious compound : Brook-side.

brook-betony, *. A plant, Scrophu-

laria aquatica.

brook-owzel, s. One of the English

names for a bird—the water-rail (Rallus

aquaticus).

brook tongue, s. [A.S. brocthung.] A
plant—the Cicuta virosa. (Cockayne.)

t brook'-a-ble, a. [Eng. brook ; able. ] Able

to be borhe or endured.

brook -bean, s. [From Eng. brook ; bean.]

A name for the Menyanthes trifoliata, the
Buck-bean, or Marsh-trefoil, a plant of the

order Gentianaceae, or Gentianworts.

brooked (1), pa,, par. [Brook, v.]

brooked (2), brooket, brnklt, bruket,
broukit, a. [In Dan. broget = variegated,

speckled, checkered, spotted.] (Scotch.)

[Brock.]

1. 0/ persons : Partly clean, partly dirty.

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

"The bonie bruket lassie."—R. Burnt : Letter*.

(2) Of a child which has wiped tears off its

fcce with a dirty hand.
" Cried, Let me to the brooket knave."

Cock : Simple Strains.

2. Of sheep: Streaked or speckled in the

face. (Jamieson.)

brook -le, a. k s. [From brooked (2) (q.v.>]

(.Scotch.)

4u As adj. : Dirtied with soot, sooty.

B. As subst. :

1. A ludicrous designation for a black-

smith, from his face being begrimed.
" The blacksmith niest, a rampan chieL

Cam skelpin thro* the breem ;-

The pridefu' tailor cockif/s ee,

Bau't BrooHe as wanWordy."
Tarrat : Poems, p. W-

T Hence the term is applied to Vulcan.

2. A designation given to a child whose face

is streaked with dirt.

brook -ite, s. [Named after Mr. H. J. Brooke,
an English crystal lographer and mineralogist

;

suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A native form of titanic oxide, Ti02.

It is trimetric, brittle, and has a hardness of
6*5—6 ; sp. gr., 4*12—4'23. Composition :

Titanic acid, 94-09—99 36 ; sesquioxide of iron,

1-36—4*50; alumina, —073, Ac. It occurs
at Fronolen, near Tremadoc, in Wales ; on the
continent of Europe, in Sicily, in the United
States, kc.

brook -let, s. [Eng. brook, and dimin. suff.

•let.] A little brook or stream.
" Stood in her holiday dress in the fields, and the wind

and the brooklet
Murmured gladness and peace, God's peace."

Longfellow ; The Children of the Lord's Supper.

brook -lime, s. [From Eng. brook, and A.S.
Um = that which adheres, cement ] The
English name of a Veronica or Speedwell,
Veronica beccabunga. The leaves and stem are

glabrous and succulent ; the latter is pro-

cumbent at the base, and rooting. The flowers

are in opposite racemes. The flowers are

generally bright blue, but in one variety they
are pink or flesh-coloured. The plant is com-
mon in ditches and watercourses. It is some-
times used as a spring salad.

brook mint, s. [A.S. brocminte, brocmynU.]
The Water-mint, Mentha hirsuta, or aquatica.

brook-weed, s. [From Eng. brook; weed.]

The English name of Samolus, a genus of

plants somewhat doubtfully referred to the
order Primulace* (Primworts). The capsule
is half inferior, and opens by valves. The
stem is eight or ten inches high, with racemes
of numerous small white flowers.

*brook'-y,o. [Eng. brook; -y.) Abounding
in brooks.

" Lemster*! brooky tract.

"

Dyer.

* broom, v.t. [Bream, v.t.]

broom, * broome, " brome, * brom, s. &
a. [A.S. br&m; O. Dut. brom; Dut brem;
It. brum.]

A. As substantive :

1. The English name of a common shrub,
Sarothamnus (formerly Cytisus) scoparius, and
of the genus to which it belongs. The large

and beautiful yellow flowers of the broom
come out in this country from April to June.
[Broom-tops.]

•J (1) Butchers' Broom : The English name
for the Liliaceous genus Ruscus, and specially

for the Ruseu* aculeatus, which grows in

Britain.

(2) Irish Broom : Sarothamnus patens, a
native of Spain and Portugal.

2. A besom for sweeping, so called because
it is occasionally made of broom, though other
material is often employed.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to the plant
described under A, or to a besom. (See the
compounds which follow.)

broom-corn, s. A name for two plants
of the order Graminaceae (Grasses).

1. Sorghum vulgare. Its panicles are made
into brooms for sweeping and into clothes-

brushes.

2. Sorghum saccharaium.

•J Broom-corn Seed-stripper ; A machine
like a flax-ripple, for removing the seed from
broom-corn. It is like a comb, over which
the corn-brush is thrown, and the seeds
stripped off by pulling the brush between the
teeth. (Knight.)

broom-cypress, a
Bot. : A name given to the plant-genus

Kochia, which belongs to the order Chenopo-
diacese (Ohenopods).

broom-grove, s. A grove composed of
broom ; a place overgrown with broom.

broom-handle, s.&a.

Broom-handle machine : A lathe with a

hollow mandrel and internal cutters. The
stick is passed longitudinally through the
mandrel and rounded through its length.

broom-head, s. A clasp or cap for hold-

ing the bunch of broom-corn, so that a worn
stump may be removed and fresh brush sub-

stituted.

broom-plant, s.

Her.: " Planta genista."

broom-sewing, a. Sewing or designed
to sew brooms.

Broom-sewing machine : A machine for
pressing a bunch of broora-cora into shape
for a broom, and sewing it in its flattened
form.

broom-tops, $. pi.

Pharm, : The fresh and dried tops of Saro-
thamnus Scoparius (Common Broom). There
are two officinal preparations ; the decoction
(Decoctum Scoparii), consisting of a pint of

distilled water to an ounce of the dried tops ;

and the juice (Svccus Scoparii), made of three

ounces of the fresh expressed juice to a pint of

rectified spirit. They are valuable diuretics,

especially in cardiac dropsies. Scoparine and
Sparteia are the two active principles ; the
action of Sparteia is analogous to that of
Conia (q.v.).

* broom-tree, *. A broom shrub.

"Ye schulen be as broom-trees."— Wicklige; Jer.
Xlrtit*. (Purvey.)

broom -Ing, $. [Breaming.]

Naut. : The same as Breaming (q.v.),

t broom -land, *. [Eng. broom ; land.] Land
on which broom grows or adapted for its

growth.
" I have known sheep cured of the rot. when they

hare not been far gone with it, by being put into
brxxjml<indt."—Mortimer.

broom-rape,*. [Eng. broom; rope.]

Ord. Lang. <e Bot. : The English name of

Orobanche, a genus of plants constituting the

typical one of the order Orobanchacese (Broom-
rapes). Eleven species have been enumerated
as British. All are parasitic on other plants.

They grow upon furze, broom, a galium, on
thymus, a centaurea, a picris, on clover, milfoil,

on hemp-roots, &c. Some broomrapes confine

themselves to a single genus or even species

of plants, whilst others range over a consider-

able variety. The Greater Broomrape, one of

the eleven which grows on leguminous plants,

especially on furze, broom, and clover, is so

destructive to the last-named genus of plants

in Flanders that it prevents many farmers

from attempting their cultivation. The Tall

Broomrape (Orobanche elatior), though pre-

ferring Centaurea scabiosa, also attacks clover,

as does the Lesser Broomrape (Orobancht

minor).

broom -staflf, *. [Eng. broom; staff.] A
broomstick.

" They fell on ; I made good my place ; at length

they came to the broomstaff to me: I defied em
rtuX"—Shakeep. : Sen. mi., V. i.

broom-stick, s. [Eng. broom; stick.] The
stick which serves for a handle to a broom.

"At the cry of 'Kescne,' bullies with swords and
cudgels, and termagant bags with spit& and frrooflt*

sticks, poured forth by hundreds."—Macauiay : Bwt,

Eng., cL in.

t brdom'-y, a. [Eng. broom ; -y.]

1. With much broom growing upon it.

** If land gTow mossy or broomy, then break it np
again. "

—

Mortimer.

2." Pertaining to broom ; derived from

broom.
" The youth with broomy stumps began to trace

The kennel edge, where wheels had worn the place.

Swift.

broose, bruse, bruise, s. [Of unknown

origin.] A race at country weddings, who
shall first reach the bridegroom's house on

returning from the place where the marriage

has been celebrated. Generally in the phrase

To ride or run the broose. The custom is pro-

bably a survival from the days when marriage

by capture was common, and the bride was

really carried off by the bridegroom and his

friends.
*' To think to ride, or run the bruise

WT tbem ye name."
R. Galloway : Poemt, p. its.

* brdoftt, s. [The same as O. Eng. brast, s. =
a burst (T).] A burst (?), a spring. {Scotch.)

" The yaud she made a broost.

Wi' ten yauds' strength and —air.

Auld Gray Mare. JacobUe Belies, \. TU

bros cus, s. [From Gr. ^l^fxi<^a« (bibroscS)

= to eat. ]

EnUm. : A genus of beetles belonging to the

family Harpalidae. Broscus cephaloUs is founa

on the sea-coast in Britain. It is from nine

Ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

;

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try;

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

Syrian, as, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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lines to an inch in length. Its elytra are

Dearly smooth. When captured it feigns

death.

brose, • brew is, * brow esse, * browes,
• brow-yce, s. k a. [From Gael, brothas =
brose. ]

A. As substantive:

* 1. A kind of food which is fat or greasy.

(0. Eng.)
" Broweae ibroum, H. P.). Adipatum. C. sf."—

Prompt. Part.
"... browsue made with bread and fat meat."

—

Buloet.

"That tendre browyce made with a mary-boon."
Lydgate : Order of Foolet. ( Way.

)

2. A kind of pottage, made by pouring
boiling water on oatmeal ; stir-about (Scotch.)

B. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to brose ; fitted for making
brose. [Brose-meal.]

2. Suitable for taking brose. [Brose-time.]

brose-meal, $. Heal of pease much
parched.

brose time, s. Supper-time.

* bro -sen, a. [From Old Eng. brasten.]

[Bras*.] Burst.

* bro-sen, v. t. [Bruise.]

brds I mum, s. [Prom Gr. pp^vifiot (bro-

rimos) = eatable ; fipixrts (brosis) = eating

;

Ptf3fxo<ricu> (bibrosko)= to eat. J

Bot. : A genus of plants doubtfully referred

to the order Urticacese (Nettleworts). It con-
tains Brosimum alicastrum, the Bread-nut of
Jamaica (q.v.), B. Galactodendron, the Cow-
tree of South America, Ac. [Cow-tree.]

bros-ml-us, s. [Latinised from brosma,
Scand. name of the Torsk.]

Zool. ; A genus of fishes belonging to the
family Gadidee. There is a single dorsal I'm,

which is long, as is the anal one ; the ventral
fins are small and fleshy, and there is but one
barbule to the mouth. Brosmius vulgaris, the
Torsk, called in Shetland the Tusk and the
Brismak, is the only British species, and it is

confined to the north of the island.

br&s'-site. bros'-ite, j. [From the Brossa
valley in Piedmont.]

Min. : A columnar variety of ferriferous
Dolomite.

* bros ten, * bros-tyn, pa. pa. & a. [Burst. ]

" That yet aswowue lay, bothe pale and wan

:

For with the fal he brosten had his arm."
Chaucer; C. T„ .1.826-7.

*brostyn man, s. A man ruptured.
"Brostyn man, yn the cod. Berniosus, C. F."—

Prompt. Parv.

* bro-sure, s. [Brisure.] A fracture, break-
ing ; a part broken off.

i-jf , bros'-le, a. [From Scotch brose; -y.]

1. Semifluid.

2. Bedaubed with brose or porridge.
" Out o'er the porritch-pingle take* a sten,

upo' the floor
Davidson ; Season*, p. 28.

brosy-faced, a. A term used of the face
when very fat and flaccid. (Scotch

.)

Laving the brosy weans upo' the floor
Wi" dousy heght"

* bros-yn, v.t. [Bruise, v.] (Prempt. Parv.)

bro'-te-kin, bro'-tl-ldn, s. [Fr. brode-
quin.] [Brodekin, Buskin.]

Generally pi. : Buskins ; a kind of half-
boots. (Scotch.)

" For I can male schone, brotekin* and buittii."
lindtay: 8. P. R., ii. 287.

" A pair of brotikint on hit feet, to the great of his
legs."—PUtcottie, p. 111.

1 brot-el, a. [Brittle.]

'brot cl ncss, brot cl nesse, s. [Brit-
TLENESS.]

broth (pron. brath), # brothe, s. [AS. A
Icel. brodh; O. H. Ger. prdt; M. H. Ger. brdt;
Ger. gebraudc, all = broth ; A.S. breowan —
to cook, to brew.] The liquor in which flesh
has been boiled ; a kind of thin soup.

"Broth*. Brodium, liquamen, C. F."— Prompt.
Parv.

* brothe, *broth, a. [Braith.] Angry, fierce.
(SirGaw., 2,233.)

broth -el, s. [This word, which orig. denoted
a person, not a place, was long confused with
bordel i q.v.), with which it has no etymological
connection. The original term was a brothel-

house ; brothel = a prostitute, from A.S. abrod-
hen = degenerate, base.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. An abandoned, worthless fellow.
" A brothel which Micheas night."

dower : Conf. Am. Hi., ITS.

2. A prostitute.

"Stynt. brodeU. your* dyn."—Towneley Myit., p. 1U.

3. A place of resort for prostitutes ; a
bawdy-house.

II. Law : In the Middle Ages brothels were
allowed in certain places, especially in South-
wark, but they were legally suppressed by a
proclamation in the 37th year of Henry VIII.
To keep a brothel is now an offence at com-
mon law.

* brothel-haunting, a. A s.

A* As adjective : Frequenting brothels ; dis-
sipated.

B. As substantive : The act or practice of
frequenting brothels ; dissipation.

brothel house, * brodelhouso, «.

A brothel.

"They [the monkes] wrought off great wickednease,
and made those endwares little better than brodel-
houses, especially where nunriea were far ufT."—Hol-
linthed : lietc. of England, ch. xlii.

brothel-keeper, brothel-monger,
*. One who keeps a brothel ; a pimp.

* broth'-el-ler, *. [Eng. brothel; -tr.\ A
frequenter of brothels ; a dissolute fellow.

"Gamesters, Jockeys, brotheUert, Impure."
* Cowper.: The Ta*k\ bk. ii.

* broth'-el-l& o. [Eng. brothel; -ly.} Per-

taining to brothels ; lewd, obscene.

* brSth'-el-r& ft [Eng. brothel; -ry.J

1. Prostitution, lewdness.
" Shall Furia brook her sister's modesty,
And prostitute her sout to brothelry.

Manton : Scourge of ViU., 1. S.

2. Obscenity.
" With brothelry, able to violate the ear of a pagan."

—B. Jonson : Fox, Dedication.

* 3. A brothel, a place.

* brothe ly, * broth ly, * brothe licho,
brothe lych, adv. [Braithly.]

1. Hastily, quickly.

2. Fiercely, violently.

3. In wretched plight.

" Tbay wer brothely broght to Babiloyn,
Ther bale to suffer."

£ar. Eng. AUU. Poemt ; Cteanneu. 1,25«.

broth'-er, * bro der, # bro-dirc, * bro-
dyr, * broith -cr, * broth ir, * broth-
ur, broth-re, * broth-yr (plur. * bro-
dhru, *brothre, *brothren, brethren, brothers),
s. [A.S. brodhor, brodher ; dat. s. bredher

;

nom. plur. brodhru; O. Icel. brddhar ; O.
Fris. brdther, brdder ; O. H. Ger. bruodar;
Goth, brdthar; Dan. broder ; Gael. & Ir.

brathair ; Wei. brawd, plur. brodyr ; Lat.
frater ; Gr. 6aar^p (phrater); Sansc. bhrdti.
From a root bhar = to bear (Skeat).']

I. Literally : A son born of the same father
and mother.

% The term is also frequently applied to
men who have only one parent in common,
but, strictly speaking, such are only half-
brothers.

" Brodyr by the modyr syde onely (alooly by moder,
P.) Qermamti."—Prompt. Parv.

IX Figuratively

:

1. One closely resembling or nearly akin to
another in manner or character.

" He also that Is slothful in his work ia brother to
him that Ib a great waster. "—Prov. xviiL 9.

2. One closely connected with another, an
associate, one of the same community
[Broth er-in-arms.]

" The peers, however, by sixty-nine votes to fourteen,
acquitted their accused brother."—Macaulay : Bitt.
Eng,, ch. xlx.

IT In these senses the plural was formerly in
the forms brethren and brothers, but the latter
is now used almost exclusively.

3. In theological language : Man in general,
our fellow-men.

" Hen and brethren, let me freely speak unto you of
the patriarch David."—Act* ii.29.

*4, In the Bible and elsewhere brother is

frequently applied to persons of a more dis-
tant degree of relationship. [Brother-bairn.)

" Because thou art my brother, ghoul Jest thou there*
fore serve me for n«m..-ht V"—ov«. xxix. 15.

% In these uses the plural is brethren only.
" I b not this the carpenter's son? is cot his mother

called Mary t and his brethren. James, and Joses, and
Simou, and Judas?"—Matt. xiiL 65.

brother-angel, s. An angel viewed as
akin to a person whom it is designed extrava-
gantly to compliment.

" Thy brother-angelt at thy birth
Strung each his lyre, and tun'd it high."

Dryden I To the Memory of Mrs. A. KUltgrew, 444.

brother-bairn, s. The child of an uncle.
(Used to denote the relation of a cousin.)
(Scotch.) 'Brother, II. 4.]

" Sir Patrick Hamilton was brother*german to the
Earl of Arran, and sister and brotherJtaim to the
king'* majesty. '—PUtcottit (ed. 1720), p. 104.

1[ There was a corresponding word sister-

bairn (q.v.).

brother-beast, s. One of the bestial
fraternity viewed in its relation to another.
"And like the sheep, his brother-beatt, is slain.

"

Dryden ; The Fublet, Palamon and ArcUe, bk. L

brother-brutes, s. Brutes to which man
is akin.

" No arts had made us opulent and gay

;

With brother-brutei the human race had grax'd."*
Thomson : Cattle of Indolence, ii. 5L

brother-daughter, 5. A niece. (Scotch.)

brother - german, brother - ger -
main, s. A full brother.

T See the example under brother-bairn.

brother-in-law, *. The brotherof one's
husband or wife ; a wife's brother, or a sister's

husband.
'* His brother~inAaw, the foolish Mortimer."

Shakeep. ; 1 Ben. IK, I a

brother-love, s. The love shown by
a brother ; brotherly love.

" With a true heart
And brother-lore I do it."

Bhaketp. : Henry VIII., r. a

brother-son, s. A nephew. (Scotch.)

brother-uterine, s. One born of tha
same mother but of a different father.

brother-warden, *. A warden acting
as one's colleague.

" 111 could the haughty Dacre brook
His brother-warden' t sage rebuke."

.Scott I The Lay of the Latt Minstrel, i v. 31.

* br6^h'-er, v.t. [From brother, s. (q.v.).] To
admit to a state, and to the privileges, of
brotherhood in any corporation or society

;

or to make the mirthful imitation at a con-
vivial party of the ceremonies of initiation

into such a body.

broth er hood, * brith-e'r-hSd, *brlth-
cr-hed. * broth er heed, s. [A.S br6-

thorhdd.]

* 1. The state of being a brother.

(1) The state of being a brother in the literal

sense ; a son of the same immediate parent
as another.

(2) An association of men of the same pro-
fession, society, fraternity, religious profes-
sion, or religious order.

"... in pitee, lore of brotherhod, and in love of
brotherhod churite."— Wyclitfe [Purvey), 2 Pet., L 7.

"There was a fraternity of men-at-arms called the
brotherhood of 8t. George."

—

Davits.

(3) The relationship of a member of the
human family at large, viewed as a child, with
the rest of mankind, of one common Father.

" To cut the link of brotherhood, by which
One common Maker bound ine to the kind."

Cotoper : The Task, bk. ill.

2. The love thence resulting.

"... finds brotherhood in thee no sharper spur."
Shakcsp. : Richard II., L 1

t broth'-er-kln, *. [From brother, s., and
dimin. suffix -kin. In Ger. bruderchen.] A
little brother. (Carlyle.)

broth'-er-l€ss, a. [Eng. orofTier, and suffix

-less.] Without a brother.
" Cain. Who makes me brotherlett t"

Byron : Cain, iii 1.

broth'-er-lDce, a. [Eng.brother;like.] Like)

a brother, what might be expected of a brother.
" Welcome, good Clarence ; this is brotherlike."

Shaketp. : 8 Henry VI., t. L

t brftth'-er-U-nSss, s. [Eng. brotherly;
-ness.] The quality of acting to one like a
brother. (Dr. Allen.)

boil, boy; pout, j<$wl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist ph = &
-elan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, - sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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tw6th'-er-ly, a. & adv. [Eng. brother; -ly.]

A. As adj. : Like that of a brother ; natural
or becoming to a brother.

** Upon whose lapse, or error, something more
Than brotherly forgiveness may attend."

Wordtworth : Excursion, bit. vt

B. As adv. : After the maimer of a brother.
" Of the men he had loved so brotherly."

Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, ii. 20.

^brfyh-er'-rede, * broth -er-red-ine, s.

[A.S. brothorraxlen.] Fraternity. (0. Eng.
Horn., i. 41.) (Ayenb.,110.)

oroth'-er-ship, s. [Eng. brother; ship.]

1. Brotherhood.

2. A fraternity, a guild.

* brith'-er-wort, *. [Eng. brother ; -wort.]

Bot. : A name formerly used for Pennyroyal
and for Wild Thyme.

trroth ing, pr. par, & a. [Brothe.]
" The callour wine In cave is sought.
Hens brothiitff hreists tocnle."

a. Hume: Chron. 8. P., M. S89,

br*5t'-U-l£, s. [Etymology not apparent]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes belonging to the
Gadidse, or cod family. B. barbatvs, the only
known species, is from the Antilles.

* brouch, «. [Brooch. ] (John of Trevisa.)

* branded, * browded, pa. par. k a.

[Browdyn, v. ; Broider.] Embroidered.
(Chaucer.)

* broud-Ster, s. [From Fr. broder, to em-
broider, and O. Eng. fern, suffix -ster.] An
embroiderer. (Scotch.)

"... harness-makers, tapesters, broudtter$, taylon.'—Pittcottie, p. 153.

* brouet, s. [Brewbt.] Pottage, caudle.

(Prompt. Pom.)

brongham (pron. brom or bru'-am), s.

[Originally from Fr. brouette, but modified by
the name of the very eminent Lord Brougham,
who was born at Edinburgh September 19,

1778, and died at Cannes, in the south of
France, May 7, 1868.]

Vehicles: A two-wheeled closed carriage
with a single inside seat for two persons, or a
four-wheeled close carriage with two seats,
each adapted for two persons. The seat for the
driver is elevated.

brought, * broughte (pronounced brat),
* brogt, * brogte, * brout, prct. k pa. par.
[Bring.]

* brouke, *brouk-en, v.t. [Brook, v.]

(Chaucer : C. T.; The Nonnes Priestes Tale, 479.)

: rou -kit, a. [Brooked (2).] (Scotch.)

* broun, a. k s. [Brown.] (Sir Gaw., 1,162.)

* bround, s. [Brand.] (Sege of Melayne (ed.
Heritage), p. 126, 1. 671.)

broilse, browse, s. [Etymol. unknown.]
Metal. : Partially reduced lead ore mixed

with slag and cinders.

brous son-et'-a, s. [Named after P. N. V.
Broussonet, a na'turalist who travelled in Bar-
bary, and published a work on fishes in 1782. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Urtieaceae (Nettleworts). Broussoneta
papyri/era is the paper-mulberry. It has 3—5
lobed leaves. [Paper-mulberry.] There is

another Bpecies of the genus, B. spatulata, or
Entire-leaved Broussoneta.

brous -tare, 5. [Browster.] (Scotch.)

brout, pret. k pa. par. [Brought.]

* brouze, * brouys, s. [Browze, $.]

brouze, v.i. [Browze, v.]

Ord*W(l), "bro'we, s.ka. [A.S. oru=abrow,
an eyebrow, an eyelid. Cf. also bruwa = the
eyelashes; 0.8. braha; IceL bra, brun, bryn;
Dut braauw; Goth, brahw ; N. H. Ger. braue,
braune; M. EL Ger. brd, brdwe; O. H. Ger.
prd, pr&wa ; 0. Fr. bre ; It. bra, brai ; Ir. k
Gael, abhra ; Ann. abraM ; Pol. brwi ; Russ.
brott ; Gr. «ppv*» (ophrus) = the eyebrow;
Sansc. bhril.)

A. As substantive :

1. More or Less literally (of the human body)

:

(1) The prominent ridge over the eye with
the hair upon it ; the orbital arch.

(2) The hair covering the arched prominence
above the eye. [Eyebrow.]

"Tis not your inky ©rows, yonr black silk hair."
Shake*?. . At Tou Like It, iiL ft.

(3) Sing, or pL : The forehead.
**

. . . she kissed his brow, his cheek, his chin."*
Shaketp. : Venus * Adonis, 59.

" With myrtle wreaths my thoughtful brom inclose."
Dryden; QvitCt Anvjurt, bk. t, eleg. i., 83.

(4) The countenance generally.

"To cloak offences with a cunning brow.''
Shaketp. ; Luerece, 749.

2. figuratively (of anything)

:

(1) Aspect, appearance.
" This seeming brow of justice, . . „

Shaketp. : 1 Sen. IV., It. a.

(2) The projecting edge of a cliff or hill.
" Yon beetling brow."

Scott : Rokeby, ii. 15,

*k To knit the brow : To frown, to scowl.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to the brow in
any of the foregoing senses.

brow-ague, s.

Med. : A disease, called also hemicrania, or
migraine. It is a combination of neuralgia
with headache, paroxysmal, and confined to
one side of the bead or brow. The eyes are
extremely sensitive to light and the ears to
sound, the pulse very slow. Common in
childhood, with a tendency to diminish after
middle age. Women are more usually affected
than men. It is often due to mental excite-
ment.

brow-antler, s. The first start that
grows on a deer's head.

brow-band, s.

Saddlery: A band of a bridle, headstall, or
halter, which passes in front of a horse's fore-
head, and has loops at the ends through which
the cheek-straps pass.

brow-bound, a. Bound as to the brow :

crowned.
" Was brow-bound with the oak."

Shaketp. : Coriolanut, ii . 2.

brow-sick, a. Sick as to the brow.
" But yet a gracious influence from you
Jlay alter nature in our brow^iick crew."

Suckling. Prologue of the Authors.

bro"w (2), *. [From brew (q.v.), (Jamieson.).']
An opinion. (Scotch.) [Broo (2), *.]

IT 1. An ill brow: An opinion preconceived
to the disadvantage of any person or thing.

2. Nae brow : No favourable opinion.
" I hae nae brow o' John ; he was wT the Queen

whan she was brought prisoner frae Carbcrry."—Maru
Stewart : Bit*. Drama, p. 46.

* bro"w, v.t. [From brow, s. (q.v.).] To be' at
the edge of ; to bound, to limit.

** Tending my flocks hard by, f th' hilly crofts
That brow this bottom glade."—Milton : Comut.

brdw-al'-ll-a, *. [Named after John Browal-
lins, Bishop "of Aboa, who wrote a botanical
work in 1739.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Scrophulariaceae (Figworts). The species
are handsome plants with blue flowers,
brought originally from South America.

brow -beat, v.t. [From brow, and beat]

1. Lit. 0/ persons: To beat down the brow,
or make one abashed by dogmatic assertions
or stern looks.

"The bar and the bench united to browbeat the un-
fortunate Whig."—Macaulay : ffitt, Bng., ch. v.

2. Fig. Of things : To bend the brow down
upon (7).

" Half God's good sabbath, while the worn-out clerk
Brow-beatt his desk below."

Tennyton : Marly Sonnett II. (ToJ.M.R.)

brd'w'-beat-en, pa. par. k a. [Browbeat.]
"It was, indeed, painful to De daily browbeaten by

an enemy."—Macaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. tL

brow' beat-ins, pr- par., a., & *. [Brow-
beat.] *

A. & B. As present participle & participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive : The act of abashing a
person by insolent words or looks.

"What man will roluntarily expose himself to the
imperious browbeating* and scorns of great men 1"—
L'Ettrange.

bro'w'-den (1), br6w'-dln (1), a. [Etym.
doubtful

; perhaps the same as browden (2), ia
the sense of " netted "= ensnared. (N.E.D.).}

"As scbo delyts into the low,
Sae was I browdin of my bow."

Cherrie and Sloe, 9L IS.

*' We are fools to be browden and fond of » pawn nt
the loof of our hand."—Rutherford : Letters, P. 1. En. M.

* broW-den (2), pa. par. or a. [Browdyh.J
(See example under browdyd.)

* brow'-der-er, * bro'w'-der-ere, s.

[Broiderer.]
" Browdyuure {browderere\ Intextor, frigto.

m=
Prompt. Par*.

* brow'-dln '2), a. [From browdyn ~ embroi-
dered (q.v.).] Clotted, defiled, foul, filthy.

" His body was with blude all browdin."
Chr. Kirk, st IS.

* br6w'-din-ster, *brow'-din-star,s. [In
Dan. brodere= to embroider; fern. suft'. -star=z

Eng. -ster.] An embroiderer (male or female).

"... the browdinttarit that wrocht upoun the
tapestrie of the crammosie velvois."— Collect, qf htr
ventoriet, A. 1661, p. 160.

* brow'-diu-ster-schip, s. [From Scotch
browdinster ; suffix -schip = Eug. suflix -ship.]

The profession of an embroiderer.
"... the office of browdinttertchip, and ketring of

bis hienes wardrop."—AeU Jo. VI., 1592 (ed. 1314).

p. 606.

* bro'w'-dyd, pa. par. [Browdyn, v.]

"Browdyd, or ynbrowdyd (browdred, or browden,
P.) Intextut,acupictut,C. F. frigiatut, XJg.'—Prompt.
Parv.

* bro'w'-dfn, v.t. [A.S. bregdan = to braid,

pa. par. brdden, brogden.] To embroider.
*' Browdyn'. or lmbrowdyn' (inbrowdyr. P.) Intern.

C. F./rigio, Ug. in/rigid..*—Prompt. Par*

* br6"w'-dyTi, pa. par. [Broideb, v.] Em-
broidered.

" Scepter, ryng, and sandal j-s

Brow&yn welle on Kyngia wys."
U'j, mown. Tit S. 44C

* bro"w'-d$rne, pa. par, [A.S. br&dan = to

make broad, to extend, to expand.] Displayed,
unfurled.

" Thai saw sa fele browdyne baneria,
Btandaria and pennownys."

Barbour, xi. 464, M.R

* bro'w'-d^ng, *. [Browdyn, v.] Em-
broidery.

" Of goldsmlthrye, of browdynu, and of steel.™

Chaucer: The'Knightet Tale, 1,640.

* brd'w'-d^-OTire, s. [0. Eng. browdy(n); and
suffix -oure = or, -er.]

"Browdyoure (browderere, P.) Intextor, C P.
frigio, Cain. Ug.**—Prompt. Par*.

br>5wed, a. [Eng. brow; -ed.]

In compos. .* Having a brow as described ia

the word preceding it, as dark-browed, low*

browed.

* brow'-5s»e, *. [Brewis, Brose.]
" Browesse (browes, H. P.) Adipatum, C P."—

Prompt. Par*.

* br*$W'-Stt, s. [Brewet, Brewis.] Pottage.
" Browett. Brodiellum."—Prompt. Par*.

* brd'w'-in, pa. par. [Brew, v.] Brewed.
"... to haaehakin breid, browtn aili."—Actt Mar*,

1555, ed. 1814, p. 495.

* bro'w'-i's, s. pi. [Brol.] Brats. (Scotch.)

"... his dame Dalila and bastard browit *"—9,
Winyet't Fir* Tractat, Keitht Bit*., App., p. 306.

*brol^-Jtt, s. [Etym. doubtful. Cf. WeL
briwod = driven snow.] A silver-bellied eeL
(Halliwell : Cant, to Lexicog.)

* brow'-ken, v.t. [Brook, v.]

" Wel browken they hire service or labour."
Chaucer: Prol. to Legende of Qoode Women.

* bro"w'-less, a. [Eng. brow ; -lets.] Without

shame.
"So browlett was this heretlck [Mahomet], that he

was not ashamed to tell the world, that ail bepreachsd
was sent him immediatelyfrom heaven."—L. Additon :

Life of Mahomet, p. 64.

brown, * brownc, * broiine, * broun,

*brnn,a.,adr.,&*. [A.S. brun= brown, wtirk,

dusky; Icel. brunn ; Sw. brun; Dan. bruu%;

Dut. bruin; O. Fries, brun; (N. H.) Ger.

braun; M. H. Ger. brun ; 0. H. Ger. prun ;

Fr. k Prov. brun; 8p., Port, k ItaL, bruno;

Low Lat. brunneus. From A. 8. bryne — a

burning ; IceL bruni = burning.] [Bdbn, tj.J

A. As adjective :

L Ord. Lang. : Of the colour produced when

fate, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian, se, oe = e. ey = a, qu - kw.
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certain substances—wood or pa]»er, forexample
—are scorched or partially burnt

"Dike the new tire witlilu excellently, if the hair

ware a thought browner."—shakesp. : Much Ado, Hi. 4.

** Land of brown heath and shaggy wood."
Scott I Lay of the Last Minstrel, vL «.

H, Technically:

1. Optics : Brown is not one of the primary
colours in a spectrum. It is composed of red

and yellow, with black, the negation of colour.

2. Bot. : A genus of colours, of which the
typical species is ordinary brown, tinged with
greyish or blackish. The other species are

chestnxU-brown,deep-brown, bright-brown, rusty,

cinnamon, red-brown, rufous, glandaceous,

liver-coloured, sooty, and lurid, (Lindley

:

Introd. to Bot. (3rd ed., 1839), p. 478.)

T[ Broum gum-tree. [Gum-tree.]

S. iodl. : Brown Bet-hawk. [Bee-hawk]

B. As adverb : Into a brown colour.

T 1. To boil brown. [To play brown.]

2. To play brown : A phrase used of the
broth-pot when the contents are rich. It is

the same as to boil brown.
" Yere big brose pot has nae platted brown."
Remains of Xithsdale Song, p. 102. (Jamieson.)

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord, Lang. ; The colour described under
the aujjctive orown..

" The browns of a picture often presen t the appear-
ance of the bloom of a plum."—TyndaU : Frag, of
Science, 3rd ed., vii. 146.

2. Painting : The chief browns employed
as pigments are Terra di Sienna, Umber, and
Bistre.

brown-bess, *. The name familiarly

given to the smooth-bore, flint-lock, musket
In use until the percussion fire-lock was intro-

duced in 1839. So designated from the brown
colour of the barrel, produced by oxidisation.

At first the musket barrels were kept bright.

It weighed 12 lb., and carried a leaden bullet
Of fourteen and a half to the ponnd.

browtl-bill, brownbill. s. A kind of
halberd formerly used as an offensive weapon
by the English foot soldiers. Called brown
from its being generally left rusty, and thus
distinguished from the o&icA-bill which was
painted black ; the edge in both cases was
kept sharp and bright. The brown rusty sur-
face, which was possibly oiled, corresponds to
the " browning ' of modern rifle barrels.

" And brownbille. levied in the city.
Made bill* to paw the grand committee."

Budibras.

brown-bread, s. [Skeat thinks it un-
certain whether it is from brown or bran.]
[Bread.]

brown-bugle, * browne-begle, 5. A
plant, Ajuga reptans. [Ajuqa.]

brown-coal, s. [Named from its brown
or brownish-black colour. In Ger. braun-
kohle.) A variety of Lignite (q.v.).

brown-cress, 5. A plant, the Water-
cress (Nasturtium officinale).

brown-eagle, s. A name for the Golden
Eagle (Aquila chrysaetus).

brown-gannet, s. A bird (Sula fusca)
from the South Seas. It is called also the
Brown-gull or Booby.

brown-glede, s. A name for the Ring-
tailed Harrier (Circus cyaneus).

brOWn-gnll, S. [BROWN-gANNET.] A
name for the Brown-gannet.

brown gum-tree, «. The English name
of an evergreen tree, the Eucalyptus robusta,
from New South Wales.

brown hematite, brown haematite,
*. [HvfiWATITE.]

Min. : (1) Limonite (q.v.). (2)G6thite(q.v.).

brown iron-ore, brown Iron-stone,
«.

Mineralogy: (1) Limonite (q.v.). (2) Goth-
tte (q.v.).

brown-jennet, brown janet, s.

L A cant name for a knapsack. (Scotch.)

2. A musket. (Picken: Gloss., 1813.) (Scotch.)

brown-kite, *. A name for the Ring-
tailed Harrier (Circus cyaneus).

brown-lizard, s. An eft, the Triton
vulgaris. It is not properly a lizard.

brown man of the moors, or mulrs.

s. An imaginary being supposed to frequent
moors ; a dwarf ; a subterranean elf.

brown-mint, s. A plant, Mentha viridis.

brown-ochre, s.

Min. : A variety of limonite (q.v.).

brown-OWl, *. A name given to the
Tawny Owl (Syrnium stridula), called also the
Ivy Owl.

brown-paper, s. A coarse variety of
wrapping paper made from unbleached
material, such as junk, hemp, the refuse of
flax, &c.

brown-pink, s. A vegetable yellow
pigment forming one of the yellow lakes.
(Ogilvie.)

brown-red, s. Dull red, with a slight
mixture of brown.

brown-rust, s. A kind of rust made by
or consisting of a small parasitic fungus, which
converts the farina of cereal plants into a
brown powder.

brown sandpiper, s. One of the Eng-
lish names for a bird, the Dunlin (Tringa
variabilis or alpina.)

brown-spar, 5. [In Ger. braunspath.]

Mineralogy : (1) A variety of Chalybite. (2)

A variety of Magnesite. (3) Ferriferous Dolo-
mite. It graduates into Ankerite (q.v.). f^See

also Brossite and Tharandite.) (4) A variety
of Ankerite (q.v.).

brown-stout, *. A superior kind of
porter.

brown-study, brownstndy, brown
Study, s. A study of a gloomy complexion,
in which the individual is absent in mind and
absorbed in meditations, and these of a profit-

less character.

" Faith, this brown ttudy suits not with your black."
Cote alter d, iv. 1.

brown-ware, «.

Pottery : A common variety of ware, named
from its colour.

brown, * broun, v.t. & i. [From brown, a.

(q.v.). In Ger. br&unen ; Fr. brunir; Ital.

brunire.]

L Trans. : To make brown.

IL Intrans. : To become brown.
" Whan note brouneth in haselrys."

Alitaunder, 8,296.

* browne, * brow-yn, v.t. [Brew, v.] To
brew.

"* Browne ale, or other drynke (brwyn, K. P. bruwyu ,

H. browyn, W.). Pandoxor."—Prompt. Pare.

brorwn'-e'-a, s. [Named after Dr. Patrick
Browne, who in 1756 published a Natural
History of Jamaica,]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
leguminous order and to the sub-order Caesal-

pinieae. Brownea coccinia (the Scarlet Brow-
nea) is a splendid evergreen tree from the
West Indies.

t browned, pa. par. & a. [Brown, v.t]

Br6%n'-I-an, a. [From Dr. Brown, dis-

coverer of* the *' Brownian motion" (q.v.).]

Pertaining to the Dr. Brown mentioned in
the etymology.

Brownian motion, Brownian
movement, s. A rapid whirling motion
seen in minute particles of matter, whether
vegetable or mineral. Its origin is obscure.
It is sometimes called molecular motion.

"Filippi proved him wrong, and showed that the
motion of the corpuscles was the well-known Brown'
tan motion."—TyndaU : Frag, of Science, 3rd e<L, xi.
805.

br6"wn'-fe, bro*wn'-jr, *broun'-& s. [From
Eng. brown, and suff. -y, as opp. to fair; -y.]

Scotch Mythology

:

1. In Shetland : An imaginary being, to
whom evil properties were attributed.

" Not above 40 or 60 years ago, almost every family
had a Brouny or evil spirit so called, whicn served
them, to whom they gave a sacrifice for his service."—
Brand: Descrip. Zetland, p. 112. (Jamieson.)

*2. In other parts of Scotland : A domestic
spirit or goblin, meagre, shaggy, and wild,
till lately supposed to nannt many old houses,
especially those attached to farms. He was
the Robin Goodfellow of Scotland. In the
night he helped the family, and particularly
the servants, by doing many pieces of

drudgery. If offered food or any other recom-
pense for his services, he decamped and was
seen no more. The diffusion of knowledge
has been more potent in its operation, and
the " brownie " may now be reckoned almost
an extinct species. [Bawsv-brown.]

" All is hotgalstis, and elrische fantasyis.

Of broumyu and of bogillis full this buke."
JJouff. : Virgil, 158, W.

M
. . . one might almost believe in browniee and

fairies. Lady Emily, when your ladyBhip is In pre-
sence."—Scott ; Wawrley, ch. Ixxi.

brownie's stone, s. An altar dedicate*
to a brownie.

" Below the chappel* there is a fiat thin stone, call'd
Brownie's Stone, upon which the autient inhabitants
offered a cow's milk every Sunday."—Mart in : West.
Islands, p. 67.

bro'wn'-ing, pr. par., a., A; s. [Brown, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (den
the verb.)

C. As substantive

:

1. Gen. : The act or process of making any-
thing brown.

2. Spec. : A process by which the surfaces
of gun-barrels and other articles made of iron
may acquire a shining black lustre. This
may be effected by chloride of antimony or in
other ways. One recipe for browning gun-
barrels is to mix sulphate of copper 1 oz.,

sweet spirit of nitre 1 oz., with a pint of
water. (Knight.)

browning -liquid, s. The same as
Bronzimo-liquid (q.v.X

brown'-ish, a. [Eng. brown; -ish.] Some-
what brown. [Brownv.]
"A brownish grey iron-stone, lying in thin strata, la

poor, but runs freely"— Woodward.

bro'wn -ism, s. [From Robert Brown [1. Ch,

Hist.], and Eng., &c suffix -wm.]

1. Ch. Hist. : The scheme of church govern-
ment formed by Robert Brown about A.D.
1581. He considered that each congregation
of Christians should be self-governing, and
should be exempt from the jurisdiction of
Bishops or of Synods. He was in favour of
the election by each congregation of a pastor,
but allowed others than him to preach and
exhort. Propagating these views in England
he met with so much opposition that he
removed to Holland, but ultimately he re-

turned to England and conformed to the
Established Church. His views, slightly

modified by Robinson, are those of the Inde-
pendents or Congregationalists. [Congrega-
tionalism.]

"That schism would be the sorest schism to yon

;

that would be Browniem and Anabaptism indeed."—
MUton : Reason qf Ch. Oov.. B. L

2. Med. : The views of John Brown, founder
of the medical system called after him Bruno-
«ut?i(q.v.).

br6wn'-lst, s. [From Robert Brown [Browx-
ismJ, and Eng., &c. sufilx -ist.]

1. Ch. Hist : A follower of Robert Brown,
mentioned above. The Brownists soon be-
came extinct in Holland and in England, but
the Congregationalists, who hold similar
views, are a flourishing sect.

2. Med. : A follower of Dr. John Brown.
" I had aa lief be a Brownist as a politician."

Shakesp. ; Twelfth Night, Hi 1

brown'-neas, *• [Eng. brown; -ness.] The
quality or state of being brown.

"... that lovely, indeed most lovely, brownnem of
Musidonus face."—Sidney.

brown'-wort, s. [Eng. brown; wort. In
Dut. & Ger. bramvunirtz.] Various plants,

viz.—(1) The Penny-royal (Mentha Pulegium).

(2) Asplenium ceterach. (3) Scrophularia
aquatica. (Turner & Johnson.) (4) Scrophu-
laria nodosa. (Lyte & Johnson.) (b) Prunella
vulgaris. (Cockayne.) (Britten & Holland.)

Broumworte herbe (brother wort. P.) Pulio, pens'
teium [puleium, P)."—Prompt. Pare.

* br6"wn'-& a. [Eng. brown; -y.] Somewhat
brown.

" His brawny locks did hang in crooked curia."
Shakesp. : Lover's Complaint.

brdw'-pdst, *. [Eng. 6row; post.]

Carp. : A beam which goes across a bond-
ing.

browse, bro*wze, * brouse, * bronze,
* brooze, v.t. k i. [From O. Fr. brourter =
to browse ; Sp. brosar = to brush ; N. H. Ger.

brossen = to spront ; M. H. Ger. brozzen;

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, £enoption, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -{ion, -aion m zhun. -tious, -Bious, -clous = shus. -ble, -gle, &c = bel, gel.
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O. H. Ger. prozzen ; Ann. brousta = to eat, to
graze. From O. Fr. brass, broust.] [Browse,
«•]

A. Transitive: To nibble or eat off the
tender shoots of trees or shrubi, as deer, goats,
and similar animals do.

**.... the fields between
Are dewy-fresh, broteted by deep-udder'd kine."

Tennyton ; The Gardener't Daughter.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Of the higher quadrupeds: To feed upon
the tender shoots of trees or shrubs. [A.]

" Wild beasts there brome, and make their food
Her grape* and tender shoots."

Milton : Trantlat. of Ptalm Ixxx.

1 2. Ofman : To feed upon.
" There la cold meat 1' the cave ; we'll brovne on that"

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, iii. 6.

br6*wse(l), s.&a, [Prom O. Fr. brost, broust =
a sprout, a shoot ; Sp. broza = dust that falls

from worm-eaten wood; M. H. Ger. brosz;
O. H. Ger. broz ; Arm. brous, brofts.]

A. As subst. : The tender shoots of trees
and shrubs, regarded as food on which certain
animals browse or feed.

" AatonlsVd how the goats their shrubby broume
Gnaw pendent" Phtlipt.

B. As adj. ; Suitable for browsing upon.

browse-wood, s. The same as A. , brush-
wood.

brows© (2), s. [Brouse.]

* brd*ws'-er, 5. [Eng. brows(e); -er.) An
animal which browses.

br6"ws'-Ing, pr. par., a., & a [Browse, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

" The browsing camels' bells are tinkling."
Byron ; The Giaour.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of nibbling or eating off the tender
shoots of shrubs and trees.

2. A place adapted for browsing, or where
It takes place.

bro'wst, * browest, s. [From A. 8. brt&wan
= to brew.]

1. The act of brewing.

2. That which is brewed.

(1) Lit. : As much as is brewed at one time.
"

. . . 'a soar brovtt o' mu' ale that she nils to
folk that are ower drouthy wi' travel to be nice ' . .

."

—Scott ; Old Mortality, ch. xlL

(2) Fig. : The consequences of one's con-
duct (Generally in a bad sense.)

T An HI browst : Evil results of improper
conduct.

• brows -ter, * bro"ws -tare, * brous -

tare, *. & a. [Brewster,] A brewer. (0.
Eng. & Scotch.)

browster wife, s. A female ale-seller,
especially in a market.

" But brovnter wives and whiskey stills.'*

Burnt ; Third Spittle to John Lapraik.

• broy'-d^n, pa. par. [Braid, v.} Ensnared,
entangled.

* broy'-ryd, pa, par. [Broiled.]
•• Broylyd. Uttulatut."—Prompt. Par*.

Bru -c£-a, s. [Named after James Bruce, the
Abyssinian traveller, who was born at Kin-
uaird in Stirlingshire on December 14th, 1730

;

was consul-general in Algiers from 1763 to
1765, travelled in Abyssinia from 1769 to the
end of 1770, and died at home on April 27th,
1794.)

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Xanthoxylacece (Xanthoxyls). The green
parts of Brucea sumatrana are intensely bitter.

B. antidysenterica contains a poisonous prin-
ciple called Brucia(q.v.). The bark of another
species is bitter, and has qualities like those
of Quassia Simarouba. B. ferruginea is from
Abyssinia, and with B. sumatrana, already
mentioned, has been introduced Into British
hot-houses.

* bruche (1), a [Broche, Brooch.) (Morte
Arthure, 3,266.)

* bruche (2), *. [Breach.]

bru -chiis, *- [From Lat. bruchus; Gr. jSpou««

(broukos) or ^povxo* (bronchos) = a wingless
locust, which the modern bruchus is not.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles belonging to the
section Tetramera, and the family Rhynco-
phora or Curculionidffi. The antennas are
fourteen-jointed, and are filiform, serrate, or
pectinated, not geniculated as in the more
normal Curculionidse. It contains small
beetles which deposit their larva? in the germs
of leguminous plants, and when hatched
devour their seed. Bruchus Pisi is destructive
to the garden-pea, but is not common in
Britain. Several other species, as B. Loti, B.
LatiiyH, Ac, also occur in that country.

bru -cine, bru -ci-a, s. [In Ger. brucin.

Named from the plant Brucea antidysenterica,
from which it is derived.]

Chem. : (C22H26N2O4). An alkaloid found
along with strychnine in nux vomica, also in
false Angustura bark. Brucine is a tertiary
base ; it is more soluble in alcohol and water
than strychnine, and is less bitter and poison-
ous. It forms crystalline salts, and turns a
bright red colour when moistened with nitric

acid.

Bru -cite, s. [In Ger. brucit. Named after

Dr. Bruce of New York, editor of the Nero
American Mineralogical Journal.}

Mineralogy

:

1. A rhombohedral translucent or suhtrans-
lucent sectile mineral, with broad, often
tubular crystals, foliated, massive, or fibrous,

with the fibres elastic Hardness, 2*5 ; sp.
gr., 2 33—2*46. Lustre between waxy and
vitreous, but on a cleavage face pearly, and
on the fibrous variety silky ; colours white,
greyish, bluish, or greenish. Compos. : Mag-
nesia, 62-89—70 ; oxide of iron, —5 63 ; water,
29 "48—-31 '43, &c. Found at Sumaness in Unst,
the most northern of the Shetland Isles, in
Sweden, in the Ural Mountains, and in North
America. Variety 1, foliated ; var. 2 (Nema-
lite), fibrous. (Dana.

)

2. The same as Chendrodite.

bruck -It, a. [Brooked.]

bruck'-le, a. [Brickle, Brittle.] (Scotch.)

(Scott: Waverley, ch. lxvii.)

* briick'-ly, a. [Eng. bruckl(e); and suffix -y.]

Brittle. (Halliwell : Contrib. to Lcxicog.)

Bruck -ncr-el lite, s. [Named after the
chemist and mineralogist Bruckner.]

Min. : A mineral separated from the yel-
lowish-brown " brown coal " of Gesterwitz.
It crystallizes in white needles from an alco-
holic solution. Compos. : Carbon, 62'61

;

hydrogen, 956 ; oxygen, 27'83 = 100. (Dana.)

* brud, * braid, * brade, s. [Bird, Bride. ]

* brud-ale, 5. [Bridal.]

* brud'-er-rt, a. [From Scotch brodir = &
brother.] [Brother, *.] Fraternised.

** Sea thay are bowit and bruderU in our land."
Siege Edin. CatteL Poenu. 16th Cent, p. 289.

* brud -er-maist, a. [From Scotch brodir
= brother, and maist — most.] Most bro-
therly ; most affectionate. (Scotch.)

" Qnhals faythful brudermaitt freind I am."
Dunbar : Maitland Poenu, p. 91

* brud-gume, s. [Bridegroom.]

brud'-y, a. [Broody.] (Scotch.)

* brue, s. [Bhee.)

* brag, * brugge, s. [Bridge.] (William of
Palernc, 1,6740

bragn, * brogh. * brock, * brough,
burgh, a [Burgh.] (Scotch.)

1. An encampment of a circular form.

2. The stronger kind of " Picts' houses,"
chiefly in the north of Scotland

" We Tlewed the Pechta' Brough, or little circular
fort"—N«UTt Jour., p. 80.

3. A burgh, (Scotch.)

"In tome bit brugh to represent
A bailie name *

finrm : EpittU to J. Lapraik.

4. A halo round the sun or moon.
For she saw round about the moon

A mlckle brough.'
The Parmer't Ba\ 28. (Jamieton.

)

brug-mau'-si-a, a [Named after Professor

8. J. Bnigmans, author of botanical worka,
one of which was published in A.D. 17S3.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Solanaceae (Nightshades). Brugmansia
arborea, or the Downy-stalked Brugmansia, is

a small evergreen tree about ten feet high,
with large corollas protruding from a spathe-
like calyx nearly four inches long. The
flowers are pale yellow outside and white
within. They are so fragrant that one tree
will perfume the air of a large garden. The
tree grows in Chili.

bru-gui-e'-ra, s. [From Bruguiere, a Frencfc
botanist.]

Bot. : A genus of Rhizophoraceae (Man-
groves). It consists of trees, natives of the
East Indies, the wood of which is used as an
astringent, as also for dyeing black. (Trtas.

of Bot.)

* brulck, r.f. [Bruik, Brook.]

" bratck, * brulk, s. [Icel. bruk= & tumour.]
A kind of boil. (Scotch.)

" Brukii, bylis. blobbia, and blisteris."

XouIVm Carting. Gl. Compl, p. M0.

"To heal brutck, byle, or blister."
Polwart : Flyting. H'atton'i Colt, iii. 1L

* bruik, * bruick, v.t [Brook, v.] (Scotch.)

bruil -zie (z silent), s. [Bbulyie.]

bru'-in, «. [The name of the bear in the
notable beast epic of the Middle Ages, termed
Beineke Fuchs (Beynard the Fox). (Trench

:

English Past and- Present, p. 61.) Bruin the
animal was from Dut. bruin = brown, imply-
ing that the animal was of that colour.]
[Brown.] A familiar name given to a bear.

" Mean-while th' approach*d the place where Bruin
Was now engag'd to mortal ruin."

Butler; Sudibrat, I., 1L 181-1

bruise, ' broos en, *broy-sent *bre-
sen, * bri-sen, v.t. [From O. Fr. brusser,

brussier, bruser, briser= to break, to shiver;

Mod. Fr. briser; A.S. brf/san = to crush.]

(1) To crush, indent, or discolour by the
blow of something blunt and heavy.

" Fellows in arms, and my most loving friends.
Bruited underneath the yoke of tyranny."

Shaketp.: Richard III., v. t.

(2) To beat into pieces, to grind down.
" As it old chaos heav'n with earth confusd.
And stars with rocks together crush'd and bruiid.*

Waller.

To bruise along : To ride recklessly without
regard to damage to fences or crops, or sparing

one's horse. (N.E.D.)

bruise, a. [From bruits, v. (q.v.)t In Ger.

brausche.]

1. The act of bruising.
" One arm'd with metal, th* other with wood.
This fit for bruit*, and that for blood."

HudibraL

2. A contusion, an injury to, and discoloura-

tion on the body of a sentient being by the

blow of something blunt and heavy.

(1) Literally

:

**.
. . the soTeretgn'st thing on earth

Was parinaceti for an inward bruite."
Shaketp.: 1 lien. IT., i 1

(2) Figuratively

:

" To bind the bruimt of ft civil war."

bruised, pa. par. & a. [Brdise, v.t]
" With bruited arms and wreaths of victory."

Shaketp. : Tarquin and Lucrtot.

brui'-ser, s. [Eng. bruis(e) ; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Of persons: One who bruises. Spec., a
pugilist. (Vulgar.)

•• Be all the bruitert cuird from all St. Ones'."
Byron : The Curie of Miner**.

2. Of things: That which bruises or crushes.

IL Among Opticians: A concave tool used

In grinding lenses or the speculuras of tele-

scopes.

bruise wort, * bruise -worte, * bruse-
wort, * bris wort, * brooze'-wort, ».

[Eng. bruise, and wort.) Various plants—

1. The Common Comfrey (Symphytum offici-

nale.) (Cockayne.)

2. The Daisy (Bellis perennis.)

"The leaves stamiied taketh away bruises and
swellings if they be laide thereon, whereuiKW it was
called in olde time bruiteworte."—Gerarde: Berbai,

p. 61S.

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, Call, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian* so, co = e. ey = ft. qu = kw.
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3. The Common Soapwort (Saponaria offici-

nalis). (Britten <£ Holland.)

bruis'-Ing, pr. pa., a., & s. [Bruise, v.t.]

A. & B. As present participle k participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

"They beat their breasts with many a bruising blow."
Dryden.

C. As substantive:

I. Ord. Lang. : The act, operation, or pro-

cess of injuring and discolouring the skin of

a sentient being, or of crushing an inani-

mate body to powder, by a blow from a heavy
and blunt instrument ; the state of being 80

bruised.

IL Leather manufacture : The act of extend-
ing and rubbing on the grain-side of curried
leather after it has been daubed., dried,

grained, and rubbed with a crippler.

bruising-machine, s.

Agric. : A machine for bruising rough feed

to make it more palatable and digestible for

stock.

bruising-mill, s.

Milling : A hand-mill in which grain for

feed, malt for brewing, and flax-seed for press-

ing, are coarsely ground.

bruisk, a. [Brisk, Brusque.] (Scotch.)

bruit, * brute, s. [Fr. bruit = noise, dis-

turbance, . . . rumour, fame; Prov. briut,

briuda; Sp. & Port, rvido; Ital. bruito; Low
Lat. brugitus ; Arm. brud ; cf. Wei. brud =
chronicle, surmise, conjecture ; broth, brwth
= stir, tumult ; Gael . bruidhneach = talka-

tive, babbling, loquacious, broighleadh =
bustle, confusion.]

I. Ord. Lang. :

* 1. Noise, tumult.
" Than arooa soche brut and soche noyse.**

Merlin, ItL 574.

1 2. Rumour, report
"A bruit ran from one to the other that the king was

Skta." tHdiug.
" Upon some bruits he apprehended a fear, . .

.**—

Bayward.

IX Med. : The name given to various mur-
murs or sounds heard during auscultation,

such as cardiac bruit, placental bruit.

bruit, v.t. [From bruit, s. (q.v.). In Fr. bruire
= to roar, rattle, or peal ; ebruiter = to make
public ; Prov. brugir, bruzir ; Ital. bruire =
to bustle, to rumble ; Low Lat. brugire = to
rustle, roar, or rattle. Skeat suggests also

Gr. 0pvxaoticu (bruchaomai) =z to roar.] To
rumour, to report, to noise abroad.

". . . and thy wild name
Was ne'er more bruited in men'a minds than now."

Byron: Childe Harold, iii. 87.

bruit -ed, pa. var. & a. [Bruit, v.t.}

bruit'-Ing, pr. par. [Bruit, v.t.)

* bruk, * bruken, v. [Brook, v.]

* bruk, * brake, s. [Lat. bruchus; Gr.
fipov\os (brouchos) ; Ital. bruco.] A locust.

" A* la bruk in his kynde, that is the kynde of locust
or it haue wengea,"— Wickliffe : Lev. xL 22.

* bru'-ket, * bru'-klt, a. [Brooked (2).]

* bru-kil, * bra-kill, * bra-k^l, * briV-
kyU, * brok lie, a. [Brickle, Brittle.]

* bruk-il-ncsse, * briik-le - nesse,
* brdk -il-ness, s. [Brickleness, Brittle-
NESS.]

brul'-ye*, bruise, brul-zie (z silent),

*. [From Fr. brouiller — to mix confusedly
;

u brouiUer — to grow dark, ... to quarrel.]
A brawl, broil, fray, or quarrel. (Scotch.)

"... like a proper lad of his quarter's that will not
cry barley in KbruUie."—Scott : Waverley, ch. xlii

*brul'-ye, *bral-yie, v.t. [From Fr. bruler
= to burn.] Broiled, scorched.

" Within with lyre, that thame sa brulyeit.'"
Barbour ; The Bruce, iv. lflL

hrul - yie-ment, bruil lie -ment, s. [From
Scotch brulyie, and Eng. suff. -ment.]

1, The same as Brulyie (q.v.).
" And quat their brulyiement at anea."

Ramtay I Poem*. L 380.

t 2, A battle.

"An hundred at this bruilliement were killed."
Hamilton : Wattaoe, p. 45.

brul'-zie, s. [Brulyie.] (Scotch.)

Brumal re, s. [Fr. Brumaire; from bruma
= the winter solstice.] The name adopted
in October, 1793, by the French Convention
for the second month of the republican year.
It extended from October 23rd to the 24th
November, and was the second autumnal
month.

t bru-mal,a. [In Fr. brumal; Ital. brumale;
from Lat. brumalis = pertaining to the winter
solstice; from bruma.] [Brume.] Pertain-
ing to winter ; winterly.

" About the brumal solstice, . .
."—Browne : Vulgar

Error*, bk. iii., ch. x.

f brume, s. [From Fr. brume = miBt, fog
;

Sp. & Port, bruma ~ a fog at sea ; Ital. bruma
= winter ; Lat. bruma = (1) the shortest day
in the year, (2) the winter.] Mist, fog, vapour.
(Longfellow.)

Brum -ma gem, s.&a. [The word Birming-
ham altered.]

A. As subst. : An imitation or counterfeit
article.

B. As adj. Of goods: Imitation, counter-
feit.

t brun, s. [Burn.] (Scotch.) A small brook.

* bran, brune, a. [Brow**.]

bru'-nel, s. [From Mod. Lat. brunella, pru-
nella.] [Prunella.] (Britten & Holland.)

* bru'-neu, v.t. [From O. Eng. brun = brown.]
[Brown. ] To become brown,

bru-net te, * bur'-n£tte, *. [Fr. brunette,
from brun = brown.] A girl or woman of a
brown complexion.

" Yoot fair women therefore thought of this fashion,
to insult the olives and the brunette*."—Additon.

Brun-hir da, s. In the Nibelungenlied, the
Queen of Iceland and wife of Guuther, King
of Burgundy.

Astron. ; An asteroid, the 123rd found. It

was discovered by Peters on July 31st, 1872.

Bru n-l-a, s. [Named after Cornelius Brun, a
traveller'in the Levant and Russia about the
end of the eighteenth and the beginning of

the nineteenth century.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Bruniacea? (Bruniads). The species
are small, pretty, evergreen, heath-like shrubs
or under-snrubs from the Cape of Good Hope.

briin-i'-a'-cS-se, *. pi. [From Mod. Lat.

brunia(q.v). ; and fern. plur. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : An order of plants classed by Lindley
under his 55th, or Umbellal Alliance. They
have a flve-cleft calyx, five petals, five stamina,
inferior fruit, two or one-celled, with seeds
solitary or in pairs. Leaves small, imbricated,

rigid. Appearance heath-like.
-
Nearly all from

the Cape of Good Hope. In 1847 sixty-five

were known. (Lindley.) [Brunia.]

* brim'-Ied, a. [From bruny; -ed.] Clothed
with a coat of mail, protected against attack.

brun'-i-on, *. [From Fr. brugnon; Ital.

brugna, prugna.] [Prune.]

Hort. : A nectarine, a novel variety of the
peach fruit.

Brun'-ner's glands, «. pL [See def.]

Physiol. : Small compound glands in the
sub-mucous tissue of the duodenum and the
upper part of the jejunum, opening into the
lumen of the intestine. Named from the dis-

coverer. J. K. Brunner (1653-1727>

bru no -ni-a, «. [Named after Robt. Brown,
the celebrated botanist, who was born at
Montrose in 1773, and died in London in 1858.

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Bru-
noniacese (q.v.). The species are scabious-
looking blue-flowered Australian herbs.

bru-n6-ni-a'-^S-», s. pi. [From Mod. Lat.
brunonia (q.v.J; and fern. plur. adj. suffix
-acea.]

Bot. : Brunoniads, an order of plants placed
by Dr. Lindley under his 48th or Echial
Alliance. The ovary is superior and one-
celled, with a single erect ovule. The fruit is

a membranous utricle. The leaves are radical
and entire, the flowers are blue ; they are col-
lected in heads surrounded by enlarged bracts.

bra-nd -nt-adf, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat.

brunonia (q.v.) ; and plur. suffix -ads.]

Bot. : The English name given by Lindley to
the order Brunoniacese (q.v.).

bra-no'-ni-an, a. [Named after Dr. John
Brown, who'was born at Dunse in 1735, and
died in London in 1788.] Pertaining to or
emanating from the person mentioned in the
etymology.

Brunonian theory.
Med. : A theory or rather hypothesis, ac-

cording to which the living system was re-
garded as an organised machine endowed with
excitability, kept up by a variety of external
or internal stimuli, that excitability consti-

tuting life. Diseases were divided into sthenic
or asthenic, the former from accumulated
and the latter from exhausted excitability.

[Sthenic, Asthenic] Darwin, author of the
Zoonomia, adopted the theory with enthusi-
asm, and Rasori introduced it into Italy,

where it flourished for a time, and then had
to be abandoned, as it ultimately was every-
where.

Brims, fel -?i-a, s. [Named after Otho
Brunsfels of Mentz, who in 1530 published
figures of plants.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Solauaceae or Nightshades. The species
are handsome tropical shrubs, with neat foliage

and showy white or purple flowers. They
come from the West Indies.

* brun -stone, * brun' ston, * bran'-
stoon (0. Eiig.), brun stane (Scotch), $. A
a. Brimstone, sulphur. [Brimstone.]

brunstane match, s. A match dipped
in sulphur. (Scotch.)

* brtin'-Bton-^, a. [Brunrton.] Of or re-

sembling brimstone.
" Thef that saten on hem hadden fyry haberlotina,

and lacynctines and brunttony."— Wickliffe : Apoc. ix.

17.

Bruny -wick, *. & a. [See def.]

A. As subst. : A city and duchy in Ger-
many.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to this city or
duchy.

Brunswick black, s. A composition of
lampblack and turpentine, used for imparting
a jet black appearance to iron articles.

Brunswick-green, s. [Eng. Brunswick,
and green. In Ger. Brannschweiger-grun. So
called because it was first made in Brunswick
by Gravenhorst.] A green pigment, prepared
by exposing copper turnings to the action of
hydrochloric acid in the open air. It is a
pale bluish green, insoluble, cupric oxy-
chloride, CuCV3CuO"4H20.

* brun'-swyne, «. [O. Eng. brun = brown

;

and swyne = swine. ] A porpoise.
" Bruntwyne, or delfrne. Foca, delphinut, tuitlut,

Oath."—Prompt. Parv.

brunt, s. [Icel. bruna == to advance with the
heat of fire ; brenna = to burn.]

1. A violent attack, a furious onset.

"Brunt. Intuitu*, impetu*."—Prompt. Part.

% Now only used in the phrases : the brunt

of the battle m the heat of the battle, the
place where it burns most fiercely ; and the

brunt of the onset or attack.
" These troops had to bear the first brunt of the

onset."—Mucaulay: HUe. Eng., ch. xix.

*2. A blow, attack. (Lit. £flg.)
" And heavy brunt of cannon-ball.'*

Hudibra*, pt L, ft 1
" Thy soul as ample as thy bounds are small,

Endurest the brunt, and darest defy them all."

Cowper : Expostulation.

f 3. A contact or conflict with.

"Our Qrst brunt with some real affair of common
life."—Itaac Taylor.

* brunt, * bran-tun, v.i. [Brunt, *.] To
make a violent attack, to rush upon.

" Bruntun, or make a soden stertynge (bortyn, P.)

IruUio, Cath."—Prompt. Part.

brunt, pret. of v., pa. par., & a. [Burn,
Burnt.] Scotch for did burn, burnt.

* bra-ny, * bruni, * branie, * brenie,
* brent, * brini, * burne, s. [Birnic] A
corslet, a breastplate.

" He watz dlspoyled of his bruny."
Gov. A Green Knight, Boo.

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, Rem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = &
-Clan, -tian slian. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shits, -bio, -lo, &c. = bel, oL
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* brurd (1), 5. [Brood.]

* brurd (2), s. [Bbebd.]

* brurd-ful, a. [Bbebdfui.)

- brus, r. [Brusch.]

* brus, s. [From O. Scotch brus, brusch (q. v.)- ]
Force, impetus.
" And with his brus and fard of watlr broun.
The dykys and the schorys betis doun."

Doug. : Virgil, 55, 84.

* brusch, * brus, v.t. & I. [From Ir. & Gael.
bris = to break, or from Eng. bruise (q.v.X]

A. Trans, (of the forms broach and brus):
To force open, to press up.

** Wpe he stwrly brutchyd the dure,
And laid it flatlyngis in the flare."

Wyntoun, v. 93.

B. Intrant, (of the form brusch) : To burst
forth, to rush, to issue with violence.

" The bow cauerne of his woande ane flude
Furth bruschit of the blaknit deilely blude."

Doug-: VirgU, 303, 10.

1 brusch alle, * brush-a ly, s. [Fr.

broussailles = brushwood.] [Bbush,*.] Brush-
wood.

"Bmsehalle (brushaly, K.) Sarmentum, Cath. ra-
moi'NWi, Ug. in rado, ramalia, arbustum."—Prompt.
Parv.

bruse, ». & s. [Bruise.]
** That* thruujrb the ftnuei of his former fight.

He now unable was to wreake his old despight

"

Spenser: P. Q., IV. L M.

bruse, bruise, s. [Bboose.] (Scotch.)

% To ride the bruse

:

1. To run a race on horseback at a wedding.

2. To strive, to contend in anything.

* bruse -wort, s. [Bbuisewobt.1

brush (1),
* brusche, * brusshe, s. [O. Fr.

broce, broche, brosse = brushwood ; Low Lat.
brustia, bruscia = underwood, a thicket.
Compare M. H. Ger. broz = a bud ; Fr. brous-
sailles = brushwood.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

*(1) Brushwood, underwood.

(2) An instrument for cleaning clothes, &c,
by sweeping up or away particles of dirt, dust,
&c. Probably from the original implements
having been made of twigs or brooms.

" Wyped It with a brusshe." — Langland: Piers
Plow., bk. xiii., 460.

(3) The pencils used by painters.
" Artists, attend—your brushes and your paint—
Produce them—take a chair—now draw a saint."

Cowper: Truth.

y To gie a brush at any kind of work, to
assist by working violently for a short time.
{Scotch.)

2. Figuratively:

* (1) An attack, assaull
" And tempt not yet the brushes of the war."

Shakesp. ; TrotL and Crest., v. S.

(2) A slight skirmish.
" He might, tnethlnks, have stood one brush with

them, and have yielded when there had been no
remedy.

"

~Bu )iyu n ; /'. P., pt. i.

IX Technically : The bushy tail of a fox.

"As if be were a bunted tax, beginning to droop
his brush."—Macnillan's Mag,, Aug. , 1862, p. 380-

% Obvious compound : Brush-maker.

brush-apple, s. The name given in
Australia to Achras australis. (Treas. of Bot.)

brush-cherry, s. The name given in

Australia to Trochocarpa laurina, (Treas. of
Bot.)

brush-hat, *. A hat In which the surface
is continually brushed by a hand-brush
during the process of sizing, so as to bring a
Bap to the surface.

brush-puller, .«.

Agric. : A machine for pulling up brush-
wood by the roots.

brush-scythe, «. A long-handled hill

for cutting hedges, brushwood, ace.

brush-shaped, a.

1. Correspouding to Lai. muscariformis

:

Shaped like a brush—slender, and terminated
by a tuft of long hair. Example, the style or
stigma of numerous composite plants.

2. Corresponding to Lat. aspergilliformis.

[ASPEBOILUFORM . ]

brush-turkey, 5.

Ornith. : A large gregarious species of bird,

TallegaUa Lathami. It is an inhabitant of
Australia. It makes its nest in large mounds
of brushwood, &c. , which it collects, and from
which it takes its name.

brush wattle-bird, *. The Wattled
Honey-eater, Anthochcera carunculaU.i, one of
the Meliphaginee. It is from Australia.

brush-wheels, s. pi.

1. Toothless wheels used in light machinery
for driving other wheels by the contact of
anything brushlike or soft, as bristles, cloth,

Ac., with which the circumferences are
covered.

2. Revolving brushes used by turners,
lapidaries, silversmiths, &c, for polishing.

* brush (2), s. [Breeze (2), *.] A locust.

(Wickliffe: Isa. xxxiii. 4.)

brush, * brusche, v.t. & i. [Bbush, s.]

A* Transitive:

L Literally

:

1. To sweep or remove dust or dirt from
anything by means of a brush.

" The robes to kepe well, and also to brusche them
clenly."—Babees fiookied. Puruivall). p. 180.

"He brushes his hat o' inorniug."

—

Shakesp.: Much
Ado. iii. 2.

2. To remove with a light touch as with a
brush ; to sweep off.

" And from the boughs brush off the evil dew."
Milton.

3. To touch lightly or quickly, as in passing.
" High o'er the billows flew the massy load,

And near the ship came thund'ring on the flood.

It almost brush'd the helm." Pope.

* 4. To paint or make clean, as with a brush ;

to decorate, renovate.
" I have done my best to brush yon np like your

neighbours.*'

—

Pope.

II. Figuratively:

1. To set in motion or move as a brash ; to
cause to pass lightly.

"A thousand nights have hnstn'd their balmy wings
Over these eyes." Dryden.

^[ To brush up or brush down : To tidy,

make neat and clean. To brush aside: To
remove from one's way. To brush away: To
remove.

** A load too heavy for his soul to move.
Was upward blown below, and brush'd away by love."

Dryden ; Cymon and Jphigenia, 228, 228.

2. To thrash, beat.

"... and yet, notwithstanding, they had their
coats soundly brushed by them."—Bunyan : P. P., pt L

B. Intransitive:

1. To move quickly by touching, or almost
touching, something in passing. (Generally

with the prep, or adv. by.)
" Not took him down, but brush'd regardless by."

Dryden.

2. To pass lightly over, to skim.
" And brushing o'er, adds motion to the pool."

Dryden.

5 To brush along: To succeed, fere (col-

loquial). To brush against : To touch, or come
in contact with lightly.

* brush-a-ly, s. [Bbuschalle.]

brushed, pa. par. & a. [Bbush, v.]

brush'-er, s. [Eng. brush ; -er.] One who
uses a brush.

* brush'-I-ness, *. [Eng. brushy; -ness.} The
quality of being brushy ; roughness.

" Considering the brushiness and anguloslty of the
parts of the air."—//. More: Immort. of the Soul, b,

UL, Ax.SL

brush'-Jig, pr. par., a., & *. [Bbush, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of removing dirt or
dust by means of a brush.

brushing-machine, s.

1. Hat-making : A machine for brushing
hats, to remove the dust after pouncing, or to
lay the nap smoothly.

2. Woollen manufacture: A machine used
to lay tbe nap on cloth before shearing. It

has a cylinder covered with brushes.

3. Flax manufacture : A machine for scutch-
ing flax, in which the beaters are superseded
by stiff brushes of whalebone.

brush'-ite, s. [Named after Prof. G. J.

Brush, suffix -ile (Min.) (q.v.) ]

Min. : A monoclinic transparent or tMtuhfe-
cent mineral, on some faces of its crystals
pearly, on others vitreous, and on others
splendent. Hardness, 2—2"5

; sp. gr., 2*S08.

It is colourless to pale yellowish. Compos. :

Phosphoric acid, 39"95—4160; lime, S2 11—
3273 ; water, 25"9&—26*33, &c. It is found
among the rock guano of Aves Island and
Sombrero in the Caribbean Sea. (Dana.)

brush -like, a. [Eng. brush ; like.] Like a
brush.

brush'-wood, s.&a. [Eng. brush, and wood.]
[Bbush, s.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Brush, underwood, low, scrubby thickets.
" The brushwood of the mountain of Soinina was

soon iu a flume'

—

Hertchel : Pop. Lectures, -v. 27.

2. Small branches cut for firewood, &c
" Her scanty stock of brushwood, blazing clear."

Cowper : The Task, bk. ir.

* B. As adjective : Rotten, useless.

"What safety from such brushwood helps as these

T

Dryden : Heligio Laid,

t brush'--y-, a. [Eng. brush ; -y.] Resembling
a brush ; rough, shaggy. (Boyle.)

* brus-it, pa. par. [Low Lat. brusdus, brusU
us = ornamented with needle-work.]

" With nedll werk brusit riche and fyne."
Doug. : VirgU, 298. 13.

brusk, a, [Bbusqub.]

brusque (pron. bruslO, a. [Fr. brusque =
rude ; Hal. brusco - sharp, sour.] Rough,
rude, blunt, unceremonious.

" The speech verged on rudeness, but It was delivered
with a brusque openness that implied the absence at
any personal intention."—O. Eliot : Felix Bolt, p. (L

brusque ness, * brusk'-ness, s. [Eng.
brusk, brusque ; -ness. J The quality of being
brusque ; bluntness of manner.

*brussch-et, s. [Dimin. of brush (q.v.). Cf
Fr. bruse = butcher's-broom.] A thicket
underwood.

And In that like brussrhet . . ."

Sir Ferumbras (ed. Heritage), p. M., L 000.

Brus -sels, s. [The capital of Belgium.]

Brussels-carpet, s. [Cabpet.]

Brussels-lace, s. A kind of lace- mad*
originally at Brussels.
" No, let a charming chints, and Brussels lace."

Pope : Mor. Ess .. Ep. i.

Brussels-point : Brussels-lace with the net-

work made by the pillow and bobbins.

Brussels-ground : Brussels-lace with a hex-

agonal mesh, formed by plaiting and twisting

four flaxen threads to a perpendicular line of

mesh.

Brussels wire-ground : Brussels-lace of silk

with the meshes partly straight and partly

arched.

Brussels-sprouts, s. pi. The smalt

sprouts or heads, each a perfect cabbage in

miniature, springing from the stalks of a
species of cabbage. They were originally in-

troduced into England from Belgium.

* brust, * brusten, inf. & pret. ofv. t
pa,parn

A a. [Bubst.]
" Low 1* the dust,

An' screechin' out prusaiu verse.
An' like tit brust r

Burns : Earnest Cry and Prayer.
** Eftsoones shee grew to great impatience.
And into tonnes of open outrage brust.

"

Spenser: P. Q., III. L 46.

* brust (1), «. [Bbeast.]

* brust (2), *. [A.S. byrst = loss ; O. H. Ger.

brust — fracture.] Damage, defect (Layar

man, 1,6*10.)

* brus -tel, *brus-Ue, * brus-tyl, * brus-
tylle, -s. [Bbistle, s.] A bristle.

** Bruttyl of a swyne, K. P. Seta."—Prompt. Pttrtx

* brus'-tle, * brus-tel, v.i. [A.S. brastlian.]

[Bbestle.]

1, To make a crackling noise ; to crackle.

"He writeth with a slepy noise,

And brustleth as a monkes poise,

Whau it is throwe into the panne."
Sower: C.A.. it W.

2. To rise up against one fiercely ; to bustle.

"m&rusWsoptohim.-
Utway: The Atheist, 1864.

* briist -ling, pr. par., a., & s. [Bbustlk, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & jxirticip. adj. : In

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. p5fc

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », o9 = e. ey = a» qu = kws
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C. Assubst.: The act of making a crackling
noise ; a crackling, rustling.

•brusur, * brusure, s. [Brisobe.] A frac-

ture, a breaking of anything.

"Brusur for brutur, eye for eye."— Wicliffe: Lerit.

xxiv. 20.

•brut, v.i. [Fr. brouter; O. Fr. brouster.]

[Browze.] To browze, graze. (Evelyn.)
(Webster.)

•bru'-ta, s. [Lat. bruta, n. pi. of adj. brutus
= (1) heavy, unwieldy ; (2) dull, stupid, also
irrational.]

Zool. ; Limueus's name for the second of his
seven orders of the class Mammalia. He in-

cludes under it the genera Elephas, Triche-
chus, Bradypus, Myrmecophaga, Mania, and
Dasypus.

hru-tag, *bre-tage, s. [Fr. breteche.]

A parapet of a wall, a rampart.
" Trwe tulkkea in tuures tended wyth-inne.
In bigge brutage of borde. bulde on tliu walles."

Zar. Eng. Ailit. Poems (ed. Morris) ; Cleanliest, 1,189-90.

bru -tal, * bru'-tall, a. [In Dan., Ger., Fr.
and Port, brutal; Sp. brutal; Ital. brutule =
fierce ; all from Lat. bruins.) [Bruta.]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to the inferior animals.
"To me so friendly grown above the rest
Of brufal kiud . .

."—Milton: P. L., bk. ix.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Of persons: Having a disposition like
that of the inferior animals.

(a) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

(b) Spec; Fierce, cruel.
I Brutality.]

" By brutal Marius and keen Sylia first."

Thomson : Libert]/, pt- Hi.

(2) Of character, action, or conduct : Charac-
teristic, or which might have been expected
from brutes rather than from men ; resulting
from ungoverned passion or appetite.

(3) Of the manners: Unrefined.
'* His brutal manners fiam his breast exO/d."

Dryden : Cymon and Iphigenia, 218-19.
" Bee how the hall with brutal riot flows."

Thomson ; Liberty, pi. r. 160.

bru tal-ise, v.t. [Brutalize.]

tbru-tal-lam, *. [Eng. brutal; -ism. ~] Bru-
tality.

„/.F*°.m *he lowest brutalitm to the present degree
of civilization."—quarterly Review, xlv. 439.

bru tal'-I-ty, f. [From Fr. brutaliU. In Dan.
orutalitet; Ger. brutalitdt ; Sp. brutalidad;
Port, brutalidade ; ItaL brutalitd.]

1. The state of living like the lower animals.
>„"T ..

riqfc H [human nature] into the condition ofbrutality. —Adatson: Spectator, No. lie.

* 2. Irrationality, lack of intelligence.

Jl£ EV* 111 not maintain school* and universities,

3. Animal nature, sensuality.

TvTheAeHV£ *""***** - • of the court of Lewis.*.V. —John Morley : Voltaire (ed. 1886), p. 46.

i. Inhumanity, cruelty like that of the
brutes.

5. A savagely cruel action.
"The brutalUim that were ey.rjr d«T mmcted "—

Jokn Morhy : Did.ro!. li. sa«.
"* —own.

.bru-tAl-I-za-tioii, brn-til-I-^a'-tlon,
«• (Eng. brutalize); -atim.] The act of
making brutal; the state of being made brutal.

fcru'-tal-ize, bru'-tal-ije, v.t. & {. [Eng.
brutal; -ix ; Fr. brutalieer = to treat brutally.]
A. Trans. : To render brutal.

"
J'"""*"

I that a creature rational, and castin human would, should krutalite by choiceHi. nature Cncptr : Th. Talk, tt t
B. Intrans. : To become brutal

he mixed, In a kind of transport, with his
i their 1

. . . ... ....jeo., m a Kind ol transport, with hiscountrymen, brutalized with them in their habit sic!manners. —Additon.

brfi -tal-ized, bru'-tal-ised, pa. par. or o.
[Brutalize.] -r—t^ #-

bru -tal-iz-Ing, bru -tal is-ing, pr. par.,
«.,&*. [Brutalize.] -t -w r

A. & B. As pr. par. 4 particip. adj. : (See
the verb.) v

C. As substantive : Brutalization.

to-ft'-tal-ly; adv. [Eng. brutal; -ly.] In a
orutal manner; cruelly or indecently, as a

brute rather than a man might be expected to
do.

" Mrs. Bull aimed a knife at John, though John
threw a bottle at her head, very brutally Indeed."—
Arbuthnot.

brute, a.&s. [Fr. brut (m.)and brute (f.)(adj.>,

and brute (s.) ; Prov. brut; Sp., Port, & Ital.

brvto ; Lat. brutus = (1) heavy, unwieldy^ im-
movable, (2) dull, stupid

;

A* As adjective

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Inanimate, unconscious.
"... not the sons of brute earth, . . ."—Bentley.

(2) Pertaining to the inferior animals ; irra-
tional.

". . . whieti exalts
The brute creation to this finer thought*

Thomson: Seasons; Spring.

2. Fig. : Bestial ; resembliug the inferior
animals, or some of them.

(1) In violence or cruelty.
" Brute violence, and proud tyrannies: pow'r."

Milton.

(2) In inability to appreciate the higher
emotions ; unpolished.

" One whose brute feeling ne'er aspfres
Beyond his own more brute desires."

_ . _ Scott; Marmion, 1L 28.

B. As substantive:

1. Lit. : Any one of the inferior animals.
** Made nothing but a brute the slave of sense *

. C'owper : Progress of Error.
2. Figuratively :

(1) A man of coarse character, or deficient
in sense or culture ; an ignoramus.

"And get the brutes the power themsels.
To choose their herds."

Burns : The Twa Berdi.
" While brawny brutes in stupid wonder stare."

Byron : The Curse of Minerva.

(2) The brutal part of the nature.
"Again exalt the brute and sink the man."

Burns : Stanzas. ( The Prospect of Death.)

% Compound of obvious signification :

Brute-like,

* brute, a. [Bruit.]

* brute, v.t. [Bruit, v.]

" This, once br-uted through the army, filled them
all with heaviness."—Knolles.

* bru-tel, a. [Brittle.]

* bru tel nesse, s. [Brittleness.]

* bru'te-1^, adv. [Eng. brute; -ly.] Violently,
like a brute ; rudely, impetuously. (Milton.)

* bru-ten, v.t. [From A.S. brytan = to break,
breotan = to bruise, to break ; Sw. bryta

;

Dan. bryde.] To break to pieces.
"... setten al on fure

And do bruten alle the burues, that l>e now theMnne."
milium afPalerne, 8.7&M0.

* bru tc-ness, *. [Eng. brute; -ness.] Bru-
tality.

" Thou dotard vile.
That with thy bruteness sheudst thy comely age."

Spenser: P. Q„ IL VW. U.

bru-ti f I -ca'-tlon, s. [Brutify.]

1. The act or process of brutifying.

2. Brutal or degraded condition. (N.E,D.)

t brut'-I-f!y% v.t. [Lat. brutus ; i connective

;

and facio m to make.] To make brutal.
"Hopeless slavery effectually brutifies the intellect-"—J. 8. MUi : Polit. Boon. (ed. 18*8). VoL L. bk. it, ch.

v.. 1 2, p. 396.

* bra-til, a. [Brittle.]

bru't-Ish,a. [Eng. brut(e); -ish.]

1. Pertaining to the inferior animals ; animal,
bestial

" Osiris. Tsia, Orus, and their train.
With monstrous sliapes and sorceries abus'd
Fanatick Egypt, and hor priests to seek
Their wand ring gods disguis'd iu brutish forms.

"

Milton : p. L.

2. Resembling some, or the generality of
the inferior animals ; manifesting animal
rather than distinctively human character-
istics.

(1) In a coarse organisation leading to cruelty
or inhumanity : Rough, brutal, ferocious,
cruel, inhuman.

" Brutes, and brutish men, are commonly more able
to bear pain than others."—Grew.

(2) In the undue or unseasonable indulgence
of the appetites: Gross, carnal, indecent in
conduct.

" As sensual as the brutish sting itself."
8/iakesp. : As you Like it, 11. 7.

". . . he staggers to his table again, and there acts
over the same brutish scene."—South.

(3) In dullness or stupidity : Dull, stupid,

Everyman is brutish in bis knowledge"—Jer x. U,

(4) In absence of knowledge or refinement:
Ignorant, uncivilised.

"They were not so brutish, that they could be Ig-
norant to call u.>un the name of ttod."—Hooker.

t brut'-Ish-l^, adv. [Eng. brutish ; -ly.] In a
brutish manner, after the manner of a brute
rather than a man, with cruelty, indecency,
stupidity, or brutal ignorance.

**.... and afterwards are oarried bnttishly Into all
palpable impiety."—Bp. Ball Cont. Balden Calf.

t brut- ish-ness, *. [Eng. brutish; -ness.]
The quality of being brutal, resemblance to
the inferior animals in some marked respects

;

aniraaiity, brutality, savageness.
" All other courage, besides that, is not true vsJo'ir.

but brutishnets."-~iipraL

t brut -i?m. s. [Eng. brut(e); -ism.) Aqnallty
or the qualities or characteristics of a brute.

* brut-nen, v.t. [Britnkn.]

briitte, v.i. & t. [Browse, r.]

A. Intrans. : The same as browse (q.v.).
" What the goats so easily brutted upon."

Evelyn : Aoetaria, after sect tt.

B. Transitive :

44 The cow bruts the young wood." Gross.

* brut-tea, v. t. [A.S. bryttan ; O. IceL brytia
(Rob. Manning : Hist. Eng. (ed. Furnivali),
244, 10.) (Stratmann.).] To break.

*brut-tea-et,pa.par. [A.S. bryttan, bryttian;
Sw. bryta; Dan. bryde= to destroy ; A.S. brytst
= a fragment; Eng. brittle.] Destroyed, slain.
" The einperour entied in a wey euene to attele
To haue bruttenet that bur and the abate seththen,"

William of Palerne, 2u&-6.

brut'-tlhg, pr. par. & a [Brutte.J
A. As present participle : (See the verb.)

B. As substantive ; The act of browsing.
"Of all the foresters, this [liorn beam] preserve*

itself best from the bruttings of the deer."—Evelyn, L
vi. s.

bru'-tum ful men, a. [Latin. LiteraUy, a
senseless lightning-flash or " thunderbolt."]
A threat which has a formidable sound but
ends by doing no damage.

* brux-le, v.t. [Scand. brixla = to reprove,
reproach.] To upbraid, to reprove.

"Tbenne a wynde of goddez words efte the wyghs
bruxlez."

Ear. Eng. Adit. Poems{ed. Morris); Patience, 849.

* bruy -dale, s. [Bridal.]

*bruze, v.L [Bruise.] (Spenser; F. Q., III.

ix. 19.)

* briiz -zing, «. '[From Sw. brum = to roar

;

Dan. bruise = to roar, to foam ; Dut, bruisen
s= to foam, to snort.] The roaring of a bear,
the noise made by a bear. (Scotch.)

" Mioling of tygers, bruizing of bears, Ac."—Up*
quhart: Rabelais.

* brwk, v.t. [Brook, r.] (Scotch.)

*brwud, s. [Brand.] (Scotch.) (WaUaat,
viii. 1,052.)

bry -a, a. (Lat. brya ; Gr. ppvd (brua) « a
snrub—one of the tamarisks, Tamarix gallioa,

africana, or orientalis.]

Bot. : A genus of papilionaceous plants.
Brya Elenus is the Jamaica or West Indian
Ebony-tree. [Ebony.] The rough twiggy
branches are used for riding- whips. (Treas. of
Bot.)

bry-a'-c6~», s. pL tFrom Mod. Lat. 1

(q.v.); and fern. plur. adj. suffix -acece.}

Botany

:

1. Gen. : Urn-mosses, a natural order of
Muscals, distinguished by having the spore-
cases valveless, with an operculum without
elaters. In 1846 Lindley enumerated forty-four

genera and, with a query, 1,100 species as

belonging to the order. They are found in all

humid climates, but abound in the temperate
rather than in the polar regions. LBryum.]

2. Spec. : A large group of acrocarpous
mosses having a double row of teeth, the
inner united at the base by a common plicate
membrane. It constitutes part of the order
BryacesB. [No. 1.] (Zreoa, of Bot.)

* brybe, v. & a [Bribe.]

boH, boy; pout, jovvi; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $hls; sin, as ; expect,
-olaa, -tlan = shao. -tiou, sion = shun ; -floo, -$ion k ahun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus.

Xenophoo, exist, -ins,

pie, -tie, &c. m pel, tel.
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* bryche, a. [AS. bryce = liable to break.]
Frail, vain (GreiT*), reduced, poor {Morris &
Skeat).

" Now y* Pers bycome bryche.
That «r wu both? stoute and ryche."

Robert of Brunne, 5,821-21

*bryd, *brydde,s. [Bird.] (Prompt. Parv.,

etc.)

* bryde, s. [Bride.] (Chancer: C. T. t 9,764.)

* bryde-lyme, $. [Birdume.]

* bry-del-yn, v.t [Bridle, v.]

* bry -dille, * bry'-dyUe, s. [Bridle, *.]

(Prompt Parv.)

* bryge, *. [Brigue.] Debate, contention.

"Bryge, or debate {bryggyng, K.) Briga, ditcentio."
Prompt. Par*.

* brygge, «. [Bridge.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* bryg-gyng, *. [Brigue.] Debate, conten-
tion. (See example under bryge.)

* brygilt, * bryghte, * bryht, a. [Bright.]
(Prompt. Parv., dc.)

* taryghte-swerde, *. A bright sword.
" Bryghte-ncenle. Bptenaona."—Prompt. Parv.

* toy-go^r** s. [Low Lat brigosus = quarel-
some ; briga — quarrel, contention.]

" Brygotot, or debate-makar. Brigotut.'—Prompt,
Parv.

* bry-Syr-dyll, « breke-gyr-dle, s. [O.

Eng. & Scotch breek — breeches ; and gyrdle

m a girdle.] A girdle round the middle of the
body.

BrygyrdyU. Lumbare. renal*."—Prompt. Parv.

* bryl-laro, *. [From O. Eng. bryUyn (q.v.) ;

and O. Eng. suffix -are = -er. ] One who drinks
to a person's health, or who gives a toast.

" Bryllare of drynke, or scnenkare Idrinkshankere,
P.) Propinmtor, proptnatrix."—Prompt. Parv.

•bryl-lyn, v.t [From A.S. byrlian = to

drink ; byrle — a cup-bearer.] To give a toast,

to drink to one's health.

" Bryllyri, or Khenk drynke. Propino."—Prompt.
Parv.

1 oryl-lynge, pr. par. & *. [Brylltn.]
" Bryllyng* of drynke (ol ale, K.) Propinaeio."—

Prompt. Parv.

* bry-lo'ck, «. [Gael, braoilag, breigh'lac]

The whortleberry, or Vaccinium vitis idaea.

(Scotch.)

" Here alto are everocks, resembling a strawberry,
and brylockt, like a red currant, but ao or."—Paper*
Antiq. Soc. SootL, i. 7L

* bryrn, * bryme, a. [Brim (2), a.]

" Brym, or fere. Peru*, ferox."—Prompt. Parv.

* brym-ble, * brym-byll, *. [Bramble.]
(Huloet) (Prompt. Parv.)

*brjrm'-ly\ adv. [O. Eng. brim; and Eng.
suffix -ly.\ Fiercely, keenly. (Wall., vii. 995.)

* brymme, a. & adv. [Brim, a. & adv.]
" Ther were, and alao thisteles thikke.
And breres brymme for to prlkke."

The ftomaunt of (he Bote.

* brymme, ». [Brim.] A flood, a river.

" A balgb bergb bi a bruke the brymme bysyde."
Sir Qate.. 2,11*.

•bryn, *brln, *birn, v.t [Burn, v.} To
burn.

" And gert hit men bryn all Bowchane
Fra end till end. and sparyt uaue.

"

Barbour, iz. 29ft.

* bryne (1), «. [Brine, *.]
" Bryneat aalt Saltugo, Catb. C.F."

—

Prompt. Parv.

* bryne (2), *. [Sw. bryn = brim, edge, sur-

face ; O. I eel. br&n (sing.) ; brynn (plur.).]

" Bryne, or brow of tbe eye. SupercMum,"—Prompt.

Parv.

* bryng, * brynge, bryng-en, * bryng-
yn, *.(. [Bring, v.] (Prompt. Parv., Chaucer,

•bryng-are, «. [Brinoer.]
*' Bryngare. Allator, lator.'—Prompt. Parv.

* bryuke, 5. [Brink.]

* brynne, *. [Bran.]
" Brynne of corn, K. Cantabrum, furfur."—Prompt.

Parv.

* bryn-ston, * bryn stane, * brynt-
Stane, 5. [Sw. braensten.] [Brimstone.]

"Quhill all inuiroun rek.it lyke brynt-ttane."
Doug. : Virgil, 62, 14

* bryn-ye, ». [Brene, Birnie.]

* bryn-yede, a. [Brenyede.]

bry-ol'-o-glst, *. [From Gr. fovov (bruon)
a kind of mossy seaweed ; Aoyoc (logos) = a
discourse ; and suffix -tit.] One who makes
a special study of mosses.

bry-ol'-o-gy, s. [From Gr. /3pvoi- (bruon) = a
kind of mossy seaweed, and Aoyoc (logos) — dis-

course.] The department of botany which
treats of the mosses specially.

bry'-in-jf (Eng.), bry-dn'-I-a (Lat.) s. [In

Dut. & Fr. bryone ; Ital. brionia ; Lat- bry-

onia; Gr. Bpvtovla (bruonia), ppvutvn (bruone),

^pvtti (bruo) = to be full of, to swell or teem
with.]

L Of the form bryony :

1. Ord. Lang. : A plant, Bryonia dioica,

which grows in England. It has a large root,

white and branched. Its stem is long and
weak, with tendrils which enable it readily to
cling to bushes in the hedges and thickets
where it grows. The inflorescence consists of
short axillary racemes of whitish dioecious
flowers with green veins. The berries are red.

The plant abounds in a fetid and acrid juice.

2. Bot. : The English name of the genus
Bryonia. [II.]

IX Of the form bryonia :

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Cucurbitacea* (Cucurbits). (For Bryonia
dioica, the Red-berried Bryony, see I. 1.) B.
alba, or Black-berried Bryony, which grows
on the continent of Europe, is by some be-

lieved to be only a variety of the dioica.

Several other species are fouud in he East
Indian peninsula.

•f (1) Black Bryony : Two plants

—

(a) Tamus communis. (Prior.)

t (b) Actcea spicata. (Lyte.)

(2) Red Bryony: Bryonia dioica. (byte.)

(Prior.)

(3) White Bryony: Bryonia dioica. (Lyte.)

(Prior.)

ITT- Of both forms. Pharm. : An eclectic

medicine used quite extensively in this country,

•specially by homoeopathic practitioners.

fcry-O^-phyl'-lfim, s. [Gr. 3pv«n (bru6)= to

be fulfof, to swell, to burst forth, and <t>v\kov

( phullon) = leaf. So named because if the

leaves are laid upon damp earth they will put
forth roots and grow.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the

order Crassulaceae (HouseleeksX There are

eight stamina and four ovaries. Bryophyllum
calycinum, the Large-cupped Bryophyllum,

has succulent, oval, crenate leaves, and long,

pendulous, cylindrical flowers. Its native

country is the East Indies, whence it has been
carried to other places. In Bermuda, where

it is naturalised and grows abundantly, it is

called Life-plant.

bry-o-zd'-a, *. [Gr. ppvov (bruon) = moss,

and fcioi' (zoon) — animal ]

Zool. : The name given by Ehrenberg to a

class of molluscoid animals, the peculiarities

of which had been previously observed by Mr.
J. V. Thompson, who had called them Polyzoa
(q.v.).

bry-o-zd'-oji, s. [Bryozoa.]

Zool. : Any species belonging to the class

Bryozoa (q. v.)

" bryr'-Ie (yr as ir), *. [A.S. bryrdan = to
prick, goad, infuriate (?).] Madness. (Scotch.)

IT IajJc bryrie : Equivalent to the vulgar
phrase, " like daft"

" For if I open wp ray anger anea—
My tongue la lyk the lyona ; vhair it lika.

It brings the flesh, lyk bryrie, fra the banea."
Montgomery : Poem*, p. M. {Jamieton.)

* bryste, v.t [Burst, v.]

* brys'-tylle, s. [Bristle.]

"Bryttytle, or bnutylle (baratyll. P.). Seta."—
Prompt. Parv.

* bry«-yde, o. [A.S. brysan.] [Bruise, *.]

" Brytyde (briated, P.X Quaetatue, contunu,"—
Prompt. Parv.

bry -taaque, *. [From O* Fr. britask = a
fortress with battlements (Kelham); "a port

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

or portall of defence on the rampire or wali
of a town." (Cotgrave).'] A battlement.

" And the brytatouet on the tour an heye . .
.*

Mr Ferumbrat led. Heritage), i>. 105, 1. 8,81a,

* bryt-tene, . bryt-tyne, v.t. [Britneb.j

* bryt'-tlyuge, pr. par. [A.S. bryttan = to
break ; Sw. bryta ; Dan. bryde.] Breaking up,
cutting up.
" To the qayrry then the perse went to ae the bryt-

tlynge off the deare.'' Chevy Chat*.

bry'-um, s. [Gr. ppvov (bruon) = a kind ol

mossy seaweed.]

Bot : A genus of mosses, the typical one ol

the family Bryacese (q.v.). Many species are

found in Britain.

* bry'-E*5, *. [Brize, Breeze.]

^ For omitted words commencing * bry- see

the spelling 6H-.

bu, bue, v.i. [From the sound.] To emit the
sound which a calf does. (Scotch.)

bu, boo, s. [From Wei. bo = a scarecrow.]

1. A sound meant to excite terror. (Scotch.)

" Boo is a word that's used tn the North of Scotland
to frighten crying children.'—Pretbyterian Eloquence,
p. 188.

2. A bugbear, an object of terror. (Pres-

byterian Eloquence, p. 138.)

bu-kow, s. [From bu, and Scotch kow,
cow = a goblin.]

1. Gen. : Anything frightful, as a scarecrow.

2. Spec. : A hobgoblin. (Scotch.)

bu-mau, s. A goblin, the devil. (Scotch.)

[Bu-kow.]

bu at, boo-it, bou-at, bow-at (Scotch),

bow ct (2), bow-ett, *. [Fr. boete = %

box; Low Lat. boieta.] A hand-lantern.
*' Bowett or lanterne. Lucerna, tanterna,"—Prompt

Parv.

M'Farlane's buat : The moon.
" He muttered a Gaelic curse upon the unseasonable

splendour of H'Farlane'a buat. '—Scott : WaverUy, ch.

xxxviil.

bub (1), bob, «. [Prob. onomatopoeic, and

intended to imitate the sound of a dull blow.]

A blast, a gust of severe weather.
" Ane blnsterand bub. out fra the north braying,

Gan ouer the foreschip in the lelt sail ding."
Doug. : Virgil, 16, li.

*bub(2), a. [Etymology doubtful. Probably

connected with bubble, from the bubbling

or foaming of the liquor.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A caut term for strong malt

liquor.

He loves cheap port, and double bub.

And settles lu the humdrum club." Prior.

2. Distilling: A substitute for yeast, em-

ployed by the distiller. It is prepared by

mixing meal or flour with a little yeast in a

quantity of warm wort and water. (Knight.)

*bub, v.t. [A contracted form of bubble(q. v. >]
To bubble, throw up bubbles, foam.

" Rode Acheron, a loathsome lake to tell.

That bolls and bubs up swelth as black as hell.

BackviUe : Induct. Mir. for Magttfratet

bu'-bal-ine, a. [From Mod. Lat bubalut

(q.vj, and Eng. sutfix -inc.]

1. Pertaining or relating to the buffalo

(q.v.)-

2. Noting certain bovine antelopes, esp.

AUlaphus bubalis, and its allies (A. cuama, tin

hartbeest, and A. albifrons, the blesbok),

• bu-balle, *. [Lat. bubalus.] An ox. (Doug-

las.)

bu'-bal-us,
(boulJalos) — 1

t Zool. : A genus of Bovidee (Oxen), to which

belong (Bubalus butxdis) the Common Buffalo

and (Bubalus Cafftr) the Cape Buffalo.

bub ble, s. [Sw. bubbla ; Dan. bobU ;
Dut

bobbel - a bubble ; bobbelen = to bubble ;
Uer.

bubbeln, poppeln.]

L Ordinary language

:

1. Lit. : A small bladder or vesicle of water

filled with air.

2. Figuratively:

1 1. Anything unsubstantial or unreal
;
»

false or empty show; mere emptiness.

" Seeking the bubble reputation.

,. [Lat. Imbalut; Gr. povfa*<*

1 kind of African stag or gazelle-]

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,

Syrian. «e, oe = e. ey = ». <m = aw.
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"At Manhood'* touch the bubble bunt."
Scott 1 liokeby, r. IS.

f2. A cheat, a frand, a swindling project
" Id truth, of all the ten thousand bubble* of which

history has preserved the memory, none was ever more
skilfully purled into existence. —Macaulay : Bitt.

£ng . ch. xxlv.

* 3. A person cheated or victimised by some
swindling speculation ; a gull.

" Cease, dearest mother, cease to chide

;

Gany's a cheat, and I'm a bubble." Prior.

*IL Levelling: The bubble of air in the
glass spirit-tube of a level.

bubble and squeak, 5. A mixture of
meat, greens, and potatoes, which have been
already cooked, fried up together.

bubble company, s. A sham company
promoted for purposes of fraud and cheating.

" Bubble-companif* for trading with the antipodes
have been the rage before."—Edinburgh Review, Jan.
1865, p. 331.

bubble-shells, s. pi. A name for the
•hells of the family Bullidse (q.v.).

bubble-trier, 5. An instrument for
testing the delicacy and accuracy of the tubes
for holding the spirit in levelling-instruments.

bub -ble, v.i. k t. [Bubble, s.}

A* Intransitive;

L Literally : To rise up in bubbles.
" The same spring; Buffers at tome times a very

manifest remission of its heat, at others as manifest
an increase of it ; yea, sometimes to that excess, as to
make It boil and bubble with extreme heat"— Wood-
ward.

•J To bubbU and greet: To cry, to weep.
Spec., if conjoined, with an effusion of mucus
from the nostrils. (Scotch.)

"John Knox—left her [Q. Mary] bubbling and greet-
ing."— Walker : Remark. Pauaget, p. 60.

IX Figuratively:

1. To run along with a gentle gurgling noise.
" Mot bubbling fountains to the thirsty swain."

Pope: Pastorale; Autumn, iS.

* 2. To make a gurgling or warbling sound.
"At mine ears

Bubbled the nightingale." Tennyton.

* B. Transitive

:

Fig. : To cheat, swindle.
" Tis no news that Tom Double
The nation should bubble."

Swift: Ballad.

bub -bier, 5. [Eng. bubble); -er.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. ; A cheat, a swindler.
*.... the great ones of this part of the world

;

above all the Jews, jobbers, bubblert, subscribers, pro-
jectors, directors, governors, treasurers, etc etc. etc. in
taecula taeculorum."—Pope : Letter to Digbg (1720).

2. Ichthyol. : Aplidonotus grunniens, from
the Ohio river ; named from the peculiar noise
it makes.

bub'-bling, * bub-blyng, * byb-blyng,
pr. par., a., & s. [Bubble, v.]

A. & B. As present participle £ participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

*' The crystal treasures of the liquid world.
Through the stirr'd sands a bubbling passage burst."

Thornton : Autumn.
C. As substantive

:

1. The act of making a gurgling noise.

*2. The act of dabbling in the water.

"Bubbling or bybblyng in water, as duckes do.
Jmphibolue?'—Buioet. ( Wright.)

-bub'-bly, a. [Eng. bubble); -(02/0 Eull of
bubbles.

"They would no more lire under the yoke of the
tea, or have their heads washed with this bubbly
pume."—Naihe: Lenten Stuffe (1596), p. 8.

bub -bly-Jock, «. [From bubble, v., II. 2, and
Jock, vulgar name for John.] The vulgar
name for a turkey-cock. (Scotch.)

• bub-by (1), *. [Cf. Provinc. Ger. biibe ; O.
Vr.poupe; Yrov.popa; Ital. poppa= a woman's
breast, a teat (Mahn).~\ A woman's breast.
{Vulgar.)

t bub'-b^ (2), *. [A corruption of brother. ]

Brother. A word applied to small boys.
(Colloquial.) (American.) (Goodrich £ Porter.)

bu'-bo (1), «. [In Pr. & Sp. bubon; Port.
bubao; ital. bubbone; Low Lat. bubo; Gr.
flov&uiv (bonbon) = the groin.]

Med.: Hardening and induration of lymph-
atic glands, generally the inguinal, as in
the Oriental or Levantine plague, syphilis,
gonorrhoea, &c

bu'-bo (2), 5. [From Lat. bubo, genit. bubonis
— an owl, specially the long-horned owl (Strix

bubo) (Linnams). Cf. Gr. Bvas (buas), J3v£a
(buza) = the eagle-owl.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds belonging to the
family Strigidas, or Owls. They have a small
ear aperture, two large feathered tufts like

horns on the sides of the head, and the legs
feathered to the toes. Bubo maximus is the
Eagle Owl, or Great Owl. It occurs in Britain
and on the continent of Europe. The corre-
sponding American species is Bubo virgini-
anus.

bu bon, s. [In Fr., Sp., & Ital. bubon ; from
Lat. bubonium ; Gr. 0ou/3(oetoe (boubdnion) =
a plant, Aster atticus, useful against a /3ov/fW
fboubon)= a swelling in the groin. This,
however, has no affinity to the botanical genus
bubon.]

Bot. : A genus of umbelliferous plants from
Southern Europe, the Cape of Good Hope,
and elsewhere. B. galbanum. furnishes the
drug called by that name. [Galbanum.] In
parts of the East B. macedonicum is put
among clothes to imbue them with scent.

bu-bon'-ic, a. [From Gr. 0ov/W (boubSn) =
... a bubo, and Eng. stiff, -ic] Of which
buboes or swellings are a feature.

% Bubonic Plague. [Plaque.]

bu bo-ni nae, s. pi, [From Lat, bubo, genit.
bubonis, and pi. fern, stiff, -inos.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Strigidae (Owls).
It contains the Horned Owls. [Bubo.]

bu bon'-o-cSle, s. [Gr. povpvvoKi)\Ti (bou-

bonokele) ; from fiovftev (boubon) = the groin,
and ktjAtj (kele) = a tumour.]

Med. : Incomplete inguinal hernia, or rup-
ture.

bu-bro'-ma, s. [Gr. 0ov? (bous) = an ox ;

fSpiafta (broma) = food, as if producing food fit

for cattie.]

Botany : Bastard cedar. A genus of plants
belonging to the order Byttneriaceae (Bytt-
neriads). B. guazuma is the Elm-leaved
Bastard Cedar. [Bastard Cedar.]

* bu'-buk-le, s. [Corrupted from Eng., &c.
bu(bo), and (car)bu(n)cle. ] A red pimple.

" His face Is all bubuklet, and whelks and knobs,"

—

Shakesp. : Ben. V., ill A.

bu -car-a man -glte, s. [From Bucara-
manga, where it was found,]

Min. .* A resin resembling amber in its pale-
yellow colour ; sp. gr. about 1. Composition :

Carbon, 82*7
; hydrogen, 10*8 ; oxygen, 6'5

100.

buc -cal, a. [In Fr. buccal ; Port, bocal. From
Lat. bucca = the cheek when puffed out by
speaking, eating, &c. ]

Anat. : Pertaining to the cheek.

*fl (1) Buccal artery : A branch of the in-

ternal maxillary artery.

(2) Buccal glands : Small glands situated
under the cheek, which secrete saliva.

buc-can-eer', bu can ecr', bu-can-icr

,

8. [In Dut. boekaneer; Fr. boucanier = a buc-
caneer ; Fr. boucaner — to cure flesh or fish

by smoking it From Caribbee Indian boucan
= flesh or fish thus prepared.]

* 1. Gen.: The name given in the West Indies
to any one who cured flesh or fish in the way-
described in the etymology. This was done
continually by the men describedftinder 2.

2. Spec. : An order of men, not quite pirates,

yet with decidedly piratical tendencies, who,
for nearly two hundred years, infested the
Spanish main and the adjacent regions. A
bull of Pope Alexander VI., issued in 149:*,

having granted to Spain all lands which might
be discovered west of the Azores, the Spaniards
thought that they possessed a monopoly of all

countries in the New World, and that they
had a right to seize, and even put to death,
all interlopers into their wide domain. Enter-
prising mariners belonging to other nations,
and especially those of England and France,
naturally looked at the case from quite an
opposite point of view, and considered them-
selves at liberty to push their fortunes within
the prohibited regions. Being cruelly treated,

when taken, by the Spaniards, their comrades
made reprisals, and a state of war was es-

tablished between the Spanish governments
in the New World and the adventurers from

the old, which continued even when the
nations from which they were drawn were av
peace in Europe. The association of bucca-
neers began about 1524, and continued till

after the English revolution of 1688, when the
French attacked the English in the West
Indies, and the buccaneers of the two coun-
tries, who had hitherto been friends, took
different sides, and were separated for ever.
Thus weakened, they began to be suppressed
between 1697 and 1701, and soon afterwards
ceased to exist, pirates of the normal type
to a certain extent taking their place. The
buccaneers were also called "filibustiers," or
" filibusters"—a term which was revived about
the middle of the nineteenth century in con-

* nection with the adventures of " General

"

Walker in Spanish America. [Filibuster.]

buc can ecr , buc-an-eer', v.i. [From
Eng.,* &c, buccaneer, *s. (q.v.)J To act the
part of a buccaneer ; to be a more respectable
pirate.

buccaneer ing, buc-an-eer -ing, pr.

par., It., & s, [Buccaneer, *.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. & partic. adj. : (See the
verb.)

C. As substantive

:

L The act of doing as the historical bucca-
neers did. [Buccaneer, *.]

2. The act of committing semi-piracy, or
piracy outright.

t buc-cel la'-tion, s. [In Fr. buccellation ;

from Lat. buccella, buccea m a small mouthful,
a morsel ; bucca = cheeks, mouthful.] The
act of breaking into large pieces.

t biic'-cin-al, a. [From Lat. bucdna = a
crooked horn or trumpet, as distinguished
from tuba = a straight one.]

1. Shaped like a trumpet, (Ogilvie.)

2. Sounding like a horn or trumpet. (Christ-

ian Observer.) (Worcester.)

buc -cm a-tor, *. & a. [In Fr. buccinateur.
From Lat. buccinator = one who blows the
trumpet ; buccino — to blow the trumpet

;

buccina = a crooked horn or trumpet.] [Buo
CINAL.]

A. As substantive

:

Anat. : The trumpeter's muscle, one of the
maxillary group of muscles of the cheek.
They are the active agents in mastication, and
are beautifully adapted for it. The buccinator
circumscribes the cavity of the mouth, and
aided by the tongue keeps tho food under the
pressure of the teeth ; it also helps to shorten
the pharynx from before backwards, and thus
assists in deglutition.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to or analogous
to a trumpeter.

•ff
Buccinator muscle : The same as A. (q.v.),

buc-cin'-I-dfle, «. pi [From Mod. Lat. buc-

cinum = a whelk (q.v.)t and plur. adj. suffix

-idee.]

Zool. : A family of molluscs belonging to
the order Prosobranchiata, and tho section
Siphonostomata. They constitute part of
Cuvier's Buccinoida. They have the shell

notched in front, or with the canal abruptly
reflected so as to produce a varix on the
front of the shell. The leading genera are
Buccinum Terebra, Eburna, Nassa Purpura,
Cassis, Dolium, Harpa, and Oliva, Many are

British.

buc'-cin-um, s. [From Lat. buccino.] [Buc-
CINAL.]

1, Zool. : The typical genus of the family
Buccinidse (q.v.). In English they are called

Whelks, which are not to be confounded with
the Periwinkle, also sometimes called whelka.

Buccinum undatum is the Common Whelk.
There are several other European species. Tha
Scotch call them buckles. (Buckv.]

2. Palaont. : Species of the genus exist in

the cretaceous rocks, but it is essentially

tertiary and recent.

buc'-co, s. [From Lat. bucco =e one who has

distended cheeks.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the family
Bucconidse, or the sub-family Bucconinss
(q.v.). They belong to the Old World, though
closely analogous genera are in the New.

buc-cdn'-I-dco, s. pi. [From Mod Lat. bucca

(q.v.) ; and fem. plur. adj. suffix -idos.]

bfiil, bolh pout, j6\W; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t

-elan, -ttan - shan, -tion, -sion - shun ; -tion, -sion m zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, && m bel, deL



*42 buoconinse—bucket

Ornith. : A family of birds, sometimes called
from the stiff bristles around their bills
Barl>ets, and sometimes denominated Puff-
birds, from the puffed out plumage. They
have been placed as a sub-family Bucconinse,
under the family Picid* (Woodpeckers), as
a sub-family of Alredinidre, and as a family
under the order Scansores. The genus called
Bucco by Linnaeus and Cuvier is the same
as Capito of Vieillot. [Bakret (1).]

bio-co ni-nre, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. bucco,
gen it. buccon(is) ; and fern. plur. adj. suffix
incr.)

Ornith. : A sub-family of Bucconidse (q.v.).

bu-ceT-las, s. [From Bueellas, a Portuguese
village fourteen miles north of Lisbon.] A
white wine, somewhat resembling a hock, the
produce of a peculiar kind of vine cultivated
in Portugal. A genuine Bucellas should
contain not more than 26 per cent of proof
spirit

bu-cen'-taur, s. [Ital. bucentoro, of unknown
etym., generally said to be from Gr. Bovs (bous)
= an ox, and xivravpoq (kentauros) = a cen-
taur (q.v.). Neither * 0oi>«eVravooc, nor the
monster, half man and half bull, supposed
to be signified by it, is found in Greek
mythology.)

Hist. : The state barge of Venice, in which
the Doge, on Ascension Day, wedded the
Adriatic by dropping a ring into the water.
The last Bucenlaur, built early in the eighteenth
century, was burnt by the French in 1798, but
some portions are preserved in the Arsenal.

bu ceph-a lus, s. [Gr. 0ou*e'4>aAoc (bou-

kepfialos) = having a head like an ox. An
epithet applied to the steed of Alexander the
Great]

1. A humorous name for a saddle-horse.

2. Biol. : A pseudo-genus of Trematodes,
founded on the larval stage of certain flukes.

bu-cer'-i-dw, s. pi [Bucerotidjs.]

fou'-cer-os, s. [Lat. bucerus; Gr. BovKtpute

(bmikeros) = having the horns of a bullock, ox-
.horned : 0ous (bous) = an ox, and Kepas (keras)= a horn.]

Ornith. : Hombills, the typical genus of the
family Bucerotidse, or Buceridse (q.v.X The
best known species is Buceros galeatus.

Tra-cer-St'-l'-dje, bu-^Sr'-i-clw, s. pi
[From Lat •buceros, and fem. pi. adj. suff.
-idm.]

Ornith. : Hombills, a family of conirostral
birds. They have a huge bill, surmounted by
a casque. The plumage is greenish black.
They are found in the tropics of the Old World,
and especially in the Atlantic and African
islands.

Bu chdn-a'-nl-a, s. {Named after Dr. Bu-
chanan Hamilton, a well-known Indian bo-
tanist]

Bot. : A genus of Anacardiacese (Anacards).
Buchanania latifolia is a large Indian tree,
the kernel of the nut of which is much
used in native confectionery. It abounds in
a bland oil. A black varnish is made from
the fruits. The unripe fruits of B. lancifolia
are eaten by the natives of India in their
curries.

buch -an-ites (eft guttural), s. pi [Named
after their founder.] An extraordinary sect
of fanatics, founded by one Lucky Buchan in
the west of Scotland in 1783. They appear to
have lived in the grossest immorality, and
they gradually diminished in number, the
last member of the sect dying in 1846.
(Chambers's Encyclopaedia.)

bu' -chdl-zite, s. [In Ger. bucholzU.}

Min. : A variety of nbrolite (q.vA It Is

from the Tyrol.

bucht (eft guttural), *. [Bought, *.] (Scotch.)
A bending, a fold, a pen in which ewes are
milked.

buchu, s. [Bucku.]

• buch y-ment, s. [From Fr. embuche ; O.
Fr. embusche, embosche = ambush, and Eng.
suff. -vient.] Ambush.

" Y leuede yond on a buchyment ; wtnwvns wonder
fate." air Ferumbras (ed. Herrtaffe), L 798.

bu'-cld-a, «. [From Gr. Bovc (bous) = an ox,

and eTSoc. (eidos) ~ form. So named because
the ripe fruit is shaped like the horn of an ox. ]

Bot. : Olive Bark-tree, a genus of plants
belonging to the order Santalacege (Sandal-
worts). Bucida buceros is the Jamaica Olive
Bark-tree, which grows in the island just
named in low swampy places, is an excellent
timber tree, and lias bark much valued for
tanning.

buck (1), s. [A.8. boc = a beech-tree ; IeeL &
Sw. bok; Dut. beuke ; Russ. buk; Ger.buche.]
[Beech.] A beech-tree. (Scotch.)

" There is in it also woodee of buck, and deir In
them.**—Drier, of the Kingdom* <tf Scotland*.

buck finch, s. One of the English names
for the chaffinch, Fringilla ccelebs.

buck (2), * bukke, s. [A.S. bucca = a he-
goat, a buck ; buc — a stag, a buck ; IceL
bukkr — a he-goat ; bokki = (1) a he-goat,
(2) a dandy ; Sw. bock ; Dan. bitk ; Dut. bok ;

(N. H.)Ger. bock; M. H. Ger.fcoc; O. H. Ger.
pock ; Low Lat. buceus ; Fr. bouc ; Prov.
boc ; Sp. boque ; Ital becco ; Arm. buch ; Corn.
byk ; Wei. bvjch, bouch; Ir. bochr poc; GaeL
boc, buic ; Hind, bakrd (m.), bam (t.) = a
goat ; Mahratta bukare (n.), bakara (mA bo-
*ori(f.).]

1. Lit. 0/ the inferior animals

:

(1) A he-goat [Bukke.]

(2) The male of the fallow deer.
" Bucks, soats, and the like, are said to be tripping

or saliant, that is, going or leaping."—Peacham.

(3) The male of various other mammals
more or less analogous to the foregoing. Spec ,

the male of the sheep, the hare, and the
rabbit (Used also attributively to denote
sex.)

" The same gentleman has bred rabbits for many
years, and has noticed that a far greater number of
bucks are produced than due*.'—Darwin ; The Descent
of Man, voL 1., pt. II.. ch. vlii., p. SOS.

(4) Used as a common name for the male
Indians of North and South America.

2. Fig. Of man : A gay, dashing young
fellow.

" Again, vert not thou, at one period of life, a Buck,
or Blood, or Macaroni."— Carlyle: Sartor Resartus,
bk. i„ ch. I x.

buck-jumper, s. A bucking horse.
[Buck (2), v.\

buck-nigger, s. A negro man. (BartUtt.)

buck's beard, s.

1. An unidentified plant (Mascal.)

2. A plant, Tragopogon pratense.

buck's horn, s. A name sometimes given
to the plant genus Rhus.

•buck (3), s. [Buik, Bouk, Bulk.) The
body, a carcase. (Scotch.)

" Sic derth is railt In the cuntrle that ane mutton
buck is deirar and far suriuotmtis the price of ane boll
o/ quheit."—Acts Ja. VI., IMS (ed. Mi}, p. 677.

buck (4), s. A a. [In Sw. byk; Dan. byg;
(N. H.) Ger. bauch, beuche; cog. with Gael.
buac = dung used in bleaching, the liquor In
which cloth is washed, linen in the first stage
of bleaching ; Ir. buac = lye. (Skeat.)

A* As substantive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The liquid in which linen is washed.
'• Buck 1 1 would I could wash myself of the buck 1 1

warrant y«u, buck ; and of the season too it shall
appear."—Skaketp. ; Merry Wives, UL a
2. The clothes washed in such a liquid.
"

. . . . she washes bucks here at home."—Shakesv. t
SBen.rr.,iv.% ^

•ff To beat a buck ; To beat clothes at the
wash. [Bucking.]

" If I were to beat a buck I can strike no harder."
Massinger : Virgin Martyr, lr. I.

TX Tech. Sawyer's "work and carpentry: A
frame of two crotches to hold a stick while
being cross-cut

B. At adj. : Pertaining to a buck in any of
the foregoing senses.

buck-basket, «. A basket to hold linen
about to l>e washed.

.," They coowed me Into a buck-basket."—Skaketp. ;
Merry Wives, III. ft.

*^

buck-board, s.

Vehicles : A plank bolted to the hind axle
and to a bolster on the fore axle, being a cheap
substitute for a bed-coupling and springs.
(Knight.)

buck-saw, 5.

Carp. : A frame saw with one extended bar
to form a handle,
and adapted to
a nearly vertical
motion in cross-
cutting wood
held by a saw-
buck. (Knight.)

buck-wag-
on, buck-
waggon, s.

Vehicles : A
rude waggon formed of a single board resting
on the axle-trees, and forming by its elas-
ticity a spring-seal for the driver. (KnightJ

* buck-washing, s. The act of washing
dirty linen, a laundry.

" You were best meddle with buck-washing.'—
Shakesp. : Merry Wives, UL 8.

buck (1), * bouk en, * buk ken, v.t. [In
Sw. byka ; Dan. byge ; (N. H.) Ger. bouchtm,
bduchen, beuchen ; O. Fr. buer,\ [Buck (4), *.)

I, Ordinary Language :

1. Literally : To wash clothes.
" Alas, a small matter bucks a handkerchief."

Puritan, Sh. Sup., ii. MO.

2. Figuratively : To soak or deluge with rain.
" Such plente of water that the grounde wae there-

with bucked and drowned. "—Pubgun : Citron., t ML

XL Mining ; To break or pulverise (ores).

buck (2), v.i. [From buck (2), a. (q.v.>J

L To copulate as bucks and does.

% To jump vertically off the ground, with
the head down and the feet close together.
(Said of horses.)

buck (3), v.i. [Bolkg, Belch.] To gurgle.

% To buck out: To make a gurgling noise
like that of liquids issuing from a straight-

necked bottle. (Jamieson.)

buck'-a-cy, buck'-a-sie, * buk ke-sy, *.

[From Fr. boccasin = a kind of fine buckram
resembling taffeta . . . callimanco. (Cot-

grave.)."]

Fabrics: A species of bnckram or callimanco.
*' Five quarters of buckacy, for a doublate to littill

Bell, 10s."—Acct. John Bishop of (jlasguto. Treasurer to

K. James UL, A. 1474.

buck bean, ' buck bane, * bog-bean,
s. [In Ger. backsbohne; Dut. bocksb
From Eng. hog, bean; but cf. Dan. bukke, Uad
m goat's leg.]

Ord. Lang. & Bot. : The English name of

Menyanthes, a genus of plants belonging to

the order Gentianaceee (Gentianworts). Spe-

cially the name of MeiiytuitJie* trifoliata, called

BUCKBEAN.
L Plant and flower. 3. Section of corolla,

also Marsh Trefoil, a British plant common in

boggy ground. It has densely-creeping and
matted roots, ternate leaves, and a compound
raceme or thyrse of white flowers, tipped

externally with red, and beautifully-fringed

within with white thread-like processes. An
infusion of its leaves is bitter, and is some-
times given in dropsy and rheumatism. In

Sweden two ounces of the leaves are sub-

stituted for a pound of hops. In Lapland tha

roots are occasionally powdered and eaten.

bucked, pa. par. [Buck (1 A 2), v.]

buck ct, * bok-et, s. & a. [A.S. buc = *
bucket, a flagon, a vessel or water-pot, •
pitcher ; Gael, bucaid. Cf. also Fr. baquet =
a tub, a washing-tub, a trough.] [Back.]

fi-te, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine s g», P«fci

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce — e ; ey = a. qu - kw*



bucket—buckler 7«

A. As substantive:

L Ord. Lang. : In the same sense as II. 1

<q.v).

XL Technically:

1. A vessel of wood, leather, or any suitable

material, provided with a handle, and adapted
for holding or carrying water or other liquid

or solid material, or being hauled up.

2. Water-wheels : The vane or float of a
water-wheel.

3. Hydraulic Engineering ; The scoop of a
dredging-machine, which has usually a hinged
bottom, closed while raising mud, and then
opened to deposit the load.

4. Naut. : A globe of hoops eovered with
canvas, used as a recall signal for whale-boats.
(Knight.)

B. As adjective : Pertaining to a bucket in
the foregoing senses.

bucket engine, s.

HydrauL Engineering : A series of buckets
attached to an endless chain, which runs over
sprocket wheels. It is designed to utilise a
stream of water which has a considerable fall

but only a moderate quantity of water.

bucket-hook, a. A device for holding a
bucket against a tree to catch maple sap.

bucket shop, s. An office for carrying
on speculations in grain on a small scale ; a
shop where betting is carried on.

bucket-valve* a
Steam-engines: The valve on the top of an

air-pump bucket.

bucket wheel, s.

HydrauL Engineering : A wheel over which
passes a rope having pots or buckets, which
dip into the water of the well and discharge
their contents at the surface.

buck'-et, v.L & t. (Bucket, a]

A. Transitive:

1. To dip up in buckets. (Often with out.)

2. To swindle. (Slang.)

8. To over-ride (as a horse).

B. Intrans. : To over-exert oneself. (Slang.)

buck'-et-iul, s. [Eng. bucket; -ful(l).'] As
much of anything as will fill a bucket.

buck-eye, 5. [Eng. buck, and eye.] The
American horse-chestnut, Msculus ohioticus.

buck-horn, s. [Buck's-hobn.]

buck-hound, s. [Eng. buck fl), s., and
hound.] A small variety of the hound used
for hunting bucks.

buck'-Ing, pr. par. t o., & #. (Buck (IX ".]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partvAp. adj. (See
the verb.)

C. As substantive :

* I. Ord. Lang. : The act of washing dirty
clothes. This was formerly done by beating
the clothes in water on a stone with a pole
flattened at the end. (Nares.)

" Here Is a basket, htmay creep In ben, and throw
fonl linen upon him, as if it were going to bucking."—
Shaketp. : Aier. Wieet, lii. a.

H Technically:

1. Bleaching : The act of soaking cloth In a
lye. This alternates with crofting, i.e., with
exposing the cloth on the grass to air and light.

2. Mining : The act of breaking up masses
of ore by means of hammers.

bucking-iron, s.

Mining : A massive hammer used In break-
ing up masses of ore.

bucking-keir, a. An apparatus for re-
moving the dirt and grease from linen or
cotton by boiling it with lime in a pan.

bucking-plate, a. The miner's table on
which ore is broken.

* bucking-stool, s. A washing-block.
**.

. . no bigger than a toad upon a bucking-stooL'—
Bayton : Notet on Don Quixote, 6k. UL, ch. UL

b&ok'-Ing, pr. par. [Buck (2), v.]

t buck'-lsh, a. [Eng. buck; -ish.] Pertaining
to a " buclc " in a figurative sense, that is, to
a gay and frivolous young man. (Grose.)

t buck -ism, s. [Eng. buck; -torn.] The
quality of a buck. (Smart.)

buck-land ite, s. [Named after the very
eminent geologist, Dean Buckland, who was
born at Axrniuster, in Devon, in 1784, was
reader in mineralogy, and in 1818 reader in

feology in Oxford University ; in 1818 became
'.R.S., was twice President of the Geological

Society, and died in 1856.]

Min. ; Two minerals

—

1. Bucklandite of Hermann: A variety of
Epidote.

2. Bucklandite of Levy : A variety of Allanite
(Dana), called Orthite in the British Museum
Catalogue. The former authority terms it

anhydrous Allanite. It is found at Arendal,
in Norway.

buck -le (1), * bocle, * bok-ele, * bek-
ille, * bok-ylle, • bo -cul, * bok-ulle, s.

[O. Fr. bode ; Ft. boucle = the boss of n shield,
a ring ; O. Sp. bloca ; from Low hat. bucula —
the boss of a shield ; a dimin. of bucca = the
cheek.] A link of metal, with a tongue or
catch, made to fasten one thing to another.

" Bode or boculle {bond, bokyll, or bocle). Plutcula."
—Prompt. Parv.

"Flfti bokeU* of bras."— Wydife; Exod, Xxxrl 18.

{Purvey.)

If From a very early period buckles have
been marks of honour and authority. [See
1 Mace. x. 89.]

"Ribands, buckle*, and other trifling articles of
apparel which he had worn, were treasured up as
precious relics by those who had fought under him at
eedgeinoor."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

% Compound of obvious signification

:

Buckle^maker.

buckle-chape, s.

Saddlery : The part by which the buckle is

secured to the band.

buckle-tongue, s. The tongue or catch
of a buckle.

biick'-le (2), s. [Buckle (2), v.]

L Literally:

I. A bend, a bow, a curl.

* 2. The state of the hair crisped and curled ;

a curl.
" The greatest beau was dressed in a flaxen periwig

;

the wearer of it goes in his own hair at home, and lets

his wig lie in buckle for a whole half year."—Spectator.

II. Fig. : A distorted expression.
** 'Gainst nature armed by gravity,
His features too in buckle see." Churchill.

biick'-le (1), * bok-el, * bok-el yn, v.t. £ i.

(Buckle (1), a.}

A. Transitive

;

L, Lit : To fasten with a buckle.

"Bokelyn, or spere wythe bokylle. Wuscwto."—
Prompt. Pare.
" Took from the nail on the wall his sword with its

scabbard of iron.
Buckled the 1'elt round his waist, and, frowning

fiercely, dei*rted."
Longfellow : Courtthip of Milet Standith* It.

IX Figuratively:

* L To confine.
** How brief the life of man

Runs his erring pilgrimage,
That the stretching of a span

Buckle* in his sum of age."
Shaketp. : At you Like it. Hi. 3.

*2, To join In battle.

"The lord Gray, captain of the men atarms, was for-
bidden to charge, until the foot of the avant$uard
were buckled with them in front."—Hay ward.

3. To join in matrimony. (Scotch.)
" Soon they loo'd, and soon ware buckled,
Kane took time to think and rue."

Macneilt : Poem*, i. 10.

B. Reflex.: To set one's self to do anything

;

to prepare to do anything. (A metaphor
taken from the buckling on of armour.)
" The Sarazin, this hearing, rose amain.
And, catching up in hast his three-square shield
And shining helmet, soone him buckled to the field."

Spenser : F. O,., I. vl 4L
C. Intransitive

;

1. To be joined in matrimony, to wed, to be
married. (Scotch.)

" May, though it is the sweetest month in a* the
year, is the only month that nobody in the north
country ever thinks o" buckling In."—Beg. Dalton, iii.

163.

** Is this an age to buckle with a bride T" Dryden.

2. To join in a contest with, to engage.
"In single combat thou shalt buckle with me."

Shaketp. : l Henry VI., 1 2.

3. To apply one's self to any work ; to set
to.

"This is to be done in children, by trying them,
when they are by laziness unbent, or by avocation
bent another way, and endeavouring to make them
buckle to the thing proposed."—Lorke.

H To buckle to : To be married, to wed.

** To her came a rewayl'd draggle,
Wha had bury'd wives anew,

Ask ii her in a manner legal.

Gin Bhe wadna bncktf
Train: Political Reverie*, p. 44

buckle the -beggars, s. One who
marries others in a clandestine and disorderly
manner. (Scotch.)

biick'-le (2), v.t. & t [Fr. boucler= to buckle,
to ring, to curl.]

A* Trans. : To bend, put out of shape,
crinkle up.

"Supposing, therefore, a ship to be plated on the
*rd Warden stj'-

it pierced and
muval (for repairs) of a mass weighing over seven tons.
that pierced and buckled a slab would compel the re

B. Intrans. : To bend, bow, get out of shape,
•* The wretch, whose fever-weaken'd Joints,

Like strengtliless hinges, buckle under life."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry IV., ii. L

buck' led (1), * boc 1yd, * bok eled,
* buo-lede, pa. par. & a. [Buckle (i), v.]

Fastened with a buckle.
"Boclyd as shone or bofys (bokelod, V.\ Plutcw

lotus."—Prompt. Parv.

"Now han they bucTede shoon."—P. Ploughman's
Crede (ed. SkeatJ, 595.

buck -led (2X pa. par. k a. [Buckle (2), t>.)

buckled-platea, s. pi.

Arch. : A form of iron plates for flooring,

having a slight convexity in the middle, and a
flat rim round the edge called the fillet They
are usually square or oblong, and are laid

upon iron beams or girders, the convexity
being placed upward.

buck'-ler (1), s. [Buckle, v.} One wh»
buckles.

buck'-ler (2), *boo-el-er, *bok-el-oiy
* bOO-ler, s. [0. Fr. bocler; Fr. bouclier, so-

named from the bocle or boss in its centre,]

I, Ordinary Language: A kind of shield,
anciently made of wicker-work, and covered
with skin or leather.

m With good swerd and with bocler by her side."
Caaueer.- C. T., 4.0M.

" One laced the helm, another held the lance

;

A third the shining buckler did advance."
Dryden : The Pablet ; Palamon and A rcite, bk. 11L

IT 1- To give the bucklers, to yield thebudklerm!.

To yield.
"I give thee the bucklert,"

Shaketp. : Much Ado, V. &
2. To lay down the bucklers : To cease to'

contend.
"If you lay dovm the bucklert, yon lose the victory.

Every Woman in her Humour.

3. To take up the bucklers : To contend.
" Charge one of them to take up the bucklert
Against that hair-monger Horace."

Decker : Sattromattlx.

XL Technically:

1. The hard protective covering of some
animals, e.g., of the armadillo, turtles, and
some crustaceans, and esp. of the head plates

of Ganoids, and of the anterior segment of the

shell in Trilobites.

2. Nautical:

(1) Plur. : Two blocks of wood fitted to-

gether to stop the hawse-holes, leaving only

sufficient space for the cable to pass through,

thereby preventing the vessel from taking in

much water in a heavy head-sea. They are

also called riding or blind bucklers.

(2) Sing.: The lower half of a divided port
lid, or shutter.

J Compounds of obvious signification:

Buckler-head, buckler-headed.

buckler-beak, *.

PaUeont. : A name sometimes given to a fish

which has a beak-shaped upper iaw. It is a
Jurassic Ganoid, allied to Lepidosteus, but
having a homocercal tail.

boll, bo^; po'ut, j6wl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, a*}; expect. Xenophon, ovist. -Ing.

-elan, -tlan = ahan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -sion = xhuxu -tious, -sious, -olous m shus. -ble, -le, &c. bel, ol*
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buckler fern, buckler-fern, s.

Bot. : A modern book-name for the fern-
gen its Lastrea.

buckler-mustard, s. The English name
of Biscutella, a genus of cruciferous plants.

They are small annual or perennial hispid
plants, with bright yellow flowers of no great
size. [Biscutella.]

buckler shaped, a.

Bot. : Of the appearance of a small round
buckler. The term is akin in meaning to lens-

formed, but differs in implying that there is

an elevated rim or border.

buckler-thorn, s. A plant, the same as
Christ's-thorn (Paliurus aculeatus).

buck'-ler, v.t. [From buckler, s. (q.v.).] To
defend as with a buckler. (Lit. kfig.).

" 111 buckler thee against a million."
Shakesp. : Tnm. of Shrew, ill. 2.

•* Can Oxford, that did ever fence the right.
Now buckler falsehood with a pedigree ?

Shakesp.: 3 Ben. VI., iiL 3.

buck'-lers, s.pl. [Buckler, *.]

buck -ling (1), * buck -el-ing, pr. par., a.,

& *. [Buckle (1), p.]

A. k B. As present participle & participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of fastening with a buckle ; the
srtate of being so fastened.

" At buckling of the faulcfaion belt !
*

Scott ; Marmion, vi. 11

2. The act of engaging in a contest
" ... It was set np at the first bucketing.

"

—EoUand

:

Livy. bk. viii., ch. 38.

buck -ling (2X pr. par., a., ks. [Buckle (2),

v.]

A. & B. As present participle of participial
adjective : Bending, bowing, causing to get out
of shape.

"... the danger of a plate dropping off is propor-
tional to the buckling power which break* the screws
or bolts."—Daily Telegraph, Aug. 10, 1864.

C As substantive :

1. Ord. Lang. ; The act of bending or putting
out of shape.

2. Tech. : The act of twisting or warping

;

the state of being twisted or warped.
"In fact, however, the tendency to twist or warp

technically called buckling." — Herbert Spencer :

Psychol., vol. ii.

buck-mast, buck mast, s. [From Scotch
buck = the beech-tree, and mast; and A.S.
mozste (?) = food, specially that on which ani-
mals are fattened, such as acorns, berries, and
nuts (Lye). In Ger. buchmast.] The mast or
fruit of the beech-tree. (Skinner.)

buck -ra, s. A a. [Calabar-negro, buckra = a
demon, a powerful and superior beina. (J. L.
Wilson.)

v

A. As subst. : A white man. (Negro-English,
whether African or American.)

B, As adj. : White. (Bartlett.) (Goodrich £
Porter.)

buck -ram, *bok-er-am, «. A a. [In Fr.
bouaran ; O. Fr. boucaran; Prov. bocaran

;

Ital. bucherame; M.H. Ger. buckeram, buck-
•row, buggeram ; Low. Lat. buchiranus, boque-
rannus, boquena m goafs-akin. From Fr. bouc
= a he-goat, or, in the opinion of some, derived
by transposing the letter r from Fr. bouracan,
baracan, barracan = barracan ; strong, thick
camlet.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : A kind of strong linen cloth,
stiffened with gum, used by tailors and stay-
makers. (Lit. of fig.).

" Oar men In buckram shall hare blows enoogb,
And feel they too 'are penetrable stuff.'"'

Byron ; English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

1 2. Bot. (PI. Buckrams) : Two plants ; (1)
Wild Garlic (Allium ursinum) ; (2) Cuckow
pint (Arum matmlatum), (Ger. Appendix.)

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. (of things): Consisting of the fabric
described under A.

"I have peppered two of them: two, 1 1. -a sure, I
fcave paid, two rogues in buckram suits. "—iXaketv. :

I Ben. IV., iLi.

2. Fig. (ofpersons): Starched, stiff, precise,
formal, trim.

"A few buckram bishops of Italy, and some other
epicurean prelate* "—Pulke against Allen, p. SOL

One that not long since was the buckram scribe."
Beaum, & fist. : Span. Curat*.

buck-ram, v.t. [From buckram, s. (q.v.)]

To stiffen by means of buckram. (Cowper.)

buck shish, buck -sheish, s. [Bak-
sheesh.]

bucks-horn, t buck-horn, * bukes
home, 5. k a. [From Eng. buck's (possess,
case of buck), and horn.]

A. As substantive:

L Of British plants .*

1, Senebiera Coronopus.
" Bukes hornet, or els swynes grese (grass), and has

leues slaterde as an hertys home, and hit groyes
gropyng be the ertbe. And hit has a letell whit floure
and groyes in the ways."'— 3/.S. Bodl., 3M Cockayne,
iii- SIS. (Britten A Holland.)

2. Lycopodium clavatum. (Local)

3, Plantago coronopus.

4. Plantago maritima.

IX Of foreign plants : The English name of
a plant—the Lobelia coronopifolia, from the
Cape of Good Hope.

B. As adj.: Resembling the horn of a buck,
or resembling, in some particular or other, the
more typical of the plants now described.

•JT Buckshorn plantain : [So called because
the deeply-cut leaves somewhat resemble the
horns of a buck.]

1. The ordinary English name of a plant—
Plantago coronopus—which has linear pin-
natifid or toothed leaves, and slender cylin-

drical spikes of flowers. It is not uncommon
on sterile soils, especially near the sea.

2. A name for an allied plant

—

Plantago
maritirr.a, the Sea-side Plantago. Like the
former, it is a British plant.

buck-shot, s. [From Eng. buck, and shot.]

A kind of leaden shot larger than swan-shot
About 160 or 170 of them weigh a pound.
They are specially designed to be used in
hunting large game.

buck -skin, s. ka. [Eng. buck; skin,}

A* As substantive:

1. Ordinary Language

:

(1) The skin of a buck.

(2) A native of Virginia. (Burns.)

2. Leather Ma nufact. : A kind of soft leather,

generally yellow or greyish in colour, prepared
originally by treating deer-skins in a particular
way, but now in general made from sheep-
skins. This may be done by oil, or by a
second method, in which the skins are

"grained," "brained," and "smoked." (For
details, see Knight's Diet. Mechan.)

B. As adj. : Made of the skin of a buck.
". . . a pair of buckskin breeches."— Toiler, No. 41.

•buck some, a. [Buxom.]

* buck -some-ness, s. [Buxomness.]

buck -stall, * buck staL, t [Eng. buck;
and stall (q.v.).] A toil or net to take deer.
" Knit thy tome buck-itals with well twisted threds.
To be forsaken t

" Brown : Brit. Past., ii., p. 108.

buck thorn, s. [Eng. buck, and thorn.]

Ord. Lang. of Bot. : The English name of
Rhamnus, a genus of plants, the typical one
of the order Rhamnaceee (Rhamnads). Two
species—the common Buckthorn (Rhamnus
catharticus) and the Alder Buckthorn (R. fran-
gula)—occur in Britain. The former has
dioecious flowers, sharply serrate ovate leaves,

and terminal spines ; the latter has herma-
phrodite flowers, obovate entire leaves, and is

unarmed. The berries of the common species
are black, nauseous, and, as the specific name
imports, highly cathartic ; they afford a yellow
dye when unripe, as the bark of the shrub does
a green one. They are sold as " French ber-

ries." The alder buckthorn, again, has dark
purple purgative berries, which, in an unripe
state, dye wool green and yellow, and when
ripe bluish grey, blue, and green. The bark
dyes yellow, and, with iron, black. Of the
foreign species, the berries of the Rock-buck-
thorn, or Rhamnus saxatUis, are used to dye
the Maroquin or Morocco-leather yellow,
whilst the leaves of the Tea-buckthorn, R.
Theezans, are used by poor people in China as

a substitute for tea. [Rhamnus.]

buck-tooth, •biik'-tuth, s. [Eng. buck;
tooth.] Any tooth that juts out from the rest.

buc-ku, buch-u, t buc'-u, s. [Caf!re(TU
A South African name for several species of
Barosma, especially B. crenata, crenulata, and
serratifolia. They belong to the order Rutacea
and the section Endiosmiese. They have a
powerful and usually offensive odour, and
have been recommended as antispasmodics
and diuretics.

buck -um-wood, s. [Bckkum-wood.]

buck wheat, * bock -wheat, s. & a, [From
O. Eng. buck — beech, which the " mast " of its

triangular seeds resembles. In Dan. boghved*

;

Dut. bockweit; Ger. buchweizen.]

A* As substantive

:

Ord. Lang. A Bot. : A plant, the Polygonum
Fagopyrum. Its native country is Asia, wbers

BUCKWHEAT.

It is extensively cultivated as a bread-corn. It

is largely cultivated in the United States, and
batter cakes made from it are a favorite article

of winter diet. In Europe its flowers are

employed in the making of bread, also of

cakes, crumpets, kc, and its seeds for feeding

horses and poultry.

B. As adj. : Resembling buckwheat ; de-

signed to grind buckwheat

buckwheat hnller, s.

Grinding : A form of mill, or an ordinary

mill with a particular dress and set of th«

stones, adapted to remove the hull from the

grains of buckwheat.

buckwheat-tree, s. The English name
of Mylocarpum, a genus of plants belonging

to the order Ericaceae (Heathworts). The
Privet-like Buckwheat-tree, Mylocaryum ligus-

trinum, is a native of Georgia.

buck ?, buck'-le, * buk'-kfc «. [Of un-

known origin ; by some it is connected with

Lat. buccinum (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : Any spiral shell.

"Triton, his trumpet of a Buckie.'*
Muse's Threnodie, p 1

"Cypraea pecticulus, or John o' Groati bucky, a
found ou all the shores of Orkney."—NeiU : Tour. p. 1*

Specially

:

(1) The whelk (Buccinum undatum).

(2) The periwinkle (Turbo littoreus).

" And then will be partans and buckies."
Ritton : S. Songt, I lit

*f (1) The dog-bucky (Purpura lapillus).

(2) The roaring-buckie (Buccinum undatum)

2. Fig. : A perverse or refractory person.

" Gin ony sour mou'd limine bucky
Ca' me conceity keckling chucky."

Ramsay : Poems, ii. SW.

•| (1) A deevil's bucky or buckU : A person

with a moral twist in his nature.

"'It was that deerttt buckie, Callura Begg,' ssid

AHck."—ScoM ; Waverley. ch. IvM.

(2) A thrawn bucky : The same as No. 1, but

more emphatic, thrawn meaning twisted.

" Dueled, a. [Bockle.]

Ira-ooi'-ic, bu-c6T-lck, a. k s. [In Fr. but*

lique, a. & s.'; Sp. A Port, bucolico, a. ; MJ^

colica, s. f. ; Ital. buccolico, a., buccolica, s^t

From Lat. bucolicus ; Gr. povKokiic6c(boukoliko$)

— pertaining to shepherds, pastoral ;
povwSA*

(boukolos) =a cowherd, a herdsman.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to tbe life and oc-

cupations of a shepherd
;

pastoral, rustic,

often with the imputation of deficiency in in-

telligence, culture, and refinement.
" The Pollio of Virgil Is . . . truly bucoUe*,"—/«*•*

son : Rambler, No. a:.

t B. ,-Ij substantive

:

1. A pastoral poem.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sou ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e, ey - a. qu - kw.
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And taks bud* Ira men baith

"Theocritus and Moschus had respectively written a
hucolirk on the deaths of Daphnis and Bion. "—Hot ss

*n Milton i Smaller Poems.

%. The writer of a pastoral poem.
"Spenser is erroneously ranked aa our earliest

English bucolick. "— Warton: Hut. Eng. Poetry, iii. si.

• bu-CoT-I-cal, <* [From Eng. bucolic, a.,

and suffix -ai.') The same as bucolic, a. (q.v.).

" Old Quintilian, with bis declamation!,
Theocritus with his bucolical relations."

Sketton : Poem*, p. 19.

bitd (1), *budde, s. [From Wei. budd= profit,

gain (?) (Jamieson). Or from A. 8. bdt = a . . .

remedy, . . . compensation. (Skinner.)] A
gift, spec, a bribe.

"Thay pluck the puir, as thay war powand hadder ;

*
't fra men baith neir and far."

Priettt of Peblii, p. 24.

bud (2), * biidde, 5. [Apparently from Dut.
bot — a bud, an eye, a shoot ; butz = a core.

Ft. bouton — a button, a bud, a germ.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1 (q.v.).

"... every tree displays the same fact, for bud*
must he considered as individual plant*,"—Darwin :

Voyage Round the World, ix. 203.

2. Fig. : The germ of anything.
** Boys are, at best, but pretty bud* unblown."

Cowper | Tirocinium.

IX Technically

:

1. Bot. (A Bud or Leaf-bud) : The germ of
future leaves which arises from a node imme-
diately above the base of a leaf, or, in other
words, from the axil of a leaf. Any one ap-
pearing in a different situation is regarded as
latent or adventitious. A bud consists of

scales imbricated over each other, the outer
series being the hardest and thickest, as being
designed to afford protection to those within
against the weather. In the centre ofthe scales

is a minute but all-important cellular axis, or
growing point, whence the future development
is to take place.

'* Bud* are distinguished into etem-bud* ( plumule*),
lemt-budt, and flower-turf*."— Thomt : Struct. e) Physivl.
Bot. (transl. by Bennet), 3rd ed., 1879, p. 82.

2. Zool. : A protuberance, or gemmule, on

Solypes and similar animals, which ultimately
evelops into a complete animal.

bud scales, s. pi.

Bot. : Scales protecting buds which persist

through the winter. They are dry, viscid,

covered with hairs, or smooth.

btid (1), v.t. [From bud(l), 8. (q.v.).] (Scotch.)

To bribe.

"I have nothing that can hire or bud grace ; for if

grace would take hire, it were no more grace."—Ruther*
fords Letter*, St.

bad (2), * bud -dun, v. i. k t. [From bud (2),

s. (q.v.). In Dut. botten.]

A, Intransitive

:

1. Lit. (ofplants) : To put forth buds.
"The rose is fairest when 'tis budding new,
And love is loveliest when embalmed in tears."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iv. L

8. Fig. (of animals or of anything)

:

(1) To begin to grow.
" There the fruit, that was to be gathered from the

conflux, quickly budded out."—Clarendon,

(2) To be blooming.

B. Transitive : [Budding, C. 1.]

bud (3), bu.de, v. impers. Behoved,
" When first this war i' France began.

Our blades bude hae a meddlin' hand."
Hogg ! Scot. Pastorate, p. 15.

bud'-ded, pa. par, k a. [Bud, v.]

•bud'-der. *. [Eng. bud; -er.] That which
buds ; a plant, a flower.

" Now while the early budders arejust new."
Keats ; Endymion, i. 4.

Bud' dha, s. [Booddha.]

If Buddha is the spelling on Sir Wm. Jones's
system, and Booddha that on the rival system
of Gilchrist. The former is more scientific,

but carries with it the disadvantage that many
readers mispronounce the word Buddha. An
Englishman is likely to pronounce the word
Bood'dha correctly, but where double o (oo) is

Introduced for his benefit, the Sanscrit and
Pali have only a single vowel.

Bud dhIsm, s. [Booddhish.]

Bud -dhis-tic, a, [Booddhistic.)

bud -ding, pr. par., a. & s. [Bud (2), v.)

A.&H.Aspr. par. dtparticip. adj. : In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

" Ti* true, your budding Mia* is very charming."
Byron : Beppo, 89.

C. As substantive :

1. Hortic. : The operation of grafting a bud
from one plant upon the stock of some nearly-
allied species. A bud, with the leafto which it

is axillary, is cut with a sharp knife from the
stem on which it grew. It is inserted into an
incision shaped like a capital T (T) in the
stock of the allied tree, and then tied round by
a ligature of matting.

2, A variety of reproduction by fission.

[Gkm.mipakity.J (Rossiter.)

If The so-called budding of yeast: A con-
tinual formation of sporidia, under special cir-

cumstances, in yeast. (Thome.)

bud'-dle, s. [Etymology doubtful. Cf. Ger.
buttetn, biitteln = to shake. (Mahn.)."]

Mining: An oblong, inclined vat, in whicli
stamped ore is exposed to the action of running
water, that the lighter portions may be washed
away. There are trunk-buddies or German
chests, stirring-buddies, nicking-buddles or
sleeping-tables, and buddle-holes or sluice-
pits.

bud -die, v.t. [From buddle, s. (q.v.).]

Mining : To wash ore.

budd le a, budd'-lei-a, s. [Named after

Adam Buddie, a discoverer of localities for

many rare British plants.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Scrophulariacese (Figworts). The species
are evergreen or deciduous shrubs from
Africa, Asia, or America. Buddlea Neemda is

one of the most beautiful plants in India. B.
globosa, from Chili, is also highly ornamental.
Fully sixty species of Buddlea are known.

bud'-dling, pr. par. & a. [Buddle, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As subst.

:

Mining : The act of separating ore from
the refuse by means of a stream of water
passing down an inclined trough or cistern.

* bude, v.t. [Bid, v.] To offer.

" How answerest thou a Iantail womman, that budeth
the no wrouge."

Sir Perumbrat (ed. Herrtage), 1,286.

* bude, "budde, 5. [Bowd.]
" Budde, Aye."—Prompt. Pan.

* bu-del, s. [Beadle.]

bude'-Hght (gh silent), s. [From Bude, In
Cornwall, where Mr. Gurney, the inventor of
the light, lived.] An oil or gas burner supplied
with a jet of oxygen gas ; the flame is very
brilliant.

budge, * boudge, v.i. [Fr. bouger= to stir

;

Prov. bolegar = to disturb oneself; ItaL buli-

care — to bubble up ; from Lat. buUire = to
boil. (Skeat.y] To stir; to move from one's
place.

" I thought th' hadst scornd to budge
For fear." Budibras.

* budge (1), s. [O. Fr. boulge ; Fr. bouge =
a budget, wallet, or travelling-bag ; Lat. bidga
= a little bag ; from Gael. bolg, builg = a bag,
budget.] A bag or sack.

budge-barrel, s.

Milit. : A small barrel, used for carrying
powder from the magazine to the battery in
siege orsea-coast service. The head was formed
by a leather hose or bag, drawn close by a
string, so as to protect the powder from danger
of ignition by sparks.

budge (2) (Eng.), * buge (Scotch), $. & a.

[Etymology doubtful, but probably connected
with Fr. bouge = a budge, wallet,] [Budge
0), *.]

A. As substantive : A kind of fur made of
lambskin with the wool dressed outwards

;

formerly commonly worn as a trimming to
capes, cloaks, &c. (Lit. &flg.)

" Item, ane nycht gown of lycht tanny dalmes, lynit
with blak buge. —Inventories A. {1542), p. 7s.

" A happy sight ! rarely do burte and budge
Embrace, as do our souldler and the Judge."

Oayton ; FetL Note*, iv. 15, p. 25L

B. As adjective

1. Literally : Wearing budge-fur, alluding to
the lamb.sk i u fur worn by those who had taken

" foolishness of men ! that lend their ears
To those budge doctors of the Stoic fur."

Milton: Comu*.

*2. Figuratively: Looking learned, or like ft

doctor ; scholastic, stern, severe.

"The solemn fop ; rtguineant and budge."
Cowper; Conversation.

• budge-bachelors, •. pi A company
of men dressed in long gowns lined and
trimmed with budge-fur, who formerly ac-

companied the Lord Mayor of London in his

inaugural procession.

• budge-face, s. Well-furred—i.e., well-

bearded lace (?) or solemn face (?). (Nares.)

but let hii;

Scourge ;

* budge (3), a. [Etymology doubtful Perhaps
connected with O. Fr. bougeon = a bolt or

arrow with a large head.] A kind of bill ; a
warlike instrument.
" Nane vyle st rokls nor wappinnia had thay thare.
Nouthir spere, budge, star, pol-ax, awerd, nor mace."

Doug.* Virgil, 354,21.

* budge'-nSss, s. {Eng.budge; -nem.\ Stern-
ness, severity.
" A Sara for goodnesse, a great Bellona for budgeneMo. "

Stanyhurt, cited by Warton, Bit. Eng. Poetry, iii. 40L

budg'-er, a. [Eng. budg(e); -er.] One who
budges.
" Let the first budger die the other's slave."

Shaketp. ; Coriolanus, L ft.

budg'-er- i-gar, s. [Native Australian name.]
Ornith. : A dealers' name for MeiopsUtacu*

undulatus.

budg'-er-ow, budg'-er-d, $. [A native
word.]

1. A large Bengal pleasure-boat.

1 2. A vessel called also a buggalow (q.v.).

budg'-ct, * bow-get, * bou-get, ». [Fr. bou-
gette= a little coffer or trunk, diminutive of
Fr. bouge = a budget, wallet, or great pouch
(Cotgrave) ; O. Fr. boulge ; from Lat bidga = a
little bag ; from Gael, bolg,, builg = a bag,
budget.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : A little bag, generally of leather.
" His budget, often filled, yet always poor.
Might swing at ease behind his study door."

Cowptr; Charity.

2. Fig. : A store, stock.
" It was nature, in fine, that brought offthe cat, when

the fox's whole budget of inventions failed him."—
VEstrange.

XL, Technically:

1. Parliament: The annual statement rela-

tive to the finances of the country, made by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer in the House of
Commons, in which is presented a balance-
sheet of the actual income and expenditure of
the past year, and an estimate of the inco>ae
and expenditure for the coming year, together
with a statement of the mode of taxation pro-
posed to meet such expenditure.

2. Her, Water-bouget : A water-bucket.

3. Tiling : A pocket used by tilers for hold-
ing the nails in lathing for tiling.

bftdg'-^, • bttdg'-fe. a. [Eng. budg(e) ; -y.)

Made of or resembling budge, well-furred

—

i.e., well-bearded.
'* On whose furr d chin did hang a budgie fleece."

Thule, or Tirtue's BistorU, by F. R. 15S8, sign. R. 2. b.

t bud let, s. [Eng. bud, and dim in. stiff, -let.)

A little bud.
"We have a criterion to distinguish one bud from

another, or the parent bud from tne numerous budlets
which are its offspring.*'

—

Darwin.

Bud ne i-ans, Bud-nsa'-ans, s. pi [Named
after Simon Budny, who was deposed from
the ministry in 1584, though afterwards re-

stored to office.]

Ch. Hist. : A Unitarian sect, followers of

Budny (see etymology), who in the 16th cen-

tury flourished for a time in Russian Poland
and Lithuania. (Mosheim: Ch. Hist., ct<**.

xvi., § iii., pc ii., ch. iv.)

* bud'-ta-kar, s. [O. Scotch bud = a gift, and
takar ='taker, receiver.] One who takes oi

receives a bribe.

bil-dy'-tes, «. [From Gr. Bov&vnjs (poudutis)

= the wagtail.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds, family Sylvidae

and sub-family Motacillinse. Or the Mou-
cillinse may be raised into the family Mota-
cillidee. There are two British species, Bu-
dytes fiava (Motacilla flava, YarreU), the Grey-
headed Wagtail ; and Budytes Bayi (Motacilla

Rayi, Yarrelt), Ray's Wagtail.

boil, bo^; pout, J6%1; oat, cell, chorus, fMn, bench; go, gem; thin, flits; sin, as; expeot, Xenophon, exist, pn f.

-oian, -tian = Shan, -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tlon, -fIon = zhiin. -clous, - tious, -sious m shus. -die, -gle, &c. = del, r el.
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" Forte buen hire owen make."

6pecim. Ear. Eng. Lyric Poetry (1300). {Morris A Stent.)

Iraf, baf, s. [Etymology doubtful. Cf. buff
(1), and Scotch baff.} An expression of con-
tempt for what another has said.

"Johann Kinnox ansuerit waist reeolutlie, buf,
baf"—Hicol Burnt, F. 138, b.

* biiff (1), * buffe, s. [Ital. buffo, m a puff;
O. Ft. (re)bouffer = to repulse, drive back

;

Norm. Fr. buffe = a blow (Kelham).~\ A blow,
a buffet.

" Yet w extremely did the buff* him quell,
That (torn thenceforth he simnd the like to take."

Spenser : 9 O., L xi. 21.

buff (2), * biiffe, ». & a. [A contraction of
buffle — a buffalo.]

A. ^is sw&stanttve:

L Ordinary Language :

*h A buffalo.

"We saw many Buff**, Swine, and Deer*,"*—Pur-
chas: Pilgrimage, bk. t., a 8.

2. A kind of leather prepared from the skin
of the buffalo.

" Costly hie garb—hie Flemish ruff
Felt o'er hie doublet, shaped of buff."

Scott : Lag of the Last Minstrel, v. 16.

3. Applied also to the leather prepared from
the skins of other animals, as elks and oxen,
said even of man, in the same manner as the
buff-leather proper.

"A fool of a colder constitution would have staid to
have (lead the Pict, and made buff of hie skin."—
Addison | Spectator, No. 4S.

f A thick tough-felted material of which
military belts were made was also called, pro-
bably from the colour, buff. (Knight.)

* 4. A military coat made of buff-leather.
" A fiend, a fury, pitiless and rough

;

A wolf, nay worse, a fellow all in buff."
Shatesp. : Comedy of Errors, iv, 1

5. A colour intermediate between light pink
and light yellow.

t6. The bare skin. To be in buff= to be
naked.

IX Technically:

1. ifedical : A greyish, viscid coat or crust,
called also buffy-coat, observed on blood drawn
from a vein during the existence of violent
inflammation, pregnancy, &c, and particularly
in pleurisy. (Webster.) [Buffy-coat.]

2. Mech. : A slip, lap, wheel, or stick
covered with buff-leather, used in polishing.

"The points are then aet and the needles polished,
being held in the hand after the manner of pointing,
and rotating on a wheel covered with prepared lea* her
which Is called a buff."—Marshall : Needle-making, p.

3. Military

:

* (1) Sing. : The beaver of a helmet.
They had helmets on their heads fashioned like

wild beasts necks, and strange bevers or buffet to the
same."

—

Holland: Liey.

(2) PI. (the Buffs): A name given to the
third regiment of the line from the colour of
tkglr facings. In 1881 they were altered to

"The third regiment, distinguished by flesh-coloured
lacings, from which it had derived the well-known
name of the Buffs, had, under Maurice of Nassau,
fought not less bravely for the delivery of the Nether-
lands."—ifacaulay: Mist. Eng., ch. iil.

fi. As adjective

:

L Literally:

1. Made of buff-leather.
"

. . . wearing the buff coat and lackboout of a
Trooper. —Macaulag : But. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. Of the colour described in A. , I. 5.

*IL Figuratively: Firm, sturdy.

5 Obvious compound i Buff-coloured.

buff-belt, s. A soldier's belt, made of
buff-leather.

buff coat,
buff-leather.

s. A military coat made of

' The rest of his dress was a loose buff-coat, which
had once been lined with silk and adorned with em-
broidery, but which seemed much stained with travel,
and damaged with cuts, received probably in battle.

"

—Scott : Abbot, ch. xx.

buff-hide, *. Buffalo hide or buff-leather.

buff-jerkin, s. A leathern waistcoat,
one of a buff colour, worn by Serjeants and
catchpoles, and used also as a military dress.

"0 heavens, that a Christian should be found In a
buff-jerkin t Captain Conscience, I love thee, cap-
tain."—Malcontent (O. PL), iv. 91.

butt-leather, s. A strong oil-leather
prepared from the hide of the buffalo, elk, or
ox. Formerly it was largely used for armour.
It was said to be pistol-snot proof, and capa-
ble of turning the edge of a sword. It was

tanned soft and white. Its place is now filled
by the leather of cow-skins for a common,
and of the American buffalo (bison) for a
superior, article. It is still, however, much
used in the sabre, knapsack, and cartridge-
box belts of European armies, as well as
occasionally to cover the buffers and buff-
wheels of the cutler, lapidary, and polisher.
(Knight.)

buff-stick, s. [Buff (2), «., IL 2.]

buff-wheel, s.

Polishing : A wheel of wood or other mate-
rial, covered with leather, and used in polish-
ing metals, glass, Ac.

buff (3), s. [Etymology doubtful.] Nonsense,
foolish speech or writing.

" Or say it only gi'es him pain
To read sic fcuJT."

Shirref: Poems, p. *S8.

bilff (4), s. [Prom Eng. buff, v. (q.v.)(?).] A
term used to express a dull sound.

buff (5), * buffe, s. [Etymology doubtful.
Bof.]

Buffe ne baff : Neither one th ing nor another

;

nothing at all.

"A oertaine persona being of hyin [Socrates] bidden
good speede, saled to hym againe neither buffo ne buff
[that Is. made him no kind of answer}, Neither was
Socrates therewith anything discontented."— Udall
ApophtK, fol. 9.

If To ken, or know, neither buff nor stye : To
know nothing. The phrase is used concern-
ing a sheepish fellow, who from fear loses his
recollection.

" Who knew not what was right or wrong,
And neither buff nor sty, sir.

"

Jacobite Relics, 1. SO.

buff(l), *boffen, *buftcn, v.i. & t, [Fr.
boufer; O. Fr. buffer ; Sp. & Port, bujur ; Hal.
buffare — U) puff; M. H. Ger. buffen ; Ger.
puffen = to puff, pop, strike ; Dan. puffe = to
pop. Essentially the same word as puff (q. v. ). ]

* A. Intransitive : To puff, blow ; hence, to
stammer or stutter.

•* Renable nas he uoght of tonge, ac of speche hastyf,
Boffyng and meste waune he were in wraththe other

in stryf," Robert of Gloucester, p. 414.

B. Transitive : To strike, beat.
"A chleld wha'll soundly buffour beef

;

I meikle dread him."
Burnt : Th* Txea Herds.

If 1. To buffcorn : To give grain half thrash-
ing. (Scotch.) A field of growing corn, much
shaken by the storm, is also said to be buffed.
(Gl. Surv. Nairn.)

2. To buff herring: To steep salted herrings
in fresh water, and hang them up. (Scotch.)

buff (2), v. i. [Probably a variant of puff(q.v.).!
To emit a dull sound, as a bladder filled with
wind does. (Scotch.)

" He hit him on the wame a wap,
It bitft like ony bledder."

Ch. Kirk, it, IL

T To buff out: To laugh aloud. (Scotch.)

buf fa 16, * buf-fa loc, * buf-fo lo.
*buf-ne, * buffe, s. & a. [In Sw. & Dut
buffel; Dan, bbffel; Ger. biiffel; Fr. buffe;
Sp., Port, & ItaL, bu/alo ; Pol. bawol ; Bohem.
blewol; Lit. bubalus; Gr. 0ov/3aAo* (boubalos)
= a species of African antelope, probably
Antilopus bubalus of Linnaaus.]

A* As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language :

1. The European bison. [Bison.]
"... those neat, or buffles, called uti, or blsontee."—

Holland : Pliny, pt. 11, p. 823. {Trench.)
" Become the unworthy browse
Of buffaloes, salt goats, and hungry cows.

"

Dryden.

2. An ox-like animal, with long horns, un-
gainly aspect, and fierce countenance, domes-
ticated in India and southern Asia generally,
whence it has been introduced into Egypt and
the south of Europe. The domestic buffalo is

descended from a wild one still found in the
Indian jungles. It is the Bubulus bubalis of
zoologists.

3. Any analogous species. Spec. (1) The
Cape Buffalo (Bos coffer), a native of Southern
Africa, fierce and dangerous to those who
molest ft, or even intrude upon its haunts.
(2) Erroneously applied to the American bison.

XX Technically:

1. Zool. : The English name of the genus
Bubalus (q. v. ).

*2. Her. (Of the form buffaloe) : A name
given by some of the older writers on heraldry
to the common bull.

3. Cotton manuf. : A hamper of buffalo-
leather used in a factory to convey bobbins
from the throstle.

B. As adj. : Used as food by the buffalo
;

derived from the buffalo, or in any way per-
taining to it.

buffalo-berry,
argentea.

s. A plant—Shepherdia

buffalo clover, s. The English name of
a plant—the Trifulium pennsylvanicum. It is
so called because it covers the American
prairies, in which the North American
*' buffalo," or rather bison, feeds.

buffalo-grass, s.

1. A grass, Sesleria dactyloides.

2. The same as buffalo-clover (q.v.).

buffalo-robe, *. The skin of the North
American bison, with the hair still remaining.
(Webster.)

^
* buff -ard, s. [0. Fr. boufard ; from bouffer.)
(Bukf, v.] A foolish, silly fellow.
* Yet wol she take a buffard riche of gret vilesse."

Lydgate : Minor Poemi, p. 32.

buf-ie% *. [Buffalo.] Aduck—the Buffel's-
head, i.e., Buffalo's head duck (Anas buce-
phala), a bird with a head looking large on
account of the fulness of its feathers. It is

found, in winter, iu the rivers of Carolina.

buff'-er, s. [0. Eng. buff= to puff, blow,
strike, stammer.]

L Ordinary Language :

* 1. One who stammers or stutters.
" The tunge of bufferes swift II shal epeke and

pleynly."— Wickliffe : Isaiah xxxii. 4.

1 2. A foolish fellow. [Buffard.]

IX Engineering : A cushion or mechanical
apparatus formed with a strong spring to
deaden the concussion between a body in
motion and one at rest. Buffers are chiefly
applied to railway carriages, there being two
at each end.

buffer-spring, s. That which gives re-

siliency to the buffer, and enables it to
moderate the jar incident to the contact of
two carriages or trucks.

buff -St (l), * boff-et, * bof-et, * boff-ete,
s. [O. Fr. bufet= a blow on the cheek ; buffer,

bufer = to strike, puff ; Sp. & Port bofetada.
The word is radically the same with bobet
(q.v.}, and is closely allied to the Gael, boc;
Wei. boch = cheek ; Lat. bucca.]

L Literally

:

1. A blow with the fist, especially a boi
on the ears.

" He had not read anoihsr spell.
When on his cheek a buffet felL**

Scott : Lay of Last Minstrel, Ul. Id

* 2. A blast of a trumpet, &c.
" They blwe a boffet in blande that banned peple."

Allir. Poems: Cleanness, Stk

TL Fig. : Hardships, trials.
** A man that fortune's buffets and rewards
Has ta'en with equal thanks."

Shukesp, : Hamlet, ill. 1

buff -St (2), biiff-et, * bof-et, *buff-ett,
* boff-et, *. [Fr. buffet; O. Fr. bufet; Ital
bvffetto; Sp. bufete; Low Lat. bufetunt = t\

cupboard. ]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A three-legged stool.
" Bofet, thre fotyd stole (boffet stole, P.) JWpea"—

Prompt. Pare.

2. A cupboard or sideboard, movable or
fixed, for the display of plate, china, ftc

*' The rich buffet well-colour'd serpents grace.
And gaping Tritons spew to wa«h your face."

Pope : Mor. Est., iv. US.

3. A refreshment bar.

II. Music ; An organ-case, a keyboard-case.
(Stainer 61 Barrett.)

buff-St, *bof-et-en, *buff-et^yn,vX*<.
[Buffet, s.]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. ; To strike with the hand, especially

on the cheek.
" Ha buffered the bretoner aboute the cheekea"—

Langland ; Pier* Plow., 4,149.

" Ah I were I buffered a day,
Mock'd, crown d with thorns, and spit upon."

Cowper : Olney Hymns, xliiL ; Prayer for Patience.

2. Fig. : To strike or beat in contention, tw
contend against.

*' The torrent roar*d, and we i I buffet it
With lusty sinews, throwing It aside."

Shakesp. : Julius Citsar, 1. 1,

<ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, VO%
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, se, os = e. ey-a. qu^kw.
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B. Intransitive ;

L lit .* To box, contend, strike.

%.Fig.:

(1) To smite the mind or heart.

"Our ears are cudgell'd ; not a word of Mi
But buffet! better than a fiat of France."

Shakesp. : King John, ii. 1.

(2) To make one's way by struggling or
contention.

" Strove to buffet to land in vaiu.

(S) To struggle, contend.
"Tear after year the old man it ill kept up
A cheerful mind, and buffeted with bond.
Interest, and mortgages ; at last he sank."

Wordsworth : The Brothers

DutT-et-ed, pa. par. k a. [Buffet, v.]

t buiT-«3t-ei\ s. [Eng. buffet; -er.] One who
buffets. {Johnson.)

buff-St-iiig, • btiT-fSt-tfnge, *bof-et-
ynge, pr. par., a., ks. [Buffet, v.]

A. k B. Aspr. par, k partic. adj. : Insenses
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of striking.
*• Buffetynge. AUtpaeto."—Prompt. Aw*
** Bofetynge. Alapizacio.''—Ibid.

2. A blow, a buffet.
41 From the head these hysterics: buffeting* de-

scended, and were plentifully bestowed upon the mem-
bers."— Warburton : Doct. qf Grace, I Hi

buff-et-yn, * bof-ot-yn, v.t. [Boffet, v.]

biif -fie, buf-fle, a. [Fr. bouffi = blown
up, swollen, pa. par. of bouffer (t.) = to blow,
(i.) = to blow up.J Fat, puffed up. (Applied
to the face.)

• baf-fll* * buff-ill, a. & *. [Buffle.]

A. As adj. ; Of or belonging to the buffalo,

made of buffalo's hide ; buff.

"Belts called biiffil belts, the dozen Hi. e."—Rates
A. 1611.

B. As subst. ; A buffalo's hide ; also, buff
in colour.

"Hiugersof buffll." Ac—Rate* A. MIL {Jamimon.)

% bu*T In, s. k a. [Probably so called from
resembling ow/f-Ieather. ]

A. As subst. : A kind of coarse stuff, used
for gowns.

" Grogeralne, bufflns, or silke."
Dalten : Country Justice (1630). HatliumU t Cont. '

to Lexicog.

B. As adj. : Made of this coarse stuff.

lnbuffin
" My young ladies

and green aprons 1 tear them off."

Massing. ; City Mad,, It. 4.

% The stage direction says, that they come
"In coarse habits, weeping." (Nares.)

* buffing, pr. par. k a. [Buff, v.}

buffing-apparatus, s. A mechanical
contrivance for deadening the shock of a col-

lision between railway carriages, consisting
of powerful springs enclosed in a case, the
springs being compressed at the time of col-
lision by a rod attached to them, which, pro-
ceeding outwards, is terminated by cushions
called buffers, placed there to receive the first

impact. [Buffer.]

Buffing and polishing machine : A machine
having a wheel covered with what is tech-
nically known as buff-leather, though not
usually made of buffalo-hide. The leather
holds the polishing material, crocus, rouge,
Ac.

•buffle, *buffil, *bufle, $. tFr. buffU =
a buffalo.] [Buffalo.]

1. Lit. ; A buffalo.

2. Fig. : A stupid fellow.

"He said to the three bufftes, who stood with their
bats in their hands, ' Tel] me, you waegs, is notmy page
* gallant boy? Mark; hut the pleasant sport he
snakes."—The Comical History of Francion (1655).
{HaUitoeU ; ConL to lexicog.}

buffle-head, t. One who has a large
fcead, like a buffalo ; a heavy, stupid fellow.

burno-hcaded, a. Having a large head,
like a buffalo ; heavy, stupid.

bufae-hlde, «. The hide or skin of a wild
ox.

buf'-fo, s. k *. [Ital. buffo. Essentially the
same word as buffoon (q.v.).]

A* As subst. ; A singer or actor in a comic
opera.

" By one of these, the buffo of the party."
Byron : Don Juan, iv. 81.

B. As adj. : Comic burlesque.
"Genial, earnest buffo humour."—C. Kingtley:

Yeast, ch. xiii.

bur-fSn, *buT-foon, s. [ItaL buffo = a
humorous melody.] A pantomime dance.

"Braulis and branglls, buffoons, vitht mony vtbir
lyclit dausia."—C'umpL &, p. 102.

buf-fdn'-I-a, bu -fo'-ni -a, s. [Named after

Count Buffon, the well-known naturalist.]

Hot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Caryophyllacete (Cloveworts). The se-

pals are four, as are ttie petals and stamina.
The capsule is one-celled, two-valved, two-
seeded. B. annua, or annual Buffonia, is

said to have been formerly found in Britain,
but it was not really wild.

buffoon', s. k a. [Sp. bufon ; Ft. bouffon

;

Ital. bufo. bufone, from Ital. buffa = a trick,
joke ; Ital. buffare = to joke, jest, orig. to puff
out the cheeks, in allusion to the grimaces of
the jesters. (Skeat). J

A* As substantive

:

L A man whose profession it is to amuse
spectators by low antics and tricks ; a jester,
a clown, a mountebank.

" Part squandered on buffoons and foreign courts-
zans."—Macaulay : Hist, Eng., ch. ill.

2. One who makes use of indecent raillery.

* 3. Buffoonery, scurrility.
" Closed with mummery and buffoon."

Coteper : Progress of Error, 163.

B, As adj. : Pertaining to or characteristic
of a buffoon.

" Next her the buffoon ape."
Dryden : Bind A Panther, 1. 89.

* buffoon-bird, a. The Numidian Crane
(Anthropoides virgo).

buffoon-like, a. k adv. Like a buffoon.

* buf-foon', v.t. k i. [Buffoon, *.]

A. Trans. : To make ridiculous.
" Religion, matter of the best, highest, truest, hon-

our, despised, buffooned, exposed as ridiculous."—
Qlanville: Serm,, ix. 848.

B. Intrans. : To act or play the part of a
buffoon.

buf-fdon'-er-y, s. [Fr. bouffonerie.]

1. The art or profession of a buffoon.

2. Indecent or low jests and tricks ; scur-
rility.

" The carnival was at its height, and so
Were all kinds of buffoonery and dress.*

Byron ; fleppo, v. 21.

buf-fdon'-Ing, pr. par., a.,k s. [Buffoon, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & participial adj. : (See
the verb.)

" Let not so mean a style your muse debase.
But learn from Butler the buffooning grace."

Sir W. Soamet and Dryden s Art of Poetry.

C. As subst. : The act of behaving like a
buffoon, buffoonery.

" Leave your buffooning and lying : I am not in
humour to bear it —Dryden : Amphitryon.

t buf-ffoon'-ish, a. [Eng. buffoon ; -ish.] Like
a buffoon, (Blair.)

t buf-foon'-iym, s. [Eng. buffoon; and suffix

-ism.] The conduct or procedure of a buffoon,
buffoonery. (Minsheu.)

t buf-fdon'-izo, v.i. [From Eng. buffoon, s.,

and suffix -tee.] To play the buffoon. (Min-
sheu.)

* buf-foon'-ljr, a. [Eng. buffoon ; -ly.] Like
a buffoon, characteristic or suitable for a
buffoon ; low, scurrilous.

" Such men become fit only for toys and trifles, for
apish tricks and buffoonly discourse."— Qoodman :

Wint, Eo. Conference, p. 1.

buffs, s. pi [Buff (2), s. t II. 3.]

buf*-f!y\ a. [From buff, a. A s. (q.v.>]

Med, : Of a buff colour ; consisting of what
is medically called butf (q.v.).

buffy-coat, *. A layer of flbrine at the
top of the coagulum, formed on blood drawn
from the veins of a patient during severe in-
flammation, and especially during pleurisy.
The term bnffy is applied to it because the
red corpuscles being of heavier specific gravity
fall to the bottom, leaving the lighter- coloured
on the top. The buffy-coat varies from less
than one line to one or two inches in thick-
ness. It is called also buff and size.

DU'-fb, *. [Lat. bufo m a toad.]

Zool. : A genus of Batrachians, the type of
the family Bufonidas (q.v.). The body is in-
flated, the skin warty, the hind feet of mode-
rate length, the jaws without teeth, the nose
rounded. There are numerous species widely
distributed throughout the world, some of
them being very common in the United States.

They are among the most harmless of animals,

while u si- ful as insect destroyers. [Toad.]

bufo -ni-a, i. [Buffonia.]

bu-fon'-i-dcB, «. pi [From Lat bufo

=

a toad,
and fem. pi. suffix -idm.}

Zool. : A family of Batrachians. They are
distinguished from the Pipidae by their pos-
sessing a well-developed tongue, and from the
Ranidse (Frogs) by the absence of teeth.

bu'-fdn-ite, s. [Lat. bw/o = a toad.] Literally

toad-stone ; a name given to the fossil teeth
and palatal bones of fishes belonging to the
family of Pycnodonts (thick teeth), whose re-

mains occur abundantly in the oolitic and
chalk formations. The term bufonite, like

those of " serpent's eyes," "batrachites," and
" crapaudines," by which they are also known,
refers to the vulgar notion that those organ-
isms were originally formed in the heads of
serpents, frogs, and toads.

bug (1), bugge, s. k a. [In Dan. baggeluus
= (bug-louse) = the insect called a bug ; WeL
bwg = a hobgoblin ; bwgan — a bugbear, a
hobgoblin ; bwgwth = to threaten, to scare,

from bw — a threat, terror, a bugbear ; Ir. &
Gael, booan = a bugbear ; Ir. pucka = an elf,

a sprite, Puck (Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's-

Dream, it 1., 40, 148 ; iv. 1, 69 ; v. 438, 442).

Cf. Mahratta bagitl m a bugbear, a boggle.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordi.Mry Language :

* 1. Of terrifying objects : An object of terror,

a bugbear (q.v.). (Lit. &fig.)
" Matrimony hath euer been a blacke bugge in their

ilnapoge and
{Bichardson.)
ainagoge and churche." — Bale ; Votaryes ( 1'ref.)

2. Of insects, vjJiether contemptible or an-
noying :

(1) Of contemptible insects: Any insect of
diminutive size, or in other ways contemptible.

" Do not all as much and more wonder at God's rare
workmanship in the ant, the poorest bug that creeps,
as in the biggest elephant."—Rogers; Naaman the
Syrian, p. 71

(2) Of annoying insects : The bed-bug (Civiex-

lectularius). [II.] Its unattractive form and
manner of life are too well known to require
description. The eggs, which are white, are
deposited in the beginning of summer. They
are glued to the crevices of bedsteads or
furniture, or to the walls of rooms. Before-

houses existed, the bug probably lived under
the bark of«trees.

(3) Any similar insect.
" Yet let me flap this bug with gilded wine-
This painted child of dirt which stinks and stings."

Pope: Prol. to Satire*, iii. 309.

II. Zoology:

1. The English name of the genus Cimex, to-

which the bed-bug [A. I. 2. (2)] belongs.

2. The English name of the family dmiuidte,
of which Cimex is the type.

3. The English name of the sub-order He-
teroptera, one of two ranked under the order
Hemiptera or Rhyncota. Most of the spe-

cies essentially resemble the bed-bug, except
that they have wings. Some suck the blood
of animals, and others subsist on vegetable
juices. Not a few species are beautiful, but
many have the same unpleasant smell which
emanates from the bed-bug.

B. As adjective: Pertaining to bugs, de-
signed to destroy bugs.

% Obvious compounds : Bug-destroyer, bug-
powder.

bug-agaric, s. An agaric or mushroom
which used to be smeared over bedsteads t«

destroy bugs. (Prior.)

bug (2), * bougo, s. k a. [Budge.]

bug-skin, s. A lamb's skin dressed.

". . . . ane humireth ftu^sMnnea . . . ."—Act. Don.
Cone A. 1401, p. 190.

* bug, a. [Bio.] (More : Song ofthe Soul, pt.iL,
bk. ii., ch. iii., § 63.)

bug'-a-bo, 8. [From Eng. bug (1), (q.v.) ; and
bo (q-v.).J A bugbear.

" For all the bugaboes to fright yon."—Lloyd: Chtt
Chat. (Richardson,)

boil, bo£; poiat, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, benoh; go, gem; thin* this; sin, as; expect, $enophon, exist -ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -aion = shun ; -f;ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -fle, &c. = bel, feL
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bug a-sine, *. [From Fr. boccasin = a kind
of tine buckram resembling taffeta, also cal-

limanco. (Cotgrave).] A name for calico.

[BUCKASY.]

t>ug -bane (1), *. [From Eng. bug ; and bane.]

A name given in America to Cimicifuga, a

Flant of the order Ranunculacese (Crowfoots).
t is called in England bugwort.

bug -bane (2), *. [A corruption of bog-bean
(q.v.).]

bug bear, a. & a. [From Eng. bug (1) = an
object of terror (q.v.); and bear = the animal
go called.]

A. As substantive : A spectre or hobgoblin ;

any frightful object, especially one which,
being boldly confronted, vanishes away.
[Boo(l).] (Lit. dt fig.)

" Invasion wma the bugbear with which the court
tried to frighten the nation."—Hacaulay : Hut. Eng.,
eh. xxiiL

B. As adjective : Terrifying.

**.... such bugbear thought! "—Lock*.

•bug -bear, v.t. ("From bugbear, s. (q.v.).]

To frighten with idle phantoms. (Abraham
King.)

*buge (1), s. [Bough.] (Story of Gen. and
Exod.

f 2,060.)

* buge (2), s. [Bddoe, *.] (Scotch.)

btig'-ga-low, s. [Man. bagala.]

Naut. : An East India coasting-vessel with
one mast and a lateen sail, which navigates

BUGGALOW.

the Indian seas from the Gulf of Cutch. It

was in existence as early as the time of Alex-
ander the Great. [Budgerow.J* (Journ. Boy.
Asiat. Soc., 1. 12, 13.)

* btigge, *. [Bug (1), a.] A bugbear. [Boo-
GARDE.]

* bug-ge, * bug-gen, v.t. k i. [A.S. bycgan,
bycgmn.] [Buy.] To buy.

" Ac vnder Ms secret seel treuthe tent hem a lettre
That they shulde bugge boldely."

Pxert Plowman ; Vie., riL 24.

fcug'-ger, *. [Ft. Bougre, bougre = (I) (Bougre),
the name of certain so-called heretics, the
Bulgarians or Paulicians, some of whom
passing into Western Europe were supposed
to have originated or become identified with
the Albigenses. (2) One guilty of sodomy. No
proof exists of the truth of the imputation
conveyed in the etymology that members of

the Bulgarian sect were ever guilty of the
crime against nature. [Paulician.]

1. One guilty of buggery (q.v.).

2. A low, vile wretch. (Very lowand vulgar.)

biig'-ger-y, *. [From O. Fr. bougrerie, bogre-

rU = heresy.] [Bugger.] Sodomy. (Black-
stone.)

bug -gi-ness, a. [Eng. buggy ; suffix -new.]
The state of being infested with bugs. (John-
son.)

oug'-gy, o. fcEng. bug; -y.] Infested with
bugs. (Johnson.)

bug -gy, «. & a. [Etymology doubtful.]

A, As substantive

:

Vehicles .* A light four-wheeled vehicle,

having a single seat. The top, when it has

one, is of the calash kind. In this case it is

commonly known as a top-buggy.

B. As adjective: (See the compounds.)

buggy-boat, s. A boat having a provi-
sion for the attachment of wheels, so as to be
converted into a land vehicle.

buggy-cultivator, s.

Agriculture: A machine called a cultivator,
having wheels and a seat so that the person
may ride.

buggy-plough, »• A plough having
usually several ploughs attached to a single
frame, and having a seat for the ploughman,
who rides and drives.

buggy-top, 5.

Vehicles ; The calash top of the single-seated
vehicle known as a buggy.

* bughe, s. [Bough. ]

btight (gh guttural), s. [Bought.] A pen in

which ewes are milked. (Scotch.

)

bught (gh guttural), v.t [From ought, s.

(q.v.).] To collect sheep into the pen to be
milked.

bught - in (gh guttural), pr. par. & a.

[Bught, v.]

bughtln-tlme, s. Scotch for the time of
collecting the sheep in the pens to be milked.

" When o'er the hill the eastern star,
Tells bwjht in-time i» near, my jo."

Burnt : My ain kind dearie, 1

* bu -gi-ard, s. [From Ital bugiardo = a liar

;

from bugiardo m false.] A liar.

" Like an egregious bugiard, he is here quite oat of
the truth."—Uacket: Life of Archbishop William*.
pt i. p. 7L [Trench: On tome Deficiencies in our
Eng. Diet., p. M.)

* bug-larde, *. [From Wei. bwg, bwgan = a
hobgoblin.] The same as Bug (1) (q.v.).

bu-gle (1). *bu-geL * bu-gele, * bu-glll,
* bou-gle, • bow-gle (Eng.), boo-gle
(North ofEngland dial.), •bow-gle, "bow-
gill (Scotch), $. [From O. Fr. bugle; Lat.
buculus — a young bullock or steer ; bucula m
a heifer. ] A kind of wild ox.

" He beareth azure, a buffe. Or tome call it a bvgUl,
and describe it to be like an oxe."

—

R. Holme : Acad.,
II ir.. p. 170.

" These are the beastes which ye shall eat of, oxen,

bu -gle (2) (Eng.), bu-gle, * bu -gil, bn-
glll (Scotch), s. &, a. [A contraction of bugle-
horn = the horn of a bugle, i.«., of the wild-ox
so called. [Bugle (1). J (Skeat.).']

A. As substantive

:

1. Gen, Of things bent or curved : Spec.—
•(1) The head of a bishop's crozier, (2) the
handle of a kettle, (3) the handle of a basket

2. 0/ musical instruments :

(1) Literally :

(o) A small hunting-horn. [Bugle-horn.]
" Or hang my bugle in an invisible baldrick."

Ohakesp. : Much Ado, t 1.

(6) A treble instrument of brass or copper,
differing from the
trumpet in having
a shorter and more
conical tube, with
a less expanded
belL It is played
with a cupped
mouth-piece. In
the original form
it is the signal-horn
for the infantry, as
the trumpet is for the cavalry.

of Music.)
" Our buglet sang truce for the night-clou'l had lowered."

Campbell ; The Soldier's Dream.

(2) Figuratively : The shrill sounding wind.
" 8a bustuouslle Boreas his bugUt blew
The dere full derne doun in the dalis drew."

Doug. : YirgU, 281, 17.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds.)

T Compounds of obvious signification

:

Bugle-blast (Scott : Lord of the Isles, vi. 4)

;

bugle-call (Scott: War Song of the Royal Edin-
burgh Light Dragoons) ; and bugle-clang (Scott

:

Bokeby, vi. 34).

bugle-coralline, s. Farcimia fistulosa,

* zoophyte of the family FlustridsL It is

BUGLE.

(Grove's Diet.

dichotomous, the joints lengthened, cylindri-
cal, with lozenge-shaped impressed cells. Its

height is from two to three inches, its diameter
the twentieth of an inch or less.

bugle-horn, s. [Eng. bugle-horn. In Got.
mil. bugel-horn. Originally the horn of the
bugle-ox.]

1. The musical instrument described above.
* 2. A horn of a similar shape used for

quaffing wine.
" And drinketb of his bugle-horn the wine."

Chaucer : The Frankleiner Tale, lLMa,

• bugle-rod, s. A bishop's crozier.

(Stainer & Barrett.)

bu'-gle (3), * bue-gle, s. [Low Lat. bugolus
= an ornament, stated by Muratori to have
been worn by the ladies of Placentia, A.D.
1388. (Wedgwood.) Ger. bugel =r a bent piece

of metal or wood Skeat considers bugle a
dimin. from M.H. Ger. bouc, bouch = &n arm-
let; A.S. bedg= &D. armlet, neck ornament,

AcJ
A. As substantive: A long, slender glass

bead ; sometimes arranged in ornamental forms
and attached to various articles of ladies'

wearing apparel.
" I wonne her with a gyrdle of gelt
Kinbost with burgle about the belt."

Spenter ; Shep. CaL, it

B. As adjective

:

1. Literally: Consisting of glass beads. [A.]

" Bugle bracelet, necklace amber.
Perfume for a lady'* chamber."

Shaketp. : Winter's Tale, It. 4 (Sonf\

2. Figuratively

:

" Tis not your inky brows, your black silk hair.

Your bugle eyeballs, nor your cheek of cream.

bugle-lace, s. Lace on which bugles arc

sewn.

bu'-gle (4), s. [Apparently corrupted from
Lat. bugillo or bugula, this again sometimes
confounded with buglossum = bugloss, which
the plant fairly resembles.]

1. The English name of Ajuga, a genus of

plants belonging to the order Lamiacese, or

Labiates. [Ajdga.]

2. The same as Bugle-weed.

bugle-weed, s The name given in

America to a labiate plant—the Lycopus vif*

ginicus.

bu -gloss, s. & o. [In Fr. buglos; Ital. buglossa;

Lat. buglossos or buglossa = a plant, the An*
chusa italica (?) ; Gr. 0ovyA«<rcw (bouglossos)

:

from 0ovs (bous) = an ox, and yku<r<ra (qlossa)

= the tongue, which the long, rough leave*

faintly resemble.]

A. As substantive :

Ord. Lang, dt Bot. : A name for several plants

belonging to the order Boraginaceae (Borage-

worts). Spec

—

1. Echium vulgare. [Viper's bugloss.]

2. Lycopsis arvensis, more fully called the

Small or Wild Bugloss. It is very hispid.

and has bright blue flowers.

3. An Alkanet (Anchusa officinalis).

4. Helminthia echwdes. (Britten & Holland.)

% Viper's Bugloss : [So called from being of

old believed to be of use against the bite of

serpents.] The genus Echium. The E. rui-

?are, or Common, and the E. violaceum, or

'urple-flowered Viper's Bugloss, occur in

Britain. The latter is a rare plant found in

Jersey, while the former is not uncommon.
Its stem is hispid with tubercles, and ita

large blue flowers, with protruding stamina,

are arranged in a compound spike or panicle.

B. As adjective: [Bugloss Cowsup.J

bugloss cowslip, s.

1. A plant, Pulmonaria oJJicinaU*.

2. Pulmonaria angustifolium.

bug'-wort, s. [Eng. bug; and A.S. trjrrt«

wort, an herb.] The English name of Ci-

micifuga, a genus of plants belonging to the

order Ranunculaceae, or Crowfoots. [Cimici-

fuga.] It is called also Snakeroot (q.v.>

Bulla, s. & a. [Named from Andre Buhl or

Boule, an Italian, who was born in 1642. He
died in 1732 ; lived in France in the reign of

Louis XIV., and made the work since called

after him.]

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian. », os = e. ey= a. qu^kw.
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buhl-SAW, s. A saw resembling a frame
or bow-saw in having the thin blade strained

in a frame.

buhl-work, *. Artistic work in dark-
coloured tortoise-shell or wood, inlaid with
brass and ornamented with the graver.

buhr a [Burr.]

buhr-stone, s. [Burrstone.]

* buick, pret. [Beck, v.] Courtesied.
" The lass paid hame her compliment and buick."

Ross: Uelenore, p. M. (Jamieson)

* bulge, v.t [A.S. bugan = to bend.] To
bow.

" I hate thraldome. yet man I bulge and bek."
Arbuthnot : Maitland Poems, p. 150. (Jamieson.)

* bulk, * buke, pret. [A.S. bdc, pret. of bacan
= to bake.] Baked.
" Wald hald one boll of Sour quhen that echo built,"

Dunbar: Ma ithunt Poems, p. 79. {Jamieson.)

bulk, buke, s. [Book.] A book. (Scotch.)

1 The bulk : The Bible.

% To take the buik: To perform family wor-
ship.

buik-lare, s. Book-learning. {Scotch.")

buik-leard, book-lear'd, a. Book-
learned. (Scotch.)

"I'm no book-lear'd."
A. Sicol : Poems, p. 84. (Jamieson.)

build, *beld-en. * bild en, " buld-en,
*bulld'-©n, *bylde (u silent) (pret. and
pa. par. *builded. built, • bult, • bulte), v.t. k i.

A.8. byldan, from bold = adwelling ; cog. with
0.8w,bylja=to build; bol, boZe=ahou8e; Dan.
bol ; Icel. bole - a farm ; byle, bceli = a house.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally

:

1. To erect an edifice on the ground by
uniting various materials into a regular struc-
ture.

" He bildede a citee."— Wicklife ; Genesis, Iv. 17.

2. To construct or frame a fabric of any
kind.

" The desirability of building rigged turret ships for
sea-going purpoeea."

—

Brit. Quarterly Rev., January,
1873, p. 112.

*' The earlier voyagers fancied that the coral-building
animal* instinctively built np their great circle* to

protection in the Inner part*."—afford themselves
Darwin : Voyage /
p. 466.

>und the World (ed. 1870), cb, i

3. To construct a nest

JJ, Figuratively:

1. To construct, frame, or form.
"The Lord God bildede the rib . . . Into a woman."

—Wicklife : Genesis ii. 22. {Purvey.)

2. To raise or bring into existence anything
OB any ground or foundation ; to found.

"Love built on beauty, toon as beauty, dies." Donne.

1 3. To compose, put together.

"Himself to sing and build the lofty rhyme." •"

Milton : Lycidas, v. 1L

•4. To strengthen, establish, conform (fre-

quently with the adverb up.)

(1) Ofpersons

:

"I commend yon to God, and to the word of his
grace, which Is able to build you up."—Acti BE, S3.

(2) Of things

:

"The Lord doth build up Jerusalem. "—Pt. czlvii. 1.

* B. Refiexively : To establish, strengthen.
" Building up yourselves on your most holy faith."—

.rude 20.

C. Intransitive :

L Literally:

L To exercise the art or science of a builder
or architect.
" To build, to plant, whatever you Intend,
To rear the column, or the arch to bend." Pope.

2. To construct a nest.
" Bryddez busken to bytde."
Sir Guwayne and the Green Knight, 609.

"Sparrows must not build in his house-eaves."—
'Jhaketp. : Meat, for Meat., Iii. 2.

IX Figuratively:

L To ground oneself on ; to depend, rest on,
"Some build rather upon the abusing of others, and

putting tricks upon them, than upon soundness of
their own proceedings."—Bacon.
*2. To live, dwell.
"Brittenes the baronage, that bieldex tharein."—

Morte Art hurt, 1241.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between to build,
to erect, and to construe^:—" The word build by
distinction expresses the purpose of the action,
erect indicates the mode of the action ; con-
struct indicates contrivance in the action.

What is built is employed for the purpose of
receiving, retaining, or confining ; what Is

erected is placed in an elevated situation ; what
is constructed is put together with ingenuity

.

All that is built maybe said to be erected ot

constructed ; but all that is erected or constructed

is not said to be built ; likewise what is erected

is mostly constructed, though not vice versd.

We build from necessity ; we erect for orna-

ment ; we construct for utilityand convenience.
Houses are built, monuments erected, machines
are constructed." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

build, * bild, * buld, * bylde, s. [Build, r.]

1. The form, style, or mode of construction ;

figure.

* 2. A building, edifice, structure.
" Bryng me to that bygly bylde,"

Early Eng. A Hit. Poemt: Pearl, ffla.

build'-er, 5. & a. [Eng. build; -«r.]

A. As subst. : One who builds.

But what we gain'd in skill we lost in strength.
Our builders were with want of genius curs'o."

Dryden: Epistle to Mr. Congreve, 12,11

B. As adj. : Fitted for building ; of use in

building.

"The builder Oake, sole king of forreets all."

Spenser: P. y., I., i. 8.

% Used largely in composition, as boat-

builder, carriage-builder, Ate.

builder's-jack, $. A kind of scaffold

which is supported on a window-sill and
against the wall and extends outwardly, to
enable a workman to stand outside while re-

pairing or painting.

build ing, • beld-lnge, * bild ingo,
•btld-ynge, 'buld-ingo, jr. par., a.,

&s. [Build, v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. dipartic adj. : In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

L The act of constructing or erecting.

" In buyldynge thel spende it." — Langland : P.
Plowman, 10,274

" Busy with hewing and building.

"

Longfellow : Courtship of Miles Standith, viil.

2. The art, science, or profession of a builder.

3. That which is built ; a fabric, an erection,

an edifice.

"Among the great variety of ancient coins which I
saw at Borne, I could not but take particular notice of
such as relate to any of the buildings or statues that
are still extant."

—

Addison.

building-act, s. An act regulating the
construction of buildings. The Building Acts
7 & 8 Vict., c. 84, and 9 & 10 Vict., c 5, &c,
are confined in their operation to London and
its vicinity.

building block, s.

Shipbuilding : One of the temporary struc-

tures resting upon the slip and supporting
the keel of a ship while building.

building-lease, s. A lease of land for

a term of years, the lessee covenanting to

erect certain buildings upon it.

building-mover, *. A heavy truck on
rollers or wide track-wheel, used in moving
houses.

building-place, s. A place in which to
build a nest ; a nesting-place.

"A small green parrot [Conurus murinut), with a
grey breast, appears to prefer the tall trees on the is-

land! to any other situation for its building-place."—
Darwin: Voyage Round the World (newed., 1670), ch.
viL, p. 138.

building slip, s.

Shipwrighting : A yard prepared for ship-
building.

building-society, *. A joint-stock
society enabling its members under certain re-

strictions to build or purchase, out of a fund
raised among them by periodical subscriptions.

• bulle, v.t. k i. [Boil.]

built, * bult, pa. par., a., k s. [Build, v.]

A. k B. As pa. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.
(Lit. & Jig.)

"He is tall, weU and athletically buHt."—Daily
Telegraph, Dec. 1, 1865.

* C. As substantive

:

L The form, Btyle, or general figure of a
structure (now replaced by build).

- As la the built, so different is the fight"
Dryden.

2. A species or class of construction.
"There is hardly any country which has a

shipping as Ireland ; the reason must be. the scarcity
"There Is hardly any country which has so littla

shipping as Ireland ; the reason must be, t'

of timber proper for this built."—Temple.

If UBed largely in composition, aa brick'
built, clinker-built, half-built, &c.

built beam, s.

Carp. : A beam or girder formed of several
pieces of timber, fitted and bolted, or strapped
together, in order to obtain one of a greater
strength than is usually obtainable in one
balk of timber. (Gwilt.)

built-rib, s.

Carpentry: An arched beam made of
parallel plank laid edgewise and bolted to-

gether.

built-up, a. A term used of masts made
of pieces and hooped ; and of cannon having
an inner core and outer reinforcements.

biiird'-iy, a. [Burdly.] (Scotch.)

* buise, s. [Etym. doubtful. From O. Eng.
buysh = bush (?).] A bush, a tree (?), a gallows.

To shoot the buise : To be hanged.

* bulasb,*. [Bush.] (Chaucer.)

* buist (1), * buste, * boost, * bdoste.
* bo'yste, *" [The same as boist (2), s. (q.v.).]

1. Lit.:

(1) A box.
" The Haister of the money sail answer for all gold

and siluer, . . . and put it in his buist." -Ja. II., Pari.
1151. c. 38, 34 (ed. 1666).

(2) A brand or mark set upon sheep or
cattle by their owner. (Scott.)

2. Fig. : The distinctive characteristic of a
fraternity.

" He is not of the brotherhood of Saint Mary's—at
least he has not the buist of these black cattle."

—

Scott : Monastery, ch. xriv.

buist (2), 8. [The same as Eng. busk (7\

(Scotch).j An article of female dress, intended
to give fulness to the figure.

buist, v.t. [From buist (1) s. (q.v.).]

1. To box, in the sense of enclosing in a box
or shutting up. (Generally with upj)

" This barm* and blaldry buists up all my bees."
Montgomerie: M.S. Chron. 8. P., iii. 500.

2. To brand or mark sheep or cattle.

* buist-OWS, a. [Boistous. ]

* buit, s. [Gael, buite = a firebrand (Shavt);

It. brute = fire (Lhvyd and O'Brien.) (Jamie-

son.).] A match for a firelock.

"... there were no lighted baits among the mus-
quetry."—Gen. S aillie : Letter, ii. 276.

* buith, 8. [Booth.] A shop. (Scotch.)

bu'lth-hav-er, s. [From Scotch buith = a

booth ; Eng. have, and suffix -er.] A keeper
of a booth or shop.

* buit'-lng, s. [Booty.] (Scotch.)

" Ransounes, buitinges, raysing of taxes, imposi-
tions. "—Acts Ja. VI. (1672), c. 50.

* buk (1), s. [Buck (2).] (Prompt. Part).)

buk (2), buke, s. [Book.] (Scotch.)

buke-muslin, s. [Book-muslik.]

buk -a-sy, biik'-ke-sy, s. [Buckasik.]

* buk hid, * buk-hud, s. [From Sw. bock =
a buck, a he-goat ; hufvud as head.] A game,
probably blindman's buff.

" So day by day echo plaid with me buk hud."
Bannatyne MS. Chron. S. P. iii. 237. (Jamiestm.)

* bukk, v.t. [Etym. doubtful. Cf. Ger. bocken
= to butt.] To incite, to instigate.

" Sym to half bargain culd not blin
But bukkit Will on weir."

Evergreen, ii. 181, st. U.

* bukke, s. [Buck (2). ]

• bukkes liornc, s. A buck's horn.

% To blowe the bukkes home : To employ
oneself in any useless amusement

buk'-kum, s. [Bukkum or wukkum, name of

the wood in some of the languages of India.)

bukkum wood, s. The wood of Casmir
pinia Sappan. It is used as a dye-stuff.

buk Bheesh, buk shish, s. [Bakshish.]

* buk' sum, * biik some, * bouk sum,
* bulk some, a. [Buxom.]

boil, boy; poiit, jo'wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -slon = shim ; -flon, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -clous anus, -ble, -gle, &c. m bol, gel*
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*bul(l),«- [Bole.]

# bul (2), a [Bull.]

bul(3). s. [Heb. 4 Phen. fc3 (J3uD = (l) rain, (2)

the rainy month ; from St (yabal) = to flow

copiously.] The eighth month of the Jewish
year. (I Kings vi. 38.)

bulb, s. & a. [In Fr. bulbe ; Sp., Port., & Ital.

bulbo ; from Lat. bulbus ; Gr. jSoA0oc (&otoo#) =
a certain bulbous plant.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. In the same sense as II. 1. (q.v.X

2. A protuberance shaped more or less like

a bulb, as the bulb of a chronometer.
"If we consider the bulb or ball of the eye."—flay.

IL Technically:

1. Botany: A scaly body, formed at or
beneath the surface of the ground, sending
roots downward from its lower part and a stem
upwards from its centre. It propagates itself

by developing new bulbs in the axils of the
scales of which it is formed. There aretwokinds

i.L LBS (REDUCED).
1. Tunieated bulb. Hyacinth 2. Section of ditto.
a Scaly bulb, Lily {L. candidum). i Section of ditto.

•f bulbs : (1) a tunieated bulb, literally a coated
bulb, that is, a bulb furnished with a tunic or
covering of scales, the outer series of which is

thin and membranous, example, the onion
;

and (2) a naked bulb, or one in which the outer
scales are not membranous and united, but
distinct and fleshy like the inner ones, ex-
ample, the lilies. The so-called solid bulb of
the crocus is, properly speaking, not a bulb at
all, but an underground stem with buds upon
It, technically called a corm [Corm], whereas
a proper bulb is analogous not to an under-
ground stem but to a bud only.

2. Hort. : Bulbs placed in water tend to
rot ; they flourish best when fixed in very
light soil or even in the air an inch above
water, into which their roots enter. They
should have abundance of light.

B. As adjective ; [Bulb-tuber.]

bulb-tuber, bulbo-tuber, s. A corm.

btilb, v.i. [From bulb, s. (q.v.).] To take or
possess the form of a bulb.

" Bulbing out in figure of a sphere."
Cotton; Wander* of the Peake (1*81), p. 11

Diilb-a ce-ous, o. [From Lat bulbaceus.]
Pertaining to a bulb, bulbous. (Johnson.)

Dulb-ar, n. [Eng. bulb; -ar.] Pertaining to
the " bulbus " specially so called

—

i.e., to the
Medulla oblongata. m

bulbar paralysis, s. Myelitis bulbi
acuta, acute inflammation of the medulla
oblongata, with difficulty of swallowing and
speaking, and considerable affection of the
extremities. The chronic form is characterised
by muscular paralysis of the tongue, soft
palate, lips, pharynx, and larynx, which derive
their nervous supply primarily from the bul-
bus, from atrophy of the grey nucld in the
floor of the fourth ventricle. (Erb. Zumssen :

Cyclop. o/Pract. of Med., London, 1878.)

bulbed, a. [Eng. bulb; and suffix -ed.) Having
the figure of a bulb, swelling into a sphere at
the lower part.

t bul'-ber-rjf, buU'-ber-ry\ s. [From bull

4\), and berry.] The fruit of Vaccinium Myr-
tillus. [Bilberry.]

bulb-IT- er-ous, a. [In Fr. buVbifere. From

Lat bulbus (q.v.), i connective, fero = to bear,
and Eng. sun. -ous.]

Botany : Bearing bulbs. Example, Globba
marantina. (Lindley.)

bul bU, bul-bil-lus, *. [Lat bulbulvs,
dimin. of bulbus m a bulb.]

Botany

:

1. A small bulb at the side of an old one.

2. A bulblet (q.v.).

biil-bi-ne, 5. [Gr. 0oA0oc (bolbos) = a certain
bulbous plant much prized in Greece.]

Bot. : Agenus of plants belonging to the order
Liliacese (Lilyworts), and the section Anthe-
raceaj. The species, which are all ornamental,
are common in flower-gardens.

bulb -let, 5. [Eng. bulb ; dimin. stiff, -let.]

Bot. : A small bulb growing above ground
on some plants, and which ultimately drops
off, and, rooting itself in the ground, becomes
a new plant. (Gray.)

bulb -ose, a. [In Sp., Port., & Ital. bulboso

;

from Lat bulbosus,] The same as Bulbous
(q.v.).

bulb -ous, o. [In Fr. buWeux.]

Of plants, roots, dtc. : Having a bulb, con-
sisting of a bulb. Example, Cyperus.

bul'-bul, s. [Pers. bulbul = a bird in voice
like the nightingale.] The Indian name of
any bird belonging to the Pycnonotinss, a sub-
family of TurdicUe, or Thrushes. The bulbuls
are admired in the East for their song, like

the nightingale among ourselves. Some species
are found in Africa. Pycnonotusjooosus, which
can be easily tamed, is kept for this end, and
P. hcemorrhous for lighting purposes.

"... the Bulbul* {Pycnonotu* hamorrkout), which
fight with great spirit, . . ."—Darwin: The Descent of
Man, vol. C, pt. i£, ch. xill., p. 41.

" The peaceful sun, whom better suits
The music of the bulbuV* neat."
Moore : Lotos Booth ; The Fire Worthtppert.

bulb'-ule, «. [From Lat. btdbulus = a little

bulb ; dimiu. of bulbus.]

Botany

:

1. A little bulb.

2. One of the little seeds growing along the
shoots of plants.

bul -card, s. [Etym. doubtful.] One of the
English names of a fish, tho Smooth Shan
(Pholis lamis).

* bul'-Chin, s. [Eng. bull (q.v.).] A young
male calf; used also as a term of endearment
and of reproach. (N.E.D.)
" And 1 letter yet than this, a balchln two years old.
A curfd pate calf it is, and oft might have been sold-"

Drayton | Polyolb., S. rxt, p. 1,050.

* bulde, pret. ofv. [Built, Build.]
" Of Cadmus, the which was the furst man
That Thebes bulde, or first tbe toon bygan."

Chaucer: C. T„ 1.MM0.

" buld'-rle, *. [O. Eng. buldfe) = build, and
suff. -rie= -ry.] Building, method of building.

This miildrie and butdrie
Wes maist inagnincall"

Buret* Pilg. Watson's CotL, 11 M.

# bule(l), *. [Bull,]

bule(2), *. [Bool.] (Scotch.)

bulge, bilge, *. [From Sw. & Dan. bolg =
the belly ; A.S. bmlg, belg = a bulge, budget,
bag, purse, belly ; Gael, bolg= belly. ] [Belly. ]

1. The protuberant part of a cask.

2. The flat portion of a ship's bottom.

T The same as Bilge, s. (q.v.).

bulge, v.i. [From O. Sw. bulgja = to swell
out ; A.S. belgan.]

1. To jut out ; to be protuberant.
" The side, or part of the aide of a wall, or any timber

that bulge* from its bottom or foundation, u said to
batter, or hang over the foundation."—Moxon ; Mech.
Mx.

* 2, To take in water, to leak.

"Thrice round the ship was tost,
Then bulg'd at once, and in the deep was lost"

Dryden.

bulg -et, • bul-yet. s. [0. Fr. boulgetu = a
ma.st, a point, a budget, bag, a pouch.] >

bag or pouch. (Scotch.)

"Ooffenis, butwettit, fwdellis, money, lewellis," Ac—Keith: Hut., p. JIT.

" Brekis the cofferis, boullia. packis, bulgettis,
mailiia"

—

Balfour: Pract., p. 63a {Jamteton.)

bulge -ways, s. pl. [Bilgeways.]

bulg'-ing, pr. par., a., A s. [Bulge, v.]

". . . . the oddest mixture of these plants ansr
bulging rocks . . .

. '

—

Arthur young.

bu-lim'-i-a, s. [Bulimy.]

bu-lim'-u-lus, s. [From Lat. bulimus (q.v.)

;

and dimin. suffix -ulus.]

Zool. : A sub-genus of Bulimus (q.v.). Above
three hundred species are known, three of
them British.

bu'-llm-us, s. [From Lat. bulimus; Gr.
£ovAi/j«k (boulimos) = (1) extreme hunger, (2)
weakness of the stomach, fainting ; fiovs (bous)
= an ox, and \iu6? (limos) = hunger, famine.]

Zool. : A large genus of molluscs, family
Helicldae (Land-snails). The shell is oblong
or turreted, with the longitudinal margins un-
equal The animal is like that of Helix. The
genus is widely distributed. The European
species are mostly small, but Bulimus ovatus-

of South America is six inches long. In 1875
the known recent species were 1,120, the fossil

thirty, the latter from the Eocene upwards.
" The tropical bulimi cement leaves together to-

protect ana cement their large bird-like eggs."—
Woodward : Mollutca, p. 15.

bu'-lim-^, bou -lim-y, bu-llm-i-a, s.

[From Gr. jSovAtfiia (boulimia) = ravenous-
hunger.] [Bulimus.]

* L Ord. Lang. (Of the forms bulimy and
boulimy)

:

1. Lit. : The same as IL

2, Fig. : Insatiable desire for anything.
"It stretches out his desires into an insatiable

boulimy."—Scott : Serm. (1687), Works, ii 76,

LL Med. (Chiefly of the form bulimia) : A
most inordinate appetite utterly dispropor-
tioned to the wants of the body ; the stomach
ts greatly enlarged, hanging down like a pouch.
This affection is very rare.

bulk (1), * bolke (Eng.), bouk, bulk
(Scotch), s. £IceL bulki — a heap ; Dan. bulk
= a lump ; O. Sw. both = a heap ; Wei. owlg-

= a swelling. Connected with bulge (q.v.).]

L Lit. : Magnitude of material substance

;

mass, size, extent.

10

Milton : Samson Agonist*.

EL Figuratively

:

L The extent or importance of immaterial
things.

" Things, or objects, cannot enter into tbe mind as
they subsist in themselves, and by their own natural
bulk pass into the apprehension."

—

South.

2. The gross, the main body or part, the
majority.

"These wise men disagreed from the bulk of the
people."—Addison: Freeholder.

3. The main part of a ship's cargo ; as, to-

break bulk, is to open the cargo.

* 4. Apart of a building jutting out ; a stall.

"Clambering the wails to eye him: stalls, bulks*.

windows." Shaketp. : CorioL, li. L
* 5. The body.

" My liver leaped within my bulk.-
TurbervOte.

" He raised a sigh so piteous and profound
As It did seem to shatter all his bulk
And end his being." Shakesp. : Bam., ii. L

% A bouk of tauch : All the tallow take*
out of an ox or cow.

If A bouk-louse is one that has been bred
about the body, as distinguished from one
that has been bred in the head.

bulk-bead, 5. A partition made across a
ship, with boards, whereby one part is divided
from another. (Harris.)

"The creaking of the masts, tbe straining and
groaning of bulk-heads, as the ship laboured in the
weltering sea, were frightful"— fT. Irving: Sketchbook,
p. 18.

bulk (2), s. [A.S. bolca = a balk, beam, stem
of a ship, ridge ; O. H. Ger. pl. balkun-

[Morris).'] The stern of a ship. (Morris.)

* bulk (1), v.i. [Bolk, Belch.] To belch.

•bulk (2), •bulk-yn, v.i. [Bulge, v.] To
bend, bow.

"Bowyn', or lowtyn' (lovrju, bulkyn, or bowyn, H.
P.) Indino."—Prompt. Pare.

bulk -er (1), 8. [Eng. bulk ,- -<r.]

Naut. : A person whose business it is to-

ascertain the bulk or capacity of goods, so as

to fix the amount of freight or dues payable

on them.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e ; ey - a. qu - kw.
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bulk'-er (2), s. [Probably from balk, a.] A
beam or rafter. (Provincial.)

bulk'-i-n£ss, s. [Eng. bulky; -ruse.] The
quality of being bulky ;

greatness in bulk.
" Wheat, or any other grain, cannot aerre instead of

money, because of its bulkiness, and change of it*

quantity."—Locke.

* bulk Ing, * bulk yngo, * bolk'-ynge,
s. [Belching.]

* bulk -sonvness, s. [Eng. bulk, som(e), and
sutf. -ness.] Bulkiness, size.

bulk'-y, a. [Eng. bulk ; -y.] Of great bulk
or dimensions ; large.

" Latreus. the bulkiest of the double race,

Whom the spoil'd arms of alaiu Halsaua grace."
Drydtn.

" As these despatches were too bulky to he concealed
In the clothes of a single messenger, it was necessary

to employ two confidential persons."—iiacauiuy :

Bitt. Eng., ch. XT.

•ff Crabb thus distinguishes between bulky

and -massive :—" Whatever is bulky has a pro-

minence of figure ; what is massive has com-
pactness of matter. The bulky therefore,

though larger in size, is not so weighty as the

wiassivt. Hollow bodies commonly have a

bulk ; none but solid bodies can be massive.

A vessel is bulky in its form ; lead, silver, and
gold, massive." (Crabb • Eng. Syrian.)

bull (l), * bulle, * bid, * boole, • bolle,
* bule, * bole, s. & a. [In 0. Icel. boli ; Dan.
bulle; Dut. bul, in compos, bulle; 0. Dut.
buUe, bolle; Ger. bulle. Not found in A.S.,
though the dimin. bulluca occurs ; Mid. Eng.
bole, bolle, bule, cog. with A.S. bellan m to
bellow, roar, or bark.]

A. As substantive

;

L Ordinary Language

:

1, Literally:

(1) The mate of the bovine mammal (Bos

faurus) of which the cow is the female.
" Dew-lapp'd like built, whose throats had hanging at

'em
Walleta of fleah t

"

Shaketp. ; Tempest, HI. a

(2) The male of any other bovine mammal.
" Pliny's -Ethiopian bull with blue eyes might refer

to this species, . .
."—Griffith ; Cut., It. 401.

(3) The male of some other large mammals

;

the elephant, for instance.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Scripture: A rough, fierce, cruel man.
" Many bull* hare compassed me ; strong bulli of

Bashan have beset me round."—Pt, xxii. li

(2) Literature : One whose aspect and pro-
cedure somewhat suggest those of a bull.

% John Bull : A satirical personification of

the English people, derived from Arbuthnot's
History of John Bull.

% (I) To take the buU by the horns: Boldly,

If not even rashly, to attack a difficulty,

Tegardless of the consequences which will

result from failure.

(8) A bull in a china shop : An expression

used to signify purposeless destruction.

IX Technically:

1. Zoology : [A. 1.]

2. Astron. : The constellation Taurus (q.v.).

" And the bright Bull receives him."
Thornton : Seasons ; Spring.

3. Stock Exchange: One who operates in

expectation of a rise of stock. His natural

and unceasing foe is called a bear. [Bear (1),

*., II. 1.]

A. As adjective : In compos.—
1. Specially:

(1) Pertaining to the quadruped defined

under A.

(2) Male, as opposed to female. [Bull-calf.]

2. Gen. : Large ; as, bull-head, bulrush.

bull-baiting, * bull bayting, s. The
baiting of a bull ; the setting dogs upon a
bull to harass it. In Queen Elizabeth's' time,

and subsequently, it was a common amuse-
ment.

" Entertained the people with a horse-race or buU-
baiting I"—Addison.

bull-bat, s. [So named (1) from a boom-
ing sound which it makes in the air when
flying, and (2) from the resemblance of its

flight to that of a bat.] A name given in the
United States to a bird, the American Goat-
sucker yCaprimulgus americanus).

bull-bee, s. The same as Bull-fly (q.v.).

bull-beef (pL buU-bsevts), s. Beef derived

from a bull. It is coarse in character.

bull-bird, *. The Bullfinch (q.v.).

bull-calf; s.

1. Lit. : A he-calf, a male calf.

2. Fig. : A stupid fellow.

bull comber, s.

Entom. : Typhosus vulgaris, one of the dung*
beetles

bull - dose, bull - dose, s. A seven
whipping, a cowhiding.

bull dose, bull-doze, v.t.

1. To flog severely.

2. To intimidate. (BartletL)

bull-dozer, *. (u. S.)

1. One who bulldozes.

2. A revolver.

bull-faced, a. Having a face like a bull ;

large-faced.

bull-feast, a.

1. A bull-baiting (q.v.).

% The same as Bull-fioht.

bull-fight, s. A barbarous amusement of
great antiquity, having been practised by the
Egyptians, by the Thessalians, and others,

but now associated chiefly with Spain, into

which it seems to have been first introduced
by the Moors. [Bull-baiting.]

bull finch, s. [Bullfinch.]

bull-fish, s. One of the names for the

Great Seal (Phoca barbata). It is not a fish,

but a mammal.

bull-fly, s. The Stag-beetle (q.v.).

bull-foot, s.

Bot. : The genus Tussilago (q.v.).

bull-frog, s.

1. Gen, : Any frog, European or otherwise,

which croaks with a deep rather than a sharp

sound.
" The buU.frog'i note from out the marsh.
Deep-mouth'd arose and doubly harsh."

Byron : Siege of Corinth, 33.

2. Spec : Some American frogs.

(1) A species of frog {liana pipiens) found in

Carolina and the parts adjacent, which has a

voice not unlike that of a bull. It is six or

eight inches long, by three or four broad,
without the legs. It is difficult to catch from
its length of leap, besides which it is generally

left unharmed because it is said to purify

rather than to pollute the waters in which it

lives. (2) Rana ocdlata. (3) Sana clamitans.

(4) liana grunniens.

buii-god, 8.

1. A god worshipped under the form of a
ball.

2. An image representing such a god.

bull-grape, 5. The English name of a
plant, the Vitisrotundifolia, a North American
species of the vine genus with polished reni-

form cordate-toothed leaves. [Bullet-grape. ]

bull-grass, s. A grass, Bromus mollis,

or some other species of Bromus.

bull-head, 5.

1. Lit. : Various fishes having large heads,
Spec.,

(1) The River Bull-head, a spiny-flnned fish,

Cottus gobio. It is called also the Miller's

Thumb and the Tommy Lugge. It has a
broad and flat head, the preopercle with one
spine, the body dusky clouded with yellow,

the belly whitish. Its length is about four

inches. It occurs in Britain in clear brooks,
depositing its spawn in a hole in the gravel.

(2) The flsh-genus Aspidophorus, of the
same family Triglidse. Aspidophorus euro-

poms is the armed bull-head.

2. Fig. ; A stupid person, a blockhead.

bull-hide, s. The hide of a bull, a shield

made of bull-hide.

bull hoof, 5. A plant of the Passion-

flower order, Murucuja ocellata.

bull of the bog, s. The Bittern. (Scotch.)
" The deep cry of the . . . buU-of-the-bog, a largsj

species o* bittern."—Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. 1.

bull-ring, *.

1, The arena In which a Spanish bull-fight
takes place.

2. A ring for fastening a bull to the stake to
be baited.

3. The place where bulls were usually bait-
ed. (In some towns, Birmingham, for example,
the term survives as a proper name.)

bull-roarer, *. [Turndum.]

bull-rush, s. [Bulrush.]

bulls and-cows, s. [So called because
the spadices, which are sometimes dark-red
and sometimes pale-pink or nearly white, give
an idea of male and female (Prior).'] The
flowers of the Cuckow-pint (Arum viaculatum).

bull's-eye, s.

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The eye of a bull.

2. Fig. : A policeman's lantern with a thick
glass reflector on one side.

IX Technically:

L, Nautical

:

(1) A small pulley of hard wood, having a
groove round the outside and a hole in the
middle, answering the purpose of a thimble.

(2) A bulb or thick disc of glass let into a
ship's side or deck.

(3) One of the perforated balls on the jaw-
rope of a gaff.

2. Target practice : The centre of a target.

3. Glass-making : The central boss which is

attached to the bunting-iron or pontil, in the
operation of making crown-glass.

i. Optical instruments

:

(1) The lens of a dark lantern. [I. 2.]

(2) A plano-convex lens, used as an illumi-

nator to concentrate rays upon an opaque
microscopic object

5. Con/ect. : A kind of large round balls

made of coarse sugar.

Bull's-eye cringle

:

tfaut. : A wooden ring or thimble used as a
cringle in the leech of a saiL

bull's head, * bullis head, s. The
head of a bull.

*' It has been asserted and again denied
that in the old turbulent times in Scotland
the presentation of a bull's head to a person
was the signal for his execution or for his
assassination.

"
. . . . efter the dinner was end It, once all the

delicate courses taken away, the chancellor (Sir
William Crichton) presentit the bullis head befolr the
earle of Douglas, in eigne and toaken of condemnation
to the death."— Ptiscottie, p. 405.

bull's horn, s. & a.

Bull's-hom coralline : [So named because the
shape of the cells is like a bull's horn.] A
zoophyte of the family Cellariida?,. It is the
Eucratia loricata. It is branched subalter-

nate, has the cells conical, with a raised

orifice, beneath which is a spinous process.

Found in the British seas.

bull's nose, s.

1. Lit. : The nose of a bull.

2. Carp. : A term sometimes applied to the
angle formed by the junction of two plane
surfaces.

bull-seg, s. [From Eng. bull, and Scotch
segg (q.v.).] A gelded bull. (Scotch.)

bull-stag, s. A castrated bull.

bull-trout, s. An English name for

Salmo eriox, called also the Grey-trout, and
the Round-tail. It is a British fish.

bull weed, *. A plant, the Black Cen-
taury (Centaurea nigra).

bull-wort, *. [Prior thinks this should
be pool-wort, from growing near pools. This is

doubted by Britten and Holland, and there is

no evidence for it.]

Botany

:

1. A name for the Scrophularia genus of
plants.

2. An umbelliferous plant, Ammi majus.

bull (2), bulle, s. [In Fr. A Ger. bulle ; Ital.

bulla, bolla. From Low Lat. bulla = a seal or
stamp, a letter, an edict, a roll ; Class. Lat.

bulla m (1) a bubble, (2) a boss, a knob, a
stud ]

1. Ecclesiastical:

(1) The seal appended to the edicts and
briefs of the pope.

(2) A letter, edict, brief, or rescript of the

boil, boy; pout. J6wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -Ing>

-cian. tian - shan. -tlon, -slon * shun ; -tion, -slon = zhun. -clous* -tious, -sions = anus, -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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pope sealed with such a seal. Such a writing

11 issued by the pope to the large portion of

Christendom of which he is the head, to con-

Tey his will to the churches.
" By publishing that very noted decree, th« Bull

Cnisewitus."—Mosheim: Ch, Hilt.

2. History : An imperial edict.

% Golden bull : So named from it* seal,

which was of gold. An edict sent forth by
the Emperor Charles IV. in 1356, containing

an imperial constitution which became the

fundamental law of the German empire.

trftll (3), s. [Of unknown origin ; cf. O. Fr.

boule = fraud ; Icel. bull = nonsense. (N.E.D.)~\

* 1. A ludicrous jest.
*' Make a Jest or bull, or epeake aome eloquent non-

sense to make the company laugh."—A. a H ood. in

Oxoniana, ii. 23.

2. A one-sided statement with an aspect of

cleverness, but in which an absurdity unper-

ceived by the speaker renders the sentence

ridiculous. (Often with Irish prefixed.)

"A bull it an apparent congruity, and real in-

congruity of ideas, suddenly discovered."—Sydney
Smith: Works (ed. 1867). i. «».

bftll, v.t. & i. [Bull (1), «.]

A. Transitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To gender with. (Said of a
bull.)

2. Fig, : To raise the price of (stocks, &c).

B. Intransitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To take, or desire, the bull.

(Said of a cow.)

2. Fig. : To speculate for a rise.

trlUT-beg-gar, s. [The first element is doubt-

ful; probably bull (1), though the quotation

from Ayliffe seems to show real or fancied

connection with bull (2).] A kind of hob-

goblin used to frighten children with.

" A ecAi-ehug, a bull-btgger, a sight that frayeth and
frigbteth."—Cole*. «» b.

•" These fulniinations from the Vatican were turned
Into ridicule; and aa they were called bull-beggars,

they were used aa words of acorn and contempt. '

—

Ayliff*.

btaT-la}, *. [Lat. bulla = a bubble.]

L ZooL : A genus of molluscs called from the

thinness of their shells bubble-shells. The
hell is oval, ventricose, convoluted externally,

or only partially invested by the animal. The
animal has a large cephalic disk bilobed be-

hind ; the lateral lobe is much developed.

It occurs in temperate and tropical seas from
twenty-five to thirty fathoms. In 1875 fifty

recent species were known and seventy fossil,

the latter from the Oolite onwards.

2. Med. : [Bulla]

btU - lace, * bol'-ace, * bol las, * boV -as,

a. [6. Fr. beloce (Littre) ; from Ir. bulos m a

prune ; Gael, bulaistear (A'fceat).]

1, The fruit of the tree described under S.

Bolaces and blake-berles that on brerea (rrowen."
milium of Palern* (ed. Skeat). 1,609.

2. The English name of a tree, the Frunus
communis, var. insititia. It is akin to the

var. o spinosa (the sloe), but differs in having
the peduncles and underside of the leaves

pubescent and the branches slightly spinous,

whereas the a spinosa has the peduncles
glabrous, the leaves ultimately so also, and
the branches decidedly spinous.

" In October, and the beginning of November, come
services, medlars, bullae**; roses cut or removed, to
eome late."— liaron : Essay*; Of Gardens.

bullace-plttm, s. The name of a fruit.

buUace-tree, *. (Bullace, 2.]

btU'-la-dea, s. pi. [Bullid,«.]

btU'-lSB, s. pi. [Lat. bulla = (1) a bubble, (2) a
boss, knob, or stud.] Blains, or blebs.

Med. : Miniature blisters, or blebs. They
are larger than vesicles, with a large portion

of cuticle detached from the skin and a watery
transparent fluid between. The skin beneath
Is red and inflamed.

• bul-lan'-tic, a. & s. [Fr. bullantique; from
Lat. bulla m a bull.] [Bull (2).]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or used in papal
bulls, as bullantic letters. [B.] {Fry.)

B. As subst, : Capital letters used in papal
bulls.

* btal-lar-j^ (1), s. [In Fr. bullaire ; Low Lat.

buUari'um; from ottHa = a bull.] [Bull (2), a]
A collection of papal bulls.

"The whole bull is extant in the buUary of Laertius

Cherubtnus."—South: Sermons, v. 824.

* b&l'-lar-^ (2), *. [A corr. of boilery.] A
bucket of brine. (Wharton.)

bul -late, a. [Lat. bullatus is either fleeting

like a bubble or inflated like one.]

Bot. : Blistered, puckered. (Used when
the parenchyma of a leaf is larger than the

area in which it is formed)

bull-dog, s. ka. [From Eng. bull, and dog.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang, db Zool. : A variety of the com-
mon dog, Canis familiarix, variety taurinus,

sometimes called variety malossus, from Mo-
lossia (Southern Epirus or Lower Albania),

where similar dogs are said anciently to have
existed. The bulldog has a thick, short, flat

muzzle, a projecting underjaw, thick and pen-

dent lips, a large head, a flat forehead, a small

brain, half-pricked ears, a thick and strong

body, but of low stature. Its courage and
tenacity of hold are well known.

2. Bot. (pi. Bulldogs): The name of a plant,

Antirrhinum majus. (Pratt.)

3. Metal. : A very refractory, grey, lustrous

substance used for the lining of puddling
furnaces. It is obtained by roasting the top
cinder (principally ferrous silicate) for several

days in kilns, the silicate is oxidised, and
fusible silicious slag separates from the in-

fusible bulldog.

4. Figuratively:

1. At the Universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, one of the Proctor's attendants whose
duty it is to secure offenders.

2. A firearm, spec, applied to a short revolver.

B. As adjective ; Resembling that of a bull-

dog. [A, 1.]

" That bulldog courage which flinch.* from no
danger."—3/acaulay : But. Eng., ch. xxi.

* bulled, a. [Bolled (q.v.).] 8welled or em-
bossed. (Hen. Jonson : Sad Shep., i. 8.)

bul'-leii, s. [Cf. Wei. tmlion = the seed-vessel

of some plants.] The awn or chaff from flax

or hemp.

bul len, a. [Etym. uncertain ; apparently a

corr. of bullion.]

bullen nail, ».

Upholstery: An upholsterer's nail, with a

round head, a short shank, turned and lac-

quered.

1 bul-ler, v.l 4 t. [From Sw. bnllra = to

make a noise ; Dan. buldre = to racket, rattle,

make a noise ; Dut. bulderen = to bluster,

rage or roar ; 8w. butler ; Dan. bulder = noise,

tumbling noise.] [Boulder.]

A. Intransitive

:

L To emit such a sound as water does,

when rushing violently Into any cavity, or

forced back again.
•' Part bullerand in at euery rift and bore."

Douglas: Virgil, 16, 64.

2. To make a noise with the thrdat when it

is being gargled with a liquid, or when one is

In the agonies of death.

. . quhare the kyng wu lyand bullerand in hi*

blode>—Cron. B. vi. c. 14.

B. Tram. : To impart the impetus which

Is attended by or produces such a sound.
- Thame aeemyt the erde opynnyt amyd the node :

Theatorm up bullerU aaud a* it war wod."
Doug. : Virgil, 16. »

• bul-ler, ' bul-loure, s. [From butter, v.

(q.v.)] (Scofcfc.) A loud gurgling noise.

- Bot quhare the nude went *tyl, and calmyt a! ia,

But rtoure or bulloure, murmoure, or mouing."
Doug. I Virgil, 325, 63.

•J Near Buchan-ness, on the coast of Aber-

deenshire, lie the Bullera of Buchan or Buchan-
bullers. They form a vast hollow or cauldron

in a rock open at the top, and affording in-

gress to the sea on one side through a natural

archway. Carlyle uses the term Buchan-
bullers figuratively.

" Thu* daily i* the intermediate land crumliling-ux,

dally the empire of the two Buchan-bullcrt extending.

Carlyle : Sartor Rexartut, bk. Hi., ch. x.

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A small ball.

2. O/Jlrearmj:
* (1) A cannon ball.

(2) A ball, generally of lead, made to fit the
bore of a rifle or musket, and designed to be
propelled thence with great force as an offen-

sive instrument or weapon. Bullets are now
usually cylindrical, with conical or conoidal
points.

XX Technically

:

1. Afiittarn: [I. 2.]

2. Her. : A name some-
times given to the ogress
or pellet. (Gloss, of Her.)

B. As adjective : (See the
compounds.)

bullet - compasses,
». pi. A pair of scribing bullet.

compasses with a bullet

on the end of one leg to set in a hole. Th»
same aa Cone-compasses and Club-coic-

btU'-let, a & a. [Fr. boulet, dimin. of boule =
a ball ; from Lat. bulla (q.v.).]

A. As substantive

:

bullet extractor, s. A pair of pincera

with projecting claws, adapted to imbed
themselves in a bullet so as to draw it from
its bed and extract it. When closed, these

form a smooth, blunt surface, like a probe,

and are opened against the bullet so as to

spread apart the vessels which might oppose

the retraction. (Knight.)

bullet hook, s. A hook-ended tool for

extracting bullets. A pair of iron forceps re-

sembling a bullet-hook was disinterred at Pom-
peii in 1819 by Dr. Savenko, of St. Petersburg.

bullet-ladle, s. A ladle for melting lead

to run bullets.

bullet making, a. Making, or designed

to be used in making bullets, aa bulUt-making

machint.

bullet mould, s. A mould for making
bullets. It is an implement opening like a

pair of pincers, having jaws which shut closely

together, and a spherical or other shaped

cavity made by a cherry-reamer, with an in-

gate by which the melted lead is poured in.

(Knight.)

bullet-probe, s. A sound for exploring

tissue to find the situs of a bullet It is

usually a soft steel wire with a bulbous ex-

tremity.

bullet-proof, a. Strong enough to pre-

vent ita being penetrated by a bullet.

bullet-screw, ». A screw at the end of

a ramrod to penetrate a bullet and enable the

latter to be withdrawn from the piece. [Ball-

SCBEW.j

bullet-shell, ». An explosive bullet for

small-arms. In experiments made with them

at Enfield in 1857, caissons were blown up at

distances of 2,000 and 2,400 yards ; and brick

walls much damaged at those distances by

their explosion. [Bullet.] (Knight.)

bullet-tree, s. [Bully-tree.]

bullet-wood, s. The wood of the Bully,

or Bullet-tree, No. 1 (q.v.)

bul -le tin, s. [In Ger. bulletin ; Dut S ft.

bulletin fltal. bullettino = a bill, a schedule:

from bulletta = a ticket, a warrant ; dimin. of

bulla, bolla = an edict of the pope.]

1. A brief narrative of facts issued for the

information of the public after a battle, during

the sickness of a distinguished personage, or

in any similar circumstances.

"Lord Beacon»fteld'» condition had not improved

aince the iaaue of the laat bulletin. '—Daily .vem,

March 81. 1681.

2. A public announcement of news recently

arrived, or anything similar.

3. A periodical publication reporting the

proceedings of a society.

H The name is sometimes used in the title

of a newspaper.

bul let-stane, ». (Ene. bvlUt ; Scotch slone.]

A round stone. (Scotch.)

bull finch (1), bul'-finon, «• [Eng. b*U:

finch.] A well-known bird, the Pyrrhuhi vul-

garis [Ptkbhula], locally known as tne

Norskpipe, the Coalhood, the Hoop, or the

Tony Hoop, the Alp, and the Hope. In tne

tmte, fit, fire, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit. sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore. wqII, work, wh4. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. s»,o5 = e. ey= «- <ra-lrw.
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1

male the head, the parts surrounding the bill,

the throat, and the tail are lustrous black
;

the nape, the back, and the shoulders bluish-

grey ; the cheeks, neck, breast, the fore part

of the belly, and the flanks red ; the rump
and the vent white. A pinkish-white bar runs
transversely across the wing. Its length is

about 6J iuches. The female is less brightly

coloured. It feeds on pine, fir, and other

seeds, on grain, on berries, on buds, &c It

is permanently resident In Europe. Its

nest is usually of moss, the eggs, generally

four, bluish-white speckled and streaked with
purplish or pale-orange brown at the thicker
end. Its song is much prized. It is often

domesticated. It occurs in many lands.

Dull -finch (2), s. [Said to be a corruption
of bull-fence = a fence for confining bulls.) A
hedge, usually of quick-set, with a ditch on
one Bide, and so high as to otter great difficulty

to hunters and steeple-chasers.

bul -U-dae, t bul -la dae, * pi. [Lat bulla
(q.v.), and fern. pi. suff. -idee, -adm.]

Zool. : A family of molluscs, the second of
the section Tectibranchiata, of the family
Opisthobranchiata. They have thin, globular,
convoluted shells without an operculum.
The animal more or less invests the shell.

The head is in the form of a single or lobed
disk, frequently with its lateral lobes much
developed. It contains the genera Bulla,
Akera, Aplustrum, Ac. It has existed since

the deposition of the Lower Oolites.

Will led, pa. par. k a. [Bully, v.t]

• bul li mong, * bAl -U-mon-& *. [Etym.
doubtful.]

1. A mixture of oats, peas, and vetches.

2. Buck-wheat (q. v.).

bAlT-Ing (1), *. [From bull, s. (q.v.Jt]

On the Stock Exchange : The system of con-
tracting to take stock at a specified future
.time, making it one's interest during the in-

terval to raise its value.

bull ihg (2), a, [Etym. doubtful.]

Blasting : Parting a piece of loosened rock
from its bed by means of explodinggunpowder
poured into the fissures.

©All -i on (1), 'bull-yon, «. k a. [From
Low Lat. bullio, genit. bullionis = (l) the
ebullition of boiling water, (2) a mass of gold
and silver ; from bullare = to stamp, to mark
with a seal.] [Bulla.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. (Of tfie forms bullyon and bullion) : A
stud, a boss, a globular hollow button ; a
series of copper plates put on the breast-
leathers or bridles of horses for ornament.

** The claspes and bullions were worthe a M. pounde."
Melton : The Crown of Laurel.

* 2. A kind of dress.

"The other U his dressing block, upon whom my
lord lays all his clothes and fashions, ere he vouchsafes
them his own person : yon shall see him in the morn-
ing in the galley-foist, at noon in the bullion, in the
•rening in quirpo. "~Matting : Fatal Dowry, ii. S.
{Xaret?i

* 3. Coin not allowed to pass, or not cur-
rent at the place where it is tendered.

**.
. . and our coin is bullion in foreign dominions."—Locke : Further Considerations.

4. Uncoined gold and silver in bars or in
the mass.

0) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.
**.

. . the profit of conveying bullion and other
valuable commodities from port to port"

—

Macaulay :

Mitt. Rng„ ch. ill.

« (2) Spec. : Pure gold.
** The rolall riches and exceeding coat
Of every pillour and of every poet.
Which all of purest bullion framed were."

Spenter : F. «... III. I ts.

5. Metallic, as contradistinguished from
paper money.

IL Technically

:

1. Coinage. [I. 3 & 4.]

2. Goldsmith-work:

<1) A showy metallic ornament or metal-
covered fringe ; if genuine, of gold or silver,
but sometimes a mere colourable imitation in
baser metal

(2) A form of heavy-twisted fringe, the cords
of which are prominent, as the strands of a
cable. Bullion-fringe for epaulets is made of
silk covered with fine gold or silver wire.

3. Glass-making: The extreme end of the

flass bulb at the eud of the blowing-tube,
'he bulb having assumed a conical form is

rested on a horizontal bar called the bullion-

bar, to assist in bringing it to the spherical
form. (Knight.)

B. As adjective

:

Of coin

:

1. (Lit. orfig.): Not now current.
" Words whilom flourishing

Pass now no more, but banished from the court,
Dwell with disgrace among the vulgar sort

:

And those which eld's strict doom did disallow.
And damn for bullion, go for current now."
Sylvester; Divine Works of Du. Hart at ; Babylon,

2. Pertaining to uncoined gold and silver,

or to metallic money. a

1 Obvious compounds : Bullionrbar, bul-

lion-fringe.

bull -t-on (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A wild
plum, a large Bloe (Wright), Prunus insititia (?).

(Britten £ Holland.)

bull'-I-on-Ist, s. [From Eng. bullion, and
suff. -ist.] An advocate for a metallic cur-
rency, or for the limitation of a paper one to
an amount which renders it always converti-
ble into gold.

bul 11 rag. 'bul-if-rag;, bal-ll rag,
pX [Etym. unknown.] To rally in a con-

temptuous way ; to abuse one in a hectoring
manner. (Scotch.)

"The gudeman bullyragged him sae sair, that ha
begude to tell his miud."—Campbell, 1. SSI.

t bull -lash, a. [Eng. bull (3) ; suff. -ish.)

Of a statement or argument : Containing a
bull ; having in it a blunder.

"A toothless satire Is aa improper as a toothed sleek-
stone, and aa bullish. "—Uilton: Animade. Rem. De-
fence.

* bull -1st, *. [From En& kc , bull (2), and suff.

-ist; Ger. bullist ; O. Fr. buUiste.] A writer
of papal bulls.

". . . penitentiaries, proctors in the court eccle-
siastical, dataries, bullittt, copyists."—Harmar j XV. of
Bruit Sermons, p. 1*4.

* bAil-I'-tion, $. [Prom Lat buUUum, sup.
of bullio, or bullo — to bubble, to be in a state
of ebullition.] The same as Ebullition.

" There Is to be observed. In these dissolutions, which
will not easily incorporate, what the effects are, aa
the bullition, . . .-—Bacon,

bul -lock, *bul lok, * bul loke, s. k a.

. [A.S. bulluca m a bullock, Bullock is adimin.
of(wii(q.v.).]

A. As substantive : A young bull.
". . . one young bullock, one ram, and seven Iambs

of the first year ; . .
."

—

Numb. xxlx. 8.

B. As adjective : Drawn by bullocks ; as,

buUock-carriage, bullock-cart, bullock-waggon.

it was in so bad a state that no wheel vehicle.
excepting the clumsy bullock-waggon, could pass
along."

—

Darwin: Voyage round, the World (ed. 1870),

Ch.II, p. 26.

bullock's eye, s.

1. hit. : The eye of a bullock.

2. Bot. : A plant, Sempervivum tectorum.

bullock's heart, s.

1. Lit. : The heart of a bullock.

2. Bot. : The fruit of a tree, Anona reticulata.

bAl'-l^ (1), «. k a. fOf uncertain etym. Dr.
Hurray suggests connection with Dut. boll m
a lover of either sex. In folk etym. there is

some association with bull (1).]

A* As substantive

:

* 1. A brisk, dashing fellow.
" I love the lovely bully."

Shaketp. : Ben. V., It. 1.

2. A noisy, insolent man, who habitually
seeks to overbear by clamour or by threats.

" .... he became the most consummate bully ever
known In his profession. "—Macaulay : Bitt. hug.,
ch. iv.

3. A hired bravo, a ruffian.

4. The protector of a prostitute.

B. As adjective: Brisk, dashing. (Vulgar.)

T Among the most usual compounds are :

Bully-boy, bully-monster, bully-rook (Shakesp.

:

Merry Wives, i. 8 ; ii. 1.)

bAl'-iy (2), i.k a. [Probably a corruption of
bullet.}

bully-tree, «. (Probably a corruption of
bullet-tree.]

Botany

:

1. According to Sir R, Schomburgk the

name given in Guiana" to a species of Mimu-
sops, one of the Sapotaeeae (Sapotads). The
fruit is about the size of a coffee-berry, and
tastes delicious. The wood is solid, heavy,
cross-grained, and durable.

2. A name given in the West Indies to the
species Bumelia, a genus of plants belonging
to the order Sapotacese (Sapotads). [Bu-
melia.] They have fine leaves, but their
flowers possess little attraction. Bumelia in-

gens is the Bastard, and B. nigra the Black
Bully-tree. [Bumelia.]

3. The Jamaica Bully-tree, Lucuma mam-
mosa, is also a Sapotad. Its fruit is egg-
shaped, from three to five inches long, and
has been called Marmalade or Natural Mar-
malade.

bAl'-ljf, v.t. k i. [From bully, s. (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To attempt to overbear by
clamour, insult, or threats.

" The Jacobites, who hated Smith and had reason to
bate him, affirmed that be had obtained his place by
bullying the Lords of the Treasury, and particularly
by threatening that, if his Just claims were disre-
garded, he would be the death of Hampden '

'— Ma-
caulay : Bitt. Bng., ch. xL

B. Intrans. : To act as a bully, to behave
with noise, insolence, and menace.

" He fawned, bullied, and bribed indefatigable"—
Macaulay I Bitt. Eng., ch. vt

bul'-ly-lng, pr. par., a., k s. [Bully, v.t.)

A. <fc B. As present participle & participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive ; The act of attempting to
overbear by means of noise, insult, or menace.

* bul -lyn, v.i. k t. [Boil, v.] (Prompt. Parv.)

bul rush, bull-rush, s. k a. [From Eng.
bull, a. = large ; and rush.]

As. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang, and Botany

:

1. In the singular

:

(1) A name sometimes given to the botanical
genus Typha, called also Cat's- tail or Reed-
mace (q.v.). [See also Typha.]

(2) The name of the genus Scirpus, called
also Club-rush. Specially used of the species

Scirpus lacustris, Lake Club-rush. [Club-
rush, Scirpus.]

2. In the plural. (Bulrushes or Typhads):
The name given by Dr. Lindley to the order of
plants called Typhacese,

II. Scripture and Botany ; The bulrush of
Scripture is the translation of two distinct
Hebrew words, fhfiJM (a^mon), possibly an
Arundo or some similar genus, in Isaiah Iviii. 5,

and W^J (gome), evidently the Papyrus nilo-

tica (Ex. ii. 3, Isaiah xviii. 2).

B. As adjective : Resembling any of the
plants described under A.

•fl Bullrush penciUaria : The English name
of a grass, P. spicata, from India.

bul -rush worts, s. pi [From Eng. bulrush^
and worts.]

Bot. : Lindley's name for the Typhaceas
(q.v.).

t bulse, s. [From Port, bolsa = a purse, a bag. ]

A purse, a bag. (Used only of a receptacle
for diamonds.)

". . . . bulset of diamonds and bags of guineas.*—

.

Macaulay : Bit*. Una., ch. xviii.

* bul -stare, v.t The same as Bolt (2), v.,
* Bulte, v. (q.v.). (Prompt. Parv.)

* bolt, * bulte, j>ref. k pa. par. [Build, v.}

* bulte, * bult'-eu, v.t. [From Sw. bulta
= to beat.] [Bolt (2).] (Chaucer: C. T.)

* bult-ed, pa. par. k a. [Bulte, v.]

* bulted bread, *. The coarsest bread.

(Wharton.)

* buT-te% $. [Low Lat bulteUus.} [Bolt, v.]

L A bolter or bolting-cloth.

2. The bran after sifting.

bult cr, * txSillt'-er, * bolt'-er, * bult-
ure, 'bult'-ar, a. [From O. Fr. bulter =
a boulter or sieve.] [Bolter.]

1. The bran or refuse of meal after it is

dressed.

2. The bag in which it is dressed.

3. (Of the form bulter) : A deep-sea line.

boil, bo>; pout, J6%1; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this ; sun, as; expect, Xenophon, exist ph - 1,

clan, -tian = shau. tion, -slon = shun ; -(Ion, -slon = shun, -clous, tlous. -sious = shus. -We, -die, Ac. = bol, del.
a.'
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* bult urc, * bult'-ar, s. [From O. Eng.
bulte, and suff. -urc, -ar = modern Eng. -er.]

One who or that which boults. [Bolter (2). ]

* bult'-yd, pa. par, [Bulte.] {Prompt. Parv.)

* bult'-ynge, vr. par., a., k s. [Bulte, v.]

{Prompt. Parv.)

bul'-work, j. [Dan. bulvavrk; Sw. bolverk

;

Dut. & Ger. bollwerk ; from Dan. bid = a
stump, log, and vcerk = work.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit.: A rampart or fortification, pro-
perly one made of stumps of trees, Ac. ; a
bastion.

*' They oft repair
Their earthen bulwarks 'gainst the ocean flood."

Fairfax.

2. Fig. : Any shelter or screen against an
enemy.

IX Naut. : That part of the sides of a ship
which rises above the level of the upper deck.

" Like leviathans afloat.

Lay their bulwark* on the brine.*
Campbell : flatHe of the Baltic, 2.

• bul wark, v.t. [Bulwark, «.] To fortify ;

to secure with bulwarks.
" And yet no bulwark?d town, or distant coast.
Preserves the beauteous youth from being seen."

Addison.
• bul'-yette, *. [Bdlget.]

• bul'-yie-ment, «. [Habiliment,] (Scotch.}

Habiliments ; specially such as constitute
part of a military equipment.

" Gird on their bulyiement and come alang."
Hon : Helenare, p. lit

bum, v.i. [In Dut bommen = to sound like an
empty barrel; O. Dut bom =s a drum. Imitated
from the sound,] To make a humming noise.

(Chiefly Scotch.) Used—
1. Of bees.

Burns : To William Simpson

2. Of the confused hum of a multitude.

For English men bum there as thick aa beea"
Bamuton : Wallace hit. x., p. 253. {Jamieson.)

3. Of the drone of a bagpipe.
" At glonain now tbe bagpipe's dumb.
Whan weary owsen hameward come;
Sae sweetly as it wont to bum.

And Pibrach* akreed."
Ftrgusson : Poetrs, 1L S4.

bum (1), s. [Of uncertain origin.]

1. The buttocKs.

2. A bumbailiff (q.v->

hum (2), s.ka. [From bum, v. (q.v.).]

A. As substantive : A humming noise, the
sound emitted by a bee.

". . . I ba' knowne
Twenty such breaches piee'd up, and made whole.
Without a bum of noise."

s% Jonson | Hagnetick Lady, Work*, li. 49.

B. As adjective ; Emitting a humming sound.

bum-clock, a. A humming beetle which
flies in the summer evenings. Probably It is

what entomologists call Geotrupes stcrcorarius.
" The bum-dock humm'd wi' lasy drone.'

Burnt: The Tva Bog*.

* bum, prep, with pro. [Contracted from Eng.
by my.]

* bum troth* By my troth.

"No, bum troth, good man Gruinbe, his name is

Btephano."—Damon and Pith., O. PL, i. 21L

*bum-ladie. By my lady, i.e., by the
Virgin Mary.

"Nay, bum-ladle. I will not. by St. Anne."
Promo* and Cassandra. It. 7. (A'aw.)

t>U <maS tU«, s. [From Or. j3ov>a<r0os (bou-

masthos), fiovfiaorot (boumastos) m a kind of
vine bearing large grapes ; Povt (bous) = a
bullock or ox, a cow, and u,aoro* (mastoe)= a
breast, spec, the swelling breast of a woman.
Named from being large like a cow's nipple.]

Pakeont. : A sub-genus of Silurian Trilobites
ranked under the genus Illaemis. The Illamvs
(Bumastus) barrUnsU is from Barr, in Btattbrd-

shire. It is called the Barr Trilobite.

bum -bai-UfiT, *. [Dr. Murray says : cf. the Fr.

'

equivalent pousse-cul, colloquially shortened
to cul, precisely like the Eng. bum,] Skeat
.thinks bum is =* bum (1) (q.v.), and that it

was applied by the common people contemp-
tuously to the functionary, as implying that
he caught those of whom he was in pursuit
by tbe hinder part of their garments. An

under bailiff, employed to dun and arrest one
for debt

" do. Sir Andrew, scout me for him at the corner of
the orchard, like a bumbaUiJfr—Shakesp. : Twelfth
Night, HI. 4.

bum baized, bum-based, bom -bazed,
a. [From Scotch bum, v., and hazed (q.v.).

J

Amazed, confused, stupified. (Scotch.)

"Conscience! if I am na clean bumbaited—you, ye
cheat, the wnddy rogue . ."

—

Scott : Bob Boy, ch.HE
bum -bard (1), s. &, a, [Bombard, s.&a.]

bum -bard (2), bum'-bart, s. & a, [From
ltal, b'ombare — a humble-bee (Jamieson).']

[Bombus, BUMBEE.]

A. As substantive (of the form bumbart) : A
drone, a driveller.

" An bumbart, ane dron bee, ane bag full of fleume
."

Dunbar : Maitland Poem*, p. 48.

B. As adjective (of the form bumbard) : In-
dolent, lazy.

" Mony sweir bumbard belly-haddronn."
Dunbar: Bannatyne Poem*, p. SB, st 7.

* bum-bast, a. [Bombast.]

* bum -bast, v.U [Bombast, v.] To stuff

out, to pad out (Gascoigne ; The Steele Glas,

1,145.)

bum'-baze, v.t. [From Dut. bommen = to

resound as a barrel, and verbazen = to astonish

,

to amaze, & Scotch 6a*ed(q.v.).] To stupify ;

to contuse.
" By now all een upon them sadly gaz'd.
And Lindy looked blate and sair bumbaz'd."

Ross | Betenore, p. 8&.

bum'-bazed, pa. par. [Bumbaze.] (Scotch.)

bum-bee, *. [From bum, v. or a., and bee.}

A humble-bee. {Lit. £ Jig.) (Scotch.)

bumbee-byke, s, A nest of humble-
bees. (Scotch)

" Auld famyear stories come athwart their minds.
Of bum-bee byke*." Davidson : Season*, p. 5.

bum be-lo, bum -bo-lo, <. [Cf. Ital. bom-
bola = a pitcher.] A thin, spheroidal glass

vessel or flask with a short neck, used in the
sublimation of camphor.

"In a larye chemical factory near Birmingham the
camphor-renninB; room contained about a dozen sand
baths . . . each containing about ten bumboloe*."—
TomUnton, in Goodrich A Porter.

* bum -blc. v.t & i. [From Lat bombito;'0.
Dut bommelen = to buzz or hum.] To make
a humming noise like the humble-bee or the
bittern. (Chaucer.) [Bum, «.]

" As a bitour bumbleth in the mire."
Chaucer.- C. 7*.,«,$M.

bum blc, * bom'-bcll, * biim'-mil,
* biim'-mle, $. [From bumble, v. (q.v.>]

1. A wild bee. (In Galloway.

)

2. [Buhmle.]

bumble-bee, s. A humble-bee, Bombus
terrestris, or any of its congeners. Sometimes
the Bumble or Humble-bees are elevated into
a family, Bomhidae.

biim'-ble-be'r-r& *. [A corruption of Eng.
bramble, with berry.] The fruit of the bramble,
Rubus jTutiooaus. (Britten & Holland.)

bum'-ble-klte, s. [A corruption of bramble,
and Scotch kyte = belly.] The fruit of the
bramble, Bubut fruticosus. (Britten & Hol-
land.)

bum-boat, «. [From Eng. bum (1), and boat.

So called from Its clumsy form.]

Naut. : A boat used to carry provisions to
vessels.

bu-meT-I-a, s. [Lat. bumelia ; Gr. povueKia.
(boumelia) m a large kind of ash.]

Bot. : A genus of trees belonging to the
order Sapotacess (Sapotads). Bumelia nigra
has a bitter and astringent bark, which is

used in fevers. B. retusa has a milky fruit.

The fruit of B. lyciodes, partly sour, partly
sweet, is useful in diarrhoea. (Lindley.)
[Bully-tree.]

bum-kin, boom '-kin, *. [From Eng. boom,
and dimin. suff. 'kin.]

Nautical

:

1. A boom on each side of the bow, to haul
the fore-tack to.

2. A boom on the quarter for the standing
part of the main-brace.

3L A boom over the stern to extend the
mizzen.

bum -ler, bum' mel er, *. [Sc bummil, v.;

-er.\ A blundering fellow. (Jamiemn.)

bum ling, s. [Bumble, v.] The hamming
noise made by a bee. (Scotch.)

bum ma lo. bum'-ma-lo-tf, «. [Hind.]

Ichthy. : Harpodon neherius, a smelt-like

Asiatic ccist fish, called by Anglo-Indians
Bombay Duck.

* bumme, v.U [Dut bom = a drum (Skeat),

referring to the sound made with the lips.]

To taste.
" The best ale lay in my boure or in my bedchambre.
And who-so bummed tber-of boughta it ther-after."

Piers Plowman, v. S22-3,

bum'-mer, *. [Prob. from Ger. bummler.]

1. An idler, a loafer, clow politician. (Amer.)

2. A camp-follower in the Civil War. (Amer.)

bum -mil, v.t. & i. [From bumble, v. (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To bungle.
" TIs ne'er be me

Shall scandalise or say ye bummil
Ye'r poetrle."

Ramsay: Poems, 11, SStt.

B. Intrant. : To blunder.

bum rning, bum'-mln*, pr. par. k a.

[Bum, v.]

bum -mle, «. [From bummle, v. (q.v.).] A
blunderer. (Scotch

.

)

" O fortune, they ha'e room to grumble 1

Had'st thou ta'en afTsoine drowsy bummle,
Wha can do nought but fyke an' fumble."

Burns : On a Scotch Bard,

* bum'-myn, " bum -byn, • bom bon, vX
[Imitated from the sound.] To hum as a bee.

(Prompt. Parv.)

biimp (1), s, [Bump (1), v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A thump, a blow.
" Those thumps and bump* which flesh is heirW

Th. Book: Gilbert Gurney,\.%.

2. A swelling, a protuberance.
" It had upon its brow

A bump as big as a young cockerel's stone."
Shakcsp. : Romeo and Juliet, L S.

IX Technically;

1, Phrenology: A protuberance on the cra-

nium, believed by phrenologists to be asso-

ciated with distinct faculties or affections of

the mind.

2. Boating : In the college races at Oxford

and Cambridge the ooats are not started in

line, but at certain intervals in succession, in

the order of their '* place on the river. " When
any boat succeeds in overtaking the one im-

mediately in front, and runs into it with its

bow, it is said to bump it, and the two l>oats

change places in seniority.

"St Catherine's, Christ's, and King's made a fine

race, and Christ's claim to have bumped St Cathe-

rines. King's, in turn, ran into the former crew, and
claimed a bump."—Standard, March 10, 1881.

bump-supper, s. A supper given in one

of the colleges at Oxford or Cambridge to

celebrate the boat of that particular college

having bumped its predecessor in the races,

and thus gained a step towards " the head of

the river.'

* blimp (2), *. [Boom (IX *.] The loud boom-

ing noise of the bittern.
" The bitter with his bump.
The crane with his trump.

Skelton : Poems, p. 1TX.

bump (1), v.t. & i. [WeL bump = a lump

;

pwmpio = to bump, bang ; Ir. k Gael beum »
a blow. ]

lite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pttW

er, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, co = 6 ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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I

A* Transitive

:

1. Gen. : To strike forcibly against any-
thing, to beat, thump,

" 1 bumped the ice Into three several stars."
Tennyson : The Epic

2. Spec. (Boating) : To effect a bump.

3. Intransitive : To strike against anything,
to bob up and down.
"And thumping and plumping and bumping and

jumping.'' Soulhey ; Cataract of Lodore, p. 77.

t bump (2), v.i. [Boom (1), s.] To make a
loud booming noise, to bumble. (Said only of
the bittern.)

" And as a blttour bumps within a reed."
Drydcn : Wife of Bath's Tale, 1M,

hump'-er, (l)i ». [Perhaps a corruption of
an bvn pere (Fr.), from a custom observed by
French-English priests (after the conquest by
Willuun of Normandy) of toasting the Pontiff
in the first deep draught from a sew cask of
wine.] A glass filled to over-flowing.

Dump'-er, (2)i 9. [Eng. bump; -er."]

1. A log of wood placed over a ship's side to
ward off ice or other obstacles.

2. A projecting head at the end of a railway
car to receive or deliver the force of collision

and moderate the same by transferring the
force to a spring or set of springs ; a bufler.

bump'-Ing, pr. par. k a. [Bump, v.)

bumping-post, t.

Railway Engineering: A timber or set of
timbers at the termination of a railway track,
to limit the motion of the train in that direc-
tion.

bump kin, * biim -kin, s. [A word of
doubtful origin. Skeat and Mahn consider it

the same as boomkin = a small boom or luff-

block, and hence, metaphorically, a wooden-
headed fellow, a blockhead.] [Boomkin.] A
country lout ; an awkward, clumsy, thick-
headed fellow.

" Twas April, aa the bumpkins say."
Cowper; Raven.

* bump'-kln-iy, a. [Eng. "bumpkin; -&/.]

Like a bumpkin, having the manners of a
bumpkin, clownish.

"Who, aiming at description, and the rustick
wonderful, give* an air of bumpkinly romance to all
be tell*."—Richardson: Clarissa.

tbun (1),
* bunne (1), *• [A.a bune-=&

hollow pipe, a cup.] The inner part or core
of the stalks of flax. (Still in use in the
provinces.)

" Ryse, or bunne. or drye weed. Calamus. "—Prompt.
Parv.

bun (2), * bonne, * bunn, * bunne (2), s.

[O. Ptov. Fr. bugne = a kind of fritters ; Fr.
bigne ~ a swelling ; Sp. burtuelo — a sort of
sweet bread. Compare O. H. Ger. bungo = a
bulb ; Eng. bunch.] A sort of small cake or
•weet bread.

"Bunne, brede. Ptacenta.'—Prompt. Pare.

t bun (3), * bwn, s. [GaeL bun - bottom,
foundation

; Ir. bon, bun = the bottom of any-
thing.] [Bum.] (Scotch.) (Lyndsay: Worhis,
p. 208. A. SooU : Poems, p. 50.) (Jamieson.)

* bun, a. [Boun, a.] Ready, prepared.
" Fodder and hal thou sal find bun."

Cursor Mundi. 3,817.

bunch, * bonche, * bunchc, s. [IceL bunki= a heap, pile; O. Sw. bunke; Dan. bunke;
Dut. bonken = to beat]

L Ordinary Language

:

tl. A lump, a knob, a prominence.
.

* ** Hid brode bunches on heore bak."—Jfapes, p. 844.
" They will carry their treasures upon the bunches

01 camel*."—Ita. xjlx, 6.

1

2. A cluster of several things of the same
Mud growing naturally together.

" For thee, large bunches load the bending vine."

f
Dryden.

3. A number of tilings tied together.

tttwhsh."-Shakesp.; 1 Sen, IV., il 4.

" A bunch of ponderous keys he took."
Scott : Lady of t',*e Lake, Ti. IS.

4. A tuft or little bundle of things fastenedm a knot or bow.

IX Technically:

1. Mining: A miner's terra for an Irregular
lump of ore—more than a stone, and not so
much as a continuous vein. A mine is said

to be bunchy, when the yield is irregular

—

sometimes rich, sometimes poor.

2, Flax manufacture: Three bundles, or
180,000 yards, of linen yarn. [Bundle.]

* bunch-backed, * hunchbacked, a.

Having a prominence on the back ; hump-
backed.

*' To help thee curse that poisonous bunch-back'd toad "

Shakesp. : Richard III., L &

t bunch, ' bunch -on, * bun-sen, v.L k i.

[Bunch, «.]

A. Transitive:

* 1. To beat, bump.
"Bunchon. Tundo, trudo."—Prompt. Pare.

" He buncheth me and beateth me."
Palsgrave.

2. To tie up or form into a bunch or cluster.

B. Intransitive: To grow or form into a
cluster or bunch ; to swell out, or grow into
a protuberance or bulb.

"It has the resemblance of a champignon before It Is
opened, bunching out into a huge round knob at one
end."— Woodward.

* bungh '-i-ncss, s. [Eng. bunchy; -nets.]
The quality of being bunchy.

t bunch -ing, * bunch -Inge, * bunch
ynge, pr. par. , a. , k s. [Bonch, v.)

A. & B. As pr. par. ct particip. adj. ; (See
the verb.)

C. As substantive :

* 1. The act of beating.
** Bunchinge. Tundo."—Prompt. Par*.

2. The act of forming into a bunch.

t bunch'-^, o. [Eng. bunch ; -j/.]

1. Ord. Lang, : Forming a cluster or bunch

;

humpy, swelling.

"He Is more especially distinguished from other
birds, by his bunchy tail." -Or**.

2. Mining : [See Bunch, B.]

* biln'-combe, a. ks. [Bunkum.]

bund, * bun-din, * bun'-dyn (Scotch),

*bun'-dyn(0. Eng.), pa. par.k a. [Bind, v.]

bund-sack, 5. A person of either sex
engaged to be married. (Scotch.) (Vulgar.)
(Jamieson.)

bund, n.

bound for.

"B\
farli
Saott; Bride q

[Bound, a.]

(Scotch.)

Beady, prepared;

1 be bedesman to the Bavenswoods "

Lammcrmoor, ch. xxiv.

bund, a [A native word.]

In India : An embankment.
"... the broad brown plains where bunds and

water-dykes and machinery for reguiatisss the flood-

* btind'-el-et, 8. tO. Eng. bundel = bundle,
and dimin. suff. -et.] A little bundle.

" A bundelet of myrre my lemman Is to me."—
Wydiffe : Song of Solomon, t IX

bun'-der, s.ka, [Hind, bvndar, from Arab.
bandar=a city, an emporium, a port, a
harbour, a trading town (Catafago). ]

bunder-boat, s. The
Malabar coast of India.

surf-boat of the

bun die, • bun-del, * bun delle, «. [A.S.
byndel, dimin. of bund = K bundle, things
bound together ; bindan= to bind up ; Dut.
bondel; Ger. bundel.]

L Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally:

(1) A number of things bound together.
*' Observe the dying father speak.
Try, lads, can you this bundle break!"

Sunft ; The Fagot.
" With base and with capital flourished around.
Seemed bundles of lances which garlands had bound"

ScoU : The Lay of the Last Minstrel, U. 9.

(2) A roll, a package, a parcel.

* 2, Fig. : A collection, a number.
" So that this and the whole bundle of those follow-

ing sentences may be applied."—Milton: Rtkonoklastes.

II. Flax manuf. : Twenty hanks, or 60,000
yards, of linen yarn.

bundle pillar , t.

Arch. : A column or pier with others of
smaller dimensions attached to it.

bun'-dle, v.t. k i. [Bundle, s.]

A* Transitive:

1. Lit. : To tie up in a bundle or parcel.

" As if a man. In making posies.
Should bundle thistle* up with roses."

Swift.
2. Fig. : To heap together roughly.
" We ought to put things together as well as we can.

doctrines causa ; but, aftar all, seTeral things will not
be bundled up together, under our terms aud ways of
speaking."—Locke,

f To bundle off; To start anyone off hur-
riedly.

To bundle vp : To pack up hurriedly

tB. Intransitive:

1. To prepare for departure ; to pack up.

2. To sleep together without undressing.
(Applied to the custom of a man aud woman I

so doing.) (American.)

bun'-dled, pa. par. & a. [Bundle, ».]
" By tricks aud lies as numerous and as keen
As the necessities their authors feel

;

Then cast them, closely bundled, every brat"
Courper: The Tatk. bk. 11.

blind -ling, pr. par. k a. [Bundle, *.]

bundling-machine, s. A machine for
grasping a number of articles into a bundle
ready for tying. Machines of this character
are used for fire-wood, asparagus, and many
other things sold in tied bundles.

bundling-press, s. A press in which
hanks of yam are pressed into cubical pack-
ages for transportation, storage, or sale.

• bune, *. HAS. bune (Somnery] [Bun (1).]
A reed, a pipe, a flute. (Prompt. Parv.)

bung (1), * bunge, s. k a, [WeL bumg = (1) a
hole, (2) a bung ; O. Gael buine = a tap, a
spigot ; Ir. buinne = a tap. Cf. O. Dut. bonne
= a bung, stopple ; O. Fr. bonde = a bung.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordimary Language

:

1. Lit. : [II. 1.]

"Bunge of a wesselle, as a tonne, barelle, botelle, or
other.- lyke. Lura. —Prompt. Pare.

** After three nights are expired, the next morning
poll out the bung, stick, or ping."

2. Fig.

(l)To
(Slang.)

(2) To a sharper or pickpocket.

Applied-

the landlord of public - house

(plang.)
" Away, yon cut-purse rascal ! you filthy bung, away l*-

Shakesp. ; 2 lien. f\ . ii. 4.

(3) To a pocket or a purse. (Slang.) (Nares.)

XL Technically:

1. Coopering : A stopper for the large open-
ing in the bulge of a cask called the bung-hole.

2. Pottery: A pile of seggars forming a
cylindrical column in a kiln.

3. Shoemaking ; The instep of a shoe.
(Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

B. As adj. : Tipsy, intoxicated. (Scotch.)

"But changed her maid when bung."
Ramsay: Poems, 1. 268. [Jamieson)

bung borer, s.

Coopering : A conical auger for reaming out
a bung-hole.

bung-CUtter, & A machine for cutting
bungs. There are four forms :—The annular
borer, a lathe which turns the circular bung,
a cylindrical saw, and a descending tubular
knife.

bung-fu*, a. Quite intoxicated. (Scotch.)
(Vulgar.) (Picken: Poems, 1785, p. 52.)

bung-hole, s. The hole in a cask through
which it is tilled, and which is then stopped
with a bung.

"To what base uses we may return, Horatio ! Why
may not imagination trace the noble dust of Alexander,
till he find it stopping a bung-hole

$"
'
— Shakesp.

.

Hamlet, v. i.

bung-starter, *
Cooperin^ ; A stave shaped like a bat,

which, applied to either side of the bung,
causes it to start out

bung-vent, «. A passage for admitting
air through the bung of a cask, to allow a free
flow of liquid from the tap.

* bung (2), s. k a. [Imitated from the sound.
In Ger. bunge = a drum.]

A* As substantive;

1. The sound emitted when a stone is forcibly
thrown from a sling.

2. The act of throwing a stone from a sling.

B. As adjective : Humming. (See the com-
pound.)

bung-top, s. A humming-top.

belli, b6^; ptfut, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, cliin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, aa; expect, Xcnophon, exist, -infr
-tlon, sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tlous, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c= bel, del.

-«tan, -tian = shan.
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bung, v.;. [Bung, i.]

i. Lit. : To close, atop with a bung.
" They bung up the Mid vessels, and gi ve them Tent

sometimes."—Markbam : Country Farm.

2. Fig. : To close up, stop, in any way.

"If Rooaldos had heard theee speeches from the poor

knave, he had bunged up bis mouth, that be should

not bare spoken theee three years"—Shetton : Don
Quixote.

bung-a-low, «. [Prom Bengali bangld;

Mahratta bdngila.) The name applied to the

kind of houses erected by Europeans in India.

They are generally of one story, and with the

roof thatched, the ceiling being often of white-

washed cloth. Any building, of one story,

with a verandah.

bung' le, v.L A i. [Etymology doubtful

Skeat suggests bongU, bangle, a formation from
bangand = to strike often or clumsily. Cf. Sw.
banglam to work ineffectually. Dr. Murray
thinks that it is onomatopoeic]
A. rmisilin:

X. Lit. : To botch ; mend clumsily.

"They make lame mlaehlef, though ther mean It well

;

Their infrett le not finely drawn, and hid.

But seams are coarsely bungled up. and aeen.
Dryden.

S. Fig. : To manage clumsily or awkwardly,

tospoiL
"Ton hare bungled this tmelneaf."-T*a<*eT«»

:

Adv. of PMlip. 1. tea

B. fntransilft* : To mismanage, botch, act

clumsily or awkwardly.
" 1 do not uae to bungi*,"—Seaum. o /let. : Maid"!

rrao.111.1.

bungle, «. [Bonaix, e.) A. botching, awk-

ward mismanagement ; clumsiness.

"Krroure and bungle* are committed when the

matter is inaptorcontumacioua."—Jta* on aeCreatton.

bung'-ler, «. [BowoLi,».] One who bungles

;

a botcher, a clumsy fellow.
•' Bard features every bungler can command

;

To draw true beauty ehowa a matter a band.
Dryden : Spittle to Mr. lee, SS.ta

bung -ling, pr. fair., a., 4 ». [BtnzoLi, v.]

A. * B. At pr. far. t particip.adj. : (See

the verb.)
" H t m uit be a bungling gamester who cannot win."

—Macaulay.

C. A' tuhstantire : A botching, clumsy or

awkward performance.

bring -llng-ly, adv. [Eng. bungling; -!».]

In a bungling manner ; clumsily, awkwardly.

"To denominate them monetera, they must hare

had some lyitem of parts, compounded of solid, and
fluids, that executed, though but bunglingly, thelr

pecullar functions."—Bentley.

bun -go, J. [An American-Indian word.]

Boat. : A kind of canoe used in the Southern

States and in South America.

bun Ion (Ion as yun). t bnn'-yon * bun-
I-an, * bun -ne an (Eng.), bun'-yan
(Stolen), ». [In Ital. bufliume, bugno = a round
knob or bunch, a boil or Main ; O. Fr. bagne,

bunt, fruiyiw = a swelling j IceL bunga = an

elevation, a convexity, (i'fcraf.).]

Mrd. : An enlargement and inflammation of

the Joint of the great toe. (Lit, A fig.)

"He was not aware that Mies Ifally had an orthodox
corn or bunyan that could aa little bear a touch from
the royne slippers of philosophy . . ."—Jtyrt. Lego*.,

p. 1*8. iJamieeon.)

bu -nl-nm, >. [Let bunion; Or. Sovriov

(btmnion) — probably the earth-nut ; from
Sowoc (bounce) — a hill, because the plant

grows in hilly situational

Botany : A genus of umbelliferous plant*.

Bnnium Jleruosum is the Common Earth-nut,

and is British. What was formerly called B.

bulbocattanum is now removed to the genus

Oarum (q.v. ). It also is wild in this oountry.

[ElBTH-tnjT.]

bunk, ». [Sw. bunts = a flat-bottomed bowl

;

Dan. bynkt = a meal-tub.] [Bono.']

1. Ord. Lang. : A wooden case or box, which
serves for a seat in the daytime and a bed at

night (iifaeriotin.)

2. lvauf. : One of a series of berths arranged

in vertical Hera. (Chiefly, but not exclusively,

American.)
" Bat the rooms are divided by upright boards into

bunke. sod the berths are In pairs, one above the

other.
-—rases* Hay SI, 1174. J*e Imigranti Depot

j aWateafB

bunk-cr (Eng.), banker, bunk-art
(Scofc*), i. [Bums.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Of the forms bunker, bunkart. (Scotch.)

(1) A bench, or sort of long low chests that

serve for seats.

" I there frae art the bunkeri sank."
Rtvntay : Poems, i. MO.

(2) A seat in a window, which also serves

for a chest, opening with a hinged lid.

" A ok.* Jer, a wtndow-eeat "~8lr J. Sinclair : Obter-

eationt, p. 169.

2. Of the form bunker only (Eng.) : A large

bin or receptacle for anything ; for example,

coals.

U, Technically

:

\, Saut. : A space in steamers below decks
for the accommodation of coal.

2. In the game of golf : An obstacle.

bun'-knm, bun -combe, a [From Bun-
combe, a county in the western part of North
Carolina. When, in the Sixteenth Congress

of the United States, the " Missouri Question"
was being discussed, Felix Walker, the mem-
ber for part of West Carolina, persisted in

speaking when the House was impatient to

vote, he was implored to desist, but would
not, declaring that he must make a speech for

Buncombe, meaning for his constituents in

that then uncelebrated region.]

1, A body of constituents. (Goodrich *
Porter.) (^mertenn.)

2. A speech made for the purpose of clap-

trap or political intrigue. (American.)

*J To speak for buncombe : To speak for os-

tentation.

t bunn, * bonne, $. [Bon.]

bun'-nerta. i. [From Sw. bjbrn = a bear, and
Eng. wort. In Sw. bjorn-rvtm, and in Ger.

bfrenktau, are names of this plant, and are

= the bear's paw. (Jamiaon?).'] The same
aa Bunnle (q.v.).

bun' 6-dont, a. A t. [Btoodoiita.]

A. At adj. : Having molars like those of

the Bunodonta (q.v.); pertaining to the

Bunodonta.

B. Am tubet. : Any individual of the Buno-

donta,

bun 6-d6n'-ta, • pt [Gr. flovro. (bounoj) =
a heap, a mound, and Move (ootous), gemt.

odorrof (odontos) m a tooth.]

Zool. : Kowalewsky'a name for one of two

sections of the Artiodactylate Mammalia. It

is so called because the molar teeth have

tuberculated crowns. It contains the family

Hippopotamids and Suldas.

Bun-sin, ». A a. [From Herr Bunsen, pro-

fessor of chemistry at Breslau.]

Bunsen battery , Bunscn'a battery,

Electricity: A modincation of the Grove-

battery, plates or bars of gas-coke being used

instead of platinum. The electro-motive

force is slightly less than that of the Grove-

battery.

Bunsen'* burner, >. [Bdbhes.]

Bunsen's photometer, >. [Photo-

meter.]

bun -sen-ite, " [From Professor Bunsen of

Breslau, who observed artificial crystals of

the mineral.]

Min. : An octahedral translucent mineral

of a vitreous lustre and pistachio-green colour,

a pure protoxide of nickel, found in Saxony.

bunt (1), «. [Of uncertain etym. ; perhaps

connected with Sw. Jmnl = a bundle, or tmsrl

= a bend.)

J. Ordinor* Language:

'Gen.: Aswellingpart.an increasing cavity;

the bagging of a fishing-net or the like.

" The wear is a frith . . . having in It a bunt or

cod."—Carew.

U. Naut : The middle perpendicular por-

' tiou of a sail,

III. BaiebaU: A short, slow hit te th*

infield, made by allowing the ball to hit the

bat rather than by striking forcibly at it,

bunt -lines, s. pi. [Buhtlihe.]

bunt (2), a. (Etym. unknown. Connection

with burnt has been suggested, but the evi-

dence is wanting.]

1. A weed, a herb. (HalUweU.)

. 2. A puff-ball, Lycoperdon bovieta,

3. Tilletia caries, which attacks the ears
of wheat, completely filling the grains with a
black, foetid powder. This powder is a mass
of spherical, reticulated spores, which, when
crushed, give out a most disagreeable smell.
It was formerly called Uredo fatida, or stink-

BP0RE8 OF BUNT (MAGNIFIED 300 DIAMETERS).

ing-rast. Bread made from flour containing
this fungus has a disagreeable flavour and a
dark colour. Such flour, however, is said to
be sometimes used in the manufacture of
gingerbread, the treacle effectually disguising
the flavour. The presence of bunt is readily
detected by the microscope.

bunt (3), >. [Provinc. Scotch bun = the tail

or brush of a hare. Cf. Ir. bon, bun ; Dan.
bund = the bottom of anything (Jamiemm).
Cf. also bundt = bundle, . . . bottle of hay,

faggot of branches.] The tail or brush of a

hare or rabbit.

bunt, v.i. [From bunt (1), t. (q.v.).] To swell

out ; as, the sail bunts out.

bruit, r.l.

Baseball: To allow the ball to hit the bat

and bound or roll slowly toward third base,

this giving a speedy runner s chance to reach

first base in safety.

• bunt -er (1) a. [Of unknown etym.]

1. Spec. : A cant term for a woman who

picks up rags about the streets.

" Punka, strolers, market dames, and Bun**™."

Mudibrai Rodleiout(\m\. (BaUlieeU : Conl. to Lm)

2. Gen. : Any low, vulgar woman.

hunt er (2), «. A o. [From Ger. bunt = party-

coloured, variegated, pied, motley.]

A. At tubstantive : The same as Buirrss

Sandstone (q.v.).

B. At adjective : Variegated ;
pertaining to

the bunter and sandstone.

banter sandstone, a (Ger. bunter

saudsfein.]

Geo! : One of the three great divisions of

the Triasslc formation. It is the lowest, ».«.

the oldest of the series. It corresponds to

the Grit bigarri (variegated freestone or grit)

of the French, and is represented in England

by sandstone and quartzose conglomerate. Is

the Hartx it Is more than 1,000 feet thick ;
m

Cheshire and Lancashire about 800. The

footprints of old called Chirotherium, now

known to be Labyrinthodont, occur in the

Bunter ; the plants are chiefly ferns, cycada,

and conifers.

bunt Ing (1), pr. par. A a. [Bunt, ».]

bunting iron, <.

Glatt-making : The glassblower's pipe.

bunting (2), •bunt'-ynge.'bount'-Uf

(Eng.), bant-Un (Scotch), t. A a. [Of un-

known etym. Skeat suggests comparison with

Wei. buntin = the rump ;
bunfinoj = "vrge-

buttocked ; other authorities suggest that. u»

bird is named from Ger. bunt = variegated,

motley, because of its speckled plumage see

Buntino-cbow, and cf. Ger. bunt-drone! = a

redwing.)

A. ^« tubstanliw : The Common BunUng.

J, Ord. Lang. : A bird, Embcriia milwrto.

[IL 1.]

"Bumtynte byrde. PratoU**: -Prompt, /-re

fate, fat, tare, amidst, whit, tall, tatner; we. wit, here, camel, her. there

or. wore, wolf, work, whd. son; mute, ottb, cure, unlta. six. role, rill; try.

;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian. ». ce = e. oy= a, qu = hw.
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"I took this Urk for * bunting."—Shakeep. - -Alii

Weil, 11 ».

H. OrnttA ; The English name of Embe-
t*ainsp, a aub-family of Fringillidas (Pinches).

There are numerous species In the United
States, of which the Black-throated Bunt-
ing is the most widely distributed. Of
British species the following are enumerated
by Yarrell :

—

1. TheCommon Btmting(i?m&eri2a miliaris).

Above it is yellowish-brown streaked with
blackish-brown ; beneath it is pale yellowish-
grey with dark spots. It lays four or five

eggs of reddish-white or pale purple with dark
purple-brown streaks and spots. It is com-
mon in Britain.

2. The Black-headed Bunting (E. schwniclus),
sometimes called also the Reed-bunting and
tbe Ring-bunting. It has a black head and
white throat. The eggs are four or five, with
angular lines and spots.

3. The Yellow Bunting, Yellow Aminer, or
Yellow-hammer. [Y ellow-h a mmer. ]

4. The Cirl-bunting (E. cirlus.)

6. The Ortolan Bunting (E. hortulana.)

6. The Snow-bunting (Plectrophanes nivalis).

It is a winter visitant to Britain.

7. The Lapland Bunting (P. lapponica)

B. A s adjective: Resembling some of the
species described under A., specially the first.

bunting crow, s. [Said to be from Dut
bonte-kraai = the spotted crow.] One of the
names for the Hooded Crow (Corvus comix.)

bunting-lark, 5. The Common Bunting
(Emberita miliaris).

bunt ing (3), t bun tine, s. [Etym. doubt-
ful In Dut bont (s.) = printed cotter., (a.)

— parti-coloused, motley. Mahn derives bunt-
ing from Ger. bunt — variegated, and a quota-
tion given in the N.E.D. (" Buntine is woven
in stripes of blue, white, red ") seems to sup-
port this etymology.]

OrcL Lang. & Fabric: A thin woollen stuff

of which flags are made. (Used also for a
display of flags.

)

*' The bridges, the private houses had broken out In
bunting."—Daily Sews, Sept 24, 1870.

biint-lin, s. [Busting.] (Scotch.)

bunt-lino, s. & a. [From Eng. bunt = the
cavity of a sail, and line.]

A. As substantive

:

Naut. : One of the ropes attached to the
foot-rope of a sail, which passes in front of
the canvas, and is one of the means of taking
it in, turning it up forward so as to spill the
wind and avoid bellying.

B. As adjective ; Pertaining to such a rope.

buntline cloth, s.

Naut. ; The lining sewed up a sail under the
buntline, to prevent the rope from chafing the
sail.

bun'-ty, a. [Eng. bunt (2), t. ; -y.] Affected
with bunt ; smutty.

bun-wand, bune'-wand, t. [From Eng.
dial, bun = the inner part of flax, the core, and
Eng. wand (Jamieson).'] A plant, Heracleum
sphondylium.

* bun'-wede, *. [Binweed.]

1. Senecio Jacobosa. (Jamieson.)

2. Polygonum convolvulus.

bun'-yel, «. [Of unknown origim.] A beggar's
old bag. (Scotch.)

* bun -y6n, s. [Bunioh.]

* buothe, pi. ofa. [Both.]

buoy (u silent), s. & a. [In Fr. bouie; Norm.
Ft. boie; Sp. boya; Port, boia; 8w. boj

;

Ger. boje, boie ; H H. Ger. boije. From Dut.
soei = a shackle, fetter, a handcuff, a buoy.
Cf. 8w. boja = fetters, irons ; Dan. boie =
bilboes ; Ft. bouie ; ItaL bove = an ox, fetters,
shackles ; Low Lat. boia = a fetter, a clog ;

Lat boia, plur. = a collar. A buoy then is
that which is fettered.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

;

1* Lit. ; In the same sense as II.

2. Fig. : Anything that supports a person
or his hopes.

BUOYS.

IX Naut. : A floating body anchored or
fastened in the vicinity, and employed to
point out the
position of
anythingunder
water, as a
snip's anchor,
reef, shoal, or
danger of any
kind. Buoys,
in general, are
divided into
three kinds

:

the cask-buoy
the can-buoy, spar-buoy, and the
nun-booy (q.v.) (See also Bell-
boot ana Whistling-buoy.)
B. As adjective : (See the com-

pounds.)

buoy-rope, *. [Eng. buoy;
rope. In Sw. boj rep.]

Naut. : The rope which fastens a buoy to an
anchor.

buoy-safe, s. A metallic body divided
into compartments, by which it is braced,
and having water-tight doors opening to the
inside. The buoy has an encircling armour
of cork.

bu6y (u silent), v.t. k i. [From buoy, s. (q. v.).]

A* Transitive:

1. To place a buoy upon, to mark as with a
buoy. (Lit. dtfig.)

"
. . . . not one rock near the surface wu discovered

which was oot buoyed by this floating weed. "—Darwin

:

Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), ch. xi„ p. 239.

2. To cause to keep afloat, or to ascend, to
bear up. (Lit. <tjlg.) (Often followed by up.)

**.... wherever there waa heat enough In the air
to continue it* ascent, and buoy it up."— Woodward :

.Vat. Bite.

* B. Intrant. : To rise to the surface, or at
least to rise. (Fig.)

" For rising merit will buoy up at last."
Pope : Btsay on Oritidm, MI.

buoy'-age (u silent), *. [Eng. buoy; and Eng.
&c. sutf. -age.]

1. The act of providing buoys.

2. Buoys taken collectively, a series of
buoys used to render the entrance into a port
more safe, or for any similar purpose.

t bu<$y -ance, bu6y'-an-cy (u silent), s.

[From Eng. buoyan(t), and suffix -cy.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. 0/ material things: Tendency to rise
to the surface of water or other liquid, or of
the air or other gas.

" All the winged tribes owe their flight and buoyancy
to it.*—Derham ; Phytieo-Theology.

2. Fig. Of things not material: Lightness,
tendency to rise or to sink. (Often used of
the temperature or the spirits.)

IX Nat. Phil. : The buoyancy of a material
substance depends on the relation between its

specific gravity on the one hand and that of
the volume of the fluid which it displaces.

bu6y/- ant (u silent), a. [From Eng. buoy ; and
suffix -ant.]

1. Lit. Ofa liquid or gas

:

(1) Tending to rise to the surface of a liquid
or gas.

(2) Tending to buoy up a particular thing
placed in it. [2. (2).]

2. Fig. 0/ things not material:

(1) Tending to rise instead of sinking.
"And days, prepared a brighter course to ma,
Untold their buoyant pinions to the sun I"

Bemans: Dartmoor.
" His once so vivid nerves

So full of buoyant spirit"
Thornton: Autumn.

(2) Fitted to sustain or even to raise up
anything in contact with it.

". . . the weight of thirty years was taken oft* me
while I waa writing. I swam with the tide, and the
water under me was buoyant."—Dryden : Eleonora,
Dedication.

buo^'-ant -ly (u silent), adv. [Eng. buoyant

;

-ly.] In a buoyant manner. (Coleridge.)

bu6"yed (u silent), pa. par. c\ a. [Buoy, v.]

buo^'-ing, pr. par., a., k t. [Buoy, v.]

bu'-pal-us, s. [From Gr. /3ovVaA« (boupalis)
= wrestling like a bull, hard struggling, from
0oOc (bous) = an ox . . . bull, and woA« (pale)
— wrestling.]

Entom, : A genus of Lepidoptera, family
Geometridse. Bupalus piniarius is the Bor.
dered White Moth. It flies during the day-
time in the vicinity of pine trees, on which its

larvse feed.

bu'-phag-a, f. [From Gr. 0ovo)ayof (bouphm-
gos) — ox-eating ; |3ouy (bous) = an ox, and
dtovyele (phagein) — to eat.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds, the typical one
of the sub-family Buphaginse (q.v.). Buphaga
africana is the African Ox-pecker, so called
because, sitting on the backs of cattle, it picks
out the bot-flies which annoy them. It is

found in Senegal, as well as in Southern
Africa.

bu-phag'-i-dsa, s. pi [From Mod. Lat bu-
phaga (q.v.), and fern. pi. adject, sutf. -ides,}

Ornith. : In some classifications a family of
Conirostral birds ; in others it is reduced to a
sub-family of Sturnidas. [BuphaoinvE.]

bu pha-gi nse, s. pL [From Mod. Lat &»-
phaga (q.v.)., and fem, pi. adject, suff. -inat.}

Ornith. : A sub-family of Sturnidee (Star-
lings). Type, Buphaga (q.v.).

buph-thal'-mum, s. (In Fr. bufthalme;
Sp. & ItaL buftalmo ; Lat. buphthalmum

;

Gr. 0ovd>0aA/i.oi' (bouphthalmon) m ox-eye, pro-
bably an anthemis or a chrysanthemum

; 0ovt
(bous) = an ox, and 6o}0aAfio« (ophthalmos) m
eye.]

Bot. ; A genus of composite plants belong-
ing to the sub-order Tubuliflone. Buphthal-
mum fruticosus, or Shrubby, and B. arborescent,
or Tree Ox-eye, both undershrubs of orna-
mental character, have been long introduced
into Britain, the first from the continent of
America and the second from Bermuda.

bu pleur -um, *. [In Fr. bupleure ; Sp. 6u-
plcro; Port. & Ital. bupleuro; Rubs, buplewr;
Lat. bupleuron ; Gr. Bovnhevpov (boupUuron) :

0ovc (bous) = ox, and wAcvnof (pleuron) m a
rib.]

Bot. : Hare s-ear. A numerous genus of
Umbelliferous plants with simple leaves. Bu-
pleurum aristatum, or Narrow-leaved ; B. ro-

tundifolium, or Common ; and B. tenuissimum,
or Slender Hare's-ear, are wild in Britain, ana
B. falcatum introduced..

bu pres' tid se (Lot.), bu pres tld ans,
s. pL [From Mod. Lat buprestis (q.v.).]

Entom. ; A family of insects, section Penta-
mera, sub-section Sternoxi. They are akin to
the Elateridae, or Click-beetles, but cannot
leap like them. They are splendidly coloured,
green being the most common hue, after
which follow blue, red, gold, and copper.
More than 500 are known, all but a few being;
foreign.

bu pros tis, *. [From Gr. poiiirprjori* (bou-
prestis) = a poisonous beetle (the Spanish
fly ?), which, eaten by cattle in their grass,
makes them swell up and die, from 0oi* (bous)
= ox, and irpvjOoj (prithd) = to blow up.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family Bu-
presti<Ue (q.v.). The Buprestis of modern
entomologists is not identical with that of the
etymology.

€ bur (1), * burro, *Wr, "birre (Eng.%
* byr (Scotch), s. [Icel. byr = a tempest ; Sw.
& Dan. 6dr = a wind. Cf. WeL bur = vio-
lence, rage.]

1. A wind.
" The our ber to hit [the bote] baft."

A Hit . Poems I Patience, 14S.

2. Force.

Wy'ctif*'(Purvey)VluVy^L'si."

3. A blow, an assault.
" And I shal bide the first bur, as bare as I sitte."

Sir Gate, and the Or. Knight, tttk.

bur (2), s. k a. [In Fr. bourre — wadding ; ItaL
oorra = hair to stuff saddles. From GaeL
borr m s knob, bunch, or swelling.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

L Of anything annular

:

(1) Artificial : The broad ring of Iron behind
the place for the hand on a tilting spear.
(Holmes, Nares, and Skeat.)

" He thryst bymsself wyth the myght that he had
vp to the bur of King Arthur's spere."—Le Morte
D Arthur. Spec Ear. Eng. Lit. (1S94— I57i*)(ed. Skeat).

(2) Natural

:

bSil. bo*y; pout, jo^rl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £
-tion, -sioa = shun ; -tion, -flon = sbuxu -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, Ac. = bel* del.
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(a) The rough annular excrescence at the
loot of a deer's horn. (Nares.)

(b) A halo round the moon.

2. Of anything knobbed or projecting : The
lobe of the ear.

3. Of anything swelled, though irregular in

Jbrm : The sweetbread or pancreas of the sheep
or any other of the inferior aniroffR

II Technically:

t. Weapons: [I. 1.)

2. Tools:

(1) A triangular chisel.

(2) A fluted reaming-tooL

(3) A dentist's instrument of the nature of a
drill, but having a serrated or flit-out head*
larger than the shank.

3. Machinery

:

(1) A small circular saw or toothed drum
used on a mandrel placed between the centres
of a lathe.

(2) A wheel with thin plates or projections
inclined to the axis of the bur in a knitting-

machine, and used to depress the thread be-

tween the needles and below the beards ; it is

then called a sinker. It becomes a knocker-
• off when it raises the loops over the top of

the needle. [Sinker.)

i. Metallurgy, Ac.

:

(1) A roughness left on metal by a cutting
tool, such as a graver or turning-chiseL The
bur of a graver is removed by a scraper ; that
of a lathe-tool by a burnisher or in the polish-

ing process. A bur is purposely made on a
currier's knife and a comb-maker's file, and
in each case constitutes the cutting edge.
(Knight.)

(2) A planchet driven out of a sheet of
metal by a punch.

(3) A washer placed on the small end of a
rivet before the end is swaged down.

(4) The jet, sprue, or neck on a east bullet.

5. Brick-making : A clinker, a partially
vitrified brick.

B, As oftjective : Pertaining to a bur In any
of the foregoing senses.

bur-chisel, *. A triangular chisel used
to clear the corners of mortises.

bur-cutter, bur nipper, I
Metallurgy : A nippers for cutting away the

flange from a leaden bullet.

bur drill, s. A drill with an enlarged
head used by operative dentists.

bur gauge, s.

Metal.: A plate perforated with holes of
graduated sizes, whose numbers determine
the trade sues of drills and burs.

• bur (3), s. [Corrupted from bird (?).]

* bur-bolt, s. A bird-bolt (Ford.)

* bur (4), *. [Bower.] (Omulwm, 3,823.)

* bur (5), *. [In Icel. bora; O. Ger. bare; Dut.
boar = a wave.] [Bore (2), *.] A high tidal

wave,
" The bur her to bit baft that braste atle her gexe.
Then burled on it hepe the helme and the iterne."
Ear. Eng. AUU. Poem* (ad. Morris) ; Patience, 148.

bur (6), burr a ),
* burro, * borre, «. & a.

[Sw. Jcardborre = a burdock ; borre ~ an
echinus, a sea-urchin; Dan. borre = a bur;
cf. O. Fr. bourre, Ital. borra m coarse hair,

Cog. with Low. Lat. hurra = shaggy garment.]

A. As substantive .*

L Literally

:

L Offruits:

(1) Gen. : Any prickly or spinous fruit, calyx,

•r involucre.

Burre. Lappa, glit."—Prompt. Par**
" And (ait like burrtt they eleife balth ane and all.

To bald, O God, thy word and vs in thrall."

toena of the Sixteenth Century, p. ST.

(2) Spec. : The involucres of the burdock
(q.v.), which are covered with hooked
scales.

" Its heads of flowers [those of the burdock] under
the name of bur:'— Treat, of Bot. |sd. 1896), \. 84.

(3) The cone or female catkin of the hop-
plant before fertilization.

8. Ofplants:

(1) The burdock.
- Rough thistles, keckslet, bun."—Skaketp. j Ben.

T., t. t

(2) The club-moss {Lycopodium clavatum).

(S) A thistle, Carduus lanceoiatus. (Scotch.)

(4) The English name of a grass, Cenchrus
lappaceus. It comes from India.

IX Fig. : A person whom, or a thing which,
one cannot easily shake off.

" I am a kind of burr ; I shall stick."—SJuHetp. I

Meat, for Meat., iv. B.

B. As adjective : Of or belonging to a bur in

any of the senses given under A.

bur-bark* s. [Named from the hooked
fruits.] The fibrous bark of Triumfetta $emi-
triloba, (Treas. of Bot.)

bur-flag, s. A plant, Sparganium ramosum.

bur-marigold, 5.

Bot. : A book-name for Bidens tripartita.

bur-parsley, s. [So called from resem-
bling parsley and from having prickly fruit.]

The Englishname of Caucalis, a genus of um-
belliferous plants. The Small Bur-parsley,
Caucalis dancoides, Is common in a chalky
soil in cornfields in the east and south-east of
England. C. latifolia, an introduced species,

Is now extinct.

bur-reed, 5.

Bot. : An English book-name of Sparganium,
a genus of plants belonging to the order
Typhacea (Typhads or Bulrushes). Four
species occur in. Britain, the Branched (Spar-
ganium ramosum), the Unbranched Upright
(S. simplex), the Floating (S. natans), and the
Small Bur-reed (S. minimum). The third is

rare, the rest are tolerably abundant.

bur-thistle (Eng.), bur thrlstle
(Scotch), s. A thistle, Carduus lanceoiatus.

bur-weed, s. [Burweed.]

bur (7), s. k a. [Corrupted from bore (q.v.).]

bur-tree, s. The same as Bore-tree—
i.e., Sambucus nigra.

* bur-al, a. [Borrel.] (Scotch.)

bur'-a-tlte, s. [Named by Delessert after

a mineralogist Burnt.]

Min. : A doubtful variety of Aurichalcite.

It was called Lime-aurichalcite, but the lime
is from an adventitious source. It is found
in France, In Tuscany, and in the Altai moun-
tains.

bur'-ble, * bur'-bel-yn, * bur' blon, v.i.

[Cf. Dut. borrelen = to bubble. Perhaps imi-

tated from the sound. ]

1. To bubble up, to froth up. (0. Eng.)
"Burbton as ale or other lykore (burbelgn, P.)

Butto."—Prompt. Parv.

2. To purl (Scotch.)

t bur -bllng, pr. par. & a. [Burble, ».]
" Throw burbling brookes, or throw the forest trrene."

Hudson : Judith, p. 60. {Jamieson.)

bur -bot, bur -bolt, s. [Fr. barbote ; from
baroe = a beard.] A fresh-water fish (Lota

vulgar-is) of the family Gadidae. In some
places it is called the Eel-pout, its lengthened
form resembling that of the eel, and the
Coney-fish, from hiding itself under stones
like a rabbit. [Lota.]

* bur bulle, * bur -byll, 5. [From burble

<q-v.).]
" BttrbvJU or burble (burbyU, P.V Bulla, C F."—

Prompt. Parv.

* bur byll, v.i. [Burble.]

* burch (pi. burch -is), s. [Burgh, Bor-
ough,] (.Barbour; Bruce (ed. Skeat), iv. 213.)

* bur-cniht, s. [O. Eng. bur = bower, and
cniht = knight.] A chamberlain. (Layamon,
tt. 372.)

burd (1) (Scotch), * burd, * burde (0. Eng.),

8. [Bird.]

burd (2), s. [Birth.]

* burd (3), *burde (1), * boord, ». [Board.]

•fl Burdis (pi.), in the following example, is

= movable tables.

To lay burdis down : To set aside the tables
when a feast is over. (Scotch.) (Skeat.)

burd'-a-lane, s. [Scotch burd= bird, and
cdane== alone.] The only child left in a
family. (Scotch.)

burd -claith, s. [From burd (3), and Scotch
claith.~\ A tablecloth. (Scotch and North of
England dialect.)

" Aft for ane cause thy burdclaUh needs nae spreddlng^
For thou has nowtber for to drink nor eit

'

Dunbar : Evergreen, ii. 58, st 20.

* burde, imptrs. v. [0. IceL byrjar ; Dan.
6or.]

1. Pre*. : Behoves, is fitting.

**A noblll suerde the burde not wold*."
Roland and OttueU (wl. Herrtage), 14*3.

2. Past : Ought, behoved.
" He thynk the burde fyrst sake leue

"

Ear. Eng. AllU. Poena (ed. Morris) ; Pearl, SIS.

* burde (U «• [Board (3).]

* burde (2), t. [From Dan. 6orde = border.]
A border, a strip. [Borde (2), *.]

" And of an* burde of tilk, richt coetlie frein."
Dunbar: Maitland Poena, p. TOi

•burde (3), s. [Beard.] (King Alitaunder,
1,164.)

"burde (4), s. [Burd, Bird.]

1. A bird.

2. A woman, a lady. Spec., a maiden, a
damsel.

'* But geten pf a-noother gome * In that gaye tarsi*.*
Alitaunder. 670.

% Burde no barne : Neither maid nor man.
"He fond there burde no barn " In that hour tb*nne. a

Wwfam of Palerne, L97L

bur'-dS-lais, s. [Fr. bourdelais, bourdelois,

bourdelai ; from Bourdeaux ; Lat. Burdigala
= a French commune and city, the latter on
the Garonne.] [Bcrlace.] A*kind of grape.
(Johnson.)

bur-del -16, s. [Bordel.]

bur-den (1), t bur-then, * bur-don,
* bur -doun, bir-thun (Eng.), bur-
den, * blr-dlng (Scotch), s. [A.S. byrdhen,

berdhen, hyrden = a burden, load, weight, or

faggot; IceL byrdhr, byrdhi ; Sw. borda; Dan.
byrde; M. Dut. borde; Goth, barirthei; (X.

H.) Ger. burde ; O. H. Ger. burdi. From
A.S. beran ; O.S. beran; Dut. baren; Goth.
bairan; Ger. gebdren.] [Bear.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

(1) Gen. : Anything material which Is borne
or carried.

". . . . and bear no burden on the sabbath day."—
Jit. xvil. 2L

(2) Spec. : Anything material which is heavy,

and therefore difficult to be carried or sus-

tained by the person or thing supporting it.

" Did here the trees with ruddier burdent bend."
Pop*; Ettay on Man, iii. 263.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Anything not material which is difficult

or grievous to bear or to be borne, or iff

tedious to the mind.

(o) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.
" So you, great Lord, that with your counsel] B»»y
The burdeine of this kingdom mightily."

Spenter: F. Q.. Tenet.

(b) Specially :

(i) Childbirth.
" Thou hadst a wife once, call a Emilia,
That bore the* at a burden two fair sons.

"

Shakeep. : Com. of Errort, v. L

(ii) Plur.: The load of taxation, Ac, which
one has to pay to the Government.

" Here the public burdent were heavy : there they
were crushing."

—

Macaulay: But. Eng., ch. xix. •

(2) A prophetic utterance directed against

a country. "The burden (Heb. WW? [masta}

= a load ... an oracle against a place) of

Babylon " (Isaiah xiii. 1) ;
" the burden (Heb.

Hl£p [massa]) of Hoab (Ibid., xv. 1).

•J Possibly it should be arranged under

burden (2), but see the Hebrew words.

II. Technically:

1. Naut. : The tonnage or carrying capacity

(by weight) of a vessel.

2. Metallurgy : The charge of a furnace.

3. Mining: The tops or heads of stream

work, which lie over the stream of tin.

4. Logic. Of proof: Logical obligation.

Burden of proof (Lat. onus probandi) : The

logical obligation to prove an assertion. Tl \s

naturally falls upon the person who makes

the assertion, not on his opponent.

bur-den (2), bur -then, * bour-don,
* bur-done, * bur-doun, * bor-doune,
s. [From Fr. bourdon = (1) the pipe wlnrli

makes the bass sound in an organ; (2) a

church-bell (Littri); Prov. bordos ; Sp. bordm;

Ital. bordone ; GaeL burdan ; Low Lat burdo.

(Littri, <£c.).]

fiste, tut. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, a

sire, sir, marine; go. pot,

i, o» = e, ey= a. qu = kw.
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Ordinary Language and Music :

1. Of the form burdoun : The drone of a bag-
pipe. (Scotch.) (Ruddiman.)

2. Of all the forms

:

(1) The chorus or refrain of a song.
" The awful burthen of the sonz

—

Dies iras, dies Ma."
Scott : t.ay of the Last Minstrel, vi. SI.

(2) The chorus ; the tune sung as an accom-
paniment to a dance when there were no in-

struments.
" Foot it featly here and there

;

Aint, sweet sprites, the burthen bear.'
Shakesp. : Tempest, L 3.

" Belike it hath some burden then."
Ibid., Two Gent. <tf Ver., 1 J.

* bur-den (3), * bur -doun, s. [From Fr.

bourdon m a pilgrim's stuff; Prov. bordo

;

8p. burdo; Ital. bordone; Low Lat. bordonus,
bordo, burdo, burdus (Littre).} A pilgrim's

staff.
" I fonde hym cruel in his rage,
Aud in his boude a gret burdoun."

The Ilomaunt of the Rate,

bur-den, bur-then, v.t. [From burden (l),

s. (q.v.)J

1. Lit. : To lay a heavy material load upon.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To lay upon one anything immaterial,
which is difficult to be borne.

" For I mean not that other men be eased, and ye
burdened."—2 Cor. vlil. la

" Burdening the heart with tenderness.
'

Remans ; Come Home.

+ (2) To lay the responsibility for an act
upon a person qr party.

"It is absurd to burden this ace on Cromwell aud
bis party."—Coleridge.

* bur'-den-a-ble, a. [Eng. burden; able.]

Burdensome".
" They were but silly poor naked bodies, burdmabte

to the country, and not fit for soldiers."

—

Spalding, 1.

291.

bur dened, pa. par. & a. [Burden, v.]

+ bur'-den-er, *. [Eng. burden; -tr.) One
who burdens.

tbur'-den-Ing, pr. par., a.,

&

s. [Burden, v.]

* bur'-den-ous, * bur -then-oiis, a. [Eng.
burden; and suffix -ous.]

'

1. Of things: Constituting a burden, griev-
ous to be borne, burdensome. (Lit. &fig.)

" His burthenous taxations notwithstanding."
Shakatp. ; Richard 1L, It L

2. Of persons : So idle or useless that it is a
grievance to have to support him.

" Bnt to sit idle on the household hearth,
A burdenout dxoue ; to visitant* a gaze,

Milton: Samson Agonistes.

burd -en-seck, s. [Berthinsek.] (Scotch.)

bur -den some, t bur then some, a.

[From Eng. burden; and suffix -some.] Con-
stituting a material or an immaterial burden,
onerous, grievous, forming an incubus upon.

**.... burdensome to himself, and almost useless
to his country."—MacaiUay : Hist. Kng., ch. xi.

"The decay'd

And burthensome."
Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. V.

tbur'-deil-sftmo-l^adw [Eng. burdensome

;

-ly.} In a burdensome manner. (Dr. Allen.)

i bur- den - some - ness, * bur'- den-
some-nesse, s. [Eng. burdensome; -ness.]

The quality of being burdensome, heaviness,
ight. (Johnson.)wei

nr
fab

wui'-det, bux'-dit, *. [Of unknown etym.;
cf. Fr. bordat, which seems to have been a
fabric of Egyptian manufacture.

J

Fabric : A cotton stuff.

burd'-le, s. [Scotch dimin. Burd, Bird.) A
little bird, (Lit. &fig.)

" For a* blink o' the bonnie burdies !
"

Burns : Tarn o' Shanter.

*bur'-dlng, s. [Burden (1), s.] (Scotch.)
Burden.

" The cherries hang abune my held—
On trimbling twistis, and tewch,

Quhilk bowed throw burding of thair birth."
Cherris and Sloe, at, 42

tmrd'-it, a. [From burd = board.]

Ofwood : Split into thin planks. (Scotch.)

burd'-li-ness, s. [Scotch burdly ; and Eng.
suffix -ness.] Stateliness. (Used in regard to
the size and stature of a man.) (Scotch.)

burd'-ly, *bu-rede-ly, buird'-ltf, a. &
adv. [From Eng. boor (Skinner).'} [Burly.]

A. As adjective : Large and well made ; in-

clining to stout, or actually of portly aspect

;

stately, powerful, majestic. (Scotch.)
"

. . . . there I bore twelve buirdly sons and
daughters."—Scott: Guy Mannering, ch. liu.

B. As adverb ; Forcibly, vigorously.
" Ala wounded as he was.
Some buredelp he ras."

Sir Uasean and Sir Gal., ii. 21.

bur'-ddck(En0.)
t bur-ddek-en (Scotch), s.

[Eng. bur, and dock; Scotch docken.] The
English name of Arctium, a genus of plants
belonging to the order Asteracete (Composites),
and the sub-order Tubulittone. The common
burdock, Arctium lappa, is well known.

* bur-don, * burdoun, • bur downo, s.

[Burden (3).] A pilgrim's staff.

* bur'-doun, s. [Burden (2).] The drone of
a bagpipe. (Scotch.)

" bur-dour, s. [Bordvoure.] A jester.

"... to make gamen and glee
Burdours lu to the haulle thay bryuge."

Roland and OttueU fed. Herrtage), S*.

* bur-down, *. [Burden (l), a.]

" I take two burdovms charge fro the lond."

—

Wick-
life: i Kings, v. 17.

* bur'-dyn, a. [From A.S. bdrd = a board
;

and -yn = Eng. -en.]

Of boards : Wooden.
"Burdyn dnrls and lokls In thair ire.
All werk of tre thai brynt wp in a fyr."

WaUaoe, iv. 509. MS.

* bur-dynge, pr. par., a., & s. [Bordtk.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A par. adj. ; (See the
verb).

C. As subst. ; Joking, merriment.
" J. e in thy burdynge say."

Sege qf Melayne (ed. Herrtage), 1,4 1».

bure, prtU of v. [Bear, v.] (Scotch.)
" Aft burs the gree, as storv tells.'*

Burns: To William Simpson.

bu-reau', bu'-reau (eau as 6), s. [Fr. bursau
= a writing-table or desk, an office, the people
engaged in such an office; from bureau —
drugget. Low Lat. burellum, such writing-
tables being at first covered with this kind of
cloth.]

1. Originally : A desk or writing-table with
drawers for papers ; a chest of drawers with a
writing-board.

" For not the desk with silver nails.
Nor bureau of expeuce.

Nor stand ish well JApann'd. avails
To writing of good sense." Swift.

•J In the United States it is used analo-
gously for a chest of drawers, even without
such a board, especially one of an ornamental
character.

2. Now:
(1) An offlc3 in which such a bureau is used

;

an office.

(2) The occupants of such an office ; the
officers working in an office, especially a state

one, under a chief.

bureau-bod, s. The same as Box-bed,
No. 2. (Scotch.)

bureau-system, s. Government by a
bureau, bureaucracy.

bu-reauc'-ra-cy (eauo as 5c), s. [Fr. bureau-

cratie ; from Fr. bureau, and Gr. Kparito (krateo)
= to be strong; «pa7os (kratos) = strength.]
Government by departments of state, acting
with some measure of independence of each
other, instead of government by the heads of
those departments acting as a cabinet on their
joint responsibility.

"Free the citizen from monopoly and the tutelage
of the bureaucracy, . .

."—Times, Oct. 30th, 1875.

t bu reau-crat' ic (eau as 6), a. [From
Fr. bureaucratique.] Pertaining or relating
to, or constituting a bureaucracy. (Westm,
Rev.)

t bu rcauc' rat-1st (eauc as 6e), s [From
Fr. bureaucrat ; -ist.] One who advocates bu-
reaucracy, or supports it when in existence.

* bure'-dS-ly; adv. [Burdly.] (Scotch.)

* tmr'-tt, * bur-ell, o. [Borrel.]

bur-St'te, »• [From Fr. burette = a cruet,

a small decanter, a crystal bottle or flask

;

dimin. of buire = flagon. ]

Chem. & Phar. : A small, graduated glass
tube with a small aperture and a stop-cock,
used in pharmacy or in the laboratory for

measuring or transferring small quantities of

liquid. It was invented by Gay-Lussac.

burg (1), s. [Borough.]
As an independent word

:

1. A city. (Story of Gen. and Exod., 812.)

2. A small walled town or place of privi-

lege. (Wharton.)

1[ The names of various continental cities,

towns, districts, or territories end in burg.

These are often anglicised by appending a
final h; as, St. Petersburg, Mecklenburg
Square.

burg-grave, s. [Burqravk.]

burg (2), s. [From A.S. burg = a hill, a cita-

del (?).] [Bero.] (See the phrase which
follows.)

U A burg of ice ;

Among whale-flshert : A field of ice floating

In the sea. (Scotch.)

burg'-age, «• (O. Fr. bourgage; Low Lat.

burgagiwm, ; from Fr. bourp (Burg), and Fr.,

Eng., &lc. suff. -age.] A land or tenements in

a town held by a particular tenure. [Bur-
GAQE-TENURE.]

" Tib* gross of the borough la surveyed together in
the beginning of the county ; but there are some other

"""'it burgages thereof mentioned under the
1 (articular mens possessions."—Bale : Origin

particular burgages thereof mentioned under the
titles of parti '

of Mankind.

burgage-holding, s.

Scots Ialw : A tenure by which lands in
royal burghs in Scotland are held of the sove-
reign on the tenure of watching and warding
them.

burgage-tenure, s.

Feudal Law or Custom ; The particular feudal
service or tenure of houses or tenements in
old boroughs. It is considered to be a town
socage, the tenements being held from the
king or other lord, in consideration either of

an annual rent or certain stipulated services
rendered him. It seems to have been a rem-
nant of Saxon freedom. Littleton and others
think that it originated the right of voting foi

burgh members of Parliament, [Borough
English.]

bur'~gam-dt, s. The same as Bergamoi
(q.v.).

bur'-gan-et, * bur-gant, s. [Burgonet.]

* burge, s. [Buro.]

* burge folc, s. Townsfolk. (Story of
Gen. and Exod., 1,854.)

bur-gee, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. Gomm. : A kind of small coal suitable to
to be burnt in the furnaces of engines.

2. Naut. : A flag ending in two points. It

is used in cutters, yachts, and merchant

1 bur'-gein, v.i. [Burgeon, r.]

* bur'-gext (pi. burgens), s. [In Moeso-Goth
baurgja = a burgher ; from Low Lat. bur-
gemsis.) A burgess. (Scotch.)

" Honorabil burgens, and awenand."
Wyntown. viii. 5. JS.

bur'-geols, bour -gcois, bour geoise, s.

[Bourgeois.]

Printing : A Bize of type. [Bourgeois.]

* bur'-geon, * bur'-gein, * bur -r^n,
* bur'-gyiu * bur-glon (0. Eng.), * bur'-
geoun (0. Scotch), v.i. [Bourgeon, v.)

(Spenser: F. Q., VII. vii. 48.)

• bur'-geoun, s. [Bourgeon, s.] (Doug.

:

Virgil, 116.5J

bur -gess, * bur -gesso, * bur'-gSls,
* bur-geys, * bor-geys (piur. burgesses,
* burgeyses, * burgeiss, * burgeys), s. [0. Fr.
burgeois ; from Low Lat. burgensis = a citizen

;

Fr. bourg ; ItaL borgo = a city.] [Borouoh,
Burgh.]

1. Gen. : An inhabitant of a borough.

TT A burgess of a borough corresponds with
the citizen of a city.

"Burgeys. Burgensis."—Prompt. Parv.

boil, boy; pout, joSvl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -lag»

-clan, -tlan = siian. -tlon, -sion - shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -sloua = shus. -ble, -Uo, *.c - i>?l, tei.
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2. Specially

:

(1) The freeman of a borough, one who
possesses a tenement in a borough.

** That barouns, burgeyt. and boude, and alls other

bun.es. '—»m of Palerne. 1,1X8.

(2) A leading craftsman in a guild or trade

belonging to a borough.
" Wei terned eche of hem a fair burfftjft."

Ckaueer: C. T., IT1-1

(8) A member of the corporation, the latter

consisting of a mayor and burgesses.

"He was welcomed at the North Gate by the

mngiitratea and burgeure in their robea of office. —
Jtacaulay : Httt. Eng ,

ch I vi.

• (4) A borough magistrate.

t(5) A member of Parliament for a borough.

bur gess ship, s. [Eng. burgess ; and suffix

-snip.] Theofflce of a burgess.

One of our buritu thipi la Tacant by the promotion

of Sir Heneage Finch. "— Smith : Lett, to Batkuret,

IFarton , life of Bathurtt, p. 174.

burgh (pron. burru), * burghe, «. [A. 8.

burn ) [Bobouoh.] The same as Bobouoh
(q.v.).

"And byde with my balde mene within the burghe

ryene." Jfort. Jrtaure, 1,»M.

•J (1) The spelling borough is the common
one in England, whilst burgh is that which

chiefly obtains in Scotland. Examples—Scar-
borough, Edin-burafc.

(2) A burgh of barony, in Scotland, is a

certain tract of land created in a barony by

the feudal superior, and placed under the

authority of magistrates.

(8) A royal burgh in Scotland is a corporate

body created by a charter from the crown.

There is a convention of royal burghs.

* burgh breche, >.

Old English Law: A fine imposed on the

inhabitants of a town for a breach of the

peace.

burgh-folc, s. People of a town. (laya-

wvon, i. 416.)

burgh master, i.

L Ord. bang. : The same as Burgomaster
(q.v).

2, Mining : A barmaster or bailiff who lays

out the " meers " for the workmen.

•burgh-yat, «. A town gate. (Laya-

won, ii. S17.)

burgh -al, a. [Eng. burgh; -al] Pertaining

to a burgh. (Edin. Rev.)

' burgh-hote, * burg-bote, 5. [A. 8. burh-

bit ; from burh = an English town, a city ; and

bit = boot, remedy, atonement, compensa-

tion.] [Boot (l).]

Old Law: A contribution towards the ex-

pense of buildiag or repairing castles or walls

for the defence of a town.

burgh'-er, ». (Eng. burgh ; -er.1

1. Ord. Lang. : The inhabitant of a burgh,

especially if he be a freeman of the place.

"
. . . . the keya were delivered up amidst the

acclamations of a great multitude of burghers."—Ma-
eautay: Hit. Eng.. eh. xili
"

. . . . and the burghert.ot inferior tradesmen, who
from their Insignificancy happily retained, in their

socage and burgage tenures. Soros points of their ancient
freedom. '—Blackttone : Comment., bk. lv., ch. S3.

2. Church Hist. A Ecclesiol. : A former sub-

division of the Scottish Secession Church.

The Secession, which originated through the

withdrawal of Ebenezer Erskine and some
other ministers from the Scottish establish-

ment in 1782, split into two in 1747, part

having felt free to take, whilst others refused

what they deemed an ensnaring burgess oath.

They reunited in 1820 under the name of the

Associate Synod, and joining with the " Re-

lief" [Reliit] in 1847, formed the United
Presbyterian Church.

Iturgh'-er-ship, *• [Eng. burgher; -ship.)

The position and privileges of a burgher.

* burgh -man, s. [O. Eng. burgh m borough,

and man.] A burgess.

* burgh -motej, >. [Buromote.]

t burg'-hold-er, s. [Bobsholmb.] The
same as Borsholder (q.v.).

burg lax, • burg lay er, * bourg'-lalr,
* Imrg'-lar-er, •• (In Norm. Pr. burgts-

tour ; from Fr^boury m a borough (Bobouoh,
Burgh), the second element being generally

given as O. Pr. lain, lairrt, Uirt, lien (Mod.

Ft. larrm) = a thief, but the evidence shows

that the ( is intrusive, though its origin is not

clear.) One guilty of housebreaking by night;
"

one who commits the crime of burglary.

1. literacy:

"The definition of a ourotor, aii
given ns by Sir

Edward Coke, is 'he that V night breaketh and

entereth into a mansion-house with intent to commit
a felony

'"—Blackstone : Commentaries, bk. IT., eh. Si.

2. Figuratively:
" Love is a burgtarer. a felon."

gudOMS. 1L V

burglar-alarm, t. A device to be at-

tached to a door or a window, to make an

alarm when it is opened from without.

Burglar-alarm lock : A lock so constructed

as to sound an alarm if it be tampered with.

» burg-iar'-l-ajle, «. [From Eng. burglary;

and sufT. -an.] A burglar. (rrVoiter.)

burg-lar'-I-ous, a. [From Eng. burglary,

andsuff. -out] Pertaining to burglary; in-

volving the crime of burglary. (Blackstone.)

burg-liir'-i-OUsV-ly, adv. [Eng. burglarious;

-ly.) After the manner of a burglar ; with the

intention of committing a burglary.

burg'-lar-& s. [Eng. burglar ; -y. In Norm.
Fr. bur'gerie.)

L Law dt Ord. Lang. : The crime of breaking

into an inhabited house, a church, or the

gates of a town by night with the intention

of committing a felony.

"Burglary, or nocturnal housebreaking, euros' le>

trocinium, which by our ancient law was called Aann-
secken. as it is In Scotland to this day, . . . —
Blackstone : Comment., bk. lv., ch. 18.

2. Ord Lang. Fig. : To steal from a man's

mind or heart.

"To pilfer away his thoughts, his affections, his pur-

poses, may well be deemed a worse sort of burglary or

theft, than to break open doors, to rifle trunks, or so

pick pockets."—Barrow. voL t. Ber. «.

bur gle, v.i. [Bubglaby.] To commit bur-

glary. (Humorous.)

* burg'-mtrte, * burgh'-mite, ». [From

A.S. burgh, and m<Sf = a moat, an assembly.]

A court of a borough.
" The king sent a notification of these proceedings

to each ewrffmote, where the people of that court also

swore to the observance of them."—Burke: Jbridg.

Eng. But.

burg 6-mas ter, ». [From Dut. burge-

meester. In Sw. borgmaster ; Dan. btrrf/emetter ;

Ger. burgcrmeister ; Fr. bourgmestn ; Norm.
Ft. bourchemester ; 8p. burgomaestre ; Port
burf/omestre ; Ital. boroomosfro. From Dut.

burge ; Low. Lat burghus= a borough (Boboh),

and Dut meater, Eng. master (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : A burgh-master, the chief

magistrate of a municipal town in Holland,

Switzerland, and Germany, corresponding to

a mayor in England or a provost in Scotland.
" and that great body of citizens which was ex-

cluded from all share in the government, looked pn
the Burgomasters and Deputies with a dislike . . . —
Macaulay f Hut. Eng.. ch. ii.

2. Ornith. : An arctic gull, Larus glaucus.

bur'-g6n-et, bur-gan-St, ». [From O. Fr.

bourguignote. 80
called because the
Burgundians (O. Fr.

Bourguignons) were
the first to wear it.

In 8p. borjorlota ;

Ital. borgognotta.] Ai
helmet or steel cap,

worn chiefly by foot

soldiers ; a Spanish

morion.
" This day Til wear aloft

my burgonet."
Shakeep. : t Ben. TI., V. X. Bt'BOONET.

Bur'-g&s, 1. & a.

[Burgos, a city and province of Spain.]

Burgos lustn : Double sulphide of gold and
potassium. (Rostiter.)

bur gout (out as u) (Provinc. Eng. bur-
good), • [Etym. unknown.] A kind of oat-

meal porridge or thick gruel used by seamen.

bur'-grave, *. [In Sw. borggrefvc; Dan. bora-

greve ; Dut burggraaf; Ger. burggraf; M. H.

Ger. burcfrrtttie ; Low Lat burggravius ; from

Ger. burg = a fortress, and graf, M. H. Ger.

grdvt, O. H. Ger. grdvo = a count.)

• 1. Originally : The commandant of a forti-

fied town.

2. Then : The head of such a town and the

adjacent domain, with the right of transmit,

ting it to his descendants.

"Fonre marquesses, fonre landgraves, foerre bur-

erases, foure earlee, *c '—Bale ; Actio/ *•». Totoriee.

pt 11., sign. B, B, b.

t bur-gra'-vi-ate, ». [In Fr. buryra»ia(.l

The office, position, or dignity of a burgrave.

* burgt, s. 45 a. [Bubo.] (Story 0/ Gen. and
£xwT,727.)

* burgt-folk, •. Townsfolk, townspeople.

(Story of Gen. and Exod., 1,063.)

bur-gul'-li-an, x. [Corrupted from Bur-

gunay (q.v.), and conjectured to be a term of

contempt, invented upon the overthrow of

the Bastard of Burgundy in a contest with

Anthony Woodville, in 8mithfleld, in 1467

(Yores).] A bully, a braggadocio (?).

"When vss Bobadllt here, your captain! thai

rogue, that foist, that fencing burpuUian.—B. Jonem:
Every Man in bit Hu., ir. X

Bur gun -di-an, a. k t. [From Eng. Bun
gundy, and su'E -an. In Fr. Bourauijnors.1

[BUBOUNDY.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining or relating to

Burgundy.

B. As substantive : A native of Burgundy.

Bur'-gun-dy, s. & a. [In Sw. bourjoone- • Ger.

burjrun*cT = a kind of wine (def. 2). From
Sw., Dan., at Ger. Burgund; Dut. Bourgondii;

Fr. Bourf/ojrns = a country (def. 1).]

A* As substantive

:

1. Geog. (Burgundy): An old province of

France, inhabited originally by a Germanic
people, who invaded and settled in it in

Roman times. The capital was Dijon. It

now forms the Departments of Cote-d'Or,

Sa6ne-et-Loire, Ain, and part of Yonne.

2. Ord. Lang, (buraund!/) : The finest of all

the French wines, the produce of vines cul-

tivated in the Cdte-d'Or, a portion of the

ancient province of Burgundy. The most

noted of the red wines of Burgundy are Riche-

bourg and Chambertin. The white wines are

less celebrated.

B. As adjective : Pertaining to or brought

from the place indicated under A. 1.

Burgundy-hay, *. A plant, Medicago

sativa. *

Burgundy-pitch, s.

1. Bot., Chem., t Comm. : Pit Burgundica,

the resinous exudation of the stem of the

Spruce-flr, .abies excelsa or Pinus Abies, melted

and strained. It is got from Switzerland,

but seldom genuine. It is hard and brittle,

opaque, of a dull reddish-brown colour, empy-

neumatic odour, and aromatic taste. It gives

off no water when heated, is not bitter, and is

free from vesicles. It consists chiefly of resin

and a little volatile oil, whence its odour

The resin resembles that of turpentine, and

of the American frankincense.

2. PAarm.: Offlc prep., Emplastrum picis,

pitch-plaster. It acta externally as a slight

stimulant to the skin. It enters also into Uu»

composition of the iron-plaster.

Burgundy wine, »• The same as Bub-

gundy, 2 (q.v}.

» bur gyn ynge, * bur-gynge, pr. par. ft

a [BUBGEON, V.]

"Burgynynge \burgynge, K I' ). elermen, puTJst /

Incio."—Prompt. Pare.

* burh, s. [From A.8. burg, burgh.]

L As an independent word

:

1. A city.

2. A castle, house, or tower.

II. In compos. : A defence ; as, Cuthburn =>

eminent for assistance. (Gibson.)

* burh man, • burh-mon, ». A citizen,

townsman.

* bUrll-tOWTJ, «. [BOROUGH-TOWN.]

* burh wall, 1. A town wall,

burial, •bur-I-»U, •bur'-I-rl. *]*£
i-el. «'bur-y-el. 'bur-y-^lf. "'rar -*-

•ls (bur as ber), 1. 4 a. [Eng. bury, -at; A.S.

biricJs = a sepulchre ; btraen, byrganbyraen

= a burying, a burial, a tomb ; 0.8. burauli

= a sepulchre. From Eng bury; A. 8. bynaa,

byroian, birian, burian = to bury.] (BUBT.l

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

Ate, fat, Aire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wit, here, camel, her, there

er, wire, wolt, work, whs), eon; mute, e«b. cure, unite, our, rule, full; try,

; pine, pit, tore, nr, marine; go, p8t,

Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = fcw.
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•1. Originally. (Oftheformsburiels, buryels,

Uriel, buriall) : A tomb, a burying-place,
**.... that blldeu sepulcris of profetes and maken

fair* the birielU of lust men."— Wycliffe : (Purvey),
Matt xxiit 39.

2. Now. (0/ the form burial) : The act of

burying, the state of being buried, interment,
•pulture.

(1) Gen, : In the foregoing sense.

**.:.. the duke take order for his burial.*
Shakap. : Richard III.. 1. 4.

(2) Spec. : The act of placing anything under
earth or water.

" We have great lakes, both salt and fresh ; we use
them for bitrmls of some natural bodies ; for we find a
difference of things buried in earth, and things buried
in water."—Bacon.

IL Technically ;

1. Archosol. <& Hist.: Most nations have
selected burial as the best method to dispose
of their dead ; the practice of burning them
on a funeral pile, prevalent to a limited extent
among the Greeks and the Romans and nearly
universal among the Hindoos, being the ex-
ception and not the rule. About 1860 (?) B.C.
Abraham buried Sarah. The Egyptians, and,
at least, in some special cases, the Jews, em-
balmed their dead (Gen. 1. 3, 26 ; John xix, 39,

40). [Embalmment ] In Europe, according to
Sir John Lubbock, interments in which the
corpse is in a sitting or contracted posture
belong to the stone age, those in which it has
been burnt and only the ashes interred to the
bronze age, and those in which the corpse lies

extended presumably to the age of iron.
During the first French Revolution a proposal
was made to adopt the process of cremation,
but it failed. The project was revived on the
continent during this century, and has of late
years been strongly advocated in the United
States. Crematories have been built in several
of our large cities, and many bodies reduced
to ashes, with the result of some growth of
the custom in public favor. As yet, however,
tho weight of public opinion strongly favors
the old method of burial, and this innovation
can make its way but slowly.

2. Law : In 1693, 1733, and 1783 Acts were
passed imposing a tax on burials, but it has
been long since repealed A felo de se or
suicide was formerly buried in the highway
with a stake driven through his body, and
all his goods and chattels were forfeited to
the king. (Blackstone, bk. iv., ch. 14.) [Bur-
ial-ground, Burial-service.]

B. As adjective: (See the compounds.)

IT Obvious compound : Burial-plain.

burial-aisle, s. An aisle in which a body
has been interred. {Lit. &jlg.)

" Looks be also wistfully into the long burUil-aUle of
the Past"—Carlyle: Sartor Resartus, bk. i., ch. xi.

burial-board, s. A board of persons
appointed to regulate burials.

burial-case, s. A mummy-shaped form
of coffin, alleged to be an improvement on the
ordinary one in the lids, in having glass over
the face, in the means of fastening, in her-

metical sealing, and in the complete isolation
of the body from air by enveloping the corpse
in a resinous or other air-excluding compound.

burial-ground, *.

L Ord. Lang. : Ground set apart or used for
the interment of the dead.

1. Literally

:

" Their mingled shadows intercept the night
Of the broad burial-ground outstretched below."

Scott: Don Roderick.

2. Figuratively

:

" .... we at the time exclaimed that it was the
burtahqround of all the goats in the island."— fin rwin t

Voyage round the World (to. 1870), ch. viiL, p. IS*.

II. haw:
1. In England: Burial-grounds are almost

universally situated around churches, urban
as well as rural. They are consecrated by
bishops, and till recently no one could
officiate at the funeral except the clergyman
of the parish or another one appointed by him.
On his part he was bound, without delay, to
bury any corpse brought to the church or
churchyard in the manner and form prescribed
by the Book of Common Prayer.

2. hi America: In the United States each city
has its large public cemeteries, in which there
is no secterian or other restriction to burial,
or to character of service. Many societies and
some religious denominations have their special
cemeteries.

3. In Scotland : The Scottish parochial bury-
Ixig-grounds have long been open to all de-

nominations, the conductors of a funeral
having the right to request whom they please
to officiate.

4. In Ireland : Some years previous to the
disestablishment of the Irish Church the
burial-grounds were similarly thrown open to
all denominations.

burial place, s. A place for burying
the dead.

•j[ A more general word than burying-
ground. When one is interred in a church or
committed to the deep the church or the
ocean-bed is to him a burial-place, but it is not
the burial-ground in which he sleeps. The
Romans interred their dead outside the cities

;

the early Christians imitating them in this

respect. Then the latter began to bury
around their churches. Haydn makes the
first Christian burial-place be instituted in

596, burial in cities in 742, in consecrated
places in 750, and in churchyards in 758.

Of late, cemeteries, with a consecrated portion
for Church of England interments and an un-
consecrated one for those of Dissenters, have
been opened, Kensal Green in 1832 being the
first. Sanitary considerations have led to a
gradually increasing number of these places
of interment being located outside of cities.

" At rest on the tombs of the knightly race,
The silent throngs of that burial-place."

Heman* : The Lady of Provence.

burial sorvicc, burial service, s.

1. EccUsiol. : What is called in the Liturgy
" The Order for the Burial of the Dead."

2. Law: This "office," the Liturgy inti-

mates, "is not to be used for any that die

unbaptized, or excommunicate, or have laid

violent hands upon themselves." Till 1880
the clergyman had to read it over all others
to whom burial in the parish churchyard was
accorded, but by the "Burials Laws Amend-
ment Act " of that year a certain measure of
discretion was given him. The same act
opened the parochial grounds to any one who
had previous rights of interment there with-
out the limitations that an ordained clergy-
man must officiate, and the burial service
must be used. Any person professing to be a
Christian can officiate at the request of the
relatives, provided proper notice be given to
the incumbent. Latitude is given as to the
service, but it must be performed in a decent
and orderly manner, and without covert at-

tack on Christianity. An ordained clergyman
can also officiate now in unconsecrated ground
without incurring any ecclesiastical penalty
or censure.

bur -led (bur as be>), pa. par. ft a. [Burt.]

* bur'-i-el (I), * bur ids, s. [Burial.]

•bur'-I-el (2), *. [From Fr. burell; Low
Lat. burellus.] A coarse and thick kind of
cloth (?). [Borrel.]

"Item, three bannurs [banners] for the procession,
and two burielt with their brists with a bairns cap for
the crosse."—Inventary of Vestments, A. 1659; Bay's
Scotia Sacra, p. 169.

bur'-i-er (bur as ber), « [Eng. bury; -«r.]

One who buries, one who performs the act of
interment. {Lit. dtfig.)

"And darkness be the burier of the dead."
Bhaketp. : 3 Hen. IV., i. L

* bur -i-ing, pr. par., a., ft $. [Burying.]

biir'-In, *bur'-Xne, s. [Fr. burin ; Sp. buril;

Port, boril ; Ital. bulino, borino ; from Ger.
bohren ; O. H. Ger. poron = to pierce.]

1, Engraving: The cutting-tool of an en-
graver on metal ; a graver.

" Who indeed handled the burin like few In these
cases."—Carlyle : Sartor Resartus, bk. i., ch. UL

2. Masonry : A triangular steel tool whetted
off obliquely at the end, so as to exhibit a
diamond. It is shaped like a graver, and is

used by the marble-worker.

* bur-1-nesse, bur 1-nsesse, s. [A.S.
bebyrigniss.] Burial. (Layamon, 25,852.)

*bur'-I-6, s. [Burriour.] {Scotch.)

* bur'-lown-ynge, pr. par. [Burgeon, v.]

Springing up, germinating. (Lit. £Jlg.)
"... that no roote of blttemesse buriownynge vp-

ward lette, and many ben defouled bi \t."—\Vycliffe
(Purvey) : Hcb. xii. 15.

t burk, * burke, v.t. [From Burke, an Irish-

man, who, when popular prejudice against
allowing human corpses to be dissected had
run up their price to a high figure, tried to

make a living by luring the unwary into hia
house and suffocating them, to sell their
bodies to the doctors. After he had admittedly
made away with fifteen people in this manner,
he was executed in Edinburgh on January 28,

1829.]

1. Lit. : To smother or suffocate after the
manner adopted by Burke. [See etyra.]

2. Fig. : Quietly to put out of existence, u
a parliamentary motion or anything similar,
making as little noise as possible over the
transaction. {Inelegant.)

t burked, pa. par. ft a. [Burk.]

t burk -Lug, pr. pa. [Burk.]

f burk ism, s. [From the Burke mentioned

In burk (etym.), and Eng. suff. -ism.] The
system of procedure which justly doomed
Burke to death and iufamy. {Wharton.)

burl, * burle, s. [In Fr. bourre, bourUt,
bourrelet = flocks or locks of wool, hair, &c,
used for stuffing saddles, balls, ate. (Cotgrave);
Fr. of Languedoc bourd, bourrel = a flock or
end of thread which disfigures cloth (Wedg-
wood) ; Sp. borla = a tassel, a' bunch of silk,

gold or silver.] A knot or lump in thread or
cloth.

burl (1), v.i. ft t. [From Low Ger. burreln.)

* A. Intrans. : To boil, to welter.
" Burland yn bye owne Mode."—Brie of Tolous, M,

B. Trans. : To cause to boil, to whirl.
" Thou, Winter, burling thro' the air

Tbe roaring blast."
Burn* : Elegy on Captain M. Henderson

burl (2), v.t. [From burl, s. (q.v.).]

1. To dress cloth by fulling it. [Burlimq.]

2. To pick knots, loose threads, &c, from
cloth, so as to finish its manufacture.

bur '-lace, s. [Corrupted from Eng. burdelaU.'
A kind of grape. (Johnson.)

• bur-la-dy, interj. An oath, a corruption of
by our Lady.

bur-lap, *. [Etymology doubtful.]

Fabric : A coarse, heavy goods for wrapping,
made of jute, flax, manilla, or hemp.

* bur-law, * bir law, * byr'-law, s. ft s.

[IceL bcejarlog = a town-law, from beer = a
town, log= law.] The local custom, having the
force oflaw, for settling petty disputes between
the inhabitants of a township or manor.

" Laws of Burlaw ar maid A determined be consent
of neichtbors, elected and chosen be common consent,
In the courts called the Byrlaw courts, in the qubllk
cognition is taken of corapl&intes, betulxt nicbtboor
& nichtbour. The quhilk men sa chosen, as judges 4
arbitrators to the effect foresaid, ar commonly called
Byrlaw-men."—Skene : Burlaw.

burled, pa. par. ft a. [Burl, v.]

bur'-ler, *. [Eng. burl; -er.] One who burbj
cloth. [Burl, v7] (Dyer.)

bur lea que (que as k), + bur leak , a. ft

s. [From Fr. burlesque ; Ital. burlesco ; Sp.
burlesco, a. ft s. ; Port, burlesco ; from Sp. ft

Port, burlar ; Ital. buriare — to jeer, to banter

;

Port, ft Ital. burla = mockery, raillery.]

A. As adj. : Mocking, jocular, ludicrou*,
calculated and intended to excite laughter.

". . . . writing burlesque farces and poemi."—
Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xi.

B. As substantive

:

1. Verbal language or a literary or other
composition in which a subject is treated in

such a way as to excite laughter, esp. a dra-
matic extravaganza, with more or less music
and dancing, generally travestying some
serious piece.

"
. . . . epistles mucn resemblingburletouet of thoN

sublime odes in which tbe Hebrew prophets foretold
the calamities of Babylon and Tyre.'—Macaulay:
HiU. Eng., eh. x vii.

2. The act of turning anything into ridicula.

Their chief pastimes consisted in the burlesque et
their gravestconvictions."—5*eat : Introd. to Chaucer.

bur les que (que as k), v.t ft i. [From
burlesque, a. ft s. (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To treat anything in a ludicrous

way, to parody.
" Prior burlesqued, with admirable spirit and pie**

nan try, the bombastic verses . . .
."

—

Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xxL

B. Intrans. : To comment with ridicule.

" Dr. Patrick Joins bands with them in burlesquing
upon the doctrine."—Du Moulin : Adv. of the Ch. ef
Eng. towards Rome (1S80). p. SI.

boil, boy; pout, Jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph t.

-clan, -tian m shan. tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -slon - zhun. -clous, tious, -sious = anus, -ble, -die, ftc. = bel. deL
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>ur-lesqued (qu as k), pa. par. & a.

[BURLBa^OE, *.]

bur-lSsqu-er (qu as k), «. [From Eng.
burlesque, v.; ana suffix -er.] One who bur-
lesques.

bur-lesqu'-ing (qu as k), pr. par., a., & s.

[Burlesque, v.j

bur'-let, s. [Fr. bourltt, bourrelet = " a wreath,
or a roule of cloth, linnen, or leather, stuffed

with flockes, haire, Ac . . . also, a supporter
(for a ruffe, &c.) of satin, caffata, Ac, and
having an edge like a roule." (Co/jrove.).] A
standing or stuffed neck for a gown.

"A lang Uilllt gown* of !»ro »ewit with silver A
Juhlt silk, lalch neccat [wecked| with burlettU"—
nventoriet. A. UTS, p, 210. [Jamiicvn.)

t bur-l*$t'-ta, a. fltal. burletta.] A comic
operar, a farce interspersed with songs, what
the French call a vaudeville.

" The curtain dropped, the gay burtetta o'er."

Byron; XnglUh Bardt and Scotch Revir**n.

• bur-liohe, a. [Burly.]

bur-He, ». [Burlaw.]

* burlie-bailie, 5.

Scots Law: An officer employed to enforce
the laws of the Burlaw-courts.

" Jud tuk him tor a burlie-baUie."
Rumtay : Poemt, 1L 636. (Jamleson.)

* bur li nCM, *. [Eng. burly; -ness.] The
quality or state of being burly. (Johnson.)

bur ling, pr. par., a., k s. [Burl, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj.: In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subsL Woollen manufacture : A pro-
cess in which woollen cloth is examined: for
rents, flaws, knots, defective yarns, &c, a de-
ficiency being made good with a needle, and
offensive matters removed. This is done after
•couring and before fulling. (Knight.)

burling Iron, s.

Woollen manufacture : A sort of pinchers or
nippers, used in burling cloth.

burling machine, s. A machine for
removing knots and foreign matters project-
ing from the surface of woollen cloth before
fulling.

bur'-lins, a [Etymology doubtful. From
burn (1) (?).] The bread burnt in the oven in
baking. (Scotch.)

bnr'-rjf, * boor-ly, • boore-ley, * bor lie,
• tour - 11, • trar - liche, * bur - lyehe,
" buro-lyche, * buir-lie, a. [Of uncertain

etym.j

L Ofpersons:

1. In a good sense ; Tall, stately, grand.

2. In a slightly bad sense : Great of bulk, over-
grown, and probably boisterous in manners.

"And tome ascribe the invention to a priest
Burly and big, and studious of his ease

."

Cowper: The Tat*, bk. L
* • IX Of the inferior animals : Stately, fine in
aspect, splendid.
"And alle the burliche Mrdes that to hU boor* leogea"

Mart* Arthur*, 2,190.

• IH Of things : Great, large, huge.
** Wallace gert brek thai burly byggyngit bavld.
Bathe in the Herat, and als hi Lothiane."

Wallace, riii. «J. MS.

bur'-ljf, v.t. [Burlt, a.] To render burly,
to cause to puff or swell out.

bur-man -nl-a, s. [Named after Nicholas
Laurent Burman, who was born at Amsterdam
In 1734, and died in 1793.]

Hot. ; A genus of endogens, the typical one
of the order Burmanniaceee(q.v.X The species,
few in number, are natives of Asia, Africa, and
the wanner parts of America, one, however,
extending as far north as Virginia.

vur-man-nl-a'-ce-ee, t. pi [From Hod.
Lat. burmannia (q.v.); and Lat. fern. plur.

adj. suffix -accce.]

Bot. : Burmanniads, an order of endogenous
plants, placed by Lindley under the alliance

Orchidales. They have regular flowers with
three to six distinct stamens, consisting of a
tubular perianth with six teeth and a three-

cleft style, an inferior three-celled ovary, with
- numerous minute seeds. They are herbaceous
plants with blue or white flowers, nearly all

found in the tropica.

bur-man -ni-aulsj, s. yl. [From Mod. Lat.

burmannia; and suffix as.]

Bot. : Lindley's name for the Burmanniacese,

* bur'-may-den, s. [A.S. bur = a bower,
and maghden = a girl. ] A " bower-maiden "—
that is, a chambermaid.

burnm, " burne, * ber-nen, "beer nen,
* brenne, * bren-nen (Eng.), burn,
* byrne, * brenn, * brin, * bryn (Scotch),

v.t. & i. [A.S. byman, birnan, lemon, bar-
nan, brennan ; 0.3. brinnan, brennian ; Ioel.

brenna; Sw. br&nna, brinna; Dan. brande;
Dut. branden ; O. Dut. btrnen; Goth, brinnan,
(ga)brannjan ; (N. H.) Ger. brennen; O. H.
Ger. prinnan, ]

A. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

(1) To consume more or less completely by
means of fire.

(2) More or less to scorch or injure by
means of fire, as to burn meat in roasting it,

to burn one's clothes at the fire.

(3) To subject to the action of the sun's or
similar heat, without actual contact with fire.

[Sunburnt.]

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To create a sensation of heat in the
human frame by something eaten or drunk, or
by the inflammatory action of fever, or of the
artificial cautery.

+ (2) To cause to suffer In any enterprise or
action. [C. 8.]

(a) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

r(b) Spec. : To overreach, to cheat, to de-
fraud, to swindle.

U. Technically:

1. Surgery ; To cauterise with actual fire or
by caustic.

"A fleshy excrescence, becoming exceeding hard,
le supposed to demand extirpation, by burning away
the induration, or amputating."—Sharp: Surgery.

2. Chem. : To combine with oxygen.

3. Engin, : The same as To burn together.

[c. 64
4. Lime manufacture : To calcine calcareous

substances as shells, that they may be subse-
quently pulverised.

5. Pottery : To subject pottery with colours
impressed to the action of fin, to fix the
pattern by heat.

6. Charcoal mannf. : To expel the volatile
elements from wood to reduce it to charcoal.

7. Brick manuf. : To bake dry or harden by
means of fire.

B. Intransitive |

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) To be on fire, to flam*.
" , . . . the bah burned with fire, and the bush was

Hot consumed."—Exod. lit X

(2) To emit light, to shine.

"And sacred lamp in secret chamber hide.
Where it should not be queuehed day nor night,
For feare of evil fates, but burnen ever bright"

2, Figuratively

:

(1) Offeeling or emitting heat

:

(aj To feel a sensation of heat in the phy-
sical frame.

(o) To be under the influence of passion,
affection, or desire.

(i) Of anger or hatred.

(ii) Of affection or desire.
** Bhe burnt, she raves, she dies, 'tis true

;

But burnt, and ravss, and dies for yon.
Addixm.

% Sometimes it is followed by with.
" Raleigh, the scourge of Spain, whose breast with all
The sage, the patriot, and the hero buru'd.*

Thornton : Seatont ; Summer.

(c) To flame or glow as that passion, affec-

tion, or desire itself.

"
. . . . shall thy wrath burn like fire 1 "—Ptalm§

lmii 46.

(d) To carry passion into action with de-
structive effect

" The nations bleed where'er her steps she turns.
The groan still deepens, and the combat burnt."

Pope.

(2) Of shining or emitting light : To shine, to

sparkle.

"Oh prinoe; oh wherefore burn your eyes* and why!*
A'.;.-'.

H, Technically. Children's games : To be
near the concealed object of which one is in

quest It is generally worded " You are a
burning.

"

"I flatter myself that I burn (as children say at
hide-and-seek, when they approach the person or thing
concealed) : yes, I do flatter myself that I burn in the
conclusion of this paper."—liiackw. Mug . Jan. W:\,
p. 8S5. iJamieton.)

C In special compounds ami phrases :

1. To burn a bowl :

Games: To displace a bowl accidentally

while the game of bowls is being played.

(Ogilvie.)

2. To burn daylight : To lose one's time.

3. To burn one's fingers:

(1) Lit. : To do so literally.

(2) Fig. : To hurt oueself by meddling with
something dangerous, as with financial specu-
lation, quarrels not belonging to one, <se.

4. To burn out, v.t. & i. : To flame or burn
as long as combustible material is accessible,

and then to expire.

U To be burnt out means (1) to be compelled
by fire to quit a place, (2) to be completely
burnt.

5. To burn together, or simply to burn

:

Metal. : To fuse two surfaces of a metal
together by pouring over them some of the
same metal in a melted state.

6. To burn up, v.t.

:

(1) Wholly or almost wholly to consume.
" O that I could but weep, to vent my passion I

Bat this dry sorrow burnt up all my tears."
Dryden.

(2) To expel the sap or moisture from a
plant and thus cause it to wither.

* burn (2), v.t. [Burnish, v.] To burnish,

burn (1),
h burne, * brono, * brune (Eng.),

burn, * birn, * blrno (Scotch), s. & a, [A.S.

bryne. In Icef. bruni.)

A* As substantive

:

1. Sing. : Any burnt mark upon the flesh or
skin, Spec—

(1) An injury to the flesh produced by the
operation, in most cases accidental, of fire. A
burn is produced by a heated solid, a scald by
a heated fluid.

(2) A brand or burnt mark intentionally

made upon the noses or other portions of the

bodies of sheep, to mark their ownership.

(Chiefly Scotch.)
" Fourscore o' breeding ewes of my aln Rim."

Qentle Shepherd, liL 1

H Skin and birn : The whole number of

people connected with anything, the whole of

anything. (Scotch.)

2. Plur. (Of the form birnB) : Roots, the
stronger stems of burnt heath, which remain
after the smaller twigs are consumed. (Scotch.)

" And tome were toasting bannocks at the birnt.

"

Pennecuik: t'ottn* (171.',), p. 26. {Jamieton.)

B. As adjective: (See some of the com-
pounds).

burn-aim, a An iron instrument used
for impressing letters or other marks on sheep.

(Sootch.)

burn-grenge, *. One who sets fire to

barns or granaries. (Scotch.)

"A barn grenge In the dirk.

'

Colketbie Sow, 7. L T. B.

burn-WOOd, s. Wood for fuel. (Scotch.)

* burn (2),
# burne, *. [A.S. beorn = a war-

rior, a chief.] A man, a knight, a noble.

[Bairn.]
". . . . but hath him bore so buxumly . that ich

burn him preyseth. A vch a burn of this world . wor-
chlpeth him one."— »'illiam of Palerne, 410-11.

** Now blysM burne mot the bytyde."
Mar. Eng. Allit. Poemt ; The Peart, tST.

burn (3), s, & a. [A.S. burne = a bourn, a

stream, a fountain, a well ; Icel. brunnr; Ger.

brunnen = a fountain, a spring.] A bourn,

water, a rivulet, a stream. [Bourn.]

5 Burn in the names of English and Scotch

towns implies that the latter are near a stream,

as Blackburn, Bannockburn. It corresponds

to the more common English word bourne, as

Eastbourne.

burn-brae, *. The acclivity at the bottom
of vMata a rivulet runs. (Scotch.)

t fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pdt,

, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, co o. ey = a. qu - kw.
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** While our flock* are reposing on yon hitrn-bra*."
Tarrai : Voemt, p. Ill

burn-trout, «. A trout which has been
bred in a rivulet, as distinguished from one
bred in a river. {Scotch.)

"Sulmo Fario—the River Trout, vulgarly called

Burn Trout, Yellow Trout"—Arbuthnot : Hist. Peter-

head, p. 22.

burn -a-ble, a. [Eng. burn, v. ; and suffix

-able.]' Able to burn or be burnt. (Cotgrave.)

* burne (1), buyrne, s. [Bairn.] A child,

a man.

* burne (2), $. [Birnie.]

* burne -colli, s. [Old form of Eng. burn, v.

;

and coal.] Coal for burning. (Scotch.)

". , , . that the grite burnecoiU ar commounlie
transports forth of this realme, 4c."—Aci* Ja. Vl„
«97 led. 1814). p. 12L

burned (1), burnt, * berned, " barnde,
* bread, * brende, * brent (Eng.), burnt,
brunt, * bront, * brende, * brent
(Scotch), pa. par. & a. [Burn, v. ; Burnt.]

* burned (2), * bourned, * borned,
* brenned, * brend, brende, pa, par.

k a. [Burn (2), v.] Burnished.
" Wrought al of burned steel, . .

."

Chaucer :C. T., I.«6.

'-ner, s. [Eng. bum ; -tr. InGer. brenner,

verbrenner.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Ofpersons; One who burns any thing or
person.

2, Of things : A thing which does so. (Often
ased in composition, as a gas-burner.)

IX Technically

:

1. Lighting:

(1) The part of a lighting apparatus at which
combustion takes place.

(2) The corresponding portion of a gas-
heater or of a gas-stove.

2. Cliem.: [Bunsen's Burner.]

% Bunsen's Burner : [Named from Herr
Bunsen, professor of chemistry at the Univer-
sity of Breslau.]

Chem. : A Bunsen's burner consists of a jet
surmounted by a wide brass tube, at the
bottom of which are several holes for the
admission of air. The
air and gas mix in the
wide tube in such pro-
portion that they burn
with a non-luminous
flame. The flame has
the following structure.
It consists of (1) a dark
cone a, consisting of cold
unburnt coal-gas, mixed
with 62 per cent, of air.

(2) The flame-mantle 6,

composed of burning
coal-gas mixed with air.

(3) A luminous point c,

seen only when the air-

holes at the base of the
lamp are partly closed

;

the area of this zone
may be regulated by
opening or shutting the
holes to a greater or less
extent. The flame of a Bunsen's burner

—

(1) At a low temperature, is suitable for ob-
serving the flame colourations of volatile sub-
stances.

(2) At the highest temperature, is suitable for
fusions at high temperatures.

J The lower oxidising flame is suitable for
oxidation of substances in borax or other
beads.

The lower reducing flame Is suitable for
reductions on charcoal, and for fusing borax
or other beads in the reducing flame.

The upper oxidising flame (obtained by ad-
mitting the maximum of air) is suitable for
oxidation at lower temperatures than are
found at (2) (q. v.).

The upper reducing flame is suitable for re-
ductions, and possesses greater reducing power
than the lower reducing flame already men-
tioned.

bur'-ne't (1), a. & s. [Prom Fr. brunette = a
lark brown stuff formerly worn by persons of
rtity ; Low Lat. bruneta, brunetum ; from

brun = brown.] [Brown, Brunette.]
A. As adj.: Of a brown colour. «* -

BUNSEN S BURNER.

"Sum peira, sum pale, mm burnet, and mm blew."
Doug. : rtrgU, 10«.

B. As subst. : A brown colour.

"Burnet, colour*. Burnetum."—Prompt. Par*.

burnet-moth, s.

Ord. Lang. <t Entom. : The name for the
genus of Hawkmoths called Anthrocera, or by
some Zygtena, Anthrocera filipendulce is the
Six-spot Burnet-moth. The six spots, which
are on the superior wings, are red, while the
rest of the wings are green. It is common in
England in June. Its caterpillar, which feeds
on the plantain, trefoil, dandelion, &c, is

yellow, spotted with black. A. Loti is the
Five-spot Burnet-moth. It is less common.
The caterpillar feeds on honeysuckle, bird's-

foot trefoil, Ac

bur'-n8t (2), a. & s. [M. E. burnet m the pim-
pernel ; cog. with O. Ft. brunete - the name
of a plant ; Mod. Lat. burneta = springwort.]

A. As substantive:

1. The Pimpernel.

2. Poterium,agenusofRosacea»(Roseworts).
It isoalledalsoBalad-burnetand Lesser Burnet.
TheCommon orGarden S*lad-burnet(.Poteriuwt
sanguisorba) is abundant in England, but less

frequent in Scotland and Ireland. It is a herba-
ceous plant one or two feet high, with pinnate
leaves and dull purplish flowers. The leaves

taste and smell like cucumber, and "are eaten
in salad. The Muricated Burnet, or Salad-
burnet (A. muricatum), lias larger fruit than
the former, to which it is closely allied. It is

not common. There are other species, but
they are foreign. The Great Burnet is Sangui-
sorba officinalis.

B. As adjective. (See the compounds.)

burnet-bloodwort, s. A plant, San-
guisorba officinalis,

burnet ichneumon, s.

Entom. : An ichneumon, the larva of which
preys upon the caterpillar of the Burnet-moth.

burnet-rose, s. A book-name for Rosa
spinosissima.

burnet - saxifrage, s. A book-name
of Pimyinclla, a genus of umbelliferous
plants. There are two British species, the
Common Burnet-saxifrage (Pimpinella sazi~

fraga) and the Greater Bumet-saxifrage (P.

magna). The former is frequent, the latter

inclining to rare. The root of the common
species is acrid, and is used as a masticatory
in toothache, also as an external application
to remove freckles, and in gargles to dissolve
viscid mucus.

* bur-n€tte', s. [Brunette.]
"In luoumyng blak, as bright bnrnettet*

The Jiumaunt of the Rots.

bur'-net-tize, v.t. [Named after Burnett,
who patented the process in 1837.] To use a
certain process to prevent decay in. wood and
fibrous fabrics. [Burnettizino.J

bur'-net-tiz-ing, pr, par. & s.

A* As present participle. (See the rerb.)

B, As substantive : A process for preventing
decay of wood and fibrous materials or fabrics.

The wood or fibre is immersed in a solution of
chloride of zinc,, 1 pound ; water, 4 gallons
for wood, 5 gallons for fabrics, 2 gallons for
felt, contained in a wooden tank. Timber is

saturated two days for each inch of thickness,
and then set on end to drain for from two to
fourteen weeks. Cotton, yarns, cordage, and
woollens are immersed for forty-eight hours.
(Knight.)

bur'-ne-win, *. [From Eng. burn ; Scotch e

m the, and win = wind. Burn the wind.]
A ludicrous appellation for a blacksmith.

" Then Burnewin comes on like death
Atev*ry chaup."

Burnt : Scotch Drink.

bur'-nie, t bur'-n^, s. [From Scotch burn
= a stream, and diminut. sufT. -ie = little.]

A little " burn," bourne, or stream. (Scotch.)
" Ye burniee wimplin' down your glens,

Wi" toddlin din,"
Burnt : Elegy on Captain Mathew ffenderton.

burn ihg, * bren'-niiig, * bern-inde, pr,
par., a., & s, [Burn, v.]

A. As present participle : In senses cor-
responding to those of the verb.

B. As adjective :

L Literally:

1. Flaming.
" Thus onoe, when Troy was wrapped in fire and a
The helple&a gc-ii their burning shrines forsook."

Dryden ; To the Lord Chancellor Hyde,

2. Hot
" I know that from thine agony

I? rain.

IX Figuratively:

It wrung that burninq rai

Hemant: The Vaudolt Wifo.

1. Of the body : Producing or feeling a sen-

sation of bodily heat.
" Her burnina brow, or throbbing breast."

Hemant : fait of the Secret Tribunal

2. Of the heart or the emotions

;

Shaketp. : Lear, It. a,

S. Of the utterance of the lips, or of the pent or
of anything similar:

" Every burnina word he spoke."
Cowper: Boadicea.

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. & 2. The act or operation of consuming
by Are, or the state of beiug so consumed.

**.
. . burning for burning, wound (or wound. * . .*

—Sxod. xxl. 35.

3. Fire, flame. (Lit. or fig,)

(1) Literally

:

" hi liquid burningt, or on dry, to dwell,
is all the sad variety of helf.

"

Dryden.

(2) Figuratively

:

"The mind surely, of itself, can feel none of the
burningt of a fe vt-r. "— South.

II. Technically:

1. Law:
(1) Maliciously to burn the sovereign's

ships is a highly penal offence ; so also is the
setting fire to a house, bam, a haystack, &c.
[Arson.] One can be fined even for setting
fire to furze, heath, &c, in a forest, chase, on
a common, or any similar place.

(2) Burning was once itself a penalty.

(a) Burning in the hand : [Branding, Bene-
fit of Clergy.]

(6) Burning alive : Women were formerly
burned alive for treason, as men were for the
crime against nature, and. under Edward I. for

arson. It was also the punishment during the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries for so-called
heresy ; the first person who thus suffered
being Sir William Sawtre, priest of St Osyth,
London, 12th February, 1401. The cruel
practice reached its consummation in Queen
Mary's reign (1553-8), during three years of
which 277 persons, most of them religious

reformers, were consumed at the stake. (Black-
stone : Comment., &c.)

2. Metal-working : Joining metals by melt-
ing their adjacent edges, or heating the
adjacent edges and running Into the interme-
diate space some molten metal of the same
kind. It differs from soldering In this :—In
burning a heat is required sufficient to melt
the original metal, and a flux is seldom used.
In soldering a lower heat is used and a more
fusible metal employed, assisted by a fiux.

(Knight.)

3. Ceramics: The final heating of clay ware,
which changes it from the dried or biscuited
condition to the perfect ware. The glaze or
enamel is applied to the baked ware, and is

vitrified in the burning. (Knight.)

burnlng-buBh, burning bush, s.

1. Lit. : The bush of Exod. iii. 2-4.

2. Botany:

(1) The Artillery plant, PiUa serpyllifolia,

an urticaceous species.

(2) Euonymus atropurpureus, and E. ameri-
canus. (American.)

(3) Dtctamnus fraxinella, a garden plant,

which is said to give off so much essential oil

that if a light be brought near it it will ignite.

burning glass, s.

L Lit. Optics : A convex lens of large size

and short focus, used for causing an intense

heat by concentrating the sun's rays on a very
small area. The larger the circular area of

the lens and the smaller the area of the spot
on which the concentrated rays fall, the
greater is the effect produced.

2. Fig, : Anything which produces the heat
Of passion, Spec., love.
** Danling and rich, as through lore's bumittg-gloM.

Moore: Veiled Prophet of Khoratean,

burning-house, s.

Metal. : A miner's term for a kiln or

boil, bojh pout, jowl; eat, 9611, chorus, 5bin, bench; so, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, 3£enophon, eftttt. -Ing.
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -siou = shun ; -flon, -slon = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = siius. -ble, -Ule, && = bel, del.
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ing-furnace, in which volatile mineral matters
are expelled, as the sulphur from tin pyrites ;

a kiln.

burning-mirror or reflector* s.

Optics : A concave mirror, or a combination
of plane-mirrors, so arranged as to concentrate

the rays of the sun into a focus and thus pro-

duce heat. Its operation is the same as that

of a convex lens.

% Archimedes is stated to have burnt the

Roman fleet of Marcellus before Syracuse, by
concentrating on them the force of several

large burning-mirrors.

burning - nettle, «. Urtica urens or

Urtica piluii/era.

burning-on, .«.

Metal. : A process of mending castings by
uniting two fractured portions, or by attach-

ing a new piece to a casting.

* burning thorny-plant, s.

*Bot. or Ord. Lang.; A species of Eu-
phorbia. (Webster.)

bur -nish, * bur nls, •bur -nlsen, *bur'-
nys, v.t. & i. [From Fr. brunissant, pr. par.

of brunir = to make brown, from brun =
brown.] [Burn (2), v.]

A. Transitive:

1. Of things:

(1) To polish by rubbing, to render smooth,
bnght, and glossy.

(2) To render bright and glossy without

friction.

"Others whose fruit, burnish'd with golden rind,

Hung amiable, . .
." MUton : P. L., ok. lv.

2. Of persons : To wash or scrub clean.

" Thenne watz her blythe hame burnytt so dene."
Mar. Eng. A Hit. Poems [ed. Morris) ; Clean net*, 1,085.

B. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To become bright or glossy.
" I've Ken a make in human form.
All stained with infamy and vice,

Leap from the dunghill In a trice,

Burnish and make a gaudy show.
Become a gen'ral. peer, and beau." Swift

2. Fig. : To shine forth, to grow, to spread
out, to develop.
" Ere Juno burnish'd, or young Jove waa grown."

Dryden.
* To shoot, and spread, and burnish Into man."

Ibid,

1 bur'-nlsn, *. [From Eng. burnish, v. (q.v.).

In Fr. brunismre.) Polish, gloss. (Lit. dfig.)
" The burnish of uo sin."

Crashaw ; Poems, p. 1M.

burnish-gilding, a,

Gilding : A process for gilding and burnish-

ing picture-frames, &c.

bur' - nished, * bur' - nyscht, * bur-
ncschtc, * bur -nis t, * bur - nyst,
• bur neste, * bur -nyste, pa. par. & a.

[Burnish, v.]

" He Trulla loved, Trulla more bright
Than burnish'd armour of her knight."

Sutler ; Hudibrat, L & SStX.

bur'-nish-er, *. [From Eng. burnish; -er.

In Fr. brunisseur.]

1. Of persons: One who burnishes anything.

2. Of things (Engraving, Bookbinding, Gild-

ing, £c.) : A tool for smoothing or pressing

down surfaces to close the pores or obliterate

lines or marks. The engraver's burnisher is

made of steel, elliptical in cross-section, and
coming to a dull point like a probe. Some
burnishers are made of the canine teeth of

dogs. Burnishers of bloodstone are used for

putting gold-leaf on china-ware. Agate bur-

nishers are used by bookbinders. The gilder'B

burnisher is of agate or porphyry. (Knight.)

bnr'-nlsh-ing, ;w. par., a. , & s. [Burnish, v.]

A* 4 B. As pr. par. A part. adj. : In senses

corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive : The act or operation of

polishing metal, or anything similar, by fric-

tion ; the state of being so polished.

burni*ft1*"g-nrac'Mw», *• A machine
for giving a polish by compression. Such are

the machines for burnishing paper collars and
boot-soles. (Knight.)

burnishing stone, *. [Eng. burnishing

;

•stone. In Oer. brunirstein.] A stone used
for burnishing. [Bcrnisheb, 2.]

bur noose, bur nos, a
burnous; Port al-

bernos ; Sp. al-bor-

nos ; from Arab, bur-
nus, alrbomos,] An
upper cloak or gar-

ment with a hood on
it, worn by the Moors
and the Arabs.

**...* cloak of suffi-

cient weight as well aa
compass, or an Arab's
burnoose . .

." — D*
Quincey : Works, tod
td-.L 132.

* burn -rope, *. [Cor-
ruption of Eng. bur-

den, and rope.] A
rope for carrying a
burden of hay or
straw. (Halliwell

:

Contrib. to Lexicog.)

burnt (Eng.), brunt
(Scotch), pa. par. & a.

[Burn, v.
t
Burned.1 burnoos*..

burnt-brandy

,

$. Brandy from which part of the spirit has

been removed by burning.

burnt ear, s.

Hot. : A disease in grain caused by a fungus,
Uredo carbo, which covers the seed-coat with
a black dust, while leaving the interior appa-
rently uninjured, but abortive.

burnt offering, burnt offering, s.

[Eng. burnt; offering. In Ger. brandopfer.]

Scrip. & Theol. : One of the sacrifices divinely

enjoined on the Hebrew Church and nation.

It is called in their language rr^j? (olah), or

n'rtS (olah), from the root 7T^ (alah) = to

ascend, because, being wholly consumed, all

but the refuse ashes was regarded as ascend-

ing in the smoke to God. In the New Testa-

ment it is called oAoitavrej^a (holokautoma),

meaning a whole-burnt offering, an offering

wholly burnt. In the Vulgate it is called

holocaustUTH, which has the same meaning.
[Holocaust.] Stated burnt-offerings were
presented daily, every Sabbath, at the new
moon, at the three great festivals, on the day
of atonement, and at the feast of trumpets.

Private ones might be presented at any time.

* burnt silver, *brlnt silver, s.

Silver refined in the furnace. (Scotch.)

"... that thair be atrikin of the race of brint
siluer, or bulyeoun of that fynes. . . ."—Jets Jo. II.,

1451, c. 34. ed. 1566.

burnt-up, a. [Eng. burnt, a., and up,

adv.} Completely scorched bo as to render
destitute of verdure.

"Leaving Santiago we crossed the wide burnt-up
plain on which that city stands."—Darwin: Voyage
round the World (ed. 1870), ch. iv„ p. 314.

burnt-wine, s. Wine made hot, sweet-

ened, and spiced.

* bur nys, v.t. [Burnish.]

* bur-nyste, pa. par. k a. [Burnished.]

* burowe, s. [Borough, Burgh]

burr, v.i. [Imitated from the sound.] To
make a guttural sound in which r is promi-
nent, as is done in portions of Britain.

" And Johnny burrs, and laughs aloud.
Whether in cunning or in Joy
I cannot telL

" Wordsworth : Idiot Boy.

burr (1), *. [From the verb or from the sound.]

Guttural pronunciation in which r is unduly
prominent.

"From that river [Tweed] southward, as far I be-

lieve as Yorkshire, the people universally annex a
guttural sound to the letter r, which in some places

goes by the name of the Berwick burr."—P. Cold-
stream: Berw. Statist, dec, iv. 420.

burr (2), * burre, s. [Bub.]

burr (3), bur, s. [Bur (2), a.)

L Ordinary Language, <tc : Anything in the

form of a knob.

TJ. Technically

:

1. The waste or refuse of raw silk.

2. A vitrified brick.

burr pnmp, a
Rant. : A form of bilge-water pump in

which a enp-shaped cone of leather is nailed

by a disk (burr) on the end of a pump-rod, the

cone collapsing as it is depressed, and expand-
ing by the weight of the column of water as

It is raised. It is called also bilge-pump.

(Knight.)

burr (4), buhr, s. [From O. Eng. bur s= a
whetstone for scythes.] The same as Burr-

/8TONE Or BUHR-STONE. [BuRR-STONE.]

Metallic buhr : A grinding-plate of metal

made as a substitute for the real buhr-stone,

and used for some coarse work, such as grind-

ing corn for stock.

burr millstone, buhr millstone, t,

The same as Burr-stone, Buhr-stone (q.v.).

burr-stone, buhr stone, *. The same
given to certain siliceo-calcareous rocks,

coarse, flinty, and cavernous, like coarse

chalcedony. Their cellular texture renders

them suitable for millstones. The separate

blocks which are hooped together to form a
buhr-stone are known as panes. The best,

which are of a whitish or cream colour, are

from the Upper Fresh-water beds of the Paris

basin, which are of Eocene age. So are those

of South America, whilst the buhrs of Ohio,

Washington , and other parts of North America,
come from much older rocks.

bur -ra, s. [Hindustani.]

In India : Great, as opposed to chota =
smalL (Continually used by natives in their

intercourse with Europeans.)

bur ras, o. [An obs. form of borax (q.v.).]

burras pipe, s. A tube to contain lunar

caustic or other corrosive.

bnr'-rel (1), *. [O. Fr. & Prov. burel; Sp.

buriel; from O. Lat. burnis = red, reddish.]

A sort of pear, otherwise called the red butter-

pear, from its smooth, delicious, and soft

pulp. (Phillips.)

burrel-fly, ». [So called from the colour.]

An insect, the breeze-fly.

burrel shot, s. (Prob. from Fr. bourreler

= to sting, to torture.] A medley of shot.

stones, chunks of iron, Ac, to be projected

from a cannon at a short range ; emergency

shot ; langreL

bnr'-rel (2), bur'-rhel, s. [Hind.]

Zool. : Oris burrhel, the wild sheep of the

Himalayas.

bur'-rel, a. [Borrel, a.]

burrel ley, *. An old term in husbandry.
M The inferior land, besides the outfields, was de-

nominated laughs, if only ribbed at midsummer ; was

called one fur ley. if the whole surface was ploughed

;

or burrel ley, where there was only a narrow ndgj

ploughed, and a large stripe or baulk of barren land

between every ridge. —Agr. Surv. Aberd, p. S3&.

bur'-rlixg, pr. par., a., & s. [Burr, v.t.]

A. A; B. A $ present participle and participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

C As substantive. Woollen manufacture : A
process in the manufacture of wool by which

burs and foreign matters are removed from

wool, which has been opened by the willowing-

process,.

burring machine, s. A machine for

picking and burring wool It follows the

willowing machine and precedes carding.

burring saw, s. A serrated wheel or

blade which works in a burring-maehine to

seize the fibres of wool and draw them away

from the burs, which cannot pass the opening

through which the saw works. (Knight.)

burring-wheel, *. A circular or annular

wheel with serrated periphery, used in burring

wool or ginning cotton. (Knight.)

* bur'-ii-our, * bur'-i-or, * bur'-ri-o,

* bnr-i-6, * bbr-eau' (eau as 6), *. [Fr.

bourreau.] An executioner. (Scotch.)

bur' ro, s. A small donkey. ( Western V. B.)

bur'-rock, ». [From. A.S. beorg, beorh, burg

= a hill ; and Eng. dim. suffix -ock.]

Hydraulic Engineering: A small weir or

dam in a river to direct the stream to gaps

where fish-traps are placed. (Knight.)

bur' - row, * bur' - rowe, * ******
*bnrwhe, # bttrwth, # borwgh,«. [A.S.

beorh.) [Borough.]
* 1. A place of shelter.

Fa*t byside ths borwfh thars the barne wasJnnt."
Wm. of Paierne, w

ate, ffct, ftro. amidst, what, fall, father j we, wSt, here, camel, her, there

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, eon ; mute, cfih, cure, unite, enr, rule, Iull ; try.

pine, pit, e'ire, sir, marine ; go, p*t,

Syrian, m, ee = e; ey= a. qu = kw.
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* 2. A borough town.
" Burwthe towne [burtrth K., burwe B., burrowe P.\

Burgus."—Prompt. Parv.

3. A hole in the ground made by a rabbit or

other smalt mammal to serve as its abode.
*'.... they will oat of their burrow* like conits

After rain."—Shaketp. : Cor., iv. 5.

•J Burrow of habitation :

Zool. : The name given by Nicholson to the
temporary hole or burrow of an annelid.

{Nicholson: Pataont., i. 817.)

burrow-duck, s. One of the names of a
duck, the Sheldrake, Tadorna vulpanser.

bur-row, v.i. & t. [From burrow, s. (q.v.).]

A. Intrans. : To excavate a hole in the
ground, to serve as a place of concealment or
as a special abode. (Used most frequently of

rabbits.)
" On Yarrow's banks let herons feed,
Hare* couch, and rabbits burrow f"

Wordsworth : Farrow Unvitited.

f B. Tram. : To dig, to excavate.

• buV-rowe (1), *. [Burrow.]

* bur'-rowe (2), s. [From burr (1) (q.v.) (f).

pro*).]
"Burwhe. sercle {burrow*. P.). Orbiculus,C P."—

Prompt. Parv.

bur -rowed, pa. par. <t a. [Burrow, «.]

bur'-rdw-ing, pr. par. & a. [Burrow, «.]

"In South America, a burrowing rodent, the tuco-
tuco, or Ctenomys, is even more subterranean In its

habits than the mole.'—Darwin: Origin of Specie*

(ed. 1859), ch. v., p. 187.

burrowing-owl, *.

Ornith. : An owl, the Athene cunicularia.

In the West Indies these birds dig burrows
for themselves, in which they form their nests

and deposit their eggs, whilst in the United
States they seize on the holes of the prairie

dogs.

bur -row mail, bor -rdw-maill, s. [From
O. Eng. burrow; Eng. borough; and mail,

from A.S. mal = tribute, toll.] The annual
duty payable to the sovereign by a burgh for

the enjoyment of certain rights. (Scotch.)

"
. . . . tua hnndereth threttene pundis sex schil-

ling]* audit pennyes of borrow maiu, . . . .'—Act*
Ja. VI., 1617 (ed. IS 16), p. 679.

bur'-r& a. [From Eng. bwrr = the prickly

spine of the burdock.]

Bot. : Covered with stiff hooked prehensile

hairs, like those of the burdock.
" Indian mallow with an elm-leaf and single seeds

armed with three burry prickles." — Philip Miller:
Gardener'* Dictionary (ed. 8, 1768), 12 1 4.

bur'-sa, «. [From Lat. bursa ; Gr. ftvpaa

(bursa) — a hide stripped off, a wine-skin.]

Med. : A cavity interposed between surfaces

which move on each other, as between the
integument and front of the patella (knee-cap),

containing fluid. There are two varieties,

Bursa mucosa and Synovial burses.

bur-sal ~&-gf* s. [From Lat. bursa; Gr.
0vpcra (bursa) = a hide stripped off, a wine-
skin, the skin of a live animal ; and A0705
(logos) = a discourse.]

Med. : A discourse or treatise concerning
the Bursa mucosa.

bur'-sar, *. [From Low Lat bursarius = (1) a
treasurer, (2) a bursar ; from bursa = a purse ;

Gr. pvpo-a (bursa) = the skin stripped off a
hide.]

1. A treasurer.

If Originally bursar and purser were but
different methods of writing the same word.
(Trench.)

"The name of bursar, or burtarius, was anciently
liven to the treasurer of an university or of a college,
who kept the common purse of the community. —
Univ. Olaigow, Statist. Ace., xxi.; App.. p. 18. {Jamie-
ton.)

2. A resident at a university who has for
his complete or partial support a bursary.
[Bursary. ]

bur sar-ship, bur -ser-ship, s. [From
Eng. k Scotch bursar, and Eng. suit -ship.]

The office of a bursar.
"... but the contriving of a bttrserthip oi twenty

nobles a year, . . ."—Bale*: item., p. 27c.

bur'-sar-^, a fFrora Low Lat bursaria.]

[Bursar]

1. The treasury of a college or a monastery.

2. An exhibition in a university. The word

is much used in connection with Aberdeen
University, where many bursaries exist. Of
these a large number are given by open com-
petition, whilst the remainder are bestowed
by presentation on various grounds. In Borne
places merit bursaries are called scholarships,

and the name bursary is limited to those
given by presentation.

"... and appoint the rent to be paid annually as a
burtary to the student whom they nave chosen, . .

."

— P. Dron : Perth*. Statist. Ace., fx. 4*0.

"There are four burtarie* at the King's college of
Aberdeen for boys educated here."—Stati*. Ace of Scot'

land, xvii. 433.

*burse (Eng.), • bursa (Scotch), s. [Bourse.)

L Ordinary Language :

1. A purse ; one of the official insignia of
the Lord Chancellor.

* 2. An exchange.
" She says, she went to the burte tor patterns.
You shall find her at St. Kathern's.

Middleton d Decker: Soaring Girl. i. L

IT In the Elizabethan time, and for a cer-

tain period afterwards, two London burses

figure in English literature, as "Britain's

Burse," or simply the Burse, which was the

New Exchange in the Strand. After the
Royal Exchange was opened in 1571, the
former became the Old Exchange.

3. A bursary, an endowment given to a
student in a university or Roman ecclesias-

tical college. (Acts Jas. VI. (ed. 1814), pp.
179-80.)

II. Eccles. ; A small portfolio-like receptacle

for holding the corporal at mass.
* burs e-hold-er, s. [Borsrolder.]

* bur-sen, * bur-sin, pa. par. [Burst,
pa. par.] (Scotch.)

bur -ser-a, s. [Named after Joachim Burser,
a friend of Caspar Bauhin, and professor of
botany at Sara, in Naples. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Burseracese, now again suppressed.
[Bdrserace^l] The Bursera gummifera of
Jamaica is an evergreen tree, rising to the
height of twenty feet It has unequally pin-
nate leaves and axillary racemes of flowers.

It abounds in a watery balsamic fluid, which
becomes thicker by exposure to the air. The
root is said to possess the same properties as
quassia. The South Americans, who call it

Almacigo, plant it for hedges.

bur sera ce-se, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat.

bursera (q.v.).]

Bot. : An order of plants constituting part
of the old order of Terebinthaceas, or Tere-

binths, which is now divided into several

distinct ones. Some again suppress the Bur-
seracese, as Lindley does, reducing them
under his Amyridacefie (Amyrids).

bur-sic -u-late, a. [As if from bursicula,
dim. of Low Lat. bursa m a purse, and Eng.
suffix -ate.] Shaped like a little purse.

bur'-si-form, a. [From Low Lat. bursa = a
purse, and forma = form, shape. ] Shaped like

a purse, subspherical. (Nicholson.)

burst, * berst' en, * bras ten, * bros -

ten, * brest'-en, v.t. & i. [A.S. berstan,

brestan (pret bearst, burston, borsten) ; O.S.
brestan ; O. Icel. bresta ; 8w. brista ; Dan.
briste ; Dut. bersten ; O. Fris. bersta ; Ger.
bersten; M. H.'Ger. bresten; O. H. Ger. presto •

Gael, bris, brisd — to break.]

A* Transitive :

* L To break.
fBraeten, supra In broken, T.'—Prompt. Parv.

"You will not pay for the glasses you have burst'
Shaketp. : Tarn. Shrew. Induct 1.

"... and then he burst his head for crowding
among the marshals men."— Ibid., 1 Ben. IV., ill. 2.

2. To break, to rend asunder with sudden-
ness and violence ; to force open with sudden-
ness and violence.

" Hunting their waxen bands."
Cowper: Transl. of Milton. On the Death of Damon,

B. Intransitive

:

L Lit. : To break, to fly open, to open.

(1) To fly open with violence, suddenness,
and noise ; to explode.

" No—though that cloud were thunder's worst,
And charged to crush him—let It buret /"

Byron I The Siege of Corinth, 21.

(2) To do so without these accompaniments

;

as, " the tumour burst n

% Figuratively:

(1) To rush with suddenness and energy or

force ; to rush in, out, or away from.

(a) 0/ persons:
" When buret* Clan-Alpine on the foe."

Scott : Lady of the Lake, iii. 23.

(6) 0/ things:
" And tears seem d bursting from his eye."

Sco(f ; Lord of the lues, v. 3.

" Had from their sheaths, like sunbeams, burst."
Moore: L. R. ; The Fire- Worshipper*.

(2) To be subjected to sudden and powerful
Impression upon the senses, or yield to suddes
and overpowering emotion.

" He buret Into tears . . ."—Carlyt* ; Beroet, Lect. iv.

burst (1),
* burst-en (En <j.), burst, burs -

ten, • bur -s6n, • bur -sin (Scotch), pa.
par., a., & s. [Burst, v.t.]

A, At B. As pa. par. & particip. adj. (Of all

the forms) : In senses corresponding to those
of the verb.

* % A burst man, a bursten man : A man
affected by the disease called hernia or
rupture.

C, As subst. (Of the form burst) : A sudden '

and violent breaking forth of anything, as of
thunder, speaking, passion, tears, &c.

'* What is known at Kirkwall as a bunt of rasor or
spout- fish (Solen tUlqua) commenced on an extensive
scale last Sunday morning on the Rroadbay Sands."

—

Weekly Scotsman, Feb. 2, 1881.

" The snatches in his voice,
And burst of speaking, were as his : I am absolute.
Twaa very Cloten.' Shaketp. : Cymheline, iv. L

burst (2), s. [A.S. hyrst = a loss, a defect]
An injury. (Wright.)

* burst -en-ness, s. [From * bursten, pa. par.

(q.v.); and Eng. suffix -new.] The state of
having a rupture, the state of being affected
with hernia. [Hernia.]

burst -er, *. & a. [Eng. burst ; -er.] One who
or that which bursts. (Cotgrave.)

burster-bag;, s.

Ordnance : A bag to hold the charge de-

signed to burst.

burst -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Burst, v.]

A. & B. As present participle A participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

C. As substantive : The act, operation, or
process of flying asunder, or rushing with
suddenness and violence.

bursting-charge, s.

1. Mining : A small charge of fine powder,
placed in contact with a charge of coarse

powder or nitroleum to ensure the ignition of
the latter. It is usually fired by voltaic means.

% Ordnance : The charge of powder required

for bursting a shell or case-shot ; it may be
poured in loose, or placed in a burster-bag.

burst'-wort, *. [Eng. burst, and wort; A. 8.

wyrt = & herb, a plant] A name sometimes
given to the botanical genus Herniaria or
Rupture-wort ; all the English names refer-

ring to the fact that the species were supposed
to be of use in the disease called rupture or

hernia. [Herniaria.] It belongs to the Ille-

cebraceeB (Knotworts). Herniaria glabra is

wild in Britain. [Rupture-wort.)

* burt, * bur-ton, v.t. [Cf. Eng. butt (q.v.).!

To butt like a ram, to make an indentation of

anything. (Huloet.)

% Still used in Somerset.

burt, * birt, * bret, brut, *. [Cf. Norm.
Fr. bertonneau (Afaftn).] A flat fish of the
tnrbot kind.

* bur'-tor, *. [From O. Eng. hurt, v. (q.v.);

and Eng. suffix -er.] An animal which butts

with its forehead or its horns.

Burtare, beste {barter. 1*4 Cornupeta,"—Promt*.
Parv.

*burth, •burthe, *. [Birth.] (Cfcauotr;

Boethius.)

* burth-tlde, s. The time of birth.

* burthe-tlme, * burtyme, *. Birth.

"From owre Lordes burthetime to the worlds*
ende,"

—

R- Of Gloucester, p. 9.

* burth-tonge, s. Native tongue. (John

of Trevisa.)

bur-then, «. [Burden.]

% For the compounds burthenous, burthen*

some, burthensomeness, &c, see burdenous, bur~

densome, burdensomeness, era

* bur'-tfin, v.t. [Burt, v. (q.v.).]

•ell. b6V; pout, jolrt; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xonophon, c^lat. ph = t

-clan, -tian = shan. -tton, sion = shun ; -tlon, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -slous = shus. -ble, -tie, &c - bel, teL
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bur'-ton, s. [Cf. 0. Eng. burton, v.]

Xaut. : A peculiar style of tackle. It has at
least two movable blocks or pulleys and two
ropes. The weight is suspended to a hook-
block in the bight of the running part.
(Knight.)

barton-tackle, ». The tackle described
under burton (q.v.); an arrangement of pulleys.

• bur-tre, * bar-tree, ». [Bourtrzi.]

' burt-ynge, pr. par. & *, [Burt, ». (q.v.).]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As subst. : The act of butting or pushing
at with the horns.

Burtynge. Coriiupotus.~—Prompt. Part.

• burw, * burwgh, ». [A.S. burh = (1) a
town, a city ; (2) a fort, a castle ; (3) a court,
• palace J [Borough.]

1. A town.
"

. . . . but bet A-doun bttrvret • a brutned mocha
yepls."~WiiUam of Puisrns. 1,07a

2. A castle or large cxiitice.

3. A convent.
" For one bnldeth a burw. a brod and a Urge,A churche and a chapatle with chamber* a-lofte."

PUrs Plow. CTwU, 118-9.

* burwgh mayden, «. A " bower
maiden," an attendant.

".
- . . bat on of hire burwgh mnydenes that she

loued most."- William of PaSZ., 8,07L^
bur -weed, s. [Eng. bur ; weed.]

1. A plant, Xanthium strumarium.

2. A plant, genus Sparganium.

bur'-jf (ur as er), *bur-ye, *bur-l en,
* blr-yo, * bir-ie, * ber-ye, v.t. [A.S.
byrgan, byrigean, closely allied to A.S. bergan
= to protect. (Mahn t Skmt.).~]

1. Lit. : To place the body of a deceased or
even a living person under the ground, rub-
bish, the water of the ocean, or anything
similar.

0) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

(2) Spec. : To commit the body of a deceased
person to the grave or to the ocean, with the
appropriate ceremonies ; to inter.

"... Go up. and bury thy father, . .
."—Osn. L &

2. Figuratively:

(1) To place anything in the ground.
" To bury so much gold nnder a tree."

Shakttp. : Titus. Andron.. L. t
(2) To hide or conceal under heaps of any-

thing.
" That la the way to lay the city flat,
And bury all.'' Bhaknp. : Cortot, ilL 1.

(3) Reflexively or otherwise : To place In re-
tirement or in an obscure position, involving
death to one's influence and name.

" And, seeking exile from the light of men,
Bury herself in solitude profound."

Cowper : Truth.

(4) To cause to forget, also to forget ; to get
lid of, to hide.

" When he liee along,
After your way his tale pronounced, shall bury
His reasons with his body."

Shah—p. : CorioL, T. a
t bur'-y (IX ». [Burrow.]

1 1. A burrow.

j
"'">1

1

," B;ture to dig himself Suites, as the coney
doth ; which be doth with very great celerity. --Orrw
* 2. A receptacle for potatoes. (HaUimll :

Contr. to Lexicog.)

•bur'-y (2) (ur as or), * ber'-f, ». & in eompot.
[Borouoh.] A borough, (Used chiefly in the
names of places.)

1. As a separate word : as, Bury in Lanca-
shire, Bury St. Edmunds in Suffolk.

2. As a portion, generally the final one, of
the names of places : as, Aldermanbury.

• bur -yed (ur as er), pa. par. [Buries.]

* bur'-y-el (ur as er), ». [Burial.]

bur'-y-ing (ur as er), • bur y ingo, •bur-
y-jmg, pr. par., a., & s. [Burt, p.]

A. & B. As. present participle it participial
adjective : In sonses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive : The act or operation of
interring the dead ; the state of being in-

•J.i. '

s.
- *?* *S «»,aib»»bassl to anoint my body

to the burying."—Mark xly. a
^^

"I Obvious compounds : Burying-ground,
burying-plaot.

burying-beetles, s.

Entom. : The English name for the beetles
of the genus Necrophorus. They belong to
the family Silphida;. Some are beautiful,
having two orange-coloured bands across the
elytra. Theyreeeive their name from a practice
they have of burying the carcases of moles,
mice, or other small quadrupeds to afford
nutriment to their larvae.

' buryt, * borith, s. [Etymology doubtful.]
A plant, Saponaria officinalis. (Bailty : Diet.,
1736.)

[Busa.] (Scotch.)
* bus (1), * buss, A
(Doug. : Virgil, 232, 16.)

* bus (2), a [Buss (1), «.]

tbus(3), t. [Contr. for omnibus.] An omnibus.
(Colloquial.)

* bus, • buse, v. impers. [Contracted from
behoves.] Behoves, must (Scotch.)

" Then sal ye say. nedes bus me take"
F. At.. Rom. L 46. iJamUson.)

" Nedes bus yow have sum nobtl knyght."
Ibid.

T Us bus: We must. (Brock.)

* bus-ard, «. [Buzzard]

bus-au'n, bus ain, buz ain, ». A
reed-stop on the organ. [Bassoox.]

* bus cayle, * bus kayle, s. [0. Fr. bos-
chaille, from Low Lat boscalia, pi. of boscals
= a wood.] A copse, a thicket, especially as
a place of ambush or concealment.
"On blonkes by yone buscayU, by yone blythe stremes."

Morts Arthur*. 8*5.
" In the butkayls of his ways, on blonkkes fulls hugge."

/MA, Lett
* busch (1), • busche, v.L [Busk (l\ v.]

* busch (2) (pret buschyt), v.i. [Cf. O. Fr.
er*6uacA«r = to set an ambush. From Ger.
6u«cA = a bush.] [Bosh, Ambush.] To lie
in ambush.

busch (3), • busche, * buschen, v.i.
[Buske, v.] (William of Palerne, 173.)

* busch, a. [Buss (IX] (Pari., Jot. III., A.
1471.)

* busch-el, • busch-elle, a [Buschix.]

* busche -ment, s. [Bushhent.]
" Fluichement or verement Curieut, CF."—Prompt

Part.

* busch-en, v. i. [Busk, p.] Togo.
" Til hit big wss and bold - to buschen on felde."

William of Palrrnt. 173.

* busch-ope, s. [Bishop, «.] (Prompt. Pan.)

* buse, v. impers. [Bus, v. impers.]

' buse mare, • buso mere, s. [Bismare.]
Blasphemy.

bush (1), *bushe, • busshe, "busch,
• buysh, * buysch. • bosshe, * busk,
* buske (Em,.), bush, 'buss, 'bus
(Scotch), «. & o. [In Fr. btitajon = a bush, a
thicket ; 8p. A Port, basque ; Ital. bosco = a
wood; Ger. otiaeA; Dut. 6oscA; Dan. busk

;

8w. 6v»*e. Prof. Skeat considers that the
word is of Scand. origin ; Dr. Murray that it
is from Late Lat. boscum as a wood.]
A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A thicket, a wood, a grove, a forest, a
place overrun with shrubs.

" Ther as by sventuns this Palsmon
Was in a bush that ne man might se
For sore afered i>f dtsvtb was be."
Chautwr: C. T. ; Ths Knightss Tola. 1,510,

1 This sense, or one akin to it, is still com-
mon among our Australian colonists.

2. A single shrub with numerous and close-
set branches.

" And stud lntlll a otisc lorkand.

"

Barbour : The Bruce, wit 71.

"And the Angel of the Lord appeared unto him in a
flame of fire out of the midst of a bush : and he looked,
and, behold, the buth burned with Are. and the bush
was not consumed."—Atroot ill. a
K To beat about the bush : To take circuitous

methods of hinting at one"s meaning in a
matter of special delicacy, instead of blurting
out one'a desires or intentions in a way to
startle and repeU The metaphor Is taken
probably from sportsmen beating about bushes
to start game.

* 3. The branch of a tree formerly hung out
in front of a tavern to indicate that liquor was
sold inside.

" If it be true that good wine needs no bush, tis true
,*, *t

7
>tUjly newl* no epilogue."—Shakap.: As

you lAJot It, Epil.

LL Technically:

1. Bot., Hortic, etc : A perennial ligneous
plant (usually with several stems issuing from
its root), which in its normal or natural atate
of growth does not attain a girth of more than
six inches, and in consequence does not furnish
timber. The same as a shrub.
•2. Hunting: The tail of a fox cut off as a

trophy of victory.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds.)

H Compound of obvious signification : Bush-
exploring (Cowper : Task, bk. vi.).

bush-bean, s. The kidney bean or French
bean, Phaseolus vulgaris. (.^wujricaTi.)

bush-beater, *. One who beats amongst
the cover to rouse game.

bush-creepers, s. pi.

Ornith. : The English name of the Mniotil-
tinas, a sub-family of the 8ylviadse. These
birds have sharply-conical bills and long
pointed wings. They are usually diminutive
in size, active in habits, have a twittering
note, and build their nests in thickets, solitary
bushes, or trees. They are found in the
warmer parts of both hemispheres, some of
them, however, being migratory.

bush-extractor, «.

Husbandry : An implement for pulling out
bushes and grubs. It is of the nature of a
claw-bar or cant-hook, or a pair of claws.

bush fighting, s. Irregular warfare in a
woody country.

bush-grass, s.

Bot. : A grass, Calamagrostis Epigejos.

bush-harrow, a
Agric.,ttc. : An implement consisting of a

number of limbs or saplings comined in a
frame and dragged over ground to cover grass-
seed.

bush-quails, t. pi.

Ornith. : The name given to the Tnrnicidas,
a family of Gallinaceous birds, found in
Europe, Asia, Africa, and AustraliA

bush-ranger, s. [Bushrahoer. ]

bush-scythe, >.

Agric., £c. : A stout short scythe for cutting
brush and briers.

bush-shrikes, >. pi
Ornith. : The English name of the Thamno-

Ehilina?, one of the two sub families of the
aniidse (Shrikes). They have the upper

mandible of the bill straight, and arched only
at the tip, whereas it is curved in the Laniime.
The typical genus, Thamnophilus, is American

;

the rest belong chiefly to the Old World.

bush-syrup, bush syrup, s. A sac-
charine fluid obtained in the Cape Colony
from the flowers of Protea mellifera. (Treas.
of Bot.)

* bush-tree, *. A shrub, the Common
Box, Buxus sempervirens.

bush whacker, a (Amariean.)

1. A raw countryman.

2. A bush-scythe.

3. During Civil War: A marauding conv
bataot, generally non-partisan and seldom
uniformed, attacking singly or in detached
bands under cover of woods or rocks.

bush whacking, a. & s.

A. As adjective : Pertaining to the method
Of procedure described under B.

B. As substantive : The act of travelling oi

working one's way through bushes; fighting
after the manner of a bushwhacker.

bush (2), s. & a. [From Fr. bouche = a mouth
(Knight); from Dut. bus = a box (5«r«,f).

There is prob. some confusion in the forms.]

A. As substantive : The metal box in which
the axle of a machine works. (Skeat.) A bear-
ing for a spindle or arbour, as in the case of
the wooden chocks; called also followers,
which surround the spindle within the eye of
a bed-stone, and form the upper bearing of

the spindle. Apiece of metal or wood inserted

Bite, at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, sir. marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. a>, ce=-6. ey = a. au = kw.
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1

!

*

into a plate to receive the wear of a pivot or

arbour. A thimble, sleeve, or hollow socket

placed in a hole in a plate or block, and
adapted to receive a spindle, gudgeon, or

pivot. It forms a lining for a bearing-socket.

(Knight.)

B. As adjective : (See the compounds.)

bnsh-tasunmer, ».

Masonry

:

1. A mason's large breaking-hammer.

2. A hammer for dressing millstones. The
steel bits are usually detachable from the
sockets of the heads, to enable them to be
dressed on a grindstone.

bush-metal, s.

Metallurgy ; Hard brass, gun-metal (q.T.).

* bush (1), v.t. & i. [From bush, s. (q.T.).]

A. Transitive

:

1. To furnish with a bnsh.

2. To support with bushes.

3. To use a bush-harrow upon.

B. Intrans.: To grow thick. [Chiefly In the
pr. par., bushing (q.v.X]

bush (2), v.t. [From bush (2), s. (q.T.).]

Of the wheels of carriages : To enclose in a
case or box, to sheathe.

bush-chat, s. [From Eng. bush, which the

species, not excepting the so-called stonecliat,

frequent ; and suffix -chat.]

Ornith. : A name given by Macgillivray to

his genus Pratincola,

* bushe (1),*. TBoshO).]

* bushe (2), s. [Bcss.l

* bushe fishing, s. [Buss-fishtwo.]

bush el (1) * bussh eL * bush-ell, * bous-
sel, s. & a. [In Fr. & Nor. Fr. boisseau; Low
Lat. bustellus, busseilus, bissellus, bustula,

buntla. From Low Lat. bum, buta = a vat,

a large brewing vessel (Du -Conge); or from
O. Fr. boissel, boucel; Prov. bossel; Ital. botti-

ceilo = a small barrel ; O. Fr. boiste, hoist = a
box.] [Box.]

A. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit.: In the same sense as II. 2.

" Gif us a busshel whet, or malt, or reye."
Chaucer : C. T. , 7,337-B.

2. Fig. : A large quantity, without precisely
Indicating how much. (Lit. of Jig.)

" The worthies of antiquity bought the rarest pic-
ture* with bushe's of gold, without counting the
weight or the number of pieces.' —Dryden.

II. Weights and measures :

(1) In the United Kingdom : A measure of
capacity used for corn or what is called dry
measure. It contains eight gallons or four
pecks, whilst four bushels constitute one
coomb or sack, and eight bushels a quarter.

(2) In Canada and the United States : A
measure = 0-9,692 of the imperial bushel.

B. As adjective: (See the compounds.)

T Compounds of obvious signification

:

Bushel-full, bushel-maker, bushel-making.

bushel breeches, 5. pi. Breeches wide
laterally, and drawn in beneath so as to look
like upright bushel measures. (Cariyle.)

bush-el (2), «. [Bush (2), *.] A circle of
iron within the hole of the nave of a wheel,
to preserve it from wearing.

bush'-el-age (1), s. [Eng. bushel (1), and suff.

-age.] A duty on commodities estimated by
their bushel bulk.

* bush -et, «. [Dimin. of Eng. bush (1% (q.T.).]

1. A small bush. (Glossog. Nov., 2nd ed.)

t. A wood. [Busket, Bosket.]
"Near Creek. In a bushet or wood on a hill, not far&om the way-side."—Ray : Rem, p. ML
3. A common.

ttV^nW1? tjm™*1* * bushet, or common, called
Hodwell Hake."—Sag ; Bern., p. 163.

bush I ness, $. [Eng. bushy; -ness.] The
quality of being bushy. (Johnson.)

t buah'-lug, pr. par. k a. [Bosh (IX **.]

Asparticipial adj. : Spreading bush-like ; be-
coming bushy.

"The rosea bushing round
ADont her glow d." Milton : P. L.

" The bushing aiders form'd a shady scene."
Pope : Odyssey.

bush'-Ing, pr. par. & s. [Bush (2), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & participial aaj. : (See
the verb.)

C. As subst. : A lining for a hole. Often
called a bush (q.T.).

bush-man, s. [Eng. bush; man.]

1 1. Gen. (Ord. Lang.) : A man who habitu-
ally resides among bushes.

2. Spec. (Ethnol., pi. bushmen): A tribe of
men, diminutive in size and very far behind
in culture, who exist in South Africa, and
have not met with kind treatment either from
the other dark races of the district or from
the European settlers.

•bush ment, 'bushe-ment, ' bussh

e

ment, s. [A contracted form of abushment
= embushment (q.v.).] A thicket, a bushy
place, a clump of bushes.

" Princes thought how they might, discharge the
earth of woods, briars, bushment*. and waters, to make
it more habitable and fertile. '—Raleigh.

bush-ran ger, s. [Eng. bush ; ranger.} One
who ranges through the bush, especially for
predatory purposes, bushrangers often, being
escaped convicts. (Anglo-Australian.)

bush'-ran-ging, s. [Eng. bush; ranging.]
The act or practice of ranging through the
" bush." (Anglo-AustralianJ

bush'-& a. [Eng. bush ; -y. In Sw. buskig

;

Dan. busket ; Ger. buschig, gebuschig.] [Bosk.]

1. Of literal bushes or vegetation of a similar
character

:

(1) With many branches, but not tall enough
to constitute a tree ; shrubby, thick.

" Of stone, and ivy. and the spread
Of the eider's bushy head.*

Wordtieorth : The White Doe of Rylstone, 1.

(2) Full of bushes, studded with bushes,
overspread with bushes.

"... spaces which were generally bushy. .
.*

—

Darwin; Voyage Round the World [ed. 1370), cb. viii.

167.

2. Of anything thick, like a bush : Thick, like

a bush.
"... with a thick, bushy beard . .

."—Ad\lison.

bus -led (us as Is), * bes-yed, pa. par.
[Busy, v.]

' bus I hede, * bis y-hed, * bys 1 hede,
s. [O. Eng. 6f*y=Eng. busy; and O. Eng.
hede = Eng. horn. ] The state of being full of
business or care.

" Alle the bisyhedes and the greate nledes of the
wordle."—Ayenbite, p. 164.

bus'-Hy, *bus-y-ly, *bus-l-li, *Ms-i-
ly, bes My, bus i-liche (us as Is),
adv. [Eng. busy ; -ly.]

1. In a good sense

:

(1) Laboriously.
"... A wyth besten hlod busiiy anoynted,"

Ear. Eng. A Hit. Poem* (ed. Morris), Cleanness, U44.

(2) Eagerly, carefully.

"... Debated butyly about tho giftes."

Sfr ffaw„ 68.

" Bf-thought hire fnl butiiy, howe best were to werche.*
William o/ Palerne, MO.

(3) Industriously.
"... bow busily she turns the learn."

Shakesp. : Tit. Andron., lv. 1.

% In a sense not so good : Curiously, In-
quisitively.

" Or if too busily they will enquire
Into a victory which we disdain." Dryden.

business (pron. biz ncs), * bus-i nesse,
* bus-y -nesse, * bus y-nes (us as iz),

"bis y- nesse, * bis 1 -nesse, *bes-l-
nesse, s. & a. [Eng. busy ; -ness.]

A. As substantive:

L Subjectively

:

t L The state of being Industriously en-

" The fantasy and the curious 1 ._

Fro day to day gan in the soule impresse."'
Chaucer; C. T.. 9,451-2.

T[ To do business* : To apply oneself steadily
to any work.

"The piloura dlden businessc and cure."
Chaucer ; The Knightee Tate, 149.

2. The state of being anxious ; anxiety, care.

3. The act of engaging industriously in cer-
tain occupations.

(1) The act of forming mercantile or financial
bargains. More generally an abundance of
such acts done by separate individuals.

"Apparently buttneu was partial In the Discount
Market. "—fJatiy Telegraph, October 6, 18TT.

(2) The act of engaging in serious work, as
distinguished from mere pastime.

" Pastime and buetne** both It should exclude."
Coicper : Progrots of Error.

TX Objectively : That with which one is en-
gaged ; that about which one is or should be
busy or anxious. Specially—

1. A multiplicity of affairs. [T 1. ] Specially
mercantile transactions, commercial inter-

course. ,

2. A single affair or transaction.
"Tou are so much the business of our souls,

.

Dryden.

5 In this sense it may have a plural.

". . . so full of buttMsees . .
."—Shakesp. : AWt

Well, L L

3. An affair of honour, a duel. (Affectedly.)
" For that's the word of tincture, the business. Let

me alone with the business. I will carry the business.
I do understand the business. I do find an affront 1st

the business.'—Masque of Mercury, Jtc. vol. v., p. 431.

4. A calling or occupation ; also special
province, sphere, or duty.

"The great business of the senses being to take notice
of what hurts or advantages the body."

—

Locke.

"... the management of a wine and spirit business,

or other position of trust"—Timet, Nov. 18, 1878.

5. Legitimate occupation.
" What business has a tortoise among the clouds? "—

VEstrange.

6. That which requires to be done, an object.

"... a perpetual spring will not do their business;
they must have longer days, a nearer approach ol the
sun."*—Bentley.

* 7. Labour and endeavour.
" To drawe folk to heven by fairnesee.

By good ensample, this was his busyneste."
Chaucer: C. T-, Prologue, 690.

T Special phrases

:

1. A man of business ; A man naturally
gifted with capacity, adaptation, and love for
managing a great commercial enterprise, a
department of the political government, or
anything similar.

" He was one of the most skilful debaters and men
of business in the kingdom."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. iv.

2. To do the business for one: To kill one,
destroy or ruin one, that being the most
serious thing which can be done to him.
(Colloquial.)

3. To have no business in a place or to do
anything: To have no occupation calling one
thither, or no obligation or even right to do
the thing.

(1) Lit. : Of persons.

(2) Fig. : Of things.
" A frown upon the atmosphere,
That hath no business to appear
Where skies are blue, and earth is gay."

Byron ; The Prisoner of Chilian, x.

T (o) Crabb thus distinguishes between
business, occupation, employment, engagement,
and avocation : " Business occupies all a per-
son's thoughts, as well as his time and
powers; occupation and employment occupy
only his time and strength : the first is mostly
regular, It is the object of our choice ; the
second is casual, it depends on the will of
another. Engagement is a partial employment,
avocation a particular engagement : an engage-
ment prevents us from doing anything else ;

an avocation calls off or prevents us from
doing what we wish. ... A person who is

busy has much to attend to, and attends to It

closely : a person who is occupied has a full

share of business without any pressure ; he is

opposed to one who is idle : a person who is

employed has the present moment filled up

;

he is not In a state of inaction : the person
who Is engaged is not at liberty to be other-
wise employed : his time is not his own ; he Is

opposed to one at leisure."

(b) Business, trade, profession, and art are
thus discriminated :

" These words are syno-
nymous in the sense of a calling, for the pur-
pose of a livelihood : business is general, trade
and profession are particular ; all trade is

business, but all business is not trade. Buying
and selling of merchandize Is inseparable from
trade ; but the exercise of one's knowledge
and experience, for purposes of gain, con-
stitutes a business; when learning or particu-
lar skill is required, it Is a profession; and
when there is a peculiar exercise of art, it is

an art : every shop-keeper and retail dealer
carries on a trade ; brokers, manufacturers,
bankers, and others, carry on business ; clergy-

men, medical, or military men follow a pro-
fession ; musicians and painters follow an art."

(c) The following is the distinction between
business, office, and duty: "Business is what

bSfc* do*^; p«5ut, ]6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ttg.
-dan, -tian m shan. -tiou, -sion = shun.* -tion, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -siotts = shus. -Me, -kle, &c. = bel, kei-
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one prescribes to one's self ; office is prescribed
by another ; duty is prescribed or enjoined by
a fixed rule of propriety ; mercantile concerns
are the business which a man takes upon him-
self; the management of parish concerns is

an office imposed upon him often, much against

his inclination ; the maintenance of his family
Is a dutywhich his conscience enjoins upon hira

to perform. Business and duty are public or
private ; office is mostly of a public nature : a
minister of state, by virtue of his office, has
always public business to perform ; but men
in general have only private business to trans-

act ; a minister of religion has public duties to

perform in his ministerial capacity ; every
other man has personal or relative duties,

which he is called upon to discharge according
to his station." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

business-like, a. Like business, with
proper accuracy, with attention to details,

and a careful adaptation of means to the end
aimed at, such as is seen in men expert in

business, and is one of the most important
elements in their success.

" There it no need, however, that it should diminish
that strenuous and butinest-Hke application to the
matter In hand, . . ."—J. 3. Mill : Political Economy
(1848), voL i., bk. L. ch. vtl., | *, p. 1S5.

* busk (1),
* buske, * busk -fc * b6sk,

* busch, *bUSChe(En3.), busk (Scotch),

(pret buskit), v.t. & i. [IceL buask — to pre-

pare one's self ; from bua — to prepare.]

[Boon.] (Skeat.)

A. Transitive:

1. To prepare, to make ready.

2. To dress, to array.
" Thon burne for no brydale art busked Id wedex."

Bar. Bng. Allit. Poems; Cleanness. 141

3. To fasten. (Used of an article of dress.)

(Scotch.)
"

. . . , cockemony she had busked on her head at

tbe kirk last Sunday.' —.Scofi I Old Mortality, ch. V.

B. Rejlexive:

1. To prepare one's self.

*• He buskyt hym . . . ."—Barbour : Th* Bruce (ed.

Skeat). i. 141
" Alt thay busked* tham lit to bers.
Helms and hawberke. schelde and spere."

Roland and Ottuell (ed. Heritage), 48.

2. To go, to hurry.
"

. . . . the Iusttces somme
Bulked hem to the boure . . .

."

Piers Plowm,, ill. 13, 14.

C. Intransitive

:

1. To get ready.
" The king busket and mad him yar."

Barbour : The Bruce, v iii. 409.

2. To begin.
" Than hamvardls buskit he to fair."

Barbour: The Bruce (ed. Skeat), vli. 491

3. To direct one's steps towards a place, to

go.
"Aad buikit theddlrward but bard."

Barbour : The Bruce, X. 404.

4. To brash about, to hurry about, to hurry,

to hasten.
" Than bad he a bvoim buike to her* chamber."—

William o/ PaZerne, l,f*8.

5 To busk or buske of: To hurry from.
(Wm, ofPalerne, 1,653, 1,997.)

•busk (2), v. [Etym. doubtful.] To pulverise,

as fowls do in the dust. (HaUiweU : Cont. to

Lexicog.)

* busk (1), s. [From Eng. busk (IX v. (q.v.)-]

1. Lit. : Dress. (Scotch.)

2. Fig. : Decoration.
"... the butk and bravery of beautiful and blf

words . . ."—M'Ward: Contending*, p. SM.

busk (2), * buske (1), s. k a. [Fr. busc}

A. As substantive: A stiffening bone or
plate in a corset, to maintain its shape and
prevent its gathering in folds and wrinkles
around the waist. The busk is made of wool,

steel, brass, whalebone, or vulcanite.
" Her long ilit sleeves, stiff* ousts, poih verdlngalL"

Martton : Scourge, it 7.

B. As adjective : (See the compound.)

* busk-point, s. The lace, with its tag,

which secured the end of the busk.

* busk (3),
* buske (2), s, [Low Lat. boncus,

buscus = a bush.] [Bush.] A bush.

"And stud intill a busk lurkand."
Barbour .* The Bruce (ed. Skeat), vl. U.

"And range amid the butket thy selfe to feeds.*

Davison : Poetical Bapeodie (1011), p. M.

* busk ad-dre, bosk ed dre, s. [From
busk (3) ; and adder.] An adder, a snake.

" Be it turned into a boskrddre.'— Wyclift : Exodus,
Till.

* bus'-kayle, i. [Buscayle.]

busk -ed (Eng.), busk -It (Scotch), pa. par. &
a. [Busk, v.]

" Th[«r]e were beddea busked • for eny burn riche."
William of Palerne, 3.198.

" hue Joy her bonnie butkit neat,"
Burnt : Spittle to William Creech.

t busk -ed, a. [From busk (3), *.] Wearing
a busk. (PollokT)

* busk -er, s, [0. Eng. & Scotch busk, v. ;

-er.J One who dresses another.
" Mistress Mary Beaton ... Is praised, by the queen,

to be the finest butker, that is, the finest dresser of

a woman's head of hair, that is to be seen in any
country."—Knoliy I Lett. Chalmerit Mary, L tS&.

* busk -et, s. [Fr. bosquet = a grove, a
thicket.] [Bosket, Bosquet.] A small bush
or branch with flowers and foliage. (Spenser

:

Shep. Col., v.)

* busk -le (1), a. [From busk (1), and suff. -{«.]

Fond of dress.

"... kintra lairds, an' butkie cits,

A' gather rouu' some sumphs."
Tarrat : Poemt, p. 1M.

* busk -le (2), a. [Bosky.]

t bus -kin, * bus-kyn, s. [Etym. doubtful.

In Dut. 6roo* = a buskin; O. Dut. brosekin;

Fr. bottine, brodequin ~ (1) an ancient boot,

which covered the foot and part of the leg

;

(9) a boot worn by actors in comedies ; Sp.

borsegui ; ItaL borzacchino. Remotely from
Low Lat. byrsa; Gr. fivp<ra (bursa) = a hide,

leather. Skeat considers that it may be cog-

nate with brogue.]

1. A boot covering the foot and the lower
part of the leg, so as to defend it against mud,
thorns, &c.

(1) As worn by men.
" The hunted red deer's undressed hide
Their hairy butkint well supplied.

"

Scott : Marmion, v. 6.

(2) As worn by women.
" My Mary's butkint brush the dew."

Scott : Qlenflnlas.

* 2. A similar boot worn among the ancients
by actors in tragedy. Sometimes it had thick
cork soles so as to make the wearer look taller

than he really was.

(1) Lit. : In the foregoing sense.

• In her bast light the oomlc muse appears,
"When she with borrow'd pride tbe buskin wears."

Smith,

(2) Fig. : Tragedy.
** Great Fletcher never treads in butkint here.
No greater Jonson dares in socks appear."

Dryden.

t bus'-kined, a. [Eng. buskin; -ed.] Pro-
vided with or wearing buskins, tragic.

* busk'-Ing, pr. par. t a., A «. [Busk, t».]

A. & B. As present participle <£ participial

adjective : In Benses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Dressing, manner of dressing. (Skeat.)

"... either a stoninglie butking or an onerstaring
frounced hed."—Roger Atcham : The Schoolmatter,
bk i.

2. Headdress or other dress or decoration.
" That none weare up.m their heads, or butkingt,

any feathen."—Actt Ja. VI., 1631, e, 26, 1

1

busk it, pa. par. & a. [Busk (1), v.) (Scotch.)

1 busk- ry, «. [From husk (1), v. ; and suffix

-try. The same as Bubk (1), #.]

1. Dress.

2. Decoration, outward show. (Lit. et fig.)

"... put off with the butkry or bravery of words,
when the thing itself is lost and let go, . .

."—M' Ward

:

Contending*, p. 834.

• busk'-?, busk'-le (2), a, [Bosky.] The
same as bosky, i.e., woody, shaded with woods.

" How bloodily the sun begins to peer
Above yon bueky hill.''

Shaketp.; I Ben. /!*., T. 1.

tbuas(l), ' busse, * basse, s. [InSw.M«f=
a puddle, a plash, a smack, a kiss ; O. H. Ger.

bus; Fr. baiser, s. ; Sp. beso; Port, beijo;

Ital. bacio ; Lat. basium ; Gael, busag m a
smacking kiss ; bus = the mouth ; Wei. bus =
the lip. Perhaps imitated from the sound.]
A smacking kiss. (At first good English, now
vulgar and ludicrous.)

* 1. Originally : Of the form basse, from Fr.

baiser.

2. Then: Of the forms busse, buss, from
the Teutonic.

" But every Satyre first did give a butrn
To Hellenore : so busies did abound."

Spenser: F Q., HI. x. 41

buss (2) (Eng.), buss, * busse, * busshe,
* buscn, * busohe (Scotch), s. [In Dut
buis ; Ger. bust; O. Fr. busse; Prov. bus;
Low Lat. bussa, burn.]

* 1. Originally : A large vessel, wide, capa-
cious, and well adapted for stowage.

" Ane butche quhilk was takin be the yrancaemau."
—Aberd ileg., A. 1638, v. 16.

* 2. Then sometimes : A hulk.

"Hulks or buttet . . ."—BoweU; Letters <1«*0*.

[BalliweU: Contr. to Lexicog.)

3. Afterwards and now : A two-masted fish*

ing-vessel of from fifty to seventy tons burdens

ring buttet
Hit*. WH$-

buss.

with a cabin at each end. It is employed
chiefly in the herring fishery.

M ... to drive the Dutch whalers and herrin]

out of the Northern Ocean."

—

Macaulay:
ch. Xlx.

buss-flsning (Eng. & Scotch), * bushe-
flshing (0. Scotch), s. The act of fishing in

busses.
"That then be no buthe JUMng betwix the ylands

and the mayne land . . "—Actt Cka, I., ad. U14, Vs

v. 238.

buss (3), $. [Bush, t
. ]

1. Lit. : A bush. (Scotch.)
" I like our hills an' heathery bras*,

Ilk burdie, Btva, an' burnie."
Picken: Poems, 11. VM,

2. Fig. : Shelter. (Scotch.) (Or U it frost

another root f)

" My trunk of elid, but bust or Weld,
Sinks In Time's wintry rage."

Burnt: The Auld Man.

bUSS (4), «. [Bus (3).]

tbuss (1),
# basse, v.t [From buss (I), ••

(q.v.). In Sw. pussa; Provinc. Ger. bussm?
Fr. baiser; Norm. Fr. beser ; Sp. besar; Port

beijar; Ital. baciare; Lat. basio.] [Buss, t

J

1. Lit. : To give a smacking kiss to. (Now
vulgar and ludicrous, but not so formerly.)

", . . that I lye batting with Bease."—Sir T. Mors
Worket, p. 657. {Richardton.)
" Come, grin on me, and I will think thou imilesi,

And butt thee as thy wife."
Shaketp. : K. John, lit 4.

2. Fig. : To come in close contact with.

" Yond towers, whose wanton tops do butt the clown
Shaketp. : TroO. e) Cress* iv. 1

*"Thy knees butting the stones, . .
."

*
Ibid., Const., ill. 1

"buss (2), v.t. [Buss (3), *.] To place tm

ambush.
" Saladyn prluely was butted beside the flora.'

R. de Brunne, p. Iff.

* bussche' rncnt, busse ment,
* busche'-ment, * buysche'-ment, ••

[Bushhent.] Ambush.
" Leulyn In a wod a buteement he beld.**

B. Brunne, ^ *»
* buSSh'-opv »\ [Bishop.]

* bus sle, a. [Bushy.] (Scotch.)

buss' ing, * bass'-lng, pr. par. & s. [Buss

v.]

A. As present participle : (See the verb.)

B. As substantive: The act of kissing with

a smacking sound.
" Kissing and butting differ both in this.

#
Wa butee our wantons, but our wives we kisa

Berrick: Work*, p. Tn\

* buss'-lnjr,
om Ger.or from

Covering.

«. [From Eng. bushing (q^-JV
*

—

ihQKJbusch = a bundle, a fardel (

"The folk was Jain

To put the busting on thair theis.

Bedtquatr: Bvergroen, It «»

Cite, fiU, fere, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, ber, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, p«H,

or, wore, woll, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian. ». « = o. ey= a, qu = kw-
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bus sie, s. [Bustle.] (Scotch.)

*bust(l),«. [Buist.] (Scotch.)

1. A box.

t. A tar mark upon sheep, generally the
Initials of the proprietor's name.

biist (2), s. [In Ger. biiste ; Fr. buste ; Prov.
bust ; 8p. k Port busto ; from Ital. busto —
bust, stays, boddice ; Low Lat. bustum = the
trunk of a body without the head. Mahn
thinks that it is from Ger. brust = breast.]
[Breast, Busto.]

Ordinary Language & Sculpture

:

1. A statue of the upper part of the body,
i.e., the head, shoulders, and breast, without
the arms.

" His library, where butt* of poet* dead
Aud a true Pindar stood without a head.
Received of wit* . .

."

Pope : Prologue to Satire*. 235.

2. The chest or thorax of the human body,
the trunk, more specifically the portion of
the human body between the head and the
waist ; whether—

(1) In the actual person.

Or (2) in a statue.

* bust, v.L [Etymology doubtful. Ct baste.

v.] To beat.
41 Beateth the and butteth the as his ibohte threL**

Bali Meidhenhad, p. SL

bus tam-ite, $. [Named after Mr. Busta-
mente, its discoverer, and suff -its (Min.)
(q.v)-!l

Min. : A variety of Rhodonite (q.v.). Dana
makes it the equivalent of his calciferous
Rhodonite. It is greyish-red in colour.

Wis -tard, s. (1° Fr- outarde ; Provinc. & O.
Fr. bxstarde, bostarde, boustarde ; Prov. aus~
tarde ; 8p. avutarda ; Port, abetarda, betarda

;

Ital. ottarda ; from L*t. avis tarda (Pliny) =
glow bird.]

Ornith. : The name of a genus of birds, the
Otis, which is the typical one of the family
Otitidse. [Otis, Otitid.*.] Three "species
occur in Britain, the Great Bustard (Otis tarda),
the Little Bustard (0. tetrix), and Mncqueen's
Bustard (0. Mactjueeni), The Great Bustard
was formerly common in Wiltshire and in
Norfolk, but being large, the male about four
feet long and the female three, it was too con-
spicuous a bird to escape persecution, and
now it is a rare visitor. It is one of the
indigenous animals which Sir Chas. Lyell
cites as having been recently extirpated or all

but extirpated in England. (Prtn. of Geol.,

ch. xlii.) It has the plumage on the back
of a bright-yellow traversed by a number
of black bars, the rest of the plumage being
greyish. It runs and flies welL It is stiU
common on parts of the Continent. The
Little Bustard (0. tetrix) is a Mediterranean
bird which occasionally straggles to Britain.
It is brown dotted with black above, and be-
neath is whitish. The male has a black neck
with two white collars.

% Thick-kneed bustard : One of the English
names for a bird, the Common Thick-knee
(Oidicnemus Bellonii).

'bus te-ous, * bus -tl-oiis, a. [Bustu-
ous. ]

• bus-tine, s. [Of uncertain origin ; perhaps
from Eng. fustian, or from O. Fr. boutane = a
fabric made at Montpelier.] A fabric, re-
sembling fustian, of foreign manufacture.
'Neat, neat she was, in buttine waistcoat clean."

Bamtay : Poem*, ii. 70.

bus -tie, "bus-tel (t silent), * bus le,
* bus -kle, * buss -kle, v.i. k t. [Bustle is

probably from I eel. busUa = to bustle, to splash
about in tho water ; and buskU from A.S. bys-
gian — to be busy. (Skeat, Mahn, <£&).]

A. Intransitive

:

L In a good sense : To be active.

"Come, buttle, buttle; caparison my horse."
Shaketp. f Bich. III., v. 8.

2. In a slightly bad sense : To move about in
a fussy manner ; to go hither and thither with
agitation, and generally with unnecessary noise
•r stir.

" Wherefore now began the bisshopes to butthle and
bear rule.'*—Joye : Expo*, of Daniel, li.

" Awing the world, and buttling to be great
!

"

„„, Granville.
Of Idle busy men the restless fry
Ran but/ling to and fro with foolish haste.
In search of pleasures vain that from them fly."

Thornton : Castle of indolence, i. «.

t B, Transitive : To cause to move about
with unnecessary noise or stir ; to jostle, to
push about.

bus -tie (1) (( silent) (Eng.), biis'-sle (Scotch),

s. [From bustle, v. (q.v.). In I eel. bustl =
a bustle, the splashing about of a fish.] The
act of hurrying about with much noise, gene-
rally to an unnecessary extent ; stir, agitation,
tumult

"The buttle of the mariners.
In stillness or in storm."
Wordtworth: The Blind Highland Boy.

*1f Crabb thus distinguishes between bustle,

tumult, and uproar:—"Bustle has most of
hurry in it ; tumult most of disorder and con-
fusion ; uproar most of noise : the hurried
movements of one, or many, cause a bustle;
disorderly struggles of many constitute a
tumult; the loud elevation of many opposing
voices produces an uproar. Bustle is fre-

quently not the effect of design, but the
natural consequence of many persons coming
together ; tumult commonly arises from a
general effervescence in the minds of a mul-
titude ; uproar is the consequence either of
general anger or mirth. A crowded street
will always be in a bustle ; contested elections
are always [not even in the olden time
' always,' and now under the ballot rarely]

accompanied with a great tumult ; drinking
parties make a considerable uproar, in the in-
dulgence of their intemperate mirth." (Crabb :

Eng. Synon.)

bus tie (2) (t silent), s. [Etymology doubtful
Perhaps connected with busk (2), s.] A pad
or cushion, formerly worn by ladies beneath
their dress to expand their skirts behind, and
relieve the wearer of part of their weight. It
was called also a bishop.

t luis'-tler (t silent), *. [Eng. bustle; -er.]

One who bustles ; an active, stirring man.
" Forgive him, then, thou buttler in concerns
Of little worth, an idler in the best"

Cowper: Tatk, bk. vi.

bus -tllng (t silent), bus'-toi-yrlg, pr. par.,
a., & s. [Bustle, v.]

* bus-to (pi. bustoes), t. [Ital. busto.] [Bust,
«.] A bust (prose and poetry).

"... a vestibulo supported with pillars, with some
antick buttoe* in the niches."—Athmole. Berk, iii. ii».

'* Worn on the edge of days, the brass consume*,
The butto moulders, and the deep-cut marble.
Unsteady to the steel, gives up its charge."

it. Blair : The Grave.

* bus tu ous, * bus -te - ous, * bus -tl -ou s,

bous-tous, 8. [Boistous.] Large in size
;

strong, powerful ; terrible, fierce ; rough, un-
polished, boisterous, rude. (Dunbar : The
Thrissel and the Rose, 5 ; Doug.: Virgil, 181,27 ;

Lyndsay: Warkis (1592), p. 167.)

* bus tu-ous-ness, «. [Boistousness.
]

(Scotch.) (Jamieson.) (Doug. : Virg., 374,45.)

bus'-y, bus ie, *bus'-i (us as iz), *bes'-y,
* bes'-i, * bts'-yt

* bis -1 (Eng.), bus -y,
• bls'-sy (Scotch), a. [A.S. bysig, bisig, bysi
(Somner); Dut. bezig.] [Business.]

1. Of persons, or of the inferior animals

:

Occupied so that the attention is fixed on what
is being done ; occupied, with much work to
be done.

(1) Occupied at the time to which attention
is being directed.

"Ctude ale keeps me bare and'&tzzy,
Gaurs me tipple till I be dizzy.

Remains of Nlthtdale Song, p. 90. (Jamieton.

)

" Sir, my mistress sends you word
That she is buty and she cannot come."

Shaketp : Taming of the Shrew, y. %
(2) Troublesome ; vexatiously meddlesome.
"The Christiana, sometimes valiantly receiving the

enemy, and sometimes charging them again, repulsed
the proud enemy, still buty with them."—Knollet:
Bittory of the Turk*.

(3) Habitually occupied, with only neces-
sary remission ; bustling, active, industrious.

(a) In a good or in an indifferent sense

:

Occupied.
"

. . . or the controversy of opinions, wherein the
buty world has been so much employed."—Temple.
(b) In a bad sense : Fussy, meddling.
" On meddling monkey, or on buty ape."

Shaketp. : Mid. Bight* Dream, it 1.

2. Ofthingspersonified : At work temporarily
or habitually. Used—

(1) Of the hands, feet, Ac, or other material
instruments of man's action.

" Display with buty and laborious hand
The blessings of the most indebted land."

Cowper: Expostulation.

(21 Of the power* or faculties of the human
mind.

This buty powr Is working day and night."
Davie*.

(3) Of such abstract conceptions as rumour,
scandal, science, culture.

" Rumours strange.
And of unholy nature, are abroad,
And buty with thy name."

Byron : Manfred, Ul \.

T Compounds of obvious signification :

Busy-looking (Pope), busy-minded.

bus y (us as Iz), * bus i en. * bis i od
(pret. busied), v.t. & i. [From busy, a. (q.v.).
A.S. bysigan, bysgian.

-

]

A. Trans. : To make or keep busy, to engage,
to employ industriously or with unremitting
attention.

"Laverd bitied es of me."—E. Eng. Psalter! A.
xxxix. 18.

U It is followed by with, in, about, amid,
Ac, or by an infinitive.

" Be it thy course to busy giddy minds
With foreign quarrels.

Shaketp. ; S Ben. IV., It. 1
"... butied with dice and claret, lore letters and

challenges."—Maraulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. XV.
" The learning and disputes of the schools have been

much butied about genus and species."

—

Locke.

H It is often used reflexively.

" For the rest, it must be owned he does not buty
himself by entering deep into any party."

—

Swift.

* B. Intrans. : To be active, to be much
engaged.

** Naf I now to buty bot bare thre dayea."
Sir Gaw. and the Gr. Knight, 1,0W.

bus'-^-b*d-y (us as Is), *. [Eng. busy ; body.]
A person at a certain period or habitually
engaged with things with which he has no
duty or no clear call to intermeddle. (Used
of either sex.)

"And withal they [the younger widows] learn to be,
idle, wandering about from house to house, and not
only idle but tattlers also, and butybodiet, speaking
things which they ought not."—1 Tim.,v. 18.

" William thought him a butybody who bad been
properly punished for runniiur into danger without any
call of duty."

—

Macaulay ; Bitt. Eng., ch. xxL

bus y-iftg (us as is), pr. par. [Bust, v.]

* bus y ship, • bis 1 schlpe, bes 1-
ship, s. [0. Eng. bisi, besi — Eng. busy, and
suffix -ship.] Business, exercise.

"Licomltchfl bititchipe is to Intel wurth."—Ancren
Itiwle, p. 884.

bitt (1), * butto, * bute, * bot, * bote,
* buton, * boute, * buten, prep., conj.,

adv., So 8. [A.3. butan, buton, butun, buta,
bute, as prep. = without, except ; as conj. =
unless, except, save, but (Bosutorth), from A.S.
be, Eng. bi = by, utan, ute = without, beyond ;

O. Sax. biHtam., bUtan. [Out.] In Dut. buiten
= without, out, besides, except.]

A* As preposition

:

^ Technically it is one of separation or
exclusion (Bain : Higher Eng. Gram.) Its
signification is excepting.

1. Except, unless, besides, save.
"... and we bare no objection but the obscurity of

several passages by our ignorance in facte and persona."—Swift.

2. Without
" ' Touch not the cat but a glove ;

' the motto of the
Macintoshes." (Jamieton.)

B. As conjunction

:

I. Ordinary language

:

U Technically it is a co-ordinate conjunc-
tion of the division called adversatives, and
the subdivision arrestives, that is, it is a con-
junction in which the second sentence or
clause is in opposition to the one preceding it,

and arrests an inference which that first sen-
tence or clause would else have suggested.
(Bain s Higher Eng. Gram.) Its significations

are—

1. Properly or strictly

:

(1) Yet still, notwithstanding which, con-
trary to what might have been expected.

% It expresses that the inference which
would naturally be deduced from the first of
the two clauses which it couples together can-
not legitimately be drawn, there being a dis-
turbing element which destroys its validity.

"The words of bis mouth were smoother than butter,
but war was in his heart,; hie words were softer than
oil, yet were they drawn swords."- Ptahnt. lv. SL

t (2) Excepting that, except that, unless
that, were it not that, had it not been that

boiXb^y; pout, jovVl; eat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go,
shaxu -tlon, -slon = shun ; tion, sion = zliun.

thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-clous, -tlous, -sious m shus. -bio, -tie, && * bel, teL
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*\ Properly it is an ellipsis for but (hat.

" Anil, but my nobie Moor
It true of mind, and made of im> aucli bareness
A* Jealous creatures Are. it were enough
To put lain tu ill thinking.

"

ShaJtetp. I Othello. III. *.

(8) Except, unless, otherwise than, other-

wise than that.
"I should tin

To think but nobly of my grandmother.
Shu keep. : Temp., i. 2.

" Who shall believe
But you misuse the reverence of your place T

•

Ibid: 2 Ben. Jl.,iv. S.

2. More loosely : Yet, still, however, added
to which ; as a complementary statement to

which.

If In this second sense it is used, though
there is no disappointment of expectation
with regard to the inference derivable from
the first clause.

(1) Yet, still, however, nevertheless.
*'.

. . he [Naatnan] was also a mighty man in valour ;

but he was a leper."—2 King*, v. L

(2) Added to which, as a complementary
statement to which.

" By the blessing of the upright the city is exalted :

but it la overthrown by the mouth of the wicked."

—

Prow, xi. 11.

% In the foregoing example there is an op-
position between tire words exalted and over-

thrown, and between upright and wicked, but
the second clause, taken as a whole, is com-
plementary and not antithetical to the first.

(3) Without this consequence following.
" Frosts that constrain the ground.

Do seldom their usurping power withdraw.
But raging floods pursue their hasty hand.

Dryden.

(4) Than.
"The full moon was no sooner up and shilling In all

Its brightness, but he opened the gate of Paradise."

—

Guardian.

(5) Therefore, but that, that, for anything
otherwise than that.

" It is not therefore impossible but I way alter the
complexion of my plays."

—

Dryden.
"... many looking but he should have died."—

Spalding, i. 14 [Jamieton.)

* (6) Provided that.
" But onlych he haue the crystendom."

Root Of Brunne, 3,764.

IL Technically:

* 1. Tsogic ; The connecting word which In-

troduced the minor term of a syllogism.
" Qod will one time or another make a difference be-

tween the good and the evil. But there is little or no
difference made In this world ; therefore there must be
•mother world, wherein this difference shall be made."
— Watt* : Logick.

•fl The word bitt in such a case being use-

less, and even incorrect, is omitted bjr Whately
and other modern logicians.

"All wits are dreaded ; some who are admired are
wit* ; therefore some who are admired are dreaded."—
WHaiti* : Logic. II., iii. J 5.

2. Math. : As assumed or formally proved.
**.

. . therefore the side DB is greater than the side
BC ; but DB is equal to BA and AG"—dim-on I Euclid,
bk L, prop. 20.

C. As adv.

:

* 1. Without
" Whose wule mel been kmUn.'—Ancren JiiwU, p.

418.

2. Not more than, only.
"... there is eta a step between me and death."—1

flora, xx. &

D. As substantive

:

1. The word but or the Idea which it ex-
presses.

" If they [a man's virtues! he like a clear light, emi-
nent, they will stab him with a but of detraction."—
Fritham, pt i., Res. M. [Bichardeon.)

2. A hindrance, an impediment. (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.)

E. In special phrases and compounds:

1. But-and, but and, botand, bot and, conj.

[0. Eng. but, bot, £c] Besides.
" Or I sail brenn yoursel therein,
Bot antlyour babies three."
Ertom o' Gordon, Percy'* Ketiqrtm, t 86.

2. But for : Without, had it not been for.

" Rash man. forbear '. but/or some unbelief,
My joy had been as fatal as my grief." Waller.

3. BtU-if, bot if, but if, but gif, butt if:
Unless, except.

"But gif he wold in ani wise . him-self schewe
tormeet — Waiiam of Palerne, MB.

" I cannot gif you that pre-emynence and place, but
' I knew some excellent amine learning and gude

> in you mair than all the anceaut Doctouria"—
Kennedy of Cortraguell in Keith'* Bitt., App. p. 197.

(Jamieton.)

4. But persaving: Without being seen.
" Thai set thair iedderes to the wall.
And but pertaving, com rp all."

Barbour : Bruce, xvil. tl-4

ten

5. But that, bote that, butt that, buttan thatt,

buton that : Unless, except.

"He wulde al his kinelond selten on heore lond,
butt that be ideoped weore king of than londe."

—

Layamon, iii. 2&2.

5. But yet : Yet, still, notwithstanding,
stated more emphatically.

** But yet. Madam
I do not like but yet ; it does allay
The good precedence ; fie upon but yet I

But yet Is as a gaoler, to bring forth
Some monstrous malefactor.

Hhakeep. ; Ant. A Cleop., 11. ft,

but-and, prtp. [But, E (1).]

but if, conj. [But, E (3).]

but (2), butt, prep., adv., St s. [Prom A.S.
butan, buton, butun, (prep.) = without, except.

From prefix be and utan = without, beyond.]
(Scotch.)

A. As prep. : Towards the outer part of the
house.

" Lifts up his head, and looking butt the floor."

Bom- Belenor*. first ed., p. 74.

" Flaugnt bred upon her but the house he sprang."
ibkl.p. 7ft.

B. As adverb

:

1. Towards the outer apartment of a house.

"And but scho come into the ball auone

;

And syne sho went to se gif otiy come."
Dunbar ; Maitland Poem*, p. 70.

2. In the outer apartment.
". . . tothebernls fer out sweitblenkisl cast"
Dunbar : Maitland Poem*, p. 6a. (Jamieaon.)

Tf But-and-ben, a. : Outside and inside ;

pertaining to the two rooms of a two-roomed
cottage.

C. As substantive : The outer room in a two-
roomed cottage. It is the kitchen, while the
" ben " (be— in), or inner room, is the parlour.
[Ben.] (Scotch.)

" Mony hlenkU ben our the but [that] full far sittla"
Dunbar: Maitland Poem*, p. 63. (Jamieaon.)

but (3), *. & a. [Butt.] Ts*e thick end of any-
thing. [Butt.]

but end, butt-end, a.

I. Ordinary Language :

L Lit. : The thick end of anything ; thus
the but-tnd of a musket or rifle is the end
opposite to the muzzle.

"Another had rudely pushed back a woman with the
but end of his musket. —Macaulag : Bitt. Bug. , ch. xi.

* 2. Fig. : The most important portion of
anything.

** Amen ; and make me die a good old man 1

That is the butt'end of a mother's blessing."
Shake*?. : Richard III., ft 2.

H. Gardening: In a similar sense.

•J The but end of a tree : The part of the
stem nearest the root ; the part at which the
lowest measurement is taken.

but-ninges, s. pi. [Burr, Hinges.]

* but (4), *. [Dut. bot ; 8w. butta ; Ger. butt.}

The pecten or scallop-shell (?). [Butt (6).]

"But, fysche. Pecten."—Prompt. Parv.

biit (1), v.t. [Contracted from Eng. abut at Pr.

abouter.] To abut

•but (2), v.impers. [Boot, v. impers.] (Scotch.)

but(yT) ;Ac,hut ill an ine, *. [Eng.

,

alanine.}

Chem,: Amidoisovalerlc acid CaHo/NHaX^a
or (H3C)aCH.CH(NH2).OC(OH). It occurs
in the pancreas of the ox. It can be formed
by heating bromoisovaleric acid with ammonia.
It crystallises in shining plates, which can be
sublimed. It is soluble in alcohol and in water.

bu'-tane, ft [Prom Eng. , &c. , butyl ; suff. -one. ]

Chem. : A compound, also called Tetrane,

C«Hio* It exists in two modifications : (1)

Normal Butane, CH3.CH2.CH2.CH3 or Diethyl,
a paraffin hydrocarbon occurring in petroleum,
also obtained by heating ethyl iodide with zinc
in sealed tubes to 100°. It is a colourless gas
which may be condensed into a liquid boiling

at l'C. (2) Isobutane, CHy-CH<^3' Is ob-

tained from tertiary butyl alcohol by convert-
ing it into tertiary butyl iodide and acting on
that with nascent hydrogen. It is agas which
liquifies at 17*.

butch er, * bogh-er, *boch ere,
* bow9b'-er, *bou9"i'-or, s. &a. [Ft.

boucher ; Prov. bochier ; Ital. beccaio, beccaro;
Low Lat. bocherius = (1) a killer of goats (2)

a butcher generally. From O. Fr. hoc ; Fr.

bouc; Ital becco = a goat, * buck.] [Bucft
(S), ».]

A. As substantive :

1. Lit. : One who makes a livelihood by
killing sheep, oxen, and other animals, and
selling their flesh as human food.

" The harbour, and the bowcher, and thesmyth."
Chaucer : C T., S.027.

"Bochere. Carnifcx, maceUariu*."—Prompt. Par*.

'The captains were butcher*, tailors, shoemaker*."—
Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xiv

2. Fig. : A person of sanguinary character

;

a man delighting in bloodshed.
"... now fastened on the prince who had put down

the rebellion the nickname of Dutcher."—ilacnulay ;

But. Eng., ch. xiii.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds.)

butcher-bird, s.

Ornithology

:

h Sing. : A shrike. [2 PI.)

2. Plural (butcher-birds) :

(1) One of the English names of the genus
Lanius. The species are so denominated be-
cause they cruelly impale on a thorn the small
birds, small quadrupeds, insects, and worms
on which they feed. They are also called
shrikes. Three are known in Britain.

(a) The Great Grey Butcher-bird, or Shrike
(Lanius excubitor).

(6) The Red-backed Shrike or Butcher-bird
(Lanius cotlurio).

(c) The Woodchat Shrike (Lanius rutilus.)

[Lanius, Shbike.J

(2) A name for the True Shrikes, or Lanihue,
the first sub-family of Laniadte. [Laniin.e,
Shrikes.]

butcher-broom, s. The same u
Butchek's-broom (q.v.).

butcher-knife, s. A knife for cutting
meat. The tang of the blade is usually riveted

between two scales, which form the handle.

butcher-meat, s. [Butcher's-meat.]

* butcher-row, s. A row of shambles.
" How large a shambles and butcher-row would socb

make!"— Whitlock: Manner* of the Eng., p. 97.

*butcher-8lre, s. One who kills his child.

" Or butcher-*ire that reaves his son of life."

Shaketp.: Venus and Adonit, 76*

butcher's broom, s. [So called because
the green shoots of the plant were formerly
used by butchers to sweep their blocks.] The
English name of the Ruscus, a genus of plants

belonging to the order Liliaceas (Lilyworts),

and the section Asparageas. The Common
Butcher's-broom (Ruscus aculeatus) Is wild in

England, being the only native monocotyledon-
ous shrub. It has a rigid branched stem, very

rigid and pungent, with ovate, acuminate leaf-

like expansion, with a solitary inconspicuous
white flower on their upper surface. This is

succeeded by a red berry almost as large as a
cherry. The tender shoots have sometimes
been gathered by the poor in spring and eaten

like asparagus. There are several foreign

species.

butcher's-meat, butcher-meat, ft

Such animal food as a butcher deals in, beef,

mutton, lamb, &c , as distinguished from fish,

fowl, shellfish, and such like.

butcher's prick-tree, s. Two plants

—(1) Rhamnus Frangula, (2) Euonymus euro-

posus.

t butcher-work, s. The work ofa butcher.

(Contemptuously applied to slaughter in war.)

" That those who loathe alike the Frank and Turk
g

Might once again renew their ancient butcher-teork.

Byron : Childe Barold, ii. «7.

butch -cr, v.t. [From butcher, s. (q.v.).]

1 1. Lit : To kill an animal, in butcher
fashion, for food.

2. Figuratively:

(1) To put a human being to death with

sanguinary and remorseless cruelty.

". . . to strip and butcher the togitivee who tried to

escape by the pass."—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xlii.

(2) To destroy (anything).

"And shamefully by you my hopes are butcher'd,'

S&akeip.: Rich BE * *

butch' -cred, pa. par. & a. [Butcher, v.)

butch er-ing, pr. par.,a., & *. [Butcbeb, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. and particip. adj. : In

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive : The trade of a butchek

(Lit. dtfig.)

fate, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, aa, ce — e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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Six thousand run u« near h«ml tied.

Sin" I ww to the butch'ring bred."
Burnt: Death and Doctor Bornboot.

butchering-tool, s. A contemptuous
appellation for a sword.

"But as yet, though the soldier wears openly, and
wen imradea, his butchering-tool, nowhere, far as I

have travelled, did the schoolmaster make show of his
instructing-tooL"

—

Carlyle: Sartor Hetarlut, bit. ii.,

ch. iii.

* bUtch'-er-H-nSss, a. [Eng. butcherly;

-nets.] The quality of beina butcherly or re-

sembling a butcher. (Johnson.)

t butch'-er-ly, * booch'-er-ly\ a. [Eng.
butcher; -Jy.]

1. Of persons : Butcher-like, sanguinary,
cruel.

2. Of things:

t (1) Subjectively : As if inspired by a but-
cher ; as if one were being butchered.

" There Is a way, which brought Into schools, would
take away this butcherly fear In making of Latin,"—
Atcham.

(2) Objectively ; Butcher-like, cruel.
" What stratagems, how fell, how butcherly.
This deadly quarrel daily doth beget!"

fShaketp. : S Ben. VI., 11. 5.

butch'-er-y, *boch'-er-y, * boch-er-ie,
f. [Eng. butcher ; -y. In Fr. boucherU.}

L Literally

:

1. The procedure of a butcher in killing

animals for food.

Yet this man, so Ignorant in modern butchery, has
" *ialf an hundred heroes, and quartered ftvr -

._._jrable lovers, in ever? traoedr he k

Pope.
six miserable lovers, in every tragedy he has i

2, A slaughter-house, a place where animals
killed or human beings in large numbers

t to death.

This is no place ; this house is but a butchery ;

Abhor it, fear it, do not enter it

"

Shakesp. ; A I you like It, ii. &

EL Figuratively; Cruel and remorseless
" iter of human beings, especially on an
sive scale.

" I did suborn
To do this ruthless piece of butchery.'

Shakap. ; JUchard ///., lv. a
The butchery was terrible."— Mucaulay : Diet.

ch. xii.

it©, v.t. [From Icel. k Sw. bfta = to change,
to exchange, to truck, to shift, to divide, to
share ; Dan. bytte = to exchange ; Dut. button
= to pilfer, to get booty.] [Boot (1), v.;

', BUITING.] (Scotch.)

* 0. Scots Law : To divide for a prey. (Used
lally of prizes at sea.)

. . , to&uteand part the prizes takin ather in Uiair
presence or absence. —Balfour : Pract., p. 636.

bate, j>rtt. of v. [Beat, v.) Beat
" By that he hauede y-blowe a blaste.

On the toun thay bate tabours taste, and made noyse
horrjblc"

Sir Ferumbra* (ed. Herrtage), 3.89S-M.

i.ite, s. [Boor (1), *. From buto, v.]

1. Remedy, help. (Rowland* and Ottuell

(ed. Herrtage), 495.)

2. Rooty.
" And gif it bels malr, It sail remano to but* and

parting."—Balfour: Pract.. p. MO,

* bute, prep. & tonj. [But.]

bute it; conj. [But if.)

bu -ttVa, *. Named after John, Earl of Bate
(1713-92), a munificent patron of botany.)

Bot. : A genus of papilionaceous plants,
consisting of trees and scandent shrubs.
Butea frondosa (Downy-branched Butea) is a
large tree called in India pullus, whence the
name Plassy, the locality of the celebrated
battle on June 23, 1757, which laid the found-
ation of the Indian empire. It has large
axillary and terminal racemes of deep-red
downy flowers, which dye cotton cloth, pre-
viously impregnated with a solution of alum,
or of alum and tartar, a fine yellow colour.
They are used also as a discutient to indolent
tumours. The gum-lac of commerce comes
from the same tree.

• bute'-lhg, pr. par, & a. [Bute, v.)

A. As present participle : (See the verb.)

B, As substantive:

1. The act of dividing goods captured ; the
state of being so divided.

"... the haill rtcht that thay sail bane to the said
prise, and burring of giidis, , ,

."—Balfour: Pract.,
ft.638.

2. The goods divided.

" Of all pillage, the eapltane, the master, Ac, eettls
na part nor buteing, liut it sail he equal He divldit
auiaug the remanent of the compauie tuarineris that
niak watch', and gangis to the ruder. "—Balfour :

Pract., p. 640.

bute -Lang, a, [From O. Scotch bute = a butt,

and lang — long, length.] The length or dis-

tance between one butt, used in archery, and
another.

" As his matestte wesj within toa pair of butelanaU
to the* towne of Perth, . . ."—Act* Jo. VI., 1600 (ed.

1811), p. 203.

* bute -lease, * bote -lease, a. [Bootless.]
(Morte Arthurt, 9S1 & 1,014.)

* bU-ten, prep. & adv. [A.S. butan.] About
" Those buten not long swing he dreg."

Story of Gen. & Exod., 566.

bu'-tene, *.&<*. [Eng. but(yin), and -ens, a
termination used for hydrocarbons having the
formula OnH2'n.]

A. As substantive

:

Chen. : An organic, diatomic, fatty radical,

CjHg", called also Butylene, Quartene, and
Tetrene. There are three modifications of it,

having the formula C4H8- Normal Butene,
CH3—CH2—CH = CHj ; Pseudo - buteue,
CHj—CH = CH—CHji ; Iso-butene,

g£>C==CH2.

Normal-butene is produced by the action of
alcoholic potash on primary-butyl-iodide
(CHg—CHo—CH2—CH|I.), or by the action
of zinc ethide ZnfCaHjOs on brom-ethene
(CH2 = CHBr). It is a gas at ordinary tem-
peratures ; at 10° it is condensed into a liquid.

Pseudo-butene is formed by the action of
alcoholic potash on a pseudo-butyl-iodide
(CH3-CH2—CHI—CHj). It boils at 3

B
. It

can also be obtained by the decomposition of
amyl alcohol at red heat.

Iso-butene is formed by the action of alco-

holic potash and tertiary-butyl-iodide, orby the
electrolysis of isovaleric acid. It boils at 6°.

It is absorbed by strong H5S04 ; on diluting
with water and distilling, tertiary-butyl-alcohol

is obtained, (XCHj^OH. The dl-bromides of
the three isomeric butenes, C^aBr* boil

—

normal at 160°, iso at 159°, and pseudo at 149°.

B. As adjective : (See the compound.)

butene glycols, s. pi Chemical com-
pounds, C4Hg(OH)i, called also butylene
alcohols and quartene alcohols. They are
diatomic alcohols. Six are theoretically pos-
sible. The following have been examined :—

1. Normal Butene Glycol

:

CH3-CH(OH)-CH2-CH2(OH). Formed by
leaving a cold mixture of acetic aldehyde and
dilute hydrochloric acid for a few days, -when
aldol, the aldehyde of butene glycol, is

formed ; this is treated with sodium amal-
gam. It is a thick liquid, boiling at 204s

. By
oxidating with chromic acid mixture it is con-
verted, first into crotonic aldehyde, then into
acetic and oxalic acids.

2. Ethyl Glycol

:

CH3 - CH2 - CH(OH) - CH^OH), obtained
from normal butene bromide by saporification

with tcaustic potash. It is a viscid liquid,

boiling at 192°. By rapid oxidation it is con-
verted into oxalic acid, but by dilute nitric

aeid into glycollic and glyoxylic acids.

3. Tsobutene Glycol: |^>C(On)-CH«XOH),
or dimethyl glycol. It is prepared by heat-
ing isobutene Wwsaotte for several days with
potassium carnonate. It boils at 178°. Oxi-
dised by potassium permanganate into car-

bonic and acetic acid.

bu'-te-o, $. [Lat. butco m a buzzard.]

Ornith, : A genus of raptorial birds, the
typical one of the sub-family Buteoninae.
There are two British species, Butoofuscus, the
Brown or Common Buzzard, and B. lagopus,
the Rough-legged Buzzard. [Buzzakd.]

bu -te-6-ni -use, *. pi. [From Lat. butco = a
buzzard, and f. pL sufT. 'inoe.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Falconidffi, con-
taining the Buzzards. It is placed near the
Aquflinae (Eagles), and has a remote atlinity

to the Vulturidse (Vultures). [Buzzard.]

bu te -6 nine, a. [Buteonin^e.] Pertaining
to, or resembling the Buzzards.

* buth, * buthe, 1, 2, and 3 pert, pi pr.

indie, of v. [Ben.] Are.
*' Ne buth here in this bonr but our selue tweyne."

William, of Pulerne. 4,447.

bftl* boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin,
-•*•», -tUtn = shan. -tlon, -sion -shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, tions,

"[*! K thay two ne buth noght bolde I agbea me 10
nghte on stoure

"

sir Perumbrae (ed. Herrtage), p. 4, 1. 100.

" buths-carlo, s. pL [A.S. butse-carl m a
sailor.]

0. Law : Mari»ers, seamen. (Selden : Mare
Clausum, 184.) (Wharton.)

butler, * but-tel-ar, * bu -tel-er,
* bot'-tel-er, * bot'-ll-er, * b*t -dl-er,
* b8t'-ler, s. [Fr. bouteiller ; Norm. Fr.
butuilier ; Prov. boteillier ; Sp. botUlero ; Its!
bottigliere ; Low Lat. buticularius. From Fr.

boutoille; Norm. Fr. butuiUe = a bottle.]

[Bottle.]
* 1. A cup-bearer.

"This buteler Joseph sone for-gat"
Story of Gen. * Exod.. 2,032.

"Botlere {bottler, P.L IHncema, promut, propi
fiator. acaticulis, Catb. —Prompt. Part.

"And thou shalt deliver Pharaoh's cup into his
hand, after the former manner when thou wail his
butler.'—Gen. xl. 13.

2. An officer who had charge of the wine
for the royal tables, and certain duties con-
nected with the import of wine. [Butler-
aqe.]

3. The head male servant of a household,
who has charge of the plate, wines, Sic.

" This letter, notwithstanding the poor butler's
manner of writing it."—Spectator.

*but'-ler-age (age as Ig), «. [Eng. butler, and
Run", -age.] An ancient hereditary duty belong-
ing to the crown. It was the right of taking
two tuns of wine from every ship importing
twenty tuns or more into England. This right,

which is mentioned in the great roll of the Ex-
chequer in 8 Richard I., was commuted under
Edward I. for a duty of two shillings on every
tun imported by merchant strangers. The
proceeds were given to the king's butler,

whence the name butlerage. It was called

also prisage of wines. (Blackstone : Comment.

,

bk. I., ch. 8.)

"Those ordinary finances are casual or uncertain,
as be the escheats, the customs, butlerage. and im-
post."—Bacon.

but lcr -ship, * but -tel-lar-shyppo, s.

[Eng. butler, and sun*, -ship.] The office or
functions of a butler.

"... and restored the chiefe buttelar vnto hys
buttelarthypp*."—Bible (Ibbl), Gon.xi.
" And he restored the chief butler unto hU butler-

thlp again ; and he gave the cup Into Ph&iaoh s hand."
—Gen. xl. 2L

but'-ment, s. [Contr. from Eng. abutment
(q.v.)-]

Architecture

:

1. The buttress of an arch ; the supporter,
i.e., the part which joins it to the upright
pier. [Abutment.]

2. The mass of stonework at the extremities
of a bridge to give lateral support to ite

arches, or support to the ends of the beams
if the bridge be a wooden one.

butment cheek, s.

Carp. : The part of a mortised timber sur-

rounding the mortise, and against which the
shoulders of the tenon bear.

bu-to^ma'-c£-», s. pi [From Mod. Lat.
butomus (q.v.), and fern. pL suff. -acem.]

Bot. : Butomads, an order of plants placed by
Dr. Lindley under his seventeenth or Alisinal

alliance. The sepals are three, generally herb-
aceous. The petals are three, coloured, and
petaloid, being generally purple or yellow.

The flowers are in umbels. There are three,

six, or more ovaries distinct, or united into a
single mass. The seeds are numerous and
minute. The leaves, which are very cellular,

have parallel veins, and often a milky juice.

The species are found in marshes in Europe
and in tropical America. In 1845 Dr. Lindley
estimated their number at seven, in four

genera.

bu'-tdm-ads, *. pi. [From Mod, Lat. butomus

(q.v.), and Eng. pi. sufT. -ads.)

Bot. : Lindley's name for the order Buto-
macese (q.v.).

bu tom-un, s. [In Fr. butome. ; Sp. & Ital.

butomo ; Gr. povrou.oc (boutomos)
;

&o(tqu.ov

(boutomon) ; from /3ov« (bous) = an ox, and
rep-vot (temnS) = to cut. 8o called because the

sharp leaves cut the mouths of oxen which
feed upon them.]

as; expect. Xenoyhon, exist, -iug.

sious = anus. -ble. -die, &c. = bol, del.
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Bot. : Flowering-rush, formerly called also

Water-gladiole, or Grassy-rush. A genus of

plants, the typical one of the order Buto-
macese. It has nine stamens, a very unusual

number, and six capsules. BiUomtu umbel-

lafrts, or Common Flowering-rush, is wild in

ditches and ponds in England and Ireland.

It is a highly ornamental plant, with the

leaves, which are all radical, two or three feet

long, and an umbel of many rose-coloured

flowers.

butt (1), biit, ». A a. [Ft. bout ; O. Fr. bot =
an end.]

A. As substantive :

L Ord. Lang. : The end, the furtheet limit

of anything.

II. Technically:

X, Tools, weapons, <fcc.

:

(1) Gen. : The hinder, larger, or blunter

end of an object ; as of a gun, a connecting-

rod, a crow-bar, Ac.

(2) Spec. : The shoulder-end of a gun-stock

covered with a heel-plate.

2. Tanning, <£c.

:

(1) The thick part of an ox-hide.

(2) PL (butts): Those parts of the tanned
hides of horses which are under the crupper.

(Jamieson.)

B. As adjective : (See the compound.)

butt-end, s, [IJct-f-nd. ]

butt (2), s. in compos. [From butt (1), v. m to

abut ] An abuttal.

•J Butts and bounds: The abuttals and
boundaries of land. (Holloway.

)

"But or bertel of bysselle (bersell, P.) Mftta."—
Prompt. Par*.

1. Joinery, dtc.

:

(1) The end of a connecting-rod against

which the boxing is attached by the strap,

cotter, and gib.

(2) The end of an object where it comes
squarely against another.

(3) A joint where the ends of two objects

eome squarely together without scarfing or

chamfering.

2. Shipbuilding : The meeting-joint of two
planks in a strake. The joint between two
strakes is a seam.

3. Door-hinges: A form of door-hinge which
screws to the edge of a door, and butts against

the casing instead of extending along the face

of a door, like the strap-hinge. It consists of

two oblong plates, one edge of each of which

is dentated to fit its fellow, a pintle traversing

each interlocking portion to form a joint.

[Bott-hinoe.J

4. Fire-engines : The standing portion of a
half-coupling at the end of a hose.

butt chain, -

Saddlery : A short chain which reaches from
the leather-tug to the single-tree, to each of

which it is hooked.

butt-hinge, but-hlnge, s. A hinge
formed of two plates and interlocking pro-

jecting pieces which are connected by a
pintle.

butt-bowel, -

.

Coopering : A howeling-adze used by coopers.

butt-joint, s.

Carp. : A joint in which the pieces come
square against each other, endwise. In iron-

work the parts are welded, and the term is

used in contradistinction to a lap-joint or weld.

butt-weld, *.

Forging: A weld in which the edges are

square-butted and jammed against each other,

and then welded ; a jump-weld.

butt (3), s. k a. [From Fr. but = a butt, a

mark, aim, a laughing-stock ; butte = a hillock,

a mark, a mound of earth, point, aim, goal,

butt]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

X. A place or person aimed at

(1) Lit. : A place on which a mark is placed

to be shot at , a target. [II., 1.]

If Often in the plural, referring to a line of

marks to be aimed at rather than a single one.

" But chief, beside the butts, there stand
Bold Robin Hood and all hts band."

Scott : Lad* of the Lake, T. CL

H A butt's length : The distance at which the

butt is from the person aiming at it

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) A place which one aims at reaching.
" Hen It my Journey** end, here is my butt.

The very sea-mark, of my utmost sail"
Shakesp.: Othello, ».l

(6) A person or persons viewed as an object

for angry attack, or for ridicule.

"The papUU were the most common-place, and the
butt againit whom sill the arrows were directed."—
Clarendon.
" Finds thee, at bast, the butt to crack his Joke on."

Pop* ; Satin, 1,7*0.

2. Ground appropriated for practising

archery. {Scotch.)

3. A piece of ground which in ploughing
does not form a proper ridge, but is excluded
at an angle ; a piece of land in any way dis-

joined from the rest (Scotch.

)

"And that other rlgg or butt of land of the same
lyand in the meld called the Oallowbank. or the taill

or south end thereof."—Act Chat. II. led. 1814). Till. 296.

% Hence a small piece of land is sometimes
called the butts. (Jamieson.)

IL Technically:

Rifle and Artillery Practice :

1, A target.

2. A wooden structure, consisting of several

thicknesses of boards, separated by small in-

tervals, for the purpose of ascertaining the
depth of penetration of bullets.

& A frame of iron and wood, representing a
large section of armour-plating, and moored in

position for determining the destructive power
of shot, shell, and given charges of powder.

4. A mound of earth to receive the bullets

in the proof of gun-barrels. (Knight.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds.)

* butt-shaft, * but shaft, s. A kind
of arrow, used for shooting at butts ; formed
without a barb, so as to stick into the butts,

and yet be easily extracted. (-Yam.)
" The very pin of his heart cleft with the blind bow-

boy's butt-shaft,"—Shake*p. ; Bom. k Jul., li. 4.

"Cupid's butt-shaft is too hard for Hercules' club."

—Shakesp. : Love't Labour Lost, L S.

butt (4),*. [From butt (l\ v.= to strike as a ram
does ; Fr. botte — a blow in fencing with a foil

or sword; Sp. & Port, bote = athrust, a blow,

a rebound ; Ital. botta, lotto = a blow, a
stroke.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or operation of aiming a blow.

2. A blow giveu by a ram, or other animal,

with its forehead.

* IX Fencing : A stroke given in fencing.
" If disputes arise

Among the champions for the prise.

To prove who gave the fairer butt,

John shewi the chalk on Robert's coat"
Prior.

butt (5), s. [Fr. botte m a boot, a vessel, a butt

;

O. Fr. bout, bous, bjouz; Sp. bota = a leather

bottle, a butt, a boot ; Ital. botte = a cask, a

vessel, a boot.] [Boot,*.]

1. Of wine: A cask containing 126 gallons.

"... be, being adjudged for a traitor, was privily
drowned in a butt of malmsey."—Pox ; A cti and Monu-
ments (ed. Oattley), vol. Hi. p. 7S5.

2. Of beer: A vessel containing 108 gallons.

3. Of currants : A vessel containing from 15

to22cwt

butt (6), * butt©, * but, s. [In 8w. butta =
a turbot ; Dut. lot ; and Ger. biitt, butte m a

flounder.]

1. (Of the form but) : A peeten, a scallop-

shell (?).

" But, fysche. Peeten.'—Prompt. Arm
* 2, (Ofthe form butte) : A turbot (T). (Hav-

lok the Dane, 759.) (Herbert Coleridge.)

3. {Of the form butt) : A name given at Yar-

mouth to the flounder {Platessa flesus). (The
term is of northern origin.

)

butt (1), * button, * button, v.i. & ft.

[Norm, Ft. outer; O. Fr. 6oter = to push, to

strike ; Sp. botar — to rebound ; Port, botar

= to throw ; Ital buttare = to throw. ]

A. Jntrans. : To strike against with the fore-

head, as a ram or a bull does.
" For bigge Bulles of Basatt brace hem about.
That with theyr homes butten the more itoute."

Spenser : Shop. CaL, ix.

" He seeks the fight ; and, idly butting, feigns

His rival gor'd in every knotty trunk."
Thomson: TheBeasom: Spring.

B. Trans. : To strike with the forehead, as

a ram ; to drive. (Lit. kfig.)

" Come, leave your tears ; a brief farewell :—tk» kaflS*

With many heads butts me away."
Shakesp. I Coriolanus. It. 1,

butt (2), v.i. [Contracted from abut, v. (q.v.JJ
To abut, to join at the extremity (« at taw

side, to be as a boundary to.

" And Bornsdale then doth butt on Dons watt*

watered land." Drafts*.

but'-tSd, pa. par. [Bur(l), v.t]

but'-ted, a. [From but (2), v.]

but'-t«r(l), *but'-tere, *but'-tire, •but-
ture, * but'-tfr, * but'-ere, * bot-
uro, * bot ere, * bot^rr, «. A a. [A.8.

butere, butyre f butera; Fries, butere ; Dut
boter; Ger. butter; Fr. beurre; Prov. fruirc,

boder; Ital. burro; Lat. butyrum, butyron,

buturium ; Gr. 0ovTvpoc (bouturos) = (1) butter,

(2) a kind of salve ; fiovs (bous) = an ox, bul-

lock, or cow, and rupik (twof) = cheese.;

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. :

(1) In the same sense as II. 1 (q.v.).

" Boture {botyr, K-K Butirum.'—Prompt. Pas*.

(2) The butter of Scripture : In most cases

curdled or inspissated milk.
"And he took butter, and milk, and the oalf whkh

he had dressed, and set it before them ..." — Hon.

xvili. a
2. Fig. : A substance resembling butter in

consistency! or in any other obvious quality.

[II. 2.]

IL Technically:

1. Dairy-work, Comm. . rfc : The fatty portion

of milk or cream solidified by churning. In

the making of butter, the cream is collected

from time to time and kept in covered jars.

When a sufficient quantity of cream has

been obtained, it is transferred to a chum, or

other suitable apparatus, and kept constantly

agitated, until the butter forms. In order to

preserve the flavour and colour, it is important

that the agitation should be as regular as

possible, and that the temperature in the

churn should never exceed 64* Fahr. As soon

as the churning is finished, the butter is

thoroughly washed with cold water to free it

from the adhering butter-milk, and a small

quantity of salt, not exceeding 2 per cent.,

is worked into it
Pure butter should consist entirely of milk

fat, with a small and variable quantity of

water ; but in the process of manufacture it

is found impossible to exclude altogether the

other constituents of the milk. We find,

therefore, in genuine butter, from 0.8 to 2.0

per cent, of casein, or curd, and a trace of

milk sugar. The "fat" of butter consists of

the glycerides of the insoluble fatty acids—

stearic, palmitic, and oleic—in combination

with from 5 to 7 per cent, of the glycerides of

the soluble or volatile fatty acids, principally

butyric. The characteristic taste and smell of

butter are chiefly due to the presence of these

volatile acids.

For many years it was held by chemists of

considerable repute that milk fat was similar

in every respect to pure beef and mutton fat«,

and that there were no means of detecting

foreign fat, when added to butter. This diffi-

culty is now overcome, and detection of such

adulterations can be easily made.
Butter making in the United States has

of recent years been largely performed In

creameries, or butter factories, each of which

uses the material supplied by a considerable

number of farms. These were instituted to

overcome the difficulty of obtaining good resultt

in small establishments, and their results have

been excellent. By employing the co-operative

principle farmers are enabled to employ the

best trained and most skillful operators, and to

introduce the best machinery and other appli-

ances, the purpose being to keep the product

up to a uniformly high staudard, the output

of a well-conducted creamery, when once well

known, securing a price above that of ordinary

farm-made butter. Another part of the work

of many of the creameries is the conversion

of skim milk into cheese, some pure oil being

first added to make up for the loss of the butter

fat Of late years the American creamery

system has been introduced into Britain and

Ireland, with a considerable improvement in

the quality of the butter produced. Centrif-

ugal separators are used, as in America, to

remove the cream from the milk as soon as

possible, the skim milk being sold while etui

sweet and fresh.

, f&t, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolx, work, who, adn; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

;
pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, p*.

Syrian, se, os - e. ey= a. qu = atw.
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Butter is an article of food very frequently

adulterated, the chief adulterants being water,

curd, and prepared animal fats. The quantity

of water m butter should never exceed 15

per cent In some cases as much as 30 per

cent, has been found. Curd is used in some
parts of Ireland to increase the bulk and
weight of the butter ; any excess above 4 per

cent, should be considered an adulteration.

Animal fats, as the fat of beef, mutton, and
pork, are prepared on a large scale, and
extensively sold and eaten under the names of

"butterine," " oleo-margarine," Ac. These

ire frequently added to butter to the extent of

from 50 to 70 per cent. [Butterine.] So long

as the fats used are pure and good, and the pur-

chasers know that they are not buying butter,

but a mixture of butter and fat, there can be

no objection to its sale ; but when thismixture

Is sold as genuine butter, at a genuine butter

price, the seller renders himself justly liable

to the heaviest penalties. An excessive

quantity of common salt is sometimes added
to butter for the purpose of causing it to absorb

and hold more water. Fresh butter should not

contain more than 2 per cent, of salt, whilst

alt butter should never exceed 6 per cent,

2. Botany

:

Butter and eggs : Several plant*, the flowers

of which are of two shades of yellow ; spec.,

0) Narcissus pseudonarcissus ; (2) N. incom-

Srabilis ; (3) N. biflorus ; (4) N. poeticus; (5)

e double-flowered variety of N. aurantius ;

and (6) Linaria vulgaris, with other plants

of which the name butter and eggs is known
only locally. (Britten <£ Holland!)

3, Vegetable Chem. : A name given to certain

concrete fat oils, which continue of a buty-

raceous consistence at ordinary temperatures.

(1) Butter <r Tallow : A greasy juice found

to various parts of the butter and tallow tree,

but specially in the fruit.

*I Butter and TalloV! Tree : The PcrUadesma
butyracea, a Sierra Leone tree belonging to the

order Clusiaceae, or Guttifers. It has large

handsome flowers, and opposite coriaceous

leaves with parallel veins. [(1).]

(2) Butter of Cacao : A concrete oil, obtained

from the seeds of Theobroma cacao.

(3) Butter of Canara : A solid oil, obtained

from the fruits of Vateria indica, and called

Piney-tallow.

•1. InorganicChem.: Old names for various

chemical compounds, specially for chlorids.

They were so-called from their soft butyra-

ceous consistence.

f (1) Butter of Antimony : Sesquichloride of

antimony, terchloride of antimony. [Anti-

monv .]

(2) Butter of Arsenic: Sesquichloride of

arsenic.

(3) Butter of Bismuth : Chloride of bismuth.

(4) Butter of Sulphur : Precipitated sulphur.

(5) Butter of Tin : Sublimated muriate of tin,

protochloride of tin.

(6) Butter of Zinc : Chloride of zinc.

B, As adjective : (See the compounds.)

butter-bird, s. A name given in Jamaica
to the Bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus).

butter-boat, s. A small vessel for hold-,

tng melted butter at table.
" Nae doubt it was for tear of the soup, and the

hutter-boatl, aud the like."—Score : St. Ronan, eh. xxii

butter-bur, s. [So called because the
country housewives used to wrap their butter
in the large leaves of these plants.] The
English name of Petasites, a genus of Compo-
sites. The Common Butter-bur (Petasites vul-

Siris) is a rank weed growing commonly in

ritain in wet meadows and by roadsides.

The root creeps to a distance. The pale
flowers, which appear before the leaves, are
attractive to bees. The leaves are very large.

butter-dock, butter dock, s. A
plant, Rumex obtusifolius.

butter-fish, s. [So called from a copious
mucous secretion on its skin.]

Ichthyol. : The Spotted Gunnel (Murcenoidts
guttatus).

butter jags, s. pi. Two plants, (1) Lotus

corniculaivs, (2) Medicago falcata.

butter-mould, s.

Husbandry : An implement by which pats
of butter of a given size are shaped and printed
for market (Knight.)

butter-print, s. A piece of carved wood,
nsed to mark butter. It is called also a

Butter-stamp.

butter scotch, «. A sort of oleaginous

taffy.

butter-stamp, s. The same as Butter-
print (q.v.).

butter- tongs, s. An implement for cut-

ting and transferring pieces of butter.

t butter-tooth, >. An incisor tooth

butter-tree, >.

Bot. : A name given to several trees belong-

ing to the order Sapotacese.

1. Indian Butter-tree (Bassia butyracea). It

is called also the Phulwara. It is a native of

Nepaul and the Almorah hills. A white fatty

substance is pressed from its seeds. It can

be burnt, makes good soap, and is used to

adulterate ghee, to dress the hair, and as an
application in rheumatism. The juice of the

flowers furnishes a kind of sugar.

2. The African Batter-tree, or Shea-tree

(Bassia Parkii). It produces the galam-butter

mentioned by Mungo Park. The "butter"
is a white fatty substance extracted from the

seeds by boiling them in water. It is an im-

portant article of commerce at Sierra Leone.

buttonworker. a.

Agric : An implement for pressing and
rolling butter to free it of the buttermilk. It

may be a fluted roller working in a bowl or on
a board, or a conical roller on a slanting

board, which permits the buttermilk to run
off. (Knight.)

*but'-ter(2),s. [Bittern.] (Scotch.) (Jamie-

sou.)

butter-bump, <. The bittern. (Johnson.)

but'-ter (3), s. [Butt.i;.]

Wood-working : A machine for sawing off

the ends of boards, to render them square and
to remove faulty portions.

but'-ter, vX [From Eng. butter, s. (q.v.). In

Ger. buttern ; Fr. beurrer.)

L Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : To spread with butter.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) With " bread " for the object : To make
any thing in one's lot more palatable.

•J To butter both sides of one's bread : To
attempt to obtain advantages from more side3

than one.
" Upon all topics I 'twas, besides, his bread.
Of which he butter d both sides ; 'twould delay."

Byron : The Vision oj Judgment, 96.

(2) With a person for the object : To flatter,

to coax. (Vulgar.)

• XL Gaming : To increase the stakes every
throw or every game. (.4 cant term.) (John-

ton.) [Buttering.]

• but'-ter-aced, a. [Buttressed.]
" Imbattalled, vaulted, and charerooled. sufficiently

butteraoed, . .
. "—A Journey through England (172s).

(BaUitoett : Contrib. to Lexieog.)

biit'-ter-cup, but'-ter-cups, «. [Eng.

butter; cup.) [Butterflower.] A name
given to the Ranunculus genus, and specially

to Ranunculus acris, R. bulbosus, R. repens,

R. Ficaria, and R. auricomus. (Britten cfr

Holland, etc.)

Water Buttercup: Two plants, (1) Ranun-
culus aguatilis, (2) Caltha paluslris.

but -tor flip, s. [Second element doubtful.]

A local name for the Avocet (q.v.).

but'-ter-floTs'-er, s. [Eng. butter ; flower.

So called, apparently, because the common
people thought that the yellow colour of butter

arose from the cattle eatingthese plants,which
they never do. (Curtis.)]

1. Gen. : Thesame as buttercup ; the popular
English name of the plants belonging to the

genus Ranunculus.

2 Specially:

(1) One of the names popularly given to a
plant, the Ranunculus bulbosus, or Bulbous
Crow-foot It is called also Buttercups,
King's-cups, and, by Shakespeare, Cuckoo-buds
of yellow hue. It flowers In May, and may,
without digging for its root, be accurately

identified by observing that the segments of

its calyx are reflexed, whereas in R. repens,

often confounded with it, they are tolerably

erect.
" The watered meadows are yellow with butter-

fiowere"—Aubrey : Jtai. Biet. of Wilis. {Britten 4
BoUand,)

(2) Ranunculus acris.

(3) R. repens.

(4) R. Ficaria.

(5) R. auricomus.

Great Butterflower : A ranunculaceous plant
(Caltha palustris).

but'-ter-fly, *but'-ter-fiie, •bot-ur-llye,
s. & a. [Eng. butter ; fly ; A.S. buter-flege

(Somner) ; buttor-fleoge ; Dut. boter-vliege

(Skeat) ; Ger. butterfiege. Why so called is

not certain. It may be from appearing at the
beginning of the season for butter, or because

some species are yellow, or because the drop-

pings of some are butter-like.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit : In the same sense as II.

2. Fig. : A person who is dressed attrac-

tively, but is shallow in Intellect and of no
perceptible use to society.

" The fops are painted butter/Uu."
Pope : To Moore, the Worm Doctor, IT.

H Entom. : The English name for any species

of the Diurnal Lepidoptera, or Rhopalocera.

The antennae end in a club ; the wings in re-

pose are generally quite upright, and there are

no bristles on the hinder pair. They fly by
day, whilst their allies the Hawk-moths do so

by twilight, and the Moths by night Before

coining to the perfect state they exist first as

the caterpillar, and afterwards in the chrysalis

state. Butterflies exist in all climates except

those marked by extreme cold ; the tropical

species are, however, most numerous, besides

being the largest in size and, as a rule, the

brightest in colouring. The Butterflies, or

Diurnal Lepidoptera, are divided into four

families : Papilionidse, Nymphalidas, Lycseni-

dae, and Hesperidae (q.v.).

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

butterfly-cock, s. A valve having two

semicircular wings pivoted on a central cross-

bar. A butterfly-valve.

butterfly -fish, s. [Named from the

colour.] A name for a flsh, the Ocellated

Blenny (Blennius ocellaris). It has the dorsal

fin bilobate. Its anterior lobe is elevated

and marked with a round and black spot, sur-

rounded with 'a white circle and a black one.

It is found in our seas.

butterfly-net, ». A net of very fro

gauze, attached to a handle, and used by ento-

mologists for capturing butterflies, moths, 4c.

butterfly-nut, s.

Mach. : A nut having two wings attached,

so that it may be easily turned by hand.

butterfly-orchis, s.

Bot. : A common book-name for two varie.

ties of orchis, viz. (1) Habenaria chlorantha;

(2) Habenaria bifolia.

butterfly-plant, s.

Botany

:

1. The name of an Orchid (Oncidium papilla)
brought from Trinidad. It is so called because

its large yellow and red blossoms, poised on
slender footstalks so as to vibrate with every

breath ofwind that blows, resemble butterflies

hovering on the wing.

2 The Indian Butterfly Plant, PhalcmopsU

amabilU of Lindley, not of Blume, is another

Orchid. It is a very beautiful epiphyte.

butterfly-shaped, o.

Bot. : Somewhat resembling the aspect ol

butterfly on the wing. Used especially of the.

corolla, in what have been called, from tha

same circumstance, papilionaceous flowers.

[Papilionaceous.]

butterfly-shell, a Any shell of tk»

genus Voluta.

butterfly-valve, ». A double clack-

valve, each leaf of which is hinged to a bar

crossing the passage-way. There are butterfly

pump-valves and butterfly throttle-valves.

butterfly-weed, s. A plant (Asclepias

tuberosa).

biit'-ter-ine, s. [From Eng. butter, and suff.

-inc.) A substance prepared In invitation of

b€H, btSy; ptfitt, J<flfl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, e*lst. P»
i

- 1

-«ian, tian = shan. -tion. -slon = shun ; -flon, slon = shun, -clous, -tions, -sious = shits, -bio, -die. &- = *•*, «•»
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batter from animal or vegetable fats. The
fat is first freed from all impurities, and by
heat converted into olein. The olein is then
transferred to a churn containing a small
quantity of milk* and churned into butterine.
Lastly, it is coloured, in imitation of butter.
Freshly prepared, it is sweet and palatable,
and when spread on bread or cold toast, is

but slightly inferior to a fair quality batter.
Butterine is imported into this country under
various names, "Oleomargarine," "Oleine
butter/* "Normandy Oleine butter," &c. It

is frequently used to adulterate butter.
[Margarine.*]

**.
. . there was a manufactory for 'but! trine,'

which no sooner got into the shot* than it lost the
:

u»j.
'—Mr- a. 0. Bartlett, in Tun**.

but-ter-ing (Eng.), bat'-tOT-in* (Scoteli),

pr. par. A «. [Butter, v.]

A. As present participle : (See the verb.)
" It is a fine simile in one of Mr. Congrcve's pro-

logues, which compares a writer to a buttering game-
ster, that stakes all his winning upon one cast: so
that if he loses the last throw he u sure to be uudoue."
—Addison.

B, As substantive : Flattery. (Scotch.)

bttt'-ter-Is, s. [From Fr. bcutoir = SL tool
used by curriers and farriers ; Fror. bonte-

Farriery : A knife with a bent shank, used
by blacksmiths to pare the hoofs of horses.
It has a blade like a chisel, and is operated by
a thrust movement, the handle resting against
the shoulder.

but -ter-man, s, [Eng. butter; man.} A
man who sells butter.

but -ter-mTlk, a. [Eng. butter; milk. In
Ger. buttermilch.] That part of the milk
which remains when the butter is extracted.

" A young laan, fallen into an nl
devoted himself to buttermilk."—Harvey.

buttermilk ore,*.
Min. : Dana's rendering of the German term

Buttcrm.ilc.herz, a mineral, the same as Cerar-
gyrite (q.v.).

butter-nut, s. [Eng. butter; nut.) The
English name of a North American tree, called
also the Oil-nut and the White Walnut. It is

the Juglans cinerea. It has oblong, lanceolate,
serrate leaflets, downy beneath. The petioles
are viscid and the fruit oblong ovate. It
grows to the height of thirty feet The North
American Indians use the nuts as cathartics.

butter-weed, t. [Eng. butter; weed.} A
composite plant, Erigeron canadensis.

but -ter-wife, s. [Eng. butter; wife.] A
woman who sells butter. [Butterwoman.]

"DWars of the queens and the said duchess's kindred
and servants, and a buttervrife, were indicted of mis-
prision of treason, . . ."—Id. Herbert; Bit. «/ £.
lien. VUU P- 47a.

* but -ter-w6m-an, $. [Eng. butter; woman.]
A woman who selfs butter. [Buttebwifb. ]

" Tongue, I must put you Into a butter-woman's
month, . .

."—Shaketp. I All's Well, It. i.

but'-ter-wort, *. [From Eng. butter, A.8.
butere, and A.S. wyrt = wort, an herb, a
plant The leaves coagulate milk, like rennet.]

Botany

:

L Sing, : The English name of Pingulcula, a
genus of plants constituting the typical one
of the order Lentibulariacese (Botterworts).
The Common Butterwort has the leaves,
which ore thick and greasy to the touch, all

radical. The flowers are in single-flowered
scapes, purple in colour, with a spur. The
capsule is one-celled. Common in Scotland,
less so in England. There are three other
British species of the genus, the Large-flowered
(Pinguieula grandijlora), the Alpine (P.
alpina), and the Pale (P. lusitanicu). The
alpine one has yellowish flowers.

2. Plur. : Lindley*s name for the order Len-
tibulariacese. The type is Pinguieula. [See 1.]

but -ter-y, a. & s. [Eng. butter; -y.]

Am As adjective

:

1. Having the appearance of butter.

2. Possessing the qualities of butter.

"Nothing more convertible into hot choleriok hu-
mours than its buttery parts."—Barney-

B. As substantive

;

1. A room in which butter, milk, ftc, are
kept ; a pantry.

2. The room In which provisions are kept
(Now chiefly at colleges, iu the universities.)

Scott : The Lay of the last Mimtrel, vi. 8.

but -ting, * but-fcinge, pr. wr. & «. [Butt,
v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As subst. : The act of striking.
" Butting* with sharps speres."—Bavtlok, 3.SSX

butting-Joint, s.

Carp. ; The same as butt-joint (q.v.;.

butting-machine, i.

Machinery : A machine having planing-
cutters on the face of a disc-wheel, and used
for smoothing, cornering, or rounding the ends
ofjoists or small timbers used in the frames of
agricultural implements, etc. The stuff Is laid
alongside the fence or gage, and is fed up end-
wise to the cutter. {Knight.)

butting-ring, s>

Vehicles ; A collar on the axle against which
the hub butts, and which limits the inward
movement of the wheel, as the linen-pin or
axle-nut does the outward.

butting-aaw, s. A cross-cut saw at-

tached to a stock at one end, and used for
butting logs on the carriage of a saw-mill.

* butt-neT-I-a, *. [Byttnerta.]

*butt-ner-i-*V-c<5-8B,*.p". [BvrTiraRiACE^.]

but -tick, • but- 1ocke, • but^tok, * bttt-
toke, * bot-tok, bot-ok, s. A a, [From
Eng. butt (1), s., and dimin. suff. -ack.\

A. As substantive

;

1. Ord. Lang, {generally in the pi. buttocks):
The rump, the protuberant part behind.

The tail of a fox was never made for the buttodkt of
an apa."—

£'
Estrange; Fables.

% Shipbuilding : The rounded-in, over-
hanging part on each side and in front of the
rudder ; terminating beneath by merging into
the run.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds.)

buttock-lines,*. pZ. The curves shown by
a vertical longitudinal section of the after-part
of a ship's hull, parallel to the keel. A similar
section forward exhibits the bow-lines, and a.

continuous section through the whole length
of the ship the buttock and bow-lines.

* buttock-mall, s. A fine imposed on
any one convicted of fornication, in lieu of his
sitting on the stool of repentance. (Scotch.

)

"... yer butock-maU, and yer stool of repentance.*—Scott: Waverley, ch. xxx.

but -tocked, * biit'-tockt, a. TOng. but-
tock; -ed.]

In compos. ; Having buttocks of a particular
type.

*'. ..sharprusnpedanepiii&urfo^toalso."—Holland:
PHnie, xxix. a

but'-ton, * bot-hum, * bot-on, * bot vn,
* bot-wyn, • bot-wn, * bot-un, *. & a.

[From Fr. bouton = a bud, a button (Littre)

Norm. Fr., Prov. k Sp. baton; Port, botdo
Ital. bottone. Cf. GaeL (from Eng.) putan
Wei. bottom. From Fr. bouter = to put forth.
to thrust.

1

A. As substantive

:

t L A bud, spec, a small bud. ,

"The canker galls the infants of the spring
Too oft before their buvont be disclosed

Shaketp. : Bamlet, i . a
•* Fair from its humble bed I reared this flow'r.

Suckled, and cheer'd with air, and sun, and show r

;

Soft on the paper raff its leaves I spread,
Bright with the gilded button tipt its head."

Pope ; /iunaid, iv. 4M.

2. A knob or protuberance fastened to an-
other body.

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.
" We fastened to the marble certain wires, and a

button.' '—Boyle.

(2)Specially:

(a) A knob on a cap. (Lit. &jig.) (In the
case of Chinese mandarins rank is denoted by
the material of which the button is composed.)

" On fortune's cap we are not the very button."—
Shaketp. : Bamlet, ii. 2.

(o) A catch to fasten the dress. It fits into
a bntton-hole. [II., 1.]

••Botumibotvn. P.) Boto, fibula, nodulsu.'—Prompt.

** Fray you, undo tMi button."
Shaketp. ; King Lear, r. S.

(e) The unexpanded head of a mushroom.

•J Not worth a button ; Not of any value.

" And once but taste of the Welse mutton,
Your Euglis aheeps n-jf worth a button.'

WUt't sYecreations, 1«K
t 3. A name for the sea-urchin (Echinus).

IX Technically:

1. Button-manufacture : A small circular
disk or knob of mother-of-pearl, horn,
metal, or other material, with a shank for
attachment to an object, and made to fit

into a hole formed in another one for its

reception, the two fastening the objects to-

gether. Its chief use is to unite portions of
a dress together. The ancient method of fast-

ening dresses was by means of pins, brooches,
buckles, and tie-strings. Buttons of brass are
found on dresses of the 16th century. The
metallic button manufacture of England arose
in 1670, and in 1687 became located specially
in Birmingham. Gilt buttons were first made
In 1768, and others of papier maehe in 1778.

2. Carpentry, &*c :

(1) A small piece of wood or metal, swivelled
by a screw through the middle, and used as a
fastening for a door or gate.

(2) A knob on a sliding bolt.

3. Metallurgy : A globule of metal remaining
in the cupel after fusion.

4. Harness. The button of the reins or bridle

:

A leathern ring with the reins passed through
which runs along the length of the reins.

5. Music:

(1) Of an organ: A small round piece of
leather which, when screwed on the tapped
wire of a tracker, prevents it from jumping
out of place. (Stainer & Barrett.)

(2) Of am accordion: Oue of the keys of the
first-made accordions. (Stainer dt Barrett.)

B, As adj. : (Seethe subjoined compounds.)

button -ana -loop, * button and
loop, s.

Naut. : A short piece of rope, having at one
end a walnut knoD crowned, and at the other

end an eye. It is used as a becket to con tine

ropes in. (Oyilvie.)

button-blank, s. A circular blank cut
out of any material and designed to be fabri-

cated into a button.

button-brace, s. A tool for making
buttons. The handle is like the common
brace ; the bit has cutters, but no router, and
removes a circular blank or planchet of bone,

pearl, wood, or whatever the material may be ;

an annular bit operating like a crown-saw or

trephine. (Knight.)

button-bung, s. [From Eng. button, and
bung = a cant term for a pocket or purse.] A
stealer of buttons. (An Age for Apes.)

* button-bur, ». A plant—Xavlhium
Strumarium, (Johnson ; Mercurius Botanicus.)

button-bush, s. The Cephalanthus occi-

dentalis, a plant belonging to the order Cin-

chonacee (Cinchonads). It is a bushy shrub,

with leaves either simply opposite or in whorls
of three, and yellowish-white flowers in glob-

ular heads.

button-flower, s. The English name of

Gomphia, a genus of plants belonging to the

order Ochnacese (Ochnads). It has very beau-

tiful flowers, with serrated, shining leaves ami
long spikes of brilliant yellow flowers. Two
species have been introduced from Jamaica-

button-hold, v.t. To hold by the button,

so as to detain ; hence to detain (a person

against his will) in conversation.

button-holder, s. One who detains

another in conversation against his will.

bntton-hole, s. [Buttonhole.]

buttonhook, s. A hook for grasping a

button below the head, In order to draw It

through the button-hole and fasten it.

button-key, s. A spring loop, the free

ends of which, being passed through the

shank of a button, expand so as to hold the

loop in position and keep the button in place.

A piece of coiled wire, making two or more

turns, is also used for this pur$>ose. It is

called also a button-fastener.

button-lathe, s. A machine for cutting

round discs from plates of horn, boue, ivory.

wood, mother-of-pearl, &c.

button-loom, s.

Weaving : A loom for weaving button-blank

coverings.

fate, tat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sure, sir, marine ;
go, pttt,

or. ware, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, oe, ce - e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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'button-mould, l A disk of bone, wood,
or metal, to be covered with fabric to form a

button.

button-riveting, a. Riveting, or de-

iigned to rivet, a button.

Button-riveting machine: A tool for fast-

ening buttons to garments by swagging down
on the back of the washer the end of the rivet

which forms the shank of the button.

button-tool, s. A tool for cutting out
buttons or circular blanks for them.

button-tree, s.

Bot. : The English name of Conocarpus, a

genus of plants belonging to the order Com-
bretacete (Myrobalans). The species are trees

or shrubs from the tropics of both hemispheres.

button-weed, *.

Botany

:

1, The English name of Spermacoce.a genus
of plants belonging to the order Cinchonocepe
(Cinchonads). The species are inconspicuous
weeds, growing in cultivated grounds in the

East and West Indies, Ac
2. An American name for Diodta, also a

Cinchonad.

button-wood, s.

1. The Cephaktnthus occidentalis. [Button-
BUSH. ]

2. An American name for the genus Platanus,
containing the true plane-trees.

but -ton (1), *but'-ten, v.t. [Prom Eng.
button, s. (q.v.). In Gael, (from Eng. ?) puta-

naich; Ft. boutonner; 8p. abotonar; Port.

abotoar; Ital. abbottonare.}

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To fix with a button, or with a row of
buttons ; having the coat buttoned.

" An houest man, close buttorid to the chin."
Cowptr: An Epistle to Joteph Bill.

* 2. To dress, to clothe.

"He gare his legs, arm, and breast to his ordinary
servant, to button and dress him."— Wotton.

XL Figuratively

:

t L To fasten around as with buttons

•ff Sometimes it is followed by up.

"On* whose bard heart is button'd up with steel."

Shaketp : Comedy if £rrort, iv. 2.

1 2. To gather one's thoughts together ; to
place defences in front of or around one.

I Sometimes it is used reflexively.

". . . the first mad paroxysm past, our brave One-
srhsn collected his dismembered philosophies, and
buttoned himself together."—Carlyle : Sartor Jtesartus,
htiL.ch.vL

btit'-ton (2), v.t. & i. [Butt (1), v.} To drive
or cast forth.

" Button or caste forthe (butt, r*. ) PeUo."—Prompt.
Pare.

but -toned, * but'-tened, pa. par. A a.

[Button, v.t.)

but ton-hole, s.&a. (Eng. button; hole.)

A. As substantive .*

L Ord. Lang. : A hole, slit, or loop made In
the dress for the reception of a button.
" Without black velvet breeches, what Is man f

I will my skill In buttonhole* display." Bramston.

% To take a buttonhole lower : To humble, to
we the conceit out of.

" Let me take you a buttonhole lower."
Shakesp. : Loves Labour Lost. V. S.

IL Hort. : A small bouquet of flowers de-

signed to be worn in a buttonhole.

buttonhole-cutter, s. A device on the
hear* principle, specially adapted for cutting
buttonholes.

buttonhole sewing-machine, s. A
sewing-machine specially adapted for working
buttonholes.

buttonhole - shears, $. A pair of
cissors having an adjustability for length of
cut, for the purpose of cutting buttonholes.

but -ton-hole, v.i. A t. [Buttonhole, *,]

A, Intrans. : To make buttonholes.

B. Transitive:

1. To sew (a garment or material) with
buttonhole stitches.

2. To button-hold (q.v.).

,* but -tour (tour as tur), «. [Botadeus,
' Bittern.] A bird, the Bittern (Ardea stellaris).

but -tress, * but -ter-c»se, ' but'-rasse,
* bot er ace, * hot eras, &. 10. Fr.

boutertz, pi. of bouteret m a prop, cog. with
Fr. bouter = to thrust, to prop.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1, the
word being properly a technical one.

" Boferat of a walle. Maehlnlt, muripnla, muH>
pellus, fultura."—Prompt. Parw.

** When buttress and buttress, alternately.
Seem framed of ebon and iv.-ry,

'

Scott : The Lay of the Last Minstrel, \i. 1.

2. Fig. : Legal, moral, or any other support
or prop to that which without it would be
deficient in stability.

" It will concern us to examine the force of this plea,
which our adversaries are still setting up against us,
as the ground pillar and buttress of the good old cause
of nonconformity."—South.

H, Technically:

1. Arch. : A pier or lean-to pillar on the ex-

terior of a wall, to enable it to withstand an
interior thrust, as in the case of a retaining or
breast walL

% Flying Buttress : A buttress which is in

FLTTHO BUTTBESStS (ST. GILLES, CAEN").

the form of a section of an arch, springing

from a wall or pillar.

2. Fortif. : A counterfort or sustaining wall

or pillar, built against and at right angles to

the wall to which it forms a revetment.

[COUNTERFORT.]

but' tress, v.t. [From buttress, s. (q.v.).] To
support by a buttress, to prop. (Lit. dtjig.)

*fl Sometimes, though rarely, followed by up.

**,
. . the remainder are in quite angular attitudes,

buttressed up by props (of parentheses aud dashes), . .
.'

—Carlyle: Barter Hesartus, bit. L, ch. iv.

but -tressed, pa. par. A a. [Buttress, v.]

" Fain would he hope the rocks *gan cliange

To buttressed walls their shapeless range.

Scott : The Bridal of friormain. lit S.

hHttm,M.pl [Butt.]

bilt-ty^ *. [Etymology doubtful.}

1. Ofpersons : The deputy acting for another.

{Wharton.) A partner in work. (Local.)

2. Of things : Whatever Is held in common.
{Wharton.)

It The term butty was often used In con-
nection with the truck-system (q.v.).

bu'-tyX *. [From Gr. ftovrvpov (bouturon),

povTvpof ibouturos) = butter, and v\n (hule) —
. . . matter as a principle of being.]

Chem.: An organic monad fatty radical,

having the formula (C4H0.)' ; also called
Quartyl, or Tetryl, from its containing four
carbon atoms.

butyl alcohols, «. pi.

Chem : CaH 10 m quartyl alcohols, or tetryl

alcohols. Four alcohols having this formula

are known, two primary, one secondary, and
one tertiary ; they are metameric with ethylic

ether. They are, (1) Normal Butyl Alcohol, or
(CH3.CHj.CH8

Prowl Carbinol, C 1 H2 (2) Tsobutyl

(OH. (CH(CHs)2

Alcohol, or Isopropyl Carbinol, C<H2

LOH
(3) Secondary Butylic Alcohol, or Methyl-ethyl

Carbinol, C< $** , C^HgtOH)* and (4) TertU

(.OH
ary Butyl Alcohol, or Trimethyl Carbinol,

butyl aldehyde, s.

Chem.: CH 3.CHa.CH,.CO.H. It is obtained
by distilling a mixture of butyrate and for-

mate of calcium. It boils at 76°. By the
action of iodine and phosphorus it is con-
verted into normal butyl iodide, and by that
of nascent hydrogen Into normal butyl al-

cohol. Butyl, or butyric aldehyde, heated
with alcoholic ammonia, forms dihutyraldine*
CigH^ON, which distilled yields paraconme

butyl carbinol,*.
C'ftem. : [Amyl Alcohol.]

butyl -a-mide, s. [Eng., Ac, butyl, and
amide (q. v. ). ]

Chem. : C4H7O.NH2 is a crystalline com-
pound which melts at 115°, and. boils at 216°.

bu-tyT-a-mine, s. [Eng. butyl; amine.}

Chem.': C4HUN, or C4H9
)H > N. There are a

H j

Normal Butylamine, CHWCHeWXHa ; an
Isobutylamine, CH(CHg)2CH2 . NHa ; a Second-

ary Butylamine, 2
S
cJ>CH -NHs; and a Ter'

tiary Butylamine, or Katabutylamiae,
(CHaVCNHa-

bu'-t^l-ene, s. [From Eng., &c, butyl, and
suffix -ene.]

Chem. : The same as Butene (q.v.).

bu-tyr-a-96-OUS, a. [In Fr. butyroci. From
Lat. butyrtim = butter, and suffix -aceus.]

Having the consistency of butter.

bu'-tyr-ate, A [From Lat. butyr(um) ; and.

Eng., Ac., suffix -ate,] [Butyric Acid.]

bu-tyr-fil'-llte, «. [From Lat. bu(vrum =
butter, and dirain. suffix -elium, with Eng.
suffix -Ue (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : An acid hydrocarbon, called also

Bog-butter and Butyrite. Its consistency is

like that of the substance after which it is

named. It crystallises in needles. It is solu-

ble in alcohol or ether. Its colour is white.

Compos. : Carbon, 75'0 ; hydrogen, 12*6;,

oxygen, 12.5 = 100. It is derived from the
Irish peat bogs. (Dana.)

bu-tifr'-Xc, a. [Lat butyr(umy; and Eng..

suffT -tc.] Connected with butter (q.v.X

butyric acid, s.

Chem. ; C4K8 2.

fCH2CH2CH8
Normal Butyric Acid : C < O"

loH
= propyl formic acid, or ethyl acetic acid.

Obtained by the oxidation of normal butyl
alcohol with chromic acid ; also by the action

of alkalies on normal propyl cyanide, or by the

action of hydriodlc acid on succinic acid ; also

by saponification of butter which contains

tributyrin ; and by the fermentation of sugar
in contact with putrid cheese and chalk, cal-

cium lactate is first formed which decomposes
into butyrate, which is then distilled with
sulphuric acid. Butyric acid is a colourless

liquid, boiling at 164°. Its salts are called

buty rates, and are soluble in water. By oxi-

dation with nitric acid it yields succinic acid,

Isobutyricacid, CiHaOa+gO yields H2 + CaH4
(CH^CHtjg
O" = ImOpTopionic formic
OH

acid, or dimethyl-acetic acid, obtained by
oxidising isobutyl alcohol, or by the action of
alkalies on isopropyl cyanide. It is a colour-

less liquid, boiling at 154°. Both these acids

form fragrant ethers with ethyl.

•J Butyric acid has an odourofrancid butter.

It is found in sweat, urine, and other fluids,

and, as a neutral fat, in small quantities in

milk. It is the chief product of the second
stage of lactic fermentation. [Dextrose.]

butyric ether, «. The same as Ethyl
Butyrate (q.v.).

bu'-tyr-Ite, «. [From Lat TmsjTtl lin). and
suffix -ite (Aft™.) (q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Butyrellite (q.v.).

bu'-tyr-one, t. [Lat. butyrum; and Eng.,

Ac, ketone.]

CJtem. : A ketone of the fatty series, also

called dipropyl ketone, CO''{£g2-CH2.CHa.

It boils at 144*, and, by the action of oxidizing,

agents, it is converted into hntyric acid,

bftl, boy; pout, J6%1; oat, 9011, chorua, chin, bench; go, gem: thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, e^ist. -ing.

-dan, -tlan^-shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tlon, sion - zhun. -tlous, -uous, -oious = shua. -ble, -die, Ac. -bel, del.
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CH3.CH2.CHs-CO.OH, and propionic acid,

CH5.CH..CO.OH. It can be obtained by the
dry distillation of calcium butyrate.

tra'-tyr-ons, a. [Prom Lat. butyrumabutter,
and Eng. suffix -ous.] Having the properties
of butter.
" Its oily red port 1b from the butyrout part* of chyle."

Ployer.

bux-ban -ml-a, s. [Named after John Chris-
tian Buxbaum," a German who published a
botanical work on Asia Minor in 1728.]

Bot. : A genus of mosses containing a soli-

tary species (Buxbaumia aphylla), so like a
fungus that It might be easily mistaken for

one. It is found, though rarely, in Britain.

% Buxbaumia is by some made the type of

an order, Buxbaum iacege.

* bibr. -e-ous, a. [From Lat. buxeus=(l) of

boxwood ; (2) ofthe colour of boxwood ; buxus
= the box-tree.] Pertaining to the box-tree.

bux om (IX *bux'-6me, * buck'-s6me,
* bux iim, * box omc, * box-some,
* bo som, * boo sum. * boux-some
(Eng.), * bouflum, * bowsom (Scotch), a.

[A.S. bocsum, buhsom = obedient, flexible,

tractable, buxom (Somner). In Dirt buigzaam

;

Ger. biegsam, beugsam = pliant, flexible. From
A.8. bugan, bedgan = to bow, bend, stoop,

give way, submit, yield.]

1. Of persons, whether male or female, but

wpec. the latter) :

*(1) Pliable, compliant, obedient to those to

whom obedience is due, polite or courteous

to those who can claim no more than these.

" For who can be bo buxom as a wyf f

Who is so trewe sod eek so ententyf."
Chaucer : C.T., HSS-t.

^ In this sense often followed by to.

" To make thee buxom to her lawe."
The Romaunt of the Rote.

"... to make them more tractable and buxom* to

his government . . "Spenser: State of JrelatuL

* (2) Merry, blithe, gay, lively.

" Sturdy swains.
In clean array, for rustick dance prepare,
Mixt with the buxom damsels hand m hand."

pumps.
•(3) Wanton, jolly.

M She feign'd the rites of Bacchus ! ery*d aloud.

And to the buxom god the virgin vow'd." Dryden.

(4) Stout, besides being rosy with health

;

healthy, hearty.

"Which made thy closet much frequented
By buxom lasses." Swift : Borace, ok. it., ode 1.

* 2. Of animals : Meek, tractable, docile
;

essentially the same sense as 1 (IX
"And bene of ravenous Wolves yrent.
All for they nould be buxome and bent."

Spenser : She).: Cat,, ix.

"So wilde a beast so tame ytaoght to bee.

And buxome to his bands, is joy to see.'

Spenser; Mother Hubberd't Tale, 025-4.

* J. Of inanimate things

:

•(1) Yielding.
** And therewith scourge the buxome aire so sore.
That to bis force to yielden it was faine."

Spenser : P.Q., I. xi. «7.

*'.
. . then with quick fan

Winnows the buxom air."
MUton: P. Z,bk. v.

* (2) Lively, fresh, brisk.
** Bantotph a soldier, firm and sound of heart.
And of buxom valour." Shaketp. : Ren. F„ Hi. I.

(3) Rosy (?), or cheerful (T).

*' I'm born
" Again a fresh child of the buxom mom.
Heir of the sun's first beams." Crathaw.

(4) Lavish, prodigal ; opposed to penurious.
"There buxom Plenty never turns her horn."

Thomson : Liberty, pt i.

•bltx'-6m-ry# *bux'-um-ly, *bux'-tim-
li, * box'-ftm-iy (compar. buxumlier), adv.

[Eng. buxom ; 'ly.\ In a buxom manner.

L Obediently ; reverently.
*' And they with humble herte ful buxomly.
Kneeling upon thir knees ful reverently.
Him thanken alL" Chaucer : C. T., S.MS.

*' And netheleas full buxomly
He was redy to do that she bad."

Gower; Con. A., bk. vii.

2. Civilly.
" And touted to the ladies, and to the lord alse,
Suxumli as any best, bi any resoun schnld."

WiUiam of Palerne, S.7M-17.

" Por-thi me [bi-Jhouei the buxumlier me here.

*

lbid.,TtSA.

3. Wantonly, amorously. (Johnson.)

bux -6m ness, bux-omneu, * bux ~

urn neasc, * bux -um-nes, * bux -som

-

ncsse, * buck -some-ness, * bow
some -nesse, * bough' -some - ncsse,

* boc sum-nesse (Eng.), ' bow'-su-nes
(Scotch), s, [A.S. bocsumnes (Somner), buhsomnes
= obedience, pliantness, buxomness.] The
Surdity of being buxom in any of the sense* of

iat word. Specially—

*(1) Obedience, pliableness.
" Buhtomnetse or boughsomneue. Pliableness or

bowsomen esse, to wit. humbly stooping or bowing
doune In sign of obedience. Chaucer writes it buxtom-
nesse-'—Verttegan : A Restitution of Decayed Intelli-

gence. (Richardson.)
" But on the other part. If thou by rertuous lluing

and buxumnes, giue him cause to loue thee, . .
."—

Vives : Instruction of a Christian Woman, bk. ii., cb. 2.

*'(2) Wantonness, amorousness. (Johnson,)

(3) Healthiness, heartiness.

bux '-us, s. [In Ger. buchs; Tr.buis; Sp. box;
ItaL busso ; Pol. bukspan ; Lat. buxus or
buxum; Gr. wv£os (puxos)."}

Bot. : Box-tree, a genus of plants belonging
to the order Euphorbiaceae (Spurgeworts). It

contains three species, Buxus sempervirens, or
the Common Box [Box-tree] ; B. balearica,

or the Minorca Box ; and B. chinensis, or the
Chinese Box. [Box.]

buy, "bye, *bie, *beye, * bey-en, *beg-
gen, * big-gen, * beg gin, * bug-gen
(pret. bought [pron. bdwt], boght, boghte,bouhte,

bohte) (Eng.), buy, * by (pret. bocht) (Scotch),

v.t. & i. [A.S. byegan, byegean, bicgan, bic-

gean, gebicgan (pret. b6hte, gebdhte) = to buy

;

O. 8, buggean; O. L. Ger. buigean; Mceso-
Goth. bugjan.]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. ; To purchase, to acquire an article or

property of any description, or the right and
title to it by giving for it a sum which the
owner is willing to accept as an equivalent for

what he surrenders. Such a purchase may be
with ready money or on credit.

"And he bogte ioseph al forthan."
Story of Gen. ± Exod., l»ttt

"... from the land of Canaan to buy food."

—

Gen.
Xlli.7.

" And he bought the bill Samaria of Shemer Cor two
talents of silver, . .

."—1 Kings x vi. 2*.

2. Fig. : To acquire for some consideration

any real or imagined advantage.

(1) With a thing for the object:

(a) In the foregoing sense.

"Buy the truth, and sell It not; . . ."—Prot.xxUl.2S.

"... means are gone that buy this praise."

—

Shakes?. : Tim,, ii. 2.

* (6) To exact atonement for. (King Horn,
912.) (Herbert Coleridge.)

(2) With a person or persons for the object

:

To bribe, to gain over.
" Judges and senates have been bought for gold."

Pope; Ess. on Man, It. 167.

B. In trans. 1 To make a purchase or pur-
chases, to deal

"I will buy with you, sell with you, talk with you,
walk with yoo. "—Shaketp. : Mer. of Ven„ I. 3.

C. In special phrases and compounds

:

1. To buy in

:

(1) Of stock, dtc. : To purchase it in any
partnership.

(2) Ofan article offered at an auction: To buy
it for the vendor, and temporarily withdraw
it from sale, when a price deemed too low is

bidden for it.

2. To buy off:

(1) Lit. With a person for the object : To in-

duce one, by a pecuniary or other considera-
tion, to desist from opposition to, or join in
forwarding the projects of, the buyer.

* (2) Fig. Of conscience : To offer some con-
sideration to induce the inward monitor to
acquiescence in an act or in conduct against
which it had protested.

" What pitiful things are power, rhetorlck, or riches.

3. To buy on credit : To buy, with a pro-
mise of paying at a future time.

4

.

To buy out

:

* (1) To cause to cease to act against one.
** Dreading the curse that money may buy out,"

Shakesp. : King John, ii t. 1.

5 To buy out the law : To quit the penalty
of the law. (Schmidt. )

* (2) To redeem.

(a) Generally.
" And not being able to buy out his life."

Shaketp. ; Com. of Krr^ 1.

1

(6) Of a soldier out of the army.

(8) To substitute one's self for another per-
son in a partnership by purchasing his shares
or interest in the concern.

5. To buy the refusal of anything : To giTa

money for the right, at a future time, of
purchasing it for a fixed price.

6. To buy up: A more emphatic expression
for to buy. (Used specially when the whole
supply of a commodity is purchased for specu-
lative purposes.)

* biiye, v.t. & i. [A contracted form of O. Eng.
abiggeit or abyen ; A.S. abicgan, abyegan = t»
buy again, to pay for, to recompense.] T»
suffer or have to pay for. (Chaucer, dtc)

buyj-er (uy as I), * by'-er, * bi'-er, * blg'-
ger, s. [Eng. buy ; -er.]

1. Gen. : One who buys, a purchaser.
" It is naught, it is naught, saith the buyer : » . ,

"—
Prov. xx. 14.

* 2. Spec. : A redeemer. (Herbert Coleridge.)

buy'-ing, *bi'-yng, pr. par., a., &s. [Btrr,

».]

A. & B. As present participle & participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive : The act of purchasing.
"... to have the advantage in the buying of them."

—Golden Boke, i. 26.

"... all buying* and sellings . . ."—Holland:
Plinie, xxxiii. 8. (Richardson.)

* buyrde, s. [Bird.]

" buyrne, s. [Burke.] A man. (Ear. Eng.
Allit. Poems: Patience, 340.)

* buysch, «. [Bush (\\ *.] (Wycliffe, Puree*,
Mark xii. 26.)

* buysch'- el, *. [Bushel.] (Wycliffe, Purvey,
Luke xi. 33.)

*buy-stous,a. [Boistous, Bustous.] Rough,
rude, strong.

"And no man pntteth a clout of buystous cloths hi
to an olde chnhing . . ."— Wycliffe (Purvey), Matt, ix
16,

t buzz, f buz, interj. [A sibilant sound.] An
utterance to command silence.

" Pol. The actors are come hither, my lord.
Ram. But, Bus I

"

Shaketp. : Hamlet, U. 1

buzz, t buz (Eng.), blzz, f bys«e (Scotch\

v.t. & t. [Imitated from the sound. In ItaL

buzzicare = to sneak away, to whisper.]

A* Intrans. : To make a sound, partly Ilka

a hum, partly as if the letter z, or as if two a
1

*,

were being pronounced. Used—

L Of the hum of bees, wasps, some flies, *d4
similar insects.

"Like a wasp it butted said stung him."
Longfellow ; Song of Biawathex, tit

" As bees bits out wi* angry fyke
When plundering herds await their byka,"

Burns : Tarn O'Shanter.

1 2. Of the whispering by human being*,

singly or in numbers.
" Through his teeth he buzzed and muttered
Words «t anger and resentment."

Longfellow : Bong of Hiawatha, XvM,

1 3. Of things inanimate, as the waves of the

sea. [Buzzing, «.]

B. Trans. : To whisper ; to spread abroad

secretly.
** Where doth the world thrust forth a vanity.
That Is not quickly buzz'd into hii ears."

Shaketp. : Rich, II., U. L
*' I will but abroad such prophecies.
That Edward shall be fearful of his Ufa"

Ibid. : * Henry VI., T. 1

buzz, *. & a. [From buzz, v., or imitated from

the sound.]

A. As subst. : A hum attended with a hissing

sound, as if the letter z or s were being con-

tinuously pronounced. Used—
(1) Of insects.

"The bua of an Insect"—Taylor : yew Zealand,

f (2) Of the hum of crowds.

With Midas' ears they crowd r or to the bum

B. As adj. : (See the compound.)

buzz-saw, 5. [Named from the buzzing

sound produced by the rapidity of revolution.]

A circular saw.

* buzzard (1), *. [From buzz, and suffix -ard.]

1. Lit : A buzzing insect. Specially—

(1) A lamellicorn beetle [Beetle], or a fly.

•* Pet. Should be ! should—bun !

Kath. Well ta'en, and like a buzzard.
Shaketp. : Tarn. <rf Shrew, t\.\.

1 As blind as a buzzard : As blind as iut»

a beetle. (Hares.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pfct

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, ce - e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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(2) A kind ol hawkmuth—"the buzzard

moth " (q. v.> (Nares.

)

O owle ! hast thou only kept company with bets,

buzzard*, and beetlesY'—Qayt. : Pent. Note*, p. 188.

* 2. Fig. : Any person wanting in foresight.

- Those blind bustard*, who. In late yean, of wilful

maliciousness, would neither learn themselves, nor
could teach other*, anything at all-"—A *cham.

buzzard-moth, *. A kind of Sphinx 01

Hawk-moth. {Nares.)

fcttz zard (2), * buz ard, * bus zarde,
* bus sarde, * bu sard, bus arde,
• bos-arde, s. At a. (In O. Dut. buizert ; Ger.

bussaar, buszaar ; Ital. bozzago ; Prov. buzart,

buzac; Nor. Fr. buzac = a kite; Fr. busard;

O. Fr. buzart, busart ; suffix -art, appended to

Fr. buse ; Low Lat. busio ; Class. Lat. buteo =
a buzzard (not butio, which is = the bittern).]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1 TM. : The bird or birds described under

n. i.

** Bozarde, byrde. Caput, mtitur."—Prompt. Parv.

• 2. Fig. : A bird or any person or thing of

Inferior gifts or character.

^ Between hawk and buzzard: Between a

good and a bad thing, with some relation to

each other.
"

' Bet teten hawk and buzzard' means, between a
mod thing and a bad of the aame kind I the hawk
being the true iporting bird, the buzzard a heavy, lazy

fowl of the unit species, buteo ignavu*. the sluggish
buzzard."—Comenii Janua, Loud., ed. 1662, f 146.

IL Zoology: The English name of the Buteo,

a genus of birds. These are

—

1 The Buzzards are birds of prey, belonging

to the family of Falcouidse, and approach
closely to the eagles in appearance and general

character, though not their equal in strength

and courage. In the United States and
Canada the Rough-legged Buzzard (Archibuteo

lagopus) is a bird of common occurence, and
la equally plentiful in the Eastern Hemi-
sphere. The Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo boreaiis)

is another American Buzzard, and one in very
bad repute among the farmers and house-

wives of the United States, from its frequent

attacks upon the tenants of the poultry yard.

This habit has given it the title of Hen Hawk.
Common Buzzard of Europe ( Buteo

vulgaris) is plentiful In all the wooded parts
T that continent, as well as in North Africa

and Western Asia. This bird measures nearly
four feet from tip to tip of the expanded
wings, and is a very useful bird of prey, from
its destruction of mice, adders and similar

loxious animals. The Turkey Buzzard of the

Dnited States, a common scavanger in some of

the Southern cities, does not call for description

here, as it is not properly a buzzard, but
Belongs to the family of vultures.

% Bald-buzzard : One of the names for the
Fishing Osprey (Pandeon haliactus).

Capped-buzzard : [Honey-buzzard.]

Honey-buzzard : The English name of a pre-

datory bird, the Pernis apivorus, called also
the Beehawk, or the Brown Beehawk. [Honey-
SVZZARD.]

Moor-buzzard : The Marsh-harrier {Circus
mruginosus).

•B. As adj. : Senseless, stupid.
"Those who thought no better of the living God,

toan of a. buzzard idol."—Millon : Eiconoclazte*. ch. i.

** Thus I reclaimed my buzzard love to fly
At what, and when, and how, and where I choose."'

lionne ; Poemz. p. 47.

buzzard cock, buzzard cook, s. The
male of the buzzard.

*' Sometimes hell hide in the cave of a rock.
Then whistle as shrill as the buzzard rock."

Wordzworth j Addrezz to a Child During a fioizterout
Winter Evening,

*
1
buz'-zar-det, t. [Eng.&uzaird.andBuff.-ef,]

Ornith. : A North American bird, said by
Pennant to resemble the common buzzard, ex-
cept in having slightlylongerlegs. Perhaps the
Pennsylvanian Buzzard (Buteo pennsylvanicus).

* touz'-zfir, a [Eng. buzz, and suffix -er.) A
whisperer.

And wants not ouster* to Infect his ear
With pestilent speeches of his father's death."

Bhaketp. : Samlet, It. 6.

Mil -zing, pr. par., a., <£ s. [Buzz, v.]

A. A B. As pres. pari, 6t participial adjec-
tive: (See the verb.)

But here, where murder breathed her bloody steam

;

And here, where buzzing nations choked the ways"
Byron | Child* Harold. It. 142.

C. As subst. : A buzz, whispering; talk in

an undertone.
"A buzzing of a separation
Between the kin* and Katharine r

Shakezp.: Henry VIII., ii. i.

t buz zlng-ly, adv. [Eng. buzzing; -ly.] In
a buzzing manner ; in a whisper. (Webster.)

' bwnte, *. [Bounty.] (Scotch.) (Barbour:
Bruce, x. 294.)

*bwrgh, *. [Borough, Burgh.]

l>y, * hi, * be, prep., adv., & in compos. [A.8.

be, bi, big =: (1) by, near to, to, at, in, upon,
about, with

; (2) of, from, about, touching,

concerning ; (3) for, because of, after, accord-
ing to ; (4) beside, out of (BosworfA) ; O.S. &
O. Fries, bi, be ; Dut. bij ; Goth. & O. H. Ger.

bi; (N. H.)Ger. bei; Dan. (in compos, only)

M.] [Be, prep.; Bi.]

A. As preposition

:

1. 0/ place:

(1) Near, not far from, beside, in proximity
to, whether the person or thing referred to be
as near another, be at rest or in motion.

sip. t Troitut, liL a
"There is a light cloud by the moon."

Byron I Siege of Corinth, 11.

(2) On, upon. (Used often in such phrases
as by sea, by land, by water.) (Bacont

Pope,
Dryden, Ac)

" I would have fought by land, where I was stronger.''
Dryden.

H E. by N., according to the compass card,

means one point northward from east.

2. Of time:

(1) During, throughout the continuance of.

•*. . . have ye offered to me slain beasts and sacrifice*
by the space of forty years in the wilderness!"—Aott,

(2) In.

". . . that he could not do it by day. that he did it
by night."—Judge* vi. 27.

•f By the morwe : In the morning. (Chaucer.)

(5) Not later than, by the time of. (Followed
by a substantive.)

" Hector, by the fifth hoar of the son.
Will with a trumpet, "twixt our tents and Troy.
To-morrow morning call some knight to anna

Shakezp. ; Troiluz * Crezzida, ii. 1.

•ft Often used in the phrases by this time, by
that time, by to-morrow, Ac.

* (4) By the time that. (Followed by the
clause of a sentence .)

•• By thir words were said, bis men were so enraged.'*—Pitioott t«, p. 31.

(6) After, succeeding.
" Thus year by year they pas*, and day by day."

Dryden.

3. Of agency, conjoint agency, causation, and
instrumentality.

(1) Of agency: Noting the agent by whom or
by which anything is done.

*' By Hector Main, their faces to the sky,
All grim with gaping wounds our heroes Ha"

Pope . Iliad, rix, SOl-t,

(2) Of conjoint agency or action; By aid of,

by conjoint action of.

" The sons of Abraham by Ketunix."—Gen, iit, (title).

(S) Of causation : Noting the cause by which
any effect is produced,

" Fissures near Serocarne, in Calabria, caused by the
earthquake of 1783."—LytU : Prim, of Geol., ch. xxlz.

(4) Of instrumentality : Noting the instru-
ment or means by which anything is done.

"... and the brmsen altar shall be for me to enquire
by.'—t Kingt, xvi. 15.

"Bach a danger England and Holland might lawfully
have averted by war."— Macaulay ; Bitt. Eng., ch.
xxiv.

•f Of the part in relation to the whole

:

*' He tok his ehylde by the hande."—Itumbraz, S25.

S Regarding the distinction between with
and by, Johnson says that by is commonly
used after a verb neuter, while with would be
pnt after an active one. Blair says both these
particles express the connection between some
instrument, or means of effecting an end, and
the agent who employs it ; but with expresses
a more close and immediate connection, by a
more remote one. 'We kill a man with a sword

;

he dies by violence. The criminal is bound
with ropes by the executioner. In a passage
of Dr. Robertson's History of Scotland, we are
told that when one of the old kings was mak-
ing an enquiry Into the tenure by which his
nobles held their lands, they started up and
drew their swords; "By these," said they
" we acquired our lands, and with these we
will defend them." (Blair : Lectures on Rhe-
toric db Belle* Lettres, ed. 1817, voL i. p. «8S.)

4. Of the effect of causation ; Used to denote
ground of judgment or comparison in reason-
ing back from effect to cause, in constructing
an d posteriori argument, in reasoning from a
fact or occurrence to any similar one.

" By this I know that thou favourest me."—Pmtfmt,
xli.lL

^^
5. Of relation with respect to number or

magnitude

:

(1) Measured by, estimated by.
" Bullion will sell by the ounce for six hillings sad

five pence undipped money."

—

Locke.

(2) By the magnitude or number of.

" Meantime she stands provided of a Laius,
More young and vigorous too by twenty springs.

'

Dryden.

(3) Of addition to ; Besides, over and above

;

in Scotch foreby. (Scotch.)

"... she [the ship] wasted all the woods la Fife,

which was oak-wood, by all timber that was gotten on*
of Norroway."—PiticottU : Cron., p. 107.

(4) In succession to, after, following.
" The best for you, Is to re-examine the cause, and Ut

try it even point by point, argument by argument."—
Hooker.

* (5) In the case of.

"Als It tales At a tre."—Pzalmz. i. a
"So faleth it by » ryotoos serrsunt*

Chaucer: C. T., *.«C

6. Of specification : In specification of. (Used
in naming one, or doing anything similar.)

" Greet the friends by name."—3 John, 14,

7. Of taking of oaths, dt of adjuration

:

" Swear not at all : neither by heaven, for It Is God's
throne, nor by the earth."—Mat., t. S4-&
" I adjure thee by the living QcxL'-Ibid. . Stoat a*

8. Of duty, conduct, or action towards.
" He had discharged his duty by tb*m."—AfacauUty t

Bizt. Eng., ch. xv.

9. Of accordance with ; According to, noting
permission or conformity.

"It is excluded. By what law? of works? May;
but by the law of faith, '—Rom. , ill ST.

10. Of preference for : Beyond, above, mora
than, in preference to. (Scotch.)

" For thow may rew by all the rest"
Davidzonm : Schort Ditcurt., wt. t. [Jamieeon.)

* 11. Of absence of or contrariety to, imply,
lng the passing of anything by : Without, with-
out regard to, contrary to. (Scotch.)

". . . talk him to be Mr husband, evtheadwyse and
eounsall of the lordls, for they knew nothing thairof
a long time thairefter."—Pitzcottie : Cron., p. 884.

* 12. With regard to, with reference to.

(Scotch.)
" I tpeake not this by english courtiers."

tieorge Qatcoigne, T6&
•13. Against
"X know nothing by[W*x. Ver. against] myself.

--

1

Cor. Iv. 4.

B* As adverb :

1. Near ; situated or temporarily resting in
proximity to.

"... I also was standing by, and consenting unto
bis death . . ."—Actz xxlL 20.

2. Near, passing near ; moving past ; past.
" I did hear

The galloping of horse : who wss't came by t"
Shaketp. ; Macbeth, It. 1.

3. Aside, beside.

*4. Though a certain contingency take

flace, as " I carenaby " = I don't care, though
agree to your proposal. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

C. In special phrases:

1. By and by, by-and-by, adv. k l.

:

• (1) As adverb

:

* (o) Ofplace : Hard by. (Chaucer.)

*(b) Of numbers, or ofa plurality of person*
or things

:

(1) From time to time.
** By and by. SigiUatim,'—Prompt. Farm.

* " The Medulla renders sigillatUn [(T)«fn-

gillatim or singulatim], fro seel to seel." (Harl.

MS. t 2,257.) (Way.) Probably sigillatim is a
mistake for singulatim,

(ii) One by one, singly.

Nature did yeeld thereto : and by-and-by
Bade Order call them all before her Maleel

Bytnzer: E.^.,\U
(c) Of time:

* (i) At once, as soon as possible, quick, Im-
mediately.

I will that thou give me by and by in a charger the
bead of John the Baptist-"—Mark vi. St

If In the Greek of this verse, by and by is

ef ourijc (ex antes) = at the very point of time;
at once ; from i$ avr^c ttjc wpoc (ex antes tes

hbras) m from this very time. (Trench.)

(ii) After a short time ; after a time. Aj
Trench well shows, the tendency of mankind
to procrastination has altered the meaning of

'if Til. if.

<fil* bo~^; pout, jtffel; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; got gem; thin, this; sin, &f ; expect, Xcnophon, exist ph -f.

tion, -slon = shun ; -ftoau -t)ion = zhun, -clous, -tious, -slous m shits, -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.

i
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this phrase from
•'after a time."

t (2) .4s subst. : The future.

Iu the >wwt by and by.
We shall meet oil that beautiful shore.'

Sankey : Hymn 9.

2. By himself or herself (Eng.) ; By himseil or
herscll (Scotch), adv. phrase.

(1) Alone.
"Solyraan resolved to assault the breach, after he

cad. by himself, in a melaucholy mood, walked up and
down iu hia tent"—Knottet : History of the Turk*.

f The expressions by one's self, by itself,
have a similar meaning.

(2) Beside himself or herself; destitute of
reason, insane. (Scotch.)

*3. By one's mind or minde: Deprived of
reason.

"... hot raged In forte as If they had beine by thair
wtyndis."—PitocottU ; Chron.,?. ««.

1 4. By that : By the time that.
"... thou ahalt deliver it onto him by that the sun

goeth down."—Kxodus xxiL W.

5. By the head, a.

:

Naut. : Having the bow lower in the water
than the stern.

6. By the lee:

Naut. : So far fallen off from her course that
the wind takes the sails on the wrong side.

7. By the run, adv. :

Naut. : Altogether ; in the phrase " To let
go by the run ' == to let go altogether, instead
of slacking off.

a By the stern ;

Naut. : Having the stern lower in the water
than the bow.

8. By the way

:

t (1) In coming along the way.
"

• - • See that ye fall not out by the way.'—Gen.

(2) In passing. (Used to Introduce an inci-
dental remark.)

"
. . . and one that It your friend : I can tell you

that by the may . . ."—Shaketp. : Merry Wiees, L 4.

10. To come by, v.t : To gain possession of,
to obtain.

". . . everything that he can come by . . ."

Shaketp. : Two Gent. IU. L
11. To do by : To do to one ; to behave to

one.
" I would not do by tbee as thou hast done."

Byron ; On hearing that Lady Byron wot til.

12. To set by, v.t. : To value.

13. To stand by, v.t. & I.

:

(1) Trans. : To render one countenance by
deliberately standing by his side on a trial.

"Now, brother Richard, will you stand by u»1
Olouc. Ay, In despite of all that shall withstand

you.'* iSaa*eij>.;3 Henry VI.. iv. h
(2) Intrans. (Naut.): To be in readiness.

* by-coming, *. The act of passing by
or through a place. (Scotch.)

"He had gottin in Paris at his by-coming Bodln hia
method of historie . .

."—MeleUl: Diary \L\fe of A.
Melvtile,L4M.) iJamimon,) * l V W

fey

* by-common, a. Beyond common
;

is uncommon. (Scotch.)
" They were represented to me ss lads by

capacity."—.4 »n. of the Par., p. 2M.

what

by-east, adv.

• by-going, f

.

Towards the east.

The act of passing.
"In our by-going, being within distance of Cannon

to the towne. —Monro : £xp., pt. it, p. li.

by hand, adv. Over. (Scotch.) [Hand.]

*by-lyar, s. [Eng. & Scotch by; and
Scotch lyar = who lies down.] A neutral.

" Item. Iu caise It beis luauyred of all By-luar*. and
lnspeclall of my Lord of Huntlieiu the Xorthe."—
Knox, 332.

* by-CTtllnar, adv. More than ordinary.
(Scotch.)

* by-past, by-passed, a. Passed by

;

past.
" To put the by-pats d perils In her way. 1*

Shaketp. : Lover* Complaint.
". . . for these three hundred years by-pan . . ."—

Cheyne.
*-*—

* by-than, adv.
time that.

[A.S. hi, tham.) By the

But by-than he com by that bam and a-bouts loked.
The werwolf and the wilde hert."

. . WOliamofPatwm,VML
by-west, adv.

1. Lit. : To the west of.

• 2. Fig. : Beyond the power ot
«.**^*reVpo? kT*w that by-word, used by the Irish.
that they dwelt by-west the law. which dweH beyond
the river of the Barrow."—parte* on Ireland.

& a. [Prom Eng. by, pref.by (l). bye,
&c (q.v.).]

A. As substantive : A subordinate object;
anything not the main aim, but taken inci-
dentally. Specially in the phrases :

—

1. By the by, adv. phrase.

(1) Meanwhile.
"Bo. while my lor'd revenge Is full and high,

I'll give you back your kingdom by the by."
Bryden: Cong, of Granada,

(2) By the way (half ngurativrly).

'•This wolf was forced to make »x>ld, ever and anon,
with a sheep in private, by the by."—VEstrange.

(3) By the way (quite figuratively), in pass-
ing, incidentally.

*2. In the by, adv.: Not as one's main ob-
ject, incidentally, as a subordinate aim.

"They who >wve saluted her [Poetry) in the by andnow and then tendered their visits, she hath dunemuch for."—B. Jonton : Dlsoueeries.

* 3. Upon the by, on the by, adv. : Incident-
ally.

"In this instance, there is upon the by, to be noted
the percolation of the verjuice through the wood."—
Baoon : A'at. Hist.

B. As adj. : Aside, apart. Used—
(1) Of roads, lanes, paths, £c. : Out of the

main thoroughfares.

(2) Of incidental remarks, &c. : Out of the
main thread of a speech or discourse.

(3) Of purposes or aims: Secret, unavowed,
crooked. ,

IT Compounds of obvious signification ; By-
passage, by-place, by-purpose.

t by-bidder, $. One who bids at an auc-
tion on behalf of the owner or of the auc-
tioneer, with the view of running up the price.

* by-blow, s.

1. A blow which strikes a person or thing
against whom or which it was not aimed.

".
. . how also with their by-blow* they [Christian

and Apollyon) did split the very stones in pieces."—
Banyan : The Pilgrim'* Progress, pt a
2. A bastard.

- * by-business, s. A business which is
not one's leading occupation.

* by-coffeehouse, *. A coffeehouse situ-
ated out of the main thoroughfares.

" I afterwards entered a by-coffeehouse, that stood at
the upper end of a narrow hme/'—Additon.

* by concernment, s.

1. Gen. : A subject of concern or thought
which is not one's main occupation,

"Our plays, besides the main design, have under-
plots or by-concernments, or less considerable person*
and intrigues, which are carried on with the motion of
the main plot."—/tryden.

*2. Spec ; The underplot In a play.

* by-corner, *. A private corner ; an ob-
scure corner.

"In by-fornertot
This sacred room, silver, in Im*j» beap'd up"

Mauinger ; City Madam.
* by-dependence, «. An accessory cir-

cumstance.

. ,
* These,

And your three motives to the battle, with
I know not bow much more, should be demanded ;And all the other by-dependendee."

Shaketp. : Oymbeline, V. 5.

* by-design, «. An incidental design.
" And if she miss the mouse-trap lines.
They'll serve for other by-deetgm."

Budibra*.

* by drinking, «. Drinking between
meals.

"You owe money here besides. Sir John, for your
diet and by-drinkingt.-—Shaketp. : 1 Hen. Jr., iiL 3.

t by-end, s.

vantage.
Private interest; secret ad-

penple that worship for fear, profit, or some
other by-end."— f,'£strange.

% One of Bunyau's characters in the " Pil-
grim's Progress " is called By-ends.

" They overtook one who was going before them,
whose name was By-endt."—Bunyan : P. P., pt. i,

by-gate, bye-gate, * byget, s. A by-
way. (Scotch.)

*^JL • JeJk*u.

d "fn*1" «*d bygeur—J. Tyrie ; &efu-
tatton of Knox* Antrer, Pref. f.

"AfTto the Craigs, the hale forenoon.
By a' the bye-gate* round and round.
Crowds aftar crowds were flocking down.

Mayns ; Siller Gun, p. 81.

• by-hours, $. pi. Hours or time not al-
lotted to regular work. (Scotch.)

Jll±. -7^°' J*
** **£»«»», might glre the necessary

repairs at by-hours. These by-hours, however, seldom
occurred. "—A jr. Sure.

* by-interest, s. Interest apart from that
of the community in general

; private interest.

' Various factio:
'it, wlthoD.

~Atterbury.

by-lane.

a and parties, all aiming at 6y-f«.
st, without any aiuoere regard to the public good."

A lane not leading to any
public place, and therefore but little traversed.

"She led me into a by-lane, and told me there I
should dwell. '—Burton i A "at, of Met., p. «H.

* by-matter, s. A matter distinct from
the chief one on hand.

"Ikne
put that _

as if it had been

me that when he wrote a letter, he would
l
- ~as most material Into the postscript

by-matter."—Bacon.

* by-name, byname, s.

1. An additional name.
".

. . that sufnwtunce power noblesse reuerence and
gladness* lieu only dvuerse byname*." — Chaucer-
BoetMu* (ed. Morris), p. tn, I 2.XU.

2. A nickname.

" by-name, v.t. To nickname.
" Robert, eldest son to the Conqueror, used short

hoae, and thereupon was by-named (Amrt-host, andshewed first the use of them to the English."—Camden.

by-path, bypatne, s.

1. Lit. : A private or unfrequented path.
" Bypathe. Semita, orbita, callU."—Prompt. Pan.
2. Fig. : Indirect means.
" By what bypaths and indirect crook'd ways

I met thia crown." Shaketp. : 2 Ben. IV., iv. 5.

by-play, s.

h A play apart from and going on simulta-
neously with the main one.

2, The play of feature or gesture used by
actors when not speaking or engaged in the
principal business of the seen*?.

by-product, s. Something obtained in
the course of a process or manufacture over
and above the chief product.

* by-respect, *. A private end, aim, or
purpura.

"Augustus, who was not altogether so good as he
was wise, h.-vd some by-respecte in the "p-Hlm of
this law."—Bryden.

by-road, s. A road little frequent,
not leading to any important place, or as not
the most important one leading to a place.
(Lit. & Jig.)

"Through sllpp'ry by-roadt. dark and deep.
They often climb, and often creep." Swift.

A room opening out of an-• by-room, s.

other.

"Do thou ataud In some by-room, while I q_
my puny drawer."—Shaktmp. : I Hen. /»'., ii 4.

* by-speech, *. An incidental speech
different from the main one.

•*.
. . their common ordinary practice la to quote

by tpeechet. in some historical narration or other, end
to use them as if they were written in must exact form
of law."—Booker.

[Bystander.]

An obscure or unfrequented

by-stander,

by-street, s.

street.
" He seeks bystreets, and saves th' expensive coach,''

Gay.

* by-Stroke, *. A casual or insidiously-

inflfcrted stroke. [Bt-blow.]

by-time, t. Time not required for one's

primary work ; odds and ends of time.

(Scotch.)

* by-turning, .«. A turning or current
of road away from the main one.

"The many by-turningt that may divert youfrota
your w*w."—&tdney ; Defence of Poesy.

* by-View, s. A private or self-interested

view, aim, or purpose.
"No by-views of his own shall mislead him."—Alter-

bury,

* by-walk, s.

1. Lit. : A walk away from the main one

;

an obscure or unfrequented walk.
"The chief avenue outrht to be the most ample and

noble ; but there should be by-walks, to retire suto
sometimes for ease and refreshment."—Broome

2. Fig. : An unavowed aim or purpose.
" He moves afterwards in by-walks, or nnder-plete

as diversions to the main design, lest it should sro«
tedious, though they are still natunilly Joii ea,"-
Brydem.

by-way, *\ [Byway.]

* by-Wipe, s. A side stroke of raillery.
** Wherefore that conceit of Legion with a by-wipe t"

—Milton: Animadv. Bern. Befence.

by (2), s. & sujy*. [Dan. by= & city, town, or

borough ; Sw. by = a village, a hamlet.]

A* As subst. (as an independent word): A
town. (Cursor Mundi.) (Skeat.) [Bylaw.]

B. As suf. : A termination of various towns
In England, originally Danish, or at least

Oto, l&t, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire,
or, wore, wolf, work, who. son; mate, cub, cure, unite, oar, rule, fuU; try, Syrian. », ce =

/

sir, marine; go, pdt,

9. cy = n. qu = kw.
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named by the Danes, as Derby, Appleby,
Naseby.

% Trench says that in Lancashire, one of
the chief seats of Danish immigration, nearly
a fourth of the towns and villages have this

ending ; whilst in Hampshire and other places,

nninvaded by the Danes, the termination by
is almost unknown. (Trench: The Study oj

Words.)

by, prefix. [Bi as a prefix ; be as a prefix. ] A
iinmlwr of words have passed through three
stages. First they have been spelled with by,

then with bi, and finally with be; as by-

hynde, bihynd, behind.

At Bi: Compounds of A.S. bi not found
under bi should be looked for under be. They
may exist also as by, as byse, bise, besee.

As Be : The chief articles on the following
compounds of by, bi

f
or be, will be found at

be

:

—* Bymu$t{— because) ;
* bycom, * bycome,

* bycom, * bycome, * bydaffe, * byfalle, * byfyl,
* byget, * bygyle, * bygonne, * bygonnen (pa. par.
= begun) ;

* bygyn, * bygynne, * bygynner, * by-

gynnyng, * byhest, * byheste, * bykete (v. t. = be-
night) ;

* byliolde, * byhote (v. = behott, be-

hote), * byhyght (= behight) ;
* byhynde (= be-

hind), * byjape, * bykenne (= bekenne, 2), * by-
knowe, * byknowen (= beknow), * byhved (=
beloved), * bylyve, * bylyue (= belive), * bymene
(=bemene, bemoan), *bymoorn, *bymornc,
* bymurne (— bemourn), * bynethe, * bynethen,
* bynythe (= beneath), * byrptethe (= be-
queath), * byraft (— bereft), * byreyne (=
berain), * byschretue (=beshrew), *byschine (~
beshine), * byse (= besee), * bysech, * byseche,
* byseme (= beseem), • byseye, * byset, * byside,
* bysmoke, * bysoughte (= besought), * by-

spotte (=bespot), *bysprentt
* bystowe (= be-

stow), * bystrood (= bestrode), * byswyke (=
beswike), *by$yde (= beside), *bytake, *by-
thuixte (= betwixt), * bythought t

* bytide, * by-

tok, * bytoke, • bytraie (= betray), * bytraised,
* bytrende, r bytwene (= between), * bytwvxe,
* bytwixen, * bytwyste, * bytyde (— betide), • by-

ayle, *byweyle (—bewail), *bywave, *by-
wepe, • byweop (= beweep), * bywreye (=. be-
wray), * bywreyinge (= bewraying).

•by (1), v.t [Buy.] (Ads, Mary, 1563.)

(Chaucer.)

*l>y (2), v.i. [A.S. be6n=ztoU.] [Be, v.] To
be.

"... to moche stac and wylles-uol Mel by"—Dan
Michel of Jforthgate. Sermon on Matt. XXlv. 48. Spec.
Mar. Eng. {Morris and Skeat), pt iL

\part ofan interj. [Bye.]

'-ar, s. [Buyer.] (Scotch.)

by'-ard, s. [Etymology doubtful.]

Mining : A leather breaststrap used by
miners in hauling the waggons In coal-mines.

* by-are, «. [Buyer. ] (Prompt. Part.)

* by-ass,*. [Bias.] (TiUotson.)

•by'-bill, «. [Bible.] A large writing, a
scroll so extensive that it may be compared to
a book. (Queen Mary : 2nd Letter to Bothwell.)
(Jamieson.)

* by-calle, v.t. [0. Eng. prefix by= M or be,
andcaMe = call.] To call, to arouse. [Bicalle.]

"Neuer the lese cler I yow by-call*."
Ear. Eng. AUU. J'oenu (ed. Morris) ; The Pearl, 618.

* by'-oalt, pa. par. [Bycalle.]
"Out of that cute I wats by-cult."
Bar. Xng. AUU. Poems ; The Pearl, 1.1C8.

•by'-caae, adv. [Eng. by, and cast (q.Y.).]
By chance.

* bytf-kar, v.i . [Bicker, ». ]

•taT-clyppe, * by-tlappc, v.U [Beclip.]
(Chaucer.)

*bfd, • bydde, * byde, *.t & i. (Bid (l), v.]

* b*d'-d^rng, • byd'-dinge, pr. par. k $.

[Bid (l).]

*bydo, v.i. [Bide, Bid, v.] (Spenser: Shep.

* bydcne, by dene, * bldene, adv.
[Perhaiw from Dut. bij di«u=(l) by that,
thereby, (2) forthwith.]

1. Quickly.

"Doun the bonke con bogbe by-dene."
* The Pearl, 1M,

i. At once, besides.

" And other di«h ty men bydeite.

"

Laurence Minot : PolUieat Songs, B. 54 ; Spec. Ear.
Eng. (Morris A Skeat), pt. iL

* by-dol-ven, pa. par. [A.S. bedol/en =
buried, from bedel/an = to dig in or around.]
Buried.

"... and fond here a gobet of gold by-doluen."
Chaucer: Hoethim (ed. MorrlsL p. lai, 4,348.

* by'-d^Qg, pr. par. [Biding.]

bye, adv. & a. [From by, prep. & adv. (q.v.).}

Near. (Scotch.

)

bye-wash, s.

Hydraidic Engineering : A channel to divert
past a reservoir water of streams which would
otherwise flow into it, and which are impure
or otherwise undesirable. The outlet of water
from a dam ; a waste. Called also a by-lead
and a diversion-cxtt.

bye (1), s. [From by, prep. & adv.]

Cricket : A run obtained when the ball has
passed the wicket-keeper w.thout being
touched by the striker. [Longstop, Leg-bye. j

bye (2), *. & a. [By (1), *. & a.]

* bye (3), *b©e, s. & in compos. [A.S. by*, b{e
= a dwelling, a habitation ; from buan = to
inhabit, to dwell.]

A. As an independent word (of the form bye)

:

[By.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A dwelling, a habitation.
(Gibson.)

2. Game-playi)ig : The place occupi*^d by an
individual player in some games.

B. In compos, (of both forms) : A habitation

;

as, bying, i.e., a dwelling-house. (Wharton.)

* bye (4), * boye, s. [Etymology doubtful.
It may be simply Eng. boy.] An ox-driver.

" Bye or boye. Bostio. U.G."-~Prom.pt. Pare.

* bye, part of an interj. [Eng. be, withy you.'}

A word used only in the subjoined salutation.

Good-bye, good-by. [Good = God ; bye, by —
be with you.] God be with you.

* bye (1), v.t. [Contracted from a6y.] [Abie
(2).] To pay for, to suffer, to expiate, endure.

m shalt dearly bye the same."
Perr. and Porr., 0. PL, i 140.

"Thou, Forres, thou ahalt dearly bye the same."
IPor "

* bye (2), v.t. [Buy, v.] (Wyclijfe [Purvey],
Mali. xiv. 15.)

* byear, s. [Bier.] A bier. (Chevy Chase,
117.)

* byefthe. s. [Behoof, *.] (Rob. of Glou-
cester, p. 354.)

* byeth, pi. ofpres. indie, also imperat. pi. of v.

[A.S. beoth.}
*

1. Are.
" Ine the bokea byeth y-write all the zsnnen of men."—Dan Michel of Jforthgate, Sermon on Matt. xxiv. 46

(A.D. 1*40).

2. Be ye.
" Byeth sleghe an waketh Ine voure hedes.'*

—

Ibid.,
44. Spec. Ear. Eng. (Morris and Skeat), pL ii.

* by-fore, *by-forn, *by-forne, *by-
for-en, prep. « adv. [Before.]

" Byforn hem alio."—Chaucer ; C.T., 5,434.

* byg, v.t. [Bigg, v.] (Barbour: Bruct, v. 458.)

•by-get, v.t. [Beget.] To get.

" For when he hath oht bygeten."—Proverbs of Ben-
dy ng, m.

*b^gge, *b#g-gjfn, tj.f. [Bioo, v.]
" Bvom/ri, or byldyn. Bdiflco."—Prompt, Pare.

* hfg'-gpd, pa. par. [Bygge.]

•bfg'-g^ftg, •b^g'-g^Age, *byg-yng,
pr. par., a., & 5. [Bygg.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ a. : (See the yerb.)

C. As subst. : Building.
" That tham thoghte that alle the byggynge brake."

Sege of Melayne (ed. llerrtage), 467.

* byghe, s. [A.S. bedh, bedg m ring, collar,

diadem.] A crown.
" Thy lieueil hatz nanther greme ne gryBte,
On arms other fynger, thaz thou ber byghe."

Ear. Eng. AUU. Poems (ed. Morris) ; The Pearl, 465-e.

* by-ghyte, 5. [Beget.] (Rob. of Gloucester.

p. 388.)

*bfg'-lf, a. [Big, a.] Great, strong.
" Bryng me to that bygly belde.**

Mar. Eng. Allit. Poems (ed. Morris) ; The Pearl, «3,

* by-go, * by-gon, a. [From Eng. by, and go.)

1. (Of theform bygo) : Ruined, deceived.
" Many ys the manllch man, that tliorw wominan

ys by-go.

"

Sir Frrumbras (ed. Herrtage), p. 68. I. 2,018.

2. (Of the form, bygon) : Overrun, covered.
" A messager tU him to schape.

For al the contre wyth-outeu lys so (ul bygon wyth
euywys.

That lion ne schold hem scape."
Sir Fervmbras (ed. Herrtafe), p. 106, 1. $,42»-3a.

*by'-g6ae (Eng.), * by-gane, * bi -gane
(Scotch), a. &*. [Eng. by ; gone.}

A* As adj. : Gone by,
" Tell him, you are sore

All In Bohemia's well ; this satisfaction
The by-gone day proclaim'd."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, L 7.

B. As subst. (pi. bygones, Eng. ; bygones,
Scotch) : Things past, and spec, of offences
against the state, lovers' quarrels, and arrears
of money owed. (Jcmieson.)

H (1) Let bygones be bygones : Let the past
be forgotten.

(2) Byganes suld be byganes : The past should
not be brought up against one. [l.J

"Ye see, I spoke to them myeell, and tauld them
byganes suld Be byganes . . ."—Seott: Heart of Mid-
lothian, ch. xviL

* by-gonne, pret. & pa. part. [Beouk.]
" Ye knowe wel that myue [adversaries hau bygonne

this delwte and brlge by here outrage."

—

Chaucer; The
Tale of Melibeus.

* by-gyns, s. pi. [Beouin.] An order of quasl-
reb'gious women not bound by vows. (Chancer.)

* by-hate, v.t. [From O. Eng. prefix 6y =
prefix be or bi (q.T.), and Eng. hate, v.] To
hate.

" This Is to seyn that It was he by-hated of alle folk."
Chaucer : Boethius (ed. Morris), p. 75, L S.05L

*by-hirne, v.t [From A.S. prefix 6y =. hi,

and hirne = a corner. ] To hide in a corner,
conceal.

* by-hod, *by-hede, v. imper. [A con-
tracted form of behoved. Cf. O. Eng. bml =
behoved.] Behoved.

**
. . . and that so foule and so telle that fight hyns
by~hode." Sir Gam. and the Gr. Knight, 717.

*by-hynde, * by-hyn-den, prep. & adv.
[Behind.]

"byil'-y^it, pa. par. [Boiled.] (Scotch.)

* by-Inge, pr. par. & $. (Buying.]

* by-knyf, * by-knife, *. [From A.S. by =
beside, and en.i/=a knife.] A knife worn *t
the side, a dagger. (Scotch).

"With that his bytnife furth hes tane."
Leg. Bp. St. Androts, Poems 16th Cent., p. 323.

* by-lafte, pret A pa. par. of v. [A.S. belifan
= to remain.] (Sir Ferumbras, 1,595.)

* by-lave, v.t. [O. Eng. by, and lave (q.v.).}

To wash, smear over.
" Naked and bylaued myd blode. "—O. Eng. MiseelL

(ed. Morris), p. 14a

by'-law(En0.), btr'-law, bur'-law (Scotch),

a. [Icel. bajar-log ; Sw. bylag; Dan. bylcm
= the community of a village. From Icel.

beer, byr (genit. b&jar) — a town, a village ; Sw
& Dan. by = a village, a city, town, orborough ,

[By.]

Law : A private statute made by the mem-
bers of a corporation for the better govern-
ment of their body. A voluntary association,
not incorporated, has no right to make bind-
ing laws. Nor can a corporation do so if the
bylaws affect the good of society, or th©
common profit of the people. If they am
found to be contrary to the law of the land,

they aro null and void. A forfeiture imposed
by the bylaws of a corporation is enfurceable

in a law court. [Burlaw.] (
Blacketone

:

Comment-, bk. i., ch. 18 ; bk. iil., ch. 9.) Rail-

way or other incorporated companies, social,

charitable, or political societies of any char-

acter in this country are allowed to mako
bylaws.

" Bylasm axe orders mad* In court-leets, or conrt-

"Bylates, or ordinance! of corporation*."—Bacon

:

Ben. VI!., 215. {Skeat.)

»byld,».(. [Build.]

* bylde, s. [From build, s. (q.v.).] Abuflding.

bfiil, d*S^; pe*ut, |6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist -ttg.
-dan, -tlan = shan, -tlon, -slon = shun ; ^on, -slon = zhun. -clous, - tious, -sious = shtts. -Me, -die, &c = b«A, del.
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" Quan auch titer cnoken on the bylde."
Marly gna. a Hit. Poem* (ed. Morris) : The Peart, 737.

•byle, v.t. [Boil,*.]

•byle, s. [Boil, a]

* by leeve, *. [Belief.] Belief, creed. (Chau-
cer.)

* by-leve (1), * by-leue, v.i. [A.S. belifdn =
to be left, to remain.] [Beleip (2), v.] To
stay, to remain.

" The kynge byleuet thare still.'"

Sege of Meiayne (ed. Heritage), SOT.

* by-levo (2), v.t. A i. [Believe.]

* by-leyn, pa. par. [Belay, v.]

* byl-len, * bol-lyn, v.t. & i. [From bylle m
bill (!),&] To peck with the bilL

tloltyn or lowyn' wythe the bylle as byrdys (byllen
• is* bryddys, K. iobbyn with the byl, H. P.)

Prompt. Part
or iobben as bryddys, K. iobbyn with the byl,

Rottro." '

•byl-lerne, *. [Billurs.]
" Byllerne, wstyr her be. lierula, CT"—Prompt.

Parv.

•bvl-lyn, v.t. A i. [From oytfe =bill (1).]

To dig with a mattock.
" Byllyn with mattokys. Ligonizo. marro, Oath."—

Prompt. Pare.

*by loke, v.t. [From O. Eng. prefix by, and
lake = to look.] To look after, to take care of.

-
. . . and before al thyng bad me kepe toys, and

fast* hit her by-loke."—Sir Ferumbrat, 2,127.

*by-lyn'ne *bllnne, * blynne, v.t. [A.s.

blinnan = to rest, cease, leave off; from Win
= rest, intermission.] To delay.
" They hyedeu fast*, wold they nought bylynne.
Til they come to the gate, ther Oamelyn was lnne."

Chaucer ; C.T., &5S-4.

* by-mole, v.t. [Cf. A.S. mdl m a spot, stain.]

To stain, disgrace.

"Shal uevere cheeste bymolen if—P. Plow., s,»tl

* bynd, * bynde, * bynden, v.t. [Bind.]
" Whateuer thou shalt bynde vpon erthe shal be

boonden and in beueues."— Wickliffe : Matt. xvi. it.

* bynd-ynge, pr. par. A *. [Binding.]

"by-nempt, pa. par. [Beneme.] Named,
appointed; promised.

•bynge, v.i. [Beenoe.] (Scotch.)

"bynk, ». [Bene.] (Scotch.) (Barbour : Bruce,
vTl. 268.)

* bynne, prep. [A.S. binnan—within.] Within.

"That the borne bynne borde byheldethe bare erthe.*
Ailit. Poems: The Deluge, 452.

* by -nome, * by-no-men, pa. par. [By-
jtyme, Benih.] Taken from or away.
" H untynge or haukyngw If any of hem use.
Hli boete of his benefys worth byname hym after."

Piert Plow, i i i- 3U-*.
" . . . tor •hrewes were bynomen hem so that thei tie

myghten list anoyen or don harme to goode men."

—

Chaucer : Boethiut (ed. Morris), p. 124. 1. 3,627.

"by-nyme, v.t. [Benim.] To deprive, to take
away.

"
. . . ne fortune may not by-nyme It the, . . ."—

Chaucer : Boethiut, p. 43, L 1,117,

* by -pas-sing, *. [Eng. by; passing.]

(Scotch.) Lapse.
" And giff tbey falll at the bypatting of everie ane of

the said is termes, to denonoe and eechete."

—

ActiJa.
TI., 1621 (ed. 1114), p. 603.

* byp'-tl-Olt, pa. par. [Baptized.] (Scotch.)

(Houtate, ii. 4, MS.) (Jamieson.)

*by quide, s. [Bequest.] (Bob. of Gloucester,

p. 384.)

•byr.s [Bus(t>]

byY (prtfn. bur), prep. A pron. [Contraction
for by our.} A word or words used only in

the subjoined phrase.

By"r lakin: By our lady (i*.t by our lady
kin.)

"Byfr lakin, a parlous fear."

SmaAetp. : Mid. Sight't Dream, lil
. L

* by-rad* pret. of v. [AS. rdedan m to advise,
determine.] Determined, resolved, self-ad-

vised.
" Anon he was by-rad.
To werk that be hem lad
For uyht nolde he nmit wonde.**

Spec, ofLyric Poetry, Parable of the Labourers, 23-4.

* byrche, s. [Bibch.]
"Byrche, tre. Lentiecue, cinus."—Prompt, Pare.

* byrd, v. impers. [Icel. byrja m to behove.]
It behoved, it became.

" And said, thaim byrd on na roaner
Urcid thair fais . .

.**

*3trbour : Bruce, t1. 318.

byre, s. £A.S. byre, bur = a dwelling ; see
Bower (1).] A cow-house. (Scotch.)

"Siua well-a-wa over a burnt barnyard sod an
empty byre."—Scott : Rob Roy, cb. xxxii.

* by-reve, * by-rsefe, v.t. [Bereave.]

* byr law-man, .^. [Birliejian, Burlaw.]

* byr-ler, *. [O. Eng. birte = to pour out.]

One who serves out drink, a butler.

•byrn, *byrne»r.f. [Burn (1), t>.] Toburn.
(Barbour : Bruce, xvii., 431, 525.)

* byra-y, * byrn-le, «. [Birnie.] (Scotch.)

(Barbour: Bruce, 11,352.)

byr -rhi-dse, ». pi. [From Mod. Lat byrrhus
(q.v.).]

Entom. : A family of insects, often termed,
from their roundish or oval shape, Pill-beetles.

With the Histeridse, they constitute the tribe
Heloeera of the pentamerous Coleoptera.
Several genera occur in Britain.

byr'-rhus (yr as ur), s. [From Lat. birrus
= a cloak for rainy weather. From Gr. m/ppas
(purrhos) — yellow.).]

Entom. : A genus of beetles, the typical one
of the family Byrrhidse. They are nearly
globose insects, which, when alarmed, pack
their legs away into cavities on the lower part
of the body and counterfeit death. Several
occur in Britain, the best-known being the
Byrrhus pilula, or Pill-beetle.

byr-son im-a (yr as ur), s. [Said to be
from Gr. 0vp<ra (bursa) m a hide, and Lat.
nimius, here taken as = much used, because
the plants are used in tanning.]

hot. : A large genus of plants, belonging to

the order Malpfghiaceee (Halpighiads). The
bark of Byrsonima Cuminghiana, a small tree

found in Panama, &c, is used in skin diseases,

the wood for building purposes, and the small
acid berries are eaten. The bark of B. spicata

Is the Huraxl bark of Brazil, used in that
country for tanning. A colouring matter from
it is used in the Indies as a dye-stuff; the
berries are eaten, and are said to be good in

dysentery. The roots and branches of B.
verbascifolia are used in Brazil and Guiana
for washing ulcers. (Treat, of Bot.)

"toaTfflLV* [Birth.] Size,bullc, burden, bur-
then. (Scotch.) (Doug. : Virg., 131,27.)

* by-run, *bi-run, a, &a [Eng. by; run.]
(Scotch.)

A. As adj. : Past.
" Byrun annuel reatand awand."—dberd. Reg.
" Birun rent "— Ibid.

B. As subst. (pi. byninis): Arrears.
" The Malster or Lord may not recognose the lands

for the byrunia of his fermes."

—

Skene: Index, Reg.
MaJ., eo. Maister.

*by%*.Aa. [BYSS.]
" This wommon woneth by wast,
Brihtest vnder Ays."

Speciment of Lyric Poetry: A Pleafor Pity, 17-S,

* b^sch'-ip-hood, *. [BlSHOPHOOD. ]

"Of the ordinaunce of bytchophood."— Wicklife: 1

Tint., Prologue.

bys im, * bis ' some, * bus - some, *Mr-
some, s. [Besom.]

L (Of the last three forms)

:

(1) Anything shaped like a besom or broom,
spec. f a comet

". . . A comet of that kind which the Astronomers

call kssvov, the rnlgan a flrie lissome, sfalned the
whole months of November, December, and January."
—Spottwd, p.M.

"jfl w*» calHt, The fyrey Buteome."—Knox : Rut.,

p. ;V M.S., L, bwtome. [Jamieeon.)

(2) A woman of bad character (contempfu-
ously).

2. (Of the form bysim) : A woman of bad
character (contemptuously).

* by-sltorne, s. \0. Eng. by, and shorn* =
scorn.] A disgrace.

"Brufht* to oyatorns and bysmere "—Trewisa, i. 179.

* bys mare, * bys mere, *. [Bismare.]

* by-smot-er-ud, a. [Bepmotred.] (O.Eng.)
Smutted. (Chaucer : C. T., 76.)

*bys-nlng, *. [Icel. bysn = a prodigy;
bysna = to portend.] A monster.

". . . Yone lustie court will stop or meit.
To iuatifie this bytning quhllk blasphemit"

Police of Honour, u. 1 (ed. IsTaJ.

* bys om, a. [Bisson.] Blind.

" The bytom ledys the blynde."—Relio. Antiq., U. Ml

* by-spell, s. [A.S. bigspell = a parable, story,

fable, comparison, proverb, example. (Bos*

worth.)] A proverb.

* byss, * blsse, s. [From Lat. byssus (q.v.).]

Flaxen or silky-looking cloth.
" Bute, fine white, whether it be silk or lynan."-*
Tyndall: Tablefor Expounding, Word* in Genesit.

bys-sa'-ce-oiis, a. [Mod. Lat. byssaceus, from

Lat. byssus (q.v.), and Lat. suffix -aceus.] Di-
vided into fine, entangled fibres, like those of
wool. Example, the roots of some fungi.

"bysse.r. [Bizz, v.] (Scotch.) (Doug.: Viry.,

257, 1C.)

* bys-Shop-pyng, pr. par. & s. [O. Eng. bys-

shop = bishop. Bishop, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As subst. : Confirmation.
" Byuhoppyng of chyldreu, confirmation."—Pale~

grate.

bys'-sl, s. pi. [Lat. byssi, pi. of byssus.}

[Byssus.]

Bot . : A name formerly employed to desig-

nate certain cryptogamous plants of low or-

ganisation , now separated and ranged according
to their several affinities.

bys -sine, * bys-syn "bls-sen, a. & a
[From Lat. byssinus ; Gr. fivtro-tvos (bussinos)^

made of fine flax or linen.] [Byssus.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Made of fine flax.

2. Having a flaxen or silky appearance.

B. As subst. : Fine linen. [Bies.]
" And it Is youun to hir that sche kyuere hir with

white biuyn schynynge, for whi bietyn is iu«tlnyugis af

seyutis.'— Widiffe (ed. Purrey) : ApocaL xlr. A

bys -soid, a. [Gr. (1) pvo-o-oc (bussos) [Brt-

sus], aud (2) «l5o* (eidos) = appearance.]

Bot. : Having a fringed appearance, with tht

threads or fascicles unequal in length.

bys -so -lite, a. [In Ger. bissolith ; Gr. (1)Bhmt
(bussos) [Byssus] ; and (2) \C6os (lithos) = a
stone. Named on account of the flaxen ap-

pearance of its asbestiform and fibroua

varieties,]

Min.: A variety of Dannemorite (Dana).

The same as Tremolite (Brit. Mus. CataL)

[Dannemorite, Tremolite.]

* bys-sop, s. [Bishop.]
" Byuopet and abbates."

Rob. of Gloucester, p. SfE

bys'-SUS,«- [Lat. byssus ;Gr. pvtrtrot (bussos)*
(1) a fine yellowish flax ; (2) the linen made from

it ; Heb. tpQ (butz) = fine white linen (1 Chron.

xv. 27, Ac.) ; from Tfn (butz) = to be white.]

* L Ord. Lang. : Linen.
" The line called byemt [Is] the fine lawne or ttffanJa

whereof our wives and dames at home set so maefe
store by for to trim and decke tbetnselves."—Rolland :

PUnie, bk. iix- cb. 1.

II. Technically

:

1. Zool. : The flaxen or silky-looking fibres

by which molluscs of the genus Pinna and tht

family Mytilids attach themselves to rocks,

stones, or other bodies.
" Pinna L . . . Foot elongated, grooved, splnniag a

powerful bytiut, attacked by large triple muscles fee

the centre of each valve. . . . Theftyatu* hassomethwas
been mixed with silk, spun, and knitted Into gloves,

Ac.-— Woodward : Man. of the MoUutca (1W1), p. Stl

2. Bot.: The stipes of certain fungi. [Byssi-J

* 3. Min. : An old name for asbestos.

* bys-sym, *. [Bysym.]

* bys-syn *bys-yynrV.(. [Etym. doubtfoi

Perhaps from the noise made.] To lull asleep,

to soothe. (Prompt. Parv.)

* bys synge, *bys-ying, pr. par. A f

[Byssyk, v.]

A. As present participle : Lulling, designed

to lull, soothing.

•f Byssynge songys : Lullabies, cradle tongs.

"Byttynge tongyi {byttimg, H.). Fateinnina, V- *
nenia, Catb. "—Prompt. Parv.

B. As substantive : The act of lulling.

-Byttynge of chjldra* {bytying, U.) oopicto,0.f.'

—Prompt. Par*.

Ate, fat. fare, y^<^«rt, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pflt.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, roll; try. SyrUu. », c©= e, ey = ». qu = kw.
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• bystad, pa. par.
Situated.

[Bestad, Bestkad.)

•

" As men that ben hungry, and mow no mete fynde.
And beu hurtle byttad under woode lyiule."

Chaucer ; C. T., 669-70.

by-stand-er, s. [Eng. by = near ; stand, v.

;

and sutf. -er.] One standing near when any-
thing is being done ; an onlooker, a spectator,

as opposed to an actor in any event.

"This dastardly outrage roused the indignation of
the byUaitdert."—Macaulay ; hist, Eng,, eh. iv.

and stole ='by-stole, pa. par. [Eng. pref. bi,

stolen.] [Steal.] Stolen, escaped
" An now compth on of hem pryltyng,
Frani the othre y-sent to Caarlis kyng,

Sir Ferumhras (ed. Herrtage), p, 121. 3,876-76.

* by-stride, v. t. [Bestride.]
" He stede byttrod,"

H. Caur de Lion, 475.

•by-sulpe, v.t. [From 0. Eng. prefix by,

and O. Eng. sulp, sulpe, sulue = to defile, to

•oil ; M. H. Ger. besulwen ; Provinc. Ger.

sulpern = to defile (Morris).'] To defile.

" The venym and the vylanye and the vyeioe fylthe,

That by-tulpei manner saule in vnsounde hert."
Ear. Eng. AIM. Potmt (ed. .Morris) ; Cleanneu, 574-6.

1 bys-y-hede, *. [From O. Eng. bysy = busy,
and suff. -A«i«=8uff. -hood.] *'Busyhood,"
continual care.

" Vor iothe yef lie hym a lytc of hi» bytyhtxi* wyth-
draghth."~Dan Michel of Northgate : Sermon on
Matthew xxiv. 41

1 bys-ym, * bys-sym, s. [Cf. Dan. busts-

mantle = a bugbear. ] A monster. (Scotch.)

" He mid, ' Allace. I am lost, lathest of all,

Byiym in bale beat.'
"

Houlate, iii. 25, MS. [Jamieeon.)

Jyt (1), 3 'pert. sing. pres. indie of v. [Byd,
Bid.} Bids. (Chaucer.)

* byt (2), byt-en, v. [Bite, v.]

* byt, s, [Bite, *.]

* by-taughte, * by-taghte, * by taht,
pret. o/v. [Betaught, pret. o/O. Eng. bttech.)

, a. [From A.8. bita = a biter, a fierce

animal, a wild beast.] Fierce.
" Thy prayer may hya pyte byte.

That mercy achal hyr crafWx kythe."
Ear. Eng. a Hit. Poemt (ed. Morris) : Pearl, 355 8.

* by-thenk, v.t. [Bethink.] To repent.
(Ear. Eng. AUit. Pttms (ed. Morris); Clean-
ness, 582.)

* by-tokne, v.t. k i. [Betoken.]

* by-tok nyng, s. [Bytokne. ] A token.
" In bytoknyng of trawl hr. bi tytle that hit habbex."

Sir Qaw. <* the Or. Knight, 626,

*by-tOure,s. [Bittern.] A bittern. (Chaucer.)

by'-toHrn-Ite, $. [From Bytown, in Canada,
where it was first found; suff. <ite (Min.)
(q.v.)-3

Min. : A variety of Anorthite (q.v.). It is

a greenish-white mineral resembling felspar.

bjrtt-ne'r-I-a, butt-ne'r-I-a, *. [Named
after David* Sigismond Augustus BUttner,
Erofessor of botany at Gbttingen, who pub-
shed a botanical work in 1750.]

hot. : A genus of plants constituting the
typical one of the order Byttneriaceas (q.v.).
The species are curious rather than ornamental
herbaceous plants.

bytt-ner~I-a'-ce re, t butt-ner I-a-
cfi-as, 1. pi. [From Hod. Lat. byttneria

(q.v.).]

Bot. : An order of plants placed by Lindley
under his Twenty-eighth or Malval alliance.
They resemble the Sterculiads, to which they
are allied in having two-celled anthers, and.
In other respects, but differ in having a part
of the stamens sterile and small petals bagged
at the base. The species mostly come from
the West Indies, a few are East Indian or
Australian, and one is from Persia. In 1845
Lindley estimated the known species at 400.

* byt-ylle, *. [Beetle.]
" Bytylle, worrae. Bubotcue.'—Prompt Part.

by'-way, * bi'-wey, *. [Eng. by, and way.]

1. Lit. : A secluded or unfrequented way

;

% way aside from the main one.
" Night stealths are commonly driven In by-wayt,

•nd by blind fords, uaueed of any but such like. —
openter : On Ireland.

2. Fig. : A secret method of doing any-
thing ; an unavowed aim or purpose, or
method of reaching an object.

"A servant, or a favourite. If he be in want, and no
other apparent cause of esteem, is commonly ihuught
but a by-way to close corruption. "

—

Bacon.

* by-welde, v.t. [Bewield.] To wield one's
self, i.e., to have free and full power over
one's self.

" And at leysere horn ageyn reaorte.
Whan he inyght bywetde hym at hts large."

John lydgate (H) : The Storie of Thebet, 1,366-7.

* by-went, a. [Eng. by = past, and went.]

Of time : Bygone, past.

"Consldder of Romania, In all their time bywent."
Bellend ; ProL T. Lit., vL

*by-weve, v.t. [A.S. biwevan.] [Beweve.]
To entwine, to inlay. (Rowland dt OttueU, ed.

Heritage, 1,202.)

by'-word, * bi-word, *. [Eng. by ; word.]

1. A common saying, a proverb. (Generally
In a bad sense.)

". . . a mere byword of contempt"—Macautay:
Bi*. Eng., ch. xvi.

2. The object of such a saying, the indi-

vidual whose speech or action has originated
or given currency to the common saying.

v byye, • by'-^n, vX [But, v.]

* by'-jFiaSje, pr. par. [Buying.]

by-z&'nt, s. [Bezant.]

By-zan -tian, «. [Lat. &c. Byzanti(um) = the
city (Byzantine), and suff. -on.] Pertaining
to Byzantium.

Byz an-tlne, By-zan -tine, a. & $. [In
Ger. byzantinisch ; Fr. byzantin ; Lat. Byzan-
tinus. From Lat. Byzantium; Gr. flvfamov
(Buzantion) — Byzantium. From a probably
mythic Byzas, a Megarian, said to have been
its founder.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to Byzantium, a
Doric-Greek city on the European side of the
Bosphorus, alleged to have arisen about b.c.

656. A new and more magnificent quarter,
added by Constantino between a.d. 328 and
330, was called Constantinople, and occupied
the site of part of the modern Turkish city.

% (1) Byzantine architecture

:

Arch.: The style of architecture prevalent
at Byzantium whilst it was the capital of the
Greek empire in the East. The Byzantine
churches are usually built in the form of a
Greek cross, the centre being covered by a
large cupola, and the four arms or projections
by semicupolas. The arches are generally
semicircular, but sometimes segmental or
horse-shoe shaped. The capitals, which
taper downwards, are square blocks, or-
namented with foliage or with basket-work.
The masonry is varied by horizontal and some-
times by vertical lines of bricks, besides which
tiles, arranged so as to constitute the Greek
letter gamma, or other figures, are often found
on the exterior of the building. Interiorly,

there is fine Mosaic ornamentation. The
mouldings, which have a bold projection, with
the angles rounded off, are ornamented with
foliage, and sometimes also with morocco or
painting. A zigzag ornament, with stiff foliage,

may be seen under the eaves and elsewhere.
The apse is continually present. The Byzan-
tine style of architecture has been divided into
three periods—the first from the time of Con-
stantine to that of Justinian in the middle of
the sixth century ; the second extends to the
eleventh century ; and the third to the con-
quest of Constantinople by the Turks in 1453.

Few specimens of the first period remain

;

many of the second and third do so, the
former being considered pure Byzantine, the
latter Byzantine mingled with Italian, from
the influence produced by Venice. [See Gloss.

0/ Architecture (Oxford, 1845.)]

The most interesting example of this archi-
tecture now existing is the grand Mosque of
St. Sophia at Constantinople, an edifice built as
a Christian church, under Justinian, in the
first half of the sixth century, and adapted to
their nse by the Mohammedans, on their con-
quest of the Eastern Empire. In this building;
the interior is composed of a great central
dome, 107 feet in diameter and 182 feet in
height, which is supported on four piers, while
length is given the building by the addition of

a semi-dome at each end. The latter i

also to sustain the pressure of the main dome.
The building, in Its lower part, Is divided up
with small pillars and arches, whose effect is
to enhance the size and grandeur of the great
dome. Around the base of the latter is a row
of windows, a characteristic which became a
constant feature in the later Byzantine archi-
tecture. Onestrikingcharacteristic of Byzan-
tine edifices is the extensive use of colored
decoration in theirinterior. Thisis particularly
the case in the Mosque of St Sophia, and adds
much to its interior effect. The pillars art
formed of the richest colored marbles, and the
walls lined with them, while splendid mosaici
adorn the domes.
Byzantine ornament differs considerably

alike from the Classic and from the Gothic,
being always flat and incised, while the latter
is bold. The Byzantiues were distinguished
during the Mediaeval period for all kinds of
carving and metal work, which undoubtedly
bad an influence on the development of art,
while their mural illuminations led the way
to the revival of painting. A well-known
and very interesting example of Byzantine
architectural art exists in the celebrated Church
of St. Mark's, at Venice. This is the only
example in the West, and doubtless arose
through the commercial relations of veuice
with the Eastern Empire. It was copied
shortly after its erection, in the elevea'h cen-
tury, at Perigueux, in Aquatania, and, as a
consequence, the use of the dome bra been
extensive in that part of France.

(2) Byzantine historians

:

Hist. : Numerous historians proper, and
chroniclers who lived in the Byzantine empire
between the fourth and fifteenth centuries
a.d., and wrote its history. The r*iost cele

brated was Procopius, of Csscaros. These
historians are divided into three classes: (1)
Those whose works are confined in subject to
Byzantine history; (2) those who profess to

deal with universal history, but give dispro-

portionate space to Byzantine events; (3)
those who wrote on Byzantine customs, archi-

tecture, antiquities, Ac. Their literary style is

lacking in force and originality, as might be
expected from the despotism of pedantry during
the time in which they wrote, but despite this

their works are invaluable, as our only sources
of information concerning the history of the
Empire of the East This is particularly the
case with those who confine their attention to

events which took place under theirown obser-

vation, or in which they took part. The
principal works of the Byzantine historians

were collected and published iu Paris In 36
volumes, with Latin translations (1654-1711),

In 1828 Niebuhr, with others, began a Corpus
Scriptnruin Historim Byxantitue, carried oh until

1855 in 48 volumes, and continued by the
Berlin Academy of Sciences.

B. As subst. : The same as bezant, bizant,

byzant. [Bezant.]

If Ifany obsolete words have been omitted
In by, their modern spelling will probably be
found at bi, be, or bu.

* A list of words in which by is a prefix

has been given in page 763, column 1. The
following more simple words have the modern
spelling bi, at which they may be found
—Examples : * byeche, * bycks (= bitch),
* byde, * byge (= big), " byke, * bykere, s.

(= bicker, «.), •bykker, *bykUr, * byker,
4 bykkyr, v. (= bicker, v.); * bylt

* byUt
(= bill), bynde, s. (= bind), * bynge, s. (=*

Ding <2>, «.), * bvrde (= bird), *byrk (= birk)

(Scotch), * byrle (= birl, 1), * byrthet
* byschop

(= bishop), * byschypryche (= bishopric), * bys-

me (=bism, Scotch). *bysqwyte (= biscuit),

*bysshope (= bishop), * byssJiaperike (— bi-

shopric), * byte (= bite), * bytt (= bit, $.},

* byttyr (= bitter), * bytterly (= bitterlv),

* byttyrnesse (= bitterness), *byttyrswete (=
bitter-sweet), *bytyn (=blte>, *bytynge(=
biting).

(2) A very few others are found with the

spelling be. Examples—* bynggert (= ben-

ger), * bytylle (= beetie).

(8) Sometimes the old by becomes bu in a

modern word. Examples—* byrdune, * burdens
(— burden), * byryele (— burial), * byrgyn,

byryyn (= bury), * byryyd (= buried), * by*-

chelU *bysshel (- bushel), * bysy (=busyX
bysily (— busily), * bysinesse (= business).

MU. bo"y; pollt, J6%1; oat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, Rem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. pb-C
-oian, -tian -~ shan. .-tion, slon shun ; -

rion, sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -slow a* shus. -bis. -die, fcc. bel, del.



C—caballine

O.

C. In Anglo-Saxon was taken directly from the
Latin alphabet, the source, it is believed,
whence it has passed into various languages.
In English words immediately derived from
Anglo-iiajcon, the e of the Anglo-Saxon often
becomes k in English, as A.S. cyning = Eng.
king; A.S. eyn = Eng. Wn, or kindred. Some-
times the A.S. c becomes q in English, as
A.S. cwen m Eng. queen. At others it is

changed into ch, as A.S. did m Eng. child.

(See Bosworth: A.S. Diet.) In Modern Eng-
lish c has two leading values. Before i

and t it is sounded as s (examples: certain,
cincture), and before a, o, and u as k (exam-
ples: cat, cost, curtly). It is mute before k,

as trick.

C. As an initial is used :

1. In Chronol. : Chiefly for Christ, as B.C.
= (Before Christ).

IT In the ambiguous letters A.C., C may be
(1) Christ, and A.C. = After Christ. Or it may
be (2) Christum, and A.C. = ante Christum,
before Ohrist ; or (3) Christi, and A.C. = Anno
Christi. See also A as an initial.

2. In Music: For counter-tenor or con-
tralto.

3. In University degress: For Civil, as D.C.L.
= Doctor of Civil Laws ; also for Chirurgia «
surgery.

C. -45 a symbol is used

:

1. In Numer. : For 100. Thus C1I is = 102,
CC = 200, CCC = 500, CCCC = 400.

% C In this case Is the initial of Lat. centum
= 100.

2. In Chem. : For the element carbon, of
which it is also the initial letter.

3. In Music

:

(1) For the first note of the diatonic scale,

corresponding to do of the Italians.

(2) For the natural major mode, that in
which no sharps or flats are employed.

(3) For common or four-crotchet time.

4. In Biblical Criticism ; For the Ephraem
manuscript of the Greek New Testament, A
being the Alexandrian manuscript, B the
Vatican manuscript, D the manuscript of
Beza, and ** (A in Heb.) the Sinaitic manu-
script. [Codex.]

C barrej. [Fr.]

Music: The term for the time indicator.
C with a dash through it. (Stainerd Barrett.)

G clef. [Fr.]

Music: The clef showing the position of
middle C, in which are written the alto, tenor,
and (in old music) other parts. (Stainsr <t

Barrett.)

C dur. [Ger.]

Music : C major. (Stainer <* BarretO
•sV(l). v.t. [Call.] To call. (Scotch.)

" JU unco' lilly—tba neighbours ea' me » Jacobite—

JhlxU?
*™ ^ ' * '"-****•' ^aasrlty.

Oft' (2), v.*. [Catch.) To drive. (Scotch.)
*'

• • «nd the young; lada hiuiu wit eneugh to ea'
the cat frae the cream. "—Seott: Rob Roy, ch. xxxiv.

Ca' the shuttle : Scotch for drive the shuttle.
**.

• it mid be done and said unto him, even if he«• *J*lir M' **« thuttls bodyr—dcott; Rob Roy,

C*V(1),«. [Call.] A motion, direction. (ScoUn.)

\ Ca' o
1

the water: The motion of the
waves as driven by the wind, as the ca' o' the
water is west m the waves drive towards the
west (Jamieson.)

©•'(2),*. [Caw.J

ca' throw, t.

L Disturbance. (ScoP.)

2. Prevention. (Scott.)

Ca.
Chem. : The symbol for the element calcium.

•«*. *cof
# coo, *ka, *kaa, *koo, *.

[A.S. csa; 0. H. Ger. coAa; Dan. kaa; Sw.
kaja.) A crow or chough, a jackdaw. [Caj>-
dow.]
"A** Monmlula."—Cash, Angt. in Prompt Pare.

©a -aba, ka'-a-ba, ka a bah. ka-bah',
s. [Arab, ka'bah as a square building ; Jfea'o =

a cube.] The Mohammedan temple at Mecca,
especially a small cubical oratory within,
adored by Mohammedans as containing the
black stone said to have been given by an
angel to Abraham. (Webster.) The Kaabah is

described by the late Sir R. Burton, who
visited Mecca disguised as a Mussulman, to be
an oblong massive structure, eighteen paces in
length, fourteen in Breadth, and from thirty-
five to forty feet in height It was entirely
rebuilt inA.D. 1627. It is of grey Mecca stone in
large blocks of different sizes, joined together
in a very rough manner with bad cement.

ca -am, s. [Wei. caurnen = a reed ; cavm =
reetls, stalks.]

Weaving : The weaver's reed ; the sley or
slaie.

ca'-ara-ing, i. [From Technical Eng, caam
(q.v.).] The setting of the reed by the dis-
posing of the warp threads. (Knight.)

* caas OX *• [Case (1).] (Chaucer.)

*caas(2), «. [Case (2).] (Chaucer.)

ca-a-ti'-gua, s. [Native name.] A Brazilian
name for a plant, the Moschoxylon catigua, a
plant of the Meliaceaa or Meliad order. It
dyes leather bright yellow.

Oab (1), s. [Contracted from cabriolet (q.v.).]

1. A covered public carriage having two or
four wheels, and drawn by one horse. Cabs
were first used for hire in London in 1823.

T In a Hansom cab the driver's seat is be-
hind, not in front. This form of cab was
patented in 1834, being named after its inventor,
the architect of the Birmingham town-hail.
It originally consisted of a square body, the
two wheels, about 1)a\ feet In diameter, being
the same height as the vehicle. This has been
from time to time modified and improved, until
the present ** hansom" has emerged. Cabs
with india-rubber tires have been introduced
and are increasing in numbers. The Hansom
cab, as a convenient method of street locomo-
tion, has been introduced into the cities of the
United States, and is used there to some ex-
tent, particularly in connection with railroad
stations, but can scarcely increase greatly in
competition with the abundant and cheap street
railway service.

2. The covered part In front of a locomo-
tive which protects the engineer and fireman,
and shields the levers, Ac.

T Obvious compounds : Cab-driver, cdb-Jare,
cab-horse, cab-mant cab-stand, Ac.

cab-boy, t. A page who stands behind a
cab.

" As At that time I vu chiefly occupied with the
deeire of mikingu perfect a stud a* my fortune would
allow, 1 tent my cab-boy (vulgo Tiger) to inquire of the
groom whether the horse was to be sold, and to whom
It belonged."—*r R. L.ifultcer: Pelhaia, en. xlv.

cab (2), s. [Heb. 3J7 (qab) = a hollow or con-

cave (vessel) ; from 14P, (quabab) = to render

hollow.] A Jewish measure of capacity, men-
tioned only in 2 Kings yi. 25. The Rabbins
make it £th of a seah or satum, and ,-, th of an
ephah. If so then it would be 2£ pints of
British corn '»e&jure, or 3f> pints of wine
measure.

"... an us'i head was sold for foorsoore piece* of
silver, and the fourth part of a cab of dove's dung for
Ave pieces of auver."—2 Kings vi. 26.

eab, r.t. [Cab (1), *.] To travel in a cab, as
in the popular phrase, " Do you mean to cab
it?"

* cab-age, a [Cabbage.]

ca-bal, : [In Ger. cabala; Fr. cabals m a
club or society. Cognate with Heb. cabala
and, perhaps, Eng. cavil (q.v.).]

1. A small number of persons closely united
for some purpose, and not making their pro-
ceedings public At first not necessarily in a
bad sense.

" She often interposed her royal authority to break
the cabal* which were forming against her first
ministers."—Addison.

2. A junto, a small number of persons in
secret conclave carrying out their purposes in
Church and State by intrigue and trickery.
This bad sense was acquired in the time of
Charles II. (Bee the example.)

" During some yean the word cabal wb* popularly
uaed as synonymous with cabinet. But it happened
by a whimsical coincidence that in 1671. the Cabinet
consisted of fire persons, the initial letters of whose

names made up the word cabal, Clifford. Arlington.
Buckingham. Ashley, and Lauderdale. These ininia-
ten were therefore emphatically called the Cabal ; and
they soon made the api»llation so infamous that it
has never since their time been uaed ercept a
of reproach."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. fi.

" la dark cabal x and nightly junto* met"
Thornton : Cattle of Indottncm, L H.

3. Intrigues, secret machinations.
" The numerous members of the House of Commons

who were In town, having their time on their hands,
formed cabals, and heated themselves and each other
by murmuring at hia partiality for the country of Lis
birth."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

ca-bal't v.l. [In Ger. cabaliren; Fr. cabater.}

To join a cabal, to intrigue secretly with others
in the hope of gaining some coveted object or
end.

t

"... that the men who held thoxe office* were
perpetually caballing against each other.'—Macau-
lay: ffist. Eng., ch. xx.

cab-a-la, cab'-bal ah. kab-bal-ah.
s. [In Ger. cabbala; Fr. &c Ital. cabala i' nil
from Heb. rfnp (qabala) = (1) reception, (2)

a doctrine derived from oral tradition ; VSR
(qibbel), piel of an obsolete root bzp

T
(qabal)

= to receive, to accept a doctrine.]

1. Historically : A system of Jewish theo-
sophy, bearing a certain similarity to Neo-
Platonism. Its founders are considered by
Dr. Ginsberg to have been Isaac the Blind
and his disciples Ezra and Azariel of Zerona,
who nourished between A.D. 1200 and 1230.

It was designed to oppose the philosophical
system of Maimonides. The cabala repre-

sented God, called FyiD ]>t (Ain Soph), meaning
Without End or Boundless, as being utterly
inconceivable. He has become known, how-
ever, by means of ten intelligences, named.
Crown, Wisdom, Intelligence, Love, Justice,

*c, whom he has brought into being, and by-

whom he created and now governs the world.

2. Pojpularly: An occult system of doctrine,
something hopelessly mystical and unintelli-

gible.
" Eager he read whatever tells
Of magic, cabala, and spells.
And every dark pursuit allied.**

Scott : Lady «/ the Lake, ill &

cab al Ism, cab -bal ism, s. [Eng. cab-

alia); -ism. In Ger. cabbalism.] The system
of Jewish belief called cabala (q.v.).

Vigorous iinureseiona of spirit, extaslea, pretty
" Spencer on Prodi

ran
allegories, parables, cabbalitmi,
fries, p. 287.

oab'-al-ist, s. [Eng. cabala) ; -ist. In Ger.
cabbalist; Fr. cabaliste; Ital. cabalista.]

1. One who professes acquaintance with and.
faith in the Jewish mystic doctrines of thr
Cabala.

"Not thine, immortal Neufgermain I

Cost studious cabalistt more time.** Swift

t2. A factor or broker in French com-
merce . (Wharto 7i.

)

cab-a lis -tic, * cab a-lis -tick, e&b-a-
list'-I-cal, a. [Eng. cabalist ; -ic, -ical. Itt

Ger. cabbdlistisch ; Fr. cabalistique ; Ital. cc&o-

listico.]

1. Pertaining to the cabala,

2. Mystical, mysterious, occult ; hard to bs>

understood, like the cabala.

"The letters are cabaUstical, and carry mow In

them than it is proper for the world to be acquainted
wi th."—A ddieon.
" He taught him to repeat two cnballittick words, in

pronouncing of which the whole secret consisted."—
Spectator.

*Cab-a-U'St-I-cal-l-y\ndr. ['Eng.cabalistitxU;

-ly,] After the manner of the cabala; in an
occult manner; mystically, unintelligibly,

"Rabbi Eliaa—from the first verse of the first

chapter of Genesis, where the letter aleph is six tines
found, cabalistically concludes that the world shall

endure just six thousand years : aleph in computation
standing tor a thousand "—Sir T. Herbert: Trafete,

p. 123.

* caha llze, • cab bal Ize, v.t. [Eng to-

bal(a) ; -we.] To speak, write, or believe like

a cabalist.
" lien St. John seems to cabbatise, as in several

places of the A i-ocil vpae, that U, to speak In the ian-

OS of the learned of the Jews."—More : Myst. a)

• ". •>. i. a

t ca bal -lcr, *. [Eng. cabal ; -er. In Br. ca-

baUur.} One who joins in a cabal ; one who
secretly intrigues with others to gain a ct-••lia

end.
"Cautious in the field, heshunnd the sword,
A cloae oabalier, and Umgue-vaJ iaut lord

"

Dryden.

\ cab -al-line, a. [From Lat. caballinus = per-

taining to a horse ; cabaUus= a pack-horse, a
nag, a pony ; Gr. teaflaAAm (kaballis) — a nag.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, P&
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e ; ey= a. qu = kw.
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Cf. also Sp. caballo; Ital. cavallo; Ft. chevai

m a horse ; cavate = a niare ; Ir. capall ; Bus.
kobila, kobiela — a. mare.] Pertaining to a

horse.

Caballine Aloe* : Horse Aloes (AloecabaMna).
[Aloes. J

1 ca-bal'-ling, pm. par. & a. {Cabal, *.]

Joining a cabal, intriguing secretly with others.

" Wh.it those caballing captains way design
I inust prevent, by being <flr»t in action/ Dryden.

* ca bal list, s. [ Eng. cabal ; -ist.] One who
cabals, a caballer, intriguer.

"We now see plainly that the cabaWsts of this

business have, with great prudence, reserved them-
selves until due preparations should be made for their

design."—A'in0 Charles /.'* Answer to Propositions

by both Houses of Parliament, «d. lo42, p. 1L

« car-ban, * ca-bane, s. [Cabin.]

C&'b-a-ret, s. [Fr.] A public-house, an ale-

house. J;*,

"... passing by some cabaret or tennis-court

where his comrade* were drinking or playing . . ."—

Bramhall against Hobbes.

* ca'-barr, *. [Gabert.] (ScotcJi.) A lighter.

{Spalding.)

Ca-b&'S-SOU, *. [French ] A French name
'tor a mammal, the Giant Tatoa, or Armadillo
(Dasypus giganteus). It is the largest of the

Armadillos, being sometimes three feet long
without the taiL

•cab-back, s. [Kebbuck.] {Scotch.)

cab bage (1), * cab -age, * cab -bysshe,
* cab bidge, *. [0. Fr. choiix cabus = a
cabbidge (Cotgrave) ; O. Fr. cabus, cabuce =
round-headed, great-headed. Indirectly from
Lat. caput *= head ; Ital. capuccio ** a little

head; lattuga-capuccia = cabbage -lettuce.
(Skeat.)]

t, Gardening : Specially those garden varie-

ties of the Brassica oleracea which have plain
leaves and " hearts," but sometimes employed
in a more general sense for the genus Brassica
itself. The common Cabbage is said to have
been introduced into England by the Romans,
but was little known in Scotland until brought
into that country by Cromw«uTs soldiers. The
principal varieties were known at least as far
back as the sixteenth century, but minor
varieties are coming frequently into use. These
varieties differ greatly from each other, and
from the original wild cabbage, and could not
be recognized for the same plant but that their
steps of deviation are well known. The
Cabbage in several of its varieties is widely
grown in the United States, and is a common
article of food in most sections. It varies, in
Its several varieties, from the Kohl-Rabi, in
which the growth force is carried back into the
stem, which swells into an underground turnip-
like form, to the common Cabbage, in which
the vegetation is developed Into a compact
head, and the Cauliflower, in which the flower-
ing head is enormously developed. Other
varieties are the Brussels Sprouts and the
Jersey Cabbage. In the last the stem grows to
8 or 10 feet high, and supplies walking sticks
and smal*. building timber, such as spars for
small thatched roofs, &c. The changes in the
Cabbage are easily accounted for The present
form is of highly vegetative character, as is

shown by its habit and habitat. The surplus
vegetative *»rce may express itself simply in
an increased development of the leaf, which is

thrown into wavy folds, as in the common
Kale; it may remain in the midribs, which
become succulent, as in the Portugal Cabbage;
may be carried back into the stem, causing a
root-like swelling, as iu the Kohl-Rabi, or a
tall growth of the stem, as in the Jersey
Cabbage; it may be applied to the formation
of buds, which develop with the peculiar luxu-
riance of the Brussels Sprouts; or may be
withheld from the lateral buds and supplied to
the apical one alone, which swells into the
enormous head of tlw common Cabbage. The
most evolved and final variety is the Cauli-
flower, in which the vegetative force acts upon
the flowering head, of which the flowering is
largely checked. There are other varieties,
but the above covers the diverse variations,

I w*£?** £0T
!?

1 good eaboa9^" - Shakeep. : Merry
Wives of H mdsor, lL
"The leaves are large, fleshy, and of a glaucous

SSSi *& lowers consist of four leave*, which aresucceeded by long taper jwds, containing several round
xStfi** TT'

leB1,ede9are
- cat^* 8*voy cabbage]

gracceli The cautioner. The musk cabbage,

P ,

n
r* .V? oaboaoe ^oni the sea-coast. Colewort

fc^ iru
P coteu"yrt

- **erfoliated wild cabbage,

2. Ordinary Language .*

(1) In the same sense as 1.

(2) The huge terminal bud of some palm
treeB.

"Their 'eahbage' (that of the trees of Saguerut
Mzccharifer) is moreover eatable, like that of the West
Indian Cabbage- palin (Arera oleracea), whose huge
terminal bud is known by this name."

—

Lindley: t'eff.

Xing. fed. Ifi3). 137.

5 Brazil CoMage : An aroid plant, Caladium
gagitti/olium.

Dog's cabbage: A plant—the Thelygonnm
Cynocranibe—which belongs either to the
Chenopodiadaceaj or the Urticacese. Though
Bubacid and somewhat purgative it is occa-
sionally used as a potherb.

St. Patrick's Cabbage : One of the names of
the Saxifraga umbrosa, the London-pride, or
" None-«o-pretty," called St. Patrick's, be-
cause it is a native of Ireland.

The Skunk Cabbage : An oroutiaceous plant,

the Symplocarpus failidus.

% See also Sea-cabbage.

cabbage-bark, s. Bark resembling cab-
bage.

Cabbage-bark tree : The Worm-bark, Andira
inermis, a leguminous plant of the sub-oraV
Ca&alpinieos.

cabbage-beetle, s. [Cabbage-flea..]

cabbage-butterfly, $. (1) I'ontia bra$-
sicoz, f (2) P. Itapas.

cabbage eater, s. He who or that
which eats cabbage.

" /.i/mnr-rh'irit, one who loves the lake.
Cramboukagtu, cabbage-eater."

Pope- Battle of the Frogs and Mice. {Names of the
Mice.}

cabbage-flea, s.

EfUnm. : The name sometimes given to a
mall leaping beetle, the Altica, or Haltica
consobrina, the larvae of which destroy seed-
ling cabbages, as those of the allied species,
A. nemorum, do young turnips.] [Altica.J

cabbage flower, s. The flower of the
cabbage.

"Vet the pistil of each eabbage-Jtower is surrounded
not only by it* own six stameus. but by those of the
many other flowers on the same plant."

—

Darwin:
Origin of Species (ed. 1858), ch. iv., v- »•

cabbage-lettuce, A variety of let-

tuce, with leaves forming a low, full head like
a cabbage.

cabbage-moth, s. A moth of the family
Noctuidffi (Mante&tra brassicas).

cabbage-net, s. A small net to boil
cabbage in.

cabbage-palm, s. [Cabbage-tree.]
Here the woods were ornamented by the cabbage-

palm, one of the most beautiful of its family."—Dar-
win ; Voyage Hound the World, ed. 1870, ch. ii., p. 26.

cabbage-rose, *. The Rosa centifolia.

".
. . one of which afforded a most accurate if not

picturesque view of Margate, while the other glowed
with a huge wreath of cabbage-roses and Jonquils."

—

Disraeli : Henrietta Temple, bk. vi., ch, x.

cabbage-tree, s.

1. The English name for the palm-genus
Areca, and specially for the A. oleracea, the
cabbage-palm of the West Indies. It is so
called because the bud at the top of its stem
is like a cabbage, and the inner leaves which
form this bud are eaten like the vegetable now
mentioned, though the removal of its bud
for the sake of these leaves is the destruction
of the magnificent tree.

2. A garden name for Kleinia nervifolia, a
composite plant.

Australian cabbage-tree : A palm-tree—the
Corypha australis. Its leaves are made into
hats, baskets, &c.

Bastard Cahbage-tree : Andira inermis, a
leguminous plant of the sub-order Uesal-
pintese.

cabbage-wood, «.

1. Eriodendron anfractuosum, a tree be-
longing to the Bombaccie, a family of the
SterculiaeeBe, or Sterculiads.

2. The wood of the cabbage-tree.
" Cabbagewood . . . issometiireaused inornamenta]

furniture ; but does not answer very well, as the ends
of the nhres are too hard and the medullary part Is t-*>
•oft for holding glue. The surface is, also, very diffi-
cult to polish, and cannot be preserved without
varnish. The trunk, alter the centre part la rotted
out, forms a durable waterpipe."

—

Waterston • Cyclo-
podia of Commerce.

*®1, bo£; poUt, jowl; cat, cell, chorus,
-•Ian, -tlftn = shan -Uon, -elon m shun

cabbage-worm, $.

Entom. : The caterpillar, or larva of several
species of moths or butterflies, especially that
of the Pontia, or Pieris brassicai, which attacks
cabbages. [Cabbaoe Butterfly.]

cab -bage (2), s. (Fr. eaJ-us = a basket] Cant
word for the shreds and clippings made by
tailors.

" For as tailors preserve their cabbage.
So squires take care of bag and baggage."

Second Part qf Bvdibrat (spurious), p. 58 : 166&,

C&b'-bage (1), cab'-bidge, v.i. [From thv

substantive.] To form a head like that of the
cabbage.

"Cabusier, to cabbidge; to grow to a head, or gnoT
round aud close together aa a cabbage."

—

Cotgrave.

"To make lettuce cabbage, they transplant It, taking
care during the great heats to water it ; otherwise, in.

stead of pomiug, it run* to seed."— flees : Cyclopadia,

eab'-bage (2), v.t. [Fr. cabasser** to put

into a basket ; codas = a basket]

A cant term among tailors : To steal a portion
of the cloth used when a tailor is cutting out
some article of dress.

" Your taylor, Instead of threads, pabbaget whole
yards of cloth."—Arbuthnot.

O&b'-baged, pa. par, & a. [Cabbagk, v*\

Grown into a head like that of a cabbage.

cab -bag ing, pr. par. & s. [Cabbage, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As subst. ; The act or process of forming
a head like that of the cabbage.

" Cabbaging, among gardeners, is sometimes used to
denote the knitting and gathering of certain potherbs
Into round bunched heads : in which case it amounts
to the same with what Evelyn calls pom ing, poinmer,
q.d. appUng or growing appJewise."—iteai.' Cyciopmdia.

c&b ba-la, s. [Cabala.]

cab'-ble, v.t. To break up into pieces. [Gab-
bling.]

cab-bled, pa. par. k a, [Cabblc, v.]

cab -bier, *. [Cabble.] One who breaks up
the iron in the proce&s of cabbling.

cab'-bliAg, pr. par. & a. [Cabble, ».]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb.)

B. As substantive

:

Metal. : A term among metallurgists in
Gloucestershire, also called n scabbling."
" Finery," that is the cast or pig iron, after it

has been subjected to the influence of the re-

finery, is smelted with charcoal ; it is then
worked up with iron bars into a large ball of
2—2i cwt, which is afterwards hammered
into a flat oval from 2—4 inches thick ; this
is allowed to cool, and then the process of
cabbling commences, which is simply breaking
up this flat iron into small pieces. These
Sieces are again heated almost to fusion,
ammered, and drawn out into bar-iron.

C&b'-bjf, s. [Cab (1).] A cabman, one who
drives a cab.

ca-be'-ca, s. [Port.] The finest kind of India
silk, as distinguished from the bariga

t or in-

ferior kind ; cabesse. (Simmonds.)

* ca-bel, s. [Cable].

ca'-beld, pa. par. [Cabled.] (Scotch.)

ca'-ber, s. [Cabir.]
* 1. A rafter, a joist.

2. A long pole. (Used specially in the
game of tossing the caber.)

ca-ber-e'-a, *. [Etymology unknown.] A
genus of Ihfundibulate Polyzoa (Bryo2oa) of
the sub-order Cheilostomata, and family
Cabereadse, There is but one British species,

C. Hookeri.

ca-ber-e'-I-d», *. pi [Cabereia); fern. pi.

suff. -ida:.] A family of Infundibulate Poly-
zoa, distinguished by the unjointed polypidom,
the narrow branches, the cells in two or more
rows, with vibracula (whips) or sessile avicu-
laria at the back. There are two genera, one of
which, Caberea, is British. (Griffith & Henfrey.)

C&b'-i-ai, s. [Brazilian cabiai.] Buflbn's name
for a South American mammal—the Capybara.
[Hydrocekerus, Capybara,]

c&b'-ln, * cab-an, * cab-ane, i. [Fr. co-

bane; Wei., Ir., & Gael, caban — a, booth,
cabin, diinin. of cob — a booth.]

1. A little hut or house ; a small cottage.

oban, bench; go, gem; thin, this: Bin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist. ing.

; -(ion, -sion -zhun. -tious, -eious, -cious - ahu*. -bio, -tie, &c. - bel, isL
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" Caban, tytyu* how**."—Prompt. Pan.
" Crop* into a ea&an*."—P. Ptosrman, 1.TW.

"... on the south ride of the ford; were a few mad
eaoins, end a single house built of more eolld n*
Serials."—Xtxcavlay : But. Eng.. ch. Xvi.

2. Any temporary shelter or dwelling-place.

*' Borne of green bough* their slender eaMiu frame,

Borne lodged were Tortoee'e street* about/

•S. A little room. [Cab'Sit.)
M Bo lone in secret cabin there he held

Her captive to his sensual desire."

4. A compartment or small room In a ship.

"Give thanks yon have lived so long, and make
Joureelf read/ in your coeea for the mischance of tbs

our, if it so hap.*—sssssssS> : Trmpett, L L
" Hen may not expect the use of many eabim, and

safety at once, in the sea service."—Raleigh.

cabin-boy, ». A hoy whose office it is to

tttend in the cabin or elsewhere on the officers

of a ship.
**

. . . two weatherbeaten old seamen who had risen

from being cooin*>»» to be admirals'—JrwJaSatsw :

Hi*. Lag., ch. xv.

* cabin-mate, s. One who shares the

tame cabin with another.
" His cabin-mate. TCI assure ye."

Beaum and ML : Bmt-Toyag*.

•eab'-in, v.i. k t. [From cabin, s.)

L rnfrvms. : To live in a cabin, or in some
similarly humble dwelling.

" I'll make you feed on berries and on roots.

And feed on curds and whey, and suck the feat,

And cuoin in a care."
Shaketp. : Titut Andron., It. a

H, Trans. ; To confine closely, as in a cabin

or cell. {Lit. &fy.)
" They feel themselves In a state of thraldom, they

imagine that their souls are cooped and cabitied in,

unless they have some man or some body of men de-

pendent on their mercy."—Burke : Bpaech at Bristol U%

Bwk

sab -Ined, pa, par. k o. [Cabin, r.]

t A. As pa. par. : Confined closely, as In a
eabiu or small cell

" I'm caoiVd, cribb'd, confln'd, bound In,

To saucy doubts and fears."

Shakap. : Macbeth, ill 4
•* Though from our birth the faculty divine

Is chatn'd and tortured—coin's, cribb'd, confined.

And bred in darkness."
ovron: Child* Barold. It. 1ST.

B. As adjective :

h Containing or furnished with cabins.

•2. Pertaining to a cabin,
** The nice mom, on the Indian steep,

From her cabin'd loophole peep." Mittoe*.

cab'-i-nSt, a [In Oer. cabinet. From Fr.

cabinet, dimin. of cabane m a hut ; Sp. gabinet:

Ital. gabinetto.]

X. Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

* (1) A little hut or cottage.
" Hearken awhile, from thy green* eoftiitet.

The mraU song of oarefull Tjolinet"
Spooler : Shepherd'* Calendar. XXL

Their groves he feld ; their gardins did deface ;

Their arbors spoyle ; their Cabinet* suppressa
Ibid. .-/.«., A. xii. IS.

* (2) A closet, a small room.

••At both corners of the farther side, let there be
two deUeat* or rich cabinet*, daintily paved, richly
hanged, glased with crystalline glass, and a rich cupola
in the midst, and all other elegancy that may be
thought on."

—

Bacon.

* (3) A private room, used for consultations,

ekC
" Ton began in the cabinet what you afterwards

practised in to* camp "—Dryden.

(4) A piece of furniture, containing drawers
or compartments in which to keep curiosities

and other articles of value.

In Tain the workman shew'd his wit,
With rings and hinges counterfeit.

To makelt seem, in this disguise,

A cabinet to vulgar eye*." Away*.

t. Figuratively

:

* (1) Any place of rest or shelter.

est
iots1

Shakeep.

(5) Any thing in which articles of value are

ved.

* Lo ! here the gentle lark, weary of rest.

From his moist cabinet mounts up on nig

Who sees a soul in such a body set.

Might love the treasure for the cabinet."
Ben Jonttm.

" Toong ladles and young gentlewomen too
Do no small kindness to my Pilgrim show:
Their cabinet*, their bosoms, and their heart*.

K Pilgrim has : 'cause he to them Imparts
pretty riddles in such wholesome strain*."

Bunyan : P. P., pt. a. Introd.

Us Tech.: A kind of deliberative committee

«r oorjrjcil of the KxecutiTe, consisting of the

principal members of the Government. In the

United States the Cabinet consists of a body of

great officials appointed by the President as

his advisers and assistants in the conduct of the

government, and confirmed in their office by

the Senate. They comprise the Secretary of

State, the Secretary of the Treasury, the

Secretary of War, the Secretary of the NaTy,

the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of

Agriculture, tho Attorney Geueral, and the

Postmaster General. Each of these is the head

of the Departmeut indicated by his title, and

as a collective body they act as an Advisory

Board to the President. The United States

system differs from the English in the fact

that the Cabinet Ministers are not members of

Congress, and that there is no Prime Minister,

the "President l occupying' the place of that

official, and being responsible for the acta of

the Government, The members of the Cabinet

receive salaries of $8,000 per year. They are

removable at the will of the President, but

generally hold office till their successors are

appointed and confirmed.

In England the Cabinet is differently consti-

tuted, being formed of members of Parliament

of whom the Prime Minister, or Premier, is

chosen by the Queen, and tho others chosen by

him. The Cabinet includes the First Lord of

the Treasury, the Lord Chancellor, the Lord

President of the Council, the Lord Privy Seal,

the five Secretaries of State, the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, and the First Lord of the

Admiralty, eleven members in all. It has

occasionally had others, to the number of

seventeen. The English Cabinet grew out of

the former Privy Council, the advisers of the

Crowu. This was a large body, and a smaller

advisory body grew up within it, from which

the present Cabinet emerged after the Revolu-

tion of 1688. The members are the leaders of

the majority in the House of Commons, who
are expected to leave office if defeated in any

bill they have supported before the House,

The only power at present possessed by the
' Sovereign is to appoint a new Premier, in

which she has some, but not a wide, power of

f choice. The Premier, when appointed, becomes

the responsible head of the Government, but

one with a very uncertain tenure of office, as

his position depends on his control of the vote

of the House. The English Cabinet has grown
out of the exigencies of the Government, and

has no formal place in the constitution, while

its functions are limited by no written rules.

It is one of those expediencies of which
modern government is now so largely composed.

The acquisition of the actual governing power

by the Premier and the loss of it by the

Sovereign, with the general suffrage of the

people, assimilates Great Britain very closely

to the Republican form of government
The Cabinet has been adopted by other

countries, such as France and Italy, under

conditions closely similar to those of England,

the Cabinet Ministers being members of the

legislature, and expected to resign office when
defeated in any measure. The elective head

of the Government in France and the King in

Italy, however, retain a power which has been

lost by the Queen in England, the Cabinet

standing to them in a position somewhat
resembling that of the American Cabinet to

the President.

-The eoMnet council, shortly termed the'Cabinet.

forms only part of the ministry or administration.

Its [the privy councils) duties of advising the

crown and conducting the government of the country,

are almoet exclusively performed by the principAl

ministers of state, who form another section of it

called the cabinet council. This is so termed on ac-

count of its being originally composed of such mem-
bers of the privy council as the king placed inoet

d conferred with, apart from others, in histrust in, and conferred with, apart from -

cabinet, or private room. Speaking constitutionally,

however, there is no difference between a cabinet and

a privy councillor."—A. Ponblanque, Jan. : Bote sp*

ore Governed, let. t

" Few things in our history are more curious than

the origin and growth of the power now possessed by

the cabinet. From an early period the kings of Eng-

land had been assisted by a privy council, to which

the law assigned many Important functions and

duties. During several centuries this body delllierated

on the gravest and most delicate affairs of state. But
bv degrees its character changed. It became too large

for despatch and secrecy. The rank of privy councilor

was often bestowed a* an honorary distinction on
persons to whom nothing wsa confided, and whose
opinion wss never asked. The sovereign, on the most
important occasions, resorted for advice to a small

knot of leading ministers. The advantage* and dis-

advantages of this course were early pointed out by
Bacon, with his usual Judgment and sagacity : but It

was not tlil after the Restoration that the interior

council began to attract general notice. During many
years old-fashioned politicians continued to regard the

cabinet as an unconstitutional and dangerous board.

—Macauiay : Bit. Xng., eh. lL

cabinet-council, >.

L A meeting of the Cabinet for consultation.

"A cabinet Council wa* hastily summoned yester-

day morning, and met at midday at the official r«*4-

dence of to* Premier, . . ."—Daily Telegraph, Marco
39. 1811

• 1 The Cabinet.

"From the highert to the lowest it Is universally

reed from the oioinee-oowacil to tb* nur**ry. -tfof

t* Swift.

cabinet edition, ». An edition of a

small neat size.

"Ttsls indeed a walking cabinet edition of Goethe,

l„ an th.'e^ttraalitiesot ntanner aud style ;
elevating

ne." »« JnS into sublimity I '^""J,^^
that it looks like beavrty."-*>renrn Quarterly Jteneee,

So L Jfemoirs of Yarnltagem ion Inf.

" cabinet-file, s.

Cabinet-making and Joinery : A smooth,

single-cut file, used in wood-working.

cabinet-maker, s. One whose trade it

Is to make cabinets or receptacles for curio-

sities and valuables. Also applied mors

widely to a maker of household furniture in,

general.

"The root of an old white thorn will make very «•»

box- entombs. .0 that they would be of great in-

fer the cabinet-malm a* well a* the turners and

others."—Jfortinser.

cabinet-making, a. it >.

A. At adjective : Pertaining to the making

of household furniture.

B. As svbttantive

:

« 1. The making of cabinets In a political

sense.

Excepting for cabinet-making. I doubt
For thatdelicaU purpose, they're rather worn out

Moor*: Twopenny Poet-bag, Bale of the Toole.

2. The trade or business of a maker of

household furniture.

cabinet^irgan, s.

Mmic : A superior class and slie of reed

organ.

cabinet - picture, ». Properly small

valuable pictures or paintings from the old

masters, on copper, panel, and canvas ;
such

as from their size and value, would be pre-

served in cabinets. Any picture or painting

of a small size. Also applied to photographs

of a size larger than curtss-de-tristte, and gene-

rally to anything of value of a small, neat

size fitted for preservation in a cabinet (LU.

' oablnot-sseoret, ». A close secret.

•• And if sdl that wUl not serve our turn, but wi.must

r^easlnto his cabinet .ecret*. invade the book o life,

andoversee, and divulge to all men ab.condita Boimnj

Mnoetri. then are God's mercies "n-orthlly repaW

by us. and those indulgences which were to bestow

Svlllty upon the world, have only taught
J.

to b.

more raair-Bammand : Work*, vol It., p. •»

* oib-i-net, v.t. [Cabinst, s.] To enclose as

In a cabinet or casket.

"Thl* i* th« frame of most mens spirits in the

world; to adore the casket, and contemn the iewal

that is cabineted in it"—Btwyt : Ssrm.. p. «7.

cab'-ln-Ing, pr. f»r. or a. [Cabih, ».]

cab ir, kab ar, keb-bre, ». [From w»>-

ceibre, ceibren'= a rafter; Ir. «ebar = s

coupling ; GaeL oaoar = s pole, lata.]

(ScotcA.)

L A rafter.

2. The transverse beams in a kfln on whic*

grain is laid to be dried.

t Ca bi rd an, t Cab-ir-I-ait. « * *

[Cabibi.]

A. As adjective : Pertaining to the Cabiri or

their worship.

B. As tubstantive : One of the Cabiri.

Ca bi -ri s. pi. [Gr. Kafitltm <£a!*ire4

Strabo says that the name came from M.

Cabeirus, in Berecynthia.)

Ethnic ct Ciosi. AfylA. : Certain W««W
divinities, pigmy statues of which still exist

among the terWcottas of the Brit sh.Museum.

They were specially worshipped in Samo-

thrace, Lemnos, Imbros, and the Troad.

• Ca-bi-rio, a. [Cabibi.] Of or pertaining

to'the Cabiri or their worship.

• Ca-bi-rit'-lo, a. [Cabibi.] The same as

CaBIBIC.

late. fat. fare, amidst, whit, rail, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, car, rule, fall; try.

pine. pit. ire, eir. marine; go, pot.

Syrian. **,o»= e. •*= »• an = kw.



ca -ble, • ca bcl, * ca belle, * ca'-bulle,
* ca'-byl, s. k a. [O. Fr. cabel, caable, chaabte

;

Ft. cdble ; Low Lat. caplum ; Lat, carrio = to
take hold of; M. Gr. kcutXiov (kaplion); Dut.,
Dan., 8w.. & Ger. kabel.]

A. As substantive

:

X. Nautical, in Telegraphy, <tc. ;

1. A strong, thick rope, exceeding ten inches
In circumference, originally only made of
hemp, but now also of iron or copper wire, or
most commonly of iron links. A rope less
than ten inches in circumference is called a
hawser.

T Hemp is laid up right-handed into yarns.
Tarns are laid up left-handed into strands.
Three strands are laid up right-handed into a
hawser. Three hawsers laid up left-handed
make a cable. The circumference of hemp
rope varies from about 3 inches to 26. The
strength of a hemp cable of 18 inches circum-
ference is about 00 tons, and for other sizes the
strength varies according to the cube of the
diameter. Wire rope consists usually of three
strands, laid or spun around a hempen core,
while each of these strands consists of six
wires laid the opposite way around a smaller
hempen core. Hempen and wire ropes are
usually employed for tow lines and for mooring
purposes, but chain cables have now almost
superseded those of hemp for anchoring pur-
poses. These are made in links, each about six
times the diameter of the iron employed, in
length, and three and a half times in breadth.
Compared with the strength of hemp cable, a
one-inch diameter chain cable is equal to about
Z% hemp, and a 2 inch chain to an 8 inch
hemp cable.

(1) The rope or chain to which a ship's
anchor is attached. [Chain-cable.]

"Cable, or cabulls (cabyl, or Bchyp roop, A. P.).
Curculu" Ac.—Prompt. Part.

" Cachen yd the crossayl, cablet thay fasten."
Atitt. Poem* (ed. Morris) ; Patience, lot.

(2) The wire rope used for the support of
some suspension bridges.

(3) The wire rope used for submarine tele-
graphs. Deep sea telegraph cables vary greatly
in construction, so that no general description
can be given. One laid in 1865 consisted of a
core of seven copper wires, of which six were
wound spirally around a central one. These
were thoroughly surrounded with Chatterton's
Compound (a mixture of resin, Stockholm tar,
*nd gutta percha). Over this four coatings of
the compound and of gutta percha were alter-
nately laid. Around this jute was carefully
wrapped, and the whole was sheathed with ten
>ron wires, each of which was wrapped in
rtrands of tarred manilla yarn. The total
diameter was 1% inches, and the breaking
strain 8 tons. "Shore end" cable has always
an additional protection of wire and hemp.
The cables which have subsequently been laid,
and which are so numerous and extended as to
bring almost all parts of the earth into tele-
graphic communication, vary from the above,
is the result of experience, but the same care
to produce complete insulation of the central
conductor is taken.

2. A nautical measure of distance a 120
fathoms, or 720 feet, by which the distances of i

ships in a fleet are frequently estimated. This '

term is often misunderstood. In all marine I

charts a cable is deemed 607*56 feet, or one-
tenth of a sea mile. In rope-making the cable
varies from 100 to 115 fathoms ; cablet, 120
fathoms

; hawser-laid, 130 fathoms, as deter-
mined by the Admiralty in 1830. (Smyth.)A

.

c
n
C0Jdmg to Ure, a cable's length Is 100 toM0 fathoms in the merchant service ; in the

Koyal NaVy four ^hles are employed, each of
100 fathoms, two cables being attached end to
•nd.

IX In architecture .*

i. A wreathed or torus convex moulding
made in the form of a rope. [Cable-mould-

\V<\XVVV
CABLE-MOULDING.

cable—cabled

1 A moulding representing a cable or spiral
scroll.

•J Cable is used in many nautical phrases, e. g.:

1. A shot of cable : Two cables spliced toge-
ther.

2. To bend the cable : To make it fast to the
anchor.

3. To bit the cable : To fasten it round the
bits. [Bit.]

4. To drag the cable : Said of a ship when
the cable fails to hold it securely, owing to
roughness of weather.

5. To fleet the cable : To allow it to surge
back on the whelps of the capstan or wind-
lass, as the cable climbs on to the larger part
of the cone.

6. To keckle the cable.

[Cackle (2), ti.J

7. To fay out the cable : To let it run out.

8. To pay the cable cheap : To let it run out
fast ; to hand it out apace.

9. To plait the cable : To serve it.

10. To serve the cable : To bind it round with
ropes, canvas, Ac, so as to prevent it from
being galled in the hawser.

11. To slip the cable : To let it run out, and
leave it, when there is no time to weigh
anchor.

12. To splice the cable : To join the ends oftwo
cables, or of a broken cable, by working the
strands into one another. In the case of iron
cables the splice is effected by means of
shackles.

13. To veer the cable : To let more out
14. To worm the cable : To fill the spiral

788

{To serve the cable.]

crevices between the lays with strands.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds.)

IT Compounds of obvious signification :

Cable-length, cable-maker.

cable-bends, s. pi. Two small ropes for
lashing the end of a hempen cable to its own
part, to secure the clinch by which it is fast-
ened to the anchor-ring. (Smyth.)

cable-bit, s. (Bit.]

cable-bitted, a. So bitted as to enable
the cable to be nipped or rendered with ease.

cable-buoy, s. A buoy or cask used to
keep a rope cable to prevent it from being cut
in rocky anchorages. Also used to support
the end of a broken cable, to assist in recover-
ing it.

cable-cane, ». A species of Palm, Cala-
MM rudentum, a native of the East Indies,
Cochin-china, Ac
cable car, «. A street railway car moved

by a wire rope or cable running in an iron
conduit under the street. In the surface of
this conduit is a slot, through which passes an
iron arm fixed to the car, and gripping or
releasing the cable at the will of the operator.
The cable is moved by steam power at a central
station. Cars of this kind have been introduced
in a number of the cities of the United States
as an acceptable substitute for horse cars,
largely in San Francisco and Chicago, and to a
less extent in Philadelphia and New York.
The idea of using a rope or cable for this pur-
pose is of old date, and various patents have
been taken out, but it was first practically
applied in 1873, by Mr. Hallidie, of San
Francisco, on Clay Street of that city. This
is a very steep street, with a rise of about
one foot in six, and horse power was impractic-
able, but the method proved so successful that
it was quickly applied to other streets, and San
FranciBco has now nearly 100 miles of cable
road. It was adopted in Chicago about ten
years later, and since then in some eastern
cities. American engineers laid the first cable
lines in Britain, they being opened in several
cities, and particularly in Edinburgh, where
very steep streets exist. In most places they
will probably soon be superseded by electric
trolley lines, which are coming widely into
operation, but they are likely to be long
retained in each cities as San Francisco and
Edinburgh, whose steep gradiants render them
especially applicable.

cable-gripper, «.

-Jrf"£-'
v.'l

T
!!!

oompnxwor over the cable-
well, by which the cable Is stopped from run-
ning out.

gold* cable-hatband, i. Twisted
silver cord worn as a hatband.

. *!; • •

J
I^0W. eable «U h« had Mmwhu my eabU-hatband to fence him.

—

Jtartton: Ant. A Mel"
'

il. 1.

cable-hook, «.

Nautical

:

1. A hook for attachment to the messenger
by which the cable is hauled in on a man-of-
war, or other ship having a large number of
hands, without having recourse to the cap-
stan. It may also be attached to a hawser,
underrunning the cable.

2. A hook by which a cable is handled.
Each seaman has a hook in lighting-up the
cable or packing in tiers.

* cable-laid, a. Twisted in the manner
of a rope or cable, in which each strand ia a
hawser-laid rope.

cable-moulding, t. [Cable, A. 2.]

cable nipper, s.

Naut. : A device serving to bind the mes-
senger to the cable, and composed of a num-
ber of rope-yarns or small stuff marled to-
gether. (Knight.)

" cable-rope, «.

Naut. : A thick strong rope, a cable.

cable shackle, a
Naut. : A D-shaped ring or clevis, by which

one length of cable is connected to another,
or, upon occasion, the cable connected to an
object such as the anchoring. [Knight.)

cable -sheet, sheet -cable, i. The
spare bower anchor of a Bhip.

cable-stage, s. The place in the hold or
cable-tier for coiling ropes and hawsers.

cable-stopper, s.

Naut. : A device to stop the paying-out of
the cable.

cable-tier, >.

Nautical

:

1. That part of the deck where the cable*
are stowed.

2. The coils of a cable.

cable-tire, >.

1. Naut. : The coils of a cable.

2. Mech. .* Any large rope used in raising
weights, as in pulleys, cranes, etc.

3. Arch. : A moulding of a convex form at
the back of the flutes, representing a rope or
a staff laid in a flute.

4. Milit. : The large rope used in dragging
guns.

cable-well, «.

Naut. : The part of the ship where the cable
is coiled away.

ca'-ble. v f. & i. [Cable,!.]

L Transitive:

1. Naut . : To fasten or secure with a cable.
(Dyer : Fleece, ii.)

2. Arch. : To fill the flutes of columns with
cable-moulding.

3. Teleg.: To transmit (at news, 4c.) by
the submarine telegraph cable. Since the
opening of the oceanic telegraph cables the
price of messages over them has been greatly
reduced, the total reduction having been from
85 to 25 cents per word, though quite high
rates continue to more distant points, as from
England to Brazil, where it varies from 6s. 2d.
(in the north), to If, 8s. lOd. There are at
present fourteen cables crossing the Atlantic,
owned by six different" companies, besides
cables to numerous other parts of the world
and telegraphers are not without hope of being
able to apply the telephonic system to ocean
wires, and enable people to talk from continent
to continent.

"Hid Means. cabled the refusal
of

, . L
ort,er. or even written by return mail, there

could have been no possibility of any misunderstand-
ing."—Daily .Yewi. Sept. 19, ia.73.

11. Intrans. : To send a message by the
submarine telegraph cable.

"Mr. . . . eabUi to-day that large number, ofEnglish proxies will be revoked and new ones siren Us" '—Daily Telegraph. Dec. n 1880hu favour."

ca bled (Eng.), ca'-beld (Scotch), a.
ble, S.J

[Ca-

'*. bo>j poT^ Jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =fc7 "tUa - 8naa- -tton«
-rton = •"*=. -**<». -*ioii = rhun. -tlous, -slow. -<rt«u=al.tta. -ble. -kle. *c. = bed, koL



'SO oablee—cache

CABLER.

* 1. Naut. : Fastened or secured to a cable.

"Cautjooa approaching, in MrnnaS port
Out out tne cabled stone ui»jii the strand,

"

hyer : Fleece, ii.

2. Arch. : Filled with cable-moulding, as the
flutes of columns.

3. Ttleg. Of a message : Sent by the sub-
marine telegraph cable.

4. Her. : The same as Cables (q.v.)

"Cabled, in Heraldry, is applied to a cross iormed of

the two ends of a ship's cable ; somstimesalsotoacross
covered over with rounds of rope ; moreproperly called

a cross corded. "—Rett: CVoJepwtfo.

cabled-column*, s.

Arch. : Columns, the flutes of which are

filled with cable-moulding.

ca-blee , a. [Fr. cdbU.} (Cabled, 4.]

Her. : Applied to ,

a cross tn coat-arm-
our, composed of two
cable-ends.

-a -ble gram, a [A
coined word, formed
on the supposed ana-
logy nf anagram, chro*
nogram, Ac From
Eng. cable, and Gr.
ypanfta (gramma) = a
writing, message, ypa-
dW ('jrapho) = to
write.] A message
sent by the submarine telegraph cable.

" A cablegram from \c* York states that the
teamer Scandinavia collided with the Thiorva."

—

StttTtdard, April 12, 1880.

" ca'-blet, 5. [Eng. cabl(e) and dimin. sun*, -et

;

or Fr. cdblot.] A little cable ; one less than
ten inches in circumference ; a tow-rope.

" Cablet, in ssa-language, denotea auy cable-laid rope
under nine inchoa In circu inference."— Ree*:C]/<*vp&d<a.

ca -bling, s. [Cable, t>.]

Architecture

:

1. The act of filling up the flutes of columns
with cable-moulding.

2. The same as cable-moulding.

' cab'-lish, *. [O. Fr. chabUs.] Brushwood,
branches blown down by the wind.

cab'-man, s. [Eng. cab ; and man.] A driver
of a cab.

" ca-bob', v.t. ICabob, s.] To roast, as a ca-

bob.

* ea-b&b', s. [Pers. cobbob = roasted meat.]

1. A small piece of meat roasted on a
skewer. (So called in Turkey and Persia.)

2. A leg of mutton stuffed with white her-
rings and sweet herbs. (Sir T. Herbert.)

3a-bo -ceeV, ». [Port cabeceira *= the head,
the chief.] A local governor appointed by
some of the native kings of 'Western Africa.

m ca-bo'che, s. [Fr. caboche = a large head.]

The Bullhead, or Millers-thumb ; also ap-
plied to the tadpole.

"Nomina placlnm . . . Hlc (ale) caput, a caboche.
Hie capito, a bulbed*."

—

Nominal* (I itth century);
Yeoabulariet In Likrarg of National Atttiouitiet.

(Wright.)

ca~bo chud, ca boshed, ca-bosaed, a,

[St. caboche m a large head ; O. Fr. cap =
head ; Lat caput,]

Heraldry: A term used of beasts' heads,

borne full-laced, and without any part of the

neck visible.
** Caboched, cabothed or caboued ... la where the

wad of a beast is eat off behind the ears by a section
parallel to the face; or by a perpendicular section, in

con trad istiuctioii to couped, which is done byahorl-
lontal line ; besides that it is farther from the ears

than oabeewkte. The head. In this case, is placed full-

faced, or affront**, so that no
part of the neck can be risible.
This bearing is by some culled
Trunkod."—fleet : Cw&opetdia,

ca bo -chon, s. [Fr. cdbo-

chon, from ca6ocfcez=head.]
A method of cutting pre-
cious stones without facets.

cab 6 clo, a [A Brazilian
word.)

Min.: A doubtful mineral,
of ft pale or dark brick-red
colour. Dana calls it " Hy-
drous Phosphate of Alumiua
and Lime. It is found in
rolled pebbles with the diamond sand of Bahia,

FRONT VIEW.

SIDE VKW
STONS CUT a
CABOCBOST.

cab -ok, S. [K.EBBUCK.]

ca-bom'-ba, a [Native Guiana name.]

Hot. : A genus of aquatic plants, with shield-

like flouting leaves, and finely-cut submerged
ones, like the Ranunculus aquatilis and its

allies. It grows in America, and is the type
of the order Cabombacea?.

ca-bom-bd-ce-se, a pi [Named from the

typical genus cabomba (q.v.), fem. pL adj.

suflix -oceca]

Hot. : An order of water-plants, placed by
Lindley in his 31st or Nymphal alliance.

They have 3—1 sepals, 3—4 petals, 6—13
stamina, aud 2—IS carpels, distinct from each
other, with fine seeds. Only two genera are

known, Cabomba and Rydrapeltis. The
species are three, from North America and
Australia They are sometimes called Water-
shields.

ca. boo se, cam-boose, a [Dut kombuis
= a cook's room. The origin is doubtful.
Dan. kabys; Sw. kabysa; L. Ger. kabuse,

kabiise — a little room or hut. Allied to Wei.
cab = hut, and Eng. booth; Ger. biise; Low
Lat. busa. (Hahn.y\

1. Nautical;

(1) The cook's house, or galley, on the deck
of a ship.

(2) A box covering the chimney in a sldp.

2. Rail. Engineering: A car attached to

the rear of a freight train fitted up for the
accommodation of the guard, brakesman, and
chance passengers. (American.)

caT>-6s, a [Fr. caboche = a large head.]

ZooL : A species of eel-pout, about two feet

long.

ca-botz, a [An Abyssinian word.] The
Cusso or Knusso. [Brayera.]

ca-brer'-ite, s. [From the Sierra Cabrera, in

Spain.]

ifin. ; A mineral of a pearly lustre, and
translucent, apple-green colour, resulting from
the alteration of arsenids of nickel and cobalt.

Composition: Arsenic acid, 42.37; protoxide
of nickel, 20.01 ; oxide of cobalt, 4.00 ; mag-
nesia, 9.29 ; water, 25.80. It occurs in the
Sierra Cabrera, in Spain. (Dana.)

t cab ri 61c, t cab-rj-o -let (et as a), a
[Fr. cabriolet, dim. of cabriole = a caper, a
leap, from the fancied friskiness and lightness

of the carriage ; Ital. capriola = a caper,

caprio = a wild goat. (Skeat.y\ A covered
carriage, drawn by two horses : now contracted
into cab (q.v.)

" In those days men drove gigs aa they since bare
driven stanhopes, tllhnrys, demieU.and cnorio/efj,and
I rather piqued myself uponiny ' turnout.'"—Theodor-;
Hook : Gilbert Gurney, vol. a, ch. L

cab'-Ht, s. [Sp. cabrito = a kid.] A name
for the Prongouck: Antelope (Antilocapra
furci/era).

* cab'-ure, s. [Brazilian name.]

Zool. : An obsolete name ofScops brasUiensis,
a beautiful and easily tamed owl; It is of a
brown colour, variegated with white, and is

feathered down to its toes.

ca'-biirn», s. pi. [Probably from cable.]

Naut. : Small lines made of spun yarn, to
bind cables,

" Ciburn*, In sea-lAnfruage, denote small lines made
of spun yarn, wherewith to bind cables, seise tackles,

and the like."—ifest: OycloiMtdUu

ca-ca'-li-a, s. [Gr. koxoXI* (kakaUa)= colts-

foot]

Bot. : A genus of composite plants of the
sub-order Tubuliflorae, and the family Sene-
cionese. They are perennials, and hare some
of them fleshy stems and dingy leaves. Those
of C. procumbent are eaten by the Chinese, and
those of C. ficoides by the natives of Cape
Colony.

ca-ca'-iS, a [A Mexican word, cacauaU, adopted
by us from the Spanish.]

1. The specific name of the Tknbroma
cacao, the tree from the seeds of which
chocolate is prepared. It isa native of tropical

America.

2. The seeds of the Theobrona cacao men-
tioned above. They are called also Cocoa
(q.T.)

^ Wild Cacao : A plant, flerrania purpvrca.

cacao mill, s.

Grinding: A mill for grinding the nut of
the Theobroma cacao, to reduce it to the con-
dition of flake cacao. It differs from choco-
late In being ground with a portion of Its hull,

instead of being carefully hulled before grind-
ing. It is mixed iu the hopper with flour.

sugar, &c, and passed through a number of
steel mills resembling paint-mills, by which
the nut is reduced and the ingredients inti

mately incorporated therewith by means of
friction, heat, aud the oil evolved from thf
nut.

cacao-nuts, a The fruit of the Cacao-
tree, from which chocolate is made.

cacao-tree, a [Cacao.]

* ca'c-a-tdr-^, a. [Lat. coco = to go to

stooLJ* Attended with diarrhoea,

cacatory-fever, a
Med. : An intermittent form of fever, ac

companied with looseness of the boVels, auc
sometimes with gripes.

cac-a-tu', *. [Imitated from the note of

the birds.] [Cockatoo.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds, the typical one
of the sub-family Cacatuinse. Cucatua gale-

rita is the Great Sulphur-crested Cockatoo,
and C. sulphurea, the Small Sulphur-crested
Cockatoo.

cac-a-ta-i'-nxe, s. pt. [From cacatua (q.v.),

and*fem. pi. adj. sufT. -irwa,]

Ornith.: A sub-family of Psittacid* (Par-
rots), containing the Cockatoos. The head is

furnished with an erectile crest, and the tail

is broad and even. They are found in the

Eastern Archipelago aud Australia.

# cacche, vX & i. [Capch.]

cacc, * cals, a [In I-r. cos, from Lat. casus

= chance.] Chance, accident. ^Scotch.)

\ Incace: By chance.

caph -a-lot, a [ Fr. cachalot ; Dut kazUoi ; Ger.
kaschelot ; ultimate etym, unknown-)

1. A cetacean of the family Bahenidse. It is

the Physeter macrocephalus, called also the

Sperm or Spermaceti Whale. The male is

from forty-six to sixty, or even seventy

feet long ; the female from thirty to tuirty-

HEAD OF CACHALOT.

five. It is black, becoming whitish below.

The cachalots feed chiefly on squids or cuttle-

fishes. They are gregarious, and go in what

the fishermen call schools, sometimes with

as many as 600 or 600 individuals. The» are

two kinds—female schools and schools m
males not fully grown. With eaeh female

school are from one to three large bulls, or, «
the whalers call them, schoolmasters. The

cachalot inhabits the Northern seas, but

straggles through a great part of the ocean.

% The Mexican Sperm-whale (Catodon CoU

neti), found in the Nerth Pacific, the South

Seas, and the Equatorial Ocean.

3. The South Sea Sperm-whale, found, as

the name imports, in the Southern Ocean.

* Cachalots or Sperm-whales is the book-

name for the family Physeteridfe (q.v.).

cacb-a-ra do, a (Sp.] A kind of Spain/

linen.

* caghche, v.L (Catch, v.]

caqhe, 5. [Fr. cache = a hldlng-pltos ; coca*

= to hide.]

1, A hiding-place, specially a hole dug in

the ground In Northern regions, in which to

deposit provisions in safety for a tune, when

it is inconvenient to carry them.

2. The provisions so buried.

cache, v.U [Cachk, $.) To conceal as pro

visions or neces artes by burying, or deposit-

ing under ft heap of stones.

fftte, fftt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, lier, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, martrie
;
go, P*t

or, wore, wolf, work, who, eon ; mute, cub, cure, unite, ear, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, so, co = e ; oy = a. 0* = kw.
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ca-chec tic, * ca -chec-tick, ca-chec -

tl-cal, a. [Fr. cachectique ; from Lat ca-

chedtens ; Gr. Kaxtimttoc (kachektikos) = per-

taining to, liaving cachexy.] In an ill condi-
tion of body ; affected with cachexy.

,

" Young Mul florid blood, rather than vapid and
gacheoticiil.'—Arbuthnot on Air.

"The crude chyle swims ia the blood, and appears
as milk in the blood, of some persons who are eachec-
tick."—Floyer : Aninv.il Bumours,

* cacu'e-ko^', 5. [Eng. catch; cow.] A cow-
catcher, one who levies on strayed cattle to

have their owners proceeded against. (Scotch.)

* cache-pol, s. [Catch-poll.]

*cach-ere, s. [Catcher.]

* cach-er-el, s. [O. Fr. caehereau ; Low Lat
cacherellus = a catch-poll.] A catch*poll.

"Ayeyn this cacherel<s coineth, thus I mot care."'

Wright ; Political Songs, p. 151.

c&oh-et (et as a\ s. [Fr. cachet ; from cacher

= to hide.] A stamp, seal of a letter.

Lettre de cachet : A letter signed with the
secret seal of the King of France, giving a
warrant for the imprisonment of any person
without trial. It was formerly much abused,
being resorted to for the purpose of imprisoning
any one who gave offence to the king or his

ministers. Lattres de cachet were swept away
during the revolution of 1789.

©a-cheu'-ta-ite, 5. [From Cacheut.i, in the
province o'f Mendoza, in Chili, where it

occurs.]

Min. : A variety of Clausthalite. {Brit.

Mus. Catal.)

ca-chex -I-a (Lat.), ca -chex-y (Eng.), s.

[Fr. cacltexie ; Lat. cachexia; Gr. xa\t$ia (ka-

ehexia); ita/cn (kake), fern, of kcucqc (kakos) =
bad, and c£tc (hexis) = habit.]

Med. : This is a peculiarly bad or unhealthy
state of the body, which occurs in certain

malignant and formidable diseases, as cancer,

tulterculosis (consumption), syphilis, inter-

mittent fever (ague), excessive use of alcohol,

Mm., and which is characterised by wasting of

the body, pinched and anxious expression of

countenance, sallow complexion, and great
exhaustion.

"The defects of digestion are the principal cause of

scurry and cachexy. —Bp. Berkeley : Sirit, \ 96.

each 1-bou, 5. ft a. [A West Indian word.]

Bot. : A West Indian name for the Bursera
ifera. [Bursera.]

cachiboti resin, s. A gum-resin obtained
om Bttrsera gummifera, a plant belonging
) the Amyridaeete.

t each in na -tion, s. [Lat. cachinnatio,
from cachinno = to laugh aloud. ] Loud

•laughter.
" Haste what they could, this long-legged spectre

was still before them, moving bar body with a vehe-
ment cachimtation, a gren.t umneasnrable laughter.'—
Satan i Invisible World Discovered, para. 4. (1685.)

t cach-In'-na-tor-y, a. [Lat. cachinno — to
laugh loudly!] Attended with loud laughter.

"On which timely Joke there follow oachinnatory
brazes of approval. — Carlyle: French Revolution,
pL t, bk. lUT, cb, iv.

* cach-In'-nus, ». [Latin.] Loud laughter;
giggling.
" Thus neither the praise nor the blame is our own,

No room for a sneer, much less than a cachinnut

;

We are vehicles, not of tobacco alone.
But of anything else they may choose to put In us."
Cowper : From a Letter to the Rev. Mr. Jfewton.

C&ch-ir'-l, s. [Native word.] A fermented
liquor made in Cayenne from the rasped root
of the manioc, and resembling perry. (Web-

cach-o-Iong , *. [Fr. cacholong ; from Cach,
the name ofa river in Bucharia, and choUm =
a Calmuc word for stone ; Tartar and Calmuc,
kaschtschilon = beautiful. In Ger. kascholong. ]

Min. .* An opaque or milk-white, sometimes
pale yellow, chalcedony ; a variety of opal.

cach'-rifs, 8. [Gr. Ka\pvc (kachrus) = (1)
parched barley ; (2) the capsules of rosemary

;

(3) or catkins of amentaceous trees.] A genus
of umbelliferous plants. The Cossacks are
said to chew the seeds of C. odontalgica, that
the salivation thus produced may allay the
pains of toothache.

ca chu -cha, s. [Spanish.]

1. An Andalusian dance, closely resembling
the Bolero.

2. The music for the same, in 3-4 time.
" rtct. That thou mayst dance before them !

Now viva la cachuchu /"

Longfellow: The Spanish Btudent, 1. 3,

ca-chun'-de, s. [Spanish.] A pastile or
troche, composed of various aromatic and
other ingredients, highly celebrated in India
and China as an antidote, and as stomachic
and anti-spasmodic. (Webster.)

ca ciq ue (que as k), s. [Sp. cacique.] [Ca-

Z1QUE.]

* cack, cack'-ie (Scotch), s. [Cack, v.] The
act of going to stool ; a stool.

v cack, * cak -ken (Eng.), * cawk, cack ic
(Scotch), v.i. [Lat. coco ; Gr. *«**<*<*> (kakkad)
= to go to stool ; from jea*jcn (kakke) = dung ;

Dan. kakke ; Dirt kahken ; Ger. kacken, all

= to go to stooL] To go to stool, to ease
oneself.

"CakJcen, or fvystyn. Caco."—Prompt. Par*.

* cack'-er-el, * cack roll, s. [From Eng.
cack; -er ; with the dimin. suttix -*/.] A fish,

the flesh of which is said to have laxative
properties.

" A cackrett, so called, because it maketh the eater
laxative. "—Aomenclator, 1585. (Sara.)
"Fish, whose ordinary abode is in salt waters, namely

porpoise, cacAerel, skate, soles, Ac."

—

Sir T. Herbert.

cack-le (1), v.i. [But. kakeUn; Sw. kackla;
Dan. keegle ; Ger. gackern, all = to cackle,

gaggle. The word is onomatopoetic. Com-
pare A.S. ceahhetan =to laugh loudly. (Sfceat.)]

I. Literally

:

1. To make a noise like a goose ; to gaggle,
" The nightingale, if she should sing by day.
When every goose Is cackling, would be thought
Ho better a musician than the wren.'*

SHakesp. : Merchant of Vendee, r. 1.

2. To make a noise as a hen or other fowl.
" Sometime cacleth as a hen.*

Ooaer : Con/. Aman., U. 264.

*1X Figuratively:

1. To chatter.

"Howe these women cackyll"—Palsgrave,
" Rob the Roman geese of all their glories.
And save the state by cackling to the Tories.*

Pope : Dunciad, 1. US.

2, To laugh, giggle, chuckle.
" Nic grinned, cackled, and laughed, till he was like

to kill himself, and fell a frisking and dancing about
the room."—ArbtUhnot : BUt. John Bulk

t cack -le (2), v.t. [Keckle, v.]

Naut. : To protect a cable with an iron chain.
" It is expedient, in this case, to cackle or arm the

cables with an iron chain."—Anson : Voyages, bk. li-
cit. L, p. 163.

cack-le, «. [Cackle (1), v.]

L Lit. : The noise made by a goose, or by a
hen after laying her egg, by a crane, 4c,

;
gag-

gling.

"The cralng and cackling of hens."—Bouand : Plu-
tarch, p. SOT.

" The goose let fall a golden egg
With cackle and with clatter."

Tettnysen; The Qooee.
* XL Figuratively

:

1. Idle talk, chattering.

2. Silly laughing, giggling.

* cack -ler, [Cacelb, v.]

1. Lit. : A fowl that cackles.

2. Fig . Of a person : A tell-tale, chatterer.

t caek'-Hng, pr. par., a., & s. [Cackle, v.]

A. & B. As present participle & participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.
" Tlie trembling widow, and her daughters twain,

, This woful caekling cry with horror heard,
Of those distracted damsels in the yard."

Dryden ; Cock A Fox, 711

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The act of crying like a goose ; the
noise made by a goose or other fowL

2. Fig. : Idle talk, chattering.
" Yes, 'tis the same : I will take no notice of ye,
But if I do not fit ye, let me fry for t
Is all this cackling for your egg T"

Beaum, t Ft. : Humorous Lieutenant, 1 1.

cackling cheat, s. A hen. (Beaumont
& Fletcher.)

ca-co'-a, s. [Cacao.]

cac-o-chym'-t-a (Lot.), cac-o-chym -y

{Eng.), s. [In Fr. cacochymie; from Gr. koko-

Xvrtia(kakochnmia); from sroutoc (fcafcos) = bad,
and xvu,"1 (chunxia) — a state of the humours ;

from xvf*°* (chumos) = humour, juice.] A

diseased state of the body, arising from the
bad condition of the humours.

"Strong beer, a liquor that attributes the h.ilf of ita

ill qualities to the hops, consisting of an acrimonious
fiery nature, seta the blood, upon the least cacochymy,
into an orgasmu*."—Barvty.

t o&c-o-cliym'-Jc, * cac-d-chym ick,

t c&C-O-chym'-i-cal, o. [Cacochymy.]
Having the humours corrupted ; dyspeptic.

" It will prove very advantageous, if only cacochym-
tck, to clarify his blood with a laxative."—Barvey

:

On Consumption,
". . . this is to be explained by an effervescence

happening in a particular cacochymical blood."—
Floyer on the Bumourt.

* cac o-demorL * cac 6 daemon, s.

[From Gr. a*aif6> (kakos) = evil, aud iaCfxw
(daimon) = a demon. ]

L Lit. : An evil spirit, a demon, a devil.

"The prince of darkness himself, and all the coco-
demons, by an historical faith, believe there is a God."
Howell; Lett, U. 10.

2. Fig. ; A jierson or an animal of demo-
niacal character.

" Hie thee to hell for shame, and leave this world.
Thou cacodafmon I " Shakesp. : Rich. III., 1. S.

cac 6 de mo ni al, a. [From Eng., &c
cacodemon, and sutf. -al.] Pertaining to an
evil spirit in the literal or in the figurative

sense. (Sketton; Why Cone ye not to Court.)

t C&c'-O-dftx-y^, *. [Gr. KaxQ&o£ia(kakodoxia).]

Heterodoxy, erroneous opinion in matters of

faith ; heresy.

c&c'-o-dyl* c&k'-o-dyle, s. [Gr. «a*«5ns
(kukodes) = ill-smelling (from icaKoc. (kakos) =
had, vop.rj (odme) = smell), and vkn (hule) =»

matter as a principle of being.]

Cliemistry : Arsendimethyl, As2(CHa)4

Cacodyl is a colourless trans- _ a-v-CHs
parent liquid, boiling at 170°. ~

,
^CH3

It takes fire in the air, and is

obtained in an impure state by as<^^8
distilling equal weights of po- ^*CH$
tassium acetate and arsenious oxide. It is

called Cadets' Fuming Liquid or Alkarsin. Its

vapour is very poisonous. The chloride,

iodide, and cyanide are known. Cacodyl
cyanide, AsfCH^CN, is easily obtained by
distilling alkarsin with mercuric cyanide. It

is a colourless liquid, boiling at 140°. It

takes fire when heated. It is fearfully poison-

ous, and could be used to fill sheils to fire

at ironclad, vessels, as a shell would kill all

the people in the vessel. Cacodyl oxidised

with water at a low temperature forms Caco-

dylic acid or Alkargen, As(CH3)2H02. Itforms
colourless crystals, soluble in water.

cac-6-dyT-Ic, cak'-d-dyT-ic, <* [From
Eng. cacodyl ; suff.-ic] Consisting to a greater

or lesser extent of cacodyl, pertaining to

cacodyl.

cacodylic acid, s. [Cacodyl.]

cac-d-e -thefji, s. [Gr. Kaxort&ns (kakoithes) =
ill-disposed, from kox6$ (kakos) — bad, and
i706c (c(hos) = a disposition.]

1. An ill and irrepressible propensity or

habit. (Chiefly used in the phrase cacoethes

scribendi = anitch for writing books.)

"Juvenal terms [this disteinperl a Cacoethes, which
Is a hard word for a disease called in plain English,uiseane caiieu in piaui cii^mbu,
'The itch of writing.' This Cacoethes is as epidemical
as the small-pox, there being very few who are not
seized with ft some time or other in their lives."—
Spectator, No. 582.

2. Med. : A had quality or disposition in a
disease ; a malignant ulcer.

* cac-6g raph y, * cac-Sg'-rapli-Xe, t.

[Fr. cacographie ; from Gr. Kakix (kakos) =
bad, and yoajftn (graphe) = writing.] Incorrect

or bad writing or spelling.
" The orthography or cacography, style and manner

„ the English language in the rek-ns of Henry V said

VI. are very remote from the mock Saxon of Rowley."
—Walpollana, L zxxv.

"... his clerk used a certain kinde of cacographie,

that admitted a multitude of superfluous letters."—

Comical History of Frandon (1S6S).

* C&C-6r-0-&& *• tFr - cacologie; from Gr.

Kourbf (kaJios) = bad, and Aoyos (logos) =a word,

speech.] The use of bad or incorrect and im-

proper words ; a bad choice of.words.

* cao-o^-phiSn'-Xc, * c&c-i-pnSn'-I-cal, t».

[Eng. cacophon(y); sun", -ic, -ical] Pertaining

to cacophony ; uncouth, harsh-sounding, ca-

cophonous.

* caC-O^phon'-l'-oiis, a. [Bng. cacophon(y)

;

•ions.) Cacophonous.

boll, bo*y; porkt, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enoplion, exist. -In*;*

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, sion = shun ; -flon, -slon = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. == hel, del,
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t cac oph '- on-oils, a. [Or. ttoKofavoc (ka-

kophonas) = having a bad voice or sound ;

«a*« (kakos) = bad, Aeii-ii (phone) = voice,

sound.] Ill-sounding, harsh, uncouth.

t eac-dph'-4n-j?, ». [In Fr. cacophonu ; from
Gr. KaxodWta (kakophdnia) = an ill sounding :

from kcucoc (kakos) = bad, ill, and cWlo.
(phfhiia) = a sound or sounding ; from tfnovrj

(phone) = a voice, sound.)

1. Music : A discord ; a combination of dis-

cordant sounds.

2. Rhct. : A rough, discordant style, arising

from the use of harsh-sounding letters or

words,
" But these things •hall lie by, till yon come to carp

at 'em, and alter rhymes, ana grammar, aint triplets

and cacophonies of all kinds."—Pope, To Swift, April

1.17*3

3. Med, : An unhealthy state of the voice.

• cac-o-tfich'-xrfr, s. [Gr. a-cueorexvia (kako-

technia) — an ill state of art ; from a-axbt

(kakos) — bad, ill, and re^i'ia (technia) = art,

craft ; from t«xkii (techne) = art.] A bad or

depraved state or style of art.

oac-6t'-r6ph-y, s. [Ft. ccxotrophU; from
Gr. KajtoTfKxpia (kakotrophia) = ill nourish-

ment ; from kokoc (kakos)= bad, ill, and rpotpia

(trophia) = the act of nourishment ; Tpo<fc»

(trophe)= nourishment.]

Med. : Bad or defective nourishment.

cac ox ene, cac-Sx -en-Ite, s. [In Ger.

kakoxen. From Gr. kokos (kakos) = bad, evil,

if« (oral = sharp, . . . pungent, acid. Cf.

also kox6(tvoi (kakoxenos) = . . . inhospit-

able ; suffix -me; -ifc(Min.)(q.v.).]

Afin. : A mineral, supposed to be an Iron-

wavellite. It occurs in radiated tufts of a

yellow or brownish-yellow colour, becoming
brown on exposure, at the Arbeck mine in

Bohemia. Compos. : Phosphoric acid, 9- 20—
25-71 ; sesquioxide of iron, 8632—41 46 ; alu-

mina, 0—1001 ; lime, 0—11 ; Bilica, 0—890 ;

hydrofluoric acid, 18-98—32-83. (Dona.)

oac-ta'-cS-f*?, ' pt. [Named from the Cactus

(q-v.).]

Bot. : Indian Figs, an order of exogenous
plants, placed by Lindley underhis fifty-second

alliance, the Cactales. The sepals and petals

are numerous and confounded with each other.

The stamens are indefinite, the ovary fleshy,

inferior, one-celled ; the fruit succulent, one-

celled, many seeded. The flowers are sessile,

oiast cactus la™ gtganteut).

and usually last only one day or night The
leaves are generally wanting, but an inex-

perienced observer might mistake for them
the usually angular foliaceous stems. The
Cactaceee are natives of America, whence
they have been imported into the wanner
parts of the Eastern hemisphere. About 800

are known. The fruit of some species is re-

freshing and agreeable, that of others insipid.

The juice of Mammiilaria is slightly sickly,

being at the same time sweet and insipid.

cacophonous—cade

Many of the Cactacese are of very abnormal

forms.

cac-t«V-o6-OUS, o, [Cactacm.] Pertaining

to the Cactacese.

cao-taLt. [Cactales.] Pertaining to group

or order to which the Cactus plants belong.

Cac-ta'-leS, s. pi. [From Lat. cactus (q.v.),

and pi. adj. sun", -ales.] Lindley's fifty-second

alliance of plants. It stands between Myrtales

and Grossales, and belongs to the fourth sub-

class, or Epigynous Exogens.

cac' -tin, 8. [Eng., Ac cactus; -in.]

Coem. ; A red colouring matter extracted

from the fruit of some Cactuses.

C&C'-tits, s. [Lat. cactus ; Gr. aouctoc Qcaktos)

= a prickly plant.]

Sot. : An old and extensive genus ofLinnaeus,

in four sections :—(1) The Echinomelocacts ;

(2 & 3) Cerei of two kinds ; and (4) Opuntise.

It is now broken up into a number of genera.

It is still popularly used as the designation of

nearly the whole of the Cactacese, to which

order, moreover, it has given its name. Cacti

are sometimes called Melon Thistles.

Hedgehog cactus : A designation of the genus

Echinocactus.

Leaf cactus : The Epiphyllum.

Melon thistle cactus : The Melocactus.

Hippie cactus : The Mammiilaria.

cactus wren, s.

Ornith. : Coues' name for birds of the genus

Campylorhynchus, from their frequenting and

nesting in cactus-plants.

ca cu men (pi. oa-ou'-min-a), s. [Lat]

The top. (Used only in dispensing and in

anatomy.)

ca-cii'-mala-al, a. [Lat. cacumen, gen. cacu-

'min(is) = the" top, the summit ; Eng. suff. -a!.]

Pertaining to the top of anything.

* ca-cn'-mlla-ate, v.t. [Lat. cacumina; from
cacumen (genit. cacuminis)= a top, an apex.]

To make sharp or pyramidal ; to reduce to a

point or an apex.

cad, (1), ». [A shortened form of cadet (q.v.)]

Alow, vulgar fellow.

•J The word was formerly specially applied

to the conductor of a bus.

cad (2), ». [Cade (2), «.]

cad (3), s. [An abbreviation of caddis (q.v.)]

cad-bait, s. The larva of the caddice-fly,

which is largely used as bait by anglers.

"... this ia the moment when the huge flan come
to the surface, and leave their cud-bait search and
minnow-huutui»-."—Sir B. Davy: Salmonia, Second
Day.

cad'-a-ba, s. [From Arab, kodhab = the

name of one of the species of the genus.]

J5oi. .* A genus of plants, order Capparida-

cere. The species are found in Africa, India,

and Australia. The root of Cadaba indica is

said to be aperient and anthelmintic. (Lind-

ley.)

* cad as, s. [Caddis (2).]

t cad-as'-ter, cad-a'8-tre, >. [Ft. cadastre.]

Law .- An official assessment of the value of

real property for the purposes of taxation.

t cad as traL a. [Eng. cadastr(e) ; -al.]

Pertaining to" a cadastre, or to real estate.

t cad-av'-er, s. [Lat. cadaver ; from cado =
to' fall. ] A corpse, a carcass.

" Who ever came
From death to life ? Who can cadavers raise!—
Thus their blasphemous tongues deride the truth."

Davie* : Witt Pilgrimage, V. 2. b.

* cad-av'-er-sC, a. [Cadaver.] Pertaining

to or resembling a corpse ; cadaverous.

"Cadaveric softening of the stomach is not un-
commonly found when death has occurred auddenly
from an accident, soon after a meat, and when the
body has been kept in a warm situation."—T. B.
Tanner : Manual of Med. fed. lsel). 418.

* cad-av'-er-oils, a. [Lat cadaverosus = of

of pertaining to a corpse ; cadaver m a corpse.]

1. Of or pertaining to a corpse or a carcass.

2. Having the qualities of a corpse or a
carcass.

"The uriue, long detained in the bladder, as well at

glass, will grow red, fcetid. cadaverous, and alkaline,

The case Is the same with the stagnant watels of by-

dropical persons."—Arbuthnot on Aliments.

cad-av'-er-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. cadaverous;

'•ly.] In a cadaverous manner or form.

t cad-aV-er-oiis-ness, s. [Eng. cadawroui;
-riess.] The quality or state of being cadaverous.

•cad-aw, *cad-dawe, s. [Caddow.]

• cad-des (1), ». [Caddis (1)]

* cad-des (2), ». [Caddow.]
" And as a falcon frays

A flock of stares or caddesses, such fears brought his

assays." Chapman: Earner's Iliad, xvi. Ml

cad -die, cad'-ie, «. [Cad. Cadet.] A per-

son ; a young fellow ; a person of inferior

rank. (Scotch.)
" E'en eowe the caddie I

And send him to his dictng-box
An" eportln' lady."

Bums : Earnest Cry and Prayer,

cad'-dis (1), cad-des (2), cad -dice, «. [In

Ger. kader, kaderle.] The larva of the caddis-

fly, a species of trichopterous insect, genua

Phryganea. It lives in cylindrical cases, opto

CASE OF CADDIS-WORM.

at each end, and covered with pieces of

broken shell, wood, gravel, ic. It is a very

favourite bait with anglers.

" He loves the mayfly, which Is bred of the eodworm,

or caddis : said these make the trout bold and lusty.
'—

Walton : A ngltr.

caddis fly, caddice-fly, s. Any in-

sect of the genus Phryganea, or of the family

Phryganeidas, or the order Trichoptera, after

it has reached the perfect state.

caddis shrimp, >.

Zool,: A small crustacean, Cerapus tubularis.

(Rossiter.)

caddis worm, «. The larva of tin

caddis-fly. [Caddis, Caddis-fly.]

cad-dis (2), ». [Ir. 4 Gael, codas, cada» =
cotton, fustian ; Wei. codas = a kind of stuff

or cloth ; Fr. cadis, caddis = serge, woollen

cloth. ] A kind of worsted lace or ribbon.

" Codas. Bombieinium."—Prompt. Pare.

" He hath ribbons of all the colour* i* the lainbow

;

inkles, caddisses, cambrics, lawns; why, he sings em
over as if they were gods or goddesses. —Snakesp- -

H'wu'ersrale.fv.*.

caddis-garter, «. A garter made of

caddis.

"Wilt thou rob this leathern Jerkin, crystal-button,

not-pated, agate-ring, puke-stocking, caddisgarter.

smooth-tongue, Spanish-pouch."—Shakesp. : 1 Brnry

IT., 11.

1

t cad'-dow, * cad-aw, * cad-dawe, * ear

dowe, *kid-daw, s. [GaeL cadhog, catkag.]

A jackdaw, a chough.
" Cadasv, or keo, ia chowghe {eadosee, or koo. K. P.

Ko H-). Monedula."—Prompt. Pare.

- A eo*fow. a Jackdaw : Xorf. ,- In Cornwall they

call the guilliam a kiddatv. —Bay.

cad -dy, s. [Malay, katl= a catty or weight,

whereof 100 = a pillul of 135tlbs. avordupois

(Skeat.) A small box in which tea is kept.

"Tea caddy, a tea-chest, from the Chinese ratty.

the weight of the small packets In which tea I. mads

up."— Wedgwood : Dictionary 0/ English Etymology.

t cade, o. [Etvm. doubtful ; by some con-

nected with Icel. kad = a new-born child.)

Delicate, soft, domesticated, brought up by

hand.
"He brought his code lamb with btoi.-Sheldon

:

Miracles ofAM ich.. 224

•cade, v.t. [Cade, a.] To bring up tenderly

and delicately ; to coddle.

cade (11. s. k a. [Fr. cade ; Lat. cadvs ;
Low

Lat. cada = a cask.] A barrel of 500 herrings

or of 1,000 sprats.
" Cade of herynge (or splrllnge, K.P.), or other lyk*

Cada, laoista."—Prompt. Pare. ^^
•• Cade. We, John Cade, so termed of our supposed

**5>4ct7or rather, of stealing a «£o< herrings."

Shakesp. : « "emu Tl.. It. a

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wot, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, onh, cure, unite, our, rtUo, full; try,

;
pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Sjfrlan. », ce ^ e. ey = a, qu = kws
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cade oil, s.

Med. : A name given to an oil much in use
in some parts of France and Germany. It is

supposed by some to be the pisselceum of the
ancients, but improperly ; it is made of the
fruit of the oxycedrus, which is called by the
people of these places, coda. (Chambers.)

cade-worm, caddicc -worm, case-
worm, s. [Caddis.]

t cade (2), * cad, s. [Cade, a.] A pet lamb
brought up by hand.

" Bee cenaria, a cad."— Wright ; Vocabularies, p. 219.

yj, -dence, ca'-den-cy, s. [Fr. cadence = a

falling ; Lat. cadentia, neut. pL of pr. par. ;

from cado = to fall; Sp. & Port cadencia;
Ital. cadenza.]

• I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : The act of falling or sinking ; the
state of having set.

" Now was the sun in western cadence low
From noon." Mitten ; P. L., X. W.

2. Fig, : The act or process of passing from
one subject or thought to another.

"The cadence or manner how Paul falls Into those
words."—Hammond ; Works, iv. «7.

IL Technically

:

1, Rhetoric:

(1) The fall or sinking of the voice in
singing or speaking, especially at the end of a
sentence.

"The length of the verse keepeth the eare too long
from his delight, which is to hears the cadence or
tuneable accent in the ende of the Terse."—Putten-
ham : Art of Poesy, bk. 11., p. 60.

"... for it is Inconceivable how much weight and
effectual pathos can be communicated by sonorous
depth and melodious cadences of the human voice to
sentiments the most trivial."— /)« Quince]/: Works
(ed. 1863), voL IL, p. 100.

(2) The modulation of the voice generally,
specially in reading or speaking.

(a) Of human beings

:

" Listen'd Intensely ; and his countenance soon
Brighten'd with joy ; for inurmurlngs from within
Were heard—eouorous cadences ! whereby
To his belief, the monitor express'd."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. Iv.

(6) Of animals:
" Around him feeds his many-bleating flock.
Of various cadence."

Thomson : Seasons ; Spring, 8S3.

(3) The rhythm or flow of language, a kind
of blank verse or poetic prose.

" Bookes, songes, and ditles,
In rime, or else in cadence."

Chaucer; Bouse of Fame, 627.

" The cadency of one line must be a rule to that of
the next ; as the sound of the former must slide gently

that which follows."

—

Dryden.

\) The modulation of any tone or sound.
" How soft the music of those village bells,

Falling at intervals upon the ear
In cadence sweet, now dying all away,
Now pealing loud again, and louder still."

Cowper ; Task, vt 9.

2, Mil. : A regularity and uniformity of
pace in marching.

"Elizabeth kept time to every cadence with look
and finger."—Scott; KenUworth, ch. xviL

3. Music

:

(1) Spec. : A close, the device which in music
answers the use of stops in language. The
effect is produced by the particular manner in
which certain chords succeed one another, the
order being generally such as to produce sus-
pense or expectation tirst, and then to gratify
it by a chord that is more satisfying to the ear.
They are commonly divided into three kinds :

the perfect cadence (again sub-divided into
authentic and plagal), the imperfect cadence,
and the interrupted cadence. (Grove.)

(2) Gen.: The closing phrase of a musical
composition.

" A strain of music closed the tale,
A low, monotonous funeral wail.
That with its cadence, wild and ewe
Hade the long Saga more complete."

Longfellow i Tales of a Wayside Inn, Interlude.

4. Her. ; The various steps in the descent
of a family ; the distinction of houses.

t 5. Horsemanship : (For definition see ex-
lmple.)

"Cadence is an equal measure or proportion which a
horse observes in all his motions, when he is thoroughly
managed."—Farrier's Dictionary.

sa'-denged, a. [Cadence, «.]

1. In cadence, regulated, in measure.
"A certain measured, cadenced step, commonly

called a dancing step, which keeps time with, and as it
were beats the measure of, the musick which accom-
psnies and directs it, is the essential characteristlck
which distinguishes a dance from every other sort of
motion."—A. Smith : On the Imitative Arts.

' 2. Sung or written in cadence.

1

" These parting numbers, cadenc'd by my grief."
Philips : To Lord Carteret,

ca'-den-cy, s. [Cadence.]

* ca dene, s. [Fr. cadene; Sp. cadena; O. Fr.
cadene; Fr. chaine; Lat. catena = a chain,
from the chain-like appearance of the warp.]
An inferior description of Turkey carpet

* ca'-dent, a. & s. [Lat. cadens, accus. caden-
tem, pr. par. of cado = to fall.]

A. As adjective

:

* L Ordinary Language : Falling, dropping.
" With cadent tears fret channels in her cheeks."

Shakesp. : King Lear, I 4.

II. Technically:

*1. Afusic.-Incadence; regulated, in measure.

2. AstroL : Applied to a planet when it is

in a sign opposite to that of its exaltation.

3. Geol. : The tenth of the fifteen series of
beds into which Professor Rogers subdivides
the palaeozoic strata of the Appalachian chain.
It corresponds in age to the Lower Middle
Devonian rocks of the British Isles.

B, As substantive

:

Geol. : The series of rocks described under
A., II. 3.

ca-den-xa, *. [ItaL cadenza.] [Cadence.]
Music : A flourish of indefinite form intro-

duced upon a bass note immediately preceding
a close.

cad et, s. [Fr. cadet = a younger brother

;

Prov. Fr. capdet, from Lat. capitulum = a little

head ; the eldest son being called the caput, or
head of the family.]

* 1. Ord. Lang.

:

(1) A younger brother, the youngest son.
" Joseph was the youngest of the twelve, and David

the eleventh son, and the cadet ot Jesse."

—

Browne;
Vulgar Errours.

(2) The younger of two brothers in a
gentleman's family.

" Walter Buck was a cadet of the house of Flanders.

"

—Sir G. Buck ; Bist. of Rich, III., p. «8.

2. Mil. : Formerly a volunteer who served
in the army, with or without pay, with the
chance of gaining a commission. Now applied
to students at the military academies, col-

leges, and schools, where civilians pay a fixed
rate for their education, which is generally
but not always, purely military. The age for
admission varies from 16 to 22 years, and
cadets are subject to military discipline, are
drilled, and wear a distinguishing uniform.

" About four hundred captains, lieutenants, cadets,
and gunners were selected."
ch. xii.

-Macaulay; Hist. Eng.,

ca-de't-ship, s, [Eng. cadet ; -ship.} The
rank or position of a cadet.

cad'-ew (ew as u) (1), s. [Corrupted from
caddis.] A caddis-worm.

* cad ew (2), s. [Caddow.]

* cadge, s. [Cadge, v.]

1. A circular frame on which falconers car-
ried hawks for sale.

2. A frame or board on which hawkers and
pedlars carried their goods.

3. The trade of begging. (Scotch.)

* cadge (1),
* catChe, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.]

To bind, edge.

"I cadge a garment, I set lystes in the lynyng to
kepe the plyghtes in order,"—Palsgrave,

cadge (2), (Eng.), * cache, * caich (Scotch),

v.t, & i. [Probably the same as O. Eng. cacche
= to drive,] [Catch, v.]

A. Transitive t

* 1. To carry a load.

"Another Atlas that will cadge a whole world of
Injuries "

—

Optick Olasse of Burners, 1,007.

2. To beg. (Slang.)

B. Intransitive:

* 1. To carry goods, or travel about as a
hawker or pedlar.

2. To beg, seek for in
#
any mean or low

.

manner. (JSlang.)

" Now, about what I call cadging for news.*'—Daily
KTews, March 28, 1881.

ca d-gell, s. [From Scotch cadg(y), with suff.

-ell.] A wanton fellow. (Scotch.)

cadg -er, s. [Cadoe, v.]

1. A carrier; huxter. (Scotch.)
'* But ye ken cadgers maun aye be speaking about

cart-saddles."

—

Scott : Hob Roy, ch. xxvL

2. A beggar, a tramp ; a poor wretch. (Slang.)

"To be cut by lord or cadger. " Bood: Miss Kilmom-
tegg.

cadg-I-ly, adv. [Scotch cadgy; -ly.] In a
lively, merry manner. (Scotch.)

" My daughter's shoulders he gan to clap.
And cadgtly ranted and sang."

Ramsay; Tea-Table Miscellany.

cadg -i-ness, * caid -gi ness, s. [Scotch
cadgy; -ness.] Gaiety, wantonness. (Scotch.)

cadg -y, * caidg y, * caig-y, * cai gie,
* cad y, * kead ie, a. [Derived by Jamie-
son from Dan. kaad = wanton ; but perhaps
it is = Eng. catchy, and is from catch in the
sense of hastening, hurrying, and hence lively.]

Lively and frisky ; wanton. (Scotch.)

". . . ye nar saw him sae cod
Scott : Bride of Lammermoor, ch. i

ca'-dl, s. [Turk.] An officer among the Turks
and Persians answering to our magistrate.

"In Persia, the cadi passes sentence for a round
nun of money."

—

Ld, Lyttleton,

cad Ie, cad die. s. [A corrupted form of
either cadger or cadet (q.v.).] (Scotch.)

1. Spec. : A porter, a messenger ; one who
gains a livelihood by running errands, or de-

livering messages. In this sense, the term
was appropriated to a society in Edinburgh,
instituted for this purpose. (Jamieson.)

"The cadies are a fraternity of people who run
errands. Individuals must, at their admission, find
surety for their good behaviour. They are acquainted
with the whole persons and places In Edinburgh ; and
the moment a stranger comes to town, they get notloa
of it"—Arn ot: Hist. Edin., p. 60S.

"A tattered cadie, or errand-porter."—Scott: Heart
of Midlothian, ch. xxl.

2. Gen. : A low, poor fellow.

"A prosperity of which every Scotchman, from the
peer to the cadie, would partaka"—Macaulay : Bist.
Eng., ch. xxiv.

ca-dll lac, ca-dil-leck, s. [From Cadillac,
a town in the Department of the Gironde, in
France.] A kind of pear. (Wright.)

cad'-jii, s. [A corruption of a native word.)
[Cashew. ]

Bot. : The native name for the Anacardium
occidentale, a tree, a native of South America.
It is commonly called Cashew-tree (q.v.).

cadj11 gum, s. A gum obtained from
the Anacardium occidentale.

cad -lock, s. [Charlock.]

Bot. : Three plants—(1) Sinapis arvensis, (2)
S. nigra, (3) Brassica Napus. No. 1 is some-
times called Rough Cadlock, and No. 8
Smooth Cadlock.

Cad -me an, Cad-mee -an, a. [Lat. Cad-
meius ~ pertaining to Cadmus, the mythical
founder of Thebes.] Of or belonging to
Thebes, Theban.

" In Theban games the noblest trophy bore, . . .

And singly vanquished the Cadmauin race."
Pope ; Bomtr ; Iliad xxiiL 781

cad'-mJ-um, s. [From Lat. cadmia (Pliny);
Gr. KaSfi.eta (kadmeia), Ka&u.ia (kadmia) =
calamine, an ore of zinc]

Chem. : A diatomic metallic element, dis-

covered in 1818 ; symbol, Cd ; atomic weight,

112 ; sp. gr., 8"6 ; melting point, 315", boils at
860°. Cadmium is a white, ductile, malleable
metal. It scarcely tarnishes in the air; it

burns when heated in the air, forming a brown
oxide, CdO. It dissolves readily in nitric

acid ; it decomposes water at red heat. Its

vapour density is 3"9 compared with air. Cad-
mium is found in some zinc ores ; when these

are distilled it rises in vapour before the zinc

does so. It also occurs in the form of sulphide

in greenockite. The oxide dissolves in acids,

forming colourless salts. The oxide ab-

sorbs C02 readily, and is converted into

a white insoluble carbonate. Cadmium sul-

phate, CdS044H20, forms colourless mono-
clinic crystals easily soluble in water, and
forms double sulphates with potassium and
ammonium sulphates. Cadmium chloride,

CdChj, is very soluble ; it forms double salts.

The bromide and iodide are also white soluble

salts, used in photography. Cadmium sul-

phide, CdS, is a bright-yellow powder, in-

soluble in dilute HC1 ; it is obtained by passing

H«S through an acid solution of a cadmium
salt ; it is insoluble in ammonium sulphide,

thus easily distinguished from sulphides of

arsenic, antimony, or tin. Cadmium sulphide

Is used as a yellow pigment. Cadmium if

readily detected by the properties of its sul-

", b6*y; pout, jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph U
fen, -tlan = anan. -1ion, -sion m shun ; -1ion, -slon m zhun. tious . - sious . cious = shus. -hie, -die, &c.m hoi, deL
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phide. Ammonia gives a white precipitate,

soluble in excess ; sodium carbonate a white

Srecipitate of carbonate of cadmium, insoluble

I excess. Cadmium is easily separated from

zinc by passing HS2 into their solution in

HC1 ; the cadmium is precipitated as yellow

sulphide, CdS. Cadmium can be separated

from copper in analysis by dissolving their

sulphides in nitric acid and adding ammonia

in excess, filtering off oxides of other metals ;

then potassium cyanide is added till the pre-

cipitate first formed redissolves, then HjS

gas is passed through the liqnid, from which

it throws down the cadmium as sulphide.

cadmium-blende, s.

Min. : The same as Gbeekockite (q.v.).

Formerly called also Sulphuret of Cadmium.

cadmium-yellow, a. A pigment, con-

sisting of cadmium sulphide. (Cadmium.)

oad -ouk, cad'-doiick, s. [Ft. caduc ; Lat.

cadiKw = falling; c<u(o= tofall.] A casualty;

forfeited or escheated property.

"A» their eervloe to his MAjeatle™ falthfulllard

loTalLaohle Majeatie w«a Ilher.ll andbountifull iu

advancing them to title, ol honour; aa alao in be-

Sowing on them cadouki and cajraaltiee, to Inrich

them more than othere." ac-Jfonro : Xxped, p*. U..

P.12S.

* cad-owe, «. [Caddow.]
•'Moreover thia bird [the cro»l only feedeth her

young »<« for a pood while after they—
file

"—Holland : Plinle. ok. X., ch. 12.

• able to

ead'-rans, s. [In Fr. cadran, from Lat quad-

ram, as p'r. par. = agreeing, as s. = Hh of an

as; }th of anything.]

Lapidary Work: An instrument for mea-

suring the angles in cutting and polishing

gems. It is sometimes called an anffulosuter.

The gem is cemented on to the end of a rod

clamped between jaws, and a small graduated

disk enables the angle to be marked.

• ca -due, a. [Caduke.]

' cad-VV-car-jr, a. [Lat eadvcu* = falling

;

cado = to fall.)

1. Old law: Relating to escheat, forfeiture,

default, or confiscation.

"Being vttlmut htrret. and therefore taxing by

deeceiit, in a kind of cadnenry aucceaaion. . . .
—

BlackMone : Comment., voL ih. ch. 14.

2. The same as Cadccoos (q.v.).

ca-du'-ce-an, o. [Cadccecb.] Pertaining

to the caducens of Mercury.

* ca-du -ce-us, a. [Lat cadu*

ctus, or coduceum.)

1. Gen. : A herald's staff.

2. Spec. : The winged staff of

Mercury, borne by him officially

as messenger of the "gods."

i
and Mercury, loae all the

. . ana Mercury, ii«c « —

-

eerpenttne craft of thy caducvti, tf

ve take not that little little lea*

than little wit from them that they
._>» n.i . t , A .-.,•

VIUIU llltie wtfc 11UUI lutiu win. ...- i

have
:

' — Shaketp. : Trail * CVev
It

ca-du-oi-bran-ohi-ate. a. caducsos.

[From Lat. caducus = inclined

to fall easily, falling, and brancAiai = the gills

of a fish.) [Bbancbia.]

Zool. : Having a want of permanency in

their gills, having gills which fall off before

maturity is reached. Example, frogs. It is

opposed to perenni-branchiaU.
" Some of theae are perennVbranchiate, retaining the

hranchije through life ; othere loae the brauchiaj, be-

coming thus cuduciorancfttafe."—Stcholson: Palaont^
U 174.

• ca-du -ci-ty, a [Fr. caduciti ; from Low

lit coducitas ; from Lsi. caducus = falling
;

eodo= to fall.) Feebleness, weakness.

An beterogeneotte Jumble of youth and caducity"

~Lord CfHtttcrHcld.

suff. -a!.] Terminating blindly, i.e., to a

closed end ;
pertaining to the caecum.

caV-cal-ly, adv [Eng. caxai; -ly.\ Blindly,

withan opening at one end only; in the

manner of a caecum (q.v.).

* offi'-ei-aa, «. [Gr. noutco., (kaikiaa) = the

north-east wind.) A personification of the

north-east wind.
" Now from the north,

Boreas' and Cttdai and Argeatee loud,

And Thnvoiae, rend the wcode and eeaa upturn
Muton .' r. L. t X. 6W.

cte-«x-»-en'-i-as, ». pi- [Lat- <***>* = DUnd

genitus = brought forth, pa. par. of aiano =
to beget)

Enttm. : A subtribe of insects, order He-

miptera. The Bpeeies are generally bright-

scarlet with black spots. One is found in

Britain,

cse-cil -I-a, coe-cll'-i-a, «. [Lat. cowilia =
a kind of lizard, probably the blindworm

(q.v.) ; caeiu = blind.)

1 ZooL : A genus of serpent-shaped am-

phibians, the type of the family CasciliicUe

(q.v.).

2. Ichthy. : A name used by some authors

for the fish more usually known by the name

of the Acub. It is common in the Mediter-

ranean, and is called by the Venetian fisher-

men Biscia, that is. Viper-fish.

cte -clT-i-ana, «• P1- [From Lat, oojciiia ; Eng.

pi. suff. -ans.]

Zool. : The English name for the family

Caeciliidse (q.v.).

cse-cll-i'-i-dee, s. p.. [From Mod. Lat cacilia

(q-v-)-]

ZooL : Cascilians, serpent-shaped amphi-

bians. Thev belong to the order Gymno-

pbiona. The young have internal branclna,

while the adults breathe by lungs. l«one

have been found fossil.

• ose'-eit-as, «. [Lat, caxifos - blindness,

from emeus m blind.)

Med. : Blindness.

cse-fi'-tls, ». [Mod. Lat oscum (q.T.); anff-

•itis, denoting inflammation.)

Med.: Inflammation of the cjecum; typhlitis.

cB'cum, a [Neut of Lat. caei« = blind,

invisible.)

1. ^?u»f. : The beginning of the great gut,

commonly called the blind-gut, because it is

perforated at one end only ; it is the first of

fiie three portions into which the intestines

are divided,

2. Zool <«> Patent. : A genus of molluscs,

by some considered to be the type of a family

CKcida;, but generally placed under the family

Turritellides. The species are recent or ter-

tiary, commencing in the Eocene period,

cte'-lum, i [Lat corftm = a chisel or burin

N>f a sculptor or engraver, a graver ; from cado

= to fall, ... to cut]

Cesium tculptorU : The sculptor's tool

Attron.: One of Lacaille's constellations.

It is not visible in England.

oa du cous, a.

cado = to fall.)

[Lat caducus = falling ;

BoL: Dropping off; falling off quickly, or

before the time, as the calyx of a poppy or

the gills of a tadpole.

• ca-duke (Eng.), * ca-duo (Scotch), a. [Fr

caduc ; from Lat caducits =s falling ; cado = to

fail.) Failing, perishable.
" All their happioeaa waa batcMMM and unlaatlm ,"

Sickm: Ludan.

ead-y.a. [Cadoy.) (Swtc*.)

oss'-cal, «. [From Lat ctmm (q.T.X and Eng.

cse-nantth'-I-um, ». [See def.] An Incorrect

form ofcoenanthiura (q.v.).

ca'-er, in compos. [Wet = a wall, a fort, a

city.) A town, a city, as Caerleon.

cse'-re'-ba, ». [Etymology donbtfuL Agasslz

^calls it "'a barbarous word.")

OrnttA. : A genus of birds, the typical one

of the sub-family Csereblnae (q.v.).

cser-S-bi'-lMB, *. A r^0111 Mod. Lat. catriba

^q.v.), and fern, pi suff. -ina.]

Ornitk. : A sub-family of the Promeropidee,

or Sun-birds. It contains the Guitguits, the

American representatives of the Sun-birds of

the Old World. •

•cter'-ule, •cer'-nle, a. [From Lat corru-

leut = azure blue.) Azure blue. [Cebitlean.]

Wboae omruUtixmmt, rombling in Pible atone.

"

Bpmtcri YtrgUt Snot.

' cwr-u-leV-cent, oer-u-les'-oint, a.

[Formed by analogy as if from a Lat cgstkImco,

from cojruleus = azure blue ; and Eng. suff.

escmt.] Becoming more or less sky-blue.

Cte-sal-pln'-I-a, «. [Named after Andreas

Csjsalpfcns, chief physician to Pope Clement

VIII., to the latter part of the sixteenth cen-

tury.)

Bat : The typical genus of the legumin-

ous sub-order C»salpinies5 (q.v.). They are

trees or shrubs, with showy yeUow flowers,

ten stamina, and bipinnatifid leaves. About

fifty species are known. The intensely astrin-

gent Ctesaipinia corinria has legumes which

contain so much tannin that they are valuable

for tanning purposes. They are known in

commerce as Dividivi, Libidivi, or Libidibi,

and come from the West Indies and South

America. C. crista, also West Indian, C. ecAt-

nata from Brazil, and other species, produce

valuable red, orange, and peach blossom dyes.

The wood of the latter, given in powder, is

tonic. C. brasiliensili, which, however, is not

from Brazil, and is now called Pelteptorum

Lirmrn, is said to produce the Brazil-wood of

commerce. [Bbazii^wood.] C. Sap;an, from

India, furnishes the Sappan-wood. [Bukki-m-

wood, Sappan-wood.) An oil is expressed

from the seeds of C. okosperma and other

species. The roots of C. Nuga and C. Mortnga

are diuretic ; the seeds of C. BondnaUa are

intensely bitter. Several Chinese species bear

soap-pods, that is, pods which may be used

as a substitute for soap. (LittoUey, Treat, of

Bot., *c.)

ctB-sal-pIn-I-«'-IB, s. p!- [From Mod. Lat.

Cotsalpittia (q.v.) ;
pi. fern, adjectival sun", -e-r.)

Bot. : One of the great sub-orders into which

the Leguminosa are divided. They have an

irregular flower, but not at all so much so as

the Papilionacese. The petals are spreading,

the stamens adhere to the calyx. They are

mostly ten in number, though in rare cases

less than five. They have purgative qualities.

Though none are wild in Europe, they con-

stitute a notable and attractive feature of the

vegetation in India and other tropical coun-

tries. Lindley divides them into eight tribes-

(1) Leptolobiea, (2) Eucsesalpimea;, (3) Las-

sies;, (4) Swartsieie, (5) Amherstiess, (6) Bau-

htoiesj, (7) Cynometrese, (8) Dimorphandre*.

Cte-Sar'-I-an (1) a. [From Lat, Cawtrtanua,
V

Ccesarius = pertaining to Ca;sar, i.e., spec, to

Caius Julius Cajsar.) Pertaining to any or the

Casars, and especially to the great Cams

Julius Caesar.

cte -sar-z-an (2), jS-aar-I-aa, a. [From

Lat casura = a cutting, an incision ;
or pos-

sibly the same as (1) ; see def.) Involving

the act of cutting, specially in the operation

described under the compound terms.

caesarian operation, a

Suroeru d Midwifery: The most serious

operation in midwifery, and only resorted to

In extreme cases, to save life ; as, for example,

when a woman fully pregnant dies suddenly,

by accident or otherwise, the child being still

alive in vitro ; or when, by reason of deformity,

the birth cannot take place naturally or with

the aid of ordinary obstetrical instruments,

per naturalis vias. The operation consists m
making an incision in the abdomen and re-

moving the child with the contents of the

womb en masse, and then sewing up the wound

thus made In the usual way. As might be

expected, the danger to life «rom this operation

is very great in those cases where the lirag

mother is operated upon. Certain cases, how-

ever, have survived the operation-some have

even gone through a repetition of it, ana tfc

proportion of these cases Is increasing, owing

to the improvements in modern surgery, roe

Caesarian operation was known to the Greeks.

The Romans also practised it, and it was a
sidered by them a fortunate circumstance to be

soborn. AccordtngtoPliny.ScipioAfncanus

was delivered in this way (^uapicafius MKCfa

rnafre nascunfur siclrt Scipio ^yrlcanul prtc'

Vitus). This author, with others, also assen-

that the name of Caeson, afterwards ckssi-

was first given to those thus born (Quia cxx>

matris vitro in lucem prodtunt).

oasarlan section, «. The mm as

C.E3AR1AS OPEBATIOH (q.V.).

ca'-tar-tan, a [Eng., 4c Coaar ; -ism

:

»«

Oamabia* (1).] Despotic government; im-

perialism.

cte'-Sl-a, a [In honour of Frederico Casio,

an Italian naturalist.]

Ate, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, Her. tiere; pine, pit, sre, sir, marine
;

jro.jp*.

or, wore, wolf, work, wno, eon; mute, eu», cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian. **. o»-e. ey-a.
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Bot. ; A genus of Hlaceous plants, belonging
to the order AnthericeBe.

cca'-sl-d, s. [Named after Frederlco Casio.]

Icthyol. : A genus of acanthopterygious
fusiform fislies, having the dorsal and anal
spines much larger than the others, and their

base thickly covered, with small scales.

Family, Chsetodonidae.

cse -si-ous, a. [Lat. c<esius =. bluish-grey.

(Used generally of the eyes.)]

at. : Bluish-grey, lavender-colour. Akin
to glaucous, but greener. (LtiuUey.)

sae'-si-iim, s. [From Lat. cossius = bluish
pey, sky-coloured.]

Chem. : A monad metallic element ; symbol
Cs. , at. weight 133. It was discovered in 1860
by spectrum analysis in mineral waters and in
several minerals, as mica, felspar, &.C., also in

the ashes of plants. It is separated by the
greater insolubility of the double chloride with
platinum. The hydrate is a strong base.

Caesium carbonate can be separated from rubi-
dium carbonate by its solubility in absolute
ileohol. Caesium gives characteristic blue
lines in its spectrum.

cses pit Ofe, a. [From Mod. Lat. caxpitosus;
Class. Lat. cosspes (geuit. ccespitis) = a turf, a
sod. ]

Bot. ; Growing in tufts.

C»s-pIt'-U-ld*e,a. [From Lat. «wpes(genit.

cosspitis) = a turf, a sod ; dimin. suffix -ul ; and
Eng. suffix -ose, from Lat. -osus.] Growing in

small tufts forming dense patches, as the
oung stems of many plants.

-tUS, t ces'-tus, s. [Lat. casstus = ces-

•i.] A boxing-glove. It was of leather. In

liu cases loaded with lead or iron.

"The prizes next are order'd to the field.

For the bold champions who the atatus wield."
Pope : Homer't Iliad, xxlll. 753-4.

Ctt-SU'-li-a, s. [Lat. casus x= beaten.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, consisting of a
single species, C. axillaris, a native of India.
It is a small weed, growing in moist places,
and has purple or white florets.

cw-sur'-a, c»-sur'-a, * caes iire, * 96a
sure, s. [In Ft. cesure; Sp. & Ital. cesura

;

at. cmsura = a cutting off, from caedo r= to
ause to fall, to fall, to cut.]

* L Ord. Lang. : Of the forms ceasure and
sure.

"Vulgar languages that want
Words and sweetnesse, and be scant

Of true measure
Tyran rime bath so abused.
That they long since haue refused

Other 'wmre.
B. Joruon : A Fit of Rime against Rime.
"And I beyond measure,
Am ravish d with pleasure.
To answer each ceasure."

Drayton : Third Nymphal.

XL. Prosody : A pause in a verse. If in all

Bes such a rest for the breath occurred only
the termination of the several words, a

_ ainful sense of monotony would be expe-
rienced ; hence the caesura, as a rule, cuts off
the last syllable from a word, and on the
*vllable so separated the stress is laid. In the
tine—

" Armft vl
I
rumque

-

c& | n5 Tro"
I
jae qui

|

primus 4b | oris,"

%o is the caesura.

In the following lines from Milton's Paradise
Lost, bk. IL—
" Otcus

I and Ha
!
dee, and 1 the dread 1 ed name

Of Dem I ogor
|
gon ; Ru 1 mour next I and Chance,

And Tu
J
mult and

| Confu | sion, all | nubroil'd.
And Dis [ cord, with

I
a thou

I
sand va

I
rioua mouths,"

des, gon, mult, and cord are the chief caesuras.

cse sur'-aed, a. [From Lat. cossura, and
Eng. suff. -ed.] Pronounced with a caesura,
slowly drawled.

** No accents are so pleasant now as those.
That are caeit ra U tiuough the pastor s noee."

Brome : A Satire on the Rebellion.

989-aiirLal, oe-sur^ftl, a. [From Lat ccssura

(q.v.), and Eng. suff. ~al] Pertaining to a
caesura, produced by a caesura.

cse'-ter-Is par'-i-bus, used as adv. [Lat.]

Logic df Ord. Lang. : Other things being
equal.

"These characters are all neterti paribus, in an In-
Terse relation to one anather. '—Todd 4 Bowman:
Physiol. Anat., vol. L, ch. 7, p. 190.

'oat; *cof, *kof, *kafe, a. [A.S. caf]
Quick, eager. [Rel. Antiq., i. 212.) (Strat-

mann.)

ca'f-e\ s. [Fr. cafe" =s (1) a coffee-bean, (2) the
tree which produces it, (8) the beverage
formed from it, (4) a coffee-house.] A coffee-

house.

* caff, * cafle, s. [Chaff.] (Scotch.)
" As wheitt unstable, and caffe ln-fore the wind.
And as the wood consumed is with fire

—

Slklyke peraew them with thy grieuous Ire."
Poem*, 16th Century, p. 98.

** The cleanest corn that e'er was dight
May hae aome pyles o' caff In."

Burn* : Address to the Unco Quid.

caf'-fa, s. [Native name.]

Fabrics: A kind of painted cloth goods
manufactured iu India.

caf-fe'-Io, a. [Fr. cafe; and Eng. suffix -ic.\

Pertaining to or derived from coffee, as cqfftic

acid.

caf'-fe-ine, ». [From Fr. cafi = coffee ; and
Eug. suffix -inf..]

Chem. : CnHip^O*. The same as Theine
(q.v.). A feeble organic base occurring in

tea, coffee, and the leaves of Gvarana offici-

nalis and Ilex paraguensis. A decoction of

tea is mixed with excess of basic lead acetate,

filtered, then H2S is passed in to precipitate

the excess of lead, filtered, evaporated, then
neutralised by ammonia; the caffeine crystal-

lises out on cooling. It forms tufts of white
silky needles ; it has a bitter taste ; it forms
doable salts with platinum and gold chlorides.

It is a methyl substitution compound of theo-

bromine.

caf-fer, s. [Caffbe.]

caffer bread, caffir-bread, s. A name
given in South Africa to various Cycadaceous
trees, of the genus Encephelartos ; the pith

of the trunk and cones of which are used as

bread by the Caffres. (Lindley, £c.)

ca'f-lre, kaf-fre, caf-fer, a. & s. [From
Arab, kajlr = infidel, i.e., not Mohammedan.]

A* As adj. : Pertaining to a series of tribes

woolly-headed but not of the proper negro
race, inhabiting the south-east of Africa.

B. As subst.: A person belonging to the
series of tribes described under A*

cafila, caf II la, Itaf-lVa, s. [Arab.]

A company of travelling merchants ; the
name applied in North Africa to what in parts
of Asia is called a caravan.

* ca f-le, a. [Caveu] (Scotch.)

* caft, pret. [Coff, v.] (Scotch.)

ca'f-tan, s. [From Fr. captan ; Russ. caftan;
Turk, qaftdn.] A Turkish or Persian vest or
garment.

caf'-taned, a. [Eng., Russ., &c. caftan; Eng.
suffix -ed.] Clothea in a caftan. (Sir Walter
Scott.)

*cag(l), *, [Keo.] (Scott: Heart of Midlo-
thian, ch. xlv.)

cag (2), *. [Etym. unknown.] The thread
wound round every hank or skein of yarn,

cotton, kc, to keep each separate. It is also

called helching. (Hallvmell : Contr. toLexicog.)

cage, s. & a. [O. Fr. cage ; Lat. cavea = a
hollow place ; from cavus — hollow.]

A* As substantive ;

L Generally

:

L An inclosed place in which birds or
animals are kept. It is generally of wire,
though sometimes of wicker, slats, splints, or
strips of metal.

"Am untowe bird lne cage."
Aneren JtiwU, p. 10X

* 2. A small place of confinement for male-
factors.

" His father had never a house but the caae."—
Skahetp. : 2 Ben. VL, iv. %
"A market-place, or cage, . . .'—Dickens; Pickwick

IX Specially:

1. Carp. : An outer work of timber inclosing
another. Thus the cage of a stair is the
wooden inclosure that encircles it. (Gwitt.)

2. Mech. : Something placed over a valve to
keep it secure in its place. Spec.—

(1) A skeleton frame to confine a ball-valve
within a certain range of motion.

(2) An iron guard placed over an eduction
opening to allow liquid to pass while retain-
ing solids from escaping.

3. Mining

;

(1) A cage-like structure in which miner*
stand while being raised from or lowered into
a mine.

(2) The trundle-wheel of a whin on whict
the rope is wound. It is called also a drum
or a turn-tree.

4. Microscope : A minute cup having a glass
bottom and cover, between which a drop of
water containing animalcula may be placed
for examination.

B. As adjective : (See the compound).

cage-bird, s. A bird kept, or suitable to
be kept, in confinement.

"They will here learn what the German naturalist
Bechstein. the greatest of authorities upon the natural
history and treatment of cage-birds, has written."—
Translation (edited by O. H. Adams) of Bcchsteint
Handbook of Chamber and Cage-birds, preface.

t cage, v.t. [Cage, s.] To shut up in a cage
or other place of confinement.

" The goodly members . . . after they had caged
him awhile, at last set up a mock court of justice."—
Dr. M. Griffith: Sermon (1660), p. 39.

* ca'-geat, s. [Jamieson suggests that it is a
corruption of Fr. cassette. = a casket ; Dr. Mur-
ray says, "perhaps a dimin. of cage."] A
small casket or box. (Scotch.)

" Fund be the said is persouns In the blak hist tore
cofferis, a box, a cageat. —Inventories, p. i.

"Item, fn a cageat, beand within the said blak kist,

a braid chenye, a ball of cristal.—Item, in the said
cageat, a litill coffre of silver oure gilt with a litil

saftfat and a cover."—lbid., pp. 5, 6.

Caged, pa. par. & a. [Cage, v.] Imprisoned,
or shut up in a cage ; confined, cramped.

" Lake mi eagle caged, It bad striven, and worn
The frail dust, ne'er for such conflicts born."

Remans : The Indian City.
" He swoln, and pamper'd with high fare.
Sits down, and snorts, cagfd in his basket chair."

Donne.

t cage'-lihg, s. [Eng. cage, and dimin. suff.

-ling. ] A little or young cage-bird.
" As the cageHng newly flown returns."

Tennyson : Vivien.
* cag gon, v.t. [Cadge.]

t cag'-Jng, pr. par., a., & *. [Cage, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive : The act of shutting up
in a cage.

cag'-It, *. [Probably a corruption of a native
term. ]

Ornith. : A parrot of a beautiful green
colour. It is a native of the Philippine Is-

lands.

cag" m£g, kag'-mag, s. ha. [Of unknown
derivation.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A tough old gander or goose.
" Superannuated geese and ganders called the) cstif.

mags. —Pennant : Tour in Scotland, p. 10.

2. Any poor meat. (Vulgar.)

B. As adjective : Trumpery, worthless.
" No kag-mag wares are sold."—Temple Bar, toL xv

p. 188.

ca-gul (gui as gwe), s. [See def.]

Zool. : A native Brazilian name for monkeys
of the genus Hapale (q.v.): one, the larger,

also called Pongi, the other not exceeding
six inches in length.

1 cahch -are, s. [Catcher. 1

* cah'clL-pelle, *- [Catch-pole.]

* can eh-Srnge, pr. par. & s. [Catchiko.]

* ca-hier (nier as e-&% s. [Fr. cahier ; O. Fr.
cater, quayer ; Sp. cuademo; Ital. quademo;
Low Lat. quatemus m four each] [Quire.]

tfll, bo^: pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as ; expect, Xenopfaon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tlan = shan. - tlon, slon - shun ; -tlon, -slon = zhun. -clou, -tlous, -sious = shits, -ble, -die, &c — bel, del.

I
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1. A number of sheets of paper loosely put
together ; a quire.

2. The report of a committee ; a memorial.

* ca'-houn, s. [From the Honduras name of
the tree (?).]

Bot. ot Comm. : A palm tree, AttdUa Cahitne,

a native of Honduras.

cahoun nuts, s, pi The fruits of the
cahoun. They yield a valuable oil.

* ca-hute, *. [Fr. cahot = " the jurape, hop, or

jogge of a coach, Ac, in a rugged or uneven
way " (Cotgrave) ; hence, an uneven or winding
way.]" A twisting, turning.

" Neuer sa felle cakufit and wayis."
Douglas : Virgil, 66, 32.

calb, s. [Gael, ceibe m a spade.] The iron

employed in making a spade or any such in-

strument. (Scotch.)

"This John Sinclair and bis master caused the smith
to work it aa f caibt) edgings for labouring implements."
-/'. Attint, SutherL Statist. Ace, xvi. 301.

ca ic, 5. [Caique.]

* caice-a-ble, a. [Caseable.] What may
happen," possible. *

** I believe that no man can say, it Is hot caiceable

to ane man to fall in ane offence*—For it becomes ane
that hes fallen in error,—to becum penitent, And
amend bis ly ire," &c.~/>ittcot!ie : Cron., p. 115.

* caiche, s. [Caitche.]

caick'-ling, pr. par. & s. (Scotch.) [Cackling.]
"... less caidkling wad serve ye on sic a gravami-

nous subject."

—

Scott ; Bride of Lammermoor, ch. xi.

caidge, v.i. [Caioe.] (Scotch.)

* ca idg-i-ness, s. [Cadginess.] (Scotch.)

* ca idg-?, * ca 1-gie, a. [Cadot.]

* caige, * caidge, v.i. [Cadoy.] (Scotch.)

To be wanton, to wax wanton.

* calk, s. [Cake.] (Scotch.)

* calk bukster, s. [Scotch caik = cake,
bolster =. baker.] A biscuit-baker. (Aberd.
Reg., A. 1551, v. 21.)

call, s. [Kail.]

sail-liach, s. [Gael. caiXUack. ] An old woman,
a hag.

"The caiUiaeJu (old Highland hags) administered
drugs, which were designed to have the effect of
philtres."—Scott : Rob Roy. In trod.

tai ma-can, cai mai kin, «. [Turk.] A
Turkish* governor* of a town.

cai -man, s [Cayman.]

ca i me, «. [Turk.] A Turkish eaime varies
in value from fifty to one thousand piastres,

and can be offered in payment of taxes. It

thus resembles one of our exchequer bills.

calmed, pa. par. & a. [Combed.] (Scotch.)

ca in ca, ca-hln'-ca, s. [A Brazilian word.]

Botany

:

1. A Brazilian plant (Chiococca densifolia),

the root of which furnishes caincic acid.

2. The drug derived from it.

ca-In -cic, a. [From Brazilian cainca, and
suffix -tcj Pertaining to cainca, existing in
cainca or caincic acid.

ea'-lng, pr. par. & a. [Ca', v.]

ca'ing-whale, s. Scotch for calling-whale.

Cain'-ites, s. pi. [Named after Cain, the
eldest son of Adam. (Gen. iv.)]

Hist. : A small gnostic sect of the second
century. They appear to have held that the
God of the Jews was a rebel against the true
God, and honoured the memory of Cain, Corah,
Dathan, and others for resisting Him. They
cannot hare been even a semi-Christian sect,

if it is true, as has been stated of them, that
they had deep respect also for the traitor

Judas. (Mosheim : Ch. Hist., Cent. II., pt. ii.

cap. 5.)

cal-ni'-to, s. [Native name.]

Bot. : Chrysophyllum cainita, the Star-apple
of the West Indies, a plant belonging to the
order Sapotaceae. [Chrysophyllum.)

f Cain 6 zo -ic, a. [Gr. Ktuvot (kainos) =
new, recent

;
£twn (zoe) = life.]

Geol. : The same as Tertiary (q. v.).

cai-oph'-or-a, ». [Gr. koUu (kaio) = to burn ;

cV'pw (pherd) == to bear.]

Bot. : A genus of loasads, distinguished

from its congeners by having on the calyx ten
Bpirally-arranged ribs ; the divisions of the
corolla notched at the tip or with three teeth ;

style or appendage on the ovary single, bifid

at the end, the two pieces approximate. The
species are herbaceous, natives of Peru and
Chili, of branched or climbing habits, and
bearing numerous stinging hairs, from which
they derive their name.

* calp (1), & [A.S. co/a = a cove, a cave, a
chamber.] A coffin. (Scotch.) (Henrysone.)

* calp (2), s. [8w. 7ca/a = acloak.] (Scotch.)

* calp (3), s. [Cope, s. & a.] (Scotch.)

* calp, v.t. [Cope, v.}

ca i que (que as k), *. [Turk.] A kind of

"boat used upon the Bosphorus.
" Qlanced many a light caique along the foam,
Danced on the shore the daughters of the land."

Byron: ChOde Harolds Pilg., U. 8L

* cair, * kair, v.t. [A.S. cerran, cirran ; O.

L. Ger. keran ; O. H. Ger. cherren; O. Fris.

kera=. to drive away. Chare,] To drive

backwards and forwards.

*cair, s. [Care.] (Scotch.)

cair-weeds, «. pi. Weeds of care—1*,
mourning weeds.

* cair, a. [Ker.] Left. (Used of a hand.)

* cair-handit, a. Left-handed. (Scotch.

)

* ca ir-ban, «. [Of. Gael, cairbhinn = a car-

case. ] The basking shark.

cair6% s. [It. ceard.]

1. A tinker. (Scotch.)

" Her charms had struck a sturdy caird,
As weel as poor gutacraper."

Burnt : Jolly Boggart.

2. A sturdy beggar.

* calre, v.t. [A.S. cerran = to turn, to avert,

to pass over or bv.] To return, to travel, to

go. (Morte Arthure, 5,184.)

cairn, *. [Ir., Gael, k Wei. earn — a rock

;

Gael, corn ; WeL caran = to pile up, heap to-

gether.]

* 1. A heap of stones erected by the early

Inhabitants of various countries, probably as

sepulchral monuments over those slain in

battle.
Now here let us place the grey stone of her cairn.

'

Campbell: Glenara.

2. A similar heap piled up as a landmark, or

to protect articles deposited under them.
"Hark, from yon misty cairn their answer tossed."

Scott : The Vision, of Don Roderick. Introd., V. 7.

3. A heap of loose stones piled as a memorial
of some individual or occurrence.

"... nor has the world a scene that would console
me for the loss of the rocks and cairns, wild as they
are, that you see around xa."—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxxv.

"A cairn is a heap of stones thrown upon the grave
of one eminent for dignity of birth, or splendour of
achievements."

—

Johnson : Jour, to the Western Islands.

Cairn -gorm, s. & a. [Gael., Ac earn m a
rock, and perm = azure, or sea-green colour.]

A. As substantive: A mountain in Banff-

shire, Scotland.

B. As adjective ; (See the compound).

Cairngorm-stone, s. A mineral ; a
variety ofquartz of a smoky yellow to smoky
brown, and often transparent, but varying to

brownish-black, and then nearly opaque in

thick crystals. The colour is probably due to

titanic acid, as crystals containing rutile are
usually smoky. It is extensively used amongst
all classes in Scotland for ornaments of various
kinds.

Ca'ir-n& a. [Scotch cairn; -y.] Abounding
with cairns, or heaps of stones.

calrt, s. [Chart.] (Scotch.)

1. A chart.

2. PI : Cards.

cair tare, s. [From Scotch cairt ; and suffix

-are = er.] A player at cards. (Knox.)

* cai'-fer, 4 cay'-jer, *. [Czar.]

cal s son, cal s-soon, *. [Fr. caisson, from
cause m & case, chest.]

* 1. Military:

(1) A wooden chest to hold ammunition

;

formerly applied to the ammunition-wagon
itself.

(2) A wooden box containing shells and loose

powder, which was buried in the ground and
ignited by means of a fuze when the enemy was
passing over it. (Fougasse.)

2. Engineering: A wooden case or frame
sunk in the beds of rivers, &c, to keep out the
water during the laying of the foundations of

a bridge, &c. It is constructed of strong
timbers, firmly and closely joined together.

3. Arch. : The sunk panels of various geo-

metrical forms symmetrically disposed in fiat

or vaulted ceilings, or in soffits generally.

(JVeaU.)

i. Naut. : A frame, or flat-bottomed boat,

used in the dockyards, instead of flood-gates,

for getting ships in and out.

* cait, v.i. [Cate, v.] (Scotch.)

caitche, caiche, s. [Dan. ketser = . . .

battledore, racket.] A kind of game with the

handball. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

caith ic, s. [Etymology doubtful.] (Scotch.)

A large-headed fish, Lophius piscatorum.

** cai tif dom, s. [M. Eng. caitif; -dom.]

The state of being a captive ; captivity.
M Itia led into caitifdom."— Wycliffe : Ezek.xxw.%.

cai -tiff, * cai tif, * ca -tif, * eal'-t*t
# cay' - tif, * cay' - tlve, * cay tfll,

** kal'-tef; s. & a. [O. Fr. caitif; Fr. chetif;

ItaL cattivo ; from Lat. captivus — a captive, a
poor, mean person. In derivation, from the

same Latin root *s captive, the only difference

in the process of transmission being that cap-

tive came directly from the Latin into the

English, while caitiff arrived circuitously

through the medium of the Norman-French.]

A. As substantive

:

• 1. A captive, without any reflection on the

moral character of the person who has lost his

liberty.

"Arlstark, myne evene caytyf (concaptlvus meus,

Vulg.) greeteth you wel." — Wycliffe: Col. i?. 10t

[Trench: Select Glossary, pp. 38-0.)

1 2. A mean, despicable wretch ; a cowardly

fellow.
" O the pernicious caitiff t—

How came you, Cassio, by that handkerchief
That was my wife's ?

"
ShaXesp. : Othello, r, 1

" They were either patricians high in rank and office,

or caitiff* who had long been employed in the foulest

drudgery of faction. "—Afacaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. rT.

B. As adj. : Mean, cowardly, despicable.
" Huge nombera lay

Of caytive wretched thralls, that wayled night and
day." Spenser : F. Q-, Lr.tt

" Menaced, and wept, and tore his hair,

And cursed their cai/ifftesn."
Scott : Lord qf the Isles. vL It

* cai-tiff-ly\ •cai-tif-lL * ca-tife-lf,
adv. [Eng. caitiff; -ly.] Like a caitiff; in a

mean, cowardly manner.
" Think se na lak and schame Into your mynd.
To do sa grete outrage to Strang Enee,

In his absence thus cntifely to fle T

"

Douglas : *£neadoi, bk. ix., p. sot

* cai tif-ness, * ca-t^f-n5«, «. [M. Eng.

caitif; -Ttess.] Captivity.

"The day is commen of catyfnes."—TovneUy Jffst,

p. 816.

* cai tif tee, * cal-tlv-te, s. [Captivity.]

" He that leadeth into caitiftee, schall go into «•*•*

Ue,"— Wycliffe: Apocalypie. xxiv. 24,
^

1 cai'-tive, a. [Caitiff.]
•* For that cattive folk to prai."—Cursor Xundi, l,ttT.

* cai'-tive, * cay'-tlve, v.t. [Caitiff.] To

enslave.

"To Sathan oaytluende thesoules.-— Wycliffe :
J**-.

prol., p. 343.

ca -ja niia, ca'-jan, ». [From Malay catjang

the "name of one o*f the species.! A genus of

Papilionaceous plants of the tribe Phaseolea-

and sub-tribe Cajaneae. They are shrubs with

trifoliolate leaves. C. indicus, the Dual, Door,

or Urhur, from the East Indies, is now culti-

vated in warm countries. The variety bi-

color is called in Jamaica the Congo-pea, ana

the variety Jiavus the No-eye Pea.

ca ja put, ca je put, s. [Cajopot.]

ca id le, v.t. &, i. [Fr. cajoler = to wheedls ;

*0. Fr. cageoler = (1) to chatter like a bird m a

cage, (2) to chatter idly ; cnae = a cage.]

fate, fit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wot, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. at,oe = e;ey = a. qu = kw.
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A. Transitive : To coax, allure, or deceive
by flattery.

"They whose chief pretence is wit, should be treated
m they themselves treat fools, that is, be cajoled with
praises."—Pope: Letter to Trumbull (1713).

" The prisoners then tried to cajole or to corrupt
Btllop."

—

Macaulay : Hitf. Eng.,ch xvi.

B. Intransitive : To deceive, coax by flattery.

" My tongue that wanted to cajole
I try'd, DUt not a word would troll.**

Rymer.
ca-Joled, pa. par. & a. [Cajole, v.)

ca-jole'-ment, s. [Eng. uijoU; -mem.) The
act of cajoling, cajolery.

ca-joT-er, *• [Eng. cajole); ~er.) One who
cajoles ; a coaxer, wheedler, allurer by soft

words or flattery.
" Cajoler, that con tidest in thy face,

I would to Qod thou born hadst never been."
Hobbet: Homer.

ca-jdl'-er-*y;,*ca-j6r-ler-i©,«. [Fr. cajollerie
*= idle talk, chatter.] The act of cajoling,

coaxing, wheedling ; deceitful persuasion.
" To heare one of those iniamous cajolleries."—

Evelyn ; Liberty.

"Such cajoleriet would perhaps be more prudently
practised than professed."—Burke : Letter to Richard
Burke. Etg.

ca-jdl'-ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Cajole, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A partic. adj. : (See
the verb.)

" After a cajoling dream of good fortune. "—BmottetS ;

Regicide.

C. As substantive : Cajolery.

ea-ju'-put, ca-Jtt-pu-ti.s.&o. [Foretym.
see quotation.] A tree, Melaleuca minor, of

the order Myrtacete. It is a native of the
"oluccaa.

"This tree was described by Rumphius under the
names of arbor alba minor, cajuputi, daun kitsjll, and
eaju-ki Ian. It has got its name from its colour kaya-

Citi, which signifies white wood, and hence its appel-
tion. as given to it by Rumphius, arbor alba, Cajw

put oil is usually imported in green glass bottles ; . . .

its colour is green ; ... it is transparent, liquid, of a
strong penetrating smell." — Pereira : Elementt of
Materia Medico.

cajuput oil. cajeput-oil, *. A very
liquid, volatile oil, having a pungent camphor-
iceous odour, and capable of dissolving

caoutchouc. It is used medicinally as a
stimulant and antispasmodic,

(Eng.), cake, calls (Scotch), a. k a.

[I eel. & Sw. kaka = a cake ; Dan. kage; Dut.
oek= a cake, dumpling ; Ger. kuchen= a cake.

"I from Lat. coquo = to cook. (Stoat.)]

A* As substantive:

X, Litem lly :

1. A small mass of dough baked.
" Cake. Torta, placenta, colirida, C. F, W&ws."-

Prompt. Parv.
" Ye shall offer up a cake of the first of your dough

lor an heave offering."—Sum. xv. 20.

2. A kind of bread, compounded with fruit,

1

1

"J In Scotland applied specially and par-

Hcularly to a cake of oatmeal.
" The oat-cake, known by the sole appellative of cajfce.

Is the gala bread of the cottagers.' —Jfotet to Penne~
cuik'i Deter. Tweedd., p. 89.

3. Oil-cake, a kind of food for horses and
cattle, composed of linseed.

" How much rake or guano this labour would pur-
chase we cannot ever tfness at" — Antted: Channel
Jtlandt, p. 467.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Anything resembling a cake in form

;

flat, and rising to only a little height.
" There is a cake that groweth upon the side of a

dead tree, that hath gotten no name, but ft is Icjge,
and of a cheaimt colour, and bard and pithy."—Bacon:
Jfatural Hi*tory

2. Coagulated or congealed matter.
"Yet when I meet again those sorcerers eyes.
Their beams my hardest resolutions thaw,
As if that caket of ice and July mot."

Beaum. A Fletch. : Martial Maid.

3. A soft-headed person. (Amer. Colloq.)
*

f My cake is dough: My plan has failed.
" My cake it douah. but I'll In among the rest.
Out of hoi* of all, but my share of the feast"

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew, v. 1.

" Steward ! your cake it dough as well as mine."
B. Jonion : The Cote it Altered.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

cake-basket, *. A basket or tray for
cakes.

"
. . . a pierced cake-batket, date 1788, 28 ounces

;

another, date 1759, 27 ounces.''— Timet, Oct 30. 1875
(Advt

}

* eakc bread, * cakebreed, i. A
cake ; flue wheat bread.

cake cutter, s.

Baking ; A device for cutting sheets ofdough
Into round or ornamental forms, as heart-

shaped. Arc.

cake-mixer, s.

Baking : A device for incorporating together
the ingredients of cake.

cake-urchins, s. pi.

Zool. : Sea-urchins (Echinoidea), of a flatter

form than the typical Echinidae.

cake walk. s. Among Southern negroes,
an entertainment introducing a walking con-
test, a cake being the prize awarded the most
graceful contestant (U. 8.). Hence: To talc*

the cake: To excel in anything, to hare or
deserve preeminence. (Slang.)

cake (1), v.t. & i. [Cake, «.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Lit. : To form into a cake, to coagulate.

* 2. Fig. : To harden in heart.
" Those hardned people the Jews, that they say, spit

at the name of Chnst, —Continually hardned more and
more, caked in hardness this 1600 years, Ac"— Goodwin

:

Workt, vol. It pt. iv. p. M.

B. In trans. : To become coagulated, or
formed into a cake.

cake (2), v.i. [Corrupted from cackle (?).] To
cackle as geese.

caked, pa. par. or a. [Cake (1), v.]

ca-ki'-le, s. [Fr. caquille ; from Arab.
kakile=a. kind of sea-rocket.]

Botany : A genus of cruciferous plants,

the type of the tribe Cakilinese. They have
short, angular, two indehiscent, one-seeded
joints, the upper one having an upright sessile

seed, and the lower an abortive or pendulous
one. C. maritima is a succulent plant, with
purplish or sometimes white flowers, common
on sandy sea-shores. It is British. It is

called also Sea-rocket.

cak-Il'-I-dse, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat cakile

(q.v.) ; and Class. Lat. fern. pi. adj. suit', -idas.)

Bot. : A family of Cruciferos, tribe Pleuro-
rhizeae (Lindley). The same as Cakiline.*.
(Hooker dt Arnott.)

cak-Il-I'-ne-», s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. cakile

(q.v.); and Class. Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -inea.]

Bot. : The same as Cakilid.c (q.v.).

caking, pr. par., a.,d s. [Cake, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. eft particip. adj. : (8ee
the verb.)

C. As substantive : The act or process of
coagulating or forming into a hard mass.

cak -6-dyle, s. [Cacodyl.]

cak-6 dyl -Ic, o. [Cacodylic]

cal, s. [Etym. unknown.] A Cornish miners'
name for Wolfram, an ore of Tungsten. It is

found in the bryle and backs of lodes, and is

of the colour of old iron.

cal a ba, 5. [Port, calaba.]

Bot. : A tree, Calophyllum calaba. [Calo-
PHYLLUM.]

Calabar (1), «. & a. [A West African word.]

A. As substantive

:

Geog. : A region on the West Coast of Africa,
In the vicinity of the old and new Calabar
rivers.

B. As adj. : From or pertaining to the
region described under A.

Calabar bean, s. Physoftigma venena-
tum, a leguminous plant, called also the Ordeal-
bean. In trials for witchcraft the accused
person has to swallow the poisonous seeds.

If he vomit, he is reputed innocent ; if he do
not vomit, and in consequence dies, this is

held to be proof positive of guilt.

caT a bar (2), cal a ber, a. [O. Fr. calabre
= the fur of the squirrel described under the
compound.]

calabar skin, calaber-skin, s. The
skin of the Siberian squirrel, used in the
manufacture of muffs and trimmings.

•cal-a-bas, a. [Etym. doubtful] An early
light form of musket which came in use in
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cal'-a-bash, s. [Sp. calabaza = a gourd, a

pumpkin, which the fruits superficially re-

semble.]

1. A tree, the Crescentia Cvjete, the typical
one of the order Crescentiaeese, or Creseen-
tiads. It is a tree about thirty feet high,
found in some places wild, in others culti-

vated, in the West Indies and other tropical

parts of America. Its flowers are variegated
with green, purple, red, or yellow ; its leaves
are narrowly elliptical. Its fruits are oval or
globular, and are so hard externally that
where they grow they are used as household
utensils, such as basins, water-bottles, and
even kettles. They are not easily broken by
rough usage or burnt by exposure to fire. Ths
pulp is purgative, and considered useful In
chest diseases ; when roasted, it is employed
as a poultice for bruises and inflammations.

2. The fruit of the above tree, which is en-
closed in a shell used by the natives of the
Caribbee Islands for drinking-cups, pots,
musical instruments, and other domestic
utensils,

3. A cup or utensil made of the shell en-
closing the fruit of the above tree.

calabash-nutmeg, s. The Monodora
myristica, a tree of the order Anonacese, in-

troduced into Jamaica probably from Western
Africa. The fruits resemble small calabashes,
hence the name. It is called also American
Nutmeg, or Jamaica Nutmeg.

calabash-tree, s. [Calabash.]

Sweet Calabash : The Passijlora mali/ormis.

cal-a'de, s. [Fr. calade; from caler = to lower;
T3p. & Port, calar ; Ital. calare ; Lat. chalo;

Gr. xoAio (chalo) = to slacken, let down.]

Horsemanship : The slope of a riding-ground,
down which a horse is ridden in a gallop to
teach him how to ply his haunches.

beaa-c&l-a-de' ni-9, s. [Gr. koAm (kalos) =

tiful ; a&r)i> (aden) = a gland. ]

Bot. : A genus of Australian plants, belong-
ing to the order Orchidacese, or Orchids. The
flowers are covered in a very remarkable way
with glandular hairs, which have suggested
the name.

cal a di-e'-ae, s. pi. [From caladUim, with
feiu". pL suff. -ete.]

Bot. : A family of plants belonging to the
natural order Aroideae, or Araceae. The genera
have the stamens and pistils numerous, con-
tiguous, or separated by the rudimentary
bodies ; spadix usually naked at the point
and the cells of the anthers with a very thick
connective.

cal-a'-dl-um, s. [Latinized from kale, the
native name of the root-stock.]

Bot. : A genus of endogenous plants, ths
typical one of the family Caladieae (q. v.). They
are cultivated in greenhouses here, and flourish

in warmer parts of the world. The leaves of
Caladium sagitti/olium are boiled and eaten as
a vegetable in the West Indies. The root-

stocks or rhizomes of others are eaten there

and in the Pacific, the process of cooking
destroying the dangerous acridity.

* ca'-lad-rle, s. [Sp. caladre, calandria ;

Ital. calandra; Gr. icaXdv&aa. (kalandra).] A
bird, either a jay or a lark.

"A cortneraunt and a caladrie . . .'—Wyclifi.
Dent. xiv. 18.

ca-la ite, s. [Lat. callais; Gr. KoAaic or

toll, bd*^; pout, Jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, £em; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = 1.

j

clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -dons - shus. -ble, -die, &c.= bel, del.
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iraAAms (kalais or kallais) = a topaz or chryso-
lite.]

Min. : The same as Turquois (q.v.X

Alam a gros-tis, s. [Lat calamus = a.

reed ; ag'rostis m a grass.]

Bot. : A genus of the grasses belonging to

the Arundinacese, or Reed family. Two species

are British, Calamagrostis epigejos and C. stricta,

which are foond in bogs. Order, Grammes.
They are used as diuretics and emmena-
gogue*.

sal-a-man'-cd, s. [Low Lat. ccUamancus,
caldmacus, calamantus ; Mod. Or. Kan€\avKtov
(kamelaukion) = a head-covering of camels'

hair; Sp. caiamaco; Fr.calmande; Ger. kal-

mank ; l)ut. kalmink, katemink.}

Gomm. : A kind of woollen stuff made in the

Netherlands, which has a fine gloss, and is

ehecquered in the warp, so that the checks
are seen on one side only. It was fashionable

in Addison's time.
** He «u of n bulk and stature larger than ordinary,

bad a red coat, flung open to anew a gay calamanco
waistcoat"—Taller.

-:al-a-man'-der, s. [Coromandel.]

calamander-wood, s. [Coromandel-
WOOD.]

dtl-a-mar-^, s. [Lat. calamarius = pertain-

ing 'to a reed pen, from the ink-bag of the
animal, or its " pen " of cuttle-bone.]

Zoology

:

1. The English name of the cephalopodous
genus Loltgo, and specially of the Loligo vul-

garis, or Common Calamary.

2. PI. : The English name for the Cephalopod
molluscs of the family Teuthids. The shell

consists of an internal expansion or "pen,"
with a central shaft and two lateral wings. The
species are called also Squids. [Teuthida.]

"J*-lam -bac, s. [O. Fr. calambac, calambouc

;

"Sp. calambac, calambuco ; Port, calamba, cal-

ambuco; from Pers. kalamlxUc = a fragrant
kind of wood.]

Bot. : Aloes-wood, the product of a tree

growing in China and some of the Indian Isles.

It is of a very light, spongy texture, contain-
ing a soft, frsgrant resin, which is chewed by
the natives. [Agalloch, Aloes-wood.]

ea-lam -bour, s. [Calambac]
Bot. : A species of Calambac, less fragrant,

and of a dark, mottled colour ; much used by
cabinet-makers.

' cal am-if-er-ous, a. [Lat. calamus m a
reed

; fero = to bear.] Bearing reeds, reedy.

cal-a mine, cal-a-min ar-Is, s. {In
Ger. galvui. From'Low Lat. calaminaris, in
the terra lapis calaminaris, a former name for

this mineral. Lat. calamus = a reed, in allu-

sion to the stalactitic form of one variety ; or
more probably a corruption of Lat. cadmia,
cadmea; Gr. *a6>«i'a (kadmeia); icaBttia (had-
mia) m calamine.]

Min. : A transparent or translucent brittle
orthorhombic mineral, of a vitreous or even
adamantine lustre, its colour white yellowish
or brown, its hardness 4"5—5, its sp. gr. 8"16

—

3*90. It possesses double refraction. Compos.

:

Silica, 23-2—26-23
; oxide of zinc, 62 85—08'30

;

and water, 4-4—10 8. It is a native carbonate
of zinc, ZNCO3. It is often associated with
Smithsonite. [Smithsonite.] It occurs in
England, in Cumberland, near Matlock in
Derbyshire, on the Mendip Hills, &c. ; in
Scotland, at Leadhills, and in the island of
Fetlar, where the name has been corrupted
Into "clemmel," and has given rise to the
" Clemmel Gio " (i.«., the Calamine Creek) ; in
Wales, in Flintshire ; on the continent of

Europe, and in America. Dana makes three
varieties :—1. Ordinary (1) In crystals (2) Mam-
mlllary or Stalactitic, the latter including
Wagite ; 2. Carbonated ; 8, Argillaceous.
(I.i"n"

7
,',r.)

" We iinut not omit those, which, though not of bo
much beauty, yet are of greater use, viz.. loadstones,
whetstones of all kinds, limestones, calamine, or lapis
calaminarix.~—Locke.
" Brass is made of copper and calaminaris."—Bacon :

Physiol Rem., f a
* Earthy ealamite : [Hydroztncttb.]

0*1 -a mint (Eng), cal a-rain -tha [Lat.), s.

[Lat. calamintha ; Gr. KaAafu'p0n (kalaminthc) ;

KaXofiivOo* (kalaminthos) = catmint, mint

;

«^Aa, fem. of JSol. adj. koX&c (kalos) = beauti-

ful ; and ilLvBa (mintha), tLtvfhj (mlnthi), uivQcx

(minthos) m mint] [Mentha, Mint.]

Botany

:

1. (0/ the form Calamintha) : A genus of

labiate plants, tribe Melissete. Among the
species may be named Calamintha officinalis,

C. clinopodium, and C. acinos.

2. (0/(Ae/ormCalamint): The English name
of Calamintha officinalis. It is a 3ritish
perennial plant, with ovate leaves and secund
cyrues.

• cal -a-mist, a [Lat. calamus = a reed.]

One who plays upon a pipe or reed instru-

ment

• cal-a mis'-trate, v.t. [O. Fr. calamistrer

;

Lat calamistratus, pa. par. of calamistro = to
curl the hair ; calamister, calamistrum = a
curling-iron ; calamus m a reed. ] To curl or
frizzle the hair.

"Which belike makes our Venetian ladies, at this
day, to counterfeit yellow hair so much ;

great women
to calamistratm and curl it up, to adorn their heads
witbspanK'lee, pearls, and made-flowers; and all cour-
tiers to affect a pleasing grace In this kind."—Burton r

Anat. 0/ Mel-, p. 469.

• cal-a-mis-tra'-tion, *. [Calamistrate.]
The act or process of curling the hair.

"Those curious needle-works, variety of colours,
jewels—embroideries, calamistrations. ointments, Ac.,

will make, the veriest dowdy otherwise, a goddess."—
Burton : Anat. of Mel, p. A7&.

cal-a-ml te, t cal'-a-mlt (Eng.), cal-a-
mi'-tea (lat), s. [Fr. ealamite; Lat. cala-

mus = a reed. ]

1. Lot. & Palxeont. : A coal fossil plant re-

curring in the form of jointed fragments,
formerly cylindrical, and perhaps hollow, but
now crushed and flattened. The stems are

branched, and there appears to have been a
distirct wood and bark. Both stems and
branches are ribbed and furrowed. Some
refer the numerous species of Calamites to

Equisetacese, but the presence of wood and
bark has led others to place them among the
D icotyledons. (Balfo wr. )

"Catamite* are the stems of fossil Equisetacea*"—
Thome (transl. by Bennet) ( 1879), p. SVL

* 2. Min. : An obsolete name for Tremo-
lite.

ca-lam -it-otis, a. [Fr. calamiteux; Lat.
'calamitosus = full of calamity or misery ; cola-

mitas = calamity, misery.]

1. Objectively: Causing distress or un-
happiness ; attended with misery ; unhappy,
wretched.

" Meanwhile abridged
Of daily comforts, gladly reconciled
To numerous self-denials, Margaret
Went struggling on through those ralamifnu.% years."

Wordiworth : Excursion, bk. 1.

" And he in that calamitout prison left."

Milton : Samton Aaonittei, 1,480.

*2 Subjectively : Wretched, unfortunate;
Involved in calamity.

"This is a gracious provision God Almighty hath
made in favour of the necessitous and calamitous."—
Caiamtf

ca-lam'-It-oiis-ly\ adv. [Eng. calamitous;
-ly.] In a calamitous or wretchedly unfortu-
nate manner or state.

"... these negotiations, which have resulted so
caiamUouslw"—Daily JVetot, July SO, 1870.

t ca-lam'-Itv-oiis-ness, $. [Eng. calamitous;
-nets. ] The state of being in calamity ; misery,
wretchedness.

ca-lam'-It-^, s. [Fr. calamiU ; Lat. calamitas,

the origin of which is uncertain, by some sup-
posed to be calamus = a reed ; others connect
ft with • calamis = damaged, the imagined
source of in colamis =« safe, uninjured, sound.]

1. That which causes extreme misfortune,
misery, or distress.

" Another HI accident is drought, and the spindling
of the corn, which with us is rare, but in hotter coun-
tries common; insomuch as the word calamity was
first divided from calamout, when the corn could not
get out of the stalk."—Bacon.

2. The state of extreme misery or distress.
". . . for yet my prayer also shall be in their calam-

ities ."—Psalms. CXli. 5.

This infinite calamity shall cause
To human life, and household peace confound."

Milton : P. U, X. 907.

cal am 6 den -dron, s. [Gr. Kd\atto< (kola-

www) = a reed, and Uvhpw (dendron) = a tree. ]

Bot. & PaUxont. : A doubtful genus of fossil

f

plants found with Calamites, and by some be-
Eeved to be identical with it, whilst others
maintain them to be different.

o&l-am-A-dy'-ta, a. [From Gr. jkAomc*
(kaiamos) = a reed, and &vrns (dutis) = a diver,

from &vu> (duo) to sink, to get Into.]

Ornith. : A genus of insessorial birds, be-

longing to the sub-family Sylvinae, or True
Warblers. Calamodyta arundinacea is th»
Reed-warbler, which supports its nest by the
help of three or four reed stems.

cal a-mdp h-ll-us, s. [Gr.KdWa^o^ (kaiamos)
— a* reed ; <f>iAe'a> (phileo) = to love.]

Ornith.: A synonym of Panurus (q.v.). The
single species, C, biarmicus, is the Bearded Tit

cal-am'-pel-Is, «. [Gr. koaos (kalos) — beau
tiful ; o/in-eAit (ampelis) = a vine.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, natives of China,
belonging to the order Bignoniacese. [Eccke-

mocarpus.]

cal a mus, s. [Lat. calamus ; Gr. xiAafic*

(kaiamos) — a reed or cane.]

1. Scripture; A sort of reed or sweet-

scented wood, mentioned in Scripture with
the other ingredients of the sacred per-

fumes. It is a knotty root, reddish without
and white within, which puts forth long and
narrow leaves, and is brought from the Indies,

The prophets speak of it as a foreign com-
modity of great value. These sweet reeds have

no smell when they are green, but when they
are dry only. Their form differs not from
other reeds, and their smell is perceived upon
entering the marshes.

"Take thou also unto thee principal spices of pun
myrrh, of sweet cinnamon, ami of sweet calamus '—
Exodus, xxx. 2&

2. Music: A reed-flute. Probably a simple
rustic instrument like our oaten-pipe. But
some suppose it to have been similar in con-

struction to the syrinx, or pan-pipes, and to

have been synonymous with arundo. From
calamus is derived the post-classical cal

los, a flute made of reed, whence calamaulis

(xaAajiavAn? and araAou.auAiJttj?) a player on
reed-pipes ; hence too, chalameau, schalmey,

shawm, the precursor of the modern clarinet,

one of the registers of which is still said to be

of chalameau tone, (Stainer dt Barrett. )

3. Botany:

(1) A fistular stem without any articulation.

(2) A genus of palm trees. Upwards of 80-

species are known, nearly all from Southern

Asia. Calamus Rotang, C. rudentum, C.

C. viminalis, furnish the rattans or canes used

for the bottoms of chairs and couches, and C.

Scipionum the Malacca canes employed in

walking.

calamus aromaticus, s.

1. Popul. Bot. : A plant, DiotismarUima, It

grows in the Isle of Anglesey.

2. Acorns calamus : Common sweet-flag.

calamus scriptorius, *. [Lat. scrip-

torius — pertaining to writing or a writer

;

acrioo = to write.]

Anat. : A canal at the bottom of the fourth

ventricle of the brain, so called from its re-

semblance to the calimns scrxptorius,ox writing-

pen of the ancients.

t ca Ian do, pr. par. [Ital. calando, pr. par.

of calare = to decrease, lower.]

Music: Gradually diminishing in loudnesf

and rapidity ; becoming softer and slower.

ca-la n-dra, s. [Ital. calandra ; Fr. calandre;

Sp. caiandrxa ; Low Lat. calandra ; Gr. «oa«>*

Spa (kalandra) = a kind of lark. ]

1. Ornith. : A species of lark, Melanocoryplvi

calandra, with a thick bill, the upper part of

the body of a reddish brown spotted with black.

It is larger than the skylark.

2. Entom. : A genus of coleopterous insects

of the family Rhyncophora, one species of

which, C. granaria, the Corn-weevil, in its

larva state, is very destructive to corn. An-

other species, C. oryzoz, attacks rice.

cali'n-dre, ca-la n-der, s. [Calandra. 1

ca Ian -drin'-I -a, *. [Named in houour of

J. C. Calandrini.]

Bot. : A genus of South American plants,

belonging to the order Portulacea;. They are

chiefly natives of California and South America.

ca-la n-drone, *. [Ital. calandra m a wood-

lark.]

Music : A small reed instrument of the

shawm or clarinet character, with two boles,

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, ear, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se, oe = e. ey - a. <*u = kw.
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much used by the Italian peasantry. (Stainer

it Barrett.)

' ca l&n gay, *. [Etym. unknown; proba-
bly a native name.] A species of white parrot
fri'.n the Philippine Islands.

* cal-ange, * cal-an-gy, v. [Challenge.]

cal-an -the, s. [Gr. «oAos (kalos) = beautiful

;

ai'dtk (anthos) = a flower.]

Bot. : A genus of herbaceous orchids the
type of the order Calanthidete. They are
natives of the East Indies and Madagascar

;

a few are American. About thirty species are
known. The flowers are white, lilac, purple,
or copper-coloured.

ca lan-thid'-e-as, s.pl. [Calanthe; and fern,

pl. stiff, -idea.]

Bot. : A family of orchideous plants.

ca-lap-pa, 8. [Etymology doubtful.]

Zool. : A Fabrlcian genus of decapod Crus-
taceans. Tribe, Brachyura. C. granulata and
C. depresaa are known as box-crabs.

ca-la sh, * ca-le che, s. [Ft. caliche ; Ger.
kalesche,- from Buss, koliaska = a calash car-
riage.]

1. A light pleasure or travelling carriage,

•with low wheels, having a top or hood remov-
able at pleasure.

"Daniel, a sprightly swain, that used to slash
The Tig'rous steeds that drew his lord's calash."

King.
" The ancients used calashes, the figures of several of

them being to be seen on ancient monuments. They
are very simple, light, and drove by the traveller hii
•elf."—A rbnthnot on Coins. —

2. The hood of a car-
riage.

* 3. A hood for a
lady's head, made of
silk, supported with
hoops of cane or whale-
bone, and projecting
considerably over the
face. (Latham.)

". . . huddled her calash
over her head."—Safa; The
Ship-chandler.

to,

CALASH.
calash-top, s.

Vehicles : A folding leather top, with bows
and joints ; sometimes called a half-head.

. la'-ta, s. [Ital.] An Italian dance in two-
fourths time, of a sprightly character. (Stainer
& Barrett.)

ca la the-a, s. [Gr. *<*Aa0oc (kalathos)= &
kisket, from their being woven in baskets
(Craig), or from the form of the stigma (Lou-
don).]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Harantaceee, the Cannte of Jussieu.
The species are natives of tropical America,
and several are in cultivation for the sake of
their handsome foliage.

nlath I an, a. [Lat. oalathiana = the
lue violet.] A term used only in the sub-

joined compound.

calathlan-violet, ».

Bot : A plant so called (Gentiana pntumon-
cnthe), native, though rare.

*' It is called Viola autumnalis, or autumnal violet
n if*

1111* 11 *<> b» the same that Valerius Cord us
caueth Pneumonanthe, which he says is named in the
Uerman tongue Lungen Blumen, or lung-floure ; in
English, Autumn Belfloures, Calathian Violets, and

lJtt
01"* "

'-e""anJ* ; Berban
' P- *M, ed.

C&l-«vthl d-I-um, ca la thi-um, $. [Gr.
Kokafios (kalathos) == a basket.]

Bot. : A name given by some continental
botanists to an umbel, in which all the flowers
are sessile. (Oafg.)

ca-lath'-I-form, o. [Lat. calathus; Gr. «<£-
Aoflos (kalathos) = a basket.]

Bot. : Having the form of a basket ; basket-
shaped, cup-shaped.

cal-a-tho -des, 5. [Gr. *aAa0o« (kalathos) =
a basket ; el&os (eidos) — appearance, likeness.]

Bot. ; A genus of Ranunculaceffi, comprising
a single species, Calathodes palmata, from Sik-
kim. It is a perennial herb, with large ter-
minal and solitary flowers ;

petals none,

cal a thus, a [Lat. calathus; Gr. «aAa0o«
(kalathos) m a basket.]

* 1. A kind of hand-basket, made of light
wood or rushes. Used by women some-
times to gather flowers, but chiefly, after the
example of Minerva, to put their work in. It

was narrow at the bottom and widening up-
wards.

2. Entom. : A genus of coleopterous insects
of the tribe Carabidas. Seven species are
British.

ca-la v-er-lte, *. [From Calaveras, where it is

found. ]

Min. : A new tellurid of gold, from the
Stanislaus mine, Calaveras Co., California. It
occurs massive without crystalline structure

;

colour, bronze yellow ; streak, yellowish gray
;

brittle. Compos. : Tellurium 55"53, gold 44 '47.

cal-ca dls, s. [Arab.]

Med. : A name given by the Arabs to white
vitriol or to some white vitriolic mineral.

cal -caire, s. [Ft., as a. = calcareous, limy;
as 3. = a calcareous rock. ]

Geol. : A word used in this country only in
the two subjoined terms.

calcaire grossier, *. [Ft, grossier =
thick, coarse.]

Geol : A rock or stratum consisting of a
coarse limestone often passing into sand. It
occurs in the Paris basin, and is used as a
building stone. It is of Middle Eocene age.
It abounds in shells, especially species of
Cerithium. In other parts there is Miliolite
Limestone, consisting of millions of micro-
scopic foraminifera. (Lyell.)

calcaire slliceux, a [Fr. silioeux =
siliceous, flinty.]

Geol. : A compact siliceous limestone asso-
ciated with the Calcaire Grossier, and coeval
with it.

cal-can -e-aL a. [From Mod. Lat. calcaneum
(q.v.), and fcng. suffix -al.) Pertaining to the
calcaneum or bone of the heel.

cal can -e-um, a [From Lat calx (genit
calcis).']

Anat. : The bone of the tarsus which forms
the prominence of the heel or the hock.
(Huxley.)

cal'-car (1), *. [Lat calcaria = a lime-kiln
;

calcarius = pertaining to lime ; calx (genit.
calcis) = lime.]

1. niasS'Vioking : A name given to a small
furnace in which the first calcination is made
of sand and potash, for the formation of a
frit, from which glass is made. [Fritting-
furnace.] (Ure.)

2. Metal. .* An annealing arch or oven.
(Knight.)

cal -car (2), s. [Lat. calcar = a spur ; from
calx (gen. calcis) =- the heel.]

Bot. : A spur, a projecting hollow or solid
process, from the base of an organ, as in the
flowers of Larkspur and Snapdragon ; such
flowers are called calcarate, or spurred. (Used
also in a similar sense in anatomy.)

car car ate, a. [Calcar (2) ; -ate.)

Bot. : Spurred. For definition see Calcar
(2), *.]

By the irregular development of one or more sepals
the spurred (calcarate) calyx of Larkspur and of
Indian Cress is produced."—Bar/our : Botany, p. 202.

c&l -car'-e'-a, *. pl. [Lat. calcaria, nom. pl. of
a. calcarius = pertaining to lime.]

Zool. ; The same as Calcisponqi.* (q.v.).

Cal-car'-4-6f only in compos. [Eng. calcare-
o(us) (q.v.).]

calcareo argillaceous, a.

Min. : Consisting of or containing calcareous
and argillaceous earths.

calcareo baritc, a.

Min. : A white barite from Strontian, in

Argyleshire, containing, probably as mixture,
6*6 per eent. of lime and some silica and ala-
mina.

calcareo bituminous, a.

Min. ; Consisting of or containing calcareous
and bituminous earths.

calcareo silicious, a.

Min. : Consisting of or containing calcarebu*
and silicious earths.

calcaroo-sulphurous, a.

Min. : Consisting of or containing calcareous
and sulphurous earths.

cal-car'-e-ous, a. [Lat calcarius = pertain*
ing to lime ; calx (geuit. calcis) — lime.]

1. Jftft. ; Consisting of or containing car-
bonate of lime ; of the nature of limestone,

2. Geol : Calcareous rocks are generally of
animal origin. They consist of fragments of
shells, corals, encrinites, or of globigerinse,

and other foraminifera. Even when so wholly
crystalline that no traces of old organisms can
be detected, there is reason to believe that
these previously existed and have been de-
stroyed by metamorphic action.

calcareous barytes, a
Min. : A variety of barytes, with an abnormal

quantity of carbonate of lime in its compo-
sition.

calcareous earth, a [In Fr. terre cal-
caire ; Ger. kalkerde. ] A term commonly
applied to lime in any form, but properly to
pure lime. It is also frequently applied to
marl, and to earths containing a considerable
proportion of lime.

calcareous marl, s.

Min. : A soft, earthy deposit, often hardly
at all consolidated with or without distinct
fragments of shells ; it generally contains
much clay, and graduates into a calcareous
clay. (Dana.)

calcareous spar, s.

Min. : Calcite, crystallized native carbonate
of lime, of which there are many varieties. The
usual composition is carbonic acid 44*0, lime
56'0, but it often contains impurities, upon
which depend the colours assumed by the
crystal. Carbonates of lime are widely dis-
tributed in nature, as marbles, chalk, &c.
[ICELAND-SPAR, MARBLE.]

calcareous sponges, s.pl An order
of sponges—the Calcispongiaa (q.v.).

calcareous tufa, s.

Min. : A term applied to varieties of car-
bonates of lime, formed by evaporation of
water containing that mineral in solution,
occurring in fissures and caves in limestone
rocks, and near springs, the water of which
is impregnated with lime.

cal car'-e-oiis-ness, s. [Eng. calcareous;
-ness.] The quality of being calcareous, or
partaking of the nature of limestone.

cal-car-if-er-ous, a. [Lat. calcaria = a
lime-kiln; fcro = to bear.] Producing lime,
calciferous.

cjI car-i-form, a. [Lat calcar = spur;
forma = form, appearance.]

Bot. : Shaped like a calcar, or spur ; spur-
shaped.

cal-car-i'-na, s. [Lat. calcar= a spur ; neut.
pl. adj. sutT. -ina.] One of the Rotaline
Foraminifera, It is coated with exogenous
shell growth, as granules, spines, Ac. Shell
thick. Common in several tertiary strata,

and living abundantly in the Mediterranean
and other warm seas. (Griffith £ Henfrey.)

cal ca-val -la, s. [Port.] A kind of superior
sweet wine from Portugal

* cal-ce a ted, a. [Lat. calceatus, pa. par.

of calceoz= to shoe; calceus—8i shoe.] Fur-
nished with shoes, shod.

calced, a. [Lat. calceatus — shod.]

1. Gen. : Wearing shoes or boots, not sandals.

2. Spec. : Pertaining or belonging to that
branch of the Carmelite Order, which did not
accept the reform of St. Teresa. [Discalced.J

" Subject to the Father-General of the calced Car
meliteB."—MUt Lockhart : Life qf St. Teresa (Note C.J.

"cal ce don, s. [Calcedony.] A foul vein
like calcedony in some precious stones. (Ash.)

*>oii, boy; pout. J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect* yenophon, exist, -ing.
-«ian. -ttaa = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -Hon, -slon = shun, -clous, -ttons, -sious = shus. -ble, -dre, &c. = bei, der.
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oal-ce-ddn-ic, cal-ce-dd'-ni-an, a. [Lat.

calcedonius = a calced«>ny.] Pertaining to, or
of the nature of, calcedony,

* c&l-ce'-d6n-y, a [Chalcedony.
J.

c&l-ce'-I-form, a. [Lat. calceus = a shoe ;

forma — form, shape.]

Bot. : The same as Calceolate (q.v.).

cal-ce -6-la, i. [Lat calceolus m a little shoe

or slipper ; calceus = a shoe.]

Zool. : A genus of brachiopod mollusca, of
the family Orthidse, the bivalve shell of which
fis somewhat slipper-shaped. It is fossil only,
being found in the Devonian rocks.

C&l ce-O-lar -la, s. [Lat. calceolarias m a
shoemaker, from calceolus = a little shoe, a
slipper ; calceus = a shoe.]

1. Bot. £ Hortic. : A well-known and beauti-
ful genus of plants—order Scrophulariacere.
The resemblance to a shoe is in the bilabiate

corolla of the best-known species, the elon-

S»ted lower lip of which is inflated and turned
own. The stamens are only two. The

species, which are numerous, come from South
America, chiefly from the western slope or side
of the Andes. The greater number have
yellow flowers, others are purple, whilst in a
few the two colours are intermingled. The
roots of Calceolaria arachnoida are collected
fn Chili, where they are called retbun, and are
used for dyeing woollen cloth crimson. Vari-
ous calceolarias are cultivated in this country.

0*1-90 -6- late, a. [Lat. calceolus= a little

shoe, a slipper, and Eng. suff. -ate.]

Bot. : Having the form of a shoe or slipper.
Examples, the petals of the orchid Cypripe-
dium and the Calceolaria, or Slipper-plant

c&T-ces, calx es, s. pi. [Calx.)

cal'-cic, a. [From Lat calx (genit. calcis) =
lime, and Eng. suffix -ic.] Pertaining to or
composed in whole or in part of lime, as calcic
carbonate, calcic oxide.

cal-cif
'

-er-ous, a. [Lat. calx (genit calcis)

= lime, chalk ; fero = to bear. ]

Kin. : Containing or producing calcite or
carbonate of lime.

O&l-cif-Ic, a, [Eng. calcify); -ic.) Calciferous,
calcic. (Huxley : Physiol., ch. 12.)

cal-cif-I-ca'-tion, *. [Lat calx (genit

calcis) s* lime ; facio = tt> make.] The process
of being converted into a stony substance
containing lime.

"... and it seems probable that the solid mass of
fully formed bone Is formed by the calcification of this
tissue.'—Carpenter ; Principles of Physiology, p. 203.

cal-cl-fied, pa. par. or a. [Calcify.]
" Calcified teeth are peculiar to the vertebrate*, and

may be defined an bodies primarily. If not perma-
nently, distinct from the skeleton, consisting of a
cellular and tubular basis of animal matter containing
earthy particles, a fluid, and a vascular pulp."—Owen -

Anat. of Vertebrate*.

t c&l -cl-form, a. [Lat t^lx (genit calcis) =
lime ; forma = form, appearance.] In the
form of chalk or lime.

C&l'-cI-fy,rX [Lat. calx (&-jnit. calcis) =lime;
facio (pass.yio) = to make.] To convert into

Were th is sheath actually dentinal in tissue and
united to the Jaw-bone, the resemblance to the Lepi-
doslren would be closer ; but it is never calcified, and
is shed during the progress of the metamorphosis. '—
Owen : A not. of Vertebrate*.

c&l ci man gite, s. [B*om Lat. calcium;

Eng. mangianese) ; and suff. -ite (Afin.)(q v,>]

Min. : The same as Spartaite (q.v.).

* ©al -ci mine, *. [Lat. calx (genit. calcis) =
lime.] A superior kind of white or coloured
wash for walls. (Webster.)

* c&l 91-mine, v.t. [Calcimine, s.) To wash
over with calcimine ; as, "to calcimine walls."
(Hart.)

t ©al-ci -liable, a. [Eng. calcin(e); -able.]

Capable of being calcined ; that may be cal-
cined.

" Not fermenting with acids, and imperfectly calcin-
mble in a great Are. —BUI : Fossils, Of Granite.

* C&l -Cln-ate, v.t. [Low Lat calcinatiis, pa.

par. of calcino = to calcine.] To calcine.

". . . first, it indurateth, then maketh fragile, and
lastly it doth calcinate:'— Bacon I Hat. Bist.

cal-cin-a -tion, * cal-ci-na-ci-oun, «.

[Low Lat. calcinatus, pa. par. of calcino we to
calcine.]

1. The operation of expelling from a sub-
stance by heat, either water or volatile water
combined with it Thus, the process of burn-
ing lime, to expel the carbonic aeid, is one of
calcination. The result of exposing the car-
bonate of magnesia to heat, and the removal of
its carbonic acid, is the production of calcined
magnesia. The term was, by the earlier
chemists, applied only when the substance ex-
posed to heat was reduced to a calx, or to a
friable powder, this being frequently the oxide
of a metal. It is now, however, used when
any body is subjected even to a process of
wasting. (Ure.) Marble, limestone, and chalk,
which are all carbonates of lime, are deprived
of their carbonic acid and watei by calcina-
tion. It also deprives copper and other ores
of their sulphur, the sulphurets being oxidized
and sulphuric acid being disengaged and
volatilised. (Knight.)

" Oure foumeys eke of caldnaciou w.
1,

Chaucer: C. T., 1S.782.

" Adustlon canseth blackness and calcination white-
ness. —Bacon: Works (ed. 1T65), vol. i„ ch. xi.

2. The operation of reducing a metal to an
oxide; oxidation.

* 3. The result of the process of calcining.

calcination-pot, 1, A sort of crucible
used for preparing animal charcoal.

t cal'-cl-na-tdr-y, *. [Low Lat. calcinatori-
um.] A vessel or crucible used in calcination.

C&l -cine, v.t. k i. [Ft. calciner ; Low Lat cal-

cino; Lat calx (genit. calcis) m chalk.]

A. Transitive:

t. Literally:

1. To reduce to a powder.
" Hoses, with an actual fire calcined, or burnt the

golden calf unto powder."—Sir T. Browne: Relioio
Medici.

^^
" The turf being, as it were, calcined by the scorching

hoofs of their diabolical partners." — Scott: Black
Dwarf, ch. ii.

2. To reduce a metal to an oxide ; to oxidize.

* 3. To utterly consume.
" This earth at last shall be calcined"

B. More : Enthu*. Triumph.
* XL Figuratively : To consume.

" You by a chaste chimicke Art,
Calcine fraile love to pietie."

Babington: Cattara.

B. Intransitive : To be reduced to a powder

;

to become calcined.

c&l -cined, pa. par. & a. [Calcine, v.]

1. Reduced to a powder.
Antimony calcined or reduced to ashes."—Browne

:

Vulgar Errours.

2. Oxidized.
" When a decoction of meat is effectually screened

from ordinary air, and supplied solely with calcined
air, putrefaction never sets iu."—Tvndall : Frag, of
Science, 3rd. ed., xi. 30L

t cal'-ci-ner, s. [Calcine.]

1. Gen. : One who, or that which, calcines.

2. Spec. ; A calcining or roasting furnace.

cal'-ci-ning, * cal-cen-ynge, pr. par., a.,
& s. [Calcine, p.]

A. & B. As pr. par. and partic. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive : The act of reducing to a
powder ; calcination.

" In amalgamynge and calesmynge."
Chaucer: C. T., 12,699.

calcining-furnace, s. A large rever-
beratory furnace, having a fire at one end, two
chimneys at opposite corners, four doors at
which the operation is observed, the rabbles
introduced, and the material withdrawn, and
hoppers above by which the ore is introduced.
(Knight.)

cal-ci-ni -tre, *. [Lat calx (genit. calcis) =
lime, and nitre (q.v.),]

Min. : The same as Nitrocalcite (q.v.).

* C&l-cln-ixe, v.t. [Calcine.] To calcine.
(Sylvester : Du Bartas.)

c&l-cI-A ce-le s-tite, s. [Lat calcius =
pertaining to lime ; coir (genit. calcis) = lime

;

ccelcstis, celestis — heavenly, sky-blue ; cesium
= heaven.]

Min. : A variety of Celestite (q.v.), contain-
ing a large proportion of lime.

cal-cI-O-fer'-rite, s. [Lat. calcius =pertain-
ing to lime ; calx (gen. calcis) = lime

; ferr(um)= iron ; suff. -ite (Min) (q.v.).]

Min. : A sulphur, yellow or yellow mineral,
from Battenberg in Bavaria. Sp. gr., 2*53—
2-529. Compos. : Phosphoric acid, 3401 ; ses-
quioxide of iron, 24 84; alumina, 2-90; mag
nesia, 265 ; lime, 1481 ; hydrogen, 20'56.

cal~9i-sp6n'-gi-80, s. pi. [From Lat. calx
(genit. calcis) = lime, and spongva = a sponge.]
[Sponge.]

Zool. : Calcareous sponges. One of the
leading divisions of Spongida (sponges), the
others being Keratoda {horny sponges),
Silicispongiae (siliceous sponges), and Myxc-
spongia? (sponges with neither a horny nor a
siliceous skeleton). The living species of cal-

careous sponges have a skeleton composed of

spicula of lime, and are generally free and in*

dependent of each other.

c&l-ci-Bpon'-gi-an, s. [Calcisponqls.]

Any individual of the calcispongise ; a chalk
sponge.

cal'-cite, s. [Lat. calx (genit calcis) — chalk,

and suff. -i(e(q.v.).] Crystallised carbonate of

lime. [Iceland-spar.]

cal-ci-tra'-pa, s. [Ital. calcatrippa - the

star-thistle.] [Caltrop.]

Bot. : A name for the Star-thistle, Centaurea
calcitrapa.

* C&T-ci-trate, v.t. ki. [O. Fr. calcitrer ; Lat
calcitro = to kick, from calx (genit calcis) = a
heel.] To kick, to spurn. ,(&)<0

,ra« £
Cockeram.)

• c&l-cl-tra'-tion, s. [From Eng. calcitrate

(q.v.), and suff. -ion.] The act of kicking.
" The birth of the child is caused partly by its cat-

citration, breaking the membranes in which it lieth."—Boss: Arcana Mtcrocosmi, 1652. p. 52.

cal'-cl-utn, *. [From Lat. calx (genit. calcis)

= hme.]

Chem. : A dyad metallic element Symbol.
Ca; atomic weight, 40; sp.gr., 1*57. Obtained
by Davy by decomposing the chloride by
electricity ; also by heating the iodide with
sodium in a closed vessel. Calcium is a br&is-
yellow, ductile, malleable metal, which oxidises
in damp air ; it decomposes water, and dis-

solves easily in dilute acids. Heated in the
air, it melts at red heat, and burns with a
bright orange light. Calcium occurs in nature
chiefly as a carbonate, silicate, and sulphate.

Calcium oxide, CaO, called also Lime, is ob-
tained by heating the carbonate of calcium to

redness. It is a white, earthy, infusible

powder, phosphorescent at high temperatures

;

it is strongly alkaline, and readily absorbs
carbonic anhydride. It unites vigorously
with water, throwing out great heat, and
forms a hydrate, CaOHsO, which is slightly

soluble in cold water ; it is used in nfedieine

as lime-water. Impure lime mixed with sand
forms mortar.

Calcium sulphate, CaS04, Found as hydride
as gypsum, CaS042H2O, and selenite and ala-

baster. The water is given off by heating it,

and a white powder is left, which dissolves

in 500 parts of cold water. Mixed with water,

it sets in a hard substance ; it is used under
the name of plaster of Paris for making casts

of medals and statues, &c.

Calcium, carbonate, CaCOs, forms the chief

constituent of limestone, marble, chalk, Ac
It occurs crystallised as calc-spar and ara-

gonite. Calcium carbonate is insoluble in

water, but is dissolved by water containii^

carbonic acid gas ; it is deposited from this

solution by boiling, hence boiler deposits.

Calcium phosphates occur in the bones of

animals and are native in Apatite. [Phos-

phates.]
Calcium chloride, CaCl2i is obtained by dis-

solving the carbonate in hydiochloricacid. It

crystallises in white prismatic crystals ; it is

very deliquescent Fused calcium chloride is

used to dry gases, &c. It absorbs ammonia gas.

Calcium fluoride, CaFl2, occurs as fluorspar.

Calcium sulphides and phosphides have been

obtained. Salts ofcalcium are not precipitated

Cote, f&t, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, are, sir, marine; go, p5t t

or, wore, wolf, work, who\ son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, re, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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vy H>S, either in ail acid or alkaline solution.

Alkaline carbonates and ammonia carbonate

give a white precipitate insoluble in excess

;

oxalate of ammonia gives a white precipitate

from a neutral solution ; the precipitate is not

soluble in acetic acid. A solution of sulphate

of calcium gives no precipitate. The chloride

gives an orange-red flame with alcohol. The
spectrum of calcium gives several character-

istic lines, especially an orange-red and a

green line. Chloride of lime, or bleaching

powder, is a mixture of calcium chloride and
calcium hypochlorite.

*T Calcium Arsenate (Min.) is = Pharma-
colite ; Calcium Borosilicate = Datholite ;

Calcium Carbonate = (1) Calcite, (2) Aragonite ;

Calcium Columbaie = (1) Microlite, (2) Azorite ;

Calcium Phosphate = Apatite ; Calcium Silicate

= (1) Wollastonite, (2) Okenite ; Calcium Sul-

phate = Selenite ; and Calcium Tungstate =
Bcheelite, all which see.

calcium-light, s. The Drummond or

oxyhydrogen light, in which streams of oxygen
and hydrogen are directed and inflamed upon
a ball of lime whose incandescence gives a very
vivid and brilliant light [Dr ummond-light.]
(Knight)

* eal-clV-or-OUS, a. [From Lat. calx (genit

calcis)= limestone, lime, and voro = to devour.]

Bot. : Eating into or corroding a limestone

rock. (R. Brown, 1874.)

* cal-cS-gri£pll'-I-cal, a. [From Eng. calco-

grapMy); -ical.] Pertaining to calcography

(q.v.).

* cal-cog'-raph-y, s. [Gr. «aAxfc (kalkcs) =
brass, and yp'o^>'n (graphe) = a writing, drawing,
from ypd<t>o> (grapho) = to writ©.] The art of

engraving on brass.

" The histories of refining ; of nuking copperas ; of

making aluin ;—of calcography ; of enamelling."—
Sprat i Bitt. of R. Soc, p. 258.

kl-c6ur'-an-lte, *. [From Ger. calcouranit,

kalk-uranii; kalk = chalk, and uranit= uran-
ite(q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Autunite (q.v.).

tic -sinter, s. [Ger. kalk = chalk, and
sinter ~ dross.] The incrustations ofcarbonate
of lime upon the ground ; or the pendulous
conical pieces, called stalactites, attached to
the roofs of caverns, &c. (Ure.)

3 -spar, s. [Ger. fca&=chalk, and Eng.
spar (q.v.).] Crystallised carbonate of lime
or calcite. [Calcareous-spar.]

'-tuff; *. [Ger. kalk — chalk, and tuff =
tufa (q.v.).] A formation of carbonate of

lime from the deposits of springs, &c. [Cal-
careous-tufa.]

( eale-u-la-blT-I-ty, s. [Eng. calculate);

ability'] "Possibility or capability of being
calculated, estimated, or provided for.

C'-U-la-ble, a. [Fr. calculable.] Capable
of being calculated.

" The man, become mature.
Would at a calculable dAy discard . .

."

Drowning : Red Cott. JV. Cap. Country.
" I have made every calculable provision."*—W. Tay-

lor : Monthly Hag.

CsUc'-U-lar-y, a. & s. [Lat. calcularius, from
calcutus '= a little stone ; calx = (1) lime,

chalk
; (2) a pebble. ]

A* As adj. : Pertaining to or caused by the
disease of stone in the bladder.

"Motion waa tedious and noxious to him, by reason
of his calculary infirmity and corpulency."— />'/. uau-
den : Life of Bp. Brownrigg, 1660, p. 218.

B. As subst.: A mass of small stony lumps
found in the pear and other fruits.

calc u late, v.t. & i. [Lat. calculatus, pa.
par. of calculo = to reckon by means of peb-
bles ; from calculus — a little stone, a pebble ;

dimin. of calx — (1) lime, chalk ; (2) a stone,
pebble. In Fr. calculer ; Sp. calcular; Ital.

calculate.]

A. Transitive

:

L Literally:

1. To compute, to reckon up in number.
"If, in calculating the numbers of the people, we

take in the multitude* that emigrate to the planta-
tions."—Goldsmith ; Essay x.

* 2. To divine or prognosticate by the situa-
tion of the planets at a certain time.

" A cunning man did calculate my birth."
Shakesp. I 3 Hen. VI., it. L

" Who were there then in the world, to observe the
births of those first men, and calculate their nativi-

ties."—BetUley.

IX Figuratively: To arrange or adjust for a
purpose. (Seldom used except in the pa. par.)

*' I calculate my remedy for this one individual king-
dom of Ireland."—Swift: Modest Proposal.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To make calculations
;
prognosticate.

"Why all these fires, why all these gliding ghosts.
Why old men fool and children calculate.

"

Shakesp. : Juliut Cottar, L 3.

2. To form one's opinion on ; to reckon or

depend on ; to expect. (Colloquial, and chiefly

American.)

«I Generally used with the prep, on before

the matter on which the opinion is formed.

calc -u-la-tfid, pa. par. &a. [Calculate, v.]

" Csesar . . . did set forth an excellent and perfect

kaleudar, more exactly calculated, than any other

that was before."—Sorth : Plutarch, p. 612.

calc -u-la-tihg (1), pr. par., a,, & s. [Cal-

culate, v.]

A. A; B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

"With his cool, calculating disposition, he easily

got the better of his ardent rival "—Godwin f St. Loon.

C. As substantive : The act or process of

computing, reckoning, or estimating.

calculating engine, s. The same as

Calculating >Tachine (q.v.).

" Snch are the facts which, by a certain adjustment
of the calculating engine, would be presented to the
observer."—Babbage : Ninth Bridgewater Treaties,

CD. 11.

calculating machine, 5. A machine
for making arithmetical calculations with
speed and accuracy. The simplest one is the
abacus (q.v.). The best known of such ma-
chines is that which fiabbagewas employed by
the British Government to construct. He
began the work in 1821, and continued it for

about twelve years, till 1833, at an expense of

£15j000, after which it was abandoned. The
part completed is preserved in the library of
King's College. Amodificationof Babbage's in-

vention isnow in use attheAlbanyObservatory.

* calc'-u-la-ting (2), a. [Lat. calculus = a
stone, pebble.] Turning into, or forming into

a calculus or stone in the bladder. (Topsell.)

t calc -u-la-ting-ly, adv. [Eng. calculating

(1) ; -ty] IQ the manner of one calculating
;

by way of calculation.

calC-U-la'-tlon, s. [Lat. calculus m a small
stone, a pebble, because pebbles were of old
used in this country, as they still are among
some uncivilised tribes, as aids in counting

;

Eng. suff. -ation.]

L Literally:

1. The act of calculating, reckoning, or

computing in numbers.
" One Bartholomew Scnllet . . . hath by calculation

found the very day."—Raleigh : Bitt. of World, bk. Hi.,

ch. 25.
" And, leaving it to others to foretell.

By calculation sage, the ebb and flow."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vi.

2. The result of an arithmetical computa-
tion or reckoning.

" If we suppose our present calculation, the Phoenix
now in nature will be the sixth from the creation."—
Browne : Vulgar Errours.

IX Figuratively:

1. The act or process of estimating the force

and result of circumstances.

2. The result of such estimation ; the
opinion formed of circumstances.

"The fate of the Triennial Bill confounded all the
calculations of the best informed politicians of that
time,'*—Jfacaulay: Bitt. Eng., ch. xx.

• calc'-u ia -tlve, a. [Formed by analogy of
other adjectives from an imaginary Lat. calcu-

lativus ; from calculus= a pebble, stone.] Per-
taining to calculation ; involving calculation.

"Persons bred In trade have in general a much
better idea, by long habits of calculative dealings, . .

."

— Uurkc : On the Popery Law*.

calc' u-la tor, * caLU e-la-tour, s. [Fr.

calcutateur; Lat. calculator= one who reckons

;

calculus = a pebble, stone.]

I, Ordinary Language (ofpersons):

1. One who reckons or computes by num-
bers ; a computer.

* 2. One who prognosticates by astrology.
". . . calkelatourt and astrouomye."

—

Wycliffe

:

Select Works, p. 408.

3. One who estimates the force or effect of
causes ; one who calculates results.

"Ambition is no exact calculator. Avarice itself

does not calculate strictly when it games."—Burks .'

On Shortening the Duration of Parliaments.

IX Technically (of things)

:

1. An arithmometer of a certain type. (See
Knight : Pract. Diet. Mechan., i. 143, for a de-
scription and figure of it.)

2. A kind of orrery (q.v.) invented by Fer-
guson.

* ciUc'-U-la-tdr-y, a. [Lat calculatorius m
pertaining to calculation ; calculus — a pebble,

stone.] Pertaining to calculation.
" That other oalculatory oi figure-casting astrology

. . ."—Ball ; Cases of Conscience.

* calo'-file, *. [Lat. calculus = a pebble used
in counting.] Beckoning, computation, cal-

culation.]

"The general calcule, which was made in the last

perambulatioi
Vocal Forest.

mbulatiou, exceeded eight millions." — Bowel:

* calc ule, * cal cu-len, * cal-kyll,
Oal'-klT, * cal'-cle, v.t. [Fr. calculer; Lat.

calculo = to calculate ; from calculus ~ a
pebble used in counting.] [Calculate.] To
calculate, compute.

•' Full subtilly he calculed all this."
Chaucer : Prankl Tale.

* calc -uled, cal'-kled, * cal -Idled,
pa. par. or o. [Calcule, v.]

" Astromomyers al so aren at ere wbittes end
Of that was calculed of the clymat the contrary*

they fyndeth." Piers Ploughman, p, 39L

calc'-n-li, s. pi. [Calculus.]

* calc -u -ling, ciU'-kn-lynge, * kal-
ku-lynge, pr. par., a., k s, [Calcule, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partic. adj. : (See the

verb.)

C. As substantive: The act of calculating;

calculation.
" When this kalkas knew by calculynge."

Chaucer : Troiius, i. 7L

* calc-u-lose, * calculous, a. [Lat
calculosus = full of pebbles or stones ; calculus

m a pebble, a stone.] *

L Ord. Lang. : Full orstones, stony, gritty.

" The feldes calculate, eke barde and drie."
Palladium, 11. 40.

2. Medicine:

(1) Affected with stone in the bladder; suf-

fering from calculus.
** I have found, by opening the kidneys of a calculous

person, that the stone is formed earlier than I have
suggested.''

—

Sharp.

(2) Of the nature of a calculus.
" The volatile salt of urine will coagulate spirits of

wine: and thus, perhaps, the stones or calculoie con-

cretions in the kidney or bladder, may be produced."
—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

calc'-u-lus, *. [In Fr. calcul ; Sp. calculo ;

Port, calculagdo = the mathematical calculus

;

calculo = a calculus (in Med.) ; Ital. calcolo, or

calculo ; all from Lat. calculus = (1) a small

stone or pebble, (2) a stone in the bladder,

(3, 4, Ac.) a stone used for voting or one for

reckoning, &c]
1. Among the old Romans : A stone used for

voting. At trials white and black stones were
thus employed, the white expressing a vote

for acquittal and the black for condemnation.

2. Med. : The medical term for what" is

popularly known as stone. Calculi vary in

size from a pin's head to a pigeon's egg, and
even larger, and weigh from a few grains to

several ounces. They derive their special

name and character as well from the organs of

the body in which they are found as from the

constituents of which they are composed.

Thus, for example, a calculus found in the

kidney or ureter is called renal, in the bladder

vesical, and so on ; but, according to its

chemical composition, it would also be called

either (1) uric (lithic) acid calculus, or (2) ox-

alic (mulberry) calculus, or (3) phosphatic

calculus. Calculi derived from the bile are

also found in the gall-bladder, and in the

biliary and intestinal ducts, where they receive

the name of gall-stones, or biliary calculi.

Those found in the salivary glands are called

salivary calculi.

3. Math. : Any branch of mathematics which
may involve or lead to calculation. In this

sweeping sense it embraces the whole science,

with the exception of pure geometry. Thus
there may be a calculus of functions, a calcu-

lus of variations, &c, but the leading divisions

of the subject are the Differential and the In-

tegral Calculus.

Calculus offunctions : The calculus in which

boll, boy; pout, jc%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, pern; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon. exist ph = f.

-clan, Man m shall, -tion, -oion m shun ; -tton, sion - zhun. -cious, -tious, -sious shua. -ble, -tre, &c. - bel, tor*
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lead, 558 ; carbonate of lead, 82*8 ; carbonate
of copper, 11*4. (Dana.)

cal -e-duct, s. [Cauduct.]

t cal-e fa -ci-ent, a. & *. [Lat calejaciens,

pr. par. of calefacio = to make hot ; calidus=
hot ; facio = to make.]

A. As adj. : Causing or exciting heat or
warmth.

B. As substan. : A medicine or preparation
calculated to produce heat or warmth.

t cal e-fac -tton, s. [Fr. calefaction ; Lat.
calefaetio = a making hot or warm ; calidus =
hot ; /actio = a making ; from facio = to
make.]

1. The act or process of making anything hot
or warm. (Lit. it, fig.)

". . . by a motion contrary to that of ealefacHon,
by which the Internal parts are called outwards."—
Bobbe*.

". : . thon seekest In humility to be enabled to a
devout lustre and calefaction of others."— Waterhoute j

Apology for Learning, 1658, p. 135.

2. The state or condition of being hot or
warm. (Lit. bfig.)

"As [if] the remembrance of calefaction can warm a
man in a cold frosty night."—Jfore; JPhilot, Poems,
eh. 1 Pre!

* cal-e-fac'-tive, a. [Formed by analogy from
Lat. calefbxtus, pa. par. of calefacio= to make
hot.] Having the property of exciting heat
or warmth.

" Calefactive, lucid, and i>euetrating the elementary
matter. —Bale : Prim. Orig.

cal-e-fac -tor, «. [Lat adefartor = he who
or that which makes hot ; Fr. calefaeteur.1

1. Gen.; Anything which excites warmth
or heat.

2. Spec. : A kind of stove. (Tozer.)

t C&l-S-f&O'-tdr-Sr, a. & s. [Lat calefuctorius

;

from calefacio =. to make hot.]

A. As adj. : Producing heat or warmth
;

communicating heat.
** These calefactory engines they popped down under

their stalls, . . ."—baUy Telegraph, Jan. It, 18G6.

B. As substan. : A place or room for pro-
ducing heat or warmth ; a vessel in which to
heat things. (Ask.)

t C&T-S-f^, v.L & t. [Lat calefio — to become
hot ; calidus = hot ; j\o = to become.]

A. Intrans. : To become or be made hot ; to
be heated.

"Crystal will catyy unto electricity."—Browne:
Vulgar Errourt.

B. Trans, : To heat, make hot or warm.

" cal'-fim-bdurg, s. [Of uncertain origin
;

supposed to be from a certain Count Kahlem-
berg, noted for his blunders in French.
(WebsterA Or from the "Jester of Kahlen-
berg," whose name was Wigand von Theben,
a character introduced in "Tyll Eulenspiegel,"
a German tale. (Brewer: Phrase and Fable.).']
A pun.

cal en dar, * cal -en-dere, * kal -en-
dar, "kal-en-der,.*.&a. [Latcalendarium
= an account-book of interest kept by money-
lenders, so called from the interest being due
on the calends (Lat. calendar), or first of each
month.] [Calends.]

A. As substantive:

I. Ordinary language :

1. Literally:

(1) A register or list of the days of the year,
according to its divisions into days, weeks,
and months, showing the various civil and
ecclesiastical holidays, festivals, &c.

"Cursed be the day when first I did appear:
Let it be blotted from the ealendarr

hryden : Palamon A Arcite. ii. MX
What hath this day deserved f what hath it done,
That it in golden letter should be set
Among the high tides In the calendar t"

ShaUtp. I King John, ill. L
* (2) An almanac

"Give me a calendar.
Who saw the sun to-day T"

Shakeep. . Mich. ///., t. &
* 2, Figuratively:

(1) An artificial almanac.
" Do you, for your own benefit, construct
A calendar of fiow'rs, pluck'd as they blow."

Wordtworth : Kzcurtion, bk. rt

(2) A list or register, a roll.

"... the care I have had to even your content. I wish
might be found in the calendar of my past endea-J—>. ; Aii» Weil. i. a

what is sought is the form of a function, and
not its value in any particular case, nor the
condition under which it may have a particu-
lar value.

Calculus of variations: A method in which
the laws of dependence, binding together
variable quantities, are themselves subject to
change.

The Differential Calculus is a method of in-

vestigating mathematical questions by mea-
suring the ratio of certain indefinitely small
quantities called differentials. [Differential]

Imaginary Calculus: A method of investi-

gating the nature of imaginary quantities
required to fulfil apparently impossible con-
ditions. The result proves tiiat all absurdities

in geometry may be ultimately resolved into
attempts to measure a straight line iu a direc-

tion different from that of its length.

The Integral Calculus reverses the process
which obtains in the differential calculus,
that is, it reasons out from the ratio of the
indefinitely small changes of two or more mag-
nitudes, the magnitudes themselves, or, as it

is technically stated, from the differential of
an algebraic expression it finds the expression
itself. [Integral,]

•cald, a. & 5. [Cold.] (0. Eng. dt Scotch.)

" Thy corse in clot mot colder keue."
Ear. Eng. Atlit. Poemt; Pearl, 830.

cal'-der-a, s. [8p.] A Spanish term for the
deep caldron-like cavities which occur on the
summits of extinct volcanoes. (Stormonth.)

pparently from the pro-—ft.)(q.vj]
cal-der-ite, s.

per name Calder, and "suff. -tie (Min.

Min. : A doubtful mineral from Nepaul,
said by Dana to be nothing but massive gar-
net The British Museum Catalogue, however,
recognises it as a variety of garnet

cald -rife, a. [Cavldrife.] (Scotch.)

cal dron, caul dron, cau dron, s.

[0. Fr. caldron, cawlron, chauldron ; from 0.
Fr. caldaru ; Lat. wkldaria = caldron ; calidus
=hot ; from caleo = to be hot ; Sp. calderon

;

Ita! calderone,} A large kettle or boiler.

"And he struck it into the jian, or kettle, or cat-
dron, or pot ; . . ."—1 Sam. ii. 14.

"The limbs yet trembling, in the cnldrmu boll."
Dry&en : Virgil ; JBncUt i. 2H.

* cale (1), *, [Kail, Kale.]

* cale (2), s. [Etymology doubtful.] Some
kind of serpent.

" A fcolle worm, calet and mantioorea.

"

King AHeaunder, 7,<m.

eal-e-a, s. [Gr. a-oAdc (kdUa)— beautiful.]

Bat. : A genus of composite plants, contain-
ing upwards of thirty species, natives of Mexico
and Brazil. They are herbs or small shrubs.
C. zacaiechichi, a Mexican species, is known
there by the name of Juralillo, and is said
to contain, in a fresh state, a considerable
quantity of camphor. The leaves of C. jamai-
censis are said to be powerfully bitter, and
steeped Jn wine or brandy are used, as a
stomachic in the West Indies. (Treat. ofBot.)

Cal-iS-a'-na, s. [Gr. koAo? (fcafcw) = beautiful.]

Bot. : A name applied to a few brown-
coloured terrestrial orchids, natives of New
Holland. They are noticeable for their lip,
which is posticous, peltate, unguiculate, and
highly Irritable. In fine weather or when un-
disturbed this lip bends back and leaves the
column uncovered ; but if it rains, or the
plant is jarred, down goes the lip over the
column, which it boxes m> securely. (Treas.
ofBot.)

o&l-eche', 5. [Calash.]

Cal-e-do'-nl-an, a. & «. [Lat Caledonia m
Scotland.]

A. As adjective : Of or pertaining to Cale-
donia, the ancient name of Scotland.

B. As substantive : A native of Caledonia ; a
Scotchman.

CAl ed on-ite, s. [In Fr. caleaonite; Eng.
Cabdon(ia); -tie (Min.).]

Min. : A mineral consisting of carbonate of
copper and sulphate and carbonate of lead.
It is found m minute bluish-green crystals, in
association with other ores of lead, in Lanark-
Shire. It is orthorhombie, rather brittle,
translucent, and of a verdigris or bluish-green
•olour. Sp. gr., «•*. Compos. 1 Sulphate of (3) A compendium, an abstract, or epitome.

Indeed, to speak feelingly ot him, he is the card or
calendar of gentry, for yuii shall find in him the con-
tinent of what part ajtentlemau would see."—Shakmp.:
Hamlet, y. X.

IX Technically:

1. A catalogue or abstract of state papers.

2. Lata : A list or register of cases to be
tried in a court of law ; a register of the
names of prisoners.

"The uauage is for the judge to sign the calendar, or
list of all the prisoners names."—BlacJutone: Com-
ment, bk. iv., eh. 80.

'* Rhadainanthus. who tries the lighter causes below,
leaving to his two brethren the heavy calendar* . .

,'

—Lamb ; Latt Euayt 0/ EUa.

3. Astron.d: Chron.: The Roman calendar
is said to have been introduced by Roinulus
about 738 B.C., and modified by Ntuna Pom-
plliufl about 713 B.c. In 46 B.C., Julius Ceesar,
giving effect to the calculations of Sosigenes,
an Alexandria 11 mathematician and astrono-
mer, reformed the calendar, and introduced
the Julian style, by which the year was made
to consist of 365 days, with 36*6 every fourth
or leap year. He commenced it also with
January 1st, t lie adjustment producing one
year of confusion, which contained 445
days. Had the solar year consisted of 865
days, 6 hours, the Julian calendar would
have been perfect ; but its real length is 365
days, 5 hours, 43 minutes, 45^ seconds. The
operation of the odd minutes and seconds
continued during the next fifteen centuries,
having again deranged the calendar ten days.
Pope Gregory XIII. made a.d. 1582 consist of
355 days only, and otherwise adjusted the
calendar. Roman Catholic countries at once
adopted the reform. Protestant states one
after another followed the example, whilst
Russia and the Greek Church conserved the
old Julian arrangement. When the new style

was adopted in England by Act of Parliament
in 1752, eleven days required to be struck out,

the 3rd of October being called the 14th.

From this time the difference began between
new and old style. To prevent further de-
rangement the Gregorian arrangements pro-

vide that only one in four of the years ending
centuries shall be leap years ; thus the years

1700 and 1800 were not leap years, nor will

1900 be, but 2000 will.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds.)

calendar clock, s. A clock which indi-

cates not merely the hour and minute of the

day, but also the day of the week and month,
and in some cases even the year and the

phases of the moon. (Knight.)

calendar month, s. A month which,
if it be January, has 31 davs, if February,
has 28 or 29, if March, has 31," &c,

cal'-en-dar, v.t. [Calendar, s.] To register;

set down in a list. Especially said of insert-

ing in the Calendar of Saints."
" Than many just anil holy men. whose names
Are register d and calendar d for saints."

Termyton .- St. Simeon StyHte*.

"Twelve have been martyrs fur religion, of whom
ten are calendared for Mints."— Wmterhoum: Aft
/or Learning, 1653, p. 387.

t cal-cn-dar'-i-al, a. [Calekoar, *.] Of or

pertaining to a calendar.

cal -en-dar-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Calen-
dar, v.]

A. &i B. At presmt participle & participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

C As substantive : The act of registering or

inserting in a calendar or list

* cal'-en- dar-y, a. [Lat. calemlarius = of or

pertaiuing to a calendar.] Pertaining to or

contained in the calendar.

* cal ende, s. [Calends.]

caT-tSn-der, v.t. [Calender (1). *" To
smooth cloth, linen, Ac, by pressing, so as

to give it a glaze or gloss. (Johnson .)

caT-en-der (1), $. [Fr. calandre ; Low Lat

calendra; from cylindrus; Gr. nvXivipoe (httin-

dros) = a cylinder, roller ; Fr. calendrer ; Port.

calandrar = to smooth or calender cloth.]

1. A press or machine in which cloth of

paper is smoothed and pressed for the purpose

of giving it a glaze or gloss.

2. A calendrer.
" And my good friend the calender
Will lend his horse to go." n^_

Coteper : John Qilpin.

Ate, fit, fire, amidst, what, fill, father: we. wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, air, marine; go, pK
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, car, rale, full; try, Syrian. «e, ce = e. ey = a. qu = fcw*
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calender <2>, * k*l-en-d«r, s. [Ft.

from Hind, galandar.) One of an order of

dervishes amongst the Mohammedans.
"Thirty nobles in the habit of pilgrim kalenders."—

Sir Th»tnas Herbert ; Travels, p. 70.

* ciT-en-der (3), s. [Calandra,] A weeviL

cal-en-dered, per. par. k a. [Calender, v.]

cal -en-der-er, s. [Calendrer.J

cal -en-der-Ing, pr. par. t a.,ks. [Calender,
v.)

A. & B. A3 pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
a sense corresponding to that of the verb.

C. As substan. : The act or business of a
calendrer ; the act or process of passing cloth
or paper through a calender, in order to give
them a smooth or glazed surface.

calendering machine, s. A machine
between the loaded rollers of which cloth or
paper in process of being calendered is passed,

to give it the requisite finish and lustre.

* c&l-en-ddg'-raph-er, s. [Lat. calendarium
= a calendar, and Gr. ypajxa (grapho) = to
write, compose.] One who writes or draws
up calendars or almanacs.

" This is that eclipse which Dr. Pell sent word of to
the society, that Eichst*dius himself, and almost all

calendographert had skipped over."—Boyle: Workt,
vol vi. p. 154.

col-en-drer, cal en-der er, *. [Pr.

calandreur.] One whose business or profes-

sion it is to calender cloths. (Johnson.)

* cal-en -drf-cal, a. [M. Eng. calendr(e) =
a calendar ; sufL* -ical.] Of or pertaining to a
calendar. {Webster.)

1 ends, * cal -ende, ka -lends, * ka -

Lendis, s. pi. [Lat. calemlos; from an old

verb ado = to call ; Gr. koAcw (baled) ; A.S.
calend.]

L Literally .*

1. The first day of each month in the Roman
calendar.

" Caleitdu {Catena*, J.). Calende."—Prompt. Par*.
" Another division of their months into ides, nones,

and calends, . . ."—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

2. Applied by Wycliffe to the Jewish f'east

of the New Moon.
"Loo! kalendU ben to-morwe."— Wycliffe: 1 Kings

* IX Fig. : The first or beginning of anything.
" Nowe of hope the kalendis begynne."

Chaucer : Troil., 1L 5.

\ To fix anything for the Greek Calends : To
postpone it indefinitely ; the term calends not
being used amongst the Greeks. In naming
the day of the month the Romans did not
count straight forward, but backwards ; thus,

they did not say the 25th or 26th of June, but
the*6th or 5th day before the calends of July.

_i-lSn'-du-la, s. [Lat. calendce, from their

flowering almost every month.]

Hot. : A genus of plants, of which one
species, Calendula officinalis, the Garden Mari-
gold, is common in Britain. They are showy
plants, and are in some places used in cookery.
Distilled water or vinegar was formerly made
from the flowers, and they are still sometimes
used to adulterate saffron.

... len -du line, ca-len -du-lin, s. [Lat.

KUemlula.)

Chem. : A gum extracted from the marigold.

ca lenge, * ca-lengen, v.t. A i. [Chal-
lenge, v.]

o&l'-en-ture, 5. [Fr. calenture ; Sp. calentura
= heat, fever ; from calentar = to heat ; Lat.
ealeo =to be hot.] A distemper occurring in
warm climates, and peculiar to natives of
colder regions, in which, according to Quincy,
sailors imagine the sea to be green fields, and
will throw themselves into it.

" So by a calenture misled.
The mariner with rapture sees.

On the smooth ocean's azure bed.
Enamelled fields and verdant trees." Swift.

ca-lep ter-yx, s. [Gr. *aA6c (kalos) = beau-
tiful ; irrepv£ (pterux) = a wing.]

Entom. : A genus of Neuropterous insects,
belonging to the family Libellulidai. Calep-
teryx virgo is a beautiful species, with its body
of a steel blue colour, and a large dark patch
on its wings.

ca-les'-cence, s. [Lat. caUscens, pr. par.

of calesco= to grow warm ; an inchoative form

from caleo = to be hot] Increasing heat,
growing warmth.

' cal-ewe, s. [From A.S. calu= bald.] [Cal-
low.] A bald pate, a shaveling.

"Out! what hath the calewe fdo ' what hath the
calewe ido.

"

Robert of Gloucester, 89. {Spec. Ear. Eng. (Morris &
SkeatK pt "<>

t cale-weis, s. [O. Fr. caillouet.} A kind
of pear. (Chaucer.)

calf(l), *kalf, •kelf(pl. calves) a silent),

s. &a. [A.S. cealf; Dut & tiw. kalf; Dan.
kalv; Gav.kalb.)

A. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) The young ofa cow.
" The colt hath abont fonr yean of growth ; and so

the fawn, and so the calf. "—Bacon : Natural History.

(2) The young of other mammals, as the
elephant, rhinoceros, Ac

2. Figuratively

:

(1) In contempt:

(a) A silly person, so called because the
calf is not remarkable for Intelligence.

** Some silly doattng brainless calf.
That understands things by the ball"

Drayton : Ifymp.
(6) A coward.

(c) A person fond of drinking milk. (Collo-

quial.)

(2) Geog. : A Norwegian name, also used in

the Hebrides, for islets lying off islands, and
bearing a similar relation to them in size that
a calf does to a cow, as " the Calf of Man,"
" the Calf at MulL " (Smyth.

)

(3) Script. " Calves of the Ijps" * Sacrifices,

probably of thanksgiving, offered to God as
calves were in Jewish worship. Or possibly
actual sacrifices vowed by the lips.

*• Turn to the Lord, and say unto him. Take away
all iniquity, and receive us graciously : so will we ren-
der the calves of our lips.' —ilott-a xi v. 2.

H Book-binding: A fine leather made of the
hide or skin of a calf, much used in the binding
of books.

B. As adjective: (Seethe compounds.)

1[ Compound of obvious signification : Calf-

like.

calf-bound, a.

Bookbinding : Bound in calf-skin leather.

"I have been toiling and moiling lately, for a pur-
pose, among dusty old bookstall treasures, and assidu-
ously collected as many tattered, dog's-eared, once calf-
bound volumes as I could find of the British essayists
of the eighteenth century."

—

Sala: Secret of Mule

y

Mogrebbin Beg.

calf-country, s. The place of one's na-*

tivity. It is called also Calf-ground. (Scotch.)

calf-ground, s. The same as Calf-
country. (Scotch.)

calf-kill, s.

Bot. : Sheep laurel, Kalmia augustifolia.+

calf-love, *. Transitory romantic attach-
ment between very young persons, as opposed
to a lasting attachment,

calfs-foot, * calfes foot, s.

Bot. : A name applied to the Arum macu-
latum, in allusion to the shape of the leaf, and
its appearance in calving-time.

" The common cuckow pint is called In Latin Arum,
... in Low Dutch, kalvsloet ; in French pied d'vemi

;

In English, cuckow pint and cuckow pintle, wake
robin, priest's pintle, aron, calfesfoot, and rampe,
and of some scratch wort."

—

Gerarde : Berball, p. 834
(ed. 1633).

Calfs-foot jelly, Calfs-feet jelly : A kind of
animal jelly, made from the feet of calves,

boiled gently for six or seven hours, to which
are subsequently added sugar, sherry, brandy,
whites of eggs, the rind and juice of lemon,
with a little isinglass.

calf-skin, calfs skin, s.&a.

A. As substantive ;

1. Ord. Lang. : The skin of a calf.

2. Tech. : The same as Calf (1), II.

"A duodecimo of 'precious conceits,' bound in calf-

skin—1 know the man well ; does he not dress decently,
IVlham ; "— Lytvm: Petham.

B. As adj. : Foolish. (The term was so
applied because fools kept for diversion in

great families were often dressed in coats of
calfs skin, with buttons down the back.)
(Nares.)
" His calf'ttkin Jests from hence are clear exiled."

Prot. to Wily Beguiled.

calf-snout, calves' snout, 5. Two
plants : (1) Antirrhinum Orontium, (2) A.
majvs.

calf-ward, «. A small enclosure for

rearing calves. (Scotch.) (Burns.)

calf (2) (I silent), a. [IceL kalfi; Ir. k Gael.
kalpa ; Dut. kalftJ

The calf of Vie leg : The protuberant hinder
portion of the leg below the knee, formed
by the powerful muscles designed to move
the feet.

" Into her legs I'd have loves issues fall.

And all her calf into a gouty small." Suckling.

The cayof that leg blistered."— Wiseman : Surgery

1 cal -fat, v.L [O. Fr. caifdter.] To caulk a
ship.

cal-I £n rid-«e, s. [Callianrida]

cal I-a tour, s. ka. [Native name (ft]

oaliatour-wood, «. A kind of wood
used for dyeing. It is brought from India,

and by some is identified with red sandal-wood.

Cal'-i-ban, s. [The name of a character in

Shakespeare's Tempest, his distinguishing fea-

tures being roughness, almost amounting to
savageness.J A savage, a boor.

" To the most of men this is a Caliban,
And they to him are angels.''

Shakesp. : Tempest, t 1

OcU'-I-ber, caT-I-bre, s. k a. [Fr. calibre;

Ital calibro. The origin of the word is uncer-
tain. Littre suggests Arab, kdlib ~ a form,
mould ; Pen*, kdlab.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

L, Literally:

(1) The internal diameter or bore of a gun
or tui*e of any sort.

5 Calibre is expressed in three ways : (1) by
the diameter in inches, as, an 8-ineh gun, a
10-inch cylinder

; (2) by the weight of the
shot adapted to the bore, as, a 6-pounder, a
12-pounder gun ; (3) by the hundredths of an
inch expressed decimally, as, carbines and
rifles of *44, 50, *55 inch calibre.

" It is easy for an ingenious philosopher to fit the
caliber of these empty tubes t<> the diameter of the
particles of Jigtif—H?id ; Inquiry, c, vi. t f 13.

(2) The diameter of a ball or shot.

2. Fig. : Compass or extent of mind ; mental
capacity.

"Coining from men of their calibre, they wer«
highly mischievous."—Burke.

II. Technically

:

1. Mil. : The diameter of the bore of a gun
in inches. In rifled ordnance, measured across
the " lauds," or spaces between the grooves.

2. Horology:

(1) The plate on which the arrangement of
the pieces of a clock is traced, the pattern
plate.

(2) The space between two plates of a watch
which determines the features of the move-
ment. (Knight.)

B. ,4s adjective : (See the compounds).

caliber-compass, s.

1. A form of calipers
1 adapted to measure

the size of bores.

2. A form of compasses adapted to measure
shot and shell. (Knight.)

caliber-rule, s. A gunner's instrument,
containing a scale for ascertaining the weight
of a ball from its diameter, and vice versd.

[Caliper,]

t cil'-i-berod, a, [Caliber.] Of a certain

calibre or diameter.

t cal -I-brate, v.t. [Caliber.] To ascertain

the calibre or diameter of any tube. (Webster.)

t cal -l-bra'-tion, s. [From Fr. calibre —
bore, and Eng. &c, suff. -ation.] The act of

measuring the calibre or bore of a tube.

cal'-i-bre, «. [Caliber.]

oaT-I-cate, a. [Calycatb. J

* cal 190, cal is, * cal -Iz, s. [Fr. calict;

Lat. calix (genit. calicis).'] [Chalice.J

1. Ord. IJing. : A cup, a chalice.
" There is a natural analogy between the ablution of

the body and the purification of the soul ; hetwM
eating the holy bread and drinking the sacred caltc

anil a participation of the body am
Taylor.

boil, boy; poTit, jo%l;

-tian = shan.

oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, fids; sill, as ; '.expect, Xenophon, exist. -Jng.

Hon, -slon = shun ; -floa, -jion = zhun. -clous, -ttous, -sious = sous. -We, -bre, &c. = bel, ber.
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" The crouchen, the calice,, the creyme."—Aycnbite,
p. 4L

2. Zool. : A cup-shaped depression which
contains the polype of a coralligenous zoo-
phyte, or actinozoon. (Nicholson.)

Ba-ll9-I-e-eB, 8. pi. [Calicium ; fern. pL suff.
-4CB.]

Bot. : A family of gymnocarpous lichens,
characterised by their circular or globular,
more or less stalked apothecia, furnished with
special excipulum, and filled with a compact
pulverulent mass.

ca-119 i-um, ». [Lat. calix.]

Bot. : A genus of gymnocarpous lichens, the
typical one of the family Cahciea?, containing
a large number of species growing upon bark,
old palings, or epiphytically on other lichens.
The spermatia, produced in the spermogonia,
are stick-shaped and curved ; the spores are
double, and six or eight exist in each long
tabular theca. (Griffith it Henfrey.)

Cftl-i-cle, s. [Lat. caliculus, dim. of calix = a
cup.J A small cup-shaped cell.

" Surface [of cora.li J covered with ealtdet, or promt,
nent polyp cells about a line in diameter."—Dana
Man. 0/ Otology, f 1.

cal -I-co, « c-il 11-co, • oal -li-ode, «.

4

a.
[Fr. calicot. So called because brought to
Europe at first from Calicut, on the Malabar
coast.]

. is substantive

:

1. In England : White cotton cloth, of vari-
ous qualities and kinds. Though early calico-
printing is associated with India, yet other
oriental nations were acquainted with the art,
as were the Mexicans. It came from Asia into
Europe. About the close of the seventeenth
century Augsburg was one of its chief seats.
A Protestant refugee from France, who had to
leave that country on account of the revoca-
tion of the edict of Nantes, introduced it into
England about 1696. It is now one of our
great staple manufactures.

2. In America : Cotton cloths, having co-
loured patterns printed on them.

"These account* describe the mode of producing the
chintz calicoes."— Pre: Diet, of Artt, *e
B. As adjective: (See the compounds.)

calico-printer, s. One whose business
or occupation it is to print calicoes.

" Suppose an ingenious gentleman should write a
poem of advice to&calico-prinlcr . . .'—Taller, No. 3.

calico printing, s. The business or art
of printing or impressing figured patterns on
calicoes in mordants or colours.

" The first record of calico printing aa an art la that
of Pliny."—Bre: Did. of Artt, to.

ottl-i -co-phor'-i-dse, s. vl. [From Lat.
calyx, and Gr. <pope<u (phoreo) = to bear.]

Zool. : A family of Hydrozoa, with cup-
shaped swimming organs.

* cal'-Ic-rat, s. [According to Jamieson from
Callicrates, a Grecian artist, who, as we learn
from Pliny and Aelian, formed ants, and other
animals of ivory, so small that their parts
could scarcely be discerned.] An ant or
emmet.

" The Catlerat that lytle thing.
Bot and the bonny bie."

Buret PUg. ( t\,ition, CoU. ). 1L «.

e&l-ic -u-la, ». [Dimin. of Mod. Lat. calix -
a cup.]

Bot. : "A little calyx." Various bracts in
unison at the base of the calyx proper. Ex-
ample, Fragaria, Malva. (R. Brown, &c.)

* C&l-Io -U-lar, o. [Lat. calicularis; from
calix (genit. calicis) m a cup. ] Cup-shaped.

" Even the autumnal bade, which await the return
of the sun, do after the winter solstice multiply their
calicular leaves."—Brovne: VulgarSrrouri, pt.tt.ch.3.

f oal-Io'-U-lar-iy, adt>. [Eng. calicular ; -ly.)
In manner or shape of a cup. (Dana.)

C&l-ic -u-late, a. [Lat caliculus = a little
cup ; calix— a cup.]

Bot. : (For definition see quotation.)
*' When the tracts are arranged in two rows, and the

outer row is perceptibly smaller than the inner, the
Involucre is sometimes said to be caliciilato, as In
Beneeia —Bat/our : Botany, p. 17*.

•eal'-Id, a. [Lat calidus = hot ; caleo = to
be hot] Hot, burning. (Johnson.

)

oil-Id -e a, s. [Gr. «a\6v (kalos) = beauti-
ful ; fi&oc (eidoe) = form, appearance.]

Entom. : A genus of Hemiptera, of an ele-
gant elongated shape, and bright metallic
colouring. Family, Pentatomidse.

•oiU-id'-I-ty,s. [Lat caliditas, from calidus =
hot ; caleo = to be hot] The quality or state
of being hot ; heat.

c&l I dris. s. [Gr. «aA.8pn (kalidris), t
variant of OKaMopie (okalidris), used by Aris-
totle for a water-bird

; probably the redshank.]
Ornith. : A genus of Wading birds, family

Charadriidae. It contains the Sanderling.

t caT -i- .duct, " cSl'-e'-duct, *. [In Fr. cali-
duc ; calidus =: hot, and ductus = a leading
conveying ; duco = to lead.) A pipe for the
conveyance or transmission of heat.

ca '- lif, * ca - liffe, ca liph, • oa -llphe,
s. [Caliph. ]

" Ayeln the caliph* of Eglpte."
Ootoer : C. A., L 346

cal'-if-ate, >. [Caliphate.]

Cal i for' nian, a. & s.

I. As adjective: Of or pertaining to Cali-

fornia, a Pacific coast 8tate. Area, 158,360
square mil™ ; population in 1890, 1,208,130.

IX As substantive: A native or inhabitant
of California.

* cal-i-ga'-tion, s. [Lat caligatio = dark-
ness, from caligo = to obscure, make dark. ]

Darkness, obscurity,

cal-Ig'-l-d8B, ». pi. [Mod. Lat cahgus, and
fern. pi. suff. -idol (q.v.)]

Zool. : A family of entomostracous Crusta-
ceans, characterised by the presence of a shell
resembling an oval or semi-lunar shield. They
have twelve feet and two Inferior antennae.

* cal-ig'-in-ous, a. rLat. caliginosus =
dark : caligo= to obscure, make dark. ] Dark,
obscure, full of darkness.

* cal-Ig-in-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. caliginous

;

-ly.] In a dark manner, darkly, obscurely.

* Cal-ig'-in-OUS-ness, j. [Eng. caliginous;
•ness.] The quality of being caliginous ; dark-
ness, obscurity. (Bailey.)

Ciy-li'-go, 8. [Lat caligo = darkness. ]

Med. : A disease of the eye, attended with
dimness of sight or blindness, of which there
are various kinds : C. lentis, or true cataract

;

C. cornea, or opacity of the cornea ; C. pupilla,
blindness from an obstruction in the pupil

;

C. humorum, blindness from a fault in the
humours of the eye ; C. palpebrarum, blindness
from disorder of the eyelids. [Cataract.]

cal-i-graph'-ic, a. [Calligraphic]

cal-ig -raph-Ist, s. [Callioraphist.]

cal-ig'-raph-y\ ». [Calligraphy.]

c&T-i-gus, s. [Lat. caliga — a boot, from the
snape.]

Zool. : A genus of Crustaceans, the typical
one of the family Caligirtre. The head is in the
form of a large bnckler ; antennee small, flat

and two-jointed. Thereare four speciesknown,
which are parasitic on the brill, cod, plaice, &•.

c&l-im er-is, s. [Gr. «aX« (kalos) = beauti-
ful, neoos (meros) = a part, division.]

Bot. : The generic name of plants belonging
to the composite order, having the flowers in

1. FLOWER or CALTMERI8. 2. rROTT OF DITTO.

heads, those at the circumference in one row,
strap-like, the heads surrounded externally

by two to four rows of nearly equal scale-Ilka
leaves. The fruit is flat and hairy. The
species are perennial herbs, natives of middle
and northern Asia. (Treas. of Bot.)

cal -in, s. [Etymology doubtfuL] A metallic
compound of lead and tin of which the Chines*
make tea-canisters, &c.

* cal ion, * cal i oun, * cal-yon, a [O.
Fr. caillau, caillo ; Port calhao.] A stone or
flint (Calyon.)

"The felde was full of smale caliount "

Merlin, I.. U. s».
" Calyon. rouudestone, P. RudesT—Prompt. Pan.

c&l i-pash, s. [Fr. carapace ; Sp. galapago =
a fresh-water tortoise.] That part of a turtle
next to the upper shell, containing a gelatinous,
substance of a dull greenish tinge.

cal i-pee, ». [Calipash.] That part of a
turtle which belongs to the lower shell, con-
taining a gelatinous substance of a light
yellowish colour.

" Instead of rich sirloins we see
Green calipash and yellow calipee,"

Prologue to the Dramatist.

oii'-a-per (pi. cuftpers), 3. [Caliber,]

caliper -compasses, j. Compasses wit*.

caliper-compasses.

bowed legs, used for measuring the Internal or
external diameter of any round body.

caliper square, s. A square having s
graduated bar and adjustable jam or jams.
(Knight.)

ca-llph, * ca -llphe, ka-lfpb, a [Fr.
calife = a successor of the Prophet ; Arab.
khalifah = a successor, khalafa = to succeed.]
[Calif.] The title assumed by the successors
of Mahomet

cal -inn-ate, cal iph-at, ' cal If-ate
* kal -If-ate, s. [Fr. caZt/a<. ]

1, The office or dignity of a caliph.
" The former part of this period may be called the

era of the grandeur and magnificence of the caliphate"
—Harris: Philolog. Inq.

2. The palace of a caliph ; the seat of govern-
ment of the caliphs.

" Emerged, I came upon the great
Pavilion of the Caliphat"
Tenngton j HeeoL of Arabian Sights.

cU-I-phrti'r-i-a, s. [From Gr. «aAoc (kalos)
= beautiful, and ippovoutv (phrourion) = a
watch, fort.]

Bot. : A genus of Amaryllids, forming a link
between Eurycles and Griffinia, and consist-
ing of a single species, C. Hartwegiana, a
native of New Grenada.

t ca -Hph-shlp, s. [Eng. caliph, and suff.

ship.] The dignity or rank of a caliph ; the
reign of a caliph.

ciU-ip'-pic, a. [From Calippus, the person
mentioned in the definition.] Pertaining
to or invented by Calippus, an Athenian
astronomer.

calippic period, s. A cycle of seventy-
six years, proposed by Calippus, as Ji improve-
ment on that of Meton, which was one of
nineteen years. This cycle, accoMing to its

proposer, would bring round the new and full

moon to the same day and hour.

cal ls-thcn'-lc, a. [Callisthenic]

cal-is -then'-Ics, s. [Callisthenics.]

* ctU'-I-ver, * ca'-lee-ver, * cal'-le-ver,
3. [Caliber.] a hand-gun ; a musket

"The negroes . . . discharged ealituert at vs.*—
Baklugt, voL ii., pt. li., p 34.

"... such aa fear the report of a callner worse than
a struck fowl or a hurt wild-duck.'"—Shaketp. : 1 Ben.
IK, lr. J.

ca'-lix, ca'-lyx, a [Lat calix.]

Bot. : The outer envelope or protectir*
covering of a flower. [Calyx.]

" The calyx is the outer covering, formed of wuories
leaves called sepals. "—Balfour: Botany, p. 184.

fate, rat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pd%
or. wore, wolf, work, who. sin; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rale, fall; try, Syrian, as, oa = e ; ey = a. «.u = kw.
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• ca-iix -tin (1), a. [Named after the founder

of the sect.]

Eccles. Hist. : A follower of George Calixtus,

a celebrated Lutheran divine, and professor

at Helmstadt, Brunswick, who died in 1656.

He opposed the opinion of St. Augustine on
predestination, and endeavoured to form a

union among the various members of the

Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and Reformed
Churches. (Staunton.)

" ca-llx -tin (2), s. [Calixtines.]

"al'-ix-tines, s. pi. [From Lat. calix = a

sup, which the sect or party wished restored

to the people in the Lord's Supper.]

Ch. Hist. : A Christian sect in Bohemia, the

more moderate of the two great sections into

which the Hussites were divided in 1420.

Unlike the Taborites—the other and extremer
section—they did not seek to subvert the

constitution and government of the Church
of Rome, but demanded (1) the restoration of

the cup to the people in the celebration of the

Supper ; (2) the preaching of the Gospel in

primitive simplicity and purity ; (3) the sepa-

ration of the priests from secular, and their

entire devotion to spiritual, concerns ; and

(4) the prevention or punishment, by law-

ful authority, of "mortal" sins, e.g. t si-

mony, debauchery, &c. The council of Basel,

m 1433, to end the disastrous Bohemian war,

invited envoys from the Hussites. Procopius
Rasa—their leader since the death of the

famous John Ziska in 1424—and others ap-

peared, but the effort failed. Afterwards the

council sent ^Eneas Sylvius into Bohemia.
He, by conceding the use of the cup to the

Calixtines, reconciled them to the Church of

Rome. [Hdssites.]

_ ; (1), * calke, caulk (I silent), v.t. [O.

Ft. cauguer ; Lat. calco = to tread, press

down, tread in ; from calx (genit. calcis) = the

heeL Cf. Ir. calcadh = & driving, caulking;
eailcaim = to harden, fasten ; calcain = a
caulker ; Gael, calc = to caulk, drive, ram ;

calcaire = & driver, hammer.] To fill the
seams or leaks of a vessel with oakum, to pre-

vent the water from penetrating into the ship.

"The caulking of Seuill Is bo substantially done,
that in one day one calker doeth not thoroughly calke
past one yarde and an halfe in one seame, or two yards
at the most"—Haklnyt : Voyage*, iii- 864.

* calk (2) (l silent), v.t. [Lat. ca£r(genit. calcis)

= & heel, hoof.]

Farriery: To furnish the shoes of horses
with sharp points or projections ; to rough
horses' shoes.

1 calk (3),
* calke, * calk'-Sn, * calk yn

(I silent), v.t. & i. [Calculate.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To calculate.
*' Calkyn, Calculo."—Prompt. Parv,

2. Astrol. : To work out by calculation,

to prognosticate.
" Two priests also, the one bight Bolenbroke,

The other Southwell, clerks in conjuration.
These two chaplatnes were they that uudertooke
To cast and calke the king's true constellation."

Mirrourfor Magistrate*, p. 820.

B. Jntrans. : To calculate, prognosticate.
" He calketh vpon my natyuyte."—Horman : Vuh

garia,

t calk (4), caique (I silentV v. t. [Fr. calquer

;

from Lat calx (genit. calcis) = chalk.] [Calk-
ing (2), s.]

calk f 1) (I silent), s. [Calkin.]
" Where would the poor horse be without the ' calk*

'

on the hind feet?"—Daily Telegraph, Jan. IT, 1881.

calk-sharpener, s. An instrument for
sharpening horse-shoe calks. [Calkino-
tongs.]

calk-swage, s. A swage (q.v.) for form-
ing horse-shoe calks.

ealk (2) (I silent), *. [Cauk.]

* calke (I silent), s. [Chalk.] (Prompt. Parv.)

calked (1), * calkt (I silent), pa. par. & a.

[Calk<1), v.]

1. Lit. : Having the seams stopped with
oakum.

"A gallant ship . . . well cat/a."

Heywod : Maid of the West, It.

2. Fig. : Closely fastened or stopped up in
My way.

"The windows close shut, and calked."
B. Joruon: Silent Woman, L 1.

calked (2) (I -silent), pa. par. & a. [Calk (2), v.]

Farriery ; Having the shoes furnished with
sharp points of iron to prevent slipping on
ice, &c.

* calked (3) {I silent), pa. par. 4 a. [Calk (3),

v.] Calculated
;
prognosticated.

calk'-er (1), caulk -er (I silent) (Eng.),

cawk'-er (Scotch), s, [Eng. calk; -er.)

1. Lit. : One whose trade it is to calk,

"The ancients of Gebal and the wise men thereof
were in thee thy calker*."— Ezek. xxvll. ».

2. Fig. : A dram of spirits taken by a
habitual drinker.

" WT here tak' a caulker, and there tak' a horn."
Scotch Song*, ill. 89.

* calk'-er (2) (I silent), s. [Calk (2), v.] A
calkin.

* calk'-er (3) (I silent), s. [Calk (3), v.] One
who calculates or prognosticates ; a calculator,

an astrologer.
" Fyrst the eteccyon of their monstrouse Pope, the

next yeare after was taken clerely from the common
people by the clergye, and gyuen to hys owne famy-
lyars, which anon after were called the college of

calker*. cardynallis I should say."—Bale: Act** of
Englyth Votaries, pt. 11., ch. ii. [Rich.)

*cai'-kll» *o*l-k?ll, * caT-cle, »c*l'-
cule, * caTnkule, * kal-cule, v.t. & i.

[Ft, calcnlerj^fc&t. calculo.] [Calculate.]

I, Trans. : To calculate, to reckon.

"He calcUth the ages of the world by thowsendea."
—Trsmisa, ii. 887.

IX Intransitive:

1, To calculate by means of numbers.

"By this yon may calkill what twa thousand fute-

men and thre hundretht horsemen will tak monethlte,
whiche is the least number the Lords desyris to have
furnesat at this tyme."—Lett. B. Balnavit, Keith*
Nut., A i.Hi., p. n.

2. To prognosticate, calculate by the stars.

" I calkyll as an astronomer doth whan he casteth a
fygure, /• calcule."—Palsgrave.

calk -in, calkyn (I silent), s. [Calk (2), v.]

Farriery : A sharp iron point or projection

placed in the shoe of a horse to prevent his

slipping. [Roughing, «.]

"Causyng a smyth to shoe three horses for hin
trarily, with the calkyn* forward, . . ."—ffolin
Hist., of Scotl. , sign. U, 3 b.

. . . above all. that the system of adding calkin* to
the heels, particularly the fore ones, should be entirely
discontinued, as they must he highly destructive to
feet and legs."—Daily Telegraph, Jan. 17, 1S8L

calkin-pin, s. A very large pin. It is

sometimes corrupted into corking-pin. (Todd.)

calk ing (1),
* caulk'-ing (I silent), pr. par.,

a., & s. [Calk, v.]

A. & B, As pr. par. & partidp. adj. : In the
sense of the verb.

C, As subst. : The act or process of stopping
the seams of a ship with oakum ; the trade of

a calker.

"The shlppe of what burthen souer shee bee must
glue a carena, as they call it in the Spanish tongue,
which is In English, she must l»e thoroughly calked,
and fortified, as well with carpenters to set knees into
her, and any other tymbers appertaining to the
strengthening of a shippe, as with caulking; which Is

to put occum into her sides,"

—

Hackluyt : Voyage*.
vol. iii., p. 864.

calking anvil, 5. A blacksmith's anvil,

adapted for turning over, forming, and sharp-
ening horse-shoe calks.

calking-chisel, s. A chisel for closing
the seams between iron plates.

calklng-iron, ft, An iron instrument
resembling a chisel, but with a blunter edge,

used by calkers to drive the oakum into the
seams of a ship.

"So here some pick out bullets from the side:

Some drive old oakum through each seam and rift

;

Their left hand does the calking-iron guide.
The rattling mallet with the right they lift."

Dryden: Annus Mirabili*. cxlvi

calking-tongs, s. pi. An implement for

sharpening the calks of horse-shoes. [Calk-
sharpener.]

calk ing (2) (I silent), s. [Calk (4), v.) A
term in painting, used where the back side is

covered with black lead, or red chalk, and the
lines traced through on a waxed plate, wall,

or other matter, by passing lightly over each
stroke of the design with a point, which leaves

an impression of the colour on the plate or
wall, (Chambers.)

* calk'-ing (3) (I silent), pr. par., a., & «.

[Calk (3), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ par. adj. : In the
same sense as the verb.
" A king he was, and to king Turnusdeere his calking*

kest.
Bat nut with calking craft could he his plague be-

twitch that day."
Phaer: Trantlation of Virgil, ix. {Rich.)

C. As subst. : The act of calculation,

* calk yn, * calk en (I silent), v.t. [Calk
(3), v.]

call (1), * calle, cal-len, * kal-len, v.t, & i.

fA.3. ceallian ; Icel. & Sw. kalla ; Dan. kalde;
O. H. Ger. challon ; M. H. Ger. kalkn = to
call, speak loudly. Cognate with Gr. -vnpvM

(geruo) — to speak, proclaim, not with Or.
KaAettf (kaleb~) = to call (Skeaty]

A. Transitive:

L Literally

:

t 1. To utter aloud.
" He calle* a prayer to the hyghe prynee for pyne."

S. B. AMU. Poems ; Patience, 411.

" Nor parish clerk, who call* the psalm so clear."
Gay.

2. To summon before one, or to one's pre-
sence, send for, or command one's attendance.

" And it shall come to pass, when Pharaoh shaU eaU
you, and shall say. What is your occupation?*'

—

Gen.
ilu, 3S.

3. To arouse, awake, bid to arise. ; as, " call

me in the morning." (Colloquial.}

4. To convoke, summon an assembly.
" The king being informed of much that had j

that night, sent to the lord mayor to call a common
council immediately."— Clarendon.

5. To read the roll or list of members of a
council, Ac. ; to call over.

"6. To invite, request one's attendance.

* 7. To call on.

"I'll call you at your house."—Shakesp. .

for Measure, iv. 4.

H. Figuratively

:

1. To summon or exhort to any moral duty.

2. To appoint or designate for any office or
position, as by divine authority.

" Separate me Barnabas and Paul for the work where-
unto I have called them."—Act* xiii. 2.

3. To invite formally to the pastorate of a
Presbyterian church.

*i. To bring into public view; declare,
point out.

" See DionyBius Homer's thoughts refine,

And call new beauties forth from ev'ry Hue."
Pope : Essay on Criticism, M*.

5. To designate, give a name to.
" Jacob calde that stede Betel. "—Gen. A Exod„ 1*81.

"The grete sikenesse that men callen the fallyng*
vvyWe."—Maundeville, p. 140.

6. To reckon, consider, count, attribute a
quality to.

" 'Tls phrase absurd to call a villain great"
Pope : Essay on Man, Iv. 280.

" Misty with tender gloom, I calld it naught
But the fond exile's pang, a lingering thought."

Hemani: The Forest Sanctuary.

7. To address in contempt (only in the
phrase, to call names — to abuse).

" Deafness unqualifies men for all company, except
friends ; whom I can call names, if they do not speak
loud enough."—Swift to Pope.

8. To invoke, appeal to.
" I call God for a record upon my souL"—3 Cor. i. 23.

* 9. To invite, demand.
" His gardens next your admiration call."

Pope : Moral Euayt, iv. lit,

10. To summon to one's aid.
" Be not amazed ; call all your senses to you."—

Shakesp. : Merry Wive*. Iii. 8.

B. Reflex. : To summon, exhort one's self.
" Call yourselves to an account, whatnew ideas, what

new proposition or truth, yuu have gained,"— Watts.

C, Intransitive

:

L Literally:

1. To cry out or aloud ; to address in a loud

voice.
"And the seventh day he called unto Moses out ot

the midst of the cloud. —Exod. xxiv. 1ft

2. To utter a cry or note (said specially of

birds, but also of some mammals, as deer).
" Cheerily called the cock to the sleeping maids of

the farmhouse." Longfellow : Eoangelina, L 6.

3. To cry loudly, with the view of securing

the attendance or presence of an inferior.

"Call* my lord?"
Shakesp. : Julius Catar, Iv. 3.

4. To invoke; appeal for help or relief.

(Generally with the prep, to, on, or upon.)
" Upon her knees she gan down falle,

With humble hert, and t<> him calle."

Qover ; C. A., L 148.

*>Sfr. bo*^; po*nt, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t

-clan, -Uan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion m jahun. -cious, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -cle, &c, - bel, oai.
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Tennyson: Enoch Arden, S24.

" Bothe bolyehe to Rome the parties cold."
Langtoft (ei Hearoe). p. MS.

" Catt upon me In the day of trouble ; I will deliver
thee, And thou thalt glorify me."—Psalm L lb.

IX Figuratively

:

1. To address an exhortation or appeal to.
" Unto yon, O men, I con.' —Pro*. Till. 4,

2. To invite.
" When twilight eatfd unto household mirth.
By the fairy tale or the legend old.*'

Iletnani • The Spells of Borne.

"3. To summon or exhort to any moral
duty.

" In that day did the Lord God of hosts call to weeu-
ing and to mourning."— Isaiah, xxii. 12.

4. To pay a short visit. (Colloquial.)
Originally the meaning no doubt was that the
visitor signalized his presence by a call; but
the phrase is now used very widely and freely.

Thus we speak of ships calling at or off & port

;

we call on or in on a person, or at a place.
[Call at, call in on, call on, call of.

)

" Say the neighbours when they call"
Tennyson : Amphion, 5.

D. In special phrases

:

1. To call again

:

(1) To call a second time.

* (2) To revoke, draw back.
" Call* ageyn thin otb."—Langtoft, p. 814.

H To call at : To make a short stop on its

way. (Said of ships.

)

" These steamers only ran at Halifax, sailing from
Victoria Dock*."— Timet, Jan. 8, 1881.

3- To call away : To turn aside, divert.

4. To call back : To revoke, withdraw.
"He. . . will not rail tact his words. "—tsaiahxxxl 2.

5. To call down

:

(1) To pray for.

" Catling down a blessing on his

(2) To imprecate.

6. To call for:

(1) Literally

:

(a) To require or desire the attendance (of
persons.)

" Madam, his majesty doth coilfor you,
Andfor your grace : and you, my noble lord."

Shaketp. : Hichard 111., i. &
(b) To order, give an order for a thing to be

SuppUed ; to demand.
** Callfor pen and ink to show our wit."

Pop* : Satire*, v. 180.

"So they called for tqqtom, and he showed them one."
Bunyan ; P. P., ii.

(2) Figuratively

:

1 (a) To desire anxiously ; wish for.

" He commits every sin that his appetite callsfor."—
Rogers.

(0) To demand ; need.
" All that the contest calls fjr ; spirit, strength."

Cowper : Task, v. 978.

(c) To call at or make a visit to any place, in
order to fetch away a person or an article ; as,

1 will call/or her, orfor a parcel. (Colloquial.)

7. To call forth : To summon into action.

(1) Of persons:
" Are you caltdforth from out a world of man.
To slay the Innocent?

"

Shakesp. : Richard III., 1.

1

(2) Of things:
" Till kings callforth the ideas of your mind."

Pope: Moral Essays, Iv. 616.

a TocaUin:

(1) To summon to one's aid or counsel
" He fears my subjects' loyalty.
And now must call in strangers."

Denham: Sophy,

(2) To collect ; withdraw from circulation.
" If clipped money be called in all at once."—Locke.

(3) To demand back money or other things
kut.

" Horace describes an old usurer as so charmed with
the pleasures of a country life, that, in order te mike
a purchase, be called in all his money.'—Addison j

Spectator.

(4) To revoke, withdraw an authority or
licence.

(6) To pay a short visit (with the preps, to,

at, of places, on, of persons.)
" That I might begin as near the fountain-head as

possible, I first of all called in at St. Jamesa,"—Addison.
*"We called in at Horge, where there is an artitii-i.il

port."—Ibid. : On Italy.

9. To call in doubt : To dispute the accuracy
or authenticity of a statement.

10. To call in question

:

* (1) To be interrogated or put on one's trial

regarding anything.
" Of the hope and resurrection of the dead I am

tolled in question."—Acts, xxiii. 8.

(2) The same as to call in doubt.

11. To call off:

(1) Transitive:

(a) Lit. : To withdraw, remove.
"Then by consent abstain from further tolls.
Call off the dogs, and gather up the spoils

Addison : Transform at ion of Actaon,

(6) Fig. : To draw one's attention away.
Drunkenness cam off the watchmen from their

towers ; and tbeu evils proceed from a loose heart, and
an untied tongue."— Taylur; Holy Living.

(2) Intrans. ; To make a short visit to. (Said
of ships making a brief stay at any port on
their way, to receive or disembark passengers
or goods. It diners from call at, in that the
ship does not actually touch the place men-
tioned, but comes to anchor a little off.) [Call
at,}

12. To call on:

(1) To invoke.
" The Athenians, when they lost any men at sea,

went to the shores and calling thrice on their names,
raised a cenotaph, or empty monument, to their
memories. "—Bn,ome : On the Odyssey.

(2) To solicit for a favour.

"I would be loath to pay him before his day. What
need 1 be so forward with him, that calls noton me':

"

—Shakesp. : l Henry IV., v. L

(3) To demand an account or explanation
from.

" Call on him for It

"

Shaketp. : Ant. <t Clmp., 1. 4.

(4) To pay a short visit to 'fty'iyone.

" 111 call on you."
Shakesp. ; Titasm, L

1

13. To call out:

(1) To call loudly ; ejaculate.

(2) To summon into active service.

"When their sov'reign's quarrel calls 'em out.
His foes to mortal combat they defy."

Dryden : Virgil ; Georgia iv. 319.
" The territorial reserve, comprising men from thirty

to forty years, is to be called out at once."—Daily Tele-
graph, March 31, 1B8L

(3) To challenge to a duel.

14. To call over ; To recite a roll of names or
a list of items. i

" ... to call over the names of the competitors in
business-like fashion."—Daily Telegraph, Jan. 6, 1881.

15. To call over the coals : To reprove, find
fault with. (Colloquial.)

16. To call the jury

:

Law : To call over jurymen in the order in

which their names have been drawn out of a
box. The full twelve are sworn unless they
are objected to, or, for some reason, allowed
exemption.

17. To call the plaintiff:

Law : To demand that a plaintiff who is

withdrawing from an action shall appear by
himself or by counsel, to go on. Ifhe do not
he is nonsuited, his case is at an end, the de-

fendant obtaining costs ; but the plaintiff may
prosecute again, which he could not have done
had a verdict been given against him.

18. To call to account : To demand an ac-
count from. [Account.]

19. To call to mind

:

f (1) To bring to the recollection of another ;

to remind another of a thing.

(2) To bring to one's own recollection, to
remember.

20. To call to order :

(1) To open a meeting.

(2) To intimate to any person or persons at

a meeting that he is or they are transgressing
the rules of debate, or otherwise disturbing
the progress of business.

21. To call to the bar : To grant licence to
practise as a barrister in any court of law.

[Bar, *.]
" A year or two before

CaWd to the bar."
Tennyson : Enoch Arden.

22. To call up:

(1) Of persons : To bring to the presence of
one. (Lit. kflg.)

" Or call up him that left half told
The story of Cambueean bold." Milton.

(2) To bring to one's remembrance
;
produce

as evidence.
" Why dost thou call my sorrow up afresh T

My father's name brings team into my eye*."
Addison : Cato. i. 4.

Ask now of history's authentic page,
And call up evidence from every age."

Cowper: Expostulation.

(3) To summon to arise.

"The salutations of the morning tide
Call up the snn : those ended, to the hall

We wait the patron, bear the lawyers bawL"
Dryden I Juvenal, L

(4) Financial : To require, the payment of
instalments of a loan subscribed to. [Call, s.]

" It is net contemplated to call up mors than £* par
share. "—Daily Telegraph, Dec. 4, l*w,

23. To call upon :

(1) To invoke, appeal to.

" la my distress I called upon the Lord, and cried to
my God. —s Sam., ixii. 7.

(2) To pay a visit to.
** At that place call upon me."

Shakesp. : Meat, for Meat., hi. 1.

24. To call upon a prisoner

:

Law : To invite an accused person, who has
been fonnd guilty, to say why sentence should
not be passed on him.

* call-me-to-you, ». Viola tricolor.
(Coles.)

Call (2), ca\ v.t. & i. [Etym. doubtful
;
per-

haps the same word as Call (1).J

A. Transitive

:

1. To drive.

"Gert call the wayn delfnerly,"
Barbour ; Bruce, X. ssT.

2. To search by traversing.

"Ill caw the haill town for V—Jatnieson.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To submit to be driven.

2. To strike (followed by at).

call-the-guse, s. A sort ofgame. (Scotch.}

"Cacbepole, or tennis, was much enjoyed by the
young prince ; sehule the board, or shovel-board ; bil-

liards, and caU-the-gtue."—Chalmers : Mary, i. 3*6.

•tf This designation, I suppose, is equivalent
to drive the goose; and the game seems to I*
the same with one still played by young people
in some parts of Angus, in whicli one of the
company, having something that excites ridi-

cule unknowingly pinned behind, is pursued
by all the rest, who still cry out, Hunt 1-4

goose. (Jamieson.)

call (1), * caL, *. [Call, u.J

A. Ordinary Language ;

I. Literally

:

1. A loud cry, a shout, an ejaculation.

"... they gave but a call, and in came their master.'
—Bunyan ; The Pilgrim's Progress, pt L
2. A loud noise of any kind.

** The silver trumpet's heavenly call
Sounds for the poor." Cowper ; Truth, 319.

3. A summons by word of mouth.
" When thay knewen his ail that thidercom schulde."

Bar. Eng. Atlit. Poems; Cleanness, 61.

" He knocked fast, and often curst and swart,
That ready entraunce was not at hi* call.'

Spenser: P. Q.,1. iii 18.

4. Any instrument used to summon people

together. [B. 2, 3, 4, 6.1

5. An invocation or prayer for help or relief,.

" Hear thy suppliant's call"
Pope: Dunciad, iv. 401

"But death comes not at call. Justice divine
Hends not her slowest pace for prayers or cries."

Milton : P. L.. x. 868.

IX FiguixUively

:

1. A divine summons to any office or duty,

" Yet he at length, time to himself best known,
RememVring Abraham, by some woud'rous cs*.

May bring thuin back repentant and sincere"
MUton : P. L.. iii. 484

" Impious preach his word without a call.'

Pope: Dunciad, Iv. H.

2. A summons or invitation from a congre*

fation to undertake the duties and responsi-

ilities of minister.
" The call is unanimous on the part of the pa-

rishioners—a real harmonious call, Reuben."—ticottt
Heart of Midlothian.

"... had he not accepted a catt to Northamptosv
his services would have been eagerly welcomed . . .

—
The Baptist, Dec 31, 1880. '

8. An impulse or inclination towards any-

thing.
" A terrier of the hills.

By birth and call of nature pre-ordained

To hunt the badger, and unearth the fox."

Wordsworth, Prelude, bk. V.

4. An obligation, need.

"Walker was treated less respectfully. William

thought him a busybody who had been properly

Sunisbed for running into danger without any call of

uty, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvt

5. A public claim or demand for material

help ; a requisition.

6. A demand, claim.
" Dependence is a perpetual o*U upon humanity . . .

Addison : Spectator.

*7. A business, profession. (Calling in now

the more usual word.)
"And like a primitive apostle preached ;

at 1 1 1 cheerful, ever constant to his call.

Dryden : Character of a Good Parson, UB.

8. Power, authority, option.

"Oh, 81ri

9. A short visit.

ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, ptftV

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, care, unite, cur, rale, fall; try, Syrian. », os= e. ey = «. P»u -kw.
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10. The daily attendance of a tradesman to

solicit orders, &c.
" Dependent on the baker's punctual call"

Cowper: Tatk, L Hi.

11. The reading over of the roll or list of

members of any council, 4c.

B. Technically:

\. Hunting : A lesson blown on the horn to

encourage the hounds.

2. Mil. : A term for the variations of certain

musical notes played on a trumpet or bugle,

or a special sort of beat upon the drum, each
call being the signal for a definite duty.

(Stainer £ Barrett.)

3. Naut. : A whistle or pipe used by the
boatswain or his mate to summon sailors to-

gether,

4. Fowling : An artificial note or cry to

imitate that of birds, and act as a decoy.

"For those birds or beasts were made from such
pipes or cattt, as may express the several tones of thuse
creatures, which are represented."

—

Wilkin* : Mathe-
matical Maffick.

5. Stockbroking ;

(1) (See definition below.)

"'Options' are resorted to in nearly every kind of
shares, and might be used in all. They consist In
either what is called a 'put and call* or a 'pat' or
'call.' A 'put and cull' is when a person agrees to
five a certain sum for the choice of buying or selling a
certain amount of stock at a certain time, the price
and date being there and then fixed. A 'put' is

where the money is given for the optiou of only selling
stock : and a ' call ' where the party reserves to him-
self the right of buying, price and date being In both
eases agreed upon, and the ' option ' money paid at the
time of the agreeineuL'—Public Opinion, Sov. 18,HE
(2) A requisition for the payment of instal-

ments of a loan to which one has subscribed.

"So calls will be made without two clear months*
notice : nor will any cull exceed £t per share, and at
least three months snail intervene between the making
Of cull*."—Daily Telegraph, Dec 4, 1880.

6. Music : A toy instrument made by wind-
ing a narrow tape round two small oblong
pieces of tin, so that one fold of the tape may
be set in vibration when blown through. The
call is used by men who work the drama of
' Punch and Judy." (Stainer & Barrett.)

7. Law:
(1) A licence or authority to practise as a

barrister in any court of law.
" The first brief after your call to the bar . . ."*

Macmiilans Magazine, June, IB61, p. 203.

(2) The ceremony or epoch of election.
{Wharton.)

(3) The number of persons elected. (Whar-
ton.)

C In special phrases

:

1. A call to arms : An alarm.

2. A call of the house : A calling over a list

of names of the members of parliament, or of
any legislative body.

3. At one's call (frequently also, at one's beck
and catf) : Subject to one, under his orders.

4. At call: Money is said to be deposited at
eall in a bank when it can be withdrawn at
any moment without any previous notice
being given, as in the case of money on de-
posit. [Deposit.]

5. Within call : Sufficiently near to hear the
Toice of one calling.

" I saw a lady within caU."
Tennyt'-m : Dream of Fair Women, 85.

Call-bell, «, A email stationary hand-
bell

; also a contrivance in which a bell is struck
by an electrically-moved hammer.

call-bird, ». A decoy-bird. [Decoy, «.]

"The Mrdcatcherwho lays his nets most to the east,
is sure of the most plentiful sport. If his call-bird* are
food."—Qotdtmith; Xat. Bitt., voL v., eh. 1.

call-boy, *. A boy whose duty it is to
call actors when their turn comes to appear
on the stage.

call button, «. A push-button for ring-
ing a call-bell, sounding an alarm, &c.

call-note, s. The note used by birds in
Calling to each other.

©all (2), «. [Etymology doubtful, but perhaps
the same word as Call (1), #.] A brood of
wild ducks. (HalliweU.)

call (3), calle, s. [Caul.]
"Then, when they had despoyld her tire and caU."

Spenser : F. Q., I. vilL «.

«all (4), caw, s. LFrom catt (2), v. (q.v.).]
Motion. (Used specially in the phrase "caw

of the water" = motion of the water, driven
or acted on by the wind.)

cal'-la, s. [tat. calla, an unidentified plant
mentioned by Pliny, supposed to be a mis-
reading for calyx.]

Bot. ; A genus of plants of the order Araceae.
The species are perennials. They are natives
of Northern Europe and North America.
They are herbaceous marsh plants.

cal-Ue'-as, *. [From Gr. KaAAaior (kallaion)
= a cock's comb.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the family
Callaeatina; (q.v.). Calkeas cinerea is the New
Zealand Crow. It is greenish-black, but with
a small bright-blue wattle on each side of the
head. (Dallas.)

cal-lsB-a-ti-nce, s. pi [Prom Mod. Lat.
callatas, and fern. pi. suff. -inos.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of crows containing
the Tree Crows.

caT -la-in-ite, s, [Lat. callatna= a precious
stone" (? turquois) (Winy), and suff. •ite(Min.).~]

Min. ; A massive, translucent mineral of an
apple-green to emerald-green colour, spotted
or lined whitish and bluish. Sp. gr., 2'50

—

2*52. Compos. : Phosphoric acid, 42 39 ; alu-
mina, S0'75 ; water, 26 86. (Dana.)

cal -la-xte, *. [Lat. callais (Pliny), suflt -ite

(Min.).-]

Min. : The same as Turquols (q.v.).

cal -Ian, cal'-lant, s. [Gael. gaUan = a
youth, stripling. ]* A boy, a lad. (Scotch.)

" fluid wife, coald yon lend this gentleman the guid-
man's galloway, and I'll send it ower the Waste in the
morning wi' the callant. "—tod .- Uuy Mannering,
ch. xx i i

.

" In days when mankind were but callant
At grammar, logic, an' sic talents.
They took uae pains their speech to balance,

Or rules to gi'e."

Burns: To Wm. Stmpton. Postscript.

* calle, s. [Caul.] A caul.
" Maulde the huuve or calle maker mayteneth her

wisely; sheselleth dere her calle* or huue*."—Caxton;
Boke/or Traoeller*.

called, pa. par. k a. [Call, v.}

oal-le'-I-da, s. [Gr. koAAos (kallos)= beauty,
and «T6oc (eidos) = form, appearance.]

Entom. : A genus of coleopterous insects
belonging to the tribe Carnivorse.

call'-er (1), *. [Call, v.] He who or that
which calls.

cal'-ler (2), s. [From call (2), v.] One who
drives cattle or horses under the yoke. (Scotch.)

(Barry.)

cal'-ler, * cal'-lar

,

# cal lour ,
* caul' er

,

a. [Icel. kaldr— cooL] [Cool.] (Scotch.}

1. Cool, fresh, refreshing.

The catlour are, penetratiue and pure."
Douglat ; Virgil, SOI, S7.

" I walked forth to view the corn,
An' snuff the caller air.

'

Burn* : Holy Fair.

2. Freshly caught, fresh, not having been
long kept.

" The recent spreith and fresohe and catlour pray."
Douglat : Virgil, 236, 44.

" However, I hae some dainty caller haddies, . .
."

—

Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxxix.

* cal lot, * cal -lat. s. [Etym. doubtful

;

generally said to be from Fr. caillette, a dimin.
of caille = a quail, from its being a silly bird,
and the type of an amorous nature. The Fr.
caillette, however, was used also of men, and
there are phonetic difficulties in the wav.
Other authorities have suggested GaeL caille
= a girl ; but evidence is wanting.]

L A common woman, a prostitute, a trull,

a drab.

"A wisp of straw were worth a thousand crowns.
To make this shameless caUet know herself—
Helen of Greece was fairer far than thou."

Shakelp. .- 3 Men. VI., 1L 1
2. A scold, a tattling or gossiping woman

;

an abusive woman.
" A eallat

Of boundless tongue, who late hath beat her husband.

"

Shaketp. : Tint. Tale, i i. 8.

* oSl'-lSt, v.i. [Callet, *.] To scold, use
abusive language.

" To hear her In her spleen
Callet like a butter-quean."

Brathwaii ; Care"* Cure in Panedont (1«11 ).

cal li-an-aa -sa, s. [Gr. a-dAAot (kallos) =
beauty, and ii-ao-aa (anassa) — a queen.)

Zool. : A genus of decapod crustaceans.

cal li an-dra, s. [Gr. koAAm (kallos) =
beauty ; eu/rjp {aner), genit. avSpo* (andros) =
a stamen.]

Bot. : A beautiful genus of leguminous plants
peculiar to America. A few are herbs not
more than a foot high, but the greater number
are shrubs or small trees. The corollas are
small, and hidden by the very numerous long
filaments of the stamens, which are almost
always of a beautiful red colour. Many of the
species are in cultivation as stove-plants.
More than sixty species are known, all more
or less ornamental. (Treas. of Bot.)

cal li can thus, s. [Gr. a-aAAos (kallos) —
beauty ; kov66<; (kanthos) = a spine or thorn.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes of the sub-family
Acanthurince. They have the head sloping,

caudal spines, two on each side ; ventral fins

immediately under the pectoral ; caudal fin

large, lunated, and the points attenuated.
(Crew?.)

cal-ll-car'-pa, *. [Gr. koaaos (kallos) =
beauty ; koaos (kalos) = beautiful ; and a-apjrrft

(karpos) as fruit.]

Bot. : A Renus of plants of the order Ver-
benacefe. The species are shrubs, from the
tropical and sub-tropical districts of Asia and
America. The bark of Call'tcarpa lanata has a
peculiar sub-aromatic and slightly bitter taste,

and is chewed by the Cingalese when they
cannot obtain betel leaves. The Malays
reckon the plant diuretic. (Lindley.)

cal -lic'-er-us,?. [Gr. koaaoc (kallos)=z beauty,
and K€pa$ (keras) = a horn.]

Entom. : A genus of Coleoptera, two species
of which, Callicerus obscurus and C. rt'jrWi-

cornis, are British. Family, Staphyliuidee.

cal-tf-ehro'-ma, a [Gr. a-dAAos (kallos) =
beauty, and xpio'na (chroma) = colour.]

Entom. : A genus of coleopterous insects, of
the family Longicorues. Callichroma moschata
is of a beautiful metallic-green colour. It has
a musky odour. It is British.

cal'-li chrus, s. [Gr. koaAoc (kallos)= beauty

;

xpvafc (chntsos) = gold.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes of the order
Siluridte, with large depressed heads.

t Cfil-lich'-thys, s. [Gr. KoJiMxBvs (kallich-

thus) = a beautiful fish ; from koAAos (kallos) =
beauty ; ko\6< (kalos) — beautiful ; and l\9vs
(ichthus) = a fish, a " beauty-fish."]

Ichthy.: ASouth American genusofSiluridae.
The species live in rivers and streams, migrat-
ing to others overland it the first become dry.

* cal'-li-co, *. [Calico.j

* cal lid, a. [Lat callidus,] Shrewd, cunning,
crafty.

cal lid -e-a, s. [Latinised from Gr. xoAAof
(kallos) = beauty.]

Entom. : A genus of bugs, order Hemiptera,
tribe Scutata. They are golden green in
colour. None are British.

cal li-di'-na, s. [Gr. koAAos (kallos) — beauty;
and SiVtj (dine) = a whirlpool, an eddy.]

Zool. : A genus of Rotatoria, belonging to
the family Philodineea. They are aquatic, and
five species are British. The eye-spots are

absent ; the rotatory organ is double, and not
furnished with a stalk ; the foot is elongate,

forked, and with four accessory horn-like pro-

* osll-lltl'-l
r-t& *. [Lat calliditas m cunning,

shrewdness ; callidus = cunning, shrewd.]
Cunning, shrewdness.

" Her eagle-ey'd callidity, deceit.

And fairy faction rais d above her sex.
And furnished with a thousand various wiles."

Smart ; The Bop Garden.

cal lid '-i um, s. [Gr. koaAoc (kaUos) =
beauty, and el5« (eidos) = appearance. ]

Entom. : A genus of coleopterous insects, of
the family Cerambycidse. Several species are
British. The larva of Callidium Bajulus lives

on fir timber. The perforations of an oval
shape, and about a quarter of an inch in

diameter, seen in many of the deal palings
near London, have been made by the perfect

*&*• bo£; poiit, jd%l; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; •111, as; expect. Xenophon, e^ist. -ing.
-«Ua, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shua. -hie, -die, &c = bel, del.
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insect when effecting its escape into the open
air.

* cal -lid-ness, s.

Conning, shrewdness.
[Eng. callid ; -ness.]

* cal-U-fao'-tion, s. [Calitaction.]

cal-lig'-6n-um, s. [Gr. koAAo* (kallos) =
beauty ; yow (gonu) = a knee, a joint,]

Bot. : A genus of plant shrubs belonging to
the Polygonaceae. They are leafless plants,

with small flowers. The branches are jointed,

dichotoraous. The frnit is a large, four-

cornered nut. The root of Calligonum Pal-
lasia, a leafless shrub found in the sandy
steppes of Siberia, furnishes from its roots,

when pounded and boiled, a gummy, nutritious

substance like tragacanth, on which the Cal-

mucks feed in times of scarcity, at the same
time chewing the acid branches and fruit to
allay their thirst. (Lindley: Veg. Kingd.)

cal-lfg'-raph-er, *. [Gr. KaMiypafa (kalli-

gmphos) := a fine or beautiful writer ; koAAoc
(halloa) m. beauty ; koAoc (fra/os) = beautiful.]

One who writes a fine or beautiful hand.

cal-li graph Ic, * cal-U-graph -Ick,
" cal li graph I caL a. [Gr. KaAAivpa-
^(o«) [

kall\graph(os)\ = a fine writer, and Eng.
suff. -ic, -ical.] Of or pertaining to calligraphy,
or fine handwriting.

" At the end is an inscription Importing the writer's
name, aud his excellence in the calligraphick art"

—

Warton: Hitt. of E. P.

cal-lig -raph 1st, *. [Gr. «oAArypa<K<«) [kal-

ligraphfpsjj— a fine writer, and Eng. suff. -ist.]

One who writes a beautiful hand ; a calli-

grapher.

cftl-tfg'-raph-*, cal ig raph y, s. [Fr.

caffigrapkie ; Gr. itaAAiypa^ia (kalligraphia)

;

from xaAAot (kallos) = beauty, *aA6? (kalos) =
beautiful, and ypa4>y (graphs) = writing,
ypdttxo (grapho) = to write. ] Beautiful or fine

handwriting.
" My caligraphy, a fair hand,

Fit for a secretary."
Ben Joneon .' Nagnetick Lady, 111. A.

cal-li-man'-co, s. [Calamanco.]

cal-ll-mor-pha, s. [Gr. koAAo* (kallos), and
fidp</»i (morphe) = form.]

Entom. : A genus of lepidopterous insects
belonging to the Nocturna (Moths), and the
family Lithosiidse of Stephens. Callimorpha
Jacobma is the Pink Underwing, a very beau-
tiful moth, having the upper wings greenish-
black with two pink spots and a dash of pink,
the lower ones almost entirely pink ; head,
thorax, abdomen, and legs black. Expansion
of wings, H inches. Larvae found in June,
feeding on Senecio Jacobcea (Ragwort), and S.

vulgaris (Groundsel). Not uncommon near
London.

call «ng, * call -yng, * call'-ynge,
pr.par., a., & s. [Call, v.)

A* & B. As present participle & participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C- As substantive

:

I, Literally :

1. A crying out loudly ; a cry, a shout.
** Cattynge or clepynge, rdeacio."—Prompt. Par*.
* 2. A proclamation.
"Thurgh thecuntreof Caldeehls cattyno con spryng."

E. B. AltU. Poemi; Clcanneu, 1362.

3. The cry of animals.
" Where he had herd . . the callynge of the oxen

at the plowghe."—Maundecilte, p. 184.

4. The act of summoning ; a summons.
" What, stand st thou still, and hear'st inch a call-

ing."—Shaketp. : 1 Henry /»"., ii. 4.

* 5. An invitation.

6. The act of convoking an assembly.
(Generally with the adv. together.)

**A Bill for the frequent catling and meeting of Par-
liaments."— Macaulay. Hilt. Eng., ch. XX.

TX Figuratively:

1. A divine or preternatural summons to
any office or duty.

" Who hath saved us, and called us with an holy
calling."—3 Tim., t *.

"Niebuhr regards Manlius as one of those stroiie-
minded men who have received a calling to be the first

among their countrymen."—Lewis: Credibility of the
Early Roman Hitt. ilS&i), ch. xlii., pt i, |4 vol. IL,
p. S70.

2. That duty or position to which one is

called ; one's occupation or profession, imply-
ing that everyone who discharges the functions
of any profession or vocation iu the world has
a call or summons, we presume a divine one,
to undertake it, or he could not have succeeded
in doing so in an efficient manner.

*•
. . . should be permitted, on taking the Oath of

Allegiance, to resume any calling which he had exer-
cised before the Revolution."—Maeauiay ; Hitt. Eng.,
ch. xviii.

^ In this sense it is even loosely applied to
other than human beings.

"One English fireahip had neiished in its calling."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

* 3. Position, rank.
" I am more proud to be Sir Rowland's son,
His youngest son, and would not change that caMH'j
To be adopted heir to Frederick."

Shaketp. : At Tou Like It, i. 2.

* 4. The persons of any occupation or pro-
fession.

" It may be a caution to all Christian churches and
magistrates, not to Impose celibacy on whole callings.

"

Hammond.
* 5. One's name, title, or designation,

% For the meanings of the noun in combina-
tion with the various adverbs and prepositions,
see the verb.

calling-crabs, *. pi. [So named because
they put out one of their claws, which is pro-
portionately very large, as if they beckoned
another animal to come to them, their real
intention however being to threaten it if it

venture to approach.] The name given to
crustaceans of the genus Gelasimus. They be-
long to the tribe Brachyura(Short-tailed Crusta-
ceans), and the sub-tribe Catometopa, some-
times made a family Ocypodidse.

calling-hares, s.pl. A name given to
the rodents of the family Lagomyidae, and
specially of tire typical genus Lagomys. They
do not differ to any great extent in size, and
there is no visible tail. They are found in
Russia, Siberia, and North America. (Nichol-
son.)

cal-li A-d<Sn, s. [Gr. koAAoc. (kallos)= beauty,
ooovc (odous), genit. oooitoc (odontos) = a tooth.]

Ichthyol. : A genus of Chretodontidse, in
which the mouth is obliquely vertical, the
profile obtuse, and the caudal fins enormous
and truncate.

c&l-li-£-nym-i'-ntt, s. pi. [Callionymus, one
of the genera.]

Icthyot. : A sub-family of the Gobidse, or
Gobies, in which the head and body are de-

f>ressed, and the ventral fins distinct and very
arge.

cal-li-6n'-^m-tis, «. [Gr. koAAos (kallos) —
beauty ; avou,a (onoma) = a name.]

Ichthy. : The Dragonets, a genus of fishes of
the family Gobidte, or Gobies, the typical
one of the sub-family Callionyminse. The an-
terior dorsal fin, supported by a few setaceous
rays, is frequently very elevated ; the second
dorsal and anal are elongated.

cal-li'-O-pe, s. [Lat Calliope ; Gr. *aAAtd?nj
(kalliope) = the beautiful-voiced ; koAAoc
(kallos) = beauty ; 6^ (ops), genit. oiros (ovos)

= voice]

1. Myth. : The chief of the Muses, daughter
of Jupiter and Mnemosyne (Memory), who
Presided over eloquence and heroic poetry.
he was the mother of Orpheus.

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the twenty-second
found. It was discovered by Hind, on the
16th November, 1852.

3. Nau4.: A series of steam-whistles toned
to produce musical notes. These are some-
times placed on the upper or hurricane deck
of steam-boats to amuse the passengers and
astonish the natives on shore. (American.)
(Knight.)

* c&l-li-our, s. [Caliver.] (Scotch.)

cal II pash, s. [Calipash.)

cal-U-pee, $. [Calipee.]

cal-llp-ers, s. [Calipers.]
" CaUipert measure the distance of any round, eylin-

lrick, couii
"* l

they open 1

drick, conical body ; so that when workmen use them,
they open tlw twopolnts to their prescribed width, and
turn so much stuir off the intended place, till the two
points of the calUperi (It Just over their work."—
Mozon : Mechanical Exmrciaes.

Cal-U-sau'-rus, s. [Gr. k<;aAck (kallos), and
o-avpos (sauros) m a lizard, a saurian.]

Zool. : A genus of the great-bellied or frog-

lizards, Agamidee. It contains the C. dracon-
oides of Blainville.

cal-lis then ic, cal-fe-then'-ic, a. [Gr.

*caAAto-d€»Tjs (kallisthenes) = adorned with
strength ; a-dAAoc (kallos) = beauty ; koAoc
(kalos) = beautiful, fine ; o-0«Voc (sthoios) =
strength ; Fr. callisthenie.] Pertaining to cal.
lUthenics.

cal lis then ics, cal-is-then'-ics, s. pi
[Gr. KaWtoDfvrjt (kail isthenes) = adorned with
strength : KaAAot (kallos) = beauty ; n-6ivot

(sthenos) = strength.] The art or science of
healthful exercise for the body and limbs, to
promote gracefulness and strength.

cal lis-tus, s. [Gr. koAAio-toc (kallisto*),

super, of koAoc (kalos) = beautiful.]

Entom. ; A genus of coleopterous insects,

belonging to the family Carabidas. Only one
species, C. lunatics, is British. It is a beauti-
ful beetle of about a Quarter of an inch long,

with a greenish-black head, a reddish-yellow
thorax, and yellow elytra with six reddish-
black spots.

cal li tham-nlon, 5. [Gr. koAAoc (kallos)

= beauty; 6ap.viov (tltamnion) = a little bush;
8dpivo<; (thamnos) — a bush.]

.
Bot. : A genus of Ceramiacese (Florideous

Algse.), containing a large number of species,

some common, many rare. The favellte are

naked, and the tetraspores are tetrahedrally
arranged. (Griff. & Henfrey.)

cal li-thrix, s. [Gr. koAAoc (kallos), and 0pit
(thrix), genit. rpix« (trichos) = hair.]

Zool. : The Cercopithecus sab&us, or Green
Monkey, a species very common in menageries,

cal lit-rich-a ce te, s. pi. [Eng. callitriche,

and nom. fern. pi. suff. -aceai.]

Bot. : The Starworts, a genus of small aquatic
plants, with simple entire opposite leaves and
minute unisexual axillary flowers. The genus
has been most frequently associated with other
minute flowered aquatic plants, under Halor-
agese, but, more recently, it has been proposed,
upon more plausible grounds, to consider it at

a much-reduced aquatic Euphorbias
aquatica is common in our ponds and still

waters, and is found in most parts of the world.
(Treas. of Botany.)

cal-lit'-rlch-o, *. [Gr. koAAo* (kallos), and
9pC$ (thrix), genit. rptxo* (trichos) = hair.]

Bot. : Water Starwort, a genus of British

aquatic plants, the typical one of the order

Callitrichacese (q.v.).

cal -ll-tris, *. [Etym. doubtful ; the first

element is apparently Gr. koAAi- (kalli-), com-
bining form of icaAoc (kalos) = beautiful.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, natural order

Coniferae. Callitris quadrivalvis is believed

by Lindley to furnish sandarach. Conse-

?[uently it is called the Sandarach -tree. It is

rom Barbary, where its hard and durable

mahogany-like wood is extensively used in

the construction of mosques.

cal 16 rhyn -chus, s. [Gr. koAAoc (kallos) =
beauty, pvyx°* (rhunchos) = a snout.]

Tcthyol. : A genus of fishes having the snout

terminating in a fleshy 1o1k>, which curves

over in front of the mouth, and caudal fin

surrounding the sides of the tail, which Is

pointed.

cal-lds'-I-t^, *. [Fr. callositi ; Lat callositas.]

A kind of swelling or hard skin on any part of

the body ; preternatural hardness of skin,

such as is caused by hard labour.

"The surgeon ouf[ht to vary the diet of his patient, u
he finds the fibres loosen too much, are too flaccid, anfl

produce funguses; or as they harden, and j<rodu«

callotitiet ; Tn the first case, wine and spfrituoiis

liquors are useful, in the last hurtful. "—Arbuthnnt:
On Diet.

cal 16 -SO, in compos. [From Lat. caUosris =
with a hard skin; callum = hardened skin.]

With a hard skin.

calloso serrate, a.

Bot. : Having serratures which are also ot-

iosities. (Treas. of Bot.)

cal-lo-so-ma, s. [Calosoma.]

cal-lo t, s. [Calottb.]

Gste, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ce, oe = e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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cal lour, a. [Caller, o.]

O&l loAs, o. [Pr. calleux = thick or hard-
skinned; Lat. callovus, from callus, callum — a.

hard skin ; ocdleo = to have a hard or thick
skin. ]

1. Lit. : Having the skin or outer covering
hardened ; indurated.

" In progress of time, the ulcers became sinuous and
oaltout, with induration of the glands."— Wurman.

2. Fig. : Unfeeling ; hardened in feeling.

"Now crawl from cradle to the grave,
Slaves—nay, the bondsmen of a slave.

And callous, save to crime."
Byron | 77m Giaour.

**.
. . doped into the belief that divine grace had

touched the must false and callous of human hearts,"
—Macaulay; Hist, ting., ch. vi.

cal'-lous-ly, adv. [Eng. callous; -ly.] In a
callous manner, (Lit. kflg.).

CaT-lous-ness, 5. [Eng. callous; -ness.]

1. Lit. : The state of having the skin or outer
covering hardened ; induration of the fibres.

"The oftener we use the organs of touching, the more
of these scales are formed, and the akin becomes the
thicker, and so a callousness grows upon it."

—

Cheyne.

2. Fig. : The state of being hardened in

feeling ; insensibility.

"... but there were instance* when this seeming
taUousness struck the observer as being inexpressibly
•hocking."—Daily Telegraph, Jan. 28, 188L

I cal-low, " cal - u, * cal ugh, * cal ewe,
* COl-OUWe, a. [A. 8. calu; Dut. kaal ; Sw.
leal; Ger. kohl; Sp., Port, k Ital. calvo, all

= bald, from Lat. calvus.']

* 1. Bald.

"A man of whoa heed heeris fletew awel is calu.'—
Wyctiffe: Lev it., xiii. 40. [Purvey.)

SL Unfledged, destitute of feathers.

" The callow throstle lispeth."
Tennyson : Claribel.

5. Youthful, immature.

eal-lu'-na, s. [From Gr. KaWvvta (kalluno) =
to sweep, to clean, from the fact that the
twigs are used for brooms.]

Bot, : A genus of plants, order Ericacese
(Heaths). Calluna vulgaris, sometimes called
the Ling, is the Common Heath, or Heather,
and the most abundant species of the
family in Britain. It is the plant whose
flowers render the slopes of most Scottish
hills pink in autumn, and the one so abundant
in Epping Forest Ornamental varieties are
sometimes grown in gardens, in which it forms
an excellent edging for flower-plots. Its twigs
are also made into brooms. The plant is as-

tringent, and is employed both by fullers and
dyers, and the flowers are very attractive to
bees.

cil-lus, 8. [Lat. calhis = a hard or thickened
skin.]

1. Med. : Any unnatural hardening of the
skin, arising from friction or pressure.

"A callus extending up the forehead."

—

Pennant:
Zoology, iL 494.

2. Anal. : An osseous formation serving to
join the extremities of broken bones.

3. Bot. : A leathery or hardened thickening
on a limited portion of an organ.

calm, calme (I silent), a. k s. [Fr. calme

;

Prov. chaume = a resting-time for flocks
;

0. Fr. chaumer = to be at rest ; Low Lat.
cauma = heat of the sun ; Gr. teavp.a (kauma)
= great heat ; tea.ua (kaio) = to burn ; Sp.

,

Port., k Ital. oalma; Dut kalm. The radical
meaning is thus a rest during the heat of the
day.]

A. As adjective :

1. Of the elements : Still, quiet, serene ; un-
disturbed by any wind or other cause.

"As the wilde wode rage
Of windes maketh the see salvage,
And that was calme bringeth into waive."

Gower; Con/. Amitnt., 111. 330.

"The seas waxed calm."
Shakesp. : Com. of Errors, L L

2. Of human beings : Quiet in manner or
temperament ; unexcited in gesture or lan-
guage.

"And, not dispraising whom we praised (therein
He was as calm as virtue), he began
His mistress' picture."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, v. 5.

"Tamed are the warrior's pride and strength,
And he and earth are calm at length."

llemans: Alaric in Italy.

3. Of things: Undisturbing, quieting, sooth-
ing, quiet in tone or language.

"All is calm In this eternal sleep."
Pope: Eloisa to Abelard, 818.

I

".
. . 'mid the calm, oblivious tendencies

Of Nature, . .
."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. i.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Of the elements : Stillness, quiet.

"And the wind ceased, and there was a great calm."
Mark, Iv. 89.

" A motion from the river won
Ridged the smooth level, bearing on
My shallop thro' the star-strewn calm."

Tennyson : Steal, of the Arabian Nights.

2. Of human beings : Quietness in tempera-
ment or actions, serenity.

"Our bloods are now in calm.'
Shakesp. : TroU. <e Cress., Iv. 1.

3. Of things generally : Quietness, peaceful-
ness, freedom from disturbance.

"Thy life a long dead calm of flx'd repose."
Pope: Eloisa to Abelard, 25L

II. Meteor. & Hydrol. : In the same sense as
B. 1. A part of the Atlantic immediately north
of the equator, intermediate between the regions
swept by the north-east and south-east trade
winds, is called the Region of Calms. It varies
in extent and position, being affected by the
annual course of the sun. The calm within
the area is not perpetual ; it is disturbed for a
brief period every day by a passing squall.

IT Blair thus discriminates between tranquil-
lity, peace, and calm: Tranquillity respects a
situation free from trouble, considered in
itself

; peace, the same situation with respect
to any causes that might interrupt it ; calm
with regard to a disturbed situation going
before or following it. A good man enjoys
tranquillity in himself, peace with others, and
calm after the storm. (Blair : Led. on Rhetoric
and Belles Lettres (1817), voL i., p. 231.)

calm browed, a. With a brow undis-
turbed by care or excitement

calm weather, * calme wedyr, *, A
calm at sea, a dead calm.

" Calme wedyr. Jialacia, calmacia, C. F."—Prompt.
Parv.

calm, * calme (I silent), v.i. k t. [Calu, «.]

* A. Intrans.: To become quiet, or still.

"Than gan it to calme and clere all aboughte."
Deposit, of Rich. II., p. 27.

B. Transitive

:

1. Of the elements : To render still or quiet.

2. Of human beings : To pacify, appease,
soothe, free from excitement

"To calme the tempest of his troubled thought."
Spenser: F. Q., IV. it. a.

"' Oh, calm thee. Chief t' the Minstrel cried,"
Scott : Lady of the Lake, vi. 18.

calmed (I silent), pa. par. & a. [Calm, v.]

calm er (I silent), s. [Eng. calm; -er.] He
who or that which calms or quiets ; a soother,
a sedative.

" Angling was, after tedious study, a rest to his mind,
a cheerer of his spirits, a diverter of sadness, a calmer
of unquiet thoughts, a moderator of passions, a pro-
curer of contentedness."— /. Walton: Complete Angler.

* calm er-age (age as ig), a. [Cammer-
aioe. ] Of or belonging to cambric.

"Ane stick uf calmerage claitht."

—

Aberd. Seg.

calmes, caums (pron. cams), -. pi. [Etym.

doubtful Jamieson suggests Ger. quemen,
bequemen = to fit, prepare.]

I. Literally

:

1. A mould ; a frame, for whatever purpose.
Thus it is used for a mould in which bullets
are cast.

" Euerie landlt man within the samin, sail haue an
hagbute of founde, callit hagbute of crochert, with
thair calmes, bullettis and pelloktB of leid or irne."

—

Acts Ja. V.. 1640, c. 78, ed. 1566, c. 194.

2. A name given to the small cords through
which the warp is passed in the loom. Synon.
with heddles (q.v.).

II. Fig. : Used to denote the formation of a
plan or model.

"The matter of peace Is now In the caulms, i.e.,

they are attempting to model it."— Baillie't Lett. ii. 197.

If Caum, sing., is sometimes used, but more
rarely. Anything neat is said to look as if it

had been " casten in a caum." (Scotch.)

* cal-mewe, s. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps
cal = cold ; the second element is apparently
= m«KJ (l), *., but cf. colmose.]

calm ing (I silent), pr.par., a., & s. [Calm, v.]

A. k B. As present participle of participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of quieting or making
calm.

calm -ly (I silent), adv. [Eng. calm; -ly.] In
a calm or quiet manner. Said

—

1. Of the elements :

" In nature, things move violently to their place, and
calmly in their place ; so virtue in ambition is violent,
in authority settled and calm. "— Bacon.

2. Of human beings

:

" Calmly he looked on either life." Pope : Epistles, x. 7
" Is it some yet imperial hope.
That with such change can calmly cope?"

Byron : Ode to A'apoleon.

calm ness (I silent), s. [Eng. calm; -ness]
The state of being calm. Said—

1. Of the elements :

" Calmness sllver'd o'er the deep."
Pope : Homer's Odyssey, X. 101,

2. Of human beings :

" Defend yourself
By calmness or by absence."

Shakesp : Cortal., ill. 1
"Could this mean peace? the calmness of the good [

Or guilt grown old in desperate hardihood!
Byron : Lara, i. 24.

* calm t {I silent), a. [Eng. calm; -y.] Calm,
peaceful, quiet.

" Six calmy days and six smooth nights we sail.*

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xv., 51L

cal-6 -cer-a, s. [Gr. ko\6c (kalos) = beauti-
ful ; tccpas {' r<>s) — it hum.

]

Bot. : Agenusof Clavariei(Hymenomycetoua
Fungi), differing from Clavaria in the subcarti-

laginous texture and viscid hymenium. C.

viscosa, which occurs on decayed pine stumps,
is one of our most beautiful fungi. Three or
four more species occur in this country.
(Griffith <fi Henfrey.)

cal 6-ch5r'-tus, s. [Gr. «aAd« (kalos) =. beau-
tiful, x6pros (chortos) m grass.]

Bot. : A genus of beautiful bulbous plants,
order Liliaceae. They are natives of Columbia,
Mexico, Ac. They have tunicated bulbs, and
produce rigid ensiform leaves, and an erect
scape, supporting a few large showy flowers,

which are racemosely arranged, and remain
open for several days. Calochortus venustus is

one of the handsomest. (Treas. of Bot.)

cal-c^-den'-dron, s. [From Gr. icaAos (kalos)
— beautiful, and oeVSpoe (dendron) = a tree.]

Bot.: A genus of Rutaceae (Rueworts).
Calodendron capense is a tree with beautiful
flowers and leaves, a native of the Cape of
Good Hope.

cal-d'-der-a, s. [Gr. *-aAds (kalos) = beauti-
ful ; 6epoc. (deros) — a skin.]

Entom. : A genus of coleopterous insects,

belonging to the family Staphylinidae. In
Sharp s catalogue, five species are enumerated
as British.

cal-o -dra con, s. [From Gr. ttakos (kalos)

= beautiful, and ipasrwc (dragon) = dragon.]

Bot. : A genus of Liliaceae. Calcdracon
Jacquinii, sometimes called Dracama ferrea
and terminalis, is often seen in British hot-

houses, where it is prized for its bright red
leaves. Other species are cultivated for their
variegated leaves.

• cal-8g'-rapn-& s. [Caligraphy.]

cal 6 mcl, s. [In Fr. calomel; Ger. kalomel;
said to be from Gr. ieaA6« (kalos) = good,
beautiful, and u.«'Aas (melas) = black ; from the
qualities and colour of the Aethiops mineral,
or black sulphuret of mercury, to which the
name was originally applied.]

1. Pharm. : Mercurous chloride, Hg^Clg.
For its preparation see mercury. It is insolu-

ble in water, and blacked by ammonia. It is

used in liver complaints. It should be tested

to see if it contains any mercuric chloride
(corrosive sublimate), which is soluble in boil-

ing water.

"He repeated lenient purgative* with calomel, once
in three or four days."— Wiseman : Surgery.

2. Min. : A translucent or subtranslucent
mineral, consisting of chlorine, 15*1, and mer-
cury, 84*9 = 100. The hardness is 1*2, the sp.

gr. 6'48, the lustre adamantine, the colour

white grey or brown. It occurs in Germany,
Austria, and Spain. (Dana.)

ca loose, s. [Sumatran.]

Bot. & Comm. : The name given in Sumatr
to a nettle, Urtica fenacissima, the fibres ot

which constitute a very stiff cordage. (Rox-

burgh.)

cal^-ph^l'-ltim, s. [From Gr. icaAoc (kalos)

beautiful, and phyllum, a Latinised form of

*>cll, boy; poiit, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = l
-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -sion = shim ; -tion, -sion = than, -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c

=

bet, doL
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Gr. <f>v\kov (phullon) — a leaf. Named from
the staining leaves, marked by fine transverse
veins. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Cluaiaceie (Guttifers). Sepals, 2

—

i
;

petals, 4 ; stamina, many ; style, 1 ; stigma,
pellate-lobed. Flowers in racemes, some-
times unisexual. About twenty-live species

*re known, mostly from ttae eastern hemi-
sphere, though a few are from the western
world. CalophyUum Calaba is the Calaba-tree

of the West Indies and of Brazil. [Calaba.]
C. inophyllum, from the East Indian and Ma-
layan regions, is a large tree sometimes 100
feet high. Its timber is used for masts and
spars. A greenish-coloured resin from the
trunk constitutes a kind of tacainahac. Its

seeds furnish a dark-green, thick, sweet-
scented oil, used in India to burn and in medi-
cine. C. tomcntosum, of Ceylon, also furnishes

timber and oil. C. Tacamahaca, on ttae Isle

of Bourbon and Madagascar, and C. brasili-

ense, in Brazil, also yield resin. The fruits of

C. spurium. of Malabar, and C. ednle and
Madruno, of South America, are eaten.

calor es cence, *. [Formed from Lat.

eo7or = heat, on analogy of calescence, &c]
The change of invisible into visible heat.

"... for the new phenomena here described I have
proposed the term caloreecence.

"

—Tyndall ; Frag, of
Science, 3rd ed., viii. 8, p. 192.

Cal-oY -to, *. & a. [In Fr. oalorique ; Lat. color
'= warmth, heat, glow ; from caleo = to be

warm or hot.]

A. As subst. : The principle of heat, the

natural agency by which heat is produced.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the principle i f

heat or the natural agency which produces it.

caloric engine, s. The name given by
Ericsson to hishot-air engine.

caloric paradox, s. The assumption
by drops of water, when thrown on a hot
metallic surface, of the spheroidal form, each
liquid spheroid being surrounded by an atmo-
sphere of its own vapour, which prevents it

from being properly in contact with the
metal. It is called also Leiden/rost's pheno-
menon.

t oal-dr-Jo'-I-ty, s. [Lat. calor (geuit. calorh)

— heat ; Eng. surf. -Uy.] A faculty in living

beings of developing neat to resist external
Cold. {Dana.)

cal or'-I-duct, $. [Lat. calor (genit. caloris)
'= heat ; ductus — a leading, a duct ; duco= to

lead.] A pipe or passage for conducting heat

cal o rie, cal'- 5 ry, t. A practical unit
of heat, corresponding to the quantity of beat
required to raise one degree centigrade the
temperature of a given volume of water (one
kilogram, in the case of the great or kilogram
calorie, and a gram, in that of the small or
gram calorie).

cal-dr-IiMc, * cal-or-if-ick, a. ft ». [In
Fr. calorifique ; from Lat. calorificus ; from
calor (genit. calorU) = heat, facio (pass, fio) =
to make, cause.]

A. As adj. : Having the property or quality
of producing heat ; heating.

"A ealartfick principle is either excited within the
heated body, or transferred to it, through any me-
dium, from some other.*'—Grew.
m

. . . the sun pours forth a multitude of other rays
more powerfully calorific than the luminous ones, but
entirely unsuited to the purposes of vision."—Tyndall:
Frag, of Science, 3rd ed., viil. 1, p. 17*.

• B. -Is subst. : An apparatus for conveying
or conducting heat in houses, &c, ; a hot-water
apparatus.

• cal or If-i-cal, a. [Eng. calorific ; -al.}

Calorific.

" This I And concerning dew, as it is of a calorifical
nature."—Swan: Speculum Mundi, p. 147. (Latham.)

t cal-Or-if i-ca -tion, s. [Eng. calorific

;

•ation.] The production of heat, especially
animal heat, in bodies.

calor ific -I-ent, «. [Lat. color (genit

caloris) = heat ; fixciens (genit. faeUntis), pr.
par. of Jacio = to make. ] Having the power
or property of causing or producing heat

;

heating.

«al -dr-if lea, ». [Calorific.] The science
which treats of appliances for producing or
communicating heat.

cal-or-im'-e-ter, s. [Fr. calorimetrt; from
Lat. color s warmth, heat, and Gr. fiirpov
(metron) = a measure.] An instrument for

measuring the quantity of heat which a body
parts with or absorbs when its temperature
sinks or rises through a certain number of

MERCURY CALORIMETER.

degrees, or when it changes its condition. An
ice-calorimeter was invented by Lavoisier and
Laplace. It is now superseded by the mer-
cury-calorimeter of Favre and Silbermann,
which is a very delicate instrument. It is

essentially a thermometer with a very large
bulb and a capillary tube. (See Atkinson

:

Ganofs Physics; Heat., ch. ix.)

cal-cr-i-met'-rlc, a. [Eng. calorimetr(y)

;

-ic] Of or pertaining to calorimetry.

cal-or-Im-St-r^, s. [Lat. color= warmth,
heat, and Gr. iterpav (metron) = & measure.]
The measurement of caloric in the way de-
scribed under Calorimeter (q.v.). (See Atkin-
son : Ganot's Physics ; On Heat, ch. ix. Ca-
lorimetry.)

cal-dV-I-md'-tor, s. [Lat. color (genit.

caloris) = heat, and motor — a mover ; moveo
= to move ] A galvanic instrument for evolv-
ing caloric.

* ca -lor mor -die ans, s. [Lat color =»

heat ; mordicans — biting ; mordico m to bite.]

Med. : An old term for the almost burning
heat of the skin in ardent fevers, which causes
an unpleasant sensation on the fingers after
touching the patient. (Hooper.)

cal-6-so ma, *. [Gr. koAo* (kolas) = beauti-
ful, 0-wua (soma) = a body.]

Eniom. : A genus of coleopterous insects of,

the family Carnivora and tribe Carabidie.
Two species are British, C. syoophanta and C.

inquisitor.

* cal-6-StIg ma, s. [Gr. a-oAd* (kalos) =
beautiful ; o-riy^a (stigma) = a stigma.]

Bot. : A genus of Asclepiadaceae, consisting
of three species of climbing shrubs, natives of
Brazil. The calyx is five-parted, corolla bell-
shaped, and the elongated projecting stigma
has a prominent apex.

cal-6-tham -ntiS, s. [From Gr. koAoc (kalos)
= beautiful, and 86.fj.vos (thamnos) s a bush, a
shrub,]

Bot. : A genus of Myrtaceae. Various beau-
tiful species grow in Australia

cal 6-thrix, s. [Gr. a-aA<w (kalos) = beauti-
ful; Oaii ((Ariz) = hair.]

Bot. : A genus of Oscillatoriae (Confervoid
Alga;), growing in tufts, the filaments forming
a branched frond, by lying in apposition. C.

mirabilis is a rare freshwater species in Eng-
land, found on mosses in small streams, a?ru-
gjnous green, growing blackish. (GrijfUh &
Hen/rey.)

oa-ldt'-rdp-ia, «. [Gr. *aAd« (kalos) •= beau-
tiful, and Tp6ir« (tropis) — a keel, from ttae

shape of the flower.
]

Bot. : A genus of Ascleplads, consisting of
three species, which form shrubs or small
trees, and are natives of the tropics of Asia
and Africa. Their flowers have a somewhat
bell-shaped corolla, expanding into five divi-
sions. Calotropis gigantea, the largest of the
genus, forms a branching shrub or small tree
about fifteen feet high, with a short trunk four
or five inches in diameter. Its flowers are of a
pretty rose-purple colour. Cloth and paper
have been made from the silky down of the
seeds. The bark of the roots of several of the
species furnishes the substance called mudar,
which is used in India as a diaphoretic The

j

juice has been found very efficacious in the
cure of elephantiasis, in syphilis, and ana-
sarca. From the bark of the plant is made
a substance called Mudarine (q.v.). The baric

of the young branches also yields a valuable
fibre. The leaves wanned and. moistened with
oil are applied as a dry fomentation in pains
of the stomach ; they are a valuable rube-
facient The root, reduced to powder, is given
in India to horses. An intoxicating liquor,
called Bar, is made from the mudar by the
hillmen about Mataabuleshwar, in the Western
Ghauts.

calotte, ca-lote, *cal-lot, s. [Fr. calottt
~ a cap.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The plain round skull-cap wornby Roman
ecclesiastics to cover the tonsure.

"We
That tread the path of public businesses
Know what a tacit slime is, or a shrink.
The wearing the rallot, the politic hood.
And twenty other parerga."

B. Jonton : Jfagn. Lady, L

* 2. Anything shaped like a cap ; the hilt

of a sword.

JX Technically

:

L Arch.: A concavity, in the form of a
cup or niche, lathed and plastered, serving to
diminish the height of a chapel, alcove, or
cabinet, which otherwise would appear too
high for the breadth. (G-wilt.)

2. Math. : The section of a sphere having a
circle for its base.

cal'-o-type, s. [From Gr. koam (JnloAm
beautiful, and twos (tupos) = a blow, an im-
pression.]

Photog. : A process invented by Fox Talbot,
by which paper saturated with iodide of silver

is exposed to the action of light, the latent
image being subsequently developed and. fixed
by hyposulphite of soda

* cal'-ouwe, a. [Callow.]

t ca-lo^'-era, * ca-l6fc'-er-i, *. pi. [Fr. ca-

loyer; from Mod. Gr. a-aAbyepos (kalageros) = a
monk ; Gr. koAus (ka!os) — beautiful, good

;

yepwi' (aeron), M. Gr. yepbs (geros) = an old
man.]

Ch. Hist. : Monks of the Greek Church,
who resided chiefly on Mount Athos, and were
celebrated for their extreme austerity.

" Here dwells the caloyer, nor rude is he,
Nor niggard of his cheer."
Byron: Childe Harold't Pilgrimage, it 49.

calp, s. [Etym. doubtful ; probably of Irish
origin.]

Chem. : A sub-species of carbonate of lime

of a bluish-black colour with a streak of

white ; it is intermediate between compact
limestone and marl.

caT-p&c, s. (For def. see quotation.)

"The calpae is the solid cap or centre part of the
head dress ; the shawl is wound round it, aud forme
the turban."— Hyn.n : Sote in the Giaour.

" Angel of Death ! 'tis Hassan's cloren crest I

His calpae rent—hut caftan red."
Ibid., The Giaemr.

* caique (I silent), M. [Calk.]

* calqu'-lng (I silent), s. [Calkino.]

cal -say, s. [Causeway.] (Scotch.)

calsay-palker, *. A street walker.

(Scotch.)

cal' shie, a. [Perhaps from Icel. kalsa = to

deride.] Crabbed, perverse, cross. (Scotch.)

* cal-sounds, s. [Calzooks.]

* cal stoeke, s. [Cvstock.]

cal stron-ba r-ite, s. [Eng., &c. cal(cium),

stron(tia), barite.]

Min. : A variety of Barite, from New York.

* cal -sy-d6"yne, s. [Chalcedony.]

cal-tha, *. [Contracted from Gr. KaAato
(kalathos) = a goblet, on account of the form

of the corolla.]

Bot. : A genus of herbaceous plants belong-

ing to the Ranunculaceee, distinguished from

Ranunculus by the absence of a green calyx,

and from Helleborus by the absence of tubular

petals. Caltha palustris, the Marsh Marigold,

is a stout herbaceous plant with hollow stems,

large glossy roundish notched leaves, heart-

shaped at the base, and conspicuous bright

yellow flowers, each of which is composed of

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, lather ; we. wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, air, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try. Syrian, ae, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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five roundish petals or sepals. It Is common
in Britain, and is also known as May-blobs.

(Treat. of Bot.)

cal trap, cal -throp, cal -trop, s. [A.S.

cottraeppe = a thistle ; Fr. chausse-trape =
star-thistle ; Ital. cakatreppo, calcatreppolo =
star-thistle ; from caloare — to tread, and
tribolo = a star-thistle, a steel-trap ; Lat.

tribulus = a caltrop, a thistle.]

1. Mil. : An instrument also called "crows-
feet, " formed of
four iron spikes,
three inches long,

joined together at
their bases, so that,

whenthrown down,
one point always
stands upwards.
Used to obstruct
the advance of cav-
alry and increase

the difficulty of a
ford. wnnri

"The ground about
was thick sown with caltrops, which very much in-

commoded the shoeless Moon."

—

Dr. Addison: Ac-
count of Tangiori.

2. Her. : [Cheval-traps.]

3. Bot. : The common name for Tribulus.

Water Caltrops : A common name for Trapa.

* Ctti-tr&p-pjrn, v.t. [From caltrap, caltrop,

$. <q.v,).J To catch with a hook.
" Caltrappgn. Same."—Prompt Part.

ca-lum ba, calum bo, ca-lom ba
co-lorn'-bo, s. [Kalumb, the native name.]

Med. : The root of a plant, Menispermum
palmatum, a native of Mozambique, having a
very bitter taste, and used as a tonic and
antiseptic.

American calumba : The roots of Frazera
Walteri, a North American biennial. (Lindlsy. )

ca-lum'-bine, s. [Eng. calumb(a)
t

suffix

ine {Chem.).]

Chem. : The bitter principle extracted from
the root of the Menispermum palmatum.

ca-lum -bo, s. [Calumba.]

oAl'-u-m&t, 9. [Fr. calumet, from Lat. cola-

mus'= a reed ; Fr. chain-mean ; O. Fr. chalemel,

from Low Lat. calamellus = a little reed.] A
kind of pipe for smoking used by the North

American Indians. The bowl is generally of
stone, ornamented with feathers, &c. The
calumet is the emblem of peace and hospitality.
To refuse the offer of it is to make a proclama-
tion of enmity or war, and to accept it is a
sign of peace and friendship,

* cal-um-ner, s. [Eng. calumn(y); -er.] A
calumniator.

"To the calumnert of Lysimachus he promisetb he
will not recriminate."—Christian Religion's Appeal to
the Bar of Reason, JL 38.

cal-um'-nl-ate, v.t. & i. [Lat. calumniaivs,
pa. par. of calumnior =to slander ; calumnia
= a slander; from calueo= to deceive.]

A. Trans. : To misrepresent falsely and ma-
liciously the words or actions of another ; to
Blander, to accuse falsely.

" He fails again to his old trade of downright calum-
niating our doctrine "—Bishop Patrick: Answer to
the Touchstone, ftc, p. ltt.

t B. Intrans. : To spread calumnies about

;

to make false charges.
" Created only to calumniate.
Was Cressiu here !

"

Shaketp. : Troit <v Ores*., t. 1

Cal-um'-nl-a-ted, pa. par. & a. [Calum-
niate.]

cal-tim'-ni-a-tlng, pr. par. , a. , k s. [Calum-
niate.]

A. k B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : Slan-
dering.

" Love, friendship, charity, are subject* alt.

To envious and calumniating time."
Shaketp. : TroU. A Crete., iii. t.

C. As mbetan. : The act of slandering

;

slander, calumny.

cal-um-ni-a -tion, *. [Lat. cahkmmiatio =
a slandering ; from calumnior = to slander ;

calumnia = a slander.] The act of spreading a
false and malicious misrepresentation of any
person's actions or words ; a false and mali-
cious slander.

"That which we call calumniation, is a malicious
and false representation of an enemy's words or
actions, to an offensive purpose. "—AyHFe.

cal-um'-iil-a-tor, s. [Lat. calumniator ;

from calumnior.] One who wilfully spreads
any false and malicious calumny or misrepre-
sentation of the actions or words of another

;

a slanderer.

"This, I know, you will laugh at as well a* I do;
yet I doubt not but many little calumniators aud per-
sons of sour dispositions will take occasion hence to
bespatter me"—Pope : Letter to Addison.

* c&l-um'-nl-a-t<ir-;jr, a. [Eng. calumniator;
-v.] Pertaining to or containing slander;
slanderous.

"T/pon admi»sion of this passage, as you yourselves
have related it in your calumniatory Information."—
Montagu : Appeal to Cmmr. p. 17.

cal-um -ni-ous, a. [Fr. calomnieux.'] Falsely
and maliciously misrepresenting one's words
or actions ; slanderous, calumniating.

" Virtue itself 'scapes not calumnious strokes."
Shaketp. : Hamlet, 1 3.

". . . warrants were out against htm on account of
a grossly calumnious paper of which the government
had discovered him to M the author. "—Macaalay :

ffist. Eng., ch. V.

cal-um -ni-OUS-ly\ adv. [Eng. calumnious

;

•ly.\ In a calumnious manner; after the
manner of a calumniator.

"Dealing In the case so insincerely, and calumnt-
ously. in their informations."—Mountaga ,- Appeal to
Cottar, p. 26.

*cal-um m-ous ness, s. [Eng. calumnious

;

-ness.] Calumny, slander.

"The bitterness of my stile was plainness, not
ealumniousness."—Bp. Morton: Discharge of Imputa-
tions, Ac, p. 227.

eaT-tim-n^1

, *. [Fr. calomnie; Lat. calumnia^
a false accusation ; from calueo = to deceive.]
A false and malicious misrepresentation of
the words or actions of another ; slander, a
false charge.

" Be thou as chaste as ice, as pore as snow.
Thou shalt not escape calumny."

Shakeep. : Hamlet, UL L

U It is frequently followed by upon.
"It is a very hard calumny upon our soil or elimate,

to affirm, that so excellent a fruit will not grow here"
—Sir It'. Temple,

cal-ur'-us, s. [Gr. koXos (kalos) m beautiful,
oupa (oura) = a tail.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds belonging to the
Trogon family, and tribe Fissirostres. The
head is surmounted by an elevated crest, and
the tail-coverts excessively developed.

cal va-ri-*>, *. [Calvary.]

Anat. .* That portion of the cranium, or
skull, which is above the orbits, temples,
ears, and occipital protuberance. Sometimes
also called calvarium.

Cal'-va-r^, *. [From Lat. calvaria, f calvarium
= the skull ; calva = the bald scalp ; cabvus =
bald, without hair. Calvary (Luke xxiii. 33),

is the rendering of the " Hebrew," i.e., the
Aramaean word Golgotha = the place of a
skull. Cf. Mat. xxvii. 33, Mark xv. 22, John
xix. 17.]

calvary-cross, a.

Her. : A charge representing the cross on
Mount Calvary, with three steps, supposed to

imply the three Christian graces, Faith, Hope,
and Charity.

calve (I silent}, v.i. & t [Eng. calf; Dut. kal-
ven; Dan. halve; 8w. kalfva ; Ger. kalben.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To bring forth a calf ; to bear
young. (Said of a cow.)

" Their bull gendereth, and faileth not ; their cow
calveth, and casteth not her calf."—Job xxi. 10.

*[ Applied also to other animals.
"Knowest thou the time when the wild goats of the

rock bring forth ? or canst thou mark when the hinds
do calve I —Job xxxix. 1.

* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) To bring forth, bear. (Applied even to
inanimate things.)

"The grassy clods now calv'd ; now half appear'

d

The tawny lion, pawing to got free
His hinder parts." Milton: P. L., bk. vli.

(2) Of icebergs : To break off from a glacier
which has reached deep water.

* B. Trans. : To bear ; to bring forth.
(Applied contemptuously or reproachfully to
human beings.)

"I would they were barbarians, as they are.
Though in Rome litter'd ; not Romans, as they are not.
Though calved iu the porch <>' th' capital."

Shaketp. : CurioL, iii. 1.

cal'-ver, cal-VUr, v.t. & i. [Etymology
doubtful. Wedgwood suggests Scotch callour

or caller — fresh. ]

A. Tram. : To cut salmon into thin slices,

while fresh, and then pickle these.
" Caleur as samoou, or othyr fysshe."—Prompt.Parv.
" My foot-boy snail eat ptieasants, calvered sal-

mons. —Ben Jonton : Alchemist, ii. 1.

"Provide me then chines fried, and the salmon
calvcr,d,"—Kitligrew: Parson's Wedding (1*64).

B. Intrans. : To bear being so sliced and
pickled.

"His flesh, [the grayling's,] even In his worst season,
is so firm, and will so easily calver, that Id plain truth
he is very good meat at all times,'*—Cotton : Complete
Angler

calv ner (I silent), s. [Eng. calve, v. ; and surT.

-er.] A cow with calf. (Scotch.)

cal'-ver-cd, pa. par. or a. [Calver, v.] Sliced
and pickled.
' Calver'd salmon is a dainty celebrated by

all our old dramatists. '
' May's Accomplished

Cook," if that be sufficient authority, gives an
ample reeeipt for preparing it. It is to be cut
in slices, and scalded with wine and water and
salt, then boiled up in white-wine vinegar, and
set by to cool ; and so kept, to be eaten hot or
cold (p. :;.>0- It now means, in the fish

trade, only crimped salmon. (Nares.)
" Oreat lords, sometimes.

For a change leave caloered salmon, aud eat sprats."
Massinger : Guardian, lv. 2.

"... but even Prince George, who cared as much
for the dignity of his birth as he was capable of caring
for any thing bat claret and calvered salmon, sub-
mitted to be Mr. Morley."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
eh. xv,

cal ver-keys (eys as es), s. [CuxvERKErs.]

calves (I silent), s.pl. [Calf.]
" Like heifers, neither bulls nor catrrs.'

Lloyd : Charity ; A Fragment.

calves-foot, s. [Calf's foot.]

calves-snout, s.

Bot : A plant, so called from a fancied re-
semblance to the Bnout of a calf

—

Antirrhi-
num, better known as Snap-dragon, or Toad-
flax

calves tongnc, $.

Arch. : A sort of moulding, usually made at
the caps and bases of round pillars, to taper or
hance the round part to the square.

cal'-vllle, s. [French, from Lat calvus= bald,
smooth-skinned.] A kind of apple.

calv Ing (I silent), pr. par., a., & s. [Calve,
v.t.}

A. At'B. As pr. par. k particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of giving birth to a
calf.

" I heard of late of a cow in Warwikali ire, whioh in

six yeeres had sixteen calfet ; that is, foure at once m
three calvings, and twist- twins . .

."—Bolinehed:
Descrlpt. of Engl., bk. iii., ch. L

2. Naut.

:

^
Of icebergs : The act of breaking or the state

of being broken ofT a glacier when the latter

reaches deep water. Glaciers tend to form on

mountain tops when the temperature is low

enough for the purpose. Then they gradually

descend, new glacial material behind pressing

them down. On reaching the ocean they are

pushed into it, and finally they calve or give

birth to icebergs, which have an independent
existence of their own.

Cal vln-Ism, s. [Ft. calvinisme. Prom John
Calvin, the celebrated reformer, born at Noyon,
in Picardy, July 10th, 1509; died May 27th,

1564. For further details see definition. ]

L Theol. : The tenets of the above-mentioned
John Calvin. Sometimes the term Calvinism
comprehends his views regarding both theo-

logical doctrine and ecclesiastical polity ; at

boh, bo"^; pollt, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; t sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -lifcg.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -flon, -sion = zhun, -tious. -sious, -dons = stans. -hie, -die, &c = bel, del.
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others it is limited to the former, and specially

to his views on the doctrines of grace. These
are sometimes called the five points of Cal-

vinism, or, more briefly, the five points ; but
this latter curt appellation is not sufficiently

specific, for the rival system of Arminianism
was also presented by the Remonstrants at

the Synod of Dort in five points. Those of
Calvinism are the following :—(1) Particular
election. (2) Particular redemption. (3)

Moral inability in a fallen state. (4) Irresist-

ible grace. (5) Pinal perseverance. (For the
rival Arminian five points see Arminian.)
Augustine, Bishop of Hippo, who was born
in 354, and died in 430, held theological views
essentially the same as those afterwards pro-

mulgated by Calvin. In addition to what
may be called the doctrines of grace, Calvin
held the spiritual presence of Christ in the
Holy Eucharist, but not the doctrine of con-
substantiation. He was thus essentially

Zwinglian, and not Lutheran.

2. Kccles. : Calvin's views of Church govern-
ment were essentially what are now called

Presbyterian. He held also that the Church
should be spiritually independent of the State,

but was willing that the discipline of the
Church should be carried out by the civil

power. This last opinion, followed to its

logical conclusion, involved him in heavy re-

sponsibility for the death of his Socinian an-
tagonist Servetus, the capital punishment of
whom for alleged heresy was approved of not
merely by Calvin, but by the other reformers,
not excepting the gentle Helanchthon. No
one in those days seems to have clearly under-
stood religious liberty.

3. Ch. Hist.; The work which first made this

system known to the world was Calvin's Insti-

tutes of the Christian Religion, published in

1536. In August of the same year he visited

Geneva, and, at the earnest request of Farel,

its leading reformer, made it his residence. In
1538 both were expelled from the city, when
Calvin, going to Strasburg, originated the
French church there on the model which he
deemed scriptural. In 1541 he was invited

back to Geneva, and returning to it was the
leading spirit there till his death, in 1564.

Various Protestant churches adopted Calvin's

theological views with his ecclesiastical polity

;

thus Knox carried both of these to Scotland,
where the first Presbyterian General Assembly
was held in 1560.

Bishop Burnet states that the 17th article of
the Church of England is framed according to
St. Augustine's doctrine, which, as stated, is

essentially Calvinistic. The early reformers of

the English Church mostly held his views of

the doctrines of grace, which prevailed to the
end of Queen Elizabeth's reign. Afterwards
they imperceptibly declined. When the rival

system of Arminius was brought to trial at
the Synod of Dort, in Holland, in 1618, the
English clerical representatives gave Calvin-
istic votes, notwithstanding which Arminian-
ism took deep root in the English as in various
other churches. Archbishop Laud was its

warm friend and advocate, as were the High
Church party generally, while Low Churchmen
continued Calvinistic, a generalisation which
still remains correct The ecclesiastical polity

of Calvin was embraced by the Puritan party,
but never had a majority of the English people
in its favour, and an attempt in the early days
of the Long Parliament to set it up, though
under the control of the civil government,
was successful only, to a limited extent, and
for a brief period of time. Most of the clergy-

men whom the passing of the Act ofUniformity,
in 1662, dissevered from the Church, were
Calvin ists.

Of the two great English revivalists of the
eighteenth century, Whitfield was Calvinistic

[Calvinistic Methodists], and Wesley Ar-
minian, [Wesleyan.] The majority of the
English Baptists are Calvinistic. All along,
since the Reformation, the theological tenets
and the ecclesiastical polity of Calvin have
nearly always been dominant in Scotland,
though the sterner features of both have al-

most imperceptibly been softened down.
"The delights arising from these object* were to be

cal vin 1st, s. [Fr. calvinisU.] A follower
of Calvin ; one who adopts the theological
teaching of Calvinism.

"The Calvinitt la tempted to a false security, and
loth ; and the Arminian m*y be tempted to trust too
much to himself, and too little to God. "—Burnt* on
Me Article*. Art. 17.

cal-vin-is'-tic, * cal-vin is -tick, * cal-
vin-ls'-tl-cai,a. [Eng. calvinut ; -ict -ical.}

Pertaining to Calvin or Calvinism.
"... the petty states and republicks abroad, where

the calpinittick discipline was adopted."— Warton :

BUt. of Eng Poetry, it. 458.

Calvinistic Baptists, s. pi.

Ch. Hist. & EocUsiol. : A sect of Baptists

having registered places of worship in England.

Calvinistic Methodists, *. pi.

Ch. Hist. d> Ecclesiol. : A section of the Me-
thodists, distinguished by their Calvinistic
sentiments from the ordinary Wesleyans, who
are Arminian. Wesley and Whitfield, the
colleagues in the great evangelistic movement
which did so much spiritually and morally
to regenerate England in the 18th century,
differed with regard to the doctrines of grace,
Wesley being Arminian, and Whitfield Calvin-
istic ; the latter revival preacher may be looked
on as the father and founder of Calvinistic

Methodism. Other names, and specially that
of Mr. Howell Harries, of Trevecca, should be
mentioned in connection with it In its dis-

tinctive form it dates from 1735, but did not
completely sever its connection with the
English Church till 1810. In government it

is now Presbyterian. Its great seat is Wales.

* cal'-vln-ize, v.t. [Eng. caivin ; -ue.] To
convert to Calvinism.

calvish (I silent), a. (Eng. calf; -ish.]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to or like a calf.

2. Fig. : Silly, stupid.
" He was holden unworthy to be made a parish-priest,

aa having made a calvith answer."— World of Wondtrt
(1606), p. 340.

cal-vit i-es, s. [Latin, from calvus = bald.]

Physiol. : The term for the want or loss ofhair

;

more particularly on the sinciput; baldness.

Ifctt' fill J_ *. [Fr. calvitie; Lat. calvitits.)

Baldness ; absence of hair. [Calvities.]

cal-vous, a. [Lat. calvus = bald.] Bald.

calx (1), s. [Lat. calx, genit. calcis.)

1. Glass-making ; Broken or refuse glass,

which is restored to the pots.

2. Chem. it Min. : A kind of ashes or fine

powder, remaining from metals, minerals, &c,
after they have undergone calcination by the
violent action of fire, and have lost all moisture.

"Gold, thai is more dense than lead, resists peremp-
torily all the dividing power of fire ; and will not be
reduced into a calx, or lime, by such operation as re-

duce* lead into It."—Digbg.

Calx viva : Quicklime, or lime in its most
caustic state.

Calx extincta : Slacked lime, or lime that has
been quenched with water after it has been
burnt.

Calcis aqua, or liquor ; Limewater ; a solu-

tion of lime in water.

calx (2), s. [Lnt - the heel.] The heel.

Usually employed in the genitive, as os calcis

= the heel bone, the calcaneum.

cal-y-Dlte, *. [Gr. KaAv0mj« (kalyUtes),

dwelling in a hut] One of a class in the
Early Church who dwelt in huts.

cal-y^canth-a'-oe-», *. pi. [From Mod.
Lat catycanthus; and fern. pi. suff. -aceos.]

Bot. : An order of Rosal Exogens consisting
of two genera. The species, which are shrubs,
bear delightfully fragrant flowers, thrive in
open loamy soil, and are propagated by layers.

cal y-can the mous, a. [Calycantheky.]

Bot. : Having petaloid sepals.

cal-#-can'-them-y\ *. [From Gr. «aAv£
(kalux), genit koKvkos (kaiukos) m a calyx, and
aVfefioetc (anthemoeis) = flowery.] The con-
version wholly or partfally of sepals into
petals. (R. Broum

t 1874.)

cal'-y-canths, s. pi. [Calycantht/s.]

Bot. : Lindley'a English name for the Caly-
canthacese.

cal £-canth -us, s. [Gr. koXv$ (kalux)

=

a
cup, a calyx, and av$os(anthos)= & flower.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the family Calycanthaceae. It consists of
North American Bhrubs with opposite, oval,

or ovate-lanceolate entire leaves, generally
rough on the surface. There are but two
species. C. Jloridus (Carolina All Spice) is a

native of Carolina ; C. abai, or Nobai (Japan
All Spice), a native of Japan,

cal-yc-er-a'-c£-», s. pi. [Calycer(a), and fern.

pL suffix -aceae. ]

Bot. : A natural order of gamopet Jous caly-
cifioral dicotyledons included in Lindley'a
Campanal alliance. Herbs with alternate
leaves, without stipules, and with flowers col-
lected in beads ; calyx superior, of five un-
equal divisions ; corolla regular, funnel-shaped,
with a five-divided limb ; stamens, five thin
filaments united, as well as the lower part of
the anthers ; ovary one-celled, style smooth,
stigma capitate. The order occupies an inter-
mediate space between Composite and Dipsa-
caceos, and comprises about twenty species,
all natives of South America, (Treas. of Bot.)

cal-y9'-«r-a, s. [Gr. koAac (kalos) — beauti-

ful ; k*pas (keras) — a horn.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Calyceraceai. They are small annual
or perennial herbs, from four to eight inches
high, but possess little interest for any but
the botanist.

cal'-y^es, s. pi. [Calyx.]

C&l-fC-I fld -rse, s. pi. [Lat calyx (genit
calycis), and flos (genit fioris) = a flower.]

Bot. : A sub-class of exogenous or dicoty-
ledonous plants, characterised by having both
calyx and corolla, petals separate and stamens
attached to the calyx. (Treas. of Bot.)

t cal-jfc-i-fld'-rous, a. [Calyciflor^.]
Bot. : Of or pertaining to the Calyciflorae.

cal-yc'-I-form, a. [Lat. calyx (genit. calycis),
forma = form, shape.]

Bot. : In the form of a calyx ; an epithet
applied to the involucrum when it has the
appearance of a calyx.

cal-y -cln-al, cal -y-cine, a. [Lat calyx
(genit . calycis) = a case, a bud ; Gr. KoAvf (kalux)
= a seed-vessel, a calyx ; suff. -al.]

Bot. : Of or belonging to a calyx ; in the form
of a calyx

; an epithet applied to the scales or
thorns which axe on the calyx.

cal-yc'-i-iim* s. [Gr. koXvkiov (kalukion) =
a little cup, from the appearance of the repro-
ductive organs.]

Bot. : A genus of Lichens belonging to the
tribe Coniothalmese.

s. [Lat. calyculus,t cal'-y-ole (cle as eel),
dim. of calyx (q.v.).']

Bot. : A row of
small leaflets placed
at the base of the
calyx on the outside.
A partial involucre
containing but one,
or perh aps two
flowers. [Calycule.]

% The cut shows
1. Flower of Schcep-
fla with cal y tie at
base ; 2. Calycle of
Schcepfla ; 3. Calycle calycle.
of Mallow.

t eal'-y-cSid, a. [From Gr. «oau£ (kalux) m
a calyx, and stSos (eidos) = form.]

Bot. : Calyx like.

t cal -y-coid -e-oiis, a. [Gr. KaXvf (kalux)=
a calyx ; el&os (eidos) — form, appearance. ]

Bot. : Having the form or appearance of •
calyx.

cal-yc'-Carols, s. [Gr. koXos (kalos) m beau-
tiful ; no>i7 (kome) — hair.]

Bot. : A genus of Cunoniacese, now called

Acrophyllum (q.v.X

Cal-y^c4-phdr'-I-d», *. pL [From Gr.

koAv$ (kalux), genit. koAvko? (kaiukos) = a cup,

and <po0«'w (phoreo) = to bear, to carry.]

Zool. : An order of Siphonophora {Oceanic

Hydrozoa). They are transparent organisms,

generally found floating on or near the surface

in tropical and sub-tropical seas. They con-

sist of a long stem with a body sac at the

proximal, and swim by the rhythmical con-

traction of their nectocalyces or bells.

cal-yc'-u-late, cal'-^HJled, a. [Lat
calyculus, dim. of calyx (q.v.).] [Caliculatk.]

Site, tat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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t cftl'-y cule, 5. [Lat. calyculws, dim. of

ooiyx(q.v.).]

Bot. : A little calyx. A bundle or row of

small bracts, which fonns a verticil imme-
diately beneath the calyx, and resembling an
exterior calyx ; example, the Pink. In the
Potentilla the calycule is formed by the
stipules united two by two, which are a de-

pendence of the sepals.

oal-ym'-^-ne, s. [Gr. KaXvpfxa (kalumma) —
a veil, a covering; itaAOirrw (kalupto) m to
veil, cover.]

Pat&ont. : A genus of fossil Trilobites, oc-

curring in the Silurian rocks. They appear to
have possessed the power of rolling them-

CALYMENE BLUMENBACHII.

selves up into a ball, as some recent allied
g-nera do, for the purpose either of safety or
of concealment. Calymene Blumenbachii is the
well-known Dudley Trilobite.

cal-y-men'-i-d», *. pi [From Mod. Lat.
calymene (q.v.), and pi. suff. -idee.]

Palceont. : A family of Trilobites. [Caly-
mene.]

e&T-y-in, s. [Calion.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A hard, round stone.
(Prompt. Parv.)

2. Masonry : Flint or pebble stone used in
building walls.

oql-f-plif-jjm-f, «• [From Gr. itdAuf (kalux),
^enit. KakvKo? (kalukos) = a calyx, and 4>vu>

\phuo)- to bring forth, to produce.]

Bot. : Abnormal adhesion of the calyx to
the corolla. (R. Brown, 1874.)

eul-tfp'-so, Cal-yp'-so, s. [Gr. koav^k
(kalup&is) = a covering, KaAvima (kalupto) =
to cover, conceal.]

1. Mythol. : The goddess of silence, daughter
of Oceanus and Tethys, and Queen of Ogyia,
who tried by every art to detain Ulysses on his
way home from Troy.

2. Astron. : An asterofd, the fifty-third
found. It was discovered by the astronomer
Luther, on the 4th April, 1858.

3. Bot : A genus of Orchids, found in North
America. Calypso borealis is the most beau-
tiful of northern orchids. It is a tuberous
terrestrial plant, with one leaf and one flower
only. The rose-coloured flower appears at
the end of a slender sheathed stem. The leaf
is thin, many nerved, either ovate or cordate.
(Treat, of Bot.)

cal-yp'-ter, s. [Caltptba.]

cal-yp-ti-blas'-tlc, o. [From Gr. Kakv-mfa
(kaluptos) = covered, and 0Aa<rrdf (blastos) =
a sprout, shoot, or sucker.]

Zool. : Noting or pertaining to those Hydro-
zoa in which the nutritive or generative buds
are provided with an external protective re-

ceptacle. (Allman.)

oalyptoblastlo hydroids. s. pi.

Zool. : The hydroids above described. It
comprehends the Sertularians and the Cam-
panularians.

oal-irp'-to-lite, s. [Gr. KaXvirru (kalupto) =
to hide, conceal ; suff. -lite (Min.) — Gr. Atfos
(llthos)= a stone.]

Min, : The same as Zircon (q.v.).

KakviTTtti

pvyxos (rhunehos) — a

oal ^p-td-rhyn -onus, s. [Gr.
(kalupto) = to hide

; pvyxos (rhur,
beak, or snout.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds of the Psittacidse
or Parrot family.

sal-yp'-tra, 5. [Gr. Ka\virrpa (kaluptra)

;

from koAuittw (kalupto) = to hide, cover.]

Botany

:

1. Gen. : A hood-like body connected in
some plants with the organs of fructification.

It exists in some flowering plants and in
mosses. Used specially for

—

(1) A number of bracts united to cover the
flower. Example, Pileanthus.

(2) A lid or operculum to the stamens. It

may be made of consolidated sepals or petals.

Examples : Eucalyptus, Eudesmia.

2. Spec. : The hood of an urn-moss, covering
the top of the theca like a cup.

cal-yp-tr»'-a, s. [Lat. calyptra ; Gr. koAvtt-

roa (kaluptra)'= a hood, covering.]

Zool. : A genus of Gasteropods, furnished
with a patelliform shell, to the cavity of which
a smaller conical one adheres, like a cup in a
saucer. It is the typical genus of the family
Calyptrseidffi. The species are called Cup-and-
Saucer Limpets. Tate estimates the known
recent species at fifty and the fossil at thirty-

one, the latter from the chalk, if not from
the carboniferous formation on till now. They
are called Bonnet Limpets.

cal-yp-tr»'-I-d», s. pi. [From calyptra(a),

and fern. pi. suff. -idas.]

Zool. : A family of Gasteropods comprising,
among other genera, Calyptraea and Crepidula
of Lamarck.

cal-yp-tr&n'-thes, s. [From Gr. Kakvirrpa

(kaluptra) — a cover, as of a quiver (?), a
woman's veil, and avBoc (anthos) — a flower.]

Bot. : A genus of Myrtacese. The species

are from America. The flowers of Calyptran-
thes aromatica might be used for cloves.

oal-yr>'-trate, a. [Lat. calyptra ; Gr.
VaAvm-pa (kaluptra) ; and Eng. suff. -ate.]

Botany

:

1. Gen. : Having a veil or covering like a
calyptra or hood.

"Such a calx is operculate or catyptnste."—Balfour

:

Botany, p. 184.

2. Of a calyx : Bursting on one side at the
period of falling. Example, Eschscholtzia.
(Lindley.

)

cal-yp'-tri-form, a. [Lat. calyptra = a
Thooa ; forma = form.]

Bot. : Having the form or appearance of a
calyptra or hood.

ca- ly -sac'-cl-on, s. [From Gr. «oAv£ (kalux)

= a calyx, and <t*kkLqv (sakkion) = a small
bag.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Clusiaceee

(Guttifers). Only known species, Calysaccion

longifolium. It is from India and China.
The flower buds are very fragrant. They are

used in India for dyeing silk yellow and orange.

oal-ys-te'-gf-a, s. [Gr. KoAwf (kalux) = a
calyx, and oreyif (stegT) — a covering.]

Bot. : A genus of plante of the order
Convolvulaceee, containing about twelve or
fourteen species, of which two are British

—

Calystegia septum and C. soldanella, the former
of which is the common Bindweed.

Ca'-lyX, *. [Gr. k<xau£ (kalux) strictly = any
covering, but used only of flowers and fruits,

i.e. (1) a husk or shell, (2) the calyx or .cup of
a flower (Lat. calix = a cup), from koavjttm
(kalupto) m to cover, to conceal.]

CALYX (1) FOXGLOVE, (2) PRIMROSE.

1. Bot. : The most outerly integument of a
flower, consisting of several verticillate leaves,
either united by their margins or distinct,
usually of a green colour and of a ruder and
less delicate texture than the corolla. (Link,
Lindley, &c). When only one series of floral

integuments is present, that single one is

considered as a calyx, and not as a corolla.

The divisions of a calyx are called sepals. A
superior or adherent calyx is one not able to

be separated from the ovary ; an inferior or
free one is actually separate. A calyceolate
calyx is one surrounded at the base by a ring
of bracts. The term aestivation (q.v.) may be
used of a calyx as well as of a complete flower.
A calyx is not the same as a perianth, the
latter being a calyx and corolla combined, as
in a tulip or an orchid, and not a solitary
calyx. A common calyx is called an involucre
(q.v.).

2. Zool. : The cup-shaped body of a Crinoid
or that of a Torticella.

* cal'-zoons, • car sounds, s. pi. [O. Fr.
calgons ; Fr. calecon, calegons ; Ital. calzoni;
Sp. calzones, augment, of Ital. calzo ; Sp. colzas;
Fr. chausse = hose, stockings, from Lat. cal-

ceus = a shoe, calx = a heel.] Drawers. (Sir
T. Herbert.) (Webster.)

"The next that they weare ia a smocko of calllco,
with ample sleeves, much lunger than their armes;
under this, a paire of calsoundt of the same, which
reach to their ancles."—Sandys; Travels, p. 68.

cam, * kam, * karrime, a., adv., & 5. (Gael.,
Ir., & Wei. cam = crooked.] [Camber.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Crooked, curved.

2. Fig. : Crooked in temper, perverse, cross,
peevish. (Provincial.)

* B. As adv. : Wrong, out of the right
course.

"This is clean kam.—
Merely awry."

Shakesp. : Coriotanus, ill. L
" Against the wooll, the wrong way, cleaue contrary,

quite hamme."—Cotgrave.

C. As substantive

:

1. The projecting part of a wheel or curved
plate, so shaped as to cause an eccentric or
alternating motion of any required velocity or
direction in another piece pressing against it.

2. A ridge or mound of earth. (Provincial.)
(Wright.)

cam-ball, s. & a.

Ti Cam-ball valve : A valve acted upon by a
cam on the axis of a ball-lever, so that, as the
float in a cistern, the cam may press against
the stem of the valve and close it, preventing
the ingress of water.

cam-gear, s. & a.

T Cam-gear wheeling

:

Mach. : A certain arrangement of gearing.

cam-shaft, s.

Mach. : A shaft having cams or wipers for
raising the pestles of stamping-mills It is
called also a tumbling-shaft or waHower.
(Knight.)

cam-wheel, s.

Mach. : A wheel so constructed as to move
eccentrically, and cause an alternating or re-

ciprocating motion in another part of the
machine.

* cam, pret. of v. [Come.] (0. Eng. & Scotch.)

Came.

1. Old English:
" Tlio cam the thridde dais ligt."

Story of den. A Exoa\, 11*.

2. Scotch:
" The poor Hielandbody, Dugald Mahoney, cam here

a while syne."—Scott: Wavvrley, cb. lxlii.

* cam'-a-ca, s. [Low Lat. camoca, camaca;
O. Fr. 'camocas ; Mod. Gr. K.ap.ovxo\<i (Jcam-

ouchasy\ A kind of fine cloth.
" Your curtaines of camaca."

Squire of Low Degree, 636.

* ca-maiT, s. [Ital. camaglio.]

* L Ord. Lang. : A cameL

H. Technically:

1. Fabric: A capuchin, or short cloak,

sometimes made of fur, but probably originally

of camel's hair.

2. Mil. (Ancient Armour) : A neck guard of

chain-mail which was added to the baseinet,

or headpiece, in the time of Edward III.

Cam-al-du-len'-sl-ans, *. pi- [From Ca-

maldoli or'Campo Ma'ldnli, a desert spot on

the lofty heights of the Apennine chain of
mountains.]

Ch. Hist. : A monastic fraternity founded in

1023 by Romuald, an Italian, at the place
described in the etymology. It still flourishes,

especially in Italy. Some are coenobites and
others eremites.

boll, boy; poiit, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t,

-dan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion m shun ; -tion, -slon = shun, -dons, -tioua, -sious m shus. -hie, -tore, &c. = bel, ber.
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* cam -a-mel* * cam-amelle, * cam -a-
mile, » cim-mamyle, 3. [Camomilk]

cam -ar-a (1), *. [Prom Gr. Ka^dpa (kamara)
= anything with an arched cover, a vaulted
chamber.]

1. Bot. : A carpel.

2. Comnu : The hard, durable timber of Dip-
ttryx odorata, a leguminous plant, a native of
Guiana, (Trcas. of Bot.)

cam -ar-a (2), s. [Native Guiana name.] The
same as Aekawar Nutmeg. It is produced by
AcrodicHdium camara, a species of the Laurel
order. It is considered in Guiana to be one
of the most efficacious remedies in colic,

diarrhoea, and dysentery. (Lindley.)

* cam a ril -la, s. [Sp. camarilla = a little

room, dim. of camara = a chamber.]

1. The audience chamber or private room of
a king.

2. A band or company of conspirators ; a
cabal, a clique. {Wright.)

cam ar len -go, *. [Sp. camarlengo m a
chamberlain (q.v.).] A high functionary
chosen when the decease of a Pope is exj>ected
not to be far distant, to govern the Church
during the interregnum, and to see that ir-

regular practices and all foreign or personal
influence shall be excluded from the election.

" If the Camerlengo has only moderate abilities, be
la greater thau the Pope, for he can make the Pope."—
Timet, Sept 28, 1877.

ca-mas-si-a, $. [From North American
Indian quamash, the name of the plant. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Liliaceas.

The bulbs of Camassia esculenta are eaten by
the North American Indians.

cam -a-yeu, cam -a-i-eu, s. [Cameo.]

1. [Cameo.]

2. Painting : A term used where there Is

only one colour, and where the lights and
shadows are of gold, wrought on a golden or
azure ground. This kind of work is chiefly
used to represent basso relievos. (Chambers.)

camb (1), 5. [Comb.]

camb (2), s. [Cambium.]

cam -bayes, s. pi. [From Cambay, formerly
an important seaport, on the gulf of the same
name in India, lat. 22° 21 N., long. 72

a
43 £.]

Fabrics: Cotton cloth made in Bengal,
Madras, and other parts of India. (Knight.)

cam -ber (1), s. [O.Fr. cambre = crooked. Cf.

cam, a.]

1. (See the example.)
"Cumber, a piece of timber out arching, mm a

weight considerable being set upon it. it mar in length
of time be induced to a straight. -—Mox. ; Mick. Exer.

2. Arch. ; An arch on the top ofan aperture
or on the top of a beam.

3. Nautical

:

(1) The curve of a ship's plank.

(2) The part of a dockyard where cambering
is performed.

(3) A small dock in the royal yards, for the
convenience of loading and discharging timber.

camber-beam, -

Arch. : That which forms a curved line on
each side from the middle of its length. All
beams should, to some degree, be cambered,
if possible ; but the cambered beam is used in
flats and church platforms, wherein, after
being covered with boards, these are covered
with lead, for the purpose of discharging the
rain-water. (Gwilt.)

camber-keeled, a. Having the keel
slightly arched upwards in the middle of the
length, but not actually hogged.

camber-slip, s.

Bricklaying : A strip of wood with one edge
curved equal to a rise of one inch in six feet.

It is used for sinking the Bofflt lines of straight
arches to give them a slight rise that they
may settle straight. (Knight.)

* earn'-ber (2), e. [Chamber.]
1 camber-maid, s. A chambermaid.

cam -ber, ; I. k i. [Camber, a]

1. Trans. : To make a beam camberwise or
arching.

2. Intrans. : To bend or curve camberwise.

cambered, pa. par. k a. [Camber, s.)

Arched, curved. (Totten.)

cam -ber-lug, pr. par., a.,ks. [Camber, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. k particip. adj. ; (See

the verb)

C. As subst, : The act of making a beam
cambered or arched. (IV'eate.)

cam-bl-al, a. [Low Lat. cambialis; from
camb'w =* to exchange. ] Pertaining or relating

to exchange.

cam -bl- form, a. [From Lat cambium
(Camb), and/orota=form, shape.]

If Cambiform tissue :

Bot. Physiol. : Narrow, thin-walled, elon-
gated succulent cells often found in connec-
tion with sieve tubes in the structure of
plants. They are called also permanent cam-
bium. (Thome.)

t cam-bist, s. [Fr. cambist*; Sp. k ItaL cam-
bista ; from Lat. cambio = to exchange. ] One
skilled in the science of exchange ; a bill-

holder ; a money-changer.
". . . cambiet is not only a word of legitimate deriva-

tion, bttt is alao a term much wanted in the English
language, at there a none other to express the same
meaning except Exchange, which seems too general
and indefinite."—Kelly: Cnicertal Cambist (pre! 1811).

* cambistry, s. [Eng. cambist; -ry.] The
science of exchange of moneys, &c.

cam'-bi-um, s. [Lai. cambium = exchange,
bartering ; from cambio= bo exchange, barter.]

Bot. ; The viscid substance which appears,
in the spring, between the wood and bark
of exogenous trees when the new wood is

forming, and again disappears as soon as the
wood is completely formed. It re-appears
whenever the plant is again called into growth,
as at Midsummer, in those species which
shoot twice a year.

cambium sheath, .

Bot. Physiol. : An annular layer of formative
tissue separating the very young cortex of a
plant from the subjacent tissue. (Thome'.)

"cam -Met, s. [Camlet.]

cam-bo go, s. [Gamboge.]

cam -bo -gi -a, s. [Cambodja, or Cambodia,
in the Eastern Peninsula, from which much
of the gamboge of commerce is obtained.]

Bot. : An old genus of plants, order Clusi-
acese (Guttifers). It is now merged in Gar-
cinia (q.v.).

* cam -bolt, s. [Cammock.]

C&m-boo'se, s. [Caboose.]

* cam'-bra-Bine, ». [Cambric.] A tort of
fine linen resembling cambric, made in Egypt.

Cam-bray, t Cam'-tarai, s. & o. [Altered
from Cameracum, the Roman name ofthe city.]

A. As subst. : A city of France, department
of the Nord, lat 50° 10 N. and long. 3° 14 E.

B. As adj. : Brought from or in any other
way pertaining to the city described under A.

Cambray stone,
Min. : A name for Moss Agate, or Mocha-

atone.

cam'-brel, * cam'-mer-eU, s. [Camber.]
A piece jf bent wood, by which butchers hang
up carcases of slaughtered animals.

Cam -bri-an, a.ks. [Lat. Cambria = Wales.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ord. Lang. : Of or belonging to Wales.
" Him anawer'd then his loving mate and true,
But more discreet than he, a Cambrian ewe."

Cowper ; Tim Jfeedleu A larm.

IX Geol. : Of or belonging to the series of
rocks described under B. II. (See the terms
Cambrian formation, group, or system.)

B. As substantive

:

*L Ord. Lang. : A native of Wales.

IX Geology:

t. Formerly: In 1835 Sedgwick gave this
name to some much-disturbed and apparently
unfossiliferous old strata, until then known
as "Grauwacke," which he had traced out in
Cumberland and North Wales. Just previ-
ously, Murchison had fixed the term " Silu-
rian ** to a series of fossiliferous deposits in
Shropshire and Wales, known by nun after-

wards as the Ludlow, Wenlock, Llandovery,
Caradoc, Llandeilo, and Lingula groups.
These were all regarded as younger than, and
lying above, Sedgwick's " Cambrian " series ;

the position, however, of the Bala limestone
(equivalent to the "Caradoc Sandstone" of
Shropshire) was mistaken, and consequently
the boundary-line provisionally fixed by the
two observers was misplaced. Fossils charac-
teristic of the " Silurian " were afterwards
found in strata thus placed in the " Cam-
brian " series, and hence the latter name
became limited to the lowest beds. This
nomenclature was generally adopted, until

Sedgwick, renewing his work, criticised it.

A better knowledge of the fossils has of late
modified the classification, as given below.

2. Now: As defined by Hicks and others,
the Cambrian is a thick series of slates,

schists, sandstones, and conglomerates, with
both intruded and intercalated igneous rocks,
linked by similarity of fossils, and older than
the Silurian series. They occur in Wales and
elsewhere, contain many Trilobites and Bra-
chiopods, with other fossils, and are known
as :— 1. Tremadoc Slates (uppermost) ; 2. Lin-
gula-flags ; 3. Menevian-beds ; and 4. Long-
mynd group, consisting of Harlech grits and
Llanberris slates. The Geological Surveyors
(following Murchison) limit the terra to the
Longmynd Group ; but others (after Sedg-
wick) include all Murchison's "Lower Silu-

rian" (Bala and Llandeilo groups) in the
" Cambrian."

Cambrian formation

:

Geol : The series of rocks described under
B. II.

Cambriari group

:

Geol. : Lyell's name for the Cambrian rocks
belonging to what is more commonly termed
the Cambrian formation, the word group in

this sense now tending to obsolescence.

Cambrian system : The same as Cambrian
formation and Cambrian group (q.v.).

cam -brie, * cam -brick (1), s. k a. [In

Dut. kamsrijek; Ger. kammertuch; Fr. toils

as Cambrai; from Cambray, a town in France,
where it was originally made.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A kind of very fine white linen cloth
" He bath ribbons of al 1 the colours of the rainbow

;

Inkles, caddises, eambrickt, and lawns."—UKaketp.:

Winter's Tale, iv. 8.

2. A kind of fabric made of hard-spun cotton
yarn, of different colours, in imitation of linen

cambric. (Webster.)

B. As adj.: Pertaining to or made of the

material described in A 1.

" And cambrick handkerchieas reward the song." 0ap.

* cam brick (2), s. [Cammock.]

cam bur a, cham-biir-u, s. [Brazilian

chamburu.]

Bot. : A plant, Carioa digitata, order Papay-
acese (Papayads). It is regarded, where it

grows, as a deadly poison.

cam'-bu$r, s. [A Brazilian word (?).] The
native name of a fruit derived from a species

of Eugenia. It is said by Von Martins to be

excellent for desserts.

Cam -den -I-an, a. [From William Camden,
founder, in 1622, of the Professorship men-
tioned in the example. ] Founded by Camden.

"He was Camdenian Professor of Ancient History
in the University of Oxford."—JJacaulaf; Hilt. Eng^
ch. XiT.

cam'-du-I, ». [From Gael, cam = crooked,

and dubh = black.] A kind of trout (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.)

came, pret. of v. [Come.]

came (1), «. [Comb.] (Scotch 4 N. Eng.)

came (2), s. [Cames.]

cam el, * cam- ell, ' cam-ail, * cham

X"3,
' cham el, "cham-all, •cham-

, *cam eUe, *kam-eLs. &a. [O.Fr.

chamel, camel; Sp. A Ital. camelo ; Gael cam-

hal; Lat. cametus; Gr. itcifiiiXoc (kamilos);

from Heb. ^pj (gdmdT) ; Arab. jamaL]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang, : The name given to two ani-

mals, the Camelus dromedanus and C. bactri-

anus [Camelus], the former generally called

the Arabian Camel, or simply the Camel, and

the latter the Bactrian Camel.

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fan, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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1. The Arabian species, which has but one
hump on its back. Of this there are two varie-

ties : Variety 1 is large and full of flesh,

and able on an emergency to carry burdens
of 1,000 lbs. weight, though 500 or 600, or at

most 800 lbs., are a more appropriate load.

The soft-cushioned foot is admirably adapted
to support the animal in traversing the desert,

and its stomach can be converted into water-

tanks, from which a supply of the precious

fluid can be obtained when the animal has no
other method of slaking its thirst. So admir-
ably is it adapted for the arid wastes, that it

has been called the ship of the desert. Va-
riety 2 is leaner and of a smaller size. It is

often called the Dromedary (from Gr. Spojuas

(dromas) = running), the name being given
because of its swiftness. It is unfit to bear

heavy burdens, but will go one hundred miles

a day. It is generally used for riding by men
of quality.

2. The Bactrian species, which is stouter and
more muscular than the Arabian Camel, from
which it differs in having two humps on its

back.
" Him and his men and hire kamel."

Story of Gen. and Exod., 1,896.

" Cametle or chameUe. "—Prompt. Parv,
" Camrt* have large solid feet, but not hard. Oamelt

will continue ten or twelve days without eaSJig or
drinking, and keep water a long time iu their stomach,
for their refreshment"—Calmet.

XL Technically:

1. Navt. (PI.) ; Hollow cases of wood, con-

structed in two halves, so as to embrace the
keel, and lay hold of the hull of a ship on
"both sides. They are first filled with water
and sxink, in order to be fixed on. The water
Is then pumped out, when the vessel gradually

rises, and the process is continued until the

ship is enabled to pass over a shoal or sill.

Similar camels were used at Rotterdam about
1690.

2. Stocking frames: A bar mounted upon
four wheels, and capable of being drawn
forward and backward through a small space.

Upon it are mounted the jacks with their

springs, and the slur-bar upon which traverses

the slur by which the jacks are actuated suc-

cessively. (Knight.)

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

T Compounds of obvious signification

:

Camel-backed, camel-hide.

camel-bird, s.

ostrich.

A name given to the

camel-insects, $. pi. A name some-
times given to the insects of the genus Mantis
(q-v.).

camel-locusts, s. pi The same as Camel-
IHSECTS (q.V.).

camel's hair, camel-hair, * camel
bare, s. & a.

*A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The hair of a camel

2. Fabric : A rough fabric made of the hair
of a camel.

Wit camelkare was he cledde. "—Metrical Homiliet,
p. 10.

B. As adj. : Made of the hair of a camel.
" Bees will act like a camel-hair pencil."

—

Darwin

:

Origin of Speciet (ed. 1859), ch. iv., p. 97.

camel's bay, s.

Bot. : A kind of sweet-smelling rush—the
Andropogon schanianthus—growing in Eastern
countries.

camel's thorn, s.

Bot. : A plant, Alhagi Camelorum.

ca-me -leon, s. [Chameleon.]

cameleon mineral, 5. [Chameleon-
mineral.]

oam-el'-i-dee, s. pi. [From Lat. camelus
(q.v.), and fern. pL suffix -ides.]

1, Zool. : A family of Ruminants, contain-
ing the Camels and Llamas. The dentition
differs from that of the typical Ruminantia.
In the upper jaw there are three teeth on each
•ide in front separated by slight intervals.

There are a conical incisor, a canine, and a
premolar. Then after a gap the rest of the
molars follow. There are no horns. The
lower surface of the foot is applied to the
ground. There are two toes enclosed in skin,

and the hoofs are reduced almost to the size

of nails. There are two recent genera—Cam-
elus in the eastern hemisphere, Auchenia in
the western.

2. Palceont. ; Various extinct genera of Cam-
elidae have been found in the Lower Miocene
and in the Pliocene of North America. In

the eastern world no species has been found
earlier than the Upper Miocene (?) of the

Sewalik hills on the flanks of the Himalayas.
It is a genuine Camelus, C. sivalensis,

cam-el-l'-na, $. [Lat. From Gr. xaujii (cha-

mai)= on the ground, and \(vw(linon)= flax.]

Bot. : A small genus of cruciferous plants

(Brassicacese), containing two or three Euro-
pean and North American species. They are

dwarf annual or perennial herbaceous plants,

with stem-clasping leaves, and terminal ra-

cemes of yellow flowers. The most interest-

ing species is the Camelina saliva, a doubtful
inhabitant of Britain, and sometimes called

Gold of Pleasure. It is cultivated in some
parts of the Continent for the fibre and oil

obtainable from its seeds, which are some-
times imported into this country under the

name of Dodder-seed. By pressure they yield

a clear yellow-coloured oil, something like

linseed-oil, and the residual cake has been re-

commended as food for cattle. The fibre is

used in many parts for making brooms.

cam'-e-line, a. & s. [O. Ft. cameline; Ft.

camelin ; Ital. camellino; Low Lat. camelin/us

= pertaining to a camel ; camelus = a camel.]

t A. As adj. : Pertaining to or of the nature
of a cameL

* B. As subst. : A coarse fabric, made origi-

nally of camcl's-hair. [Camlet.]
"Dame Abstinence streyned, tolte on a robe of came-

line." Horn, of Rote. 7,36&

cam-el-l'-ne-JB, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. came-
lina, and fern. pi. suffix -eat.] The same as

Camelinidae (q.v.). (Hooker & Arnott.)

cam-el-l'-ni-dfle, s. pi. {From Mod. Lat.

camelina, and fern, pL suffix -idat.]

Bot. : A family, sub-tribe, or sub-section of

the Brassicacese or Cruciferse (Crucifers), and
the tribe or section Notorhizeae. [Camelinele.]

# came '-11-on, s. VEng. camel, and lion."]

Apparently used for Camelopabd (q.v.).

" Camelion, that Is, a beest lijk a camele in the heed,
in the bodi to a paard."— Wickliffe : DetU. xlv. 5.

ca-mel'-li-a, *• [From Camelli, a Jesuit, by
whom the "flower was introduced from the
East.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Ternstrbmi-
acese (Theads). It Is very near akin to Thea,
which contains the tea plant ; indeed, some
botanists combine the two genera into one.

The native countries of the Camellias are the
eastern side of the Himalaya mountains,
Cochin-China, China, Japan, and the Eastern
Islands. Camellia japonica, said to have been
introduced into Britain by Robert James,
Lord Petre, is the original whence have been
derived all the numerous varieties now culti-

vated in Britain. It has broad shining
leaves and red flowers. C. maliflora, the
Apple-blossomed Camellia, may be a variety

of the last-named plant. C. reticulata, a very
fine species, has flowers of a deep rose colour,

sometimes six inches across. The seeds of

the Chinese C. oleifera yield a valuable oil.

camel opard, cam el 6 pard, s.

[From Lat. camelus — a camel ; and pardus =
a panther. He is so named because he has a

neck and head like a camel ; he is spotted
like a pard, but his spots are white uponared
ground. (Trevoux.) Cf. leo-pard.]

Zool. : A name sometimes given to the

Giraffe, Camelopardalis Giraffa. [Camelopar-
dalis, Giraffe.]

cam el 6 par dal is, cam cl 6 par
dal us, s. [Camelopard.]

1. Zool. (of the form camelopardalis) : The
typical genus4 of the family Camelopardalidfe
(q.v.).

2. Astron. (o/ f7« /orm camelopardalus) : The
Camelopard, a northern constellation, first so

named by Hevelius. A straight line, drawn
from Capella to the pole-star, passes through
its centre.

cam-el-o-par'-del, s. [From Eng. camelo-

pard, and suffix -el.]

Her. : An imaginary animal, being a Camelo-
pard with two straight horns, more prominent
than those which the divinely-made Camelo-
pard (the Giraffe) possesses.

cam-el-o-par'-dl-dse, cam el o-par
dal i-daa, s. pi [From Mod. Lat. camelo-

pardalis (q.v.), and fern. pi. suff. -Ida.]

1. Zool. : A family of Ruminants, containing
only one known species, the Camelopardalis
'Urafa. The dentition is the same as in the
Deer. [Camelopardalis. ]

2. Palajont : Some species of the Camebv
pardalis have been found in Miocene rocks
in the Old World.

cam'-o-lot, s. [Camlet.]

oam'-el-r^, s. [Eng. camel; -ry.]

1. A place where camels come to receive, or

be relieved of, their burdens.

2. Troops mounted on camels.

ca-me'-lus, s. [Lat]

1. Zool. : A genus of mammals, type of the

family Caruelidse (q.v.). The species differ.,

from those of Auchenia (q.v.) in having the

toes separate, and in possessing one or two
humps on its back. There are two species,

Camelus dromedarius, the Dromedary or

Arabian Camel, and C. bacirianus. [Camel.]

2. Paloxnt. [Camelid^.]

cam.-co, ca-mai-eu, ca-may-eu (eu
as u), s. & a. [Ital. cammeo, cameo ; Fr. camie,

camayeu ; O. Fr. camaJieu ; from Low Lat.

camahutus. Nothing is known as to its origin.]

A. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

L, A precious stone carved in relief, such as

the onyx or agate. The stone used should
have two or more layers of different colours,

and the art consists in cutting away portions

of the stone so as to expose these different

colours in the various parts of the work to
which they are appropriate. Shells, especially

the strom bus or stromb shell, a genus of
wing shells, are frequently used for the same
purpose.

"... we wilt call the attention of our readers to the
two forms of engraving entitled camaieu and intaglio.

. . . We refer our readers to Winkelinan's interesting
account of the celebrated cameos which art handed
down to us, . .

."

—

Foreign Quarterly Review, No. L

*J[ The accent is rarely on the second syllable.
" Bach nicer mould a softer feature drinks,
The bold cameo speaks, the soft intaglio thinks."

Darwin : Botanic Garden.

* 2. Any carved work in low relief.

II. Painting. [Camaieu (2).]

B. As adj. : Salient as opposed to intaglio.

cameo-incrustation, s. A bas relief

cast of a bust or of a medal inclosed within a
coating of white flint-glass. It was first intro-

duced oy the Bohemians.

cam'-e-o-type, s. [Eng. cameo ; type.]

Phot. : A small vignette daguerreotype for

mounting iu a jewel case like a cameo.

cam -er-a (1), s. [Ital. kamera = a chamber ;

Lat. camera = a vault ; Gr. KafjApa (kamara),
anything with an arched cover, ... a vaulted
chamber.] [Chamber. ]

1. Ord. Lang. : Any instrument having a
dark chamber, and especially the camera-
obscura and the camera-lucida (q.v.).

2. Law : The judge's chamber in Sergeants'
Inn.

T To hear a cause in camera: To hear a

cause privately in the judge's own room in-

stead of in open court.

3. Naut. : A kind of ship used in the Black
Sea.

camera-lucida, s. [In Ger. kamera
lucida ; from Lat. camera (q.v.), and lucida =
containing light, full of light, bright ; opposed

to obscura = dark.] An instrument invented

by Dr. Woolaston in 1804 or 1807, and subse-

quently improved by Professor Amici of M>.-

dena. Its design is to produce on a plane

surface such a representation of a landscape,

an object of natural history, or other visible

thing, as may enable one to delineate it with

accuracy. In Dr. Woolaston's instrument

there is a glass prism of such a form that its

base or its apex (it is the same with both) has

the following angles : 90°, 674, 136°, and 67f
An object placed at a proper distance, in a

horizontal direction, from one of the planes

enclosing the right angle, will send forth rays,

which in their passage through the prism will

be twice totally reflected, and finally reaching

the observer's eye, placed near one of the acute

angles and looking downwards, will enable it

bSh, b6^; pd*ttt, J6\M; cat, cell, chorus, cnin, bench; go, £em; thin, fhlB; Bin, as; expect, $enophon, exist. -I6g.

-elan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -hie, -tre, &c m bel, ter.
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to see the object of which it is in quest de-
picted on a surface placed in proper focus
beneath. It is difficult for the eye, however,
to take in both the figure and the point of the
pencil at the same moment. In Professor
Amici's instrument, designed to cure this

defect, there is a rectangular glass prism
(a c b) with one of the perpendicular faces
(a b) turned, as in the former case, to the
object (o) which is designed to be depicted,
whilst the other (a c) is at right angles to an
inclined plane of glass (i h). The rays o d
proceeding from the object o are slightly

AMICI S CAMERA LL'CIDA.

refracted at d, totally reflected at f, again
refracted at o, and partially reflected at k ;

finally reaching the eye at e, &c, making
it see the image at o'. The point of the
pencil is seen at the same time quite dis-

tinctly through the inclined glass plate, and
there is thus every facility for tracing the
picture correctly.

camera obscura, *. [In. Ger. kamera
ob$kura ; Fr. chambre obscure ; Ital. camera
oscura. From Lat. camera (q.v.), and obscura,
t. adj. = obscure, dark.] An instrument of
which, as the name imports, the essential
feature is a dark chamber. It was invented,
according to some, by Friar Bacon, about the
18th century ; but is generally attributed to
Baptista Porta, who published a work at Ant-
werp in 1500 in which it was described. If in
the window of a chamber from which light is

everywhere rigidly excluded a hole is made,
about an inch in diameter, the rays streaking
In will depict on the opposite wall a rude
picture of the moving panorama seen in the
street, or any other objects which may rest or
pass before it The delineation is, however,
very shadowy, but may be made better defined
by placing a double convex lens in the aper-
ture and a sheet of paper in proper focus for
the picture. The lens will reverse the figures,

which may be put right again by making the
rays fall on a mirror at an angle of 45

s
. Brew-

ster discovered that the images became very
bright by receiving them on the silvered back
of a mirror. In the room now described are
all the essentials of a camera obscura, and all

CAMERA OBSCCRA.

that is needful is to imitate the procedure now
described in an artificial "camera" or "room "

made small enough to be portable. For the
walls may be substituted a rectangular wooden
box, formed of two parts sliding in ee.ch other,
like the joints of a telescope, so as to adjust
the focus to bodies more or less distant, A
tube with a lens is fixed in one side of it, and
Is turned to the object to be represented. The
rays entering fall on a mirror sloped at an
angle of 45°, which reflect them upwards to the
observer's eye. It is convenient that they may
be made to pass through a horizontal plate of
glass, on which tracing paper may be placed
so as to enable one to draw the figure if he be
so disposed, but now this is generally done not

by the hand but by photography (q.v.). A lid

to the box is of use in ridding the observer of

superfluous light.

There are other forms of camera. One with
a triangular prism which acts both as con-

densing lens and mirror, and casts downwards
on a table or screen a representation of the
surrounding scene or landscape. Such an in-

strument placed on a hill in a city, and so
adjusted that more or less distant objects may
be brought into focus, presents a beautiful

panorama of the streets with their moving
population.

camera-stand, *.

Phot. : A frame on which the camera
rests, and which is adjustable to vary the
height, horizontal presentation, or inclina-

tion of the optic axis as may be required.
(Knight.)

* cam -er-ade, * cam-er-a'-dd, s. [Fr.

camarade ; ItaL & Sp. camerada, from camera
= a chamber.] [Comrade.] One who occu-
pies the same chamber ; hence, a companion,
an associate, especially in arms.

" Cameradet with him, and confederates In his de-
sign."—Rymer.

* cam-er-al-Is'-tic, a. [Fr. cameralistique

;

Ger. came nil 1st ik, from Low Lat. cameralista
= a money-changer, financier, from Low Lat.
camera = a vault, treasury ; Lat. camera — a
chamber. ] Pertaining to finance or the public
revenue.

* cam-er-al-Is -tics, *. pi [Cameralistic]
The science of public finance, or the rais-

ing and disposition of taxes and public
revenue.

cam-er-ar'-I^a, *. [Named after J. Camera-
rius, a botanist of Nuremberg, who died in

1721.]

Bot. ; A genus of handsome flowering shrubs,
order Apocynaceae. Cameraria lati/olia is the
Bastard Manchineel-tree. It is so called from
possessing properties like those of the True
Manchineel (Hippomane ManchineUa), which is

of the Euphorbiaceous order.

Oam'-er-ate, v.t [Lat. cameratus, pa. par.

of camero = to vault ; camera = a vault,

chamber. ]

* 1. Arch. ; To build in the form of a vault,

to arch over or ceil.

t2. Zool. (of shells) : To divide into a series

of chambers by transverse partitions.

cam'-er-a-tSd, a. [Lat. cameratus.]

* 1. Arch. : Built in the form of an arch or

vault, ceiled over.

t 2. Zool. (of shells): Divided into a series

of chambers by transverse partitions ; cham-
bered.

"The camerated and siphonUerous structure of one
of its constituent parts. —Owen: Comp. A not., lecL
xxiii.

cam-er-a'-tlng, pr. par., a., k s. [Camerate,
v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

* C. As subst. : The act of building in the
form of a vault, or of arching over and ceiling

a compartment.

cam-er-a'-tiOli, $. [Lat. cameratio, from
camero = to arch.] A vaulting or arching
over, the constructing of a vault or arch.

" We have shewed their use where two arches Inter-
sect, which is the strongest manner of cameration."—
Evelyn : On Architecture.

* cam -er-elle, t. [Low Lat. camerella, dim.
of camera = a chamber.] A little chamber, a
closet.

"AcamereZle; cam*reUa.'—Cathol. Anglicum.

cam-er-d -nl-an, a. & *. [Called after the
Rev. Richard Cameron, a noted Scotch Pres-
byterian Covenanter and field preacher, who,
entering the little town of Sanquhar, in Dum-
friesshire, on the 22nd June, 1680, boldly
issued a proclamation renouncing his allegi-

ance to Charles II., and declaring him deposed
for breach of covenants, tyranny, and other
alleged crimes. Mr. Cameron was killed in
a conflict with the military at Airdsmoss,
in Kyle, and those with him slain, taken,
or dispersed. His followers became a separate
denomination soon after the revolution of 1688,
and developed into the Reformed Presby-
terians. [Reformed Presbyterians.]

A. As adj. ; Pertaining to or in any way
connected with the above-mentioned Richard
Cameron or his followers.

IT Cameronian regiment ; The 26th of the
British army. [B.]

" The Earl of "

fantry, which i

" The Earl of Angus was able to raise a body of ta-
l is still, after the lapse of more than a

hundred and sixty years, known by the name of the

B. As substantive

:

Ch. Hist. : A follower of the Rev. Richard
Camerqn. At the time of his death, his ad-
herents had not separated from their Pres-
byterian brethren. They did so, however,
after the Revolution of 1688, and became a
distinct denomination. Though in certain

respects they disapproved of the settlement
then made, yet they considered it a vast im-
provement on that of the preceding Stuart
dynasty, and gave it active support. The
government of William and Mary, in conse-

quence,when in some danger from the Jacobites,
raised two regiments from the Cameronians,
one of which (that mentioned above), still

remains part of the British army. [Camer-
onian Regiment.] For the subsequent history
of the Cameronians see Reformed Presbyterians.

\ cam -er y, s. [Etym. unknown.]
Farriery : The frounce, a disease in horses.

came*;, s. [Etym. doubtful
; perhaps from

calmes, s. pi. (q.v.).] 8mall slender rods of
cast lead in glazing, twelve or fourteen inches
long, of which, when drawn separately through
a species of vice, forming a groove on each
side of the lead, the glaziers make the patterns
for receiving the glass of casements, and for

stained-glass windows. (Gwilt.)

* ca-mese , s. [Camis.]
" Oh ! who is more brave than a dark Sultota,

In his snowy camete and his shaggy capote?"
Byron : Child* Harold'i Pilgrimage, it Tl

came ster, * kem e ster, s. [From Scotch
came — a comb, and suffix -ster.] A wool-

comber. (Balfour.)

* cam -i-6n, *. [Fr.]

Mil. : A small three-wheeled cart drawn by
two men, formerly used toconvey ammunition.

' cam -Is, s. [Sp. camtaa; ItaL camicia; Fr.

chemise ; from Low Lat. camisia — a shirt or

thin dress.] [Chemise.] A light thin dress

of linen.
" All In a camit light of purple alike "

Spenser ; F. <l, V. v. 1

* cam -i-sade, * cam-i sa -do, *. [Fr.

camisade, from O. Fr. camise = a shirt.]

Military

:

1. A Bhirt or white dress worn by soldiers

so that they might recognise each other in a

night assault or sally.

2. A night assault or surprise, in which the

soldiers wore their shirts over their armour.

"Sit in your shirtsleeves, as if meditating a cam*
mde.'—De Quincey : Work* (ed. IMS), ii. *».

"They had appointed the same night, whose darkness
would nave entreated the fear, to have given a camt-
lado upon the English."—Sayward.

* Cimi sards, s. [Fr. camisade, from 0. Fr.

camise; Low Lat. camisia,] A sect of French
Huguenots,who in theirwar against Louis XIV.
wore their shirts over their armour.

* cam i»-a ted, a. [Lat. camisa = a shirt)

Having the shirt outside the other dress.

ca-mi se, s. [Camis, Chemise.]

cam let, * cam e lot, s. & a. [Fr. camelat.

Sp. camelote; Ital. cambd'tto; O. Ital. riine»

lotto; from Lat. camelus; Gr. kojiijAmttj (Sopa)

[kameloU (dora)] = camel's skin or hair ;
*•«-

fir]\<K (kamelos) — a camel.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Rongh cloth made of camel's hair.

2. A rough fabric composed of wool and

cotton, or hair and silk, with a wavy or varie-

gated surface.

"... some finer weave of cametot, urogram, or lbs

like; . .
."

—

Brown*: Vulgar Errourt.

B. As adj. : Hade of the material described

under A.
*' They were all In white cam/* cloaks."-M«**l*tl I

Hut. Eng., ch. xviil.

* cam let ed, * cham -let 3d, a. [Eng.

camlet; -ed.] Wavy, streaked, or variegated

like camlet. (Herbert.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit.
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"The P»PM become sleek and chamletted or reined

In each sort, as it resembles agat or porphyry."—3*r T.

Herbert : Trav., p. 2W.

* ©am -line, s. [Cameuna,]

Bot. : Withering's name for Camelina sativa

(qv.>

* cam'-ma-myld, s. [Camomile.] Camo-
mile. {0' Scotch.)

"The clavyr, catcluke, and the cammamyld."
tin wain Douglas, 116.

cam mas, * cam -as, s. [Probably a native

name (?£]

Bot. : An esculent plant, Camassia esculenta,

of North-western America, the bulbs of which
are eaten by the natives.

cam-mede, * cam -myd, a. [Cam, a.]

Having a crooked or flattened nose ;
pug-nosed.

" Cammed or short nosyd. Simus."—Prompt. Pare.

cam med nesse, * cham myd-nesse,
s. [From Mid. Eng. cammyd, andsuff. -nesse.)

The quality of possessing a short nose.

"Chammydnesse {cammednesse, ?)• Stmitas."—
Prompt. Parv.

* cam mer age, * cam 6r-age (age as

Ig), * cam-roche, s. [From camoray.]

[Cambric] Cambric. (0. Scotch.)

* oammes, $. [Cames.] (0. Scotch.)

cam mock, * cam mick, * cam moke,
;. [A.S. cammoc; Gael, cam = crooked.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A crooked stick. (Scotch.)

IL Botany

:

1. The Rest-harrow, Ononis arvensis, a

plant characterised by its long, crooked, and
strong roots. [Rest-harrow.]

2. Hypericum perforatum. Hampshire.
{Britten & Holland.)

3. Achillea millefolium. Devonshire. (Britten

A Holland.)

cammock-whln, s. Ononis arvensis.

* oam-mus, a. [Camous.]

\ oim nosed, a. [Eng. cam, and nosed.]

Flat-nosea, pug-nosed. (Scotch.)

* cam ok, a.

[Camy.]
[Cam (1).] Crooked. (Scotch.)

a -6 mile, * cam -6 mill, cham -6-

mile, * cam mo myle, * cam o-mylc,
* cam-a-mel, s. [In Dan. kameelblomst,
kamille ; Dut. A. Ger. kamille ; Ft. camomille

;

Low Lat. camomilla ; from Gr. \a.^.ai-^r\kov

(chamai-me'lon) = earth-apple. So called from
the smell of its flower.] A British plant,
Anthemis nobilis. [Anth km is.]

5 1. Blue Camomile : Aster trifolium.

2. Dog's Camomile : (1) Anthemis cotula, (2)

Matricaria inodora, (3) Anthemis arvensis.

S. German Camomile

:

Pharm. : The flower-heads of Matricaria
chamomiUa.

A. Purple Camomile : (1) Aster Tripolium, (2)

Adonis autumnalis.

5. Red Camomile : Adonis autumnalis.

6. Roman Camomile : Anthemis nobilis.

7. Scotch Camomile

:

Pharm. : Anthemis nobilis.

8. Unsavoury Camomile (Unsavoury is here
= without smell) : Matricaria inodora.

9. White Camomile : Anthemis nobilis.

10. Wild Camomile ; Various species of
Anthemis.

Camomile goldins : A plant, Matricaria ino-
dora.

cam or-age s. [Cammeraoe.] (Scotch.)

cam or oche, *. [Etyra. doubtful.] Ponten-
tilla anserina. (Prompt. Parv., p. 204.)

oamor-ra, s. [Ital. = an Irish rugge, an
upper cassock ; see also def. 2.]

1. A blouse, a smock-frock. (N.E.D.)

2. A secret organisation in Naples under the
Bourbons, which assumed the duties of a
vigilance committee. (The name is said to be
derived from a kind of short coat worn by the
members.) •

ca-mor'-rism, s. The system of a camorra

;

mob-law ; anarchy.

i ca-mor' rist, s. [Eng. camorr(a); -ist.\ A
member of a camorra (q. v.).

ca-mou-fle't (t silent), s. [Fr. camoufiet = &
whiff.]

Fortif. : A small mine, with 10 lb. charge,
placed in the gallery of a defensive mine to

blow in that of a besieger.

* ca mous, * ca mois, * oa'-mus, *cam
mus, * ca' moys, a, [O. Fr. camus ; Ital.

camuso. Cf. cam, a.] Flat, squat. (Applied
only to the nose.)

" Round wm his face, and camoit was his noee."
Chaucer; C. T., 3,932.

" Many Spaniards . . . have not worn out the
camoyt nose unto this day."—Browne: Vulgar Er-
rours.

cam 6 vyne, * oam-o-wyno, 5. [Cor-

rupted from Eng. camomile (?).]

1. Anthemis nobilis.

2. Anthemis cotula. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

% Dog's Camovyne : "Weak-scented Fever-
few "—either Matricaria inodora or M. cha-

momiUa,

* cam -6%, a. [Cam.] Curved. (Scotch.)

Camow-nosed : Flat-nosed. (Scotch.) The
same as Cam-nosed.

ca moused, * ca -mused, a. [Mid. Eng.
camous ; -ed.\ Flattened (applied only to the
nose) ; pug-nosed.

44 Though my nose be camus'd, my lips thick."
B. Jonton ; Sad xfw/jherd.

* ca'-mous-ly, adv. [Mid. Eng. camous; -ly.]

So as to be flattened ; awry.
44 Her nose some dele hoked.
And camoutly croked."

Skelton I Poems, p. 134.

camp, s. [A.S. camp; Fr. camp; Ital. A Sp.
camj-o ; Lat. campus = a field.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

* {1) A field, a plain, a level surface.

(2) The same as II. 1.

"... aha.ll one carry forth without the oamp."—
Lee. xvi 37.

14 Beyond the limits of his camps and fortresses he
could scarcely be said to have a party."— Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., oh. i.

* (3) A division of a settlement.

"And the children of Israel shall pitch their tents,
every man by hla own camp . . ."—Jfumb. i. 63.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) Applied to any level surface, even to
the sea, as a plain.

"To search all corners of the watery camp."
Sylvester : Du Bartas.

* (2) The army or number of persons en-
camped together in tents or other temporary
lodgings.

44 Both camps approach, their bloody rage doth rise.*'

Sylvester : Du Bartas.

"Dismiss thy camp."—Marlowe: Mass. at Paris,
U.S.

* (3) An army in the field.

**. . . and in this situation, carrying more show
than real force with it, the camp arrived at Bernice."
—Hume: History of England, v. 819.

(4) Military service, " the field."

* (5) A multitude, a host.

IX Technically :

1. Mil.: The space occupied byan army halted
with tents pitched.

(1) Oldjiritish Camp: A camp not angular

PLAN OF OLD BRITISH CAMP (CAXB CABADOC,
SHROPSHIRE).

occurring in England is, as a rule, of British
origin ; one with angles is presumably Roman.

(2) Old Roman Camp : A Roman encamp-
ment was, as a rule, a square, each side of it

2,150 Roman or 2,077$ English feet. Each of

the sides had a gate. The principia, or princi-

pal street, ran from side to side, not quite
bisecting each of them. In the rear of it was
another one parallel to the first. Behind this,

part of the allied forces were encamped. In
the centre, between the two streets, were the
quarters of the praetor commanding and his
staff. Between the principia and the front of
the camp the body of the troops were en*

PLAN OP OLD ROMAN CAMP (AKDOCH,
PERTHSHIRE).

camped. A street called quintana ran parallel

to the others through the centre of this main
part of the camp, and five streets crossed it at

right angles.

(3) Modern Field Camp: If not near thr

enemy, infantry are distributed on dry ground,

the cavalry near water, the artillery near good
roads, the hospital and transport in rear. 1 f

near the enemy, they are arranged in order of

battle. Sloping, grassy land, with no brush-

wood, affords the nest site, which is selected

by the quarter-master general's department.
Infantry : frontage, that of the battalion in
line, or naif that space ; tents in lines at right

angles to front, one row for each company.
Cavalry : four rows of tents, horse-lines between
the rows. Artillery: guns in line in front,

then horse-lines, wagons, and men's tents.

In each case kitchens, officers' tents, and regi-

mental baggage in rear of all.

(4) Camp of Instruction : A camp, either

temporary or permanent, for the purpose of
hardening soldiers and accustoming them to

field duty.

(5) Intrenched camp : A space of ground large

enough to contain an army, and protected by
a chain of permanent or temporary detached
works.

2. Agric. : A mound of earth under which
potatoes and other vegetables are stored, as a

protection against frost.

T Compounds of obvious signification :

Camp-bedstead, camp-boy, camp-fire, and camp-
followers

.

camp-bed, s. A small light cot. or bed-
stead, generally of iron, for the use of military

men or travellers.

camp -ceiling, s.

Arch. : A ceiling in which the marginal por-

tion is sloping, following the line of the rafters,

while the mid-portion is level.

camp-chair, s. A form of folding chair

adapted to be carried by a pedestrian, or

packed away in an ambulance or wagon when
on the march. [Foldinq-chair.]

camp-fever, s.

Med. : The name popularly given to all

those forms of fever which occur during a

campaign, when large bodies of men are

camped out and huddled together in a limited

space, without a proper regard to the laws of

sanitation and to the necessary supply of pure

air, water, and food. The fever most likely

to occur under such circumstances would be

typhus, malignant and common, typhoid, in-

termittent (ague), dysentery, diarrhoea, Ac.

* camp-fight, s. The decision of any dis-

pute by combat ; a trial by arms.
" For their trial by camp-fight, the accuser waa, witl

the peril of his own body, to prove the accused guilty."

—HakswiU.

camp-kit, s. A box, with its contents,

for containing soldiers' cooking and mess
utensils, such as the camp-kettle, plates, fcc.

camp meeting, s. A religious meeting
held in an encampment.

boll, hoy; pout, jdM; cat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph 1
-clan, -tian = shan, -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, Ac = bel. del.
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camp-mill, s. A mill adapted for the
use of an army, to grind grain on the march
or in camp. It is carried on a wagon or run-
ning-gears, and is sometimes driven by the
wheels in travelling; sometimes by a sweep
operated by horses or men after the wheels
are anchored or sunk in the ground.

camp-sheeting, s.

Hydraulic Engineering : A piling erected at
the foot of an embankment to prevent the
out-thrust or the washing by the current or
waves. It consists of guide-piles exteriorly,
against which are placed wale-pieces, which
are horizontal timbers. Within these are
driven vertical planks of the nature of pile-
sheeting. (Knight.)

camp-stool, s. A chair whose frame folds
up into a small compass for convenience of
packing or carriage. Camp-stools were known
in ancient Egypt, and were constructed in a
manner similar to ours.

camp-stove, s. A light sheet-iron stove,
specially arranged with a view to portability,
and adapted for heating a tent or hut, and
for cooking purposes.

camp-table, s. A table adapted to fold
into a small space for transportation.

camp-vinegar, s. A mixture of vinegar
with cayenne pepper, soy, walnut catchup,
anchovies, and garlic.

camp (1), v.t. <£ i. [Camp, «.]

A* Trans. : To lodge an army in tents.
" Now troop* can be landed at the port in the morn-

ing, and camped here ere darkness fails.*—Daily
Telegraph, March 23, 189L

B. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To pitch tents ; to lodge in tents.
" We boldly camp'd beeide a thousand saiL"

Pope : Humeri Iliad, bk. xriU. 806-7.

•J To camp out : To lodge in a tent away
from houses in the open country.

* 2. Fig. : To rest.

"The great grasshoppers, which camp In the hedges
In the cold day.'—tfah. ill. 17.

* camp (2),
*• camp yn, * kempe, karri

gjrn, v.L [A. 8. campian; oTFris. kampa,
•mpa; Ger. kdmp/en ; Dut kampen; O. H.

Ger. kam/jan, kemfan.] [Champion. J

1. To contend, strive.

"Sokynge vudireCnate may kempe with hym one."

„ „ Mart* Arthure, 3,634.

2. To romp. (Scotch.)

3. To play football.

Campy*, kampyn, Pedipilo."—Prompt. Pare,

* camp-ball, s. A foot-ball.

cam pagn -a (pagna as pan-ya), s. fltal.
campagna ; from Lat campania. J [Campaign. ]

L Gen. : An open, level tract of country,

2. Spec. : The level district in Italy near
Rome. [Champaign.]

cam-pagn ol (pagnol as pan-ydl), s.

[Ft. campagnol ; from campaigne = field ; ItaL
campagnualo.]

Zool. : A small species of vole, called also
the Meadow-mouse, Arvicolaarvalisoragrestis,
which is very destructive to roots and seeds
in fields and gardens.

cam paign (g silent), cam-pain', s. [Fr.
campaigne ; Sp. campana ; ItaL campagna

;

Lat. campania.}
* 1. Ord. Lang. : A large open tract of

country without hills.

2. Mil. : Those operations of armies which
terminate in a decisive result, after which
follows a temporary cessation of hostilities or
the conclusion of peace.

"For I am sure I am fitter to direct a campaign
than to manage your House* of Lords and Commons."—Macautay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

3. MtUU. : The period during which a fur-
nace is continuously in operation. (American. )

* campaign (g silent), v.i. [Campaign, s.)

To serve in the field with an army.
"

. . . the officers who campaigned In the late re-
bellion . .

."—Sir R. Jiuegravt : History of the Irish
RebeUion. p. vL

cam paign -er (g silent), s. [Eng. campaign

;

er.] One who serves in a campaign, a soldier.
"Both horse and rider were old campaigner*,"—

Smollett : Expedition of Humphry Clinker.

campaign -ing (g silent), pr. par. & *.

[Campaign, v.]

A. As pr. par. (See the verb.)

camp—camphene
B. A3 subst. : The act of serving with an

army in the field.

* cam-pa -na, *. [Low Lat. campana m a bell.

In Sp. & Ital," the flower is also called campana,
from the shape of the flowers.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A bell, especially one for a
church.

2. Bot. : The pasque flower.
" Campana here he crops, accounted wondrous good."

Drayton : Polyolb.,*. IS.

cam pa-nal, a. & s. [Prom Low Lat cam-
pana = a bell ; and suff. -al.]

A. As adjective:

Bot. : Pertaining to the genus Campanula,
as " the Campanal alliance."

B. As subst. (PI. Campanah) : The English
name given by Lindley to his alliance Cam-
panales (q.v.).

campana -lea, *. pl. [Prom Low Lat cam-
pana = a bell ; and pL m. or f. suff. -ales.]

Bot. : Campanals, an alliance of plants,
epigynous Exogens, containing dichlamydeous
monopetalous flowers and an embryo with
little or no albumen. Lindley places in it the
orders Campanulacefe, Lobeliacete, Goodeni-
acece, Stylidiaeeae, Valerianacea?, Dipsacese,
and Asteracess (q.v.).

t cam-pane, s. [Lat. campana = a bell.]

Her. : A hell, or bell-shaped vessel borne on
coat-armour.

t cam pa ned, a. [Lat. campana = a belL ]

Her. : Furnished with or bearing bells.

cam pan e -ro, s. [Sp.]

Zool. : The Bell-bird, a native of Brazil.

) cam pan'-i form, a. [Lat. campana = a
bell ; forma = form, shape.]

Bot. : Bell-shaped : an epithet applied to
flowers which resemble a bell in shape.

cam -pan-i-le, s. [Ital. & Low Lat. campanile
= a bell-tower, steeple; campana = a bell.]
A tower for the reception of bells, principally
used for church purposes, but now sometimes
for domestic edifices. The campanile at
Cremona is very celebrated, being 395 feet
high. That at Florence, by Giotto, is 267 feet
high, and 45 feet square. The most remark-
able of the campaniles is that at Pisa, com-
monly called the "Leaning Tower." It is

cylindrical in form, and surrounded by eight
stories of columns, placed over one another,
each having its entablature. The height is

about 150 feet to the platform, whence a pYarab-
line lowered falls on the leaning side nearly
thirteen feet outside the base of the building.
(GuHU.)

* cam-pan-il i form, a. [Ital. campanula
— a little bell ; dimin. of Lat. campana m a
bell ; forma m shape, form.] Bell-shaped.

cam-pan-oT-6-gist, *. [Eng. campanolog(y)

;

-ist.] One skilled in the science of campan-
ology or bell-ringing.

cam-pan-oT-o^-gys «... [Lat. campana = a
bell, and Gr. Aoyo? (logos) = a treatise, dis-

course.] The science of bell-ringing ; atreatise
on bell-ringing.

cam pan -u la, s. [Low Lat campanula =
a little bell, dim. of campana = a bell.]

Bot. : The Bell-flower, so called from the
shape of its flowers. An extensive genns of
herbaceous plants, giving the name to the
order Campanulacese. Campanula rapunculus,
Rampion, is much cultivated for the roots,
which are boiled tender and eaten hot with
sauce, or cold with vinegar and pepper. Ol
the British species C. latifolia is the finest

;

the flowers are large and blue, or (in the
Scottish woods) sometimes white. The best
known species is C. rotundifolia, the Hare-
bell, or Blue-bell of Scotland. All the fore-
going species are British. A foreign one, Cam-
panula glauca, is said by the Japanese to be a
tonic.

cam-pan-u-la'-ce-te, s. pl. [Lat. campa-
nula, and fern. pl. suff. -aceat.]

Bot. : A natural order of plants, chiefly
natives of the north of Asia, Europe, and
North America. More than 200 species of this
family are known, of which more than 80 are
indigenous or cultivated in Britain.

cam pan~u-lar-I-a,s. [Low Lat campanula
= a Tittle bell.]

Zool. : The type genus of the family Cam-
panulariidse, in which the cup-shaped hydro-
thecie are borne at the end of ringed stalks.
The polypitea bear a circle of tentacles below
the conical proboscis.

cam-pin u-la-rl I-dae, s. pl. [From Mod.
Lat campanularia ; fern. pl. suit -idos.]

Zool. : A family of calyptoblastic Hydrozoa.

cam pan-n-lar i-da, a. pl. [Prom Mod.
Lat. campanularia, (q.v.)

t
& ueut. pl. suff.

•ida.)

Zool. : An order of hydroid Zoophytes,
They are closely allied to the Sertularida,
but their hydrotheeie, with their containing
polypites, are supported on conspicuous
stalks, and are terminal, while those of the
Sertularida are sessile or subsessile and placed
laterally

cam pan n-late, a. [Low Lat campwnu-
latus, from campanula = a little bell, dim. of
campana = a bell.]

Bot. dc. : Having the shape or form of f>

bell, bell-shaped.

cam-pan u-li'-na, s. [Low Lat. campanula
= a little bell ; neut pL suff. -ina.]

Zool.: A genus of calyptoblastic Hydrozoa,
the typical one of the family CampanulinMi**.
There are three species. Stem simple or
branched rooted ; cells pointed above

; posypst
cylindrical, with webbed tentacles. Repro-
duction by free medusa webs, single in each
capsule. (Griff. £ Henfrey.)

cam pan-u lin -l dse, s. pl. [From Mod.
Lat cavipanulina, the type ; and fern. pl. suff.

•ida.]

Zool. : A family of sertularian or calypto-
blastic Hydrozoa, with ovatoconic cells,

stalked
;

polypes long, cylindrical, with A
small conical proboscis.

* cam-par, ». [Camper (2).]

Camp' Dell ite (p silent), s. A member
of a denomination founded by two Baptist
ministers of Kentucky, Thomas and Alexander
Campbell. The Campbell ites style themselves
Disciples of Christ, and are also called New
Lights.

O imp-ceil -ing, s. [Mid. Eng. cam = crooked,
curved, and cetfing . ]

Arch. : A ceiling whose form is convex in-

wardly.

Cam po'a-fhy, cam-peach-^, s. & a,

[From the Gulf of Campeachy, in Mexico,
whence the wood is imported.]

campeachy - wood, campeche -

wood, s. The red dye-wood better known
by the name of Logwood, obtained from the
Hamataxylon Campechianum.

cam-pe-phag-a, s. [Gr. Kau.irn (kampi) m
a caterpillar ; <paytlv (phagein) = to eat.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds belonging to the
Laniadee or Shrike family. It is the typical
one of the sub-family Campephagina (q.v.).

cam pe pha gi nee, s. pl. [From Mod.
Lat. (from GrT) campephaya (q.v.), and Lat
fern. pl. suff. -incs.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Ampelidse (Chat-

terers). They are found chiefly in the wanner
parts of the Old World. None are British.

t camp'-er (1), *. [Camp (1), *.] One who
encamps or lodges in a tent in the field.

camp er (2), * cam-par, s. [Camp (2), v.]

A football-player.

* cam pes -tral, * cam-pes'-trl-an, a.

[O. Ft. campestre; Fr. champitre; from Lat
campestris = pertaining to the field ; campus =
the field.] Growing in the fields or country,

wild.

cam -phate, s. [Eng. camph(ic), and suffix

ate.]

rChem. : [Camphic Acid.)

cam phen'e, cam-pnine, a. [Eng. oatv

ph(or), and suffix ~ene (Chem.).']

Chem. : Ci H 18 . A crystalline hydrocarbon,

obtained by the action of sodium stearaW or

acetate on a solid compound of HC1 and tur>

pentine.

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

ort wore, wolf; work, whc\ son; mute, cttb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian- so, ce^e. ey = a. qn = kw.
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* cam -pher ie, $ [Comfrev.]

Cim-phic, (i. [Eng. campMpr); -ic.] Per-

taining to camphor.

camphie acid, s.

chem. : CioH 1B 2. Obtained by heating

camphor with alcoholic aoda solution in sealed

tubes to 170°—180" along with camphol. The
solution is neutralised with H2S04, dissolv-

ing out the sodium camphate with alcohol,

evaporating and adding H 2S04 which precipi-

tates the earaphic acid, which is insoluble in

water but soluble in alcohol. Its salts are

called camphates.

cam phin'e, s. [Camphexe.]

cam'-pho-gen, s. [From Eng. camphor;
MhI. Lat. camphora; and Gr. yewdui (gennati)

= to produce.]

Chem. : The same as Camphene (q.v.).

cam -phol, s. [From Low Lat. camphora =
camphor, and oleum = oil.]

Chem.: C10H17COH). A monatomic alcohol

;

there are several modifications, distinguished

by their action on polarised light, as, Borneo
camphor or Borneo!, obtained from dryoba-
lanops camphora, dextro 34-4". Another dex-

tro, 44'90, is formed together with camphic
acid by the action of alcohol potash on com-
mon camphor. A third dextro, 4'5°, by dis-

tilling amber with potash. A fourth, called

bevo-camphol lsevo, 33"40, is found in the
alcohol obtained by the fermentation of mad-
der-root sugar. Dextro-rotary camphol forms
small transparent colourless hexagonal prisms,

which melt at 198* and distil at 212"; soluble

in alcohol and ether, insoluble in water.
Leevo-rotary camphol forms a crystalline

white powder slightly soluble in water. Cani-

Etaol distilled with P2O5 gives a hydro-carbon,

ityll 13. Boiled with nitric acid it is reduced to

common camphor, giving off two atoms of H.

C&m'-phol-ate, s. [From Eng., &c. cam-
phol, and suffix -ate (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : Camphor fused with potash unites

directly with it and forms potassium cainpho-
late, Ci H17KO2.

oam'-phbr, * cam'-phire, s. & a. [In Sw.
& Dnt. kamfer ; Dan. Icamp/er ; Ger. kampher ;

Wei. camphyr ; Fr. camphrt; Sp. can/or, can-

fora, aleanfor ; Port, alcanfor, camplwra ; Ital.

& Low Lat. canfora; O. Ital. ca/ura; Gr.

(from Arab.) xacpovpa. (kaphoura). Cf. also
tfLpiriov (karpion) = an Indian tree ; Arab. &
Pers. kdfrd; Malay kdpUr ; Hindust kdpura;
Sansc. karpHra.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language: The substance de-
scribed under II. 1.

"Yet the country is exceeding good, abounding with
fcll commodities, as flash, come, rice, sUuer, gold, wood
of aloes, camphire, and m&uy other things."

—

Ma ck-
luyt : Voyagrn, It 56.

XL Technically:

L Bot. : [See 2 Chem.]

% Borneo or Sumatra Camphor : A kind of
camphor made from Dryobalanops aromatica,
or Dryobalanops camphora, a genus of the
order Dipteracea? orDipterads. It differs from
ordinary camphor in having six-sided crystals.

It is valuable, but rarely obtained here.

2. Chem.: CioHigO. It is called also Laurel
Camphor. Camphor is obtained by distilling
with water the leaves and wood of the cam-
phor-tree, Camplwra offwinarum, formerly
called Laurus camphora. It is a solid white
volatile crystalline mass, tough and difficult

to powder, has a peculiar odour ; thrown on
water it revolves and is slightly soluble. It
Is very soluble in alcohol, ether, and strong
acetic acid. It has a dextro-rotary action on
polarised light. Many essential oils deposit
an inactive variety. [Steaboptene.]

3. Comm. : Most of the camphor imported
Into this country comes from Formosa vid
Singapore. It is used to preserve natural
history collections and clothes in drawers
from the ravages of insects.

i. Pharm. : A powerful diffusible stimulant
and antispasmodic, very useful, combined
with extract of henbane, in genito-urinary
irritation. It enters into union with opium,
as a sedative, under the name of com-
pound tincture of camphor or paregoric. It
is useful in adynamic fevers, and has been
employed in the treatment of hysteria, epi-
lepsy, chorea, and whooping-cough and ex-

ternally, asastimulauttostiffaud painful parts,

as a liniment Officinal preparations: Aqua
camphorse, linimentum C, liuim. C. comp.,
spintus camphora, and tiuctura camphora
composita. Camphor is a poison to the lowest
forms of animals and plants. It is antiseptic.

In large doses it lowers the pulse and temper-
ature, and produces headache, sickness, cold-

ness of extremities, feeble circulation, uncon-
sciousness, and even death. Undiluted it is a

powerful irritant to mucous membranes and
raw surfaces. "An artificial camphor can be
made by passing hydrochloric acid gas through
volatile oil of turpentine " {Garrod). The vir-

tue imputed to it of preventing infectious

diseases is not founded on correct observation,

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).

camphor-gland, &
Bat. : The gland in the camphor-tree which

secretes the substance after which it is named.

camphor-oil, s. An aromatic oil ob-

tained from the Dryobalanops mentioned
above. It has been used for scenting soap.

camphor-tree, *. A tree belonging to

the order Lauracea, which furnishes camphor.
It is the Camphora ojjlcinarum. It has ribbed

BRANCH Or THE CAMPHOR TREE.

leaves, nine stamens, and four-celled anthers.

It grows in Formosa. The chopped branches
of the tree are boiled in water, the camphor
being deposited after a time and then subli-

mated in order to remove its impurities.

There are two sorts of this tree : one is a

native of the isle of Borneo, from which the
best camphor is taken, which is supposed to

be a natural exudation from the tree, pro-

duced in such places where the bark of the
tree has been wounded or cut. The other sort

is a native of Japan, which Dr. Kempfer de-

scribes to be a kind of bay, bearing black or

purple berries, from whence the inhabitants
prepare their camphor, by making a simple
decoction of the root and wood of this tree,

cut into small pieces ; but this sort of cam-
phor is, in value, eighty or a hundred times
less than the true Bornean camphor. (Miller.)

t cam phor, * cam phire, v.t. [Cam-
phor, «.] To impregnate or combine with
camphor, to wash with camphor.

"Does every proud and self-affecting dame
Camphire her face for this?"

Tourneur : The Revenger1
! Tragedy.

"Wash-balls perfumed, camphired, and plain, shall
restore complexions."—rafter, No. 101.

cam'-phor-a, s. [Camphor.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Lauracea.
Camphora ojjicinarum is the Camphor-tree or
Camphor Laurel. [Camphor-tree.]

cam-phdr-a'-ce'-ous, a. [Eng. camphor;
-aceous.] Of the nature of or containing cam-
phor.

cam -phbr-ate, v.t. [Camphorate, a.] To
impregnate, combine, or wash with camphor.

* cam'-phor-ate, a. k s. [Eng. camphor;
and sun. -ate (q.v.). In Sp. alcanforado.}

A. As adjective : Impregnated or saturated
with camphor, camphorated.

"Br shaking the saline and camphorate liquor* to-

gether, we easily confounded them Into one high-
coloured liquor.' —Boyle.

B. As substantive : [Camphoric Acid.]

cam phor a-ted, ' camphir-a-ted,/**.
par. or a. [Camphorate, v.] Impregnated or
combined with camphor.

cam-phor'-ic, a. [From Eng. , Ac. camphor

;

and suff. -ic. ] Pertaining to camphor ; occur-
ring in or derived from camphor.

camphoric acid, i.

Chem. : CioHiaO^. Formed by the action
of hot nitric acid on camphor. Camphoric
acid is slightly soluble in cold water ; it crys-

tallises in small colourless needles. By dis-

tillation it yields a colourless crystalline

substance, cam phoric anhydride or oxide,

C10H14O3 Calcium camphorate, by dry dis-

tillation, yields a ketone volatile oil called

Phorone, C8H140.

cam-phdros -ma, 8. [From Mod. Lat ocun-

phora, and Gr. otrftrj (ostne) = smell.]

Bot. : A genus of Chenopodiaceie, the plants

of which have a smell like that of camphor.
All are found in Asia, except one on the
Mediterranean.

cam-phyl, s. [Eng. camphor, and suffix

yl : from Gr. v\n (hide) = . . . matter, as a
principle of being.]

Chem. : A monad radical (CioH^-)'. [Bor-
neol.]

oamphyl chloride, s.

Chem. : Ci H 16HCl. A crystalline lavo-
rotary substance, isomeric with the hydro-
chloride of tui*i»entiue oil. It is prepared by
heating camphol in a sealed tube with HC1.

camp ing (1),
' camp -ynge (1), pr. par.,

a., & s. [Camp (l), v.]

A. <fc B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See

the verb.)

"L his despiteful Juno, sent him forth
From courtly friends, with camping foes to live."

Shalxtp. : All 1 Well thit Ends Well, til. 4
C. As substantive

:

1. The act of pitching a camp.

2. The act of lodging temporarily in a tent
or in the open air.

camp -ing (2), * camp -ynge (2), pr. par.,

a., & *. [Camp (2), v.J
A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb.)

C. As subst : Football, or any similar sport
"Campynge. Pedipilitdium."—Prompt. Pare.

"In our Island, the exhibition of those manly sports
in rogue among country people is called camping."—
Bryant : Anc. Mythology.

camp -I on, * cam -pi oun, * cam -py-
on, s. [Champion. ]

1. Ord. Lang. : A champion.
" Quhen danKeir occurrit, thay refusit na maner of

besiues nor Uubour thnt mycht pertene to forsy cam-
pionii."—Bell»nd. : Deter. Alb., c 16.

2. Botany:

(1) A book-name for various species of

Lychnis. Prior thinks the name was given
because the plant was used in chaplets with
which champions at the public games were
crowned.

(2) A name for various species of Silene.

(3) A name for the Cucubalus baccifer, a
silenaceous plant

1* Lychnis chalcedonica is the Campion of
Constantinople ; L. Githago is the Corn Cam-
pion ; L. Floe-cuculi, the Meadow Campion ;

Silene acaulis, the Moss Campion ; Lychnis
diurna, the Red Campion ; L. coronaria, the
Rose Campion, and L. vespertina, the White
Campion.

cam pd'-de-a, *. [From Gr. Katun} (kampe)
= a caterpillar ; and *75oc (eidos) m form,
from their elongated shape.]

Entom. : A genus of Thysanura. The insects,

like their allies the Lepismae, live under
stones and in other dark places. Sir John
Lubbock thinks it a modern representative of
an ancient type form from which the higher
insects originally took their rise. (Nicholson:

Zool.)

camp'-ru-ly; a. [Camp (2), v.] Contentious,

quarrelsome. (Scotch.)

camp-t6-cer'-cus, s. [Gr. KOfim-of (kamptos)

= bent, curved ; «>*<* (kerkos) = a tail.]

Zool. : A genus of Entomostraca, of the

order Cladocera, and family Lynceidsa. There
is only one species, Camptocercus macrouros

Carapace striated longitudinally, slightly sin li-

sted and ciliated on the anterior margin ; beak
rather blunt It is aquatic (Grig. & Hev-frey.)

camp-tot -ro-pal, a. [Gr. ko^ittoc (kamp-
tos) = curved, bent, and toowv (tropS) = a

turning, a turn.]

But. : For definition and example see Cam-
pulitropous.

boil, hoy; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, ae; expect. Xcnophon, exist. -Ing-

clan, -tian = shan. -Uon, -sioa - ahun ; -tion, -sion = zhun, -clous, -tious, -sious = gnus. -ble. -die, &c = hoi, del.
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camp-tu'-U-c6n, s. [Formsd from Gr.

jto/itTTo? (kamptos) = flexible, from Gr. tcatnrrut

(kampto) = to bend, curve; and oSAoc (oulos)

s» woolly, curled.] It is merely a trade name.
fabrics ; A compound used as a substitute

for carpet or oil-cloth. It is made by a com-
bination of powdered cork and the poorer
qualities of india-rubber, and is painted or
ornamented on the surface like oil-cloth. It

is not suitable for chambers, as being a good
conductor of heat, and feeling as cold to the
bare feet as wood or oil-cloth. It may be em-
ployed for cleaning knives, which is done by
covering a strip of wood with it ; then sprink-
ling the surface with the cleaning powder, and
rubbing on the knife. The surface does not
wear away, and the result is very satisfactory.

oamp u lit rd pous, cam-py-Ht'-r6%-
pal, cam py-lot -ro pous, a. [Gr.

KOfirrrAcK (kampulos) = curved, andTpdmj((ro;ic)
= a turning. ]

Bot. : Having the ovule so bent or curved
that the micropyle, chalaza, and hilum are

near each other.

"Such ovules are called campjftotropal or campylo-
tropous, when the portions either side of the line of
curvature are uuequal, or camptotropal when they are
equal. "—Bat/our: Botany, p. 234.

camp'-y, a. [Camp (2), v.] (Scotch.)

1. Brave, heroical

2. Ill-natured, quarrelsome.

camp'-yl-ite, 8. [Gr. Ko/ATruAoc (kampulos) =
bent, crooked, curved, and Eng. sufl*. -ite

(Jfm.)(q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Miraetite or Mimetesite.
Dana places it under his third variety, i.e.,

that containing much phosphoric acid. It ia

found at Drygill, in Cumberland.

camp yl-6 dis -ciis, *. [Gr. Kaitirv\oc (kam-
pulos) =. curved, bent ; Surxoc. (diskos)— a disk .]

Bot. : A genus of Diatomacese, with frus-

tules single, free, disk-shaped ; the disk curved
or twisted (saddle-shaped) ; furnished with
mostly radiate markings, frequently inter-

rupted. They are aquatic and marine. Smith
describes nine species. (Griff it Henfrty.)

camp-yl-op'-ter-iis,s. [Gr. KafivvKoc (kam-
pulos) = curved ; trrepov fpteron) = a wing.]

Zool. : A genus of birds, of the family Trochi-
lidse, or Humming-birds.

camp yl 6 sper mate, * cam-pyl-6
sper'-mous, a. [Gr. Kafiwv\o< (kampulos)
== curved, vnepixa (sperma) = a seed. ]

Bot.: Having the edges of the seed curved,
so as to form a channel or groove, as in some
umbelliferous plants.

camp y-lot ro-pal, a. [Prom Gr. ttaiLirv-

Aos (kampulos) = bent, crooked, and Tpon-oc

(tropos) = a turning, and Eng. suff. -al.] The
same as Campvlotropods (q.v.).

camp-y-lot ro-pous, a. [From Gr. itattwv-

Ao* (kampulos) — bent, crooked, and rpoTrot

(tropos) = a turn, a direction.] [Campuutro-
pous.]

Bot. : A term used of an axis of an ovule
when, in place of being straight, it is curved
down upon itself to such an extent that the
formam almost touches the hilum. Example,
the Mignonette. (Lindley.)

camp'-^-lus, s. [Gr. KOfiirvAoc, (kampulos) =
crooked, bent.]

Entomol. ; A genus of coleopterous insects

of the tribe Elateridas. Campylus dispar is

common in Britain.

* Camp-yon, s. [Campion, Champion.]

oam'-scho, cam schol, a. [Etym. doubt*
fuL Cf. camshachle,}

1. Crooked.
* The hornyt byrd quails: we clepe the nlcbt oule,
Within Mr cauerue hard I schoute and youle,
Laithely of forme, with crukit camtcho belk ;

TJgtum t • here was blr wyld elrische skreik."
Douglas: Virgil, 202, %

2. Ill-humoured, contentious, crabbed ; de-

feting crookedness or perverseness of temper.

dam-shach-le, cam-shauch-le (ch gut-
tural), v.t. [From Scotch cam = crooked, and
shauchle (q.v.).J To distort.

•f Shauchle is to distort in one direction,

camshavchle in two.

cam stea ry, cam ate rio, cam'-stal-
rie, a. [Gael, comhstri ~ striving together

;

comhstritheath = contentious. ] Froward, per-
verse, unmanageable. (Scotch.)

"Lies a camsteary chleld, and fuheous about
marches.*'—Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. 1.

cam-stone, s. [Etym. of first syllable

doubtful.]

1. Common compact limestone, probably of
a white colour.

" At the base of the hill, immediately after the coal
la cut off, you meet with several layers of camstone
(as it Is termed with us), which is easy [easily] burned
into a heavy limestone. "—P. Campsie : Stirling*,
Statist. Ace, xv. 327.

2. White clay, somewhat indurated.

cam-strud geous, a. [Probably from the
same as Camsteary.] Perverse, unmanageable.
(Scotch.)

*ca-mus, s. [Caxis.]
" And was yctad, for heat or scorching air.

Ail in silken camut, lilly white,
Purfled upon with many a folded plight"

Spenser: P. «.. IX UL *S.

ca miis, ca-muse, a. [C*.mous.]

* ca -mused, a. [Camotjsed.]

"She was camused.~—Gower : C.A., 11 210.

cam -wood, s. [From the native word kambi.]
A wood produced by a leguminous plant,

Bophia nitula. It is a dyewood, used with
alum and tartar as a mordant ; but the colour
is not permanent. It is employed for dyeing
bandana handkerchiefs, the hue being deep-
ened by the addition of sulphate of iron.

Turners use it for making knife-handles, and
cabinet-makers for ornamental knobs to fur-

niture. Camwood is called also Barwood
and Ringwood.

"A red dyewood first brought from Africa by the
Portuguese. It is principally obtained from the
vicinity of Sierra Leoue, where it Is called kambi

;

whence its name of com or kamwood has obviously been
derived. The colouring matter which it affords differs

but little from that of ordinary Nicaragua wood."—
McCuUoch : Dictionary of Commerce.

* cam -y, a. [Cam, a. ; -y.] Crooked, rugged.
" Of camy ege and holtis fare to se."

Douglas: Virgil, 237.1.

can (l). *con, "conne, *cun, *kan (pres.)
t

could. * couth, * kuth, * couthe,
• kuthe, v.t. k i. [A.8. cunnan = (\) to

know, (2) to be able, which has the present
tense as follows :

—

ic can, thu canst, he can,

we, ye, they cunnon ; in the past tense the
forms are cudhe in the sing., and cudhon in the

filural, whence comes the modern could, the I

n which is a pure blunder, and has been in-

serted from a supposed analogy with would
and should, in which the I belongs to the root.

Icel. kenna ; Swed. kanna ; Dan. kiende ; Dut.
kennen; O.H. Ger, kunnan; M.H. Ger. kun-
nen ; Ger. kennen. The root of the word is the
same as that of Gr. yryvuCKu (gignosko), and
Lai. noscere= to know, and the Eng. ken and
know.]

* A. Transitive

:

* 1. To know.
"He was Utel worthe, and lease he co<ed."

Chaucer: Trvilus, 11 B.

" She could the Bible in the holy tongue."
Ben Jonson : Magnetic Lady, i. 1.

*' And can yoa these tongues perfectly T
"

Beaam. * FTet. : Coxcomb.

•J In this sense we have the phrases to can
thanks, con themke = to acknowledge or recog-

nise one's obligation, to render thanks to
another, and to can maugre, the reverse in

meaning = to feel no indebtedness, or almost
to owe a grudge to another. [Mauore.]
(Compare the German dank vnssen ; the
French savoir gre; and the Lat. gratias me-
minisse.)

"1 con the grete thonke." William ofPalerne, 207.

"I can thee thank* that thou canst such answeres
deuine.'— Udall: Roister Doister, p. 17.

*2. To have the power of, to be able to do.
" To change the will
Of Him who all things can."

MUton: P. L\,xi. 310.

"The queen of love her favour'd champion shrouds
(For gods can all things) in a veil of clouds."

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. i ii. 1. 466-7.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To know how, to be able ; to have the
power, either physically or morally, of doing
anything. Used—

(I) With a following infinitive to express the
act, the power of doing which is claimed.

"They conne nought here shippes store."
Oower : Con/. Amant., t 58.

" He lies down when I sit. and walks when I walk,
which is more thau many good friends can preteoa
to."—Pope : Letter to H. Cromwell.

% Can is frequently used in an elliptical

construction, as in "he will do all that lie

can," where the verb do is to be understood
after can.

* (2) Absolutely.
" In evil, the best condition Is not to will ; the second,

not to can,' -Bacon.

* 2. To know, understand, be skilled in.

" Thy wif hath this day spoken with a man that can
of nigrouiancye. "—Gesta Bomanorum (ed. Herrtat'e},

p. 2.

t 3. Used as a simple auxiliary verb, with
the force originally of began, but eventually
coming to mean simply do, did.

" Thus sayd llloneus auti thus can be ceis."

Douglas : Virgil. 30, SI.

IT I can away with a thing = I can put up
with it.

" I can away with a thyng, I can abyde it, Je puts
durer. I can away with this fare."—Palsgrave.

"He can away with no company, whose discourse
goes beyond what claret and dissoluteness Inspire."—
Locke.

C&n (2), v.t. [Can (2), *.] To put into a can
(used chiefly of meat, fish, fruit, Ac, packed
in cans for preservation).

* can (l), " cann, *. [Can (l), v.]

1. Knowledge, skill.

"Thae auld warld foulks had wondrous cann
Of herbs that were baith good for beast and man."

Ross ; Hstenort (bong), p. 11

2. Power, ability.

" But if my new rock were cutted and dry,
111 all Maggie's can and her can traps defy."

Ross : Helenore (Song), p. 184.

can (2), * canne, * kan, s. k a. [A.S. canna,
canne; Dut. kan; Icel. & Sw. kanna; Dan.
kande ; O. H. Ger. channd ; M. H. Ger. k Ger.
kanne, all = a can, tankard, or measure. Pos-
sibly borrowed from Lat canna ; Gr. xdwif
(kanni) — a reed. If so it must have been
borrowed at a very early period. (Skeat.y]

A* As substantive :

L Ordinary Language:

1, Generally:

*(1) A vessel, made of any material, foi

holding water.

"There weren sett six* stonun cannet."— tVyclifs

:

John ii. 6. (Purvey.)

(2) Now, a vessel made of metal, generally

tin.
" I hate it as an unfilled can."

Shakesp. : Twelfth Sight, 11

1

" Fill the cup and fill the can."
Tennyson : Vision of Bin, H.

2. Spec. : A measure for liquids. (Jamie-

son.) (Scotch.)

"The corn teind, when commuted, is paid In butter

and oil, in the proportion of about three fourths of a
can or gallon of oil."

—

Ednxonstone : Zetl. i. 163.

IX. Carding : The tin cylinder which re-

ceives a sliver from the carding-machine.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

can-buoy, $.

Naut. : A small buoy employed to mark out

shoals and rocks. It is sometimes spelt cone-

buoy, and as the shape is that of a cone, it is

possible that this is the correct spelling.

can cart, *. A lightly framed two-wheeled

vehicle supporting a large can for containing

milk, kc.

can-frame, s.

Cotton Manuf. : A cotton-roving machine,

in which the " roving " is received into cans,

[Can-bovino Frame.]

can-hook, *. A rope with hooks at each

end for raising casks by the projecting ends

of the staves.

can-knife, s. A knife for cutting open

the lids of tin cans. [Can-opener.]

can-opener, s. An implement for open-

ing cans containing fruit, oysters, &c

can-roving machine or frame, ».

Cotton Manuf. : A machine or frame for

giving sliver a slight twist, so as to constitute

it a " roving," which is coiled up in a regular

manner within a can.

can (3), s. (Scotch.) [An abbreviated form of

Cantel (q.v.).] A broken piece of earthen-

ware.

ca -naan ite (1), a, k s. [Canaan ; -ite.]

L As adj. : Pertaining to or of the land of

Canaan.

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet. here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, ptft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cuh, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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i. As subst. : A native of the land of Canaan.

ca'-naan-ite (2), * [See def.]

Min. : The grayish-white or bluish-white
rock, occurring with dolomite in Canaan, Con-
necticut, and referred to as massive scapolite

oy some authors, is massive whitish pyroxene,
a mineral common in crystals in the dolomite
of the region. (Dana.)

Canaan it ish, a. [Eng CanaanU(e); -ish.]

Of or pertaining to the land of Canaan.

• can'-a-cle, s. A word of unknown ety-

mology and meaning.
"The coperouuea of the canaclet that on the cupp«

reres." Bar. Eng. Allit. Poem* {Cleanness). l«l.

Can'-a-da (1), s. & a. [Etym. doubtful

;

Erobably from the Indian kannatha = a vil-

ige,' a collection of huts, which Cartier heard
the natives apply to their settlements, and he
understood of, and used it for, the whole
country.]

A. As substantive

:

Geog. : A widely-extended region on the north
or left bank of the St. Lawrence River and its

great lakes. The country is said to have been
discovered by Giovanni and Sebastian Cabot
In 1497. The French assumed nominal posses-
sion of it in 1525, but did not establish the
first permanent settlement in it till 1608. In
1759, Quebec, the capital of Canada (Lower
Canada), was taken by General Wolfe, and in
1763 the whole territory was formally ceded
to the English by the Treaty of Paris. In
1867, Upper and Lower Canada (Ontario and
Quebec), with Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick, were united into a Dominion.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

Canada-balsam, 5. A pale balsam,
resin, or oleoresin, obtained by incision from
a Canadian tree, the American Silver-fir, some-
times called the Balm of Gilead Fir (Abies
oalsamea). Canada-balsam is of the consistence
ofthin honey, drying slowly by exposure to the
air into a transparent adhesive varnish. It is

used to mount objects for the microscope and
for other optical purposes. Thus, when it is

•ought to cut thin a piece of fossil wood, or
anything similar, so as to subject it in favour-
able circumstances to microscopic examina-
tion, it is affixed to a more massive body by
Canada-balsam.

Canada-rice, 5. Agr&SB,Zuaniaaquatica.

Canada-tea, *. A plant, Gaultheria pro-
cumbens. It is of the Ueath family.

Canada (2), (pron. can ya da), $. [Sp.
caha = a reed, a tunnel.] A valley, esp.auar-
row valley with precipitous sides. [Canon.]

Can a -dl-an, a. & s. [From Eng., &c, Can-
ada, akd Eng. suffix, ian.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or in any way
connected with Canada.

H Canadian region

:

Zool. & Bot. : The sixteenth of the twenty-
seven geographical or land regions, established
to indicate the distribution of land and fresh-
water shells. The botanical regions of Prof.
Schouw are almost the same. (Woodward:
Uollusca.)

B. As subst. : A native of Canada.
• Can' age, a. [Cane (2), *.] The act of pay-

ing the duty, of whatever kind, denoted by
the term Cane.

" Canaye of woll or hides la taken for the custome
thereof. —Skene ; Verb. Sign. vo. Canum.

**n-a-«ong, *. [A native Australian dia-
lect.] [PlO-FACES.J

Ban ail le, *. [Ft. canaille = the viler part of
the people ; O. Fr. kienailte, chienailh; Su.
canalla

; Port. canasXa ; Ital. canaalia, can-
agliaccw, originally like cant, di cuccia = a
pack of hounds.]

1. The rabble, the mob, the dregs or scum
of the people.

2. Originally, a mixture of the coarser
particles of flour and fine bran ; now some-
times used for the grade known as "finished
middlings. (Also spelled temait, canal, and
•Mag.) *

• can -akin, *. [Dimin. of can (2), s. (q. v.).]A little can or cup.
" And let me the eanakin clink, clink

;

And let me the eanakin clink."
Shakeap. : Othello. VL &

canal' (1), t can'-nal, s. & a. [Fr., Sp., &
Port, canal; Dut. katutal; Ital. caiialo ; LaX.
canalis — n. channel, trench, conduit]

A. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. An artificial water-course or channel, es-
pecially used for the passage of boats.

* 2. Any channel or means of communica-
tion.

v

IL Technically

:

1. Hydraulic Engineering : In the same sense
as I. 1.

2. Hist. : The Egyptians very early made a
canal connecting the Nile and the Red Sea.
It was reopened by Pharaoh Necho about 605
B.c.,andatintervals by others after him. Most
of the ancient nations had canals. The great
canal of China was constructed partly In the
seventh and partly in the ninth century, A.D. ;

It is 825 miles long. The first known English
canal was cut by the Romans at Caerdike. The
Trent and the Witham werejoined in 1134, and
the Bridgwater canal was commenced in 1759.
The Caledonian canal was projected in 1803, but
not opened till 1822. The Erie canal was begun
in 1817 and completed in 1825. The Suez
canal, connecting the Mediterranean and the
Red Sea, was opened on the 17th November,
1869. The attempted canal across the Isthmus of
Darien proved a failure. One is projected, from
the Atlantic to the Pacific through Nicaragua.
It is proposed that this canal shall be controlled
and operated by our own people, to whom it

will give convenientand speedy communication
between Atlantic and Pacific ports; providing
also great strategic advantage in case of war
with a foreign power. The great Kiel canal,
constructed by the German government for
strategic purposes, connects the waters of the
Baltic and North Seas. It was formally opened
on June 20, 1895.

3. Anat. : A duct In the body for the pas-
sage of liquids or solids.

"In the cells of the Brain, and Cannot* of the
Sinewt-s. . .'—Bacon : Sat. Bist., No. SO.

4. Zoology

:

(1) A channel or groove into which the
aperture of carnivorous univalve molluscs is

produced. In distinction from this, vegetable
feeding univalves have the aperture of the shell
entire.

(2) A channel in some actinozoa.

(3) A channel or tube in some sponges.
Such tubes are of two kinds, incurrent or
afferent canals, and excurrent or efferent
canals.

5. Bot. (Of the petal of a flower) : A canal
leading to the central cell of the archegonium.

% (1) Air-breathing cells: The name given*
by Meyen and Leitgib to lacunae in cellular
tissue produced simply by the amplification
of the intercellular spaces, and the separation
of the cells without tearing.

(2) Intercellular canals : Canals arising from
the spaces left between cells which do not
completely touch each other. (R. Brown.)
B. As adjective : (See the compounds).
Compound of obvious signification : Canal-

boat.

*canal-bone, * canncl bone, * canel-
boon (Eng), * cannell-bayne (Scotch), s.

The collar-bone.

canal-lift, s. A hydro-pneumatic eleva-
tor for raising boats from one level to another.

canal-lock, s. [Lock.]

* can'-al (2), s. & a. [Cannel.]

• canal-coal, s. [Cannel-coai*]
" Even our canal-coal Dearly equals the foreign Jet."

Woodward.

* can-al-ic -u-la, 5. [Lat.] The Dog-star,

can-al-ic'-u late, can al -Ic'-u lat ed\
o. [Lat. caniculatus = channelled : from
cantculus, dimin. of canalis = a channel.]

1. Bot. : Channelled, having a longitudinal
groove or furrow.

" Ncrt unfrequently the upper surface la somewhat
channelled {canaliculate).'—Benfrey : Botany, p. 48.

2. Zoology : Having a groove or gutter,
occurring in different parts of certain spiral
univalves, in zoophagous mollusca, fitted for
the protrusion of the long cylindrical siphon
possessed by these animals.

t ca-nal-I za -tion, *. [Eng. canalize) ;
-ation.} The act or process of cutting a canal
through.

t can'-a-lize, v.t. [Eng. canal; -iu.) To
make a canal through, to intersect by a canal.

" Having successfully canaZ&idone isthmus, ... be
has undertaken a similar work across the Atlantic
—Graphic, Jan. 1. 1881.

can al yic, can nail yie, s. [Fr. canaille.

i

The rabble. (Scotch.)

" The hale cannailyie, risin, tried
In vain to end their gabhlln."

Jficol : Poem*, t 87.

can ar-l' na, s. [From Eng., Ac. Canary-*
the islands where the plant grows [Canary t
and fern. sing. sufT. -ina.)

Bot : A genus of plants, order Campanu-
lacere. Canarina campanula is said to be
eatable. (Lindley.)

can-ar'-I-um, s. [From Lat. canarius, as a
'— pertaining to dogs ; as s. — a kind of grass,
from canis = a dog.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Amyrida-

ceae. The gum of Canarium commune has
the same properties as Balsam of Copaiva.
The nuts are eaten in the Moluccas and Java,
but are apt to bring on diarrhaa. An oil ia

expressed from them, used at table when
fresh and burnt in lamps when stale. (Lind-
ley.) C. strictum is the White Dammar-tree
of Malabar. [Dammar. ]

ca-nar'-y\ * ca-na'-ra, s. & a [From the
'Canary Islands in the Atlantic Ocean, said to
be so named from the size of the dogs (Lat.

canes) there bred.]

A. As substantive

:

1 1. A light kind of sweet wine, also called
Sack (q.v.)T

"Farewell, my hearts: I will to my honest knight
Falstaff, and drink canary with him."—Shakttp.

:

Merry Wivet of Windsor, ill. 2.

*f In this sense seldom in the plural.
" But, T faith, you have drunk too much canariee,

. .
."—Shakttp. : 2 Henry IV., U. 4.

* 2. A kind of dance or romp.
"... make you dance canary.

With sprightly Are and motion."
Shakeep. : AlVt Well, It t

3. A common cage-bird, Carduelis canaria.
much valued for its singing. It is usually of

a light-yellow colour, and was first brought
from the Canary Islands in the sixteenth

1

cen-

tury, but now is bred extensively in Germany
and England.

4. A pale-yellow colour like that of the
bird. [8.]

B. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to the Canary Islands.

(See compounds below.)

2. Of a pale-yellowish colour.

canary-bird, s. [Canary, I. 8.]
" The canary bird is now so common, and hat con-

tinued so long in a domestick state, that its native
habits as well as ita native country, seem almost for-

gotten."—botdtmith : Animated Nature, bk. iv., ch. 4.

canary-creeper, s. A garden name for

Tropaeolum aduncum, commonly but wrongly
called T. canariense. It is cultivated in

gardens.

canary-finch, s. The same as Canary-
bird (q.v.).

canary grass, a

Bot. : A plant, Phalaris canariensis, chiefly

cultivated at Sandwich, in Kent. Canary-
seed, the grain of the canary-grass, is much
used as food for singing-birds.

canary-seed, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : The seeds of Canary-grass

(qv.).

2. Botany:

(1) The same as Canary-grass.

(2) Plantago major, or Waybred. (Britten ct

Holland.

)

canary-WOOd, s. The timber of Persea

indica and P. canariensis, from South Amer-
ica. It is a sound, light, orange-coloured

wood, used for cabinet-work, inlaying, and
turning. (Weale: Diet, of Terms.)

* ca-nar'-& v.L [Canary, s. , 2.] A cant word,
which seems to signify to dance, to frolic.

"... Jigg off a tune at the tongue's end, canary to

It with your feet, humour It with turning up your
eyelids. --Shaketp. : Loves Lab. Lot. 111. l.

boil, btfy; pShU Jtfwl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph= L
Hnan, -Uan shan. -tion. -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = thun. -tious. -sions. -clous = shus. ' -Me. -die. &a = bel, del.
*7
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ca-nas'-ter, ka-nai'-ter, *. [Sp. canasta
= a basket] A particular kind of to)

bo called from the rush baskets in which it

was origiDally brought from America.

can'-eel, *JL [Fr. canceler; Low Lat. canceUo
= to obliterate by drawing lined across iu

lattice form ; from cuncellus = a grating ; pL
cancelli = lattice-work.]

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally

:

* (1) To fence in, to inclose or surround with
a fence or railing.

"Outing up a bank of mid, or cancelling, and
railing it with posts."—Fuller: Pitgah Sight, We. tv„
ch 8.

(2) To obliterate any writing by drawing the
pen through it.

** Delivering it up to be cancelled ; that la, to have
lines drawn over it, lit the form of lattice work or
cancelli; though the phrase in now ustil figuratively
for any manner of obliteration or defacing."

—

Black'
atone : Comment.

8. Figuratively:

(1) To obliterate, wipe out, annul.
"The end of life cancel* all Bands. "—Shaketp. ;

r

lBen.iv., HI, 2.

"Retreat
Cannot indeed to guilty man restore
Lost innocence, or cancel follies past."

Cowper: Tatk, ill. «78.

* (2) To exclude as by a fence, to shut out.

"The other sort ... by doom canceled from Heaven.'
Milton : P. L., vL 379l

LT. Technically

:

1. Math. : To strike out equal factors.

% Printing : To condemn one or more
pages of a book after they have passed
through the press, substituting others in
their places.

" The booksellers agreed ... to have the leaf can-
celled."—BotwmlI .- Life of Johnson, U. a77.

7 For the distinction between caned, oblit-

erate, expunge, blot out, rase or erase, and
efface, see Blot Out.

can -eel, a [O. Fr. chancel; Lat. cancelli =
cross-bars, lattice-work.] [Chancel]

* L Ord. Lang. : A bonndary, bar, limit.

"Where spirit desires an enlargement beyond the
cancel* of the body . . ."—Jeremy Taylor: Life of
Chritt, pt 3, sect. 13, ) ».

IX Printing

:

1. The act of cancelling one or more pages
during their passage through the press.'

" Send me down a whole set of the sheets that I may
tee what cancels are necessary."Southey : Letter*.

2. The pages cancelled.
" It was hia pride to read these cancels to his friends

. . ."—^'Israeli: Carioeitie* of Lit., p. 45ft,

can-cellar -e-an, a. [Lat. cancellarius.]
The same as Cancellareate.

* can-cel-lar'-e-ate, a. [Lat. cancellarius=
(1) a doorkeeper, *(2) a secretary, (3) a chan-
cellor.] [Chancellor.] Of or pertaining to
a chancellor or his office.

cancel -lar'-l'-a, s. [Lat
cancellarius ; from cancelli
= lattice-work.]

Zool. : A genus of uni-
valve Testacea, belonging
to the family Muricidae,

and Swainson's sub-family
Scolyminie, in which the
shell is turbinate, scab-
rous, and generally reticu-

lated, the spire and aper-
tnre nearly equal, and the
body ventricose. Tate in
1875 estimated the known
recent racks at seventy- m
one, and the fossil ones at
sixty, the latter from the
Upper Chalk till now.

can -eel-late, a. [Lat. cancellatus, pa. par.
of cancello = to make like a lattice ; cancelli
= cross-bars, lattice-work.)

* L Ord. Lang. : Enclosed by a fence.

BSA RETICULATA.

0*JCCaXLATE LEAF OF THE LATTICE-LEAF PLANT.

U. Bot. : Consisting of a network of veins
;

lattice- like.

"A kind of square latticed or cancellate framework
. .

."

—

Uenfrey : Botany, p. 63.

* can'-c el-late, v.t. [Cancellate, o.] To
enclose with a fence, shut in. (Lit. 9c jig.)

" This act was like to cancellating . . . the holy
mysteries*

—

Taylor : Great Exemplar, Disc. 13,

can'-cel-la-ted, pa, par. & a, [Cancellate,
v.]

T

* L Ord. Lang. : Enclosed with a fence, shut
in.

IL Technically

:

1. Zool. : Cross-barred ; marked with cross
lines like lattice-work.

** The tail of the castor is almost bald, though the
beast is very hairy ; and cancellated, with some resem-
blance to the scales of fishes."—Grew.

2. Anatomy : Open or cellular, as some
porous bones, owing to some intersecting
plates.

t can-cel-la-tion, s. [Fr. cancellation = a

cancelling; Lat. cancellatio ~ a making of a
boundary, or lattice-work.]

L Imio : A cancelling. According to Bar-
tolus, an expunging or wiping out of the con-
tents of an instrument, by two lines drawn in

the manner of a cross. (Aytiffe.)
•*. . . which enactment excludes the mode which

was sanctioned by the former law of Cancellation or
striking the will through with a pen."

—

Lord Sfc

Leonard*: Property Late, p. 146.

2. Math. : The process of striking out
common factors, as in the divisor and divi-

dend.

can eel -li, s, pi [Cancellus.]

can -celling, pr. par., a., & a [Cancel, v.]

A.(VB. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. (See
the verb.)

C. As subst. : The act of obliterating, annul-
ling or abolishing.

cancelling-press, s. A press having a
plunger which defaces a printed stamp.
These presses are usually worked by a blow
or by a lever.

cancelling-stamp, «. A press for de-
facing printed stamps, to prevent their re-

use. [Canceluno-press.]

can -cel-loiis, a. [Cancellus.]

Anat. : Having an open orporous structure,
cellular. (Owen.)

can-ceT-lus, s. [Lat. cancellus (pt cancelli)

= an enclosure of wood, a railing, lattice, or
anything similar, by which a place is enclosed
or protected.]

1. Arch, (generally in the pi. cancelli)

:

(1) Latticed windows made with cross-bars
- of wood, iron, lead, &e.

(2) The rails or balusters enclosing the bar
of a court of justice or the communion table
of a church.

* 2. Law : Lines drawn across a will or other
legal document with the intention of revoking
it. (Wharton.)

3. Anat: A reticulated structure existing
in bones.

" In the eaneetti of bones there is a large deposit of
fat.'— Todd A Bowman: /'hyrical Anat., voL L, eh. 3,

p. 80.

f can'-cel-ment, *. [Eng. cancel; -ment.]

The act of cancelling, cancellation.

can cer, * can ere, 'canker, *can-
kyr, * kan-klr, s, & a. [Fr. oancre; Ital.

cancro ; Sp. & Lat. cancer = a crab.] [Can-
ker.]

A. As substantive
:

'

I. Ord. Lang. : Chiefly in the sense II. 4.

IX Technically:

1. Zool. : A gemis of Crustaceans, the typical
one of the family Cancerida; (q.v.). Cancer
pagurus is the common eatnlue crab of this
country. It is found in suitable localities

along our shores, multitudes being caught
annually for the market. It casts its shell
between Christmas and Easter.

2. PaUsont. : A cancer appears In the
Cretaceous period, and others exist in the
Tertiary.

3. Astron. : The Crab, the fourth of the
twelve signs of the zodiac It is one of
Ptolemy's constellations. It denotes the
northern limit of the sun's course iu summer,
and hence is the sign of the summer solstice.

The sun enters it on June 21.

"When now no more th' alternate Twins srsflrM,
And Cancer reddens with tbs solar blaze.

Short is the doubtful empire of the night."
Thornton.

% Tropic of Cancer : [Tropic]

4. Med. : A malignant growth which is found
In different parts*of the human body, havings
tendency to spread more or less rapidly and
ultimately to terminate in death. Cancer is an
inherited disease, and its growth is in nil pro
bability due to some peculiar morbid material
separated from the blood, and which is con
stantly being renewed. Two kinds of cancel

are usually described, viz., schirrus or ham
cancer, and medullary or soft cancer; but

there are several varieties of the latter. Hard
cancer occurs most frequently in the female
breast, axilla, parotid gland in the neck, and
in the rectum. Soft cancer affects for the most
part the internal organs, as the liver, spleen,

kidneys, stomach, &c. ; but there is scarcely
any organ or tissue of the body which may not
become the seat of this form of the disease.

Hard cancer rarely occurs until after forty

years of age, and is usually slow in its pro-

gress. Soft cancer, on the other hand, is most
common in early life, and generally runs a
very rapid course. Cancers may, under cer-

tain circumstances, be removed by surgical

operation, but they are almost certain to
return.

"Canker, sekenesse. Cancer.*— Prompt. Parw.

"The word of him crepithas a katikir."— Wirkllffe;
2 Titn,, ii. 17.

* 5. Bot. : A plant, perhaps the same as
Cancer-wort (q.v.).

"To seeks th' hearbe cancer, and by that to curs
him.'

—

Ureat Britaine* Troye,lC0$. (Wright.) (flritten

* Holland.)

B. As adjective : (See the compouuds).

cancer-cell. s. A cell characterised by a

large nucleus, bright nucleolus, and the ir-

regular form of the cell itself; found in many
malignant tumours.

cancer powder, cancer powder, -

Pham. : Martin's cancer - powder, ones
famous in North America, is believed to ban
consisted of an orobanchaceous plant, Epi-

phegvs virginianat with oxide of arsenic
(Lindley.)

cancer-root, s. A name given in America
to various orobanchaceous plants ,s

— (1) Epiphegus. [Cancer - powder.] (2)

Conopholis. (3) Aphyllon unifiorurn, some-
times called Orobanche unijtora. (Treas. oj

Bot.)

" cancer wort, * cancerwoort, a
[Eng. cancer, and wort (q.v.).]

Bot. : A plant, Linaria spuria, L. [Canker-
wort.]

* can'-cer ate, v.i. [Lat. canceratus, pa. par.

of cancero = to grow into a cancer.] To become
cancerous, to canker.

" Bat striking his list upon the point of a nail in tbs
wall, his hand cancerated, he iell into a fever, and
soon after died on't "—L'Estrange,

* can'-cer-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Cancer-
ate, rj

'* Nature seemed to make a separation between the
cancerated and sound breast, such as you often ses

where a caustic hath been applied."—Boyle; Work*.

voL vL, p. 647.

* ean-cer-a'-tion, s. [Eng. cancerat(e); -ion.)

The act or state of growing into a cancer, or

of becoming cancerous.

* can-cer'-I-dee, a pL [Prom Lat. cancer

(q.v,), A fem. pi. suff. -idee.)

Zool. : The typical family of the brachj-ourous

(short-tailed) crustaceans. They are some
times called Cyclometopa (circular foreheatiV

[Cancer.]

con'-cer-o&s, a. [Eng. cancer ; -oia. 1 Havinp
the nature or qualities of a cancer.

"How they are to be treated when they are strumous,

scbirrous, or canceroa*, you may see in their proper

places. '— Witetnan.

c»n'-cer-©US-l$\a<zP. [Eng. cancerous; -ly.}

In the manner of a cancer, cancer-like.

t can'-cer-otis-nSsf*, s. [Eng. cancerous;

-ness.] The quality or state of being cancer-

ous.

Can'-cw-wort, s. [Eng. cancer and wort (2)

(q.v.).] [Cankerwort.]

tate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, pot

or. wore, wolf, work, who. sin ; mute, cub, core, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, oe, ce = c. ey = a. qu - kw.
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e&n-cil-la, s. [Lat. cancellus — lattice-work.]

Zool. : A genus of univalves, in which the
spire and aperture are of nearly equal length ;

the whorls crossed by transverse linear ribs,

crossed with transverse striae and bands.

They belong to the sub-family Mitrainc, and
family Volutidae or Volutes.

• can -cred (cred as kerd), pa. par. & a.

[Canker.]
"That conning Architect of cancred guyle.
Whom Princes late displeasure left"in bands."

Spenser'. F. «., II. L 1.

t can'-CTi-form, a. [Fr. cancriforme ; from
Lat. cancer (genit. cancris) = a crab, cancer

;

nd/OHiuz = form, shape.]

1. Having the form of or resembling a crab.

2. Having the appearance or qualities of a
cancer.

can'-crine, a. [Cancer.] Having the form
or nature of a crab ; crab-like.

•an'-crin-ite, s. [From Lat. cancer (genit.

cancris) = a crab, and suffi. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min.: A mineral closely resembling Nephe-
lite, and probably identical with it in atomic
ratio. It is found at Miask in the Urals, and
is of a citron-yellow, whitish or pale-yellowish
colour. It is in lustre sub-vitreous and trans-
parent. Sp. gr., 2*42—2 5. Hardness, 5—6.
(Dana.)

can cro'-ma, s. [In Lat. carcroma, canceroma,
and the corruption carchrema; m Gr. nap-
Kivtafia (karkiiwma) means a cancer, the dis-
ease ; but here cancroma is simply from cancer
= a crab, and means crab-eater, as does the
Fr. name for the genus Cancroma =Crabier

t but
it is supposed to be a mistake that the known
species eat crabs.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds belonging to the
Bub-family Ardeinae, [Boat-bill.]

ean'-da, s. [Etym. unknown.]
Zool. : A genus of infundibulate polyzoa, of

the sub-order Cyclostomata, and family Cellu-
laridse.

-a-vaig, s. [Gael, ceann m head, and
dubhach = a black dye; foul salmon being
called " black flsh. "] A salmon that lies in the
fresh water till summer, witiiout going to the
sea, and, of consequence, is reckoned very
foul.

"We have a species of salmon called by the country

• can-del, a. [Candle.]

* candel- start, * candelstaf, s. A
candlestick.

"To be brought forth out of the candelstaf.'—Wick-
liffe ; Exod. XXT. 33.

a-de-la'-bruim, s. [Lat. candelabrum,
* candelabert

* candelabrus =3 a candlestick, a
chandelier, from candela = a candle.] A
lamp-stand. Its tripedal form among the
ancients is believed to have been derived from
the shape of its predecessors, — braziers or
basins for holding fuel, mounted on tripods.
Among the Greeks ajid Romans they were
highly ornamental, and made of bronze and
marble.

candelabrum - tree, *. A tree (Pan-
danus candelabrum,.)

• Con'-den-c^, 5. [Lat. candentia.]

1. Lit : A white heat

2. Fig. ; Excessive heat, fervour.
"Have you not made asaoYdivision here—your paper

bewraying so much candency lor the one, and coolness
in the other? "—Mc Ward : Contendingt, p. 181.

• C&n'-dent, a. [Lat. candens, pr. par. of
candeo = to shine, to glow, to burn, to be
white-hot.]

1. Lit. : In a state of the greatest heat, next
to fusion ; white-hot

"If a wire be heated only at one end, according w
that end is cooled upward or downward, it respectively
•equiresa verticity, as we have declared in wires totally
ocwufpnt,"—Browne; Vulgar Errours.

2. Fig. : Hot, impassioned.
"Some men . . . are keen and candent against any

who will do this."—J/c Hard; Contendingt, p. 17ft,

Can'-der-fcs, s. [Native name.] An East
Indian resin of a semi-transparent white
colour, from which small ornaments and toys
are sometimes made.

can-des'-cence, $. [Candescent.] The
same as incandescence (q.v.).

* can-des'-cent, a. [Lat candescent, pr. par.
of candesco = to become white-hot; frequent
of candeo m to be white-hot] The same as
Incandescent (q. v.).

* can'-dl-cant, «. FLat candicans, pr. par.

of candico = to be whitish ; candeo = to be
white.] Becoming white ; whitish.

can-did, a. [Fr. candid* = <1) white, bright,

(2) innocent, upright, 4c. ; Lat candidus =
white, bright, clear ; candeo = to be bright or
white.]

1 Lit. : White.
"Sending Him back to Pilate In a white or candid

robe "-^actioa : On the Creed, bk. Tiii,

"The box receives all black : but poured from thence,
The stones came candid forth, the hue of innocence."

Hryden: Ovid; Metamorphoses xy.

XL Figuratively:

1. 0/ persona: Frank, fair, ingenuous, open.
** Laugh where we must, be candid where we can.
And vindicate the ways of God to man."

Pope : Epistle J. 15.

2. Of things ; Fair, unbiassed.

can -di-date, s. [Lat candidatus = white-
robed ; cakdidus = white. The term was ap-
plied because of the fact that men seeking
office in ancient Rome clad themselves in a
white toga. (Trench : On the Study of Words,
p. 193.)] One who proposes himself for or
solicits an office or appointment.

** Three State* would have left the Democratic
candidal* In a minority of one vote."—Timet, Nov. 18,

ie;(L

1. Generally used with the prep, for before
the office or position sought

"One would be surprised to see so many candidate*
for glory."—Addison.

* 2. Sometimes with the prep. of.

"While yet a young probationer.
And candidate of ueav'n, Dryden,

can'-dl-date, v.t. & i. [Candidate, «.]

* A. Trans. : To make fit for the position of
a candidate.

** We can allow this purgatory, to puri/y and cleanse
ns, that we may be ttie better candiduteU for the
court of Heaven and glory."—r'eltham: Resolves, d. 57.

B. Intrans. : To become a candidate ; to
compete with others for some office.

can' dl-date-Ship, s. [Eng. candidate;

*shvp.] The position or state of being a can-
didate ; candidature.

can'-di-dat-iire, ». [Fr. candidature; Low
Lat canctklatura, from candidus = white.]
The same as Candidateship.

"The birth of a son and heir to the throne of Italy
has caused the candidature of the Duke of Aosta for
that of Spain to be revived."—Daily A'etct, November
22.1869.

* c&n-di da'-tus, s. [Lat] A candidate.
" Be candidatus. then, and put it on.
And help to set a head on headless Borne."

Shaketp. ; Titus Andronicus, L 1

Ctin'-dld-ly; adv. [Eng. candid ; -ly.] In a
candid manner, openly, frankly, ingenuously.

"We have often desired they would deal candidly
with us."—Swift.

can'-did ness, 5. [Eng. candid; -ness.] The
quality of being candid, frankness, openness
of heart.

"The candidnett ot ft, man's very principles, and the
sincerity of his intention*. "South .- .''ermons, ii. 454,

can -died, * can-dyed, a. [Eng. candy.]

L Literally ;

1. Converted into sugar or candy.

2. Preserved in sugar.
** Lick up the candy'd provender."

Sutler; Hudibrat, IIL L 400.

" Candied apple, quince and plum."
Keats : Eve of Bt. Agnes.

3. Coated or covered over with sugar, or
some material to represent sugar.

* IL Figuratively :

1. Covered with any white substance resem-
bling sugar.

"Will the cold brook.
Candied with lee, caudle thy Honing taste.
To cure thy o'er-nighfa surfeit ?

"

Shaketp. : Timon, lv. 8

2. Having Its falseness covered over or
hidden with flattering and deceptive words

;

honied.
"Why Bhould the poor be natter'd 7

No, let the candied toneue lick absurd pomp.
And crook the pregnant hinges of the knee
Where thrift may follow fawning."

Shaketp. i Batntet, lit %

candied-peel, s. Preserved lemon or
citron peel, used in pastry and confectionery.

* can'-di-fy, v.U & i. [Lat candifica = to
make white ; candidus m white

; facia (pass,

Jlo) — to make.]

A. Trans. : To make white, to whiten.

B. Intrans. : To become white.

can'-dite, s. [From the town of Candy.]

Min.: Also called Ceylonite, a variety of
Spinel (q.v.). It is found at Candy, in Ceylon.
Its colour is dark green to black, mostly
opaque or nearly so. Sp. gr. m 3 -5—3*4

(Dana.)

can-di-tb er, a. [Etym. doubtful.]

Fort. ; A protection for miners, consisting
of brushwood, &c.

can- die. * can'-dil, * can'-delle, s. & a.

[l>at. candela t* (1) white wax-light, (2) any
taper ; candeo = to be white.]

A. As substantive:

t. Lit. : A light made of a wick of cotton or
other material enveloped in prepared wax or
tallow.

5T Candles are primarily divided into dipjted

or mould candles, sometimes called dijis and
moulds according to the method of their manu-
facture. Named from the materials employed
in their construction, they are paraffme,
spermaceti, composition, stearine, tallow,
palm-oil, or wax candles.

"Hereyen two were cleer and light
As ony candelle that brenneth bright"

Rvmaunt of the Rote,

"Candles for an illumination were disposed in the
windows."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., en. x.

% Candle and castock : A large turnip with
a candle inside. (Scotch.)

* IX Fig. : Anything which affords light.

"The epirit of man is the candle of the Lord, search-
ing all the Inward parts of the Wily."—/ 'roe., xx. S7.

(1) Applied to the stars.

"Night's candles aretrarnt oat"
Shaketp. I Rom. * JuL, lit. $.

(2) Used for the spirit of man ; life.

" Out, out brief cundte /

Life's but a walking shadow."
Shaketp. : Macbeth, v. 5.

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).

Compounds of obvious signification : Candle~

flame, candle-light.

candle-bomb, s. A small glass bubble
filled with water, which, if placed in the flame
of a candle, bursts by the expansion of the
steam generated from the enclosed water.

candle-coal, s. [Cannel-coal.]
"At Blair,—beds of an inflammable substance, hav-

ing some resemblance of jet here called candle-coal, or
light coal ; much valued for the strong bright name
which it emits in burning."—P. Letmahagoe; Stat
Ace, TiiL 434.

candle-dipping, a. Designed to dij.

candles.

Candle-dipping machine : A frame by which
a large numbw of dependent wicks are dipped
into a cistern of melted tallow and then lifted

out of it, the process being repeated until a
sufficient thickness of ta'Ilow has accumulated
on the wick.

candle-ends, s.

1. Lit. : The short pieces or remains of burnt-
out candles.

* 2. Fig. : Anything which will last but a
very short time,
" Oar lives are but our marches to our graves, , . .

We are but spans, and candles ends.
Beaum. a) Fletch. : Rum. Lieutenant.

candle-fir, *. Fir that has been buried in

a morass, moss-fallen fir, split and used instead

of candles.
" Fir, unknown In Tweeddale mosses, is found in

some of these, [of C'-aruwath, Lanarkshire] lung and
straight indicating its having grown in thickets. Its

fibres arc so tough, that they are twisted into roi»s,
halters, and tethers. The splitsof it aroused for light
by the name of candle-fir."—Agr. Surv. Peeb.

candle-holder, s.

1. Lit. : One who or that which holds or
supports a candle.

*2. Fig. : An assister.

"TU be a candle-holder, and look o«.~
Shaketp. ; Rom. A JuL, L 1

candle-match, s.

Mining ; A match made of the wick of a

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, a«; expect, Xenophon, exist, -Ing,

-dan, -tlan shan. -tioa, -sion - shun; -£ion, sion = zhun. -dons, -tious* -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bcl, deL
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candle—or a piece of greased paper—formerly
used for blasting. (Weals : Diet, of Terms.)

* candle-mine, s.

Fig. : A mine or lump of tallow or fat ; a fat

lump.
"Too whoreson candl*-mi,ie."~Shaketp. : 2 Benry

IT., ii, 4.

candle-mould, «. A mould for making
candles, usually ofpewterortin ; in some cases

glass has been employed. They may be in-

serted in a wooden frame, the upper part of

which serves as a trough ; or several moulds
may be permanently attached to a tin trough,

the whole constituting a single mould. Each
mould consists of a cylindrical tube having a

conical tip, with a circular aperture through
which the double wick is drawn, while the

other end of the wick projects beyond and
closes the aperture in the conical tip. Sticks

or wires are passed through the loops, their

ends resting on the edges of the mould-frame.
The mould is placed open end up, and the

melted tallow poured into the trough by
means of a ladle. When sufficiently bard, the

candles are withdrawn by means of the wires

or Bticks passing through the loops.

candle nut, 5. The fruit of the Candle-

berry tree.

Candle-nut tree; The Candleberry tree.

"The candlenut tre* grows In the Polynesian
Islands."—Stmondt: Commercial Products qf the Vege-
table Kingdom.

candle-power, s. The illuminating

power of a candle, taken as the unit for esti-

mating the quality of any other light or
illuminating agent. The usual standard is a
sperm candle burning 120 grains per hour.

* candle - quencher, * candel -

quencher, s. An extinguisher.
" Candel^uenchers ... be the! tnaad of inooet puyr

gold."— W ickliffe; Ezod. XXT. 38.

candle-rush, $. The common rush,

Juncus communis, so called from its pith being
used for making rushlights.

candle-shears, s. pi. Snuffers. (Scotch.)

candle snuff, * candlesnuffe, s. The
snuff or wick of a candle.

"The fungous excrescence growing about the candle-
snufe.—Holland: Plinie, bit xxviii. cb. IL

candle snuffer, s. One whose occupa-
tion it was to snuff the caudles.

"I .snuffed the candles, and, let me tell you, that,
without a candle-snuffer, the piece woold lose half its

embellishments."—Ootdsmith: Essays, vl

vcandlc snyting, "candylsnytynge,
$, The act of snuffing a candle ; a candle-
wick.
"A

Anglicum (ed. Herrtage).

candle-stuff, candlestuff, s. Grease,
tallow, or other kitchen stuff from which
candles may be made.

" By the help of oil, and wax, and other candlestuff,
the name may continue and the wick not burn.'—
Bacon.

candle-tree, * candel treow, s.

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A candlestick.

2. Bot. : A tree, Parmentiera ctri/era. It Is

of the crescentiad order, that to which the
Calabash-tree belongs.

" Here we may take notice of the candtetreet of the
West Indies, oat of whose fruit, lulled to a thick fat
consistence, are made very good candles. —Hay : On the
Creation, pt. ii.

Candle-tree oil : Oil made from the fruit of

the Candle-tree.

* candle-waster, «.

Fig. : Applied in contempt to a spendthrift,

S drunkard, or a poor scholar.
" Patch grief with proverbs ; make misfortune drunk
With candleteasters." Shakesp. : Much Ado, v. 1.

candle wick, * candylweke, $.

1. Ord. Lang. : The wick of a candle.
" Why doth the Are fasten upon the candle *4cJt I

"

—

Bunyan: P. P., pt IL

* 2. Bot. : A plant, Verbascum Thapeus, Great
Mullein, used for wicks of candles.

o&n'-dae-ber-ry, s. k a. [Eng. candle, and
berry.]

A. As subst. : The same as Candleberry-
M YRTI.K {<[. V.).

candleberry—cane

B. As adj. : (See the compounds.)

candleberry-myrtle, s.

Bot. : An American shrub, Myrica cer\fera.

Natural order, Myricacese. It is also called

the Wax-myrtle. Other species of Myrica are

also sometimes termed Candleberry Myrtles.

candleberry-tree, s.

Bot. : A tree, Aleurites triloba, natural

order, Euphorbiacete, the nuts of which are

commercially called candle-nuts, and furnish

a greenish-coloured wax when put into hot

water.

can-die mas, * candelmesse, * condel
messe, a.

'
[A.S. candel-mo&sse ; from candel,

and maisse = mass.] The feast of the Purifica-

tion of the Blessed Virgin, February 2nd ; bo

called from being celebrated with processions

and shows of candles, in commemoration of

the words of Simeon when the intant Jesus

was presented in the Temple :
" A light to

lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of thy
people Israel." (Luke ii. 34.)

"Come Candlemas nine years ago she died."
Gay.

"In Scotland, the period In contracts of landlord

and tenant is often dated from Lammas or Candlemas."
—Lewis: Astron. of the Ancient* {ed. IMS), ch. L, J 6,

P.M.

candlemas-bells, s. A plant, Galanthus
nivalis, the Snowdrop. (Gloucester.) (Britten

<t Holland.)

• candlemas crown, s. A badge of

distinction, for it can scarcely be called an
honour, conferred, at some grammar-schools,

on him who gives the highest gratuity to the

rector, at the terra of Candlemas. (Scotch.)

"The scholars . . . pay ...» Candlenuu gratuity, ac-

cording to their rank and fortune, from 6s. even as far

at & guineas, when there is a keen competition for the

Candlemat crown. The king, i.e., he who pays most,
reigns for sU weeks, during which period he is not
only entitled to demand an afternoon's play for the
scholars once a week, but he has also the royal privilege

of remitting punishments."—/'. St. Andrew*. Fife

StatisticalAocounL

can' die stick, 'can del stikke, * can-
del-stik, * can-del-stykke, *. [Eng.

candle and stick.]

L Ord. Lang. : The stand or apparatus for

holding or supporting a candle.
" Candelstykke. Candelabrum, lucernarium."—

Prompt. Pare,
" And the table and all his vessels, and the candle-

stick and his vessels, and the altar of incense."—Kxod^
xxx. 37.

IL Technically:

1. Jewish Archceol. : A golden candelabrum
diverging above into three branches on each

side, six in all, was part of the furniture of the
tabernacle. (Exod. xxxvii., 17—24.) Its ap-
propriate situation was in the tent of the con-

gregation, opposite to the table on the south
side of the tabernacle. (Ibid, xL 24.)

2. New Test. (Fig.): A church, specially

applied to one of the seven churches of Asia.

"... and the seven candlesticks which thou sawest
are the seven churches."— lie*. L SO; see also ii. l, 5.

8. Bot. : Various plants with more or less

remote resemblance to a candlestick. Spec.—
(1) Lady's Candlestick: A plant, Primula

elatior. (Britten & Holland.)

(2) Devil's Candlestick: A plant, Nepeta
glechorna, (Britten &> Holland.)

can' -die-wood, **. [Eng. candle; wood.)

The Jamaica name of Gomphia guianensis.

* can'-dtfng, *. Eng. candle; 'ing.] A pro-

vincial name fora supper given by publicans to

their customers on Candlemas eve. (Wright.)

* can-doc, * can-dock, *. [Eug. can, and
dock (q.v.).]

Botany

:

1. A plant or weed growing In rivers, Nym-
phcea alba, from the half unfolded leaves

floating on the water being supposed to re-

semble cans.

2. Nvphar lutea, so called from its broad
leaves, and the shape of its seed-vessel like

that of a can or flagon. (Britten & Holland.)
". . . the water-weeds, as water-lilies, candocks,

reate, and bulrushes."— Walton.

can-dor. can-dour, s. [Lat, candors
whiteness ; candeo = to be white.]

* 1. Lit. : The state of being white ; whiteness.

2. Fig. : Frankness ; openness of heart
" Such was their love of truth,

Their thirst of knowledge, and their candour too I

"

Cowper : Task. Ii. Mi.

cand'-ro'y, *. [Etym. doubtful.] A machine
used in preparing cotton cloths for printing.

It spreads out the fabric as it is rolled round
the lapping roller.

can'-dy, v.t. k i. [O. Ft.
€i
$e candlr = to

candie or grow candide, as sugar after boyling
"

(Cotgrave); Ital. candire = to candy ; candi =
candy ; zuccliero candi = sugar-candy ; Arabic
& Pers. qand = sugar

;
qandah = sugar-candy

;

quandi m sugared.]

A* Transitive:

L Lit. : To preserve with sugar, to sugar,

to coat over with crystallized sugar (most com-
monly used in the pa. par.).

" They have In Turkey confections like to candied
conserves."

—

Bacon.

* 11. Figuratively:

1. (Applied to frost): To cover over with
congelations, to crystallize.

" Th' excessive cold of the mid air anon.
Candies it all in balls of icy stone."

Du Bartas, Day*

2. To coat over or incrust with any foreign

substance.

"I have seen ... a skull brought thence, which
was candied over with stone, within and without"—
Puller : Worthies. IL 500.

8. To sweeten ; cover over any bitterness or

unpleasantness.
" This candied bitterest tortures with delight

'

Beaum. A Flet. ; Psyche, a. IK

t B. Intransitive :

1. Lit. : To become coated with sugar.

2. Fig. : To become congealed.

candy-broad-sugar, s. Loaf or lump
sugar. (Scotch.)

can'-dy(l), tknan-dy, s. [Tamil and Ma-
layalain kandi ; Mahratta khandee ; from

Sansc. khand — to divide, to destroy.] A
weight in use in India—at Madras, 500 lbs,;

at Bombay, 560 lbs.

can'-dy (2), s. & a. [Fr. candi, mere candi;

Sp. candi, axuear cande ; Ital. candi or zut>

chero candi; from Arab, and Pers. qand =
sugar, sugar-candy; from Sana. khanda=-%
piece of sugar, kliand = to break.]

A. As subst. : Crystallized sugar, made by

boiling sugar or syrup several times to rendat

It hard and transparent
" Like flies o'er candy

Buzz round." Byron : Don Juan, xli. SL

* B. As adj. (Fig.) : Candied overexternally

;

sweetened or smoothed over.
" Why, what a candy deal of courtesy
Thia fawning greyhound then did proffer me

!

Shakesp. : I henry IV., LI

can'-dy (3), $. &a. [From Candia or Crete, a

well -known island in the Mediterranean,

south-east of the Morea.]

candy-mustard, s. The same as Cajjdt-

TUKT (q.v.). (Britten & Holland.)

candy-tuft, s. Aname applied to several

species of Iberis (q.v.). The name was origin-

ally given to the /. umbellatat first discovered

in Candia,

can'-dy-Ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Candy, v.]

A. k ~B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : In

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act or process of becoming

candied or crystallized.

cane (1), * canne, «. k a. [Fr. canne ; 0. Fr.

canes (pi.) = woods ; canez, canes, keynes =
oaks (KeUiam); Wei. cawnen = cane, reed;

Sp. k Port cane ; Ital. k Lat. canna ; Gr.

Kdwa. (kanna), Kavvn (kanne) = a reed or cane,

or anything made from it ; Arab, qan&t; Heb.

n3PT (Qdneh). See II. 2.]

A. As substantive

:

t, Ordinary Language

:

1. A name given to various plants with

reedy stems. [II. 1.]

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

(2) Specially

:

(a) The rattan (Calamus rotang). [Calamus,

Rattan.]

(o) The sugar-cane (Saccharum, officinaruny

14 Has God then given its sweetness to the cane.

Unless His laws be trampled «n-in vMn '

Coteper: Charity, l»»

2. Anything made of small plants with

reedy stems.

0) A lance or dart of cane.
" Jndge-Uke thou sitfst to praise or to arraign

The flying skirmish of the darted cane.

Dryden : 1 Conquest of Qranada. L L

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, hSr, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pot,

or. wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. ». ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw-
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(2) A slender walking-stick, thicker than a
•witch and more slender than a staff.

" With win* extended fur I tough

t

To steer it close to laud."
Cowper i The Dog and the Water Lily.

XX Technically:

1. Bot. k Com. : A name for various endogen-
ous plants of thin but tenacious woody stem.
These belong chiefly to the orders Gram-
mace* and Palmacese. For different kinds of
*' canes," see bamboo, rattan, reed, sugar-cane,
fee.

2. Scrip*.: The "sweet cane" of Scripture,

Heb. np£ (ganM) (Isaiah xliii. 24); 1ETT Plp£

(qaneh hattob) lit. m the good cane (Jerem. vi.

20), is probably a grass, Andropogon calamus
aromaticus, which is a native of India.

"To what purpose cometh there to me incense from
Bheha, and the tweet cane from a far country."—Jer.
riao.

•fl"
The same word, qaneh, is translated

calamus in the Song of Solomon iv. 14, and
Ezekiel xxvii. 10, and may be the above-men-
tioned Andropogon; or, if not, then Acorns
calamus (q.v.). The calamus of Exodus xxx.

23 is in Heb. Dip's rtpp (qenek bosem), qeneh

being the construct, state of qaneh. It may
be Acorns calamus. The reed of Isaiah xxxvi.
6 is also qaneh, and may not be limited to one
species.

3. Weights d> Meas. ; A measure of length
used in some parts of Europe. At Naples it is

7 feet 3i inches ; at Toulouse, 5 feet 8£ inches,
and in Provence 6 feet 5J inches.

4. tiydraul. : A device for raising water.
[Hydraulic cane.)

B. As ad.j. : Pertaining to or resembling the
cane ; consisting of canes.

cane-apple, *. A plant, Arbutus Unedo.

cane-brake, s.

1. Lit. : A brake or thicket oomposed of
cane ; what is called in India bamboo-jungle,
or anything similar. (Chiefly American.)

2. Bot. & Ord. Lang. : The English name of
the genus Arundinaria.

cane-gun, s. A weapon comprisingagun-
barrel with its discharging devices, arranged
within the shaft of a cane so as to present the
appearance of an ordinary walking-stick.
(Knight.)

cane-harvester, 5. A machine for cut-
ting sugar-cane or sorghum in the field.

Essentially, it differs but little from the Corn-
harvester (q.v.).

cane-hole, s. A hole or trench on sugar
plantations, in which canes are planted.

cane-juice, s. The juice of the sugar-
cane.

"The first of these writers [Luean] in enumerating
Porapey's eastern auxiliaries, describes a nation who
made use of the cane-juice as a drink."— Grainger

:

Sugar-Cane, bit. i., note.

Cane-juice bleacher: An apparatus for de-
colourizing cane-juice by means of sulphurous
acid vapour. (Knight.)

cane-knife, s. A knife like a sword or
Spanish machete, used for cutting standing cane.
It has a blade from 18 to 24 inches long, and
Lb made in various patterns for the Southern
or South American market. (Knight.)

cane-mill, s. A machine for grinding
sugar-cane or sorghum-stalks.

cane - polishing, a. Polishing or de-
signed to polish canes.

Cane-polishing machine : A machine for
polishing the hard siliceous cuticle of rattan-
splints after they are split and rived from the
cane. [Rattan, Cane-workinq Machine.]

cane-press, i.

Sugar-making : A machine for pressing sugar-
canes. In that of Bessemer there is a plunger
reciprocating in a trunk into which the cane
Is introduced transversely. At each stroke of
the plunger a length of cane is cut off, and
jammed against the mass of cut cane, which is

ultimately drawn out at the open end.

cane-scraper, s.

Chair-making, &c. : A machine for cutting
away the woody fibre from the back of a splint
of rattan, to make itthin and pliable. (Knight.)

cane-splitter, s.

Chair-making, Ac. : A machine for cutting

and riving splints from rattan. [Cane-wqrk-
ino Machine.]

cane-stripper, $.

Sugar-making : A knife for stripping and
topping cane-stalks.

cane-sugar, s. [Soqar.]

cane-trash, s. Refuse of sugar-canes or
macerated rinds of cane, reserved for fuel to
boil the cane-juice.

cane-working, a. Working or designed
to work cane.

Cane-working-machine

:

Chair-making, «£c. : A machine for working
cane. (Used specially of cane-splitters,
planers, scrapers, shavers, dressers, reducers,
and polishers.) (Knight.)

cane (2), caln, kaln, s. & a. [From Low
Lat. canum, cana = tribute ; GaeL ceann =
the head.]

A. As subst. : A duty paid by a tenant to
his landlord in kind. (Jamiesan.)

B. As adj. : Designed to be given to a land-
lord, &s cane-cheese, cane-fowls. [Cain, Canaoe.]

cane, v.t [From cane (1), s. (q.v.);]

1. 0/ a chair, dtc : To affix rattan to suit-

able parts of it

2. OS a person : To beat with a cane or thin
stick.

" Or would it tell to any man's advantage in history
that he had caned Thomas Aquinas."

—

Be Quinceg

:

Work* (ed. 1863). voL ii. p. 93.

caned (1), pa. par. & a. [Cane, v.]

* caned (2), a. [Of unknown origin.]

Moulded or turned sour. (Applied to vinegar
or ale.)

"Caned. Acidut."—Cathol. Anglicum (ed. HerrtageJ

* can-el (1), can cle, can clle, "can
ylle.s. [Fr. cannelle; Sp. canela; Ger. kaneel

;

Dan. kanel; probably from Lat. canalis, from
the hollowness of the stalks. ] Cinnamon.

"In Arabia is store mlr, and canel."—Treviia, t 89.

* can-el (2), * chandle, *. [Canal.]
" Canel or chanelle. Canalit."—Prompt. Parv.

* canel bone, * canelboon, s. [Canal-
bone.]

ca-neT-la, s. [Lat. dim. of canna m a reed,

'from the "shape of the rolled-up bark.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, belonging to the
order Guttiferse, but of which the affinities are
so doubtful that it has been made the type of
a distinct order, Canellacese (q.v.). They are
ornamental shrubs or trees. Canella alba is a
common West Indian aromatic evergreen
shrub. It is called also Wild Cinnamon.

canella alba, s.

Bot. & Com. : The botanical and commercial
name ofa cheap aromatic bark, chiefly obtained
from the Bahamas. (Craig.)

canella bark, s.

Bot. : The bark of Canella alba. [Canella.]
It is called in the Bahamas White-wood Bark,
from the colour of the trees from which it has
been stripped. It yields by distillation a
warm aromatic oil, which is carminative and
stomachic. In the West Indies it is often
mixed with oil of cloves. (Lindley, &c.)

canella de chevro, i. The Brazilian
name for an oil distilled from the fruit of
Oreodaphne opi/era, a lauraceous tree growing
abundantly in South America between the
Oronoko and the Parime rivers. The oil is

limpid and volatile, of a yellow wine colour,
an aromatic acrid taste, and a smell as if old
oil of orange-peel had been mingled with that
of rosemary. An oil which gushes copiously
from the tree itself when incisions are made
into it, is considered to be a powerful discu-
tient.

canella' ce aa, s. pi [From Mod. Lai
canella (q.v.), and fern. pL suff. -acece.}

Bot. : A family of plants established by Von
Martius, though not universally accepted by
other botanists. Calyx leathery, of three im-
bricated sepals ; petals five, twisted in aesti-

vation ; stamens about twenty, united into a
column, with theauthers sessile on the outside;
ovary one-celled, with two or three ovules.
Of doubtful affinity. Probably akin to Bix-
acese. (Lindley, £c.) [Canella.]

can el-lS a-ce-ous, a. [Lat. canella; Eng.
adj. suff, -aceous.]

Bot : Pertaining to the order of plants of
which Canella is the type. (Craig.)

canes, s. pi. [Lat. canis = a dog.]

canes venaticl, s. pi. [Lat. canes = dogs ;

venatici=i pertaining to hunting; venor = to
hunt.]

Astron, : The Greyhounds, the name of two
northern constellations, in which Hevelius,
by whom it was formed, reckoned twenty-five
stars, but the British Catalogue only ten.

t ca-nes'-oent, a. [Lat canescens; pr. par. of

canesco = to become white, caneo — to be
white.] Become white in colour, assuming a
white colour.

* can'-e-vas, s. [Canvass.]
"On the floor y-cast a caneoat."

Chaucer ; C. T„ U.8M.

cang, s. [Chinese.] A wooden collar, gene-
rally of fifty to sixty lbs. weight, worn round
the neck as a legal punishment in China. It
is called also kea. (Sir George Staunton, J. F,
Davis, £c.)

can gan, s. [Chinese.]

Fabrics: Chinese coarse cotton cloth. It Is

in pieces six yards long, nineteen inches wide,
and has a fixed currency value. (Knight.)

can-gi'-ca, s. & a. [A Brazilian word.]

cangica-wood, s. Called also in England
Angica. It is of a rose-wood colour, and is

imported from Brazil in trimmed logs, from
eight to ten inches in diameter. As a variety
in cabinet work small quantities of this wood,
are employed. (Ure.)

can'-gle (g silent), v.i. [Etym. uncertain;

perhaps a variant of jangle.] To quarrel,

argue, dispute ; to cavil.

"Ye cangle about uncoft kids."

—

Ramsay: Scotch
Prov., p. SL

cang'-ler,s. [Cangl(e); -er.] Ajangler. (Scotch.)

cang'-llng, pr. par. & s. [Candle, *.]

(Scotch.)

A* As pr. par. : Jangling.

"At last all conimeth to this, that wee are In end
found to haue heene neither in moode nor figure, but
only Jangling and cangling.''—Z. Boyd ; Last BatteU.
p. 530.

B. As subst. : Altercation.

can-ic'-u-la, oan-Ic-ule, *. [Lat oani

cula; dim. of canis = a dog.]

Astron.: The constellation known as the
Dog-star, the principal star in which, Sinus,
rises heliacally between the 16th of July and
20th of August.

"Among all these inconveniences, the greatest I
suffer is from your departure, which is more afflicting

to me than the cnnicule."—Addison; Letter in the
Student, ii. 89.

can-ic'-u-lar, a. [Fr. canicttlaire ; Lat. cani-

cularis ;'from canicula = a little dog ; dimin.
of canis = a dog.] Of or pertaining to Cani-
cula, or the Dog-star.

canicular days, s. pi. The dog-days—
the period during whioh the dog-star rises and
sets with the sun, viz., July to August. In
old, and indeed till comparatively recent times,

the great heat, and the consequent diseases

which are prevalent at this time of the year,

were popularly ascribed to the influence of

this star.

"In regard to different latitudes, unto some the
canicular dayihn in the winter, as unto such as are
under the equinoctial line ; for unto them the do^
star ariseth when the sun is about the tropick oi

Cancer, whioh season unto them 1» winter."—Browne
Vulgar SrrourM.

canicular year, s. The Egyptian year,

computed from one heliacal rising of the dog
star to another.

can'-i dse, s. pi. [From Lat can-is = a dog,

and fern. pi. suff. -idas.)

1. Zool. : A family of mammals belonging to

the order Carnivora and the section Digiti-

grada. The muzzle is pointed, the tongue
smooth, and the claws non-retractile, the last-

named character distinguishing it from the
Felidse. The fore feet have five toes each and

the hind ones four. Molar teeth, ~~ or }^.
The carnassial has a heel or process. It con-

tains the Dogs, Wolves, Foxes, and Jackals. It

is akin to the HyBenidffi (q.v.).

boil, boy; pout, j6wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph = 1

-elan, -tian shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -slous, -clous= shua. -ble, -die, &c - beL del.
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2. Palaxmt. : Canidne have been found in

the Eocene, but this may not have been the
first appearance of the family in geological

time. There are fosaii as well as recent genera
known.

can le, can-nle, o. [Canny.] Gentle,

mild ; dexterous. (Scotch.

)

"Then cannie, in some coxie place,

They close the day.
Burnt : To James Smkh.

* ea-ni'-nal, a. [Lat. caninus.] The same as

Canine (q*. v.).

" Too much caninal anger . . ."—Falter.

oa'-nine, a. k s. [Fr. canin ; Lat. caninus^
pertaining to a dog ; canis= a dog.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang.: Of or pertaining to dogs,

having the nature or qualities of a dog ; dog-

ike.
•*A kind of women are made np of canine particles

:

these *re scolds, who imitate the animals outof which
they were taken, always busy and barking, and snarl

at every one that cornea in their w*y."—Addison,
" Savages now aometlmea cross their dogs with wild

canine animals, to improve the breed. '—Darwin :

Origin of Species {ed. WW), ch. L, p. 84.

2. Med. : Unnatural, insatiable.

"It may occasion an exorbitant appetite of usual
things, which they will take in such quantities, till

they vomit them up like dogs; from whence it is

called caniiiA "—Arbuthnot.

B. As subst. : A canine-tooth.

"The more perfect quadrupeds have three torts of

teeth, termed incisors, canhi-s, and molars. . . . The
canines follow the incisors, and occupy an interme-
diate station between them and the molars ; they are
only employed in tearing or holding; hence they are
chiefly confined to quadrupeds who live upon animal
matter, and are wanting in the herbivorous ruminants,
to whom, in fact, they are unnecessary."—Sspainson

:

Natural History of Quadrupeds, } 7L

canine-letter, s. The letter r, from its

sound.

oanlne-madness, s. [Hydrophobia.]

canine-teeth, s. pi
Anat. : The sharp-pointed teeth on each

side, between the incisors and grinders, so
called from their resemblance to those of a
dog.

«an-ing (1), pr. par. k s. [Cane, v.}

A. As pr. par.: (See the verb.)

B. As subst. : The act of flogging with a
cane ; the strokes given.

8 can-Sag (2), * can'-jfnge, *. [Low Lat.

campulus.] [Caned(2),ci.] The act ofbecoming
sour or moulded ; the state of being moulded.

Canynge of ale: Acor. [CathoL Anglicum,
ed. Herrtage.)

• can'-I-ple, s. [Cf. O. Fr. canivel, canivct,

dim. of canif = a pen-knife.] A small knife

or dagger. {Ogilvie.)

ca'-ms, s. [Lat]

1. Zool. : A genus of mammals, having six

upper fore-teeth and six lower, tusks soli-

tary, and grinders six or seven. It includes

the Common Dog (Canis familiaris), with all

his varieties, as Spaniel, Hound, Greyhound,
Pointer, Setter, Retriever, kc. (see these
words), the Wolf (Canis lupus), and the Jackal
(Canis aureus). The Fox is often named Cants
vulpes, but now more frequently Vulpes vul-

garis. The genus cant* is Bpread over the
whole world.

2. Paloiont. : It Is difficult to distinguish

the genera of Canidse in a fossil state. The
typical one, Canis, seems to exist in the Mio-
cene, and abounds in the Pliocene of North
America.

canis-major, s. [Lat. = the greater dog.]

Astron. : A constellation in the southern
hemisphere, consisting, according to the British

Catalogue, of thirty-two stars. Within its

limits shines the brightest fixed star in the

whole heavens, Sirius, the " Dog-star."
[Smius.]

canis minor, s. [Lat = the lesser dog.]

Astron. : Another southern constellation,

consisting, according to Ptolemy, of only two
stars, but according to the British Catalogue
of fifteen. Its chief star is Procyon (q.v.),

whicli is of the first magnitude.

can'-ls-tei*, s. [Fr. canastre ; Lat. canistrum ;

from Gr. Kavaorpov (kanastron)= a basket of

reeds ; navvn (kanne) = a cane, a reed.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A small basket, originally made of

reeds.
" White liliea iu full canisters they bring,
With all the glories of the purple spring.'*

Dryden : Virgil; Ed. U. «L

2. A metal box or case.
" The glittering canlsfers are heap'd with bread.
Viands of various kinds invite the taste."

Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. viL, 23W5.

3. A tin or metal box or case for holding
tea, coffee, Ac.

H. Technically:

1. Mil. : Metal cases containing lead or Iron

bullets, which burst after leaving the guns.
[Cask-shot.]

"A masked battery of canister and grape could not
have achieved more terrible execution."—Disraeli

:

Coningsby, bk. lv., ch. xiv.

* 2. Cooperage : An instrument used by
coopers in racking off wine. (Phillips.)

* 3. Weights and Measures : A quantity of

tea, 75 to 100 lbs. weight. (Phillips.)

' canister-shot, s. [Canister, B. 1.]

can'-kcr, * can -ere, s. k a. [Ft. chancre ;

Lat. cancer = a crab.]

A. 'As substantive:

L Ordinary Language ;

1. Literally:

(1) A cancer, an eating or corroding ulcera-

tion, especially in the mouth.

(2) Anything material which eats away or
corrodes. [Canker-worm.]

* 2. Figuratively :

(1) Anything which corrupts or consumes.
"O, that this good blossom could be kept from

cankers!"—Shakesp. : 2 Uen. If'., ii. 2.

"It is the canker and ruin of manv men's estates,

which, in process of time breeds a public poverty."—
Bacon.

(2) Bust (Wright.)

(3) A mental wound or sore.

"... heal th' Inveterate oonJter of one wound
By making many."

Shakesp : King John, T. t.

(4) Corruption, virulence.
" As with age his body uglier grows.
So bis mind with cankers.'

Shakesp. | Tempest, iv. l (in some editions).

*' Banish the canker of ambitious thoughts."
Ibid., 2 Henry 17., L 2.

IT. Technically:

L The same as Canker-worm (q.v.).

". . . in the sweetest bud
The eating canker dwells."

Shakesp. : Tieo Gent., i. 1.

2. Botany:
* (1) Rosa canina, the Dog-rose.
" I had rather be a canker in the hedge than a rose

In hit grace."—Shakesp. .* Much Ado., i. &

(2) Papaver rhceas, the Red Field-poppy,

from its red colour and its detriment to arable

land.

(3) Leontodon taraxacum, Dandelion. [In

Dut Cancker-bloemen.] (Britten & Holland.).

(4) A toadstool. (Wright)

(0) A fungus growing on and injuring trees.

[Carcinoma.]
" The calf, the wind-shock, and the knot.
The canker, scab, scurf, sap, and rot"

Evelyn.

3. Farriery

:

(1) A disease of the horse's foot, often in-

curable, generally originating in a diseased

thrush. It consists of a fungous excrescence

with fibrous roots.

(2) A disease in the ears of dogs.

B, As adj. : (See the compounds).

canker-bloom, •

Bot. : The Dog-rose or Wild-brier. [Canker,
B., 2 (1).]

* canker-blossom, ft A worm or cater-

pillar eating away fruit, kc. (Lit. Afig.)
" O me ! you juggler ! you canter blossom t

You thief of love; what, have you come by night*'*
Shakesp. : Mid. /fight's Dream, ii i. 2.

canker-flower, s. A plant, Rosa canina.
(Heywood : Love's Mistress, 1636.) (Britten dt

Holland.)

* canker-fly, s.

Entom. : An insect feeding on fruit

canker tret , s.

1. Copperas.

2. An ulcer or sore in the mouth.

canker-nail, *. A strip of flesh torn.

back above the root of a finger-nail ; a hang-
nail. Jamieson.)

canker-root, s. A plant, the Commuu
Sorrel. (Semnich.)

canker-rose, *. Two plants, (1) Papaver
Rhosas and (2) Rosa canina.

canker-worm, s.

1. Lit. Entom. : A caterpillar, especially

that of the Geometer moths.
" And I will restore to you the years that the locust

hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the caterptller, . .
."

—Joel 0.2$.
" The canker-wrm* upon the passers-by. ,

Upon each woman s bonnet, shawl, and gown."
Longfellow: Tales of a Wayside Inn ; The Poet s Tat*.

2. Fig. : Anything which corrupts or cor-

rodes.
**A huffing, shining, flatt'ring, cringing coward,
A cankerworm or peace, was raised above him.

"

Otieay : The Orphan, L J.

can'-ker, v.t. & i. [Canker, *.]

t A. Transitive

:

L Lit. : To corrode, consume, or eat away
as rust

"Tour gold and silver Is cankered ; and the rust of'

them shall be a witness against you. . .
."

—

James v. ft.

* 11. Figuratively

:

1. To corrode, corrupt, undermine.
" Restore to God his due in tithe and time

;

2. To pollute, infect

"... an overgrown estate, that ia cankered with-
the acquisitions of rapine and exaction."

—

Addison.

t B. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To become cankered, to be eaten

away by rust, as by a canker.
" Silvering will sully and canker more than gilding

;

. .
.**—Bacon.

2. Fig. : To become corrupt
" As with age his body uglier grows.
Bo his mind cankers."

Shukesp. ; Tempest, lv. L

can-ker-bit, a. [Eng. canker, and bit =
bitten.]

1. Lit. : Touched or eaten with canker.

2. Fig. : Consumed away by anything veno
mous or slanderous.

" Know, thy name is lost.

By treason's tooth baregnawn and cankerbit."
Shakesp. : Lear, v. ft.

can'-kered, * can'-ker-rit, pa, par. or a.

[Canker, v.]

1. Lit. : Eaten away with canker.

* 2. Fig. : Envenomed, cross, peevish, per-

verse.
" Nor satisfyit of hir auld furie nor wroik,
Rolling in niynd lull niony cii»Jterri( bloik.'

Doug. ; Virgil, It*. 4
"... a will! a wicked will;

A woman's will ; a cankerd grandara's will
!"

Shakesp : King John, U. L
" The cankered spoil corrodes the pining state,

Starved by thai indolence their mines create."

Coteper: Charity, SS.

* oan'-kered-l^, " can'-kard-l^, adv.

[Eng. cankered ; -ly.\ Venomously, spitefully.

" Our wealth through htm waxt many times the worse.

So cankardly he had our kin in hate."
Mir.far Mag., p. «L

can'-ker-ihg, pr. par.ka, [Canker, p.]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb.)

t B. As adj. : Corroding, consuming, de-

stroying.
" And in each ring there is a chain

;

That iron is a cankering thing."
Byron : The Prisoner of Chilton, 1

can'-ker-oils, a, [Eng. canker; -ous.J

1. Lit ."Eating or corroding as a canker.

t 2. Fig. : Consuming, destroying, wearing

out
"Another species of tyrannlck rule.

Unknown before, whose cankerous shackles sets a

Theenvenom'd soul" Thomson: Liberty, pt iv.

can'-ker-weed, s. [Eng. canker; weed.] i

name sometimes given, especially in th

of England, to various composite plants

to (1) Senecio Jaeobasa, (2) S. sylvaticus, (3) \
tenuifolius.

can'-ker -wort, can'-cer-wort, s. [From

Em;, canker and wort; A.S. wyrt, wurt - an

herb, a plant.] 8everal plants, viz.

:

t (Of the tingle form Cankerwort) : iMtnto--

don Taraxacum.

2. (Of both forms):

(1) Linaria spuria, (2) L. Elatine. (Britten

it Holland.)

fate, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall* father ; we, w*3t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine j
go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, som mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. ». ce = e; ey = a. qn = kw.
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nan'-ker-Jr, *can-kry,a. [Eng. canker ;-y.]

L Lit.: Of the nature of or resembling a
canker.

II. Figuratively:

1, Worn, eaten away, as though by a canker,

"It [the MS.) bad the plain mark of age, the ink
being turned brown and cankry."— Wogan, in Burton t

Genuineness of Lord Clarendon'* Hut., p. 140.

2. Peevish, perverse, cantankerous.

can kri-en'-I-a, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot : A genus of Primulace®, consisting of a
sirigle species from Java—a beautiful alpine
plant, with erect radical leaves, often half a
foot in diameter, verticillate nodding flowers,
and erect fruit. (Treas. of Botany.)

can'-na(l), s. [Lat.canna; Or. tcdwa, navy*
(kannd, kanne) = a reed.]

Botany

:

1. Sing. : A genus of plants belonging to, if

not even typical of, the endogenous order
Marantaceffi. [Cannacb.*.] They have beau-
tiful red or yellow flowers. Canna indica is

the Indian shot or Indian bead, a native of
Asia, Africa, and America ; it is common and
in flower most of the year in Indian gardens.
The seeds have been used as a substitute for
coffee, and they moreover furnish a beautiful
but not a durable purple. A kind of arrowroot
is extracted in the West Indies from a species
believed to be C. Achiras. The fleshy conns of
some cannas are said to be eaten in Peru, and
according to Von Martius, those of C. awran-
tiaca glauca and others are diuretic and dia-
phoretic, acting like orris-root.

2. PI- : Jussieu's name for an old endogenous
order of plants, now separated into two, viz.,

Zingiberaceae and Marantacese (q.v.)

t can'-na (2), s. & a. [Contracted from Scotch
cannach'(q.Y.y]

carina down, s. [Cannach.]

c&n'-na, v. [Eng. & Scotch can; Scotch na
= not*] Can not, or cannot. (Scotch.)

"Troth, Sir, I canna weel say—I never take heed
whether my company be tang or abort, if they make a
lang bilL"—Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. xxxli.

t c&n'-na-blc, a. [Lat. cannabis = hemp. ]

Of or pertaining to hemp.

cannabic composition, s.

Arch. : A composition, the basis of which
Is hemp, amalgamated with a resinous sub-
stance, prepared and worked into thick sheets.
From it ornaments in high relief are formed
by the pressure of metal discs, and are less
than half the weight of papier mdche. It is

thin and elastic, and adapted for walls of
houses. It will stand a blow of a hammer,
or the effects of weather, and admits of being
painted, varnished, or gilded.

"can na bie, «. [Canopy.]
"Item, ane cannabie of grene taffetie, freinyeit

with grene, qnhtlke may serve for any dry stuill or a
bed. '—Inventories, A. 1561, p. 188.

can na-bin a -co TO, s. pi. [From Lat. can-
nabis = hemp, and fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : Hempworts, an order of plants, of the
TJrtical alliance. They have a solitary sus-
pended ovule, and a hooked exalbuminous
embryo with a superior radicle. They inhabit
the temperate parts of the eastern hemisphere.
Only two genera are known, Cannabis or
Hemp, and Humulus or Hop. (Lindley.)

can na-bme, a. & s. [Lat. cannabinus = per-
taining to hemp ; Gr. Kavvd&tvoc (kannabinos),
from Kawafiis (kannabis) = hemp.]

* A* As adj. : Of or pertaining to hemp ;

hempen.

B. As subst. : A narcotic gum resin ob-
tained from the hemp (Cannabis saliva).

Can'-na-bis, s. [Lat. cannabis; Gr. Kawafiic.
(kannabis) = hemp.]

1. Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical
one of the Cannabinaceae. Cannabis sativa
is the Common Hemp. It is a native of
India and Persia. The dried plant or por-
tions of it are sold in the bazaars of India,
under the names of Gunjah or Bhang, and
are used by the natives as stimulants and
intoxicants; the former is Bmoked like to-
bacco, the latter is pounded with water, so as
to make a drink. [Hemp, Bhang.]

2. Pharm, : [Hemp.]

can -na'-c©~» (Agardh), can-ne-se (R.

Brown), s. pi. [From Lat. canna (q.v.), and
fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece or -ea.]

Bot. ; An order of endogenous plants, now
more commonly called Marantaoeae (Marauts)
(q-v.).

can -nach, s. [Gael, canach m cat's tails

;

moss-crops.]

Bot. : Cotton-grass (ErwphoruiAvaginaium).
(Linn.)

" Cannach is the Gaelic name of a plant common In
moory ground, without leaf or lateral outahoot of any
kind, consisting merely of a slender stem supporting
a silky tuft, beautifully white, and of glossy Bright-
ness.'—Mrs- Grant: Poems. N. o. 116.

can -nagh, con -nagh, 5. [Etym. doubtful]
A disease to which hens are subject, in which
the nostrils are so stopped that the fowl can-
not breathe, and a horn grows on the tongue ;

apparently the Pip. (Scotch.)

can nas, can-nes, *. [Canvas.]
" A puffo' wind ye cudna get,
To gar your cannas wag.

"

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 10.

canned, a. [Eng. can, s.] Preserved or
packed in cans or tins. (Chiefly American.)

"We have many eminent native firms of preparers
of 'tinned' and 'canned' provisions."

—

Daily Tele-
graph, Oct 16, 1880.

* cannel (1), *. [Channel.]

can'-nel (2) (Eng.), can nell (Scotch), s.&a.
[Eng. cannel is a corruption of caudle.]

cannel - coal, candle - coal (Eng.),

cannell coal, candle-coal (Scotch), s.

Afire. ; A variety of the species called by
Dana Mineral Coal. It is bituminous and
often cakes. It has little lustre ; its colour is

dull bluish or grayish black. On distillation

it furnishes forty to sixty-six per cent, of vola-
tile matter. It is used for the manufacture of
oils. Parrot-coal and Horn-coal are essen-
tially the same as Cannel-coal. (Dana.)

'cannel (3), s. [Canel, .«.]

Aromaticks.of cannel, cardamoms, clowea, ginger,"
—St. Germain : Royal Physician, p, 60.£,-.

cannel-waters, s.pl. Cinnamon-waters.
" Aquavitae with castor, or tryacle-water,—can nc,'-

water, and celestial water."—St. Germain : Royal Phy-
sician, p. 60.

can -nell, s. [Canal. ]

cannell-bayne, s. [Canal-bone.]

can -ne-quin, s. [Local oriental name.]
A kind of white cotton cloth made in the East
Indies, about eight ells long.

cann'-e-ry, i. An establishment for the
putting of meat, fish or fruit into hermetically
sealed cans or tins ; also called a canning
factory.

can net, s. [Fr. canette, dimin. of cane = a
duck.]

Her. : A charge in coats of arms in which
ducks are represented without beaks or feet.

can ni bal, * can -i-bal, s. & a. [Sp.

canibal, a corruption of Caribal = a Carib.
The form of the word has been influenced by
the Lat. cants = a dog ; caninus = pertaining
to a dog, as descriptive of or applicable to the
low or revolting practice of cannibalism.
Brought from America at the end of the 15th
or in the 16th century.]

A. As substantive :

1. One who eats human flesh, a man-eater

;

an anthropophagite.
" The cannibnls that each other eat

;

The anthropophagi." Shakesp. ; Othello, 1. 8.

2. One of the lower animals that feeds on
its own species.

B, As adjective:

1. Lit. : Of or pertaining to a man-eater.
* 2. Fig. : Applied to anything exceedingly

barbarous or revolting.
" Cannibal terrour hns been more powerful than

family influence.'—Burke :Onm Regicide Peace, Let!

can ni bal ism, s. [Eng. cannibal; and
suffix -wto (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : The act or practice ofeating human
flesh ; man-eating.

" The Scythians erteem cannibalism a sober and
religious custom.'*

—

Christian Religion's Appeal to the
Bar of Beaton, ii. 87. {Latham.)

2. Fig. : Barbarity, atrocities.

"Unless a warm opposition ... to the spirit of pro-
scription, plunder, murder, and cannibalism, be ad-
vene to the true principles of freedom."—Burke.

* can -ni bally, adv. [Eng. cannibal; -ly]
In the manner of or Kkfl a cannibal.

" Had he been cannibalty given, he might Ijtvs
broiled and eaten him too."—Shakesp.; Coriolanus, lv.5.

can -ni-kin, s. [Dim. of Eng. & Scotch can,
s. (q.v.).] Adiinlangvpssel. (Scotch.) (Poems
of 16th Cent.)

can'-ni-ly, adv. [Scotch canny, cannie; -ly,]

Skilfully, cautiously, dexterously.
". . . whereas, if he had had a wee bit rlnnln ring

on the snaffle, she wild ha* rein'd as cannily as a cad-
ger's pownie.' —Scott : Waverley, ch. xJvJi,

can'-ni-ness, s. [Scotch canny; -ness.)

1. Caution, forbearance, moderation in con-
duct.

"He Is not likely to carry himself with any eanni>
nest in time coming.**—Baillie: Letters, i. M.

2. Crafty management.
"When the cannineu of Rothes had brought In

Montrose to our |*rty, his more than ordinary and
civil pride made him very hard to be guided. "—Baillie .-

Letters, 1L «.

can'-nfng, s. [Can (2), v.] The act or pro-
cess of preserving meat, fish, fruit, Ac, by
sealing up in cans or tins.

* c&n'-nlp-er, s. [A corruption of callipers.]

Callipers.
"The square Is taken by a pair of cannipers."^

Mortimer; Husbandry.

can -nle, s. [Candle.] (Scotch.)

can non (1), s. & a. [Pr. canon = a law, rule,

decree, ordinance, canon of the law . . . also
the gunne tearnied a cannon ; also, the barrell
of any gunue. (Cotgrave.) Skeat thinks that
the spelling with two n's inny have been
adopted to create a distinction between the
tw«i uses of the word. A doublet of Canom
(q.v.).]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

*1. A tube. [Canon.]

2. A piece of ordnance. [II.]

" If I say sooth, I must report they were
As cannons overcharged with double cracka"

Shakisp. : Macbeth, 1.

1

"Then banners rise, and cannon -signal roars,"
Scott : The Vision of Don Roderick, v. M.

IX Technically:

1. Mil. : A conical tube of iron, brass, or
steel for discharging projectiles. Its external
parts are called cascabel, first re-inforce, second
re-inforce, chase, muzzle. It is supported on
carriages by short arms on each side, forming
part of the gun, called trunnions. The bore may
be cylindrical or chambered, smooth or rifled.

Itmaybeloaded at breech ormuzzle. Itwasfirst
introduced in Europe in the fourteenth cen-
tury ; made of longitudinal iron bars hooped
with rings ; charge contained in a separate
chamber placed in a socket in the breech

;

shot of lead# iron, or stone. Used by Edward
III., at Calais, 1346; in the field at Cressy,
1346 ; by Venetians, at Chioggia, 1366 ; at

Bruges, by the Gantois, 1382 ; and at Constan
tinople, by Turks, in 1394. Brass guns, in-

troduced in the fifteenth century, as the
" Messenger," at Aberystwith, throwing a

30lb shot ; the " King's Daughter," at Harlech,
one of 45lbs. Mons Meg, at Edinburgh,
calibre twenty inches ; the Great Gun of Ghent,
twenty-six inches ; the English guns at Mont
8. Michel, fifteen inches and nineteen inches,
are bombards of this period. Designations of

guns : Cannon Royal, Bastard Cannon, Half
Cartham, Culverins, Demy-Culverms, Basilisk,

Serpentine, Aspik, Dragon, Syren, Moyens,
Rabinet, Falcon, Falconet, and Saker; the
last three for field service. Sixteenth century :

' hollow bronze and iron guns first cast in

England (1521 and 1547) ; made very long and
charged with meal-powder; portable "hand-
cannon" and small breech-loaders, as the
"Paterara/'still used; siege-guns threwa79£lb.
shot. Seventeenth century : lighter field-guns

and cartridges invented ; Gustavus Adolphus
employed copper guns covered with leather or

rope. Eighteenth century : guns cast solid

and then bored ; carronades introduced. Nine-

teenth century : Rifled field-guns first em-
ployed, In 1859 ; since then rifling and later

breech-loading applied to all calibres. [Gun.]

2. Mach. : A metallic hub or sleeve, fitted

to revolve on a shaft, or with it.

3. Printing : A large size of type, used for

bills, posters, &c. [Canon, 8.]

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).

cannon-ball, s.

Mil. : Applied generally to all iron projec-

boil. bo^: pout, jo^rl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^onopbon, exist. in*.

-Clan, tian * shan. tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -eious m shus. -ble, -pie, &c. = bel, p4).
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tiles flred from smooth-bore ordnance. They
consist of solid and hollow cast-iron shot, steel

or wrought-iron shot, grape, case, sand shot,

common shells, diaphragm shrapnell shells,

improved shrapnell shells, Martin's shells,

carcasses, light balls (ground and parachute),

and smoke balls. Stink balls and poisoned
balls were formerly used by barbaric nations.

Like feather-bed 'twixt castle wall.

And heavy brant of cannon-ball."
Butler : Budibrat

Cannon-ball tree:

Bot. : A name given to a South American
tree

—

Couropita guianensis—from the large size

and globular shape of its fruit. It belongs

to the order Lecythidace®. The fruit is

vinous and pleasant when fresh, but emits an
intolerably offensive odour when in a state of

decay. It is known in Cayenne as the " Abri-

cot Sauvage," i.e., Wild Apricot. The shells

are used as drinking utensils ; the seeds are

eaten by monkeys. (Lindley, ttc.)

cannon-bone, canon-bone, a

Farriery

:

1. The metacarpal bone, between the knee
and fetlock joint of the fore-leg.

2. The metatarsal bone, between the hock
and fetlock joint of the hind-leg.

* cannon-bullet, a A cannon-ball.
" The flxt stars are so remote from the earth, that, if

a cannon-bullet should come from one of the flxt stars

with m swift a motion as it hath when it is shot out of

the mouth of a cannon. It would be 700.000 years in

coming to the earth."—Locke: Element* of Natural
Philosophy, c 8.

cannon-casting, a. A a.

A* As adj. : Casting or designed to cast

cannon.

B. As subst. : The art or operation of casting

a cannon. The moulds for brass cannon are

formed by wrapping a long taper rod of wood
with a peculiar soft rope, over which is applied

a coating of loam, which, as the work pro-

ceeds, is dried over a long fire, a templet being

applied to form the proper outline. This

model is made about one-third longer than the

gun is to be. It is next, when dry, black-

washed, and covered with a shell of loam not

less than three inches thick, secured by iron

bands, which is also carefully dried. The
model is next removed by withdrawing the

taper rod and the rope, and extracting the

pieces of loam. The parts for the cascabel

and trunnions are formed upon wooden models,

and then attached to the exterior of the shell

;

handles, dolphins, or ornamental figures, are

modelled in wax, and placed on the clay model
previous to moulding the shell, from which
they are melted out before casting. The
melted metal is then admitted to the bottom
of the mould through two gates, one on each

aide, or in some similar way. Cannons are

made solid, and are then bored by being made
to revolve around a drill. (Knight, <£c.)

cannon clock, a
Ordnance: A cannon with a burning-glass

over the vent, so as to fire the priming when
the sun reaches the meridian. Such pieces

were placed in the Palais Royal and in the

Luxembourg, at Paris. (Knight.)

cannon-lock, a
Ordnance: A contrivance placed over the

touch-hole of a cannon to explode the charge.

cannon-metal, s. The same as Gun-
metal (q.v.).

cannon-mouth, a
Saddlery : A round but long piece of iron, a

part of the bit, designed to keep the horse in

mibjectton. (.Canon-bit. ]

cannon-pinion, a

Norol. : A squared tubular piece, placed on

the arbor of the centre-wheel, and adapted to

hold the minute-hand.

cannon-proof, a & a.

• A. As substantive : A state of safety from
cannon-shot ; hence, generally, safety.

"If I might stand still in eannon^proof, and have
Came fall upon me, I would refuse if—Beau/m. 1 PL .

King and no Kino.

B. As adj. : Proof against the attacks of

cannon.

* cannon-royal, a
Ordnance : An old grade of service-cannon,

tt inches bore, 66-pounder ; a carthoun.

cannon-shot, a
1. A cannon-ball.

"He reckons those for wounds that are made by
bullets, although it be a cannon-that."— WUeman
Surgery.

2. The distance to which a ball can be pro-

jected from a cannon.

cannon-stove, ..

Heating apparatus : A cast-iron stove, some-
what cannon-shaped, the lower portion, or

bosh, forming the fire-pot, and the upper a

radiating surface. It has no flues proper, but
the stove-pipe stands upon the top, encircling

the thimble.

can -non (2), * can'-nom, a [A corruption

of Ft. carambole.]

Billiards: A stroke in which the player's

ball touches each of the other two balls in

succession.

* can -non (1), v.L & i. [Cannon (1), a] The
same as to Cannonade (q.v.).

can -non (2), v.i. [Cannon (2), a]

Billiards : To make the stroke described
under Cannon (2), a

can - non - a de, s. [Fr. canonnade, from
canon.] A continued discharge of cannon-
balls against a town, fortress, &c.

"A cannonade was kept up on both sides till the
evening."—Macaulay: But, Lng., ch. XTi.

can-non-a de, v.t. & i, [Cannonadc, a]

I. Trans. : To attack or batter with cannon,
to discharge cannon against.

tIL Intrans.: To discharge cannons or heavy
artillery.

"Both armies cannonaded ill the ensuing day.'*

—

Tatler.

can-non-a'-ded, pa. par. or a. [Cannon-
ade, v.]

can-non-a'-ding, pr. par.
t

a., & $. [Can-
nonade, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partidp. adj. : (See

the verb).

"The Duke of Savoy lost no time, but continued
cannonading the place, while the fleet came up to
bombard it — Burnet .- Own Time, an. 1707.

C As subst. : The act of discharging cannon,
a cannonade.

cannon e er, * can-non-ie r, a [Fr. co-

nonnier, from canon. ] The gunner or artillery-

man who manages the laying and firing of a
cannon.

" It is an old tradition that those that dwell near the
cataract of Nilus are struck deaf ; but we And no such
effect in cannonier*, nor millers, nor those that dwell

upon bridges."—Bacon: Work*; Nat, Hist, cent, ill.,

f 37a P- 19*.

* can-nAn-e'er-ing, a [Cannoneer, a] The
act or science of shooting with a cannon, bom-
barding.

" The present perfection of gunnery, cannoneerino,
bombarding, mining, and all these species of artificial,

learned, and refined cruelty. "—Burke: Vindlc of Nat.
Society.

* can -non-ing, a [Cannon, v.]

1. Lit. : A loud noise caused by cannons.

2. Fig. : Any loud noise, as of cannons.
" Nay. the loud cannoning of thunderbolts,
Bcreekins of wolves, howling of tortur'd ghosts.

Pursue thee still." Brewer : Lingua, i. l.

"can-now, *can-nowe,s. [Canoe.] A canoe.

"They have abundance of monoxyloe or cannow*.
which pass through narrow channels." — Randolph;
State of the Morea, p. 15 (1686).

" A boat like the cannowe* of Inde."
W. Browne: Britannia* Pattoralt, t a

can'-nu-la, a [Lat. cannula = a little pipe

or tnbe jdimtn. of canna = a cane, a pipe.]

Surgery : A small tube introduced by means
of a stilette into a cavity or tumour to with-
draw a fluid.

* can'-nu-lar, a. [Lat. cannula.] Of or per-

taining to a* tube or pipe ; tubular.

can-ny, can nie, ' can na, - kan ny.a
& adv. (Scotch.) [Can, v.]

A* As adjective ;

2. 0/ persons

:

1. Knowing, wise, far-seeing.

" I trust in God . to use the world, as a canny or
cunning master doth a knave-servant"

—

Rutherford:
Lett., P. I. ep. 11.

2. Attentive, wary, skilled.

" His wife was a canna body, and could dress things
very weel for ane in her line o business."

—

Tale* of my
Landlord, 11. 107.

3. Possessed of knowledge supposed by the

vulgar to proceed from a preternatural origin,

possessing magical skill. (South of Scotland.)
" He gave these persons to understand, that his name

was Elshender the Recluse; but his popular epithet
soon came to be Canny Klehie, or the wise Wight of
Muckleatane-Moor."*— Tales of my Landlord, i. 89.

4. Fortunate, lucky. (Used in a superstitious

sense.)

% In this sense frequently used negatively,

and applied to a person or thing with whom it

is as well not to have anything to do.

"She fley'd the kimmers ane and a',—
Word gae'd she was bjsj kanny ."

Ramtay : i'oemt, L tTL

IL Of things:

1. Prudent, cautious, wise.

"The Parliament Is wise, to make in a canny *n&
safe way, a wholesome purgation, that it may be tiiue-

ou*."—Bailtie : Lett., it 138.

2. Artful, crafty.

"Mr. Marshall, the chairman, by canny conveyance,
got a subcommittee nominate according to bis mind.
—BaiUie : Lett., U. 67.

.3. Fortunate, lucky.
" Now by a kanny gale.

In the o'erflowing ocean spread their sail."

Ramtay t Poem*, i. 334.

1 See also I. 4.

4. Safe, not dangerous ; not difficult to

manage. Thus " a canny horse " is one that

may be ridden with safety.
"Ye ne'er was donsle.

But namely, tawie. quiet, an' cannie.
An" unco aonsie."

Burn*: The Auld Parmer'* Salutation.

B. Asadv. : In a canny manner ; cautiously,

prudently.
" Speak her fair and canny, or we will have a ravelled

hasp on the yam-windles. "—<ScoM .* The Pirate, ch. t.

s " There—that will do :—canny now, lad—canny now."
Ibid. ,* Antiquary, ch. vii.

canny-moment, cannie moment, a
The designation given in Scotland to the time

of fortunate child-bearing ; otherwise called

"the happy hour." In Angus, "canny
mament"

"Ye'll be come In the canny moment I'm thinking,

for the laird's servant—rade express by this e'en to

fetch the howdle, and he just staid the drinking o' twa

Suits o' tippeny. to tell us how my leddy was teen wf
er pains. —Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. it

canny-wife, cannie wife, s. A com-

mon designation for a midwife. (Scotch.)

"The canny wt»et came there conveen'd,
All in a whirL"

Forbet; Dominie Depoted, p. St

can ny-ness, a [Canniness.]

* ca-noa, a [Obsolete form of Canoe (q.v.).]

ca noc , * ca-noa, • can-now, * can-
nowe, a & a. [Sp. canoa, probably a West

Indian or Caribbean word.]

A. As substantive

:

1, Originally : A kind of boat in use among
uncivilised nations. It is made either of the

trunk of a tree hollowed out, or of pieces of

bark or hide joined together. Some of the

larger size carry Bails, but they are generally

propelled with paddles. The North American

Indian makes his canoe of cedar-wood covered

with sheets of the bark of the white birch sewn

together. The Indians of the plains used

buffalo-hide. In the wooded regions devoid

of birch the canoe was a shaped and hollowed

log, which was probably the primeval form

throughout the world. The canoes of the

Feejees are double, of unequal size, the

smaller serving as an outrigger. Large ones

are 100 feet in length. Captain Cook estimated

the naval force of the Society Islands at 1,700

war-canoes, manned by 68,000 men. (Knight,

" In a war against SemiramU they had fourthousand

monoxylaorcanoeiof one piece of timber. —Artnutr

not : On Coin*.

2. Now : A very little boat, narrow in the

beam, propelled by paddles. It is generally

of woou, but may be of galvanised iron, caout-

chouc, and even of paper. /? ordlDary gently

man's canoe is about 13 feet long, 26 inches

Ate, at, fixe, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. P*t

•r, wbre.wolf, work, wno, son; mnte. onto, eiire, nnite, ciir, rule, full; try, Syrian. »3,ce = e. ey= a. qu-kw.
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wide, 12 inches deep, and has a " comber" of

two inches. The opening in the deck in which
the voyager places himself Is 4 feet long and
1 foot 8 inches wide. A canoe for two persons,

sitting face to face, should be about two-thirds

larger. The late Mr. John McGregor travelled

many thousand miles, chiefly in Eastern
waters, in his famous canoe named the

Rob Roy. The Royal Canoe Club was founded
in 1866.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

canoe birch, canoe birch, s. A kind
of birch

—

Betvla papyracea.

canoe-wood, canoe wood, *. A mag-
noliaceous plant—the Tulip-tree (Liriodendron
tulipifera).

ca-nd'e, v.i. [Canoe, *.] To row or paddh in

a canoe.

ca-noe'-Ing, pr. par. & $. [Canoe.]

A. As pr. par. : In the same sense as the
verb.

B. As subst. : The act or science of rowing
or paddling a canoe.

ca-noe'-Ist, s. [Eng. canoe, and su(T. -ist

Vq.v.).} One who rows or paddles in a canoe.
(American.) 9

* can-ois, a. [Canoits.]

can on (1), s. & a. [Lat. canon; Or. ko.vu>v

(kanon) = (1) a straight rod or bar, (2) a rod
used in weaving, (3) a rule or level used by
masons in building. Metaphorically a rule as
for the guide of conduct. In the ecclesiastical
writers the books received as the rule of faith

and practice ; na«j (kanl) or Kavvn (kanne) =
a reed or cane.] [Cannon.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A rule, a regulation, a law.

tbili-y oftht Early Roman History (1855), cli. xiv.

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

(2) Spec. : A rule in ecclesiastical matters.

2. That which is established by rule. [II.

3. A person bound by rule. [II. (i) 2 (1).]

IL Technically:

(i) Ecclesiol., Ch. Hist., <ftc.

;

1. Of things:

(1) The ordinances made by ecclesiastical
councils for the regulation of religious matters.
[Canon-law.]

(a) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.
" By :m ancient canon, those who ministered at the

altars of God were forbiiWleu to take any part in the
Infliction of capital punishment."

—

Atacaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. xxii.

* (6) Spec. : The rules and regulations laid

down as the rule of life for those clergy who
reside in community.

* (2) The list or catalogue of saints.

(8) Of the mass

:

That part of the Mass which begins after
the Sancttts with the prayer Te igitur, and
ends, according to some, just before the Pater
noster, according to others, just before the
consumption of the elements. The name
canon is given to this part of the Mass because
it contains the fixed rule according to which
the sacrifice of the New Testament is to be
offered. (Addis & Arnold.)

2. Of persons:

(a) In the same sense as (2).

(1) In the Church ofRome: (6) A member of
an order of religious persons intermediate
between the regular monks and the secular
clergy. The canons lived together, ate at
the same table, joined in united prayer at
stated hours, but did not take vows like
those of the monks, besides which they offi-

ciated in certain churches. Chrodegang,
Bishop of Metz, about the middle of the eighth
century, is said to have instituted the order.
At first the members were called Fratres
Dominici (the Lord's brethren), but afterwards
canons. Lewis the Meek caused rules to be
drawn up for their guidance by the Council of
Aix-la-Chapelle, A.D. 817, and instituted an
order of canonesses. Having become corrupt,
efforts for their reformation were made by
Nicolaus II. in the Council at Rome, A.D.
1059. About the same time, some canons

influenced by Ivo, afterwards Bishop of
Chartres, renounced private property, and
became virtual monks. Hence arose the dis-

tinction between secular and regular canons,
the former obeying the rule of Nicolaus II.

and the latter following that of Ivo. Ivo's

rule being almost the same that St. Augustine
had before introduced in his see, the regular
canons were often called Canons under the
rule of St. Augustine, or simply Canons of St.

Augustine. In the twelfth century mutual
jealousy created a long and bitter controversy
between the monks and the canons. An effort

was made in the 17th century to restore the
monastic and semi-monastic orders to their
pristine purity, and the Reformed Canons
regular of St. Augustine arose. Three other
regular orders were abolished in 1668 by Pope
Clement IX. (Mosheim.)

(2) In the Church of England : A certain

dignitary in cathedral churches ; a residentiary
member of a cathedral chapter.

" Swift much admires the place and air.

And longs to be a canon there.
A canon I that's a place too mean :

Ko, doctor, you shall be a dean.
Two dozen canoru round your stall.

And you the tyrant o'er them all" Swift.

T The name Cannon Street in London,
having reference to the cathedral chapter of
St Paul's, is au indication of the identity of
the two words cannon and canon.

(ii) Biblical Criticism dt Church History

:

Those books of Scripture which are re-

ceived as inspired and canonical, as distin-

guished from the apocrypha. [II. 1.]

" Canon also denot«s those books of Scripture, which
are received as inspired and canonical, to distinguish
them from either profane, apocryphal, or disputed
books. Thus we say, that Genesis is part of the sacred
canon of the Scripture."— Ayliffe : Parergon Juris
Canonici.

*I It is also applied to any one of the
canonical epistles (q.v.).

1. Old Testament Canon : The ancient canon
of the Old Testament is ordinarily attributed,
on the authority of Jewish Talmudic tradi-

tion, to Ezra (Esdras of the Apocrypha), and
the most modern research admits that he at
least took the first step in the work by lend-
ing strong public sanction to the Pentateuch,
and giving it increased currency (Ezra vii. 6,

10, 11 ; Neh. viii. 1-8, 18-18 ; 1 Esdr. viii. 3,

7, 9, 19, 23 ; ix. 39, 40, 42, 45, 46 ; 2 Esdr. xiv.

21, 22, 25, 26).

A great addition to this first canon seems to
have been made by Nehemiah, of whom it is

said in 2 Mace. ii. 13, " The same things also
were reported in the writings and commen-
taries of Neemias, and how he, founding a
library, gathered together the acts of the
kings and the prophets, and of David, and
the epistles of the kings concerning the holy
gifts. ' By these designations probably were
meant the books from Joshua to 2 Kings in-

clusive, the four greater and most of the
minor prophets, with some of the Psalms.
A third canon seems hinted at in 2 Mace, it

14 :
" In like manner also Judas gathered to-

gether all those things that were lost by rea-
son of the war we had, and they remain with
us." By Judas is meant Judas Maccabseus.
His canon seems to have added Proverbs,
the Song of Solomon, Daniel, some of the
Psalms, &c, or, speaking broadly, the books
called Kethubim in Hebrew, or in Greek
Hagiographa. Doubts about the canonicity
of parts of Ezekiel, and the whole of Ec-
clesiastes, Canticles, Esther, and Proverbs,
were not set at rest till a decision in their
favour was obtained from the Jewish Synod
of Jabneh, or Janmia, about A.D. 90. Jose-
phus soon afterwards arbitrarily fixed the Old
Testament books at twenty-two, to make them
agree in number with the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet, and the Talmud at twenty-four, be-
cause that is the number of the Greek alpha-
bet. AU the thirty-nine books in our modern
Bibles found a place, separate or combined, in
those enumerations. Jerome also, like Jose-
phus, made twenty-two, a number which the
Council of Carthage, A.D. 397, much enlarged
by taking in the Apocrypha, [Apocrypha.]

2. New Testament Canon : The germ of what
afterwards became the New Testament canon
was in existence when the Second Epistle of
Peter was written (2 Pet. iii. 15, 16). About A. D.
144 the "heretic" Marcion came from Pon-
tus to Rome, bringing with him a collection
of sacred books, viz., the Gospel of St Luke
and ten Pauline epistles, those of Timothy
and Titus being omitted. According to Dr.
Samuel Davidson, the idea of an inspired
New Testament canon and of a Catholic church

came into existence together about 170 A.D.
The canon which then grew up consisted of
two parts, the Gospel [to cvayyiktoy (to tuan-
gelion)"] and the Apostle [o anoo~roko^ (ko
apostolus)], the former containing the four
gospels, flie latter the Acta of the Apostles,
thirteen epistles of St Paul, one of St. Peter,

one of St. John, and the Revelation. The
canon of Muratori, about the same date,

differs in omitting 1 Peter and including 2 and
3 John, as also Jude. Irenteus, Clement of
Alexandria, and Tertullian, had all their

separate canons. Origen, about A.D. 254,

recognised three classes of books— those
generally admitted, those not authentic, and
those doubtful. Similarly Eusebius, A.D. 340,

divided the sacred writings into three classes

—those generally received [otLoKoyovfKva (ho-

mologoumenay] , those controverted [o*tiA*-

yofieva (antilegomena)'], and those heretical.

The canon of the New Testament, in the form
in which we now have it, except that the Apo-
calypse was ignored, was settled by the Council
of Laodicea, A.D. 367, and confirmed by the
14th Council of Carthage, A.D. 307, one of the
members present at which being the cele-

brated Augustine. (Dr. Samuel Davidson:
Canon, <£c.) [Bible.]

(Ill) Law:
1. Eccles. Law : [Canon Law].

2. English Civil Law: A rule. Used spe-
cially in the expression Canons of inheritance,
which are the rules regulating the descent of
real property when the owner or " purchaser"
dies intestate. The Act of Parliament deter-
mining such cases is 3 and 4, Win. IV., c 106.

(Wharton.)

(iv) Music : A species of musical composi-
tion, written according to strict rule (hence the
term), in which the different voices take up
the same melody, one after another, either at
the same or at a different pitch.

"A canon at the unison becomes a round, If the
antecedent has a cadence before the entry of the con-
sequent."—Staintr * Barrett.

(v) Printing : A size of type equal to 4-linea

Canon
SPECIMEN OF CANON TYPE.

pica, probably so called from having been first

employed in printing the canons. It is used
for posters and handbills.

(Vi) Math.

:

1. A general rule for resolving all problema
of the same kind.

2. A set of mathematical tables, as " a
canon of logarithms," " a canon of sines," &c.

(Vii) Surg. : An instrument used in binding
up wounds.

(viii) Farriery : Canon-bone. [Cannon-
bone. ]

(ix) Mech. : The part of a bell by which it

is suspended ; otherwise called the ear.

B. As aaj. : (See the compounds).

* canon bitt, s. That part of the bit
which is placed in the horse's mouth.

Spenter : F. Q., I. vii. ff.

canon-law, s. The body of ecclesiastical

law as laid down by the canons.
" This is mere moral babble, and direct
Against the canon-lawi of our foundation."

Milton : Comut, 80S.

History of the Canon Law

:

(1) Before the Reformation: A community,
civil or religious, no sooner conies into exist-

ence than it requires rules for its government,
and those first formed require to be modified
and developed and added to during the whole
period that the community exists. Hence the
first germs of the canon law are to be sought
for in apostolic times, whilst its complete
development took place at the period when
the power of the Papacy reached its height.

The oldest canons are called Apostolic canons

Sq.v.).

The canons of the Councils of Nice
A.D. 325), Constantinople (A.D. 381), Ephesus
A.D. 431), and Chalcedon (A.D. 451) obtained
civil sanction by decree of Justinian. Till the
twelfth century the canon law consisted mainly
of these canons collected, together with the
capitularies of Charlemagne and the decrees
of the Popes, from Siricius, A.D. 398, to Atlia-

beH, bo"^; pout, J6wl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon. exist, ph f.

-elan, -tian = than, -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious. -sious m shin, -ble, -die, && = bel, del.
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nasiusIV., A. D. 1154. In A.D. 1114 Ivo, Bishop
of Chartres, comineueed to collect the decrees

made by popes and the cardinals ; Gratiau, a

Benedictine monk, methodised the collection,

and published it in 1150. There followed the

Decretals of Gregory IX., in A.D. 1234. [De-

cretal.] Next came the " Sext " of Boniface

VIII., A.D. 1298 [Sext], the Clementines

or Constitutions of Clement V., A.D. 1308

[Clementine], and the Extravagants of John
XXII., A.D. 1317. [Extravaoant.] These,

with some more recent " Extravagants, " con-

stitute the "Corjm* Juris Canonici" (The

Body ofCanon Law). Some lawyers graduated

in canon and others in civil law, while not a few

did so in both. As the fully-developed canon

law greatly exalted the ecclesiastical over the

civil power, It was never very cordially ac-

cepted by the English Parliament, and there

was a national canon law composed of lega-

tine and provincial constitutions.

(2) Since the Reformation : By 25 Hen. VIII.,

c, 19, repealed by 1 Phil, and Mary, c. 8, but
re-enacted by 1 Eliz., c. 1, a revision of canon

law was ordered, and only those parts of it

were left binding which were not repugnant to

the common or statute law. In the 27th year

of Henry VIII., degrees in canon law were

abolished, not however by Parliament, but by
mandate. In 1603, under James I., certain

ordinances analogous to canons were enacted

by the clergy, but never received the sanction

of Parliament. It has therefore been adjudged

that where they introduce anything new they

are not binding on the laity.

canon-lawyer, *. One skilled in or

practising canon-law.

canon-type, a. [Canon, II. v.]

* canon-wise* a. One learned in ecclesias-

tical law.

. . reviled and raffled by an Insnlthigaad only
t-wisr i»reU

England, bit. i.

canon-'wur prelate . .
."—Millon : Qf Information in

* can -on (2), a. [Cannon.]

canon (3) (pron. can-yon), *. [Spanish.] A
mountain gorge, at the bottom of which flows

a river or stream, used principally of such
gorges or ravines in North-Weatern America.

"* can'-6n-£ss, s. [Fr. chanoinesse ; Low Lat.

canonissa ; from canon, and fern. sufT. ~i&sa.]

A woman who holds a canonry, or is a mem-
ber of an order of canons.

"There are. In popish countries, women they call

secular canoneue*, living after the example of secular

canons."—A ylijfs.

• ca-no'-nl-al, a. [Canon.] Canonical.

ca~non'-Ic,ca-non'-I-calt
#can-dn-Ique',

a. [Ft. canonique ; Eng. canon ; -ic,-ieal.]

1. Pertaining to or according to the canons.
" With neither hands, nor feet, nor faces,

Put In the right canonic placea"
Moore : Turnpenny Pottbag.

2. Constituting or contained in the canon of

Holy Scripture. As a distinctive term ap-

plied to the received Scriptures, first used

by Origen, Opp. v. 3, p. 36 (ed. de la Rue).

{Trench : On the Study of Word*, p. 96.)

3. Fixed or regulated by the canons.

4. Spiritual ; ecclesiastical.

canonical-books, or scriptures, s. pi.

Those books which compose the cauou of

Scripture.

canonical epistles, s. pi. The catholic
or general epistles of the New Testament.

canonical-hours, .--. pi

1. Stated hours appointed by the canons in

the Roman Church for devotional exercises.

They are, Matins, Lauds, Prime, Tierce, Sext,
Nones, and Vespers, with Compline. (See

these words.)

2. The hours (8 a.m.—3 p.m.) in which
marriage can be legally performed in an
English parish church.

* canonical letters, s. pi. Letters which
formerly passed between the orthodox clergy,

as testimonials of their faith, to keep up the

Catholic communion and to distinguish them
from heretics.

canonical life, «. The rule of life pre-

scribed for the ancient clergy who lived in

community.

canonical obedience, s. The submis-
sion due from the inferior clergy to their

ecclesiastical superiors.

canonical punishments, 9. pi. Those

spiritual punishments which the Church may
inflict, as excommunication, degradation,

penance, &c.

* canonical sins, $. pi.

In the Ancient Church: Those for which
public penance was inflicted, as idolatry,

murder, adultery, heresy, &c.

ca-ndn'-I-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. canonical; 4y.]

* 1. According to or in a straight line.

"I defy him to go on coolly, critically, and c<tn»>i-

catty planting hi' caUngss one By line in straight

lines."—Stems: Trltt. Stiandy.

2. In a canonical manner ; according to the

canons or canonical law.

"It Is a known story of the friar, who on a lasting

day hid bis capon be carp, and Mien very canoriiuaii.i

eat it."—Hoverntnent of the Tong^te.

* ca-non'-J-cal-ness, s. [Eng. canonical;

-iiess.] The quality of l>eing canonical or in

accordance with canonical law.
" How then it the Church an infallible keeper yf the

canon of Scripture, which hath suffered some books of

canonical Scripture to be Lat! and others to lose for

a long time their being canonical, at leant, the neces-

sity of being so esteemed, and afterwards, as It were
by the lawof Postliminium hath restored their autho-

rity and canonicalnea unto t hem. —Chillingworth

:

Religion of Protestants, pt. i., ch_ a.

ca-ndn'-i-cals, s. pi. [Canonical. ] The full

robes of a clergyman, as appointed by the

canons.

* ca-non'-i-cate, s. [Fr. canonical ; Low
Lat. canonicalus.] The dignity or office of a

canon ; a canonry.
"The church, willing to teatify the high opinion she

entertained of his merit, presented hiin with a cinoni-

cate in the cathedral of Paris."—Bering'on .* Abelard,

p. i a.

Can-6n'-i-c3u $. pi [Lat. canonicus; from
canon = a rule. ]

Music: A name given to followers of the
Pythagorean svstein of music, as opposed to

Musici, the followers of the Aristoxeniau sys-

tem. [Pythaooreans.] (Statjut A Barrett)

can-fin-Ic'-I-ty, s. [Fr. canonieiU.} The

quality of being canonical or in accordance

with the canons ; canonicalness.

"The canonicity, that is, the divine authority, of

the books of the New Testament, . . "—Newman: De-
velopment of Christian Doctrine, bk. Hi., § 4.

ca-non-1-sa -tion, s. [Canonization.]

canon-ist, *. [Fr. canonists.] A professor

of canon-law.
*' Of wnoae strange crimes no Canonist can tell

Id what commandment's Large contents they dwell.

Pope : Satire* of Dr. Donne, Sat. 11. 43-4.

" Among the priests who refitted the oaths were
some men eminent in the learned world, as gramma-
rians, chronoiogists, canonists, and antiquaries."—Ma-
caulay 1 Bitt. Eng., eh. xi v.

* can-on-is'-tlc, a. [Eng. canonist, suff. -ia]

Of or pertaining to a canonist.

"They became the apt scholars of this canonistie

exposition.'"—Milton ; Tetrachordon.

* can-on-ls'-tre (tre = ter), *. [Eng.

canonist ; -re = -er.] A canonist.
" Caton and Canoniatret connselllen ns to leve."

Langland; P. Plowman, 4,793.

can on iz a tion, can-dn-ls-a'-tion, s.

[Fr. canonisation ; Itat. canonizzazione ; from
Low Lat. canonizo = to canonize.]

1. The act of canonizing or enrolling any
person in the canon or list of saints. In the

Roman Catholic Church this is preceded by
beatification. The practice of giving saintly

honours to deceased Christians arose among
the common people. In the 9th century some
restraint was put upon it by ttie ecclesiastical

councils. The first instance of the enrolment

by the Roman bishop of a deceased person
among the saints was that of Udalrich, Bishop
of Augsburg, by John XV., in A.D. 993. In

the third Lateran Council, A.D. 1179, the right

of conferring such honour was limited to the

Pope.
" It Is very suspicious, that the Interests of particu-

lar famillda, or churches, have too great a sway in

canonUationt.''—A dditon.
" Even at the canonization of a saint, . .

.*

—

MUl

:

Liberty, ch. 11.

2. The state of being canonized.

can'-dn-ize, can'-in-ise, v.t. [Fr. canonU

ter ; Sp. canonizar ; Ital. canonizzare ; Low
Lat. canonizo = to enrol in a canon or list

;

canon = a list, register.]

L, Literally

:

1. To enrol any person in ttie, canon or list

of saints ; to declare any person a saint.

". . . would rfive my frank aonseiit tu ins being
canonized."—feorf • St finnan's Writ, ch, xxvi.

4
2. To instal in any ecclesiastical dignity

or office.
" Thus was the popeci»»rtm< sri

With great honour, and intromsed."
Uower; Conf. A mint.. 1. f|b|

* 3. To rate as highly as if included in His

canon of Scripture.

"Bathsheha was so wise a wum;tn. that some of her

counsels are canonized for flUviufc"—Bithop fieyU

David* End. (
Latham )

XL Figuratively: To raise to the highest

rank of honour and glory.
'*.

. . fame, in time to come, canomtt* us."

tihaketfj. : Trail, i (ret., ii. 1

can -on-Ized, can 6n ised, * can-on-
yz-yde, pa. par. d: a. [Canonize.]

oan'-on-is-er, oan'-6n-if-ert s. [Can-

onize.] He who canonizes, or raises any
person to tiie rank of a saint.

can on Iz ing, can-on is'-ing, pr. par.,

a., $t 8. [Canonize.]

A. k B. As pr. pur. & particip. adj. : In

senses corresponding to thoss) of the verb.

C. As substan. : Canonization.

"If the people resolve to take him diluted at the

rate of such a cananiana, I shall suspect their calender

inure than the Gregorian."— itttton . A ntwsr t<j EiAon

Barilite.

can'-on-ry, s. [Eng. canon, and suff. -ry

(q.v.).] The dignity, position, or emoluments

of a canon; an ecclesiastical beitetice iu a

cathedral or collegiate church.

"Bishops must therefore be flowed to kee;> tl,.ir

sees in Scotland, in order that divines not ordained i»y

Bishops might be allowed to hold rectoinn and canoii-

riez in England."—Mtcaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xiu.

t can'-on-ship, s. [Eng. canon, miff. -»hip

(q.v.).] The same as Canonry.
"As a canomhip is (dven by the giving of a book.

. .
."—Baxter ; Inf. Baptism, p. SB.

can -6 pied, * can o pyed, a. [Canopy j

Covered with a canopy. (Lit. dfig.)

Ca-no pus, *. [Lat Cfcnofms (Pliny); Gr.

Kirwpw (kanobos) (Ptolemy).] The name of a

city in Egypt.

Astron. : The name given to the bright star

in the constellation Argo. It is a Argo uavis.

It is situated in the rudder of the imaginary

ship. It is never visible in Great Britain.

*' Lamps which ontbum'd Canoput."
Tennyson : D. of F. Womsn, 146.

can'-o-py. s. [Ital. canope; O. Fr. conopee;

Fr. canape — a tent, canopy ; Lat. conopeum ;

Gr. Kwvtoirewv (kSnopeon) = abed with curtains

to protect from mosquitoes, &c ; a-wr*^

(konops) = a mosquito.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A covering of state over a throne or

bed.
" There William and Mary appeared seated onder a

canopy."—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xiii.

2- Figuratively:

(1) Applied to the heavens or the clouds.

" The cloud canopy above us may be thick enough tn

shut out the light of the stara"—Tyndall : Frag, of

Science. 3rd ed., t &,

(2) Applied to any natural arch or covering.

"... through the high canopies of trees."—Pope

Letter to Digby, Oct. 10.

i'ANOFIES.

L Salisbury Cathedral. X Westminster Abbey

IL Arch. : An ornamental arched or roof

lite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w5t. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t

«r. wore. wpli\ work, whd, soil ; mute. cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, full : try, Syrian. ». oe = e. ey = a. qu » kw-
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like projection over a niche or doorway, espe-

cially in Gothic architecture.

"The entrances are decorated with richly carved

pillar* and canopies."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., oh. iii.

* can'-O-py^ v.t. [Canopy, s.] To cover as

with a canopy. (Lit. &fig.)
" When lofty trees I see barren of leaves.

Which erst from heat did canopy the herd."
Shakesp. : Sin net*.

f Can'-6-p$Mng, pr. Var- * a- [Canopy, v.]

* can'-or, s. [Lat. canor = a melody ; cano =
to sing.] A melody, or sweet singing. (Blount

:

Glossographia.)

* ca-nor'-ous, a. [Lat. canorus = singing,

musical ; cano = to sing.] Tuneful, musical,

melodious.
" Bird* that are most canorou*. and whose notes we

most commend, are of little throats, and short."—
Browne : Vulgar Errours.

* ca-n6r'-ou»-ly, adv. [Eng. canorous; ~ly.]

In a tuneful or musical manner, melodiously.
(H. More.)

* ca-nor'-OUS-ne'ss, s. [Eng. canorous ; -ness.]

Tlie quality of being tuneful or musical,
melodiousness.

* ca nous, * ca -nos, * can-ois, a. [Lat.

canus = white.] Hoary, grey.
*' Vnfrendlye elld has thus bysprent
Hy hede and oaffettis baith with canons hair."

Doug. : Virgil, 141, 2fl.

canse, v.i. [Icel. kaUza m to scold, abuse.
Compare Gael, cainnteach= peevish.] To spenk
in a pert and saucy style, as displaying a great
degree of self-importance. (Scotch.)

can-sie, can-shie, a. [Canse.J Cross, ill-

humoured, saucy. (Scotch.)

* can stick, s. [An. abbreviation of candle-

stick (q. v.).] A candlestick.

"I had rather hear a brazen e« nrifc* turned."
Shakesp. 1 1 Henry IV., lit 1.

* can-stow, pr. of v. [A contracted form of
canst thou.] Canst thou.

" Alias ! Constaunoe, thou ne has no ehampioun,
Ne flghte canstow nat, so welaway I

Chaucer : ft T., 5,051-2.

cant (1), * canto, s. k a. [Dut, Daa., & Sw.
kant = a border, edge, margin ; Ger. kante =
a corner. ]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A slope, declivity.
" Vnder the canto of a hille.

'

Sege of Melayne, 14*5,

2. An inclination, slope.
" The helm had been lashed with a smalt cant to lee-

ward."— liaily Telegraph, Jan. 36. 1881.

XL Technically

:

1. Arch. : An external angle or quoin of a
building ; a bevel, a chamfer, an arris,

id pi
s pla

Coran, Entertainment.

2. Naut. :

(1) A cut made in a whale between the
neck and fins, to which the cant-purchase
is made fast for the purpose of turning the
animal round in the process of flensing.

(2) A piece of wood laid upon the deck of a
vessel, to support the bulkheads.

3. Coopering : One of the segments forming
a side-piece in the head of a cask.

4. Ship-building : The angle, as of the head
of a bolt. A bolt with a hexagonal or octa-
gonal head is said to be six or eight canted.

5. Gearing: A segment of the lira of a
wooden cog-wheel.

B, As adjective : (See the compounds).

cant blocks, s. pi.

Naut. : Large purchase-blocks, used by
whalers to cant the whales round during the
process of flensing.

cant-board, «. A division in the con-
veyer-box of a flour-bolt, to separate the
different qualities of flour or offaL

cant-chisel, $. A long and strong chisel
with the basil and a rib on one side.

cant-falls, *. pi.

Naut. : The ropes and blocks used by whalers
to sling the animal to the side of the vessel.

cant file, *. A file having the shape of
an obtuse-angled triangle in its transverse
section ; used in filing the inner angles of

"The first and principal person In the temple wai
Peace ; she was placed aloft in a cant."— B. Jonson :

spanners and wrenches for bolts with hexa-
gonal and octagonal heads.

cant-book, s.

Naut : A lever with a hook at one end, for

raising heavy articles.

cant-moulding, s.

Arch. : A moulding with bevelled instead of
curved surfaces.

cant purchase, s.

Naut. : This is formed by a block suspended
from the mainmast head, and another block
made fast to the cant cut in the whale.

cant-ribbons, s. pi.

Naut. : Those ribbons or painted mouldings
along a ship's side which do not lie horizon-

tally or level.

cant-robin, s.

Bot. : The dwarf dog-rose, with a white
flower. (Scotch.)

cant-spar, s.

Naut. : A hand-mast pole fit for making
small masts or yards, booms, &e.

cant-timbers, 8. pi.

Naut. : Timbers at the ends of a vessel rising

obliquely from the keel ; the upper ends of
those on the bow are inclined to the stern, as
those in the after-part incline to the stern-post
above. The forward pair of cant-timbers are
called the Jcnightheads, and form a bed for the
reception of the bowsprit. The timber at tho
extreme angle is built in solid, and is called

the dead-wood.

cant (2), s. & a. [Lat. cantus = a singing, a
song, from canto = a frequent, form of cano
= to sing. ]

A. As substantive

:

L A monotonous whining ; the whine of a
beggar.

2. A whining or hypocritical pretension to

goodness ; hypocritical sanctimoniousness.

"'Clear your mind of Cant/' Have no trade with
Cant.''—Cariyte; Heroes A Hero-worship, lect, V.

" Roundheads freed
From eant of sermon and of creed."

Scott: Rokeby, ML 12.

3. Hypocritical talk of any kind.
" But the Dutch are too shrewd to listen to the mis-

chievous cant which the spirit of couquest borrows
from what is called the doctrine of nationalities."

—

Times, Nor. n, 1878.

i. The special phraseology or speech peculiar
to any profession, trade, or class.

"Immorality baa its eant as well as party."—Gold-
smith i The Bee, So. vliL ; A ugustan Age of England.

" One plotter used the cant of the law. "—.Wacaiday i

Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

5. A slang jargon.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to, containing, or
of the nature of cant.

" The affectation of some late authors, to Introduce
and multiply cant words. Is the most ruinous corrup-
tion in any language."—Swift.

"She answered in the same tone of nnder-dlalogue,
using the eant language of her tribe."— Scott: Guy
Mannering, ch. iv.

• cant (3), s. [Probably from Fr quant —
how much ; Ger. gant m an auction.] An
auction.

" Numbers of these tenants, or their descendants,
are now offering to sell their leases by cant, even those
which were for lives-"—Swift.

cant (4), *. [Cantrip.] An old trick, a
juggle.

"Superstition holes peept thro*,
Made by nae mortal's nan's,

—

Experiencing plans
0' auld cants that night."

I). Anderson I Poems, p. 81.

• cant, * kant, * kaunt, a. [Probably con-
nected with can, ken, and the same as canny
(q.v.).]

1, Fierce.
" For to assege yone caste!

With cant men and cruel."
Oaw. A tt'ilagrai, ii X

2. Sprightly, lively, fresh.
H Ane young man stert In to that steid
Ala cant as ony colt."

Prhlis to the Play, st 6

Cant (1), v.t. [Dan. kantre — to cant, upset;
Ger. kanten, kantern = to cant, tilt.] [Cant
U), *.]

1. To incline or place on the edge, to tilt.

2. To give a sudden impulse to as to any-
thing standing ou its edge ; to throw with a
jerk or sudden force.

" The sheltie ... at length got its head betwixt its
legs, and at once canted its rider Into the little
rivulet"—Scott: The Pirate, ch. xi.

% To cant over:

(1) Trans. : To turn over ; to overturn.

(2) Intrans. : To fall over, to fall backwards.
especially if completely overturned. (Jamt*-
son.)

cant (2), v.t. & i. [Lat. canto, frequent, of
cano =. to sing. Can( and cliant were origin-
ally the same word. (Trench : On the Study of
Words, p. 167-)J [Cant (2), s.]

A* Transitive

:

* 1. To sing. [Chant, v.]

* 2. To repeat in a monotonous and whining
voice.

"Walking and canting broken Dutch for farthings.'
Shirley : Gamester, iii. 8.

3. To use the special phraseology of any
trade, profession, or class.

"Of all the cants which are canted In this canting
world, the cant of criticism is the most tormenting."—
Sterne: Trist. Shandy.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To sing.

"Sweet was the sang the birdies plaid alang.
Canting fu' cheerfu' at their morning niang."

H-'ts : Helenore, p. £9.

2. To use any slang jargon ; to use technical
terms affectedly.

" The Doctor here.
When he discourseth of dissection,
Of vena cava and of vena porta.
The meseratcs and the ineseuterieom,
What dous he ul»e but vunt t or if he run
To his judicial astrology,
Ami trowl the trine, the quartile and the sextile. *o
Does he not cant t who here does understand him f

"

Bern Jonsnn : Staple of Newt, iv. L

3. To talk or whine hypocritically.

Cant (3), v.i. [An abbreviated form of canter
(q.v.).j To canter. (Scotch.)

# cant (4), v.t. [Cant (3), ».]

1. To sell by auction.
" It it not the general method of landlords to wait

the expiration of a lease, and then cant their land to
the highest bidder T "— Swift : Against the Power of
Bishops.

2. To bid a price for anything at an auction.

"Two monks were outvying each other In canting
the price of an abbey."—Swift: Hist. Eng., Hcign of
W. II.

•cant (5),
* cant-^n, r.«. [Cant(1), s.] To

break up into fragments, to divide, to share.
" Cantyn or departyn. Partior."—Prompt. Pare.

Can -tab, s, [An abbreviated form of Can*
tabrigian (q.v.).]

can-ta -bile, adv. [Ital.]

Music : In an easy, flowing style.

Can-ta'-brJ-an, a. [Lat. cantaber = an in-

habitant of Cantabria, the ancient name of
the north part of Spain.] Of or pertaining to
Cantabria.

Can-ta-brlg -I-an, a. & t. [Lat, Cantabrigia
= Cambridge.]

A. As adj. : Of or relating to Cambridge or

its University.

B. As subst.: A native or a resident of

Cambridge. (In form Cantab, applied exclu-

sively to members of that University.)

*can-tail-lle, s. [Fr. chanteau, chantel.] [Car-
tel. ) A corner-piece.

" Item, ane bed maid of crammceie velvot enriched
with pheuixes of gold and teares, with a litle cantail-
lie of gold.' —Inventories, A, 1561, p. 135.

t cant-a-li-ver, s. [Cantilever, *.]

can ta Ion, s. [Etymology doubtful.]

Fabric : A species of woollen stuff.

cant a loupe, cant-a-leup, s. (Tr. ca?i-

taloupe; Ital. cantalupo, so called from the

castle of Cantalupo in the Man a d'Ancona, in

Italy.] A kind of small, round, ribbed musk-
melon. (Webster.)

"An acre well planted will produce 400 bushelr of

cantaleups."—QarUner.

can-tan'-lter-ous, a. [Etymology doubtful,

but possibly from O. Eng. contek= strife

quarrel.] Disagreeable, quarrelsome, crotch-

etty. (Colloquial.)

can-tar, can-ta'-rd, s. [8p.]

1. A weight in use in Europe and the East,

but varying considerably in different coun-

tries. At Rome it is 75 lbs. ; at Cairo, 45 lbs.

;

in Sardinia, nearly 44 lbs. ; and in Syria, about
500 lbs.

2: A liquid measure in Spain, ranging from
two to four gallons. (Webster.)

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; (Bin, Of ; expect, ^Cenophon, exist. -Ing.
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©an-tar'-e (e as a), v.t. [Ital.] To sing.

cantare dl manicra, cantare dl
manierata.j>krewe. [Ital.] To sing in a florid

or ornamental style. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

can-ta'-ta, «. [Ital. cantata = a song; Low
Lat. cantata m a chant, an anthem.] A poem
or dramatic composition set to music, with

solos and choruses.
" A cantata consisted originally of a mixture of re-

citatiTA and melody, aud was given to a single voice,

but tbe introduction of choruses altered the tirst

character of the cantata, and gave rise to some con-

fusion in the manner of describing it."—Stainer &\

Barrett.

* can-ta'-tion, s. [Lat cantatio = a singing

;

canto = to sing.] The act of singing.

can-ta tor' e, *. [Ital.]

Music : A male professional singer.

* ©ant'-a-tory, a. [Lat. cantator; -y.]

Containing or pertaining to cant or affectation.

o&n-ta-tri'-ce (ce as che), s. [Ital.] A
female professional singer.

cant'-«d(l), a. (Cant (ix *•)

1. Sloping, slanting.

2. Having an angle. [Cant (1), II. 4.)

Cant -ed (2), pa. par. or a. [Cant (2), v.}

canted column, s.

Arch. : A polygonal column ; one whose
flutes are formed in cants instead of curves.

L CANTED MOULDIN6 (FROM B1NHAM, NORFOLK).
2. CANTED COLUMN (FROM CONVENTUAL

CHURCH. ELY).

canted moulding, s.

Arch. : A moulding which has angular turns,

but no quirks or circular work.

canted pillar, canted post, s. One
from which the angles have been removed, or

are absent

canted wall, s. One which forms an
angle with the face of another wall.

O&n-tee'n, 5. [Fr. cantine m a bottle-case,

canteen ; Ital. cantina = a cellar ; O. Fr. cant,

Ital. <fc Sp. canto = a corner.] [Cant (1), *.]

1 1. A bottle or vessel used by soldiers for

carrying liquor for drink.
"... the canteen* were opened ; and a tablecloth

was spread on tbe grass."—Macauluy ; But. Aug., cli.

xvi

2. A chest or box in which tbe mess-utensils
are carried for officers of the army ; a mess-
chest

3. The place in a garrison in which drink is

sold to the soldiers ; a suttling-house.

"... the king of Prance established a sufficient
number of canteen* for furnishing his troops with
tobacco. —Beet : Cyclopaedia.

canteen-sergeant, s. A non-commis-
sioned officer in charge of the canteen.

*\ . . the pay and position of non-commissioned
officers of the army appointed to be cantecn-eergeanU.'
— /Jatly Telegraph, Feb. 1, 1881.

* can -tel, r. [Cantle, v.]

* can -tel (1), can -telle, 5. [Cantle, *.]

* can -tel (2), s. [? Cant, «.] Jamieson gives

this word as meaning a trick, a juggle, but in

the quotation it is evidently a misprint or
misreading for cautel (q.v.).

" With castls and with canteli*~
Bnulate, Hi. 2.

can -te-leln, s. [From Lat cantilena = an
old song, gossip.] (Scotch.)

h Properly: An incantation,

2. A trick, (Lyndsay.)

cant'-el-eup, cant-el-oup, s. [Canta-

loupe.]

* can-tel-mele, adv. [Mid. Eng. cantel, and
A.S. mitl = a bit.] In bits, bit by bit.

" Men get* it now by cantelmele."—Caxton : Book of
Curtatye, 409.

C&n'-ter (1), s. [An abbreviation of Canterbury.

Canterbury gallop or Canterbury paces were
phrases applied to the easy, ambling pace at

which pilgrims went to the shrine of St.

Thomas a Becket at Canterbury.] An easy

gallop.

"The canter is to the gallop very much what the
walk is to the trot, though probably a more artificial

pace"— Youatt; The Borte ; On Brought, p. 647.

To win in a canter : In horse-racing to be so

far ahead of the field as to be under no neces-

sity of urging the horse at the post; hence, to

win easily.

canf-er (2), «. [Cant (2), a.] One who cants ;

a hypocritical talker about religious subjects.
" Nor is her talent lazily to know.
As dull divines, and holy cantert do."

Oldham : On Presenting a Book to Cornelia.

cant -er, v.t. & i. [Canter (1), s.]

A. Trans. : To cause a horse to move in an

easy gallop.

B. Intrans. : To ride at a canter or an easy

gallop.
" For the rest, he loved trotting better than canter-

{ng."Sir E. L. Bulwer : Pelham, ch. xlli.

Cant'-er-bur-y, a. & a. [From the name of

the early inhabitants of Kent. It was known
under the Saxons as Caer Cant]

A. As substantive :

1. The capital of Kent, seat of the Metro-
politan See of all England. The first Arch-
bishop of Canterbury was St Augustine, AD.
597, and one of the most celebrated was Thomas
a Becket (St Thomas of Canterbury), who was
murdered in the cathedral, 1170. It was to
his shrine (demolished 1538) that the cele-

brated Canterbury pilgrimages were made.

2. A Canterbury gallop (q.v.).

3. A low stand, fitted with partitions, and
generally with a drawer, for holding music
(bound or in sheets).

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

Canterbury-bell, s.

Botany

:

1. The common name for Campanula me-
dium, L. Said to have been named by Gerard
for its abundance near Canterbury.

2. Campanula trachelivm, L.

3. Cardamine pratensis, L.

Canterbury-gallop, *. A gentle hand-
gallop. [Canter (2), s.]

Canterbury-pace, s. The same as Can-
terbury-oallop (q.v.).

Canterbury tale, -

1. Originally: A tale told to relieve the
weariness and monotony of a journey, so
named from the celebrated tales told by the
pilgrims in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales.

2. Later: A cock-and-bull story, a canard,

a hoax.

cant'-ered, pa, par. [Canter, v.]

cant -er-Ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Canter, v.]

A. A B. As pr. par. & partic. adj. : (See the
verb).

C. As subst. : The act of riding at a canter.

cau- thar- el'-lus, s. [Mod. Lat, dimin.

from Lat. cantharus, a drin king-cup, from the
shape of the fungus, probably influenced by
its Fr. name chanterelle.]

Bot. : A genus of hymenomycetous fungi.

C. cibario is the Chanterelle, a well-known
edible mushroom.

can -thar'- i-dse, s. pi. [Lat canthariis), and
sutf. -idm.\

Entom. : A family of Coleoptera, distin-

guished by the hooks of the tarsi being deeply
cleft ; the head is unusually large, wide, and
doubled behind.

can-thar -i-dal, a. [Eng. cantharidis; -al.]

1. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, cau-

tharides (q.v.).

2. Consisting of, or treated with, canthari-

dine (q.v.).

can thar I des, s. pi. [Cantharis,]

t can-thar-ld'-i-an, a. [Eng. cantharid{es)

;

-ton.] Of or pertaining to euutharides ; hence,

blistering, powerful.
" Oh, how they ure the heart devout.
Like canthuridian plasters."

Burnt : The Holy Fair.

can-thar- id ic,(t. [Eng., &c, cantharid(es) ;

-ic.] Pertaining to, or derived from, insects

of the genus Cantharis (q.v.); containing

cantharidine.

can- thar I dine, can thar -i din, can-
thar'-i-dene, s. [Eng. cantharid(es) ; suff.

-i?i, -ine (C'Aewt.).]

Chem. : The active principle extracted from

canthurides, aud the source of their blistering

quality. Its formula is C5H 12Oj. It is

soluble in chloroform.

can-tna-ri'-na, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. can-

thar(us~) (q.v.);* Lat. neut. pi. adj. suit, ina.)

Ichthy. : One of Dr. Gunther's groups of the

family Sparid»(q. v.). They are distinguished

from the other groups by more or less broad

cutting teeth, sometimes lobate, in front of

the jaws, by theabsence of molars or vomerine

teeth, aud by the branching of the lower

pectoral rays.

can-thar-is, (pi. can-tbar'-I-des), «.

[Lat cantliaris, genit cantharidis ; Gr. navQafns

(kantlutris), genit xavtfaptfoc {kantkarUlast.]

1. Entom. (Sing.): The Spanish-fly or Blister

Beetle-fly, Cantharis vesicatoria, a coleopterous

insect.thetypical oneofthe family Cantharidee,

They are collected principally in Hungary,

Russia, and the south of France, and are im-

ported in cases of 100 to 175 pounds weight

In several parts of England they have become

so naturalised as to be almost native. They

are about eight lines long ; the elytra are a

fine green colour. They have a disagreeable

odour and a burning taste, aud contain a

crystalline substance, Cantharidine (q.v.).

" Tbe flies, cantharidet. are bred of a worm, or cater-

pillar, but peculiar to certain fruit tree*."—Bacon:
A'atural Butery.

2. Pharm. (PI. Cantharides) : The insects

described under 1. Externally used as a

rubefacient in the form of»a liniment, also as

a vesicant in the form of the common blister.

C&n'-thar-us, *. [Lat cantharus = a large

drinking-cup, a tankard ; a sea-bream, from

Gr. KavBapoc (kantharos), with the same
senses,]

1. Class. Antiq. : A wine-cap, with a vase-

shaped body on a foot, and furnished with

two handles that rose above the rim.

2. Arch. : A fountain or cistern in the

porches of ancient churches, in which per-

sons washed their hands on entering.

3. Ichthy. : A genus of spiny-finned lishes,

family Sparidae, from the coasts of Europe

and South Africa. C. lineata is common oi

the coasts of Kent, Sussex, and Devonshire,

where it is called the Black Bream, Black

Sea-bream, or Old Wife.

can 'hi, s. pi. [See def.] The plural of

canthus (q.v.).

can tht tis, s. [Eng., &c, canth(us) ; -itis.]

Pathol. : Inflammation of the canthus of

either eye, or of both.

can'-thi-uxn, s. [Latinised from canti, the

Malabar name of the plant]

Bot. : A genus of Cinehonacese, consisi

spinv, rigid plants, with solitary fr

white flowers. The fruit is a two-celled terry,

can tho pins tic. a. [Eng. cantiwl

•ic] Pertaining to, or used in, canth

(q.v.).

can-tho plas' ty, s. [Gr KavQ6<; (hint

= the angle of the eye, and jr*atrrfc '

=s formed, moulded ; ir\d<rtretv
I

to form, to mould.]

Surg. : The operation of enlarging thfl outrt

angle of the eye by a slit, so as to allow the

lids to open freely.

can-thor'-rha-phy, s. [Gr. k<h>0<« (kanthos)

= the angle of the eye, and Gr. p«<H trhaptM

= a seam.]

Sura. : The operation of sewing up th«

canthus.

fate, fat, fire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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Can'-thus, s. [L&t., from Gr. Kav96s (kantkos)

= the comer of the eye. ]

1. AiuU. : The corner of the eye where the
upper ami under eyelids meet. The internal

is called the greater, the external the lesser

eadthus. Iu the lower vertebrates the former
is generally called the anterior, and the latter

the posterior canthus.

"A gentlewoman was seized with an inflammation
and tumour in the great canthus, or angle of her eye."
— Wiseman.

2. Entomology:

(1) One of the upper and lower extremities

of the compound eyes of insects.

(2) A horny process that more or less com-
pletely divides the compound eye in some
beetles, which thus appear as if they had four

eyes.

can ti -ci (ci as tsche), s. pi. [Ital.] Another
name for the Laudes spirituali, or songs sung
in the Roman Church in praise of God, the
Blessed Virgin and Saints, and Martyrs.

(Stainer & Barrett.)

Oftn -tick, *. & a. [From cant, s. (1) (?).] A
word used only in the compound which fol-

lows.

cantick-quoln, s.

Naut. : A triangular block of wood, used in

chocking a cask, to keep it from rolling when
towed.

Can tl-cle, *. [Lat. canticulus = a little song,

dimin. of canlus = a song ; canto = to sing.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1, Literally

:

* (1) A little song, a short hymn. [II. 1.]

'*.
. . expressed by Moses in taia canticles."—Paeon:

Holy War.

• (2) A canto, or division of a poem.

2. Fig. : Used of the songs of birds.
" Where robins chant their Litanies,
And canticte* of joy."

L'ugfetlow : The Golden legend, T.

II. Ecclesiastical i

1. Certain detached psalms and hymns used
In the service of the Anglican Church, such as

the Venite exultemus, Te Deum Utudumus,
Benedicite omnia opera, Benedictus, Jubibits

Deo, Magnificat, Cantate Domino, Nuncdimittis,
Dens misereatur, and the verses used instead

of the Venite on Easter-day.

2. PI. : A name applied to that book of the

Old Testament also known as the Song of

Solomon (q. v.).

• Can ti-cum, *. [Latin.]

1. Gen. : A song.

2. Spec. : A song in the Roman comedy ac-

companied by music and dancing. Sometimes
one person sang the song while another went
through the appropriate gesticulation. (Stainer

& Barrett.)

* can'-tUe, v.L [Cantle, v.]

can til -e na, .?. [Lat. cantilena, a frequent,

form from ca'ntus.]

1. An oft-repeated, old song.

2. In mediaeval music, singing exercises,

In which were introduced all the intervals of
the scale, Ac.

3. In old church-song the plain-song or
canto-fermo sung in unison by one or more
persons to an organ accompaniment.

4. A ballad. {Stainer & Barrett.)

cant i le ver, t cant a li ver, *. [Eng.
cant = an external angle and lever tq.v.). j

1. Arch. : A large bracket of wood, metal,
or stone framed into the front or sides of a
house, and projecting from it, to sustain the
moulding and eaves over it. Cantilevers are
sometimes employed to support outside Btone
stairs, and are often highly ornamented.
They serve the purpose as modillions and
brackets.

2. Bridge-building : A bracket or structure
over-hung from a fixed base. The earliest

known application of the principle was in

Japan, where it has long been customary to
bridge streams by imbedding a bulk of timber
In the bank on each side, and then adding a
third bulk resting on the ends of the other
two. In the celebrated Forth Bridge, a double
cantilever (of 1,360 it. length) rests on each of
th'i three piers, and ttiese cantilevers are con-
nected by girders 350 ft. long.

cantilever bridge, *. A bridge con-

structed on the cantilever system, the two sides

being pushed out towards the centre and sup-

ported by a greater weight on land, until they
meet and are joined in the centre. The weight
of the unsupported end is more than balanced
by that of the land portion. Numerous import-
ant bridges have been built on this principle.

can ti-lie, adv. [From Scotch canty, and
suff. -lie = -ly.} Cheerfully.

* can'-tll late, v.t. [Lat. cantillo, a frequent,

form of canto = to sing, to chant] To chant,
to recite with musical notes.

* can til la -tion, s. [Lat. cantillatio m
chanting, from cantillo = to chant.] Chant-
ing or intoning; declamation in a singing
style, applied to a method of reading the
Epistles and Gospels in the church.

can-ti-ness, s. [From Scotch canty, and
Eng. suff. -ness.] Cheerfulness. (Scotch.)

can -ting (1), pr. par., a., & s. [Cant (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of inclining, tilting,

or placing on the edge.

2. Arch. : The cutting away of an angular
body at one of its angles, so that its horizontal
section becomes thereby the portion of a poly-
gon of a greater number of sides whose edges
are parallel from the intersection of the ad-
joining planes.

canting-wheel, *. A star-wheel for an
endless chain. The cogs are canted ; that is,

the corners are cut off. [Star-wheel.]

cant'-lng (2), pr. par., a., & s. [Cant (2), *.]

A* & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. :

I. Ord. Lang. : (In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.)

" Pleased at heart because on holy ground.
Sometimes a canting hypocrite is found."

Cowper : Truth, 238.

"The poor roan weeps—here Gavin sleeps.
Whom canting wretches blam'd." .

Burnt : Epitaph, for Gavin Hamilton, Mtq.

TX Her. : Canting arms are the same as Al-
lusive or Punning arms. [Allusive.] The
French call them Armes Parlantes. (Gloss, of
Her. (Oxford, Parker), 1847.)

C. As subst. : The act or practice of making
use of cant ; hypocrisy ; sham goodness.

cant'-Ing-Iy, ailv. [Eng. canting; -ly.] In
a canting, hypocritical manner, or voice.

" I dread nothing more than the false seal of my
friends, in a Buffering hour, as he [Whitfield] cantingly
expresses it."—Trial of Mr. Whitfield* Spirit (1740),

p. «a

* cant -Irig-ness, s. [Eng. canting; -ness.]

The quality of being canting ; hypocritical
pretence to goodness ; cant.

can-ti -no, s. [Italian ; Fr. chanterelle.] The
smallest string upon the violin ; the £ string.

(Stainer db Barrett.)

* can'-tion, s. [Lat. cantio — a singing, song
;

rano — to sing. ] A song or enchantment ; a
sorcery or charm. (Blount: Glossographia.)

" In the evght .tglogue the same person was brought
in, singing a Cantion of Collns making."—Spenter

;

Shep. Cat, x., Glouary.

* can -tie, * can -tele, * can ter, * kan-
tell, s. [O.Fr. cantel; Sp. cantillo; dimin.
of O.Fr. cant= a corner.] [Cant (1), *.]

1, Ordinary Language:

(1) A small corner or fragment, a little piece,

a bit.

" Cantel of what ever hyt be. Quadra, minutaV—
Prompt. Parv.
" A cantel of kynde witt, here kynde to save."

Pier* Plowman, p. 238.

,
M And cuts me from the best of all my land,

A huge half-moon, a monstrous cantle out."
Shaketp. : 1 Henry I*'-. '•- *•

(2) The back part of the head. (Scotch.)

2. Saddlery: The upwardly projecting por-

tion at the rear part of a saddle. [Pommel.]

* can-tie, * can -tel, can-tile, v. t. [Can-
tle, s.] To cut up into pieces ; to divide.

" For fuur times talking, if one piece thou take,
That must be cantled, and the judge go snack."

Dryden: Juvenal, vli.

* cant' let, s. [Eng. cantl(e), and dimin. suffix

-et.] A small piece or fragment
" Huge canttete of bis buckler strew the gronnd."

Dryden : Ovid; Metamorphose* xiL

cant-ling, s. [Eng. cantl{e), and dimin. awT
•ling.] [Cantle, ».]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of cutting into small
pieces ; a small piece.

2. Brick-making : The lower of two courses
of burnt brick which inclose a brick-clamp.

* cant -ly, adv. [Mid. Eng. cant (3) ; -ly.\

Fiercely, proudly.
" Comen into Cagent canity and kens."

Minot, p. SO.

can -to, s. [Ital. canto ; Lat cantus m singing;

a song ; cano = to sing.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A song, a ballad.

2. One of the principal divisions of a poem.

II. Aftww:Theuppervoice-partin concerted
music, so called because it usually has the
melody or air. (Stainer of Barrett.)

Canto a capella ; [Ital.] Sacred music ; can-

tore di cappella, the prsecentor. (Stainer &
Barrett.)

canto fermo, s. [Ital.] The simple, un-
adorned melody of the ancient hymns and
chants of the Church. (Grove.) Any simple
subject of the same character to which counter-
point is added.

canto piano, s. [Ital.] Plain chant.

(Stainer & Barrett.)

canto primo, s. [Ital.] First soprano.

(Stainer & Barrett.)

canto recitativo, s. [Ital.] Declama-
tory singing; recitative, (Stainer cfr Barrett.)

canto rlpieno, s. [Ital.] Additional
soprano chorus-parts. [Ripieno.] (Stainer &
Barrett.)

canto secondo, *. [Ital.] Second so-

prano. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

can ton (1), s. [Fr. canton = a corner or cross-

way in a street ; also a canton = a union of
parishes ; Ital. cantone m a canton, a district

;

op. canton = a corner, canton ; Low Lat. can-

tonum = a region, district, from canto = (1) a
squared stone ; (2) a district, province. Com-
pare cantle and cant.

}

1. Ordinary Language

:

• 1. A corner, an angle ; or an angular pieoa

of anything.
" In a canton of the wall . . . there is a cllft in th«

rocke."

—

Sandys: Travel*, p. lfli.

k ". . . made the Inclosure of the Collsdge dispro-
gsrti onal, wanting a canton upon that quarter, . . ."—

raufurd: Univ. Edin., p. 12*.

2. A corner of a shield. [II.]

*3. A piece, division, or portion of anything.

"There is another piece of Holbein's in the Btadt>
house, of about three or four foot square, in which, in

six several canton*, the several parts of our Saviour's
Passion are represented with a life and beauty that
cannot be enough admired."—liuhop Burnet : Travel*,

P. 356.

A. A small portion or division of land.

"That little canton of lands called the English Pals."
—Davie* : Ireland, p. 228.

6. A small district, constituting a distinct

government ; a clan.

"The same Is the case of rovers by land; such, as
yet. are some canton* in Arabia, and some petty kings
of the mountains adjacent to straits and ways."—
Bacon: Holy War.

% Applied specially to the political divisions

Of Switzerland.
" The Swiss citizen may pass freely from Canton to

Canton, and can claim political rights in the Canton
of his adoption."—Brit. Quart.
Uttneio (18731, p. 818.

6. A group of several

communes, the smallest
judicial unit in France.

IL Technically

:

1. Her. : One of the
honourable ordinaries. A
small division in the cor-

ner of a shield. It gene-
rally occupies the dexter
corner, and is less than
a quarter of the shield.

When it is in the left side
canton.

of the shield it is called a canton sinister.

2. Arch. : A salient corner formed of a
pilaster or quoins which project beyond the
general faces of the wall.

canton-flannel, s. Cotton cloth upon
which a nap is raised in imitation of wooL

* can ton (2), s. [Canto.] A canto.
" Write loyal cantons of contemned love."

Shakeep. : Twelfth-Sight, L ft.
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can-ton, v.t. [Canton, s.]

* 1. To divide into parts.
"Families shall quit all subjection to him, and can-

ton his empire into less government* for themselves,"—Locke.

t 2. To billet soldiers ; to provide with
quarters (pr. can-tdn').

t can -ton-al, o. [Canton, a.] Of or per-
taining to a canton ; of the natnre of a canton.

" While ordinary Federal legislation cannot touch
tht Autons, ordinary cantonal legislation can touch
the couuu lines."—Brit. Quart. Review (1874), p. 117.

oan -toned, a. [Canton, t\]

1 1. Ord. Lang. : Divided ; distributed into
districts.

"The late kins; of Spain, reckoning It an Indignity to
nave his territories cantoned out into parcel* by other
princes, . . ."

—

Swift.

II. Technically

:

i. Arch. : An epithet for a building the
angles of which are adorned with columns,
pilasters, rustic quoins, &c

2. Her,: [Fr cantonne.] Applied to a shield
in which the four cantons or spaces round a
cross or saltier are filled up with any pieces.

* can'-t6n-er, s. [Eng. canton; and suff. -er.]

One who resides in a canton, an inhabitant of
a canton. {Racket : Life of Williams.)

* can'-ton ing, pr. par., a.,ks. [Canton, v.]

A. k B. As present participle £ participial
adjective : In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of dividing, or distributing into
districts.

2. The act of billeting soldiers.

can -ton ite, s. [From the Canton mine in
Georgia where it occurs.]

Mi*. ; A variety of Covellite occurring in
cubes and with a cubical cleavage.

*can-ton ize, v.t. [Eng. canton; -ize.] To
divide into cantons.

"Thus was all Ireland cantontaed among ten persons
of the English tuition."—Davie*; On Ireland.

canton ment, s. [Eng. canton; -*unt.]

1. Sing. : A lodging.
" There were no cities, no towns, no places of canton-

ment fur soldiers."—Burke; Abridg. ofEng. Hist.

2. Plural: Quarters for soldiers. Troops
during prolonged operations, when not in
close proximity to the enemy, and not in regu-
lar camp or bivouac, are often distributed
among villages, which are then called canton-
ments (pr. can-tdn'-ment).

"The British army had taken vp its cantonments
with their rightatOnarda their left extending towards
the Douto and the advanced posts on the Co*."— Well-
ington ; Deep., 1811.

can too n, s. [Etym. doubtfuL Cf. Fr. can-
tunniere = an additional curtain over bed
furniture.] A kind of strong stuff or fustian,

* with a fine cord visible on one side, and a
satiny surface of yarns on the other. {Webster.)

t can tor, s. [Lat. cantor = a singer, from
cano an to sing.]

1. Gen. : A singer.

2. Spec. : The precentor of a choir.

can-tor i al, a, [Cantor.] Pertaining to a
precentor, or to the (northVside of the choir
where the precentor sits. [Decanal.]

* cant-red, • cant ret s. [Wei. cant = a
hundred ; Lat. centum ; and Wei. tre or tref =
a dwelling-place.] A division of land ; a hun-
dred. [Hundred, s.

|

"The king regnant* to him all that province, reserv-
ing only the city of Dublin, and the cantreds next ad-
Joining."—Daviet: On Ireland.

* can trip, * can-trap, * can traip, s.

[Etym. doubtful. Jamieson suggests that it is

a word taken from juggling, from cant = to
turn over, and ratp m a rope. Webster says
from Icel., O. Dan. k O. Swed. gan = witch-
craft, and Icel. trapp = trampling. Cf. Eng.
trap.

] {Scotch.)

1, A spell, incantation, charm, bewitchery.
"Ink heed the auld Whig deevil played him nae

cantrip ~—Scott : Waverley, ch. xxix.

2. A trick, a piece of mischief.

j «. The season for practis-
ing magical arts.

" I manna cast thee awa on the corse o' an auld car-
line, but keep thee code against cantrip-time."—

-*-i Mag. (Aug . IS»J, p. M3.

canton—canvassing

can-ty, s. [Cant{a); -y.] Lively and cheerful.
{Scotch.

)

"Their house is niuckle eneugh, and decking time s

aye canty time.
1'—Scott ; Guy Bannering, ch. L

"Then at her dour the canty dame
Would sit, as any linnet gay."

Wordsworth : Goody Blake and Barry Gill.

can'-n-la, s. [Lat. cannula, dim. of cunna —
a pipe, a* tube.] A little pipe or tube. [Can-
nula.]

'* In order to guard against the access of atmospheric
air, we used to draw off the matter by means of a
Canute and trocer, such as you see here, consisting of »
silver tube with a sharp-pointed steel rod fitted intuit,
and projecting beyond it —Litter, quoted in TyndaU's
Frag, of Science (3rd. ed.(, xL, 317.

can- un', kan don', s. [Turk.]

Music : An instrument strung with cat-gut,
in form like a dulcimer, with which the women

in the harems accompany their singing. The
sound is brought out by means of plectra-
thimbles made ot tortoiseshell pointed with
cocoanut wood, aud worn upon the ends of the
fingers. {Stainer & Barrett.)

can vas, can'-vass, * cane vas, s. k a.

[Fr. cameras ; Ital. 'canavaecia ; Sp. canamazo ;

Low Lat. canabacius = hempen cloth, canvas.
From Lat. cannabis ; Or. a-aiTa/3tc. (Jcaanabis)

= hemp ; Sansc. cana = hemp.]

A* As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) A kind of coarse unbleached linen cloth,

used in old times for sifting, now for sails,

tents, paintings, Ac. Canvas for sails is made
from 18—24 inches wide, aud numbered —8,

No. being the thickest. A bolt is 39—40
yards long, and weighs 25—48 lbs. (Knight.)

" The mnllok on an heep iswoped was.
And mi the Hour yeast a caiieoas,"

Chancer: C. T.. 12,868.

(2) A oiear, unbleached cloth, woven regu-
larl y in little squares, used for tapestry work.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) A thorough examination or sifting of a
subject, as though through a sifter, the iHittoms

of which were originally made of canvass.
[Compare with Bolt.]
"I deem it worthy the canmatt ami discussion of

sober and considerate men.™

—

Dr. B. More: Pre-exist-
ence of the Soul, preface.

(2) The act or process of soliciting votes.
" He must go through all the misurlie of a canvas*,

must shake hands with crowds of freeholders or free-
men."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

IL Technically:

1. The sails of a ship.
" With such kind passion hastes the prince to fight,

s his fly i nt: canvass to the sound.
Dryden : Annus Birabilis, cix.

And spreads I

"In the north her caweai flowing."
Tennyson t Captain, 27.

2. A tent, in the expression "under can-
vass."

"I should enjoy the prospect of being on horseback
and under canvass again. — Bacaulay : Bist. Eng.,
ch. xv.

3. The ground of a picture ; the picture
itself.

(a) Literally

:

" From her the canvass borrows light and shade."
Cowper : Charity, 107.

" The fantastic peaks bathed, at sunrise and sunset,
with light rich aa that which glows on the canvass of
Claude."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng.. ch. xiii.

% The names and sizes of the usual canvasses
prepared for the use of paiuters are as follows :

—Head size, 24 by 20 inches ; three-quarters
do., 30 by 25 inches ; kit-cat do., 36 by 28
inches ; small half-length do., 44 by 34 inches ;

half-length do., 50 by 40 inches ; bishop's half-

length do., 56 by 44 inches ; whole length do.,

94 oy 58 inches; bishop's whole length do. f

106 by 70.

(ft) Fig. ; A mental picture.

History is not a creed or a catechism ; tt gives les-

son* rather than rules ; tt does not bring out clearly

upon the rauoil the details which were familiar t*
the ten thousand minds of whost* combined .. ovementi
and fortunes it treats.'" — Aeivman: Development of
Christian Doctrine, introd. p 7.

' w

IT To get or receive the canvas: To be <tis-

misseit <>in;miv ti» modern slang "to get
the sack."

" I lose my honor If the Don recHves the cant it '—
WMrtmyi Brother*, 11 p. u. nytarmj

B. As atlj. : Made of canvass.
** Yonr wh*te canvas doublet will Miilv.*

Shakesp. .- l ftmnry r . ii. t
"Their canvass castles up they quieklv rear,
And build a city In an hours space."

raiffUm.

IT Compounds of obvious siguiiiia.tion .

Canvas-cutter, canvas-stretcher.

canvas-back, *.

Ornith. : A species of duck, Fvligula or
Aythya valisneria. It is a native of North
America, and arrives in the United States from
the BiitisJt possessions about October, be-
coming fat and ready for the table by Novem-
ber. Its flesh is considered a great delicacy.
It derives its name from the speckled feathers
on the back.

canvas backed, canvass backed, a.

Having a back of the texture or colour of
canvass.

Canvas-backed duck : [Canvas-back 3.

* canvass-climber, *. A name applied
to a sailor, from his having to climb aloft.

"A sea
That almost burst the deck, and from the ladder-tackle
Waah'd offa can»a*f-cf*mAer."

Shakmp. : Pericles, iv. L
canvas frame, s.

Calico-printing : A diaphragm of canvas in

a paint-vat used in a certain process or calico-

printing. The colour is admitted by a stop-
cock, below, and up to the level of the canvas.

* canvas a'-do, *. [Etym. unknown.] A
kind of stroke or thrust in fencing. (Locrfn*.

can'-vass, s. [Canvas.]

can'-vass, v.t. k i. [In O. Pr. canbttsser,

canabasser= to search or sift out] [Canvas,
s.]

A» Transitive

:

X, Literally : To toss in a blanket.

IL Figuratively:

1. To sift or examine thoroughly.
" Moat delicately hoar by horn-
He canvau'd human mysteries."

Tennyson; A Character.

2- To debate, discuss ; to sift or examine by
way of discussion.

" He did believe that such a thing was possible, and
when he canvassed It in his mind, he trembled, and
looked over bis shoulder."—Marryat ; Snarleu-yov,
voL IL. ch. ili.

3. To scrutinize.

4. To solicit the votes or support in one's

candidature for any office or dignity ; as, to

canvass a district for votes, for subscription,

&c
* 5. To seek the accomplishment of any ob-

ject or desire.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To solicit any office or dignity.
" Elizabeth being to resol re upon an officer.and being

by some that canvassed for others, put in some doubt
of that person she meant to advance, said, she was like

one with a lanthurn seeking a man."—Bacon.

2. To solicit orders for goods.

"Wanted, a man . . . to canvass for subscriptions."
—Daily Telegraph, Jan. 29, 1881.

can vassed, pa. par. k a, [Canvass, v.}

can -vas-ser, s. [Canvass, tt.]

t 1. One who canvasses or examines

thoroughly into a subject.

2. One who scrutinizes the returns of voUf
at an election.

3. One who solicits votes.

4. One who solicits orders for goods.

oan'-vas-slna;, pr. par., a,, As. [Canvass, r.j

A* k B. Aspr. par. Apartic adj. : In UBS»
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive:

X. Literally:

f L The act or process of sifting any sul tfsWt

2. The act of soliciting votes.

"... on this occasion the canvassing was eager."—

Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xiv.

* IL Fig. : The act of making a trial of

Ate, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who. son; mote. cub. cure, unite, cor, role, fall; try, Syrian, ae, ce - e; ey = a. qu = kw«
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"I Invited the hungry slave sometime* to my
chamber, to the mmswjbm of a turkey pie, or * piece
of venison, . .

."—Return/runt Parnassus. {Latham.)

' can vist, a. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps
from canvass, v.] Entrapped, caught.

"The canuist kit* doth feare the snare.

"

Mirrour for Magistrates, p. 380.

tcan'-& a. [Eng. can(e); -y.]

1. Full of canes.

2. Consisting or made of canes.
" Win re Chineses drive

With sails and wiad their eeuty wuygoiia light.*
Milton ; P. L., lit 439.

can zo -na, can zo -ne (z as tz), s. [It&l.]

1. A short song, in which the music Is of
much more importance than the words. It

to one of the ancient forms of measured
melody, and when the older writers employed
it, it was usually made the vehicle for the
display of skill and contrivance in the treat-
ment of the phrases in fugal imitation. A
secondary meaning of the word, scoffing or
banter, perhaps accounts for the use of a form
hi which a mnsical imitation or mocking was
shown.

2. In the early part of the last century the
word was used to describe an instrumental
composition, similar to the sonata as then
known. {Stabler & Barrett.)

can-zon-et', s. [Ital. canzonetta, dim. of
canzone, canzona (q.v.).]

Music: A short song, one brief compared
with the sacred airs of the oratorio, or with
the aria of the Italian opera.

" You find not the apostrophes, and so miss the ac-
cent : let me supervise the canzonet"—Shake*}*. : Love's
Labour Lott, iv. X

caoinan, s. [Ir.] A funeral song. (Stainer
£ Barrett.) [Keener.]

caout'-chln, .*. [From Eng., &c caoutchouc),

and suff. -in (Chem.).']

Chem. : CioHjg. An aromatic hydrocarbon,
boiling at 171°, obtained by the destructive
distillation of india-rubber.

caout chouc, s. [American-Indian word.]

1. Ikit. ; India-rubber, so called because its
primary use was, and is, the removal of pencil
marks from paper. It Is an elastic, gummy
substance, consisting of the inspissated juice
of various more or less milky species of plants.
The greater part of the caoutchouc of com-
merce is the product of four euphorbiaceous
trees, Siphonia elastica, from French Gui;ma,
8. braziliensip, lutea, and brevifolia from
Brazil ; the caoutchouc of the last three
species comes to this country through the
port or Para. It is furnished also by Ficus
elastica, sometimes called by way of pre-emin-
ence the India-rubber tree. It is derived also
from some artocarpads, specially Castilloa
ttastica, and some Apoeynacese, notably Ur-
ceola elastica. It exists to a certain extent in
most milky plants.

2. Comm, manuf., &c: Caoutchouc was
first brought to Europe early in the eighte**"**'
century. Dr. Priestly pointed out that it
might be used to rub out pencil marks, crumb
of bread having been previously employed for
the purpose. In 1791 Samuel Piat obtained a
patent for making waterproof fabrics by ca-
outchouc dissolved in spirits of turpentine.
Hancock, in 1823, and Macintosh followed in
the same direction. Mr. Clias. Goodyear in-
vented the vulcanising process, which by
compounding with it a small amount of sul-
phur renders it as hard as horn, and well
adapted for various purposes to the arts.

T Mineral CaoutcJtouc :

Min. : A name for Elaterite (q.v.).

Caout'-chou cin (a silent), s. [From Eng.,
&c. caoutchouc, and suff. -in (Cftem.).]

Chem. : A volatile, oily liquid obtained by
the destructive distillation of caoutchouc,
which dissolves caoutchouc easily. It con-
sists of two hydrocarbons, caoutchin, C10H 18
boiling at 171% and Isoprene, C6H8, boiling at

oap(I), cappe.s . &a. [AS. cayppe; LowLat
cap} Ki = a cape, a cope ; Dut. hap; O. H. Ger.
chaiypa; Ger. kappe; IceL kdpa; Ital. cappa;
8p. & Port, capa ; Fr. cape, chape = a cloak.
Remote origin uncertain.]
A* As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally;

(1) An article of dress used to cover the
head.

"Thei usen Doutlter cappe ne hood."

—

Mnuadcville.
p. 247.

" It watt Eyvhid Kal Ida's crew
Of ffrtrUwhi blot,

With their raps of darkness hooded !

Longfellow; Tales of a Waytiiic Inn ; The Musician '<

Tali:, V.

(2) A cap-like covering of any kind, natural
or artificial. [II.]

* 2. Figuratively:

(1) The highest. (Of things and persons.)
" Thou art the cap of all the fools al i ve.™

Shakesp. : Tlmon of Athens, W. S.

(2) The mark or ensign of any dignity.espec.
of the cardinalate.

" Henry the Fifth did sometimes prophesy.
If once he came to be a cardinal,
He'd make his cap coequal with the crown.*

Shakes/.: : 1 Henry J*/., v. L,

(3) A mark of respect or reverence shown
by uncovering the head. [Cap, v.]

"Should the want of a cap or a cringe so mortally
discomiKae him, as we find afterwards it did."—VEstrange.

XL Technically:

1. Gunnery;

(1) Cap of a cannon : A piece of lead placed
over the vent to keep the priming dry.
[Apron.] (Formerly in this sense of smaller
arms.)

_
(2) Percussion cap: A small copper cylinder

lined at the head with explosive matter, placed
on the nipple of the piece, and exploded by
the descent of the hammer. They were intro-
duced about 1842.

2. Her. (cap of maintenance): The cap of
state carried before the sovereign at his coroua-

CAP OF MAINTENANCE.

tion. It is also sometimes used as a bearing
in a coat of arms.

3. Nautical

:

(1) A square piece of wood placed over the
head or upjter end of a mast

(2) Cap of a block : A semicircular projection
from the sides and round the ends of a block
above the pins.

(3) A covering of tarred canvas at the end
of a rope.

4. Arch. : The uppermost part of any as-
semblage of principal parts. It is applied to
the capital of a column, the cornice of a room,
the capping or uppermost member of the sur-
base of a room, &c.

5. Bot. : The convex top of an agaric or
fungus, in general shaped like s plate or
bonnet.

T Friar's cap : AconUum Kapellus.

Soldier's cap : The same as Friar's cap (q.v. X
Turk's cap:

(1) AconUum Napellus,

(2) Lilium Martagon.

6. Agric (the cap of a flail) : The band of
leather or wood through which the middle-
band passes.

"Cappeofajteyto. MedUentum."-Prompt. Pan.
7. Bee-keeping: An extra box or case put

upon the top of a hive, which the bees are
encouraged to fill with honey.

8. Carpentry ;

(1) The lintel of a door or window-frame.

(2) A beam joining the tops of a row of posts
in a frame ; a plate.

(3) The hand-rail of a stairs or balustrade.

y. Engineering ; The horizontal beam con-
necting the heads of a row of piles of a timber
bridge.

HI. Paper-making; A size of paper. Flat
cap b 14 by 17 inches ; double cap is 17 by 28

;

foolscap and legal cap are of various sizes,
from 7J by 12 to the size of a flat cap sheet
folded, 8J by 14 ; foolscap is folded on tba
long edge, and legal cap on the top or short
edge.

11. Millwrighting ; The movable upper story
of a windmill.

12. Bookbinding; The covering of a head-
band or the envelope of a book while binding,

13- Horology : The inner case which covers
the movements in some forms of watches. It
is now nearly discontinued.

11. Machinery:

(1) The tire of lead and tin onfche periphery
of a glazing-wheel.

(2) The upper half of a journal-box. The
lower half is the pillow. [Pillow-block.]

(3) The iron-banded piece on the end of a
woyden punij»-rod or pitman by which it is
connected with a working-beam.

H To set one's cap at : To take measures to
gain the affections of a num.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

* cap-all, s. All of a superior quality,
whicli caps all others.

cap-a-pie, * cap a pe, adv. [O. Fr.
de cap a pie = from head to foot ; Fr. de pied
en cop~ from foot to head.] From head to
foot ; completely.

" A figure like your father.
Armed at point exactly, cap-a-pv."

Shaketp ; Hamlet, L t
"A wootlloiise.

That folds up itself In itself for * Imjubc,
As round as a ball, without head, without tall,
In^load cap-a-pe in a strong coat of mail."

Swift : Wood an Insect (ITU).

cap-box, s. A box in which to keep capa
or bonnets ; a bonnet-box, a band-box.

cap-case, s. [Capcase.]

capful, cap full, s. [Capful.]

cap-making, s.

1. The art or trade of making caps or hats.
"Jt is worth our pains to observe the tenderness of

our kings to preserve the trade of cap-making, . . ,"-.
Puller : Worthies ; Monmouthshire.

2. The art or trade of making percussion-
caps.

cap merchant, *. The purser of a ship.

cap-money, s. Money collected for the
huntsman in his cap at the death of a fox.

cap-neb, s. [Eng. cap, and neo(q.v.).j
The iron used to fence the toe of a shoe
(Scotch.)

cap out, v.

To drink cap-out: In drinking to leave no-
thing in the glass or vessel.

" Drink clean cap-out, like Sir Hildtbrand."—Scott
Rob Roy, ch. xxlx.

cap-paper, s.

(1) A kind of coarse brownish paper, used
by grocers and others in which to wrap up
sugar, &c

" Having, for trial Bake, filtered it through tap-
paper, there remained in the filtre a powder." -Boyle

(2) A kind of writing-paper. Ruled with
blue lines and folding on the back it is fools-

cap ; with red lines to form a margin on the
left hand, and made to fold ou the top, it is

legal cap.

(3) A size of paper from 7i by 12 inches to

8J by 14. [Cap (1), s., II. 10.]

cap-peak, 5. A peak or projecting piece
In front of a cap, usually made of leather, and
intended to shade the eyes, as well as for
facility in removing the cap from or placing
it ou the head.

cap-pot, s.

Glass-making : A coveredglass pot or crucible.

cap-scuttle, ••.

Naut. : A framing composed of coamings

D®1» b^y; po*ut, J61H; cat, cell, chorus,
-oian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion ~ shun

chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; Bin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Injr.

-tion. -don = shun, -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -eUe, &c = bel, del.
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and head-ledges raised above the deck, with
a top which shuts closely over into a rabbet

cap-sheaf; s. The top sheaf of a stack of
corn.

cap-shore, 5.

Nant. : A supporting spar between the cap
and tie tressel-tree.

cap-square, s.

Mil. : A strong piece of plate-iron, covering
the trunnion of a gun and keeping it In its

place.

cap-stone, s. [Capstonk.]

0*P(2), s. [Cup,*.]

1. A vessel.

"It is observed, that a barrel or cap, whose cavity
will contain eight cubical feet of air, will not serve a
diver above a quarter of an hour."

—

Wilkins.

2. Applied especially in Scotland to

—

(o) A wooden bowl for containing food,
whether solid or fluid.

"Meikle may fa' between the cap and the lip."—
Hamsay : Scotch Prov., p. 53.

(6) The call of a honeycomb,
(c) Plur. : The combs of wild bees.

H To kiss caps with one : To drink out of
e same vessel; as, "I wadna kiss caps vri'

•ic a fallow." (Scotch.)

Cap-ambry, s. A press or cupboard, pro-
bably for holding wooden vessels used at
meals.

"... they brake down bed*, board*, cap ambries,
glass windows," At—Spalding, L 167.

cap full, cap-foil, cap-fa, ». The
fourth part of a peck.

cap (1), v. t. A i. [Cap (IX *.]

A* Transitive:

I* Literally

:

1. To form the covor to anything ; to spread
over.

" The bones next the Joint are capped with a smooth
cartilaginous substance, serving both to strength and
motiou."—Derham.

2. To cover with a cap ; to confer a (Scots)
University degree on.

t 3. To put a cover on anything.

* 4. To take the cap from another.
" If one, by another occasion, take any thing from

another, as boys sometimes use to cap one another,
the same is straight felony."—Spenser : On Ireland.

5 To salute by taking the cap off. (Used
principally and specially at the universities,
where '* capping '* the proctors and university
and college authorities is compulsory.)

6. To put a percussion cap on (the nipple of
a firearm).

* II. Figuratively :

1. To render complete ; to consummate.

2, To match ; to produce or bring forward
tn emulation.

" Where Henderson, and th' other masses.
Were sent to cap texts, aud put cases.

"

Butler: Uudibras.
"There being little need of any other faculty but

memory, to be able to cap texts,"—Government of the
Tongue.

T To cap verses: To compose or recite a
verse beginning with the final letter of one
composed by the preceding speaker.

" Now I have him under girdle, I'll cap vertet with
him to the end of the chapter."—Dryden: Amphi-
tryon.

* B. Intransitive

:

1. To take off the cap in salutation. [A., 1. 4.]
" Three great ones of the city,

In personal snit to make me his lieutenant.
Oft capp'd to him." Shaketp. • Othello, 1. 1.

+ 2. To collect money for the huntsman in
his cap after the death of a fox.

* oap (2), v.i. [Lat. capio= to seize.]

1. To seize by violence ; to lay hold of what
is not one's own ; to arrest (A word much
used by children at play.) (Scotch.)

2. Used especially in the sense of seizing
vessels in a privateering way.

"In Scotland some private persons made themselves
rich by capina or privateering upon the Dutch, . .

."— Wodrow: Hi*t.,\. 23a

8. To entrap, to ensnare.
** T*e

,
lve shillings you must pay.

Or I must cap you.*
Beau, t Flet. : Knight of Burning Fettle, ill

* C&p (3), v.t. k i. [Pr. cap ; Lat caput = the
head.]

A. Trans. : To direct the course of any-
thing, to steer.

B. Intrans. : To direct one's course.
" Thair may cum stonnes, and onus a lek,
That ye man cap be wiud and waw."

Dunbar : Maitland Poems, p. 133.

ca-pa-bil'-I-t^, s. [Eng. capable, and suff.

•ity.)

1. The quality or state of being capable,
capacity.

Sure he that made us with such large discourse,
Looking before and after, gave us not
That capability and godlike reason
To rust in us uuns'd. Shaketp. • Ifam., tv. 4.

"To find by study of yourself, and of the grouud
yon stand on. what your combined inward and out-
ward Capability specially is."—Carlyle : Sartor Re-
sartus, !»k. 11., eh. lv.

2. Used in the plural in the sense of—
(1) Attainments, mental qualifications, or

ability.

(2) The power of being converted or applied
to any use or object.

"He was Immensely struck with Hanteville, par-
ticularly with its capabilities It was a superb place,
and might be rendered unrivalled."—Disraeli: Young
Duke, bk. i., ch. vi.

Cap'-a-ble, a. [Pr. capable; Lat. capaMlis
= able or fit to contain ; capio = to take
hold.]

J. Lit. ; Able or fit to contain or receive in.

t (a) Sometimes with the infinitive.
" When we consider so much of that space, as is

equal to, or capable to receive a body of any assigned
dimensions, . . ."—Locke,

(b) Generally with the prep. of.

IX Figuratively

:

L Of the mind, intellect, etc

;

(1) Fit or qualified for any particular thing
;

intelligent.

"AchiL Come, thou shalt bear a letter to him
straight

Ther. Let me bear another to his horse ; for that's
the more capable creature."

Shaketp. I Troit. * Cress., liL 3.

"To say, that the more capable, or the better de-
server, hath such right to govern, as he may compul-
sorily bring under the less worthy, is idle.**—Bacon.

(2) (With the prep, of): Having intellectual
power or capacity ; able to comprehend

;

qualified or fitted for any act
" But at what time a man may be said to have

attained so far forth the use of reason, as sufficeth to
make him capable of those Laws, whereby he is then
bound to guide his actions."—Hooker : Evcl. PoL,
bk. 1-, ch. vt, i 6.

"He is as capable of writing an heroic poem as
making a fervent prayer. "—Guardian, No. a
*2. Of inanimate things: Intelligent, able

to understand.
" Look you, how pale he glares

;

His form and cause conjoin'd, preaching to stones.
Would make them capable."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, ill. 4.

3. (With the prep, of):

(1) Able or fitted to comprehend anything
by the senses.

" Yet went she not, as not with such discourse
Delighted, or not capable her ear
0/what was high." Milton: P. L., bk. vilL

*(2) Susceptible, subject to.
" The soul, immortal substance, to remaih
Conscious of joy, aud capable of paim'^/Viof.

*(3) Ready or willing to receive or be sub-
ject to.

" What secret springs their eager passions move.
How capable of death for injured love !

"

Dryden; Virgil; JMt.I,
4. Legally qualified or competent ; free from

legal impediment or disqualification.
" Of my land.

Loyal and natural boy ! Ill work the means
To make thee capable." Shaketp. : Lear, it 1.

t cap'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. capable; -ness.]
The quality or state of being capable ; capa-
bility, capacity.

" The efficacy of these does not depend upon the
mere opus operatum : but upon the capablenesi of the
subject."—Killingbeck: Sermons, p. 322.

* ca-pac'-i-fy, v.t. [Lat. capax (genit. capacis)

= that which can hold or contain, capable;
capio =to seize, take ; and facio (passive fio)
- to make.] To render capable or fit, to
qualify. (Used either with an infinitive fol-
lowing, or witli the prep, for.)

". . . thereby capacifying us to enjoy pleasantly
and innocently all those good things the divine good-
ness hath provided for, and cviisigned to us."

—

Barrow
((Ml. 1741), vol. L, Ser.i.

cap a clous, a. [Lat. capax (genit capacis)
= able to hold or contain; capio= to take,
hold ; I til. capace.

]

1. Lit. (of material things): Containing or
able to contain much ; wide, large, extensive.

" It is provided with a very good and capacious har-
bour. —Anton: Voyages, Ix. 129.

"... to the world's
Capaciout field forth went the adventurer."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. Vt
T Sometimes with the prep, of

" Posts capacious of the frame I raise."
Pope: Odyttey, xxiil SOL

2. Fig. (of immaterial things) : Comprehen
sive, extensive, liberal.

"... I have ever perceived that when the mind
was capacious, . . ."—Goldsmith : Vicar of Wakefield
ch. rv.

ca- pa' -clous ly; adv. [Eng. capacious ; -ly.]

in a capacious manner ; to a capacious degree ;

largely, freely,

t ca pa cious-ness, ». [Eng. capacious;
•ness.] The quality of being capacious, or
capable of containing ; capacity, extent

"A concave measure, of known and denominate
capacity, serves to measure the capacioutnett of any
other vessel."—Holder: On Time.

U Crabb thus distinguishes between capa-
ciousness and capacity : " Capacity is an indefi-
nite term simply designating fitness to hold or
receive ; but capaciousness denotes something
specifically large. Measuring the capacity or
vessels belongs to the science of mensuration

;

the capaciousness of rooms is to be observed by
the eye. They are marked by the same dis-
tinction in their moral application : men are
born with various capacities ; some are remark-
able for the capaciousness of their minds."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

ca-pac'-I-tate,*.*. [Formed from Lat capax
(genit capacis) = capacious, on the analogy
of English verbs formed from Latin past par-
ticiples in -atus.] To make capable of or
for anything; to qualify, to render legally
competent.

" By this Instruction we m*> be capacitated to ob
serve those errours."

—

Dryden.

1 Frequently with the prep. for.
"These sort of men were sycophants only, and wen

eudued with arts of life, to capacitate them/or tU
conversation of the rich and great "—Taller.

ca-p&c'-I-ta-ted, /.a. par. & a. [Capacitate.)
Rendered capable or competent

; qualified.
"... he Is fully capacitated and enabled to be oui

advocate with ths father, . . ."—Bp. Heveridge, voL t,

tca-pac-i-ta'-tlon, s. [Capacitate.] Th*
act of rendering capable or qualified ; a qualifi-
cation.

ca-pac'-i~-t& s. [Ft. capaciti ; Lat. capacitat

(ace capacitatem) = power of receiving, from
capax (genit. capacis) = able to receive or con-
tain ; capio = to receive, to contain.]

A, Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

I. Power of receiving, holding, or con-
taining ; capaciousness.

" There is a certain Degree of Capacity In the greatest
Vessel, . . ."—Sir W. Temple: Suay on Learning.

** Space, considered tn length, breadth, and thick-
ness, I think, may be called capacity."—Locke.
* t. Vacant space, hollow.
" There remained, In the capacity of the exhausted

—Under, store of little rooms, or spaces, . . ."—Boyle.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Mental or intellectual receiving power

;

ability of mind to receive.

"... which requires the duty of a soldier, and th«
capacity and prudence of a general."—Dryden : Jw
venal [Dedication).

2. (Followed by the prep, for) : Fitness oi
ability to receive.

" Distinguish a much by reason, and still mors
By our capacityfor grace divine."

Counter : Task, bk. vt, 1. 60S.

3. Power, ability.

"... a virtuous disposition, a capacity to discharga
the duties of our places, a due qualification to eujoy
the happiuess of the other world."—Barrow (5th ed,
1741), vol. i.,8er. 1.

4. A state or condition of fitness or prepara-
tion for any act

5. A position or condition of being ; a cha-
racter, rank, or degree.

"A man that served them in a double capacity, to
teach and cobbe."—Butler : Hudibrat, pt ii, c. 2, 1. 481.

"Yon desire my thoughts asa friend, and not as a
member of parliament; they are the same tn both
capacities."—Swift.

B. Technically:

1. Chem. : (For definition see example).
" The thermal capacity of a body at astateu tempera-

ture is the limiting value of the mean thermal ca/mcify
as the range is indefinitely diminished.'*—Everett : The
C. A & System of Units (ed. 1876). ch. U., p. 40.

2. Electrostatics and Electro-'~~*ignetics : (For
definition see example).

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,
«C, wore, wolf; work, whd, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian. j». ce = 6. oy = a. qu = kw.
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" The explicit}/ of a conductor Is the quotient of the
quantity of electricity with which It it charged by the
potential which this charge produces in it."— Bverett ;

The C. 0. 8. System of Umts led. 1676), ch. XL, p 64.

3. Physics : Power of holding or retaining,
as the capacity of a body for heat.

4. Math.: Volume, content. [Content.]

5. Naut. : The tonnage or burden of a ship.

6. Law : Competency ; the state of possess-
ing the fitness or qualification necessary to do
any legal act or to hold any office. Ability or
fitness to do or to receive, to sue or to be sued.

"Perecoa attainted of felony or treason have no
eapaeity in them to take, obtain or purchase, save
only to the use of the king. —Bacon.
"The ecclesiastical court is the Judge of every testa-

tor's capacity."—Blackstone : Comment.

*J For the distinction between capacity and
capaciousness see Capaciousness,

OA-pade', s. [Capados.]

Hat-making : A bat.

* cap-a-dOS, s. [Perhaps from Ft. cap-d,-do8
e a cap* or covering for the back.] A hood
or close cap. (Morris.)

" And sythen a crafty capados, closed aloft."
Sir Qawayne, 572.

ca par'-i-sin, s. [O.Fr. caparasson ; Sp. ca-

parazon = a cover for a saddle or coach ; from
capa = a cloak. ]

I, Literally:

1. A cloth or covering spread over the trap-
pings or furniture of a horse ; a horse-cloth ;

also the bridle, saddle, and housing of a
charger.

"Tilting furniture, emblazoned shields.
Impresses quaint, caparisons and steeds.
Bases and tinsel trappings, gorgeous kn'

*

At joust and tournament ; then marsh;
gorgeous knights

— , then marshalled feast
Served up in hall." Milton : P. L., ix. 36.

*2. Applied to fine dress worn by human
beings.

" Hy heart groans beneath the gay caparison."
Smollett.

" With dye and drab I purchas'd this caparison."
SHaketp. : Winter's Tale, lv. 2.

* H. Fig. : Applied to the retinue or attend-
ants of & noble.

"O general,
Here ft the steed, we the caparison."

Shakesp. % Coriolanus, L 9.

Ca par i-s6n, v.t. [Caparison, s.]

1. To cover with caparisons.

* 2. To dress finely or pompously, or simply
to dress.

" Don't you think, though I am caparisoned like a
man, I have a doublet and hose In my disposition?''

—

Shakesp. : As You Like It, Hi. 2.

a*-par'-¥-s6ned, pa. par.k a. [Caparison, v.]
Covered with or wearing caparisons.

ca-par' i-s6n-Ihg, pr, par., a., & *. [Ca-
parison, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par, & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As rubst. : The act of dressing with
capariaons-

*cap'-bar, * cap barre, s. [Eng. cap. (for
capstan), and bar; Mid. Eng. barre.] A cap-
stan bar.

•ap -case, s. [Eng. cap, and case.]

1. A box or case in which to keep hats or
bonnets.

* 2. A small chest or travelling case.
" He asked his wife whether she shut the trunks

and chests fast, whether the capcase be sealed, and
whether the ball door be bolted. —Burton : Anat. of
Mel., p. lit

©ftp© (l)r *• & a. [Ft. cap =. a promontory, cape
;

Ital. capo = a head, from Lat. caput= a head.]

A. As substantive :

1. A headland, a promontory ; a piece of
land extending some distance into the sea.

" From Gothland to the cape of Fynestere."
Chaucer : C. T., 410.

"The parting sun.
Beyond the earth's green cape &ud verdant isles
Hesperian, sets." Milton : P. L„ viii. 631.

IT A cape ending in an acute angle is often
©lied a point.

2. Applied more especially to the Cape of
Good Hope, whence

—

3. A kind of light wine made at the Cape of
Good Hope.

B. Ai adj. : (See the compounds).

cape-aloes, s. An inspissated juice, ob-

tained chiefly from the Aloe spicata and Com-
melini, growing wild at the Cape of Good
Hope.

cape anteater, s. A mammal (Oryctero-
pus capensis).

cape Jasmine, s. A very fragrant plant,
Gardenia Jlorida, order Ciuchonacese.

cape marmot, s. A mammal (Hyrax
capensis).

cape region, «.

ZooL (Of Mollusca) : The fourth of twenty-
seven land regions, containing a species of
land and fresh-water mollusca peculiar to it

or peculiarly grouped. (Woodward.)

cape-weed, s.

Bot. : Roccella tinctoria, a dye lichen, ob-
tained from the Cape de Verd Islands. (Treas.
of Botany.)

cape (2), *. [0. Fr. cape; A.S. carppe; Low
Lat. capa; Sp. & Port capa; Ital. cappa;
Icel. kdpa; 8w. kdpa, kappa; Dan. kaabe,
kappe ; Dut. kap ; Ger. kappe. Originally the
same word with cap and cope.] A kind of
small cloak covering the shoulders ; also the
neck-piece of a cloak.

" Tai. With a small compass'd cape ;
Oru. 1 confess the cape."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, lr. a

cape (3), s. [Cope.]

cape stane, s. (Scotch.)

1. Lit. : A cope-stone ; keystone.

2. Fig. : The finish, the completion,
" Our bardie's fate Is at a close.

Past a' remead

;

The last sad cape-stane o" his woes
,

Poor Maille's dead !

"

Burns : Poor Maille's Elegy.

Ca'-pe, s. [Lat. cape, imp. of capio = to take.]

Law: A judicial writ relative to a plea of
lands and tenements, so named from its first

word.

* cape, v.t & i. [Dut. kapen = to take ; cf.

<»P (2), v.]
" The buyers of caped goods In England are not liable

in restitution."—Fountainhall : Decisions, L 80.

A. Trans. : To seize, to capture (said of
privateers).

B. Intrans. : To act as a privateer ; to go
privateering.

caped, a. [Cape (2), s.] Having a cape at-
tached ; wearing a cape.

* cap -el (1), s. [Chapel.]

* cap-el (2), s. [Caple.]

cap el (3), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Min. : A kind of stone, composed of quartz,
schorl, and hornblende. (Webster.)

cap-elan, cap'-e-lin, s. [Fr. capclan,
caplan ; Sp. capstan.]

Ichthy. : A small species of fish of the trout
family, Mallotus villosus, found on the coast of
Newfoundland, and used as a bait for cod and
other fish.

ca-pel'-la, 3. [Lat. capella = a little goat,
"dim. of caper = a goat. ]

1. Astron. : A star, remarkable for its bril-

liancy, in the constellation Auriga. In this
country it is circumpolar, passing very near
the horizon when lowest in the north, and
almost overhead when highest in the south.
Capella is called also a Aurigse. It is a double
star with parallax. (Prof. Airy: Popular
Astron.)

2. Archaeology

:

(1) An oratory for religious worship.

(2) A chest for holding relics or anything
similar.

* cap -el-lane, s. [Chaplain.]

cap-el-let, cap'-e-lSt, cap-u let, 3.

[Fr. capelet.]

Farriery : A sort of swelling resembling a
wen, growing on the heel of the hock of a
horse, and on the point of the elbow, probably
caused by bruises and lying down.

cap-el-ll-na, 3. [Sp.] The bell or cover of
the pile of * amalgam bricks (pina) in the
Spanish process of separating the mercury
from the metal.

ca'-per. v.i. [According to Skeat a shortened
form of capreoll (q.v.), from Ital. capriolare m
to leap about as goats or kids ; capriolo m a
kid, dim. of caprio m a wild goat ; Lat capra— a she-goat ; caper = a he-goat.]

1. To dance or skip about, to cut capers.
" The truth is, I am only old In Judgment ; and be

that will caper with me for a thousand marks, let him
lend me the money, and have at him."—Shakesp. 2
Ben, /K,L1
2. To dance. (Said contemptuously.)
"The stage would need no force, nor song, nor danfl*.
Sorcapering monsieur brought from active Franc*.

/tower Ambitious Stepmother. (ProL)
* ca'-per (1), 3. [Cape, v.]

1. A privateer, a pirate.
" Little Brenda cried and ran from her like a Spanish

merchant-man from a Dutch caper."— Scott: The
Pirate, li. 396,

2. A captor. ,

"The Lords sequestrated this forenoon for advising
and deciding the famous and oft debated cause of the
Capers of the two price Danish ships.—Many of the
Lords were for adhering to their last interlocutor, that
they were free ships, but that the Cavers had probable
grounds to bring them up."—Fountainhall, i. 3S3.

ca'-per (2), a. [O. Fr. capriole; Ital. capriola;
Low Lat. capriola, dimin. of capra = a she-

goat.] [Caper, v.]

I. Literally

:

1. A frolicsome leap or spring, a skip, antics.
" Flimnap, the treasurer, is allowed to cut a caper,

on the strait rope. . .
."—Surift : Gulliver's Travels.

2. Strange or ridiculous conduct or actions.
" We, that are true lovers, run into strange capers."

—Shakesp. : As Fou Like It, ii. 4.

IX Fig. : A start or leap of the heart for joy.
" Hy bosom underwent a glorious glow,
And my internal spirit cut a caper."

Byron : Don Juan, X. S,

To cut a caper or capers : To dance about
wildly or excitedly, to frisk ; to act in a fan-
tastic manner.

caper-cutting, a. Cutting capers, frolic-

some. [Cut, v.]

" I am not gentle, sir, nor gentle will be.
Till I have justice, my poor child restored.
Your caper-cutting son nas run away with.*"

Beaum. * Fletcher ; Love's Pilgrimage, 11. L

ca'-per (3), s. [GaeL ceapaire.] (See ex-
tract.)

"She gave the deponent a dram, and gave him bread,
butter, and cheese, which they call a caper.'— Trials
of the Sons of Bob Bog, p. 107.

ca'-per (4), s. & a. [O. Fr. capre, cappre

;

Fr. cdpre; Lat. capparis, from Gr. Kamrapt*;
(kapparis) = the caper-plant, from Pers.
kabar — capers. (Skeat.)]

A. As substantive :

1. Botany:

(1) A plant, Capparis spinosa, belonging to
the natural order Capparidacese. It grows
freely in the south of Europe.

(2) The flower-buds of the plant described
in (l), which are largely used in sauces and
pickles. They are pickled in vinegar, and are
extensively imported from Sicily aud the south
of France. The flower-buds of the Zyyophyl-
lum fabago, or Bean-caper, are often used as a
substitute.

" We invent new sauces and pickles, which resemble
the animal ferment In taste and virtue, as mangoes,
olives, and capers."—Floyer: On the Humours.

2. Coram. : A kind of tea. [Caper-tea.]

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

T[ Obvious compound : Caper-sauce.

Wild Caper : A plant, Euphorbia Lathyrtt.
Its seeds are purgative.

caper-bean, *.

Bot. : A plant, Zygophyllum fabago. [Capkb
(4), s., (2).f

caper-bush, s.

Bot. : The same as Caper-spurge. (Wight.)

caper-spurge, s.

Bot. : A plant. Euphorbia lathyris, sometimes
called Caper-bush. It is used as a purgative.

caper-tea, s. A kind of black tea-shrub,

of which the Caper-congou and Scented Caper
are two varieties.

caper-tree, caper tree, s.

In New South Wales : A tree, BusbecHa (or

Busbeckea) arborea of Endlicher, not of Mar-
tius. Order, Capparidacese.

cap er cail zie (z as y), cap er cal 1,

cap er call' ye, cap-er-kal'-ly, cap-
er calze, s. [Gael, capull-coille = the great

tftai bo"y; poiit, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t»

-clau, -Man = shan. -tion. -slon = shun ; -tion, -sies = zhun* -tlous, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel. del*
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cock of the wood ;{IU.) the horse of the wood,

from Gael, capuil = a horse, aud colli, collie

« a wood. (.^'A^at.)J

Ornitk. : The Wood-grouse, Mountain Cork,

or Cock of the Woods—a species of grouse,

CAPERCAILZIE.

Tetrao urogalhis, of large size, formerly Indi-

genous in the Highlands of Scotland, but
which became extinct, and had to be reintro-

duced from the Scandinavian Peninsula, where
it is abundant in the pine forests, feeding on
the seeds. The general colour is black aud
green, with white marks on the wing and tail.

" Money vtlnr fowlia ar 111 Scotland, quMlkis arseue
In na vthir partis of the warld, M capercailye, ane
fowl rmtir than ane rauio, quhilk leiffls aluuierlie of

harkis of treU "—Bctlenl. : Deter. Alb., & 1L

oa'-per-er, s. [Eng. caper, v, ; -en]

1. One who capers about, or performs antics.

"The tumbler a gambols some delight afford

;

No less the unable caperer on the cord."
Dryden: Juvenal, xif.

2. A caddis-fly (q.v.), from its irregular

flight.

ca -per-ihg, pr. par., a., & a. [Caper, v.]

A. k B. As present participle 6; participial

adjective : In senses corresponding to those of

the verb.

"If a throstle sin*, he falU straight a capering."—
Sh'iketp. : Mer. of Venice, L 2.

C As subst.: The act of cutting capers or

antics.

* cap-er-is, ». [Lat capparis. ] [Caper (4), s.
1

]
The caper-tree.

"Theerbe caperi*."— WycXijfe: Fecit*. xiL 5.

cap-er-n61'-tSd-neB8, *. [Scotch caper-

noited; and Eng. suffix -ness.] Obstinacy, per-

versity. {Dr. Chalmers.) (Longrauir's Jamie-
•on.)

cap er-noi-tie, cap-er-noi-ted, a.

[Etym. unknown; perhaps from the following

substantive.) Crabbed, irritable, peevish.

{Scotch.)
" I thought I ahon'd turn eapemoited.'*

Hamilton : Jlamtay * Poem*, it SM.

cap er-noi-tie, s. [Etym. doubtful.] The
noddle, the head. {Scotch, chiefly in Clydes-

dale.)

"His capernoitie't no our* the bizxin' yet wi' the
sight of the Loch fairies.'*—Saint Patrick, hi. 42.

U Perhaps the seat of peevish humour.

cap er-oil-ie, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot. : Heath pease, Orobus tuberosus, Linn. ;

the KnapparU of Mearns, and Carmele, or

Carmylie of the Highlands.

capes, s.pl. [Etymology doubtful. Perhaps
the pL of Cape (2), *.] Flakes of meal which
come from the mill when the grain has not
been thoroughly dried. They are generally

rrtixed with the seeds for the purpose of

making sowew, or flummery. {Scotch.)

" Wi' capes, the mill she gard them ring.

Which i' the nook became a hing ;

Then Goodie wi' her tentle i*w,
Did citpet an' seeds the gether ca'

;

A pockfu' niest was fntteu'd weel.
Half seeds, an' cape*, the other meal."

lloriton ; Poem*, p. 110.

Oap'-fttL *. [Eng. cap and ful(l).']

L Lit. : As much as would fill a cap.

2. Fig. : A little quantity, a little.

" I was wfcistltne to ftamt Antonio
For a capful of wind to All our sail."

LvngfeUuiB ; The GoUlen Legend, ».

cap i-ai, s. [Cabiai.]

ca pl-as, s. [Lat. capias= yon may take or
seize ; pr. subj. -I pers. sing, of caput = to take,

to seize.]

Law : A writ of several sorts : (1) capias ad
respondendum, to answer the plaintin* in a

plea of debt, trespass, or the like ; (2) capias

ad satisfaciendum, to satisfy the plaintiff slier

judgment iu his favour ; (3) capias on mesne
process, under which, on an affidavit of debt
being tiled, a man's person could be arrested

until payment was made or bail given. This
last is no v.- abolished except in cases where the-

creditor has a good cause of action. The object

of writ (2) is to imprison the debtor till satis-

faction is made. It is now rarely used. One of
the returns to it is the celebrated nan est Inventus.

t cap-i-bar, cap-i-bar-a, cap-y-bar-a,
8. [Cabiai.]

* ca'-pie, s. & a. [Etym. doubtful.]

capie-hole, s. A game at marbles, in

which, as a rule, three holes are made in the
ground, and the players, each in turn pitching

or rolling his marble, tries to be the first to

put it in succession into the three holes.

(Scotch.) In Aberdeen the holes are called

kypes. {Jamieson.)

* can-11, • cap uL * cap-ulle, * cap-
ylle, s. [Caple.]

" To kepe him aud h'.s captl out of the slough

;

And if he falle tro his capil eftaoue. . .
.'

Chaucer : Jiauncipie* Tale, proL, l«,996-7.

cap-il-la'-ce-oiis, a. [Lat capiUaceus m
hairy, from capiUus = a hair. ]

Bot. : Thread-like, capillary.

cap-U-la'-ce-OUS-l*^, adv. [Eng. capiUace-

ous; -ly.) In a thread-like or capillary

manner.

capillaceously multifid, a.

Bot. : Divided into many slender hair-like

segments.

c&p'-il-laire, *. [Fr. capillaire = maiden-
hair ; strop de capillaire — capillaire, from
Lat capillaris = pertaining to hair, hairy

;

from capiUus = a hair.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A kind of syrup prepared from the
Maidenhair. It is pectoral and slightly as-

tringent, but a strong decoction made from it

is, according to Ainslie, a certain emetic

2. Any syrup flavoured with orange-flower

water.
*• The term Maidenhair orCapttlarphas been applied

to several specie* of fern which have been used in

medicine. . . . The syrup sold in the shops under the
name of capUlaire is nothing but clarified syrup
flavoured with orange- flower water."—Pereiraz Materia
Jledica and Therapeutic*.

XI. Bot. : The Maidenhair Fern, AdiavXum
capillus-veneris. [Capillary, B. 2.]

* capil -la-ment, *. [Fr. capiUament ; Lat.

capiUameiitum, from capiUus = a hair.]

L Bot. : A small fine thread or hair growing
up in the middle of a flower ; a filament.

2. Anat. : One of the fine fibres or filaments

of the nerves.

"The solid capUtament* of the nerves.'— B ith'rp

Berkeley : Sirit, 1 124.

* ca-pil'-lar, a. [Lat. capillaris = hairy
;

cdpillus = a hair.] Capillary or hair-like.

ca-pQ-lar-lm'-C-ter, 5. [Eng. capillary;

and meter.] An instrument for testing the
quality of oils by indicating the quantity

which falls from a given-sized point under
certain circumstances of temperature, &c

* ca-pU'-lar-I-neSS, s. [Eng. capillary;

•ness. ) The quality or state of being capillary ;

capillarity. {Scott.)

cS-p-fl-lar'-X-ty, *. [Fr. capillariU, from Lat.

capillaris = pertaining to the hair ; capiUus —
a hair.] In the theory of capillarity, the mean
curvature of a surface at a given point is the
arithmetical mean of the curvatures of any
two normal sections normal to each other. If

4 stands for length, then its dimensions are \.

{Everett : The C. G. S. System of Units, ed. 1875,

ch. i., p. 7.)

cap'-il-lar-^, ca-pU'-lar-& o. & s. [In

Ft. capiUaire, from Lat. capUlaris =* pertain-

ing to the hair ; capiUus — a hair.]

A. As adjective

:

Z. Ordinary Language:
* L Pertaining to or resemHiug hair.

2. Pertaining to capillary tubes or vessels.

IX Technically

:

1. Bot. : Resembling hair, hair-like, having

the form of a hair. Strictly, the twelfth part
of a line broad.

f Capillary implies greater fineness aud deli-

cacy than filiform (q.v.).
" CavUkiry or capillace/u* plants, are such as have

noinatn htaikorsu-iu, but grow to the ground, as hairs
OU the head."—Quincey.

"The filament . . . sometimes is very delicate and
caj/UUiry or hair-like."

—

Haifunr: /lotwu,.

2. Anat. : Very fine, or minute as hair ; ap-
plied to the minute vessels by which the
arteries and veins communicate with each
otlnr.

"Ten capillary arteries In some p&rtsof the body. *

In the brain, are nut equal to one bair ; ami tin

est lymphatk-k vessels are an huudml times smaller
than the smallest capillary artery."

—

Arbuth. :On Alhn.

3. Surg. : Applied to a linear fracture of the

skull, unattended with any separation of the
parts of the injured boues.

B. ,-is substantive

:

1. A)iat.; One of the very fine minute vessels

or tubes connecting the arteries and veins.

"... entering the minutest captUarie*, sin* d't-

lodgfrjg obstructions." — Bithop Berkeley : Further
Thought* on Tar- Water.

2. Bot. : The Maidenhair Fern, Adii
capillus-veneris.

"The hyssop may tolerably be taken for some kind
of minor capillary, which best makes out the ami
thesis with the cedar ' —Sir T Browne : On the Plata*
in Scripture, p. S.

capillary attraction, s.

Nat. Phil. : The molecular attraction or

repulsion, specially the former, which takes

{)lace when one end of a tube of slender bore

s immersed iu a fluid. In the case supposed
the fluid ascends it to a considerable n

Capillary attraction aids the passage up*
of sap in the vessels of plants. It may be

gravity acting at minute distances.

capillary-filter, *\ A simple mode of

freeiug water of its larger impurities by means
of a cord of loose fibre, such as cotton candle-

wick. {Knight.)

capLUary-multifid, a.

Bot : The same as Capillaceously-hll-
tifid (q.v.X

capillary-pyrites, s.

Min. : The same as Millerite (q.v.)i

capillary-repulsion, s.

Nat. Phil. : The cause which determines

the descent of a fluid in a capillary tube, below

the level of the surrounding fluid, when the

tube is dipped in that fluid. It is the oppo-

site to capillary attraction.

capillary system, s.

Anat. : The system or series of minute

tubes described under capillary vessels (q.v.).

capillary vessels, s. pi

A nat. : Vessels of hair-like minuteness, into

which both the arteries and the veins divide,

thus giving rise to the distinction of arte-

rial and venous capillaries. The arteries

which afford a channel to the blood immedi-

ately on its departure from the heart are large

iu breadth and capacity, but they divide again

and again, as a tree does into branches, till

they terminate in minute tubes of 1BV th to

y^gth of an inch in diameter. Fitting most

closely to the mouth of these are the venous

capillaries, which unite into larger and larger

veins, as streamlets do to constitute a river.

The action of the capillaries can be well seen

under a powerful microscope in the partly

transparent foot of a frog.

* cftp-ll-la'-tlon, * [Lat. capillatio; from

capiUus= hair. ] A hair-like filament or tub. ;

a capillary-vessel.

•*Nor Is the humour contained in smaller veins, or

obscurer capillatioiu, but ina vesicle,"—Sir T. Brom*4 .

Vulgar Errourt.

* ca-pil'-la-tiire, ». [Lat. capiUatura ; (torn

cdpUlus ="hair.J The act of dressing the hair.

t ca-pfl'-U-form, a. [Lat capiUus — hair

;

forma = form, shape.] Having the form 01

shape of a hair.

Cap-il-Ut'-I-nm, s. [Lat capttlus= hair.]

Bot. : Entangled filamentary matter In fun-

gals bearing sporidia.
,
{Treat. ofBoL)

t cap il -lose, a. & «. [Lat. capittosut*

hairy ; capiUus = hair.]

A. As adj. : Hairy, covered with hair.

B. As subst. :

Min. : The same as Millerite (q.v.).

f&te, At, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wgt, here, cameL her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », os = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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cap -il-mute, s. [Caplemute.]

ca-pis -trum, *. [Lat. — a collar, a baud.]

Surg. : A bandage, used chiefly in cases of
injury or fractures of the lower jaw.

Cap-I-tal, a. [Fr. capital; Ital. capitals;

Lat. capitalis = pertaining to the head ; caput
(genit. capitis) = a head.]

A. Ordinary Language:

L Literally

:

* 1. Of or relating to the head.
" WIthuten eddren capitalen."—A norm Ritete, p. J58.

"The humble petition of John Longbottoui, Bat
Ptdgeon, and J. Norwood, capital artificer*, must
humbly sheweth . . ."—The Guardian, vol. i., No. 6*.

2. Applied to letters of a larger size and
different form, which are placed at the head
of a book, a chapter, or a .sentence.

"The rtrat U written in capital letters, without
chapters or verses."

—

Oreto : Coemologia Sacra.

XL Figuratively

:

1. Of or pertaining to the head or chief town
fa country or kingdom ; metropolitan, chief.

" This had been
Perhaps thy capital teat, from whence had spread
All generation*." Milton: P. L., xi. 3*3.

2. Applied to eircumstances of any kind in-

olving or affecting life.

" In capital causes, wherein hut one man's life is in
Question, the evidence ought to be clear; much more
in a Judgment upon a war which Is capital to thou-
sands."— ilucon.

• 3. Important In the highest degree ; chief,

rincipal, essential.
** Ynr vndonbtedly, both repletion and superfluous

tlepe be capitall enemies to studye as they be sem-
blably to health of body and souls."—Sir T. Mlyot

:

Oouemovr, bk. L, ch. 11. .

4. Excellent
; good or fine in the highest

" Those who were on the ground had the pleasure of
witnessing some capital play, . . "—Daily Telegraph,
Feu. 13, 1831.

B. Technically:

1. Comm. (Capital stock) : The sum of money
aised by the joint contributions of the
artners in a company, to be employed, in the
usiuess of that company.

2. Fortif. (Capital line): An imaginary line

dividing any work Into similar and equal

3. Law:
(1) Ofcrimes : Criminal In the highest degree.
fleeting the head, i.e., the life of any person :

nvolving in old times the loss of one's head,
' ougk now in England the punishment of
ath is inflicted in a different manner.

" Edmund, I arrest thee
On capital treason."

Shakeip. : Kino Lear, v. 3.

(2) Of the punishment, involving the loss of
ne's head or life.

"Due by the law to capital punishment."
Milton: Same. Agon., l.KS.

"The abolition of capital punishment would not
cause more murders."— Timet, Slay 3, IBM. Mr.
Brighft Speech.

4. Printing (Capital letters). [Capital, «

M.3.]

capital Offence, *. Crime involving capi-
tal punishment.

capital punishment, s. The penalty
of death.

«ap -I tal. * cap-i-talo, * cap i tel, .-.

[0. Fr. chapitel, capitel ; op. & Port, capitel

;

Lat. capi/e/fum = ailttle bead; dimin. of caput
= a head.]

A. Ordinary Language:

I. Literally

:

1. In the same sense as B. 1 (q.v.).

2. The head or chief city of any country or
kingdom ; the metropolis. [U. 2-1

"Pandsemonium, the high capital
Of Satan.

'

Milton : P. L., i. 755.

3. A letter of a larger size than, and of a
different form from, those ordinarily used ; a
Capital letter. [B. 6.]

* 4. A heading or chapter of a book ; a
section. [Capitle.]

" Holy St. Bernard hath said In bis 60th capital . .
,"

—aeott. (Webtter.)

H, Fignratively

:

1. Applied to the political views or opinions,
i which form, as it were, the capital on which

a politician trades.

2. The inhabitants of the chief city of any
country.i eou

-ola

" The geueral opinion, at least of the capital, mmi
to hive been that Buruct was cruelly treated,"—Ma-
camay : Hie!. Eng., ch. xix.

B. Technically

:

1. Arch.: The head or upper portion ot a
column.

2. Fortif. : An imaginary line bisecting the
salient angle, formed by the intersection of

two projecting linee of parapet, of a fortifica-

tion.

3. Polit. Scon. : The surplus of individual
or national wealth which remains after cur-

rent necessities have been met. It coneists

of what are popularly called savings. It is

available for the employment of new labour,

and if this be done judiciously, it will pro*
duce a further surplus, or, in other words
the capital will increase. In every well-

ordered community it tends to do so indefi-

nitely. Capital and labour mutually require
each other, and are not natural foes but
natural friends.

•J Certain economists regard capital as "the
sum of all Vealth resulting from labor, less the
actual cost of the laborers' subsistence " ; and
thence argue that justice would indicate an
equitable distribution of such surplus amongst
the actual producers thereof, rather than its

absorption by the employing class designated
as "capitalists."

i. Commerce, <fc :

(1) The stock or fund employed In any trade
or manufacture.

"This accumulated stock of the product of former
labour is termed capital.'—J. 8. Mill; Principle* of
Political Economy, bk. 1., ch. iv., | i,

(2) The fund of a trading company or cor-
poration. It is generally called capital stock.

5. Distilling : The head of a still.

6. Printing : A large or upper-case letter.

t c&p-I-taled, a. [Capital, *.] Having a
capital or'capitals.

cap -i-tal-Ism, *. [Eng. capital, s. ; -ism.]

The possession of capital; the system under
which capitalists flourish.

" The sense of oapUalitm sobered and dignified Paul
de Florae."—Thackeray : Sewcomet, 11. 91 (ed. 18*}).

cap I tal-ist, *. [Eng. capital; -ist. Fr.
capitalists.) One who has capital; one who
has accumulated wealth or capital.

" I take the expenditure of the capitalist, not the
value of the capital, as toy standard."— Burke:
ThoughtM on a Regicide Peace.

cap-i-tal i za-tion, cap I-tal-I-sa-
tlon, s. [Capitalize.]

1. The act of converting into capital.

"The demand for a capitalization of Income points
to that side of the grievance."— Timet, Jan. 22, 1866.

2. The act of estimating or assessing an
income or annual payment at its capital value.

* 3. The use of capital letters in printing or

writing.

cap i tal ize, cap 1 tal ise, v.t. [Eng.
capital, and suff. -ize (q.v.)*]

1. To convert into capital.

2. To estimate or assess the capital value of
an income or annual payment

"As to the project of capitalising Incomes, that Is

another affair, . . ."—Timet, Jan. 22, ISM.

* 3. To make use of capital letters in print-
ing or writing.

cap I tal ized, cap -I-tal-ised, pa. par.

& a. [Capitalize.]

tffered for not performing the commandtneut
onceruing; capitation ; that, when the people
ntiered. lor every head they should pay unto

Oa»p'-i-tal-l& adv. [flag capital ; 4y.}

1. Ord. Lang. : Excellently, finely.
" Miss Baillie's play went off capitally here."—Sco-

ffs Mr. Morritt.

1 2. Law .* ki a capital manner ; In a manner
Involving capital punishment.

"If any man swore by the king's head, and was
found to have sworn falsely, he was punished capi-
tally."—Bithop Patrick: /'araphratet and Commen-
tariet on the Out Testament; tieneei* xllii. 16.

t cap -l tal-ness, s. [Eng. capital; -nut]
The state or quality oi being capital; excel-
lence, pre-eminence.

cap'-I-tan, * cap -1 tans, 5. [Captain.]

capitan -pacha, captain-pasha, «.

The title of an admiral in the Turkish navy.

* Cap'-I-tan-r^, s. [Mid. Eng. capitan = cap-
tain, and sun". -ry.\ The office or dignity of a
captain, captainship.

C&p'-i-tate, a. [Lat. capitatus = having a
head, beaded ; caput (genit. capitis) — a head.]

1. Bat, : Piu-headed, or terminating in a
rounded head, as the stigma of a primrose, or
as certain hairs. Also, growing in heads or
terminal close clusters, as the flowers of com-
posites.

" They are capitate, having a distinct rounded head."
—Ba'fjar: IS ,(any, p. 31.

2. Zool. : Having a distinct head, generally
armed with thread cells, used, for the most
part, of tentacles.

" Hyilranths with scattered capitate tentacles.'—
Allman: Qymnoblattlc Bydrotoa, p. SW.

cap i-ta -tion, s. & a. [Fr. capitation ; Lat.
oapitatio — a numbering by heads ; caput = a
head.]

A. As substantive

:

• 1. The act of numbering by heads.

2. A tax or fee paid for each head ; poll-
money.

" He suffered for not performing the commandment
of God concert

'

were nuinberei
God a shekel."—Brovm.

B. As adj. : Paid by the head or polls. (Sea
the compounds.)

capitation-grant, s. A grant of a cer-
tain sum of money made by government for
each person fulfilling certain specified condi-
tions ; as, for instance, a grant paid to volun-
teers, proportioned to the amount of heads—
that is, men—they can muster who have ren-
dered themselves efficient.

capitation-tax, s. A tax paid for each
head or person ; a poll-tax.

"The Greeks pay a capitation tax for the exercise of
their religion.

"— Uutkrie.

cap I-ta tlve, a. [Capitation. ] Reckoned
by the head. (Gladstone in N.E.D.)

* cap -i-tc, a. [Lat capite, abl. sing, of caput
= a head.]

Old English Law : A form of tenure by which
the tenant in chief (in capite) held his lands
direct from the crown. [Chief, B. II. 1.]

"cap -Ite, a. [O. Fr. cappetu = a little hood.]

* capite born, *. [Bern is from O. Fr.
berne = "a hood or mantle such as ladies
weare " (Cotgrave).'] A kind of cloak or mantle,
as would seem, with a small hood.

" Item, be Androu Balfoure, fra Will, of Kerkettil,
two elne and ane halve of blak, for a clok and capite
bern for the Queen, price elne 86 s. sum 4 : 10 :

0."

Borthurick: Brit. Anttq., p. 138.

cap-it'-el-late, a. [Lat. capi(eHwn = alitt!"

head, dim. of caput m a head.]

Sot. : The diminutive of capitate (q.v.). Ter-

minating in very small heads.

• ctip'-J-tle, * cap-1-tele, * cap-y-tle,
* chap 1 tele, * chap-y-tylle, *. [O. Fr.

capitel ; Sp. capitulo ; Ital. capitolo ; Lat.

capitulum, dim. of caput = a head.] [Capital.
Chapter.]

1

.

A chapter, or section of a book,

2. A summary, epitome.

"But a capitle on those things that ben Mid." —
Wycliffe : Beb. viii. l

O&p'-I-td, *. [From Lat. caput — head. 80
named from having a large head.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds, the typical one
of the sub-family Capitoninse (q.v.). The
species are natives of South America.

boy; pout, jc%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; ;expect, Xenophon, exist, -ihg,

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, sion m zhun. -clous, -tious. sious m shus. -hie, - tie, dux = hoi. tet
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ftttp'-I-tol, " cap-l-tolle, *. [In Ft capitoU,

from Lat capitolium, from caput = a head ; so

called from a skull having, according to the
legend, been found there by those preparing

the foundations.]

1. The citadel of Rome.
" Come to the Capitol."

Shake*/). ' Juliu* Couar, lii. 1.

2. The citadel or town-hall of any town.

"The Capitd In the centre of Blchinoud."—Daily
Tel graph. May 11, IsSl.

3. Spec. : The building in which the Con-
gress of the United States meets, and corres-

ponding buildings at the various State capitals.

•ap-I-tdl'-I-an, a. [Capitolink.J Of or

relating to the Capitol ; capitoliue.
** Up to the everlasting gates
QI Capitolian Jove."
Macaulay ; Prophecy of Capys. **

Csw-pit'-oT-ine, a. [Lat. capitolinus = per-

taining to the capitol (q.v.).] Of or pertain-

ing to the Capitol of Rome.

capitoline~gam.es, s. pU Annual games
celebrated at Rome In honour of Jupiter, by
whom, as was supposed, the capitol was saved

from the Gauls.

oa pit 6-ni-nae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. capita,

gen. capUon(is); fem. pi. suff. inat.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of birds, by some
placed nnder the family Picidie (Wood-
peckers), whilst the species contained in it

are by others arranged with the Bucconinee,

a sub-family of Halcyonidse (Kingfishers).

They are often called Barbets. They have
stout conical bills, bristly at the base, and
short wings and tails. Found in the hotter

parts of both hemispheres.

t cap-it -u-lant, a. k s. [Lat. capitulans,

pi. par. of capitulo.] [Capitulate.]

A. As adj. : Capitulating.

B. As subst. : One who capitulates.
" Gaining possession ot the fortress which the capit-

tdantt held. —Alison : Hut. Europe oh. Mvii., } w.

•»-pit-u lar, a. [Capitular, $.]

1. Eccles. : Of or pertaining to an ecclesias-

tical chapter; capitulary.
*' The high aristocracy of the church from the pope

to the member of the capitular body."—Milman.
" The capitular authorities got a set of chimes not

ion? ago by public subscription. "— Daily Telegraph.
Nov. S3, 1880.

2. Bot. : Growing in small heads, as the
dandelion.

1 Capitular process

:

Anal : A small process, prominence, or
projection on a vertebra.

* ca-plt'-u-lar, * oa-plt'-u-lar-y; *. [Lat.

cdpitulare, capUularium = a collection of

small heads or sections ; capitulum = a little

head, dim. of caput = a head ; Fr. capitulaire.]

1. A collection of civil and ecclesiastical

laws compiled by Charlemagne.
"That this practice continued to the time of Charle-

maln, appears by a constitution In his capitular."—
Tay.

2. Any collection or body of laws.

3. A member of a chapter.

". . . shall bind the chapter Itself, and all it* mem-
bers or capitulan."—Ayliffe: Parcrgon.

"The dean of Strasburg, the capitulan and dotnlci-
Uars capitularly assembled."—Sterne: TrieL Shandy.

4. An index. %

oa-pIt-u-lar'-i-iiin»«. [Lat.] [Capitular, ».]

ca-pit'-U-lar-ly\, adv. [Eng. capitular; -ly.]

{Capitular, a.] In the manner or according
to the rules of an ecclesiastical chapter.

"The keeper. Sir Simon Harconrt, alleged you could
do nothing out when all three were capitularly met

'

—Swift : Letter to Mr. St. John.

* ca-pit'-u-lsjr-y, a. & *. [Cajpitular, a.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Capitular,

"In the register of the capitulary acts of York
cathedral It is ordered, ate*— Warton: Mist, of Eng.
Poetry, ill. 802.

2. Bot. : Growing in small heads ; capitular.

B. As substantive

:

Law, &c :

1. Gen. : A code of laws. (Wharton.)

2. Spec. : The code of laws formed under
the first two dynasties or races of the French
kings.

ca~plt'-u-late, v.i. & t. [Low Lat. capitulo

— to reduce to heads ; capitulum = a little

head ; caput = a head ; Ital. capitolare ; Fr.

capituler.]

A. Intransitive

:

* 1. To enter into an agreement; to com-
bine.

"The archbishop'sgrace of Tork, Douglas, Mortimer,
Capitulate against us, and are up."

Shaketp. : 1 Benry IV., lit. 2.

* 2. To reduce articles of a treaty to heads
without its being implied that the party ca-

pitulating is the vanquished one, and is arrang-
ing about a surrender ; to enter into an agree-
ment.

Oelon the tyrant, after he had defeated the Car-
thagenians near to the city Hunera, when he made
peace with them, capitulated, among other articles of
treaty, that they should no more sacrifice any infants
to .S;iuirn."— Holland : Plutarch $ Morale, p. 405.

3. To surrender or yield ou certain conditions
drawn up under various heads.

" But at length the supplies were exhausted ; and it
was necessary to capitulate."—Macaulay: Hitt. Eng.,
eh. xiii.

"But many of the Irish chiefs loudly declared that
It was time to think of capitulating."—Ibid., ch. xvii.

*B. Trans. : To yield or surrender anything
on certain stipulated terms.

Caplt-U-Ja -tion, s. [Low Lat. capitulatio
'= a reducing to heads ; caput = a head.]

* 1. An enumeration or arrangement by
heads.

* 2. An agreement reduced to heads, and
not necessarily implying defeat or inferiority

on either side ; also the heads of such an
agreement

"Whilst these ambassadors go to and fro, and reason
upon the capitulation* of the desired peace."—Kw.llet:
Bit Turk*, p. 119.

"In those capitulation* of peace . . . I find this ex-
press article."

—

Bolland: PUnie, bk. xxxiv., ch. xiv.

3. An agreement to surrender or yield, on
certain terms laid down.

"It was not a complete conquest, but rather a dedi-
tion, upon terms and capitulation*, agreed between
the conqueror and the conquered."

—

Bale.

"Then at length a capitulation was concluded."

—

Macaulay I Bitt. Eng., ch. xii.

4 ca-pIt'-U-la-tor, *. [Low Lat. capitulator,

from capitulo. ] One who capitulates.

* ca-pIt'-U-la-t6r-& a. [Eng. capitulate)

;

-cry.] Recapitulating, declaring briefly in
heads or sections.

"What pleasure should we take in their tedious
genealogies or their capitulatory brass monuments."—
Lamb : Blakemoor in B—*hire, p. 414.

* cap-it-ule, s. [Lat. capitulum = a little

head ; caput = a head.] [Capitle.] A little

head or section ; a summary. (Wycliffe.)

ca-pit -ulum (pi. ca-pit -u-la), s. [Lat.

'capitulum = a little head, dim. of caput = a
head.]

1. Bot. : A thick head or cluster of flowers in

a very short axis, as a clover-top or dandelion.

"The capitulum Is mostly formed by the floral axis
expanding into a thickened mass."—Henfrey : Botany,
p. 78.

"The flowers in the capitula of the Composite: are
called florets."—Ibid., p. 79.

2. Anat. : A small head or protuberance of

a bone, received into the concavity of another
bone.

3. Zool. : The body of a barnacle supported
upon a peduncle. It consists of a case com-
posed of several calcareous plates, united bj
a membrane enclosing the remainder of the
animal. It corresponds to the shell of the
Balanoids.

* 4. Mil. : A transverse beam with holes,

through which the cords passed, by which
war engines were worked.

cap-iv-l, s. [Copaiba.]

* ca pic, * ca pil, * ea-pul, * ca-pyl,
ca-pylle, s. [O. Tcel. ka^all ; Wei. capull

;

Sw. capull, copal ; Lat. caballus.] A horse,

especially one of a poor kind or in bad condi-
tion.

"Conscience upon his capul carieth forth faste."
Langland: P. Ploteman, 2,128.

cap le mute (le as el), cap il mute,
cab -al mute, s. [Mid. Eng. capk, capil,

&c. = a horse, &c. ; and mute = a debate,
judgment.] The legal form or action by which
the lawful owner of cattle that have strayed,

or been carried off, proves his right to them,
and obtains restoration. (Scotch.)

cap less, a. [Eng. cay, and -less.) Having no
cap ; destitute of a cap.

"With Anus bare and heads capleu."—Daily Mem,
April 9, 1881.

* cap-leyne, s. [Fr. capdine. ] An iroa skull-
cap worn by archers in the Middle Ages.

" A habergione vudyr his gowne he war.
A steylle capleyne in his bonnet but mar."

Wallace, lii. 88. H&

cap'-lin (1), cap -ling, s. [A corruption of
capelan (q.v.).]

Ichthy. : A species of fish. [Capelan.]

cap'-lin (2), cap'-lihg, s. [Eng. cap and
dim. sufT. -lin(g),] The cap or coupling of a
flail, through which the thongs pass which
connect the handle and swiffle. [Cap (1), «.]

cap'-lin (3), cape lin, cape-Ian, «.

[Chaplain.]

cap -nite, s. [From Gr. a-am-os (kapnos) =
smoke ; and sun. -ite (Min. ) (q. v.).]

Min. : The same as Smithsonite (q.v.).

* cap -n6-man cjr, «. [Fr. capnomancie

;

Gr. Kattvoc (kapnos) = smoke ; and fiavrtia

(mayiteia) = prophecy, divination.] Divination
by means of the motion or ascent of smoke.

" Philosophy will very probably direct us to the tras
original of divination by prodigies, and the other
species thereof, chiromancy, capnomancy, etc" —
Spencer : On Prodlgiet, p. 296.

cap no-mor, s. [Gr. Kanvfc (kapnos) =
smoke, and p.6pa (mora) or jxotpa (moira) = a
part, a portion.] An unctuous, colourless

substance, obtained from the tar of wood.

oa'-po, s. [Ital.]

T Da capo: [Ital.]

Music : A direction to return to the first or
other indicated movement (Gainer & Barrett.)

capo tastO, s. [Ital. = head-stop.]

Music : A mechanical arrangement by which
the pitch of the whole of the strings of a guitar

is raised at once. The capo tasto, or capo-

dastro as it is sometimes called, is screwed
over the strings on to the finger-board and
forms a temporary nut. (Stainer dt Barrett.)

ca poc, «. [Probably a native word.] A kind
of cotton, bo short and fine that it cannot be
spun ; used in India to make mattresses, Ac.

ca poc -chi-a, *. [Ital. capocio = a thick

head or knob*] A blockhead.

* ca poch, * ca pouch, *. [Sp. capucho ;

ItaL cappuccio ; Fr. capuce = a hood, a cape

;

from Low Lat capucium, a dim. of cappa = a
cape, hood. ] A hood, a cape.

* ca-poch, v.t [Capoch, *.] To cover with

a hood; hence to hoodwink, blind, cheat
Latham, however, thinks the meaning to be

to strip olf the hood, and so cheat
"Capoch'd yonr rabins of the synod.
And siiapt the canons with a why not."

Hudibra*.

ca pon, *ca-pun, *cha~poun,«. [A.8.

capun; from Lat. capo; Gr. kottwi/ (fra/*5n)»

= a capon ; from a root kap — to cut ; Fr.

chapon ; Sp. & Port capon ; Dan. kapoen ; Ger.

kapaun. ]

L Lit. : A cock chicken castrated for the

purpose of improving his flesh for the table.

" Item, a capon, 2s, 2d. '—Shaketp. : 1 Ben. I V., It 4,

* IX Fig. : A eunuch. (Applied to human
beings in contempt.)

" Home, malthouse, capon, eoxcombe. idiot."

Shaketp. : Comedy 0/ Error*, UL t

capon's feather, s.

Bot. : A book-name given to two planter

—

(1) Columbine (AquiUgia vulgaris); (2) Herb

Beuet, All-heal (Valeriana officinalis). (Brit-

ten dr Holland.)

capon's tail, * capon's talle, f-

* 1. The plant Cetywall (Valeriana pyn-

naica). (Turner.)
" Generally the Valerians are called by one name-

in Latine, Valeriana ; in English, Valerian. Capon*
taile, andSetwall."—Oerarde : Berball (ed. isssyp. 1QW.

2. The herb Columbine.

Capon's-tail grass : A species of grass (Fes-

tuca myurus).

* ca pon, v.t [Capon, «.] To castrate, as a

capon.

fax; fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, p&

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, ciib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, sa, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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* ca'-pdn-St, s. [Eng. capon, and dim. suffix

-tt.\ A young capon.

aa-pdn-i-e re, ca-p6n-nl-e're, s. [Fr.

'c")K>naiere ; Sp. cuponera ; It. capponiera.

Perhaps allied to Fr. caponiier = to dissimulate
in order to succeed. (Matin.)"]

Fortif. : A covered lodgment, of about four

or five feet broad, encompassed with a little

parapet of about two feet high, serving to

support planks laden with earth. This lodg-

ment contains fifteen or twenty soldiers, and
is usually placed at the extremity of the coun-
terscarp, having little embrasures made in

them, through which they fire. (Harris.)

H Certain differences in construction give

ris« to the following names : Covered, or case-

mated caponiere ; open caponiere ; single, simple,

or halfcaponiere ; palisade caponiere. (Knight.)

'ca -pon-ize, v.t. [Eng. capon, and suffix -ize

(q.v.).] To castrate, aa a capon.
'*.

. . an operator who caponixed a young blackbird
of nbout six week* old. "—Barrington : On the Singing
0/ liir.lt.

•ap-or'-ci-an-ite, 5. [From Monte Capor-
ciano, hiTuscany, where it is found ; suff. -ite.)

Min. : A variety of Laumontite (q.v.). It
occurs in pearly monoclinic crystals of a flesh-

red colour ; sp. gr., 2"47 ; hardness, 2.6—3*5
;

comp.: silica, 53*0 ; alumina, 22'7 ; lime, 12*4
;

water, 11 -9.

tea-pot', s. [Fr. capot, ttre capot = to be
balked ; /aire capot = to capot ; Ger. caput =
ruined, broken; probably abbreviated from
Lat. caput mortuum = a dead person or body. ]

When one player wins all the tricks of cards
•it tin; game of picquet he has effected a capot.

ca pot , v.t. [Capot, s.] To effect a capot
jii one's antagon-
sU in picquet.

"That last game f

Oft- 1 *ith Uiy SWiret
OullaUl, I ajfO.t d
her." — Lnmh : Bt-
Kiy* of Elta;Mra.
B t tlet Optn, on

oa-po'te,». [Fr.

t Sp. capote

;

'mm Lat. capa =
1 cloak.]

1. Ord Lang. :

\ long cloak or
mantle reaching
to the feet, worn
by women.

2. Mil. : A coat
with a hood,
worn by soldiers, vmrwmm,
tailors, &c.

" The cloak of white, the thin capote
That decks the wandering Candiote."

Byron : The Bride qf Abydos, It. 9.

' ca-poucfi, ca poch, s [Capoch.]
'He [the youth, Dorothea] wore a little brown

eapoich, girt very near to nil body with a white
towel."—Shelton : Don quixote, bk. iv„ ch. L

cap pa-dine, s. [Etymology doubtful.] A
sort of silk flock or waste obtained from the
cocoon after the silk has been reeled off, and
used for shag in making rugs. (Simmoiids.

)

'Cap-pa-do'-cl-d, * cap-er-doch-y, *. [A
Corruption of cappadocia. (Nares.)] An old
slaug term for a prison.

" How, captain, idle t My old aunt's son, my dear
kinsman in Cappadocio,"—Puritan. [Nares.)

Cap-pagh, a. & a. [From Cappagh, near Cork,
in Ireland.]

cappagh -brown, *. Manganese brown.
There are two shades of it, light and dark
cappagh browns. (Ogilvie.)

<*ap'pan-us, b. [Etymology unknown.] A
kiuil of worm, very hurtful to ships' bottoms,
to Which it adheres.

<ap-par'-e-C8, s. pi. [Lat. cappar(is)
%
fem.

pi. adj. suff. -eas.]

Bot. : A sub-order of the Capparidaeeie,
comprising those species in which the fruit is

a berry.

'Cap -par-Id, s. [Lat capparis (genit. cap-
purUUs).']

Bot. : The English form of the name of the
Capparidacese.

" CapparUU are chiefly tropical plants. '—Bat/our :
Botany, p. 402.

cap-par-I-da'-^e-M, s.pl. [Lat. capparis

(genit. capparidis), and fem. pi. suffix -acece.]

Bot. ; A natural order of thalamifloral dicoty-
ledons, placed by Lindley in his Cistal alliance.

They are herbs, shrubs, or trees with alternate
leaves and solitary or clustered flowers. The
ovary is generally stalked, with parietal pla-

centas and reniform seeds. They are akin to

Crucifene. The order is divided into two sub-
orders—1. Clomese, with dry, dehiscent fruit

;

2. Cappareas, the fruit of which is a berry.

The plants are principally tropical, and have
pungent and stimulant qualities. The flower-

buds of C. spinosa constitute capers. [Caper
(4), s.] There are thirty-three known genera
and 355 species.

cap'-par-is, *. [Latin, from Gr. icaim-apt?

(Jcappdris).'} [Caper (4), s.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Capparidaceee. It consists of shrubs
having simple leaves, frequently with two
little spines at their base, and showy flowers
with a four-parted calyx, four petals, and
numerous stamens. The most generally-
known species is the Capparis spinosa, the
Common Caper (q.v.), which grows on walls,
&(.'., in the south of Europe and Mediterranean
regions. Its mode of growth resembles a

bramble. It is a stimulant, antiscorbutic,

and aperient. So also are C. rupestris, a native
of Greece ; C. Fontanesii, from Barbary ; and
C. atgyptiaoa, from Egypt. The bark of the root
of C. cynophallophora, amygdalina, and ferru-

ginea blisters like cantbarides. (Lindley,

&c.) C. Sodada is one of the characteristic
features of the vegetation of Africa, from
the Desert to the Nile. The small berries,

which have a pungent taste, form an im-
portant article of food, and the roots, when
burnt, supply salt. It has a narcotic odour,
and its acrid stimulating fruits are employed
by women to produce fecundity.

•cappe, $. [Cap.]
"A vemicle hadde he sowed on his cappe.
His walet lay byfoni him in his lappe."

Chaucer : The Prologue, L *W-8.

capped, • cap-pyd, pa. par. & a. [Cap, *.]

"Cappyd; cappatut,"—Cathol, Anglicum.

capped quartz, «.

Min. : A variety of Quartz. (Brit. Mus.
Catal.)

capped rail, •.

Railroad Engineering : A railroad rail which
has a steel cap attached to an iron body. It

is generally made by so disposing the steel in

a fagot as to form the edge of that metal, in

rolling. It is otherwise known as a steel-

topped or steel-headed rail. (Knight.) [Rail. )

cap -pel, s. [From Eng. cap(J).~\ The Iron
at the ends and middle ofa horse-tree, whipple-
tree, or cross-bar, used in ploughing or har-
rowing, into which the hooks of the traces are
placed. (HalliweU.)

cap'-pel-ine, 5. [Capleyne.] A small iron
skull-cap worn by archers in the middle ages.

(Ogilvie.)

* cap -per (1), *. [Cap (2), *.] Apparently
cup-bearer ; a person in the list of the king's

household servants. (Pitscottie, ed. 1768, p.
204; ined. 1814, Copperis.) [Copper.]

* cap'-per (2), * cap-par, *. [Eng. cap, and
suffix -er.] One who makes or sells caps.

"Cappar, bonnettier."~-Palsgrave.

* Cap'-per (3), *. [Apparently from coppe, the
last portion of A.S. attorcoppe = a spider.] A
spider. (Scotch.)

o&p-per-noit'-y, cap-per-noit'-ed, a.

[Capernoitie.]

cap' pie, s. [From Eng. & Scotch cap, and
cumin, suff. -ie.]

1. A little cap.

2. A kind of beer between table-beer and
ale, formerly drunk by the middle classes,

which seems to have been thus denominated,
because it was customary to hand it round in

a little cap or quaich. It is called also cap-

ale. (Scotch.)

cap'-pil-dw, v.t [A softened form of Dan.
kaploeber = to run with emulation, to contest.

(Jamieson.)] To distance another in reaping.

In Roxburghshire, one who gets a considerable

"K

way before his companions on a ridge is

said to capjdlow them. In an old gaitir the
following phrase is used, " Kings, Queens,
Capilow.

o&p'-pihg (1), pr. par., a., & s. [Cap (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of presenting with
caps, in sign of a degree having been taken.

"The 'capping' of the medical student* of Glasgow
Uuivendty took place ou Tuesday."— Weekly Scots-
man, Aug. 4, 1877.

capping oft s.

Glass-making : The mode of detaching the
closed end of a blown cylinder by drawing a
circle around it, bringing it into the shape of
an open-ended cylinder ready for splitting

longitudinally. (Knight.)

capping-plane, s. [Cap, v.]

Joinery : A plane used for working the upper
portion of staircase-rails.

cap-ping (2), a. [Corrupted from or perhaps
rather an early form of coping (q.v.).]

capping-brick, s. A coping-brick.

* cap'-pit, a. [Icel. kappa — to quarrel, to
contend.] Crabbed, ill-humoured, peevish.
(Scotch.)

)uha ever aaw. In alt their life,

wa capvit cairlis malt silt ane stryfe!"
Philotut, B.P.R., ill tt

ca'-pra, s. [Lat. capra = & she-goat ; caper
(genit." capri) = a he-goat.]

Zool. : A genus of ruminant mammals con-
taining the true goats. There are horns in
both sexes, and lachrymal sinuses are absent.
There is a beard or long hair on the throat in

both sexes, or in some species in the male
only. Capra hircus is the domestic goat. It

is thought to be a descendant of C. mgagrus of
Persia and the Caucasus. C. Ibex is the Ibex
of the Alps, and C. pyrenaica that of the
Pyrenees. [Goat. ]

Palmont. : Capra has not been found earlier

than the Post-Pliocene beds.

cap-rate, s. [From Eng. capr(ic) ; and suff.

•ate.] [Capric Acid.]

* cap'-rel, *. [A dimin. of caper (q.v.).] A
caper.
" Sik a mirthless muslck their minstrels did make.
While ky cast caprels behind with their heels."

Polwart Flyting : Watson t CoU. , iii. 22.

ca-prel'-la, s. [Latin dimin. of caper = a
goat.]

Zool. : A genus of crustaceans, the typical
one of the family Caprellida (q.v.). Caprella
Phasma is the best known species. Phasma
is a genus of Mantidse, to which these crus-
taceans present a superficial resemblance, but
no real affinity.

ca-prel U-dse, a. pi [From Lat. caprella,

and fem. pi. suff. -idee.)

Zool. : A family of crustaceans, order Lffi-

modipoda.

* ca-pre -6-late, a. [In Mod, Lat. capreolatut,

from Class. Lat. capreolus = a tendril.]

Bot. : Winding and clasping with tendrils,

cirrous.
" Such plants as turn, wind, and creep alone the

ground, by means of their tendrils, as gourds, melons,
and cucumbers, are termed, in botany, capreolate
plan ta. "— Harris.

* ca'-pr6-6ll, v.i. [Caper, v.] To caper, to

slcip like a roe. (Sir Philip Sydney.)

ca-pre'-o-lus, ca~pr»'-d-lus, a. [Lat.

'capreolus = a kind of wild goat, chamois, or

roebuck.]

1. Zool. : A genus of mammals, family Cer>

vidse. Capreolus caprcea is the Roebuck (q.v.).

2. Palaont : There is in the Pliocene an
extinct fossil species allied to the roebuck.

* 3. Bot. : A tendril.

* cap -ret, s. [Ital. capretto; dimin. of cappero
= a goat.] A young goat, a kid.

" As capret and hert thou shalt eete."
Wycliffe: Deut., xtt 15.

Cap'-ric, a. [From Lat. capra = a she-goat

;

caper m a he-goat.]

capric acid, .--.

Chem. : C10H2oOa = C9H19O.CO.OH. ITie

same as Rotic Acid. A monatomic, fatty

boil, bo^; poiit. Jc%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-dan. -ttan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -sion - zhun, -clous, -tious, -sious m shus. -die, -pie, &c. m del, pel.
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acid which exists as a glyceride in butter and
cocoa-nut oil, in fusel oil, and is formed by
the oxidation of oleic acid and of oil of rue.

It is a colourless crystalline body, having a

slight odour of the goat. It melts at 28°. It

is insoluble in cold water, soluble in alcohol

and ether. It forms crystalline salts called

caprates or rutates, sparingly soluble in cold

water.

oa-prico'-i-d (9c as tch), a [Ital. caprkcio.]

[Caprice.]

1. Ord. Ixxng. : A caprice.

2. Music : A name which has been given at

different times to different kinds of musical
compositions. Now it is generally applied to

a piece composed on original subjects, or to a
brilliant transcription of one or more subjects

by other composers. (Grove.)
" Will this cappriccio hold in thee, art sore?"

Shaketp. 1 aUm Welt that Ends Well, ii. a

Ca-prico'-I-d-s6 (9c as tch), adv. [Ital. ca-

priccioso = capricious, humouraome.]

Music : In a whimsical, humorous manner

;

after the style of a capriccio.

oa-pricc, * capri ch, * ca-pri'ch-i-o

(ch as ah), • ca pric-i-O, * [Fr. caprice

;

Sp.and Port, capncho ; Ital. capriccio = shak-
ing in a fever ; whim, fancy.]

1. A whim adopted by a sudden change of
opinion, and probably to be cast off in a little

for some new one ; a freak, a fancy.
" Mot thai Use Former of ua all, hi this.

Or aught He does, la governed by caprice."
Cotoper: Truth, MS.

2. Capricious habit or disposition ; capri-

ciousness.
The folly . . . and caprice of the present age.*—

Spectator, No, 4&S.

3. The same as capriccio (2) (q.v.).

If For the difference between caprice and
humour see Humour.

* cap rich, s. [Caprice.]

* cap-ri'-ci-o, * cap-rf -chl-o, a [Ital.

capriccio.] A freak, fancy, caprice.

"To have viewed the aoul stark naked, watched her
looae in her frisks, hei gambol*, her capriciot,"—Stern* :

Triit. Shandy, ch. xxfli.

cap -rl -clous, a. [Fr. capricieux ; Ital. capric-

cxcsc, from caprice (q.v.). ] 8ubject to, or full

of caprice ; whimsical, fanciful.

"The lower animal* are, as we shall hereafter see.
capriciout la their affections, aversions, and sense of
beauty."—Darwin : Descent of Man, vol 1. (1871), pt 1,
ch. ii., p. «5.

% For the difference between capricious and
fanciful see Fanciful.

Oap-ri'-CiOUS-ljf, adv. [Eng. capricious; -ly.]

In a capricious manner ; in caprice ; whimsi-
cally, fancifully.

" But on the same continent the species often range
widely and almost capricioiuly "—Darwin : Origin of
Specie* (ecL IBM), ch. xii.. p. 884.

cap-ri'-cious-ness, *. [Eng. capricious;
-ness.\ The quality of being capricious, or full

of caprice.
"A subject ought to suppose that there are reasons,

although he be not apprised of them : otherwise, he
must tax his prince of capricioutneu, inconstancy, or
111 design."—Swift.

Ca pri-corn, Cap ri cor nus, a [Lat.
capricornus ; from caper = a goat, and cornu
= a horn.]

Astronomy :

1. The tenth of the twelve signs of the
zodiac, represented on globes in the form of a
goat. It is the first of the winter and fourth
of the summer signs.

2. The term la applied also to the part of
the ecliptic between 270 and 300 E. long. The
sun outers it about the 21st of December, at
the winter solstice.

" Let the longest night in Capricorn be of fifteen
hours, the day consequently must be of nine."

—

Note*
to Creech's Maniliu*.

"And, what waa ominous, that very morn
The sun was entered into Capricorn."

Drgden : Mind A Panther, Hi. I9ft.

Tropic of Capricorn: [Tropic]

* cap-rid, a. [Lat. caper = a wild goat] Of
or pertaining to the goat tribe.

Oap rl-dse, s.pl. [Lat. caper (genit. capri);
fern. pi. suffix -idat.]

Zool. : A family of ruminant mammals, of
which the genus Capra, or goat, is the type.

t ca-prif-I-cate, r.t. [Lat. caprifico; from
cdprificus = the wild fig ; caper s= a wild goat

;

ficus .= fig. ]

Bot. : To fertilise by the operation known as

caprification.

t cap-rlf-i-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. capriflcatio;

from caprificus — a wild fig; cajier = a wild

goat ; ficus — a fig.] A process of fertilizing or

accelerating the production of fruit, practised

in the Levant, particularly with the wild fig.

It consists in suspending on the cultivated fig

branches of the wild fig, which bring with
them a small insect which penetrates the
female Bowers, carrying the pollen of the male
flower on its body, or punctures the fruit in

order to lay its eggs, which hastens the ripen-

ing, and may be the only effect. The Egyp-
tians pretend to obtain the same result "by
puucturing the eye of the fruit with a needle
dipped in oil. (Dana in Webster).

"The process of clarification being unknown to
these wages, the figs come to nothing."

—

Bruce:
Travel*, ILL 74.

ca-prlT-I-cus, s. [Latin, from caper = a
wild goat ; ficus — a fig.]

Bot. ; A plant—the Wild Fig—which, ac-

cording to Theophrastus and Pliny, is a tree

of a wild kind which never ripens its fruit,

but has the power of conferring on other trees

the virtue which it does not possess itself.

[CapRIFICAT10N. j

* cap'-ri-fole, * cap-rl-fd'-H-um, s.

[O. Fr. caprifole ; Low Lat. caprifolium ; from
caper = a wild goat, and folium = a leaf.]

Bot. .* The Woodbine, or Honeysuckle (Loni-

cera Periclymenum), a climbing shrub, the
typical genus of the order Caprifoliaceee, noted
for the very fragrant clusters of trumpet-
shaped, ci eam-coloured flowers. [Honey-
suckle, Woodbine.]

" And Eglantine and Caprifole among,
Faahiond above within their Utmost part.''

Speneer : F.Q., III. vL 44.

cap-rl-fo-ll-a'-ce-aa, s.pl. [Low Lat. capi-i-

foli(um); fern. pi. suffix -acea.]

Bot. : A natural order of plants, the Honey-
suckle family. They are gamopetalous calyci-

floral dicotyledons, and are classed by Lindley
in his Cinchonal alliance. They are shrubs
or trees, generally climbing, and are natives
of the northern parts of Europe, Asia, and
America. The best-known species is the Com-
mon Honeysuckle (Lonicera Periclymenum).
The Elder, the Guelder Rose, the Laurustiuus,
and the Snowberry belong to this family, in

which there are sixteen genera and 230 species
known.

* cap'-rf-fonn, a. [Lat caper= a wild goat

;

forma = form, shape.] Goat-shaped, re-

sembling a goat in shape or appearance.

* ca-prl£ -en-ous, o. [Lat. caper= a wild
goat; gvgnc (pa. ten. genui)="to beget, pro-
duce. ] Begotten by a goat.

cap-ri-mtil'-gid-w, s.pl (Lat. caprimulgus;
fern. pi. suffix -idai.]

Omith. : The Goatsuckers, or Night-jars, a
family of birds akin to the Swallows (Hirun-
dinidae) and the Swifts (Cypselidee), and con-
stituting with them the typical section of the
tribe Fissirostres. They have large eyes and
soft plumage ; the bill is short, depressed, and
very broad, with an extremely wide gape.
The ears are very large, the wings long and
pointed, the legs short. The species are
widely spread over the world. There are three
sub-families, Caprimulginee, Podagrinte, and
Steatornins (q.v.). [Caprimulgus. ]

cap-ri-mfil-gi'-nse, s. pi. [From Lat. ca-

primulgus (q.v.), and fem. pi. suff. -inoz.}

Ornith. : The typical sub-family of the
family Capriinulgidee (q.v.). They have a
very short and weak bill, and the middle
claw pectinated ; the precise use of the pecti-

nation is matter of dispute. For Caprimulgus
europceus see Caprimulgus. C. or Antrosto-
mus vociferus is the Whip-poor-Will of North
America, and C. carolinensis the Chuck-WiU's-
widow, the names being imitated from their
notes.

cap rl-mul'-giis, *. [Lat. caperm a wild
goat ; mulgeo = to milk.]

Ornith. ; A genus of birds, the typical one of
the family Caprimulgidai, and the sub-family
Caprimulgiiue. Onespecies, Caprimulgus euro-
pesus, is found in Britain. It is called the

Goatsucker, from the old and erroneous belief

that it sucks goats. Another name given to

it is Niglit-jar, from a jarring noise, like that
of a rapidly-revolving apinning-win-t;!, inade
by ttie birds when sitting mi trees ; their note
is a different one when Hying about in search
of droning-beetles and moths, on which tlirv

principally live, and which they catch on the
wing. They hunt about by night, and the
wheel-souud, which strikes up punctually at
suiiBet, is one of the most notable ornitholo-
gical phenomena presented in Eppiug Foivst
on summer eveniugs. There the l>inl is called
a Night-hawk, as resembling a hawk, or, still

better, a gigantic hawk-moth, as it hovers »»u

the wing. Elsewhere it is termed also the
Night-churn or Fern OwL

* cap'-rine, a. [Lat. caprinus = pertaining
to a goat ; caper = a wild goat.] Of or jier-

taining to goats
;
goat-like.

"Their physiognomy is canine, vulpine, caprine."—
Bishop (iauden ; Life of Oithop Orownrigg, p. 2J6 (IMoJi

cap'-rl-ol©, s. [Fr. capriole.]

Horsemanship: A leap in the air without
advancing, but in which the animal jerks out
its hinder feet.

% A capriole is akin to a croupade and a
ballotade, but in the former of tnese move-
ments the horse does not show his shoes, which
he does in a capriole, and in the latter of them
he does not jerk out his hinder feet

t cap'-ri-ped, a. [Lat. capra = a goat ; pes
(genit. pedis) ~& foot.] Having feet like a
goat, goat-footed. ,

cap -ro-ate, s. [From Eng. capro(ic)t and suff.

-ate.} [Caphoic Aciu.J

ca-pro'-Jc, a. [From Lat, capra = a she-goat,

'caper = a he-goat, with allusion to Gr. (can-po*

(kapros) = & boar, spec, a wild boar.]

caproic acid, $.

Chan. : C6Hi202 = C5Hn.CO.OH. A mona-
tomic, fatty acid, which occurs as a glyceride

in the butter of cow's milk, and in cocoa-nut
oil ; it is produced by the action of alkalies

on amyl-cyanide, and as a sodium salt by the
action of COg on sodium auiyl. It is a clear

oil, sp. gr. 0D31 at 15*, boils at 190°, solidities

at —9°. Its salts are called caproates ; uey
are soluble and crystallizable. A strong solu-

tion of the potassium salts yields, by electro-

lysis, diamyl CioHas.

cip' ro-mys, s. [From Gr. Kanpoc (kapros)*

a boar, spec, the wild boar, and ftvs (mm) — a
mouse. ]

Zool. : A genus of rodent mammals, family

Psammoryctidse, or Sand-rats. Some of the

species, however, inhabit not sand but the

branches of trees. They are found in South
America and the West Indies. Some genera
have spines mixed with ordinary hairs, and
hnve in consequence been described as porcu-

pines.

ca < -pros, «. [From Gr. ttairpoc (kapros) = a
boar.]

Ichthy. : A genus of spiny-finned fishes,

family Scomberidae. Capros aper is the Boar-

fish, sometimes called Zeus aper. [Boar-fish.]

ca-pry-late, a [From Eng. capryl(k), and
suff. -ate (Chem.) (q.v.).] [Caprvlic Acid.]

oa'-pTJfl-lo, a. [Lat. capra = a she-goat ; Gr.

Kanpoe (kapros) = a boar, and vAij (hutt) = . .

.

matter as a principle of being]

caprylic acid, s.

Chem. : C8H1fi02 = C7H1B.C0.0H. A mona-
tomic, fatty acid, which occurs as a glyceride

in butter and in cocoa-nut oil, also 111 fusel oil.

It is prepared by the saponification of cocoa-

nut oil ; its baryta salt is less soluble than

that of caproic acid. Caprylic acid is an un-

pleasant liquid which solidities at 12°. It boils

at 238°. Its salts are called Caprylates.

cap -sa, s. [Lat. m a case.]

Z00L : A genus of Molluscs, placed by

Cuvier between Venus and Petrieola, having

two teeth on the one hinge, and a single hut

bifid one on the other ; lunula wanting, shell

convex, and the fold indicative ofthe retractor

of the foot considerable.

cap-scT-la, «. [Lat capsella — a small box 01

coffer.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Cruciferss.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; p/ne, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p&t,

or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur. rale, full; try, Syrian. », ce = c. ey-a. qu = liw.



capsicine—captain 839

%.'apse!ia Bursa pastoris is the Shepherd's Purse
so common at roadsides ia this country.

cap -si-cine, «. [Lat. capsicum), and suff.

-tnc (fihem.). J

CAem. ; The active principle extracted from
the capsules of cayenne pepper. It has a
resinous appearance, and a hot, acrid taste,

so pungent that if half a grain of it be vola-

tilized in a large room, it will cause all who
respire the contained air to sneeze and cough.

eap'-sl-cum, *. [Lat. capsa = a case ; so
named from the seed-poda.]

J, Botany:

1. A genus of plants of the order Solanacese,
consisting of annual or biennial plants, bear-
ing membranous pods containing several
seeds, noted for their hot, pungent quali-

ties. Capsicum annuum, a native of South
America, furnishes the fruits known as
chillies. These, as well as the fruits of C.
frutescens and other species, are used to form
cayenne pepper. For this purpose the ripe

fruits are dried in the sun or in an oven, and
then ground to powder, which is mixed with
a largo quantity of wheat flour. The mixed
powder is then turned into cakes with leaven

;

these are baked till they become as hard as
biscuit, and are then ground and sifted.

Cayenne pepper is largely adulterated with
red lead and other substances. [Cayenne.]
(Treas. o/Bot.,&e.)

2. The fruit-pods of the plants deserilwd in 1.

II. Pharm. : Capsici Fructus, the dried ripe
fruit of Capsicum fastigiatum, imported from
Zanzibar. It is a small, oblong, scarlet, mem-
branous pod, divided internally into two or
three cells containing numerous flat white
reniform seeds. It has no odour ; its taste is

hot and acrid. Capsicum fruits are used
medicinally, in powder or as a tincture, ex-

ternally, or as a gargle in cases of malignant
sore thnwt, and internally as a stimulant in
cases of Impaired digestion.

cap-size, v.t k i. [Etymology unknown.
Malm suggests from cap = head, and seize,

because it is properly to move a hogshead or
other vessel forwards by turning it alternately
on the head. Skeat suggests that it is a
nautical corruption of Sp. cabeccar m to nod
one's head in sleep ; from cabesa = the head ;

from Low Lat. capitium = a cowl, hood ; Lat.
caput = the head. Cf. Sp. capuzar un baxel =
to sink a ship by the head.]

A. Transitive:

1. To upset or overturn any vessel. (Said
•specially of ships.)

*• It is a pleasant voyage perhaps to float,

Like 1'yrrhu, on a sea of speculation ;

But what if carrying sail captUt the boat?

"

Byron I Don Juan, ix. 18.

2. To upset, overturn any thing or person.

B. Intrans. : To be upset or overturned.

cap-si zed, pa. par. or a. [Capsize.]

e&p-si'z-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Capsize.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of overturning or
upsetting ; the state of being overturned or
upset.

". . . having reference to tbe loss of the Ellen
Southard and the capsizing of the Liverpool Lifeboat,
. . ."—Timet. Nov. 6, 167a. (AdvtJ

cap'-Stan, s. [O.Fv.cabestan; Bp.cabrestante,
cabestrdnte = a capstan ; cabestrar = to tie

with a halter ; Lat. capistro = to halter, tie,

pa. par. capistrans ; capistrum = a halter

;

capw = to hold, seize.]

Naut. : A strong, massive apparatus of wood

made to revolve, and shaped like a truncated
cone, and having the upper part provided with

holes for the reception of bars or levers with
which to cause it to revolve, and thus raise a
heavy weight by winding a rope round it. it

is especially used ou shipboard for weighing
the anchor. Capstans are single or double,
according as they have one or two barrels

upon the same spindle. The double capstan
is revolved by two sets of men on two decks.
They are known as "fore" or "aft" capstans,
according to position. The fore capstan
stands about midway between the fore and
main masts. The aft capstan about the same
distance abaft the mainmast. The drum cap-
stan, for weighing heavy anchors, was invented
by Sir Samuel Morland about 1601,

"The weighing of anchors by the capstan Is also
new."—Raleigh: Eunyt.

IT 1. To man the capstan : To cause the men
to stand in readiness at the capstan.

2. To rig the capstan : To fix the capstan-bars
In their holes in the capstan.

3. To paid the capstan : To drop all the pauls
into their sockets to prevent the capstan from
recoiling during any pause of heaving. {Smyth. )

4. To surge the capstan : To slacken the rope
which is wound round the barrel while heav-
ing to prevent it from riding or fouling.

(Smyth.)

capstan-bar, *. A long piece of wood,
of the best ash or hickory, one end of which
is thrust into one of the square holes of the
drumhead of the capstan, like the spokes of a
wheel. They are used to heave the capstan
round, by the men Betting their hands and
chests against them and walking round.

capstan-bar pin, s. A little iron pin
or bolt, inserted through the ends of the
capstan-bars to prevent their unshipping.

capstan-barrel, s.

Kaut. : The main post of the capstan.

capstan -swifter, s.

Naut. : A rope passed horizontally through
notches in the outer ends of the bars, and
drawn very tight. The intent is to steady
the men as they walk round when the ship
rolls, and to give room for a greater number
to assist, by manning the swifters both within
and without. (Smyth.)

cap-Stdne, *. [Eng. cap (1), s., and stone.}

* 1, Arch. : A coping-stone or coping.
[COPE-STONE.]

*2. Naut. : A capstan.

3. PaUeont. : A fossil echtnlte of the genus
Connalus. It derives its name from a supposed
resemblance to a cap.

cap-stride, t?t. [Etymology doubtful.] To
drink in place of another, or out of one's turn.

(Scotch.)

cap -su-lar, * cap -su~lar-& a. [Fr. cap-

sulaire ; Low Lat capsularis, from capsula =
a little case ; dimin. of capsa = a case, chest,

oi receptacle.]

BoL, &c. : Pertaining to or resembling a
capsule ; hollow like a capsule.

"Ib ascendetb not directly unto the throat, hut as-

cending first into a captulary reception of tbe breast-
bone, Tt ascendeth again Into tbe neck."

—

Browne;
Vulgar Errourt,

capsular arteries, s. pi.

Anat.: The arteries of the renal gland, bo
called because they are enclosed in a bag or
capsule.

capsular ligament, s.

Anat. : A membranous elastic bag or cap-
sule enveloping the joints in the animal
system.

cap su late, * cap'-su-la-ted, a. [Eng.
capsul(e); -ate.] Enclosed or contained in a
capsule, or anything resembling a capsule or

case, as a walnut in its shell.

" Seeds, such as are corrupted and stale, will swim ;

and this agreeth unto the seeds of plants locked u->

and enpnuated in their busks."—Browne i Vulgar
Errour*.

cap'-sule (Eng.), cap'-su-la (Lat.), s. [Lat.

ccpsula =& little case or receptacle; dimin.

of capsa = a case or receptacle ; capio = to

hold.]

1. Botany.

(1) Any dry dehiscent seed-vessel, internally

consisting of one or more cells, splitting into

several valves, and either discharging its con-

tents through pores or orifices, or falling oil

entire with the seed. Capsules are durttn-

L Foxglove.

CAPSULES.
1 Thorn apple. a. Iris.

guished by the number of their cells, as unt-
Xocular = single-celled, bilocular ss two-celled,

trilocular = three-celled, &c.
"On threshing t found the ears not filled, and some

of tbe eaptirftt quite empty."

—

Burke ; On the Scarcity.

(2) Applied amongst fungals to denote cer-

tain kinds of perithecia or receptacles.

2. Anat ; A membranous envelope or sac,

as the capsule of the crystalline lens.

3. Chemistry:

(1) A small vessel for containing ores, &c,
while being washed or melted ; a crucible.

(2) A small shallow saucer, of porcelain,

used in evaporation.

4. Med. : A small hollow case of gum, to
contain a nauseous medicine, so as to allow it

to be swallowed without being tasted. When
in the stomach the gummy envelope melts,

and allows the medicine to act.

5. Comm. : A metallic cap or cover for the
mouth of a bottle.

6. MilU. ; The shell of a metallic cartridge.

cap'-suled, a. [Capsule.]

1. Contained in a capsule.

2. Furnished or protected with a capsule, or
metallic cap. [Capsule, 6.]

"Sir Joshua! why he hadn't any meguilp, any
patent captttled colour tubes, any prepared canvas
from Winsor and Newton's . . ."—All (he Year Round,
No. K, p. 77, 1859.

cap -tain, * cap-i tain, cap-i-tein,
* cap i-teyn, * cap-i-thyn, s. [O. Fr.

capitain; Fr. capitaine; Sp. capitan; Ital.

capitano ; Ger. capitan ; Dut. kapitein ; from
Low Lat. capitaneus, capitanus — & captain;
caput — the head.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A head or chief officer ; the headsman of
a clan ; the chief commander of an army.

"David . . . killed Shophach the captain of the
host."—1 Chron. xix. 18.

"Two brethren were their CapUaynt, which bight
Hengist and Horsus, well approv'd In warre, . .

."

Spenier: F. Q., II. x 86.

2. A subordinate officer in command of any
number of men.

"And David numbered the people that were with
him, and set captain* of thousands and captain* of

hundreds over them."

—

2 Sam. xvliL l.

3. One skilled in war ; a general
" Foremost captain of his time.** Tennyson.

II. Technically:

1. Mil.: An officer in command of a company
of infantry, a troop of cavalry, a battery of
artillery, or a field company of the engineer
corps; or an otlicer who has, by seniority or

otherwise, attained the third step in promo-
tion, the others being second or suit-lieutenant,

and lieutcnuut. With tton-rumbut;int uranche*
tho rank is generally relative. He pays, has
power of minor punishment over, and is

responsible tor tho comfort and well-being of

his company, and for its equipments. Rank
designated in the United States by two gold

embroidered Uirs at each end of the shoulder
strap, the corps being indicated by the color of

the strap. [Company.]
" A captain I these villains wiU make the name oi

captain as odious as the word occupy ; therefore cap-
tain* had need look to it-"—Shaketp, : 2 Henry J P.,

ii. 4.

2. Naval: Until 1862 the rank of captain

was the highest commissioned office In the

United States Navy. The commodores before

that period were so by courtesy only. The cap-

b6H, b*S^; po*ut, J6%1; cat, yell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, ^cnophon, exist. -I**

-clan, -Man — Shan, -tlon, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = i;huiv, -tious, -sious, -clous = shits. -Me, -die, Ac = bel, deL
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Uln ranked with a lieutenant-colonel, colonel,
or brigadier-general according to seniority.
At that time the ranks of commodore and
admiral were added, and the rank of captain
Decame equiralent to colonel. Title applied
by courtesy to commanders of vessels of a lower
rate. In war-ships petty officers are distin-
guished as captains of the tops, after-guards, 4c.

3. tfaut. : The master of a merchant ship.
"The Rhodtaa captain, nljing on his knowledge.

and the lightness of his vessel, psssed, in open day,
through sil the guards '—A rbuthnot : On e»iw.

4. Mining: An overseer or superintendent
of a mine.

5. Educ. (Ofa Softool); The head boy of the
highest class.

6. Sports: The head or manager of any num-
ber of persons engaged in any game or sport.
Thus we have the captain of an eleven In
cricket, the captain of a fifteen at football, 4c.

" At Oxford the prospectaare far less bopeful.and . .

.

the captain will have all his work to get a good team
together. '—Daily Telegraph, April U. 188L

1. IcKihy. : A name given to the Crooner,
Crowner, or Gray Gurnard, Trigla Gurnhardus.

captain-general, >.

Milit. : The general or comruander-tn-ehlef
of an army. In the United States the governor
of a state is captain-general of the militia. In
the Dominion of Canada the Governor-General
also bears the title of captain-general.
"He [the Earl of Marlborough ] was declared captain-

gmerai:—Burnet : Own Tim*, an 170S.

captain-lieutenant, a
1. Milit. : An offlcerwho, though reallyonlya

lieutenant, and drawing lieutenant's pay, ranks
•s a captain, and perforins a captain s duties.

Captain of the guard : The officer, or non-
commissioned officer in charge of a guard.

2. Nautical:

(1) Captain of the maintop : The petty officer
In charge of the maintop men.

(2) Captain of the fleet : A temporary ad-
miralty appointment He is entitled to be
considered as a flag-officer, and to a share in
prize-money accordingly. He is the adjntant-
fsneral of the fleet, and his special duty is to
eep up discipline. He hoists the flag and

wears the uniform of a rear-admiral.

(3) Captain oftheport: An officer whoseduty
it is to control tile entries and departures, the
berthing at the anchorages, and general marine
duties.

captain-pacha, captain pasha, s.

A Turkish high-admiral.

* cap -tain, o. [Low. Lat. capltaneus = head,
chief ; from caput = the head.] Head, chief,
superior.

" Like captain Jewels In the carcanet

"

Shaketp. : Sonnet*.

1 cap'-taln, v.t. [Captain, ».] To direct the
movements of, to command, to manage, to act
as captain of.

.'.' • • '. *$° win "S8-111 captain the team."—Daffy
Telegraph, March 16, 1881.

cap'-tain^cjr, a [Eng. captain; and suff.

-"I (l')-T The rank or position of a cap-
tain ; leadership.

" This [the Catalan conquest of Athens] took place
under the captaincy of Walter de Brienue."—Dr. It.
Latham : Nationalities of Europe, vol. 11. oh. ii.

captaincy - general, captain -gen-
eralcy, a The rank or position of a captain-
general.

* cap -tain ess. s. [Eng. captain ; and fem.
sulf. -ess.] The now obsolete feminine form of
captain.

" Dost thou counsel me
Prom my dear captaineu to run away?"

8t> P. Sidney: Attrophel and Stella, 88. (Trench:
On tome Def. in Oar Eng. Diet., p. la)

t cap'-tain-less, o. [Eng. captain; -Jess]
Without a captain or leader ; without order or
discipline.

"But captatnleu
Confusedly they deale . .

."

Warner : Albion'i England, HI 18.

* cap tain-ry, «. [Eng. captain; and suff.
-ry (q.v.).] The office or dignity of a captain
or governor over a district ; a governorship.

" There should be no rewards taken for captainritt
of counties."—Spenser : Ireland.

cap tain ship, s. [Eng captain, and suff.
ship (q.v.).]

1. The rank or dignity of a captain, cap-
taincy.

captain—captive

"The lieutenant of the colonel's company might well
pretend to the next vacant captainship in the Mine
regiment"— Wotton.

2. The rank or position of a leader.
" £nd ot our Athene, thine and ours, to take
The captainship"

Shakesp. : Timon of Athens, v. t
* 3. The position of a chief of a clan : a

chieftainship.

"To diminish the Irish lords, he did Abolish thtir
pretended and usurped captainships." — Davit* : On

t 4. Skill in military science.

* cap'-tate, v.t. [Lat captatum, sup. of oapto= to catch after.] To catch, seek after, strive
for.

"
. . . and this to captau a reputation of his lava to

scholars. —Randal Taylor.

* cap-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. captatio = an endea-
vour to catch, a reaching after ; capto m to
catch.]

1. The practice of catching at applause or
favour ; flattery.

2. A captivating quality ; an attraction.
" I am content my heart should be discovered with-

out any of those dresses, or popular captation*, which
some men use In their speeches."—King Chart**.

cap'-tion, *. [Lat captio = a seizing, from
capio = to seize.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally;

1. Gen. : The act of taking or seizing.

t 2. Spec : The act of arrest.ng under a
warrant

" He had been sentenced by letters of horning and
caption (legal writs so called), as well as the seizure of
his goods, and adjudication of his landed property."—
Scott: Rob Roy\lntrod. 'S'T
IX Figuratively;

* I. A cavil, objection, fault-finding, quib-
bling.

"It la manifest that the use of this doctrine is for
caption and contradiction."—Bacon : Advancement of
Learning, ii,

* 2. The heading or title of a chapter of a
book ; an introduction.

B. Law; The beginning or heading of a
warrant, commission, or indictment, which
sets forth when, where, and by what authority
it was taken, found, or executed.

The caption Is no part of an indictment, it is
merely the style of the court where the Indictment
was preferred. —Wharton: law Lexicon.

cap'-tious, a. [Fr. captieux; Lat. capthsus
= ready to seize or catch ; capto =. to seize,
catch.]

1. Ensnaring, insidious, captivating, allur-
ing.

" She taught him likewise how to avoid sundry cap-
tiou* and tempting questions which were lilte to b*
asked of him. —Bacon.

"Away with despair, no longer forbear
To fly from the caption* coquette."

Byron: Hour* of Idleness; Reply to some Verses.

2. Cavilling, fault-finding, censorious
; peev-

ish, perverse.
"A captious question, sir (and yours is one)
Deserves an answer similar, or none."

Cowper : Tirocinium, 908.
1" Crabb thus discriminates between cap-

tious, cross, peevish, fretful, and petulant ;—
" Captious marks a readiness to be offended

;

cross indicates a readiness to offend
; peevish

expresses a strong degree of crossness
; fretful

a complaining impatience
; petulant a quick or

sudden impatience. Captiousness is the con-
sequence of misplaced pride ; crossyiess of ill-

humour ; peevishness and fretfulness of a painful
irritability

; petulance is the result either of a
naturally hasty temper or of a sudden irrita-
bility. Adults are most prone to be captious;
, . . spoiled children are most apt to be
peevish; . . . sickly children are most liable to
fretfulness; . . . the young and ignorant are
most apt to lie %ietuhxnt when contradicted."
{Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

C&p'-tiouet-iy, adv. [Eng. captious; -ly.]

1. In a captious or fault-finding manner;
peevishly.

* 2. Insidiously, cunningly.
"Use yoor words as captiously as you can, in your

Xing on one aide, and apply distinctions on the
r. —Locke.

t cap'-tious-ness, *. [Eng. captious; -)iess.]

The quality of being captious, or ready to find
fault ; peevishness.

" Captiousness it a fault opposite to civility J it often
produces mlslwcoming and provoking expressions and
carriage."—lock*.

* oap-ti -vance, t, [Eng. captive, and sua
•ance.] Captivity.

The whole discourse of hia captivance ead."
Spenser i F. Q., V. vi. IT.

cap'-ti-vate, v.t. [In Fr. captiver; Lat
captivatus, pa, par. of captivo = to male*
captive.]

*L Lit : To make prisoner, capture,
"S0WJU **"«*»iio* is it In thy sex.
To triumph like an Amazonian trull.
Upon their woes, whom fortune captivate*.*

__ —

,

Shakesp. : S Uenry VI., i. *
IX Figuratively:

'

1. To charm into subjection : to ensnaw.
to allure.

^
"And this I do, to captivate the eye
Of the fair breeder that is standing by **

Shakesp. : Venus 4 Adonis, ML
* 2. (With the prep, to): To enslave.
"They lay a trap for themselves, and captivate their

understandings to mistake, falsehood, and errour"—
Locke.

* O&p'-tl'-vate, a. [Lat. captivatus, pa. par,
of captivo = to capture, make captive.]

1. Lit. : Made captive, reduced to bondage.
" Wasted our country, slain our citizens.
And sent our sous and husbands ctptivat*."

Shakesp. : 1 Ren. VI., U. X.

2. Fig. : Ensnared, charmed.
*' Tush I women have been captivate ere now."

Shakesp. : I Ren. VJ„ t. s.

T For the distinction between captivate and
charm., see Charm, v. For that between cap-
tivate and enslave, see Enslave.

cap'-tl-va-tSd, pa. par. & a. [Captivate, v.]

* 1. lit. ; Made captive, reduced to bondage.
% Fig. : Captured, ensnared.
" I no sooner met it [the widows eyel but I bowed

like a great surprised booby, and knowing her cause to
be the first which came on. 1 ery'd like a captivated
calf as I was—Make wayfor thedefendant'sWitnessea.-—Spectator, No. US.

* oap'-tl-va-ter, *. [Eng. captivate); -tr.]
One who captivates or ensnares.

"... captivatert ot the best of their brethren."—

cap -tl-vat-ing, pr. par. & a. [Captivate, v.)

* 1. Lit. ; Making captive, reducing to
bondage.

2. Fig. : Ensnaring, alluring.
" Conscience, in some awful silent hour,when captivating lusts have lost their jMJwer . . .Kennnds him of religion." Cowper : Rope, Jia,

* cap-tl-va -tion, s. [Low Lat. captivatio;
from captivatus, pa. par. of captivo = to cap-
ture, make a capture.] The act of making
one captive or subject. (Bp. Hall.)

* cap'-tiv-aui»ce, *. [Captivance, «.] Cap-
tivity, bondage.

" At length he spyde whereas that wofull Squvra,
whom he had reskewed from caprivaunce."

Spenser: F. Q„ III. vit tf.

cap'-tlve, s. k a. [Fr, captif; Lat. capHvus=
a captive ; from captus, pa. par. of capio =to
take.] [Caitiff.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Literally:

1. One taken prisoner in war ; one reduced
to bondage.

"'You have the captive*.
Who were the opposites of this days strife.*

Shakeip. : Lear, r. 8.

" Thou Tlmour ! in his captive's cage

—

What thoughts will there be thine."
Byron : Ode to jfapoleon.

f With the preposition to before the captor
or person to whom the captive is subject.

" If thou say Antony lives, 'tis well.
Or friends with Ciesar, or not captive to him."

iSaailtfjp. ; Ant. * Cleop., 11. 1.

2. One confined ; a prisoner, not necessarily
taken in war.

IX Fig. : Captivated, charmed, or ensnared
by excellence or beauty.

"My woman's heart
Grossly grew captive to his honey words."

Shakesp. : Richard III., IV. L
B. As adjective:

I. Literally:

1. Taken prisoner in war ; reduced to bond-
age.

2. Confined, imprisoned.
"But fate forbids ; the Stygian floods oppose.
And with nine

inclose "
cling streams the captive i

Dryden : Virgil ; *£neid vi. ^

3. Prevented from rising in the air by being
tied to the earth by a rope, as a captive balloon.

* LT. Fig. : Captivated, charmed, entranced.

fate, fit, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolt work, whd, son; mate, cub, cure, ignite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, es, oe = e; ©y»i. au = mc
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** But hold ! see foremost of the captive choir.
The master prophet grasps his full-toii'd lyre."

Qoldsmith : An Oratorio, A. it.

•cap-tlve, vX [Captive, s.]

1. Lit. : To make captive, to reduce to cap-
tivity.

" Thu» when as Guyon Furor had capUvd."
Spenser : F. Q., II. It. lft.

2. Fig. : To captivate, charm, entrance.
'* Ne woman yet so faire, but he her brought
Unto his bay, and captived her thought,"

Spenser.- F. «., IV. vUL 48.

" Beauty, which captives all things, sets me free.'

Dryden ; To the Lady Caitlemaine.

•cap'-tlved, pa. par. A; a. [Captive, v.]

Made captive, brought into captivity.

If In the following examples the accent is

on the second syllable, but this is only a rare

poetical use.
" The luckless* conflict with the Gvaunt stout.
Wherein captiv'd, of life or death he Rtood in doubt."

Spenser ; F. Q., I. vii M.
•* Betrayed, captive! , and both my eyes pnt oat."

Milton ; Samson Agonistet, 58.

cap'-tiv~er, * cap tiu er, s. [Eng. cap-

tive); -er.] A captor, one who leads into
captivity. (Scotch.)

«jap-tiv'-l'-ty\ *. [Fr. captiviU ; Low Lat. cap-

tivitas = captivity ; capio = to take, to seize. ]

L Literally

:

1. The state of being captive or In bondage
or servitude to enemies.

" There in captivity he lets them dwell
'"yean."

Hilton : P. L., til 844.

"
. . . Lewis Sforxa sold into captivity by his own

Bwitzers."—Macaulay : EUt, Eng., ch. xxlil.

% In the Bible specially applied to the
carrying away of the Jews into servitude by
Nebuchadnezzar.

and I asked them concerning the Jews that

Jfehem, 1

2. The state of being a prisoner or in con-
finement.

* The gentle birde feelea no captivity
Within her cage ; but singes, and feeds her fill."

Spemer : Sonnet*, \xv.

XL Figuratively

:

L The state of being in subjection generally.
" For men to be tied, and led by authority, as it

Were with a kind of captivity of Judgement"—Booker.

•tf With the preposition to before the person
or thing to which one is subject.

" The apostle tells us, there Is a way of bringing
•rery thought into captivity to the obedience of
Christ"— Dr. E. More: Decay of Christian Piety.

* 2. The state of being in misery or misfor-
tune.

"A
prayed for his friends."

—

Job

IF For the distinction between captivity and
mnjlnement, see Confinement.

•Hp'-tor, s. [Lat. captor ; from capio = to
take.] One who captures. (Johnson.)

cap'-tur-a-ble, a. [Eng. captitr(c); able.}

Possible to be captured ; liable to capture.
" Instead of Breslau captitrable, and a sure magazfne

tor us, . . .'—Carlyle : Fred. Great, bk. xx., ch. iii.

•Ap -ture, s. [Fr. capture ; Lat. captura •

Irom capio = to take. ]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of capturing or seizing.

"The great sagacity, and many artifices, used by
birds in the investigation and capture of their prey.
—Derham.

2. The thing captured or seized ; a prize.
" As a member of a good English house of business

be would bea valuable capture. —Timet, Nov. 11, 1876.

IT. International Law : The arrest or seizure
Of a person or of ships by an enemy during
war. [Marque, Privateering.]

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between capture,
seizure, and prize:—" Capture and seizure differ
In the mode ; a capture is made by force of
arms, a seizure by direct and personal violence.
The capture of a town or an island requires an
army

; the seizure of property is effected by
the exertions of one individual. ... A cap-
ture may be made on an unresisting object ; a
seizure supposes much eagerness for possession
on the one hand, and reluctance to yield on
the other. . . . A capture is general, it respects
the act of taking ; a prize is particular, it re-
gards the object taken and its value to the
captor ; many captures are made by sea which
never become prizes." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

oap'-ture, v.t. [In Fr. capturer; from cap-
ture, a.] To seize, or make captive.

". . . and how his sword
Tizona cleard its way through turban'd hosts.
And captured Afrtc'a kin^s.

Eemant : The Siege of Valencia.

oop'-tured, pa. par. & a. [Capture, v.]

"The cat plays with the captured mouse, and the
cormorant with the captured Bah."—Darurin : Detcent
of Man (1871), pt li.. ch. xUL, vol. ii., p. M.

cap -tur-ing, pr. par., a.,ks. [Capture, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of making captive or
seizing ; capture.

* ca-pu -cclo (do an tscho), s. [ItaL] A
capuchin or hood. [Capoch.]

" That at his back a broad capuccio had."
Spenser ; F. Q., IIL xlL 10.

oa-pu'che, 5. [Capoch.]

* ca-pu'ched, a. [Eng. capoch, capuche = a
hood ; suffl -ed.] Covered as with a hood

;

hooded.
"They are differently cuculleted and eapuched

upon the head and back. —Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

cap'-U-chln, s. [Fr. capucin=tL monk who
wears a cowl or hood ; capuce, capuchon = a
hood, a cowl.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A female garment, consisting of a cloak
and hood, made in imitation of the dress of
capuchin monks, whence its name is derived.

"The moment we were seated, my aunt pulled oft
my uncle's shoes, and carefully wrapped his poor feet
In her capuchin.

'

—Smollett : Expedition of Humphry
Clinker.

2. One of the order of monks described
in II.

IL Technically:

1. Ch. Hist. ; A branch of the Franciscan
order of monks, so called from their peculiar
capuche or cowl—a pointed hood attached to
the ordinary Fran-
ciscan coat, and
said to have been
worn by St. Fran-
cis himself. This
branch was found-
ed by Matthew de
Baschi, an Italian,

but with him may
be named the
famous Lewis de
Fossembrun. The
Capuchins sought
to restore the
original rigour of
the institutes of

St Francis, which
Pope Innocent IV.

had relaxed by
granting the right
to possess property
to the members of
the Franciscan order. In 1525 they received
the solemn sanction of Pope Clement VII.
Because of their severe austerity, and es-

pecially for the innovation of the capuche,
they were much persecuted by the other
Franciscans. Bernardo Ochino—their first

Vicar-General—became a Protestant, as, after-
wards, did also their third. Eventually,
however, they spread in great numbers over
Italy, Germany, France, and Spain. In the
seventeenth century they showed much zeal in
prosecuting missions to Africa. (Mosheim:
Ch. Hist., cent. 16, 17.) [Franciscans.]

" To Capuchins, Carthusians, Cordeliers
Leave penance, meagre abstinence, and prayers."

Oldham: Satires upon the Jesuits.

2. Ornith. : A species of pigeon, a variety
of the Jacobin, whose head is covered with
feathers, bearing a fancied resemblance to a
cowl or hood.

3. Zool. : A species of monkey, Cebus capu-
cinus, a native of Guinea, distinguished by
having the hair on the crown and back part of
the head black, resembling a monk's hood or
cowl, the remainder of the body being grayish.

capuohln monkey, s. The same as
Capuchin, s., II. 3 (q.vj.

cap'-u-cine, s. [Fr. capuce, capuchon = a
hood, a cowl, from the shape of the flowers.]

Bot, : The Nasturtium.

* cap-ul, * cap-ulle, s. [Caple.]

cap -u let, s. [Fr. capelet. ]

Farriery ; The same as CapeUet (q.v.).

capuchin monk.

841

cap'-u-Hn, s. [Sp. capulin, capuli.]

Bot. : The Mexican cherry. (Webster.)

* cap-u-loi-da, s. pi. [Capulus.]

Zoology : A family of pectinibranchiate
Gasteropods, partially separated by Cuvier
from the Limpets.

* cap u lus, s. [Lat. = a handle.]

Zool. : A synonym of Pileopsis (q.v.X

* ca pun, s. [Capon.]

ca-pusche, s, [Capoch.]

ca'-put, s. [Lat.]

1. Anatomy :

(1) The head, or superior part of the body,
divided into the skull (cranium) and the face

(facies). The skull consists of the crown (ve ••

tex or fontanella), the posterior part (occiput),

the anterior part (sinciput), and the lateral

parts—the temples (tempora).

(2) It is also used in the simple sense of top
or superior part, as caput coli — the head or
top of the colon, the caecum or blind intes-

tine.

2. Bot. : The peridium of certain fungals.

*3. A name formerly given to the council
or ruling body of the university of Camhridge,
by whom every grace had to be approved
before it could be submitted to the Benate.
It consisted of the vice-chancellor, a doctor
of each of the faculties of law, divinity, and
medicine, and two masters of arts chosen
annually by the senate.

" Tour caputs, and heads of colleges, care less than
anybody else about these questions."

—

Lamb: Essays
of Elia.

Caput Draconis, s.

Astron. : The Dragon's Head, a star of the
first magnitude in the constellation Draco.

Caput Medusae, *.

Paloeont.: A species of Pentacrinite, Pento
crinus Caput Medusce.

* caput mortuum, s. [Lat. = a dead
head ; caput = head ; mortuum = dead, pa. par.

of moriar = to die.]

1. Literally

:

0. Chem. : The residuum or faeces remaining
after distillation or sublimation.

2. Fig. : A worthless residue.
" Poetry Is of so subtle a spirit, that. In pouring out

of one language into another, it will all evaporate : and
if a new spirit be not added in the transfusion, there
will remain nothing but a caput mortuum."—Din-
ham : Trans, of *Sneid, Pref,

oaput radicis, s.

Bot. : The crown of a root ; the very short
stem, or rather bud, which terminates the
roots of herbaceous plants.

Ca-pu-ti-a'-ti (tl as Shi), s. pi. [Mod. Lat.
caputiati, pi of caputiatus, a., from Lat. caput
— the head, so named from their headdress.]

Ch. Hist. : A Christian sect which arose in

France in the 12th century. They wore on
their heads a leaden image of the Virgin Mary.
They wished "liberty,' equality, and the
abolition of all civil government. Hugo,
Bishop of Auxerre, suppressed them by mili-

tary force. (Afosheim : Ch, Hist., cent, xii.,

pt. ii., ch. v., § 15.)

C&p-jf-ba'-ra, s. [Brazilian cabiai.]

Zool. : The Hydrochaerus capybara, or Water-
cavy of Brazil, an animal allied to the Guiaea-
pig. It is about three feet iu length, and has
the general appearance of a hippopotamus in

miniature. It is of the rodent family Cavid».

* oa'-p^l, s. [Caple.]

car(l), caer, char, s. [Gael. cathair = t\

city ; Wei. & Cornish, caer.]

1. In Wales: Directly from Wei. caer (see

etym.). A city or town, as Car-din".

2. In Scotland : Probably in most cases only

Indirectly from Wei. caer, through Gael.

cathair : A fortified place or town. It occurs

as the initial syllable of many names of places

in the west and south of Scotland, as Car-

stairs, Car-michael, Car-laverock, Ac

car (2), • carro, * char, * chare, * chaar,
5. & a. [O. Fr. car ; Fr. char ; 8w. karra

;

Dan. karre; Dut. kar; Gael. & Ir. carr ; Wei.
car ; Ital. ' carro ; from Lat. oarrus = a four>

wheeled carriage.]

A. As substantive

:

boil, boy; pout, Jc^rl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t
-dan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -fton, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -slous = shus. -hie, -die, && = bel, del.
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L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

* (1) A chariot
"Chare, cam*, quadriga."—Prompt, Part.
" Made him steygh opou his seoound chaar.*— Wyc-

liffe: Gen. xIL 4&

(2) A small two-wheeled carriage, drawn by
one horse.

" Did ye not hear it ?—No : 'twas bat the wind,
Or the car rattling o'er tbe stony street.

"

Byron : Child* Harold's Pilgrimage, ill. 21
* (3) A sledge, a hurdle.
" With carres that have no wheeles that the! clepen

•cleyes."—Maundeville: TrateU, p. lad

* (4) A cart, a waggon.
** Carre, carte. Carrus, currus."—Prompt. Par*.

(5) A carriage constructed with flanged
wheels for running on lines of rails either of a
railway or of a tramway (American, and little

used in England except in the compound
fram-car, or in Ireland, except in jaunting-
car, or as abbreviations of these compounds.)

". . . a tram-car came along and knocked him down.
The car was going much too fast."—Daily Telegraph.
April 18, 13sL

2. Fig. : Applied poetically to any vehicle
of dignity or splendour.

" And the gilded car of day,
His gluwmg axle doth allay. Milton.

IT. Technically:

* 1. Astron. : A constellation, called also
Charles's Wain (or Waggon), and the Great
Bear.

" Ev"ry fixt, and eVry wand'rlttg star
The Pleiads, Hyads, and the Northern Car."

fJrgdm. Virgil; Oeorgial.no,

2. Mil. : A small two-wheeled carriage,
fitted with boxes to contain ammunition, and
to carry the artillerymen attached to it.

B. As adj. : (See the subjoined compounds).

T What in England is called a railway car-
riage being termed in the United States a rail-

way car, the following compounds of car are
inserted in Knight's Practical Dictionary of
Mechanics, which was primarily of American
origin, but omitted here :—Car-axle, car-axle
box, car-axle box-cover, car-axle lathe, car-basket,
car-buffer, car-bumper, car-cab, car-couch, car-
coupling, car-door lock, car-heater, car-indicator,
car-jack, car-lamp, car-lantern, car-lounge, car-
register, car-replacer, car-seat, ear-seat arm-lock,
car-spittoon, car-spring. car-staU, car-starter,
car-stove, car-truck, car-ventilator, car-wheel,
car-wheel furnace, car-window fastening,

\ car, v.t. [Car (2),*.

L To convey in a car.

2. (With the pronoun it) : To travel In a car.

«ar, ker, a. [Gael, car (&.) = a twist, a bend
;

(a.) = crooked, bent, unlucky.] Left, applied
to the hand; sinister; fatal. To go a car
gate, or a gray gate, means, to come to an ill

end ; to take the left hand road, which leadeth
to destruction. [Ker.] (Scotch.)

car handit, a, [Scotch car and handit =
handed.] Left-handed ; awkward. (Scotch.)

car sham-ye! An exclamation used at
the game of shintie, when an antagonist strikes
the ball with the club in his left hand. (Scotch.)

Car-ab -i-d£e, s. pi. [Lat. carab{us), and
fem. pL suff. -idee (q.v.).]

Entom. : A family of predatory coleopterous
insects, having the antennae filiform, feelers
mostly six, thorax flat and margined, and eyes
prominent Section Pentamera of Latreille,
and sub-section Geodephaga of Stephens.
They are sometimes called Ground-beetles and
Garden-beetles. Over sixty genera are enu-
merated by Sharp as British. Some are large
and richly coloured. Swainson divided the
family into five sub-families—Carabidee, Harp-
alinse, Brachininee, Scaritinse, and Elaphrinae.

car-a-bin, s. [Carb, *.]

* car -a -bine, s. [Carbine.]

•o&r-a-bln-e'er, s. [Carbineer.]

tear -a- bold, a. [Gr. Kapapo* (karabos)= a
beetle

; «Ifios (eidos)= form, appearance.] Per-
taining to or resembling Carabids.

car-a-bus, s. [Gr. Kapapos (karabos) — a
kind of beetle; Lat. sonrabceus.)

1, Entomology:

•(]) A very large genus of insects founded
by Linnaeus, and including nearly the whole
modern family Carabidee.

(2) The Crab-beetles, a genus of Coleoptera,
the typical one of the family CarabicUe. Twelve
species are British. The bodies are elongated,
and of a bronze golden-green, copper, or violet
colour. They are larpe, fine, active insects of
highly predatory habits. The genus Is not at
all the same as the Scarabams, to which the
term karabos was applied by the Greeks(etym.).

2. Zool, : A species of crab.

* car ac, * car ack, * car-rik, * car-
rycke, * car-ricke, s. [ Fr. caraque ; Sp. A
Ital. carraca; Dut, kraecke; Ger. karrache;
from Low Lat. ca.raca.]

Naut. : A large ship of burden, formerly

used by the Portuguese in their trade with the
East Indies ; a galleon.

"* Carrycke, a great sbippe. Caraque."—Palsgrave.
"The bigger whale, like some huge ctra rkiay.
Which w«nteth sen-room with her foes tn play."

Halter: tiattle of Summer J>.'-<,<di. 147.

Car -a-cal, s. [Fr. caracal ; from Turk, qarah-
qootag ; from qarah = black, and qootag — ear. ]

Zool : A species of lynx, the Fells caraml
of Linnaeus, of a reddish-brown colour, with
black ears, tipjwd with long black hairs. It

is a native of Africa, India, Persia, and Turkey.
"The caracal has always been considered to he the

lynx mentioned l>y the ancients as possessing such
wonderful power of sight."—Library .Sat. Hist.

car-a-ca -ra, s. [A South American word. ]

Ornith. : The name given to the birds of the
sub-family Polyborinee, which is an aberrant
one belonging to the Falcon idee, but constitut-
ing apparently the point of transition to the
Vulturida*. They occur in South America,
and feed on carrion, [Polyborin^s.]

car'-a-cdle, car'-a-cdl, *. [Fr. caracole m a
wheeling about; O. Fr., Sp., & Port. caracol=
a winding staircase, a snail ; Catalan caragol
= a screw.]

L Arch. : A winding or spiral staircase.

2. Horsemanship : A half turn or wheel made
by a horse.

When the horse advance to charge in battle, they
ride sometimes in caracoles, to amuse the enemy, and
put them in doubt."-'Farrier's Dictionary.

tcar-a-cdle, v.i. [Caracole, *.]

Horsemanship : To turn or wheel about in
caracoles, to prance.

"Prince John caracoled within the lists at tbe head
of his Jovial party."—Scott: Ivanhoc.ch. vlt

car-a-cdl'-ing, pr. par. t a. t & s. [Cara-
cole, v.]

A.vE As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As subst. : The act of prancing about ; a
caracole.

car a-coT-la, s. [0. Fr., Sp., & Port cara-
cal — a snaiL ]

Zool.: A genus of the Lucernmee (Land-
volutes or Lamp-snails), in which the aper-
ture of the shell is circular, the two lips
united, teeth wanting, umbilicus open. Family,
Limacinse.

car-a-cdr-& car-a-co'-ll, *\ [Etymology
doubtful. Cf. caracole.] An alloy of gold,
silver, and copper, used for manufacturing
inferior kinds of jewelry.

car -a-cbre, s. [A Bornean word (?).J

Naut. : A light vessel used by the natives of
Borneo and the adjacent islands, and by tiie

Dutch as a coast-guard vessel in their East
Indian possessions.

* car-act (1), * car'-gct, s. [Character.]
1. A tixure, sign, or nurk.

" Thorugh caractn that Crist wroot.
The Jewes knewe heiuselve fciltlrf than the worn-

man.

'

LanglanU ; P. Plowman, T600.

2. A book.
** Rede tils ca reel in the vise
As she him taught"

_ v „ ,
Go*>er:C. .4,, 11.2*7.

* car-act (2), s. [Carat.]

Car-a-doc, s. & a. [Wei. Caradoc, the pUflf
described under A., from Wei. caer r= city.1
[Car(1).]

A. As substantive

:

1. Geog. : The name of certain hills in Shrop-
shire (the Caradoc hills).

2. Geol. : The formation deseril>ed under B.

B. As aiij. : Found at, belonging to, or in
any way connected with the place mentioned
under A. 1, or with the formation described
under A 2.

Caradoc formation, $.

1. Geol.: The upper, i.e., the more modem, of
two series of strata, into which the Lower Silu-
rian liocks are divided. It consists chiefly of
sandstone, some years ago estimated at 2^500
feet in thickness, abutting against the trappean
chain called the Caradoc hills. The name
Caradoc was first given by Sir Roderick Mur-
chison in his "Silurian System." SedrwicJi
called it the Bala formation. It is closely
allied to the Llandeilo rocks beneath it. The
Caradoc rocks were deposited in a shallow sea.

2. Pafaont: About 600 fossils are known
in the Caradocs ; 146 are Crustacea, 100 of them
being peculiar. The Hydrozoa, Ccelenterata,
and Echinodermata are also well represented.
The bivalves exceed in number those of any
known formation below the Carboniferous
Limestone. (Etheridge: Address to Geol. $oc,
1831. Q. J. Geol. Soc., xxxvii., pt. ii., p. 142.)

Caradoc sandstone, a. A sandstone,
constituting the chief rock in the Caradoc
formation (q.v.).

carafe, ca-ra'rT, s. [Fr. carafe; Ital. co>

raffa.] A decanter ; a water-bottle.
"A heavy carafe of water is luinilied among six

guests."—Continental Excursion* by Viator Verax.

% Frequently pronounced aud written croft.

C&r-a-ga'-na, s. [Tartar carachana.}

Bot. : The Siberian Pea-tree, a genus of le-

guminous Asiatic plants, belonging to the sub-
tribe Galegeae, Flowers solitary or crowded,
of a pale-yellow colour, with the exception of
one species, C.iubata, in which they arc white,
tinged with red. C.spinosa is a thorny shrub,
plentiful in China, about Pekin, where the
branches are stuck in clay upon the tops of
walls, in order that the spines may keep off

intruders. The bark of C. arborescent is used
as a substitute for rope, &c.

* car' age, 3. [Carriage.] (Chiefly Scotch.)

car ag-cniae, s. [Eng. caragheen, and
suffix -ine (Chem.y]

Chem. : A mucilaginous or resinous sub-
stance, obtained from Caragheen-moss.

car'-a-gheen, *. & a. [From Carragheen, or

Carrigeen, near Waterford, Ireland, where
this algal grows abundantly ; It is also common
on the English coast]

oaragheen-moss, carrageen-moss,

-s\ H^^-

CARAOHEEN-MOSS.

Bot. : Irish moss, Sph&rocoocus (or Chondrvf)

crispus, a species of sea-weed, from which •

tate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rale, fuU ; try, Syrian, to, ce = e. ey = a. qu = lew.
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kind of nutritious jelly is manufactured, ft

is of a purplish-white, nearly transparei.:

colour.

• car-ain, s. [Carrion.]

ear -al-pa, 5. [Cf. caraipa, the Guiaua name
ofcarapa"(q.v.).j

Bot. : A genus of Ternstroiniaceue, distin-

guished among the group having the petals

contorted, and the capsule septicidially de-

hiscent, by Its leaves being alternate, its

stamens usually free, with the anthers glandu-
liferous at the apex and fixed near the base

;

and by its having two or three ]>endulotaS

ovules in each of the three cells of the ovary.

The species, about eight in number, grow in

tropical America, and are trees bearing white-
gcented flowers. The celebrated Balsam of
Tamacoari is obtained from Caraipafasciculata,

and is of great use in the cure of itch, a single

application curing the most inveterate case in

twenty-four hours. CTreas. of Bot.)

Car-ai-u'-ra, s. [The Orinoco name.] A red
colouring matter, obtained from Biffnonia
ehica. [Chica.]

• car -aide, *. [Etymology doubtful
;
perhaps

Carol, s.] Perhaps a writing-desk.
" Her kysttes and her coferes, her mrnldps alle."

Ear. Eng. A Hit. Poems ; Patience, 157.

car al -li a, s. [CaraUie in the Telinga lan-

guage.]

Bot. : A genas of East Indian plants, be-

longing to the order Rhizophoraeese.

oar al-line, s. [Fr.]

Bot. : A plant, Ranunculus glacialis.

car-al-lu -ma, s. [An Indian native name.]

Bot. : A genus of East Indian plants be-
longing to the order Asclepiadacese. The
species, which are few in number, are fleshy,

leafless, herbaceous plants.

• oar-a-lyiig, pr. par. & s. [Carolling.]
" Fnir ladyis in rlngis,
Kuvchtfs in caralyngis,
Bayth d;insis mid singis

;

Itseinytassa.' Soulat9.UL 12, MS.

oar-am-bo -la, .<-. [Port. & Sp. carambola ;

Mahratta kurmul]
Bot., dbc. : The acutely-angled fruit of an

oxalidaceous tree, Averrhoa carambola. It is

very sour, but is eaten by the natives of India.
The leaves of the tree are very sensitive.

tcar-am-bole, s. [Pr. carambole.]

Billiards : The same as a cannon (q.v-X

car-a-meile, s. [Carmele.]

car-a-mel, s. [Fr. caramel; 8p. caratndo;
from* Low Lat. canna mellis, cannamalla =
sugar-cane; from canna—& reed, cane ; meI

(genit. mellis) = honey.]

Client. : A mixture of several compounds,
formed by heating sugar to 210". Water is

given off and caramel, a brown substance, re-
mains. It is used as a colouring material for
Bpirits, wines, &c.

" At a temperature a little above its fusion . . .

sugar become* brown, swells up, and becomes a black,
poiMus, shining mass, which is known as caramel,
losing nothing but two atoms of water."—Graham :

Element* of Chemistry.

ea-ra na, caran na, carau na, s.

[Sp. caraKa.]

1. A tree, a native of South America.

2. A resiuousgumofan aromatic flavour, ex-
traeted from the tree. It is used as a remedy
for toothache.

car ahx, *. [Mod. Lat., prob. from Sp.
carangue, a West Indira flat-tish.]

Ickthy. : A fish, a kind of macker.l. The
most common is Caranx vulgaris, also called
the Scad, or Horse-mackerel. There is a
series of scaly plates on the lateral line.

••ar-an-ye, $. [Carrion.]
" Caranye orcareyn. Cadaver."—Prompt. Par*.

car'-ap, s. [A Guiana word.] An oil obtained
by pressure from the carapa (q.v.).

•fr'-a-P** « [Carap.]

Bot. : A small genus of trees with abruptly-

Sinnate leaves, belonging to the order of
ieliaceie (Meliads), and native of tropical

America, the West Indies, and Guinea. Their
flowers have a calyx of four or sometimes five

distinct sepals, and a corolla of the same
number of oblong, c:^g-shaped spreading
petals. The fruit is large, and contains nu-
merous oily seeds, from which is extracted by
pressure a liquid oil called Camp, or Crali-oil,

suitable for burning in lamps. The bark of
CantfAi rruianmisis possesses febrifugal quali-

ties, and is also used for tanning. (Treas. oj

Bot., £c)

car -a-pace, t car'-a-pax, s. [Fr. carapace.]

Zool. ; A protective shield. Spec.—
1. The upper shell of crabs, lobsters, and

other crustaceans.

2. The upper half of the immovable case
enclosing a tortoise, turtle, or other chelonian.
[Callipash.]

"This casing Is composed of two shields, covered with
horny plates; the upper one, which is more or less

highly arched, is termed the carapace"—Carpenter:
Physiology, J 824.

3. The shell of an armadillo.

4. The case in which certain infusoria are
enclosed ; a lorica.

car-a-pa -ci-al (or 91-al as shal), a. [Eng.

carapace; -ial.] Pertaining to a carapace.
"The lateral portions of the carapactat ridge."

—

Huxley : The Crayfish, p. 217.

car-a-plch'-e-a, s. [Carapiche, the native

name of one of the species.]

Bot. : A genus of flowering shrubs, belonging
to the Cinchonacete. They are natives of the
Caribbean Islands.

car -at, * car-act, s. [Fr. carat ; from Arab.
qirrat = a carat, the twenty-fourth part of an
ounce ; from Gr. Kepdrtov (keration) = the
fruit of the locust-tree ; Ital. carato ; O. Port
quirate.]

X, Literally

;

*1. The fruit of the Carob-tree, also called

carot.

2. Weights and Measures

:

(1) A weight of 3$ grains.

(2) The twenty-fourth part of an ounce. It

is used by jewellers to express the fineness of

told, the whole mass being supposed to be
ivided into twenty-four parts and said to be

so many carats fine, according to the number
of twenty-fourth parts of pure gold contained
in it. Twenty-four carat means all gold,

eighteen carat three-quarters gold. Fine gold
consists of twenty-two carats of pure gold
and two of alloy. The gold coins of the United
States are 21*19 carats fine. A dollar weighs
0"13 ounce, an eagle 1*29 ounces. From this, the
proportion of gold in each can be calculated.

" A mark, being an ounce Troy, is divided into
twenty-four equal parts, called caracts, and each caract
into four grains : oy this weight ia distinguished the
different fineness of their gold ; for If to the finest of
gold be put two caracts of alloy, both making, when
cold, but an ounce, or tweuty-four caracts, then this
gold is said to be twenty-two caracts fine."

—

Cocker.

(3) A weight used by jewellers in weighing
diamonds and other precious stones. It is

the 150th part of an ounce Troy.

IL Fig. : Fineness, purity.
" Thou best of gold, art worst of gold ;

Other, less fine in carat, is more precious."
Shakesp. : 2 Sen. I V., iv. 4.

car'-a-toe, s. [A native word.]

Bot. : A West Indian name for Agave ameri-
cana.

car-a-van', *. [Fr. caravane; Sp. & Ital.

cardvana; from Arab, qairawan ; Pers. kdr-
wan, qirwdn = a caravan.]

I. Literally

:

1. A number of travellers, pilgrims, or mer-
chants traversing the deserts of Arabia, Africa,

or other countries, in company for purposes of

safety and convenience.
" When Joseph, and the Blessed Virgin Mother, hud

lost their must holy Son, they sought hiui In the reti-
nues of their kindred, and the caravans of the Gali-
lean pilgrims."— Taylor.

2. A large covered cart or waggon, such as
those used by gipsies, and for the conveyance
of beasts of a menagerie ; also a similar
vehicle employed for moving furniture. A
train or number of such waggons.

*3. A fleet of Bhips or boats, such as those
used in Russia for conveying hemp, Ac.
(Webster.)

* 11 Fig. : A flight or number of birds fly-

ing together.
" They set forth

Their airy caravan, high over seas
Plying." Milton: P. /,., vii «8.

caravan-boiler,
boiler.

s. A waggon-shaped

* car-a-van-oer', s. [Eng. caravan ; suff.

-eer ="
-er. ] The driver or conductor of a cara-

van.

car-a-van -aer-jf, car a-van -ser a,

car-a-van -ser-al, s. [Fr. cam va n serail

or caravanserai ; from Pers. I III win Mill it ;

from k&rwdn = a caravan ; sarai = a palace,
large house, or inn.] A kind of inn in

Eastern countries, where caravans put up for

the night.
" For the spacious mansion, like a Turkish Caravan-

mrah, entertains the vagabonds."

—

Pope; Lrtter f*
Jervas (I7lfi).

"The furniture of this Caravansern eon*isted of a
large iron Pot, two oaken Tables, two Benches, two
Chairs, and aBotheen Noggin."—Carlyle: Sartor Re-
sartus, bk. lit, ch. z.

* car'-a-ve% * car-vel, car-a-velle, *.

[Fr. caravelle; Ital. caravella ; Sp. carabtla, a
dimin. of caraba = a vessel ; from Lat. cara-

bus ; Gr. -capaj3oc (karabos) = (1) a crab, (2) a
light vessel.]

1. Naut. (of the forms caravel and carvel)

:

(1) A litiht, round, old-fashioned ship, wittt

a square poop, galley-rigged, formerly used lit

Spain and Portugal.
'* InTurkey, this mane [caravel] is given to large shins.

In Portugal it is a small vessel carrying lateen sails.

The three vessels which composed the expedition of
Columbus on the occasion of bis discovering America
were caravels, but there is said to be no authentic
account of their form, size, or rig."—Young : A'aiUical
Dictionary.

(2) A small boat employed in the herring
fishery on the coast of France.

"... she spreads sattens, as the king's ships do
canvas every where, she may spare me her inisen, and
her bonnets, strike her main petticoat, and yet out
sail me. I am a carvel to her."—Beaum. & Fletch. :

Wit without Money, i 1.

2. Hort. (of the form caravelle): A kind of
pear.

c&r'-a-way, *car-a-waie, * cSr-ra-way,
* car-*wy, s.& a. [Fr. & Ital. carvi ; Sp. warm
and al-caravea; from Arab, karwiyu, karawiya ;

from Gr. xapoc or teapoy Qcaros, karon); Lat.
careum.]

A. As substantive

:

1. An umbelliferous plant, Caru.ni carui, a-

biennial belonging to the parsley family. It
has a tainsr rout like a parsnip, and is culti-

vated principally in Holland and Lincolnshire.

"Caraway, herbe. Carwy sic mriMtur in camps*
fiorum."—Prompt. Pare.

2. The seeds of the plant described in 1.

They are strongly aromatic, and have a warm,
pungent taste. They are much used in con-
fectionery, and In medicine. [Caraway-
fruit. ]

* 3. A kind of sweetmeat containing cara-

way-seeds.
"... we are wont to eate carawaies or biskets, or

some other kiud of comfits or seedes together witii

apples, thereby to hreake wiude ingendrcd by theiu ;

and surely it is a very good way for students. "

—

Vogan r
Saven of Health (UMJ.
" Nay, you shall see mine orchard, where. Id an ar-

bour, we will eat a last year's pippin of my owi graff-

lng, with a dish of carraways, and so forth . .
."—

Shakesp. : 1 Hen. IV., v. 3.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

caraway comfit, .-*. A comfit or sweet
containing caraway-seed.

caraway-lrnlt, s.

Pftarm. : Carui fructus, the dried fruit of
Carum carui or Caraway. These seeds (meri-
carps) are of a brown olour, slightly curved,
with fine filiform ridges containinga single vitta

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gent: thin, this; -Bin, as; expect, ^fenophon, exist, -ing.

tlan = shan, -tion, -sion^shun; -tion, -sion^zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous ^shus. -blc, -die, &<•
. ^bcl, doL
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in each channel They have a peculiar arom-
atic odour, and a warm taste. The oil is or a
pale-yellow colour. They are used in medi-
cine as an aromatic, stomachic, and car-
minative, in cases of flatulence ; the oil is

added to purgative medicines to prevent
griping.

caraway-seeds, s. pL [Caraway, 2.]

car-a-ways, *. pi [Caraway, 2.]

* car-ayn, s. [Carrion.]

carb, prefix.

Chem. : Having carbon in its composition.
Many compounds occur with this prefix.

Only the important substances are here
given ; for the others see Watt's Dictionary of
Chemistry.

carb, car-a-bin, s. [Carp, v.] A raw-
boned, loquacious woman. (Jamieson.)

carb, car-ble, v.i. [Either a variant of Eng.
carp (q.v.), or from I eel. karp = bragging

;

karpa — to brag, boast.] To cavil, to carp.
(Jamieson.)

car bal lyl -ate, s. [Eng., &c. carballyl(ic);

-ate (Chem.) (q.v.). J [Carballylic acid.]

car bal lyl'-ic, a, [From Eng., Ac. carbipn);
atlyl;'-ic.)

Chem. : A term used chiefly or exclusively
in the compound which follows.

carballylic acid, $.

Chem. : Tricarballylic acid, CeHgO* =
(C

?
HBY"(COOH)j,. A triatomic, trlbasic, fatty

acid, formed by the action of nascent hydrogen
on aconitic acid, or by the action of alcoholic
potash on propenyl tricyanide. It forms
colourless tnmetric crystals, soluble in water
and alcohol. Its alkaline salts, called carbal-
lylates, are soluble in water. Its melting
point is 158°.

car ba-mate, s. [From Eng., &c car-
bam(ic); and -ate (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : (CO)"(NH2XONH4). Ammonium
carbamate is formed by passing a mixture of
perfectly dry carbon dioxide and ammonia gas
into cold absolute alcohol, and heating the
crystalline deposit with absolute alcohol in a
sealed tube to 100°. The liquid, on cooling,
deposits ammonium carbamate in crystalline
laminae, which, when heated in a sealed tube to
140°, split into ammonium carbonate and urea.
Ammonium carbamate is converted by water
into acid ammonium carbonate. It can be
distinguished by its precipitating calcium
very slowly from a solution of CaCl2 and
ammonia.

car bam Ic, a. [From Eng., Ac carb(on);
and amic (q.v.).]

Chem. : A term used chiefly or exclusively
in the compound which follows.

oarbamic ethers, s. pi
Chem. : Both acid and neutral ethers are

known.

(1) Acid Ethers : The ethylammonium salt of
ethylcarbamic acid.
(CO)"NHrC2H5)ONHs(C2H5), a snow-white
powder, is obtained by passing C02 into
anhydrous ethylamine cooled by a freezing
mixture.

(2) Neutral Ethers (called also UreVianes)

:

Ethyl carbamate (COyNHa'OCoH^ It is

formed by the action of ammonia on alcohol
saturated with carbonyl chloride, also by
aqueous ammonia and ethyl carbonate. It
forms colourless crystals soluble in water.

car-ba-mide, s. [From Eng., &c. carb(on);
and amide (q.v.).] [Urea.]

Chem.: CNaH4 = N^CO)"!!*. It is pro-
duced by the action of ammonia gas on car-
bonyl chloride, or upon ethyl carbonate, also
by the decomposition of oxamide at red heat
Carlwmide is decomposed by soluble hypo-
bromites and hypochlorites with evolution of
nitrogen, as CN2H4 x 3 = C02 x 2HsO x N2.

car -ba- mine, s. [From Eng., Ac carb(on);
and amine.] [Amine, s.)

Chem. : Isocyanide. These compounds are
obtained by distillinga mixture of an alcoholic
ammonia base and chlorofonu with alcoholic
potash. They are oily, stinking liquids. The
isocyanides of plemyl, ethyl, and amyl are
known.

caraways—carbon

car ba -se-a, s. [Lat. carbasus ; Or. K&pfiao-os
(karbasos) =*fiax, linen, a sail.]

Zool. : A partial synonym of the Cheilostom-
atous genus, Fiustra (q.v.). Flustra carbasea,
formerly Carbasea papyrea, the Lawn Sea-mat
of Ellis, is a delicate Northern form living
on shells and stones in rather deep water.
The cells are in many rows on one side only,
and the polypide has about twenty tentacles.
It may often be found on the shore.

car ba -zo-tate, s. [From Eng., &c. car-
b(07i); azot(ic); and sun. -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of carbazotic acid.

car-ba-zot'-Ic, a. [From Eng. , &c. carb(on) ;

and azotic (q.v.).]

Chem. : A term used chiefly or exclusively
in the compound which follows.

carbazotic acid, s. [Carbon, azote =
nitrogen.]

Chem. : Trinitrophenol, Nitrophenisic acid,
Picric acid, irtiepo* (jrikros) =: bitter, C6H3N3C7
= CoH^NOa&OH). Prepared from the im-
pure nitrophenesic acid. It is also obtained
by the action of nitric acid and irtdigo, silk,

wool, resin, &c. It crystallises in yellow
crystals, soluble in water, has a very bitter
taste, and dyes silk and wool yellow, but does
not dye cotton, hemp, and flax. Its salts
are called picrates. Potassium picrate is very
slightly soluble in water ; when heated it

explodes with great energy. Carbazotic
acid is a nitre-substitution compound of
phenol.

car-bide, s. [From Eng., &c. carb(ori); and
sun*, -ide (Chem.) (q.v.):]

Chem. : A compound formed by the union of
carbon with an element, as iron or hydrogen.

car -bin, cair ban, * oar-fin, s. (Scotch,)

[Gael, cairbean.] The basking-shark, Squalus
maximus, L.

car bine, car-bine, * car-a-bine, s. & a.

[O. Fr. cardbin; Fr. carabine; *Ifal. carabino
= a little gun, corrupted from O. Fr. caldbrien,
calabrin = a light-armed soldier; O. Fr.
caldbre, caable = an engine of war ; from Low
Lat. chadabula = a catapult; Gr. Karafi6\n
(kataboli) = a throwing down, destruction ;

Kara (kata) = down
; /JoAiJ (bole) — a throw-

ing ; /3aAAo) (baltd) = to throw.]

A, As substantive

:

Military

:

* 1. A musketeer, a carbineer.
" When he wm taken, all the rest they fled,

And our carbines pursued them to the death."
Kjfd : Spanish Tragedy.

% A short fire-arm, used by cavalry, artil-

lery, in the navy, Ac, similar in bore and
nature to, and carrying the same ammunition
as, the infantry rifle. Except with cavalry,
furnished with a sword-bayonet to increase
its length as an offensive weapon. It is in
general use by United States cavalry, which

CARBINE-LOCK.

are all of light equipment, and adapted to
serve as infantry on occasion. In Buch cases
the carbine proves a highly useful arm.
Colts, Sharpe's, and other makes of carbines
are used.

"... continued to fly on foot, throwing away car-
bines, swords, and even coats as lbcumbranoea, —Jta-
oaulay: Hist. Eng., cb. x Li.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

carbine-lock, s. The lock of a carbine.
" Sling on thy bugle—see that free from rust
My carbine-lock springs worthy of my trust"

Byron : The Corsair, i. 7.

carbine-thimble, s. A stiff leathern
socket, secured to a D-ring on the off-side of
the saddle by a strap and buckle. It receives
the muzzle of the horseman's carbine.

car bin cer, car-a-bln-ce r, a. [Ft.
carabinier.]

Mil. : Formerly applied to mounted infantry
armed with a short carbine, aud intended to
fight on foot Name still retained in England
by the 6th Dragoon Guards.

car'-bln-dl, s. [From Lat. carbo (genft.
carbonis) (?), and Eng., &c (alcohol.)

Chem. : A name given to methyl alcohol,
C(OH)H

?
. by Kolbe, aud the alcohols ionned

from it, by substitution of methyl, ethyl, Ac.,
for an atom of hydrogen, are named according
to the radicals which they contain, as Tri-
methyl carbinol, or Tertiary Quartyl alcohol,
C(OHXCH3>j.

car'-bin-^l, s. [From Eng., Ate, caWu^oQ.
and -yL)

Chem. : The name given to the alcohol radi-
cals of the corresponding carbinols, as Di
methyl carbinol C(OH3>2H.OH contains the
radical Dimethyl-carbinyi (C(CH

;I
)-H)'.

* car -bo, s. [Lat = coal, from the jet-black
colour of its wings.]

Ornith. : An old synonym of Plialacrocorai
(q.v.).

car-bd'-cer-Ite, «. [Eng. carbo(n), and cent*
(q.v.).]

Min. : Carbonate of cerium, also called
Lanthanite (q.v.). It consists of oxide of
cerium, 757 ; carbonic acid, 10*8 ; water, 13 6
8p. gr., 2605—2-6G6. Hardness, 2-5—3. It

occurs at Bastuas, in Sweden and also to

Silurian limestone in Sancon Valley, Leliegb
Co., Pennsylvania.

car-bol'-ic, a. [From Eng., &c. carbon);
(alcoh)ol ; and Eng. suff. -ic.J

Chem. : Pertaining to, or derived from,
carbon.

carbolic acid, s.

Chem. : CgtVOH = Phenyl Alcohol, Phenol,
Phenic Acid, Coal-tar Creasote. Phenol it

not technically an acid, but a secondarj
monatomic aromatic alcohol, obtained hj tht

dry distillation of salicylic acid, and funned
by the dry distillation of coal, in the coal tai

oil. When pure it forms white deliqutscnl
crystals melting at 35" to an oily liquid, which
boils at 184

s
. It has a penetrating odour him

burning taste; it is neutral; it co;i^ii!;it*'f

albumen and has powerful antiseptic
i

ties. It is used as a disinfectant, and t>> |>re

serve meat, &c. It dissolves in alkalies, hum
fng comi»ounds called phenates. Pu!a.s>ni»

phenate crystallises in white needles; wl M
it is heated with iodides of ethyl, methyl, &c.

double ethers are formed, as methyl-phenaM
CgHaOCHj. Chlorine, bromine iodine, and

nitric acid form with it substitution com
pounds. [Chlorophenesic Acid, Carbazotic
Acid.] Phenol is benzine with one molecule

of (OH) substituted for one atom of H.

car'-bo-Hze, v.t. [Eng. carbol(ic); -ize.] To
impregnate with carbolic acid.

car'-bon, s. [Fr. carbone; from Lat carbo =
a coal.]

Cliem. : A tetrad non-metallic element, sym-
bol C. Atomic weight, 12. Carbon occurs in

three allotropic forms—two crystalline (dia-

mond and graphite), and one amorphous (eliar

coal). Diamond crystallises in forms belong

ing to the regular system. It is transparent,

either colourless, or yellow, pink, blue, or

green. The hardest substance known, refracts

light strongly, is infusible, but is burnt intc

C(J 2 in oxygen gas at white heat Sp. gr., 3-5

It is a non-conductor of electricity. It isfouud

in gravel in India, Brazil, Ac. [Diamond.)
Graphite crystallises in six-sided prisms. Sp
gr., 2*3. It is grey-black, with a metallic

lustre. It is a good conductor of elect rieity.

Graphite often separates in scales from molten

iron ; it is used for lead pencils ; it is often

called black-lead. [Graphite. J
Amorphous

carbon occurs more or less pure in lampblack,

wood charcoal, coal, coke, and animal cliar-

coaL Sp. gr. from 1*6 to 2. It is porous,

absorbs gases, removes colour from organic

liquids, is used as a disinfectant, and burns in

the air at red heat, forming C02 . When l>oiled

with H2804, it is oxidised to CO, and £*Oj if

also formed, which escape in gas use'! as a

reducing agent Carbon forms two oxides

with oxygen, CO and CO* carbonic oxide and

carboric anhydride.

carbon-battery, s.

Elect. : [Bunsen-battery}

carbon chlorides, s. pi

Chem. : Carbon monochloride. This com-

pound has been discovered to be hexa-chlor-

benzene CgChj by determination of its va]>oar

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, a, ce = e. ey= a. qu = kw.
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density. It is obtained by passing the vapour
of chloroform through a red-hot tube. It i'urms

white silky needles, melting at 226°, and boil-

ing at 331'.

a-c—ci
Carbon-dichloride, CjCU =

II

a—c—ci
analogous to ethene, obtained by passing the
vapour of carbon-trichloride through a red-hot
tube. It is a colourless liquid. Sp. gr., 1*6.

It boils at 117%
ci a
x.Cl

Carbon-trichloride, CjCLj=
I

analogous
C—Cl

cAa
to ethane, obtained by placing ethene chloride
into a glass vessel containing Cl and exposing
it to sunshine. A white crystalline aromatic
substance melting at 160% and boiling at 182°.

Cl

Carbon tetrachloride, CCI4 = Cl—C—Cl

Cl
A colourless liquid, sp. gr. 1*56, and boiling at
77* ; obtained by passing the vapour of Cl and
CS3, through a red-hot tube, and distilling the
liquid formed with potash. Also formed by
the action of Cl on CH4 in direct sunlight. By
the action of sodium amalgam on its alco-
holic solution the atoms of Cl are replaced by
Atoms of hydrogen.

carbon dioxide, s.

Chem. : Carbonic acid gas, Carbonic anhy-
dride, Carbonic oxide (of some chemists)=C02.
Carbon dioxide is a colourless gas 1 '524 times
as heavy as air, and 22 times as heavy as hy-
drogen. It is evolved in large quantities from
Assures in active and extinct volcanic districts.

It is given off in the process of fermentation,
from decaying animal and vegetable matter
and by animals during respiration, and it

contaminates crowded rooms. It accumu-
lates also in the bottom of pits and wells, and
forms a great part of the afterdamp or choke-
damp of coal mines. It is also contained in
most waters from springs, and water charged
with it has the power of dissolving carbonates
of calcium, magnesium, and iron. It is always
produced when carbonaceous matter is burnt
In excess of air or oxygen. It has an agreeable

fmngent odour, but it cannot be respired, as
t produces insensibility and death. It ex-
tinguishes the flame of a lighted taper. At
the pressure of 38'5 atmospheres at 0° it is con-
verted into a colourless limpid liquid insoluble
in water, but soluble in ether and alcohol ; it

solidifies, on exposure to the air, into a snow-
white mass, which is a bad conductor of heat

;

when mixed with ether it is used as a freezing
mixture. Carbon dioxide exists in the air,

and is decomposed by the green leaves of
plants, which retain the carbon and liberate
oxygen in sunlight. About four volumes of
COo are contained in 10,000 volumes air. The
total quantity is estimated at about three
billions of tons. Cold water dissolves about
its own volume of carbon dioxide, what-
ever be the density of the gas with which it

Is in contact, the solution reddens blue litmus
paper, and converts oxides of the alkaline and
alkaline earth metals into carbonates (q.v.).
Carbon dioxide is contained in aerated waters
and in sparkling wines. Carbon dioxide can
be obtained by burning carbon in excess of
oxygen ; but by passing C02 over red-hot char-
coal it is converted into carbon monoxide.
Carbon dioxide is usually prepared by decom-
posing a carbonate with one of the stronger
acids, as by the action of hydrochloric acid on
marble, which gives calcium chloride, water,
and COj. Carbon dioxide can be distinguished
by its giving a white precipitate when passed
into a solution of lime or baryta water, by its
quick absorption by caustic alkalies, and
by its extinguishing the flame of a lighted
taper. [Carbonate.] Carbon dioxide is de-
composed by heating potassium in it, forming
an oxide and liberating carbon.

carbon diaulphide, s. [Bisulphide r
Carbon.]

carbon holders, s.pl,

EUc.: Clamps for holding the carbons in
electric arc lights.

carbon-light, *.

Elect. : The light produced between and
Ppon two carbon points, between which passes

a current of electricity. [Electric lhAk.j

carbon monoxide, *.

Chem. : Carbonous oxide. Carbonic oxide,
Carbonyl = CO". Carbon monoxide is a
colourless, inodorous, tasteless gas, insoluble
in water, sp. gr. 0"967. It burns with a light-

blue flame, forming COg. It is intensely poison-
ous, even when mixed with large quantities of
air, producing faintness, insensibility, and
death. It is formed when CO$ is passed over
red-hot charcoal, also by heating oxalic acid
C2H2O4, with Bulphuric acid, which decom-
poses it into H2O, COa, and CO. The C02 is re-

moved by passing the gas through limewater.
It unites with KHOat high temperatures, form-
ing formiate of potassium. It unites with Cl
when exposed to sunlight, forming phosgene
gas C'OCU. Carbon monoxide can also be
formed by heating powdered ferrocyanide of
potassium with ten times its weight of con-
centrated sulphuric acid. Carbon monoxide
(Carbonyl) in organic chemistry acts as a
diatomic radical

carbon oxychloride, s.

Chem. : Phosgene gas, Carbonyl chloride,

COCbj. Obtained by exposing dry CO and Clg

to direct sunlight, also by passing carbon mon-
oxide into boiling antimony pentachloride, and
by the oxidation of chloroform. It is collected
over mercury. It condenses into a liquid at 0°.

It is decomposed by water forming carbon
dioxide and hydrochloric acid. Treated with
dry ammonia gas NH3, it forms urea CO(NH<>);-
and ammonium chloride.

carbon-paper, s. Paper coated on one
side with a substance which, under pressure,

adheres to a blank sheet placed next to it.

Used for manifolding on a typewriter or other-
wise.

carbon-printing, 5.

Photog. : A photographic process introduced
by Poitevin in 1855. It is as follows : Paper
Is coated with a compound of bichromate of

1 potassa, gelatine, and lamp-black, in cold dis-

tilled water ; this is allowed to dry in a dark
room, subsequently exposed between a nega-
tive for a few minutes, according to the cha-
racter of the solution and of the light, then
dissolving off with hot water the parts not
affected by the actinic action of the light.

The picture resulting from this treatment is a
positive print in black and white, of which
the shades are produced by the carbon of the
lamp-black. Poitevin also introduced various
colours into the same process. Poitevin, later,

introduced another process for carbon-print-
ing under a positive. The paper is floated in a
bath of gelatine dissolved in lukewarm water
and coloured with lamp-black. Such paper is

sensitized in a dark room by immersion in a
solution of sesquichloride of iron and tartaric

acid. This renders the gelatine insoluble,
even in boiling water. The sheets are dried
and exposed under transparent positives in

the printing-frame. The parts of the film
acted upon by light become soluble in hot
water, the iron salts, under the influence of
light, being reduced by the tartaric acid, re-

storing the organic matter to its natural solu-
bility. The sheet is then washed in hot water,
which removes the ferruginous compound and
develops the picture. Improvements were
subsequently introduced by Swann, of New-
castle-upon-Tyne, in 1861, and others.

carbon sulphochloride, «.

Chem. : CSCUj, a yellow, irritating liquid, de-

composed by potash into KgS, K2CO3, and
CCI4. It is not acted upon by water. It is

obtained by the action of dry chlorine on
carbon disulphide.

carbon tool-point, s. An application

of the diamond to mechanical purposes. These
points are used to point, edge, or face tools

for drilling, reaming, sawing, planing, turn-

ing, shaping, carving, engraving, and dressing

flint, grindstones, whet-stones, emery, corun-

dum, tanite, or tripoli wheels, iridium, nickel,

enamel, crystals, glasB, porcelain, china, steel,

hardened or otherwise, chilled iron, copper,

or other metals. Twenty-eight forms of it

are figured in Knight's Practical Dictionary 0/
Mechanics.

car-bo^na'-ce-ous, a. [From Lat. carbo

(genit. carbonis) = charcoal, and Eng. suffix

-aceous, from Lat. suffix -aceus.]

Min. & GeoL : Consisting mainly of carbon,

the simple element of charcoal.

% In geology the term is applied to strata
wholly or in large part formed by the accu-
mulation of such vegetable material as sunken
forests, massed drift-wood, turf, and moss-
bogs. Coal, lignite, and peat have hydrogen
as well as carbon in their composition, and
often mineral impurities. Anthracite and
graphite (metamorphosed coal) consist of
nearly pure carbon. Diamond is pure carbon.
Bituminous shales, fossil pitch, petroleum,
and naphtha are some other of the carbona-
ceous materials found in the earth. In ex-
ceptional cases the carbon of carbonaceous
rocks may be of animal origin, thus the oily
matter with which the bituminous shales of
Caithness are impregnated seems to have been
derived from the decomposition of fossil fishea

rather than of plants.

* car-bo-na'de, * car bo na'-do, s. [Fr.

carbonnade; from O. Fr. carbon; Lat. carbo
(genit. carbonis) = charcoal.] A piece offish,
flesh, or fowl, cut in slices, seasoned, and
broiled.

" If I come In his way willingly, let him make a car~
bonado of me."—Shaketp. : l Henry IV., t. 8.

* car bo na ded, * car bo -na -doed, pa.
par. or a, [Carbonade, v.]

*car-b£-na'-dlng, ' car bo na -do ing,
pr. par. & s. [Carbonado, v.]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As subst. ; The act or process of slicing

fish, &c, and broiling it over the coals.

car bo na do, *. [Carbonade.]

1. Ord. iAing. : The same as Carbonade.

2. Min. : Large pebbles or masses of dia-
monds, occasionally 1,000 carats in weight.
They consist of pure carbon, excepting "27—
2 -07 per cent. (Dana.) A variety of the dia-
mond. (Brit. Mus. Cat.)

* car-bo-na'-do, v.t. [Carbonado, *.]

1, Lit. : To cut or slice fish, fowl, Ac. and
broil them on the coals.

"A hare dainty carbonadoed."—Beaum. ± Fletcher.

2. Fig. : To hack, cut to pieces.
" Draw, you rogue, or 111 so carbonado
Your shanks." Shaketp. : King Lear, 1L 3.

car bd-na'r-i^m, s. [Carbonar(i) ; -ism.} Tha
principles of the Carbonari.

car bo-na-ro (pi. carbonari), s. [Ital.

carbonaro = a collier.] A member of a secret
association established in Italy in the begin-
ning of the present century, with the object of

setting up a republic. The Carbonari took
charcoal [Ital. carbons] as their symbol of

purification, and adopted as their motta,
*' Revenge on the wolves who devour the
lambs. " The origin of the society is uncertain.

car -bon-ate, s. [From Eng. carbon(ic); and
suff. -ate (Chem.) (q.v.) ]

Chem. : Carbonates are salts.. The corre-

sponding acid, H2CO3, Is not known in a free

state ; it may be formed when COj is dissolved
in water ; it is dibasic ; the carbonates of the
alkaline metals are soluble in water, and are
either acid pr neutral salts according as one
or both atoms of H are replaced, as KHCO»
and K2CO3. The acid salts are often called

bicarbonates. The carbonates of the other
metals are insoluble. Basic carbonates are
mixtures of carbonates and oxides. Carbon-
ates liberate CO^ when treated with an acid,

which may be recognised by passing it into

a solution of baryta water, in which it throws
down a white precipitate of BaCOg, soluble

in HCl. Carbonic acid may be theoretically

considered to have this formula and belong
to the lactic acid series— fOHfOE

Ci^O"
lOEOH

car -bon a-ted, a. [Carbonate.]

Chem. : Combined or impregnated with car-

bonic acid. Carbonated water is either pure
or holding various saline matters in solution,

impregnated with carbonic acid gas. For
general sale in this country the water contains

a little Boda, which being charged with the

gas is called soda-water. (Ure: Dictionary of
Arts, Manufactures, and Mines.)

car bon ' ic, * car-bon'-Ick, a. [Eng. car-

ion; -ic.) Containing carbon, pertaining to
carbon.

"Corn, and particularly wheat, contains more of the
carbonick principle than grasses."

—

Kirtoan : On Man-
ure*, i., i 2,

boil, bo"y; pout, Jo^rl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f.

-dan, - tian = shan. -tion, -sion m shun ; -tion, -slon = zhun. -tious, -slous, -clous = anus, -blc, -die, &c, = bel, deL
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carbonic acid, *.

1. Chem. <£ Ord. Lang. : The old but still

well-known name for what is called by
modern chemists carbon dioxide (q.v.).

2. Physiol. : Ait exhaled from the lungs is

saturated with moisture, and, moreover, con-
tains about 4*35 per cent of carbonic acid.
The amount is increased by active exercise.
By breathing the same air again and again, it

Is possible to increase the carbonic acid to
about 10 per cent., but with very deleterious
effects. Air in which animals had l«en suffo-
cated was found by Mr. Courtliope to con-
tain 1275 per cent, of carbonic acid, but leas
than half that amount (5 to 6 per cent.) will
endanger life.

Carbonic acid engine:

1. An engine driven by the expan ive
power of condensed carbonic acid gas.

2. A machine for impregnating water with
carbonic acid gas as a beverage.

3. A form of fire-engine, in which water is

ejected by the pressure due to the evolution
of carbonic acid in a closed chambei over
water, or in which carbonic acid is ejected
with the water, to assist in extinguishing the
fire by the exclusion of oxygen from it.

carbonic oxide, s. The old name for
carbon •nonoxide (q.v.).

oar bon if -er-oiis, a. [Lat. evrbo (genit.

carbonis) = coal
; fero= to bear, produce, and

Eng. sun*, -ous.]

GeoL : A terra applied to the extensive and
thick series of strata with which seams of
palteozoic coal are more or lens immediately
associated. It is applied as well to that great
system of formations which yield our main
supply of coal as to some divisions of that
system, srtch as the Carboniferous Limestone
and the Carboniferous Slates (of Ireland).
It is also applied to the fossils found in any
Stratum belonging to the system.

carboniferous system or forma-
tion, s.

Geek. : The Carboniferous succeeds the Old
Red Sandstone or some other member of the
Devonian system, and passes upwards into
the Permian series. Its coirstituent groups
vary much in the thicknesses of their sand-
stones, clays, limestones, and coals in different

Sarts of the country, according to their con-
itions of deposition in conterminous seas,

estuaries, and lagoons.
The Carboniferous System attains a great

development in the United States, the strata
being divided into two groups, the lower or
sub-Carboniferous, and the Carboniferous, com-
prising the millstone grit and the coal measures.
According to Professor Dana the coal-l>earing
area of North America is approximately as
follows

:

Sq. miles.
Rhode Island area .......... 500
AlU'shauy area , 50,000
Michigan area 6,700
Illinois, Indiana, West Kentocky 47.000
Missouri, Iowa, Kansas, Arkansas, Texas, . . 78.000
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 18,000

The Carboniferous System Is strongly der
veloped in England and Ireland and parts of
Europe. China possesses extensive deposits.

Carboniferous fossils comprise labvrintho-
dont and other amphibia ; heterocercal fishes
of many forms

; numerous insects, myriapods,
and arachnids ; crustaceans (including the
last of the trilobites and the enrypterids) of
all orders except the highest decapods ; mol-
luscs of all the known orders

; polyzoa ; corals
of the " rugose " kind ; foraminifera ; and some
plants of the conifer and cycad groups, but far
more ofthe fern, equ?9etum,andlycopod orders.
The Carboniferous Limestone consists of

the corals, encrinites, shells, and foraminifera
of a great sea, with muds, sands, and coal-
beds on its margins, both at first (Tuedian),
and afterwards (Yoredale). These constitute
the coal-measures of Russia, Styria, Italy,
Corsica, the Boulonnais, &c., and the Lower
Coal-measures of Scotland.
The Millstone Grit next formed, in shallow

water, of widespread sheets of sand and
shingle, lias a few scattered fossil plants and
shells, and thin seams of coaL
" Measures " is a mining term for strata, re-

tained for the coal-measures, which consist of
numerous successive groups of(l) clay, (2) coal,

(3) shale, and (4) sandstone, each varying from
a few inches to some feet in thickness. These
originated as maritime flats with luxuriant
Jungles, subjected to inundations of fresh and

brackish waters, with mud and sand, and
sometimes of sea-water, leaving a limestone of
sea-shells.

The thick forests of gigantic lycopods,
equisetes, aud ferns covered their floors with
accumulated exuvue, and thick layers of
each season's spore-dust. Storms tore down
the clustered trunks, aud covered them with
the mud aud sand of inundations. [Coal.]
The " undereluy," or "seat-earth," under

each coal-seam was the soil in which the
trees (Sigillaria, Lepidodendron, and Calam-
ites) grew, and is a pure clay used for fire-

bricks, encaustic tiles, &c
The " root-shale " over the coal, forming a

tough roof to the galleries in mining, was
brought by floods, together with its water-
logged fern-fronds and trunks and branches
ofthe larger plants. This and other shales
(" batt," ic.^ contain some beds of Anthra-
cosia and other aquatic molluscs, also a few
land shells, numerous entomostiaca, and some
higher Crustacea, a few arachnids, insects,
and myriapods, with occasional amphibia,
and abundant remains of heterocercal fishes.

These fossils are often imbedded in ironstone,
concreted in the shales.
Thick sand-drifts, of frequent occurrence,

formed the sandstones (" post," &c), contain-
ing scattered plant-remains. (Prof. T. H.
Jones, F.R.S.)

carbon I-za -tion, carbon-l-sa, -tion,
s. [Eng. carbonize) ; -ation.] The act or
process of carbonizing, or converting into
carbon. (Ure.)

car'-bon-Ize, cor-bon-iso, v.t. [Eng.

carbon ; -izc] To convert into carbon by the
action oflire or acids.

car'-bon-ized, car bon :sed, pa, par. or
a. [Cakbonize.]

car' bon - iz-er, a [Eng. carbonize ; -er.] A
tank or vessel containing benzole or other
suitable liquid hydrocarbon, aud through
which air or gas is passed, in order to carry
off an inflammable vapour. [Carburetor.]

car-bon-iz-Ing, car'~bon-Is-ing,j>r.par.,
a., & s. [Carbonize.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As substan. : The act or process of con-
verting into carbon ; carbonization.

carbonizing-furnace, s. An apparatus
for carbonizing wood, disintegrating rocks,
&c. It is coraiK>sed of a furnace or fire-chamber,
movable upon a stationary frame, both verti-

cally and horizontally, and provided with a
nozzle by which the flame is directed upon the
object

car-bon-Sm'-e'-te'r, a [Eng. carbon, o con
nective, and meter.] An instrument for de
tecting the presence of an excess of carbonic
acid by its action on lime-water. (Webster.)

car'-bon-OUS, a. [Eng. carbon; -ous.) The
same as Carbonic (q.v.).

car/-b6n-^lt s. & a. [From Lat., Ac. carbon =
charcoal, and Gr. vXrj (hute) — . . . matter as
a principle of being.] A diatomic radical
having the formula CO".

carbonyl chloride, s. [Carbon oxy-
CHLORlttE.]

car-bo-tri'-a-mine, s. [From Eng. carbo(n)

;

Lat. pre:ix Iri = three, aud Eng. amine.)
[Amines.]

.NIL
Chem.: Gaanidine, CHglfg or Ci^NH"

CNH,
An organic base produced by the action of am-
monia on chtoropicrin, also by heating cyonanv
ide, CHjNo, in alcoholic solution with ammo-
nium chloride. Also by oxidizing guanine with
HC1 and KCIO9. Guanidine forms colourless
crystals, forming an alkaline solution with
water, which absorbs COj. Guanidine boiled
with baryta water yields ammonia and urea.
Methyl, phenyl, &c. guanidines are known.
(See Watts: Diet, of Cltemistry.)

Car-bcV-In-ate, s. [From Eng. carbovin(k),
and suff. -ate (Chem.).'] A salt of carbovinic
acid.

car-txJ-vin -ic, a. [From Eng. carbefn), and
vinic (q.v.).]

carbovinic acid, s. The same as Ethyl
carbonic acid (q.v.).

car'-bolv% s. ("Corrupted from Pers. gardhah
= >i large flagon.] A htrge globular glass

vessel, protected with wicker-work, and used
for containing sulphuric acid and other cor-

rosive liquids.
" Buil the whule . . act It . . arid* t» a corked car

bop before it be buttled. Stir it well, aiid set It aside-
lu <MTboyt.'~Ure: K V. Lvjueurt.

car -buri-clo, * car-bon-ele, cbar-bon-
cle, *char~buc-le, J, carJboc-le, *char-
buk-elle, * char-bok-ull, a [Fr. car-
buncle; Ital. carboncoki ; Sp. carbonco ; Ger.
karbunchel ; all from Lat. carbunculus = a
little coal, dimin. of car&o = a coaL]

1. Min.: A precious stone, a variety of
garnet, of a deep-red colour, found in the
East Indies. When held up to the sun its

deep tinge becomes exactly the colour of a
burning coaL In the Middle Ages it was
popularly supposed to have the power of
giving out light. It is cut in a form called
concave cabochon.

"The stone noblest of alle
The which that men carbunrte calle.

"

Sower; V. A., i. 57.

**And they set fn it four rows of stoues: the first
row was a sardius, a topaz, and a varbuncle . .

."—
Exod. xxxix. 10.

2. Script ; The carbuncle of Exod. xxxix.

10, Heb. npn.2 (barelcth), and that of

xxxviii. 13, Heb. njrtt (harkath), is probably

the emerald; that of Is. liv. 12, Tleb. rn£^

(ekdachh), is an unidentified flashing gasfc

3. Med. : A malignant boil or ulcer, forming
a hard round tumour, and differing from an
ordinary boil in having no core.

* car-bun -cled, a. [Carbuncle.]

1. Set with carbuncles.
"An armour all of gold ; It was * tun^s. -
—He has deeerv'd it; yrvTeitearbuncted
Like holy Phoebus' car."

- Khaketp. i Ant. Jt Cteop,, It. a
2. Affected or marked with carbuncles; suf-

fering from a carbuncle.

car-bun'-cu-lar, a. [Eng. carbuncle; -or.]

Of or pertaining to a carbuncle ; of the nature
of a carbuncle. (Johnson.)

* car-bun -cu late, a, [Lat. carbunciUatou,
pa. par. of carbunculo = (1) to sutler from
carbuncles

; (2) (of plants) = to be blasted.]

0. Bot. : Blasted by excessive heat or cold.

* car bun-cu-la -tion. s. [Lat. carbunen-
latio ; from 'carbunculo = (1) to suffer from
carbuncles, (2) (of plants) = to be blasted.]

The blasting of the young buds of trees iw

plants, either by excessive heat or excessive

cold. (Harris.)

* car-bttn'-cu-lyne, a. fLat. earbunc
Eng. suff. -yne = ine.) Full of red pebbles or

clods.

"Black erthe la apte, and londe carbunculjin*."—
PaUadiui, xii. 39.

* car'-bn-rSt, *. [From Eng., &c. carbo(n\

and suff.* -uret (ChemS) (q.v.).]

Cliem. : A compound formed by the combi-

nation of carbon with another substance.

car-bu-rot -ted, a. [Eng. carburet; ~ed.]

Cliem,. : Combined with carbon, or holding

carbon in solution. The gas known amoi.g
miners as fire-damp is pure carburetted hy-

drogen.

car-bu-ret-tor, car-bu-ret'-or, t, [Eng.

carburet; -or.J

Chem. : An apparatus for making carbun-us,

through which coal-gas, hydrogen, or air is

passed through or over a liquid hydrooa
to increase or confer the illuminating power.

They may be said to be of two kinds, choufli

the purpose differs rather than tlie cow
tion : (1) for enriching gas, (2) for can
ingair. The former of the two was ih

maiy idea ; the latter was suggested as the

matter was developed.

car-bu-ri-za'-tirn, s. [From Eng. orr&w-

ret ; -iz; and -ation.]

Of iron: The set of combining it with e;tr-

bon with the view of converting it into »*SeL

car'-byi, s. [From Eng ear&fon), and Gr.

v\y] (hulc) = . . . m:itter as a principle uf

being.] (See compound.)

carbyl sulphate, s. [Ethionic Oxit-e.]

car ca jou (j as zh), s [N. Aroer. Indian.]

Zoology : 1. The Glutton (Gulo luscus).

Ate, lat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ;
go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, o» = e ; ey = a. qu = kw-
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3. The American Badger Meles labradorica.

3. Wrongly applied to tbe Canadian Lynx.

i car ca-net (Eng.), * car-cant {Scotch), s.

IA diminutive of Fr. carcan = a chain or

cellar; Dut. karkant ; Low Lat. corcannvm

;

cf. Icel. kverk (in comp. kverka) = the throat]

t, A jewelled chain or collar.

" Round thy neck in subtle ring
l&&k.e & carcanet ot rays."

fmgmi.- Adeline, 5.

A pendant ornament of the head.
" Vpon thalr forebrows thay did beir

1 cr.'iU and tablets of trim warks.
Pendants and carcanls shininit clefr."

ira(Wj Co« , IL 10.

car'-cass, * car-cais, * car-cays, * car-
case', * car-keys, * car-kasse, * car-
has, s.&a. [O. Ft. carquasse =" a earkasse or

dead corps " (Cotgrave) : Fr. carcasse ; Ital.

earcassa= a bomb, a shell ; carcassa = a quiver,

hulk ; Sp. carcam ; Low Lat. tarcasius = a
river ; Pers. tarkash = a quiver.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1, Literally:

f (1) A body.
" Lovely her face ; was ne'er so fair a creature,
For earthly a-rcass had a heavenly feature.

Oldham- Poemt,

(2) A dead body, a corpse.

*'Carkeys. Corpus, cadaver."—Prompt. Pan.
" Could I myself the bloody banquet Join I

Ho— to the dogs that carcass I resign."
Pope : ffomers Iliad, bit. xxii. 47J.8.

T Now only used in contempt.

(3) The body of a slaughtered animal, after
the head, limbs, and oflal have been removed

2. Figuratively:

|1) The decayed or ruined remains of any-

" A rotten caraim of a boat, not rigg*d,

Nor tackle, sail, uor mast,"
tihakftp. : Tempest, L 2

(2) Any rotten or corrupt body.
•"Society,* says ha, * is not dead: that Carcass,

which you call dead Society, is l>ut her mortal coil

which she has shuffled-off, to assume a nobler . . .' "—
Carlyle : Sartor Jtetartas, bk. iii., ch. v.

(3) The unfinished framework or skeleton of
anything ; thus, the carcass of a house = the
Walla ; the carcass of a ship = the ribs, with
keel, stem, and stern-post, after the planks
are stripped off.

IL Mil. : A cast-iron, thick-metalled, spheri-
cal shell, having three tire-holes. Filled with
4 composition of saltpetre, sulphur, rosin,

CARCASS.

tnlphide of antimony, tallow, and Venice
turpentine, which burns about twelve minutes.
Fired from smooth-bore guns, howitzers and
mortars. Used to ignite combustible ma-
terials.

U For the distinction between carcass and
hody, see Body.
B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

carcass-flooring, s.

Carpent. : That which supports the board-
ing, or floor-boards above, and the ceiling
below, being a grated frame of timber, vary-
ing in many particulars, (Gwilt.)

carcass-roofing, «.

Carpent. : The grated frame of timber-work
which spans the building, and carries the
boarding and other covering, (fiwilt.)

carcass-saw, s. A kind of tenon-saw.
The blade is strengthened by a metallic back-
ing, which is bent over and closed upon it
with a hammer. (Knight)

• oar-cat, * carkat, car kct, car-cant,

L A necklace. (Scotch.)

" Thair collars, carcats, and hals beida."
Maitland Poemt, p. 827.

2. A pendant ornament of the head. (Wat-
son : Coll.)

3. A garland of flowers worn as a necklace.
(Discipline.) (Jamieson.)

•car-ceir, * car-cer, v.t. [Low Lat. car-

cero. Carcer, 5.] To imprison.
" This Felton had bein tuyse carceired by tbe Dnke

[of BucklnclmnieJ . . . —Berdoni Hist. Earls of
S-ithcrh, n. 408.

car'-cel, s. [The name of the inventor.]

carrel-lamp, *. A French lamp, in
which the oil is raised to the wick by clock-
work. It was Invented early in the 19th
cent., and is used in some lighthouses.

* car'-cel-age, s. [Sp. carcelage; Low Lat
carcclagium, curceragium = a prison fee ; from
carcer — a prison.] Prison fees.

Car'-cer, s. [Lat. career ~ a goal, a prison.]
A prison : a starting-post or goal.

* car'-cer-al, a. [Lat. carceralis m belonging
to a prison ; carcer = a prison.] Pertaining to,

or of the nature of a prison.
" Notwithstanding through fauour they were con-

tented, that he should be released from his carceral
indurance. , . .'—/'oar.- Martyrs: Hun. VI., l»

car-cer -n-lar, a. [From Eng. earcerufc(q.v.),

and suff. -ar.]

BoU : Of or belonging to a carcerule. (hind-
Uy.)

car -cer-ule, s. [A dimin. from Lat. career.]

Hot. ; An indehiscent many-celled, superior
fruit, such as that of the linden. Also de-
ployed among fungals to denote their spore-
case. (Treas. oj Bot.)

car-char -l-as, s. [Gr. Kapxaplae (karcharias)
ss a kind of shark.]

Ichthy. : A genu* of sharks, tbe typical one
of the family Carcharidaj. Carcttarias vul-

garis is the White Shark. C. vulpet the Fox
Shark, C glaucus the Blue Shark.

car-char'-I~d», s. pi. [From Gr. Kap\*pias
(kwcharias) = a kind of shaik, and Lat. fern,

pi. suff. -idee.]

IcfUhy. : The most typical family of Sharks,
placed under the fish-order Sclachia and the
sub-ordei Plagiostoniata, They have large
triangular sharp teeth, two dorsal fins, both
without spines, a head of the ordinary form
(not hammer-snaped as in the allied family
Zygienidas), and no spiracles. [Carcharias.]

car-Char -o-don, s [Gr. Kapxapos (karcharos)
= Jigged, pointed ; xapvapias (karcharias) = a
kind of shark ; oo'ovs (odous), genit. oSoeros
(odonlos) = a tooth. ]

Palwont. : Various fossil sharks known by
their teeth, which have been found in the
Eocene of Sheppey, as well as in the cretaceous
rocks, whilst some dredged up by the " Chal-
lenger " expedition are believed to be Miocene.

car char-op' sis, s. [Gr. jeapxapo* (kar-
charos) = jagged, pointed

; KapyopCas (kar-
charias) = a kind of shark, and oi/<i« (apsis) =
a face.

*

Geol. : A geuus of carboniferoue stark-like
fishes. (SCunnoatJi.)

car-cin-d'-des,s. [Gr. KapKLvJ&rjc (Icarkinodes)
= cancerous.]

Bot. : A term applied to what is commonly
called canker in trees, which may in general
be characterized as a slow decay inducing de-
formity. The appearances are very different

in different plants, and the same plant, as the
apple, may even exhibit three or four different

varieties.

*car-cIn-o-l6g~i-cal,re [Eng. carcinolog(y)\

-ical.] Pertaining to carcinology.

* car-Cin-oT-d-gar, s- [Gr. kodkiVos (kar-
kinos) = a crab ; Aoyos (logos) =. a treatise, dis-

course.] The science which treats of the crab
and other crustaceans.

car-cin -6-ma, s. [Lat carcinoma ; from Gr.
KapKU'w/ia (karkinoma) ; from Kapa-tros (i.ar-

kinos) — a crab, a cancer.]

1. Med.: A name given to cancer, owing to

a certain resemblance which some forms of
the disease present to a crab. [Cancer,]

"When thia process commences it is in tliat stage
which has been den miuaU-d i-arcinomn, or cancer. "—
Copland : Mcrionarft of Practical Medicine.

2. Bot. : A disease in trees whefl the lwuk
separates ; an acrid sap exuding and ulcer-
ating the surrounding parts.

car-cin-om -a-toils, a. [Lat. carcinoma;
Gr. KapKlvb}p.a\karl;indma), genit. Kap/ui/ui/iaTof

(karkinomatos) ; and Eng. suff. -ous.) Of or
l>ertaining to carcinoma or cancer. (Ash, rfc.)

Car'-cln-iis, s. [Gr. KapKivos (karkinos) = a
crab, a cancer.]

1. Pathol. : A cancer.

2. Zool. : A genus of short-tailed Crustacea
Carcinus Matnas isa small crab common around
the shores of Britain. It is eaten by the poor,
but is not equal to the larger crab, Canctr
pagurus (q.v.).

card (1), s. & a. [Fr. carte ; Ital. & Sp. carta,

Ger. karte ; Dut. kaart ; from Lat. diarta;
all— paper.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

(1) Gen. : A piece of pasteboard, or material
made of several sheets of papei united,

(2) Specially :

(a) A small oblong piece of fine pasteboard,
on which is printed a person's name and
(sometimes) address, to be left by visitors
calling at a house. ^

"Our first cards were to Carabas House. My Lady'i
are returned by a great big flunky ; and I leave *ou to
fancy my pooi Betsy s disconifiture as the locU'ing-
house niriltf took in the cards, and Lady 8t Michael
drives away, though she actually saw uu nt the drxw-
inK-ruoin window. '—Thackeray : Book of Snoot, eh.
xxv iii.

(6) The same as Pestal-card (q.v.).

(c) The same as II. 1 (q.v.).

(d) The programme of auy sports, especially
races.

"The card was a pretty good one. and the stand* uin"
rings received a fair amount of patronage."—/*.{*
Telegraph, May 11, 1881.

^ On the cards : Possible. (Colloquial.)

2. Fig. : An indicator or guide.
" On life 'i vast ocean diversely we sail,

Reason the ctnl, but jwssiou is the gale."
Pope ; Muaj/ ^n Man, IL lol

% To speak by the card : To be very exact or
careful in one's words.

"How absolute the knave Is I we must mnl; by the
card, or equivocation will undo us."

—

Shakesp. : llam*
let, v. L

IL Technically

:

1. Games:

(1) One of a number of small oblong pieces

of thin pasteboard marked with divers points

and figures, and used in games of chance or

skill.

"Soon ac she spreads her baud, th' aerhd , uard
Descend, and sit on eaoh Important card.'

Pope ; Rape of the Lock. iii. 33.

If Playing-cards were probably invented in

the East. In Italy they originally bore the
name of Naibi, and they are still, in Spain
and Portugal, called Naipes, signifying, in the
Eastern languages, divination. Cards were
first painted by hand. The art of printing
cards was discovered in Germany between
1350 and 1360. It has been stated that cards
were in use in Spain in 1332. In 1387, John I.,

king of Castille, prohibited their use. In
France card-playing was practised in 1301,

and at the end of the fourteenth century we
find Charles VI. amusing himself with cards

during his sickness. The figures on modern
cards are of French origin, and are said to

have been invented between 1430 and 1461.

(2) PI. : A game played with such cards.

(3) A piece in the game of dominoes.

2. Nanit. : A circular sheet of paper on which
the points of the compass are marked.

• The very ports they blow,
All the quartern thut they know,
I' tli' shipuian's card.

"

Shaketp. : Macbeth, L 8.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

T Compounds of obvious signification

:

Card-basket, card-case, card-making, card-party,

card-playing, card-rack, card-table.

card-cutter, s. A machine for reducing
cardboard to pieces of uniform anO proper
size for cards.

card-grinding, a. (See the subjoined
compound.)

boil, boy; p6ut, J6%1; cat, fell, chorus, fain, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -In*
tian m ahan. -tion, sion m shun ; -tion. -fion= zhun* -clous, -tious, -sious %j shits, -bio, -clo. &c. = bel, cal-
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Card-grinding machine:
Mack. : A machine having a rotary emery-

wheel revolving in a central position relatively
to flats and card cylinders, which are arranged
around it.

card-leaf tree, s.

Bot. : A West Indian name for Clusla.

card-maker (it. "cardemaker.i A
maker of playing-cards.

* card-match, cardmatch, a, A
match made hy dipping pieces of card fn
melted sulphur.

"Take care that those may make the most noise who
have the least to sell ; which is very obeerrable In the
venders of cardtnatchet."—Addison.

card-press, -.

Printing : A small press adapted for printing
cards.

card-sharper, s. One who cheats at
cards.

card-sharping, a. k «. [Eng. card k
thorp, v. (q.v.).J

1. As adj. : Cheating at cards.

2. As subst. : The act or practice of cheating
at cards.

oard(2), carde, s. & a. [Fr.canfc; Dut.kaard;
Qer. Icarde ; Dan. hard*; Sw. carda; Sp.
carda ; ItaL cardo ; all from Low Lat. cardus;
Lat. carduus = a thistle, a teasel.]

A* As substantive

:

* L Ord. Lang. : The head of the thistle or
teasel used for combing wool or flax.

TX Technically:

1. Cotton & Wool Manufacture, dc :

S)
An instrument for combing wool, flax, or

x>n, to disentangle or tear apart the tus-
socks, and lay the fibres in parallel order that
they may be spun. It is a wire-brush in which
the teeth are inserted obliquely through apiece
of leather, or of cotton, linen, or indiarubber,
which is then nailed to a wooden back.
(Knight.)

"C>ird4 are instruments which serve to disentangle
the fibres of wool, cotton, or other analogous bodies,
to arrange them in an orderly lap or fleece, and there-
by prepare them to be spun into uniform threads. . . .

Carda are formed of a sheet or fillet of leather, pierced
with a multitude of small holes ; in which are im-
planted small staples of wire, with bent projecting
ends called teeth. —Pre: Dictionary of Art*. Manu-
facture*, and Mine*.

" Card*, wonunanys Instrument Cardus, ditcer-
ptculum. —Prompt. Pare.

(2) A sliver of fibre from a carding-machine.

2. Menage: A currying tool formed of a
piece of card-clothing mounted on a back with
a handle, and used as a substitute for a curry-
comb.

3. Weaving: One of the perforated paste-
boards or sheet-metal plates in the Jacquard
attachments to looms for weaving figured
fabrics.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

card-clothing, a. The garniture of a
carding-machine.

card maker (2), s. A maker of a carding
instrument.

"CardmaJter. Cardifactor.'—Prompt. Part.

"Am not I Chiistophero Sly, by occupation a card-
maker"—Shakesp. : faming of the Shrew, Induct.

card-setting, a. (See the subjoined
compound.)

Card-setting machine : A machine for setting
the bent wire teeth (dent*) in the bands or
fillets of leather, or alternate layers of cotton,
linen, and india-rubber, which form the back-
ing of the wire brush of the carding-machine.

•oard(l), v.L [Cabd(1), s.] To play at cards,
to gamble.

card (2), * oar-dyn, * kar-dyn, v t.

[Card (2), «.]

I. Lit. : To comb, to disentangle, cleanse,
and straighten wool or flax with a card.

"Cardyn wolle. Carpo."—Prompt. Par*.
" The while their wives do lit
Beside them, carding wool."

_. „ May: Virgil.

H. Figuratively:

* L To clean or clear, to expurgate.
"If it be carded with covertlse.*'—P. Plowman (M28).

"This book must be earded and purged.'*—SHelton :

Don Quixote.

* 2. To mix, mingle.
"It la an excellent drink for a consumption to be

drunk either alone, or carded with some other beer."

—

Bacon : Natural and Experimental History.

3. To scold sharply. (Scotch,)

car-danV-f-ne, s. [Gr. KapSatiivn (kardamine),
a diinin. of KapSafiov (kardamon)= water cress,
from the taste of the leaves.]

Bot. : An extensive genus of herbaceous
cruciferous plants, of which four species are
British. Cardamine praten&vt, the Cuckoo-
flower or Lady's-smock, is a common but pretty
meadow-plant, with large pale lilac flowers.
A double variety is sometimes found wild.
C. hirsuta is a common weed everywhere,
varying in size, according to soil, from six to
eighteen inches in height. The leaves and
flowers of this species form an agreeable salad.
This species produces young plants from the
leaves, all that is necessary being to place
them on a moist grassy or mossy surface.
Cardamine amara is also not unfrequent

card'-a-mom, s. [Lat. cardamomum ; from
Gr. Kapoaftwjuoi' (kardamdmon).']

1. Bot : [Amomi'm.]

2. Comm., Ac. ; The aromatic tonic seeds of
various zingiberaceous plants, as Elettaria
cardamomum, and Amomum cardamomum,
which, besides their medicinal use, form an
ingredient in curries, sauces, &c.

"The cardamom* of commerce are produced by the
Atpinia cardamomum, a plant of the order Zingl*
beraceas (Ginger-worts). In Eastern Bengal the fruit
of the A.aromaticum is similarly employed.**—Lindl ;

Vegt. Kingd. (1M7J, pp. U6-7.

3. Pharm. (pi. cardamoms) : Cardamomum is

the seed of Elettaria cardamomum, a native of
Malabar, an endogenous plant belonging to
the order Zingiberaceee. The dark-coloured
triangular seeds are contained in oblong tri-

angular capsules of a light-yellow colour. The
seeds have a fragrant odour and an aromatic
taste. They are used in the form of tincture
as an aromatic stimulant and carminative,
often given with purgative medicines to pre-
vent griping.

card board, *. [Eng. card, and board.]
Pasteboard paper stiffened by several layers
being joined together. Bristol board is all
white paper, and is made of two or more
sheets according to the thickness required.
Other qualities are made by inclosing common
thick paper between sheets ofwhite or coloured
papers of the required quality.

cardboard-press, ». A press having a
pair of rolls adapted to be closed together with
great force, and used to smooth and polish
sheets of card passed therethrough.

card'-ed, pa. par. k a. [Card (2), v.]

* card'-er (1), a. [Card (1), v.) One who is

addicted to card-playing, a gambler.
"... coggers, carder*, dicers, sellers of lands, and

bank-routs, issewe out of that lake and filthy poddell."— Woolton i Christian Manual, sign. I. vi., 1576.

card'-er (2), s. k a. [Card (2), v.]

A. As snbst, : One who, or an instrument
which, cards wool.

" The clothiers all have put off
The spinsters, carders, fullers, weavers.**

Shakesp : Henry Fill., L t
B» As adj. : (See the subjoined compound).

carder-bee, s. A social bee, Bombus
muacorum, found wild in West Europe. It Is

yellow in colour. It cards or teases out the
moss or other material to be used in* making
its nest comfortable. A file of carder-bees
stand out in a line from their nest ; the first

takes a piece of moss, teases It with its fore
legs, then poshing it under the body to the
next bee. This Becond one picks it up and
repeats the process. So does the next and the
next, till the last of the file pushes the
carded moss under its body into the nest.
The bee is one of the common British species.
One who removes its nest to a box among
flowers outside his window, and strews moss
loosely about, can see the whole carding pro-
cess carried out before his eyes.

car -di-a, s. [Gr. KapoCa (kardia) m the heart.]

Anat. : The upper orifice of the stomach,
where the oesophagus enters it.

car -di ac, *car'-dl-ack, * car -di ackc,
* car-di ake, car -di-a-cal, a. k s. [Ft.
cardiaque ; Lat. cardiacus ; Gr. «-anoYax<k (kar~
diakos) = pertaining to the heart ; KapSCa
(kardia) = the heart.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ord. Lang. : Shaped like a heart [Car- !

D1AC-WHEEL.]

IX Technically:

1. A natomy :

(1) Of or pertaining to the heart.
"These impulses act through the cardiac nerves,"—

Todd * Bowman : Physiol A nat.. vol. L, ch. 7.

(2) Of or pertaining to the upper orifice of
the stomach. (Dunglison, Webster.)

2. Med. : Applied to medicines which sot u
stimulants by exciting the action of the heart
through the stomach ; cordial, stimulant.

''The stomachick, cardiack, and dfuretick qualities
of this fountain . .

.*—Bishop Berkeley : Sirls. } 6t

B. As substantive

:

1. Medical

:

(1) A medicine which stimulates by exciting
the action of the heart through the, stomach

;

a cordial, stimulant

(2) A cardiacle.

"A eardiakylle or cardiake ; cardla, eardiaca.'-—
Cathol. Anglicum.

* 2. Bot. (of the form Cardiacke) : A plant,
Alliaria officinalis.

* cardiac-passion, s. A disorder of
the stomach, now called heartburn (q.v.).

cardiac-wheel, s.

Mech. : A heart-shaped wheel, acting as a
cam. [Heart-wheel.]

* car -dl-acke, s. [Cardiac, B. 2.]

car-dl-a-cle, * car -dy-a-cle, * 08*"-

dl-a-kylle, *, [Cardiac, a.] A disorder
or disease of the heart.

Cardyacle, Cardiaca'—Prompt. Par*.
" I have almost y-caught a cardiacle;
By corpus booties, but I have triacle."

Chaucer: The Prolog* of the Pardoner, 13,ttft-t.

car -di a-dse, s. pi [Prom Lat. cardi(um),
the typical genus, and fem. pi. adj. suff. -ada.)

Zool. : A family of the acephalous Testaceas,
with equivalve, convex, bivalve shells, having
salient summits curved towards the hinge,
which, when viewed sideways, give them the
appearance of a heart, (Craig.) [Cardium.]

t oar-di-ag'-rapli-^, $. [Gr. mapSC* (kardia)
= the heart, ypa^n (graphl) = a wilting, trea-

tise
;
ypd4>w (grapho) = to write. ]

Anat : An anatomical description of the
heart.

oar-di-ai'-fei-a (Lat .), oar'-di-al-gt (Ena. ),

s. [Gr. tcapota (kardia)= heart ; aAyoc (algo$)=
pain, from aAyew (algeo) = to suffer pain.]

Med. : The medical term for what is popu-
larly known as heartburn, a form of indiges-

tion in which there is excessive acidity and
flatulence of the stomach, attended frequently
with considerable pain and discomfort.
[Heartburn.]

"Cardiatgia chiefly occurs during the period of
digestion . . .'-Copland : Practical Medicine (InM-
gettion).

r car-dl-al'-fcic, a. [Eng. cardialgiy); -ic]

Of or pertaining to cardialgia or heartburn.

car di an dra, s. [Gr. xapSCa (kardia) = ft

heart.]

But, : A genus of Hydrangeacese, consisting
of a single species from Japan. It is a shrub

;

the anthers are heart-shaped, whence its name,

car-di cl-co sis. *. [Gr. naolU (kardia) m
the heart ; eAKwo-ts (helkosis) — suppuration,
ulceration.]

Med. : Suppuration of the heart

car-di ciir ys -ma, ?. [Gr. KapBCa (kardia)

=the heart; e5pv« (eurus)= broad.]

Med. : A morbid dilatation of the heart

car di nal, * car den-alle, *car-den-
ale, a. k's. [Fr. cardinal; Lat cardinalis;

from cardo = a hinge. A letter, professing

to have been penned by Pope Anacletus I., in

the first century, but in reality forged in the

ninth, says :—" Apostolica sedes cardo et caput

omnium Ecclesiarura a Domino est constituta;

et sicut cardine ostium regitur, sic hujus 8.

Sedis auctoritate omnes Ecclesiae regiintur."

= " The Apostolic chair has been constituted

by the Lord the hinge and head of all the

Churches ; and as a door is controlled by its

hinge, so all Churches are governed by this

Holy Chair." Pope Leo IX. joints nut the

relation in which the word cardinal stood to

the idea of a hinge :—" Clerici summie Sedis

Cardinales dicuntur, cardini utlque llli an**

ceetera moventur vicinum adhssrentes. "= " The

clerics of the supreme Chair are called Cardi-

tate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw*
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A CARDINAL.

nals, as undoubtedly adhering more nearly to

tnat hinge by which all things are moved."

—

(Trench: On the Study of Words, 2nd ed. f pp.

76, 77.).]

A. As adjective

:

1. That on whicli a thing or matter revolves

or depends ; most important, chief, principal.

2. Of a deep-red colour, less vivid than

scarlet (Used also substantively.)
'*.

. . holy men 1 thought ye,

.Upon my soul, two reverend cardinal virtues

;

But cardinal sins, and hollow hearts, I fear ya"
Shaketp. : Henry YtlL, ill. 1.

B. As substantive

:

1. Church Hist. : The highest dignitary in

the Roman Catholic Church under the Pope.

They are seventy in number, in allusion to

the seventy disciples sent out by our Lord,

and have the right of electing the Pope. They
include six cardinal bish-

ops, fifty cardinal priests,

and fourteen cardinal
deacons, who constitute

the sacred college, and are

chosen by the Pope. The
dress of a cardinal is a red
cassock, a rochet, a short
purple mantle, and a red

hat, to show that they
should be ready to shed
their blood for the Holy
See. Before the reign of

Nicolausll. in the eleventh

century, the Roman pon-
tiffs were elected by the
whole clergy of the city of

Rome, and by the promin-
ent laity—nay, even by the
body of the citizens. This
pontiff transferred the
election primarily to the cardinals, the other
parties signifying their assent, and, finally,

Alexander III., in the Third Lateran Council
(A.D. 1179), limited the election to the car-

dinals, two-thirds of whom must vote for the
person elected. This is the method of election
which still prevails.

"Good father cardinal, cry thou, amen."
Shuk'tp. I King John, iii. 1.

* 2. Ord. Lang. : A red cloak worn by women,
and so called from a supposed resemblance in
form or colour to a cardinal's cape.

" Now duffle cardinal* begin to have the ascendant."
—P. Kirktnuihael : Binfft. Statist. Aoc, xli. 468.

cardinal-beetle, *.

Entom. : Pyrochroa coccinea.

cardinal-bird, s. [Cardinal-grosbeak.]

cardinal-flower, s.

Bot. : (1) Lobelia cardinalis ; (2) Cleome car-
dinalis.

cardinal-grosbeak, s.

Ornith. : A bird (Cardinalis virginianus), a
native of North America, also called the Car-
dinal-bird. It belongs to the Coccothraustime
or Grosbeaks, a sub-family of the Fringillidge.

It is distinguished by its bright scarlet plum-
age and crested head. The male has a loud,
clear note.

cardinal-numbers, s. pi. The num-
bers one, two, three, &c, in distinction from
the ordinal numbers first, second, third, &c.

cardinal-points, s. pi. The four points
of the compass—east, west, north, and south.

cardinals cap, cardinal-flower, s.

Bot. : Ijobelia cardinalis, so called from its
resemblance in colour to a cardinal's hat.

" The Bpeciea are, 1. Greater rampions, with a crim-
lou spiked flower, commonly called the scarlet cardi-
nattjlower. 2. The blue cardi naVsJIoteer."—Miller.

cardinal-teeth, s. pi.

Conchol. : Those teeth placed immediately
behind the bases, and between the lateral
teeth, where such exist ; central teeth, those
immediately below the umbo, as in the com-
mon cockle, Cardium edulis.

•car-din-al-ate,r./. [Cardinalate, ».] To
raise to the rank of cardinal.

"What though it were granted that Panovantan was
tardhiala'ed by an intruding pope T"—Bishop Hall;
Honour of Married Clergy, § 20.

car -din al-ate, s. [Fr. cardinalat; Lat. car-
dinalatus.] The office or dignity of a cardinal

;

cardinalship.

"An ingenious cavalier, hearing that an old frfend
of his was advanced to a mrdinalate, went to con-
gratulate his eminence upon his new honour."—
L Estrange.

t car din al i tial (ti as ah), o. [Bng.

cardinal ; -itial. ] Of the rank of or pertaining
to a cardinal.

"lie raised him to the cardinalitial dignity. —
Wiseman: Live* of Four Last Popes.

t car -dln-al-ize, v.t. [Bag, cardinal; -ize.]

To raise to the office or dignity of cardinal.
" He hath, above the want of carnal popes, cardinal-

iced divers, to the bolstering up of the Borgliesian
faction."—Sheldon: Miracl-e* of Antichrist, p. 308.

car'-din-al-ly, adv. [Eng. carnal ; -ly.] A
corruption of carnally.

" Sib. Marry, sir, by my wife ; who, if she had been
a woman cardinally given, might have been accused
in fornicatii'ii.adultery.andall uncleanlinesa there.'—
Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, it. 1.

car din al ship, >. [Eng. cardinal; -ship.]

The office'or rank of a cardinal. (Bp. Hall.)

* car -ding (1),
* car -dyng, pr. par. ,a.,&s.

[Card (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. ; The act of playing at cards ;

gambling.
-ReOq. Aniiq.,

" Carding and dicing have a sort of good fellows also
going commonly in their company, as blind fortune,
stumbling chance, Ac,"

—

Ascham : Toxophilus.

card irig (2), car -dynge, pr. par., a., & s.

{Card (2), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (8ee

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or process of combing, cleaniug,

and preparing wool, &c, for spinning.

"A Cardynge: carptorium."—Cathol. Anglicum,

2. A roll of wool as it comes from the

carding-ma chine.

carding machine, s.

Woollen Manuf. : A machine for combing,
cleansing, and preparing wool, hemp, flax,

or cotton for spinning. In 1748 Lewis Paul
patented two different machines for carding.

They were not brought into extensive use

;

and twelve years afterwards Hargreaves
brought out a similar invention under the
auspices of Mr. Robert Peel, of Bamber
Bridge, grandfather of the famous Sir Robert
Peel. Arkwright subsequently introduced im-
provements. The invention of the carding-

machine has been of immense importance to

this country.

car din la, s. [From Lat. cardo (genit. car-

dinis) = a hinge.]

Pakeont.: Agenus of shells.family Cyprinidse.

No recent species. Fossil ranging from the Si-

lurian to the Inferior Oolite 71, not counting
the sub-genus Anthracosia, of which there are

forty species, extending from the Upper Silu-

rian to the Carboniferous period inclusive.

Anthracosia is the " mussel " of the " mussel-
band," which, in some places, constitutes a
marked feature of the carboniferous strata.

(Woodward £ Tate.)

oar-di-6-oar'-p6n, s. [From Gr. KapSia (kar-

did) = heart, and Kapiros (karpos) = fruit.]

Palozont. : A heart-shaped fruit, probably
gymnospermous, found in the Carboniferous
and Devonian rocks.

* car-dl-Sg'-raph-y, s. [Cardiagraphy.]

car df old, s. [From Gr. xapSia (kardia) =
the heart ; and suff. -old.]

Math. : An algebraic curve, so named by
Castellani, from its resemblance in figure to a
heart.

* car-dl-Ol'-d-gy, s. [From Gr. napSia (kar-
dia) = the heart ; and kayos (logos) = a dis-
course, treatise.]

Anat. : A treatise or discourse on the heart
and its diseases.

t car-di-om'-et-ry, s. [From Gr. Kap&la
(kardia) = the heart ; and p.erpov (metron) ~
a measure.]

Med. : The approximate measurement of
the heart of the living subject, by percussion
or auscultation.

car di 6 pneu mat ic (p silent), a. [Gr.
(capita (kardia) = the heart, and Eng. pneu-
matic (q.v.).]

Physiol. ; Having relation both to the heart
and to the air of the lungs and bronchial tubes.

cardi o sper mum, s. [From Gr. «ap5ta
(kardia) — the heart ; and o-trepfia (sperma) =
seed ; so named in allusion to the heart-
shaped scars on the seed at the point of

attachment.

Bot. : A genus of plants of the order Sa-
pindaceie (Soapworts). It consists of a number
of climbing shrubs, or herbs, mostly annuals,
having tendrils like the vine. The leaves are

twice ternate or very compound, and the leaf-

lets vary much in form. There are upwards
of a dozen species known, the greater number
of which are natives of South America. The
Common Heart-seed (Cartliospermvm haliea-

cabum), also called Winter-cherry or Ilcnrt-

pea, is a widely distributed plant, found in

all tropical countries. In the Moluccas (he
leaves are cooked and eaten as a vegetable,

and on the Malabar coast are used with castor-

oil, and taken internally for lumbago, cVc.

The root is laxative, diuretic, and demulcent
(Treas. of Bot.)

car-di-dt'-i-my^ s. [Gr. xapSia (kardia) =
a heart ; to/xtj (tome) — a cutting ; flptw (tansc)
—

. to cut.]

Surg. : Dissection of the heart

car di-so ma, s. [Gr. jcopAi'a (kardia) = a
heart ; o-G>p.a (soma) = the body.]

Zool. : A genus of decapod crustaceans,
belonging to the family Brachyura. Cardisoma
camifex is a West Indian species of land-crab
living in mangrove swamps.

car dis sa, s. [Gr. a-apoia (kardia) = a heart.]

Zool. : A sub-genus of bivalve-shelled mol-
lusca, allied to the Cardium ; the shell is heart-
shaped, and excessively compressed ; the an-
terior side truncate and often concave

;

posterior side rounded. (Cratp.)

car-di'-ta, s. [Gr. *ap5t'a (kardia) = the
heart.]

Zool. : A genus of mollusca, belonging to

the family Cyprinidae ; shell bivalve, cardi-

form, subtransverse, ribbed ; cardinal teeth,

1—0, or 2—1 ; lateral, 1—1. Recent species

known, fifty-four, chiefly from tropical seas;

fossil 170, from the Trias onward.

car-di'-tig, ft, [Gr. Kap&ia (kardia) = the

heart, and med. suff. -Uis, expressing inflam-

mation.]

Med. : Inflammation of the pericardium
and endocardium, the serous membranes
which invest the heart and line its cavities.

Carditis is usually the sequel of acute rheu-

matism, of which "it is a dangerous complica-
tion, and it is then called rheumatic carditis.

car'-di-um s. [Gr. KapSia (kardia) = the
heart ; from the shape. ]

Zool. ; The Cockle. A genus of testaceous
animals, having the shell bivalve, ventricose,

the umbones prominent, the margins crenu-

lated. Cardium edute is the Cockle (q.v.);

ft aculeatum, the Great Prickly Cockle. There
are 200 recent species known and 300 fossil,

the latter from the Upper Silurian onward.

car doon ', s. [Sp. cardon ; Fr. cardan & char-

don ; from Lat. carduus -— a thistle.]

Bot. : A plant, Cynara cardnnculus, of tl«

CARDOON.
i. Flowers. 1 Leaf.

sub-order Cynarocephalse, resembling the arti-

choke. The blanched leaves and leaf-stalks

are eaten in salads.

"In consequence, there were immense beds of the

thistle, as well as of the cardoon."—Darwin : Voyage
Round the World (en. 1870), ch. viiL, p. 148.

boll, b6y; pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon. exist. ph = f.

-Clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -cious. -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -cle, &c. = bel, ceL
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ear-dow, cur-dow, v.t [Jamieson sug-
gests Fr. cuir — leather, and duire — to

fashion, frame.] To botch, to mend, to patch,

aa a tailor. (Used in Tweeddale.)

Car'-dow-er, s. [Scotch cardow ; -er.] A
botcher or mender of old clothes.

card thistle, * carde'-this-tle (tie as

el), s. [Lat. carduus = a thistle, and Eng.
thistle.]

Bot. r A plant, Dispsacus sylvestris. (Lyte.)

car-du-a'-ce-se, s. pi [Lat. cardu(us) = a

thistle ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -acece.}

Bot. : The Thistles, a sub-order of asteroid

or composite plants, of which the Carduus, or

Thistle, is the type.

* car-due, s. [Lat. carduus.] A thistle,

teazle.

"A cardue, ether a tasil . . . sente to the cedre of

the Libaii and seide, . . ."— Wyclfffe: 2 Paralip.,
xxv. 18. (Purvey.)

Car-du-e'-lis, *. [Lat. carduelis, from car-

duus = a thistle, from its being the food of

the bird.]

Ornith. : A genus ofbirds, family FringiUidae,
and sub-family Fringillina? (True Finches).

Carduelis elegans is the Goldtineh. It is a
native of Britain, and is one of the handsomest
of our birds. [Goldfinch.] C. canaria is the
Canary-bird [Canary], and C. spinas the
Aberdevine or Siskin (q.v.).

car dun-eel lus, s. [A dimin. from Lat.
carduus.]

Bot. : A genus of the thistle group of Com-
posite. Nine species are known, all natives
of the Mediterranean district. Some are stem-
less herbs, others grow to a height of from
one to two feet.

car du us, s. [Lat.]

Bot. : The Thistle, a genus of composite
plants, comprising numerous species, many
of which are natives of Britain. About 100
species are known. Carduus lanceolatus (Spear
Thistle), is the emblem of Scotland and the
badge of the clan Stewart. C. marianus is

the Holy Thistle.

carduus benedictus, s. [Lat. benedic-

ius ss blessed ; benedico = to bless.]

Bot.: A plant, the Blessed Thistle, so called

from its supposed extreme efficacy in many
diseases. The leaves were used in medicine
as a stomachic and diaphoretic.

Care, * kare, s. & a. [A .8. cearu, caru ; O. S.

& Goth, kara ; O. H. Ger. kara ; chara= sor-

row, lamentation ; M. H. Ger. karn = to la-

ment.]

A. As substantive

:

* 1. Sorrow, grief.

" Profit of berthe is sorwe and care In lyuynge."—
Trevim, ii. 215.

** Iftr rewed of hir self ful sare
And hauid for hir Bin alik hart.'

Metrical Homilies, p. 15.

•J, Solicitude, anxiety, concern.
" I can be calm and free from care
On any shore, since God is there."

Conner : The Soul that Laves God.

3. Caution, heed (especially in the phrases,
to have a care, to take care).

"My lady praya you tohaveacareof him."—JShakesp.:
Twelfth Night, Hi. 4
"Kiug Olaf. have a care/"—Carlylt: Heroes and

Hero- worship, lect l.

4. Regard, charge, solicitude for, oversight.
" If we believe that there U a God, that takes care of

us, . .
."

—

Tillotson.

"... we, and our affairs.

Are part of a Jehovah's caret."
Cowper : A Poetical Epistle to Lady A usten.

6. The object of one's regard or solicitude.

"Flushed were his cheeks, and glowing were his eyes :

Is she thy care? is she thy care t he cries."

Drydesn : Virgil ; Ed. x. 33.

"Our fathers live (our first most tender care).

Thy good Meiicetins breathes the vital air."

Pop*: Homer; Iliad xvi. 19.

6. It is vaguely used in the sense of inclina-

tion or desire.

^ (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between care,

solicitude, and anxiety :
" These terms express

mental pain in different degrees ; care less

than solicitude, and less than anxiety. Care
consists of thought and feeling ; solicitude and
•anxiety of feeling only. Care respects the
past, present, and fnture ; solicitude and anxiety
regard the present and future. Care is directed
towards the present and absent, near or at a

distance ; solicitude and anxiety are employed

about that which is absent and at a e< rtain

distance. We are careful about the means
;

solicitous and anxious about the end ; we are
solicitous to obtain a good ; we are anxious to
avoid an evil. The cares of a parent exceed
every other in their weight. He has an un-
ceasing solicitude for the welfare of his chil-

dren, and experiences many an anxious thought
lest all his care should be lost upon them."

(2) He thus discriminates between care,

concern, and regard :
— " Care and concern con-

sist both of thought and feeling, but the latter

has less of thought than feeling; regard con-
sists of thought only. We care for a thing
which is the object of our exertions ; we con-
cern ourselves about a thing when it engages
our attention ; we have regard for a thing on
which we set some value and bestow some re-

flection. Care is altogether an active principle
;

the careful man leaves no means untried in the
pursuit of his object ; care actuates him to
personal endeavours ; it is opposed to negli-

gence. Concern is not so active in its nature ;

the person who is concerned will be contented
to see exertions made by others ; it is opposed
to indifference. Regard is only a sentiment of
the mind ; it may lead to action, but of itself

extends no farther than reflection. The busi-

ness of life is the subject of care; religion is

the grand object of concern ; the esteem of
others is an object of regard."

(3) In his view the following is the difference

between care, charge, and management

:

—" Care
will include both c/targe andmanagement ; but,

in the strict sense, it comprehends personal
labour ; charge involves responsi bility ; manage-
ment includes regulation and order. . . . Care
is employed in menial occupations, charge in

matters of trust and confidence ; management
in matters of business and experience. The
servant has care of the cattle ; an instructor
has the charge of youth ; a clerk has the man.
agement of a business." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

(4) For the distinction between care and
heed, see Heed.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

f Compounds of obvious signification :

—

Care-crazed, care-defying, care-encumbered, care-

killing, care-untroubled, care-wounded.

Care bed lair : A disconsolate situation ; as
" lying in the bed of care."

" Her heart was like to Ionp out at her mou'.
In ccsre-bed lair tot three lane hours she lay."

Rots : Helenore, p. 66.

care cake, oar-cake, * ker calk. s.

A kind of small cake baked with eggs, and
eaten on Fastern's een in different parts of

Scotland.
" The dame was still busy broiling car-cakes on the

girdle, . .
,"

—

Scott: Antiquary, ch. xxvi.

* Care Sonday, s. According to Bellen-

den, the Sunday immediately ineceding Good
Friday ; the fifth Sunday in Lent ; Passion
Sunday.

"Thus entrlt prince James in Scotland, ft come on
Care Sonday in Lenteru to Edinburgh."—Beltend. ;

Cron., xvii. i.

care taker, s. One put in charge of a
house or other property to take care of it.

•care tuned, a. Influenced or set In

motion by anxiety.
" More health and happiness betide my Hege,
Than can my cart-tuneii tongue deliver him."

Shaketp. : Jiich. II., 111. i.

care worn, careworn, a. Worn out
with care ; anxious.

"At the helm sat a youth, with countenance thought-
ful and careworn.*

Longfellow: Evangeline, ii. X.

care (1), * kare, v.i. * t. [Care, s.]

A. Intransitive :

1. To be troubled, or grieved ; to be in

trouble or grief.

" For hire love y carke aut com."'
Lyric Poetry, p. 64.

2. To be anxious or solicitous about any-
thing.

" Thinking thus of mankind. Charles naturally cared
very little what they thought of hiuL"—Macaulay

:

Hitt. Eng., ch. ii.

3. With for

:

(1) To have a liking, affection, or desire for

anything.

"The remarks are Introduced byacompliment to the
works of an author, who. I am sure, would not care/or
being praised at the expense of another's reputation."
—Addison.

"He answers, ' Well. I cart nnt/er it'"
Tennyson : Aylmer's Field. 238.

(2) To take care for, be anxious about.
"... Kara nought/or your kyng."

AlUaunder [od Ske.it). 6*3.

"... not care for as ; neither if half of us die, will
they carefor us."—2 Sam., xviii. a.

(3) To be influenced by respect or fear of any
person or tiling.

"... Master, we know that thou art true, and carest
/or no man . . ."—Mark, xii 14.

4. To be inclined or disposed towards any-
thing, to be solicitous or desirous of anything.

" Not caring to observe the wind.
Or the new sea explore." Waller.

"Shecried, 'I care not to be wife."*
Tennyson : Elaine, 031

* B. Reflexive : To trouble, worry oneself.
" Therof ue cart the nought"

Chaucer; C. T.. 8.29S.
* C. Transitive: •

1. To regard, to care for. (Scotch.)

"He will aither kave it. or els fight with you,—for
he cares you not in his Just quarrell."—Pitscottit:
Cron.. p. 301.

2. To store with care, to preserve carefully.
" The way to make honour last is to do by it as men

do by rich Jewels, not lncommon them to the everydaj
eye, but rare them up. and wear them but on festivals.
— Feltham: Resolves, i. 76. (Latham.)

care (2), v.t. [Cair.]

1. To drive. (Scotch.)

2. To rake. (Scotch.)

car e en, * car i nc, v.t. & t. fO. Pr. carine

;

Fr. carene; Lat. carina — & keel; O. Fr. ca-

riner ; Fr. cariner-=. to careen.]

A. Trans. : To cause a ship to heel over,
or lie on one side, so as to show the keel, fc*

the purpose of caulking, cleaning, or repairing.

"... he could not prevail on them to careen a
single ship."

—

Macauiay : Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

B. Intransitive:

1. To perform the operation described in I.

* 2. To be inclined to one side,

"The fleet careen'd, the wind propitious nll'd
The swelling sails.**

Shenstone : Love and Honour.

* car een age, s. [Fr. carenagt = (I) the

act of careening ; (2) a dock or place for

careening.]

1. A place for careening vessels.

2. The expense of careening vessels.

careened, * car i ned, pa. par. k a [Ca-

rl-ex, v.]
" She's come to moorage

—

To lie aside until carin'd."
UOa Sacra {Poems), p. 162 : 1641

car een' ing, pr. par. t a., & s. [Careen, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

Nant. : The act or process of causing a ship

to incline over to one side ; the operation of

exposing a part of a ship's bottom by a pur-

chase applied to the masts to tilt them later-

ally from the perpendicular. It was careening

that upset the "Royal George" in 1783 at

Spithead. {Knight.)

ca-re'er, s. [Ital. carriera-= a race-course;

*Fr. carriere = " an highway, rode or streete ;

also, a careere on horseback." (Cotgrave.)

From O. Fr. cariere s= a road for carrying

;

carier = to carry, transport in a car ; Low
Lat. carnw = a car.]

A. Ordinary Language:

1. Literally

:

* 1. A race-course ; the course on which a

race is run.
" They had run themselves too far out of breath, to

go buck again the same career. "Sidney.

2. A race, a course, swift motion.
** To give the rein, and, in the full career.
To draw the certain sword, or send the pointed

spear." Prior.

" Such combat should be made on horse,

On foaming steed, in full career."
Scott : Lay of the Last Minstrel, I». *L

XL Figuratively

:

1. A rapid course.
" What rein can hold licentious wickedness.
When down the hill he holds his flem. career

t

Shaketp. : Hen. »'., ii- 1

2. A course or line of life ; conduct
"But know that Wrath divine, when most severe.

Makes Justice still the guide of his carter"
Covper ExpotttdaUon, 711

". . . the new careers which open to the

which once gave us soldiers and sailors,

Nov. llth. 1876.

B, Falconry : A flight or tour of the bird,

-Timet,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine-, go, ptft,

•r, wore, well, work, wh©, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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about 120 yards ; if it mount higher, it is

called a double career ; if less, a demi-career.

ca-rc er, v.i. [Career, s.] To move or run
very rapidly.

" Bounds, tno, had come in midnight blast.
Of charging steeds, careering fast
Along Benharrow's shingly Bide."

Scott : The Lady of the Lake, ill. 7.

ca re or ins, ca-re'er-ln'.pr. par., a., adv.,

At s. [Career, v.]

A & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

"[Their] wings were set with eyes ; with eyes the wheels
Of beryl, and careering tires between.'

Milton : P. L., vi. TM.

C. As adv. : Cheerfully. (Scotch.)

" Syne, wi' a social glass o' strunt.
They parted art* careerin'.''

Burnt : Hattotceen, 28.

D, As subsi. ; The act of moving or running
very rapidly.

care ful, *car'-ful, *care'-iulle,a. [Eng.
care; -ful(V).~\

* 1. Of things : Causing or accompanied by
care, trouble, or anxiety.

"Thai craked the coumales with carefull dyntes."

t
Alitaunde: Nag., 285.

"By him that raised me to this careful height."
Shaketp. : Rich. III., I 8.

2. Of persons

:

* (1) Full of care, trouble, or concern ; anxi-

ous, solicitous.
" He cryed taym after with careful steuen."

Bar. Eng. A Hit. Poem* : Cleanneu, 770.

" God kepe the prisoners out of sorwe, for earful thay
were that day." Sir Ferumbras, 1,115.

t (2) With of, for, or to : Anxious, studious,
concerned.

" Behold, thou hast been carefulfor as with all this
care ; what is to be done for thee ¥ "—2 King* It. 13.

"... we are not careful to answer thee in this mat-
ter."—Dan. HI. 16.

(3) Watchful, circumspect (with (/).

"It concerns us to be careful of our conversations."
—Ray.

(4) Provident, careful, exact, attentive, heed-
ful.

" A careful student be had been
Among the woods and bills."

Wordtworth: Oak and the Broom.

T (1) Crabb thus discriminates between
careful, cautious, and provident

:

—" We are

careful to avoid mistakes, cautious to avoid
danger, provident to avoid straits and difficul-

ties. Cart is exercised in saving and retaining
what we have ; caution must be used in guard-
ing against the evils that may be ; providence
must be employed in supplying the good or
guarding against the contingent evils of the
future. Care consists in the use of means, in

the exercise of the faculties for the attaiumeut
of an end ; a careful person omits nothing.
Caution consists rather in abstaining from
action ; a cautious person will not act where
he ought not. Providence respects the use of
things ; it is both care and caution in the
management of property ; a provident person
acts for the future by abstaining for the
present" (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

(2) Careful and attentive are thus distin-

guished :—" These epithets denote a fixed-

ness of mind : we are attentive in order to
understand and improve ; we are careful to
avoid mistakes. An attentive scholar profits

by what is told him in learning his task ; a
careful scholar performs his exercises cor-

rectly. Attentive respects matters of judg-
ment ; care relates to mechanical action : we
listen attentively ; we read or write carefully."

care'-ful-l^, * care ful lichc, * car ful
11, adv. [Eng. careful ; -ly.]

* 1. In a manner exhibiting care or anxiety.
" For the inhabitant of Harotb waited carefully for

good . .
."—Mic i. 12.

" CarfulU to the king criande sche saide."
WUt. o/ Palerne, 4,347.

2. Attentively, needfully, cautiously, with
exactness and care.

" Sons, let it be yonr charge, as it is ours.
To tend the emperor's person carefully."

Shaketp. : Titut Andronicut, ii. 2.

" Some hundreds of athletic youths, carefully selec-
ted, were set apart, . .

. "

—

Macaulay ; Hitt. Eng.,
ch. xxiii.

care ful ness, * care ful ncsse, * car
ful-nesse, *. [Eng. cartful; -ness.]

* 1. Anxiety, solicitude, concern, vigilance.
" Carefulneste. SoU'tcitude."—Palsgrave. ,
"The death of Selymus was, with all carefulnett,

concealed by Ferhates."—Knollet.

2. Exactness, attention.

* car cine. s. [Carrion.]

care -less, * care lesse, * care -Ids, a-

[Eng. care; and -less.)

1. Ofjiei'eons: Free from care or solicitude
;

unconcerned, heedless, thoughtless.
" If you return—ah why these long delays ?

Poor Sappho dies, while careleuThaou stays."
Pope ; Sappho to Phaon, 248-9.

" Dryden . . . Blghed for the gulden days of the
careleu and good-natured Charles."—Macaulay; Hitt.

Eng., ch. viii.

*[ With of or about before the object ne-

glected or disregarded.
"He Is held

In silly dotage on created things.
Careleu af their Creator.

"

Cowper : Taik, v. 587.

" A woman, the more curious she is about her face,

is commonly the more careleu about her house."

—

Ben
Jonton.

2. Of things:

(1) Cheerful, undisturbed.
" In ray cheerful morn of life,

When uurs'd by careleu solitude I llv'd."
Thomson

"To me myself, for some three careleu nioous,
The summer pilot of an empty heart"

Tennyson : The Gardiner's Daughter.

(2) Done or uttered thoughtlessly, or with-

out care.
" The freedom of saying as many careleu things as

other people, without being so severely remarked
upon."—Pope.
* (3) Not according to art ; rude.

"He framed the careleu rhyme."

—

Beattie.

*(4) Not cared for ; neglected.

"Their many wounds and careleue harmea,"
Spenter : F. O., IV. Iv. 88.

careless-ordered, a. Laid out so as to
look carelessly or negligently arranged.

"All round a careleu-ordered garden."
Tennyton : To Maurice, 15.

care'-less-l^, adv. [Eng. careless; -ly.] In
a careless manner, without care. (Waller.)

care less-ness, * care -les nes, s. [Eng.
careless ; -ness.] The quality of being careless,

or without care ; heedlessness, want of care,

negligence.
" I who at sometimes spend, at others spare.
Divided between careleuneu and care"

Pope i fat ire*, vi. 291.

" And o'er the spot the crowd may tread
In careleuneu or mirth."

Byron : Ami thou art Dead, at Young at Fair.

* car -en -cy, s. [Lat. carentia, neut. pi. of
carens, pr. par. of careo = to be without, to
want.] A want, lack.

"This sense of dereliction and carency of Divine
favour for the time, it was the Father's pleasure to
have it so."—Bp. Richardson: On the Old Testament,
1655, p. 185.

* car-en e (1), s. [LowLat. carena.] [Quaran-
tine.] A fast of forty days on bread and
water.

t ca rene (2), a. [Lat. carenum, from Gr.
Kapuivov (karoinon), koqvvqv (karunon).] A
sweet wine boiled down.

* o&r'-Sn-tane, s. [Quarantine.] A papal
indulgence, multiplying the remission of pen-
ance by forties.

"In the church of St. Vitus and Modestus, there
are, for every day in the year, seven thousand years,

and seven thousand oarenta-net of pardon."— Bp.
Taylor : Dittuative again*' Popery.

ca-ress', v.t. [Caress, s. In Fr. caresser

;

Ital. carezzare.]

1. Lit. : To fondle, embrace, treat with
kindness and affection.

2. Fig. ; To court, flatter.

" They whom the world carettm most
Have no such privilege to boast."

viii.; Looking upward*

"All political parties esteemed and careued him."—
Macaulay: Hut. Eng., ch. viii.

Crabb thus distinguishes between caress and
fondle :

—" Both these terms mark a species of

endearment. . . . We caress by words or

actions; we fondle by actions only." (Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

ca-ress', i. [Fr. caresse = a cheering, cherish-

ing ; caresser = to cherish, hug, make much
of (Cotgrave) ; Ital . carezza ; Low Lat. caritia
— dearness, value ; earns = dear, valuable,

Cf. Ir. cara — a friend ; caraim = to love.]

1. JAt. : An embrace, a fondling, an act of
affection and endearment.

" He, she knew, would intermix
Grateful digressions, and solve high dispute
With conjugal careurt."

Milton : Par. Lott, via 66.

" The common people crowded to gaze on him where-
ever he moved, and almost stifled him with rough
caresses."— Macaulay : Hitt. Eng., cb. xv.

2. Fig. : Flattery, courting.

''.
. . he exerted himself to win by indulgence and

curette* the hearts of all who were under his com-
mand."—Macaulay: Hitt. Eng., ch. xvll.

ca-res'sed, pa. par. & a. [Caress, v.]

ca-ress -ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Caress, r.]

A »t B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

"... his caressing manners, his power of insinua-
tion, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

C. As subst. : The act of fondling or em-
bracing ; a caress.

caress'-Ing-l$r, adv. [Eng. caressing; -ly.]

In a caressing or fond manner ; fondly, lov-

ingly.

"It was evidently a case of love at first Bight, for
he swam about the new-comer caressingly, . .

."—
Darwin: Detcent of Man (1871), pt. ii., ch. xiv., voLU.,
p. 115.

oar'-et, s. [Lat. caret; 3rd pers. sing. pres.

indie, of careo = to be wanting, or lacking.] A
mark [a] used to show that some words omitted
in the line, and inserted in the margin or
above the line, should be read in that place.

car ex (pi. car'-I-ces, used in speaking of

individuals of the genus), s. [Lat. carex = a
sedge, a rush.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, of the natural order
Cyperaeea} (Sedges). It is more numerous in
British species than any other genus, nearly
seventy figuring in the flora of Great Britain.
There are also numerous foreign species in

cold, damp climates, the genus Cyperus
taking the place of Carex in the tropics.

Carices are innutritious to cattle. Carex
arenaria binds together the sand of the sea-

shore. Its rootstock, with those of C. dis-

ticha and C. hirta, is used under the name of
German sarsaparilla in skiu diseases and in

secondary syphilis, being reputed to be dia-

phoretic and diuretic. The Laplanders protect
their hands and feet against frost-bites by
placing the leaves of C. sylvatica in their gloves
and shoes. The leaves of some species are

used for tying the hops to the poles in English
hop-grounds, and in Italy they are placed be-
tween the staves of wine casks, are woven over
Florence flasks, and sometimes used for making
chair bottoms.

car'-ey-a, s. [Named after Rev. Dr. W. Carey,
of Seraihpore, an Indian botanist and mis-
sionary. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Barringtoniaceae or Barringtoniads. The
species are trees from India and Australia.

They have large-stalked, serrate, and obovate
leaves, large red or greenish-yeHow flowers, in

spikes or corymbs. Careya arborea has an eat-

able fruit, of which, however, the seeds are

suspicions. Its bark is made into rough cord-

age or into slow-matches for firelocks. Its

wood, which may be polished like mahogany,
is made into boxes, &c. The bark of C.

spharrioa, a Malay species, is also used for

cordage.

* carf, * carfe, v.t. [Carve, v.]

" Carf him of fet and honde."—Robert of Gloucester,

p. 660.

car fax, * car fowgh, * car ioultcs, s.

[O. Fr. carrefor, carrefourgs, quarrcjour, from
Lat. quadrifurcus = having four forks or

spurs. The first form still survives as a
place-name in the city of Oxford.]

1. A place where four roads meet.

"No place thei had, neither carfouket non.
Romance of Partenay, 1829.

2. A place where any number of roads meet.

"Thau thei enbusshed hem ageiu a carfowgh of vi.

weves."— Merlin, i. ii. 27S.

carfe, * carffe, s. [Carve, s.]

* L A cut, a wound.

2. A cut in timber, for admitting another

piece ofwood, or any other substance. (Scotch.)

car-fin, «. [Carbin.]

car fud die, cur-fuf-fle, v.t. [Of obscure

origin.] To disorder, tumble, discompose.

(Scotch.)

car-fud-dle, car-fuf-fle, s. [Carpuddle,
Curfoffle, v.] A tremor, alarm, agitation.

(Scotch.)

"•Weel, Robin,' said his helpmate calmly 'ye

needna put yourael into ony carfujle about the matter

;

ye shall hae ita' your ain gate." -Petticoat Talet, L 833.

* car'-ful, * car'-follo, a. [Careful.]

b6iX bo*^; pc^ut, je%l; cat, cell, chorus, ffttft, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing,

-clan, -tian - shan. tion, Htion = shun: -flon, -$ion == zhun. -tious, -sious. -clous -shus. -ble, -die, &c — bel, dej.
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• oar-ga-sdn, s. [Sp. cargason.] A cargo.

"My body La a cargaion of 111 humour*"—Bowel

:

Lett.

* cargo, > [Charge.]
" He had leuer baiff had him at his large.

Fre till our croim, than off fyne gold to carge.
Wyntoun. viiL 396.

car gil 11 a, s. [Named after Dr. Cargil, of

Aberdeen.]

Bot. : A genus of the ebony family (Eben-

acete), natives of tropical Eastern Australia.

Two species are known ; trees with alternate

leathery oblong obtuse entire leaves. The
fruits are abundant, and are eaten by the

natives.

car -go, s. A a. [Sp. cargo, cargo. — a burden,

freight ; Fr. charge ; from Low Lat. carrico —
to load, from Lat. carrus = a car.]

A. As subst. : A freight ; the merchandise

or goods loaded into and conveyed in a ship.

"Thus going to market, we kindly prepare
A pretty black cargo of African ware."

Cowper.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

cargo-jack, s.

Naut. : An implement like a lifting-jack, but

sometimes used upon its side for stowing heavy

cargo.

cargo-port, -.

Naut. : An opening in the side of vessels

having two or more decks, through which the

lading is received and delivered. It is closed

by a shutter, and made watertight before pro-

ceeding to sea.

oar-goose, gar -goose, s. [Etym. doubt-

ful. Gael. & Ir. cir, cior = a crest, comb

;

Dr. Murray thinks the first element the same
as that in earr-awallow (q.v.).]

Ornith. : A fowl belonging to the Colymbus
or diver family, the Podiceps cristatus or

Crested Grebe. It is about the size of a goose.

car'-i-a-cdu, car'-Ja-cou, n. [See def.j

Zool: The native name of some species of

South American deer, now used as a popular

name for all deer of the genus Cariacus.

ca-ri'-a-CUS, $. [Latinized from cariacou

(q.v.).]

Zool. : An American genus of Cervide, of

which the mule-deer (q.v.) is the type.

* car -iage, 5- [Carriage]

car-I-a'-ma, sar-I-a'-ma, s. [Port., from
the Brazilian Seriema or Ceriema.]

Ornith. : A bird, a native of Brazil and
Paraguay, the Pulamedea cristata of Gmelin,
Dicholoptrus cristatus of Illiger, and Cariaina

cristata of some other ornithologists. It is of

most retired habits. It is doubtful to what
family it belongs, resembling, as it does in

various points, the Grallatores, the Struthion-

idse, and the Gallinace». The head is crested.

* car I are, * car y-are, s. [Carrier.]

* car'-I-a-t^d, a. [Lat. caries = a decay or

ulceration of a tooth.] Affected with caries ;

carious.

car i-at -Ides, 1. pi. [Caryatides.]

Car -11>, s. [Sp. carib = a cruel, barbarous
man. Probably a corruption of carina, cat-

Una, and callinago, the native name of the
race described below.]

Ethnol. : An American-Indian race formerly
inhabiting part of the West Indies, but now
nearly extinct.

Car i bse an, Car-Ib-be'-an,s. [FromSp.
carib, and Eng., &c, suff. ~cean\] Pertaining to

the Caribsorthe region which they inhabited.

% Caribaxin bark : The bark of a plant,

Exoslemma jtoribundum, one of the Cinchon-
acese. (Treas. 0/ Bot.) It is also known as

Piton bark.

car -I boo, car'-i-bon, «. [K. Amer. Ind.]

Zool. : Rangi/er caribou, the wild variety of
the Reindeer (q.v.). It has never been domesti-
cated, but is hunted for its venison.

"The caribou deer of America, who have to contend
till more with deep snow than the reindeer of the old
continent, have their noma broader and better adapted
to the purpose ; besides, both varieties, in addition to
these natural shovels, have broad feet, not only to
oustain them better on the snow, but also to clear it

away. "—Swainton : Natural Bittory of Quadruped*,
|2tt.

car'-I-ca, s. [From Caria, a district of Asia
Minor, whence it was supposed to have come.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of

the order of Papayads (Papayaceai). It eon-

tains about ten species, all natives of tropical

America. They are small trees without
branches, and with large, variously-lobed

leaves, resembling those of some kinds of

palm. They exude an acrid, milky juice when
wounded. The most remarkable spen.-s is

the Carica Papaya, the Papaw-tree, a small

tree, seldom above twenty feet high, with a

stem about a foot in diameter, tapering gradu-
ally to the top, where it is about four or five

inches. The fruit is of a dingy orange-yellow
colour, oblong, about ten inches long by three

or four broad. The juice of this tree is be-

lieved in the West Indies to have the re-

markable property of rendering the toughest
meat tender, and even the flesh of pigs or
poultry fed on the fruit or leaves is certain to

be tender. The ripe fruit is made into sauce
or preserved in sugar, and the juice of the
unripe fruit is used to remove freckles. The
leaves are employed as a substitute for soap.

C. digiiata, a tree which grows in Brazil,

where it is called chamburu, is regarded almost
with superstitious awe as a deadly poison.

car'-i-ca-ture, * car-I-ca-tiir'-a, t. [Ital.

caricatura = a satirical picture, one over-

loaded with exaggeration ; from caricare = to

load ; Low Lat. carrico — to load ; carrus = a

car.]

1, A drawing or picture of a person in which
certain points are so exaggerated as to give a
ludicrous effect to the whole.

" From all these hands we have such draughts of

mankind as are represented in those burlesque pictures
which the Italians call caricatura*; where the art
consists in preserving, amidst distorted proportions
and aggravated features, some distinguishing likeness
of the person, but in such a manner as to transform
the most agreeable tieauty into the most odious mon-
ster."—Spectator. No 5S7.

". ... a hideous caricature of the most graceful and
majestic of princes, was dragged about Westminster
in a chariot —ilacaulay : But. Eng. , ch. xvi.

* 2. A parody of a book.

"A new exhibition in English of the French carica-
Cure of this most valuable biographer . .

."— Warton :

BUt. of Eng. Poet., iii. Diss., p. zx.

caricature-likeness, s. A representa-

tion of a person which is a likeness and yet a

caricature. Example, the prominent political

personages as represented in the comic papers.

"When on the wing it presents in its manner of

flight and general appearance t, carimture-likenett of

the common swallow."—barwin: Voyage round the
World (ed. 1870), ch. vii., p. 130.

caricature plant , s.

Bot. : Graptophyllum hortense, an acan-

thaceous plant from the Indian Archipelago.

The popular name refers to the fact that the

leaf-markings often present grotesque resem-

blances to the human profile.

car-i-ca-tu'ro, v.t. [Caricature, «.] To
represent in caricature.

" He could draw an ill face, or caricature a good one,
with a masterly hand."— Lord Lyttelton,

car i-ca-tu'red, pa. par. or a. [Caricature,
v.)

car-i-ca-tur -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Cari-

cature, v.)

A&B. As pr. par. k particip. adj. : (See

the verb.)

C. As subst. : The act or art of representing

in caricature.

car-I-ca-ttir'-ist, s. [Eng. caricature ; -tit.)

One wllo caricatures others.
" In this resi«ct at least Cruikahauk might claim

to be superior to Hogarth, and his inferiority in other
respects is not so signal that they may not l>e named
together as the two greatest caricaturitu that England
has possessed. "—Time*, Feb. 2, 1878.

* car-i-<sdg'-raph-y, s. [Lat cartx (genit.

caricis), and Gr. -ypadM? (graphi) — a writing,

treatise, ypdjn* (grapho) = to write.] A dis-

course or treatise on the plants belonging to

the Carex or Sedge genus.

car'-ic-ous, o. [Lat. caric(a) = a fig, and
Eng. suff. -ous.] Of or pertaining to a tig ; re-

sembling a fig in shape, as a caricous tumour.

car-ie, a. [Perliaps the same as Eng. chary.]

Soft. (Scotch. )

1 car-ie, *car-l-en, v. [Carry.]

Cfir'-i-es, s. [Lat. caries.]

1. Ord. Lang.: Rottenness, decay, mortifi-

cation, especially that which is peculiar to %

bone or the teeth.

"Fistulas of a iong continuance, are, for the Den*t
part, accompanied with ulcerations of the gland, and
cariei in the bone."

—

WUeman : Surgery.

2. Bot. : Decay of the walls of the cells and

carillon (prun. car i yon), s. [Fr. rar
illon, carrillon ~ a chime of four bells ; Lat.
quadrilio, from quatuor = four.]

1. A set of bells so hung and arranged as to

be capable of being played upon by manual
action or by machinery. (Grove : Diet. Music.)

2 An air or melody arranged for or played
on a set of such bells.

" And every night the dance and feast and song
Shared with young boon companions, marked the

time
As with a carillon'* exulting chime."

Bon. Mr*. Norton . The Lady of Oaray o.

3. A small musical instrument, or append-
age to a musical instrument, producing bell-

like effects.

car-i'-na, s. [Lat. carina = a keel.]

Botany

:

1. The two partially-united lower petals

of papilionaceous
flowers ; the three

anterior in a milk-
wort or similar
flower. Also the
thin, sharp back of
certain parts, as
that of a glume of

Phalaris, &c.

2. The median
ridge on the meri-
carp of an umbelli-
ferous fruit. (ThonU.)

_ ,_ i. Of papilionaceous flower
t Car-1 nal, a. [Car- 2 . f Milkwort, a Of Phalaris.

in(a) ; -al.] Per-
taining to the carina ; resembling a keel,

"In flowers, such as those of the Pea. one of tbt

parts, the vexillum, is often large and folded over the
others, giving rise to vexillary activation, or the

carina mav perform a similar part, and then the
(estivation is carinal."—Balfour: Botany, p. 180.

car-ln-ar'-i-a, s. [Lat carin(a) = a keel, aud
neut, pi. adj. "suff. -aria.]

Zool. : A genus of heteropodous Mol-

lusca, having the heart, liver, and organs of

generation covered by a slender, symmetrical,

and conical shell, the point of which is bent

backwards, and frequently relieved by a crest,

under the anterior edge of which float the

feathers of the branchiae. (Craig.) It belongs

to the order Nucleobranchiata and the family

Firolidse. The species are found far out upon

the ocean, where they feed upon floating me-

dusas and other Acalephae. Eight are known
recent, and one fossil, from the miocene of

Turin. A recent carinaria was once worth

100 guineas, now it sells at one shilling.

(Woodward, ed. Tate.)

car I-na tse, s. pi. [Lat. f. pi. of cannatus m
keeled, from carina = a keel.]

Ornith. : A division of birds instituted by

MeiTem, and adopted by Huxley in 1S67.

They have the sternum raised into a n

ridge or keel. To it belong all ordinary birds,

those ranked under his other two ordew,

Ratitee and Sanrune, being of an abnormal or

aberrant character.

car -In-ate, car'-ln-a-tSd, a. [liat. carina-

tus, from carina = a keel.]

1. Bot. : Bent or crooked like the keel of a

ship, as the folium and nectarium carinatum —
a keeled leaf and nectary, i.e., having a longitu-

dinal prominence upon the back like the keel

of a ship.
*

2. Conchol.: Having a longitudinal promin-

ence resembling a keet

3. Belonging to the Carinatse (q.v.), as S

carinate bird.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
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Car-i-na'-to, a., in compos. [From Lat. c«rt-

natus = keeled.]

earinato plicate, a.

Bot. : So folded that each fold resembles a
keel. Example, the peristome of some uru-

mosses (Bryacere).

car-In-e'-a, s. [Lat. carin(a) — a. keel, and
neut. pi. adj. stiff, -ea.]

Zool. : A genus of the Cyprteidse or Cowry
family, in which the shell is oblong; the ex-
tremities are not produced ; the aperture is

nearly straight, almost central, contracted
above, and very effuse below ; and the lips are

equal, the outer being slightly toothed. (Craig.)

oar -Ing, pr. par., a., 4 s. [Care, v.]

A. & B. As pr, par. & partidp adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C, As subst. : The act of taking care, or
thought ; care, carefulness.

"If the eod of Indolence is a mightier deity with
you than the nod of caring for one, tell me, and I won't
dun you . . . '—Horace Walpole: Lettert, 1. 39.

Car-I-nId'~6-a, $. [Lat, carina = a keel ; Gr.
«*5o« (eidos) = "fonn, appearance.]

Zool. ; A genus of univalve Mollusca, be-
longing to the Trochidse or Top-shells. It is

placed by Swainson next to the Trochus, and
is so named from the basal whorl being carin-

ated round its circumference. (Craig.)

r-In^thi-ail, a. [From Carinthi(a), and
fcng., &c, sufr. -an.] Pertaining to Carinthia,
a duchy of the Austrian empire, noted for its

mines.

Carinthian method of smelting silver;

Metal. : A reduction by roasting of galena
with a little silver in it. It was first prac-
tised in Carinthia. (Rossiter.)

. r In. thin, car-In -thine, s. [From the
"place where it is found.] [Carinthian.]

Min. ; By some described as a variety of
angite, or of hornblende, of a dark-green or
black colour, occurring at Saualpe in Carin-
thia. Sp. gr. 3-08—3-10. A sub-variety of
Amphibole (Dana), a variety of Hornblende
(Brit. Mus. Cat.). Hornblende is placed by
Dana under his great genus Amphibole.

tcar'-I-ole, s. [Fr. cariole ; Sp. carriola ; Ital.

carriuola, diinin. of carro ; Lat. carrus = a
car.] [Carry-all.]

1. A small and light open carriage, some-

what resembling a calash, but having only
one seat, and drawn by one horse.

"A person touching the earth only by ... , the
points of contact of the wheels of his cariole, may not
be sensible to a very considerable vibration, Ac."—S.
Laing : Residence in Norway, ch. iiL

2, A covered cart.

3. A kind of calash. (Knight.)

-I-6n, 5. [Carrion.]
"A Carton; cadauer, /unite, funtistulum, Ac"—

Cuthol. Anglicum.

car-iop'-sis, s. [Caryopsis.]

* car-i-os'-i-t^, s. [Lat. cariositas, from
caries.] [Caries.] The quality or state of being
carious or affected with caries.

"This is too general, taking in allcartorifyand ulcers
of the bones."— Wiseman ; Surgery.

* car i-ous, a. [Lat. cariosus = rotten, from
caries.] [Caries.] Affected with caries ; rotten.

*
Car'-i-ous-ness, s. [Eng. carious; -ness.]
The quality or state of being carious; cariosity.

i
Car -Is, s. [Gr. Kapt's (karis) = a shrimp,

j

a prawn.]

I Entom. ; A genus of round-bodied spiders,
belonging to the order Tracheariae and the
tribe Acaridea

'car-Is'-sa,*. [In Mahratta, korinda. Proba-

bly from Sanscrit, there being various similar
names of plants in that tongue.]

Bot. ; A genus of plants, order Apocynacese.
Carissa Carandas furnishes a substitute for
red currant jelly. It is used in India for
fences, for which its thorny character renders
it well adapted.

* 0&r -X-tjf, s. [Lat. caritas.]

1. Dearness.

2. [Charity.]

*cark(l), * carke, *karke, [A.S. cearc,
care; Icel. kargr.] Care, trouble, anxiety.

" Now I see that all the cart
Shall fallen on inyn heed."

Gantelyn, "54.

" He downe did lay
His heavie bead, devoide of careful carke."

Spenser: F. Q., I. L 44.

oark (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A load or
weight, originally of wool, and = 40 tod.

* cark, * carke, * cark-en, v.t. & i. [A.S.
(be)carcan

t
(be)ceardan.]

A. Trans. : To trouble, grieve.
" Ala men warcarted al wit car."—Metrical Homilies,

p. xviii.

"Thee nor carketh care nor slander."
Tennyson : A Dirge, 2.

B. Intrans. ; Tc be troubled in mind, to be
grieved or anxious.

" She began to carke and care.

"

Squyr of Lowe Degre, 924.

" What can be vainer, than to lavish out our lives in
the search of trifles, and to lie carking fur the unpro-
fitable goods of this world T "--L'Estrange.

cark'-a-net, s. [Carcanet.]

' car-kas, * car-keys, s. [Carcass.]

* cark-et, s. [Carcat.]

* cark ing, pr. par., a., A; s. [Cark, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partidp. adj. : (See
the verb).

" I do find what a blessing Is chanced to my life, from
such muddy abundance of carking agonies, to states
which still be adherent. "—Sidney

.

"At his dull desk, amid his legers stall'd.
Ate up with carking care and penury, , .

."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, i. 60.

C. As subst. : The act of grieving or causing
anxiety ; the state of being grieved or anxious.

" Nothing can supersede our own carkings and con-
trivances for ourselves, but the assurance that God
cares for us."—Decay of Piety.

car kin ing, s. [Carcat.] A collar. (Scotch.)
(Houtate.)

* carl, * carle, * karl, s. k a. [A.S. ceorl

;

Dut. karel = a clown ; Dan. & Sw. karl; Icel.
karl = a man ; O. H. Ger. charal ; Ger. kerl.]
[Churl.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A man.
"The mellere was a stent carl for the none*."

Chaucer: C. T., 54".

T[ Carl and Cavel: An honest man and a
rogue. (Proverbial.) (Scotch.)*

2. A rough country fellow ; a churl, a
boor, a gruff old man.
" Peace, cartes, I commauude." Towiiley Mytt., p. 172.

" The cursed carl was at his wonted trade,
Still tempting heedless men Into his snare."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, H 40.

3. A kind of hemp. [Carl-hemp.J
" The Amble to spin and the karl for hlr seede."

Taster: May's Husbandry.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

carl-cat, s. A male cat.

carl-crab, * carle-crab, s.

Zool. : The male of the Black-clawed crab,
Cancer pagurus. (Linn.)

"Cancer marinus vulgaris, the common sea-crab;
onr fishers call it a Tartan; the male they call the
Carle crab, and the female the Baulster crab."—Sihb .-

Fife, p. 132.

carl doddie, s. [Scotch doddie is =
bald.] A flower stalk of Rib-grass (Plantago
Janceolata).

carl-hemp, * carle-hemp, * charle
nempe, s. [Churl-hemp.]

1. Lit. : The male hemp, but the name was
fiven In the 16th century to what is now
uown to be the female plant
"The male is called Charle Hemp* and Winter

Hempe; the Female Barren Hempe and Sommer
Hempe."—Gerarde: Herball, p. »72.

2. Fig. : Used tor strength or firmness of
mind.

" Come, Firm Resolve, take thou the van
;Thou stalk o' carl-hemp in man !

"

Barns : To Dr. Blacklock.

carl's cress, carl's cress, t, The
same as Churl's cress (q.v.).

* carl, * carle, v.i. [Carl, s.) To act as a
churl ; to be gruff or rough.

"They [old personal, carte many times as they sit,

and talke to themselves ; they are angry, waspish, dis-
pleased with every thing."—Burton ; Anat.of Met., p. by.

car le man ni a, s. [Named after Dr. C.
Leman, whose herbarium is now in the pos-
session of the University of Cambridge.]

Bot. : A genus of cinchonaceous plants, con-
sisting of a single species, a native of Khasia
and the Himalayas. It has leaves with saw-
toothed margins and minute stipules; the
flower is four-parted, with only two stameng.
(Treas. of Bot., dc.)

car -let, s. [Fr. carrelet = a square lile, a
three-edged sword.] A three-square, single
cut file or float used by comb-makers.

car' lie, * [D»n - of «""' (l- V )J (Scotch.)

1. A little man. (Cleland.)

2. A boy who has the appearance or manners
of an old mau. (Gall.)

carlin, car-line (1), car-ling (1), s.

[Feminine of carle.] A woman of gruff, dis-

agreeable manners; a contemptuous term for
an old woman.

" But what can all them to bury the auld carlin in
the night time?"—Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxvi.

car-li'-na, s. [Carline.]

Bot. : A genus of composite plants, sub-order
Tubulifene, tribe Cynareee, and sub-tribe
Carlinete. Carlina vulgaris is the Carline-
thistle (q.v.). It is the only species of the
genus wild in Britain. C. acaulis was for-
merly used in incantations. Its bark abounds
in resinous matter, and a strong-scented bitter
caustic oil, which acts as a drastic purgative.
G. gummi/era, called by the Greeks tfia (ixia)
or t£iVij (ixine), has from time immemorial been
used as an anthelmintic, whilst its great fleshy
roots and its flowerheads yield a gum which
hardens into tears like m'astich. The root,
when fresh, is said to be injurious to man and
to the inferior animals, but the fleshy recepta-
cles of the flower, preserved with honey and
sugar, are eaten. (Limlley, <&c.)

car line (2). car-6-line, s. [Fr. carlin;
Ital. carlino ; from Carlo (Charles) VI. of
Naples.] A silver coin current in some parts
of Italy. It is worth about threepence half-
penny.

car line (3), «. & a. [Carolines, adj. of Caro-
lus = Charles.] A word constituting the first

element in the subjoined compound.

CARLINE THISTLE.

carline-thistle, s. A kind of thistle,

Carlina vulgaris. Named, according to the
legend, after Charles the Great (Charlemagne),
to whom it was pointed out by an angel as the
cure for a pestilence which had broken out in

bis army. It is found, though iarely, wild in

Britain.

car -line (4), car'-ling (2), s. [Fr, carlingue,

escarlingue; Sp., Port., & Ital. carlina.]

Ship-building (in the plural): Pieces of

timber about five inches square, lying fore and
aft, along from one beam to another. On and
athwart these the ledges rest, whereon the

planks of the deck and other portions of car-

pentry are made fast. The carlines have their

ends let into the beams, called " culver-tail-

•fcSil, bo"^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. pb = £,
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wise," or scored in pigeon fashion. There are

other carlines of a subordinate character.

(Smyth.)

carline-knees, carling knees, s. pt.

Ship-building : Tiniliers going athwart the

ship from the sides to the hatchway, serving to

sustain the deck on both sides.

car'-ling 1 3), s. [Etym. doubtful.] Thename
of a fish (Fife) ; supposed to be the Pogge,

Coitus cataphractus (Linn.).

carling (4), s. [Prob. from care, s.]

1. Carling Sunday, another form of Care

Sunday (q.v.).

2. (PI.): Grey peas steeped all night is

water and fried next day in butter. It was a

Scots custom to eat such peas on Passion (or

Carling) Sunday, hence the name.
"Wtth sybows, and ryfarts, and carUngt,
That are both sodden aud ra."

RitMon i Scotch Sengs, J. 21.

* carl Ish (Eng.), * car lage, * carl ich
(Scotch), a, [O. Eng. carl = churl, and surf.

•ish.] Churlish, rough, rude.
" Bat scho can netir the corchat clelf,

For harshnea of hlr carlich throt."
Dunbar ; Bannatyne Poems, p. 64.

* carl -lah-ness, s. [O. Eng. carlish; -nest.]

Churlishness. (Huloet.)

carl'-Ism, s, [ Fr. carlisme, from Sp. Carlismo

;

8p. Carlos = Charles. 1 The cause of the

French or Spanish Carlists ; adherence to

such cause.

car! -1st, s. & a. [Carusm.]

A. As substantive

:

* 1. An adherent of Charles X. of France.

[Legitimist, S.J

2. A supporter or adherent of Don Carlos

de Bourbon (d. 1855), second son of Charles

IV. of 8pain, who claimed to be entitled to

the throne instead of his niece, Isabella, who
was proclaimed in 1833. The second Don
Carlos died in 1861, and the hopes of the third

were crushed by the defeat, in 1876, of his

supporters in the Basque provinces. In 1881

he was expelled from France, and took refuge

in England.

oar-look (1), «. [Fr. carlocJc ; from Russ. kar-

luck.\ A sort of isinglass prepared from the

bladder of the sturgeon, and used for clarify-

ing wine.

* oar-look (2), s. [Charlock.]

* carl 6t, s. [O. Eng. car?, and dim. suff. -oi

= -et.] A churl, a rough fellow, a boor.
" And he hath bought the cottage and the bounds,
That the old carlot once was master of."

i. .- At You lAks It, ill. &.

Carl-6-vin' gi-an, a. [Fr. carlovingien.]

Pertaining to or descended from Charlemagne.

Carls-bad, s. [The name of a town in Bo-
hemia, celebrated for its mineral waters.]

Carlsbad-twins, *. pi
Geol. : Large felspar crystals which are por-

fhyritically embodied in a regularly consti-

uted rock, as in the granite of Carlsbad in

Bohemia, and the granite of some parts of
Cornwall. (Ure.)

Car-lu-ddV-I-ca, s. [Named after Charles
IV. of Spain and his queen Louisa.]

Bot. : A genus of plants placed by Lindley in

the order Pandanaceee (Screw-pines). The
species are found in the tropical parts of South
America, The " Panama hats," often worn
in America and occasionally here, are made
from Carludovica palmaia.

car magn ole (magn-ole as man-yole ,

*. [From Carmagnola, in Piedmont. ] A dance
accompanied by singing. Many of the wildest

excesses of the French revolution of 1792 were
associated with this dance. It was afterwards
applied to the bombastic reports of the French
successes in battle. (Stainer £ Barrett,) The
name was also given to a sort of jacket worn
as a symbol of patriotism.

oar-man* «. [Eng. car, and man.] A man
employed to drive a cart, or to carry goods in

a cart.
•* Alas ! the people curse, the carman swears.
The driven Quarrel, and the master stare*.

"

Pope : Satire, I7«.

CARHEMTE.

carling—carnage

* carme, s. [Carmelite.] A carmelite friar.

"To the frerta gray and Camm fifty." Occlerc.

car 'mole, car-myl-ie. car-a-meil, *.

[Gael, cairmeal.) Heath peas, a root, Urobus
tuberosus (Linn.) (Jumieson) ; Lathyrus macror-
rhizus (Britten & Holland).

"We have one root I cannot but take nofciM* at,

which we call cartnele .* it Is a root that grows in

heaths and birch woods to the bigness of a large nut.
and sometimes four or five root* joined by fibres; it

bears a green stalk, and a small red flower."—Shaw;
App. Pennant's Tour in Scotland, p. 310.

* car-mel-in, a. [Carmelite,] The same as
Carmelite.

car -mel-ite, *. [In Fr. carmilite = a nun

;

carme — a monk, named from Mount. Carmel in

the Holy Land, where they were established in

the twelfth century ; suffix -tie.]

1. Eccles. Hist. : An order of mendicant friars,

who wear a scapulary, or small woollen habit
of a brown colour, thrown over the shoulders.
They claim to be in direct succession team
Elijah, but their real founder
was Berthold, a Calabrian,

who, with a few companions,
migrated to Mount Carmel
about the middle of the
twelfth century, and built

a humble cottage with a
chapel, where he and his

associates led a laborious

and solitary life. In 1209,

Albert, patriarch of Jerusa-
lem, gave the solitaries a
rigid rule, containing six-

teen articles, and enjoining

the most severe discipline.

After their establishment in

Europe, their rule was in

some respects altered, the
first time by Pope Innocent
IV., and afterwards by
Eugenius IV. and Pius II.

The order is divided into

two branches, viz., the Carmelites of the
ancient observanoe, called the moderate or

mitigated ; and those of the strict obser-

vance, who are known as the barefooted
Carmelites. Some of the Carmelites came to

England about 1240, and the order ultimately

had about forty houses in this country. It is

sometimes called the Order of St Mary of

Mount Carmel.

2. Hortic. : A sort of pear.

car'-men-ite, s. [From Carmen island, in

the Gulf of California, where it occurs ; suffix

•its (Jfi*.)(q.v.).]

Min. : An impure variety of Chalcocite,

containing much Corellite (q.v.) (Dana.) The
same as Digenite. (Brit. Mus. Cat.)

car-michael'-I-a, s. [Named after Capt.

Carmichael, who published an account of the

plants of the island of Tristan d'Acunha.)

Bot. : A genus of New Zealand shrubs be-

longing to the pea-flowering group of legu-

minous plants. Flowers small, very numerous,
pink or lilac, disposed in short racemes.

* car-mll-i-ta'-nis, &• pi- [An old form of

Carmelites.] The same as Carmelites (q.v.).

(Scotch,)

* car -min-ate, v.t. [Low Lat. carmino = to

charm, dispel by charms ; carmen (geuit. car-

minis) sa a song, a charm.] To drive away or

expel wind from the stomach.
" To carminate ventositiea"—Holland.

* car'-min-a-t€d, pa. par. or a. [Eng. car-

mine; and suffix -ated.] Pertaining to or

made of carmine.

car'-mln-a-tlve, a. & «. [Lat. carminatus

;

pa. par. of carmino m to charm away ; earmen
= a song, a charm.]

Pharmacy

:

A. As adj. : Having the power or calculated

to cure colic and flatulency.

"Carminative and dJoreUck
Will damp all passion sympathetic*." Swift.

B. As subst. (pi.) : Substances which
act as a stimulant to the stomach, causing
expulsion of flatulence, also allaying pain
and spasm of the intestines. They generally

contain a volatile oil ; most of the ordinary
condiments, as pepper, mustard, ginger, cin-

namon, cloves, nutmeg, oil of peppermint,
Ac., are carminative. They are used in cases

of distension, and colic of the stomach or in-

testines from flatulence, also as adjuncts to
purgatives to prevent griping, and to promote
digestion in cases of atomic oLysp*

" Carminatives are such things as dilute and relax
at the same time, because wind occasions a spasm, or
convulsion, in some parts."—ArlmthifK On a; intern t.

car mine, car mine, s. «t a. [Fr. carmin

;

Ital. carminio ; from Low Lat. carmesinus a
purple.] [Crimson.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Commerce, <fte. : A powder or pigment of

a beautiful red or crimson colour, bordering
on purple. It is used principally in miniature
painting, and is very expensive,

2. Chem. : Carmine is prepared by making
an aqueous decoction of an insect called Coccus

cacti, and precipitating the colouring matter

by lead acetate, and decomposing the precipi-

tate by H«8. This is repeated, and it is

purified from absolute alcohol. Cochineal is

impure carmine containing phosphates, ice.

"Carmine is, according to Pelletier and Carentou.
a triple compound of the colouring substance and an
animal matter contained In cochineal, combined with
an acid to effect the precipitation. . . . There Is told

Va the shops different kinds of carmine, distiuguistied

by numbers, and possessed of a corresponding value "

— Ure : Dictionary of Arte, Manufactures, and Aw
3. Bot. ; The purest red without any ad-

mixture. (Lindley.)

B, As adj. : Of the colour described in A.

". . . a most beautiful carmine-red fibrous matter
. .

.*'

—

Darrein .* Voyage round the World (ed. 1870^
oil. Lj p. 14.

carmine spar, .-.

Min. : The same as Carhinite (q.v.).

car min-ic, a. [Eng. carmin(e); -ic.] Per-
taining to or prepared from carmine.

carminio acid,

.

Chem. : CuH^Oa. It constitutes the colour-

ing matter in carmine.

car'-mln-ite, *. [Eng. carmin(e), and suff.

-tie (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral, of a colour

carmine to tile-red, translucent and brittle.

It occurs at Horhausen in Prussia, with beud-

antite and quartz, in a mine of liinonite. Sp.

gr., 4*105 ; hardness, 2*5. Comp. : Arsenic

acid, 49-11 ; sesquioxide of iron, 30'29 ; oxide

of lead, 24*65. (Dana.)

car'-mi-ri, *. [From a native word.]

Zool. : The name given by Button to the

Squirrel Monkey, the CaUxthrix sovir<»* of

Cuvier, and Titi of Humboldt. It is a native

of the banks of the Orinoco.

* car-myl-le, «. (Carmele.]

earn, s. [Cairn.]

earn tangle, ft,

Bot. : A Scots name for Laminaria digitata,

when cast ashore on the beach after a storm.

* car na cionc, s. [A short form of incarna-

tion (q.v.).] The incarnation.

"These beleuid not in vergyn Mary,
Ne treuly in Cristi* camacione.

Old Sng. JJucelL {ed. Morris), p. 316.

car -na-dino, *. [A corruption of carnation

(q. v!)!j The Carnation, Dianthus Carynphyllut.

(Britten & Holland.)

carnage, s. & a. (Fr. & O. Sp. carnage ; 0.

Ital. carnaggio, from Lat. caro (genit carnii)

= flesh.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Slaughter, massacre.

"During four hours the carnage and uproar eoB-

linued.'—iiacaulay: Hist. fJixj.. ch. xvl

* 2. Dead bodies, corpses.
" His ample maw with human carnage fill***-"

Poj* : nomer : (Jdyuey U. »»

"Soon a multitude of dogs cauie to test on the

carnage."—Macaulay : BixL Eng., cb. xviL

% Crabb thus distinguishes between earnagt,

slaughter, massacre, and butcliery :—"Carj\age
respects the number of dead bodies made ;

u

may be said either of men or animals, but

more commonly of the former ; slaugh

spects the act of taking away life, ami the

circumstances of the agent ; massacre and

butchery respect the circumstances of the Qfr

jects who are the sufferers of the action ;
the

latter three are said of human beings only.

Carnage is the consequence of any impetuous

attack from a powerful enemy ; soldiers who

get into a besieged town, or a wolf who breaks

into a sheepfold, commonly make a dreadiui

carnage ; slaughter is the consequence of war-

tato, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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fare. . . A massacre \% the consequence of

secret and personal resentment between bodies

of people . . . Butchery is the general ac-

companimentof a massacre .-defenceless women
and children UB contmmily butrhrreii by the

savage furies who are most active in this work
of blood." (Crubb : Eng. Xynon.)

B. As cuij. : Pertaining to slaughter or

massacre.
" But ceased not yet, the hall within,
The shriek, the shout, the crtrnagetVu, . .

.**

Scott: Rokeby, v. 35.

* car na ill, a. [See def.] An obsolete Scots
form of carnal (q.v.).

" Na thing he had at suld haitf doyu hira gud,
Bot liiglissiueu liim seruit ott carnaill tad."

•Wyntoun, xi. 1,3*8.

car'-noi, * car-nail, * car-nell, a. [O. Fr.

camel'; Fr charnel ; Sp. carnal ; Ital. carnale,

from Lat. camalis = pertaining to the flesh
;

caro (genit. carnis) = flesh.]

L Of persons:
* 1. In respect of relationship : Pertaining to

the flesh or the natural body ; connected by
birth.

" Thel were noble knyghtes . . . and many of hem
earnell freudes.'*—Merlin, I. ii. 117.

*2. In respect of natural disposition or <juali-

ties

:

(1) Human, affected with human nature and
infirmities.

"For ye are yet carnal : for whereas there U among
yon envying, and strife, and divisions, are ye not
carnal, and walk as men ? "—l Cor., Hi. 8.

(2) Sensual, lustful, lecherous.

"This carnal cur
Preys on the issue of his mother's body."

Shakesp. : Ilich. III., iv. i.

XL Of things:

1 1. Pertaining to the human body, natural,
human, as opposed to spiritual.

"Thou dost justly require us to submit our under-
standings to thine, and deny our carnal reason, in
order to thy sacred mysteries and commands."

—

King
Charles.

" From that pretence
Spiritual laws by carnal now r sliall force
On every conscience." Stilton: P. £., xil 521.

8. Fleshly.
" That myghte have chllde witbowte carnall know-

ynge of man."—Merlin, I. ii, 17.

3. Sensual, lustful.

" Not sunk In carnal pleasure ; for which cause.
Among the beasts no mate for thee was found."

Milton : P. L., viii. 595.

* carnal-minded, a. Worldly-minded ;

having one's mind engrossed by things of this
world.

" Abusing the credulous and carnaV-minded, thereby
to be masters of their persons and wealth."'— More:
Antid against Idolatry, ch. 10.

* carnal-mindedness, s. The quality
or state of being carnal-minded.

" They made their own virtue their god, which wu
the most cursed piece of carnat^mindednesi and idol-
atry."—tfWu: Knowledge of Divine Things, p. 282.

t oar -nal-Ism, s. [Eng. carnal; -ism.] In-
dulgence of sensual pleasures ; carnality.

* car'-nal ist, s. [Eng. carnal; -ist.] One
given up to self-indulgence in sensual plea-
sures.

"They are in a reprobate sense mere carnalistt,
fleshly-minded men."—Burton ; A nut. of Mel., p. 686.

* car nal ite, s. [Eng. carnal; -ite.] A car-

,
nalist ; a worldly-minded person. (Apparently

,
used here in a punning sense.)

*' We feare not what the pope or any other carnalite
can do against us. "—A nderson : Expos, upon Benedic
fiM(IS7S),fol. 7. b.

car-nal'-I-ty, s. [Lat. carnalitas, from caro
(genit. carnis) = flesh.]

* 1. The state of having a human body.

1 2. The quality or Btate of being carnal or
sensual.

"He did not institute this way of worship, but be-
cause of the carnality of their hearts, . . ."—TiUotson.

S 3. Fleshly or sensual pleasures, sensuality.
" An Inciter of lust, and the wakener of carnality."

—Peltham ; Resolves, ii. 36.

* oar nal-ize, v.t. [Eng. carnal; -iae.] To
make carnal ; to debase by indulgence in
carnal desires and pleasures, to sensualize.

"A sensual and carnalized spirit, that understands
no other pleasures but only those of the flesh."—Scott
Christian life, i . f 9.

* car -nal-ized, pa. par. or a. [Carnalize. ]

ar'-nal-lite, s. [In Ger. Carnallit.' Named
after Von Carnall, of the Prussian mines.]
Min. ; A milk-white mineral from Btrass-

furt and Persia. It is strongly phosphorescent,
massive and granular. Coinp. : Chloride of
magnesium, 34 20 ; chloride of potassium,
26 '88; water, 33 '92.

car'-nal-ly, adv. [Eng. carnal; -ly.]

*1, According to the flesh, naturally (as
opposed to spiritually).

"In the sacrament w« do not receive Christ carnally,
but we receive him spiritually . . . "—Taylor; Worthy
Communicant,

* 2. In a sensual or worldly manner.
" Where they found men in diet, attire, furniture of

house, or any other way observers of civility and de-
cent order, such they reproved, as being camally&ml
earthly-minded. "

—

/looker.

3. By way of sexual intercourse.

"Thou shalt not lie carnally with thy neighbour's
wife, to defile thyself with her."—Levit., xvilL SO.

* 4. Humanly, like a man.
"So the sense requires ; it being spoken carnally, or

like a man. to chtuve Ood with injustice."

—

Transla-
tion of Knatchbull's A nnotations, p. 157.

* car-nal-ness, .*. [Eng. carnal; -ness.] Car-
nality. (Johnson,')

* car -nar dine, s. [ Ca una dine.]

1. 0. Bot. : The Carnation.

2. A carnation colour, red.
" Grograms, aattilis, velvet fine.
The rosy coloured carnardlne.

"

Any Thing for a ouiet Life.

* car nar'-I-a, s. pi. [Lat. caro (genit. carnis)
= flesh, and iieut. pi. adj. suff. -aria.] The
Latinised form of carnassiers (q^.v.).

t car nas -sl-al, a. & s. [Lat. caro (genit.
carnis) = flesh.]

1. As adj. ; Sectorial.

2. As subst. : A sectorial tooth ; a molar or
premolar adapted for cutting.

car-nas'-Sl-ers, s. pi, [Fr. carnassier = car-

nivorous, voracious.]

Zool. : The name given by Cuvier to a large
assemblage of mammalia subsisting on animal
food. They are divided into Cheiroptera,
Insectivora, and the True Carnivora. The
Marsupials were at first included by Cuvier,
but afterwards rejected.

car-nat, s. [From Lat. caro (genit carnis)^
flesh. So named from its colour.]

Min. : A ferruginous variety of Kaolinite
(q.v.).

car na' tion, *. & a. [Ft. carnation = flesh-
colour ; from Lat. carnatio = fleshiness ; from
caro (genit. carnis) = flesh.]

A* As substantive:

1. Painting :

(1) Those parts of a picture which represent
flesh, or are left naked without drapery.

(2) A flesh-colour ; the natural colour of the
flesh ; a light rosy pink.

" 'A could never abide carnation ; *twas a colour he
never liked."—Shakesp. : Benry V„ ii. 3.

" Her eyes were of the deepest blue ; her complexion
of the most delicate carnation . .

."

—

Sir E. L. Buheer

:

Pelham.

2. Bot. : The general name for garden varie-
ties of the pink, Dianthu's Caryophyllus.
" Each flower of tender stalk, whose head, though gay
Carnation, purple, azure, or specked with gold."

Milton: P. £.,ix.428.

% Spanish carnation : Poindanapulcherrima.

B. As adj. : Of the colour described in
A 1 (2).

"How much carnation ribbon may a man buy!"

—

Shakesp. : Love's Labour Lost, iii. l.

" Howe'er we gaze with admiration
On eyes of blue or lips carnation."

Byron : Hours of Idleness; To Marion.

carnation-grass, s.

Bot. : Two plants—(1) Carex glatica, (2) Aira
ccespitosa.

carnation tree, *.

Ilort. : Kleinia neriifolia, a composite plant
allied to Senecio.

' car na -tioned, a. [Eng. carnation; -ed.]

Of a flesh colour ; flesh-coloured.
" Camationd like a sleeping infant's cheek."

Byron : Manfred, ii. 2.

car nat ite, s. [Named from the Carnatic,
where it occurs.]

Min. : A felspar, described by Beudant,
occurring at the localities of corundum and
indianite in the Carnatic India

;
pronounced

by Breithaupt and Von Robell to be labra-
dorite. (Dana.)

car-na-u -Da, 5. [The Brazilian name of the
pkmt.J A "palm-tree, Corypha cerifeva, the
leaves of which yield a wax (also called
carnauba) used for making candles,

car nel (1), car -nell, s. [A dimin. of cam
~ cairn.] A little heap.

"In this regioun [Gareoch] is ane earnell of stania,
Hand togiddir in manerof one croua . .

. '—Bellend. :

jDescr. Alb., c. Ui.

car nel (2), s. [Kernel.]

* car nel (3), ^ ker nel, * ker nell, kir-
nell, kyr-nelle, s. [O. Fr. camel, cre-

naux = battlements ; Low. Lat. gnarnetlus.}
A battlement, rampart ; also the embrasure;
in a battlement.

"The camels so stoudeth opriht."

—

Castel ef Love,
695.

" And at the kernels be hymen stode."
Sir Ferumbras, 8,234.

carnel work, s.

Shipbuilding : The putting together the
framework of the vessel—the timbers, beams,
and planks, as distinguished from clinch-work.

car -nel, a, [Carnal.]

* car ncled, * ker neled, a. [O. Fr. quer-
nett ; Fr. creneU— protected with battlements

;

from crenanx = battlements.]
" Alle the walles ben of wit . > . and terneled with

Cristendoui. "—P. Plowman, 8,580.

car ne li an, car no -li on, *. [Medlaev.
Lat. carwolus; from cameus = fleshy ; caro
(genit. carnis) = flesh ; Ger. carneol, from its

ilesh-like colour. In Fr. cornalitie; Port, cor-
nelina; Sp. cornerina; Ital. comioia; from
Lat. cornu — a horn, from the horn-like ap-
pearance of the white variety, from which it

is also called in Gr. owf (onux)~& nail.]

[Onyx.]

Min. : A reddish variety of chalcedony,
generally of a clear, bright tint ; it is some-
times of a yellow or brown colour and some-
times white. It is largely used for engrav-
ing seals on. It is found principally at
Cambay, in Guierat, India. Comp. : Silica,
97-869; peroxide of iron, 0-050; alumina,
0-081 ; magnesia, 0'028

;
potash, 0-0043; soda,

0-075.

"The common carnetion has its name from its flesh
colour, which la, in some of these stones, paler, when
it Is called the female camelion, in others deeper,
called the male."

—

Woodward.

t car'-nfi-OUS, a. [Lat. cameus = of or per-
taining to flesh ; caro (genit. carnis) = flesh.]

Consisting of or like flesh ; fleshy.

"In a calf, the umbilical vessels terminate in certain
bodies, divided into a multitude of carneous papilla).

"

—Bay.

* earn -ey, s. [Lat. carneus, from caro (genit.
carnis) = flesh.]

Farriery: A disease in horses, in which the
mouth is so furred that they cannot eat.

car-nlf-i-ca-tion, s. [Fr. camijication

;

Lat. camijlcatio, from carnifico = to make or
form into flesh ; caro (genit. carnis) = flesh

;

facio = to make.]

*1. Ord. Lang. : A turning into or forming
flesh.

2. Med. (Carniflcation ofthe lung) : The term
used in medical science to describe a solid or
fleshy condition of the lung, due to the ab-
sence of air. Tiie lung of a still-born child is

said to be in a state of carnirication (in this
instance called fcetal), because it lias not yet
breathed. In criminal investigations im-
portant issues very often hinge upon this

point. In fatal cases of whooping-cough the
lungs have frequently been found collapsed
or carnified, owing to death having imme-
diately supervened upon a violent expiratory

paroxysm.

car nl Tied, pa. par. or a. [Carnify. ]

* car'-ni-fy, v. t. & i. [Lat. carnifico = to be-

come flesh ; from caro (genit. carnis) = flesh,

and facio (pass. Jio) = to make.]

I. Trans.J To form into flesh.

II, Tntrans.

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To form flesh ; to turn
nutriment into flesh.

" In inferiour faculties, I walk, I see, I hear, I digest,

I sangulfy, I carnify."—Bale : Origin of Mankind.

2. Pathol. : To lose the normal structure

:

to become fleshy.

* car nil-ate, v.t [Carnel (3), *.] To em-
battle. (Harrison : England, p. 206.)

:>oil, boy; pout, j6%l; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, ^cnophon, exist. -Ing.

\

-dan, -tian = shan. tion, sion = shun : -(ion, -aion = zhun. clous, -tious, -slous = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del,

i
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oar nival, * car naval, s. [Ital. came-
vale ~ the three days immediately preceding
Lent; Low Lat carnelevamen =a solace to
the flesh ; Shrovetide. (Skeat.) The folketym.
is embodied in the quotation from Byron.]

1. Lit. : The festival celebrated in Roman
Catholic countries, and especially at Rome
and Naples, with great mirth and freedom
during the week before the beginning of Lent.
" This feast is named the Carnival, which being

Interpreted, implies 'farewell to flesh :'

So call a, became the name and thing agreeing,
Through Lent they live on fish both salt and

irdflh." Byron : Beppc, vi.

2. Fig. .* Any time of excess and unrestrained
deense.

"The whole year i* bat one mad carnival, .
."—

Decay of Piety.

Oar-niv'-or-^, s. pi. [Lat. carnivora, neut.

pi. of carnivorus — flesh-devouring ; caro

(genit. carnis) — flesh ; voro = to devour.]

Zool : A principal division of the Mam-
malia. The name is given to those

animals which, like the feline, canine,

and ursine families, have their teeth pecu-
liarly fitted for the mastication of animal
matter. The incisors, except in some seals,

are generally £3, the canines generally £{
They are, moreover, larger and longer than
the incisors. The clavicles are rudimentary,
or wanting. They are divided into two great
groups, or sub-orders, one terrestrial the other
aquatic. The first is the group of the Fusi-
pedia, or "split-feet," so called from the fact

that their feet are divided into well-marked
toes ; the second is the group of Pinnipedia,

or "fin-feet" (seals, Ac), so called because

the toes are bound together by skin— forming
fins or flappers rather than feet. Another
daosification is into three sections or tribes

—

(l) Pinnigr-da, or Pinnipedia ; examples, the
Seals and Walruses. (2)Plantigrada ; example,
the Bear, and (H) Digitigrada ; examples, the
Cat and the Dog.

• car-niv-6r-ac'-I-ty\ s. [Lat. caro (genit.

carnis) = flesh ; vorax (genit. voracis) = de-

vouring.] A preternatural desire for flesh
;

greediness, gluttony.
" Mr. Cleland is at Tunbridge. wondering at the

superior carnivoradty of our friend. "—Pope : To Gay,
vi. 25. {Latham.)

car'-nl-vore, s. [Lat. carnivorus.] A car-

nivorous animal ; one of the carnivore.

cax-niV-or-ous, a. [Lat. carnivorus; from
cant (genit. carnis) = flesh, and voro = to de-

vour.]

1. Zool. : Eating or living on flesh ; applied
to those animals whose nature it is to live on
the flesh of other animals.

" In birds there is no mastication or comminution of
the meat in the mouth, but in Buch as are not carni-
vorous, it is immediately swallowed in to the crop or
craw."—Ray ; On the Creation.

2. Surg. : Applied to those caustic sub-
stances which are used to eat away or destroy
the fungous excrescences of wounds and ulcers.

3. Bot. : A term applied to plants belonging
to the genera Drosera, Pinguicula, Nepenthes,
Ac., which have the power of absorbing
nitrogenous substances through their leaves
and digesting them within their tissues.

t car-nIV-6r-otis-l^, adv. [Eng. carnivor-
ous ; -ly.] in a carnivorous manner, like car-
nivore.

car niv or ous ness, s. [Eng. carnivor-
ous; -ness.] The condition or quality of being
carnivorous ; the habit of living upon animal
food.

tear nose, a. [Lat. camosus; from caro
(genit. carnis) = flesh. [Carnous.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Of or pertaining to flesh.

2. Bot. : Fleshy, pulpy, having a fleshy con-
sistence. (Said of fruits, &c.)

* car no si, s, pi. [Lat. masc. pi. of camosus
= fleshy, from caro (genit. carnis) = flesh.]

Zool. : An old order of polypi, consisting of
the genera Actinia, Zoanthus, and Lucernaria.

• car nos I-ty", s. [Ft. carnosite; Lat. car-
nositas, from caro (genit. carnis) = flesh.]

Med. : A fleshy swelling or excrescence.
" By this method, and by this course of diet, with

sudorificks, the ulcers are healed, and that carnosVy
resolved. "— "'**——

* oar-nous, * oar-nose, a. [O. Fr. cameux

;

Fr. charneux; Lat. carno»us, from caro (genit.

carnis) an flesh.] Of or pertaining to the flesh,

fleshy, carneous.
"The first or outward part is a thick and carnous

covering, like that of a walnut, . . .'*—Browne : Vul-

gar Krrourt.

car'-ny\ v.i. [Etym. doubtful. ] To cajole a
person with soft words. (Colloquial.) (Smart.)

* car'-nyx, t. [Or. a-api/vf (karnuz).'] An an-
cient Greek trumpet of a shrill tone, known
afterwards to the Celts and Gauls. (Stainer it

Barrett.)

C&r'-db, s. [A corruption of Gr. tctpdriov (ke-

ration) = a little horn ; a-c'pa? (keras) = a horn,
from the shape of the pods.]

1. Bot. : A tree, the Ceratonia siliqua, a

native of the Levant. It is an evergreen, and
produces long horn-like pods filled with a
mealy, succulent pulp of a sweetish taste,

used for food for horses, and sometimes even

for human beings, and called St. John's
bread. The root is purgative. The fruits of
the carob-tree were probably the ''husks"
which the prodigal in his depressed condition
would fain have eaten. (Luke xv. 16.)

2. Comni., £c. : The pods of the tree de-

scribed in 1 ; also called the Algaroba Bean.
* 3. The same as a carat (q.v.).

* card che, * ca rosso, s. [O. Fr. carroche

;

Fr. carosse ; Ital. carrozza, from Lat, carnts =
a car.] A kind of two-wheeled pleasure-
carriage. (Albumazar

.)

* ca-rbched, ca roached, a. [Eng. ca-

roche ; -ed.] Placed or seated in a caroche.

"Then maintaining her
Caroached in cloth of tissue."

Btaum. t FleL : Little French Lawyer, 1.

1

car-A-oSl-la, s. [Lat. caro = flesh ; Gr.
KoAAn (kolle) '= glue]

Zool. : A genius of land-snails, so named from
the tenacity with which their fleshy feet adhere
to limestone rocks. Woodward makes it a

section of Helix.

* car oigne, * car oinc, * ear oync, s.

[Carrion.]
" The caroigne in the busshe with throte ycorve."

Chaucer: 9. T., 2,015.

car'-dl (1), *car-olle, *car-al, *kar-olle,
* car-ole, * car-owl (Eng.), * car-rale
(Scotch), s. [O. Fr. carok, carolle ; from Bret.

koroll = a dance ; korolla = to dance ; Manx
carval'; Corn, carol; Wei. carol = a carol, a

song; caroli = to carol ; Gael, canill, caireall

= harmony, melody. Cf. Ir. cor = music

;

Wei. cor = a choir, a circle ; Gael, car, cuir =
a movement ; Sansc. char= to move. (Skeat. )]

L Literally :

* 1. A circle.

* 2. A round dance.
" Many carottyt and gret daunsyng."

Sir Cleges, 103.

* 3. A song sung as an accompaniment to
dancing.

"Alle the dameselles to synge caroUes and to go
ageitis hem eviiginge oute of the town."— Merlin, I. fi.

132.

4. A song of praise sung at Christmas-tide.
It originally meant a song accompanied with
dancing, in which sense it is frequently used
by the old poets. It appears to have been
danced by many performers, by taking hands,
forming a ring, and singing as they went
round. Bishop Taylor says that the oldest
carol was that sung by the heavenly host
when the birth of the Saviour was announced
to the Shepherds on the plains of Bethle-
hem. It is probable that the practice of

singing carols at Christmas-tide arose in imi-
tation of this, as the majority of the i-arols

declared the good tidings of great joy ; and
the title of Noels, nowells, or novel l.

plied to carols, would seem to bear out this
idea. Carol singing is of great antiquity
among Christian communities, as the carol by
Aurelius Prudeutius, of the fourth century,
will show. (Stabler <£ Barrett.)

" Singers of carralet . .
."— Act$ Jos. VI., 1581, c WH.

" No night is now with hymn or carol blest."
Shake-up. : Midsummer Sight's Dream, ii. 2.

* 5, A song in geueral.
" This carol they began that hour,
How that a life was but a flower."

Shaketp. : At Yon Like It. v. :i, song

II. Fig. : Applied to the songs of birds.
" The blackbird in the summer trees,

The lark uuon the bill.

Let loose their carolt when they please,
Are quiet when they will.''

Wordewirth : Fountain.
" And every bird of Eden burst
In carol, every bnd to flower."

Tennyson: The Day-Dream.

* car'-dl (2), * car'-rdl, s. [Low Lat. carola

;

from Lat. choreola, dimin. of clwrus — a circle

or round dance.]

Architecture:

1. A closet or small cell in a monastery for

study.

2. A bow window ; a seat fitted within th«
opening for a window ; a bay-stall.

car'-dl, * car-o-len, * oar-oo-lyn, * car-
ole, * kar-ole, v.i. & t. [Carol, s.]

A. Intransitive

:

L Literally

:

* 1. To dance in a round dance.

2. To sing in joy and exultation.

"Caroolyn, or synge carowlyt. P*almodio."~-P~ompt.
Parv.

" I sawgh hir daunce so comelily,
Caroli, and synge so swetely."

Chaucer: Doke af the Ducheu, SIT.

IX Fig.: Applied to birds, &c, to warble,

to sing.
" The thrush is busy in the wood.
And car/its loud and strong."

Wordsworth : The Idle Shepherd Boys.

* B. Tninsitive

:

1. To utter joyfully in song.
"And carol what, unbid. the Muses might inspire."

Thomson: Castle of Indolence, i. tt.

"Hovering swans, their throats released
From native silence, carol sounds l.arnioriioua.

-

Prior: Hymn to ApoUo.

2. To proclaim or celebrate in song.
" For which the shepherds at their festivals
Carol her goodness luud in rustick lays."

Milton : Comus, 847.

car'-d-la, c. [Ital.] A dance accompanied ly

singing, whicli grew into unenviable notoriety

during the Republic of 1792 in France.

(Stainer & Barrett.)

car 61 ath-ine, s. [Named after the Prime
'of Carolath, in Silesia.]

Min. : An amorphous, subtranslucent
mineral from the coal-bed of the Kbnigin-

Louisa mine, at Zabize, Upper Silesia. A
variety of Allophane (q.v.), containing les«

water. Colour, honey to wine-yellow ; hard-

ness, 2 -5 ; sp. gr., 1*515. Compos. : Sfiiet,

29*62; alumina, 47 25 ; water, 15*10; carbon,

133 ; hydrogen, 0*74. (Dana.)

* car'-d-lln, s. [Lat. Carolus =n Charles ; the

name of several German sovereigns.] A gold

coin formerly current in Germany, and worth

about on3 pound sterling.

O&r-o-li'-na (1), s. [Named after the Princess

Sophia Caroline, Margravine of Baden, a dis-

tinguished patroness of botany.]

Bot. : A genus of composite plants of the

order Bombacea?, not uncommon in our hot-

houses. They are natives of tropical America,

and are either small trees or shrubs, with

digitate leaves like the chestnut The large

handsome flowers are generally white, but

sometimes deep-rose or scarlet. Co i

alba, a native of South America, is R

growing to twenty feet in height, with flown
about six inches long. The bark supplies

cordage, which is strong and durable. [Pa-

chira.)

C&r-d^li'-na (2), s. [Lat Carolus =? Charht*. 1

Geog. : The name of two of the Southern

States, United States, America, called after

Charles II.

Carolina pink, ,

.

Bot. : A plant, Spigelia marylandica. Its
j

roots are used in medicine as anthelmintics.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.
:

or. wore, wolf, work, who, sdn ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = inr.
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ear ol ing, car -dl-lliig, pr. par., a., A «.

[Carol, v.]

A. & B. As present participle <t participial

adjective ; In senses corresponding to those of
the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of singing carols ; a

enrol, a song of joy and exultation.
" And heare such heavenly nolea and carolingt
Of Gods high praise."

•Sf>e titer : Hymne of Hear. Beautie.

Car-d-lln'-i-an, a. & s. [From Carolina,

named after Charles ; in Lat. Carolns.]

A. As adjective :

1. Of or pertaining to Carolina.
" It ts not a song
Of the Scupvernong,

From warm Carolinian valleys.™
Longfellow: Birds of Postage ; Catawba Wine.

2. Of or pertaining to the kings named
Charles.

B. As substantive : A native of Carolina.

Car-ol-it'-ic, a, [Etym. doubtful.]

Arch. : Ornamented with sculptured leaves
and branches.

car 6l ling, pr. par., a., & *. [Caroling.]

ear' - 6l - lite, *.

[Carrolitk.]

* car- 61 - us, *.

[Lat. Carolns =
Charles.] An Eng-
lish gold coin cur-
rent in the reigns
of the Charleses,
value twenty shil-

lings, and subse-

auently twenty-
iree shillings. carolus.

car' 6m, carr'-6m, #. A corruption of

Carambole ; also called Cannon in England.

oar -6-mel, s. [Caramel.]

* car-oome, *. [A corruption of carroon (1)
(q.v.).] A license by the Lord Mayor of
London to keep a cart. Used chiefly about
the time of Edward VI. (Wharton.)

oar-don', s. [Ir. & Gael, cam, caoraun = berry.]

Bot. : A species of cherry. (Webster.)

'car osse, *. [Caroche.]

oar -o-toL car'-6-teel, «. [East Ind.]

Comm. : A measure or weigiit, varying in
value according to the commodity sold. Thus,
Acaroteel of mace is about 3 lbs. ; that of nut-
megs from 6 to 7J lhs. ; and that of currants
from 5 to 9 lbs. weight. (Craoo.)

Ca rot id, s. [Gr. icapto-riSe* (karotides) = the
great arteries of the neck ; from jcapooi (karoo)
— I make drowsy, put to sleep, from the old
belief that sleep or drowsiness was caused by
the Sow of blood through them.]

Anat. : The name of an artery on each side
of the neck. The common carotids are two
considerable arteries that ascend on the fore
part of the cervical vertebra; to the head to
supply it with blood. The right common
carotid is given off from the arteria innomi-
nata; the left arises from the arch of the
aorta. (Used also attributively.)

1 carotid al, n. [Eng. carotid; -al.] Of or
pertaining to the carotid arteries ; carotid.

"The two carotidal, and the two vertebral arteries
are this golden quaternion."—Smith : Old Age, p. 220.

Oar- 6'-tin, «. [Lat. carot(a) — a carrot ; suff.

•in(Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chern. : A crystalline principle extracted
from the common carrot, Daucus carota.

carousal (1), s. [Eng. carouse); -al.] A
boisterous merry-making ; a drinking bout.

" Born of high lineage, linlt'd in high command,
He mingled with the magnates of his Ian'
Joiii'd the earousalt of the great and gay,
And saw them smile or sigh their hours away."

Byron : Lara, L 7.

oar ou-sal' (2), car 6u-sel', *. [Fr.
carrousel = a tilting-match.] A tournament,
a tilting-match ; a military display in wliieha
number of knights divided into groups or
Companies performed certain evolutions.

"This game, these carousal*. Ascunius taught.
And building Alba, to the Latins brought."

Drydrni : Virgil ; JSneid vii, 777.

^ For the distinction between carousal and
feast, see Feast, *.

ca-rouse, ca-rowse, v.i. £ t. [Carouse,
adv.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To drink deeply or freely.

" Now hats fly off, and youths carouse.
Healths first go round, and then the house,
The brides came thick and thick."

Suckling.

2. Fig, ; To make merry.
" I said, ' O soul, make merry and carouse.
Dear soul, for all is well.'

"

Tennyson: The Palace ©/ Art.

*B. Trans. : To drink deeply.
" To Desdemona hath to-night carous'd
Potations pottle-deep.

"

Shakesp. : Othello, II. 3.

# ca rou se, * ca row se, adv. [Ger. garaus

= all out ;
garaus trinken — to drink all out,

to empty the glass.] All out ; completely ; so
as not to leave a drop behind.

carouse, s. [Carouse, adv.]

1. A drinking bout.
" The swains were preparing for a carouse."—Stem* .*

Trit'. ShanJy.
* 2. A bumper, a full glass of liquor.

" Red Roland Forster loudly cried,
*A deep carouse to you fair bride

! '

"

Scott : The Lay of the Last Minstrel, vl. 8.

ca-rou'sed, pa. par. St a. [Carouse, v.]

ca-rous'-er, s. [Eng. carous(e); -er,] One
who carouses ; a dissipated fellow.

ca rous ing, pr. par., a., dt s. [Carouse, v.]

A. As pr. par. (See the verb.)

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or used for a
carouse.

"Bit lung and late at the carousing board."
Cotoper : Truth, 60.

C. As subst. ; A carouse.
" The churches were nlled In the morning : the after-

noon was spent In sport and carousing."—Macaulay

:

Hist. Kng., eh. xL

t ca-rous'-lng-ly, adv. [Eng. carousing ; -ly.]

lii a carousing manner ; like a carouser.

carp, * carpe, ' carpen, * karpe, v.l&t.
[Icel. karpa= to find fault.]

A* Intransitive

:

* 1. To speak, to talk.

"I shalle carp unto the kyng."— Townley Myst.,

p. «.

t 2. To cavil, to find fault.

" Not only, sir, this your all-licens'd fool.

But other of your Insolent retinue
Do hourly carp and quarrel, breaking forth
In rank and not-to-be endured riots.

ShaJcesp. : Lear, L 4.

T Usually followed by at.

* B. Transitive:

1 . To utter, to speak or tell.

2. To censure, find fault with, cavil at.
" Which my saying divers ignorant persons, not

used tt> reade old auncient authors nor acquainted with
their phrase and maner of speecbe, did carpe and re-
prehend, for lacke of good understanding."

—

Abp.
Cranmer : Doct. of the Sacrament, foL 100.

3. To sing (Scotch). {Minstrelsy of the Scot-

tish Border.)

IT For the distinction between to carp and
to censure, see Censure, v.

* carp (1), s. [Carp, v.]

1. Power of speech.

"Oef hit hyro bi samples, that he ful clanly Menu
his carp."

Ear. Eng. AUit. Poems {ad. Morris); Cleanness, 1326.

2. A speech, a parable.
" Kryst kydde hit hymself In a carp ones."

Ear. Eng. AUit. Poems; Cleanness, 28.

3. One who carps.
" Though every page swell with ingenuous plots.
Yet cry our car/4*, the authors are but sots."

Whiting: Albino and Bellama, 1688. (Halliwell:
Contrib. to Lexicog.)

carp
Ger.

(2), *. [O. Fr. carpe; Icel. karfi ; O. H.
kar/o ; from Low Lat. carpa.]

Ichthy. : A fresh-water fish, Cyprinus cyprio
(Linn.), the type of the family Cyprinidas. It
is an European fresh-water fish, used for food,
it is often bred in ponds, and of late years has
been largely introduced into the United States.

1" The plural is now carp, the same as the
singular ; but formerly carps was used.

"A friend of mine stored a pond of three or four
acres with carps and tench."—Hale : Origin of
Mankind.

carp-bream, s.

Ichthy. : A British fish, Abramis Bra-ma.
[Bream.]

t oarp -al, a. [Lat. carpus; Gr. *eapir6s (karpo$)
= the wrist. ]

Anat. : Of or pertaining to the wrist.

Carpal bones:

Anat. : The bones constituting the wrist.

* car-pare, a. [Carper.]

Car-pa -thl-an, a. [Lat. Carpathes.]

Geog. : Pertaining to the Carpathians, a
range of mountains lying between Poland.
Hungary, and Transylvania.

car-pel (Eng.), car-pel -liim (Lot.), *
[Lat. carpellum, from Gr. uapn-ds Qcarpos) =
fruit]

But. ; The leaf forming the pistil. Several

l. Fetid Hellebor*.

CARPELS.
2. French Primrose.
Primrose.

carpels may enter into the composition of one
pistil.

* car-peT-lar-$r, o. [Eng. carpel; -ary.]

Bot. : Of or pertaining to the carpels ; con-
taining carpels. (Lindky.)

* carpe meals, *. [Etym. doubtful] A
coarse cloth, used about the time of James I.

(Wharton.)

" car pente, s. [Carpet.]

* oar-pen-tar -ye, s. [Carpentry.]

car -pSn-ter, * oar-ben-tar, s. & a. [O. Fr.
carpentier ; Fr. charpentier ; Sp. carpintero;
Ital. carpentiere ; from Low Lat. carpentarius
= a wheelwright, cartwright ; from Lat. car-

pentum = a waggon.]

A. As subst. : An artificer in wood ; one
who prepares and fixes the woodwork of
houses, ships, &c.

" Of his craft he was a carpenter."—Chaucer : C. T.,
8.189.

" And the Lord showed me four carpenters."—ZskU
i. 20.

B. As adj. : In compounds like the follow*
ing :—

carpenter-bee, s.

Entom.: A name applied to several species

of hymenopterous insects belonging to the
order Xylocopa, from the manner in which
they construct their nests of pieces of decayed
wood, &c. Xylocopa violacea is found in the
south of Europe. X. (Platynopoda) Unuiscapa
is common in India, and being of a goodly
size, and having a deep black body and glossy

wings, violet at the base, and tinged with

copper at the tip, looks quite interesting as it

hums around the wooden structures where it

means to perforate ; but it is capable, if left

unmolested, of scooping the rafters out for its

cell-chambers to such an extent as to make
them insecure.

carpenter herb, carpenter's herb,
8.

Botany

:

1. Prunella vulgaris.

2. Ajuga reptans.

boll, bo"^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $hls; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -sion = shun, -cious. -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bol* deL
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carpenter-carpenter - grass,
grassc, s.

Botany :

1. Prunella vulgaris.

2. Achillea millefolium.

"In Bome places is called carpenter-grant; it is

K-"xl to reioyue and soudre wouudes. '—The Qrete
ZerbaJt.

carpenter's chisel, s. A chisel made
of moderately hard steel. Chisels of this type
have one plane and one bevelled edge, and are

divided into firmer and framing or mortise

chisels.

carpenter's clamp, s. A frame in

which work, such as doors, sashes, shutters,

Arc, is forced up into place, and held
wh^iR being nailed or pinned. Also a kind of

vice for grasping several parts and holding
them while the glue sets, or for ether pui-

poses.

carpenter's gauge, s. A scribing tool

for depth or width, according to the construc-

tion and uses. It commonly has a point pro-

jecting from the shank, and a movable head
or fence, which is adjusted for distance from
the point, and secured by a set-screw.

carpenter's-plane, s. A plane of a kind
suitable for a carpenter. Such planes are of

different types, according to the work they
are intended to perform— as, the jack-plane,

for rough-dressing a surface ; the smoothing-
plane, for finishing it off; and grooving and
moulding planes, some of which have spcial
names, for making grooves or elevations of

various forms. [Plane.] {Knight.)

carpenter's plough, s. [Plough.]

carpcnter's-rule, s. The instrument by
wh'ch carpenters take their dimensions, and
by the aid of a brass slide, which makes it a

sliding rule, they are enabled to make calcu-

lations in multiplication and division, besides

other operations. (Gwilt.)

carpenter's-square, s. An instrument
whose stock and blade consists of an iron plate

of one piece. The leg is eighteen inches long,

and numbered on the outer edge from the ex-

terior angle with the lower part of the figures

adjacent to the interior edge. The other leg is

twelve inches long, is numbered from the ex-

tremity towards the angle, the figures being
read from the internal angle, as on the other
side. This instrument is not only used as a

square, but also as a level and measuring rule.

(Craig.)

carpenter's vice,
CLAMP.]

[Cabpenter's-

car-pen-ter'-I-a, «. [Named after Dr. Car-
penter.]

1. Zool. : A genus of Foraminifera allied to
Globigerina, but ceasing at an early age to
grow spirally, and then forming expanded
tent-like chambers, which enclose the first-

formed ce'ls, attached by the base to shells or

corals, and with a crater-like common aper-

ture at the apex. Siliceous spicules occur in

the cells. (Grift. & Henfrey.)

2. Bot. : A genus of Phibidelphacese. The
only known species is from California,

car -pen-ter-Ing, s. & a. [Carpenter.]

A. As subst. : The act of following the trade

of a carpenter ; carpentry.

B. As adj. : Following or practising the
trade of a carpenter.

oar-pent -rf, * oar-pen-tar-ye, * car-
pent-rie, s. [Eng. carjienter ; -y.]

1. The trade or art of a carpenter.
*' It had been more proper for me to have Introduced

carpentry before Joinery, . .
."

—

JUoxon : Mechanical
Exercise*.
" Werkis of carpentarye, of browdrye, mud of werk-

ync with nedlia."— iVyaliffe : Exodus, xxxv. at.

2. An assemblage of pieces of timber con-

nected by framing or letting them into each
other, as are the pieces of a roof, floor,

centre, &c. It is distinguished from joinery

by being put together without the use of any
other edge tools than the axe, adze, saw, and
chisel, whereas joinery requires the use of the
plane. The leading points that require atten-

tion in sound carpentry are (1) tiie quality of

the timber used ; (2) the disposition of the

pieces of timber, so that each may be in such
directiou with reference to the fibres of the

wood, as to be capable of performing its work
properly ; (3) the forms and dimensions of the

pieces ; (4) the manner of framing the pieces

into each other, or otherwise uniting tlu-n: by
means of iron or other metal. (Gwilt.)

"Thel' inaken the werkis of carpe'dar?*, . .
.'—

WycUfe: £xodut, xxxv. 33.

1 carp -er, * carp arc, s. [Eng. carp ; -*r.]

1. A speaker, a story-toiler, a taie-bearex.

2. One who finds fault ; a cavilling, captious
person.

" I have not these weeds.
By potting on the cunning of a cttrper."

lihc.tesp.: Titnon o/ Athens, iv. 3.

car-pe-SX-um, s. {3r. napiyo-iov (karpesion)
3= an aromatic wood from Abu.]

Bot. : A genus of smooth or pubescent erect

branching shrubs, natives of South Europe,
the Caucasus, and the Himalayas, of the
order Compositae. Leaves ovate or lanceolate

toothed ; florets in all dull yellow, tubular

;

achenes beaked, with slender furrows, and
without pappus.

car' -pet, * car-pcttc, * car-pente,
* car-pyte, t. & a. [O. Fr. carpite = a car-

pet ; ItaL carp'Ua ; Dut. karpet, from Low Lat.

carpita, from carpo = to card wool.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. ; A woollen fabric manufactured in

patterns of various colours. Used-
fa) For a floor-covering.

'Be the Jacks fair within, the Jill* fair without.
carpets laid, and everything in order?"— Shakesp. :

Taming of the Shrew, iv. i.

* (6) For a table-cover.
" Private men's halls were hung with altar-cloths ;

their tables and beds covered with cuj**, instead of

carpett and coverlets."—Fuller: The Church History of

Britain, p. vii. |2, 1. (Trench: Select Glossary, p. 29.)

IT The use of rugs is of great antiquity in

Egypt, India, China, and Babylon. In the

East at present Persia, Asiatic Turkey, and
India are great seats of carpet manufacture.
Carpets were introduced into England during
the Crusades, but long afterwards, indeed
even to the time of Queen Elizabeth, the
floors of palaces, not to speak of inferior

habitations, were strewed with rushes. The
practice of hanging the walls of palatial

edifices with tapestry and cloth is older

than that of carpeting the floors ; thus in

Hampton Court, built by Cardinal Wolsey, the

floors are bare, while the walls are covered

with tapestry. The manufacture of carpets

was introduced into France from Persia about
A.D. 1606, and workmen from France brought
the art to England about 1750. A carpet

manufactory was established at Axminster in

1755. The carpet industry has become an

important one in the United States, particularly

in Philadelphia.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Anything used for or serving as a carpet.

" It woi in vain that Schomberg tried to teach them
to improve their habitations, and to cover • the wet
earth with a thick carpet of fern."—Macauloy : Hist.

Eng., en. xiv.

(2) Applied to the sward, beds of flowers,

or other natural covering of the earth.

"The whole dry land is, for the most part, covered
over with a lovely carpet of green grass and other
herbs."—Rag.

II. Entom. : An abbreviation for Carpet-
moth (q.v.).

% To be on (or upon) the carpet (in Fr. sur le

tapis) : To be under consideration ; to be an
affair in hand. [A. I. 1 (&).]

"These three brothers, whose lives are upon the
carpet, . . ."—Jforth: Live*.

To bring on the carpet : To bring under con-

sideration ; to bring forward.

B. As adj. : Pertaining in any way to a
carpet or the manufacture of carpets.

\ For the various descriptions of carpet,

see Brussels, Drooget, Felt, Kiddermin-
ster, Pile, and Run..

IT Compounds of obvious signification :

Carpet-broom, carpet-maker, carpel-loom, car-

pet-strip.

carpet-bag, s. & a.

1. As subst. : Properly a bag made of car-

pet, but applied also to a travelling-bag made
of leather or other material.

"Coningsby, who had lost the key of his carpet-
bag . .

."

—

Disraeli: Coningsby, bk. i., ch. v.

2. As adjective

:

Carpet-bag Frame: The iron frame which

distends the cloth covering of a travelling-

bag or satchel.

carpet-bagger, s. An American slang
term for those petty politicians, who after the
civil war migrated into the Southern States
for temporary residence and ]>ersoiial advan-
tage.

carpet-beater, s.

1. Gen. : A man whose trade it is to clean
carpets by beating.

2. Spec. : A machine in which carpets are
beaten and brushed.

carpet-bedding, s.

Ifort. : The arrangement of foliage plants in
geometrical or mosaic designs.

* carpet-captain, * carpet capi
taine, s. [Carpet-knight.]

* carpet-champion, «. One who dis-

plays his prowess more in a drawing-room
than in the field.

"A carpet-champion for a wonton dame."
Fair/ax: Tasso, xvL 3*.

carpet- dance, s. A dance of an informal
character, foe which the carpet is not taken
up, as for a hall.

* carpet-courtship, s. A courtship by
means of a display of one's prowess in peace

on a carpet.

"Not to be won bv carpet-courtthip, but the word."
—Massinger : Bashful Lower, i. L

carpet fastener, s. A screw-knob and
screw-socket inserted ir the floor with the

carpet between them.

carpet garden, .-. A name give* to a

garden laid out with beds of ornamental,
leaved plants grown in a precise and formal
pattern.

* carpet-ground, s. Ground smooti. and
soft as carpet.

" The carpet-ground shall be with leaves o'ersinead."

Vryden: Virgil ; Eel. L 114.

* carpet -knight, s. A knight whose <

of valour are done, not on the field of battle,

but in a drawing-room.
"... hold thy valour light

As that of some vnin carpe -knight."
Scott : The Lady of the Lake, v. It

carpet-monger, s. The same as Carpet-
knight (q.v.).

". . . carpet-mongers, whose names yet run sniouthlv

in the even road of a blank verse, . . "—Shakeep. :

Much Ado about A'ottung. v. 8.

carpet moth, s.

Entom. : The name given to several varieties

of Geometer moths from the variegated pav-

tern of their colouring.

* carpet-peer, * carpet pecrc, c. A
carpet-knight.

" The insinuating curtesie of a carpet-peere."—
Sash: Pierce J'enilesse (169B).

carpet-planner, s. One whose trade

it is to plan or fit carpets to a room.

carpet-rag, s. & a.

L As subst. : A fragment or strip of carpet.

2. As adj. : Used for fastening together

stripe of carpet.

Carpet-rag Looper : A stabbing tool with a
large eye, to carry one end of a carjwt-strip

through the end of the strip preceding, wlun

one is looped over the other, to save the trou-

ble of sewing.

carpet-rod, s. A brass rod used to keep

a stair-carpet in its place. (Stair-rod.]

carpet snake, s. Afnrelia varicr'itn. .in

Australian snake, so called from the variegated

pattern of its skin.

* carpet-squire, s. A lady's man ;
an

effeminate fellow.

carpet-atretcher, s. A toggle-jointed

frame to stretch carpets on floors preHininarf

to tacking down ; a tool used in hytog dowa

carpets.

carpet-sweeper, s.

1. Gen. : One whu cleans carpets by sweep-

ing.

2. Spec : A mechanical broom for sweeping

carpets and collecting the dust and dirt in

trays. The brush-shaft is rotated by a cor-

rugated pulley driven by contact with the

rubber periphery of one of the sustaining

wheels.

fltte, flit, lare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w8t, here, camel, her, there : pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, p*t»

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full : try, Syrian. », ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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carpet trade, *.

1. The trade or business of making and sell-

ing carpets.

* 2. The behaviour of a carpet-knight, flat-

tery.
" This noble duke had no nmner of skill in carpet-

trude."— lliche: Farewell to Afifitarie Pro/estion(l^V.

* carpet-walk, s. A walk over which a
carpi't is laid ; a grass walk, closely mown,
and smooth as a carpet.

" Mow carpet-walkt, and ply weeding."

—

Evelyn.

* carpet-way, s. a soft path.
" To keep rank and file In his march, nor to break

order, though all be not carpet-way.'—More.

carpet-weed, s.

Bot.: A common name for the genus Mollugo.

jar pet, v.t. [Carpet, s.]

I. Literally ;

1. To spread or cover over with carpets.

"We found him in a fair chamber, richly hanged
and cari-eted under foot"—Bacon.
* 2. To cover or roll up in carpet.

** Hatdee and Juan carpeted their feet
Ob crimson satin, border'd with pale bine.'*

Byron : Don Juan, 111. 87.

TJ. Fig. : To bring upon the carpet ; to find

fault with.

**Mr. . . . was received with hoots and groans, and
he too was carpeted before the Stewards."—-itand'trd,
March 28, 1881.

car -pSt-ed, pa. par. k a. [Carpet, v.]

1. Lit. : Covered over with carpets.

"The ladles' parlours and the carpeted corridors at
the hotels—1 particularise herein, for some of the cor-

ridors are not carpeted—are veritable hotbeds of flirt-

ation."— Daily Telegraph, Feb. », 1864.

J. Fig. : Covered with anything as with a
carpet.

"The dry land we find everywhere naturally car-
peted over with grass, and other agreeable wholesome
plants. "

—

Derham.

car pet ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Carpet, v.]

A & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. (See

the verb.)

C. As subst. .* Carpets or other material used
for covering floors.

"... the New York pa]>era ask in amazement how
many miles of carpeting can be bought for 70,000/."—
Daily Jfewt, Sept. 20, 187L

car'-pfit-lSss, a. [Eng. carpet; -Uss.] Un-
covered with carpet.

car'-phd-lite, s. [Named by Werner in al-

lusion to its colour ; from Gr. xap<pos (karphos)
= straw ; and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : An orthorhoinbic mineral occurring
in radiated and stellated tufts and groups of
acicular crystals. Hardness, 5*55 ; sp, gr.,

2*935. Colour, pure straw-yellow to wax-
yellow ; opaque, and very brittle. It occurs
in the tin mines of Schlackenwald. Compos.

:

Silica, 36*15 ; alumina, 2867 ; sesquioxide of
manganese, 19*16

;
protoxide of iron, 2*29

;

carbon, 0*27 ; water, 10*78 ; hydrofluoric acid,
1*47. (Dana.)

car pho log i a (Lat.), car-phol 6 fry
(Eng.), s. [Gr. Kap^oc (karphos) — straw, chaff;

Aryw (lego) = to pluck, pick.]

Med. Pathol. : A term for the movements of
delirious patients in searching for or grasping
at imaginary objects, plucking at the bed-
clothes, &c.

car -pho-sid -er-Ite, *. [Gr. Kdppos (kar-
phos) = straw ; tri&ijpos (sideros) = iron ; and
guff, -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A pale or dark straw-yellow mineral
from Labrador, occurring in uniform masses
and incrustations. Hardness, 4—4*6; sp.gr.,
2*49—2'5. Compos. : Sulphuric acid, 25*52

;

sesquioxide of iron, 40*00 ; water, 10'67
;

sand, 14*78; gypsum, 9*03; and a trace of
manganese. (Dana.)

car-pho-stil' bite, s. [From Gr. K<ip6oc
(iarphos) — a straw, and Eng. stilbite (q.v.).]

Win, : A variety of Thomsouite. It is found
in straw-yellow reed-shaped crystals at the
Bcruflord in Iceland. (Dana.)

car-pfl'-i-us, s. [Gr. Kaprrdc (karpos) = fruit.]

Zool : A genus of decapod crustaceans, be-
longing to the order Brachyura, having the
front tridentated, and the shell with an over-
lapping projection or posterior tooth.

carp-lug, pr. par. , a. , <£ s. [Cajip, v.]

A. As pr. par. (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Captious, censorious.

"This fellow here, with envious carping tongue."
Shakesp. : 1 Uvnry 17., iv. 1.

C. As substantive

:

* 1. Narration. (Scotch.)

2. The act or habit of finding fault ; cen-
soriousness.

"Sure, sure, such carping is not commendable."
Shaketp. t Much Ado, iii. 1.

t carp -Ing'-ly, alv. pteg. osfptas ; 4s.] In
a carping or censorious manner ; captiously.

car pi-nus, A [Lat carpinus ~ hornbeam.
According to Hooker and Arnott, from Celt.

car = wood, and pin = a head. In Fr. charrue
is = the hornbeam.]

Bot. : Hornbeam, a genus of plants belonging
to the order Coryluceas (Mastworts). Carpinus
Betulus is the Common Hornbeam-tree. It is

very common in Epping Forest, and may be

distinguished by its beautiful doubly serrate

leaves. The wood is white, tough, and hard,

and burns like a candle. It is used in turnery-
work for implements of husbandry, cogs of

wheels, &c. The inner bark yields a yellow
dye. There are various foreign species, C.

americana, the American Hornbeam, C.

orientalis the Oriental Hornbeam, and others.

* carp meals, s. TEtymology unknown.]

Fabric: A kind of coarse cloth made in the
north of England. (Phillips.)

car po bal -aa mum, s. [Gr. Kapnoc (kar-

pos)= a seed
; fid\<rap.ov (balsamon) = balsam.]

An aromatic oil obtained by pressure from the
n uts of tlie Balsamodendron g ileadense or

opobalsamum.

Car-po-Clo'-lU-um, s. [Gr. itapird? (karpos) =
fruit, and kAwiuof (klonion) — a young shoot.]

Bot. .* A free case or receptacle of spores
found in certain algals. (Treas. of Bot.)

Car-pi-cra'-tlan, s. [Named after their

leader.]

Ecclesiastical History : A follower of Car-
poerates, a heretic in the second century, who
revived and added to the errors of Simon
Magus, Menander, and other gnostics. He
owned, with them, one sole principle and
father of all things, whose name as well as
nature were unknown. The world, he said,

was created by angels, and he opposed the
divinity of our Lord, accounting him only as
a superior man. (Staunton.)

Car-pSd'-e'-tlis, s. [Gr. Kapnos (karpos) =
fruit; Seros (detos) = bound, Sew (deo)= to bind.]

Bot. : A genus of New Zealand shrubs be-
longing to the order Escalloniacea\ The name
is derived from the fruit being girt round by
the calyx. Petals five, not overlapping

;

stigma viscid, fruit leathery and succulent.
(Treas. of Bot.)

car'-po-lite, s. [Gr. Kapjrds (karpos) =. fruit

;

suffix •lite = Gr. \i'0r>s (lithos) = a stone.] Any
fruit which by silification has become con-
verted into stone.

car-po-ld'-bi-a, s, [Gr. Kaprrd? (karpos) =
fruit ; Ao0ds (lobos) = a capsule or pod.]

Bot. : A genus of shrubs, natives of West
Tropical Africa, belonging to the Polygalacea-,
or Milkworts. Calyx five-leaved, petals five,

one keeled and crested at the apex ; stamens
eight, five bearing anthers, the others sterile.

Ovary two-celled; fruit small, fleshy, some-
what three-angled.

car-po-log'-i-cal, a. {From Eng., &c. car-
pologiy); -icat.] BmHrtag to cupD/legy.
(Lindley : Introd. to Bot., bk. i., ch. ii.)

t car-pdl'-6-gist, s. [Eng. carpolog(y); -xst.\

One skilled in carpology.

oar-p5l'-6-&y (1), s. [Gr. Kapir6* (karpos)
= fruit ; Auyos (logos) = a discourse, treatise

;

A.e'yu (lego)= to tell, speak.]

Bot. : That branch of the science of botany
which treats of the structure of fruits and

car-pol'-o-gy (2), *. [Carphology.]

car-po-ma'-ni-a, s. [Gr. *tapirds (karpos) =
fruit; p.avia (mania)— madness.]

Bot. ; A disease in quinces, medlars, pears,
&c, called also Phytolithes, in which the fruit
becomes full of gritty matter.

car-po-nu'-tra, s. [Gr. xapn-d? (Jcarpos) •»

fruit
;

jotirpa (mltra) =a head-band, mitre.]

Bot. : A genus of Sporodinaceee (Fucoid
Algse), consisting of a single rare British
species, Carpomitra cabrerce

t which is remark-
able for the peculiar mitre-shaped conceptacle
containing the spores. (Griffith £ Henfrey.)

car pomorph-a, «. [Gr. kopttos (karpos) -=

fruit; p-dp^n (morphe) = shape, form.]

Bot. : A term applied to those parts in cryp-
togamic plants which resemble true fruits
without being really such ; the spores of
lichens. (Treas. of Bot.)

car-poph'-a-ga, s. pi. [FromGr. Kapnotpdyos
(karpophagos) = living on fruits ; Kapn-ds (kar-
pos) = a fruit, and <f>ay*~u> (phagein) = to eat.]

Zool. : A section of the sub-class Marsu-
pialia. Type, the Phalangers (q.v.).

car poph' a-gous, a. [Gr. xapTnxpayo*
(karpophagos) = ITviug on fruits. ] [Carpoph-
aga.]

Zool. : Living on fruits.

l
Jf}
PluUane)

ton : Manual of Zool. {tuX, 1678J, p. 638.

carpophore, s. [Gr. Kopn-ds (karpos) =
= fruit ; <popd« (plwros) = bearing ; <pe'p*j (pherd)

to bear.]

Bot, : A stalk bearing the pistil, and raising

The typical Ktoiip of tne carpophagoiu Marsupials
is that of the Phalangistidw or Piialangers."—

A*
ichol-

carpophore of passion flower.

it above the whorl of the stamens, as in Pass!*

flora. Also applied to the stalk between the
achenes of Umbelliferse.

car-po pto-sis, s. [Gr. Kapnos (karpos) —
fruit ; TJTttHTis (ptosis)=a falling ; irtirrw (pipto)

= to fall.]

Bot. : A term applied to the sudden foiling

off of fruit after it has become well-formed
and impregnated. It may arise from more
fruit being set than the tree is capable of

nourishing ; or the nourishment may be too
great, from want of root-pruning. It is not a

case of mere over-ripeness, which can be
avoided by early gathering.

t car'-ptig, s. [L;it., from Gr. Kapw6c (karpos)

— the wrist.]

L Human Anat. : The wrist, so named by
anatomists, which is made up of eight little

bones, of different figures and thickness, placed

in two ranks, four in each rank. They are

strongly tied together by the ligaments which
come from the radius, and by the annulary
ligament. (Qtiincy.)

" I foand one of the bones of the carput lying loose

in the wound."— IFiteman : Surgery-

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-oian. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion n shun ; -tion, -eion = zhun. -clous, tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -cUo, &c. =r ftsj, deL
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2. Compar. A not. : The "knee" in a horse

is the analogue of the carpus in man.

car quaise (qu as k),s. [Fr. carquaise, car-

eaise.}

Glass Manvf. : The annealing arch of the
plate-glass manufacture, heated by a fireplace

called a tisar.

UT, s. [Scand. ; cf. lcel. torr, kjcer = a pool,

a pond.] A pool or pond ; a bog, a fen ;
wet,

boggy ground. (N.E.D.)

carr-swallow, s. The
Hydrockelidon fissipes.

black tern,

* oar1-rack, s. [Carack.]
" Tkw hot breath of Spain, who aent whole armadas

ol carraek* to be ballast at her nose."—Shakcip. :

Comedy of Error*, Hi. 2.

car -rade, s. [Carricle.]

* car'-ract, s. [Carat.]

car -ra-geen, car'-ri-geen, s. & a. [Cara-

OHEEN.]

* car ral, * oar-all, * car-rale, s. [Carol.]
** observing of the festival dayes of the Sanctes.

anratime named their Patrones, in setting furth of

bane-iyers, singing of Carralles, within and about
kirkes, at certaine seasona of the yelr . .

."—ActtJa.
IV. (1581), c. 104.

car-ranch'-a, $. [The La Plata name of the

>>ird.]

Ornith. : A South American vulture, Poly-

borus brasiliensis.

Car-ra'-ra, s. k a. [From Carrara, in Tuscany,
where the" quarries are worked.]

A. -4s subst, : The name of the place de-

scribed in the etymology.

B. As adj. : Produced at Carrara.

Carrara-marble, s.

1. Lithol. & Building : The name of a

species of white marble, called Marmor lunense

and ligustrum by the ancients, and differing

from Parian marble in being harder in texture

and less bright in colour.

2. Ceol. : Carrara marble is a limestone of

Oolitic age, rendered crystalline by metamor-
phic influence.

Car'-ra-way, «. [Caraway.]

* Car-re-four, s. [Carfowqh.]

* oar'-rel (1), s. [Quarrel (2), «.]

* car'-rel (2), s. [Carol. ]

* oar'-rel (3), s. [Carol (2), *.] A closet

or apartment for privacy or retirement.

(Wharton.)

" oar'-rel (4), s. [Etym. doubtful. ] A kind of

cloth.

"Carrel*, tha peece, containing 15 ernes, viij. L"—
Rate*, A. 1611. (.Score*.

)

car rel-age, «. [Eng. carrel (1) ; and suff.

•age.] The decorated tiling used in the Middle
Ages, or any modern imitation or reproduc-
tion.

* ©ar'-rel-St, s. [Fr. = a flounder.] A kind
of fishing-net.

t oar'-ri-a-ble, a. [Eng. carry ; -able.] Pos-
sible to be carried. (Sherwood.)

car riage, * car -iage, * car riadge,
' car yage, s. k a. [O. Fr. cariage; Low
Lat cariagium.] [Car, Carry.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The act of carrying, transporting, or con-
veying anything.

"The unequal agitation of the winds, though ma-
terial to the carnage of sounds farther or leas way,
yet do not confound the articulation."—Bacon: Jtat.

nut.

* (2) That which is carried, such as baggage,
furniture, accoutrements.

. "And David left bis carriage in the baud of the
keener of the carriage, and ran into the army."—
X Samuel xvti, 32.

*(3) That in which anything is carried, a
vehicle.

" What home or carriage can take up or bear away
all the lopping* of a branchy tree at once t'—Watt*.
". . . all the cariage of the lor.de, that brought

vltaile."—Merlin, I. ii. 144.

(4) A vehicle for pleasure or uasse tigers.

* (5) Any means of conveyance.

(6) The cost of carrying or conveying any-
thing.

2. Figuratively .*

*(1) Conquest, acquisition, gain.

"Solyman resolved to besiege Vicuna, in good hope
that, by the carriage away of that, the other cities

would, without reaistam*>. h* vielded."

—

Ji nolle*

:

Bittory o/ a*e ffewwjk

t (2) Manners, behaviour, deportment
" Let them have ever so learned lectures of breeding,

that which will most influence their carriage will be
the comiiauy they converse with, and the fashion of
those about them."

—

Locke.

t (3) Conduct, practices.

"Yesterday Mr. Steele's affair was decided : I an
sorry I can be of no other opinion than yours, as to hi;
whole carriage and writings of late."—Pope .* Letter to

Congreoe (1714-15.)

* (4) Management ; manner of carrying out
or transacting business.

"The manner of carriage of the business was as if

there had been secret inquisition upon him."

—

Bacon :

Henry Ylt.

* (5) Meaning, intent.
" As, by the same covenant,

And carriage of the article desigu'd."
Shake*?. ; Hamlet, \. L

IL Technically:

1. Vehicles : In the senses 1. 1 (3)and (4). Car-

riages of one kind or other have existed from
immemorial antiquity. One of the earliest

forms was a bullock carriage, of which some
specimens of primitive type may yet be seen

in India. The simplest is a short plank of

wood, which the passenger bestrides, holding
on by two upright handles, and inserting his

toes between the wheels and the body of the
vehicle. The practice of laagering wagons was
known to the Romans, and is not a modern
discovery, made by the South African Dutch
Boors. Home considers that the making of

coaches in England commenced in A.D. 1555.

Stage-wagons were introduced into England in

1564, and coaches plied for hire in London in

1625. Up till about 1700 the roads in that

country were so bad that they were suitable

only for hack and pack horses, but having
been improved early in the eighteenth century,

stage-coaches commenced to run about 1750,

and from 1784 were allowed to carry the mails.
In the United States road improvement is

advancing, and the use of handsome carriages

is steadily increasing. [Car, Cart, Coach.]

If Horseless carriage; Vehicles of various

types, propelled by small steam engines or

electricity, are now being introduced in this

country and abroad, with much promise of

practical utility for business purposes and
pleasure jaunting.

2. Military:

(1) The frame on which a gun is mounted
and carried. [Gun-carriaoe.]

" He commanded the great ordnance to be laid upon
carriages, . . ."—KnoUe*: Hittory of the Turks.

* (2) A sword-belt.

3. Carp. : The timber framework on which
the steps of a wooden staircase are supported.

1 4. Drainage : A channel cut for the convey-
ance of water to overflow or irrigate ground ;

a carrier.

5. Printing

:

(1) The frame on rollers by which the bed,
carrying the forme, with the tympan and fris-

ket, is run in and out from under the platen.

(2) The frame which carries the inking-
rollers.

6. Mach. : A portion of a machine which
moves and carries an object ; as—

(1) The log-carriage of a sawing-inachine.

(2) The bit-carriage of a boring-machine,
which carries the bit and is advanced to the
work.

(3) The carriage of a
t
mule-spinner, which

travels towards and from the creel on which
the bobbins are skewered.

(4) Of a horizontal shaft : The bearings in
which it turns.

IT (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between
carriage, gait, and walk : Carriage, is here the
most general tern) : it respect* the manner of
carrying tne boay, wnetnw m kvdtawu* mmiura
or rest ; gait is the mode of carrying the limbs
and body whenever we move ; walk is the
manner of carrying the body when we move
forward to walk. A person's carriage is

somewhat natural to htm ; it is often an
indication of character, but admits of great
change by education ; we may always distm
guish a man as high or low, either in mind or
station, by his carriage; gait is artificial ; we
may contract a certain gait by habit ; the gait

la therefore often taken for a bad habit of
going, as when a person has a limping gait, or
an unsteady gait ; walk is less definite than
either, as it is applicable to the ordinary move-
ments of men ; there is a good, a bad, or an
indifferent walk ; but it is not a matter of in-

difference which of these kinds of walk we
have : it is the great art of the dancing- muster
to give a good walk.

(2) For the difference between carriage and
behaviour, see Behaviour.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

Compounds of obvious signification : Car.
riage-builder, carriage-horse, ,carriage-house.

carriage-bolt, s. A screw-bolt, with a
chamfered head, square neck, and threaded
shank, for use in carriage-building.

carriage brake, s. A retarding appara-
tus, to reduce the speed of a carriage in de-

scending a hill. [Brake,]

carriage-bridge, $.

Milit. : A roller bridge to be moved up a
glacis, and form a bridge from counterscarp to

scarp, for the passage of the attacking column.

carriage-coupling, s.

1. The coupling of a carriage unites the fore

and hind carriages. It is called the perch or
reach in carriages that possess it, but in many
modern carriages is dispensed with, the bed
resting on the fore and hind carriages, forming
the only coupling. In wagons, the coupling
is a pole, whose forward end is held by the
king-bolt in the fore-carriage ; the hind end
passes through an opening between the hind
axle and bolster, and the hounds of the hind
axle are fastened to the pole by a pin.

2. A means of uniting the bed to the fore-

carriage. It usually consists of a king-bolt,

which forms the pintle on which the fore-

carriage turns, and the fifth wheel, which is

bolted to keep the portions from bouncing
apart (Knight.)

carriage-guard, s. A plate on the bed
of a carriage where the fore-wheel rubs in

turning short

carriage jack, s. A lever-jack , designed
to raise the axle so as to lift the carriage off

the ground for the purpose of removing the

wheel from the spindle for repair or greasing.

[Jack.]

carriage-look, s. A fastening for a car-

riage-wheel, to restrain its rotation or impede
its freedom of movement in descending a hill.

carriage-lubricator, s. A self-acting

appliance for lubricating a carriage-wheel box
and spindle without removing the wheel from

the axle.

carriage-piece, s.

Carp. ; One of the slanting pieces on which
the steps of a wooden staircase are imposed ;

a rongh-string. The upper end rests against

the apron-piece or pitching-piece, which is

secured to the joists of the landing.

carriage-shackle, s. The bar which
connects the axle-slip to the thill or shaft.

(Knight.)

carriage-spring, s. An elastic device

interposed between the bed of a carriage and

its running-gears, to lessen the jar incident to

inequalities in the road, and the saltatory and

rolling motion of the bed itself. (Knight.)

carriage-step, s. A step, usually on a

jointed dependent frame, to afford means for

mounting into a carriage.

carriage-top, s.

1. The cover of a carriage. Permanent in

coaches ; double calash in barouches and lan-

daus ; calash in some gigs, buggies, phaetons.

&c. ; curtained in Ambulances and spring-

wagons.

2. A shifting-rail on the back and ends of a

buggy-seat, to make a high-back, or, by re-

moval, a low-back buggy.

carriage-wheel, s. The wheel of a car

rtage. This has usuallv a hub or nave, spokes,

fellies, and tire. A box fitted in the hub runs

in contact with the spindle or arm of the axle,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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and the wheel is held on the spindle by a
linch-pin, nut, or other device.

t car'-rlage-a-ble, o. [Eng. carriage ; -able. ]

1. Able to be carried.

2. Passable by carriages. (Barnes.)

car -rl-DOO, s. [Caribou.]

car rick, car rikc, * oar-rack, s. k a.

[Carack.]

1. A carack.
•* Aiicl now hath Sathanas, sayth he, a tayl
Broder than a carrike iu the aayl."

Chaucer : The Sompnouret Prol., v. 7270.

2. In Kinross and Perth, the bat of wood
driven by clubs, or sticks hooked at the lower
end, in the game of shintie. (Jamieson.)

3. The old name, in Fife, for the game of

shinty, still used in the eastern part of that
county. (Jamieson.) <

carrick band, carrick bend, .

Naut. : A particular kind of knot, used for

connecting hawsers and other ropes ; a knot
formed on a bight by putting the end of a
rope over its standing part, so as to form a
cross ; and reeving the end of the other rope
through the bight, up and over the cross and
down through the bight again, on the opposite
side from the other en<L

carrick bitts, s.

Naut. : The bitts which support the wind-
lass ; the vertical posts or cheeks which sup-
port the barrel of the windlass.

* car rick in', s. [From Scotch carrick.] A
meeting among the boys employed as herds,

at Lammas, for playing at shinty, on which
occasion they have a feast. (Jamieson.)

car'-ri-cle, car'-ra-cle, *. [Eng. carrick,

carrack ; suff. -le. ] A ship of great burden.
(Wharton.)

car'-rie, s. [A dimin. of car.] In the Lo-
thians, a two-wheeled barrow. (Jamieson.)

"Alexander then asked a loan of ber carrie (two-
wheeled barrow) . .

."

—

Caled. Mere., 20th July, 1820.

car '-rled (Eng.), car'-r^-it (Scotch), pa. par.

or a. [Carry, v.]

L Gen. : In senses corresponding to those
of the verb.

11. Specially, in Scotland :

1. Applied to a person whose mind is in so
abstracted a state, that he cannot attend to
what is said to him, or to the business he is

himself engaged in.

2. In a wavering state of mind, not fully

possessing recollection, as the effect of fever.

3. Elevated in mind, overjoyed at any
event, so as not to seem in full possession of
one's mental faculties ; as " Jenny's gotten
an heirscaip left her, and she's just carryit
about it." Sometimes, carryit up in the air.

4. Transported, swayed, influenced.
" Carried with fervent zeale."

Spenter : FO,., IV. Iv. Si.

Car ri er, s. [Eng. carry; -er.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Gen. : One who or that which carries
anything.

"You inust distinguish between the motion of the
air, which is but a vehieut-um causa, a carrier of the
•omuls, and the sounds conveyed."

—

Bacon : /fat. Bitt.

2. Specially

:

(1) One whose trade or occupation it is to
carry or convey goods.

"... the path was sometimes blocked up during a
long time by carricrt, neither of whom would break
the way."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

(2) One who carries a message, a messenger.
"The welcome news is in the letter found

;

The carrier's not commissioned to expound :

It speaks itself." Dryden : Beligio Laid, 867.

IL Tech nically

:

1. Law : A carrier in law is one who under-
takes for hire or reward to transport the
goods of such as employ him from place to
place. Two sorts of these exist, carriers by
land and carriers by water. Under the former
category are ranked the proprietors of stage-
coaches, railway companies, waggoners, par-
cels' delivery companies, Ac. Common carriers
are generally held liable by law for losses,
except these come by act (if God (storms,
floods, &c.),or are caused by enemies of the
United States, or the owner of the property
itself. Notice of non-liability is sometimes
given by carriers, but does not hold good in law.

2. Elect. : A proof plane, used to transmit
small charges of electricity. It consists of a
small piece of gilt paper, with a non-con-
ducting handle.

3. Mechanics

:

(1) A piece fastened by a set screw, or other-
wise, to work in a lathe, and connecting it

with the face-plate ; a dog.

(2) A distributing roller in a carding-ma-
chine.

(3) A roller between the drum and the feed-

ing rollers of a scribbling-machine for spinning
wool.

(4) A spool or bobbin-holder in a braiding-
machine which follows In the curved path
which intersects the paths of other bobbins,
and thus lays up the threads into a braid.

(Knight.)

i. Drainage : A small channel for the con-
veyance of water.

5, Ornith. : A carrier-pigeon.
" There are tame and wild pigeons ; and of tame

there are croppers, carrier*, runts?'

—

Walton : Angler.

* carrier-bird, s. The same as Carrier-
pigeon.

"As light as carrier-bird* in air."
Tennyton : In Mentor., xxv. a,

carrier-pigeon, s. a name given to a
species of pigeon, from their being used to
convey letters from any place to their home.

"Mr. Brent informs me that a friend of his had to
give up flying carrier-pigeons from France to Euglaud.
as the hawks on the English coast destroyed so many
on their arrival. '—Darwin : Origin ofSpecie* (ed. 1859),

ch. xl., p. 362.

carrier-shells, 5.

Zool. ; The English name given to the mol-
luscous genus Phorus, which is ranked under
the family Trochidee. The name is given be-

cause the Phori attach foreign substances to

their shells, some preferring stones and others
shells or corals. Hence collectors call some
ofthem mineralogists and others conchologists.

Nine recent species are known (none from
Britain), and fifteen fossil, the latter from the
Chalk or from the Eocene onward till now.
(Woodward: Mollusca, ed. Tate.)

t Car'-rl-er-Shlp, s. [Eng. carrier ; -ship.]

The office or post of a carrier.

" Messengersbips, by which I presume is meant
rural carrierthips.

"

—Daily Sew*, Aug. 20, 1880.

car'-rl-on, • car-olgne, * car-oine, * car-
cine, * car aine, car en, * car -i < on,
* car-yon, s. & a. [O. Fr. caruigne ; Fr. cha-

roigne ; Ital. carogna; Sp. carrona; Low Lat.

caronia, from Lat caro = flesh.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Literally

:

*1. A dead body, a corpse.

"They did eat the dead carriins. and one another
soon after, . . ."—Spenter : On Ireland.

*2. A body of a living person. (Used in

contempt or depreciation.)

"A sely litylle clout for to wrappeninourecarey/i«."
—Maundeville, p. 293.

3. A carcass ; the flesh of anything not fit

for food.
"Till, warn'd by frequent ills, the way they found
To lodge their loathsome carrion under ground."

Dryden.
4. Putrified, rotten flesh.

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. A worthless person. (Applied in re-

proach or contempt.)
"Shall we send that foolish carrion. Mrs. Quickly,

to him, and excuse his throwing into the water?"—
Shaketp. : Merry Wive*, iii. 3.

2. Prey, booty.
"... the unclean birds of prey which swarm

wherever the scent of carrion is strong."—Macaulay

:

Hi*'. Eng., ch. xii.

B, -4s adjective:

1. Pertaining to carcasses ; feeding on car-
casses.
" Match to match I have encounter'd him.
And made a prey for carrion kites and crows,
Ev'n of the bonny beasts he lov'd so welL"

Shaketp. i 2 Den. F/, t. 1
* 2. Rotten, putrifying.

"That this foul deed shall smell above the earth
With carrion men, groaning for burial."

Shaketp. : Juliu* Cottar, iii. 1.

carrion-bird, s. Any bird feeding on
carrion.

"And oft the hateful carrion-btrd.
Heavily flapping his clogg'd wing,
Which reek'd with that day's banqueting."

Moore : Lalla Rookh ; The Fire Worthipper*.

carrion-crow, s.

Ornith. :

1. Co-rvus corone, a common English crow,
which feeds on carrion, small annuals, young
chicks, &c.

2. The urubu (q.v.).

carrion-feeder, s. A bird or animal
which lives on carrion.

" And will not the manner of its descent proclaim
throughout the district the whole family of carrion-
feeder*, that their prey is at hand."—Dam-in : Voyage
round the World (ed. 1870), ch. ix., pp. 185-6.

carrion-flower, s.

liot. : (1) A garden name for Stapelia; (2)

Smilax herbacea. (American.)

carrion-hawk, s. A carrion-eating hawk;
loosely used for any large bird that feeds on
carrion.

carrion-vulture, s. A carrion-eating

vulture ; any American vulture of the family
Cathartidte.

" When an animal is killed in the country, it is well
known that the condors, like other carrion-vultures,
soon gain intelligence of it and congregate in. an In-
explicable manner." —Darwin j Voyage round the
World (ed. 1870), ch. ix., p. 184.

oar'-ris, s. [Gael, cathbrith, cathbruith =
boiled pollard ; cath = pollard, husks ; brttith

= boiled. 1 Flummery. (Scotch.)

car ritch (sing.), car ritch-es (pi), s. [A
corruption of Eng. catechism.]

1. Catechism. (Scotch.)

"My Mother gar'd me learn the Single Carritch,
whilk was a great vex . . ."—Scott : Old Mortality,
ch. xxxvii.

2. Often used in the sense of reproof—

If / gae him his carritch : I reprehended him
with severity.

car rol-lite, s. [From Carroll County, Mary-
land, where it is found, and suff. -ite (Min.),]

Min. : An isometric massive mineral of a
light steel-gray colour, with a faint reddish
hue. Hardness, 5*5

; sp. gr„ 4*85. It is found
associated with ehalcopyrite and chalcocite.

Dana thinks it may prove to be identical with
the Bastnaes linnseite, both being cupriferous.
Composition: Sulphur, 4193 ; cobalt, 3725 ;

nickel, 154 ; iron, T26 ; copper, 17 "48, with a
trace of arsenic.

car ron-ade, s. [From Carron, in Scot-
land, where they were first manufactured, and
suff. -ode.]

Mil. : Short cast-iron, smooth-bore guns,
made at Carron Foundry, having thinner
metal than guns of similar calibre. They have
powder-chambers, but no swell to muzzle and
no trunnions, being attached to the carriage
by a bolt passing through a loop on the under-
side of the piece. Formerly used to throw
large shot up to 600 yards.

"The carronade Is a gun of intermediate length and
weight between the cannon and the howitzer. . . . The
first gun of this nature was cast and constructed, ac-
cording to the suggestions of General Melville, at
GwTon, 1779."—Beet : Cyclopcedia ; Cannon.

car'-rona, s. [Etyrn. doubtful.] A variety of

the Wild Cherry or Gean, Prunus Avium.

*car-r6'on (1), s. [Car.] a rent received
for the privilege of driving a cart.

car roon (2), s. [Caroon.]

car -rot, s. & a. [Fr. carotte ; Ital. carota ; from
Lat. carota.]

A. As substantive:

Bot. : An umbelliferous plant, Daucus co-

rota, the esculent root of which is well known.
It is indigenous to Europe, being very frequent

In pastures and borders of fields. A variety

or species, Daucus maritimus, grows along the

sea-coast of Kent, Dorset, Devon, and Corn-
wall, in England.

" Carrot*, though garden* roots, yet they do well in
the fields for seed."—Mortimer.

Candy carrot: Athamanta cretensis.

Cretan carrot : The same as Candy carrot.

Deadly carrot : A common name for Thapsia.

Native carrot: A Tasmanian name for the
tubers of Geranium parviflonim. (Treas. oj

Bot.)

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).

carrot-head, s. A head with red hair.

carrot-pow, 5. The same as Carrot-
head (q.v.). (Scotch.)

boil, bo^ ; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph i.

"dan, -tian - shan. -tion. -slon = shun ; -tion, -slon = zhun, tious, -slous, -clous = shus. -We, -de, &c. = beL oel.



carrotiness—carry

carrot-tree, s. Monizia edviis, an um-
belliferous plant, somewhat arborescent, which
grows on one of three uninhabited islands
near Madeira.

.' car -rot-I-ness, s. [Eng. carroty; -ness.}

The quality or state of being carroty. (Ash.)

©ar'-rot-^", a. [Eng. carrot ;-y.) Resembling
a carrot in colour (applied to the hair) ; red.

* Car'-rowjL s. pi [Ir. k Gael, carach = cun-
ning,deceftrul. ) Vagabonds,strolling gamblers.

" The carrows are a kind of people that wander up
atid down to gentlemen's bouses, living only upon
rnrds and dice; who, though they have little or no-
thing of their own, yet will they play for much
money."

—

Spenser : On Ireland.

car -ry, * car-i-en, * car-ri-en, * car-y,
* car yn, car ye, * car-rye, v.t. & i.

[O. Ft. carier = to convey in a cart, from O.
Fr. car = a cart, a car ; Fr. charier.]

A. Ordinary Language:

L Transitive

:

L Literally:

(1) To convey or transport goods on a car or
cart, or any similar means of conveyance.

" Caryn, or cary. Veho, transveho.'—Prompt. Pan.
" Upon camaylles and other bestes men caryen here

merchandise thidre."—ManndeviVe, p 122.

(2) To.convey or bear in any way.

(a) 0/ material things:

"The dede body . . . they carry till they come at
kaire."—Oower. t 248.

(b) 0/ immaterial things

:

" Another took the coast road, and carried the in-
telligence to Russell."

—

Maeaulay: HUt. Eng., ch.
xviii.

(8) To bear about with one.

"Do not take out bones like surgeons I have met
with, who carry them about in their pockets. *

—

Wise-
man : Surgery.

(4) To have attached.

(5) To convey by force. (Generally with the
adverbs away or off.

)

" Go. carry jjir John Falstaff to the Fleet,
Take all his company along with him."

Shakes/) : 2 Men. IV..v.h.

(6) To support, sustain, uphold.
" Warriors carry the wan ior'spalL

"

Tennyson .- Ode on Death of Duke of Wellington, 6.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Of material things:

(a) To lead, conduct.
"... he should prevail on them to desert and to

carry their ships into tome French or Irish port."

—

Maeaulay: HUt. Eng., ch. xv.

(&) To bear, as trees, plants, &c.

"Set them a reasonable depth, and they will carry
more shoots upon the stein."—Bacon : Eat. HUt.

(c) To move or push forward ; to extend or
continue in any direction.

" His chimney is carried np through the whole rock,
so that you see the sky through it, . .

."

—

Addison:
On Italy.

(d) To win or gain after resistance. [B. 2. ]

" What a fortune does the thick lips owe.
If he can carry her thus ':

"

Shaketp. : Othello, L 1.

(e) To propel, urge, or drive forward. [B. 3.]

(f) To support, sustain the weight of. [B. 5.]

(2) OJ immaterial things

:

(a) To take or bear with one.

"If the ideas of liberty and volition were carried
along with us in oar minds, a great part of the diffi-
culties that perplex mens thoughts would be easier
resolved."— Locke.

* (6) To receive, endure, necept
*'8ome have in readiness so many odd stories, as

there is nothing but they ram wrap It into a tale, to
make others carry it with more pleasure."—Bacon.

(c) To convey annexed to or as a result
"The obvious portions of extension, that affect our

senses, carry with them into the mind the idea of
finite."—Locke.

*(d) To contain, comprise.
"He thought it carried something of argument in

It to prove that doctriue."— Wattt : On the Mind.
* («) To imply, import, convey the idea or

impression of.

"It carries too great an imputation of ignorance,
lightness, or folly, for men to quit and renounce their
former tenets, presently, upon the offer of an argu-
ment which they cannot Immediately answer."

—

Locke.

* CO To exhibit outwardly ; to present the
external appearance of.

"The aspect of every one in the family carries bo
much satisfaction, that it appears he knows his happy
iot."—Addison.

m
(g) To urge forward with some external or

internal impulse, to cause to advance.
"It Is not to be imagined how far constancy will

carry a man ; . .
."—Locke.

too far in punishing others ; . .
."—/6**i

(h) To posh forward habits, ideas, argu-
ments, Ac., in any direction.

"There is no vice which mankind carries to such
wild extremes, as that of avarice."—Swift.

(i) To transfer, bring forward, as from one
page, column, or book to another. [C, 6 (2). J

(j) To cause to pass over to another place.

*(k) To trace back the history of anything.
" Manetho, that wrote of the Egyptians, hath car-

ried up their government to an incredible distance."—Bale; Origin of Mankind.

(I) To effect one's purpose, succeed in com-
pleting or effecting anything.

" Oft-times we lose the occasion of carrying a busi-
ness well and thoroughly by our too much haste."—
Ben Jonion: Discoveries {Negotia).

(m) To succeed in bringing into effect or to
a successful issue against opposition, as a mea-
sure in Parliament, or motion in a debate.
[C. 14.]

" The friends of Halifax moved and carried the pre-
vious question, "—il icaulay ; Mist Eng., ch. xi v.

(n) With the pronoun it.

(i) To gain, prevail.
" Are you all resolv'd to give yonr voices?"~

: the greater part ca
Shaketp. : Coriolanits, ii. 3.

But that's no matter : the greater part carries it."

* (ri) To behave, conduct oneself.

* (iii) To present or continue an outward
appearance.

" My niece is already in the belief that he's mad ; we
may carry it thus, for our pleasure and his penance."—
Shakesp. : Twelfth /fight. 111. 4.

*(o) To transact business, to manage.
"And tberfore they doe cunningly carry* theyr

course of government, . . ."—^fpenser: Ireland.

(p) To persuade, influence by words, as " he
carried his audience with him."

* IL Reflexive : To behave, conduct oneself.

"He attended the king into Scotland, where be did
carry himself with much singular sweetness and tem-
per. — Wotton.

HX Intransitive

:

* 1, To run or travel about, to wander.
" As ancres and heremltes
That holden hem in hire selles
And coveiten noght in con tree.

To carien about
Langland: P. Plowman, 55.

2. To fetch and bring, as dogs.
" Each does her studious action vary.
To go and come, to fetch and carry." Prior.

3. To have a propelling power. [B. 3.]

B. Technically:

1. Arith. : To hold over in a calculation a
number to a higher or lower place in numera-
tion.

2. Mil. : To gain possession of by attack, as
" to carry the outworks of a place. " [A. 2 (d).]

3. Gunnery, Archery, etc.

;

Intrans. : To have the power of projecting a
ball to a certain distance.

" For, oo my soul, as far as Amiens
She'll carry blank."

Beaum. A Fletoh: Tamer Tamed.

i. Naut. War : To be armed with, to be pro-
vided with for offence or defence.

" It was desired that she could carry thirty-six 68-

pounder guns."—Brit. Quart. Review, 1873, p. 105.

5. Building : To sustain the weight of, sup-
port

6. Horsemanship: A horse is said to carry
well, when his neck is arched, and he holds
his head high ; but when his neck is short,
and ill-shaped, and he lowers his head, he is

said to carry low.

7. Hunting : A hare is said by hunters to
carry, when she runs on rotten ground, or on
frost, and it sticks to her feet.

8. Hawking : A hawk is said to carry, when
it flies away with the game instead of bringing
it to its master.

C. In special phrases

:

1. To carry along, v.t. & i. :

(1) Trans. : The same as to carry away.
(Colloquial.)

(2) Intrans. : To fare.

2. To carry arms (Mil.) :

(1) To serve in the army.

(2> To hold the rifle in the position for
saluting a subaltern. Arms so held are said
to be " at the carry."

3. To carry away :

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(a) Lit. : To carry off forcibly, to abduct
"... for he mourned because of the transgression of

them that had been carried away."— Ezra, x, S.

(fc) Figuratively:

(i) To overcome, overpower.
"... having an honest and sincere mind, he was aot

so carried away by a popular prejudice, . .
."— Tittot-

son (ed. 1732), vol i. aer. 1.

(ii) To transport in mind, to lead away.
" Ye know that ye were Gentiles, carried away unto

these dumb idols, even as ye were led."—1 Cor., xiL 2.

(2) Naut. : To break or lose a spar, &c, to
part a rope.

" We carried away our mixen-mast.*—Byron : Nar-
rative, p. 4.

* 4, To carry coals : To bear injuries.

"I advise those who are sensible that they carry
coals, and are full of ill-will, and entertain thoughts of
revenge. . .

."— Whichcot : Sermons.

5. To carry forth, v.t. : To convey outside.
"... carry forth the ashes without the camp unto

a clean place."— Lev. vi. IL

6. To carry forward

:

(1) Ordinary Language :

(a) Lit. : To convey or conduct forward.

(6) Fig. : To help forward, to promote, ad-
vance.

(2) Book-keeping: To transfer from one page,
column or book, to its successor.

"Four quarterly dividends, at the rate of 10 percent
per annum, have been paid during 1830, besides carry-
tng forward a balance to the nresent year."

—

Standard.
March 5. 1881.

7. To carry off, v. t. .

(1) Literally :

(a) To seize and convey away by force.
• 4

. . . the Seres returning, carried off either their
goods or money, as they liked best."—Arouthnot.

(6) To conduct away by means of a channel

(2) Fig. : To kill (said of a disease).

"Old Parr lived to one hundred and fifty-three yean
of age, and might have gone further, if tiie change of
air had not carried him off."—Sir W. Temple.
m To carry it off : To bear out, face through.
" If a man carriet it off. there is so much money

saved."-L'Estrange.

8. To carry on, v.t & i. :

(1) Transitive:

(a) To exercise, manage, or conduct.

"The Internal government of England could be car'
ried on only by the advice and agency of English
ministers."

—

Maeaulay: Mist. Eng., ch. xi.

(6) To continue
;
put forward from one stage

to another.
"

. . begun by our Blessed Saviour, carried on by
his disciples, . .

."

—

Bishop Sprat.

(2) Intrans. : To conduct or behave oneself

in a particular manner. (Colloquial.)

9. To carry out, v.t :

(1) Lit. : To convey to a spot outside,

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) To conduct to an issue ; to prosecute a

design ; to complete.
" Other duties, however, interfered with the carry

ingotitot this intention."

—

TyndaU: Frag, of Science
(3rd ed.). iii 41
* (6) To transport.

"These things transport and carry out the mind."
Sir J. Davies s On the Immortality of the Soul, st 85.

10. To carry over, v.t.

:

(1) Ord. Ijang. : To gain over to a side, to
prevail to leave any party and join another.

" Marlborough had promised to carry over the army,
Russell to carry over the fleet"— Maeaulay: Hist.

Eng., ch. xxii.

(2) Stock Exch. : To put off a settlement of

an account to the next account day.
" The carrying-over rates were much the same as on

hut occastou, . . ."—Daily Telegraph, Hay 12, 188L

11. To carry sail (Naut): To have the saili

spread.
* 12. To carry the colours :

Mil. ; To serve as an ensign.

13. To carry through, v.t & i. :

(1) Transitive

:

(a) Lit. : To convey anything through the
midst of other things.

(6) Figuratively

:

(i) Of persons: To support or lead to a suc-

cessful end in spite of obstacles or dangers

;

to suffice for.

"That grace will carry us, if we do not wilfully btj

tray our succours, victoriously throughall dimcultisa
—Hammond.
(ii) Of things : To complete, bring to a suc-

cessful issue.

*(2) Intrans. : To support to a successful

end in spite of obstacles or dangers.

14. To carry one's point : To succeed in one's

object. [A. 2 (»).]
" They were bent upon placing their friend Littleton

In the Speaker's chair ; and they had carried their

point triumphantly."- Maeaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxlv.

<ite, l&t, fSu-e, amidst, what, fall, father: we, w5tt here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pflt,

or, wore, wolf, work, wh©\ sou; mute, oiito, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, ce = e. ey=a. qu = kw.
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15. To carry up : To build, or raise higher.

16. To can-y weight

:

(1) Lit. : To ride or run with a weight on
one's back or saddle.

" He carries weight, he rides a race :

Tia for a thousand pounds
!

"

Cowper: John Gilpin.

(2) Fig. : To be of importance, to influence.

% For the distinction between to carry and
to bear, see Beak, r. For that between to

carry, to fetch, and to bring, see Bring. (Orabb :

Eti'j. Si/itoii.)

carry-all, s. [A corruption of cariole.]

A light four-wheeled carriage drawn by one
horse.

* carry-castle, s. An elephant. (Wares.)

* carry-knave, s. A common prostitute.

"The superfluous number of all our hyreling hack-
ney earryknanet "—Taylor: Workes, 1630. (Naret.)

* carry-tale, s. A tale-bearer.

"Some carry-rale, some pleaseman. some slfghtttny."
Shakesp : love's labour lost, V. 1

t car'-ry\ s. [Carry, v.]

1. A term used to express the motion of the
clouds. They are said to have a great carry,

when they move with velocity before the wind.

2. The bulk or weight of a burden.

1 3. The position of the musket when under
the order to carry arms. [Carry, v., C. 2 (2).]

car -ry-Ing, pr. par., a,, & s. [Carry, v.)

A* As pr. par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. -4s adj. : Pertaining to the conveyance
of goods, &c.

C. As subst. : The act or business of convey-
ing goods, &c

cars ( pi car-ses), s. [Cress.] (Gerarde, <rc.)

car sad -die, s. [Cart-saddle.]

* car-saye, s. [Kersey.] The woollen stuff
called kersey.

"Item, Fra Thome of Zare. aue elne of cartage,
13s. id."—Aberd. Reg., A. 1538, V. xvi.

carse (1), kerss, s. [Sw. karr = a fen, a
marsh.] Low and fertile land ; generally that
which is adjacent to a river. (Scotch.)

" Thai for thai herberyd thairn that nycht
Doune iu the Ken.'

Barbour, xiL 392, 395. MS.
• carse (2), s. [Cress.]

car -stang, *. [Eng. car, and stomg = a pole. ]

The shaft of a cart. (Javiiuon.)

cart, * carte, «. & a. [A.S. craft ; O. IceL karti,
kartr ; Gael, k Ir. cairt.)

A. As substantive

;

1. Generally

:

41
(1) A carriage or vehicle of any sort. '

"There was bought a fuurewhelid cart."— WycUffie:
8 King*, x. 29.

"The Scythians are described by Herodotus to lodge
always iu carts, aud to feed upon the milk of mares. "

—

Tempi*.

(2) A vehicle with two wheels, used for the
conveyance of heavy or rough goods, and more
especially by fanners ; distinguished from a
waggon, which has four wheels.

" He bad cartes and walues nlmen."
Story of Genesis £ Exodus, 3.W2.

" My friend, just ready to depart.
Was packing all his goods in one poor cart."

Dryden: Juvenal, Hi.

2. Spec. : A vehicle in which criminals were
carried to execution, or at the tail of which
they were whipped.

"Now fitted the halter, now traversed the cart,
Aud often took leave, but was loath to depart."

Prior : The Cordelier.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

% Compounds of obvious signification : Cart-
horse, cart-load, cart-rut, cart-way, cart-wheel,
cart-whip.

* cart aver, s. A cart-horse. (Scotch.)
[Ax sr,

]

"The carles aud the cart-awers—mtke it all. and the
carles aud the cart-avers eat it »1L"—iSco(< : Pirate, ch.
lv.

cart-band, * carte-band, *carbond,
«. A plate of iron on a cart ; also, the tire of
k wheel.

"A carte band (carboud A.): Crusta, crustuta, <U-
minutivum."—CathoL AngUoum.

* cart-body, s. The body or main part
or a cart.

* cart -bote, s. Wood to which a tenant
was entitled for making and repairing carts
and other implements. (Bouvier?)

* carte-hird, s. [Mid. Eng. carte, and hird
— a herd. Sock, gathering.] A collection or

number of carts or chariots.

"Sex hundred curtehird lwrogt
Vt of Esfipte lit' hnueth brogt."

Genesis 6 Exodus, 8,215.

cartful, s. [Cartful.]

cart-jade, *. A poor, miserable cart-

Jmrse.
'* He came out with all his clowns, horsed upon such

cart-jades, so furnished, 1 thought if that were thrift.

I wished none of my friends or subjects ever to thrive.'—Sidney.

cart-ladder, s. A rack thrown out at

the head or tail of a cart to increase its carry-

ing capacity. Also called save*.

* cart-piece, s. A species of ordnance,
anciently used in Scotland ; so called from
being carried on a cart or carriage.

"They dressed and cleaned their cart.pieccs, whilk
quietly and treacherously were altogether poisoned by
the Covenanters with the towns, and so rammed with
stones that they were with great difficulty cleansed."—
Spalding : Troubles, i. 102, lU3.

cart-rope, s. A strong rope used for

fastening a load on a cart ; hence, any strong
rope.

" Whiplash wel knotted, aud cartrope ynough."—
Tueser, p. 36.

" Woe lie vnto vayne persones, yt drawe wyckedues
ruto the, as it were w a ooorUe : and aynue, as it were
with a cart-rope."— Bible, 1551. Estiy, c. 5.

cart-saddle, * cart-sadeL, * cart
sadle, carsaddle, s. The small saddle

put on the back of a carriage horse, for sup-
porting the trams or shafts of the carriage.

cart-saddle, v.t. To put a cart-saddle

on ; to yoke, to harness.

* cart spur, * cart-spurre, s. [Eng.
carit aud spurre = spoor(q.v.).j A cart-wheel
rut.

"A Carte spurre; orbita*— Cathol. Anglicum (ed.

Hetrtage).

* cart start, * cart -staf, * carte-
Staf, s. The shaft of a cart ; a piece of wood
used to support the shaft when the cart is

not in motion.
"A good cart*ta/in his hand he hante."

Tale of Gamelyn. 6S6.

* cart-taker, s. The officer who pressed
carts and other vehicles into the service of the
conrt.

" Purveyors, cart-takers, aud such insolent offlcen."
— Wilson ; life of James I. (1653), p. 1L

' cart tire, s. The tire of a cart-wheel.

cart-wright, * cartewright, s. One
who makes carts.

** A Cartewright : carectareus."— Cathol. Anglicum.

"After local names, the most names hare been de-
rived from occupations or professions; as Taylor,
Potter, Smith, Cartwright."—Camden : Remains,

cart, *carten, *cartyn,v.t. &£. [Cart,*.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To carry or convey goods in a cart.

* 2. To expose in a cart by way of punish-
ment.

" Mounts the Tribunal, lifts her scarlet head,
Aud sees pale Virtue Girted in her stead."

Pope : Epilogue to the Satires. Dial L 149-5A.

" She chuckled when a bawd was carted." Prior.

B. Intrans. : To use carts for carriage of
goods.

*' Oxeu are not so good for draught whew you have
occasion to cart much, but for winter ploughing."—
Mortimer : Husbandry.

cart'-a-ble, a. [Eng. cart ; -able.]

1. That may be carried In a cart (said of
goods).

2. That may be traversed by a cart (said of
roads).

car-ta-ftl-a'-go, car-ta-phil-a'-go, *.

[From L/at. carta, &ndJilago.]

Hot.: Two composite plants -(1) Gnaplialium
8ylvaticum

f
&nt\ (2) Filago germanica. (Turner.)

cart -age, s. [Eng. cart ; -age.]

1. The act of carting or transporting goods
in a cart.

"Goods entrusted to his master for cartage to the
docks."—Standard, Feb. 27, 1B8L

2. The money paid for the carting or trans-

porting of goods in a cart.

" It is estimated that the total expense, including
enrtage from the mines to the railway and thence to

the port, will be about £2 per too."— I'aily Telegraph.
March 3, 1S8L

carte (1), s. [Fr. carte; Ital. carta; Lat.
carta.] [Card.]

1. A card,

"Then we'll sleek the shop, and cry ben Baby, and
take a baud at the oartet till the gudeman cornea-
hanie. "—Soft : Antiquary, ch. it.

2. A bill of fare.

car te -blanche, s.

Lit. : A blank sheet of paper to be filled np
with such conditions as the person to whom
it is given may think proper ; hence absolute
freedom of action.

" Lord Orey was armed with what was then
called a carte-bltinche to create any number of peers
necessary to Insure its success. "—Disraeli: Coninitby,
bk. i., ch. il.

carte-de-visite, s.

Phot. : A small likeness gummed on a card,

so called from photographs of very small size

having been originally used as visiting cards.

carte (2), *. [The same as Quartk (q.v ).] A
movement of the sword, as tierce and carte.

" He thrust enrte and tierce uncommonly fierce."

Betrham: Ingoldsby legends; The Tragedy.

oart'-ed, pa. par. or a. [Cart, v.] Conveyed
or transported in carts.

" Horse and man have to be fed by victual carte*

hundreds of milts out of Poland."—Cartyle : Fred, th,

Great, bk. xvHL, ch. 13.

car'-tel, s. [Ft. cartel; Ital. cartello ; Sp. &
Port, cartel ; Low Lat. cartellus, from chartula,

dimin. of charta = a writing.] [Chart.]

* 1. A writing of any sort, more especially a
paper containing the heads of an agreement
between enemies, or stipulations respecting
the exchange of prisoners.

" A> this discord among the sisterhood is likely to
engage them in a luinj and lingering war, It if the more
necessary that there should be a cartel settled among
thcui.'—Addisrit ; Freeholder.

1 2. A challenge to a battle or duel, a
defiance.

M ... as to perjur'd duke of Lancaster.
Their cartel of defiance they prefer."

Daniel: Civil War.
cartel-ship, s.

NuiU. : A ship commissioned in time of war
to exchange the prisoners of any two hostile
powers, or to carry a proposal from one to the
other ; for this reason she had only one gun,
for the purpose of liriug signals, as the officer

who commanded her was particularly ordered
to carry no cargo, ammunition, or implements
of war. In late wars, however, the term has
been applied to ships of war fully armed, but
under cartel, carrying commissions for settling

peace, as flags of truce. Cartel-ships, by
trading in any way, are liable to couliscation.

* (Smyth.)

* car'-tel, v.t. [Cartel,*.] To send a cartel

or challenge to ; to challenge.

" Come hither, you shall cartel him ;—you ahall kill
him at pleasure."— flew Jonson : Every Man in his
Bumour, L 4.

cart er, * cart-are, *cart-ere, s. [Eng.
cart ; -er.] One whose business it is to drive
a cart.

"Thay seigh a cart that chargid was with hay.
Which that a carter drof forth iu his way.

Chaucer ; V. T, 7.I2L

" It is the prudence of a carter to put bells upon his
horses, to make them carry their burdens cheerfully."—Dryden : Dufresnoy.

carter-fish, & A kind of flat iish, Pleu-

ronectes megastoma.

* cart'-er-l^, a. [Eng. carter; -ly.] Like a

carter or rough fellow ; rough, rude.
" A carterly or churlish trick.."—Cotgrave, in w.

Charterie.

car-te's-i-an, a, &s. [From Rene Descartes,

a celebrated French philosopher, who was
born at La Haye, in Touraine, on March 31,

1596, and died at Stockholm, on February 11,

1650, aged 53.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to Descartes or to

his teaching ; taught by Descartes.
" The Cartesian philosophy begins now to lie almost

uuiversally rejected, . . .'—A. Smith: Hist, of As-
tronomy.

B. As subst. : One who adopts the philo-

sophical tenets of Descartes.

cartesian-devix, s. A contrivance to

illustrate the effect of the compression or

expansion of air in changing the specific

gravity of bodies. It is a small glass figure,

hollow, and sometimes provided with a hollow
bulb on its head. This is to be partly filled

poll, boy; pout, Jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin as; expect. Xenophoa, exist, -ihg

-elan, -tian =s shan. -tion, ~sion = 8hun; -tion, -sion-zhun, -tious, -sious, -<;ious-shus. -blc, -die, &c. -bel, del.
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with water, and placed in a tall vessel, nearly

full of water, and having a piece of caout-

chouc secured tightly over the top. Ou press-

ing the caoutchouc the air of the vessel will

be compressed : this will compress that within

the figure or bulb, so admitting more water
by a small aperture, and causing the figure to

sink. On removing the pressure the air in

the figure or bulb will expand, forcing out
some of the water, and causing it to rise.

(Francis.) (Webster.) It is called also a car-

tesian-diver.

cartesian-diver, s. The same as Car-
tesian-devil (q.v.).

cartes -I-an-fsm, s. [Eng. cartesian ; -ism.]

The system of philosophy taught by Des-

cartes. Rene Descartes in bis twentieth year

resolved as far as possible to eliminate from
his mind all that had ever been taught him by
books or by instructors, and think out for

himself the entire circle of knowledge. His
first postulate was "Cogito, ergo sum "—"I
think, therefore I exist." Inquiring next into

ideas, which he defined as "all that is in our
mind when we conceive a thing, in whatever
way we conceive it," he regarded clearness

and distinctness as the criterion of a true as

distinguished from a false idea. Of all ideas

in the human mind that of a God is the

clearest, therefore there is a God. As in this

clear conception of God infinite veracity is

attributed to Him, it is impossible that he
could make our faculties deceive us in mathe-
matical and metaphysical demonstrations ;

these sciences, therefore, are trustworthy.

The actual existence of the external world is

proved by the prior truth, the existence of

God. Creation was and is a manifestation of

the Divine will.

Descartes revolutionised mathematics, im-

parting to it a beneficial impulse. He did so

likewise to metaphysics. Among his imme-
diate followers in the latter science were Geu-
lincx, Malebranche, and Spinoza. A celebrated

opponent was Gassendi. The method of Des-
cartes was adopted by all the philosophers of

the rationalistic school who flourished during

the latter half of the seventeenth and the whole
of the eighteenth centuries. In physics he
discovered the law of the refraction of a ray of

light through a diaphanous body, but his a
priori method was not the proper instrument
for physical investigation, and his researches

in that department were a comparative failure.

[Vortex.]

cart ful, * cart'-fuU, s. [Eng. cart, and
/u/(/).] The quantity which will fill a cart.

"The king hath licenc'd certain victuals into the
town, and wood upon in treaty of the Cardinal Gondii
at twenty-live crowns the cart-full, and a cow eight."—v

fleli'iuta IVotfonfancB, p. 614.

car-tha-gptn'-i-an, s. & a. [Lai. carthagini-

ensis = pertaining to Carthage ; Carthago
(genit. Carthaginis).~]

A. As subst. : A native of Carthage.

B. As adjective:

Geog. : Of or pertaining to Carthage, a fam-
ous city on the north coast of Africa, said to

have been founded by Dido about 869 B.C.,

and for many years the great rival of Rome
for the supremacy in the Mediterranean.
After a protracted struggle, lasting from 265

B.C. to 147 B.C., it was at last finally conquered
and burnt by Scipio in the latter year.

Carthaginian apple, .

Bot. : Punica granatum, the Pomegranate.

car tha mine, s. [Mod. Lat. cartkamus, and
Eng. stiff, -ine (C7tem.).]

Chem. : CuH^Oy. A red colouring matter,

insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol,

extracted from the flowers of the safflower,

Carthamus tinctorius.

car tha mus, s. [Mod. Lat., from Arab.

qurtum, qirtim, from Heb. qarthami — bastard

saiTron.]

Bot. : A small genus of composite flowers,

containing two annual species, of which one,

the Safflower plant or Bastard Saffron (Cartha-

mus tinctorius), is extensively cultivated in

India, China, &c. , as well as Southern Europe.
Under the name of Safflower the flowers of

this plant are extensively imported into this

country, principally from India, for the sake

of the two colouring matters, yellow and red,

contained in them, which are used for dyeing
silk, &c. Mixed with finely powdered talc it

forms the well-known substance known as

rouge. It is also used tu adulteiate saffron.

According to Col. Sykes the seeds of C. j-er-

sicus produce a useful oil, eatable when fresh.

The oil-cake formed from it is very nourishing
to milch cattle. In times of scarcity theseeds
themselves are eaten, while the leaves of the

plant are used as greens. (I.indley, £c.)

"Ctrrthamus, the flower of which alone is used, is

an annual plant cultivated in 9i>ain, Egypt, and the
Levant. There are two varieties of ti ; one which has
large leaves, and the other smaller ones. It is the last

which is cultivated in Egypt, where it is a considerable
article of commerce."—Brand*: Dictionary of Art*,
Manufactures, and Mine*.

* car thoun , s. [Cartow.]

Mil.: An ancient gun, weighing 90 cwt.,
and throwing a 48 lb. shot ; used in the fif-

teenth century. Also known as the Cannou
Royal.

car-thu'-jt-an, a. &s. [Low Lat. Cartnsianus,
Cartusiensis.f

A. As adjective

:

Eccles. Hist. : Of or pertaining to a religious

order founded in a.d. 1086 by St. Bruno, and
named from the place of their institution,

Chartreux, in France. They were remarkable
for the austerity of their rule, which binds
them to perpetual solitude, total abstinence
from flesh—even at the risk of their lives—
and absolute silence, except at certain stated

times. Their habit was white, except an outer
plaited cloak, which was black. They were
brought over to England in A.D. 1180 or 1181

by King Henry II.

" Silent he seems externally
A* any Carthutian monk may be."

Longfellow : The Golden Legend, iv.

B. As substantive:

1. One of the order of monks described in A.

2. A pupil of the Charterhouse School,

which was originally a Carthusian house.

car' til-age (age as ig), s. [Fr. cartilage,

from Lat. cartilago.]

In Animal Physiol. : A texture or substance
possessed of elasticity, flexibility, and con-
siderable cohesive power. Temporary cartil-

age is used in place of bone in very early life,

and as development goes on ossifies. Perma-
nent cartilage, on the contrary, retains its

character to the last, never ossifying. It is

of two kinds : Articular cartilage, used in

joints, and membraniform cartilage, employed
in the walls of cavities. (Todd <£ Bowman;
Physiol. Anat,, vol. i., ch. 4, pp. 88—03.)
[Fl BRO-CARTILAOE. ]

branes further consolidated become cartilage*, and
cartilage* bones."

—

Arbuthnot.

car til a gin c i, s. pi. [From Lat. cartiU

agineus m gristly.]

Ichthy. : The same as Chondroptervoii
(q v.).

* car-tll-a-gin'-S-OUS, a. [Lat. cartilagi-

nosus, from cartilago (genit. cartilaginis).']

Consisting of cartilage, cartilaginous.

"By what artifice the cartilagineon* kind of fishes

poise themselves ... is as yet unknown."—Hay.

t car-tfl-a-gin-if-X-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. car-

tilago (gemt. cartilaginis), and facio = to

make.] The act or process of forming into

cartilage.

car til-ag'-in-OUS, a. [Fr. cartilagineux

;

Lat. cartilaginosus, from cartilago (genit. car-

tilaginis).]

1. Ord. Lang. : Pertaining to, resembling,

or consisting of cartilage
;
gristly.

" The larynx gives passage to the breath, and, as the
breath pasaeth through the rimula, makes a vibration
of thow c'trtitaginout bodies, which forms that breath
Into a vocal sound or voice."—Bolder: Elem. of Speech.

2. Ichthyol. : Having the internal skeleton

in a state of cartilage or gristle, the bones
containing little or no calcareous matter.

(Owen.)
". . . the means whereby cartilaginous fishes rsiv

and sink themselves in the water, and rest and ahidi.

in what depth they please, . . ."—Ray: Creation.

cart lug, pr. par., a., & s. [Cart, v.)

A, v B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of conveying in a

cart.

cart-dgr'-raph-er, s. [Lat. charta = & leaf

of pai*er ; Fr. carte = a card, a chart ; and Gr.

ypadKu (grapho) = to write, engrave.] One
who makes or compiles charts.

t cart-o-graph -Ic, * cart-o-grapn -I-
cal, ((. [Lat. charta; Fr. carte — a card, a

chart ; Gr. ypadViKo* (graphikos) = writing,
engraving ; ypeufu (grapho) — to write, en-

grave.] Of or pertaining to cartography

cart-6-gr»ph'-i-cal-l& adv. [Eng. carto-

graphical; -ly.] According to or by carto-
graphy.

cart-og'-raph-y, s. TFr. carte = a card, a

chart; Lat. charta; Gr. x«PT1? (charte)= a
sheet of paper ; ypa^v (graphe) = a writing, a
treatise

;
ypd<pi» (grapho) = to write.] The art

or business of making charts and maps.

oar-ton, s. [Cartoon.]

carton-pierre, s. [Fr. pierre= a stone. ]

1. A species of papier-mache, imitating stone
or bronze sculpture. It is composed of paper
pulp mixed with whiting and glue. This is

pressed into plaster piece-moulds, backed with
paper, and when sufficiently set, removed to a
drying-room to harden. It is used forpictore-
frames, statuettes, and architectural orna-

ments. (Knight.)

2. Very hard pasteboard.

car to ne -ma, s. [Gr. Kapr6% (kartm) =
chopped, cut ;* vijua (nema) = the thread of a

spider's web.]

Bot. : The generic name of one of the spider-

worts, having the filaments of the stamens
without any hair. Only one species, Cartonema
spicatum, a native of New Holland, is known.
Its flowers are blue.

oar-toon', * oar-ton, s. [8p. carton; Ital.

cartone; Fr. carton ; from Lat carta, charta =
paper.]

Painting & Drawing :

1. (0/ theform Carton): Pasteboard for paper-
boxes."

2. A design drawn on. strong, large paper,

to be afterwards traced through and trans-

ferred to the fresh plaster of a wall, to be
painted in'fresco.

3. A design coloured for working in mosaic,
tapestry, &c.

" It is with a vulgar idea that the world beholds tlie

cartoon* of Raphael, and every one feels his share of

pleasure and entertainment."— Watft : Logick.

4. A drawing of a larger size than usual in

a paper or periodical.

ear-tOUCh, s. [Fr. cartouche; ItaL cartoccio
— an angular roll of paper, a cartridge, from

carta — paper ; Lat. carta, charta; Gr. xdpTtfi

(chartes)= a leaf of paper.]

1. Military

:

* (1) A wooden case containing bullets, for-

merly fired from howitzers. [Cartridge.]
' * (2) Leather cases, made to sling over the

shoulders ; used for conveying ammunition
from the magazine to the gun.

(3) A cartridge.

(4) A roll of paper containing a charge.

*
(5) (Cartouches, Fr.) : French military

passes, once given to soldiers going on fur-

lough.

2. Architecture

:

(1) A name given to the modillion of a cor-

nice used internally.

(2) A scroll of paper, usually in the form

of a tablet, for an inscription.

3. Egyptian Antiq. : An elliptical oval on

ancient monuments and in papyri, containing

o

CA.RTOUCBES.

hieroglyphics expressing royal names and

titles, and occasionally those of deities.

•• 8U11 . put of it [the Rett. »to.e] was decipl*"*

If the reaXerwill reler to the plate °< " '*» " "!
two names in m oblong enclosure called a cartoucne.

—Sharp* : Biuont of Egypt-

cartouch box, «. The same as C»»-

TKIDOE-BOX (q.V.).

fete, at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there: pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, P**.

or, wore, wolf, work. who. son ; mute, otto, cure, unite, our, rule, fuU ; try, Syrian, ce. oa = e. ey = a, flu- kw.
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car tbu che, car toush , s, [Fr. court =*

thort ; housse = "a short mantle of corse

cloth, worne in all weather by country-women
about their head and sholders." (Ootgrave.)]

A bed-gown, strait about the waist, with
short skirts, having their corners rounded off,

worn, according to Jamieson, by working
women in some parts of Scotland.

• Car-tow, 8. [Dut. kartnuw; Ger. kartann,
from Lat. quartana, from quatuor — four, from
the measure of powder used. (Jamieson.).']

UJarthoun.]
" The earl Marischal sends to Montrose for two ear-

tows.—The earl—had stiled his cartowt and ordnance
i list in their faces."

—

Spalding, i. i7i

cart -ridge, car trage, *. k a. [A cor-

ruption ofFr. cartouche.} [Cartouch.]

A. A3 substatitive

:

Mil. : A case of paper, flannel, parchment,
or metal, fitting the bore of a gun, and con-
taining an exact charge of powder. It is called

CARTRIDGE.

a ball-cartridge when it contains a projectile,

and blank when no projectile is used. For
smooth-bore and muzzle-loading small-arms
cartridges consist of paper cases to which a
leaden bullet is fixed ; for breech-loaders, thin
brass cases with a metal disc, containing the
detonator at the base, and a hardened bullet
choked in at the other ; for artillery, serge or
silk, separate from the projectile, and cylin-
drical in shape. After filling, the mouth is

choked, and it is then hooped with worsted
or braid.

" Our monarch stands in person by,
newt*
d pow

And ball and cartrage sorts for every bore."

by.
His new-cast cannons' firmness to explore ;

The strength of big-com'd powder loves to try,

Dryden : Annus Mirab., 1«.

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).

cartridge-bag, a

Ordnance : A flannel bag, having a charge
Of powder for a cannon.

cartridge-belt, s. A belt having pockets
fixed for ammunition.

cartridge-box, s. A box or case for
the safe storage of cartridges.

cartridge-filler, s. A device for charg-
ing cartridge-cases with the proper quantity
of powder.

cartridge-paper,-. Strong thick paper,
audi as was used for the cases of cartridges.
Also used for large rough drawings covering a
§ood deal of space. It is made in two widths,
fty-four and sixty inches, and any length

that may be required ; it is then called con-
tinuous cartridge.

cartridge-priming, a. Priming or de-
signed to prime a cartridge.

Cartridge-priming machine: A machine by
which the fulminate is placed in the copper
capsule of the metallic cartridge.

cartridge-retractor, s. That part of
a breech-loading fire-arm which catches the
empty cartridge capsule by its flange and
draws it from the bore of the gun.

cartridge-wire, s.

1. Blasting : The priming wire by which the
cartridge is connected with the connecting-
wire, of the voltaic battery.

2. Ordnance ; The needle by which the
cartridge envelope is pierced that the priming
may be connected witli the powder of the
cartridge.

ear'-tu-lar-y\ ehar'-tu-lar-y\ s. [Fr. car-
tulaire, from Low Lat.

"

car'tularium, chartu-
larium, from charta, carta — paper.

)

1. A register or record of a monastery or
church.

" Entering a memorial of them in the chartulary or
leger-book of some adjacent monastery."—Blackstone.

•

Commentaries.

2. An ecclesiastical officer in charge of pub-
lic records.

• car tuw, s. [Dut. kartouw = a great gun. ]

A great cannon or battering-gun. (Spalding.)
(Scotch.) [Carthoun, Cartow.]

* car -u-cage, s. [Lat. caruc(a) = a plough,
and Eag. surf, -age.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of ploughing.

2. Old Law : A tax or duty on every plough.

* car u cate, s. [Low Lat. carucata, carru-
vata, from caruca = a plough.] As much land
as could be ploughed with a team in a year.

"The hide was the measure of land in the Con-
fessor's reign ; the carucate, that to which it was
reduced by the Conqueror's new standard.—Twelve
carucate* of land made one hide.—It [the carucate

\

must lw various according to the nature of th<s soil,

and custom of husbandry, in every county."— h'elham:
Domesday Book, p. 168.

* car ue, s. A carucate.

car '-urn, t. [From Carta, a district of As!*.

Minor, of which it is a native.]

Bot. : A genus of Apiaceae or Umbelliterae,
with finely-cut leaves and compound umbels,
which in the true Caraway have but few bracts
surrounding them, or sometimes none at all

;

petals broad, with a point bent inwards ; fruit

oval, curved, with five ribs, and one or more
channels for volatile oil under each furrow.
The Caraway, Carum carui, is cultivated in

Essex and elsewhere. [Caraway.] C. bul-

bocastanum is called Pignut ; its tubers are

quite wholesome.

ca run'-ole (Eng.), oa-run -cu-la (Lot.), s.

tFr. caroncule ; Lat. caruncula = a little piece
of flesh ; caro (genit. camis) = flesh. ]

1. Anat. : A small excrescence or protulwr-
ance of flesh, either natural or morbid.

** Caruncles are a sort of loose flesh arising iu the
urethra by the erosion made by virulent acid matter.

'

— Wiseman.

2. Bot. : A wart or protuberance round or
near the hilum of a seed.

3. Zool. : A naked fleshy excrescence on
the head of a bird, as the wattles of a turkey,
&c.

t ca-run'-cu-lar, a. [Lat. caruncula = a
little piece of flesh ; caro = flesh. ] Pertaining
to or of the form of a caruncle.

ca-run-cu-lar'-i-a, s. [Lat mruncul^a), and
neut. pL adj. suft. -aria.]

Bot. : A generic name given to a few plants
from the Cape of Good Hope, separated by
Haworth from Stapelia, but with character-

istics scarcely sufficient to establish a new
genus. (Treas. of Botany.)

ca run cu late, ca run cu la ted, a.

*[Lat. caruncvMa), arid Eng. a"dj. suff. -ate,

-ated.] Affected with a caruncle ; having a
caruncle ; of the nature or form of a carun-
cle ; caruncular.

"The carrier, more especially the male bird, is also
remarkable from the wonderful development of the
carunculated skin about the head."

—

Darwin: Origin
of Specie* (ed. 1859), ch. i., p. 21.

ca-ru'-td, «. [From the native name.] A dye
obtained from the fruit of the Genipa ameri-
cana, a native plant of British Guiana. It is

of a beautiful bluish-black colour. (Ure.)

carve, * ker vyn, * ker-uen, * kurue,
* keor vcn, v.t. & i. [A.S. ceorfan (pt. t.

cearf, pa. par. cearfon, cor/en, corvyn) ; O. Fris.

kerva ; Dut. kerven ; Ger. kerben ; Dan. karve ;

Sw. karfva.)

A. Transitive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Lit. : To cut
" Kervyn, or cut ton. Scindo, seco."—Prompt. Pare.
" The shepheards there mbben one another,
And lay i'ii baytes to beguile her brother;
Or they will buy hiB sheepe out of the cote,
Or they will carven the shepheards throte."

Spenser ; Shep. Cat., ix.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) To deprive, take away.

* (2) To make into furrowB, to wrinkle.
" And there the Ionian father of the rest

;

A million wrinkles carved his skin."
Tennyson : The Palace of Art.

* (3) To provide, secure.
" He hath been a keeper of his flocks both from the

violence of robbers and his own soldiers, who could
easily have earned themselves their own food."—South.

*\ Frequently with out.

"... many noble private fortunes were carved out
of the property of the Crown. '—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.

,

ch. xxfii.

* (4) To fashion.
" With loues thre that square are coruyn,"

Book of Curtasye, M7.

"I have kuown when he would have walked ten
mile a-foot to see a good armour ; and now will he lis
ten nights awake, carving the fashion of a new
doublet.""—Shakesp. : Much Ado about Nothing, it. 3.

(5) To force or succeed in making way
against resistance.

" To such let others carve their way.
For high renown, or hireling pay. *

. „ _ Byron : The Qiaour.

(0) To engrave.
" Ran, run, Orlando, carve on every tree
The fair, the chaste, the unexpressive sha"

Shakesp. ; At Kou like It., ill 1
II. Technically:

1. To cut meat at table.

"A capon, the which if I do not carve most curiously,
aay iny knife's iniu«l)t "—Shakesp. : Much Ado about
Nothing, v. 1.

2. To cut in wood, stone, ivory, or other
substance, as a sculptor.

(1) Of the thing cut

:

" Had Democrates really carved mount A thy* into ft

statue of Alexander the Great, . . ."—Benticy.

(2) Of the figure made

:

"And carved in ivory such a maid, so fair,

As nature could not with his art compare*
th-yden : Pygmaiion A the Status.

B. Intransitive

:

L Literally:

1. To exercise the trade of a sculptor.

2. To act as carver at table.

* 3. To show great courtesy and affability.

(Schmidt.)
" I do mean to make love to Ford's wife ; I spy en.

tertaimnent In her ; she discourses, she carves, she
gives the leer of invitation."- xh>ike*p. : Merry Wives
of Windsor, i. 8.

* II. Fig. : To fashion matters, to arrange,
" He that stirs nest to carve for his own rage.
Holds his soul light ; he dies upon his motion.

"

Shakesp. : Othello, ii. &
* carve, s. [O. Fr. carue, carrue.] An incor-

rect form of carue (q.v.).

"As cautreds are diversely estimated, so are also
carves or plowlands."

—

Sir J. Ware : On Spenser's
Ireland.

carved, pa. par. & a. [Carve, v.]

car veL s. [See def. L]

1. A contraction of caravel (q.v.).

* 2. A loose name for a medusa, or jelly-

fish ; cf. the popular name, " Portuguese
man-of-war," for the genus Physalia (q.v.).

" The carvel is a sea-fome, floating upon the surface
of the ocean, of a globous form, like so tunny lines
throwing aboard her stings, which she can spread at
pleasure, angling fur small fishes, which by that
artifice she captivates."—Sir T. Herbert : Travels, p. 26.

carvel-built, a.

Naut. : Said of a ship or boat in which the
planks are all flush ; that is to say, their

edges are all fayed to each other, and not
overlapping, as in clinkerwork.

carvel-joint, s.

Naut. : A flush joint Used of ships' tim*

hers or plates.

* car'-ven, pa. par. & a. [The now obsolete
form of the pa. par. of carve; Mid. Eng.
i-corven, corvyn.] Carved.

" Right to the carven cedarn doors."
Tennyson: Recol. of the Arabian Sight*.

carv er, * ker-vare, * ker-vere, s. [Eng.
carv(e); -er.]

I. Literally:

1. One who carves, or works in wood,
marble, ivory, &c. ; a sculptor or engraver.

" I contreved tooles of carpentrie. of kerveres."
Langland: P. Plowman, 5,904.

" The master painters and the carvers came."
Dryden : Palamon A Arcite, iil. 45S.

2. One who cuts up meat at table.
' Kervare beforne a lorde." Escarius.'—Prompt.

Parv.
" The carver, dancing round each dish.

Dryden: Juvenal, v.

f A carving knife and fork are often spoken
of as tlie carvers.

t IL Figuratively

:

1, One who arranges matters, apportioning

and p*-oviding at his own discretion.

'* I have had feeling of my cousins wrougs
And laboured all I could to do him right

;

Bnt in this kiud to come, in braving arm*,
Be his own cirver, and cut out his way.
To find out right with wrong, it may not be.*

Shahetp. : Richard II., U. 1

2. A contriver, a plotter.

" Art, hid with art, so well perform'd the cheat
It caught the carver with his own deeeit."

Dryden : Pygmalion and the Statue, 17, U.

earv'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Carve, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partidp, adj. : (See

the verb).

boii, boy; pout, jowl ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon. exist ph = tf.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -sion = zhuu. -dons, -tious. -sious = shus. -ble, -cle, &c = bel. eel*
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C. As substantive

:

1. The act, process, or art of acting as a

carver. The act, process, or art of cutting

wood into ornamental forms by means of

chisels, gravers, scorpers, &c The art Is ont;

of great antiquity.
•'. . . *ud in carving of wood, to make any manner

of cunning work."—Exod. xxxv. $3,

2. Carved work.
"They can no more lut like the ancient*, than ex-

cellent carving* In wood like those iu marble and
brass. "— Temple.
"Paintings and carvings, which had escaped the

fury of the first generation of Protestants, . . ."—Jfti-

cnal'Hi : II iit Kng., ch. L

% Obvious compounds : Carving-knife, carv-

ing-fork.

carving chisel, s. A chisel having an
oblique edge, and a basil on both sides ; a
skew-chisel.

carving machine, s. A machine for

roughly preparing wood forthe carver's chisels,

gouges, and scorpers. One was constructed

in 1300, aud others have since been made.

carving-table, s. A table heated with

hot water, in which are depressions forming

pans to hold joints of meat. (Knight)

car'-vist, s. [Etym. uncertain ; said, but
without evidence, to be a corruption of carry-

JUt.]

Falconry: A young hawk carried on the

fist or wrist ; a hawk in its first year.

• car'-v$r, * car'-vey, * car'-vie, t. & a.

[Carraway.]

1. Carraway. (Scotch.)
M Mix with them two pound of fine flour, and two

Ounce of carey seeds,"—Receipt* in Cookery, p. 81.

2. A confection in which carraway seeds

are enclosed. (Scotch.)

". . . the remainder of the two ounces of carvey,

. .
."—Blackw. Mag., Oct 1820, p. 14.

carvy-seed, s. Carraway-seed. (Scotch.)

41
. . . that a camy-teed would sink the scale . .

."—

Scott : Antiquary, ch. xv.

CaT'-^-a, s. [Or. «apva (karua), pi. of Kapvov
(karuon,) = a nut.]

Bot : A genus of North American plants,

allied to the Walnut, and belonging to the

order JuglandaceaB. Carya alba is the common
hickory (q.v.). The seeds of C. amara, with

oil of chamomile, are useful In colic.

oar ^-a'-tes, car-y-a't-Id-es, s.pl [Lat

Caryates ; Or. KapvariSes (karuatides) — women
of Carya. According to Vitruvius, from
Carya, "in Laconia, from whence, at its con-

quest by the Greeks, the women were led

away captive, and, to perpetuate their slavery,

were represented in buildings as charged with
burdens.]

Ardi. : Figures of females, used instead of

CARYATIDES,

columns for the support of an entablature.

Male figures in this position and relation are

called Atlantes, Telamones, or Persians.

Car-J-ftt'-X«, o. [Lat caryat(es); suffix -ic.]

Of or pertaining to caryatides. (Pen. Cycl.)

car-^-at'-Jd, a. & s. [Gr. KapvanoV? (karua-

tides).]

A. As adjective

:

Arch. : Pertaining to or of the nature of a

caryatid. (Pen. Cycl.)

B. As vjhxtantive

:

Arch. ; A single female figure sustaining an
entablature.

ca-ryb' -de-a, s. [Lat. Charybdis.]

Zool.i A genus of MednsEe, order Acephala,
class Simplicia, in which no traces of vessels

can be perceived internally.

*car-y-en, * car-yn, v.t [Carry.]

*car-yne, s. [Carrion.]

car'-jr-o-car, s, [Gr. Kapvov (kanton) = a

nut.]

Bot : One of two genera, forming the order

Ehizobolacese (Rhizobols). There are al>6ut

eight species, all hardwooded trees, and natives

of the tropical regions of South America. The
most interesting is Caryocar nucifrrum, which
produces the Souari, or Butter-nuts, occasion-

ally met with in English fruit-shops. These
nuts are shaped something like a kidney,

having an exceedingly hard, woody shell, en-

closing a large white kernel, which has a

pleasant nutty taste, and yields a bland oil on
pressure. The timber also is valuable for

ship-building, mill-work, &c.

car-y-o-cri-ni'-tes, s. [Gr. Kapvov (karuon)
= a nut'; Kpivov (krinon) = a lily.]

Palceont.: A genus of Crinoidea, or Stone-

lilies, found in the palaozoic limestones of

North America.

car y-6-daph'-ne, a. [Gr. Kapvov (karuon)
— a nut ; &a<pvn (daphne) = a laurel.]

Bot : A genus of Javanese trees, belonging
to the Laurel family. The bark of Caryo-

daphne densijUrra is bitter in taste ; its leaves

are aromatic, and used in cases of spasms of

the bowels.

car y 61 6-pha, s. [Gr. Kapvov (karuon) =
a nut ; Ao</>6s (lophos) = a crest.]

Bot : A section of Anchusa, a genus of

Boraginaces, containing A. sempervirens, a
plant with a salver-shaped corolla, with very
short straight tube, and the ring at the base
of the nuts prolonged on the inner side into

an appendage. [Treas. of Bot)

car-y-d-ph3?l-la'-c
i
e-8B, s. pi. [Lat. caryo-

phyll(us), a lapsed synonym of Pianthns
(q.v.) ; fern. pi. adj. suff. -acei:.] The name
refers to the clove-like smell of the pinks.

Bot. : A natural order of thalamifloral dico-

tyledons, classed by Lindley under his Silenal

alliance. There are three sub-orders :

—

I.

Silenese, the Pink tribe, with united sepals

opposite the stamens, where the latter are of

the same number ; 2. Alsinese, the Chick-weed
tribe, with separate sepals ; 3. Molluginete,

the Carpet-weed tribe, in which the petals are

wanting, and the stamens are alternate with

the sepals when of the same number. They
are all natives of cold and temperate regions.

The Clove-pink (Dianthus Caryophyllus) is the

origin of all the cultivated varieties of car-

nations, picotees, bizarres, flakes, &c. There

are about sixty genera and 1,100 species.

oar-^-O-ph^l-la'-ce'-OUS, a, [Lat caryo-

phyiUutn); and Eng. adj. suff. -aceoue.]

Bot. : Applied to a corolla whose petals have
long distinct claws, as in the clove-pink.

car-y-6-ph^l'-le-», s, pi. [Lat. caryophyl-

l(um), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -tor.]

Bot : The same as CARYOPHVi.LACE*(q.v.).

oar-^-i-ph^l'-lS-OUS, a. [Caryophylldjx)

;

and Eng. adj. suff. -out.)

Bot : The same as Caryophyllaceous
(qv.).

car-3?-i-ph^l'-li-a, s. [Lat. caryophyllfum) ;

neut. pi. adj. suff. -ia.]

Zool. A PaltBont. : A genus of Madrepore
Polypi, in which the coral is branched, and
the stars confined to the end of the branch.

At each star is a mouth, surrounded by
numerous tentacula. Caryophyllia cosspitosa

is a common Mediterranean coral, and at

Galieri, near Vizzini, in Sicily, a bed a foot

and a half thick of the same species occurs
fossil in Newer Pliocene deposits. The genus
ranges from the Chalk to modern times.

OJfT'J % ifltfT lift, a. [Lat. caryophyU(utn)

;

and Eng. suff. -ic (Chem.)7]

caryophyllic acid, 9.

Chem. : An acid obtained from the oil of

cloves by means of alcohol. It is composed
of twenty atoms of carbon, twelve of hydrogen,
and four of oxygen.

car-$r-6-ph^r-line, s. [Lat. caryophyll(;u,n)?

and Eng. suit, -ine (Cltem..).']

Chem.: CtnH^O. A crystalline substance

obtained from cloves by means of alcohol.

car-y-o-phyl'-loid, a. [Fr. caryophylfoide

;

Gr. Ka.0v6<t>v\\orOMrttophuUon), and fZ6os(eidos)

= form, appearance.]

Bot. : Resembling theCaryophylUis.orCIove.

oar-^-A-pll^l'-luS, s. [Gr. Kapvw (karuon)

=t a nut ; tpvWov (phullon) = a leal.

]

1. Bot : A melius of Myrtacete, containing

Caryophyllus aromaticus, tin* tret- pro

the well-known spice called cloves. It i i

handsome evergreen, rising from fifteen i<>

twenty feet high. [Clovk.] It grows in the

East Indian Islands. The trees are now ex-

tensively cultivated in the West Indies and
elsewhere. All puts of the plant are aromatic

from the presence of a volatile oil.

2. Pharm. : Cloves, the uuexpanded flower-

bud, dried, of Caryophytlits aromaticus, or

Clove-tree. The clove has a small tapering,

nail-like, reddish-brown body, consisting of a

four-toothed calyx, and the unopened corolla.

% Caniophvlli oleum, oil of cloves, the essen-

tial oil distilled from cloves. It is of a light

yellow colour when fresh, gradually becom-

ing brown-red; sp. gr., 1-055. It consists

of a hydrocarbon CiqHis, containing in solu-

tion eugenic acid CioH 120.2, and a crystalline

body caryophylline (q.v.). Cloves contain

tannin. Cloves and the oil are stimulant,

aromatic, and carminative, and are employ*]
in atonic dyspepsia, to allay vomiting in

pregnancy, and to relieve flatulence ; also the

oil is used to allay the pain of carious teeth.

car-y-op -sis, *. [Gr. Kapvov (karuon) = a

nut ; 6^« (opsis) m appearance. ]

Bot : A name applied to dry fruit containing

a single seed, which is united by all parts with

a thin pericarp. This fruit has the aspect of a

seed ; such is the fruit (commonly called seed)

in the family of grasses. (Balfour.)

car-y-d'-ta, s. [Gr. (capiWo* <f>o(Vtf (kant5tos

phoinix) = the date-palm ; Kapvov (karuon) =
a nut.]

Bot. : A genus of very elegant, lofty palms,

with graceful twice pinnate leaves. Nine

species are known, all natives of India and the

Indian Islands. They have flowers of ditlVivnt

sexes borne upon the same spike, or some-

times on different spikes. From the flower-

spikes of C. urens a large quantity of the juice

called toddy or palm-wine is obtained, and this

on boiling yields excellent palm-sugaraud s i inar-

candy. The sago uf commerce is prepared from

the central or pithy part of the trunk. The fibre

of the leaf-stalks is used for making ropes.

brooms, mats, Ac, and a woolly kind of scurf

scraped off the leaf-stalk for caulking boats.

* cas, j. [Case.]

ca sa, phr. [An abbreviation of Capias td

satisfaciendum.] [Capias.]

* cas ak-ene, s. fltal. casachino ; O. Fr.

casatiuin.] A kind of surtout [Cassocr.]

ca sar-ca, *. [Russ. kazdrka; Bashkir

Karakas.]

Ornith. : A fresh-water fowl of the Duck

family Anatidse (Tadorna caearea), called also

Nuddy-goose. It is a native of Russia.

cas ca be 1, s. [Sp. cascabel, cascabWo = a

little 'ball, a button or knob at the end of a

cannon. Probably corrupted from Lat. scobil-

turn, scabeVun.]

Mil. : The space between the button or knob

BREECH St

CASCABEL
«'R5*™«E

«* Kpi?«<*

on the rear of a muzsle-loading gun, and the

first re-inforce or greatestcireumferer.ee 01 tm

breech. Rifled breech-loading guns have none

cascade, s. [Fr. cascade ; Sp. cascada; ItaL

cascata, from eascare = to fall, from Lat. oaso

Oitef fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: w*, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go. P«**

or. wore, wplt work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, sa, os = e. ey= a. qu-kw.
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«: to be ready to fall, from cado (sup. emun)
= to fall.]

L Ord-. Lang. : A fall of water over a preci-

pice ; a waterfall, a little cataract.

". . . tbe silver brook,
From its full lavcr, pours the white cascade."

Longfellow; The Spirit of Poetry.

TL Technically

:

1. Elect. : An electric charge sent through a
nuiu)>er of Leyden jars in succession, and not
simultaneously.

2. Pyrotechnics : A device to imitate sheets

or jets of water. Chinese tire is used.

cas-cal'-ho, a. [Fort. = a chip of stone or
gravel ; Sp. cascajo, from cascar = to crack,

to break in pieces, from Lat. quasso = to break
in pieces.]

Geol. : A deposit of gravel, pebbles, and
sand in which the Brazilian diamond is com-
monly found.

cas-ca-riT-la, s. [Sp. cascarMa = a piece of

thin bark; dimin. of cascara = bark, rind;
casca = bark for tanning ; cascar = to break in

pieces,]

1. Hot. : A genus of Cinchonaoese.

2. Phar. : The same as Cascarilla bark
(q.v.).

% Mexican Cascarilla: Cascarilla Pseudo-
China. It is called by the Spaniards Quina
bianco.

cascarilla bark (Eng.), cascarilla
cortex (/.-"). •

Pharin. : The hark of Croton Eleuteria, or
Eteutlieria, a tree belonging to the order Eu-
phorbiacese. It is a native of the Bahama
Islands, being most abundant in Eleutheria,
one of that group. The bark occurs in the
market as small quilled pieces, about the size

of a pencil, fissured in both directions, of a
dull, brown colour, spotted white with lichens.

It has a spicy smell and a bitter and aromatic
taste. It contains a crystalline substance,
Cascarilline. It is highly esteemed as an
aromatic bitter tonic without astringency in

cases of indigestion ; also as a stimulant ex-
pectorant in chronic bronchitis. When burnt
it emits a fragrant smell, on which account it

has been at times mixed with tobacco.
" Cascarilla bark is Imported chiefly from Eleu-

theria, one' of tbe Bahama islands, packed hi chests
and bain."—Thornton: London Dispensatory, Croton.

cas-ca-rll'-line, s. [From Sp., &c, casca-

rilla'; and Eng., kc, suff. -ine(Chem.)(a
t
.v.).~\

Chem. : A crystalline substance found in
Cascarilla (q.v.).

• casca ta, s. [Cascai>e.] A cascade.

"There is a great cascata or fall of waters."—J?.

Browne: Travels in Europe, p. T8 (1686}.

cas ceis, s [Etym. doubtful] Some article
of dress. (Scotch.)

" Ane quhite casceis paamentit with sllvir."

—

Inven-
tories, A. 157B, p. 231.

* caschet, * cashet (et as a), s.

[Cachet.] The king's privy seal.
" Lanerk had sent letters under the cashet to many

noblemeu and burghs, declaring the Kind's mind . .
."

—BaHlie: Lett., L 364.

! casch'-le-lawis, s.pl. [Caspicaws.] (Scotch.)

<

** cas co, s. [Sp.] The hull of a ship.

case(l), *caas(i), *cas(l), *casse, *kace(l),
*. & a. [O. Fr. casse — box, case, or chest, from
Lat. capio = to hold, to contain.]

A* As sttbstantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) That which contains or encloses scane-
tking else ; a box, covering, or sheath.

"Kace or casse for pyiinys. Capella."—Prompt.

"Other caterpillars produced maggots, that imme-
diately made themselves up In cases."—Hay ; On the
Creation.

(2) A box or chest with its contents.

(8) A couple or set of any article.

* (4) The framework or carcass of a house.
"The case ot the holy house is nobly designed and

executed by great masters."— AUduon ; On Italy.

* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) The body, as that which covers or en-
closes the heart.

"O cleave, my sides

!

Heart, once lie stronger than thy continent,
Cmok thy frail case?

Shukesp. : Antony and Cleopatra, It. 12.

(2) The skin.
" For generally, as with rich furred conies, their

cases are farre better than their bodied, . . ."—Burton;
Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 474-

II. Technically:

1. Printing : A frame containing compart-
ments or divisions for type. Each fount of
type requires two eases, the upper and the
lower. The upper case contains the capital

letters, small capitals, dotted and accented
letters, fractions, and marks of reference

;

the lower case the small letters, figures,

marks of punctuation, quadrats, and spaces.

In some continental printing-offices only one
case is used.

2. Bookbinding : A cover made ready for its

contents—the book.

3. Masonry : An outside facing of a build-

ing, of material superior to that of the backing.

4. Joinery

:

(1) An inclosing frame ; as, the sash-casing
;

a hollow box on the sides of the frame, in

which the weights work.

(2) The frame in which a door is hung.

(8) The inclosure of a stair.

5. Weaving: The pulley-box of a button-
loom.

6. Pyrotech. : The paper cylinder or capsule
of a firework.

7. Mining : A small fissure which lets water
into the workings.

8. Comm. : The guts of sheep, used as cases
or covers for sausages.

"Trie agreement was for the purpose of securing to
the plaintiffs a monopoly of the supply of sheep's
cases, or the guts of sheep, for covering sausages in
New York and Canada."

—

Standard, Sept 22, 163 1.

TI For the dfstinction between case (1) and
frame, see Frame.
B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

case-bays, s. pi Tfie joists framed be-
tween a pair of girders in naked flooring.

(GvHU.)

case-bottle, s.

1. A bottle consteucted to fit into a case
with others.

" The first thing I dio> was to fill a large square case-
bottle with water ; and set it on my table, m reach of
my bed."—De Foe: Life and Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe, p. »8.

2. A bottle protected against breakage by a
case or covering of wickerwork.

case charr, s.

Tchthy. : A species of Salmon, Salmo salveli-

nub. It is called* also the Charr, the Alpine
Salmon, and the Salvellian Charr. It is a
British species.

case-harden, v.t. [Eng. cane, and harden.]

1. Lit. : To harden the outside or case of an
iron tool, thus converting the surface into
steel, while the interior still retains the tough-
ness of malleable iron.

" The manner of catehardening ht thus : Take cow
horn or hoof, dry it thoroughly in an oven, then beat
It to powder ; put about the same quantity of bay salt
to it, and mingle them together with stale chain 1 -*rrl\ e

.

or else white wine vinegar. Lay some of this mixture
upon loam, and cover your iron all over with it ; then
wrap the loam about all, and lay it anon the hearth of
the forge to dry and harden. Fut it into the fire, and
blow up the coals to it. till the whole lump have just
a blood-red heat."

—

Moxan : Mechanical Exercises.

2. Fig. : To strengthen oneself, at least out-
wardly, against any influence.

case-hardened, pa. par. & a. [Case-
harden, v.]

1. Lit. : Having the outside or surface of
an iron tool hardened, so as to be converted
into steel.

2. Fig. : Strengthened against any external
influence.

" Adieu, old fellow, and let me give thee this advice
at parting ; e'en get thyself case-harden'd ; lor though
the very best steel may snap, yet old iron, you know,
will rust."—Guardian, No. 96.

case-hardening, pr. par. ,a.,ks. [CASE-
HARDEN, V.]

A. .v B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The act or process of hardening the
outside or surface of iron so as to convert it

into steel.

2. Fig. : The act of strengthening against
external influences.

case-knife* t. A large table-knife, usually
carried in the olden time in a sheath or case.

" Tne king always acta with a great case-knife stuck
in his girdle, . . .'—Addis -n : On Italy.

case-lock, *. A box-lock screwed ol to
the face of a door.

case-man, caseman, s.

Printing : One who works at a case ; a com-
positor.

case-mated, a. [Casemated.]

case-paper, s. The outside quires of a
ream.

case-rack, s.

Printing : A wooden frame to receive
printers' cases when not in use.

case-Shot, s. The same as Canister-
shot. Common for smooth-bore guns ; a
cylinder of tin filled with small iron balls
packed in sawdust and having a wooden or
iron bottom ; range 300 yards. For rifled guns :

a number of sand-shot or lead and antimony
bullets packed, with coal-dust, in a thin iron
or tin case. It has a wooden top and a wrought-
iron disc, at the bottom, on which rest three
curved iron plates, forming a lining to prevent
injury to the bore iu firing. For spherical case
(diaphragm, shrapnell, and improved shrap-
nell), see Shells.

case-weed, * casse-weed, *.

Bot. : A cruciferous plant, the Shepherd's
Purse (Capsella Bursa-pastoris).

case-winding, a. Wound or intended
to be wound up by a case.

if Case-winding watch : A watch so con-
structed that the opening of the cover winds
up the works. it cannot be overwound.
Theurer, of Switzerland, took out a patent in
tlie United States for a watch of this kind in
ftJ6ti, and Guizot for another in 1870.

case-work, *
Bookbinding: A book glued on the back and

stuck into a cover previously prepared.

case-worm, caseworm, ». The same
as the Caddis (q.v.), so called from the case
which it constructs for itself.

" Cadises, or caseteormt, are to be found In this na-
tion, in several distinct counties, and in several little
brooks. "—Floyer.

case (2), * caas (2),
* cas (2), * kace (2), s.ka.

[O. Fr. cas; Ital., Sp.,& Port, caso ; Lat. casus
= a chance, from cado = to fall.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1, A chance, accident.
" Saee, happe. Casus."—Prompt. Pare.

"Case fell that tliis kyng . . . was with sickness
ofsought"

—

Alisaunder : Frag. (ed. Bkeat), 34.

2. The condition or state—

(0) Of things

:

" There he blleuede mid is oat, betere cat to abide. "—
Robert of Gloucester, p. 553.

" The bird-catchers assert that this Is Invariably the
case."—Darwin : The Descent of Man, vol. i., pt. ii.,

ch. viiL, p. 259.

(6) Of persons

:

"In suche caas often tymea they be . .
."*—Wuga

Poettca, p. 9.

"... If the case ot the man be so with his wife, it

is not good to marry."—Matt. xix. 10.

* 3. A condition of the body.
"... our sick were many, and in very ill case"—

Bacon.

4. Questions or matters concerning particu-
lar persons or things.

" Well do I find each man most wise in bis own
case. "

—

Sidney.

5. A question or point to be decided on.

[H. 1-3

«d.,'l7£2), vol. i„ ser. i

IX Technically

:

1. Law

:

(1) The state of facts juridically considered ;

as, the lawyers cited many cases in their pleas.

"If he be not apt to beat over matters, and to call

up one tiling to prove and illustrate another, let him
study the lawyer's cases . . ."—Bacon : Essays.

(2) A statement of the facts of any matter
sub judice, drawn up for the consideration of

a higher court.

(3) A cause appointed for trial.

2. Medicine

:

#
(1) The history of a disease.

(2) A particular instance of any disease.

" Chalybeate water seems to be a proper remedy In

hypochondriacal cases."—Arbnthnot : On Aliments.

Mp, bb^; pout, Jowl; cat, ceil, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem:
-elan, uan shan. -tion, -sion — shun; -tion, -sion zhiin.

thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcuophon, exist. ihg.

-tious, -sious. -cious ^shus. -hie, -tie, 4ml = bel, tol.
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" Blabbing the case of his patient

"

Tennyson : Maud, II., T. 37.

8. Gram. : The different forms assumed by
a word according to its different relations in

a sentence. The movable or variable termina-

tions of a noun are called its case-endings. In

the oldest English there were six cases :

Nominative, vocative, accusative, genitive,

dative, and instrumental. In modern English

only one case, the possessive (the representa-

tive of the older genitive), retains a case-

ending, but we find traces of others, as in the

adverbs whilom, seldom, where the m is the

relic of the dative ease in old English.

IIL In special phrases

:

1. In case, * in cos.

(1) If it should happen that, supposing that,

lest.

" For in cate it be certain, bard it cannot be for them
to shew us where we shall find It . . ."—Booker.

* (2) In a fit condition for anything.

"Thou lyest, most ignorant monster, I am in cate to

Jostle a constable."—Shaketp.: Tempett, ill 2.

*(3) Perhaps.

2. If case (be): If by chance, supposing.

3. * Of case, ofcaise : By chance, accidentally.

BecauM sic reuersioni* may of cate be tynt."
Acts James III. (an. 1469; ed. 1814), p. 95. [Of caite,

ed. ISM.)

4. * On or upon case, * on cos : By chance.

5. To put a case, * putts coat ; To suppose or

firopose an hypothetical instance or illustra-

ion of any case.
" Iputte caas that he ha space
Ffurth to procede day by day." Lydgate.

" What profits it to put
An Idle cate." Tennyson i In Mem. hit. 11

6. To set case, *sette cos : The same as to put
case.

"I sette cat that a thefe make an hole in a hous, for
to takeout good. "'—

Gesta Romanorum (ed. Herrtag?),
p. 10.

1" (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between a
case and a cause : " The case is matter of fact

;

the caittt is matter of question : a case involves
circumstances and consequences ; a cause in-

volves reasons and arguments : a case is some-
thing to be learned ; a cause is something to
be decided. A case needs only to be stated ;

a cause must be defended ; a cause may include
cases, but not vice-versa."

(2) For the distinction between case (2) and
tituation, see Situation.

B. -4s adjective : (See the compounds).

case-book, s. A book in which a medical
man enters the particulars and history of each
case treated by him.

case-ending, s. The inflections by which
the different cases of a noun, &c, are dis-
tinguished. [Case (2), A. II. 3.]

" The second stage is that in which some words have
lost their power of being used as nouns or verbs, and
can only be employed as particles, in which capacity
they are added to nouns to form cafe-endings, and to
verba X< form tense and person endings.*'—Beams

:

Comp. Oram. Aryan Lang., vol. L (1872). Introd.,
p. 42.

• case-putter, a. One who puts forward
arguments ; a lawyer.

" A battered, worm-eaten case-putter."
Otway ; Soldiers fortune, 1L 1.

(1), v.t [Case, s.)

L Literally:

1. To encase, put in a case or covering,
" The friend with ardour and with Joy obey'd.
He cat'd his limbs in brass . .

."

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. xvl., 1. Wl-0.

'You spurn me hence, and he will spam me hither

:

If I l*»t in this service, you must cate me in leather."
Shaketp. : Comedy of Errors, ii. 1.

2. To cover or envelop as a case.

"Then comes my fit again ; I had else been perfect,
>ralas the eating air."

SHaketp. : Macbeth, iii. 4.

As broad and general i

3. To cover on the outside ; to surround
with a casing of a material different to that of
which the interior is composed.

"Then they began to cate their bouses with marble."
Arbuthnot

* 4. To strip off the case or covering ; to
sk in or flay.

" Well make you some sport with the fox ere we
cate him. '"—Shaketp. : Alls Well that Ends Well, iii. «.

* IX Fig. : To cover, hide.
" If tbou would'st not entomb thyself alive.
And cate thy reputation in a tent"

Shaketp. : Trail. A Crest., iii. X

'case (2), v.i. [Case, *.] To put cases; to
propose or suggest hypothetical instances or
cases.

" They fell presently to reasoning and eating upon
the matter with him. and laying distinctions before
him."—CEstrange. '

* case-a-ble, a. [Eng. case ; -able.] Naturally
belonging to a particular situation or ofl

"Some convulsions he had, where in the opening of
his mouth with his own hand, his teeth were some-
what hurt Of this symptom, very cateable, more din
was made by our people than I could have wished . .

."

—BaiUie: Lett., I 185.

Cas-e-ar'-i-a, s. [Named after Casearius, a
missionary al Cochin, who assisted Rheede in

the Hortus Matabaricus.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Samydacese
(Samyds). In Brazil the leaves of Casearia ul-

mifolia are applied to wounds, and as an anti-

dote to the bite of serpents, while the juice is

drunk by the sick. A decoction of the leaves

of ft lingua is used internally in inflam-
matory disorders and malignant fevers. C.

astringens is employed as a poultice or lotion

for badly-healed ulcers. The root of C. esculenta,

an East Indian species, is bitter and purgative
;

the foliage is eatable. Finally, C. Anavinga,
also an Indian species, has very diuretic pulp,
while the leaves are used in medicated baths.

eased, pa. par. or o. [Case, v.]

ca se-lc, n. [Fr. caseiyue, from Lat. caseus =
cheese.] Pertaining to cheese.

caseic acid, s.

Chem. : A name given to an acid obtained
from cheese, the existence, however, of which
has been denied.

ca seine, case In, *. IFr. cateine; Lat
caseus — cheese.]

Chem. : An albuminoid substance found in

milk, soluble in alkali. It is coagulated by
animal membranes. It dries into a yellow
mass, and contains less nitrogen than albu-

min. A similar substance, called vegetable

casein or legumin, occurs in peas, beans, &c.
" The deficiency of gluten and albumen, as compared

with the catein of milk, is supplied by milk itself, by
eggs, by meat, fresh or salt, and by the seeds that
abound in catein—the pea, the bean, and the lentil.*'

—

Dr. Guy : On Dietaries.

% Vegetable caseine : A substance essentially

the same as animal caseine, of which from
twenty to twenty-seven per cent occurs in the
pea and bean, while the seeds of leguminous
plants in general contain a considerable pro-

portion of it (Brown.)

case -mate, * casa mat, 5. [Fr. casemate

;

Sp. ft; Port casamata ; Ital. casamatta ; from
casa = a house ; the second element is doubt-
ful. Diez suggests Ital. motto, fern, matta =
mad, foolish, also dial. = "dummy," and
Wedgwood, the Sp. matax = to kilt]

1. Fortification

:

(1) A kind of bomb-proof vault or arch of

stone-work, in that part of the flank of a
bastion next the curtin, somewhat retired or
drawn back towards the capital of the bastion,

serving as a battery to defend the face of the
opposite bastion, and the moat or ditch.

(2) The well, with its several subterraneous
branches, dug in the passage of the bastion,

till the miner is heard at work, and air given
to the mine. (Harris.)

2. Arch. : A hollow moulding, such as the
cavetto. (Gwilt.)

casemate gun,

.

Mil. : A gun is mounted in casemate when
it is placed in a protected chamber and fires

through an embrasure. The construction of

the carriage differs somewhat from that of the
barbette.

casemate truck, 5.

Vehicles : A truck for transporting guns, &c,
in casemate galleries or through posterns.

case -ma-ted, a. [Eng. casemate) ; -ed,]

Furnished with or formed like a casemate.

case -ment, *• & *- [An abbreviation of en-

casement ; from O. Fr. encasser = to frame,

to case ; caste = a case, a chest ]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language .*

1. Literally

:

(1) Properly a small portion of an old-

fashioned window, made to open on hinges
fastened to one of its vertical sides, the rest

of the window being fixed.

"Why, then may yon have a casement of the great
chamber window, where we play. open, and the moon
may shine in at the casement. —Shaketp. : Mid.
Jfightt Dream, lit l.

(2) Now applied to the whole window ; a
window.

"He watched them from the casement when thev
walked."

Longfellow: Talis of a Wayside Inn; The The to
giant Tale.

t (3) Sometimes applied to the frame only of
a window.

" A box perchance is from your casement hung
For the small wren to build in."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iv

" Yet still his jaws and teeth they clatter.
Like a loose casement in the wind."

U.id , Goody Blake and Harry Gilt.

* 2. Fig : Applied to the heart or breast.
" Thy catement I need not open, for I look throu.-^

thee."—Shaketp. : Alls Welt, ii. 3.

II. Technically:

* 1. Mil.: A loop-hole in a wall to shoot
through. (Coles.)

2, Carp. : The name given by carpenters In

Scotland to the kind of planes called by Bngllsli

tradesmen hollows and rounds. (Jamieson.)

B. As adjective : In the compounds ; as,

casement-curtain, casement-edge.

tease mented, a. [Eng. casement; -ed.]

Furnished with a casement

cas-e-ous, a. [In Fr. caseeux; Lat. caseus =
cheese.] Pertaining to or resembling cheese ;

consisting of cheese.
" Its fibrous pacta are from the caseous parts of the

chyle."—Floyer : On Humours.

caseoUS-OXide, s. [In Ger. kasoxyd.]

Chem. : A name for a combination of cheese
with oxygen ; also called Aposepidik (q.v.).

* cas-er'n, s. [Fr. & Ger. caserne ; Sp. A; Port
caserna; Ital. caserina, from Lat casa = a
cottage.] A little room or lodgment erected
between the rampart and the houses of forti-

fied towns, to serve as apartments or lodgings
for the soldiers of the garrison, with beds.

(Harris.)

cas'-e-um, s. [Lat. caseus = cheese.] The
same as Caseine (q.v.).

cash (1), s. & a. [O. Fr. casse = a box, case,

or chest; Fr. caisse; Lat. capsa.]

A. As substantive :

* 1. A chest or money-box.

grave.
" This bank is properly a general cash, where ei erj

man lodges his money. -—sir W. Temple: United Prut.,

ob. i i.

"... 90,0001. are known to be in her cash.'— Wim-
%eood : Memorialt, iii 281.

2. Properly ready-money ; coin or specie.

It is also applied to valuable securities cap-
able of being readily converted into money.

" Who sent the Thief that stole the CatAaway, . .
."

Pope: Horace, bk. II., epistle ii. 24-S.

**.
. . the minister received only from four to ei^bt

pounds sterling in catK"—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.. ch.

rxlv.

1" Crabb thus distinguishes between cash

and money :—" Money is applied to everything
which serves as a circulating medium ; oish

is, in a strict sense, put for coin only : bank
notes are money, guineas and shillings are

cash : all cash is therefore money, but all

money is not cash." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

Compounds of obvious signification : Cash-

box, cash-keeper.

cash-account, s.

1. Book-keeping : An account in which only

cash or ready-money transactions are entered.

2- Banking : An account of advances made
to a customer on security. (Scotch.)

cash-book, s. (See the extract.)

"The cash book contains an account of all money
transactions. It is kept in a folio form like the ledger,

with Dr. marked on the left baud page, and Cr. on the

right. On the Dr. side is entered allmoney received;

and on the Cr. all money paid."— Ace*: CydopsmUa

;

Bookkeeping.

cash-boy, #. A boy employed in a store

to carry money and change to and from the

salesmen and the cashiers.

cash-credit, s. The privilege of drawing

money from a bank, on personal or previously

deposited security ; a cash-account

cash-girl, *. A girl employed for the

same purpose as a Cash-boy.

cash (2), s. [A native word] A Chinese copper

or brass coin, j>erforatcd with a square hole,

and strung on threads ; in value about one

twentieth of a penny.

* cash (1), v.t. [A shortened form of cmshier

(q.v.).] [Cass, v.] To disband, dismiss^

ate, flit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, hor, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ptH

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, ctib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try* Sjfrian. as, ce = e ; ey = a. qo = kw*
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cash (2), v.t. [Cash (1), s.] To change or con-

vert into cash ; to exchange for money.

cashed, pa. par. or a. [Gash, v.]

cash -er, s. & a. [f Ft. easier = a pigeon-hole.]

casher box. s.

Glass manufacture : A table covered with
coal cinders, on which the globe of glass is

rested while the blowing-tube is detached and
a rod attached to the other pole of the globe,

preparatory to flashing. [Crown - glass. ]

{Knight.)

oa-shew (shew as shod), s. & a. [A cor-

ruption of acajou, the French form of the
native Brazilian name acajaiba.]

A. As substantive

:

Bot. : The seed of the Anacardium occiden-

tal*, a tree of the family Anacardiaceae. It is a
larye tree, somewhat like a walnut. The fruit

or nut is kidney-shaped, of an ash colour ; the
shell consists of three layers, the outer and
Inner of which are hard and dry, but the inter-

mediate layer contains a quantity of black,
extremely acrid, caustic oil, which is destroyed
by roasting the nuts before eating them. The
oil is applied to floors iujndiato protect them
from the attacks of white ants. [Anacardium. ]

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

cashew-bird, s. The Jamaica name for
a Tanager, the Tanagra zena of Gosse, now
Spindalis nigricephala.

cashew nut, s.

Bot. : The fruit or nut of the Anacardium
occidentale. [Cashew.1

cashew-tree, s.

1. Anacardium occidentale, the West Indian
name of Acacia tortuosa. Its timber is hard
and tough. {Dr. Royle: Descrip. Catalog, of
Woods, 1843.)

Cash-hor'-nie, s. [Etym. unknown.] A game
played with clubs by two opposite parties of
boys, the aim of each party being to drive a
ball into a hole belonging to their antagonists,
while the latter strain every nerve to prevent
this. (Scotch.)

-Ie (1), a. [Allied to Icel. karskr, kaskr
= quick, nimble ; 8w. and Dan. karsk = hale,
hearty.]

1. Luxuriant and succulent. (Spoken of
vegetables and the shoots of trees.)

" Deep down In tbe sauchie glen o' Trows,
Aneth the cathie wild."

BaUad. Edin. Mag.. Oct. 1818, p. 828.

% Thomas of Ercildoune, it is said in an old
rhyme—

" gade down to the cathie wud
To pu* the roses bra."

Ballad, Edin. Mag., Sept. 1818, p. 153.

2. Transferred to animals that grow very
rapidly.

3. Delicate, not able to endure fatigue.

T This is only a secondary sense of tbe
term, as substances, whether vegetable or ani-
mal, which shoot up very rapidly and rankly,
are destitute of vigour.

4. Flaccid, slabby. (Applied to food.)

,'-Ie (2), a. [Perhaps the same as Calshie.
(Jamieson.)}

1. Talkative.

2. Forward.

ofcsh-ler', s. [Ft. caissier ; Ital. cassiere, from
caisse, cassa = cash.] He who has charge of

money ; a cash-keeper ; one who keeps the
books of cash payments and receipts of a Arm.

" If a steward or cashier be Buffered to run on, with-
out bringing him to a reckoning, such a sottish for-

bearance will teach him to shuffle. —South.

cash ier , * casseere, v.t. [Ger. cassiren =
to cashier, to destroy ; Fr. casser= "to breake,
buret . . . quash asunder, also to casse,

casseere, discharge " (Cotgrave) ; Ital. cassare ;

Lat. casso = to bring to nothing, annihilate ;

oassus = empty, void.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To invalidate, annul, render of none
effect.

* 2. To dismiss from one's service, discharge.
(Of persons, as II.)

* 3. To discard, dismiss. (Of things.)
" Connections formed for Interest, and endeared.
By selfish views [are] censured and cashiered."

Cowper : Tirocinium. 498.

H. Mil. ; To dismiss an officer from service ;

to annul one's commission.
" He had the insolence to cashier the captain of the

lord lieutenant's own body guard."—Macaulav : Hist.
Knj., cb_ vi.

cash-ier'ed, pa. par. & a. [Cashier, v.]

t cash ier-er, s. [Eng. cashier (v.); -er.]

One who cashiers, discharges, or dismisses.

cash-ier -irig, pr. par., a., k $. [Cashier, v.)

A. \ B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of discharging or dis-

missing from service ; the state of being dis-

charged or dismissed.

cash -ihg, pr. par., a., & s. [Cash, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As subst. : The act or operation of con-
verting into cash ; encashment.

* cash -lite, s. [Etym. doubtful. Cf. Wei.
casglu = to collect, casgl = collection. ] A
mulct. (Wharton.)

cash-mar -ies, s.pl [Ft. chassemarh, from
chasser = to hunt, to drive, and maree = the
tide . . . fresh sea fish.] Fish-carriers

;
peo-

ple who drive carts of fish through villages

for sale.

" Na mulettls thair his cofferis carries,

Bot lyk a court of auld cashmaries,
Or cadyero coming to ane fair."

Legend tip. St. A ndroit ; Poemt 16th Cent., p. 328.

cash mere, s. & a. [Named from the country
whence it is imported.]

A. As substantive :

1. A material for shawls, of a rich and costly

kind, made from the fine wool of a species of

goat, a native of Thibet.

2. A fine woollen stuff, made in imitation
and substitution of real cashmere.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or composed of

the materials described in A.

cash mer ette ', s. [From Eng., 4c, cash-

mere (q.v.), and suff. -ette.]

Fabrics : A lady's dress-goods, made with a
soft and glossy surface in imitation of cash-
mere.

Cash-mer -i-an, a. [Eng. cashmer(e) ; -ian.]

Of or pertaining to cashmere.

ca shoo, s. [Fr. cachou, from the Cochin-
Chinese caycau.] The same as Catechd (q.v.).

cas-Im-ir-O'-a, s. [Named after a certain

Casimir Gomez, of whom nothing is known.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Aurantiacefe.

Casimiroa edulis is cultivated in Mexico.
The pulp is agreeable to the taste, but induces
sleep ; the seeds are poisonous. (Treas. of Bot.)

cas -Ihg (1), pr. par., a., A; s. [Case, v.]

A & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

tbe verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of enclosing in a case or cover-
ing.

2. A case or covering.

EL Technically

:

1. MeUd-working : The middle wall of a

blast-furnace. Beginning from the inside, we
find the lining, stuffing, casing, and mantU.
[Blast-fuknace.] (Knight.)

2. Shipbuilding : The curb around a steam-
boat funnel, protecting the deck from the heat.

3. Blasting: A wooden tunnel for powder-
hose in blasting. [Hose-trough.]

* cas -ihg (2), s. [Etym. doubtful. Perhaps
cog. with Dan. kase = dung.] [Cazzos.]
Dried cow-dung used as fuel.

"God permitted him to take other fuel, namely,
cow's dung, dried casings, to bake his bread with . "—
Waterland : Script. Vindie, iii. 94.

* cas ino, s. [Ital. = a summer-house, a

small villa; dimin. of casa = a house.]

1. A house or room for dancing and music

;

a public dancing saloon.

"That kind of company which thousands of our
young men in Vanity tail are frequenting every
day, which nightly nils casinos and dai icing-rooms,"—
Thackeray: Vanity Fair.

2. The same as Cassino (q.v.).

* cask, * kaske, a. [Icel. karskr, kaskr;
Sw. & Dan. karsk.] Brave, doughty.

"The laddes weren kaske and teyte."
Bavelok, 1.841.

*cask(l), s. [Casque.]

cask (2), * caskc, a. [Sp. casco = the coat ^i

an onion, a cask of wine, a casque or helmet.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A barrel, a wooden vessel used for en-
closing liquor or provisions.

" The victuallers soon found out with whom they
had to deal, and sent down to the fleet casks of meat
which dog* would not touch.

1*

—

Macautay ; Hist. Eng.,
ch. xiv.

% It has cask in a kind of plural sense, to
signify the commodity or provision of casks.

" Great inconveniences grow by the had cask being
commonly so ill seasoned and conditioned, aa that a
great part of the beer is ever lost and cast away."—
Raleigh.

2. The quantity contained in a cask.

* 3. A casket.

"A Jewell lockt into thewoetullest cask."—Shaketp.

.

1 Henry VI., iii. 2.

II. Technically

;

1. In the same sense as I. 1.

2. Dyeing : One form of steam-apparatus
for steaming cloths which have been printed
with a mixture of dye-extracts and mordants,
in order to fix the colours. It is a hollow
cylinder, within which the cloths are suspended
for the application of the steam admitted to
the interior of the drum. (Knight.)

Cask-buoy, *. [Buoy.] (Knight.)

t cask, v.t. [Cask, *.] To put into a cask.

cask' et, s. [Corrupted from Fr. cassette = a
casket ; dimin. of casse = a box, case ; Lat.
capsa = a chest ; capio = to hold, contain.
(Skeat.y]

L Literally

:

1. A little chest or coffer, a jewel-case.
" All, my lord, are ready :

Here is the key and casket."
Byron : Manfred. HI. 1.

"Here, catch this casket; it is worth the pains.''
Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, iL 6.

t2. A coffin. (Chiefly American.)
"... all heads were reverently uncovered as the

casket was removed from the hearse "—Daily Tele-

graph, Sept 23rd, 1881.

* II. Figuratively

:

1. The body, as enclosing the soul.

"They found him dead, and cast into the streets.

An empty casket, where the Jewel, life.

By some damued hand was robbed and ta'en away.*
Shakesp. : King John, v. 1.

2. The breast.
" O ignorant poor man ! what dost thou bear
Locked up within the casket of thy breastt

"

Daeies.

& The tomb, as enclosing the body.
" Mine eye hath found that sad sepulchral rock.
That was the casket of heav'n'a richest store."

Milton ; Ode on the Passion.

* cask -et, v.t. [Casket, s,] To enclose or

shut up in a casket.
" I bave writ my letters, casketed my treasure, and

given order for our horse*. "Shakesp. : All's Well, ii. 5.

C&8 -pere, s. [Etymology doubtful.]

Bot. : A plant

—

Alliaria officinalis.

cas -pie-caws/ cas-pl taws,' cas -pic-

laws, * cas-chle-lawis, s. [Of unknown
etym.] An instrument of torture formerly
used in Scotland. Its effect seems to have
been to draw tbe body and limbs together.

and to keep them in this cramped position.

boil, bd£; pout. jo%l; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^tenophon, exist, ph f.

-oian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -cious. tious. -sious = shus. -ble. -die. &c. - bel, deL
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tcasque (que as k), * cask, s. [Fr. casque

;

ItuL, tip., H Port. «mco= a skull, cask, hel-

met.] Armour for the head, a head-piece.
" Old Nestor shook the 00*94*0.

*

Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. viL 220.

* There came a youth from Georgia's shore,

—

A military casque he wore."
Wordsteorth : Ruth.

% Obvious compound : Casque-shaped.

i casqned (que as k), a. [Casque, *.] Wear-
ing a casque.

" lie was clothed in a dragoon's drees, belted and
cas-pied, and about to mount a charger."

—

Scott : A nti-

quary, ch. vi.

t cas'-quet-ei (quet as ket), a. [Dimin. of

oolite (q.v.).] A light helmet. (Southey.)

cass, *casse, s. [Case.]

• Cass, v.t. [Fr. caster ; Ital. cassare ; Low Lat.

casso ; either from cassus = empty, or from
quasso = to shake.]

1. To render useless ; to annul.
" When this eleccaon came to the Pope he caued If

Capgrave : Chronicle, p. 163.

2. To discharge, release, dismiss.

"The verb Co cits* was once naturalised in the English
tongue, but it 1b now obsolete."—Trench : English Past
and Present, p. 36.

3. To vanquish, defeat.
* Of the Vitellians be both cassed and also chasticed

Tery many."--Bolland : Suetonius, p. 246.

"Thay war casein, but array, at thair spulye. '—
BeOenden ; T. Lieitu, p. 21.

cas sa -da, cassa do, s. [Cassava.]

cassada bread, a [Cassava-bread.]

* cas -sa-kin, s. [Eng. cassock; dimin. sutf.

•in.] A* little cassock, {Sylvester: St Lewis,
544.)

cas sa-mun air, s. [An Eastern word. Cf.

Mahratta *cf(cAoramTt = azingiberaeeous plant,
Curcuma zerumbet, and Krishna tamara'= Canna
Indica.]

rhar. : The name of a root brought from the
East Indies in irregular cut pieces of various
shapes. The cortical portion is marked with
circles of a dusky brown ; the inner part is

paler and unequally yellow. It is warm,
bitter, and aromatic, and smells like ginger.
It is used in hysterical, epileptic, and paralytic
affections. It is sometimes referred to the
species Zinziber cussamuniar.

cas -sa-reep, *. [From Eng., &c. cassa(va),
with sutf. -reep, of doubtful etym.] The
inspissated juice of the cassava, which is

highly antiseptic, and forms the basis of the
West Indian pepper-pot. (Treas. o/Bot.)

* Cas -sate, v.t. [Fr. casser; Ital. cassare ;

Low Lat. casso ; from cassus = empty, or quasso
= to break in pieces. ] To render void or null,

to abrogate, to quash.
" This opinion supersedes and ca states the best me-

dium we nave.''

—

Ray ; On the Creation,

*cas-sa tion, s. [Fr. cassation; Low Lat.
cassatio, from casso = to quash.) The act of
making null and void, or quashing.

^[ The Court of Cassation, in France, is the
Supreme Court of Appeal, so named from its

having the power to quash [Fr. casser] or alter
the decisions of the courts below.

cas sa'-va, a. [Fr. ca&save ; Sp. casahe, oazabt,

from the native Haytian name, kasabi.]

1. Comm., Bot,, <£c, ; A purified and nutri-
tious fecula (starch) obtained from the roots
of some euphorbiaceous plants, and specially
from those of JeUropha or Janipha Manihot,
and /. Jjoeflingii.

2. Bot. : A plant, the Mandioc or Manihot,

CASSAVA (L FLOWER. 2 ROOT).

Manihot utilissiina (Jatropha or Janipha Mani-
hot, Unn.) It is a native of the warmer parts

ofAmerica, where the root, after being divested
of its poisonous juice by pressure, &c, is

ground to the starch or flour called cassava, am 1

then made into cakes of bread. It is also
used as a sauce, and mixed with molass.s, to
form an intoxicating drink. Tapioca is pun-
tied cassava

cassava-bread, s. Bread made from
cassava.

cassava-plant, a. The same as Cassava
(2) (q.v.).

cass'-a-war-yt a [Cassowary.]

' cass-e -done, s. [Chalcedony.]
" Item in a box beand within the said kist, a collar

of cassedonis with grete biugar of moist, twarubeis,
twa perlis, contanaud xxv small aissedonis set in gold.
—Item a beid [bead J of a castedone."—Inventories, p.
9, 12.

casse-gran -i-an, a. [Named after a French-
man, M. Cassegrain.] Pertaining to Casse-
grain (see etym.), who in 1672 invented the
telescope called after him.

Cassegranian telescope. s. A form
of the refleeting-telescope in which the great
speculum is perforated like the Gregorian, but
tlie rays converging from the surface of the
mirror are reflected back by a small convex
mirror in the axis of the telescope, and come
to a focus at a point near the aperture in the
speculum, where they form an inverted image,
which is viewed by the eye-piece screwed into
the tube behind the speculum. (Knight, <£c.)

t casse -paper, s. [Fr, papier casse' ; from
casser = to break, destroy ; Low Lat. casso.]

[Cass. ] Broken paper ; the two outside quires
of a ream.

cas-ser'-i-an, a. [From Julius Casserlus of
Padua.] Pertaining to Julius Casserius (see
etym.).

casserian ganglion, s.

Anat. : A large semi-lunar ganglion formed
by the fifth nerve. It is at the point of sub-
division into the ophthalmic, the superior, and
the maxillary nerves.

cas-ses, cassh'-es, $. [Cashes.]

cas -si a, s. & a. [Lat. cassia ; Gr. Kaxra-ia

(kassia)' and Kaxria. (kasia) ; Ital. cassia ; Fr.
casse. For Heb. &c, see 1 Scripture.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Scrip. , etc. ; Cassia occurs in the following
places : (1) Exod. xxx. 24, where the Heb. is

mp (qiddaJi), Sept. Gr. Ip«us (ireos), genit.

of Id« (iris) ; (2) Psalm xlv. 8 (Heb. 9), where

it is riV^X]? (qetsioth), which is the fern. pi. of

ny*Vr? (qetsiah), from VSp
r
(qatsa) = to cut off,

to peel off, used of bark, Sept. Gr. icao-ia

(kasia) ; and (3) Ezek. xxvii. 19, where it is

rnj? (qiddah) (see No. 1). In the Septuagint

there is a different reading. Qiddah is from
TT£ (qadad) — to cleave. According to Dr.

Royle qiddah was probably what is now called
Cassia-bark (q.v.), and the qetsiah the same as
Syriac kooshta, Arab, koosh and koost, the
Aucklandia Costus, a composite plant growing
near Cashmere, and allied to the Carline
thistle.

" All thy garments smell of myrrh, aloes, and
cassia. "—Ps. xlv. 8.

2. Bot. : A genus of plants, order Legum-
inosae, sub-order Cajsalpiniese, and tribe Cas-
sieee. It has Ave unequal sepals, fire petals

CASSIA OCCIDENTALIS.

all yellow, unequal in size but not papilion-
aceous, ten stamina distinct from each other.

the three lowest the longest, the four inter-
mediate ones .shorter and straight, and the
remaining three sterile or abortive ; ovary
stalked, usually curved, leaves simply and
abruptly pinnated with opposite leaflets,
generally with glands on the peduncles.
Between 200 and 300 species are known. Tnej
are trees, shrubs, or herb*. They are found iu
India, Africa, and the wanner parte ofAmerica,
Several furnish Senna. [3- Pharvs, Senna.] The
seeds of Cassia Abmt*, which are very bitter, are
brought to Cairo from tim interior* uf Africa ;

they are called Chicin or Cismatan, awl ate
regarded as the best of remedies for Egyptian
Ophthalmia. The bark of C. aurutu is uVd in

India medicinally, and also for dyeing and
tanning leather. The roasted s<v
dentalis, which, notwithstanding its ajecific
name, occurs in the East as well as in the
West Indies, are used in the Mauritius for
coffee, and as a remedy in asthma.

" When, turning round a cauia, full in view.
Death, walking all alone l>eiie«t!i 11 yew."

Tennyson : Lore and Death.
% Clove Cassia

:

Comm. : The bark of Dicyjiellium caryophyl-
latnm, a lauraceous tree from Brazil.

3. Pharm. : Alexandrian senna consists of
leaflets of Cassia officinalis, var. luiceolata.
and of C. obovata. Indian senna consists of
leaflets of C. ojjidnalis, var. elongata. [Senna.]

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

cassia-bark (Eng.), cassia lignea
(JAlt.), S.

Pharm. ; Cassia-bark, or Chinese Cinnamon,
is the bark of the Cinnamomum Cassioz. It is

used to adulterate Ceylon Cinnamon, which is

the inner bark of C. zenlanicum. It is de-
tected by its greater thickness and roughness,
and by bavinga less aromatic odour and tastfc
These trees belong to the order Laura<:e».
Dr. Wight has discovered that cassia-bark is

produced also by several and perhaps by all

the species of Cinnamomum.

cassia buds, s. A commercial name for
the flower-buds of Cinnamomvvi aromatioum.
They are used like those of cinnamon and
cloves.

cassia lignea, s. [Cassia-bark.]

cassia -oil, ». The same as Oil of Cin-
namon. It is produced from cassia-bark and
cassia-buds.

cassia-pods, a pi. The legume of Co-
thartocarpus [Cassia) fistula.

cassia-pulp (Eng.), cassia -pulpa
(I-at.), s.

Pharm. : The pulp of the pods of Cassia

fistula, Pudding pipe-tree or Purging (

The pulp has a brown-black colour, a sweet,
disagreeable taste, and contains sugar,

pectin, mucilage, and a bitter substance. It

is a slight laxative, but is apt to produce
flatulence ; it is contained iu Confectki Seune.

cas'-si-da, *. [Lat. cassida = a little helmet,
dimin. of cassis ~ a helmet.]

Kntom. : A genus of monilicorn coleopterous
insects, the Tortoise Beetles, in which the body
is short, oval, and frequently concealed be-

neath the shield of the head and case wings.

cas Sid O OUS, a. [Lat. cassida = a little

helmet ; cassis = a helmet ; suff. -eons.]

Bot. : Having the form of a helmet, as the

upper sepal in the flower of an aconite.

cas-si-di'-a-d», a pi. [Lat. cassida = a

little shield".]

Entom. : A family of monilicorn coleopterous

insects, the Tortoise or Helmet Beetles. [Cas-

sida.] They are of the section Tetramera, and
sub-section Cyclica. The thorax and elytra

are dilated so as to constitute a shield, whence
their name. The expanded front of the thorax

quite envelops the head. When captured

they feign death. The tail of the lame ends
' in a fork. About twenty species occur in

Britain.

cas-sid-i -na, s. [From Lat. cassU (genit.

cassidis) = a nelmet, and suff. -two.]

Zool. : A genus of Cursorial Iso] md Crusta-

ceans, containing the little animals popularly

known as shield-slaters.

cas sid on y, cas sid oine, a [Fr cat-

sidoine ; Low Lat. cacedonivs, chalcedonix*,

from Chalcedon, a town in Bithynia.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fail, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, v&L
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cubs core, unite, our, rule, full try, Syrian, ee, ce - e ; ey a. qu - kw.
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Botany

:

1. A species of Lavendula st&chas, or French
Lavender.

2. A species of Onaphalium, Cottonweed,
Cudweed, or Goldylocks.

cas Sld'-u-la, s. [Dimin. of Lat. cassis a a

helmet.]

Zool. : The typical genus of the family Cas-

sidulida (q. v.).

jfts si du H dae, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat.

cassidnt(a) (q.v.), and fem. pi. adj, suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Echinida, roundish or

oval in form, with very fine spines. It is

sometimes separated into two families, Echino-
brissidffl and Echinolampadas (q.v.).

©as sid-U-li'-na, $. [From Mod. Lat. cas-

sidul(a) = a little helmet, and suff. -ina.)

Zool. : A genus of Foraminifera, the. typical

one of the family Cassidullnidae. Cassidulina

lavigata and crassa are common in England ;

they are found also fossil with other species

from the Miocene onwards.

cas-sid-u-Un'-i'-dae, caa-sid-u-Hn-i -

de-a, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. cassidnlina

(q.v.), and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idos.)

Zool. : A family of Foraminifera, sub-order

Perforata.

cas'-sie, caz'-zie, s. [O. Fr. casse; Ital

cassa ; from Lat. capsa = a case.] A sort of

basket made of straw.
" Neither do they use pocks or sacks as we do ; but

curies and keep* their corns and meal in a sort of
vessels made of straw, called cus*t«t."—Brand: Orkney,
p. 28.

•cass-ier, v.t. [Cashier,]

"Moreonr, if the Tartars draw homeward, our men
must not therefore depart and catsiar their batides, or
separate themselves asunder."

—

Hackluyt : Voyages,
Vol. i., p. 63.

Cass i-mere, 5. [Cashmere. Fr. cass i mi r ;

Sp. & Ital. casimiro.] A thin, twilled woollen
cloth used for men's clothes. Kerseymere is

probably a corruption. Kersey is a local name
for a coarse worsted cloth of Scotland and
Ireland. {Knight, Sic.)

cas sin, pa., par. [Cass, ».] (Scotch.)

cas si -nas, s. pi. [Lat cassis — a helmet,
and fem. pi. adj. suff. -ince.]

Zool. : A sub-family of the Muricidse
(Murices), the sliells of which are large, ventri-

cose, and generally smooth ; spire very short

;

the base truncate and emarginate, or with re-

curved channel ; inner lip toothed and plaited.

cas si ne, s. [A native name.]

Bot. : A genus of South African plants be-

longing to the Celastracere, or Spindle-tree

family. Seven species are known. The wood
takes a good polish, and is particularly adapted
for the manufacture of musical instruments.

cas sin et te, s. [Sp. casinete; Ger. casinet.]

Fabric : A fabric made of very fine wool,
sometimes mixed with silk or cotton. It

differs from valentia and toilinette In having
Its twill thrown diagonally.

cas sin ite, s. [Etym. doubtful. No ex-
planation given by the introducer.]

Min. : A variety of Orthoclase, of a dull
bluish-green subtransparent colour, and con-
taining minute particles bright and hexagonal
(hematite ?). It occurs at Blue Hill, Pennsyl-
vania, U.S. (Dana.)

cas si -no, *. [Ital. casino — a small house,
dimin. of oasa = a cottage; Fr. casin.] A
game at cards played by four persons, two on
each side. In it the ten of diamonds, techni-
cally called great cassino, or great cass., counts
two ; and little Cftssino, or little cass., the two
of spades, counts one.

" Lady Middleton proposed a rubber of cassino."—
Miss Austen : Sent* and Sen*., ch. xxiii.

cas sin old, s. [Named after Cassini, a cele-
brated mathematician.]

Math. : An elliptic curve, wherein the pro-
duct of any two lines, drawn from the foci to
a point

t
in the curve, shall be equal to the

rectangle under the semi-transverse and semi-
conjugate diameters.

Cas'-SJf-o-bcr-rJf", s. [Mod. Lat. caseine, from
the native name, and En^r. lieny.]

Bot. ; The fruit of the Viburnum, Uevigatum.

Cas-si-o-pe 1- a, s. [Gr. Kaa-trUireta (kassic-

peia).']

1. Ancient Myth. : The wife of Cepheus, a
mythical king of Ethiopia, and mother of
Andromeda.

2. Astron. : A constellation in the northern
hemisphere, situated between Cepheus and
Perseus.

cas -sis, s. [Lat. cassis — a helmet.]

Zoology

:

1. The Helmet-stone, an echinite, a section
of the class of Catucyst i.

2. A genus of gasteropodous molluscs, family
Bucconidse. Their English name is Helmet-
shells. They are ventricose univalves ; the
aperture is longitudinal and sub-dentated, and
terminating in a short reflected canal. This
genus of shells is found both recent and fossil.

Thirty-seven recent species are known and
thirty-six fossil ; the latter occur in the Tertiary
deposits from the Eocene onwards, the former
are inhabitants of tropical seas.

cas-sit-eV-I-a, ». [Gr. Kao-<rtTepoc (kassiteros)

— tin ; Lat. cdssiterum.) A genus of crystals,

in which there appears to be an admixture of
particles of tin.

Cas Sit -er ite, s. [Gr. Kaao-Crepos (kassiteros)

= tin ; suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : SnOj, native stannic dioxide, a tetra-

gonal nearly transparent mineral of a brown
or black, sometimes red, gray, white, or yellow
colour. Hardness, 6—7; sp. gr., 64—7'1.

Compos. : oxide of tin, 89'43—95*26 ; tantalic

acid, 0—2'4
; sesquioxide of iron, 1'02—

6

-63 ;

sesquioxide of manganese, 0—0.8 ; silica,

0—6-48
; alumina, 0—1-20. (Dana.)

* c&s-si-tdr-d-tan'-ta-lite, s. [Gr. «a<ro-i-

repoc) = tin, and Eng. (antalite (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Tantalite with stannic
acid replacing part of the tantalic.

* cas sob, s. [Arabic]

Chem. : Alkali, or alkaline salt.

cas -sock, s. [Fr. cosaque ; Ital. casacca = a
great coat ; from cam = a house, a covering.]

* 1. A soldier's overcoat.

"Half of the which dare not shake the snow from
off their cassocks, lest they shake themselves to pieces.''

—Shaketp. : A lit WeU. iv. a.

* 2. A dress of any kind, even for women.
3. A long, close-fitting garment worn by

clergymen, either with or without other
robes, and by choristers and choirmen under
their surplices. The colour varies according
to the dignity.

"Holes api«ared more and more plainly in the
thatch of his parsonage and in his single eastocft."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

cas socked, ' [Eng. cassock; -ed.] Wearing
or dressed in a cassock.

** A cassocked huntsman and a fiddling priest"
Covtper : Progress of Error, 110.

t cas'-si-l£t, cas so le ttc, s. [Fr. casso-

lette.] A box made of ivory, &c, with the
cover perforated to allow of the escape of the
odour of perfumery kejrt or placed in it ; a
censer.

"Fresh wood of aloes was sent to burn In the canto-
lets."—Moore : The fire- Worshippers. (Note.)

cas son a de, s. [Fr. cassonade ; O. Fr. cos-

son ; from caisson = a chest ; so called from
its being imported in large chests or casks.]
Cask or raw sugar, unrefined.

* cas so on, *. [Fr. caisson — a chest]

Mil. : A kind of ordnance.

cas soiim ba, 9. [An Amboynan word.] A
pigment made by the Amboynians from the
burnt capsnles of a
tree, Sterculia Ba-
langhas.

cas' - sd - war - f,
cas'-si-6-war-y

,

s. [In Ger. kasuar;
Mod.Lat. casuarius
(Brissou). From
the Malay name.)

Ornith. : Any
bird of the struthi-

ous genus Casu-
arius, with about
twelve species,
from the Australian
and Papuan regions. The test-known form,
Casuarius galeaius, is called in Ban. la. Line or

HEAD AND FOOT OF
CASSOWARY.

Eume, and hence by the Portuguese Emu
(but in English this name is applied only to

birds of the genus Dromons). It is nearly as

large as an ostrich, being about live lin-t blgn.

It has on its l^ad a crest, helmet, or casque,

and pendent caruncles like those of the turkey.

The wings are quite rudimentary, and repre-

sented by spine-like processes. There are

three toes on each foot, and the Inner toe is

furnished with a large claw. It is a native of

the Indian Archipelago,
" I have a clear idea of the relation of dam aud chick,

between the two ctusiowarie* iu St. James's Park.'

—

Locke.

cas-su mun ar, cas su miin i ar, *.

[Cassamonair.]

cass weed, case -weed, casse weed,
s. [Mid. Eng. cass — case, and ml,]

Bot. : A common weed, also called Sliep-

herd's-pouch (Capsella Bursa-pastoris).

cas-sy'-tha, s. [From Gr. «ao-vT«v (kasutns) ;

KaSvTfts '(kadutas) — the dodder plant, which
this genus much resembles.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of

the order Cassythacea? (q.v.). In jwrts of
Australia Cassythas make almost impene-
trable thickets ; they are called Scrub-vines.

The drupes of one species, Cassytha cuscuti-

formis, are eatable. C. JUiformU, a thread-

like leafless parasite, spreading over hedges
and trees in the Conean and various other
parts of India, is used by the Hindoos for

cleansing ulcers, as a hair-wash, and for other

purposes. (Treas. of Bot., £c.)

ca«-sy-tha'-ce-flB, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat.

cassytha C°.*v-X a"-4 Lat- fem - P*- ac*J- sufl>-

-acetc.]

Bot. : Dodder-laurels, an order of Exogens,
alliance Daphnalia. They have anthers burst-

ing by recurved valves, scales instead of leaves,

and fruit buried In a succulent permanent
calyx. Found in the tropics. Known genera
in 1845 one, species nine. (Lindley.)

cast, ' caste, " kest, & [Icel., Dan., & Sw.
kast = a throw.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally

:

1. The act of casting or throwing anything.

2. That which is thrown.
" Yet all these dreadful deed*, this deadly tray,
A cast of dreadful dust will booh allay.

Dryden: Virgil; Goorgiciv. W2.

3. The distance to which anything is or can
be thrown.

" And he was withdrawn from them about a stone's
cast, and kneeled down and nrayed."—Luke xxii. 41.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Of the eye : A motion or turn, a glance.
" He conneyen him con with east of his yRhe."

Ear. Eng. AIM. Poems ; Cleanness, 7«8.

"They are the best epitomes in the world, and let

you see, with one cast of an eye, the substance of
above an hundred pages."

—

Addison: On Ancient
Medals.

% A cast in the eye = a slight squint.

*2. Advice, counsel

"This is my cart."—Coventry Mytt.,p. 12*.

* 3. A plan, design.
" Sche knew it bet than he
What al this quiente vast was for to seye."

Chaucer: C. T„ SflO*.

*4. One's object or desire, the thing planned
for.

" Tlu-re is ua sege for ma schame that schrynkis at
shorte.

May he cum to bys cast be clokyng but coiet**

Doug. : Virgil, 238, a 86.

t& A short attempt at flight.

"... making short semicircular casts, and all the
time rapidly vibrating its wings and antennae."—
J)anein; Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), ch. H..

p. 36.

*6. Skill, art.

" He a wvs man wes of cast.

And in hys deyd wes rycht wyly."
Wyntuum, *t 18. 168.

*7. A trick, juggle.

"In come Japand the Ja, as a Jugioure.
With castis, and with cautelis, a quynt caryare."

Eoulate, iii. 11.

* 8. Fashion, form, pattern.

"To ntakie a ttir after this cast."

Florice and. Blanchcflew, 338.

" The whole would have been an heroic poem, but in
another cast and figure than any that ever had been
writteu before."—Prior.

t 9. A shade, or tendency towards any
colour ; a tinge.

" A flaky mass, grey, with a cast at grevn, in which
the talky matter makes the greatest part of the m;i-s

."

— Woodward.

b&l, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. Ing.

-oian, - tian = shan. -tioa. -sion = shun ; -tion, -aion = zhun, -tlous, -sious, -cious — shus, -ble, -die, &e.= bel, del.
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10. Hue, tinge (fig.).

" The native bue of resolution
I* sicklied o'er with the pale catt of thought,"

Shake*}}. .* Humid, UL 1.

11. A chance, a venture. [B. 1.]

" Were it good.
To set the exact wealth of all our states
All at one catt . .

."

Shaketp. : 1 Hen, I V., iv. 1.

* 12. A touch, a stroke.

"This was a cast of Wood's politicks ; for his in-
formation was wholly false and groundless."—Swift.
* 13. Accident, chance, lot, fortune.
•* What catt has fashen you sae far frae towns » "

Rott : Hc/enore, p. 77.

" Black be their catt I great rogues, to say no more."
Hamilton : Wallace, p. 823.

B. Technically:

1. Gaming :

(1) The act of throwing dice.

(2) That which is thrown, a throw.
" Plutarch just now told me. that 'tis in liuu.«u life

as in a game at tables, where a man may wish for the
highest cast, . . ."—Pope: Letter to Steele (171S).

2. Agric. : The act or manner of casting seed.
" Some harrow their ground over, and sow wheat or

rye on it with a broad catt ; some only with a single
«a«*, and some with a double.*'—Mortimer.

3. Hawking

:

* (1) A pair of hawks.
" A catt of merlins there was besides, which, flying

of a gallant height, would beat the birds that rose
down unto the bushes, . ,

."

—

Sidney.

* (2) A brood or flight of hawks.
"Catteoi haukes, nice doiseaux."—Palsgrave.

(3) The feathers, Ac, cast by a hawk.

4. Metallurgy

:

* (1) The act of taking a mould, a form.

(2) The mould or form ; the thing moulded.
"Take the catt uf those dead lineaments."

Tennyson; Coquette, lit. 7.

5. Bee-keeping : A swarm of bees led out by
a maiden queen. The first swarm of the year
in each hive is accompanied by the old queen ;

the second, which follows from eleven to
thirteen days later, takes a maiden queen,
and is called a cast. Sometimes a third and
even a fourth swarm may follow.

6. Theatrical: The allotment of the different
parts in a play.

"The scenic accessories are quite adequate to the
occasion, and the general catt is efficient."

—

Daily Tele-
graph, March 28, 1881.

7. Hunting : The act of causing the hounds
to sweep round in a wide circle, so as to re-

cover a lost scent

8. Fish-trade : A cast of herrings, haddocks,
oysters, &c, four in number in Scotland, but
three in England.

* 9. Baking : A batch of bread.

"Out of one bushell of meale . . . they make thirtie
catt, euerie lofe weighing eighteene ounces."—Barri-
ton : Description of England, p. 163.

oast, * caste, cast en, *kest-en(£n?.),
* cas sin, * cais-sen (Scotch), v.t. & i.

(Icel. kasta — to throw ; Sw. kasta ; Dan. kaste. ]

A* Transitive:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

(1) To throw.
" They had compassed in his host, and catt darts at

the people from morning till evening."—1 Maccabeet,
vii. 80.

(2) To place or throw hurriedly.

"And be salth unto him. Catt thy garment about
thee, and follow me."

—

Acts, xii. 8.

(3) To hurl as from an engine.
" A gret ston into the town was keste."

Hich. Cesur de lion, 4,116.

(4) To throw, as a net or snare.
**,

. .unto a net. that was catt into the sea, and
gathered of every kind . . ."—Matt. xiii. 47.

(5) To hurl down from a height
" Bear him to the rock Tari>eiau, and from thence
Into destruction catt him."

Shaketp. : Coriol., iii. L

(6) To drive by violence, to force.

" Pharaoh's chariots and his host hath he catt into
the sea."— Exodus, xv. i,

(7) To drive by force of weather, to ship-
wreck.

(8) To emit, to send out.
" This fumes off in the calcination of the stone, and

on'* a sulphureous smell."

—

Woodward.

(9) To throw or place in confinement by
superior force or authority.

"John was catt into prison."—Matth. iv. 11.

(10) To throw away, as useless or noxious.
" If thy right hand offend thee cut it off, and catt it

from thee."—Matt. v. so.

(11) To vomit, eject from the stomach.
" But some way on her they fuish on a change,
That gut ana ga' she keett wi' braking strange."

Host ; Helenore, p. 66.

(12) To scatter, spread. (Used of sowing
seed.)

(13) To throw down, as in wrestling.

"Though he took my legs sometime, yet I made a
shift to catt him. "—Shaketp. ; Macbeth, if. 3.

(14) To shed, to let fall, to lose.

" The bird of conquest her chief feather catL"
Fairfax.

(15) To cause to fall on or appear at a certain
spot, to throw by reflection.

" I now catt upon the screen before you the beautiful
stream of green light from which these bands were de-
rived."—TyndaU : Frag, of Science (3rd ed.). ix. 227.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To turn, to direct (of the sight).
** Far eastward catt thine eye, from whence the sun,
And orient science, at a birth, begun.''

Pope : Dunciad, HL 78.

(2) To cause suddenly or unexpectedly to
come upon a person, to impose.

" Content themselves with that which was the irre-
mediable error of former time, or the necessity of the
present hath catt upon them."

—

Hooker.

(3) To submit, to rest, to refer or resign
(with on or upon).

" Catting all your care upon him, for he careth for
you."—1 Peter, v. 7.

" Catt all your cares on God."
Tennyton: Enoch Arden, 222

t To cast oneself upon. [B., II. 2.]

•(*) To defeat. [II- 3.]
" No martial project to surprise,
Can ever be attempted twice

;

Nor cast design serve afterwards, . .
."

Hudibrat,

(5) To ruin, to destroy. [To cast down.]

*(6) To surpass, to overcome.
"In short, so swift your Judgments turn and wind,
Ton cast our fleetest wits a mile behind." Dryden.

* (7) To turn (the balance), to influence.

"How much interest cattt the balance in cases
dubious."

—

South.

(8) To sum up, to compute, to calculate.

(II. 9.]
" Peace, brother, be not over exquisite
To catt the fashion of uncertain evils."

Milton ; Comut, 860
" I have lately been casting in my thoughts the several

unhappinesses of life, . . .'—Addison.

*(9) To contrive, to plan.

"The cloister facing the south la covered with
vines, and would have been proper for an orange house ;

and had, I doubt not, been catt for that purpose, . . .—Temple.

* (10) To divide, arrange, set down.
" Aile mans lyfe casten may be
Principaly in this partes thre."

Hampole : Pricke of Conscience, 432.

t (11) To cause to fall into any state.

"At thy rebuke both the chariot and horse are catt

into a deep sleep."—Psalms, lxxvi. 6.

(12) To mould, to fashion, to frame. (II. 7.]

"Under this influence, derived from mathematical
studies, some have beeu tempted to cast all their logi-

cal, their metaphysical, and their tlteologi.-al and
moral learning into this method."— Watts: Logick.

" That we are bound to cast the minds of youth
Betimes into the mould of heavenly truth, . .

,"

Cowper: Tirocinium.

* (13) To refer to for decision.
" If things were cast upon this issue, that Ood should

never prevent sin. till man deserved it, the best would
sin ana sin for ever."

—

South.

(14) To inflict, to impose.

The world Is apt to catt great blame on those who
have an indifferency for opinions, especially in reli-

gion."—Locke,

(15) To shed or throw upon, to reflect.

**So bright a splendour, so divine a grace.
The glorious Daphnia cast* on his illustrious race."

Dryden : Virgil ; AW. v. 60.

* (16) To bind, tie, fasten.

"Cast a strait ligature upon that part of the artery."
Rag : Creation, p. 816.

* (17) To beat up (applied to eggs).
" P<>r a rice puddiug.—When it is pretty cool, mix

with it ten eggs well cos/, . .
."

—

Receipts in Cookery,
p. 7.

(18) To drop eggs for the purpose of divina-

tion ; a common practice at Halloween.
(Scotch.)

" By running lead, and catting eggs—
They think for to divine their lot."

(Poem in Jamieson.)

* (19) To empty (a pond, &c). (Howard
Household Books, p. 21.)

IL Technically:

1. Gaming : To throw (dice or lote).

"And Joshua cast lots for them In Shiloh."—Joshua,
xviii 10.

2. Military:

*(1) To raise a mound or trench round a
besieged city.

" The king of Assyria shall not come into thia city,
uor shoot an arrow there, nor come before it with
shield, nor cast a bank against it."—2 Kings, xix. :;a.

(2) To cashier.
" You are but now cast in his mood, a punishment

more in policy than in malice.*'

—

Shaketp. : Othello, ii. :i.

3. Legal : To condemn, to be defeated in a
trial, either in a criminal case or in a civil suit

4. Farriery:

(1) To reject as useless.

(2) To drop, lose (a shoe).

(3) To throw a horse down by a rope di»-
posed in a certain way, for any operation re-

quiring confinement of the limbs.

* 5. Medical : To judge, to diagnose.
" If thou couldst, doctor, cast

The water of my land, find her di sense, . .
."

Shakes/'. : Macbeth, v. S.

6. Theatrical:

(1) To allot the parts in a play.
" Our parts in the other world will he new catt. and

mankind will be there ranged indifferent stations of
superiority."—Addison.

(2) To assign actors to the different charac-
ters in a play.

" It might have been cast better at Drury Lane."—
Sheridan : Critic, L L

7. Metallurgy

:

(1) To found, to run into a mould.
"The workman melteth a graven image, and the

goldsmith spreadeth it over with gold, and catteth
silver chains."

—

Isaiah, xL 19.

(2) To form figures by running molten metal
into a mould.
" Which wise Prometheus temper'd Into paste.
And, mixt with living Btreams, the godlike image

cast."
Dryden: Ovid's Metamorphotet, bk. i 106-6.

8. Old Physiol. : To bear prematurely.
" Thy ewes and thy she-goats have not cast theii

young. —Qenetit xxxt 38.

9. Arith. : To compute, to sum up, to calcu-

late. [Cast-up, Cast-off.]
" Cast my reckoning, mine host, and let your groom

le.id forth my nag."—-Scott ; Monastery, ch xxix.

If Hence,Toco*<ahoroscope=tocalculateit.

10. Nautical

:

(1) To fall off, so as to bring the direc-

tion of the wind on one side of the ship,

which before was right ahead. This term ia

particularly applied to a ship riding head to

wind, when her anchor first loosens from the

ground. To pay a vessel's head off, or turn it,

is getting under weigh on the tack she is to

sail upon, and it is casting to starboard or

port, according to the intention, (Smyth.)

* (2) To rectify or adjust a compass.

11. Building: To give a coat of lime or

plaster. (Scotch.)

" Our minister theeked the toofalla of tbe kirk, the
steeple, and Gavin Dum bar's isle, with new slate, and
kest with lime that part where the back of tbe altar

stood, that it should not be kenL"—Spalding, ii. 63, 64.

* 12. Falconry

:

(1) To let the hawk fly after the quarry

(2) To set a hawk on a perch.

(3) To purge a hawk.

13. Hunting: To make a cast, when the

scent is lost. [Cast, s. , B, 7. ]

* 14. Agric. : To clean threshed corn by
throwing it from one side of the barn to tt»

other.
" Some winnow, some fan.
Some cast that can.
In casting provide.
For seeds lay aside."

Tusser ; Husbandry, ch. IX., ft a

15. Printing : To stereotype.

B. Reflexive

:

W Lit. : To throw oneself.
" And on the slope, an absent fool,

I cast me down, nor thought of you."
Te%nyton : The Millers Daughter,

H, Figuratively

:

1. To set or devote oneself to anything.
" Your comaunderoeute to kepe I cast me fursothe."

Destr. of Troy, 6.M*.

2. To yield or submit oneself (with upon).

"... in making Ood our friend, and in carryings

conscience so clear as may encourage us with confi-

dence to cast ourselves upon him."- Southey.

C. Intransitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To hurry in any direction,

"To while that kyng Richard was kattand to tb*

toure."

—

Langtoft, p. 165.

* 2. To consider, to reflect, to plan.

"The Jewes castiden to sle him, . . ."—wyclife:

Works, ii. 103,

" But first be casts to change his proper shape i

Which else might work him danger or delay.

Milton: P. L.. iii «*.

fate, fit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son* mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce e : ey = a. au = kw.
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8. To compute, to calculate. [A., II. 9.]

" Hearts, tongues, figure, scribes, bards, poets, cannot
Think, speak, cast, write, sing, number, bo !

His love to Antony."
Shakesp. ; A ntony A Cleopatra, iii. 2.

*4. To suspect, to presage, to expect
* 5. To vomit.

"These verses too, a poison on 'em, I cannot abide
'em, they make me ready to cast, by the banks of

Helicon.'—B. Jonton ; Poetaster.

*6. (Of the weather): To become dull or

overcast.

II. Technically

:

w
1. To take a form, by casting or melting.

"It comes at the first fusion into a mass that Is im-
mediately malleable, and will not run thin, so as to

cast and mould, unless mixed with poorer ore, or
cindera."— Woodward: On Fostils.

* 2. To warp, to grow out of form.
" Stuff is said to cart or warp, when, by its own

droughts or moisture of the air, or other accident, it

alters its flatness and straightness."—Moxon : Me-
chanical Exercises.

3. (Of bees): To swarm. [Cast, s., B. 5.]

"When the hive grows very throng, and yet not

Siite ready to cast, the intense heat of the sun upon
when uncovered, bo stifles the bees within it, that

they come out, and hang in great clusters about the
hive, which frequently puts them so out of their mea-
sures, that a hive, which, to appearance, was ready
to cart, will ly out this way for several weeks."—
Maxwell : Bee-master, p. 34.

I>. In special phrases

:

1. To cast about

:

(1) Trans. : To throw about.

(2) Intransitive

:

(a) Lit. : To ponder, to devise, to plan.

* (6) Fig. : To turn.

"... the people . . . catt about and returned, . .
„"

—Jer. xlL 14.

(3) Hunting : To make a cast. [Cast, s.,B.7.]

2. To cast anchor : To let fall, to drop.
" They let down the boat into the sea, as though they

would have catt anchor."—Act*, xxvii. 30.

3. To cast aside : To throw aside as useless

or inconvenient.
*' I have bought

Golden opinions from all sorts of people.
Which would be worn now In their newest gloss,

Not cast aside so soon." Shakesp. : Macb., i. 7.

4. To cast away

:

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(a) Literally:

(i) To throw away.
"... all the way was fall of garments and vessels,

which the Syrians had cast away in their baste."—

2

King* vii. 15.

(ii) To lavish, to waste.

"Prance, hast thou yet more blood to cart away t*
Shakesp. : King John, U. 2.

(b) Fig. : To dismiss, to reject.

"And cast our hopes away."
Lord Dorset.

" Cast away the works of dai kness."—Book of Comm.
Prayer; Coll. lrt Sunday in Advent.

(2) Nant. : To shipwreck. {Lit, &fig.)
"... meeting with a storm, it thrust John Thomas

upon the islands to the South, where he was catt
away."—Sir W. Raleigh : Essays

* 5. To cast back : To keep back, to hinder.
*' Your younger feet, while mine cast back with age
Came lagging after."

Milton : Samson Agonistes, 336.

* 6. To cast behind : To reject, neglect, or
despise.

"... and catt thy law behind their backs, . . .*—
Neh. ix. 26.

"... and castett my words behind thee*"—Ps. 1. 17.

* 7. To cast beyond the moon : To attempt
impossibilities.

* 8. To cast by : To throw or push aside with
neglect or dislike.

" Old Capulet and Montague
Have made Verona's ancient citizens
Cast by their grave beseeming ornaments."

Shakesp. : Borneo & Juliet, i. 1.

ft To cast count : To make account of, to
eare for. (Scotch.)

10. To cast doum

:

(1) Literally : To throw down.

(2) Figuratively:

(a) To deject, to depress in spirit.

" For thee, oppressed king, I am cast down."
Shakesp, : King Lear, v. S.

(6) To hurl from power, to destroy, to ruin.
". . . God hath power to help, and to cart down."—

2

Chron. xxv. 8.

" The stars of human glory are catt down ;
Perish the roses and the flowers of kings."

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. vii.

11. To cast forth:

(1) To eject, to throw away.
"... I cart forth all the household stuff . . ."—Neh.

xiti. 8.

(2) To send out, to emit
" He shall grow as the lily, and catt forth bis roots

as Lebanon."— Hotea xlv. 6.

12. To cast in : To throw into the bargain.
" Such an omniscient church we wish indeed

;

'Twere worth both Testaments, cast in the creed."
Dri/den : ReUaio Laid. 283.

1[ To cast in one's lot with any one : To take
the same chance, share the fortune of anyone.

" Baxter cart in his lot with his proscribed friends,

. . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

To cast in one's nose : The same as to cast

in one's teeth.

" I caste in the tethe or I caste in the nose, as one
doth that reproveth another of a fault."—PaUgrave.

To cast in one's teeth : To revile, to abuse any
one for, to twit.

"The thieves also, which were crucified with him,
cast the same in his teeth."—Matt, xxvii. 44.

13. To cast a traverse :

Naut. : To calculate and lay off the courses
and distances run over upon a chart

14. To cast off:

(i) Ordinary Language

:

(1) Lit. : To throw off, to put oflf or aside.

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) To discard, to reject, to forsake.

(i) Of persons:
" The prince will, in the perfectness of time.
Cast ojThis followers."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 4.

(ii) Of things:
"... a whole society of men should publicly and

professedly disown and cast offa rule, . ."—Locke.

(6) To free one's self from the power or in-

fluence of.

"All conspired in one to catt off their subjection to

the crown of England."

—

Spenser: Ireland.

(Ii) Technically:

t (1) Hunting

:

(a) To let loose, to throw off.

*(&) To throw off the scent; hence, to escape.

"Away he scours cross the fields, casts off the dogs,
and gains a wood."

—

Sir R. VEstrange.

(2) Naut. : To put off from the shore by
casting off the holding rope or cable.

(3) Knitting: To slip a stitch off the needle
and fasten it off.

(*4) Printing : To estimate the amount of

printed matter a certain quantity of manu-
script will make.

15. To cast on (in knitting): To form stitches

on the needle at the beginning of the work.

16. To cast out, v.t. & i.

:

(1) Transitive

:

(1) Lit. : To throw out.

". . . and the guard and the captains catt them out,

. . ."—2 Kings x. 25.

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) To reject, to turn out of doors.
" Thy brat hath been catt out, like to itself, no father

owning it."—Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iii. 1

(b) To cause to pass out, to expel.

* (c) To give vent to, to utter.

" Why dost thou catt out such ungenerous terms
Against the lords and sovereigns of the world f

"

Addison : Cato, i. 1.

(11) Intrans. : To fall out, to quarrel
" The gods coost out, as story gaes,

Some being friends, some being faes."
Ramsay .- Poems, ii 487.

17. To cast up, v.t. & i. :

(1) Transitively:

(i) Ordinary Language

:

(a) To compute, to calculate.

" Some writers, in casting up the goods most desir-

able in life, have given them this rank,—health,
beauty, and riches."

—

Sir W. Temple

(b) To vomit, to eject (lit. c£ jig.).

" Their villainy goes against my weak stomach, and
therefore I must cart it up."—Shakesp.: Henry F.,llL 2.

*(c) To give up, to resign.

"I cart up, I forsake a thyng.

—

fabandonne. She
hath ben his soverayne lady this tenne yeres, aad now
he catteth her up."—Palsgrave.

(d) To upbraid, to cast in one's teeth.

(ScotcJi.)

" For what between you twa has ever been,
Nane to the other will cart up, I ween.

"

Ron: Helenore, p. 115.

(e) To throw up a scum ; particularly ap-
plied to milk, when the cream is separated on
the top. (Scotch.)

(ii) Printing : The same as to cast off (q.v.).

(2) Intrans. : To clear up, to brighten. Ap-
plied to the sky after rain or very lowering
weather. (Scotch.)

18. To cast a damp on : To cause discourage-
ment, or loss of spirits.

19. To cast a stone at one

:

Fiij. : To renounce all connection with him.
(Scotch.)

20. To cast peats or turfs : To dig them by
means of a spade. (Scotch.)

"Peats and fire was very scarce, through want of
servants to cast and win them. "—Spalding, L 166.

21. To cast a stack : To turn over a stack of
grain when it begins to heat, that it may be
aired and dried. (Scotch.)

cast, pa. par. & a. [Cast, v.]

* cast-bye, s. A castaway. (Scotch.)

cast-iron, s. & a.

1. As subst. : [Iron],

2. As adj. : Very strong, as we say, " a man
of a cast-iron constitution."

cast me down, cast mc downe, s.

A corruption of Cassidonie (q.v.). Skinner
and Prior consider this again a corruption of
Staxhas sidonia = Stcechas from Sidon, where
the plant is indigenous.

" Some simple people imitating the said name [cassi-

donie] doe call it L'ast-mc-downe." — (ierarde, p. 470.

{Holland A Britten.)

cast-off, pa. par. or a. Rejected (lit. <&

fig-)-

"Cast-off clothes for export."

—

Timet, Sep*. 7, 187*.

(Advt)

cast out, pa. par. or a.k s.

A a B. As pa. par. or particip. adj. : Ex-
pelled, rejected (lit. & fig.).

C. As subst. : A quarrel. (Scotch.)

"A bonny kippage I would be in if my father and
you had ony cast out I"—Petticoat Tales, i. 267.

cast-steel, s. & a.

A. ^s subst. : Blister steel which has been
broken up, fused in a crucible, cast into in-

gots, and rolled. The blocks of steel are
melted in crucibles of refractory clay, and
the molten metal is poured into ingot-moulds
of cast-iron. These are opened, to let out the
red-hot ingot, which is then passed to the
rolls. [Crucible, Ingot-mould.] The pro-
cess of making cast-steel was invented by
Benjamin Huntsman, of Attercliff, near
Sheffield, in 1770.

B. As adj. : (See the compound).

Cast-steel furnace : A furnace in which steel

is cast. It has a strong wind-draft, and is

lined with a very refractory composition.
Each furnace is adapted to contain two cruci-

bles, each of which is about two feet high,
and holds a charge of thirty pounds of blister-

steel. The heat generated in the cast-steel

furnace is said to be greater than in any other
manufacture. (Knight, <&c)

cast-up, pa. par. or a. [Cast, v., D. 17.]

oa8t(2), s. [Caste.]

cas tack, cas-tock, cus toe, s. [A cor-

ruption of Scotch kail = cole (q.v.), and Eng.
stock.] The core or pith of the stalk of cole-

wort or cabbage. (Scotth. )

"The swingle-trees flew in flinders, as gin they had
been as freugh as kail-cattackt."—Journal from Lon~
don, p. 5.

cas-tal -l-an, a. [ From castalia = a fountain

at Mount Parnassus, sacred to the Muses, the
waters of which were supposed to have the
power of inspiring with the gift of poetry
those who drank of them.]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to the fountain named
in the etymology.

2. Fig. : Poetical.
" True prayer

Has flowed from lips wet with Cattalian dews."
Cowper; Task, iii. 251.

cas-tan'-S-a, *. [Lat. castanea = the chest-

nut, or the* fruit of the chestnut-tree ; Gr.

Kao-ravoc (kastanos).]

Bot. : A genus of trees, order Corylacete

(Mastworts). The barren flowers are in a long

cylindrical interrupted spike ; the fertile ones

within a four-leaved involucre ; the nuts
1—2 together within the enlarged prickly in-

volucre. Castanea vulgaris is the Spanish
Chestnut. [Chestnut.]

cas-ta-net, s. [Sp. castaJieta ; Fr. castagnette

;

Ital. 'castagnetta; Port, castanheta, from Ital.

castaqna ; Sp. castana ; Lat. castanea = a

b6il, b6""y-; poiit, J61W; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; tlitn, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph ^f.

-eian, -tian-shan. -tion. -sion-shun; -tion, -eion = zhiirj. -tious, -sious. -cious = shus. -We, -die, &c. - bel. del
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CASTANETS.

chestnut, from the resemblance in shape to
chestnuts. ] A small, slightly concave, spoon-
shaped instrument of ivory or hard-wood, of
which a pair are fastened
to the thumb and beaten
together with the middle
linger. Castanets were used
by the virgins as an accom-
paniment to hymns sung
in honour of Diana. They
are used by the Spaniards
and Moors as an accom-
paniment to their dances
and guitars. They are known also in India
and Java.

" Shame ! shame ! to treat, a feeble woman thus !

Be you but kind, I will do all things for you.
I fcin ready now,—give me my authneU.

Longfellow ; The SpanUh Student, 1L 11.

" This use of cattanett, or something of the sort, and
indeed the whole idea of this song or song-dance of
women without men. is foreign To Homer. "—Glad-
stone : Homeric Synchronism, pt. L, ch. iv., p. 116.

cas-tr»n 6-sper'-mum, s. [Gr. Kdo~ravot>
(kastanon) = a chestnut ; o-Wpua (sperma) = a
seed.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, so named from the
fancied resemblance of the seeds to the edible
chestnuts of Europe. It comprises only one
species, and belongs to the papilionaceous
section of leguminous plants. It is found at
Moreton Bay, in Queensland, Australia, where
it grows to a height of from forty to fifty

"feet. The pea-like flowers are produced in
racemes, and are of a bright yellow colour.
The fruit is a pendulous cylindrical pod, six
or eight inches in length, and tapering to both
ends. It generally contains four seeds, rather
larger than chestnuts, which are roasted and
eaten, but are far inferior to the European
chestnut, and have an astringent taste.

* cas tan y, s. [Chestnut.]
" Oattany (Chetteyne, P.) fxute or tra. Ctutanea."—

Prompt. Parv.

cast -a-way, a. & s. [Eng. cast, and away.]
* A. As adj. •' Rejected as worthless, use-

less.

We only priae, pamper, and exalt this vassal and
slave of death ; or only remember, at our cattawny
leisure, the imprisoned immortal soul."—Raleigh :

Hitt.

B. As substantive:

1. One rejected or forsaken by God, a repro-
bate.

" Neither given any leave to search In particular
who are the heirs of the kingdom of God, who cast-
aways. "—Booker.

2. One forsaken or abandoned by man.
" Why do you look on us, and shake your head.
And call ua—orphans, wretches, cott-awayit"

Shaketp. : Richard III., ii. 2.

* cas tayne, *. [Chestnut.]

caste, s. [Pr. caste ; Sp. & Port, casta = a race,
lineage, from Lat. castus st pure, chaste.]

1. Literally : An hereditary class of society
in India, the memters of which are theoreti-
cally equal in rank, and, as a rule, follow the
same profession or occupation. Formerly it
was customary to add "and in Egypt; " but
the late Dr. Birch (1813-85). a distinguished
Egyptologist, said that the Egyptians, strictly
speaking, had not castes, though the son often
succeeded to the office of the father. Caste
must therefore be viewed in connection with
India alone. There it sprung primarily from
the distinction of ethnological race and from
•conquest.

The aborigines of India seem to have been
Turanians. In pre-historic times a second in-
flux of Turanians appears to have taken place,
the new comers conquering the old inhabit-
ants or driving them to the hills and .jungles.
Thus were produced two classes, what may
be called Turanian caste people and Turanian
outcasts. Next, but still at a remote period
of antiquity, say 1700 B.C., or even earlier, an
Aryan people from central Asia invaded the
land, and after a struggle, continued for many
centuries, became dominant nearly every-
where. Long before this conquest was effected

,

three occupations among them had hardened
into castes the Brahmans or Priests, the
Kshetriyas or Warriors, and the Vaisyas or
Merchants. It is worthy of note that in
our own time there go out in numbers from
England the representatives of these three
castes, and of these only—Brahmans (chap-
lains and missionaries), Kshetriyas (officers and
soldiers), and Vaisyas (merchants). Artiaans
and labourers cannot afford to go, and the

fourth Hindoo caste, that of the Sudras, or
Artizans and Labourers, was constituted
mainly of the Turanian caste-people, while
the Pariahs and other outcasts and the wild
tribes of the hills and the jungles are the older
Turanian aborigines. When the real origin of
the low leading castes and the outcasts be-
yond the pale had been forgotten, the Brah-
mans attempted to base the structure of
society on what was alleged to be divine
revelation. It was gravely asserted that the
Brahmans came out of the mouth of the
Supreme God to instruct men, the Kshetriyas
from his anna to defend them, the Vaisyas
from his stomach to feed them, and the
Sudras from his feet to serve them.
Booddhism did its best to destroy caste, but

after a struggle of about 1,250 years (say from
500 B.C. to 750 A.D.), during 1,000 years of
which (from B.C. 250 to A.D. 760) it was victo-
rious, it had to quit the field. [Booddhism.]
For the next 300 years caste was dominant
and tyrannical in a high degree. Then tin*

Mussulman conquest began to break it s

power. Now Anglo-Indian influences, politi-
cal, religious, and social, are sapping it.s

authority, especially at the Presidency seats.
It was an unintentional interference with

1

caste law which produced the Sepoy mutinies
and war of 1857 and 1858, though the Moham-
medans joined in the outbreak from other
motives.

Through the long ages during which Indian
caste has existed, the original four castes have
split into an Immense multitude, and at
present in almost any locality from 100 to 200
may be met with. Different castes refuse to
eat together or to intermarry, and as a rule
they follow hereditary occupations, but nature
is often too powerful for artificial and arbi-
trary restrictions. [Aryan, Brahmanism,
Eurasian, Mutiny, Mission.]

2. Fig. : Any distinct rank or class of
society, especially if it shut its ranks against
the ingress of strangers.

% Caste and rank are not the same, though
in many cases they interpenetrate and sup-
port each other. The man of highest rank in
India is the Governor-General, who takes
precedence even of the highest Hindoo Rajahs
(kings) ; but by caste law he is an outcast,
not higher than a Pariah. The relations be-
tween white and dark men, specially if the
latter be negroes, are essentially caste rela-
tions. The generality of Europeans or Ameri-
cans would never think of legally intermarry-
ing with negresses, regarding them as doomed
by their colour to be for ever the inferiors of
the white man. The hereditary nobility of
Britain are not, strictly speaking, a caste,
despite their legislative privileges ; one born
a commoner can be created a nobleman, but
no Sudra can, by any process of creation
known to man, be made a Brahman.

" But to he subjugated by an Inferior eatte was a
degradation beyond ail other degradation. . ."—Macau-
lay; Hut. Eng., ch. ix.

" Her manners had not that repose
Which stamps the caste of Vere de Vere."

Tennyson x Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

If Caste Christians : Hindoo converts who
have not been required at baptism to sur-
render their castes. The converts of the great
missionary, Christian Frederick Swartz, who
laboured In India from 1750 to 1798, and those
of many of his successors, were caste Christ-
ians ; but the great majority of modern Pro-
testant missionaries insist on caste being
renounced at baptism ; those of the Roman
Catholic Church, on the other hand, permit it

to be retained.

*cast'-ed, pa. par. or o. [An Improper for-
mation from cast, v.] Cast.

" When the mind Is quickeu'd, out of doubt.
The organs, tho' defunct and dead before.
Break up their drowsy grave, and newly move
With catted slough and fresh legerity.'

Shaketp. i Menry r., iv. i.

t cas'-tel-lan, • cas tel laine, ' cas tel-
cin, s. [O. Sp. castellano ; O. Fr. casteUain ;

Fr. chdtelain ; Ital. castellano ; Sp. castellan,

from Lat. castellanus = jwrtaining to a castle ;

casteUuni = a castle, a fort ; dimin. of castrum
= a fortified place. ] The governor or con-
stable of a castle.

"Of this oastell was castellnine Elda."'—Oower

:

Conf. Amttnt., i. 1M.
" These are the rights which belong to Robert Fitz-

walter, castellan ol London."—Blount : Ancient Ten-
ures, p. 110.

* caa-tol Ian y, s. [Low Lat, Ital.. & Sp.
castellania; Fr. chdtellciiU, from castellanus =

pertaining to a castle; casteUuni = a castle,
a fort.] The lordship or jurisdiction appertain-
ing to a castle. (Kelham.)

cas tel-la ted, a. [Low Lat. castellatus, pa-
par, of castello n to fortify ; casteilum=z a cas-
tle, a fort.]

* L Ord. Lang. : Enclosed with a building.

2. Arch. : Furnished with battlements and
turrets as the old castles.

* cas-tcl-la -tion, 5. [Low Lat. casteVatio,
from castello — to fortify ; castcllum, = a fort,
a castle.] The act of fortifying or making
into a castle.

"cas telle, s. [Castle, s.J

1. A castle.

2. A large cistern. (Halliwell.)

cas'-tel-lite, s. [Fr. castpfHt.]

Min. ; A variety of Titanite. It is a mono-
clinic mineral, ofa vitreous, somewhat adaman-
tine lustre, and a wine-yellow to wax-yellow
colour. Hardness, 5-5—6 ; sp. gr., 8*160,
It occurs in the phonolite of Holenkluk
Mountain, and in Sollodiz. (Dana.)

* cas-tel man, s. [Mid. Eng.castel, and man.]
A castellan, a governor of a castle. (Scotch.)

" Olff ane burgea do ane fault to ony casteiman he
sail seik law of him within burgh. Leg. Burg., c. « "

—Balfour : Pract., p. m.

cas tel nau'-ditc, s. [Named after a min-
eralogist, M. de Castelnau. (L'JnstituL 1853,

P. 78.).]

Min. : The same as XenotimS (q.v.).

* cast en, v. & pa. par. [Cast, v.]
" Dyverse men divers thiuges seyde.
The argunientee catten up and down.*

Chaucer : C. T.. 4.H3M

cast'-er, * cast-ere, * cast' or, s. [Cast, v.]

I. Generally

:

I. One who casts or throws anything.
** If with this throw the strongest canter Tie

Still, further still, 1 bid the discus fly.

'

/'ope: Homer 1 Odysteg vlli. m.
t 2. One who calculates or casts up ac-

counts.

II. Specially:

1. Ofpersons:

(1) One who casta nativities, a fortune-
teller.

"In]
Wycllffe : Proverb*, xxfi
" Did any of them set up for a cotter of fortunate

figures, what might he not get by his predictions? "—
Addison.

(2) A gambler ; one addicted to throwing
dice.

" The Jovial cotter't set, and seven a the nick,
Or—done I—a thousand on the coming trick."

Byron: English Bardt and Scotch fteviewers.

(3) Metal. : One who makes castings.
" Soon after his accession, be issued an order, ex-

empting from military servloe all printers, and all
persons immediately connected with printing, sucliai
cattert of type, and the like."—Zfi*e*(<»; Htttory of
Citiluation in England, vol. ii, ch. ii

2. Of things

:

(1) A small box in which dice are shaken,
and out of which they are cast

(2) A small vessel or cruet with a perforated
top, used for sprinkling pepper, spices, Ac
[Pepper-caster.]

(3) A stand for such vessels or cruets.

(Webster.)

(4) A small wheel attached to the legs of
various articles of furniture, the axis of which
is fixed to a swivel, that it may move more
easily in any direction.

"... even the big Mrs. Bagswanh rolled herself into
the hall, like a fillet of veal upon caitort, to d" me
honour."—Theodore /look ; Gilbert (rttrney. voL L, ch. v.

Caster-Wheel, s. A wheel adapted to

rotate on its axis in the stock in which it is

journaled, and with the stock itself rotating

on a vertical axis, according to the direction

of propulsion of the carriage or article to

which it is attached. The caster-wheel is

used as a supi>ort to the front parts of ma-
chines, such as harvesters, gang-ploughs,
spading, digging, excavating, and ploughing
machines, to enable them to be steered or to

turn short around at the end of the row.

(Knight.)

cas' ter, cSs'-ter, eheV-ter, *. [A.S. ceaster,

from Lat. castrum — a tent ; in pi. = a camp.]
A termination of the names of many places in

England, as Doncaster, Cirencester, Chichester,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p6t,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, se, ce - e. ey a. qu = kw.
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showing that at one time a Roman camp was
there pitched.

• COS-tl-fl-Ca'-tlon, s. [Low Ljit. costijicatio

= a (baking chaste; castijko = to make
chaste ; castus = chaste ; facio = to make.]
Chasteness, purity, chastity.

*' Let no Impure spirit defile the virgin purities and
xUiont of the atm\."—Bp. Taylor: Harm, at Golden

Grove, 1663, p. KM.

cas' ti- gate, v.t. [Lat. castigates, pa. par. of

m&tigo — to chasten, chastise ; properly, to

make chaste or pure, from castus = chaste,

pure. ]

1. Of material things

:

* (1) To make pure, to free from anything
hurtful or impeding, to amend, to correct.

"These lower powers are worn, and wearied out, by
the toilsome exercise of draguinvr about and managing
such a load of flesh ; whereof being so castigated, they
are duly attempered to the more easy body of air

again."

—

Glanville t Pre-extetence of Souls, ch. xiv,

(2) To chastise, to chasten, to punish.

2. 0/ immaterial things : To correct, chasten.
" If thou didst put this sour cold habit on.
To castigate thy pride, 'twere well."

SJiafcetp. : Timon of Athens, \v, 8.

cas tl-ga-ted, pa. par. k a. [Castigate, v.]

cas -ti-ga-tlng, pr. par., a., & *. [Casti-

gate, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partiaip. adj. : (See

the verb),

C. As subst. : The act of chastising or cor-

recting ; castigation.

cas tl-ga -tion, s. [Lat castigatio = a chas-
tening, a chastising ; castigo = to chasten.]

* 1. The act of making pure, or correcting
;

emendation, remedy.
" The ancient* had these conjectures touching these

floods and conflagrations, so as to frame them into an
hypothesis for the oastigation of the excesses of gene-
ration.' '

—

11ale.

2. A punishment, chastening, or correction.

(Lit A jig.)

"Their castigatians were accompanied with encou-
ragements ; which care was taken to keep me from
looking upon aa mere compliments."—Boyle.

3. Penance, discipline.
" This hand of yours requires

A sequester from liberty ; fasting and prayer,
Much eastigation. exercise devout

"

Shaketp. : Othello, Hi. 4.

cas'-ti-ga-tor, s. [Lat. castigator = (1) one
who chastises, (2) one who improves or cor-

rects ; castigo = (1) to chastise, (2)to correct.]

1. Gen. : One who castigates or chastises.

* 2. Spec. : One who corrects or amends
faults.

" The Latin castigator hath observed, that the Dutch
copy Is corrupted and faulty here."

—

Barnevelt ; Apology
with MarginaU Caseations (1818), F. ii. b.

Ca*'-tI-ga-tdr-& a. k «. [Lat. castigatorius

= pertaining to castigation ; castigo =s to
chastise.]

A. As adj.: Pertaining to, or of the nature
of castigation or punishment, punitive.

" There were other ends of penalties Inflicted, either
probatory, <-astigatory, or exemplary." — Bramhall
against Hoboes,

* B. As subst. : An instrument of punish-
ment for scolds ; a ducking-stool.

"For which offence she fa common scold} may be
Indicted ; and. If convicted, shall he sentenced to be
placed in a certain engine f.f correction called the tre-
bucket, castigatory. or cucking-stool, which In the
Saxon language is said to signify the scolding stool"—
Blackstnne : Comment., ok. {v., c. 18.

Castile, s. k a. [Low Lat. Castilia, a pro-
vince of Spain.]

A. As subst. : The district mentioned in the
etymology.

B. As adj. : Made at, or imported from
Castile.

Castile soap, s. A kind of fine, highly-
purified soap, originally made in Castile, from
olive-oil and soda.

Cas-tni-an. s. k a. [Eng. Castile); -ian;
in Sp. Castellano.]

A. As substantive

:

1. A native of Castile.

2. The language spoken in Castile.

B. A3 adj. : Of or pertaining to Castile.

Castilian-fumace, «.

Metidlurgy : A lead-smelting furnace in-

vented by an Englishman called Goundry,
but which was first used in Spain. Its chief

p culiarity is the arrangement for running off

a constant stream of slag for future ItaPbiiMft,

the slag running into cast-iron wagons, which
succeed each other as their predecessors be-

come filled. (Ure.)

cas til lite, s. [In Pr. castillit.]

Min. : A foliated mineral of metallic lustre,

hardness 3, and sp.gr. 5'186—5*241. Compos. :

Sulphur, 25*65; copper, 41*11; sine, 12*09;

lead, 1C04 ; silver, 4-64 ; and iron, 6*49. It

occurs in Mexico. (Dana.)

cas-til-16-a, s. [From Sp. Castilia, an ancient
kingdom in 'Spain.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Artocarpa-
ceas. Castuloa elastica contains a milky juice,

from which caoutchouc is made.

cast-ing, * cast-ynge, pr. par., a., k s.

[Cast, v.]

A- As pres. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb.
" Machometus was a wonderfel man and fer castunge.

"

Trevisa, vi. 2i
" Like to catting bees so rising up In swarms."

Drayton : Polyotbion.

*B. As adj.: Flexible.

"Castynge as a bowe; flexibili*. vt Arcus mens est

flexibilis, an" velet-astynge."—CathoL AngUcum.

C, As substantive

:

W Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) The act of throwing anything.

(2) That which is cast.

% Used in the plural for old clothes, cast-

clothes — the perquisite of a nurse or waiting-

maid. (Scotch.)

"Another said, O gin she had but milk,
Then sud she gae frae head to foot in silk.

With castings rare and a gueed nourice fee.

To nurse the king of Elfin's heir Fizzec."
Rot* : Helenore, p. S3.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) A forecasting, forethought.

•(2) A contrivance, a plan, an arrangement.
" Distri Initio Is that useful catting of all rooms for

office, entertainment, or pleasure."—air S. Wotton:
elements of Architecture.

(3) The act or process of computing or add-
ing up figures, accounts, Ac.

* (4) The act or science of divination.

*(5) The act of vomiting, vomit

IX Technically:

L Metallurgy

:

(1) The act of forming metal in a mould.

% It is believed that the art of shaping
metal by the hammer, chisel, and graver is

older than that of casting it in a melted state

in a mould. But casting is of very consider-

able antiquity, thus the golden calf made by
Aaron was first "molten," i.e., melted and
then graved (Exod. xxxii. 4, 24), and the brass
(copper or bronze) vessels for Solomon's
temple were also cast (1 Kings vii. 46, 47).

Cast-iron statues are mentioned by Pausanias
about A.D. 120, but nothing else of cast-iron

is known to have existed in classic times.

About A.D. 1709 John Thomas, a Welsh boy,
devised an effective method of casting iron,

and he and his master successfully carried

out the process (which was long kept a secret)

at Coalbrookdale. It is now one of the great

industries in Britain, and other manufactur-
ing countries possessed of coal and ironstone.

[Foundino.]
"After this manner he made the ten bases; all of

them had one casting, one measure, and one size."

—

1 Kings vii. 37.
'

"... everything betokens great perfection In the
casting of meials during the bronze period."

—

Kemble;
Bora ferales, p. M.

(2) That which is cast in a mould.

2. Nat. Hist. :

(1) The act of moulting.
" The easting of the skin is, by the ancients, com-

pared to the breaking of thesecundine, or cawl, but
not rightly; for that were to make every casting of the
skin anew birth."—Bacon: Natural <t Experimental
History.

(2) The cast feathers, excrements of hawks,
4c.

3. Bee-keeping : A swarm. [Cast, s., B. 5.]

4. Building: A coating of lime or plaster.

5. Joinery: The bending of the surfaces of

a piece of wood from their original position,

either by weights, or by unequal exposure to

the weather.

6. Sculpture : The taking casts of impres-
sions of figures, busts, medals, &c.

7. Pottery : The act of stamping clay ware.
Delicate objects, which eennofl l>e readily
moulded by pressing the clay into the mould,
are cast by the following process. The plaster
mould being closed, the slip or creamy clay

is poured in, and the portion nearest to the
mould becomes hardened by the absorption
of the water by the mould. The fluid portion
is then poured out, and the mould partially

dried. A second tilling of slip yields another
coating, and the process is repeated as often

as may be necessary to give the required
thickness to the casting. {Knight)

8. Theat. : The assigning of parts in a play.

(Webster.)

IT Casting is used in combination with many
prepositions, as a casting away, a casting off,

Ac, for the meanings of all which see the

corresponding uses of the verb.

Casting of the heart: A mode of divination

used in Orkney.
" They have a charm also whereby they *sry If per

one be in adecay or not. and If they will die thereof

;

which they call Casting of the Beart"—Brand : Orkn.,

p. 63.

* casting bottle, s. A bottle for cast-

ing or sprinkling perfume.
" Call for your casting-bottle."—Albumat., 0. PI., fit,

16B.

casting-box, .

Founding: A flask containing the mould.
[Flask.]

casting ladle, a
Founding : An iron vessel with handles for

conveying molten metal from the cupola and
pouring it into the mould.

casting-net, s. A net thrown into the
water and moved along so as to sweep the
bottom.

" Casting-nets did rivers' bottoms sweep.**
May: Virgil; Georgia I.

casting-press, s.

Founding : A press in which metal is cast

under pressure, as in the car-wheel press.

casting shop, s. That part of a foundry
or factory where castings are made.

" . . .he was carrying some lead from one ]>art of

the yard to the casting shop, . . ."—Daily Sews, Jan. 2,

187L

casting slab, s.

Glass-manufacture : The flat piece on which
the metal is poured in making plate-glass; the
casting-table.

casting-table, *.

Glassmanufactuve : The table in a plate-glass

factory upon which the molten glass is poured
from the cuvette, and rolled to a thickness by
a roller which rests upon the marginal ledges

of the table, whose height determines the
thickness of the plate.

casting up,
of the future.

A casting or calculating

Nor anxious castingt-up of what might be,

Alarm'd his peaceful bosom." Blair ; Grave.

casting-voice, casting vote, s. The
deciding vote ; that given by the chairman or
president of any assembly when the votes fof

and against any proposition are equal.
" Not many years ago, it so happened, that a cobler

had the casting vote for the life of a criminal, which he
very graciously gare on the merciful side."—Addison;
Travels in Italy.

" Suppose your eyes sent equal rays
Upon two dtstiii t pots of ale . . .

In this sad state, your doubtful choloe
Would never have the casting roice."

Prior: Alma,iL*V»\

casting-weight, s. A weight which
turns a scale when exactly balanced.

cas tie (( silent), * cas-tel, "• cas-telle,.

*kas-tel, * cas-tyl, s. & a. [Da. hostel;

Fr. castel; Ital. castetln ; Sp. Castillo; Lat.

castellum, dimin. of castrum = a fort.]

A. -4* substantive :

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A village.

" Go ye into the castel which Is ayens you."—Wye-

life : Luke xix. SO.

* 2. A tent ; in the pi. = a camp. (Com-

pare the similar use of the Latin castrum and

castra.)
'* And tho fellen doun In middls of her castel*."—

Wycliffe : Ps. Uxvii. 28.

* 3. A strongly-built car or tower borne on

the backs of elephants.
*• He makethe certeyn men of armes for to gon up

Into casUlltt of tree . . . that craftily ben sett up on
the olifantes bakkes."—MaundeviUe, p. 19L

Ps\ bolfr; po~ut, j<Swl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing*

-dan. -tian = shan. -tion, ^sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious p shiis. -ble, -tie, &c = beL tel
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* 4. A small tower or raised part on the deck
of a ship. [Forecastle.]

" The toppe castelles he stuffede with toyelys."
Morte Arthur*, 3,616.

* 5. A small species of helmet.
" Staud fast aud wear a cattle on thy head."

Shaketp. I Troiiut, v. 1
* 6. A movable wooden tower, used in

ieges.
" In that same tre cartel weren inaked stages thre."

Sir Ferumbras, 3,265.

7. A fortified building, a fortress.

J The oldest castles of which remains still

exist in England—such as Richborough Castle,

in Kent -are of Roman origin. Others nearly

contemporaneous with these, like Conins-
borough or Conisbrough, in Yorkshire, may
be British. There follow next Saxon castles

like Castleton, in Derbyshire. Rochester and
many other castles are Norman. Then follow

more modern stone and brick castles between
the reigns of Edward I. and Henry VII.

" He gadered knyghtes and tmlde castelles."
Trevisa, i. 89.

IX Chess: A piece shaped like a tower,

otherwise called a Rook (q.v.).

T Castles in tlie air : Mere empty, visionary

projects.
" These were but like castles in the air, and in men's

fancies vainly imagined."—Raleigh : Hist, of the World.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

IT Obvious compounds : Castle-barber, castle-

bell, castle-ditch, castle-gate, castle-hall, castle-

roof, castle-turret, castle-wall.

castle builder, s.

1. Lit. ; The builder of a castle.

2. Fig. : One who builds castles in the air

;

who forms imaginary ideas and pictures.

"The poeta—are the greatest cattle- builders In the
world."—Student, i. 223.

castle building, s.

1. Lit. : The act or operation of building a
castle.

2. Fig, : The act or habit of building castles

in the air, or of forming fanciful projects and
pictures.

" Castle-building, or the science of aerial architec-
ture, is of much toora^ue a nature to be comprehended
in a concise regular definition : but, for the sake of

custom and method, I define it to be the craft of erect-
ing baseless fabricks in the air, aud peopling theiu
with proper notional inhabitants for the employment
and improvement of the understanding."—Student, i.

338.

castle-court, s. The court of a castle.

"And man and guard the cattle-court."
Scott : The Lord of the Islet, V. 37.

castle-crowned, a. Crowned or sur-

mounted with a castle.

" It was my chauce in walking all alone.
The ancient cattle-crowned hill to scale."

Mir. for Mag., p. 776.

* castle-guard, * castle gard, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : The guard of a castle.

2. Old Law : A kind of tenure by which the
tenant was bound to defend his lord's castle.

[Castle-ward, s., 2.]

"One species of knight-service was catleguard,
differing from it in nothing, but that whoever held by
that tenure, performed his service within the realm,
and without limitation to any certain term."—Lord
Lyttleton.

* castle-man, s. A castellan ; the con-
stable of a castle.

* castle-soap, s. [Castile-soap.]
" I have a letter from a soap-boiler, desiring me to

write upon the presentd uties on Cuttle-soap."—Addison.

* castle town, * castelltun, s. A for-

tified town.
"He was neh an castelltun."

Ormulum, 17,918.

* castle-ward, * castel-wart, f.

1. Ord. Lang. ; The same as Castle-guard
(q.v.).

"The cattelwarlis on the marche.
Wyntoitn : Chronicle, VIII. xxxvitt. 129.

2. Old Law: An imposition laid upon such
of the king's subjects as dwell within a certain
compass of any castle, toward the maintenance
of such as watch and ward the castle. (Vowel.)

* castle-work, * castclwerk, s. For-
'tifications, battlements.

"A cite uobul enclosed comelich« about* with fyu
castelwtrk." William of Pderne, 2,210.

cas-tle (J silent), v.i. [Castle, $.}

Chess: By a certain move, to protect the
king with the castle or rook, the latter being
moved to the side of the king, which is then
placed on the square on the other side.

cas -tied (( silent), a. [Castle, s.]

1. Furnished or provided with castles.
" The horses* neighing by the wind is blown.
And castled elephants o'erlook the town."

Dryden : Auruifjz-.be, i. L
2. Fortified, embattled.

" He fought the Moors.—and, in their fall,

City aud tower and castled wall
Were his estate."

Longfellow: Translations; Coplas de Manrique,

* cas'-tle-r$r (t silent), s. [Eng. castle, and
~ry (q.v.).] The government of a castle.

" The said Robert and his heirs ought to be and are
chief lianner bearers of London in fee, for the castelry,
which he and his ancestors have, of Baynards castle
in the said city."—Blount : Anc. Tenures, p. 116.

cast let, s. [O. Fr. mstelet; Ital. castellettot

diminutive of Fr. castel = a castle.] A little

castle.

"There was in it a castlet of stone and brick.'

—

Leland: Itinerant.

* cast-ling (1), s. [Eng. cast, and dimin.

suff. -ling.] Anything born before its time
;

an abortion.

"We should rather rely upon the urine of a castling's

bladder, a resolution of crabs' eyes, or a second distil-

lation of urine, as Helmout hath commended."—
Browne : Vulgar Errours.

cas tlirig (2) (t silent), s. k a. [Castle, v.]

A. As subst. : The act of performing the
operation in chess, described in Castle, v.

B. As adj. : Performing such an operation.

cast -ni- a, s. [An abbreviation for Lat.

castanea (q.v.).]

Entom. : A genus of Hawk-moths, the typical

one of the family Castniidse (q.v.). The best-

known species is Castnia Licus, which is

South American.

cast-ni -J-dse, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. castnia,

and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.)

Entom. : A family of Hawk-moths (Sphin-

gides), one of those connecting the tribe with
the Butterflies. Swainson and Shuckard call

them Moth Sphinxes, and say that they fly

with great rapidity during the heat of the day.

None are British. [Castnia.]

cas-tock, cas tack, cas -toe, s. [Cas-

TACK.]

1. The core or pith of a stalk of colewort or
cabbage.

2. The stems or " roots " themselves.

"There's cauld kail in Aberdeen,
An' castocks in Strath bogie."

A Scotch Song.

cas'-tor (1), a. [InFr.,Sp.,&Port. castor; ltal.

castoro ; from Lat. castor; Gr. nda-nap (kastor)

= a beaver. From Sansc. kasturi = musk.]

A. As substantive.

I. Ordinary Language:

I. A beaver.
" Like bunted castors, conscious of their store.

Their waylaid wealth to Norway's coast they bring.

'

Dryden : Annus Alirabilit, ixv.

t 2. A hat made of the fur of a beaver ; a
silk hat. (Slang.)

" Making diligent use of hts triangular castor to

produce a circulation in the close air."—Cooper : Last

of the Mohicans, ch. ii

.

3 A heavy milled cloth for overcoats.

II. Zool. : A genus of Sciuromorphic rodents,

typical of the family Castoridae, with one living

species, Castor fiber, the beaver (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Made of the skin or fur of the
beaver, or of beaver cloth.

cas'-tor (2), *. [Seedef]

Pharm. : An abbreviation of Castoreum
(q.v.).

castor-bean, s.

Bot. : The bean or seed of the Castor-oil

plant, Ricinus communis, from which the oil

is expressed.

castor-oil, s.

Pharm : Ricini Oleum, a thick, viscid, pale

oil, of a peculiar odour, and slightly acrid

taste, deriving its popular name from some
supposed resemblance to castoreum (q.v.).

It is expressed from the seeds of Ricinus
communis, the Castor-oil plant (q.v ). Castor-

oil is soluble in alcohol. It is a mild, quick,

safe purgative, causing only evacuation of the

bowels, and is used in cases of gastritis, en-

teritis, and dysentery. Castor-oil expressed
from the seeds without the aid of heat is

called " cold-drawn castor-oil."

Castor-oil Plant

:

Bot. : Ricinus communis, a plant belonging to

the order Euphorbiaceae, growing in the East
Indies, frequently cultivated as an ornamental

CASTOR-OIL PLANT.

plant, under the name of Palma Christi, at-

taining a height of from eight to ten feet.

There are many varieties, used in sub-tropical

gardening for their handsome foliage.

cas -tor (3), s. [Lat., from Gr. Kaonep (kastor).)

1. Classic Mythol. : One of the twin sons of
Jupiter and Leda, the other being Pollux.
After their death they were placed amongst
the stars, forming the constellation now
known as Gemini or the Twins.

2. Astron. : One of the two bright stars con-
stituting the constellation Gemini (the Twins).
It is a Geminorum. It is a binary star, one of

the two into which a telescope resolves it re-

volving around the other in about 1,000 years.

3. Min. : Castorite(q.v.). [Pollucite.]

castor and pollux, s.

1. Meteorol : A fiery meteor, which appears
sometimes sticking to a part of the ship, in

form of one, two, or even three or four balls.

When one is seen alone, it is called Helena,
which portends the severest part of the storm
to be yet behind ; two are denominated Castor

and Pollux, and sometimes Tyndarides, which
portend a cessation of the storm. [Corposant.]

2. Astron. : The name of a constellation,

also called Gemini or the Twins.

cas-tbr'-e'-um, s. [Lat., from Gr. Kaoropiov.]

Pharm. : The pharmacopoeial name for the

peculiar mucilaginous substance found in the

two inguinal sacs of the beaver. It is very

odorous, soft, and almost fluid when first

taken from the animal, bnt becomes dry and
of the consistence of resin. It has an acrid,

bitter, and nauseous taste, and was formerly

much used, as a stimulant and an antispas-

modic in hysteria and epilepsy, but now
chiefly by perfumers.

cas-torMc, a. [Castoreum.]

Chem. : Pertaining to or derived from cas-

toreum (q.v.).

cas-toV-I-dfi8, s.pl. [Lat. castor = a beaver

;

fem. pi. suffix -ido3.]

1. Zool. : A family of Rodents, of which the

Castor, or Beaver is the typical genus. They
are of stout make, possess distinct clavicles,

and have five toes, those of the hind feet being

connected by a web or membrane. Genera,

Castor and Myopotamus (q.v.)

2. Palaont. : No Castoridie have as yet been

found earlier than the Miocene. Among the

genera two contain animals of large size, Tro-

gonotherium and Castoroides ; the former is

Pliocene and Post-Pliocene, the latter Post-

Pliocene only.

cas tor in, cas tor ine, s. [Eng. casto; ;

suffix -in, -ine (Chem.).~)

Chem. : A crystallizable substance obtained

from castor by the action of alcohol.

cas'-tdr-it«, s. [Eng. castor (3), and suff. -He

(Min.).-]

Min. : A variety of Petalite (q.v.), occurring

in Elba in attached crystals ; sp. gr., 2'38—

2-405. Comp. : Silica, 78"01 ; alumina, 18-80;

lithia, 276. (Dana.)

cas tors, s. [Caster, II. 2 (4).]

* c&s'-tor-^, s. [Castoreum.] An oil drawn

from the castoreum, and used in the prei*ara-

tion of colours.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce c. ey= a, qu = kw.
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" Pollsht yvory
Which cunning Craftesnian hand hath overlayd
With fay re vermilion or pure Castory."

Spenser : F. Q., IX lx 41.

* cas tra me ta tion, i. [Fr., from Lat.

casern ss a camp ; metatio — a measuring ; metor

=to measure.] The art or science of arranging

a camp.
"Between Chadlington and Sareaden is also an mi-

mentioned camp, either Saxon or Danish, for lioth are
concerned in this question ; and their castrametation,
even under the most practicable and commodious cir-

cumstances of ground, is sometimes ambiguous."—
Warton : History of Kiddington, p. 50.

"Plunged, nothing loath, into % sea of discussion,
concerning wars . . . and the rules of castrametation."
—Scott : A n'ijnary, ch. L

cas trate, v.t. [Lat. castratus, pa. par. of

eastro = to geld. ]

L Lit. : To geld, emasculate.
" Origen—having read that scripture, ' There be

some that castrate themselves for the kingdom of
God,' which was but a parabolical speech, he did really,

and therefore foolishly, castrate himaelt" — Bishop
Morton : Discharge of five Imputations from the
Romish Partu, p. 138.

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. To mortify, to deaden, to deprive of

power or vigour.
" Ye castrate the desires of the flesh, and shall ob-

teine a more ample rewarde of grace in heaven."—
Martin: Treatise on the Marriage of Priestes,Y. i.

b. 1654.

2. To expunge obscene passages from a
book ; to expurgate.

cas -tra-ted, pa. par. k, a. [Castrate, v.]

cas -tra ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Castrate, v.]

A. & B, As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

1. Lit. : The act of gelding or emasculating
;

castration.

2. Fig. : The act of freeing from obscenity
;

expurgation.

castrating clamp, s. A clamp used in

confining the cords and vessels in theoperating
of orchotomy by excision of the parts, as in the
case of the horse.

cas tra' -tion, s. [Lat. castratio — a gelding,
castro = to geld.]

1. Lit. : The act of castrating.

"The largest needle should be used, In taking up the
spermatick vessels in castration."—Sharp : Surgery.

"... the proportion of males would be somewhat
greater at birth than at the age of castration."—Dar-
win: Descent of Man {1871), Part ii., ch. viii., vol. i..

p. 304.

2. Fig. : The act of freeing from obscenity

;

expurgation.

Cas-tra -tor, s. [Low Lat castrator = one
who gelds ; Lat. castro = to geld.]

1. Lit. One who gelds.

2. Fig. : One who cuts out obscene passages
from a book ; an expurgator.

•cas-treL * eastern, s. [Kestrel.]

* cas-tren'-sl-al, a. [Lat. castrensis = be-

longing to a camp ; castra— a camp.] Of or
pertaining to a camp.

" Sixty miles, is the measure of three dayes journey,
according unto military inarches, or castrenslal man-
sions."— Brown : Cyrus' Garden.

* cas-tren -si an, a. [Lat castrensianus —
belonging to a camp ; castra — a camp.] The
same as Castrensial. (Johnson.)

cas' -u-al, a. & s. [Fr. casuel ; Ital. casuale

;

Lat. casualis = pertaining to chance ; casus —
chance.]

A, As adjective

:

1. Happening by chance, accidental.

"Of the broad vale, casting a casual glance.
We saw a throng of people— wherefore met?

s a casual glx

.ile— wherefon
Wordswtrrth : Excursion, bk. ii.

" But each of them, he adds, treated the subjects
briefly, and without diligence or accuracy, deriving his
information only from casual reports."—Lewis: Cred.
Early Roman Hist. (1855), ch. lit., j 12, vol. i.. p. 94.

2. Dependent on chance ; uncertain.

"The revenue of Irelnnd, both certain and casual,
did not rise unto ten thousand pound*."—Dae. : On
Ireland.

3. Trivial, commonplace.
"The commissioners entertained themselves by the

Are-side in general and casual discourses. '—Clarendon.

% (1) Crabb thus discriminates between
accidental, incidental, casual, and contingent.
" Accidental is opposed to what is designed or
planned ; incidental to what is premeditated ;

casual to what is constant and regular ; con-
tingent to what is definite or fixed. A meeting

may be accidental, an expression incidental,

a look, expression, &c, casual, an expense
or circumstance contingent." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

(2) He thus distinguishes between occasional

and casual. These are both opposed to what
is fixed or stated ; but occasional carries with
it more the idea of unfrequency and casual that
of unfixedness, or the absence of all design. A
minister is termed an occasional preacher who
preaches only on certain occasions; his preach-
ing at a particular place on a certain day may
be casual." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

B. As substantive

:

1. A tramp, a vagrant ; one who receives

relief and shelter for one night in the work-
house of a parish to which he does not belong.

2. A labourer or artizan employed irregu-

larly. (Mayhew.)

casual ejector, .

Legal : A nominal defendant in the action
of ejectment, who continues such until ap-
pearance by or for the tenant in possession.

casual ward, s. A ward or portion of

a workhouse or hospital reserved for the ac-

commodation of casual paupers or patients.

* cas-u-al i-ty, s. [Casualty.]

caa-u-al-ly, adv. [Eng. casual; -ly.] In a
casual manner ; by chance, fortuitously.

" Go, bid my woman
Search for a jewel, that too casually
Hath left mine arm."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, ii. a

* cifcs'-U-al-ness, s. [Eng. casual; -ness.]

The quality or state of being casual ; chance.

cas- u-al-ty, * cas-u-al'-I-ty, s. (Fr.ca-

sualite ; Lat. casualis — pertaining to chance i

casus = a chance.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A chance, an accident, a fortune.

"With more patience men endure the losses that
befal them by mere casualty, than the damages which
they sustain ny injustice."

—

Raleigh : Essays.

". . . the documents preserved in the Roman
archives, even those engraved on brass and other dur-
able materials, were exposed to the casualties which
attend such relics of the past."—Lewis : Cred. Early
Roman Hist. (1855), ch. v., g 9, vol. 1.. p. 148.

2. Chance or accident attended with injury

or death. (Especially applied to the losses of

an army in the field.)

" Tt is observed in particular nations, that, within
the space of two or three hundred years, notwithstand-
ing all casualties, the number of men doubles."—
Burnet : Theory of the Earth.

II. Technically

:

1. Law (Casualty of wards): The incidental

liabilities of land-tenure, especially the mails

and duties due to the superiors in ward hold-

ings.

'"The feudal casualties were exacted with the most
rigorous severity. "—Gilbert Stuart : Discourse on hear-

ing Lectures, p. 14.

2. Mining : A term applied among tinners

to any strange matter separated from the ore

k>v washing.

cas-u-ar-i'-na, s. [So named by Rumphius,

,
probably from a fancied resemblance in the
foliage to the feathers of the Cassowary.
(Graham : Flora of Bombay.).']

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Casuarinacea? (q.v.)

cas-u-ar-i-na'-oe-se, s. pi. [From Mori.

Lat.* edsuarina, and fern. pi. adj. surf, -acece.]

Bot. : An order of abnormal exogens, alli-

ance Amentales. Only one genus is known,
Casuarina. They have a one-celled ovary,
one or two ascending ovules, and a superior
radicle. There are no leaves, but in place of
them short, toothed, ribbed sheaths. They
are trees like Giant Equiseta (Horse-tails).

They have closer affinities, however, with
Myricaceee or with Coniferse. They occur
in Australia, New Caledonia, and the Indian
Archipelago. They are generally called Beef-

woods, their timber being of the colour of
raw beef. In Australia they are often termed
oaks. In Graham's Flora of Bombay one
species is called the Cassarina or Tinian Pine
The heavy war-clubs of the native Australians
are of Casuarina. The bark of Casuarina
equisetifoHa is slightly astringent; that of C.

muricata is used as infusion in India as a
tonic. The young cones of C. quadrivalvis,
when chewed, yield a pleasant acid, and are

useful to those who cannot obtain water.

Cattle also are exceedingly fond of them.
About thirty-two species are known.

cas u ar i us, s. [Cassowary.]
Zool. : A genus of birds, family Struthionida

(Ostriches). Casuarina galcatus is the Casso-
wary (q.v.).

cas -u-ist, s. [Fr. casuiste ; Lat. casus = a
chance.] One who studies and settles cases
of conscience.

"Do not flatter yourselves that the ingenuity of
lawgivers will ever devise an oath which the ingenuity

" One only doubt remains : Full oft I've heard,
By casuists grave, and deep divines, averr'd."

Pope : January and May, 368-9.

* cas-u-ist, v.i. [Casuist, *.] To argue
about or decide cases of conscience ; to act as
a casuist.

" We never leave subtilizing and casuist ing, . .
."—

MUton I Doct. and Dis. of Divorce, ii. 20.

* casuist -ic, cas-u-ist i-cal, «. [Eng.

casu ist ; -ic, -ical. ] Of or relating to casuistry,
or the study of cases of conscience.

"... surely the practical, casuistical, that is, the
principal, vital part of their religion savours very
little of spirituality."—South.

t cas-u-iat'-I-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. casuistical ;

-ly.] In a casuistical manner.
".

. . obtained in that house much of that learning,
wherewith he was enabled to write casuisticaUy."—
Wood : A thenat Oxon.

cas'-U-Ist-ry, s. [Eng. casuist; -ry.] The
doctrine, tenets, or method of a casuist.

"This concession would not pass for good casuistry
in these ages."—Pope: Odyssey. Notes.

". . . that Immoral casuistry which was the wont
part of Jesuitism."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. XV.

casus bel'-li, phrase. [Lat. casus = a chance;
and belli (genit. of bellum) = war.] The caus«
which produces, and is held by one side at
least, to justify war.

" He did not say what was to be the casus belli or the
casus armandi."—Times, Feb. 2, 1878.

C&t, * kat, s. & a. [A.S. cat ; Dut. & Dan.
kat; Sw. katt ; I eel. kottr ; L. Ger. katte ; O.
H. Ger. & Ger. kater ; Ger. katze ; O. Fr. cat

;

Fr. chat; Sp, gato; Ital. gatto ; Gael. & Ir.

cat; WeL cath ; Russ. kot; Turk, kedi; from
Low Lat. catus. ]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The same as II. 1.

(2) A handful of reaped grain or straw laid
on the ground without being put into a sheaf..

(Scotch.)

(3) A small bit of rag, rolled up and put be-
tween the handle of a pot and the hook which
suspends it over the fire, to raise it a little.

2. Fig. : Applied to the common people.

" Twas you incensd the rabble

:

Cats, that can Judge as fitly of his worth,
As 1 can of those mysteries, which Heaven
WU1 not have earth to know."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, Iv. 1

IL Technically

;

1. Zool. : The common name of certain
species of the genus Felis, a family of Car-
nivore, in which the organs of destruction
reach their highest development. They have
thirty teeth : incisors, six above and six
below ; canines, two above and two below

;

molars, four above and four below. The
domestic cat (Felis domesticus) is divided into
numerous varieties—the Tabbv, the Tortoise-
shell, the Angora, &c. The Wild Cat (F.

catus). It is much larger and stronger than
its domesticated rel. ive. The animal called

Wild Cat in the United States is the Lynx.
"Thrice the brinded cat l*th mew"d."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, It. L

% The cat tribe : The family Felidw (q.v.).

* 2. Military:

(1) A shed used for cover for soldiers em-
ployed in filling up a trench, repairing a

breach, &c. ; so called because the men
crouched under it as a cat for her prey.

Castellated Cat : A cat with crenelles or loop-

holes for the discharge of arrows, &c.

(2) The same as Cat-o'-nine-Tails (q.v.).

3 Naut. : (Perhaps a different word ; cf.

Icel kati, used in this sense.)

(1) A ship formed on the Norwegian model,
and usually employed in the coal and timber
trade. These vessels are generally built re-

markably strong, and may carry 600 tons ; or,

boh, bly; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, cyist. ph = f.
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in the language of their own mariners, from
twenty to thirty keels of coal. A cat is dis-
tinguished by a narrow stern, projecting

Quarters, a deep waist, and no ornamental
gore on the prow. (Smyth.)

(2) A strong tackle or combination of pulley b.

to hook and draw up an anchor to the cathead
Of a ship.

i. Sports:

(1) A double tripod, having six feet.

(2) A game, also called "tip-cat," and also

an instrument used in the game. [Cat-stick.]

% Cat i' the hole: The designation given to
a game especially popular in Fife.

" Tine Cat, tine Game. An allusion to a play called
Cat i the Hole, and the Englith Kit-Oat. Spoken when
men at law have lost their principal evidence."—Kelly :

Sc. Prov., p. 325.

Cat in the pan : For definition see example.
"There la a cunning which we, in England, call the

taming of the cat in the pan ,- which is. when that
which a man Bays to another, he lays it as if another
had said it to him."

—

Bacon.

B. As adjective: (See the compounds^
Compounds of obvious signification : Cat-

eyed, cat-like, cat's-meat.

cat-arid-clay, a, The materials of which
a mud-wall is constructed in many parts of
Scotland. Straw and clay are well wrought
together, and being formed into pretty large
rolls, are laid between the different wooden
posts, by means of which the wall is formed,
and carefully pressed down so as to incor-
porate with each other, or with the twigs that
are sometimes plaited from one post to an-
other.

cat and dog, s.

Gaines : An old Scotch game, apparently an
early form of cricket.

% Cat-and-dog life ; One full of quarrelling,
from the usual antipathy between dogs and
cats.

cat-band, *.

1. A bar of iron for securing a door. This
name is given to the strong hook used on the
inside of a door or gate, which, being fixed to
tin' wall, keeps it shut.

"He had his entrance peaceably; the porta made
open, and the cat-baud* caaten loose. " — Spalding :

Trouble*, ii. 159-60.

2. A chain drawn across a street for defence
in time of war.

" The town of Aberdeen—began to make preparations
for their own defence : and to that effect began to have
their cnt-band* in readiness, their cannon clear, . .

."

—

Spalding : Trouble*, L 109.

cat-beam, -.

Naut. : This, also called the beak-head-beam,
is the broadest beam in the ship, and is gener-
ally made of two beams tabled and bolted
together. (Smyth.)

cat-beds, s. pL A child's game. [Cat's-
cradle.]

cat bird, *.

Ornith. : An American bird (Mimu* Caroli-

nensis), belonging to the Turdidse, or Thrushes,
whose cry resembles the mewing of a cat.

cat-block, «.

Naut. : A two or three-fold block, with an
iron strop and large hook to it, which is em-
ployed to cat or draw the anchor up to the
cat-head, which is also fitted with three great
sheaves to correspond.

oat-Chop, s. A plant, Mescmbryanthemum
felinum. {Treat. oj Bot.)

CAT-HEAD.

cat cluke, cat-lake, *. [Catclure.]

cat-tall, 5.

Naut. : The rope rove for the cat-purchase,
by which the anchor is raised to the cat-head,
or catted.

cat-fish, a
Ichthy. : The Sea-wolf (Anarrhicas lupus), a

native of the West Indian seas, so called from
its round head and large glaring eyes.

"Lopus marfTioi Schonfeldti et nostras : onr finhers
call it the eea-cal. or ctttji*h."—Sibb>ild : Fife, p. 131.

cat-gold,
1. A kind of mica, having a yellowish ap-

pearance, somewhat resembling gold.

2. Iron pyrites.

cat harpings, s.pl.

Naut. : Ropes under the tops at the lower
end of the futtock shrouds, serving to brace
in the shrouds tighter, and affording room to
brace the yards more obliquely when the ship
is close hanled. They keep the shrouds taut
for the better ease and safety of the mast.

cat-haw, «. The fruit of the Hawthorn
(Cratcegn* Oxyacantha).

cat-head, cathead, s.

1. Geol. : A local name for a nodule of iron-
stone, containing an organism or a fragment
of one. [Nodule.]

* The nodule* with leaves in them, called cathead*.
seem to consist of a sort of iron stout, not unlike that
which is found in the rocks near Whitehaven, in
Cumberland, where they call them catscaups."— Wood-
ward : On Fotrilt.

2. Mining: A broad-bully hammer used by
miners ; a miner's
name for a small
capstan.

3. Naut. : A piece
of timber with two
shivers at one end.
having a rope and
a block, to which is

fastened a great iron
hook, to trice up
the anchor from the
hawse to the top of
the forecastle. (Sea
Dictionary.)

cat-head band, cathead band, a.

Min. ; The name given by Lanarkshire
miners to a coarse ironstone.

" Doggar, or Cathead band,"— Ure : Rutherglen,
D. 390.

oat-head stopper, cat-stopper, i

Naut. : A piece of rope or chain rove
through the ring of an anchor, to secure it for

sea, or singled before letting it go.

oat-heather, a. A finer species of heath,
Erica tetralix or E. cinerea, which is low and
slender, growing more in separate upright
stalks than the common heath, and flowering
only at the top.

oat hip, cat-hip, s. Two roses, (1) Rosa
spinosissimat (2) R. canina.

oat-holes, a pU
1. Ordinary Language

:

(1) The name given to the loop-holes or
narrow openings in the walls of a barn.
(Scotch.)

" * He baa left the key tn the cat hate

;

' to signify that
a man has run away from his creditors. "

—

Ketlg, p. 145.

(2) A sort of niche in the wall of a barn, in
which keys and other necessaries are depo-
sited in the inside, where it is not perforated.
(Scotch.)

2. Naut, : Two little holes astern above the
gun-room ports, to bring in a cable or hawser
tlirough them to the capstan, when there is

occasion to heave the ship astern. (Sea
Diet.)

cat-hook, a
Naut. : A strong hook, which is a continua-

tion of the iron strop of the cat-block, used
to hook the ring of the anchor when it is to

be drawn up or catted. (Smyth.)

* cat-house, a.

Mil. : The same as Cat, a, II., 2 (1).

oat-hud, s. The name given to a large
stone, which serves as a back to a fire on the
hearth, in the house of a cottager. (Scotch.)

"The fire, a good space removed from the end wall,
was placed against a large whinutone, called the cat-
hud'—Hem. of mthtdale Song. p. W».

cat-loup, s. A very short distance as to-

space ; as far as a cat may leap. (Scutch.)

"That Mtig-slnging haspin o' a call.iut-.-uid that-
light-headed widow-woman. Kelurah. will win tin
kirn ;—they are foremost liy a laug cat loup at least.'*—
Blackw. Man., Jan., i*-.i, p. 402.

cat o' nine tails, s.

1. Lit. : An instrument of punishment for*

merly used for floirgiu^ on board ships in the
navy. It is commonly made of nine pieces of
line or cord, about half a yard long, fixed irpon

a piece of thick rope for a handle, and having
three knots on each at small intervals u<

the end.

* 2. Tig. : A corrector, castigator.
" Tou dread reformers of an impious age.
You awful cat o nine tail*, to the stage."

Prologue to Vanbrugh** Fat*e Friend.

* cat-pipe, s. The same as atcall; an
instrument that makes a squeaking noise.

** Some songsters can no more sing in any chamber
but their own, than some clerks can read in any book
but their own ; put them out of their roiul once, and
they are mere catpipe* and dunces."—L Strange.

cat-posy, .

Bot. : The Daisy, Belli* perenni*.

oat-rake, s.

Mech. : A name for a ratchet-drill

cat-rig, s.

Naut. : A rig which in smooth water sur-

passes every other, but, being utterly unsuited
for sea or heavy weather, is only applicable
to pleasure-boats who can choose their wea-
ther. It allows one sail only, an enormous
fore-and-aft main-sait, spread by a gaff at the
head and a boom at the foot, hoisted on a stout

mast, which is stepped close to the stem.
(Smyth.)

cat-rope, i.

Naut. : A line for hauling the cat-hook
about ; also cat-back-rope, which hauls the
block to the ring of the anchor in order to

hook it. (Smyth.)

cat-rushes, i. pi

Bot. : A book-name for various species of
Equisetum. (Britten & Holland.)

oat-salt, s. A beautiful granulated kind

of common salt, formed out of bittern or

leach-brine in the salt-works.

oat-soaup, *- A kind of fossil. The
same as Cat-head (q.v.).

cat-ship, *. [Cat, II., S (1).J

* oat-silver,
Miii. : An obsolete name for mica. The

resemblance to silver is in the pseudo-metallic

lustre, while the epithet " cat" implies that

it is not the real metal.
" CattUver is composed of plates that are generally

plain and parallel, and that are flexible and elastick,

and is of three sorts, the yellow or golden, the white

or silvery, and the black."— Woodward : On FotriU.

cat-Sloes, s. The fruit of Prunus apinota,

oat-squirrel, *. Sciurus civerev*.

cats and dogs, s. pi.

Bot. : The blossoms of Salix.

cats and keys, s. pi. The fruit of F*wh
inus excelsior ; ash-keys (q.v.). [Cat's-kbtr]

cat stane, s. In Roxburgh one of the

upright stones which support a grate, there

being one on each side. Since the introduc-

tion of Carron grates these stones are found

in kitchens only.

Caistane-head : The flat top of the Catstane.

cat-stops, s. pi. The projections of the

stones in the slanting part of a gable.

cat-stick, s. A stick or bat us/d in the

game of " Cat" [Cat, II. 4 (2) ]

cat-stopper,
Naut. : [Cat-head stopper.]

cat tackle, s.

Naut. : A tackle to raise the anchor to the

cat-head.

cat-tail, * cattyle, * catalle, *

[Cat's-tail.]

"A cattyle (catallc A.) : lanugo, herb* est."—Oasswl

Angticum, _•* Some
Sovereign places held among the watry train.

Of cat-tan* made them crowns. . . .

Dragton : Polg-OWon, a. SO-

cat-thyme, I

Bot, : Teucrium Marum.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fail, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her. there ; pine, pit, ure, sir, marine ; go, pot
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oat-tree, s.

Bot. : Euoayinus europanu.

oat-whin, s.

Bot. : A name applied to several plants—
(1) Rosa canina, the Dog-rose ; (2) Rosa spi-

nosissima ; (3) Ulex nanus ; (4) Genista angtica

;

(5) the herb Setwall or Valerian (?). {Britten

& Holland.)

oat-whistles, s. pi.

Bot.: A book-name for Equisetum patustre.

cat-wittit, a. Harebrained, unsettled
;

having the wits of a cat. {Scotch.) Cf. hare-

brained.

oat-wood, s.

Bot. : A book-name for Euonymus europams.

cat's* arriage, $. The same game as
" Kings-cushion or cat's-cradle (q.v.).

cat's-claws, s. pi.

Bot. : (1) Anthyllis vulneraria, (2) Lotus
corniculatus.

cat's-cradle, s. A plaything for children
made of packthread on one's fingers, and
transferred from them to those of another.

"The whale claims a placeaniong mammalia, though
we might fancy that, an in tlie child's game of cats-

cradle, some strange introsusception had been per-
mitted, to make It so like, yet so contrary, to the
animals with which it is itself classed."—jtewmaii:
Development of Christian Doctrine, eh. l.

cat's-ear, s.

Botany

:

(1) A common hook-name for ffypochavris

radicata. (Prior.)

(2) Antennaria dioica. (Treas. of Bot.)

cat's eye, *.

1. Bot. : A name applied to several plants—
1) Veronica Chamaulrys, (2) Veronica Bux-
aumii, (3) Myosotis sylvatica, (4) Epilobium
ngnsti/olium. {Britten & Holland.)

2. Naut. : [Cat-hole.]

3. M in. : [Ger. katzenauge ; Fr. ceil de chat. ]

A phenocrystalline or vitreous variety of
quartz. It exhibits opalescence, but without
rismatic colours, especially when cut en
'lochon, an effect due to fibres of asbestus.

The finest specimens are brought from Ceylon.
Compos. : Silex, 95*0 : alumina, 175 ; lime,
1*25 ; oxide of iron, 25.

cat's faces, s.

Bot. : A name given to the Heartsease.

cat s foot, s.

Botany

:

(1) Ground Ivy. (Gerarde.)

"It is commonly called f/edtra terrestrit, in English
Oround-iuy, Ale-hoofe, Gill-go-by-ground, Tune-hoofe,
and Cattfoot."—Oerarde : HerbaU, p. 856 (ed. 1633).

(2) Nepeta gUchoma, from the shape of its

aves. (Gerarde.)

(3) Antennaria dioica, from its soft flower-
beads. (Prior.)

oafs-hair, ».

(1) The down that covers unfledged birds

;

paddock-hair.

(2) The down on the face of hoys before the
beard grows, (Scotch.)

cat's head, s.

1. (Sing.) Hortic. ; A kind of apple.
" Cafe-head, by some called the go-no-farther, is a

very large apple, and a good beaieT."—Mortimer ;

Husbandry.

2. (PI) Bot. : The catkins of Sofia! caprea.

cat's keys, s.

Bot. : The fruit of Fraxinus excelsior.

cat's In g, s.

Bot. : Bear's-ear, Auricula ursi. (Scotch.)

cat's milk, .

Bot.: A book-name for Euphorbia helioscopia.

cat's-paw, s.

L Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : The paw of a cat.

2. Fig. : Dupe used as a tool (in allusion
to the fable of the monkey who used the
cat's paw to pick some roasting chestnuts out
of the fire).

"They took the enterprise ttpon themselves, and
made themselves the people's eatsjxue. But now the
chestnut is taken from the embers, and the monkey is

etmilng in for the benefit of the cat's subserviency."—
Times, July 30, 1864.

II. Nautical:

(1) A light air perceived at a distance In a
calm by tbe impressions made on the surface

of the sea, which it sweeps very gently, and
then passes away, being equally partial and
transitory.

(2) A name given to a particular twisting

hitch made in the bight of a rope, so as to

induce two bights, in order to hook a tackle

on them both. (Smyth.)

* (A) Good-looking seamen employed to en-

tice volunteers.

cat's-pellot, j. A game, perhaps the
same as tip-cat.

" Who beats the boys from cat't-nellet and stool-
ball?"—Brit. Bellman, 1648 Earl. Mite. vlL 625).

cat's purr , a
Physiol. : A sound like the purring of a cat

heard by means of the stethoscope.

cat's skin. «.

Naut. : A light partial current of air, as
with the cat's-paw.

* cat's smcre. s.

Jini. : An old name for a plant, Axungia.
(Wright.)

cat's spear , s.

Bot. : Typha latifolia. (Gerarde.)

cat's- tail, * catstaile, s.

Botany :

1. The book-name of several plants—(1)
Equisetum, Horse-tail, various species, espe-

cially E. arvense, (2) Typha fatifolia, (3) Typha
minor, or smaller Bulrush, (4) Aconitum napel-

lus, (5) PlUeum. proteose, from the shape of

the spike [Cat's-tail grass], (6) Echium vul-

gare, (7) Amaranthus caudatus.

2. The catkins of the hazel or willow.

3. The catkins of Juglans regia.

4. A long round substance that grows in

winter upon nut-trees, pines, kc.

Cats-tail grass, cats-taile grasse

:

Bot. : A general book-name for Phleum pra-

tense and other species. (Britten & Holland.)
" Great cate-taile graeee hath very small roots. The

small catt-taile grant is like vnto the other, differing
chiefly in that it is lesser than it."—Gerarde: Her-
ball, p. 11 (ed. 1633).

cat, v.t. [Cat, «.]

Naut. : To bring up to the cat-head.

If When the cat is hooked, and cable
enough veered and stoppered, the anchor
hangs below the cat-head, swings beneath it

;

it is then hauled close up to the cat-head by
the purchase called the cat-fall. The cat-

stopper is then passed, and the cat-block un-
hooked. (Smyth.)

* cat-a-bap -tlSt, 9. [Gr. KaTapairrCaTyp
(katab'aptistes), from koto- (kata) = down,
against, and fla-mio-Tni (baptistes) — a bap-
tizer ; PainLfa (baptizS) = to baptize.] One
who abuses or is against baptism.

*' Of these anabaptists, or natabaptuts, who differ no
more than Bavins and Moevius, Alstedlus niaketh
fourteen sorts."—Featley : Dippert Dipt, p. 33.

* Cat a Da -fll-OIl, S. [Gr. ttaraBao-KOV (kata-

basioh), from Kara (kata) = down, and /Sao-i's

(basis) = a going ; BoUtm (baino) = to go. ]

Eccles. Arch. : A chamber or crypt under a
church, where relics were kept.

cat a bro sa, s. [From Gr. KaraSows (kat-

abrdsis) = an " eating up, a devouring. So
named from the erose appearance of the
glumes.]

Bot. : Whorl-grass. A genus of Graminaccse
(Grasses). Tribe, Festuceie. Catabrosa aqua-
tica, the Water Whorl-grass, is a British
species, growing on the hanks of rivers or
floating in pools of water.

oat-a-caus'-tio, or. & *. [Fr. catacaustique,

from Gr. KaraitavaTtKOs (katukawtikos), from
Kara. (kata)= down, and kowtikoc (kavstikos)
~ burning ; k<u'<u (kaio) = to burn. ]

A* As adjective

:

Geom. & Optics : Relating to or of the nature
of the curve described in B.

B. As substantive

:

Geom. & Optics

:

1. Sing. : A curve formed by joining the
points of concourse of several reflected rays
proceeding from one radiating point.

2. PI. : The caustif curves formed by tb#
reflection of the rays of light.

cat-a-Chre'-sis, s. [Low Lat. catachresis;

Gr.*KaraxpT/<r« (katachreds) = a misuse, from
Karaxprjo^ai (katach renthat) — to misuse ; koto.

(kata) = back, against, and xPW®at (chresthai)

at to use. ]

Rhet. : The abuse of a trope, when the words
are too far wrested from their native significa-

tion ; or when one word is abusively put for

another, for want of the proper word, as, a
voice beautiful to Vie ear. (Smith : Rhetorick.)

cat a chres tic, * cat-a chrcs'- ti cal,
a. "[Gr. KaTaxp>?o"TiKoc (katachrestikos) = of or
pertaining to catachresis.] In the manner of

a catachresis, involving a catachresis ; im-
proper, far-fetched.

"A cittiirhyfVir.il and for derived similitude it

holds with men, that is, In a bifurcation."—Browne

:

Vulgar Errourt.

t cat-a chres -tic-ally, adv. [Eng. cata*

chrestical; -ly.'] In a" catachrestic manner ; in

a forced or exaggerated manner.
" Where, In divers places of Holy Writ, the denun-

ciation against groves is so express, it Is frequently to
be taken but catavhn-stU-uUy.

'

—Evelyn, lv., j 1

cat a clysm, 5. [Fr. cataclysme, from Gr.
KaTa.KAva-p.os (kataclusmos) = a deluge, from
Kara (kata) = down, and kAu^u (kluzo) = to
wash over.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A deluge, an inundation.
" The opinion that held these cataclysms and ernpy-

roses universal, was nch as held that it put a total
consummation unto things in this lower world.''

—

Bale : Origin •<' Mankind.

2. Geol. : A sudden or violent rusli of water,
considered as the efficient cause by which
certain phenomena have been produced, rather
than by the gradual action of moderate cur-
rents, or by that of ice.

cat-a clysmal, a. fEng. cataclysm; -al.]

Of or pertaining to a cataclysm ; caused by or
arising from a cataclysm.

©at'-a-cdmb (b silent), s. [Pr. catacombe;
Ital." catacomlxi ; Sp, & Port, catacumba, from
Low Lat. catacumba = a catacomb, from Gr.
Kara, (kata) = down, and Kvp.^r\ (kumbe) = a
hole, a hollow.] Subterraneous cavities for the

' burial of the dead, supposed to be the cavee
and cells where the primitive Christians hid
and assembled themselves, and where they
interred the martyrs ; which are accordingly
visited with devotion. The most celebrated
are those near Rome, but there are many
others in various parts of the world. The
catacombs of Paris are simply charnel-houses.
The word is also occasionally used in the
general sense of an excavated burying-place.

" (In the side of Naples are the catacombe. which
must have been full of stench, if the dead bodies thai
lay in them were left to rot in opennitohes."—Addison.

cat-a-coils'-tlcs, a. [In Fr. catacoustique,

from Gr. koto, (kata) ~ against, ami okguo-tckos

(akoustikos) — pertaining to healing ; *kov<u

(akouo) = to hear. ]

1. Physics : That science which treated of

reflected sounds or echoes.

2. Fortific. : Small galleries which commu-
nicate with a gallery parallel to the covert-

way. (Crabb.)

cat a dl op trie, cat a di op trl cal,
a. [Fr. catadioptriqm, from Gr. Kara (kata) =s

against, and 5io7rrpi»roc (dioptrikos) — pertain-
ing to the Bionroa (dioptrd) ~ a levelling staff,

from Sta (dia) — through, and owreoc (opteos),

verb. adj. from b/tau (horaS) = to look, to see. ]

[Dioptrics. ]

Optics : Pertaining to or involving both the
reflection and refraction of light, as a cata-

dioptrio telescope.

catadioptric light, «. A mode of illu-

mination for lighthouses in which reflection

and refraction are unitedly employed. It was
suggested by Allan Stevenson in 1S34. From
their subjecting the whole of the available

light to the corrective action of the instru-

ment, they have been called holophotal lights.

(Knight.)

cat-a-dl-dp'-tri©», *. [Catadioptric] The
science which treats of or Is connected with
the use of catadioptric instruments.

* cat -a drome, s. [Gr. KaraSoofioi (kata-
dromos). from Kara, (kata) = down, JSpd/ioc

(dromon) = a course ; opanttv (dramein), 2 aor.

inf. of Toe'xto (trechS) = to run,

]

bftl. hoy; pout, jo>l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench, go, gem; thin, this ; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-eian, -tian = shan. tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion — shun, -cious, -tious, -sious = slius. -ble, -die, ke. m bel, del.
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QCE.

1. A race-course.

2. A machine for hoisting heavy weights.

ca tad -ro-mous, a. [Catadkome.] A term
applied to certain fish, which descend from
fresh water to the sea to spawn. The opposite
of anadromous (q.v.).

* C&t'-a-dupe, S. [Gr. KaraSoviroi (katadoupoi)
=. falling with a heavy noise —a term applied to
the cataracts of the Nile ; a-ora (kata) = down,
and Sovttos (doupos) — a dead, heavy sound.]

1. A cataract or water-fall, especially one of
those of the Nile.

2. A person living near the Nile cataracts.
"The Egyptian catadupet never beard the roaring of

the fall of Nil us, because the noise was so familiar
unto them."—Brevier : Lingua (1667), Hi.

ca.ta-f3.lque (falque as falk), * cat-a-
fal-co, s. [Ital. catafalco = a scaffold,

funeral canopy; Sp. catafalco; O. Fr. escada*

/and ; Fr. mtafalqu* and ichafaud ; from
O. Sp. catar — to
see, to view, and
Ital. falco, for pako
=a scaffold, a stage.]

1. A temporary
bier or structure of
carpentry-work,dec-
orated with paint-
ings, &c, and used
in funeral solemni-
ties.

2. A kind of open
hearse or funeral
car.

* cat ag mat -Ic,
a. & s. [Fr. catag-

matique, from Gr.
Kdrayua (katagma)
= a fracture, from
Karayvvfjn (katag-
numi) = to break ; Kara (kata) = down, aywfii
(agnnmi) = to break.]

A. As adjective

:

Surg. : Having the property or quality of
uniting or consolidating broken parts or frac-

tures.
" I put on a catagmatick emplaster, and, by the um

of a laced glove, scattered the nituitous swell ing, and
strengthened it"— Wiseman : Surgery.

B. As subst. : A medicine having such pro-
perty or quality.

• Cat -a graph, s. [Gr. Karaypafa (katagrapM)
= a drawing, a delineation ; from KardQuita)—
down, and ypd^i} (graphe) = a drawing

; yadfyui

(grapho) = to write, describe.] The first

draught or outline of a picture ; also, a
profile.

cat -a-Ian, a. k s. [Catalonia, a district of
Spam. ]

"

A* As adj. : Of or pertaining to Catalonia.

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : A native of Catalonia.

2. Blasting: A blast-furnaee for reducing
iron ores, extensively used in the north of
Spain, particularly in the province of Cata-
lonia. It consists of a four-sided cavity nr
hearth, which is always placed within a build-
ing and separated from the main wall thereof
by a thinner interior wall, which in part con-
stitutes one side of the furnace. The blast-
pipe comes through the wall, and enters the
fire through a tuyere which slants downward.
The bottom is formed of a refractory stone,
which is renewable. The furnace has no
chimneys. The blast is produced by means
of a fall of water, usually from 22 to 27 feet
high, through a rectangular tube, into a rect-

angular cistern below, to whose upper part
the blast-pipe is connected, the water escap-
ing through a pipe below. This apparatus is

exterior to the building, and is said to afford

a continuous blast of great regularity ; the
air, when it passes into the furnace, is, how-
tver, saturated with moisture. (Knight.)

cat a lee tic, * cat-a-leV-tlck, a. & s.

[Lat. catalecticus, from Gr. kotoa»j*tij«>c (kata-
lektikris) ss stopping short, from koto (kata) =
down, aud a^tikoc (lektikos) = stopping, from
krjy* OH90) = to stop.]

A. As adjective:

Pros.: Stopping short; used of a rhythm
which is incomplete by reason of its being
short by a syllable (or more) of the full mea-

" A stanza of six verses, of which the first, second,
fourth, and tilth, were all in the octosyllable metre,
and the third aud last catalectick ; that is, wanting a
syllable, or even two."—TyrwhUt : On Chaucer'* Verti-

jmMm.
B. As subst. : A verse which is incomplete,

wanting a syllable at the end.

* cat a lee -tics, s. [Gr. KaraXdo-w (kata-

lasso)'=: to exchange ; from Kara, (kata) =
down, back, andaXAao*o-w (allasso) = to change.]
The science of exchanges, now called political

economy.

cat a-lep'-sia, C&t-a-lep'-»y, s. [Gr. koto-
Ant/fic (katalepsis) — a sudden seizure ; from
koto, (kata) = down, and Aiji^tc (lipsis) — a
seizing ; from Aajx/SdVw (lambano) *= to take, to
seize. ]

Med. : A form of mental disorder, akin to
hysteria, which is characterised by the per-
son affected falling down suddenly in a state

of real or apparent unconsciousness, and, save
for some occasional muscular twitchings of
the face and body, remaining rigid and statue-
like for a period of time which varies from
one minute to some hours or even days, and
then all at once recovering consciousness as

if aroused from sleep—as a rule with no bad
consequences to follow. Catalepsy almost in-

variably affects hysterical people only, and it

is the prolongation of the unconscious con-
dition to some days in certain extreme cases
which has given rise to the fear which some
people have of being buried alive under such
circumstances. It is needless to say that the
evidence of death is unmistakable to the
scientist, and cannot be confounded with a
state of catalepsy.

"There is a disease called a cataleptit, wherein the
patient Is suddenly seized without sense or motion,
and remains in the same posture in which the disease
seized him."

—

Arbulhw".

ci£t-a-lep'-tic, a. [Gr. Kara\y\wrtK6^ (kata-

leptvkos) — liable to catalepsy ; Annria-ds (le.pti-

kos) — liable to be seized ; kapftdiui (lambano)
= to seize. ] Pertaining to or of the nature of
catalepsy ; subject to catalepsy.

* cat al 6-gize (or g hard), v.t. [Gr. Kara-
Aaytfofxai (katalogizomai) ~ to reckon up, to
compute.] To enumerate in a catalogue, to
catalogue (q.v.). {Coles.)

cat a-logue (ue silent), * cat-a log, * cat-
log, s. [Fr. catalogue; Lat. cataJogus, from
Gr. (earaAoyoc (katalogos)= & reckoning, a cata-
logue ; koto (kata) — down ; Adyo? (logos) = a
telling, an enumerating ; K^ym (lego) = to tell.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A list or systematic enu-
meration of articles generally in alphabetical
order.

T In America, Scotland, and formerly in

England, applied to persons, as a catalogue
of the students of a college, but in England
used only of things.

" The catalogue might be increased with several
other authors of merit. . . ."—Goldsmith : On Polite
Learning, ch. viii.

IX Astron. : A list of stars, with materials
appended for indicating their latitudes and
longitudes, or their declinations and right as-
censions.

catalogue raisonne, s. A catalogue
of books, paintings, &c, classed according to
their subjects, with explanatory remarks.

t c&t'-a^logue (ue silent), v.t. [Catalogue,
s.] To enumerate in a catalogue, to make a
list or catalogue of.

"He so cancelled, or caUtlogued. and scattered our
books, as from that time to this we could never recover
them."—Harrington : Brief View of the Church, p. 80.

C&t'-a log-uer, 5. The compiler of a cata-
logue. (Notes & Queries, Aug. 28, 188G, p. 107.)

cat' a-log ulng (u silent), pr. par., a., & s.

[Catalogue, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb)

C. As subst. : The act of enumerating or
setting down in a list or catalogue.

" This Is the task much heavier than the mere cata-
loaning of scientific achievements."—Tyndall : Frag.
of Science (3rd. ed ), ziii. 380.

cat'-a-log ulst, s. A cataloguer. (Notes o5

Queries, Aug. 28, 1886, p. 166.)

cat -a-ldg-uize (a silent), v.t. [Catalogizr.j

cat al -pa, s. [From the native Indian name
in Carolina,

~~m

by in 1726.]

where it was discovered by Cates-

Bot. : A genus of Bignoniaceee, comprising
four or five species oftrees, natives of the West
Indies, North America, Japan, and China
They have been introduced into Europe, aud
are cultivated in France, Germany, and the
south of England. The wood is remarkably
light, of a greyish-white colour, and fine in

texture. It is capable of receiving a brilliant
polish, and when properly seasoned is v< ry
durable. The bark is reputed tonic, stimu-
lant, and antiseptic^ *ed the honey from its

flowers poisonoo*. iTreas. of Bot., £c.) A
decoctioft of the pods of Catalpa iyringi/olia
\s used in Italy a3 a remedy for catarrhal
dyspncea and coughs.

* cat'-als, s. pi [Cattle, Chattel./
Law: Goods and chattels. (Wharton.)

ca-taT-^-sIs (pi. ca-tal'-j^scf), s. [Or.

KaraXvcris (kataiusis) = a dissolving; sroraAvs*

(kataluo) = to dissolve ; koto (kata) = down,
Auw (luo) = to loosen.]

1. Physics : The effect produced by the pre-

sence of a substance, which itself undergoes
no permanent change, in facilitating a chemi-
cal reaction.

2. Ord. Lang. (Fig.): A dissolution or ending,
decay.

" While they were In thoughts of heart concerning
it, the sad catalysi* did come, and swept away eleven
hundred thousand of the nation-"—Bu. Taylor.

cat a lys -6-type, s. [From Gr. kotoAvo-ic

(kaialusis) = a dissolving, and t^ttoc (turns) =
a blow ; the impress of a blow ; an outline, &
type.]

Photog. : A calotype process in which the

paper is first prepared with a syrup of iodide

of iron, instead of the iodide of potassium.
The name was given to the process to indicate

the supposed fact that the gradual self-doveloj-

ment of the picture is the result of a catalytic

action. The true chemical reaction is now
understood. (Knight.)

C&t-a-lyt'-Ic, a. [Gr. kotoAvtikoc (kataluUkoe)
from xaraXvoi (kataluo) = to dissolve.]

Chem. : Of or pertaining to the action or

power called catalysis ; having power to dis-

solve.

catalytic force, s.

Physics: That modification of the fore of

chemical affinity which determines catalyses,
" An interesting class of decompositions has of late

attracted considerable attention, which, as the;, can-
not be accounted for on the ordinary laws of chemical
affinity, have been referred by Berzelius to a new
power, or rather new form of the force of chemical
affinity, which he has distinguished as the cat
force and the effect of its action as catalytU "—Gra-
ham : Elcm. of Chemistry, p. 1M.

cat -a-mar an, s. [Ceylonese native name
cdthd-maran = floating trees. (Mahn.)j

1. A kind of boat, vessel, or, more accu-

rately, raft or float used by the Hindoos el

Madras, the island of Ceylon, and the parti-

adjacent. It is formed of three logs of timber,

secured together by means of three spreaders

and cross lashings through small holes. The
central log is much the largest, ^ ith a curved
surface at the fore-end, which terminates up

CATAMARAN.

wards in a point. The side logs are very simi-

lar in fonn, but smaller, and with their side*

straight ; these arc fitted to the central log

The length of the whole is from twenty 6

twenty-five feet. The crew consist of fr*

men. In the monsoons, when a catamaran i*

able to bear a sail, a small outrigger is placn

at the end of two poles as a balance, with

bamboo nast and yard, and a mat or cottoii

sail. Frail as such a structure may appear, it

can pierce through the surf on the beach st

Madras and reach a vessel in the bay when a

boat of ordinary construction would be sure

to founder. (Mr. Edye in Journal Royal Asiatic

Soc., vol. i., pp. 4. 5.)

fate, fat fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p&,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son : mute, ctib, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qn - kw.
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"The catamarans used in the Brazils, and which are
alio common in the East Indies, consist of three logs

of wood tapered at one end and lashed together. They
are furnished with paddles, and are said to pull as fast

as boat*, the men being squatted in a kneeling position,

and managing them with wonderful dexterity in pass-

ing the surf which beats on the shores. Those used
In the Brazils also carry sail."

—

Young: Sautical
Dictionary.

2. An incendiary raft. Used specially of
those rafts with which on Oct. 2, 1804, Sir

Sydney Smith in vain attempted to destroy
the Boulogne flotilla designed by Napoleon
for the invasion of England.

3. A scolding woman, a termagant. (This

sense may be due to some erroneous associa-

tion with cat.)

" What an Infernal . . . catamaran,"— Thackeray

:

Jfeufcomet (ed. ISS6), It *7t.

*-&,t a-me'-nl-a, s. pL [Lat., from Or. nam-
fi^vla (katamenia) m menses ; xard (kata) =
down, firjv {men) = a month.]

Med. : The discharge of a sanguineous fluid

from the womb, which, in the case of healthy
women, occurs every month. The discharge
is due to certain peculiar changes which take
place in the Graafian vesicles of the ovaries.
It begins at the age of puberty, a period
which varies under varying conditions of cli-

mate and civilisation, and terminates in what
is popularly called the "change or time of
life," which occurs usually at about the age
of forty-nine. The interval between these
two periods is called the " child-bearing
period." The term catamenia, though used
largely by medical men, is not so well known
as another, which has exactly the same mean-
ing, viz., menses.

" Two ancient Hindoo sages are of opinion, that if
the marriage is not consummated before the first ap-
pearance of the catamenia, the girl becomes 'degraded
in rank.' "—Dunn : On the Unit]/ of the Human Specie*.

c&t-a-men'-l-al, a. [hat. catameni(a) ; -al.]

Of or pertaining to catamenia or the menstrual
discharge.

" The only marked exception occurs in the case of
the Hindoo females, with whom, on an average, the
eafamenial flux appears about two years earlier than
it does among other nations."

—

Dunn : On the Unity of
the Human Specie*.

* cat a mint, s. [Catmint.]

t C&t'-a-nute, *- [Fr. , from Lat. catamitus =
a corrupt form of Ganymedes ; Gr. TawfjiTJo'nc

(GanuTnedes. = Ganymede, a boy who, for his
exceeding beauty, was taken up to heaven by
Jupiter's bird, the eagle, and made cup-bearer
to the chief of the gods ] A boy kept for un-
natural purposes.

" Among the Greeks, it was no disgrace for philoso-
phers themselves to have their catamite*."—Greus

;

Cotmologia Sacra, p. 128.

cat a mount am, * kat' -a-mount-ain.
Cat -amount, s. [Eng. cat, and mountain
or mount]
Zoology

:

1. The wild cat (Felis calm).
" Would anyman of discretion venture such a gristle

to the rude claws of such a kat-a-mountaint'—Beau-
mont and Fletcher; Cuttom of the Country.

2. The lynx (q.v.). (Anutr.)

3. The cougar or puma (q.v.)u

U Used as separate words.
"As cartes of the mountayn, they are spotted with

diverse fykle fantasyee. "—Bale; Discourse on the lie-
relation, p. 2, sign. d. ri., 1550.

cat - an - ad - ro - mous, cat -an' -dro-
mons, a. [Gr. Kara. (kata) = down, dvd
{ana) — up, and Bpotto* (dromos) = a running. ]

Ichthy. ; Applied to those fishes which pass
once a year from salt water into fresh, and
return again from the fresh to the salt.

Cat a nan'ch-e, s. [Gr. KaravdyKn (Jcata-

nanke), a strong incentive used by Thessa-
lian women in their incantations ; from Kara.
(kata) = down, and dvdyicn (ananke) = neces-
sity.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
ehicoraceous tribe of compound flowers, dis-
tinguished by its scariose involucre and the
awned chaffy scales which crown its fruit.
They are principally natives of the south of
Europe, and have white or blue flowers. They
are perennials.

••t'-a-p&sro, s. [Gr. Kardnaa-fia (katapasma)
= a sprinkling, a powdering ; from*-a.Tairao-o-w
Qcatapasso) = to sprinkle, to powder, from
Kara (kata) = down, and irocrtrw (passo) = to
sprinkle.]

Med. : A dry medicine in powders, used for
sprinkling on ulcers, for absorbing perspira-
tion, &c. They were divided into diapasms,
empaams, and sympasms. (See these words.)

• cat-a-peT-tlc, a. &, s. [Gr. naTairiXriKOs
(katapeltikos) = pertaining to a catapult

;

Karaire'ATifs (katapeltes) = a catapult ] [Cata-
pult.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to a catapult.

B. As subst.: A catapult.

[Gr. xara (kata)

CATAPETALOUS.

• cat-a pet al ous, a.

down, ireroAoe (pet-

alon) = a leaf, and
Eng. sun", -ous.]

Bot. : Having the
petals slightly uni-
ted by their inner
edge near the base,
as in the mallow

;

a form of polypet-
alous.

"If the petals ad-
here to the bases of
the stamens so •» to
form a sort of spurious
mouopetalous corolla,
as in Malva and Camellia, such a corolla has been occa-
sionally called catapetalout, but this term is never
used, all such corollas being considered polypetalout."
—Lindley: Introd. to Bot., 8rd ed., p. 167.

cat-a-phSn'-Ic, a. [Fr. cataphonigue ; from
Gr. koto, (kata) = down, back, and tyarn (phone)
= a voice.] Of or relating to cataphomcs.

cat-a-phon'-Ics, s. [Eng. cataphonic.]

Math. : The doctrine or science of the re-

flection of sounds, a branch of acoustics.

cat'-a-phract, s. [Lat cataphractes, from
Gr. Kara&pdicTns (kataphraktes) = a fully-armed
soldier, from Ka.Tatbpd<r<rti> (kataphrasso) = to
cover ; Kara Qcata) = down, quite, ^pao-o-u
(phrassd) — to enclose, to cover.]

* L Ordinary Language

:

1. A horse-soldier in complete armour.
"... before him pipes

And timbrels ; on each side went armed guards.
Both horse and foot ; before him and behind.
Archers, andslingers, cntaphract* and spears."

Milton: Bameon Agonitte*.

* 2. Armour, defence. (Lit & jig.)

" In a battle we fight not but in complete armour.
Virtue is a cataphract: for in vain we arm one limb,
while the other is without defence."—Feltham: Re-
tolvet, ii. S.

IX Technically:

1. Ichthy. : The armour or plate covering
some fishes. (Dana.)

* 2. Mil. : A piece of
ancient armour formed
of cloth or leather,
strengthened with iron
scales or links, cover-
ing either a part or a
whole of the body, and
sometimes the warrior's
horse as well.

cat a phrac ta, «. pi.

[Cataphract.]

Ichthy.: A name some* cataphract.
times given to the Trig-

' lidse or Gurnard family of fishes. [Tbio-
lidaz.]

c&t-a-phrac'-ted, a. [Eng. cataphract; -ed.]

Zool. : Covered with a cataphract, or armour
of plates, scales, Ac., or with hard, bony, or
horny skin.

cat-a-phryg' i-ans, s. pi [In Lat. cata-

phryges, because their leaders came originally
from Phrygia.]

Ch. Hist. : A "heretical" sect which arose
in the second century A.D. They are said to
have followed the opinions of Montanus. It is

said that they forbade marriage, baptised their
dead, and mingled the blood of young children
with the bread and wine in the Eucharist.

c&t a phyl lar y, a. [Eng., Ac, cata*

phylUym); -ary.] Of the nature of, or per-
taining to, a cataphyllum (q.v.).

cataphyllary - leaves, «. pi. Scale
leaves.

cat a phyl-lum, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.
Ko.Ta<pvAAo« {kataphullos) — leafy.]

Bot. : A rudimentary leaf preceding a stag*
of growth ; e.g. one of the cotyledons of an em-
bryo, one of the scales of a bud, &c

* cat-a-physj -ic-aL, a. [Gr. Kara (kata) m
down, against

; and Eng. physical (q.v.).]
Opposed to nature.

Falling underhyper-physical or cata-physical laws."
-De VuiiKcy: Autoo. Sketche*. I. 887.

cat -a-plasm (Eng. ), cat-a-plas'-ma
(Lat.)

t
s. [Fr. cataplasm*; Lat. cataplasma';

from Gr. KOTdrrAaa-(u.a (kataplasma), from
KOTarrAao-aw (kataplasso) = to spread over ;

Kara (kata) — down, TrAao*ao> (plasso) = to
mould.]

Med. : A soft and moist preparation locally
applied as a poultice. The basis is UnBeed
meal, which is sometimes mixed with bread
or flour. The most important Cataplasmata
are—(1) Cataplasma fermenti (yeast poultice),
(2) Cataplasma lini (linseed poultice), and (8)
Cataplasma sinapis (mustard poultice).
[Poultice.]

" I bought an unction of a mountebank.
•* 8o mortal, that but dip a knife in it.

Where it draws blood, no cataplasm so rare.
Collected from all simples thai have virtue
Under the moon, can save."

Shaketp. : Samlet, iv, 7.

oait a plec -tic, a. [Gr. KaTajrAijimito'v (kata*
plektikos) = striking.] That pertains to or hi

characteristic of cataplexy.

cat a plel -ite, 5. [Etym. not apparent.]

Min. : A hexagonal, opaque mineral of a
dull, weak, vitreous lustre, and a light yel-
lowish-brown colour. It occurs in the island
Lamoe, near Brevig, Norway. Hardness,
nearly 6*0 ; sp. gr., 2'8. Composition : Silica,
46-83; zirconia, 29*81; alumina, 0'45 ; soda,
10-83; lime, 3*61 ; sesquioxide of iron, 0*63;
water, 8'66. (Dana.)

Caf-a-plex-y\ *. [Fr. cataplexies from Gr.
KaTan-Aijf (kataplex) = stricken.] [Apoplexy.]
A word coined, according to the Proceedings.
of the Psychical Research Society (Oct. 1886),
by Preyer, to denote the dazed condition of
hens staring at a chalk line, now used for
temporary paralysis caused by nervous shock.

* cat'-a-puce, * cat-a-pua, s. [Fr. cata-
puce ; Ital. catapuzia

y
catapuzza ; Sp. & Port

catapucia.]

Bot. : The herb Spurge, Euphorbia lathyris.
(Chaucer : Nonnes Prestes Tale.)

Oat'-a-pult (Eng.), cat^a-pul-ta (Lat), a
[Low Lat. catapulta ; from Gr. KaraTTfAn^
(katapeltes) — an engine of war for hurling
heavy stones ; jcaTa (kata) = down, ttoaam
(pallo) = to brandish, to hurl.]

" 1. An ancient military engine for throwing
arrows, darts, or
stones, consisting
of a strong wooden
framework support-
ing a bow of wood
or steel, which was
bent by means of
a windlass, the cord
being finally releas-

ed by a spring. It

is said to have been *1*"'w'

invented in 399
B.C, by Diouysius, the tyrant of Syracuse,

"The ballsta violently shot great stones and quar-
rels, as also the catapult*."—Camden : Remain*.

2. A toy made of a forked stick and a strong
piece of india-rubber, used by boys for shoot-
ing small stones.

cat a pul tic, a. [Eng. catapult ; -ic] Per-
taining to, or of the nature of, a catapult (q. v.).

* cat-a-pul'-tier, s. [Eng. catapult ; -er.\

One who worked a catapult.
" The besiegers . . . sent forward their sappers,

pioneers, cataputtier*."—Reads : Cloitter and Hearth,
ch. xliii.

cat' ar-act, * cat-e-racte, s. & a. [Lat. cata-

ractd ; from Gr. Karapdicn^ (katarhaktes) = 8
waterfall. This is from Gr. KarapdtroiM) (/cato-

rosso) = to dash down. (Wedgwood.)]

A* As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit : A great stream or rush.

(1) Primarily and specially of water, a great
waterfall.

" For folks that wander up and down like you
To see an acre's breadth of that wide cliff

One roaring cataract."
Wordnoorth: The Brother*.

(2) Of other things, as fire.

'* What If all

Her stores were opened, and this firmament
Of hell should spout her cataract* of fire ?"

Mtlton: P. L.,11 in.

>ol1, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = ft

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious. -sious, -dons m shits, -hie, -die, &c= bel, del*
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2. Fig. : A great quantity, specially of a
voluble flow of words.

" Cam-ucti vt declamation thunder her*.

*

Cowper : Task, iv. 78.

IX Technically;

L Surg. •" An affection of the sight, in which
the crystalline lens of the eye is more or less
opaque, and objective vision either wholly or
partially prevented. Cataract is of two kinds,
viz., hard and soft. Hard cataract is most
common amongst old people. Soft may occur
at any age, but is found most frequently
amongst children, and especially amongst thos'e

who have been born with this condition ; in
the latter ease it is called congenital cataract.
Traumatic cataract is so called when it is the
result of a wound of the lens. Cataract is

very recognisable in children, in whom it

presents a bluish-white appearance like milk-
end-water in the pupil of the eye ; in aged
persons the colour is much darker and less

distinct, and therefore more difficult to see,

but a careful examination will detect the
opacity in the lens.

"Saladine bath a yellow milk, which hath likewise
mauch acrimony ; for it cleanseth the eyes : it is good
aiao for cataracts. "—Bacon I Nat. Hit!.

2. Mech,: A kind of water-governor for
regulating the action of an engine. (Weale.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

cataract-knife, s.

Surg. : A small keen-edged knife used in
the operation of removing cataracts by ex-
tracting the crystalline leu3 entirely.

cataract-needle, $.

Surg. : A pointed instrument used for de-
pressing the crystalline lens in the operation
of couching.

cat-ar-ac'-totis, a. [Eng. cataract; -ous.]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a cataract
in the eye.

cat-a- rhin'-a, &c [Catarbhina, 4c]

ca tar'rh, * cat-tare, s. [Lat. catarrhus;
from Gr. Kardppooc (katarrhoos) = a flowing
down, a catarrh ; Kara (kata) = down, pew
(rheo) = to flow. ]

Med. A running or discharge which takes
place, under certain circumstances, from the
various outlets of the body. When it occurs
in the eyes and nose it usually receives the
name of " a cold in the head " [Cold] ; in the
back part of the moutli and throat it is called
post-nasal and pharyngeal catarrh ; in the
windpipe and bronchial tubes it is called
laryngeal and bronchial catarrh ; in the
stomach and alimentary canal it is known as
gastric and intestinal catarrh ; and, lastly, in
the bladder, as vesical catarrh.

"Dryuynge vs afore hyin, as his prisoner*. Into his
dungeon of surfet. where we are touruiented with
tsttarrhs, Isoars, «a."-*r T. Elyot : Cattle of Keith,
U.1S.

"All fev'ruus kinds.
Convulsions, epilepsies, fierce catarrh*.*

Jtatm: P.L.,*L

Ca-tar'-rhal, a. [Eng. catarrh; suff. -al.]

Pertaining"to or arising from a catarrh.

"The catarrhalfeverrequire* evacuations."—Floytr.

catarrhal syringe, s.

Med. : A nasal irrigator or douche as a
remedy for or alleviator of catarrh.

cat ar-rhec'-tlc, a. [Low Lat catarrhecti-
cus ; from Gr. KaTapp-qywp.t (katarregnumi) =*

to break forth ; Kara (kata) = down
; prjywp*

(rhegnumi) = to break.]

Med. : A name given to medicines having
power to cause the bowels or bladder to act
by provoking the flow of urine or faces.

cat ar-rhin a. cat-a-rbin'-a, *. jrf. [Gr.
Kara, (kata) = down, and pi% (rhis) genit. ptwic
(rhinos) the nostril. So called from having
their nostrils looking downwards, as those of
man.]

cat ar rhine, cat a rhine, a. & $. [CAT-
ARBHINA.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the section
Catarrhina (q.v.).

B. As subst. : Any monkey of the section
Catarrhina (q.v.).

1. ZooL A section or tribe of the order
Quadrum.ina. They have the nostrils ob-
lique, and the septum between them narrow,
•o as to place them close together. The

HEAD OF CATAKRHINE
HON REV.

section Catarrhina contains the Apes and
the more typical monkeys of the Old World.
They are restricted

to Asia and Africa,
with the exception
of one species, the
Barbary Ape (Ma-
cacus inuus), a
colony of which in-

habits the rock of
Gibraltar,

2. Pakeoni: Ca-
tarrhine Monkeys
have been found
in the Miocene of
France and Italy,

Greece and India,

and in the Plio-
cene deposits of
the south of England, and in those of Italy.

t ca-tar'-rhOUS, n. [Eng. catarrh ; suff. -oim.J
The same as Catarrhal (q.v.).

" Old age attended with a glutinous, cold, ca tarrhous,
leucophlegtnatlck constitution."—Arbulhnot : On
Diet.

cat-as -pilite, s. [In Ger. kataspilU ; from
Gr. «arcunrtAa£a> {kataspUazS) = to spot, to

stain, from Kara, (kata) here intensive, and
omAa£bt (spilazo) = to stain, to soil.]

Min. : An ash-grey pearly mineral, pseudo-
morphous, after iolite. Compos. : Silica,

40 05; alumina, with sesquioxide of iron,
28-95 ; magnesia, 8*20 ; lime, 7*43 ; soda, 6"25

;

potaasa, 6*90 ; loss by the action of fire, 3-22.

Found in Sweden. (Dana.)

Cat a-Stal'-tlC, a. [Gr. KaTcurraATiirov (ka-
tastaltikos) = checking ; Kara (kata) = down,
back, ore'AAw (stello) = to send, drive.]

Med. : Applied to medicines which have the
property of checking evacuation by their
astringent or styptic qualities.

cat-as -ta-sis, s. [Gr. Kmraorao-t? (katastasis) ;

from naQitmim, (kathistimi) = to set in order

;

Kara (kata) = down, 'itmjfit (histemi) = to set,
to place.]

1. KheL : The exordium of a speech ; that
part in which the speaker sets forth the sub-
ject-matter to be discussed, and the order and
manner in which it is proposed to be treated.

2. Med. : The state or condition of a person

;

constitution.

* cat- as' tor -ism, s. [Gr. icaTao-Tfpio>ioc

(katasterismos) ; Kara (kata) = down, aortp-
ta-Mos (asterismos) = a collection of stars, a
constellation ; ao~T»jp (aster) = a star.]

1. The act of placing amongst the stars.

2. A catalogue of the stars.

cat-as'-tr6^phe\*cat-aB'-txoph-&s. [Gr.
'icaTaaTprxjtri (/catastrophe) '= an upsetting, over-
throwing ; from Kara (kata) = down ; trrpwpq
(strophe) =s a turning ; trrptfat (strepho) = to
overturn, to upset.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The change, or revolution, which pro-
duces the conclusion or final event of a dra-
matic piece.

" Pat t—He comes like the catastrophe of the old
comedy."—.Shakesp. : Lear, L 2.

2. A final event; a conclusion, generally
unhappy ; a great misfortune.

" Of this catastrophe there were, according to Dlo-
nysius, two accounts."—Leuns : Cred. Early Roman
nut. iie&s). ch. xiL, pi ii., % so, vol. it, p. i*e.

IX Geol. : An important event having little

or no seeming connection with those pre-

ceding it,

" Before the appearance of Lyelfs well-known
work, tbe HuttonUu phUoeopliy had conspicuously
triumphed, hut geologists were still prone to account
for what appeared to be ' breaks in the succession.' by
the hypothesis of vast catattrophet. They conceived
the possibility of world-wide destruction of floras and
faunas, and the sudden introduction or creation of

new forms of life, after tbe forces of nature had sunk
into repose,"—Chamber* Cyc'opadia (1890), T. 14a,

cat-as-troph'-ic, a. [Eng. catastropMfi)

;

•ic.\ Of or pertaining to, or of the nature of a
catastrophe.

ca-tas trophism, s. [Eng. catastrophic);

-ism.]

Geol. : (See extract.)
" By catattrophitm I mean any form of geological

speculation which, in order to account for the phe-
nomena of geology, supposes the operations of forces,
different in their nature, or immeasurably dltterent
tn power, from those which we at present see in action
In the universe."—Sustey: Lay Sermons, p. 2Sa

cat as -tr6ph 1st, s. [Bng. catastrophic*
•ist.]

Geol. One who holds the view that the geo-
logical changes of the world and the formation
of rocks have been produced by the action of
catastrophes or violent physical changes. In
France, the distinguished geologist, Elie de
Beaumont, was a great advocate of this
theory, and had many followers.

cat' call, * cat cal, a. [Eng. cat, and call.]

1. Lit. : A squeaking instrument, used la
the play-house to condemn plays.

"Lift up your Gates, ye Princes, see him comet
Sound, sound ye Viola, be the Cat-call dumb]*

Pope ; JjuHCiait, bk. i, 801-1

* 2. Fig, : Applied to those using this in-
strument.

" A young lady, at the theatre, conceived a passion
rbr a notorious rake that headed a party of cutcalt.*—
Spectator.

* cat-call, r.f. (Catcall, *.J To call shrilly ;
to express disapprobation of by catcalls.

" His cant, like merry Andrew's noble vein.
Catcalls the sect to draw them In again."

Dryden : PrvL to Ptigrtm.

catch, * cacche, * cache, * cacchen,
* cachlen, * cachyn, * katch, * kacche,
* kecchen [pa. t., caught, * oaute, * caiu-ht,

* caghi, * cnteht, * kaght. * katched, * kaughtt,
* caAf, *ctmght,*keight (Eng.), cancht (Scotch)]

,

vX & i. [O. Vt. cachier, cacier ; Fr. chasser ;

It&L enceiare ; 8p. catar ; all = to hunt, chase,

from Low Lat. caeto =» to chase ; corrupted
from * ca/'tie, from Lat. capto, a frequentative

form of caj'io = to take, to seize.]

A* Transitive:

L Orrltttary Language

:

L Literally:

* (1) To drive or chase away.
"CocAjmawayfcatchingeaway.P.), Abigo. —Prompt.

Parr.

"The Inglia, the katched out"—Langtoft, p. SSL

(2) To lay hold of, to grasp, to seize.

" fie ... cocAes that weppen."
Sir Gawaine, M&

"And when he arose against me, I caught him by
his beard, and smoto him, and. slew him "—1 nam.
KffLSJk

(3) To stop or meet anything in progress or

motion ; to be impeded in ones progress by.
" Others, to catch the breeze of breathing air.
To Tnsculum or Algido rejiair."

Addison: On half.

"OatcMity the wind, however, near the Doves, they
dropped to 32, . .

."

—

Daily Telegraph, March 28, 16S1.

(4) To seiae anything by pursuit.

"I saw him run after a gilded butterfly, and. when
he caught it, he let it go again ; and after It again

;

and over and over he comes, and upagabx; nad caught
it agjdn."—Stutkeep. : Oortolanus, L &

(6) To take in a snare, to ensnare, to entrap.

"This men of this wylde bestes caghte and schets
ynowe." Robert './ Gloucester, p. K

" After we had fished some time and catched no»
thing, . . ."

—

De Foe: Robinson Crusoe.

(6) To come upon suddenly or by surprise.

2. Figuratively :

*(1) To reach to, to arrive at.

" Till they the haven of Trote caught."
Gbver, II. MT.

*(2) To gain, to obtain.
" That I may cacche slepe on honda"

Oower, n. UL
*(3) To meet with, to receive.

•' la tbe fyu* wounuse that Cryat kaght on the croys."

Sir Gawaine, Ml

(4) To seize upon anything eagerly.
" Laying wait for him, and seeklnz to catch some-

thing out of his mouth, that they might accuse him.
—Luke ii. M.

(5) To ensnare, to entrap. [Catchpesny.1
" And they sent unto him certain of the Pharisees

and of the fierodians. to catch him in bis worda"—
Mark xu. IS.

(6) To please, to take the affections, tc

charm, to attract.
" For I am young, a novice in the trade.
The fool of love, unnractls'd to persuade.
And want tbe soothing arts that catch tiie fair.

Dryden ; Palamon A Arcite, ill. HT.

** Nor let It be thought that some great deviation of

structure would be necessary to curcA the nBa**?
eye."- Darwin : Origin of Spiciss (ed.lSW),ch. L.p. »
(7) To win or gain over.
" And Jesus said unto Bimon, Pear not; from bea«s-

forth thou shalt catch men."—Luke v. 10.

t (8) To seize upon or attack so as to cause

danger.
"The fire caught many hooaes.' — Oarts/ie: Fred.

Great, bk. xiL. ch. S.

(9) To take any disease or receive infection

or contagion.

fftte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fulls try, Syrian, », ce = c; ey = a. qu = kw.
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" Those measles,
Which we disdain should tetter us, yet seek
The very way to catch them."

Shakesp. ; Coriolanus. hi. 1.

"Or call the winds thro' long arcades to roar,
truau to catch cold at a Venetian duur."

Pope : Moral Essays, i v. 36.

(10) To receive suddenly.
"The curling smoke mounts heavy from the Area,
At length It catches flame, and in a blaze expires."

Dryden : Palamon <* Arcite, fit 182.

(11) To seize the mind, to affect suddenly.

(12) To receive or admit a feeling.
" Presumptuous Troy mistook th' accepting sign.
And catch'd new fury at the voice divine."

Pope : ffomer'i Iliad, bk. xv. 438-0.

"He catches without effort the tone of any sect or
party with which he chances to mingle."—Macatilay ;

Mist. Eng., ch. ii.

(13) To hit upon, meet with, encounter.
"This caught the girl's eye. and the shivered."—

Dick?ns : Our Mutual Friend, ch- L

(14) To overtake (generally with up).
" Patched in a storm coming back."—Johnson : Idler,

No. 83.

(15) To be in time for ; as, " to catch the
train," "to catch the post."

(16) To apprehend with the mind, to under-
stand, as " to catch a person's words, or his
meaning.

"

IL Cricket:

1. To seize the ball after It has been struck
by the batsman, and before it touches the
ground. [A., I. 1. (3).]

2. To put a batsman " out," by catching a
ball struck by him as in 1.

"... was caught at cover point, having batted
patiently for nine. —Daily Telegraph, Aug. l, 1881.

B, Intransitive

:

* 1. To hurry to a place.
" He cached to his cobhous and a calf bryngea."

Ear. Eng. Allit. Poem*; Cleanness, 629.

2. To seize, to become fastened or attached
suddenly ; as, " the lock catches," "the clothes
caught in the briars."

3. To endeavour to seize. [C. 1.]

* 4. To spread epidemically, as by contagion
or Infection.

" Does the sedition catch from man to man.
And run among the ranks?" Addison : Cato.

"Thy wit Is as quick as the greyhound'! nn.mth ; it
catches."—Shaketp. : Much Ado, v. 2.

7 Only used now in the present participle
In this sense.

C. In special phrases

:

1. To catch at:

(1) To attempt to seize. (Lit. djlg.)
"Make thexn catch at all opportunities of subverting

the state."—Addison : State of the War.
" The youth did ride, and soon did meet

John coming back amain.
Whom in a trice he tried to stop
By catching at bis rein."

_ , . _ Cowper : John Gilpin.
* (2) To guess at.

"Ton may be pleased to catch at mine Intent"
Shakesp. : Ant. A Cteop., ii. 4.

2. To catch away : To snatch away, to take
away suddenly.

"Thay caght away that condeletlk.

"

Ear. Eng. Allit. Poems; Cleanness, 1,275.

3. To catch up

:

(1) To snatch up suddenly. (Lit. & jig.')

"They have caught up every thing greedily, with
that busy minute curiosity, and unsatisfactory In-
Quisitiveneas, which Seneca calls the disease of the
Greeks."—Pope.

(2) To raise up, to lift.

"... he was caught up into paradise, and heard
unspeakable words, . . ."—2 Cor. xii. 4.

(3) To overtake.

(4) To interrupt a person while speaking.
" You catch me upso very short."—Dickens : Barnaby

Radge, ch. xl.

4. To catch hold of: To seize, to take hold of,

to become fastened to.

the mule went under the thick boughs of a
t oak, and his head caught hold of the oak, . . ."—2

:m. XViit 9.

5. To catch as catch may, or can : To seize in-
discriminately.

" Mine or thine he nothing, all things equal.
And catch as catch may. be proclaim'd."

Beaumont & Fletcher : Loyal Subject.

d. To catch, or catching a Tartar: To be
caught in the trap one has laid for another

;

Instead of taking an enemy, to be taken by
him. (Colloquial.)

7- To catch a crab

:

Sawing : To let one's oar get so far below the
surface of the water, that the rower cannot
recover it in time to prevent his being knocked
backwards.

" Not a half-mile had been got over before . . ,

caught a crab, and nearly went overboard."—DaGy
Telegraph, Aug. \ 1861.

peal
Bam

catch, s. & a. [Catch, v.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language ;

1, Literally

:

* (1) The act of seizing or grasping any-
thing ; a grasp.

"Taught by his open eye,
His eye, that ev'n did mark her trodden grass,
That she would fain the catch of Strephou fly."

Sidney i Arcadia.

(2) That by which anything is caught, held,
or fastened. [II. 3.]

(3) The thing caught [II. 4.]

2. Figuratively:

* (1) The posture of seizing, watch.
" Both of them lay upon 1\:

—Addison: Ancient Medals.

* (2) The act of taking up quickly one after
another. [II. 1.]

" Several quires, placed one over against another, and
taking til-.- voice by catches anthemwise, give great
pleasure."—Sacon; Essays; Of Masques.

(3) An advantage seized, a profit.
" Hector shall have a great catch, if he knock out

your brains ; . . .'—Shakesp. ; Troll, A Cres., IL L
* (4) A snatch ; fits and starts.
" It has been writ by catches, with many intervals."

—Locke,

* (5) A taint, a slight contagion or memory.
" We retain a catch of those pretty stories, and our

awakened imagination smiles in the recollection."

—

GlanviU : Scepsis. Sdentijlca.

(6) A trap, a snare. (Colloquial.)

IX Technically:

1. Music: A part-song, also called a round
(q.v.), where each singer in turn catches up,
as it were, the words from his predecessor, the
second singer beginning to sing the first line
as soon as the first has finished it, the third
beginning after the second has finished it, and
so on. Originally the words were simple

;

subsequently it was contrived that by the
singers catching at each other's words they
should completely alter the meaning. Ludi-
crous effects were aimed at, and in the time of
Charles II. most of the catches were indeli-
cate. At present the difference between the
catch and the round seems to be the humour-
ous or fantastic character of the former.

" He joined in their ribald talk, sang catchet with
them, and, when his head grew hot, hugged and kissed
them in an ecstacy of drunken fondness/'—Macatilay :

ffist. Eng., ch. iv.

2. Cricket : The act of seizing the ball after
It has been struck by the batsman, and before
it touches the ground.

"... had several catchet missed from his bowling,
. . .'—Daily Telegraph, Ang. 3. 1881.

* 3. Dress : The eye of a hook or buckle.
"A catch. Sptnter."— Withal, 1808. p. 210.

4. Fishing, <£c. ; The number taken at one
time.

5. Naut.: A kind of swift-sailing vessel,
less than a hoy, that will ride on any sea
whatever. [Ketch. ]

" One of the ships royal with the catch were sent
under the command of Captain Love." — Howell

:

Letters. I. iv. 1.

6. Mechanics

:

(1) A spring bolt for hinged doors or lids.

(2) (Plur.) : Those parts of a clock or
watch which hold by hooking.

7. Bowing : The grip or hold of the water
taken with the oar.

"The shallow waters of the Cam, and the many
corners and turnings of the river, make it very diffi-

cult for a crew to imitate the catch at the beginning
of the stroke . . ."—Standard, March so, 188L

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

catch-bar , s.

Knitting-machine: A bar employed to de-
press the jacks.

catch-basin, s.

Drainage: A cistern at the point of dis-

charge into a sewer, to catch heavy and bulky
matters which would not readily pass through
the sewers, but which are removed from time
to time. (Knight.)

catch- bolt, s. A cupboard or door bolt
which yields to the pressure in closing and
then springs into the keeper in the jamb. It

is usually drawn back by a small knob.
(Knight.)

* catch-Cloak, 5. A highwayman, a
robber.

catch-club, *. A musical society meet-
ing together for the purpose of singing catches
and glees. It was formed in 1761. Among
those whom it has had as members may be

mentioned George IV. and William IV. It is

still in existence.

catch-drain, s. An open ditch or drain
along the side of a hill to catch the surface-
water ; also a ditch or channel at the side of a
canal to catch the surplus water.

catch fake, s.

Naut, : An unseemly doubling in a badly-
coiled rope.

catch-feeder, s.

Hydraulic Engineering : An irrigating ditcn.

catch hammer, catchic hammer, s.

A small, light hammer. (Scotch.)

catch honours, s. A game at cards.

catch-meadow, «. A meauow which is
irrigated by water from a spring or rivulet on
the side of a hill.

catch-motion, s.

Mach. : A motion in a lathe by which speed
is changed.

catch-penny, «. & s. [Catchpeiwy.]

catch rogue, s.

Bot. : The same as Catch-weed (q.v.).

catch the lang tens, catch- the -
ten, s. A game at cards ; catch-honours.

catch-water, a. & *.

A. As adj. : Consisting of catch-drains ; as,
" a catch-water system of drainage."

B. As subst. : A catch-drain.

Catch-water drain : A drain to intercept
waters from high lands, to prevent their accu-
mulation upon lower levels.

catch-weed, s.

Bot. : A plant or weed which catches hold
of and clings to whatever touches it. Specially

(1) Cleavers, also called Goose-grass, Robin-
run-the-hedge (Galium, aparine) (Linn.), and
(2) Asperago procumbent.

catch-word, s.

L Ord. Lang. : A popular cry ; a word or
phrase adopted by any party for political
objects.

IX Technically

:

1. Printing : The first word on any page of
a book or MS., which is printed or written at
the foot of the preceding page, as a guide to
the reader.

John de Tambaco wrote also a Consolation of
Theology in fifteen books, istt. It was very early
printed, without name, date, signature, paging, or
catchword."—Park : Xote on Warton's History of Brit-

ish Poetry, ii. 255, sect 3a

% Theatrical ; The last word of an actor's

speech, which furnishes a guide to his suc-
cessor ; a cue.

"Yet more demands the critic ear
Than the two catch-words in the rear
Which stand like watchmen in tbe close
To keep the verse from being prose."

Lloyd : On Rhym*.

catch-work, s. An artificial water-
course or system of drainage for irrigating

lands lying on the slope of a hill ; a system
of catch-drain.

catch (2), cutch, *. [Catechu.]

* catch (3), *. [Kedge.]

t catch'-a-ble, a. [Eng. catch; -able.] Pos-

sible or liable to be caught.

"The eagerness of a knave maketh him often as
catchable, as the ignorance of a fooL"—Lord Halifax.

* catched, pret. & pa. par. [An obsolete form

from catch.]

A. As pret. of verb

:

" An" aye he catch'd the tithex wretch,
To try them in hht caudruns."

Burns : The Ordinatiesx

B. As pa. par.

:

"[They] the dire hiss renewed, and the dire form
Catched, by contagion ; like in punishment,
Aa in their crime? Milton : P. L., x. Hi.

catch -or, * cahchare, *. [Eng. catch; -er.]

* 1. One who drives away.
" Cahchare or dryvare {catcher. P.). Minator, abac

tor."—Prompt. Par*.

% One who catches anything.
" Like troths of science waiting to be caught—
Catch me who can, and make the catcher crown'd.

Tennyson ; The Golden Teas'.

* 3. That in which anything is caught ; a
trap.

boll, bo'y; pout, J6*wl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, aa; expect, Xcnophon, exist, -irig.

-dan, -ttan m shan. -tlon, -sion = shun; -fion, -eion = zh&a. -tlous, -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. box, del.
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* 4. One who joins in the singing of a catch.
" Where be my catchers I come, a Kound."—Brome ;

JaeiaU Crew, It. L

6. Baseball: The player who standi behind
the batsman and receires the balls delivered

by the pitcher.

catch -fly, *ciUch'--flie, & [Eng. catch, and

fly]

Botany :

*1. A name bestowed by Gerarde upon

SUene armaria, which was called Muscipula

and Muscaria by old writers,

" If Hie* do light upon the plant . . . they wil be so

intangled wish the limynesse lof the leaves and bUIIu]

that they cannot flieaway ; insomuch that in some hot

day or other, you shall see manie fllea caught by that

meanes : whereupon I have called it catchjtte, orlime
woort'-Gerardil Bcrbal,?. m. {Britten* BoUand.)

% A name now generally applied in book*

to the species of Lychnis and Bilene.

C*tch Ihg, pr. par., a., * *. [Catch, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As part adj. : Infectious. [Catch, v.t.,

"Lest his Infection, being of catching nature.

Spread farther." ^^^^ 0tlWmiuUt llL L

C As subst. : The act of seizing or taking

hold of.

catching bargain, s.

Law : A purchase made from an expectant

heir for an inadequate consideration.

catching-hook, s. A crochet-hook; a
crook or animal-catching hook.

t catch -land, s. [Eng. catch, andfcmd.] Land

so situated that it is doubtful to which of two
parishes it belongs ; border land. Cowel
makes Norfolk the locality of such "catch-

land," and says that the minister who first

seizes the tithes of it enjoys them by right of

preoccupation for that year.

catch -ment, *. [Eng. catch; -ment.] A sur-

face of ground on which water may be caught

and collected in a reservoir for irrigation or

domestic purposes.

catch -pen-n^, s. k a. [Eng. catch ; penny.)

A. As subst. ; Anything worthless, or made
to catch purchasers ; especially a worthless

pamphlet or other publication with a high-

sounding title.

fi. As adj. : Utterly worthless ; made only
to sell. (Quart. Rev.)

catch-pole (1), *. [Eng. catch, v., & poU, s.]

An instrument, consisting of a six-foot pole,

furnished at the end with metal bars and
springs so arranged as to catch and hold by
the neck or a limb a person running away.
There is no connection, except in folk-

etymology, with the following.

catch -poll (2), catch pole, * cache -

pol, s. [Etym. of second element uncertain.]

1. A tax-gatherer.

"Matheus that was cachepoL"—Old English Homi-
lies fed. Morris). 1st ser., p. »7.

2. A bailifr, an officer whose duty it was to

make arrests.
" Catchpoll, though now It be used as a word of con-

tempt, yet, in ancient times, it seems to have been
used without reproach, for such as we now call aer.

Jeants of the mace, or any other that uses to arrest

men upon any cause."

—

Coieet.

* catchpole-ship, s. The office or posi-

tion of a tax-gatherer. [Catchpoll (2).]

"This catchpole-ihip of Zacchasus carried extortion
in the face."— Up. Hall : Work*, iL 386.

catch up, cat sup, ketch up, ... [E.

Ind. kitjap.] A kind of sauce made from
mushrooms or walnuts.)

catch y, catch -ie, a. [Eng. catch ; -y.]

1. Disposed to take the advantage ofanother.

2. Merry, playful.

3. Difficult, not easy to learn or to execute.

{Colloquial.)

cat cluke, s. [From Eng. cat, and Scotch
cluk = to catch as by a hook, or Eng. clutch,

from the fanciful resemblance which the pa-

pilionaceous flowers have to a cat's claws.]

Bot : A plant, the Bird's-foot Trefoil {Lotus
comiculatm).

* cate, s. [Shortened from Mid. Eng. acat, achat

;

from O. Ft. acat; Fr. achat = a purchase ; from
Low Lat accaptatum, from accapto = to pur-

chase ; ad = to, capto, frequent, form of capio
— to take.] [Acate.] A delicacy, food.

(Seldom used except in the plural.)

"... even the Christmaa-pye, which in its very
nature is a kind of consecrated cate. and a badge of

distinction. Is often forbidden to the druid of the
fsjnUy."— Tatler, No. 25S.

" The plenteous board high-heap'd with cates divine.

And o'er the foaming bowl the laughing wine I"

Pope : Homer'% Odyuey, ok. ix. 9, 10.

t cat-8-ch6t'-Ic, cat-c^-chet'-I-cal, *c&t-

e chet ick, a. [Gr. Ka-rnxhp^ {katichetes)

= an instructor ; Karnxtu* {ktiteched) = to din
into one's ear, to instruct ; Kara, (kata) =
down, and rixn {tche) = a sound, a ringing in

the ear.] Consisting of question and answer,

pertaining to the catechism.

Socrates introduced a catechetical method of argu-
ing ; he would ask his adversary question upon ques-

tion, till he convinced him, out of his own mouth, that
his opinions were wrong. "

—

AddUon ; Spectator.

"... the catechetick Institution of the youth of his
parish."—Fell : Life of Bammond, i i.

cat- e-chet'-l-cal-ljir, adv. [Eng. catechetical

;

-ly.] In a catechetical manner; by way of

question and answer.

t c&t-^S-chSt'-Ios, *. [Catechetic] The
science or practice of instructing catecheti-

cally, or by way of question and answer.

cat'-e-chine, *. [Eng. catechly), and suff. -in«

{Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. ; C9H10O4. A weak acid extracted

from catechu by hot water, it crystallises in

colourless needles. When heated it yields

pyrocatechine, CjHjOj. It gives a green
colour with ferric salts ; does not form in-

soluble compounds with gelatine.

* cat'-e-chls, s. [Catechism.]

"And of thir wellis of grace ye haue large declara-

noun maid to vow in the third part of this <—"-

qubilk intraittls of the Benin sacramentis.
HamUtoun: Catechism* (1551), fol. 79. b.

lis catechis,
' ~-Abp,

* cat^-clli^'-tton,*cat-e^hi--ia'-tion,
*. [Low Lat. catechizatio ; from catechizo.]

The act or practice of catechizing.

"... the catechtzatian of young chaplains in the
rudiments of our faith, . . .'—Burnet ; Records, pt it,

bk. 1, No. 53. Oglethorp't Submission,

cat -e chlse, cat -e-chize, v.t. [From Low
Lat. catechizo = to catechize ; from Gr. leo-rn-

Xt&> (katichizo) = to catechize, instruct ; from
Karnx.«'tt (katecheo) — to din into one's ears ;

Kara (fcata)=down, and Tjxn («cfte)=a sound;

^X« (echos) = a ringing in one'B ears.]

1. Lit. : To instruct by means of question

and answer.
"And because Prudence would see how Christiana

had brought up her children, she asked leave of her to
catechise them "—Banyan : The Pilgrim's Progress,

pLii.
'*.

. . his memory was long cherished with exceed-

ing love and reverence by those whom he had exhorted
and catechised.'—MacauUty : Bist. Eng., ch, v.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To question closely, to examine.
" I'm stopp'd by all the fools I meet,
And catechis'd in ev'ry street." Swift

* (2) To chastise, to reprove.
" And as it were in catechising sort,

Tu make me mindful of my mortal sins."

Marlowe : Jew of Malta, ii. 8.

* cat e-chiswj, s. [Catechise, v.] A cate-

chism.

"The Articles, Creeds, Homilies, Catechise and Lit-

urgy. "

—

Gauden : Tears of the Church, p. 55.

cat -edris-ed, cat -e-chized, pa. par. or a.

[Catechise, v.]

"This is an admirable way of teaching, wherein the
catechised will at length find delight, and by which
the catechiser. if he once get the skill of it, will draw
out of ignorant and silly souls even the dark and deep
points of religion."—«7. Herbert : Country Parson, ch.

xxL

cat -e chisi er, cat -e-chl zer, a [Eng.

catechis(e) ; -er.] One who catechizes.

" Tn 15*0 he [Jewell] was admitted to the reading of

the sentences, and during the reign of King Edward
VI. became a xealous promoter of reformation and a

preacher and cafecJWser at Sunntngwell, near to Ax-
fington. in Berks."— Wood: Athena Oxon., vol. L, p.

1«.

cat e-chl«i ing, cat -c-chiz ing, pr. par.,

a., & s. [Catechise, v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. ; In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act or process of instruct-

ing or examining by way of question and
answer.

" God defend me : how am I beset !—
What kind of catechui ng call you this!"

Shakesp. : Much Ado, iv. 1

" About two months of every summer he passed t»

preaching, catechising, and confirming dally from
church to church."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., cb. XL

cat'-e -chistrn, s. [Low Lat. catechismus

;

from catechizo.] [Catechise.]

L Ordinary Language ;

1. Literally

:

(1) A form of instruction, vivd voce, by means
of question and answer, especially in the
principles of religion ; the act of so instruct-

ing or being instructed.

"... for the first introduction of youth to the
knowledge of God, the Jews even till this day have
their catechisms."—Booker.

(2) An elementary book in which the prin-

ciples of religion are familiarly explained by
way of question and answer.

"To aay, ay, and no. to these pnrticulara, is more.
than to answer in a catechism."—Shakesp. : As You
Like It. iii. 2.

(3) Any primer or elementary book of in-

struction in any branch of art or science by
way of question and answer.

* 2. Fig. : Anything which affords instruc-

tion.
" He had no catechism but the creation, needed no

study but reflection, and read no book but the volume
of the world."—South.

IL Ecclesiol. <t Ch. Hist. : In the same sense

as I. (2) (q.v.). The first germ whence the idea

of a Christian " catechism," formally so called,

grew, was furnished by St. Paul, when, in

1 Cor. xiv. 19, he said " \va a-oi oAAov$ a-arn-

Xijcei) " {hina kai odious katichiso), Authorised
Version, "that by my voice I might teach

others also " (literally, might catechise others

also). The first Christian catechisms are said

to have been composed iu the eighth or ninth

century. Luther published a short catechism

in 1520, and his larger and smaller ones in

1529. The Geneva Catechism was sent forth

in 1536. The Church of England Catechism
was first published in 1549 or 1551, but in a
shorter form than now ; the additions which
enlarged it to its present dimensions being

made by James I. 's bishops by his order in

1604, and the work issued in its complete form
in 1612. The catechism of the "orthodox"
Greek Church was published in 1542. In 1566

the Council of Trent produced a catechism, of

course Roman Catholic in its teaching ; the

Rakovian Catechism, which is Socinian, was
put forth in 1574, and the shorter and larger

catechisms of the Westminster Assembly of

Divines, now used in the Church of Scotland

and other Presbyterian churches, appeared,

the former in 1647, and the latter in 1648.

cat'-e-chist, s. [Gr. Karnx^arne {katechistcs).']

One who instructs others, vivd voce, by way
of question and answer, in the rudiments of

religious knowledge.
" None of years and knowledge was admitted, who

had not been instructed by the catechlst in this foinv

dation, which the catechist received from the bishop.
—Hammond: Fundamentals.

• c&t-S-oWto -tic, * o&t-S-chls -ti-cal, a.

[Eng. catechist ; -ic, -ical] Of or pertaining

to the office of a catechist, or to the act of in-

structing by way of question and answer.
" S. Cyril wm the authoor ot thow catechUtical er-

rnons or institutions which are mentioned by 8.

Jerome."—Bp. Colin : Canon of Scripture, § 58.

* o&t-e-chia'-tl-cal-ljf, adv. [Eng. cattchi*

tical; -ly.] Catech'eticaily ; by way of ques-

tion and answer.
" The principles of Christianity, briefly and eatec»(••

tically taught them, is enough to eave their eoula —
South : Serm, vii. 1U0.

cat e-chu, s. [Fr. cachau ; Ger. cafeta :

Mod. Lat catechu; from the Cochin-Chinese

caycau.]

1. A gum furnished by the Acacia catechu-

It is called also 7'erro Japonica. In the

west of India it obtains the name of Kvtt,

and Is collected by a tribe of people called

Kuttoorees. (Proceed, of Bomb. Gcog. Society,

May, 1838.)

2. Phar. : Catechu pallidum, or Pale Catechu,

is an extract from the leaves and young shoots

of Uncaria gambir ; It is prepared at Singa-

pore. It occurs in cubical, yellowish-brown,

porous pieces, with a dull, earthy fracture and

a bitter astringent taste ; sp. gr., 14. It is

soluble in alcohol. It consists chiefly of

catechin, a white powder melting at 21. ,
for-

mula ciHigOg ; and of catechu-taiinic acid,

a yellow porous substance, CigHigO,. It is

soluble in water; on exposure to the air the

solution turns red. Catechu has been used to

late, fat, faro, amidst, what, l&n, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir. marine
;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son : mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fuU ; try, Syrian. a>, ce = e. ey = a, qu = *W.
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prevent the formation of boiler incrustations.

Catechu is a very powerful astringent ; it is

used in diarrhoea and in cases of hcemorrhage
and mucous discharge. It is chewed, and the
juice gradually swallowed in relaxed condi-
tions of the uvula, palate, &c.

"Catechu, absurdly called Tern Japonica, ... is

firepured by boiling the slips of the interior of the wood
u water, evaporating the solution to the consistence

of syrup over the tire, and then exposing it to the sun
to harden. It occurs in flat rough cakes, and under
two forms. The first, or Bombay, is of uniform tex-
ture, and of specific gravity 1"39. The second is more
friable and less solid. It has a chocolate colour, and
Is marked inside with red streaks. Arecn nuts are
also found to contain catechu." — Ure: Dictionary of
Artt, Manufacture*, and Mine*.

catechu-tannic, a. An expression used
chiefly or exclusively in the subjoined com-
pound.

Catechu-tannic acid : [Catechu, Pharm.]

-ic.] Of or per-Cat-e-chu'-Ic, a. [Catechu;
taining to catechu.

catechuio acid, *. [Catechin*.]

cat-c-chu'-men, s. [Gr. Karnxovntvo*. (kati-

choumenos) = one who is orally instructed ;

from *an)x*u> (katicheo) = to din in ; Kara
(kata)= down, and ^x»j (echS) = a noise, a din.]

One who is still under instruction in the prin-

ciples of the Christian religion ; a neophyte.

"The prayers of the church did not begin In St.

Austin's time, till the catechumens were dismissed."

—

StiUingfteet.

1" In the first century, according to Hosheim,
all who professed faith in Christ were imme-
diately baptized ; hat in the second century
the practice arose of requiring applicants for

baptism to submit for a time to be instructed
as catechumens before the initiatory rite was
administered to them. Whilst they con-
tinued in this preparatory state they were
regarded as the lowest order of Christians.

They were distinguished from the jldeles (or

faithful), not only by name, but also by their

place in the church, where they sat in the
gallery. They were not allowed to assist at
the celebration of the Holy Communion, bat
were dismissed after the sermon with the
words, " Ite, catechumeni, missa est." Nor
were they allowed to vote at meetings of the
church. The instructions given them varied
according to the mental capacity which they
severally displayed.

* cat-e-chu -men-ate, s. [Eng. catechumen

;

-ate,] The state or condition of a catechumen.

* cat-e-chu-mfin'-I-cal, a. [Eng. catechu-
men; -ical.] Of or pertaining to catechumens.

* cat-e-chu men-Ist, s. [Eng. catechumen;
•ist] A catechumen.

H
. . . those catechumenist* spoken of, . .

."

—

Buhop
Morton : Catholick Aypeale, p. 248,

* cat-e-cu-mel-yngt s. [Eng. catechumen);
dim. suff. -ling.] A young catechumen.

"To baptize bames that ben catecumelynge*."—
Langland : P. Plowman, 6728.

cat-e'-Kor-em, s. [Gr. Kanrydpn^a (katego-

rema).] Categorematic word.

"Similarly, names are called categorematic words,
or categorem*, because they can be predicated indei>eii-
dently of any other word. Some logicians would ex-
clude adjective names from the class of categorem*,
and reduce the latter to substantive names only. . . .

As a proof of this, they say that an adjective cannot
stand as subject of a proposition unless accompanied
by the definite article, and in the plural number,'*

—

Shedden ; Element* of Logic, eh . 1L

fiftt-e-gor-e-m&t'-lc, a. [Gr, KaTnyopnfta
(kategorema) = a predicate.] [Category.]

Logic : Capable of being used as a term (used
of a word).

t cat-e-gor-e-mat i-cal, a. [Eng. categore-
matic; -al,] The same" as Categorematic
(q.v.).

"Can there possibly be two categorematical, that
is, positive substantial infinites?"

—

feremy Taylor;
Real Pretence, sec 11, 1 14.

t c&t-e-gdr-e-mat'-I-cal-ljf, adv. [Eng.
categorematical; -ly.] In a categorematic
manner.

"By this rule it is necessary (against Aristotle's
great grounds) that some quantitative bodies should
not be in a place, or else that quantitative bodies were
categorematically infinite."—Jeremy Taylor; Real Pre-
tence, sec. 11, i 29.

cfct-^-gor'-i-cal, a. [Eng. category); -ical.]

1. Of or pertaining to a category.
"A single proposition, which is also categorical,

may be divided again into simple and complex."—
Wattt: Logic.

2. Absolute, positive ; not admitting of con-
ditions or exceptious.

C«*t-S-g6r'-i-oal-l^, adv. [Eng, categorical;

-ly.] In a categorical manner; absolutely,
positively, expressly.

"I dare affirm, and that categorically, in all parts
wherever trade is great, and continues so, that trade
must be nationally profitable."—Child : Ditcourte of
Trade.

*cat e-gor'-i-cal-ness, *. [Eng. categori-

cal ; -ness.] The*quality of being categorical,
or positive.

" The word of Mr. Bayes's that he has made notorious
is categoricalneu . . ."—Marvell ; Work*, vol. 11.,

p. 136.

* cat'-e-gdr-ize, v.t. [Eng. category); -is*.]

To insert in a category or list ; to class.

cftt'-e-gOT-jf, *. [Lat. categoria ; Gr. icanryopta
(kategoria)=an accusation, a speech ; *anryop*w
(katigoreti)= to accuse, to affirm, to predicate ;

«aTa {kata)= against, and ayopevw (agoreuo) —
to harangue, to assert ; ayopa (agora)= an as-

sembly.]

1. Logic: One of the predicaments or
classes to which the objects of thought or
knowledge can be reduced, and by which they
can be arranged according to a system.

"The absolute infinitude, in a manner, quite changes
the nature of beings, and exalts them into a different
category."—Cheyne.

*I Aristotle made ten categories, viz., sub-
stance, quantity, quality, relation, action,

passion, time, place, situation, and habit.

For the categories of Kant, see Kantian-
philosophy.

2. A condition, state, class, or predicament
"Twelve categories were framed, some of which

were so extensive as to include tens of thousands of
delinquents ; and the House resolved that, under every
one of these categories, some exceptious should tra

madf!."— Kaoaulay : Hitt. Brig., ch. xiv.

3. Used to denote a list or a class of persons
accused.

"Thlr noblemen and others should get no pardon,
whether forfaulted or not,—by and attour princes and
noblemen in England set down In the same category."
—Spalding, ii. 261.

cat-e-lec' trode, 5. [Gr. Kara (kata) — down,
against, and Eng. electrode (q.v.).]

Electro-chem. : The negative electrode or
pole of a galvanic battery. [Cathode,]

ca-te'-na,s. [Lat. catena — a chain.] A chain

or series" of things connected with each other.

"... an undoubtedly logical catena of proposals . .
."

Daily Telegraph, March 14, 1877.

Catena di trilli : [Ital.]

Music: A chain, or succession, of short vocal

or instrumental shakes. (Stainer & Barrett.

)

catena* patrum. •

Ch, Hist. : Lit., chains of the Fathers. A
series of extracts from commentaries by the
Fathers on particular portions of Scripture.
From about the sixth to at least the ninth
century these almost wholly superseded per-

sonal effort on the part of professed expositors.

c&t-e-nar -I-an, a. [Lat. catenarius = of or
belonging to a. chain ; catena = a chain.] Of
the nature of or resembling a chain.

catenarian-
arch, .->-.

Arch. : A form
of arch, the re-

verse of the curve
taken by a chain
or heavy rope
when suspended
between two
points. (Cassell's

Technical Educator, vol. i., p. 197.)

catenarian curve, s.

Geom. : A curve formed by a chain or rope
of uniform density, hanging freely from any
two points not in the same vertical line. It
is of two kinds, the common, which is formed
by a chain equally thick or equally heavy in
all its points ; or uncommon, formed by a
thread unequally thick, that is, which in all

its points is unequally heavy and in some
ratio of the ordinates of a given curve. The
catenarian curve, or catenary, was first ob-
served by Galileo, who proposed it as the
proper figure for an arch of equilibrium. He
imagined it to be the same as the parabola.
Its properties were first investigated by John
Bernovilli, Hnygens, and Leibnitz. It is now

catenarian arch.

universally adopted in suspension-bridges.
Each wire assumes its own catenary curve,
and the cable is formed of bunches of aggre-
gated strands.

" The back Is bent after the manner of the cate-
narian curve, by which it obtains that curvature that
is safest for the included marrow. '—Cheyne : Philo-
toph. Prin.

C&t'-S-nar-^, a. & s. [Lat. catenarius = of or
pertaining to a chain ; catena = a chain.]

A. As adj. : Of the nature of or resembling
a chain.

B. As subst. : A catenarian-curve (q.v.).

*cat-e-nate, v.t. [Lat. catenatus, pa. par.
of cateno '— to connect by a chain ; catena = a
chain; O. H. Ger. kStina, chitinna; M. H.
Ger. ketenne.] To connect by a chain ; to
join into a continuous series. (Bailey.)

* cS-t'-e-na-tccl, pa. par. or a. [Catenate, ».]
Connected by a chain ; made into a series.

*cat-6-na-tIng,/>r. par., a., & s. [Catenats,
ft]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of joining by a chain,
or of forming into a continuous series.

* c&t-e-na'-tion, s. [Lat. catenatio, from
cateno — to chain; catena=a, chain.] The
act of joining into a continuous series ; a
regular or connected series.

" Which catenation, or conserving union, whenever
his pleasure shall divide, let go, or separate, they shall
fall, '—Browne : Vulgar Errourt, bk. v., ch. S,

* cat-en -u-late, a. [Lat. catenula = a little

chain, dimin. of catena = a chain.]
* J, Ord. Lang. ; Consisting of little links,

as in a chain.

II. Technically

:

1. Nat. Hist. : Having on the surface a
series of oblong tubercles resembling the links
of a chain.

2. Bot. : Formed of parts united end to end
like the links of a chain.

ca'-ter(l), v.i. [Cater (1), «.] To purchase
provisions ; to supply food.

" He that doth the ravens feed.
Yea providently eaten for the sparrow.
Be comfort to my age."

Shakeep. 1 A* You Like It, 11 &

* ca'-ter (2), * ca-tre, v.t. [Cater (2), s.]

To cut diagonally,

* ca'-ter (1 ) ,
* ka-ter ,

* ca-tour, s. [O. Ft.
acatour, achatour ; Fr. acheteur ; Dut. kater =
one whb buys ; Low Lat. accaptator, from ac-
capto= to purchase.]

1. Lit. : One who buys or provides food ; a
caterer.

" I am oure catour and bere oure aller purs."
Tale of Qamelyn, 317.

"Catour of a gentylmans house, detpentier
I"—

Paltgrave.

2. Fig. : Anything which provides for
another.

"The oysters dredged in this Lyner, find a welcomer
acceptance, where the taste is carer for the stomach,
than those of the Tamar."—Carew; Survey of Corn-
vxtlt.

Ca'-ter (2), s. [Fr. quatre ; Ital. qualtro ; Lat,
quatuor, all = four ; Gr. rerrapa, re'ercrapa (tet-

tara, tessara) ; Sansc. chatur.]

1. Gaming : The number four on cards or
dice.

2. Music: The name given by change-ringers
to changes on nin*s bells. (Grove.)

cater-cousin, s. [Etymol. questioned.

Derived by some from cater (2), s., from the
ridiculousness of calling cousin or relation to

so remote a degree, which is probably correct;

by others from cater (1), s., as though meaning
one connected only remotely, as eating toge-

ther.]
" His master and he, saving your worship's rever-

ence, are scarce cater-coutina. '—Shakeep. : Merchant
of Venice, ii. 2.

cater cousinship, s. The state of being
cater-cousins ; distant relationship. (Lowell:
Study Windows, p. 69.)

C&t'-er-an, s. [It. ceatharnach = a soldier.]

A freebooter ; a Highland or Irish irregular
soldier.

** Alexander ab Alexandre proposed they should send
some one to compound with the oaterant." —.icott
Waeerley, ch. x v.

*>6il, bo^; pout, Jolkrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = V
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* cat-er-hrall, s. [Bug. cater (2), *., and brawl
(q.v.).] A sort of dance, in which four per-

son! took part.
" Foote fine horne-plpes, jigjfes and oaterbraUt."

—

Davie* : An KxttltU, p. «.

cat'-er-er, s. [Eng. cater, v., and suff. -er.]

One who caters for others ; one whose business

or office it is to buy provisions for others ; a
provider.

*' Let the caterer rolnd the taste of each guest.

And the oook In his dressing comply with their

wishes." BenJonton: Tawern Academy.

*cat-er-ess, s. (Eng. cater, s., and fern. suff.

-ess.] A female caterer or provider of food, &c.

" She, good catertu.

Means her provision only to the good."
Hilton ; Comut, 7*1

©at'-er-ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Cater, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. tt particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As snbst. : The act or business of pro-

viding food, &c, for others.

©at'-er-pll-lar, * oat-yr-pel» * cat-yr-
pyl lar, * cat-er- pil-ler, *. A a, [M. E.

caterpyl, corrupted from O. Fr. chatepeitnse

e= a weevil ; its real meaning is " a hairy she-

cat" Dr. Murray, however, thinks that the

connection is not established.]

A- As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. ; The larva or larval state of

a lepidopterous insect. Its body has thirteen

segments. In this state it is like a worm,
generally with numerous feet, but sometimes

with none. The anterior feet are six-jointed
;

the others, called pro-legs, are fleshy and with-

out joints. From the caterpillar or larva stage

it passes Into a pupa, chrysalis, or nymph, and
lastly it becomes a perfect active insect, with

wings and antennte.
" Catyrpel, wyrm amonge (rut*. Brugo."—Prompt.

Parr.

"The eatwrpfOar hreedeth of dew and lesTes: for

we see Infinite caterpillar* breed upon trees and
hedges, by which the leaves of the trees or hedges are

consumed."—Bacon.
* 2. Fig. : An extortioner.
** Near of kin to these caterpOlar* is the nnconscion-

able tallyman.**—Pour for * Penny. 1878. [Harl Mi*-

cell. lv. US.)

IL Botany:

1. A garden name for Scorpiurus sulcatus.

"Our English gentlewomen and others do call it

CaterpUler*, of the similitude it hath with the shape

Of that canker wonne called a CaterpUiar."—Oerarde.

2. PI. (caterpillars): A name for Myosotis

palutlri*.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the larva

described in A.
"... peculiarities in the silkworm are known to

appear at the corresponding caterpillar or cocoon
stage."—Mrwin : Origin of Specie* (ed. WW), eh. L,

p. 14.

caterpillar-catcher, s.

Ornithology

:

1. A bird belonging to the Shrike family,

living mainly on caterpillars.

2. A sub-family of Aropelidse (Chatterers),

found chiefly in thewannerpartsof the Eastern
hemisphere, though one genus is American.

caterpillar-eater, s.

Ornith. : The same as Caterpillar-catcher
(q.v.X

caterpillar fungus, s.

Bot. : Various fungalsof the genus Cordiceps,

which grow on the bodies of living caterpillars.

cat -er waul, * oat-er-waw-en, v. i. k t.

[From Eng. cat, and waul, ivaw, an imitative

word to represent the noise made by a cat.]

A* Intransitive

:

L To make a noise as rats in rutting time.

"The very cats caterwauled more horribly and
pertinaciously there than I ever heard elsewhere."—
(Merulge : Table Talk. ,

2. To make any harsh or disagreeable noise.

* B. Trans. : To woo. (Said of cats.)

" She licks her fair round face, ami frisks abroad.
To show her fur, and to be catteruxtw'd."

Pep* : The Wife o/ Bath, 146-7.

Cat-er~waul'-Ing, pr. par., a., Sit, [Cater-
waul, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ partic. adj. : (In

tenses corresponding to those of the verb.)

"Was no dispute between
The caterwauling brethren ! " Budtbra*.

C. As subst. : The act of making a harsh,

disagreeable noise ; squalling.
" Whatacaterwauiinfdo you keep here !"—Shaketp.

:

Twelfth Sight, ii. &

* cat-er-y, s. [O.Fr. acaterie.]

1. A place where provisions are kept.

2. The office or duty of a caterer.

* cates, s. pi. [Said to be a contraction of

Eng. delicates = luxuries, but more probably

from O. Eng. ocaie, achate = provisions.]

[Cate.] Provisions, food ;
especially dainties

or delicacies.
" Well see what cote* you have.

For soldiers' stomachs always serve them well."

Shaketp. ; 1 Hen. VI.. ii &

cates-baV-a, *. [From Catesby, who wrote on

the botany of the West Indies.]

Bot. : A genus of Cinchonads, found in the

West Indies. The fruit of Catesbaxt spinosa is

yellow, pulpy, and of an agreeable taste.

(Treat, af Bo*.)

oat-gut, s. [Eng. oat, and gut.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The name given to the material of which
the strings of many musical instruments are

formed. It is made from the intestines of the

sheep, and sometimes from those of the horse,

but never from those of the cat. (Stainer &
Barrett.)

" With wire and catgut he concludes the day,
Quav"ring and setnlquav'ring care away."

Cowper : Progreu of Krror.

2. A kind of coarse linen or canvas.

IT. Technically

:

1. Botany:

(1) Tephrosia Virginiana, from its long,

Blender, tough roots.

(2) Sea-laces, Chordajllum.

2. Tannery : The string which connects the

fly and the mandril.

oath -a, s. [From the Arabic name kdt, or

cafta.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Celastraceos. The species are mostly
natives of Africa, forming small shrubs, some-
times with spiny branches. Catha edulis is a

native of Arabia, and from the leaves the
Arabs make a beverage possessing properties

analogous to those of tea or coffee. Under
the name of kdt, or cafta, the leaves form a
considerable article of commerce amongst the
natives. Chewed, they produce wakefulness
and hilarity of spirits.

oa-thai -an, a. [Cathay.] Of or pertaining

to Cathay, or China.

f>
" From the destined walls

Of Cambalu, seat of Cathaian Cham."
Mtten: P. L.. xt 885.

Cath -a-rine, Cath er inc. s. & a. [Pro-

bably * from Gr. tcaBapos (catharos) = clean,

pure.]

A. As substantive: A frequent female

Christian name. The name of Beveral saints

in the Roman calendar. The most celebrated

was a virgin of royal descent in Alexandria,

who publicly confessed the Christian faith at

a sacrificial feast appointed by the emperor
Maximums ; for which confession she was

put to death by torture by means of a wheel

like that of a chaff-cutter. [Catharine-

wheel.]

T To braid St. Catharine's tresses: To live a

virgin.

B* As adj.

:

(See the com-
pounds).

catharine-
pear, s. A
variety of pear,

small in size.

Catharine
wheel, s. [In
Ft. rout de Ste. mm
Catherine; Ger.
Katharinenrad. ]

1. Arch.: In cathabine-wheel window.
mediftval build-

ings, a window or compartment of a window
of a circular form, with radiating divisions <>r

spokes. Also called a Rote, or Uarigold-
uHndout,

2. Pyrotech. : A kind of firework in the

shape of a wheel, and made to revolve auto*

matically when lighted ; a pin-wheel

* cath -ar-ist, s. [Low Lat. catharistu, from
Gr. KoBapo* (katharos) = clean, pure.] One
who aimed at or pretended to more purity of

life than others around him. The term was
specially applied in reproach to the Fauliciaus

of the seventh and following centuries.
" Catharittt—deny children baptism, affirming that

they have no original sin. and nn-tt-ndin^ themselves
to be pure and without sin."—Pagitt: Ueredogrnphy,
p. 28.

cath-ar i-za'-tion, 5. [Gr. KaBapCfa (kath-

arizo) ~ to cleanse.] The art of cleansing

thoroughly ; the state of being so cleansed.

(Rossittr.)

* cath-ar'-ma, a [Gr. naBaipoi (l-afhaird~)=
to purify, to make clean ; KaBapos (katharos) =
clean, pure.]

Med. : Anything purged from the body
naturally or by art.

* cath ar'-sis, s. [Gr. ica&xpo-ic (kntharsis) =
a purifying, a making clean ;

KaBaLlp*i(kathair6)

= to make pure; Ka.8ap6c (katharos) — pure,

clean.]

Med. : Purgation of the excrements or hu-

mours of the l)ody, either naturally or by a;-t

cath ar -tes, a [Gr. KaBaprns (kathartes) =
"a purifier, a scavenger; a-oflapos (katharos) =
pure, clean.]

Ornith. : A genus of rapacious birds of the

family Vulturidie (Vultures). They are, with

one exception, natives of America. Cathartes

aura is the Turkey BuEzard or Turkey Vulture,

which owes its distinguishing epithet to ita

close resemblance in appearance to the wild

turkey, in mistake for which it is often shot

by inexperienced sportsmen, much to their

chagrin.

cath-ar'-tlc, * oath-ar'-tlok, a. & s. [Gr.

VaflapTta-os (kathartikos) — purifying; xaBapoc

(katharos) = pure, clean.]

A. ^sadj. (Afeo\): Having the property or

power of cleansing the bowels by promoting

the evacuations of excrements, Ac; purgative.

Cathartics cause increased action of the bowels,

that is, an unloading of the large and small

intestines, with more or less alteration in the

character of the evacuations. They are em-

ployed (1) to unload the bowels ; (2) to remove

irritating matters ; (3) to cause an increased

elimination of secretions from the liver, and

from the glands of the mucous membrane of

the alimentary canal ; (4) to unload the veins

of the canal, by causing an increased watery

secretion from the membrane, in cases of con-

gestion of the kidneys ; (5) to produce counter-

lrritation, and an increased secretion from a

large mucous surface, to relieve distant parts,

as the head, Ac. Cathartics are divided by

Garrod into ta*a(it»i, simple purgatives, drastic

purgatives, hydragogue purgatives, saline pur-

gatives, and cholagogue purgatives (q.v.).

"A considerable number of cathartic substances

have been detected in the blood ami secretions. —
Pereira: Element* of Materia Medica and Thera-

peutic*, p. 243.

B. As substantive :

1. Lit. (Med.) : A medicine having a purga-

tive power of promoting evacuation of excre-

ment, Ac. ; a purge, a purgative.
" Relate bow many weeks they kept their bta>

How an emetic or cathartic sped."
Cowper: Coneertatum, *u\

2. Fig. : Anything which purities or frost

from impurity or corruption.
'• Lustrations and eafkart icJfci of the mind were «pu«tj|'

for. and all endeavour used to calm and regulate toe

fury of the passions."—Decay q/ Piety.

* oath-ar'-tic-al, a. [Eng. cathartic ; ••L]

The same as Cathartic (q.v.).

"Quicksilver precipitated either with gold, or with-

out addition. Into a powder. 1b wont to be stroO*ir

enough eathartical, . . ."—Boyle : Seep. Chym,

* cath-ar'-tlc-al-l& adv. [Eng. cathartienl

;

-&.] In the riiamier of a cathartic (u*

Allen.)

* cath-tir'-ti-cal-ness, s. [Eng. cathartUxd

;

-ness.) The quality of being cathartic or pur-

gative. (Johnson.)

cath-ar-tl-da), s. pL [From Gr. «*«£^
'(kathartes) (q.v.), and Lat. fern. pi. suff. -uto.J

1. Ornith. : A family of Raptorial birds, con-

taining the American Vultures [Catharti^ ,

as distinguished from the Vultund®, or \ m-

tures of the Old World.

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, P***
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2. Palosont. : Lithornis vulturinus of the
London clay (an Eocene formation) belongs to
this family.

eath-ar'-tin-a, ca. thar -tine, s. [Eng.
cat}iart(ic) ; suit -ine (Chem.) (.q.v.).]

Cfiem. : A bitter, nauseous, purgative sub-
Btauce obtained from the leaves of cassia
senna, and cassia lanceolata.

*ath-ar-to-car'-ptts, s. [Gr. Ka.QapTt.Kix

"(kathartikos) — cathartic, and leaon-d? (karpos)
= fruit ; so called from the pulp contained in
the pods being cathartic. ]

Bot. : Purging Cassia, a genus of leguminous
trees, with racemes of yellow flowers, the
same as Cassia, but differing in the long, cylin-
drical, woody, indehiscent pods, which are
filled with a soft black pulp, used as a gentle
laxative in small doses. It is a native of the
East and West Indies and Egypt, where it

grows to a height of from forty to fifty feet.

cath-cart'-i-a, *. [Named in honour of Mr.
Cathcart, an Indian judge, who investigated
the botany of the Sikkim Himalayas.]

Bot. : A beautiful plant of the Papaveracese,
or Poppy family, having lobed leaves and
golden drooping flowers. It is covered with
soft yellow hairs. It was discovered by Dr.
Hooker. {Treat, of Botany.)

eath'-ed-ra, ca-the -dra, s. [Lat cathe-
dra; from Gr. *a&V8pa (kathcdra) = a seat;
Kara (kata) = down, and e&pa (hedra) = a
chair, from HCo/j-at (hezomai), fut. kSpovnai (he-
druumai) = to sit; ItaL cattedra; O. Sp.
oadera; 0. Fr. chayere.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A chair ; the seat of any
person in authority or office, especially the
throne of a bishop.

2. Bot. : A genus of Brazilian trees, belong-
ing to the family Olacaceas, having alternate,
hortly-stalked, elliptical, leathery leaves, and
small axillary clusters of nearly sessile flowers.

• cath-c-dra -i-cal, a. [Lat. cathedra, and
Eng. suff. -ical.] Of or pertaining to a cathe-
dral.

*' The author endeavoured to 'prove them one and
the same with the cathedratcal d\ity."—Degge; Par-
ton't Counieller, p. 384.

•a-the'-dral, s. & a. [Fr. cathidral; Low
Lat. cathedralis (ecclesia) = (the church) con-
taining the bishop's throne ; from cathedra =
a seat, a throne ; ItaL cattedrale.]

A. As substan. : The principal church of a
province or diocese ; that in which the arch-
bishop's or bishop's throne is placed. The
throne is usually on the south side of the choir.

" A grey, old man, the third and last.
Sang hi cathedrali dim and vast"

Longfellow : The Singeri.
B. As adjective:

L Literally

:

1. Of the nature or in the position of a head
church of a province or diocese ; containing
the archbishop's or bishop's throne. This use
of the word did not arise till the tenth century,
and even yet it is confined to the Western
-Churches.

" A cathedral church is that wherein there are two
or more parsons, with a bishop at the head of them,
that do make a* it were one body politick."—AylijTe :

Parer>ron.

2. Pertaining to
bishop's throne.

a church containing a

His constant and regular assisting at the cathedral
ervice was never interrupted by the sharpness of
weather."—Locke.

* II. Figuratively

:

1. Ancient, from cathedrals being, as a rule,
ancient ; venerable, or it may be with the idea
of the resemblance of an avenue of trees to
the aisle of a cathedral.

" Here aged trees cathedral walks compose,
And mount the hill in venerable rowa." Pope.

2. Emanating from a bishop's Reat of au-
thority

; hence, authoritative, official.
'* What solemnity can be more required for the pope

to make a cathedral determination of an articler —
Bp. Taylor.

cathedral - church, • cathedrali
Church, s. The same as Cathedral, A., 1. 1.

"Her body [Mary of Scotland) was embalmed, and
ordered with due and usual! rites; and afterwards in-
terred with a royall funerall in the cathed rail-church
Of Peterborough."—Camden : JEKz., an. 1587.

cathedral music, s. A term applied to
that music which has been composed to suit
the form of service used in our cathedrals
since the Reformation. It includes settings
of canticles and also of anthems. The first

writers of this class of music were Marbecke,
Tallis, Tye, and Byrd. The style of the
earliest cathedral music was formed on the
model of the Italian motets and other sacred.
compositions, and with the exception of a
difference in the words was identical with the
secular music of the period. (Stainer &
Barrett.)

cathedral-preferments, s. pi.

Eccles. Law: All dignities and offices in a
cathedral or collegiate church inferior to that
of the bishop. They are chiefly deaneries,
archdeaconries and canonries. {Stephens,
Wharton, etc.)

cathedral-wise, adv. After the manner
followed iu a cathedral.

"Two of the beet voices came In time enough, and
the service was performed cathedral-teiae, tfio In a
manner, to bare walls, with an anthem suitable to the
day."

—

Guardian, Ho. 80.

* cath -e-dra-ted, a. [Lat. cathedra = a
chair, a throne.] Pertaining to the chair or
office of a teacher or professor.

" If his reproof be private, or with the cathsdrated
authority of a pnelector or publick reader."— Whit-
lock : Manneri of the Bng., p. 385.

* cath e-drat ic, «. [From Lat. cathedra

;

and Eng. suff. -tic.)

Law, dtc. : A sum of two shillings paid by
the inferior clergy to the bishop. Its more
common appellation is, however, synodal,
from its being usually paid at the bishop's
synod. {Burn.)

* cath e drat ical, s. [Eng. cathedratic;
al.] The same as Cathedratic (q.v.),

" You do not pay your procurations only, but your
cathedraticaU and synodala also."—faciei; Life of
tVilliamt, li. 54.

cath '-el, a. [Etymology doubtful.)

cathel nail, s. The nail by which the
body of a cart is fastened to the axle-tree.
(Scotch,)

cath -er-¥nef s. & o. [Catharine.]

catherine-pear, s. [Catharine-pear.]
" For streaks of red were mingled there,
buch as are on a Catherine pear.
The side that's next the sun." Suckling.

C&th'-e-ter, s. & a. [Lat. catheter ; Gr. KoOirnp
(katheter) = a thing let down or put in, from
Ka$it)fjii (kathiemi)= to send down ; *cara(fcato)
= down, and ouxi (hiemi) = to send.]

A. As substantive

:

Surg. : A long, hollow, and somewhat curved
tube, used by surgeons to be introduced into
the bladder to draw off urine, when the patient
Is unable to pass it naturally.

" A large clyster, suddenly injected, hath frequently
forced the urine out of the bladder j but if It fall, a
catheter must help you."— Wiseman ; Surgery.

B. As adj. : (See the compound).

catheter-gage, s.

Surg. : A plate with perforations of a gradu-
ated size, forming measures for diametric sizes
of catheters.

cath e-tom'-e-ter, s. [Gr. *a'0rro« (kathetos)
= perpendicular ; from KaBii\}it. (kathiemi) =
to let or send down ; Kara {kata) = down, and
tiyu (hiimi) = to send.] An instrument for
measuring differences of vertical heights, and
especially the rise and fall of liquid columns
in glass tubes. It consists of a telescopic
levelling apparatus, which slides up or down
a perpendicular metallic standard very finely
graduated. As the column rises or falls the
telescope through which it is viewed is cor-
respondingly raised or depressed, and the
differences in vertical height are thus shown
on the graduated standard. (Webster.)

cath -e-tus, s. [Gr. led^ero* (kathetos) = per-
pendicular, from a-aeYmii (kathiemi) = to send
or let down ; Kara (kata) = down, and uyu
(hiemi) = to send.]

1. Geom. : A line or radius falling perpen-
dicularly on another ; thus the catheti of a
right-angled triangle are the two sides con-
taining the right angle.

2. Architecture

:

(1) A perpendicular line passing through
the centre of a cylindrical body, as a baluster
or a column.

(2) A line falling perpendicularly, and pass-
ing through the centre or eye of the volute of
the Ionic capital. (Gwilt.)

3. Optics:

(1) Cathetus of incidence : A right line drawn
from a point of the object perpendicular to
the reflecting eye.

(2) Cathetus of reflection : A right line drawn
from the eye perpendicular to the reflecting
line.

(3) Cathetus ofobliquation : A right line drawn
perpendicular to the speculum, in the point of
incidence or reflection. (Craig.)

cath -ode, s. [Gr. KafloSos (kathodos) = a way
down, a descent ; Kara, (kata) = down, and
o6os (hi>dos) = a way.]

Electro-chem. : That part of a galvanic bat-
tery by which the electric current leaves
substances through which it has passed, or
the surface at which the electric current
passes out of the electrolyte ; the negative
pole. (Faraday.)

ca thod' Ic, a.

Elect: Proceeding or radiating from a
cathode (q.v.).

Physiology: Taking an outward or down-
ward way.

cath 61 ic, ' cath -61-ick, ' cath ol yko,
a. & s. [Lat. catholicus, from Gr. koBoKikos
(katholikos) = universal ; Kara (kata) = down,
and oAos (holos) = whole. ]

A. As adjective

:

L Literally

:

* 1. Gen.: Universal or general.

2. Specially

:

(1) Pertaiuing to or recognised by the whole
Christian Church. [Catholic Epistles.]

(2) Orthodox, not heretical or schismatic

(3) Pertaining or belonging to the Roman
Catholic Church or its members.

t II. Fig. : Liberal, not narrow-minded.

B. As substantive:

1. A member of the Christian Church.

2. Now generally applied to a member of
the Roman Catholic branch of the Christian
Church.

Catholic Church, s.

1. Ecclesiol. : (For definition see example.)
"The 1st and largest sense of the term Catholic?*

Church, is that which appears to he the mo.it ohvloua
and literal meaning of the words in the text (Heh. xiL
23.) 'The general assembly and church of the first-born
which are written in heaven ;' that Is. the whole num-
ber of these who shall finally attain unto salvation.

—

2ndly, The Cutholtck or Universal Church, aiguilles in
the next place, and indeed more frequently, the Christ-
ian Church only: the Christian Church, as distin-
guished from that of the Jews and iiatriarchs of old ;

the Church of Christ spread universally from our
Saviour's days over all the world ; in contradistinction
to the Jewish Church, which was particularly confined
to one nation or people.—3rdly, The Catholic Church
signifies very frequently, in a still more particular and
restrained sense, that part of the Universal Church of
Christ, which in the present aee is now living upon
earth ; as distinguished from those which have been
before, and shall come after.

—

ttb ly and lastly, The term
Cathnlirk Church signifies in the last place, and most
frequently of all, that part of the Universal Church of
Christ, which in the present generation is visible upon
earth, In an outward profession of the belief <A the
Gospels, and in a visible external communion of the
word and sacraments.—The Church of Rome pretends
herself to be—this Whole Catholick Church, exclusive
of all other societies of Christians. "—Clarke, vol. L,
Ser. 61

2. Church History

:

(1) Previous to the Reformation : Like most
other words used iu ecclesiology, the term
Catholic was borrowed at first from the New
Testament. It occurs in some editions of the
Greek original—including that issued in con-
nection with the recent revision,—in the titles

prefixed to the Epistles of James, 1 & 2 Peter, 1

John, and Jude [Catholic Epistles],and is the
word translated "general" in the Authorised
Version of the Bible. The first to apply it to
the Church was the Apostolic Father, Ignatius.

When he and his successors used it they meant
to indicate that the church of which they con-

stituted a part comprised the main body of
believers, and was designed, as it was entitled,

to be universal. In this sense the Church was
opposed to the sects and separate bodies of
" heretics " who had separated themselves from
it and were now outside its pale. This is th«
fourth sense given in the example under No. 1.

When, in the eighth century, the separation
between the Eastern and Western Churches
took place, the latter retained as one of it*

appellations the term " Catholic." the Eastern
Church being contented with the word "Or-
thodox/' still used by the Russian emperon

Wn. bo*^; poftt, jd^l; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, rhis; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
-oian, -tian = shan, -tlon, -slon = shun ; -flon, -sion = shun, -tlous, -slous, -clous = shus. -We, -die, &c - beL del.
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in their politico-ecclesiastical manifestoes.

g)BTHODOX.] The history of this earlier por-

on of the Catholic Church will be best treated

of in the article Christianity (q.v.). (See also

Greek, Latin, Eastern, and Western.)

(2) Subsequently to the Reformation : When
the Protestant churches separated from their

communion with Rome in the sixteenth cen-

tury, those whom they had left naturally re-

garded them aa outside the Catholic pale.

They, on the other hand, declined to admit

that this was the case, and the term " Catholic

Church " is used in the English Liturgy ap-

parently in the sense of all persons making a

Christian profession. " More especially we
pray Thee for the good estate of the Catholick

Church . . . that all who profess and call

themselves Christians . .
." (For the history

of the Church of Rome.see Roman Catholics.)

Catholic Emancipation Act:

Hist. <t Law : An act passed for the relief

of the Roman Catholics in the United King-

dom from verv serious political disabilities,

under which they had previously laboured.

It was 10 Geo. IV. c. 7. [Emancipation,

Roman Catholics.]

Catholic epistles, «. pL

Canon. : The epistles in the New Testament
addressed not to individual men or to indi-

vidual churches, but to the general body of

Christians. They are James, 1 & 2 Peter, 1

John, and Jude.
" Catholick or canonical epittlet Are wren [five] In

Dumber : th»t of 8t J allies, two of St Peter, thwe [CO.]

of St John. »nd that of St Jode. Tier are called

eatXotick, because they are directed to all the faithful,

and not to any particular church ; and canonical,

because they contain excellent roles of faith and
morality."—CalmeL

* ca thol I cal, •ca-thoA'-f-call.a. [Eng.

catholic; -at.]

1. Catholic, universal, general.

" These catholical iu.tiFit.eB were so much believed

by the ancient kings, saith Haly, that they enquired

Into the genitures of the principal uati under their

dominions."—Gregory : Work*, p. 8L

2. Pertaining or belonging to the Christian

Church.

3. Pertaining or belonging to the Roman
branch of the Catholic Church.

ca-thol -i clsm, s. (Fr. catholicisme.]

L Literally:

1. The quality of being catholic or universal.

". . . holiness and Catholicism are but affections of

this church " — Bishop Pearson : Exposition of the

Creed, art. iv.

2. The doctrines or faith of the Catholic

Church.

3. The doctrines or faith of the Roman
Catholic Church. [Roman Catholicism.]

" The subject then Taxied to Roman Catholicism."—
Coleridge: Table Talk.

4. Adherence to the Roman Catholic Church.

"... all the gipsies I have conversed with, assured
me of their sound Catholicism."—Swinburne: Travels
through Spain, let. 29.

H. Fig- Liberality or breadth of sentiment.

cath-61-Ic -i-ty, s. [Eng. catholic; -toy.]

L Literally:

1. The quality of being catholic ; catholic

character.
*' An appeal to the catholicity of the church, in proof

that its doctrines are true, is an appeal to the voice of

the multitude upon a dispute as to truth."

—

Jfewman :

Christian Doctrine, ch. iv.

2. The doctrines or faith of the whole Christ-

ian Church.

3. The doctrines of the Church of Rome.

IT. Fig. : Catholicism ; liberality of senti-

ments.

ca-thol -i-cLze, v.t. & i. [Eng. catholic; -ize.)

L Trans. : To make Catholic ; to convert to

Catholicism.

IX Intrans. : To bocome Catholic ; to be
converted to Catholicism. (Cotgrave.)

cath-ol-lc-ly, * cath-«51-ick-ly, adv.

[Eng. catholic ; -ly. ]

* L Universally.

"Mo druggist of the soul beatow'd on all

So Catholickly a curing cordial.."

Sir L. Cary : Elegy on the death of Donne.

1 2. According to the teaching of the Catholic

Church.

cath -6l ic ness, * cath 61-ick ness, s.

[Eng. catholic ; -ness.]

* 1. The quality of being catholic or uni-

versal ; universality.

"One may Judge of the catholickness, which Roman-
ists brag of, and challenge on two accounts."—Brevint I

Saul and Samuel at Endor, p. 10.

t 2. The act or state of holding the doctrines

of the Catholic Church.

* ca thol I COIL, s. [Gr. koBoXlkov—<f>apfuiKov

of lafia—(kathoWcon—pharmakon or iama—)=
a universal drug or remedy ; koBoKikoc, (ka-

tholikos) = universal, general.] [Catholic]

L Literally

:

Med.: A universal medicine, one supposed

to have the virtue of purging the body of all

ill humours.
" Meanwhile permit me to recommend.
As the matter admits of no delay.

My wonderful Vat-holicon. . .
."

Longfellow: The Golden Legend, L

IL Figuratively

:

1. Any universal remedy ; a panacea.
" Preservation against that sin, is the contemplation

of the last Judgment This U indeed a catholtcon

nst all ; but we And it particularly applied by St
Paul to Judging and despising our brethren."

—

Govern-

ment of the Tongue.

2. A term applied to a dictionary.

ca-thol'-I-cos, 5. [Gr.] [Catholic]

Eccles. Hist. : The Patriarch or Head of the

Armenian Church, who ordains bishops, and
consecrates the holy oil used in religious

ceremonies.

t Cat-hood, s. [Eng. cat ; suff. -hood.] The
state of being a cat.

" Decidedly my kitten should never attain to cat-

hood."—Southed : The Doctor, ch. xxv.

• ca'-tif, a. A 8. [Caitiff.]

Cat-fl-an-ar-I-an, a. «fc s. [Lat Catilinarius

- of or pertaining to Catiline, a young Roman
noble, who conspired against the Republic,

and was accused by Cicero in the famous
8peeches In Catilinam, delivered B.C. 65.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or connected with

the Catiline named in the etymology.

"Cicero, in defending himself against the charge of

having recorded a false report of the oral evidence

given by the Informers to the Senate in the CatUina-

rian conspiracy, . . ."-Lewis: Cred. of Early Soman
Hist. (1866), ch. v. | SL, vol. L p. 1ST.

B. As subst. : A follower or adherent of

Catiline.

cat -ll-in-ism, s. [Eng. Catilin(e) ; -ism.]

The projects or practices of Catiline, the

Roman conspirator ; conspiracy. (Cotgrave.)

C&f-i-on, «• [Gr. Kara (kata) = down, and

icon (ion) = going, pr. par. of elfxi (eimi) =
to go.]

Chan. : An electro-positive substance, which

in electro-decomposition is evolved at the

cathode. (Faraday.)

cat'-kin, «• [Eng. cat, and dimin. suff. -kin,

from their resembling a cat's tail ; O. Dut.

katteken,]

Bot. : The pendulous unisexual inflorescence

of the willow, birch, poplar, and other amen-

tiferous plants. It differs from the spike in

falling off the stem by an articulation, after

its temporary office as the support of the

organs of reproduction is accomplished. Also

called Amtnt or Amentum (q.v.).

cat-liU, v.t. [Kittle.] To thrust the finger

forcibly under the ear ; a barbarous mode of

chastising.

«J To gU one his catlills : To punish him in

this way.

* Cat-ling, s. [Eng. cat, and dimin. suff.

'ling.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A little cat, a kitten.

IX Technically:

1. Bet. ; The down or moss growing about
walnut trees, and resembling the hair of a

cat.

2. Surg. : A sharp-pointed, double-edged

knife, used by surgeons in amputations of the

fore-arm and leg for dividing the interosseous

ligaments.

3. Music:

(1) Used by Shakespeare apparently for cat-

gut (q.v.).

" But I am sure, none, unless the fiddler Apollo get

his sinews to make catlings oL"—Shakesp. : Trotius.

ill. S.

(2) The smallest sized lute-strings. (Stainer

& Barrett.)

cat -Unite, s. [Named after Catlin, the

celebrated American-Indian traveller.]

Min. : Properly a rock and not a definite

mineral species. It forms a bed of red clay of

considerable extent in the Coteau de Prairies,

Upper Missouri region, and is referred by
Hayden to the cretaceous formation. Compos.

:

Silica, 48*2 ; alumina, 28'2 ; sesquioxide of iron,

5*0 ; magnesia, 6*0 ; lime, 2'6 ; sesquioxide of

magnesia, 6 ; water, 84. (Dana.)

cat-mint, s. [Eng. cat, and mint. So called

because cats like the odour of it]

Bot. : A book-name for two plants.

1. Nepeta cataria, also called Catnep ot

Catnip. The flowers are white, tinged and
spotted with rose-colour. They are in sub-

peduncled dense many-flowered whorls. The
leaves are whitish, pubescent beneath. It is

found in England in hedges and waste placet,

especially in a chalky or gravelly soil. It la

rarer in Scotland and Ireland.

2. Calamintha officinalis, Calamint. (Britten

A Holland.)

cat-nep, cat -nip, s. [The sense of tha

second element is doubtful.]

Bot : The same as Catmint (1) (q.v.).

cat-d-Dlep'-as, s. [Gr. Kara (kata) = down,

and fiKevu (blepo) m to look.)

Zool. : A genus of Ruminants, with the

horns curved outwards, the base broad, ap-

proximating, the tips turning downwards

;

neck and throat maned ; tail hairy as in the

horse. The best known species is Catoblepas

gnu, the Gnu (q.v.). It is from South Africa.

cat 6-ca -la, s. [From Gr. itaTu (katd) —
down, downwards, and koAoc (kalos) = beau-

tiful. So called from the beauty of their under-

wings.]

Entom. : A genus of moths, family Noctuid*.

Under-wings of rich crimson and red, with a

bar of intense black.

t c&t-o-ctUh-ar -tic * cat-i-cath-ar-
tick, a. [Gr. «ot« (kato) = downwards, and

KoBdpriKoe. (kathartikos)= purifying, purging;

Kodat'pw (kathairo) — to purify ;
«ai9anoc (kath~

aro$) — pure.]

Med. : Purging by causing evacuation by

stool.

+ cat -o- Chita, 8. [Gr. kotoxoc (katochoi) =

holding down; r<xT*x« (katechS) = to

down ; from Kara(kata) = down, and «xw tcc'"'

= to hold, to keep.]

Med. : A species of catalepsy, in which the

body is rigidly kept in an erect posture.

c&t-A-co'-ma, s. [Gr. Kara (kata) - down

and KOftn (komi*) — hair, foliage.]

Bot. : A genus of climbing shrubs, native*

of the tropical parts of South America, am.

belonging to the Milkwort family. Upward-"

of a dozen species are known. The roots

Catocoma fioribunda, a climber from

are used in that country against snake-bites.

cat 6 don, s. [From Gr. Kar* (katS) = down

,

downwards, and ooow (odous), geuit. ooockk

(odontos) = a tooth. ]

Zool. : An old genus of Cetaceans, founded

on the specific name of the Physeter catodon

of Linmeus. The Cachalot, the same iBl?^"'*;
8
;

is called Catodon macrocephalvs in Grimms
Cuvier; now it is termed Physeter macro-

cephalus [Catodonttda.]

late, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, lather: we, wSt, here, camel, her, there

•r. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try
;
pine, pit, s\re, sir, marine: go, P*t,

Syrian. ie,ce = e. ey = a. qu=kw.
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oat-d-ddV-ti-dse, *. pi. [From Mod. Lat.
catodon, and fern, pi. stiff, -idee.]

1. Zool. : A family of Cetaceans containing
the Sperm Whales, They are sometimes called

Physeteridse, Physeter instead of Catodon
being made the typical genus. There are no
baleen-plates, but in the lower jaw there are

about flfty-four pointed teeth.

2. Palceont. : Their remains occur in the
Pliocene, if not even in the Miocene beds.

cat 6 met 6 pa, s. pi. [From Gr. kotw
(kato) = down," downwards, and ^.trtiittov

(metopon) = the forehead.]

Zool. : A family of decapod Crustacea called

also Ocypodida; (q.v.).

* cat-o-moun -tain, «. [Catamount.]

ca to -nl-an, a. [From Lat. Cato (genit Cato-
nis), the Roman Censor, celebrated for his
sternness and austerity of manners.] Resem-
bling Cato in sternness and inflexibility

;

austere, stern, grave.

cat op -sis, s. [Gr. Karo6i« Ocatopsis); from
Kara, (kata) = down, and oi/*c« (opsis) = a look-
ing]

Med. : A morbid quickness of sight. (Wor-
cester.)

* cat-op'-ter, *cat-dp'-tron, s. [Gr. Karoir-

rnp (katopter) — a spy ; Kajoinaov (katoptron)
m a mirror ; from Kara (kata) = down, back,
and opoto (horao) — to see.] A reflecting op-
tical instrument ; a mirror.

cat-op'-tric, * ca-tSp'-trl-cal, a. [Gr.
jtaTdjrTpiKo? (Jkatoplrikos\ — pertaining to a
mirror; from Karoirrpov (katoptron)= a mirror.]

Optics: Pertaining to catoptrics, or the laws
of reflection.

" A catoptrical or dioptrical heat Is snperlour to any,
vitrifying the hardest substances."

—

Arbuthnot : On
Air.

catoptric cistula, s.

Optics ; A box with several sides, lined with
looking-glasses, so as to multiply images ofany
object placed in the box. (Knight.)

catoptric dial, s.

Optics : A dial which shows the hour by
means of a piece of looking-glass, adjusted to
reflect the solar rays upward to the ceiling of
a room on which the hour-lines are delineated

;

& reflecting-dial. (Knight.)

catoptric light, s.

Optics : A mirror, or series of concave mir-
rors, preferably parabolic, by which the rays
from one or more lamps are reflected in a
parallel beam, so as to render the light visible
at a great distance. (Knight.)

©atop -tries, *. [Catoptric, o.]

Optics ; That part of optics which treats of
reflex vision and the laws and properties of
reflection.

cat- op -tro-man-cy, s. [Gr. Karomoov (ka-
toptron) = a mirror

; fiavrtia (manteia) = pro-
phecy, divination ; uAvrtc (manti&)=& prophet,
a diviner.]

Antiq. : A species of divination practised by
the Greeks, in which a mirror was let down
by a cord into a fountain in the temple of
Ceres, in Achaia, into which sick persons
looked. If the observer's face appeared in it

sickly or ghastly the omen was considered
unfavourable, and the sick person would not
recover ; but if, on the other hand, it appeared
fresh and healthy, the omen was considered
favourable.

cat o stem -ma, s. [Gr. Kara (kata)= down-
wards, and <rre'fi./i.a (steimna) = a stem, a root.]

Bot. : A genus of plants of the Tea family,
consisting of a single species, Catostemma
fragrans, which is a tree growing to fifty feet
In height

cat 6s to -mi'-na, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. catostom
(us); Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -ina.]

Ichthy. : A group of fishes of the family
Cyprinidffi, having very numerous pharyngeal
teeth, closely set in a single row, the dorsal
fin elongate and opposite to the ventrals, and
the anal short or of moderate length. There
are no barbels. From North America and the
north-east of Asia.

cat 6s' tomine, a. & s. [Catostomina.]
A. As adj. : Belonging to, or having the

characteristics of, the group Catostomina
(q.v.).

B. As subst. : Any fish of the group Catos-
tomina (q.v.).

cat 6s to mus, $. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.
xdrui (kato) = down, and trrofia (stoma) = the
mouth.]

Ichthy. : The type-genus of Catostomina
(q.v.). The species are popularly known as
"Suckers" and " Red Horses."

* cat -so, s. [Ital. cazzo.] A low fellow, a
rogue. (Beaum. & Fischer.)

"These be oar nimble spirited cattoi.' —B. Jonion :

Every Man out of hit Humour, ii. l.

cat -stopper, s. [Cathead-stopper.]

cat'-sup, s. [Catchup, Ketchup.]

* catte, «. [Cat.]

cat te mun tloo, cat te man -doo, *.

[Tamil or Telugu cattamandoo, cattemundo.] A
gum elastic furnished by a plant, Euphorbia
antiquorwn.

cat tor, * ca-terr, «. [Catarrh.]

cat ter Idge, s. & a. [Etym. doubtful.] A
word used only in the subjoined compound.

catteridge-tree, s. A tree, Cornus san-
guinea. [Cornus.]

* cat'-ter-y\ *. [Eng. cat; -ery.] An estab-
lishment of cats.

" An evil fortune attended all our attempts at re-
establishing a cattery."—Southcy : The Doctor, p. 684.

t cat'-tish, a. [Eng. cat ; -ish.} Feline, cat-
like.

cat tie, * ca-tel,s. & a. [A,different form of
the word chattel. In the pastoral age in Eng-
land, as in other countries, the wealth of any
man of substance was naturally estimated by
the number of cattle that he possessed. Hence
the word cattle came to mean what we now
should call a man's chattels ; on the same
principle as the Latin word pecunia = money,
from peats = cattle.]

A. As substantive

:

L Literally:

* 1. Property, wealth, goods.
"A wominan that hadde a flux of blood twelve yeer

and hadde spended all hir cafe! [Gr. fiiov (Won) = life,

or living ; Vulgate : omnem tubttantiam $uam ; Ant ii.

Eng. Vera. : all her living] in leechia."- Wycliffe .- Luke
viii. 43, 44.

*2. Property consisting of live stock, as
distinguished from goods.

"The first distinction made of live stock from other
property was to call the former quick cattle."—Sir J.

Harrington; Epigram*, i. »L [Trench: Select G Iot-

*ary, pp. SO, 31.)

% Afterwards the word chattel was intro-

duced for property without life.

3. Beasts of pasture, both wild and domestic.

% The word cattle is generally limited to the
varieties of the ox and its congeners. These
are sometimes called black cattle, though not
all black, and horned cattle though some are
hornless ; hence the term " neat cattle" has been
suggested for them. For the different species
of ox, see Bos, Bovid*. The chief breeds are
distinguished, among other characteristics, by
the length of their horns. The chief long-
horned cattle are the Dishley breed, so called
from Dishley Farm, in Leicestershire, where
Robert Bakewell reared them ; they have now
become degenerate, and short-horns are in re-

pute. Besides these, the Devon, Sussex, and
Hereford breeds are worth mention. In the
United States no new breeds of cattle of special
worth have been produced, but there have
been large importations of improved breeds
from Europe, particularly of the short horns,
which are highly valued. The Jersey and
Guernsey breeds are much esteemed here. The
Hereford, Ayrshire, Holstein, and other breeds
have been introduced.

"And Ood made the beast of the earth after his
kind, and cattle after their kind, aud every thing that
creepeth upon the earth after his kiud."— (fen. i. 25.

IL Fig. : Used in a slighting sense of human
beings.

" Boys and women are for the most part cat f le of
this colour."—Shakesp. : As Tou Like It, liL 2.

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).

Obvious compounds : Cattle-breeding, cattle-

dealer, cattle-lifter, cattle-market, cattle-pen,

cattle-show, cattle-stealer, cattle-tie.

cattle-feeder, s. An arrangement in a

cattle-stable for supplying the feed in regulated
quantities to the rack or manger.

cattle-gate, $. Common for one beast
(Wharton.)

cattle-leader, s. A nose-ring or grip-
per for the septum of the nose, whereby
dangerous cattle may be fastened or led,
(Knight.)

cattle-plague, *.

1. Gen. : Any plague by which large numbers
of cattle are destroyed. Such plagues have
existed at intervals, more or less, in all coun-
tries and in all ages. Among the Beverei
visitations in centuries preceding the nine-
teenth may be mentioned a great plague which
arose in Hungary in 1711, whence it spread to
other countries, destroying in the next three
years about one and a half millions of cattle.
A second visitation, which affected England
and the West of Europe between 1745 and
1756, caused the death of about three million*
of cattle.

2. Spec. : The disease above referred to failed

to reach the United States, but the herds of
this country have been seriously affected by a
later disease, which is supposed to have origin-

ated in Central Europe, and spread thence all

over the world. This disorder, known as
Pleuro-pneumonia, cannot be traced back
further than 1769, when it was known in

Eastern France as Murie. It appeared in Ger-
many in 1802, Russia in 1824, Great Britain
and Ireland in 1841, the United States in 1843,
Australia in 1858, and Hew Zealand in 1864.

It is contagious in character, and so far has
only been checked by the slaughter of infected

cattle, though inoculation has proved some-
what successful, particularly in Australia.

Great numbers of cattle have died from this

disease, and strenuous measures are being
adopted for its eradication. [Foot-and-Mouth
Disease, Pleueo-Pnexjmonia.]

cattle - pump, s. A pump which la

operated by the cattle coming to drink, either
by their weight upon a platform or by pressing
against a bar which gives way before them,
they following it around in a circular track and
operating the piston. (Knight.)

cattle- rails, s. A common, or extensive
pasture, where cattle feed at large. (Scotch.)

cattle range, s. Any open space over
which cattle may range or feed.

cattle-Stall, s. A means for fastening
cattle at their mangers or racks other than by
halter or tie. It usually consists of a pair of
parallel vertical stanchions, at such distance
apart as to admit the neck of the animal. One
stanchion is movable to allow the head of the
animal to pass, and is then replaced and held
by a latch or pin. (Knight.)

catt le-ya, a. [Named by Lindley aftei

William Cattley, Esq.]

Bot. : An extensive genus of orchids, natives
of Central America and Brazil, where they are
found on the bark of trees and on rocks. The
species bear two or more flowers, generally
rose-coloured, but occasionally yellow.

cat'-ty\ s. [Malay & Japanese kati —d. weight
of 1J lb.] [Caddy.]

1. An East Indian weight, equal to 1J lb.

English.

2. The Bill-hook or Machete of Ceylon.
(Knight.)

*cat-tylle, *cat-alle, s.- [Cat's-tail.] Th«
plant Cat's-tails.

" A C'tttf/Ue Icatalle A.) ; lanugo, herba ett."—CathM
Anglicum.

* ca-ture, s. [Cater, s.}

"A Cature; E$cariui."—CathoU Anglicum.

Cat-lir'-I-dse, *. pi. [Mod. Lat catur(us)i
Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Palosont. : A family of Lepidoganoidei o*

oolitic and cretaceous periods. The teeth an
small aud pointed in a single row ; there is t

persistent notochord ; but the vertebras an
partially ossified, the tail is homocercal, anc
the fins are supported by fulcra. (Owen,
Palaeontology.)

cat iir' us, *. [Gr. Kara (kata) m down, and
ovpd {oura) = a tail. (Agassiz.y]

PaUeont. : The type-genus of the farailj

Caturidae (q.v.).

bSil, bo^1

; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t
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•fctf-y-6-gle, • k&t'-y-o-gle, kat'-d-gle,
S. [jj wed. kaUugia ; Katt = cat, and u^a =
owl. J The Shetland name of the eagle-owl

{Bubo maximus).

* cat-zer-ie, s. [Catso.J Cheating, roguery.

"And looks
Like one that is employed in catterie
And crosl.'iting.'*

Marlowe f .few 0/ Jfutta. i v. 4.

cau -cal-is, s. [From Gr. KawaXic (kaukalis)

= an umbelliferous herb.]

BoL : A genus of umbelliferous plants, con-

sisting of herbs with multifid leaven. All the
species are natives of Europe and the tem-
perate parts of Asia and Africa. Caucalis

daumides, Bur-parsley, is a common British

plant, growing id corn-fields in chalky dis-

tricts. None of the species is attractive in

appearance.

Cau-ca si an, Cau-ca -so an, a. & s.

iLat. Caucasius. From the mountain-group
mown as Caucasus.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the
Caucasus.

B. As substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. : An inhabitant of the Cau-
casus or the district about it.

2. Ethnol. : A member of the Indo-European
family of the human race.

' cauce-wei, a, [Causeway.)

•aucht, v.t. [Catch. J To catch, to grasp.
(Scotch.)

" And sum tyme wald scho Aeeaneus the page
Content in the fygure of his faderis ymage,
And in hir bosum brace

"

Douglas: Virgil, 102, 98.

* cau'-cion, * caw'-cion, s. [Caution.]

dfUL'-Oils, s. [A corruption of calker
,

s-house =
a calker's shed. (Chambers' Encyc, i. 200.)

On March 2, 1770, a quarrel occurred in

Boston between the soldiers and some rope-
makers, in which the latter were overpowered
and beaten. The people were greatly exas-
perated at thi.*, and sought opportunities for

retaliation. On the 6th of the same mouth,
in a similar atfray, the soldiers fired upon the
people of the town, killing and wounding
several. This induced the ropemakers and
calkers, whose occupations brought them into
contact, to form a society, at the meetings of
which inflammatory addresses were delivered,
and the most violent resolutions passed against
the British government and its agents and in-

struments in America. The tories in derision
called these assemblies calkers' meetings, and
the term was at length corrupted to caucus.
{Knickerbocker Mag.) But its origin has been
shown to be of earlier date, and the Cent. Diet.

suggests Mod Lat caucus. Mod. Gr. kuvkos
(kaukos) = a cup.] A private meeting of the
representatives of any political party previous
to an election, for the purpose of selecting
candidates and making other arrangements for

the promotion of party interests. A system
bearing the name, but essentially different, has
been introduced into Great Britain, having
been first adopted in Birmingham.

mtl dal, a, [Lat. cauda = a tail.] Pertaining
to or of the nature of a tail ; tail-like.

" Th ns one second and a tenth would elapse before an
impression made upon ita caudal nerves could be
SMpouded to by a whale fifty feet loag."— Tynda.ll:
Frag- ofScience (3rd ed.), xiv. 422.

"The male widow-bird, remarkable for his caudal
pinnies, certainly seems to be a polyjraniist."—Darwin :

Descent of Man (1871). pt li.. ch. vlii, vot L, p. 2W.

" cau -date, * cau -da-ted, a. [Low Lat.
caudatus, from Cau-

da = a tail.]

1. Ord. Lang. :

Having a tail.

"How comate, cau-
date. <«rlnit« stars are
fram'd, 1 know." —
Fairfax: rosso.

2. Bot. : Tad-
pointed, exceeding-
ly acuminated, so
that the point is

long and weak, like

the tail of some ani-
mals. Examples :

the petals of Brassica caudata, and the calyx
of Aristolochia trilobata. (Lindley.)

t cau-da'-tiaia, *. [Lat. caudatus = having a
tail ; cauda = a tail.] The state or condition
of having a taii

CACDATE APPENT>AG«S.

" He really suspected premature caudation had been
Inflicted on him for his Crimea."—Reads; Jtever too late
to Mend, ch. lxxvt

* caude, s. [Etym. unknown.] Apparently
used in the sense of care.

" And thou these caude* and labours serionalie . . ,*

Peels; Epilogue, 1&89.

caude -beck, s. [From Caudebec, a town in
France, where it was first made.] A sort of
light hat

cau'-dex, s. [Lat. caudex, codex.]

Botany ;

1. The axis of a plant, consisting of stem
and root,

" The stem . . . receives the name of Caudex in
slirul*."'— Balfour! Botany, p. 36.

2. The trunk of a palm or tree-fern, covered
with the remains of leaf-stalks, or showing
the marks of their scars.

caudex descendens, *. The root

caudex repeats, s. A rhizome.

cau di-cle, s. [A dimin. of Lat cauda m a
tail.]

Bot. : The cartilaginous strap which con-
nects certain kinds of pollen masses to the
stigma in orchidaceous plants.

* cau'-di-teer, *. [O. Fr. caudataire = a sup-
port for a train, a frame.]

Fortif. : Frames on which to lay fagots or
brushwood for covering workmen from the
effects of an enemy's fire. [Blindage.]

cau'-di-trunk, s. [Lat cauda = the tail,

and truneus = the trunk.]

Biol. : The whole of the body behind the
bead in fishes and fish-like mammals.

t cau'-dle, * cau' del, * caw dellc, s.

[O. Fr. chaudel ; Fr. chaudeau ; from Low
Lat caldellum, a dimin. from Lat. calidwn,
neut. of culidus = hot]

1. Lit. : A kind of warm drink, consisting
of wine beaten up with eggs, bread, sugar,
and spices.

"He had good broth*, caudle, and snch like.' —
Wueman : Surgery.

• 2. Fig. : A remedy, a cure.
" Ye shall have a hempen caudle then, and the help

of hatchet '-Shakesp. : t Fen. VI., iv. 7.

• cau'-dle, r.t. [Caudlv, $.} To make into a
caudle, to act as a caudle to.

" Will the cold brook.
Candied with ice, caudle thy morning taste,'

To cure thy o'eroignt'a surfeit?"
Shakes)). : Ttmon, iv. f.

cau'-dron, Cau'-drun, s. [Cattldron.] A
cauldron. (Scotch.)

" An* aye he catch'd the tlther wretch.
To fry then in hia caudrun*."

Burns : The Ordination.

C&Uf (1), 8. [Co**.]
* 1. A chest with holes in the top, to keep

fish alive in the water. (Phillips.)

2. The same as Corve (q.v.X

cauf (2), «. [Calp (!»]

cauff, a. [Chait.] (Scotch.)

cauf-le, *. [Coffle.]

caught (gh silent), prtL k pa. par. of v.

[Catch.]

A. As preterite:

"And caught a young man of the mem of Buecoth,
and enquired of him . .

."

—

Judg. vfii 14

B. As pa. par. dt particip. adj. : In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

cauk, cawk, s. [The same as Chalk.]

1. Chalk,

2. An opaque, compact variety of baryta, or
heavy spar.

Caufc and keel: Chalk and red clay. (Scotch.)

" 0' stature abort but genins bright.
That's he, mark w«el

—

And wow 1 be has an unco slight
O caw* and keeL"

Burnt : Captain Groee't Peregrinations.

cauk (1), v.t. [Calk.]

# cauk (2), v.i. [Lat calco = to tread.] To
tread, to copulate as birds.

"Whan the pocok caukede therof ich took kepe."
Lanpland : P. Plowman, xiv. 171.

cauk or, &. [Calker.]

cauk -trig, pr. par. & a [Cadk (1), ».]

A* As present participle. (See the verb.)

B. As substantive

:

Joinery: A dovetail, tenon and mortise joint
by which cross timbers are secured together.
It is used for fitting down tie-beams or other
timbers upon wall-plates. (Knight.

)

cauk'-y, a, [Eng. cauk or cawk; -y.] Per-
taining to or resembling cauk ; chalky.
"A white, opaque, cauky spar, shot or i.uiuted."—

Wood t On Fossils.

caul (1), * calle, kalle, • kelle, s. [O. Fr
cale = a kind of little cap ; Ir. calla = a veil
a hood ; O. Gael, call - a veil. (Skeat.)}

I. Ordinary Language:
* 1. A net for the hair, worn by women.

" On hire hed a comeli calle."

King of Tars, S64.

• Kelle. Reticulum,"—Prompt. Pare.
" Her head with ringlets of her hair Is crowned

;

And in a goideu caul the curls are bound
"

Dryden : Virgil; Jineid yii l.UL
* 2. Any kind of small net.

"An Indian mantle of feathers, and the feather*
wrought into a caul of packthread."

—

Grew; Musaum.

TJ. Anatomy:

1. The omentum, or adipose membranous
Integument of the abdomen, in which the guts

are enclosed.
" And he took all the fat that wasupon the inwards,

and the caul above the liver."— Lev. wiii. 16.

2. The amnion, or membrane enveloping the

fa'tus, which occasionally is round the head of

a child at its birth. It was, and to a less

extent still is, thought to bring luck to its

owner, and was especially sought after by
sailors as a sure preservative agaiust drown-
ing.

"A person possessed of a caul, may know the state

of health of the party who was born with iU"—Ur<*e:
Popular Superstitions,

caul (2), s. [Fr. cale = a wedge.]

Joinery: A heated board used in laying

down large veneers.

caul-work, s. Net-work.

caul (3), s. [M. E. cauZe, from Lat. caulis(q.v.X],

1. A stem, a stalk.

2. A cabbage.

cauld, a. [Colt.] Cold. (Scotch.)

cauld, caul, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To layt

bed of loose stones from the channel of the ri ver

backwards, as far as may be necessary, for de-

fending the land against the inroads of tho

water.

cauld, caul, s. [Cauld, v.] A dam, an em-

bankment.
" He commanded him to build a cauld, or dam-head,

across the Tweed at Kelao."—Scott : Lay of the Last

J/imtrel, note.

cauld'-rife, a. [Scotch, cauld, and Eng. rife;

Icel. ryf = prevalent, abounding ; Dut rij*

= rich.]

L Chilly ; susceptible of cold. (Scotch.)

2. Wanting in animation.

"There's but cauld riff law-wark gaun on yonder—
carnal morality, . . ."—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xx.

cauld - rife - ness, cold -rife -ness, i.

[Scotch cauldrife, and Eng. suff. -ness.]

1. Lit. Coldness.

2. Fig. : Want of ardour in a pursuit

* cauldron, * cau -dron, * cau'-drun..
* cau'-droun, s. [Caldron.]

" In the cauldron boil and bake

:

Eye of newt, and toe of frog.

"

Shakeip. : Macbeth, iv. L

* caule, s. [Lat. caula.} A sheep-pen, oi-fold.

*A caule, pen, caula.'—Levins : Manip. .
Cocoa

caul'-er, a. [Caller.]

cau-ler-pa, *. [From Gr. a-auAoc (kaulos) m
the stalk of a plant, and epiro (herpo) — to

creep.]

Bot. : Avery beautiful genus of green-seeded

Algse, comprising a very large number of

species, and assuming very different form*-

They are all natives of warm climates. They

form the principal food of turtles, by whu- h

they are eaten greedily. The nearest approach

to the genus in Europe is seen in Codiuui

(q.v.),

cau ler-pi -r*a, s. [From Mod. Lat can-

Urp(a), and silll. -ites (q.v.).]

(ate, fat, fai*c, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pot

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, sa, oe - 6. ey=a. qu = kw.
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PaUeont. ; A genus of fossil fucold plants
found in various marine formations.

cau les'-cent, a. [Fr. caulescent ; from Lat.

caulis = a stem, a stalk.]

Bot. : Provided with an evident stem, as

distinguished from those which have a sub-
terranean one, however short it may be.

" Plants with a distinct stem are called caulescent."
~-Batfour: Botany, p. M.

cau -let, 9. [Colewobt.]

cau'-li-cle, s. [Lat. cauliculus — a little stem
or stalk, dimin. of caulis = a stem, a stalk..]

Botany

:

1. A small stem produced at the neck of a
root without the previous production of a leaf.

2. The imaginary space between the radicle

and cotyledons of an embryo,

3. The stipe of certain fungals.

caul i cole, cau lic'-u-lus, a. [Lat. cau-
liculus, dimin. of caulis = astern, a stalk.]

Arch. : One of the small volutes under the
flowers on the sides of the abacus in the
Corinthian column, representing the curled
tops of the acanthus stalk. (Parker.)

cau-lif-er-ous, a. [Lat caulis = a stalk,
and fero — to bear.]

Bot, : Having a stalk ; caulescent.

cau'-ll-fl6%--er, *. & a, [Lat. caulis = (1) a
stem, a stalk ; (2) a cabbage ; and Eng. flower

;

Ital. cavohjlore ; Sp. coliflor.]

A. As substantive ;

Bot. : A garden variety of Brassica oleracea,
In which the inflorescence, while young, is

condensed into a depressed, fleshy, esculent
head.

" Towards the end of the month, earth np yoor win-
ter plnnta and sallad herbs : and plant forth your
cauliflowers and cabbage, which were sown in August."— Evelyn : Kalendar.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to, or resem-
bling a cauliflower.

cauliflower-wig, ft. A kind of wfg, so
called from its supposed resemblance to that
vegetable.

cau -H-form, a. [Lat. caulis = a stem, a
atalk

;
forma = form, appearance.]

Bot. : Having the form of a caulis.

cau'-line, a. [Lat. caulis = a stem, a stalk.]
Of or pertaining to a caulis ; growing on a
caulis or stem.

cau -lis, s. [Lat]

Bot. : The stem or ascending axis ; a name
given only to the part, in its customary state,
growing in the air.

caulk (I silent), v.U [Calk.]

caulk -Ing (I silent), pr. par., a. , & s, [Caulk,
v.]

A. As pr. par. ; (See the verb)i

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or used in the
process of calking.

"He repaired to Amsterdam, took a lodging in the
dockyard, assumed the garb of a pilot, put down his
Cie on the list of workmen, wielded with his own

d the caulking iron and the mallet, fixed the
pumps, and twisted the rope*.—Macautay ; Bitt. Eng..
ch. xxiiL

C. As subst. : (See extract).
" Caulking, or calking in shipbuilding fls] the opera-

tion of driving a quantity of oakum, or old ropes
untwisted and drawn asunder. Into the seams of the
planks."—Beet : Cyclopaxtio.

* caulme, a. [Calm.]
*' Caulme. Plaridut."—Buloet.

* caulme -nes, s. [Calmness.]
" Cauimenet. TrawpMttitas, intempestas."—3uloet.

caul-d-ear'-pouB, a. [Lat. caulis m a stem,
a stalk ; Gr. <capn-d* (karpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : Applied to a stem which lives many
years, repeatedly bearing flowers and fruit, as
a shrub or tree.

cau-ldp'-ter-Is, *. [From Gr. KavXos (kaulos)
as a stalk, and mtpU (pteris) = a kind of fern.]

Palosont. : A fossil fern stem occurring in
the Devonian and Carboniferous strata.

cau-lo-tre'-tus, s. [From Gr. «auA6> (kaulos)
— a stalk, and rpTjros (tritos)** bored through.]

Bot. i A genus of plants called also Schnella.
They are of the sub-order Ccesalpiniese,
and the tribe Bauhiniese. The leaves of Caulo-

tretus microstachys are used, as are those of

various Bauhinias in Brazil, where they are

termed Uuha de Boy and Oxhoof, as mucila-
ginous remedies. (Lindley.)

o*um, v.t. [Cam.] To whiten with camstone
or pipe-day.

* cau'-ma, s. [Gr. Kavfia (kauma)= a burning
heat ; itauo (kaid) = to burn.]

Med. : Excessive heat of the body, as in
fever.

cau mat'-ic, a. [Gr. tcavfia f kauma), genit
Kav/j.aios (kaumatos); and Eng. suff. -tc]

Med. : Of or pertaining to a feverish heat

;

excessively hot, as in fever.

caunt'-er, caunt' ing, a. [Contra.]

caunter-lodc, «.

Mining : A lode which Inclines at a con-
siderable angle to the other contiguous veins.

caup, cap, ». TCap, Ctrp.] A cap, a wooden
bowl ; also the shell of a snail. (Scotch.)

"To carrv about the Saut-Market at hit tall, as a
snail does his caup."—Scott ; Rob Hoy, ch. xxxiv.

caupe, caupis, caulpes, calpeis, *.

[Ic.'l. kaap =. a gift.] An exaction made by a
superior, especially by the head of a clan, on
his tenants and other dependants, for mainten-
ance and protection. This was generally the
best horse, ox, or cow the retainer had In his
possession. This custom prevailed not only
in the Highlands and Islands, but in Galloway
and Carrick. (Jamieson.)

". , , certane gentilmen, heldlt of kin in Galloway
hes vsit to tak Caitpit, . . "—Acts Ja. IV. (I489J, c SS,

also c 30 (ed. 1666).

*cau-ple, t, [Caple.]

* cau-po'-na, v. or inter). [From Fr. a un coup
— at once, a'll together.] A sailor's cheer on
heaving the anchor.

* cau'-pc^n-ate, v.l. [Lat. cauponatu9 ; pa.

par. of cauponor m to keep an inn ; caupo =
an innkeeper ; caupona ~ an inn, a shop. ] To
keep an inn or a victualling house.

* cau-pA-na'-tlon, s. [Lat. cauponatus; pa.
par. of cauponor = to keep a shop or inn

;

caupona — & shop, an inn,] Petty dealing;
traffic ; hence, unfair dealing.

"Without cauponation and adulterixatton of the
word."—Latimer : Sermons and Remains, 1L 8*T.

* cau'-pc+n-ise, v.t. [Lat. oaupo (genit cau-

ponis) = an innkeeper ; and Eng. suffix -isej]

To retail provisions.

"... the wealth of our rich rogues, who cauponUed
to the armies in Germany in this last war."

—

H'arbur-
tontoBurd, Lett. 171.

* caus-a-ble, a. [Eng. caus(e) ; -able.] Capa-

ble of being caused, effected, or ]»roduced.
" That may be miraculously effected In one, which is

naturally caiuable in another."—Browne; Vulgar
Errourt.

cauaT-al, a. &, s. [Low Lat causalis — per-

taining to cause ; causa = a cause.]

A. As adj. : Relating to causes ; implying
or containing causes ; expressing a cause.

" Cautal propositions are where two propositions are
Joined by causal particles . .

."— Watts : Logic.

B. As subst.: A word which expresses a
cause, or introduces the reason.

"A peculiar class of cautalt In Hindi, formed by
inserting I before the characteristic long vowel."

—

Beame» : Comp. Oram. Aryan Lang., 1. 240.

cau-sal'-I-tjr, 9. [Low Lat. causalitas; from
Lat. causa.]

1. Ord. Lang, : The agency of a cause ; the
quality or property of causing.

"Ashe created all things, sols he beyond and tnthem
all. In his very essence, as being the sole of their
cautaVtieM, and the essential cause of their existences."
—Browne: Vulgar Errourt.

2. Phrenol. : The supposed faculty of tracing
events to their causes.

% Principle of causality. [Causation, IT.]

* cans -ally, adv. [Eng. causal; ~ly,] Ac-
cording to causes ; In the order or series of
causes.

"Thus may It more beeaiMoffvmsdeoot. whatHip-
pinrrntt-s (iilii'int'tii, "— /ivita/ir : Vulgar Errourt.

cans' al ty, s. [Etym. unknown.]
Min. : The lighter or earthy parts of ore

which are carried away by washing.

t caus a' tlon, s. [Low Lat. causatlo = a dis-

pute, a controversy ; causor m to dispute.]

1. The act, power, or process of causing.
"Thus doth he sometime* delude us in the conceit!

of star* and meteors, besides their allowable aetiuna
ascrlbi!)* ell'ect* thereunto uf iudeyeudeut causation?
—Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

2. The act or agency by which anything Is
caused.

" He speaks of the point of contact of supernatural
power with the chain of cautation being so high up
as to be wholly, or in part, out of sight?'— Tvndall
Frag, of Science l8rded.iT Ui., 48-T.

'

If Law of causation : The law or doctrine
that every phenomena is related, in a uniform
manner, to some phenomena that co-exist
with it, and to some that have preceded, and
will follow. (Mill : Logic, bk. iii.

( ch. v.)

cau sa -tlon ism, s. [Eng. causation ; -ww.)
The law of causation.

cau sa' tlon 1st, a. [Eng. causation; -ist.}

A believer in causationism (q.v.).

caiis/-a-tlVe, a. [Low T.jt. cawo = to causa.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Effective as a cause, reason, or agent
"

. . . it appeareth to be one of the essential forme
of things: as that that Is causative in nature of a
number of effecta"—Bacon: Oh Learning, bk. i.

2. Expressing a cause, causal.

IL Gram. : Applied to certain changes of
form whereby neuter verbs become transitive
(thus raise, make or cause to rise), also to tha
class constituted by such change.

"Let any Hebrew reader Judge whether plhel can
properly be said, in general, to augment the significa-
tion, or hiphel to be causative."—Student, iL 808.

* caus'-a-tive-ly, adv. [Eng. causativt ; -fy.]
In a causative manner.

"8everai conjugations are used very Indiscrimin-
ately ; and whether they are to be taken actively,
passively, cautatively, or absolutely, must be deter-
mined by the context."—Student, ii. 308.

* cau-sa -tor, a. [Low Lat causntor, from
cawjo=:to cause.] He who or that which
causes or produces an effect or result

"Demonstratively understanding the simplicity of
perfection, and the Invisible condition of the first

causa/or, it was out of the power of earth, or the areo

Ssgy of heU, to work them irom Ik"—Browne t Vulgar
'rrours.

cause, *. [0. Fr. cause; ItaL & Sp. causa,
from Lat. causa.]

L Ordinary Language:

1. That which produces, effects anything;
that from which anything proceeds or arises,
the relative to effect.

" Cause is a substance exerting its power Into act, to
make one thing begin to be."—Lock*.

" Remember, Man. 'the Universal Cause
Acts not by partial, but by gen'ral laws.**

Pope : Essay on Man, Ep. iv., 1. B5-&

2. A reason ; ground or motive of action.

[Because.]
" They begynne to declare the cause of her comyuge.

"

—Deposit, of Richard II., p. 28.

"... fought against me without a cause."—Psalm
ciz. ill.

* 3. Sake, interest, advantage.
" I did it not fgr his causa."—2 Cor. vli. IX

4. A side or party in a dispute or contro-
versy ; a principle.

" The ryght of hya cause.*—Robert of Gloucester,
p. 466.

" The minority in both Houses, !t was said, would
be true to the cause of hereditary monarchy.''

—

Macau>
lay: Bist. Eng., ch. xi.

t 5. A matter in dispute ; a question.
" The cause was {handled and Itreted bytwene the

foveaide primates."

—

Trevita, 11. 141.

* 6. An accusation, an indictment, a charge.

IL Law: A suit, an action, ground of action.
" To corte quen thou schal com
Ther alls onre oo«#«j schal be tryed."

gar. Eng. Allit. Poems (td. Sforrts)! Pearl, 700.

IXX Special phrases :

1. Cause of action (Law): A right to sue.

(Wharton.)

2. Material cause : That of which anything
is made.

3. Efficient cause: The agent effecting or
producing a result.

4. Finalcause: The motive inducingan agent
to act ; the object or purpose for which a
thing is done or made.

5. Formal cause: The elements of a concep-

tion which make a conception or the thins con-

ceived to be what It is, or the Idea viewed as a
formative principle and co-operating with the

matter.

boll, bo^; pout, Jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -SA*
-clan. - tlan = shan. -tlon, -slon shun ; -tlon, -sion - zhun. -dons, -tious, -slons = shiis. -bio, -ole. Ac. m bol, ooL
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6. To make common cause with : To join in

urns or objects with another ; to side with
and support one.

"Thus the most respectable Protectants, with Eliza-

beth at their head, were forced to make common caute
with the Papists."—Macaulay .- Hist. Eng., oh. ii.

T (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between
cause, reason, and motive: "Cause respects

the order and connection of things ; reason

the movements and operations of the mind

;

motives the movements of the mind and body.
Cause is properly generic, reason and motive

are specific ; every reason or motive is a cause,

but every cause is not a reason or motive.

Cause is said of all inanimate objects ; reason

and motive of rational agents. Whatever hap-
pens in the world happens from some cause,

mediate or immediate ; the primary or first

cause of all is God. Whatever opinions men
hold they ought to be able to assign a sub-

stantial reason for them, and for whatever
they do they ought to have a sufficient motive.

As the cause gives birth to the effect, so does
the reason give birth to the conclusion, and
the motive gives birth to the action." (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

(2) For the difference between cause, s., and
ease, s., see Case, $.

cause-list, s.

Law : A printed roll of actions to be tried

In the order in which they are entered, and
with the name of the attorneys engaged for

each litigant.

nause, fcfc k *• [Cause, «.]

A. Transitive:

1. To act as an agent in producing, to effect,

to bring into existence.
" He apologised to those who had stood round him

all night for the trouble which he had caused."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng , ch. It.

2. To produce an effect, to make (with an
infinitive following).

" Wilt thou Judge them, eon of man, wilt thou Judge
them? caute them to know the abominations of their
fathers."— Biek, xx. 4.

* B. Intrans. : To show cause or reason.
" But he. to shifte their curious request,
Gan cauten why she could not come iu place."

Spenter: P. «., IN ix. 36.

T Crabb thus discriminates between to cause,

to occasion, and to create: "What is caused

seems to follow naturally ; what is occasioned

follows incidentally ; what is created receives

its existence arbitrarily. A wound causes pain,

accidents occasion delay, but bodies create

mischief. The misfortunes of the children

cause great affliction to the parents ; business
occasions a person's late attendance at a place ;

disputes and misunderstandings create ani-

mosity and illwiU." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

caused, pa. par. or a. [Cause, v.]

* cause fuL a. [Eng. cause ; -full.] Having

a sufficient cause, reason, or excuse.

cause less, * cause'-les, a. k adv. (Eng.
cause ; -less.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Having no cause or creative agent, un-
created, original, self-existent.

**
. . .we have our philosophical persons, to make

modern and familiar things, supernatural and caute-

lett."—Shaketp. : AlU Well, ii. a
" Reach th' Almighty's sacred throne.

And make his cautetett pow'r, the cause of all things,
known." BlaeJtmore: Creation,

t 2. Without cause or reason.

"... the curse cautelett shall not come."—Prov.
arxvi.2.

** Alas 1 my fears are cautetett and ungrounded."
Denham,

* B. As adv. : Causelessly, without cause,

reason, or excuse.
" Ther is on special? hath don me hanne,
God wote cautelct-" Qenerydet, 723.

cause -less-ly, adv. [Eng. causeless; -ly.]

Without a cause or reason.

" They [sin against the ninth commandment] that
secretly raise Jealousies and suspicion of their neigh-

bour cauteleuly"—Jeremy Taylor : Rule and Exercitei

ef Holy Dying, viii. | 4.

cause -less-ness, s. [Eng. causeless; -nets.]

The quality of being causeless.
" Discerning and acknowledging the causelettnett of

your exceptions."—Hammond : work*, t 196.

* caus -en, v.t. k i. [Cause.]

caus'-er, s. [Eng. cause ; -er.] He who or that

which causes anything ; the agent by which
any effect is produced.

** Yon have in that forsworn the use of eyes

;

And study too. the causer of your vow."
Shaketp. : Love't labour Lost, It. 3.

cause' - way, caus - ay, t caus' - ey,
* caws - e, * caws - ee, caus' - way,
* canoe -way (Eng.), cal-sey, cas-ey
(Scotch), s. [A popular corruption from O. Fr.

caude (chaucie); Fr. chaussee, from Low Lat.

calciata (via) = a paved (road) ; calcio = to

make up a wall with lime, &c ; calx (genit.

colds) = lime.]

1. Literally;

(1) A way raised above the level of the sur-

rounding ground, and paved.
*' Hoppand on the thak and the causa v.'

Oouglat : Virgil, 202, 32.

** Whose causeway parts the vale with shady rows,
Whose seats the weary traveller repose."

Pope : Moral Euayt, til 259.

(2) A built way across a swamp or the like,

and supported by an embankment or by a

retaining wall. It is contradistinguished from
a viaduct, which is supported by trestle-work,

or by arches or trusses resting on piers.

2. Fig. : A path or road of any kind.
" The Lord our Baviour hath cast up such a caueway,

as it were, to heaven, that we may well travel! thither
from all coasts and corners of the earth."

—

Simeon
A the ; Past-day Sermon (16*2).

t cause' way, t caus'-ey, v.t. [Causeway,
«.] To pave.

" These London kirkyards are causeyed with through-
stane*."—Scott : Nigel, ch. vl.

cause' wayed, caus' eyed, a. [Cause-
way, v.] Raised and paved. (Said of a street.)

(Scotch.)

"... butted be In her shanks for she gangs on a
cauteway'd street, unless . . ."—Scott.* Rob Roy, ch.

XXX vi.

t caus'-ey, s. k a. [Causeway, s.]

% To tak the crown of the causey : To appear
with pride and self-assurance. (Scotch.)

* causey-clothes, s. pi. Dress in which
one may appear in public. (Scotch.)

" From that day [17th November] to Monday. I think
the 20th. we kept in, providing for cautey-doatkt."—
Baillie: Lett., i. 398.

* causey-faced, a. Noting one who may
appear on the street without blushing, or has
no reason for shame before others.

* causey-tales, s. pi. Common news ;

street news. (Scotch.)

TT Ye needna mak causey-tales o't : Do not
publish it.

* causey-webs, s. pL A person is said to

make causey-webs who neglects his or her

work, and is much on the street

t caus'-ey-er, $. [Causey.] A maker of a
causeway. (ScotcA.)

can-aid -Ic-al, a. [Lat. causidicus m a
pleader, a lawyer ; causa = a cause, a case

;

dtco = to tell, to plead.] Pertaining orrelating

to an advocate, or the pleading of causes.

caus'-ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Cause, v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. k particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of produc-

ing or effecting anything ; cause.

cans-son, s. [Cavezon.]

Horsemanship: A nose-band for breaking-in

young horses.

caus tic, * cans-tick, caus'-ti-cal,a.&s.
[Lat. causticus; Gr. Ka.vo~n.Koc (kaustikos) =
burning ; #-aiw (kaid), fut. Kav<no (kauso) =. to

burn.]

A. As adjective (of all the forms):

1. Lit. : Burning, hot, corrosive. Applied

to a medicine or substance which destroys the

tissue of the animal parts to which it is ap-

Slied, changing it into a substance like burnt
esh, which in a little time, with detergent

dressing, falls off, and leaves a vacuity in the

part.
*' Air too hot, cold, and moist, abounding perhaps

with caustic*, astringent, and coagulating particles."'--

Arbuthnot.
** Ii extirpation be safe the best way will be by ertus-

tical medicines or escaroticks."— Wiseman : Surgery.

2. Fig. : Sharp, bitter, cutting. Applied to

language full of bitter satire or sarcasm.
". . . and mirth he has a particular knack in ex-

tracting from his guests, let their humour be never so

caustic or refractory."—SmoUett : Expedition of Hum-
phry Clinker.

B. A s substantive (of the first two forms only)

:

1. Med. : Any substance which, on beinj
applied to the flesh, destroys the animal tissue.

Specially, a term applied to the Nitras argenti,

or nitrate of silver, commonly called Lunar
Caustic, which is stimulant and sedative in

its action rather than destructive, except on
the mere surface to which it is directly applied.

The stronger caustics produce an eschar, and
are therefore called escharotics. They act
either by their intense affinity for water, or by
forming compounds with the albuminous suit

stances, as sulphuric acid, caustic potash,

bromine, chromic acid, arsenic, nitric ami,

hydrochloric acid, carbonic acid, glacial acetic

acid, chloride of zinc, chloride of antimony,
nitrate of silver, red oxide of mercury, sul-

phate of copper. Caustics are employed (1)

To destroy poisonous bifces of serpents, ami
rabid animals, and syphilitic growths ; (2) lo
remove exuberant and morbid growths, as ex-

cessive granulations, polypi, cancerous de-

posits, warts, and to improve the character of

ulcerated surfaces ; (S) To act on healthy skin,

so as to form issues, and to open abscesses.

•\ . . retired to his own lodgings, where he applied
caustic to the wart"—Smollett; Expedition of Hum-
phry Clinker.

2. Optics : A caustic curve.

caustic curve, .

Geom. k Optics: A curve to which the ray*

of light, reflected or.refracted by another curve,

are tangents. [Catacaustic curve, Diacaust

tic curve.]

caustic potash, s.

Chem. : Potassium hydrate KHO (q.v.X

caustic soda, s.

Chem. : Sodium hydrate NaHO (q.v.).

caus'-tic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. caustical ; -ly.]

1. Lit. : In a caustic manner ; like a causT

2. Fig. : Bitingly, bitterly, sarcastically.

caustic'-1-ty, s. [Eng. oaustic; -ity.] Ine-

quality which distinguishes caustic sub-

stances : that of having so strong a tendency

to combine with organised bodies or sub-

stances as to destroy their texture ; a quality

belonging to concentrated acids, pure alkalies,

and some metallic salts.

" Causticity, and fluidity, have long since been ex*

eluded from the characteristics of the class, by the in;

elusion of silica and many other substances in it . . •

~V. & Mill, System of Logic, p. 1S».

caus -tic-ness, s. [Eng. caustic ; -n«s.] The

quality of being caustic ; causticity. (Scott.)

caus'-tis, s. [Or. kovo-tos (fcaustos) = burnt

;

koMo (kaxS) =- to burn.]

Bot. : A genu* o1 plants of the order Cy-

perace*, or Sedges.

* oau'-tel, * can-tele, • caw-tel, * caw-
tele, * can-til, s. [Lat. cautela, from-

cautus = cautious, wary.]

1. A trick, stratagem, or piece of cunning.

" Caste"*, or sleyte. Cautela.''—Prompt. Pan.
" Perhaps he loves you now.

And now no soil nor cauts" doth besmirch

The virtue of bia will." A. .

Shaketp. : Hamlet. 1 1

2, Caution, wariness.

"Cautele. A taking heed,"—Cocteram.

* cau tel oiis, * cau'-tel-lous, a. [Eng,.

cautel; -ovs.)

1. In a good sense : Cautious, wary.
" Palladio doth wish, like a cautelout artisan, that

the inward walls might bear some good share in the

burden."— "foifon.

2. In a bad sense: Treacherous, cunning,

tricky.
" Ypocritis ben cautellous for to take men in wordia*

— Wyclifft: Select Workt. i. 323.

" Swear priests, and cowards, and men cautelout.

Old feeble carrions, and such suffering souls.

Shaketp. i Juliut Catar, U. L

* cau'-tei-oiis-ly, adv. [Eng. cauUlous; -ly.]

1. In a good sense : Cautiously, warily.

" The Jews, not resolved of the sciatica side of J*«<*'

do cautetoutly, in their diet, abstain from both. -
Browne.

2. In a bad sense : Treacherously, cunningly.

"All pretorian courts, if any of the parties be laid

asleep, under pretence of a retirement, and th* oiasr

party dr>th cauttloutty get the start and advantage, yet

they will set back all things in ttatu quo prtus. -

Bacon : War with Spain.

* cau'-tel-ous-ness, s. [Eng. cauUlous;

-ness.] The quality of being cautelous ;
cau-

tion, wariness.
" Let It not oflend you. if I compare these two great

Christian virtue*, Cftuteloutnett, Repentance. —Bate*.

Rem. p. 2M.
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CSLU'-ter, s. {Fr. cautere ; Sp„ Port., & Hal.

canter ia ; Lat. cauterium ; Gr. jtavnjpioe (fc«».-

teri<m)= a branding-iron ; from sraimjp (kauter)

=s a burner, from *ccu'« (kaio) = to burn.] A
searing hot iron ; a burning or branding-iron.

c&u'-ter-ant, s. [Cauterize.] A cauterizing

substance", such as caustic. (Landon.)

• cau'-ter-ism, s. [Cauter(ize) ; -ism.]

1. The use or application of cauterants.

2. A cauterant.

"Some use the cauterisms on the legs.'—Ferrand

:

Love Melancholy, p. 262.

Cau-ter-I-za'-tion, s. [Fr. cauterisation

;

Lat cauterizatio ; from cauterizo = to burn
with a branding-iron.]

Surg, : The act of burning or searing morbid
flesh with cauterants, or caustic substances.

*' Tbey require, after cauterization, no such bandage,
as that thereby you need to fear interception of tne
spirits."— Wiseman.

Cau'-ter-ue, v.t. [Fr. caut&riser; Sp. A Port.

cauterizar ; It. cauterizzare ; Lat. cauterizo;

from Gr. *avr7jpia£«i» (kauteriazd) — to burn
with a branding-iron ; Kavrrfptov (kauterion) at

a branding-iron ; Kavrrfp (kauter) = a burner ;

Kouw (kaio) = to burn.)

1. Lit : To burn or sear with cauterants.

* 2. Fig. : Of the heart or conscience, as if

"seared with a hot iron," and so rendered
insensible to any influence.

" The more habitual our sins are, the more cauterized
our conscience is, the lees is the fear of helL '—Jeremy
Taylor : RuU and Exercises qf Holy Dying, L 903.

cau'-ter-Lzed, pa. par. or o. [Cadterize,]

eau'-ter-iz-ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Cau-
terize.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & parUc. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

" No marvel though cantharidee have such a corro-

sive and cauterizing quality . . ."— Bacon : Natural
and Experimental History.

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The act of burning with caustic.

% Fig. : A burning to the heart.
*' For each true word a blister ! and each false

Be as a cauterizing to the root o' the tongue,
Consuming it with speaking."

Shakesp. : Timon qf Athena, V. 3.

T The first folio reads cautherizing.

C&U'-ter-jf, s. [Gr. KavTqpiov (kauterion) = a
branding-iron, from xaua (kaio) = to burn,
to brand ]

1. An instrument for burning or searing the
flesh, either with a hot iron, or with caustic
medicines.

" In heat of fight it wlU be necessary to have your
actual cautery always ready, . .."—Wieeman; Surgery.

2. The act of cauterizing.
" Cautery is either actual or potential ; the first Is

burning by a hot iron, and the latter with caustick
medicines. The actual cautery is generally used to
stop mortification, by burning the dead parts to the
auiclc, or to stop the effusion of blood, by searing up

lie vessels."

—

Quincy.

can'-thee, s. [A word from one of the Hindoo
languages.]

Fabrics: A coarse East India cotton cloth.

cau -ting, a. [Shortened from cantering (q.v.).'}

cauting-iron, s.

Farriery ; An iron used for cauterizing the
flesh of horses.

cau'-tion, * cau-ci on, * kau-cy-on,
* caucioun, s. [Fr. caution ; Sp. caucion;
It. cauzione, from Lat. cautio — a taking care,
from cautus = careful, cautious, from caveo
to take care, to be cautious. ]

1. Security, pledge, guarantee.
Kaucyon tbey nolde give, ne bidde"

A'. Alitaunder, 2811.
M He that objects any crime, ought to give caution,

by the means of sureties, that be will persevere in the
prosecution of such crimes."—Ayliffe ; Parergon,

IF In this sense the word only survives in
Scots law, and at the Universities. [Cadtion-
Banr.]

* 2. A bill, an account
"Take thi caucioun, and sitte soone and write flftl."—Wycliffe : Luke xvi. 6.

3. Provision or security against danger, &c;
prudence, wariness, provident care and need-
fulness.

" In despite of all the rules and cautiont of govern-
ment . . .—VEstrange.

"Schomberg and some other officers recommended
caution and delay."—Macaulay ; Hi*'. Eng., ch. xvi

4. A warning, advice to be careful and pro-
vident.

" Indulge, my son, the cautiont of the wise."
Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. xxiil. 114.

% Crabb thus discriminates between an
admonition, a warning, and a caution ; "An
admonition respects the moral conduct; it

comprehends reasoning and remonstrance.
Warning and caution, respect the personal
interest or safety in. We admonish a person
against the commission of any offence ; we
warn him against any danger ; we caution hira
against any misfortune." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

•J Caution juratory

:

Law: The best security that a suspender
can offer iu order to obtain a suspension.
(Wharton.)

caution-money, s. A sum of money
deposited by a person as security, as by a
student on his matriculation at the Univer-
sities.

If To find caution : To bring forward a suffi-

cient surety. (Scotch.)

" Caution must be found by the defender for his ap-
pearance, and to pay what shall be decreed against
him."—Spottitwooae . MS wo. Cautio

To set caution: To give security. (Synon.
with the preceding phrase.)

" He was ordained also to set caution to Frendraugbt,
. . ."—Spalding, L 46.

cau'-tion, v.t. [Caution, s.] Togiveawarn-
ing to, to warn.

(a) Absolutely:
" How shall our thought avoid the various snare T

Or wisdom to our caution'd soul declare . .

Prior.

(6) With against* (Used principally of per-

sons.)
"Ton cautioned me against their charms.
But never gave me equal arms." Swift.

* cau'-tion-ar-y, a. k s. [Low Lat. cautiono
— to give security.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Given as a pledge or security.
" I am nude the cautionary pledge.
The gage and hostage of your keeping it."

Southern*.

2. Containing a caution or warning.
" Nay, if yon look a little farther, yon will see that

these ways are made cautionary enough."

—

Bunyan:
Pilgrims Progress, pt il

3. Wary, provident, cautious.

"Host of the doctrines of the Philosophers are more
fearful and cautionary than the nature of things re-

quireth."

—

Bacon; Adv. of Learning, bk. Ii.

B. As subst. : A pledge, a security or guar-
antee.

cau'-tloned, pa- J*"*- * <*- [Caution, v.]

cau'-tlon-er, s. [Eng. caution; -er.]

* L Ord. Lang. : One who cautions or warns
another.

IL Scots Ixlw : One who is bound as security
for the performance by another of a specific

act ; a surety or guarantor.

"All bandes, acts and obi tgationes maid or to be maid,
. . for the gude rule, qnietnesse of the Bordoures and

cau -tlon-irig, pr. par., «.,&*. [Catjtion, v.]

A. & B. As pres. par. & particip. adj.:
(See the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of warning or giving
a caution to another.

" cau'-tion- Ize, v.t. [Caution ; -ize.] To place
under security or guarantee, to secure.

" The captaine of the Janissaries rose and slew the
Ballur, and gave his daughter in marriage to one Asian
Begh, a pretender tu the antient inheritance of a bor-
dering province, to caut ionize that part."

—

Continua-
tion of Knoltet, 1414. (Latham.)

t Cau'-tion-r^, *. [Eng. caution ; -ry.] The
act of becoming security for another ; surety-
ship, guarantee.

"That the true creditors and cautioners of the saide
forfaulted persons,—should no waves be prejudged by
the foresaid furfaulter—anent their relief of their just
and true iugagements, and cautionriet, ..." — ^4cf*

Cha. /., 1814, vl 167.

cau'-tioua, a. [Lat. cautus = heedful, wary,
from caveo = to be careful or wary.] Full of
caution, wary, heedful, careful

1. Of persons

:

**
. . . my Lord Clarendon will do well to be cautiont

for the future. "—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,ch. xv.

2. Of qualities

;

"With cautious reverence from the outer gate.
Slow stalks the slave, whose office there to wait, . .

.

Byron: The Corsair, ii. 8.

IT With of before the person or thing to b*
guarded against ;

" Be cautious of him, for he is sometimes an incon-
stant lover, because he hath a great advantage."

—

Swift:

^T (1) Crabb thus discriminates between
cautious, wary, and circumspect. " These
epithets denote a particular care to avoid evil

;

but cautious expresses less than the other two ;

it is necessary to be cautious at all times ; to
be wary in cases of peculiar danger ; to be cir-

cumspect in matters of peculiar delicacy and
difficulty. ... A tradesman must be cautious
in his dealings with all men ; he must be wary
in his intercourse with designing men ; he
must be circumspect when transacting business
of particular importance and intricacy."

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

(2) For the difference between careful, cau-
tious, and provident, see Careful.

cau'-tlous-ly, adv. [Eng. cautious; ~ly.] In
a cautious manner, warily, needfully.
" This well employed, he purchased friends and fame.
But cautiousla concealed from whence it came."
Dryden : The Fables ; Palamon and Arcite, bk. L

"... In return for money cautiously doled out,

. . ."

—

Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

* cau tioua ness, s. [Eng. cautious ; -ncss. ]

The quality of being cautious ; vigilance, cir-

cumspection.
" I could not but approve their generous constancy

and cautiousness."—King Charles : Eikon Basil.

ca'-va, ka-wa, s. [A Polynesian word.] An
intoxicating beverage prepared from Macro-
piper methysticum.

cav-a-burd, *. [Etymology unknown.] A
thick fall of snow. (Scotch.)

ca-vse'-di una, s. [Lat., from cavum wlium
— the hollow part of a house : cavum, neut
sing, of nevus — hollow; tedium, genit. of
odes m a house.]

Arch. : An open quadrangle or court within
a house. Vitruvius describes five varieties—-

Tuscanicum, Corinthium, tetrastylon (with
four columns), dUpluviatum (uncovered), and
testudinatum (vaulted). Some authors have
made the cavcedium the same as the atrium
and vestibulum, but they were essentially

different (Gwilt.)

cav -al-oade, *. [Fr. cavalcade — a riding of

horse. (Cotgrave.y] A procession or train of

men on horseback.
" Whose loveliness was more resplendent made
By the mere passing of that cavalcade.''

Longfellow ; Tales of a Wayside Inn ; Sicilian's Tale.

* C&V-al-cade, v.i. [Cavalcade, s.) To go
or ride in procession.

" He would have done his noble friend better service
than cavalcading with him to Oxford." — North:
Examen, p 112.

t cav-al-eV-o, cav-a-llor'-d, s. [Cava-
lier.]" A quasi-Spanish form of the word
cavalier, used generally with somewhat of a
burlesque meaning.

" Nothing, good monsieor, but to help cavalero Cob-
web to scratch."—Shakesp. : Mid. Nights Dream, iv. L

cavalero-justice, s.

" How now, bully-rook! thou'rt a gentleman : easo-

lero-juttice, I say/—Shakesp. : Mer. Wives of Windsor.
ILL

cav-a-lier', s. & a. [Fr. cavalier ; Ital. cava-

liere; Sp. caballero; all from Low Lat. cabal-

larius = a horseman, from caballus = a horse.]

[Caple.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Generally

:

(1) A knight, a horseman.
" Now joy to the crest of the brave Cavalior t

Be his banner unconquered, resistless his spear.

Scott : Bo/taby, v. 90.

(2) A gallant.
" For who is he, whose chin is but enrich'd

With one appearing hair, that will not follow

These cull'a and ehoiot drawn cavaliers to Francer
Shakesp. : Ben. V., ill. Prologue.

2. Spec. : Applied to themselves by the

royalist party in the civil war under Charles I.

" During some years they were designated as Cava-
liers and RoundlieadH. They were subsequently called

TorieB and Whigs ; nor does it seem that these appella-

tions are likely soon to become obsolete."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng„ ch i.

* IL Fortif. : A work situated behind an-

other, over which it has a command of fire.

" Our casemates, cavaliers, and counterscarps,
Are well survey'd by all our engineers."

Heywood: Four Ps.

B. As adjective :

1. Knightly, warlike.
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* 2. Noble, generous, brave.
" The people are naturally not valiant, and not much

mealier."—Suckling.

Z. Belonging to the Cavalier or Royalist
party.

"
, . . an old Cavalier family, . . .'—Disraeli

:

Coningtby. bk. lil, ch. lit.

4. Haughty, disdainful.

• c&v-a-lier'-Ism, s. [Bng. cavalier; -ism.)
The principles or customs of cavaliers. (Scott.)

0&v-a-U©r'-lj% adv. [Eng. cavalier; -ly.]

h Lit. : Like a cavalier.

2. Fig. : Arrogantly, haughtily.

• cavalier -ness, s. [Eng. cavalier ; -new.)
Arrogance, haughtiness.

• cav a ll-er 6, a. [Ital. cavaliere.] A
cavalier.

" In Bhort, he wai a perfect cavaliero."
Byron : Beppo, T. 33.

caV-a-lot, 5. [Ft. cavaloL}

Mil. ; An ancient cannon five feet long,
throwing a 1-lb. ball, with a charge of 1 lb.

;

range, 000 paces.

caV-al-r& * ca^-val'-ler-Ie, a [0. Fr.
ciievalerie; Fr. cavalerie; Sp. caballeria ; Ital.
& Port, cavalleria,) [Cavalier.]
MiL : Mounted soldiers organised in troops

(an administrative unit, commanded by a
captain and two lieutenants), squadrons (a
tactical unit of two troops, led by the senior
•captain), and regiments (composed of four
squadrons, commanded by a UeuL-colonel
and a major). Divided in Europe Into Heavy
(Cuirassiers, and some Dragoons or Dragoon
Guards), Medium (Lancers and Dragoons),
and Light (Hussars). Attached by single regi-
ments to the infantry divisions. In the United
States the cavalry are of light equipment and
known only by the single name of cavalry.
They are separate from infantry, being organ-
ized into distinct corps and under separate
commanders. During the Civil War, cavalry
proved to be a highly effective branch of the
army. They are formed into brigades or divi-
sions (commanded by a brigadier or lieutenant-
general), for independent action in advance of
and covering an army on the march, when
horse-artillery batteries are attached to them.
Light cavalry are chiefly employed for recon-
naissance and foraging, heavy and medium
for battle, but these duties are interchange-
able. Formations for march are columns of
troops, fours, sections, and half-sections ; for
fighting, always in line, frequently in echelon
of regiments or squadrons, and with a reserve.
Its action is esseutially offensive, and its real
power lies in the charge, which should be
sudden and rapid. Its best opportunity is
when the enemy is on the march, in disorder
from fighting, or changing formation. The
best ground for cavalry is that which gives
cover from view till near enough to charge,
and then it should be free from obstacles,
so as to get full benefit from the shock
which depends on unbroken speed. Rate of
inarch—walk, four miles ; trot, eight miles
an hour.

" If a state run most to gentlemen, and the husband-
men and plowmen be but as their workfolk*, you may
have a good cavalry, but uever good stable bauds of
loot - Bacon: Ben. VIS.

% Originally cavalry and chivalry were but
two different ways of spelling the same word,
(Trench : Eng. Past and Present, p. 65.)

• ca-vate', v.t. [Lat. cavatut, pa. par. of cava
= to hollow out] To hollow or dig out ; now
superseded by excavate (q.v.). (Bailey.)

• ca vat -ed, pa. par. & a. [Cavate.]

cava tin'-a, s. [Ital] A melody of a more
simple form than the aria. A song without a
second part and a da capo. (Stainer <£ Barrett.)

• cav'-at-Ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Cavate, v.]

A. A B. As pr. par. & partic. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As subst. : The act of hollowing out or
excavating.

• cava -tion, * cava -zion, s. [Low Lat.
oowUio = a hollowing or excavating; oavo=-
to hollow out, to excavate.]

Arch. ; The hollowing or underdigging of
the earth for cellarage or foundations ; accord-
ing to Vitruvius it should be the sixth part of
the height of the whole building.

cave (1), * kave, s. k a. [Fr. cave; Sp. & Ital.

cava = a hollow place ; from Lat. cavea, from
cavus = hollow.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary language:

I. A hollow place or cavern under the earth

;

a subterraneous habitation.
** Thor he biggede in a cave, the was thor in roche

graven. Story of Qen, A Kxod., 1,187.
" Tnou magic lyre, whose fascinating sound
Seduced the savage monsters from their cave*

Cowper: Ode on the Marriage of a Friend.
* 2. Any hollow place or part
"The object of sight doth strike noon the pupil of

the eye directly, whereas the dom of the ear doth hold
off the sound a little. "—Bacon : natural Bistory.

II. Technically:

1. Geol. : Caves in many cases are scooped
out by the sea or by the action of inland
streams. They are most numerous in lime-
stone countries, and are of great interest geo-
logically. [Cave-deposits. ]

2. Glass Manufacture: The ash-pit of a
glass furnace.

B. As adj. ; (See the compounds).

% Obvious compound : Cave-keeper.

cave-bear, a.

Pakeont. : Ursus spelceus, a fossil bear, more
gigantic than any now known to exist It is

found in Britain and elsewhere, In Post-Plio-
cene cave-deposits.

cave-breccia, s.

Geol. : A breccia, generally of marine origin,
frequently met with in caverns at the base of
sea-cliffs. It often contains organic remains.
[Cave-deposits.]

cave deposits, a pi.

Geol. : Deposits made in sea-caves. Water
washed in some of the materials which were
afterwards fixed in their place by the formation
of stalactite pendulous from the roof, and
stalagmite rising in irregular columns from
the floor. According to the celebrated chemist
Liebig, the vegetable soil above the limestone
rock, when acted on by moisture and air,

evolves carbonic acid (carbon dioxide). Fall-
ing rain, becoming impregnated with this
chemical compound, is capable of dis-
solving the limestone, and subsequently losing
by evaporation a portion of the carbonic acid,
parts with the calcareous matter, which it

leaves in the form of stalactite. The dropping
of water impregnated with carbonate of lime
from the tips of the pendnlous stalactites,
generates the stalagmites, and hermetically
seals the aqueous deposits beneath for geo-
logical examination. It is remarkable that,
tested by these organic remains, caverns do
not, as might be anticipated, range over a
succession of formations ; they seem to be all

but limited to the Newer-Pliocene and Post-
Pliocene periods.
The first cave which attracted much geo-

logical notice was that of Kirkdale, about
twenty-flve miles N.N.E. of York city. In it

were detected the remains of abo#t 300 hyenas
and the animals on whose bones they had
preyed. (For details see Buckland's Keliquice
Diluvianm.) Many caves throughout the
world have since been examined. Prof. Owen
some years agoenumeratedthirtv-seven species
of mammals—about eighteen of them extinct,
the rest recent—in the caves of the British
isles. When the question of the alleged
" antiquity of man " came from France to
Britain in 1858, the examination of caves here
and elsewhere received a new impulse. First
the Brixham cavern, on the coast of Devon-
shire, was exhaustively examined, and then
Kent's cavern, near Torquay, in the same
county, became the scene of very elaborate
exploratory diggings, Mr. Pengelley, F.R.S.,
acting under the auspices of the British Asso-
ciation and the Royal Society of London, being
the chief agent in the work. Deposits of some
interest have been found in the caves of the
Vnitt'd States and of Brazil, but no particular
description of them seems necessary, as they
yield no indications of ancient man similar to
those of Europe. They contain bones of many
of the former animals of the country, though
usually of less interest than those of the
European caves.

cave dwellers, a ft
A. I. l.]

m ^ [Troglodyte,

old floor of a cave, previous to the deposition
of the stalagmite which now covers it.

"Cave-earth is not stratified. And contains many
fallen fragment* of rock, rounded stones, and broken
piece* of stalagmite. "

—

Damon ; Earth and Man, ch.
xiii.

cave-guarded, a. Guarded or protected
in a cave.

cave-hyena, cave hynena, a
Pakeont. : Hymna spelaia, an old British

hyena akin to H. crocuta-of South Africa, of
which it may be only a variety.

"The cave-hyama and cave*tiger are found associated
with the Ursut spelucut in the caverns "—Lubbock:
Prehistoric Timet, p. 338.

* cave keeping, a. Secret, retired from
eight, as though hidden in a cave.

' In men, as in a rough-grown grove, remain
"s that otMCurely sleep."

Shakesp. : Lucrece, 1249-51.

cave-earth, s.

Geol. : A Btratum of earth constituting the

Cave-keeping evils t

cave-lion, a,

Palceont. : A fossil lion, Fells spekea, akin to
if not even identical with the F. leo of modern
times.

cave-pika, s.

Palmont. : A species of Lagomys found In
Post-Pliocene deposits in British caves.

cave (2), a. [Cave (2\ v.)

1. A stroke, a push.

2. A toss.

cave (1), v.t & (. [Cave, *,]

* A. Transitive : To hollow out.
"Under a steepe Miles side It placed waa,
There where the mouldred earth had rav'd the banks."

Spenser: F. ft., IV., v. 83.

B, Intransitive:

* L To dwell in a cave.
" It may be beard at court, that such at we
Cave here, hunt here, are outlaws."

Shakesp. : CymbeUne, It. S.

f 2. To sink or fall down, to give way.

If To cave in: To give way, to yield. {Slang.)

"A puppy ... Joins the chase with heart and soul,
but cave* in at about fifty yards.'—B. Kingttey

:

Qeaffry Flamlyn, ch. xxvili.

To cave over : To fall over suddenly. (Scotch.)

"Sitting down Ton] a bedside, he caves back over so
that his feet stack out stiff and deed."—MeHvill : MS.,
p. 32.

cave (2), v.t. & i. [Scand. Team = to throw,
to toss. J

A* Transitive

:

1. To toss or pitch, as hay.

2. To toss (the head or horns) threateningly
(said of cattle).

3. To clean (grain) by raking.
" I caw* come. Sescouse le grain."—Palsgram.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To rush.

2. To be plunged or buried,

cav'-S-at, s. [Lat. caveat ~ let him beware,
3rd per. sing. pr. subj. of caveo = to beware .J

J. Technically

:

1. Law: A notice or warning given by any
person interested to some public officer not to
do a certain act until the party giving the no-
tice has been heard in opposition.

" A caveat Is an intimation given to some ordinary
or ecclesiastical Judge by the act of man, notifying w
htm, that he ought to beware how he acts In such or
such an affair,"

—

Ayliffe.

2. United States Patent Laws: A description
of some invention designed to be patented,
lodged in the office before the patent right is

taken out, operating as a bar to applications
respecting the same invention from any other
quarter. It corresponds to the English Pro-
tection (q.v.).

U, Ord. Lang, (fig.): A warning, a caution,

a protest.
" As, however, there ii scarcely any one of the prin-

ciples of a true method of philosophizing which '!<«•

not require to be guarded against errors on both sides,

I must enter a caveat against another ntMp|S>ebe*>
sion, of a kind directly contrary to the preceding."—
J. S. MUl : System of Logic, } 3.

Caveat emptor (Lat.) : Let the purchaser be-

ware, i.e., let him examine what he is buying
before he completes the bargain ; in oilier

words, the risk of the purchase lies with the

purchaser.

* cav-S-a'-tlng, s. [Lat. caveat, and Eng.

Stiff. -.''(;/.]

Fencing: The act of moving the sword al-

ternately from one side to the other of that of

the adversary.

Ifcte, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pttt,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, ctib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, as, os = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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* cav-e-a -tor, a, [Lat. & Eug. oaveat ; suff.

•or.}

Law : One who enters a caveat

cav -el (1), * cav-ell, cav'-Ill, *. [A modifi-

cation of Eng. cowl (q.v.). Cf. caple.) A low
fellow.

" Ane cavelt quhilk wu never at the schule."
Chalmert : Lyndeay, 1L 60.

•caV-el<2), *cau'-il, *caf-le, *kav-el,
* kev-11, s. [Kavel.]

1. A rod, a pole. (Christ Kirk on the Green.)

2. A lot.

" Syne ca/tU cast quha sail our muter be."
Wallace, vii. 378.

3^ The response of an oracle.
* Quhilis he say*, the oauillU of Licia."

Douglas ; Virgil, 112, 66.

4. Fortune, lot.

" I should b« right content
For the kind cavel that to me wu lent"

Rots : Belenore, p. 128.

5. A division or share of property ; an allot-

ment.
"They got about 10 chidden of victual and silver tent

out Of the bishop's /cavil."—Spalding, i. 230.

6. A ridge of growing corn.

• cav-eL v.L [Cavel (2), a.] To divide by lot,

to apportion.

"The heritor* of Don met every fortnight after the
cavilling of the water in April. '—State. Leslie of Poicit,

ic., 1806. p. 123,

•cav'-en-ard, *. [Fr. cagnard, caignard,

from Lat canis= a dof.] A rascal, a villain.

[Cayna&d.]
** Hede, cauenard t

Wat doe thee here at this patbe T
"

Havetok, 2.389.

eav'-en-dish, s. [Named after Thomas Caven-
dish, the circumnavigator and buccaneer, who
died in 1593 (?).] A kind of tobacco softened,
sweetened, and pressed into cakes.

ca'-ver, *. [Etyra. doubtful] A gentle breeze.
(Scotch.)

cav'-ern, s. & a. [Fr. caverne; Lat eaverna
= a cavern ; cavus = hollow.]

A. As subst. : A cave or den.
** Patience whispered the oaks from the oracular cav-

er nt of darkness."
Longfellow : Evangeline, ML &

B. As adj. ; (See the compounds).

t cavern- cell, s. A dwelling In a cavern.
" And mothers with their infants, there to dwell
In the deep forest or the caeern<ell"

Bemant; The A bencerrag.

t cavern damp, s. The damp, stagnant
tfennsphere pervading caves.

She fails—she sinks—as dies the lamp
In charnel airs or eavern-damp."

Moor* ; Lu.lla Bookh ; Paradite and the Peri.

cavern-deposits, s. pi [Cave-deposits.]

cavern-fern, 5.

Bot. : A book-name for Antrophyum. (Treas.

ofBot.)

e&v'-erned, a. [Cavern, «.]

\ 1. Full of caverns or caves.
*" The wolves yell'd on the cavern'd hlU
Where echo rolld in thunder still."

Byron ; The Siege of Corinth, bk. xxxilL
*' Twas seen from Dryden's groves of oak.
And seen from caverned Hawthornden."

Scott : Last Minstrel, vi 24.

• 2. Formed in or through a cavern.
• Now pasa'd the rugged road, they Journey down
The cavern'd way descending to the town."

Pope : Bomer't Gdytsey, bk. rvil. 180-1.

•3. Living in caverns.
" No cavern'd hermit, rests self-sattefy'd.

"

Pope: Essay on Man, iv. 42.

\i. Found in caverns.
" And cavern'd gems their lustre throw
O'er the red sea-flowers' vivid glow ?

"

Bemant: A Tale of the fourteenth Century.

cav -er-nous, a. [Fr. caverneux; Sp. & ItaL
cavemoso ; Lat. cavemosus = full of caverns

;

eaverna := a cavern.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) Full of caverns.

(2) Deep, low down in caverns,

tety heralded

e earthquake buret . . .

Bemant : The Yetpert of Palermo.

2. Fig, ; Resembling a cavern.

II. Anat. : With cavities in the anatomical
sense. In this usage the accent is commonly
on the second syllable.

"... In the Lamprey the lacteaJs pass forward, and
enter the abdominal cavernous sinus beneath the
aorta. "—Owen; Anatomy of Vertebrate*.

* cavern -u-lous, a. [Lat. cavemvla, dim.
of caverna = a cavern ; cavus = hollow, and
Eng. adj. suif. -cue.} Full of little cavities or
hollows.

" Unless poured oat In a very liquid state, that Is, of
very great heat, copper will Dot east either solid or
tenacious, but is cavemulout and weak; in its beet
state it aeems porous. '—Black t Lecture*, Ui. S96.

{Latham.)

* cav'-er-on, «. [Cavezon.]

t caV-era, s. [Etym. doubtful. Perhaps from
cave ( 1), s.)

Mining

:

1. A name amongst Derbyshire miners for

such as steal ore from the mines.

2. Officers in such mines.

* cfcv'-er-y, 5. [Caviare.]

* cav'-es-on, * cav -es-son, s. [Cavezon.]

* ca-ve -to, s. [Tmper. of v. cavto = to be
wary or cautious.] Be eautious or wary.

*' Therefore, caveto be thy counsellor.
Go, clear thy crystals."

Shaketp. : Ben. F., U. 8.

t cav-et'-to, 8. [Ital. cavetto = a hollow, from
cafo, Lat. cams
= hollow.]

Arch. : A con-
cave moulding,
the curvature of
whose section
does not exceed
the quadrant of
a circle. It is

the reverse of
the ovolo or quarter-round, and is sometimes
used in cornices, pedestals, &c.

"The Roman mouldings are all formed of parts of
circles ... Is the Cavetto or hollow. This is a
quarter-round, the curve turning Inward."'—CastelXi
Technical Educator, vol. iii. , p. 199.

cav'-ey, caV-Ie, s. [Lat. cavea = a hollow,
a cage.]

L A hen-coop. (Scotch.)
" Croose as a cock in his aln carte.
Wha sbou'd be there but Hinny Davy?"

Mayne : Siller Gun, p. 66.

2. In former times the lower part of the
aumrie, or meat-press, was thus denominated.
(Jamieson.)

* cav czon, * ca'-ves-son, cav'-e son,
a [Fr. cavegon, cavesson ; Sp. cdbezon ; Ital.

cavezzone = a covering for the head ; from O.
Fr. chevece ; Sp. cabeza = head ; Ital. cavezza,

for capezza = a halter, a bridle, from Lat.

caput m head ; capistrum = a bridle, a halter. ]

A sort of noseband, sometimes made of iron
and sometimes of leather or wood ; sometimes
flat and sometimes hollow or twisted ; which
Is put upon the nose of a horse, to forward
the suppling and breaking of him. (Worcester.)

cav'-I-a, s. [Mod. Lat, from the native Bra-
zilian name cabiai.]

Zool. : The type-genus of the rodent family
Cavidae (q.v.).

ca'-vl an, a. & s. [Mod. Lat. cavi(a) ; -an.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to, or having the
characteristics of the genus Cavia (q.v.).

B. .<4s subst : Any individual of the genus
Cavia (q.v.).

oav'-I-ar, cav-I-ar'-S, ». [In Fr. caviar;
Ital. caviale ; 8p. cabiai, cabiar ; Romaic
«u|3iapi (kabiari) ; Turk, havydr, or hdvy&r =
caviare, (Steal. )J

1. Lit. : The roes of sturgeon and other fish
caught in the rivers of the United States and
Bussia, dried, salted, and eaten as a relish.

"The eggs of a sturgeon, being salted and made up
Into a mass, were first brought from Constantinople
by the Italians, and called caviare."—Grew : Mutantm.

2. Fig. : Anything displeasing or not ac-

cording to the taste. (So used from the fact

of the relish being seldom appreciated at first

use, a liking for it being an acquired taste.)

".
. . for the play, I remember, pleased not the

million ;
' twaa caviare to the gentni."—Shaketp. ;

Bamlet, it 2.

If The pronunciation of this word is un-
settled. It is found variously, as ca-vcer

,

ca-ve'-ar', c&-v8-&'-ro, ca-vS-a'-rS,
the second being the more usual.

cav -i-cbrn, s. [Lat. cavus m hollow, and
cornu = a horn.]

Zool. : Any ruminant animal whose horns
are hollow and plauted on a bony recesB of
the fronts, as the antelope. (11. Owen.)

cav-I-cdr'-nl-a, s. pi. [Cavicorn.)

Zool. ; The typical section of the order Rnmi-
nantia, containing the Hollow-horned Rumi-
nants. [Cavicorn.] There are three families,

the Antilopidse, Ovidae, and Bovidaj.

Cav'-I© (1), a. [A corrupted form of cavalier

(q.v.).]
" And when both houses vote egeii, the cas4se to be

gone." Brome: Songt (1661). (ffa«iw««.>

cav'-le (2), s. [Cave*.] (Scotch.)

• cav'-l-cr, «. [Caviare.]

ca-vT-I-cUs, s. pL [From Mod Lat cavia
(q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

1. Zool. : The Cavies, a family of Rodents,
having no clavicles, unguiculate toes, a rudi-

mentary tail, and, as a rule, eight rootless

molars in each jaw. It contains t he Capybaras,
Agoutis, and Pacas. The family is almost ex
clusively South American.

2. Palaont. : Species of Cavidse exist in

South America, in Post-Pliocene beds and
caves.

cav'-ll, # can-yH, * cau-il, * cav-ill, v.t.

& t. [O. Fr. caviller — to cavil, wrangle,
reason crossly (Cotgrave); Lat. caoiitor= to
banter ; cavilla, cavillum, or cavillus = a jeer-

ing, a cavilling (Skeat). ]

A. Intrans. : To raise empty or frivolon*

objections, to argue captiously.
H ... as thou lovest and honour'st arms.

Let's fight it out, and not stand cartVing thus."
Shaketp. .- 3 Ben. VI., L 1.

S With a*.

•

" He cavils first at the poet's insisting so much upon
the effects of Achillea's rage."—Pope ; A'oiet on the
lliaa\

* B. Trans. : To object to or to find fault-

with frivolously or captiously.
•* Thon didst accept them : wilt thon enjoy the good,
Then cavil the conditions?"

Mil'on: Paradise Lott, bk. x.

T For the difference between to cavil and to
censure, see Censure, v.

caV-11 (1), s. [Cavrx, «.] A captious or frivo

lous objection.

That's bat a cavil .* he is old. "—Shaketp. t Tamino
i, 1L 1.

»caV-U(2),«. [Caul.]

cav -il (3), a. [Kevel.]

1. Naut, : A large cleat.

2. Archceol. : A small stone axe with a flat

face and a pointed peen. It resembles a
jedding-axe.

cav'-H-ler, s. [Eng. cavil; -er-l A man fond
of making objections ; an unfair adversary

;

a captious disputant
"The candour which Horace shews, Is that which

distinguishes a critick from a caviller.-—A dtiiton

Guardian.

cav -il ling, pr. par., a.,&s. [Cavil, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

"... notwithstanding his depreciatory and cartl-
\ng criticism of that great writer."—Lewis: Cred.
Early Roman Hut. (1855]i ch. vii., S 2, voL 1., p. S46.

C As subst. : The act or habit of raising

frivolous objections.

cav'-Il-ling-l^, adv. [Eng. cavilling ; -ly. t

In a cavilling or captious manner ; captiously.

* cav'-il ling- ness, s. [Eng. caviUing ;

-ness.] The quality of being cavilling or cap-

tious.

* cav-H-la -tton* ». [Lat. cavillatio = ths

act of cavilling, from cavillor = to caviL] A
disposition to make captious objections ; the

practice of objecting frivolously or captiously

;

cavilling.

"I might add so much concerning the lsrge odda
between the case of the eldest churches in regard of

heathens, and ours in respect of the Church of Rome,
that v try carillati-n itself should be Batished —Book.

* cav il Ion, " cav el loun, *. [Cavil, v.)

A dispute.
' A& kayghtez in caueloan."'— Sir Gavrayne, 6M.

* oav -il-lous, a. [Eng. cavil, and suff. -oua.]

Fond of raising frivolous or captions objec-

tions ; cavilling.

"Those persons are said to be caviUous and unfaith-
ful advocates, by whose fraud and Iniquity Justice is

destroyed."—A yllffe.

boll, bo^; pout, jo%l; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; tain, this: Bin, aa; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ing

-cian, -tian = ahan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -tion, -§ion - zhun. -clous, -tious, -slous - shiia, -ble, -die, &c = bel, del
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• caV-Il-loos-l^, adv. [Eng. cavillous; -ly.]

In a cavilling manner, captiously.
"Since that m cavillously is urged against us."

Milton: Art. qf Peace between the E. of Orm, and the
Irish.

•cav-il-lous-ness, «. [Eng. caviUous;
-7U8S.1 The quality of being cavillous or fond
of raising frivolous objections ; captiousness.

• ca-vln (1), «. [Fr. ; from Lat. oavus= hollow. ]

Mil. : An old term for a natural hollow large
enough to shelter troops when attacking a
fortress. Also a hollow way running round
the works of a fortified place.

* ca-vin (2), s. [Convent.]

cav'-Ing, pr. par., o., A ». [Cave (2), v.]

A. k B. Aspr. par. d? particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of separat-
ing short, broken straw from the grain.

caving rake, s. A rake for separating
the chaff from the grain when spread on the
barn floor.

caV-ings, cav-vins. s. pi. [Cave (2X v.]
Short broken straw raked from the grain.

" In the Midland districts, ears of corn when thrashed
are known by the appropriate term 'ca*vin*.'"—
Cornhill Mag., July 1866, p. S3.

OaV-I-ty, «. [Ft. caviti ; Lat cavitas m &
hollow, from cavua=. hollow.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. A hollow place.

"The vowels are made by a free passage of breath.
Vocalized through the cavity of the month : the said
cavity being dilffrently shaped by the postures of the
throat, tongue, and lips."—Holder: Stem, of Speech.

t 2. The state of being hollow.
"The cavity or hoQawness of the place." -Goodwin.

U, AnaU: (For definition see extract).
" Cavity ... in Anatomy ... Is used to signify

any excavation or even depression of more than or-
dinary depth, which may exist in or between the solid
parts. Hence we find cavities existing in bones or
formed by the junction of one or more bones. ...
But we have likewise large excavations whose walls
are of a more complicated arrangement, and which
are destined to receive and protect those organs which
are concerned in the functions of Innervation, respira-
tion, and digestion , . . namely the cephalic or cranial
cavity containing the brain, the thoracic cavity con-
taining the organs of respiration, and the abdominal
cavity containing the organs of digestion and of the
secretion of urine. To this last is appended, as a con*
tinuatlon, the pelvic cavity,"—Todd : Cyclopmdia of
A natomy and Physiology.

ca'-vo, a. [Ital. cavo =. hollow ; Lat, cavus.]

cavo-rellevo, s. An Egyptian style of
sculpturing, in which the higher relief is only
on a level with the plane of the stone, the
rounded sides of the figures being cut into the
material. (Weale: Diet, of Terms.)

dav-o-li'-na, s- [Named after Cavolini, a
Neapolitan 'naturalist, in whose honour very
many organisms have received generic or
specific names.]

Zool. : A genus of nudibranchiate Gastero-
pods. It is now merged in, or reduced to a
sub-genus of, jEolis.

cav 6-li -nite, s. [Named after Cavolini, a
Neapolitan naturalist, with Eng, suff. -iU
Afin, (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Nephilite (q.v.). The
longitudinal rifts within give it a silky lustre.

It is from Vesuvius, where it occurs in hexa-
hedral crystals with other minerals lining the
cavity of a geode.

ca-vortf.r.i. [Said to beacon*, ofcwtW(q.v.).]

1. To prance (as a horse).

2. To bustle about eagerly.

* ca'-vous, a. [Eng. cav(e); suff. -ous,]

Abounding in caves, hollow.

Ca'-V"j%s. [Mod. Lat. cavia, from Brazil, cabiai.]

Zool. : A genus of South American Rodents.
It includes the Guinea-pig {Cavia oobaya). All
have a short tail, or none at all, and bear a
slight resemblance to a pig.

eaw (1), v.t. [An onomatopoeic word. Cf. A.S.
ceo ; Dut lea, kat ; Scotch ka = a crow.] To
make a noise like a rook or crow.

caw (2), v.t. [C*\] To drive. (Scotch.)

(1), s. [Caw, p.] The noise or cry made-sby
a crow, rook, or raven.

©aw (2\ s. [Ca'.J (Scotch.)

cawf, ? [Calf.] (Scotch.)

cavillously—cease

caw -111, s. [Cavel.] A lot

caw'-Ing (1), pr. par. t a.,ks. [Caw, v.]

A. & H. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

" The cawing rooks, and sea-mews from afar.'*
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. lv.

C. As subst. : The cry or caw of a crow,
rook, or raven.

* caw'-Ing (2), * caw'-yng, pr. par. & *.

[Call, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As subst. : The act of driving. (Scotch.)
" The cawynq of wedderis in gritTin flocks] forth of

the scbyir."—4&srd. Reg., A. 1646, V. la,

cawk, S. [CAUK.]

* cawk, * cauk, v.i. [Pr. oauquer = *' to trede,
as a cocke dothe a henne" (Cotgravc); Lat.
enko = to tread.] To breed.

* Some briddes at the bile thorugh brethyng
conceyved.

And some caukede.

"

langland : P. Plowman, 7,092.

cawk'-er, cauk -er, s, [Calker.]

1. The hinder part of a horse-Bhoe sharpened
and turned downwards, so as to prevent slip-
ping on ice. (Scotch.

)

2. A dram ; a glass of ardent spirits.
(&-**.)

" The magistrates wi" loyal din,
Tak aff their cau'kers."

Mayne: Hiller Gun, p. 89,

cawk'-ihg, 5. [Caukino.]

cawk'-& o. [Cacky.]

* cawl, s. [Caul.]

* cawle, a. [Cole.]

Sea-cawU. [Sea-cole.]

caw -lie, 5. [From Eng. cowl] A man (in
contempt). (Scotch.)

cawm'-er, v. t. [Calm. ] To quiet, to calm.

cawmys, s. [Calmes.] A mould. (Scotch.)
" That every merchaude—sail bring hame as oft as

he salis or sendls his gudis at euery tyme twa hagbutii
—with powder and cawmys for furnessing of the
Sam in," Ac —Acts Jo. r„ 1635. ed. 1814, p. 846.

Caw'-qnaw, 9. [For etym. see def.] The
name given by the Cree Indians to the Canada
Porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum).

cax -es, s. [Cashes.]

* cax'-on, s. [From the name of a celebrated
maker of wigs. J A wig.

"The other, an old. discoloured, unkempt, angry
caxon, denoting frequent and bloody execution."

—

Lamb: Christ's HospUaiJtve and twenty Years Ago.

cax'-OU, s. [Sp. caxon = a box or chest, a
weight of 50 cwt of ore, augment of coxa m a
chest ; from Lat. capsa. ] A chest of ores of
any metal that has been burnt, ground, and
washed, and is ready to be refined. (Chalmers.)
(Webster.)

Cax ton, s. [From William Caxton, the in-

troducer of printing into England, born in
Kent about 1412, died at Westminster, 1492.
His printing-press was in the Almonry at
Westminster. Sixty-four books are known to
have been printed by him. His first work
was the RecuyeU of the Historyes of Troye,
printed at Cologne about 1476. This was the
first work printed in the English language.
The first book printed in England was the
Game and Play of the Chesse, about 1474.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The printer named above.

2. Bibliog. : A book printed by William Cax-
ton.

cay, kay, cay'-o, ~kBy9 *. [Sp. cayoe, pi.= shelves, sand-banks, rocks, islets in the sea.].

[Key.]

cay-a-pd'-nJ-a, a [Etym. doubtful. Pro-
bably the name of the plant in one of the
Brazilian-Indian languages.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Cucurbitaceee.
The species, which are Brazilian, are drastics
of great energy. (Lindley.)

cay'-enne, s. A a. [From Cayenne, in South
America.] [Capsicum.]

cayenne pepper, «. The dried pow-
dered fruits of various species of Capsicum.
Specially those of the West Indian Capsicum
annuum.

cay-man, cai man, s. [From the nativt
word in Guiana.]

Zool : A genus of American reptiles, be-
longing to the Crocodile family. It is dis-
tinguished from the true crocodile by having
its feet only half-webbed. An alligator.

"The slave*, on their sjrrival from Africa, at sight of
a crocodile gave it immediately the name of cayman."
Translation o/Cuvier's Rigne Animal, Sauri, ix. i<*.

*cay-nard, s. [Cavenard.] A rascal, »
villain.

" See, olde caynard. Is this thin arrayT *

Chaucer: Wife of Bath, i'ruL, Mil
* cay'-tif, a. & *. [Caitiff.]

41 cay'-tlvc, a. & *. [Caitiff.]

ca-zic', ca-ziq/ue (que as k)( s. [Sp,
cacique, from the native Haytian word.] A
king or chief among some Indian tribes of
America. [Cacique.]

" The principal caxigue of the island came to Yist*
Cortes, . .

.'"—Townsend : Conquest of Mexico, L 16.

* cax'-I-mi, s. [Etym. doubtful.] An old
astrological term, denoting the centre or
middle of the sun. A planet is said to be in
cazimi when not distant from the. sun, either
in longitude or latitude, above 17 minutes ; or
the apparent semi-diameter of the sun, and of
the planet Kersey says 17 degrees, and the
annotator on the Old Plays, who copies him,
has raised it, by a new error, to 70 degrees.
(Nares.)

" 111 find the oaspe. and Alfrldaria,
And know what planet is in cmiml"

Albumazar, in Dodsley, vil. I7L

ca'-zd, *. [Sp. cam — a stew-pan, a saucepan,
a great spoon.]

Metal. : A vessel with a copper bottom in
which ores of silver are treated in the hot
process.

caz-zie, s. & a. [Cassie.] A sack or net
made of straw. (Scotch.

)

cazzle-chalr, s. A sort of easy-chair of
plaited straw. (Scotch.)

* caz'-zon, *. [M. E. casen, prob. from Dan
kase = dung.] Dried dung of cattle, used fo»

fuel. (Provincial.)

Cd. Chem, : The symbol for the element Cad-
mium.

Ce. Chem. : The symbol for the element Cerium.

cea, s. [Soe.] A small tab.

ce-an-b'-thus, s. [Or. KtavMoc (keanothot)
=*a kind of thistle.]

Bot. : Red-root, a genus of smooth, pu-
bescent, shrubby plants, order RhamnacesB,
natives of North America, with erect branches,
and white, blue, or yellow flowers disposed in

terminal panicles, or in axillary racemes. In
America Ceanothus americanus is generally
known by the name of New Jersey tea, the

leaves having been formerly used for the same
purpose as those of the Chinese plant. In
Canada it is used for dyeing wool of a nankeen
or cinnamon colour.

cease, " cessen, * cesen. * ceesen,
* cecyn, * sesse, * seasse, v.i. k t

[O. Ft. cesser ; Sp. cesar ; It cessare, from Lat
cesso — to go slowly, cease, frequent, of cedo =»

to give way, yield.]

L Intransitive:

1. To come to an end, leave off, give over,

desist.

(1) Absolutely:

"Cecyn. Cesso."—Prompt. Parv.
" We shalle not seasse, but ding all downs. "—Tom*

ley Mysteries, p. 6fi.

(2) With an infinitive following

:

" The stream will cease to now."
Tennyson : All things will Pie.

(3) With the prep, from :

" The lives of all who ceasefrom combat, spare."
Dryden.

2. To be at an end, to exist no longer.

* 3. To become extinct, to pass away.
" The inhabitants of the Tillages Teased, they ceased

In Israel, . . ."—Judges, v. 7.

4. To rest, leave off for a time, Aesist from.

". . . without ceasing I have remembrance of the*

in my prayers night and day."—2 Tim. i. 8.

H Trans. : To put a stop to, to end,
" But he, her fears to cease,
Sent down the meek-ey d peace.

Milton : Nativity, 4ft.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wc-lf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, oar, rale, fall; try, Syrian, ee, oo = e. ey = a. qa = lcw«
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% Crabb thus discriminates between to

cease, leave off, and discontinue :
—" To cease is

neuter ; to leave off and discontinue are active ;

we cease from doing a thing ; we leave off or

discontinue a thing. Cease is used either for

particular actions or general habits ; have off

more usually and properly for particular

actions ; discontinue for general habits. A
restless spoiled child never ceases crying until

it has obtained what it wants ; it is a mark
of impatience not to cease lamenting when one

is in pain. A labourer leaves off his work at

any given hour. A delicate person discon-

tinues his visits when they are found not to

be agreeable. It should be our first endeav-

our to cease to do evil. It is never good to

leave off working while there is any thing to

do, and time to do it in. The discontinuing

a good practice without adequate grounds
evinces great instability of character." (Crabb :

Eng. Synon.)

* cease, s. [Cease, v.] The end, extinction or

failure.
" The eeate of majesty

Dies not alone ; but, like a gulf, doth draw
What's near it with it"

Shakesp. ; Samlet, ilL S.

ceased, pa. par. & a. [Cease.]

se -less, a. [Eng. cease; -less.] Incessant,

unceasing, unending.
" Till, ceateleu in its growth, it clalm'd to stand."

Cotoper: On the /on Island* teen floating in the
German Ocean.

sease -less-ly, adv. [Eng. ceaseless; -ly.]

Unceasingly, incessantly, without ceasing.

,'-ing, pr. par., a., & 5. [Cease, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As sub$t. : The act of leaving off, or de-

sisting from anything ; a stoppage.

"... he did not mean by abrogation a cearina, but
an alteration and abatement."

—

Warburton; Remark*
on Occat. Reflect., pt. if.

t cea'-siire, s. [C-esura.] The rhythm of
verse.

" Divine du Bartaa, hid his heavenly ceature*.
Singing the mighty world's immortal] story t"

Sylvester : Du Bartas.

ce'b-a-dir-la, s. [Cevadilla.]

* ee-bell, 5. [Etymology doubtful.]

Music : The name of an air or theme in

common time of four bar phrases, forming a
subject upon which to execute " divisions

"

upon the lute or violin. This style of air,

although frequently found in books for the
violin in the 17th century, is now obsolete

;

Its principal feature was the alternation of

grave and acute notes which formed the
several strains. (Stainer & Barrett.)

e'-bi-dse, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. ce&(u*)(q.v.),
' and fain. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. ; A family of Quadrumana (Monkeys),
consisting of species with long and prehensile
tails. There are 36 teeth, 6 of them in either

jaw being molars. They have neither cheek-
pouches nor callosities. They occur in

tropical America. [Cebus.]

ce bi -nse, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. ceb(us), and
fem. pi. adj. suff. -inai.]

Zool. : The typical sub-family of the cebfdae
(q.v.>.

ce brl on i des, ce-bri -on'-i-dse, *. pi
[From cebrio, the typical genus ; and Lat. pL
suff. -idee, -ides. ]

Entom. : A family of coleopterous insects,

in which all the joints of the tarsi are entire,

and without pellets, and the posterior thighs
not larger than the others. The European
species appear in great numbers after heavy
rains. (Craig.)

ee'-bus, s. [From Gr. »o}0o$ (kebos) = a long-
tailed monkey.]

1. Zool. : A genus of American monkeys, of
which the type is the Simia apella of Linnaeus.
It has a short muzzle and prehensile tail,

with a facial angle of 60°.

2. Palcsont. : It is found in Post-Pliocene
strata in South America.

• cec, * ccke, o. [Sick.]

"Cec, or seelte. [Ceke or sekenes.) Inflrmiu, eger,
languidui."—Prompt, tare.

$eV-cMn« « [Sequin, Zecbin.] An Italian
gold coin, a sequin.

" Here I have brought a bag of bright cecchines.

Will quit* weigh down bis plate.

Ben Jonton ; Pox. i. 1.

* cech-elle, s. [Satchel.]

"Cechelle, SacceUu*."—Prompt. Par*.

ce-cid-6-my'--I-a, s. [From Gr. k^kU (kekis),

genit. mfielfio* (kekidos) = . . . a gall-nut, and
fivta. (muia) = a fly.]

Entom. : A genus of two-winged flies, Dip-
tera, of the family Tipulidae, having the wings
resting horizontally with three longitudinal
nervures ; head hemispherical ; antennae as

long as the body, and generally 24-jointed, the
joints hairy (in females 14-jointed) ; the two
basal joints short, legs long ; basal joint of
tarsi very short, second long. Stephens enu-
merates twenty-six species, all of which are of

small size. Cecidcmyia tritici, the Wheat-fly,

is well known from its attacks on wheat.

ce-Cll'-I-ans, s. pi [Fr. cecities, from Lat.

caxilia = a slow-worm or blind-worm ; ccecus

= blind.]

Zool. : A family and genus of naked verte-

brates, placed by Linnaeus and Cuvier among
serpents, but now known to be amphibians.
The eyes are exceeding small, whence the

name given to them ; the skin is smooth,
viscous, and striated, with annular folds. It

is not properly naked, but the scales are very
minute and indistinct. All the species are

natives of warm climates. [C^ciliad-e.]

* 5®'~9*~*& s- f

^

r- c^^ » *jat- ccecitas = blind-

ness; ccecus = blind.] Blindness.

"They are not blind, nor yet distinctly see ; there!*
in them no cecity, yet more than a cecutiency ; . .

."

—

Browne: Vulgar Rrrours, hk. iiL, ch. xviii.

* cede, s. [Etym. doubtful. Cf. Gael, sgail

= a cover, a veil, sgaiteach = a' veil, a cur-

tain.] A canopy. (Weale.)

cec'-o-CT&ph, s. [Lat. ccecus = blind ; Gr.

ypa<f>a> (graphc) = to write.] A French writing-

machine for the blind ; a ehiragon.

$e-crd'p-I-a, * [Named after Cecrops, a
fabulous king of Athens.]

Bot. : A genus of large-leaved, soft-wooded
milky trees, natives of tropical South America,
and belonging to the order of Artocarpads.
More than twenty-five species are known.
C. peltata, the Trumpet-tree of the West Indies,

is so called from its hollow branches being

used for musical instruments, especially a
species of drum called by the native Indians
Amboobas. It grows very rapidly and attains

a height of upwards of fifty feet. The.wood is

very light, and is commonly used in Ae West
Indies for making floats for fishing-nets.

ce crops, s. [The fabulous first king of

Athens.]

Zool : A genus of Crustacea, of the order

Siphonostoma, and family Caligina or Caligidse.

The species are parasitic on the gills and skin
of fishes.

,

* co-CU'-tI-$U-9& *. [Lat. ccecutiens, pr.

par. of cazcutio = to be blind ; ccecus = blind.]

A partial blindness ; a tendency to blindness.

(See instance under Cecity.)

* ce-cynge, 5. [Ceasing.]
" Gecynge (cecenynge). Ceuacio."—P-.vmpt Parv.

*ced, s. [Seed.] (Prompt. Parv.)

ce-dar, *oe-dir, *ce-dre, *se'-dyr,

e. & a. [A.S. ceder-bedm, ceder-treow ; Sw.
ceder, ceder-trdo; Dan. ceder trd; Dut. ceder

boom ; Ger. ceder ; Gael, scudar ; Wei. cedr ;

Fr. cedre: Prov. cedre, sedre; Sp. & Port.

cedro ; Ital. cedra; Lat. cedrus ; Gr. kcodoc

(kedros) m (1) the cedar of Lebanon. (2) a kind
of juniper.]

A. As substantive :

L Scrip. £ Bot. : A tree or trees called in

Heb. TVA (erez), from T?£ (araz), the root of

"mi* (aruz) — coiled, compressed. In Sept

Gr. it is WSpos (kedros). Erez still continues in

the Arab, arz, and seems, to be a generic

word, almost like che English cedar, but
limited apparently to species of the pine

family, of which several are on Lebanon,
the three most notable being " the cedar of

Lebanon," pre-eminently so called [II. 1], the

Deodar [II. 1, and Deodar], and the Scotch

fir (Pinus sylvestris). The masts for ships

spoken of in Ezek. xxvii. 5 were probably

from the Scotch fir ; whilst the tree, of which

it is said that " his boughs were multiplied
and his branches became long," is plainly the
typical '

' Cedar of Lebanon. The wood of
that species is soft, and not specially valu-
able ; and, contrary to the received opinion,
the erez which furnished the beams, &c, of
Solomon's temple, may have been from
another species of Lebanon pine.

IL Ord. Lang. & Bot. : The English name
given to various trees, chiefly of the orders
Pinaceee (Conifers) and Cedrelaceffi (Cedrelads).

1. (Of the order Pinaceae)

:

(1) The Cedar of 'Lebanon (Abies cedrus,

often called Cedrus Libani). From the allu-

sion to it in Scripture it has, for many centu-

ries, been an object of interest, and more than
one hundred years ago Miller thus described

it ;
—" It is evergreen ; the leaves are much

narrower than those of the pine-tree, and many
of them produced out of one tubercle, re-

sembling a painter's pencil; it has male
flowers, or katkins, produced at remote dis-

tances from the fruit on the same tree. The
seeds are produced in large cones, squamose
and turbinated. The extension of the branches
is very regular in cedar trees ; the ends of the
shoots declining and thereby showing their

upper surface, which is constantly cloathed

with green leaves so regularly as to appear at

a distance like a green carpet, and, in waving
about, make an agreeable prospect. The wood
of this famous tree is accounted proof against

the putrefaction of animal bodies. The saw-
dust is thought to be one of the secrets used
by the mountebanks who pretend to have the

embalming mystery. This wood is also said to

yield an oil, which is famous for preserving

books and writings ; and the wood is thought
by Bacon to continue above a thousand years

sound." Many people suppose that to witness

the cedarone must climb to the celebrated grove
on Mount Lebanon, about 6,400 feet above the

sea level, and 8,000 below the summit of the

mountain, but there are more specimens of

the tree in the gardens around London than
in that grove. Here, of course, it is planted,

but it is indigenous from Mount Taurus to

the Himalayas,growing along with the Deodar,

from which it may not be specifically distinct

(2) Various junipers : Spec, (a) the Vir-

ginian Cedar (Juniperusvirginiana),common\y

called *' the red cedar," from the colour of its

wood, (6) the Bermuda Cedar (/. bermudiana),

and (c) the Barbadoes Cedar (/. barbadensis),

&c.

2. (Of the order Cedrelacese (Cedrelads) :

Various trees. Spec, Bastard cedar = any

species of the genus Cedrela ; Bastard Barba-

does Cedar (C. odorata); Cedar of Australia

(C. australensis).

3. Of other orders: Various trees belonging

to the Meliaceae, Byttneriaceae, &c.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or made of the

tree described under A.

cedar-bird, s.

Ornith. : A species of Chatterer, Anwelis

carolinensis, also called the American Wax-
wing. It derives its name from its partiality

to cedars.

OEdar-wood, s.

% Gen. : The wood of any of the ordinary

cedars.

2. Spec. : A name given in Guiana to an

easily worked and very aromatic wood, called

also Curana, Samaria, Acuyari, and Mara.

ce-dared, a. [Cedar.] Covered with or

full of cedars. (Milton.)

tee -darn, a. [Eng. cedar, with adj. suft

\e)n.]' Made or consisting of cedar, cedrine.

" Right to the carven cedarn doors."

Tennyton: RecoL of the Arabian Nightt.

it v .t. & i. [Lat. cedo — to yield, give way

;

Pr. cider.)

L Transitive

:

1. To give up, surrender, yield.

"By the peace of ParlB in 1763, it {Dominica] was

ceded^in express terms to the English. —Guthrie;

Geography.

2. To acknowledge as due, to ascribe.

" That honour was entirely ceded to the Parthian

royal race."—Drummond : Traveli, p. 256 (17M).

tIL Intrans.: To give way, to yield, to

pass over to.

" This fertile glebe, thii fsdr domain,
Had well nigh ceded to the slothful hands
Of monks libidinous."

Shenttone: Ruined Aooey.

bofl, bojf; poTlt, J6>1; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t

-elan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -«lon = shun ; -Jlon, -«ion = zhun. -tious. -sious, -clous anus. -We, -die, &c = Del, del
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% For the difference between cede and give

up see Give up.

ced-cd, pa. par, & a. [Cede.]

* ce -dent, 5. [Lat. cedens (genit. cedentis), pr.

par. of cedo = to yield, surrender.]

Scots Law ; He who assigns or executes .1

deed of assignation.

"That na aBsiguatloun or vther euident alleagit,

maid in defraud of the cmiltour, salbe a valiable title

to i*new or defend with, gif it salte'than instant lie

venflet be wreit that the cedent remains rebell and at

the borne for the same caus vurelaxt."

—

Actt Ja. VI.,

UHi, ed, 1814, p. M,

96-dfl'-la, s. [Sp. cedilla; Fr. cMille; Ital.

zediglia; dimm. of zeta, the name of the Greek
letter corresponding to s, from this tetter

being formerly written, after the c to give it

the sound of s.l A mark (0 placed undf r the

French c, in order to give it the sound of a,

oed'-Ing, pr. par., a,, dt s. [Cede.]

A & B. As pr. par., <St particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C As subst. : The act of yielding or sur-

rendering.

oe'-drat, s. [Fr. cklrat; Ital. cedrato; from
Lat. cedrus = a cedar.]

Bot. : A variety of citron-tree (Citrus medica).

ce-dra'-ti, s. [From Gr. sr&pw (kedros) = the

cedar-tree.] A perfume derived from a variety

of the aurantiaceous Lime, Citrus acida,

ce-dre'-la., *. [A dimin. from Lat. cedrus = a
cedar. ]

Bot. ; A genns of plants, the typical one of

the order Cedrelaceie. Cedrela odorata, or

Barbadoes Bastard-cedar, a native of South
America, has wood of a brown colour, very
fragrant, and is imported under the name of

Honduras, or Jamaica Cedar. C. Toona, a

native of Bengal, furnishes timber much like

mahogany. The bark is very astringent, and
has been found valuable in fevers, dysentery,

&c. The flowers are used for producing a red

aye. The bark of C. febrifvga ia used against

the intermittent fevers of Java.

pe-drel-a'-9e-«e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cedrel(a);

and fern. pi. adj. sutT. -acta.]

Bot. : A natural order of thalamifloral dico-

tyledons, placed by Lindley in his Butal al-

liance. There are two sub-orders : 1. Swiete-

nieae ; 2. Cedreleae. They are natives of the

tropics of America and India, and, very rarely,

of Africa. They are generally very fragrant,

aromatic, and tonic. Many supply compact
and beautifully-veined timber, such as the
mahogany of tropical America (Swietenia

mahagoni) ; the Satin-wood of India (Vhloroxy-

Ion Swietenia) ; the Yellow-wood of New South
Wales (Oxleya xanthoxyla) ; the Red-wood of

Coromandel (Soymida febrifuga), &c The
bark s of Cedrela febrifuga and others are used
as remedies in intermittent fevers and dys-

peptic complaints. There are nine known
genera and twenty-five species. (Treas. of
Botany, £c.)

9©-dre'-lS-8Bl s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cedrel(a);

and fern. pi. suff. -eat.]

Bot. ; A sub-order of the order Cedrelaceae

(q.v.).

ge -drin, s. [Lat. cedrinus = pertaining to

cedar ; cedrus ?= a cedar.]

Chem. : A crystallizable substance extracted

from cedron by the action of alcohoL It has
an intensely and persistently bitter taste.

ce'-drlne, a. [Lat. cedrinus; from Gr.
KtSptvo%(kedrinos) = pertaining to cedar ; Lat.

cedrus; Gr. ie4&poc. (kedros) = cedar. ] Of or
pertaining to the cedar-tree ; made of cedar.

90 -dri-um, *. [Lat., from cedrus = a cedar.]

Bot. : The pitch or resin of the great cedar-
tree, which is used to rub over books and
other articles to preserve them from moths,
bookworms, &c.

96 -drdn, s. [From Lat. cedrus.}

Bot. : A tree, Simaba Cedron, a native of the
hottest parts of New Granada. It yields to
alcohol the crystallizable substance cedrin.

fe-dron-el'-la, s. [From Gr. xilpov (kedron)
= the fruit of the cedar-tree, and Lat. dimin.
sufl*. -ella.~\

Bot. : A small genus of Labiate, natives of

North America and the Canary Islands. They
are sweet-scented, perennial herbs, or rarely

shrubs, with pale purplish flowers.

*90'-dr^f s. [Bng. cedar; -y.] Like to or

resembling cedar ; having the nature or pro-

perties of cedar.

". . . of a yellow or more cedry colour, . .
."

—

Evelyn,
it 8. I 2.

* ged'-ule, *. [Schedule.]
" Having lirooght op the law to the highest point

against the viceroy of Sardinia, and that iu an extra-
ordlnary maimer, as may appear unto you by that
printed cetlule I sent you la ~~

Familiar Letter*, 1660.

my last."—Howell :

9e -du-oti.8, a. [Lat. cosduus; from cmlo = to

cut down, fell.] Fit or suitable to be felled.

"These we shall divide into the greater and more
r>->; n. „i.: fruticaut, aud shrubby. '

— Eoeiyn .- Sylva
(Iiitrod.J 5 3,

*c6'-d$fn, v. [Seed.] (Prompt Pars.)

* 9e'-d#r (1), s. [Cedar.]

*oe'-dJ
1r (2), s. [Cider.]

" Cedyr, dryuke. Ciaera."—Prompt. Part.

*9©0, s. [Sea.]
" Cm. Mare, /returns—Prompt. Pan.

* 9ecd, * 9ecde, * 9ed, s. [Seed.]
" Ceede(ced). Semen."—Prompt. Par*.

cccd 4epe, s. [Seed-leap.]
" Ceed-lepe or hopyr. Satorium."—Prompt. Pare.

* 9eel (1), s. [Seal (1)-] (Prompt. Para.)

* ceel (2), s. [Seal (2), a]
" Ceel, fyache. Porctu marinus."—Prompt. Pare.

* 9eel-dam, adv. [Seldom.]
"Ceetdam, celdom. Jtaro."—Prompt. Pare.

*9eele, s. [Cell.]

*9eele» v. [Sell.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* 9eelyn, v. [Ceil.] (Prompt. Parv.)

*9eem, s. [Seam.]
" Ceem of a clothe. Sutura. '—Prompt. Petri.

ykW lIsV a. [Civil.] (Scotch.)

9ege, s. [Siege, *.]

" Ceff* of sythjTige. SedUe."—Prompt. Pure.

* 96gge, s. [Sedge.]
" Cegge or wylde gladone. Jccorua."—Prompt. Parv.

fifl,
4 9e€lyn, * ^ieU *9iele, *syle, v.t.

[Fr. del ~ (1) heaven, (2) a canopy, an inner

roof ; from Lat. cwlum = heaven, cognate with

Gr. JtotAof (fcoWos) = hollow ; Low Lat. celo =
to arch, cover; Sp. fc Ital. cielo = heaven, a
roof, ceiling.] To overlay or cover over the
interior roof of a room ; to line the top or roof.

" Ceelyn wythe syllare. Celt*."—Prompt. Pare.

"And the greater house he ceiled with fir-tree,

which he overlaid with fine gold."—3 Chron. UI. 5.

gelled, pa. par. or a. [Ceil, v.]

"How will he, from his horns© ce&ed with cedar, be
content with his Saviour's lot, not to have whereto
lay his head?"

—

Decay of Piety.

9eii'-ihg, pr. par. 4 *. [Ceil, v.]

A. & B. As pr. far. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : The inner roof, or upper horizontal
or curved surface of an apartment opposite the
floor, usually finished with plaster-work.

2. Fig. : Applied to any covering, as to the
sky as the roof of the earth.

"O'er heaven's expanse like one black ceiling spread."
Pope : Homer i Iliad, xvt 865.

IX Technically :

1. Arch. : The upper surface of a room.
Ceilings may be plane, domed, cylindrical or
groined, coved, &c. (See these words.)

2, Shipbuilding: That portion of the inside

skin of a vessel between the deck-beams and
the limbeT-strakes on each side of the keelson.

Also called the foot-\ aling. The strakes of
the ceiling immediately below the shelf-pieces

which support the deck-beams are called

clamps. The outside planking is distinc-

tively called the skin. {Knight.)

ceiling joisrts, s. pr.

Carp. : Small beams which are either mor-
tised into the sides of the binding-joists, or
notched upon and nailed up to the under sides

Of those joists. The Lout mode diminishes the
height of the room, but is more easily executed,
and is by some thought not so liable to break
the plaster as when the ends of the ceiling-

joista are inserted into pulley mortises. (GwiU.)

ceil'-inged, a. [Eng. ceiling; -ed.] Furnished
or finished with a ceiling.

* 9einte, * 9eln-tiire, s. [Cisctcre.]
" Upon a grene bow a ceinte of tilke she kuette.

Goirer: C. A., li. SO

* OOirs, * sers, v.t. & i. [Fr. chercher.t

[Search.] To search.
" The reuthfal Eneas

Dressit him furth to spy aud hitue ane sicht
Of new placis, for till ceirt and knaw
To quhatkin coistis he with the wind was blaw.*

H'juj. ; riroll, U, ««.

* 9ek, s. [Sack.]
" Cek or cekclothe, or poke. Saccut"—Prompt. Pare

* 9ek clothe, s. [Sackcloth.]

* 9ek-yn (1), v.i. [Sicken.]

"Cekyn or wexe seke. Iiifirmor."—Prompt. Pare,

* 90k-yn (2), v. [Seek.]
" Cekyn. Quero, inquire"—Prompt. Parv.

ecl'-a-don-ite, s. [Fr. celadonite. In Ger.
selaaonit, from Fi*. celadon — sea-green, from
Celadon, an insipidly tender person described
in the French romance of Astiee, He was
named after a mythological hero in Ovid.
Remotely from Gr. «Aa6W (kcladon) = sound-
ing with din or clamour (Littr£).~\

Min. : A soft green greasy mineral. Com-
pos. : Silica, 53 ; sesquioxide of iron, 2S

;

magnesia, 2
;
potassa, 10 ; water, 6. 1'tund

in amygdaloid rocks at Mount Baldo, neat

Verona. (Dana.)

cel'-an dine, *. [Fr. chclidoine; Bp., Port.,

and'ltal. celidonia ; Lat. chclidonia (herfm) —
(plant), pertaining to the swallow, from Gr.
veAio'oeios (chelidonios) •=. pertaining to a swal-
low ; xeAiowi' (chelidon) = a swallow.]

Bot. : The common name for Chelidoniutn,

Swallow-wort. [Chelidonium.]
" The »wallows use celandine, the linnet euplirasla."

More.

Brave Celandine : A name invented by Lyte
for Caltha palustris. (Britten & Holland. )

Great Celandine ; Chelidonium majus. (LyU.)

Lesser Celandine : Banunculus Ficuria.

(ft*)
Small Celandine: Ranwnadus FicaHcL.

Tree Celandine : Booconia Jrutcscens.

9^1-a -rent, s. [A coined word of no etym.]

Logic : A syllogism having the second pro-

position a universal affirmative, and the other

two universal negatives, as "no animals are

devoid of sense : all men are animals : there-

fore, no men are devoid of sense." [Barbara.)

9e-las-tra'-9e-8B, s. pi. [Lat cdastiius);

and fern. pi. sufl". -acece.]

Bot. : Spindle-trees, a natural order of caly-

cifloral polypetalous dicotyledons, classed by
Lindley in* his Rhamnal alliance. They are

shrubs or small trees, and are widely spread.

There are two sub-orders : (1) Euonymetr, fruit

dry and capsular ; (2) EUeodendreat, fruit dru-

paceous orcherry-like. They are all more or less

acrid in their properties. They have a beautiful

scarlefcaril, which is derived from the sides of

the opening in the seed. The wood of the

European Spindle-tree is used in the manufac-
ture of powder in France. There are thirty-

five known genera and 280 species.

96 las triis, s. [Gr. K^Kturrpos (kelastros) 2=

privet or holly. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical ono of

the order Celastracea;. Celastrus scandens is a

climbing North American shrub, popularly

known as Bitter-sweet or Wax-work. The

seeds possess narcotic and stimulating quali-

ties, while the bark is purgative and emetic.

The scarlet-coated seed of C. paniculatus. a

common Brazilian species, yields an oil which

is used for burning in lamps. All the plants

are widely spread.

* 96 la tion, * 96 La -tioune, *. [Lat otiar

tus, pa. par. of celo — to conceal.)

L Ord. Lang. : Concealment
" Neuirtheles he come to the said harghtat the saide

tyme accumpaniit with flvetene buudreth men to the

effect he mytht perform* his vickit puruous foiraiJj

and in occultatioan and cetatioune of the premisaw.

Ac—Actt Mary, 1M7, ed. 1314, pp. 672-3.

fiite, lat, faro, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pme, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p*t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cnb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oa= e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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2, Law: Spec,, concealment of pregnancy
or of delivery.

•eT-a-ture, s. [Lat. caUatura = engraving

;

coslo == to engrave in relief.]

1. The art or act of engraving.

2. That which is engraved or embossed.
" These celatures in their drinkix

framed, that they might put them on
at pleasure, and were therefore called ewbleinata."—
Haxewill : A pology, p. S72.

•ceT-dom, adv. [Seldom.] (Prompt. Parv.)

• oeldr, * celdre, «. [Chalder.]
" George of Oordoun—occupeis a celdre of atls sawyne

pertenand to Dumnethtand of the Butchoppia laud be
propexte,"—Chart. Aberd., toX, 140.

•cele, v.t. [Fr. celer; Lat. celo = to conceal,

to hide.] To conceal, to keep secret.
" Your coun-sn.Il eeland that ye schaw me ; the best

couusall that I can to glf to you, quhen ye charge ma.
in verbo Dei."—Form. Jurament., Balfour's Pract.,
p. 23.

CeT-e-bra-ble, a. [O. Fr. cilebrable ; ItaL
celebrabile ; Lat. celebrabilis. ] Fit or worthy
to be celebrated.

" Hercules is celebrable for hys hard trauaila."
Chaucer : Boethius, p. 147.

ceT-e-brant, s. [Lat. celebrans, pr. par. of
cekbro.] *One who celebrates or officiates in

any solemn office ; especially applied to the
priest who says Mass, or the cleric who ad-
ministers the'Holy Communion according to
the Anglican rite,

" They had their orders of clergy, bishops, priests,
and deacons; their readers and ministers: their cele.
brants nud altars; their hymns and litanies."

—

Snc-
man : Development of Christian Doctrine, cb. iv., } 2.

cSl'-e-brate, v.t. [Lat. celebratum, sup. of
celebro — to frequent, solemnise ; celeber =a

frequented, populous.]

I. Generally

:

1. To perform or keep with solemn rites.

"Ye shall celebrate It In the seventh month."—
lev. xxiii. 41.

2. To commemorate in any set form, either
of joy or sorrow.

" This pause of power tls Ireland's hour to mourn

;

While England celebrates your safe return.

'

Dryden ; To the Intchets of Ormonde, si

3. To praise.extol,make famous orrenowned.
" The songs of Sion were psalms and pieces of poetry,

that adored or celebrated the Supreme Being."—Addi-
eon.

II. Spec. : To say Mass or administer the
Holy Communion according to the Anglican
rite.

^ Crabb thus distinguishes between to cele-

brate and to commemorate

;

—" Every thing is

celebrated which is distinguished by any
marks of attention, without regard to the
time of the event, whether present or past

;

but nothing is commemorated but what has
been past A marriage or a birthday is cele-

brated ; the anniversary of any national event
is commemorated. . . . Celebrating is a
festive as well as social act ; it may be some-
times serious, but it is mostly mingled with
more or less of gaiety and mirth : commemor-
ating is a solemn act ; it may be sometimes
festive and social, but it is always mingled
with what is serious and may be altogether
solitary. . . . The Jews celebrate their
feast of the Passover : as Christians, we cont-

memorate the sufferings and death of our
Saviour, by partaking of the Lord's Supper."
(Craoo ; Eng. Synon.)

©el -e-bra-ted, pa. par. & a. [Celebrate, v. ]

A* As pa. }>ar. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adj.: Famous, renowned.

1 For the difference between celebrated and
famous see Famous.

"eel e-bra-tcd-ness, *. [Eng. celebrated;
-iwm.] The quality or state of being celebra-
ted; celebrity, fame. (Scott.)

oel'-e-brat-Ing, pr. par., a. t & 0. [Cele-
brate, v.]

A- \ B. As pr. par. & par. adj. : In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of performing with
solemn rites, or of praising ; a commemora-
tion, a celebration.

" But this Abuse Is not sufficient Reason for us to
give over the Celebrating of the Memory of such holy
Men, as the Apostles and Martyrs of Christ were,"—
TtUofton {3rd ed, 1TM), voL L, Ser. xxli.

cel-c-bra -tion, s. [Fr. dUbratlon ; Lat.

celebratio, from cekbro = to frequent, to
solemnise.]

L Generally:

1. A solemn performance of any ceremony
or rites.

"He laboured to drive sorrow from her, and to hasten
the celebration of their marriage. "

—

Sidney

2. A commemoration of any occurrence,
whether of joy or of sorrow.

" What time we will our celebration keep."*
Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, i v. 1

3. The act of praising or making famous

;

praise, renown.
" No more shall be added In this place, his memory

deserving a particular celebration, than that his
learning, piety, and virtue, have been attained by
few. "

—

Clarendon,

II. Spec. : The act of saying Mass, or of ad-
ministering the Holy Sacrament according to
the Anglican rite.

"In the Roman Catholic Church It is usual tore-
serve portions of the Sacrament after celebration."—
Chambers' Cyclopaedia (1890), s.v. Lord's Supper.

cel'-e'-bra-tor, «. [Lat celebrator, from cele-

bro.] One who celebrates, a praiser, an ap-
prover.

"It [Scripture] has, among the wits, as well celebra-
and admirers, as disregarded."—Boyle: Style oftors,

H. Script., p. 174

* cel-Sb'-rf-Olis, a. [Lat. celeber, Celebris =
famous.] Famous, renowned, celebrated.

"The Jews, Jerusalem, and the Temple, having been
always so celebrious . . ,"—drew.

* cel-e'b'-rf-OUS-ly, adv. p5ng. celebrious

;

-ly.] Iu a famous or renowned manner.
(Johnson.)

* cel-eV-rl'-OUS-ne'ss, *\ [Eng. celebrious

;

-ness.] The state or quality of being cele-

brated or famous ; fame, renown.

cel-eb'-ri-ty, s. [Fr. celebrite ; Lat celebritas

= fame, from celeber, Celebris = famous.]
* 1. The act of celebrating, a celebration.

"The manner of her receiving, and the celebrity of

the marriage, were performed with great lnagnin-
cenoe."—Bacon.

2. The state or quality of being celebrated

or famous ; fame, renown,

3. A celebrated or noted person (generally

in the plural).

* ceT-e-brous, a. [Lat. celeber, Celebris.)

Tamous, celebrated.

"From the Greek isles philosophy came to Italy,
thence to this western world among the Druydes,
whereof those of this isle were most cetebrous."—
Howell : Familiar Letters, 1650.

f cel'-er, s. [Cellar,]

* eeT-er-ere, s. [Cellarer.]
" Celerere of the howse. Cellerariut, promutf—

Prompt. Parv.

* cel-er-es', s. pi. [From pi. of Lat. celer= a
light-armed horse-soldier.]

" The king administered Justice publicly in the
market-place, accompanied by his body-guard of 800
celeres."—Lewis : Cred. Early Uoman Hist.(l$bbi, oh. xL,
{ 1, voL i„ p. 415.

* ceT-er-i, s. [Celery.]

cei-er'-I-ac, *. [Celery.] A species of
parsley ; also called turnip-rooted celery.

* oe-ler-i-pe'-dl-an, ». [Lat. celer (genit
celeris) = swift, and pes (genit. pedis) = a foot

;

Eng. suiF. -an.] A swift footman. (Cockeram.)

cel-er-i-ta', con, adv. [Ital.]

Music: With speed, haste ; quickly. (Stainer
& Barrett.)

c6-ler'-I-ty, t. [Fr. tMeriti; Sp. celeridad;
Ital. celerita, from Lat. celeritas = speed,
celerity; celer = quick, speedy.] Speed, swift-

ness, velocity of motion. Usedr—

1. Lit. : Of things.
" Three things to make a percussion great

;

the bigness, the density, and the celerity of the body
movedT"—Digby.

2. Fig. : Of the mind, thought, 4c.
" He carried his point with characteristic audacity

and celerity."—Macaulay ; Hist, Eng., cb. xxi v.

ceT-«r~jf, tt. [Fr. ce'leri, from Prov. Ital. seleri,

from Lat selinon; Gr. aeMvov (selinon) =
parsley.]

Bot. : The common English name of Apium
graveolens, an umbelliferous plant widely dif-

fused throughout Europe. The blanched leaf-

stalk of the cultivated varieties is used extens-
ively as a vegetable. In its native state the
seeds and whole plant are acrid and poisonous.

ce-leste', *. IFr. bleu celeste.]

Ceramics: Sky-blue (also attrib.).

ce-les'-ti-al, * ce-les'-ti-all, a., «., & adv.

[O. Fr. celestiel, from Lat. cazlestis = pertaining
to heaven ; coslum = heaven.]

A* As adjective:

L Literally:

1. Pertaining to the spiritual heaven.
'* Against a solemn day, harnessed at hand.
Celestial equipage." Milton; P. L., vii. 20*.

2. Pertaining to the heavens.

"There stay, until the twelve celestial signs
Have brought about their annual reckoning."

Shakesp. .' Love's Labour's Lost, v. &

IX Figuratively:

1. Surpassing earthly things in excellence ,

angelic, divine.
" Their fortitude and wisdom were a flame

Celestial, though they knew not whence it came."
Camper; Truth, 632.

2. Inspired.
" Such the bard's prophetic words.
Pregnant with celestial fire."

Cowper; Boadicea.

B. As substantive:

1. Gen. : An inhabitant of heaven.
" For who can tell (and sure I feare it ill)

But that sliee is some i>owre celestial! t
"

Spenser; /". Q., II. iii. 44.

" Thus affable and mild the prince precedes,
And to the dome th' unknown celestial leads."

Pope: Homer; Odyssey L 186.

2. Spec : A native of China.

* C. As adverb : In a celestial manner

;

divinely.
" In his face

Youth smiled celestial, and to every limb
Suitable grace diffused." MUton : P. L., 111. 638.

% Crabb thus discriminates between celestial

and heavenly .**'... Celestial is applied mostly
in tho natural sense of the heavens ; heavenly
is employed more commonly in a spiritual
sense. Hence we speak of the celestial globe,
as distinguished from the terrestrial, of the
celestial bodies, of Olympus as the celestial

abode of Jupiter, of the celestial deities ; but
on the other hand of the heavenly habitation, of
heavenly joys or bliss, of heavenly spirits and
the like. There are doubtless many cases in
which celestial may be used for heavenly in the
moral sense, but there are cases in which
heavenly cannot so properly be substituted for
celestial." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

t ce'-les'-tl-al-ise, v.t. [Eng. celestial, and
suff. -ize (q.v.).] To make celestial or hea-
venly. (Quar. Rev.)

ce-les'-tl-al-Ized, pa. par. & a. [Celes-
TIAL1ZE.]

tce-les'-t£-al-l^, adv. [Eng. celestial; -ly.}

In a celestial or heavenly manner ; divinely.

•ce-les'-ti-al-niSss, «. [Eng. celestial ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being celestial oi
heavenly.

ce-les'-ti-fied, pa. par. & a. [Celestify.]

* ce-les'-tl-fy, v. t. [Lat. caslestis = heavenly,
and jio = to be made, facio = to make.] To
celestialize or convert into a heaven.

" Heaven but earth terrestrified , and earth but hea.
van cetestijied."—Browne : Yu'lg. Err., bk. iv., ch. xiii.

* 9e-les'-tl-lly
,-Ing, pr. par., a., & a. [Celes-

tify.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of making celestial.

ce-les'-tin, ce-les'-tine (1), «. [Celes-
tines.] One of the order of monks known as
Celestines (q.v.).

ce-les'-tine (2), s. [From Lat. ccelestis -
(1) heavenly, (2) sky-blue ; Fr. celestine ; Ger.

cblestin.\

Min. : Native sulphate of strontia, SrO.SOj.
It occurs in prismatic or tabular crystals, be-

longing to the rhombic system. Sp. gr., 4.

Its name refers to the sky-blue colour some-
times presented by it It is pretty widely
distributed. By the action of nitric acid it is

converted into nitrate of strontia, which is

used for red-fire in theatres, fireworks. Ate, It

Is called also Celestite.

Ce-lcs'-tinos, s. [From Pope Celestine V.}

Eccles. Hist. : A monastic order instituted
about 1254 by Pietro di Morone, afterwards
Pope Celestine V. Their first convent was at

Morone, in the Apennines of Abruzzo. The

boll, boy; pollt, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xcnophon, exist, -Ing.

-dan, -tlan - shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zliun, -clous, -tious. -sious = shus. -ble, -tie, &c. - bcl, toL
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order was a reform of that of St. Bernard. It

became a very rich order both, in Prance and
Italy. In 1776-8 it was suppressed by Pope
Pius VI.

jfil'-es-tite, * [From Lat. c«k*f(is)=heaven-

ly, and Eng., Ac. suflf. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Jfin. : The same as Celestine (q.v.).

oS-le»-t6-bar'-lte, *- [First called baryto-

celestine. Then the relative position of the

two words were reversed. Prom celestine, o

connective, and Eng. barite (q.v.).]

ifin. ; A variety of barite containing ranch
sulphate of stroutian. Found in Switzerland.

ce li ac, cce -li-ac, * 96 -U-ack, a. [Lat.

ccsliacus, from Gr. koZAo? (koilos) — hollow.]

Relating to the abdomen, ventricular. In
anatomy applied to the arteries and nerves

thereof.
"The blood moving slowly through the celiack and

' mesenterick arteries, produce* complaint*."—Arbuih'
not: On Aliment*.

ceT-i-bae-y, s. [Lat. calibatus, from Calebs
= an unmarried man, single.] The state of

being unmarried, single life. (Atterbury.)

* cel-i-bat-aire, s. [Fr.] A bachelor.

"The despairing cetibatatre descanted on bis whole
course of love."

—

Godwin ; Mandeville, ii. 268.

* 9el-i-bat-ar'-I-an, *. [Eng. celibate), and
suff. -avian.] A celibate.

goT-I-bate, $. k a. [Lat. ccelibatus. Celi-
bacy- j

*

A. As substantive

:

* 1. Single life, celibacy,
" If any persons, convict of this unchastity, are In

the state of celibate, they are only chastised with
scourges."

—

L. Addison : Description of Wit Barbary,
p.173.

2. One who devotes himself to a single life,

* bachelor.

B. As adj. : Unmarried, single.

* $el -I-bate, v.i. [Celibate, a] To lead a
life of celibacy.

"The males oblige themselves to celibate, and their
multiplication is hindered."

—

Graunt,

* $el -X-bat-ist, *. [Eng. celebat(c); -1st.] A
celibate. (For. Quar. Rev.)

* gel'-i-bite, s. [Lat. Calebs (genit cceltbis) =
single, unmarried.] The same as Celibate, s.

$el -1-call, a. [Lat. ccelicus = heavenly ; from
calum = heaven.] Heavenly, celestial.

" Furth of his pallce rlall lschlt Phebna,—
Defoundand from bis aege etheriall
Glade influent aspectis ceHcall."

Douglas : Virgil, ProL, 399, 47.

C^l-I-ddg'-raph-& s [Ft. celidographie,

from Gr. »ojAt? (fce7ia)=a spot, and ypatfa
(grapho) = to write.] A description or treatise

of the spots on the sun. (Crabb.)

* eel -I-d6n-y, * geT-y-don-y, s. /Cheli-
DONIUM.]

Bot. : A plant, Chelidonium vhuus. {Prompt.
Paw.)

5811, * eelle, * 90010, «. & «. (O. Ft. ceUe;
Lat. cella.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language;

1. Literally:

• (1) A small room o* apartment in a monas-
tery or convent inhabited by a person devoted
to religion.

"A. monks of a celle.

"

Robert qf Gloucester, p. «7.

(2) A smal' room in a prison or asylum.
H

. . . Regarded as fit only for a cell in Saint Lake's."
—Mafaul-uy : Hist. Eng., en. xxiiL

* (3) A small religious house, attached to a
monastery or convent,

" As loud as doth the chapsll belle,
" There as this lord was keeper of the cell*?

Chaucer: C. T., 172.

<4) A cottage, or small place of residence.
" In cottages and lowly cells."

SomersiOe : Epitaph on Hugh Lumber.

(5) A small cavity or hollow place.
" The brain contains ten thousand cells."

Prior; Alma. ill. 168.

2. Fig. r A place of existence, a seat,
" Mine eyes be closed, but open left the cell
Of fancy, my internal sight."

XL Technically

:

Maton p- L - rtU- «°-

L Bntom.: The compartments of a honey-
comb.

2. Bot. : The substance of plants is not
homogeneous, but is composed of small struc-

tures, generally indistinguishable by the
naked eye ; and each of those, at least for a
a time, is a whole complete in itself, being
composed of solid, soft, and fluid layers, dil-

ferent in their chemical nature, aud disposed
concentrically from without inwards. These
structures are termed cells. For the most part,

a group of them is in close contact, and firmly
united ; they then form a cell-tissue. Each cell

fulfils its own definite part in the economy of

the plant, and shows a variety in form corre-

sponding to the different functions. By far

the largest proportion of cells in the living
succulent parts of plants are seen to be made
up of three concentrically-disposed layers :

first, an outer skin, firm and elastic, called
the cell-wall or cell-membrane, consisting of a
substance peculiar to itself. [Cellulose.]
The second layer is soft and elastic, and always
contains albuminous matter. [Protoplasm.]
And thirdly, the cavity enclosed by the proto-
plasm-sac is filled with a watery fluid called
cell-sap.

3. Anat. A Zool. ; A term often applied to
any small cavity but properly restricted to a
microscopical anatomical element with a
nucleus cell-wall and cell-contents when typi-

cally formed. (Huxley.) The animal cell

is ordinarily a closed sac, the environing
membrane almost always consisting of a
nitrogenous compound. The sac generally

contains a liquid or semi-fluid protoplasm, in

which are suspended molecules, granules,
globules, or other very minute cells. Along
with these are nuclei, which again contain
nucleoli. [Nucleus, Nucleolus.] Cells may
be formed from a protoplasm existing without
the cell or within other cells. Or they may
be made within others by what has hence
been called an endogenous method or by divi-

sion or in other ways. (Griffith A Henfrey.)

4. Arch. , Ac.

:

(1) The space between the two ribs of a
vault.

(2) The space enclosed within the walls of
an ancient temple.

5. Irxrn-vxrrking ; A structure in a wrought-
Iron beam or girder ; a tube consisting of four
wrought-iron plates riveted to angle-iron at
the corners.

6. Elect. : A single jar, bath, or division of

a compound vessel containing a couple of
plates, say copper and zinc, united to their

opposites or to each other usually by a wire.

[Galvanic Battery.]

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

cell-bred, a. Bred in a cellar or poor
cottage, low born.

" Around him wide a sable Army stand,
A low-born, ceU-bred, selfish, servile band."

Pope ; Dunciad, bk. ii., UM
cell-cavity, s.

Bot. Physiol. : The hollow internal part of a
cell.

cell-contents, s. pi.

Bot. Physiol. : Substances contained in cells.

Of solid substances there are pigments, starch,

crystalline formations, aleurone, and resin ; of

fluids, oil, caoutchouc, viscin, and gutta percha,
with sugar, tannic acid, and inuline dissolved

in water. (Thomi : Botany, ed. Bennett.)

cell-division, s.

Bot. Physiol. : The division of a plant cell

into two as the plant develops.

cell-door, s. & a. (See the compound).

Cell-door lock : A prison-door lock, to whose
bolt no access is possible from the inside, and
which may fit in a rabbet in the door-jamb.

cell-family,
Bot. Pkysiol. : A group of cells genetically

and organically united. They have originated

from a single "mother-cell." (Thome" : Botany,
ed. Bennett.)

coil-fluids, s. pi.

Bot. Physiol. ; The fluids in the cells of
plants. [Cell-contents.]

cell formation, 5.

Bot. Physiol. : The mode of origin and mul-
tiplication of cells. (Thome.)

cell fusion, s.

Bot. Physiol. : Cells united into a group the
elements, i.e. the separate cells, of which can
still be recognised, and still possess a certain
individuality. (Thome.)

cell membrane, s.

Bot. Physiol. : [Membrane.]

cell-sap, s.

Bot. Physiol. : The watery fluid contained
in a cell as distinguished from the mucilagi-
nous semi-fluid protoplasm.

cell-tissue, s.

Bot. Physiol. : [Tissue.]

cell-wall, s.

Bot. Physiol. : The wall of a cell surrounding
its cavity.

% Some of the foregoing words may be used
in an analogous sense of animal cells.

* eel -la, 5. [Lat.] The interior space of a
temple.

cellar, * ceT-er, s. [O. Fr. celier; Lat. cel-

larium.]

1. A vault or place underground where
liquors and stores are kept

" Eacb band marched to the nearest manse, and
sacked the celtar and larder of the minister, . . .

"—
Macautag ; Bist. Eng., ch. xliL

* 2. A case or box ; a receptacle for bottles.

[Salt-cellar.]
" Run for the cellar of strong waters quickly. "—Ben

Jonson : Mag. Lady, Hi. l

.

eel' - lar - age, s. [Eng. cellar, and suff.

age.]

1. That part of a building in which the
cellars are constructed ; cellars.

"... you hear this fellow in the cellarage,—
Consent to swear." Shaketp. : Hamlet, I t

2. The charge made or money paid for the
storage of goods in a cellar.

ceT-lar-er, * ceT-ler-er, * ceT-er-or, a
[Eng. cellar ; -er.] The officer in a monastery
appointed to take charge of the stores ; a
butler.

** Upon my faith, thou art some officer,

Some worthy sexteiu, or some celerer.*
Chaucer : Monk's Prologue.

cel-lar-£t', s. [Eng. cellar, and dimin. suff -et.)

A small case with compartments for holding
bottles. (Smart.)

t eel -lar-Lug, t. [Eng. cellar; -ing.} Cellar-

age.
H

. . . a retired and peaceful cottage, situated In a
delightful sporting country, with attached and de-

tached offices, roomy cellaring, and commodious at*

tics. "—Morton : Secrets worth knowing, iii. 4.

•96I lar -1st, s. [Eng. cellar; -ist.] The offl.

cer in a religious house who had charge of the

provisions, &c. ; a cellarer.

t eel -lar-ous, a. [Eng. cellar; -ous.] Be-

longing to a cellar, subterranean, Bunk.
" A little side-door . . . stood open and disci- «ed cer

tain cellarous steps."—Dickons : Cncom. Traveller, is.

celled, a. [Cell.]

* 1. Confined in a cell
" Celled under ground."— Warner.

2. Containing one or more cells.

cel-lSp'-or-a, t eel lip bra (Afod. Lal.X

cei'-le-pbre, t 96! -li pore (Eng.% *>

[Lat. cella = a cell, and porus, Gr. ttoooc (poros)

= a passage.]

Zool. : A genus of infundibulate Polyzoa,

the typical one of the family Celieporida

(q.v.). It is distinguished by the massive

globose and incrustang, or erect and branched

calcareous polypidom, and the irregularly

heaped vasiform cells, vertical to the mm-
mon plane, with a beak on one or both sides,

furnished with an avicularium. There are five

British species. (Griffith A Henfrey.)

96I 16 por 1 dee, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat
cellepora (q.v.), and fem. pi. adj. suff. -ida.)

Zool. : A family of infundibulate Polyzoa, of

the sub-order Cheilostoma. It contains the

single genus Cellepora (q.v.).

9^1-lif-er-OUS, a. [Lat. cella = a cell ; Jen
= to bear. ] Having or containing cells.

96I lites, s. -pi [From Lat. ceUita. So called

from the cells which they inhabited]

Ch, Hist. : An order of monks who arose at

Antwerp in the fourteenth century. They

were called also the Brethren and Sisters of
|

Alexius, whom they had for their patron saint.

They specially attended to the visitation of the

sick and dying. They were sometimes called

Lollards (q.v.). (Mosheim.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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oel-lo (sing.), eel-li (pi.) (c asch),s. LItal.J

An abbreviation of violoncello.

cell -u-lar, s. & a. [Fr. celhdaire, from Lat.

celluta, (firain. of ceWa = a cell.]

A* j4s swfcstantiue ;

Bof. : A plant having no distinct stem nor
leaves, but forming a cellular expansion of

various kinds, which bears the organs of re-

production.

B. As adj. : Consisting of cells or little

cavities.

cellular-beam, s. An application of

wrought-iron, in which wrought*iron plates

are riveted with angle-irons in the form of

longitudinal cells, with occasional cross struts.

cellular pyrites, s.

Min. : A variety of Marcasite.

cellular quartz, s

Min. : A variety of quartz. (Brit. Mus. Cat.)

cellular system, s.

Bot. Physiol. : The part of a plant which
consists of cells (q.v.) (Lindley, &c), or spiral

vessels, or has a tendency to them, though till

lately the latter were supposed to be confined
to plants of higher organisation.

cellular theory, s. A theory according
to which all the vegetable and animal tissues

are derived from the union and metamorphosis
of primitive embryonic cells.

cellular tissue, s.

1. Bot. Physiol : A kind of tissue made up
of a number of separate cells or minute bags
adherent together. These, when first formed,
are usually nearly globular or egg-shaped, hut
afterwards by pressure become flattened. It

is often called parenchyma.

2. Animal Physiol. : Fibro-cellular connec-
tive or areolar tissue (q.v.). It is found filling

interstices between the various organs in man
and the lower animals.

oSll-u-lar'-es, s. pi. [PL of Mod. Lat. ceUu-

laris'= cellular, from Class. Lat. cella m a cell.]

Bot. : A name given to Cryptograms, from
an erroneous notion that they are composed
entirely of cells. Podaxon amongst fungi,

and Conferva Melagonium amongst alga', are

excellent examples.

_ u-lar'-l-a, s. [Lat. cellul(a) = a little

cell/dimin. of'celkt; and neut. pi. suff. -aria.)

Zool. : A genus of infundibulate Polyzoa
(Bryozoa), of the sub-order Cheilostomata, and
family CellulariidK. It is distinguished by the

jointed, branched, erect polypidom, with flat

linear branches, the contiguous cells in two or

three rows, perforated behind, and more than
tour between two joints, and the absence of

avicularia and vibracula. There is one British

species. (Griff. & Henfrey.)

U-lar'-I-i, s. pi. [Lat. cellula, dimin. of
«Ka*= a cell.]

Zool. : A family of Corals, in which each
polype is adherent in a corneous or calcareous
cell, with thin walls.

oell-u la ri -I-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cellu-

larx(a), and fem. pi. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of infundibulate Polyzoa
(Bryozoa), of the sub-order Cheilostomata.
They are distinguished by the branched, erect

polypidom, and the flat linear branches, with
the cells in one plane. (Griff. & Henfrey.)

ccll-u la-ted, a. [Lat. cellul(a), and Eng.
suff. '-uted.} Formed or consisting of cells.

cell -ule, 5. [Fr. cellule, from Lat. cellula,

dimin. of cella = a cell.] A little cell.

cfill-u-llf-er-ous, a. [Lat. cellula = a little

cell ; fero = to bear, and Eng. suff. -011s,] Bear-
ing or producing cellules or little cells, or
cellular tissue.

t cfill'-u-llne, a. A s. [Lat. cellvla = a little

cell, and suff. -ine (Chem.).~\ The same as
Cellulose (q.v.).

eeT lu-loid, a. dt s. [Lat cellula = a little

cell, and Gr. elSos (eidos) — form, appearance.]

t A. As adjective

:

Nat. Science : Having the form or appear-
ance of one or more small cells.

B. As subst. : An ivory-like compound,
which can be moulded, turned, or otherwise

9*11

manufactured for various purposes for which,
before its introduction, ivory and bone were
employed. The process of manufacture is as
follows : Paper, by immersion in sulphuric
and nitric acids, is converted into nitro-cellu-

lose. This product, after washingand bleach-
ing, is passed through a roller-mill, with the
addition of a certain quantity of camphor.
Celluloid softens at 176° Fahr., when it can be
moulded into the most delicate forms, to be-
come hard when cold. It is very inflammable,
unless blended with some chemical having an
opposite property.

cell -U-lose, a. & s. [Lat. cellul(a) = a little

cell \ cella = a cell, and Eng. suff. -ose.]

A. As adj. : Consisting of or containing cells.

B. As subst. : A substance of general occur-
rence, and constituting the basis of vegetable
tissues. Its chemical formula is C24H21Q21 or
2(Ci2Hi Oio) + HO. It is in many respects
allied to starch, and is changed into starch by
the unaided action of heat, or by sulphuric acid,

or caustic potash. Cellulose was long con-
sidered as peculiar to vegetable tissues, but it

has been shown by Schmidt, Lbwig, and others
to exist in the tissues of tunicates and some
molluscs. Pure cellulose is a ternary com-
pound of carbon and the elements of water.

ce-16- SJf-a, s. [Gr «>jA.eos (lceleos) = burning,
from Kaita (kaio) = to burn, from the appear-
ance of the flowers.]

Bot. : A genus of amaranthads, consisting

principally of tropical annuals. The best

known, Celosia cristata, the Cockscomb of our
gardens, has astringent qualities.

• cfi-l8t'-&-m& «. [Fr. celotomie, from Gr.

KrjX-n (kele) = a tumour, and rofi-q (tome) = a

cutting, from rdnvw (temno) = to cut.]

Surg. : An operation for the radical cure of

inguinal hernia, by ligature of the sac and
spermatic cord.

ceT-si-a, s. [Named In honour of Dr. Olaus
Celsius", Professor of Oriental languages in the
University of UpsaL]

Bot. : A small genus of linariads closely

allied to Verbascum. The species are annuals

or biennials, with entire or pinnatifid foliage,

and spikes of bright yellow mullein-likeflowers.

* ceT-sI-tude, s. [Lat. celsitudo = height,

from celsus — high, lofty.]

1. Lit. : Height, altitude.

2. Fig. : Nobility, excellence.

(1), Celt (1), s. [Lat. celti ; Gr. kIKtoi,

Kf\rai (keltoi, keltai) ; Wei. celtiad — one dwell
ing in a covert, an inhabitant of the woods,
from celt = cover, shelter ; celu = to cover,

shelter, akin to Lat. celo (Mahn).] [Kelt.]

Anthrop. : One of an ancient race of Asiatic-

origin, who formerly inhabited a great part <>i

Gaul, Italy, Spain, and Britain, and whose de-

scendants still occupy the Highlands of Scot-

land, Ireland, Wales, and part of the North of

France.

celt (2), celt (2), s. [From a pseudo-Lat. celtis,

assumed as the nom. of celte, rendered " with
a chisel" in the Vulgate (Job xix. 24). It is

prob. a misreading of certe = certainly.]

1. The longitudinal and grooved instrument
of mixed metal often found in Scotland.

2. A prehistoric stone implement or weapon
of a wedge-like form.

H Though the primary application of the
word celt was to the metallic implement, yet
the stone celt (No. 2) is the older of the two.

<?elt-I-be'r-i-an, a. & s. [Lat. Celtiber, Celti-

bericus, from Celtiberia, a district of Spain.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to Celtiberia or its

inhabitants, the Celtiberi or Celts ofthe Iberus
(Ebro), in Spain.

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of

Celtiberia.

& s. [Lat. celticus ; Gr.

961*

gel'-tic, Cel'-tic, a.

ite'ATKcos (keltikos).]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Celts or

their language.

B. As subst. : The language of the Celts.

T[ Remains of the Celtic language survive in

Gaelic, Erse or Irish, Manx, Welsh, and Ar-
mor!can or Breton.

Celtic architecture, s.

Arch. : A type of architecture existent in

this country before the Roman invasion. It
is called also Druidic, but it is a question
whether the structures classed under it are
all really pre-Roman.

Celtic pipes, s. [Elfin pipes.]

Celtic province, s.

Zool. : The third of the geographical pro-
vinces through which Testaceous Molluscs are
distributed. Prof. E. Forbes described it as
including the coasts of Britain, Denmark,
Southern Sweden, and the Baltic.

cel'-tl-cism, s. [Eng. celtic; -ism.] A cus-

tom of the Celts, or an idiom of their language.

col'-tis, s. [Lat. celtis, the name for an African
species of Lotus.]

Bot. : A genus of Ulmacese (Elms) known as
Nettle-trees. The fruit of the European Nettle-
tree, Celtis australis, has been supposed by some
to be the Lotus of classic myth. The tree grows
on both sides of the Mediterranean. The

CELTIS.

1. End of branch la fruit. 2. Flower. 3. Flower
with perianth removed.

young branches are boiled, and the intuRinn

used against dysentery and blennorrhcea. The
kernel of the tree furnishes a useful oiL Tins

seeds of Celtis occidentalis of America, there

called the Nettle-tree or Sugar-berry, are

given in dysentery, while the root, bark, and
leaves of Celtis orientalis are used by native

physicians as remedies in cases of epilepsy.

(Lindley, &c.)

* ceT-ure, *. [O. Fr. celeure (not found), from

Lat cmlatura = carving in relief.] A canopy
or hanging round a bed or throne.

*ce-ly,fi. [Silly.] Simple, innocent. (Chaucer.)

* cel'-^-don-y; s. [Celidoin.]
" Celydony, herbe. Cettdonia."—Prompt. Parv.

* eel yn, v.t. [Seal.]
' Celi/n letters. SigUlo." —Prompt. Parv.

* ce'-lyph-us, s. [From Gr. xekvifiof (kehtphos)
~ a husk, a rind, a pod or shell of a fruit.]

Entom. : A genus of dipterous insects of tin*

family Lauxanidee. The antennae are wide
apart, as long as the head, stylet rather thick

and covered with tine hairs ; scutellum convex
and covering the abdomen. The species have
more the appearance of little beetles than dip

tera, owing to the immense size of the scutel-

lum. Only two species are known, Celyphus

obtusus, a native of Java, and C. scutatus, u

native of the East Indies.

* ceme, s. [Seam (2), s.] A quarter of corn.

" Ceme or quarter of corne. Quartrrium."—Prompt.
Parv.

* ceme -ly, a. k adv. [Seemly.]

* ceme-lyn, v. [Assemble, Semble.]

* peine ly-nesse, s. [Seemliness.]

cement, * ci merit, * cy-ment, * sy-

ment, s. & a. [O. Fr. cement; Fr. ciment ; Sp.&

Ital. cimento ; Lat. ccementum — coarse stones,

rubble, an abbreviation of cwdimentum, from

ccedo = to cut.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Literally :

(1) Gen. : Matter with which two bodies ar«

joined together.

"Thei hadden tiles for Btoona, and towgh cley toi

tyment."—WycUffei Qen. xi. 3.

*61l. *>6"y; po"ut, JolW; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -f.

-dan. -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -clous, -tlous, -sious = sails. -We, -die, &c. m hel, del.
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(2) Spec. ; [II. 1.]

2. Fig. : Anything which forms a bond of
union socially or morally.

" For lost, this social cement of mankind,
The greatest empires, by scarce-felt degrees."

Thornton : Liberty, pt. v.

*J In some of the poets the accent is on the
first syllable, both in the noun and verb.

IX Technically:

1. Building : Of cements there are many
varieties, according to the special needs of
different trades. In building the principal
are known as Portland and Roman.

(1) Portland Cement was patented in England
by Joseph Aspdin in 1824. It is so called be-
cause it resembles in colour Portland-stone. Itia
manufactured by calcining a mixture of clayed
mud from the Thames with a proper propor-
tion of chalk. The calcined mass is then, re-

duced to a fine powder, and intimately mixed
with the addition of water. The resulting
paste is moulded into bricks, dried and burnt.
The heat during the process of calcining must
be a white heat, otherwise the carbonic acid
and water may be expelled with out the reaction
between the lime and the clay necessary for
the production of cement. The material is

then assorted, all which has been too much or
too little calcined being set aside and pul-
verized.

(2) Roman Cement is a name given to certain
hydraulic mortars, varying considerably in
their chemical composition, though physically
possessing the same general character. It is

an argillaceous lime, manufactured from adark
brown stone, a carbonate of lime with much
alumina, found in the Island of Sheppey. The
stone is calcined and mixed with sand in
various proportions. Any limestone contain-
ing from fifteen to twenty per cent, of clay
will, when properly prepared, form this cement.
Calcine any ordinary clay and mix it with two-
thirds its quantity of lime, grind to powder,
and calcine again. The epithet Roman is im-
properly given, since the preparation was
entirely unknown to the Romans.

(3} Hydraulic Cement is a kind of mortar
used in building piers and walls under or ex-
posed to water. There are many varieties.
Hamalin's is composed of ground Portland-
stone sixty-two parts, sand thirty-five, and
litharge three.

2. Glass Manufacture : Cement for glass is of
various kinds, according as it is designed for
ordinary or for chemical glasses, for the necks
of bottles, for lens grinders, or for affixing
metallic letters to plate-glass windows.

3. Gold Mining : Gravel cemented by clay,
constituting an auriferous stratum in Sierra
Nevada and Placer Counties in California.
(Knight.)

4. Metallurgy:

(1) A brown deposit in the precipitation
tank in which the soluble chloride of gold ob-
tained by the chlorination process is deposited
by the addition of sulphate of iron to the solu-
tion. (Knight.)

(2) The material in which metal is embedded
in the cementing-furnace (q.v.) (Knight.)

5. Odontology : The tissue which forms the
outer crust of the tooth. It is less bony than
dentine, and commences at the cervix or neck
of the tooth, where the enamel terminates,
increasing in thickness to the lower extremities
of the root.

"A single tooth may be composed of dentine, cement,
enamel, and DOM : but the dentine and cement are
present in the teeth of all reptiles."—Owen.- Anatomy
Of Vertebrate*.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

cement-ducts, i pi
Zool. ; Ducts opening through the prehensile

antennse in the Cirri pods. (Darwin?)

cement-gland, s.

Zool. : A gland the secretion of which glues
down the prehensile antennae of the Cirripeds.
(Darwin.)

cement-mill, s. A mill for grinding the
septaria or stony concretions from which
cement is made. (Knight.)

cement-spreader, s.

Building : A machine for coating and satu-
rating felt or paper with liquid cement for
roofing purposes. (Knight.)

cement , v.t. k i. [Cement, *.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Lit. : To unite by means of some material
interposed.

"Liquid bodies have nothing to cement them."—
Burnet : Theory of the Ea rth.

2. Fig. : To unite together socially or
morally.

" But how the fear of us
May cement their divisions. . .

."

Shake*p. : Antony and Cleopatra, 11. L
* B. Intrans. : To become joined, to join,

to cohere.
" When a wound is recent, and the parts of It are

divided by a sharp instrument, they wilt, if held in
close contact for some time, reunite by inosculation,
and cement like one branch of a tree Ingrafted on
another."

—

Sharp: Surgery.

*9C-men-tal, a. [Eng. cement; -al.\ Per-
taining to or composed of cement.

"Cemental tubes."—Owen. [Webster.)

* ce-men-ta -tion, s. [Low Lat. ccementatio,
from ccementum.]

1. Ord. I/xng. : The act of cementing or of
joining with cement.

2. Chem. : A chemical process which con-
sists in imbedding a solid body in a pulveru-
lent matter, and exposing both to ignition iu
a metallic or earthen case. In this way iron
is cemented with charcoal to form steel ; and
bottle-glass with gypsum powder, or sand, to
form Reaumur's porcelain. (Ure: Dictionary
of Arts, Manufactures, and Mints.)

*$e-mSn-ta'-tdr-& a. [Formed as if from
a Lat. ccmentatorius, from ccementum.] Of or
pertaining to cement.

ce-ment -ed, pa. par. & a. [Cement, v. ]

cemented back, s. & a. (See the com-
pound.)

Cemented-back carpet : In forming cemented-
back carpet a number of warp-threads are
arranged in a frame, and are brought- into a
convoluted form by meaus of metallic plates,
which are laid strictly parallel. The under
sideofthe warps thus doubled or folded are
then dressed to raise a nap, and this surface is

then smeared with cement and backed by a
canvas or coarse cloth. When dry, the metallic
strips are removed by cutting the loops, and
leaving a pile surface, as in the Wilton carpets.
(Knight.)

ce-ment'-er, s. [Eng. cement; -er.] One
who, or that which cements or Joins things
together. (Lit. <&fig.)

"... language, which was to be the great instru-
ment and cementer of society."

—

Locke.

cement -In?, • ce-men-tynge, pr. par.,
a., &s. [Cement, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of uniting or joining together.
(Lit. &fUj.)

" Oure cementynge and fermentacloun."
Chaucer: C. T., 12.T44.

2. That which cements or joins.

cementing-furnace, s. A furnace by
which an article is packed in the powder of
another substance, and therewith subjected to
a continued heat below the fusing-point. The
article is changed by a chemical reaction with
the powder. (Knight.)

*Ce-men-ti'-tiouS, a. [Lat. casmentitius m
of or pertaining to rubble ; cosmentum =
rubble, Ate] Pertaining to or of tlie nature of
cement or stucco.

" In some parte the ceenentUiout work Is fuforced."—Fortyth: Italy, p. lUfl. (Latham.)

tC*Sm-e-tar'H[-al,a. [Eng. cemeUry, and suff,

ol.J Of or pertaining to a cemetery.
" Any ameliorations of our present ctmetcrial system

being obtainable."—Haden : Earth to Earth, p. 66(1875).

cem'7e-ter-& * cym-y-toyre, *. [Fr.
cei/Uterie ; ltal. cimeterio ; Low Lat. cevme-
terium, from Gr. KOwnj(iLoi> (koimlterion) = a
sleeping place, a cemetery ; KoiftaM (koimad) =
to lull to sleep.]

1, Ord. Jxxng. : A place whore the dead are
buried, a burial-ground not around a parochial
or other church. [Burial-place.]

"That one of the cymytoyret was iu erles, and that
other in buidegale."—Caxton : Charles the Orete, p. 243
(ed. Herrtage.)

2. Law : A permanent grave can be purchased
in a cemetery, whereas it cannot be in a church-
yard.

* cem-lyn, v.t. [Cemelyn.]

* ce-my, a. [Etymology unknown.] Cunning,
..nifty.

" Cemy or aotelle (suhtylL P.). SubtilW—Prompt.
Part.

* ce-myn, v. i. [Seem. ]

1. To seem.

2. To beseem, become.
" Cemyn, or becemyn. Oeoet." —Prompt. Pare.

* ce-mynge, pr. par. or a. [Seemino.]
"Cemynge or hopen, schowynge (opyn, K. H., opes,

P.) Apparent."—Prompt. Pare.

*cen,*cin,s. [A.S. cyn, cynn.] [Kin.] In com-
position denote kinship or kindred ; so Cinulph
is a help to his kindred ; Cinehelm, aproUctol
of his kinsfolk ; Cinburg, the defence of his
kindred ; Cinric, powerful in kindred. (Gib-
son.)

ce nan'-gi-um, s. [Gr. k*vo? (kenos) m
empty ; ayyelov (angeion) «= a vessel.]

Bot. : A genus of Phacidiacei (Ascoinycetous
Fungi) growing upon dead twigs, bursting
through the bark in the. form of little cuj*
or hollow papillfle. (Griff. £ Henfrey.)

con an- thy, s. [From Gr. new; (kenos) =
empty, and &vQos (anthoa) = a blossom, a
flower.]

Bot. : The suppression of the essential organs,
viz., stamens and pistils, in a flower. (R,
Brown, 1874.)

* 96 nation, * coo na tion, s. [Lat
"'initio tst a meal-taking

; ccena = a meal,
supper.] Meal-taking.

"The summer lodgings regard the equlnoxiall meri-
dian, but the rooiuoa of carnation in the summer, ha
obverts unto the winter ascent, that Is south-east."-*
Browne: Vulgar Errourl, bk. vt, ch. vU.

ce'-na-tor-^f a. [Lat. cosnatorius = pertain-
ing to a supper; ccena = supper.] Relating
to or fit for supper.

"The Romans washed, were anointed, and wore a
cenatory garment : and the same was practised by the
Jews."—Browne : Vulgar Errourt, bk. v., ch. vi.

* cen a-tour, 5. [Senator.]

cen-chri -na, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. cenchrit
(q.v.), and neut. pi. adj. suff. Ana.]

Zool. : A sub-family of the Crotalidse,

is, s. [From Gr. iceyxpif (kenghris)^
L of bird

; (2) a kind of serpent]

A genus of American serpents, family

9611 chris, .

(1) a kind of biru
; \*f a Kina or serpent.]

Zool. : A genus of American serpen 1 s. fan:

Crotalidse (Rattle-snakes). [Cenchkina.]

* cen clefe, s. [Apparently a corruption of

Fr. cinq, and Eng. Itaf.)

Bot. : A book-name for Narcissus pseudth
narcissus. (Britten dt Holland.)

cen cras'-tfis, s. [Fr. cenchrite; Lat. cen*

chrus, from Gr. tctyxflw (kenchros) = millet.]

A serpent of a greenish colour, having its

speckled belly covered with spots resembling
millet-seeds.

" Thair wee the serpent cenorattus,
Abelatof filthy bratth."

Watton: Coll., il XL

cen-dal, * ^en-del, s. [Sendal,]

* cen dyn, v. [Send.]

* cen-dynge, s. [Sending.]

* cene, s. [0. Fr. caine, cent; Lat. ctzna^t
supper.] A supper.

" In the cene on his brent he shulde lyn."— Wyclife
Apocat. ProL

* cene, n. [Seen. ] (Prompt. Parv.)

cen gyllc, * cen-gyl-ly, a. [Sinolk.]

cen ith, * cen yth, s. [Zenith.]
" For to Jcnowe the cenyth of the Sonne and of euery

sterre."

—

Chaucer: Attrolabe, p. IL

ce'-n&-bite, s. [Lat. ccenobita = living in

common, from Gr. a-oiyot (koinos) * common,
and /Si'o? (6ios)=: life.] A monk living in a

community. (Mosheim.)

•ce-nd-bit'-ic, *coe-n*-bit -Ick, *oe-nA-

bit'-I-cal. a. [Fr. cenobitiqve.]

1. Of or belonging to a cenobite.
". . . such as are abstinence from blond, and from

things strangled, the camobitick life of secular persons,
Ac.'—Bp. Taylor: Lib. of Prophetying, s. 6.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there
; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

er, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, te. ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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8: Living in community.
"They have multitudes of religious orders, black

and grey, ereinetic&l and cenobiticul, ' and iiuna." —
StilUnojteet.

*9e'-n6-blt-lsm, «. [Eng. cendbit(e); -ism.]

The state of being a cenobite; the belief or
practice of a cenobite.

* oe'-ni-b^, *. [Lat. cosnobiwn ; Gr. koivo&iov

(koinobion)= a place where persons lived in

society, a convent or monastery ; kmvoc
(koinos) = common, jSto? (bios) = life.] A cou-

Yent or monastery ; a religious community.
". . . repaired and enlarged with the atones brought

from that cenoby."—Sir 0. Buck: Bistory o/ Richard
lit., p. «.

oe*n o-my'-ce, s. [From Gr. k*vM (kenos) —
empty, and p-vtcrfi (mutes) — a mushroom.]

Bot. : An old name for a genus of lichens

now generally called Cladonia. Cenomyce or

Cladonia rangifera is the Reindeer Moss.

©<5n 6 taph, s. [Fr. cinotaphe; from Gr.

tteVo* (kenos) = empty, and Ta<f«K (taphos) = a
tomb.] An empty monument, that is, one
raised to a person buried elsewhere. (Dryden,)

tocn-o-t&ph'-ic,a. [Eng. cenotaph ; -la] Per-

taining to a cenotaph.

ee-nd-io'-ic a - tGr- ««»•& (kainos) = new,
recent, <Jw»j (zoe) = life.]

Geol. : Belonging to the tertiary and more
recent periods ; belonging to the age of mam-
mals. (Dana.)

* gens, * cense (1), «. [A shortened form of

O. Fr. encens = incense (q.v.).] Incense.

"Cense or incense or rychelle, Incensum,thut,"—
Prompt. r*»r».

* 9&nse (2), s. [0. Fr. cense ; Fr. cens ; Lat.

census.}

1. A rating, rate, or tax.
M

. . . the cense, or rates of Christendom are raised
since ten times, yea, twenty times told."

—

Bacon.

2. A census or enumeration of the people.

& A condition, rank.
" If you write to a man, whose estate and cense yon

are familiar with, you may the bolder venture on ft

knot"— A. Jonton: Discoveries.

* censyn, * sense, v.t. & i.
' [Cense (1), s.]

1. Trans. : To perfume with sweet odours ;

to scatter incense about.
" The Ssiii sing, and cents his altars round."

Dryden.
2. Intrans. : To scatter incense.

" In his hand he bore a golden censer, with perfume

;

and censing about the altar, . .
."

—

B. Jonton : Part of
King Jamot't Entertainment.

, pa. par. & a. [Cense, v.]
" On the side altar rented with sacred smoke.
And bright with flaming fires." Dryden.

e -mont. s. [O. Fr., from Ia*» censeo. ]

[Censure.] Judgment.

Sn'-ser, * cen-sere, * sen-sere, s. [Con-
1 tracted from O. Fr. encensier ; Low Lat. in-
censarium = a vessel for incense.]

1. He who censes or scatters incense.

2. A vessel in which incense is burnt.
** Censere. Thuribulum, ignxbulum." — Prompt.

Pare.
"Of Incense clouds

Fuming from golden censers, hid the mount"
Milton : P. L , vii. 600.

3. A pan or vessel in which anything is

burnt, a firepan.
** Here's snip, and nip, and cut, and slish, and slush,
Like to a center in a barber's shop."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, It. 8.

efins -ing, * cen-synge, pr. par., a., & s.

[Cense, v. ]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of scattering incense.
" Cemynge. Thurificatio."—Prompt Parv.

* Oen - sion, s. [Low Lat. censio.] An assess-
ment, rating, or taxing.

"God intended this cention only for the blessed
Virgin and her son, that Christ might be bora where
he should."—Joseph Ball.

9» -sor, s. [Lat. censor, from censeo = to
rate.]

1. A public officer or magistrate in Rome,
whose business was to register the effects of
the citizens, to impose taxes according to the

property held by each man. and to superin-
tend the manners of the citizens, with power
to inflict punishments for breaches of morality.

**.
, . that be was also branded by the censors."—

Lewis : Cred. Early Itoman Hist. (1M53), ch. xiL, pt til.,

§ 3T, vol. U., p. I7L

2. One whose duty it is to inspect and
examine books, plays, &c, before they are
published, to secure that they shall contain
nothing to offend against public morality or
decency ; an inspector of the public press.

8. Any person who takes on himself the duty
or part of a critic.

4. A public officer in the older Universities,

whose duty it is to look after the " unattached "

students. At Christ Church, Oxford, there
are two of the Fellows who have charge of the
discipline, and are called respectively the
Senior and Junior Censor.

* cen -sor-ess, *. [Eng. censor ; -ess.} A
female censor.

"Iftin to pass for a censors*! now."—Mad. D'Arblay:
Diary, t. 157.

1 9en-sbt* -I-*!, « [Lat. censorius = of or per-
taining to a censor.]

1. The same as Censorian.
"Whatever may have been the antiquity of these

eens'/rial records, they could not have been banded
down in censorvil fnmilie* before the year 448 B.C. "—
Lewis; Cred. Early Roman Hist. (185o), ch. V. } 13,

vol. i p. 174.

2. Censorious, given to censure or captious
criticism.

Juvenal." Warton : History of English Poetry, iv. 6.

cen-sbr -i-an, a. [Lat. censorius.] Of or
pertaining tb a censor or his duties.

"The Star-chamber had the censorian power for
offences, vuder the degree of capital!."

—

Bacon : Henry
F//..p. 64.

t 9«5n-soi r-l-ous, a. [Lat. censorius. ] Gi ven

to censuring or captious criticism, severe.

T It was frequently used with of or on (or

upon) before the thiug censured.

"A dogmatical spirit Inclines a man to be censorious
q? bis neighbours. — Watts .- On the Mind.

* oen-sbr'-i-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. censorious;
-ly.) In a censorious manner, with severity.

"... speak arrogantly and censoriously both of God
and men. —Beyle: Works, ii. 804.

9en-sbr -l-ous-ness, s. [Eng. censorious;
ness.] The quality of being censorious ; a
disposition to censure or find fault. (TiUotson.)

cen'-sor-like, a. [Eng. censor ; like.] Inclined
to censoriousness, severe. (Cotgrave.)

9en'-SOr-ship, s. [Eng. censor ; -ship.

1. The otfice of a censor.

"The establishment of the censorship is referred to
the year 443 B.C."—Lewis: Cred. Early Roman Hist.

(1855), ch. v. £ 2, vol. 1. p. 1S6.

2. The period during which the office of
censor was held by any particular person.

**It was brought to Rome in the censorship of Clau-
dius."—Browns: Vulgar Errours.

3. The office or position of a censor in a
university.

4. Power or practice of superintending, re-

vising, authorising, or otherwise influencing

the printed literature of a country, especially
that which is periodical and political.

* 9en'-su-al (s as sn), a. [Lat. censualis =
of or l>eIonging to a census.] Relating to or
containing a census.

" He seut commissioners into all the several counties
of the wbole realm, who took an exact survey, and
described in a centual roll or book, all the lands,
titles, and tenures, throughout the whole kingdom."—
Temple : Introduce to the Hist of Eng., p. 256.

9en -su ra Tole (s as sh), a. [Eng. oen-
sur(e) ; -aide.] Deserving of censure, blain-
able, blameworthy.

" Many resolutions taken in council were Justly
osnsurable."— Burton : Hist. Own Time, an. 171L

~ 9en'--su-ra ble-ness (s as sh), s. [Eng.
censurable;' -ness.l The quality of being
censurable ; blamableness.

"This, and divers others, are alike in their censur-
ableness by the unskilful, be it divinity, nhysick,
poetry, Ac. — Whitlock : Manners of the English.

9«3n -su-ra-bly (s as sh), adv. [Eng. cen-
surab(le);' -Ji/.j In a censurable or blame-
worthy manner.

9cn'- sure (s as sh) (1), s. [Fr. censure; Lat.
censura = a setting a value on, an opinion

;

censeo = to value, to form an opinion.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A judgment or opinion which might be
either favourable or unfavourable.

" Madam, the king is old enough himself
To give bis censure."

Shakesp. : S Benry VI, t ft,

•2. A judicial sentence.

"To you, lord governour,
Remains the cewwrs of this hellish villain."

Shakesp. : Othello, v. X
+ 3. Revision, recension of the text of a

book. (Ilallam.)

1 4. A spiritual punishment inflicted by an
ecclesiastical court.

" Upon the unsuccessful ness of milder medicaments,
use that stronger physick, the censures of the church.'

1

—Hammond.
5. Blame, reprimand, reproach.

** Tour smooth eulogium to one crown address'd
Seems to imply a censure on tbe rest"

Cowper : Table Talk.

IT. Old Law: A custom in certain manors,
under which all under sixteen years of age
were obliged to swear fealty to their lord, to
pay twopence per head, and a penny per
annum ever after, as cert-money, or common
fine. [Ckht-mosey.]

* 9en-sure (2), s. [Cexser.]

cen'-sure (s as sh), v.t. & (. [Censure, *.]

A. Transitive:

l: To form or give a judgment or opinion
regarding anything without its being implied
that this award was unfavourable.

" His voyage was variously censured ; the Templars
who consented not to the peace, flouted thereat . .

.'*

—Puller : The Holy War, voL iv. ch. 3.

% It is not creditable to man's candour in
judging of others that the word censure in
process of time became limited to the pro-
nouncing of unfavourable judgments, these
having from the first been so much more
numerous than favourable verdicts that the
word censure ceased to be applied to the latter
atalL

* 2. To condemn judicially, to sentence.
" Has censnr'd him

Already, and, as I bear, the provost hath
A warrant for his execution.

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, i. 6.

S. To blame, to find fault with, to reprimand.
"To censure Homer, because It is unlike what it was

never meant to resemble, . . ." — Pope; Homer's
Odyssey, Postscript.

*B. Intrans. : To form or give an opinion,
to judge (followed by on).

" Tls ft passing shame.
That I. unworthy body as I am.
Should censure thus on lovely gentlemen."

Shakesp, : Two Gent, of Verona, i. 1

% (1) Crabb thus discriminates between to
censure, to animadvert, and to criticize :—" To
censure and animadvert are both personal, the
one direct, and the other indirect; criticism
is directed to things and not to persons only.
Censuring consists in finding some fault real
or supposed ; it refers mostly to the conduct
of individuals. Animadvert consists in sug-
gesting some error or impropriety ; it refers
mostly to matters of opinion or dispute.
Criticism consists in minutely examining the
intrinsic characteristics and appreciating the
merits of each individually or the whole col-
lectively ; it refers to matters of science and
learning. To censure requires no more than
simple attention ; its justice or propriety
often rests on the authority of the individual

;

animadversions require to be accompanied
with reasons. . . . Criticism is altogether
argumentative and illustrative. ...

(2) He thus distinguishes between to cen-

sure, to carp, and to cavil :—" To censure
respects positive errors, to carp and cavil have
regard to what is trivial or imaginary ; the
former is employed for errors in persons, the
latter for supposed defects m things. Cen-
sures are frequently necessary from those who
have the authority to use them. . . .

Carping and cavilling are resorted to only to

indulge ill-nature and.self-conceit. . . ."

(3) The distinction between to accuse and
to censure is thus stated :

—
" To accuse is only

to assert the guilt of another ; to censure is to

take that guilt for granted. . . .An accu-

sation may be false or true, a censure mild oi

severe."

(4) For the difference between to blame and
to accuse, see Blame, v. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

9$n'-sured(sassh), pa. par. &a. [Censure, v.]

9en'-sur-er (s as sh), s. [Censure, v.]

1. Gen. : One who censures or blames.

boH, bo~^; pout, jtftrl; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -Ing,

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion m shun, -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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" Nay amongst Europeans themselves, Cicero hath
found many cnuurm' —Boyle : Works, it SM.

* 2- Spec. ; A censor. (Speed ; Hist. Grt.

Brit.)

cen'-sur-ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Censure, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of blaming or re-

proaching ; censure.

cen -bus, s. [Lat census, from censeo = to rate,

to value.] The act of taking the numbers and

other statistics of the population of any dis-

trict or country, or of the members of any

class or denomination.
". . from the account of the Roman census, . .

."—

Bentley: Serm., p. 107.

1. In Ancient Rome: The Census was es-

tablished at Rome by Servius, and was held

every five years in the Campus Martins. Every

Roman citizen was obliged, on oath, to give

In a statement of his own name and age, of

the names and ages of his wife, children,

alaves, and freedmen, if he had any. The
punishment for a false return was that the

person's goods should be confiscated, and he

himself scourged and sold for a slave. Tax-

ation depended upon the results of the Census.

2. In the United States: The first Census in

the United States was taken in 1790, since

which time it has been repeated regularly every

ten years. In Great Britain the first Census

waa taken in 1801, and in Ireland in 1813.

They have been repeated every ten years since.

census-paper, s. A ruled paper left

with the householder, or head of the family,

to be filled up with the necessary particulars,

and handed back to the enumerator when
called for.

cent (1), s. [An abbreviation of Lat. centum = a

hundred. It is generally a part of a combina-

tion or phrase, as five per cent. = five by the

hundred. In " cent per cent," however, it is a

separate word.]

L Ord. Lang. : A hundred.
" And broght with hem many stout cent

Of sreet lordysujea." Octwian, 14SS.

The demon makes his full descent
In one abundant shower of cent per cent."

Pope : Moral Essays, iii. 372.

TX Technically:

1. A coin, made of copper or copper and
nickel, in circulation in the United States. It

is of the value of ten mills or the hundredth
part of a dollar, and about equal to a half-

penny English.

2. A game at cards, resembling picquet, so*

called because one hundred was the winning
number.

cent (2), *. [Scent.]

• cen -tage, a. [Eng. cent ; -age.] Rate by
the hundred ; rate of interest or commission
(only now used in the compound per-centage).

t cent-al, s. [Lat. centum =a hundred.] A
weight of 100 lbs. avoirdupois, in use for corn
at Liverpool. [Quintal]

"A Council meeting of the Central Chamber of
Agriculture was held yesterday, at which a resolution
In favour of the cental weight of 100 lb. as the standard
was adopted, together with one memorialising the Board
of Trade to duly verify the cental as a new imperial
denomination and provide a standard of one half that
weight. "—Daily News, Nov. 8, 187a

cen taur, * cen -taure, cen-tan -rus, «.

[Lat. centaurus ; Gr. Ktvravpos (kcntauros).~]

1. Mythol. : A mythical creature, half man,
half horse, said to have sprung from the union
of Ixion and a Cloud ; the most celebrated
was Chiron. They inhabited Thessaly, and
were also called Hippocentaurs.

* And of the bloodle feast, which sent away
So many Centaures drunken soules to helL"

Spenser.- /. o,, IV. t M.

2. Astron. : A constellation in the Southern
Hemisphere.

c«5n-tau'-re-a, s. [Lat., from Gr. Kevravpeta
(kentaureia) -'

relating to a centaur ; so called
from some confusion with centaury (q.v.).]

hot.: An extensive genus of Composite
plants, comprising both annual and perennial,
herbaceous, or half-shrubby plants, some of
them common weeds, as Centavrea nigra, the
Knapweed of our pastures, while a certain
number are esteemed border flowers. Of the
annual species one of the most remarkable is

C. americanus, or Piectocephalus americanus of

some authors, which has a stout erect stem
four to five feet high, oblong lance-shaped
leaves, and very large capitules of a lilac-

purple tint. The best known in England is

the Common Corn-bottle, C. cyanus. [Corn-
bottle.] Centaurea Calcitrapa was once used
as a febrifuge.

cen taur ess, s. [Eng. centaur; -ess.) A
female centaur.

$en~taur-I-e'-89, *. pi. [Low Lat. centaurea
(q.v.) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -iece.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of composite plants, tribe
Cynareae.

* cen-tau rize, v.i. [Eng. centaur ; -ize.]

To be or act like a centaur; hence, to be a
man and act like a brute.

• cen'-taur-like, a. [Eng. centaur; -like.]

Like or resembling a centaur. (Sidney.)

cen'-tau-rjf, * cen'-tor-& * cen'-tdr-ie,

$. [Lat. centaurcum; Low Lat centaurea;
Gr. KtvravptKov ikentaureion), from a-eVrat/poc.

(kentauros) = a Centaur, the plant being said

to have been discovered by Chiron theCentaur.]

*I Popular name of some English plants
belonging to the Gentianacese : (1) Chlora per-

foliata, (2) Centaurea nigra ; Little Centaury :

Erythrcea Centaurium ; More Centaury ; The
same as Great Centaury (q.v.) ; Sea Centaury :

Erythraa littoralis (Scotch) ; Small Centaury :

The same as Little Centaury (q.v.); YeUow
Centaury: Chlora per/oliata (Britten £ Hol-
land) ; American Centaury : The English name
for the genus Sabbatia, of the gentian order.

cen-te-nar'-i-an, a. * «. [Lat. centenarius
= of a hundred.*]

* L, As adj. : Of or relating to a hundred.

IX As subst. : A person who has attained to
the age of one hundred years.

t cen-te-nar'-I-an-isnl, s. [Eng. centena-

rian; -ism.} The act or state of attaining the
age of one hundred years.

" Patting aside, however, the questionable legends
of centenarianitm, . . .'—Echo, Aug. IS, 1B7X

'cen-te nar-i-oiis, a. [Lat. centenarius.]

Of or relating to a hundred. (Ash.)

cen-te'-nar-^, cen'-ten-a-r^, cen- ten -

ar-^, a. & s. [Lat. centenarius.]

A. As adjective

:

. 1. Relating to a hundred ; consisting of a
hundred.

2. Recurring once in every hundred years.

"Centennary solemnities, which returned but once
in a hundred jean."

—

Fuller.

B. -4s substantive

;

* 1. The aggregate of a hundred years ; a
century.

2. The celebration of the hundredth anni-
versary of any event.

*9en-tence, a. [Sentence.]

cen-ten'-£-er, *. [Fr. centenier, from Lat.
centenarius.]

* 1. A centurion.

"They are an hundred, chosen out of every town
and village, and thereon were termed centeniers or
centurians."

—

Time's More Bvttse, p. 19.

2. An honorary police-officer in Jersey,
elected by the inhabitants every three years,
and ranking next to the constable, who per-
forms the duties of an English mayor.

c6n-ten -ni-al, a. [Low Lat. centennis;
from centum= a hundred, and annus = a year.]

1. Pertaining to a centenary, or hundredth
anniversary-

" Her centennial day." Mason : Poems.

2. Recurring once in a hundred years.

cen ter ing, s. [Eng. center; -ing.] The
temporary woodwork or framing on which any
arch or vaulted work is constructed. Also
called a Centre (q.v.).

cen-tes'-I-mal, a, ks, [Ft. centesimal ; Lat.
centesimus =* hundredth ; centum = a hun-
dred.]

A. As adj. : Hundredth, by the hundred,
per cent.

* B. As subst. : A hundredth part. [Caw*
tesm.]

" The neglect of a few centetimalt In the side of tfcf
cube, would bring it to an equality with the cube of a
foot"

—

Arbuthnot: On Coins.

* cen-tes -i-mate, v.i. [Lat. centesimatus,

pa. par. of centesimo = to pick out every
hundredth man; centum = a hundred.] To
inflict the punishment of centesimation.

" Elsewhere we decimate, or even centesimate i h«r»
we are all children of Kbadamanthus."—De Qui/tcey :

Casuistry.

* cen-tes-I-ma'-tion, s. [Lat centesimo =
to pick out every hundredth person ; centesimus
= of or pertaining to a hundred ; centum = a
hundred.)

Milit. : A mode of punishment for mutiny or
wholesale desertion, in which every hundredth
man was selected for punishment.

* cen -tesm, s. [Lat centesima (pars) = the

hundredth (part); centum = a hundred.] A
hundredth part or fraction. (Bailey.)

cen-te'-tes, s. [G. *eevnrr^« (kentetes) = one
who pierces.]

Zool. : A genus of mammals, the typical one
of the family Centetidse. The nose is large
and proboscis-like, the body covered with hair
intermingled with short prickles as in the
hedgehogs, but they cannot like the latter

animals roll themselves into a ball They are
found in Madagascar.

cen te -tides, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat.cen(e((ei)

(q.v.), and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idm.]

Zool. : A family of mammals, order Insect-
ivora. Genera : Centetes, Solenodon, and Gym-
nura. Found in Madagascar, the Eastern
Peninsula, and Cuba.

* £ent -grave, *. [Lat. centum = a hundred,
and Ger. graf'= ruler, master.] [Reeve.] A
lord or ruler of a hundred.

He was (per eminentiam), called the Centgraveot
Huudred. "—Selden : Laws of Enal., pt U

ne wna \uci riuiiinuiiuu!, i-iuieu [lie ' < Til

Lord of the Hundred. "Setden : Laws of £ng
ch. 35.

cen'-ti, in comp. [Lat. centum. ] A hundred.

* cen - ti - cip - 1 - tous, a. [Lat. centicept

(genit. centicipitls)— hundred-headed : centum
= a hundred ; caput — a head, and Eng. suff.

-oils.] Having a hundred heads ; hundred-
headed. (Smart.)

* cen-tif-fd-ous, a. [Lat centum — a hun-

dred ; findo = to cut, to divide, and Eng. suit.

-ous.] Divided into a hundred parte. (Smart.)

cen-ti-fo'-li-ous, a. [Lat. centifolius =
hundred-leaved : centum — a hundred ; folium
a leaf.] Having a hundred leaves. (Johnson.)

cen -tl-grade, a. [Fr. centigrade, from Lat.
centum = a hundred, and gradus — a step, a
degree.] Divided into a hundred degrees.

centigrade thermometer, s. A ther-

mometer graduated on the scale of Celsius,

according to which the freezing-point (= 32
Fahrenheit) is marked zero, and the boiling-

point (= 212° Fahrenheit) 100
8
. [Thermo-

meter.]

cen ti-gram, con -ti gramme, s. [Fr.

centigramme : cent = a hundred ;
gramme = a

grain ; from Lat. centum = a hundred, and
gramma=& grain.] [Gram, Gramme.] A mea-
sure of weight, being the hundredth part of a
gramme, and equal to -1M33 of a grain troy,

or '16924 of a grain avoirdupois.

cen ti li ter, cen -tl-li-tre, «. [Fr. cen-

tilitre : cent = a hundred ; litre = a measure
of capacity or volume.] A measureof capacity

or volume, being the hundredth part of a litre,

or a little more than six-tenths of a cubic inch.

* cen-tD'-i-quy (quy as kwy), «. [Lat.

centum — a hundred ; loquor = to speak.] A
work composed by Ptolemy, and so called

from its consisting of a hundred aphorisms or

sayings.
"Ptolomens, in his centiloony,—attributes all the**

symptoms which are in melancholy men to celestial

influences."—Burton : Anal, of Met p. 18a

cen-ti me, s. [O. Fr. centisme ; Fr. centime,

from Lat. centesimus = of or pertaining to a
hundred, hundredth.] A small French copper

coin, the hundredth part of a franc

cen tim -e ter, con -ti-me-tre, *. [Fr.

centimetre, from Lat. cenfum = hundred, and

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p5t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, re, ce = e ; ey = a. ou = kw. .





CERAMIC AND DECORATIVE ART.

1 HIRSCHVOGEL TILE (Germany, XVI Century).

2 JAPANESE SATSUMA BOWL.

3 PALISSY PLATE (France, XVI Centu»y).

4 PERSIAN BOWL (XVI Century).

5 DELFT VASE (Holland, XVIII Century).

G SPANISH-MORESQUE MAJOLICA URN (XIV Century).

7 HENRY II FLAGON (France, XVI Century).

8 GLAZED BAS-RELIEF, IN TILE, BY LUCCA DELLA ROBBL4

(Florence, about A. D. 1500).

9 MAJOLICA PLATE, FROM URBINO (Italy, XVI Century).

10 PORCELAIN TILE, MINTON (England, XIX Century).

11 CHINESE VASE.

12 WEDGWOOD PITCHER (England, XVIII Century).

13 DRESDEN COFFEE-POT, MEISSEN (XVIII Century).

14 GERMAN TILE, WITH COAT OF ARMS.

15 VENETIAN MILLEFIORI GLASS.

16 ROCKWOOD JAR (United Stetes, XIX Century).

13 ROYAL WORCESTER PLaIE (England, XIX Century).
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metrum = a measure.] A French measure of

length, the hundredth part of a metre, that is

rather more than *39 of an inch,

"The Units Committee of the British Association
have recommended that all specifications shall be re-

ferred to the Centimetre, the Gramme, and the Second.
The system of units derived from these as the funda-
mental unite Is called the C G. S. system, and the
unite of the system are called the C. G. S. units."—
Xvereti : The 6. Q. 8. ^i(«m of Unitt (ed. 1875), ch. 1L

p. 10.

cent!metre-nine, s. [Metre-seven.]

* cen'-tl-nel, s. [Sentinel.]

* cen-tin-er, s. [Centenicr.]

^n ti node, * ccn ti no dy, «. [Fr.

centinode ; O. Fr. centinodie: Lat. centum = a
hundred ; nodus — a knot.] A kind of grass

of the genus Illicebmm, a purslane-like plant

;

knotweed.

f cen -tl-ped, cen -ti-pede, *. [Fr. centi-

pede ; Lat. centipeda = hundred-footed ; from
centum= a hundred, and pes (genit. pedis)= a
foot]

Zool. : An articulated animal having, in the
popular estimation, 100 feet, but scientific men
do not guarantee the number. It is opposed
to a millepede, i.e., an animal with 1,000 feet,

a number no more guaranteed than the former.

The real distinction between them is that the
Centipedes have only one pair of legs from
each ring or " somite " of the body, while in

the Millepedes there are to each somite, except
the anterior five or six, two pairs. The Centi-

pedes constitute the order Chilipoda, of the
class Myriapoda (q.v.). The feet are generally

from fifteen to twenty pairs, and the joints of

the antennae not less than fourteen.

•cim-tlp'-e-dal, a. [Lat. centum = hun-
dred ; pedalis = of a foot long, from pes (genit.

pedis) = a foot] Of a hundred feet in length.

* oSn'-tl-pee, s. ThesameasCENTiPEDE(q.v.).

'^ent-ner, s. [Ger. centner = a hundred-
weight ; from Lat. centenarius = of or per-

taining to a hundred ; centum = a hundred.]

1. A weight of one hundred pounds, used in

some parts of England and Germany.
"The Liverpool corn measure of 1001b., called a

centner, he proposes as the unit of measure. "— Stan-
dard, March 30, issi.

2. A weight of a drachm, divided into a
hundred equal parts.

* cen -to, * cSn'-tone (or as chen -to'-ne),

$. [Lat. cento = a garment made up of several

pieces joined together ; patchwork.]

1. A composition consisting of verses or
passages from different authors arranged in a
new order.

" Centonet are pieces of cloth of divers colours. . . .

Metaphorically it is a poem patched out of other poems
by aid of verses."—L. Vires: Auguetine't City o/ Qod,
bk. IT, c 15, note.

^[ Becoming at length naturalised in our
tongue, it dropped the Latin plural centones
and took the English one centos in its room.
(Trench: On some Def. in our Eng. Diet., p. 28.)

" From different nations next the centot crowd."
Cambridge Scribleriad, bk. ii.

2. Music : An opera or musical composition
made up of selections from other pieces ; a
musical medley.

* cen-toc'-u-la-ted, a. [Lat. centum m a

hundred ; oculatus = having eyes, from ooulus
= an eye.] Having a hundred eyes.

* cen'-tdn-i§m, s. [Lat cento (genit. centonis)

and Eng. suff. -ism.] The act or art of making
up a composition from selections out of other
authors ; compilation.

fSn'-tral, a. [Lat. centralis = pertaining to
the centre, from centrum = the centre.]

1. Relating to the centre, containing the
centre.

2. Situated in or at the centre.
" Palmyra, central in the desert . . . fell."

Wordtteorth : Excursion, bk. vlli.

central artery, .

' nat. : That which, given off by the oph-
thalmic, insinuates itself into the optic nerve
in its passage to the retina.

central-eclipse, t.

Astron. : A central-eclipse is when the cen-
tres of the heavenly bodies, which are affected,

exactly coincide, or are directly in a line with
the spectator.

central-tire, s. & a.

* 1. As substantive

:

Alchemy: The fire which alchemists for-

merly imagined to be in the centre of the
earth, the fumes and vapours of which, as

they supposed, made the metals and minerals.

2. As adjective

:

Gunmaking : Constructed for the use of

centre-fire cartridges. [Centre-fire.]

central forces, s. pi
Mech. : The two antagonistic forces (centri-

fugal and centripetal) by whose united action
bodies are caused to revolve round a central

point.

cen -tral-ism, *. [Eng. central; -ism.] The

same as centralization (q.v.).

t cen'-tral-ist, s. [Eng. central; ~ist.] One

in favour of the policy of centralization.

* cen-tral -i-ty, *. [Low Lat. centralitas;

centralis = pertaining to a centre ; centrum =
a centre.] The state or quality of being
central.

"An actual centralitj/, though as low as next to
nothing."— More: Note* upon Ptychozoui, p. 3M.

central iz a tion, ccn tral is a tion,
*, [Eng. centralize); •ation.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of making central.

2. Political ; The system or policy of car-

rying on all Government at one central spot
instead of locally. [Centralism. ]

cen -tral Ize, cen'-tral-ise, v.t. [Eng.

central; •Use.]

1. Gen, : To make central, to bring to a

centre.

2. Spec, : To concentrate in some particular

part, as an actual or conventional centre :

(generally applied to the process by which the
municipal or local administration of a country
is overridden by the administration of the

court or capital).

"... his attempt to centralize the power of the
government"—FinUty : Greek Revolution, bk.v., ch. iv.

cen tral - las - site, s. [From Gr. nivrpov

(kentron) = a sharp point, a centre, and
aAAdo-o-*o (allasso) = to change.]

Min, : A white or yellowish-white pearly

mineral found near Black Rock, at the Bay of

Fundy. Compos.: 8ilica, 58"8f3 ; alumina, 1*4

;

magnesia, 0*16; lime, 27 -

92; potassa, 0'59;

water, 11*42. (Dana.)

c£n'-tral-ly, adv. [Eng. central; -ly.] As
regards* the centre ; in a central manner.

cen-tran -thus, 8. [Gr. kcvtpov (kentron) = a
spur ; orflos (anthos) = a flower.]

Sot. : Spurred Valerian, a small genus of

plants of the order Valerianaceae, much used
for borders in gardens. Centranthus ruber

grows in the South of England apparently but
not really wild. It comes from the south of

Europe and north of Africa.

* cen-tra'-tion, s. [Lat. centrum=a. centre.]

A tendency to approach the centre.
" What needs that numerous clos'd centration
Like wastefull sand ytoat with boisterous inunda-
tion ?" More : Song of the Soul.

cen tre (tre as ter), c£n'-ter, a. & a. [Ft.

centre ; Sp. & Ital. centro ; Lat. centrum ; Gr.

Ktyrpov (kentron) = a Drick, a goad, a centre ;

Kevreto (kented) — to prick, to goad.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

(1) The middle point, that point from which
all points on the circumference of any circle,

real or imaginary, are equally distant [III. (3). ]
" This erthe . . . hath his centre aftre the lawe of

kinde."—Gower, 111. 92.

(2) The middle portion of anything.
" The market-place, the middle centre of this cursed

town,"—Shaketp. : 1 Benry VI., it 2.

(3) A point of concentration ; the point to

which all things converge.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The point on which men's thoughts or
minds are concentrated ; the principal point.

"The centre of the diplomatic difficulty . . ."—
Timet, Nov. 13, 1876.

* (2) The earth.

"The heav'ns themselves, the planets, and this centre.

Observe degree, priority, ana place."
Shaketp. : TroUut A Crettuta, L 3.

* (3) The soul.
" Poor soul, the centre of my sinful earth.

"

Shaketp. : Sonnet*. 144 L
IX Technically ;

1. Geom., Nat Phil., dtc: [1. 1.]

2. Mech, : One of two conical steel pins on
a lathe, on which the body to be turned is

fixed and revolves.

3. Building

:

(1) Any timber frame, or set of frames, for

CENTRE OF AN ARCH.

supporting the archstones of a bridge daring
the construction of an arch. (Weale.)

(2) PI. centres : The length of timber dis-

posed in a certain way by the process called
centering (q.v.).

4. Turnery (pi, centres): The two cones
with their axes horizontally posited for sus-
taining the body while it is turned. (Weale.)

HX Compound Terms

:

(1) Centre ofa bastion

:

Mil, : A point in the middle of the gorge of
the bastion, whence the capital line com-
mences ; it is generally at the inner polygon
of the figure. (James.)

(2) Centre ofa battalion on parade:

Mil. : The middle, where an interval is left

for the colours. (James.)

(3) Centre of a circle :

Geom. : A point within a circle, and so situ-

ated that all straight lines drawn from it to
the circumference are equal to one another.

(4) Centre of a conic section

:

Geom. : The point which bisects any diame-
ter, or the point in which all the diameters
intersect each other. [Nos. 7 & 11.]

(5) Centre ofa curve of the higher kind :

Geom. : The place where two diameters meet.

(6) Centre of a dial : That part where the
gnomon or style, placed parallel to the axis of

the earth, intersects the plane of the dial.

(Weale.)

(7) Centre of a hyperbola :

Conic Sect. : The point of bisection of a
straight line joining the foci.

(8) Centre of a regular polygon

:

Geom. : A point so situated that the straight

line drawn from it to the several angles of the
polygon are equal to one another.

(9) Centre of a sphere :

Geom. : A point within a sphere, so situated

that all the radii running from it to the cir-

cumference of the sphere are equal to each
other. It is the centre also of every great
circle of the sphere.

(10) Centre of a square :

Geom. : A point so situated that straight

lines drawn from it to the several angular

points of the square are equal to each other.

(11) Centre of an ellipse :

Conic Sect. : The point of bisection of a
straight line joining the foci of an ellipse.

[No. 4.]

(12) Centre of attack

:

Mil. : An attack carried upon a capital in

the middle, which generally leads to the half

moon. The term is used when works with a

considerable front upon three capitals are used

in besieging a place. (James.)

(13) Centre of attraction

:

Nat. Phil. : The point to which bodies tend

through the attraction of gravity.

% The strength of a centre, called also the

absolute force of a centre of attraction : The in-

tensity of force at unit distance. Attraction

being inversely as the square of the distance,

the strength of a centre of attraction is =^I

Lstandingfor length, and Tfortlme. (Everett:

The C. G. S. System of Units, ed. 1875, ch. i.,

p. 6.)

frfcl. do^; pollt, JdlW; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t,
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(14) Centre of buoyancy:

Ship-building; The same as Centre of dis-
placement (q.v.).

(15) Centre of cavity ;

Ship-building: The same as Centre of dis-
placement (q.v.).

(16) Centre ofconversion

:

Nat. Phil. : A point in a body about which
it tends to torn, or turns when struck by an-
other body.

(17) Centre of displacement

:

Ship-building : The mean centre of the por-
tion of the vessel immersed in the water. It
is called also the Centre of cavity, immersion,
or buoyancy.

(18) Centre of equilibrium in a series of con-
nected bodies

:

Nat Phil : A point so situated that If it be
supported the whole series of bodies will re-
main at rest.

(19) Centre offorces :

Nat. Phil. : The point of application of a
number of forces where they can be counter-
acted by a single force.

(20) Centre offriction :

Nat. PfctT. : The point around which any-
thing gyrates.

(21) Centre ofgravity

:

Nat. Phil ; A point in any material body or
system of particles rigidly connected which is

so situated that if it be supported or fixed the
body will remain at rest whatever be the posi-
tion which the body itself may occupy at the
time.

(22) Centre of gyration

:

Geom. : The point at which, if the whole
matter in the body were collected, given forces
would produce the same angular velocity of
rotation in a given time as they would do if

the particles of the body were distributed in
their proper places. (Pen. CyU.)

(23) Centre of immersion

:

Ship-building: The same as Centre of dis-
placement (q.v.>

(24) Centre of inertia

:

Nat. Phil.: The same as Centre of gravity
(q.v.).

(25) Centre ofmagnitude

:

Nat. Phil. : A point in a body equally dis-
tant from all its external parts,

(26) Centre of motion :

Nat. Phil. : The point which remains at rest
While all the other parts move about it.

(27) Centre of oscillation

:

Nat. Phil., Pendulum, &c. : The point in
which the whole of the matter must be col-
lected that the time of the oscillation may be
the same as when it is distributed.

(28) Centre ofpercussion

:

Nat. Phil. : The point at which the force of
the stroke is the greatest possible.

(29) Centre of position

:

Nat. Phil. : The same as Centre of gravity
<q.v.).

(30) Centre ofpressure

:

Nat. Phil. : The point at which the whole
amount of pressure may be applied with the
same effect as when it is distributed.

(31) Centre of pressure in a fluid against a
plant:

Hydrostatics: A point so situated that it

will just sustain a force equal and contrary
to the whole pressure of the fluid.

(32) Centre of rotation

:

Nat. Phil. : The point around which a body
rotates, the centre of motion of a body.

(33) Centre of spontaneous rotation:

Nat, Phil ; The centre around which a
body, every part of which is free to move,
actually does so when struck by a force not
passing through Its centre of gravity.

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).

centre-bit, *.

Mech. : An instrument turning on a centre,
and having a projecting conical point. It is

used for boring circular holes of various dia-
meters. The head of the stock is pressed
against the breast, and the stock itself caused
to revolve swiftly by means of a handle.

centre board, s.

Naut. : A board placed amidship in a well

which extends longitudinally and vertically
through the keel, and is adapted to be lowered
to give a deeper draft, in order to avoid lee-
way and to give the vessel greater stability
under press of canvas. It is the old Dutch
lee-board in a central position. A slidins-
keel. (Knight.)

centre-chisel, s.

Metal : A chisel used to make a dent at
the exact centre, to form a starting-point for
the drill, in drilling holes In metal. A pointed
cold-chisel.

centre-chuck, s.

Turning: A chuck which can be screwed
on the mandril of a lathe, and has a hardened
steel core or centre fixed on it, and also a
projecting arm or driver.

centre-drill, a
Turning : A small drill used for making a

short hole in the ends of a shaft about to
be turned. Tor the entrance of the lathe-
centres.

centre-fire, s. & a. (See the compound).
Centre-fire cartridge: A cartridge in which

the fulminate occupies an axial position,
instead of being around the periphery of the
flanged capsule.

centre-gauge, s. A gauge for showing
the angle to which a lathe-centre should be
turned, and also for accurately grinding and
setting screw-cutting tools.

centre-lathe, .«.

1. A lathe in which the work is supported
upon centres at each end ; one on the end of
the mandrel in the head-stock, and the other,
the back-centre, on the axis in the tail-stock.
The latter is adjustable.

2. A pole lathe ; a lathe in which the work
Is held by centres projecting from two posts,
and is driven by a band, which passes two or
three times around it. The band is fastened
at its respective ends to a treadle beneath the
lathe and a spring bar above it (Knight.)

centre-line, s.

Shipbuilding: A central, longitudinal, ver-
tical section of the hull.

centre phonic, s.

Acoustics : The place where the speaker
stands in making polysyllabical and articu-
late echoes. (Weale.)

centre phonocamptic, s.

Acoustics: The place or object which re-
turns the voice. (Weak.)

centre-pin, s. The pivot on which the
needle osculates in a mariner's compass.

centre-punch, s.

Joinery : A small piece of steel, with a hard-
ened point at one end, used for making a
small hole or indent.

centre-rail, s.

Rail. Engineering : A third, or middle, rail
placed between the ordinary rails of a track,
and used on inclined planes in connection
with wheels on the locomotive in ascending
or descending the grade. (Knight.)

centre-saw, s. A machine for splitting
round timber into bolts, Instead of riving it,

for axe and pick handles, and heavy spokes.
It has a sliding carriage, furnished with
centre head-blocks, uj>on which the log is

placed ; and is provided with a dial-plate and
stops, by which the log can be spaced into
stuff the desired size. The centres can be
adjusted up or down to suit the work. Is
capable of splitting timbers up to 20 inches
In diameter, 3J feet long; cuts invariably
toward the centre, and Is calculated for a saw
22 inches or less in diameter. (Knight.)

centre-second, *. A term applied to a
watch or clock in which the second-hand is

mounted on the central arbor and completes
its revolution in one minute. It is more
easily read than the ordinary second-hand
traversing in its own small dial. (Knight.)

oentre-valve, *. A device in gas-works
intended to distribute the coal-gas to the
purifiers.

centre-velic, *. The centre of gravity
of an equivalent sail, or that single sail whose
position and magnitude are such as cause it

to be acted upon by the wind when the vessel

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, ]

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unito, our, rule, full; try, Syrian.

is sailing, so that the motion shall be the
same as that which takes place while the sails
have their usual positions. (Weale ) It is
called also velicpoint.

centre-wheel, s. The " third wheel " of
a watch in some kinds of movements.

centre (tre as ter), cen'-ter, v.t. & t
[Centre, s.]

A. Transitive:

' X, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To place in the centre,

i
" One foot be centred, and the uther turned
Hound through the vast profundity obscure."

Milton : P. L.. vii. ttfc

2. Fig. : To collect or gather at one point

;

to concentrate.
** He may tstke a range all the world over, and draw

In all that wide air and circumference of sin and rice,
and centre it In his own breast"—South.

"But hare oar hopes are cwnfrerf . .
."

Bemant: Scanxat on the Death of the Prince** Char-
lotte, &.

IX Optics: To grind an optic glass so thai
the thickest part shall be exactly in the centra

B, Intransitive

:

L Lit. : To be placed or to stand in the
ceutre.

"A* God in Heaven
Is oentre, yet extends to all, so thoa.
Centring receiv'st from all those orbs."

. _ MUtan ;Ai,lt 10».
* U. Figuratively

:

1. To rest or repose as a body in a state ol
equilibrium.

" Where there is no visible truth wherein to centre,
errour is as wide as men's fancies, aud may wander to
eternity."—Decay of Piety.

2. To be collected to one point, to be con-
centrated.

M BpesJe, for he can, and none so well aa be.
What treasures centre, what delights. In thee."

Coteper : II/p*, 1T4.

cen'-tred (tred as tered or terd), een'-
tered, pa. par. or u. [Centre, v.]

* cen-tre'-I-ty# s. [Eug. centre ; -ity.] The
quality or state of being central ; centrality.

" In every thing compost
Each part of th' essence its centretiy
Xeeps to itself, it shrinks not to a nullity.'
More: Song of the Soul, pt. ii. bk. iii. c t a. ft*

t centre ment (tre as ter), s. [Eng,
centre; -ment.] The centre, the chief point.

" They fall at once into that state in which another
person becomes to us the very gist and centremen' ot
God's creation."—Cornhill Magazine; On Fatting in
Lot*.

* cen -trie, * con '--trick, * cen-tri-oal,
a. & s. [Eng. centiie), and suff. -ic, Heal.]

A. As adj. : Placed in the centre ; central.

"Some, that have deeper dlgg'd In mine than I,

Say where his cent rick happiness doth he."
Donne.

B, As subst. : A circle having the same
centre as the earth.

" How gird the sphere
With centric and eccentric scribbled o'er."

Milton : I'- L., vili. St

* cen'-tri-cal~ly, adv. [Eng. centrical ; Ay.]

Centrally, in the centre.

* cen'-trl-cal-ness, s. [Eng. centrical; -nest.]

The state or quality of being central.

* cen-tric'-i-ty, s. [Eng. centric ; -ity.] The
same as Centricalness.

cen trif -u-gal, a. [Fr. centrifuge, from Let
centrum = the'eentre, and fugio = to fly frotn.J

1. Mech. : Having a tendency to or causing

to recede from the centre. [Centrifugal
force.]

" They described an hyperbola, by changing the cen*

tri petal into a centrifugal force."

—

Cheyne.

t 2. Botany

:

(1) An epithet applied to that kind of in*

florescence, which, like the cyme, flowers first

at the end and last at the base ; called also

Determinate, Definite, or Terminal inflores-

cence. [Centrifuoal inflorescence.}
" The expansion of the flowers is in this case centH

fugal, that Is, from apex to base, or from centre to

circumference."—Balfour; Botany (lSSst, J MS

(2) Having the radicle turned towards the

sides of the fruit.

centrifugal drill, $. A drill having a

fly-wheel upon the stock, to maintain and

steady the motion against the effect of tem-

porary impedimenta.

centrifugal filter, a A Alter the

cylinder of which has a poroua or foraminous

pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

t*,ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw-
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periphery, and is very rapidly rotated on its

vertical axis, so as to drive off by centrifugal

force the liquid with which the substance con-

tained in the cylinder is saturated.

centrifugal force, s.

Nat. Phil. : The force which impels a re-

volving body from the centre to the circum-
ference of its orbit.

% Prof. Airy objects to the use of the term
centrifugal force, saying that there is no force

in operation. He proposes to substitute the
expression "centrifugal tendency." — {Prof.

Airy : Pop. Astron., 6th ed., pp. 241-2.)

centrifugal gun, s.

Mil.: A form of machine-cannon in which
balls are driven tangentially from a chambered
disk rotating at great
Speed.

centrifugal In-
florescence, s.

Bot. : An inflores-

cence in which the
terminal flower opens
first and the lateral

ones successively
afterwards. (Figuier

:

Vegetable World.)

centrifugal
machine, s. centrifucal inflor-

1. Hydraul. : A ma- escence—geranium.
chine contrived to
raise water by means of centrifugal force,

combined with the pressure of the atmo-
sphere.

2. Manvfac. ; A machine for drying yarn,
cloth, clothes, sugar, &c, by centrifugal
action. The fibre or other material is placed
in a hollow cylinder with a reticulated peri-

phery of wire gauze, and, being rotated at a
rate of from 1,000 to 2,000 revolutions per
minute, the water flies off by the centrifugal

action, and is collected by the enclosing
cylinder, down which it trickles to a dis-

charge-pipe. It is also fouud useful in re-

moving the must from the grape after crush-
ing. (Knight.)

centrifugal pump, a The same as
Centrifugal Machine, 1. Hydraul,

centrifugal radicle, a
Bot. : An embryonic radicle which is turned

sway from the centre of a seed.

centrifugal sugar, s. A trade-name
for sugar prepared in a centrifugal machine.

centrifugal tendency, a A com-
pound term designed to express the same
idea as the more common one, centrifugal
/>ree <q.v.)

"A circular hoop when net to splnning bMomn more
or leu elliptic owing to this centrifugal tendency,"—
Prof. Airy : Pop. Astro*., tith ed., pp. 241-1

Cen-trif-u-gal-1*. adv. [Eng. centrifugal;
•ly.] '

'

1. Lit. : In a centrifugal manner.

2. Fig. : Spreading outwards.
"The British Association then, its * whole, face*

physical nature ou all aides ami pushes knowledge

c«5n-trif -u-gence, *. [Eng. centrifug(al) ;

-ence.] Centrifugal tendency (q.v.).

cent-ring, centering, a. & s. [Cen-
tre, v.]

* A. As adj. : Tending or gravitating to-
wards the centre.

B. As substantive

:

h Building; [Centering.]

2. Optics : The grinding of a lens, so that
the thickest part be exactly in the middle.

ce'n-trlp'-e'-tal, a. [In Fr. centripete, from
Lat. centrum = centre, and peto = to seek.]

1. Mech. : Having a tendency to or causing
to approach the centre ; having gravity. It
is the opposite of centrifugal (q.v.).

" In ttw same manner the centrifugal force fa not a
distinct force in a strict sense, but only a certain result
of the first law of motion, measured by the portion of
centripetal force which counteracts iV—Whewell

l

Binary of Scientific ldeat, i. 284.

2. Botany

:

(1) An epithet for that kind of inflorescence
which, like the spike or capitulum, flowers
first at the base and last at the end or centre ;

called also Indeterminate, Indefinite, or Axil-

[Centripetal inflores-lary inflorescence.

cenck.]
" The expansion of the flowers is thus centripetal,

that is, from base to apex, or from circumference to
centre."—Balfour ; Botany [mS), £831.

(2) Having the radicle turned towards the
axis of the fruit.

3. Osteology : Progressing by changes from
the exterior towards the centre, as the centri-

petal calcification of a bone. (Owen.) (Webster.)

centripetal force, $.

Nat. Phil. : A so-called force which tends
to make a body meve towards a centre.

centripetal inflorescence, s.

Bot. : An inflorescence in which the lowest
flowers open first

and the main stem
continues to elon-
gate, developing
fresh flowers. (Fig-
uier: Veg. World.)

centripetal
press, s. A me-
chanical contriv-
ance for pressing
inwardly on a radial

line from all direc-

tions in the common
plane. (Knight.) centripetal inflor-

ESCENCE—PRIMULA.
centripetal

pump, s. A pump in which the water is

gathered by revolving blades or arms, and
drawn to the axis from whence the discharge-
tube rises. (Knight. )

centripetal tendency, s.

Nat. Phil. : A name proposed by Prof. Airy
to designate what is now commonly called
" centripetal force," but properly speaking is

not a force but a tendency. [Centripetal
Force.] Centripetal and centrifugal tenden-
cies make the planets revolve around the sun
in their present elliptic orbits. If centripetal
action ceased, they would fly off into space

;

if centrifugal action failed longer to operate,
they would move with continually augment-
ing velocity towards the sun, against which
they would ultimately impinge, with the
effect that everything in them combustible
would be burnt

t C<5n-trip'-€-tal-l& adv. [Eng. centripetal

;

ly.] In a centripetal manner; hy centripetal
force.

cen-trip'-o-ten-cjf, s. [Lat. centrum =
centre ; petene (genlt. pefentis), pr. par. of
peto ** to seek.] The quality of having a ten-
dency to approach the centre. (Month. liev.)

cen-tris'-CUS, *. [Lat. oentriscus ; Gr. jeev-

rptffxos (kentriekoe)J}

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes of the family
Fistularidse or Aulostomidae, having the head
lengthened into a very narrow snout, mouth
witliout teeth, gills broad and flat, body com-
pressed, belly carinate, ventral fins united.
(Craig.) Oentriscus scolopax is the Trumpet-
fish or Sea-snipe, called in Cornwall the Bel-
lows-flsh. It is about five inches long. Its
habitat is in the Mediterranean. It has been
found, though rarely, in the British seas.

* Cen-tr6-bar'-ic, a. [Gr. KerrpojSapiKa (ken-

trobarika), the title of a book by Archimedes
on the finding the centre of gravity ; from
Kevrpofiapric (A'eufrobam)= gravitating towards
the centre : Kivrpov (kentron) = centre, £apos
(baros) = weight, gravity.) Relating to the
centre of gravity, or to the process of finding
it

centrobaric method, s.

Math. : A process invented for measuring
or determining the quantity of any surface
or solid, by considenng it as generated by
motion, and. multiplying the generating line or
surface into the path of its centre of gravity.

It is sometimes called the Theorem of Pap-
pus, and also, but incorrectly, Guldinus's pro-
perties.

cen-tro-car'-pha, «. [Gr. tcirrpov (kentron)

== a spur ; «ap<f>o« (tarpAos)= a stalk.]

Bot. : A group of Composites, differing but
slightly, if at all, from Rudbeekia (q.v.).

cen tro clln i urn, s. [From Gr. mivrpov
(kentron) = a sharp point, a centre ; icAtVij

(kline) ~ a couch, a bed.]

But.: A genus of composite plants, with
two-lipped corollas. The four known species
are herbs or small shrubs found in the Peru-
vian Andes at an elevation of 6,000 to S.Oofl

feet. They have alternate leaves, stalked,
toothed, or entire, and covered beneath, as
well as the stems, with a white tomentura.
The flower-heads are purple, about an iuih is.

diameter ; the ray florets are few and femals.
Cm troclinium aUpressum and C. reflexum
are cultivated, and produce rose-coloured
flowers, smelling like hawthorn. (Treasury

of Botany.)

cen-trd-le'-pis, s. [Gr. Kivrpov (kentron) m
a spur ; Aen-i? (lepis) = a scale.]

Bot: A genus of Desvauxiacea;, containing
a few small tufted sedge-like herbs from
Australia and Tasmania. Leaves setaceous,

all radical ; scapes short and terminated by
a simple spike ;

glumes two, membranous

;

stamen one ; ovaries two to twelve, becoming
utricles in fruit. (Treas. of Bot.)

cen-trd-Hn'-S-ad, s. [Lat. cen*non= centre

;

linea = a line.]
" An instrument for drawing

lines converging to or passing through a point

cen-tro-lin'-e-al, a. & s. [Lat. centrum =
centre ; lineal is'= pertaining to a line, from
linea m a line. ]

A. As adj. : An epithet applied to lines

converging to or meeting in a point or centre.

B. As substantive : A centrolinead.

cen-tri-ld'-bl-Um, s. [Gr. Kivrpov (kentron)

= a spur ; Aopos (lobos) = a hood, a capsule. ]

Bot. : A genus of leguminous trees from
Brazil, Guiana, and Venezuela. The leaves are

a foot or more in length, and clad with a rusty

pubescence. The pod is the most remarkable
part of the plant. It is like the fruit of the

common maple. It is about nine inches in

length, the lower or seed-bearing portion
globular, and clad with long, straight prickles;

the upper or winged portion thin, papery in

texture, about 2i inches broad, and bearing on
' its back a long, straight, spurred spine, which

is the hardened style. Centrolobium paraense

furnishes one of the most esteemed timbers of

the Orinoco ; its colour is bright orange while

fresh, fading to brown after exposure.

cen-troT-6-phus, s. [Gr. Kivrpov (kentron)

= a goad, a spur ; Ao^os (lophos) — a crest]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes of the family
Coryphainida?.,with elongated bodies, the dorsal
fin commencing evenly with the pectoral

;

ventral fin small ; anal tin half as long as the
dorsal ; vent central ; lateral line prominent.
Centrolophus morio is the " Black fish," rarely

met with on the British coasts. It is in-

tensely black above, especially on the fins.

It is of a paler colour beneath.

* cen'-tro-ne% «. [A corrupt form of centinel

(q.v.).] A sentinel

C^n-trd'-nl-a, s. [Gr. Kivrpov (kentron) = a
spur, from the anthers being furnished with a
long spur.]

Bot. : A genus of plants of the order Melano*
stornaceae, having large purple flowers.

cSn-tro-not'-I-dee, s. vl. [From Mod. Lat.

centronotus, the typical genus ; and fern. pL
adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. r A lapsed family of fishes, of which
Centronotus (q.v.) was the type.

cSn-trA-nd'-tus, s. [Gr. Kwpov (kentron) =
a goad, a spur ; voros (notos) — the back : so
called from the fact that the dorsal fin is

entirely composed of spines.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, family Blenniidas,

with ten species, of which one, C. gunellus,

the Gunnel-, or Butter-fish, is British. The
body is elongate ; dorsal (of spines only) and
anal fins of equal length and falcated ;

caudal

.fin large and forked ; seales minute.

c6n-tr6:-pd'-go'n, s. [Gr. Kivrpov (kentron)st

a spur; irwyav (pogon) = a beard.]

Bot. : A genus of Lobeliacea?, natives of

tropical America. All the plants are under-

shrubs with irregular flowers on long axillary

stalks. It is alleged that the succulent fruit

of Centropogon is eatable (Lindley), though
the Lobeliacea?. are generally dangerous.

con tro -po'-ma, cen tro pd'-miis, «.

[Gr. Kivrpov (kentron) = a goad, a spur ; and
ffifia (pdma) = a lid, a cover.]

boll, boy; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, Of; expect* 3£enoplion, exist, -Lug.

*€ian, -Uan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -fion = zhun. -clous. -Uous, -sious = shus. -ble, -tre, &c - bel, tar.
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Zchthy. : A genus of fishes belonging to the
Percidse or Perch family. Centropomus un-
decimalis, the specific name of which refers
to the fact that it had eleven rays to the
posterior dorsal fin, frequents the mouth of
some South American rivers. It is called by
the English residents the Sea-pike, and is

eaten.

$en-tro-pris -tis, $. [Gr. «Vrpo»> (kentron)

= a spur ; and n-picrra (pristis) = a large fish,

prob. the saw-fish (q.v.).]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes belonging to the

Perddse or Perch family. Centroprtitis nigri-

cans, one of the species called Black Perch
or Black Bass, is abundant iu the rivers of the
United States, and is esteemed for the table.

cen -tro-pus, s. [Gr. xtvrpov (kentron) = a
spur ; frous (pons) = a foot.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds belonging to the
Coccyzinae or Hooked-billed Cuckoos.

cen -tro se -le -ni-a, s. [Gr. Ktvrpov (kentron)
= a spur ; crekqvn (sete~n$) = the moon. ]

Bot. : A genus of Gesneracefe, from British
Guiana. It consists of but a single plant,
which has a short, creeping stem, subcordate,
petiolate leaves.and solitary axillary peduncles.
The calyx is five-parted, with serrate segments,
'it is distinguished from Nemetanthus, to
which it is allied, by the spur of the flower,
coupled with the habit and the toothed seg-
ments of the calyx- (Treat, of Botany.)

9cm- tra-se'-msk, s. [Gr. Ktvrpov (kentron) =
a spur ; oSj^a (kma) = a mark, a device.]

Bot. : A genus of leguminous prostrate or
twining perennial plants, distinguished by
having on the back and near the base of the
standard a short spur. The species are entirely
American, and are mostly found in Brazil.
The large and elegant pea-like flowers are white,
violet, rose, or blue in colour, single or in
axillary racemes. The pods are very narrow,
compressed, thickened at both sides, and ter-
minating in a long point ; in some species they
are eight inches in length. Upwards of twenty
species are known.

$en'-trum, s. [From Mod. Lat. centrum;
Gr. Kcvrpov (kentron) = a horse-goad, . . .

the stationary part of a pair of compasses. ]

Anat. <f Zool. : A centre, applied specially
to the "bodies" of vertebratse. (Huxley.)
The central portion or " body " of a vertebra.
(Nicholson.)

* ©en'-trf, *. [Sentry.]
" The thoughtless wits shall frequent forfeit* pay.
Who 'gainst the entry's box discharge their tea."

Gay.

cen-tum-vir (vl 9en-tum'-vir-i), s. [An
adaptation of Lat. centumviri ; centum = a
hundred ; viri, nom. pL of virs a man. ]

Rom. Antiq. : One of the centumviri or
judges appointed by the praetor to decide
common causes amongst the Romans. They
were selected from the most learned in the
law, and were elected from the thirty-five
tribes, three out of each tribe, so that their
number really was one hundred and five,

though, for the sake of the round number,
called centumviri. They were afterwards in-
creased in number to one hundred and eighty,
yet still retained their original name.

o8n-tum'-vir-al, a. [Lat. centumviralis=
pertaining to the centumviri.] Pertaining to
the centumviri or a centumvir. (Ash.)

o£n-tum'-vir-ate, s. [Fr. centumvirat ; Lat.
centumviratus.]' The office or position of a
centumvir. (Quar. Rev.)

9en tun cu lus, s. [Lat = bind-weed.]
Bot. : A genus of plants, order Prinmlacece.

Centunculus minimus is the Bastard Pimper-
nel, a British annual weed with alternate
ovate leaves and sessile flowers. A book-
name for it is the Small Chaflweed.

9en'--tu--ple, a. [Fr. centuple; Lat. centuplex
= a hundred-fold : centum = a hundred

;

plexus, pa. par. of plecto — to twist, to weave.]
A hundred-fold. (Ben Jonson.)

* ocn -tuple, v.t. [Centuple, a.] To multi-
ply or increase a hundred-fold.

" Then would he centuple thy former store.
And make thee far more happy than before."

Sandy i Paraphr. of Job.

* een-tu -pllc-ate, v.t. [Lat. centuplicatus,
pa, par. of cenfuplico m to make a hundred-

fold : centum= a. hundred ; j>Iico=to weave, to
twist.] To make a hundred-fold, to repeat a
hundred times.

* cen-tu -pli-ca-ted, pa. par. or o. [Cen-
tuplicate, v.] Made a hundred-fold, repeated
a hundred times.

" I perform'd the civilities you enloyn'd me to your
friends here, who return you the like centuplidled,
. . ."—Bov*U, bk. It.. Let. 3.

* 9cm tu pli-ca-tlng, pr. par., a., & s.

[Centuplicate, v.]

A. &B. Aspr. par. dtpartia. adj. : (See the
verb).

C. As subst. : The act of multiplying a hun-
dred-fold

* 9$n-tuiy-I-al, a. [Lat centurialis = per-

taining to a century ; centuria = a century ;

centum= a hundred.] Pertaining to a century
or a hundred. (Rdin. Cycl.)

* 9en-tur'-I-an, *. [Eng. century ; -an.] A
centurion. (See example under centenier.)

* 9en-tiir'-I-ate, v.t. [Lat. centuriatus, pa.
par. of centuria.] To divide into centuries or
hundreds. (Coles.)

* 9en -tiir'-I-ate, a. [Lat. centuriatus, pa.
par. of centurio. ] Pertaining to, or divided into,
centuries or hundreds.

* 9en tiir-i-a -tor, «. [Lat. centurio = to

divide into centuries or hundreds.] A name
given to historians who distinguish times by
centuries, which is generally the method of
ecclesiastical history. Used specially of the
Magdeburg centuriators—viz., Matthias Fla-
cius, John Wigand, Matthew Judex, Basil
Faber, Andrew Corvinus, Thomas Holt-
hunters, and others, who between A.D. 1559
and 1574 published a Church History in
thirteen volumes, each volume comprising a
century.

" The centuriators of Magdeburg were the first that
discovered this grand imposture."—Ayliffe ; Parergon.

* 9on'-tii-rie, * oen'-tur-j? (l), *. [Cen-
taury.]

*' Of kroxiol, century and fumytere."
Chaucer: C. T., 16,44*

cen-tiir'-I-4ii, ». [Lat. centurio, from centum
— a hundred.]

Roman Antiq. : A Roman military officer

commanding a century or a company of in-

fantry, consisting of one hundred men. He
answered to our captaiu. (Mat. viii. 5.)

*
90x1' tu rist. *. [Eng. centur(y); -ist.) The
same as Centuriator (q.v.).

" You cannot justly join Osiander and the centuristt
with the heathens."—Sheldon: Miraclei of Antichrist,
p. 10S.

cen'-tu-r^ (2), *. [Lat. centuria, from centum
= a hundred.]

1. Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

(1) An aggregate number of a hundred of
things.

" And on it said a century of prayers.
Such as I can, twice o'er, I'll weep and sigh."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, i v. 2.

(2) A period of a hundred years.
**.

. . though our Joys, after some centuries of years,
may seem to nave grown older . .

."

—

Boyle.

2. Fig. : Any exceedingly long period of
time. (Colloquial.)

" And fair unblemish'd centuria elaps'd.
When not a Roman bled but in the field."

Thomson; Liberty, pt lit

*IL Roman Antiq.

:

1. A division of the Roman tribes for the
election of magistrates, the passing of laws,
&c., on which the voting was by centuries.

2. A company of cavalry ; a sub-division in
the Roman army.

f Centuries of Magdeburg : An ecclesiastical
history, arranged in thirteen centuries, com-
Siled by a great number of Protestants at
tagdeburg. (Webster.) Bacon also wrote a

work on natural history, under the title of
Ten Centuries of Natural History, it being
divided into ten books, each containing one
hundred short articles.

century-plant, s. The American Aloe,
Aloe americanus, so called from its being for-
merly supposed to flower only once in each
century.

* ceorl, s. [Carl, Churl.]

oe -pa, s. [Lat.]

Hot. : The common onion, Allium cepa.

96 pa'-ceous, a. [Mod. Lat. cep(a); -aceous.)

Bot. ; Alliaceous, having an odour like that
of onions or garlic.

* oe-peV-or-ous, a. [Lat cepa = an onion

;

voro = to devour.] Feeding upon onions,

9eph-a-el is,s. [Gr. «e<J>aAjj (kephale) = head,
and eiAo> (eilo) = to roll or twist tight up,
from the flowers growing closely together.]

Bot. : A genus of plants of the order Cin-
chonacese, one of the species of which, Cepha-
elis ipecacuanha, a little creeping-rooted Bra-
zilian plant, yields the well-known emetic of
that name. C. ruellimfolia is poisonous, and
is used to kill rats and mice.

* 9cph a la -can' -thus, s. [Or. k«M»?
(kephale) = head ; *KavQa (akantha) » a spine.]

Ichthy. : A synonym of Dactylopterus(q.r.).

" 9eph-al-al -gic, a. & s. [Lat. cephalalgicus ,

Gr. KetpaXaXyiKOf (kephalalgikos) : K€(taAij
(kephale) = head ; dA-yew (algeo) = to pain,
to suffer pain.]

A. As adj. : Affected with, suffering from,
or producing headache.

B. As subst. : A remedy for the headache.
". . . ccph'ilaloirt, icterics, apoplegmatlce. acoustic*,

as their several cases required."—Swift: Quilifer'*
Travels.

^gph-al-al'-iry^ttff), coph-al-al -gi-a
(Mod. Lat.), s. [Fr. ciphalalgie ; Gr. «*-
aAoA-yia (kephalalgia) = headache : <«c>aAij

(kephatf) = head ; aA-y«'*> (algeo) = to suffer
pain.]

Afed. ; The pathological name for the head-
ache.

e£ph-al-an'-ther-a, *. [Gr. K«*aA^ (kephale)
= head ; oi^epa (antaera) = an anther.]

Bot. : A genus of Orchids, three species of
which are common in this country, Cephalan-
thera pallens, ensifolia, and rubra. They have
nearly regular white or red half-closed flowert
with a saccate hypodril.

ceph al an -thi -urn, s. [Gr. K«f>aXri (kephaU)
= head ; avQos (anthos) — a flower.]

Bot. : The head or capitate inflorescence of
a composite flower. (Brande.)

9eph al an thus, s. [Gr. *ft(|>aAii (kephali)
= head ; av8os (anthos) = a flower.]

J5ot. ; A genus of plants, order Cinchonaceas,
called in North America Button-wood. Ceph-
alanthus occidentalis is a bushy shrub with
leaves opposite, or sometimes three in a whorl,
and yellowish-white flowers in round heads
of the size of a marble. It is common in

swamps from Carolina to Canada. The inner
bark of the root is an agreeable bitter, and
is often taken as a remedy in obstinate coughs

9t3ph al ar i-a, s. [Gr. *ee</>aAij (kephali) =.

the head, from 'the form of the groups of the
flowers, and Lat fern. sing. adj. suff. -aria.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
Teazel-worts. There are about twenty species

known, occurring in Middle Europe, North
Asia, and the Cape of Good Hope. They are

mostly perennial herbs, a few only being

annual. The flowers are white, yellow, or

lilac.

9eph al-as'-pi dee, s. pi [From Mod Lat.

cephataspis (q.v.), and. fern. pL adj. suff. -ida.]

Pakeont. : A family of fossil fishes, order

Ganoidei, sub-order Ostracostei, or Placo-

derms. They commence in the Upper Bfltt

rian, but do not attain importance till th«

Devonian period. [Cephalaspis.]

9eph- al-as'-pis, s. [Gr. xe<}>a\rj (kephali) =
head ;* itririt (aspis) ~ a shield.]

Pakeont. : A genus of ganoid fossil fishes

found in the Old Red Sandstone formation.

The cephalic shield is prolonged behind into

three acute projections, the two lateral ones

produced backwards so as to make the buckler

resemble " a saddler's knife," i.e., the instru-

ment with which leather merchants and shoe-

makers cut their leather. The species are

sometimes called Bucklerheads. The most

common one is Cephalaspis Lyellii. It is found

in Forfarshire.
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tceph'-al-ate, a. A $. [Gr. m$<*Ajj (kephale)

= head. J

A. As adj. : Having a distinct head ; be-

longing to the Cephalata (an old synonym of
Cephalophora, q.v.).

B. -4s sxbst. : A mollusc having a head.

ceph-al-e-my-i'-a, s. [Gr. Kc^akrj (kephale)

= head
; fii/ta {muia) = a fly.]

Entom. : A genus of dipterous insects of

the family CEstridae, or Gadflies.

ceph al -Ic, * ceph-al'-Ick, a. & a, [Fr.

cephalique ; Gr. «<peiAucos (kephalikos) = per-

taining to the head ; jc«d>aAij (kephale) = the
head.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the head ; useful

as a remedy for pain in the head.
" Ctphalick medicines are all »nch aa attenuate the

blood, iom to make it circulate easily through the
capillary veaaela of the brain. "~Arbuthnot : On AUm.

B. As subst. : A medicine or remedy for

pains in the head.

cephalic index, s.

Anat., Etknol. : The ratio of the transverse

to the longitudinal diameter of the skull.

cephalic snuff, s.

Pharm. : The name of an errhine powder,
the chief ingredient in which is asarabacca.

cephalic vein, s. A vein running along
the arm, so called because the ancients used
to open it for disorders of the head.

t ceph-al-Is'-tlo, a, [Gr. Kt<pa\rj (kephale) e=

the head.] Belonging to or situated in the
head.

ceph al l -tia, s. [Gr. ««$aAij {kephale) - the
head, and med. sun. -itis (q.v.).]

Med. : Inflammation of the brain or its

investing membranes.

ceph-al I za'-tlon, *. [Gr. Ke^oAij (kephale)
= the head.]

Biol. : A word first used by J. Dana to in-

dicate the tendency in certain animals to have
their forces localised in or near the head.

"This centralization is literally a cephalization of
the forces. In the higher groups, the larger part of
the whole structure Is centred in the head. "—Dana ;

Cruttacea, pL ii., p. 1,397.

ceph al-ize, v.t. [Gr. «./>aA»f (kephale).]

Biol. ; To cause cephalization in (an animal)
or of (its limbs).

oeph -aid, in comp. [Gr. KeQaXrj (kephale) =
head.] Pertaining to the brain.

cephalo-branchiata, s. pi
Zool. : The same as Tubicola (q.v.).

cephalo branchiate, a.

Zool. : Having branchiae (gills) upon the
head. Example, the Serpuhs in the class
Annelida.

ceph-al'~6d-ine, a. [From Gr. Ke^oAif (ke-

phale) = a head, d euphonic, and Eng. suff.

-inc.] Forming a head. (R. Brown, 1S74.)

• ceph-al -og'-raph- f, s. [Gr. «e<poAij

(kephale) = head ; AcVyos (logos) = a discourse ;

ypaipw (grapho) — to write, j

Anat. : A description of the head.

toeph al-oid, a. [Gr. Ke<t>a\rj (kephale) =
head ; «*6os (eidos) = form.] Head-shaped.

oeph-al-dl'-d-£$r, s. [Gr. *«paA>J (kephale)^
head ; and Aoyos (logos) = a treatise. ]

Anat. : A treatise on the head.

oeph-al 6m -e-ter, s. [From Gr. «0oAjj
(Jecphale) = the head, and fitrpov (metron) =
a measure.] An instrument for measuring the
•ize of the fetal head during parturition.

ceph-al oph'-or-a, s. pi. [From Gr. Kt^aXf/
(kephale) = the head, and </>op«a> (jphoreo") = to

Zool. ; A sub-class of mollusca containing
those which possess a distinct head. They
are called also Eucephala.

oSph-al-oph'-or-ous, a. TFrom Mod. Lat.
cephalophor(a), and Eng. sun*, -ous.] Pertaining
to or of the nature of the Cephalophora.

oeph-aT-d-phUS, ». [Gr. k«$oAi$ (kephali) =
the head, and A6d)o? (lophos) = crest.]

Zool : A genus of Antelopes, peculiar to

CEPHALOPOD.

tropical or southern Africa. The males have
horns which are short, straight, simple cones,
slanting backwards, and a long tuft of hair
(whence the name) directed backwards be-
hind the ears. They are known as Bush-
bucks, and there are several species, the
smallest, the Pigmy Bush-buck, being no
bigger than a rabbit. The better form Ceph-
alolophus is gaining ground.

ceph al dp 6d -a(/at ), ceph-al 6-pods
(Aw.); s. pi [Gr. ice^aAiJ (kephale) = head,
and ttovs (ports), genit. iro5b? (podos) — a foot.]

1. Zool. : A class of molluscs, characterized by
a distinct head, surrounded by a circle of long
arms or tentacles, used for crawling and seiz-

ing objects. It includes the Argonaut, Octo-
pus, Cuttle-fish, Ac, with the fossil Belemnites
and Ammonites. They are furnished with two
large eyes, and mostly with
an internal shell. They swim
with the head backwards.
The Nautilus and S pirnla
form the living types of hun-
dreds of species which have
become extinct, and the re-

mains of which are found in
great abundance in secondary
strata ; they occur also in the
Palaeozoic formations. [Am-
monite.] The Cephalopoda
are divided into two orders :

Dibranchiata, containing
those which have two bran-
chiae only, and Tetrabranchiata, or those
which have four branchiae.

2. Pabront. : The order Tetrabranchiata
comes first in time, appearing in the Lower
Silurian rocks, attaining its maximum in

Palaeozoic times, and decreasing through
Mesozoic and Cainozoic periods till now its

solitary representative is the genus Nautilus.
The order Dibranchiata began with Mesozoic
epoch and has since increased, reaching its

maximum in the present day. (Nicholson.)

ceph'-al-o-pdde, *. [Fr. ciphalopode, from
Gr. tcefyakri (kephale) =head, and n-ous (jpous)=

a foot. ]

Zool. : A mollusc of the order Cephalopoda.

ceph-al-o-pod'-ic, a. [Eng. cephalopod, and
suff. -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of

cephalopods.

ceph-al-6p'-o-dous, a. [Eng. cephalopod,

and suff. -ous.] The same as Cephalopodic.

ceph-al-op'-ter-a, ». [Gr. k*<£oa>J (kephale)

— hea'd, and irrepov (pteron) a feather, a wing.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, the typical

one of the family Cephalopteridss (q.v.).

Cephaloptera giorna is large in size. It occurs
in the Mediterranean.

ceph-al-op-terM-dfie, s. pi [From Mod.
Cat. 'cephalop-

ter(a) (q.v.),

and fern. pi.

adj. suff. -idos.]

Ichthy. : A
family offishes,
sub-order Pla-
giostomata.
The jaws have
many small
teeth and the
tail a long
barbed spine.

The head looks
horned from
its having two small projecting appendages ;

hence the name Cephaloptera.

coph-al-op ter~us, s. [Cephaloptera. ]

Ornith. : A genus of the Coracinae or Fruit-
crows, family Corvida;, having an enlarged
crest of feathers on the head, which advances
in front and overshadows the bilL Cephalop-
terus ornatvs is the Umbrella-bird of Brazil.

ceph'-al-<Stt *. [Gr. ne<paA» (kephale) = the
head.]* The same as cerebrot (q.v.).

ceph-al-d-ta'-ce'-se, *. pi [Mod. Lat.

cephalot^us), and Lat. £em. pi. adj. suff. -aceos.]

Bot. : The Australian Pitcher-plant, Cepha-
lotus follicularis, a curious herb, with radical
leaves, which is a plant of very doubtful
affinity, has been considered provisionally as
a distinct family under this title. It has a
very short or contracted stem, with spoon-
shaped stalked leaves, among which are

HEAD OF CEPHALOPTERA.

mingled small pitcher-like bodies, placed on
short stout stalks, and closed at the top like
the true pitcher-plants (Nepenthes). These
pitchers are of a green colour, spotted with
purple or brown, and provided with hairs.

ceph-al-o-t&x'-us, »• [Gr. Ke^aXr, (kephali)
= a head (referring to the clusters of the male
flowers) ; Lat. taxus = a yew.]

Bot. : A genus of Coniferous plants, be-
longing to the family TaxaceaB. They are
nearly allied to the Taxus or Yew in general
habit, foliage, and essential characters. There
are four or five species known, all from Japan
or North China, One, Cephalotaxus Fortuni,
is frequently found in our collections of
Conifers.

ceph al 6 -tes, s. [Gr. kc^oAtj (kephale) m a

head, o3$ (ons), genit. tiros (otos) = an ear.]

Zool : A genus of mammiferous animals,
natural order Cheiroptera, with conical head,
ears short, and tail but little apparent.

ceph al 6 thdr -ax, s. [Gr. «c«d>oA^ (kephali)
= hea'd ; 6wpa$ (thdrax) ~ chest.]

Entom. & Zool : The name given to the first

division of the body of the Arachnlda and Crus-
tacea, consisting of the head and chest united.

ceph -al-6-tome, s. [From Gr. KcpaXrj (ke-

phale) m head, and to^.6« (tomos) = cutting.]

Surg. : An instrument for cutting into the
fetal head, to assist its forcible contraction
and facilitate delivery.

* ceph - al-ot -om-y, s. [Gr. Kt<f>a\rj (kephale)— head, to/x^ (tome) = a cutting, renvoi (temna)
m to cut.]

1. Anat. : The dissection of the head.

2. Midwifery : The removal of the brain of
a child impacted in the pelvis.

Ceph'-al-£-tribe> s. [Gr. «€d>oA>j (kephale") m
head ; Vpt'jStw (tribo) = to rub away, to crush.]
An obstetrical instrument for crushing the
head of the child in the womb, in order to faci-

litate delivery. (Webster.)

ceph al ot -ri chum, s. [Gr. Kc^aAij (ke-

phale) ~ the head ; $pi$ (thrix), genit. 7pi\6s
(trichos) = hair.]

Bot. : A genus of Dematici (hyphomyce-
tous Fungi). Cephalotrichum curtum is an
extremely minute plant growing upon the
leaves of sedges, with scattered, short, brown,
erect filaments, bearing somewhat globular
heads composed of tufts of forked or temate
branches, with one or two short acute branch-
lets, slightly scabrous, bearing smooth spores.
(Griffith <& Henfrey.)

ceph-al-o'-tUB, s. [Gr. xeipaXq (kephale) = a
head.]

Bot. : A genus of very singular dwarf pitcher-

plants, of which only one species is known,
Cephalotus follicularis, a native of swampy
places in King George's Sound. [Cephalota-
ce*.]

t ceph'-al-OUS, a. [Gr. «<£aA(»j) (kephal[e^ =s

head ; Eng. suff. -ous.]

Zool. : Having a head, applied principally

to a division of Molluscs, the Cephalata, which
includes the Univalves, $c. (Dana.)

ceph'-al-us, s. [Gr. a-ed>aAwTo's (kephalotos)

= furnished with a head.]

1. Ichthy. : A genus of Cod-fishes (Gadidse),

in which the head is remarkably large, de-

pressed, and broad.

2, Entom. : A genus of dipterous insects.

Ce'-pheus, s. [Named after the husband of

Cassiopeia and father of Andromeda.]

Astron. : A constellation in the Northern
hemisphere, lying between Cassiopeia and
Draco. In the British Catalogue thirty-five

stars are enumerated.

ce -phiis, s. [From Gr. m^r (kephen) m a
drone.]

Entom. : A genua of Hymenopterous in-

sects, of the family Xiphydriidfe. Mr. Ste-

phens enumerates ten species of this genus
occurring in Britain. Cephus pygmceus is com-
mon in flowers, particularly buttercups,

ce'~p6-la, s. [Lat. a small onion, a chive.]

Ichthy. : A genus of angullliform fishes,

order Thoracica, having the head roundish,
compressed, teeth curved

;
gill-membran»

with six rays ; body ensiform and naked.
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oe-pol -i-dss, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. cepola,
and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : Band-fishes, a family of fishes in

which the body is very long, compressed, aud
ribbon-like. Genera Cepola, Gymnetrus
Trichiurus, &c. Some are British.

• 9ep -ter, * oop'-tre, * oep'-tyr, s.

[Sceptre. ]

* oep-tur-it, a. [Sceptrbd.]

•^cr a ceous, a. [Lat cer(a) = wax, and
Eng. suff. -aceovs.] Pertaining to or made of
wax; like wax in appearance. Specially in
botany. (Brands.)

9or-a dl-a, s. [From Gr. (ojpos (klros) m
bees-wax, and a&ijv (aden) = a gland.]

Bot. : Ceradia furcata, a half succulent plant
from the most barren part of South-west
Africa, yields African Bdellium. It is a brittle,
rcsinoiu substance, fragrant when burned, and
must not be confounded with ordinary Bdel-
lium. (Lindiey.)

cer-a'-go, s. [Lat. cera — wax. Second ele-

ment in the compound unknown.] Bee-bread,
a substance consisting principally of the
pollen of flowers, and used by bees for food.

9<ir a In, $er -a-ine, s. [From Lat cera =
wax, aud Eng., &c suff. -in, -ine (Chem.)
(q.v.).]

Chem. ; The part of beeswax which is spar-
ingly soluble in alcohol and not saponified by
potash.

oS-ram-by^'-I-dse, s. pi. [Lat. cerambyx,
gen it. cerambyo(is) ; suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of coleopterous insects,
which have the head large and vertical, the
jaws sharp and strong, the tarsi prehensile,
and the thorax nearly as broad as the body.
-They live upon solid or decayed wood, both
in their larva and perfect states.

cS-ram'-b$rx, s. [Lat. cerambyx; from Gr.
itcpas {kerns) = a horn, and afijSvf (ambux) — a
cup, from the form of the joints of the an-
tennae. ]

Entom. : A genus of Coleoptera, or beetles,
the typical one of the family Cerambycidte.
They are widely distributed all over the world,
but mainly in hot countries. The MuBk
Beetle (C. Mosckatus) is found on willows in
England. It has a strong but agreeable odour,
somewhat resembling that of attar of roses.

fe-ram-i-a'-ce-ss, *.pL [Lat. eeramu^wm.);

fern. pi. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : An order of Florideous Algae. Rose-
red or purple sea-weeds with a filiform frond,
consisting of as articulated, branching fila-

ment, composed of a single string of cells,

sometimes coated with a stratum of small
cells. {Griff. & Henfrey.)

jfi-ram'-Ic, a. [Gr. K<pap.tK<£; (keramlkas) =
pertaining to pottery ; nepafux (keramos) = a
potter.] Of or 'pertaining to pottery, or the
art of pottery.

oe'-ram'-ios, ». [Ceramic] All the varieties

of baked or burnt clay. It is distinguished
from vitrics, in which silex predominates, the
result being glass.

cfr-am-id'-I-um, s. [A dimin. from Gr.
xepajxtov (keramion) = a pitcher.]

Bot. : A name given to the globose-ovate or
conical capsule of rose-spored Algae. Examples
are afforded by Laurencia.

1 9er'-a-mJst, s. [Eng. ceram(ys); -ist.] A
maker of pottery or earthenware ; a potter.

ir-a'-mi-um, *. [Gr. Ktpdfitov {keramion) =
a little pitcher, from the shape of the cap-
sules.]

Botany :

1. A genus of marine, rose-spored Algae
belonging to the order Ceramiaeeae. The tips

of the filaments are incurved. Several species
occur on our coasts, Cerumium rubrum being
especially common.

2. A synonym of Didymochlaena, a peculiar

genus of South American Ferns. (Treas. of

90V a pug, s. [From Gr. ritm (keras) =
horn, and irovt {pons) m a fooL]

#

A horned serpent, Cerastes

HEAD Or CERASTES.

Z'joI. ; A genus of Amphipodous Crusta-
ceans. Cerapus tubularis, the Caddis-shrimp,
occurs among Sertularise in the sea, near Egy
harbour in the United States.

cer-ar'-gyr-lte, s. [Gr. Kf'pa< (keras) = a
horn ; apyvpos (arguros) = silver, and Eng.
suff. ~ite {Min.).']

Min. : A mineral of a pearl-grey, greyish-
green, or whitish colour; transparent. Com-
position : Chlorine, 247 ; silver, 75'3. It is

found principally in Peru, Chili, and Mexico.

oer'-a-S*n, fer-a-sine, s. [Lat ceraMum)
= a cherry, and Eng. suff. -in, -ine (Chem?).]

1. Chem. : The portion of the gum of the
cherry, plum, and other trees, insoluble in
water.

2. Min.:

(1) A mineral, the same as Mendipite (q.v.).

(2) Cromfordite(q.v.).

t 96-ras' I nous, a, [From Lat. cerasinus =
cherry-coloured.]

1. Ord. iMng. : Cherry-coloured.

2. Chem. : Pertaining to cerasin.

cer-a site, s. [Lat. ceras(um)=z. cherry, and
Eng. suff -ite (Min.).]

Min. : Native muriate of lead.

9©r-afl'-tes, s. [Gr. Ktpdtrrw (kerastes) =
horned, from Ktpas {keras) = & horn.]

1. Ord. Lang,
horridus.

" Scorpion, and asp. and aniphtsbena dire,
CeraMtei horned, liydrus, ami elopa drear."

MUton : P. L., x. 525.

2. Zool. : A
genus of Indian
and African
vipers, remark-
able for their
fatal venom,
and for two
little horns or
pointed bones
placed over
each eye. They
are of a livid

grey colour, and have a most terrific appear-
ance.

96-ras-ti-um, s. [Gr. M|MI (keras)=* a horn,
from the shape of the capsules.]

Bot. ; An extensive genus of Caryophyllaceae,
containing small, white-flowered plants, gene-
rally called Mouse-ear Chickweeds. The
petals are generally bifid. The number of
sepals, petals, and stamens varies ; it is gene-
rally five in the two former, and ten in the
staminal whorl. Several species occur in
Britain, Ccrastium arrense is a common Eng-
lish plant. (TVeos. of Bot.)

9eV-a-«ust s. [Lat., from Gr. Wpwro {kerasos)
= a cherry-tree.]

Bot. ; The Cherry-tree, a genus of trees of
the order Amygdalaceae. Three species are
British—(1) Cerasus vulgaris, called also
Prunus cerasus, the Dwarf Cherry

; (2) C.

Avium, called also Prunus Avium, the Gean,
and (3) Cerasus Padus, called also Lauro-cera-
sue Padus and Prunus Padus, the Bird Cherry.
Hooker considers Nos. 1 and 2 mere varieties
of each other. The first of these is generally
supposed to have originated the Garden
Cherry, and the second the Morella. The
leaves, baik, and fruit of Cerasus Lauro-cerasus
(the Common Laurel), and the oil derived
from them, are virulent poisons, owing to the
amount of prussic acid which they contain.
For a similar reason C. capricida, of Nepaul,
kills, as the Latin specific name imports,
the goats of that region. C. Padus and C.

virginiana have the deleterious property in
less measure. AH the species of Cerasus
yield a gum analogous to gum tragacanth.
The leaves of Cerasus Avium have been used
as a substitute for tea. A variety of the same
tree is used in the Vosges and in the Black
Forest in the preparation of the liquor called
"Kirschwasser." The kernel of C. ooci-
dentalis, a West Indian species, is employed
in flavouring the liquor called " Noyau/' The
bark of Cerasus virginiana is prescribed as a
febrifuge. So also is that of C. capollim of
Mexico. [Cherry.]

t 9©r'-at6, s. [Lat. ceratus, pa. par. of eero =
to cover with wax ; cera = wax.] A pharma-
ceutical preparation of wax, oil, and some
softer substance made into a plaister.

* per-a'-ted, a. (Lat. ceratus =. waxed, pa.
pa? of cero= to wax; cera = wax.] Waxed,
covered with wax. {Bailey.)

98-ra-tid-i-tim, s. [Gr. xcpa? {keras) = a
horn ; ciSos {eidos) = form, appearance. J

Zool. : A genus of Infusoria, of the family
Oxytriohina. It is furnished with cilia, horns
on the fore part of the body, but neither hooka
nor styles. One species, Ceratidium cumea-
tum, Dujardin considered to have been a mutil-
ated Oxytricha. The appearance of horns
arises from the anterior part of the body
being deeply notched. {Griff. £ Henfrey.)

* 9er -a-tlne, a. [From Gr. jecpauVqf {kera-

tines) = the fallacy called the horns : ««pa«
{keras) = a horn.] Sophistical.

9er-a-tl'-tes, 9er'-a-tite, ». [From Gr.

Kc'pa? {keras), genit. tcepaTos {keratos) = a horn,
and suff. trip ruf*).] [Ite.]

Palwont. ; A genus of Ammonitidae, with
_
a discoidal shell, having lobed sutures with
the lobes oviculated. They exist from the
Devonian to the Cretaceous formations, occur-
ring in Europe and India.

9e-ra'-ti-umf *. [Gr. Kepanov {keration),
dim. of «'pa* {keras) = a horn.]

Botany

:

1. A genus of Isariacei (hyphomycetonji
Fungi), containing a generally diffused British
plant, C. hydnoides, which grows ou rotten
wood, has a tuft of white simple or slightly-
branched prickle-like processes, which pro-
duce on their surface sterigmata (spicules.
Berk.), each of which is surmounted 01 a
spore which easily falls off. The whole plant
readily collapses into a mucilaginous mass.
The cellular appearance figured by Greville
depends on the collapsing of the processes.

{Griff. & Henfrey.)

2. A kind of fruit, placed by Lindley under
his class Syncarpi. It is similar to the
siliqua, but has no septum.

96r'-a-tdt in compos. [From Gr. Kf'pa? {keras),

genit. KtpuTO* {keratos) = a horn.] Provided
with a horn or horns.

ccrato branchial, a.

Comp. Anat. : A term applied by Prof.

Owen in his Homologies to the longer bent
pieces supported by the bones which form
the lower extremities of the branchial arches
in fishes.

ccrato glossus, s.

Anat. : A name for the hyo-glossus muscle,
from its appearance and insertion into the

tongue. {Mayne.)

ccrato hyaL a. Pertaining to the larger

of the two chief parts of the hyoid bone.

9e)r'-a-t*-9ele, s. [Gr. «><»$ {keras) = shorn;
icijAn {kite) — a tumour.]

Pathol. : A term for a hernia of the corner

of the eye, consisting in the protrusion of the

inner layer by the pressure of the aqueous
humour at some point where the outer layer

is destroyed by ulceration.

9«ir' a todc, 9<§r'-a-tdse, s. [Gr. Ktparufo

{keratodes) = horn-like.] The horny or fibrous

skeletal substance of sponge.

9CI* at-6-dus, *. [From Gr. Ktpax (keras),

genit. Kf'paros {keratos) = a horn; and otevt

[odous), genit. u66wos (odontos) = a tooth.]

1. Zool. : A genus of fishes, order Dipnoi.

With Lepidosiren, till lately placed aiming

the Amphibia, it constitutes the point of

transition between Fishes and Amphibians.

Ceratodus Fosteri is the Australian Mud-fish,

2. Pal&ont. : Agassiz first founded the

genus on certain horned teeth found in Tri

assic and Jurassic rocks. Seventeen types 01

teeth have since been found in Queensland im

Australia, and in Central India.

cera to ni a, s. [Gr. Kepinov {keration) *
a little horn ; dim. of icepas (keras) = a horn,

from the shape of the pods.]

Bot. : A genus of leguminous plants. Cer-

atonia Siliqua is the Carob (q.v.).

9£-ra-t$-phyi-la'-9e-ie, s. pi [Mod. Lat.

ceratophylUum) ; and Lat. noin. pL fern, suff-

-acece.]

Bot. : A natural order of plants, consisting

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, P&,
or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, te, ce = 6. ey *= a, <lu == kw.
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of floating herbs with whorls of multifld, cel-

lular leaves.

cfir-a-tcVphSrl'-liim, s. [Gr. a-e'pa? (kerns) —
a horn ; tpvWov (phullon) = a plant, a leaf, the
petals resembling a horn in shape.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the Ceratophyllucese, of which it is the only
known genus, and has only one known
species. C. demersum (Hornwort) is fairly

common in ponds and slow streams in Britain.

9er a-tOph'-$r-ta, s. {Gr. «epat (keras) = a
horn ; $vtoV (phuton) = a plant] A tribe of
Corals, the internal axis of which has the
appearance of wood or horn. It includes
Aiitipathes and Gorgonia.

90- rat'-o -tome, s. [From Gr. «paf (keras),

genit. Kcparof (keratos) = a horn ; and tojuos

\tomos) at cutting.] A knife used iu dividing
the cornea.

ce-ra'-trlne, *. [From Mod. Lat. cetraria =
Iceland Moss, with the position of some of
the letters reversed, and Eng. suff. -inc.]

Chem. : The bitter principle extracted from
Iceland Moss. (Webster.)

^e raun-ics, s. [Gr. Kepawos (keraunos) =
thunder.]

Physics : That branch of physics which
treats of heat and electricity.

^e-raun'-lte, *. [Gr. xipawot (keraunos) ~
thunder, and Eng. suffix -its (Min.) (q.v.).}

A thunder-stone. (C^aveland.)

* ce-raun o-scope, s. [Gr. Ktpavvos (ke-

raunos) = thuuder ; ovon-cu (skopeo) = to view,
to examine.] An instrument or machinery
employed in the ancient mysteries to imitate
thunder and lightning.

^©r'-foer-a, s. [Named after Cerberus.]

Bot. : A genus of poisonous plants of the
nat. order Apocynacese. They are principally
ornamental shrubs, and are natives of the
Friendly Isles, India, &c. The fruit of Cerbera
Aknvai is a deadly poison. The kernels of
C. Manghas are emetic and poisonous ; those
of C. Odollam lactaria and salutaris are believed
to be harmless, but it is doubtful if they are
really so.

^er-beV-S-an, cer-beY-I-an, a. [Cer-
berus.] Of or pertaining to Cerberus.

$er'-ber-US, *. [Lat. Cerberus ; Gr. »e«p|8*p«

(kerbero$).~]

Myth. : A three-headed dog, fabled to guard
the gates of hell, and whose bite was poisonous.

eer-car'-I-a, s. [Gr. xipicot (kerkcs) = a tail

;

Lat neut pi. suff. -aria.] Originally con-
sidered a genus of Infusoria, but since
shown to be the second stage in the de-
velopment of a Trematode worm or fluke.

The body is oblong, depressed, changeable

;

the mouth subterminal, armed or unarmed

;

acetabulum sub-central ; tail filiform, simple,
attenuate at the apex, deciduous. They tire

found parasitically on the body, or within the
intestines, liver, ovaries, Ac, of Mollusca
(Syrnnaeus, Planorbis, &c.), and may be ob-
tained by wounding the body in water.

Cercarice Seminis, Spermatozoa, or Spermatic
Animalcules: A name given by the older
naturalists to certain moving bodies found in

the seminal vessels in animals, and even in

plants. Ehrenberg placed them under the
llaustellate Entozoa. They are now known
to be inorganic. [Spermatozoa.]

oer-car'-l-an, a. & s. [Gr. woko* (kerkos) =
a tail.]

A. As adj. ; Of or pertaining to the Cer-
carians.

B. As substantive

;

Zool : An intestinal animalcule of the shape
of a tadpole, having its body terminated by a
tail-like appendage. (Owen.)

Oer-car'-I-form, a. [From Mod. Lat cer-
caria ; and Class. Lat. forma = form.]

Zool. : Formed like the Cercaria. (Huxley.)

*cerche, v. [O. Fr. csrche,] [Search.]

* OCT -clour, «. [Fr. chercher = to seek.]

[Search.] A searcher.
"CereiourU, vealaria, 4a"—Aberd. Reg.

Oer^Is, s. [Gr. «p»c« (kerkis) = the rod or

the comb by which the threads of the woof
were driven home ... a poplar-tree or the
Judas-tree. (See definition.).]

Bot.: A common genus of plants. Tribe,
Bauhinieae. Cercis siliquastrum is a tree,

a native of the South of Europe, and of
several countries in Asia. It is a hand-
some low tree with a spreading head.
The leaves are remarkable for their unusual
shape ; they are of a pale, bluish-green colour
on the upper side, and sea-green on the under.
The flowers have an agreeable acid taste, and
are mixed in salads, and the flower-buds are
pickled. It has received the name of the
Judas-tree, from the tradition that it was upon
a plant of it, near Jerusalem, that the traitor

Judas hanged himself.

*9er'-cle, v. &s. [Circle.]

* cerdyng, s. [Circling.]

^er-oS^e'-btls, 5. [From Gr. wpieos (kerkos)
= a tail, and ki)j3o« (kebos) — an ape.]

Zool. : A genus of Quadrumana. Tribe or
section, Catarhina. Cercocebits sabivus is the
Green Monkey or Guenon. It comes from
Africa, and is not uufrequeutly seen in
menageries.

cer-cA-la'-bes, s. [From Gr. *«!pieo* (kerkos)

= a tail, and Aa0ij (kibe) = a grip or hold.]

Zool. : A genus of Rodents, the typical one
of the faintly Cercolabid* (q.v.). The tail is

long and prehensile. Locality, South America.

cer-c*-la -bl-dae, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat.
cercolabes, and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Rodentla, comprising
the American Porcupines. It is closely akin
to the Hyjtricidae or ordinary Porcupines,
but the American species climb trees, which
their congeners in the Old World never at-

tempt to do.

9er-c6-lep'-tes, *. [From Gr. ice'pKo? (kerkos)

= tail, and ajjttttjs (leptis) = one who takes ;

hanfidvetv (lambanein) = to take.]

ZooL : The typical genus of the family Cer-
coleptidae.

cer-cd lep'-ti-d», $. pi. [From Mod. Lat.

oercolepUfis), and Lat. fem. pL adj. suff. -Ida:]

Zool. : A family of plantigrade carnivorous
Mammals. The species are generally called
Kinkajous. They are small in size and in-

habit tropical America.

9er-c5m'-o-nads,s.pi. [Cercomonas.] Du-
jardin's English name for the genus Cerco-
monas.

cer-cdm'-o-nas, *. [Gr. *«>*<* (kerkos) = a
tail ; Lat. mo'nas m unity, a unit, a monad :

Gr. novas (mo aas). [Monad. ] A genus of Infu-
soria, of the family Monadina. Body rounded
or discoidal, tuberculated, with a variable
posterior prolongation in the form of a tail,

which is longer or shorter and more or less

flUform. (Griff, <£ Henfrty.)

$erH3Sp'-I-daa, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cercop(is);

and Lat. fem. pi. adj. sutf. -idos.\

Entom. : A family of Homopterous insects,

found abundantly in grassy places. The
larvae have the property of producing the
frothy substance, like saliva, commonly
known as Cuckoo-spit. The species are
numerous.

c.er -co pis, s. [Lat. cercope = a grasshopper. ]

Entom. : A genus of Homopterous insects,
the typical one of the family Cercopidse.

cer-co-pl-the -cua, s. [Gr. k4dko*. (kerkos)
= a tail ; and m'(h)wo« (pithekos) = an ape.]

ZooL : A genus of long-tailed monkeys,
having a prominent muzzle of about an angle
of 60", cheek-pouches, and callosities on the
seat. The Cercopitheci belong to the section
Catarhina and the sub-section containing the
Baboons ; tlie^e have a long tail and both
cheek-pouches and natal callosities. They
are found in Africa.

^er'-don-ite, s. [From the founder Cerdon,
and suff. -ite.]

Ch. Hist. : A follower or supporter of Cer-
don, a heretic in the second century, who
denied the resurrection, rejected the Old
Testament, and asserted that our Lord's body
was only a phantom.

t cere, a [O. Fr. cere ; Lat. cera m wax.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Wax.

2. Animal Physiol. : The naked skin which in
seme birds, such as the hawks, covers the
base of the bill.

cere-cloth, *. [Cerecloth.]

'cere, *ceare, v.t [O. Fr. cerer; Fr. cirer;

Lat cera = wax. Cf. Wei. cwyr ; It. & GaeL
ceir ; Gr. <ojpos (keros), all = wax.]

1. To wax, or cover with wax. [Cerecloth.]
"

. . strong
brown thread cerea,
. . ."—Wiseman.

2. To wrap up
in a cerecloth.

" Then iu th*
bodye towelled, em-
bn.wmed hndcered."
—Uall: Hen. VIII..
an. 6.

cc r-e-aL, a. & «.

[Lat. cerealis =
pertaining to

qrandles of barley Ceres, the god-

starch. desa °f cora fiud

tillage.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to wheat or
other grain.

B. As subst. (generally in the plural) : Any
corn or grain used for food.

"Th* floor of the cerea.lt, oats, barley, rye, and
m&ize.'—Dr. Qay : Dietariet.

eer -^-a'-ll-a, s. [Lat neut. pi. of cereals.]

* 1. Roman Antiq. : The annual feast of
Ceres, held on the 19th of April,

t 2. Cereals,

Oer'-e'-a-lin, s. [Fr. ce're'aline; Lat. cerealis^
of or pertaining to Ceres.]

Chem. : A nitrogenous substance found by
M. Mege Mouries in bran.

* cer-S-a'-H-oiLs, a. [Lat. cereali(s), and
Eng. saff. -ous.] Of or pertaining to corn,
cereal.

"The Greek word . . . may signify any edultooa of
eereali >t<& pmlns."--Browne : Tract 1, para. 15.

t cer'-6-bel (Eng.), 9er-8-b8l-lttm (Lat.),

s. [Lat. cerebellum == a little brain, dim. of
cerebrum = a brain. ]

1. Anat. : A portion of the brain situ-

ated beneath the posterior lobes of the
cerebrum, and about one-seventh the size of
the latter, from which it is protected by the
tentorium cerebelli. It is composed of grey
matter on the surface and white in the interior.

In shape the cerebellum is oblong and flat-

tened, largest from side to side, and divided
into two hemispheres, separated on the upi«r
surface by the superior vermiform process ; on
the under surface there is a deep fissure termed
the vallecula or valley, corresponding with the
medulla oblongata. On making a vertical
incision the arbor vitce cerebelli is seen, the
white central substance resembling the trunk
of a tree with branches, branchlets, and leaves.

Nearer the commiss ire than to the lateral
border is a yellowish grey dentated line, the
corpus rhomboideum, or ganglion of the cere-

bellum. The cerebellum is associated with
the rest of the brain by three pairs of rounded
peduncles or cords, the superior proceeding
forwards and upwards to the testes, forming
the anterior part of the lateral boundaries of
the fourth ventricle with the valve of Vieus-
seus between them ; the middle, the largest,

arc lost in the pons varolii, and the inferior

descend to the j>osterior part of the medulla
oblongata, and form the inferior portion of
the lateral boundaries of the fourth ventricle.

2. Physiol. : It is connected with the powers
of motion, and is largest in those animals which
require the combined effort of a great variety

of muscles to maintain their usual position

and execute their ordinary movements. It

does not appear to affect voluntary power, or

reflex movements, but chiefly combined motor
action. According to Dr. Ferrier the cerebel-

lum is the co-ordinating centre for the muscles
of the eyeball. In the system of phrenologists,

first propounded by Gall, it Is the organ of the
sexual instinct, and Dr. Carpenter says it

seems not improbable that the lobes of the
cerebellum are the parts specially concerned
in the regulation of muscular movements,
whilst the central portion may be the seat of

the sexual sensations. This view is, however,
not generally held.

t cer -e -bel lar, cer e-bel -lous, a. [Eng.
oerebel ; -or.] Of or pertaining to the cerebel,

boll, b6"^; poTtt, J6%1; cat, 9611, chorus, 911111, bench; go, Rem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, e^ist. -Ing.

-elan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -slon at shun ; -tion. -sion - zhun. -cious, -tlous, -slous = shu*. -Me, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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oer-e-bSll-i'-tls, s. tLat. cerebell(um); andT
8ull. -i(w(Jfed.)(q-v.)-3

Pathol. : Inflammation of the cerebellum
(q-v.).

©er -&-bral, cer-«'-bral, a. [Lat. cerebrum
= the brain.] Of or pertaining to the brain.

"... the softer or dental branch . . . the harsher
or cerebral forma"

—

Beamet : Comp. Oram. Aryan
Lang., vol. i. (1872), eh. lit, y. 319.

cerebral ganglia, s. pi.

Anat. : Nerve centres situated in the head
of some of the inferior animals.

cerebral hemispheres, *. pi.

Anat. : The two hemispheres dividing the

upper part of the brain-

cerebral nerves, «. pi.

Anat. : The nerves, twelve in number, run-

ning from the brain to the eyes, the nose, the
tongue, and other parts of the bodily frame.

t cSr-e^bral-i-za'-tion, *- [Eng. cerebral,

and suff. -ization.] Enunciation by bringing

the tip of the tongue upwards against the
palate.

c£r -e-brate, v.i. [Lat. cerebrum= the brain.]

To have the brain acting

t cSr-e-bra'-tlOIa, s. [Lat. cerebrum = the

brain.]

Physiol. : The action of the brain. [TJ»*

CONSCIOUS-CEREBRATION.]

9eV-e'-brIc a. [Lat. cerebrium) = the brain,

and Eng suflf. -ic. ] Of or pertaining to the
brain.

cerebxic acid, s.

Chem. : A fatty acid, extracted by means of

ether from the matter of the brain after it has
been exposed to the action of boiling alcohol.

When pure it is white and crystalline.

oSr-eb'-rl-form, a. [Lat. cerebrum =* the
hair, and forma = form, appearance.] Re-
sembling the brain ; brain-like.

ceV-e-brln, s. [Lat. cerebrium) = the brain,
and Eng. suff. -in (Chem.).']

Chem. : C17H33NOS, a light amorphous
Eowder, without taste or smell ; it swells up
ke starch when boiled with water, and is

converted, by boiling with dilute acids, into
a saccharine substance and other products.
(Vownes.)

cfo-e-bri'-tls, s. [From Lat. cerebr(um) =
the brain, and Lat. & Or. suff. -itis, denoting
inflammation.]

Med. : Inflammation of the substance of the
brain. Cerebritis may be either acute or
chronic. The acute form of the disease runs a
very rapid course and usually terminates
fatally. The symptoms are as follows, viz., a
deep-seated, violent, oppressive, and persistent
pain in the head, with some feverishness and
vomiting, pallor of the face, low and irregular

Sulse, depression of spirits, confusion of
nought, then convulsions, loss of sensation,

paralysis, coma, and death. Chronic cere-
britis, to which the term ramollisement or
softening of the brain is frequently applied, is

usually of a local or partial character, and is

consequently much slower in its progress.
This form of the disease, which may or may
not be a sequence of the acute, is characterised
by certain well-marked symptoms such as loss
of memory, failing intellectual powers with a
consciousness of the decline, dull and pro-
tracted pain in the head, tingling or numbness
In different parts of the body, impairment of
the faculties of sight and hearing, and paralysis
•lowly increasing. Cerebritis is usually asso-
ciated with meningitis, or inflammation of the
membranes of the brain, and is then called
Encephalitis. When this complication occurs
the symptoms just described are of a more
marked character. [Brain-fever.]

OeV-e-bro, in compos. [From Lat. cerebrum
= the brain.] Pertaining to the brain, as
cerebrospinal (q.v.).

cerebro spinal, a.

Anat. : Pertaining to that part of the nerv-
ous system which consists of the brain and
spinal cord.

T[ The cerebrospinal axis: The brain and
spinal cord. Also called the cerebro spinal
centres and the cerebrospinal system.

ceV-e-broid, a. [Lat. cerebr(um) = the brain ;

Gr. eTSoc (eidos) - form, appearance.] Be-
longing to the brain.

t C,er-e-br6p'-a-thy, s. [Lat. cerebrum=t\ie

brain, and Gr. ird6<K {pathos) = suffering, affec-

tion ; iro.a'x-i (pascho) = to suffer.]

Med. : A hypochondriacal condition verging
upon insanity, occasionally occurring in those
whose brains have been overtaxed. (Dun-
glison.)

* ceV-5-brdse, a. [Lat cerebrosus, from cere-

brum = the brain.] Brainsick, mad. (Scott.)

* $e'r-e'-brds'-I-ty, s. [Eng. cerebro$(c) ; suff.

-ity.] Brainsickness, madness.

* cer -e-brdt, s. [Lat cerebrum = the brain.]

The same as Cerebric acid (q.v.).

eeV-S-brum, cS-re'-brum, *. [Lat cere-

brum = the brain.]

1. Anat. : The higher and front portion of the
brain, as opposed to the cerebellum, the hinder
and lowerportion. The cerebrum is composed
of a number of convolutions externally, and
divided superiorly by the great longitudinal
fissure, containing the falx cerebri, and mark-
ing the original development of the brain (q.v.),

BRAIN OF HAN.
L Cerebrum. 2. Cerebellum.

into two symmetrical halves, which are con-
nected by a broad band of white substance, the
corpus callosuin. If either hemisphere be cut
through, a centre of white substance will be
found surrounded by a grey border, following
the zigzag of the sulci and convolutions. Each
hemisphere is divided into an anterior, middle,
and posterior lobe ; the anterior rests on the
roof of the orbit, and is separated by the fissure

of Sylvius from the middle lobe, which lies in

the middle fossae of the base of the skull, and
is separated from the posterior at the ridge of

the petrous bone ; the posterior rests on the
tentorium. On the middle line of the corpus
callosum is the raphe, a linear depression, and
a section on each side of it exposes the ven-
tricles (q.v.) extending from one end of the
hemispheres to the other.

2. Physiol. : According to Dr. Ferrier — (1)
The anterior portions of the cerebral hemi-
spheres are the chief centres of voluntary
motion and of the active outward manifesta-
tions of intelligence. (2) Individual convolu-
tions are separate and distinct centres ; and in

certain groups of convolutions are localised the
centres for various movements—«.<7., eyelids,

face, mouth, tongue, ear, neck, hand, foot,

and tail of animals. (3) The action of the
hemisphere is in general crossed ; but certain
movements of the mouth, tongue, and neck are
bilaterally co-ordinated from each cerebral
hemisphere.

"Surprise my readers, whilst I tell 'em
Of cerebrum and cerehellum."

Prior: Alma, ul 154.

cere -cloth, * sear-cloth, $. [Eng. cere,

from Lat. cera == wax ; and cloth.] Cloth
smeared over with some glutinous or waxy
substance ; used sometimes for covering up
wounds and bruises, but principally for wrap-
ping up dead bodies.

"The corpses, stripped of their cerecloth* and orna-
ment*."—Macaulay . Hut. Eng., ch. xx.

* 9ere -clothed, a. [Eng. cerecloth; sd.]

Wrapped in cerecloths.

"Handsomely cereclothed. n—Bir T. Browne: Bydrio-
taphio.

cered, pa. par. or adj. [Cere, v.] (Chaucer.)

cere'-ment, *. [Lat. cera = wax.] Cloths

dipped in melted wax, with which dead bodies

were infolded when they were embalmed.
[Cerecloth.]

" Why thy canoulx'd bones, hearsed In earth,
Have burst their cerementt I

Shaketp. 1 Hamlet, L 4.

cer-e-mo-ni-al, a. k s. [Fr. ceremonial;
Lat. ceremon-ialis, from ceremonia =ceremony.]

A. .-Is adjective

:

1, Lit. : Of or relating to ceremonies, or rites.

". . . the ceremonial rites of marriage !

"

Shaketp. ; Taming 0/ the Shrew, 111. 1
* 2. Fig. : Formal, observant of ceremonies

and forms.
" He moves in the doll, ceremonial track.
With Jove's embroidered coat upon his back."

Dryden : Juvenal, X.

B. As subst. : Outward form or rite, espe-
cially ofchurch worship ; ceremony, formality.

"The conference was held with all the antique cere-
munial."— Macaulay : Hut. Eng., ch. x.

t cer-iS-mo'-iil-al-lsm, s. [Eng. ceremonial;
-ism.] A fondness for or adherence to cere-

mony and outward form or rites.

* 9er-5-m6-ni-al'-I-t^I, s. [Eng. ceremonial

;

ity.] The quality of being ceremonial ; cere-

moniousness.

t ceV-C^-mo'-ni-al-ly, adv. [Eng. ceremonial;
•ly.] According* to ordained rites and cere-

monies. (Goodwin.)

+cer-e'-md-nl-al-ness, s. [Eng. ceremonial;

-ness.] The quality of being ceremonial or
addicted to ceremonialism ; fondness for out-

ward form and rites. (Johnson.)

* cer -e-mon-I-l6ss, a. [Eng. ceremony;
-less.] Free from ceremony or outward show
or pomp ; simple.

cSr-e-md-nl-ouc, a. [Eng. ceremony; suff.

-ous.]

*1. Consisting of or conducted with cert-

monies.
"0, the sacrifice,

out, solemn, and on
Shaketp. : Winter 1 Tale, 1

How ceremonious, solemn, and unearthly."
'(.iill

2. Attentive to outward form.
" You are too senseless obstinate, mjr lord J

Too ceremonious, and traditional.
Shakeep. .- flich. Ill, Hi. L

8. According to the rules of society ; re-

spectful

"Then let us take a cercmontout leave."
Shaketp. r Etch. II., 1. %.

4. Formal, precise, exact, punctilious in the

observance of outward forms,

(a) Ofpersons

:

"The old caitiff was grown so eeremontout,"—
Sidney.

(6) Of things

:

". . . a set of ceremoniout phrases, . .
."—Additon

:

Guardian.

% For the difference between ceremoniout

and formal, see Formal.

t cSr-S-md'-nl-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. ceremo-

nious; -ly.] In a ceremonious manner; for-

mally, according to proper form.
" Ceremoniouity let us prepare
Some welcome for the mistress of the house.

Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice, v. 1.

t c£r-e^md'-nI-ous-ness, s. [Eng. ceremo-

nious; -ness.] The quality of being ceremo-

nious or fond of outward form and ceremonies

;

ceremonialism. (Johnson.)

cer'-e^m^n-^, • c&r'-e^-moln. * cer'-fc-

mon ie, * ceV-I-moin, * cer'-^-moyn,

oer'-y-Tnon-y, s. [O. Fr. cerimonie; Lat.

ccerimonia.]

1. An outward form or rite in religion.

"That ye fulflllen the cerymoynt and domea*—
Wyclige : Deut. xi. 33.

2. The outward forms of state ;
royal pomp

" And what have kings that privates have not too

Save ceremony, save general ceremony t

And what art thou, thou idol ceremony I

Shaketp. : Henry V., It. L

*3. Any thing or observance held sacred.

"To urge the thing held as a ceremony."
Shaketp. : Merchant vf Venice, v. I

*4. A sign, prodigy, or superstition.
" I never stood on oeremoniet.
But now they fright me."

Shaketp. : Juliut Catar, 11 t,

6. The forms of society ; civility, propriety.

6. Formality, preciseness, punctilious ob-

servance of forms.

% Sometimes personified.
" Then Ceremony leads her bigots forth."

Coteper; Expostulation, 111.

Master of the Ceremonies'. A person whose

duty it is to superintend the forms and cere-

monies to be observed by the persons present

on any public occasion.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oe =
r, marine ; go, pit,

cy - .1. qu = kw
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IT For the difference between ceremony and
Jtwm see Form.

©er'-e-d-lite, s. [Cerolite.]

oer-e-dp'-sis, s. [Lat. cereus = waxen, and
Gr. oij/is {ops is) b the face.]

ZooJ. .* The Pigeon-goose, an Australian
genus of the Anatidae or Duck family, and the
sub-family Anserinse, or Geese. Cereopsis Novo*

Hollandue is abundant on the south coast of

Australia and the adjacent islands.

* cer-6-Otis, a, [Lat. cereus, from oera= wax.]

Waxen, consisting of or containing wax.

©er -er-Ite, s. [From Lat. Ceres (genit. Cereris),

and Eng. suff. -ite (Min.).'] [Ceres.]

Min. ; The same as
Cerite (q.v.). (Brit.

Mus. Cat.)

$er-es,«. [Lat.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit.: Roman Mytkot.:
The daughter of Saturn
and Ops, and the goddess
of Corn and Tillage. She
is generally represented
with ears of corn on her
head, and holding in one
hand a lighted torch, and
in the other a poppy, her
sacred flower.

2. Fig. : Applied to
corn.

**Thl> ground with Bacchus, *

that with Cerei suite,

That other loads the tree*
with happy fruit*."

Dryden : Virgil ; (jeorgic 1. 81.

IL Astron. : An asteroid, the first found.
It was discovered by Piazzi on January 1,

1801. Having observed it at Palermo, in
Sicily, he called it Ceres, after the old tutelary
divinity of that island. [I.] Under favour-
able circumstances it has been seen by the
naked eye as a star of the seventh magnitude,
but more generally it looks like one of the
eighth magnitude, only the light has a red
tinge, and a haze is round the planet as if it

had a dense atmosphere.

961*' 5-us, *. [Lat certus = a wax-candle,
from the appearance of the shoots.]

Bot. : The Torch-thistle, a large genus of
plants of the order Cactaceae, remarkable for

their singularity of form, and the beauty of
the flowers. Cereus giganteus, the Suwarrow
or 8aguaro of the Mexicans, is the largest and
most striking of the genus. It rises to the
height of fifty or sixty feet, and looks more like
a candelabra than a tree of the normal type.
Other notable species are C. senilis, the long
gray bristles of which give it the appearance
of the head of an old gray-haired .man. C.
grandijlorus is the " night-flowering Cereus,"
but there are others which also flower at night
C. speciosissimus, an erect plant, and C. fiagelli-
formis, a creeper, are not unfrequently met
with in gardens.

* cer'-foyl, s. [Chervil.]
Avance, eerfoyl, herhe Robert."— Retig. Antiq., i. 56.

• cerge, * cierge, * serge, *. [O. Fr.
cerge, cierge, sierge ; Sp. cirio = a wax taper

;

Lat. cereus = waxen; cera = wax.] A wax
taper.

"Ther brenden cerget inue.~—lIavrIok, 6U

'fer-gyn, v. [Search.]
" Cergjm. Bcrutor, rimor."—Prompt. Farm.

cer'-I-a, s. [Prob. formed irregularly from Gr.

jc«'pa« (keras) = a horn.]

Zoology

:

1. A genus of the dipterous family Syrphidae
(q.v.), characterised by elongated antennae
with a terminal style.

* 2. An unidentified cestoid worm.

* cer'- i-al, a. [Cerrial.]

* feriawnt, s. [Sergeant.]
" Ctriawnt of mace. Apparitor."—Prompt. Part.

cer-If-or-oils, a. [From Lat. cera = wax,
and fero = to bear, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. t dtc. : Producing wax. (R. Brown, 1874.)

cer'-in, ow'-ine, s. [Lat. cera = wax, and

Eng. suff. -in, -ine (Chem.).']

1. Chem. : A substance composed of fine

crystalline needles, deposited whilst cooling,

when wax has been boiled in alcohol. It is

composed of carbon 48, hydrogen 50, and oxy-

fen 2. It forms 70 to 80 per cent of beeswax.
t is white, analogous to wax, fusible at 134° F.

When treated with caustic alkali ley it is con-
verted into margaric acid and cera ine.

2. Min.: A brownish-black mineral, a variety

of Allanite (q.v.), found in East Greenland,
generally massive, and rarely crystallized in

four-sided prisms. It is composed of silica

35*4, protoxide of cerium 29*9, oxide of iron

254, alumina 41, lime 92. Sp. gr., 3d—4*0.

cer'-in-ite, *. [From Lat. cera = wax, and
Eng. suff. -in, -ite (Min.) (q.v.).] [Cerin.]

Min. : A white or yellowish-white mineral
akin to Heulandite, but massive with a waxy
lustre. Found in the trap of the Bay of

Fundy.

c£r-in-the, *. [Lat. cerinthe, cerintha; Gr.

Kfpivfrq (kerinthe) = the plant called Cerinthe

major (see def.).J

Bot. : A small genus of borage-worts. The
species are mostly European. Two, Cerinthe
major and minor, have been long cultivated in
gardens under the name of Honey-wort.

cer In thl-ans, *. pi. [From Cerinthus, their
founder, who flourished about A. D. 88.]

Eccles. Hist. : A heretical Beet, followers of
Cerinthus, a Jew by birth, who attempted to
unite the doctrines of Christ with the opinions
of the Jews and Gnostics. He believed that
the Demiurge, or Creator of the World, who
was not the Supreme Being, was also lawgiver
of the Jewish nation. He having fallen off in
character, God sent Christ, an aeon, to enter
into a certain Jewish man called Jesus, to
subvert the power of the Demiurge, who,
irritated, produced the crucifixion. The aeon
Christ shall again return to the man Jesus,
and reign with his followers in Palestine for
1,000 years. Cerinthus is believed to have
been born before the crucifixion of Our Lord,
and St. John is said by Irenaeus to have
writtan his Gospel in opposition to his doc-
trines. The sect did not continue long.

oSr-I-op'-or-a, s. [The first element is prob.
Gr. itVpas (keras) = a horn ; the second is Gr.
Tropos (poros) = a passage.]

Zool : The type-genus of Cerioporidae (q.v.),

c8r-l-$-poV-I-d», s. pi. [From Mod. Lat.
cerioporafa.v.), and Lat. fem. pl.adj.suff. -ides.]

Zool. : A lapsed family of Polyzoa, containing
species with a solid, simple, or branched
ccencecium, with crowded contiguous cells.

cer'-i-o'ps, s. [From Gr. iojpds (kiros) = bees-
wax, and u* (ops) = the eye, the face.]

Bot. : A genus of plants of the Mangrove
family, from tropical Asia and Australia. They
are closely related to the genus Rhizophora.
The seed germinates and protrudes from the
fruit while still attached to the bough.

cer-I-or'-nis, $. [Formed irregularly from
Gr. jcc'pac (keras) = a horn, and opvts (ornis)
= a bird. The proper formation would be
ceratomis.] [Traoopan.]

cer'-iph, s. [Etym. unknown.]
Type-founding : One of the fine lines of a

letter, especially one of the fine cross-strokes
at the top and bottom of capitals. (Savage.

)

cer is e, s. k a. [Fr. cerise — a cherry, from
Lat. cerasus.]

A. As subst, : A cherry colour ; a light
bright red.

B. As adj. : Of the colour of cerise.

cer -Ite (1), «. [Named by the discoverers
after the planet Ceres, and suff. -ite (Afin.).]

Min. : A mineral, a silicifcrous oxide of
cerium, of a brown or cherry-red colour,
slightly translucent, and brittle. It is found
in Sweden.

oeV-ite(2), s. [Cerithium.]

Palatont. : Any individual of the genua
Cerithium or the family Cerithiidae.

cer-i-thl -i-d», s. pi. [From Mod. Lat
cerithium, and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of gasteropodous molluscs,
section Holostomata (Sea-snails). The shells
are long and spiral, with many whorls and
a horny operculum. They are widely dis-
tributed, but most abundant in tropical seas.

ce rith I-oid, a. ks. [Mod. Lat. cerithi(um) ;
•oid.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to or resembling the
genus Cerithiunr.

B. As subst. : Any individual of the Ceri-
thiidae.

cer-lth'-I-tim, *. [From Gr. Ktpanov (kern-
tion) = a little horn, dimin. of «epa« (keras) =
a horn. ]

Zool. & Pakeont, : The typical genus of the
family Cerithiidae (q.v.). 136 recent species
are known, and 460 fossil, the Utter from the
Trias onward till now.

oer'-I-uzn, 5. [Named by the discoverers after

Ceres.]

Chem. : A metal (Sym. Ce. ; At. Wt. , 92) found
with two other metals, lanthanum and didy-
iniuin, in cerite. Powdered cerite is made into

a thick paste with concentrated sulphuric
acid, and heated nearly to redness. The mass
is then treated with water, saturated with HgS,
filtered, acidified with HC1, and precipitated
by oxalic acid. This precipitate heated in the
air to redness gives a brown powder of the
mixed oxides. Nitric acid dissolves the oxides
of lanthanum and didymium, and leaves the
oxides of cerium. The oxides of lanthanum
and didymium are separated by the repeated
crystallization of their sulphates (see Watts's
Diet, of Chemistry). Cerium is obtained by
reducing its chloride with sodium as a grey

. powder which decomposes water slowly. It

dissolves in dilute acids with evolution of
hydrogen. Cerous oxide, CeO, obtained by ig-

niting the carbonate or oxalate, is a greyish-

blue, powder, which, in the air, oxidises into

ceroso-ceric oxide, Ce304, a yellowish-white
powder. The salts of the former are colour-

less, those of the latter brown-red or yellow.

cerium carbonate, ?. Min.: Lanthan-
Ite (q.v.).

cerium fluoride, 5. Min. : Fluocerite

(q-v.).

cerium phosphate, s. Min. : Church-
ite (q.v.).

cerium Silicate, «. Min.: Cerite (q.v.).

cer-ma'-tl-a, *. [Latinized from Gr. <c,->m*

(kerma), geu. Kepfiaros (kermatos) = a slice.]

Entom. : A synonym of Scutigera (q.v.).

£er-ma-ti -i-dse, 5. pi. [Mod. Lat. cer-

matiia) ; Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A synonym of Scutigeridse (q.v.).

* cerne, s. [O. Fr. cerne = a circle ; Lat.

circinus = a pair of compasses.] A magic
circle traced or paced ; a ring, a circle.

" She . . . made a cerne with hir wymple all aboato
. . . Merlin."—Merlin [tJ.X.r.S.:, iii. 081.

cer -nu-ous, a. [Lat. cernuus = stooping.]

Bot. : Drooping, hanging, pendulous.

ceV-o-graph, s. [Cerooraphy.] A writing

on wax ; an encaustic painting.

•oer-A-graph'-Io, *cer-6^graph'-I-cai,a.

[Eng. cerographiy) ; -ic, -ioal. ] Of or pertaining

to cerography.

* oer-oV-raph-Ist, * EEnS- cerograpHy) ;

-ist.] One who practises or is skilled in cero-

graphy.

* cer-og'-raph-^, < [Gr. Knpoypa^U (kiro*

graphia) — painting with wax : Hypos (keros)

boU. bo>>: pout, jo^-1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -sion m zhun. -clous, -tious, sious = shils. -We, -die, &c. = bol, del,
o0
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=- wax ; ypa<?>ia (graphia) = writing, painting
;

ypdifnt (grapko) = to write.]

1. The act or art of writing ou wax.

2. The art of engraving on copper covered

with a thin film of wax, from which stereotype

plates are taken. (Moxon.)

eer'-o-lite, s. [Gr. mrooc (keros) = wax, and
At'fcw (lithos) = a stone]

Min. : Agreenish or yellowish-white mineral

;

transparent or translucent Comp. : Silica,

47-34; magnesia, 29 84; water, 21
-04; hard-

ness, 2- 2'5. Sp. gr. 23—24. Lustre vitreous

or resinous. It occurs at Frankenstein, in

Silesia. It feels greasy to the touch, whence
its name. (Dana.)

* cer-d'-ma, *. [Lat. ceroma ; Gr. mjpunia

(keroma) = ointment for athletes ; kjjqow (kiroo)

— to anoint, to wax over ; »njp« (keros) =
wax.] That part of the ancient gymnasia and
baths in which athletes used to anoint them-
selves.

* cer'-O^-man-cy; s. [Gr. a-nods (keros) = wax,
and ftavTtla (manteia) = prophecy, divination.]

A method of divination, formerly practised,

by dropping melted wax into water and ob-

serving the figures formed.

f ce-roon', f. [Seroon.] A bale or package
made of skins. (Webster.)

cer-O-pe'-gl-a, s. [From Gr. a-npo« (keros) =
beeswax, and iriryi? (pege) = a well, a fountain.]

Bot. : A genus of Asclepiads (Asclepiadacese),

containing more than fifty species of peren-

nial herbaceous plants, natives of India and
Africa. They have a bulbous root, and short

erect or twining stems. The calyx is five-

parted. Several species are employed for

food ; in some cases the whole plant is eaten

as a salad, in others the fleshy leaves, stems,

and tubers are used as pot vegetables. Cero-

pegia eilulis is said to be eaten, whence its

specific name.

* ce-rdph'-er-a-ry\, s. [Lat ceroferarius,

from Gr. trnpoc (keros) — wax ; dw>> (phero) =
to cany.)

1. An acolyte, an assistant of lower grade

in a church, whose office it was to carry the

candles in any religious procession. (Fvller.)

2. A stand for candles.

* ©er-£-plas'-tiC, a. & *. [In Fr. ceroplas-

tique ; Gr. ArnpoTrAao-riicos (keroplastikos) = of

or for modelling in wax : mjpoy (keros) = wax
;

jrAao-erw (plasso) = to mould, to model. ]

A. As adj. : Modelled in wax,

B. As substantive:

Sculp, (of pi. form) : The art or science of
modelling figures in wax.

cer-op'-ter-is, s. [Gr. mjpo* (keros) = wax
;

jrrepis (pteris) — a fern. ]

Bot : A name formerly applied to the species

of Gyranogramnia, or Gold and Silver Ferns.

cor -6-sine, cer'-o'-sin, s. [Lat. eera =
wax ; Gr. mjpds (keros) = wax, and Eng. suff.

-ine(Chem.)(q.v.).]

Chem. : A waxy substance found on sugar-

canes. It is composed of carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen,

cer -o-tatef s. [Cerotic Acid.]

* cer'-oto, *. [Low Lat. cerotum ; Lat. ceratum. ]

The same as Cerate (q.v.).

"In those which lire critical, ft crrote of oil of olives,

with wi*itc wax, bath hitherto served Bsjf purpose."—
Wiseman.

oer'-o^-tene, s. [Low Lat. cerot(um), and Eng.
suff. -en* (Chan..).']

Chem, : C^Hjj = Cerylene. An olefine

hydn»carbon" melting at 57", obtained by the

dry distillation of Chinese wax.

cer-ot -Ic, a. [Low Lat. cerot(um\ and Eng.

suff. -ic.]

cerotic acid, *-

GajUfis
Chem. : I

.A monobasic fatty acid

COOH
which crystallises in small grains, melting at

78% which distil without decomposition ; its

salts are called cerotates. This acid is the

principal constituent of cerin, the portion of

beeswax which is soluble in boiling alcohol,

from which cerotic acid may be prepared by

precipitating with lead acetate, decomposing
the precipitate with acetic acid, and recrystal-

iising from boiling alcohol. Also from the dry
distillation of Chinese wax, which consists of

ceryl-cerotate.

cer-ox'-y-ldn, s. [Gr. irnpoc (keros) = wax

;

(v\ov (ridon) = wood, a tree. )

Bot. : A genus of Palmacea* (Palms). Cer-

oxylon andicola yields wax, which forms a
coating over its trunk.

cer'-ri-al, a. [Lat. cemts; Fr. cerre = a

variety *of oak.] [Certal.] Of or pertaining
to the Cerris or Bitter-oak.

cer rift, cer'-riia, s. [Lat. eerrua.]

Bot. : The Bitter-oak, Quercus cerris.

* cerss, v.t. [Fr. chercher.} To search.

"Alt at tli* kiiu'is hieues deput A ordand certane
cesouris [cersonris] in euirilk town, uuhllk is ane port,
qnhilk sal haue power to certs the ealaris | sailor

1
*

pasaaris furth of the Rome for ha lifting furth of money
be quhat sumeuir peraouue spirituals or temporals,
.*. . —Acts Jo. I V., A. 1503, Bet 1814, p. Mi.

* cert, o. [Fr. certes, from Lat. certii3=certain,

assure.] Sure, certain.

•J For cert : With a certainty, beyond a
doubt. (Fifs.)

cert money, s.

Law: Head-money paid yearly by tenants

of several manors to the lords thereof, for the

certain keeping of the leet, and sometimes of

the hundred.

cer -tain, * certaine, * cer-tayn, * oer-
ten, * cer-tein, a., adv., &> s. [O. Fr. cer-

tein; Fr. certain; ItaL certano ; Lat. cert us,

with suff. -anus. Connected with Lat. cento

= to perceive, and Gr. Kpintt (krino) = to

judge.]

A. As adjective

:

L Objectively:

1. Sure to happen, inevitable.
" Vlrtne that dlrecta onr ways,

Through certain dangers to uncertain prase."
Dryden.

*2. Trustworthy ; on which one can depend ;

reliable.
" If he m ygl it on tham troete
That thei were certayn.'

Langtoft, p. 45.

3. Fixed, settled, determined beforehand.

"You shall gather a certain rate every day."—
Xxodut, xvt 4.

4. Indubitable, unquestionable, past doubt.
" Those things are certain among men, which cannot

be denied without obstinacy and folly."—Ttilotvm.

5. Unfailing.

"I liave often wished that I knew as certain a
remedy for any other distemper."

—

Mead.

JL Subjectively

:

1. Sure, convinced, assured.

(1) With of.

" This the mind is equally certain «/, whether these
ideas be more or less general."—Loci*

(2) With an infinitive.

* 2. Determined, resolved.
" However I with thee hare flx'd my lot.

Certain to undergo like doom of death,
Consort with tbee."

Milton : P. &, ix. 951

HX Indefinitely:

1. In agreement with a xubst. : Some one.
" And Jesus answering said. A certain man went

down from Jerusalem to Jericho, . . ."—Luke x. 30,

" After wol I speke in pryvyte
Of oerteyn thing that touclieth the and me."

Chaucer: C. T., 3,493

2. Absolutely: An undetermined number or

quantity.
" How bad soever this fashion may Justly be ac-

counted, certain of the same countrymen do pass f.-s.r

beyond it"—Carew: Survey.

•f To make certain : To inform. [Lat. cer-

tiorem facere.] [Ascebtain.]

* B. As adverb

:

L Absolutely : Certainly, surely, undoubtedly.
" I wol telle it non other man, certayn."

Chaucer : C. T., 3,495.

2. With a prep. : In certain, in certayne, for
certain = certainly, assuredly.

" Yet how should I/or certain hold, . .
."

Tennyson; The Two Voices.

* C- As substantive

:

X. Certainty, sure facts.
" Wberof the certaine no man knoweth."

Gawer, I. 8.

2. A number or amount, either stated or

sot ; a quantity.

"He took with him a certen of his idle companions."
—Bale : Acts of Rng. Votaries. *

3. A fixed period or limit.
" Every time hath bis certein."

tt-»ner, ill. »L
"After he had contynued a certaine of ttns\'—

Fabian's Chroni-i,- : flex. FT., p. *8t
"

' certain : Assuredly, certainly.
" Of a certain these things are pretty toys. "—-Scott

;

Fair Maid, ch iii

1 Cfftbb thus distinguishes between certain,

sure, and secure : " Certain respects matters of
fact or belief ; sure and aecure the quality or
condition of things. A fact is certain, n per-

son's step is sure, a house is secure. Certain
is opposed to dubious, sure to wavering, secure

to dangerous. A person is certain who has no
doubt remaining in his mind ; he is sure when
his conviction is steady and unchangeable

;

he is secure when the prospect of dai

removed. When applied to things, certain is

opposed to what is varying and irregular;

sure to what is unerring ; secure is used only
in its natural sense. It is a defect in the

English language, that there are at present no
certain rules for its orthography or pronun-
ciation ; the learner, therefore, is at a loss for

a sure guide. Amidst opposing statements
it is difficult to ascertain the real state of the
case. No one can ensure hw life for a moment,
or secure his property from the contingencies
to which all sublunary things are exposed."
(Cra&o ; Eng. Synon.)

* cer tain, * cer teyne, v.t. [Certain, o-l

To certify, to inform.

cer'-tain-ly, cer tain liche, * cer-
tane ly, * $er-teyn-lie t

* *per-ten-
lich, adv. [Eng. certain ; -ly.)

1. Assuredly, beyond doubt or question, of

a certainty.
" CertenHch we be •chent."

.Seeen Sages, SAT.

" Certainly he that, by those legal means, cannot b#
secured, can be much less so by any private attempt
—Dr. B. More : Decay of Christian Piety

2. Without fall.

" And he said. Certainty I will be with tbee .
' -

.Rrod. iii. 12.

' cer -tain ness, s. [Eng. certain; -ne$s.}

The quality of being certain ; certainty.

* cer taint, a. [A pa. par. of certain, v.J

Certain, sure. (Scohh)
" It is most certainr his erowncr Ounn deceived

Aboyno, . . ."—Spalding, i. 177.

cer'-taln-ty, * $er-tein-te, * cer-teyn-

t©, * eer-tayn-tye, 5. [Eng. certain; -ty.)

1. TJie quality or state of being certain or

free from doubt.
" If it mygbt that weys be brouht to certeynte.'—

I.angUjft, p. 278.

"In hopeless certainty of mind."
Byron : Mazeppa. v. IT,

2. The quality or state of being fixed

3. Assurance, confidence.

"Forthy may no certeinte be sett* upon his Juge-

au-nt" Gower * C. A.. I 41

". . . at a verye venture, soe as it should I* hard*

to bullde any certayntye of charge so be raysed upon
the same."—Spenser : State of Ireland.

4. A thing certain, sure, or indubitable aud

undeniable.
" Nay. 'tis most credible : we liere receive it

A certainty voueb'd frwm our cousin Austri a.

Shakesp. ; Alts Well that £nds Well, 1

1

^ At a certainty = in a state of confidence

or assurance.
". . . sometimes our way is clean, sometimes tovXl

sometimes up hill, sometimes down hill ; we are »**

dom at a certainty."—Bunyan : P. P., pt it

Of a certainty : Assuredly, undoubtedly.

*<jer'~tef, *9er-tys, adv. [Fr. certes, from

Lat. certus — sure.] Certainly, assuredly.

" And certes, if it nere to long to heere, '

I wolde hiui told yow fully the manere.
Chaucer : Tfte Knight's Tale, 877-*.

" Certes, who bides his grasp will that encounter

nie," Thomson : Castle of Indolence, i. a

Cer thl a, 8. [Lat certhia; Gr. KtpBiot (ker~

thios) *• a little bird, a tree-creeper. See def.J

Omith. : The Creeper, or Ox-eye, a genus of

birds, the typical one of the family CertUidie

(q.v.). They are noticeable for their colour:

as Certhia viridis, the Green Creeper, and C.

aurantia, the Orange-coloured Creeper; and

by the shape of the beak : as C. foJcata, the

Sickle-billed Creeper. C. familiaris, the Com-

mon or Brown Creeper, is British. [Cree*"-"" ,

cer-thi -!-<!«, *cer-tm'-a-d»,*.p*. [From

Lat. certhia (q.v.), and feui. pi. adj. sutf. -idm.]

Omith.; A family of Tenuirostral birds,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; trv.

; pine, pit, sire, »ir, marine; go, p*t,

Syrian. «,oe = e. ey=a. qu = kw.
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with long, slender, and slightly arched bills,

and short legs furnished with strong claws,
which enable them to creep about upon the
trunks and branches of trees. The family as
now restricted contains four or five genera,

with about a dozen species, and is often
divided into two sub-families, Certhiinte (Tree-

creepers), and Tichodronrinse (Wall-creepers).

ger-thX-i'-nas, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. certhia

(q.v.), and Lat. fem. pi. adj. sufT. -ince.]

Ornith. : The typical sub-family of the family
Certluidtt (q.v.).

Oer'-tle, 9er'-t& s. [Fr. certes, from Lat. cer-

tus = certain.] (Generally with the pronoun.)
** My certie " = my faith ; in good troth.

(Scotch.)

t $er'-tI-fI-a-Me, a. [Eng. certify; -able.]

That may or can be certified ; reliable.

yer-tlT-i-oate, a. [Fr. certificat ; Ital. certifi-

cato, from Lat. certificatus, pa. par. of certifico

= to make certain : certus = certain ; facio =
to make.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Testimony, witness. .

" A certificate of poverty la ae^>od as a protection.
—V Estrange.

% A written document certifying the truth

of any matter.
" I can bring certificates that I behave myself toberly

before company."

—

Addison.

* 3. A character.

"To obtain the certificate which one of the ancient
philosophers aspired to, that there was one that knew
low to hold his peace."—Macon ; Advt. of Learning,
bk.iL

•ff A bankrupt's certijlcate : The document
granted to a bankrupt, with the consent of his

creditors, certifying that he has surrendered
and made a full disclosure of his property.

II. Law : A writing made in any court, to

give notice to another court of anything done
therein. (Cowel.)

cer-tif-i-cate, v.t. [Certificate, *.]

* 1. To verify or vouch for by certificate.

2. To grant a certificate to (generally found
in the pa. par.).

cer-titM-cated, pa. par. or o. [Certifi-
cate, v. ]

* 1. Verified or vouched for by certificate.

2. Having had a certificate granted, as a
certificated teacher, a certificated bankrupt

per tif-i-ca-ting, pr. par., o. t & s. [Cer-
tificate, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : In
lenses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As svbst. ; The act or process of granting
a certificate to a person.

fer-tif-I-ca'-tion, 4 9er-ttf-I-ca'-clon, *.

[Lat. certiftcatio, from certificatus, pa. par. of
certifico — to certify : certus = sure, certain

;

Jacio = to make.]

1. English Law:
(1) The act of certifying, notice.
" He was served with a new order to appear, &c. with

this certification, that if he api>eared not they would
proceed."—Rurnet : Hist. Ref. B. 2.

*(2) Information, notice.

"Of the whiche ridtnge that other knight had cer-
tification."—lirt'a ftomanorum (ed. Herrtage), p. 174.

2. Scots Law ; Some intimation given to a
person as to what will happen if he fail to
obey an order of the court.

*1T Certification of Assize: A writ for re-ex-
amining a judicial matter. Now a new trial

is granted instead,

•jer-tif-I-ca-tor, $. [Eng. certificate) ; -or.]

One who certifies, or vouches for anything.
(W. Taylor.)

•ycr-tif-I-ca-tor-^, a. [Eng. certificator ; -y.]
Of or pertaining to a certificate ; of the nature
of a certificate.

©Sr'-tl-fied, pa. par. or a, [Certify, v.]

eeV-tl-fi-er, s. [Eng. certify); -er.] One
who certifies or gives a certificate.

•er'-tf-fy, * eer-tl-fle, v.t. A i. [Pr. cer-

tifier; Sp. ccrtificar; Ital. certificare, fromLow
Lat. certifico = to make certain : certus =
certain

; facio (pass, fio) = to make.]

I, Transitive

:

1. To make a person certain or assured of
anything, to inform.

"They sch ulde write and certific the Senatourea."

—

Trtvisa, 1. 4.t.

" The English ambassadours returned out of Flanders
from Maximilian, and certified the king that he was
not to hope for any aid from him."

—

Bacon.

% With of before the thing certified to.

* 2. To make a thing sure or certain.

"This is designed to certify those things that are
confirmed of God's favour. Sammond : Funda-
mentals.

* 3. To testify to or vouch for the truth or
accuracy of any document or statement.

JJ. Intrans. : To testify to or vouch for any
matter or statement.

9er'-ti-fy-lng, pr. par., a., & s. [Certify, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. db particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

" Dr. . . . hat signed a certificate certifying to the
insanity of . . ."—Daily Jfevn, Nov. 6, 1877.

C. As subst. : The act of testifying or giving
a certificate to the truth or accuracy of any
matter.

* cer -tion at, o. [Apparently from Eng. cer-

tain, with suff. -at = -ate.] Certified.
" The party defendar aucht and suld be warnit of

the said contme watioun. and certionat of the last day
afflxit be vertew taairot"—Acts Mary (U&SJ, ed. 1814,

p. Ml

9er-tio-rar'~I (tio as shi 6), *. [Low Lat.
= to be made more certain ; inf. pass, certio-

ror, from certior, comp. of certus. The word
gives the name to the writ in which it ap-
pears.] For definition see extract.

" Certiorari lis] an original writ issuing out of the
Common Law Jurisdiction in the Court of Chancery
in civil eases, and the Crown side of the Court of
Queen's Bench In criminal cases, addressed in the
Queen's name to the Judges or officers of inferior
courts, commanding them to certify or to return the
records of a cause depending before them, fcc. If the
suggestions of the certiorari bill are not proved, a

• cer tio ra -ted (tlo as shi o), a. [Lat.
certioratus, pa. par. of certioror = to make
certain, to assure, to acquaint ; certus = cer-

tain ; oerttor, comparative.] Informed, assured.
" I cannot call Master Chiffluch neither, as he is

employed on the Kings especial affairs, as I am this
Instant certiorated from the Court at Whitehall."

—

Scott : Peveril, ch. xli.

t cer -ti-tude, *. [Lat. certitude, from certus

— certain.) The quality or state of being cer-

tain or assured, certainty.

"... but even in these cattes the solution can he
hardly more than conjectural ; it cannot presume to the
certitude vt historic truth."—MUmun : Hist, of Jews,
3rd ed., pref., voL i., pt xiv.

cer'-tjr, s- [Certie.]

*cer'-ule, cer u le an, cor-u'-lS-oiis,

a. [Lat. catruleus= Bky-blue.] Of a sky-blue
colour, sky-coloured.

" This ceritleout or blue-coloured sea that overspreads
thediitphanous firmament."

—

Dr.H. More: t'onjectura
Cabalistica, p. 8,

t cer-u'-le-a-ttSd, a. [As if pa. par. from v.

ceruleate = to paint sky-blue.] Painted sky-
blue.

cer-U'-lS-tim, a. [Lat, cawuleum — a blue
colour

—

lams-lazuli (Pliny).'] For definition

see etymol.

* eer-n-llf-Ic, * ce-rn-Hf-fck, a. [From
cerule (Lat. cozruUus), and facio = to make.]
Having the power to produce, or producing a
blue colour.

" The several species of rays, as the rubiflck, ceru-
lifick, and others, are separated one from another.''

—

Brew.

cor'-u-lin, *. [Lat- coeruleua = sky-blue, and
Eng.* sun", -in (C/iem.).]

Chevt. : A name given to the colouring matter
in a salt or substance of an intensely blue
colour, obtained by dissolving indigo in con-
centrated sulphuric acid, and adding potash
to the solution.

corn-men, #. [Lat., from cera = wax.]

Physiol. : The wax or wax-like secretion of
the ear, which is given out by the follicles

ranged along the inner surface of the meatus
auditorius externus. [Ear,]

"When cerumen accumulates and hardens in the
ears, bo as to occasion deafness, it Is caeily Boftened by
filling the meatus with a mixture of olive oil and oil-

of turpentine." — Br-tnde, in Todd's Cyctopmlia of
Anatomy and Physiology.

cer-u-mln-If-er-ous, o. [Lat. cerumen
(genit. ceruminis)

; Jero = to bear, and Eng.
suff. -ous.] Bearing or producing cerumen.

cer u min-ous, a. [Lat. cerumen (genit
ceruminis), and Eng. suff. -ous.] Of the nature
of or pertaining to the cerumen or wax of the
ear.

cerumlnous glands, s.

Anat. : The follicles, or numerous small
glands situated between the cutaneous lining
and the cartilage of the external auditory
canal.

Cer-iir'-a, s. [From Gr. Wpas (keras) m horn
|

and ovpa (oura) — tail. So named from a
horn-like appendage on the tail of the larva.]

Entom. : A genus of moths, family Bomby-
cidse. Cerura vinula is the Puss-moth (q.v.)

ceV-use, s. [Fr. ceruse ; Sp. ceriisa ; from ItaL
and Lat. cerussa ; from Gr. a-ifa (ker), genit.
Knpos (klros) = death, poison : from its poison-
ous qualities.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A name given to white lead
or carbonate of protoxide of lead. Comp. :

Oxide of lead, 83-58
; carbonic acid, 1642. It

is prepared from the subacetate of protoxide of
lead by a current of carbonic acid, on exposing
metallic lead in minute division to air and
moisture ; and also by the action of the vapour
of vinegar on thin sheets of lead, by which
the metal is both oxidised and converted into
a carbonate. Mixed with oil it is used in

painting, and a cosmetic is prepared from it.

"A preparation of lead with vinegar, which is of a
white colour, whence many other tilings, resembling
It in that particular, are by cbymists called ceruse;
as the ceruse of antimony, and the like."—Quincy.

2. Min. : [Cerussite],

* cer used, a. [Ceruse.] Washed over or
treated with a cosmetic prepared from ceruse.

" Here's a colour, what ladies cbeelc,

Though oerus'd over, comes near it."

Bcaum. and f'let. % Sea Voyage.

cer'-u-site, oe"-rus'-sitet a. [Lat. centssa
= white lead ; Eng. suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min, : An orthorhombic mineral, trans-
parent or subtranslucent, of a white, grey, or
greyish-black colour, sometimes tinged blue
or green by some of the salts of copper.
Hardness, 3—3'5 ; sp.gr., 6 465—6*480. Comp.

:

Carbonic acid, 16*5 ; oxide of lead, 83'6. It is

found, in connection with other lead minerals^
in several places in Britain, and also on the
Continent. The crystals are thin, broad, and
brittle. The lustre is adamantine or vitreous1

,

sometimes pearly. (Dana.)

* cer'-va-l$tf t $©r'-vS-lat, *. [Fr. «r-
velat.] [Saveloy.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A kind of sausage.

Music : A short wind instrument, resembling
the bassoon in tone. (Webster.)

oer-van-te'-art-a, s. [Named in honour of
Cervantes, the celebrated Spauish author.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order of Sandal-worts. The species are treea
or Bhrubs, natives of Peru, having scattered
entire simple leaves. The fruit of Cervantesia
tomentosa is used as food in Peru.

cer-van'-tite, a. [From Cervan(tes), in Spain,
where it is found", and Eng, suff. -ite (Min.)
(q.v.).]

Min. : An orthorhombic mineral of a sul-

phur-yellow or nearly whitish colour. Lustre,

greasy or pearly, bright, or earthy ; hardness,
4—5; sp. gr., 4'084. Comp. : Oxygen, 20'8;

antimony, 79*2. It is widely distributed.

cer vawrite, s. [Servant.]
'* Cervawnte, Serous, oemaculus'—Prompt. Parw.

cer'-vi-cal, a. [Lat cervtcalu =pertainfng to

the neck"; cervix (genit cervicis) = the neck.]

Anat. : Of or pertaining to the neck.

"The aorta, bending a little upwards. Bends forth
the cervical and axillary arteries . . .'—Cheyne.

t oeT'-vi-oide, s. [Lat. cervus—a deer, a stag ;

ca>do s to kill.] The act of deer-slaying.

cer'-vi-CO, in compos. [Lat cervix (genit

cervicis) = the neck.] Pertaining to .« con-
nected with the neck.

* cervico branchiata, s. pi.

Zool. : An order ot Mollusea forming De
Blainville's sub-class Paracephatophora ller-
maphrodita. The organs of respiration are

bSft. b6^; pout, jiSwl; eat, 9011, chorus, 9010, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ins.

-<aan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = ahun. -clous, -tions, -sious = shus. -We, -die, &c. - bel. del.
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situated in a large cavity above the neck, and
open widely in front. Head distinct, with two
contractile conical tentacula ; eyes sessile at

their external base. It included two families,

Betifera and Branehifera.

vi-dse, s.pL [Lat. cervus = a stag ; fern.

pL suff. -idee.]

1. Zool. : A family of mammals. Order,

Ruminantia. The males of all the species and
also the female of the reindeer have antlers,

which are deciduous, this last character com-
pletely distinguishing them from the Bovida?

(Oxen). The antlers also are solid, thus dis-

criminating them from the Cavicornia. [Cer-

vus.] The species are widely distributed and

well known. But none are found in Africa

south of the Sahara or in Australia, Genera,

Cervus, Capriolus, Alee, &c
2. Palceont. : It is doubtful if they were in

existence in Eocene times. There is no doubt
with respect to their existing from the Miocene
onward.

eer-vi-n», *. pi. [Lat oerc(iw)(q.v.); fem.

pi. adj. suff. -iiuB.}

Zool. : A sub-family of Cervida, containing

the true deer. Antlers may be present in the

males only or in both sexes, and canines are

small or absent.

cer -vine, a. [Fr. cervin ; Sp. k Ital. eervino,

from Lat. cervinus = pertaining to stags ; cer-

vus — a stag.]

1. Zool. : Of or pertaining to the Cervidse,

or Stag family of animals ; of the nature of

deer.

2. Bot. ; Of a deep, tawny colour, such as

the dark parts of a lion's hide.

©er-vix,s. [Latl
Anat. : The neck ; that portion of the body

which is between the head and the shoulders,

especially the back part of the neck. The
term is also used of constricted parts, as

cervix uteri — the narrow part of the uterus

;

cervix vesica = the neck of the bladder.

oer-vu-li n», s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cervuuys)

;

Lat. Tern. pi. adj. suff. -inos.]

Zool. : A sub-family of Cervidas (q.v.), con-

taining the Muntjaes. The males are horned
and have tusk-like canines.

cer -vu line, a. [Cervulus.] Pertaining to

the Cervulinse or Muntjacs.

cer vu-lua, *. [Mod. Lat. dim. from cervus

^(q.v.)Tl

Zool. : The sole genus of Cervulinae.

[Muntjac]

•er -vus, s. [Lat]

1. Zool. : The type-genus of the family

Cervidse. C. elaphus is the Red-deer or Stag
;

C. canadensis the Wapiti of North America.

2. Palceont. : From the Miocene onward.

• ceV-vyo-a-ble, • cer-wyc-y-*-ble,
* eer-vya-a-blo, a. [Serviceable.]

• ©oV-vyce, *. [Service.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* ©er'-vylle, v.U [O. Fr. ceruelle = the brain.]

To dash out one's brain, to brain.
'* To ceruyUs : exerreftror,.''—Catfco*. Anglicum.

* CoV-vyl-ler, *. [Mid. Eng. cervyll(e) ; -er.]

One who knocks out another's brains.
" A ceruyUer : eaxerebrator."—Cat\ol. Anglicum.

oer yL cer yle, *. [From Gr. Kt\p6< (keros)

= bees-wax ; and Eng., &c, suff. -yl (q.v.).]

Chem. : An organic radical, C27H55.

ceryl cerotate, s.

Chem. : C2tHw.C27HhO = Chinese wax, a
white crystalline substance produced on cer-

tain trees in China by the puncture of a species

of Coccus. It melts at ST, soluble in alcohol.

By dry distillation it yields cerotic acid and
Cerylene, C27H54.

OeV-yl-ene, *. [From Eng., 4c, ceryl, and
suff. -ene (Chem.) (q.v.). J

Chem. : The same as cerotene (q.v.).

for-yl -Ic, a. (From Eng., kc, ceryl (q.v.),

and suff. -ic.) Of or pertaining to ceryl.

cerylic alcohol. *.

Chem. ; CjyHgs (OH) = Oerotic alcohol.

oervidflD—cession

Obtained by fusing Chinese wax with solid

potash, yielding potassium, cerotate, and ceryl

alcohol. It is a waxy substance, melting at
97"

; heated with potash lime it gives off H,
and is converted into potassium cerotate.

* oer-yn, v.i. [8ear.] (Prompt. Parv.)

* ceryowa, a* [8erioos.] {Prompt. Parv.)

ce'-sa-re, *. [A coined word of no etymology.]

Logic: A syllogism in which the first and
third propositions are universal negatives,

and the second a universal affirmative, as

—

" E no animal is incorporeal,

A all angels are incorporeal,

E therefore no angel is an animal."

ce-sar -ean, ce-sar -I-an,a. [Oesarian.]

Cesarewitch, s. [Czarewitch.]

* 9ese, v.t. k i. [Cease.]

"Toosm; cessare. de*i»trre."—Cathol Anglicum.

* cosed (1), pa. par. k a. [Ceased.]

* cosed (2), pa. par. or a. [Seized.]

ce -sl-ous, a. [C.tsious.]

* cesone, s. [Seizing.]
" Ceeone in londe or othyr good taking*. Baitina."

Prompt, Pan.

* ces-pl-ti -tloua, a. [Lat cosspUitius m of

or pertaining to turf ; txespes (genit. ccespitis) =
a turf.] Resembling turf ; made of turf.

" Breadth of the cespititioas ramparta."—Oough.

ces -pl-tose, a. [As if from a Lat. ctespitosvs—

full of turf ; ectspes (genit. ccespitis) = a turf. ]

Bot. : An epithet applied to plants which
grow in tufts or patches.

ces pi-toiis, a. [Same etymoL as cespitose

(q.v.).] Of or pertaining to turf, resembling
turf.

cess (1), CQlie (1), *. [Corrupted from assess

(q.v.).]

L Literally (0/ excess)

:

* 1. The act of assessing or levying a rate

or tax.

2. The tax or rate assessed.

"The like cess la also charged upon the country
sometime* for victualling the soldiers, when they lie

In garrison."—Spenser.

* TL Fig, : Apportionment ; hence, due
share.

" I pr'yt hee. Tom, beat Cutta's saddle, put a few
flocks In the point ; the poor Jade la wrung in the
wither* out of all cess. "Shakeep. : 1 Ben, IV., 11L 1.

% The word is now little used In England,
but is still common in Ireland.

cess payer, *. One who pays cess or

county rates. (Ireland.)

"... the Court, consisting of one magistrate and
six OMpayerv, only awarded lta."—Daily Telegraph,
May 11, 1S8L

c6s* (2), *. [Etym. doubtful. It only occurs

in the compound cesspool. Skeat suggests sus-

pool= hog's wash, a puddle, a heap of filth
;

Gael, sos = a coarse mess.]

cess-plpe, s. A pipe for carrying off

waste water, Ac. , from a sink or cesspool.

cess pool, * sess pool, * sus pool,

1

.

Lit. : A deep hole or well for sewage to

drain into. The use of cesspools, which are a

most prolific source of disease, is now for-

bidden in towns or other places where a

proper system of drainage by water-carriage is

provided.

2. Fig. : Any receptacle of filth.

" The oaatpooZ of agio, now in a time of paper money,
works with a vivacity unexampled, unimagined ; ex-
hale* from itself sudden fortunes, like Aladdin-
palaces."—CarlyU: French Revolution, pt. iii.

* cess (3), * cesse (2), *. [Cease.] A ceasing

or cessation.

9$ss (1), v.t. [Cess, s.] To assess, to impose
a rate or tax on

.

"They came not armed like soldiers to be retted

upon uie."—flritkett : Ditcourte on Civil Life, p. 157.

* c£ss (2), * cesse, ' cessen, 'sessen, ?.'.

ii. [O.Fr. cesser; ItaL k Lat. oeaso.] [Cease.]

L Trans. : To still, to calm, to cause to be
quiet.

IX Intransitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To cease.

2. Law : To neglect a legal duty. [Cessor
(!)•] (Webster.)

* ccs sailt, a. [Lat. cessans, pr. par. of cesm
= to cease.] Intermittent, ceasing, not con-
tinuous.

oes-sa -tlon, s, [Lat cessatio, from cesso a
to cease.]

1. The act of ceasing, or stopping.
" The day was yearly observed for a festival, by OJf>

tation from labour."—-Sir J. Baytcard.

2. The state of being at rest.

A long ceuation of discourse ensued.*'
Pops : Homer t (Mlyttey, bk. XX., 8*7-*.

3. The end of action ; the state of ceasing te

be or act.

"The serum, which is mixed with an alkali, betas
poured out to that which i» mixed with an acid,

raiaeth an effervescence ; at the cessation of which.
the salts, of which the acid was composed, will be re-

generated."—Arbuthnot: On Aliments.

4. A temporary suspension of warfare ; a
truce. (Generally in the phrase cessation of
arms or hostilities.)

" When the succours of the poor protectants in Ire-

land were diverted, I waa intreated to give them
some respite, by a cessation."—King Charles.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between cessa-

tion, stop, rest, and intermission : " To cease

respects the course of things ; whatever does

not go on has ceased ; things cease of them-
selves : stop respects some external action or

influence ; notling stops but what is supposed
to be stopped or hindered by another : rest is a
species of cessation that regards labour or

exertion ; whatever does not move or exert

itself is at rest : intermission is a species of

cessation only for a time or at certain intervals.

That which ceases or stops is supposed to be

at an end ; rest or intermission supposes a

renewal. A cessation of hostilities is at all

times desirable ; to put a stop to evil practices

is sometimes the most difficult and dangerous

of all undertakings : rest after fatigue is india-

pensable, for labour without intermission ex-

hausts the frame." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

ces-sa-vit, *. [Lat. = he has ceased, or

omitted ; third pers. sing. pret. of «*so =to
cease.]

Law : A writ so called.

"Cessavit [is] a writ which [gave the lord power to

recover lands] when a man who held lands by rent or

other services, neglected or ceased to perform his ser-

vices for two yeais together, or where a house had
lands given to it on condition of performing soma
certain spiritual services . . . and neglected it"—
Wharton : Law Lexicon.

* cosse, v.t. k i. [Cess (2), v., Cease.]

For naturall affection eoone doth cesse."

Bpetuer: F. «., IV. la.*,

c««'-Sor(l), i. [Cess (2), v.]

Law : A neglect to perform the services or

payment for two years, under which lauds are

held. [Cessavit.]

* ces -ser (2), f. [Cess (l\ v.} One who as>

ttesses ; an assessor.

*oiS»-atf-Wl'-I-tyt *. [Eng. cessibU; -<*f.l

The quality of yielding or giving way.
" If the subject strucken be of a proportionate «*•»•

bility. It seems to dull and deaden the stroke . . .

—
Digby f On the Soul.

* cos -si ble, a. [Fr. cessible, from Lat. est-

sum, sup. of cedo = to yield, to give way. ] Of

a yielding quality
;
giving way. (Digby.)

* 90s -sing, * ces Inge, * c6sa -yng«,

"ces-yng, *- [Ceasing.] Ceasing, cessation.

ceV-sI 6 bo nor um, *. [Lat. <xssio=%

yielding or giving up ; bonorum = of goods

;

gen. neut. pi. of bonus= good.]

Law : A voluntary surrender by a debtor of

all his property for the beneflUof his creditors.

c6s slon, s. [Fr. cession ; from Lat. cessio =
a yielding, a giving up ; from cessvm, sup. of

cedo = to yield, to give up.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of yielding or giving way to fores

or pressure.

"Sound is not produced without some mistaos*

either in the air or the body percussed ; for if there M
a mere yielding, or cession, it produceth no sound. —
Bacon : Batural Bistory.

2. The act of surrendering or giving up pro-

perty or territory.

"... a cession of Flanders to that crown, in ex-

change for other provinces."—Temple.

3. The act of retiring from or abandoning.

-The rearion of her claims on the earldom of An**
. .

."—Proude: Bistory of England, voL U-, en. 9.

XL Technically:

1. Civil Law : [Cessio bonortjm].

Cate, fit, Ore, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who\ u6m mute, cub, oiire, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ce, os = e; ey = a. au = kw-
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2. Eccles. Law : The act of giving up or
Yacating a benefice by accepting another with-
out a proper dispensation.

•ces sion ar, *ces aion are.s. [Cession-

ary.] The person to whom an assignment of
property is legally made ; synonymous with
assignee.

"Qltony makis—ane uther cetsionar and asaiguny
general to all reversioiuiis pertening to him, Mid he
thairefter mak aue uther assignay in special to ane
reveraioun pertenand to him, tiie samin special aasig-
uatiouu is of nane avail,—in respect of the general
attiguatioun maid of befoir."—fi«(A>ur : Pract., p. 448.

008 -sion-ar-y, a. [Fr. cessionnaire ; Low Lat.
cessionarius ; from Low Lat. cessiono = to cede,
to yield ; from Lat. cessio = a yielding, a giving
up.] Ail epithet applied to a bankrupt who
ha3 surrendered all his property for the benefit
of his creditors. (Wharton.)

* $688 -merit, s. [Eng. cest (1), s. ; suff. -men*.]

1. The act of assessing or imposing a rate
or tax.

2. An assessment, rate, or tax. (Johnson.)

o$8 -sor (1), *. [Eng. cess (2), v. ; suff. -or.]

Law : He that ceaseth or neglecteth so long
to perform a duty belonging to him, as that
by his cess, orcessing, he incurreth the danger
of law, and hath, or may have, the writ ces-

savit brought against him. Where it is said
the tenant cesseth, such phrase is to be un-
derstood as if it were said, the tenant cesseth
to do that which he ought, or is bound, to do
by his land or tenement. (Cowel.)

"oes'-sdr (2), s. [Cess (1), v.] An assessor.
". . . the corruption of victuallers, eemort, and

purveyors."—Spenser: State of Ireland.

OOS'-sdr (3), s. [Eng. cessureJJ)']

Law: The same as C'essure (q.v.).

oom -pipe, s. [Cess-pipe.]

ceas pool, s. [Cess-pool.]

* ees'-sure, s. [Lat. cesso = to cease.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Cessation.

"Since the cessure of the wars. I have spent a hun-
dred crowns out ot pone."

—

Puritan, act 1.

2. Law: The act of ceasing or neglecting
to perform any duty. [Cessob (l\ *.]

* cost, $. [Cestvs.] A lady's girdle.

"Gird'at with a rich and odoriferous cut."
Sylvester ; Magnificent*, Set.

* oest, * cesslt, prtt. and pa. par. of v.

[Cease, Seize.}

cos -tl-dso, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cest(um) (q.v.),

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ida.]

Zool. : A family of Ctenophora (q.v.) with a
single genus, Cestum (q.v.).

COS -toid, a. & s. [Or. *«o-to« (kestos) — a girdle

;

f'ooc (eidos) — appearance, shape.]

A. At adjective

:

1. Pertaining to the Cestoidea.

2. Noting the adult condition of a taenia.

B. As substantive

:

Zool. : An intestinal worm, belonging to the
order Cestoidea.

t ceV-tol'-dS-a, s. pi. [Gr. awnc (kestos) = a
girdle ; ctooc (eidos) — appearance, shape.]

Zool. : An order of intestinal worms, long
and slender, flattened like a piece of tape,
and having the anterior end of the body armed
with spines, hooks, or suckers for adhering to
their host. Typically, these animals consist
of a number of segments, which are, however,
only reproductive parts, budded off from the
head, and containing male andfemale elements.
[Tapeworm.]

* ces -tin, a. [Lat cestus.] A girdle.

"My eeston or my fan. or both?"
Peele : Arraign, of Paris. Ui. 1

oes-tra -ce-se, *. pi [Lat. cestr(um) ; fem. pL
suff. -acecs.]

Bot. : An order of plants, natives of the
West Indies. The species are shrubs. They
are now generally merged in Solanaceae. [Ces-
TRINKfi.]

ces tra'-ci-fin, s. [A dim. from Qr. K*<rrpov

(kestron) = a dart.]

Iehthy. : A genua of cartilaginous fishes,
the typical one of the family Cestraciontidae

(q.v.). Only known recent species Cestradon
PhiXippi (the Port Jackson shark), having
two dorsal fins, each furnished with a sharp
spine in front ; the ventral fin between the
two dorsals ; caudal fin unequally forked.

ces tra -ci-dnt, a. & s. [Cestbaciontida:.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to or connected
with the Cestraciontidae.

B. As subst. : A shark of the family Ces-
traciontidae.

ces-tra-cl-dn -tl-dae, 5. pi. [From Mod.
Lat. cestradon, and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idos.]

Iehthy. : In Prof. Owen's classification a
family of the Plagiostomi, the only one ranked
under the sub-order, tribe, or group Cestra-
phori (q.v.).

" The ceetractontidce are generally called Port Jack-
son sharks,"—Pro/. Owen : Paleontology.

ces-traph'-or-i, s. pt [From Gr. Kt<rrpa
(kestra)=&tool or weapon, pickaxe, or poleaxe

;

^optfw (phoreo) = to bear.]

1. Iehthy. : A group, tribe, or section of
fishes, order Elasmobrauchii, sub-order Pla-
giostomi. They have a strong spine in front
of each dorsal fin, and obtuse back teeth.
Only recent genus, Cestradon (q.v.).

2. Palaont. ; The fin-spines called Ichthye-
dorulites belong mainly to this group. They
are found chiefly in the Palaeozoic rocks.

ces-trin -«3-», s.pl. [From Mod. Lat. cestr(wm)
(q.v.), and Lat fem. pL adj. suff. -ineos.]

Bot. : A tribe of plants, of the order Sola-
naceae, in which the limb of the corolla is
plicate, valvate, or induplicate in aestivation

;

calyx, five-toothed ; corolla, funnel-shaped,
flve-lobed, and regular ; stamens, five ; anthers,
dehiscing lengthways ; ovarium on a cupulate
disk ; pericarp, capsular or baccate. (Craig.)

oes -trum, s. [Gr. Kitrrpov (kestron) m betony.]
Bot. : A genus of plants. Bastard Jasmine,

the typical one of the order Cestracete. Ces-
trum lledin-iula, auriculatum, laurifolium
and Pseudoquina are bitter febrifuges. Many
species of Cestrum, and notably C. evanthes
kevigatum, corymbosum, Parqui, and bracteatum
are diuretic. They are also emollient, and are
applied in a fresh state to wounds and ulcers
to cleanse them, while finally the bruised
leaves and unripe fruits are used by the
people of Brazil in liver-complaints and in
Catarrhus vesica. C. macrophyllum and noctu-
ricum are used to poison wild beasts.

ces-tui, 90s tuy (pron. oest-we), pron.
[The obj. case of Norm. Fr. cist, ceef = Mod.
Fr. ce= this one.] For definition see etymol.

cestui quo trust, s.

Law : One in whose trust, or for whose use
or benefit another man is enfeoffed or seized of
lands or tenements.

cestui que use, s.

Law : One to whose use another man is en-
feoffed of lands or tenements.

cestuy qui vie, s. He on whose life land
is held.

9*8 -turn, s. [Gr. uteris (kestos) = a girdle.]

Zool. : The sole genus of the family Cestidae
(q.v.), consisting of gelatinous riband-like
animals several feet in length. Cestum Veneris
is Venu3's Girdle, found in the Mediterranean

;

it is phosphorescent

* ces'-tus (1), 5. [Lat. cestus, from Gr. mo-to?
(kestos) = a girdle.]

Antiquities :

1. The girdle of Venus, on which were repre-
sented all things calculated to excite love.
" With smiles she took the charm.and, smiling, prese'd
The powerful cettu* to her snowy breast."

Pope : Homer' t Iliad, bk. xlv. HA*.

2. The girdle, full of studs, with which the
bridegroom girded the bride at the wedding,
and which he loosed again with his own hands
at night

ces'-tus (2), *. [Cestus.]

v ce-sun, s. [Season.]

* ce-sun, v.t. [Seize.] (Prompt. Parv.)

cS-aur'-a, cg-jure, s. [Oesura.]

c£-aur -al, a. [C^sdral. ]

oe-ta-e£-a, s. [Lat cete, cetus; neut pi. suff.

-acea; Gr.Vqrof (Jcetos)=-tL whale.]

1. Zool: An order of mammiferous animals,
which have no hind limbs. They have the form
of fishes, with the exception of the horizontal
tail, an instrument useful in enabling them to
rise speedily to the surface of the water for
respiration, which they are obliged to do fre-

quently, as they breathe with lungs. Their
blood is warm ; they are viviparous, and
suckle their young. They were formerly
divided into the Cetacea herbivora and C.
ordinaria, the first comprising the manatees
or lamantins, the halicore or dugongs, and the
extinct Rhytinus ; the latter the whales,
dolphins, narwhals, porpoises, and cachelots

;

or the order may be divided into the Sirenia
and Cetacea, the latter with the following
families :—(1) Balaenidae (Whalebone Whales),
(2) Delphinidae (Dolphins and Porpoises), (3)
Catodontidae (Sperm Whales), (4) Rhyncho-
ceti (Xiphioid Whales), and (5) Zeuglodoa-
tidae (all fossil).

2. Palosont. : The Cetacea appear to begin
In the Eocene, from which they extend on-
wards till now.

" The Cetacea, in fact, have so much the external
form of fishes, that ordinary observers would not hesi-
tate to consider them as such. "—Swaimon ; Sat. Hist.;
Quadrupeds, S 185.

oe-ta'-c8-an, a. & s. [Lat. cetacevs = pertain-
ing to a whale ; cete, cetus = a whale.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Cetacea,
cetaceous.

B. As substantive

:

Zool. : An animal belonging to the Cetacea.
"Thedugong, a phytophagous cetacean."—3ir J. M.

Tennent : Ceylon, lx. 7.

* ce-ta -cfi-oiis, a. [Lat cetaceus= pertaining

to a whale ; cete, cetus = a whale. ] Of or per-
taining to the Cetacea ; of the whale kind.

" Such fishes aa have lungs or respiration are not
without the wexxoo, as whales and cetaceous aui-
mals."—Browne; Vulgar Errourt.

ce-ta -95-um, f. [Neut. sing, of Lat cetaceut
m of or pertaining to a whale ; cete, cetus m a
whale.]

Pharm. : An oily, concrete, crystalline, and
semi-transparent matter, obtained from the
cavity of the cranium of several species of
whales, but especially of the spermaceti whale,
Physeter macrocephalus.

ce'-te (1), s. [Lat., from Gr. tajm (kitos) m a
whale.]

Zoology ;

1. The whale (q.v.).

" This cete thanne hlse ehaueles luketh."
Bestiary in Old Xng. MisceU. (ed. Morris), tit.

2. In some classifications one of two sub-
orders of Cetacea, the other being the Sirenia.

• oe-te (2), *. [City.]

ce'-tene, s. [Lat. cet(e), cet(us) = a whale, and
Eng. suff. -ene (CAem..).]

Chem. : C10H32. An oleflne hydrocarbon,
boiling at 275°. It is a colourless liquid ob-
tained by distilling ethal repeatedly with gla-
cial phosphoric acid. It is soluble in alcohol
and ether, but not in water.

90 te 5 aau -rua, *. [Cetiosadrus.]

geY-er-acn, *. [Fr. ctilrac; Ital. cetracoa;
a name probably of Arabic origin. (Mahn.).']

Bot.: A genus of polypodiaceous ferns tjt

t Portion of fertile frond, showing scaly bark.
2. Ditto, with scales removed.

the group Asplenias, distinguished by having
distinct simple sori, reticulated veins of which

boll, bo^; pout, J6%1; oat, eell, chorus, chin, benph; go, gom; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-o<an, tian = snan. -tion, slon = shun ; -tlon, -sion m xnua. -tlous, sious, -clous = shus. -ble, die, \ <

.
= bel, d«L
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fee marginal vein lets are free, and fronds
Clothed thickly with scales. One species is a
commonish native fern, called Miltwaste or

Bcale-fern. To this plant was formerly attri-

buted a marvellous influence over the spleen,

and Vitruviua states that it had the etfect of

destroying that organ in certain Cretan swine
which fed upon it. It is said to be employed
usefully as a bait for rock-cod fishing on the

coast of Wales. (Trtas. of Botany.)
" Cefrnch grwreth upon old stone walla and roeke*.

is dark and ihadowio yiaces throughout the we«t t»rt

of Englaud; especially upon the lione walla by Bria-

towe, as yon go to 8i Vincent's Rock, and likewise

abont Bath, Wells, and Salisburle, where 1 have seen
gnat plenty thereof. . . . Bpleeue-wort, or Miltwaste,

is called in Greek atrvKnviov, in Latin likewise

Ajpleuitun, and also Scolopendria ; of Oalga Mula
herha, in shops Cetrraeh ... in English, Spleenwort,
Miltwaste, Scaleferne, and Stoueferne."— Oerarde :

Herball, p. U41 ted. 1M3).

* cete -wale, * sete wale, * scdc wale,
* sed wale, * set-uale, s. [O. Fr. citoual,

chitoual.] [Setwall. ]

Bot. : The herb Valerian.

Cateimfe. herbe. Zadorium."—Prompt. Pat*.
" Tber springen heroes greet and smale.
The licorys and the c«tew<iU."

Chaucer: c. T., 15.178.

* oe-the-grande, * ce to grande, s. [Lat.

cete = whale ;
grande = great, large. ] The

whale.
" Crtc-jrau-tt Is afls.

The moste that in water Is."

Beattarp in Old Bng. ititcell., I- 499.

ee-tic, a. [Lat. cet(e) = a whale, and Eng.
suit'. -ic.\ Of or pertaining to a whale.

ce tic acid, .

Chem. : A name given to what was supposed
to be a peculiar acid resulting from the
saponification of cetin, but which has been
found to be only a mixture ot margaric acid

and cetin.

* ee'-tl-Clde, 8. [Formed from Lat. cet(e) =
fchale ; cotdo = to kill, on the analogy of parri-

cide, Ate. ] A whale-killer. (Southey : Letters,

vi. 317.)

oe -tin, co-tine, *. [Fr. cetme, from Lat.

cet(e), ceMut) m a whale, and Eng. suit, -ine

(Chem.).],

Chem. : The pure, solid, crystalline mass of
spermaceti. It occurs in beautiful silvery

scales.

ce-tI-&-sau'-rI-an, *. [Cetiosauhtjs.) Any
individual of the genus Cetiosaurus (q.v.)

ce ti 6-sau rus, 56-te o sau rus, s.

[Lat. cete = a whale ; saurus — a saurian.]

Pakeont. : A name given by Owen to a genus
of fossil Saurians found in the oolitic and cre-

taceous formations. It belongs to the order

Deinosauria. Only one species is known. Its

height when standing on all fours must have
been ten feet, and its length fifty, sixty, or

seventy feet It was herbivorous.

oe-tdch-Il -1-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat cetochU(us),

and fern. pi. adj. surf, -idee.]

Zonl. ; A family of marine Entomostraca,
belonging to the order Copepoda.

ce-tdch -l-lus, s. [Gr. jrijro* (ketos) = the
whale ; xiAds (chilos) — food.]

Zool. : A genus of marine Entomostraca
(Crustacea), the typical one of the family
Cetochilidas. It is distinguished by the two
small styliform appendages to the head,
the inferior antenna being two-branched,
the branches nearly equal, the unbranched
jaw feet, the six-jointed thorax and four-

jointed abdomen, and the last pair of legs

being forms like the rest There is only one
British species, Cetochilus septentricnalis. Its

colour is bright-red. It forms part of the food
of the whale and various fishes. Length one
to ten inches. (Griff. & Hen/rey.)

ce-to-log I C*L a. [Eng. cetolog(y); -ical.]

Pertaining to serology.

ce-toT-6-gist, t. [Eng. cetolog(y); Ad.] One
skilled in cetology.

fe-ttfl'-6-iry, » [Fr. citologie, from Gr. k^to*
(ketos) = a whale ; Adyoc. (logos) = a discourse ;

Aeyco \lego~) = to tell, to speak.] The science
or natural history of the animals known as
Cetacea. (Crabb.)

ce-to -nl-a, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Entom. : A genus of Beetles, the typical one

of the family Cetoniadas. Cetonia aurata, the
Rose-beetle, is a beautiful insect, about three-

quarters of an inch long, of a bright-green
and sometimes coppery colour. It is found
commonly in England in May and June on
roses.

ce td-ni-l-dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat. cetonia;
and Lat. fern. pi. sun*, -via;.]

En torn. : The Floral Beetles, a family of

Coleopterous insects of great variety and
beauty. They live and move amongst trees,

plants, and flowers, which are their natural
food. The antenna are small, ten-jointed;

basal joints short, the three terminal joints

comparatively long ; thorax triangular ; elytra

straight, and obtusely rounded at the apex.

It is one of the most interesting groups of

Coleoptera, and all the species have brilliant

colours.

ce-top'-sls, s. [Gr. k^toc (ketos) = a whale ;

01^ (ops), genit. 5d«« (opsis) — a face.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes with oblong,
round, thick bodies, and short tails ; eyes

vertical and very minute.

ce-to>t'-6Vlite, s. [From Gr. tcfrtK (k?tos)=&ny
sea monster ; ofo (mts), genit. wto> (d~tos) = ear,

and Eng. sutf. -ite (Palodont.) (q.v.).]

Palmont. : An ear-bone referred to some
cetacean mammal Specimens sre found in

the Red Crag, which is of Miocene age.

ce-trar'-I-a, s. [Mod. Lat, from Lat. cetra,

contra = a short Spanish leather shield, ,froni

the form and leathery quality of the plant. ]

Bot. : A genus of Lichens, tribe Cetrarici.

Thallns bright-brown, rigid, erect or ascend-
ing, divided into lacinise, with shining cortical

layer ; apothecia dull or bright-brown ; sper-

matia cylindrical. There are three British
species, Cetraria island ica, the well-known
Iceland-moss [Caragheen], C. Delisei, and C.

aculeate. (Griff. £ Hen/rey.)

oe-trar -Ic, a. [Mod. Lat ottrar(ia), and Eng.
suff. -ic (Chem.).'] Of or belonging to Cetraria

or Iceland-moss.

cetrarlc-acid, a An acid which forms
one of the components of Cetrarine (q.v.).

ce-trar'-l-ei,s. pi. [Mod. Lat. c*trari(a)t and
Lat. pi. sufT. -el]

Bot. : A tribe of Lichens, of the family
Lichenacei, having the thallus compressed,
fruticulose, or membranously dilated ; apo*
theeia on the margins of the lacinise or lobes.

Genera, Cetraria and Platyoma.

9et rar Ine, s. [Mod. Lot cetraria), and
Eng. suff. -ine (Chem.).']

Chem. : The bitter principle of the Cetraria
Ulandica, or Iceland-moss, which is a mixture
of cetraric acid, a fatty acid, and an indis-

tinctly crystalline substance, neither acid nor
basic, which has not been properly examined.

9<st -Ule, «. [Lat. cetus — a whale ; Gr. «An
(hull) = . . . matter as a principle of being.]

Chem. : A substance obtained in the state

of an oxide in spermaceti ; its hydrate corre-

sponds to alcohol, and is termed ethal, from
the first letters in ether and a/cohol. Cetule
consists of thirty-two atoms of carbon, and
thirty-three of hydrogen.

9e'-tus, s. [Lat cetus, from Gr. lerrrtK (kites)

= a whale.]

1. Zool: The whale (q.v.).

2. Astron. : The Whale, a large constellation
in the southern hemisphere. It occupies the
greatest space of any in the heavens, and con-
tains ninety-seven stars, of which two are of
the second magnitude, eight of the third, nine
of the fourth, kc.

ntf-jf], s. [From Gr. a-fj-ro? (kites) = a sea
monster, and vXij (hule) = . . . matter as a
principle of being.]

Chem. : Organic radical, C10H33.

9e-tyl'-Io, a. [From Eng., Ac, cetyl (q.v.), and
sun. -ic.] Derived from or consisting to a
greater or less extent of cetyl.

cetylic alcohol,
Chem. : C^H^ (OH) = Sexdecyl Alcohol =

Ethal. Obtained from spermaceti, a crys-

talline fatty substance found in cavities in

the head of Physeter macrocephaivs. This
substance consists of cetyl palmitate C19H33.

CisB;<)iOj, which is converted into potassium:
palmitate and cetyl alcohol by heating it with
solid potash. The cetyl alcohol Is dissolved
out and crytallised from etlier. Cetyl sJcuaiol

is a white crystalline substance which in* Its

at 50*. Heated with sodium it forms sodium
cetylate, CigH^MO. Heated with pntuh-liiue
it is convened into potassium palmitate.

9et y wall, set -wall, s. [Cetewale.]
Valeriana pyrenaica, or some other species of
Valerian. (Britt. £ Holland.) .

ceu-tho-rhjfri'-cliiis, s. [Gr. Ktvdv (keutho)

= to hide
; pwxos (rhuiuhos) = the snout.J

Entom. : A genus of coleopterous insects of

the family Curculionida?. Antennae eleven-

jointed ; basal joint as long as the remainder
taken together; club ovate; rostrum some-
times long, bent, and filiform, at other times
short and straight ; thorax attenuated ; elytra

rounded at extremities, and do not entirely

cover the abdomen ; extremities of tibia: with-

out spines. The species are very numerous L

many are exceedingly small in size. Ctutho-

rhynchus diiiymusis abundant on the common
stinging-nettle. When touched, these little

beetles roll themselves Into a ball, contract
the legs, and allow themselves to fall to the
ground, when they can with difficulty be dis-

tinguished from the mould. Hence they are
best captured by sweeping.

cev-a-date, s. [In Fr. civadate, from ceva~

dilla (q.v.).]

CAem. ; A term for a combination of cevadic
acid and a salifiable base.

96-vad -IC, a. PFrom cevad(iUa) (q.v.), and
suff. -ic (Chem.).j Of or belonging to the
Veratrum sabadilta, or caustic barley.

cevadic*acid, s. An acid obtained by
the action of potash on the fatty matter of

the Cevadilla, or Sabadilla plant

96 vad il la, se-bad -il la, sa-bad-
II la, *. [From the Spanish-Mexican name
cebadilla = a little oat ; dimin. of ceoxida =
oat.]

Bot. : A species of Veratrum, the seeds of

which have become an article of considerable
importance from their containing a consider-

able quantity of Veratria. [Veratria.] It is

a native of Mexico. The flowers have a smell

resembling that of Barberry. The plant is

now called Asagraa officinalis.

9«sv -a-dine, s. [From Sp. Mexican cebada =
an oat, and Eng. suff. -ine.]

Chem. : An alkaloid with the formula.

C32H49NOW, found In cevadilla.

*06-vil, *. [Etym. unknown.]

Chem. : A Paracelsian name for a certain*

hard substance in the earth, Bimilar to a
calculus in man, indurated from an earthy

tartar by the spirit of wine, which is in the-

liquor of the earth ; it is stated to be an appro-

priate remedy against the formation of stone

or gravel in man.

Coy'-ldn, *. & a. [A corruption of Siughalese-

Sinhala, in the word SWiala-dwipa = the

island of lions, from Sansc. &c. sinqh — a lion,

the same word which occurs in Singapore =
the city of lions, and as a title of Seikhs and

Rajpoots, as Goolab Singh = Goolab the Lion,

or the Lion-like Goolab,]

Ceylon moss, s.

Bot. : Flocaria Candida, an algal ; called-

also Jaffna moss.

Cey-lon-eye', <r. k a, [From Eng., &c. Ceylon;

and suff. -eat.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to Ceylon.

B. As subst. : A native of Ceylon. [Cinga-

lese.]

9ey-lAn-Ite, ccy'-lan-itc, *. [Fr. ceylanitt,

from Ceylon, where it occurs.]

Jlfin. : A variety of Spinel (q.v.), from Cey-

lon ; also called Iron-Magnesia Spinel. C'< 1 ui,

dark-green, brown to black, mostly opaque or

nearly so. Sp. gr., 3'5—3

U

ce'-yx. s. [Gr. «#£ (kliix), *tt (kix) = a sea-

bird, not dearly identified.

1

Ornith. : A genus of the Kingfishers of the

family Alcedinidje, with only three toes, t%0

in front, and one behind. There are eleven

species from the Oriental region and the

Austro-Malayan sub-region.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, ner, there: pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, p*t„

or. wor ;, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ce, oe - 6. ey = a. qu = kw.
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C fa lit, *. A note in the scale of music.
" Gamut I am, the ground of all accord,
A re, to ulfiid Horteusio's pusion,
B mi, BUuca, take Mm fur thy lord,

Ofa ut, that loves with all Affection."
Shake*p. : Taming of the .Shrew, lii. L

C G. S. A contraction for Centimetre, Gramme,
and Second, the three fundamental units re-

commended for universal adoption by the
Committee of the British Association for the
Selection and Nomenclature of Dynamical and
.Electrical Units.

"We accordingly recommend the general adoption of
the Centimetre, the Gramme, and the Second, as the
three fundamental miit.s; ami until such time as
special names shall be appropriated to the units of
electrical and magnetic magnitude hence derived, we
mniwwnnri thatttieybeiiiatiuguiaiiedfroiu 'absolute'
nita otherwise derived by the letters C. 0. S. prefixed,

these being the initial letters of the names of the three
ntal units."—Firtt Report of C

Aimc. forth* Selection and Nomenclature of Dwnar\i-
fundamental units."—Firtt Report of Coimn. of British

he Selection and Some
cat and Electrical Unit*. (1873.)

Chab -a-sie, chab ~a-site, s. [Gr. xa&a#a;
(chabazios) = one of a number of precious
stones mentioned in the poem irepi M9uv (peri

Uthon.) = about stones, ascribed to Orpheus.]

Min. : A rhombohedral mineral of a white
or flesh-red colnur; lustre vitreous, trans-
parent, or translucent. Hardness, 4—5 ; sp.
gr., 2-08—8-19. Compos.: Silica, 45*83—5220

;

alumina, 17'44—21 87 ; lime, 4-24—13*30; soda,
0-25—407; potassa.on—3 03; water, 17-96—
22*29. It is widely distributed.

chab -lean (eau as 6), $. [Fr. chabler = to
fasten a cable to, to drag.]

Mech. : A middle-sized rope, used to draw
craft up a river ; a tow-rope.

Chab lis (s silent), s. [From the place where
it is made.] A white wine made at Chablis, a
town in France.

cha-bouk', cha-buk',s. [Hind, chabuk = a
whip.] The long whip used in the East for
inflicting corporal punishment.
"Concerning Feramorz.and literature, and the chabuk,

as connected therewith."—Moore : Light of the Harem.

Cha-brae'-a, s. [Named after Chabre, a botanist
of Geneva. ]

Bot. : A genus of garden plants, order Com-
posite, sub-order Labiatiflorst.

chace, v. & s. [Chase.]

chack (1). check, s. [From the sound made
by the bird.] A local name for theWheatear.

" The White Bar,—here denominated the chock, is a
migratory bird, . . ."—Barry : Orkney, p. 306.

chack (2), s. [Etym. doubtful ; Jamieson sug-
gests Eng. check, as a stop to hunger.] A
snack, a luncheon. (Scotch!)

"... hospitable invitation, ' to come back and take
part o' his fainily-eAac*."*—Scott: Rob Roy, ch. xxiv.

chack, v.i. & t. [A word probably formed from
the sound produced by the action.]

I. Intransitive:

1. Horsemanship .' To tos9 up and shake the
head suddenly and frequently, as a horse does
to avoid the subjection of the bridle.

2. Ord. Lang. : To clack, to make a clinking
Boise. (Scotch.)

" Some's teeth for cold did chack and chatter,
Some from plaids were wringing water."

Clohtnd : Poemt, p. 88.

IX Trans. : To cut or bruise any part of the
body by a sudden stroke, as when the sasli of

ia
window falls on the fingers. (Scotch.)

* Chack ar-al ly, s. [Prob. a corruption of
Fr. eschecquer, Eng. checker (q.v.). A species of
cotton cloth imported from India ; is in French
called chacart.] Apparently some kind of
Checkered or variegated cloth.

" No proud Pyropus, Paragon,IOr Chackarally, there was none.**
Watton; ColL.lM.

*chacke-blynd-man, s. [Probably = buffet,
strike the blind man, from the noise of a blow
or smack.] Blindman's buff.

" He will haue us to seeke after the church, as chil-
dren, at Vhacke-blynd-man.

"

—Bp. Forbes: Eubulus,
p. 37.

I

chack It, partic. adj. [Fr.escheque.] Chequered.
{/Scotch.)

" His chackit plaid the speckl't splnk outvies."
Tarrai I Poems, p. t

chack-lo"W-rie,i. [Etym. unknown.] Mashed
cabbage mixed amongst barley-broth. (Aberd.)

9bac ma, s. [From Hottentot t'chackamma,
the native name of the animal.]

Zool : A baboon, Cynocephalus porcarius,
fo'uid in South Africa. It is dark-coloured,

HEAD OF CHACMA.

tending to v green. These animals go in large
marauding parties to rob gardens.

ehac-o, s. [Native name.) An unctuous
kind of earth found near La Paz, Bolivia

;

it is made into little pats, and eaten with
chocolate.

cha-co no, cha-coon', s. [Ft. chacone; Ital.
daconna ; Sp. chaccnia.]

Music : A kind of Spanish dance in triple
time, something like a saraband. It was
borrowed by the Spaniards from the Moors.

* Chad (1), ft [Shat>.]

chad (2), s. [Ger. schadde = a turf, a clod ;

Flem. kaade = a bank.] Gravel, such small
stones as form the bed of rivers. (Scotch.)

* chad (3), s. [Probably from St. Chad, the
patron saint of Lichfield.] Only in com-
pounds.

* chad - farthings, s. pi. Farthings
formerly paid among the Easter dues for hal-
lowing the font for christenings. [(Halliwell.)

* chad pennies, 5. pi. Pennies formerly
•paid at Lichfield Cathedral on Whitsunday
in aid of the repairs, (brewer.)

chad-dy, a. [Chad (2), s.] Gravelly; as,
" chaddy ground," that which chiefly consists
of gravel. (Scotch.)

* chad-lock, s. [Carlock.]

Bot. : A book-name for Sinapis arvensis.

Water - chadlock : Nasturtium, amphibium.
(Gerarde.)

choe-no-pleu ra, s. [Gr. veuW (chaino)= to
open, and irksvpa'(pleurd) = the sides.]

Bot. : A genus of West Indian shrubs, of the
order Mselostouiacese.

chse-nos -to-ma, s. \Ot. x<hV« (chaino) == to
open, to gape, and trrofia (stoma)= the mouth.]

Bot. : A considerable genus of South African
shrubs, belonging to the order Scrophularia-
cete. Leaves dentate, opposite ; flowers axil-
lary or racemose, pedicellate ; calyx five-

parted ; corolla deciduous, funnel-shaped;
style simple, stigma sub-elevate.

chser a do -di-a, *. [From Gr. Xaipa (chaird)
s to rejoice ; second element doubtful.]

Bot. : A genus of endogenous plants, order
Amaryllidacese. A cold infusion of the leaves
of Chceradodia chilensis, the Thekel of Chili, is

used by the natives as a purgative and diuretic.

chavro-phyl'-lum, ?. [Gr. vaCpu (chairo) =
to rejoice, and d>uAAoe (phulton) = a leaf, from
the agreeable smell of the leaves.]

Bot. : Cicely, or Chervil, a genus of um-
belliferous plants of the tribe Scandicinse.
[Chervil.] Cheerophyllum, temulum, or temu-
lentum, a plant one to three feet high, with
purple-spotted stems, reflexed bracteoles and
deltoid twice-pinnate hairy leaves, is common
in Britain, from Moray and Ross, southward

;

ascending to 1,200 feet in Yorkshire ; rare in
Ireland. Other alleged British species are
doubtful.

ch&V-ta, s. [Gr. xatr7 (chaite) = long, loose,
flowing hair ... a bristle.]

* 1. ^47ta(. : An old term for the hair at the
back of the head, and about the temples.

2. Bot. : A bristle. The slender stalk of the
Bpore-case of mosses ; also called Seta (q.v.).

Cha3' -te-tes, s. Latinised from Gr. \alrn

(chaite) — long, loose, flowing hair, and kiBos
(lithos) m stone.]

Palasont. : A genus of Tabulate corals, the

typical one of the family Cheetetidae.
found from the Silurian to the Perauan.

It U

Chaa-tet'-i-dse, s. pi [From Mod. Lat. cha-
tetes (q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. sutf. -idee.]

Paleeont. : A family of Tabulate corals, con-
taining species with a compound corallum of
closely approximated imperforate corailitea

without septa. They occur from the Lower
Silurian to the Permian period.

chse tlf-er-a, chaa-tlf -er-i, s. pi. (Mod.
Lat. chaia = a bristle, and/ero = to bear.]

Z00L : A group of Spoon-worms [Gephyaea]
having the mouth at the base of the proboscis,
two strong ventral bristles, and the vent
terminal.

chao tif er ous, a. [Ch-etifkr a. ]

1. Furnished with, or bearing, bristles.

2. Belonging to, or connected with, the
Cluetifera (q.v.).

chse toj or 6s, s. [Gr. x«"»l (chaite) = hair,

a bristle, and ice'pas (keras) n a horn.]

Zool. <£ Paleeont. : A genus of marine and
fossil DiatomaceEe, having the frustules con<
catenate; valves equal, sub-cylindrical, with
two processes, one on each aide, which are
subsequently converted into very long, thin,

and interwoven siliceous filaments. (Griff, dt

Henfrey.)

cha) to-der'-ma, s. [Mod. Lat chwta a a
bristle, and Gr. Sepfta (derma) = the skin.]

Zoology

:

1. A primitive or degraded genus of Gastro-
poda Isopleura, with a single species, 0.
nitidulum, from about 100 fathoms In th«
North Sea. It is a small, worm-shaped
animal, and the shell is replaced by numerous
minute calcareous spines in the surface of the
skin. They were formerly thought to be
Spoon -worms.

2. (Used as a pi.) The same as Chseto-
dermata. (Jjinkester.)

chse to der' ma ta, s. pi [Ch^etoderma.]

Zool. : An order of Gastropoda Isopleura,
consisting of the single genus Chsetoderma.

chao to der ma tous, a. [Mod. Lat.
chuetodermat(a) ; Eng. suff. -ous.]

1. Bearing spines in the integument.

2. Belonging to or characteristic of the
Chretodermata.

chse to dis' cus, *. [Gr. Xat'm (chaite) m a
hair, a bristle, and Jlioxoc (diskos) a a disk.]

Zool. ; A genus of Diatomaceee, having the
frustules disk-shaped ; valves circular or oval,
with radiating dots and a submarginal circle
of obtuse processes unconnected by means of
special radiating lines of dots with the centre.

chae'-td-ddn, s. [Gr. xai'nj (chaite) = a bristle

;

uSovs (odoits), genit. o3din-os (odo}itos)=& tooth.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, the typical one of
the old family Chaetodontidse. The body is

oval ; the mouth more or less pointed ; no
spine on the pre-operculum, or prickles before
the dorsal nn, which is single. There are
about 70 species from the tropical parts of the
Atlantic and Indo-Pacific, nearly all character-
ised by brilliant coloration.

chaV-t6-d6nt, a. & 5. [Ch*todontid.e,)

A. As adj. : Belonging to or characteristic
of the family Chsetodontida?.

B. As subst. : Any fish of the family Chseto-
dontidee.

cha) to don tl dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat. chmto-
don, gen. chcetodont(is) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj.
sull". ~idce.]

Ichthyology

:

.
* 1. A family of Acanthopterygian flshea

from tropical seas. The body is compressed
and elevated, and covered with finely ctenoid
or smooth scales. The mouth, which is in
front of the snout, is generally small. Dorsal
consisting of nearly equal spinous and soft
parts, and the dorsal and anal fins are so
thickly covered with scales that it is almost
impossible to tell where the fins bep-*nd the
body ends. Teeth villiform or setiform in
lands, no canines or incisors. In this6enseit
is equal to Squamipinnes.

2. Later ichthyologists who use the term
restrict it to Chaetodon and its near allies.

boil, boy; poiit, jo^rl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; so, gem; thin, this; sin. as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -In jr.

-elan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion shun ; -tion, sion - shun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -bio, - tllo, ic. = bel. del
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eh» td-g&s'-tra, >. [Gr. x«"'"l (chaUZ) = a

bristle, a hair, and yaomjp (josler) = a belly.]

Hot .• A genus of plants, natives of tropical

America, belonging to the order Melastoraacese.

It derives its name from the tube of the calyx

being bristly.

chse-to-gle -na, «. [Gr. x«"'"l (chaite) = a

hair, a bristle, and yArjn) (gline)= the pupil of

an eye.]

Zool. : A genus of Infusoria, of the family

Peridina. Carapace hispid, or studded with

rigid spines ; no traverse furrow ; an eye-spot

present ; organ of motion a flagelliform fila-

ment, (Griff. tt Henfrey.)

ehss tog -na-tha, ». pi. (From Gr. x»"i
(chain) = long, loose, flowing hair, and yvi»«
(gnathos) = the jaw, the mouth.]

Zool : A class of small marine worms with
but two genera, Sagitta and Spadella, both of

which have British representatives.

chse tog na thous, a. [Hod. Lat. cAretoj-

nath(a); Efig. surf. *w.) Belonging to or

characteristic of the Chsetognatha (q.v.).

chse to ml iim, ». [Gr. x«'"l (chaite) = a
hair, a bristle ; etymol. of mium doubtful.]

Bot. : A genus of Perisporiacei (Aseomy-
cetous Fungi), having a filamentous mycelium
bearing superficial roundish or ovate concep-
tacles clothed with hairs, finally opening above
and containing clavate asci with paraphyses

;

poridia simple, ovate. The asci in this genus
are very delicate, and are readily absorbed, so

that frequently there is not a trace of them,
and the sporidia seem naked. (Griff. £
Benfrty.)

chee- to-no'-tua, s. [Gr. xalrn (chaite) m a

hair, and vortn (notos) = the back.]

Zool. : A genus of microscopic animals

found in fresh water, amongst aquatic plants.

They appear to be allied to the Rotifers, but

have neither mastax nor trochal disk. With
one or two allied genera, they are now held to

constitute a distinct phylum, Gastrotricha.

ch«e toph or-a, «. [Gr. x«"''nl i'haitt) = >
hair; ipopot (pharos) = bearing, producing,

$«>u> (pherd) = to bear, to produce.]

X. Bot. : A genus of Chsetophoridfe (Confer-

void Alga?), characterised like Drapamaldia by
•etigerous branched filaments, but differing

from the latter by the filaments beingimbedded
in a gelatinous matrix. The Chsetophoras are

found in fresh water, forming little green pro-

tuberances on stones, sticks.ftc, usually bright

green. The zoospores are formed singly in

Joints, and bear four cilia. (Griff. & Henfrey.)

There are about six British species known, all

from fresh water.

2. Zool (As a pi.) : A sub-class or order of

Annelida, comprising those in which progres-

sion takes place by means of chitinous seta,

or by suctorial disks. Of the former section

the Earthworms, Tubeworms, and Sand-

worms are examples ; of the latter, the

Leeches. (Nicholson.)

oh» to phor i dfe, i. pi [Mod. Lat cho>

tophor(a), and Lat. fern. pi. suff. -idee.]

Bot : A family of Confervoid Algte growing

in sea or fresh water, invested with gelatine ;

either filiform or (a number of filaments being

connected together) expanded into gelatinous,

branched, definitely or shapeless fronds or

masses. Filaments jointed, furnished with

bristle-like processes. Fructification consist-

ing of spores and four-ciliated zoospores,

formed out of the contents of the articulations.

(Griff. & Henfrey.)

ClUB tO pftd, a. ft ». [CH.KTOFODA.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to or characteristic

of the Chsetopoda.

B. As subst. : Any individual of the Chasto-

poda (q.v.).

Oh» top od-o, *. pi. [From Gr. X«"JI
(chaite) = long flowing hair, and nmk (pons),

gtnit irooo* (podos) = a foot.]

Zoology:

1 In Prof. Ray Lankester's classification,

one of the three branches of the phylum
Appendiculata, the other two being Rotifers

and Arthropoda.

8. An order of Annelida-, containing those

marine worms with dorsal branch i« and non-

suctorial. [Olioochjtta, Polychjeta.)

chse tdp'-d dous, a. [Mod. Lat. chcetopod\a);

Eng. suff. -ous.] Belonging to or characteristic
of the Chsetopoda (q.v.).

chae tops, s. [Gr. x»'"l (chaitl) — a bristle,

a hair, and 54i (ops) m a face.]

Ornith : A genus of birds, belonging to the
Myotherinaj or Ant-thrushes, so named from
the bristly feathers in front of the face.

chat) -top-sis, ». [Gr. x«"'"i (chaite) = a hair ;

ty (ops), genit. ouV« (opsis) = a face.]

Bot. : Agenus ofMucedines (Hyphomycetous
Fungi) characterised by erect jointed threads,

whorled below, above simple and flagelliform,

bearing cylindrical spores from the tips of the
branchlets. One species only is known,
Chatopsis Wanchii. (Griff. ct Henfrty.)

chse'-to-pus, ». [Gr. x«>Ti («*oi(e)=» bristle,

a hair, and woo* (pous) m a foot]

Ornith. : The Francolins, a genus of birds

belonging to the Perdicidse or Partridges,

so named from the tarsus of the male being

armed with spurs.

ohas-tOHipor'-a, «. [Gr. x«"f (chaite) - a
bristle, a hair, and o-iropd (spora) = a sporule.]

Bot. : A genus of Algse, of the order Confer-

voida;, so named in reference to the fine capil-

lary divisions of the filaments.

chfe toa torn a, ». [Gr. v«ht» (chaite) = a

bristle, a hair, and crona (stoma) = a mouth.]

Bof. : A genus of small, dry, heath-like

Brazilian shrubs, belonging to the order Me-
lastomaoese. Stems leafless at base ; flowers

solitary, rather small, purple with yellow

anthers.

chSB-tiir'-a, s. [Gr. X""v (chaili) — a bristle

;

and ovpa (bura) =. a tail.]

Ornith : A genus of birds of the family

Cypselidte (Swifts), so named from the shafts

of the tail-feathers being prolonged into acute

points.

chs»-tn-ri'-n«e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat chostur(a)

;

Lat fem. pi. adj. suff. -tins.)

Ornith. : Spine-tailed Swifts, a sub-family of

Cypselidse (q.v.), with four or five genera.

chat) -tu-rlne, o. [Chjeturin*.] Belonging

to or characteristic of the sub-family Chse-

turinse ; spine-tailed.

chn-tnr'-as, «. [Gr. x«'r» (chaite) m a bristle,

a hair, and o'pa (oura) - a tail.]

Bot. : A genus of grasses belonging to the

tribe Agrostidesj. The only species described,

Chceturus fiiscicutatus, is a small annnal grass,

a native of Spain. It derives its name from

the silky appearance of the panicles.

* chatV *. [Chaff.]

chaf-ant, a. [Eng. chafte), and suff. -ant.]

Her. : Enraged, furious. (Used of a boar.)

* chaf-are, s. [Chaffee (l), >.]

chafe, *ohaufen, ohauffe, r.f
. ft i. [<). Fr.

chau/er ; Fr. chauffer, from Low Lat. califico =
to warm ; Lat calefaeio : calidus = warm ; Socio

em to make.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally

:

1. To make warm, to warm.
" ChArcosl to Chan/en the knyght"

Anturt «/ Arthur. XXXV.

2. To warm or heat by rubbing.
" Tliev Uld him upon some of their garmeuU and

(ell to rub and chafe hiiu. till they brought hiiu to re-

cover."—Sidney.

IX Figuratively:

1. To heat in rage or fury.
•• K»y view her cha.fr her ware* to tpray,

O'er every rock that bare her way.
Scott K'ikeh), It 7.

2, To make angry, to inflame the passion.

" Her interceaetoa cha,fd htm ao."

Sh'tketp. : Tuv Gent, of Vtrona. ill. 1.

* 3. To become mixed with by motion, to

perfume.
" Whoee aceut ao chafd the neighbour air. that you
Would Hurely ewear Arabic epicee grew."

SuckUruj.

B. Intransitive :

J. Literally

:

1. To rub together.
" Breathed upon the neighbouring foreet,

Hade it* (treat boughs chafe together.
Longfellow : The Song of Biawatka., 1.

ti\ To dash against, to struggle with.
" From the aound of Teviot's tide.

Chafing with the mountain * tide."

Scott: The Lag of the Last Xinttret, L 14.

3. To be worn out by friction.

TT. Figuratively :

1. To fume or rage in spirit, to fret.

•* As two wild Boaree together grapling go.

Chaufing and foming choler each against his fo."

Spenter : F. «.. IV. lv. ».
* Yet etay within—here linger safe.

At thee his rage will only chafe."
Byron : The Bride of Abydo*. ii. XL

2. Especially to fret or grieve exceedingly

over some galling wrong or slight from a

superior, which one cannot resent openly.
" She treated him aa an underling ; he chafed under

the treatment, and was often on the point of returning

home.'— Tgndall : Frag, of Science, ard. ed.. xii SM.

J For the difference between to chaje and to

rub, see RUB, v.

' chafe, ». [Chafe, «.]

L Lit. : Heat excited by friction.

XL Figuratively:

1. Heat of mind, rage, fury.
" When Sir Thomas More was speaker of the parlia-

ment, with his wisdom and eloquence he so crossed a
purpose of cardinal Wolsey's, that the cardinal, in ft

cAa/e, sent for him to Whitehall."—Camden: Bemain*.

2. Heat of the passions.
" Pan riots now ; and from bis amorous chafe

Ceres and Cybele seem hardly safe.

'

Cowper : TratuL of Milton ; On the Approach of Spring.

chafed, pa. par. ft o. [Chafe, v.]

" Again the Jigean. heard no more afar,

Lulls his chafed breast from elemental war.

Byron: The Curie of Miner**.

chaf-er (1), •'• [Chafe, v.]

1. One who chafes.

* 2. A saucepan, a pot, a channg-dish.

" U eha/er, of braasc, and 11 litlU braase potty*"—

Patton Letteri. iii. 4*6.

ehaf-er (2), ». ft a. [A. 8. ceafor, cea/ar ; Dut
* kever; Ger. kafrr-)

A* As substantive

:

Entom. : A beetle—one of the ScarabKidav

[Cockchafer.]

B. As adj. : Consisting of the insect de-

scribed under A.
-Round ancient elms, with humming noise.

Full loud the chafer swarms rejoice.

T. warton : Ode*, xi.

ohaT-er-jf, » tEng. chafe; -rj.] A form
* in an iron mill, wherein the iron is wrought

into complete bars, and brought to perfection.

(Phillips.)

•ohafe'-wavx,«. [Eng. chafe, andwoi.] [Chaff-

wax.] An officer belonging to the lord chan-

cellor, who fitted the wax for the sealing of

writs. The office was abolished by 15 and 10

Victoria, c 87, § 23. (Harris, etc.)

* chafe -weed, s. [Chaffweed.]

chaff, * oaf; * ohaf, « ft <•• t
4-8 ' ""f''

' Dut'fai/; Ger. kaff.)

A. As substantive

:

L Ordtnarv Language

:

L Literally:

fl) The husks of corn or grasses separated

from the grain by threshing and winnowing.

•• We shall be wlnnowd with ao rough a wind.

That ev'n our com shall seem as light «•<*•£
Shakeep. : 1 Ben. J v.. IV. I.

"The ungodly are not ao: but are like the chat

which the wind driveth away."—Pe. I *

(2) Hay and straw chopped up fine for feed

for cattle.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Anything light and trilling, or of UttW

value ; refuse.

Art thou a man of gallant prlde._

A soldier, and no man of chat I ^Wordsworth : Poeft Epitaph

Not meddling with the dirt and chafat nature.

That inakeaThe spirit of the.
mind mud too.

Beaum. and Plot. : Elder Brother.

(2) Hence applied to the wicked at the Day

of Judgment (Matt. iii. 12.)

•• At the great harvest, "hen the arciumgeVs blast

8haU.U Ilk. a far,, the j^/and^ram.^
(3) A joke ; banter ; the act of quizzing a

person. (Cofioouial.)

"Drake, chaf. If poMlble. » "harper than an

hawklike »woop. 4-i«cas : Secularla, p. 1«.

% Old birds are not caught with chaf: Ex-

perienced persons are not taken in by unsub-

stantial or worthless baits.

late, ttt, tire, amidst, what, fall, father; we. wSt, here, camel, her, there

er. wore, wolf, work, who, «6n; mute, cub, cure, unite, ear, rule, fall; try,

;
pine, pit, aire, »ir, marine; go, P*t.

Syrian, m, o» = e. ey = a. an = k*
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•\With which chaff our noble bird was by no meanj
%a he caught."—Thackeray : Vanity Fair.

IL Botany ;

1. The popular name for the dry calyx of

corn and grass called gluma by Linnaeus.

2. The scales or bracts on the receptacles

which subtend each flower in the heat of many
composite plants, as in the sunflower.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

chaff bag, ». A mattress filled with
chatf or straw. ( U. 8, Local.)

chaff cutter, s.

1. A man who cuts chafffor feed for animals.

2. A machine constructed for the purpose
of cutting chaff for feed.

chaff-engine, s. The same as Chaff-
cutter, 2.

chaff-flower, s. A book-name for Alter-

nanthera Achyrantha, (Treas. of Bot.)

chaff-halter, s. A lady's bridle with
double reins.

chaff-seed, s. An American name for

Schwalbea. (Treas. of Bot.)

Chaff, v.t. [Chaff, $.] To banter, to joke.
(Used also intransitively.)

"A dozen honest fellows . . . chaffed each other
about their sweetheart*."—Kingtleg : Two Year* Ago,
ch. xv.

chaffed, * chaved, a. [Chaff.] Mixed
with chaff, chaffy.

" With chaved cley the wounde ayeln to bynde."—
Palladia*, xii. 21.

* chaf -fer, * chaf-far, * chaf fare,
* chafir, * chef-far en, v.i. & (. [A cor-

ruption of O. Eng. chap/are : chap = A.S. ceap
*= a bargain, a price ; fare — A.S. /am = a
Journey, business. Cf. Ger. kav/en m to buy.]

A* Intransitive :

1. Originally to higgle or dispute in bargain-
making ; hence, to bargain simply.

" It waa chosen for cbeefe to cheffartn in."

AlUaunder: Fragment, 1,310.

— -thei
lenrned from the traders

Touching at times on the coast, to barter and chaffer
for peltries."

Longfellow : The Courtship of Mile* StandUh, vii.

2. To talk a great deal and idly, the element
of bargain-making having disappeared.

B. Transitive:

I. Lit, : To bargain, to buy ; to sell or ex-

pose for sale.

" He chaffred Chayres in which Churchmen were set.

And breach of lawes to privie ferme did let."
Spmter ; Moth. Hubb. Tale, 1,1».

JX Fig. : To bandy, to exchange.
•" Approcliing nigh, he never staid to greete,
Ne chaffar words, prowd corage to provoke."

Spenser: Fr. Q., II. v. S.

" chaf fer (1), * chaf are, * chaf fare,

chafir, * 9hap fare, * cheap -tare,
" chef-fare, * chaf fere, s. [Chaffer, v.]

1. The act of bargaining or dealing (lit. A
fig-)-

" Somme chosen chaffare."—P. Plowman, 61.

"This is the feondes cheffare."— Ancren Riwle.
p.810.

2. Goods, merchandise, articles for sale.
" And nought oonly my gold, but my chaffare."

Chaucer: The Schipmannee Tale,l. 14.6M.

chaf-fer(2), s. [Etym. unknown.] The round-
lipped whale.

" Delphinus Orca, (Lin. Syst) Chaffer-whale, Ctratn-
pus."—Bdmonstone : Zetl, iL 800.

Chaf-fer (3), s. [Chaff, v.] One who banters
or jokes with another.

* chaf-fer-er, s. [Eng. chaffer; -er.] One
who bargains ; a dealer, a buyer.

" Chaferer of wares. Negotiator."—Buloet.

* chaf-fer-lng, * chafferynge, * chafir
ynge, pr. par., a., & s. [Chaffer, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C, As subst. : The act of bargaining for or
buying goods.

" That no man overgo, neither dlsceyve his brother
bo chaffaringe."~ Wycliffe : 1 The**., iv. «.

** A chaflryng* ; commercium, commutacio."—
Cathol Anglicum.

* chaf-fern, * chaf-erne, s. [Chafe, «.]»

[Pr. chauffoir — a stove, a warming place.] A
vessel for heating water.

* chaf-tGT-f, s. [Eng. chaffer ;-y.\ The prac-

tice of buying and selling ; traffic.

" The third is, merchandiie and chaffery ; that is,

buying and selling."

—

Spenser: State of Ireland.

chaf-finch, s. [From Eng. chaff, and jinch.]

A bird, so called because it delights in chaff,

and is by some much admired for its song.
(Phillips : World of Words.) This well known
and beautiful bird is locally called spink,
beech-finch, pink, twink, skelly, shell-apple,

horse-flnch, scobby, and shilfa. It is the
Fringilla Calebs of ornithologists. It isa perma-
nent resident, making a beautiful nest, with
four or five eggs, bluish-white, tinged with
pink and with spots and streaks of purplish
red.

* chaf-fle, v.i. [ (?) A corruption of chaffer

(q.v.).] To chaffer or higgle.

" While they were thus ' chafflin' back an* forVt,* aa
Angus would have described their conversation, the
Klncess and her pretty attendant arrived at the ar-

or."—Saint Patrick, 111. 197.

t 9haff less, a. [Eng. chaff; -less.]

1. Lit. : Without or free from chaff.

2. Fig. ; Free from any worthless qualities.

" Hade me to fan you thus : but the gods made you.
Unlike all others, chaffless."

Shaketp. : CymbeHne, I. 7.

chaff-red, * chaf fered (red as erd),
pa. par. or a. ^Chaffer, v.] Bargained or
haggled with ; beaten down.

i
" ' Reserve thy boon, my liege, she said,
"Thus chaffered down and limited.*'

Scott : The Bridal of Triermain. if. 2L

* chaff-wax, s. [C»afewax.]

chaff-weed, * cliale'-weed, *. [Eng, chaff,

and weed.]

Bot. : A popular name for several plants :—
(1) Cudweed, a species of Qnaphalium, Gna-
phalium sylvaticum ; (2) Filago germanica.
(Britten of Holland); (3) Centunculus mini-
mus. (Britten & Holland.)

chaf-fy\ a. [Eng. chaff; -y.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Like or full of chaff.

" If the straws be light and chaffy, and held at a
reasonable distance, they will no, rise unto the mid-
dle."—Browne: Vulgar Jtrrour*.

2. Figuratively:

* (1) Light as chaff, worthless.

The most slight and chaffy opinion, if at a great
remove from the present age, contracts a veneration."
—OlanHUe.

(2) Inclined to make fun of another, ad-
dicted to jokes.

IL Bot. : The same as Paleaceous (q.v.).

chaf-ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Chafe, v.]

A. <fc B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

X. Lit. : The act of rubbing or heating by
friction.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The act of inflaming the mind or pas-
sions.

(2) The state of being inflamed in mind,
fretting, raging.

" The inward chafing* and agitations of his struggling
soul."—South : Serm., vol. ix., ser. 1.

chafing board,
Naut. : A board fixed to the rigging of a

ship to prevent chafing. [Chafing-gear,]

chafing-cheeks, s. pi.

Naut. : A name given by sailors to the
sheaves instead of blocks on the yards in
light-rigged vessels.

CHAFING-DISH.

chafing-dish, s. A vessel to make any-
thing hot in ; a portable grate for coals.

"... chafingdUhe*. posnets, and such other silvisj
Teasels —Bacon . Phyiical Remain*.

chafing-gear, s.

Naut. : The stuff put upon the rigging and
spars to prevent their being chafed, such at
mats, sinnet, spun-yarn, strands, battens, Ac *

* 9haf'-let, s. [? O. Pr. esckafault = a scaffold,

with dimin. suff. -let.] A small scaffold or
platform. (Malory: Arthur.)

*chaf'-ron, 9haff-ron, s. [Chamfrain.J
Armour for the head of a war-horse.

With a chafron of steel on each horse's head, and a
food knight on his back."—Scott: Antiquary, ch. xL

Chaft, * ohafte (1), *. [O. Icel. kjaptr, kjoptr;

8w. kajt; Dan. kjcefi.] A jaw.
" 'Cleave the pock-pudding to the

voice."—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxxilL

chaft- blade, s. The jaw-bone. (Scotch.)

chaft hone, * chafte-ban, s. A jaw-
bone.

" With the chafte-ban of a ded has.
Men sais that therwit slan he was."

MS. Colt. Vetpae., A. ill.. 1 7.

chaft-talk, chaft taak, s. Talking,
prattling.

" For as far aa I him excel!
In toulyles fierce an' strong,

As far iu chaft-taak h« exceeds
Me wi' his sleeked tongue."

Poem* in the Buchan Dialect, p. t.

chaft-tooth, s. A jaw-tooth. (Scotch.)

* ohafte (2), s. [Shaft.]
" A chafte : vbi Arowe. A cA^A* ' Tbl Spere, *c."—

Cathol. Anglicum.

* 9haft mond, s. [Shafthan.] A measure
of about six inches.

" Chaftmond."— Cathol. Anglicum.

* chagan, *. [See def.] An old form of
Cham, or Khan. (Gibbon: Decline and FalL
ch. Iv.)

cha-gi-ga(h silent),*. [Heb. ny:n (chagiga)
= festivity.] " '"

Jewish Antiq. : A festive offering, not lest

in value than 2 meahs (16 grains of corn),

offered in connection with the Passover. It

was one of two peace-offerings. It was gene-
rally a sacrificial victim. The name does not
come from the Bible, but from the Talmud.

". . . the remaining sacrifices to be offered during the
paschal week, and especially of the Chagiga, which
was to be consumed towards the end of the first feast
day."

—

Straus* : Life of Jesus (trans. 1846), f 121.

chag-reen, s. [Shagreen.]

chag-rin', s. A a. [Fr. cA«grrm="carke, melan-
cfioly, care, thought " (Cotgrave), the origin of
which is unknown, but supposed to be con-
nected with shagreen (q.v.). According to
Trench chagrin and shagreen were originally

but different spellings of the same word.
Dryden ridiculed the word, showing that it

was of recent introduction when he wrote.

(Trench: Eng. Past and Present, pp. 44, 65.).]

A. As subst. : Vexation, mortification, ill-

humour.
" I grieve with the old, for so many additional in-

conveniences and chagrins, . .
."—Pope: Letters.

* B. As adj. : Chagrined, vexed, put out of

humour.
" Dear, my dear, pity me : I am so chagrin to day."—Dryden : Marriage A -la-Mode, lit L

1[ For the difference between chagrin and
vexation, see Vexation.

cha-grfn', v.t. & i. [Chagrin, s.]

A, Trans. : To vex, to tease, to mortify, to
put out of humour.

"Don't do anything to chagrin her. "—Fielding

:

Intrig. Chamb., ii. a
* B. Intrans. : To be vexed, annoyed, or put

out of humour.
M I would not have your ladyship chagrin at my

bride's expression. "—Fielding: Love in lev. Matque*.

chagrin ed, pa. par. or a. [Chagrin, v.]

chall-le't'-I-a, *. [Named in honour of M.
Chaillet.] "

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Chailletiaceae. The species are small
shrubs, and are principally natives of Brazil.

The seeds of Chailletia toxicaria, a native of

Sierra Leone, are called by the colonists Rata-
bane, and are used for poisoning rats.

chail-let-I-a'-ce--», s. pi. [From Mod. Lac
chailleti(a)t and Lat fern. pi. suff. -aceo?.]

boll, bo^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus,
-Clan, -tian - shan. -tlon, sioa = shun

chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
- -tlon, -slon = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = sous, -ble, -die, &c = bol. del.
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Bot. : A family of Dicotyledons, consisting
of shrubs with alternate bistipulate, short-
stalked, oval, acute, feather-nerved, entire

leaves ; flowers axillary, white, usually with
the peduncles adhering to the petioles. There
are nearly Beventy species, natives of the
tropics, and distributed into four or five genera,
of which the principal are Chailletia, Moa-
curra, and Tapura.

chain, * chaine, * chayne, * 9heine,
* cheyne, * 9hine (Eng.), * 9henzie.
* Ohenyle (Scotch), s. & a. [0. Fr. cadene,

chaaine, chaine; Fr. chaine ; Ital. catena ; Lat.
catena ; M. H. Oer. kltene ; O. H. Ger. JcMina,

ehetinna ; Ger. fatten, kette.)

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) A line formed of a series of metal links
connected with or fitted into each other, and
used for various purposes, as of restraint,

support, connection, transmission of mechan-
ical power, &&

" Cheyne. Cathena, bota."—Prompt. Part.

(2) A series of links of gold or silver, worn
as an ornament.

" And Pharaoh took off his ring, and put it npou
Joseph's hand, and put a gold chain about his neck."

—

Qenetti, ZU. 43.

(8) (PI.) Fetters, bonds, manacles.
*' Petre was slepinge bitwise twey knygh tis. boundene

With twey chayne* — Wycliffe; Deed*, xii. «.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Anything which confines, fetters, or
binds.

" Rivet the chains of habit. "—Lamb i EHa.

(2) A state of subjection or moral captivity.
'* A Briton's scorn of arbitrary chain*."'

Covrper: Table Talk.

(3) A series of material things connected
with and following each other in succession.

** The chain of fortifications which Diocletian and
his colleagues had extended along the hanks of the
great rivers, . . ."—Gibbon t Decline and fall, it 46.

" From the chain of Taurus to the shores of the
Buxine."—Arnold: Bitt. Rome, ch. 3S.

(4) A connected series or line of immaterial
things, as of events, causes, thoughts, or argu-
ments.

"Hare no chain of succession could be pleaded.'-—
Puller: Church History, bk. iii.

IX Technically:

1. Surveying : A line formed of a series of
Iron links, used in measuring land. That now
used is known as Gunter's chain, from the
name of the inventor. It is 66 feet long, and
divided into 100 links, each link being equal
to 7 92 inches. Ten square chains are equal
to one acre.

2. Sporting : The trail of an otter.

3. Kant, (chains, properly chain-wales, or
channels): Broad and thick planks projecting
horizontally from the ship's outside, to
which they are fayed and bolted, abreast of
and somewhat behind the masts. They are
formed to project the chain-plate, and give
the lower rigging greater outrig or spread,
free from the topsides of the ship, thus afford-
ing greater security and support to the masts,
as well as to prevent the shrouds from damag-
ing the gunwale, or being hurt by rubbing
against it. Of course they are respectively de-
signated fore, main, and mizzen. They are now
discontinued in many ships, the eyes being
secured to the timber-heads, and frequently
within the gunwale to the stringers or lower
shelf-pieces above the water-way. In the

chains applies to the leadsman, who stands on
the channels between two shrouds to heave
the hand-lead.

"... ton «1 it Into the main chain*, to the man
who had thrc *n the stern fast. —Marryat : Midthip.
Maty.

4. Weaving : The warp threads of a web.
It is called also fitting or hoist, and in the
case of silk it is denominated organzine.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between a chain,
a fetter, a band, and a shackle:—" All these
terms designate the instrument by which
animals or men are confined. Chain is general
and indefinite; all the rest are chaine: but
there are many chains which do not come
under the other names , a chain is indefinite
as to its make ; it is made generally of iron
rings, but of different sizes and shapes :

fitters are larger, they consist of many stout
chains : bands are in general any thing which
confines the body or the limbs ; they may be
either chains or even cords : shackle is that
species of chain which goes on the legs to

confine them ; malefactors of the worst order
have fetters on different parts of their bodies,

and shackles on their legs. These terms may
all be used figuratively. The substantive
chain is applied to whatever hangs together

like a chain, as a chain of events ; but the
verb to chain signifies to confine as with a
chain : thus the mind is chained to rules, ac-

cording to the opinions of the free-thinkers,

when men adhere strictly to rule and order
;

and to represent the slavery of conforming to

the establishment, they tell us we are fettered

by systems. Band in the figurative sense is

applied, particularly in poetry, to every thing
which is supposed to serve the purpose of a
band; thus love Is said to have its silken

bands. Shackle, whether as a substantive or
a verb, retains the idea of controlling the
movements of the person, not in his body
only, but also in his mind and in his moral
conduct ; thus a man who commences life

with a borrowed capital is shackled in his

commercial concerns by the interest he has
to pay, and the obligations he has to dis-

charge." (Crubb : Eng. Synon.)

% Chain of locks

:

Bydraulic Engineering: A succession of
lock-chambers, the lower pair of gates of each
of which (except the lowest) forms the upper
pair of gates for the chamber below. [Canal-
lock.]

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

chain belt, s.

L A chain forming a band or belt for the
conveyance of power.

2. A chain covered with piping or overlaid

with strips to form a round belt.

Chain-boat, s. A boat used in harbours
for recovering chain-cables and anchors.

chain-bolt, s.

1. Naut. : A large bolt to secure the chains
of the dead-eyes through the toe-link, for the
purpose of securing the masts by the shrouds.
Also the bolts which fasten channel-plates to
the ship's side.

2. Carp. : A bolt having an attached chain
by which it may be drawn back, falling by its

own gravity or pushed into place by a spring.

chain-bond, s. The tying together of
parts of a wall by a chain or iron bar built in.

chain -bridge, s.

1. A form of ferry-bridge in which the
passage is made by chains laid across the
river and anchored on each side, and moving
over chain-wheels on board, driven by engines.
Such a ferry-bridge used to cross the Itehen,
in Hampshire, [Ferry-bridge.]

2. An early form of the suspension-bridge
in which catenary chains supported the floor.

The first was erected over the Tees, in 1741.
Rods with eyes and connectlng-linkB were
used by Telford on the Menai Suspension
Bridge, 1829 ; steel wires laid up into cables
are now used. [Suspension-bridge.]

* chain-bullets, $. pi. [Chain-shot.]
" My friend and I

Like two chain-bullet*, side by aide, will fly
Thorow theJawes of death."

Heywood : Challenge/or Beautie, 1636.

chain cable, t.

Kant. : A cable made of iron links. They
are not new ; Ctesar found them on the shores
of the British Channel. Smyth, in his Sailor's

Word-Book, says that in 1818 he saw up-
wards of eighty sail of vessels with them at
Deeenxano, on the Lago di Garda. They have
all but superseded hemp cables in recent
times ; they are divided into parts fifteen

fathoms in length, which are connected by
shackles, any one of which may be slipped in
emergency ; at each 7£ fathoms a swivel used
to be inserted, but in many cases they are
now dispensed with. Chain-cables were made
in England by machinery in 1792, and intro-
duced into the British merchant-service by
Captain Brown of the " Penelope," West India
merchantman, 400 tons burden, 1811. The
cable had twisted links. Chain-cables are
generally made in lengths of from 12^ to 25
fathoms ; each length is usually provided with
a swivel. The lengths are joined together by
shackles (q.v.). A cable's-length is 100 fa-

thoms of 6'08 feet each, and is one-tenth of a
nautical mile. Chain-cables are stowed in
chain-lockers, generally near the mainmast,
or just before the engine and boiler compart-
ment. The locker-space required may be

found by the following rule : Multiply the
square of the diameter of the cable-iron in
inches by 35. The product is the si*ce re-

quired in cubic feet, nearly. Four kinds of
apparatus are used for regulating or checkup
the motion of the cable as it runs towards
the hawse-holes, and for holding on by the
cable after the anchor has taken hold. These
are Controllers, Bitts, Stoppers, Compressors
(q.v.).

Chain-cable compressor: A curved ami of

iron which revolves on a bolt through an eve
at one end. At the other is a larger eye "in

which a tackle is hooked; it is used to bind
the cable against the pipe through which it is

passing and check it from running out too
quickly.

Chain-cable controller : A contrivance for the
prevention of one part of the chain riding ou
another while heaving in.

Chain-cable shackles : Used for coupling the
parts of a chain-cable at various lengths, so
that they may be disconnected when circum-
stance demands it

chain coral, s. An elegant European
species of fossil, Catenipora escharoide*.

chain-coupling, s.

Railroad Engineering :

1. A supplementary coupling between cars,

as a safety-device in case of accidental un-
coupling of the prime connector.

2. A shackle for a chain whereby lengths
are united as in a chain-cable, or a shackle or
clevis to unite a chain with an object.

chain fastening, s. A sailor's bend, or
cable mooring.

Chain-gang, s. A gang or number of
persons chained together, in order to prevent
the escape of any one.

chain-gear, s. A form of cog-gearing
in which an open linked chain catches up the
cogs or sprockets of the wheel, and is the
means of motion thereof, or conversely.
[Chain-wheel.]

chain guard, s.

ffor.: A mechanism in watches provided
with a fusee, to prevent the watch being over-
wound.

chain hook, i.

Nautical

:

1. An iron rod with a handling eye at one
end and a hook at the other for handling the
chain-cable.

2. A cable-stopper which clamps the link of
a chain between two other links.

chain-inclinometer, i. A form ofWei
in which the inclination of the surveyor's
chain is indicated on a scale by the pointer on
the end of the level.

chain-knot, *.

1. A succession of loops on a cord, each loop
in succession locking the one above it, and
the last one locked by passing through it the
end of the cord.

2. A kind of knot used in splicing. [Knot.)

3. The loop-stitch of some sewing-machines
[Stitch.]

chain lifter, *.

Naut. : A cast-iron grooved rim, with pro-

jections, situated at the foot of the capstan-

barrel, and forming the drum around which
the chain-cable is wound in weighing anchor.

chain-look-
er, s. The same
as chain-well

Chain-locker
pipe:

Naut. : The
iron-bound open-
ing or section
of pipe passing
through thedeck,
and through
which the chain-
cable passes to
or from the
locker in which
it is stowed.

chain-mall,
5. A kind of armour made of interlaced rings

or links.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pM,
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chain-moulding, *.

Archit. : A kind of moulding used In the
Soman style, made in imitation of a chain.

CHAIN-MOULDINO.

chain-pier, s. A pier which runs out
Into the sea and is supported by chains like a
suspension-bridge.

chain-pin, s.

Surveying : The wire pin, having a loop at

one end and pointed at the other, employed
by surveyors for marking the termination of
each chain in measuring distances.

chain-pipe, s. An aperture through
which a chain-cable passes from the chain-
well to the deck above.

chain-plates, a pi. Plates of iron with
their lower ends bolted to the ship's sides
under the channels, and to these plates the
dead-eyes are fastened ; other plates cap over
and secure them below. Formerly, and still

in great ships, the dead-eyes were linked to
chain-pieces, and from their being occasion-
ally made in one, they have obtained this
appellation.

chain-pore, s. & a. (See the compound.)
Chain-pore coral: The book-name for the

soological genus Catenipora.

chain pulley, a. A pullev having
pockets or depressions in its periphery, in
which lie the links, or alternate links, of a
chain which passes over it and gives motion
thereto, or conversely.

Chain-pump, s. One form consists of
an endless chain passing around a wheel above
and descending into the water below. In its

upward course it passes through a vertical
tube whose lower end is submerged, and at
whose upper end the water is discharged.
Along the chain are round disks or buttons,
which fit in the bore of the tube, and form
pistons which elevate the water as the chain
ascends in the tube. The cellular pumps are
of this kind, and when packed pistons are
used, they are termed paternoster pumps, from
the resemblance of the chain and buttons to
the rosary.

chain rule, s.

Arith. ; A theorem for solving numerical
problems by composition of ratios or com-
pound proportion.

chain-saw, «.

1. Surg. : A saw whose teeth are jointed
links, used in making sections in deep-seated
places by passing the saw around the bone
and then back again, so as to give command
of both ends to the operator, who draws the
ends back and forth.

2. One form of band-saw or scroll-saw is

also made of separate teeth pivoted or hooked
together.

Chain-saw carrier ;

Surgery : A hinged and hooked instrument
whereby the end of the chain-saw, or a liga-

ture, by which the saw may be drawn, is

passed beneath
a deep - seated
bone, and so far
up on the other
side as to be
grasped by a for-

ceps.

ohaln-shot,
8. Two balls con-
nected either by
a bar or chain, chain-shot.
formerly used
for cutting and destroying the spars and
Tigging of an enemy's ship. Invented by
Admiral De Witt in 1*660. {Knight.)

" In tea flghta oftentimes, a buttock, the brawn of
the thigh, or thecal! of the leg, is torn off by thecAain-
thot, and splinters."— Witeman : Surgery.

chain-slings, s. pi. Chains attached to

the sling-hoop and mast-head, by which a
lower yard is hung. Used for boat or any
other slings demanded.

chain-stitch, s.

1. An ornamental stitch resembling a chain.

2. (In sewing-machines) : A loop-stitch, in

contradistinction to a lock-stitch. It con-

sists in looping the upper thread into itself,

on the under side of the goods ; or using a
second thread to engage the loop of the upper
thread.

chain - stopper, i. A stopper for a

chain-cable (q.v.).

chain timber, «.

1. A timber of large dimensions placed in

the middle of the height of a story, for impart-
ing strength.

2. A bond timber in a wall.

chain-top, s. A chain to sling the lower
yards in time of battle, to prevent them from
falling down when the ropes by which they
are hung are shot away.

chain-towing, s. A method of towing
ferry or canal boats, in America, by means of

a chain which is laid in the bottom ct the
watercourse, but with one end on the deck of
the boat, where it is wound round a windlass
as the boat advances. It was first introduced
by Marshal Saxe in 1732, in France, for trans-

porting war material. The steam ferry between
Portsmouth and Gosport is worked by towing
chains,.

chain-wales, *.

Shipbuilding : One of the wales or thick
planks bolted to the ship's sides and serving
for the attachment of the chains to which the
shrouds are connected. [Channel.]

chain-well, s. A receptacle below deck
for containing the chain-cable, which is passed
thither through the deck-pipe. It is also

called a Chain-locks:a.

Chain-wheel, s. A wheel fitted with
sprockets adapted to receive the links of the
chain successively. The power may be com-
municated by the wheel to the chain, or con-
versely.

chain work, s.

1. Ordinary Language

:

(1) Work with open spaces like the links of
a chain.

"Net* of chequerwork. and wreaths of chatmeork,
for the chapiters which were upon the tops of the
pillars."—1 King*, viL 17.

(2) Applied to articles of manufacture in

which cordage or thread is linked together in

manner of a chain.

2. Technically:

(1) Hosiery : (See extract).

"This texture [Btockiug-knitUng] ts totally different
from the rectangular decussation which constitutes
cloth, . , , fur in this . . . the whole piece is composed
of a single thread united or looped together in a pecu-
liar manner, which is called stocking-stitch, and some-
times chainteork."— O're: Dictionary of Art*, Manu-
facture*, and Mine*.

(2) Naut. : Chains laid over the sides of
vessels, in order to deaden the effects of shot
or shell.

chain, * chacynyn, vX [Chain, ».]

I, Literally

:

1, To fasten, bind, or connect with a chain.
" These hands are chain'd, but let me die
At least with an unshackled eye."

Byron : Paritina, 17.

2. To guard with a chain.
" The admiral seeing the mouth of the haven chained,

and the castlea full of ordnance, and strougly manned.

IL Figuratively:

1. To unite closely and strongly, to attach.
" O Warwick. I do bend my knee with thine.
And in this vow do chain my soul to thine."

Bhaketp. : 3 Hen. VJ. t
li. &

2. To put or keep in subjection, to enslave.
" This world, 'tis true.

Was made for Caesar, but for Titus too

;

And which more blest? who chain'd his country, say.
Or he whose virtue sigh'd to lose a day!"

Pope : Euay on Man, iv. 1S&-8.

chained, 'chayned, pa. par. or a. [Chain,*.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. i Famished or provided with a
chain or collar.

"Chayned. T»r'tuatu*."—ttulo*t.

chain ing, * chayn-ing, jr. par., a., & a
[Chain, v7\

A. & B. As pr. par. o? particip. adj. : (In
senses corresponding to those of the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. : The act of fastening with a
chain (lit. A fig.).

" The chaynyng and teienge of the grete hound Cer-
berus."

—

Tre*ua, iL S5B.

2. Sewing & Weaving : A system of loophiga
on a single thread by which stocking-web is

formed.
" The rib-needles intersecting; the plain one*, merely

lay hold of the last tit read, and, by again bringing it

through that which was on the rib-needle before, give
it an additional looping which reverses the line of
chaining and raises tne rib above the plain intervals
which have only received a single knitting."

—

Ure:
Dictionary of Art*, Manufacture*, and Mint, Uotiery.

t chain loss, a. [Eng. chain; -less.] Prea

from chains, unfettered.
" And, like a breeze in chainlet* triumph, went
Up through the blue resounding firmament."

Ueman* : The Meeting of the Bard*

t 9hain'-let, s. [Eng. chain, and dimin. suff.

•let.] A little chain.
" What plumage waved the altar round,
How spurs, and ringing chainte'*, sound."

Scott : The Lay of the Last Minttrel. vi. 1

* chaip, v. [Fr. ichapper.] To escape.

"chaipes, oha-pls, s. pi. [Cheap.] Price,

rate, established value of goods.
" ' The ehalpet of the country,' the ordinary rate,

the average price . . ."—01. Sibb.

chair, * chaier, * chaiere, * chayer,
* chaere, # chayre, * chayere, s. k a.

[0. Fr. chaiere, chaere; Fr. chaire; Port
cadeira; Wei. cadair, from Lat. cathedra = a

chair. ] [Cathedral. ]

A. As substantive

:

J, Ordinary language:

1. Literally

:

(1) A movable seat with a back, intended tc
accommodate one person.

" UpacAaer* he sat aduun."—Robert of Gloucester,
p. 32L

" If a chair be defined a seat for a single person, with
a back belonging to It, then a stool ts a seat for a single
person without a back."— Watt* : Logick.

(2) A kind of carriage. Originally a sedan ;

now a small carriage for a single person, an in-

valid ; a Bath-cbair.
" E'en kings might quit their state to share
Contentment and a one-horse chair."

T. Wharton : Phaeton and the One-horte Chair.

2. Fig. (Chair or chair-day) : The evening or
close of life.

" Brlug tby father to his drooping chair."
Bhakeep. : 1 henry VI., It. s.

H, Technically:

1. A vehicle for one person, carried by two
men. [Sedan-chair. ]

" Gay pats my shoulder, and you vanish quite.
Streets, Chair*, and Coxcombs rush upon my sight"

Pope ; Epist. to Mr*. Blount.

2. The seat of the president of an assembly

;

a seat of authority or dignity.
".

. . the chair of the House of Commons. "—Macau-
lay : BUt. Eng., ch. v.

% To take the chair : To assume the position
of president of a meeting.

"The committee of the Commons appointed Mr.
Pym to take the chair."—Clarendon.

To put into tlie chair: To elect as president
of a meeting.

" John Hampden, the most ardent Whig among
them, was put into (he chair.'—Macaulay : MUt.Mng.,
ch. ii.

3. The position or office of a professor ; a

professorship.

4. Engineer. : An iron block or socket used
upon railways to support and secure the rails.

* 5. A vehicle drawn by one horse.

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).

% Obvious compounds : Chair-back, chair-

bottom, chair-maker.

Chair-back machines: These machines may
be band or jig-saws, which cut out the curved
back-piece which is placed on the top of the

pillars of the chair-back. Moulding or round-
ing machines for chair-backs have a holder for

the stuff, which is moved against a rotary

cutter of peculiar shape, the stuff travelling

in a prescribed path, so as to receive the con-
formation desired.

chair-bed, *. A bed or chair which.folds
up or down at will so as to be used either as a
bed or chair.

chair bolt, s. A screw-bolt for fastening
down rail-chairs to the sleepers.
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• chair-bow, * chare-bowe, s. The
back of a chair.

" A chare-bowe : fuUrum.'—Catkol. Anglicum,

chair maker, s. A maker of chairs.

Chair-maker's saw

:

1. A diminutive form of the ordinary frame-

pit saw, in which the blade is strained by
buckles and wedges. The work is clamped to

the bench while sawing.

2. A scroll-saw especially adapted for getting

out chair-stuff, such as backs and legs which
have curves which cannot be readily bent, or

of stuffwhich cannot be readily bent to shape.

chair-organ, s.

Music : A choir-organ placed In a separate

ease in front of the great organ and at the

back of the performer.

chair rack, s.

Carpent. ; A moulding round a room, on
which the chairs rest so as to keep them from
the wall.

chair-seat, .*. The seat of a chair.

Chair-seat "boring-machine : A machine for

the systematic and rapid boring of the small
vertical holes in a chair-seat frame, to be oc-

cupied by the strips of cane or rattan, or the
larger holes for the pillars and spindles of the
back.

Chair -Meat machine: Various machines.
Spec.—A planing one, for rounding out the

bottoms of the chairs, or one for cutting
grooves in the chair seat.

chair-spring, «.

Upholstery : A spring underneath the hinged
seat of a chair, which gives it a certain re-

silience, and encourages a tilting or rocking
motion.

chair-web, s. A scroll-saw.

chair, * chayre, v.t. [Chair, i.]

1. To install.

"Chayrcd or stailed, cathedral iu."—Buloet.

2. To carry about in a chair in triumph ; a
compliment frequently paid in former times to

a candidate at an election by his supporters
and admirers.

"The Conservative cause triumphed In the person
of its Eton champion. The day the member was
rhairM. several men In Conincsby's rooms were talk-

to? over their triumph."— Oitracli : Coningtby, bk. v.,

oh. it

chaired, pa. par. or a. [Chaib, v.]

chair -ihg, pr. par., a., & s. [Chair, t*.]

A. k B. As pr, par, & part'cip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of carrying in a chair.
" As the day fixed for the chairing approached. Deli-

vers became uneasy."—Theodore Hook: Sayingt and
Doingt of Danvert.

Chair-man, s. [Eng. chair, and man.]

1. One who takes the chair at a meeting

;

the president of an assembly.
" In assemblies generally one person Is chosen chair

man or moderator, to keep the several speakers to the
rules of order."— Walt:

2. The president of a company or society.

*3. One whose trade it was to carry a sedan-
chair, or wheel a Bath-chair.

1T The elected chairman or president of the
House of Representatives is called the Speaker.

J

Speaker.} When the house resolves itself

nto committee of the whole the Speaker
vacates the chair, which is taken by the Chair-
man of Committees.

chair -man-ship, s. [Eng. chairman ; -ship. ]

The position or office of a chairman ; the time
during which auy one is chairman.

chaise, s. & a. [Ft. chaise = a seat, a chair; a

Parisian pronunciation of chaire. ] [Chair. ]

A* As substantive

:

1. Lit. : A light two-wheeled carriage, to
accommodate two persons, drawn by one
horse, and provided with a calash top.

2. Fig. : Any vehicle.

"Instead of the chariot he might have said the
i of government, for a chaise Is driven by the

person that sits in it"

—

Addition.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

chaise-cart, *. A light cart, with springs,

used for conveying light goods or parcels ex-

peditiously.

chaise-house, «. A covered place in

which to keep a chaise ; a coach-house.

chaise lounge, s. A kind of sofa open
at one end. (OgiTvie.)

* cnai-sel, * chei seL * ehey-sll, *. [O.

Ft. chaisel; Fr. cheinsil; from Mod. Lat.

camisile, from camisa = a shirt.] Fine linen

used in the Middle Ages.
"Filche and chei$et al bihled. '— Sevan Saget, 1819.

" chais'-tl-fle, v.t. [Lat. castijtcus — making
chaste or pure ; castas sa chaste, pure ; facio
(pass. Jid) = to make. ] To chastise.

"Hedrfor to dant thir atteniptatis of Ingllsmen, I
find na thing sa expedient as to be confident with the
pepil thatmay chautijie thame insist esaly. "—Bellend. ;

Cron., X.&

chak (1), v.t. [Check.] To check.

Chak (2), v.l. [A word formed in imitation

of the sound produced by the action.]

1. To gnash, to snatch at an object with the

chops, as a dog does. Properly it expresses

the sound made, *' when he misses his aim.

"

(Rudd.) [Chack.]

2. The sharp sound made by any Iron sub-

stance, when entering into its socket, as of

the latch of a door when it is shut ; to click.

If To chak to : To shut with a sharp sound.

chak, s. [Check.] The act of checking, stop.

*chak-er, s. [Checqukr,] A chess-board.

Ane auld chaker with the men of tabiUis thairto."

—Aberd. Reg., A. 1H1, v. 17.

* chak IL s. [Shackle-boxe.] The wrist

(Scotch.)
" Gold bracelets on thalr chakiU hings,
Thair fingers full of costly rings.'

Watton'i CotL, ii. 10,

* chak -klr, s. [Checquer, Chekker.] The
Exchequer. (Scotcfc.)

* Chal-ance, s. [Challenge.] (Scotch.)

* chal an drie, * chal an dre, chal
aun-dre, s. [Fr. calandre ; Lat. calandrus
= a lark.] A singing-bird, a lark.

" Chalandre and wod w*le."—Land of Cokayne, *7.

Ohal as tic, * chal as tick, a. k s. [Gr.

\a\da riKos (chalas'tikos) = relaxing; xaAw
(chalo) — to relax.]

A. As adj. .* Having the property or quality

of removing stiffness or rigidity of the body.

B. As subst. : A medicine having the power
or quality described under A.

chal-a za, chal aze, s. [Gr. x^Aa^a (chal-

aza)= (I) hail; (2) a pimple.]

1. Bot. : That part of the seed where the
nucleus joins the seminal integuments ; it

represents the base of the nucleus, and is

invariably opposite the end of the cotyledons.

2. Veterinary : A disorder in swine, in which
the flesh becomes full of tubercles.

3. Physiol. : The treddle of an e^g, or the
knotty kind of string at each end, whereby
the yolk and white are connected together.

4. Med. : The same as Chalazium (q.v.).

cha laz -aL o. [Chalaza. ] Of or pertaining

to the chalaza. (Lindley : Introd. to Bot.)

chal a zif -er-ous, a. [Mod. Lat chalaza,

and Lat. fero = to bear.]

Biol. : Noting or pertaining to the layer of

albumen surrounding the yolk ofan egg, which
is called the chalaziferous membrane, and
which, when twisted, gives rise to the chalaza.

[Chalaza, 3.]

cha-laz -i-um, s. [Gr. xahaga (chalaza) =
hail (from the size and shape).]

Pathol. : A small tubercle on the eyelid,

commonly called a stye.

Chal bot, cha'-bdt, s. [From Fr. chabot,

dimin. of cab or chab — a head. (Littri).]

Her. : A name given in blazonry to the fish

called Bullhead, or Miller's Thumb.

chal-can -thite, s. [Gr. x*a*oc (chalkos) —
brass ; ar*« (anthos) m a flower, and Eng. suff.

-Ue (3fm.).]

Min. : A triclinic mineral; colour blue, of

different shades, sometimes a little greenish ;

subtransparent or translucent ; hardness, 2"5
;

sp. gr. 2*213. Compos, : Sulphuric acid, 32 1 ;

oxide of copper, 31*8 ; water, 361. It occurs

in mines in Wicklow and elsewhere.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w8t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir,
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chal ce-don -Ic, a. [Eng. chalcedony) ; -icj

Of or pertaining to chalcedony. (Brande.)

Chal ced'-6n-y, s. [Lat. calcedonins. From
Chalredon,Gr. xaXxn&utv (chalkedon); XaAxrjoW
(Chalkedon), a town in Asia Minor.]

1. Min. : A cryptocrystalline variety of
quartz, having the lustre nearly of wax, and
either transparent or translucent. Colour,
white, greyish, pale-brown to dark-brown or
black ; tendon-colour common ; sometimes
delicate blue. Also of other shades, and then
having other names. It is a true quartz with
some disseminated opal-quartz. Composition :

Silica, 98*87 ; sesquioxide of iron, 0*53 ; car-
bonate of lime, 0*62. (Dana.)

2. Scrip. : It is not quite certain that the
chalcedony of Rev. xxi. 19, is the mineral now
designated by that name. The probabilities,
however, are in favour of its being so.

"The first foundation vas a Jasper; the second, a
sapphire ; the third, a chaIcedony."—Rev. xxL ft.

1^ Chalcedony of different colours, arranged
in stripes or layers, is called agate; it the
stripes or layers are horizontal it is called

onyx; chrysoprase is green chalcedony, came-
lian a flesh-red, and sard a greyish-red variety.

(See these words.)

chal-ceVT-on-jhc, s. [Eng. chalcea\ony) t and

onyx.]

Min. : The name applied to those agates
in which opaque white chalcedony alternates

with the translucent grey variety.

chal ex des, chal'-cls (1), *. [The first

form is properly the pi. (but used as sing.) of

the Becond, which is Latin from Gr. x ^"'*

(chaVcis) = a kind of lizard.]

Zool. : The type-genus of the Chalcidida.

chal cid idee (1), chal-cl-dse, s. pi.

[Mod. Lat. chalcid(es), or chalc(is) (1); Lat
fern. pi. adj. suff. -ida.]

Zool. : A family of tropical American snake-
like lizards, but with minute feet. Some
authorities use this name for the Tejid«(q.v.).

chal cid i due (2), s. pi. [Hod. Lat chalets

(2), gen. chalcia\is); Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -ida.\

Entom. : A family of parasitic Hymen*
optera, of which Chalcis (2) is the type.

chal ci hnitl, s. [Native Mexican name.]

Min. : A mineral, identified with jadeite

(q.v.X or with turquoise (q.^).

chal -els (l), s. [Chalcides.]

chaV-cIs (2), s. [Gr. xaA«o« = copper, from

the metallic coloration of the adult species.]

Entom. ; The type-genus of Chalcidida? <2).

They are minute parasitic insects, undergoing

metamorphosis in the bodies of their hosts.

Chal-ci'-tes, «. [From Gr. x***'"!*
(ehalkites)

= containing copper, coppery.]

Ornith. : A genus of Cuculime, or parasitic

Cuckoos. They are adorned with plumage of

a brilliant metallic lustre.

chal -ci- tis, chal-ci-tef, s. [Gr. x*-A*tT»r

(chaZkitis) = the name of a mineral.]

Afin. : A disintegrating pyrites, iron or

copper, impregnated with vitriol. (Dana.)

chal'-oo-cite, s. [Gr. x«Ax<k (chalkos)
-

brass ; Eng. suff. -ite (Min.)."]

Min. : An orthorhomblc mineral of a lead-

grey colour, often tarnished with blue or

green. Hardness 2*5—3. Sp. gr. 5*6—5 '8. It

occurs in Cornwall, Scotland, and many other

localities. Compos.: Sulphur, 19-00—21*90;

copper, 71*31—7950 ; iron, 0-28—0-49. (Dana.)

Chal' - c6 - dite, s. [From Gr. %aA«oei8iK

(chalkoeidis) = like brass or copper, and Eng.

suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Stilpnomelane (q.v.). It

consists ofminute flexible scales of submetalric

lustre.

chal co-graph, *. [From Gr. x<ia*>** i^ 1'

kos) = copper, and yp««iM (graph?)= a drawing

or delineation.] An engraving on copper or

brass.

chal cog -raph-er, s. [Gr. x^f/P?**
(chdlkographos)= an engraver : mAwS* (cfta«(*j

as brass, copjwr ; ypa^w (grapho) — to write,

marine; go, pit,

ey a. «U = kW.
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to engrava] One who engraves on brass,

copper, or other metal.

f chal-co^-graph'-Ic, a. [Gr. x *™? (chal-

kos) — brass, copper ; ypd^neo* (graphikos) —
pertaining to writing or engraving; ypa<pa>

(ffraphS) = to write, engrave.] Pertaining to

or connected with chalcography.
• " We ahull now give the names of chalcograpkt» ar-

tists, according to the date of their proflciensw."—
Encyclopaedia Britannica.

* chill cog -raph-ist, 5. [Eng. chalcograr>h

;

-ist.] The same as Chalcoorapher. (Ash.)

• chal-cog'-raph-y, *. [Gr. x«**<rtP«<Pia

(chaVcographia)= engraving on brass or copper

:

XoAjtof (chalkos) — brass, copper; ypa<pu

(grapho) — to write, to engrave.] The art or

process of engraving on brass, copper, or other

metal.
" Chalcography, or engraving, properly so called,

executed with a graver."—Encydopmdia Britannica.

chal-CoMlte, s. [Prom. Gr. x«**& (chalkos)

m copper, and Ai'ftK (Uthos) = a stone.]

Min. : An obsolete and erroneous name
given by Werner to Torbemite, which is an

ore of uraninm and not of copper. (Dana.)

The " British Museum Catalogue " retains it

as a recent species, and makes it a synonym
of Cuprouranite (q.v.).

chal-ctfm'-e'n-ite, s. [Gr. yaAi«k (chalkos)

= brass, copper ; p.i\v (men) = the moon ; and
Eng. suff. ~ite (Afiu.).]

Jfin. ; A mineral found In small green

crystals in the Argentina Republic, associated

with selenite of lead. It appears to be a new
selemte of copper. Discovered in April, 1881,

by MM. des Cloizeaux and Damour. (Athenos-

um, May 28, 1881.)

chal-co no -tus, s. [Gr. x<*Ak<k (chalkos) =
brass, copper ; pwrot (notos) =*back.]

Entom. : A genus of Coleopterous insects of

the family Scarabfleidce.

chal-ci-phsV- site, *. [From Gr. x ^* ?

(chalkos) = copper
; fda-is (phasis) = an ap-

pearance, and Eng. suff. -ite (Min.).~\

Min, : The same as Liroconite (q.v.).

Chal-ci-phyl'-lite, s. [Gr. xaAxof (chalkos)

= brasR, copper ; tfrvMov (phutton) = a leaf,

from the shape of the crystals, and Eng. suff.

•ite (Min.).]

Min. : A rhombohedral transparent or trans-

lucent mineral, from Cornwall and Saxony, of

Jan emerald-green or grass-green colour. Hard-
ness, 2 -

0. Sp. gr., 2*4—2 66. Compos.: Ar-
senic acid, 17'51—21'27 ; oxide of copper,
44'45—680; water, 21 '0—31*19. (Dana.)

chal-co-py -rite, s. [Gr. x<***o« (chalkos) =
brass, copper ; and Eng. pyrite (q.v.).]

Min. : A sulphide of copper and iron con-

taining 2 of copper, 2 of iron, and 4 of sulphur

=

sulphur, 34*9 ; copper, 34*6 ; iron, 30*5. It is of

a metallic lustre, of a brass-yellow colour, fre-

quentlyiridescent. It is opaque. Foundlargely
in the Cornwall mines, where 150,000—160,000
tons of ore are smelted annually. Hardness,
3*5. Sp. gr. 4 1—43. (Dana.)

oh&l-c6-pyr'-rh&-tito, *. [From Gr. xoako*
(chalkos) — copper ; nvpp6rrfi (purrhotes) —
redness, and Eng. suff. -ite (MinT) (q.v.);]

Jlfin. ; A variety of Pyrrhotite (q.v.). (Brit
Mus. Cat.)

ChAl c6 sid -er-ite, s. [From Gr. x*A«o«
(chalkos) = copper ; trC&npoc (sideros) = iron,

and Eng. suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Dufrenite (q.v.). (Brit.

Mus. Cat.)

1 chal -cosine, chal co-site, s. [From
Gr. YaA*d? (chalkos) — copper, and Eng. sunt
•ine (Min.).']

Min. : The same as Copper Glance,

Chal -co-stlb-ite, *. [From Gr. x«^xo?
(chalkos) = copper ; m-ifit (stibi) — tin, and
Eng. suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. ; An opaque orthorhombic mineral of

a metallic lustre, and a colour between lead-
grey and iron-grey. Hardness, 3—4. Sp. gr.,

4748—5 015. Compos. : Sulphur, 25'7 ; anti-

mony, 48*9 ; copper, 25*4. It occurs atWolfs-
berg, in the Hartz mountains, and at Guadiz, in
8pain. (Dana.)

chal -co-trich-ite, *. [Gr. x«a<6v (chalkos)

= brass, copper ; 6pl$ (thrix), genit. rpix«
(trichos) = hair, and Eng. suff. -ite (A/in.).]

Jlfin. .* A name applied to the hair-like forms
of red oxide of copper, commonly known as
plush copper ore.

Chal da Ic, a. & $. [Lat. Chaldaicus = per-
taining to Chaldea,]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Chaldea.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native or inhabitant of Chaldea.

2. The language of the Chaldeans, Chaldee.

Chaldaic Christians, .s. pi [So named
because their head church is in what was
anciently termed Chaldea.]

Ch. Hist. : The chief name given in the
East to the interesting sect more commonly
known in the West as Nestorians. In parts of
India they are called St Thomas Christians,

from the erroneous notion that they were first

converted to Christianity by the Apostle
Thomas. Their patriarch resides in a monas-
tery near Mosul, not far from the site of
ancient Nineveh. Like Nestorins, they attri-

bute to Jesus two natures, each with its own
personality. They reject image worship. In
•their lituxgfc services they employ the Syriac
language. When first they arose, in the fifth

century, they were persecuted by the Eastern
Church, but after the rise ofthe Arabian " pro-
phet" they found favour with the Moham-
medans, whose policy it was to support all de-

tached sects against the Catholic Church which
they feared. Afterwards they became so noted
for missionary work as to elicit the admiration
even of the historian Gibbon. Within the
present century they have suffered severely
from Mohammedan fanaticism. American and
other missionaries have also diffused Protes-
tantism among them. One of these Americans,
Rev. Asahel Grant, wrote a book which ex-

cited some attention, in which he maintained
that the " Nestorians " were originally of

Jewish descent, deriving their origin from the
ten lost tribes.

t Chal-da'-Ifm, s. [Eng. Chalda(ic) ; -ism.]

An idiom or peculiarity of the Chaldean lan-

guage.

Chal-de'-an, a. & *. [Lat. Chaldarus e per-

taining to "Chaldea.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Chaldea.

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of
Chaldea.

Chal'-dee, a. & *. [Lat. Chaldoms = pertain-

ing to Chaldea.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Chaldea
Chaldean.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native or inhabitant of Chaldea.
".. . Fear not to be the servant* of the Chaldee* . .

."

—2 Kingt nv. 24

2. The language or dialect of the natives of

Chaldea.
" The names of the points or accents are all of a late

original, all Chaldee, not any Hebrew."—Br. Walton :

Contiderntor Considered, p. 247.

Chaldee paraphrase, s. Another
name for the Targum, of which there are three
kinds, viz., that of Onkelos, that of Jonathan,
son of Uzziel, and that of Jerusalem. [Txa-
GUM.]

chal'-der d), s. [Chaldron. 1 A dry measure
containing nearly eight imperial quarters of

wheat or flour ; for other grain, fruit, potatoes,

&c, eleven and a half quarters. (Webster.)

chal-der (2), *. [Etym. doubtful.] A rudder-

band or gudgeon.

*chal'-dese, cal-dese, v.t. [From Eng.,

&c, Chaldiee), and suff. -ese.] To trick, as a
Chaldean conjuror might do.

"He stole your cloak, and picked yonr pocket,
Chous'd Rnd caldttt'd you like a blockhead.

Butler: lludibrat, II. iU. 10W-10.

chal -drick, eh&l'-der (3), *. tloel. tjaldr

= the oyster-catcher.] The name given in the

Orkney Islands to the Oyster-catcher, or Sea-

pie, Hazmatopus ostralegus (Linn.).

cha!-dron, chal'-der (4), *. [O. Fr. chaul-

dron; Fr. caandron.] [Caldron.]

Comm. : An English dry measure, formerly

used for any dry goods, but now confined ex-

clusively to coals and coke. It varies in

value in different places.

chal'-3-pfis, *.

savage, f
[Gr. x***ff°* (chalepos)

Entom. : A genus of Coleopterous insects of
the tribe Cassidacese.

chal-et' (et as a), s. [French.] A small house
or villa on a mountain ; a Swiss cottage.

chaT-fce, * cal Iz, * calls, * chal is,

* cal ice. * chal-ys, s. [Fr. & Ital. calice/

Sp. caliz, from Lat. calix (genit. calicis) ; Gr.
koAv£ (kalux) = a cup.]

* 1. A cup or drinking vessel.
" Moyses took the half parti of the blood and putte

tt Into cAoWow."— Wyclife : Exod. xxir. ft.

2. Specially applied to the "cup" used in

the Holy Communion.
" Sprat, Bishop of Rochester, lately a member of the

High Commission, had charge of the chalice."—Jfo*
eaulajn Hut. Eng., ch. xl.

chalice-flower, s.

Bot. : A plant, Narcissus Pseudo-narcissus.

* Chal -iced, a. [Eng. chalicie); -ed.] Having
a cell or cup ; formed in the shape of a cup.

" His steeds to water at those springs
On chaticed flowers that lies."

Shaketp. : Cymbtlin*, 11. ft

chal-I-c6'-m^», s. [From Gr. \<iAt$ (chalix).

genit. xAA^KOf (chalikos) = gravel, rubble, and
p.vc (mus)— a mouse.]

Palosont. : A genus of rodents akin to ths
beavers, found in the Miocene and Pliocene

beds.

chal-I-ccV-ther'-X-iiin, *. [From Gr. x<xAl£

(chalix), genit. x^ixo? (chalikos) = gravel, and
<h\piov (therion) = a wild animal.]

Palosont. : A genus of perissodactyl Ungu-
lates occurring in Miocene beds in Europe,
India, China, and North America. Some of
the species are as large as a rhinoceros.
There were four digits on each of the anterior
limbs, and three each on the posterior.

chal -I lite, *. [From Gr. x«A^ (chalix) =
gravel, and At'doc (Uthos) = stone.]

Min. : A compact variety of Thomsonite of
a reddish-brown colour. It occurs at Balli-

mony, Antrim, Ireland.]

cha-ll-na, s. [Gr. \aAt»-6s (chalinos) = a
bridle, a strap, a thong.]

Zool. : The type-genus of the family Chalin-
ida? (q.v.). C. oculata t often washed up after

storms, is fairly common, and the largest of
the British sponges.

cha Un-e-89, 5. pi. [Mod. Lat. chalin(a);

Lit. fern. pi. adj. suff. eos.]

Zool : A group of sponges, approximately
equivalent to the Chalinidie (q.v.).

cha-Hn'-l-dsa, *. pi. [Mod. Lat. chalin(a);

Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idVc.]

Zool. : A family of fibrous sponges, having
the spongin fibre cored by silicious spicules,

which are needle-like in the outer membrane,
and spindle-shaped in the interior.

chal'-i nine, a. [Mod. Lat. chalin(a) ; Eng.
suff. -ine.] Having the characteristics of the

genus Chalina. (Prof. Sollas in Cassell's Nat.

Hist., VI., 327.)

chal-I-noid, a. [Mod. Lat. chalin(a) ; Eng.,

&c, suff. -owi.] Resembling the genus Chalina

(q.V.).

chalk, * calk, * calke (I silent), s. & a. [AS.
cealc; O. H. Ger. chalch; Ger. Dan., & Sw.

kalk, from Lat. calx (genit. calcis)= limestone

;

Ital. calce; Sp. cal; Wei. calck; Fr. chaux.)

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1. Min, &
Chem, (q.v.).

2. Figuratively:

(1) A score, that being marked up in chalk

on a slate, door, &c.

(2) A score or point gained in any game.

•U By a long chalk ; by long chalks : By many
degrees, greatly, far, in allusion to the ancient

custom of making the merit marks with chalk.

before lead pencils were so common. (Brewer.)

"The Indus ranks foremost by a long chalk."—De
Quince* J fi**t of th* Heaven*.

To know chalk from cheese: To bare one's

wits about one ; to know a worthless thing

from a valuable one.

boU bo^; poUt, JtflH; eat, 9eU, chorus, chin, bench; go. *em; thin, **!«; **», »?: expect, Xenophon, exiat, ph - t

-clan, -tlan = shan. tion, -slon = shun ; tion. -«ion = zhun. -dona, -tious, -sious = shus. -We, -die, &c. m bel, del.
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" He knowes chalk from cheeee ; be known on which
ride hi* bread U buttered."— Withal: Dictionary, ed
MM. p. 670.

Walk your chalks : [Walk].

II. Technically:

1. Min. £ Chem. : A massive, opaque car-
bonate of lime, of a white, greyish, or yellowish
colour, with an earthy fracture. Sp. gr., 1*8—
2 '8. Dana places it along with calcareous
marl, under the heading soft, compact lime-
stone, constituting his 21st variety of the
mineral species Calcite. It forms extensive
rocks in the south and south-east of England.

2. Geology and Palaeontology

:

(1) Spec. : A rock which, when pure, as it

often is, is made up of the constituents given
under II. 1 Min. (q.v.). A great belt of it

crosses England diagonally from the eastern
to the southern coast, and it is impossible to
approach London from the east, west, north,
or south without having chalk rocks, at a
distance often very limited, beneath one's feet.
Their appearance is familiar, owing to their
being conspicnously displayed in the chalk
cliffs of Dover, and in various chalk pits in
the southern counties, on the escarpments
on the sides of the Northern and Southern
Downs [Down's] and in railway cuttings.
The chalk, properly so called, consists of
the highest portion of the Upper Creta-
ceous System, and is divided into Upper
White Chalk with Flints and Lower white
Chalk without Flints. [Flint, Geol.) Thelarger
animal fossils of the White Chalk consist of
Criuoids and other Echinoderms ; Cephalopod
Molluscs, specially Ammonites, Baculites,
Belemnites ; Brachiopods, such as Terebra-
tulse, &c. ; of other Molluscs, Rudistidse,
&c.

; of fish, teeth of Cestracionts ; of rep-
tiles, Pterodactyls, Turtles, and Oviparous
Saurians. Of the smaller organisms, Globi-
gerirae, and other Foraminifers abound ; in
fact, chalk is mainly composed of these
cemented together by a calcareous paste.
The examination by Sir Leopold MoClintock,
Dr. Carpenter, Sir Wyville Thomson, Prof.
Huxley, Dr. Wallich, and others, of the
Atlantic ooze obtained in connection with the
laying of the telegraphic cable to America,
and in the subsequent exploratory expeditions
of the Porcupine, Challenger, &c, have shown
that the ooze now being deposited at a depth
of from 5,000 to more than 15,000 feet in the
Atlantic is essentially chalk, with Globigerinae
and other Forminifers, the former apparently
identical with existing species. Most other
organisms are extinct, though a few are not.
This discovery does not shorten by an hour
the period which has elapsed since the chalk
first began to be formed, but only proves that
a process which was thought to have termi-
nated or intermitted, still goes on. As chalk
is a deep-sea formation the vegetable fossils
of the Chalk rocks are unimportant

(2) Gen. : The Cretaceous rocks in general,
whatever their actual composition. [Cbeta-
ceous Formation or System.]

3. Comm. : When purified, chalk is called
whiting and Spanish white in England. Pure
chalk should dissolve readily in dilute muriatic
acid, and the solution should afford no precipi-
tate with water of ammonia. Chalk is burnt
Into lime in great quantities, in which state it
is used as a manure, and for making mortar
and whitewash.

*• Chalk is of two sorts ; the hard, dry, strong chalkw
i! u u

be
!
t
-
fo

?
liPX6 '' and * *°ft ™ctoon» chalk,

which u best for lands."—Mortimer.

carbonaceous variety ofBlack chalk

:

shale.

Brown chalk : A familiar name for umber.
French chalk (Min.): [Soapstone].

Red chalk : A clay deeply coloured with the
peroxide of iron, of which it generally contains
15—18 per cent.

4. Art : A drawing in chalks = one executed
with chalk pencils of different colours.

B. As adjective

:

L Consisting in large measure of chalk, as a
chalk down.

2. Derived from chalk or occurring in it, as
a chalk flint.

3. Belonging to the time when the chalk
was deposited, as the chalk formation.

t Obvious compounds : Chalk-hut, chalk-
mark, chalk-pit, chalk-quarry.

Chalk-bed, s. A layer of chalk.

chalk-cutter, *. A man who digs up
chalk.

ohalk—challenge

chalk-drawing, *. A drawing sketched
and tilled in with black or coloured chalks.

chalk-line, s. A cord rubbed with chalk
or similar material, used by artificers for lay-
ing down straight lines on the material as a
guide for a cutting instrument. (Knight.)

Chalk-line reel : A spindle or vessel on which
a chalk line is wound. (Knight.)

chalk-marl, s.

Geol : An argillaceous stratum situated just
under the Lower White Chalk without flints.
It contains thirty-two species of Ammonites,
seven peculiar to it. There are also Scaphites,
Turrilites, &a
chalk-stone, «.

1. Ord. Lang. : A lump of chalk.
" He maketh all the stones of the altar as chalkttonet

that are beaten asunder. "—haiah xxvii. s.

2. Med. : Gouty concretions in the tissues and
joints, especially of the feet and hands, con-
sisting chiefly of sodium urate C5N4HjNa03 .

They are composed of bundles of crystals of
urate of soda, and often attain to a considerable
size, causing much deformity. Chalk stones
are the morbid products of the gouty diathesis
which in this way seeks to eliminate itself.

"Also, in many gouty persons, but not in all . . .

what are called chalk-stones form ; concretions that
look exactly like chalk collect around and outside the
Joint- . . and lying in general immediately below the
kin. — Walton : Lecture* on the Principle* and Prac-
tice of Physic, lect Ixxxt

chalk white, chalkwhit, -chalk
whyghth, a. As white as chalk.

"Ffayre schetoa of sylk chalkiehyghth as the mvlk."
Degrewant, lie*.

chalk (I silent), v.t. [Chalk, $.]

1. Literally

:

L To nib over with chalk.
" With new chalk

1

d bills and rusty amis.-
ffudibrat.

2. To manure or dress land with chalk.
" Land that is chalked, if it is not well dunged, will

receive bnt little benefit from a second chalking."—
Mortimer.

XL Figuratively:

1. To mark or point out ; to describe (now
only with out).
M When now the boy is ripen'd into man.
His careful sire chalk* forth some wary plan "

Byron ; Hour* of tdlenet* ; ChUdith Recollection*.

"This book it chalketh out before thine eyes
The man that seeks the everlasting prize."

_ _, ,
Bunyan ; Apology.

2. To make white or pale.

"Let a bleak paleness chalk the door."
_ _ _ Herbert.
* 3. To run up a score.
" I . . . shall prosecute you more constantly than a

city vintner does a country parliament man that
chalkd it plentifully last winter session. "— r. Brown
Work*, I 182.

chalked (I silent), pa. par. or a. [Chalk, v.]

chalk -Incss (I silent), s. [Eng. chalky:
-ness.) The quality of being chalky or full
of chalk.

chalk -Ing (1) (I silent), pr. par., a., ft *.

[Chalk, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As most. : The act of nibbing, marking
or dressing with chalk. (See extract under
Chalk, v., I. 2.)

chalk -Ing (2) (I silent), pr. par. [Caulking.]

Chalk'-? (I silent), a. [Eng. chalk ; -y.]

1. Consisting of chalk; full of or white
with chalk ; white.
" The roar of the waves breaking on the chalky shore."

Wordeworth : To Liberty, x. L
2. Impregnated with chalk ; containing

chalk.
"Chalky Wey that rolls a milky wava"

Pope : Windeor Porett, 346.

* chal lance, * chal-ance, s. [Chal-
lenge.] (Scotch.)

chal -lcnge, * cal-enge, * chal enge,
* chal-aunge, * chal eng, s. [O. Pr. cha-
longe, chalenge, txUenge ; Ital. calogna; O. 8p.
caUmja, from Lat. calumnia = a false accusa-
tion.] [Calumny.]
L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. An accusation, a charge.
" Ellis thou muste make thy chaleng agena God."—

Pecock : Repreuor, pt I. ch. ifl., p. 152.

*2. A claim, ademand; a wrong or Injustice.
" The uerthe is chalenge."—Ayenbite, p. Si,

" If to the widewe ye do not wrong chaleng."—Wtf
cliffe : Jerem. vit, *.

" Chalaunge, or cleyme [chalenge P.). rendicacio."—
Prompt. Pare.

3. An invitation, defiance, or provocation U
a duel.

" Tha Court of Dublin was, during that season of in-
action, busied with dice and claret, love letters and
challenges."—Mucaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xv.« Challenging to a duel is now an offence at
cmnmon law, and punishable by line or im-
prisonment.

4. An invitation or call to a controversy or
contest of any kind.

5. The act of disputing the correctness of
any statement.

"The proposition . . . is liable to strong grounds of
challenge."—ticott: Monatiery, Note N.

& The state of being in dispute.
" Bringing her title into challenge."—Scott ; Monas-

tery, ch. xvi

IX Technically:

1. Hunting: The cry of hounds on first
finding the scent of their game.

2. Elections : An objection to a person as
not being legally qualified to vote, (American.)

3. Law: An exception or objection taken
by the prosecutor or defendant in a criminal
cause against any person or persons acting as
jurors in a cause.

"They claimed the right of severing in their chal-
t*nge*"—Macaulay : Hat. Eng., ch. xvIL

H Challenge to the array : An exception or
objection taken against the whole panel of
jurors.

* Challenge to the favour: An exception or
objection to a juror, on certain grounds al-
leged for suspecting that he favours one side,
as distinguished from a principal challenge,
in which there is primd facie evidence that
this is so.

Challenge to the polls

:

Law : Exception to one or more of the
jurors who have appeared individually.
(Wharton.)

Peremptory challenge : Tiie right allowed to
prisoners in certain cases of taking exception
or objection to a certain number of persons as
jurors, without assigning any reason.

i. Mil. : The act of a sentry in demanding
the countersign from any jierson approaching
or attempting to pass his post.

challenge blast, s. A blast of a trum-
pet in defiance or challenge to a duel

" The valiant Knight of Triermain
Bung forth his challenie-btatt again."

Scott: The Bridal of Triermain, Hi. »
chal lcnge, * calangcn, * chalangen,

calengen, "ohalengyn, • chalange,
* calenge, v.t. St i. [Q. Fr. chalenger, chalen-
gier, calenger, chalongier, chalonger; O.Sp.
cahnjar ; Ital. calognare, from Lat. calumnior
= to charge falsely, to accuse.]

A* Transitive:

L Ordinary Language:
* 1. To blame, to reprove, to find fault with,

to accuse.
" Chalengyn or vndyrtakyn. Reprehendo, depre-

hendo."—Prompt Parr.

"lam chalanged intbucliapitrcllous."—Langlund:
P. Plotoman, 2.81S.

* 2. To claim as a right or due, to call for,

to demand.
** Chalengyn or cleymyn. Vendico."—Prompt Pare.

"Theemperesse to Engelond com.
To calangy, after hyre fader by rygbte thekynedom "

Hubert qf Gloucester, p. 4$L

3. To invite or defy to a duel.

4. To invite or call to a controversy or con-

test of any kind.
"Their bugles challenge all that wllL
In archery to prove their skill

"

Hcott : The Lady of the Lake, v. M.

5. To dispute the accuracy of a statement
or document.

*6. To call to the performance of a duty or
promise.

** I will now challenge you of your promise, to giv*
me certain rules aa to the principles of blazonry."—
Peacham : On Drawing.

IX Technically

:

1. Law : To object or take exception to any
person or persons acting as jurors in a cause.

2. Mil. : To question or demand the coun-

tersign from any person approaching or at-

tempting to pass a sentry.
" But, when they had passed both frigate and block-

house without being challenged, their spirits rose . .
."

—Macaulay : Mitt. Eng., cIl xvi.

Bite, at, fire, amidst, what, fin, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there j pine, pit, sire, sir. marine : go, pit,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, oiib, cure, unite, our, rule, fuU ; try, Syrian, to, a = e ; ey = a. «u = kw.
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3. Elections: To object to as not being

legally qualified to vote. {American.) (Web-
tier.)

• B. Intrans. : To claim as due or as a right,

to demand.
" Which of yoa, shall we say, doth love us most?
That we our largest bounty uuy extend
Where liature doth with merit challenge."

Shakesp. : King Lear, 1. 1.

% For the distinction between to challenge,

to brave, to defy, and to dare, see To Brave,
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

ph&T-lenge-a-blev a. [Eng. cJiallenge ; -able.]

1. Capable of being challenged.
" Bow lords are chaUengeaf-le by their vassals ; and

how homage may be dissolved, and adjudged by com-
bat"—Sadler: Right* of the Kingdom (16*9), \>. SO.

2. Liable to be called in question, (Scotch.)

(Acts Chas. I.)

chal -lenged, pa, par. or a. [Challenge, v. ]

ch&l -leng-er, * $hal-eng-ere, s. [Eng.

challenge ; -er.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* L An accuser.
" He tehal male low the false chalengere."~ Wy&ife

;

Halm, xlL 4.

2. One who invites or denes to a duel.
" Why, 'tis a boisterous and cruel style,

A style for challenger* . .
."

Shakes* : At You Like It, iT. 3.

3, One who invites or defies to a contest or

trial of strength of any kind.
" The impious challenger of Power divine."

Cotoptr : Task, vL M*.

*4. One who claims as a right or due.
" Edward the Third, he bids you then resign
Tour crown and kingdom, indirectly held
From him the native and true challenger."

Shakesp. : King Henry J'., it 4,

•6. One who claims superiority.
" Whose worth

Stood challenger on mount of all the age,

For her perfections.*
Shaketp. : Hamlet, lv. T.

6. One who objects to or disputes the ac-

curacy of any statement or document.

IL Iaiw .* He who takes exception or objects

to any person or persons acting as jurors in

his cause.

ch&l -leng-ing, * chal-ang-ynge, pr.
par., a., & s. [Challenge, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. d> particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C As subst. : The act of making use of a
challenge ; accusing, defying.
" Of chldynge and chalangynge was hit chief llflode."

Langland: P. Plowman, 2,649.

t chfil'-lis, s. [Etym. doubtful ; prob. from a
proper name. (N.E.D.y]

Fabrics : An elegant, twilled, fine woollen
fabric, used for ladies' dresses. Challis was
Introduced about 1832. It was made on a
principle similar to Norwich crape, but of
much finer materials, thinner, and softer ; it

had no gloss, but was very pliable and clothy.
The best quality was finished with designs
and figures.

• ChftLm er, s. [Chamber.] (Scotch.)

% Chatmer of dais or dels ; (Scotch.)

1. Properly a chamber, having a part of it

elevated above the rest and supported by a
canopy or dais.

2. A parlour.

3. The best bedroom.

chalmer-chleld, s. A valet of the cham-
ber.

" The treasurer paid David Rlszio,- in April 1462,
£15, as chalmer emeld, or valet of the chalmer."

—

Chalmers : Mary. L 75, N.

Chalmcr-glew, *. [Glew is from A.S.
gUo= sport, glee.] Chambering, secret wan-
tonness. (Scotch.)

*9halm er lane, " chaw mcr lane, s.

[Chamberlain.]
"The chalmerlane and his deputis sail knaw and

execute the said thingla"—^cts Jo. I. 1436 (ed. 1566),
C 87 ; led. 1814). u. lu

• $halm'-er-lan-ry, ft [Scotch chalmerlane ;
and suff. -ry.]' The office of a chamberlain,
chamberlainship.

"The kingls malestie—declaris all offlcis of here-
table chalmerlanreU,—with all feis, casoaliteis or
priuilenis pertening thairto to be null, . .

."—,4etJ Jo.
VL, 1597 {ed. 1B14), p. 131.

•chal-mil-lett, *. [Camlet.] The stuff called
camlet (q.v.).

" Aue bodyes of ane gowne but slevts of qulieit
champit chalmillett of silk pasmeiitit with gold and
silver. '—Collect, uf Inventories, A. 1578, p 229.

* cha -loh, • cha lone, * cha' Inn, s.

[From Chalons, in France, where it was manu-
factured.] A kind of fabric used for counter-
panes.

" A bedde
With shetes and with chalons faire yspredde."

Chaucer: C. T.

"Chalun (or chalone, K. H.), bedde clothe. Thorale,
ehalo."—Prompt. Parv.

* chal-OUpe', s. [Fr.] A shallop (q.v.).

"... carried thence in a chaloupe to a large ship."—
Bailey : Urasmu*, p. 255.

chal-yb'HlS-an, a. [Fr. chalybe; Lat. chalybexus

= pertaining to steel, from clialybs ; Gr. x^ViP
(chalups), genit. x°^v0°5 (chiilubos) — steel.]

Pertaining to steel ; hence, highly tempered,
of the finest quality.

" The hammered cuirass,
Chalybean tempered steel, and frock of mail."

Milton: Sainton Agonistes, 133.

chal-$rb'-e'-ate, «. & s. [Lat. cholybeius, from
c&alybs ; Gr.' x^vtf/ (chalups) = steeL]

A. As adj. : Impregnated with iron or steel

;

having the qualities of steel.

B. As subst. : Any liquid or medicine im-
pregnated with iron or steel.

" The topical action of these chalybeate* is very un-
equal. "

—

Pereira: Materia Medica and Therapeutics,
p. 189.

TT Chalybeate spring

:

Med., itc. : A spring in which iron in some
form or other is not merely to be found but
predominates over the mineral constituents
associated with it in the water. It generally
occurs as a protoxide or protocarbonate, or
sulphate of iron. An acidulo-chalybeate spring
is one in which there is much free carbon
dioxide.

Chalybeate springs are tonics to those who
are in feeble health. Of those situated in

Britain, the Bath waters are of ordinary
temperature ; while cold springs are found in

England at Tunbridge Welts and Harrowgate ;

in Wales at Holywell ; and in Scotland at

Hartfell mountain, near Moffat, at Dunblane,
Peterhead, and Bonnington.

chil'-^-bitO, a, [In Ger. chalybit. From
Lat chalybs; Gr. x*Au,/

/ (chalups), genit.

XaAu0oc. (chalubos) = . . . steel.]

Min. : The same as Siderite (Dana). In the
British Museum Catalogue chalybite is the
name given, and siderite is made its synonym.
[Siderite.]

* ch&m, * chamme, v.t. [Chaicp.] To
champ, to chew,

"I chamme a thyng small bytwene my tethe. or
champe. Je masche."—Palsgrave.

* Cham, a, The same as khan (q.v.).

" I will . . . fetch you a hair off the great Cham'*
beard."—Shakesp. : Much Ado, ii. l.

Cha -ma, s. [From Lat chama = a gaping
shell, a cockle ; Gr. xw7

)
(chemi) = (1) a

yawning, a gaping, (2) the cockle, from its

gaping bivalve shell.]

Zool & Palasont. : A genus of molluscs, the
typical one of the family Chamidse (q.v.). The
shell has foliaceous valves, the upper one the
smaller, one valve attached to another body
by the left umbo ; the hinge tooth of the free

shell of chama macrophylla.

valve is received between two teeth of the
other. The chamas are found in less than
50 fathoniB deep in tropical seas, especially

among coral reefs. Fifty recent species are

known, and forty fossil, the latter from the
Greensand onwards. The still existing Chama
gigas sometimes weighs 300 lb. The byssua by
which it adheres to the rock is so tough that
a hatchet is required to cut it through. One
valve is sometimes used in churches as a
baptismal font

ch&m-a -ce-ee, 5. pi. [From Lat chama

(q.v.), and fern. pL adj. suff. -acem.]

Zool. : Cuvier's name for the family of Con-
chiferous molluscs, of which Chama is the
typical genus. They are placed by Cuvier
between the Mytilacete, or Mussels, and the
Cardiaceee, or Cockles. [Chamid.*.]

chiim-a'-ce-aruj, s.pl. [From Mod. Lat. cham~
acece (q.v.), and Eng. suff. -ans.]

Zool. : The English name for the molluscs
of Cuvier's family Chamacese, now called
Chamidae. (See these words.)

* Cham ado , *. [Fr. & Port, chanade ; ItaL
chiamata, from Port, chamar ; Ital. chiaviare,
from Lat clamo = to call.]

Military

:

1. The beat of a drum or sound of a trumpet
demanding a surrender or parley.

2. A beat of a drum or sound of a trumpet
declaring a surrender or parley.

"Several French battalinus made a shew of resist-
ance : but upon our preparing to fill up a little fosse,
in order to attack them, they beat the chamade, ane
sent us charte blanche."—Addison.

cham-se-b&t'-i-a, s. [From Gr. xdfiai (cham-
ai) = on the ground, In compos, dwarf ; and
0aroc (batos) m a bramble-bush.]

BoU : A genus of plants, belonging to the
rbsft-family, and consisting of a single species,
Chavucbatia foliolosa, a beautiful Californian
shrub, with flowers very much like those of
the hawthorn. All the young parts of the
plant are covered with small glands, which
secrete a resinous fluid, having a pleasant
balsamic odour.

Cham-8B)-c^p'-ar-Is» s. [Lat. chamoscypar-

issos. From Gr. xaju.ouKVTrapio-<roc (cJutmaU
kuparissos) = a kind of spurge, x*^ " (chamai}
sx on the ground ; and KVTropio-o-oc (kvparissos)
= a cypress.]

But. : A little group of Conifers, forming a
section of the genus Cupressus.

cham-»-ddr'-£-a, s. [From Gr. x°V*'
(chamai) — on the" ground, and Boipea (aorta)
=.agift, a present.]

Bot. : A genus of Palms, containing be-
tween thirty and forty species. All are natives
of tropical America. The young unexpanded
flower-spikes are used by the Mexicans as a
vegetable, under the name of Tepejilote.

cham-ee-fis'-tu-la, s. [Gr. x<fc<« (cAanwri)
= on the ground, dwarf ; and Lat. Jistula = a
pipe, from the cylindrical pods.]

Bot. : A genus ofleguminous trees or shrubs,
with yellow flowers, belonging to the family
Cassieee.

cham m lau 91-a -ce ee, s. pi. [From Gr.

X<£fi.at (chamai) se on the earth, on the ground
often in compos, for low-growing, dwarf; and
Acwx 1* (lauchis) = a poplar (not in Liddell A
Scott), and Lat. fern. pi. adj. sutf. -aceos.]

Bot. ; A tribe of Myrtacese, sometimes con-
sidered as a separate family. They are distin-

guished by their heath-like habit and foliage.

The species are numerous, all Australian, and
distributed into fourteen or fifteen genera, of
which the principal are Calytrix, Lhotskya,
Verticordia, &c.

chiimee'-led-on, s. [From Gr. x°V"" (cham-
ai) = on the ground, In compos, dwarf ; and
AJJ6W (ledon)= an oriental shrub, C£*(us cre-

ticus.]

Bot.: An obsolete genus of plants, order
Ericaceae. Chamceledon procumbens is tha

name given by Link to a beautiful Alpina
shrub, formerly referred to Azalea, but now
referred by Hooker, after the example of tha

continental botanists, to Loiseleuria. It Is a

small evergreen creeping shrub, found on the
mountains of Europe and North America.
It is wild in Britain. The leaves are

leathery, shining, turned back at their edges,

and about half-an-iuch long. Flowers minute,
growing in terminal umbels of a light flesh

colour. Calyx five-parted ; corolla campauu-
late, five-cleft ; anthers rounded and opening
longitudinally.

cha-mso -le 6, s. [From Lat. chamaileon.]

[Chameleon.]

1. Zool. : A genus of Lizards, the typical

one of the family CliamteleontidaB (q.v.).

Chamcsleo africanus is the well-known Cham-
eleon (q.v.). About 17 other species are

known. The head is pyramidal, the eyes and
mouth are large ; they have a conspicuous

bSi*. *><5y; pout, jovv-I; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. IA*.

-dan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious, -sious, -cious m shus. - ble, -die, &c.m bel, del
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neck, a thick body, looking almost hump-
backed, five toes, which, however, are arranged
in two groups, so as to present a certain re-

semblance to those of a Scansorial bird.
[Chameleon.]

2. Palaont. : The genus seems to have come
into existence in Eocene times.

cha m» le on -ti dae, chdra-K le on -

I-dflB, *. pL [Eng. chameleon; t connective,
and tat. fern. pi. suff, -ida.]

Zool. : A family of reptiles, order Lacertilia
(Lizards), with three genera, containing about
fifty species. [Cham^eleo, Rhampholeon.J

Cha-m» -mel-es, *. [Gr. xa><" (chamai) =
on the ground, and iirjKov (melon)= an apple.]

Bot : A genus of appleworta, deriving their
name from their low growth. The genus was
founded by Lindley to comprehend a dwarf
shrub very like Box, a native of the sea-cliffs

in Madeira, having simple shining evergreen,
mostly entire leaves, and flowers growing in
dusters, which are leafy at the base.

Cham se ne -ma, 5. [Or. \6.u<n (chamai) =
on the ground, and vefios (nemos)= feeding.]

Bot. : A supposed genus of Leptotricheous
Algte, consisting of dusky-coloured jointed
filaments, forming flocks in various syrups.
Doubtless the mycelia of some fungi, such as
Penicilliura. (Griff. <6 Hen/rey.)

Oliam-w-peu'-ce, s. [Gr. x«m<" (chamai) =
on the ground, and wrote* (peukfy = a ftr.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
Composite, allied to the plume thistles,

Cirsium, on the one hand, and to the true
thistles, Carduus, on the other. Leaves gene-
rally lanceolate, smooth, but, as well as the
stem, covered below with a white cottony
substance. " Flower-heads one to two inches
in diameter, arranged in corymbs, or long
leafy racemes ; corollas purple or white. There
are fifteen known species, all natives of the
Mediterranean region.

obam se pit-ys, s. [Gr. xattoUirirvs (cha-
maipitus) = ground-pine.]

Bot. : The herb Ground-pine, a plant of the
genus Cressa.

Cham se rho -dos, s. [From Gr. \dp.ai
(chamai) = on the ground, in compos, dwarf;
and poSov (rhodon) = a rose.]

Bot : A genus of the Rose family. The
specie* are perennial plants, seldom attaining
more than one foot in height, and generally
having decumbent stems furnished with alter-

nate three or four-parted leaves, about half an
inch long. Flowers small, white or purple.
The species are found in Siberia, Northern
China, and Thibet, and also in the Rocky
Mountains.

ChAm ae rops, s. [Gr. \ap.ai(tai^ (chamai-
rdps) = an unidentified plant mentioned by
Pliny.]

1. Bot. r A genus of plants belonging to the
order Palmaceaa. The Dwarf Fan-Palm, so
called from its low growth. It is the most
northerly of the Palm genera, and consists of
ten or twelve species. Chamcerops humilis
extends as far north as Nice, and the leaves of
it are used for making hats, brooms, and
baskets, and for thatching purposes. C. For-
tuni, a native of China, furnishes a coarse
brown fibre nsed for hats and a waterproof
cloth called So-e.

2. Palasont. : A Lower Miocene species
(Chamcerops helvetica) has been found in Switz-
erland.

eham-8e-scl-&d'-I-um, *. [Gr. vo^ot
(chamai) = on the ground, and o-KiaSiov (skia-

dion) — a little shade ; <r«t'a (skia)= a shade,
a shadow.]

Bot : An umbelliferous plant with a fusi-

form root and yellow petals, a native of Cau-
casus and Cappadocia. It is allied to the
Trinium, or Earth-nut

Cham 99 sphser ion, s. [Gr. vd>uu (cha-
mai)= on the ground, and o~<baipiov (sphairion)
= a little ball.]

Bot. : The name given to a pigmy plant of
the composite order found in western Aus-
tralia. The whole plant is about the size of a
pea, and consists of a globular dense cluster
of white flower-heads surrounded by a rosette
of narrow leaves a quarter of an inch in length.

cham-an-lsm, s. [Shamanism.]

chim -a-site, s. [From St. Chamas, in the

south of France (?), and Eng., &c. suff. >ite

(Min.)(q.v.).]

Min. : An alloy of iron with 23 per cent, of
nickel, found in some meteorites.

* cham-ayle, s. [Camel.] (Chaucer.)

cham'-ber, * cham byr, * cham-bir,
* chaum-ber, * cham-bre, " chaum
bre, * chom brc, * cham-er, chaum
er, chawm ere, * chawm-byr (Eng.),

* 9hawm-er, * chalm er (Scotch), s. & a.

[O. Fr. cambre; Fr. chambre; 0. Sp. cambra;
Sp. & Port camara ; Ital. camera ; Sw. hammer,
from Lat. camera = a vaulted room.] [Cam-
ber (2), «.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

(1) An apartment in a house. Now generally
applied to a sleeping apartment.

" The cfcamoir was all full of light"—Gower: C. A..
1.102.

T Frequently used in the plural. [Cham-
bers.]

(2) The reception-room in a palace
; gene-

rally called the presence-chamber.

(3) Any hollow space or compartment
(4) A chamber-pot
* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) The grave, as the resting-place of the dead.
" The dark cares of death, and chamber* of the grave."

Prior.

(2) A residence, a place of abode, a seat.
" Sche la niyrour of alls curtesye,
Htr herte Is verrey chambre of holyneea*."

Chaucer: C. T., 4.M6-7.

LL Technically

:

1. Law

:

* (1) A court of justice. [Stab-chamber.]
*' In the Imperial chamber this vulgar answer Is not

admitted, . . ."—Aylife: Parergon.

(2) Plural

:

(a) A judge's private room, where he sits to
hear such causes, and to transact such busi-
ness as may be done out of court.

(6) Rooms or apartments in the several
Inns of Court, which are occupied by mem-
bers of the legal profession.

* H The chambers of the king were anciently
the havens and ports of the kingdom.
"Welcome, sweet prince, to London, to your chamber."

Shaketp. : Richard 111.. liL 1.

2. Ordnance

:

* (1) A kind of short cannon, like a mortar,
used for rejoicings, Ac.

" Names given them, aa cannons, demt-cannons,
chamber*, arquebus*, musket, he"— Camden; Re-
main*.

(2) That part of the bore of a gun in which
the charge lies. It is constructed rather larger
in diameter than the rest of the bore.

"The cartridge case Is paper instead of serge or
flannel, and a blow with the rammer expands the
charge in the cfuimber."—Daily .Vnw, Nov. 20, 1876.

(3) The place in a mine in which the charge
is lodged.

3. Polity & Commerce

:

(1) The place of meeting of a legislative
assembly ; hence, the assembly itself.

" By a majority of 117 votea the French Chamber
of Deputies has paased the Resolution for the appoint-
ment of a Committee . . ."—Timet, Not. 18, 1877.

(2) A place of meeting of any deliberative
body.

% Chamber of Commerce : A society of mer-
chants and traders organised to promote the
interests of commerce.
Chamber of Agriculture : A society of per-

sons organised to promote the interests of
agriculture.

i. Anatomy:
Chambers of the eye : Two spaces between the

crystalline lens and the cornea of the eye
divided off by the iris : that before the iris is

called the anterior chamber, and that behind
it the posterior chamber.

" Petit has, from an examination of the figure of the
eye, argued against the possibility of a film's existence
in the posteriour chamber."—Sharp.

6. Her. : The cylindrical part of ordnance is

termed a chamber in blazoning a coat of arms,
as " he beareth argent, a chevron sable, sur-
mounted of another ermine, between three
chambers placed transverse the escutcheon of

the second, fired proper." The name Cham-
bers.

6. Naut. : Clear spaces between the rider*,
in those vessels which have floor and futtock
riders. (Smyth.)

7. Inland Navig. : The space between the
gates of the locks of a canal in which thp boat
is placed while the water is being raised or
lowered. [Lock.]

8. Vehicles : An indentation on the inner
surface of an axle-box, to hold grease.

9. Chemical Works: An apartment where
sublimed objects are deposited, as sulphur,
lamp-black, arsenic, zinc-white, mercury, and
other condensible fumes.

10. Dyeing : A form of apparatus for steam-
ing printed cloths, to fix the colours. [Steam-
colocrs,] It is about 12 x 9 feet, and 9 feet
high, the interior furnished with frames which
run in and out upon rollers when the front
door is open. The frames have cross-rods
provided with tenter-hooks for suspending the
cloths.

11. Founding

:

(1) The portions of a mould which contain
the exterior form, and which are closed over
the core in casting hollow-ware.

(2) An enclosed space, as the fire-chamber of
a furnace.

12. Hydraul. : The part of a pump in which
the bucket or plunger works.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

* chamber-child, - chamber chlcl,
A valet, an attendant.

" The Duke gave his chamber-chlel command, that
he should drink no wine that night, . . ."—PiticottU,
p. Si.

chamber closet, s. A commode or night-
chair for invalids.

chamber-council (1), s. A private or
secret council. (Nuttall.)

chamber-counsel (1), s. A barrister
who gives advice privately, or at his chambers,
and does not appear in court.

* chamber-counsel (2), * chamber-
council (2), 5. A private or secret counsel
or thought.

" With all the nearest things to my heart, as well
My chjimber-coitncilt . .

."

Shaketp. : Winter'* Tale, i. 1

* chamber fellow, * chamberfellow,
*. One who sleeps in the same room ; a
comrade.

" Thy learned chamber-feltote.

"

B. Jonton: Underwood, rl, p. SM.

chamber gauge, s.

Ord. : A gauge used in verifying the size of
a howitzer or mortar-chamber.

chamber hanging, s. Tapestry or other
lining of a wall of a chamber.

" With tokens thus, and thus I averring notes
Of chamber-hanging, pictures, this her bracelet"

Shaketp. t CjfmbeHne, v i.

* chamber-lye, * chamber-lie, s.

Urine.

"Your chamber-lit breeds fleas like a loach,"—
Shaketp. : 1 Ben, IK, ii. L

chamber-maid, chambermaid, .

.

* 1. A maid who attends on a lady when
dressing ; a lady's maid.

2. One who cleans and arranges bedrooms.

3. An actress who plays servants' parts in

comedy.

chamber-master, s. A tradesman who
makes up his own material at home, and dis-

poses of it to the shops. (Mayhew.)

chamber-music, «. Vocal or instru-

mental music suitable for being performed in

a chamber, as distinguished from that adapted

for a concert-room.

chamber-organ, s. A small organ

suitable for use in a private house.

* chamber-pleasure, i. Dissipation,

Chamber-pot, s. A vessel for urine and

slops.

chamber-practice, <

Law : The practice or profession of barristers

who advise chents privately in their chambers,

but who do not appear in court to conduct

cases.
" Chamber-practice, and even P^vate couveyauctng.

the moat voluntary agency, are prohibited to them. —
Burke ; On the Popery Lawt.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p&»
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* chamber-stead, s. A place for a
chamber.

" If love be so dear to thee thou hast ft caamAer-
Head,"—Chapman : Homer t Iliad, xiv. 386.

chamber-story, s. The story or flat of

a house on which the sleeping apartments are

situated.

chamber, v.i. k t. [Chamber, s.)

* A. / ntransitive

:

I. Lit. : To reside in or occupy as a chamber.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To rest, to repose.
" You shall no more . . .

Chamber underneath the spreading olcea"
Haywood : Golden Age. 1.1.

2. To be wanton or dissipated ; to act
lewdly or immodestly.

3. To intrigue. (NuttalL)

B. Transitive:

* L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To enclose or shut up, as In a
chamber.

" To make the vermlne flee downe into the lowest
parts nml there to chamber or angle themselves.'—
Turberville : Books of Veneris, p. IBS.

2. Fig.: To shut up, to confine.

"Critias manaced and thretened hym, oneleste he
chambred hie tongue in season."— Udat; Apoph. of
Xratmut, p. 10.

JX Ordnance : To provide or construct with
a chamber for the reception of the powder.

"It wilt be expensive to chamber all the field-guns

in the service."—Daily Newt, Nor. 20, 1876.

* cham ber-dek-in, *. [Etyin. doubtful.]
(See extract.)

" Chamber-dekint are Irish Beggars, which by the
statute at 1 Henry V., c. 8, were by a certain time
within the same statute limited to avoyd this land."—
Let Termet de la Ley, 1. 5 L .

oham'-bered, a. [Eng. chamber; -ed.]

* L Ord, Lang. .* Enclosed or shut up, as in

a chamber.
" The beet blood chamber'd In his bosom."

Shaketp. : Rich. 1U I. L
TX Technically:

1. Conchol. : Di-
vided into compart-
ments or sections
by walls or parti-
tions.

". . . one of those
chambered shells to
which is given the
name of Pearly Nauti-
lus."— //f^>/i« : Autoc.
of Breakfast Table, p.
88. CHAMBERED SHELL Or

2. Ordnance : Pro- nautilus.

vided or construct-
ed with a chamber for the powder.

"Three 12-pounder guns on the chambered principle
are now in coarse of trial."

—

Daily Newt, Nov. 20, 1876.

cham berer, *chamber - ere, * cham -

brere, s. [Eng. chamber; -er.]

1. A male or female attendant in a chamber

:

a valet or lady's maid.
* " Abram hadde another sone Ismaet that he gat
upon Agar his chambrere.'—Maundetiile, p. 102.

2. A dissipated person ; one who indulges
In lewd or loose speech or actions.

" I have not those soft parts of conversation.
That chamberert have."

,Shake*j>- •* Othello, ill. &
3. A man of intrigue.

* cham'-ber-iug, a. & s. [Chamber, $.]

A. As adj. : Indulging in lewd or loose
speech or actions ; lewd, dissipated.

B. As subst.

:

1. Lewd, wanton, or dissipated behaviour.

2. Intrigue.

cham -ber-lain, * cham-ber- ling,

cham ber lein, * 9ham'-ber-Iin,
* cham-er-lane, * chaum-ber-leln,
* chaum-ber-ling, s. [O. Fr. chambrelene,
chambrelein, chambrelin ; Ital. camerlingo

;

Ger. kammerling ; 8p. camarlengo ; Port, cam-
erkngo, from Low Lai. camarlingus, camar-
lengus, from Lat. camera = a chamber.J

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Generally:

0) A person who has the charge of attend-
ing to the private chambers of a house.

" His chamberleyn hym broghte . . . a'peyre hose of
say."—Robert of Gloucester, p. 890.

"Hise prlncis and hise chamburleynt."—Wyclife
^Purvey): l King* xxiv. IX

(2) A chamber attendant.

2. Spec. ; An officer or person in charge of
the private Arrangements of a nobleman or
monarch.

" Of this castell was casteliaine
Elda the klngee chamberlains."

tiower: C. A..L 191

IX Technically:

1. Of a corporation or public office: A re-

ceiver of rents and revenues.

2. Court;

(1) Lord Great Chamberlain of England is

the sixth officer of the cr-»wn ; a considerable
part of his function is at a coronation ; to him
belongs the provision of every thing in the
House of Lords ; he disposes of the sword of
state ; under him are the gentleman usher of
the black rod, yeomen ushers, and door-
keepers. He has also the supervision and
licensing of all theatres and plays.

(2) Lord chamberlain of the household has the
oversight of all officers belonging to the king's
chambers, except the precinct of the bed-
chamber.

Cham ber lain ship, s. [Eng. chamberlain ;
•ship.] The office or dignity of a chamberlain.

* cham'-ber-lln, *. [Chamberlain.]

cham'-bers, s. pi. [Chamber, $.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; Apartments, lodgings.

2. Law:
(1) The private rooms of the judges.

(2) The office of a barrister in the Inns of
Courts.

Cham ber-tin (as shan -ber-ten),s. [From
Chambertin, a village, C6te-d'Or, France.)
A superior kind of Burgundy wine.

" We will try ft bottle of the Chambertin to-day,
Vincent**—Sir E. L. BuUoer : Pelham, ch. xxvitt.

chamb'-let, v. [Camlet, $.] To variegate,
or mark with streaks.

* cham'-blet-ed, a. [Camlet, Camelot.]
Variegated, varied.

" Some have the veins more varied and chambleted ;
aa oak, whereof wainscot is made. "—Bac t Nat. Hitt.

cham branle, s. [French.]

Arch. : An ornamental bordering oa the
sides and tops of
doors, windows,
and fire-places.

This ornament is

generally taken
from the archi-

trave of the order
of the building.
In window-frames
the sill is also
ornamental, form-
ing a fourth side, chambranle to door at
The top of a three- st. John's, devizes.
sided chambranle
is called the transverse, and the sides ascend-
ants.

Cham-bray, «. [Altered from Cambray in
Flanders (?) [Cambric] Or from the De
Chambray family, one of the oldest in Nor-
mandy (?).]

Fabric ; A kind of gingham ; plain colours,
linen finish, ladies' dress-goods.

* cham-bre, «. [Chamber.]
'* The chambret and the stables weren wyde.*

Chaucer : The Prologue, L M.

cham'-brel, s. [Gambrel.]

Farriery : The joint or bending of the hmu
legs of a horse ; the gambreL

* cham'-brl-er, s. [Eng. chamber; 4er=-tr.]
A chamberlain.

" Never Asian cavaliers
Could boast they had such chambriert.m

Cotton : Burletqut upon Burlesque, p. 270.

cha'-meck, *. [Native Guianian word (?).]

A* monkey (AUles subpentadaetylus), found in

Guiana.

cha-me -Icon, * cha-mse'-leon, * cha-
intele 6, s. [Lat. chamceleon, from Gr.

XafiaxXiwv (chamailedn) — a dwarf lion ; from

Sana*. (chamai)=on the ground, hence, small,
warf, and AeW (Icon) = a lion.]

L Ordinary Language (chiefly of the form
chameleon)

:

1, Literally ."

(1) The animal known to naturalists as |

Chammleo africanus. Owing to the rete mn-
cosum containing two kinds of colouring
matter, the animal frequently changes colour
to the eye of the observer, a property which
has rendered it an object of curiosity in
all ages. It was anciently fabled to live 01

chameleon.

air. It has but five cervical vertebrae. The
hind as well as fore toes are five ; trunk
mounted high on the legs, forming an excep-
tion to the majority of reptiles ; lungs very
large ; tongue cylindrical, extensile, and re-

tractile, terminating in a dilated and tubular
tip covered with a glutinous secretion, by
means of which the animal catches its food
of insects, flies, &c Reproduction by means
of eggs.

"As the chameleon, which is known
To have no colours of bis own." Prior.

(2) Any other species of the same family.

2. Fig, : A politician or other public man
who shows great facility in changing or pre-
tending to change his sentiments, thus suit-
ing his " colour " to his place.

TJ. Technically :

1. Zool. (chiefly of the form chamaeleo) : A
genus of Saurian reptiles, with feet and tail

organized for climbing trees. They live on
flies and insects. They spend their lives in
trees, and are found widely distributed in
Africa, East Indies, Madagascar, South of
Spain, &c. [Chamjsleo.]

2. Astron. (of the form chamaeleon): A con-
stellation near the south pole, established by
Bayer.

3. Bot. : A term used chiefly In the two
following designations of plants :

—

Black cham-
aileon : Cardopatum corymbosum; White cham-
atieon ; Carlina gummifera.

chameleon-like, a. Like a chameleon.
"These animals also escape detection by a very

extraordinary, chameleon-like power ot changing their
colour."—Darwin: Voyage round the World led. 1870L
ch. L p. 7.

chameleon mineral, «.

Chem. : KgMnO*. A name given to potas-
sium manganate, from the change of colour it

undergoes during its conversion into perman-
ganate. Obtained by fusing Mn03 black
oxide of manganese with potash, ana a little

titrate of potash. Its solution in water k
green, and gradually changes into blue, purple,
and red. It is sold as Condy's fluid ; it is a
valuable disinfecting agent ; a small quantity
of the red fluid diluted with water and placed
in a soup-plate will keep a sick-room perfectly
wholesome.

* cha-me -le-on-ize, v.t. [Eng. chameleon

;

•ize.] To change into various colours. (Bailey.)

* cham ell, s. [Camel.]
** Chamelt, best. Camelut.'—Prompt. Pan.

* cham' e lot, s. [Camlet.J
' "And wav'd upon like water Chamsiot"

Spentsr: F. Q., IV. iL «.

ch&m'-fer, v.t. [Chamfer, s.]

1. To cut a furrow or gutter in, as in a
column ; to groove, to channel, to flute.

2. To bevel off ; to cut or grind the edge of

anything originally right-angled.

cham'-fer, * cham' fret, s. [O. Fr. cham-

frein t chanfrain. ]

The arris of any-
thing originally

right-angled cut
aslope or level, so
that the plane it

then forms is in-

clined less than a
right angle to the

WdMSMMM

V
HOLLOWED CHAMFER

(normAN).

other planes which It intersects. If it is not

carried Hhe whole extent of the piece, it is
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returned and then is said to be stop-chamfered.

If the arris be taken off more on one aide

than the other, it is said to be splayed or
bevelled. (Weale.)

" The chamfer Is sometime* made slightly concave ;

and then la termed a hollow chamfer. . , . The angles
of early English buttresses are very commonly cham-
fered. —Olouary of Architecture.

9hd.n1 -fered, " 911am -fired, pa. par. or a
[Chamfer, v.)

1. Lit. : Grooved, splayed, bevelled.

"He carried away with hhn certain hrasen pillars

of chamfred worke, which supported the chapiters
of the gates.'*— Knotlet, 614 G.

2. Fig. : Wrinkled, furrowed with wrinkles.
" Comes the brerae Winter with chamfred browes.
Full of wrlncltles and frostie furrowes."

Spenteri Shepherd* Calendar, it

oh&ni.'-ter-t&gtpr. par., a., ks. [Chamfer, v.]

A, & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj.: In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of cutting down or
bevelling the edge of anything originally right-

angled ; a chamfer or beveL

chamfering-hit, s. A boring-tool with
a conical cutter adapted to chamfer the edge
of a hole to enable it to receive the head of a
screw. [Bit.]

chamfering tool, «.

Saddlery : A tool for paring down the thick-

ness of a leathern strap near the edge, making
a chamfer. It is caned thinning the edge,
and is sometimes preliminary to sewing, and
at other times to fitting the edge into its place
In the harness,

* cham'-fer-y, * ch&m'-fer-ye, adv. [Eng.

chamfer; -*.] Channel-wise, in grooves.
** Witn rent rocks chamferye. sharded."

Stanyhurtt : Virg. .£neid. Tilt

* cham'-frain, * cham'-fron, * champ'-
frain, s. [O. Fr. chanfrain ; Fr. chanfrei%;
of unknown
origin.]

Ancient Ar-
mor: The front-
let of a barded
or armed horse,
usually having a
spike between
the eyes.

cham'-fred, a.

[Chamfered.]

* Cham -fret, s.

[Chamfer, a.] chamfrain (henry viii.).

Carpentry : i*r°** Mwiek's Ancient armour.)

1. A groove or furrow.

2. A bend prodaced by cutting off the edge
of a right angle.

oham'-fret, v.U [Cfiamfret. a,] To chamfer
or bevel off.

** Fmbrnier. To ikue or chamfrtt off the Jaunibs*
of a doore, or window."

—

Cutgrae*.

cham'-fret-ing, pr. par. k s. [Chamfbet, v.]

A. As pr. par. ; (See the verb).

B. As substantive ;

Building

:

1. The act of bevelling or splaying the edge
of a right angle, Ac.

" Kmbratur*. The skulng, splaying or chamfreUing
of a doore or window.*—Cotgrave.

2. The splay of a window, Ac
* cham -fron, a. [Chamfrain,]

•*.
. . his gallant war-horse . . . with a ekamfron

or plaited head-piece npun his head."—Soott: Jvanhoe,
oh. i i.

Cham'-f-an, a. [From Cham m Ham the son
of Noah, 'and Eng. suff. -ian.] Pertaining to
Ham. Used of the oasis, now called Slwah,
in the Libyan desert, in which the temple of
Jupiter Ammon, visited by Alexander the
Great, was situated.

" There in a silent shade of laurel brown
Apart the Chamian Oracle divine."

Tennyton : Early Sonnet t. It.

Cham-Id, $. [Chamid*.]
the family Chamidae (q.v.).

Any mollnsc of

oham'-i-dae, $. pL [From Lat. ckama (q.T.),
and fem. pL adj. suff. -ides.]

ZooU itPakeont.: A family of Conchiferous
Molluscs, section Siphonida. They have
thick inequfvalve shells, attached by a valve

to rocks or other foreign bodies. The huge
teeth are two in one valve and one in the
other, the adductor impressions large, the
pallial line simple. Only recent genus Chains
(q.v.) ; fossil, Diceras, Ac.

Cham Is-so'-a, s. [Named after Aldelbert Von
Chamisso, a distinguished poet, naturalist and
traveller who died at Berlin in 1338.]

hot. : A genus of tropical plants of the order
Amaranthaceae, with alternate leaves and
flowers in axillary or terminal spikes or globu-
lar heads.

cham' Ian rie, *. [From O. Fr. chamellan
= a chamberlain.] [Chalmerlaxe.]

* Cham'-Hst, s. [Camlet, Camklot.]
"To make a ehamlet, draw five lines, waved over,

thwart, if your diapering consist of a double Una."—
Peacham: On Drawing.

• cham-lothe. * cham'-let, a. [Camlet.]
Camelot or camlet.

"Of chamlothe of sylk to be ane vellcotte, and ane
vasquine, xvii elle and half."

—

Chalmeri: Mary, L 207.

cham-ock, s. [Cammock.)

chSm'-ois (ols as wii), s. [Fr. chamois;

Ital. camoscio, camozza; Sp. camuza, gamuza;
from O. Ger. gamz; Ger. gemze; Sp. gamo —
a fallow-buck.]

1. Zool.: An antelope, Rnpicapra tragus,

formerly called Antilope Rupicapnu In its

physical character it ia somewhat aberrant,

^
approaching the sheep and goats. It is about
three feet three inches high, with two parallel
horns, straight for about six or seven inches,
and then sharply bent back, and no beard.
It is densely clothed with hair. It is found
on high mountain ranges, specially on the
Alps, the Pyrenees, the Carpathian moun-
tains, and those of Greece, besides which it is

believed to exist also on those of the Taurus
and of the Caucasus,

"These are the beasts which ye shall eat; the ox,
the sheep, . . . the wild ox, and the cha>nou."—J*eirt.
xtr.lt s.

2. Comm. (Shammy, Chamois-leather) ; The
name indicates that this leather is made from
the skin of the Chamois (Rupicapra tragus),

but the skins of sheep, goats, deer, calves, and
the split hides of other animals, are used for

making this kind of leather; the supe-
rior kinds of which are called chamois, and the
inferior, wash-leather. The skins are unhaired
In a lime-vat, and scraped on a beam in the
ordinary way. The lime is removed in a bath
by lactic or acetic acid, and the skins are
then frizzed. This process consists in rubbing
the skins with pumice or the blunt end of a
round knife, until the grain is removed, the
skin softened, and reduced to an even thick-
ness throughout The skins are then pressed
to expel water, fulled by wooden hammers,
spread, treated with oil—fish-oil being prefer-
able—rolled up and again fulled, to distribute
the oil throughout the bundle. They are then
taken out, unfolded, dried, re-oiled, and again
rolled and fulled. These processes are re-

Eeated till the effect Is fully accomplished,
eat being applied during the latter portion,

by means of suspending the skins In a store-
room. Superfluous oil is removed by a short
steeping in a dilute alkaline lye ; the skins are
then wrung, dried, suppled by stretchiug, and
polished by rolling. {Knight.)

chamois-leather, s. [Chamois, 2.]

cham'-ols ite (oi as wa), *. [From Chamol-
son, where it occurs ; and Eng. suff. -ite (Min.)
(q.v.).]

Min. : A hydrated silicate of alumina and
protoxide of iron, occurring as a compact or
oolitic iron ore at Chamoison, near Saint
Maurice, In the Valols.

cham'-o-mile, s. [Camomile.]

cham-or'-chis, s. [Gr. x<Vai (chamai) = on
the ground, and Eng., Ac, orchis (q.v.).]

Bot. : A pretty little Alpine plant, constitu-
ting a genus of tho order Orchidacea;.

9hamp, v.t & i. [O. Fr. champayer, champeyer.,
champoyer — to graze in fields ; Fr. champ = a
field, from Lat. campus (Mahn). But Pro£
Skea.t says it is of Scand. origin. Cf. 8w. dial.

kamsa = to chew with difficulty, to champ
;

Icel. kiopta = to chatter, to move the jaws;
kiaptl = a jaw, allied to Gr. yau^cu {gamphai)
s= the jaws ; Sans, jamtha » a jaw, a tooth.]

A* Transitive:

1. To bite with repeated actions of the teeth,

especially of a horse biting at a curb or bit.

(a) Literally

:

**The fiend rep!y*d not, overcome with rage

:

But, like a proud steed reigti'd, went haughty OH,
Champing his iron curb.*

Milton : P. L. fr. 18a

i (6) Fig. : To lie impatient.
•' Fit retribution ! Gaol may chamv the bit
And foam In fetters ;—but is Earth wore fret!"
Sgron : Chdde Sarold'i Pilgrimage, III. xix.

2. To devour greedily and roughly.
**A tobacco pipe happened to break in my mouth,

and the nieces left such a delicious roughness on my
tongue, that I champed up the remaining part."—
Spectator.

3. To chop, to mash, to cut fine.

*4. To mince, to cut fine.

"As for truth, clip not, nor champ not my word*
. . ."—Hum* : ffUL Doug. ; To the Header, p. a

B. Intransitive :

I. Lit. : To perform the action of biting

frequently.
" His Jaws did not answer equally to one another j

but by his frequent motion and champing with them.
It was evident they were neither luxated nor (rac-

tured,"— Wiaeman: Surgery.

* 2. Fig. ; To fret, to fume.
" They began to repent of that they had done, and

irefully to champ upon the bit they had taken Into

their montha"

—

Hooker.

champ (1), a. TChamp, v.] The act of biting

with frequent action of the teeth.

"White Is the foam of their champ on the bit:

The spears are uplifted ; the matches are lit"
Byron ; The Siege of Corinth. Jt

champ (2), * champe, s. [Fr. champ; Ital.

oampo, from lit. campus = a field.]

1. Her. : The field or ground of a shield.

"The champe of the feld was goulea"—Lydgate.

2. Arch. ; The field or ground on which
carving is raised,

5. Tapestry; The area or field on which

figures in tapestry are raised.

* 4. Illuminating: The space left In old

MSS. for illuminated capitals or vignettes.

6. A mire. (Scotch.)

champ (3), «. [From champa (pron. chUmpa),

the East Indian name of the tree which fur-

nishes the wood.]

BoL : The wood of Michelia excelsa.

cham'-pac, cham'-pak, a. [Sansc. and

Beng. champaka.]

Bot. : A beautiful East Indian tree, of the

natural order Magnoliaceee. It Is sacred to

Vishnu, and the
Hindoo women
adorn their dark
hair with its

highly fragrant
orange-colored
flowers. The
Boodhists also
regard it as sa-

cred. The wood
of Michelia Rhee-
dit,probably only
a variety of M.
champaca. Is used
at Bombay for the
construction of
furniture, Ac.

" The maid of India blessed again to hold
-

In ner full hair the champact leave" "goM.

.

Moore • L. R. i Tht Veiled Prophet

cham-pagne', *cham-pane', cham-
paign' (1) (pagne and palgn as pan), a

[From Champagne, in France, where it was

CHAMRaC
L Stamen. 3. Fruit
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originally made.] A kind of brisk, sparkling

wine. Champagnes are divided into four cate-

gories—Sparkling Granot, Ordinary Spark-
ling, Half Sparkling, and Tisane de Cham-
fiagne, or they may be classed as still, spark-

ing, and semi-sparkling. They are either

sweet or dry, according to the extent to

which fermentation has been carried. In the
manufacture of Champagne black grapes of

the first quality are usually employed. The
breakage of the bottles in these sparkling

wines amounts frequently to thirty per cent.
1 Much of the Champagne sold is a spurious

imitation, being manufactured from a cheap
white wine sweetened with sugar, and
coloured. Sometimes it consists entirely of
wine made from gooseberries or rhubarb
sweetened, and charged with carbonic-acid gas.

The Champagnes produced in California are

considered equal to those of Europe.

cham -palgn (2) (paign as pan), * sham-
pain (1), *. A a. [O. Ft. champaigns, cam-
paigne.] [Campaign.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Flat, open country.
". . . the Canaanltea, whlchdwell In the champaign

ever against Gilgal, beside the plain* of Morehl —
DeuL Xi. SO.

2. A field.

•*H1« bounding helmet on the champaign rang.
Achillea' plume 1a stain'd with dust and gore."

Pop*: Homer t Iliad, bk. XVL, 1. 95*40.

B. As adj. : Flat, open.

"The champaign head
Of a steep wilderness, whose hairy sides
Access denied." Milton ; P. L,, lr. 134.

Cham -pain (2), s. [Campaign.]

Her. : A mark of dishonour in the coat of

arms of one who has killed a prisoner of war
after he has asked for quarter.

champain line, s.

Arch. : A conjunction of straight lines, for-

merly called indentations, the sides of which
are parallel and similar to each other.

Cham'-pan, s. [The native name—another
form of sampan (q.v.). ]

Com-tn. ; A small, flat-bottomed vessel with
one sail, used in China and Japan.

Cham part (Eng.), 911am parte (Scotch), s.

[Champerty.]

French and Scots Law

:

t. Field rent

2. Champerty (q.v.).

cham-par-tie (Sng.\ 9ham parte (0.

Scotch), 5. [Champerty.]

champed (1), pa. par. or a. [Champ, v.]

champed (2) (Eng.), * chain-pit (Scotch), a.
[Champ (2), «.] Having raised figures; im-
bossed, diapered.

"I saw all claith of gold men might deulse,
—Saline llgure* champlt with louris and bewle."

Police of Honour, i. 46.

Cham'-per, s, [Eng. champ; -er.]

1. One who champs or bites greedily and
violently.

"Damsels, whether dignified or distinguished tinder
some or all of the following denominations, to wit,
trash -enters, oatmeal-ch ewers, pipe-champert,"—Spec-
tator, No. 431.

*^

2. A wooden instrument for mashing pota-
toes. (Scotch.)

C^ham'-per-tor, *. [O. Fr. champerteur = one
who shares in fields or field-rents.] [Cham-
PBRTV.]

Law : One who moves suits, or causes them
to be moved, either by his own or other's pro-
curement, and pursues, at his proper cost, to
have part of the land in contest, or part of the
gains. (Cowel.)

* Cham'-per-tous, a. [Eng. champerty);
ous,] Divided, shared.

" This champertou* combination hath k'one about by
mere shows of proof."—Bp. Halt; Work*, x. 37i
[Davie*.)

cham'-per-ty\ 9ham-par-tie, s. [Norm.
Fr. champart, from Low Lat. campus partitus:
campus = a field ; partitas = divided

;
partior

^ to divide. ]

Law: An agreement on the part of a
•tranger having otherwise no interest in the
cause to maintain any man in his suit, upon
condition to have part of the thing when it is

recovered. [Champart. ]

CHAMPIGNONS.

"... In cheerful prattle about . . . champerty . .
."

—The Great Seal ; Daily Telegraph, Aug. 4. 1874.

cham -pies, s.pl [Champ, v.] Mashed pota-

toes. (Scotch.)

cham pig non (plgnon as pin -yon), s.

[Fr., from champ; Lat. campus — a field. In
Ital. campignuolo.]

Bot. : In France applied to Mushrooms
generally, but in England only to Agaricus
Oreades; in some parts known as Scotch
Bonnets. The Champignon grows in fairy
rings, generally
of a few feet only
in diameter. It

luxuriates most
in a sandy soil.

The pileus when
moist is of a
dull fawn colour

;

when dry, creamy
white. Stem tough
with a villous

bark ; gills broad,
cream-coloured,
free from any at-

tachment to' the
stem, and very
distant. It is excellent as a fricassee, or
stewed like common mushrooms. (Treat, of
Bot.)

" He viler friends with doubtful mushrooms treats,
Been re for you, himself champiytttm* eats."

Bowleg : Juvenal, sat. r.

champignon -rail, s.

Railroad Engineering : A rail having a
rounded upper surface.

ohamp'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Champ, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj.: In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

" No rude sound shall reach thine ear.
Armour's clans, or war-steed champing. 1*

Scott : The Lady ttf the Lake, t «L

C. As svbst. : The act of biting with fre-

quent or violent action of the teeth.

* 9ham-pi-on (IX *. [Champaign (2).] One
who lives in or farms open, unenclosed land.

" New fermer may enter (as champion* say)
On all that is fallow at Lent ladle day."

Tuuer : Husbandric, p. 34.

9ham'-pi-on f :M, * 9ham-pl-oun, * cham-
py-on, * cam py on, * chaun-pi-oun,
s. & a. [O. Fr. champion, campion ; ItaL cam-
pions; Sp. campeon ; Port, campeao; O. H.
Ger. champhio, kampjo; Ger. kdmpe, from Low
Lat. campio cs a gladiator ; from campus = a
field, a place of battle.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language .*

* 1, A fighter, a warrior, a boxer.
" Champyon or campyon. Campio, athleta, pugiL"

—Prompt. Part.
" A champtlmn is In the place
That hath i wrought me sorwe.'*

Gametyn, 203.

2. One who engages In a duel or battle on
behalf of another.

'• Tis therefore sober and good men are sad
For England's glory, eeefug It wax pale
And sickly, while her champion* wear their hearts
8o loose t« private duty, that no brain . . .

Can dream them trusty." Covper; Task, v. fill.

" What checks the flery sonl of James?
Why sits that champion of the dames
Inactive on his steed ?"

Scott: Marmion, vl. 20.

& A stout-hearted warrior ; a noble knight.
" The meeting of these chamt>ion$ proud
Seemed like the burst! iu tliundci-eloud."

Scott : The Lay of the Last Minstrel, UL 5.

4. One who is the acknowledged superior in
any exercise.

5. A strong supporter or defender of any-
thing.

* IL Law: One who maintained a cause by
wager of battle. When a tenant in a writ of
right pled the general issue, i.e., that he had
more right to hold than the demandant to
recover, and offered to prove it by the body of
his champion, the demandant had the option
of refusing or accepting the proposal. If he
did the latter, then the tenants champion
being produced threw down his gage or glove,
which his opponent's champion took up. A
piece of ground, sixty feet square, was then
enclosed with lists. Within it the champions,
if brave enough, fought till the stars appeared ;

and if the champion of the tenant held his
own till that time, he gained the victory for

his employer or friend, while if vanquished
the land for which he contended was lost.

Sometimes the fight was terminated prema-
turely by one of the champions proving
" recreant," and pronouncing what Black-
stone calls "the horrible word * craven.'"
The man who did so was believed to be per-
manently disgraced, and was never in future
put on a jury, or even allowed to appear as a
witness in a court of law.

" In our common law, champion Is taken no less for
htm that trieth the combat in his own case, thau for
him that tighteth in the case of another."

—

Cowel.

B. As adj. : Holding the place or position
of a champion ; the acknowledged superior in
anything.

"The emperor's wish to check the tyranny of the
prefects and tax-gatherers was strongly marked, in the
case of the champion fighting-cock."

—

Sharpe : History
qf Egypt, ch. xL

% Champion of the King, or Queen, or of the

Realm: An ancient officer who, at the coro-
nation of our kings, whilst the king was at
dinner, rode armed cap-a-pie" into Westminster
Hall, and with a proclamation made by a herald
threw down his gauntlet, and challenged any
who disputed the king's right to the throne to
single combat. His fee was a gilt cup, with a
cover, filled with wine. The ceremony has
been discontinued.

If For the difference between champion and
combatant see Combatant.

oham'-pi-on, v.t. [Champion, s.]

* 1. To challenge, as to a combat.
"The seed of Banquo kings!

Bather than so, come. Pate, into the list,

And champion me to th' utterance."
Shakes/*. ; Macbeth, lii. 1

2. To fight for or defend as a champion

;

to support, protect, or defend.

9ham'-pI-oned, pa. par. or a. [Champion, v.]

Furnished with or defended by a champion.
"Championed or nnchamploned, thou diest by the

stake or fagot."

—

Scott ; Jtanhoe, ch. xxxix

t cham'-pl-on-eas, «. [Eng. champion ; -ew.]

A female champion.
" Not she, the championeu of old.
In Spenser s magic tale enrolled."

Scott ; Marmion, Introd. to canto V.

9ham-pl-6n'-i-a, a. [Named after Lieut.*
Col. Champion, tilled at the battle of Inker-
man.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
cyrtandreous division of Gesneraceae, charac-
terised as having the seeds without albumen,
and the fruit wholly free. The only species is

from Ceylon. Calyx hairy, and cut into five

equal linear-subulate lobes ; corolla white,
glabrous, and rotate, with a very short tube
and four-parted limb. Stamens four, equal

;

ovary one-celled ; style Aliform,

cham'~pi-6n-ing( pr. par., a., & *. [Cham-
pion, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partic. adj. ; In senses
corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of defending or fight-

ing for as a champion.

* cham'-pX-6n-ize, v.i. [Eng. champion;
-we. J To contest for mastery, to champion.

" With reed-like lauce, and with a blunted blade.
To championize under a tented shade."

Sylveeter : Du BartOe,

9ham -pi-6n-ahlp, a. [Eng. champion;
•ship.]

1. The act of championing ; the state of
being a champion for another.

2. The position or state of being the acknow-
ledged superior in any exercise or pursuit

;

superiority.

* fham-pi-oun, s. [Champion.]
*' Thanne seyde Oamelyu to the champioun."

Chaucer : The Coke* Tale of Oamelyn, tat.

v cham' poe, v.t [Shampoo.]
" Horses are much refreshed by champoeing."—

Southey: Quart, Rev., xiL 300.

Chan-ar'-Cil-lite, s. [From Chan"ardll(o), in

Chili, where it is found, and suff. -ite (Min.)
<q.v.>]

Min. : A silver-white shining arsenio-anti-

monial ore from Chafiarcillo, disseminated
through calcite. It is a variety of Dyscraslte
(q.v.). Compos.: Antimony, 19'6—21*4; ar-

Benic, 23*8—223 ; silver, 53-6—63-3 ; iron, 30.
(Dana.)

ohance» * cheanoe, * cheaunfe,
*chaunce, * onans, ~ chaunsc, -.."..

& adv. [O. Fr. cheance, from cheoir = to fall

;

boil, boy; pout, Jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xcnophon, exist. ing.

-clan, -tian = shan, -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious m shus. -Me, -die, &c = bel, del.
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Ital. cadenza, from Low Lat. cadentia = a
chance, from cado = to falL]

A. As substantive

:

1, An accident, a casual occurrence or
•rent.

"... It wu a chance that happened to us."—1 Sam.
Vt a

" To say • thing is a chance or casualty, m It relates
to Mcona causes, is not profaneuess, but s great truth
. . ."—South.

2. Fortune ; the cause or origin of fortuitous
•vents.

" May hope, when everlasting Fate shall yield
To fickle Chance, and Chaos Judge the strife."

Milton: P.L.,0.

& The act of fortune, the course of events.
"... the art of catching the tone of any society

bto which chance might throw him."—Mocaulay t

Bitt. Eng., ch xii.

4. The quality of being without any defined
or recognised cause ; fortuity.

" Chance Is but a mere name, and really nothing In
itself; a conception of oar minds, and only a com-
pendious way of speaking, whereby we would express,
that such effects as are commonly attribated to chance,
were verily produced by their true and proper causes,
bat without their design to produce them."

—

Bentley.

6. The event, success, or result of things.
L * Turne we oar steeds ; that both lu equall tilt
May meete againe. and each take happy chaunce.'

Spenser; F. Q., III. viii. 18.

8. An unlucky event ; misfortune, ill-luck.
" You were us'd

To say extremity was the trier of spirits.
That common chance* common men could bear."

Shuketp. : Coriolamts, i v. l.

7. The possibility or probability of any oc-
currence.

" Thus he taught the game of hazard,
Thus displayed it and explained it,

Running through its various chances."
Longfellow : The Song of Hiawatha, xvt

8. An opportunity offered.

T The last chance : The last remaining hope.

The main chance : The principal or most im-
portant opportunity offered to one.

Tb take care of or mind the main chance : To
watch one's best opportunity to look after
oneself, or one's own interests, before those
of others.

T (1) After pointing out the heathenish
character of the three words chance, fortune,
and fate, Crabb thus distinguishes between
them :

—" In this ordinary sense chance is the
generic, fortune and fate are specific terms :

chance applies to all things personal or other-
wise ; fortune and fate are mostly said of that
which is personal. Chance neither forms
orders or designs ; neither knowledge or in-
tention is attributed to it ; its events are un-
certain and variable : fortune forms plans and
designs, but without choice ; we attribute to
it an intention without discernment ; it is

said to be blind : fate forms plans and chains
of causes ; intention, knowledge, and power
are attributed to it ; its views are fixed, its
results decisive. A person goes as chance
directs him when he has no express object to
determine his choice one way or other ; his
fortune favours him, if without any expecta-
tion he gets the thing he wishes ; his fate wills
it, if he reaches the desired point contrarv to
what he intended. Men's success in their
undertakings depends oftener on chance than
on their ability [?] ; we are ever ready to
ascribe to ourselves what we owe to our good
fortune ; it is the fate of some meu to fail
In every thing they undertake."

(2) Chance and probability are thus discrimi-
nated :

—"These terms are both employed in
forming an estimate of future events ; but
the chance is either for or against ; the proba-
bility is always for a thing ; a chance is but a
degree of probability."

(3) The following are stated to be the differ-
ences between chance and hazard:—"Both
these terms are employed to mark the course
of future events, which is not discernible by
the human eye. With the Deity there is

neither chance nor hazard ; His plans are the
result of omniscience, but the designs and
actions of men are all dependant on chance or
hazard. Chance may be favourable or unfa-
vourable, more commonly the former ; hazard
is always unfavourable ; it is properly a species
of chance. There is a chance either of gaining
or losing : there is a hazard of losing.

"

(4) The following are the differences between
accident and chance. ". . . Accident and
chance may be used indifferently in the collo-
quial expression to happen by chance or
by accident; but the word accident is used
only in respect to particular events, as it was
pure accident; but chance is employed to

denote a hidden senseless cause of things as
opposed to a positive intelligent cause."
{Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

(5) The Penny Cyclopaedia states briefly and
pointedly that the word chance has been used
in two senses, as opposed to providence and as
opposed to certainty.

B. As adj. : Happening accidentally ; casual,
accidental, fortuitous.
" Now should they part, malicious tongues would say,
They met like chance companions on the way."

Dryden.
* C. As adv. : Perchance, accidentally, for-

tuitously, unexpectedly.
" If chance by lowly contemplation led.
Some kindred spirit shall enquire thy fate."

©ray; Elegy.

1 Compounds of obvious meaning : Chance-
comer, chance-gift, chance-hit, chance-met,
chance-poised, chance-sown.

chance medley, chaud- medley.
s. & a,

A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. ; Chance, luck, a haphazard
result

" Wherefore they are no twain, but one flesh : this is

true in the general right of marriage, bnt not in the
chance-medley of every particular match."—Milton:
Tetrachordon.

2. Law : The casual slaughter of a man, not
altogether without the fault of the slayer,

when ignorance or negligence is joined with
the chance ; as if a man lop trees by a high-
way-side, by which many usually travel, and
cast down a bough, not giving warning to take
heed thereof, by which bough one passing by
is slain: in this case he offends, because he
gave no warning, that the party might have
taken heed to hi in self.

But the self-defence, which we are now speaking of,

is that whereby a man may protect himself from an
assault, or the like, in the course of a sudden brawl or
quarrel, by killing him who assaults him. And this
is what the law expresses by the word chance-medley,
or (as some rather choose to write it), chaud-medley,
the former of which in its etymology signifies a casual
affray, the latter an affray in the heat of blood or
passion ; both of them of pretty much the same im-
port "—Blackstone : Commentaries. D. It., e. 14.

B. As adj. : Depending on chance or for-

tune.
" And, artless as thou art. whom thou wilt choose

;

Though much depends on what thy choice shall be.
Is all chance-medley, and unknown to me."

Cowper: Tirocinium.

chance, * chaunce, chaunse, v. i. k t.

[Chance, s.]

A* Intransitive;

1. Of things : To happen, to fall out, to be-
fall, to fortune, to occur accidentally.

"... natural selection can do nothing until favour-
able variation chance to occur."

—

Darwin: Origin of
Specie* (ed. 1869), ch. vi, p. 177.

IT It is frequently used impersonally.
" It chanced that the glad tidings arrived at White-

hall on the day to which the Parliament stood pro-
rogued."—Macauiay : Bi*t. Eng., ch. xvi.

2. Ofpersons

:

(1) To happen, to do anything accidentally,
casually, or without premeditation (followed
by a verb).

"As Diane hunted on a day.
She chaunst to come where Cupid lay."

Spenser : Epigram*, ii.

"... chancing to mention the famous verses which
the Emperor Adrian spoke on his death-bad, . . ."

—

Pope : Letter to Steele (171U

(2) To meet or fall in with ; to find or hit
upon (followed by a preposition).

" He chanced upon divers of the Turks victual 1 era,

whom he easily took. "—Knolles ; History of the Turk*.

B. Transitive:

* L To befall, to happen to.

"It hath not chaunced me to see it"—Lambarde.

2. To risk, to venture upon (colloquial).

^ To chance on : To fall in with, to happen
on.

"By what, strange accident, T chanced on this letter."—Shaketp.: Merchant of Venice, V. I.

How chance: How chances it, how comes it

"Bow chance you went not?"— Shaketp. : Merry
Wire*, r. 5.

T For the difference between to chance and
to happen see Happen.

* chan ce-a-ble, a. [Eng. chance ; -able. ]

1. Capable of happening by chance, de-
pending on chance.

" And he hath not appointed vs. an vncertaine and
chanceable conflict . . ."

—

Caluine : Four* Godly*
Sermon*. Her . 2.

2. Happening by chance, accidental, casual.

The trial thereof was cat off by the chanceable
coming thither of the king of Iberia. —Sidney.

* chan ce a bly, chaunce -a bly, adv.

[Eng. chanceabUfi) ; -y.] Accidentally, by
chance.

" For to put our 1 yfe in danger, without any coside-
ratio" vnaduisedly, and chaunceably, is most against
nature."

—

Caluine: Four* Godly* Sermon*, 8er. 2.

chanced, pa. par. or t. [Chance, v.]

1 chance'-fol, a. [Eng. chance; -ful(l).] Pull

of chance or hazard, hazardous.
" Myself would offer you t'accompany
In this adveut'rous chanceful jeopardy."

Spenser : Moth. Hub. Tal*.

* chance fully, * chauns ful lychs,
adv. [Eng. chanceful; ly.] By chance, acci-

dentally.
" Cha unsfullych* hyt vaylede nogh t."- X. de Brunne.

chan -eel, * chaun sel, • chaun -eel,
* chawn sylle, *. 4 a. [O. Fr. chancel,
canciel = an enclosure, especially one defended
by lattice-work, from Low Lat canceUus =
lattice-work.] [Cancel. ]

A. As subst. : The east end of a church, in
which the aitar is placed. It was formerly,
and is even now in places, divided from the
body of the church by a screen or lattice-

work, and is raised by steps above the level
of the body of the church.

"Chauncel, CanceHus."—Prompt. Pare.

B. As adj.: (See the compounds).

chancel-easement, 5. The window in
a chancel.

" Upon the chancet-casement, and upon that grave
of mine." Tennyson : Xew Fear's Bee.

chancel screen, s.

Ecclett. Arch. : [Rood-screen.]

chancel table, s. The communion tabls
placed within the chancel of a church.

* chan -cel-er, s. [Chancellor.]

t chance -less, a. [Eng. chance; less.] Hav-
ing no chance or prospect of success ; unavail-
ing, hopeless.

"Then may come the equally rhanrelet* struggle on
the barricades. "—Pall Mall Gazette, Sept. 27, 1870, p. 1

'chancel er ie, " chaun eel ler-ie, a

[Mid. Eng. chanceler; -ie, -y.} The office of a

chancellor ; the chancery office.

" The office of the chauncellerie or of the kinget
treeorie."

—

Gower, ii. 191.

chan -eel lor, * chaun-cel er, * chaun-
sel er, * chaun sel ere, s, [In A.S. can-

celere (Bosworth) ; Icel. kanzellari ; Sw. kans-
ler ; Dan. cantsler ; Dut kanselier; Ger.
kanzler ; Fr. chancelier ; O. Fr. chancelier,

cancelicr ; 8p. canciller, cancellario ; Port.

chanceUer, cancellario ; ItaL cancelliert. From
Low Lat cancellarius — originally an officer

having charge of records which stood near
the lattice-work, or bar, which fenced off the

seat of the judge orjudges from the rest of the

court. Class. Lat cancelli = an enclosure of

wood, a railing, lattice, Ace.
; pL of cancellus =

a grating ; dimin. of cancer = a crab.]

L In ancient times

:

*1. Originally (in the Roman Empire): A
petty officer stationed at the fence of bars
or lattice-work in a law-court, to introduce

such functionaries as were entitled to pass

inside. The Emperor Carinus, the imme-
diate predecessor of Diocletian, gave great

offence by making such a cancellarius prefect

of Rome.
* 2. Next (in the Eastern Empire) : A secre-

tary who sat inside the lattice-work to write,

but who, in the lower empire, was invested

also with judicial functions, and ultimately

with a superintendence over the other officers

of the empire. From this high dignity to that

of a modern English Lord Chancellor the

transition is easy.

3. Then {in the Church of Rome during
mediaeval times) : An officer standing to the

bishop much in the same relation as the can-

cellarius of the lower empire did to the

emperor.

IX In more modem times :

1. Onthe Continent: An officer of the highest

rank, with a certain jurisdiction over other

civil functionaries. The powers of the chan-

cellor, however, varied in the different na-

tions.

2. In England

:

(1) In the Civil Government : A name applied

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt»

CV wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, our. rule, fall; try, Syrian, as, « = e. ey = a, qu-^ltw.
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to various functionaries, some of them of very

high rank ; viz., to—
(o) The Lord Chancellor: Originally he was

the king's chief secretary, to whom petitions

were referred, whence he was called referen-

darius. This title subsequently gave place to

chancellor, which first occurs, according to

8elden, in English history about A.D. 920.

Being generally an ecclesiastic, he became
keeper of the king's conscience. Having to

express the sovereign's views in cases appealed
to him from the Courts of Law, he gradually

acquired a great legal standing himself, and
finally developed into the potent personage now
denominated the Lord Chancellor, or more
fully the Lord High Chancellor. He is now the
highest judicial functionary in the kingdom,
and ranks above every temporal lord, except-

ing those of the blood royal ; he is also above
every spiritual lord, except the Archbishop of

Canterbury ; he is keeper of the great seal

;

he presides in the House of Lords, of which
he is prolocutor ; he is a cabinet minister and
privy councillor ; presides in what was the
Court of Chancery (once spelled chancelry),

but is now the Chancery Division of the Su-
preme Court ; appoints all justices of the

peace throughout the kingdom ; is the general

guardian of all infants, idiots, and lunatics ;

Tisitor of the hospitals and colleges of royal

foundation ; and patron of all livings under
twenty marks in value. He goes out with the
ministry of which he is a member.

(6) Chancellor of (he Exchequer : Properly,
the under-treasurer of the Exchequer, the
head treasurership being held, not by an indi-

vidual, but by the Lords Commissioners of the
Treasury. The Chancellor has, however, a
very powerful voice in connection with the
Exchequer. He must be in the House of
Commons, and may bo its leader, and also

Prime Minister.

(c) Chancellor ofVu Duchy of Lancaster : An
officer who presides, either himself or by
deputy, in the Duchy Chamber of Lancaster,
deciding on all matters of equity connected
with lands held of the crown in that Duchy.

(2) In the Universities : The titular head of

a university. The office is only honorary.
Under him is a Vice-Chancellor, who is the
actual working head.

(3) In the Church: Specially two kinds of
officers, viz. :—

(a) Chancellor of a Cathei^al : One of the
four chief dignitaries in the cathedrals of old
foundation.

(6) Chancellor ofa Dioceseor of its Bishop : A
law officer who acts as vicar-general for the
bishop, and holds courts t»ir him to decide on
cases tried by ecclesiasticeJ law.

(*) In Heraldry : A functionary, viz., the

Chancellor of the Order of the Garter, or other
military orders. An officer who acts as secre-

tary to the order, sealing the commissions and
mandates of the Assembly of the Knights.

8* In Scotland : Till the Union, in 1707, there
was a Chancellor of Scotland, who was the
head of law as well as equity, thus having
gaiued a step beyond what the English Lord
High Chancellorhad attained.he being specially
head in equity, though with superiority to the
judges in law. There are also a Chancellor and
Vice-Chancellor in each of the Scottish Uni-
versities. The foreman of a jury was also
sometimes called its chancellor. (Scott : Heart
of Midlothian.)

4. In Ireland : There Is a Lord High Chan-
cellor of Ireland. There are Chancellors and
Vice-Chancellors in the Irish Universities and
colleges.

"5. A secretary.

"One Gilbert Peek, his chancellor." — Shakesp. :

Bern? VIII., L L

clian-cel lor-ship, s. [Eng. chancellor;

-ship.] The office or position of chancellor.

• ehan'-cel-lor-y, s. [Eng. chancellor; .y.]

The office of a chancellor. (The Life of
Becket, 462.) (Herbert Coleridge.)

ehan'-cer-y, *chan'-c_er-le, *chan'-
cer-ye, * ^han-cel er-ie, * chaun-
ccl-ler-ie, *. k a. [O. Fr. chancellerie,
chancelrie = "a chancery court, the chan-
cery, seale office, or court of every parlia-
ment " (Cotgrave) ; from Low Lat. cancellaria
= a place where records are kept, a record-
office of a chancellor, from canceUarius = a
chancellor.]

A. As substantia

:

1. The Court of Chancery was the highest
court of judicature next to the House of
Lords. The Lord Chancellor presided in this
court, having under him the Lords Justices
and Vice-Chancellors, who act for him in
separate courts, and the Master of the Rolls,

who had the keeping of all the rolls and records
of the Court of Chancery, and also presided
in a court of his own. The Court of Chancery
was a court of equity. Under the Judicature
Act of 1873 the powers and jurisdiction of the
Court of Chancery were transferred to the
High Court of Justice, and it now exists as
the chancery division of that court. In the
United States there are Courts of Chancery in
several of the original thirteen states, but in
most of the states the principles of equity
are administered in the higher courts of law.

B. As adj. | (See the compounds).

•/ Obvious compounds : Chancery •court,

chancery-suit.

chancery-bar, s. The lawyers practising
In the Court of Chancery.

**, . . his urbanity, which won the heart* of the
Grangest lawyers of the Chancery Bar, . . ."—Macau-

y: Hist. Eng., ch. nv.

chancery-hand, s. A style of engross-
ing practised in deeds and other legal instru-
ments.

* chanch, v. (Scotch.) [Change.]
" Providing s.w*y is. that quna has power to chela*

clerkii or notaris. that thai ma chanch or cheiss as
thai pleiss.*— Acts Ja. V. 1540 (ed. 1814), p. SM.

chanc -ing, * cnannc-tng, pr. par., a., & s.

[Chance, v.]

A, &B. As pr. par. k particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of happening casually
or fortuitously.

chan -ere (ere as Iter), s. [Ft.] [Canker,
Cancer.]

Med. : An ulcer, usually arising from a
venereal sore connected with syphilis.

chan'-crous, a. [Fr. chancrevx, from chancre.]

Having the qualities, or being of the nature
of a chancre ; ulcerous ; having chancres.

chan'-cy, a. [Eng. chanc(e) ; -y.] (Scotch.)

L Lucky to see or meet ; foreboding good
luck.

"... but there waa aye a word o' her no being that
chancy"—Scott : Antiquary, ch. zL

2. Fortunate, happy.
" Besyre to be chancy and fortunate,
Aa vthir princis quhilkis mare happy bene."

Doug. : Virgil, 425. IS.

3. Favourable, prospering.
" And to the chancy windis ane mylk quhite.

"

Doug. : Virgil, Tl. «.

* chan'-del-er (1), s. [Chandelier.]

* chan'-del-er (2), s. [Chandler.]
A chandder. Cerarius,"—CathoL AngUcum.

chan-de lier ,
* chan-de lar, * can

del-ere, s. [O. Fr. chandelier = (1) a chand-
ler ; (2) a candlestick, from Low Lat. cande-
h'.rius = chandler, from candela — a candle.
Chandelier is a doublet of chandler (q.v.).

(Skeat.y]

I. Ord. Lang. : An apparatus for holding
candles. It is furnished with several branches.

"... large tasteless lamps and tawdry chandeliers.
evidently true cockneys, and only taking the air by
way of change. "—Di*r<icl i : Coningsby, b. it., ch. ix.

* LL Fort. : A movable parapet, or frame-
work of wood, on which fascines are laid to
protect pioneers while working in the trenches.

chandelier tre e ,

Bot. : A kind of Pandanus (P. candelabrum),
the dichotomoug branches of which have a
certain resemblance to a chandelier. It grows
in Qninea and in St. Thomas's.

chand ler, * candelere, chan ler, a
[A doublet of chandelier (q.v.).]

1. One whose business it is to make or sell

candles.
" Candelere. Candelarius"—Prompt. Par*.
" Bat whether black or lighter dyes are worn.
The chandler's basket on his shoulder born.
With tallow spot* thy coat." €fay.

2. A retail dealer generally. [Corn-chand-
ler, Ship-chandler.]

". . . for some years with her husband, kept a little

chandler'* or grocer's shop, for their subsistence . .
."

Jteweton ; Life of Milton.

3. A chandelier, a candlestick. (Scotch.)
" Have you any pots or pans.

Orauy broken chandlers/"
Ramtay : Poenu.

chandler chafts, chanler chefts, *.

pi. Lantern-jaws. (Skinner.)

chandler-chefted, chanler-chafted,
o. Lantern-jawed ; having chops like a chandler
or candlestick.

"Bot the thing that anger'd me want aw* was, to
be sac sair ignidg'd by a chanler-chafted- auld nink
earlen."

—

Journal from London, p. 4.

* chand'-ler-ly; a. [Eng. chandler; -ly.j

Like a chandler ; in a petty way.
" To be sconced oar head money, our twopences in

their chandlerly shopbook of Easter."—MiUon : of Me/.
in Eng., B. 2.

chand'-ler-y, s. [Eng. chandler ; -y.]

1. Articles sold by a chandler.

2. The shop or warehouse of a chandler ; a
storeroom.

Chan -doo, s. [Native word] An extract of
opium prepared in China for smoking.

* chan -dry, s. [A contraction of chandlery

(q.v.).]

1. A store or place where candles and other
lights are kept.

" To mistake six torches for the chandry. and giT»
them one."— B. Joneon .- Masques.

2. The trade or art of a chandler.

* chan-el, * chan-elle, s. [Canal.]

tjhan'-frin, s. [Chamfrain.] The forepart of
the head of a horse, which extends from under
the ears, along the interval between the eye-

brows, down to his nose. (Farrier'sDictionary.)

Chang, s. [Apparently an onomatopoeic word.]
Reiterated noise. (Jamieson.)

** Gin I live aa lang
As nae to fear the chirming chang
Of gosses grave, Ac"

Skinner: Mite. Poet.

change, * changen, * chaungen,
* chonge, * chaungy, * chawnge, v.t.

& i. [O. Fr. changier, changer, canger ; Fr.

changer; Sp. & Port, cantowr; Ital. cambiare,
from Lat. cambio — to exchange, to barter.]

A. Transitive:

L To put, place, take, or substitute one
thing instead of another ; to exchange.

" And gan to chaungy her wede."
Amis and Amiloun, 1433.

" He that cannot look Into his own estate, hatb
need choose well whom he employeth, and change
them often."

—

Bacon: Essays.

1 Generally with for before the thing taken
in exchange.

" Y wolde chaunge niyn/or hia"
Wright : Lyric Poems, p. 39.

2. To cause to pass from one state to another.

"He chaungid the watur into wyne."
Songs and Carole, p. 54.

3. Followed by for : To quit one state for

another, to exchange one state for another.
" Persons grown up in the belief of any religion,

cannot change that for another, without applying
their understanding duly to consider and compare
both."—South.

4. Followed by with-: To give and take
reciprocally ; make an exchange with.

"To secure thy content, look upon those thousands.
Kith whom thou wouldvt not, for any interest, change
tkff fortune and condition."

—

Taylor : Mule of living
holy.

5. To alter, make a thing different to what
it was.

" I wylle never the more chaunge my mood."
Coventry Mytt., p. ST.

" Suddenly changing their tone, they began to boast
and to blttster."

Longfellow: The Courtship of Miles Standish. vii.

6. To alter the nature, will, or disiwsition of.

"I would she were in heaven, so she could
Intreat some power to change this currish Jew."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, It. 1.

7. To give a different denomination or kind
of money for.

" A shopkeeper might be able to change a guinea,

or a moidore, when a customer comes for a crown's
worth of gooda."—Swift.

8. To substitute one garment or dress for

another.

% To change about

:

1. To change sides.

2. To be changeable or fickle.

To change a horse, or to change hand; To
turn or bear the horse's head from one hand
to the other, from the left to the right, or from
the right to the left. (Farrier's IHctionary.)

bell, boy; pout, Jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem: thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -= f.

clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion m zhun. -clous, -tiona, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del
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To change arms ;

Mil. : To shift the rifle from one shoulder
to the other.

To change colour : To grow pale, or blush ;

to betray toy a change in the countenance a
consciousness of guilt or demerit ; to feel

ashamed.

To change foot, or step

:

1. Literally:

Mil. : To alter tlte position of the feet in

marching.
* 2. Fig. : To change sides on a question.

To change hands: To become the property
of another.

To change one's tune: To alter one's manner
of speech, or habit of life ; to lower one's

pretensions.

To change owners: The same as to change
hands.

To change round : To alter ; to change sides.

To change sides : To forsake one's party, or
side, and join another.

To change the mizzen

:

Navt. : To bring the niizzen-yard over the
other side of the mast.

B. Intransitive:

1. To be altered ; to undergo change
" Ha chaungeth fram water into blod."

Plorice * Staunch., 806.

2. To become altered in appearance.
" Tho chaungen gan lure colour in here face."

Chaucer: C. T„ IBS*.

3. To pass from one state or phase to
smother.
" I am weary of this moon ; would he would change."

Shakesp. : Mid. Sight's /'ream, v. 1.

**. . . when In a nascent' or changing state."—J"odd
& Bowman : Physiol. Annt., vol. t, en. ii.. p. 9L

4. To take or substitute one garment for
another.

5. To tnrn sour or acid, to become tainted.

•J (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between to

change, to alter, and to vary

:

—We change a
thing by putting another in its place ; we alter

a thing by making it different from what it

was before ; we vary it by altering it in diffe-

rent manners and at different times. We
change our clothes whenever we put on others

:

the tailor alters the clothes which are found
not to fit, and he varies the fashion of making
them whenever he makes new ... A thing is

changed without altering its kind ; it is

altered without destroying its identity, and it

hi varied without destroying the similarity,"

(2) He thus discriminates between to change,
to exchange, to harter, and to substitute :— M The
idea of putting one thing in the place of
another is common to all these terms, which
varies in the manner and the object. Change
is the generic, the rest are specific terms

:

whatever is exchanged, bartered, or substituted,

is changed ; but not vice versd. Change is

applied in general to things of the same kind,
or of different kinds; exchange to articles of
property or possession ; barter to all articles
of merchandise ; substitute to all matters of
service and office. Things rather than persons
are the proper objects for changing and ex-

changing, although whatever one has a con-
trol over may be changed, or exchanged; a
king may change his ministers ; governments
exchange prisoners of war. Tilings only are
the proper objects for barter; but, t<* the
shame of humanity, there are to be found
people who will barter their countrymen, and
even their relatives, for a paltry trinket. Sub-
stituting may either have persons or things
for an object ; one man may be substituted for
another, or one word substituted for another.
The act of changing or substituting requires
but one person for an agent ; that of exchang-
ing and bartering requires two : a person
changes his things or substitutes one for
another ; but one person exchanges or barters
with another. Change is used likewise in.

transitively, the others always transitively
;

th ings change of themselves, but persons
always exchange, barter, or substitute things . .

In the figurative application these terms bear
the same analogy to each other. A person
changes his opinions ; but a proneness to
such changes evinces a want of firmness in the
character. The good king at his death ex-

changes a temporal for an eternal crown. The
mercenary trader barters his conscience for
paltry pelf. Men of dogmatical tempers sub-
stitute assertion for proof, and abuse for argu-
ment" (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

change* s. & a. [Change, *.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) The act of altering or changing; a sub-
stitution of one thing for another.

" Nothing can cure this part of ill-breeding, bnt
change ana variety of company, and that of persons
above 'is. "—Locke.

(2) The act of passing from one state or
phase to another ; alteration, mutation, vicis-

situde.
" Hear how Titnothens" various lays surprise,
And hid alternate passions fall and rise ;

While at eacb change, the son of Lybian Jove
Now burns with glory, and then melts with love."

Pope : Rsway on Criticism, 376.

(S) The state or quality of being altered.

"Since I saw you last.

There Is a change upon yon."
Shakesp. : A ntony <r Cleopatra, 11. 6.

(4) That which is substituted for another.
" He took with him . . . ten changes of raiment."—

2 Kings, v. 5.

(5) An alteration in the order or succession
of a series. [II. 3, 4.]

(6) The act or process of giving and receiv-

ing things in exchange.

(7) That which is given in exchange for
anything of a higher or lower denomination.
(A shortened form of exchange, q.v.).

" Wood buys up our old halfpence, and from thence
the present want of change arises ; . . "Swift

(8) The balance of money paid beyond the
price of goods purchased, and therefore re-

turned to the purchaser.

(9) A succession of events.

O wondrous changes of a fatal scene,
Still varying to the last !

* Dryden,

* 2. Figuratively :

(1) Death ; the moment of exchanging life

for death.

(2) Novelty, variety.
" Perhaps you would like a kidney Instead of a

devil 1 It will be a little change.'—Disraeli : Henrietta
Temple, bk. vL, cb, xx.

H Technically:

1. Comm. ; A place where merchants and
others meet to transact business. (Properly
a curtailed form of exchange, q.v.).

"The bar, the bench, the change, the schools and
pulpits are full of quacks, jugglers, and plagiaries."—
L'Estrange,
" He found that he could not go on Change without

being followed round the piazza by goldsmiths, . . ,"—
Macatihiu : Hist. Eng., ch. xx,

2. Hunting : Applied to a stag, whose scent
has been crossed by chance by hounds in pur-
suit of another, and who is pursued in his

turn.

3. Music:

(1) The word used as the short for change of
key or modulation. Changes are of three
kinds : the Diatonic, the Chromatic, and the
Enharmonic changes. (See these words.)
(Groves.)

(2) An alteration or permutation in the
order in which a set of bells is rung; alter-

nate or varied peals rung on bells.

" Four bells admit twenty-four changes In ringing,
and five hells one hundred and twenty."—HU'vUr i

Elements of Speech.

4. Math. : The permutations, alterations, or
variations which any number of things may
undergo, or are capable of in respect of posi-
tion, order, etc

a, Jstron.: The phases through which the
moon passes.

" Take seeds or roots, and set some of them Imme-
diately after the^c/xi nge, and others of the same kind
immediately after the full"

—

Bacm ; Sat, Hist.

6. An inn or ale-house. [Change-hoit.se.]

1" Change of voice

:

Music : [Larynx.] (Stainer £ Barrett.)

% To ring the changes

;

1. Lit: To ring a set of bells in varied
peals. [II. 3.]

1 2, Figuratively :

(1) To play upon words by slight changes In
order or meaning.

" Easy it may be to contrive new postures, and ring
other changes upon the same 1*11*."— Jforrss,

(2) To render a money transaction over a
counter or bar as complex as possible with
the view of fraudulently obtaining back more
change than one is entitled to, as for instance
a half-sovereign which one has paid and silver
for it (Slang.)

T Crabb thus distinguishes between change,
variation, and vicissitude ;

—" Change consists

simply in ceasing to be the same ; variation
consists in being different at different times

;

vicissitude in being alternately different and
the same. All created things are liable to
change; old things pass away,. all things be-
come new ; the humours of men, like the
elements, are exposed to perpetual variations;
human affairs, like the seasons, are subject to
frequent vicissitudes." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

B. .4* adj. : (See the compounds).

* change church, s. One who holds
various benefices in succession.

"Boeo . . . was a great change-church In Rome."-*
Puller: Worthies, Herts., i. 42$.

change-house, 5. An inn, an ale-house.
" When the Low landers went to drink a cheerupping

cup. they go to the public house called the change-
house.'—Smollett : Humphry Clinker (Sept. si.

change-keeper, s. One who keeps an
ale-house, or a petty inn, (.Scotch.)

"That nobody went Into the house but the three
brothers,—and Nelson the change-keeper and the de-
ponent himself."—Trials of Sons of Hob Hoy. p. v&).

change pump, s. A pump introduced
by the successors of Boulton and Watt in

connection with the boilers of sea-going ves-
sels, in order to keep a continual change In

the body of water, removing the super-salted
water and substituting sea water. The
change-pump has been superseded by the
blow-off cock, which, being turned at inter-

vals, allows a portion of the super-salted
water to escape overboard. External con-
densation and fresh-water boiler-supply are
now the mode. (Knight.)

Change ringing, *. The art or practice
of ringing a peal of Dells, so as to make the
greatest possible number of permutations.

change-wheel, s.

Mach. : Change-wheels, having varying num-
bers of cogs at the same pitch, are used to

connect the main arbor of the lathe with tbo

feed-screw, so as to vary the relative rates of

rotation and consequently the pitch of the

screw to be cut. The first application of

change-wheels to a lathe is supposed to have
been in a fusee-cutting lathe, described in a
work, 1741. The change-wheels are interme-

diate, and journaled in a bracket, which per-

mits them to be brought into engagement
with the rotative and feed wheels respectively.

[SCBEW-COTTINQ LaTHE, ENGINE-LATHE.]

*f Change-seats, the King's come: A game
well known in Lothian and in the south of
Scotland. (Jamieson.)

change-a bil I-ty, *chaunge-a-ble te,

s. [Eng. changeable; ~ity.] The quality of

being changeable or subject to change ;
change-

ableness.
" Repenting whanne it berith chaungeablete, may

not be in QotL'—WycUffe : 1 Kings rv. 1L

change -able, * chaunge'-a-ble, a.

[Eng. change; -able.]

1. Capable of being changed.
** The changeable suits of apparel, and the mantlet,

and the wimples, and the crisplag-plns, . .
."—/**.

ill. 23.

2. Liable to change, fickle, inconstant
" Tills worldis life that chaungeabtt es."

Hamfjole, 1.4TJ.

*3. Having the quality of exhibiting differ-

ent appearances.
" Now the taylor make thy doublet of changeable

tsffiiU; for thy mind is a very opa.,1' Shakesp.

:

Twelfth Sight, iL 4.

J Crabb thus distinguishes between ch*

able, mutable, variable, inconstant, fickle,

versatile:—"Changeable is said of persons or

things; mutable is said of things only : human
beings are changeable, human affairs are mut-

able. Changeable respects the sentiments and

opinions of the mind ; variable, the state of

the feelings ; inconstant, the affections ;fickU,

the inclinations and attachments ; versatile,

the application of the taleuts. A changeabU

person rejects what he has once embraced iu

order to take up something new ; a variable

person likes and dislikes alternately the same

thing ; an inconstant person lik.es nuthing

long ; a.fickle person likes many things suc-

cessively or at the Bame time ; a v*™*™*
person has a talent for whatever he likes.

. . . Changeable, variable, inconstant, and

fickle, as applied to persons, are taken in the

bad sense; but versatility is a natural gift,

which may be employed advantageously.

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p5t

Or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e. ey - a. qu kw.
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T Changeable chant ; [Chant.]

Changeable gauge-truck : A means of adjust-

ing wheels to different gauges of tracks by
making the wheels adjustable on the axis.

(Knight.)

oJiange -a Me ness, * chaunge'-a blc -

DCSSe, s. [Eng. changeable; -ness.]

1, Liability to change.
"His lift head was Jvke n. leopardes head of many

colours, full of fyckleiiesae and chaungeablenesse. "—
Bait: linage, pt. ii.

2. Inconstancy, fickleness,

•hange'-a-bly, orfp. [Eng. changeable; -y.]

In a changeable manner ; inconsistently.

changed, pa. par. or a. [Change, v.]

change -ful, * change -full, a. [Eng.
change; -/«/(!).]

t. Full of, or liable to, change.
" So shall he strive. Is changeful hue.
Field, feast, and combat, to renew."

Scott: Marmion, Introd. to canto T.

2. Fickle, changeable.

"He la very changeful and abrupt*

—

C. Bron*9:
Jane Eyre, en xlli.

_e'-ful-r#, adv. £Eng. changeful; -ly.]

k changeful manner ; uncertainly, incon-
sistently. (Dr. Allan.)

ttge' - ful - He's*, s. [Eng. changefu I ;

-m«s.] The quality of being changeful; in-

consistency, inconstancy, fickleness. (Boswell.)

a-gel, &. [Etym. unknown.]

Boi. : The herb Bugloss (q.v.). {Wright.)

e'-less, • change -les, a. [Eng.

«fcax<7e, and Jew.] Free from change, un-
changing.

" Then shall my hand, as changeless as my mind,
Prom your glad eyes a kindly welcome nod."

*MC*injAom«ns>#; ^ Letterfrom Sea.

nge'-ling, * chaung-Ung, s. & a. [Eng
inge, and dimin. suff. -Ztnj;.]

A. As substantive

;

L Literally:

1. Gen. : Anything substituted for another.
" I folded the writ up In the form of the other,
Subscrib'd it, gave the impression, plac'd it safely.
The changnling never known.

"

Shakesp, : Samlet, v. L
2. Spec ; A child substituted, or left in

exchange, for another. [II. 1.]

"An 1 her base elfin breed there fur thee left

:

Suih men do changelings call, so chaug'd by fairies*
theft" Spenser: Fairy Queen.

*f In the following passage the child taken,
not that left In exchange, appears to be
HwanL

She, as her attendant, hath
A lovely boy stoi'n from an Indian king;
She never had so sweet a changeling."

.Shakesp. : Midi. Sight, Dream, 11. L
H. Figuratively

:

1. The fairies being popularly supposed to
steal beautiful children, and leave In their
places ugly and stupid ones, the word soon
passed into the meaning of a fool, an idiot, or
a simpleton.

"... turning the babe into a changeling at which
the mother shuddered, . . ."—Macavlay ; Hist. Eng..
eh. xx.

2. One who wavers or frequently changes
his purpose ; a waverer or fickle person.

" Yet his nature
In that's no chttngcltng . .

."

L _ ,
Shakesp. : Coriolanue, it. T.

•B. As adjective:

L Changed, substituted.
" I do but beg a little changeling boy."

Shakesp. I Mid. H. Dream, 11. 2.

2. Fickle, wavering, changeable, and incon-
stant of purpose.

* Nay, some are so siudlously changeling . . . they
esteem an opinion as a diurnal, after a day or two
scarce worth the keeping "—Boyle : Works, voL L. p. 86.

,9hang'-er, *chaung-er, ,\ [Eng.cAana(e);
-er.]

L Generally;

(1) One who changes or alters anything.
" Changer of all things, yet immutable,

Before aud after all, the first and last"
Oiles Fletcher : Christ's Triumph, 11. 4a

(2) One who is given to change; a fickle,
inconstant person.

" Meddle not with them that are given to change [in
the margin, changers^"—Proverbs, xxiv. 21.

2. Spec. : One whose business is to change
Or discount money ; a money-changer.

?.,
He

.,$
urnede "P«Wonn the boordisof chaungeris."— Wycliffe; St. Matthew, xxl 12.

9hang -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Change, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or process of substituting or
giving one thing in exchange for another.

" Now tlds was the manner in former time in Israel
concerning redeeming and concerning changing, for to
confirm all things, . . ."—Ruth, lv. 7.

2. The act of passing from one state to an-
other ; alteration, change.

changing notes, s. pL
Music : Passing notes or discords which

occur on the accented parts of a bar. (Stainer
& Barrett.)

* changing piece, *. One who is fickle
or changeable.

" Go give that chaneing-ptece."
Shakesp. : Tit. Andron.. L a

* chank, a [Chancre.] (Nares.)
" An angel-like water of a marvellous virtue against

bleareduess of the eyes, chunks, and burning with
fire,"—Lupton : Thousand /rotable Things.

9hanks, s. pl. [Ceylonese (?), from Sansc.
cankha.} [Conch.] ThesameasCHANK-SHELLS
(q.v.).

chank shells, s. pl. A name given In the
East Indies to certain varieties of the shell
Turbinella pyrum, fished up by divers in the
Gulf of Manaar, on the N. W. coast of Ceylon.
There are two kinds, payel and patty, one red
and the other white ; the latter is of little

value. These shells are imported into India,
where they are sawn into riugs of various
sizes, and worn on the arms, legs, fingers, and
toes by the Hindoos. A third species, open-
ing to the right, is rare, and very highly valued.
The demand for these shells, caused by the reli-

gious rites of the Hindoos, was so great that
60,000 rix-dollars per annum were received by
the Government for the right of fishing for
them. Now the fishery is oj>en and free to alL

"The natives, in addition to fishing for chunk- shells
In the sea, dig them up In large quantities from the
soil on the adjacent shores."

—

Tennent ; Ceylon, pi. i.

«h. L

chan-ler, s. [Chandler,] (Scotch.)

chanler chafts, s. [Chandler-chants.]

Qhan'-na, s. [It. canna; hat. channe, chane,
from Gr. \6.vvn (channe), x*"? (chane) = a sea-
fish, so called from its wide mouth : xaivm
(chaino) m to yawn, to gape.]

Tchthy. : The Seranus cabrilla of Cuvier, a
European fish, resembling the Sea-perch,

ohan'-nel, * chan-el, * chan-ello, s. & a.

[O. Fr. canel, chenal, from Lat. canalis •=

hollow. Channel and canal are doublets.]
tCANAL.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language;

1. Literally;

(1) The hollow bed of a stream of water,
especially the deepest part, where the main
current flows.

" Canel or chanelle. Canalis."—Prompt. Pare.
"The sandbanks and the shallows of the Zuyder

Zee form one of the worst channel* In the world, . .
."

—Hmes, Nov. 11, 1876.

(2) A narrow arm of the sea or strait running
between two portions of land.

" As If a channel should be call'd a sea."
Shakesp. ; 8 Henry F/., ii. X,

(3) A gutter ; a kennel. [Kennel.]
" Glf thalr be ony persoun that has ony Mggit land,

sic as cellaria, under the yeird, and the passage of
thame furth farther than four fute, stoprmnd the
channel and calsay."—Balfour : Pract., pp. S87-8.

(4) Gravel : probably from being taken from
the channel or bed of a river. (Scotch.)

"The moorish staple of the fourth branch—having
only sand and channel below it, the same cannot
reasonably admit of any diminution."—Maxwell: Sel
Trans., p. 109.

2. Figuratively:

(1) A hollow or cavity formed lengthwise.
" Complaint and hot desires, the lover's hell.
And amMhn; tears, that wore a channel where they

Dryden ; Fables.fell."

(2) The means or medium by which any-
thing is conveyed or transmitted ; an instru-
ment or means of communication.

"You seem to think the channel of a pamphlet more
respectable and better suited to the dignity of your
cause, than that of a newspaper."

—

Letters of Junius.

(3) The course, li|ie, or direction taken by a
thing.

(&) The arteries or veins, as the channels
through which the blood passes.

IX Technically;

1. Archit. ; A gutter or farrow in a pillar;

PART OF IONIC CAPITAL.
1. Abacus. 3. Channels, S. Echinus,

bnt the channel in an Ionic capital is that
part which lies rather hollow under the abacus,
and open upon the echinus.

T Channel of the larmier: A channel cut
underneath a soffit, coping-stone, &c, to pre-
vent the rain which drips from it passing to
the walls of the building.

Channel of the volute : The spiral channel or
sinking on its face.

2. Anatomy:

(1) The neck or channel-bone.
" Cleave him to the channel."—Marlowe: Tamberi.,

t a

(2) The windpipe. (Wright.)

3. Veterinary : The hollow between the two-
nether jaw-bones of the horse where the
tongue is lodged.

4. Shipbuilding:

(1) A flat ledge of wood or iron projecting
outward from the ship's side, for spreading
the shrouds or standing rigging at each side
of the masts, and protecting the chain-plates.
The channels are at the level of the deck-
beams. [Chain- wale.]

(2) The rope-track in a tackle-block.

5. Boot-making : The cut in the sole of a
hoot to hold the thread and allow the stitches
to sink below the surface of the sole. (Knight.)

6. Masonry; A long groove cut in a stone
on a line where it is to be split.

7. Mining ; An air conduit or pipe, to con-
duct air into a mine.

8. Founding: A trough to conduct melted
metal to the pig-bed or mould. (Knight^

B. As adj. ; (See the compounds).

channel-bill, a
Ornith. : A cuckoo, Scythrops Nova IToU

landice. It is found, as its scientific name
implies, in Australia,

channel-board, a. The same as Chan-
NKL, A., II. 4 (1).

channel -bolt, a
Naut. : A long bolt which passes through

all the planks and connects the channel to
the side.

• channel -bone, a The collar-bone.
[Canal-bone.]

" The dart fell through his channel-bone."
Chapman: Homer's Iliad, bk. rrll.

channel-Iron, s.

1. A form of angle-Iron having a web with
two flanges extending only on one side of the
web.

2. Building ; A brace or hook to support
the guttering.

channel leaved, a.

Hot. : Having leaves so folded together as %9
form a channel.

channel-plates, s.pl

Naut.: [Chain-plates.]

channel-stone, channel stane, *.

1. In Eng.; The curb-stone of a path.

2. In Scot. : The name given to the stone
used in the game of curling.

"The vlg'rous youth,
In bold oontent'on met, the ohannelstane.
The bracing; engine of a Scottish arm,
To shoot wi' might and skill."

Davidson : Seasons, p. 15a

channel-wales, .-- j ;.

Naut. : Strake3 worked between the gun-
deck and the upper-deck ports of large ships.
AIbo the outside plank which receives the
bolts of the chain-plates. The wall-plank ex-
tends fore and aft to support tUe channels.

boll, bd"^; po'ut, Jtfwl; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hln, bench; go. £em; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, e^ist. -Ing.
-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tlon, -sion = zhun. -tlous, - sious, -clous = shus. -ble> -die, &c. = bel, del.
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chin -nel, v.t. [Channel, «.]

1. Lit. : To cut or wear into channels.
" No more shall trenching war channel her fields.

"

Shake*?. ; 1 Hen. IV., 1. L

2. Fig. ; To make tracts over ; to cause to

appear worn and hollowed ; to run in streams
over.

" Oh. sorrowful and tad ! the streaming tears
Channel her cheeks—a Niobe appear*

!

"

Covper : Truth, 174.

chan neled, chan'-nelled, pa. par. or a.

[Channel, v.]

I. Ord. Lang. ; Worn into channels.
" The body of thiB column is perpetuallychannelled,

like a thick plaited gown."

—

Wotton: Architecture.

VL Technically:

1. Arch. ; Grooved, fluted, voluted.

" Sometimes likewise, bat rarely channeled."—
Reliyuue Wottoniance, p. 24.

2. Bot. : The equivalent of the Latin canicu-
lotus, an epithet applied to a stem, leaf, or
Eitiole which is hollowed above with a deep
ngitudinal groove and convex beneath.

chan' nel Ing. chan'-nel ling, j>r. par.,

a., & s. [Channel, v.}

A. «fe B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. The act of cutting or wearing into a
channel.

2. A channel or gutter at the side of the
road ; a kennel.

IT. A rch. : Perpendicular channels, or cavi-

ties, cut along the shaft of a column or
pilaster.

channeling-machinc, s.

1. Boot-making : A machine for cutting the
channels in boot-soles, to allow the thread to
bury itself In the leather and be protected
from immediate wear. It consists of a knife,

which makes an oblique cut in the sole, to
a gauged depth and regulated as to distance
from the sole-edge by a guide.

2. Stone-working: A machine having a series

of jumpers or chisels which make a groove
across the face of a block in the quarry, or
detached. It has a gang of cutters operated
by direct-acting steam-cylinder. The cutters
have direct motion from the piston. The
valve is reversed at the blow of the cutters ;

or, in case of no blow being given, it is re-

versed before the cylinder-bottom is touched
by the piston. The cutter-bar is adjustable
on the cylinder-bar, to suit the depth of
groove-cut. The whole mechanism is mounted
on vertically adjustable rollers, and the feed-
device is operated from the cross-head.

channeling- tool, «. A tool used for
cutting a channel near the edge of a piece of
leather, so as to hide the sewing. Used in
making round work, such as running reins,
whips; also In sinking grooves in shoe-soles,
to hide the stitching. The cutter Is adjustable
on the shank, for penetration, and the guide
at the end to gauge the distance of the channel
from the edge of the leather. (Knight.)

* chan'-nel llze, v.t. [Eng. channel; -{«.]

To hold or carry as in a channel.
" His vaines and nerues that channellize his blood."

—Dariet : Boly lioode, p. *>.

Chan' nel ly, a. [Channel, «., A. I., 1 (4).]
Gravelly ; full of gravel

" The soli being light, sandy, and channelly. Is much
overrun with broom."

—

Maxwell : Set. Tram., p. 91.

Chan -nebs, s. pi. [Chain-walks. 1

chan'-ner, s. [Channel, a,, A,, I, 1 (4).]
Gravel. (Often channers, synon. with channel^)

chan'-ner, v.i. [A dialectal form ; cf. chanter,
v.] To fret, to grumble, to be discontented,
to complain.

" What sights, man, what frights, man,
Are pedlars dootn'd to thole.

Ay channerin' and daanerin'
In eager search for cole

!"

A, Wilson t Poemt, 1790, p. 235.

chan'-ner-y, a. [Channelly.] Gravelly.

* cha-nos, a. [Lat. canus = white, hoary,
gray.] Gray, hoary. (Scotch.)

" Apoun his chin feill chanot haris gray.*
Douglat : Virgil, ITS, 44.

*Chan-oun, ' chan-oune, s. [Canon.]
"This chanoun sayde, 'Freend. ye doon amys

;

This is not coached as it oughte be,"
Chaucer t^he Chanounct i'emannes Tale, L 13109-10.

J

* chan -ry, * chan ner-y, s. & a. [Corrup-

tion of chanonry, or canonry.] A chantry.

* chanry kirk, * channery kirk, s.

The church or chapel attached to a chantry.
"The bishop of Boas—used the service-book peace-

ably within the chanry kirk of Ross each sabbath day
by the space of two years.' —Spalding, i. 64.

Chan -son, *. [Fr. chanson, canson ; 8p. can-
cion; Ital. canzone; from Lat. cantio =: a
song, cano — to sing.] A song, a ballad.

"... little chantorn or love-verses."

—

Beames:
Camp. Oram. Aryan Lang, of India, vol. I. (1872), ch-
ili., p. 222.

chansons de geste, s. pi The ro-
mances of the middle ages, sung or recited by
wandering minstrels. Their number in French
Is very large ; in English they are not so nu-
merous, and most of them are translations of
a French original.

Chan son-net te, 5. [Ft., a dimin of chanson
= a song.] A little song or ballad.

chant (1), v.t & t. [Cant and chant were origin-
ally the same word. (Trench : On the Study of
Words, 157.)] [Cant.]

A. Transitive:

* L Ordinary Language

:

1. To sing ; to utter in a melodious voice.
" The swan who chants a doleful hymn to his own

death."—Shakesp. : King John, r. 7.

2. To enchant.
"He bad chantid me."

Chaucer : Wife of Bath, ProL S7&,

8. To celebrate in song.

"The poets chant 1

-he mountains."— lir

II. Technically

:

1. To sing in chants, as in a cathedral
service.

2. To intone a church service.

B. Intransitive :

* I, Ord. Jang. : To sing, make melody.
"That chant to the sound of the viol, and Invent to

themselves instruments of music."

—

Amoi vi. s.

" Or nymph or goddess, chanting to the loom."
Pope: Homer't Odyttey, bk. xl., 800.

H. Technically:

1. Music : To sing In chants.
" Hence, If oor manly sport offend !

With pious fools go chant and pray."
Scott ; The Chate, 11

2. Hunt. : To go in full cry, said of hounds.

t chant (2), v.t. [Probably of the same origin
as chant (1), v., and connected with cant
(q.v.).] To sell horses fraudulently by con-
cealing their faults, or making them up.
[Chanter, a]

"... was here this morning chanting horse* with
'em."— Thackeray : Virginians, ch. x,

chant, s. [Fr. chant ; Lat. cantus.]

L Ordinary Language :

* 1. Lit. : A song, a melody.
" A pleasant grove.

With chant of tuneful birds resounding loud.**
Milton : Paradise Regained, ii. 289.

2. Fig.: Twang. [Cant.]
" His strange face, his strange chant, his immovable

hat, and his leather breeches, were known all over the
country.*

-—Maoaulay : History of England, ch. xvIL

II. Church Music : A species of melody used
in cathedrals and churches, between an air

and a recitative, to which the psalms of the
day, the canticles, &c, are sung. [Grego-
rian.]

" I have now taken notice of every musical part of
our cathedral service, except that of the unaccom-
panied chant used in the verses and responses."—
Mason : Eeeay on Church Mustek, p. 1H.

Changeable Chant : A single or double chant
which can be sung either in the major or
minor mode without other alteration than the
substitution of the minor third and sixth of
the scale for those of the corresponding major.
(Stainer and Barrett.)

* chant a blc, * chaunt' a-ble, a. [Eng.

chant, and able.] Capable or worthy of being
celebrated in song.

" Chauntable weren to me thl insteflyngtu."

—

Wye
life: I'sahn cxviii. 64.

chan tant (tant as tan), s. [Fr. pr. par.
of chanter ss to sing, from Lat. canto.) In-
strumental music performed in a smooth,
melodious, and singing style.

t chan-ta-rSlle', s. [Chanterelle (2).]

chant ed, pa. par. or a. [Chant, v.]

" chante - merit, * chauntc - ment, «.

[Fr. enchantement, from Lat. incantameniuwL,]
[Enchantment.] Enchantment, magic.

** Merlyn with ys chauntement and myd ys
quoyntyse.* Robert of Gloucester, p. 149.

chante plcure', * chante - plure, s. [Fi

chantepleure = an outlet for water in a wall, a
gullyhole or waterspout. Possibly derived
from chante et phure, with reference to th»
change from gay to grave sounds made b>
running water ; or from the facetiously-faced
gurgoyles in old churches, which in a' jocose
age might be said to be merry at one time, but
to weep if a storm made water flow freely fron,
them.]

1. Ord. Jxing. : The burden of a song, i&
which the singer sings merrily and weeps suc-
cessively.

"The chanteplure
Now to synge and sodaynely to wepe."

Lydgate : Book of Troy, 11

1

2. Arch. : An outlet made in the wall of a
building which stands near a running stream,
in order to let the water that overflows pass
freely in and out of the place.

chant - or (1), * chant -or, *chan-teor,
* chan -tour, s. & a. [O. Fr. chanteor,

chantur ; Sp. & Port, cantador ; Ital. cantatore,
from Lat. cantator = a singer ; caufo = to sing.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A singer, a musician, a minstrel.
"In his tyme was Linus of Thebe in Eglpt, tbegrete

chantour."— Trevtia, iL 348.

* 2. An enchanter, a magician.
" An chanteor Edwyue adde of Spayne wyth hym tho."

Robert of Oloucetter, p. S4&

3. A member of a choir, a chorister.
" I haue gotten (sayth he) ye great chaunter, and

good quere man to answere hym."— Bale; English
rotartes, pt. ii.

* 4. The priest of a chapel or chantry.
"A certain revenue sufficient for a chanter to one

chapeL"—Atebrey: Berkshire, ill. 34.

IX Technically:

1. Church Music : The cantor or chief singei
of the choir ; the precentor. [Cantor.]

"He ordered many of them to be sung by the rector
chori or chantor, and the quier or quoiraltemately.*—
Warton : Hist. Eng. Poetry, lit. 183.

2. The drone of a bagpipe,
" See the prond pipers on the bow.
And mark the gaudy streamers flow
From their loud chantert down, and sweep
The furrowed bosom of the deep."

Scott : The Lady of the Lake, ii. 1«.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to chanting or the
precentor of a choir.

" The chanter chorister Is to begin ' De Sancta Maria,*
4c"—Gregory ; On the Child-Bishop, Poithuma, p. US.

Chant'-er (2), s. [Chant (2), v.] A fraudulent
dealer in horses ; a horse-coper. (Slang.)

chant'-er, v.i. [Cf. Chant (1), but possibly

of imitative origin.] To mutter.

chanterelle' (1). s. [Fr., from Ital. canta-

rel.la = a treble string.]

Music:

1. The first or highest string upon instru-

ments played with a bow. The E string of

the violin, and the A of the viola and violon-

cello.

2. The highest string of a guitar or lute.

chan te relle (2), t chan ta-relle, a
[From Mod. Lat. canthareltus, dim. from Lat.

cantharus m a drinking vessel.]

Bot: An edible fungus, CanthareUuscibariia.

* chant' er- ess, s. [Chantress.]

* chan'-ter-fo (1), *. [Chantry.]

* chan ter le (2),
# chaun ter-y, s. [0. F.

chanterie.] Incantatation, enchantment.
"How that lady bryght
To a warm was dyght
Thorugn kraft ofchaunterye."

Lybeaut Litconut, 2,04*.

* chant'-er-shlp, s. [Eng. chanter; ship.-

The office or position of a chanter.
" Chancellorship*, treasurerships, chanterthipt." —

Blacketone: Comment., i. 393.

chan ti cleer, chant y clear, chaun-
te-cleer, $. [Fr. chant = a song ; chanter »
to sing ; and clair = clear : hence, the clear

or shrill singer. "The name of the cock in

the famous beast epic of the middle ages called

Beineke Fuclts." (Trench. )]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, ciib, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e ; ey - a. qu = kw.
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1. Ord. Lang. : A cock,
" A shepherd sitting on a bulk
Like cfutntyclear he crowed crank

And pipd full merrily."
Drayton, BcL 4.

"Where Chanticleer amidst his harem sleeps
In unsuspecting pomp."

Coteptr : Tatk, Iv. 447.

f, Tchthy. : A name given to the Dragonet
(Frith of Forth>

"Callionymus Lyra, Dragonet; Chanticleer, or
Qowdie."—yeiU : List of Fithet, p. 4

it'-Ing, pr. par., a., & ». [Chant, v.]

Am As pr par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb,

B, As adjective

:

1. Singing.

2. Pert, loquacious. (Scotch.)

C. As substantive

:

1. Ordinary Language :

S)
The act or art of singing, especially In

ledral music,

t (2) The act or business of fraudulent deal-

ing in horses ; horse-coping. (Slang.)

2. Hunting : The voice of hounds in full cry,

ehant'-late, s. [Fr. chanlate, chanlatte, from
champ = a side, and latte = a lath.]

Carp. : A piece of wood fastened near the
ends of the rafters, and projecting beyond the
wall, to support two nr three rows of tiles, so

S
laced as to hinder the rain-water from trick-
ng down the sides of the walls.

t chant' ress, * chant er ess, *chaunt
ress, s. [O. Ft. chanteresse, fern, of chanteur
= a singer.]

1. Lit. : A female singer.
" If she ia delighted with the chants, Honeyman Is

delighted with the chantreu."— Thackeray : Xeucomes,
1.317.

2. Fig. : Applied to a bird, a songstress.
" Sweet bird, that shunn'st the noise of folly,

Host musical, most melancholy !

Thee, chantreu of the woods among,
ng."
Milton : II Penteroto.

it'-r#, * chan tor ie, * chaun ter -

ye, s. & a. [O. Fr. chanterie, from chanter ;

Lat, canto = to sing. ]

A. As substantive

:

1. A church or chapel endowed for the
maintenance of one or more priests, for the
purpose of singing daily masses for the souls
of the endowers, and such others as they may
appoint.

#
2. An endowment for the performance of

masses for the soul of the donor, or others.

B. As adj. : Of or belonging to a chantry

;

supported by an endowment.

chantry-priest, s. A priest employed
at a chantry to sing masses for the speedy
delivery of the "pious founder's" soul from
purgatory.

". . . he added ten pounds a year to the salary of
the chantry priest of ' our lady chapel.' '

—

J. H. Jet** .*

Memoir* of King Richard ///., cli. vi.

Oba-ftl'-d-^y, s. [Gr. x«* (chaos) = chaos
;

Aovoc (logos) = a discourse : Ae'yw (lego) = to
tell.] A treatise on chaos. (Crabb.)

Cha -O-man-cy, s. [From Gr. xaos (chaos) sa

(Yi chaos, (2) infinite space, (3) infinite time,
(4) by Paracelsus, the atmosphere, and fiavreta
(manteia) = divination.] Divination by means
of the atmosphere.

Oha'-ds, s. [Gr. x*°s (chaos) = empty space,
yawning wide : \aivut (chaino)= to gape, to
yawn ; Lat. chaos.]

L Literally:

* 1. A yawning, empty space.
" And look what other thing soever besides cometh

within the chaos of this monster's mouth, . . ."—
Holland : Plutarch'* Moral*, p. 97S.

" Betweeoe us and you there la fixed a great chao*."—
Luke xvi. 26 (1532).

2. The mass of matter in confusion, before
It was divided by the creation and arranged
according to its proper classes and elements

;

the state of creation while still "without form
und void."

" That shepherd who first taught the chosen teed
In the beginning how the heavens and earth
Rose out of chao*.' Milton: P. L., i. 10.

IX Figuratively:

1. Confusion.
" It was, he said, a chaos, such as he had read of in

the book of Genesis."—Macanlay : Mitt, Eng,. eh. xv.

2. A confused, mixed mass, without order
or regularity.

* . . . a chao* of bogs, thickets, and precipices, , .
."

—Macaulay : Bit. Eng., ch. xit

t chaos-flood, s. A deluge of disorder
and confusion. (Carlyle : Sart. Resort. , p. 164.)

t chaos-founded, a. Founded or formed
in confusion.

" Come, Anah ! quit this chaot-founded prison."
Byron : Heaven and Earth, pt 1., j S.

cha-ot -ic, cha-ot ick, a. [Chaos.]

1. Lit. : In a state of chaos ; like chaos.

2. Fig. : In a state of confusion and dis-

order.
" These craggy regions, these chaoti£ wilds."

Wordtwrth : Excurtion, bk. Iv.

t cha ot ic-al, a, [Eng. chaotic ; -ah)

Chaotic

t Cha-oV-ic-al-l^, adv. [Eng. chaotical; 4y.]
In a chaotic or wildly confused manner.

"... where kings and beggars, and angels and de-
mons, and stars and street-sweepings, were chaotically
whirled, in which only children could take interest."—
Carlyle : Sartor Jtetartut, bk. i., ch, Iv.

chap (1), * chap-pen, * chop-pen, v.t. & i.

[Essentially the same as Chop (q.v.).j

L Transitive:

1. To cause to crack or open in chinks and
slits.

"Neither summer's blase can scorch, nor winter's
blast chap her fair face."—Lilly : SndymUm, I i.

2. To strike.

3. To bruise, to beat, to break.
" With chapped kail butter d fu* weeL"

Bard | Coll., 1L 79.

J To chap hands : To strike or join hands.
" Svn Llndy has wl' Bydby chapped hand*,
They's hae their gear again at your command"

Ro** : Helenore (first ed.), p. 120.

To chap out : To call out by a tap on a pane
of the window,

" Chappin out is the phrase used in many parts of
Scotland to denote the slight tlrl on the losen, or tap
at the window, given by the nocturnal wooer to his
mistress.'—Btackw. Mag. (1818), p. WL
IX Intransitive

:

• 1 1. To crack, to open in chinks or slits.

2. To strike.

1 To chap at a door : To knock, to rap.
" The doors were closed, and put to ;

1 made undo."
Sir Kgeir, p. 81.

The lady chapped, and ii

To chap yont : To get out of the way, equiva-
lent to chop about, as applied to the shifting
of the wind.

" Sae chap ye yont, ye filthy dud.
An' crib some docker's chuckle brood"

Tarra* : Poem* ; To My Autd Hat, p. 38.

ohJtp(2), *ohappe, chanp, v. [Cheap, v.

Chop (2), v.]

1. To barter, to exchange.
"... to chapps: Mercari, nundinari, negociari."—

CathoU Angticum.

2. To fix upon any person or thing by selec-

tion ; a term frequently used, especially among
children, when one wishes to prevent another
from claiming what he has chosen. Hence
the phrase— Chap ye, chuse ye,"

" Chanp oat as mony yonnkers frae the glen,
As ilka horn and hoof of yours may ken."

Rot*: Helenore, p, 184,

3. Suddenly to embrace a proposal made in

order to a bargain ; to hold one at the terms
mentioned.

" And belly-flaught o'er the bed lap she,
And claucht Hab wi' might and main :

1 Hech, busto !

' qW Habbie, ' I chap* ye

:

I tbocbt whare your tantrums wad en .'

"

Jamiemn: Popular Ball., L 299.

4. Applied to the striking of a clock.

"... it had, as his guide assured him, Just ' chappit
eight upon the Tron. "

—

.Scott: Guy Mannering, ch.
xxxvi.

chap (1), chaup, s. [Chap (IX v.]

1. A chink, a cleft.

" What moisture the heat of the summer rack* out
of the earth, it is repaid in the rains of the next win-
ter ; and what chap* are made in it are filled np again."—Burnet : Theory of the Earth.

2. A stroke, a blow.
" The town-sntor like Lowrie lap

Three fit at ilka stend

:

He did na rains the be.' a chap."
Skinner i Mite. Poet. ; Chrittma* Ba'lng, p. 1M.

3. A tap or rap.
" Lie still, ye skrae,

There's Water-Kelpie's chap,"
MinttreUy, Border, 111 MS.

chap-mill, s. Clappers. (Scotch.)

chap (2), chop, s. [Chaft, Chops.] The jaw.

It is seldom used in the singular.
" Then, world, thou hast a pair of chap*, no more

;

And throw between them all the food tbou hast*
1

Shakeip. : Antony and Cleopatra, 111. I.

chap (3), s. [A curtailed form of chapman
(q.v.).]

* 1. A buyer ; a customer.

2. A shop.

"Truth followed Vanity and bled him.
When he was in the Taylor's chap."

Many'* Truth'* Travel*. Pennecuik, p. 94

3. A rate, an established price. (Scotch.)

4. A colloquial term for a person ; a fellow.

*'.
. . telling twenty daily lees to a wheen idle chap*

and queans, . . . "—Scott.* Bride of Lammermoor,
ch. xxvL

t Chap and choice : Great variety.
" Spare no pains nor care :

For chap and choice of suits ye hae them there.
"

Ro** : Helenore, p. 11*

chap ar-al', chap-ar-ral, *. [8p., from
chaparra, chaparro — an evergreen oak of

Iberian origin ; an abbreviation of Basque
achaparra, from acha, atza, for aitza = a rock,

a stone ; abarra — an evergreen oak. (Mahn.)}

1. A thicket of low evergreen oaks.

2. Thick bramble-bushes entangled with
thorny shrubs in clumps.

" Among the characteristic forms of vegetation [in

the prairie botanical region of North America] are the
Mimosese, especially the genus Prosopis. which forms
by itself the-feature in the landscape known as 'mea-
quit,' while associated with other thorny shrubs, it

constitutes the chaparal*."—Thome: Botany (transL

by Bennett) ed. 1879, pp. **M, 449.

chaparal-cock, s.

Ornith. : Geococcyx catifornianus, the ground
cuckoo, or road-runner, common in the south-

western states of t lie American Union.

chap'-book, s. [Eng. chap (2), v., and book.]

A Dook carried about by hawkers for sale

;

hence, any small book.

* chape, s. [Fr. chape m a cope, a cover, a
sheath . ]

1. The catch or piece by which an object is

attached,—to a belt, for instance ; as the piece

of leather known specifically as the frog, to

which a bayonet-scabbard is attached, and
which slides on the belt ; or a piece used to

fasten a buckle to a strap or other piece of
leather.

"This Is Monsieur Parolles, that had the whole
theory of the war in the knot of bis scarf, and the
practice in the chape of his dagger."—Shakeip. : AU$
WeU that End* Wett, Iv. 1
" Chape of a schethe, 8ptruZa.*~- Prompt. Parv.

2. A plate on the back of a buckle, or the
bar of a buckle, by which it is attached to a
belt.

3. The hook of a scabbard.

4. The plate at the point of a scabbard ; the
tip.

5. The tip of a fox's tail.

* chape, v.t. [Chape, *.] To provide with a
chape or sheath.

" Here knyfes were ichaped not with bras."
Chaucer: C. T..SM.

ch&p-eau (eau as 6), s. [Fr. chapeau ; 0. Fr.

chapel ; Ital. cappello == a hat, from Lat. caput
at a head. ]

1. Ord. Lang, : A hat, or covering for tha

head.

"On his hedde a chapeau Montabin with a rich

coronall, the fold of the chapeau was lined with criiu-

s«n satten.*—Grafton : Henry VIII., an. 6.

2, Her. : A cap of state, borne by a duke.

chapeau bras, C [Contract, from Fr,

chapeau de bras = hat for the arm.] A cap or

hat which can be flattened and carried under

the arm.

'chapod, pa. par. or a. [Chape, v.] Fur-

nished with a sheath or chape.

chap el, chap clo, chap ellc, schap
elle, *. [O. Fr. chapek, cajjele ; Fr. chapelle

;

Port capella; Sp. capilla; Ital. cappello.; all

from Low Lat. capella = a chapel ; originally a
sanctuary in which the cappa or cope of St.

Martin was preserved ; then any sanctuary

;

from Low Lat. cappa = a cope. (Sheaf.)
-

]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A subordinate or lesser church or place

of worship.
M Upon that monntayne la the chapelle of Helye."

MaundevUle, p. «.

boil, bdlh pout, jo^v-1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-tion, -sion shun ; tion. -sloa = shun, -clous, -tlous, -slous = shus. -ble, -die, &c M bel, d#L
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"if to do wen u 3^)- as to know what were good
to do, chapelt had been churches, . . .'—Shakesp.

:

Merchant of Venice, L i.

2. A recess in the aisle of a church used for
public worship, and generally devoted to the
name of some saint [Lady-chapel]

3. A place of worship, not necessarily con-
nected with a church ; a private church.

" My doubt la founded upon the varying tenure of
these Beclnded chapels ae to privileges of marrying
or burying.-—/)* Quincy : Work* (ed. 1869), roL lT
(Note), p. *i

i, A place of worship used bv dissenters
from the Established Church of "England ; a
meeting-house, a conventicle.

*5. A choir or orchestra attached to the
court of a prince or nobleman.

IL Printing:
* 1. A printing-office, a printer's workshop

;

said to derive the name from Caxton's first
printing-press having been set np in the al-
monry of Westminster Ablwy. [Caxton.]
This, however, is very doubtful.

2. An association or meeting of the journey-
men in a printing-office for settling disputes
as to prices of work, maintaining discipline,
Ac. It is presided over by a father, who is
elected annually*

"The clnb of a printing-homo always baa been
-termed a chapel."—Hugh MUler: Schools ami School-
masters, p. 3*1.

T To hold a chapel : To meet together for
settling disputed questions and maintaining
•order in a printing-office.

chapel-of ease, ».

1. Lit.: A subordinate church in a parish, in-
tended to relieve the mother or pariah church,
when the population is too large for the latter.

* 2. Fig. : A nursery, a feeding-place.
"Sedburgh, for many years, was a sort of nursery or

-rural chapel-of-eat* to Cambridge."—DeQuincy : Works
(ed. 18*3i vol. IL. pp. 118-14.

chapel-royal, s.

tl. A body of clergy and lay clerks minis-
tering at the court of a Christian monarch.

2. The places of worship In which the per-
sons described under No. 1 officiate. There
are several such in England, as at St James's
Palace, the Savoy Chapel, and at Windsor.
(firoves.)

chap' el, v.t. [Chapel, v.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : To deposit or Inter In a
chapel.

"Give us the bones
Of our dead kings, that we may chapel them.*

Shaketp. * Flet. : Jwo .Yoble Kinsmen.

2. Naut. : To bring a ship round in a light
breeze, when she is close-hauled, without
bracing the head-yards, so that she will lie

the same way that she did before. This is
commonly occasioned by the negligence of
the steersman or by a sudden change of wind.
{Smyth.)

* chape -leas, a . [Mid. Eng. chape; -less.]

Wanting or without a chape
"An old rusty sword, with abroken hilt, and chape-

rest, with two broken points."—Shakesp. ; Taming of
the Shrew, hi. 2,

^
ohape-ltSt, chap let, eha' pel let, s.

[Fr. chapelet.]
Y

1. [Chapust.]

2. Saddlery: A pair of stirrup leathers,
with stirrups, joined at the top and made fast
to the framework of the saddle, after they
have been adjusted to the convenience of the
rider.

3. Mil. ; A piece of flat Iron with three
tenons or ends of timber, which is fixed to the
end of a cannou.

4. Hydraulic Engineering

:

0) A dredging or water-raising machine,
•consisting of a chain provided with scoops or
.scuttles, or with pallets traversing in a trough

;

the chain moving over rollers or wheels, of
which the upper one is driven by power, and
the lower one is vertically adjustable so as to
regulate the position of the scoops or pallets,
to bring them against the mud to be lifted, or
to submerge them in the water to be raised.
{Chain-pump, Dredoino-machihe.]

(2) A French name for the chain-pump In
which the cushions or buttons which occur at
intervals on the chain are compared to the
beads of the rosary. Hence also known as
paternoster pumps.

* chapcleyne, «• [Chaplain.]
" Chapeteyne. Capetlanus'—Prompt. Par*.

* chap-el-lage, s, [Eng. chapel ; -aye.] The
precincts of a chapeL

" He lighted at the Chapellage,
Heheld him close and still

;

And he whistled thrice fur his little foot-page
His name was English WilL"

Scott .- The Ere of St. John,

* chap'-el-lan-y, "chap-el-a-ny.s. [Fr.

chapellenie; Ital. cappellania ; 8p. ft Port.
capellania, from Low Lat. capellania.] [Chap-
lain.] A chapel within the precincts of or
subject to another church.

"Achapellanu is usually said to be that which does
not subsist of itself, but is built and founded within
some other church, and Is dependant thereon."—^**
life: Parcrgon,

cha -pel let, s. [Chapelet.]

chap -el ling, pr. par., a., ft s. [Chappel, v.]

A. ft B. As pr. par, &> particip. adj. ; In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of causing a ship to
come round in a light breeze, when she is

close-hauled, without bracing the head-yards.

Chap-Oi-d-ni-an, s. [Eng. chapel; -onion.]

Printing: A workman in a printing-office
who has paid a certain fine on admittance.
(Crabb.)

Chap'-el-ry, ». [O. Fr. capelerie, chapele,
capele — a chapel.] The jurisdiction or limita
of a chapel.

chip' er on, t chap' cr-onno, «. [Fr.
chaperon ; Sp. capiron ; Ital. capperone.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A hood or cap, especially one worn by
knights.

" The executioner stands
by,— his bead and face cover-
ed wltb a chaperon, out of
which there are but two boles
to look through."*—ffoteeil;
Jtpittofa Howelli'tnm, t, 42.

* 2. An ornamental
hood or cap, worn by
Knights of the Garter
when in full dress.

" I will omit the honour-
able habiliments, ss robes of
state, parliament robes, chap-
erons, and caps of state."—
Camden.
* 3. A device placed

on the foreheads of horses drawing a hearse.

t 4. A gentleman who escorted and pro-
tected a young lady in public.

6. A married lady who takes charge in pub-
lic of one unmarried.

"Portly chaperones with strings of smartly dressed
girls."— Miss Austen: The Watsons, p. Sift.

6. A female guide ; a show-woman.
"This sum was soon collected, and quietly Inserted

In the pocket of oar chaperon, who then conducted us

CHAPERON.

Pelham,

IL Tech. : The end of the bit that joins to
the branch just by the banquet ; applied to
scatch mouths, and all others except cannon
mouths. (Crabb.)

chap'-er-on, chap' er one, v.t. [Chaper-
on, ».] To escort or protect a young lady
(said of an older woman).

" A widow lady . . . wishes Tor a situation Oonld
chaperone young ladies."— Timet, Nov. it, 1878.

chap'-er-on-afce, s. (Eng. chaperon, and
suff. -age.] The act of acting as chaperon, or
protector of a young lady in public.

" Beautiful, and possessing every accomplishment
which renders beauty valuable, under the unrivalled
chaperonage of the countess, they bad played their
popular parts without a single blunder."—Disraeli .-

The Toung Duke, bit. i, ch. li.

chap -er-oned, pa. par. or a. [Chaperon', v.]

chap'-er-on-Ing, pr. par,, a., ft s. [Chap-
eron, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of escorting and pro-
tecting a lady in public, or of acting as a
chai^ron.

" Had I the uncontrolled chaperoning of an Intelli-
gent Bightrseer . . ."—Morning Star Oct. 4, 1W&.

chap-er-on'-nSt, s. [Chapournet.]
Her. : A kind of small hood.

chap'-fal len, chap fain, a [Eng. chap
(2), s., and fallen.]

* 1. Lit. : Having the mouth or mouth-piece
fallen or let down.

"A chapfaln beaver loosely hanging by
The cloven helm." Dryden : Juvenal, x.

2, Fig. : Having the mouth sunk ; dow*
cast, crestfallen.

"... quite chapfalien."—Shakesp. : Hamlet, t. L

* chap-fare, s. [Chapfare.]

chaph, s. [Probably corrupted Arabia Cf,
Arab. kaf = a fabulous mountain, supposed
to surround the world and bind the horizon
on all sidee. Cf. also fco/x= the palm of the
hand, and Ichafik = trembling, palpitating;
. . . the horizon.]

Astron. : A star, called also fi Cassiopeia.

* Chap-In, s. [Fr. cAopUa.] [Chopik, $.]

A chopin, a quart.
"Gin he likes drink, twad altar soon the case,
Aud drunken chapint bluther a' his face."

Shirre/ : Poems, p, 41

1T Totak a chapin: A circumlocution com-
monly used to express an attachment to in-
toxicating liquor.

t chap'-Ine, s. (Chiopine.)
" Take my chapines oft"—Mmtinger t Renegado, 1 1

* cha pis, *. pi, fCHAiPEs.] {Scotch.)

5hap'-It, pa. par, [O. Fr. escliapper.] Escaped.

chap'-i-ter, * ohap-i-tre, * chap-i-
ture, * cheap-i-tre, ». [Chapter, Capi-
tal.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A chapter or section of a book.
* "The heed Isttresof Ihechapitres of this flrste book.'— Trevisa, U. 77.

2. A chapter of the clergy.

"At the next chapitre."—p. Plowman's Crede, Ms.

IX Technically:

1. Arch, : The capital or upper part of a
pillar.

"The height of the one pillar was eighteen cubits,
aud the chapiter upon it was brass: and the height of
the chapiter three cubits ; and the wreatheu work, and
pomegranates upon the chapiter round about, all of
brass . . ."—2 Kings, iiv. 17.

2. Law : A summary in writing of such
matters as are inquired of or presented before
justices in eyre, or justices of assire, or of the
peace, in their sessions ; called more commonly
articles, and delivered orally or In writing by
the justice to the inquest. (Jacobs.)

* chapitre -house, s. A chapter-house.
" Tbanne was that chapitre house
Wrought as a greet chtrche"

/'. Plowman's Crede, SM.

* chap-it-le, *. [0. Fr. chapitel; Sp.ft Port.
chapitel; Ital. capitello, from Low Lat. caj> Hel-

ium; Lat. capital um, a dimin. of caput = a
head.] [Capitle, Capital.]

i. A chapter of clergy.

"Cousistorie and ckapitU.''
P. Plowman, i,oot

2. A chapter of a book, a section.
" We habbeth yspeke ine the chapiile of uices."

At/enbite, p. 2S0.

t chap-J tral, a. [Eng. chapiter = chapter

;

sutT. -al.] Of, or pertaining to, a chapter

;

capitular.

"The chapitral [revenues] are in the course of re-
duction to about iw,000.'"—Brougham ; Brit. Const.,
ch. xviiL

chap lain, * chape-lein, * chape-leyn,
* chape leyne, * chapyl layne, * chap -

layne, *. [0. Fr. capelan, clmpelain ; Sp.
capellan; Port, capellao ; ItaL capellano; Ger.
kapelan, from Low Lat. capellanue, from captlla
= a chapel.]

1. A clergyman who performs divine servioe
In a chapel.

" Chaplaynm to the chapeles cnosen the gate."
Sir Uawatne, 080.

2. A clergyman officially attached to the
sovereign, the House of Commons, any high
official, a ship, or a regiment, for the perform-
ance of divine service.

** A chief governour can never fail of some worthies*
illiterate chaplain, fond of a title and precedence."—
Swift.

"... he found that none of her chaplains knew
English or French enough to shrive the king."—Ma-
caulag : /list. Eng. t ch. iv.

3. A clergyman who has the spiritual charge
of a family, performing divine service pri-

vately ; a confessor.

•f Chaplains of the Pope : The Pope's auditors
or judges at the Vatican.

chaplain general, t.

Mil. : A clergyman who has the government

fate, lat, fare, amidst, what, Call, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there: pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, pit,
or. wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w. ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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and superintendence of regimental and brigade
chaplains, who ore appointed by and are re-

sponsible to him.

chap -lafn-cy, »• [Eng. chaplain ; -cy.] The
position or office of a chaplain.

"The chaplaincy was refused to me, and given to
Dr. T-amberi."

—

Swift : Letter*.

* chap'-lain-ry, s. [Eng. chaplain; -ry.]

The same as Chaplainship (q.v.). (Pen.

Cycl.)

Chilp -lain ship, a, [Eng. chaplain ; -ship.]

1. The office or position of a chaplain

;

chaplaincy. (Milton.)

2. The revenues of a chapel.

* chap -less, a. [Eng. chap, s., and less.]

Properly, jawless : Jienoe, without flesh
;

flesh le?s.

"Now chapleu, and knocked about the monard
with a sexton's spade."—Shakesp. : Hamlet, v. 1.

chap -let (1), s. [Fr. chapelet.]

t. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) A wreath or garland worn round the
head.

' Then playfully thecA'i/>W wild
She wreathed in her dark, locks, and smiled."

Scott: The Lady of the Lake, 1L ft.

"Now, too, a chaptet might be wreathed
Of buds o'er which the moon has breathed."
Moore I Lalla Booth ; The Light qf the Harem.

(2) A string of beads used by Roman Catho-
lics in keeping count of their prayers ; a
rosary.

2. Figuratively :

(1) A number of things strung together.
". . . certain male toads take the chapter* of eggs

from the females and wind them round their own
thighs."— Darwin: Deacent qf Man (1871), pt L, ch. vi.,

Vol. i., p. 310.

(2) A tuft of feathers on a peacock's head.

IX Technically

:

1. Arch, : A moulding carved into beads,
olives, and the like. It is the same as the
baguette with ornaments added. [Baguette.]

2. Horsemanship: [Chapklet].

3. Her. : A garland or head-band of leaves
borne in coats of arms, in token of great
military prowess and success.

•$hap -let (2), s. [Eng. chapel, and dim. suflT.

•et.\ A little chapel or shrine. (Hammond.)

* Chap l6t ©d, a. [Eng. chaptet (l\ s. ; -ed.]

Garlanded, filleted.

" His forehead chapleted green with wreathy hop."
—Browning : Flight qf the Ducheu.

* Chap -lin-ar-y, s. [Chaplainby.]
"Prebendaries and cha]itii\ari**,'—Heylin: But.

Pretbyt, p. JOT.

chap -ling, s. [Etym. unknown. Jamieson
suggestsO. Sw. kaeppla = to gag.] See ex-
tract.

" For preventing in Isch iefs that may arise, concerts
and engagements that may he made * entered Into
by such of the Council as are merchants among them-
selves, or such of the Council as are craftsmen among
themselves, for influencing or carrying all or any part
of an election out of the regular way, known by the
name of Chapttng, whereby numbers are not at liberty
to proceed according to their consciences, bat accord-
ing to the opinion of a majority, were It never so
wrong, . .

."—8ett: Burgh of Dunf.. 1721

* chap' - man, • cheap - man, * chep -

man, * onap-mon, s. [A.S. ceapman

;

O. Fr. kdpmon, kdpmon; O. H. Ger. chouf-
man; O. I eel. kaupmadhr ; 8w. kb'pman

;

Dan. kjobmand; A.S. ceapian = to buy.]

1. One who buys and sells ; a merchant, a
dealer.

"A companye of chapmen riche."
Chaucer : C. T.,4,bM.

"Chapman, Negociator, mercator."—Prompt. Part.
" Their chapmen they betray.

Their shops are dens, the buyer is their prey."
Dryden.

2. A pedlar, a hawker. (Scotch.)

"Chapmen.—The word is used, in the Scotch sense
of it, for an itinerant seller of wares."

—

P. Preston-
pant: Ea*t Loth. Statitt, Ace, xvli 78.

Chapman's drouth : A proverbial expression
for hunger. (Scotch.)

* chap -man-a-ble, a. [Eng. chapman; able.]

Marketable ; fit for market or for selling.

"Marchatit and chapmanable as it should be."

—

Jfathe : Lenten Stuffe.

*chap man-hede, * chap-man hodc, .

[Mid. Eng. chapman, and suff. -hede = hood.]
The act of bargaining or dealing.

* For evermor we ntoste stond in drede
Of hap and fortnn in our chapmnHhede."
Chau.-rr; The Srhipmanne* Tale. I 14.648-9.

** Han schapen hem to Rome for to weude,
Were it for chapmanhode or for disport."

/bid, : The Man of Lawet Tale, 1. 1563-s.

* chap-man -ry, * [Eng. chapman: -ry.]

Traffic, custom, dealing.
" He is moderate in his prices, which gets him much

chapmanry."—Archaology, xiL 191{16yl). (Davie*.)

* chap-o lor-ie, a, [Scapolary.] A scapu-
lary.

" The! schapen her chapolorici.'"
Pierce Ploughman't Crete, MO.

Chap-our'-net, s. [Ft. chaperon; -et.]

Her. : A chaperonnet or little hood, borne
in a coat of arms
to signify that the
chief is divided by a
bow-shaped lino.

chapped, * chap-
pyd(£Mff.), chap-
pit (Scotch), pa. par.
or a. [Chap (1), v.]

" My legys thay fold, my
iyngers ar chappyd.

Towneley Mytt., p. 98.

"... the rabble-
ment hooted, and clap-
ped their chapped
hands, . .

."

—

Shak
Julia* Cottar, i. a.

CHAPOURNET,

chap-pie,
little felloHow.

[Dimin. of chap (3) (q.v).]

(Gait.)

5hap pin, s. [Chapin.]
"Growl when your chappin bottle's empty."

Sector MacneiU : Poem*, p. 89.

chap-ping, pr. par. , a., & s. [Chap (1). *•]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of cleaving or strik-

ing.

chapping stick, chappin stick, s.

Any instrument for striking with.
" ' M v man, said he ; but ye're no nice o* your chap-

ping-ttick* /
' "—Peril* of Man, ii. 1*8.

chap' pit, pret. of v., pa. par., k a. [Chap, v.)

Struck, pounded, mashed. (0. Scotch.)

chap'-py, a. [Eng. chap, s. ; -py.] Full of

chaps or chinks.
" Whose chappy knuckle* we have often yearned to

amputate."

—

Lamb: Elia, Newtpapera,

'chap pyt-tyi, *chap y-tle,*. [Chapitle.]

chaps,?. [Chap (2), s.] A jaw; the mouth.

1. Of a beast.
" So on the downs we see

A hasten'd hare from greedy greyhound go.

And past all hope his chap* to frustrate so."

Sidney.

2. Of a man (used contemptuously).
" Open your mouth ; you cannot tell whoa your

friend ; open your chap* again.'"— Shaketp. : Tempetf,
ii. 3.

chapt, pa. par. or a. [Chap (1), v.] Full of
cracks or sores.

"They squeezed the Juice, and cooling ointment mad*
Which on their sunburnt cheeks and their chapt
akina they laid." Dryden : Flower & Leaf, 420.

chap ter, * chap itrc, * chap tire, a.

[O. Fr. chapitre, capitle ; Ital. capitolo ; Sp. &
Port, capitulo, from Lat. capitutum, dimin. of
caput = a head. ]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A division or section of a book.
" IV chapitre* nedful to the knowleche of the ylond

Of Britayne."— Trevita, i. 29.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A portion, a division.

" Oli. Where lie* your text?
Via. In Oraino'a bosom.
OIL In his boROin! In what chapter of his

bosom!"
Shaketp. : Twelfth Night, i. 5.

* (2) A lot, a share.
" Necessity is a bard chapter."—Bailey : Braemui,

p. 209.

* (3) A point, a subject.

"There are some chapter* on which we shall not
agree."— Walpole: Letter*, Hi. ISO.

II. Technically:

1, Kecks. : A congregation, synod, or coun-
cil of the clergy of a cathedral or collegiate

church, presided over by the dean.
"Norwich was the capital of a large and fruitful

province. It was the residence of a bishop and of a
chapter."—MacnuUy: UUt. Eng., ch. ill-

2. An assembly of monks, presided over by
the head of the house, province, or the whole

orders. In the last twocaseB such assemblies
are called respectively provincial and general
chapters.

3. A chapter-house (q.v.).

i. A meeting or council of an organised body
or society.

5. A branch of an organised society.

* 6. A place where delinquents were pun-
ished. (Ayliffe.)

" And he wold feech* a fefned mandement.
And soinpne hem to the chapitre hothe two.
And pill the man, and let the weuoh go."

Chaucer : The Freret Tale, v. 6,14a,

7. A decretal epistle. (Aylijfe.)

* 8. Arch, : A capital of a column.
"The chapter* seem to be a mixture between that

gouick] and the Dorick order."—Potter: Antiq. of
reece, ok. 1.. ch. viii.

\ (1) Thru chapters

:

Ch. Hist. : Three paragraphs, passages, or
chapters in the Acts of the Council of Chal-

cedon in which Theodore, bishop of Mop-
snestia ; Theodoret, bishop of Cyprus ; and
Ibas, bishop of Edessa, were acquitted of
theological error. At the recommendation of
Theodore of CEesarea, the Emperor Justinian
was persuaded to have these expunged with
the view of bringing back certain persons to the-

Church ; but the beneficial results promised
from their excision never actually followed.

(2) To the end of the chapter : Throughout,
to the very end.

" Money doe* all thing* ; for it give* and it take*
away, it makes honest men and knave*, fools and
Shilosophers ; and so forward, mutati* mutandis, to

te end of the chapter."—VEttrange.

(3) The chapter of accidents : Chance.
"The chapter of accident* has more power over the

best regulated mind than all the chapters in the Bible."
—Marryat : Jacob Faithful, ch. xxxlil.

chapter house, *chapytrc house,*.
The building attached to a cathedral or re-

ligious house in which chapters are held.
" The little chapel of 8. Thomas would make a very

convenient e*ap(er-/k>u#» or synod-hall."

—

Time*, Nov.
0. 1875 (advt.).

* ehap'-ter, v.t. [Chapter, *.]

1. To divide into chapters.

"This general tradition of Langton'a chaptering th*
Bible."—Fuller : Worthie* Canterbury. 1. 628.

2. To bring before the chapter ; hence, to-

take to task ; to bring to book.
" He more than once arraigns htm for the Inconstancy-

of his judgement and chapter* even his own Aratus on
the same head, shewing by many examples, produced
from their actions, how many miseries that had both
occasioned to the Grecian*."—Dryden : Character of
Polybitu.

chap ter al, o. [Eng. chapter; -al.) Of or
pertaining to a chapter.

chap'-ter-ly, * chap-tour-ly, adv. [Eng.

chapter; -ly.] In manner of or according to

the rules of a chapter. A presbytery is said.

to be chapterly met or convened, when all the
members are present.

"On the 16th of January, 1G&4-6, he held a chaptour
of heralds, chaptourly convened. In the abbey of llaly-

roodhouae, . .
." —Chalmert : Lyndtay, i. 88.

chap -trel, 5. [Eng. chapter, and dim. sutf. -el.}

Arch. : The capital of a pier or pilaster which
receives an arch. It varies in the different

orders ; sometimes the whole of the entabla-
ture serves as the chaptrel to an arch. It is-

also called an impost (q.v.).

" Let the keystone break wlthont the arch, so much,
a* you project over the Jaums with the chaptrel*."—
Moxon,

* chap -wom-aii, s. [A fern, form of chap~

man (q.v.).] A female dealer.
" Bat is there hope. Sir,

He ha* got me a good ehapwoman."
Maitinger; The Renegado, lit 2.

char (1), s. [Ir. & Gael, cear = red, blood-

coloured. ; cear, ceara — blood, so called from
its red belly ; for which reason it is also called

in Wei. torgoch, torgochiad = red-bellied.

(Mahn.il
Ichthyology :

1. A species of iish (Salmo salveli/ius) found
at Windermere.

2. The brook-trout, Salmofontinalis. (Ameri-
can.)

*char (2), s. [Perhaps Mid. Eng. cltar — car,

cart] A certain quantity of lead; perhaps a
cartload.

" For ane char of leid, that is tosay, xxiLU/ofiswIUa,
Ull d.'—Balfour : Pract.. p. 87.

boil, boy; p6ut, JotM; eat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -£ng.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -fion, -sion - zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -tre, &c. = bel, ter
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•char (3), *chaar, * chare, T oharre,s
[Cab, Chariot.]

"He took six hundryd choeon chary*."- Wyclife

;

MxotL, xiv. 1.

"Chare. Currut, quadriga."—Prompt. Part.

char (4), char, * chare, * chcwre,
* 9hearr, * Cher, s. [A.S. cierr, cyrr — a

turn, a space, a period ; cyrran = to turn
;

Dut. keer; O. H. Ger. chkr ; M. H. Ger. Acr =
a turning; O. H. Ger. cheran; M. H. Ger.
keren ; Ger. kehren = to turn about.]

*L A turn ; an occasion.

"Am muchele tune ase thou haueat wmoM mon
lame cAerre,"

—

Ancren RiteU, p. 408.

2. A turn of work ; a job.

"TJrinethe wolde my don a char"
PotiL Song*, p. Ml.

"[She] harvest done, to char work did aspire

;

Meat, drink, and two-pence, were her daily hire."
Dryden : Theocritut ; Idyll, iii.

^ On char, oncherre: Ajar (q. v.).

•char folk, chair -folkc, chare
follce, s. Persons hired to do charing work.

"... who, instead of their own servant*, use chair-
folke in their house* '—Puller : Worth***, Kent, L 18L
(Davie*.)

char-woman, s. A woman hired to do
odd jobs, or for a single day.

"Get three or four charwomen to attend you con-
stantly in the kitchen, whom yon pay oniy with the
broken meat, a few coals, and all the cinders."—Swift.

char (1), v.t. [According to Skeat, simply a
special use of char (2), v., but evidence is

wanting.] To reduce to carbon by the appli-
cation of heat ; to burn slightly ; to reduce to
charcoal.

"A way of charring Ma-coal, wherein it is. in about
three hours or leas, without pota or vessels, brought to
charcoal."—Boyle: Work*, it 141.

char-oven, s. A furnace for carbonizing
turf.

char (2), char, v.i. & t. [Char (4), *.)

A* Intransitive:

L Ord. Lang. : To work at odd jobs.

2. Tech. : To hew or dress stone.

B. Trans. : To do any work.
" That char U charred: —Old Proverb in Wright.

* Char (3), v.t. & t. [A.S. cerran, cyrran = to
turn ; O. H. Ger. cheran, che'rran ; M. H. Ger.
keren; O. Fris. kera.] [Chare, v.]

h Trans. : To turn, to cause to give away.
" He metis him there, and eharri* him with ane chak."

Doug. : Virgil, 142, 5.

2- Intrans. .* To turn aside.
" Lyke as ane bull doit rummeelng and rare,
Quhen he escapls hurt one the aTtare,
And eharri* by the axe with his nek wycht
Oil one the forbede the dynt hittis not rtcht"

Doug. : Virgil, 48, 15.

Ohar-a, «. [Gr. x«p« (chara) = delight.]

1, Bot. : The typical genus of the order
Charace*. The species are found in ponds
and slow-running streams, and even in brack-
ish water. The slender stein bears a number
of whorls of leaves, the internodes growing
smaller towards the top, which is crowned by
a terminal bud. These internodes consist of
enormous cells, sometimes enclosed by a layer
of smaller cells (the cortex), and within the
internodes the streaming of the protoplasm—
erroneously called the circulation of the sap
—may be easily seen with a low power of the
microscope (1" objective). Several of the
species are incrusted with lime. The axis is
coated with tubes, and a large quantity of
calcareous matter is deposited upon them.
Chara vulgaris, Common or Stinking Chara or
Stonewort, is very common in England, and
a perennial, as also is C. hispida, the Prickly
Stonewort.

chara banc (c silent), *. [Pr.] A long,
light pleasure van, with transverse seats.]

.'-ce-», s. pi. [Lat. char(a), and fern.
pi. suff. -<i:c<v.\

1. Bot. : A small group of aquatic crypto-
gams, by some considered to be aberrant
Alga?, with two genera, Chara (q.v.) and
Nitella (q.v.). The reproductive organs are
situated at the nodes, and when the ciliated
spermatozooids escape into the water, some of
them find their way into the female organ
through a small opening at the top. The
fertilized ovum does not directly produce a
new plant, but a string of cells, the oldest of
whfch become the growing point of the young
Chara.

2. PalcKobot. ; Fruits of Spirangiura, sup-
posed to be a gigantic Chara, occur from the
Carboniferous to the Wealden, in which latter
formation Chara also occurs, and it is found
down to the Pleistocene.

t Char a ceous, a. [Mod. Lat. charace(ce),

and Eng. surf, -oius.]

Bot. ; Of or belonging to the Characeae.

cha-ra-ci -nl-tUB, s. pi [Mod. Lat. chara-
rinu*(q.v.); Lat fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : A family of physostomatous fishes,
intermediate between the Cypriuidce and the
Salmonidse. The air-bladder is divided into
two portions. They inhabit tropical rivers.

eha ra-ci -num. s. [From Gr. Xaoof (chara*),

genit. xapaxos (charakos) = a stake, a sea-fish,
perhaps the rudd, and Lat. suff. -inus.]

Ichthy. : A gemis of fishes, the typical one
of the family Characinidse (q.v.).

* char -act, * char ect * car-act, s.

[O. Fr. caracte, a curtailed form of character
(q.v.).]

1. A character, a sign or letter.

" Thorugh caracte* that Chlst wroot"
Langland : P. Plowman, 7,600.

2. A book, science, or learning.
" Rede his caracte in the wise
As she him taught." Gower, il. 847.

" Even bo may Angelo.
In all his dressings, charact*. titles, forma.
Be an arch-villain."

Shaketp. ; Meat, for ilea*., v. \.

char -ao-ter, * car ac ter, * car ec tcr,
*. [Lat. character =. a sign or engraved mark

;

Gr. xapaxTrip (charakter), from \apti<r<jtti (char-
asso) = to engrave. ]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. A stamp, mark, or sign, engraved or
stamped.

" He thai make alle ... for to haue a caracter in the
right honde."— Wyclife : Apoc, xili. 1*.

2. A letter used in writing or printing.
" It were much to bewished, that there werethrough-

out the world but one sort of character for each letter."
—Bolder: Elements of Speech.
" In 1521 the first Greek character* appeared, in a

book printed at Cambridge." — Ballam : Mitt. Lit.
Middle Age*, ch. 5.

3. A style of handwriting ; writing.
" I found the letter thrown in at the casement of my

closet. Ton know the character to be your brother's.

"

—Shaketp. : King tear, i. 1
" Some, indeed, can counterfeit another's character

and subscription."—Rag: Creation, pL 1.

• 4. A cipher.
" He hath given my lord a character, and will oblige

my lord to correspond with him."—Pepyt . Diary. July
U.1M4.

IL Figuratively:

• 1. Applied to the sign of the cross made
upon the forehead of a child in baptism.

"
. , . signed with the character of Christ in bap-

tiame, . . r—Brukett : CieU Life, p. 176.

• 2. A representation or description of any
one as to his personal qualities.

" Bach drew fair character*, yet none
Of these they feigned excels their own."

Deetham : On Mr. Abraham Cowley 87.

3. An unfavourable description or account
of the natural qualities of a thing or place.

H This subterraneous passage is much mended, since
Seneca gave so bad ^character of it"~Addi*on: On
Italy.

4. A distinguishing mark, feature, or trait
of anything ; a characteristic

" The truest character* of Ignorance
Are Vanity, and Pride, and Arrogance."

Butler: Remain*.

5. The personal qualities or attributes of a
person ; the moral and mental constitution.

" Moat women have no character* at alL"
Pope: Moral Kttay*. U. 1

" Versed In the character* of men ; and bound.
By tie of daily Interest, to maintain
Conciliatory manners and smooth speech."

Wordnworth -. Excursion, bk. vilL
" He was a man of parts and courage ; but bis moral

characterdid not stand high."—Macaulay ; But. Eng.,
ch. v.

6. The quality or nature of anything.
** The method of experiment here pursued, though

not of the simplest character, is still within your
grasp."—Tyndatt: frag tf Science (3rd ed.1, vili H.
p. 208.

7. A position, rank, post, or capacity.
**-

• they were sure of a market for snch a slave as
Joseph, and in that degraded and miserable character
he arrived in Egypt"—MUman . Bitt.of Jewe{ita *A\
bk. il. vol. i., p. 50.

8. A person or actor in a story, play. Jfcc. ;

a personage.

" Mr. Booth satisfies those sagacious people woo,
having seen a character of Shakespeare performed in
a certMiu manner, are intolerant of any attempt to
diversify it and are sensitively jealous of modern
thought."—Oaily Telegraph, May 5, 188L

9. A person noted for any eminent quality.

10. A ]«rson noted for any peculiarity of
manner, habits, or disposition. (Colloquial.)

"He's a character, and I'll humour him. "—Gold-
imith : She Stoop*, ii. 1.

11. A part appropriated to anyone in a
play.

" Those who have followed Mr. Booth through hi*
various and varied character* know what a good actor
he is and how earnest a student."—Daily Telegraph,
May 5, 1881.

12. An estimate of the personal qualities of
a person ; reputation, fame, report

13. A certificate as to behaviour, compet-
ency, &c, given by a master to a servant
when leaving him.

" Lady Sprat t . . . baa taken a discharged servant
of Mrs. Leslie's without applying for the character."—
Lytton : My Novel, bk. vifi., ch. v.

If In character: Appropriate, in keeping
with other things.

" Read it; is it not quite in character."—DitraeH

:

Vivian Grey, bk. iL, ch. 9.

Out qf character: Inappropriate, incongru-
ous.

B. Technically:

L Law: Witnesses to the character of a
prisoner may be called, but they must not go
into details. When there has been a previoua
conviction, it may be proved after the prisoner
Is found guilty.

2. Nat. Science : A short definition express-
ing the essential marks by which au animal,
a plant, or a mineral is distinguished from tha
others which most nearly resemble it.

3. Music : A general name for the signs
' employed in music, such as brace, bind, bar,

sharp, flat, natural, clef, stave, shake, Ac.

i. Roman Theol, : The change wrought in
the recipient of the Sacrament of Baptiam or
Holy Orders.

7 (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between
character and letter : " Character is to letter as
the genus to the species : every letter is a
character ; but every character is not a letter.

Character is any printed mark that serves to
designate something ; a letter is a species of
character which is the constituted part of a
word. Short-hand and hieroglyphics consist
of characters, but not of letters. Character is

employed figuratively, but letter is not. A
grateful person has the favours which an
conferred upon him written in indelible

characters upon his heart."

(2) He thus discriminates between character

and reputation :
—" Character lies in the man

;

it is the mark of what he is ; it shows itself

upon all occasions : reputation depends upon
others ; it is what they think of him. A
character is given, particularly : a reputation is

formed generally. Individuals give a character
of another from personal knowledge : public
opinion constitute the reputation. Character
has always some foundation ; it is a positive

description of something : reputation hat
more of conjecture in it ; its source is hearsay.
It Is possible for a man to have a fair reputa-

tion who has not in reality a good character;

although men of really good character are not
likely to have a bad reputation." (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

char ac ter, t cha rac -ter, v.t. [Cha-
BACTER, $.]

L, Literally :

L To stamp, to evgrave, to cut.
" O Rosalind ! these tree* shall be my books.
And in their barks my thoughts I'll character.'"

Shaketp. : At Ton Like It. Ill 1

2. To distinguish by particular marks or
traits, to characterize.

" 3. To describe, to give an account of.

"Tbuanus thus charactereth the Conwaldeuses."—
Fuller : ffoly War, bk. iii.

LT. Fig. : To stamp, to impress on the mind,
heart, &c.

" Who art the table wherein all my thoughts
Are visibly character'd and engraved."

Shakeep. .- Two Gent, U. 7.

^T The accent was originally on the penulti-

mate.

* char'-akc-tered, pa. par. or o. [Charac-
ter, p.f

I. Lit. : Marked, stamped, cut.

IT. Figuratively

:

1. Deeply impressed.

Ifcte, tat, fire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wiH, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, air, marine; go. pdt,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, n6n ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. », ce = e. ey -- a. qu = lew.
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'" The lawi jf marriage character'd in gold

Upon the blanched tablet* of her heart,"
Tenrtyt-m: Itabel, 1L 19.

2. Distinguished by particular marks or

traits.

» char-ac-ter'-Ic-al, * ch&r-ao-tor -Ic-

aU, a. [Eng. character; -icaL] Indicative

of character.
" Neither ought the observing of these eigne* to be

mixed with characterica.il practices."—.Speculum Mun-
di, p. M&.

* char -ac-ter-Ism, s. [Fr, caracterisme, from
Gr. xaPajtT1)Pl<rtJ-fc (charactirismos) = a charac-

terizing ; xap*"?™!? (charakter) = a stamp, a
mark, a character ; vapaero-w (charasso) = to

stamp, to engrave.] The distinction of cha-

racter.
" The characterism of an honest man : He looks not

to what he might do, but what he should."—Bp. Ball :

Character!, p. 13.

char ac ter-is -tic, * char-ac ter Is'-

tlck, character is tl-cal, a. k ».

[Ft. caracteristique, from Gr. vapaxT^ptoTiKo;
(charakteristikos) = characteristic, from xaPaK'

n/p (charakter)=& stamp, a mark, a character.]

A* As adjecUw

:

1. Ord. Lang.: Serving to constitute the cha-
racter of a person ; marking the peculiar
qualities of a person ; suitable, appropriate.

"... I have not ventured to prefix that character-
Utical distinction."— IVoodtcard : On Fouils.

".

.

. he ascribed, with characteristic Impudence, . .
."

—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

2. Music : A term used of music when it

Is designed as the expression of some special

sentiment or circumstance. (Grove.)

B. As subst. : A distinctive trait or feature
of anything ; one of the component parts of a
man's character.

" This vast invention exerts himself in Homer in a
manner superiour to that of any poet ; it is the great
and peculiar characteristic* which distinguishes him
from all uthers,"

—

Pope.

•I Characteristic of a logarithm :

Math. : The same as the index or exponent.
(Index.]

•J Characteristic Utter or character

:

Grammar: The letter which determines the
declension of a noun or the conjugation of a
verb.

ohar-ac-ter-la-ti-oal-l^ adv. [Eng. cha-
racteristical : -ly.] In a characteristic man-
ner ; in a manner suited to the character

;

suitably, appropriately.

"The title of wise men seems to hare been an-
dently the peculiar addition of prophets, and u»ed
characteristically.''—Spenser ; Vanity of Vulg. Pny
phecies, p. 36.

t char-ac-ter-Is'-tl-cal-ness, s. [Eng. cha-
racteristicaf ; -ness.] The quality of being
characteristic, or peculiar to a character.

I char-ac-ter-i-xa'-tion, s. [Eng. charac-

terise); -ation.] The act of characterizing.

ohar ac ter ize, char -ac-ter Ise, v.t.

[Eng. character; -ize.]

* L Lit. ; To engrave, to imprint, to stamp.

IL Figuratively

:

*1. To impress deeply upon the mind, heart,
Ac.

"They may be called anticipations, prenottons, or
sentiments characterized and engraven In the soul."

—

Male : Origin of Mankind.

2. To give a character, account, or descrip-
tion of.

"It Is some commendation, that we have avoided
publicly to characterise any person, without long ex-
perience.''—.Swiff.

* 3. To designate, point out, or specially
refer to.

"... under the name of Tamerlane, he Intended to
characterize King William, and Lewis the Fourteenth
under Bajaxet "—Johnson : Life of Howe.

4. To mark with a distinguishing character
or quality ; to distinguish.

" European, Asiatics: , Chinese. African, and Grecian
laces are characterized."—Arbuthnot ; On the Effects of
Air on Human Bodies.

ekar ac ter ized, char' ac ter ised,
pa. par. d a. [Characterize, v.]

* char-ac-ter-iz'-er, s. [Eng. characterise) ;

-er.] One who characterizes.

If we may credit the divine characteriser of our
times."—Berkeley : Alciphron, DlaL 7, | SO.

Ohar -ac ter Iz-ing, character is-

ing, pr. par., a.,ks. [Characterize, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

* 1. The act of engraving or imprinting.

2. The act of marking with any distinguish-
ing quality or character.

char -ac ter loss, a. [Eng. character; less.]

1. Having no definite character or peculiar
features.

2. Without a character, unrecorded.
" And mighty states characterles* are grated
To dusty nothing/'

Shaketp. : Troil. ft Crew., ill. 2.

t char -ao-ter -less ness, $. [Eng. charac-

terless; -ness.] The quality of being character-

less, or without characteristic marks or quali-

ties.

" Re-introducing the characterletsnest of the Greek
tragedy with a chorus."—Coleridge ; Table Talk.

* char- ac- ter -f, * chax-ac-ter-ie, s.

[Eng. character; -y.\

1. The act or process of expressing in cha-
racters, or distinguishing marks.

"... drawing out the true lineament* of every
virtue and vice, so lively, that who saw the medals
might know the face : which art they significantly
termed charactery."—Bp. Hall : Virtues and Vices.

2. That which is expressed ; a mark, an im-
pression.

" All the charactery of my sad brows."
Shaketp. : Julius Cauar, ii. L

* char-ac -tiire, s. [Eng. charact ; -ure.] A
mark, character or sign.

** Enamell'd bank, whose shining gravel bean
The sad characturee of my miseries.

"

Drummond : Bonnets, pt. L s. IS.

cha-rade', s. [Fr. charade, the origin of which
is* unknown. Skeat suggests Sp. caarrada=
a speech or action of a clown.] A kind of
riddle based upon a word of two or more
syllables, the key to which is given by descrip-

tions of each of the component syllables.

"An enigma ... Is certainly superior to a rebus or
charade, which only puzzles you with letters and
syllables."—Oraves ; Recollections of Shenstone, p. <n.

char-a-dri'-I-clso, s. pi. [From Lat. chara-

drius, and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ornith. : The Plovers, a family of wading
birds. They have long, slender legs, with the
toes united by a smalt membrane, the hinder
one very small and elevated, or wanting.

Genera: Charadrius (Plover), Vanellus (Lap-
wing), Glareola (Pratincole), Himantopus
(Longshank), Hiematopus (Oyster-catcher),

and (Edicnemus (Thick-knee).

chtir-a~dri-i'-xlWf s.pl. [From Lat. charadrius
(q.v.), and fem. pi. adj. suff. -inat.)

Ornith. : The typical sub-family of the
Charadriidae. It contains the Plovers proper,

and the Lapwings.

cha rad ri 6 mor'-phee, s. pi. [Hod. Lat.

charadrius (q.v.), and Gr. p.°p4") (morphe) m
form.]

Ornt(*t. ; In Huxley's classification, a group
of birds containing the snipes and plovers.

cha rad -rl-o-morph, s. [Charadrio-
MORpH.t:.] Any individual of the Charadrio*
morphae (q.v.).

cha rad'-rl-iis, s. [Lat., from Gr. x«p*5pios
(charadrios) = a lapwing or a curlew.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds, plovers, belonging
to the order Grallatores (Waders). Five species
are British, the Golden Plover, the Dotterel,
the Ringed, the Little Ringed, and the
Kentish Plovers. They feed on worms and
molluscous animals. The eggs of the Lapwing
are considered a great delicacy, and are fre-

quently to be seen in shops, where they are
sold as plover's eggs. [Plover.]

char » as, s. [From Gr. xaotc (charts) =
grace, beauty, and ala (aid), the same as yala
(gaia), poetic for yij (ge) = the earth.]

Entom.: A genus of moths, family Noctuidse,
Charaas graminis is the Antler-moth (q.v.),

C. cespitis, the Hedge-moth, C. lutulenta, the
Barred Feathered Rustic, and C. csihiops, the
Black-rustic

* char' bock lc, * char-bok el, * char
bok ylle, s. [Carbuncle.]

"To fore the kyng honge a ckarbokel ston."
Alisaunder, 5,353.

char' bdn, s. [Carbon.]

Farriery : A little black spot In the cavity
of the corner teeth of a horse about seven or
eight years old.

* char'-bon-cle, s. [Carbuncle.]
" A rui>yo and a. charboncle. "—Maundeoille, p. 23S.

• char-buc le, * char-buk-ilL & [Cab-
BWNCLE.)

1. A carbuncle.
" Choein charbukill, chelf fioure, and oedir tre.

Doug. | Virgil, 3, Vk
2. An ulcer.
" The Kinkhoet, the Charbucle, and worms in the

chalks." Pot/wart: Flyting, p. IS.

9har'-c6aL * ohar-cole. * 5har-coll#
char-kole, s. & a. [Eng. char, v., and coal

m that which is turned to coal or carbon.]

A* As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang. : The same as II. 1.

IT. Technically:

1. An impure variety of carbon, prei>ared

from vegetable substances or bones.

(1) Wood charcoal consists of wood burned
with but little access of air. Billets of wood
are built into a heap, which is covered with
earth or sand. The heap is fired at openings
left near the bottom of the pile, and the gases

escape at small openings above. For making
fine charcoal, such as that of willow, used in

the manufacture of gunpowder, the wood is

burned in iron cylinders, or rather retorts, in
which a process of destructive distillation

removes the volatile hydrocarbons, pyrolig-

neous acid, &e. By this more perfect means
the process is accurately regulated. Charcoal
is used in the arts as—a fuel ; a polishing
powder ; a table on which pieces of metal are

secured in position to be soldered by the blow-
pipe ; a filtering material ; a defecator and
aecolorizer of solutions and water ; an absorb-
ent of gases and aqueous vapours ; a non-

conducting packing in ice-houses, safes, and
refrigerators ; an ingredient in gunpowder and
fire-works ; in the galvanic battery and the
electric light.

(2) Animal charcoal : Used largely In sugar-

refining, and as a disinfectant and filtering

medium, is prepared by calcining bones in

closed vessels. These are either retorts, simi-

lar to those in which coal is distilled for the
production of illuminating gas, or they are

earthenware pots piled up in kilns and fired.

Charges of fifty pounds of bones to a pot will

require, say, sixteen hours of firing. The
bones are then ground between fluted rollers,

the dust removed, and the granulated ma-
terial used for charging the filters of the
sugar-refiner. The material is used for re-

moving colour, fcculencies, and fermenting
ingredients from the syrup. [Bone-black
Furnace. ] (Knight. )

" Charcole (or charkate. P.). Carbo."—Prompt. Par*.
" Seacoal lasts longer than charcoal ; and chareoal of

roots, being coaled into great pieces, lasts longer than
ordinary charcoal."—Bacun ; Natural History.

2. A name for the finest tin-plates, so called

from being manufactured with charcoal fires.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

charcoal-blacks, s. pi. Various black
pigments essentially composed of charcoal, the
latter formed by burning ivory, bones, vine
twigs, &c.

charcoal-burner, s. A man employed
In attending to the manufacture of charcoal.

" That evening [August 2, 1100] he [William Ruf us]

was found dead by some charcoat-bumert,"—C. a.
Pearson; The Early and Middle Ages .of England, eh.

XXV.

charooal-OOOl6r, s. A wire cylinder in

which animal charcoal is agitated and cooled,

after revivifying, while a current of air car-

ries off the noxious gases. (Knight.)

charcoal-filter, *. A filter charged with
ordinary or animal charcoal for domestic use,

or with animal charcoal for use in the sugar-

house or refinery. (Knight.)

charcoal furnace, s. A furnace for

producing charcoal by the dry distillation of

wood, and for the collection of the tar and
pyroligneous aeidresulting therefrom. (Knight.)

charcoal-point, s. A pencil of carbon
prepared for use in the electric-light apparatus.

(Knight.)

chard (1), s. [Fr. carde; ItaL carda; Lat.

carduus = a thistle.]

Botany

:

1. The leaves of the artichoke plants (Cynara
scolymus), bound in straw during the autumn
and winter, till they become blanched, and
lose part of their bitterness.

bfiml. boy; pout, jortl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, Rem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pit =«•
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2. (See extract).

"Chorda of beet. v« plant* of white best tians-
planted, producing great top*, which, in the midot,
have a large, white, thick, downy and cotton-like
main shout, which is the true chard,''—Mortimer.

Chard-beet, s. A plant. Beta Cydcu It
is cultivated for the strong succulent ribs of
the leaves, which are boiled and eaten on the
continent like asparagus.

9hard (2), 8. [Etymol. unknown.] A leaning
place. {Scotch.)

9har-dIn'-I-a, s. [Named after the celebrated
traveller Sir John Chardin, who was born in
Paris in 1643, and died near Loudon in 1713.]

Bot. : A genus of Composite plants, con-
sisting of a single species, Ckwrdinia reran-
themoides, a pretty little annual herb, found
in Asia Minor. The flowers are silvery, nearly
half an

#
inch across, and owe their beauty to

the shining, chaffy, lance-shaped pappus
scales which crown the cylindrical striate
achenes.

* chare (1), chare, s. [Char (4), s. ) An odd
job, charing.

". . . the maid that milk*
And doe* the meanest chares."

Shakesp. : Ant. * Cteop., lr. M.

* chare-work, s. Charing, odd jobs.
"Agree, that in harvest ua'd to lease:
But harvest done, to chire-work did aspire."

Dryden : Third Idyll of Theocritus.

* chare (2), s. [Icel. skarr ~ clean, pure,
bright.]

y

* Chare Thursday, «. An old name
for Manndy Thursday (q.v.).

•* Upon CAarv Thursday Christ brake bread onto his
disupleaV'-.tywfMtr.* Shepherd1

! Kalendar,

* chare (3), 5. [Car, Chair.]
" Chare. Currus, quadriga, Ac."—Prompt, par*,

* chare-roofed, a, ? Arched.
"ImbatteUed, vaulted, and chare-roofed, sufficiently

butteraoed,"—A Journey through England, 1734 I Haiti-
teeUl

chare (4), *, [A.S. cdru = care.] [Caris.]
Care, charge. (Scotch.)

* chare, * charren, * charyn, * cher

,

*9herren, *chearrent vX&i. [Char
C3), v.]

* A. Trans. ; To drive away.
" Cftarjrn away. Abigo. "—Prompt Par*.
"Charm away the crowe,"—Coventry Myst, p. SO.

B. Reflex. : To hurry.
• "This umbo Childrtc and gon him to charrenT—

Layamon, II. 469.

C. Intransitive:

* 1. To hurry, to come or go hastily.
" He charde ayen In to Burgunne."*—Layamon, I. S08.

2. To do odd jobs, to char, to finish.
" Ail'* chard when he i* gone."

Shakesp. A Phot. • Two Noble Kinsmen, UL 1
'char cttc. s. [Chariot.]

" He ryU in a charett with i trh9lm.m—MaundevUU,
p. 24L

* 9har'-fron, 5. [Chamfrain.]

charge, 'chargen, *char&yn* v.U at i.

[Fr. charger; Sp. cargar ; Port, carregar ; Ital.
caricare, from Low Lat. carko = to transport
in a waggon or car, from carrus =. a car.]

A. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Literally

:

*(1) To lay a load or burden upon ; to load.
"The folk of the contree taken camayle*, drome-

daries, and other bestett . . . and chargen hem.''
Maundoeille, p. ML
(2) To fill anything with its proper comple-

ment or quantity. [II. 5.]

2. Figuratively:

Cl) To lay upon a person as a duty or obli-
gation.

*' He sone foryete ylsterday stewen.
How the cbeuetayn hyoi charged.'

£. Eng. AUit. Poems; Cleanness, p. 463.

"Or was the merchant charged to bring
The homeless birds a neat?"

Courper: A Tale, June, 1798.

(a) With an infinitive following, or that, in-
troducing the duty or obligation imposed.

" Moses the servant of the Lord charged you, to love
the Lord your God . . ."—Josh. xxll. &.

"'And\ charged them that they should not make him
known."—Matt. xiL tt.

(6) With the prep. with.

What yon have charged me teith, that I have done."
Shakesp. : King Lear, v, I,

chard—charge

t(2) To command, to bid, to enjoin.
" Why dost thou turn thy face ! I charge thee answer
To what I shall enquire." Dryden.

t (3) To entrust, to commission.

*(4) To load, to fill, to burden.
** In drede and sorow, charged with synne.

**

Banpoie : Prick of Cons. 6,054.

"A fault in the ordinary method of education, is
the charging of children's memories with rules and
precept*.

1'—Locke.

(5) To impute ; to refer to as a cause or
source (followed by to or on).

" No more accuse thy pen, but charge the crime.
On native aloth, and negligence of time."

I>ryden : Persius, sat. UL
(6) To set down to the account of a person ;

to debit to.

(a) With to or against, before the person
charged.

(6) With with before tJie thing charged.
" It transpired that be had been charging the Stores

utith amounts in excess of those he had actually paid
for the carriage of parcels."—Daily Telegraph, Nov.
33, 1881.

(c) With at before the price charged.

(7) To demand a price.
" For oysters bred upon the salt sea-shore,
Packed in a barrel, they will charge no more."*

, . Coteper : To Mrs. .Surfon.

(8) To accuse.
"... I am so far from charging you as guilty in this

matter, that I can sincerely say, I believe the exhort-
ation wholly needles*."— Wake; Preparation /or
Death
* (a) With of before the matter charged,

(0) With with.

"And hi* angels he charged with folly."—Job, iv. 18.
#
(9) To challenge; to call upon.

" Thou canst not, cardinal, devise a name
So slight, unworthy, and ridiculous.
To charge me to an answer as the pope. -

Shakesp. : King John, HI. 1.

(10) To impose or lay on as a tax or duty.
"And for chef charyte, we chargeden vs seluen
In ainendyng of this men, we maden oure eel lea."

Piert Ploughman; Credo.

*(ll) To put to expense.
" Coming also not to charge, bat to enrich theca

. . .'—South; Sermons, UL 31

L

*(12) To place in a position for fighting.
"He rode up and down, gallantly mounted, and

charged and discharged his \iuioe.
m—Xnollcs: History

of the Turks. '

(13) To rush down upon ; to fall on ; to
attack.

"With his prepared sword he charges home
My unprovided body, lanc'd mr arm."

Shakesp. ; King Lear, 1L L
1 Used also of a rush or attack in games,

as to charge one or more players at football.

•(H) To take a thing to heart; to grieve
over.

** Charge It bot a lytUl."—ffampole ; 7Yeo««es, p. S3

IL Technically

:

1. Law:
(1) To give instructions to a jurv, generally

the grand jury, as to the legal points of the
case about to be brought before them.

"The Lord Chief Jnstlce proceeded to charge ths
jury."—Daily Telegraph, Nov. eth. 188L

(2) To indict.

2. Eccles. : To deliver an address to a body
of clergy. [Charge, «., II. 2.]

3. Elect.: To accumulate in an electrified
body a certain quantity of electricity capable
of being again discharged.

4. Her. : To place upou an escutcheon, &c.
Seldom used except iu the pa. par. [Charged.]

5b Artill., &c. : To load a gun, &c, with its
proper charge.

"... I therefore fired a four pounder charged with
grape shot, wide of them."

—

Cook: Voyayes, vol. i

ok. 11., o. %
B. Reflexive : To impose or take upon one-

self as a duty, obligation, or responsibility.
"... be charged himself with all the sea riak of

•neb vessels as carried corn to Rome in winter."—
Arbuthnot : On Coins.

G. Intransitive:

1. To make an attack or onset on ; to gallop
wildly. Also as in A., I. 13.

" From a strictly practical point of view, the sight
?l^/R°* ot n*1? -riding strangere charging across
th«ir[tbe farmers'! fields and breaking through their
fences is anything but pleasing. "— 7"im«t, Feb. 14. 1881:
Bunting and Us Prospects.

* 2. To take a thing to heart as a burden or
grief.

"Chargyn, or gretely sett a thynge to herte."—
Prompt. Parv.
" Esau chargide lltil that he hadde seld the right of

the Arete gendrid child."— Wydiffe: Genesis xxv. 34.
(Purvey.)

3. To make a charge, or demand, a price for
anything.

charge, 'chaarg, s. & a. [O. Fr. charge, carge;

Sp. & Port, carga; Ital. carioa, from the-
verb.]

A. As substantive :

L Ordinary Language:

1. A load, a burden.

(1) Of material things

:

"The mares retornen . . . with hire charges of gold.*
—MoHndewiUe. p. 801.

(2) 0/ immaterial things :

"He putte vppon them charges ot many manere
works.'—Trevisa, iL sir.

2. An office, duty, of obligation.
"

*n.
A^ '

bu* '*t<* tD* Ape) the charge is wondrous great.
To feed mens soules, and hath an heavie threat."

"

Spenser; Mother Bubberds Tale,

3. Care, custody, responsibility, or manage-
ment. (Often followed by of or over.)

"... much impress'd
Himself, as conscious of his awful charge."

Courper 1 Task, hk. U.
* i. Anxiety, care, concern.
"Thei give no charge ot a veer ne of rlche***"—

MaunderUle, p. 292.

5. The object of one*s care or attention,
" More had he said, but fearful of her stav.
The starry guardian drove his charge away."

Dryden,

6. A command, commission, or injunction.
** Hegaf him charge that they ne *u8re nought at large

His wife to go/" Ootcer, L 198.

7. Expense, cost.

" They would be at the Camyeof raising Moncments
to the Memory of those good Men, whom their Father*
had alain . . ."—TiUotson, vol. i., Ser. xxii.

IT Commonly used iu the plural, and in the
phrase—'* To be at charges.

"
. . . you see what huge charges she hath bene at

this lartyeare, in sending of men"—Spenser: State of
JreUind.

8. A burden upon property ; a tax, rent, &c
(Sometimes in the plural.)

9. The price demanded, cost
"... I may make the gospel of Christ without"

charge, that I abase not my power in the gospel*—
1 Cor. ix. 16.

10. An accusation, subject of censure.
**.

. . laying to their charge the pride, the avartcev
the luxury, the ignorance, tne superstition, of p.'pisb.
time*."—Swift.

>~v—

11. Responsibility, account, liability.
" The secret mischiefs that I set abroach,
I lay unto the grievous charge of others.**

Shakesp. : Richard 11 1 , L S.

12. An attack, onset [II. 8 1 1).]
" The English and Dutch were thrice repulsed with

5reat slaughter, and returned thrice to the charge.' -m
(acaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xxL

13. As much as anything will contain ; the-
proper complement. [II. 8. (3).]

"To adjust the fragrant charge of a short tube.
That fumes beneath his nose ; . .

Courper : The Task, bk. .
*14. Weight, importance.
"The letter . . . was full of charge."—Shakesp. I

Bom. A Jul., v. 2.

T Charge and discharge

:

Law, dtc. : The old way of taking account*
in chancery. (Wharton.)

IX Technically:

1. Law:
(1) The address from a judge to a grand

jnry, in which he instructs them as to the
legal points likely to arise in the cases about
to be brought before them.

(2) An indictment, an accusation.
"Fur, by the old law of England, two witnesses are

necessary to establish a charge of treason"—Macausay:
BUt. Eng., ch. iL

2. Eccles. : An address from a bishop to his

diocesan clergy, or of an archdeacon to the
clergy of his archdeaconry.

"The bishop has recommended this author la hie
charge to the clergy."— Dryden,
" During his charge the an hdeacon expressed satis-

faction at the appointment of a Royal Commission to
inquire into the relation* of Church and State "—Daily
Telegraph, May 10, 1B8L

3. Her. : Whatever occupies the field in an
escutcheon. Cliarges are either proi«r or

common. Proper charges are so called because
they peculiarly belong to the art of heraldry ;

they are also called ordinaries, because they
are in ordinary use in all coats of arms ;

honourable charges, because coat armour is

much honoured thereby, being the gifts of

sovereigns, as the Cross, Pale, &c. Common
charges are such as are composed of things

natural and artificial, and so named because
they are common to other arts and sciences

as well as to this.

"The charge 1* that which i* born upon the colour,
except it be a coat divided only by partition. —
Peacham,

t&te, ISt, fere, amidst, what, faU, father: wo, w8t, hero, camel, her, there; pine, pit, »ire, »ir, marine; go, p*»
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4. Farriery i A preparation, or a sort of
ointment, of the consistence of a thick decoc-

tion, which is applied to the shoulder-splaits,

inflammations, and sprains of horses.
" A charge Is of a middle nature, between an oint-

ment and a plaister, or between a planter and a cata-
plasm."— Furrier'* dictionary.

0. Veter. : An external remedy applied to

the body of a horse or other beast.

6. Comm. : A charge of lead contains thirty-

six pigs, each pig containing six stone, less by
two pounds.

7. Elec. : Of a Leyden jar or other electric

battery. An accumulation of electricity within
it, which may, when the proper means are
used, be again discharged.

8. Military

:

(1) An attack or onset of troops, especially

©f cavalry.

T Also in games, Charge, v., A., I. 13.

% To sound a charge : To give the signal by
sound of trumpet for a charge.

" Oar author seems to sound a charge, and begins
like the clangour of a trumjiet."—Dryden.

* (2) The position in which a weapon is held
for the purpose of attack.

"Their neighing coursers daring of the spur.
Their armed staves in charge, their heavers down. -

Shakesp. J 2 //en. J V., ir. 1.

(3) The quantity of powder, &c.
,
put into a

gun for the purpose of firing it. The service-

charge for smooth-bored guns may be one-third
to a quarter the weight of projectiles. For
hot-shot and ricochet firing these charges are

reduced. Rifted guns, avoiding windage, re-

quire a smaller charge than smooth-bores.
The service-charge of the Armstrong gun is

one-eighth the weight of the projectile. In
the navy three charges are used : distant, full,

.and reducetl.

"(4) A military post or command.
"I'll procure this fat rogue a charge of foot™

—

Shakesp. ; I Henry I >'-. H- *-

*(5) A body of troops under one's com-
mand.

"The centurions and their charge* . . ."—Shakesp.

:

Coriol., iv. 3.

9. Mining: A quantity of powder or other
explosive substance used in blasting.

10. Metall., Gas Manufacture, <£c. : The body
of ore, metal, fuel, or other matter introduced
into a furnace at one time, for one heat, or
one run, as the case may be. The charge of
a puddling-furnace is about 500 pounds of pig-

iron, and this forms four blooms; of a gas-
retort is 220 pounds, introduced in two scoop-
fuls of 110 pounds each ; of a tumbling-box is

as many castings or other matters as it will

conveniently contain and give room for mutual
Attrition ; of an amalgamating pan is according
to size. They vary from 4J to six feet in
diameter ; some work off two tons in twenty-
four hours, others a charge of 1,400 pounds in

three or four hours.

H To give in charge:

t, To\ commit to the charge or care of
Another.

** 61a. Must you. Sir John, protect my lady here f

Stan. So am I given in charge, may't please your
grace." Shakesp. ; 2 Hen. VI., it. 4.

* 2. To have anything committed to one's
charge or care,

3. To hand over to the custody of a police-
man for any offence.

To take in charge :

1. To take under one's careorresponsibility.
" And understood too well the weighty terms
That he had taken in charge."

Coteper: The Ta*k, bk. U.

2. To arrest, take into custody.

B. As adj.: (See the compounds).

charge-house, s.

* 1. A school-house.
"Do you not educate youth at the charge-house on

the top of the mountain?"—Shakesp. t Love's Labour
Lost, v. i.

2. Powder-making : A building or room in
which the proper charges are made up into
cartridges, <fec.

charge sheet, s.

Police : A paper kept at a police station on
nhich are daily entered the names of the per-
sons brought to the station in custody, the
offence imputed, and the name of the accuser,

*har-ge <K as *h), pa. par. [Fr. = charged,
the pa. par. of charger = to charge.]

charge d'affaires, $. [Fr., a person
charged with the management of affairs.]

Diplomatic : A minister or representative of

a country at a less important foreign court, in-

ferior to an ambassador, to whom is entrusted
all matters of diplomacy. Also the officer to

whom the charge of an embassy is entrusted
during the temporary absence of the ambas-
sador or minister-plenipotentiary.

Charge -a-ble, a. [Eng. diarge, and able.]

1, Of persons or things

:

*(1) Involving expense ; expensive, costly.

(2) Liable or responsible for a payment.
"... he had bought land chargeable with tithes,

. . —Mticaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. ViiL

2. Of persons

:

(1) Liable to' be charged or accused; open
to a charge (with with before the thing
charged).

"Your papers would be chargeable with something
worse than indelicacy; they would be immoral."—
Spectator.

*(2) Liable to be called upon for an account
of a trust.

" But the former governors that had been before me
were chargeable unto the people, . . ."—A'ehem., v. 15.

3. Of things:

(1) Capable of being brought as a charge;
imputable (with on or upon before the person
or thing responsible).

"The reader will now be too good a Judge, how much
the greater part of it. and consequently of its faults,
Is chargeable upon me alone."

—

Pope: Homer's Qdyt-
sey, postscript.

(2) To be charged as a debt -. to be set to
one's account. (Followed by to.)

t charge a Die ness, s. [Eng. chargeabU

;

-ness. ] The quality of beiug chargeable,
expense.

". . . the mischiefs that grew from the delays, the
chargeableness, and the Irregularitien in the proceed-
ings of law . .

.*'— WhUelock: Memoirs, an. I66L

* charge '-a-bly, ado. [Eng. chargeabl(e) ; -y.]

In a chargeable manner ; at great expense,
expensively.

"By reason wherof we be most notably charged
with masses, sufferings, and other alms deeds, for his
benefits to us most chargeably exhibit."Strype:
Records, No. 30. Abbot of fork to Wolsey.

•charge -ant, * pharge' aunt, o. [Fr. f pr.

par. of charger.] Involving trouble or ex-
pense ; difficult, dangerous.

" That chargeaunt chace."
Sir Oawaine, 1. 804.

charged, pa. par. 4 a. [Charge, v.}

* charge ful, a. [Eng. charge ; -fuKJ).\ In-
volving expense ; expensive, costly.

" Here's the note
How much your chain weighs to the utmost carat.
The fineness of the gold, the chargefnt fashion."

Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors, r. L
* Charge -less, a. [Eng. charge; -less.]

1. Not involving trouble or expense ; inex-
pensive, cheap.

" How easle and chargeless a thing It Is to keep silk
worms."

—

Marginal note in The Silk-wormes (1599).

2. Uncharged, unloaded.

*charge'-oiis, *cha-ri-ons,a. [Eng. charge,
and suff. -ous.)

1. Heavy, hard to bear.
" Heuy is the ston and charlotte."—Wyolifei Pro*.

xxviL 3.

2. Causing expense ; expensive.
" I was chargeons to no man."— Wycliffe : 3 Cor. li. 9.

charg'-er, * charge -our, "cha ri our, s.

[Eng. charg(c); -er.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who charges.

IL Technically:

1. Mil. : A war-horse ; a horse ridden In
action or on parade.

"... there were few chargers in the camp which
had not been taken from the plough."—Macaulay

;

Hist. Eng., ch. v.

* 2. Coram. : A large dish, capable of bearing
a great weight.

" Orett swannes fulle swythe In silvervne chargeours.'
Morte Arthurs, 185.

3. Mining .* A spiral instrument for charg-
ing horizontal blast-holes.

* i. Sport: A device for dropping into the
bore of a fowling-piece from a shot-belt or
pouch a gauged quantity of shot. By forcing
down the plunger the communication witii

the pouch is closed, and the charge Is allowed
to pass to the tube, which conducts it to the
gun. The piston head is adjustable, to vary
the capacity of the charge-chamber. (Knight.)

5. Scotch Law : One in whose favour a decree,
suspended Is pronounced.

* charge -ship, s. [Eng. charge ; -ship.] The
quality or state of being in charge : responsi-
bility.

charg'-Ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Charge, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subat. : The performing of any of the
actions described under the verb.

charging order, s. An order from a
judge binding the stocks or funds of a judg-
ment debtor with the judgment debt. (Whar-
ton.)

char i- an' -thus, $. [From Gr. vapiViv
(charieii) = beautiful, and aritot (anthos) =
a blossom, a flower.]

Bot. : A genus of Malastomacese from the
West Indies. Erect shrubs, with opposite,
stalked, five-nerved leaves, generally entire.

Flowers purple ; fruit a globose berry de-

pressed in the centre, with four cells and
numerous seeds.

char'-I-ois, 5. [Gr. xaP"<* (charieis) = plea-

sant or pleasing.]

Bot : A genus of Composite plants, consist-

ing of a single species from the Cape of Good
Hope. Charieis heterophylta is an annual,
with stem erect, striated, and hairy ; leaves
stalkless ; flowers yellow in the centre and
violet at the circumference.

char-I-ljf, *char'-3-l^, adv. [Eng. chary;
•ly.] In a chary manner ; cautiously, warily.

Char 1 ness, s. [Eng. chary ; -ness.] The
quality of being chary ; caution, wariness,
nicety.

" Nay, I will consent to act any vlllany against him,
that may not sully the chariness of our honesty."

—

Shakeip. : Merry Wives, ii. l.

char-ing, char ihg, pr. par., a., & «.

[Char, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act or occupation of
doing odd jobs.

char'-i-£t, * char-y-ot, * char-y-ott,
*char-otte, "char-ett, * char-rot, $.

& a. [O. Fr. chariot, from char = a car.]

[Car.]

A* As substantive

:

* L A war-car in which armed men rode to

QTPTIAN WAB-CHARIOT (FROM THEBES^

battle. They were frequently armed with
scythes, hooks, and other offensive appliances.

2. A car of state.

"The grettest lordea ryden about this caarjfot"-
Maundeviile, p. 241.

*3. A waggon, a cart.

"Charottet chokkefulle charegyde with golde."
Morte Arihure, 1,553.

4. A sort of light coach, four-wheeled, with
only back seats.

"... I departed from London, accompanied with
my wife, in a small chariot drawn by two noises . .

—Ludlow : Memoirs, v , ,1. j i. , p. 371.

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).

Obvious compounds : Chariot-race, chariot-

wheel.

chariot man, a. A charioteer.

•*. . . he said to hie chariot-man, Turn thin* hand
. , ."—S Chron. xvili. 32.

boll, bo^; pout, Jo^rl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, e^dat, -lug,

-clan, -tian - shan, -tion, -sion m shun ; -tion, -slon = zhun. -clous, -tious, -slous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. sj bei, del.
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• chir -I-ot, v.t. &, i. [Chariot, «.]

L Trans. : To convey in a chariot
"An angel all in flames ascended.
As in a fiery column charioting
His godlike presence."

Milton : Sainton Agonist us.

2. Intrans, .* To ride, to drive, to pass along
(Wt A fig.).

"With whatacheerly face the golden »nn chariots
thorow the rounding akie? "—Peltham, pt i, res. 48.

tchar-I-ot-ed, « chaV-I-*t-ted, pa. par.
or a. [Chariot, v.] Seated or driven in a
ehariot

"No: let her put, and, chariotted along
In guilty splendour, shake the public w»vi."

C'-jwprr.- nut, bk. ill
" Boadlcea standing loftily charioted."

Trnnyson : Boadicea, lit 70.

char -i-S-tee, s. [Eng. cftariot ; dim. suff.

•ee.] A four-wheeled pleasure- cftrriage, having
two seats covered by a calash top.

tchar -I-ot-cer. 'char i ot-er, s. [Eng.
chariot ; -eer = er.]

L Ordinary Language

:

Lit. : A driver of a chariot.
"On a heap

Chariot and charioter lay overturn'd."
Hilton I P. L., Tl.

TJ. Astron. : The constellation Auriga.

Tf TA« cAarioteer o/dai/ ; The sun.
" Long ere the chari-.teer of day had run
His morning coarse.

*

Cowper: Progress of Error.

Char-ldt-eer, tJ.i. [Charioteer, a,] To
drive a chariot, to act as a charioteer.

" To charioteer with wings on high."
Southey : Ode to Astronomy,

f char'-Iot-eer-Ing, a. & s, [Charioteer,
f.]

A. As adj. : Driving a chariot.

B. As subst : The act of driving a chariot

' char-I-ous, a. [Charoeoos.]

• char-Ism, a. [Gr. xopicrpa (charisma) = a
gift]

EccUs. : An extraordinary gift or talent be-
stowed upon the early Christians, as that of
healing, of tongues, dec. (Webster.)

phar -It-a-ble, a. [Eng. charity), and able.]

I. Of persons

:

1. Full of love to one's fellow-men; bene-
volent, kind.

2. Kind or liberal to the poor.

A street, built out of the contributions of the
charitable, . . ."—Macaulay : Ifist. Eng., ch. xvi

H. Of thoughts or actions :

1. Pertaining to charity or liberality

;

founded or supported by charity.
** Be not too narrow, husbandmen 1 but flin*
From the full sheaf, with charitable stealth.
The liberal handful." Thornton : Autumn.

2. Dictated by kindness, favorable, merciful,
free frum censoriousness.

"Of a politick sermon that had no divinity, the king
aid to Bishop Andrews. Call you this a sermon ? The
bishop answered, By a charitable construction it may
be a sermon."

—

Bacon,

•J Charitable uses

:

Law : The laws concerning these differ in
the different states of the American Union.
Thus, in Pennsylvania, a bequest of property
for charitable rises is void unless the will
be signed more than thirty days before the
donor's death. In England a similar bequest
is void unless made by indented deed executed
In the presence of two witnesses twelve
months before the death of the donor, and
enrolled in the Court of Chancery six months
after its execution. Such a deed once drawn
out must also be irrevocable. Stocks in the
public funds may be transferred six months
before the donors death. The Act does not
bar benefactions to Oxford or Cambridge
Universities, or to poor scholars in Eton,
Winchester, and Westminster. (Blackstone

:

Comm., ii. ch. 18.)

By 43 Eliz. c. 4, a commission of charitable
uses can be issued by the Lord Chancellor, the
Lord Keeper, or the Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster to enquire into charitable trusts
said to be abused. {English.)

i char -it a ble ness, *. [Eng. charitable ;
-ness.] The quality of being charitable; be-
nevolence, kindness, liberality.

ch&r -It-a-My, adv. [Eng. charitable); -y.]

1. In a charitable manner ; with good will
and love to others.

2. Liberally.

3. From dictates of kindness.
" Tis beat sometimes your censure to restrain.
And charitably let the dull be Tain."

Pope : Ettay on Criticism, 5»7.

• Char I-ta-tive, a. [Lat. caritas (genit.
caritatis) = charity; and Eng. suff. -it*.]

Charitable, having respect to charity.
". . . detained much longer upon prudential or

rather charitative considerations, . . .'—Fell: Life of
Hammond, § L

• char'-ite, *. [Charity.]
" O Capide, out of al chariti !

regne. that wolt no felaw have with the I"
Chaucer: The Knightes Tate, L 1625*

• Char I toils, a. [Eng. charily); -ous.] Full
of charity, charitable.

" He was ayeinward charitout."— Ooteer : C. A., L 1T2.

cliiaiM-ty, * char-i-te, * chary-te,

*eher-it-e, s, A a. [O. Fr. chariteit, cari-

teit ; Ft. chariti ; Sp. caridad ; Port, caridade ;
Ital. caritd ; from Lat. caritas m dearness,
love ; from carus — dear.]

A* As substantive

:

1. Love towards our fellow-men ; the chief
of the Christian graces.

"Whether we name thee Charity or Lore,
Chief grace below, and all in all above."

Camper : Charity.

% The Greek word elyawn (agape), in 1 Cor.
xtti, rendered charity in the Authorised Ver-
sion, is translated love in the Revised Version.

2. Liberality, benevolence towards the poor.
". . . revenue* sacred to piety and charity."—Ma-

caulay : Hut, Eng., ch. xi.

3. Goodwill ; a disposition to look kindly or
charitably upon the actions or defaults of
others.

" In reverend Cerlmon there well appears.
The worth that learned charity aye wears."

Shakesp. : Peridot, Prince of Tyre, V. 1
4* Any act of kindness or benevolence-

"Against the charities of domestic life."
Cowper : The Task, bk. iv.

* 5. That which is given in benevolence to
the poor ; alms.

" The ant did well to reprove the grasshopper for her
slothful ii ess ; but she did ill then to refuse her a charity
in her distress. "Sir R. LEstrange.

6. Any money or other endowment left for
charitable purposes.

"The chairman said he had . . . some ezperlenee of
the working of the charitim of the country, '—Daily
Telegraph, May 12, 1331.

7. A building or institution founded for
charitable purposes.

" The boys who are put ont apprentices from public
Charities are generally bound for more than the usual
number of years. . . ."—Smith : Wealth of /rations,
bk. i, ch. x., pt. ii.

B. An adj. (of children): Maintained or sup-
ported in a charitable institution.

"An awful tribunal of youth and Innocence, . . .

like the ten thousand red-cheeked cfeiritychlldren in
at. Paul'a"— Thackeray : Book of Snobs, ch. 11.

% Obvious compounds : Charity-boyt charity-

school.

^[ Charity Commissioners

:

Law, Ac. ; Commissioners appointed to
secure the proper administration of charit-
able trusts.

Charity, Sisters of: See Sisters.

«?liar-i-var'-i, a [Fr. charivari ; O. Fr. cari-
bari, chalivari, calivaly, chalivali, from Low
Lat. charivarium, charavaritum, charavaria,
Ac In Ger. kratoall.]

1. A serenade of discordant or rough music,
kettles and drums, used originally to annoy
widows who married a second time at an
advanced age, but also on other occasions
when the performers desired to annoy or in-
sult anyone.

" We played a charivari with the ruler and desk, the
fender and fire- i runs."~C. Bronte : Jane Byre, ch. xvil

2. As synonymous with ridicule and satire,

H has been taken as the name of certain comic
journals, e.g., the Paris Charivari; the London
Punch has, as a second title, The London
Charivari.

• chark (1), v.t. [An abbreviation of charcoal,
the word being probably supposed to be chark-
coed.] [Char.] To reduce to a cinder, to
char.

chark (2),
*
Tharke, chirk, •chyrkyn, v.i.

[A.S. cearcian = to creak, to gnash.] [Chirk.]

1. To make a creaking or grating noise.
" There is no dore, whiche may chark*

Vt'her of an eye shulde vnshet, Ac."
Conf. A mantis, iv. 7».

2. To be habitually complaining, to be co»-
stantly in a querulous humour.

* chark, s. [Chark (1), t>.] A cinder j char-
coal.

"... I contrived to burn some wood here, as I bad
seen done In England, under turf, till it became chark,
or dry ccsJ. "— De Foe : Robinson Crusoe.

$har-ka'-na. s. [Bengalee.]

Faorics: A checked Dacca muslin.

chark -ar, *. [Chark (2), v. From the
noise made by the insect] A cricket
(Scotch,)

* chark Ing, s. (Chark, v.] The act or pro-
cess of reducing to charcoal ; charring.

Char-la-tan, *. [Ft. charlatan, from ItaL
ciarlatano, ciaratano = a mountebank, from
ciarlare = to prattle ; oiarla = a prattling.]
A quack, a mountebank ; an assuming, empty
pretender to knowledge or skill.

Char-la-tan'-Ic, a. [Eng. charlatan; -tc.]

Of or pertaining to a charlatan ; like a charla-
tan, quackish. (Sir E. Brydges.)

* phar-la tan -I cal, a. [Eng. charlatanic;
•al.] Cnarlatanic, quackish.

M A cowardly soldier and a charlatanical doctor ax*
the principal subjects of comedy."—Cowley.

* char-la-tan'-I-cal-ly\, adv. [Eng. charla-
tanical; -ly.] In a* cnarlatanic or quackish
way ; like a charlatan. (Johnson.)

Char -la-tan-isrn, *. [Eng. charlatan ; -ism,]

The practices of a charlatan ; trickery, cheat-
ing, quackery, false pretence.

* char -la tan ry, * char -la tan-er-y, t.

[Fr. charlatancrie, from charlatan.] The act of
deceiving by false pretences ; wheedling.

'* Endearments addressed to the exterior of worn**.
by the charlatanery of the world."— W. Montague.

charle, s. k a. [Carl.]

charlo hemp, ;. [Carl-hemp.]

^harlea, prop. n. [Lat. Carolus.] A well-
known proper name.

Charles's sceptre, s.

BoU : A personated pliant, Pedicularia Seep-
trum Carolinum. (Treas. of Bot.)

Charles's - wain, * Charle - wane,
Charle-wan, Charle-wayne, s [From
Charles (Charlemagne), and twin = waggon.]

Astron. : A constellation in the northern
hemisphere, commonly called the Bear.

". . . An't be not four by the day, I'll be hanged

:

Charles' wain is over the new chimney, . . ."—Shaken*.:
\ Henry /r., Ii. L

* char left s. [The reason of the name is

uncertain ; according to some because Charlea
I. improved and extended the watch-system
in London.] A watchman. (Eng.)

char" ley horse, *. A stiffness or lameness
of the limbs produced by excessive exercise ; so

termed by baseball players. (
/". S. Colloq.)

char '-lock, car -lock, * chad lock, i

[A.S. cerlic. The meaning of the first syllable

is unknown ; the last means leek.]

Bot. : Sinapis arvensis, a small cruciferous
plant with yellow flowers, commonly called

Wild Mustard. It is very common and
troublesome in English grain fields.

"Carlok, herbs. Bruca.' — Prompt. Pan.

char'-lotte, s. [Fr. charlotte, with the same
meaning. ] A dish made of apple-marmalade,
covered with crumbs of toasted bread.

charlotte-russe, s. [Fr. charlotte; rum
= Russian.]

Cookery : A dish composed of custard or
whipped syllabub enclosed in a kind of sponge-
cake. (Thackeray, Webster.)

charl-wood'-l'-a, s. [In honour of C. Chari-

wood, F.L.S., an 'enthusiastic English botanist

(Paxton).]

Bot : A genus of liliaceous plants, of which
four or five species are known. The type of

the genus is Charliooodia congesta, an Austra-
lian species of elegant habit, with elongate

nervosely- striate leaves, and crowded many-
flowered panicles. (Treas. of BoU)

charm, charme, *. [O. Fr. charm*, from

Lat. carmen aw a song, a charm.]

rite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, wh6\ son ; mate, etib, cure, unite, our, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, m. ce - e ; ey - a. qu = kw.
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L A spell, an enchantment, whether of
words, philtres, or figures.

** With the cKarmet that she aalde,
A fire down fro the sky alight."

dower I C. A., li. 253.

•2. A song, a melody. [Charm (2), $.)

" Sweet is the breath of morn, her rising sweet,
With charm of earliest birds."

Milton : P. I., li. 642.

3. Anything worn for a supposed efficacy in

preserving the wearer from hurt, bodily or
spiritual ; a phylactery.

^[ Hence the term is often applied to
trinkets worn as ornaments on a watch-chain.

4. That which attracts or pleases ; a quality
which has an irresistible power to please or
fascinate.

" By every charm that smiles upon her face."
Cowper: Expostulation.

% In this sense often in pi., especially when
used of female beauty.

IT (1) For the difference between charm and
frace, see Grace.

(2) With regard to that between charms and
attractions, the latter draw, the former iasci-

nate or captivate.

charm (2), a, [A.S. cyrm = noise, shout.]

1. The murmuring noise made by a flock of
birds. [Cf. Charm (1), s. 2.]

'

2. Falconry : A flock (said of goldfinches).

charm, * 9harme, v.t. & L [Fr. charmer,

from Lat. carmino = to make verses ; Low
Lat. = to enchant ; carmen (1) a song, (2)

an enchantment.]

1. Transitive;

* 1. To utter or cause to utter a melodious
sound ; to tune.

" Here we our alender pypes may safely charme.'
Spenser : Shepherds Calendar, x.

2. To enchant ; place under the influence of
a spell. - Wul <*„„* M both to ,leep.-

Ttnnyson : Vivien, 181,

3. To make powerful or safe by enchant-
ment or magic ; to protect against evil.

med
. _ n perce

Spenter; F. Q..L It.

4. To overpower or subdue by some secret
"w supernatural power.

* Charm act with air and agony with words *

Shaketp. : Much Ado. V. L
"Musick the fiercest grief can charm."

Pope : Odt on St. Cecilia'1 Day, 118.

5. To fascinate the mind or the affections
;

%o allure, captivate, or bewitch.
•' Her English tones, sentiments, and tastes had

charmed many who were disgusted by his Dutch
accent and Dutch habit*."—Macaulay : Mist. Eng.,
eh xxi.

6. To remove by a fascinating influence.

T To charm away : To remove by charms.

JX Jnfranatttw .*

1. To make use of charms.
"... the deaf adder that stoppeth berear; Which

will not hearken to the voice of charmers, charm-
ing never so wisely."—Psalm, IvUL 4, 5.

2. To act as a charm ; to be fascinating ; to
please highly.

" Charm by accepting, by submitting sway."
Pope: Epistle, it 268.

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between to charm,
to enchant, to fascinate, to enrapture, and to

xivtivate :
** To charm expresses a less power-

ful effect than to enchant ; a charm is simply
a magical verse used by magicians and sor-
cerers ; incantation or enchantment is the use
not only of verses but of any mysterious cere-
monies, to produce a given effect. To charm
and enchant in this sense denote an operation
by means of words or motions ; to fascinate
denotes an operation by means of the eyes or
tongue. . . . Charms and enchantments are
performed by persons ; fascinations are per-
formed by auimals ; the former have always
some supposed good in view ; the latter have
always a mischievous tendency. ... To
charm, enchant, and fascinate, are taken in the
improper sense to denote moral as well as
natural operations ; enrapture and captivate
have a moral application only. . . . When ap-
plied to the same objects charm, enchant, and
enrapture rise in sense. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

Charmed, va. par. or a. [Charm, v.]

1. Enchanted. ; under the influence of or
protected by supernatural power.

". . . the holy chrisme, which he calleth charmed
Oyle.**—«r f. More: Worket, p. »T7.

2. Fascinated, highly pleased.

charm -er, s. [Eng. charm ; -er.]

1. One who makes use of charms or en-
chantments.

"There shall not be found among you ... an en-
chanter, or a witch, or a charmer, . . ."—Deut., xviiL
10, IL

2. One who fascinates or highly pleases the
affections or the senses.

" My charmer is not mine alone ; my sweets.
And she that sweetens all my bitters too."

Cowper : The Talk, bk. liL

* 3. A kind of fashionable dance.
*'I don't believe there was a man of 'em but could

dance a charmer."—Farquhar : The Inconstant, L 2.

* charm er ess, s. [Eng. charmer; fem.
Buff, -ess.] A female charmer; a witch, an
enchantress.

" Charmercssis,
And old witches, aud sorcere*sia"

Chaucer : Souse of Fame, UL 171.

t charm '-fill, a. [Eng. charm; ful(t).'] Full
of charms or charming qualities ; charming.

" In treacherous haste he's sent for to the king.
And with him bid his charmful lyre to bring."

Cowley : Davidelt.

charm -Ing, * charm yng, pr. par., a., & s.

[Charm, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

"... to select generation after generation the more
beautiful aud charming woman."—Darwin 1 Descent of
Man, vol. L, pt. 1. , ch. v., p. 17a

C. As substantive

:

* 1. The act of enchanting or placing under
spell, a charm.

" He made eft his charmyng."
Alisaunder. 404.

2. The act of fascinating or pleasing highly.

^ For the difference between charming and
delightful, see Delightful.

charm'-Ing-l^, adv. [Eng. charming; -ly.]

In a charming manner.
"Itlthe question]was—'Whether the ladies of Buenos

Ayree were not the handsomest in the world.' I re-
plied, like a renegade, ' Charmingly so.'"

—

Darwin:
Voyage round the World (ed. 1870)^ ch. viii, p. 147.

charm'-ing-ness, ». [Eng. charming; -ness.]

The quality of being charming or fascinating.
" We are nothing put out of countenance either by

thebeauteous gayety of the colours, orby the charming-
ness of the musical voice*."—Plutarch : Morals, v. 4.

charm -loss, a. [Eng. charm; -less.} De-
void of charme or pleasing qualities.

"Saw my mistress, Opley Butter's wife, who Is

grown a little charmless."—Swift : Journal to Stella,
Sept. 10, i:i".

char-naill, * char-nale, s. (Scotch.) [Fr.

charniere.] A hinge, a turning point.

charnaill bandis, s.pl. [Charnell-
BANDS.]

41 charne, v. t. [Churn.]
"... the blood and the mllke they will charne

together in their hats or caps, till they have made
fresh cheese and creame {which the divell will scarce
eatej."—Taylor: Workes [1980],

char -ne co, a, [Charkico.]

t char'-nel (1), * char-nelle, s. .t a. [0.

Fr. camel ; Fr. charnel, a. = carnal ; O. Fr.
camel, chamier, s. = a cemetery ; from Lat.
carnalis = carnal, from caro (genit. carnw)
= flesh, the body.] [Carnal.]

A* As subst. : A burial-place, a cemetery.
" The charneUe of the Innocentes, where here bones

lygheii."—Maundevtile, p. 71.

" But seek some charnet, when, at full,
The moon gilds skeleton and skull."

Scott : Rokeby, 11. 18.

B. As adjective ;

1. Containing the bodies of dead persons.
*' Such are those thick and gloomy shadows damp.
Oft found in charnel vaults aud sepulchres."

Milton : Comus, 471.

\ 2. Of or pertaining to a tomb.
*' By charnel lichens overgrown."

A', li. Drowning ; Poems, IL 28.

t charnel-cell, s. A tomb.
" Yet. ere they left that charnel-cell.
The Island Lord bade sad farewell."

Scott : The Lord of the Isles, ill. 8Z

charnel-house, s. A place where the
bones of the dead are deposited.

* char nel (2), t char nclL, * char-naill,
a, [O. Fr. charnel, prob. from Lat. cardinalis
s of a hinge.]

1, A hinge.

2. The crest of a helmet, (ffalliwell.)

"The charnel of his helmet."— James l Darnley,
eh. 10.

charne11 bands, charnaill bandla,
a. pU Strong hinges used for massy doors or
gate3, riveted, and often having a plate on
each side of the gate.

" Ou charnaill bandis nald It full fast and sone
Syne fyld with clay as ua thing had beyne done,*

Wallace, vil. 1162. MS.

char'-ni-cd, s. [Sp. charneca = a species of
turpentine -tree (Warburton) : but Stevens
asserts that there is a village near Lisbon
called Charneca, whence the name.] A kind
of fine, sweet Spanish wine.

"And '» soon I'd undertake to follow her.
Where no old charnico is, nor no anchovies."

Beaum. it Fletch. : Wit without Money, IL

fharn-ley, *. [See def.]

Charnley forest stone. A stone found
only in Charnley, Charley, or Charnwood
Forest, Leicestershire. It is a good substitute
for Turkey oil-stone, and is much in request
by joiners for giving a fine edge to tools.

* char-olne, *. (Carrion. ]

"Cuike charoinct. "—Ancren Riwle, p. 84,

Char'-on,S- rA poeticform ofxapon6e.(charopos)
= fierce or bright-eyed ; from vcu'ptij (chairo)=
to rejoice, and Si// (ops), genit. owdc (opos) = thtt

face.]

1. Myth. ; The son of Erebus and Nox,
whose office was to conduct the souls of the
dead across the 8tyx, to the judgment-seats
of J£acus, Bhadamanthus, and Minos—the
judges of the infernal regions

2. Colloquial : A ferryman.

char' pie, s. [Fr. charpie, s., from charpi,
charpie, pa. par. of O. Fr. charpir, carpir

;

Lat. carpo = to pluck ; O. Fr. carpie ; ItaL
& Low Lat. carpia. ]

Surg. : Lint or scraped linen used in dress-
ing wounds.

t Chax'-qui (qui as ke), s. [A South Ameri-
can name.] Pieces of beef cut into long strips
and dried in the sun. The word has become
corrupted into jerked beef, under which title it

is best known.
" When It was dark, we made a fire beneath a little

arbour of bamboos, fried our chargui (or dried slips of
beef), took our mate, and were quite comfortable."—
Darwin I Voyage round the World, 1870, ch. xil, p 237.

charr, s. [Char, s.]

charre, s. [Char (2), «.}

IT A charre cf lead: Thirty pigs of lead.
(Wharton.)

charred, pa. par. or a. [Char (l), v.]

*char-rey, *. [O. Fr. charrei, carrei; Fr.
charroi.] A wagon, a cart.

" His bestes . . . That drowea And ledden bis
charrey."—Alisaunder, 6,096.

char'-ring (1), pr. par., a., & a [Char (l), v.]

A. & B. Ab pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of reducing to char-
coal,

^f Charring of coal; Converting coal into

, coke. (Weak.)

char'-ring (2), pr. par. or a. [Char (2), v.]

charring-chisel, '$. A broad nigging-
chisel, used in charring or hewing stone.

tchar'-r^, o. [Eng. char; -ry.] Pertaining

to, or of the nature of, charcoal ; burned,
as charcoal. (Smart.)

Chart, * charte, s. [Fr. chdrte= charter ; Lat.

charta ; Gr. xapn^ (chartes) ~ a leaf of paper.]
[Card, Charter.]

1. A representation of a portion of the
earth's surface projected on a plane. The
term is commonly restricted to those intended
for navigators' use, on which merely the out-

lines of coasts, islands, etc. , are represented.

"... astronomical instruments, geographical charts,
and compasses."—Arbuthnot

2. A sheet exhibiting a statement of facta

in tabular form, so arranged that any partic-

ular may be readily referred to.

* 3. A charter, a written deed.

"In old charts we find the words Anglf and Anglicl,
contradistinguished to Pranci, Ac."—Brady: Intro-
duction to the Old English History, Gloss, p. 11 (1684).

*4. The mariner's compass.
" The discovery of the chart la but of late standing."—Gentleman Instructed. \i. 411 (Davits)

Globular chart : A chart constructed on a
globular projection. [Projection.]

"*oll, bo*^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, esist. ph = f.

cian, -tian = ahan. -tton, -slon = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -dons, -tious, -slous = shiis. -bio, -die, &c. =- bei, del,

ox.
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Mercator's chart : A chart oa the projection
«f Mercator (q.v.).

Plane chart : A representation of some part
of the superficies of the earth, in which the
spherical form is disregarded, the meridians
drawn parallel, the parallels of latitude at
equal distances, and the degrees of latitude
and longitude equal.

Selenographical chart : A chart representing
the surface of the moon.
Topographical chart ; A chart of a [articular

place, or of a small part of the earth.

chart, v.t. [Chart, s.]

1. Lit : To lay down in a chart or map ; to
map.

" If the moon'* surface were lsographically charted."
—Proctor : Rough Way* made Smooth, p> 97.

2. Fig. : To describe, delineate, picture.
** Which cAorrtus all In its coarse blacks or whites,"

Tennyton I Walking to the Mail.

*Char'-ta, s, [Lai, from Gr. x«»P"r? (chartes)

*= a leaf bf paper.] [Magna Ciiarta.}

Law:
1. The material on which documents are

written, paper.

2. A charter or deed, a writing by which a
grant is made. (BurrUl.) {Webster.)

* ehar-ta'-ce-ous, a. [Lat. chartacevsm of or
pertaining to paper ; charta = a leaf of paper.]
Resembling paper or parchment; of the
nature of paper.

"Salmasiua . . . 1* preparing chartaceom Jackets to
Invest you all.*—Milton: Second Defence.

ahar-to-graph'-ic, a. [Cartographic.]

char' tal, s. [Lat. chartula, dimin. of charta.)

A little roll or piece of paper ; few leaves of
paper.

"It seemeth for fear that any of their railing pam-
phlets should perish, being many of them but trio-

bolar chartats. they have taken upon them to make
a register."—Bithop Bancroft z Dangerous Position*,
y. 48 (1693),

Chartc, s. [Fr., from Lat. charta.'] The con-
stitution or fundamental law of the French
monarchy, as established on the restoration
of Louis XVIII. in 1814. (Brand* in Webster.)

rVhar'-tel, s. [Chartal, Cartel.]
*• Either for chattel or for warrant"

Butler t Budibrat, till,

char'-ter (l), "cor-tre, *char-tirt *chor-
tre, * char-tore, s. & a. [O. Fr. chartre,

cartre; from Lat. chartula, dimin. of charta.}

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) A deed or instrument executed between
man and man.

" May no cherl chartre make wUhouten leve of his
lord."—P. Plowman, 6,831.

L _

Charter* a
charter* of the king, and charter* of private persons.
Charter* of the king are those, whereby the king

it to any person or more, or to any
a charter of exemption, that no man

em pai in el led on a Jury; charter of pardon.

paaaeth
|

any
|
grant to any person or mure, or to any

abaft

7

when—Co wet.

body politick
shall be empannelled on a ] ury
whereby a man Is forgiven a felony, or other offence,

*[ Charter of the Forest : The laws of the
forest.

(2) Any instrument in writing granted by
the sovereign or parliament, conferring certain
rights and privileges.

** Have we not charter* from all our noble kings and
progenitors, as being their loving liegemen!"—Scott :
fair Maid, ch. It.

* (3) A box or place for holding documents.
"Ana tyne [tin] chartour weyand four pund tua

Tnaia."—Aberd. Beg.

2. Fig. .* A privilege, right, immunity.
" For he was Freedom's champion, one of those.
The few In number, who had not o'erstept
The charter to chastise which she bestows."

Byron; ChUde Harold* Pilgrimage, ill. 17.

IL Naut. A Comm. : An agreement in writ*
ing concerning the hire of a vessel and the
freight, containing the name and burden of
the vessel, the names of the owner, master
and freighter, and every other particular as to
rate of freight, duration of voyage, time of
loading and unloading, Ac. It is more gener-
ally called a charter-party (q.v.).

% Blank charter: The some as CarteAAanche
(q.r.\

Our substitutas at home shall have blank charter*."
Shaketp. ; Bichard /A, L 4.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

charter-bond, s. A charter-party.

M He would forfeit bis charter-bond.*— Marryat
Mid*. Eaty, p. .72.

charter-land, s.

Old Lata : Land held by charter.
*• Charter-land had its name from a particular form

In the charter, or deed, which ever since the reigu of
Hen. VIIL hath been disused."—Coke: On LiUleUtn,

charter-master, «.

Mining :

1. A man undertaking the management of a
colliery, especially in South Staffordshire.
(Weaie.)

2. One who raises coal or iron by the ton.
(Nuttall.)

charter-party, s.

Naut. d: Comm. : An agreement entered into
for the hire of a ship for a certain voyage and
purpose. The same as Charter, IL (q.v.).

". . . eharterpartie* often expressly leave Amster-
dam out of the lint of ports to which a particular ship
may be compelled to go."—Timet. Nov. nth, 1878.

char'-ter (2), a, \X corruption of the French
word Chartreux — a Carthusian monk, from
Chartreuse, a village in the department of
Isere, France.] [Carthcsian.]

charter-house, charterhouse, s.

[A corruption of Fr. chartreux.}

1. A convent of Carthusian monks.

2. A celebrated hospital for eighty poor
brothers, and a public school or college in
London for forty-four scholars, founded and
endowed by Thomas Sutton on what was for-

merly a convent of Carthusian monks. The
school is now removed to Godalming, Surrey.

Char'-ter, v.t. [Charter, «.]

1. To grant a charter to ; to establish by
charter.

2. To hire or let out a ship under a charter-
party.

char'-ter-age, s. [Eng. charter ; -age.) The
custom, or practice, of chartering vessels.

"So In the slave-trade, so In charterage."— W.
Taylor, in Robberd't Mem, of Taylor, U. 146 11806}

char'-tered, pa. par. or a. [Charter, v.}

I. Literally:

1. Established by charter ; enjoying certain
privileges and rights under a charter.
" Hence charter'd boroughs are such public plagues.

™

Cowper: The Task, bk. iv.

2L Hired or let out under a charter-party.

% A chartered ship : A ship hired or freighted.

IX* Fig. : Privileged, licensed.

Longfellow* To William B. Chaining.

cnar'-ter-er, *. [Eng. charter; -en]

1. One who hires a ship under a charter-
party.

"They were received on board by Captain Darke, of
the firm of Temperley, Carter, and Darke, the char-
terer* . ,

,*

—

Daily New*, Aug. 18, 1689.

2. A Cheshire freeholder.

char'-ter-Ing, vr. par., a., & $. [Chartir,

A. & B. As pr. par. & parttciv. adj. : (In
senses corresponding to those of the verb).

C. As subst. : The net of granting a charter

;

or of hiring or letting out a ship, under a
charter-party.

* char'-ter-ist, $. [Eng. charter; -1st.] An
advocate of chartism ; a chartist. (Gent. Mag.)

chart -er-less, a. [Eng. charter; -less.) Hav-
ing no charter ; unchartered.

". . . A charterlett and unendowed university,
minus professors, fees, or degree* . , ."—Daily Tele-
graph, Nov. 21, 1881.

t chart'-ing, a [Chart, v.] The act or

process of laying down on a chart or map.
" The effectiveness of well-devised processes of chart-

ing l*s been hitherto overlooked.* —Proctor ; Bough
Way* made Smooth, p. 97,

chart -Ism, $. [Eng. chart = charter ; suff.

•ism.] The principles or political views of the
Chartists as set forth in the People's Charter.

" Chartitm means the bitter discontent grown fierce
and mad ."—Carlyle : Chartitm, ch. L

ghart'-ist, ». [Eng. chart = charter ; surT.

-tit.] A name given to a political party in this
country, whose views were embodied in a
document called the People's Charter. The
chief points were—universal suffrage, vote

by ballot, aunual parliaments, payment oi

members, equal electoral divisions, and the
abolition of property qualification for mem-
bers. These principles were set out in a bill

prepared in 1S3S. The party l*came divided
in the following year, the extreme members
advocating the employment of force for the
attainment of their object. These were known
as Physical Force Chartists. Theyi>erpetrated
great outrages at Birmingham on 15th July,
1889, and at Newport in Monmouth, on 4ta
November of the same year. Inspired by the
proclamation of a republic in France early in

1848, they agreed to assemble on 10th April of

that year to the number of £00,000 men, and
march in procession to Parliament, to present
a petition alleged to be signed by six millions
of persons. Under the direction of the first

Duke of Wellington, the Bank of England,
the Post Office, and other public buildings
were in consequence temporarily fortified,

whilst troops supported by artillery held the
bridges. About 200,000 civilians were sworn
in as special constables, amonj; them being
Louis Napoleon, afterwards the Emperor
Napoleon III. The petition was permitted to
be delivered, and was found to have only two
millions of signatures, many of them forged.
The procession was forbidden, its suppression
being facilitated by the suggestive fact that
only about 20,000 had actually put in an ap-
pearance at the place of rendezvous. The rise
of the Chartists was in large measure produced
by the distress consequent on the existence of
protection, andwhen free trade was established,
with the effect of raising wages and cheapen-
ing food, the movement died away. Now one
never hears of a Chartist, but it is worth
noting that some points of the Charter, and
notably household suffrage and vote by ballot,

have been accepted by the legislature, and art
the law of the land.

chart'-less, a. [Eng. chart; -less.)

1, Lit. : Without a chart or map by which
to direct one's course ; not set down on
charts.

2. Fig. : Without a guide ; wandering help-
lessly.

chart-og'-raph-er, 8. [Eng. chart; Gr.
ypdibot (grapho) = to write, draw.] One who
draws up or constructs charts.

** Speculative chartographer* across the Channel."—
Daily Telegraph, Nov. 19, 1864.

chart 6-graph'-J-cal, a. [Eng. charto-

graph(er); •icaL] Of'or pertaining to charto*

graphy.
"It begins with an useful description of charto-

graphical methods."—Sat. Heview, Aug. 17, 1601. p.

ML

chart-b'g'-raph-y, t. [Cartography.} The
art or science of constructing charts.

• chart'-6 raan-cy, a [Gr. xoprn* (chartes)

~ a piece of paper, and navreCa (manteia) =
prophecy.] Divination by writing on paper.

chart 6m -e-ter, s. [Eng. chart ; Lat. charta,

and Gr. nrrpov (metron) = a measure.] An in-

strument for measuring distances ou chart*

and maps. (Hamilton.)

*char'-t6ur,*. [Corrupted from Fr. chartrier.]

A place tor holding writings.

char -treuse, & [Fr., a Carthusian monastery,

esp. La Grande Chartreuse, the celebrated

monastery near Grenoble.] A kind of liqueui

manufactured by the Carthusians, to whom
alone the secret of its composition is known.

char treux' (x silent), s. [Fr.] [Carthusias.1

A Carthusian monk (also attributively).

"K.Ben. What was that Hopkins!
Snrv. Sir. a Chafreux friar.

His confessor ..." „ „,„ , -
.Shaketp. : Benry VUI* 1 1

cliart'-u-lar-^, s. [Cartulary.]
". . . Hemiug, the learned sub-priour of that mooai

tery, who compiled a chartulary of its possessions at*

privilege*."— Wartoni But. of Kiddington, p. M.

$har ' y, * char-lgh, a. [A.S. ceari^ » fall

of care, sad, from cearu, cam = care.] [Car*.)

* JL Full of sorrow or trouble ; sad.

2. Wary, cautious, frugal, careful
** The chariemt maid is prodigal enough.
If she unmask her beauty to the moon.

Shaketp. l Bamlet, i. ft

* chas, f. [Chess.] (Scoteh.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, foil, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, pftt

or, wore, wolf; work, who, «6n; mate, cub. cure, unite, our, rule, fall; try, Syrian. », o» = e. ey = o. au--= kw.
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ehas-a ble, * chace -a ble, o. [Eng.

chas(e); -able.'] Capable of or fit for being
chased or hunted.

" States which hen chaceable." Bower, ft 169.

chas - bol, * ches - bol, * ches - bowe,
* chcs-bolle, *. (See Cheese-bowl, said
to be from the shape of the capsule, but
evidence is wanting.] A poppy.

" Aid Tarquine get nay ansuer to the messanger, bot
talks his stfif, and sync past throcht his gardin, and
quhar that he gat out chasboUis that grou hie. he
straik the heidis fra them vitht hist stat, and did no
thyiig to the lit.il chasboUis."—Compl. Scotland, p. lie.

chase (l), * chacen, * chasen, * chad,
v.t. & i. [Ft. chasser ; 0. Fr. carter, chacier,

cacher ; Sp. cazar; Port. cacar ; Ital. cacciare,

from Lat. captio, capto = to take, to catch.

Chase is thus essentially the same word as
catch (q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. To pursue with a view to catching ; to
hunt.

"Tristram on huntings . . . An nert chad bigaii."
Tristrem, Iii. 41.

2. To drive away ; to pursue after an enemy.
" The Coinayax chaced him out of the contree."

Maundeville, p. 87.

*3. To put to flight.

**.
. . the sound of a shaken leaf shall chase them

;

and they shall flee, as fleeing from a sword . . '—Lev.
BrvtM.

4. To follow fast after ; to succeed.
" To the pale«reen sea-groves straight and high
Chasing each other merrily.

**

Tennyson : Merman, 2.

* II. Figuratively :

L To follow up or pursue a subject.

"Schortly this matlere forth to chace "

Chaucer: C. T., 8,217.

* 2- To follow after a thing as desirable ; to
strive after.

3. To cause to depart or move forward ; to
drive.

"Thus chamed by their brother's endless malice from
Srlnce to prince, and from place to place. .

."—KnoUf-s ;

'titory qfthe Turks.

B. Intransitive:

*1. To hunt, to pursue with a view to
catching.

" 1 chase with my hound is that be huntyng."
Reliquia Antigua, i. 152.

*2. To hurry, to hasten.
" To a Justea In Jerusalem He chaced awev fsste."

Langland; P. Plowman, 11,472.

t3. To pursue, as after an enemy.
*" Horse! boxse I' the Douglas cried, 'and eh-itet"

Scett : Marmion, vL la.

chase (2), v.t. [A contracted form of enchase
(q.v.). J To enrich or beautify metals by orna-
menting them with figures or patterns in bas-
relief ; to emboss.

Chase (1),
+ Chace, * (has, s. & a. [Fr. clmsse ;

O. Fr. chace; Sp. A; Port, caza ; Ital. caccia.)

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) The act or custom of hunting wild
animals.

"To make his hunting and his chace,"—Gower. i. 5a
" The unwonted chute each hour employs,
Yet shares he not the hunter's joys

"

Byron: The Giaour.

(2) The act of pursuing after an enemy

;

pursuit.
"The chat is left for thilke day."

Gouvr, \. 248.

* (3) That which is hunted or pursued ; the
object of pursuit.

"Rich. Nay, Warwick, single out some other chase;
For I myself will hunt this wolf to death."

Shakesp. : 3 Henry VI., ii. 4.

(4) Fitness for hunting.
" Frequent the forests, thy chaste will obey.
And only make the beast* of chute my prey.'"

Uryden : Paiumon * Arctic, ill.

2. Figuratively:
2iC-

t (1) The act of pursuing eagerly after any-
thing ; an earnest effort after or pursuit of.

"Yet this mad chase ot fame, by few pursued,
Has drawn destruction on the multitude."

Jiryden : Juvenal,

* (2) That which is eagerly sought after.

TJ. Technically:

1. An open hunting-ground or preserve for
game, which is private property. It differs
from a park in not being enclosed and in
being of greater extent, and from a forest in
being of less extent and endowed with fewer
liberties. Every forest is a chase, but every
chase is not a forest.

"The mere for hia net, and the land for his game.
Tike chute for the wild, and the park for the tame."

Scott : Rokeby, iii . 30.

*2. A term at tennis, signifying the spot
where a ball falls, beyond which a player has
to drive his ball to gain a point or cnase.

*'T. I have two eaasea—I. Sir, the last is no chase,
butalooa—T. Sir, how is it a loss!—I. Because you
did strike it at the second bound."— Woedropne :

French and English Grammar, p. 234 (1624).

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

chase-gun, s.

Ord. : A gun mounted at the bow to fire at
a vessel being chased. It is tired from a chase-
port.

chase-port, s.

Naut, : A port-hole at the bow of a vessel,
from which the chase-guns are lired.

chase (2), s. [A variant of case (q.v.).]

1. Printing : A rectangular iron frame which
receives the matter from a galley, and in which
it is arranged in columns or pages, and locked
up in order for printing. Rules (if necessary)
and furniture for spacing the pages are placed

• between the pages, and all locked firmly in
the chase by wedges called quoins. The furni-

ture consists of slips of wood or metal, half
an inch in thickness, and of any required
length. Those at the head, foot, and side arc
called head -sticks, foot -sticks, side-sticks.

Those between the pages are called gutters.
Gutenberg used screws to lock up his form in

the chase. Quoins came later.

2. Ordnance : The portion of a gun forward
of the trunnions to the swell of the muzzle.
In modern guns, the swell is suppressed, and
the chase extends to the muzzle.

3. Masonry : A groove cut in the face of a
wall.

4. Shipbuilding : A kind of joint by which
an overlap-joint gradually becomes a flush-

joint, as at the hooding-end of clinker-built
boats. A gradually deejiening rabbet is taken
out of each edge at the lands, so that the pro-
jection of each Btrake beyond the next below
it gradually diminishes, and they fit flush with
each other into the rabbets of the stem, and
stern post

5. Engin., &c. : A groove, trench, orpassage
of a given width and depth to tit an object
which traverses or tits therein : as,—

(1) The chase or curved water-way, or breast
in which a breast-wheel or scoop-wheel rotates.

The sides of the chase fit as nearly as possible
to the wheel, to prevent waste of water.

(2) The trench made by spades or machines
for the reception of drain-tile. {Knight.')

chase mortice, s.

Carp. : A method of fixing the ends of a
transverse piece of wood into two holes or
mortices in two joists, beams or other timber
unyieldingly fixed in position. One end of

the transverse piece being morticed into the
one fixed timber, the other end is partly
rotated around this as a centre till it be
fitted into a long groove cut for it iu the
other beam. This is the method by which
ceilings are morticed into bridging joists.

chased (1),
* chaced, pa. par. or a. [ChaseT

(1), v.]
^r

chased (2), pa. par. or o. [Chase (2), r.]

chas'-er (1), s. [Chase (1), v. ; -er.]

1. Oidinary Language:

(1) One who chases, hunts, or pursues.

"A stranger to respect or fear.
In peace a chaser of the deer."

SooU : The Lady of the Lake, Vi. 4.

(2) A horse trained specially for hunting or
steeple-chasing. [Steeple-chaser.]

"They will certainly have to do more at this meet-
ing than the chasers."—Daily Sews. Dec. 7th, 1880.

2. Naut. : A gun at the bow or stern of a
ship, used for firing when in chase.

chas'-er (2), s. [Chase (2), v.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who practises the art of
chasing.

IX Technically:

1. Mark. : A tool for cutting threads in the
hand-lathe; sometimes called a comb, from
its having % row of yrojecting teeth. It is

made of steel, and the teeth filed by hand or
by a cutting hub. It is first forged in blank.
The teeth are then filed or made by a hub
(q.v.). The latter is a steel mandril rotated

on the centres of a lathe and having a section
of screw-thread cut upon it. The thread is

notched iu places, so as to make cutting edge*.
Chasing by the graver may be merely en-
graving in lines, bnt is usually in the form of
relief; parts of the metal being cut away,
leaving protuberant portions of ornate fonn,
and which arc further beautified by graver-
lines, frosting, milling, &c. The sand-bag
supports the work while being chased by the
graver. (Knight.)

2. Metal. : One of the edge-wheels which
revolves in a trough, to grind substances to*

powder. [Chilian mill ; Mortar-mill ; Oil-
uill ] Also used in grinding ore for puddling-
furnaces, &c (Knight.)

chas'-er (3), *. [Perhaps from chase (1), v.]'

A ram that has only one testicle. (Scotch.)

" 1 Jtrdcit Into Oeordie Allan's, at the West Port
where 1 had often been afore, when selling my eilc
ewes and chasers. "—Brownie of Bodsbeck, U. 26.

* chas'-I-ble, *. [Chasuble.]

chas'-Ing (1), pr. par., a., & s. [Chase (1), r.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In-

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of hunting or pur-
suing ; chase.

$has'-Ing(2), jw. par., a., & «. [Chabe (2), u.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the art of
a chaser. (See the compounds below.)

C. As substantive:

1. The act or art of a chaser.
" The art of chasing was much practiced among the

Greeka"—Knight.

2. The pattern chased on any metal.
** You would not suppose that he referred to the

dial-pUte in front and the chasing of the case behind."
—Tyndall: Frag of Science (..rd ed.), v. 100.

chasing-chisel, s. A punch used in

enchasing. The mallet by which it is driven

is the chasing-hammer, and the operation is

performed on a stake. [Chaser.] (Knight.)

chasing-hammer, s. The mallet of the
chaser in the operation of enchasing by em-
bossing by punches. (Knight.)

chasing-lathe, s. A screw-cutting lathe.

So called from the name of the tool wherewith
screws were cut by hand in the old fonn of

lathe, before the slide-rest and feed-screw
we.-e invented. (Knight.)

chasing-tools, s. pi Those used by the
chaser in the operation of embossing by
punches. The work is laid on a chasing stake
or cushion, and the punch struck by hammer
or mallet. The chasing-tools are of various
kinds, with flat, rounded faces and curved
edges, so as to follow a pattern. Other tools

have faces ornamented with designs in cameo
or intaglio, which are conferred upon the
metal by the action of the punch and ham-
mer. (Knigltt.)

Chasm, s. [Lat. chasma, from Gr. \d<rp.a

(diasina) — a gulf, from xa *-Vb> (chaino) = to
gape.] [Chasma.]

1. Lit. : A deep opening iu the earth ; an-

abyss, a yawning gulf.

" Bound hia gray head the wild curlew
In many a tearless circle flew.

O'er chasms he pasHed . .
."

Scott : The Lord ofthe Isles, T. «.

2. Fig. : A gap, a void, an empty space,

(a) In material things

:

" Great iiumlwrs of recruit* were sent to fill the
chatm* which pestUeuce had made in the Kaglistt
ranks."—Afacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

(Jj) In immaterial things:

"Such, whose supine felicity bat makes
In Btory chasms. In epochaa mistakes."

Dryden : Attraa Redux, 108.

IT For the distinction between chasm, breach,

1>reak, and gap, see Breach.

chas'-ma, *. [The same as chasm (q.v.).

Trench says it was long in the language before
it became anglicised as chasm. ] A chasm.

"Observe how handsomely and naturally that hide-
ous and unprofitable chasma hetwixt the predictions
In the eleventh chapter of Daniel and the twelfth lain
this* way filled up."—Mors; Mystery of Iniquity, hk. 2,

Ch. 10, J 8.

chas'-me, s. [Gr. x°-(Tixa (chasma) as a gaping.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles of the family

" chasmed (med as md), a. [Eng. chasm ;

-ed.] Full of chasms or gaps.

boll, bojf; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem: thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Ing.

-dan. -tian-shan. -tion, -sion — shun; -tion, -sion m zbuo. uous, sious, -clous = Shus. -ble, -die, && -= bel. del-
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" Fast by yon chasmed hill that frowns,

Cleft by an elemental shock."
Etsays by a Soeiety of Gentlemen at Exeter

(17M). p. M*.

Chas-mo des, s. [Gr. xao>uio>r (chasmddes)

m yawning, given to yawning ; xaivu (chaino)

s= to yawn.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes belonging to the

family Blennidaa. They resemble the Blenny,

but have the head crested and more prolonged,

the dorsal fin the whole length of the body,
and united to the caudal. (Craig.)

Oh&s-mo'-di-a, s. [Gr \ajrpMoifi (chasmddes)

= gaping, yawning.]

Entom. : A genus of coleopterous insects,

belonging to the section Lamellicornes, and
the sub-section Xylophili. 8wainson ranks

them with his Rutilinse or Metallic beetles.

Chasmodia viridis is about an inch long, and
of a deep blue-green, with the basal joints of

the antenme pitchy red, and the club black.

It is found in Brazil.

chaa'-mop-ter-ua, s. [Gr. xaxraa. (chasma)

=gap, wrepov (pteron) = a wing.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles belonging to the

family Scarabeeidse.

chasm'-y\ or. [Eng. chasm; -y.] Full of

chasms. (Carlyle.)

* chass (1) ». [Chess.]

* ohasw (2), & [Case. ] Case, condition.

chasse-las (pron. shas-la), 5. [French.]

A sort of grape.

Chass e-pot (t silent), s. [French ; from
the name of the inventor.] The breech-
loading centre-flre needle-gun of the French
service. It was designed as an improvement
on the Prussian needle-gun, to which it was
opposed in the Franco-Prussian war of 1871.

A paper cartridge is employed in the gun as

originally constructed in 1867, but in 1869 M.
Chassepot patented an improved arrangement,
embracing a cartridge-retractor for nse with
a central-fire metallic cartridge ; the construc-

tion of the gun is, however, essentially the
same. (Knight. )

chass eur, s. [Fr. = a hunter, from chasser

= to hunt.]

* 1. A hunter or huntsman.
"The daring Chasseur lost two of his best horses toon

after, and never perfectly recovered . . .
"

—

Scott : The
Chase.

2. One of a select body of infantry in the
French service, designed for particularly light

and rapid movements.

3. An attendant upon persons of rank and
wealth, wearing a kind of military uniform,

and acting as a footman.

chas -sis (la as i), s. [Fr. = a frame, a sash,

a lattice.]

Ordnance : The base frame on which a bar-

bette or casemate gun is run in and out of
battery. The chassis is capable of a certain

amount of lateral sweep, called traverse, so as

to adjust the gun horizontally in pointing.

This is often done by oscillating in an arc, a
pintle in front of the chassis being the centre

of oscillation. [Gun-carriage.] (Knight.)

chaste, * chast, a. [O. Fr. chaste, caste;

Sp., Fort., & Ital. casto, from Lat. castus, fern.

casta = chaste.]

L Of persons (mode of life, Ac.)

:

L Pure from all unlawful sexual inter-

course ; virtuous.
" When, as chaste Dlan, here thou delgn'st to rove.**

Byron : Hour* of Idleness ; Situs and Euryalut.

2, True to the marriage-bed.

"To lede chatt lyt and dene."
Life of Beket, \b\.

H. Of language:

X. Pure, free from obscenity.

"Among words which signify the same principal

Ideas, some are clean and decent, others unclean ; some
chaste, others obscene."— Watts : Logick.

2. Free from any mixture of barbarous
phrases ; pure, uncorrupt ; unaffected.

"... that great model of chaste, lofty, and pathetic
eloquence, the Book of Common l'rayer."—Maca ulay :

Hist. Eng.. ch. X.

•J The word was formerly used in reference

to men as well as women, but is now chiefly

restricted to the latter.

% Chaste brethren and sisters

:

Ch. Hist.: An appellation given to them-

selves by the members of a sect which flour-

ished In the 12th century, and was more gene-

rally known by the name of Apostolici (q.v.).

chaste-eyed, a. Free from unchaste or

lascivious looks.

'•Thsoak-crown'd sisters, and their chaste-ey'd queen."
CoUins l Ode on the Passion*.

chaste-tree.
Hot. : The same as Agnus Castus (q.v.).

•chaste, * chast, * chastie, * chasty, v.t.

[O. Fr. castier, chastier; Sp. & Port, castigar

;

Ital. castigare ; Lat. castigo, from castus =
chaste, pure, and ago = to make.] [Chasten.]

L To make or keep chaste.

2. To chastise, to punish, to correct
" Harlottex with his hendelayk he hoped to chast.''

Allit. Poem* (ed. Bonis}; Cleanness. B60.

* chas'-ted, pa. par. or a. [Chast, v.]

"
' Ah, chatted bed of mine,' said she."

Sidney : Arcadia, bk. ii.. p. 100.

* chas-tein, * chas-teyn, *. [Chestnut.]

* chaste -ling, s. [Diiuin. from chaste.] A
eunuch.

** It [Mat. xlx. J entreateth of three kinds of chaste-

ling*."—Beoon: Contents of Matthew's Gospel. (Trench :

On some def. in our Eng. Diet., p. SO.)

chaste ly, * chast'-l& *chast-liche, adv.

[Eng. chaste; -ly.]

L In a chaste manner ; virtuously, purely.
" He ssel him loki chastliche."

Ayenbite, p. 225.

" Tou should not pass here ; no, though it were as

virtuous to lie as to live chastely."—Shakesp. ; Corio-

Janus, t. 8.

2. Without violation of decent ceremony.

Howsoe'er iny cause goes, see my body
(Upon my knees I ask itj buried chastely."

Beaumont and Fletcher : Knight of Malta.

chas -ten (/ silent), * chas tlen, v.t. [0. Fr.

castier, chastier; Sp. & Port, castigar; Ital.

castigare; Lat. castigo = to make chaste or

pure, from castus = pure, and ago = to make.]
[Chaste, Chastise.]

1. To correct with corporal punishment.
" Chasten thy son while there Is hope, and let not

thy soul spare for his crying."—Proverb*, xix. 18.

2. To correct, subdue, or mortify the mind
or heart.

" But observation tends to chasten the emotions and
to check those structural efforts of the intellect which
have emotion for their base."—TyndaU : Frag, of

Science (3rd ed.), ii. 3L

3. To make pure or free from faults ; to

purify, to expurgate.

^ Crabb thus distinguishes between to

chasten and to chastise :—" Chasten has most
regard to the end, chastise to the means ; the

former is an act of the Deity, the latter a

human action. God chastens his faithful

people to cleanse them from their transgres-

sions, parents chastise their children to pre-

vent the repetition of faults." (Crabb : Eng,
Synon.)

Chas'-tened (t silent), pa. par. or a, [Chas*
TEN, V.]

1. Lit. : Punished, chastised, corrected.

2. Fig. : Softened down, subdued ; formed
or made according to the very strictest rules.

"It was a face that in prosperity would have been
rich and sparkling as a Jewel, and in adversity pre-
served its charms from the rare and chastened beauty
in which it was modelled.' —O. J. Whyte Meltille : The
Gladiator, ch. vii.

chast -en er (t silent), s. [Eng. chasten ; -en]

One who chastens, corrects, or punishes.
" And be alone on earth, as I am now,
Before the Chastener humbly let me bow.**

Byron: Childe Barold, U. 98.

chaste' - ness, * chast' - ness. *. [Eng.
chaste; -ness.] The quality of being chaste;
chastity ; purity, refinement.

1. Of life, manners, otc ;

" Stand not upon thy strength, though it surpass

;

Nor thy fore-proved chattnest stand thou on."

Sir J. Davie* : Wit* Pilgrimage, q. S.

2. Of language

:

" He [Sacheverefl wrote without either chastenett of

style or liveliness of expression."—Bishop Burnet:
History of his own Time.

chast en-Ing (t silent), * chaste nynge,
pr. par., a., & s. [Chasten, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt partidp. adj. : (In

senses corresponding to those of the verb).

"Some feel the rod.
And own, like as, the father's chastening hand."

Howe.

C. As subst. : The act of chastising, correct-

ing, or punishing ; chastisement, correction,

humiliation.

"Bebolde happte is the man whom God ponisheth ;

therefore despise not thou the chastenynge of the
Almighty.Woo, v. 146. (**cA.)

* chast-hed, 5. [Mid. Eng. chast = chaste ; hed
— hood.] A state of chastity ; chasteness,

virtue.
*' For to don him chatt he-t forgeten.*

Story of Gen. and Exod., t,0Sl

• chas -tie, * chas-tien, * $has-ty, v.u

[Chast.]

* chas- tie -mSnt, *. [Mid. Eng. chastit =
chastise; suff. -ment.] Chastisement, correc-

tion.
" Thurh swuch chastiement."—A ncrsn Bitcle, p. 71

chas'-ti-l^y, v.t. [Lat. oastifico = to make
chaste or pure : castus = chaste ; facio (pass.

Jio) —to make.] To make chaste ; and fig., to

emasculate.
" He savis thalr be sum quha hes chastlfeit thame

selnls for the kingdoms of neauen, ouhairbie he de-

claris that thay astrict thain seluis to perpetual ccn-

tinencie and cnastitie."—Nicol Burns, F. 65, b.

• chast ing, ' chast ynge, pr. par. or a.

[Chast, v.]

"Til children cherissynge Be chastunge with yerdes.'
Latigland ; P. Plowman, 2.S15.

chas-tis'-a-Me, a. [Eng. chastis(e)\ -able.]

Capable or deserving of being chastised.

chas-tise', *9has-ty-zyn, *9has ty sen,

v.t. [An extension of Mid. Eng. chastkn, by
addition of suff. -i«n, Gr. -izo.] [Chasten.]

I. Literally:

1. To correct with corporal punishment

2. To correct, subdue, or mortify the mind,

heart, or feelings.
" Ten years are spent, since first he undertook
This cause of Borne, and chastised with arms
Our enemies' pride . .

."

Shaketp. : Titus Andronicut, l. L

3. To reduce to order or obedience ; to re-

press, to awe, to punish.
" Then with surprise, surprise chattit'd by fears,

How art thou chang'd!'
Pope : Homer* Odytsey, bk. xvi., 1. 190-T.

"*. . . the courts of justice were not strong enough,
whatever might be their temper, to chastite such ag-

gressions . .
."—Haltam: Constitutional History of

England, eh. L

* IX Fig. .* To abridge.
" Both these rooms were chastised of their length

towards the west, . . ."-Craufurd : Univ. Edin., p 161

•J For the difference between to chasten and

to chastise see Chasten.

chas-tis ed, pa. par, & a. [Chastme, v.]

chas'-tise-ment, s. [Eng. chastise; -ment.)

1. The act of chastising or correcting.

"... for I speak not with your children which havo

not known, and which have not seen the chastisement

of the Lord your God, . .
."—Deut. xi. 1

2. Correction, punishment, discipline.

" And for this, oh King ! is sent
On thee a double chastiiement."
Byron : Siege and Conquest of Alhama.

chas ti ser, s. [Eng. chasHs(e); -er.] One

who chastises, corrects, or punishes.

"They havegrown in strength, and by their strength

now begin to despise their ehatti*ert."—Sir S. Sa ndyt

:

State of Religion,

chas-ti sing, * chas-tys-ynge, pr. par.,

a., & s. [Chastise, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A partidp. adj. : (In

senses corresponding to those of the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of correcting or pun-

ishing; chastisement.
'* Chastytynge. Castigatio."—Prompt. Pare.

„'-*H|, * chastete, * chastite,

chastetee, * chastyte, s. [O. Fr. chas-

ten ; Sp. castidad; ItaL castita; from Lat.

castitas = chastity, from castus = pure, clean.]

1. Purity of body and mind ; freedom from

unlawful sexual intercourse.
" Chastyte. Castitas, pudicicia."—Prompt. Pars.

" Tla chastUy, my brother ;
chastity

:

She that has that Is clad in camp etc steal.

Milton : CvnutS.

2. Celibacy.
" As wlsly as I schat for •vermore ; "

Bufore my might thi trewe servant tp be,

And bolde werre alday » ttb chaitui.

Chaucer: The Knighte* Tale, L 8834*

3. Freedom from obscenity.
" There is not chastity enough in language,

Without offence to utter them.
Shaketp. : Much Ado, It. t

chas
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4. Purity ; freedom from any intermixture

of barbarous or affected expressions.

*T Crabb thus distinguishes between chastity

and continence :— " These two terms are equally

employed in relation to the pleasures of sense :

both are virtues, but sufficiently distinct

in their characteristics. Chastity prescribes

rules for the indulgence of these pleasures

;

nmtinence altogether interdicts their use.

Chastity extends its views to whatever may
bear the smallest relation to the object
which it proposes to regulate ; it controls
the thoughts, words, looks, attitudes, food,

dress, company, and in short the whole mode
of living : continence simply confines itself to
the privation of the pleasures themselves : it

is possible, therefore, to be chaste without
being continent, and continent without being
chaste. Chastity is suited to all times, ages,

and conditions ; continence belongs only to a
state of celibacy." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* chast liche, adv. [Chastely.]

*chas'-ttf, v.t. [Mid. Eng. chastien = to chas-

tise.] To chastise. (Scotch.) (Douglas.)

chas u ble, ches i bille, * ches u ble,
* ches-i ble, * ches-i-pil, * ches-y-
pylle, *. [Ft.

chasuble ; Port
casule; Sp. casulla;

M. H. Ger. kasu-
gele ; O. Fr. casule,

from Low Lat.

casula = a hooded
garment, dimin. of
casa = a house, a
cottage.]

Eccles. : A vest-

ment worn by a
priest over bis alb
while celebrating
mass.

" ChetypyUe. \Chet-
ible P.] Catula,"
Prompt. Pan.

* chas - ulc. *.
_ CHASUBLE (ST. THOMAS A

[Low Lat casula.) becket, a.d. 1170).A chasuble.
" Plucking the chatule from his back."

—

Fuller : Ch.
BUt., [v., it 6. (Daviet.)

chat (1), v-i. & t. [A contracted form of

, chatter (q.v.).]

A* Intrans.: To talk easily and familiarly
;

to prattle, to gossip.
" Would take me in his Coach to chat,

And question me of this and that."
Pope : Imitationt of Horace, Sat. vi. 96-88.

" The outposts of the two armies chatted and messed
together."—Macaulay: Hht. Eng., ch. xviL

*B. Trans. : To talk of.

" Into a rapture lets her baby cry,
While she chats bim . .

."

Shaketp. : Coriolanut, ii. I.

1" For the difference between to chat and to

chatter, see Chatter.

•chat (2), v.t. [Chat (2), *. 4.] To hang. Only

in the phrase " Go chat thee "= Go hang your-
self.

"Quod I, Churle, ga chat the, and chide with ane
vthir." Doug. : Virgil, 239, a. 80.

* Chat (3), v. t. [Chack, v. ] To bruise slightly.

Chat(l),*. [CHAT(l).r.]

1. Easy familiar talk, gossip, prattle.
" If you deny to dance, let's hold more chat."

Shaketp.: Lore* Labour* Lott, v. 2.

1 2. The proper words to use ; the state or
facts of a case. (Slang.)

"That's the chat, as I take iV—TroUope : Orley
Farm. ch. vL

3. That which chatters ; a chattering bird.

(1) As an independent word ; (See the sub-
joined compound term).

If The yellow-breasted chat (Icteria viridis)

:

A bird of the family Muscicapidse, and the
sub-family Vireoninse. It is an American
species, about seven inches long, which scolds
everyone who intrudes upon its haunts.

(2) In compos. : As the Stone-chat (Saxicola
rubteola), the Whin-chat (S. rubetra).

* chat-mate, s. A companion, one who
chats or talks familiarly with another.

"The toothless© trotte her nurse . . . was her only
chat-mate and chainIjermaide."—Jfathe: Lenten Stuffe.
iDatiet.)

chat (2), * chatt, s. & a. [Chtt, s.]

A. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. A twig, a small piece of brushwood or of

a branch.

2. 0/ the forms chat and chatt (pi).: Various
fruits, viz.

:

(1) The keys of the ash-tree,

(2) The fruit of the sycamore (Acer pseudo*

platanus).

(8) The cones of the fir-tree.

(4) The catkins of various trees.

•a A gallows. (Slang.)

XL (PI.) Mining: The central portion or
stratum of a mass of ore in the process of

washing

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

chat-potatoes, s. pi. Small potatoes
given as rood to pigs.

chat roller, s.

Mining : An ore-crushing machine, consist-

ing of a pair of cast-iron rollers, for grinding
roasted ore.

chateau (pron. shat -o), pi. chateaux
(pron. shat -os), *. [Fr. chateau, from Lat.

castellum. ]

1. A castle.

2. A residence in the country ; a mansion,
a country seat.

•ff Chateaux in air, or Chateaux en Espagne
= Castles in the air. [Castle, II.]

"Dear architect of fine chateaux in air."

Coteper I To William Batiey, Etq., 1798.

* chat -cl-ain, s. [Fr.] The governor or lord

of a castle. (Found in literature as an
archaism.) (Byron : Werner, i. 1.)

chat -el-aino, s. [Fr. chdtelain.]

1. The wife of a chatelain ; a female

castellan,

2. An ornament worn by a lady at her
waist, having short chains attached for a

watch, keys, trinkets, Aic.

v cha'-tel-an, *. [Castellan.]

chat el-et (et as a), s. [Fr. chdtelet; O. Fr.

chastelet, dim. of chastel ; Fr. chateau = a
castle.]

1. Gen. : A little castle.

2. Spec.: The common gaol and session-
house in the city of Paris. (Weale.)

* chat'-el-lan-y\ «. [Fr. chdtellenie.] [Cas-
tellany.] *The lordship or jurisdiction of a

.
governor of a castle.

"Here are about twenty towns and forts of great
Importance, with their chatellaniet and dependencies."
—Dryden.

C^hat'-ham (h silent), s. & a. [A market-town
and parliamentary borough situated on the
Medway in Kent.]

A* As subst. : The town mentioned in the
etymology.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to Chatham.

Chatham-chest, s. A fund for the sup-
port of disabled and superannuated navy sea-

men. It was originally a voluntary contribu-
tion from the monthly wages of the acting
seamen, but soon settled into a compulsory
payment. It was first established in the reign
of Elizabeth, and was removed to Greenwich
in 1803. The monthly payment from the
wages of *ne seamen was abolished by the Act

,

4 William IV., c. 34, and the expense is now
borne by the public purse.

Chatham- light, s. A flash-light used
for military purposes, obtained by blowing a
mixture of powdered resin and magnesium
through a spirit flame.

chat -ham ite (h silent), s. [From Chatham, a
town in Connecticut, U S. A., where it is

found, and suff. -ite (Min.).']

Mot. : A niccoliferous variety of smaltite.

* cha -ton, * chat -tim, s. [Fr. chaton =
" The beazill, collet, head, or broadest part of

a ring, &c, wherein the stone is set." (Cot.)]

*' A peril sett ; four smalt d lamantis sett in ane pece.
A chaton without a st*uie."—inventoriet, A. 1578, p. 265.

cha-to"^ -ant (t silent), a. & s. [Ft. cha-
toyant, pr, par. of chatoyer, from chat = a cat.]

A. As adjective:

Min. : Having a changeable, undulating
lustre or colour, like that of a cat's eye iu the
dark. (Dana.)

B. As substantive

:

Min, : A hard stone, such as the cat't-eye

(q.v.), which, when cut and polished, presents
on its surface and iu the interior, an undu-
lating or wavy light.

cha toy'-ment, 5. [Fr. chatoiement, from
chatoyer.)

Min. : The quality of being changeable or
undulating in lustre or colour; changeable-
ness of colour.

chats, *. pi. [Chat (2), *.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; Small potatoes used for
feeding pigs.

2. Min. : A term applied to the second
stratum of a mass of ore ; small heaps of ore,

(NuttaU.)

chat'-tah, s. [Hindust. chhdtd, chhdti, chhatr,
chhatrC, chatr = an umbrella.] An umbrella.
(Anglo-Indian,)

* chat-ta'-tion, 5. [Eng. chat ; -ation) Chat,
gossip.

"Our chattntion no disagreeable sauce."— had.
D'Arblay : Diary, vL 219.

chat'-ted, pa. par, [Chat, v.]

chat tel, * chat -tie, * chat'- el, * cat al,

cat-el, s. [Essentially the same word as
cattle, but much more modern than it.]

[Cattle. ]

L "Literally:

1 1. Sing. : Property, money.
" Bum womman which hadde spendid al hir oatel

in to lechlB."—Wyclipe : Luke, viii. 43,

2. PI: Any kind of movable property.
" Look to my chattel*, and my moveables."

Shaketp. f Ben. V., ii. 8.

IX Fig. : Any appliance or appurtenance.
" Thus compass'd about with the goods
And chattel* of leisure and ease.

Cowper: On Gratitude.

5[ (1) Chattels are either real or personal : the
former being such as pertain not to the person
immediately, but to something by way of a
dependency ; the latter pertaining imme-
diately to the person of a man.

(2) For the difference between chattels and
goods, see Goods.

chattel-Interests, s. pi.

Law: A non-freehold. Anything held by a
tenure which is not that of freehold property.
They are of five kinds :—(1) An estate for

years ; f2) One from year to year ; (3) One at
will

; (4) One by elegit ; and (5) One by suffer-

ance. (Wharton,)

chat tcr, * chatcren, * chcateren.
* chitcr, chateryn, * chatre, v.i. k t.

[An onomatopoeic word. Cf. Dut. kwelteren
= to warble, to chatter; Dan. koiddre =to
chirp; Sw. koittra.) [Chat.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To make an inharmonious noise like a
magpie, jay, starling, &c.

"Chateryn. Oarrio."—Prompt, Pare.
" The stare wyl chatre."^Lydgate : Minor Poemt,

p. L50.

2. To make a rapid, clattering noise by
knocking together.

" That evermore his teeth they chatter.
Chatter, chatter, chatter still I

"

tVordtteorth : Goody Blake and Barry GiU.

3. To talk idly and thoughtlessly ; to jabber,

to prattle.
" She dances, runs without an aim.
She chattert in her ecstasy."

Wordnoorth : Mother'* Return,

t B. Trans. : To utter as one who chatters.

" Your birds of knowledge, that in dusky air

Chatter futurity." Dryden.

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between to

babble, to chatter, to chat, to prattle, and to

prate :— *' All these terms mark a superfluous

or improper use of speech : babble and chatter

are onomatopoeias drawn from the noise or

action of speaking ; babbling denotes rapidity

of speech which renders it unintelligible;

hence the term is applied to all who make use

of many words to no purpose : chatter is an
imitation of the noise of speech, properly

applied to magpies or parrots, and figuratively

to a corresponding vicious mode of speech in

human beings ; the vice of babbling is most
commonly attached to men, that of chattering

to women . . . Chattering is harmless if not

respectable. . . . Chattering is the practice of

adults ; prattling and prating, that of children.

boll, bo^; pd"ut, fs%tj cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -V
-oian, -tian m shan. -tlon, sion = shun ; -tion, -slon m zhun, -clous, -tious, -slous m shus. -Me, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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the one Innocently, the other impertinently."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

^hat'-ter, *. [Chatter, *.]

1. An inharmonious noise like that of a
magpie, monkey, &c,

"And with much twitter and much chatter
Beja.ii to agitata the matter."

Cowper : Pairing-tint A ntidpated.

2. The noise occasioned by teeth striking
together rapidly.

3. Idle, thoughtless talk.
" Your words are bat Idle and empty chatter;
Ideas are eternally Joined to matter 1"

Longfellow ; The Oolden Legend, vi.

chatter-box, *. An incessant talker

;

one who talks idly and thoughtlessly.

* chat-ter-a'-tlon, a. [Eng. chatter; suff.

-aiion.] (Colloquial.)

1. The act of chattering ; idle, thoughtless
talk. (Wtlberforce.)

2. An inclination to or habit of chattering.

Chat'-tered,pret <fpa.par. of v. [Chatter, v.]

Chat-ter-er, 5. [Eng. chatter; -er.)

L Ord. Lang. : One who chatters ; an Idle,

empty talker.

TX Ornithology:

1. The English name for the birds ranked
under Bombycilla or Ampelis. Ampelis or
Bomhycilla garrula la the Bohemian Chatterer.

[Ampelis.]
"A very beautiful bird . . . known by the uatne of

Chatterer."—Cook : Voyage, vol. L. bk. It., eh. 11.

2. The name of the whole family Ampelidse,

to which Bombycilla belongs, and specially to

the typical sub-family Ampelinas.

* chat-ter cs -tro, * chat-er-es-tre, s.

[Eng. chatter; Mid. Eng. fern. suff. -estrc] A
female chatterer.

" Site no stille, ehatereetre.''
Owl and Nightingale, 665,

* chat'-ter-Ing, * chat'-er-Ing, pr. par.,

a., k s. [Chatter, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C As subst. : The act or habit of talking

Idly and thoughtlessly ; chatter.

"The ape and monkey such a chattering keep."
Drayton : A'oaht Flood.

* cbat'-ter-aSt, *. [Eng. chatter; -irt.J A
chatterer.

" You are the only modern chatteritt that I bear has
succeeded me."—Braume : Works, ii. 20L

* en&t'-ter-ft s. [Eng. chatter; -y.] Chat,
gossip, light conversation.

"There was no lack of chattery and chatterers."
Mad. DArbtay: Diary, t. 17. {Davie*.)

Chat-ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Chat, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of talking lightly and
familiarly ; chat.

". . . those same parleys, entervlews, chatting*, the
mlndehath with the things wee feare, with the things
wee love."—Goodwin; lue Vanitie of Thought*.

"chat-ton, *. [From Fr. chaton m a catkin.]
The inflorescence of various species of Salix
or Willow.

. . therefore the whole flower Is called a chatton,
kitt'kJn, or catteken."—Lyte.

Chat'-ty, a. [Eng. chat ; -y.] Given to light
talk \ talkative.

"Expect me In your dressing room as constant as
your India cabinet, and as chatty as your parrot."—
Montagu. : Letter*. 1. 35.

Chat'-t& s. [An East Indian word, perhaps
from Tamil.) A porous earthen water-pot,
used in India in refrigerating.

Chat-wood, *. [Eng. chat (1\ s., and wood.)
Small wood for burning ; twigs.

Cnau'-cer-Ism, $. [From the name of

Chaucer, the first great English poet, bora in
London in the year 1340, and where it is sup-
posed he also died in the year 1400. His
best-known work is the "Canterbury Tales,"
written about 1374 ; and suff. -ism.] A phrase
or idiom used in Chaucer.

"The many Canuoerfmt used . . . are thought by
the ignorant to be blemishes."—ruller: Worthies,
London, il a

chaud-mel-le (ohand as shod), $. [Fr.
chaude, fem. of chaud = hot, mtlie (from O.
Fr. meslee) =* a fray.] [Chance-medley.]

chatter—ohayaroot

Law : Killing a person in an affray, without
premeditation, and in the heat of passion.

*chau-dr6ii, & [Cauldron, Chawdron.]

chauf -fer, *. [Fr. chauffoir = a stove, from
chauffer = to heat,] A small table-furnace.

It may be of iron or of a black-lead crucible,

fitted with air-holes and a grate.

* chauf-fray, *. [Chajtare.]

ohanl* " chaule, s. & v. [Chavel.]

chaum, v.t. [An extension of chaw (q.v.).]

To chew voraciously, to eat up. (Jamieson.)

chau-mon-telle (chan as and), s. [Fr.]

A variety of pear.

* chaun, v.i. [A.S. geonian ; Eng. yawn. Cf.

Gr. \ai.vu> (chaino) = to yawn ; O. H. Qer.
ginon; Qer. gdhnen.] To open, to yawn.

* chaun, s. [Chaun, v.] A gap, a chasm.
" Full of chaun*."—Cotgrave, a. v. Fendi*.

*chaurige, v.i. [Change.]

1 9haunt, v.t. k. i. [Chant, v.]

chaun'-ter, s. [Chanter.]

Music: The highest part of the bagpipe from
which the chaun t. or melody is produced as
opposed to the drones, which can speak only
to a single note. (Grove: Diet, of Music.)

* chaun try ,
* chaun -ter-jfo, s. [Chan-

try.]

* chauntry rents, s. pi.

Law: Honey paid to the Crown by the
servants or purchasers of chantry lands.

2 Car. it a 6. (Wharton.)

chaup, *. [Chap (1), s.) A stroke, a blow.
(Burns: Scotch Drink.)

cha'-ns, s. [A native name.]

Zool : A small species of cat {Fells chaus),

the marsh-lynx, or common jungle cat, from
Africa and India.

* chause, v. & s. [Chouse, v. & *.]

chaus-se (pron. sho'-sa)
= (lit.) shod.]

1. Her. : In bla-

zonry denotes a sec-

tion in base : the line

by which it is formed
proceeding from the
extremity ofthe base,

and ascending to the
side of the escut-

cheon, which Itmeets
about the fess point.

2. Fort. : The level

of the field, the plain
ground.

chausse

CHAUSSE.

chauve (pron. shov), a. [Haave, a.]

1. A term denoting that colour fn black
cattle when white hair is pretty equally mixed
with black hair.

2. Also applied to a swarthy person when
pale.

chau-vin-ism (an as 6), s. [Fr., from
Nicolas Chauvin, a brave soldier of the
Republic and of the First Empire. His name
became a synonym for a passionate admirer of
Napoleon, and theword Chauvinismwasformed
to signify the almost idolatrous respect enter-

tained by many for the First Emperor, and
generally any feeling of exaggerated devotion,
especially of patriotism. A vaudeville, La
Cocarde Tricolors, in which there was a
character named Chauvin, with a song that
became immensely popular, fixed the word in

the French language.] Exaggerated patriot-

ism, jingoism (q.v.>.

ohan'-vin 1st (an as 6), *. [Fr.] One im-
bued with chauvinism ; a jingo.

Chan vln-Ist Ic (an as 6), a. [Eng. chau-
vinist; -ic] Pertaining to, or characteristic
of, chauvinism (q.v.); expressing patriotic

opinions in extravagant terms.

* chavel, chaule, * chetie, v.i. [Chavkl,
s.\ To nse the jaw much in talking; to
chatter. (Stapylton: Juvenal, x. 231.)

* chavol, * chavyL, * chaul, chawL
* choui, * chol, * cheafle, * chevel,

* Chei, *. [A.8. ceajl ; Ger. bevel.] [Jowuf
A jaw. (Ywaine <& Gawaine, 1,901.)

* cnavel-bone, s, A jaw-bone.
"* With this charylbone I seal ale the."—Covent. MvttX.

* chave-ling (i), * chav-Ung, $. [Chavel,
v.J Chattering, talk.

" Mid chavling and mid chatere."
Owl and Nightingale, 281

chave -ling (2), shave -Hn, s. [Flem. schave-
ling = a plane

;
pi. schavelingen ~ shavings. 1

A tool, especially employed by cajtwrights
and coachmakers, for smoothing hollow or
circular wood ; a spokeshave.

" For the wraniruss takin of bis swerdis, ft strikinf
tharof is an chaveting."—Aberd, Keg., A IMS, v. ao.

* chav en der, ^hev'-cn, *. [Cheven]
Ichthy. : The same as the Chub (q.v.).

"These are a choice bait for the chub, or chavender,
or indeed any fcTeat neh."— B'oWon; Angler.

Chav'-l-ca, s. [A South Sea Island word.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Piperacesj
(Pepper-worts), and family Piperidse. Charted
Chaba, pepuloides, and sylvatica are used in
India as substitutes for black pepper. So'

also is C. oflfcinarwm, in tropical America. The
female spikes of C. Roxburghii, when dried,
constitute the long pepper of commerce. The
bark of C. majuscuta is a rubefacient. The
leaves of C. Btile and Siriboa are chewed by
the Malays with lime and slices of the nut of
Areca oleradeu (the Penang palm). (Lindley.)

tchaW, v.t. & i. [Essentially the same af
chew (q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

I. Lit. : To chew roughly ; to champ.

•IX Figuratively:

1, To meditate over ; to ruminate.
"I home retourning, fraught with fowle despight,
And chawing vengeaunce all the way 1 went."

Spenter: F. Q., 11. iv. Ml

2. To fret ; to gnaw, to wear away.
"I am God Tybris. wattry hew it and haw,
Sub ilk, as thou sets, with inouy iawp am
ettis thir bray is, chawing the baukis iluun.'

ou seis, with mony iawp and law
"*'""' the baukls duun."

ouf. : Virgil, 2*1, 50.

3. To provoke ; to vex,

T To chaw one's own maw : To chew the'

cud, to ruminate, to meditate.
" But inwardly he chawed hi* owne maw
At neighbours welth, that made him ever sad"

Spenter: F. 0_., 1. iv SO.

B. Intrans. : To chew roughly or loudly, to'

champ.

chew-bacon, *. A boor, a rustic

chaw-stick, s.

Bot. : A plant, Gouania domingensts.

* Chaw-tOOth, s. A grinder.

*Chaw, *. [Dan. kicsve; Scand. kaf m the

jaw.] [Chaw, v. Chap, «.] The chap, the
nnder-jaw of an animal.

"... his chawe* also readle for weakenesse U hang
or fall, to be composed and set straight."—Holland:
8%tetoniu*, p. 84.

•chaW-drdn, *chan'-dr6n, s. [Cf. Ger.

keddaunen = guts, bowels ; Wei. coluddyn =
a gut, dim. of coludd = bowels ; Low Lat.

cakluna = an intestine.] [Chaldron.] In-

testines, entrails.
" Add thereto a tygers chawdron.
For the ingredients of our cauldron.

Shaketp. ; Macbeth, iv. 1.

t chawed, fa. par. or a. [Chaw, v.]

t chaw'-lng, pr. par., a., & *. [Chaw, ffj

* chawL, s. [Chavel, «.]

chawl-bonc, a. [Chavel-bonk.]

* Chawme, s. [Chasm.] A chasm, a gulf, an

abyss.
". . . giving agalnethat In one place which those'

chawme* and gaping gulfes took away In another. —
BoUand : Translation of PUny, IL 8s.

Ohay (1), «- [9p. chaya.]

Comm. : The root of the plant OldrnUindia

umbcUata, used for giving the beautiful red

colour of the Madras cottons. It grows on

the Coromandel coast in India,

Chay(2), s. [Chaise.] A vulgar pronunciation

of chaise.
" There'i Mr. Sneak keeps my sister a ehay.'—Feets t

Mayor of Garratt, L L

chaya-root, choy-root, shaya root, $.

[The same as Chay (1), *.]

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore. wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, core, unite, oar, rule, fall; try, Syrian. «, o» = e. ey = a. qo = kw.
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tchea'-dle, s. [Etym. doubtful.] Aeuphor-
maceous plant, Mercurialis perennis, the Dog's
Mercury.

chcadle dock, a. The Ragwort, Senecio

Jacobcea.

crieap, *9hep, *9hepe, * cheep, »., a., &
ii'iv. [A.S. oeap = price, ceapian — to cheapen,
to buy ; Dut. koop = a bai-gain ; Ice!, kaup =
I b -irgain, kaupa = to buy ; Sw. kop = a bar-

gain ; kbpa = to buy ; Dan. kibb, kibbe; Goth.
kaapon = to traffic; O. H. Ger. coufou; M.H.
Ger. koufen ; Ger. kaufen = to buy, kauf — a
purchase. The word was originally a sub-
stantive, and was never used as an adjective
.in the earlier periods. (Steal.)]

A. As substantive

:

*1. A price, value.
" Hire cheap wes the wrse."

Layamon, i. IT.

"Chep. Precium."—Prompt. Pare.

* 2. A market. In this sense the word sur-

vives in many local names, as Eastcheap, Cheap-
side.

% It is generally found in the compound
ph rases— Good cheap (an imitation ofthe French
hon marche) = great plenty, very cheap ; better

cheap, great cheap, dirt-cheap (and earlier), dog-
.cheap, all signifying exceedingly cheap, at a
very low price.

" Trtcolorinus maketh the corn good chep* er dere."*

—Gotoer, it 168.

" To gret chep Is holden at Htel pris."
Chaucer : C. T., 8,104.

B. As adjective

:

1. Possible to be had or purchased at a low
price.

" Where there are a great many sellers to a few
buyers, there the thing to be sold will be cheap."—
Locke.

2. Of little value ; common, worthless.
"... human life was held almost as cheap as in the

worst governed provinces of Italy, . . ."—Macaatay t

Hist. Eng., eh. v.

1" To be cheap of it : To deserve all that one
has received of affront or punishment.

C. As adv. : Cheaply ; at a low rate or price

;

easily.
... winning cheap the high repute.
Which he through hazard huge must earn."

MUOn : P. L.. bk. ii.

cheap-jack, s. A travelling hawker, a
vendor of cheap or worthless articles.

* cheap, * chepe, * cheape, v. (Cheap, a.,

Cheapen, v.] To bargain for, to buy.
" I cheape, I demaunde the price of a thyng that I

wolde bye."

—

Palsgrave.

cheap en, * chep en, * chep-ien,
* chep-yn, v.t. [AS. ceapian = to buy,
to traffic, j [Cheap.]
* 1. To bid or bargain for anything ; to try

to buy.
" Chepyn. Licitor."—Prompt. Pare.
" The first he cheapened was a Jupiter, which would

have come at a very easy rate."—L'Estrange.

2. To beat down the price or value ; to de-
preciate (lit, dtfig.).

" Each female eye the glittering links employ.
They turn, review, and cheapen, every toy.

Pope : Homer'* Odyssey, bk. xv., L 49T-8

H Crabb thus distinguishes between to buy,
to purchase, to bargain, and to cheapen :

" Buy
and purchase have a strong resemblance to
each other, both in sense and application, but
the latter is a term of more refinement than
the former. . . . Buying implies simply the
exchange of one's money for a commodity

;

bargaining and cheapening have likewise re-

spect to the price ; to bargain is to make a
specific agreement as to the price ; to cheapen
is not only to lower the price asked, but to
deal in such things aa are cheap." (Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

cheap' ened, * cheap'-ned, pa. par. & a.

[Cheapen, v.]

cheap- en -er, * cheap -ner, a. [Eng.

cheapen ; -er.] One who bargains for or higgles
about the price of anything ; one who depre-
ciates.

"... when she cannot shew pecuniary merit, why
should she think her cheapener obliged to purchase ':—Johnson ; Rambler, No. 76.

cheap'-en-Ing,j>r.par.,a.,&8. [Cheapen, v.]

A. v B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As subst. : The act of beating down the

price or value of anything; bargaining, hig-

gling-

"... it Is only after a long series of cheapeningi
that a purchase can be effected."—Brydone : Tour in
Sicily and Malta.

* cheap'-er, * chep-or, s. [Eng. cheap ; -ex.]

A dealer, a seller.

* cheap fare, * chef fare, s. [Chaffer.]
"The vtfte manure is ine cheap/are."—Ayenbite,

p. 38.

* cheap'-ing. • chep ing, * chep ynge, a.

[A.S. ceapung = business, trade, traffic, com-
merce. ]

1. The act of bargaining or buying.
"Ch-pynge or barganynge. Licilacio, ttipulaclo*—

Prompt. Pare.

2. A market
" At chireohe and at chepyng."—Old Eng. Mitccll.

(ed. Morris), p. 188.

* cheaplng booth, * chepinnghothe,
ft. A stall or booth in a market, (Urmulum,
15,572.)

* cheaping town, • chepelng toun,
8. A market-town. (Amis £ Amiloun, 1700.)

cheap -ly, adv. [Eng. cheap; -ly.] At a low
price or rate ; with little expenditure.

" By this I see
So great a day as this is cheaply Iwni'.'lit"

Shakesp. : Macbeth, T. 7.

* cheap man, * chep-man, s. [Chapman.]

cheap -nesa, s. [Eng. cheap; -ness.] Low-
ness of price.

"Ancient statutes Incite merchant-strangers to bring
in commodities, having for end cheapness."—Bacon.

* chear, s. [Cheer.]

* 9hear'-en, v.i. [Chkeb, v.]

* 5hear'-y, a. [Cheery.]
" What pleasure and joy wad It gie,

Wsre ye but a* cheary as they r
fc

Picken : Poem* (1766), p. 18.

* 9heast, * 9heaste, a. [Chest (2), a.]

cheat, * chete, * jheten, * chetyn, v.t. & i.

[Cheat, s.}

A. Transitive:

* 1. To confiscate.

"Chetyn. Confiecor, JUoo."—Prompt, Part.

2. To defraud, to deceive, to impose upon.
"There are people who find that the most effectual

way to cheat the people, is always to pretend to infal-
lible cures."—Tiliotton.

1f With of before the thing of which one is

defrauded.
" We are merely cheated ©/our Uvea by drunkards."

Bhaketp. ; TM Tempest, i. L
f 3. To beguile.

" She comes !—'tis but a passing sight.
Yet serves to cheat his weary night.

Scott : Itukeby, L 30.

B. Intrans. : To defraud, to act aa a cheat

I Crabb thus distinguishes between to
cheat, to defravd, and to trick: " The idea of
deception which is common to these terms,
varies in degree and circumstance. One cheats
by a gross falsehood ; one defrauds by a settled
plan ; one tricks by a sudden invention."
(Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

cheat the-wuddie, a. & ».

A. As adj. : Defrauding the gallows of its

lawful prey.

B. As subst. : Onewho defrauds the gallows.
(Scott: Mob Hoy.)

cheat (1), * chete, «. [A contraction of «•
cheat (q.v.). j

* 1. An escheat.
" Chete for the lorde. Caducum, conJUcarium, fltca."

—Prompt. Parv.
" The kynge seide ... I lese many chete*.''—P. Plow-

man, iv. 176 (ed. SkeatJ.

2. A fraud, a deception, a trick, an act of
imposition.

" Empiriok politicians use deceit
Hide what they give, and cure but by a cheat,"

Dryden j To Clarendon, fig.

3. One who cheats ; a trickster, a swindler.
" Like that notorious cheat, vast sums I give.

Only that you may keep me while I live."
Dryden.

"cheat (2), a. [Chat (2), a.] The gallows.
(Slang.)

"To the cheat, for thither will you go now."

—

Fielding; Jonathan Wild, bk. It., ch. 2.

* gheat (3j, a. [Of obscure origin and mean-
ing.] See the compounds.

* cheat-bread, s. A kind of bread made
of the finest wheat ; but, according to some,
bread of the second quality. According to
Halliwell, there were two kinds.

" Without French wines, cheat-bread, or quails."
Com. of Eastward Hot,

* cheat-loaf, *chet lof, s. A loaf of
cheat-bread.

"A chet-tof to tho elmys dyshe."— Babett Book, »
222.

cheat (4), a. [Chess (2), «.]

Bot. : An American name for Darnel, or for
Bromus secalinus. Also called chess (q.v.).

cheat (5), pi. cheats, s. [Chit.] The sweet-
bread.

t (heat -a-ble, a. [ Eng. cheat ; -able. ] Liabls

to be cheated ; capable of being defrauded.

* ^hcat-a ble ness, a. [Eng. cheatable;

•ium.J Irie quality of being cheatable ; capa-
bility of being cheated.

"Not faith, hut folly, an easy cheatablenest of heart
. . ."—Hammond : Works, iv. 554.

Cheat'-Sd, pa. par. or a. [Cheat, v.]

* 9heat -ee, a. [Eng. cheat; -ee.\ Oue who Is

cheated, a dupe.
"No dwellers are but cheaters and cheatee*."—

Albumazar, 1. L

oheat'-er (\), a. [Eng. cheat ; -er.] One who
cheats or defrauds.

" I play'd the cheater for thy father's hand."
Slu..'cesp. : Titus Andrunicus, v. L

9heat'-er (2), «. [A contraction of escheator

" Pal. He's no swaggerer, hostess; a tame cheater,,
he."—tihakaap. : g lien. I V. ii. 4.

* cheat'-er-y, * 9hcat ric, • 9heat ry, a.

& a. [Eng. cJuater ; sutf. -y.]

A* As subst, : The act or habit of cheating
or defrauding.

"In every science there Is some cheatry,"
Satchel* : Hist. Name of Scot., p. 8ft.

B. As adj. : Cheating, fraudulent.
". . . warrants and poindings and apprising*, and a*

that cheatry crai u '
—Scutt ; Hob Hoy, on. xxv.

9heat'-ing, pr, par., a., & a. [Cheat, v.}

A. & B. Aspr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

G. As subst. : The act of defrauding or im-
posing upon.

cheat'-iiig-ly, adv. [Eng. cheating; -ly.} In
a cheating manner, fraudulently.

chebac co, cho-bec, a. & a. [From
Cheuacco, the Indian name of a small river in
Massachusetts, U.S., where audi vessels were
built]

A. As subst, : The river named in the ety-
mology.

B. As adj. ; (See the compound).

chebacco-boat, $.

Naut. : A kind of boat employed hi the
Newioundland fisheries ; also called a pink-
stern (q.v.). (Webster.)

9heck, * 9hecke, v.t. & i. [Check, s.]

A Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To put a sudden restraint on ; to cause
to stop.

" A secret horror checked the feast,
And chilled the bou) of every gnest'*

Scott : lay of Last Minstrel, Tt 24.

2. To restrain, so as to allow to more 01

progress less rapidly.
" Such a tax. it was hoped, would check the growth

of a city which had long been regarded with JeaLouay
and aversion by the rural aristocracy."—Jlacuumg
Hist. Engl., ch. Iv.

3. To repress, to curb, to restrain.

", . . the means of checking the abuses which
disgraced every department of the government." —
Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

4. To reprove, to chide.

"A poet, in his evening walk,
O erheard and checkd this idle talk."

Cowper : Sensitive Plant,

5. To go through and place marks against

names or items in a list, account, ice.

6. To ascertain or ensure the correctness m
authenticity of anything by comparing it wiu.

others.

boll, boy; pout, Jowl; oat, 9ell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, 2fenoption, exist. ing.
-clan, -tian = soan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -tion, -slonm zhun. tious, -sious, -oioos 3 shus. . -ble, -die, be = bel, del-
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**. . . bat we have acuity means of clucking and con-

fronting tt with other account*"—Lewis: Cred. Early
Soman Hist. (185j), ch. xiiL, yt 1, 1 1> vol iL p. MS.

H Technically;

t L Caws : To make a move by which any
One of the adversary's pieces is put in check.

" BemoTe, confine, check, leave, or take,

DisiHjae, depose, undo, or make.
Pawn. rook, knight, queen, or king."

Wither.

% Bookkeeping, Ac.: To compare with an
original or counterpart in order to secure

accuracy and correctness.

3. Nautical

:

(1) To check a brace : To slacken or ease off

a brace which is found to be too stiffly ex-

tended, or when the wind is drawing aft

(2) To check a cable : To stopper it

(3) To check a bowline : To slacken it when
the wind becomes large or free.

B. Intransitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

*1. To make a stop or pause (followed by
«rf).

"The mind, once Jaded by an attempt above ita

sowar, either la disabled for the future, or else check*

at any vigorous undertaking ever after."—Locke.

* 2. To clash, to interfere.

"If love check with business, it trocbleth men's
fortunes."—Bacon.

* 3. To cause a feeling of restraint or repres-

sion ; to act as a restraint.
" I'll avoid his presence

;

It checks too strong upon me." Dryden.

JX Falconry : To stop, to hover over the
game ; to change the game while in" pursuit,

especially for an inferior kind.

". . . like the haggard, check at every feather
That comes before his eye."

Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, Hi. L

5 (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between to

check, to curb, and to control :—" To check is to

throw obstacles in the way to impede the
course ; to curb is to bear down by the direct

exercise of force, to prevent from action ; to

control is to direct and turn the course : the
actions of men are checked ; their feelings are

curbed ; their actions or feelings are controlled.

External means are employed in checking or
controlling ; external or internal means are

employed in curbing: men check and control

others ; they curb themselves or others

:

young people ought always to be checked

whenever they discover a too forward temper
in the presence of their superiors or elders ;

it is necessary to curb those who are of an
impetuous temper, and to keep youth under
control, unless they have within themselves
the restrictive power of judgment to euro
their passions and control their inordinate

appetites."

(2) He thus discriminates between to check,

to chide, to reprimand, to reprove, and to
rebuke

:

—" The idea of expressing one's disap-

probation of a person's conduct is common to
all these terms. A person is checked that he
may not continue to do what is offensive ; he
is chidden for what he has done that he may
not repeat it : impertinent and forward people
require to be checked, that they may not become
intolerable ; thoughtless people are chidden
when they give hurtful proofs of their care-

lessness. People are checked by actions and
looks as well as by words ; they are chidden

by words only : a timid person is easily checked

. . . the young are perpetually falling into

irregularities which require to be chidden.

To chide marks a stronger degree of dis-

pleasure than reprimand, and reprimand than
reprove or rebuke . . . Chiding and reprimand-
ing are employed for offences against the
individual, and in cases where the greatest

disparity exists in the station of the parties

:

« child is chid by his parent ; a servant is

reprimanded by his master. Reproving and
rebuking have less to do with the relation or

station of the parties than with the nature of

the offence ; wisdom, age, and experience or a
spiritual mission give authority to reprove or
rebuke those whose conduct has violated any
law human or divine . .

."

(3) The difference between to check and to

stop is thus stated :
—" To check is to cause to

move slowly ; to stop is to cause not to move
at all : the growth of a plant is checked when
it does not grow so fast as usual ; its growth
is stopped when it ceases altogether to grow :

the water of a river is stopped by a dam ; the

rapidity of its course is checked by the inter-

vention of rocks and sands. When applied to

persons, to check is always contrary to the will

of the sufferer ; but to stop is often a matter

of indifference, if not directly serviceable :

|

one is checked in his career of success by some
untoward event ; one is stopped on a journey
by the meeting of a friend." {Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

check, * chek, cheque, * checque, s. &a.

[O. Fr. eschec = a check at chess, from Pers.

shah m king.] [Checkmate, Chess.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II. 1.

2. The act of suddenly stopping anything
tn its course.

3. That which causes anything to stop.

4. The act of restraining, curbing, or re-

pressing ; restraint, repression.

"Though her feare made her false to him in his

riddle, yet shee waa true to his bed : that weake
treachery was worthy of a checke. not a desertion."—

Bp. Ball : Cont. Samson's Victory.

5. That which restrains, curbs, or represses.

"The only check on his tyranny waa the fear of

being called to account by a distant and a careless

government"—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. V.

6. A reproof, a slight, a rebuke or rebuff.

" Howe was forced to give way : but be was a man
whom no check could abash . . ."—Macaulay : Bit.
Eng., ch. xiv.

* 7. A dislike, a sudden disgust, causing one

to suddenly pause in the pursuit of anything.
" Say I should wed her. would not my wise subjects.

Take check, and think it strange? perhaps revolt?
"

Dryden : Don Sebastian, tt. L

8. A stop, an intenruption.

9. Anything by comparison with which the

correctness or authenticity of a document,
statement, Ac., may be ascertained (generally

with on or upon).

10. A pass, consisting of either a ticket or

a piece of metal, duly stamped, entitling a

person who wishes to leave a theatre or other

place of amusement for a time to return with-

out having to pay again.

% Clerk of the check

:

(1) lu the king's household, one who has

the check and controlment of the yeomen of

the guard, and all the ushers belonging to the

royal family.

(2) In the king's navy at Plymouth, it is

also the name of an officer invested with like

powers. {Chambers.)

IL Technically:

X. Chess: The result of a movement by which
the adversary's king is placed in such a posi-

tion that if it were any other piece it could be

taken. [Checkmate.] The king is, in such
cases, said to be in check, and notice of the

effect of the move is given by calling out

Check!

2. Bankinm (of the forms t check, cheque,
* checque): A draft, an order for the payment
of money drawn on a banker and payable at

sight

3. Fabric: A pattern produced by crossing

stripes in the warp and the weft The stripes

may be of varying colours, or varying thick-

ness, or both.
"In this country, the checks chiefly manufactured

are of a very coarse kind, suited for seamen's shirts,

aprons, and common bedgowns."— Waterston ; Cyc of
Commerce.

4. An East-Indian screen or sun-shade made
of narrow strips of bamboo, four to six feet

long, with connecting cords, and hung before

doors or windows of apartments.

5. A card, plate, or tag in duplicate, used to

identify articles placed promiscuously with
others.

g. Music : A padded post on the back end
of a pianoforte key, used to catch the head
of the hammer in its descent and prevept re-

bounding, which might cause it again U strike

the string. It is a feature of the grand action.

{Knight.)
#
7. Falconry:

(1) Base game, such as rooks, crows, &c
" If she has killed a check and fed thereon."

Qent. Recreation, p. V. [J/ares.)

(2) The forsaking of the proper game by a
hawk to follow other birds that cross its

flight.
" The free haggard

(Which is that womaiL that ha.th wing, and knows it

Spirit and plume), will make an hundred checks.

To shew her freedom."
Bcaum, A Flet. : Tamer Tamed.

•f Frequently used with at and on.

" And with her eagerness, the quarry mias'd.

Straight flies at check, and clips it down the wind."
Dryden.

8. Hunting: A failure of the scent.

9. War: A reverse, a slight defeat

10. Gaming : An ivory or celluloid disc

representing money at stake. [Chip.]

If To pass in one's checks : To die, signifying
" the end of the game." (Amer. colloq.)

B. As adj. : Checkered, diapered, varie-

gated.

check-action, s. [Pianofobte.) (Stainer

<£ Barrett.) By action in a pianoforte is

meant the keys, hammers, and clamors,
and check-action was one in which a projection

called a key-check was fixed on the end of tlie

key to catch the end of the hammer as it fell,

and prevent it from rising.

check-bar. «.

Music : A bar which limits the backward
play of the jacks. [Piano-movement.]

check-book, s. [Cheque-book.]

check-bridge, s.

Steam-engine : The fire-bridge of a steam-
boiler furnace ; so called as it was supposed
to check the too great freedom of draught
which was carrying off the heat.

check-hook, s.

1. Mach. : A device in hoisting and lower-

ing apparatus, designed to stop the motion of

the wheel over which the rope runs, if the
machinery become unmanageable. On the
pulley are hooks which fly out by the centri-

fugal force when the speed becomes excessive,

and engage stop-pins which arrest the rotation

of the pulley and the descent of the cage.

2. Saddlery : A hook on a gig-saddle for the
attachment of a bearing-rein.

check-line, s.

Saddlery : The line which branches off from
the principal rein. [Check-bein.]

Check-lock, *. A lock so applied to the

door as to check or hold the bolts. The bolts

of the check-lock do not themselves hold the

door, but are the means of detaining the bolts

which do.

check-nut, s. A secondary nut, screwing

down upon the former to secure it ; a jam-nut,

look-nut, or pinching-nut.

check rein, s.

•Saddlery: The branch rein which connects

the driviug-rein of one horse to the bit of the

other. In double lines, the left rein passes to

the near side bit-ring of the near horse, and a

check-line proceeds from the said left rein

to the near bit-ring of the off horse. The

right driving-rein passes directly to the off

bit-ring of the off horse, and has a check-rein

which connects with the off bit-ring of the

near horse. The horees of the Egyptian

chariots had check-reins.

Check-rein Hook : [Check-hook].

Check-String, *. A cord by which the

occupant of a carriage signals the driver.

" Driving at such a rate that . . . it was time to pall

the check-string."—Coleman .* Man qf Business, ill.

check-taker, *- A person whose duty

it is to give out and receive checks or passes

in a theatre, &c [Check, *., I. 10.]

* check-tooth, s. [For cheek-tooth (q.v.).]

A grinder.

"The grinders or cheekteeth.''— Lamasius: On
Painting.

Check-valve, s. A valve placed between

the feed-pipe and the boiler, to prevent the

return of the feed-water.

checked, pa. par. or o. [Check, v.]

1. Stopped, restrained, repressed.

2. Formed in chequer'patterns.

"Under her well-starched checked turban."—Stone -

Uncle Tom's Cabin, ch. iv.

check er, t cheqn'-er uu as k), v.t.

[Check, v.]

I. Literally

:

1. To variegate, diversify, or ornament with

a pattern of little squares like a chess-board.

2. To variegate, to diversify in any way.
" The grey-ey'd morn smiles on the frowning night,

Checkring the eastern clouds with streaks of light.

Shakesp. : Romeo and Juliet, Li. 8.

TJ. Fig. : To diversify with various events,

scenes, or qualities (generally found in the

pa. par.).

fate, Bit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, woll, work, whd, son ; mute, cab, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, as = e ; ey = a, on = kw.
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elieck'-er (1), *. [Eng. check; -er.] He who,
or Unit which checks.

" Not m a checker, reprover, or deBpiser, of other
men's translations."—Coverdale : Lewis's History of the

Translations of the Bible into English, p. ».

check er (2),
* chek ker, chek -ere,

* 9hek yr, * chequ -er (qu as k), * A a.

[O. Ft. eschequkr m a chess-board, eschee =
check (at chesa).j

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A chess-board.
" Chekyr. Scaccarium."—Prompt, Par*.

* 2. The game of chess.

"Pleyynge at tables otheratte chekere,"—Robert of
Gloucester, p. 192.

3. Work executed in alternate or diaper

patterns, like a chess-board.

* 4. The exchequer.
" Lawes of the chekere."—R. of Brunne, p. Sli

IT. Masonry: The stones in the facings of
walls, which have all their thin joints con-

tinued in straight lines without interruption

or breaking joints. Walls built in this manner
are of the very worst description ;

particularly

wheu the joints are made horizontal and.

vertical. (Guntt.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

checker-berry, s.

Botany

:

1. The Partridge-berry, Mitchella repent.

2. The Winter-green,Gaultheria. (American.)

* checker-board, *. A board on which
to play the game of checkers ; a draughts-
board.

checker-work, chequer-work, t
1. Lit. : Work executed in diaper or checker

pattern.
" Nets of checker~work.''—X Kings, Til. IT.

2. Fig. : Anything varied, diversified, or
chequered in its character.

" How strange a chequer - work of Providence is

man.*'

—

Defoe .- Robinson Crusoe.

t check' ercd, 9heq.11 -ered (qu as k),

pa. par. or a. [Checker, v.]

I. Lit. : Variegated or diversified in pattern
like a chess-board.

"A purple flower sprung up, checkered with white.'
Shaketp. : Venus <* Adonis, at 1M.

XX Figuratively

:

1. Diversified or varied in its nature ; said

Of one's life, career, future, &c.

2. Variegated or diversified in any way.
"Close hid his Castle "mid embowering trees.

That half shut out the beams of Phoebus bright,

And made a kind of checkeVd day and night-"
Thomson : Castle of Indolence, L 7.

3. Crossed with good and bad fortune [per-

haps from the notion of black (unlucky) and
white (lucky) days].

"... any other event of his chequered life."

—

Macauluy: Hist. Eng., cb. X.

check'-er-ing, pr. par. or a. [Checker, v.]

checkering -file, 5. A compound file,

consisting of two files riveted together, and
whose edges project unequally, so that one
acts as a spacer in check-working the small
of gun-stocks, &c [Double File.]

* check' er-man, s. [Eng. checker, and man.']
une who checks or checkmates, {fig.) cuts
short or cuts off, any one.

"For Death hath t>een a checkerman
Not many years agoe

;

And he is such a one as can
Bestow his checking so."
Deaths Dance, an Old Ballad. {tfares.)

check'-er^, chequ'-ers, *. [Checker (2),

a] A game, now generally known as draughts
(q.v.).

"The checqvert, at this time a common sign of a
publick house, was originally intended, I should sup-
pose, for a kind of draught-board, called tables, and
shewed that there that game might be played."—
Brand: Popular Antiq.

* Cheok'-fful, *chek'-ful, a. [Eng. check;

A'<D.] Reproachful.
"One of the bishoppes ministers . . . gaue Jesus a

blow vpon the cheke, and such a chekful rebuke as was
fit for suche a byihop."— Udal ; John, a 18.

check -Ing, pr. par., aM A 5. [Check, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partidp. adj. : (In
senses corresponding to those of the verbX

C. As sub*t. : The act of repressing, re-

straining, or reproving ; a check.

checking lines, s. pi
Navi. : These are rove through thimbles at

the eyes of the top-mast and top-gallant

rigging, one end bent to the lift and brace,

the other into the top. They are used to haul

them into the masthead, instead of sending

them aloft. (Smyth.)

* check la-ton, * cheke-lat-oun, s.

[ClCLATOrjH.J

1. The same as Ciclatoun (q.v.).

2. A kind of gilt leather.

"In a Jacket, quilted richly rare
Upon ehecklaton, he was strauugely dfght."

Spenser: F. «., VL vlL 43.

* check -le, v.i. [Chuckle.]
"To make one's fancfe checkte."—Bunyan: P. P.,

pt it, in trod.

t check -less, a. [Eng. check; -less.] Un-
checked, unrestrained, uncontrolled.

" The hollow murmur of the cheekiest winds
Shall groan again."

Marston : Trag. of the Malcontent.

check -mate (1), s. [A corruption of the Pers.

shah mdt — the king [is] dead. In Fr. echec et

mat; Ger. schackmatt.]

1. Literally:

Chess : The result of a movement such as is

described in Check, II. 1, when it is impossible
for the king to escape the danger, either by
moviug himself, or by interposing another

fiece between himself and the attacking piece.

t ends the game. It is frequently contracted
to mate.

2, Fig. : A complete defeat, discomfiture.
"

. . .on their return to office in 1932 and lsss, was
resolved never to make another move unless It were a
checkmate."~Disraeli : Coningsby, eh. v.

'Check-mate (2), #. [Probably for cheek-

n.ate, i.e., one who is intimate enough to lie

cheek to cheek.] A close companion on terms
of great friendship and equality.

" Take upon themselves to.be arrogant superiors and
presumptuous checkmates."—Becon: Davids Harp.

check -mate, v.t. [Checkmate (1), s.)

1. Lit. : To make a move at chess so as to
place the adversary's king in checkmate.

2. Fig. : To defeat utterly, to discomfit.
" Our days be datyd
To be checkmated
With drawttys of death."

SkeUon : Poems, p. 353.

check -mat ed, pa. par, or a. [Check-
mate, v.]

check -mating, pr. par., a., &$. [Check-
mate, v.]

A. & B. As pr, par. & partidp. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The act of placing in checkmate.

2. Fig. : The act of defeating utterly.

* Check'-roll, s. [Eng. check, and roll] A
roll, or book, containing the names of such
as are attendants on, and in pay of, great
personages, as their household servants.

" Xot daring to extend this law further than to the
king's servant* in checkroU, . . ."—Bacon : Henry Fit.

checks, s. [Check.] The same as Check, s.,

A. II., 3 (q.v.).

check'-spail, s. [From Scotch cheek = cheek,
and spel, spiel = play.] A box on the ear, a
blow on the cheek.

check-spring, s. [Eng. check, and spring.]

Music : A small spring added for the assist-

ance of any weakness in the return of action
in the mechanism
of an organ.
(Stainer dt Barrett.)

+ chcckt, check-
ed, pa. par. or a.

[Check, v.]

check y.chequ-
y (qu as k), *.

[Eng. check ; -y.]

Her. : A field or
armorial bearing
divided into pat-
terns of small
squares of differeut tinctures, made to repre-
sent a chess-board.

^hed'-dar, t^hed-der, s. & a. [A village

in Somerset, near the Mendip Hills.]

A. As subst. : See etymology.

B, As adj. : Pertaining to or made at tht
place named in the etymology.

Cheddar-cheese, Cheddcr cheese,
*. A kind of rich cheese made at Cheddar.

* Cheddar-letter, s. A letter consisting

of several itaragraphs, each the contribution
of a different person. The name is taken from
the Cheddar-cheese manufacture, in which all

the dairies contributed their share of fresh
cream,

"Though I wrote the other day the first paragraph
of that Cheddar letter, which is preparing for you. -
Bolingbroke to Swift : Corretp., 1726, vol. it., p. fcBL

Cheddar-pink, Chedder-pink, s.

Bot.; A kind of pink, Dianthus cmius ; so
named from its place of growth.

9heek, * cheoke, * 9heke, * choke, s. & a.

[A.S. cedce; Dut. kaak = the jaw, the cheek;
Sw. kek = the jaw, kdk = the cheek ; O.H.
Ger. kouwe ; it is closely related to jaw (for-

merly spelt chair), from A.S. oedwan ~ to
chew.] [Chew, Jaw.]

A. As substantive:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) The side of the face below the eye.
" Or l. What were his marks?
Ros. A lean cheek which you hare not . .

."

Shakesp. : At you Like It, iii. 1
* (2) A jaw-bone, a cheek-bone.
" With the cheke of an aase . . . Y dide bem awey.

-

—Wycliffe: Judges, xv. 18 (Purvey).

(3) The post of a gate.
" Oft with the ram the porte is schaik and duschyt,
Doun bet yet chekis, and baudis nil to fruscuyt.

Douglas : Virgil, U, 37.

2. Figuratively :

(1) Cool, impudence, assurance. (Slang.)

"She wondered at his check."— 0. Reade: Cloister

and Hearth, cb. xlviii.

(2) Share, allowance. (In the expression,

to his own cheek.)

IX Technically

:

1. Mach. : One of the corresponding side-

plates or parts of a frame or machine ; more
frequently used in the plural, as

—

(1) The side-pieces of a gun-carriage on
which the trunnions rest ; also called brackets.

(2) The shears or bed-bars of a lathe on
which the puppets rest.

(3) The standards or supports, arranged in

pairs, of such machines as the Stanhope or
copper-plate printing-press, the rolling-mill,

and many varieties of presses.

(4) The sides of an embrasure.

(5) The jaws of a vice.

(6) The aides of a pillow-block which hold
the boxing.

(7) The mitre-sill of a lock-gate.

(8) An indent cut in a wall into which ft

pipe or other article is fitted.

2. Carpentry :

(1) The side-pieces of a window-frame.

(2) The solid part of a timber on the side of
the mortise.

3. Founding: The middle part of a three-

part flask.

4. Saddlery : The branches of a bridle-bit.

5. Nautical :

(1) Pieces of compass-timber on the ship's

bows for the security of the beak-head or knee
of the head, whence the term head-knee; also

called clieek-knees.

(2) The pieces of timber fitted on each side

of a mast, from beneath the hounds and its

uppermost end.

(3) The circular pieces on the aft-side ol

the carrick-bitts.

(4) The faces or projecting parts on each
side of the masts, formed to sustain the
trestle-trees upon which the frame of the top,

together with the top-mast, immediately rest.

[Hounds, Trestle-tree bitts.]

6. Mining: (Cheeks of a lode): The sides of

the rock which enclose the mineral vein. The
hanging cheek of a lode is the rock on the
upper side of it. Same as Walls (of a lode)

(q.v.). (Weale.)

T Cheek by jowl, cheek by jole

:

Lit. : Cheek by cheek ; hence, in the closest

proximity.
" The cobler, smith, and botcher, that hare so often

satesnurfuK cheek byjowl with your sigiiory."—He turnsnoring
I Fl. : Miartial Staid.

boll, bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.

-clan, -tlan = shan, -tion. -sion = shun ; -(Ion, -slon m shun, -clous, -tious, -sioua m shua. -bio, -die, Ac m bel. del.
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Cheek for chow : Cheek by jowl. (Scotch,)

Cheeks and ears: A fantastic name for a
kind of head -dress of the 17th century.

" Fr. then thou canst tell bow to help me to
theeki and ears

L. Yes, mistress, very well
Fl. 8. Cheeks and eart/ why, mistress Frances, want

700 cheeks and etrs f methiuks you have very fair
ones."—London Prod., iv. S, Suppl to Sh., if- 61L
[Bares.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

cheek band, s.

Saddlery: The same as Cheek-strap (q.v.).

* cheek-blade, s. The cheek-bone.
" Some hungry tykes falls by the ears.
From others cheekblades collops tears."

Cleland : Poems, p. 7T.

cheek block, s.

Naut. : A block, one side of which is formed
by a cheek-piece secured to an object which
forms the other side, as in the cheek-blocks
Dear the ends of the yards for the sheets of
the square sails. [Boom- iron. ]

cheek-bone, * chekebanc, * cheke-
bon, * chekebaon, «.

1, The malar bone, forming osseous promi-
nences a little below the outer angle of the
eye.

" t cut the tumour, and felt the slug ; it lay partly
under the os Jugrile, or cheekbone.''— Wiseman.

2. A name sometimes applied to the superior
maxillary bone ; the bone of the upper jaw.

cheek knee, ft,

Naut. ; The same as Cheek, A. II. 5 (1).

* cheek lap, * cheke-lap, s. A cheek-
bone.

" A fouudun cheek boou. tbat Is the cheeklap of au
asse."— Wycliffe : Judges, xv. 15.

cheek piece, s. Anything that protects
or covers the cheeks ; specif, in ancient and
mediaeval armour the piece of the helmet
protecting the cheeks.

Cheek-pouches, «. pi Pouches in the
cheeks of many rodents, and in most of the
Old World monkeys. They open into the
mouth, but in the Geoniyidse the cheek-pouch
is outside.

t cheek-rose, s. A fresh colour as of a
rose in the cheeks.

" HaiL virgin. 1 .

Proclaim you are no less !

Shakesp. I Measurefor Measure, 1. S.

cheek-straps, s. pi
Saddlery: Straps passing down each side of

the horse's head and connected to the bit-

rings.

t cheek-tooth, s. The hinder tooth or
tusk.

" He bath the cheek teeth of a great lion."—Joel, t 8.

peeked (Eng.), cheekit (scotch), a. [Eng.
cheek; ~ed.}

1. Having a cheek or cheeks (lit. of fig);
generally in composition, as rosy-checked, pale-

cheeked.
" She gies the herd a pickle nits.

An' twa nd-cheekit apples."
Burnt i Halloween, 21.

2. Brought near to or placed against the
cheek.

" You'll find your little officer

—

Standing at some poor sutler's tent
With his pike cheek'd, . .

."

Cotton: Mpist.

cheek'-y, a. [Cheek, *., A., I. 2.J Coolly
impudent, full of assurance. (Slang.)

cheep, v.i, [Apparently from the sound It in-

dicates.] [Chirp.] To chirp. (Scotch.)

'* He cheeps like some bewilder'd chicken,
Scar'd frao its minnie and the cleckln

.

Burns: Epistle to William Creech.

cheep, s. [From Scotch cheep, v. (q.v.).] A
chirp. (Burns.) (Scotch.)

ohee-ping, chei'-ping, pr. par. & a.

[Cheep, v.] (Scotch.)

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb)i

C. As subst. : The act of chirping.

cheer, 'chore, *cheren, * cheryn, v.thi.
[Cheer, s.]

L Transitive:

1. To make glad, to rejoice.
" I chert, I make gladde."—Palsgrave.

2. To make cheerful or less gloomy.

Might beautify and cheer the night."
Cowper : Jiightingate and Glowworm,

3. To inspirit, to encourage.
" Both Whigs and Tories had, with few exceptions,

been alarmed by the prospect of a French invasion,
and cheered by the news of the victory of the Boyne."
—Macaulay : Hist . Eng., eh. xvi.

L To comfort, to console.

"I bear It In the opening year,—
I listen, and It cheers me long."

Longfellow: Woods in Winter.

*5. To address, to accost.
" And as to purpose now and then it fell
She chered her, with, how, sister, what chere?"

Wyat .- 0/ the meane and sure Estate to John Points.

* 6. To cure of a wound or sickness.
" Achilles thurgh chaunce was cherit of bis wond."

Destruction of Troy, 10,416.

7. To applaud with cheers ; to encourage
with applause,

"One fellow really cheered him."—Disraeli . Con-
ingsby, bk. i., c 6.

8. To urge on, to incite.

" The dogs (oft cAeer'd In vain) desert the prey."
Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. xviii., 1. 675.

IX Reflexivtly : To encourage oneself, to take
courage.

" Achilles for the chop cherit hym not litle."

Destruction of Troy, 8,618.

TTT, Intransitive;

* 1. To become glad or cheerful.

"Cheryn, or make good chere, Billaro, exhUlaro,
tetifico."~Prompt. Pare.

Tf Frequently with up.
" At sight of thee my gloomy soul cheers up

;

My hopes revive, and gladness dawns within me."
A. Philips.

* 2. To be in any frame of mind, to be dis-

posed.
" How cheer'tt thou, Jessica."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice, Hi. 5.

3. To utter a cheer of acclamation.
"And e'en the ranks of Tuscany
Could scarce forbear to cheer.

'

Macaulay ; Borattus, xl

% Crabb thus distinguishes between to
cheer, to encourage, and to comfort :—*' ... To
cheer and comfort have both regard to the
spirits, but the latter differs in degree and
manner ; to cheer expresses more than to
comfort; the former signifying to produce a
lively sentiment, the latter to lessen or re-

move a painful one: we are cheered in the
moments of despondency, whether from real
or imaginary causes ; we are comforted in the
hour of distress. Cheering is mostly effected
by the discourse of others ; comforting Is

effected by the actions, as well as the words,
of others. Nothing tends more to cheer the
drooping soul than endearing expressions
of tenderness from those we love ; the most
effectual means of comforting the poor and
afflicted, is by relieving their wants. " (Crabb ;

Eng. Synon.)

cheer, * cheare, * cheere, * chere,
* Cher, * chlere, *. [O. Fr. chere, chure ;

ItaL cera; Sp. & Port, cara, from Low Lat.
cara — a face ; Gr. a-apa (kara) = the head

;

Sansc. fircw = the head.]
* 1. The face, the countenance.
"Cheere. Vultus."-~Prompt. Pare.

" The lady is rody Id the chere."
Alisaunder, I 796.

* 2. The expression of the face.
" His cher ful oft con chaunge.

"

Sir Uawains, 711.
" Pale at the sudden sight, she changed her cheer."

Dryden: Oeid ; Metamorphoses vlLl
* 3. A state of feeling or spirits.

"Then were they all of good cheer, and they also
took some meat"—Acts, xxvii. 86.

4. A joyful or cheerful state of mind
; gaiety,

alacrity.
" I have not that alacrity of spirit.

Nor cA«er of mind, that I was wont to have."
Shakesp. : Richard III., V. 8.

" His voice had lost its ring, the cheer was out of it"—0. Macdonald : Paul Faber, vol. iii. cb. 8, p. 88.

* 5. An invitation to gaiety.
"You do not give the cheer, the feast is sold
That is not often vouched, while 'tis a making,
Tia given with welcome."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iii. 4.

6. An entertainment ; things provided cal-

culated to raise the spirits or increase gaiety.
" Greet cheere made oure ost us everichou."

Chaucer : C T., 748.

"... were lust sitting down to their Christmas
cheer, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

7. Encouragemeut or applause expressed
loudly with the voice. [Hurrah.]

"The Long Serpent was she christened,
'M id the roar of ch^er on cheer I

'

Longfellow: Tale* of a Wayside Inn:
Saga of King Ola/, xilL

* cheer, "cheere, * chere, a. [Fr. cMr
fern, chert, from Lat. carus.) Dear, valued.

"A most cheere hynde, and a moat kindeli hert call*
Wyctife : Proverbs, v. 19.

cheered, pa. par. & a. [Chf.er, v.)

Cheer -er, s. [Eng. oheer; -er.]

1. Gen. : He who or that which cheers or
gladdens.

" Prime cheerer, light
Of all material beings first and best."

Thomson ; Summer.
2. Spec. : Brandy and water, a tumbler oi

toddy, or anything similar.
"... and another cheerer, as Dtnmont termed it in

bis country phrase, of brandy and water."—Scoff .* Guj
Mannering, ch. xxlv.

cheer' ful, * chearc'-fiil, * eheere'-fliL,
* Cheere'-ftUl, a. [Eng. cheer; -ful(l).]

L Subjectively:

1. Of the mind or spirits : Gay, full of life.

" The next morning she found him cheerful and
resolute."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

2. Of the looks, dtc: Having an appearance
of gaiety ; expressing or denoting cheerful-
ness ; arising from pleasure or joy.

IX Objec. : Inspiring cheerfulness ; cheer-
ing, gladdening.

" The cheerful psaltery bring along,
with pleasant string."

Milton: Trans. ; Pt. lxxxl.
And harp »

^T (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between
cheerful, merry, sprightly, and gay : " Cheerful
marks an unruffled flow of spirits ; with mirth
there is more of tumult and noise ; with
sprightliness there is more buoyancy

;
gaiety

comprehends mirth and indulgence. A clieer-

ful person smiles ; the merry person laughs

;

the sprightly person dances ; the gay person
takes his pleasure. . . . Cheerfulness is an
habitual state of the mind ; mirth Is an occa-
sional elevation of the spirits ; sprightliness

lies in the temperature and flow of the blood ;

gaiety depends altogether on external circum-
stances. . . . Sprightliness and mirfA are

seldom employed but in the proper sense as
respects persons ; but cheerful and gay are
extended to different objects ; as a cheer/til

prospect, a cheerful room, gay attire, a gay
scene, gay colours. Ate.

(2) For the difference between cheerful aud
glad see Glad.

cheer'-ful l$r, * chear -ful-1?, adv. [Eng.

cheerful; -ly.] In a cheerful manner; with
gaiety or liveliness ; readily or with alacrity.

"Hen of rank and ability . . . while they decline the
Jurisdiction of dark cabal on their actions and their
ortunes, will, for both. c/ietr/uZtypiitthemselvesupon
their country."

—

Burke : On the Cause of the present
Discontents

cheer'- ful- ne'sB, * chore'- ful nosse, I

[Eng. cheerful; -ness.] The quality of being
cheerful or in good spirits.

" But when he ended, there was In his fact
Such easy cheerfulness, a look so mild."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. t

oheer' -I -If, *cher-e lie, adv. [Eng.

cheery ; ~ly.] With good will ; heartily.
" They chereZie chaunt, and rymes at random fling.

The fruitfull spawne of their ranke fantasies."
Spenser : The Teares of the Muses ; Terpsichore.

T Now used chiefly by sailors.

" Come, cheerily, boys, about our business."
Beaum. * Fl. : Lit. Fr. Lawyer.

t cheer -i ness, s. [Eng. cheery; -ness.] The
quality of being cheery or cheerful ; cheerful-

ness.

"It was borne with a smiling patience, a hopeful
cheeriness of spirit."—Miss Mitford : Our Village, I 111

Cheer'-fng, pr. par., a., A «. [Cheer, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. k particip. adj.; (In

senses corresponding to those of the verb).
" To the firm sanction of thy fate attend !

An exile thou, nor cheering face of friend."
Pope ; Homer's Odyssey, bk. Iv., L «3M0

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of comforting, gladdening, oi

consoling.

2. The act of applaudiug with cheers ; a

cheer.

"Des
tiUK'iit. -.Standard, May 27. list

* 3. A rural feast or merry-making.
" Feasts which they called barley-feasts, wherein tVv

did sacrifice for or with their barley, and so be the
feasting*, meetings, aud cheerings called Ui our barloy
harvest* at this day,"— tVUhuls: Dictionarie, ad. U0%.
p. Si. {//ares.)

fsVte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, were, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cab, euro, unite, our, rale, full ; try* Syrian. », os = e. ey - a. au - kw.
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i cheer -Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. cheering; 4y.}

In a cheering or encouraging manner.
" Abroad, bow cheeringly the sunshine lay
Upon tiie open lawns."

Wordsteorth ; Prelude, vi.

* cheer Ish-ness,s\ [Eng. cheer; -ish ; •ness.l

Cheerfulness, cheeriness.

"There la no christian duty that is not to be sea-
soned aud set on* with cheeruhnets."—Milton: Doct.
and Die. of Divorce.

cheer'-less, a. [Eng. cheer; -less.] Unat-
tended with any joy, comfort, or cheerfulness

;

dull, gloomy, dispiriting.

" He saw Menalcas come with heavy pace.
Wet were his eyes, and che>r!ess was his face."

Dryde-n : On the death of Amyntas, 10, 11.

cheer -less-ness, s. [Eng. cheerless; -ness.]

The state or quality of being cheerless,
gloomy, or dispiriting.

' cheer -11-ness, *. [Eng. cheerly; -ness.]

Cheerfulness.
" A cheerlineu did with her hopes arise.

1*

Daniel : Civil Wars, vUi 85.

* $heer'-l& * chear'-ly, a, & adv. [Eng.
cheer; -ly.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Cheering, enlivening, cheerful.
" Hurdles to weave, and cheerly shelters raise.
Thy vacant hours require."

Dyer : The Fleece, L
2. Free from gloom or despondency, gay.

B. As adverb

:

h Cheerfully, merrily.
" Hear a song that echoes cheerly
From the river winding clearly."

Tennyton : The Lady of Shalott.

% Cheerily, with alacrity, briskly.
" Fetch me his head that having bless'd mine eye
With that revenge, I may the chearlyer die.

Beaumont : Psyche, 8, 801

• cheer -iip, v.t. A t [Chirri/p.]

cheer -yt a, [Eng. cheer; -y.}

1. Subjectively : Full of spirits, gay, cheer-
ful.

"... he seemed for a while after to be a little
cheery."—Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress*, pt ii.

2. Objectively : Cheering, inspiriting.
" Come, let us hie. and quaff a cheery bowl

;

Let cyder new wash sorrow from thy souL"
„ Gay: Pastoral*.
* ghees, pret. of v. [Choose.]

cheese, "chese, *. & a, {A.S. cese, cyse;

O. Sax. kese, kiesi; Dut. kaas; Ger. kase;
M. H. Ger. kaese ; O. H. Ger. chasi; 8p. queso

;

Ital. cacio, casio, from Lat. caseus ; Gael, caise

;

It. cats; WeL caws; Corn, kes; Armor, caus;
Basque gnzta, gaztaya, gasna.

]

A* As substantive

:

1. The curd orcaseine of milk, with vari-
able quantities of butter and common salt,

pressed into moulds and ripened by keeping.
The various kinds of cheese diner chiefly in
the mode of manufacture, the amount of fat
which they contain, and in the flavour, which
is due partly to the food, and partly to the
breed of the animal. In this country, cheese
is made from the milk of the cow, but on the
continent of Europe it is made from goat's
milk and ewe's milk, whilst in Arabia it is
prepared from the milk of the camel and the
mare. There are three kinds of cheese, viz.,
whole-milk, skim-milk, and cream-cheese. To
the first class belong the Stilton, Cheddar,
Dunlop, Gloucester, and American, all of
which are made from unskimmed rnilk and
contain from 20 to 40 percent, of fat or cream,
and 30 to 50 per cent, of caseine. Skim-milk
cheese is poor in fat, containing from 1 to 4
per cent. Cream-cheese contains from fiO to
70 per cent.
Authorities differ as to the dietetic value of

cheese, some affirming that it is very indigest-
ible, whilst others assert that it assists diges-
tion. Its digestibility, however, varies with
its age, its texture, and its composition, and
it is possible that it may produce different
effects on different persons. Cream-cheese is
more digestible than any otherkind of cheese,
owing to its containing less caseine.
Cheese is rarely adulterated. To suit .the

public taste it is frequently coloured with
annatto, or some other vegetable colour, and
so long as the colouring matter is not injurious,
it cannot be considered an adulteration.

2. (Sing, cheese, or more frequently pj.
cheeses) : The fruit of two species of Mallow—
(1) Malva sylvestris, and (2) M. rc-tundifolu}.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

cheese -board, s. The cover of the
cheese-vat.

cheese-bowl, che-bole, * chesse-
bolle, * chese-bolle, -•». Two species of
Poppy (1) Papaver sovattferum, (2) P. JUueas.

cheese - cake, * chese - cake, s. A
sweet confection, made of soft curds, sugar,
and butter.

" The difference between a gentleman that should
make cheese-cakes, and raise paste, aud a lady that
reads Locke, and understands the luathematicka"—
Spectator, No. 242.

IT Cheese-cake grass : A provincial name for
Bird's-foot trefoil, Lotus corniculatus.

cheese-cement, s. A kind of glue, par-
ticularly serviceable in joining broke.* chma,
wood that is exposed to wet, painter's panels,
boards, &c.

cheese-cutter, s.

1. A device used in cheese-making for break-
ing the curd into small pieces that the whey
may more readily exude. (Knight.)

2. A curved slice for cutting cheese.

3. A large peak, with rounded corners, for
a cap. (Slang.

)

* cheese-fat, * cheese fatte, * chese -

fatte, s. [Cheese-vat.]
"Chesefatte. Casearium, Jlscina.'—Prompt. Pare.

cheese-fly, «.

Entom. ; A small black Insect, Piophila
casei. It is of the family Muscidee. [Cheese-
hopper.]

cheese-hake, «. A frame for drying
cheeses when newly made. [Hake.]

cheese-hoop, s. An open-ended cylinder,
usually of wood, in which curds are pressed,
to expel the whey and acquire a form.

cheese hopper, s.

1. The larva of the
cheese-fly, Piophila casei
(a. v. ). It feeds on cheese.
The term hopper is added
because of the long
bounds it makes, the
process being that the
animal contracts itself

into a hoop aud then sud-
denly straightens itself

again. The perfect insect
is the cheese-fly (q.v.).

(Dallas.)

2. A name sometimes given to the perfect
insect of Piophila casei by those who know
the connection between it and the larva.

cheese-knife, s. A large spatula, used
in dairies to break down the curd.

cheese lop. 'chese -lop, * oheslep,
1 A bag in which rennet for cheese is kept.

**A Cheslep; lactis."—Cathol.
Anglicum.

cheese-mite, ,-.

Entom. ; Acarus domesti-
cue, a minute wingless
spider, found abundantly
in old cheese, the powder
of which consists entirely
of them, with their eggs
and excrements. The body
is soft, oval, and of a
whitish colour, furnished
with long feathery hairs.

cheese monger, s.

cheese.

cheese mould, s.

1, Blue mould of cheese.

2. Bot.: A hyphomycetous tunga.\,Aspergillvs
glaucus.

cheese paring, cheeseparing, «. & a.

A. As subst. : A paring or thin rind of
cheese.

"... like a man made after sapper of a cheese-
paring . . ."Shakesp. : Henry t V., iil a.

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Paring or cutting off the rind of
cheese.

2. Fig.: Niggardly, mean, miserly.
" During many years of a cheeseparing administra-

tion."—Standard. Aug. 27, 1866.

cheese-press, s. The press in which
the curds are pressed in the manufacture of

CHEESE-HOPPER.

CHEESE-MITE.

One who deals in

cheese-rack, s. The same as Cheese-
hake (q.v.).

" My kimstaff now stands rfszen'd at the door.
My cheese-rack toom that ne'er was tooui before."

Fergusson : Poems, ii. a

cheese - rennet, cheese - renning,
cheese-running, s.

Bot. : A name applied to a plant, Ladies'
Bedstraw, Galium verum, in allusion to its

property ot coagulating milk, for which pur-
pose it was actually used in England and
abroad. [Rennet.]

cheese-room (1), *. A room where
cheeses are kept.

Cheese-room (2), a. [Etymol. unknown.]
Bot. : A common provincial name for the

Horse -mushroom, Agaricus arvensis, which
grows in large rings, often many yards in
diameter. It is known from the true mush-
room by its large size, paler gills, generally
thick rings, which are double at the base,
but especially by their turning yellow when
bruised. It is largely used as an article of
food, and when properly dressed, and eaten in
moderate quantities, with plenty of bread to
ensure mastication, is excellent. (Treat, of
BoL tt£i)

Cheese-shelf, s. One constructed for
holding cheeses during the process of ripen-
ing. Ingenuity has been exercised in saving
the time in turning the cheeses singly day by
day, by inverting the whole Bhelf with its row
of cheeses. [Cokese-turner.]

* cheese-toaster, s. A ludicrous name
for a sword.

"I'll drive my cheese-toaster through bis body."—
Thackeray: Virginians, ch. x.

cheese-turner, s. A shelf capable of
being inverted, so as to turn over the cheeses
laid upon it,—a dally duty during the progress
of the ripening of the cheese.

cheese-vat, * cheese fatte, * ches
fatt, s. The vat or frame in which the curds
are confined while being pressed into cheese.

"His sense occasions the careless rustic to Judge the
ran no bigger than a cheesevat."—GlanvUle.

chees'-y, a. [Eng. chees{e) ; -y.] Having the
nature or form of cheese.

"Acids mixed with them precipitate a tophaceour
chalky matter, but not a cheesy substance. "—Arbuth-
not: On Aliments.

tcheet, v.i. [Formed from the sound.] To
chirrup as a bird. (Tennyson.) (Webster.)

cheet, interj. [From Fr. chat = a cat (?)] A
call addressed to a cat when one wishes her
to approach. Generally reduplicated cheet,

cheet. (Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

ohee-tafa, ohee-ta, tohe-tah,«. [Hindust
child, cognate with chitla n spotted, and chhit
= a spot ; Mahratta chtta; Sansc. tshitraka —
the cheetah.] [Chetah.]

Zool. : TheFeiwju&a£a,theHunting Leopard,
from Southern Asia and Africa, a large spotted
cat, with external resemblance to the doe,
especially in its long legs and non-retractile
claws. The upper carnassial tooth has no in-
ternal lobe. The cheetah is sometimes given
generic rank as Cyncelurus jubatus.

* chef (1), s. [Sheaf.]

Chef (2), s. [Fr.= chief.] A title frequently
applied to a head or professional cook.

chef d'orchestre, s. [Fr.] (1) The
leader; (2) conductor ofan orchestra. (Stainer
A Barrett.)

chef-d'oeuvre (pron. sha-dovr; pi.

chefs-d'oeuvre), a. [Fr., lit. a chief or
masterpiece of work.] A masterpiece ; a work
of superior excellence in art, literature, &c.

* cheflare, s. [Chaffake.]

* chef-iroun, * shaf- froun, s&f-er-
on, s. [Fr. chaperon = a hood, a French hood
for a woman ; also any hood, bonnet, or leticc

cap. (Cotgrave.)] A kind of ornamental
head-dress for ladies.

* chef-tan, *. [Chieftain.]

chegre, chegoe, s. [Chigbe.]

* chelf, a. [Chief.] (0. Scotch.)

choif - schimmers, s. A principal
dwelling-place or manor-house. (Acts James
VI.) [Chkmys.1

boll, bo^; pout, jov^l; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. ing.
-clan, -tian = Shan. -tlon, -sion m shun : -tion, -sion = shun. -tious, -sious, -clous= shus. -ble, -die, &c m bel, det
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* cheif-tyme, s. [0. Scotch chei/ — chief,

and tyme — time.] The time of one*s being
chief, one's reign, a reign. {Scotch.) (Run/
Coilyear.)

©hei-lan -the-se, s. pi [Mod. Lat. cheilan-

th(es), and fern, pi. sun. -tee.]

Bot. : A section of polypodiaoeoua ferns, in

which the son are punctiform at the apices of

the veins, and covered by indusia. Type,
Cheilanthes.

Cb.ellin-tb.e9, s. [From Gr. y*iA<>5 (cheilos)

m a lip, and av&oc (anthos) = a flower. ]

Bot. : A genus of polypodiaceous ferns, the

typical one of the group Cheilanthe*e. The
species, which are numerous, are spread over
toe tropical and temperate regions of the Old

CHEILAlITBES.

L Cheitanthe* argentea (portion of understd* 0* frond).

1 Cheilanthetfarinosa (ditto fertile segment enlarged).

and New Worlds. They are for the most part
dwarf plants, inhabiting dry rocky situations.

The distinguishing features of the genus con-
sist in its producing small punctiform sori

at the ends of the veins close to the margin of

the frond, the margin itself becoming mem-
branaceous, and bent over them to form the
indusia, which are either linear and continu-

ous, or take the shape of roundish lobes.

chei-lo-dac -tyl-u8, s. [Gr. x«*<k (cheilos)

= a lip ; oaieTvAo* (daktulos) = a finger.]

Ichthy. : A genus of ovate-bodied fishes be-

longing to the family Chostonidm. They have
small mouths and dorsal fins, with numerous
spiny rays.

chei l6-dip'-ter-us, s. [Gr. y«A« (cheilos)

= a lip ; iiffTcpos (dipteros) = double-finned,
from 8« (dis) = twice, and vrepov (pteron) = a
wing, a fin.]

Ichthy.: A genus of Acanthopterygious
fishes, belonging to the Percidse or Perch
family. Most of the species inhabit the
Indian seas.

chei log-na-tha, C [Chiloonatha.]

•chei-los'-cyph-us, s. [Gr. x^Aw (cheilos)

m a lip, a brink, an edge, and o-Kii^o? (skuphos)
= acup.]

Bot. : A genus of Jungermannicaa (Hepa-
tic®), founded upon Jungermannia polyanthus
(Linn.), which is not unfrequent in wet places.

(Griff. A Henjrey.)

* chei-lo-stom'-a-ta, «. [Gr. v«a<* (cheilos)

— a lip, an edge, and <rr6p.a (stoma) = a mouth.]

1. Zool. : A sub-order of Infundibulate (Ma-
rine) Polyzoa, having the orifice of the cell filled

witli a thin membranous or calcareous plate,

with a curved mouth, furnished with a mov-
able lip. It is divided into two sections : (1)

Articulata, containing the families Salicorna-

riadse and Cellulariadse, and (2) the Inarti-

eulata, containing numerous families. (Griff.

A Hen/rey.) [Inarticulata.]

2. Palceont. : Representatives of the Cheilo-

stomata seem to have come into existence as

early as the Silurian times, but most of the
species found have been Cretaceous or Tertiary.

* chei lo-stom -a-toiis, a. [Gr. \etkos

(cheilos) — a lip, and <rrop.a (stoma)= a mouth.)
Of the nature of or belonging to the Cheilo-

stomata (q.v.)t

"The ovicell la a ttructure especially characteristic
of the cheilottomatoitt polyzoa. "—NiehoUon : PaVxont.
(2nd ed.J, ii. 418.

cheim, v.t. [Probably a corruption of Eng.
chine (q.v.).] To divide equally, especially in

cutting down the backbone of an animal
(Scotch.)

cheip, chepe, s. [Cheip, v.] A chirping,
squeaking, or creaking.

chelp (1), cheep, chepe, v.t. [From the

sound.] (Scotch.)

1. To peep, to chirp, as young birds In the
nest.

"The garruling of the etirlene gart the sparrou
chefp."—Camp!. Scotland, p. 60.

2. To squeak with a shrill and feeble voice.

*'.
. . the maxim of the Douglasses, that it was * bet-

ter to hear the lark sing, than the mouse cheep.' was
adopted by every border chief."

—

Minttrelty, border,
Pre*. 1 jcx vi.

3. To mutter (applied metaph. to man).
" Thair wyfls hes mnistery.

That thay dar na^ayU cheip."
Bannatyne : Poems, p. 179, St. 7.

4. To creak. In this sense shoes are Baid
to cheip when they retain the music of the
last. A door is also said to cheip when the
sound occasioned by its motion grates the ear.

* cheip (2), v.t. [Cheap, v.) To buy or sell.

cheip, $. [Cheep, s.]

cheip er, s. [Cheip (1), v. ; -er.]

1. Zool. : The Cricket, an insect so named
from the noise it makes.

2. Bot. : The Bog-iris, so called because
children make a shrill noise with its leaves.

cheip' -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Cheeping.]

cheir, s. [See def.] An abbreviation of Cheir-

authus (q.v.).

Wild cheir : The Wallflower, Cheiranthus
cheiri.

cheir-a-can'-thus, s. [From Gr. \eip (cheir)

es the hand, and okcwQcl (akantha) m a thorn,

a prickle.]

PcUosont. : A genus of ganoid fishes founded
by Agassi z for species from the Old Red Sand-
stone of Gowrie in Forfarshire and of the
Orkney Islands.

cheir an ther-a, *. [Gr. x'ip (cheir) = a
hand ; Lat. antliera = an anther, from Gr.

av&npoc (antheros) m blooming.]

Bot. : A genus of Pittosporacese, containing

an Australian undershrub with erect Btems
and narrowly linear acute leaves ; peduncles
terminal, with small blue corymbose flowers

;

calyx of Ave sepals ; petals and stamens five

each ; fruit dry, two-celled. (Treas of Bot.)

cheir-an'-thiis, *. [Gr. x"P (cheir) = the
hand, and Mot (anthos)— a. flower.]

Bot. : A genus of cruciferous flowers, of

which Cheiranthus cheiri, the Wallflower, is

well known. In its wild state the flowers are

always single and of a bright yellow colour,

but the cultivated plants produce a wide va-

riety of tints. The Wallflower is by some
supposed to be the Viola of the Latin poets.

[Wallflower.]

* cheir-A-gal'-e-us, *. [Gr. x«'p (cheir)= the

hand, and -yoAeo? (galeos) = a young weasel or

kitten.]

Zool. : A genus of Quadrumana belonging

to the Leniuridffl (q. v.).

cheir 61 ep is, s. [Gr. \tip (cheir) = the
hand, and \eiric (lepis)=& scale.]

Pakeont. : A genus of fossil fishes found in

the Old Red Sandstone of Morayshire and the

Orkney Islands. (Miller: Old Red Sandstone.

ch. iv.) It is doubtfully referred to the Lepe-
dosteidse. It is akin to Paheoniscus.

Che'ir-6T-d-gy, s. [Gr. \«i.p (cheir) = the

hand, and \6yoc. (logos)=a. discourse, a treatise.]

A treatise on the language of the hands ; also

a mode of conversing with manual signs prac-

tised by the deaf and dumb.

cheir-cin'-y-OiSB, s. pi. [Prom Mod Lat.

cheiromys (q.v.), and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A/amily of mammals, order Quadru-
mana, tribe or section Strepsirhina.

* cheir'-A-mSrs, *. [Gr. x«'p (cheir) = a hand,
and jivs (mus) = a rat.]

Zool. : The genus containing the Aye-aye,

a singular animal inhabiting Madagascar. It

is the Aye-aye Squirrel of Pennant. Swainson
classed it amongst the Rodentia or Glires

;

it is now placed near the Lemurs. It is

Cheiromys madagascariensis, formerly called

Sciurus madagascariensis. Its large and flat

ears resemble those of a bat, while its habits
approach those of the squirrels. It is of a
musk-brown colour mixed with black and
ash-grey ; tail black.

chei ro-nec -tes, s. [Gr. \elp (cheir) = the

hand ; w;xw (necho) m to swim.]

1. Ichthy. : The Frog-fish, the name given
by Cuvier to a genus of Aeantheropterygiaa
fishes, comprising some of those fishes popu-
larly known under the name of Anglers.
They are most grotesquely and hideously
shaped, having the pectoral fins supported
like short feet on peduncles, by means of
which they can creep over mud or sand when
left dry by the receding tide. [Angler.]

2. Zool. : A name given by Illiger to a genus
of marsupial animals, the opossums, in which
the hinder legs are webbed. [Didklphid^e.]

chel-rSn'-i-m^, *. [Gr. x«V (cfcefr) = the
hand ; vopoc (nomas) = a law, a regulation.]

The management of the hands with appro-
priate movements and gestures in speaking.

" Cheironomy or the decorous and expressive move-
ment of the hands being especially practised."—Oroti ;

Mitt. Greece, ch. 39.

chei ro-pleiir '- I-a, «. [Gr. x«> (cheir) =
hand ; irAevpa (pleura) = a rib.]

Bot. : A synonym of Anapansia, applied to

A. vespertiHo, and A. bicuspis, two ferns

which are remarkable in bearing fronds of a
form resembling bats'-wings.

chcir-6p 6 dist, *. [Chiropodist.]

* cheir - 6-pods, * cheir op 6d a, «. pL
[From Gr. x« l'p (cheir) — the hand, and m>v«.

(potts), genit. n-ofids (podos) = a foot.]

Zool. : Ogilby's name for the mammals pos-

sessed of hands, all of which he brings to-

gether, dividing them again into Bimana
(two-handed i, including man; Quadrumana
(four-handed), including monkeys ; Pedimana
(foot-handed, including the lemurs, ce"hid»,

the cheiromys, and the didelphidie). His views

have not been adopted by other zoologists.

t cheir- dp - ter, *. [Cheiroptera.] A mam-
mal belonging to the order Cheiroptera (q.v.),

cheir-dp'-ter-a, *. pi. [Gr. x.«p (cheir) »
the hand ; wtcqoV (pteron) = a wing.]

1. Zool. : The name of a natural order or

tribe of mammiferous animals, having the

fingers elongated for the expansion of mem-
branes which act as wings. It contains the

bats. They are widely spread over the globe.

CHEIROPTEB.

Generally speaking they remain in conceal-

ment during the day in hollow trees, caverns,

ruins, &c. and flit forth at dusk to seek their

prey, which consists principally of flies. The

genera and species are numerous. The Cheir

optera are divided primarily into Frugivorous

Bats and Insectivorous Bats, the flrsl tribl

containing only one family, Pteropidie (the Fox-

bats, orRoussettes), and the second thrre, viz.,

Vespertilionidte or Tvpieal Bats, the Rhinolo-

phid* or Horse-shoe Bats, and Phyllostomidee,

Vampire Bats or Vampires.

2. Palceont. : Bats have been found as early

as the Eocene.

cheir-op'-ter-otis, a. [Eng. cheiroptera);

-ma.] Of or belonging to the cheiroptera;

having elongated fingers or toes for the expan-

sion of membranes which act as wings.

cheir-6s'-por-a. «. [Gr. xet> (cheir) = the

hand ; tr-nupa (spora) = a seed.]

Bot. : A genus of Melanconiei (Coniomyce-

tous Fungi), growing upon the twigs of the

l&te, f&t, tere, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;

go, ptft,

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son; mute, ctib. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try. Syrian, w, ce = e- ey = a. qu = kw.
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beech. The heads are formed of chains of

spores, like a Penicillium. {Griff. <* Henfrey.)

cheir-d-ste'-mdn, s. [Gr. *«> (cheir) =
hand ; ariiftov (stemon)= a stamen. So called

from the hand-like form of the anthers.]

Bot. : A genus of Sterculiads, of which
Cheirostemon platanoides, the Hand-flower

tree, or Macpalxochitlquahuitl of the Mexi-
cans, is the sole species. It is a tree growing
thirty or more feet in height, and having plane-

like leaves of a deep-green colour on the upper
surface, but coloured underneath with a rust-

coloured scurf composed of star-like hairs ; each
leaf being about six inches long by five broad,

deeply indented at the base, ana divided at the

margin into from three to seven blunt-rounded
lobes. The flowers are two inches long, by as

much broad, with a leathery rusty-red, cup-

shaped calyx ; stamens bright-red, united for

about one-third of their length, and then sepa-

rated into five curved claw-like rays, bearing

some slight resemblance to the human hand.
Forests of the tree exist near the city of

Guatemala. (Treas. of Bot.)

cheir-6-sty-lis, *. [Gr. x«*P (cheir) m the

hand ; orvAo* (stulos) = a style.]

Bot. : A genus of terrestrial orchids, consist-

ing of little plants, with the habit of Anrec-

tochilus, to which it is nearly allied. It has
the three sepals united into a short tube, from
the front of which hangs down a lip divided

into narrow lobes.

* cheix-o^theV-i-un?, *. [Gr. x*fa (cheir) =
ihe hand ; BripLov {the' iv.) = a wild beast.]

Palaxmt. : A pr/.V"Sional name formerly
given to an amrn whose footprints, re-

TRACKS OF CHEIROTHERIUM.

enabling those of a human hand, are found
in the New Bed Sandstone. The name has
lapsed, for the footprints are now known to

have been made by one of the hnge Batra-
chians, for which the late Professor Owen
founded the genus Labyrinthodon (q.v.).

dv?ir-ur'-i-<l», s. pL [From Mod. Lat. cheiru-
™*(q.v.), and fern. pL adj. suff. -idee.]

Pakeont. : A family of Trilobites. The head
shield is well developed, and there are eleven,
ten, or twelve body rings.

Che'ir-iir'-us, *. [From Gr. x€H> (cheir) = a
hand, and ovpd (oura) = a tail.]

Pakeont. : A genus of Trilobites, the typical
one of the family Cheiruridse. It is found in

the Silurian.

* cheis, v. [Choose.]

* Che i-tie, v.i. [From the sound.] To chirp,

to chatter, or to warble.

* chei-tor, * chel-tur, s. [O. Fr. eschetow ;

Low Lat. escaetor.] An escheater.
" Shireves, cheiturt and chaunceler."

Wright : Polit. Sotxgi, p. 388.

* chek, * cheke (1), *. i v. [Check, s. k v.]

*9hek, * cheke (2), & [Cheek.]

che-ka-o, ehe-ko-a, s. [Chinese.]

A kind of paste prepared by calcination and
trituration from a hard stony substance. It

is used by the Chinese in drawing figures in

wholly white chinaware, which they after-

wards varnish,

* cheke'-mate, s. & v. [Checkmate, *. & v.]

* chek'-er (1), * chek-yr, s. [Checker,

Chequer.]
" A chekyr ; tcaccariwm.*—Cath. Anglicum.

Ohek'-er (2), *. [Contracted from O. Ft. es-

chequier — the exchequer.] The exchequer.
(Scotch.)

chekmak, s. [Turkish.]

Fabrics : A Turkish fabric of silk and gold
thread, mixed with cotton.

Che la, che'-le, s. [Gr. xv^ (chele) = a claw.

]

1. Sina. (Of the form chele) (Owen): One of

the bifid claws of the Crustacea, Scorpions,

&c. [Chely.]

2. PL Chelae : The modified fourth pair of

thoracic limbs in lobsters and their allies ;

the modified mandibles in scorpions. (Huxley.)

3. Ichthy. : A genus of fishes belonging to
the Salmonidee, sub-family CyprinBe. The
mouth is very small, and opens vertically

;

anal fin long.

Che -late, a. [Gr. xti** (chile) = & claw.]

Having the form or appearance of a claw

;

possessed of claws.
" The foremost two pain pegs] an terminated by

doable claw*, arranged so ae to form a pincer, wbenoe
they are said to be chelate."—Huxley : Crayfieh, p. 30.

* che-laun dre, s. [Chalandrie.]
" Than is blisful many sithe,
The chclaumtre, and the papyngay."

Romawnt of the Rot*.
* ohele (1), s. [Chill.]

"Her is chele and bete."
Old Eng. Jiitrell. (ed. Morris), p. TS.

chele (2), «. [Chela.]

chel-O-ryth'-rlne, s. [From Mod. Lat. chel-

(idonium); Gr.epvdpo* (eruthro$)=Kd, andEng.
suff. -ine (Chem.) (q.v.).] A substance obtained
in the form of a gray powder from the plants

Chelidoniummajus and Glaucium luteum, which
powerfully excites sneezing. Under the action

of acids it takes a fine orange colour, and forms
neutral salts, which act as narcotics when taken
in small doses.

Chel-eu'-tlte, s. [From Gr. x^AevroV (chileu-

tos) = netted, plaited, and Eng. suff. -ite

(Jlfin.).]

Min. : A variety of Smaltine (q.v.) (Brit.

Mus, Cat.)

chcl-ic'-er-a, chel 19 -er-es, «. [Gr.

Xt?Atj (chele) = a claw ; Kepas (keras) = a horn.l

A name given by Latreille to two appendages
on the heads of spiders and scorpions, which
he considers as representing the mesial an-

tennae of the Decapod Crustaceans, converted
in these Arachnidans into organs for the

seizure of food.

chel ich -nus (ch guttural), s. [From Gr.

XTjAn (chele) = a horse's hoof, a bird's talons, a
wolrs claws, &c. , and txvos (iehnos) = a foot-

step.]

Pakeont. : A temporary and provisional

genus, formed for the reception of certain

footprints like those made by chelonians.

Chelichnus Duncani (Sir William Jardine) is

the name given to certain footprints in the
Permian rocks of Annandale. It is doubtful

if they were really made by chelonians, and
* when it is discovered what animal really pro-

duced them, the term Chelichnus will be
superseded, as Cheirotherium was by Laby-
rinthodon. (See these words.)

* Chel-Id'-er-ect, s. [O. Fr. chelydre.] A
kind of serpent ; a basilisk. [Chelidre.] (Dr.

Murray suggests that it may be a " bad
spelling of * chelydric" noting that " aspect

"

= aspic = asp.)
•* Thair wes the Viper, and th' Aspect,
With the serpent Cheliderect,

Quhofs stink is felt afar.*

Buret: Pilg., Watton't Coll, il 21.

chel -l-don (1), a. [Celandine.]

chel'-i-don (2), s. [Gr. x«A»oalc (chelidon) = a
swallow ... a hollow above the bend of the
elbow (so called from being like the fork in a

swallow's tail). ] The hollow at the flexure of

the arm.

Chel-l-don'-lc, a. [Eng. chelidon ; -tc ] Per-

taining to or derived from chelidon, 1.

chclidonic acid, s.

Chem,. : C7H4O5. A tribasic acid, which
occurs combined with lime in Chelidonium
majus. It crystallises in colourless needles,

soluble in water.

chel-id'-on-ine, s. [From Mod. Lat cheli-

donium) (q.v.), and Eng., &c. suff. -ine (q.v.).]

Chem. : A bitter principle extracted from
Chelidonium majus and Glaucium luteum. It

consists of 40 atoms of carbon, 20 of hydrogen,
6 of oxygen, and 3 of nitrogen. When pure it

forms colourless scales of a bitter taste.

chel-I-do -ni-um, s. [Celandine.]

Bot. : Celandine, a genus of plants of the
order Papaveraceee. The Greater Celandine is

a glaucous hairy annual plant, with pinnately-
lobed leaves, small yellow flowers in a loose
umbel, and a fruit consisting of a long pod,
containing a number of seeds with a small
crest on them. It is full of a yellow juice,
which is of an acrid poisonous nature, and
has been used in certain diseases of the eye,

and as a caustic to destroy warts, &c. Cheli-

donium majus is found wild in Britain and the
North of Europe, in Siberia, and in Western
Asia as far as Persia. Its juice is a virulent
acrid poison.

t chel'-I-don-ize, v. i. [Gr. x*Kl§ovi& (cheli-

donizo) = (1) to twitter like a swallow, (2) see
def., from x<^t£uf (chelidon).']

Gr. antiq. : To sing the swallow-song, i.e. t

the song welcoming the return of the swal-
lows, which was done by the Rhodian boys in

the month of Boedromion, the act being made
a pretext for begging. (Stainer <fc Barrett.)

chel-i-don-i'-zlng, pr. par., a., & s. [Cheli-
donIZE.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A adj. : (See the verb).

C. As subst. : Singing the " swallow-song."

* chcl'-i-dre, *. [O. Fr. chelydre; Lat. chely-

drus; Gr. \tAv6pos (cheludros) = an amphibious
serpent, from x«'Auv (chelus)= a tortoise, and
vSwp (huddr) = water.] A serpent

" Chelidre her yafe her adders akin."
Qower: C. A., U. *M.

chel-id'-rt-dse, s. pi. [From Lat. chelydr(u*\
and fern. pi. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : The Crocodile Tortoises, a family of
Chelonians, in which the tail is long, and the
head not retractile. Order, Chelonia.es.

chel I-fer, *. [Gr. xn**l (chUe) = a claw

;

Lat. fero = to bear.]'

Zool. : A genus of Arachnidans, Spiders,
which have the appearance of small scorpions
without the tail.

ohel-i-feV-i-dss, ». pi [From Mod. Lat
chelifer (q.v.), and Lat. fem pi. adj. suff. 'idee.]

Zool. : A family of the class Arachnida, order
Adelarthrosmata. For their form see Cheli-
fer. They are sometimes found among old

books, and when disturbed run forwards,
backwards, sidewards, or in any direction
which they please. They sometimes attack
the common fly.

Che lif-er-otis, a. [Chelifer.] Furnished
with chelae or cheliform appendages.

"One of the short cAali/eroiMlegs."— Onrut: Cruet*-
ceo, pt 1, 626.

U Cheliferous Slaters

:

Zool. : The name given to the Cursorial

Isopod Crustaceans of the genus Tanais.

Che'-li-ibrm, a. [Gr. xvXll (chele) = a claw;
Lat.forma = a form, an appearance.) Having
the form or appearance of a claw; claw-
shaped.

Che lingue, t. [An East Indian word.] The
saum as Masulauanche.

chel-I-nd'-tiis, *. [Gr. x^aw (chelus) = a tor-

toise, and vtrrof (notos) — the back.)

Zool. : A genus of Molluscs, belonging to the
Haliotida;, or Ear-shells ; the animal is cheli-

form : shell ear-shaped, thin, fragile, imper-
forate, and without a pillar, and entirely

concealed in the back of the animal.

CheT-mdn, s. [Gr. x'^wv (chelmRn) (Hesy-
chus), from x^v (chelon) — a fish with a long
snout.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes in which the
mouth is prolonged into a slender snout or

tube ; family, Cheetodontidsa. Chelmon rostra-

tus, a species found in the seas of China, is

kept by the people of that country in basins,

that they may witness it projecting drops of

water at flies huug above them on strings

;

their aim in such cases is remarkably exact.

chelms'-ford-Ite, s. [From Chelmsford in

Massachusetts, U.S., where it occurs; and
suff. -ite (;Wi7i.)(q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Wernerite (q.v.). The
crystals are of a grey-greenish or reddish

shade. (Dana.)

che-16 -din-a, s. [Gr. x^w (chelus) = a tor-

toise ; and «I5« (eidos) — form, appearance.]

boil, boy; polit, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, 911111, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - -f.

-clan, -tlan-shan. -tlon, -sion~shun; -(Ion, sion^zhun. -tious. sious, -clous .-- shus. -tie, -dre. &<•. = tel, dor
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tool. : A genus of the Emydae. or River Tor-

toises, in which the neck is remarkably lone.
Order, Chelonides.

chc 16 -no, «. [Gr. XfAcin) (chelSne) = a tor-
toise.]

1. Zool.: A genns of turtles, often written
'Chelonia. Thus, the common green turtle is
called by some naturalists Chelone midas, and
'by others Chelonia midas.

2. Bot : A small genus of linariads, closely
allied to the Pentstemon. The corolla has a
broad-keeled upper lip and scarcely open
mouth, giving it some resemblance to the
head of a tortoise or turtle, to which it owes
its scientific appellation, and the American
popular name of Turtlehead. The best-known
species is Chelnne ohlioua, a perennial with
creeping roots and flowers In terminal spikes,
with corollas mostly of a rosy-purple colour.

t*el-6--nS-SB, •• Pl [From Gr. x«W»
(cAelonl) = a tortoise [Chelone], and Lat pi
sun", -ea.]

Bot.: A tribe of Scrophularlaceons plants,
type Chelone (q.v.).

che-16-ni-a, s. [Gr. x*>^>v (cheWnl)= a tor-
toise.]

Zoology:

1. A genus of reptiles, the typical one of the
family Cheloniidae. It contains the Turtles
proper. Chelonia mldm is the Green Turtle
C. Imhricata the Hawk's-bill Turtle, and C.
caretta the Loggerhead Turtle. [Chelone.]

.A In Prof
- 0wen '

8 classification, the
12th order of the class Reptilia, or Reptiles.
It includes the Tortoise, Turtle, &c.

•fliS-lo'-nl-an, a. & s. [Chelonia.]
A. As adj. : Ofor pertaining to the Chelonia.
B. A s subst. : One of the order of Chelonia.
"... in the thorax of birds and chelonlant, . . ."—

Owen : Anatomy of Vertebrates, oh. ill, p. 44.

ohe 16 ni'-i-dSB, ». pi [Mod. Lat. chelonUa),
and fem. pL suff. -idee.)

1. Zool. : The Sea-turtles, a family of the
H order Chelonia (q.v.). They are all marine.

2. Palmmt. : The Cheloniida? appear at least
as early as the Portland Stone in the Upper
Jurassic beds. They are abundant In the
Eocene.

ohs'-lo-nlte, s. [Or. xeAuni (chelSne) = a tor-
toise, and Eug. suff. -ite (q.v.).] A name
given to certain species of fossil Echini of
the genus Cidaris.

ch21-6-n6-b&-tra'-cM-a, ». pi. [Prom Gr.
XeAau^i (chelone) = a tortoise, and Sarpavoc
(batrachos) = a frog.]

Zool r A name sometimes given to the
amphibian order of Anoura, which contains
the rrogs and toads.

* Ohe'-iy, «. [Lat chela ; Gr. xi>Ai| (chile) = a
claw] The claw of a lobster. [Chela.]

m."
rt."APPeneth often, I confess, that a lobster hAththe chely_or great otaw, of one side longer than the

other. —Broien.

ohe lyd -e-a, «. [From Gr. x>>™< (chelus) =
a tortoise.]

'

Zool. : A genus of turtles, family Emydidse.
Chelydea serpentina is the Alligator Tortoise
of North America.

•chS-ljfd'-I-dsB, s. pi. [Prom Lat. chelys (q.v.).
and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idoj.]

Zool. : A family of Chelonians. They re-
semble the Trionyddee, but have a carapace
sufficiently large to allow the head and neck
to be retracted within it Of the Ave toes
three or four are furnished with claws, where-
as in the TrionyciiuB only three are thus
armed.

chel'-y-dra, ». [Prom Lat. chelydrus; Gr.
X»Avopot (cheludros) = a fetid snake, living in
water, from x«'A« (chelus) = a tortoise ; and
viotp (hudSr) = water.]

Zool : A genus of Chelonians ; family Trio-
nycidas. Chelydra serpentina is the Snapping
Turtle. It is found in the United States. It
destroys many young alligators, and occa-
sionally bites pieces of flesh from the bodies
of any bathers at whom it has an opportunity
or snapping.

Ohel'-ys, «. [Lat chelys ; Gr. x«X»t (chelus) =
a tortoise.]

1. Music

:

(1) The lyre of Mercury, supposed to have
been formed by strings stretched across a tor-
toiseshell.

(2) In the 16th and 17th centuries a bass-viol
and division-viol were each called chelys
(Stainer & Barrett.)

2. Zool. I A genus of turtles, the typical one
of the family Chelydidte (q.v.). Thev live in
the ponds and rivers of warm countries, feed-
ing on fish.

* chemer, s. [Ciiimere.]

chem'-ic, * ohym -Ick, a. k ». [In Pr.
chimique ; Sp. , Port, aud Ital. chimico ; from
Gr.xvp.uc6s (clivmikos).'] [Chemistry, I. 1

A. As adj. : Chemical.

B. As subst. : A chemist, an alchemist
"... these chymlckt. seeking to turn lead into gold,

turn away all their owu silver."— Brewer: lingua,

chem -lo-al, chym'-lo-al, o. 4 a. [Eng.
chemie; -at}

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to chemistry,
as chemical action

; resulting from the forces
investigated by chemistry, as chemical
changes

; designed for such investigation, as
the Chemical Society.

B. Assubst. (pi. chemicals):

1. Substances having a definite chemical
composition, as crystallized cupric sulphate
CuSOj.5H20.

2. Chemical reagents.

T Chemical affinity : [Affinity}
Chemical analysis: [Analysis].

Chemical apparatus : Apparatus designed for
chemical purposes, such as a blowpipe, retorts
test tubes, reagents, &c

Chemical attraction : The same as Chemical
affinity (q.v.).

Chemical combination : The combination of
chemical substances into a compound different
from any of the constituents, and having a
definite percentage composition, and mostly
having their vapour densities the halves of
their molecular weights. When such union
takes place heat is generally evolved. The
constituents of a chemical compound cannot
be separated by mechanical means. [Com-
bination.]

Chemical deposits

:

GeoL: Deposits, like carbonate of lime,
thrown down from water by chemical action.
They are distinguished from mechanical de-
posits precipitated by mechanical means.
(Lyell.)

Chemical equivalents: The relative propor-
tions in whtfch chemical substances will re-
place one another, according to their atom-
icity (q.y.^ ; thus one atom of oxygen, a dyad
element is the chemical equivalent of two*
atoms of hydrogen, a monad element
Chemical formula! : The formula? or symbolic

expressions which indicate the chemical con-
stituents of a body, as NaCl indicates that
chloride of sodium contains one atom of
chlorine and one atom of sodium.

Chemical furnace : A small furnace for labo-
ratory uses.

Chemical notation: [Notation].

Chemical printing : (See the compound).
Chemical printing-telegraph : An apparatus

for printing symbols upon prepared paper by
means of electro-chemical action ; as, for in-
stance, by an iron stylus on paper prepared
with a solution of yellow cyanide of potassium.
Chemical reagents : Pure chemicals used for

testing.

Chemical Society of London: A Society
founded on Feb. 23, 1841. The letters F.C.S.
indicate a Fellow of the Chemical Society.

Chemical works : Manufactories where
chemicalprocesses are carried out on a large
scale. They are regulated chiefly by the
Alkalies Act of 1863, which requires them to
condense at least 95 per cent, of the muriatic
acid gas which they produce.

chem'-i-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. chemical; -ly.]
By a chemical process ; opposed to mechani-
cally, Ac.

"... the son's i»ys had become so tempered by dis-
tance and hy waste as to be chemically fit for the de-
compositions necessary to vegetable life."—Tyndall
Frag, of Science (3rd ed), vii„ lr.u-a

Chem -lok-uig, s. [O. Eng. chemick ; -ing.)
Bleaching : The process of steeping goods !

a dilute solution of chloride of lime iu stona
vats, the liquor being continuously pumped
up and straining through the goods until the
action is complete. This precedes the sourinc
which sets free the chlorine. [Bdckinq-kier.)

chem I co, pref. [Chemio.] Relating to
chemistry. (The meaning completed by the.
second element.)

chemico algebraic, o. Relating to
chemistry and algebra.

chemico electric, o. Pertaining to «
derived from electric force excited chemically
not mechanically.

chemico galvanic, a. The same at
chemico-electric (q.v.).

ohemlco-tecrinloaJ, a. Pertaining to
chemistry as applied to the arts aud industries.

chSm'
rI-cS-grrapli, ». [Lat chemicus m

chemical, and suff. -graph (q.v.).]

Chem. : A diagrammatic representation of
the constitution of a chemical substance. It
consists of the symbols of the respective
atoms connected by lines or bonds.

ohem-i-glyph'-Ic, a. [From Gr. xw"«
(cliemeia) = chemistry, and yk\i<)m(glui>h6)= t»
engrave.] Engraved by means of a galvanie
battery.

c'J a mi so (1), s. [Fr. ; Ital. camfclo ; Sp. fc
Port camisa, from Low Lat camisia - a shirt

;

from Arab, gamis = a shirt. (Steal.)]

1. Ord. Lang. : A shift or under garment
worn by females.

2. Fortif. : A wall for lining a bastion or
ditch.

•J Chemise de Sotre-Dame :

Bot. : Convolvulus, or Calystegia sepium.

' che mis c (2), * cho mys, * chyme*, «.

[O. Fr. chesmez = the principal house on an
estate.] A chief dwelling, as the manor-
house of a landed proprietor or the palace of
a prince.

"The cAstnits or pcineipall messuage sould not be
devtdit nor gevin in name of dowrle or tierce to the
woman. . . ,—Batfour : Praot., p. 10ft.

chcm-i-jette.s. [Fr., dim. ofcn«m{se(q.v.).]
An under garment worn by females over the
chemise. (Quia.)

chem'-1st, •chym'-ist, «. [A shortened
form of alchemist (q.v.). In 8w. kemist; Dot
chemist ; Fr. chimiste ; Sp. chimista]

" 1. An alchemist
"I have observed generally of chymiiti and the

sophists, as of several other men more palpably mad,
that their thoughts are carried much to astrology •—
it. Afort: A Brief Ducouru of Kiuhueiatm, sect. 46.
{Trench.}

2. One versed in the science of chemistry.

•J There are different kinds of chemists, as a
pharmaceutical chemist, an agricultural chemist,
an analytical chemist, a scientific chemist, etc.

* chem-is'-tlc-al, o. [Eng. cAemlst; -to!.)
Relating to chemistry. (Burton.)

chem is try, t chym'-Js-try, «. [Eng
chemist ; -ry. In Sw. kemi ; Ger. chemie ; Fr.

chimie, chymie; Sp. chimw, chimlca; Port.
chimica, chymica; ItaL chimica; Sp. & Port
alquimia, from Arab, al-kimia = alchemy,
(q.v.).] The science which investigates the
several elements of which bodies are com-
posed, and the laws which regulate the combi-
nation of these elements and the reactions of
chemical compounds on each other.

1. History:

(1) Claims to have been the originators of
chemistry have been put in on behalf of the
Egyptians and the Cijine.se, but details are
wanting. The blow-pipe was known to the
former people [VoL I., p. 596, coL 2).

(2) The Greek period : The first stage in the
development or chemistry seems to have
been conducted by the Greeks, who gave
prominent attention to investigating the pro-
perties of plant juices for medicinal purposes.
This would now be called pharmacy, though
some of the more recondite researches might
lay the foundation of organic chemistry.

(3) The Arabian and Mediawal periods (those
of Alchemy): When the Arabs adopted the
Greek word x^IMC-'a (chemeia) or its analogue,
and prefixed to it their article al - the, their

at, tare, amidst, what, tall, father : we, wit, here, camel. Her, there ; pine, pit, sire. sir. marine ; go. pot,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, oub. cure, unite, our. rule, full; try, Syrian, as, o» = e : ey = a, qu = kw.
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In? allies took a new form, and were mainly
those to which the term Alchemy is still

applied. Suidaa himself had defined xT?M-fta

(cheneia) as " the making of silver and gold."

The Moors introduced alchemy into Spain

about A.D. 1150. For its further history see

Alchemy.

(4) The modern period (that of Chemistry
properly so called) : As astronomy developed

from astrology, so chemistry came forth from

alehemy. The transition was gradual, but a

considerable part of it was effected in the

15th centurv, though straggling alchemists

flourished till the 18th.

Among the discoveries which have made
chemistry what it now is, the following may be

mentioned : Boyle, who published his " Scep-

tical Chemist " in 1669, introduced the use of

chemical reagents or tests. In 1674 Mayow,
of Oxford, perceived that respiration produced
the same effect on atmospheric air as combus-
tion did. In 1756 Dr. Black proved that an
aeriform body (carbon dioxide) existed in car-

bonate of lime, thus distinguishing it from
quicklime. About 1765 Mr. Cavendish brought

to notice hydrogen gas. On August 1, 1774,

Dr. Priestley discovered oxygen, and in the

latter year Cavendish made known the con-

stituent elements or water. In 1774 Scheele

discovered chlorine, and In 1785 Berthollet

pointed out the use which might be made of

it in bleaching ; the same year also he described

the elements of ammonia. In 1797 Vauquelin

discovered chromium. In 1803 Dalton Intro-

duced his atomic theory. In November, 1807,

Sir Humphrey Davy intimated the existence

of potassium and sodium. Klaproth during

his life, which ended in 1817, analysed nearly

200 minerals. The synthesis of urea by the

molecular transformation of ammonium cya-

nate, by Wohler in 1828, also the discovery of

the synthesis of cyanogen and alcohol, &c,
showed that organic compounds could be

formed without the aid of plants or animals.

The discoveries of Wurtz, Berthelot, Kolbe,

Baeyer, &a; the researches of Williamson on
ethers, Hoffmann on compound ammonias,
Frankland on organic radicals, Kekule on the
benzene series, Bunsen's spectroscopic re-

searches, leading to the discovery of the ele-

ments casium and rubidium, followed by the

discovery of thallium by Crookes, &c, and the
synthesis of alizarin and. indigo, may be men-
tioned to give some idea of the rapid progress

of chemistry in recent years. (Consult Watts's

Die. Chen, and the Journals of the English,

German, and French Chemical Societies.)

2, Modern divisions of chemistry: It Is

divided into organic and inorganic chemistry,

the former comprising the chemistry of car-

bons and the compounds derived from them,
and the latter dealing with the compounds of

the otlier elements. The supposed distinction

between organic and inorganic compoundswas
broken down by Wohler in 1828 by his pre-

paration. Another classification Is into pure
or theoretical, analytical, and applied or
practical chemistry. The latter may be sub-

divided according to the arts or ocenpations
which it is designed to benefit, as agricultural

chemistry, &c.

Qhem -l-type, s. [Eng. chemi(c), and type

(q.v.).]

Engraving : A somewhat general term which
includes a number of relief processes by which
a drawing or impression from an engraved
plate is obtained in relief, so as to be printed
on an ordinary printing-press.

i-ne, .s. [Chimney.]

-nit-zx-a, a, [Named after Chemnitz, a
distinguished conchologist of Nuremberg, who
published a work on shells in seven vols, be-
tween a.d. 1780 and 1795.]

Zool. : A genus of gasteropodous molluscs,
family Pyramidelliiise. The shell, which is

slender, is many-whorled with a simple aper-
ture closed by a horny subspiral operculum.
The animal has a very short head, with a long
proboscis. Recent species thirty-two, four of
them British ; fossil 240, from the Silurian
period onward. (Woodward, ed. Tate.)

che-m6T-Jr-si*, *. fEng. chem(ic), and Gr.
Avo-i* (lusis) = loosing, solution.]

Chem. ; The resolution of a compound into
its constituent elements by chemical means.

Ohem-6Vljft'-ic <*• tEng. chemoly(sis) ; (

conn., and suff. -ic] Pertaining to or per-
formed by chemolysis.

Che mo' sis, s. [Gr. x^M*"™* (chemosis) = in-

flammation of the eyes ; xtm (ckevU)= a yawn-
ing, a gaping ; xaivu (chaino) « to gape.]

Med. : An affection in which the conjunc-

tiva, the membrane which lines the posterior

surface of the eyelids, is continued over the

forepart of the globe of the eye. Frequently

lymph or blood is effused with the cellular

substance connecting it with the eyeball, and
so causes it to be elevated or projected to-

wards the eyelids, giving it the appearance of

a gap or aperture along the middle of the eye.

The swollen conjunctiva sometimes overlaps

the cornea altogether, and there is usually

more or less purulent discharge, with severe

pain, headache, and feverfshness.

chem-os-mo'-sis, a. [Eng. chem(ic), and
osmosis.] Chemical action transmitted by
osmosis.

chem-oa-mot'-ic, a. [Eng. chemiic), and
osmotic.) Pertaining to or effected by chem-
osmosis (q.v.).

chem-ys, a. [Chemise (2).]

che-nar. «. [Native East Indian name.]

chenar-tree, s. Probably the Chinar,
Platanus orientalis. (Forbes Watson.)

" Like ft chenar-tree grove, wheii winter thrown
O'er all Its tufted heads his leathering mows."

Moore : Lalla Hookh ; Dedication.

chen'-S-vix-ite, s. [Named after Its dis-

coverer, and Eng. suff. -ite (Jtfin.).]

Miii. : A massive, compact, dark -green
mineral from Cornwall, found in quartz rocks
in small compact masses. Hardness, 4*5 ; ap.

gr., 3-93. Compos.: Arsenic acid, 82-20—33 '5;

phosphoric acid, 0—2*30 ; sesquioxide of iron,

25*10— 27*5; oxide of copper, 22*5— 3170;
lime, 0—0*34 ; water, 866—12. (Dana.)

Cheng,?. [Chinese] The Chinese organ, which
consists of a aeries of tubes having free reeds.

CHENG.

It is held in the hand and blown by the mouth.
The introduction of this instrument into

Europe led to the invention of the accordion
and harmonium. (Stainer & Barrett.)

che-nil'le, s. & a. [Ft. chenille — (I) a cater-

pillar, (2) fine velvet twist.]

A. As subst. ; A round fabric or trimming,
made by uniting with two or more sets of

warps, either by weaving or twisting, a fine

filling or weft, which is allowed to project

beyond the warps. This filling is cut at its

outer edges, and the fabric is then twisted,

assuming a cylindrical shape with weft pro-

jecting radially from the central line of warps.

B. As adj. : (In compounds, as Chenille'

carpet, Chenille-machine).

* chen-non, s. [Canon.]

cho-no-cop -rcVlite, s. [Gr. x$v (chin) = a
goose, and Eng. coprolite (q.v.).]

Mvn.: Dana's name for an impure Iron-

sinter, also called goose-duug ore. [Gano-
HATITE.]

chen-6-pod, s. [Chenopodium.]

1. Sing. : A book-name for a plant of the
genus Chenopodium, or of the order Cheno-
podiacese.

2. PI. (Chenopods) ; The English equivalent
of the Mod. Lat term Chenopodiaceae (q.v.).

chen 6 pod-a -le$, chen-6 pod-I a'-les,

s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. chenopodium (q.v.),

and fern. pL adj. suff. -ales.]

Bot. : An alliance of hypogynous exogens.
Lindley includes under it the orders Nycta-
ginaceae, Phytolaccaceae, Amarantacea?, and
Chenopodiacea (q.v.).

ohen-6^p6d-i-a'-9e-8at *. pi [Mod. Lat
chenopodi(um) ; Lat. fern. pi. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : The Goose-foot family, a natural order

of MonochlamydeouB dicotyledons, charac-

terising Lindley's Chenopodal alliance. The
species are inconspicuous herbs or uuder-
shrubs, found in waste places in all parts of

the world, but abounding in extra-tropical

regions. Some are used as potherbs, as

spinach (Spinacia oleracea), orach (Atriplex

hortensis,, beet (Beta vulgaris), &c. Tha
mangold-wnrzel is a variety of beet used fot

the food of cattle. In 1866 there were 74

genera and 533 species known.

chen 6 pod l urn, s. [Gr. xn* (chin) « a
goose; irou« (pous), genit. no66<; (podos) » a

foot.]

Bot. : Goosefoot, a genus of annual and
perennial herbs, the typical one of the order

Chenopodiaceee, Chenopods, and chieny re-

markable for the weedy character of fbe
species composing it. Perianth five-parted

;

stamens five ; styles two, crowning the ovary,

which contains a single round flattened seed.

The common Goosefoot Is found everywhere
It has triangular leaves, covered with a

whitish mealiness, and numerous small
flowers in terminal clusters. C. atriplicis is a
tall-branched annual, growing four to five feet

high. C. Quinoa, a native of the Pacific slopes

of the Andes, is largely cultivated in Chili

and Peru for the sake of its seeds, which are

CHENOPODIUM.
L fcpray with flowers. a Detail* of flower.

extensively used as an article of food. They
are prepared either by boiling like rice, or are

roasted like coffee, boiled in water, and
strained. This brown-coloured broth is called

carapulgue, and is a favourite. V. Bonus-Hen-
ricus is used as a pot herb. C. Vulvaria or
olUlum, an evil-smelling plant, is employed a*

an antispasmodic and emmenagogue. Bot>

the latter species are British.

* cheorl, s. [Churl.]

chep, 5. [Etym. doubtful.] A piece of timber
forming the sole of a turn-rest plough.

chepe, a, & <u [Cheap, a. & a.)

* chep man, s. [Chapman.]

cheque (que as k), s. [Check.]

* che-queen, s. [Sequin.]

cheq -uer (u silent), v. [Checker, v.]

1. To variegate, to diversify (lit. & fig.).

*2. To pay, as into the exchequer ; to tratv

sure up (lit, & fig.).

"Nature rfteyuer* up all gifts of grace."—Darim,
Wittes Pilgrim., p. 82. {Davie*.)

cheq -uer (u silent), s. &a. [Checker, *.]

c&eq'-uered (u silent), pa. par. or <l

[Checkered.]

ClwQuered daffodil : Fritillaria meleatrris.

Chequered lily: The same as Chequered

daffodil (q.v.).

Chetpiered tulip: The same as Chequered

daffodil (q.v.).

gheq'-uers (« silent), s. [Checkers.]

che -quin, s. [Sequin.]

"Full of ehequin* and Turkey gold."—ImnB .*

Letters, J. iv. 86.

*cher, *chearre, "cherre, a [Char

(4), a]

* cher, • cherre, * cheren, v.U [Chare, v.]

* cherche, s. [Chtjbch.]

* chcre, v. & s. [Cheer, v. & $.)

* 9her-e-lette, s. [Chereylet.J

* chere-liche, a. [Churlish.]

* oher-elle, s. [Churl.]
*' ChereUe or cbarle (Churl* or Carle P.\

ruMticanu*.'
,~Prompt. Pan.

ooil, b6y; poilt, j«Swl; oat, cell, chorea, chin, bench; go. gem: thin, this; uin. as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -lag,

-clan. -tlan = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tlon, -slon - zhun. -tlous, -slous. -clous = shus. -ble. -die. &c ^ bel. del
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* cher-ice, * cher iche, ex [Cherish.]

cher -if, cher -Iff, sher -Iff, sher-riffe, s.

[Arab. sherif = (a.) noble, holy ; (*.) a prince

;

from scharafd — to be eminent.] A high-priest
amongst the Mohammedans ; the prince of
Mecca.

* cher i-felre, s. [Cherry-fair.]

cher-l'-mo'y'-er, a. (Ft. chirimolier, from
cherimoles, the Peruvian name of the fruit.]

1. The fruit of the Anona Cherimolia, most
valued in Peru and other parts of South
America. It is a heart-shaped fruit, and
bears a strong resemblance to the custard
apple.

2. The tree from which it Is derived. It is

about twelve feet high, with oval pointed
leaves, and greenish-white fragrant flowers.

* cher is ance, * cher -is-aunce, s. [0.
Ft. ckerisant, pr. par. of cherir — to cherish.]
The act of cherishing ; the state of being
cherished.

"I ne knew no cherimunce."—Romaunt of Bote.

cher'
-
ish, * cher -ice,

v cher iche, ' cher-
iseh, * cher ry, • cher ych, *cher-yce,
v.t. [O. Fr. cherir, pr. par. ckerisant; Ft.
cherir, j>t. par. cherissant ; O.Fr. & Fr. <Aer=
dear; Lat. cams.] [Caress.]

1. Of persons: To hold dear, to treat with
affection.

2. Of thoughts, feelings, principles, <fcc. ; To
indulge, to encourage, to foster, to promote.

" Magistrates hare always thought themselves con-
cerned to cherish religiou."— TiUotton.

•J For the difference between to cherish and
to foster see Foster, v.

cher' ished, * cher-ysshed, pa, par. & a.
[Cherish, v.]

cher'-Ish-er, s. [Eng. cherish; -en] One
who cherishes, encourages, or supports.

" He that comforts my wife, la the cherither of my
flesh and blood."—Shaketp, • Atfi Weil, L S.

cher ish-lng, * cher-is shinge, * cher -

schyng, * cher-synge, pr. par., a., & s.

[Cherish, v.]

A, & B. As pr. par. <r particip. adj.: In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of encouraging, fos-
tering, or supporting.

"Chertynge (chertchynff H., cherUthinge PA rocio,
mttricio."—Prompt. Parv.

tOher'-Ish-Ing-ly\ adv. [Eng. cherishing;
-ly.) In a cherishing, affectionate, or encour-
aging manner.

•cher ish-ment, *. [Eng. cherish; -ment]
Encouragement, support ; cherishing.

" That with rich bouutie, and deare cheruhment
Supports the praise of noble Poesie.™

Spenser : Tearet of Mute*.

* cher -I-stone, s. [Cherry-stone.]

* cher-i-tre, «. [Cherry-tree.]

* cherk, s. [Chark (2), v.]

* chert, s. [Churl.]

OhSr-le'-rl-a, s. [Named in honour of John
Henry Cherler, who assisted the botanist J.
Bauhinia in his history of plants.]

Hot. : A genus of small smooth-tufted, moss-
like plants of the order Caryophyllaceee.
Cherleria sedoides or Arenaria Cherleria is a
plant densely tufted, with petals none or
minute. It is found on lofty Scottish moun-
tains, flowering from June to August. It ap-
pears also on the Alps and the Pyrenees.

*$herl -hed, s. [Mid. Eng. cherl = chnrl ; -hed
=-hood. ] The quality or state of being chur-
lish, churlishness. (Wycliffe.)

•cher-Hche, * cher lish, * cher lisch.
• cher-lyche, a, [Churlish.]

* cher'-lich-ly; ' cher lysche-ly, adv.
[Mid. Eng. cherliche,cherlysche= churlish ;-ly.]
Churlishly.

*
'
yi

" Chertichly, K. Cherlytchely, H. Churlelshly. P.
Rutficalit. "—Prompt. Part.

* cher lish, * cher-lyche, a. [Churlish.]

cher-mes, «. [Ar. & Pers. karmas, kernes,
from Sansc. krimidja = engendered by a
worm.] The same as Kernes (q.v.).

* chorne, s. [Churn.]

che-ro'-a, *. [Etym. doubtful] A Chinese
porcelain clay. (NuttalL)

cher -6 klne, *. [From Cherokee County, in
Georgia, where it Is found.]

Min. : A milk-white or pinkish - white
mineral, a variety of Pyromorphite.

cher-oot', sher oof, *. [Etymol. unknown.]
A kind of cigar, originally brought from
Manilla In the Philippine Islands. It was
formerly much prized for its delicacy of
flavour. Both ends are cut off square, so
that either may be lighted. In this respect
It differs from an ordinary cigar, one end of
which is pointed.

"Amusing himself, wtti his pipe and chemots,
The whole afternoon, nt the Goat-ln- Boots."
Barham : Iiigotdsby legends ; look at the Clock.

cher -ris, chur -ras, «. [Nepaulese.]
Bot. : An Indian name for the resinous exu-

dation of the Hemp, Cannabis sativa.

• cher-ri let, *. [Cherrylet.] A little
cherry. {Sylvester, trans, ofdu Bartas.)

cher'-ry\ *cheV-rle, *cher-y; *cher'-Ie,
chir'-rf, •chlr'-y. chir'-i, *. k a. [A cor-

ruption of Mid. Eng. cherts or chiris, the s
being mistaken for the sign of the plural ; A.S.
cirse, cyrse = a cherry ; ciris-bedm, cirse-treow,
cyrse-treow = a cherry-tree; 8w. kerdbar)

;

Dan. kirse(baer); Dut. hers (kleurig); N. H.
Ger. kirsche ; M. H. Ger. kirse ; O. H. Ger.
kirsa ; Fr. & O. Ft. cerise ; Prov. serisia; Sp.
cercza; Port ccreja; Ital. ciriegia; hat. cerasus;
Gr. Kcpdviov (kerasion) = a cherry, icepacros
Qcerasos), teepaxrea (kerasea) = the cherry-tree,
from Cerasus (now Keresoun), in Pontns, from
which Lucullus is said to have first brought
cherries to Italy about 68 B.C. So says Pliny,
but as the cherry grew wild in Greece it is
more probable that the town was called from
the tree rather than vice versa.]

A. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language, Bot. d> ffort. ;

1. The name given to various species of
the genus Primus and sub-genus Cerasus,
especially to certain trees which grow wild in
America, Europe, and other portions of the
Northern temperate zone. (1) Prunus cerasus,
called also Cerasus vulgaris, (2) P. Avium, the
Gean Cherry, called also the Small Cherry, and
(2) Prunus Padus, the Bird Cherry or Bird's
Cherry, called also the Cluster Cherry and the
Fowl Cherry. Bentham and Sir Joseph Hooker
consider Nos. 1 and 2 mere varieties or sub-
species and not really distinct. From these
came the cultivated garden cherry. [Cerasus.]
Other species are the Bastard Cherry (Cerasus
Pseudo-cerasus), the Choke Cherry (C. vir-
giniana), &c [Choke, &c]

2. The drupe or stone-fruit of the cherry-
tree. It is a superior one-celled, one-seeded,
indehiscent fruit, having a fleshy or pulpy
sarcocarp, a hard endocarp, and a pericarp.

3. The name given to various trees with
resemblance often superficial to the cherry-
tree. Spec. ; The Barbadoes Cherry (Malpighia
glabra), the Hottentot Cherry (Cosine Maura-
cenia), the native cherry of Australia (1) £zo-
carpus cupressiformis, (2) Nelitris ingens.

4. A cordial composed of cherry-juice and
spirit sweetened and diluted.

TJ. Metal. : A spherical bar, used specially
in running out the cavities of bullet-moulds.

B. As adjective: Resembling a cherry in
colour.

"A cherry lip, a passing pleasing tongue."
Shaketp. ; Richard HI., I L

T Obvious compound : Cherry-coloured.

chen*y-bayt s. [Laurel.]

cherry-bird, s. Oriolus galbulus.

Cherry-bob, s. Two cherries, having the
stalks united, used by children as earrings
and in games.

cherry-bounce, *. Cherry-brandy and
sugar.

" Burnt brandy very good I hold.
To keep in heat, and force out cold

;And if you chuse to dni.lt it raw.
Mix nugar which it down will draw:
When men together these do Bounce,
They call the liquor cherry-bounce."

Poor Robin, 1740. {Hart*.)

cherry brandy, s. A favourite cordial,
prepared by steeping freshly-gathered Morello

cherries in brandy for one or two months,
and then sweetening with powdered sugar 01
sugar-candy.

cherry-cheeked, a. Rosy - cheeked,
ruddy.

cherry crab, a.

Bot. : A variety of the Siberian crab, Pyrus
Malus baccata,

* cherry-fair, * cherifeire, • chyrye
feire, s. A fair for the sale of cherries and
other fruit.

"This worlde ys but a chyrye .fcirtT—Ly^mU-
Minor Poem*, p. SSL

cherry-gum, *. [Cerasin.]

cherry-laurel, s.

Bot, : An evergreen shrub, Cerasus town*
cerasus, common in nurseries. The leavjfl
have a flavour resembling that of bitter
almonds.

cherry-pepper, s.

Bot. : A plant. Capsicum cerasiforme, m
named from the appearance of the fruit,

cherry-pie, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A pie containing cherries.

2. Bot. : A name given to two plants from the
smell of the flowers : (I) Heliotropium peruvia-
num, (2) Epilobium hirsutum.

* cherry-pit, *. A child's play, In which
they throw cherry-stones into a small hole,

"I [Lord Falkland
J
see all parents labour to fix

opinions into their children before they come to ao
age fit to judge of any greater doubts than what may
happen at span-counter or cherry-pit. . .'—Hammond
Work*, vo\. iL p. 679.

cherry-rum, s. Rum in which cherries
have been steeped.

cherry-Stone, *. The hard endocarp of
the drupe or fruit of the cherry-tree.

cherry-stoner, «. A domestic imple-
ment for stoning cherries. It works by in-
troducing a forked prong, which pinches the
cherry-stone out of the pulp. (Knight.)

cherry-tree, a. (Cherry, 1.]

cherry wine, s. A sweet wine made
from cherries ; a liqueur, also called Maras-
chino, prepared from cherries in Italy and
Dalmatia. [Maraschino.]

cherry-wood, s.

Bot. : A plant, Viburnum Opulus. (Britt. 4
Holland.)

* cheV-Ty* (1), v.t. [Cherry, «.] To redden,

to colour or paint.
M Her cheek she cherries."

Syleetter: The Decay, 12*. [Dariet.)

* CheV-r$r (2), v.t. [Ft. cJUrir.) To cherish
" Sweete Goddesses all three, which me In mirth do

cherry/'* Spenser: F. Q„ VLta
* cheV-r$M6t, * cher-e lette, s. [Eng.

cherry; dim. suff. -let.] A little cherry.
" Two smelling, swelling, bashful cheretette*."

Herrick: Appendix, p. 434. {Darie*.)

* cher-schyng, s. [Cherishing.]

t cher-set, *. [Churchesset.]

cher - si-ans, cher-si'-tes, *. pi [From Or.

XcpLni-oc. ichersinos) = pertaining to land tor-

toises (Pliny) : x*po-os (chersos) = dry land, and
Eng. sun", -ans or -ites.)

Zool. : A name given to the division of the

Chelonia containing the Land Tortoises.

cher so nese, *. [Gr. xfP <7,°*nJ
<r0S (cher* "

nesos), from x'P<ro'! (chersos) = land, and ^otw
(nesos) = an island ; Fr. Chersonese.] A penin-
sula ; a tract of land almost surrounded by
the sea, but joined to the continent by a nar-

row neck or isthmus. Examples, the Cimbrie
Chersonese, now called Jutland, and the Taurie
Chersonese, now the Crimea.

* eher-sydde, pa. par. or a. [Cherished.]
" Chertydde {cheryachyd, cheriuhed). /tot** «»*

tut,"—prompt. Parv.

* cher syn, v.t. [Cherish.]
"Chertyn. Foveo."—Prompt, Par*.

* cher synge, s. [Cherishing.]
*' Chertynqe (chererhyno H-. cheriethlnfe P.). **>**;

mttrido. —Prompt. Pare.

chert, s. [It. ceirthe = stone.]

Min. : A name often applied to HornstoM

lite, fat, lare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, thdre; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, oiire, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey= a. qu = kw-
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and to any impure flinty rock, including the
jaspers. (Dana.)

* cher-te, * chler-te, «. [O. Fr. cherte.]

[Charitt.] Good-will, love, kind-feeling.
"T had a grot cherte toward mankinds."—Chaucer •

C. T„ 11,1«.

cher'-t'f, a. [Eng. chert; -y.] like chert;
flinty.

cher'-tib, *. [Heb. 3"? (Jcerub), OWf,
or Q,3Tp (kerubim). It is sometimes written

in the plural, improperly, cherubims.] A
celestial spirit which, in the hierarchy,
is placed next in order to the seraphim.
All the several descriptions which the Scrip-
ture gives us of cherubim differ from one
another, as they are described in the shapes
of men, eagles, oxen, lions, and in a composi-
tion of all these figures put together. The
hieroglyphical representations in the embroi-
dery upon the curtains of the tabernacle were
called by Moses (Exod. xxvi. 1) cherubim of
cunning work. (Calmet.)

" I have heard it said.

The seraphs love most

—

cherubim know most

—

And this should be a cherub—*lnce he loves not."
Byron : Cain, i. 1.

Cherub-guarded, a. Guarded by cheru-
bim.

"The cherub-guarded walls of Eden, . . ."

Byron t Cain, 1L a

cher u blc, * cher u bick, * ©her-A'-
blc-aL a. [Eng. clierub ; -ict -ical.] Of or
pertaining to cherubs ; angelic

Cherubic hymn

:

Eccles. : A hymn said to have been intro-

duced into the liturgy of Constantinople about
the middle of the sixth century, commencing
" We who mystically represent the cherubim,"
and followed by Alleluia, repeated three
times. The terra is sometimes applied to the
ter sanctus or trisagion (q.v.) in the Roman
Mass, and in the Anglican office for Holy
Communion.

cheY-u-bim, s. pi. [Cherub.]

* cher-u-bim -ic, a. [Eng. cherubim ; -icj

Cherubic, angelic. (Wolcott.)

* cheV-u-bin, a. & s. [Cherub.]

A* As adj. : Cherubic, angelic.

'MXath in her more destruction than thy sword.
For all her cherubin look."

Shaketp. ; Timon of Athent, iv. &

B. As subst. : A cherub.
" Whose face is paradise, but fene'd from sin

;

For God In either eye has plac'd a cherub in."
Dryden : To the Duchett of Ormond,

5 To be in the cherubins: To be In the
clouds, to have no reality.

"Soch quidlncall trifles, that were al in the cheru-
bim'— Udal: Apoph. of JSratmut, p. 138. (Dawiet.)

* cher'-iip, s. [Chirp, Chirrup.]

* cher'-up, v.t. &, i. [Chirp, Chirrup.]

*Cher'-V©U, s. [A corruption of Fr. chevre-

feuitle ; Lat. caprifolium, from capra= a goat,
and folium = a leaf.]

Bot. ; A plant, Lonicenx Periclymenum.
"Caprifollura ... is chervell or gootes leaves.**—

Qrete HerboU. (Britt. * BoUand.)

Cher'-vll, s. [A.S. cerfllle, ccerfille, eyrfUle;
0. H. Ger. kervela, kervila; M. H. Ger. kervele

;

Ger. kerbel ; Fr. cerfeuil; Sp. cerafolio ; Ital.

cerfoglio; Dut. kervel, all from Lat. cerefolium,
chcerephyllum, from Gr. x^pfyv^hw (chaire-
phullon) : Ycupw (chairo) = to rejoice, and
$v\\ov (phmlon) = a leaf : so named from tbo
agreeable odour of the leaves. J [Ch^erophyl-
luh.]

Bot. : A garden potherb, Chcerophyllum
sativum, called also Anthriscus Cerefolinm.
[Anthriscus.] C. temulum or temulentum is

British. It is one to three feet high, with the
nodes purple-spotted, the leaves doubly pin-
nate. Common in Britain ; very rare in Ire-
land. It flowers in June and July.

Covyweed Chervil : [Cow-weed].

Great Chervil : Myrrhis odorata.

Hemlock Chervil: Torilis Anthriscus, so
called from the stem being spotted like hem-
lock.

Mock Chervil: Q) Anthriscus sylvestris
(Turner), (2) Scandix Pecten (Gerarde).

Needle Chervil : Scandix Pecten.

Parsnip Chervil : Chcerophyllum butbosum or
Anthriscus bulbosus.

Bough Chervil : Torilis Anthriscus.

Sweet Chervil : Myrrhis odorata.

Wild Chervil : (1) Scandix pecten (Lytc), (2)

Anthriscus sylvestris {Britt. & Holland.)

*cher-vyn, cherwyn, * cher-uen, v.i.

[Char (S), v., Cher.] To twist or turn.
" Cherwyn or tetyn {chervyn or fretyn. H. cheruen

orfreten.P.). Torqueo. Cath."—Prompt, Parv.

* cher-vynge, ». [Chervyn.] A twisting or
turning.

" Chereynge. or fretynge In ye worahe. JVrcio.**

—

Prompt, Parv.

* cher-y-schyd, pa. par. or a. [Cherished.]

* cher-y-tre, 9. [Cherry-tree.]
" A cherytre ; ceratut,"

Cathot. AngUcum.

* cho-sa-byl, * ches-a-bylle, s, [Cha-
suble.]

*ches-boke, s. [Chasbol, Chesebol.]

* chese, s. [Cheese.]
*' Chese. Cateut."—Prompt. Pare.

* chese, v.t. & I. [Choose.]

* chese bol, * ches bole, * chesse bolle,
* chese-bolle, ches-bow, s. [Chasbol.]
The red poppy (Papavcr Bhceas). (Scotch.)

(Jamieson.)
" CheaeboUe. Papaver, tadta."—Prompt* Pare.

ches-i-ble, s. [Chasuble.]

^hes-il, s. [Chasule.]

* 9hes-iU, * ches-ylle, s. [Chisel (2), *,]

Ches -Up, s. [A.S. c§slybbt cjtslyb, from c$se

m cheese, and lybb = a drug, poison. Of.

Ger. kdseluppe.]

* L, Rennet.
* 2. A rennet bag.
* 3, Some species of Oniscus, probably the

common wood-louse (0. armadillo).

* 9hes'-nut, *. [Chestnut.]

9hess (1), * 9hes, 9hesse, s. & a. [A corrup-
tion of checks, from 0. Fr, escfiecs, eschacs =
chess, pi. of eschec, esehac = check, lit =* a
king ; ItaL scacco ; Sp. jaqae, xaque ; Port.
xaque; Ger. schach; IceL shdk; Dan. skak;
Sw. schack ; Dut. schaak. (Skeat.y] [Check, 3.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

I. The game described in II.
" Me deth man ye kueades ate chet other ate tables."

—Ayenbite, p. 51
* 2. A chess-board.

"His tables, his chet he bare."—Trittram, II. 10.

3. The quarter or any smaller division of an
apple, pear, &c, cut regularly into pieces

;

the chess or lith of an orange.

II. Tech. : The game of chess is of very great
antiquity. It was probably invented in China
or India, certainly in the East. In India it has
been from time immemorial known as chatit-

ranga, i.e., the four angas, or members of an
army, viz. : elephants, horses, chariots, and
foot soldiers. This was by the Persians cor-
rupted into chatrang, and by the Arabs into
shatrang. By them it was introduced into
Spain in the eighth century, and. from thence
it found its way into France, and was known
in England before the Norman conquest.
From the Arabic shatrang came the still fur-
ther corrupted forms scacchi, tehees, and chess.

In the modern European arrangement the idea
of elephants, horses, chariots, and foot soldiers
has been abandoned, and, in their places, have
been substituted a king, queen, knights, bish-
ops, castles or rooks, and pawns, forming six
distinct classes of pieces. [See these words.]
The name rook is the Hindu rat'h = an armed
chariot ; Pers. rokh : the pawns are the foot-
soldiers, Hindu peon as an attendant. The
game is played on a board divided into sixty-
four squares, coloured alternately black
and white. Each player has sixteen pieces,
viz., a king, a queen, two bishops, two
knights, two castles or rooks, and eight
pawns. The manner of moving each piece is

regulated by rule, and the object of each
player is to checkmate the other. [Check-
hate.]

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).
*1[ Obvious compounds : Chess-game (Cartyle),

chess-player, chess-table, chess-tournament.

9he;

chess-board, s. The board or table on
which chess is played. (For description sea
Chess, A. II.)

chess-man, • chest-man, s. One of
the "men" or pieces used
in the game of chess.

chess-player, s. One
who plays chess, esp. one
who plays it well cr
habitually.

chess-rook, s.

1. Chess : A rook or castle
(see these words).

2. Her. : A bearing in chess-rook.
coats of arms.

S3 (2), s. [Of obscure origin ; cf. Cheat
(3), s.}

Bot. : A name given in the United States to
a kind of grass, Bromus secalinus, which grows
amongst wheat, and is often erroneously re-

garded as a kind of degenerate wheat. It

bears some resemblance to oats, and if ground
up with wheat and used for food is said to
produce narcotic effects. It is also called

Cheat. (Webster.)

chess-apple, s.

Bot. : The fruit of Pyrus Aria,

9hess (3), s. [Fr. chassis.]

1. The frame of wood for a window ; a sash
(Scotch.)

2. A flooring board of a military bridge
The chesses lie upon the balks, which are
longitudinal timbers resting upon the bateaux
or pontons. (Knight.)

chess-tree, s.

Naut. : A piece of oak fastened on the top
side of the vessel, for securing the main-tack
to, or hauling home the clue of the main-sail.

9hes'-sart, eheV-ael, *. [Eng. cheese, and

suff. -art, -eJ.] The perforated wooden mould
or vat in which cheese is pressed.

ches'-ses, ». [Etyin. doubtful.] A plant, the.

peony (Paonia officinalis).

ches'-sex, s. [Fr. chassis.]

Mil. : The boards used for the flooring of a

temporary military bridge. [Chess (3), s. 2.]

9hess -ford, 9heese-ford, s. [Apparently

a corruption of cheese-fat (q.v.) or of cheese-

form.] A cheese-mould. (Scotch.)

* 9?iess'-ner, s. [Eng. chess; -er.) A chess-
player.

M Yondert my game, which, like a politic cheuner,
I must not seeme to see."

MiddU: Game at Oheu, It

' ches'-som, s. [Mid. Eng. chessil ; A.S. ceoscl.)

[Chisel (2), s.] Mellow, friable earth.

" The tender chttttom and mellow earth is the heat,

being mere mould, between the two extremes of clay
and sand . . ."

—

Bacon : !fat. Hitt.

* ches-soun, v.t. [From Norm. Fr. achesouner
sa to accuse.] To subject to blame, to accuse.

" He Is sa ful of justice, richt and ressoun,
I lufe him not in ocht that will me cheuoun."

Priettt qf PeblUi Pink. 8. P. Repr., L 39i

"ches-soun, * ches-owne, s. [From Norm.
Fr. acheson, achaysson = accusation, reason,

occasion, cause, hurt, (Kelham.y] Blame,
accusation, exception.

*' If that ye think richt, or ylt ressonn.
To that I can, nor na man, have chettoun."

PHettt of Peblit: S. P. Repr., X. I

fyhes'-sy, s. &a. [The name of a village near
Lyons.]

A. As subst. : (See the etymology)L

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or produced at

Chessy.

Chessy-copper, s.

Min. : The same as Azukitb (q.v.), occur-
ring in splendid crystallisations at Chessy,
whence it is also called Chessylite.

ches'-s^-lite, s. [Chessy, and suff. -lite (Min.)

(qv.)-T
Min. : The same as Chessy-copper (q.v.),

5hest (1),
* oheste (1), * ohiste, * klste,

* 9hlst, * kist, * kyst, $. & a, [A.S.
cyste ; Sw. kista ; Dan. kiste, from Lat cista ;

Gr. Ktorrn (kiste) as a box, a chest.]

boll, boy: pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist ph =£,
-clan, -tian = snan. -tion, -slon m shun ; -tlon, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tlous, -sious - shus. -hie, -tile, &c = fcel, del.



chest—chevalric

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. A large box of wood or other material.

* 2. A coffin.

" He i» now deed an nayled in hi* chest"
Chaucer: C. T, 7,905.

*3 The ark.

Hat* thon [noe] closed thy hyst with clay alle aboatef
"

Ear. Eng. Altit. Poems; Cleanness, 346.

*4. A receptacle of any kind, such as a
basket

"Minerva nnrs'd him, and the Infant laid.

Within a chest of twining osiers madf."
Addison ; The Story of CoronU.

VL Technically:

1. A not, : The thorax, the part of the body
enclosed by the ribs and breast-bone.

2. Comm. : The quantity of any commodity
contained in a case.

3. A box or receptacle for money, the public
treasury.

" And all the prince* and all the people rejoiced,

and brought iu. and cast into the chest, until they had
made an end." —2<7iron. xxiv. 10,

IT Chest-of-drawers

:

Furniture: A movable wooden frame con-

taining drawers.
* Chest of viols

:

Music : A concert or set of viols formerly
in use. A chest of viols, with a harpsichord
or organ, with an occasional hautboy or flageo-

let, formed an ordinary orchestra In the early

part of the 17th century. (Stainer d> Barrett!)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

chest-bellows, s. The piston bellows.

chest-foundering, s.

Farriery : A disease in horses. It comes
near to a pleurisy, or peripneumony, in a
human body. (Farrier's Dictionary.)

Chest-look, s. A mortise-lock, Inserted
vertically into the body of a chest or box, the
{date, which frequently has two staples, being
et into the under sides of the lid. The bolt
has a horizontal movement.

chest-protector, s. A covering for the
chest, made of chamois, flannel, hare-skin, or

other material, and worn by persons affected
with pulmonary complaints.

chest-rope, a,

Naut. : A long boat-rope or warp.

chest-saw, s. A species of hand-saw
without a back.

chest-trap, s. Boxes or traps for catch-
big polecats or other vermin.

"chest -worm, a Perhaps Angina
pectoris.

". . . gnawing* of chest-worms."—Wardi Sermons,
p. 60. [Davits.)

* chest (2), * cheste (2), * cheast, «. [as.
ceast.) A quarrelling, a dispute.

"The ainne of oontumelle, or atrif, and cheste,'—
Chaucer : Parson's Tale.

• chest, v.t. [Chest (1), s.]

1. To deposit In a chest or box of any
kind.

2. To put into a coffin.

"He [Joseph] dleth and Is chested,"—Qsn. L w.

ghes'-ted, pa. par. & a. [Chest (1), a.]

1. As pa, par, ; Placed or deposited tn a
chest.

2. As adj. : Having a chest : nsed only In

such compounds as broad-chested, narrow-
chested.

*v . . his father wu a very proper man, broad-
shouldered and chested, . . .'—Fuller; Worthies,
Rutlandshire.

* c>ies - teine, * ches - teyne, s. [Chest-
not.]

" Under a eAe**«*n tre."
Lybeaus Dim., 1.19L

chest -er (IX a. [Lat. castra~t\ camp.]
[Castor.)

1. As an independent word: The name
given to a circular fortification in some parts
of Scotland.

"There are several circular fortifications, called
ehettert, which bear evident marks of great antiquity.
—They are all similar to each other, and touch about
the same sixe ; being nearly 40 or 50 yards diameter."—
Kilsyth; Sttrk Statist. Aoc, iviil. 291

2. As a, suffix: It Is found forming part of the
names of several towns in England, as Han-
cheater, Towcester, Ac, and points to the fact

of thqse places having been the sites of Roman
encampments.

* chest -or (2), *. [Eng. chest, v.; -er.] An
embalmer of a dead body.

" Chester of a deade corps, or he that doth the offyce.
PMinctor.'—H'Uoet.

ches'-ter-field, *. [Kerned after Lord Ches-
terfield ] A sort of loose overcoat.

ches ter-lite, s. [From Chester Co., Penn-
sylvania, where it occurs ; sutT. -lite (Min.)
(q.v.)-]

Min.: A variety of Orthoclase, occurring iu
white crystals, smooth, but feebly lustrous,

implanted on dolomite. Sp.gr., 2631. (Dana.)

* chest -Ing, s. [Chest, v. & *.] The act or
process of filling dead bodies with spices in

order to preserve them : embalming.
**.

. . the leading and chesting was preparing, not
lacking any thing . .

."

—

Strype; Memoirs, lien. VIII.,
All. 1535.

* chest-man, s. [Chessmah.]
" Chestmen or tabteraen. Tr*sartB.n—Ifuloet.

chest'-nut (st as s), *ches -nut, * chest-
en, * chesteine, chestayn, * ches-
tayne, " chastein, * chestan, *ches-
tain, * chas tcyn, * castauy, kes-
teyn, s. & a. [Properly two words, See 1.

O. Fr. chastciffne, castenge ; Sp castafia ; Port.
castanha ; Ital. castagna ; O. H. Ger. kestinna,
kestina; M. H. Ger. kestene, chestinne; Fr.

chdtaigne, from Lat. castanea ; Gr. tcatrravov

(kastanon) = a chestnut, from tcdo-rava. (kas-

tana\ a city in Pontus, Asia Minor, where the
tree grew in abundance, and whence it was
introduced into Europe.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Of the forms chesten, chesteine, 4c :

A chestnut tree.

" Grete forestes of chesteynes."—Maundevitle, p. 307.

*2. As a compound : The fruit of 1. [II.

2.]

3. Of all forms : The same as II.

4. A colour : a deep, reddish-brown colour.

"... your chestnut was ever the only oolour.**-
Shakesp. Am Tou Like It, iii. 4,

5. Of the form, chestnut only : A horse of a
chestnut colour.

IX Botany:

1. The common name for Castanea. [Cas-
tanea, Chestnut-tree.]

2. The fruit of the Chestnut-tree. Those of
the Spanish and American chestnuts, and of
the Dwarf chestnut, or Chinquapin, are edible.

" Of the troutb the chestain tree bryiur forth the
soft swete chestnut out of the sharp prlckyngand hard
huske."—Golden Soke, c. 9.

T Earth chesnut: Bunium ftexuosum.
Slang: The word Chestnut is nsed In the

United States to indicate a stale witticism or
anecdote.

B. As adj.: Of a deep and rich reddish-
brown colour.

chestnut-brown, a. Brown, with the
peculiar red tint of the chestnut.

chestnut-oak, s.

Botany

:

1. Quercus castanea.

2. The timber of the sessile-fruited Enslish
oak, Quercus sessiliflora,

chestnut-tree, s.

1. Castanea vesca. The woed of this, the
Sweet or Spanish Chestnut; is sometimes used
in house carpentry.

2. JZsculus hipjMcastanum, the Horse-chest-
nut, furnishes a white wood, much nsed in

Tunbridge-ware and for brush-backs. The
inner bark, when infused in boiling water,
produces a yellow fluid, which possesses the
remarkable power of fluorescence, that is, it

throws back from its first surface a set of rays
of high refrangibility, and of a blue colour,
while the ordinary rays are duly transmitted.
(Vre.) [Fluorescence.] [Castanea.]

cheV-ton, s. [Hid. Eng. chesten m a chestnut,
so called from Its resemblance to a chestnut.]
A species of plum.

* ches'-well, $. [Mid. Eng. ches = cheese, and
well.) A cheese-vat

^ He Is gone ont of the cheswell that he was
made in : A reflection upon persons who perk
above their birth and station. (Kelly, p. 141.)

* CheS'-jM>ll, *. [CHA8UBLE.J

che'-tah, s. [Cheetah.]

Chef-tile, * tjet'-tek, s. [Javanese.]

1. The poison from the tree described under
No. 2.

2. A tree, Strychnos Tieute, the Upas Tieute.
Its poison is more virulent than that of the
genuine Upas, Antiaris toxicaria, with which
it must not be confounded. The Javanese use
the Tieute to poison their arrows.

chet wert, s. [Russian.]

Comm. : A measure of grain, equal to 07218
of an imperial quarter, or nearly six Winches-
ter bushels.

* chev'-a-chie, s. [O. Fr. cltevachie, chevau-
chee, chevaukhie, from chevaucher, clievachier,

chevalchier — to ride ; cheval = a horse ; Low
Lat. chevalchia.] An expedition on horse-
back.

" He had been sometime In chevachie.

In FlamiUres, iu Artois, and in Pi cardie."
Chaucer. C.T., ProL tt.

* eheV-age, *> [Chiefaqc]
" Chevage is a sumine of money paid bv vil lelns to

their loras in acknowledgement of their slaverle
... It seemeth also to be used for a summe of money
given by one man to another of power & might for his
avowment, iiiuintenance. and protection, as to their
head or leAder: Master Lambert writeth It Chtvage
or rather Chiefeage."

—

Let Termes de la Ley.

*cheV-aiHe, *. [Cavalry, Chivalry.]
" Ne to cheuaitle ne to cherles."—A yenbite, p. ST.

cho-val {pi. chevaux; pron. she-voO, *

[Fr. cheval m a horse.] [Cavalry, Caval-
cade. ] Properly a horse ; hence, a frame or
framework of any kind.

cheval dc frise (generally in the plural,

chevaux~de~frise), s. [Fr. cheval = a horse;
frise = Friesic] A bar traversed by rows of

CHEVAL-DE-FR1SK.

pointed stakes, and used to itarrlcade an ap-

proach or close a breach. Called a Friesland

horse because first used at the siege of Gronin-
gen, in that province, in 1658.

Cheval-glass, s. A looking-glass of such
size and so mounted as to exhibit the full

figure.

"Superb dresses hanging on the cheval-glasses,'—

Dickens : Xicholat Nickleby, ch. 10.

* cheval trap, t.

Mil. : The same as Caltrop (q.v.X

che-vale'-ment, s. [Fr.]

Arch. : A sort of prop made of one or two
pieces of timber, with a head laid buttress-

fashion on a rest. It serves to support jambs,
Ac,

* che-val'-er, v. [Fr.] In the manege, ap-

plied to a horse when, in passing upon a trot

or walk, his off fore-leg crosses the near fore-

leg every second motion.

cheV-a let, *. [Fr.]

1. Mil. : A temporary or movable bridge.

"Chevatets, boats, Spanish and English pontoon*"-

Wellington : Despatch, vii. 414.

2. Music : The bridge of a stringed instni

meut. (Stainer & Barrett.)

chSV-a-ller, * cheva lere, a, [Fr„ froi*

cheval'= a horse.] [Cavalier.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Literally :

(1) A knight, a mounted warrior.

(2) A member of certain orders of knight

hood,
* 2. Fig. : A noble, gallant man.

IX Her. : A horseman armed at all points.

IT The Chevalier was a name particularly ap

plied to the younger Pretender,

% Chevalier d*industrie : One who lives or.

his wits.

* cheV al-ric, *. [Chivalric.}

late, «at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, ottb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », co = e. ey=a. qu = kw.
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* oii6v'-al-rous, a. [Chivalrous.]

she vas ter, chS-ves'-tre, s. [Fr. die-

vitre; O. Fr. chevestre = a bandage.]

Surg, : A doable roller applied to the head.

* Ch8-vaun'9e, s. [0. Fr. chevance, from Low
Lat. chevancia.] [Achievance.] An achieve-

ment
" Full ofte make a groat chcBaunce."

Gowerz C. A., 11. 273.

* 9heve, * 9heeve, v.i. & t. [O. Fr. chevir,

from chef = the head.] [Achieve.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To succeed, to fare.

" Kvel mot he cheeve."
Chaucer: 0. T.. 13,153.

J. To happen, to occur, to come to pass.
" Fur no chaunoe that may chmte, chaunge your

wille."—Dettr. of Troy, 708.

3. To attain, to succeed in reaching or at-

taining to.

"Then Achilles cheuyt to land."—Dettr. of Troy, 5,973

i. To attach oneself, to join.
" Grete was that linage and many to them cheu*d."

—Rob, </ flrunne, p. 324.

B. Transitive:

1. To happen to, to befall.

" Of chivalry and chaunee that cheuyt hym before.'-

—Dettr. of Troy, 617.

2. To achieve.
" I cheve, I bring to an ende."—Paltgrare,

3. To reach, to attain to.

"The chayerea-bownne cheuede they nener."—Mart*
Arthur*. 3.S2S.

chev -en, * 9hev in, * 9hcu-yn, *. [O. Fr.

chevesne, chevanne, from chef= a. head; Lat.
caput. So named from the size of its head.]
A chub.

"The fishes of tlil.i lake were trouta, pikes, cheHnt,
and tenches."—Sir T. Browne: Tract*, p. 00.

*9hev-en-ten, *. [Chiektain.]

"And K bo falle. a cheventen be take,"
Chaucer; Th* Knighte* Tat*, M6T.

* ohev-e*% * chev-lr, v. [Shiver.]

* cheV-er-ei, * ohoV-er-n, «. &. o. [O.

Fr. chevrel, chevral ; Fr. chevreau a a kid,
dimin. of chevre; Lai capra — a goat.]

A. As substantive:

1. Lit. : A species of fine soft leather, made
of kidskin.

2. Fig. : A soft, yielding nature or disposi-
tion.

"0, here a a wit of cheveril, that stretches from an
inch narrow to an ell broad " Shaketp. : Romeo <t

Juliet, it 4.

B. As adjective

:

L Lit. : Made of kidskin.

2. Fig. : Yielding, pliant.

"A sentence Is but a cheveril glove to a good wit:
how quickly the wrong side may be turned outward !

*

-Shaketp. : Twelfth Sight, iU. L

*ohev-er-aiize, v.t. [Eng. cheveril, and
uff. -ize.] To make as soft and pliable as
kidskin.

eaere: ...

Mountagu i

consciences, my good calumniators . .
.*•

App. to Com., p. 23.

eheV-er-on, s.

' chcv or one,

[Chevron.]

. [Champion.]

•chev'-e sailo, s. [0. Fr. chevecaiUe, cheve-
saille. Cf. Prov. Fr. cabeissa; ItaL cavezza;
8p. <x Port cabcza,] A necklace.

" Abonte hfr nek ke of gentyl entayle
Was shete the riche chevetail*,''

The Romaunt of the Rote.

* 9hev-es-aun9e, s. [Chevisance.]

• che-vese, * chiv ese, a. [A.8. cefes, cefese,
cifese ; O. H. Ger. chebisa, chebis ; M. H. Ger.
kebese, kebes.] A concubine, a mistress.

" Hec wee a cheueie."—Layamon, t 17.

cheves boren, a. [Mid. Eng. chevese - a
concubine and boren =r born.] Born of a con-
cubine, illegitimate.

che-vet, $. [Ft., from Lat. caput]
Arch. : A variety of the apse, almost exclu-

sively confined to French Gothic churches.

ohey-e-tain, • chev-e-teyn, s. [Chief-

Cheueteynt he made somme."— Rob. of Glou., p. sis,

' cheveys, v. t. [Chevise. ]

che-ville', s. [Fr.] A peg for a violin, guitar,

lute, &c. (Stainer d> Barrett.)

chev'-ils, *. pi. [Fr. cheville.]

Naut. : Small pieces of timber in the inside
of a ship to which the ropes called sheets or
tacks are fastened.

* chev-in, a, [Cheven.]

* ehe'-vlng, * che-wyhg, pr. par. t a., & s.

[Cheve, v.]

A. Sc B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. At subst. : Success, fortune.

cheV-iot, $.

1. A valuable breed of sheep from the Cheviot
Bills, between England and Scotland.

2. A loosely woven cloth made from the wool
of the Cheviot sheep (see 1).

*9hev-l-sance, *$hev--i-saTxnoe (1%
* chev - e - sauce, 9hev-e - saunce,
* 9hev- i - ssaun9e, • 5hev-y - saun9o
(Eng.\ * 9hew-y-san9C f 'chew-y-sans
(Scotch), s. [O. Fr. chevisance, chevissance, from
chevir = to manage, achieve.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. An achievement, a deed.
" Perdy, not so," {saide shee) * for shameful thing
Yt were t' abandon noble chevisaunc*.*

8p*n*er: f. Q„ IIL xL M.

2. A plan, a project, an intent
- Chevesaunc*. Providentia,"—Prompt. Par*.

3. A bargain, traffic ; hence profit, gain,
booty.

" Esch.iunges and chevytaunoet, with swich chanare
I dele."

—

Langlami: P. Plowman, 2,969.

II. ./.'•:

1. A making of a contract.

2. An unlawful agreement or contract
(Bouvier.)

Qhev'-i-saunoo (2), s. [Corrupted from 0.
Fr. cherisaunce m comfort, heartsease.] The
wallfiower, Cheiranthue cheiri,

* che -vise, * che-vose, * che -ves shen,
* che-vys tyn, * che vysch en, * che-
veys (Eng. ), * che wysa (Scotch), v. [O.
Fr. chevir, pr. par. chevissant.]

1. To procure, to provide, to supply.
"Chevf/$/yn or pnrveyn (ch*ey$ch*n H., theueeehen

P.V Provideo."—Prompt. Par*.

2. To take care of, to save.
" Bsehewes to some castelle, and chewi/ee your Belfene."

w Mort* Arthur*, UN.
chev-re tte, *. [Fr.J

1, Ordnance : A machine for raising heavy
guns on to their carriages.

2. A thin kind of leather, used in the manu-
facture of gloves.

oheV-rdn (l), cheV-er-An, s. [Fr. in Sp.
cabrion, caviron, from Lat. capriolus = a sup-
port of timber.]

1. Her. : A bent bar,

rafter-shaped, in herald-
ry, A chevron is, ac-

cording to some, a third,
and, according to others,

a fifth of the field. A
chevronel is half a chev-
ron, and the couple
close the fourth of the
shield. CHF.viioN.

f A chevron couped is

that which does not reach the sides of the
escutcheon.

A chevron in chief Is one which rises to the
top of the shield.

2. Mil. : The distinguishing mark on the
coat-sleeves of non-commissioned officers.

ARCH WITH CHEVRON MOULDING.

3. Arch. : A zigzag moulding, characteristic
of Norman architecture.

i. A frame or pattern, chevron-shaped.

The masquers were placed In a great concave iheQ.
"' " the top thereof was stuck withlike mother of pearl

a cheveron of light ."—A. Jonton: Ma$qu*t m

chevron bones, *. pi. Arched fct»net
branching from the vertebral column.

chevron-work, s.

Arch. : Zigzag moulding.

[Prob. from Fr. chevreau*

CHEVRONEU

cheV-ran (2), «.

a kid.] A glove.

chcv -roned, chev-eroned, a. [Eng.
chevron; -ed.) Worked with a pattern chev-
ron-wise ; having zig-zag ornaments.

" Their bases were of watchet cloth of silver, cA»
veroned all over with lace."—A Jonton ; Matquet at
Court.

chev'-ron-el, $. [Eng. chevrtn, and dim.
sufT. -el.]

Her. : A half chevron, a
small chevron.

chcv ron'-ne, a. [Fr.

,

from dievron.]

Her. : Applied to a shield
laid out in several parti-
tions chevron-wise ; chev-
roned.

chev ro tain', * chev-
ro-tin, «. [O. Fr. chevrot
— a little goat, roe ; dimin. of chevre = goat

;

Lat. caprtL]

Zoology

:

1. Sing. : The Napu, Tragulus Javanicvs
It is related to the deer, but wlthont horns.
It is a native of Java. Some other species are
Indian.

"To this we may add the chevrotin or little guinea,
deer, which is the least of cloven-footed quadrupeds.
—Ooldtmith : /lUt. of Earth, voL 11L, cb. t.

2. PI. : A name for the ruminant genus
Tragulus and for the family TragulidaV, ot
which it is the type.

cheV-r5t'-er, v. [Ft.]

Music : To skip, quiver, to sing with uncer-
tain tone, after the manner of goats. Alia
vibrato. (Stainer ct Barrett.)

• 9hev-y- saun9e, a. [Chevisance.]

9hew few as u), * ohewen, * 9heowen,
* 9hyewo, * chiewe, v.t. 4 i. [A.8. cedwan ;
O. H. Ger. chiuwan, chiwan; M. H. Ger.
kiuwen ; Dut. kaauwen. It la essentially the
same word as Chaw (q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

L Lit.: To masticate, to grind with the
teeth.

"The valet
Descending gently, where the lowing herd
Chew* verdurous pasture." A. Phillip*.

*l To chew the cud

:

(1) Lit. : To ruminate. [Cud.}

(2) Fig. : To ruminate mentally.
'* I believe, however, that I shall for some time con-

tinue to chew the cud of reflection upon many observa-
tions which this original discharged." — Smollett

:

Humphry Clinker.

*TL Figuratively:

1. To ruminate, to meditate on in the heart
" He chewt revenge, abjuring kls offence."

1 2. To digest mentally.
" Some booksare to be tasted, other* to beswallowesT,

and some few to be chewed and digested : that la, some
books are to be read only In parts ; others to be read,
but not curiously : and some few to be read wholly,
with attention. "—Bacon,

B* Intransitive

:

I. Lit.: To masticate, to grind with the
teeth.

"... I am the veriest varlet that ever chewed with
a tooth."—Shaketp. : Henry IV., ii. a.

IX Fig. : To ruminate mentally, to meditate
(generally with on or upon before the subject)

" Till then, my noble friend, chew upon this."
Shaketp. : Juliut Cmtar, 1 1

chew (ewasu), s. [Chew, v.] That which
is chewed in the mouth ; a mouthful ; a small
piece. (Vulgar.)

*Che-wal, a. [Shevel.] Distorted. (Scotch.]

"He chowisme his chewal mouth, and scheddls my
llppia" Dunbar: Maittand Poem*, p. *h.

* chew-al-rous, a. [Chivalrous.] * ehew-
al-roua-ly. adv. [Chivalrously.] *chew-
al-ry, s. [Chivalry. ]

9hewed (ew as u), pa, par. or a. [Chew, v.)

tf&,b6y; pout, jtfwl cat, cell, chorus, 9hin, bench; «o, gemi thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xonophon, exist. ing>
- tioa, sion = shon ; -tion. -aion = zhua, cious, tions. aious = shus. -We, -tre, &a. =r bel, tor.
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•chew'-it (ew as u), s. [Prom chew, and

suff. -et.] [Chdet.] A kind of pie made of

various articles chopped up and mixed
together.

"A kind of dainty chewst, or minced pi*"—Florio :

Hat Diet, in a PrUingotti

chew -irig, * chew-yngo (ew as fc), pr.

par., a., & s. [Chew, *.]

A & B. As pr. par. ot particip. adj. (See

the verb.)

C Assubst. : The act of masticating ; mas-
tication.

" By chewing, wild aliment la divided Into mull
parti; In a human body, there it no other instrument
to perform this action but the teeth. By the action of

chetcing, the ipittleand mnens are squeezed from the
elands, and mixed with the aliment; which action, if

it be long continued. will turn the aliment into a sort

of chyle?"—Arbuthnot : On the tfature and Choice of

Aliment*.

chewing-ball, s.

Veterinary: A ball composed of several

sorts of drugs, given to horses to restore a

lost appetite.

chewing gum, *. A masticatory arti-

ficially prepared or naturally obtained from

resiu, much used in this country.

Ohe'-wink, #. [From the note of the bird.)

The ground-robin. (American.)

* chew ys, * chew yss, v. [Chevise.]

* chew - y - sance, *chew-y sans, *.

[Chevisascf..]

cheyn'-I-a, s. [Named after Mr. and Mrs.
George Ch'eyne, of Cape Riche.]

Bot. : A handsome-flowered genus of the

myrtle family, consisting of a single species,

a native of the Swan River territory. It is a
shrub, with fine heath-like leaves arranged in

four rows, and bears handsome scarlet flowers.

(TYeos, of Bot.)

Chi an, a. [Lat. Chius m pertaining to Chios,

an island in the £gean Sea. ] Of or pertaining

to Chios.

chian-earth, $. A dense, compact kind
•f earth, found in Chios, and used anciently

as an astringent and cosmetic.

chian turpentine, a A kind of tur-

pentine imported from Chios, produced by
the Pistacia terebinthus.

chi ar a, a. [Ital.] Clear, distinct, pure, e.g.,

chiara voce, clear voice ; chiara quarta, a per-

fect fourth. (Stainer & Barrett.)

clii-ar a men -te, adv. [Ital.] Clearly,

purely, distinctly. (Stainer & Barrett.)

chi-ar ez-za (ez as etz), eon, phrase.

[Ital.] With brightness, clearness. (Stainer

&> Barrett.)

t chi -ar 6s-ctir'-Ist, s. [Eng. chiarooscur(o)

;

~ist.\ One noted for his skill in drawing in

chiarooscuro.

"Tills is more or less the case with all chiarotcurittt.

"

—Rutkin : Mod. Painiert, vol. iv., pt v.. ch. 8, j 20.

chi ar o 6s cu ro, chi ar 6s cu -ro, s.

[Ital. chiaro = light, oscuro = dark.] [Clair-
obscure, Clare-obscure.]

1. Fine Arts

:

(1) The distribution of the lighter and
darker shades in a painting or engraving.

" In another part of his book be awards to Germany
the honour of having first practised the art of en-
graving in chtaro-MCuro,*—Otttey : Bitt. of Engrav.,
ch. i.

(2) A drawing made in two colours, black
and white.

2. Printing : A system of printing by suc-

cessive blocks of wood which carry respect-

ively the outlines, lighter and darker shades,

Ac. It was practised in Germany and Italy

in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

chi-as'-ma, *. [Gr. xtWfxa (chiasma) = the

mark of a x (chi) or cross. ]

Anat. : An intersection, esp. the central

body of nervous matter formed by the June
tion and decussation of the optic nerves in

nearly all vertebrates.
*'. . . for these reasons the physiology of the chiatma

la invested with uncommon interest. '—R. Mayne

:

Todd't Cyclop, c/ Anat. and PhytioL ; Optic Iftree.

chl-aaV-to^-lite, «. [Gr. x"""""5* (chmstos)—
crossed, marked with the letter x (ch), from

X«£fw (chiazS) = to cross, and Buff, -lite (Min.)

(qv.).j

chewet—chickaree

ifin. : A variety of Andalusite (q.v.).

chx-as'-tre, s. [Gr. \id^u (chiazS) = to mark
with a x (chi) or cross.]

Surg. : A bandage for the temporal artery

shaped like the letter %.

* chiaus, chiaous, s. & v. [Chouse.]

cii-az-o^por'-mul1l» s. [Gr. x"^" (chiazS)

=to mark with a x or cross ; tnripna. (sperma)

=aseed.]
Bot. : A genus consisting of a single annual

plant from temperate Asia, forming a connect-

ing link between the orders Papaveraceae and
FumariacesB. The seeds are somewhat four-

sided, each side being marked with a cross-

shaped elevation.

•chib-bal, ^ghlb-ltfl, a. [Fr. dboule;

Port cebola; 8p. cebolla; Ital. cipolla, from
Low Lat cepula, cepola, dim. of Lat. cepa,

ccepe m an onion. ] A small kind of onion, a
chive.

"Ye eating rascals.

Whose gods are beef and brewis, whose brave angers

chl'-bou, s. k a. [Contracted from cachibou

*(a>.).]

Chibou resin : A resiu derived from a tere-

binthaceous plant, Bursera gummifera.

chibouque (ouque as 6k), s. [A French
spelling of a Turkish word.] A Turkish
smoking-pipe.

<sv

CHIBOUQUE.

While dance the Almas to wild minstrelsy.
Byron : The Cortair, ii. 3.

cbi'-ca, chi -cha, s. [Sp.]

1. The name given in Brazil to a species of

Sterculia, the seeds of which are eaten. They
are about the size of a pigeon's egg, and have
an agreeable taste.

2. A red colouring matter, extracted from
the Bignonia chica. It is used by some tribes

of North American Indians to stain the skin.

It is extracted by boiling the leaves in water,

decanting the decoction, and allowing it to

settle and cool, when a red matter falls down,
which is formed into cakes and dried. It is

not much used in this country. (Ure.) It

is the Sterculia chicha. It is called also

Carajuru.

3. A fermented liquor or beer, made of

maize, &c., by the natives of South America.

4. The name of a dance popular among the

Spaniards and the South American settlers

descended from them. It is said to have been
introduced by the Moors, and to have been
the origin of the fandango, which some writers

declare to be the chica under a more decent

form. It is of a similar character with the

dance of the Angrismene performed at the

festivals of Venus, and still popular among
the modern Greeks. The English jig is said

to be one form of the chica. (Stainer A Bar-
rett.)

chicane', s. [Fr. chicaner, a word of doubt-

ful origiu. Skeat gives Brachet's suggestion

that it represents a form zicanum = Mod. Gr.

tCvkoviov (tzukanion), a word of Byzantine
origin, from Pers. chaugan = a club or bat
used in polo. It would thus originally mean
disputes iu games. But there i-s no evidence
as to the connection of the Mod. Gr. and Fr.

forms.] The making use of mean, petty sub-

terfuges in order to draw away attention from
the real merits of a case, or to prolong a
contest. Artifices, stratagems in general.

" He strove to lengthen the campaign,
And save his forces by chicane.

'

Prior.

party and the spirit of chicane were
. . . —Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. v.

t cni-ca'ne, v.i. [Chicane, *.] To make
use of meau petty subterfuges or cavils.

" Many who choose to chicane.''
Burke : On Econom. Reform.

t Ohi-Oa'-ner, s. [Eng. chican(e); -er.] One
who makes use of petty subterfuges or cavils

;

a caviller, a sophister
" This is the way to distinguish the two most differ*

ent things I know, a logical chicaner from a man of

reason. "

—

Locke.

chi-ca'-ner-^. *• \ Fr. chicanerie, from eMes>
ner.] Mean or petty subterfuges or cavils;

sophistry. (Arbuthnot.)

chi-oa'-ning, pr. par., a., & s. [Chicane, v.)

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : Chicanery.
"... were I given to chicaning as you call my being

atopt by faults of grammar that disturb the sense .

.

—Locke : Second Reply to the Bp. of WorceUer.

chiche (1)- *• [O *"r- chiche; Ital. cece; Lat.
cicer = a chick-pea.)

Bot. : The chick-pea, the vetch, Lathyrus
Cicera.

" Her either chiche is sowen in this moone.*
PaUadiue, It. ft.

* chiche (2), * chyche, s. k a. [O. Fr. chiche

;

Sp. crtfco=little, worthless, from Lat. ciccum.]

[Chicane, Chinche.]

A. As svbst. : A mean, niggardly person.

"The gentyl cheuentayn is no chyche."
Ear. Eng. Allit. Poemt; Pearl, 901.

B, As adj. : Mean, niggardly, miserly.
" He . . . more is riche,
Than he that is chicht."

Romaun- of the Rote, 5,W«.

chich -ling, chick'-ling, cich'-lfng, <
[Eng. chicheQ.), s., and dim. sun', -ling.]

chichling-vetch, s.

Bot. : A leguminous plant, Lathyrus sativa.

chichm, cis ma -tan, *. [Arabic ?] A
seed of a leguminous plant, Cassia Absus, used

by the Egyptians as a remedy in ophthalmia,

(Lindley, dc.)

* chick (1), * chyk'-kyn (1), v.U [An imi-

tative word, perhaps connected with the

following form.]

1. To sprout, to germinate as seed In th«

ground.
" Chykkyn, as come or spyryn, or prowtyn. Pulilo.'

—Prompt. Pare.

2. To crack or split as a seed in sprouting.

chick (2), * chyk'-kyn (2), v.i. [Eng. chick

= chicken.] To make a noise like a chicken,

to peep.
" Chykkyn at bennys byrdya. Piph, puUUo."—

Prompt. Pan.

9hick (1), 9hick en, * chike, * ohek-en,
* chek on, * cliek -yn, ». [A.8. cyan,

cicen; L. Oer. kikm, kick**; Dut. kuiken,

kieken ; Ger. kiichhin.]

L Literally:

1. The young of the domestic fowl
" While it is a chirk, and hath no spun, nor a

hurt, nor hath aeen the motion, yet he readily prao-

tiaetb it "-Sir II. BaU.

2. The young of any bird

TT. Figuratively

:

* 1. A young person, a child.

'* lie is the fendea chike*
Sc'en Saftt. 2.1st.

2. An infant, a young or helpless person,

{Colloquial.)

5 No chicken — a person well advanced in

Your bints, that Stella la no c

* 8. A term of endearment
"My Ariel, chick.

This la thy charge."
Shukeip. : TmpC*. . L

cluck (2), ». [See def.] A corruptiuu of

CUICUE (1).

chick-pea. a
Bot. : A dwarf pea, Cicer arietinun, culti-

vated in the South of Europe, and used for

food like lentils.

chick (3), s. [Chinese.]

Comm. : A commercial name for the inspis-

sated juice of the poppy. (Craig.)

chick a bid dy, ». [Chick (1), a]

1. A chicken. (4m«riaiH,)

2. A trivial term of endearment applied to

children.

chick-a dee', *. [An onomatoposlo word,

imitating the note of the bird.]

Ornith. : The Black-cap Titmouse, Pom
atricapillva, a native of North America.

chick a ree , i.

the animal.]

[From the sound made bv

fbte, lftt, fiire, amidst, what, fiUl, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, ctlb, cure, unite, cur. rule, fuU; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

Syrian. te,ce = e. ey = a. qn = kw.
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Zool. : The American Red Squirrel, Sciurus
Xudsoniut.

chick -a-saw, s. & a. [A North American
Indian word.]

A. As substantive

:

Ethnol. : A tribe of North American Indians
inhabiting the northern part of the State of
Mississippi.

B. As adj. : (See the compound).

Chickasaw plum : Cerasus chicasa,

ohick -en, *. & a. [Chick (1), s.]

A. As subst. : The same as Chick (q.v.).

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

U Obvious compound : Chicken-coop.

Chicken-raising apparatus : An incubator
(q.v.).

chicken cavie, s. A hen-coop or roost.

{Scotch.)

chicken grape, s.

Bot. : The Heart-leaved Vine, Vitis cordi-

fblia, an American species, with green or
amber-coloured berries. It is also known as

the Winter Grape.

chicken hazard, s. A game at cards.

"Billiards, short whist, chicken-hazard, and punt-
ing."

—

Barham: Ingold*by Legend*, p. 415.

* chicken-heart, s. A chicken-hearted
person.

"Why, you chicken-heart." — Scott : Tom Cringle'*
Log, ch. xU.

* chicken-hearted, a. As timid as a
chicken ; fearful, cowardly.

"... allow him a stout and valiant conductor ; be-
cause he was himself so chicken-hearted a man."—
Bunyan : Pilgrim, t Progrett, pt. ii.

chicken - meat, * chckyn - mete,
- chikne- mete, s.

Bot. : (1) Stellaria media ; (2) The Endive,
Cichorium Endivia.

* chicken-pecked, a. Under the rule

of a girl, as hen-pecked under that of a woman.
"To be chicken-pecked la a new persecution.''—Bur-

goyne : The //•ires*, ill. 1. (Davie*.)

chicken pox, t.

Path. : The common name for Varicella, a
contagious and infectious disease which in
some respects resembles modified smali-pox,
and is characterised by a specific eruption,
which breaks out over the whole body, and
runs a definite course in about eight or ten
days. The disease appears to be the result of

a specific poison which, after a period of
latency or incubation, develops into one of
more or less feverishness. This lasts for
two or three days, when an eruption of
pimples appears, at first on the body, then on
the face and head, the fever subsiding as the
rash appears. These pimples soon till up with
lymph, and become vesicles which in their

turn, two or three days later, shrivel up and
Jail off in the form of crusts or scabs, seldom,
however, becoming purulent or pitting as in

the eruption of small-pox. Chicken-pox ap-
pears to have obtained its name partly from
the pulse or pea-like (Fr. chiche) character of

the rash in the first instance, and partly from
the mild nature of the complaint as compared
with small - pox. Swine-pox, bastard - pox,
hives, horn -pox, pearl or stone-pox, are the
names popularly given to this disease, accord-
ing to the character of the eruption, which
varies somewhat in different cases. Adults
seldom suffer from chicken-pox.

chicken - weed, • chckyn - wede,
* chuken wede, s. [Chickweed.]

Bot. : (1) Stellaria media ; (2) Cerastium tri-

vial* ; (3) Senecio vulgaris ; (4) Rocella tinctoria.

chicken wort, s,

Bot. : Stellaria media. (Scotch.)

chick ct, s. [Etyra. doubtful] A fastening.
"... the green shutters and chicket* [of the Escurlal]

are offensive. "—Ford in Ogilvie.

* chick in, s. [Sequin.]
". . . disbursing unto him an hundred chickint of

very-good golde, . . ."—Pastenger of Benvenuto, 1612.

chick-ling, s. [Eng. chick, and dim. suff.

ling.] A Tittle chicken.

chickling-vetch, s. [Chichlino.]

Chick-ras -si-a, s. [A Mod. Lat. form of the
Bengalee name.]

Bot. : A lofty Indian tree, belonging to the

order Cedrelacea;. The wood is close-grained,

light in colour, and elegantly veined. It is in

much request amongst cabinet-makers, by
whom it is called Chittagong wood. The bark
of Chickrassia tubularis is astringent, but not
bitter. (Treat, of Bot.)

chick -weed, *. [Eng. chick (1), and weed.]

[Chiche.]

1. Bot. : A plant, Stellaria media, the seeds
of which are a favourite food of small birds.

2. Comm. : A commercial name for the dye-
ing lichen, Roccella fuciformis. (Craig.)

Bastard Chickweed; Sibthorpia europosa.

(Britt. & Holland.)

Chickweed Winter-green ; THentalit europcea.

Ivy Chickweed : Veronica hederifolia. (Britt.

<fc Holland.)

Mouse-ear Chickweed : A general book-name
for the species of Cerastium, especially C.

triviale. (Britt. & Holland.)

SeaChickweed : Honkeneyapeploides. (Britt.

A Holland.)

Water Chickweed: Montia fontana; also

sometimes applied to Malachum aquaticum
and Callitriche verna. (Treas. of Bot.)

* Ohlc-O-ra'-eS-ous, a. [Eng. chicor(y);

-aceous.] Of the nature of, or having the
qualities of chicory.

" Diureticks evacuate the salt serum ; as all acid
diureticks, and the testaceous aud bitter chicoraceou*
plants."—Sir J. Floyer.

chlc'-ti-ry, * Chlc'-e£-ry, «. [O. Fr. chteoree,

cichoree — succorie (Cotgrave) ; Fr. chicoree,

from Lat. cichorium ; Gr. ki\^oiov (kichorion);

k t'xtupa (kichora)= succory. ] [Soccory. ]

Bot. a? Comm. : The root of the Cichorium
intybus. Wild Succory or Chicory. The plant

is cultivated in various parts of England
and Europe and is also raised in California.

The roots were formerly used medicinally,

possessing properties resembling those of the

Dandelion. The root roasted has been em-
ployed as a substitute for coffee for more than
a century. It is now used extensively as a
mixture with genuine coffee, but is regarded
as an adulterant, and by the Adulteration Act
the seller is bound to acquaint the purchaser

with the fact that the compound is sold not
as genuine coffee, but as a mixture of chicory
and coffee. Its presence is easily detected by
the microscope, and by the brown colour which
is immediately produced when a few grains
are thrown into cold water. Chicory root is

heated in iron cylinders, which are kept re-

volving as in the roasting of coffee. In this
country about two pounds of lard are added
to every hundred-weight of the kiln-dried root
during the roasting process. In France butter
is used. By this a lustre and colour resembling
that of coffee is imparted to it. When roasted
the chicory is ground to powder and mixed
with the cofiee. Chicory cuniaius some sac-

charine matter, but otherwise does not serve to

supply the animal economy with any useful
ingredient. Its extensive use sometimes pro-
duces diarrhoea. The prepared chicory gives a
deep brown color to water, when au infusion is

made, and it is this property which makes it

valuable for the adulteration of coffee, giving
an artificial appearauce of strength. As in tho
case of many other adulterants, chicory itself

is sometimes adulterated, the adulterants being
roasted pulse, damaged wheat, parsnips, carrots,

logwood aud mahogany dust, burnt sugar, dog-
biscuit, and even baked livers of horses and
bullocks. Venetian red and ruddle are used
to color it. (Ure, Ac.)

phi -COt (« silent), *. [Fr.] The seed of a plant,

Moringa pterygosperma.

chid, pret. & pa. par. of v. [Chide.]

chid -den, pa. par. or a. [Chide.]

chide, • chyde, * chi den, * chydyn
(pt. t. * chodcy chid ; pa. par. * chid, chidden^
* chiddc), v.t. & i. [A.S. cidon (pt. t. cidde).

Skeat suggests a connection with A.S. cwedluin
= to speak.]

A. Transitive:

1. To find fault with, to reprove, to blame,
to correct with words.

(1) 0/ human beingt:
" Their mother did also chide them for so doing, hut

still the boys went on."—Bunyan: Pilgrim'* Progreit,
pt. 11.

(2) Fig. (Of the loud, clamorous noise of

animals)

:

" He heard the baffled dogs in vain
Rave through the hollow pass amain.
Chiding the rocks that yelled again.'

Scott : Lady of the Lake, 1

1

*2. To drive with reproof, to cause to
move by chiding.

" Find him, my lord of Warwick ; chide him hither."
Bhakeip. : 2 Henry I V., iv. *.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To quarrel, to dispute, to contend in

words.
" Chydyn, or flytyn. Contendo."—Prompt. Pan.

'* My lorde ne louex for to chyde."
Earl. Eng. Atlit. Poem* ; Pearl, 403.

2. To blame, find fault, scold (with the

preps, with, against, at).

" What chiden ye agent me."— Wycliffe : Exod. xvlL 1
" He will not alwaya chide . . .'—Pi. cul 9.

"And the people chode with Moses."—Numb, n 3.

(Transl. 1578.)

1 3. To make a loud, clamouring noise.

[A. (2).]
m My duty,

As doth a rock against the chiding flood."
Shaketp. ; Benry VllL, MX. %

If For the difference between to chide, to

check, to reprimand, to reprove, and to rebuke,

see Check, v.

* chide, s. [A.S. cid.]

1. Contention, contest.

8. A loud noise. [Chide, v., A. 1 (2), B. 3]
" Nor the chide of streams,

And hum of heea, . . ."

Thornton; Autumn

* chi der, * chy-dar, s. [Eng. chide ; -er.\

* 1. One who quarrels or disputes ; a quar-

relsome person.

"Chydar. Jntentor, litigator"—Pro.nv!. Part.

" I love no chidert, air.—Biondello, let's away."
Shaketp. : Tarn, of Shrew, L X

2. One who rebukes or reproves.

* Chid'-er-esse, s. [Eng. chider; fem. suff.

esse = -ess.] A quarrelsome, fault-finding

woman.
" If one he full of wantonnesse,
Another is a chideresse."

Romaunt of the Rote, 160.

* chld'-iSs-tOT, s. [Eng. chide, and Mid. Eng.

fem. suff. -ster.] A feminine form of chider.

"A chidetter ora wastouxof thy good."
Chaucer: C. T., 9,409.

ohid'-ing, * chid'-Inge, * chyd-yng,
chyd-ynge, yr. par., a., & s. [Chide, tJ.J

A.&B. As pr. par.dt particip. adj : (In

senses corresponding to those of the verb).

C. As substantive

:

* 1. Contention, quarrel.
" Chydynge. Contendo, lUigado."—Prompt Pare.

2. A finding fault, reprocf.

*'.
. . spite of all my ckiding*.

My weakness and rc.y fear.

'

Cowper : 7V3n.i. from Chiton.

chid'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. chiding ; -ly.] In

a chiding or reproving manner. (Huloet.)

chief, * chef, • cheffe, * cheefe, * chefe,

a., s.,& adv. [O. Fr. chef, chiefs the head,

from Lat. caput; Sp. safe; Ital. capo.]

A. As adjective

:

1. The principal ; the first ; the head or

highest in authority.

(1) Of persons:
" I schal mak him my chef stiward."

William of Paleme, %%m\

(2) Of things:

"Then toun that was the chef cyta of the 1mm
Asye."—Robert of Otoucetter, p. Ss»5.

2, The most important ; deserving of th«

greatest respect, opinion, or attention.
'". . . my chief care

Is to come fairly off from the great dehts."

Shaketp. : Merchant of TVnic*. t L

boll, T>6"y; pe*ut, JoUrl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. P& = £
-clan, tian = shan. -tion, - sion = shun ; ~tlon -slon = zhun. -tious, -sious , -cious = shus. -hie, -tre, &c = bel, tfir.
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* 3. Exceeding, extraordinary, very intimate
or close.

"A froward man soweth strife, and a whisperer
.tparateth chief friends."—/»row6a avl. 28.

IF Formerly the word was used in the com-
parative and superlative degrees.

"He sometimes denied admission to the chiefeet
officers of the army."—Clarendon.

II Crabb thus distinguishes between chief,
principal,*™! main :

" Chiefrespects order and
rank

; princijial has regard to importance and
respectability ; main to degree or quantity.
We speak of a chief clerk, a commander in
chief; the chief person in a city ; but the prin-
cipal people in a city ; the principal circum-
stances in a narrative, and the main object."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

B. As substantive !

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The top, the highest part, the head.
"Opon the chefe of hur cholle
A. padok prykette on a polle."

Anturt of Arthur, ix
2. The head or leader of any number of

persons, aa of an army, a political or social
union, &c.

3. A prime mover or actor; the principal
agent.

"I wag the cafe/ that raised him to the crown.
And I'll be chief to bring him down again.''

Shahetp. !>BemyJl.,iiL3.
II. Technically:

1. Old law:

(1) Used as a translation of the Latin caput.
Persons who held their land by personal ser-
vice direct from the king were called tenants
in chief, in Latin, in capite, in French, en chef.

"... licence of alienation to be made of lands
holdcn in chief."—Bacon.

(2) Applied loosely to the holding of any
•state direct from any person.

" I shall he prond to hold my dependence on yon In
thief, as I do part of my email fortune in Wiltshire."—Dryden.
2. Heraldry

:

(1) As the head Is the chief part of the man,
gothe head or principal partoftbeescutcheonis
called the chief, or chief point. It contains the
upper third of the field,

and is determined by
one line, either drawn
straight, or crenel, or
indented. Sometimes
one chief is borne upon
another, which is called
surmounting, and is
usually expressed by a
line drawn across the
uppermost part of the
chief. When a chief is charged with anything
it is said to be on chief, but when a thing is
borne on the top of the escutcheon it is said
to be borne in chief.

"The chief is so called of the French word chef the
head or upper part : this possesses the upper third part
of the escutolieon. "—Peacham : On Drawing.

(2) The chief of an ordinary is a fess re-
moved to the upper part of a coat.

IT In chief:

1. Law: [IH,
2. Her. : [II. 2].

3. First, before all. Used in such compounds
as commander-in-chief, generaUin-chief.

f Crabb thus distinguishes between chief,
leader, chieftain, and head : " Chief respects
precedency in civil matters ; leader regards the
direction of enterprises ; chieftain is [or rather
was once] employed for the superior in mili-
tary rank

; and head for the superior in general
concerns. Among savages the chief of every
tribe is a despotic prince within his own dis-
trict. Factions and parties in a state, . . .
must have their leaders. . . . Robbers have
their chieftains, who plan and direct every-
thing, having an unlimited power over the
band. The heads of families were, in the
primitive ages, the chiefs, who in conjunction
regulated the affairs of state. Chiefs ought
to have superiority of birth combined with
talents for ruling; leaders and chieftains re-
quire a bold and enterprising spirit ; heads
should have talents for directing." (Crabb:
Bug. Synon.)

t Ob As adv. : Chiefly, especially.

"T^D
J
l»nlng cheerful, to thy sport repair,

Chief, should the western breezes curling play."
Thornton : Spring.

Chief Baron, or Lord Chief-Baron, s.

Law : The title formerly given to the chief
or presiding Judge of the Court of Exchequer.

Chief-Justice, t.

Law: The title of the presiding Justice of
the United States Supreme Court. The ap-
pointment is made by the President, subject to
confirmation by the Senate, aud is for life.

Chief-Justice, or Lord Chief-Jus-
tice, s.

Law: The title formerly given to the chief
or presiding judge in the Courts of Queen's
Bench and Common Pleas.

* 1. Gen. : The chief or presiding judge of a
court.

2. Spec. : Now, the title given to the pre-
siding judge of the Queen's Sench Division of
the High Court of Justice. The full title is
Lord Chief Justice of England. The first
wearer of the title was Lord Chief Justice
Cockburn.

Chief-Justiceship, .?.

Law : The rank or office of a chief-justice.

* chief-pledge, «. The same as Head-
borouoh (q.v.J.

chief-point, .

.

Her.: The uppermost part of the escut-
cheon ; it is threefold—dexter, middle, and
sinister. [Chief, B., II. 2.]

chief-rents, s. The same as Quit-bents.

* chief tenant, s.

Law : One who holds his estates in chief or
in capite. [Chief, B. II. 1.]

* chief -age, * chev -age, s. [0. Fr.
chevage, from chef, chief = head ; Low Lat.
chevagium, chavagium, from caput = head 1A poll-tax or tribute by the head.

" The Jewa, allowed to live In England, long paid
chevage. orpoll-money ; via three pence per head, at
Easter."—Chamber*.

" chief-dim, «. [Eng. chief, and sun*, -dom.]
The Btate or position of being chief ; sover-
eignty. (Spenser.)

* ohief-er-y; ». [Eng. chief; «•</.] A body
or number of chiefs.

" He together with the chieftry. or greatest men of
Ulster."— Ih.lhuid : Camden, 11. 123.

* chief-ess, s. [Eng. chief, and fern. sun*, -ess. ]

A female chief. (Carver.)

t chief-less, a. [Eng. chief; 'ess.] Without
a head or leader, having no chief.
" Fruit, foliage, crag, wood, cornfield, mountain, Tine,
And chtejteu castles breathing stern farewella*

Byron 1 ChUde llaroldt Pilgrimage, ill. ft.

* chief -lSt, s. [Eng. chief, and dim. suff.
-let.] A petty chief.

" The chief or chieflet . . . came out and exchanged
a few words."-^Palgravei Arabia, L 22.

chief-ly, adv. [Eng. chief; -ly.]

1 1. Especially, pre-eminently.
" Any man who will consider the nature of an epic

poem, what actions it describes, and what persona
they are chiefly whom it Inform*, will find it a work
full of difficulty."—Dryden.

2. For the most part, principally.

* chief

'

rness, * chief -nosse, ». [Eng.
chief; -ness.} Superiority.

"Their chiefneue was penes Regit arbitrium.''—
Fatter : Worthies, oh. rt.

* chief-rie, «. [Eng. chief; aunt -rie = -ry.}

A small rent paid to the lord in chief.

"They shall be well able to live upon those lands, to
yield her majesty reasonable chit/He, . , .'—Spenser:
Ireland.

chief tain, "cheve tain, 'cheven tein,
* cheuon teyn, * chif teyn, • chevc
teyn, s. [O. Fr. chevetaine, chieftaine, chefe-
taint; Ft. capitaine, from Low Lai capita-
neus = a captain ; 0. Fr. chef, chief; Lat.
caput m a head. Chieftain and captain are
thus doublets.]

1. Gen. : A head man. a leader, a general, a
chief.

" A stif man and a stern that was the hinges stiward
and oheueteyn,"— Will, of Palerne, 3,378.

% Spec, : The head of a clan.

"A chieftain to the Highlands hound
Cries, ' Boatman, do not tarry 1 '

"

Campbell : Lord CTUiris Daughter.

t chief tain-cy, ». [Eng. chieftain; -cy.]

The rank or position of a chieftain, chieftain-
ship.

* chlertaln-ry, s. [Eng. chieftain; -ry.X

Chieftaincy, chieftainship. (Johnson.)

chief-tain-ship, s. [Eng. chieftain; -ship.)
The rank, position, or office of a chieftain

;

sovereignty; leadership. (Smollett.)

*chief'-ty, *chiefe'-ty, s. [Eng. chief; -ty.}

Chieftainship, headship, supremacy.
"Two cannot have the principality and cMefety In

our love. —Oat<iker : Marriage Duties. {Latham.)

chield, chiel, s. [Child.] (Scotch.)

1. A young fellow.

"These are the very chields that galloped off at
Gladsmuir, . . ."—.Seo«; iVavertey, oh. Ixlx.

2. A servant. (Pitscottie.)

* chier, * cheir, v.t. [A.S. echun = to shear,
to shave, to gnaw, to cut off.] To cut, to
wound. (Scotch.)

chiero (1), s. [Chekb.]
"This housbonu with glad chiere in good wis*
Answerd and sayde, as I schal you devyse."

Chaucer: C. T., 11.WT,

" chiere (2), *. [Chair.]

* chier'-tee, *. [Cherte.]

chl-e'-$a» «. [Ital.] Church.

T[ Sonata di Chiesa: A sacred sonata.
(Stainer £ Barrett.)

* chiev'-ance, $. [O. Fr. chevance, the sam«
as chevisance, from chevir = to accomplish.]
[Chevisance.] An unlawful bargain, in which
money was extorted.

"There were good laws against . . . unlawful cJiiev
ances and exchanges, which U bastard usury."

—

Baotm.

•chicve, '^ve, v.t. & i. [Cheve.]

ch iff chaff, s. [From the bird's note.]

Ornith. : Phyltotcopus rufus. a British
warbler, widely distributed over Europe. It
is nearly allied to the Willow-warbler.

" The eggs ... of the chiff-chaff, which are spotted
with dark, purple.'—A Laishley : Popular Bistvry et
British Eggs.

* §hlf -fer, * chif-fre, t. [Fr. chifre.} A
cypher.

" Item, ane bed dlvldlt equalie In claith of gold and
silvlr, with drauchtes of violet and gray silk maid In
chiffert of A. . . "—In*r*ntori*t, A. lMi, p. 1«-

chif Ton, *. [Fr. « a rag.] a piece of finery

;

something worn by a woman as an adornment.

chiffon work, s. Silk patch-work.

chif fon nier', chif fon iere', t. [Fr.
from chiffon = a rag, from chijfe = poor stuff.]

1. A movable piece of furniture serving as
a closet or small side-board.

"The box was found at last under a chiffonUr."—
0. Kliot: Middlemarch, ch. lxxx.

2. A rag-picker ; one who picks up rags and
other refuse. (In this sense, not naturalised,
and pr. chif-fon-ya.)

chif ' fy, s. [Jiffy.]

chig - non (pron. chon - ydn), *. [Fr.

chignon=:(l) the back of the neck, (2) back
hair, see def. ; cognate with chainon = the
link of a chain. (Littri.)'] The back hair of
ladies ; a protuberance of artificial hair on the
hinder part of the head, worn generally by
ladies from about a. d. 1866 to 1875. (Haydii,
etc.)

chigre, chi goc. «. [Fr. chique; from Sp.
chteo = small.]

Entom. : A name given in the West Indiei
to a species of apterous insects of the Ilea

kind, Pulex penetrans, which takes its name
from its penetrating the skin of the feet, and
breeding there, unless speedily taken out. It

Is a source of great annoyance to the poor
nejfofls. (Craig.)

* Chike. s. [Chicken.] (Chaucer.)

chik sa, s. [The native East Indian name.]

Comm. : The name of a fragrant powder
composed of sandal-wood. &.c (NuttaU).

chil blain, • child' blain, child -

blane, 5. [Eng. chill, and blain <q.v.>] A
blain or sore on the hands or feet produced
by cold, especially if the parts were previously

much heated. There are three types of the

disease. In the first or mildest, there are

*te, fit, fare, amidst, what, f*Ulv father ; wo, wfit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd\ son ; mute, oub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oo ^ 6 ; oy = a. au = kw.
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Ttdneaa and swellings, with much heat and
itching. In the second the affected part

becomes greatly swelled, and of a red or blue,

or even of a purple, hue. In the third, or

severest type, vesicles rise on the swollen

skin, which become sores, discharging irri-

tating matter. The disease affects young
people more frequently than adults, and girls

oftener than boys. A cure of mild chilblains

may sometimes be effected if they be rubbed
with snow or ice-water, and finally immersed
in it till the pain and itching cease. This
should be repeated several times a day, the
affected parts being dried and enclosed in

leather casings.

"I remembered the cure of childblanes when I was
a boy (which may be called the children's gout), by
burning at the fire. "—Sir W. Temple.

tchtl-blain, v.t [Chilblain, «.] To affect

with chilblains ; to raise chilblains upon.

ohild, •cild, •childe, •ohyldo(Eng.)(pl.
• dldru, *childre, *childir, *chyldere, *childire,

children), chlel (Scotch), «. & a. [A.S. cUd (pi.

did and cildare). Matzner and Mahn com-
pare Goth, kilthei = a womb, in-Hltho = with
child. Skeat refers to Dut. and Ger. kind =
a child.]

A* As substantive :

L Ordinary Txinguage

:

1. Laterally:

(1) A descendant in the first degree, whether
male or female ; a son or daughter.

(2) Exteuded to more remote descendants.
" Thus saith the Lord. Behold, a child shall be born

unto the bouse of David, . . ."—1 King* »iii 1

(8) Applied, in the plural, especially in

Scripture, to all the members of a race.

". . . the children of Reuben, and the children of

Gad, and the half tribe of Manasseh, built there an
altar by Jordan."

—

Josh. xxlL 10.

(4) A young girl. (Obsolete, except in the
provinces, and especially in Warwickshire.)

" Mercy on 's, a barne ; a very pretty barne ! A boy
or a chili, I wonder? "—Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, ill. 8.

(5) A young person generally, irrespective of

any relationship or connexion.

", . . and his flesh came again like unto the flesh of

• little child, and he waa clean."—2 Singe v. 14.

f (6) [Childe.]
"And every childe ware of leaves grene
A fresh chapelet

"

Chaucer : Flower and Leaf.

* 00 A servant, a page. (Scotch.

)

(8) A fellow, a person, irrespective of age.

Scotch.)
" They're fools that slav'ry like, and may be free

;

The chiels may a' knit up themselves for me."
Ramsay : Poem*, 11. 77.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Relig. : Child of God.

(a) One owned by God as His child.

"Ye are all the children of God by faith In Christ
Jesus."-Gal. 111. 26.

(6) A baptized Christian.

"In Baptism, wherein I was made a member of
Christ, the child of God . . "—Church Catechism.

(c) One who exhibits the character of a
child ; applied to

—

(i) One who is weak In knowledge. (Isaiah
Hi. 12, 1 Cor. xiv. 20.)

(ii) One who is young In grace. (1 John ii.

18.)

(iii) One who is humble, docile, and obedient
as a child. (Matt, xviii. 3, 4.)

(2) One who in manners or disposition
exhibits the characteristics of a very young
person ; one who is innocent or ignorant as
a child.

(S) Used as a term of endearment, or affec-
tion.

**.
. . Children, how hard Is it for them that trust

In riches to enter into the kingdom of God I
"

—

Mark

t (4) The result, product, or effect of any-
thing.

*'.
. . this noble passion.

Child of integrity, hath from my soul
Wip'd the black scruples."

Shaketp. 1 Macbeth, W. a
S The plural was originally did or dldru,

and afterwards childer, childir, chitdre, Ac.
The later addition of the plural suff. -(«)n con-
sequently makes the modern children really a
double plural.

** Fyne childir he had."— Langtoft, p. 19.

\ The word occurs frequently in Scripture,
In phrases with little more meaning than
persons or people attached or belonging to
aome specified class ; as, children of the flesh
= those whose affections are set on the world ;

children of the promise = those to whose
ancestors the promise bad been made ; chil-

dren of wrath =s those liable to the wrath of
God ; children of disobedience = disobedient
persons, Ac.

H To be with child

:

1. Lit. : To be pregnant.
" Therhuyle thet hi is mid childe."— Ayenbite, p. 221

*2. tig. : To be very anxious for anything.
" I sent my boy, who, like myself, is with child to

see any strange thing.'"—Pvpy* : Diary, May 14, 1660.

From a child : From infancy.
" He that delicately bringeth up his servant from a

child shall have him become his son at the length."

—

Proe. xxix. 21.

IX Law: Under seven a child is supposed
to be incapable of committing felony. Be-
tween seven and fourteen it is held to be doll

incapax, i.e. incapable of crime, whilst above
fourteen it is doli capax, I.e. capable of crime.
If, however, anything atrocious be done with
obvious malice by a child, it may be held that
malitia supplet atatem, malice supplies [the
want of] age. The age at which a child
can be sworn as a witness depends on the
education it has received and its apparent
comprehension of the nature and obligation
of an oath.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

child-bearing, 'child-bertnge, a.&s.

A. As adj. : Bearing or bringing forth
• children.

B. As substantive

:

1. The act of bearing children.
"To thee.

Fains only In childbearing were foretold."
Milton : P. L., X.

2. The quality of being able to bear children.

"The timorous and irresolute Sylvia has demurred
till she is past childbearing."—Addison.

3. The period of gestation.

"The period of child-bearing in women, which is

380 days, is usually spoken of by the ancient writers
as consisting of ten months."

—

Lewis: Astronomy of
the Ancient* (ed. 1862), cli. i.

, § *, p. ai.

child-crowing, a
Med. : The name popularly given fo an

affection of the larynx, of which the most
remarkable feature is a peculiar crowing or
hissing Bound caused by the breath being
drawn with more or less violence into the
windpipe in the effort to remove some im-
pediment, which is usually of a spasmodic
character, existing in that organ. The disease
is peculiar to childhood, and is caused by
reflected irritation from worms, teething, and
other disorders upon the muscles of the larynx,
through the recurrent laryngeal and pneumo-
gastric nerves. The symptoms, which are
those of impending suffocation, are most
alarming and must be relieved instantly, but
the attack is seldom fatal. Child-crowing,
technically called laryngismus stridulus (q.v ),

is also known as false-croup, from its re-

semblance in some respects to that disease.
True croup is, however, quite a distinct affec-

tion, and a much more formidable one.

"There U a sort of bastard croup. . . . Spasmodic
croup U the most common of its names. . . . Aly late
colleague. Dr. Ley, in a volume upon this curious
disorder . . . adopts from Dr. Mason Quod the appel-
lation of Laryngismus stridulus. Dr. Gooch called
It chUdcrowtng, a homespun term which I much prefer,
. . .'—Watson: Principles and Practice of Physic,
lect. xlvi.

* child - gored, a. [Eng. child, and
geared.] Of childish manners.

" He wati sumquat chitd-gered."
Uawayne, 86.

* child-great, a. Pregnant.

**Ii overitacAiW-yreafwonianstride."—DuBartas.

•child -ill, s. Labour; pains of child-
bearing.

" ' It is the layndar, Schyr,' said aue.
That hyrMl ill rycht now hes taen."

Barbour, xvt 274.

child's-play, e. A trifling, insignificant
contest or operation ; a trifle.

" No child's-play was It—nor is it ! TU1 two In the
afternoon the massacring, the breaking and the burn-
ing has not ended . .

."

—

Cartyle; French Revolution,
pt-U.bk. vi., ch. vli.

child-stealing, a. & a
Law : The stealing of a child from its parents

or guardians. It is severely punishable.

child-wife, 8. [Cuildwipe.]

•child, childen, * child! , "chyldyn,
v.t. & i. [Child, s.]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To give birth to a child ; to bring
forth.

2. Fig. : To produce, to send forth.
"An hundred plants beside, e'en In his sight,
Childods.it hundred nymphs."

Fairfax : Trans, of Tasto. xvili. M.
B. lntrans. : To give birth to a child.

"Chyldyn. or bryngyu ftirthe chylde. Parlo."—
Prompt. Pare.
" Whan that sche had childed-—Maundeville, p. US.

* child' age, * chylu-age, s. [Eng. child,

and age.] Childhood, iufancy.

child' bed, ' child bedde, •cbil-bSd,
s. & a. [Eng. child, and bed.]

A. As subst. ; The state of a woman in
labour, or bringing forth a child.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the bringing
forth of children.

"
. . with Immodest hatred.

The child-bed privilege denied, which 'long*
To women of all fashion."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, iii. 1.

Child-birth, s. [Eng. child, and birth.] The
act of bearing children; labour, travail ; the
time of bringing forth.

t childe, *chyld, *. [Child, $.] The same
word as child, but specially applied to the
BCions of knightly families before their being
admitted to the degree of knighthood.
" Chyld Waweyn, Lotys sone, thulke tyme
Bot of tuelf yer, A the Pope of Rome by I

To Norys thoru the kyng Arture, a thulke tyiuerygt.
The pipe bym tok amies, & ys owe bonde made
him knygt" Robert of Gloucester, p. 192.

IT One of Byron's principal poems is en-
titled " Childe Harold."

* child -ed, a, [Child.] Provided with a
child. (Shakesp.)

* childcly, adv. [Childli.]

"Childely: pueriliter.'-Cathol. Anglicum.

chll'-der, *. pi. [Child.] Children. (Obso-
lete, except in provincial dialects.)

* chil der ing, * chil -der-Ingo, s. [Mid.

Eng. childer, pi. of child; suff. -ing.] Child-
birth, childbearing.

"Al thurh hire chUderinge*
Religious Bongs, p. 65.

fyhir-der-mas day, «. [Mid. Eng. childe)
= children, -mas = mass, and day; A.S. dlda-
mazsse-d&g.]

1 1. Eccles. : The festival of Holy Innocents'
Day, December 28, held in commemoration of
the murder of the Innocents by Herod at
Bethlehem. [Innocents.

]

#
2. The day of the week throughout the

year corresponding to that on which Holy
Innocents' Day fell; considered unlucky by
superstitious persons.

"... the day when chUdermat day fell, ..,*-
Carew.

child hood, * child had, * child-hade,
'childe hod, * child hede, s. [A.S

cildhdd, from did = child ; -had s= -hood.]

L Literally

:

1. The time during which we are children

:

the period from birth till puberty.
" Their love In early infancy began
And rose as childhood ripeuea into man."

Drydcn : Palamon A ArcUe, L ML
2. The state of being children ; childish*

ness.
" Lord Arundell of Wardour, an old man fast sink-

ing into second childhood."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. vl.

IL Figuratively : The beginning, early time.
" Doth she not think me an old murderer,
Now I have stain'd the childhood of our Joy."

Shakesp. : Romeo and Juliet, lit L

* child'-ing, *child-yng, pr. par., a., & a
[Child, v.]

A. As pr. par.: (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Childbearing, fruitful.

1, Lit. : Of women.
"The other maketh a childyng wonunan barayn."—

Trenea, i. 111.

2. Fig. : Applied to things in nature.

"The spring, the summer.
The chitding autumn, angry winter, change."

Shakesp. : Mid*. /Tights Dream, It 1
Childing Cudweed : Filag** germunica. (BriW.

ct Holland.)

Childing Pink : Dianthus prolifer.

Childing Sweet William : The same as Child

ing Pink.

boil. bo*y; pollt, ]6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -ing
-clan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tlon, -slon = zi Aa. -ciodi, -tlous. -sious = shus. -ble, -tre. fcc. - b-yl, ter.
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child -ish, * child ische, a. [A.S. cildisc]

L Literally ;

1. Having the characteristics or nature of a
child ; simple, innocent.

". . . ehould find something engaging In the child >th
innocence of the Prince of WaCs, . .

."—Macaulay i

Hist. Eng., eh. xxili.

2. Of, pertaining to, or befitting a child.
" He will not blush, that has a father's heart.
To take in chUdith plays a chihiith \ wrt."

Covper : Tirocinium, Mt.
* II. Figuratively.

:

1. Young, simple, or ignorant as a child

;

Inexperienced.

2. (With an idea of contempt): Puerile, tri-

fling.

"They have spoll'd the walls with childish sentences,
that consist often in a Jingle of words."—Addison r On
Italy.

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between childish
and infantine: "What children do is frequently
simple or foolish ; what infants do is commonly
prettyand engaging ; therefore childish is taken
in the bad and infantine in the good sense.
Childish manners are very offensive to those
who have ceased, according to their years, to
be children ; the infantine actions of some
children evince a simplicity of character."
(Crabb: Eng Synon.)

t child ish-ly, adv. [Eng. childish ; -ly.] In
a childish or puerile manner ; like a child

* Child ish-mind-£d, a. [Eng. childish;
minded.] Childish in disposition; simple,
Innocent.

* child ish-mind ed ness, s. [Eng. child-

ishminded; -ness.] Childishness in character
or disposition ; simplicity.

"I have somewhat of the French : I love birds, as
the king does ; and have some childiihmindedneu
wherein we shall consent"~liu con.

child ish ness, s. [Eng. childish ; -ness.]

1. In a good sense: The state of being a
child ; simplicity of manners or disposition

;

Innocence, harmlessness.
" He cares not for your weeping. Speak thou, boy

;

Perhaps thy childithneu will move him more
Than can our reasons."

Shaketp. : CorioL, v. 8.

2. In a bad or at least contemptuous sense

:

Puerility; weakness of intellect
" His cowardice, his childithneu, his pedantry, . . .

marie him an object of derision. "—Macaulay Hist
Eng., ch. i.

* Child kind, s. [Eng. child, and kind = kin.]

Children collectively.

"All mankind, womankind. and childkind . . . play
the fool."—Carlyle : Life of Sterling, pt. 1L, ch. vt

child less, * childices, * child les, a.

[Eng. child ; -less.] Without children ; with-
ont offspring.

" Quane ic childlet of werlde fare."
Oenetis and Exodus, 930.

child -less ness, s. [Eng. childless; -ness.]
The state of being childless, or without off-
spring. (E. Everett.)

•child li, * child -ry, *cbilde-ly, a. &
adv. [A.S. cildlic.] [Childlike.]

A. As adj. : Childlike.

"In childly wyse on her [helgan to smyle."
Lidgate : Fall of Princes, it 31

B. As adv. : In a childlike manner, like a
child.

" Then she smiled around right chBdly.*
Mr$. Browning : Lady (ieraldine't Courtship,

Child like, a [A.8. cildlic, from cild= child,
and lic = like.]

L Of persons: Resembling a child in dispo-
sition or manners; simple, innocent, dutiful,
meek.

" Such was thy wisdom, Newton. child-like sage I

Sagacious reader of the works of God."
Cowper: Talk, iu. 2U

2. Of things:

O) In a good sense : Becoming or befitting a
child ; innocent, harmless, dutiful.

(2) In a bad or contemptuous sense : Puerile,
" foolish, trifling.

U Usually childlike is used in a good sense,
childish in a bad sense.

"Child ness, s. [Eng. child; -ness.] The
manners or actions natural to a child ; child-
ishness.

" My parasite, my soldier, statesman, all

:

He makes a July's day short as December,
And, with bis varying ehildneu. cures in me
Thoughts that would thick my blood.*"

Shaketp.: Winter'i Tate. I. 5.

chil'-drcn, s. pi [Child, «.]

Children of Israel, ft,

Botany

:

1. A small garden species of Campanula, so
called from the profusion of its flowers.

2. A garden species of Aster, with very
numerous small flowere.

chil dren-ite, s. [Named after the mineral-
ogist, Mr. Children, of the British Museum. ]

Min.: An orthorhombic, translucent mineral,
of a yellowish-white to brownish-black colour.
Hardness, 45—5 ; sp. gr. 318—3*24. Lustre
vitreous, inclining to resinous. Compos.:
Phosphoric acid, 28*92 ; alumina, 14*44

;

protoxide of iron, 30*68
; protoxide of manga-

nese, 9*07; magnesia, 0*14; water, 16*98. It
occurs in Devonshire, Cornwall, and the
United States. (Dana.)

* chil dren -less, * chyl-dren les, a.

[Eng. children, and -less.] Childless.
" If th' one be riche and chyldrenlet; though at the

grounde of stryfe.
Prooede of hym, set thou in foot*, and pleade his

cause for lyfe."

Drant: Trans, of Horace, sat 5. (Nares.)

* Child -ship, s. [Eng. child; -ship.) Rela-

tionship as a child.

Child-wife, «. [Eng. child, and wife.) •

1. A wife who is still almost a child in
years. (In this sense rather a compound than
a single word.)

* 2. A wife who has borne a child.

"But the law selfe doth openly discharge and de-
liver this holy chUdwife from the bane of the law
. . ."—Paraphrase of Eraemut, IMS. (Nares.)

* Child-wit, * child -wite, s. [Eng. child,

and Mid. Eng. wite = a fine. ]

Old Law : A fine imposed on a bondwoman
to whom an illegitimate child is born.

chil'-e ite, s. [From Chili, and suff. -ite (Min.

)

(q-y).]

Min.: A variety of Volborthite occurring
in the silver mine of Mina Grande in Chili.
It has a dark-brown or brownish-black colour,
and has been observed only in an earthy state,
looking much like a ferruginous clay or
earth. It is easily soluble in nitric acid.
(Dana.)

chil -e-nlte, s. [From Chili, and suff. -tn ; -ite

(Min.).]

Min.: An amorphous, granular mineral, of
a silver-white colour, containing silver 86*2

;

bismuth, 13*8. (Dana.)

chill, b. [Chilli.]

* chil i ad, s. [Gr. YiAiac (chilias), genit
XiAt'a-Sof (chiliados) = the number one thou-
sand.]

1. A thousand, or a collection of a thou-
saud (of separate things) ; especially, a period
of a thousand years.

" We make cycles and periods of years, as decads,
centuries, chiliads, tot the use of comtjuutiou in his-
tory."—Solder.

* 2. (PI.) Math. : A name given to logar-
ithms, because they were at first divided into
thousands.

t chll'-i'-a-gon, s. [Gr. x'Ataywpoc (chUiago-
nos) = with a thousand angles ; from ythCat
(r/Ulias) = a thousand, and ytovia (gonia) = an
angle.] A plane figure of a thousand sides
and angles.

"He brings forward, as a great discovery, theequality
of the angles of a chiliagon to 1»6 right angles.*—Hat-
lam : Literature of Middle Ages, pt i v. , ch. &,

t chni-a-hed -ron, * chili a-ed -ron
(pl. -hedra, -edra), s. TGr. x^w (chilias)
= a thousand, and eSpa (hedra) = a seat, a side. ]A plane figure contained by a thousand sides.

" In a man who speaks of a chUiaedron, or a body of
a thousand sides, the idea of the figure may he very
confused, though that of the number be very distinct "

—Locke.

^hiT-i-an, a. & s. [From Eng., &c Chili, and
suff. -an.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to Chill.

8. As subst. : A native of Chili.

% Chilian mill : A mill of a primitive kind,
used in Chili for grinding oleaginous seeds
between stones put in rotation horizontally
and vertically. It is essentially the same as

that used by the Phoenicians, centuries befor*
the Christian era, for mashing olives. For a
fuller description of the mill see Knight's
Dictionary of Mechanics.

* chil i an ism, * chil i-an Isme, i.

[Gr. xiXias (chilias) = a thousand ; suff. -ism.]
The doctrine of the millennium.

"Dyed in the opinion of Chilianisme." — PagUt
Hereeiography, p. 29L

* chil i arch, s. [Gr. \i\iipxw; (chiliarchos),
from \t\Cat (chilias) = a thousand, and opxw
(archo) — to lead, to command. ] The general
or commander of a thousand men,

* chil -I-arch-3r, s. [Chiliarch.] A regi-

ment or body of men to the number of a
thousand.

"The chiliarchiet also, or regiments, as I may so
call them, of the Lamb, being summed up in this
number."—More: Myttery of Oodlineu, p. i»i

* chil 1 asm, *. [Gr. %Lktdo-n.<K (chiliasmos),
from xiAia? (chilias) = a thousand.] The doc-
trine of thf millennium, or reign of Christ
upon earth for a thousand years (Rev. xx.).
[Millennium.]

* Chil'-i-ast, s. [Gr. x^^<rn^ (chiliastes),

from x 1*"" (chilias) ~& thousand.] A mil-
lenarian ; one who believes in the doctrine of
a literal millennium ; one who believes in the
personal reign of Christ in bodily form upon
earth during that period. [Millenarian.]

" To reign with Christ a 1000 years before the ending
of the world, was the old erronr of the chiliatU."—
Pagitt : Beretiography, p. 90.

* chfl-I-as-tlc, * chfl-I-as-tlc-al, o.

[Eng. chilias*.; -ic ; -ical.] Relating or per-
taining to the chiliasts.

"As soon as the obstruction offered by the chUiattie
errors disappeared."—J. A. Alexander (Webster).

chU-I-xac'-tlve, a. [Chylifactive.]

chil-i'-xac'-tor-y, a. [Chylifactory.]
"A chUifaetory menstruum or digestive prepara-

tion. —Brotene : Vulgar Errourt. p. 84

chil-I-ol'-i ter, *. [Kilolitre.]

chil I 6m -e-ter, *. [Kilometre.]

Chfl-I-6-ph-jfr-l-om, s. [Gr. y-Aiac (chilias)
•= a thousand, and^v\\ov(phullon) = a leaf.]

Hot. : A genus of composite plants with yel-

low flowers. They are natives of Mexico.

chill, * chil, * chele, *. & o. [AS. cfU,

die = great cold, chilliness, from celan = to

cool, co7 = cool ; Dut. hill = a chill, ki!len=
to chill, koel = cool ; Sw. kyla = to chill,

kulcn, kylig = chill, cool ; Lat. gelu = frost.]

[Cool, Chele.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) The state of being moderately cold;
chillness.

(2) A sudden sensation of coolness, gener-
ally accompanied with shivering; a sudden
check to the circulation of heat

Chills and fever : Fever and ague. ( U. 8.)

2. Fig. : A sudden check to warmth of
manner or feeling ; a discouragement
IX Technically:

1. Painting: A dulness or dimness in a
painting

; also called blooming.

2. Iron Manuf. : A piece of iron introduced
into a mould so as to rapidly cool the surface

of molten iron which comes in contact there-

with. Cast-iron, like steel, is hardened by
rapid cooling, aud softened by the prolongatioi

of the cooling process. The extreme in th*

former direction gives chilled iron the hard
ness of hardened steel ; the extreme in tlu

direction of softness is obtained by prolonging
the heat, abstracting the carbon from the
cast-iron, reducing it to a nearly pure crystal-

line iron, [Malleable iron.]
The chilled cast-iron ploughshare has a hard

under-surfaco, and the top wears away, leaving

a comparatively thin edge of hardened metal
This resembles the natural provision in the

teeth of rabbits, squirrels, and other rodents,

whereby the enamel remains in advance of the

softer portion of the tooth, keeping a sharp
edge. (Knight.)

B. As adjective:

L Literally:

lite, fat, fire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, rs'ire, sir, marine ; go, p*t,

ex. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, role, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e. ey a. qu = lew.
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1. Subjec. : Having a sensation of coolness ;

somewhat cold.

2. Objec : Moderately cold ; causing a sen-

sation of coolness, generally accompanied with
shivering ; chilly.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Subjec : Cold and reserved in manners,
temper, or feeling ; distant, formal.

" But be It chill to pralae or blaine."
Tennyton: The Two Voices.

2. Objec. : Causing a discouragement to or
checking warmth of feeling or manners ; de-

pressing, discouraging ; distant, formal.

" Downward and ever downward, and deeper In ages
chill valley."

Longfellow : Children of LorcCt Supper.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between chill

and cold: " Chill expresses less than cold, that
is to say, it expresses a degree of cold. The
weather is often chilly in summer ; but it is

colli in winter. We speak of taking the chill

off water whe> the cold is in part removed ; and
of a chill running through the frame when the
cold begins to penetrate the frame that is in a
state of warmth." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

chill-cold, a. Very cold.
"A chill-cold blond . . . fleetes through my Telnea,"

Dartes: Mute's Sacr., p. 49. {Davie*.)

chill-hardening, s. A mode of temper-
ing steel-cutting instruments, by exposing the
red-hot metal to a blast of cold air.

chill, • chyl-lyn, v.t. & i. [Chill, s.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

rn To make cold or chilly ; to strike with a

". . . when a body la said to be chilled . . .~—Tyn-
doll: Prag. of Science (3rd ed.), viiL 2. p, 178.

t (2) To blast with cold.

2. Fig. : To "heck warmth of feeling or
manners ; to discourage, to depress ; to damp
the spirits.

" As an icy touch bad chUCd its heart."
Bemant : A Tale of the Secret Tribunal.

IL Iron Manuf. : To cause the surface of
nolten iron to cool suddenly by the introduc-
tion of a piece of cold iron, so as to increase
"

i hardness. [Chill, &, B. 2.]

t B. Intransitive

:

X. Lit. : To become cold, to shiver.

2. Fig. : To become cold, distant, or formal
tn manners or feeling ; to be discouraged,
disheartened, or downcast.

•*A1 chaunged her chere and chylled at the hert."
AllU. Poemt; Patience, 367.

Lied, pa. par. & a. [Chill, v.]

A» As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Chill, cold.
M He said, and Priam's aged joints with chilled fear

did shake." Chapman. (Rich.)

2. Technically:

(1) Iron Manuf. : Made of iron which has
been hardened by chilling. Chilled castings
are used for axle-boxes, iron wheel-hubs, rolls

for iron-rolling mills, ploughshares, and mould-
boards, stamp-heads, heavy hammers, and an-
vils for some kinds of work, and in many other
instances. (Knight.)

(2) Painting ; Dimmed, clouded ; affected

With blooming.

chilled-shot, s.

Mil. : Shot of very rapidly cooled or chilled

cast-iron, which thus acquire a hardness of
nearly equal efficiency with steel for penetrat-
ing iron plates, and yet produced at a very
much less cost. Chilled-shot break up on
passing through the plates, and the fragments
are very destructive on crowded decks.

fhU'-li, s. [3p. chili, chile.]

I. The popular name of the American Red-
pepper.

2 The pod or fruit of the Capsicum
(q.v ). Spec, the dried ripe pod of Capsicum
jastigiatum.

" Chillies . . . form the basis of Cayenne pepper and
eurry powder."— Watertton : Cyclopaedia of Commerce.

Chilli or Chili Vinegar; Vinegar flavoured
with Capsicum pods.

chilli (or chili) sauce, «. a spicy
oondimental sauce, variously composed.

chil -li-ness, s. [Eng. chilly; -ness.}

I. Literally:

1. The quality or state of being chilly.

"The chiUinett of their waters."—Locke; Education,
si£
2. Coolness ; a modeiate degree of cold.

LT. Fig. : A sensation of discouragement or
depression.

chil -ling, * chyl-lynge, pr. par., a., & s.

[Chill, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

(1) The act of cooling or making chill (lit.

AM-)-
* (2) The act or state of shivering.

"Chyllynge of tetbe or other lyke. Priotdor."—
Prompt. Parv.

2. Iron Manuf. : The process of chill-har-

dening. [Chill, s., II. 2.]

Chll'-Ung-ham, s. [A proper name, see A.]

A* vis substantive

:

Geog. : A parish in Northumberland, on the
river Till, about four and a half miles south of
Wooler.

B. As adj. : In any way pertaining to or
connected with the parish described under A.

QMflttsSjsMsl bulls, Chillingham
cattle, s. pi. Certain bulls, or rather cattle of

both sexes, preserved in a semi-wild state in
Chillingham Park. They are pure white, ex-

cept the muzzle, which is black, aud the horns,

which are tipped with black. The white colour
on the body, however, is artificially pro-
duced, the owner causing all spotted calves

to be killed. They are now generally believed
to be the descendants of the mountain bull or
Urus which were wild in Gaul at the time of
Caesar's invasion, and the stock whence our
larger cattle have been derived. Some writers

have thought them descended from ordinary
cattle which have become wild, and others
have made them a distinct species, Bos Scoticus.

Professor W. Boyd Dawkins considers them
the last surviving representatives of the gi-

gantic Urus of the Pleistocene period, reduced
in size and modified in every respect by their

small range and their contact with man.
(Q. J. Geol. Soc, voL xxit (1866), pt. i., p. 398.)

t ChH'-ling-ly\ adv. [Eng. chilling; 4y.] In
a chilling manner.

"... a qualification which must then have fallen
chillingly on the ears of belligerent Tories "— Daily
Jfewt, April 19, 187S.

* chill-ness, * chil ness, chil -nessc,
s. [Eng. chill; -ness.]

1. Lit. : A sensation of coldness, a chill.

" Lend their weaker fire

To conquer the night's chilneue."
Babington : Catta.ro, p. IL

2. Fig.: A feeling of discouragement or
depression.

ChiH'-& a. k adv. [Eng. chiU; -y.]

A. As adjective :

J, Literally

:

1. Feeling a sensation of coldness or chilli-

ness.
" Sir Charles, I'm as chilly aa a bottle of port in a

bard frost."—Coiman the younger: The Poor Gentle-
man, It. L

2. Causing a sensation of coldness or chilli-

ness.
" A chilly sweat bedews

My shudd'rlng limbs." Philips.

XL. Fig. : Cold in manners, distant, cool.

t B. vis adv. : In a chill or cool manner
(lit. &jlg.).

chi-lo-car -pus, s. [Gr. %*t*m (cheilos) = a
lip, and jcapn-bs Qcarpos) = a fruit.]

Bot. : An imperfectly known genus of climb-
ing plants, natives of Java, having a salver-

shaped corolla, capitate stigma, and capsular
fruit. The genus is referred to the Apoey-
naceae, (Treas. of £oL)

chil-6-chld-a, s. [Gr. \t\6c (chilos) m fod-

der, and xAoij (chloi) or prAoa (diloa) = young
grass.]

Bot. : A genus of plants of the order Gra-
minese, allied to Phleum and Phalaris.

chi-ld'-di-a, s. [Gr. xtiXos (cheilos) = a lip,

and oSovc (odous) = a tooth. ]

Bot. : A genus of Labiate, consisting of a
single species from New Holland. It is a
branched glabrous or slightly pubescent shrub.
In habit and structure the genus is very near
Prostanthera, differing only in having no ap-
pendages to the anther cell. (Treas. of Bot.)

chi'-ld-dSn, s. [Gr. %eZ\<x (cheilos) — a lip,

and Soovs (odous), genit. 6&ovroc (odonto$)=&
tooth. ]

Zool, : A genus of Infusoria, of the family
Trachelina, having the body covered with
cilia ; mouth with teeth arranged in the form
of a tube ; fore part of the head prodnced into

a broad membranous or ear-like lip. The cilia

form longitudinal rows. (Griff. & Henfrey.)

chi-lo-glot'-tis, s. [Gr. x«iA« (cheilos) = *
lip, and yKdao-a (glossa) or yAw-ira. (glotta) =
a tongue.]

Bot. : A small genus of terrestrial Australa-
sian orchids, bearing radical leaves In pairs,

and solitary paleate reddish flowers.

chi lognath'-i-form, a. [Eng. chilognuth,
and form,]

Entom. : A term applied to the larvse of
those coleopterous insects which are herbi-

vorous, elongated, and sub-cylindrical, and
resemble the genus Jula,

chi log naths (Eng.), chl-6g' na-tha»
chi log na the? (Mod. IxU.)

t
s. ft [Gr.

X«tAos (cheilos) = a lip, and yvABoe (anathos) =
a jaw.]

1. Entom. : An order of the Myriapoda, or
Centipedes, distinguished by having the two
mandibles and the tongue so united as to form
a large lower lip ; antennas short with six or
seven joints, body convexly cylindrical, legs

short and slender. The segments of the
body, from the fourth, fifth, or sixth from the
head, have each of them two pair of legs.

It contains the Millepedes and Galleyworms.
At least seventy species are known. The
order is also called Diplopoda. They are

found beneath the bark of trees and in humid
places, and feed both upon animal and veget-

able productions.

2. PaUeont. : The order began, as far as is

known, in the Carboniferous period.

chfl'-o-gram, & [Kilogram.]

t chi-ld'-ma, s. [Gr. xc^ tji
f
xa (cheildma) — a

lip, rim, or 'edge. (Septuagint.y]

Zool. : The upper lip of a mammal when it

is tumid, and continued uninterruptedly from
the nostril. A good example of tills may be
seen in the camel.

chl-l5m'-o-nas, s. [Gr. VsuAOf (cheilos) — a
lip, and judVaf (monas) = single, solitary.]

Zool. : A genus of Infusoria, of the family

Monadina, free swimming or temporarily

fixed ; mouth oblique or lateral, and sur-

mounted by a lip ; there are two flagella, one
of which is convolute and adherent.

Chi 16' m an, Chi-ldn'-Ic, a. [From Lat.

Chil(o), and Eng. stiff, -ian, ~ic.) Relating to
Chilo, one of the seven sages of Greece.
(Smart in Worcester.)

chi lop' 6 da (I,<tt.), chi'-l6-p5ds(Eii0.), s.

pi. [Gr. xtAiac (chilias) = a thousand, and
wou's (pous 1

,
genit. n-ooos (podos) = a foot,]

1. Entom. : An order of Myriapoda or Centi-

pedes, the genera of which have elongated

antennee, with fourteen to forty or more joints,

a depressed body covered with coriaceous •

plates, and legs of variable length. Each
segment of the body has a single pair ol legs.

The order contains the Centipedes proper

as distinguished from Millepedes, &c. It is

sometimes called also Syngnatha. Nearly

100 species are known. They all run fast, are

carnivorous, and nocturnal They are princi-

pally found beneath stones, the bark of trees,

and in loose, humid earth.

2. Palaont. : No species of the order has

yet been found fossil.

chil 6 pod i form, a. [Eng. chilapod, 4*
~ connective, and form.]

Entom. : A term applied to the larvse of

Coleopterous insects which are subhexapod,
with a long, linear, depressed body, and bear

a resemblance to the genus Scolopodendra.

(Kirby & Spence: Entomology* HL xxix. p.

166.)

ooil, bo^; poUt, jolW; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this ; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph £
-clan, - tian a shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -tlon, -slon = shun, -dons, -tlous, -slous = shus. -blc, -die. fc& m bel, del.
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child pod-X-mor -phoiis, a. [Eng. ch Ho-
pod ,* -i- connective ; Gr. nopfa (moi-phe) =
form ; Eng. suff. -out.) The same as Chilo-
PODTIORM (q.V.).

Those [larvae] beina the most perfect chUopodi-
morphotu of the whole.-—Kirby i Spenca: £mo-
inningj/, III. xxix., pw 166.

Chi lop -sis, 8. [Gr. Xet\oc (cheilos) = a lip,

o> (ops), genit. S^f« (onrii) = face, appear-
ance.]

Bot. : A genus of Bignoniacete, consisting of
a single species of erect brandling shrubs
from Mexico. It has long linear entire alter-
nate leaves, and beautiful flowers in terminal,
dense, spicate racemes. (Treat, of Bot.)

C^hlT-tern, s. & a. [A proper name, see A.]
A. As substantive

:

Geog. : The name of certain beech-clad hills
In Buckinghamshire, formerly infested by
robbers. To keep these in check, a func-
tionary was appointed, who was called
Steward of the Chiltern Hundreds (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Pertaining to, or In any way
connected with, the hills described under A.

Chiltern hundreds, s. a hilly district
in Buckinghamshire, belonging to the Crown.
The office of Steward of this district, although
the duties hare long ceased to be more than
nominal, is still retained for a special purpose.
No Member of Parliament is allowed to resign
his seat, and if he wishes to vacate it he can
only do so by accepting some office of profit
under the Crown. The Stewardship of the
Chiltern Hundreds is therefore applied for by
any member desiring to retire, and: its accept-
ance necessarily vacates his seat.

Chil-ton ite, s. [Etymol. doubtful Ap-
parently named after a Mr. Chilton.]

Min. : The same as Prehnite (q.v.),

ohi-mse'-ra, *. [Lat. chimcera; Gr. %ina?pa
(chimaira)= (l)a she-goat, (2) a fire-spouting
monster with a lion's head, a serpent's tail,

and a goat's body, killed by Bellerophon.]
[Chimera.]

1. Myth. ; [Chimera].

2. Ichtky. : A genus of fishes, the type of
the family Chinueridae, having the tail ending
in a slender thread, the head jwinted, and
spirade single. Chimcera monstrosa is some-
times called the Sea-mouster, and sometimes
the King of the Herrings. It is a native of
the Northern Seas, from which it straggles to
Britain and follows shoals of herrings as they
move from the deep sea towards the shore.
[ClIlM/EKI D.E.J

chi maer'-i-das, spl [Lat chimceria); fern.
pi. suft". -ute.]

1. Ickthy.: A family of cartilaginous fishes,
distinguished by the head being furnished
with appendages, and the tail terminating in
a point. It contains two species, Chimsera
and Callorhynchua.

2. PalceonU : The Chimsrid» begin with
the Devonian rocks.

chi maer -oid, a. & s. [Lat. chimanu ; and Gr.
«wo* (eidos) = form, appearance.]

A* As adj. ; Pertaining to, or resembling
the Chimaeridae.

B. As snbsL .* A fish belonging to the family
Chinue ridflp, or akin to Chinnera.

**In the Mesosoic and Kainoxoic deposit*, the remain*
of Chintaroids are not extremely rare, but thev colisiat

PI1
?,.

' the laws and teeth, along wi'Ji flu-spines or
lchthyodornlitee."—JVichoUon: Palaxmt., ii. ib\

ohi maph'-Il-a, s. [Gr. xi?*** (cheima) =
winter, and duXtw (phileo) = to love ; from the
leaves retaining their green colour during
winter.)

Bot. ; A email genus of Pyrolacete, natives
of Europe, Siberia, and North America. The
plants, called Winter-greens in America, have
woody subterranean shoots, and a short stem
with a tuft of thick, shining, evergreen leaves,
oblong, wedge-shaped, or lanceolate. The
pedicels are one-flowered, bearing handsome
bell-shaped,white flowers.tinged with purplish-
red, and very sweet-scented. (Treae. of Bot.)
Chimaphila umbellata is a most active diuretic.
C. macnlata is used in North America in
strangury and nephritis. (Lindley.)

chi maph'Min, s. [Mod. Lat chimaphiUa)

;

in.]

Chem. : The name given to the tasteless, in-
odorous crystals found iu the leaves of Chima-
phila umbellate.

Chi-mar -rhls, s. [Gr. xttMuppos {cJietmarros)
= a torrent ; from the plant growing on the
banks of torrents.]

Bot. : Riverwood, a genus of white-wooded
American trees, belonging to the oider Rubi-
aceae. The wood is used for beams and rafters.

* chimb, • chymbe, *. [A.3. dm, found in
cimstan » a base ; Sw. Hm, kimb, kimme:
Dut. Aim, kimme.]

1. Coopering: The edge of a cask or tub,
formed by the ends of the staves.

" The atreem of lyf now droppeth on the etymon*
Chaucer • C. T.t 3,8ua

2. Naut. : That part of the waterway which
is left above the deck, and hollowed out to
form a channel.

" chlm'-bley, *. (Chikkxt.]

chimbS-raz'-ite, «. [From Chfmborazo,
where it \a found, and Eng. suft*. -ite (Min.).]
Min. : The same as Aragonite (q.v.X

9bime(l), * chimbe, 'chymbe, "chymme,
s. [A -corruption of chimbale or chymbak. a
dialectic form of O. Fr. cimbale or cymbale =
a cymbal ; Lat. eymbtdun ; Gr. *uM flaW
(kumbalon).}

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally;

M. A cymbal; probably used also for a
bell. (See extract.)

** A* a chymbe or a braaen belle."
Cursor MundU 12,198.

2. The harmonic or consonant sound of
several instruments or bells. [B. I.J

t IL Figuratively:

1. Harmonised sounds of any instrument of
music.

" The Minstrel waked his harp—three time*
Aroee the well-known martial chimes."

Scott: The Lady of the Lake, It ».

2. Any sound In harmony or accord.
"A happy chime of many dancing feet"

, Bema ns : Pauline.

3. A correspondence In sound or propor-
tion.

" Life and time
Ring all theirloys in one dull chime."

Scott- The Bridal of Tricrmain, III 2.

B. Technically;

1. Music:

(1) A number of bells attuned to each other
In diatonic succession. A peal consists of
three or more bells In harmonic succession,
which may be rung successively or simul-
taneously, but will not admit of a tune being
played upon them. Thus a set embracing the
eight notes of the common scale will consti-
tute a chime, while a set upon the first, third,
fifth, and eighth of tfc* scale would be a peal.
The smallest number of bells that can be said
to constitute a chime is five, but the number
may be increased indefinitely. The usual num-
ber is at least nine, which number embraces
the eight notes of the natural scale, with the
addition of a flat seventh. Apparatus for
ringing chimes is said to have been first made
at Alost, in East Flanders (Belgium), In 1487.
Pottheff, the chime-player of Amsterdam, in
the latter part of the 18th century, played
pianoforte music with facility. Each key
required a force equal to two pounds' weight.
(Knight.)

(2) An arrangement of bells and strikers in
an organ or musical box, operated in harmony
with the reeds, pipes, or tongues, as the case
may be.

chime barrel, «.

Horol.: A prolongation of the rim of a
striking-wheel, which is furnished with pins,
like the barrel of a musical-box, the pin lift-
ing the tails of the hammers, which are set on
one axis and strike their respective bells when
set in motion.

chime bell, * chymbe belle, s. A bell
or set of bells harmonised.

" Hi« chymbe belle he doth rynge."

«.- «v ,« Aluaunder, |M
chime (2), s. [Chimb.]

* chime (3), *. [Chixe.]

chime, * chi men. * chy-myn, * chlmbe.
v.i. &t. [Chime (1), sf]

"

A* Intransitive

;

W Literally

:

1. To sound in harmony or accord ; to give
out a sound in harmony, as bells, they mean-
while remaining unmoved. It is opposed to

ringing, in which the bell is raised, i.e. swum
round. (Stainer & Barrett )

2. To cause bells to ring in harmony or ac-
cord.

"Chymyn or chenken wythe bellya,
Prompt. Parv.

TintiUo."^

XL Figuratively;

* 1. To correspond or accord In rotation or
proportion.

• Father and son, huahand and wife, and euch other
correlative term*, do belong one to another*, and,
through custom, do readily chime, and an*war oae
another, in people'* memories."—Locke.

2. To agree, suit, or accord with.
**Any sect whose reaaoninga, interpretation, and

language. I have t«en used to. will, o( coiuae, make all
chime that *-%y . . ."—Locke.

3. To join or fall in with in accord ; to join
or interfere in a conversation ; often followed
by in with.

" He not only eat qnletly and heard his father railed
at, hut ui ten chime i in with the discourse.'*—Arbuth
not : History of John Bail.

*1 To make jingling rhymes.
* 5. To clatter, to chatter.

•* The sely tonge may wel rynge and chimb*
Of wreechednes that passed is ful yoore

"

Chaucer : C. T., R.8W.

t 6. To give utterance to any harmonioof
sounds.

" Before the aong of those who chime tor ever
Alter the chiming of the eternal spheres,"

Longfelio* : Dant*t Purgatorio, ixx-xixi
B. Transitive:

I. Literally:

1. To play a tune on bells, either by ma
chinery or by hand, by means of hammers, oi
swinging the clappers, the bell remaining un
moved. It is opposed to ringing in which the
bells are raised, that is, swung round. (Staintt
A Barrett.)

2. To cause to sound In harmony.
* H. Fig. : To utter harmoniously.
" Let simple Wordsworth chime his childish verse.
And brother Coleridge lull the babe at nurse.

"

Byron : Snglith Bards and Hootch Reviewer*.

chimed, pa. par. or a. [Chime, v.]

chim'-er, s. [Eng. chim(e); -er.] One who
or that which chimes.

chi mer'-a, chi-mser'-a, s. [Lat chimara

;

Gr. xtfialaa (chimaira).'] '[Chimjera.J

1. Myth. ; A fabulous fire-breathing mon-
ster, with a lion's head, serpent's tail, and
goat's middle, killed by Bellerophon. Ac-
cording to Hesiod, it was the daughter of
Typhaon and Echidria, with the heads of a
lion, goat, and serpent.

2. Ord. Lang. (Fig.); Any vain and Idle

fancy ; a foolish and unreal creature of the
imagination.

" Thou, whose whole ex: ttence hitherto was acafmera
and scenic show, at length becomest a reality. '

—

Car
lyle: French Jieeoliuion, pt. L, bk, L, oh. It.

chimerc, * chym cr,
[O. Fr. chamarre

;

Fr. cimarre, simarre ;

Ital. timtxrra : Sp.
chamarra, from zam-
arro = a shepherd's
coat made of sheep-
skins, a sheepskin,
from Arab, sammur
-tin; Scythian weasel
or marten, the sable.

(AfoAn.).]

1. EocUt. : (For de-
finition see extract).

"The chimere [i»l the
upper robe, to which the
lawn sleeves are gene-
rally sewed: which )*-

fore and after the re-

formation, till Queen
Elizabeth 'a time, was
always of scarlet silk;
bat Bishop Hooper sera-

t first at tn
f. aud then » -.

gay for the episcopal gravity. It was changed for •
chimere of black satin. '— Wheatley : On the Comm.
Prayer, U. | 4.

* 2. Ord. Lang. : A light gown of any kind,

(Scotch.)
" His chymeri wer of chamelet purpure broun."

Henrytone: Evergreen, i. IU

chi mer ic, chi-mer -I-caL a. [Eng.

chimer(a), and surf, -iced.] Imaginary, fanci-

ful, having no reality or ground ; existing

solely in the imagination.

o^ii mcr' l-c&l-ly, adv. [Eng. chimerical;

•ly.] In a fanciful manner; vainly, fantasti-

cally. (Johnson.)

*chym-onr, s.

fcte, tat, t&re, amidst, what, tall, lather ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, eir, marine ; go, pe\
•r, wore, wolf, work. who. son : mute, cub, cure, unit*, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian. ». ce = a. ey = a, on = kw.
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* etri'-mer-Ize, v.i. (Eng. chimer(a) ; -ize.) To
raise, create, or entertain chimeras or foolish

groundless faucietk
" What are s>l 1 these but sophistical dreams Mid chi-

merizing ideas of shallow, imaginative scholars*"—
TrantL of BoccnUni { lf,26), p. 296.

4 ohlm -Ic, chim -leal, a. [Chemic]

* chim -in, «. [Corrupted from Fr. chemin =
a road.]

Law : A way, whether this be the king's
highway or a private way. It is divided into
chimin in gross, where a person holds a way
principally or solely in itself, and chimin ap-
pendant where he holds it appurtenant to
something else,

* chim lu-age, *. [Fr. chemin m a road, way.]

Old Law : A toll paid for passage through a
forest.

chim -Ing, pr. par., cc., & a. [Chime, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj.; (See
the veruj.

C As mbstantive

:

1. Literally:

L The act or practice of playing chimes.

2. The act of sounding harmonically ; a
chime.

II. Fig. : A joining or falling in with in
accord.

chiming machine, &, A kind of chime-
lianel with projecting pins, which, when the
barrel is turned by a crank, pull the ropes
of the bells, and so produce a chime.

* chim -1st, «. [Chemist.]

$him'-la, s. {Scotch.) [Chimney.]

chimla lug, s. The fireside.

" While froety winds blaw in the drift,
Ben to the chimin luff."

Hums: Spittle to Davit.

©hlm'-ley, «. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
[Chimney.]

chimley brace, s. The mantelpiece.
(Scotch.)

chimley-cheeks, a. pi. The stone pillars

at the side of a fire. {Scotch.)

chimley-neuck, s. A chimney-corner.
'*. . . and ilka auld wife la the chimney tusuck,"—

Scott : Tit let qf My Latidlord, ii. ISO.

chim'-ming, a [Etymol, doubtful, but pro-
bably from Dut him. See Chimb.]

Metal. : The operation of agitating ore in a
keeve, or tub, by means of a stirrer, the keeve
being inclined at an angle of 45°. The ore and
water being placed in the tub, the whole mass
is violently stirred until it all partakes of the
gyration, when the stirring is stopped and
the heavier particles first reach the bottom.
The different strata of particles are then sorted
according to quality. [Keeve.]

ehim' - ncy, * chem - ne, * chim - ne,
* chem i-ncy, * chymp ne, * chym-
ney, * chym cn-ce, * §hym eneyc,
•schlm-nay, s. & a. [Fr. cheminie; Sp.
chimenea; Ital, cammino; Ger. kamin, from
Gr. KtttiCvos (kaminos); Lat. caminits « a
furnace.]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language :

• 1. A furnace, a grate.
" And his feet [were] If Ice to latoun u In * brennynge

t*tymeney."—Wyclofe ; Kev. I 14.

*2. A fire-place, a stove, a hearth.
" A schimnay of charoole to chaufen the knyghte."

Anturt qf Arthur, zxxv.

3. The flue, vent, or passage through which
the smoke escapes from the fire into the open
air.

4. A tube of glass placed over the flame of
a lamp to increase the draught, Improve the
combustion, and protect the name.

b. The portion of the flue standing above
the roof. [Chimney-shait.]

IX Hist.: Down to the thirteenth century,
the people seem to have been generally desti-
tute of chimneys. The open hole for the
emission of smoke is referred to in Herodotus,
viii. 137 :—•• Now it happened that the sun
was shining down the chimney into the room
where they were ; . . . the boy, who had a
knife in his band, made a mark with it round

the sunshine on the floor of the room." In
the Middle Ages people made fires in their

house in a hole or pit in the centre of the

floor, under an opening formed in the roof;

and when the family lay down for the night
—for it can hardly be said that thoy went to

bed—the hole was closed by a cover of wood.
The laws of the feudal ages {couvre-feu of the
French ; curfew-bell of the English) ordered
that such fires should be extinguished at a
certain time in the evening. William I. in-

troduced this law into England in 106S, and
fixed the ignitegium at seven in the evening.

The law was abolished by Henry I. in 1100.

Chimneys, in the modern sense, were not
common before the reign of Elizabeth. Thus
Harrison, in his Description of England (ed.

Furnivall), i. 338, says: " Now have we manie
chimnies ; and yet our tenderlings complaine
of rheum es, catarrhs, and poses [colds in the
head] ; then had we none but reredosses [open
hearths] ; and our heads did never ake." A
tax, called Chimney-money (a. v.), was imposed
on each hearth or stove in a house in the
reign of Charles II., and was abolished in the
reign of William and Mary.
The following are the names of the various

parts of the chimney : The opening into the
room is the fireplace. The floor of the fire-

place is the hearth. The paved portion in

front of the hearth is the slab. At the
back of the fireplace is the fire-back. The
flaring sides of the fireplace are the covings.

The vertical sides of the opening, a part of the
wall of the apartment, are the .jambs. The
chimney - piece is the ornamental dressing
around the jambs and mantel. The entabla-
ture resting on the latter is the mantel. The
mantel-shelf, or mantel-piece, rests thereupon.
The whole hollow space from the fireplace to
the top of the wall is the funnel, or chimney-
hood. The contracting portion of the funnel
is the gathering. The narrowest part is the
throat. The throat is closed (at times) by a
damper. Above this is the flue. The wall
above the mantel against the flue is the breast.

The chimney above the roof is the shaft.

This, in England, is usually surmounted by a
chimney-pot, and that frequently by a hood,
vane, or cowl. A cluster of chimneys is a
stack. A chimney-board closes the fireplace

in summer. A ciper-tunnel is a false chimney
placed on a house as an orna&ent or to balance
things. (Knight.)

B. As adjective: (See the compounds).

chimney arch, s. An arch turned over
the fireplace.

chimney-board, s. A piece of board
used to close up the fireplace in summer.

chimney brace, chimley-brace, a
The mantel-shelf. (Scotch.)

chimney-can, 5. A chimney-pot.

chimney-cap, s.

1, An abacus or cornice forming a crowning
termination for a chimney.

2. A device to render more certain the ex-

pulsion of smoke, by presenting the exit
aperture to leeward, or by a rotatory device.
[Cowl.]

chimney-cheeks, chimley checks,
*. pL The jambs of a chimney-piece.

chimney-collar, s. A device to prevent
the leakage of rain around a chimney-stack
where it protrudes through a roof. The slates

or shingles lie upon the slanting plates, and
upright plates lie closely against the bricks.

chimney-flue, s. [Chimney, 3.]

chimney-hook, s. A hook suspended
in a chimney from which to hang pots over
the fire.

chimney-jack, s. A rotating chimney-
head ; a kind of revolving cowL

chimney-Jambs, s. pi. The jambs of
the fireplace. [Jamb.]

* chimney-man, s. An officer appointed
to collect chimney-money.

* chimney-money, a.

Old Law : A tax paid for each chimney in a
house. It was imposed by Act 14, Chas. II., c. 2,

which enacted that every hearth and stove of
every dwelling-house, " except such as pay not
to church and poor, should pay two shillings

per annum at Michaelmas and Lady-day." The
tax was abolished in the reign of William and
Mary. It was also called Hearth-money.

chimney-nook, chimley-neuck, a
[Eng. chimney ; Scotch & Prov. Eng. chimley,
and neuck = nook.] The corner of the fire-

place ; the fireside.

Chimney - piece, s. The ornamental
frame round a fireplace, consisting of Jamba
and mantel.

chimney-plant, s.

Bot. : Campanula pyramidalis.

chimney-pot, a,

1. Lit : A tube of pottery or sheet-metal,
used to carry up a flue above the chimney-
shaft. They are sometimes ornamental, and
made to agree in design with the character of
the building.

2. Fig. : A gentleman's hat, so called from
Its shape and colour, {Slang.)

chimney-shaft, a The portion of the
chimney carried up above the roof.

chimney-swallow, s.

Omith. : A species of swallow, Hirundo
rustica, so called from its selecting chimneys,
outhouses, ruins, &c, as the favourite sites

for its nests. The forehead and throat are

of a reddish-brown.
"The martin arrive* Id this country a little later

than the chimney-swallow." — H. Laiihly ; Popular
JIUtory qf British Eggs.

chimney-sweep, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A man whose occupation it

Is to clean the flues of chimneys of the accu-
mulated soot.

2. Bot. (pi. Chimney-sweeps): The same aa
Chimney-sweeper, II. 2.

chimney-sweeper, «.

X. Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) A chimney-sweep.
" To look like her. are chimney-sweeper* black."

S/uikeip. : Love's Labour's Lost, It. ft

(2) A machine for sweeping chimneys. It

was invented in England by Smart, 1805, to

supersede the climbing boys, who were so

cruelly treated. A brush of rattan is fixed on

the end of a rod which consists of joiuted

sections of cane.

*2. Fig.: Used proverbially for anyone of

a mean occupation.
"Golden lads and girls all must,
Am chimney-sveepert, come to dust"

Shakesp. i Vymltline. Iv. J.

IX Technically:

1. Law : The 28 Geo. III. c. 48, and 4 and 5
Wil. IV., which passed on 25th July, 1834,

regulated the occupation of chimney-sweepers
and their apprentices, as well as providing for

the safer construction of chimneys and flues.

It prohibited the apprenticing of children

under ten years old to chimney-sweepers.

2. Botany:

(1) The heads of Plantago lanceolata. (BritU

A Holland.)

(2) Lazula campestris. (BritL & Holland)

Chimney-sweeper's Cancer

:

Med. : A disease, also called Soot-wart, or

Cancer scroti.

chimney-top, a
1. Ord. Lang. : The top of a chimney ; a

chimney-cap or cowl, a chimney-pot.
*' Many a time and oft

Have you climb'd up to walls and battleuients.

To towers and windows, yoa, to chimney-tops."
Shakesp. ; Julius Ctesar, I. L

2. Music : In organ building, a metallic

mouthpipe whose otherwise closed upper end
has an open tube of small dimension, which
allows a part of the air to escape and has tha
effect of sharping the note. [Mouth-pipe.],

chimney - valve, «. A device of Dr..

Franklin for withdrawing the foul air from ani

apartment by means of the upward draft in

the chimney. In its simplest form It consists

merely of a metallic frame fitted in an aper-

ture In the chimney and having a suspended,

flap oj>ening inwardly to the chimney which
allows a current to pass in that direction, but.

shuts off a down-draft into the room.

chl-md-n&n'-thus, $. [Gr. x«V*»' (cheimcn)t

= winter, and <Lv9oc. (anthos) = a flower ; in
reference to its early flowering.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the*

Calycanthus family, and consisting of a single>

species, the Japan Allspice, cKimonanthu*

ooil, boy; pout, J6"wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, -Ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tlon. -sion - zhiin. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. m bel, del.
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fragrant, well known in gardens for its early
flowering and the sweet scent of its blossoms.
It was introduced from China In 1766. It is

a much -branched shrub, and is generally
treated as a wall-plant in gardens. The
flowers are sessile, about an inch in diameter,
made up of a large number of pale yellow,
waxy petals arranged in several rows. They
appear in mild winters about Christmas, and
last for a long time. (Treas. of Bot.)

chim pan zee, • chim p&n se. s. [Fr.
chimpanze, from the native Guinea name.]

Zool. : The popular name of either of the
two species of anthropoid apes of the genus
Anthmpopithecus, from tropical Africa.
(The generic name Troglodytes formerly used
for these animals must be dropped, as it

properly belongs to a genus of birds.) The
chimpanzees are large, semi-arboreal anthro-
poids, with very long arms, and can assume a
nearly erect posture, though Alien on the
ground their favourite mode of progression is

a kind of shambling canter. The Common
Chimpanzee (A. troglodytes) is the best known
species; of the other, the Bald Chimpanzee,
A. calvus (assumed to be the Troglodytes calvus
of Du Chaillu), only two examples have yet
(1893) been brought to Europe. Oneof these,
the famous "Sally," lived in the Gardens of
the Zoological Society, Regant's Park, for a
period of eight years. (Proc Zool. Soe.t 1885,
p. 673 ; 1889, p. 816.)

chin, * cninne, * chyn, * chynne, *, & a.

[A.S. cin ; Dut. kin — the chin ; Icel. kinn ;
Dan. & Sw. kind = the cheek ; Goth, kinus =
the cheeks ; O.H. Ger. chinni ; M.H. Ger.
kinne ; Ger. kinn ; Lat. genu, all = the cheek

;

Gr. y4wc (genus); Sansc. kanu = the jaw.]

A. As mbstantire :

1. The lower portion of the face below the
tinder lip.

2. Conversation; particularly emphatic or
offensive rejoinder, or idle talks. (U.S. Slang.)

B. As adj. ; (See the compounds).

chin-cloth, s. The same as Chin-cloct
(q.v).

"A cap which they futen with a very broad cAin-
clvth."—Miuon : Travel* in Eng.. p. 90.

'chin-clout, «. A cloth or muffler for-
merly worn round the chin by women.

" And from the chin-clout to the lowly slipper
In Heliconian streams his praise shall dip her."

John Taylor- Market (1630). p. Ill,

'

t chin - deep* adv. Very deep, almost
overwhelmed.

"To fancy himself chin-deep In riches."—Lamb:
Mtsayt of Elia, Ser. iL. No. 10.

chin-scab, s. A disease in sheep.

chin strap, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : A strap of a cap or hat
passing under the chin.

2. Saddlery : A strap connecting the throat-
strap and nose-band of a halter.

* chin-welk, s. A disease, also called
Mentagra (q. v.).

chin, v.t. To talk idly, emphatically, or offen-

sively. (17. 8. Slang.)

£hi -na, *. & a. [The name of a country in
the extreme east of Asia, constituting one of
the largest empires in the world. Excluding
its dependant islands, it extends from lat. 20°

to 41°, or even to 46° N. lat, and from 98°, or
even 85° to 98" E. long. ; being thus from
1,400 to 2,000 miles long, by 900 to 1,300
broad, with an area of about 1,534,953 square
miles, or with its dependencies, 3,924,627
square miles. Its population is stated to be
425 millions.]

A. As substantive

:

1. As a proper name : The country referred
to in the etymology.

2. A fine variety of pottery, now known as
porcelain, originally introduced from the
country whose name it bore for some cen-
turies. The term porcelain is Portuguese.
[Porcelain.]

" Spleen, vapours, or small-pox. above them all.
And mistress i>f herself, tho' china fall.'*

Pope: Mor. Ac., 1L S68.

3. Articles made of a finer species of earthen-
ware in imitation of the genuine china.

** After nipper, carry yonr plate and china together
in the same basket"—Swift.
" . . those stately shops flaming with red brick,

and gay with shawls and china, . . ."—Macaulay

:

BUS. eng., ch. xri.

B. As adj. : Made of china-ware or porce-
lain.

"... to giro an effect at a distance very much like
that produced by the perspective of a china plate."

—

Theodore Book : Gilbert Qurnejf, voL iL, ch, v.

china aster, s.

Bot.: A species of the Asteraceaa (q.v.);
CaUistephus chinensis, also called Callistemma
hortense.

china-bark, s.

Bot. : The bark of Buena hexandra, formerly
used as a febrifuge, but of little value. It
grows in the hotter parts of South America.

china-blue style, *. A mode of calico-

printing in which indigo-blues are printed
on the cloth and fixed by baths of salts of
Iron and of alkali.

china-clay, s. A fine potter's clay ob-
tained in Cornwall, Devonshire, and certain
districts of Western England, and extensively
used in the manufacture of china. It is also
called kaolin (q. v.).

China-crape, a A very fine and beauti-
ful kind of silk crape. (Nuttall)

china-glaze, s. A preparation for paint-
ing blue fret. Ten parts of it are of glass,

twenty-nine lead, three or more of blue calx.
(Ogilvie.)

china-grass, s.

Bot. ; The fibre of Bohtneria nivea, the Rheea
or Ramee.

China-grass cloth

:

Fabric : A fine fabric made from the fibre of
an Indian nettle, the Rheea or Ramee.

China-ink, s. [Indian- Ink.]

china-orange, s. The name of a small
sweet orange, Citrus aurantium, originally
brought from China.

china pink, s.

Bot. : Dianthits chinensis, a perennial flower-

ing variety of pink.

china-root, s.

Med. : The tuberous rhizome of a plant,
Smilax China, formerly used for the same
purposes as sarsaparilla now is.

china rose.
Botany & Horticulture

:

1. A garden name given to several varieties

of rose. Derived from Rosa indica and R.
sempcrftorens, natives of China.

2. A beautiful flowering plant of the mallow
kind, Hibiscus rasa sinensis, very common
in gardens in China and the East Indies.

china-shop, s. A shop for the sale of
chinaware.

IT A buU in a china-shop: A proverbial
phrase applied to one who does great damage
ignorantly, carelessly, or in reckless fury, in
allusion to the story of a maddened bull rush-
ing into a china shop and smashing the con-
tents before it conld be driven out.

" Well ! now they are all away, let us frisk at our
ease and have at everything like the bull in the china-
shop."— Thackeray : Book of Snob*, ch. xviii.

china-stone, s. [Petuntze.]

china-tree, s. Melia Azedarach, which
is cultivated in North America.
"Level the landscape grew, and along the shores of

the river,
Shaded by china-trees, in the midst of luxuriant

gardens." Longfellow: Evangeline, pt. iL X,

china-ware, s. [China, a. 2, 8.]

Chi na-man, s. [Eng. China, and man.] A
native* of China.

chinaman's-hat, .*. The name given by
collectors to the shell of a mollusc, Calyptrata
sinensis.

chinc'-a-pln, *. [Ft.]

Bot. : The Dwarf Chestnut, Castanea pumila,
a native of South America.

chinch, s. [Sp. = a bug, from Lat cimex.]

Entomology

:

1 The bed-bug, Cimex lectularius. [Boo,
A. I. 2 (2).]

2. Blissus leucopterus, an American insect
very destructive to corn, and resembling a
bug in its unpleasant odour, also called
chintz, chinch-bug, and chink-bug.

Chinch -bag, s. [Chinch, 2.1

* chinehe, * chynche, a. & a [Chicks,
Chynchyn.]

A, As adj. : Niggardly, mean.
" He was large and noath chinehe."—BaweWt, XHL
B, As subst. : A miserly, mean person.

(See quotation from Prompt. Parv. under the
following word.)

• chinch -er, * chynch-are, chynchyr,
s. [Mid. Eng. chynch(yn); -er.] A miserlv
uiggardly fellow.

" Chynchyr or chynchare (chynche, H. P.J. **«-
parcut."—Prompt. Par*.

chinch'-er-$e, * chinch-er-ye, • chynch-
er-le, • chyn-cer-y, s. [Mid. Eng. chinehe;

stiff, -rie = -ry.] Niggardliness, meanness.
" By cause of his skarsete and chyncherle,"

Chaucer: Tale of Melibeut, p. 1BL
"Chyncery [chineherye, P.) or scarsneeae. Pan*

mania."—Prompt. Pare.

chin-chil'-la, s. [Perhaps Sp. chinchm*, a
dim. of chinehe = a bug. (Mahn.)]

1. Zool. : A small rodent, a native of Chili,
Chinchilla hxnigtra, the typical species of the

CHINCHILLA.

order Chinchillidae, It is about nine or ten
inches long, and has a bushy tail. Its pearly*
gray fur is very soft, and Is used for muffs,
tippets, lining for cloaks, &c.

2. Comm. : The fur of the animal described
inl.

3. Fabric: A heavy cloth for women's
winter cloaking, with a long-napped surface
rolled into little tufts in imitation of chin-
chilla fur.

chin-chfl -ll-d», s. pi. [From Eng cMst-

chiliia), and Lat. fem. pi. suff. -idoz.]

1 Zool. : A family of small rodents, natives

of Chili. They grow to about the size of a
rabbit. Genera, Chinchilla, Lagotis, kc.

2. Palceont. : Genera of the family are found
from the Pliocene, if not even from the
Miocene onward.

chin chin, s. [A Chilian word.]

Bot. : A plant, Polygala thesioides. which is

said to have a powerfully diuretic root
(Lindley.)

chin'-chon, s. [A native word.) A gummy
or glutinous matter, much used as a glue or

varnish in China and Japan, and supposed to

be the produce of Plocaria tenax, a sea-weed.

chin -cough (Eng.), kink cough (Scotch)

(COUgh as kof), s. [A corruption of chink-

cough. Cf. 8cotch kink = to labour for breath
in a severe fit of coughing. (Jamieson.)

(Skeat.)]

Med. : The whooping-cough (q.v.),

" I have observed a chincough. complicated with an
Intermitting fever."— Sir J. Ployer: Preternatwrei
State of the animal Bumoure.

chine (1). • chyne (1\ *. [O. Ft. escMM ,

Ft. echine ; Sp. esquena ; Ital. schicna = the

spine, from O. H. Ger. skind = a needle,

prick ; Ger. schiene = the shin-bone, a needle,

a splint, a prickle ; A.S. scina = Eng. shin:
cf. spine.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The back-bone or spine of any animal.

"Chjfne of bestys bakke. Spina."—Prompt. Pare.

" The hollow vein that to the neck extends
Along the chine, his eager Javelin rends."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, xia Ml

2. Part of an animal, consisting of the

back-bone with the parts adjoining, cut for

cooking.

Cite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, ce c ; ey - a. qu - lew.
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IL Naut. : That part of a waterway left

above the deck.

chine (2), *chene, • 9hyne (2) 5. [A.S.

cinu = a cleft, a crack, from cinan = to split,

to chap ; Dut. keen; O. Dut. kent =* a cleft, a

rift.] [Chink.]
* 1. A rift, a chink, a gap.

"There was somtyme in the mvddel of Rome a
greet cAene in the erthe."— Trevita, I 233.

2. A narrow, precipitous ravine.

". . . the huge precipice of Biack Gang Chine.*—Ma*
caulay .* Hut. Eng., ch. xr.

• 9hine (3), s. [Chimb.] The end of a barrel

;

the portion of the staves of a barrel which
projects beyond the head.

" That they keep right gage, both In the length of
the staves, the bilg-girth, the wideness of the head, &
deepness of the chine, -Acta Cho. II., 1661, c 33.

chine-hoop, s. The hoop on the end of
staves, or on the chine. (Nuttoll.)

• chine, * 9hinen, * ohynen, v. i. <fc t. [A.8.

cinan, cinean ; O. 8. kinan; O. H. Ger.
chinan ; Goth, keinan.] [Chink (2), a.]

L Intrans. : To gape open, to open in a
chink.

IX Trans. :

L To cleave, to cut, to cause to break.

"Tho that deth her hert chon."
Arthour A Merlin. T,7«.

2. To cut through or in pieces like a chine.

He that in his line did chine the long ribbed Apen.
nine." Urytlcn ; I'ertiut, L

chi -ne, s. [Fr.]

Fabric:

1. A lady's dress goods made with printed
or dyed cotton or silk warps, afterwards
woven. A mottled effect is produced.

2. A fabric in which a mixture of colours is

produced by a double thread formed of two
smaller threads of different colours twisted
together. N

* ohined, a. [Eug. chin(e) (1), 8. ; -ed.] Hav-
ing a back-bone ; back-boned (lit. <fc fig.).
Usually in composition, as in the example.

". . . These be they, these ateehchined rascals."—
Beaum. * Fletcher: Scornful Lady.

chine -ing, a. [Chine (3), *.] Pertaining to
the chine or chimb of a cask.

chineing-machine, s.

Coopering : A machine to chamfer the ends
of staves on the inner surface, and form the
chine.

<jfhi-nese', a. & s. [Fr. Chinois. Properly as
a noun singular, with a regular plural origin-
ally of Chinese*, but now taken from the sound
as a plural. Cf. cherry.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to China in any
way.

B. As substantive

:

1. A native of China.

2. The language of China-

Chinese architecture. The archi-
tecture of China had its rise from Indian art
introduced with the worship of Buddha. But
diversities of treatment soon appeared, and
instead of the Indian dagoba arose a tower-
like construction of many storeys, growing
gradually smaller towards the top, and with
each stage distinctly marked, and covered
with many-coloured curved roofs, to which
bells were attached. These edifices were, for
the moat part, octagonal, and were con-
structed for religious purposes. Chinese
structures have nothing durable about them,
wood forming an essential element in their
construction. They are more remarkable for
their elegance and slender proportions than
for size. The rnofs are especially character-
istic, the most striking peculiarities being that
they are always curved, and have figures on
them in high relief, as well as at the corners,
from which hang bells, and that they are deco-
rated with fantastic embellishments, such as
dragons, Ac. The Chinese do not possess the
art of arching large spaces, and consequently
numerous columns are introduced for the sup-
port of the ceilings and roofs ; these are of
wood, sometimes carved, but always painted.
(Rosengarten, <&c.)

Chinese-balance, a A form of the
steelyard having four points of suspension,

and as many quadrated sides to the weight-
arm of the lever. [Steelyabd.]

Chinese-blue, s. A mixture of ultra-

marine, or of cobalt blue, with flake white.
(Weale.)

Chinese capstan, s. A differential

hoisting or hauling device, having a vertical

axis, and therein only differing from the
differential windlass (q.v.).

Chinese-cherry, s.

Bot. : Cerasus chinensis.

Chinese-crab, s.

Bot. : (1) The fruit of a tree, Pyrus spectabilis,

(2) the tree itself.

Chinese -fire, s. A pyrotechnic com-
position, consisting of gunpowder, 16 ; nitre,

8 ; charcoal, 3 ; sulphur, 8 ; cast-iron borings
(small), 10.

Chinese-slue, s. A superior glue and
varnish, obtained from a species of algae,

which abounds on the shores of China. When
once dried it resists the action of water, and
is used by the Chinese to fill up the lozenge-

shaped interstices in the network of bamboos
of which their windows are frequently con-
structed, as well as to strengthen and varnish
the paper of their lanterns. (Ogiivie.)

Chinese-grass, s.

Bot. : [China-orass].

Chinese indigo, s. A plant, Isatis indi-
gotica.

Chinese lantern* s. [Lant^n.]

Chinese pavilion, s. [So called from
the usual shape.]

Music : A pole with several
transverse brass plates of
some crescent or fantastic

form, generally terminating
at top with a conical pavi-
lion or hat. On all these
parts are hung small bells,

which the performer causes
to jingle by shaking the in-

strument held vertically up
and down. It is used only
in military bands, and more
for show than use. (Victor
de Pontigny, in Grove's Diet.

Mus.)

Chinese pitcher-
plant, s. A pitcher plant.
Nepenthes phyllamphora.

Chinese stones, s. pi.

Certain stones consisting chiefly of silicate of
alumina altered by heat so as to adapt the
material to be used in making grotesque
statuary.

Chinese swallows' nests, s. pi. These
curious productions, which sell at such a
high price in China, though they have no
special points of recommendation beyond
many other gelatinous ingredients in soups,
were formerly supposed to be made of some
species of the rose-spored Algee, as Sphcero-
coccus lichenoides; but this is now ascertained
to be a mistake, and it is known that they
are formed of a secretion from the mouth of
the bird itself. (Treas. of Bot.)

Chinese tree, s.

Bot. ; Pceonia Montan.

Chinese-varnish, s. Rhus vernici/era.

Chinese-wax, ». A secretion from a tree
grown in China. [Ceryl cebotate.]

Chinese-white, s. White oxide of zinc.

Chinese windlass, s. A differential

windlass, in which the cord winds off one
part of the barrel and on to the other, the
amount of absolute lift being governed by
the difference in the diameters of the respec-
tive portions. It is a good contrivance in the
respect that great power may be attained
without making the axle so small as to be
too weak for its work. [Differential wind-
lass.]

Chinese-yellow, s. A very bright sul-
phuret of arsenic, formerly brought from
China. (Weale.)

* chin'-gil-y, *chln-gly, a. [Shingly.]

1 chin gle, * chyn-gyl,
[Shingle.]

chyn-gle, s.

9hink (1), «. [Formed by the addition of k as
a diniin. from chine (2) (q. v.).]

1. Ord, Lang. : A narrow cleft or crevice ; *
small longitudinal opening ; a slit

"And where, secure as mouse In chink.
She might repose, or sit and think."

Cowper; The Retired Cat,

2. Mining : A joint in a vein, throughwhich
air or water flows. (Weale.)

9hink (2), a. [An onomatopoeic word. Cf.

jingle.}

I. Lit : A slight jingling sound as of metal
struck gently.

" Even in dreams to the chink of the pence,
This huckster put down wax!

"

Tennyson: Maud, lx, I

IX Figuratively :

1. Money, cash.

"All for what? To get at the chink, to chouse uaol
cash."— Mad. U'Arblay : Cecilia, bk. ix., ch. L

* 2, A chuckle.

"The boys around him were in chink* of laughter."—
Mrs. OaskeU; Cranford, ch. lx. [Davie*.)

* 3. The sound of the grasshopper.
" Half-a-dozen grasshoppers make the field ring with

their importunate chink. —Burke ; French Be*., p. M.

chink (1), v.t. & i. [Chink (1). *•]

L Transitive:

1. To cause to open in cracks or slits.

" The surface, which Is the skin of that great body,
is chopped, and chinked with drought, and burnt up
with heat."

—

Seasonable Serm,, p. 15.

2. To fill up chinks or cracks.

IX Intrans. : To open in chinks or cracks »

to split, to crack.

Chink (2), v.t. & i. [Chink (2), «.]

L Transitive:

1. To cause pieces of metal, coin, &c., te

emit a jingling sound, by causing them to
knock together; to jingle.

2. To shake so as to cause a jingling sound.
" He chfnkt his parse, and takes his seat of state."

Pope : Dunciad, it 198.

II. Intransitive

:

\. Lit. ;Toemitajinglingsound,asof piecta
of metal, coins, &c. , gently struck together:

* 2. Fig. : To chuckle.

"Ke chinked and crowed with laughing delight,"—
Mrs. OatkeU : Ilitih, ch. xvilL

* chink (3), v.t. [Chynchtn.]

9hln'-ka, s. [A native word.] -The single cable
bridge of the East Indies, upon which traverse*
a seat in the shape of an ox-yoke.

9hink'-a-pin, s. [Chincapin.]

9hihkcd, a. [Eng. chink (1), s. ; -ed.]

Bot. : An epithet for the bark of trees which
crack from decay.

* 9hlhk' - er, «. [Eng. chink (2), v. ; -w.\

Money, coin.

9hink ing, pr. par. A; *. [Chink (1), «.]

A. As pr. par. (See the verb.)

B. As subst. : The art of Ailing up chinks ot
cracks.

chinking-and-dairbing, s. Th- process
of filling with chips and clay the chinks or in-

terstices between the logs of houses. (Ameri-
can,.) (Ogiivie.)

9hink -wort, a. [Eng. chink (1), s., and wort
= a herb.]

Bot. : The popular name in some districts

for the different species of Opegrapha and
their allies, which grow on the trunks of
trees. These lichens are also sometimes called

Letter-lichens, or Scripture-worts. (Treas. of
Bot.)

•chink'-^, a. [Eng. chink (1), s.; -y.] Full

of chinks or narrow clefts ;
gaping, fissured.

• But plalster thou the chinky hives with clay." ',

Dryden : Virgil • Oeorgic iv. 6&.

chinned, a. [Eng. chin ; -ed.] Having a chin

}

used principally in compounds, as broad*

chinned, short-chinned, etc.

Chi'-no, in compos. [From Eng., &c. Chin(a),

and o connective. ] Pertaining to or connected
with China.

Chino-Japanese region

:

Bot. : A botanical region. Including the
Chinese lowlandsand theJapanese archipelago.

boil, b6i>-; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph - L
•elan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -tious, -sious, -clous shus. -ble, -gle, &c bel, gel.
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Many trees and shrubs occur native, not a few
like the Camellia evergreen. (Tliomi.)

9hln-6i^ino, «. [Bag., &c. chin(ine) = qui-
nine (q.v.) ; tlr. etooc (eldos) = an apjiearauce,
and Eng. suff. -im (Chem.y]

Chan. : CaoHMF.Oa = Quinoi'dine = Amor-
phous quinine. A resinous mass contained in
refuse of the quinine liquids. It is insoluble
In water ; soluble in alcohol and ether, also
in dilute acids. It has powerful febrifuge
properties.

chln'-oi-Hne, a, [Chinoline.]

chin 6 -line, a [Prom Eng. quin(lru) ; Lat.
oleum = oil ; and Eng. suff. -ine (CAon.). ]

Cacti.: C0H7N. A tertiary monamiue
formed by the distillation of quinine, cincho-
nine, strychnine, &c. , with a concentrated solu-
tion of potash. It is a colourless oily basic
liquid, boiling at 235°. It is slightly soluble
in water, and dissolves in alcohol and ether.

chlnso, v.t [Probably from chink (1), v.]

Naut. : To stop a seam temporarily by
crowding in oakum with a knife or chisel. A
slight calking.

ehln'-slng:, pr. par. or o. [Chimse.]

chinsing iron, ».

Naut.: A calker's edge-tool or chisel for
chiusing seams.

9hintz, • chints, a, [Hindu. chhint = spotted
cotton cloth ; chhintd — a spot ; chhlMna =
to sprinkle. The simpler forms are chhit =
chintz, a spot ; chhitkl = a small spot, a speck

;

chhitna = to scatter, to sprinkle ; Mod. Dut.
tits Ger. rite. (Skeat.)} A cotton cloth
gaily printed with designs of flowers, &c, in
five or six different colours. It was a favourite
in the time of Queen Anne, long before cotton
print* became cheap. The name, being highly
respectable, has since been applied to goods
lacking the graceful and artistic character of
the genuine article. The chintzes of the
Coromandel coast were celebrated in the time
of Marco Polo, thirteenth century. They are
mentioned also by Odoardo Barbosa, a Portu-
guese, who visited India soon after the passage
of the Cape of Good Hope by Vasco da Gama :—"Great quantities of cotton cloths admir-
ably painted, also some white and some striped,
held in the highest estimation."

"lsrt a charmim* chintz, and Brussels law
wrap my cold limbs, and shade my lifeless face."

Pope s Moral Etsayt. i. 248.

chi 6 coc'-ca, «. [Gr. xuo» (chitn) = snow

;

kokkoc (kokkos) = a berry.]

Bot. : The Snow-berry, a genus of the
Cinchonaceous family, consisting of small
shrubs, with a funnel - shaped, yellowish
corolla, concealing the live stamens, which
are provided with hairs. Ovary two-celled,
with two inverted ovules. Fruit a berry with
two seeds. (Treas. of Bot.) The root of CAio-
eocca anguifuga, a trailing herb, and that of
C. densijolia, a woody bush, are held by the
people of Brazil to be a remedy for snake-bite.

ehi-o-dec'-ton, « [Gr. \uliv (chib'ii) = snow,
and 5eaToc (aektos) = received, acceptable.]

Bot. : A genus of Lichens (tribe Graphidei),
Of which one species, Chiodecton myrticola, has
been found in Ireland ; and its var. sarniense
In the Channel Islands. (Griff. <t Ilenfrey.)

CXu'-o-lite, s. [Gr. ^wv (chion) = snow ; Aifloc
(Uthos) =; a stone.]

Min.: A tetragonal, snow-white mineral,
with a somewhat resinous lustre, found in the
Ilmen mountains near Miask. Compos.

:

Fluorine, 58'0 ; aluminum, 18*6 ; sodium, 23'4.
Hardness, 40. Sp. gr., 2'72—2'898. (Dana.)

chi c nan-thus, a [Gr. x"»" (chidn) =
snow ; avQa* (unthos) = a flower, in allusion to
the colour of the flower.]

Bot. : The Snowdrop-tree of North America,
or the Snow-flower, as the name implies, be-
longs to a genus of Oleaceee, and is distin-
guished by its deciduous leaves, and the long,
narrow, ribbon-like segments of the corolla.
The fruit is a drupe like that of the olive.
Chionanlhus virginica is a deciduous shrub, or
small tree, with large smooth leaves like those
of a Magnolia, and bearing flowers in terminal
panicles. It blossoms in this country in June,
and is highly ornamental. (Treat, of Bot.)

chl-d'-no, a. [Gr. xtopeoc (chioneoe)= white as

snow ; xitif (chidn) = snow, in allusion to the
colour of the cymes of white flowers.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, consisting of a
single species, Chione glabra, a native of
Tortoise Island.

chi 6 ne-a, s. [Gr. xtopeoc (chioneos) = white
as snow

; x^ov (chion) = snow.]

Entom. : A small dipterous insoct belonging
to the sub-family Panorpime, found in Sweden
in winter amongst snow and ice. Head
brownish-yellow, legs very long and thick.
It is wingless.

chi-on-Id'-I-daa, ». pi [From Mod. Lat.
chionls (q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ornith. : A family of Wading birds, with
affinities to the plovers and the gulls. They
are natives of high southern latitudes.

chi-6 -nis, «. [Gr. x">"e« (chioneos) = white
as snow.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the family
Chionididffi. Chionis alba, the White Sheath-
bill, about the size of a small chicken, with
snow-white plumage, is a native of the Ant-
arctic seas. [Sheath-biu.]

Chi-o^nSph'-H-a, a [Gr. xuJi/ (chiBn) =snow
;

4>tAe'a> (phileo) = to love.]

Bot : A genus of Scrophulariacese, nearly
allied to Pentstemon, but differing from that
genus in its live-toothed (not flve-cleft) calvx,
as well as in habit Chionophila Jamesii, the
only known species, found in the Rocky
Mountains near the snow limit, is a small
unbranched herb about two inches high, with
a few smooth linear leaves which are enve-
loped near the base by a number of membran-
aceous scales. (Treas. of Bot.)

chi-o^-ny'-phe, a [Gr. (Ufa (chidn) m snow

;

and i><t>ii (liupke) = a web, a weaving ]

Bot : A genus of Mucorini (hyphomycetous
Fungi) found growing upon melting snow.
Chionyphe Carteri, Berk., is a curious fungus,
which is supposed to be the cause of that
formidable disease, the Fungus-foot of India.
It has, however, been doubted whether it is
really the cause, or only a secondary growth
on the truffle-like nodules composed princi-
pally of stearine (?) which are characteristic of
the disease.

•chi-Sp'-pine,*. [Sp. chapin; Port, chapini;
Ital. scappi;io; O. Fr. escaping a sock.]
[Chopine.] A kind of high shoe or patten,
worn formerly by ladies, to raise them above
the dirt.

"The woman was a giantess, and yet wanted always
In chutppince."—Coiclcy.

Chi -OS, ». At a. [Gr. Xfos (Chios), xi« (enfos)]

A* As substantive

:

Geog. : An island, now more generally called
Scio, in the Grecian Archiiwlago.

B. As adj. : (See the compound).

Chios turpentine, a The resinous
exudation from the Pistacia terebinthus, grow-
ing in Syria. (Weale.)

chip (1), 9heap, chlp'-plng, ». [Cheap, «.]

In composition in the names of towns implies
a market, as Chipping Norton, Cheapside, &c

9hip (2), • chippe, • chypo, • chyppe, a&o.
(Chip, v.J

A, As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) A small piece of wood or stone detached
by means of a cutting instrument.

^Chyppe. Qiiliijutlie, ttuula."—Prompt. Pan.
• (2) A small slice or paring of bread.

(3) Gaming: A small disc of celluloid orivory,
used to represent money at stake; variously
colored and sometimes engraved. [Check.]

2. Figuratively:

(1) A small piece or fragment, however
caused.

"To be so tickled, they would change their state
And situation with those dancing eafnf."

Xhaketp. : Sonnets, us.

(2) A portion of an original stock.

5 A chip of the oil block : A child Identical
in character with his parent ; a true child.

" Well dost thou now appear to t>e a chip of the old
block. —MUtom ApoL for&mociym.

•(3) Used contemptuously for anything
dried up or withered, or of little value.

"He was a Mt of still life; a chip: weak watsw-
gruel . .

.' —Colman : Tkt Poor emSUman. lii. 1.

IX Technically:

L Naut. : A piece of wood of the shape of
a quadrant, of 6 inches radius, and } inch
thick, placed on the end of a log line. The
chip is loaded at the circular edge so as to
float upright, about two-thirds bein^' im-
mersed in water. The knotted log-line is
wound on a reel, and the chip or log being
thrown overlward catches in the water and
remains about stationary there, while the cord
unwinds as tho vessel proceeds. The number
of knots passing the seaman's hand while the
sand in the half-minute glass is running out,
indicates the number of knots or nautical
miles per hour of the vessel's speed. [Loo.]

2. Hat Manuf. : A kind of straw plait, the
leaves of Thrinaz argentea, a Cuban palm
prepared for hate, ka. Also a kind of wood,
split into thin slips for the same purpose.
B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

chip-axe, ». A small, single-handed axe-
used in chipping or listing a block or scant-
ling to a shape approximating that to which-
it is to be dressed.

chip-bonnet, s. A bonnet made of fancy
straw plait, or palm leaves, or of chip. [Chip,

chip-hat, s. A hat made of chip.
B. 2.)

* [Chip,

The ladies wear Jackets and petticoats of brown
"Snioil'tt i Expedition oflinen, with chip-hats

Humphry Clinker.

chip - plaiting, chip - platting, a
Straw prepared and twisted for bonnets and.
hats.

9hlp, • 9hip-pen, • chyp, • 9hyp pen, v.t

& i, [AJ3. cippian = to cut ; Ger. kippen.)

A> Transitive:

I* Literally:

1. To cut small pieces off; to reduce by
cutting away a little at a time.

"Then he chipped sad smoothed the planking."
Longfellotoi Tales of a Wat/tUe Inn ;

The J/usician't Tale, zilt

2. To break through : said of a young bird
breaking its way out of the egg.

• 3. To slice or cut bread.
"He would haya chipped bread welL"— Shakes*.

I

1 Ilc:n-y /!'., li. 4.

*IL Fig. : To make the preparations neces-
sary for flight

B* Intransitive:

1. To break or fly off in small pieces.

• 2. To break forth from a shell or calhr,

".The rols knoppls, tetand furth thare hede,
Gan chyp, ana kyth thare vernal lippts red."

Doug.: Virgil, 401. 19.

8. To ferment as ale in the vat (Scotch.)

*9hip'-9h8p, a. [A rednp. of chip (q.T.)]

Broken, abrupt
"The sweet Italian and the cUp<hop Dutch

1 know ; the man t th' moon can speak as much."
Taylor: Huperbae rtagellum,

' ohip'-een-or, s. [Chioppine.]
"If you would wear chijieentre."~aeveHfet lit

• 9hip'-er, s. [Cf. O. Fr. caepfer = a gaoler
(Jamieson.y] A snare, a trap.

"Discharges all the slaying of wilde-fowte in other
tnenis houndis with gunms, chipcrle or other ingyues,
. . .'—Acts Cha. 1. (ed. 1814), vol. T., 289.

9hip'-munk, chip -muck, 9hip -muk. i.

[Probably from the voice of the animals.]

Zool. : A species of squirrel-like animals,

of the genus Tamias, sometimes called the

Striped Squirrel. The common species of the

United States is the Tamias Lysteri. (Websttr.\

chipped, pa, par. or a, [Chip, ».]

jhlp'-per, a & a. [Creep, v.]

A* As subst. : A chirper.

B. As adj. : Lively, active, cheerfuL

9hfp'-p<3r, ».i. [Cheep, r.) To chirrup, to

chirp. (Frovinc Eng.)

cbip'-pera, a pL [Chip, r.]

Mining: Women who dress the best, or
" bing ore," In lead mines. (Weals.)

Chlp'-plng, s. [Cheapino.] In compositioe

In names of towns Implies a market [Chip

(!).« 1

a&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p«H,

or. wore, well, work, wild, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, to. ce = e. ey = a» eaU = kw.
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en p ping (1), * 9hyp -pynge, pr. par.,

o.,&s. [Chip, v.]

A. & II* As pr. par. dt partictp. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The operation or process of cutting away
small pieces from wood, stone, &c.

"The chipping. and hewing, and squaring of the
everaJ stones.'—Sanderton; Herrn. (1640), li. 174.

2. The act of flying or breaking off in chips

or small pieces.

3. A small fragment chipped off; a chip.

chipplng-chlsel, s. A cold chisel with
a slightly convex face, and an angle of about
80° ; used in removing a scale of iron,

hardened by contact with the damp mould in

casting. The removal is a preparation for

finishing with the file or other tool, the chilled

iron being very destructive of files.

• chipping knife, s. A bread-knife.

life to chip b
, 1609, p. 179.

chipping - machine, a A planing-
machine for cutting dye-woods into chips.

[Bark-cutting Machine.] (Knight.)

chipping -piece, a.

Founding

:

1. An elevated cast (or forged) surface,
affording surplus metal for reduction by the
tools.

2. The projecting piece of iron cast on the
face of a piece of iron framing, where it

is intended to be fitted against another.
(Knight.)

t chip'-pmg (2), pr. par. or a. [Cheep, v.]

chipping bird, s.

Ornith. : A kind of sparrow, Zonotrtchia
socialis, very common in the United States.
It is of small size, and is also called chippy
<q.v.). (Webster.)

chipping-squirrcl, s.

Zool : The Chipmunk (q.v.%

f Chlp'-py.a. [Eng, chip (2), s. ; -ft>)y.] Full
or composed of chips ; inclined to break off in
chips.

"My chilled reins are warm'd by chippy fires."—
Savage: The Wanderer, L 288.

1. A chipping-bird f q.v.),

2. A young girl. Used playfully, also disre-
spectfully or even contemptuously. ( U.S. Slang.)

* sbjq-uan'-er-y, *. [Chicanery.]
" To use any chiquanery or j>ettlfoggery."—Backet

:

Life of William*, iL 161. {Davie*.)

Chir'-a-gon, s. [Gr. x«*p (cheir) = the hand,
and ayat (ago) = to lead, to guide.] A writing-
machine for the blind ; a cecograph.

chir' ag ra, chi rag'-ra, s. [Lat. chiragra

;

Gr. Yeipo'/pa (cheiragra), from x*'P (cheir) =
the hand, and aypa (agra) = a seizure.]

Med. : Gout in the joints of the fingers,
[Gout.]

Ch'ir-ag' rl-cal, a. [Mod. Lat chiragra;
and Eng. suff. -ical.]

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of gout In
the joints of the fingers.

2. Suffering from or affected with chiragra.
" Chtragrical persons do suffer In the finger as well

as In the rest, and sometimes first of alL"—Browne

:

Vulgar Rrrour*.

•cni-ra'-ta, chi-ree ta, chi-ret'-ta,
oh'ir-ay'-i-ta, *. pi [Hindi (?)]

Pharm.: Chiretta, the stems of Agathotes
chirayta or Ophelia chirata, a plant belonging
to the order Gentianaceae, growing in the
northern parte of India. The stems are
smooth, pale brown, and about the size of a
goose-quill, with numerous small flowers and
parts of the root attached ; the stems have a
yellow pith. It contains a bitter substance,
and is used as a stomachic tonic

* 91111-911, *9hlr9he, a [Church.]

tchlrche'-wdYt, ». [Chdrchwort.]

*9hirch hawe, a [Church-haw.]

* chlrch'-reve, s. [Church-reeve.]

chir'-X-ta, *. [From the vernacular name of

one of the species.]

Bot. : A small genus of Gesneraceae, natives
of tropical Asia. They are herbaceous plants,

with a short stock or a simple leafy stem, the
leaves opposite, and the flowers solitary or
umbellate, on axillary or radical peduncles.
They are perennial, and have large red or pur-
ple flowers. They are natives of Nepaul.

ciur'-i-dfle, s. pi. [From chims, the typical

genus, and Lat. fern. pi. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. .* A family of Acanthopterygions
fishes, with compressed perch-like bodies,

having several lateral lines formed of a series

of pores on the sides. It consists of a single

genus Chirus (q.r-X

* chirk, * 9hyrk-yn (Eng.), 9hirk, Jirk,

jirg, chork (Scotch), v.i. [Cf. Chark and

Chirp. Ger. zirken, schirken.]

1. To chirp.

"Chyrkyn. StbUo."~Prompt. Pare.

2. To make a grating noise ; to grate.
** The doors will chirk, the bands will cheep."

Jamietou I Popular Ball., IL 388.

% To chirk with the teeth, also actively, to

chirk the teeth, to rub them against each other,

(Scotch.)

9hirk, a.&s. [Chirk, v.]

A. As adj. : Lively, active, (American.)

B. As subst. ; The sound made by the teeth,

or by any two hard bodies rubbed obliquely
against each other. (Scotch.)

* chirk' ing, *9hirk-yng, ^hyrk-yngc,
pr. par., a., & s. [Chirk, v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. & partictp. adj. .* (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : Chirping ; a harsh, grating
noise.

" Chyrkynge. Sibilatu*.*—Prompt. Pare.
" By chirkyng of dores or crakking of howses.**

Chaucer : Partori* Tale, p. 316.

chirl, v.t & i. [Probably a mere variant of
chirm or chirp. ] (Scotch.)

A* Trans. : To chirp out as a bird, to warble.
"The laverock chirl't his ciutie sang."

Ballad, Edit*. Mag., Oct. 1818, p S27.

B. Intrans. : To emit a low melancholy
sound, as birds do in winter, or before a storm.

The fairy barhs were light and fleet

;

The chirling echoes went and came,"
Hogg : Hunt of Eildon, p. 823.

chirle, s. [Etym. doubtful. Perhaps from
A. 8. ceoler = the throat.J A double chin.
(Scotch.)

* 9hirm, * 9herme, v.i. & t [A.8. cirman,
cyrman = to cry out.]

A* Intransitive:

L Lit. ; To chirp as a bird.
" Sparttwe is a cheaterlnde bird, cheatereth euer ant

chirmeth ... so ouh ancre . . chirmen and cheatereu
euer hire oonen."—Ancren Riwle, p. 163.

" The bird chirm** as it is whistled to."— Wodroephe :

FY. Or. (162a), p. 60S.

IL Figuratively :

1. To utter gently. (See instance in quota-
tion above.)

2. To fret, to be peevish. (Scotch.)

B. Trans. : To chirp, to warble.
" The zephyrs seem'd mair sait to play.
The birds mair sweet to chirm their sang."

Picken : Poem*, 1788, p. 69.

* 9hirme, * 9hyrme, *. [A.S. cirm, cyrm.}

A chirp, a chirruping of a bird.

"Thogb crowe . . . goth to him mid bore ckirme."
Owl and Jiighttngale, 803.

* 9hirne, s. & a. [Churn.]

chir-d-cen'-trus, 5. [Gr. Xeip (chsir) » a
hand, and Ktyrpov (kentron)— a spine, a point.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes belonging to the
Clupida?, or Herrings, so namedfrom the lance*
olate process of the large pectoral tin. It is

often made the type ofa family (Chirocentridae).

chir-o-ceph-al-us, cheir o^eph-al-
us, 9. [Gr. x< ip (cheir) = the hand, and xe^aAif
(kepliaU)= the head. ]

Zool. : An old genus of Entomostracans.
Cheirocephalus diaphanus is the same as Bran-
chipus diaphanus and B. stagnalis, [Branch 1-

PUS.]

Chir-dd'-dt-a, s. [Gr. ^eipofioroc (cheirodotm)
a given by 'hand : \tlP (cheir), genit. xtip6<;

(cheiros) = the hand, and 5oto< (dotos), as a. —
granted, as s. = a gift ; oYfiwjxi (didomi) m tc

give.]

Zool. : A genus of Echinodermata, closely

allied to Synapta, Chirodota violacea possesses
curious wheel-like calcareous plates in the
skin.

chir -6 gr&ph (pi chirographs, chiro -

grapha), s. [Gr. \<ap (cheir) m a hand, and
ypd<t>u> (grapho) m to write.]

Law

;

1. An indenture made in evidence of title to

land, <fec. When these were less prolix than
now the part and counterpart were written on
the same sheet of parchment, separated by a

longitudinal vacant space. In that space was
then written a word, or even the whole alpha-
bet, and then a wavy line was cut through it

from top to bottom, so as to put part of the
word or alphabet on the copy of the deed
handed to the one party and the rest on that
given to the other. The word cirographum or
cyrographum being the most commonly intro-

duced to be cut across, the term chirographa
= hand-writings, was applied to them. The
Canonists called them syngrapha. (Blackstone

:

Comment., bk. ii. ch. 20.)

2. A fine indented on the same principle.
" The Foot, Chirograph, or Indentures of the Fine."

—Blacktton* ; Comment., U., Appendix iv., 15.

* chir-dg'-raph-er, s. [Eng. chirograph; -er.\

One who professes or exercises the art of en-
grossing ; an officer in the Court of Common
Pleas who engrossed fines.

"Thus paaseth it from this office to the chirographer'i
to be entjrossod."—Bacon i Office of Alienation.

* chir 6-graph'-ic, * chir 6-graph'-I-
oal, a. tfing. chirograph ; -ic, -ical} Per-
taining to chirography. (Smart.)

* chir og' raph-iat, s. [Eng. chirograph

;

ist.)

1. A chirographer.

2. One who tells fortunes by examining the
lines of the hand, a chiromancer.

" Let the physiognomists examine his features ; lei
the chirographitt* behold his palm . .

."—Arhuthnoti
On Pope.

* ohir-Sg'-rapll-^, a [Eng. chirograph ; -y.\

1. The art of writing or engrossing.

2. A piece of writing or engrossing done by
hand. (Smart.)

chir 6 gym -nast, chir 6 gym nastc,
s. [Gr. xetp(cfcif*) = the hand, and yvprttmav
(gumnasteon) = a place of exercise. ] A finger-

trainer. A contrivance for strengthening the
fingers, consisting of a cross-bar, from which
are suspended rings attached to springs. The
term is also applied to any apparatus designed
for a like object (Stainer & Barrett.)

* chir-A-ldg'-I-Cal, a. [Eng. chirologty);

•ical.] Relating Or pertaining to chirology.

* chir 6T-o-gist, a [Eng. chirologiy); -i$l]

One who communicates ideas by signs made
with the hands and fingers.

* flfcftr H' ft jrf * cheir-ol'-d -gy, a [Gr.

x«'p (cheir) = the hand, and \6yos (logos) =a
discourse, a speech.] The art or practice of
communicating ideas by the motions of the
hands or fingers.

" Cheirology is interpretation by the transient mo-
tions of the fingers."

—

DiUgarnot D*af and Dumb
Man* Tutor (Ox. 1S80), Introd.

chir 61' 6-phis, s. [Gr. x«ip (cheir) a the
hand, and Ao^os (lophos) = a crest.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes of the family
Blennidse, having anguilliform bodies and
crested heads.

* ohir-dm'-a-chy, «. [Gr. y«*p (cheir) = the
hand, and p-6.\n (mache) — a battle. ] A hand-
to-hand fight.

" Things came to dreadful chiromaehie*."—Gaudeii :

Tean of the Chwrch, p. 644.

* chir -6 manner, s. [Gr. x«t> (cheir) m the
hand, and p.avTeia (manteia) m prophecy,
divination.] One who pretends to foretell

events, or to tell fortunes by an inspection of

the lines on a person's hand.
"The middle sort, who hare not tnnch to span.
To chiromancer*' cheaper art employ."

Dryden : Juvenmt, rt

*fil, b£y; pout, ]*fti; oat, 90U, chorus, 9hin, bench; go, gem:
~oian. -tlan - shan. tlon, -sion = shun ; -tion, -«ion m zhun.

thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Ceaophon, exist, -ing.
-tious, -sious, -clous — shus. ble. -die. ato. bol. del-
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* chir - 6 - man - cj^» s. [Gr. xtt-p^axivrt *'*

(cheiromanteia) : from %eCa (cheir) = the hand,
and fiAuntia. (manteia) = prophecy, divination. ]

The pretended art of foretelling events, or of

divining fortunes, by an inspection of the lines

of a person's hand ; palmistry.

Other signs [of melancholy] there are taken from
physiognomy, metoposcopy, chiromancy." — Burton;
Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 58.

* chir dm an- 1st, chir-6 -man'-tist, s.

[Gr. x-='
l po^'ai'Ti<; (cheiromantis) : from x**P

(cheir) — the hand, and uAvric (mantis) = a
prophet, a diviner.] A chiromancer.

* chir 6-man tic, * chir o man' ti cal,
a. [Gr. vtt'p (cheir) = the hand, and nawtKoc
(mantikos) m pertaining to a prophet or
diviner.] Relating or pertaining to chiromancy
or palmistry. (Browne.)

ohir 6-nec-tes. s. [Or. \elp(cheir)= the hand,

and nj*T*j« (nektis) = a swimmer.]

1. Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, the type of the
family Chironectidse.

%. Zool.: A genus of Didelphidse (Opossums).

ohir 6 nee' ti dw, a. pi. [Mod. Lat. chiro-

nectes ; and Lat. fem. pi. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : The Frog-fishers, a family of cheli-

form fishes, of which Chironectes is the typical

genus.

chiron'-I-a, s. [From the fabulous monster
Chiron, aud Lat. neut. pi. suff. -io.]

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Gentianacese, and consisting of herbs
or small shrubs with narrow-ribbed leaves,

a corolla with a short tube, and a five-cleft

bell-shaped limb, with a deciduous segment.
Several kinds are in cultivation. They have
for the most part pretty pink flowers. They
are natives of the Cape of Good Hope. (Treas.

of Bot.)

chir-c^-nSm'-ic, a. [Eng. chironom(y) ; -re.]

Relating or pertaining to chironomy. (Mel-
moth.)

ohir-on'-o-mua, s. [Gr. x"pov6u.oc. (cheiro-

nomos) = moving the hands regularly and
significantly gesticulating as in a pantomime

:

xci'p (cheir) = the hand, and vopM (nomos) —
as a., pastoral, rural ; as *., a law, regulation.]

Entom. : A genus of Dipterous insects, be-
longing to the family Notacantha. There are

about eighty species. The angler's bait, known
as the Blood-worm, is the larva of Chironomus
plumosus.

ohir on'-o-my, *. [Gr. xeipov6u,ta (cheiro-

nomia)= movement of the hands, gesticula-

tion ; from x«p (cheir) = the hand, and co/ios

= a rule, regulation.]

* 1. Gesticulation by the use of the hands.

2. Directions given by movements of the
band, especially to a chorus. In the early
church of the West such a system was much
in vogue ; and some have^naintained that the
signs of sounds, as then written, were merely
Sectorial representations of the movement of
ie hand. (Stainer & Barrett.)

chir-dp'-ed-Ist, $. [Chiropodist.]

chir o-pet'-a-lum, a. [Gr. x«'p (cheir) = a
hand, and ireraAop (petcUon) = a leaf.]

Bot. : A genus of Euphorbiaceae allied to
Croton, but differing in the stamens being
united into a column not free, and also to
Ditaxis, which, however, has ten stamens in
two tiers, instead of five in one tier. (Treas.

of Bot.)

* chir 6-plast, s. [Gr. xfi f>6irkao-To<; (cheirc-

vlastos) — moulded or formed by hand : x«)>
(cheir) = the hand ; irAao-<r<u (plassd)=to mould,
to form.] An instrument, or hand-director,
as its name indicates, for training and exer-
cising the nands, for giving them facility and
command in playing music. It was invented
by Professor John Bernard Logier, a native of
Germany, and resident of London, who died
about 1852. Patented about 1812. It con-
sists of the position-frame, to keep the hands
from wandering ; the finger-guides, two mov-
able brass frames each having five divisions ;

and the wrist-guide, to preserve the proper
position of the wrist. The position-frame
consisted of two parallel rails extending from
one extremity of the keys to the other, and
fastened to the pianoforte. This frame
served as a lint upon which the finger-guides

travelled ; these guides were two movable
brass frames, with five divisions for the
fingers, and to each guide was attached a
brass wire with a regulator, called the wrist-
guide, by which the position of the wrist
was preserved from inclination outwards.
(Stainer £ Barrett)

chi-rop -od ist, a. [Gr. x«P (cheir) m the
liand ; trows (pons), genit. iroSdc. (podos) = the
foot ; Eng. suff. -ist.) One who treats or is

skilled in diseases of the hands and feet, espe-
cially one who removes corns from them.

* ch'iroV-o-phist, a. [Gr. x«'p (cheir) = the
hand, and ao^itm^ ($ophistes)= clever, skilful.]

One skilled in the pretended art of fortune-
telling by chiromancy or palmistry ; a chiro-
mancer.

Chir-d'-tey, s. [Gr. x«t#P (cheir) = the hand,

and Sira (ota),nom. pi. of oCs (oua)= an ear.]

Zool. : A genus of Saurians, resembling the
Chalcides in their verticillated scales and the
Amphisbsena in the obtuse form of their
head ; but distinguished from the first by the
want of posterior feet, and from the last by
their possession of anterior limbs. There is

only one species, a native of Mexico, Chirotes
canal iculatus (Cuvicr). It is about the thick-
ness of a man's little finger, and from eight
to ten inches long. Body flesh-coloured, and
covered with deml-rings on back and belly,

alternating on the sides ; eye very minute.

chirp (1), * chirp'-en, * chiirpe, v.i. [An

onomatopoeic word.] To make a short sharp
noise, as many small birds.

"How cheerfully do these little birds chirp, and
sing."—Bishop Baft : Occasional Meditations, 36,

>(2), v. [ProVablythe same as chirp (1),

cf. chirrup.) To cheer, to enliven ; to be
lively or gay (only in present part.).

" Sir Balaam now, he lives like other folks

;

He takes his chirping pint, he cracks his Jokes.
-

Pope: Jlor. Sss., fii. 358.

chirp, a. [Chirp (1), v.] The short, sharp
sound made by small birds.

" The one has a joyous, easy, laughing note, the
other a loud harsh chirp."— White : natural History of
Selbourne, let 16.

chlrp'-er, a. [Eng. chirp; -er.] One that
chirps. Applied especially to one of the war-
blers.

" The chirper . . . begins his note* In the middle of
March, and continues them throogh the spring and
summer till the end of August"— White: Natural
History of Selborne, Let 1*V

chirp'-Ing (1), * chyrp-ynge, pr. par., a.,

& s. [Chirp (1), v.]

A. & B« As pr. par. db particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

" I noticed that each time the horse put its foot on
the fine siliceous sand, a gentle chirping noise was
produced."—Darwin : Voyage Round the World (ed.
1870), ch. il., p. 36.

C» As subst. : The act of making a noise
such as that made by small-birds.

" Chyrpynge, or olaterynge (chlrklnge or chateringe,
P.) of byrdys. 6arritu*."~Prompt. Parv.

"... the chirping of a wren."
Shakesp..' 3 Henry ft, lit 1

chir -ping (2), pr. par. k a. [Chirp (2), u.]

"Jack T . . . has so far transgressed the Faunian
law, which allows a chirping-cup to satlat not to
Barret, to mirth not to madness."—Howell : Familiar
Letters.

9hlx*p'-lng-l& adv. [Eng. chirping ; -ly.] In
a cnirping or cheerful manner ; cheerily.

* chirr©, v.i. [A.8. ceorian = to murmur

;

Dut. fcorren = to coo; O.H. Ger. kerren;
11.11. Ger. kerren, Jcirren ; Ger. kerren ; Lat.
garrio.] To coo, as a dove ; to make the noise
of any bird.

" Ton do affect as timorously as swans,
(Cold as the brook they swim in) who do bill
With tardy modesty, and chirring plead
Their constant resolutions.''

Qtapthome : Argalus and Parthenia.

* chir'-ring, pr. par. or a. [Chirre, v.]

Shrill-sounding.
" But that there was In place to stir
His spleen, the chirring grasshopper.'*

Berrick ; Poem*.

chir'-riip, v.t. k i. [An extension of chirp
(q.v.).]

• A. Trans. : To cheer by singing ; to ani-
mate.

B. Intrans. : To chirp.

chirt, s. [From chirt, v. (q.v.).] A squeeze.

* chirt, v.t. & i. [Etym. unknown.}
A. Transitive;

1. To squeeze, to press out.

1 saw that cruell feynd elk thare, but dost,
Thare lynimes rife and eit a* he war wod,
The youstir tharfra chirtand and blak blud "

Doug, f Virgil, SB, Sa

2. To squirt or send out suddenly.

B. Intransitive:

Fig. : To act In a griping manner, as, in
making a bargain ; also, to squeeze or prac-
tise extortion.

fhir'-ting, pr. par. & a, [Chirt, t>.]

*f A chirting faUoto: A covetous wretch;
an extortioner.

Chir'-A, *. (Thibetan.] An antelope, Pantho-
lops Hodgsonii. It is from Thibet and the
Himalayas.

* chir-ur'-gec*n, s. [Fr. chirurgien ; 8p.

cirvjano ; Ital. chirurgo ; Port, cirvrgiao ;

Lat. chirurgus, from Gr. %etpovpy6\ (cheirour-

got) — working or operating with the hand *.

X«ip (cheir) = the hand, *pyu (ergff) = to work,
ipyov (ergon) = a work. Now superseded by
surgeon (q.v.).l A surgeon ; one whose pro-
fession is to heal diseases by manual opera-
tions and external applications.

* clur-ur'-&e*n-l& adv. [Eng. cJitrurgeon;

-ly.} In the manner of a surgeon.

"Si*. Very well
Ant. And most chirurgeonly."

Shakesp. ; The Tempest, IL L

* Chir--iir'-^er-^, s. [Fr. chirurgU; Lat
chirurgia, from Gr. xetpovpyia (cheironrgia) =
a working by hand, surgery : %tip (cheir)

»

the hand, epyov (ergon) = work. Now super-
seded by surgery (q.v.).] The art or pro-

fession of a chirurgeon ; surgery. (Sidney.)

chir lir'-gic, chir-ur'-gi cal, a. [Fr.

chirurgique; Lat chirurgicus, from Gr. x«P"
ovpytKoc (cheirourgikos) = pertaining to sur-

geons or surgery.]

* L Ord. Lang. ; Relating to manual opera-

tions of any kind ; manual.
"The chirurgical or manual part doth refer to the

making instruments, and exercising particular ?xperi-
inents. —BUhop Wilkin*.

LT. Technically

;

1. Pertaining to the art or profession of

chirurgeon ; surgical.
M Wholly devoted to medicine.
With lectures on chirurgical lore.

Longfellow : The Golden Legend, vL

2. Possessing qualities useful or applicable

to surgery.

chir -us, s. [From Gr. \«Cp (cheir)= the hand.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, the typical oos
of the family Chirida? (q.v.). The head is

crested, as in Blennius ; the ventral fins are

distinct, with five rays ; the body is elongated
and furnished with ciliated scales ; and the

teeth are small and conical. Some of the

species have appendages over the eyes. All

are natives of the seas about Kamskatka.

chis'-ol (1), * chy - sel (1), * che-syll, ft

[O. Fr. cisel ; Fr. ciseau ; Port, sizel ; 8p.

cincel, from Low Lat. cisellus, eizellus, sciselun

= a chisel.]

1. An edged tool for cutting wood, Iron, or

stone. It is operated by striking its upper

end with a hammer or mallet, or by pressure.

Tf Some of the " celts " found in Europe in

pre-historic times may have been used as

chisels. Chisels were known also to the

ancient Egyptians. The form of the chisel

used in carpentry is familiar : one used in

turnery has the cutting edge in the middle of

the thickness : one used in metallurgy has the

upper part flat for receiving the blow of the

hammer, and the lower part in the form of ft

wedge for penetrating iron plates or bars.

2. By metonomy, used for the art of ft

sculptor.

"... embellished by the pencil of Verrio and the

chisel of Gibtwus."—Macaulay : Hist. Sng., ch. xxiiL

% There are numerous varieties of chisels,

adapted to the requirements of various trades,

as, for instance, calking-chisel, chiyping-chisti,

Ac, which will be found in their places.

chisel -draft , s.

Masonry; In squaring the end of a stonft

block, one edge is chisel-dressed to a straight

edge and forms a base for the determination of

the other sides.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf. work, whd, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian se, ce- e. ey a. qu = kw.
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•f Chisel in Marteline : A boasting-chisel

used by marble-work era. It is furnished with
teel points at the end. [Mabteline.]

• chis'-el (2), * ches-el, * ches-yllc,

*chys-el (2), *. [A.S. cisil, ceosel, cesel;

O. H. Ger. chisil ; 8w. & Dan. kisel.] Gravel,
shingle.

" Chyset. or grauel. Acerua (arena. P.) sabulum."—
Prompt. Pare.

ehls'-el, v.t. [Fr. ciseler.] [Chisel (1), *.]

L Lit. : To cut, grave, or pare away stone,

Ac., with a chisel.

% Fig. : To cheat, to defraud. (Slang.)

thls'-elled, pa. par. or a. [Chisel, v.]

I. Lit. : Cut or graven with a chiseL

IL Figuratively

:

1. Frequently applied to the features, as

formed by nature.
•* With chiselled features calm and cold.'

Tennyson : A Character, 80.

2. Cheated, defrauded. (Slang.)

chiselledwork, s. The operation of a
chisel on a stone ; the work thus produced.

JliS -el-ling, pr. par., o., &*. [Chisel, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. .* (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The art or process of oatting or
graving stone ; sculpture.

2. Fig. : Cheating, fraud. (Slang.)

'Chis'-el-man-ship, s. [Eng. chisel, man,
and -ship.} The art of one skilled in sculpture.

"That specie* of ornamental flourish which, . . .

when done with a chisel should be called chiselman-
ship."—Huskin t Stones of Venice, vol. i., ch.i., f 43.

tfila -leii, t chls -lev, s. [Heb. I^? (kislev);

Gr. XaweAev (Chaseteu). Cf. Mac. L 54. Probably
from a Persian root.]

Jewish Calendar: The third month of the
civil and the ninth of the Jewish ecclesiasti-

cal year. The name was not adopted till after
the captivity, and does not occur in the can-
onical Scriptures. Chisleu commences with
the new moon of December. The Feast of
the Dedication of the Temple began on the
25th of Chisleu, and continued for eight days.
1 Mac. iv. 59, John x. 22. [Dedication.]

Ohls-ley, a. [Hid. Eng. chisel (2), s. ; -y.]

Containing, or of the nature of, gravel

;

gravelly. (Farmer's Encyclopfedia.)

• ©his-mo branch! a -ta (prop, schis-
ma to-branch-I-a -ta), s. pL [Gr. erxiV^o
(schisma), genii, o-xio-^ato; (schismatos) = a
cleft, and fipay\ta (branchia) =* gills.J

Zool. : A name given by Blainville to an
order of his class Paracepnalophora, compre-
hending those whose gills communicate from
behind by a large slit or cavity.

obis-mop -ne-se (more gen. schls-mop -

ne-a, itselfan error for schis-mop" no a),

s. pi. [Gr. trvia-fia (schisma) = a cleft, and
tvotj (pnoe) s breath.]

Ichthy : An artificial tribe of cartilaginous
fishes, comprehending those whose gills are
without opercula, but are covered by a mem-
brane pierced by an opening on each side.

eltft (1), * chitte, $. [A.S. cidh = a germ, a
•prig, a sprout. (Skeat.)]

L Ordinary Language :

* 1. A sprouting or shoot of a plant.

* 2. The young of any animal.
"There hadde diches the yrchoun, and nurshede out

little chittes."— Wycliffe : Itaiah xxxiv. 16.

3. A child, an infant, a babe.
"While yet thou wast a grovling puling chit,
Thy bones not fashion'd, and thf Joints not knit*

Covtper: Expostulation.

*4. An excrescence on the body, as a wart

;

\
t freckle.

EL Technically:

* I. Malting ; The shoot of corn from the
end of the grain

" Barley, couchtrt four day*, will begin to shew the
chit or sprit at the root-end.

1*—Mortinter ; Husbandry.

|
2. Carp, : A small frow used in cleaving

lathes.

* Chit (2), a [EtymoL doubtful : It may be the
I
same as chit (1), s.] A small piece or slice of
hread. (Scotch.)

CHITARRON

(Afr. A. J. Hopkins,

* chit, v.i. [Chit (1), $.] To sprout, shoot, or
germinate.

'* I have known barley chit in seven hours after It
had been thrown forth."—Mortimer: Husbandry.

chlt-ar ro ne, s.

[ItaL chitarrone,

augmentative of
chitarra.]

Music: A the-
orbo or double-
necked lute of
great length, with
wire strings and
two sets of tuning
pegs, the lower set
having twelve and
the higher eight
strings attached,
the unusual ex-
tension in length
affording greater
development to
the bass of the
instrument. It
was employed In
Italy in the 16th century,
in Grove's Diet. Music)

chit -chat, s. & a. [A reduplicated form from
chat (q.v.).]

A. As subst. : Trifling talk, chatting.
" If Ralph bad learning added to the common chit-

chat of the town, be would hare been a disputant
upon all topicks that ever were considered by men of
bis own geuiua"—Toiler, No. 1W.

B. As adj. : Given up to, or intended for,

easy familiar talk or chat.
" I am a member of a female society, who Call our-

selves the chitchat club."—Spectator.

* chit -or, * chyt-eryn, v.i. [Chatter,
Chitter.]

* chit'-er -Ihg, * chit'-er-yng, pr. por., o.,

& s. [Chattering.]

A A- B. A s pr. par. A particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : Chattering, noise of birds.
" Fain dynynyng bl chiteryng of birddLa, "— Wydiffe :

Numb. xxiv. 1. {Purvey.)

chit-face, a. [Chittyface.J

chl'-tlne, s. [From chit(on) (q.v.), and suff.

-ine (Chem.).']

Chem. .* CgH^NOg. The horny substance
which gives firmness to the tegumentary sys-
tem and other parts of the Crustacea, arach-
nids, and insects

;
probably also the carapace

of the rotatoria consists of it. It is left when
the above structures are exhausted succes-
sively with alcohol, ether, water, acetic acid,
and alkalies, retaining the original form of the
texture. It Is dissolved by concentrated
mineral acids without the production of
colour. It is not dissolved by solution of
potash, even when boiling; neitherdoeeitgive
the characteristic reactions with Hillon's or
Schultze's tests. It contains nitrogen. (Griff.

<r Henfrey.) •

clii' tin-oils, a. [Eng. ehitin(e); -ou*.] Of
the nature of chitine,

chi'-ton, *. [Gr. gmfe (chiton) = (1) an under
garment, (2) a coat
of mail. ]

1. Ord.
A robe.

2. Zool.: A genus
of Molluscs, the
shells of which are
boat-shaped, and
consist of a series

of symmetrical
plates, folding over
each other, and
implanted in the
mantle or zone of
the animal. It is

the typical genus
of the family Chi-
tonidffl or Chitons.
The species occur
in all climates.
More than 200 re-

cent species are known, and thirty-seven
fossil, the latter from the Silurian period
onward.

"The Chiton attaches ftself to the rock by a muscular
nicker or foot, which, extending ventrally along its
entire length, resembles that of the slug or snail and en-
ables It to crawl."—MUler : Old Red Sandstone, ch. xii.

Lang.

CHITON.

chiton el -lus, s. [From chiton (q.v.), and
Lat dim. suff. -ellus.]

Zool : A genus of Cyclobranchia, in which
the body is larvseform ; the plates are small
and detached, the mantle is naked, and the

1 seeds have punctures resembling spiracles.
Ten recent species are known, and one fossil,

the latter from the Carboniferous rocks of
Scotland.

chi-to'-nl-a, 5. [Gr. xnuv (chiton) = a coat of
mail (the seeds being covered with arillij,

and Lat. neut. pi. suff. -ia.]

But. : A genus of West Indian shrubs of the
family Melastomacese, some species of which
in this country serve as ornamental stove-

El
ants. They form shrubs or small trees, and
ave opposite, ovate, acute, five-nerved leaves,

and terminal panicles, with three-flowered
branches. They are natives of Mexico.

chi ton' 1 dse, s. pi. [From chiton (q.v.), and
Lat. fem. pi. suff. -idw.]

Zool. : A family of Gasteropoda, affording
the only known instance of a protecting shell
formed of many portions or, as they have
been sometimes but incorrectly termed, valves,
often in contact and overlapping each other,

but never truly articulated. The species are
numerous and widely spread. The fossil

species are rare. •

Chit'-ta-gong, a. [A district in the south-
east of Bengal.] The name of a fowl origi-

nally brought from the district mentioned in

the etymology.

Chittagong-wood, s. The timber of
several Indian trees, especially of Cedrela
Toona and Chickrassia tabularis.

chit'-ter, v.i. [Chatter, «.]

1. To chirp in a tremulous or shivering
manner (in this sense perhaps onomatopoeic).

"The fathered suarow« cald I am

;

In Bwete ana pleasant spring,
I greatly doe delight, for then

I chitter, chirp, and sing."
Kendall; Plovers of Epigram*. (Nairn)

% To shiver, to tremble. (Scotch.)

"Whare wilt thoa cow'r thy chittering wing? "

Burnt : A Winter Night.

3. To chatter. Used of the teeth striking

against each other, as by cold.

chit' -tor -ling, * chyt -ter ling, «. [Of
obscure origin.]

1. (Generally in pt.) : The smaller intestines

of swine, Ac, cooked for food by frying.

" A gut or chittetiing hanged In the smoke. '—Bare*.

* 2. A raft* or frill to a shirt (so called be-

cause when ironed out it resembles the small
entrails).

* 3. A little child [as if it were a dimux
from chit (1)].

* chittes, s. [Chit (1).] See extract.
" Lenticula Is a poultz called chittes, whiche ... I

translate j>eesoTu"— dial : ApopK. of Erasmus, p. 101.

* chit'-tlng, pr. par. or a. [Chit, v.)

* 0hit'-t& a. [Eng. chit (1) ; -y.]

1. Full of sprouts or shoots ; germinating.

2. Childish, babyish.

* chit'-ty-fi&ce, a. [Prob. not from chitty,

but a corruption of " chicheface. A chiche-
face, micher sneakebill, wretched fellow, one
out of whose nose hunger drops " (Cotgrave).']

Lean, miserable-looking.

* phi vache, *9hi-v*aoh-le,*. [Chevachib.)

ghlv'-al-rIc,ohi-val'-rict a. [Eng. chivalry;

-ic.} "Chivalrous.

"... hia mind, naturally of a chivalric and warlike
bent, . . ."—Major Porter : Knights qf Malta, ch. L

^^-^^©^•chiv-ale-rons.a. [O. Ft.

chevaiereux; Sp. caballeroso.] [Chivalrt.1

1. Pertaining or relating to chivalry.
" And noble minds of yore allied were
In brave pursuit of chivalrous enterprise."

Spenser : Fairy Queen.

2. High-spirited, gallant, noble.

". . . his chivalrous spirit would not suffer him to
decline a risk . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. r.

©hiV-al-rons-iy, adv. [Eng. chivalrous ;
•ly.] "In a chivalrous, gallant manner.

chiv al ry, ' chev-al rye, chev-al-roo,
* chlv al rie, * chyv-al-rie, *chyu-
al-rye, s. [O. Fr. chevalerie ; Sp. caballeria;

*$&, b^y; pout, j6vVl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xonophon, exist, ph U
I
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -slon = zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious = shits, -ble, -die, &c.= bel, del.

! SZ
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Ital. and Port, cavaUeria. The same word as
Cavalry (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language:
* 1. The deeds or exploits of a knight

;

Talour in arms.
Thei* hadde he don gret chyvalrie"

Komaumt qf Aim, X,*tT.

* 2. The dignity of knighthood,
"There be now, for martial encouragement, some

degrees and orders of chivalry . . ."—Bacon : E$sayt.

3. The system, practices, or usages of
knighthood generally.

The faith which knights to knighthood bora.
And whate'er else to chivalry belongs."

Jhydsn i Palamtm * Arcite, L Wa
4. A body or number of knights collectively.

ICavairy.]
"He was tmade krng of Fraunce by assent of alle

the chyiuilrle."— Trevita, L 3SS.

*$. Warfare, arms.
"As one nnfitt therefore, that all might see
He had not trained l*»e in chevalrce."

Spenter: F. q., I L 111. «.

*6. An army, generally Including foot-

soldiers as well as cavalry, the former appa-
rently being considered not worth mentioning.

* 7. An exploit, a deed of arms, an adven-
ture,

"They fanr doing acts more dangerous, though less
famous, because they wev but private chivalries."—
Sidney.

8. Men actuated by a chivalrous spirit;
brave gentlemen.
" Her Beauty and bar Chivalry, and bright
The lamps sbone o'er fair women aud brave men."

Byron ; Childe Harold t Pilgrimage, iii. ST.

IX Technically:

I. Hist. : The rise ofchivalry has been placed
by some as late as the crusades, but at that
time it was In an advanced stage of develop-
ment From the 9th to the 12th century, a
" miles," that Is, one bearing a designation
which In classical times meant simply a soldier,

and in the mediaeval period a knight, was one
who held land or fee from a superior, and was
in consequence bound to render him military
service. When a young man who was heir to
these responsibilities came of age enough to
formally pledge himself to discharge them
honourably, a ceremony of investiture took
place. The Church, as was natural and right,

sought to add solemnity to the interesting
event, and made the investiture of a youthful
knight an imposing religious ceremony, hold-
ing up, moreover, before him a high moral
and religious ideal to which he was exhorted
to aspire. Mercy to vanquished foes and
purity in the youthful knight's relations to
women were earnestly pressed upon him ; and
there was undoubtedly more of both than if

the Christian Church had not interfered. Yet
withal the ages of chivalry were marked to a
frightful extent by cruelty and impurity.
Whilst the Church counselled and poets cele-
brated the religious and moral elevation of the
true knight, that individual himself manifested
little of either ; his principles and his practice
were wonderfully different Chivalry declined
and fell with the feudal system, of which it

was a normal growth* The institution of the
military orders, the Knights Templars, the
Knights of St John, and the Teutonic Knights,
was an Interesting development of chivalry.
To a certain extent also it has a place in the
present, its ceremonies being retained in the
creation of modern knights, though some of
them are all but meaningless. But whatever
In the days of its vigour it effected in making
society braver, more compassionate, and more
pure, created for it a title to gratitude which
should never pass away.
* 2. Law: A tenure of land by knight's

service ; also called tenancy in chief, ox in
eapiU. [Chief, B., II. 1.]

'•Strwttium military, of the French chevalier; a
tenure of land by knight's service. There Is no land
hut is bolden mediately or immediately of the crown,
by some service or other ; and therefore are all our
freeholds, that are to as and our heirs, called /nidi,
fees, as proceeding from the benefit of the king. As
the king gave to the nobles large possessions for this
or that rent and service,' to they parcelled out their
lands, so received for recta and services, as they
thought good: and those services are by Littleton
divided Into ckkwalry and socage. The one is martial
and military; the other clownish and rustick. Chi-
mUry, therefore, is a tenure of service, whereby the
tenant is bound to perform some noble or military
office unto bis lord : and is of two sorts ; either regal.
that ia, each se may hold only the king ; vr nch ss—7 also hold of a commcoosnmon person as wall as of the

-"iM only of thekini '

and is again divi— or small Chtva,. rmay bold of a common person, as well sa of the king.
1* called scatagiuin."— Cotcei.

king. That whleb may hold only'of the king, Is pr<
periy called sergeantry ; and is again divided hit.
grand or petit, ie. great or smart. Chivalry that

% Tenure in Chivalry: Tenure on condition
of rendering knight's service. [II. 2.]

•f Court of Chivalry : A court formerly held
before the Lord High Constable and Earl
Marshal of England, having cognizance of

contracts and other matters relating to deeds
of arms. {Blackstone, bk. iii., ch. v.)

* chlv-an, chiv-en,*. [TThesameasChevin
= chub.] Occurring only in the phrase to

play the chivan, m to run away precipitately.

•chive (1), a [Shi vs.] a chip.

"If any cases, chip or dust skip Into the ore . . .

it will incarnate upon the tunicle."— Barrouoh |

Melhod of Phyt.ck, lS2t {A'aret.)

chive (2), s. (Generally used In the plural.)

[Fr. civet from Lat. cepa, carpa, cape — an
onion.}

* 1, Bot : A name formerly given to the
filaments of flowers.

"The prolific seed contained In the chive* or apices
of the stamina."

—

Bay : Witdom of Ood.

2. Hortic.: A smalt species of onion, Allium
Schatnoprasum, which grows in tufts. The
bulbs have the odour of garlic, and are used
in soups and stews, but to a very little extent.

chive-garlic, a [Chive (2).]

* chiv-el, * chy vel, v.i. [Etym. doubtful.]

Stratmann suggests Fro v. Eng. chivel = a slit

or rent.] To shake, to tremble.
" Hise cbekea . . . chyveled for elde."

Langland : P. Plowman, •,&*£.

* cMv-er, v.l. [Shiver.]

cniv'-e't, a [A dimln. of chivt (2), a, (q.v.).]

(For definition see extract)
- Chivett, are the small parts at the Roots of Plant*,

by which they are propagated."—Miliar .* Gardener's
Diet.

chiv'-i-a-tite, s. [Named from ChiviaKp\ In

Peru, where it occurs, and Eng. sutt. -itc (Min.)

Min. ; A mineral of a lead-grey colour, with
metallic lustre, and resembling bismuth-
glance. Compos.: Sulphur, 17"76; bismuth,
62*96; lead, 1672; copper, 2*66. Sp, gr.,

6-920. {Dana.)

* chiV-y; v.L [A corruption of chevy chase.]

To chase. {Slang.)

I've been a chivied and a chivied fast by one on you
and uixt by another on you." -Dickens I Bleak Dou*<\

ch.xlvi.

chlad'-mte, *. [From Chladnt, who wrote on
meteorites; -tie.]

Min. : A variety of Enstatite (q.v.) found
in meteorites, and containing little or no iron.

(Dana.)

chlse-na' ce-», s.pl. [Gr. xAalra (chlaina)=
a cloak, from the flowers being furnished with
an involucre ; and Lat fern. pi. adj. suftl

-ocea-l

Bot. : A small family consisting of only four

genera, of one or two species each, all from
the island of Madagascar, and as yet but very
imperfectly known. They are trees or shrubs
with the habit, alternate leaves, stipules, and
terminal inflorescence of some Sterculiaceffi,

of which they have also the free petals, mona-
delphous stamens, and anthers. Included by
Lindley in his Geranial alliance. {Treat, of
Bot.,kc)

ohlre'-ni-us, «. [Gr. x**"*** {chlaina) = a
cloak.]

Eniom. : A genus of Coleopterous Insects,

of elegant forms, and generally of green hues.
The legs and antenna* of many of the species

are of a pale-yellow colour, as also the outer
margin of the elytra. Four species are
British.

chlA.ru -yd -an' -thus, a [Gr. x*«t"fc
(chlamus) m a cloak, and apdos {anthos) = a
flower.]

Bot. : A name now applied to a section of
the genus ThymeUea, in which the tubular
calyx remains attached after withering, and
encloses the nut The plants embraced in
this section are low woody-stemmed bushes,
chiefly natives of the Mediterranean regions.

chlam-td'-e-ous, a. [Gr. xAajir* (chlamus),
genit x^a^uoos (chlamudos) = a cloak ; -eous.]

Bot. : Pertaining to the floral envelope of a
plant

chlam-$r-d$d'-er-a, chlam-yd -er-a, a
[Gr. x*«mv« (chlamus), genit x^ofivSot; (Mam-
udos) = a cloak, and 6epij (dere) = the neck.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds, family Stumidar
(q.v.) Chlavvjdodera nacnlata is the spotted
Bower-bird of Australia. LBower-bibj>.]

chlam-yd'-6-don, s. [Gr. yA«mvs (chlamus)
= a cloak, and o6ov$ {odous), genit oiot*ro«

{odontos) = a tooth.]

ZooL : A genus of Infusoria, of the family
Euplota. Furnished with cilia ami a cylinder
of teeth, but neither styles nor hooks.

chlam-yd-6-aau'-rus, a [Gr. xXapvt
{chlamus), genit x^P^voo^ {chlamudos) -= a
cloak, and o-avnoc (sauros) = a lizard.]

Zool.; A genus of Saurians, founded on a
specimen, Chlamydosaurus Kingii, found in
Careening Bay, Port Nelson, Australia, in

1S20. In colour it is yellowish-brown, varie-

gated with black. Head depressed with the
sides erect, leaving a blunt ridge on the upper
part wherein the eyes are placed. Toes
long, compressed, scaly, and very unequal

;

claws hooked and horn - coloured ; neck
covered with small scales, and furnished with
a large plaited frill, rising from each ear.

Each frill has four plaits which converge on
the under part of the chin, and fold it up <>n

the side, and a fifth where the two are united
in lower part of the neck. Length, 22£ inchea

chlara-y-do-the'-ri-uin, s. [Gr. x^ouvt
(ehtamus), genit YAauu£»c {chlamudos) = a
cloak, and Bnpiou (thirion) » a wild animal.]

Palosont. : A mammal of the order Eden-
tata, found in late Pliocene or Post-tertiary

deposits of South America,

chlam-yph-o-rus (Mod, Lat.), chlam-
y-phore {Eng.), a [Gr. xkaiivv {rhhvmvt)

= a cloak ; and 4>opo<: {phoros) = bearing, <f»tpa»

{phero) = to bear.]

Zool. : A genus of Mammals of the order

Edentata, consisting of a single species,

Chlam.yph.orus truncatus. It resembles the

Mole in some respects, and in others the

Beaver or Sloth. Its length is bk inchea.

The body is covered with a shell of a con-

sistence somewhat more dense and inflexible

than sole-leather, of an equal thickness, and
consisting of a series of plates of a square,

rhomboidal, or cubical form, each row con-

taining fifteen to twenty-two plates. The supe-

rior semicircular margin of the truncated
surface, together with the lateral margins of

the shell, are beautifully fringed with silky

hair.

chlam'-ys,*. IGr.
XAa/tu'c (chlamus)
= a cloak.]

•1. Mil.: A
military cloak or
mantle, worn es-

pecially by horse-
men.

2. EnUm.: A
genus of Coleop-
terous insects, be-

longing to the
sub-tribe Cyclica,

and the family
Chrysonielidse.

chic na'-ce -eet s.

pi. [CllL.ZSACh..l..\

chli dan -thus, chlamys (from apoux>

*. [Gr. xAiSij (chli- belvedere in vaticas).

de) = softness,
delicacy, and oV0oc {anthos) = a flower.]

Bot.: A genus of South American ama-

ryllids, having truncated bulbs, linear-lorate

leaves, sheathing at the base developed after

the flowers, and a scape (one and a half foot

high) supporting an umbel of a few large fre

grant flowers. (Treas. of Bot.)

chlo an'-tb.es, a [Gr.= budding, sprouting.)

Bot. : A genus of Verbenaoeas from extra-

tropical New Holland, consisting of under-

shrubs thickly covered with opposite or ter

nate, sessile, linear, and revolute leaves, and

having solitary axillary flowers with short

peduncles.

chlo an thite, a [Gr. %\oavHs (chlomnihU)

= budding, sproutuig, from its reticulations,

and Eng. sufT. -tte (if in.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Smeltite (q.v.),

tfate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wot, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ;
go, pit,
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ring at Chatham, Connecticut, in mica slate.

(Dona.)

chloasma, *. [From Gr. x*°«£w (chloaz6)=

to be pale-green ; x*o°* (chloos) = pale green.]

Mtd. : A discolouration of the human skin

which occurs in greenish or yellowish-brown
patches, and for the most parton those portions

of the body which are covered by clot.hin;_\

The affection is due to a fungus or confervoid,

Microspora furfur.

chlo-e-I-a, s. [Gr. x*6n (cAfo2) = the young
shoots of grass* &c]

Zool. : A genus of Annelids, belonging to the
order Dnrsibraneliiata, in whieh the bead is

furnished with five tentacula, and the bran-
chiae resemble a tripinnate leaf.

chlor-, pref. [Chloro-.]

Chlbr -a, s. [Gr. x*«p<k (chloros) = green.]

Bot. : An annual herbaceous plant, well
marked among Gentianaceas by its eight-cleft

flowers and eight stamens. Chlora perfoliate,

called Yellow-wort, the only British example,
ts a singularly erect, slender plant, about a
foot high, with but few root-leaves. The
whole plant is perfectly smooth, and of a de-

cided glaucous hue. The flowers, which are

rather large, and of a delicate clear yellow,

expand only during the sunshine, like the
genus Erythrsea, to which Chlora is allied.

The whole plant is intensely bitter, and may
be employed with advantage as a tonic ; it

also dyes yellow. It fs common in chalky
pastures, especially near the sea.

Chlbr-ac'-et-ate, s. [Eng. chloraeet(ic) ; -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of chloracetic acid.

chlbr-a-cet' ic, a. [From Eng., <fcc. cklor(ine)t

and acetic (q. v.).] Derived from chlorine and
acetic acid.

chloracetic add, 5.

Chemistry :

Monochloracetic arid, CHoCI.COOH, Is ob-
tained by the action of chlorine on boiling

glacial acetic acid. It boils at 186
s
, and solidi-

fies at 64°. Soluble in water, and is gradu-
ally decomposed when the aqueous solution

is boiled. Heated with KHO it is converted
Into potassium glycollate, KC<jH.$0$.

Dichhracetic acid, CHCl2COOH, is formed by
the action of chlorine on monochloracetic acid.

It boils at 106°.

Trichloracetic acid, CCI3COOH, is obtained
by the action of excess of chlorine on glacial

acetic acid in direct sunlight, or by oxidation
of chloral hydrate with chromic acid or with
nitric acid ; also synthetically by the action
of CI and HaO on C«CU carbon dichloride.

It is a colourless acid deliquescent substance.
Nascent hydrogen reduces it to acetic acid.
Boiled with excess of ammonia it yields am-
monia carbonate and chloroform. By PClg it

is converted into trichloracetyl chloride,

CC1S C0*C1.

chlor -a cet-bne, $. [Eng. chlor(ine); and
acetone.]

Chem. : Acetone in which hydrogen has
been replaced by chlorine. Monochloracetone,
CH3 CO'CHjjCl is prepared by the action of
hypochlorous acid on acetone. It is a colour-
less liquid, boiling at 119".

Chlor -se-a, *. [Gr. xAwpdc (chloros) — green.]

Bot. : An extensive genus of terrestrial or-
chids, exclusively found in the southern dis-
tricts of South America. Their roots are
coarse, fascicled, glutinous fibres. The leaves
are all radical. The scape is clothed with
thin herbaceous sheaths. The flowers grow
in spikes or racemes in the manner of the
Green Orchis, are greenish, whitish, or yel-
low, occasionally marked by deep brown
specks. Some thirty or forty species are
known, none of which are in cultivation.
(Treas. of Bot.) It is thought in Chili that
Chlorosa disoides promotes the flow of milk.

ChlbV-al, s. [From Eng., Ac. chloriine); -at.]

Chem. : CoHCUO or CCl3.CO'H= trichloral-
dehyde. Chloral is a colourless, odorous, oily
liquid, boiling at 94". It is soluble in water,
alcohol, and ether. Sp.gr., 1-502. It is obtained
by passing chlorine gas through absolute alco-
hol. By the action of caustic potash it is

decomposed into chloroform and formate of
potassium. It changes on keeping into a solid

white modification, reconverted into a liquid
byheat With water it forms a crystalline com-
pound called hydrate of chloral, CCl^ HC(OH)2.
It is used to adulterate beer.

chloral hydrate, s.

Pharm. (Chloral Hydras) : A white crystal-

line substance, forming a neutral aqueous
solution if free from HC1. Its solution in
chloroform, when shaken up with sulphuric
acid, remains colourless if no oily impurities
are present ; 100 grains of hydrate of chloral
dissolved -in an ounce of distilled water and
mixed with thirty grains of slaked lime should
yield, when carefully distilled, not less than
seventy grains of chloroform. Chloral is used
in medicine in the form of a syrup. It pro-
duces sleep, but only acts as an anodyne
during sleep, the pain returning as soon as
the patient wakes. The habitual use of this
drug is followed by profound melancholy and
enfeeblement of will, and muscular lassitude
and suicidal insanity. It was discovered by
Dr. O. Liebreich.

chlbr'-al-ism, s. [Eng. chloral ; -ism.)

1. The act or practice of using chloral as a
hypnotic

2. The abnormal condition of the system
resulting from the habitual use of chloral.

The ill effects are often mental and moral as
well as physical.

chlbr -al-ist, s. [Eng. chloral(ism) ; -ist.] A
person addicted to the use of chloral.

chlor -al-ize, v.t. [Eng. chloral; -ize.) To
treat with chloral, to affect with ehloralism.

chlor'-a- nil, s. [Eng. chlor(ine), and anil-
(in*).]

*

Chem. : CgCLiOa. Tetrachloroquinone. It

is formed by the action of hydrochloric acid
and chlorate of potassium, on aniline, phenol,
isatin, &c. It crystallizes in golden-yellow
laminae, which are insoluble in water, soluble
in hot alcohol and ether ; it sublimes at 150

'

,

and is converted by PCI5 into percbloro-
benzene, CgClg. The potassium salt of chlor-
anilic acid, C6C1 202(0K)2, is formed by dis-

solving chloranil in strong potash ; it crystal-
lizes in dark-red needles, sparingly soluble in
water.

chlbr- a niT-Ic, a. [Eng. chloranil ; and -ic.}

Pertaining to or derived from chloranil (q.v.).

chloranilic add, s.

Chem.: Chloranilic acid, dichlor-dioxy-
quiuone, CgCl^OH^Os, is formed by decom-
posing the potassium salt by acids. It forms
reddish crystalline scales.

chlbr-an -i-llne, *. [Eng. cklor(ine)
t and

aniline (q.v.).] [Aniline.]

Chem. : By the action of chlorine on ani-
line, monochloraniline, CgH.iCl(NHs), dichlor-
aniline, CttH8Cls'NHg, and trichloraniline,
CgHaCVNHoj are obtained.

chlor-an-tha-ces-ee. s. pi. [From Mod.
Lat. chloranthus (q.v.), and Lat. fem. pi. adj.
suff. -acece.]

Bot. : A small family of Dicotyledons, with
flowers of a very simple structure, allied to
those of Pijieraceae and Saururaceae. They
are trees, shrubs, or rarely herbs, with oppo-
site leaves connected by sheathing stipules.
The minute flowers are in simple or branched
terminal spikes, often articulate as in Gnetum,

chlor-an -thus, s. [Gr. xA«>po« (chloros) =
green, and arftw (antkos) = a flower.]

BoL : A genus of plants, the type of the
order Chloranthaceae, the only floral envelope
of which is a very small calyx, consisting of
one scale adhering to the side of the ovary.
The apparently single stamen, which is the
most remarkable part of its structure, con-
sists of three, the central one of which has a
perfect two-celled anther, and the other two,
one on each side of it, have only half an
anther, so that they are only one-celled, or
the two lateral half-anthers may be deficient,
leaving a single perfect stamen. They are
attached to the side of the ovary immediately
above the calyx. They are natives of Japan
and China, where they are called Chu-han.

chlor an'-th^r, s. [Chloranthus.}
Bot. : The tendency in brightly coloured

petals when decaying to become green.

chlbr-ap'-a-tite, s. [Eng. chloriine), and
apatite (q.v.).]

Min. ; A variety of Apatite (q.v.), in which
the proportion of chlorine is excessive.

cnlbr-ar'-gyr-ite, s. [Gr. xAwpos chloros) s
green : apwpo* (arguros) = silver ; and Eng.
suff. -ite (Min.).']

Min. : A mineral consisting of silver and
chlorine. (Brit. A/us. Cat)

chlbr-as'-ter, s. [Gr. xAwpds (chl&ros) »=

green, and axrrnp (aster) = a star.]

Zool. : A genus of Infusoria, of the family
Monadina, having a single mouth (?) terminal,
a single frontal eye-spot, no tail, and the
middle of the body with radiate warty pro-
cesses. (Griff, it Henfrey.)

chlbr-as- tro-lite, s. [Gr. xA"p<^ (chloros)

= green, cumjp (aster) or atrrpov (astron) = a
star, and Eng. suff. -lite (Min.), from Aitfos

(lithos)= a stone.]

Min. : A light bluish-green mineral, found
on the banks of Lake Superior, in small
rounded pebbles. It receives a fine polish.
Hardness, 6*5—6 ; sp. gr., 3180.

chlor -ate, s. [In Fr. chlorate, from Eng.,
Ac. chforiine), and suff. -ate (Chem.) (q.v.).]

[Chloric acid.]

Chlorate of potassium

:

L Chem. : K.CIO3. Obtained by passing a
current of chlorine gas through a mixture of
carbonate of potassium and slaked lime,
K2C03+6Ca(OH)2+6Cl2 = 2KC10s+5CaCl5+
CaC03+6H20. The carbonate of calcium is

removed by filtration, and on evaporating the
solution the potassium chlorate separates out
in colourless transparent anhydrous six-sided
plates ; water dissolves only 8'3 parts of the
salt at 0"C. It is insoluble in alcohol. When
heated, potassium chlorate is decomposed thus
2KC10«=KC104+KCl+03 ; on increasing the
heat the potassium perchlorate is decom-
posed—KCIO4 = KC1 + 202. [Chloric acid.]

2. Pharm. (Potassce Chloros) : It is given in

the form of Trochisci Potassce Chloratis (Chlor-
ate of Potassium Lozenges). Chlorate of

fwtassium acts as a refrigerant and diuretic
;

t exerts a powerful action upon the mucous
membranes when used as a gargle in cases of
severe tonsi litis, Sec.

chlbr-e'-a, s. [Chlorosa.]

chlbr - cth - ane, a. [Eng. Ac. chlor(iiU)i
ethane. ]

Chem. : CjH5Cl. [Chloric Ether.]

chlbr '- cth - ene, *. [Eng. &c chlortine);

ethane.]

Chem. : C2H3C1. A gas liquifying at 18*.

It has an alliaceous odour.

chlbr-et'-ic, a. [Eng. chloride); -ic.] Resem-
bling or containing chlorite.

t Chlbr'-hy-dxic, a. [From Eng. chlor(i4e\

and hydro, in compos., from Gr. vBwp (huddr)
:= water.] [Chloride.]

Chlorhydric acid, s. [Chloride.]

chlbr -hydrinjs, s. pi [Eng., Ac. chlorhy-

dr(ic), and (glyccr)in(e).']

Chem. : Ethers produced by the action of
chlorine on glvcerine - mouachlorhydrin
C3Ha(0H)2Cl, dichlorhydrin CzH[£OH)Cl2.

By the action of PC1 5 on glycerine, trichlorhy-

drin C3H5CI* has been obtained Ethers of

glycerine end in in. [Dichlorhydrin.]

chlbr-hy-dri-quin'-ftnea, *. pi. [Eng., Ac.
chlor(ine); hydroquinones.]

Chem. : Substitution compounds of hydro-

quinone, CsH^qq, the (OH)a occupying

the position in the benzene ring, 1—4. They
are obtained by the reduction of the corre-

spondingchloroquinones with sulphurous acid.

C6H2C1-(0H)3 melts at 158°; C6HCls(OH)2 at

134° ; and CaCl4(OH>2 at 200°.

chlor -ic, o. [Eng. chlor(ine); -ic] Pertain-

ing to or containing chlorine.

chloric acid, s.

Chem. : HCIO3. A monobasic acid obtained
by decomposing barium chlorate, Ba^ClOs^,
by dilute sulphuric acid, and decanting the

clear liquid It oxidises organic matter
rapidly. When boiled it gives off Oa and CU,
and perchloric acid is formed. It forms
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salts called chlorates ; they are soluble, and
give no precipitate with AgNOs . Potassium

chlorate explodes when triturated with sul-

fthur or phosphorus in a mortar. It is used

n the manufacture of fireworks, percussion

caps, and lucifer matches. Chlorates when
heated on charcoal deflagrate. When heated

strongly they give off oxygen and are con-

verted int*> chlorides which give a white pre-

cipitate with argentic nitrate. Heated with

strong H2SO4 they give off C12 4 with ex-

plosive violence. Hydrochloric acid liberates

euchlorine, an explosive mixture of chlorine

and chlorine tetroxide ; it is a powerful oxid-

ising agent, used to destroy organic matter.

chloric ether, *
1. Chem.: C2H«C1, or CH3.CH2CI. Ethyl

chloride, Chlorethane, also called Hydro-

chloric ether, a monatomic haloid ether

formed by substitution of an atom of chlorine

for an atom of hydrogen in the hydrocarbon

ethane by the direct action of chlorine. It

also can be prepared by the union of hydro-

chloric acid with ethene, C3H4, and by dis-

tilling at a gentle heat alcohol saturated with

dry hydrochloric acid gas. It is a thin,

colourless, volatile liquid, boiling at 12 *5°.

By the action of hot aqueous caustic potash,

it is resolved into ethyl alcohol and potas-

sium chloride ; with alcoholic potash it forms

ethylic ether, 0^5-0. C^Hj. Heated with

soda-lime, it yields ethene, C2H4.

2. Pharm. : The so-called chloric ether,

used in medicine, is only a solution of one

fluid ounce of chloroform in nineteen fluid

ounces of rectified spirit of wine. It is given

as a narcotic and antispasmodic, and is a

valuable sedative in neuralgia,

I chlo ri date, v.t. [Eng. chloridie), and
verbal suff. -ate.] To treat or prepare with a

chloride.

chlbr ide, s, [Eng. chloriic), and suff. -ids

(q.v.).]

Chem. : A compound of chlorine with an ele-

ment, or radical Hydrogen chloride, H.C1
= Hydrochloric acid = Chlorhydric acid =
Muriatic acid. Hydrochloric acid is a colour-

less gas. It is very soluble in water ; 450

volumes dissolve at 15°. It fumes strongly

in damp air. It is formed by the action of

diffused daylight on a mixture of H and CI,

also by the action of strong sulphuric acid

on sodium chloride ; it can be collected

over mercury ; it is condensed into a colour-

less liquid by a pressure of 40 atmospheres
at 10° C. Sp. gr., 1-27. Its solution in

water (commonly called hydrochloric acid)

is easily obtained by distilling common salt

NaCl with sulphuric acid. Muriatic acid is an
impure solution of HC1, containing iron, arse-

nic, organic matter, and sulphuric acid. It is

obtained in large quantities in the preparation

of sodium carbonate. The hydrogen in hydro-

chloric acid can be replaced by metals, forming
metallic chlorides (see the different metals).

Soluble chlorides are detected by their giving

a white precipitate with silver nitrate which
is insoluble in nitric acid but soluble in

ammonia. Chlorides heated with strong

H2SO4 and Mn03 give off chlorine.

Chloride ofantimony solution :

Pharm. : Antimonii Chloridi Liquor. A
heavy yellowish-red liquid. Sp. gr., 1*47. It

consists of terchloride of antimony, SbClj,

dissolved in hydrochloric acid ; on the addi-

tion of water it gives a precipitate of oxy-
chloride, SbOCl ; this, treated with sodium
carbonate, is converted into the oxide S02O3.
[Antimony.] Chloride of antimony is a
powerful caustic and escharotic, and is ap-

plied to cancerous growths and poisonous
wounds. The oxide of antimony, mixed with
twice its weight of calcium phosphate, is a
substitute for " James's powder." It is given
when the diaphoretic and slightly alterative

effects of antimony are required in a mild form.

Chloride of nitrogen ;

Chem. : NCI3. An oily explosive liquid,

sp. gr. 1 -65, obtained by the action of excess
of chlorine on ammonium chloride solution

;

also by suspending a piece of ammoninm
chloride in a solution of hypochlorous acid,

NH4CI + 3HCIO = HC1 + NC13+3H20. This
dangerous substance is decomposed violently

by gentle heat, or by contact with fat, Ac.

By some chemists it is thought to contain
hydrogen. It is ammonia NH3 in which the

H is replaced by CI.
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Chloride of sodium

:

1. Chem. : NaCl, sodium chloride or com-

mon salt. [Sodium.]

2. Pharm. : Sotlii Chloridum. It occurs in

transparent cubes or in small white grains.

It is soluble in three parts of cold water, and

its solubility increases very slightly with rise

of temperature ; it is partly precipitated by

HC1. It is nearly insoluble in alcohol, and
fuses at 776*, and at higher temperatures vola-

tilises. It is a necessary article of food, and
occurs in the blood and other animal fluids ; a

deficiency causes disease. Chloride of Bodium

in large doses acts as an emetic, purgative,

and anthelmintic ; in milder doses it is a

slight stimulant and alterative. Externally

it is applied as a stimulant and rubefacient.

Sponging with salt water is good for rheu-

matism and joint affections.

Chloride of zinc solution

:

Pharm. : Liquor Zinci CkZoridi. A solu-

tion of chloride of zinc, ZnCl2, which applied

externally acts as an irritant and astringent

;

when mixed into a paste with gypsum it is

applied as a powerful escharotic to malignant

ulcers. A solution of chloride of zinc, sp.

gr. 2, is used as a deodorizer and disinfectant

under the name of " Sir W. Burnett's solution."

chlbr-id'-ic, o. [Eng. chlorid{e); -ic.] Per-

taining to or containing chloride.

chlbr'-Id-ize, v.t. [Eng. chlorid(e); -iee.)

The same as Chloridate (q.v.

X

chlbr -Im'~5t-ry\ chlbr-dm'-3t-ry\ *.

[Eng. chlorine ; Gr. utrpov (metron) = a mea-
sure.] The method of determining the

amount of chlorine in a sample of bleaching

powder. (For methods see Watts : Diet. Chem?)
" He [Gay Lussac] now prescribe* as the preferable

plan of chlorometrj/, to pour very slo»ly from a gradu-

ated glass tube a standard solution of the chloride, to

be tested upon a determinate quantity of arsenious

acid dissolved in muriatic acid, till the whole arsenious

be converted into the arsenic acids."— Pre; Diction-

ary of Arts, Manufacture*, and Mine*

chlbr'-In-ate, v.t. [Eng. chU>rin(e) ; -ate.] To
treat with chlorine.

chlbr -in-a-ted, a. [Chlorinate, v.]

chlorinated Lime, -

Pharm. : Calx Chlorata. A mixture of cal-

cium hypochlorite, Ca(C10)2, with calcium

chloride, CaCl^ A whitish powder is obtained

by passing chlorine gas over loosely spread

out hydrate of calcium. Its solution (Liquor

Colds Chloratce)is formed by adding one pound
of the solid to 160 fluid ounces of distilled

water. It is used as a disinfectant and in the

preparation of chloroform.

chlbr-in-a'-tlon, s. [Eng. chlorirtie); -ation.]

A process for the extraction of gold by ex-

posure of the auriferous material to chlor-

ine gas. First introduced by Plattner. The
following conditions are necessary :— (1)

The gold must be in a metallic state.

(2) There must be no other substance in the

charge which would combine with free

chlorine. (3) The chlorine must have no im-

purities which would dissolve other metals or

oases. (4) No reaction must be induced

which would cause precipitation of the gold

before the termination of the process. The
process with quartz and free gold does not
involve roasting, but the latter process is

necessary with ores containing sulphurets and
arseniurets. In the chlorination process, the

ore is sifted into a wooden vat lined with
pitch, and having a false bottom, beneath
which the gas is admitted. The top is luted

on and the gas admitted ; when the gas begins

to escape at a hole of observation in the lid, it

is the signal that the air is ejected and the

hole is then closed. The gas is continually

passed into the mass for say eighteen hours,

according to the coarseness of the gold ; the

cover is removed and water introduced, and
the solution drawn off into the precipitation

vat. The gold is precipitated by sulphate of

iron, the supernatant liquor decanted. The
sediment is a brown powder which is filtered

upon paper dried in an iron or porcelain

vessel, smelted to a metallic regulus in clay

crucibles, a little borax, salt, and nitrate of

potash being used as fluxes. (Knight.)

chlbr -In-dln, s. [Chlorisat.de.]

chlbr -ine, *. [Ger. chlor; Fr. chlorie, from
Gr. xAwpo? (chldros) = pale-green, light-green,

greenish-yellow, and Eng. suff. -ine (Chem.).']

1. Chem. : A monatomic element. Symbol CL
Atomic weight, 35*5. Discovered by Scheela

in 1774. It was thought by Berthollet to

contain oxygen, and was called by him oxy-

muriatic acid. It was found to be an ele-

ment by Davy in 1810. Chlorine is a yellow-

green incombustible gas. It has a powerful

irritating smell, and attacks violently the

mucous membrane and the lungs. It is very

soluble in water, acts strongly on metals,

and is best collected by displacement. Sp.

gr., 247. At the pressure of five atmosphere*
it is condensed into a heavy yellow liquid.

It is obtained by heating common salt, sodium
chloride, with sulphuric acid and black oxide

of manganese. It combines with hydrogen to

form hydrochloric acid, with an explosion

in direct sunlight or when a light is applied

to a mixture of the two gases, but slowly in

diffused daylight A solution of it in water

is gradually converted in the sunlight into

HC1 with lilmration of oxygen. A lighted

candle burns in CI with a smoky flame. Phos-

phorus, antimony, arsenic, and turpentine take

fire in chlorine. Chlorine destroys animal and
vegetable matter ; and forms addition and
substitution compounds with organic com-
pounds ; an aqueous solution of it has power-

ful bleaching properties. It is also a power-

ful disinfectant. It occurs in nature in the

form of metallic chlorides. Three oxides of

chlorine are known, ChjO ; G2O3 ; CI2O4.

2. Pharm. : Chlorine is used in pharmacy
as Liquor Chlori, a solution of chlorine in

water ; and as Vapor Chlori, inhalation of

chlorine. Free chlorine gas acts as a power-

ful stimulant or irritant, according to its state

of dilution ; it is used in cases of chronic

bronchitis and phthisis. A diluted solution

is used as a gargle for ulcerated tonsils ; and
as a lotion to foul ulcers, and in some skin

diseases.

chlorine monoxide, 5.

Chem.: ClsO. A colourless gas obtained by

the action of chlorine on cooled precipitated

mercuric oxide ; it can be condensed to a red

liquid, which explodes on elevation of tem-

perature. It has powerful bleaching properties.

It dissolves in water and forms hypochloroui

acid ; this acid forms salts called hypochlorites.

These salts can also be obtained by passing

chlorine gas into cold solutions of alkalies, or

alkaline carbonates, or over hydrates of cal-

cium, &c Bleaching-powder is thus prepared.

chlorine tetroxide, •-

Chem. : CI2O4, a dark yellow explosive gas.

which can be condensed to a red liquid. It

is obtained by the action of strong sulphuric

acid on chlorate of potassium. It is absorbed

by caustic potash solution, forming a chlorate

and a chlorite.

chlorine trioxide. chlorous oxide,
chlorous anhydride,

Chem. : C12 8, a greenish-yellow gas, ob-

tained by heating a mixture of potassium

chlorate, nitric acid, and arsenic trioxide. It

can be condensed into a very explosive liquid

;

the gas explodes at 50*. and is decomposed by

sunlight. It is soluble in water, forming •

crystalline hydrate which is gradually con-

verted into chlorous acid.

chlbr -In-Ize, v.t. [Eng. chlorin(e); -ize.) To

treat or prepare with chlorine.

chlbr -in-Ized, pa. par. or a. [Chloriniz*]

* chlbr-i'-^-dine, s. [Eng. chlor(inc) ; iodine.)

Chem. : A compound of chlorine and iodine,

as iodine chloride, IC1. [Iodine.]

Chlbr'-is, * [Gr. xa«P« (chWris) = a bird

with a greenish belly, from xAwpo* (chBros) —
green.]

Bot : A genus of grasses, the typical one of

the tribe Chlorideaj, distinguished chiefly by

the spikes of inflorescence being in finger- hk«

fascicles, rarely two, or only one. Flowers

polygamous ;
glumes two, containing from two

to six florets ; lower flowers one to three,

hermaphrodite ; stamens three, and styles two.

Sixty-two species are described in Steudels

" Synopsis," and these are mostly natives or

warm, dry countries. Chloris radiata ui
pretty annual grass, frequently cultivated in

greenhouses for the sake of its ornamental ana

curious appearance. (Treat, of Bot.)

chlbr-Is at-Ic. a. [Eng. chJorisat(in) ; -ie.)

Pertaining to chlorisatin (q.v.).
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chlorisatic add, s.

Chem. : CsjH^CIXOs. The potassium salt of
this acid is obtained by mixing solutions of
caustic potash and chlorisatin. It crystallises

in yellow needles, which are decomposed by
hydrochloric acid with precipitation of chlor-

isatin.

ohlbr-is'-a-tin, s. [Eng. chlor(ine), and isa-

tin.] [Isatin.]

Chem., : C8H4C1N02. Obtained by passing
chlorine into tepid water in which isatin, or
powdered indigo, is suspended. It is pnrified
by crystallization from alcohol. It crystallises

in orange prisms, having a disagreeable odour.

chlor-is-a-tyde, s. [Eng. &c. chlor(ine);
isatyde (q.v.).]

Chem. : A white or yellowish powder, de-
posited on cooling when chlorisatin has been
dissolved, with heat, in hydrosulphuret of
ammonia. It is sparingly soluble in water,
and by heat is resolved into chlorisatin water,
a new compound appearing as a violet-

coloured powder, and termed Chlorindin.

chlbr-i-sd -ma, s. [Gr. %>«op6s (chloros) =
green, and <rw|n*a (soma) = a body.]

Ornith. : A sub-genus of the Myotherinse, or
Ant-thrushes, separated by Swainson from the
Pitta of Temminck. (Craig.)

chlbr'-ite, s. [Gr. x^»p*tis (chloritis) = a
grass-green stone, from x^«>P°? (chloros) =
green, and Eng., &c. suff. -its (Min.) (q.v.).]

1, Mineralogy

:

(1) The same as Rapidolite (q.v.),

(2) The same as Penninite (q.v.).

(3) The same as Clinochlore (q.v.)i

Ferruginous Chlorite :

Min. : The same as Delessite (q.v.).

2. Chem. (PI): Salts of chlorous acid. They
can be obtained by passing chlorine trioxide
into alkaline solutions ; also by the action of
CI2O4 on bases. They are mostly soluble in
water. Chlorites of lead and silver are insolu-
ble, and are obtained by double decomposition.

chlorite schist, «.

Geol. : A green slaty rock, in which chlorite
is abundant in foliated plates, usually blended
with minute grains of quartz or sometimes
with felspar or mica. It is often associated
witli or even graduates into gneiss and clay-

tlate. (Lyell.)

chlorite slate, s.

Geol. : The same as chlorite schist, or if

there is any difference, then in the slates the
laminations are finer.

Chlorite spar, 8. [In Ger. cJUoritspath.]

Min. : An old name for Chloritoid (q.v.).

ehlbr-lt'-iC, a. [Eng. chiorit(e); -ic.] Per-

|

taining to or containing chlorite.

chloritic sand, *.

Geol. : Sand coloured by an admixture of the
simple mineral glauconite.

chloritic series, s.

Geol. : A name sometimes given to the Green-
sand beds, but the mineral is glauconite.

Chlbr itoid, s. [Eng. chlorite, and Gr. e!5os
(eidos) — appearauce.]

Min. : A monoclinic or triclinic chlorite-like
mineral, of a dark-grey, greenish-grey to
black colour. It is brittle, and has a double
refraction. Hardness, 5 '5—6; sp. gr., 3'5

—

36.

chlbr -o, in compos. [Gr. x*wP<>* (chl&ros) =
green.]

1. Nat. Science : In composition frequently
used as a prefix to scientific words, and indi-
cating a bright grass-green colour.

2. Chem. : Compounds in which chlorine has
i

replaced some other element, as hydrogen,
!
without altering the constitution of the com-

!
pound, as chloro-benzene, C6H8C1. The is

;
often omitted, and chlor is used.

chloro argentotypc, s.

Photog. : A photographic agent prepared by
moistening a sheet of paper with a solution of
common salt, and then dipping it in a bath of

- nitrate of Bilver. Taking out a thin film of
the latter substance it becomes extremely sen-

I
sitive to light

chloro-benzene, s.

Chem. : Monochlor-benzene or phenyl chlor-
ide, C(}H 5t'l. It is prepared by the action of
chlorine on benzene, or of PCI3 on phenol.
It boils at 132*. (Consult Watts: Diet. Chem.)

chloro -calcite, s.

Min. : Calcite with chlorine in its composi-
tion. (Brit. Mus. Cat.)

chloro-naphthalene, *.

Chem. : Monochlornaphthalene, CiqHtCI,
dichloro-naphthalene CioHgClg, &c. The
chloronaphthalenes are obtained by boil-

ing the chlorides of naphthalene with alco-
holic potash, which removes HC1, These,
when subjected to the action of chlorine,
form addition products, and by again boil-

ing these with alcoholic potash it removes
more HC1, and a more highly chlorinated
substitution compound is obtained.

chloro phenol, s.

Chem.: Phenol CgH^OH), in which hy-
drogen has been replaced by chlorine, as
Monochlorophenol C6H4C1(0H). Dichloro-
phenol CflH3Cl2(OH), and Trichlorophenol
CgHgCh/OH) are obtained by action of chlor-
ine on phenol. Pentachlorphenol or per-
chlorphenol, C«CI5(OH), crystallizes in long
colourless needles soluble in alcohol and
in ether. It melts at 187°. Concentrated
nitric acid converts it into tetrachlorquinone

C«C14<0>- Wh6n di8fcilled ^^ PC1« jt

yields CgCI« hexa-chlor benzene.

chloro picrin, s.

Chem. : A compound formed by distilling

picric acid with chloride of lime and water,
Chloro-picrin, Nitro-trichlor-methane, Nitro-
chloroform C(NO;>)Cl3. Also obtained by dis-

tilling chloral with strong nitric acid ; also
by distilling a mixture of methyl alcohol and
sulphuric acid over a mixture of sodium chlor-
ide and potassium nitrate. It is an oily liquid,

boiling at 112°. It is reduced to methylamine
CHa'Ha'N by the action of iron filings and
acetic acid. Chloro-picrin heated with alco-
holic ammonia is converted into guanidine
hydrochloride CH5N3-HC1. When heated
with sodium ethylate it is converted into
ethylic orthocarbonate C(OC3H6)4.

chloro-quinones, s. pi.

Chem. : Substances formed by the action of

chlorine on quinone, C^H^;^ ; mono-

chloroquinone, CgHsClOj. Dicbloroquinone,
C«H2Cla02, is formed by action of hypochlor-
ous anhydride, CljO, on benzene ; and by
heating trichlorophenol, Cgl^CWOH), with
nitric acid, it forms large yellow prisms,
melting at 120°. Trichloroquinone, CgHClgOa,
is obtained by the action of chromyl chlonde,
CrOgCla, on benzene, CgHg. It crystallizes in
large laininse, melting at 166". Tetrachloro-
quinone, CgCl^^ [Chloranil.]

chloro toluene, s.

Chem. : Chlorotoluene, or Tolyl Chloride,
CgH^Cl'CHa, occurs in three modifications.
Parachlortoluene, 1—4, is formed by the
action of chlorine on toluene at ordinary
temperatures ; it is a liquid, boiling at 160*.

By oxidation with chromic acid mixture it

yields parachlorbenzoic acid. When chlorine
acts on boiling toluene, benzyl chloride,

CfiHs-OHoCl, is formed. (See Watts: Dicl.Chem.)

chlor-i-hen-zo'-xc, a. [Eng. chlor(ine), and
benzoic.]

chlorobenzoic acid, s.

Chem. : CgHiCl'COOH. Benzoic acid in
which hydrogen is replaced by chlorine.

Chlor-i-chrdm'-lc, a. [Prom Eng. chloro,

and chromic.] Having chromium and chlor-
ine in its composition.

ohlorochromlc acid, s.

Chem. : CrOoCla. Dioxychloride of chromium,
chromyl chloride, obtained by the action of
sulphuric acid on a dry mixture of potassium
dichromate and chloride of sodium. A heavy
red liquid, giving off red vapours. Sp. gr.,

1*71; boiling at 118°, decomposed by water
into chromic and hydrochloric acids. Slowly
passed through a glass tube heated to low
redness it deposits rhombohedral dark-green
hard crystals of sesquioxide of chromium.

chlbr 6 chroiis, o. [Gr. xkb>pfc (chloros)

— pale green, and xpda (chroa) = colour.)
Having a green colour.

chlbr-6-cdc -cum, s. [Gr. xAupos (chloros)
pale-greeu, and kokko* (kokkos) = a kernel.]

Bot. : A genus of Algals, order Patmellace*.
Chloroooccum vulgare consists of extremely
minute cells, multiplying into twos and fours,
with no gelatinous substratum and no zoo-
spores. It covers nearly every piece of un-
painted timber and old trunk in England,
300 millions of individuals on a square inch,

(Griff. & Hen/rey.)

chlor -6 form (Eng.), chlbr 6 for mum
(Mod. Lat.), s. [Eng., &c. chlor(ine), and"

form(ic), from Lat. formica = an ant ]

1. Chem. : CHCls, trichloroniethane, me*
thenyl chloride, terchloride of formyl. Chloro.
form is formed by the action of the sun's rays
on a mixture of chlorine and marsh gas ; also
by the action of caustic potash on chloral or
chloracetic acid, or by the action of nascent
hydrogen on tetrachloride of carbon. It is

prepared on a large scalo by distilling water
and alcohol with bleaching-powder. Chloro-
form is a colourless, mobile, heavy, ethereal
liquid. Sp. gr., 1'5. It boils at 62

s
; its

vapour density is four times that of air;
it is nearly insoluble in water, but dissolves
readily in alcohol. It has a sweet taste. It
dissolves caoutchouc, resins, fats, alkaloids,
Ac. It should not be exposed to the light, as
it may decompose, hydrochloric acid and
chlorine being set free.

2. Pharm. : Chloroform is used in medi-
cine, dissolved in alcohol, under the name
of chloric ether, as a stimulant. Chloro*
form taken internally acts as a narcotic,
sedative, and antispasmodic, and is given in
cases of asthma, colic, and cholera, also for
neuralgia. Linimentum Chloroformi, equal
parts of chloroform and camphor linament, is

used externally to allay pain and irritation in
neuralgia and itching.

3. Surgery & Midwifery ; The vapour of chlor-
oform, when inhaled for some time, produces
a temporary insensibility to pain. Inhaled in
small doses it produces pleasurable im-bria-

tion, followed by drowsiness ; in larger doses
it causes loss of voluntary motion, suspension
of mental faculties, with slight contraction of
the muscles and rigidity of the limbs ; then if

the inhalation is continued a complete relaxa-
tion of the voluntary muscles takes place,
but if carried too far it causes dangerous
symptoms of apncea or of syncope, and the
patient must be restored by artificial respira-
tion. Chloroform should not be administered
to persons suffering from cerebral disease
or organic cardiac affection. Dr. Simpson,
of Edinburgh, in 1847, began to employ the
vapour as a means of producing aniesthesia
or insensibility, partial or complete, in certain
surgical operations and painful diseases, as
well as in ordinary obstetric practice.

4. Law : By 24 and 25 Vict. c. 100, to ad-
minister chloroform or anything similar, with
the view of one's self committing, or aiding
another in committing, an indictable offence,
is felony.

chloroform, v.t. [Chloroform, s.] To
bring under the influence of chloroform ; to
produce anaesthesia or unconsciousness in, \>j
means of chloroform.

chlbr 6-form'-ic, a. [Eng. chloroform; -icj
Pertaining to, derived from, or produced by
chloroform.

chlbr 6 form-i-za'-tion, s. [Eng. chloro-
jorm; -ization.] The aggregate of anaesthetic
phenomena resulting from the inhalation of
chloroform.

chlbr-o-mel'-an, s. [Gr. xAwpos (chloros) =
green, and ju.eA.aV (melas), neut. p.e'A,ai> (melan) =
black.]

Min. : The same as Cronstedtitk (q.v.).

chlbr-6m'-et-er, s. [Eng. chlor(ide); Gr.
y-irpov (metron) = a measure.] An instrument
for testing the decolourizing or bleaching
powers of samples of chloride of lime. Tire's

process consists in adding liquor of ammonia
of a known strength, tinged with litmus, to a
solution of a given weight of the chloride un-
der examination until the whole of the chlor-
ine is neutralized, which is known by the
colour being destroyed. From the quantity of
ammonia consumed the strength of the sam-
ple is estimated.

chlbr'-d-me-thane, s. [Eng. chloro ; meth(yt)l
•ane.]

oil, bo^; pout, jbvel; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, ftem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = 1
clan, tian = shan. -tlon, -sion - shun ; -tion, sion = shun, -tious, -sious, -clous = shits, -ble, -die, &c.m bfS, del.
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Chem. : CH3CL A colourless, odorous m,
obtained when equal volumesofmarsh gas CH4
and CI are exposed to reflected sunlight, or by
heating a mixture of NaCl, wood spirit, and
sulphuric acid. Exposed to sunlight with

excess of chlorine, it is converted into

CH 2C1 2 , then CHCI3, and finally into CCla.

*3hlbr-6-met'-rIc, a. tEng. chloromet(er) ; -fc]

Pertaining to or effected by chlorometry.

ohlor-dni'-et-rjf, s. [Chlorimktry.]

ehldr'-e-mys, s. [Gr. x*"PM (chWros) m
green ; and fiSs (miis) = a mouse.] [Aoouty.]

Ohlbr'-o-pal, a [Gr. xAufx* (cAIoro»)=green,

and Eng. opal (q.v.).]

3fi«. : A compact massive mineral, with an

opal-like appearance ; colour greenish-yellow

to pistachio-green. HardneBs, 25—45 ; sp.

gr. 1727—1-870. It occurs in Saxony, Hun-
gary, ftc. Compos. : Silica, 46 ;

sesquioxide

of iron, 33 ; alumina, 1 ; magnesia, 2 ;
water,

18. (.Dana.)

Chlor-o-phiB'-ite, s. [Gr. x*">P°5 (cftWrtw)

m green : «Woc (phaies) = brown, and Eng.

snff. -UefaHn.).]

Min.: A chlorite-like mineral from the

Western Isles of Scotland, at Scuir More in

the Island of Rum, and from Fifeshire and the

Faroe Islands. Hardness, 1 5—2 ; sp. gr.,

202 ; colour, dark or olive-green, changing to

dark-brown on exposure.

cMor'-o-phane, s. [Gr. x**>P°« (cMoros) =
green, and a>ouW (phaino) = to appear.]

Min. : A variety of Fluorite (q.v.), affording

a green phosphorescent light, sometimes

called pyro-emerald. It occurs in Connecticut

with topaz in gneiss.

chlbr-6-phan'-er-ite, s. [Gr. xAupos (chWros)

= green ;
paum (phainB)= to appear, and Eng.

snff. -i«(ift».)(q.v.X]

Min. : A greenish variety of Glanconite

(q.v.).

chldr-6-phe-nes 10, a. [Eng. Mm;
phenipV), and suff. -esic (Chem.).}

Chtm. : Composed of phenol and chlorine.

chlorophencsic acid, s.

Chem. : Dichlorophenol, C6H4CljO, is a

volatile oil, insoluble in water, soluble In

alcohol and ether, obtained by the dry dis-

tillation of dichlorosalicylic acid.

chlor-6-phen-i -sic, a. [Eng. cMoro;

phenipl), and suff. -isic.]

Chem. : Composed of phenol and chlorine.

chlorophenisic acid, <.

Chtm. : Trichlorophenol, C6H3C130, obtained

by the action of chlorine on phenol It crystal-

lises in colourless silky needles, which have

a strong odour, and are slightly soluble in

water, soluble in alcohol and ether.

chlor-o-phen-u'-sic, a. [Eng. cWoro;

phenyl), and suff. -usic (Chem.).']

Chen. : Composed of phenol and chlorine,

chlorophenusic acid, s.

Chtm. : The same as peirtachlorophenol,

CsHClsO, obtained by the action of an excess

of chlorine on au alcoholic solution of tri-

chlorophenoL

•f The letters a, e, i, o, n are used to dis-

tinguish the compounds formed by replacing

respectively 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 atoms of H in

phenol CgHeO by the same number of mona-

iomic elements or monatomic radicals. See

also the nitrophenols.

chlbr-6 phyll, ohlor'-o-phyile, ». & o.

[Gr. *top<i« (chWros) = green, and rfniAAov

{phulkn) = a leaf ; Fr. chlorophylle.}

A* As substantive :

L Bot. Physiol.: The name given to the green-

eolouring matter of plant*. Its nature is still

doubtful It is ordinarily stated that it exists

under the form of globules or granules, and

occasionally as an amorphous granular sub-

stance. It presents itself in the form of dis-

tinct corpuscles in the cells of the flowering

plants generally.

"The colour of plant* especially the green colour, is

produced by the preaeuce of chloropkyU, which way
be considered a vital accretion."—Lindlev : Introduc-

tion to Botany, bk. L, sect. 7. i 6&

2. Animal Physiol. : Chlorophyll exists in

Hydro mridis, the Green Fresh-water Polype,

one of the Ccelenterata, and in Stentor, an in-

fusorian animalcule. (Nicholson.)

B. As adj. : Coloured by chlorophyll ; com-

posed of chlorophyll.

chlorophyll bodies, s. pi. Particles

of protoplasm of definite form coloured green

by chlorophyll. (Thome.)

cM6r-6 phyl-la -ce-oiis, a. [Eng. chloro-

phyll ; -oceou*-

.] Of the nature or character of

chlorophyll ; containing chlorophyll.
" The affinitiee exhibited by many chlorophKltaeeout

and colourless Thellophytea,"—Naturt, Feb. 2eth,

U80,p.»L

t oMor-&-phyl'-H-afl, a. [Eng. chlorophyll

;

•inn.] Pertaining to, or containing chloro-

phyll.

chlor-d-phyi'-lite, ». [Gr. xa»P°* (chlSros)

= green, on&iAoK (phrdlon)^ a leaf, and Eng.

suff. -He (Min.) (q.v.).]

Mineralogy:

1. The same as Iolite (q.v.).

2. A vasiety of Fahlunite (q.v.), from Unity,

Maine, U.S.A.

chlor-o-pic'-rin, a [Eng., &c. cftloro; and
pterin.]

Chem. : CNOsCI? is obtained by distilling

picric acid with potassium chlorate and hydro-

chloric acid. It is an oily odorous liquid.

Sp. gr., 1 665. It boils at 115°.

ohldr-*-pro-te -Ic, a. [Eng. chlorine, and

proteic (q.v.).] Compounded of chlorine and

proteine.

chloroprotcic acid, «.

Chem. : A name given to the white flocks

which are deposited when chlorine is passed

through a solution containing proteine =
CWHS'.NK)".

Chlby-op-SlS, «. [Gr. xW°* (fhlbros) =
green, and oi(as (opsis) — face, appearance.]

Ornith. : Agenus of birds belonging to the

Merulidas or Thrushes. The bill is long and

hooked.

chlor-A-pyg'-i--a, a [Gr. xA»p°v (chlSros) —
green, and nvyn (p"gl) =the rump, the tail.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds belonging to the

MeropidsB or Bee-eaters. They are natives of

Madagascar.

chlor 6-rhod-rc, o. [Gr. xA»p<w (chloros)=
green, and poooi (rhodon) = a rose.]

chlororhodic acid, -.

Chem. : An acid obtained from pus. It

crystallises in fine needles, is soluble in water

and alcohol, but not in ether. Chlorine water

in dilute solutions has a rose-red colour.

cMor-o'-sis, s. [Gr. xX«>poc (cWoros) = green.]

1. Bot: One ofthemostformidable diseases

to which plants are liable, and often admitting

of no remedy. It consists in a pallid condition

of the plant, in which the tissues are weak

and unable to contend against severe changes,

and the cells are more or less destitute of

chlorophyll It is distinct from blanching,

because it may exist in plants exposed to direct

light on a south border, but is often produced

or aggravated by cold ungenial weather and

bad drainage. The most promising remedy is

watering them with a very weak solution of

sulphate of iron. Many forms of the disease

exist, of which those of clover, onions, cu-

cumbers, and melons are best known.

2. Med. : An affection in which the skin

of the body, and especially that of the face,

assumes a peculiar greenish cast, and hence

is popularly known as green-sickness (q.v.).

The condition is closely allied to anaemia,

and is due to deficiency of the colouring

matter of the blood. Chlorosis occurs chiefly

amongst young and delicate women who lead

sedentary lives under unwholesome conditions.

clUbi'-d-BVoriri, ». [Cblobospebhk*.]

Bot. : Any algal of the division Chloro-

spermeffi (q.v.).

chlor - 4 - sper - mil - SB, ». pi. [Or. x*»p°«
(chlnros) = green, and cmifpa. (sperna) = a

seed.]

Bot. : One of the three great divisions of

Algse characterised by the green colour of the

spores. The spores of most members of this

great division, when they are first liberated,

are endowed with active motion, which is pro-

duced bv long thorny-like appendages and by
short cilia. [Cilia.] Such spores are called,

from their resemblance to Infusoria, Zoo-

sperms (q.v.). The green powdery or gela-

tinous productions so common upon dam]
walls or rocks ; the curious microscopic few-

celled productions which abound in our pools

or infest other Alga? ; the green floating masses

which form a scum upon our pools, or the

shrubby tufts of the same colour iu running

streams or on sea-rock, &c, are so many mem-
bers of the division. (Treas. of Bot.)

chlor-OHsphsBr'-a, s. [Gr. x*">p»«
= green, and e<paipa (sphaira) = a ball, a

sphere.]

Bot. : A genus of Unicellular Algse, probably

related to CEdogonieae (Rabenhorst places it

among the PalmeUacea?), of which one species,

Chlorosphara Oliveri, is known, consisting of a

single globular cell about one-200th in. diameter

densely filled with green contents, sometimes

exhibiting a radiate appearance. The C
Olivcrt was found in a boggy ditch at Prest-

wich Car, Northumberland. (Griff. <£ Henfrcy.)

chlbr-o-spin'-el, «. [Gr. vXaepos (cAioros) =
green, and Eng. spinel (q.v.).]

Min.. : A variety of 8pinel (q.v.), of a grass-

green colour, due to the presence of copper.

Also called Magnesia-iron Spinel. Sp. gr.,

S-591—3594.

chlor-8»'-tom-s>, ». [Gr. xAupc* (chlSros) =
green, and o-tojio (sfOTaa) = a mouth.]

Zoo!. : A genus of Molluscs belonging to the

family Trochidas. Shell deeply umbellicated

almost to the top of the spire ; inner lip form-

ing a Bemi-margin to the umbellicus ; outer

angulated at the base ; aperture remarkably

oblique.

chlbr-St-ic, * chlor-ot'-ick, a. [Fr

chlarotique, from cfttorosij (q.v.).] AffeeU-1

with or relating to chlorosis.

"The extaalea of eedentary and chtorolkk nana. '—

aTSBSW

cMor-o-tyT-i-iiin, ». [Gr. xa»p°« (.chlSroA

= green, and rihn (tuli)= a swelling, a knob.]

Bot. : A genus of Confervoid Algse belong-

ing to the family Chsetophoracea?. Filaments

jointed, repeatedly dichotomous, parallel

;

'joints of two kinds, some elongate and colour-

less, and others swollen, sbbreviate, and with

green endochromes. (6?rf/. & Hcnfrey.)

chlbr'-oils, a. [Eng. chlor(ine) ; -out.]

Chem. : Pertaining to Chlorine.

chlorous add, .«.

Chem. : HClOj. An acid obtained by con-

densing chlorous oxide in water or by action

of dilute sulphuric acid on a metallic chlorite.

Its solution is a greenish-yellow liquid, having

strong bleaching property ; its salts are called

caiorifes.

chlorous oxide, s. [Chlobine.]

chlorous pole, s.

t Elect.: A term applied on a certain elec-

trical hypothesis to the negative pole of a

galvanic battery, because of its exhibiting the

Same attraction as chlorine. On the same

hypothesis the positive one is called the sm-

cous or zincoid pole.

ohlbr-OX'-3r-l6n, «. [Gr. xAa>po« (cAKrw) =
green, and f**nr (mUon)= wood.]

Bot. : A genus of Cedrelacese, generically dis-

tinguished by its fruit having only three cells.

and splitting into three parts instead of five.

The Satia-wood tree of India, Chlororylon

Swietenia, forms a fine tree fifty or sixty feet

in height. It is a native of Ceylon and the

Coromandel coast. It furnishes a handsome

light-coloured hard wood with a safn-iike

lustre, and sometimes beautifully mottled or

curled, bearing some resemblance to boxwood,

but rather deeper in colour. It is used lor

articles of turnery, for the backs of brushes

and as veneering for cabinet-work. (1 reas. oj

Bot., etc)

* ohlbr'-u-ret, «. [Eng- chteKim), and suff.

-uref (Cnem.).]

Cftem. : A compound of chlorine ;
a name

formerly given to what is now termed chlorine.

choak, v.U & t. [Choke.]

choaked, a. [Choak.]

Printing: A term applied to the press.

le

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father j we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, out), cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try.

j pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

Syrian, as, ce = e. ey = a. q.u = kw.
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when, for want of proper washing, the ink

geU into the hollow of the face of the type.

cho'-an-ite, s. [Gr. xoa.vn (choane)=a. funnel.]

Pulceont. : A genus of fossil Zoophytes,
placed between Alcyonium and Ventriculites.

They have a central cavity at the upper part,

and outer surface not reticulated. Skeleton
generally funnel-shaped.

ohoast, s, [Hoast.] A severe cough. (Scotch.)

(Scott.)

"chock (1), s, [O. Fr. choc.] [Shock.] An
attai-k, an encounter, a charge.

"Uu of the kings of France died miserably by the
chfk of aa bog."—Bp. Patrick: DiPtne Arithmetic*:,
p. a:.

chock (2), s. & adv. [A mere variant of choke

(q.v.;.J

A* As substantive

:

1. Shipbuilding:

(1) A block, preferably wedge-shaped, driven
behind the props of a cradle to prevent it from
slip; in.; on the ways before the ship is ready
to launch.

(2) A piece of timber framed into the heads
and heels of ships' timbers at their junctions
to a< t as a lap to the joint, and make up the
deficiency at the inner angle, as in the stem-
piece and the main-piece of the head ; in the
dead wood, 4c.

2. Navigation : A wedge used to secure any-
thing with, or for anything to rest upon.
The long-boat rests upon two large chocks
when it is stowed. (Weale.)

3. Cooperage : A wedge-shaped block placed
beneath aud against the bilge of a cask to
keep the latter from rolling.

4. Carriage-building : A piece of wood by
which the wheel of a carriage is prevented
Sum moving forward or backward.

5. Loose pieces of wood or stone placed in
or upon any machine to add to its weight
and steadiness ; as stones placed in a mangle,
weights laid on a harrow, roller, &c.

B. As adv. : Quite, full.
" I drew a shaft,

Chock to the steel."

Taylor: Philip ran Art. U. fH. L

H Chock and block, chock-a-block :

1. Naut. dbMln, : A term signifying closely-
wedged.

2. Fig. : Choke-full.

chock-full, a. [Choke-full.]

* Shock (1), v.i. & (. [Chuck, Shock.]
A. Intrans. : To encounter.

B. Trans. : To give a shock to. (Turber-
ville.)

chock (2), v.t. 4 i. [Chock, #.]

A. Transitive:

L To fasten or stop with a wedge.
* 2. To heap up (?>

"And in the tavern Id his cups doth roar.
Chocking hie crowns."

Drayton: Aginoourt, p. tv. {Latham.)

B. Intrans. : To fill up ; to fit Into exactly.
"The woodwork thereof . . . exactly chocketh Into

the joints again."—'Fuller: Worthies, L 1«.

i chock (3), v.t. [Choke.] (Scotch.) (Burns.)

chock -in, pr. par., a., A a [Chokino.]

I

(fltirns.)

choc 6-late, s. & a. [Sp. & Port, from
Mexican cacuatl = cacao.]

A* As substantive

:

1. The nut of the cacao-tree. [Cacao.]

2- A paste or cake made from the roasted
kernels of the Theobroma cacao.

•J The roasted and crushed seeds of the
cacao-nut tree are ground between two hori-
zontal millstones, which are kept at a tempera-
ture of about 200° F., by means of a steam-
jacket. The nibs pass down from the hopper

1 into the shoe, which is shaken by a damsel
on the spindle of the runner so as to discharge
the nibs into the eye which leads them to the
space between the stones. The heat and fric-
tion liberates the oil, which Is one third of the
weight, and the cacao issues as a paste from
the spout and is conducted to a second and
similar mill where the stones are similarly
heated but are closer set, so as to still farther
reduce the paste. It is discharged from the

j

second grinding in a liquid condition and is

collected in a pan, where it hardens Into a

cake. To enable it to form an emulsion
with water, it receives additional substances.
Sugar, honey, molasses, gum, starch, flour,

rice, and arrow-root are adapted for this pur-
pose. Spices and flavouring extracts are
added for some markets.

3. The drink made by dissolving chocolate
in boiling water.

B. As adj. : Composed of, relating to, or of
the colour of chocolate.

• chocolate-house, s. A house where
chocolate was prepared and sold.

chocolate -mill, s. A mill in which the
roasted and crushed seeds of the cocoa plant
are ground between two horizontal millstones
kept at a temj>erature of about 200" Fahr.
This liberates the oil, which is about one-
third of the weight, leaving the cocoa to issue

as a paste from the spout in the machine.

chocolate-nut, s. The nut of the cacao-
tree. [Chocolate, s.]

chocolate-root, s. The root of a plant,
Geum canadense.

ChOCOlate-tree, s. Theobroma cacao,

from the seeds of which chocolate is made.

* chod-ohod, s. [Heb. T37? (kadkod).'] A
sparkling gem, probably a ruby. (N.E.D.)

"Germne and purpnr, and clooth with dyuerse
colours and hi I is and silk and chodchod, that is precious
merchandise. — Wycliffe: Kzek., xxrii 16.

* chdde, pret. of v. [Chide.]

ohod'-nef-fite, s. [Named after the dis-

coverer, Herr Chodnef, and sutT. -ite (Min.).]

Min. : A mineral much resembling Chiolite,
found in the Ilmen Mountains at Miask.
Compos. : Fluorine, 56 '4 ; aluminum, 16*3

;

sodium, 27-3. Sp. gr., 2 62—2'77.

chcer-a-do -di-a, s. [Ch^bradodia.]

cheer 6 pot -a- mus, chaar 6 pot a
mils, cher-6 pot -a-mus, s. [Gr. votpo?
(choiros) = a pig, and Vo>a/i.o« (potamos) = a
river. ]

PaUeont. : An extinct genus of the order
Pachydermata, or thick-skinned Mammalia,
considered as forming a link between the Ano-
plotherium and the Peccary.

cheer op -sis, s. [Gr. \olpoc (choiros) = a
pig, &ua o\}tic(opsis)— appearance.] [Liberian
Hippopotamus.]

*choffe, s. [Chuff.] A rough, clownish
fellow. (Prompt. Parr.)

* chof-fer, «. [Chafer.] A chamng-diah.

* chdf-fing, pr. par. [Chafing.]

• chomng-dish, s. [Chafing-dish.]
"Hake halls, which ye shall put on coals, in a

choffing-dish, and the party Is to receive the fume,
. .

."—St, Germain: Royal Physician, p. 223.

choice, * chois, * choise, * choy«, s. k a.

[O. Fr. cAois, from Fr. choisir = to choose
;

Fr. choix.]

A* As substantive

:

1. The act of choosing or determining be-
tween two or more things proposed.

"His choice was soon made . . ."—Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., cU. xvi.

2. The power of choosing between two or
more things ; power of election or preference.

"Love is not in our choice, but in our fate.'

Dryden : Patamon * A rdte. L 328.

" Choice befits not thy condition.
Acquiescence suits thee best"

Cowper: Walking with Qod, No. 2.

• 3. Care or discrimination in choosing
;
judg-

ment, skill.

" . . I Imagine they were collected with Judgment
and choice."—Bacon : Apoph.

4. A number of things proposed or offered

for selection or discrimination.
" A braver choice of dauntless spirits
DLd never float upon the swelling tide."

Shakes/). : King John, ii. t

5. The thing chosen or elected ; selection,

preference.
" Oh ! hearken, Btranger, to my voice 1

This desert mansion is my choice I"
Campbell .- Connor's Child, v.

6. That which would be chosen or preferred
;

the best part of anything ; the best
"... in the choice of our sepulchres bury thy dead

. . ."—«#n. xxiii. s.

•ff A matter of choice : One in which there is

freedom of choice or election as to the course
to be pursued or preferred.

" This was indeed scarcely matter tf choice . . ."—
Jfacatday : Hut. Eng., eh. xl.

To make choice nf: To choose ; to select on*
from two or more thing* offered.

" Wisdom of what herself approves makes choice,
Nor is led captive by the common voice.

Utnham : Of Prudence, 11

B. As adjective

:

L Of things

:

I. Worthy of being chosen or preferred ; oi
superior merit ; excellent, select.

" Intill a chaomber full choise chosen there way."
Destruct. of Troy, iSv.

" He was a man of a choice spirit, only he was alwayi
kept very low, . .

."

—

Bunyan : The Pilgrim'$ Progress
pt. ii.

* 2. Carefully chosen or selected ; fit, ap-

propriate.

II. Of persons: Careful or discriminating in
choosing or preserving ; difficult to please

;

chary, frugal.
" He that is choice of his time, will also be choice ot

his company, and choice of his actions."

—

Taylor: Holy
Living.

1 For the difference between choice and
option, see Option.

* choice-drawn, a. Selected with es

pecial care.
" For who 1b he, whose chin is but enrich'd
With one appearing hair, that will not follow
These cull'J and choice-drawn cavaliers of France!

Shaketp.: Ben. V., Ui. (Chorus).

* choice -ful, * choice'- full, a. [Eng
choice ; -ful(l).']

1. Making frequent choices ; fickle, change-
able.

"His choici/ul sense with every change doth flit"

Spenser. (Webster.)

2. Offering a choice, varied.
" Heer's choice-full plenty."—Sylvester : The Colonies

p. Wl.

* choice -les«, a. [Eng. choice; less.] Not
having the right or power of choosing ; not
free.

" Neither the weight of the matter of which the
cylinder is made, nor the round voluble form of it. an
any more imputable to that dead choiceless creator*
than the first motion of it . .

."

—

Bammond.

t choice -ly, * choice -llch, * chois'-U
•chois'-ly^ adv. [Eng. choice; -ly.]

1. By choice ; of free choice or wilL

"To seche a cbllde that chotsly chess)

In maydeues blode to bloine."
Legends of Boly Rood (ed Morris), p. 31$.

2. Finely, excellently, in a choice manner.
**It 1* certain it is choicely good,"—Walton: Angler

3. Carefully ; with care used In the choice.

"To Ireland will you lead a band of men,
CoUected choicely, from each county some."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry VI.. lit L

choice -ness, s. [Eng. choice; -7iess.)

1. The quality of being worthy of being
chosen ; excellence, superiority.

"Carry Into the shade such ariculas, seedlings, oi

plants, as are for their choiccness reserved In pots."—
Evelyn : Calendarium hortense.

2. Carefulness, nicety, preciseuess.

choir (pron. kwir), quire, * queer,
* queere, * qtieir, s. & a. [Fr. chosur;

Sp. & Ital. coro ; Lat. chorus « a band of

singers ; Gr. xopos (choros) — a dance in a ring.

a band of singers.] [Chorus, Quire.]

A. As substantive

:

I, Ord. Lang. : A number of singers [II. LJ
" Had vanish'd from his prospects and desires

;

Not by translation to the heavenly choir.''

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. vi.

H Technically:

1. Eccles. : The organised body of singers in

church services.

% The minor canons, choral vicars, and
choristers, or other singers taken collectively,

are spoken of as the choir. The choral body
is usually divided into two sets of voices, the

one sitting on the north and the other on the

south side of the chancel, and are known by
the respective titles of Cantoris and Decani

from their nearness to the Cantor for Pre-

centor) and to the Decanus (or Dean). In

moat cathedrals and collegiate chapels, the
Decani side is held to be the side of honour,
the best voices are placed there, and all the

"verses " or soli parts, if not otherwise directed,

are sung by that side, which is also considered

the "first choir" (coro prime) In eight-part

music. (Stainer dt Barrett.)

%. Eccl. Archit. : The part of the building

In a cathedral or collegiate chapel set apart

for the performance of the ordinary dally

>«u. bo>; poUt, jo>l; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -In&

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -non = shun ; -tton, -«lon = shun, -cious, -tious. -stous - shiis. -ble, -die, &c. \m bel, del.
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service. The choir is generally situated at the
•astern end of the building, and is frequently

GROUND-PLAN OF CHOIR (PETERBOROUGH
CATHEDRAL).

enclosed by a screen, upon which the organ is

placed. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

". . . with the crown on hi" head, retained public
thanks to God in the choir . . ."—Macaulay ; Bitt.

Mng., ch. xvi.

B. As adjective : (See the comiKUinds).

Choir-boy, s. A boy who sings in a

chuir.

choir-man, s. An adult male member of

a choir. {Stainer & Barrett.)

choir office, .--.

1. A choir service.

2. The divine office, or any one of its parts.

[Office, U (2).]

choir-organ, s.

Music : One of the three aggregated organs

which are combined in an organ of large

power. The other two are the preai-organ and
the swell. The great organ has its large pipes

in front and its bank of keys occupies the

middle position ; it contains the most import-

ant and powerful stops. The caotr-organ has

its key-board below that of the grrazi-organ,

and contains stops of a light character and
solo stops. The swell has its bank of keys the

highest of the three, and has louvre boards
which may be opened and shut by means of a

pedal, so as to produce crescendo and diminu-
endo effects, (knight.)

choir-pitch, s. The old German church
pitch, about one tone higher than concert

pitch.

choir ruler, $.

Roman Ritual : One of the choir who leads

the psalms at vespers on festivals. The choir-

rulers, who may be laymen, wear copes, and
are two or four in number, according to the

rank of the feast.

choir screen, s.

Arch. : An ornamental open screen of wood
or stone, dividing the choir or chancel from
the nave, but not obstructing sight or sound.

choir service, s. The part of the church
aervice sung by the choir.

" That part of our choir-tervice called the motet or
•nthem.— Warton : Bitt. of Eng. Poetry, ilL 189.

Choir-Stall, s. A seat or stall in the

choir. [Stall. ]

choired (pron. kwird), a. [Eng. choir ; -ed.]

Assembled in a choir.
*• From the choired gods advancing."

Coleridge: The Departing Tour.

• cholr-is-ter, s. [Chorister.]

choised, pa. par. & a. [Eng. choise ; -ed.]

Chosen, picked.
" ChoUed seede to be picked and trimly well Ode."—

Tutter, p. 133.

* chois -II, * chois -ly, adv. [Choicely.]

Chok. s. pod. fcofc « the gullet] The throat,

the gullet.

chok;-band, s. The small strip of leather

by which a bridle is fastened around the jaws

of a horse. (Scotch. )

choke, * cheke, "choak, v.t. & i. [A.S.

aeeocan — to suffocate (Somner); Icel. fcofca=
to gulp ; kok = the gullet ]

A. Transitive

:

J. Lit. : To suffocate, to strangle, to destroy

by stopping the passage of the breath.

" The herd ran violently down a steep place into tbe
lake and were choked.' —Luke viii. S3.

U. Figuratively

:

1. To obstruct or stop up any passage, to

block, to clog.

". . . the sandhills near the sea threatened to choke

the channel . . .'—Timet, Nov. 11, 1876.

% Frequently with the adverb up.
" Then Commerce brought into the public walk
The busy merchant; the big warehouse built

;

Rais'd the strong crane ; chok'd up the loaded street."

Thornton: Autumn.

2. To stifle ; to hinder or check the growth
or spread of anything ; to overpower, to sup-

press, to destroy.

"And some feU among thorns; and the thorns
prang up with it, and choked it "

—

Luke rlli 7.

" Confess thee freely of thy sin

:

For to deny each articl* with oath,
Cannot remove nor choke the strong conception
That I do groan withal."

Shakesp. : Othello, v. 1

t 3. To irritate or offend, so as almost to

prevent the use of words.

"I waa choked at this word."—Swift.
• 4. To vanquish in argument or by a state-

ment.
" What, hare I choked yon with an argosy t

"

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew, 1L t

B. Intransitive

:

L Literally : To be suffocated, strangled, or

stifled.

" Who eates with too much speed may hap to choak."
—Beywood : Dialogues, p. 333.

IT. Figuratively

;

* 1. To be hindered or checked.

"The words choked In his throat"—Sir W. Scott

t 2. To be irritated or offended exceedingly.

H For the difference between to choke and to

suffocate, see Suffocate.

' choke -bail, a. In which bail is not

allowed.
"HowThowt inacao*e-6a(Iactlont"— WycherUy :

Plain Dealer, V. &

choke-berry, *. A sj>ecies of pear-tree,

Pyrus arbuti/olia.

choke-bore, a.

Qun-making : A kind of breech-loading gun,
In which the bore is constricted near the

muzzle ; the effect being to keep the shot more
compactly together, to prevent its spreading

on leaving the muzzle of the gun, and thus to

cause it to travel a greater distance.

choke-cherry, s.

1. Bot. : A species of cherry, Cerasus hytmalis,

or borealis, so called from the astringent

nature of the fruit.

2. Min. : Choke-damp (q.v.).

choke-damp, *. The name given by
miners to the fire-damp resulting from an

explosion of gas in mines. [Carbonic acid.]

The following diagram is illustrative of the

combustion of fire-damp, or carburetted

hydrogen, of which the product is choke-

damp, called also after-damp and black-

dainp :

—

Before Elementary Products of

Combustion. Mixture. Combustion.
WgM. Atomt. Wght. Wght.

- i_ ** j ( 1 carbon « 22 carbonic acid,
rburetted ) : hydrogen 1 S steam.

hydrogen . ^ hydrogen
• 1 oxygen

atmospheric I

} £«£
air .... | x

\* nil

dir :ygeD s
trogen 112 112 uncomblned nit

162 152 162 choke-damp.

(Williams: Combustion of Coal.)

* choke - fitch, s. Another name for

choke-weed (q.v.).

choke-full, * choak full, chokke
fulle, adv. Full to repletion or overflowing ;

completely full.

"We filled the akins choak-fuU."—Bruce : Travelt,

IT. 549.

choke-pear, * choak pear, s.

1, Bot. : A kind of pear with a rough, as-

tringent taste, and therefore swallowed with
difficulty.

* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) A kind of gag.

(2) A sarcasm by which one is put to silence.

" After your goodly and vain -glorious banquet,
I'll give you a choak-pear."

Webtter: White Devil

choke-plum, s. A species of plum, of a
nature and quality similar to the choke-pear.

choke-strap.
Saddlery: A strap passing from the lower

portion of the collar to the belly-band, to keep
the collar in place when descending a hill or
backing.

* choke-weed, s.

Bot. : A name proposed by Turner for Oro-

banche, " because it destroyeth and choketh

the heroes that it tyeth and claspeth wyth
his roote." (Britt. <& Holland.)

*choke-wort, choak-wort, s.

Bot. : A plant, perhaps a species of Spurge.

"The name of choak-wort is to it assigned.
Because it stops the venom ol the mind."

Taylor: The Waterpoet. (NareaJ

choke, a. [A shortened form of art'vhok*

(q.v.).] The filamentous or capillary part of

the artichoke.

choked, pa. par. or a. [Choke, t>.]

cho -ke-dar, s. [Hind, chaukt-ddr = a watch-
man, from chauki = watch, custom-house,

&c, and Per. ddr = possessing, master.

(AfaAn.)]

1. A watchman.

2. A custom-house officer.

* choke -ling, o. [Chuckling.]
*' Double me this burden, chokeling in his throat.
For the Tapstere should here of his merry note."

Chaucer : Tale of Deryn%

ohok'-er, s. [Eng. chok(e); -er.]

L Lit. : One who, or that which chokes.

IL Figuratively:

1. A statement or argument which cannot
be answered. (Slang.)

2. A necktie. (Slang.)

"There's Mr. Brown, who . . . wears rings and white
chokers. "—Thackeray : Jfewcomet, i. «.

* chSk'-er-Inge, s. [Etymol. doubtful]

Chattering, chatter.
" Mid chokeringe mid stevne hose.*'

Owl A Nightingale. Sol

chok ihg, * choak -ing, pr. par., a., & a>

[Choke, v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. A particip. adj.

:

1. Lit. : Causing suffocation or stifling.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Stifling.
" From choaHng weed* to rid the soiL"

Qay : Fablet, I K
(2) Indistinct and interrupted, as the utts*

ance of one undergoing suffocation.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of suffocating or stifling.

2. The state of being suffocated or stifled.

t chok'-*, * chok-ey, * choak y, a. [Eng.

1. Having the power or tendency to choke;

suffocating, stifling.

"Having nothing course or choaky therein."—FuUert

Worthiet ; Wartric* (it 402).

2. Inclined to choke.
" The allusion to hit mother made Tom feel rathe*

ehokey."—Bughei : Tom Brown't Schooldays, I. iv.

chok y, chok-ey, *. [Hind, chauki = a

watch, a guard.]

L A prison, a lock-up.

2. A custom-house, or toll-house, a station

for palanquin-bearers. (Ang.-lndian.)

* ohoL * chow, *. [Chaul, Jowl] Ibejoleof

jowl.

"Thy chop, thy chol, gars many men live cha*h>*

Thy gane it gars us mind that we mauue die.

Evergreen, ix. M, st 14.

chol as -mi-o, *. [From Gr. x°**i (choli>
="

bile, and al^a (haima) = blood.]

Med. : A condition in which the bile is pre-

sent in the circulation. [Jaundice.]

chdl-»'-pfis,ch6l-os-pus,«. [Gr.x^<>***
(chohypous) = lame-footed : xwXo5 (cn°los)

=
lame, and novc (pous) = foot]

Zool : A genus of edentata, comprehending

the two-toed sloths. The name was given by

Illiger.

Chol -a-gogue, *. [Pr. cholagogue: Gr.

xokiy^-ros (cholagogos), from xo^W -
the bile, and aytoryo? (agogos) = leading, draw-

ing : oy« (affo) = to lead, to draw.]

Pharm. : Cholagogues are purgative or ca-

thartic medicines, as calomel, aloes, &c., wmcn

act upon the liver and canse flow of bile into

the intestines. They are supposed to act dt

stimulating the gall-bladder. [Cathartics. J

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, our, rule, full; try,

j pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, piH,

Syrian. », ce = e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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Choi -ate, s. [Gr. XoX» (clwtf) = the bile, and
Eng. suff. -ate (Chem.).]

Chem. : A salt of choleic acid.

Ohol'-e-ate $. [Eng. choleric) ; -aU.}

Chem, : A salt of choleic acid.

Choi e doch, cho led 6 chous, a. (Cao-
ledochus.] Conveying bile.

cho led -6-chua, s. [Gr. xoMj (chole) - bile,

and Soxy (doche) = . . . a receptacle.]

Anai. : The tube formed by the union of the
hepatic and cystic ducts. {Owen.)

chol-ed-og'-raph-jr, *. [Gr. x°ty (choli) =
the bile

;
ypad»5 (graphe) — a description.]

Med. : A description of and treatise on bile.

% An erroneous formation for cholegraphy,
from some confusion with Gr. xoAl7&>X°<
(choledochos). [Choledochus. ]

chole dol -6-gf, s. [Gr. Xokij (chole) = the
bile, and Abyo 5 (logos) = a discourse.] [Chol-
EDOCRAPHY.J

Med. : A treatise or discourse on bile and
the biliary organs.

Chol-elc, a. [Gr. voA>i (chole) = bile, and
Eng. adj. sufF. -ic] Pertaining to, or of the
nature of, bile.

choleic add, «.

Chem. : An acid obtained from bile,

C^HtfNaOas.

Chdl-e-pyr-rhin, *, [Prom Gr. x°*y (choli)

= bile, and iruppos (purrhos) = flame-coloured,
from irup (pur) — fire.]

ChoT-er (1), 5. [Lat. cholera, from Gr. %o\jj

(chole) = the bile.]

L Lit. : The bile.

IL Figuratively

:

1. That humour which, when in excess, was
supposed to cause irascibility of temper.

" It engenders choler, planteth anger."
8hake$p. : Taming of the Shrew, It. 1.

2. Anger, rage.

"My choler is ended. "—Shaketp.: Love' i Lab. Lost, ill.

©hol er (2), chol lcr, chul ler, churl*
f. [Chaul, Chavel.]

1. A double chin.

2. (PI) Chollers : The gills of a fish ; the
wattles of a cock. (Scotch.)

"The second chlel was a thick, setterel. swown
pallrtch. wi' a great chuller ouer his cheeks, like an ill-
scrapit haggis."

—

Journal from London, p. 3.

Chol-er-a, s. & a. [In Dut. cholera; Fr.
cholera; Xat. cholera = (1) the gall bile, (2)

,

the jaundice ; from Gr. goAi-pa (cholera) = the
cholera, from ^oat; (chole) = bile.]

A* As substantive :

Med. : One of two or three diseases more or
less akin to each other. They are

—

1. British Cholera : A severe form of diar-
rhoea, somewhat resembling but quite distinct

;
from Asiatic Cholera. [2.] It occurs usually

;
during the summer months, and is due for the

j
most part to deleterious food or drink taken

;
Into the body exciting the purging, vomiting,

|

and cramps which characterise the complaint.
;

Children often succumb to this disease ; adults
|

rarely.

, 2. Asiatic or Malignant Cholera: A malignant
|

disease due to a specific poison which, when
received into the human body through the air,
water, or in some other way, gives rise to the

i

most alarming symptoms and very frequently
proves fatal to life. An attack of cholera is

;
generally marked by three stages, though these

,
often succeed each other so rapidly as not to

j

be easily defined. There is first a premonitory
;
diarrhoea stage, in which the stools soon be-

i come very copious, watery, and rice-coloured,
there is also occasional vomiting, with severe
cramps in the abdomen and legs, and great
muscular weakness. This condition is suc-

:

ceeded, and often within a remarkably short
period, by the second stage, which is one of
collapse, and is called the algid or cold stage.

i This is characterised by intense prostration,
suppression of urine, great thirst, feebleness

;

of circulation and respiration, with coldness

I

and blueness of the skin, iciness of the breath
!

and loss of voice. Should death not take
place at this the most fatal period, the sufferer
will then pass into the third or reaction stage

j

of the disease. This, though very frequently
marked by a high state of fever, with a ten-

dency to congestion of internal organs, as the
brain, lungs, kidneys, &c, is a much more
hopeful stage than that which has preceded it,

and the chances of recovery are very much in-

creased. Asiatic Cholera is so called from
having had its home, so to speak, in the East,
and more especially in India for centuries,
though there is little doubt that under other
names it had been previously epidemic in the
United States and Great Britain. The nature of
the disease was not fully recognised until the
outbreak of 1831 occurred. Similar epidemics
in 1848-49, in 1853-54, and in 1865-66 have in-
creased our knowledge of the mode of propa-
gation of choleraic poison, and strict attention
to the laws of sanitation will do much if not
all to prevent it finding that habitat which
appears necessary for its development into
epidemic activity.

If Spasmodic Cholera is another name for
Asiatic Cholera. [No. 2.]

'The malady known by the nameof spasmodic cholera
. . . hadbeen known in India from the remotest periods,
andhadattlmeacomrnittedfearful ravage*. Its effects,
however, were in general restricted to particular sea-
sons and localities, and were not so extensively diffused
as to attract notice or excite alarm. In the middle of
1817, however, the disease assumed a new form, and
became a widely spread and fatal epidemic. It made
its first appearance in the Eastern districts of Bengal.
in Hay and June of that year, and after extending itself
gradually along the north bank of the Ganges,
through Tirhut to Ghaxipur. it crossed the river, ana
passing through Rewa, fell with peculiar virulence
upon the centre division of the grand army In the
fust week of November , . . During the week of its
greatest malignity it was ascertained that seven hun-
dred and sixty-four fighting men and eight thousand
followers perished.'—MiU: Bite. India, Continuation
by H. H. Wilson, viii. 253.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to cholera ; designed
for use in cholera, &c, as Cholera poison,
cholera mixture.

Cholera asphyxia, s. Also called
Asiatic cholera, or Cholera morbus, the more
malignant form of cholera.

cholera-pill, s. A pill containing one
grain each of camphor, cayenne, and opium.

Chol-er-a'-Jo, a. [Eng. cholera; -ic.] Per-
taining to, producing, or produced by cholera,
as " choleraic poison," " choleraic discharges."

chol -eric, * chol -er-ick, a. [Ft. cho-
lerique, from lAt. cholericus ; Gr. xokipiKOS
(choUrikos), from xoAr/ (chole) = the bile.]

1. Of persons;

(1) Full of choler
;
passionate, irascible.

(2) Angry, enraged.

2. Of the disposition, temper, £c. : Inclined
to passion ; hot.

T The choleric or bilious temperament is

characterised by black hair often curling,
black or hazel eyes, and dark yet often ruddy
complexion, a hairy skin, and a strong full

pulse. It is the strong temperament of the
melanous or swarthy variety of mankind.

* 3. Of things, words, £c.

:

(1) Offensive ; calculated to cause passion or
rage.

(2) Full of passion ; angry ; caused by pas-
sion.

" There came in cholerick haste towards me about
seven or eight knights."—Sir P. Sidney.

* choT-er-Ic-l$r, adv. [Eng. choleric; -ly.]

In a choleric or passionate manner. (Richard-
son.)

* choleric ness, - chol -er ick-ness, s.

[Eng. choleric; -ness.] The quality of being
choleric ; irascibility, passionateness.

"Subject to like passions for covetousness, conten-
tiousness, and chnlerickntu."—Bithop Qauden; Anti-
Baal Jierilh, p. 126 (1661J.

Cho ler -I form, s. [Eng. cholera; % con-
nect,, and form.] Resembling, or of the
nature of, cholera.

Chol'-er-ine, s. [Eng. choler{a), and suff. -ine.J

Medical

:

1. The precursory symptoms of cholera.

2. The first stage of epidemic cholera.

chol er i za -tion, s. [As if from a verb to
cholerize.] Inoculation with the specific
poison of cholera, as a protective measure.

Ch6T-er-6"ld, a. [Gr. yoAe'pa (cholera), xoAepa
(cholera) = cholera, and elfioc (eidos) - appear-
ance.] Resembling cholera, as choleroid dis-
charges.

chol es ter ate, s. rEng. cholester(ic) ; -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of cholesteric acid.

chdl~es'-ter-ic, a. [Fr. :holesterique.] Pel*
taming to or obtained from cholesterine.

cholesteric acid, s.

Chem. : An acid formed by treating choles-
terine with nitric acid. It is in yellowish-
white crystals, slightly soluble in water, but
abundantly so in boiling alcohol.

chol es ter inc, chol es ter-in, *. & a.
[Fr. cholesterine, from Gr. x°A»i (chole) ~ the
bile, and cn-tap (stear) = fat.]

A. As substantive

:

Chem. : C^H^O = CaeHisfOH). A rnona-
tomic aromatic alcohol, which occurs in small
quantities in the bile, brain, and nerves. It
forms the chief part of biliary calculi, ob-
tained by boiling these in alcohol. It crystal-
lizes in colourless plates, which melt at 137"

and sublime at 200
s

. It exists naturally In
most animal liquids in a state of solution

;

also in many animal solids, as in the blood,
the bile, the meconium, the brain and spinal
cord. As an abnormal product it occurs in
the crystalline form in the bile, biliary calculi,
various dropsical effusions, the contents of
cysts, pus, old tubercles, malignant tumours,
the excrements, and expectoration of phthisis.
In the vegetable kingdom it occurs in peas,
beans, almonds, many seeds, &c. Cholesterine
is insoluble in water and solution of potash,
even when boiling ; but soluble in ether and
boiling alcohol, crystallizing on cooling. It is

most easily procured from gall-stones (of which
it is the chief constituent), by finely powdering
them, then boiling the powder in alcohol, ana
filtering when hot, when the cholesterine will
deposit on cooling in pearly scales. The
crystals thus obtained are usually thicker than
the natural plates. It is very sparingly soluble
in cold alcohol and not at all in water.

B. As adj. : (See the compound).

cholesterine infiltration.

Med. ; A form of degeneration which occurs
for the most part in the liver, spleen, and
heart, and which is characterised by the de-
velopment or infiltration into these organs of
a certain peculiar fatty or lardaceoua matter
said by some to be of the nature of cholesterine,
by others to be of a starchy or albuminous
character. The terms lardaceous, albumenoid,
and amyloid are used to express the same con-
ditions.

chol-es-tro, in compos, as a prefix. [From
Eng., Sec. cholest(e)r(ine), with o connective.]

Chem. : Having Cholesterine as the less

abundant chemical substance in its composi-
tion.

chol es -tro-phane, s. [From Eng., &c
cholestro (q.v.J; and Gr. dxuVw (phaino) = to
make to appear.]

Chem. : C5H6N203. A dimethyl-parabanio
acid, obtained by the oxidation of caffeine, and
by digesting silver parabanate with methyl-
iodide.

chol-e'-va, s. [From Gr. x<"*«"w (chdleuo) =
to become lame.]

Entom. : A genus of coleoptera, family Sil-

phidae. Twenty-four British species are enu-
merated in Sharp's catalogue (1871).

chol i-amb, chol 1-am -bic, s. [Fr. choli-

ambique, from Lat. choliambus ; Gr. x^^ap-fiot
(choliambos), from x^Aos (cholos) = lame, and
iaju0o$ (iambos) = an iambus.]

Poet. : A verse having an iambus in the
fifth foot, and a spondee in the sixth or last.

". . . bis choliambia were accordingly . . . transpose _
into the brief compositions which nave descended to

his choliambict were accordingly . . . transposed
ie brief compositions which nave descended to

us as JSsopian fables."—Lewit; Cred. Early Roman
Bite. (ed. 1855), eh. vl 6, vol. L, p. 233.

chol -Ic, a. [Gr. xo*n (chole) = the bile, and
Eng. suff. -ic] Pertaining to, or obtained front

bile.

cholic acid, s.

Chem. : C24H40O5. Obtained by boiling tb»
resinous mas?* precipitated by ether from an
alcoholic solution of bile, with a dilute solu-

tion of potash for several hours, and decom-
posing the potassium salt by HC1. Cholio
acid crystallises in tetrahedra. It gives a
purple-violet colour with sugar and sulphuric
acid.

chol in ate, s. [Cholin(ic) ; and suff. -ate

(Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : A term for a combination of cholinio
acid with a salifiable base.

Sih ho^; pout, jb%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pb = £
,«lan, -ttan = shan, -tion, -sion= shun; -flon, -sion = znun. -clous, -tious, -s*ous = shus.

'

-ble, -die, &c. ~bel, del.
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ebol-in'-lo, a. [Gr. x<>M [choti) = the bile.]

Pertaining to bile or obtained from it.

cholinic acid, s.

Chem. : A distinct substance obtained by
digesting billn with dilate hydrochloric acid.

It is insolnble in water.

chol '- o - chrome, s. [Gr. \o^n or X^ *
(cholos) = bile, and xP"Ma (chroma) m colour.]

The colouring matter of bile. [Bilirubin.]

chdl-ce-pus, s. [Chol-epus.]

ch6l-6-Id', a. (Gr. x ^ *^1?* (chdoeides) =
like bile, from xoAtj (chole) - the bile, and <T5o?

Otidos)= appearance, form ; and Eng. sun*, -ic.
J

Pertaining to bile.

choloidic acid, a
Chem, : QmHssOj- A white amorphous

acid, obtained by boiling glycocholic or tarro-

cholic acid with concentrated sulphuric acid.

chdl-o-phse'-in, s. [Gr. x-'^os (cholos) — bile,

and <>o«K (phaios) m brown.] The same as

Bilirubin (q.v.).

Ch6'-lum, s. [Hindustani]

Bot. & Hortic: Indian Millet, Sorghum vul-

gare (formerly Holcus Sorghum), a grain com-
monly cultivated in India and some other
parts of the Bast

chom-e -li-a, s. [Named in honour of Dr. J.

B. Chomel, physician to Louis XV.]

Bot. : A genus of American Bhrubs, belong-
ing to the order Cinehonaeesa.

t cho-mer, s. [Homer.]

Oho-mo-ro, s. [Javanese.]

Bot. : Podocarpus cupressina, a taxaceous
plant, oue of the best timber trees of Java.
(Lindley.)

Ohd -na, s. [Gr. x&vn (chone) = a funnel, from
the shape of the flowers.]

Bot, : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Ericaceae, and consisting of a single

small shrub with blood-red flowers. It is a
native of the Cape of Good Hope.

chdn-des'-tes, a. [Said to be from Gr.

XovSpo? (chondros) = grain, and iaQUiv
(esthiein) = to eat.]

Ornith. : The Larkflnch, a genus of finches
placed next to Emberiza by Swainson. (Craig.)

Chon-dra-can-thus, s. [Gr. \6vSpoi (chon-
dros) = cartilage, and aKavBa. (akantha) = a
spine.]

Zool. : A genus of Crustacea of the order
Siphonostoma, and family Lernwopoda. Chon-
dracanthus Zei is found upon the gills of Zeus
(the Common Dory). The body is covered
with short reflexed spines.

chon drar sen ite, chon-dro-ar -sen
lt©, «.. [Ger. kondroarsen.it ; so named from
its similarity to Chondrodite (q.v.), while
differing from it in being an arsenate.]

Min. ; A yellowish mineral, occurring in

the Paisberg mines, Wermland. It is an
arsenate of manganese. It is translucent and
brittle.

chon'-dri-a, s. [Gr. x<Mpot (chondros) =
cartilage, from the cartilaginous structure.]

Bot. : A genus of marine Algse, belonging to
the tribe Floridese.

Chon-dril'-la, s. [From Lat. chondriUa,
chondrMon ; Gr. xo^pi'AAij (chondriUe) = a
plant which exudes a gum : xofSpw (chondroa)
= grain, cartilage, a small roundish mass.]

Bot. : A genus of composite plants, nearly
allied to the lettuce (Lactuca). It has the
achenes rough, and furnished at the base
with five small scales. The plants are herbs,
natives of South Europe, the East, and Siberia.

The flowers ars yellow and solitary. About
twenty species are known. A grain like

lactucarium is obtained in Lemnos from
ChondriUa juncea. (Lindley, £c.)

Ch6n -drine, chon'-drin, s. [Gr. xo»-5p«
(chondros)= cartilage, and Eng. suff. -in, -int.]

Chem. : A variety of gelatine obtained from
the cartilage of the ribs and joints. It is less
soluble in boiling water, and is precipitated
from its solution by acetic acid, alum, and
by acetate of lead. Its chemical formula is

doubtful ; it contains nearly 15 per cent, of

nitrogen.

chon-dri -tes, « [Mod. Lat. chondrus (q.v.),

and Gr., &c. suff. -ita (q.v-X]

Palceont. : A temporary genus of plants,

alliance Algales. It consists of plants some-
what resembling the sea-weeds of the recent
genus Chondrus. Chondrites vcrisimilisls found
in the Upper Silurian nf Scotland. An alleged

fncoid, Chondrites acvtrtngulus of Mr. Coy, is

found in Lower Silurian "rocks at Bangor in

Wales.

chdn-drlt -IC, *> (Mod. Let. chondrit(es)

;

Eng. suff. -ic.) Having a granulated structure,

like that of Chondrites.

chdn-dr6-cra'-nl-al,rt. [Chondrocranium.]
Pertaining to the chondrocranium (q.v.).

chon-drd-cra'-nl-um, s. [Gr. xovif>°^
(chondros) = cartilage, and Let. cranium =
the skull.]

Biology:

1. A skull permanently cartilaginous.

2. The portion of an embryonic skull first

formed in cartilage, which afterwards ossifies.

3. The cartilaginous portion underlying
parts of the skull in many bony fishes.

chon -dro- den -drum, s. [Gr. %oySpo<;

(chondros) = grain, cartilage, and civ&pov

(dendron) — a tree.]

Bot. : A genus of climbing shrubs, belong-

ing to the Menispermacea. Chondrodendrum
convolvulaceum is called by the Peruvians the

Wild Grape, on account of the form of the

fruits, and their acid and not unpleasant
flavour. The bark is esteemed as a febrifuge.

(Treat, of Bot.)

chon -drd-dite, s. [Gr. x6v&po<; (chondros)

= a grain, from the granular structure ; and
Eng. suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v)]

Min.: An orthorhombic whitish or pale-yel-

lowish mineral, sometimes red, apple-green,

or black. It was first discovered in New
Jersey by Dr. Bruce.

chon-dro-glos'-sus, s. [Gr. xo^po* (chon-

dros) = cartilage, and yXuo-o-a (glossa) = the
tongue.]

AnaL : An epithet applied to a fasciculus

of muscular fibre, extending from the lesser

corner of the hyoid bone to the tongue, and
forming a part of the hyo-glossus. (Craig.)

chon-dro-gra -da, s. pi. [From Gr. xo^pos
(chondros) = . . . gristle, cartilage, and Lat.

gradus — a step, from gradior = to go.]

Zool, : An order of Siphonophora, so called
because the disc is supported upon asomewhat
cartilaginous plate. Genera Velella, &c

chdn-drog'-ra-phjr, s. [Gr. x6v&P°* (chon-

dros) = cartilage, and ypa^ (graphi) = a de-

lineation.] A treatise on cartilages.

chon -droid, a. [Gr. x6f£po« (chondros) =
cartilage, and el6os (eidos) = form.] Re-
sembling or of the nature of cartilage.

chon-drol'-^-gy, s. [Gr. \6r£po? (chondros)
— cartilage, and \ayo<; (logos) x a discourse.]

Med. : A discourse or treatise on the nature
of cartilages. (Brands.)

chon-drdm'-e-ter, s. [Gr. xovSpos (chon-

dros) — grain, and nirpov (metron) = a mea-
sure.] A steelyard or balance for weighing
grain. (Francis.)

chon drop-ter-yg -I-an. a, & s. [Gr. Xo*>-

ipos (chondros) = a cartilage, and nre'puf

(pterux), genit. irrtpvyos (pterugos) = a fin, in

allusion to the gristly nature of the fins.]

A. As adj. : Characterized by cartilaginous

fins and skeleton.

B. As substantive:

Tchthy. : One of the Chondropterygii.

ch6n-dr5p-ter-yg'-i-i, «. fL [Fr. chon-

dropterygien : Gr. xov&{xx (chondros) = car-

tilage, and irrtpvyiov (pUrugian) = a little

wing, a fin, dim. of trrepv^ (pterux) = a wing. ]

The name given by Cuvier to one of the great
sections into which the class Pisces or tislus

are divided. It includes all those sjiecies,

the bones and fin-spines of which are cartila-

ginous, or formed of gristle, such as the
Sturgeon, Shark, Ray, Lamprey, Ac The same
aS CAKTILAiilNEI.

chdn-dro-M'-pi-a, a (Gr. xovSpos (chondroty
— cartilage, and Lat. sepia (q.v.) = an allied

genus.]

Zool. : A genus of Cephalopods, in which
the whole margin of the sac is bordered wit

fins, as in Sepia, but the shell is horny, as in.

Loligo. (Craig.)

chon -dro-sper-mum, a [Gr. xovlpw
(chondros) = cartilage, and enrtp^a (sperma)-

= a seed.]

Bot. : A genus of climbing evergreen shrubs,

natives of India. The yellow flower>

climbing stems, together with the erect oi

have caused this genus to be referred 1

Jasminacese (Jasmines), but the whole struc-

ture of the flower seems to unite it more
closely to the Oleacese. (Treas. of Bot.)

Ohdn-drds'-te-a, 5. pL [From Gr. xov&P *

(chondros) = .
.'. gristle, cartilage, and oorc'a

(ostea), pi. of otrriov (osteon) = a bone.]

Ichthy. <t PahxonL : The name given by Pro-

fessor Mnller to a sub-order of ganoid

in which the vertebral column consists only of
a simple and soft chorda dorsaiis, in place of

being divided into separate vertebrae. The
dermal covering of these fishes consists of

large bony plates. The tail is heteroci

The suborder is sometimes called Loricata.

It contains the families Cephalaspidre, Acipen-

seridse, and Spatularidse (q.v.). The second,

and third contain recent species, the first only-

fossil.
s

chon-drds -te'-i-dse, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat
chondrosteus (q.v.), and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff.

-ida:.]

1. Ichthy. : In some classifications a family

of fishes, Bub-order Placoganoidei. It is

synonymous with the Sturionidse, the latter

being made comprehensive enough to include

both the Sturgeons proper (Acipenserida), and

the Paddle-fishes (Spatularidse), but excluding

the Cephalaspldse. [Chondrostea.]

2. Palceont. : It is not known prior to the

Eocene of the London Clay, where a sturgeon,

Acipenser toliapicus, occurs.

ch6n-dr6s-tS-o-san'-ru8, s. [From Mod.
Lat. chondrostea (q.v.), and Gr. o-aupos (saurot)

= a lizard.]

Palceont. : A genus of deinosaurian reptiles

found in cretaceous rocks in Britain and

America. Some species must have been sixty

or seventy feet long.

chondros -te-iis, *. [Chondrostea.]

Ichthy. & Palceont. : A genus of fishes, the

typical one of the family Chondrosteithe and

the sub-order Chondrostea (q.v.). It is found

in the Lias.

t chon'-dro-tome, s. [Gr. xo^pot (chondros)

= cartilage, and ronn (tome) = a cutting,

refivta (temno) = to cut. ]

Surg. : A knife specially adapted to dissect-

ing cartilage.

chon-dr8t'-o-my, s. [Gr. xo'ripo* (ch»ndm)

= cartilage, and ro^n (tome) = a cuttiag,

rifivut (temno) = to cut ]

Anat. : The dissecting of cartilage.

chon-drus, s. [Gr. xovBoos (chondros) =
graiR, cartilage, mucilage.]

Bot. : A genus of Cryptonemiacese (Florid-

eous Algte), composed of cartilaginous sea-

weeds, with flat dichotomously-divided fronds,

the cellular structure of which exhibits three

layers—a central of longitudinal filaments.

an intermediate of small roundish cells, and

an outer of vertical coloured and beaded rows

of cells, the whole imbedded in a tough inter-

cellular matrix. Chondrus crUjnts becomes

horny when dry, and is the Irish Moss or

Carrageen of the shops.

chon e mor pha, s. [Gr. x&vn (chdnt) = a

funnel, and nopM (morphfy = form, appear-

ance, in reference to the form of the corolla.

,

Bot. : A genns of erect or twining Indian

shrubs, belonging to the order Aitocynaceie,

closely allied to Echites, from which it differ*

in the funnel-shaped corolla. The flowers are

showy, yellow or white. The root and W*vea

of Chonemorpha malabarica, a plant of Jl*w-

bar, are used medicinally by the native*.

(Treas. of Bot., &c.)

chone tes. s. [Gr. x*>w (ch6nl\ contracted

from xo«f) (choani) — a melting-pot, . . .
a

I

funnel.]

fiite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf. work. who. son : mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*V

Syrian, m, os=e, ey = a. qu = kw»
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Palceont. : A genua of bracbiopod molluscs,
family Productidas. The shell is concavo-
convex, with the hinge-line straight. The
ventral valve is convex, and the dorsal one
concave. All are fossil. In 18T5 Tate esti-

mated the known species at forty-seven, all

from the Silurian and the Carboniferous rocks.

chon-i-crite, s. (Gr. xwcct'a (chdneia) = a
fusion, and icpiTo? (kritos) = a test ; its fusi-

bility distinguishing it from some allied

species.]

Min. : A massive, crystalline, granular, or
compact mineral from Elba and Finland. It

is of a whitish colour, sometimes with yel-

lowish or greyish spots. It is a lime pyros-
clerite. Hardness, 2 5—3 ; sp. gr., 2 91.

{Dana.)

chdop, * choops, 8. [A.S. heope, hicpe — a
hip, the fruit of the dog-rose.] [Hip, Choups.]
The fruit of Rosa canina. (Parts of Eng, dt

Scotland.)

choop-rose, s. Rosa canina.

choop-tree, s. The same as Choop-bose
(q.v.).

chdo'-pa, s. (A Malacca word.] The Malacca
name of a fruit, that of Pierardia dulcis, a
sapindaceous tree.

choose, * cheese, * chese, * choose,
* chaos, * chuse, v.t. & 1. (pt. t. * chese,

* cites, * cheas, * chure, * chus, chose ; pa. par.

*coren, * icoren, chosen). [A.S. ceosan, ciosan ;

O. Sax. kiosan, keosan ; O. Fris. kiasa ; O. H.
Ger. chiosan, chiusan ; Goth, kiusan; O. Icel.

kjosa; Sw. keza; Dut. kiezen; Ger. kiesen.]

A. Transitive:

1. Ordinary Language

:

h To take by preference one out of
several things offered ; to select.

"Of harmes tiro the lease is for to cheesf."
Chaucer : Troilns, 1L 470.

2. To accept when offered ; not to reject.

* 3. To take, to adopt, to apply oneself to.

"William his way to Scotland ches."
Langtoft, p. 148.

4. To elect, to wish ; to prefer a certain
course.

" Let us choose to OB judgment ; let us know among
ourselves what U good. —Job xxxiv. 4.

* 5. To obtain.

"Such strength* he him tho ches
That prince of al the world he wee."

Castel of L*ue, p. 1,317.

II. Technically:

1. Scrip. : To adopt or select for a special
purpose or position. [Chosen.]

"He chose David also his servant.'
1—Psalm lxxviif.70.

2. Theol. : To elect for eternal happiness.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To make one's choice ; to select, elect, or
prefer.

"Thou may haf thi wille U thou to lone chese."—
Langtoft, p. lie.

2. To have the power or freedom of choice

tmerally with a negative, and meaning that
e person spoken of has no alternative).

" Knaves abroad.
Who having by their own Importunate suit
Convinced or supplied them, they cannot choose
Hut they must blab." Hhakesp. ; Othello, iv. L

If To choose : By or of choice.

"Bealord to choom."~-Farquhar ; Twin Rivals, il. 2.

% (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between to

choose and to prefer : " To choose is to prefer as
the genus to the species ; we always choose in
Referring, but we do not always prefer iu
choosing. To choose is to take one thing in-

stead of another ; to prefer is to take one thing
before or rather than another. We sometimes
choose from the bare necessity of choosing ; but
we never prefer without making a positive and
voluntary choice. When we choose from a
specific motive, the acts of choosing and pre-
.JeiTing differ in the nature of the motive.
The former is absolute, the latter relative.
We choose a thing for what it is, or what we
esteem it to be of itself ; we prefer a thing for
what it has, or what we suppose it has, supe-
rior to another. ... We calculate and
pause in choosing ; we decide in preferring

;

the judgment determines in making the choice ;
the will determines in giving the preference.
... A wiBe prince is careful in the choice of
his ministers ; but a weak prince has mostly
favourites whom he prefers."

(2) He thus discriminates between to choose,
to pick, and to select :

*
' Choose is as in the former

case the generic ; the others are specific terms :

pick and select are expressly different modes of

choosing. We always choose when we pick and
select; but we do not always pick and select

when we choose. To choose may be applied to

two or more things ; to pick and select can be
used only for several things. ... To choose

does not always spring from «ny particular

design or preference ; to pick and select signify

to choose with care."

(3) The difference between to choose and to

elect is thus stated: "Both these terms are

employed in regard to persons appointed to an
office ; the former in a general, the latter in a
particular sense. Choosing is either the act of

one man or of many ; election is always that of
a number ; it is performed by the concurrence
of many voices. A prince chooses his ministers

;

the constituents elect their members of parlia-

ment. A person is chosen to serve the office of
sheriff ; he is elected by the corporation to be
mayor. Choosing is an act of authority ; it

binds the person chosen ; election is a voluntary
act ; the elected has the power of refusal.

People are obliged to serve in some offices

when they are chosen, although they would
gladly be exempt. The circumstance of being
elected is an honour after which they eagerly

aspire . . ." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* choose, s. [Choose, v.] Choice.

* choose -able, a, [Eng. choose; -able.] Fit

or proper to be chosen.

t choose a-blo-ness, s. [Eng, chooseable

;

-ness.] The quality of being chooseable.
" The true source of the nobleness and chooieabteneu

of all things."—Raskin : Mod. Painters, vol. Iv., pt v.,

ch. xviL

choos'-er, «- [Eng. choose; -er.] One who
chooses, or has the power or privilege of

choosing.
" In all things to deal with other men, as if I might

be my owncAoowr."—Hammond : Practical Catechism.

Choos ing, pr. par., a., & *. [A. 8. ceosung =a
choosing. ] [C hoose. ]

A* & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (In
senses corresponding to those of the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of making a choice
or selection ; a choice.

" I'll bring you enow
Of dames for our choosing."
Latham : Translation of Frithiof's Saga.

* choos'-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. choosing; -*y.]

By way of free choice ; voluntarily.
" If our spirits can serve God, choosingly and greedily

out of pure conscience of our duty, it is the better in
itself, and more safe to us."—Taylor: Holy Living,
p. 230.

chop (1), * choppo, * chop-pen (pa. par.

* choppit, chopt, chopped), v.t. & i. [O. Dut.
koppen = to cut off; Dut. kappen = to chop,
to mince; Sw. kappa = to cut; Ger. happen
= to cut, to poll, to lop ; Dan. kapper =: to
chop.] [Chap, v.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally

:

1. To cut in pieces.

"Thel chnppcn alle the body in smale pecea-" —
MaundevUle, p. SOI.

2. To cut with a sharp stroke ; to sever
(generally with the adverb off).

". . . within these three days his head's to be
chopped oS."—Shakesp. : Measure /or Measure, i. 2.

H Sometimes with away.
" He Is a traitor ; let him to the Tower,
And chop away that factious pate of his."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI* vt L
# 3. To chap.

"I remember the cow's dugs, that her pretty chopt
hands had milked."—Hhakesp. ; As You Like It, ii. 4.

til. Figuratively

:

* 1. To divide minutely.
"By dividing of them into chapters and verses, they

are so chopped and minced, and stand so broken and
divided, that the common people take the verses
usually for different aphorisms."—Locke.

f2. To devour eagerly and quickly. (Followed
by up.)

Upon the opening of his mouth he drops his
ureakfast. which the *""

L'Estrange.
i fox presently chopped up.

B. Intransitive

:

t L Lit. : To make a sharp, sudden stroke.
" He choppit to Achilles with a chere felle."

Destruction of Troy, 7,369.

*IX Figuratively;

L To interrupt by suddenly joining in a
conversation (with in).

"He that cometh lately out of Frauuce will talk
French English, and never blush at the matter
Another choppct in with English Italiauated,"

—

Wilson: AH ofRhetoHck, b. iii. (l&w).

2. To catch at.

" Out of greediness to get both, he chopt at the
shadow, and loses the substance."—VEstrange.

f To chop in : To interrupt. [B. II. 1.]

To chop out : To break out with, to give
vent to suddenly.

" Why Btrato, where art thou !
Thou wilt chop out witli them unseasonably."

Beaum. A Ftet. : Maid's Tragedy, it. %
To chop upon : To chance on.
"... what my condition would have been if I had

chopped upon them."—Defoe : Robinson Crusoe, p. US.

ohop (2), v.t & i. [A mere variant of cheapen
or chap (q.v .)."}

* A. Transitive

:

1. To purchase, to barter.

2. To exchange ; to substitute one thing for
another ; to change (generally in combination
with change).

" Every hour your form
Is chopped and chauged, like wind before a storm.

"

Lryden : Hind A Panther, ii. 6T.

3. To bandy, to wrangle with. [To chop
logic]

B, Intransitive;

L Literally:

* I. To bargain for.

" To have her husband In another country.
Within a month after she is married.
Chopping for rotten raisins."

Beaumont A Fletcher: The Captain.

2. To make an exchange. (Slang.)

II. Figuratively

:

I. To change about frequently ; to veer.
(Said of the wind.)

* 2. To wrangle, to altercate.

"Let not the counsel at the bar chop with the
judge, . . "—Bacon,

% To chop logic: To wrangle pedantically
with logical terms ; to bandy logic about.

" A man most not presume to use his reason, unlets
he has studied the categories, and can chop logic by
mode and figure."

—

Smollett : Expedition of Humphr$
Clinker.

chop (I), s. [Chop (1), *.]

I, Literally :

1. The act of striking ; a stroke.
" Achilles with a chop chaunset to sle Phillea."

Destruction of Troy, 7,701

*2. A piece cut ofT; a chip.

3. A piece of meat ; now generally restricted
to mutton. There are two kinds of mutton
chops, named respectively a chump-chop and a
loin-chop (q.v.).

* 4. A chap, a crack or cleft.

" Water will make wood to swell ; as we see in the
filling of the chops of bowls, by laying them in water."—Bacon.
* II. Figuratively

:

1. An attack, an onset.

"Believe them at the first chop, whatsoever they
t&y."~Tyndale : Workes, I. 24L

2. A piece, a part, a share.
" Sir William Capel compounded for sixteen hundred

pounds ; yet Empson would have cut another chop out
of him if the king had not died."

—

Bacon.

•ff At the first chop : At once.

"They might not at thejtrst chopbe brought to his
speche. — Udal : Apophth. of Erasmfu, p. 1W.

chop-hammer, s.

Metal. : A cutting-hammer.

* chop-house (1), 5. An inn or place of
entertainment where dressed meat is pro-
vided.

" I lost my place at the chop-house, where every man
eats in publick a mess of broth, or chop of meat, in
silence. "

—

Speotator.

chop (2), s. [Chap, *.]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

1. A jaw of an animal.
" So soon as my chops begin to walk, yours most be

walking too, for company.' —L'Estrange.

*2. The mouth of a man. (Said in contempt)
" He ne'er shook hands, nor bid farevrel to him.
Till be unseam'd him from the nave to tit' chops.''

Shaketp. : Macbeth, 1 2.

IX Fig. : The mouth of a river or a channel.

"At the time of the Rump,
When old Admiral Trump

With his broom swept the chops of the Channel."
Song in The Merry Monarch.

B. Technically:

Carp. : The movable wooden vice-jaw of
a carpenter's or cabinet-maker's bench.

1 boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; San* as ; expect, ^cnopbou, exist. ing.
-olan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -flon = xhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c m bel, deL

I
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chop-fallen, a. Downcast, dispirited,

disheartened.
" Though strong persuasion hung upon thy Up
Alas I how chop-fallen now I

"

R. Blair: The Grave.

en«p(3),s. [CHOP<2), V.)

1. A bargain, an exchange. (Slang.)

The Duke . . . drew on the king hardly to make a
Lift of wa-chop with those demesnes.

Mams, l. 187.

2. A sudden change, vicissitude (usually

with change).
•*

' There be odd chop* and change* in this here world,
far sartln,' observed Coble."—Marryat: Snarleyyow,
toL It, eh. ii.

•chop-cherry, s. (Petit : Old Wives Tale,

1696.) (HaUiwell?) A game in which children

tried to catch with their teeth cherries bung
by a thread.

* chop-church, t.

1. One who exchanges livings.

8. An exchange of livings.

* chop-loge, s. [Chof-i.ogtc]
" If he heare yon thus play choploge . . ."

—

Udal

:

Moister Doister, lit. 2.

* chop-logic, * chop-loglke, *.

1. One who bandies about logic ; a pedantic
wrangler in logical terms.

" How now I how now. chop-logic I What is this!"
Shaketp. ; Romeo and Juliet, ili. &.

2. Argument.
" Tour chop-logike hath no great subtil ty."

—

Green*

:

Theevesfalling out. (DavieaJ

chop (4), chope, choip, *. [Shop.]

A shop. (Scotch.) (W. Scott, Ac.)

Ch5p (5), s. [Chinese.]

L A brand, a quality.

2. A permit, a clearance.

*T Chap of tea: A number cf boxes of the
Mine make and quality of leaf.

First chop : First rate ; in the first rank.

"Ton must be jirst chop in heaven." — S. Eliot:
Middlemarch, ch. xiii.

Grand chop: A ship's port clearance.

chop-boat, s. A lighter used in trans-
porting merchandise to and from vessels.

Chop-house (2), s. A custom-house ; an
office where clearance dues are levied.

ohdp (6), s. A slice of mutton, veal or pork
cut from the loin for broiling or frying.

restaurant where

[Chap-

chop house. $. A
chops are served.

chop -in, chop '-pin, *chop-yn,
is.]

1. A French liquid measure, containing
nearly a pint of Winchester.

" My landlord, who is a pert smart man, brought up
nchoppin of white wine . .

."—Howell: Letter*, I.

vi. 38.

2. A term ased in Scotland for a quart of
wine measure.

* chop-ine, s. [Chioppine.]

chop ness, s. [Chop (1), v.] A kind of
spade. (Maunder.)

chopped, chopt, * chopplt, pa. par. &. o.

[Chop (1), v.]

chop'-per (1), a. [Eng. chop(l), v. ; -er.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who, or that which
chops.

" Chopper. Truncator, ueltrlx."—Buloet.

XL Technically:

1. An instrument for cleaving ; a cleaver.

2. Agric. : An implement for thinning out
plants in drills. It is used in England for

turnips ; in the United States, for cotton-
plants. Cotton-seed is drilled in and comes
up in a row ; the cotton-chopper straddles the
row and chops wide gaps, leaving the plants
in hills. These are thinned out by hand.
(Knight.)

t Chdp'-per (2), s. [Eng. cAop(2),v.; -er.] One
who bargains or trucks. [Horse-courser. ]

* chop-pine, s. [Chioppine.]

chop -ping (1), pr. par., a.,k$. [Chop (1), v. ]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Choppy, rough, with short,
quick waves.

C. As subst. ; The act of cutting.

"The chopping of bargains, when a man buys, not
to hold, but to sell again, grindeth upon the telle;

the buyer."- Bacon.

chopping block, s. A block or stump
of wood on which anything is placed which
has to be chopped.

chopping - knife, * choppynge -

knyfe, s. A knife designed for chopping
meat, vegetables, fruit, &c, upon a board,
block, or in a bowl. Used on a domestic scale

for cutting meat for mince, hash, sausage, &c
" Choppynge knyfe. Amorium."—Huloet.

chop-ping (2),pr.por., a„ & s. [Chop (2), v.]

A. A B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

* C. As substantive

:

1. The act of bargaining or purchasing.

>f bargains, when a man
again, grindeth upon the
L

2. Altercation, bandying of terms.

* chop -ping (3), a. [Etym. unknown; per-

haps greedy or hearty, from Chop (1), t»., A.
II. 2.] An epithet frequently applied to

children, and apparently meaning hearty,

lusty, stout.
" Both Jack Freeman and Ned Wild,
Would own the fair and chopping child."

Fenton,

chop-ping, * chop -pin, t. [Chopin,
Chioppine. ]

chop -py (IX o- [Chop (l). . -V-] Rough,
with short, quick waves.

"There is sure to be a short choppy aea upon them,"
—Macgregor; Voyage Alone, p. TO.

* Ch6p'-py (2), a. [Eng. chop = chap ; -y.] Full
of cracks, chappy, chapped. (Shakesp.)

chops, s.pl. [Chap (2), «.]

Chop -Sticks, s.pl. [Eng. chop, and stick.] A
pair of small sticks of wood, ivory, Ac, used
by the Chinese for the same purposes as our
knife and fork.

chopt, pa. par. or a. [Chop (1), v.]

chopt eggs, s.

Bot. : Linaria vulgaris. (BrUU A Holland.)

* chop-yn, s. [Chopin.]

"Sextarie if as a chopyn of Pariya,"— Wydiffe: 3
Kingt, vii. 26. {Gloss.)

Chdr-a'-giC, a. [Gr. xopa-yiKOc, xopnyiKOS
(choragikos, choregikos) = pertaining or dedi-

cated to a choragus (q.v.).] Pertaining or
dedicated to a choragus.

choragio monument, *.

Gr. Antiq. : A monument erected in honour
of the choragus,
who gained the

Erize by the ex-

ibition of the
best musical or
theatrical enter-
tainment at the
festivals of Bac-
chus. The prize
was usually a
tripod. The re-

mains of two
very fine monu-
ments of this

sort are still to be
seen at Athens.
(Gvnlt.)

chor-a -gus,
cho re-gus.s.
[Lat. choragus,
from Gr. xopayos,
xoprryoc (choragos,

choregos) = the leader of a chorus : xopdc (cho-

ros) =r a chorus ; a-yw (ago) = to lead, to direct,]

1. Gr. Antiq. : The leader or director of the
chorus in the Greek theatrical performances

;

also, one who defrayed the cost of the chorus.
* 2. Fig.,: A leader, a conductor.
". . . the mind the only choragus of the enter-

tainment. "— Warburton ; On Prodigies, p. 98.

3. Bntom. : A genus of Coleoptera, one of
the Anthribidae of Sharpe's Catalogue, a family
consisting of genera by most writers merged
in the Curculionidae.

chor -aL, *. & a. [Fr. choral ; Lat. choralis
= pertaining to a chorus ; Gr. xopos (choros)

;

Lat. chorus m a chorus.]

A* As substantive

:

Music: A psalm or hymn tone sung in

unison. (Often written chorale.)

choragio monument of
LTBBICRATES (HALF-BORIED)

AT ATHENS, B.C. 885.

B. A s adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to a chorus, choir, of
loncert.

". . . tunings, intermix'd with voice
Choral or unison . .

.*"

.Villon : Paradise Lost, bk Til

2, 8ung by a choir, harmonised
" That it is given her thence in age to hear
Reverberations, and a choral song."

Wordsworth : Xxcurtion, bk. ix.

• 3. Singing in a choir, or in harmony.

choral music, s. Vocal music in parts,

as opposed to instrumental. (Stainer ct Bar-
rett.)

choral service, s. A service of song

;

a service is said to be partly choral, when
only canticles, hymns, &c., are sung ; wholly
choral, when, in addition to these, the ver-

sicles, responses, &c, are sung. (Stainer <t

Barrett./

choral vicar, a. A lay vicar (q.v.).

t chor -al-ist, *. [Eng. choral; -ist.] A
member of or a singer in a choir. (Gent. Mag.)

cudr'-al-ly, adv. [Eng. choral; -ly.}

1. In a style to be sung by a choir ; in har-

mony.
"... a modern composer would Judge ill If be ch>>se

to set the same words chorally.'—Mason; Essay on
Church Music p lie.

2. In manner of a chorus.
" Marseille*© sing their wild 'To Arms' in choru*

;

which now all men. all women and children ha<-e

learnt, and sing chorally, in theatres, boulevards,
streets ; and the heart burns in every bosom "

—

Car-
lyle : French RevoL. pt iiL. bk. L, ch. t

chord, s. [Fr. corde; Lat. chorda; Gr. x^i
(chordi) = an intestine of which strings were
made. Chord and cord are essentially the

same word. When the primitive meaning of

a string of a musical instrument is preserved,

the original h is retained; when a rope or
string is meant it is dropped.] [Cord.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) A string of a musical instrument.
Who mov'd

Their stops and chords, was seen ; his volant touch
Instinct thro' all proportions, low and high.
Fled and pursu'd transverse the resonant fugue."

Milton : P. L„ xl 5«0

(2) A combination of musical sounds, con-
sonant or dissonant. [II., 2.]

2. Figuratively : A combination.
" Is but passionate appealing

' prophetic whisper stealing
O'er the chords of our existence.

1

A prophetic whisper stealii'— J
i of our exii

Longfellow : Epimethma.

XL Technically

:

1. Math. : A straight lino joining the ex-

tremities of an arc of a circle.

". . . because troops passing between any two j *rti
" td the chord of

.. Warfare t

ch. vL

move on the chord ot an arc. . .'—MacDoupall:
Modern Warfare as influenced by modern Artillery.

2. Music : The simultaneous occurrence of

several musical sounds, and producing har-

mony, such as the common chord, the chord

of the sixth, of the dominant, of the dimin-
ished seventh, of the ninth (q.v.). (Farry, in

Grove's Diet, of Music.)

chord (pa, par. chorded), v.t. [Chord, «.]

To furnish with strings or chords ; to string.

** What passion cannot musick raise and quell!
When Jubal struck the chorded shell.

His list iiing brethren stood around." Dryden,

chor da (pi. chordae), *. [Lat. chorda.}

[Chord*.]

1. Anat. : Any cord or chord-like structure.

[Chorda dorsalis.]

2. Bot. : A genus of Laminariacea (Fucoid

Algae), with fronds of a peculiar, simple,

cylindrical form. Two species, Chorda jihin

and C. lomentaria, are found between tide-

marks on British coasts. The former grows

from one to twenty or even forty feet long,

with the greatest diameter at half its length, of

1-4 to 1-2". The cord-like frond is tubular,

but has at intervals thin diaphragms, formed

by interwoven transparent filaments.

3. Music: [Chord-music]

chorda characteristic^ s. with a.

Music : A chord of the seventh, in which •

leading note appears. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

chorda dorsalis, s. with a.

Anat.: The embryonic representative of the

spinal column of the Vertebrate ; the perma-

&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; fro, pot,

•r, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, onto, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce o ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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Bent spinal column of the lower Vertebrates.

It sometimes forma a spindle-shaped, trans-

parent, gelatinous-looking cord, with the
broadest part near the tail ; at others it is

cylindrical or conical, rounded anteriorly

and tapering posteriorly. It usually consists

of an outer comparatively thick and firm
structureless membrane, forming a sheath,

and of pale nucleated cells, which fill the
sheath. In some instances, however, its

structure is fibrous, and that of the sheath
flbro-membranous. The cells are mostly
angular or polyhedral, and closely crowded.
The Chorda Dorsal is is called also the Noto-
chord, which is from two Greek roots, whereas
Chorda Dorsalis Is Latin.

". . . the permanent chorda dortalU or rudimentary
spinal column of the early embryo."

—

Todd A Bowman:
Physiol. Anat., vol. i., eh. iv., p, 89.

chorda tympanl, s.

Anat. : A small branch connected with the
seventh or facial nerve.

Chor -dee, s. pi. [PI. of Lat. chorda (q.v.).]

chordae essentiales, s. pi. with a.

Music : The tonic and its third and fifth
;

the key-chord. (Stainer £ Barrett.')

chordce tendlneee, s. pi. with a.

Anat. : Strong fine tendons closing the
valves of the heart.

chordae vocales, *. pi. with a.

Anat. : The vocal chords (q.v.).

chordae Willisii, s. pi.

Anat. : Several bands crossiug the superior
longitudinal sinus of the brain obliquely at its

inferior angle. (Quain.)

Chor dal, a. [Eng. chord; -al] Of the
nature of, or pertaining to, a chord, esp. to

the notochord.

Chor-dar'-I-a, s. [From Gr. xopSdptov (chor-

darion), diuiin. of xopfy (chorde) = a string.]

Bot. : A genus of Chordariaceae (Fucoid
Algffl), remarkable for the solidity of the cel-

lular texture of the filiform fronds. The so-
called spores attached to the horizontal fila-

ments are oosporanges, and discharge zoospores
when mature. TrichoBporanges have not yet
been observed. Chordaria flagelliformis, Miiil.,

is common on rocks and stones between tide-
marks.

Chor-dar-i-a -cS-se, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. chor-
daria (q.v.), ana Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -aceoz.]

y Bot. : A family of Fucoid Alga. Olive-
coloured sea-weeds, with a gelatinous or car-
tilaginous, branching frond, composed of
vertical and horizontal filaments interlaced
together, the oosporanges and trichosporanges
attached to the filaments forming the super-
ficial layers of frond.

Chor da -ta, s. pi. [Mod. Lat from chorda
(q-v.)-l

Zool. : A primary division, embracing all

animals that have, or have had, a notochord.
Thus it includes (1) the true Vertebrates

; (2)
the Cephalochordata (the lancelet) ; and (3)
the Urochordata, or Tunicates.

Chor -date, a. & s. [Cbordata.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to or characteristic
of the Chordata (q.v.).

B. As subst, : Any individual of the Chor-
data.

Chor dau 16 di on, s. [Gr. x°pS>? (chorde)
« the chord of a lyre, and ai>A<j>oo$ (aulodos)
= singing to the flute.] A self-acting musical
instrument, invented by Kauffmann, of Dres-
den, in 1812.

chord'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Chord, v.]

Chor dee , s. [From Lat. chorda.] A painful

contraction of the fr»num.

Chord -Ing, pr. par. & s. [Chord, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As subst. : The act of setting in accord
;

the state of being accordant.

chor dom'-e-ter, s. [Gr. x°P$y (chorde) — a
chord, and fierpov imetron) = a measure.]

Music : A gauge for measuring the thickness
of strings.

Chore m, *. [Char, Chare (1), *,] A little
job, a turn of work.

* chore (2), s. [Choir, Chorus.] A choir or
chorus. (B. Jonson.)

Chdr-e'-a, s. [Lat. chorea ; Gr. \opeia (choreia)

= a dance.] [Chorus.]

Med. : More fully Chorea Sancti VUi, St.

Vitus' Dance, a disorder of the nervous sys-

tem usually occurring before puberty, and
characterised by a peculiar convulsive action
of the voluntary muscles, especially those of

the face and extremities. [St. Vitus's Dance.]

choree , *. [Chorecs.]

* cho re graph -ic, * ch6-r$-grapm i

caL, a. [Eng. choregraph(y) ; -ic, -tcoi.] Per-
taining or relating to choregraphy.

ch6-reg'-raph-j% *. [Gr. xofxi* (choreia)

= a dance, and ypa<p«> (grapko) m to write or
discourse about.] [Chorooraphy (2), *.] The
art of representing dancing by signs, as sing-

ing is by notes. {Craig.)

cho-re -gus, s. [Choraous.]

t chS-re'-g^", *. [Gr. vopriyCa (chorigia) = the
office of a cnoregus.] The office or duties of a
choragus or choregus (q.v.).

chS-rS'-Xc, o. [Lat. chorea (q.v.); -ic.] Of
the nature of or pertaining to chorea, or St.

Vitus' dance ; convulsive.

"It began to Buffer from choreic ipumi of the left
angle of the mouth and left arm."—Ferrier : Functions
of the Brain, p. 301.

ch6r-£-pi8'~c6-pal, a. [Formed from
chorepiscopus (q.v.£ on the analogy of episco-

pal, from episcopus.] Of or pertaining to a
suffragan or local bishop.

"... the Valeutluian heresy, episcopal and cAore-
pitcoaal power, and some emergent difficulties con-
cerning them."—Felt : Life of Hammond, i L

" chor e pis co-pus, s. [Lat., from Gr.

Xwoeirio-jcoirtK (chorepiskopos) = a local bishop,
from x«P° (chord) — a place, a district, and
cmVjcoiroc (episkopos) — a bishop. ] [Bishop. ]

Eccles. : A local or suffragan bishop, whose
episcopal jurisdiction is limited to certain
districts.

Cho-re'-tls, *. [Gr. xwP^T^ (choretes) =
rustic]

Bot. : A genus of Mexican and Texan
Amaryllidacese. The perianth has a long,
slender, nearly straight tube, a reflexed limb
of long narrow segments, and a large rotate
coronel lacerated at the margin, the long fila-

ments being spreading-conniveut. Choretis
glauca is a beautiful species, with black-coated
bulbs, erect glaucous leaves, and three or four
sessile flowers. C. galvestonensis is a smaller-
flowered species from Texas. (Treas. of Bot.)

cho re'trum, s. [Gr. x^P1?™?* (choretes) =
rustic]

Bot. ; A genus of plants belonging to the
order Sandalworts. The flowers have both
pistils and stamens. The species are natives
of New Holland, and are shrubs resembling
our native broom.

t cho-re'-us, chov-ree', 5. [Lat choreus,
chorius ; Gr. xopeios (choreios) — pertaining to
a chorus or choir ; xopos (choros) — a dance, a
choir ; O. Fr. choree.}

Ancient Prosody

:

1. A foot of two syllables, the first long and
the second short ; more generally called a
trochee (q.v.).

2. A foot of three short syllables, a tribrach
(q.v.).

t chdr'-I-amh, chbr-i-am'-bus, *. [Lat.
choriambus ; Gr. xopta-nfias (choriambos), from
xopeiof (choreios) = a trochee, and Za/n0os

(iarribos) — an iambus (q.v.).]

And. Pros. : A foot consisting of four syl-

lables, of which the first and fourth are long,
and the second and third short, thus com-
bining the trochee and the iambus.

". . .if you had asked him what 'relijrto' was, he
would have replied at once that it was a choriaminu."
—Bannay : Singleton Fontenoy, bit. L ch. L

Chor- 1- am '--Die, a. & s. [Lat. choriambicus ;

Gr. x°pt«n£iicoc (choriambikos) = pertaining to
a choriambus (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or of the nature
of a choriambus.

B. As subst. : A choriambus.

t Chor'-Ic, a. [Gr. xopiKos (chorikos) = per-
taining to a choir or chorus (q.v.).] Of or
pertaining to a chorus ; fitted for or sung by
a chorus.

A choric ode."—Coleridge In Webtter.

chfi-rf-ne'-mtis, s. [<5r. x°>°>' (chorion) =
skin, leather, and vr\na, (nemo) = thread.)

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes belonging to th«
sub-family Centronotinaa, and family Zeidse.

ChoV-l-^n, *. [Gr. x<Sptor (chorion) = skin,
leather ; Lat. corium. ]

1. Anat. : The outer membrane which enve-
lopes the foetus in the womb.

" They are seen to form a close pall over the surface
of the chorion."— Todd A Bowman ; Physiol. Anat.,
oL L, ch. 14, p. 140.

2. Bot. : The external membrane of th*
seeds of plants.

ohbr-l-on'-Ic, a. [Eng. chorion; -ic.) Per-
taining to the chorion (q.v.).

ohbr-I-pSt'-a-lfim, s. [Gr. x«p« (choris) m
apart, and neraKov (petalon) — a leaf petal.]

Bot. : A genus of scandent shrubs or trees
of the Ardistad order, distinguished amongst
its allies by the petals being four and free, not
united, as well as by its racemed flowers. The
flowers are small, white or yellowish, borne in
little axillary racemes : the berries, when ripe,
are scarlet in colour. Choripetalum undulatwm,t

a native of the temperate regions of the
Himalayas, grows to a height of 60 feet.

ch6 ris l-a, s. [Named in honour of J. L.
Choris, the'artist who accompanied Kotzebue
round the world. ]

Bot. : A genus of small prickly-stemmed
trees of the Sterculiad family, peculiar to
South America. The flowers are large, rose-
coloured, 1—3 in number, and composed of a
bell-shaped 3—5 lobed calyx ; 5 narrow petals,

covered with silky hairs ; a double staminal
tube, the outer bearing the barren, the inner
the fertile stamens. The tough bark of
Chorisia crisyifiora is used in Brazil for mak-
ing cordage ; and the white cottony hairs of
the seeds of C. speciosa are used by the Brazi-
lians for stuffing pillows and cushions. The
species are widely spread in Asia, Africa, and
America. (Treas. of Bot.)

Chd'-ri-sls, *. [Gr. x^Pl<ri* (chorisis) = a
separating : x<«*p« (choris) = apart, separately. ]

Bot. : (See extract).

"Sometimes the parts of a flower are Increased in
number by the growth of additional parte, or by the
Klitting of organs during their development . . .

lis choritie consists in the formation of two parts out
of one, the separated parts being either placed one in
front of the other by transverse choritit, or side by
side by collateral choritit."—Balfour : Botany, p. 196.

chiS-ris'-ina, s. [Gr. xtapta-fx6% (chorismos) =
a separation, a parting.]

Bot. : A name formerly given to a genus of
plants consisting of a single species, Chorisma
repens, a little plant belonging to the Compo-
sites, and a native of the sandy sea-shore of
China. It is nearly related to the Sow-thistles.

It has been called Chorisis repens, and is now
transferred to the genus Ixeris (q.v.). (Treas.

of Bot.)

chdr-i-spor'-a, s. [Gr. ywpfc (choris) =
separately, and Vn-opa (spora) = a seed ; in
allusion to the seeds being enclosed separately
in the pods.]

Bot. : A genus of annual plants, natives of
Siberia and the Altai, with purple, white, or
yellow flowers. They belong to the Crucifera
(Treas. of Bot.)

# Chdr'-ist, s. [Fr. choriste.] A chorister.

"Behold the great chorittol the angelical quire."—
Partheneia Sacra, p. 160 (1438).

chor is ter, * cholr-is-tert
* quer is-

ter, * quir-i»-ter, * queer-es-ter, «.

[Either from Fr. chorist(e), with Eng. suff. -er,

or from cAoir with suff. -ster.]

1. One who sings in a choir.

"Sometimes there are on the cathedral foundation
minor canons, and always precentors, lay vicars, and
choritterB."—A. Fonblanque, jun.: Mow we are Go-
verned, let 10.

2. The leader of a choir. (Arnerican.)

1 3. A singer generally.
" Of airy choritteri a numerous train
Attend his wondrous progress."

Dryden: Threuodia Auguttalit, YA.

chor is tes, *. [Gr. x*>P«mj« (choristis) =
separating ! x<»P" (choris) = apart, sepa-

rately. ]

bfiil, bo^; pollt, Jo^rl: cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-clan, tian - shan. -tion, -sion -shun: -tion, -sion zhun. -tious. -sious. -cious - shiis. -We, -die, && =bei, del*
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Bot. : A genus of much - branched shrubs,
natives of Mexico, belonging to the Cincho-
nacece (Cinchonads).

t chor- is -tic, a. [Eng. chorist ; -ic.} Of or
l>ertaining to a choir ; choral. (Crabb.)

chor- is to-phyl -loiis, a. [Prom Gr. x^P^r-
t6? (choristos) = separated ; and d>vAAoi> (phul-
lon) = a leaf. J

Bot. : Separate leaved;
leaves.

having separate

oho ris'-ti-pod, s. [From Gr. xwPt<rr(*«
(ehoristos) = separated, and wove (pov*), genit.
n-oooc (podos) = a foot.]

Zool, : A crustacean, with the feet separated.
" We recognise three group* of the chorittopodt."—

Dana : Crustacea, pt. L, p. 11.

Cho-rl-sty'-lls, s. [Gr. x<»pk (choris)= apart,

and otuAos (stulos) = a style.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, natives of South
Africa, belonging to the Escalloniaceee. It

consists of a single species, a shrub with
panicles of small green flowers. The fruit is

a capsule twisting into two pieces to liberate

the many seeds it contains. (Treat, of BoL)

cho-ri-za -tion, s. [Gr. x^P*-^ (chorizS) =
to separate : xwP l* (chdris) = apart, separate.]

BoL : The separation of a layer from the
inner side of a petal, either presenting a pecu-
liar form, or resembling the part from which
It is derived. {Balfour.) Also called unlining
by Lindley and deduplication by Henfrey.
[Chorosis. ]

cho-n-zSn'-tey, s. pi. [Or. nom. masc. pi.

of the pr. par. of x«*piYw (chorizo) = to sepa-
rate.] A name applied to those critics who
deny the identity of the authors of the Iliad

and the Odyssey.
" The chorisontet. so called became they separate the

authorship of the Iliad from that of the Odyssey."—Gladstone : Juvenilis Mundi, ch. i.

chork, v.L [Chirk.] (Scotch.)

chorl, s. [Etyra. doubtful.] The angle at the
junction of the blade of a penknife with the
square shank which forms the joint.

chor 6 bate, chor ob -a-tes, s. [Gr. x<"p<x
(chora) = a place ; and pd-njs (&«*es) = travers-
ing, fialvu* (baind) = to go.] The Greek level.
[Level.]

Ohor -6-grS,ph, s. [Gr. x*^Pa (chora) = a
district, a place, and ypa<f>ui (grapho) = to
write, to describe.] An instrument contrived
by Professor Wallace, of Edinburgh, "To
determine the position of a station, having
given the three angles made by it to three
other stations in the same plane whose posi-
tions are known." (Knight.)

*chdr-6g'-raph-er, s. [Gr. x«poyp<i4«>«
(chorographos) '=. describing countries : x^P"
(chora) = a country, a place ; ypdoW (grapfid)

= to write, to describe, and Eng. sun*, -er.]

1. One who describes or plans particular
districts or countries.

"... the 'others should indeed be termed topo-
graphers or chorographen . . ."—Fielding ; Joseph An-
drew.

2. A geographical antiquarian or critic who,
in the comparison of modern with ancient
geography, investigates the locality of places
mentioned in the older writers, and discusses
the question of names for which the site, and
sites for which the name, is uncertain.

" Places unknown better harped at in Camden and
other chorographers."—Milton: Hist. Eng., bk. ir.

ohor-d-graph'-ic, * chdr-o-graph'-I-
cal, a. [Eng. chorograph{y) ; -ical.] Pertain-

ing to chorography ; descriptive of particular

regions or countries.

"I hare added a chorographieal description of this
terrestrial Paradise, '—Raleigh : BUtory a/ the World.

chor-5-graph'-i-cal-ry, adv. [Eng. choro-

graphical; -ly.} In a chorographieal manner
;

according to the rules and principles of

chorography.
** I may perhaps be found fault withal, because I do

not chorographically place the funeral monuments in

this my book." - Weeeer : Anc Fun. Man. Great
Britain, Ireland, and Islands adjacent.

chS-rftg'-raph-y (1), s. [Fr. chorographU ;

Lat. chorographia, from Gr. xtt>PoyPa<P^ (choro-

graphia) = a description of countries or
regions : x^pa (chora) = a district, a region

;

ypoupui (graphia) = an account, from ypddm
(graphs) — to write, to describe.] The science
w practice of describing various countries or

regions, or of laying down their limits and
boundaries on maps. It is thus distinguished
from, and has a wider meaning than, topo-

graphy, which deals with the description and
history of single places.

"I think, there might be good use made of it for
chorography."~ Wotton : Rcliq. Wotton., p. 300.

* oho-rdg'-raph-y (2), *. [Gr. x<Sp<* (chores)

— a dance
;
ypa<pia (graphia) = a description,

ypatput (grapno) = to write, describe.] A de-
scription of or treatise on dancing. [Chore-
graphy.]

"A Treatls of Chorography or the Art of Dancing
Country Dances after a new character, . .

."

—

from the
French of M. FeseOlet. . . . By John Essex (1710).

chor old, o. & a. [Gr. xopo«'8ijs (xtriav] (cho-

roeides [chiton]) =the grape-coloured coating
of the eye : \-dpior (chorion) = skin, leather,
and elooc (eidos) = form, appearance.]

A. As adjective;

Anat. : Resembling the chorion ; an epithet
applied to several membranes, especially to
the plexus and web of the pia mater, aud to
the inner tunic of the eye.

"The choroid coat of the eye."

—

Todd a Bowman:
Physiol. Anat., vol. L, ch. it, p. 80.

"The choroid arteries which supply the choroid
plexus,"—Ibid., ch. x., p. 293.

B. As substantive:

Anat. : The vascular, as opposed to the
specially nervous, portion of the retina.

"The optic nerve penetrates the sclerotic . . . The
choroid is thick, and coloured by a deep-brown pig-
ment"—Owen: Anatomy of Vertebrates.

choroid coat, s.

Anat. : A vascular membrane, black on the
inner side, lining the sclerotic portion of the
eyebalL

choroid membrane, s.

Anat. : A thin membrane which extends
from the entrance of the optic nerve to near
the anterior margin of the sclerotica, where
thickening, it becomes the ciliary body, and
is continued into the iris.

choroid plexus, s.

Anat. : A congeries of blood-vessels upon
the lateral ventricle of the brain. (Often in

the plural plexuses.)
" In the lateral and fourth ventricles it [the spinal

membrane] forms projecting processes or folds, some-
what fringed, highly vascular, aud invested by epithe-
lium derived from the membrane which lines the
ventricles. These processes are called the choroid
plexuses"—Todd t Bowman: PhytioL Anat., vol. 1,
ch. x, p 254.

chor-oi dal, a. [Eng. choroid; -al!] The
same as Choroid, a. (q.v.).

choroidal fold, s.

Anat. ; A fold appearing to enclose the lens
of the eye, but so as to leave an apertnre or
depression below. (Qvain.)

choroidal fissure, s.

Anat. : The same as choroidal fold (q.v.)

(Quain.)

chor oi-di -tis, *. [From Gr. xopw&y*
(choroeidis), for x°P L0€l&y* (chonoeidis)
[Choroid], and suff. tm (itis), denoting inflam-
mation.]

Med. : Inflammation of one of the investing
tissues of the eyeball, called the choroid.
This highly vascular and pigmentary mem-
brane is seldom the seat of inflammation, but
when it does occur it is characterised by pain
in and around the eye, intolerance of light,

tearfulness, displacement of the pupil, and, as
the disease proceeds, the cornea and the whole
eyeball swell and protrude. Hectic and
emaciation are the common accompaniments
of the latter condition, and the digestion
throughout is very much impaired. Chronic
choroiditis is marked by a very peculiar altera-

tion and variation which takes place in the
colour of the eye, and which has been called
by Desmarres choroide tigrie.

chd^-ri-ldg'-I-cal, a. [Eng. chorologiy);
-ical.] Of or pertaining to chorology.

" Chorological difficulties."—Lingurd : Hist Anglo-
Box. Church, vol L, p. M».

cho rol 6-gist, *. [Eng. chorolog{y) ; -ist.]

One versed in chorology ; a student of faunal
and floral areas.

Chd-rol'-6-gy, *. [Gr. x<»P* (chore) = a dis-
trict, county ; k6yo? (logos) = a discourse,
A«7w (lego) = to tell, to describe.]

1. The science or act of describing localities;

chorography.

2. The geographical and topographical dis-
tribution of animal and vegetable species.

"The answer . . . would represent it* distribution
or chorology."—Huxley : Crayfish, p. 46.

chor 6-ma-D.i-a, s. [Gr. x<>p°« (choros) = a
dance, and p.avLa (mania) = madness.] The
dancing mania of the Middle Ages.

t Ch6r-6m'-St-ry, s. [From Gr. x"P« (cAoro)
= a place ... a country ; o connective, ana
fieraov (metron) = a measure.]- The art of sur-
veying a country. (Nuttall.)

Chbr-ds'-ls, s. [From Gr. x^V" (chdrizo) -
to separate.]

Bot. : Deduplication, the division of an organ
into a pair or cluster. It may be produced
in two ways, the first, called collateral vho-

rosis, takes place when an organ is replaced by
two or more situated on the same plane, ani 1 in

which case the organs stand side by side as in
tetradynamous stamens ; and vertical chorosis,

when the organs produced stand one before

the other, as in the "crown," or two-lobed
appendage, inside the blade of the petals of
8ilene. (R. Brown, 1874.) [Chorization.]

chor o-ze-ma, s. [Gr.xopo?(cAoro«)=adance,
and gijp.0. (zemd)=;a. drink; said to have been
so named by its discoverer, M. Labillardiere,

in allusion to the joyful feelings of the party
which he accompanied in the exploration of
Western Australia, on meeting with a supply
of water, in the vicinity of which he discovered
the plant.]

Bot. : A genus of pretty bushes, natives of
Western Australia, belonging to the pea-
flowered Leguminoste. The plants are often

to be met with in greenhouses, more than a
dozen species being in cultivation, of which
the most beautiful are Chorozema Henclimanni,
with long terminal leafy racemes of a beautiful

red colour ; C. spectabile, a twiner of great

beauty, producing long drooping racemes of

orange-coloured flowers, which appear in the

winter months; C. cordatum, a plant very
common In gardens : the flowers, in loose

racemes, are red, the standard spotted with
yellow at the base ; and C. Dicksoni, a liand-

some plant with larger flowers than the others

:

there are upwards of twenty species known.
(Treas. of Bot.)

*chorp, v.i. [Chirp.] (Scotch.)

chor -tis, s. [Lat. , from Gr. xoP°! (choros) m
a dance in a circle, accompanied with song; a
chorus.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

X. Literally

:

(1) In the same sense as II. 1,

"The Grecian tragedy was at first nothing but a
chorus of singers; afterwards one actor was Intro-
duced-"—Oryden.

(2) A number of persons singing in concert.
" My melancholy voice the chorut Join'd."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iii.

(3) A concerted piece of music, sung by a

number of singers together.

(4) The verses of a song, kc, in which an
audience or company joins the singer.

" Each boatman, bending to hi* ssjs>

With measured sweep the burthen bore.

In such wild cadence, as the breeze
Hakes through December's leafless trees.

Tne chorus first could Allan know."
Scott: The Lady uf the Lake. It 18.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) A unanimous and loudly-expressed decla-

ration of opinions or sentiments.
* (2) An interpreter of events ; one who

explains.
" Ophe. Tou are a good Chorus, my Lord.
Ham. I could interpret between you and your sem '.

it I could see the puppets dallying.'
Shak< sp. : Hamlet, iii- L

II. Technically;

1. Gr. Drama: The chorus was probably

originally a company of dancers in a ring. In

later times a choric performance implied the

singing or musical recitation of a poetical

composition, accompanied by appropriate

dancing and gesticulation. As choral per-

formances were especially cultivated In all the

Dorian states, and particularly in Sparta, the

Dorian dialect came to be regarded as the ap-

propiate dialect for such compositions. Arion,

a contemporary of Periander, first gave the

chorus a regular choral form. It consisted

of about fifty men or youths, who danced

round the altar of Dionysus. From these

cyclic choruses was developed the Attic

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, care, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se. ce - e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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tragedy. [Tragedy.] The exact number of

the chorus in the times of the earlier tragi i-

poets is uncertain ; from Sophocles onwards
the regular number was fifteen. It waa ar-

ranged in a quadrangular form, and entered

the theatre by a passage to the right of the
spectators in three lines. To guide them in

their evolutions lines were marked upon the

boards of the orchestra. The functions of the
chorus in the Greek tragedy were very im-
portant. It acted the part (1) of a dispas-

sionate and right-minded spectator, inculcat-

ing the lessons of morality and resignation to

the will of heaven, as taught in the piece being
acted ; and (2) of a guide to explain events
supposed to happen in the intervals between
the acts and scenes. In comedy the number
of the chorus was twenty-four, consisting half

of males and half of females.

2. Music: (1), (2), & (3). The same as I. 1,

<2),(3),&(4).

(i) The name given to the mixture and com-
pound stops in an organ. (Stainner & Barrett.

)

* 3. Astron. : An attendant or encircling

group of planets.
" Every fixed star is inctrcled with a oAorus of

planets."—Ray: Creation, p. 18,

t chor -us, v.t. [Chorus, s.] To join in, as

in a chorus ; to utter in concert
"To this laiiient;i ti< m. which one or two of the as-

sistants chorused with a deep groan, our hero thought
it unnecessary to make any reply."

—

Scott: Waverley,
ci i. xxx vi.

chose, 8. [Hal. A Sp. cosa; Port. cott*z = a
thing, suit, or cause, from Lat. causa.]

Law : A thing, a chattel, a piece of property

;

the subject-matter of an action.

"Chose is naed in divers senses, of which the four
following, are the most Important: (1) Chose local, a
thing annexed to a place, as a mill. Ac. (2) Chine
transitory, that, which is moveable, and may be taken
away, or carried from place to place. (8) Chose in
action, otherwise called chose In suspense, a thing of
which a man has not the possession or actual enjoy-
ment, but nas a right to demand it by action or other
proceeding. ... (4) Choses in possession, where a person
has not only the right to enjoy, but also the actual
enjoyment of a thing."— Warton: Law Lexicon.

Chose, pret. & pa. par. of v. (as pa. par. now
obsolete, its place being taken by chosen (q. v.))

.

[Choose.]
" Our sovereign here above the rest might stand.
And here be chose again to role the land."

Dryden.

chds -en, * chose, pa. par. & a. [Choose.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

"And he said, Neither hath the Lord chosen this. '

—

1 Sam. xvt a

B. As adj. : Selected, picked out. Used—
1, Generally :

" With some few bands of chosen •oldUrt."
Shakes]'. : 8 Met*. )'/., ill. 8.

2. Specially: [Choose, II. 1, 1]
" But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood,

an holy nation, a peculiar people . . ."—1 Pet. ii. 9.

• Ch6» -ling, s. [Mid. Eng. chos— choose,
and dim, s uli'. -ling. ] One chosen, or elect

" Quen he to pin him selfen did
For his chotlmget on rod-tre."

Cursor Mundi, 1608.

*uhces, s. [Choice.] (Scotch.) (Barbour.)

<hbu -an, s. A a. [Either from the prime
mover, a smith nicknamed Chouan, or from
Fr. chouan, chouant, a contraction of chat-
ftuant ~ a screech-owl, because, at first, the
body consisted of robbers, smugglers, and
outlaws, or because they acted chiefly at
night (Mahn.y\

A. As subst. : One of a band of royalist in-
surgents, who operated near the river Loire,
during the French revolution.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the body of men
described in A.

•hough i prmi. chiiff), "choghe.'choughe,
* ItOWO, s. [A.S. ceo ; Du. kaauw = a
Chough ; Dan. kaa — a jackdaw ; 8w. kaja.
The name is derived from the cawing of the
bird. (Stoat.)]

Ornith. : A bird, FregUus graculus, belonging
to the Fregiliiise, the second sub-family ofthe
Crows. It is generally called the Cornish
Chough. The bill is long and gently curved,
and the nostrils are low down in the upper
mandible, and hidden by a dense tuft of
bristles. The colour is black. It is found in
Cornwall and the West of England, but more
plentifully in the rocky parts of Wales, the
Hebrides, Ac.
" The chough, the sea-mew, the loquacious crow."

Pope: Homer's Odytsey, bk. v., 1. N.

choul, * choule, * chowle, * chow, s.

|Chol, Jowl.]

1. The jaw.
" hi puir auld Scotland's Parliament they a'sntc

thegither, cheek by choul, . . ."—Scott: Mob Boy, en.
zlv.

2. The crop of a bird.

"The choule or crop adhering onto the lower side of
the bill, and so descending by the throat, Is a bag or
sacheL"

—

Browne : Vulgar Errour*.

choul'-tr^, s. [Hindustani.] A Hindoo cara-

vanserai or inn, a covered public building for

the accommodation of travellers.

t Chouse,* chi-auze, v. t. [Turk, chaus (Hack-
luyt), chiaus, (Massinger) — an interpreter. In
1609 a chaus, or interpreter, attached to the
Turkish embassy to London,perpetrated a fraud
to the extent of £4,000, then deemed a great
sum, on the Turkish and Persian merchants in

the English metropolis. The public were so im-
pressed by the circumstance that they began
to use the expression to chiaous, to chause, or
to chouse for cheating, as the chaus, or inter-

preter, had done. (Ben Jonson: The Al-
chemist (ed. Gifford), 1. 1.). The verb is now
nearly obsolete, except among schoolboys.
(Trench: English Past and Present, pp. 62,63.)]
To trick, to swindle, to cheat.

"... onr barber on the place Is chiaut'd, a very
pigeon, a younger brother."

—

Oayton; Jfotes on Don
Quixote, Iv. 18.

"From London they came, silly people to chouse.''

Swift.

•J With of before the name of the tiling of
which one is defrauded.

" When geese and pollen are sedue'd,
And sows of sucking i>ig» are chant d."

Hudibra*.

chouse, *chi aus, s. [Chouse, v.]

* 1. A Turkish messenger.
". . .'all at once a period was put to his ambitious

projects by one of the Chiaums, or messengers of the
palace, who snatching up a carbine, shot him dead."—
Gent. Mag., 1755, p. 87.

2. A swindler.
" What do yon think of me.

That I am a chiaus

!

Face. What's that t

Dap. The Turk was here
As one should say, Doe yon think I am a Turk T

—

Face. Come, noble Doctor, pray thee let's prevail-
Yon deal now with a noble gentleman,
One that will thank you richly, and ha imo chiaus."

Ben Jonson : Alchemist, I. L

1 3. A trick, a swindle, a fraud.

* 4. A silly gull ; one easily cheated.
" A sottish chouse.

Who, when a thief has robb'd his house.
Applies himself to cunning men."

Sudibras, pt ii., a 8.

t choused, pa. par. or a. [Chouse, v.]

chous'-irig, pr. par. & a. [Chouse, v.]

chous'-kie, s. [Probably from clause, v.]

A knave. (Jamieson.)

chout, s. [Mahratta chawatha m fourth.] A
fourth part of the clear revenue.

•if The Mahratta chout: The fourth part of
the revenue. This was exacted by the Hah-
rattas from all the Indian districts which they
conquered.

"... agreed to purchase deliverance from their in-
cursions [those of the Mahrattss] by the payment of
even the chout, or fourth part of the revenues of the
Deccanee province . . ."—MM: Mist. Brit. India,
It 440.

* cho'w, v.t. [Chew.] To chew. (Scotch.)
" On thee aft Scotland chowi her cood
In souple scones, the wale o' food

!

"

Burnt i Scotch Drink.

* cho'w (1), 8. [Chew, *.] A mouthful, es-

l»ecially of tobacco.
" He took aff his bannet and spat in his chow,
He dightit his gab and he pried her mow."

Ballad, Muirland Willie.

chow (2), *. [Probably Dan. kolle = a bat or
club.]

1. A wooden ball used in a game played
with clubs. (Scotch.)

2. The game itself.

cho'w (3), 8. [Choul.]

ch6w-ch6w, a. k s. [Chinese.}

A. As adj.: Consisting of a mixture of
several kinds of ingredients ; mixed.

B. As subst. : A kind of mixed pickles.
(Webster.)

chow-chow-chop, s. The last lighter
containing sundry small packages sent off to
fill up a ship. (Williams in Weo8ter.)

Ch6"w'-dor, a. [Of uncertain origin ; cf. Ft.
chaudiere = a cauldron.]

1. Ordinary Language.

L A kind of stew made of fish, pork, bis-
cuits, &c.

2. A seller of fish. (Provincial.)

3L The same as Chowder-beer (q.v.).

"My head sings and simmers like a pot of chewder*
—Smollett: L. Ureases, ch. xvtt. (Daviea)

II. Med. : An antiscorbutic used in the
Newfoundland station. (Crabb.)

chowder-beer, s. A kind of beer made
from spruce boiled in water, with which mo-
lasses is mixed.

chcSw'-der, v. L [Chowder, s. ] To make into
a chowder.

chowl, s. [Chavel, Choi,, Choul.]

chowl, chooL v.i. [From chowl, a. (q.v.).]

To distort the mouth. (Scotch.)

chowp, v.i. [Chop, v.] (Scotch.)

*chowre, v.i. [Etymology unknown.] To
show signs of crossness of temper ; to be
peevish.

chdw'-li?, s. [Hindust, Mahratta, Ac chawari
= a fly-flap.] A brush or instrument used in
the East Indies to keep off flies.

\ ch<$ws, s. pi. [From Fr. chou m coal (I)]

A smaller kind of coal much used in forges.
(Scotch.) (Stat. Ace.)

* cnow'-ter, v.t. [Comp. chowre.] To grumble
or mutter like a froward child

c'tfw-tle, clliU'-tle, v.t. [Afreq. formation

from chow (q.v.).] To chew feebly.

cho^, s. [Chay (I), «.]

chre-ma - tis -tic, a. [Gr. xpniliaTt<rn'£o*
(chrematistikos), from Yp^Mara (chrEmata) =
money.] Pertaining to the acquisition of
wealth.

" I am not the least versed in the chrematistic art-"
—Fielding : Amelia, bk. ix., ch. v.

* chre -ma-tis'-tlcs, s. [Gr. xP1
?(
LtaTl(rr ''cl

[rexvn] (chrematistike [techne]) = [the art] of
money-making, traffic; xPn fiaT û> (chrematizS)
= to traffic, xPVriaTCL (chremata) — money.l
The science of wealth, now superseded by the
term Political Economy.

chre-o-tech'-nics, a [Gr. xp«°* (chreios)

= useful, needful ; Te'x»^7 (techne) = an art, a
science.] The science of the useful arts, such
as agriculture, commerce, manufactures.

chres-td-math'-ic, a. [Eng. chresto-math(y)

:

•ic.\ Learning or teaching good and useful
things.

" Part of the course of studies in his chrettomathto
school."

—

Southey: Doctor, ch. cexxviii.

chres torn a-thy, s. [Gr. yoiprropofeba
(chrestomatheia) = the learning of things useful
or good : vpijoTos (chrestos) = good ; fiaBtia

(matheia) — learning, u.av&avta (manthano) =
to learn.] A selection of passages with notes,

&c, to be used in acquiring a language ; as a
Hebrew chrestomathy. (Webster.)

ChrSt'-I-en, s. [Fr.] A variety of pear ; the
bon chretUn. (Nuttal.)

t chri'-sia, 8. [Gr. xpvo-6* (chrusos) = gold J

Entom. : The " golden wasp," a genus of
Hymenopterous insects. [Chrysis.]

chrism, chrisme, *crysme, *crisme,
* krysome, s. [O. Fr. cresme, chresme ; Lat.
chrisma ; Gr. xP^trfJLa (chrisma) = oil, oint-

ment, from xp*« (chrio) = to anoint.] [Chki-
som, Ckemk.J

Ecclesiastical

:

1. The oil consecrated by the bishop, and
used (in the Roman and Greek Churches) in
the administration of baptism, confirmation,
and extreme unction.

"Crysome tor a yong chylde, ereiwumx."_/\*Ia.
grave.
"Be oorownde kynge, with krysome enoynthede"

—Morte Arthure, 8,43*.

* 2. The same as Chrisoh, 1 (1).

3. The sacrament or rite of confirmation
(from the chrism formerly used).

"Their baptism . . . was as frustrate a* their
chrism,"—Booker: Kccles. Polity, v. M.

4. The act of anointing.

boil, ooy; pout, J6wl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, Rem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^cnophon, exist, -ing.
-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, sion M shun ; -tiou, -sion = xhuxu -cious, -tious, -slous shus. -hie, -tie, & c. - Del, tej*
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t Chrism, v.t. [Chbism, s.} To anoint with,
or as with chrism.

* Chris -mal, a. & s. [Low Lat chrismatis,
from chrisma,]

A* As adj. : Of the nature of, or pertaining
to, chrism ; consecrated.

"Having thus conjured and prayed, he (all* upon
inging the praises of this chrismal oil."—Brevint

;

Saul and Sam. at Bndor, p. 316.

B. As substantive

:

Ecclesiastical

:

L A vessel for holding chrism.

2. A vessel for the reservation of the Sacra-
ment ; a kind of tabernacle.

3, A cloth used for covering relics.

i. A chrism cloth. [Chrisom, 1 (1).J

* Chris ma -tion, s. [Low Lat chrismatio,
from chrisma.} The act or practice of apply-
ing the chrism.

"The case U evident that chrUmation, or croea-
algning with ointment, waa used in baptism; and it is
evident that this chrimation waa it which S. Gregory
permitted to the presbyters,"

—

Jtremy Taylor: Epis-
copacy Asserted, p. 197.

Chris ma tite, chrls -ma-tine, a [Or.
XptcrMa (chrisma) = ointment ; and suffi -tie

or -vne (Min.) (q. v.).]

Min. ; A mineral of a butter-like or semi-
fluid consistency, occurring at Wettin, in
Saxony. It becomes soft at 55

e-60° C. Colour
greenish to wax-yellow ; slightly translucent.
It melts at a very low temperature to an oil,
which is dark-red by transmitted light, and
apple-green by reflected. It bums with a
flame, without smell. Sp. gr., below 1.
Comp. : Carbon, 78512 ; hydrogen. 19-191

;

oxygen, 2 297. (Dona.)

ohiif-ma-tor-& •ciys-iua-tor-y, #cris-
ma-tor-ie, s. [Low Lat chrismatorium,
from chrisma.]

1. A vessel in which the chrism was kept

*'Th# word la sometimes translated lentlcola, athrlsmatory, or cruet, or vessel to contain oil ; some-
wnies orbls, a spherical body encompassing others."—
emttth: Old Age, p. 216.

2. A recess near the spot where the font
originally stood, to contain the chrism.

1 0lirls-i--chl6'-ri», s. [Chrysochloris.]

* chrls Am, * crysome, * crysme, s.

[Chrism, Creme.]

1. Eccles.

:

(1) Originally: A white cloth, anointed
with chrism, which in the ancient Church
was put upon children by the priest at the
time of their baptism. It was afterwards
carefully preserved as a memorial and emblem
of innocence.

(2) After : The white dress put upon a child
newly christened, with which it was also
shrouded if it died within a month after its
baptism.

2. A child which died within the month,
also called a chrism-child.

"When the convulsions were but few, the number
o* chrisoms and infants was greater."—Graunt Bills
<tf Mortality.

* chrisom - child, * crysmechlld,
Chrism child, s. [Chrisom, 2.]

"Ther the crysmechild for aunnes sore schal drede.'*—Old Eng. Mitcell. (ed. Morris), p. 90.

Christ, *. [Lat. Christus ; Gr. xpiorrfs (christos)
= anointed, and \pi<o (chrio) = to anoint.]

The Anointed One : The appellation given
to Our Lord as His official title, and corre-
sponding to the Hebrew Messiah (q.v.).

" And be aalth unto them. But whom say ye that I
am t And Peter answereth and saith unto him, Tbou
art the Christ."—Mark viii. 29.

IT Used in the plural to signify persons who
would pretend to be the true Christ.

If The two names, Jesus Christ, are not ana-
logous to a modern Christian name and sur-
name ; in reality the great Being so designated
had but one personal appellation—Jesus :

Christ being superadded at a later period to
designate his office, function, or mission. Jesus,
Gr. iTjcroCf (lisous), is the equivalent of the
Heb. SWttTT or V&ttV (Yehoshua), i.e., Joshua,
meaning Jehovah - Saviour, Deliverer, or
Helper. [Jesus. J It was borne by the military
leader in the wars of Canaan (Joshua i.—xxiv.,
Actually called Jesus in the authorised version

of Acts vii. 45, and Heb. iv. 8), by Jesus sur-
named Justus, a fellow-labourer with Paul
(CoL iv. 1 1), and by about a dozen of other
persons figuring in the pages of Josephus ; in
fact the name seems to have been not un-
common among the Jews. But we learn from
St. Matthew that in this particular case the
appellation was given previous to birth by
Divine authority. "... thou shalt call his
name Jesus, for he shall save his people from
their sins." The year [Christian era], the
month, and the day [Christmas], when the
child Jesus was born are matters of more or
less uncertainty, not having been recorded
with precision at the time. The salient fea-
tures, however, of the life thus begun were
narrated by four evangelists [Evangelists],
who are believed by the immense majority of
Christians to have written with infallible
accuracy and trustworthiness under the guid-
ance or inspiration of the Spirit of God.
[Inspiration.]
The circumstances heralding or attendant

upon the birth of John, afterwards the Baptist,
and the miraculous conception and nativity of
Jesus, the last-named event at Bethlehem, are
told at length by St Luke (Luke i. ii.) ; while
St. Matthew relates the visit of the Magi, the
slaughter of the infants at Bethlehem, and the
flight of the holy family to Egypt (Mat. iL).

These occurrences took place while Augustus,
the first Roman Emperor, was upon the throne
(Luke ii. 1). Thirty years later, under the
reign of Tiberius, John, now grown to full man-
hood, appeared in the wilderness of Judea, as
an ascetic and preacher of repentance, the
necessity of which he urged on the ground
that the kingdom of heaven was at hand.
Those who confessed their sins he baptized in
the river Jordan, and thus a new religious
community arose, separated to a certain extent
from the ordinary professors of Judaism (Mat.
iii. 1—10, Luke iii. 1—14). Some suspected
that he might be the " Christ " or " Messiah "

of ancient prophecy, but he disclaimed the
honour, Indicating that he was but the fore-
runner of another who should baptize with
the Holy Ghost and with fire, that is as with
fire. (Mat iii. 11, 12 ; Luke iii. 16; John L
20—23.)
Meanwhile Jesus, now about thirty years of

age, had come forth from the obscurity in
which he had hitherto resided at Nazareth,
(Luke ii. 51, iii. 23.) Having sought and ob-
tained baptism from John, with Divine recog-
nition as the Son of God, and having over-
come temptation in the wilderness, He with-
out further dejay addressed Himself to His
life-work in the world. (Matt iii. 13—17, iv.

1—11 ; Luke iii. 21, 22, iv. 1—14.) He claimed
to be the Messiah spoken of by holy men of
old (Dan. ix. 25, 26, Ac), nay more, to be, in
one sense, the subordinate (John x. 29), and in
another the equal of His Heavenly Father
(v. 30). His ministry, whilst not ignoring
repentance (Luke xiii. 3—5), was one chiefly
of faith (John iii 14—19) and love (John
xiii. 34; Matt v. 43— 46). Twelve apostles
(Matt. x. 1—6), and afterwards seventy other
disciples, were chosen to aid him in his
ministry (Luke x. 1, &c), the former baptiz-
ing converts as they arose (John iv. 21 John
the Baptist saw his own reputation pale
away under the greater glory of his Divine
successor, but never allowed this to evoke
jealousy within his breast (Matt. iii. 11 ; Luke
iii. 15 ; John i. 15, 27, 29, iii. 28—31), and
when his faithfulness in reproving sin, even
in high places, led to his suffering a martyr's
death (Matt xiv. 3-12), his baptized followers,
either at once or gradually, transferred them-
selves to Jesus (John t 36—37 ; Acts xix.
1-5).
The latter holy teacher thus left alone,

continued His ministry, it is believed, for
about three years in all, chiefly at Capernaum
and other places near the Lake of Galilee
(Matt. iv. 13 ; Luke vii. 1), as well as in other

Slaces of that province (Luke vii. 11, &c.
;

tatt xvi. 13), in Perea beyond Jordan (Matt.
xix. 1 ; Mark x. 1 ; Luke viii. 37), in Samaria
(John iv. 1—42), beyond the Holy Land in
Phenicia (Mark vii. 24), and, chiefly on occa-
sions of the great festivals, at Jerusalem,
which necessitated His visiting other parts of
Judea (Matt xx. 29 ; John ii. 23, vii. 1, 2, 10).
He supported His claims to be the Messiah by
miracles of knowledge, i.e., prophecies (Matt
xx. 19, Ac. ; Luke xix. 41—44) and miracles of
power, such as healing the sick (Matt ix. 35,
Ac.), nay, even raising the dead (Mark v. 22—
43 ; Luke viii. 41—56 ; John xi. 1—44).

The chief priests and other dignitaries who
held sway in the Jewish synagogues, were
stirred up nearly to madness by jealousy of
His success, and eagerly accepted the offer of
an unworthy apostle, Judas Iscariot (i.e.,

apparently of Kerioth in Judea) to betray his
Lord. A manufactured charge of blas-
phemy led to the condemnation of Jesus by
His deadly foe, the high priest, but as the
power of life and death now rested not with
the Jewish authorities, but with the Roman
governor, Pontius Pilate, a charge of disaffec-
tion to the imperial government was manu-
factured, as it was felt that the heathen Roman
would not attach any weight to the alleged
blasphemy. The procurator had discernment
to Bee clearly that what lie was required to do
was to sanction a judicial murder, and for
some time refused to become partner in the
Jewish ruler's guilt But as the cry, " Crucify
him," " crucify him," continued to rise from
the multitude, he resolved to avoid unpopu-
larity at the expense of moral principle, and
gave sentence that it should be as the Jews
required. The crucifixion therefore took place
(Matt xxvii. ; Mark xv. ; Luke xxiii.; John
xix.). Friday was the day when the nefarious
deed was done, and three days later, or early
on Sunday morning, news was brought to the
Apostles, and the Church generally, by certain
women of their company who had. visited the
sepulchre, that a resurrection had taken place
(Matt, xxviii. ; Mark xvi. ; Luke xxiv. ; John
xx., xxi.). At a subsequent interview with
their risen Lord He gave the Apostles and
their successors a commission to make dis-
ciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of
the Holy Ghost (Matt, xxviil 19, &c.) ; and
about forty days after the crucifixion He led
them out as far as Bethany and lifted up His
hands and blessed them. "And it came to
pass, while he blessed them, he was parted
from them, and carried up into heaven " (Luke
xxiv. 50, 51.). He had predicted His cruel
death, His resurrection on the third day
(Matt xx. 19), and His ascension (John xx.
17), and had intimated that at a future period
He would again return to the earth in glory
(Matt xxvi. 64, Ac.) For the leading dates
connected with the life of Christ, see Christ-
ian Era ; for more details regarding the doc-
trines, and for the subsequent history of the
Christian Church, see Christianitt.

Christ-cross, * criss-cross, * exist-
cross, s. Mark of the cross, as cut, painted,
written, or stamped on certain objects.
(Latham.)

1. As the sign of twelve o'clock.
" Fall to your business soundly ; the fescue of the

dial Is upon the christ-cross at noon."—The Puritan,
Iv. i. {/fares.)

2. Probably the Alpha and Omega, or begin-
ning and end.

" Christ's cross Is the crist-crou of all our happlneaa"
—Quarles: Emblems. (Nares.)

Christ cross row, criss cross row,
s. The alphabet ; so called according to some
because a cross was placed at the beginning of
it, or according to others, because it was fre-

quently from superstitious ideas written or
printed in the form of a cross.

" From Infant conning of the Christ cross-ram
Or pualing through a primer, line by line."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. rttL

Christ's-eye, s.

Bot. : A plant, Inula Oculus Christi.

Christ s hair, s.

Bot. : Scolopcndrium vulgar*.

Christ's-herb, s.

Bot. ; lleUeborus niger.

Christ's - ladder, * Chrlstis - led*
dcre, -.

Botany ;

1. Erythrcea Centaurium, Prior suggests thai
It was originally called Christ's-gall or ChristU
schale =Cnrist's-cup, which being mistaken
for Christi scala gave rise to the latter popular
name.

2. A local name in Cheshire for Crataegus
Pyracantha. (Britt. & Holland.)

Christ's thorn, $.

Bot. : Paliurus aculeatus, a plant so called
from its being believed by many to be the
plant from which the crown of thorns was
made which was placed on the head of Our
Saviour. It is a common plant in Palestine, and
being very pliable, is capable of being woven

late, l&t, fare, amidst, what, frill, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ptft,
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into any shai*. The fruit has a singular ap-

pearance, resembling a head with a broad-

christ's-thorn.

brimmed hat. The spines are long and sharp,

the flower rose-shaped.

Christ's-wort, * Christes-wurte, s.

Bot. : Helleborus niger ; also called Christ-

mas-rose (q.v.X
•'Christes spurts flowxe<& al bytlmes about Christ-

mas."—Z,yr«, p. 861.

Christ-tide, s. [Eng. Christ, and tide

(q.v.).] Christmas ; the season of Christmas.
" Let Christ-tide be thy (ait"

Cartwright : The Ordinary, 1661.

Christ, v.t. [Christ, s.l To make one, or
unite spiritually with Christ.

"Being Godded ».th God and Christed with Christ"
—B. More; My it. of Iniquity, p. 624,

ohrist-a-deJph'-I-an, s. & a. [Or. Xpurroc
{Christos) = Christ, and aSeA<f>oi (adelphoi) =
brethren.]

A* As subst. : One of a sect of Christians,

railing themselves the brethren of Christ,

and as such claiming to take their origin from
the Apostles themselves. [Thomasite.]

B. As adj. Belonging to the sect described
under A.

• Christ -al, *christ-all,a. &s. [Crystal.]
" And in bis waters, which your mirror make.
Behold your faces as the christall bright."

Spenser : Epithalamion.

* Christ -dom, t. [Eng. Christ; suff. -dom..]

The rule of Christ ; Christendom.
" Slave* without the liberty in Christdom."—Mrt.

Browning : Cry of the Children.

Christ en, *crlst'-en (t silent), v.t. k i.

[A.S. cristnian = to make a Christian ; cristen
s= a Christian ; O. Fr. chrestienner.]

A* Transitive:

X. To receive into the Christian Church by
baptism, at which a Christian name is given
to the child baptized.

% The term is limited by some to the por-
tion of the church service at which the recep-
tion into the church is made. Thus a child
may be baptized privately, but the ceremony
of receiving into the church or christening is

done publicly in a consecrated building.
". . . children might be christened, if such were the

wish of their parents, . .
,"

—

Macaulay : Witt. Eng.,
eh. xL
* 2- To christianise ; to convert to Christ-

ianity.

" I am most certain this is the first example In Eng-
land, since it was first christened."—Jeremy Taylor:
JHtcoune on Extempore Prayer.

3. To name, to denominate ; to give a name
to.

" Where such evils as these reign, christen the thing
what you will, it can be no better than a mock mif-
leniutn."—Burnet,

4. To use for the first time. (Often said of
a cup.)

B. Intrans. : To be competent to administer
the rite of baptism.

" This should not exempt them . . . nay, though
they should christen and receive the sacrament
therein."—Ayliffe : Parergon, 466.

Christ en dom, crist en dom, crist
in-dom, * cryst yn dame, crist ene
dom (t silent), s. [A.S. cristendom, cristenan-
dom,]

* 1, Baptism, from the idea, formerly al-
most universally entertained, that the admin-
istration of baptism made a man a Christian.

" Sothli me ben togedere biried with him be Christ-
endom. [Vulg. per baptlsmum.]-— Wyeliffe: Rom.
vt (.

*2. Christianity, the Christian religion.

" Er Seint Austyn to Engelonde broughte cristem-

dom."—At. Dunstan, 50.

*3. The name received at baptism ; a Christ-

ian name ; hence, any appellation or name.

4. That portion of the world in which Christ-

ianity is the recognised or prevailing religion,

or which is governed in accordance with
Christian doctrines, as opposed to heathen or
Mohammedan countries.

"Like a tench! by the mass, there Is ne'er a king In
Christendom could be better bit than I."

—

Shakesp.:
Henry IV; U. t

5. The members of the Christian Church

;

the whole body of Christians collectively.

" The destruction of Jerusalem Is the only subject
now remaining for an epic poem; a subject which,
like Milton's Fall of Man. should interest all Christen-
dom, as the Homeric War of Troy Interested all

Greece."—Coleridge : Table Talk.

• chrJs-ten-er (t silent), s. [Eng. christen;

er.] The priest who performs the ceremony
of baptism. (Latimer.)

chris'-ten-Ing (( silent), pr. par., a., & s.

[Christen.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. Asparticip. adj. : Pertaining to, or con-
nected with, the ceremony of christening.

" My thoughts no christening dinners crost,

No children ory*d for butter'd toast"
T. Warton : Progr. of Discontent.

C. As subst. : The act or ceremony of ad-
mitting into the Christian Church, or of
naming generally.

" The success of the launch was most complete, and
the christening of the ship . . . was followed by hearty
cheering."—The Times, Dec 2, 1875.

• Chris'-ten-tee, s. [Christianity.] Christ-

endom.
"Some publlque officers of Christentee." — Udal:

Apoph. of Erasmus, p. 118.

• Christ -hood, s. [Eng. Christ; -hood.] The
state or condition of being the Christ
(Chester Plays, ii. 33.)

Christ -I-an, • crist-en, * cryst-yne,
crist-ene, s. & a. [A.S. cristen; O. Sax.
Tcristin; O. Fris. kristen ; 0. Icel. kristiun

;

Sw. kristen; Da. ohristen; O. Fr. christian,

christien ; Fr. chritien, all from Lat. christia-

nus ; Or. xp«<rriai*« (christknws), from xp«rr6c
(christos) — Christ. Trench draws attention
to the fact that we never in the New Testa-
ment find the word applied to the followers of
Jesus, except by their adversaries, and that it

was not introduced till the preaching of Paul
to the Gentiles of Antioch, and other causes,
showed that the disciples of the Crucified One
indicated by their devout Master aimed at
making their religion that of the entire world.
The application of the name Christian showed
that the faith so designated was perceived to
be not a Jewish sect, but n religion freed
from nationality or from locality, that it might
better discharge its mission to the world.

(Trench : On the Study of Words, pp. 99,100.)]

A. As substantive

:

1. One who believes or professes the reli-

gion of Christ ; a follower of Christ.

"This Hakometh was a crit(ene."—Langland: P.
Plowman, 10,418.

2. One who is born in a Christian country
or of Christian parents.

3. Plural:

(1) A name assumed by a denomination
in the United States, to express their alleged
renunciation of all sectarianism. They are
rather numerous. They have no creed, nor
authority in matters of doctrine, but leave to
each individual the interpretation of Scrip-

ture, and the determination thereby of his

belief. They may be regarded as a sect of

Unitarian Baptists (gen. pron. Christ i-an).

(2) In the British Registrar-General's lists

for 1881 of religious denominations having
certified places of worship in England and
Wales, the two following occur—(a) Christians
owning no name but the Lord Jesus ; and (b)

Christians who object to be otherwise desig-

nated.

B. As adjective

:

1. Believing in or professing the religion of
Christ.

"... the most Christian barbarian who had per-
petrated on Christians outrages of which his infidel
allies would have been ashamed."—Macaulay: Hist.
Eng., ch. xL

f There exist a considerable number of
minor religious sects, having an appellation
beginning with the adjective Christian. In
the United States we have the Christian Con-
nection (otherwise Christians, or Disciples of
Christ), and the Christian Union, or, more
fully, The Church of Christ in Christian Union.
Each has over 100,000 members. In England
and Wales there are the Christian Believers,
Brethren, Disciples, Eliasites, Unionists, Ac.

2. Pertaining to Christ or his religion.

3. Pertaining to the Church of Christ ; eccle-

siastical.

"In briefly recounting the various species of eccsf
lastical courts, or, as they are often styled, Courts

Christian. I shall begin with the lowest. "—Blackstone :

Comment a ries.

4. Civilized.

1 The most Christian king, a title bestowed
by Pope GregorytheGreatupon Charles Martel,
and retained by subsequent French kings, as
the great supporters of the Church.

"William declared aloud at his table before many
persons that he would make the most Christian King
repent the outrage, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. viL

Christian architecture, s. The intro-

duction of Christianity naturally had its effect

on the style of architecture adopted for reli-

gions buildings. The Roman Early Christian

style appeared first in basilicas and circular

churches. The former were, doubtless, origin-

ally built on the model of the Roman basilicas

[Basilicas], but the requirements of the new
religion soon necessitated various modifications
in the original plan. The Christian basilicas

were constructed generally with three aisles :

the central one broader than the others, the
left or north being reserved for males, and the
right or south for females. Sometimes we find

five aisles. The building terminated in a semi-

circular apse. The decorations consisted of
paintings and mosaics, used mainly in the
apse. The pillars were generally of the Corin-
thian order. [Corinthian.] Symbols were
largely introduced. These were the cross, the
monogram of Christ, a lamb or a dove, as
typifying the Holy Spirit, and a fish, used as a
symbol of Christ from the letters of the Greek
word txWs (ichthvs)=& fish,forming the initials

of the titles of our Lord, "Ino-oOc X^ioroc *3eSv

vibs cta-rqa (Iesous Christos, Theou huios, sdter)

= Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Saviour.
The roofing was of beams with flat panelling,

frequently gilt. The altar Btood at the east

end in front of the apse. The space round the

altar was railed off and called the sanctuary.
Adjoining the entrance was generally a narrow
space called the Narthex, [Narthex.] In
the middle of a portico in front of the building
was a bowl for washing the hands. [Can-
tharus.) A crypt was constructed under the
altar for the reception of the bones of the
patron-saint. The most magnificent specimen
of Byzantine architecture is the Church of St.

Sophia at Constantinople, built originally by
Constantine, and rebuilt after its destruction

by fire, by Justinian in the sixth century.

[Byzantine.] Russian church architecture

was at first a deterioration of Byzantine,
modified in the fifteenth century, by the
introduction of bulb-shaped domes, adopted
from the Tartars. The Gothic, or Pointed
style, the most familiar to us in religious

architecture, is distinguished by the pointed
arch, formed of two segments of a circle

meeting in a point. [Gothic] The Per-
pendicular and Flamboyant styles are de-

teriorations of the Gothic [Flamboyant,
Prrfi:ndici;lar], deriving their names from
the form of the tracery, of the windows, and
ornaments. The Classic styles of architecture

have been comparatively rarely adopted in

church architecture. The Cathedral of St.

Paul, which by its dome recalls St. Peter's at

Rome, is an example of the Renaissance, or

revived Roman style. In plan, English

churches generally form a Latin cross, consist-

ing of a nave, transepts, and chancel—(see
these words) — their direction being almost

invariably east and west. In a few isolated

instances, such as St. Sepulchre's, at Cam-
bridge, the plan is circular.

Christian courts, s. pi.

Law : The same as Ecclesiastical courts.

Christian era, s.

Chron. : The era or epoch introduced by the
birth of our Lord. It was calculated back
about the year 532, by a monk, Dionysius
Exiguus, the latter word, meaning little, being
assumed either because his staturewas diminu-

boil. boy; pout, jo'wl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -U
-elan, -tian =» shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(Ion, -sion m zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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live or because he modestly believed his mental
powers small, which they were not. It is

thought that he fixed the advent too late by
(bur years, and that consequently Jesus was
born, if the contradiction in terms can be per-
mitted, in B.C. 4. Mr. J. W. Bosanquet con-
siders that it was in b.c. S. On these views
the year 1882 of the Christian era is really
1886 or 1885. The Christian era is sometimes
called the Dionysian era.

Christian name, *. The name given to
a child on its admission into the Christian
Ohurch at baptism, as distinguished from the
surname or family name.

Christian period, s.

Arckceol. : The period from the introduction
of Christianity till now. It varies in different
•ountries, as for instance in Syria aud in
England.

Christian-science, i. A religious

and mental healing system which originated
aUout 1866 in Boston, and has spread to some
»mall extent. It teaches "the reality and
allness of God, the unreality and nothingness
of matter."

Christian-scientist, «. One who
believes in Christian-science.

• Chris -ti -an, v.t [Christen.] To convert
to Christianity ; to baptize.

* Chris'-tl-an-Iam, *. [Fr. chrittianitme

;

Lat. christianismus, from Gr. xpt.oTi.a.vuru.6%

(christianismos) = the profession of Christ-
ianity. ]

1. Christianity, the profession of the Christ-
ian religion.

2. Christendom ; the nations professing
Christianity.

Christ I-anite (1), s. [Named after Prince
Frederick'of Denmark, who explored Vesuvius
in company with the discoverers Monticelli
and Covelli, with suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Anorthite occurring at
Mount Vesuvius in isolated blocks among the
old lavas ; also in the Faroe Islands and
Java.

christ'-I-on-ite (2), «. [Named after Chris-
ti;m VIII. of Denmark, with Eng. suff. -ite

(Mia.) (q.v.)i]

Mineralogy

:

1. The same as Anorthite (q.v.).

2, Christianite of Detcloizeaux : The same as
Phillipsite (q.v.).

Chris-tf-an'-I-ttf, * oris ti -en-to, * crys-
ty-an-te, * cris-tan-te, s. [O. Fr. ores-

tientet, crestiente; Fr. chretiente, from Lat.
chrUtUtnitas.]

1. Christendom ; the professors of the
Christian religion.

2. The Christian religion ; the doctrines and
precepts taught by Christ

1[ To take a comprehensive view of Christ-
ianity,, attention should be given to (1) its
doctrines, (2) its government and discipline,
•nd (8) its history from the time that it was
Introduced into the world until now.

(1) The Doctrines of Christianity : Though
the professors of Christianity have separated
Into many sects, as have the Mohammedans,
the Brahmanists, and others, yet all but a
small minority are really at one with respect
to certain great fundamental doctrines. Christ-
ians believe in a Supreme Being—the one
living and true God. The immense majority
hold that it is not Inconsistent with mono-
theism to accept the tenet that in the Divine
Unity there is a Trinity, the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Spirit, to all of whom worship
of the highest kind can be paid. Jesus Christ
Is identified by them with the second person
of the Godhead, and is held to be at once God
and Man. As God He existed from eternal
ages, and was not first brought into being
when born at Bethlehem. They consider that
He was miraculously conceived by the Holy
Ghost, and that His mother remained the
Virgin Mary after having brought Him into
the world. The reason why He came to this
earth is held to have been that He had been
commissioned by His Eternal Father to under-
take a mission of mercy to the earth. Another
tenet of their faith represents man as having
been created innocent, but to have fallen, and
now to be guilty and in need of a Saviour.
Christ is believed to have been that Divine

Saviour. His life on earth is regarded as
having been perfect, so that He constitutes

the exemplar for all mankind. His death is

held to have been an atonement for sins not
His own, and to have been so important that
to it all Jewish ceremonies and symbols and
all Messianic prophecy, as with a finger,

pointed. Faith in His Divine mission and
work, and specially on the efficacy of. His
death, are insisted on to put sinners in posses-

sion of the benefits purchased by their Re-
deemer's death. The historic facts of His
resurrection and ascension are pointed to as
evidences of the sanction and acceptance of
His work by His Heavenly Father, and implicit
trust is expressed in His coming again agree-

ably to His promise to earth, and in His
ultimately becoming the Judge of the world.
At the final assize it is believed that those
whose good deeds show that they have be-
lieved in Him, shall be rewarded by eternal
felicity, whilst everlasting misery shall be in

store for those who have been faithless and
wicked. The acceptance of this creed by man
in his fallen state, is held to be impossible
without. Divine assistance, and it is considered
that the Holy Ghost, if solicited, will give the
requisite spiritual power to produce faith in
the most unbelieving heart. The Scriptures
of the Old and New Testaments are regarded
as possessing inspiration in a sense in which
no other book has it, and as being, therefore,
in the highest degree fitted to enlighten
inquiring minds as to religious duty.

(2) The government and discipline of Christ-

ianity : [For these see Church government.]

(3) The history of Christianity : [For this see

Church history.]

H Christianity is part of the law of England,
though certain statutes in its support, now
regarded as persecuting, have either been
allowed to fall into desuetude, or have been
formally annulled. Similar laws, making
offences against Christianity punishable existed
in some of the Colonies, but no such statutes
can exist in the United States.

chrls-tI an- 1 zaHon, chris - ti -an-i-
sa'-tlon, *. [Eng. christianize) ; -ation.} The
act of converting to Christianity. (Chr. Obs.)

chris -ti an ize, chris ti-an ise, v.t. & i.

[Fr. christianiser ; Low Lat. christianieo, from
Gr. xpioriai-u/u (christianizo)=to make Christ-
ian, xpurruH'os (christianos)= Christian.]

A* Transitive;

1. To make Christian, to convert to Christ-
ianity.

* 2. To adapt to Christianity or Christian
doctrines.

"The principle* of Platonick philosophy, m It ii
Dow chrutianUed."—Dryden.

* B. Intrant. : To become Christian.
"Prater John . . . doth in some sort devoutly

christianite."—Sylvester: Colonies, S7SL {Davits.)

chris -ti-an lzed, chris -tl-an-Ised, pa.
j*ar. or a." [Christianize.]

chris -ti-an-iz ing, chris -ti-an-is-ing,
pr. par., a., & s. [Christianize.]

A. <& B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb.)

C. As subst. : The act or process of making
Christian ; christianization.

Chris -tl-an-llke, a. [Eng. christian;
-like.]

h Of things: Befitting a Christian.

"... avoids them with great discretion, or under-
takes them with a most Christian-like fear."—
Shakesp. : Much Ado, ii. a
2. Ofpersons: Like a Christian.
" Although the duke was enemy to him.
Yet he, most christutnlUte, laments his death."

Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., iii. 1

* CTiris'-ti-an-ly\ * cris-ten ly, adv. & a.

[Eng. Christian; Mid. Eng. Cristcn; and suff.

•ly.}

A. At adv. ; Like a Christian ; in a manner
befitting a Christian.

" This child Maurice was sithtben eoaperour
Imaad by the pope aud lyvcd cristenly."

Chaucer: C. T.. 5.MI.

B. As adj. : Christianlike ; befitting a
Christian.

" Father he hight and he was In the parish ; a
ihrittianltf plainness

Clothed from his head to his feet the old man
of seventy wlntars."
Longfellow : The children of the Lord's Supper.

* Chris ti an ness, i. [Eng. Christian;
•nets.] The "quality of being Christianlike or
in accordance with Christian teaching.

". . . and in like manner to Judge the christian.
net* of an action by the law of natural reason. . .

."—
Hammond : Of Conscience, { 26.

* chris ti an-og'-raph-y,4. [Gr. ypio-Ttapot

(Christianas) = a Christian, yaatyela. (grapheia)
= a description, ypdfaa (graphS) = to de-
scribe.] An account and description of Christ-
ian countries and sects.

"In my christianography you may see divers litur-
gies."—Pagitt : Beresiography, p. M.

* Chris tic 6 list, s. [Lat. Christicola ; front

Christus = Christ, and colo as to worship.] A
worshipper of Christ.

* Chris-tide, s. [Eng. Christmas), and tid*

(q. v.).] Christmas-tide.
" It [ivy] flowereth not till July, and the berries are

not ripe till Christide."— Cutpepper : £ng. Phytic., -p.

190.

chris-tis-d'-nl-a, s. [Named after Sir Robert
Christison, Bart", M.D., &c, Professor of
Materia Medica in the University of Edin-
burgh.]

Bol. : A genus of parisitic plants, contain-
ing ten or twelve species, and belonging to
the order Orobanchaceos. They are natives of
India.

* Christ -le'ss, a. [Eng. Christ; -less.) Hav-
ing no faith in Christ ; without the spirit of
Christ ; unchristian.
" And a million horrible echoes brake

From the red-ribbed hollow behind the wood.
And thundered up into heaven the ChrUtleu

code
That must have life for a blow.

Tennyson : Maud, xxiL 1.

Christ'-mas (t sil ent), * cristmes,' cristes-
mcsse, * crystcnmas, * chrystmas,
* cristemasse, s. & a. [A.S. Crist «
Christ; masse bs mass, festival.]

A* As substantive

:

1. The festival of the Nativity of Christ,

observed by the Christian Church yearly on
the 25th December.

II Augustine considered the fast of Good
Friday, and the festivals, Easter, Ascension,
and Whitsuntide, as the only huly days which
had an Apostolic origin and the sanction of a
general council. Christmas he deemed to be
of later origin and lesser authority. When
the first efforts were made to fix the period of
the year when the advent took place, there

were, as we learn from Clement of Alexandria,

advocates for the 20th May, and for the 20th
or 21st April. The Oriental Christians gener-

ally were of opinion that both the birth and
baptism of Jesus took place on the 6th of
January. Julian I., bishop of Rome froru

A.r>. 337—352, contended for the 25th Dece-*
ber, a view to which the Eastern Church ulfc

mately came round, while the Church of th%

West adopted from their brethren in the East

the view that the baptism was on the 6th of

January. When the festival was at length

placed in December, it afforded a substitute fc»

the various nations who had observed a festi-

val of rejoicing that the shortest day of the

year had passed, besides spanning over the

great interval between Whitsuntide of one

year and Good Friday of the next Coming to

the Roman Christian converts in lieu of the

saturnalia, to which they had been accustomed
while yet they were heathens, its purity be-

came sullied almost at the first by revelry

which had crept into it from this source.

Similarly the Yule log, the mistletoe, Ac,
among ourselves, are relics of an older faith.

2. The season of Christmas, i.e., from
Christmas-eve to Old Christmas-day, or

Twelfth-night, Janusry 6th.

Mne euyjhe testes aae at Cristesmetse."—AyenbUt
0/ Inwyt, p. 213.

ti The holly {Ilex aquifolium), or other

decorations for Christmas. (Statner <t Barrett.)

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or in use at

Christmas.
" Here wsa a consent,

(Knowing aforehand of our merriment)
To dsah ft like a Chritmae comedy.'

Love'i Labour's Lott, t. &

Christmas-box, t.

*L A little box in which presents wen
collected at Christmas.
" When time comes round, a ChriMmat-box they

bear, _
And one day makes them richforall the year.

2. A present given at Christmas.

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; wo, wet. here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir. marine ; go: p6\
or. wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, oub* cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oa = e ; cy - a. qu = kw-
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Christmas - card, s. An ornamented
card, having on it a few words of Christmas
greeting to the friend to whom it is sent. Not
much known prior to the decade 1870—1880.
Christmas-cards during that period came so

much into use as to inflict upon postmen an
amount of extra labour second only to that of

Valentine-day.

Christmas carol, s. A song of praise

sung at Christmas.

Christmas-day, s. [Christmas, i.]

Christmas-eve, s. The eve of Christ-

mas-day ; the night of December 24th.

Christmas-flower, t.

Botany

:

1. Helleborus nlger. [Cbristmas-r03B.]

2. Era nthis hyemalls.

* Christraas herb, *.

Bot. ; Helleborus niger. (Lyte.)

Christmas -music, ».

Music:

1. Cantatas, the words of which are suitable
to Christmas,

2. Music played by waits. [Waits.] (Stainer
& Barrett.)

Christmas-rose, s.

Bot. : A plant, Helleborus nlger, order Ra-
nunculacese, bo called from its flowering at
Christmas ; also called Christmas-flower (q.v.).

Christmas-tale, *. A tale, generally
fiction, told at Christmas. It would origin-

ally be done at the family gathering around
the Yule log, but is now done better in the
Christmas numbers of the several popular
periodicals.

Christmas-tide, a. The season ofChrist-
mas.

Christmas-tree, i A small tree, gene-
rally a young fir, on the branches of which
presents for children are hung at Christmas.

t chris-to-log'-x-cal, a. [Eng. christolog{y) ;

•ical.] Of or pertaining to Christology.

t Chris-toV-i-&& *. [Gr. Xp«rr<k (Christos)
= Christ ; A6yo« (logos) = a discourse, \vym
(lego) = to tell, to discourse.] A discourse
concerning Christ, or the doctrines of the
Christian Church.

" Ths render will find la tale author an eminent ex-
cellence in that part of divinity which I make bold to
call ChrUtology, in displaying the great mystery of
goodness, Ood the Son manifested in human flesh."

—

Trench : On the Study of Words, p. 133.

Chrfs'-ti-lyte, s. [Gr. Xpumk (Christos) =
Christ, and Avw (hid) = to loose.] One of a
sect of Christians In the sixth century, who
held that, when Christ descended into hell

[Hades], He left both His body and soul
there, and rose with His Divine nature alone.
(Ogilvie.)

*chris'-tdm, a, [A mistake for chrisom
(q.v.).]

chris-tdph'-an-f, s. [Gr. Xpicrrtfc (Christos)
= Christ, and </>aiVw (phainff) = to bring to
light, to make to appear.] An appearance
of Christ, used especially of His several ap-
pearances to His disciples between His resur-
rection and His ascension.

"The order In which he enumetatea his chrltto-
pkaniee.'—Strauss: Life of Jean ; Trans. (1846), J 188.

Christ' ophite, s. [From St Christophe
mine at Breitenbrunn, where it is found ; and
Buff, -ite (Attn.) (q.v.).]

Mi». .* A brilliant black blende, a variety of
Sphalerite or Blende (q.v.). Sp. gr., 3"91-3'923.

chrS-as'-ta-cef, s.pl. [Gr. xp6* or xp°«*
(chroa or chroia)— colour, and ocraictw (astakos)
:=a orab.] A class of pellucid gems, com-
prehending all those of variable colours, as
viewed in diiferent lights. (Webster.)

Chroma-scope, s. [Gr. xp^m* (chrdma)—
colour ; <TKoit*tn (skoped)=to view, to examine.]
An instrument to exhibit the three optical
effects of colours : CI) The refraction of prisms
and lenses; (2) The transmission of light
through transparent media

; (3) The reflection
of specnlums.

chro'-mate, «. [Chromium.]
Chromate of iron

:

Min. : The same as Chromite (q.v.Jt

Chromate of lead

:

1. Chem. : PbCrO* A lead salt of chromic
acid. [Chromium.]

2. Min. ; The same as Crocoite (q.v.).

3. Dyeing, £c : The various chromates of

lead are used to give yellow and red colours.

Chromate of lead and copper:

Min. : The same as VAUQUELiurrE (q.T.X

Chromate of potassium

:

Chem. t &c: The potassium salt of chromic
acid, much used, as is the bichromate, In

calico-printing, and for making pigments.
Soluble chromates are detected by giving a
yellow precipitate with plumbic acetate, a
crimson red precipitate with argentic nitrate,

and by forming green solutions of chromic
chloride, Cr2CLj, when boiled with alcohol and
hydrochloric acid. A dry chromate heated
with NaCl and strong H^SO^ gives off orange-
red vapours of chlor,ochromic acid. Insoluble
chromates fused with potassium nitrate yield

KgCr04 potassium chromate.

chro mafic, * chrd-mat'-lck, o. [Fr.

chromatique ; Lat. chromaticus, from Gr.

Xpw/xaTtKos (dirdmatikos) = suited for colour;

XpCifta (chroma) = colour.]

L Relating to colour, or colonrs ; coloured.

"These actions often display themselves In chro-
matic phenomena of great splendour."

—

Tyndall:
Frag of Science, 3rd ed., rL lie.

2. Pertaining to a scale of semitones in

music ; including notes not belonging to a
diatonic scale. [Chromatic scale.]

chromatic aberration, s.

Optics: (See extract).

"In the refracting telescopes . . . the different re-

fianglbllity of the different cultured rays presents an
obstacle to the extension of their power beyoud very
moderate limits. The focus of a lens being shorter a»

Its refractive Index is greater, it follows, that one and
the same lens refracts violet rays to a focus nearer to

its surface than red. ... If the paper be held in the
focus for mean rays, or between the vertices of the red
and violet cones, these will then form a distinct Image,
being collected in a point : but the extreme, and till

the other intermediate rays, wiU be diffused over
circles of sensible magnitude, and form coloured bor-

ders, rendering the image indistinct and hazy. This
deviation of the several coloured rays from one focus

is called chromatic absrration,"—lCncifcivpa*iia Me-
tropolttana; Light.

chromatic chord, s.

Music: A chord which contains a note or

notes foreign to diatonic progression. (Stainer

& Barrett.)

chromatic harmony* t.

Music: Harmony made up of chromatic
chords. (Stainer & Barrett.)

chromatic interval, s.

Mitsic : An interval which is augmented or
diminished. (Stainer & Barrett.)

chromatic modulation, s.

Music: Modulation in which, by means of
chromatic harmony, there is a passing into

an extreme key. (Stainer & Barrett.)

chromatic printing, s. The art of
printing in colours. [Chromotvpe.] (For a
description of the process, see Knight: Diet,

of Practical Mecluxnics, i, 644.)

chromatic scale, s.

Music: A scale which proceeds by semi-
tones.

chromatic thermometer, &> When
the edge of a rectangular plate of glass is

applied to a piece of heated metal, or other
substance having a temperature different from
that of the glass, and exposed to a beam of
polarised light, coloured fringes are developed.
As the different tints depend on the different

temperatures of the glass (which is supposed
to be known), and that of the object to which
it is applied, the colour of the central fringe

affords a means of inferring approximately the
temperature of the substance. (Knight.)

chromatic type, s. Type made in parts,

which are inked of various colours and sepa-

rately impressed, so as to unite into a varie-

gated whole.

* chro-mat'-i-cal, a. [Eng. chromatic; •al.]

Chromatic.
" Among sundry kinds of music that which is called

chromutical delyghtetb, enlargeth, and Joyeth the
heart, . . ."—Holland ; Plutarch, p. 1,00. (Rich.)

*Chrd-mat'-i-Cal-iy,a<fv. [Eng. chromatical;
~ty.] In a chromatic manner.

chro-mat'-ics, s. [Eng. chromatic, with
.sign of nlural iu Gr. xp**f*dT"ca (chromatika)."]

(See extract)
"The science which examines and explains the

various properties of thecoloursof lightand of natural
bodies, and which forms a principal branch of optica,
has been properly denominated chromatics, from the
Greek word xpuifxa, which signifies colour,"—Rem:
Cyclopaedia; Colour.

chro ma tid'-iiim, s. [Gr. xp^m* (chrdma),

genit. xP">riar°s (chromatos) = colour ; elSoe

(eidos)= appearance.) The **olouring matter
of plants.

chro'-ma-tism, s. [Gr. xpMpo-Tivv-os (chrdmm
tismos) « a colouring, a dyeing.]

Bot. ; The same as Chiomism (q.v.).

chrom-a-tS-dys-ops'-I-a, i. [Gr. xp*V<»
(chrdma), vpw^aToc (chromatos) m colour ; 6v«

(dus) m bad, and «i/r (ops) = the eye.]

Mot. : The same as Chromatopseitdopsia
(qv.).

* chro-ma-tog -raph-^, s. [Gr. xp«m«
(chroma) -=i colour ; -ypapTj (graphe*) = a writing,

a treatise, ypApia (grapho) = to write, to de.

scribe.] A discourse or treatise on chromatics.

* clard-ma-toT-£--&& *. [Or. xpwiua (chroma)
= colour"; A6709 (logos) sc a discourse.] A
treatise on colours. (Field.)

chrom-a-to-met-a-bleps'-i-a, s. [Gr.

xpw/ta " (chrdma), xP*"/xaT<w (enrdmatos) ma

colour, and p«Ta0AeV«> (metoblepo) = to look

from one place to another.]

Med. : The same as Chromatopseudopsia
(q.v.).

chro-ma-tom'-e-ter, a. [Gr. xp*V<* (chrdma)
= colour, and v-irpov (metron) = a measure.]
A scale for measuring the degrees of colours.

chr&^-mat'-i-phdre, s. [Gr. xp^h-* (chrdma),

vpuifiuTos (chromatos) = colour, and d>opew

(phoreo) = to bear.]

1. Zoology:

(1) A pigment-cell in the skin, to which the
change of colour in some animals is due.

(2) One of the blue, bead-like bodies in the
common Sea-anemone (Actinia mesembryan*
Viemum).

% Bot. : An Inclusive name for the granules
in the protoplasm of plants.

chrdm-a-tdph'-6r-oua,a. [Eng. chromato*
phor(e) ; •ous.j

1. Containing pigment.

2. Having chromatophores.

chrom-a-tS-pseu-dop'-slB, * tGr.

Xpiop-a. (cArdma), xP^fJ- -70^ (chromatos)

=

colour,

and tjfcv&Q {pseudo) iu compos. = false, &c]
Med. : A term used synonymously with

chromatodysopsia and chromatometablepsia
to signify a defect in the power of distinguish-

ing different aolours. [Colour-Blindness.]

cliro ' -ma-trope, chro mo trope, s. [Gr.

Xpwf** (chroma) = colour ; rpoirn (trope) = a
turning, tp«='tto> (trepd) = to turn, to twist.]

An arrangement in a magic-lantern similar in

its effect to the kaleidoscope. Tiie pictures

are produced by brilliant deiigns being painted
upo» two circular glasses, and the glasses

being made to rotate in different directions.

chro ma-type, $. [Gr. xp«/*« (chrdma) =
colour; tuttos (tupos) = type.]

Photog.: A process in which the chromic
acid is deoxidized. There are several modes
of getting photographs by the chromic salts,

preferably the bichromate of potash. (Also

attrib.)

chrom'-chlor-ite, «. [Gr. xp"A*a {dirdmab
= colour, and Eng. chlorite.]

Min. : A reddish-violet micaceous mineral

from Texas ; a variety of Penninite (q.v.).

chrome, s. &a. [Chromium.]

chrome-alum, 5.

Chem. : K2S04-Cr2(804)s
-

44H20. It Is ft

crystallisable purple double salt of sulphate

of chromium and sulphates of potassium,

sodium or ammonium, having the formula of

common alum, the alumina being replaced by
sesquioxide of chromium.

chrome-colour, s. Properly, any colour

prepared from the salts of chromium, but

boil, bo^; pout, jo~\vl; oat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem:
-dan. -tian^shan. -tlon, -sion-ahun; -tion, -sion -zhun.

thin, this : sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Inc

-tious, -sious. -clous -shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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c
nerally applied to any colour which, when
y, ia of a soft powdery consistence, and mav

be mixed with oil without grinding. (Ogilvie.)

chrome-green, «. A pigment of a beau-
tiful dark-green colour, prepared from the
Oxide of chromium.

chrome Iron, s. [Chromium.]

chrome-ochre, s.

Min. : A clayey material, containing some
oxide of chrome. It occurs of a bright-green
shade of colour. Compos. : Silica, 57*0—64*0;
alumina, 22'5—3000 ; oxide of chromium,
2*00—10'5

; sesquioxide of iron, 0*00—3*5
;

water, 0*00—11 0. (Dana.)

chrome-orange, s. A pigment of a
dark-orange colour, prepared from the sub-
eliminate of lead.

chrome-red, s. A pigment of a beauti-
ful red colour; a basic red chromate.

chrome yellow, s. A yellow pigment of
various shades prepared from lead chromate.
[Chromium.]

chrome, v.t. [Chrome, s.)

Dyeing : To treat (as wool) with bichromate
of potash.

hro - meld' - o scope, s. [Or. *p£««
(chroma) = colour ; «Ifios (eidos) = form, ap-
pearance ; (TKOTTtui (skoped) =- to see.] The
same as Dbbuscope (q.v.).

ihrd'-mic, a. [ttng. chrom(e) ; -£c.] Pertain-
ing to chrome, or prepared from it.

chromic acid, s.

Chem.: Chromium trioxide, Cr08+H20,
* substance obtained from chromium, much
used by dyers and calico-printers for dyeing
orange or red colours. It may be prepared by
adding gradually from 120 to 180 parts, by
volume, of pure concentrated sulphuric acid
to 100 parts of a cold saturated solution of
bichromate of potash. The crystals of the
trioxide separate as the solution cools.
The mother liquor should be poured off, and
the crystals dried upon a tile ; they may be
purified by recrystallization from solution in
water. With excess of sulphuric acid, chromic
acid is a valuable reagent for dissolving the
Intercellular substance of plants ; it is also
much used in organic chemistry as a powerful
oxidizing agent Chromic acid is readily
decomposed by organio matter, as dust, &c,
and must therefore be preserved in a well-
stoppered bottle. Its aqueous solution, which
should be of a pale-yellow colour, is used for
hardening and preserving nervous and mus-
cular tissues, Ac. It should be prepared when
required. Chromic acid, H2C1O4, only exists
In solution. It dyes wool'and silk yellow,
but will not dye cotton. Chromic acid boiled
In wine dyes wool a clear brown colour, if no
colouring matter, acted upon by chlorine acid,
has been added to the wine.

chromic iron, chromic Iron ore, s.

Min. : The same as Chromite (q.v.).

chromic mica, s.

Min. ; The same as Fuschite (q.v.).

shrd'-mld,*. [Chromid.e.] Any fish of the
family ChronwUe (q.v.).

jhrdm'-i-dse, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. thromis
(q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ichthy. : A family of Pharyngognathous
fishes. They have fleshy lips, and the lateral
line interrupted. They are found mostly in
fresh water in the hotter parts of the world,
though one species is in the Mediterranean.

ihrd ml-dm'-e ter, s. [Gr. xp*>>Pa (chroma)
= colour, and /itrpoy (metron) = a measure.]
An instrument for determining the purity of
water by its colourlessness. It consists of a
glass tube of about a yard in length, closed at
the eud by a cork, and resting upon a white
dish of porcelain. A green tinge is produced
by minute alga?, a white opacity often by
fungoid growths ; iron salts are indicated by
a peculiar ochry colour. (Knight.)

chro mis, s. [Gr. xP*f*a (chrdma) = colour.]

Ichthy: The type-genus of the family
Chromidffi (q.V.).

Chr6m'-ism, s. Or. xf*>p.a (chroma) = colour;
and Eng. snft 'ism.}

Bot. : An abnormal colouring of plants. It
is called also Chromatism.

chro -mite, &> [Eng. chrome, and sun*, -its

(Min.).]

Min. : An isometric mineral of a submetal-
lic lustre : colour between iron-black and
brownish-black, streak brown ; opaque, and
brittle. It is widely distributed in America,
Asia Minor, Ac Hardness, 5'S ; sp. gr.,

4-321. Comp. : Protoxide of iron, 18*0—38-95;
magnesia, 0-0—18*13 ; oxide of chromium,
39*51—63-38; alumina, 0*0—19*84; silica,
0*0—10-60. (Dana.)

chro'-mx-um, *. [Gr. xpw/mi (chrdma) =
colour.]

Min. : A metallic tetrad element discovered
by Vauquelin in 1797; symbol, Cr. ; atomic
weight, 52*2 ; sp. gr., 6. the chief ore of this
metal is chrome-iron, FeOCr2Os, found in
the Shetland Islands, and a lead chromate
PbCrO* The metal is obtained by the action
of sodium vapour on red-hot chromium tri-

chloride.
.
It forms hard grey cubic crystals,

infusible, insoluble in concentrated acids.
Chromium forms with oxygen the following
oxides :—CrO, CzuQ* Cr364 , CrOg. All com-
pounds of chromium are prepared from the
chromates. Chrome-iron ore is fused with car-
bonate of potassium and chalk, and the fused
mass is treated with water, and a soluble
yellow chromate of potassium, K2Cr04, is

obtained; it crystallises in yellow rhombic
anhydrous crystals, isoraorphous with potas-
sium sulphate ; it dissolves in 2 parts of water
at 16" ; its solution is of a strong yellow
colour, even when dilute. Chromium dichro-
mate, or bichromate of potassium, KoC^O-, is

obtained by adding sulphuric acid to the
chromate ; it crystallises red triclinic crystals

;

it is used for making pigments. It dissolves
in 10 parts of water at 16". Lead chromate,
PbCrO^, a fine yellow precipitate, is obtained
by adding a soluble lead salt to a solution of
potassium chromate ; it is called chrome-yellow.
By heating it with saltpetre it is converted into
a basic red chromate, called orange-chrome or
chrome-orange. Chromium trioxide C1O3 is

formed by adding excess of H3SO4 to potassium
chromate ; it forms soluble red needle crystals,
which are reduced by organic matter to sesqui-
oxide of chromium. By heating to redness po-
tassium dichromate it is converted into neutral
chromate and sesquioxide of chromium, CrjOs,
which is a beautiful green powder, giving a
green colour to glass and porcelain ; it is

nearly insoluble in acids. The pigment used to
produce a pink colour on earthenware is made
by heating to redness a mixture of thirty parts
of peroxide of tin, ten of chalk, and one of
potassium chromate ; the product is powdered,
and washed with hydrochloric acid. The
hydrated oxide can be obtained as a green
precipitate by adding ammonia to one of its
salts. Chromic chloride CrjClfl and chromic
sulphate Cro'SO^Jj are obtained by dissolving
the hydrated oxide in the acid. The salts of
chromium sesquioxide exist in green and in
violet-red modifications. Potassium dichrom-
ate is easily reduced by boiling it with hydro-
chloric acid and alcohol to chromium sesqtii-

chloride and chloride potassium. When sul-
phuric acid is used, chrome-alum, a double
sulphate of chromium and potassium, is ob-
tained, which has a deep violet tint. Chromium
monoxide chromous oxide, CrO, absorbs oxy-
gen rapidly ; it is only known in the form of
hydrate CrfOHV Chromium dichloride, CrCL>,
is a powerful deoxidizer. Chromium salts are
easily detected by giving in both the inner
and outer blowpipe - flame green beads with
borax, by forming a yellow soluble salt when
fused with an alkali, which is converted
into a green solution by reducing agents.
Ammonia gives a green precipitate with the
sesqui-salts. Potash and soda hydrates give a
precipitate of Cr^OH)* soluble in excess, re-
precipitated on boiling. Ammonium sulphide
precipitates the hydrated green sesquioxide of
chromium Cr^OHJg. Chromium can be de-
tected in the presence of the other metals of
this group, by fusing the precipitate with
KNO3, or platinum -foil, treating the fused
mass with water, filtering, acidifying with
acetic acid, and adding plumbic acetate, which
precipitates yellow plumbic chromate.

chro mo (1), in compos. [Gr. xp"M<* (chroma)
=colour.]

chromo-llthograph, a A lithograph
printed in colours.

chromo lithograph, v. To p reduce by
chromo-lithography.

chromo-lithographer, a, A printer
of chromo-lithographs.

chromo-lithography, «. The art of
printing chromo-lithographs.

(1) Hist. ; Colour-printing was first used in
Europe in illuminating missals and making
playing-cards, but it was not successful till it

was combined with lithography, invented be-
tween a.d. 1796 and 1800 by Alois Senefelder
of Prague.

(2) Present Process: An outline-drawing ia
first traced, then various stones are taken,
one for each colour, to which the drawing is

transferred. Then the artist puts in the
colours, with soap, of the tints required. Next
the slab is put upon the press and damped,
after which the oil colour is applied with a
leathern roller ; the parts which contain no
drawing, being wet, resist the ink, while the
drawing itself,' being oily, repels the water
while retaining the colour.

chromo lithographic, a. Pertaining
to, or executed in, chromo-lithography.

chromo cyclograph, «. A coloured
picture produced by a succession of wooden
blocks, each bearing its separate colour.
[Chromatic Printing.]

chrd'-mo (2), «. [See def.] A contraction of
chromo-lithograph (q.v.).

chromo type, s.

1. Printing: A sheet printed In colours.
The modes are various, but the usual plan is
to prepare a block for each colour, or a form
for each colour, and to place the paper upon
each in succession, the exact place being pre-
served at each impression by means of register
pins or a similar device. [Chromatic Prikt-
inq ; Chromo-lithography.]

2. A photographic picture produced in the
natural colours. This was long sought by
Niepce de St. Victor, and he announced his
success even with yellow, but no wav has
been discovered of fixing these heliochrumio
pictures. (Knight.)

chrom'-d-chre, s. [Eng. chrom(e); ochre.)

Min. : The British Museum Catalogue mat js
it a variety of Wolchonskoite (q.v.).

chro-mo-fer'-rite, a [Eng. chromo ; ferrite
(q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Chromite (q.v.).

chrom'-o-gen, *. [Gr. \pS>na (chrdma) =*
colour, audytwdia (gennad) = to produce.]

Chem.: The compound which requires only
the presence of asalt-forrainggroup to convert
it into a dye-stuff. [Chromophobe.]

chrd'-mo graph, s. [Gr. xP*»i*a (chrdma)
colour, and ypa^xo (grapho) = to write.] An
instrument used for obtaining several copies
of written matter. A substance is prepared
by heating gelatine and water with glycerine,
and then adding any insoluble white powder
to make it firm. It is poured while hot into
a shallow tin, and it sets on cooling into a firm
mass. It is used as follows : The letter, Ac,
is written on paper, and a solution of aniline
dye is used instead of ink. This is then
pressed on the slightly damped surface of the

chromograph, to which the writing is trans-

ferred, and from it many copies of the original

can be obtained. Common forms of chromo-
graphs have been formed by using glue and
treacle, &c

chro mo lep'-tis, s. [Gr. xP^t10- (chroma)
= colour ; Aem-os (leptos) = small.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, belonging to the

sub-family Serraninse, and family Percidae, or

Perches. The body is usually covered with

coloured spots.

chro-mo-lith'-Ic, « [Gr. xp&m* (chrdma) =
colour, and \i0os (lithos)= a stone.] Chromo-
lithograph ic.

"An Impression of a drawing on stone, printed at

Paris in colours, by the process termed chromoiithic.

—Proceed. "/ .v«.\ qf Antiqaaritt, i. 33 (IM4).

Chro'-md-ph6re, s. [Gr. xpufta (chrdma) =
colour ; tftoptut (phored) = to bear, to produce.]

Chem. : The body whose presence in con-

junction with a salt-forming group determines

the possession of tinctorial power. NO2 is ths

chromophore of nitraniline and nitrophenol,

and nitrobenzene is their chromogen.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pttt,

•r, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, onto, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se. ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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ohro mo pho tofif ra phy, *. Photog-
raphy in colore, a process now very little nearer
solution than it was when first attempted, more
than twenty years ago. (American Journal oj

Photography, Jan., 1895.)

Chro mo-sphere, t. [Eng. chrome (1)

;

sphere (q.v.).] The gaseous envelope of the
sun, through which the light of the photo-
sphere passes.

^1 Stellar chromosphere : The gaseous envelope
supposed to exist round each star.

Chro-mo-spher -Ic, a. [Eng. chromosphere)

;

•ic.] Of or pertaining to a chromosphere.

Chro'-moiis, a. [Eng. chrom(e); and suff.

•ous.] Of the nature of or pertaining to
chrome. [Chromium.]

ohromous chloride, 5.

Ckem. : CrCljj, a white powder obtained by
heating chromic chloride in a stream of hy-
drogen.

Chro -mule, 5. [Gr. xp*>h*>- (chrdma) = colour

;

v\n (hule) = matter as a principle of being.]

1. The same as Chlorophyll (q.v.).
" The colouring secretion . . . termed chromuU. on

which the colour of all green parte depend*. "—Car
ptnter: Vegetable Physiol., j 367.

t 2. The colouring matter of petals.

ehron ic, ' < hron i oaj, a. [Fr. chroniqut ;
Lat. chronicus = pertaining to time.]

1. Ora\ Lang, : Relating or pertaining to
time.

2. Pathol. : Applied to diseases of long dura-
tion, in opposition to acute (q.v.).

"Cases which hold an equivocal rank, which are
neither decidedly acute nor plainly chronic."— Wat-
ton : Principle* and Practice of Phytic, lect. viii.

Chron'-i-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. chronical ; -ly.]

In a chronic manner ; of long duration ; always.

chron i-cle, * cron-i-cle, * cron-y-
kylle, *. [Formed as a dimin. from Mid.
Eng. croniqiie or cronike, used by Gower

;

from O. Fr. cronique, pi. croniques = chro-
nicles, annals ; from Low Lat. chronica = a
catalogue ; from Gr. xpovued. (chronica) =
annals, neut. pi. of xpoviieoc. (chronikos) = per-
taining to time ; yoopo? (chronos) m time.
{Skeat.y]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

Q) A register or history of events in regular
order of time, a diary, annals. It differs
from a history proper in that the events are
Bet down in order of succession barely and
simply without any attempt at connection,
colouring, or philosophic treatment.

(2) A history ; a narrative of events (generally
in the plural).

2. Fig. : Anything which conveys or suggests
the course of events in history.

" Every mouldering stone la a chronicle."—Irving.

IT. Scripture Canon (PI.): A name applied
to two books of the Canonical Old Testament,
which immediately follow 1 and 2 Kings. In
the Hebrew Bible they form but a single com-
position, entitled DW1 n^i (Libre Hayamim)
— words of^days, i.e.

t diaries or journals. The
Septuagint translators were the first to divide
the one volume into two, which they called
HapaXftjvofitriuf irptaTov (I'araleipomendn pro-
ton), and ilapakctiroiMii/aiv oevrepof (Paraleipo-
menon deuteron) = the first ana the second of
things left over, i.e., passed by or omitted by

.
the writers of the books of Samuel and Kings.
In the Vulgate, Wycliffe, and the earlier printed
versions, they are termed 1 and2 Paralipomenon
(q.v.). Jerome called the undivided book
Chronicon, and the Vulgate Chronica or Chroni-
corum liber [Chronicon], from the former of
which two appellations we derive the name
Chronicles. To a certain extent the Chronicles
are supplementary to the books of Samuel and
Kings, but in part they also travel over the
same ground, the books of Kings, however, re-
garding events from the prophetic standpoint,
whilst the Chronicles do so from the Levitical
point of view. The traditionary opinion, both
among Jews and Christians, regards Ezra as
having been the author or compiler of the
books of Chronicles. If so, then a later hand
must have added ch. iii. 19—24, where the
descendants of Zerubbabel are enumerated
apparently to the third generation. If, on the
contrary, that passage was penned by the
writer of the other parts of the book, then the

composition of the volume itself must be
brought down to B.C. 330, if not to 300—nay,
there have been advocates for even a lower
date, viz., 270 or 260. At even the earliest of
these dates the Jewish commonwealth con-
sisted chiefly of the two tribes of Judah and
Benjamin, the ten tribes not having returned
from captivity. In the books of Chronicles,
consequently, the former kingdom of Israel
holds but slight prominence, whilst that of
Judah, to which the writer was passionately
attached and of which to a certain extent he
was the apologist, is treated at length. He
shows that Judah was prosperous when it

followed Jehovah, and fell into misery and
decay whenever it rejected Him as its king.
The writer of the books of Chronicles seems

tfl copy or allude to Genesis, Exodus, Num-
bers, Joshua, Ruth, 1 and 2 Samuel, 1 and 2
Kings, Ezra, and Nehemiah ; between xi. 3—
24 of the last-named of these books and
1 Chrou. ix. 2—34 there isa strikingparallelism.
Some of the numbers in Chronicles differ

from those in Kings, possibly from errors of
copyists, figures in the very nature of things
being much more liable than words to undergo
alteration. Where Kings and Chronicles differ

in this respect, the numbers in the former
books are to be preferred.

chron '-i-cle, cron i cle, * cron-y-cal,
v.t. [Chronicle, s.] To record in a chronicle
or in history ; to register.

" In Rome thya geate cronycald ys."
Sir Eglamour, 1,139.

chron'-i-cled, pa. par. or a. [Chronicle, v.]

chrdn'-i-cler, * cron y-clere, *. [Eng.
chronicle); -er.] A writer of a chronicle or
history ; a historian.
" Cronydere. CronUsus, historieut,"—Prompt. Parv.

*chr6n'-i--clei\ *cron'-I-cler, v.i. [Chron-
icler, s.] To chronicle, to relate in history.

"Out of an anonymal cronicfering manuscript."—
Fuller ; Worthies ; Lincoln, 11. A.

chron -I-ctfrig, pr. par., a., A $. [Chroni-
cle, v.]

A. V B. As pr. par. <fr particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of recording In a
chronicle or a history ; the writing of a history
or chronicle.

t chron 1 clist, * cron i cllst, s. [Eng.
chronicle); -W.J A chronicler. (SkeUon.)

chron'-I-con, s. [Gr. xp0vik°v (chronicon),
neut. of xp°VLK°s (chronikos) ss concerning
time

; xpoi/os (chronos) = time.]

Literature, Ch. Hist., etc. : A chronicle, as
Chronicon AUxandrinum, the Alexandrian
Chronicle ; Chronicon Paschale, the Paschal
Chronicle.

' chron i que, • cron t que (que as k),
* cron-yke, s. [O. Fr. cronique.} [Chron-
icle.] A chronicle; a record of events.

" Aa the cronique telleth."

—

Oower, L 81.

"The best chrontque that can be now compiled of
their late changes, . .

."

—

L. Addison: West Barbary.

chron -6-gram, s. [Fr. chronogramme, from
Gr. xpo^o? (chronos) = time ; ypa.fj.pia (gramma)
= a writing, ypd<f><o (grapho) = to write.] An
inscription in which a certain date is included
and expressed in numeral letters. (See an
example under the following word.)

" He may apply his mind to heraldry, antiquity ;

—

make epitliataniiuiu!), Ac, anagrams, chronogram*,
acrusticka upon his friends' names."

—

Burton: Anat.
of Melancholy, p. 282.

chron 6 gram mat Ic, chrSn~6-gram-
mat'-i-cal, a . [Fr. chronogrammatique, from
chronogram/me.] Pertaining to, or of the
nature of, a chronogram.
" Gloria lausque Deo, tteCLor f'if in ssec Pla sunto,
A chronogrammatical verse, which includes not

only this year, 1680, bat numerical letters enough to
reach above a thousand years further, until the year
2867."—Bowel.

"chron o-gr&m-m&t'-i-cal-lf, adv. [Eng.
chronogrammatical ; -ly.] fn manner of a
chronogram.

" These elegies and epitaphs are printed in several
formes, some like pillars, some circular, some chrono-
grammatically."— Wood: Athena Oxonienses, U. 111.

* chron 6 gram -ma-tist, $. [Eng. chron-
ogrammat(ic) ; -ist] ' A writer of chrono-
grams.

" There are foreign universities, where, as you praise
a man in England for being an excellent philosopher,
or poet, it is an ordinary character to be a great chro-
nogrammatist."—Add ison.

Chron'-O-graph, ». [Fr. chronographc, from
Gr. xpovo<; (chronos) — time

; ypd^n (graphi) =
a writing, ypdtfxo (grapho) — to write.]

* 1. A chronogram.

2. A time indicator. Astronomical intervals
are noted by pressing a key which makes one
dot or puncture on a travelling strip of paper
and another at the end of the observation.
Such a time-paper becomes a record. The
racer's chronograph is one which deposits
ink-spots on a travelling paper at the start
and arrival of the horses. (See Chronometer
and Chronoscope.)

tchron-Sg'-ra-pher, s. [Eng.chronograph(y)

;

-er.] A writer of chronography ; a chrono-
loger.

" Dionysius compares them with the Qreek chrono-
graphert,"—Le-wis: Cred. Early Roman But. (1BU),
ch. &., j 11, voL L, p. »L

chron-6 graph'-ic, a. [Eng. chronograph(y);
•ic.) Pertaining to, or recorded by, the
chronograph (q.v.),

chrdn-dg'-ra-ph^, «. [Gr. xpovoypa^Ca
(chronographia), from ^p6fo« (chronos)= time

;

ypo^ij (graphe) = a writing.] An account or
description of past time ; a history.

chrdn-ol'-A-ger, s. [Gr. xp°vo^°yos (chrono-
logos), from xp°v0^ (chronos) = time ; Adyos
(logos) = an account, Keyui (lego) = to tell.]

One who devotes himself to, or is skilled in
the chronology of history.

". . . th*t is to say 800 years before the foundation
of Naxoa, which is fixed by the ancient chronologert
at 136 B.C"—Lewis: Cred. Early Roman ffist. (1855),
ch. viii., { 2, voL L, p. 276.

• chron 6 log - ic, • chron 6 log Ick, a.

[Fr. chronologiqiie ; Gr. xpofc-AoyiKo? (chronolo
gikos) = pertaining to chronology (q.v.).]

Chronological.
" May chronoloffick spouts

Contain no cypher legible !

"

T. Warton : Epist. from T. ffearns).

chron-o-lSg'-ic-al, a. [Eng. chronologic;
-al.\

1. Pertaining to chronology ; containing an
account of events in the order of time.

". . . the chronological account of soine times and
things past, . . ."—Hale: Origin of Mankind.

2. Arranged according to order of time.

"They are not arranged in logical nor in cArofio-
togieal order."

—

Times, Nov. 24, 1876.

Chron 6 ldg-i-cal-ly, adv. [Eng. chrono-
logical; -ly.] In* a chronological manner;
according to chronology or the succession of
time.

* chron-dr-6-glSt, s. [Fr. chronologiste ; Gr.
XpocoAoyos (chronologos).} The same as Chbon-
OLOOER(q.V.).

"According to these chronologists, the prophecy ot
the Rabin, that the world should last but six thou-
sand years, has been long disproved."

—

Browne: Vol.
gar Errours,

chrdn-oT-d-g& s. [Fr. chronologic; Gr.
Xpovokoyta. (chronologia) = computation of
time, chronology : xpo^os (chronos) = time

;

Aoyos (logos) = & discourse.] The science of
computing and adjusting dates and periods of
time by divisions and periods, and of assign-
ing to events their proper dates.

".
. . the system, or many systems, of chronology

framed out of tiie Egyptian monuments, . .
."

—

Mli-
man : Hist, of Jetcs(3rd ed.), Pref., vol. L, p. xxlx.

1[ The following are the leading systems of
chronology existing among the several nations
of the world. Want of space forbids that the
list should t>e exhaustive :

—

1. Chinese and Japanese Chronology : In
these calculation is made by cycles of sixty

years, each year of the cycle separately
named.

2. Hindoo Chronology

:

(1) Historical: No system is universal in
India or exclusive. Two of the chief are the
era of Salivahana (a,d. 77), and that of
Vicramaditya (b.c 57).

(2) Astronomical : The Hindoos have four
ages [Yuga]. We are now in the Kali Ynga,
beginning about 3094 b.c

3. Egyptian Chronology

:

(1) Historical : Julius Africanus and Euse-
bius have preserved some fragments of a work
by Manetho, an Egyptian priest, who lived in

the time of Ptolemy Lagus, in the 3rd century
b.c. In these fragments the successive rulers

of Egypt, from the very first to nearly the
time of Alexander the Great in the 4 th

•oil, boy; pout, j6%l; oat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =fc
•«ian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -?ion = zhiin. -clous, -tioua, -sious = shus. -ble. -de. Ac. iu bel, oeL
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century ac, are arranged iu thirty or thirty-
one dynasties. Increasing importance has
been given to his work, as it has been found
that one after another of his statements, once
unsupported, have been confirmed by the
hieroglyphics of the monuments. A long
period is, of course, requisite for so many dyn-
asties. Lane, Stuart Poole, and others largely
reduce this by making certain of the first

seventeen dynasties contemporaneous, whilst
Bunsen, Lepsius, and their followers make
them successive, and contend for a lengthened
chronology.

(2) Astronomical : The Egyptians, moreover,
calculated by a tropical cycle of 1,500, and a
Sothic cycle of 1,400 Julian years. [Cycle.]

4. Greek Chronology: In the time of Hero-
dotus, and subsequently in that of Thucydides,
the Greeks had no chronology spanning wide
intervals of time. It was not till b.c. 194 that
Eratosthenes, the "father" of Greek chrono-
logy, began to count by Olympiads, the first

of which was dated from what we now should
call b.c. 776. He was followed by Apollodorus,
B.c. 115, Censorinus a.d. 238, &c There were
other Greek methods of computation than by
Olympiads ; thus the era of the Seleucidie
was b.c. 324.

5. Roman Chronology : The method of Roman
reckoning was by the consulships, which, of
course, could give no indication of time unless
their order was carefully preserved, and even
then was clumsy. A mueh simpler and better

Slan was by calculating years from the build-
ig of the city. This Varro, whom the moderns

follow, placed in what would now be called
B.c. 753, while Cato preferred 752. It does
not materially diminish the value of this date
that Rome would seem to have come into
existence earlier than that year. It is enough
for chronology that the date to be reckoned
from is a fixed one.

6. Jewish Chronology ; Up till the 15th cen-
tury the Jews followed the era of the Seleu-
cidae [4]. Since then they have dated from
the creation of the world, which they fix
3760 years and three mouths before the
commencement of the Christian era.

7. Muhammadan Chronology : Dates are
counted from the Hegira, i.e., the time of
Muhammad's flight from Mecca to Medina, 10th
or 15th July, a.d. 622.

8. Christian Chronology : Since the 6th cen-
tury' dates have l>egun to be reckoned from
the birth of our Lord [Christian era],
though the system did not become universal
in Europe till many centuries subsequently.
The chief disadvantage of this method is that
it requires a counting backward as well as
forward ; its advantage is that it evades dat-
ing the creation of man and of the earth,
though, of course, investigations have been
made as to how many years b.c. these events,
formerly believed to have occurred almost at
the same time, took place. Hales brought
together 120 opinions on the subject, the ex-
tremes varying by 3,268 years, whilst it has
been affirmed that even 300 diverse views on
the subject exist. One great reason of the
discrepancy is that the Hebrew, the Samaritan,
and the Greek Pentateuchs all differ as to cer-
tain numbers in Genesis v. and elsewhere, so
that Archbishop Ussher, following the He-
brew, makes the creation b.c. 4004, while
Hales, preferring the Septuagint Greek, fixes
the date at 5,411.

9. Scientific Chronology: Wherever the oc-
currence of an eclipse of the sun or moon has
been noted by an ancient or other historian
in the annals of any year, which he accurately
notes, astronomy will ultimately fix that
eclipse with unerring exactitude to the day,
hour, minute, and second. The only uncer-
tainty at present is that the value of certain
tables, called Hansen's, by which the moon's
motion is computed, has excited differences
of opinion. Geology has proved finally and
irreversibly that the world was in existence
many millions of years before man came upon
the scene, and that the two events must not
be confounded by chronologists. Occurrences
marking the several stages in the earth's past
history, it has hitherto dated by geological
periods, or subdivisions of them, not by his-
toric time. It is only now beginning cautiously
to feel its way to date in years a few events of
the Post-Pliocene, or at furthest, of the Newer
Pliocene periods. [Glacial period.] The
first appearance of man (a very recent geolo-
gical event) it carries back further than his-

tory has as yet ventured to do. [Antiquity
of Man, Pajjrolithic, &c.]

chron-om'-e-ter, t, [Fr. chronometre, from
Gr. xpowf (chronos) = time, and /x«Vpoc (rnehvn)
= a measure.]

1. Horol. : An instrument for the exact mea-
surement of time. This general meaning would
include clocks, watches of all kinds, clepsy-
dras, and some other devices, such as hour-
glasses and thegraduated caudles of the famous
King Alfred. The term is, however, applied
in a restricted sense to those having adjust-
ments and compensations for the fluctuations
of temperature. Chronometers are known as
ship's aud pocket The rating of chrono-
meters is usually conducted at government
observatories. The instruments are sent from
the different watchmakers and received at
stated periods. They remain the greater part
of a year, their rates being noted daily by two
persons. The best receive prizes and are
purchased for the navy ; others receive certi-
ficates of excellence ; others are unrewarded.
On their arrival in January, they are left to
the ordinary atmospheric temperature for some
months ; their rates are taken under these
conditions. The apartment is then heated to
a tropical temi>erature, and the rate taken.
They are then placed for a certain period in
trays over the stove, and the rate taken. They
are then placed in a refrigerating chamber
cooled by a freezing mixture, and the rate
taken under this artificial arctic temperature.
Their capacity to stand these variations con-
stitutes their value, and their actual range of
exposure may be estimated at 180"—from the
+ 120* of Aden and Fernando Po to the — 60'

of the Arctic regions when frozen in the pack
of ice and watching through the long, long
night. (Knight.)

2. Music: An instrument to indicate musical
time ; a metronome.

" An instrument under the . . . name chronometer
Is also used by musician* lor the accurate measure-
ment of time. Two sorts have been Invented for
different purposes. The first supplies the motion of
the conductor, and regularly beats time . . . The
second is used by tuners of Instruments to measure
the velocity of beats."—Encyclopadia MetropoHtana.

chronometer-escapement, *. An es-
capement invented by Berthoud, and improved
by Harrison, Arnold, Earnshaw, and Dent.
It is the most perfect, delicate, and satisfac-
tory in its operation, of all the escapements.
It is also kept more carefully, at least in
marine chronometers, as the gimbal-joint
hanging enables it to maintain a constant
position relatively to the horizon, and it is

carefully guarded from jars.

chron-6 met ric, chron-6 met -ri-cal,
a. [Ft. chronometrique.] Pertaining to" a
measurer or the measurement of time ; per-
taining to, or measured by, a chronometer.

"... to carry a chain of chronometrical measure-
ments round the World."—Darwin: Voyage Round the
World (ed. 1870J, ch. i. L

chronometric-governor, s. A device
by which a time-measurer set to work at a pre-
scribed and equable rate is made to regulate
the motion of an engine. Invented by Wood,
and improved by Siemen.

Clir6n-<xm'-fit-r^,s. [Fr. chronometrie.] The
art or science of the division and measure-
ment of time. (Maunder.)

chron'-o-scdpe, s. [Gr. xpoVo? (chronos) =
time ; traroire'w (skopeo) = to see, to examine.]

1. An instrument invented by Prof. Wheat-
stone in 1840, to ascertain the velocity of pro-
jectiles by measuring small intervals of time.
Two wire targets are placed, one about twenty
yards from the gun, and the second about the
same distance farther on. These are con-
nected by a fine insulated wire with the in-
strument, which is about 400 yards in the
rear of the ordnance. The instrument is ad-
justed on a plan similar to an electro-ballistic
machine. When the shot is fired it cuts the
wire in the first target, and then In like
manner cuts the wire in the second target, the
instant each wire is severed being recorded
by the instrument. The interval of time oc-
cupied by the ball in passing from one target
to the other furnishes the data for obtaining
the initial velocity of the shot.

2. An instrument to measure the duration
of luminous impressions upon the retina,
{Webster.)

3. A metronome. (Craig.)

chro 6 coc-ca -ce-ee, s. pi. [Gr. xp^s (chrSs\
genit. xpo&s (chroos) « colour; kokkos (kokkos)
= & kernel, and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -aceoz.)

Bot. : An order of microscopii-al unicellular
plants, from salt and fresh water.

chrd-o-lep'-I-d», s. vl. [From Mod. Lat.
chroolepus), the type ; and Lat. fern. pi. adj.
suff. -idm.}

l w
Bot. : A family of Fungi or Alga, of which

Chroolepus is the type.

chro-6-l6p oid, a. [From Gr. xf*** (chros)
— colour

; Acs-it (lepis) — a scale ; cZftot (eidos)
= form, appearance.

1

Bot. : Made up of small yellow scales. (R.
Brown, 1874.) ,

chro-o-lep'-us, s. [Gr. xjxic (chrds) = colour,
and Acme {lepis) = a rind, husk, shell.]

Bot, : A generic name applied to certain
byssoid structures found on rocks, bark of
trees, Ac. Chroolepus aureum is coir.pos«d
of rigid opaque, ultimately brittle filaments,
forming soft cushions of a yellowish colour

;

C. Jolithus, odoratum, lichen Icola are of orange
or fulvous colour. Another series of s]>ecies,
C. ebenea, Ac, are black. These plants have
been regarded sometimes as Fungi and some-
times as Algae. Rabenhorst describes eleven
species. The genus forms the tvpe of the
family Chroolepidse. Reproduction by bi-
ciliated zoospores. (Griffith £ Henfrey.)

chrys -a-lid (pi. chr^s-al'-I-des), «. & a.

(Fr. chrysalide; Lat. chrysallis; Gr. xpvaaXXU
(chrusallis) = the gold-coloured sheath c* **»-ne
butterflies, a chrysalis, from xPv<?°s (cr< rv$os)= gold.]

* A- As subst. : [Chrysalis).

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or resembling *
chrysalis.

chrys al i-dina, s. [Eng. chrysalid ; and
Lat. neut. pi. adj. suff. -ina.]

Zool. : A Textularian Foraminifer, with a
tri8erial arrangement of chambers and with
large pores, and sometimes tubes, opening
from chamber to chamber. Chrysalidina
gradata is from the Cretaceous strata of
France. A dimorphous form, which is uni-
serial in its old state, lives in the Indian
Ocean and Panama Bay. (Griffith £ Henfrey.)

chrys'-a-lis (pi chrys al-i-desV ft

[Chrysalid.] *

1. Nat. Hist : The last stage through which
most insects pass before reaching their winged

CHRYSALIDES.
la B Danais Crysippm C IpttM

Glaucippi. D CalUdxyas eubula. £ Adoliaa aoontbm

or perfect state. In this stage the insect is

externally quiescent, but is the subject of in-

ternal changes, the chief among which are the

development of wings and sexual organs. The
case of the chrysalis varies greatly in t*»e

different orders. [Cocoon.]

2. Fig. : Applied to the state of man while

In this world : the soul enclosed in the body
being compared to the perfect insect enclosed
in its case.

This dull ehrpealU
Cracks Into shining wings, and hope ere dealV

"

Tennyson : St. Simeon Styiitm.

Chry«-&m'-lc,a. [Gr.xpvo-6c(cAn/«as)=gold|
Eng. am- contr. for ammonia; and suff. -tc]

T These various chemical terms com-
pounded with chrys- owe their derivation

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wol£ work, who, son ; mute, cub, ciire, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oj = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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from Gr. xpwr<x (chrusos) m gold, to the fact

of their golden or rich yellow colour.

chrysamic acid, *.

Chem. : Tetranitro-chrysazin, or tetranitro-
dioxy-anthraquinone, Cj^^NO^OH^O^
An acid obtained by heating aloes with strong
nitric acid. It crystallizes in golden-yellow
scales. It is slightly soluble in water, and
has a bitter taste ; its potassium salt resem-
bles murexlde. It is converted by chloride
of lime into chloro-picrin. With ammonia it

forms ohrysammate of ammonia, consisting of
black adamantine crystals, and with potash,
a beautiful carmine-red powder called chrys-
ammate ©f potash.

chrys-am-ide, s. [Gr. youo-os (chrusos)—
gold, and Eng. amide (q.v.).J

Chem.: The same as tetra-amido-chrysazin,

Ci-jH^NHaMOIDijOa. It is obtained by the
action of reducing agents on chrysamic acid.

Chrysamide forms indigo-blue needle crystals

having a metallic copper lustre,

chryVam'-mate, s. [Gr. xp«o*oV (chrusos)=

gold ; amm-r contr. for ammonia ; and suff. -ate

{Chem.).']

Chem.. : A salt of chrysamic acid,

ChrysammaU of ammonia (Chem). : [Chry-
samic acid].

Chrysammate of potash (Chem.): [Chrysamic
ACIDl.

clirys-a-nis -Ic, a. [Gr. vp^<nk (chrusos) =
gold, and Eng. anisic (q.v.).J

Chem. : Of golden hue, and having anisic

acid in its composition.

chrysanisic acid, s.

Chem. : Dinitro - paramidobenzoic add,
C6Ha(N0.2)2(NH2X?0-OH. It is prepared by
heating dinitro-anisic acid with aqueous am-
monia. It crystallizes in yellow needles, which
melt at 259°. It is a strong monobasic acid.

chrys-an'-the-miim, s. [Gr. \pvo-6s (chrusos)
= gold, and dvQepov (anthemon) m a flower. ]

Bot : A genus of herbaceous or slightly
shrubby plants, belonging to the corymbi-
ferous group of the order Composite. The
family is represented in the United States and
Europe by the Ox-eye Daisy, leuconVtetnum, and
in England by the Corn Marigold, C. Segetum.

CHRYSANTHEMUM (OX-EVE DAISY).

L Floret of the ray. 2. Floret of the dink.

The development of the Chrysanthemum by
cultivation has been extraordinary. Hundreds
of varieties are now raised in the gardens and
conservatories of America and Europe, and
magnificent new ones annually appear. This
development began in China and Japan.

chrys'-a-or, s. [Gr. xpv<r<K (chrusos) ~ gold
;

aop (aor) = a sword.]

Zool. : A name given by De Montfort to a
genus of Belemnites.

chrys-a -6-ra, s. [Gr. xpw<™ (chrusos) =
gold ; aop (aor) m a sword.]
i Zool. : A genus of Medusas belonging to the
family Pelagidse.

chrys'-a-zin, a. [Gr. xPV(r°i (chrusos) —
gold ; os(iU), and suff. in.]

Chem. : A chemical compound which crys-
tallizes in red needles, melting at 191°.

chrys-Sl-e'-phaii'-tiiie, a. [Gr. xpvo-<>s
(chrusos) = gold ; eAe^ai'-ru'os (elephantinos) =
made of ivory, eAt<£a? (elephas) = an elephant.]
Made partly of gold and partly of ivory.

"... a Doric edifice in which the celebrated chrys-
elephantine statue of the god by Pheidiaa wm placed
about B.C. 4SS.' —Mr. Newton, cf British Muteum : On
UitcocerUt at Olj/mpia, in Timet, Feb. 1, 1874.

chrys'-ene, s. [Gr. xpwos (chrusos) - gold.]

C 6 H*-CH
Chem, : 1 ll or CisHio, an aromatic

CxoHg-CH
hydrocarbon, CigH^- It is obtained along
with benzene by heating diphenyl in a sealed

tube with hydrogen. Also obtained in the
distillation of tar, pitch, fte. Chrysene is in-

soluble in alcohol and ether, but crystallises

from boiling oil of turpentine. It is a golden
yellow colour when pure.

chry-se-one, s. [Or. xp"<"°« (chruseos) —
golden. ]

Chem. : An orange - coloured substance,
S11H4O3. (?) It is obtained by digesting cal-

cium silicide with strong hydrochloric acid.

It is insoluble in water, alcohol, and in nearly
all solvents. Exposed to sunshine it becomes
lighter in colour, gives off hydrogen, and is

converted into leukone, or eilico-formic acid,

H-SiO'OB.

chrys-id'-I-dre, chrys -l-des, s.pl. [From
chrysis, the typical genus, and Lat. fern. pi.

adj. suff -ides']

Entom. : A family of Hymenopterous in-

sects, distinguished by being furnished with
a tubuliferous ovipositor. They are all para-

sitic, and coloured with the richest metallic

hues.

ChrjfS-l-me -nl-a, s. [Gr. xp*»<"« (chrusos)

= gold, and p.ivm '(mend) == to remain (?).]

Bot. : A genus of Laurenciace« (Florideous
Algse). Chrysimenia clavellosa is a rare sea-

weed, three to twelve inches high, forming
a feathery frond composed of a branched,
tubular, long, not constricted or chambered,
cellular structure, filled with a watery juice.

The spores are angular, and are contained
in dense tufts, in ceramidia borne on the
sides of the branchlets. The tetraspores are

tripartite and immersed in the branchlets.

(Griffith & Henfrey.)

Chrys'-In, s. [Gr. xpvo-fc (chrusos) m gold,

and Eng. snff. -in (Chem.).']

Chem. : A substance obtained from the buds
of species of Pnpulus (Poplars). Chrysiu
when pure forms bright yellow shining plates,

which meltand sublime at 275°. Ferric chloride

gives a violet colour with an alcoholic solutiou
of chrysin ; it is insoluble in water. It forms
a yellow solution with alkalies ; on boiling this

solution it is decomposed into phoroglucin,
acetic and benzoic acids, and methyl-phenyl
ketone.

chrys-Ip'-ter-a, s. [Gr. \pvo-6s (chrusos) =
gold, and irrepov (pteron)— a wing, a fin.]

Ichthy. : A genus of oval-bodied fishes, be-
longing to the family Chsetodontid*. They
have large pectoral fins.

chrys'-is, s. [Gr. \pw6c (chrusos) = gold.]

Entom. : The Golden Wasp, or Ruby-tail fly,

a genus of Hymenoptera. They are magnifi-
cently coloured with metallic hues. They are
parasitic, depositing their eggs in the nests of
the solitary Mason-bees or other Hymenop-
tera, on the lame of which their lame live,

Chrysis ignita has the head, thorax, and legs
of a rich blue or green, and the abdomen
copper coloured. It is constantly in motion.
It may be seen in summer on sunny walls
poking into holes in quest of the nest ofother
hymenopterous insects, of which its larvae

may make a prey.

clu^s-o-bac'-troii, s. [Gr. xpv<t°s (chrusos)
= gold, and fidKTpov (baktron) = a staff, a
stick.]

Bot. : A genus of liliaceous plants from the
Auckland and Campbell Islands, New Zea-
land. They have linear leaves, and racemose
flowers (occasionally dioecious) of a bright
yellow colour. Chrysobactron Hookeri, a
pretty little bog-plant, is cultivated in green-
houses in Britain. (Treas. of Bot.)

chrys-6-bal-an a'-ce se, s. pi. [From Mod.
Lat. chrysobalan^us) — the type, and Lat. fem.
pi. adj. suff. -acea.]

Bot. : An order of dicotyledons, closely
allied to Rosacea?, and containing about
twelve genera. They are all trees or shrubs
with alternate stipulate leaves, and several of

mem produce edible fruits. They are classed
by Lindley in his " Rosal Alliance " between
Calycanthace* and Fabacese.

chrys-o-bal -a-nus, s. [Gr. xpv<r°v (chrusos)
= gold, and fldkaio*; (bedanos) = an acorn, in

reference to the yellow fruit of some species.]

Bot. : A genus of trees, the typical one of
the order Chrysobalanaceie, with simple
leaves, and racemes or panicles of insignifi-

cant flowers. The fruit of Chrysobalanus Ioaeo,

the cocoa-plum, is eaten in the West Indies,

as is another species, C.luteus, in Sierra Leone.

Chrys'-&-be*r-yl, *. [Lat. chrysoberylhis, from
Gr. xpvo"6s (chrusos) = gold, and fi^pvKKv;
(beruUos) m a beryl.] A green, greenish-white,
or yellowish-green orthorhombic mineral, of

which there are two varieties : (1) Ordinary
Chrysoberyl, and (2) Alexandrite (q.v.).

chrys-d-chlor'-a, chrys 6 chlbre , a.

[Fr. chrysochlore, "from Gr. xpu<r°s (chrusos) =
gold, and x^wp°« (chloros) = green.]

Entom. : A genus of Dipterous insects, be-

longing to the family Notacanthee. They are
of a beautiful golden-green colour. The larva
live in cow-dung.

chry^-o-chlor'-Is, *. [Gr. xpv<*°s (chrusos)

= gold, and x^wpof (cftjoros) — green.]

Zool : A genus of Talpidse (Moles), the fur
of which reflects most brilliant hues of green
and gold. Chrysochloris aureus, or aurea, is

the Golden Mole of Africa.

chrys'-6-chroils, a. [Gr. xPv(r°^ (chrusos)

— gold, and XP"* (chros), Ep. & Ion. xp°o?
(chroos) = the skin.]

Bot. : Having a yellow skim

chrys-6-c6l'-la, * chrys-o-cholle, s. TGr.

XpytrotoXAa (chrusokolla) — gold solder ; from
xpvaos (chrusos) = gold, and KoAAa (kolla) =
glue.]

Mineralogy

:

1. A name of borax.

2. A silicate of protoxide of copper of a fine

emerald-green colour, apparently produced
from the decomposition of copper ores, which
it usually accompanies. It derives its name
from the weak resinous lustre, aud the peculiar
transparency of the fractured edges. (Page.)

"Much Chrus-i-hoUe and alto silver fire,"—Sylvetttr:
Magnificence, 601. {Davie*.)

chr^s-oc'-d-ma, s. [Gr. xPva°* (chrusos) =
gold, and kojuiJ (kome) = hair. ]

Bot. : A genus of South African shrubs or
undershrubs of the composite family, nearly
allied to Linosyris, from which it differs in

the hairs of it's pappus being in a single

series. About fifteen species are enumerated.
The leaves in most cases are linear in form
and entire. The yellow nearly spherical
flower-heads are about the size of a pea, and
single on the ends of the branches. Chryto-
coma aurea is in cultivation, and is said to be
a very common species about Cape Town. Its

leaves are linear, and about half an inch long.

(Treas. of Bot.)

chryVfi-c5-ry'-n©,s. [Gr. xPv<rô (chrusos)

= gold, and xopvvr\ Qcoruue) = a club.]

Bot. : A curious genus of small annual Aus-
tralian plants, belonging to the composite
family. They are branched from the base,

and seldom exceed three inches in height.
The leaves are small, linear, and covered with
loose white wool ; but the most marked fea-

ture in the plants is the arrangement of the
flower-heads. These are disposed in short

yellow club-shaped spikes, and each flower-

head is almost hidden by a yellow bract and
contains but two florets. Five species are

known ; they are chiefly found in the western
and southern parts of Australia.

chry"s-od'-6-miiB, *. [Gr. xpv*&t (climsos)

= gold, and 6d/xo« (domos) = a house, a build-

ing.]

Zool. : A genus of Mollusca, the shells of

which are large, and of a beautiful orange
colour. The basal channel is comparatively
short, and the body whorl ventricose. Family,
Murieidre. It is now reduced to a sub-genus
of Fusus.

chrjhs-6-gas'-tei\ s. [Gr. xPvtr°* (chrusos)

— gold, and ydo-rrjp (gastir) = a stomach.]

Entom. : A genus of Dipterous insects, be-

longing to the family Syrphidse. Chrysogaster

splendens has the head and thorax green and

*>6lL boy; pout, Jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -lug.

-elan, -tian shaa. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -slon = shun, -tious. -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, fee. - bel, del.
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the abdomen purple-black, the sides greenish,
the antennae yellow. It is half an inch long.
It occurs in England.

Chrys'-d-gen, s. [Gr. xpvrot (chrusos) = gold
;

and yevvojui (gennoo) — to produce.]

Chem. : An orange-coloured hydrocarbon,
contained in crude anthracene. It melts at
290% and is soluble in concentrated sulphuric
acid. Traces of this substance give a yellow
colour to colourless aromatic hydrocarbons.

*Chr£s-Og'-raph-y, s. [Gr. xpvirovpmpia
(chrusographio), from xpvo-os (chrusos) = gold ;

ypi'PI (graphe)= a writing, ypa4<« (graphs) =
to write.]

1. The art of writing or illuminating in
letters of gold.

2. A letter or other writing executed in
letters of gold.

Chrys'-oi-dlne, s. [Gr. xp"°~°< (chrusos) =
gold ; tUot (eitios) = like, and Eng. suff. -ine
(Cftem.).]

6

Chem. : Metadiamidazobenzene, C12H12N4 or
C6HB—NNCeH^NH^ The hydrochloride is
sold commercially as chrysoidine. It is an
orange-yellow colouring matter. Chrysoidine
is prepared by mixing a one per cent, solution
of a diazobenzene salt with a ten per cent,
solution of metadiaraidabenzene ; the resulting
blood-red precipitate is dissolved in boiling
water, the solution is cooled to 60", and pre-
cipitated with ammonia, and then crystallized
from alcohol of 30 per cent., then from boiling
water. Chrysoidine forms golden needles,
soluble in alcohol, melting at 117% It is a
base from mono-acid salts which dissolve in
water forming a yellow solution, which is
turned crimson by excess of acid. By the
action of tin and hydrochloric acid it is
resolved into aniline CgHg.NH2 and triamido-
benzene, CjH^NB^)*

Clir*«-ft-lSp'-Io, a. [Gr. xpvirot (.chrusos) =
gold, and Atm't (lepis) = a scale.] Resembling
golden scales.

chrysolcplc acid, s.

Chem. : An acid obtained in beautiful golden-
yellow scales from the mother liquid and
washings of chrysamic acid. It has been
discovered to be the same as picric acid.
[Carbazotic acid.]

Chrtfs'-d-lite, s. [Fr. chrysolithe ; Lat. cruso-
litkus; Gr. xpwroAiSo! (chrusolithos), from
Xpvmis (chrusos) = gold, and Atfot (IWws) = a
tone.]

Mineralogy

:

1. A green-coloured orthorhombic mineral
of a vitreous lustre, transparent or translu-
cent. Hardness, 6—Y ; sp. gr., 3-33—3-5.
Compos.: Silica, 3163—44-67; protoxide of
iron, 6'0—2971 ; protoxide of manganese,
O—l -81; magnesia, 3240—50-49. It is gene-
rally divided into two classes :—(1) Precious :

Of a pale yellowish-green colour and trans-
parent, so as to be lit for jewelry. This is
found in the Levant. (2) Common : Dark yel-
lowish-green to olive, or bottle-glass green

;common in basalt and lavas, at times in large
masses, having a rectangular outline. The
chrysolithus of Pliny was probably our topaz,
and his topaz our chrysolite. It frequently
changes colour, becoming brownish or reddish-
brown through the oxidation of the iron.
Under the action of carbonated waters, the
Iron is carried off instead of being peroxidized,
and also some of the magnesia is removed at
the same time ; and thus may come serpen-
tine and picrosmine, which often retain the
crystalline form of chrysolite.

2. The same as Zircon (q.v.).

3. The same as Topaz (q.v.).

i. A variety of Tourmaline, also called
Brazilian Emerald or Peridot of Brazil. It is

green and transparent.

5. The same as Apatite (q.v.).

Iron chrysolite

:

Min. : The same as Fayalitk (q.v.).

Iron manganese chrysolite

:

Min. .* A mineral near Fayalite, but con-
taining besides protoxide of iron, some prot-
oxide of manganese and lime and a little
magnesia, thus approaching hyalosiderite.
Compos. : Silica, 29-16; alumina, 156; prot-
oxide of iron, 55 -

87 ; protoxide of manganese,
8-47

; magnesia, 3 -23 ; lime, 229. It occurs
in a gneissoid rock consisting partly of augite
and garnet at Tunaberg in Sweden. (Dana.)

Titaniferous chrysolite

:

Min. : A massive reddish-brown mineral
from the talcose schist of Plunders, in the
Tyrol, having some resemblance to boltonite

;

sp. gr., 3-25. It contains 3-5 to 5-3 of titanic
acid, with 6 per cent of protoxide of iron.

* Chrys-oT-6-gy, s. [Gr. XP"°~°S (chrusos) =
gold, money, and Aiyos (logos) = a discourse.]
A discourse or treatise on wealth. (Branrte.)

chrys oT-o-phus, s. [Gr. xP"<r<« (chrusos)
= gold, and Ao<po< (lophos) = a crest.]

OrnUh. l The Walking Tyrants, a genus of
birds belonging to theTyrant Shrikes. Family,
Laniadss. They are natives of Brazil.

chrys-ol'-S-pus, s. [Gr. xp«<r°« (chrusos) =
gold, and Aoiros (hpos) = a piece, a slice.]

Entom.: A genus of Coleopterous insects,
belonging to the family B*»-ncophora.

chrys-6-ma, s. [Gr. xp»<ros (chrusos) = gold,
and ooifj.0. (soma) m a body.]

Bot. : A genus of North American com-
posite plants, considered by the authors
of the "Flora of North America" to be
the same as that of the Golden Bod (Soli-
dago). The species are perennial plants,
with alternate lance-shaped entire or serrated
leaves, sometimes furnished with pellucid
dots ; and they bear terminal corymbs of yel-
low flower-heads, each of which contains from
six to eight florets, one to three of them being
strap-shaped.

» chrys-d-mag'-net, s. [Gr. *pu(n>5 (chrusos)
= gold, and Eng. magnet (q.v!)J The load-
stone. (Addison.)

chrys-ft-me'-la, ». [Gr. xpv<">P"|AoA<>><0i<i><

(chrusomllolonthion) = a little golden beetle.)

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Chrysomelidaj (q.v.). Sixteen species are
British.

Chrys-4-mSl-i-daj, s. pi [Mod. Lat. chruso-
meUa) ; and fem. pL adj. suff. -ides.)

Entom. : A family of Coleopterous insects,
tribe Cyclica. They have ovate, convex
bodies ; tarsi four-jointed

; antennae not cla-
vate ; larvae generally naked. They live on
the leaves of plants. Thirty-eight genera
are enumerated by Sharp as British. These
insects are often very brilliantly coloured
green, purple, blue, brown, Sec, a commixture
•f colours being met with even in the Eng-
lish species.

chrys -6 phane, s. [Gr. xpuaot (chrusos) =
gold, and t>au*o (phaino) = to appear.]

Min. : A variety of Seybertite, occurring in
reddish-brown to copper-red brittle foliated
masses. Sp. gr., 3148. The British Museum
Catalogue makes Chrysophane a synonym of
Clintouite (q.v.)

* ohrys-4-phan-Io, a. [Gr. xp«<ro« (chrusos)
= gold; (paiVu (ph/iino) = to appear; suff.
ic.] Appearing like or resembling gold in
colour.

chrysophanic acid, s.

Chem. : Parietic acid, rheic acid. A
modification of dioxymetuylanthraquinone
CibH10O4=CuH5 CH^OH^Oj. Chyso] .hanic
acid occurs in the lichen Parmelia parietina,
in senna leaves, and in rhuliarb root, and is

extracted by ether. It forms golden yellow
prismatic crystals, which melt at 162°, and is

reduced by zinc-dust to methyl-anthracene.
It dissolves in alkalies, forming a red solution.

* chrys-oph -il ite, s. [Gr. xpviros (chrusos)
= gold, and <pi'Aos (philos) = a lover.] A
lover of gold. (Lamb.)

chrys-Sph -or-a, s. [Gr. xpvvo* (chrusos)
gold ; <popoc (pharos) = bearing ; <pepw (phei
= to bear.]

Entom. : A genus of Coleopterous insects,
belonging to the family Lamellicornes. The
species are of most beautiful golden and green
colours.

chrys'-o-phr^S, ». [Gr. \pvo-6t (chrusos) =
gold, and cwppv? (ophrus) = the brow.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes belonging to the
family Chaetodontidae, having bodies attenu-
ated at each end.

chrys'-4-phyU, s. [From Gr. xp<"nx (chrusos)
= gold, and tpuAAop (phullon) = a leaf.] A

(phero)

golden colouring matter found in leave*
(Rossiter.)

chrys-6-phyl-lum, J. [Gr. xpweis (chrusos)
= gold, and <J>uAAoi/ (phullon) = a leaf ; in allu-
sion to the golden colour on the under side of
the leaves.]

Bot. : A genus of Sapotaceaj, consisting of
trees witli milky juice, alternate leaves with
numerous transverse closely-aggregated ribs,
and golden hairs on the under surface. The
fruit of Chrysnphyllum Cainito is in the West
Indies esteemed a delicacy under the name of
the Star-apple.

Chrys-o'-pi-a, s. [Gr. xP"<r« (c*ru*oi) =
gold, and ottos (opos) = juice.]

Bot. : A genus of beautiful trees, natives of
Madagascar. When the bark is cut they emit
a yellow juice.

chrys 6 -prase, * crys-6 paso, cris'-
6-pace, ». [Ft. chrysoprase; Gr. xpw°-
irpowof (chrusoprasos), from xpvo-fa (chrusos) =
gold, and wp&o-ov (prason) = a leek, from the
colour.]

Mineralogy :

1. An apple-green variety of chalcedony,
the colour due to the presence of oxide of
nickeL

2. A variety of beryl, of a pale yellowish-
green colour.

"The crytop'iie the tenthe la tyght."—S. B AUU
Poem* ; Pgart, 101X

chrysoprase earth, s.

Min. : A variety of Pimelite (q.v.).

• chrys-op'-ra-aus, «. [Lat.] [Chrysoprase.]
The tenth of the precious stones with which
the walls of the New Jerusalem were to be
adorned (Rev. xxi. 20, A. V.). Probably the
Chrysoprase (q.v.), as it is rendered in the
Revised Version.

chrys'-Sps, s. [Gr. xpvcot (chrusos) = gold,
and o^li (ops) = the face.]

Entom. : A genus of Dipterous insects, be-
longing to the family Tabanidae. Three
species occur in this country, where thev are
known as cleg-flies or gad-flies. They* are
all blood-suckers, and are exceedingly trouble-
some to cattle and horses in summer.

chrys-ftp'-^ala, s. [Gr. xpvvos (chrusos) a
gold, and oi/ut (opsis) = a face, appearance.]

Bot. : A genus of annual or perennial
North American composite plants, the greater
portion of the species having all their
parts covered with villous or silky hairs.
Chrysopsis villosa, a plant with oblong hairy
leaves about an inch and a half long, and
numerous yellow flower-heads, half an inch
in diameter, is said to be one of the com-
monest plants on the prairies of the Saskat-
chawan. C. graminifolia extends southwards
to Mexico ; its leaves are clad with beautiful
close-pressed silvery hairs. (I'reas. of Bot.)

chrys op -ter-is, ». [Gr. vpwro* (chrusos) =
gold, and irrepis (pteris) = a kind of fern.]

Bot. : A synonym of Phlebodium, a genus of
ferns, which includes Linneeus's Polypodiun
aureum, the specific appellation seeming to
have suggested this generic name.

Chrys-dp'-ter-yx, s. [Gr. xpucos (chrusos)
= gold, and irrepvf ( pterux) = a wing.)

Qrnith. : A genus of birds belonging to the
sub-family Ampelinae, or Typical Chatterers,
and family Ampelidee, or Chatterers.

chr^S-Sp'-til-iis, s. [Gr. XP»™ (chrusos) =
gold, and irrtAoi- (ptifon) — a wing or plume.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds belonging to the
sub-family Picinse and family Picidse, or
Woodpeckers. They are natives of tropical
America.

chrys -6 quin-oue, s. [Eng. chrys(ene), aid
1

quinone. ]

Chem. : C18H10O2. It is obtained by the
action of chromic acid on chrysene dissolved
in acetic acid. It crystallizes in red needles,
melting at 235°. It dissolves in a solution of
sodium disulphite and the concentrated solu-
tion deposits colourless crystals which are de-
composed by water with liberation of ehryso-
quinone. The reactions of ehrysoquinone
resemble those of phenanthrenequinoue. It
yields when heated with soda-lime a hydro-
carbon CigHi2.

Ote, lat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w«t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pfft,
or, wore, wplf, work, whd, son; mute, oub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, te, ce = e ; ey = a. q.u = kw.
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clii^s-dV-rho-e, 5. [Gr. %pv<r6c (chrusos)

gold ; and pon (rkoi) m a stream, a flowing,

pent (rheS) = to flow.]

Bot. : A genus of Chamselauciacese, consist-

ing of a rigid shrub from the Swan river, with
narrow terete leaves and terminal corymbs of

a bright-yellow flower.

* chrys -oosperm, s. [Gr. xf>vtr°* (chrusos)

= gold, and trirepfxa (sperma) = a seed.] A
means of creating gold. (B. Jonson: Alche-

mist.)

ehrys-6-sple -nl-um, s. [Gr.xpvo-os (chrusos)

= gold, and <ra\rfvn (spline) = the spleen ; in

reference to its supposed eflicacy in diseases

of the spleen.]

Bot.: Golden Saxifrage. A small genus of
unimportant herbaceous plants, belonging to

the Saxifragaceae, among which they are dis-

criminated by their one-celled seed-vessel, and
by being destitute of petals. Two species are

indigenous to Britain, and scarcely differ from
one another, except that one has the leaves
opposite, the other alternate. The flowers,

which are bright yellowish-green, appear in

April and May, growing in flat tufts at the
summit of the stems. Chrysosplenium opposi-

tifolium is the commoner species. C. alterni-

folium is more abundant in the north. It
was formerly used as a slight tonic. (Lindley.)

The genus is represented in various parts of

the world by plants of similar habit, none of

which are worthy of cultivation.

chrys-os'-tach-ya, s. [Gr. \pv<r6s (chrusos)

= gold, and oTaxvs (stachus) = an ear or spike

of corn.]

Bot. : A genus of climbing shrubs, belong-
ing to the order Combretacese. They are

natives of Brazil.

Chrys-6-tile, s, [Gr. xpyo-6* (chrusos)= gold,

and ti'Aos (tilos) = fine hair.]

Min. : A delicately fibrous variety of Ser-

pentine. Colour, greenish-white, green, olive-

green, yellow, and brownish. Sp. gr., 2*219.

It often constitutes seams in Serpentine. It

includes most of the silky amianthus of ser-

pentine rocks. The original chrysotile was
from Reichenstein. (Dana.)

chrya-O'-tfa, ft. [Gr. xpv<r<K (chrusos) = gold,
and o5« (ous), genit. wto« (otos) = an ear.]

Ornith. : A genus of South American
parrots, having the face and ears yellow.

chrys 6 tfix -um, 5. [Gr. xpi/o-<Sc (chrusos)=
gold, and io£ov (toxon) = an arrow, a shaft.]

Entom. : A genus of Dipterous insects.

Chrys-6 -tus, s. [Gr. \pv<roc (chrusos) = gold,

and ovs (ous), genit. <*>to« (otos) = an ear.]

Entom. : A genus of Dipterous insects, be-
longing to the family Tanystoma.

Chrys'-o^-type, 5. [Gr. xpyo-6* (chrusos) —
gold, and tvttoc (tupos) = an impression.]

Photography

:

1. A process discovered by Sir John Her-
achel, in which a sheet of paper is saturated
with a solution of ammonio-citrate of iron
dried in the dark. Exposed in a camera or
printing-frame, the faint picture is developed
by brushing over with a neutral solution of

chloride of gold washed in water repeatedly,

fixed by a weak solution of iodide of potassium
and then finally washed and dried. (Knight.)

2. A picture obtained by the process de-

scribed in 1.

chrys-Sx'-y-lSn, s. [Gr. xpvo-oc (chrusos) a
gold, and £vhov(xulon) = wood.]

Bot. : The name of a South Bolivian tree,

now referred to Howardia (q.v.). It derived
its name from the yellow colour of its wood.

Chrys tal 16 type, s. [Eng. chrystal =
crystal, and type.)

Phot. : A name given to a kind of picture
on a translucent material ; an opalotype.

* chry stis - mess, s. [Christmas.] (0.
Scotch.)

chrys-uV-us, s. [Gr. xpwos (chrusos) = gold,
and oupa (oura) a a tail.]

Bot. : A genus of grasses belonging to the
tribe Festuceas. Only one species is de-

scribed, Chrysurus cynosuroides, which is the
Lamarckia aurea of Borne authors. This hand-

some dwarf-habited annual grass is a native

of the south of Europe and north of Africa,

and is occasionally cultivated in botanical

gardens.

chtho -nl-an, a. [Gr. x^ovto^ (chthonios) a
earthly.] Belonging to the earth.

"The terrestrial E&rth-uiother and her chthonian
and telluric daughter.*'— *• Brown: Great Dionysiak
Myth, 1. 290.

chub, * chuhhe, s. [Cf. Dan. kobbe = a seal

;

Sw. kubb = a block, a log. (Skeat.)]

Ichthy. : A river fish, Leuciscus cephalus, be-

longing to the genus Leuciscus and family
Cyprinidse. It is a coarse-fleshed fish, full

of bones, very timid, and frequenting the
deepest holes of rivers. It is also called a
cheven or chevin.

*chub-cheeked, a. Having chubby or
fat cheeks.

* chub-faced, a. 'Having a chubby or
fat face. (Marston : Antonio's Revenge, iv. 2.)

{jihubb, s. & a. [From the name of the in-

ventor and maker, a London locksmith.]

A. As subst. ; The person referred to in the
etymology.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

Chubb key, s. A key specially intended
for a Chubb-lock.

Chubb lock, s. A patent lock con-
structed on the tumbler system [Tumbler],
and having in addition, a lever called a de-
tector, which is so fitted that if any one of
the tumblers be raised higher than it should
be the whole of the apparatus is fixed immov-
ably by a bolt, thus completely preventing the
picking of the lock.

' chubbed, a. [Eng. chub; -ed.] Chubby,
chub-faced.

"Young Skinker ... a chubbetl unlucky boy."

—

B.
Brook* .-Fool of quality, L 32. (Davies.)

* Chub -bed ness, s. [Eng. chubbed; -ness.)

Chubbiness (q.v.).

Chub bl ness, s. [Eng. chubby; -ness.] The
quality or state of being chubby or chub-
faced.

Chiib'-b^, a. [En$. chub ; -y. ] Fat and plump
like a chub, especially said of the face.

* chuck (1), * chuk, v.i. & t. [A variant of

cluck (q.v.).]

L Intransitive:

1. To cluck or make a noise like a hen when
calling her chickens together.

" He chukkith when he bath a corn i-founde,
And to him rennen than his wifes al le."

Chancer : Bonne Prettet Tale, v. 1*,«S.

2. To laugh in a suppressed or convulsive
manner, to chuckle.

"Bat, bold-fac'd Satyr, strain not over high.
But laugh and chuck at meaner gullery.

Martton I Sutiret, H.

II. Trans. : To call, as a hen her chickens.
" Then crowing clapped his wings, th' appointed call.

To chuck his wives together in the hall.

Dryden : Cock A Fox, 4S0.

chuck (2),
* chock, v.t. [Fr. chequer = to

give a shock to ; Dut. schokken = to jolt, to

shake ; schok = a shock, a jolt.] (Chock,
Shock.]

1. To strike gently under the chin.

2. To throw with force, to fling.

"As if her band bad chucked a shilling."
Combe: Dr. Syntax, ii. l.

* chuck-farthing, s. & a,

I. As subst. : An old game in which money
was thrown so as to fall into a hole prepared
for the purpose. It is alluded to in " The
Woman turned Bully," a.d. 1675. (Halliwell.)

"He lost his money at chuck-farthing, shuffle-cap,

and all-fours,"—Arbuthnot : Hist, of John Bull.

IL As adj. : Trifling, pitiful.

". . .at was together about some pitiful chuck-
farthing thing or other."—Richardson ; Vlariua, iv.,

HO.

chuck-hole, s.

1. A deep hole in a waggon rut. (Webster.)

2. Chuck-farthing (q.v.).

t chuck (3), v.t. [Chuck (3), ».]

Mech. : To place or hold in a chuck in

turning.

chuck (1), s. [A variant of chicken.)

1. The voice or call of a hen, the sound by
which fowls are called together to be fed.

" He made the chuck four or five times, that people
use to make to chickens wheu they call them. "—Sir
W. Temple.

* 2. A term of endearment.

* 3. Any slight noise.

chuck (2), s. [Chuck (2), v.]

1. A slight tap or blow under the chin.

2. A throw.

3. A marble used in the game of taw.
(Scotch.)

chuck (3), *. [Probably connected with chuck
(2),*

1. Mech, : An appendage to a lathe. Being
screwed on to the nose of the mandrel, it is

made to grasp the work
to be turned. There are
several varieties, such
as the eccentric chuck,
which is designed for

changing the centre of
the work ; the elliptic or
oval ; the geometric, &c.
[Nose-enoine.]

2. Naut, : A warping
chuck is one in which
hawsers or ropes run.
Friction rollers prevent
the wearing of the rope.

It is used on the rail or '

other portion of a ship's

side.

chuck lathe, s. A
lathe in which the work
is held by a socket or chucks.

grasping device attached.

to the revolving mandrel of the head-stock.

It is used for turning short work, such as

cups, spools, balls, and a great variety of

ornamental and useful articles.

chuck will's widow, a
Ornith. : A species of Goatsucker, Capri-

mulgus carolinensis, a native of the Southern
States of North America. The name is an
attempt to reproduce the note of the bird.

" It wanted but a few minutes of midnight, when
suddenly the clear and distinct voice of the chuck-
will't widow rose up from a pomegranate tree In the
garden below the window where I was sitting, and
only a few yards from me. It was exactly as if a
human being had spoken the words, 'chuck—widow-
widow.' "

—

Qoue : Romance of Natural Bistory, p. 174.

chuck'-et, 5. [From the voice of the bird.)

A name given to the Blackbird, Island of

Hoy, Orkney.
"In winter—it has only a squeaking voice, like the

word cAuc*, cftuc*. several time* repeated, whence the
Hoy name."

—

Low: Fauna Oread., p. 68.

chuck' le, s. & a. [A dimin. of Eng. chuck

(2), «.]

1. A barn-door fowl.

"Though its no like our barn-door chuckle* at
Charlies-hope. "—Scott : Quy Mannerinff, ch. xlv.

2. A chuckie-stane.

3. {PI) A game like chuck-farthing (q.v.),

in which stones are used instead of coins.

chuckie-stane, s. A pebble such as

children play at chuckles with.

". . . and its pease-dirt, as pizrenleas as chuckie-
tttiJiet."—Scutt : Rob Roy, ch. Jtiv.

chuck'-le (le as el), (1), v.t. & i. [A fre-

quent. form from chuck (1) v - (Mahn) : pro-

bably more immediately related to choke

(Skeat).]

* A. Transitive

:

1. To call together as a hen her chickens.

". . .if these birds are within distance, here's that

will chuckle em together."—Dryden.

2. To fondle.

"... he must chuckle you, and moan yo»/—
Dryden : Spanish Friar.

B. Intrans. : To laugh convulsively or in a

suppressed and broken manner.

* Chuck'-le (2), v.t. [A frequent, form from

chuck (2), v. (q.v.).] To throw together, to mix
up.

" She chuckle* together a whole covy of essences and
perfumes."—Gentleman Instructed, p, 117.

chuck'-le, s. [Chuckle (1), v.] A short con-

vulsive or suppressed laugh.

* chuckle-chin, s. A double-chin.

Mb, do^; po"ut, jtftrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, hench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = &

-cian, -tian shan. tion. -slon = shun; -tlon, -sion = xhun. -clous, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -tele, &c. - bel, koL
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• .The dewlaps from hia chuckle-chin
That had with gorging pampered been.

'

T. DCrfey Athenian Jilt. (Davies.)

*. A thick - headedt chuckle - head*
fellow, a numskull.

" la he not much handsomer and better built than
that chuckle-head."—Smollett : Roderick Random, ch.

t chuckle - headed, a,

dull, stupid.
Thick-headed,

Chuck -ling, pr. par., a., 4; s. [Chuckle, v.]

A. & B. A3 pr. par. tib particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of making a chuckling
noise ; a chuckle.

* Child, v.t. [Cud.] To champ, to bite.

"When she rides, the horse chudi bis bit so cheer-
folly, as If he wished his burthen might grow to his
back."—Stafford : Niob* diuotvd into a Xilut, p. 119.

ehud'-der, s. [Hind, chudur, a corruption of
chadur = a sheet.] In India, a sheet made
of silk, muslin, or cambric, thrown over the
head of Mussulman and some Hindoo women,
and reaching to the ground. When they go
into the street they generally wrap them-
selves in it, as they oo also when going to
sleep. (Herklots £ Jaffur Shurreef.)

chud reme, ciid -reme, s. [Ir. cudthrom
= a weight, a load.] An ancient designation
of what is called a stone weight.

". . . cam antiqua mensura farine ibl apposita,
trlginta Caseoe quorum quilibet facit Chudreme, et
octo male de Braseo, et Derehede male, et Chedher
male."—Chart. Sti. Amir. Crate/urW* Officer! qf Stats,
p. 431.

* chu -St, *.

meat.
[Chewft.] A kind of force-

" As for chuett, which are likewise minced meat, In-
stead of butter and fat, it were good to moisten them

* chuf,
Poems.)

Natural Hittory.

[COOF.] (Scotch.) (MaUland :

*9huff, *chuffe, a. & *. [Etyro. doubtful;
Cf. chub and Welsh cj#= a stock, a stump.]
IChoffe.]

A. As adj. : Pat-faced, with fat or puffed
oat cheeks.

"Chuffe; oouffe."—PaUgrav*.

B. As subst. : A dull, stupid, thick-headed
follow.

" That saw a batcher, a butcherly chuff* Indeed* .
."

—Sidney ; Arcadia, p. 196.

* Chuff-headed, a. Thick-headed, chuck-
headed.
"A gTeat chuff-headed Priest that stood by, spake,

. . ."—/Viz; Martyrs, voL Hi, p. 745.

*$huf -fer, s. [Eng. chuff; -er.] A chuff, a
clown.

"Herkyns now what shall* befalle
Of this fals chuffer here."

Toumetey Mytt., p. Sis.

Chuf f lo, a. [Eng. chuff; -ie = -y.] Fat-
faced ; having a double chin.

chume-cheeklt, a. Having full cheeks.
(Scotch.)

chuffle cheeks, s. pi. or sing.

1. Lit. (PI.) : Pull cheeks.

2. Fig. (By metonomy) : A ludicrous designa-
tion for a full-faced child.

* Chuff -I*-ly, adv. [Eng. chuffy ; -ly.] In a
chuffy manner ; roughly, surlily, clownishly.

* Chuff l-ne'ss, s. [Eng. chuffy ; -ness.] The
quality of being chuffy ; roughness, rudeness,
clownishness.

" In spite of the chuMnee* of his appearance."—Mitt
Edgworth: Absentee, ch. xvi. (Daviea.)

'chuf -flh£, a. [Eng. chuff; -ing.] Rude-
ness, clownishness.

" That warn chujflnng and falls."

Ormulum, 12,173.

* Chuf -fy, * chuf '-f<6, a. [Eng. chuff; -y.]

1. Fat-faced. (Mainwaring.)
2. Rough, rude, clownish.

chuffy - bricks, s. Bricks which are
puffed out by the escape of rarefied air or
steam during burning.

Ghuk (1), *. [A .8. cedce = the cheek.] A dis-
ease, mentioned in RouII's " Cursing," MS.,
affecting the cheek or jaw.

The chukit, that baldU the chaftis fra chowins,
Oolkgaliter at the hairt growing."

Oiou. Complaint of Scotl, p. SSL

* chuk (2), s. k vt [Chuck (1).]

Chuk(3),«. [Etym. doubtful.] TheScotsname
for the Isopodous Crustacean, Asellus marinus.

* chull, * chul'-len, v.t. [Cf. Ger. kollem,

kullern.] To deceive, to cheat, to drive about.
"Now Cristene men ben chullid, now with popis,

and now with bishopis.'— J*>c!tfV; Select Work*, ii.*>...

chiim, s. [Said to be a corruption either of
comrade (q.v.), or of chamber-fellow (q.v.), but
there is no evidence.]

1. One who lives in the same room with
another ; a comrade.

" Hit chum was certainly the th ief."—Fielding : Tom,
Jonei, bk. viiu. ch. ii.

2. A close companion.

chum, v.t. & i. [Chum, s.]

* L Trans. : To place or appoint a person
to occupy the same room with another.

"You'll be chummed on somebody to-morrow."—
Dickent: Pickwick, U.*u

IX Intrant. : To occupy the same room
with another.

chu mar. s. [Anglo-Indian, from Hindust
chumdr, chamdr. ] A worker in leather ; a
shoemaker, a cobbler.

chum be! ly, chum' he-lee, s. [Hind.
&e>, chambeii; Mahratta chumelee.] Any
species of Indian Jasmine. Spec, Jasminum
grandifiorum. The flowers are strung on
threads and worn in necklaces or entwined in
the hair of native women. (Lindley, otc.)

chum -lay, chim'-ley, *. [Chimney.]
(Scotch.)

t chum -mage, s. [Eng. chum; -age.] The
act of, or charge for, chumming with another

;

also attrib. in such a phrase as " a chummage
ticket." {Dickens.)

Chump, s. [Icel. kumpr — a log, a block, and
kubba— to chop.] A short, thick, heavy
piece of wood, smaller than a block.

" When one is battered, they can quickly, of a chump
of wood, accommodate themselves with another."—
Moxon.

chump-chop, s.

chump-end of the loin.

A chop cut from the

chump-end, s. The thick end ; usually
applied to a loin of mutton.

" Shaped ae if they had been unskilfully cot off the
chump-end of something."— Dickent: Great Expecta-
tion*, ch. x.

' chump -ish, a. [Eng. chump; -ish.] Boor-
ish, clownish, rough.

"With chumpith looks, hard words and secret
sighs."—Sidney : Arcadia, p. SSL

t chum' ship, s. [Eng. chum and ship.] The
state or condition of being a chum with an-
other ; close intimacy. (De Quincey.)

Chun, s. [Chcn, v.] A terra applied to the
sprouts or germs of barley, in the process of
making malt ; also to the shoots of potatoes,
when they begin to spring in the heap.

chun, v.t. [Moeso-Goth. keinan — to sprout,
to germinate.] (See phrase.)

^[ To chun potatoes : To prevent vegetation
in turning them ; to nip off the shoots which
break out from what are called the een oreyes.

chunam', s. [Anglo-Indian ; Hind, chund.]
Lime or anything made of it, as stucco, <tc.

The Madras chunam, made of calcined shells,
is considered the best.

"The walls and columns are covered with chunam,
prepared from calcined shells, which In whiteness and
polish rivals the purity of marble."—Sir X. Tennent

:

Ceylon, li 303.

9hun-co'-a, s. [Peruvian arbol de chunchu,
the name or one of the species.]

Bot. : A genus of trees belonging to the
order Combretacese. They are natives of Peru.

chunk, s. [Probably a variant of chump
(q.v.).J A short thick lnmp of anything.

chunky, o. [Eng. chunk; -y.] Thick and
short, chumpy. (American.)

"... a tough and chunk* body, broad and deep, like
a Normandy mare's, . . ."—Daily A'evt. Jan. 8, 1879.

ChU-pat'-ty, s. [Anglc-Ind., from Hind, chu-
paiee.] An unleavened cake made of flour,

water, and salt.

"Tea, and beer . . . and plenty of hot chupattiet,"—
W. B. ItuutU, in Ogilvis.

ChU-pr&S-see', s. [Hind, chuprasee, chaprdsi,
troui ch%pras t chaprds = a oadge. Anglo-
Indian.] One
wearing an offi-

cial badge, gene-
rally a broad and
conspicuous belt
passing over one
shoulder and
around the side
opposite to it. A
chuprassee in
India somewhat
resembles a bea-
dle here, at other
times he acts as
a police officer.

". . , sneakiiu
Into camp, he will
drag a chupr-ixf-f
out of the rowti.
tent . . .'—Daily
Telegraph, Dec 6,

1B65- CHUPRASSEB.

church, * chirche, * chyrche, * cherohe,
* churche (Eng.), kirk, * klrke, • kyrke
(Mid. Eng. £ Scotch), s.& a. [Gr. KvpiaKov(kuria-
kon) = pertaining to the Lord, from Kupto?
(kurios) = the Lord; A.S. circe, cirice, cyrce;
O. Sax. fctrtJfca ; 0. H. Ger. chinkkd ; M. H.
Ger. kirche; Ger. kirche; Dut kerk ; Dan.
kirke; Sw, kyrka; Icel. kirkja. It is believed
that the word Kvptaxri (kuriake) originally
passed over from the Greeks to the Goths, the
first Teutonic tribe converted to Christianity.
From the Goths it diffused itself over the
other Teutonic tribes, ultimately reaching the
Saxons, and through them becoming intro-
duced into the English tongue. Walafrid
Stra'jo, who wrote about a.d. 840, gave this
explanation of the origin of the word"kyrch."
(Trench : On the Study of Words, pp. 67, tf8.)j

A. As substantive

:

• 1. Originally used in a wide sense for a
Christian church, a Jewish synagogue, or a
heathen temple.

" And lo the veil of the church was torn tn two
parts from the top downwards."—SIatt. uvii. 51. {Sir
John Cheke.)

" To all the gods devoutly she did offer frankincense,
But most above them all the church of Jesus shedid

cense."
Ooldlng ; Ovid"* Metamorphose*, bk. xl.

2. A building set apart and consecrated for
Christian worship.

"Chirech* Is holi Qodes hua . . . and le cteped in
boc kiriaki L dominical is."—0. Jtna, Homilies led.
Morris), lL 38,

"It comprehends the whole church, viz. the nave,
or body of the church, together with the clianoel,
which la even Included uudei the word church."— Ay-
liffe: Parergon.

3. A body of Christian believers, worship-
ping together in one place, under the same
minister, and with the same form of worship.

4. The whole body of Christians collect-
ively.

"It Is certainly lawful not to worship Images, not
to pray to Angels, or Saints, or the blessed Virgin ;

otherwise the primitive church would not nave for-
borne these practices for three hundred years, as is

acknowledged by those of the church of Rome.'—
TMotton (8rd ed. 1733), vol. i., ser. la.

"The visible Church of Christ is a congregation of
faithful men. In the which the pure Word of God is

preached."—Book of Common Prayer, Art xlx,

5. A distinct section or division of Christ-

ians organised for worship under a certain

form. Thus we speak of the Roman Catholic,
the Presbyterian, the Greek, the Latin
Churches, Ac.

6. The religious influence exercised by
Christians in the aggregate ; ecclesiastica'l

authority or influence, as distinguished from
the civil power.

" The same criminal may he absolved by the church,
and condemned by the state ; absolved or pardoned by
the state, yet censured by the church."—Letlie-

T 1. Church of England

:

(1) Hist. : The foregoing designation is used
in two semes ; first, a general one signifying

the Church regarded as continuous, which,
from the first triumph of Christianity till

now, has been that of the English people, and
secondly, in a more specific sense, the Protest-

ant Church now established in England as

distinguished from the Church of Rome.

As early as the 2nd century, Tertullian says

that those parts of Britain which were inac-

cessible to the Romans had become subject to

Christ They received the gospel from Gaul
and not from Rome. This Celtic Church was
driven from E. and S. England by the Saxons.

&tc, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ;

or. wore, wol£ work, who\ sou ; mute, c&b. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

Syrian. », ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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These invaders were gradually converted by
Augustin and his companions sent from Rome
for the purpose, and by the early part of the
7th century, the seven kingdoms of the hept-
archy were all nominally Christian. In Eng-
land, as elsewhere, the centuries between the
7th and the 13th were marked by the growth
and ultimate domination of the Papacy, and
in 1218, King John, to the disgust of his sub-
jects, surrendered his crown to the Roman
legate. But the submission was never com-
Slete, and certain Parliamentary measures in

le 14th century, designed to protect the
civil power against the encroachments of the
Church, look as if they had bee* proposed at
a much later period. In the same century,
Wycliffe on the one hand, and Chaucer and the
author of " Piers Plowman " on the other, in-

flicted heavy blows upon the Church's reputa-
tion. Thoroughly alarmed in the 15th eentury
for its supremacy, it became increasingly cruel
in its treatment of " heretics," and in the 16th
the Reformation came. In 1531, the royal
supremacy, which was intended to supersede
the papal one, was imposed on the clergy by
Henry VIII., and was made use of to produce
other changes. In the same year Coverdale's
Bible was appointed to be read in churches.
In 1549, the first book of Common Prayer was
published, and permission given to the clergy
to marry. In the reign of Edward VI., a.d.
1547 to 1553, more sweeping measures of re-
form were carried out under the auspices of
foreign rather than English Protestant leaders,
but these were completely swept away in the
great reaction in favour of Roman Catholi-
cism which arose when Mary came to the
throne. There is evidence that in 1553, when
Queen Mary began to reign, the Protestants
were in a minority, but in 1558, when Queen
Elizabeth came to the throne, they had be-
come a majority, the fires of Smithfleld and
other places having produced an effect the
exact opposite of that which they had been
Intended to accomplish. The work of reform-
ation was resumed under Queen Elizabeth,
and in 1563 the thirty-nine articles became, as
they still continue to be, the authoritative
statement of the Church*s creed. Two parties
subsequently came into antagonism in the
Church : the Puritans, who wished to con-
stitute it on a basis like that of the churches
of Geneva and of Scotland ; and an Anglican
party, who were reluctant to break so com-
pletely with the past. A conference, held
from 14th to 16th January, 1604, at Hampton
Court, between the leaders on each side, failed
to effect their reconciliation, and they went
their separate ways. In 1611 was published
the version of the Bible which is now called
the authorised one, that which maintains its

place at present, notwithstanding the issue of
the revised version. The disputes between the
Puritans and the Anglicans continued during
the remainder of the reign of Elizabeth,
and during those of James I. and Charles I.

During the Civil War, which commenced in
1640, it was a great object with the Parlia-
mentary party to obtain assistance from the
Scotch, who had preceded them in rebellion by
three years, having risen in 1637 against an
effort to force upon them a liturgy which they
abhorred. An ecclesiastical, as well as a
political, union was proposed by the Scotch,
who were then, as now, Presbyterian ; and in
1644, the Book of Common Prayer was sup-
pressed and the directory of public worship

S
reduced by the Westminster Assembly of
ivines substituted in its room. A reaction

against the new arrangements was not long in
arising, and with the return of monarchy
episcopacy was restored. In 1662, the Act
of Uniformity was passed, which compelled
about 2,000 Clergymen, mostly Presbyterian in
sentiment, to resign their livings, and laid the
foundation of modern Nonconformity. The
Act is still in force. The effort of James II.,
in violation of his coronation oath, to undo
the reformation in the English Church,
injured not it but himself, and the attempt
has never been renewed on the part of
any subsequent sovereign. The evangelistic
seal of Whitfield, Wesley, and various
other clergymen, in the 18th century, awoke
the Church to new life, which did not pass
away even when the followers of the two
great preachers just named ceased to belong
to the English Church. The evangelical party,
still the most numerous in the Establishment,
Is, in large measure, the fruit of 18th century
revival effort. In the 19th, the movement
has been in other directions. With 1833, just

after the passing of the first Reform Bill, the
first of a series of "Tracts for the Times"
came forth, and ninety, in all, were issued
within the next eight years. The ritualistic

party, at a later date, aimed on the work
which the tractarians had begun. In 1860 the
Essays and Reviews, and in 1862 a work by
Bishop Colenso on the Pentateuch, gave prom-
inence to the opposite pole of thought, being
what theologians call strongly rationalistic.

Church Congresses, bringing the representa-
tives of these three parties face to face, soften
their antagonisms, and fear of common danger
renders them more united than they other-

wise would be.

(2) In the United States: The first Church of
England services in the American Colonies took
place at Jamestown, Virginia, in 1606, the holy
communion being celebrated by the Rev. Robert
Hunt, under an awning suspended between the
trees. The Protestant Episcopal Church con-
tinued to prevail in Virginia during the colonial
period, and was also established in the Carolines
and Georgia, while in Maryland the freedom of
religion proclaimed by the Roman Catholic
settlers became an intolerance of Catholicism
when the English Church gained the ruling
power. In the Middle Colonies the Church
was never established, and in New England it

was bitterly opposed, but made its way to some
extent in that stronghold of Puritanism, par-

ticularly in Connecticut. After the Revolution
the church in America was organized under
bishops consecrated in England, though for a
long time its growth was very slow. Within
the present century, however, the growth has
been rapid, its progress becoming so marked in
the larger states that the original assignment
of a bishop to each state was found to be inade-
quate, and new dioceses were formed within
tho limits of the states, New York, for instance,

now having seven. The church, though Btill

low in members as compared with the either

denominations, is in an active and promising
condition. In England and Wales its adherent*
number more than 13,000,000.

3. Church of Ireland, Irish Church : A popu-
lar name sometimes given, prior to 1871, to
what was not an independent denomination,
but was an integral part of the United Church
of England and Ireland. It constituted the
Established Church of the two countries.
When on 1st January, 1871, the Act of Parlia-
ment, disestablishing and disendowing the
portion of the United Church which was in
Ireland, took effect, those affected by the
measure, rejecting the name proposed by the
Government for the new organization, adopted
that of the Irish Church or the Church of
Ireland.

4. Church of Scotland

:

(1) Hist. : The original Scottish Church
seems to have been that of the Culdees, then
in mediaeval times the Roman Catholic Church
was, to a certain extent, the national church
In Scotland, not merely as having within its

pale at least by profession all the people, but
as maintaining its independence of its power-
ful southern neighbour. The church resisted

the claims to supremacy over it put forth at
one time by the Archbishop of York, at ano-
ther by the Archbishop of Canterbury ; and,
in 1176, in self-defence cast itself into the
arms of the Roman Pontiff. When the 16th
century opened, the royal power in Scotland
was weak and was jealous of, and in conflict

with, a very powerful nobility. When the
Reformation struggle began, the Crown re-

mained adherent to the old faith, whilst the
nobility tended to adopt the new. Prom the
war of independence, Scotland had considered
it good policy to guard against any aggression
on the part of England by a close alliance

with France, and when the Reformation began
there were actually French troops in Scotland.
On these the Crown rested to resist the re-

ligious movement which had been begun, but
the Protestant " Lords of the Congregation,"
who had taken up arms to defend their cause,

applied for aid to Queen Elizabeth, who sent
troops to aid them in expelling the French.
By a treaty signed on the 7th July, 1560, it

was stipulated that both the French and the
English troops should withdraw from Scot-
land. On the 24th August, of the same year,

the Scottish Parliament abolished the papal
jurisdiction, prohibited the celebration of the
mass, and rescinded all the laws made in

favour of Roman Catholicism. The reformers
adopted what is now called Presbyterian

Church government, though certain superin-
tendents were appointed, with the sanction of
John Knox, the great Scottish reformer, whose
offices after a time were swept away. [Church
government, Presbyterian-ism.] The first

General Assembly was held on 20th Decem-
ber, 1560. When the victory over the
Church of Rome was complete, the alliance
between the nobility and the Protestant
preachers which had effected the triumph,
showed symptoms of dissolving, and a largo
section of the former viewed with distrust,
and even active hostility, what they regarded
as the too democratic measures which Knox
aimed at carrying out. But one inestimable
boon was gained ere they parted, the universal
establishment of parish schools.

The semi -republican constitution of the
Church, which became more marked after the
office of superintendent bad been swept away,
and the second book of discipline published
(the latter event in 1578), created jealousy in

the minds of regents and of sovereigns, and
four or five generations of Stuart kings put
forth long and determined efforts to transform
Presbyterian into Episcopal government. The
project cost the lives and liberties of far more
people than the short, sharp Reformation
struggle had done, and ended at last in
failure. The Revolution settlement of 1690,
re-established Presbyterianism, and the Gen-
eral Assembly, which had been interrupted
for nearly forty years, began again to sit and
has done" so annually from that time till now.
Prior to the union with England in 1707, an
Act of Security was passed, designed to pre-
serve the Scotch national church from being
overthrown by southern votes.

In 1712, an Act of Parliament re-introduced
patronage which had been swept away. The
operation of this enactment was one main
cause of three secessions : that of the Seces-
sion, preeminently so called, in 1733 ; the
Relief in 1752 ; and, the greatest of all, that
which created the Free Church in 1843.

(2) Present State ': The Church of Scotland
claims about half the people as at least its

nominal adherents. Besides the " General As-
sembly," it had in 1881 sixteen synods, eighty-

four presbyteries, 1,500 churches including
mission-rooms, and 1,660 ministers and pro-
bationers engaged in ministerial work. It has
missions in India, Africa, and elsewhere. In
1874 the Patronage Act of 1712 was repealed,

and each congregation now elects its own
pastor. Its chief rivals in Scotland are the
Free Church and the United Presbyterians,
the latter resulting from a union of the old
Secession and Relief Churches.

5. Church of Rome : For this see Roman
Catholic Church.

TT Church and mice: A game of children
said to be the same with the Sow in the Kirk
(q.v.).

Church in rotunda

:

Arch. : A church which, like the Pantheon,
is quite circular.

B. As adj. : In any way pertaining or con-
nected with the church.

*t Obvious compounds : Church-aisle, church-
bell, church-clock, church-goer, churclt-viember.

* church ale, *. A feast in commemora-
tion of the dedication of a church.

church-attire, s. The dress or vest-

ments worn by those who officiate in public
worship.

church - authority, i. The spiritual

jurisdiction of the authorities of a Church
;

ecclesiastical authority.

* church - begot, a. Born within the
pale of a church.

church bench, s.

* 1. A seat in the porch of a church.

. 2. A seat in a church.
" Let us go ait here upon the church-bench till twcn

And then all to bed."—Shake»t>. : Much Ado, lit. s.

church-bred, a. Brought up according
to the principles and doctrine of the Church.

Church-bug, s. [From being often found
in churches.]

Entom. : A common name for a species of

wood-louse, Oniscus ascllus, belonging to the
order Isopoda.

church burial, s. Burial in a conse-

crated ground, and with religious rites.

[Burial.]

boll, boy; pout, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem ; thin, this; Sin, as; expect. Xenopnon, exist, -ing.

-elan, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious - anus, -ble, -klo, Ac. m bel, kel.
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church-commissioner, i. One of a
body appointed by Government to administer
the church-estates.

"The parson taking wide and wider sweep*.
Now narping on the church-c/mimiuiowrt."

Tennyton i The £pic

church-discipline, «. The discipline
»nd order appointed by the Church.

church founder, s. One who founds
or endows a church.

church - going, * chlrche - gong,
* chyrchegong, s. & a.

A. As subst. : The act or practice of attend-
ing Divine service in a church.
"A aory chyrcheoong ytwu to the Kyng of France."—Rob. of Ulouc. p. 380.

* B. A s adjective

:

1. Calling to Divine service.
" But the aonnd ot the church-going bell

These valleys and rocks never heard."
vou-per't Vent, luppotod to 00 write, by Alex. Selkirk.

2. Habitually attending Divine service

;

regular in attendance at church.

church goer, s. One who attends church.

church -government, s. The regula-
tion and ordering of spiritual matters, or
those pertaining to the discipline and work of
the Church.

J Four leading views are at present enter-
tained regarding church government. The
first three agree that the rudiments of a scheme
of church government are laid down in the
New Testament. They differ, however, as to
what that scheme is, much the greater number
believing it to be episcopacy, though one large
minority are in favour of presbyterianism, and
another in favour of Congregationalism. (See
these words ) The fourth view, which has not
a large number of advocates, is that no scheme
of government was laid down in the New
Testament, applicable to all times and places,
but that the church has the power of adapting
Its government to the special circumstances
In which it linds itself at any particular time.
The relation in which a church stands to the

state has also a practical influence on its
government. [Royal supremacy.]

* church grith, • chlrchegrlth, s.

[A.S. cyricgrith.] The right of sanctuary be-
longing to a church.

" He hashte eslcne mon chirchegrith."
Layamon, U. 814.

• church - haw, • chlrche - hail,
•chirch-hell, *chlrchell, chirchc
hawe, s. [A.S. cyric = church, and Itaga =
*n enclosure. ] A church-yard, a cemetery.

" He was war, withouten doute
Of the fir in the chirchehawe."

Seuyn Sage*, 1,624.

Church -history, ». The historv of any
Church, but especially of the ChristianChurch.

U Church history naturally divides itself
into four periods : (1) From the advent of
Christ to the time of Constant ine

; (2) From
Constantine to Muhammad (usually spelt
Mohammed or Mahomet), or by the arrange-
ment of Mosheim and others, to Charlemagne

;

(3) From Muhammad, or alternatively from
Charlemagne to the Reformation

; (4) From
the Reformation to the present time.

Period 1. (From the advent of Jesus Christ,
B.C. 4, to the Conversion to Christianity of the
Emperor Constantine, A.D. 312, or to his estab-
lishment of that faith as the state religion, in or
before A.D. 321) : This period maybe naturally
divided into three sub-periods, (1) The ministry
of Jesus

; (2) That of His apostles ; and (3),
That of the Christian fathers after the last of
the apostles had died.
The first sub-period has been already treated

of. [Christ.] Immediately after the ascen-
sion means were taken to fill up by election
the vacancy left in the apostolic college by the
npnstacy and death of Judas (Acts i. 16—26).
The descent of the Holy Spirit, which had
beenpromised by Christ (John xiv. 16, 17, and
xvi

-
7—14, &c), took place soon afterwards on

thd day of Pentecost, accompanied by the gift
of tongues (Acts ii.), and then the apostles
were qualified to go forth and carry into effect
the Saviour's last charge to make disciples of
all nations. Under the preaching of Peterand
the other apostles, thousands were converted
and baptised, and such a spirit of love pre-
vailed among the converts that a Christian
socialism sprang up, but ere long it produced
an Ananias and Sapphira, and we hear of it
no more (Acts iv. 32—37, v. 1—11).
Tke same jealousy which had prompted the

church

Jewish rulers to seek the death of our Lord, led
to the persecution ofH is followers.and Stephen,
stoned to death for alleged blasphemy, was the
first of the great army of Christian martyrs.
A scattering of the Christians took place,
which resulted in the founding of other
churches, the chief of which was at Antiocli
in Syria, where the disciples of Jesus for the
first time received the name of Christians
(Acts xi. 26.) [Christian.]

Previous to this,Peter,moved by a vision,had
begun to preach to the Gentiles (Acts xi. 1—18),
and not long afterwards Saul of Tarsus, once a
bftter persecutor of the Christians but now a
convert, was sent out as colleague to Barnabas,
on a missionary journey chiefly through Asia
Minor, and ultimately became the splendidly
successful apostle of the Gentiles (Acts xiii. 2,
Ac. ). No complete coalescence ever took place
between the Jewish and the Gentile elements in
the early church. The Jews, with a few honour-
able exceptions, imbued with caste pride, at-
tempted to imposesJudaicyokeon theirGentile
brethren, and not ultimately succeeding, many
of them in the second century withdrew from
the church catholic, and formed the two sects
of the Nazarenes and the Ebionites, the former
of which retained, while the latter rejected,
belief in the divinity of Christ Whilst Jeru-
salem stood the unconverted Jews lost no
opportunity of persecuting Christianity, but
their influence was to a large extent swept
away by the partial destruction of Jerusalem
by Titus in 70 A.D., and its total destruction
after the revolt of Barchochab in the second
century. Before the first of these events had
taken place, persecution on the part of the
heathen Romans had begun, and it continued
at intervals during the whole of the first
period. The Roman persecutions are generally
called ten ; but if only those which were uni-
versal be reckoned, they were fewer than that
number,while if those which were local be taken
also into account, they were more. After the
last and severest of these—called Diocletian's
persecution, though its real instigator was his
son-in-law Galerius—a convert of high rank,
Constantine, was obtained, who became
emperor in ad. 312, and in 321 or earlier
established Christianity as the State religion.

Period 2. (From the Conversion of Con-
stantine or his establishment of Christianity
as the state religion, to the rise of Muham-
mad): Whilst all along there had been a
general agreement as to Christian doctrine, the
several tenets had not been exactly defined,
but when controversy regarding any one of
them arose, it was for the first time precisely
stated. The question whether our Lord was
equal with the Father, and truly and absolutely
Divine, or whether, as Arius alleged, he was
but the first of created beings, was settled by
the Council of Nice in 325 in favour of the
former view, and though a long struggle be-
tween the Trinitarians and the Arians took
place, and though sometimes one and some-
times the other party prevailed, the church
ultimately settled into belief in the Three-One
God. [Arianism.] Other doctrines were
settled by the decision of councils. (For these
see Council.) The fall of the Western empire
in the fifth century almost dissolved the
civil power in Italy and elsewhere, but the
church was equal to the crisis, and was ulti-
mately enabled to convert the barbarous
nations to the Christian faith. In those ages
of political confusion and intellectualdarkness,
whilst as yet society was not fully recon-
stituted, primitive Christianity became con-
siderably modified, and finally in 780 the wor-
ship of images was introduced into the church.

In a.d. 569 or 570 Muhammad was born, aud
when he sought for religious light, his mind
revolted from the Arab and all other idolatry.
He was opposed also to the doctrines of the
Trinity, and of the Sonship of Christ, against
which his religion may be considered as a re-
action. [Muhammadanism.] This second
period may be made to end with the first
preaching of Muhammad, about a.d. 611, or
with the Muhammadan era—the Hegira, 15th
July, 622, — preferably the former. Or it
might be made to terminate with Charle-
magne's donation to the Papacy, or with the
separation between the Eastern and the West-
ern Churches, for which see Period 3.

Period 3. (From the rise of Muhammadanism
to the Reformation under Luther, the latter event
dating from A.D. 1517) : Whilst the Greeks,
indulging their natural subtilty, took the lead
in hair-splitting definitions of doctrine, the
imperial Romans were more practically en-

gaged in building up a world-embracing eccle-
siastical power iu lieu of the secular empire
which they had lost, and from the seventh to
the thirteenth century the growth of the
Papacy was continuous. In 756 Pepin, having
defeated Astulphus, King of the Lombards
compelled him to give to the church and the
republic the exarchate of Ravenna and the
Pentapolis. In 774 Charlemagne coufirmed
this cession and enlarged the territory given,
thus laying the foundation of the Pope's
temporal power. [Papacy.] In the eighth
century a schism took place between tke
Patriarchs of Constantinople and Rome,
and the separation which still exists be-
tween the Eastern and Western Churches
began. During the early part of this third
period the Eastern Church was sorely trampled
down by the Muhammadans, and during the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries the Western
one came into the conflict in hope of recover-
ing the holy sepulchre, but the Christian
success was only temporary. [Crusades.
During the fourteenth century the Papacy
was declining, during the fifteenth it was
attempting to put down evidentlv imminent
revolt by cruel persecution.and in the sixteenth
the crisis of its fate came.
Period 4. (From the commencement of the

Reformation under Luther, A.D. 1517, to the
present time): For details see Reformation,
Protestantism, Roman Catholicism, ftc.
Suffice it here to say that the Reformation
struggle continued in one form or other during
nearly the whole of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. During the eighteenth all
the churches which had been engaged in that
arduous struggle slept, till rudely awakened
by the French Revolution of 1789, while the
nineteenth century has been mainly a reaction
against the irreligion of that revolution and
the cruelties of the reign of terror. The Bible
and the Tract Societies, as well as the great
religious missionary organisations, sprang intu
life while that revolution was working itself
out, and have constituted this century to a
certain extent an era of missions. [Missions.]

church judicatories, s. pi. Ecclesias-
tical courts ; especially applied to those of
the Presbyterian churches.

church land. * chirche lend. * chi
riclond, s. Land belonging to the Church.

church like, o. Fitted for church, or
to a minister.

" Sot wear the diadem upon his head.
Whose church-like humours fit not for a crown.'

Shaken:. ! S Hen. ri„ I 1.

church-living, s. A benefice in the
Church.

church militant, s [Lat. militant=
fighting, serving as a soldier; miUs — s. sol-

dier] The Church of Christ on earth, the
members of which are still fighting against
the world, the flesh, and the deviL

church modes, s.pl.

Music : The modes used in Gregorian inusia.

[Gregorian, Mode.]

church-music, s. Sacred music, such
as is used iu church-services.

" It was anciently customary for men and women of
the first quality, eccleeiaeticks. and others, who were
lovers of ch urch-mwrick. to beadniitted iuto this eor-

Kration, [of pariah-clerks. J'— iVartoti : Stst. Eng.
etry, ii. 394.

' Church - outod, a. Excommunicates!
from the church. (Milton.)

church-owl, «,

Zool. : The Barn-owl (Aluco flammeut).

church-party, -.

1. Sing : That party in the State which sup-
ports the Church and its institutions.

2. PI. (Church-parties) : Parties existing
within any church to which reference at the

time is being made.

1] High Church, Low Church, and Broad
Church : Three leading parties existing in the

Church of England, as corresj>onding ten-

dencies do in every Church of Christendom.
The High Church party, holding the tenet that

no religious body is a Church unless it has

episcopal government, naturally hold aloof

from Nonconformists. What may be called

the extreme right of this party tend strongly

towards the Church of Rome, adopting it*

vestments and its ceremonies, embracing it*

doctrines, and, in some cases, even entering

its pale. The Low Church party, the most
numerous of the three, agreeing in the main

late, flit. Aire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, otto, cure, unite, ctir, rule, fall; try, Syrian, so, cs = 6. cy = a. qu = kw.
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In doctrine with the Nonconformists, and re-

garding government aa of subordinate im-
portance, more or less fraternise with dis-

senters, and are defenders with them of

Protestantism. A third party, the Broad
Church, aim at comprehending various forms
of belief within the Established Church. The
extreme members of this party consider that

a Church is not really national unless it com-
prehend the professors of all beliefs held in

the country. As a rule, they are themselves
rationalistic in sentiment. This party, the
smallest at present of the three, had the
powerful advocacy of Dr. Arnold, and more
recently of Dean Stanley, and of late has
made surprising way.

church preferment, s.

1. Promotion in the Church.

2, A church-living, a benefice.

church rate, s. A tax or rate levied
on parishioners for the support and repairs of
the parish church. It is made, as it has all

along been, by the majority of those present
at a vestry meeting summoned for the purpose
by the churchwardens, but 31 & 32 Vict c. 109
rendered it no longer compulsory,

* church - reeve, * chirchereve, *.

[M. Eng. chirche = church, and reve = reeve
(q.v.).] A church-warden.

" Of chirchereves and of testamentes."
Chaucer: C. T., «,8S».

* Church-scot, s. [A.S. cyricsceat.]

1. A church-due payable by every inhabitant
of a parish to the mother-church. [Church-
SS8ET.]

" Knute also charges them to see all Church-scot and
Bome-scot fully cleered before his return."—Daniel :

nut. Eng., p. 18. (Dariea.)

2. A service due to the lord of the manor
from a tenant of church lands.

church service, s.

1. The form of Divine service used in

churches.

2. A book of the service used in Divine
worship, containing, in addition to the Book
of Common Prayer, the lessons appointed, for

the different days throughout the year.

* church soltcn, * chirchsocne, «. A
church, congregation.

" It Is custume that ech chirchsocne goth this dal a
procession." -Old Eng. Homilies (ed. Mocris), U. 89.

church-tippet, s. The tippet worn by
a clergyman during divine service.

* church-town, * cherch- toun, «.

(A. 8. cyri€tu.n,]

1. A cemetery or churchyard.
" Other holl stedes, cherchtounes, other houa of reli-

gloun."—Aye nbite of Inteyt, p. 41.

2. A town or village near a church,

church warden, «.

1. One of two parochial officers chosen
annually at the Easter vestries, one by the
minister and one by the parishioners. Their
duties are to protect the building of the
church and its appurtenances, to superintend
the ceremonies of divine worship, and the
proper distribution of alms, &c. ; to form and
execute parochial regulations, and generally to

act as the legal representatives of the parish.

2. A long clay pipe.

church-way, s. A path or way leading
to or round a church.

" In the church-way paths to glide."
Shakesp. : Midi. Might"s Dream, v. 1

church-work, chircheweorke, s.

L Lit. : Work on or in connection with the
building, repair, &c, of churches.

"Dele hit wreeche mon other to brugge other to
chircheweorke."—Old Eng, Homilies (ed. Morris), p. 81.

IX Figuratively

:

1. Work on or in connection with the
church, and the promotion of religion.

* 2. Work carried out slowly.
"This siege was church-work ; and therefore went on

lowly."—Fuller: Holy War, p. 11L

church-yard, s.

1. Oral. Lang. : An enclosed piece of
ground adjoining a church, consecrated for
the burial of the dead ; a cemetery. [Burjal-
ORODND.]

2. Law : The church-yard is the freehold of
the rector or vicar.

church -yard beetle, s. Blaps mor-
tisaga. [Blaps.]

church, v.t. [Church, s.] To perform for

any woman the service appointed in the
Prayer Book to be used when any woman
desires to return thanks to God for her safe

delivery in childbirth.

* church -dom, s. [Eng. church; -dom.]

The institution, government, or authority of
a church.

" Whatsoever church pretendeth toanew beginning,
pretendeth at the same lime toanewcAureTktow* . . .

—Pearson: On the Cried, art. 9.

* church -es set, church act, church -

sed, 5. [A.S. cyricsceat = church scot, a pay-
ment of the first-fruits of all esculent seeds or
grain.] A certain measure of wheat, which
was wont to be given to the church, on St.

Martin's day. (Wharton.)

church -ihg, pr. par., a., ft a. [Chttrch.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. Aparticip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of performing the
service appointed for the return of thanks for

delivery in childbirth.

"... a practice inconsistent with the very name of

the office, which is called the churching of women,
. . ."— Wheatley : Rational Uluitration of the Book of
Common Prayer.

t church 19m, s. [Eng. church; -ism.] A
strong partiality for, or attachment to the
forms and principles of a church. (Chr. 06s.)

church ite, «. [Named after its discoverer,

Prof. A. H. Church, and sum -ite (Min.)
(q.v.).]

Min. : A mineral discovered in 1865, in

copper mines in Cornwall, as a coating one-

sixteenth of an inch thick on quartz and
argillaceous schist. Hardness, 3. 8p. gr.,

3 14. Lustre, vitreous; colour, pale smoke-
gray, tinged with flesh-red. It is transparent
or translucent and doubly refracting. Com-
pos. : Phosphoric acid, 28'48

; protoxide of

cerium, 51*87; lime, 5*42; water, 1493.
(Dana.)

* church - less, a. [Eng. church; -less.]

Destitute of a church.
" Whence I conclude It . . . never bat a churchleu

village."—Putter ; Worthies, ii. 19.

* church -let, s. [Eng. church, and dim. suff.

-let.] A little church.
"Little churchtett and scattered conventicle*,"—

Gauden : Tean of the Church, p. 82. (Davie*.

)

* church -ljf, a. [Eng. church; -ly.] Relat-

ing to the church, ecclesiastical.

" Divers grave points also hath he handled of
churchlv matters. —Gajf: Shepherd's Week, Proeme.
(DaviesO

church -man, s. [Eng. church ; man.]

1. A clergyman or ecclesiastic.

2. An adherent and supporter of the Church
of England, or the Protestant Episcopal Church.

".
. . gratitude to the King for having brought in

so many churchmen and turned out so many schis-
matics.—Macaulay : Sitt. Eng., ch. xv.

church' man like, a. [Eng. churchman;

like.] Like, or as befits, a churchman.

* church man Ty, a. [Eng. churchman;

-ly.] Like a churchman, churchman like.

church -man-ship, s. [Eng. churchman;

-ship. ] The state or quality of being a church-
man, or of belonging to the Established
Church. (Eclec. Rev.)

* church'-ship, s. [Eng. church; -ship.] The

institution or establishment as a church ; the
state of being a church.

"The Jews were his own also by right of churchthip,
as selected and inclosed by God, . . . —South ; Sermon
on John i- 11.

church'-wort, * chirche -wort, s. [Eng.

church; and suff. wort (q.v.).]

Bot. : Mentha Pulegium (Britten <£ Holland.)

t church'-^, a. [Eng. church ; -y.] Pertain

ing to, or connected with, the church ; de-
voted to church-work or church matters.
(Colloquial.)

churl, * churle, * charle, * cherl,
cherle, cheorl, cherclle, ' chirl,

* chorle, *. ft a. [A.S. ceorl ; 0. Fris. tzerl

;

O. H. Ger. charal; M. H. Ger. kerl; Put.

karel, kerel; Dan. ft Sw. tori; Ger. ktrl\
[Carl.]

A. As substantive

:

* 1. A low-born jwrson ; a servant, a serf

;

a tenant-at-will of free condition, who heM
lands of the thanes on payment of rates and
services.

" May no cherl chart re make, ne his catell teUe
Withouten leve of his lord."

Langland : P. Plowman 6,831.

* 2. A countryman, a farmer or farm bv
bourer.

" Carte or chorle. Rusticus."—Prompt. Pare.
". . . the relation in which the followers of William

the Conqueror stood to the Saxon churls . . ."—
Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

3. A rough, surly, or clownish fellow.

"... and that lie was still a prisoner In the hands
Of rude churls, . .

."

—

Macaulay: Biet. Eng., ch. x.

*4. A miserly, niggardly person ; a niggard.
" The vUe person shall be no more called liberal, nor

the churl said to be bountiful."—Isaiah »»*H &
B. As adj. : Churlish, rough, rude, selfish.

churl-hemp, * churle hempe, s.

Bot. : The female, supposed by the old
writers to be the male, plant of hemp, Con*
nobis saliva. [Carl-hemp.]

churl's cress, 5. [From the Ger.]

Bot. : Lepidium campestre, or an allied
species. (Lyte.) Order, Cruciferse.

churl's head, s. [So called from its

rough hairy involucres.]

Bot. : Centanrea nigra. Order, Composite.

churl's mustard, «.

Bot. : A plant doubtfully identified. It may
be Thlaspi arvense, Iberis amara, or the Churl's
cress (q.v.). (Britten <& Holland.)

churl's treacle, s.

Bot. : A plant, Allium sativum.

* churl, * churle, v.t. [Churl, s.] To act

like a churl to, to grudge.
" Ton need not, says he, churls me In a piece of

meat "—Aubrey ; Mitcell., p. 82. (Davies.)

* churl hood, * cherl hed, chirle-
hede, 8. [Mid. Eng. cherl, chirle = churl

;

lied, hide = hood,]

1. The state of being a churl or servant

;

service.
" Holl fortothe cherlhed to hym silf alone proflteth."

— Wycliffe: Pre/. Epistle, p. M.

2. Churlishness.

"He is . . . of curteis fair speclte, ne any thyng Is

mengd of cherlhed in his faire speche."

—

Wycliffe:
Isaiah, ProL, p. 234.

churl iBh, * char-lyche, char lysche,
* cher-liche, * cher lysshe, * cher-
lisch, * chere-lyche, * cher-llsh, a.

[A.S. ceorlic, ceorlisc.]

*1. Of, or pertaining to, the country ct
farming ; rustic.

"Cherlyche or charlysche {churtisshe, P.). RueH-
calls."—Prompt. Parv.
" Cherliche trauel aboute a tree schewith the fmjt

thero/."— Wycliffe: Eccles. rxvii. 7. (Purvey.)

2. Of persons

;

(1) Rude, surly, boorish.
" Ful fonle and cherlysshe semede she."

flomaunt of the Rose, ITT.

* (2) Miserly, selfish, niggardly.

* 3. Of things

:

(1) Rough, rude, merciless, hard.

(2) Unmanageable, unyielding.

"Where the bleak Swiss their stormy mansion tread.

And force a churlish soil for scauty bread."
Ooldsmith : The Traveller.

(3) Vexatious, obstructive.

churl'-ish-ry; adv. [Eng. churlish; -ly.] In
a churlish manner ; roughly, rudely, Belfishly.

"How churlishly I chid Lucetta hence."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, L t,

churl'-ish-ness, s. TEng. churlish; -ness.}

The state or quality of being churlish ; rough-

ness, rudeness, boorishness, selfishness.

" Take from them covetousness, churlishness, prida

and impatience."—Bp. Taylor : Holy Living [Pray«r*\

»civtirl'-& a. [Eng. churl; -y.\ Churlish,

rough, rude.
" And well nigh split upon the threatning rock.

With many a boisterous brush and churly knock."
Ojuarles : Feastfor Worms (1620), { %.

* 9hurm, * chyrme, v.t. & i. [Churm, *.]

A. Tran*. .* To sing in a low tone, to hum

;

to sing.

boll, boy ; pout, jofrl ; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -

1

-•Ian, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tion, -slon = zhun. -clous, -tlous, -slous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.



churme—chylopoetic
" Let me rather, on the heathy hill.
Far frae the busy world, whereon ne'er stood
A cottage, walk, an' churm my Lallan lays."

Davidton ; Season*, p. 55.

B. Intrant. : To grumble, or emit a hum-
ming sound.

" A cuckoo-clock chicka at one aide of the chimney-
place, and the curate, smoking hia pipe in an antique
elbow-chair, cAitrnuat the other. '—Sir A. Wylie, L 209.

churme, * chirm, * chirme, chyrmc,
i. [A.S. cfrm, cyrm.] [Chirm.] A confused
noise, a buzzing.

" He was conveyed to the tower, with the churme of
a thousand taunU and reproaches."—Bacon.

phurn, • cherne, * chirne, * chyrnc,
' kyrne, * scharne (Eng.), kirn (Scotch),

a. [A.S. ceren, cyrn, ctertn (Somner); O. Icel.

kirna; O. Sw. kerna ; 8w. karna; Dan.
kierne.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; A vessel in which mflk or
cream is agitated or beaten in order to effect

the separation of the serous parts from the
rest ; a vessel in which butter is made.
Formerly the churn was an upright wooden
vessel, in which the milk was agitated by a
staff with a wooden disk at the lower end.
Modern churns are generally circular, fitted

with dashers inside. The milk is agitated by
the revolution of the churn, or, in some cases,

of the dashers.
*' Her auk ward flat did ne'er employ the churn."

Gay: Pastoral*.

2. Porcelain : The block or chuck on a porce-
lain turner's lathe, on which the thrown and
baked articles are turned by thin iron tools to
give truth and smoothness to circular articles.

Churn dasher, s. The moving agent in

SECTION Or CHURN.

a churn, rotary or reciprocating, by which the
milk or cream is agitated.

churn-drill, s. A large drill used by
miners. It is several feet long, and has a
chisel-point at each end.

churn owl, s.

Ornith. : A local name for a bird, the Night-
jar or Goatsucker, Caprimulgus enropams.
The first element is prob. a corruption of
ehurr, from the noise made by the bird.

churn power, s. A motor for driving
churns or churn-dashers to agitate the milk
or cream.

churn staff, * scharnestafe, t.

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The staff or implement
employed in the operation of churning by
hand in an upright churn.

2. Bot. : A plant, Euphorbia helioscopia.

9*J"* ? •cherne, 'chirne, * chyrne
(Eng.), kirn (Scotch), v.t. A i. [A.S. cernan
(Somner) ; O. Icel. kirna; Sw. karna, tjarna;
Dan. kicrne; Dut kernen ; Ger. Jcernen.]

A. Transitive:

1 1. Generally

:

(1) To agitate or shake violently ; to champ,
to chaw.

(2) To mix or work up together.

2. Spec. : To agitate milk or cream in a churn
for the purpose of making butter.

R, Intrans. : To perform the operation of
churning.

churned, pa. par. & a.

churn -ihg, pr. par.

A. k B. A$pr. par. & particip. adj.

[Churn.]

a., ks. [Chtjbn, v.]

(See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or process of agitating or beating

milk or cream in a churn for the purpose of
making butter.

"The churning of milk bringeth forth batter."—
Prov. xxx M.

2. The quantity of butter made at one
operation.

v.i. [Chirre.]* churr, * churl, * chlrle,
To coo, to murmur.

" The c.hurthi moor-cock woes his valentine,
Courlng ooyish to his sidelin tread."

Davidton : Seatont, p. 9.

Chur-rus, s. [Hindust. churns.]

Comm. : The resinous exudation of the
leaves and flowers of Indian Hemp, Cannabis
indica (q.v.). It is used by the natives of
India as an intoxicating drug. According to
Jaffur Shurreef, a man covers himself with a
blanket and runs through a field of hemp
early in the morning ; the dew and gum of
the plant naturally adhering to it are first

scraped off and the blanket afterwards washed
and wrung. Both products are boiled together
and an electuary formed. The smoking of
five grains of it will produce intoxication.

* churr -worm, s. [A.S. cerran = to turn
;

and Eng. worm. (Bailey.)]

Entom, : An insect that turns about nimbly

;

called also a fan-cricket; the mole-cricket
(GryUotahpa vulgaris). (As this insect is also
called the "croaker,** Bailey's etymology
seems doubtful ; cf. churn-owl.)

* cluise, v.t. & L [Choose.)

chus/ite, s. [Cf. Gr. Xow (chous), contr. of

X<Sos (choos) = earth heaped up . . . alluvial
earth, with suff. -tie (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Olivine. Dana con-
siders that it has been deri ved from chrysolite,
the common variety of what he makes the
same as Olivine. Chusite is from Limburg,
in Brisgau. (Dana, etc.)

Chute, 'ft, [Fr. chute = a fall. The meaning
of the def. appears to be confused with Eng.
shoot (q.v.).]

Mech. : An inclined trough. On a moderate
scale it forms a leader, or feeder, to machines.
On a large scale it leads water from a penstock
to a water-wheel, or an inclined plane down
which logs are passed from a higher to a lower
level. These are sometimes used in moun-
tainous countries for land transport, and
sometimes are the links of a slack-water
system, as on the Ottawa ; called slides.

chut nee, chut'-ney, s. [MaliratU, &c
chutnee, chutni.]

Cookery ; An acid and highly pungent
seasoning, an Indian condiment generally
composed partly of sweet fruits, as mangoes
and raisins, with acids, such as lemon-juice
and sour herbs, to which are added also spices
and cayenne pepper.

ch^d'-or-fis, s. [Etym. unknown.]
Zool. : A genus of Entomostraca, of the

order Cladocera, and family Lynceidte. They
are nearly spherical ; beak very long and
sharp, curved downwards and forwards ; in-
ferior antenna? very short (Griff. & Henfrey.)
Chydorus sphosrictis and C. globosus are British,
the former common.

chy-la'-ceous, a, [Eng. chyl(e); -oceans.]

Pertaining to, or consisting of, chyle (q.v.).
" When the spirits of the chyle have half fermented

the chylaceou* mass, it has the state of drink not
ripened by fermentation."—Flayer: On the Humours.

chy la' -que ous, a. [Eng. chyl(e), and
aqueous.] Consisting of, or containing, chyle
much diluted with water : said of a liquid
which forms the circulating fluid of some
inferior animals. (Carpenter & Webster.)

chylaqueous canals, s. pL
Zool. : A canal system designed for the

reception of the Chylaqueous fluid (q.v.).

chylaqueous fluid, .

Zool. : A fluid consisting, as Its name im-
ports, partly of water and partly of chyle.
The former derived from the exterior, and the
latter a product of digestion. It is fonnd in
the body cavity of many invertebrated ani-
mals, such as Annelids, Echinodenns. and
Rotifers. (Nicholson.)

* ofayId, i. A v. [Child, ]

* chyld'-Ing, pr. par. &a. [Childing.]

chyle, * chy -lus, s. [Fr. chyle ; Mod. Lat
chyhis ; Gr. xv*°* (chulos) = juice; ^ e'«

(cheo) = to pour out.l

Anat. : The fluid of the lacteal vessels;
lymph, coloured by a finely granular matter,
named by Mr. Gulliver the molecular base.
From the presence of fibrine in a fluid form,
as in the blood, chyle coagulates into a jelly
shortly after being withdrawn from its appro-
priate vessel. There are in chyle, as in lymph,
many small globular bodies called capsicfee!
Chyle also has in it more albumen than lymph
possesses. It is very rich in alkalies ".-cm-
Dined partly with albumin, partly with lactic
and sebacic acids ; the chlorides of sodium
and potassium occur in large quantity. It
differs from blood by the want of red parti-
cles, as also by possessing a smaller propor-
tion of albumen and fibrine. (Todd dt Jlow-
man : Phys. Anatomy, vol. ii, (1856), pp. 26ft-

" Chylu* In the stomach . .
. '—Bacon : Nat. IIiu .

cent ix. { 837. {Trench.)

chy-H-fac'-tion, .«. [Eng. chyle; Lat.
chylus, and Eng. faction, Lat. facio ~ to make.}

Physiol. : The act or process of the forma-
tion of chyle in animal bodies from food,

" Drinking excessively during the time of c.hylifac
tion, stops perspiration. —Arbttthnot ; On Aliment*.

Chy-li-fac-tive, a. [Eng. chyle, and /active
(q.v.).] Having the power or property of
forming chyle ; chylifactory.

" Whether this be not effected by some way of cor-
roeion, rather than any proper digestion, ehUifactiee

Browne; Vulgar

chy-U-fao'-tor-^, * chl II fac tor y, a.
(Eng. chyU; Lat. facio = to make ; Eng. suff.
-ory.) The same as Chylifactive (q.v.).

"We ahoald rather rely upon a chilifactonj men-
struum, or digestive preparation drawn from siieeies
or Individuals, whose stomachs peculiarly dis-olve
lapideoua bodies."—Sir T. Browne: Vulgar Errourt.

Chy-llf'-or-ous, a. [Mod. Fr. chylifire; Lat
chylus; Gr. x-J^os (chulos), and Lat. fero — to
bear, to produce.] Forming or producing
chyle ; changing into chyle ; chylific.

" Purges clear and empty the lower part of the chy
liferam tubes."—Cheyne • Buay on Regimen, p. «.

chyliierous vessels, s. pi. V
bearing chyle, that is, constructed to afford
passage of chyle.

"The ch.wltferout mweb probably hare the same
office for the intestinal tisanes as toe

'

other parts.
(1856), p. 28B.

—- lyiuphatii.-K iu
Todd A Bowman: Phys. Anat,, vol. ii.

Chy-lif '-ic, a. [Eng. chyle; Lat chylus, and
facio = to make.] Chylifactive. The term
is applied to one of the stomachs when a
plurality of them exist, as, for instanc.-, iu
insects.

chy-lif-i-ca'-tion, * chi lif i- ca'- tion, *.

[Eng. chyle; Lat. chylus= chyle, and facio =
to make.] Cliylifaction ; the act or process of
making chyle.

"NorwUlwe affirm that iron is indigested in the
stomach of the ostrich

; but we suspect this effect to
proceed from any liquid redaction, ur tendenct to
chUifieation. by the power of natural heat"—Browne

:

} uigir Errourt.

chy-ltt-i-ca'-tor-y\ ohi-li-fac'-tor-y, o.
[Eng chyle; Lat. chylus, and/aci'o = to make.)
Chylifactive, chylific. (Walker.)

chy-llz'-a, *. [Gr. xvkifr (chulizo) = to ex-
tract or form into juice

; xvAo? (chutes) =
juice. ]

Entom. : A genus of Dipterous insects, be-
longing to the tribe Muscidee.

" chylle, s. [Etym. doubtful.] An unidenti-
fied plant.

•ChyUe. herbs. Ciitwmvel j'HUium.--Prompt. Fare.

Chyl-i-cla'-dl-a, s. [Lat chylus = chyle;
Gr. kaABoc (klados) = a young branch, a shoot. J

Bot. : A genus of Laurenciaceae (Florideous
Algae), containing a few British species, with
fronds of small size, composed of a branched,
cylindrical, and tubular structure, cut off bto
chambers within by diaphragms at intervals,
and filled with a watery juice.

chylH^p*-St-io, chyl^ pol et ic, *.

[Gr. xvAoirotew (chuJopoieo) = to make into
juice

; from xvA& (chulos) = juice, chyle, and
n-oi'eo* (poico~) = to make.]

Physiol. .* Having the power or the office of
forming chyle.

". . . between the kidneys and the ehylopoietie
viscera, . . ."—Owen: Anatomy of Vertebrate*.

ttte, at, Ore, amidst, what, l&U, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; *6, p«,
or. wore. wolf. work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fuU ; try. Syrian. a>. m e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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chylous, a. [Fr. chyleux.] Consisting of,

or of the nature of, chyle.
**. . . during » residence of ten years In Barbados*

be Mir at least a dozen well-marked examples of

chylous urine in negroes."

—

Walton: Lectures on the
Principlet and Practice of Phytic, lect viii.

•Chy'-lUB, S. [CHYLE.]

• chymbe, s. [Chimb.]

chyme, s. [Fr. chyme; Lat. chymus; Gr.

X^moc (chumos) = juice, from x«* (cheo) = to

pour out. ]

I'hysiol. : A semifluid or pulpy matter into

which food is converted after it has been for

some time in the stomach and mixed with
gastric secretions. It passes into the duode-
num from the stomach, and yields chyle by
admixture with the biliary secretion.

chyme-mass, s.

Zoal. : The central semifluid sarcode in the

interior of an iufusorian ; the endoplasm.

• chyme, v.t. [Chyme, s.] To extract by
chemical processes. (Lit. A fig.)

" What antidote against the terror of conscience can
be thymed from gold."—Adamt : Work; L 153. \Da*ies.)

«5hym'-Ic, a. k *. (Cbrmic]

chym-If-I-ca'-tion, s. [Fr. chymfjlcation ;

Lat. chymus, and faeio = to make.) The act

or process of forming into chyme.
"The transformation of food Into tissue involves

mastication, deglutition, chgmification.' — Herbert
Spencer : Data of Biology, \ 25.

-chym'-l'-fied, pa. par. or a. [Chymify.]

chym'-i-fy, v.U (Fr. chymifier; Lat. chymus,

and faeio (pass. fid) = to make.] T» form
into chyme. (Qaar. Rev.)

ohym -1st, s. [Chkmist.]
" Operations of chymisrry fall short of vital force ;

no chymitt can make milk or blood of grass."

—

ArtiiUh-
not : On Aliments.

«hym'-is-try; s. [Chemistry.]
" Sometimes she flies like an industrious bee.
And robs the flowers by Nature's ehymittry."

I>rydm ; Art of Poetry, Ode C. 2.

hym-o-car'-pfts, ». [Gr. xvv-fc (chumos) =
juice, and ara/nros (karpos) = fruit.]

Bot. : A. genus of scandent herbs belonging
to the Tropeeolaceas. The sessile three-lobed,
three-celled ovary grows into a three-lobed,
sweet, fleshy, edible berry, which remains
attached to the front of the persistent calvx.
This black juice berry, which is not unlike,
in appearance and flavour, to the Zante or
currant grape, is the most remarkable pecu-
liarity of the genus, which was founded on
Chymocarpus pentaphyllus. (Treat, of Bot.)

«hym'-otis, a. [Eng. chym(e); suff. -ous.]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, chyme.

* chyn-chone, s. [Chincokk.]

* ohynch-yn, v.i. [Chinch, o.] To be nig-
gardly or miserly.

"Chynchyn or sparyn mekylle {chinking* or to
mekyi sparyn, H.). Perparco."—Prompt. Parv.

* chynd, pa. par. [Chink, v.]

•ohyn-yng, pr. par. ks. [Chining.]

chy-om -e-ter, ». An instrument for
measuring the volume of a liquid by means of
ii graduated piston moving in that liquid.

cfcj-trid'-l-nnit s. [Gr. xtr-ptoW (chutridion),
uiinin. of ^i/toos (chutros) = a pot, a pitcher.]

Bot. : A genus of Unicellular Algae, consist-
ing of minute, globose, or pyriform, usually
colourless cells, operculate at the summit,
with a root-like base, attached to Confervoid
or allied plants, and penetrating their cell-

walls. Zoospores very numerous, globular,
with a single very long cilium. (Grig', db

Henfrey.)

•J For other words in chy- not found here
see under chi-.

ci bar -f-oiie, a. [Lat. ctbarius = pertaining
to food : cibus = food,] Pertaining to or use-
ful for food, edible.

* Ci ba tion, s. [Fr. cibation, from Lat. cibus
= food.]

Phys. : A term for the taking of food ; also
an alchemical term of various signification
having reference to that act.

eA'-bttls, clb'-dl, *cib-oule, a. [Fr. ciboule

;

Sp. cebolla, from Low Lat. cepula, cepola, dim.
of cepa, caepe = an onion.] A small variety of
onion, Allium Ascalonicum.

ol-bor'-I-Um, *. [Lat. ciborium; Gr. *i0w-
pwv (kiborion) = a drinking-cup made of the
seed-vessel of the Egyptian bean. In Low
Lat. also an arched chamber supported by
four columns. In Ital. ciborio ; Fr. ciborre ;

Sp. cimborio.]

1. Arch. : An insulated erection open on
each side, with arches, and having a dome of
ogee form, like the bowl of a reversed cup,
carried or supported by four columns, the
whole covering the altar. It is now called a
baldacchino (q.v.). The earliest known in-

stance of a ciborium appears to have been one
in the church of 8t. George at Thessalonica,
supposed to have been in use about a,d. 325.

(Gwilt.)

2. Eccles. : The vessel in which the small
hosts are consecrated at mass. From this

vessel they are administered to communicants,
and in it those remaining are preserved in the
tabernacle.

3. Conch. : The glossy impression on the
inside of valves, to which the muscles of the
animals have been attached.

ci-bo'-ti-um, s. [Gr. ki&utiov Qcibdtion)
— a little chest, from the form of the indu-
sium.]

Botany

:

1. A genus of Polypodiaceous ferns. [Agnus
scythicus, Barometz.]

2. A noble tree-fern from New Holland.
(McNicoll.)

*ci-bur, *ohy-bnrt s. [Arab.]

Chem. : An old term for sulphur.

Cl-ca'-da, s. [Lat. cicada; Fr.cigale; ItaL
cigala.} [Cicala.]

Entom. : A genus of Horaopterous insects,

tribe Cicadarise, sub-tribe Stridulantia, or it

may be made a family Cicadidae. They have
three ocelli or simple eyes, with the short
antenna? in front. The tarsi are three-jointed.

The male has a drum or musical apparatus
placed in a cavity on each side of the abdomen,
and concealed by scale-like plates. A muscle
pulls the drum in and again lets it out with
the effect of producing a sharp continuous
sound. These insects are familiar in the
south of Europe, in India, in Bermuda, the
West Indies, the warmer parts of America, &c.
The Greeks, who considered the cicadas happy
in having " voiceless wives," called the animal
t«'tti£ (tettix). The observation that the female
cicadas do not emit the sharp continuous
sound described is accurate. The Grass-
hopper and Cicada, though popularly believed
the same, are not even of the same order. The
former belongs to the Orthoptera, the latter to
the Homoptera. The former possesses man-
dibles, while the latter has a suctorial appara-
tus instead. The antenna; of the former are
very long, and those of the latter very
short. The former emits its " voice " by
night, the latter in the brightest sunshine.
Many other differences between the two exist.

Cicada h&matodes, like the rest of the genus a
large insect, occurs in the New Forest, in
Hampshire. An American species of Cicada,
G. Septendecim, appears only once in seventeen
years, hence it is popularly known as the
seventeen-year locust. It is no more akin to
the locust than to the grasshopper.

cic a dar i a, 91c a dar'-I «e, s.pl. [From
Lat. cicada, and the neut. or the fern. pL of
Lat. suff. -arius.1

Entom. : A tribe of the sub-order Homop-
tera. The tarsi are three-jointed, theanteunae
minute, and usually terminated by a bristle,

and the wings with many nervures or cells.

It contains the families Cercopidas or Cicadel-
lina, Membracidse or Membracina, Fulgoridas,

and Cicadidae (q.v.).

51c a del la. 91 ca del li na, *. pi. [A
dimin. formation from Lat. cicada = a grass-
hopper.]

Entom. : A family of Homopteroos insects,

better called Cercopidee (q.v.). The name was
given because they resemble typical Cicadas,
but are much smaller.

cl-cad'-f-dse, «. pi. [From Lat. ci*cuJa(q.v.X

and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas.]

Entom. : The family of insects of which the

cicada is the type. The species, which are

large insects with broad heads and breasts,

are from the warmer parts of the world.
Swainson made the family comprehensive
enough to include the frog-hoppers as well

as the cicadas proper, 'but the former aia

now made a separate family, Cercopid*
(q.v.).

* cicala, s. [Ital. ci^aZa.] [Cicada.] Either

a cicada or a grasshopper.
" At eve a dry cicala sung."

Tennyson : Mariana in the South.

clc'-a-t**00* s - [Cicatrix.]

$J-cat'-ric-le, cl-caf-rl-<rale, *clc-s>-

tr$C'-li-l*J.t *. [Fr. cicatricule, from Lat.

cicatricula, dimin. of cicatrix = a scar.]

1. Biol. : The germinating or foetal point in

the embryo of a seed, or the yolk of an egg.

2. Botany:

(1) The scar of a fallen leaf.

(2) The hilura (q.v.).

of-cat'-li-cdge, a, [From Lat. cfcarrto(genit

cicatricis) (q.v.), and Eng. suff. -ose.)

Bot. : Marked with scars, cicatrisate.

* 91c -a-trine, a. [Lat. cicatrix), and Eng.
suff. -ine.] Scarring, wounding.

" Thy nloQClcatrine tongue."—Dekker : Satiromattix.

ci- cat -H-aate, a. [From Lat. cicatrix (genit.

cicatricis) (q.v.), and Eng. suff. -ate.)

Bot. : The same as Cicatricose (q.v.).

•jlo-a-tri'-aitve, a. [Lat. cicatrix (genit. cica-

tricis) = a scar.] Proper or useful to induce a

cicatrix.

cto'-a-trix, cic'-a -trice (pi. cic'-a-tric

esj), s. [Lat. cicatrix (genit. cicatricis) = a
scai".]

1. Ord. Lang, k Med.

;

(1) A scar or mark remaining after a wound.
41

(2) Any mark or impression resembling
the scar of a wound.

" Lean out upon a rush.
The cicatrice and capable impressure
Thy palm some moments keeps."

Shaketp. I At rou Like It, lii. 5.

2. Bot. : A scar formed by the separation of

one part from another.

clc-a-trus'-ant, a. k s. [Fr. cicatrisant, pr.

par* of cica'triser= to scar; Lat. cicatrix = a

scar.]

A. As adj. : Healing or tending to heal a
wound, or to induce a cicatrix.

B. As substantive:

Med. : Any medicine or preparation proper
or useful to induce a cicatrix, or heal a
wound.

t clc-a-trlz-a'-tton, s. [Eng. cicatrix, and
suff. -ation.]

1. The act or process of inducing a cicatrix,

or healing a wound.
" A vein bunted, or corroded, in the lungs, Is looked

upon to be for the most part; Incurable, because of the
motion and coughing at the lungs tearing the gap
wider, and hindering the conglutination and cicatri-

zation of the vein."

—

Harvey.

2. The state of being cicatrised.

"The first stage of healing, or the discharge of mat-
ter, is called digestion ; the second, or the filling up
with flesh, Incarnation ; and the last, or skinning over,

cicatrization."—Sharpe : Surgery.

^ic'-a-tri^e, v.t. & t. [Fr. cicatriser, from
Lat" cicatrix = a scar.]

I. Transitive:

1. To apply or administer medicines or pre-

parations calculated to induce a cicatrix.

2. To heal or induce the skin over a wound.
" We in earned, and In a few days cicatrized it with

a smooth cicatrix."— Wiseman : On Tumours.

IX Intrans. : To become healed or cica-

trized, xo become covered with skin.

5ic'-a-trized, pa. par. or a. [Cicatrize.]

cic -a-tnz -itig, pr- P^-t a-. & *- [Cicatrize.]

A. A B. As pr. par. db particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of healing
a wound by inducing a cicatrix ; the state of

becoming cicatrized.

"... the acatrtxing of these being for the most
part the work of the surgeon."— Wiseman.

t&L, h6$; porlt, jo^rl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: Bin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Irig.

-clan, -tlan-shan, -tion, -sion-shun; -tion, -aion -shun, -tioua, -alone* -clous -shu*. -ble. -gle. &c. = bel. r;oL
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•ic'-a-trose, a. [Lat cicatricosus, from cica-

trix = a scar.] Full of scars or cicatrized
wounds ; scarry. (Craig.)

©Ic'-ca, s. [A name of unknown meaning
(Loudon) ; said to be a man's name (Paxton)

;

but may it not be from Gr. kLki (fcifct) = the
castor-oil berry, to which the cicca is akin T\

1. Bot. : A genus of Euphorbiaceee, species
of which have three to five cells, while three
is in most of the order the unvarying number.
It consists of small trees or shrubs found in
the warmer parts of the world.

2. Med. : The leaves of Cicca disticha and
racemosa are sudorific, and used against
syphilis. The root is violently purgative. Its

succulent fruit, and that of C. racemosa, is

subacid, cooling, and wholesome, while the
seeds are cathartic.

clc ciis, *. [Lat]
Entom. : A genus of Homopterous insects,

of the family Cercopidse,

flc'-£l-y, *• [Lat, seseli, seselis; Gr.o-co-cAt,

<r«V«A(s (seseli, seselis).} [Seseli.]

Bot. : The ordinary name for the genus
Myrrh is.

•f Fools cicely : Atthusa Cynapium.

Bough cicely : Torilis Anthriscus.

Sweet Cicely

:

1. Myrrhis odorata.
" The smell of Swear- Cicely attracts bee*, and the

buides of empty hives are often nibbed with it"

—

Loudon : Encyclopaedia of Gardening, $ 4,72s.

2. An American name for Osmorrhiza, a
genus of Umbelli ferae.

Wild cicely : Anthriscus sylvestris.

fi-ceV-dl-a, $. [Etym. doubtful. Hooker
and Arnott* suggest Gr. kUiwoc (kikinnos) =
a curled lock, a ringlet, on account of the
lender entangled stems and branches.]

Bot. ; A genus of plants, order Gentianacea?,
sob-order Gentianeee. It consists of small
annual branched herbs. Two are British,
Cicendia Jili/ormis, which has yellow flowers,

and C. pusiUa, which has pink flowers. Both
are somewhat rare in Britain. C. jttiformis is

by some botanists called Exacum jUiformc.

$i'-cei\ s. [Lat cicer = a chick-pea. Possibly

the Roman family of Cicero, which produced
the world-renowned orator, derived their name
from cicer, either, as Plutarch says, because
one of the family had a flat excrescence like
a chick-pea on his nose, or, as Pliny asserts,
because the first of the name successfully
cultivated vetches.]

Hot. : A genus of Leguminous plants, sub-
order Papilionacese, tribe Viciece. Cicer arie-

tinum, the Chick-pea, is a native of Egypt
and the Levant It is cultivated in the south
of Europe, in India, and elsewhere. It bears
pale solitary violet flowers. A field in full

bloom, and glistening with dew, is a beautiful
spectacle, but an acid which it contains de-
stroys the boot-leather of anyone who, walk-
ing over it, treads it down. Anglo-Indians
call the seeds, gram. They are used in India
for feeding horses.

5I5 er-6 ne (or as 9hich-er-6'-ne), s. [Lat.

Cicero, the Roman orator ; so called from the
talkativeness of guides.] A guide; one who
explains the curiosities and interesting fea-

tures of a place to strangers.
" He had not proceeded many steps from the monu-

ment before be beckoned to our cicerone. "—Shcnttone.

el-fer-d'-lli-an, a. & s. [From Cicero.]

A. As adj. : Resembling the style of Cicero ;

noting an easy flowing style.

"My delivery.. . was Ciceronian.''—Lamb: My
Firtt Play.

B. As suost. : An imitator of the style of
Cicero. {Hallam.)

fi-f^cr-d -ni-an-ism, s. [Eng. Ciceronian;

•ism.] An imitation of or resemblance to the
style of Cicero.

"Great study in Cicerontanitm, the chief abuse of
Oxford."—Sidney.

fl-^er-d'-ni-an-iflt, *. [Eng. Ciceronian

;

-ist.\ One who imitates the flowing, polished
style of Cicero.

"That elaborate polishing of periods which had
been the delight of the Ciceronianftt*."—Encyc Brit.

(ed Sth). xlr. 342.

* cfch'-ling, s. [Chickling.]

c^Ich-or-a -96-89, s. pi. [Lat. cichorium; Gr.
Kixupioi' (kickorion), tttxopn (fcicftore)=succory,

chicory ; Lat. fern. pL adj. sunt -aceos.]

Bot. : A sub-order of Composite plants,
distinguished by their corollas being slit
The name was given by Jussieu. Lindley,
following Decandolle, called it Liguliflorre in
his Vegetable Kingdom, though in his Natural
System of Botany he had retained the name
Cichoracese. The corolla, as stated before,
is ligulate, or strap-shaped ; the seeds, which
are erect, have no albumen, and the stem has
milky juice. [Cichorium, Ligtjliflorae.]

9ich-or-a'-9e-ous, a. [Lat cichoriium)
;

-aceous.] Of the nature of or possessing the
qualities and properties of chicory or succory.

" Dinreticks evacuate the salt serum ; as all acid
diureticks, and the testaceous and bitter cichoraceou*
plants." —Flayer.

9lch-br'-*-tim, s. [Fr. cichorie. Name, written
Ktxopttov (kichoreion), according to Pliny, of
Egyptian origin.]

Bot. : Succory or chicory, a genus of Compo-
site plants. Cichorium, Intybus, distinguished
by having the lower leaves runcinate and the
heads usually in pairs, is a British plant, the
origin of the cultivated chicory. It is found
wild also on the Continent of Europe, in North
Africa, in Siberia, and the North-west of
India. The roots are boiled and eaten, or
they are dried and used as coffee. (Dr. Joseph
Hooker, <£c.) C. Endivia is the common Endive.
It is extensively cultivated in Europe, into
which it was introduced from its native
country India, in many parts of which it is

called Kasnee. Properly speaking, Succory
consists of the blanched leaves of Cichorium
Intybus and Endive those of C. Endivia. C.
Endivia, or Endive, is a wholesome salad,
possessing bitter and anodyne qualities.

elch'-or-y, s. [Fr. cichorie, from Lat cicho-
rium (q.v.).]

Bot . : The Chicorium Intybus or Wild Suc-
cory. [Chicory.]

* yich-pea, * cich-pease, s. [Chick-pea.]
" A kind of small pulse, called a Cichpmue."—Touch-

stone of Complexion*, PreL (Davlee.)

91-9111-de -la, s. [Lat cicindela = a glow-
worm, from 'candela = a candle. This is not
the cicindela of modern entomologists. See
def.]

Entom. ; A genus of Coleopterous insects,
the typical one of the family Cicindelid«e.
They have very prominent eyes. They are of
predatory habits, and are sometimes called
Tiger-beetles. They are the most highly
organized of all the Coleoptera. They can fly

as well as run, and all their movements are
agile. Tbey are remarkable for the beauty of

cicini>ela.

their colours. Four species are British. The
best known is Cicindela campestris, which is

above half an inch in length, the anterior and
posterior margins of the thorax, the basal

joints of the antennas of a rich copper colour,

the rest of the thorax green, the elytra green,

each with six cream-coloured spots ; the under
side of the body glossy bluish-green. It is

common near London. The larvae may be
found in cylindrical burrows from six inches
to a foot in depth, at the mouth of which they
lurk for their prey, and the perfect insect in

sandy spots during the summer months.

ci^in-ueT-I-dce, s. pi. [Lat cicindela, and
fern, pi suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of carnivorous Coleoptera,
section Adephaga, sub-section Geodephaga.
Only one genus, Cicindela, is British.

cl-cin-oV-ul-us, s. & a, [Gr. a-wttiroc

(kikinnos) = a curled lock, a ringlet, and
60oA<k (obolos) = an old Greek coin worth
about three half-pence.] [Obolus.]

cincinobulus fruit, s.

Bot. : A peculiar i-eproductive body in cer-
tain Fungals. It is more commonly called a
cyst (Thomi.)

9l-9£n-iir'-u8, s. [Gr. kUiwk (kikinnos) -
curled hair, and ovpd (oura) = a tail.]

Ornithology

:

1. The long spiral filaments of the extremity
ofthetaiL (McNiccoU.)

2. A genus of birds belonging to the Para-
diseidaa, or Birds of Paradise.

* 9i-9ia'-b€-$9m, *. [Ital. cicisbe(o), and Eng.

suff. -ism.] The conduct of a cicisbeo ; the
practice of dangling after married women.

9^-918'-be-O, *. [Ital. In Fr. cicisbie, sigisbie.]

1. Lit. : A term applied in Italy to a pro-
fessed admirer of a married woman ; a dangler
about women.

1 2. Fig. : A knot of ribbon attached to a
sword-hilt, gun, &c

* cic-la-toun, ' 91c la-tun, sic-la-
toun, s, [O. Fr. ciglaton; Sp. ciclaton.]

1. A sort of stuff, made sometimes of silk,

sometimes of cloth of gold embroidered.
" Ther was mony gonfanoon.
Of gold, seiidel and ndatoun."

Atisaunder, 1,M3.

2. A cloak or garment made of such mate-
rial.

91-co -ni-a (Lat.), 'fi-con-le, *cy-con-ye
(Eng.), s. [Lat ciconia= a stork. ] [Stork.]

Ornithology

:

1. A stork, a' member of the family Cico-
niidae.

" The somer foul that is clepld cyconye.'— Wvclif* :
Jeremiah vii i. 7.

2. A genus of Wading Birds, the typical one
of the sub-family Ciconiinse. It belong*
to the family Ardeida (Herons). The species
have long conical
bills, long red legs,

with the three toes,

which point for-

ward, united by a
membrane as far as
the first joint, the
hinder toe on the
same level. The
wings are of moder-
ate length, the third,

fourth, and fifth

quills largest, the
second a little
shorter, and the first

a little shorter still.

There are two
British species, Ci-

conia alba, the White Stork, and C. nigra, the

Black Stork. [Stork.]

* ci-cd'-nl-aJs, a. [Lat. ciconi(a), and Eng. adj.

suff. -an.] Consisting of or pertaining to

storks.
" But when his evening wheals o'erhung the main.
Then conquest crown d the fierce Cicontan train."

Pope : Homer'* Odyuey, bk. ix., 1. «T, St

9i-c6-ni'-I-daa, *. pi. [Lat. ciconia, and fern,

pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Ornith. : A family of Wading Birds, contain-

ing the 8torks, Ac. More generally, however,

it is reduced to a sub-family. [Ciconiima]

9i-c6-ni-i'-iise, *. pi. [Lat. ciconia, and fern.

pi. suff. -ince.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Wading Birda,

family Ardeidas. [Ciconia.]

t9ic'-A-r& s. [Chicory.]

•If Wild cicory : Cichorium Intybus.

* cto'-U-rate, v.t [Lat. cicuratus, pa. par. of

cicuro = to tame ; cicur = tame, gentle.] To

tame, to soften the character of.

* 9$c-u-ra'-tion, s. [Ciccrate.] The act of

taming or softening in character.

"This holds not only In domestick and mansuet*
birds, for then it might be the effect of cicuratUm at

institution ; but in the wild. "—Hay : On the Creatio*

91-CU-ta (Lat.), *9i-cute (Eng.), $. [Lat

ctc7<ta = the hemlock given as poison; Sp.,

Port., & Ital cicuta ; Prov. ciguda; Fr. ei^ai-I

1. Bot. : The Water-hemlock, or Cowbane.

A genus of plants, order Umbelliferae. It has

compound umbels with many rays ; few orno
bracts, but many small bracteoles. The

ciconia alba,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin; mate, cub, euro, unite, our, rule, full; try,

; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

Syrian, as, ce = e; •y = a, q.u = 1sw
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flowers are white, the fruit orbicular, or
broadly ovoid, with solitary vittte in the
interstices of the ridges. The leaves are

£
innate or decompound. Cicuta virosa, which
as doubly serrate lanceolate leaflets, is a

tall plant of three or four feet high, found,
though not very commonly, in England and
the lowlands of Scotland by roadsides or the
margins of lakes. It is a deadly poison. It

may be the awetop (kdneion) (Hemlock) of the
Greeks, which Socrates and others condemned
to death were required to drink. An ana-
logous species, C. maculata, found in America,
is equally deadly.

2. The name for a shepherd's pipe made of
the hollow stalks of hemlock. (Buchanan.)

cic u-tine, s. [Lat. cicuta, and Eng. sufT -iner
(Chem.).]

Chem. : An alkaloid supposed to exist in

Water-hemlock, Cicuta virosa.

fad, s. [Arab, seid = lord.]

1. An Arabian name for a chief or com-
mander ; applied specially in Spanish litera-

ture to Ruy Diaz, Count of Bivar, the cele-

brated champion ofChristianity in the eleventh
century.

* The helmet was down o'er the lace of the dead,

Iffmans : The Cid's Funeral Procession.

2. The name of a Spanish epic poem, cele-

brating the exploits of Ruy Diaz.

ci dar I-dae, s. pi. [From Lat. eidaris {q.v.),

and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idoz.]

Zool : A family of Echinodermata ; the
body is subglobose, and covered with long,

club-shaped spines.

fid ar Is, s. [Lat., a turban or mitre ; Or.

itioapi? (Hdaris), a-trapis (fcitoris)=acapofstate

worn by the Persian kings ; Heb. "V^ (kether)

= a Persian diadem, Esther i. 11, ii. 17, vi. 8

;

V15 (kathar) = to surround.

1

1. Jew. Antiq. : A name given to the mitre
of the Jewish high-priests.

2. Zoology:

(1) A genus of Echini of hemispherical form,
o called from their supposed resemblance to
this cap of state. Cidaris papillata, a British
species, occurring off the coasts of Shetland,
is called the Piper-urchin, because the body
presents a rude resemblance to a diminutive
bagpipe.

(2) A genus of the Senectinae or Snake-
shells. They are pearlaceous, turbinate,
generally smooth, with a round, not obliaue
aperture.

3. Palceont. : Cidaris ranges from the Trias
to recent times.

* old -ar-lte, s. [Eng. cidar(is), and suff. -ite.)

Palwont. : A fossil specimen of the genus
Cidaris ; a fossil resembling CidariB. The
genus Cidaris occurs in the secondary strata.

C.Jlorigemma is a characteristic fossil of the
Coral rag.

si-der, * cy-der, * ay-Mr. *sy-dir, *si-
diT, 3. & a. [Lat. sicera; Gr. aUtpa (sikera),

from Heb. "*y87 (shekar) = strong drink ; Fr.

cidre; Sp. sidra ; Port, cidra.]

A* As substantive

:

*1. Strong drink ; liquor made of the juice
of any fruit pressed.

"... a kind of cider made of a fruit of that
country . . ."—Bacon.

2. A liquor made from the juice of apples
expressed and fermented.

** A flask of cider from his father's vats
Prime, which I knew : and so we sat and eatt"

Tennyson : A udley Court.

IT To make good cider the apples should be
quite ripe, as the amount of sugar in ripe
apples is 110, in unripe apples 4'9, in over-
ripe apples 7*95. The fermentation should
proceed slowly. The strongest cider con-
tains, in 100 volumes, 987 volumes of alcohol
of 92 per cent., the weakest 5*21 volumes.
(Brande.)

B. As adj. : Productive of cider
; producing

cider.

"Worcester, the queen of the cider land, had bat
tagnl thousand."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., cb, ili.

cider-brandy, *. A kind of brandy dis-
tilled from cider.

* eider-mil], s. A mill in which apples
are ground into pulp for the purpose of
making cider.

eider-press, s. A press in which the
juice is expressed from the apples after they
have been ground into pulp.

eider-tree, s. Eucalyptus Gunnii, from
the sap of which a kind of cider is prepared.

9id erage.s. [Etym. doubtful.] TheN.E.D.
suggests that it may be a misprint for culer*

age (q.v.).

Bot. : A plant, Polygonum Hydropiper.

* 91' der-Ist, a. [Eng. cider ; -ist.\ One who
makes cider.

" When the ciderists have taken care for the best
fruit and ordered them after the best manner they
could, yet hath their cider generally proved pale,
sharp, and ill tasted."— Mortimer.

t Cl'-der-kln, s. [Eng. cider ; dimin. suff. -kin

(q.v.). J An inferior kind of cider made by
adding water to the crushed mass of apples
remaining after the juice has been pressed out
in the manufacture of cider.

cl-devant (pron. ge' dev-on), a. [Fr. =
hitherto, formerly ; from Lat. hicce = here,
and de ab ante = down or of from before.]
Former, previous.

* clel-lng, s. [Ceiling.)

*cl-er'&e, *cerge, * serge, s. [Ft., from

Lat cereus = waxen, cera = wax.] A wax
candle used in the worship of the Roman
Catholic Church.

"That heren in heven her ciergis clere."
The Romaunt of the Rose, #360.

* cletezour, $. [City.] A citizen.

"The ciefezouris of Teruana in Flanderis (to quhom
thir amhaasatouris first come) rycht desyrus to recouer
thair lyberte, refnslt nocht thir offeris."— Bellend.
Cron. fo. 30. b.

ci-gar', *se-gar, *. & a. [Fr. cigare; Sp.
cigarro; originally a kind of tobacco in the

Island of Cuba.] A small, cylindrical roll of
tobacco for smoking.

"The fermented leaves being next stripped of their
middle ribs by the hands of children, arc sorted anew,
and the large ones are set apart for making cigars."—
Ure: Diet, of Arts, *c

1[ Obvious compounds : Cigar-box, cigar-

holder, Ac.

cigar-bundler, s. A machine for placing
cigars in bundles that they may be tied to-

gether. It consists of a clamping-press having
jaws of such shape and capacity as the size of
the cigar and the number desired in a bundle
may warrant.

cigar-lighter, .«. A device for lighting
cigars. It consists of a little gas-jet suspended
by an elastic tube.

cigar machine, s. A machine for mak-
ing fillers of cigars and wrapping them.

cigar-press, s. A press having a motion
in two directions, one to compress the cigars

in their rows, and the other to press them
vertically.

cigar-steamer, *. A peculiar form of
craft, shaped like a spindle, and constructed
by Winans, of Baltimore. The (irst was built

in Baltimore—length 635 feet, diameter 16 feet

;

the second in St. Petersburg—length 70 feet,

diameter 9 feet; the third in Havre—length 72
feet, diameter 9 feet ; the fourth in Isle of
Dogs—length 256 feet, diameter 16 feet. The
propeller of the first was placed around the
middle of the vessel ; the second had a pro-
peller beneath her bottom ; the third is fitted

for trying propellers in various positions ; and
the fourth has a propeller at each end.
(Knight.)

Cag-ar-fitte, s. [A dimin. of Ft. cigare,'] A
small cigar; more generally, a small quantity
of fine tobacco rolled in paper and used for

smoking.
"We shall celebrate our reconciliation in a cigarette."

—Black: Princess of ThiUe, ch. x,

cigarette-filler, s. A little implement
for introducing the finely-cut tobacco into the
paper envelope. It has two forms : a tube and
a wrapper. (Knight.)

Cigarette-machine, ft. Amachine used
in the production of cigarettes. Adorno's
cigarette-machine uses an endless roll of paper.

It cuts, wraps, and folds the paper around a
regulated quantity of tobacco,which is supplied

at one end of the machine, while the finished
cigarettes emerge at the other end. (Knight.)

' cild, s. [A.S.] [Child.]

ofT-er-y, * [Celobe.]
1 carved on the

CiUKiLX

Arch. : The drapery or folia

heads of columns, in

Moorish or Spanish
architecture.

ctV-I-a, s. pi [Lat.

nom.'pl. of cilium
m an eyelash.]

1. Anal. : Hair-
like processes of
extreme delicacy of
structure and mi-
nuteness of size.

They are from j^
to Tj^iro of an mcn
in fength. They are
arranged in rows, and sre affixed by their
bases to the epithelium which covers the
surface on which they play.

2. Bot. : Long hairs, like eyelashes, situated
upon the margins of leaves, &c.

" Isolated cells, as spores of sea-weed, occasionally
have free filaments, or cilia, developed on their sur-
face."—Bat/our; Botany, pt. 1., f 7.

3. Zool. : Hair-like filaments, which project
from animal membranes, and are endowed
with quick vibratile motion, as in the infu
soria, sponges, and polyzoa.

$ll'-i-ar-#, a, [Ft. ciliaire, from Lat. ciiiwm—
an eyelash.]

1, Anat. ; Belonging to the eyelashes.

2. Zool. £ Bot. : Pertaining to the cilia in
plants and animals.

ciliary arteries, *. pi.

Anat. .* The arteries supplying various parts
of the eye with blood. They are divisible into
three sets, the short., the long, and the anterior
ciliary arteries. (Quain.) I

Ciliary ganglion, s. The same as the
ophthalmic or lenticular ganglion. (Quain.)

ciliary ligament, s.

Anat. : The circular portion dividing the
choroid membrane from the iris, and adhering
to the sclerotic coat. [Choroid. ]

ciliary motion, ». A motion of cilia or
any part of any organism possessing them.
In animals they move like a field of grain
agitated by the wind. Ciliary motion exists

in man in various parts, as for instance on
the mucous membrane of the nasal cavities,

on the inner surface of the lacrymal sac and
canal, on the membrane of the larynx, trachea,
and bronchial tubes. (Todd & Bowman :

Physiol. Anat., vol. i., ch. 2, p. 64.)

"The terms vibratory motion and ciliary motion
have been employed to express the appearance pro-
duced by the moving cilia ; the latter is here pre-
ferred, but it is used to express the whole pheno-
menon, as well as the mere motion of the cilia. —Dr.
Sharpe, in Todd's Cyclopaedia of Anat. and Physiol.

ciliary muscle, .

.

Anat. : A muscle attached to the choroid of
the eye.

ciliary nerves, s. pi.

Anat. : Two or three nerves situated at the
inner side of the optic nerve. Their full

appellation is Ixmg ciliary nerves, (Quain.)

ciliary processes, t. pi.

Anat. : White folds at the margin of the
uvea in the eye, and proceeding from it to the
crystalline lens.

" The ciliary processes, or rather the ligaments, ob-
served in the inside of the sclerotica: tunicles of the
eye, do serve instead of a muscle, by the contraction,
to alter the figure of the eye."—Ray .* On the Creation.

ciliary zone,
Aixit. : A term for the appearance which

the pigment between the ciliary processes

leaves on the hyaloid membrane, like the diss*

of a flower ; also called Corona ciliaris.

cil-i-a'-ta, s. pi. [Lat. cili(um) = an eyelash,

and neut.' pL adj. suff. -ata.]

Zool. : An order of Infusoria, having the
body more or less completely clothed with
cilia. These cilia are vibratile, and are used
for locomotion or obtaining food. Genera,
Vorticella, Vaginicola, &c.

cll'-i-ate, cfl'-i-a-tSd, or. [Lat. cilHum) m
an eyelash, and Eng. suff. -ate, -ated.) Fur-
nished with cilia or fine hair. Used

—

boil, boy ; pout, joltrl ; oat, cell, chorus, 90111, bench ; go, gem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = L
-clan, tian =s shan. tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion shun. tious, sious. clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. - bel, del.
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1. Bat. : Of a leaf with parallel filament* or
bristles, resembling fine hairs.

2. .inot ; Of a surface covered with fila-

ments.
" But a ciliated surface !• not affbcted at all in tti

movements. "—Todd * Bowman ; PhytioL A not., voL L,
eh. ii., p. 63.

3. ZooL : Provided with vibratile cilia.

fU-i-a'-tlon, *. [As if from Lat. cUiatio.)

1. Ciliated state or condition.

2. The ciliary apparatus of any organism.

91I I-a'-to, in compos. [Mod. Lat. eillat{n$),

with connective.] Having cilia.

ciliato-dentate, a.

Bot. : Having teeth, and those ciliated,

ciliato-serrate, a.

Bot. ; Having serrations, each of which ter-

minates in a hair.

* 91I -ipe, s. [Fr. cilice ; Lat. cilicium, from
Gr. KiAbciov (kilikion) = coarse cloth, orig. of
(Cilician) goats' hair. ] A rough garment worn
next the skin as a penance ; a hair shirt.

" We have heard so much of monks . . . with their
shaven crowns, hair ciUeet, and vows of poverty."

—

Carlgle : Pott and Preeeat. bk. ii.. c. 1.

* 91-li -ci-Olia, a. [Eng. ciiiot.] Made of

goats' hair.
" A coarse garment, a ci'iciom or sackcloth habit"

—Browne: vulgar Errourt, bk. v., ch. xr.

i el -la, *. [Lat. ctii(a) = fine hair, and
iniin. sutf. -ella.]

Entom. : A fringe. (McNicoll.)

oil i i form, a. [Lat. cUia = fine hair, and
forma = form.] Having the form of cilia,

very fine or slender. Especially applied to the
teeth of certain fishes, as or the perch, when
very numerous and all equally fine.

* 9x1 i 6-brach- I-a'-ta, *. pi. [Lat. cilia =•

eyelashes, and brachiata, pi. of brachiatus =
having branches like arms.]

Zool. : Owen's name for the Polyzoa (q.v.).

* cil-f-o -br&ch'-i'-ate, a. [Lat cUia = fine

hair ; brachium = the arm, and Eng. adj. suff.

•ate.)

Physiol. : Having the arms furnished with
cilia, as in Polyzoa.

$11 I d-nag-el-la'-ta, s. pt [Mod. Lat
from cilium and jUigellum (both which see).

J

Zool. : A group of free-swimming Infu-
sorians, moving by means of lash-like flagella,

and having a more or less complete ciliation.

9II i 6-flag el-late, a. [Ciliotlagixlata.]
Belonging to the Cilioflagellata.

9II I 6-gra -da, cil-I-d-gra'-di, a d.
[ClLIOGBADE.]

Zool. : The name given by De Blaiuville to
the Ctenophora (q.v.).

•jiT-i-o-grade, a. k *. [Ft. cillograde, from
Lat. ciha = fine hair, and gradior = to step.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to the Ctenophora.

B. As subst. : An animal belonging to the
Ctenophora (q.v.).

$11 i urn, 5. [The sing, of eiWa(q.Y.X]

cHl, s. [Sill.]

Arch. : The timber or stone at the foot of a
door, Ac.

IT Ground-ciUs are the timbers on the
ground which support the posts and super-
structure of a timber building. The name of
cill is also given to the bottom pieces which
support quarter and truss partitions. (Gwilt.)

* 9il -Li-bub, s. [Sillabub.]

91I 16, cillo -sis, *. [Lat. cilium = an eye-

lash, and suff. -osis (Med.)."]

Med. : A spasmodic trembling of the upper
eyelid.

Cll-ldt'-ic, m. [Eng. cillo ; t connect., and
suff. -ic.] Pertaining to, or affected with,
cillo (q.v.>

cHls, s. pi. [Cill] a naval term applied to
horizontal pieces of timber to ports or scuttles.
Generally pronounced by sailors tell, as port-
sell. (Smyth: Sailor's Word-Book.)

91 -ma, s [Gr. Kvna(kuma)=& wave.] [Cyma.]

A moulding, taking its name from

RECTA

Arch.
its contour resem
Ming that of
wave, being hollow
In its upper part,

and swelling be-
low. Of this
moulding there are

two sorts, the cima
(or cyma) recta, j ust
described, and the
cima reversa, where-
in the upper part
swells and the
lower is hollow.
By the workmen
these are called
ogeet(q.Y.). (Gwilt.)

9I mar, a [Chi- cima.
MERE, StMAJL]

* Oim'-bal (1), s. [Ital. ciambeUa.] A kind of
confectionery or cake.

* 91m -bal (2), * cim'-bale, a [Cymbal.]

oim'-bez, s. [Cf. Or. ie£i/3i£ (kimbuc) = a
miser. ]

Entom. : A genus of hymenopterous insects,

family Tenthredinidae. Mr. Stephens enume-
rated eight British species of the genus, some
of which may not be properly distinct from
each other. Cimbex Grijftnii is about an inch
long. It is reddish-brown, with a yellow
abdomen.

91m -bi-a, *. [Gr. iniitfnr (kumbion) = (1) a
small cup, (2) seedef., dimin. of xvfLfin (kumbe)
= the hollow of a vessel.]

Arch. ; A fillet, string, list, or cornice.

Qlm -bri-an, a. k $. [Lat Cimbria.]

A. As adj. ; Cimbric ;
pertaining to Cimbria.

" The event commonly called the

'

Otmbrian Delate

'

Is supposed to have happened about three centuries
bef'-re the Christian era. —Lyell: Principle* ofOtology,
oh. xzi.

B, As subst. : A native of Cimbria.

9im'-bric, a. k $. [Lat. Cimbrieus.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to the Cinibri, an
ancient tribe inhabiting Northern Germany,
and the Chersonese now called Jutland

*' On helm and harness rings the Saxon hunm\,
Through Cimbric forest roars the Norseman's song."

Longfellow ; The Areenal at Springfield.

B. As subst. : One of the tribe of the Cim-
bri ; a Cimbrian.

* 9im-el -I arch, a [Lat. cimeliarcha ; Gr.
*«i/i.rjAiap^T|c (keimeliarches) = a treasurer

:

jNip.qAtoi' ikeimelion) m a treasury, and «pX&
(archos) =» a leader, a chief.]

1. Eccles. ; A superintendent or keej>er of
plate and other valuable things belonging to

a church ; a church-warden. (Bailey.)

2. ^4rcA. : A name given to the apartment
where the plate and vestments are kept in

churches. (GxoiU.)

* 91m ent , 8. k v. [Cement.]

* 9im'-e-ter, »• [Cimitee, Scimeter, Scy-
MITAB.]

* jim'-S-tor-^, • yfan'-S-top-y, s. [Ceme-
TEEY.]

cimex, a [Lat, cimex (genit cvmicis) m a
bug.)

*L Ord. Lang. : A bug.

2. Entom. : A genus of hemipterous insects,

the typical one of the family Cimicitue. Cimex
Uctularius is the Bed-bug. [Boa.] There
are analogous species parasitic on pigeons,
swallows, and bats,

91m -I-a, S. [ClMBXA,]

* clm-tcc, s. [Ital. cimice, from Lat. cimex

(genit. cmicw).] Abed-bug. [Cimex.]

91m 19'-Ic, a. [Lat. cimex (genit cimicis) = a
bug.] Of or pertaining to the cimex or bug.

oimiolo add, a
Chem. : CjsHggO-^, a yellow crystalliaable

acid, having a rancid odour, extracted by
alcohol and ether from a kind of bug (Rhaphi-
gaster puncHpcnnU).

91m 19 i-das, a pi. [Lat cimex, genit eimi-

eis), and pi. adj. suff. -ides.]

Entom. : A family of hemipterous insects, of
which Cimex is the type. It is of the tribe

Geocores (Land-bugs). They have a short
rostrum consisting of two or three joints

only, depressed bodies, and, with the excep-
tion of the typical genus Cimex, wings.
British genera, Cimex, Aneurus, Aradus,
Agramma, Tiugis, and Dictyonota.

91111-19-1 fu-ga, s. [Lat. cimex (genit cimi-
cis) bz a bug, and fugo — to drive away. 80
named because in Siberia one of the species

is used to drive away bugs and similar insects.]

Bot. : A genus of perennial herbs, with
racemes of whitish flowers, and drastic

poisonous roots. Order, Ranunculacese. Four
species are cultivated in Britain, the hest-

known bving Cimici/ttga fietida, the "Stinking
Snake-root or Bug-wort It was introduced
in 1777 from Siberia. It occurs also on the

Carpathian Mountains, and the north-west
coast of America. C. serpentaria, formerly
called AcUxa ractmosa, is the Black Saaflts>

root of America, supposed to be an antidote
to the venom of serpents.

91m '-1-91x16, a. [Lat cimex (genit. cimieU),

and Eng. suff. -ine.) Smelling of bugs.

91-raifla, s. [Cimex.] . The bed-bug.

elm i ter, » eim'-*-t6>, 9^m'-I-tirt

'•CJhn'-I-ter.a. [Fr. cimeterre ; Sp. At Port.
cimetarra ; Ital. scimitarra, from Biscayan
cimetarra = with a sharp edge ; or corrupted
from Per. schimschir (AfaAn).] A short curved
sword with a convex edge, used by the Per-
sians and Turks.

£im<-mcr I an, a. [Lat Cimmerius, froia

Gr. *i/tu.«'pio«"(fcimmeTioa).]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to the Cimmerii, a
abulous race stated by Homer to have lived
" beyond the ocean stream," and in later ages
said to have lived in very ancient times in the
Tauric Chersonese (now called the Crimea), in

a state of perpetual darkness.

2 Fig. : Without any light ; intensely and
profoundly dark.
" Let Cimmerian darkness be my only habitation."

Sidney; Arcadia, bk. A

9X-md'-li-a, s. [Cimolite.]

cl-mo'-lf-an, «. [Eng. cimoli(a); -aa.] Per-

taining to cimolite.

91 -md-li-or'-nis, ». [Gr. xi^uXta (kimoliaS

= Cimoliun earth [Cimolite], and o>m (ornis)

= a bird.]

Palo3ont. : A genus founded on remains
from the Maidstone Chalk. The late Prof.

Owen thought they were avian, but Bower-
bank identified them with Pterodactyl**

giganteus.

clm'-ds-ite, a [Fr. cimolite, from Gr. Ki^wAia
(fcimoi*o) = Ciraolian earth, from Kt^wAo? (kim-

6fos), Lat Cimolus, an island of the Cyclades,

distinguished for its chalky soil, now Ciinoli

or Argentiera.]

Min. : A light grey, white, or reddish silicate

of alumina, occurring sometimes massive, or

of a slatv texture. It is very soft. Sp. gr.,

218—2-30. Compos.: Silica, 02-30—66-93;

alumina, 20-97—24-28; sesquioxide of iron,

0-1*25; water, 9-81—1S*34> It occurs at

Argentiera ; also at Nagpore, Central India,

and in some parts of Russia. (Davn.) Ihe

Nagpore specimens have been called also

Hunterite(q..v.).

9inch., s. A saddle-girth made of leather,

horse-hair, canvas or cordage, with long thongs

of leather at the ends; hence (U.S. Slang) a

Arm grasp, complete control, a " sure thing."

9inch, v. To gird with a cinch; hence to

subdue by force, to control. ( U. S. Slang)

cin cho mer on -ic, a. [From Eng. ctn-

cho[na) (q.v.) ; Gr. pipot (meros) = a part, and

Eng. sun. -ic.)

cinchomeronic acid, a

Chem\ : CnH8N?
Ofr

An acid formed by the

action of nitric acid on cinchoninic acid. It

is easily soluble in dilute nitric acid. Its

calcium salt yields by dry distillation pyridine

CBHeN.

cm cho na, s. [Said to have been named in

honour oflhe Countess de Chinchon, vice-

qneen of Peru, who was cured of a fever, ic

1638, by the use ot this remedy]

1. Bot. : A genus of trees found exclu-

Ofte, fit, tare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, ear, rale, full ; try, Syrian, m.

sire, sir, marine ; gf6, P**»

» = o; or=a» an = k»
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ffvely on the Andes in Pern, and adjacent

countries, and recently introduced into India,

producing a medicinal bark of great value

CINCHONA.

L Plant S. Bud. a Flower. 4. Fruit

known as Peruvian bark, Jesuit's bark, &c.

The Jesuits introduced it into Europe. There
are many Bpecies of the genus.

2. Med. : The bark procured from the
Cinchona-trees.

cinchona bark. s.

Pharm, : The barks of several species of
Cinchonaceie are used in medicine, or for the

extraction ofthe alkaloids, quinine, cinchonine,

ftc, which they contain. The following are

the most important -.—Chinchonas Jlavm Cortex,

Yellow Chinchona Bark, which occurs as quills

covered with a brown epidermis, mottled with
whitish yellow lichens, and also in flat cinna-

mon-coloured pieces. They break with a
flbrons fracture and tbe escape of a powder.
Yellow bark is rich in quinine, and 100 grains
should yield not less than two grains of alka-

loid. It is derived from C. Calisaya, which
grows in the peculiar cloudy regions of the
Andes. — C. pallidas Cortex,, Pale Cinchona.
Bark, from C. condaminea. It occurs always
in quills, covered with crustaceous lichens.

Its fracture is short ami not fibrous. It con-
tains chiefly cinchonine. Two hundred grains
of the bark yield about one grain of alkaloid.
—C. mbros Cortex, Red Cinchona Bark. The
bark of C. succirubra. This species appears to

thrive in India. It occurs in flattened, rough
fibrous, dark-brown red pieces, which are
covered with a brown-red epidermis. It

breaks with a red fibrous fracture. It con-
tains about eqnal quantities of cinchonine and
quinine, and 100 grains of the powdered bark
should yield not less than one-and-half grains of

alkaloid. The yellow bark is used in the form
of decoction, extract, infusion, and tincture.

The pale bark is contained in Tinctura Cin-

chonas Composita and in Mistura Ferri Aroma-
tica. The cinchona barks contain, besides the
alkaloids, also certain acids having astringent
properties, and are valuable as tonics in

eases of great debility. (Garrod't Mat.
Medica.) For properties of the alkaloids

see Quinine and Cinchonine. Cinchona
barks rich in quiaine generally contain much
lime, and their solutions are precipitated by
Bodium sulphate. Cinchona barks are exa-

mined as follows : 100 grains of the yellow
bark are reduced to powder, and are thoroughly
exhausted by boiling, maceration, and perco-
lation, with water acidulated with hydro-
chloric acid. The colouring matter is precipi-

tated from the liquid by adding plumbic
acetate, the solution being kept acid. It is

then filtered, and to the filtrate caustic potash
is added till the precipitate first formed by it

is redissolvcd. This solution is then shaken
with successive quantities of ether, till a drop
of the ether evaporated to dryness leaves no
residue. The ether solutions are then evapo-
rated to dryness, and the residue of alkaloids
is weighed. In testing the pale and red barks
use choloform instead of ether. When a bark
containing quinine or cinchonine is heated in
a test-tube a characteristic red vapour is given
off, condensing to a carmine red liquid. It is

also called Jesuit's bark and Peruvian bark,

cinchona bases, a pi.

Chem. : Alkaloids contained in Cinchona
bark. These can be separated from each other
by adding ether, which dissolves the quinine
and amorphous alkaloid, evaporating and dis-
solving in proof spirit acidulated with one-
twentieth of sulphuric acid, and adding alco-

holic iodine, which precipitates the quinine as
iodo-sulphate, which is dried at 100°. One
part equals 0*565 of quinine. To the liquid
sulphurous acid is added, neutralised with
caustic soda, and the alcohol expelled by
evaporating on a water bath ; on adding excess
of soda the amorphous alkaloid is precipitated.

The part insoluble in ether is dissolved in 40
parts of water and a little sulphuric acid, the
solution being faintly alkaline. A solution of
Rochelle salt KNaGjI^C^ is then added, and
it is allowed to stand for twelve hours. The
cinchonidine is precipitated as tartarate,
which is dried at 100°, and one part represents
0'804 of cinchonidine. To the filtrate iodide
of potassium is added, which psecipitates
quinidine as hydroidide. One part dried at
100° equals 0*718 of quinidine. To the filtrate

caustic soda is added, which precipitates the
cinchonine, which is dried at 100°. (See
Watts : Diet, of Chem.)

eln-chdn-a'-ce-SB, s. pi [Mod. Lat. ein-

chon(a), and Lat fein. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Bot. : A large order of plants belonging to
an alliance called after it, Cinchonales. The
calyx, which is simple, is superior, as is the
corolla, which is tubular and of regular form.
The stamens, which are definite in number,
arise from the corolla all on the same line and
alternate with its segments ; the anthers are
straight, bursting longitudinally. The ovary is

inferior, usually two-celled, with few or many
seeds ; the fruit splitting intotwo cocci, or inde-
hiscentand dry.or succulent. The leaves,which
are simple, are opposite or verticillate, with
interpetiobr stipules ; this last character dis-

tinguishing them from the Galiacea*, to which
they are much akin. Lindley divides it into
two tribes : Coffeos, in which the ovary have
only one or two seeds in each cell, and
Cinchoneas, in which it is many-seeded. (See
these words.) In 1845, Lindley enumerated
269 genera, and estimated the known species
at 2,500. Though none are British, yet they
are so abundant in tropical countries as to
constitute about one twenty-seventh part of

the flowering plants. Some are trees, others
shrubs, and yet others herbaceous plants.

Many are most valuable tonics, febrifuges,

emetics, and purgatives. [Cinchona.] A few
are poisonous, whilst, on the contrary, Coffee,

which belongs to this order, is highly nutritive.

Some have eatable fruits, and others are used
in dyeing.

Cin-cho-na -ceous, a. [Eng. cinchon^a),

and suff. -aceoits.]

Bot. : Of, or pertaining to, Cinchona.

cin-chd'-nads, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cinchona,
and Eng., &c. suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The English rendering or equivalent
of the term Cinchonacese (q.v.).

cm cho -nal, a. [Mod. Lat. cinchona, and
Eng. suff. -u.1.]

Bot. : Pertaining to the alliance Cinchonales,
as the Cinchonal alliance.

cin cho na-les, *. pi. [Mod Lat. cinchona,

and Class. Lat. pi. suit", -ales.]

Bot. : An alliance of epigynous exogens,
with dichlaraydeous monopetalous flowers,

and a minute embryo lying in a large quantity
of albumen. Lindley includes under it the
following orders : Vacciniaceae, Columelliaceae,

Cinchonaceae, Caprifoliaceae, and Galiacese

(q.v.).

cin chon-ate, «. [Eng. cinchon(a)t and suff.

-ate (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : A salt of cinchonic acid.

cm cho -ne ce, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cinchona,
and Class. Lat. pi. suff. -e<v.\

Bot. : A tribe of Cinchonacese (q.v.). It

contains the families Hamelidfe, Isertida;,

Hedyotidee.Cinehonidse, and Gardenidae(q.v.).

cln-cho'-ni-a, «. The same as Cdjchonink.

cin-chon'-Ic, a. [Eng. cinchon(a) , and sufT.

-m.J Of, or derived from, Cinchona (q.v.).

cinchonic acid, s.

Chem.: C11H14O9. An acid formed by treat-

ing cinchomeronic acid with sodium amalgam
CuH8N2Oa + 6H + 8H2 = 2NH3+CuHi4 9 .

It forms deliquescent white crystals.

cln-chon'-l-clne, s. [Eng., &c. cinchonic,

and suff. -ine ; or Mod. Lat. cinchona ; Gr.

ciKw (eikon) — figure, image, resemblance (f),

and Eng. suff. -ine.]

Chem. : CsoH^NaO. An alkaloid obtained
by heating acid sulphate of cinchonidine for
several hours to 130*. The base is liberated
by caustic soda, and taken up by absolute
ether ; it forms a slightly yellow viscous mass,
which melts at 50". It gives no colour with
chlorine and ammonia. The hydrochlorate
gives a white precipitate with hypochlorite
of sodium which distinguishes it from cin-

chonine, and cinchonidine, which give no
precipitate. It forms crystalline salts. It

turns the plane of polarisation feebly towards
the right. (Watts ; Diet, of Chem,.)

cln-chdn'-i-d«e, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cinchona,
and fern. pi. adj. sun. -idas.]

Bot. ; A family of plants, tribe Cinchone*.

efn-chon'-I-dine, s. [Mod. Lat. cinchona,.
and Gr. eT6os (eidoe) = form, appearance.]

Chem.: C^oRiwNaO. An organic alkaloid
found in Peruvian bark. It crystallises from
alcohol in anhydrous needles, gives no fluor-

escence when pure, and no green colouration
with chlorine and ammonia. It differs from
cinchonine by its turning the plane of polari-

sation powerfully towards the left.

cin'dion in, ^ln'-chon-ine, a [Eng.

cinchon(a) ; suff. -in, -ine (Chem.).']

Chem. : CjqH^NsO = cinchonia, an or-
ganic alkaloid contained with quinine in
Peruvian bark, especially m Cinchona com-
daminea. It is separated from quinine by its

sulphate being more soluble. Cinchonine
crystallises in small transparent four-sided
prisms. It Is slightly soluble in water, but
dissolves easily m hot alcohol. It melts
at 165*. It is a powerful base, and forms
crystalline salts with acids. It turns the
plane of polarisation powerfully towards the
right.

cin cho nln -lc, a. [Eng. cinchonin ; -ic]

cinchoninic add, s.

Chem. : C20H14N0O4. A dibasicacid obtained
by the oxidation of cinchonine by nitric acid.

Sp. gr., 1*4. It is a white crystalline substance
soluble in water ; when treated with nitric acid
it is converted into quinolic and cinchomeronic
acids.

cin'-chdn-Ism, s. [Eng. cinchon(a), and suff.

-1*771.]

Path. : The disturbed condition of the body
caused by over-doses of cinchona.

" The condition here called cinchonitm It marked by
the occurrence of giddiness, deafness, and a sense of
Tnuzzing ... In the ears."

—

Wafson : Ledum on ths
Principles and Practice 0/ Physic, loct. 8a

cin-chov'-a-tfiie, *. [Mod. Lat. cinchipna);
ovat{u), and suff. -ine. The Cinchona ovata
being the white quinquina of Condamine, a
species of the Cinchona genus.]

Chem. : Aricine, C23H06N2O4, occurs with
Cusconine in Cusco Cinchona bark, which
gives off brown vapours when heated. Ari-
cine crystallizes in white prisms, which melt
at 188°.

cin-cin'-nus, a [Lat. = a curl.]

Bot. : A cyme developed in a curled manner.

cln-clld'-o-tus, s. [Gr. Ki'yeAts (kingkli3)=
a lattice, and oSoOs (odous), geuit h&ovrte
(odontos) = a tooth.]

Bot. : A genus of Mosses, found floating

in streams. Tribe, Evaginulati. 'J lie name is

derived from the manner in which the cilia of

the peristome are united in net-like parcels.

Cinclidotusfoiitiiialoides grows in tufts on the

margin of lakes and rivers, or on stones in thu

channel of streams.

cin cli'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat cincl(us) ; Lat.

fein. pi. adj. sutf. -inm.\

Ornith. : The Dippers, a sub-family of denti-

rostral birds, belonging to the family Meru-
lidse or Turdida.

cm' clis (pi. cin'-cll-des), s. [Or. ki'ykAi?

(kingklis) = a lattice.]

Animal Physiol : One of the openings in

the bodies of sea-anemones, probably serving
to discharge the thread -cells or cuidse.

cin clo so' ma, s. [Or. Kiyxkos (Jsnngkka) »
a water-ouzel, and viifia [soma) = the body.]

boll, bd£; pout, jo>l; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ing.

tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion. -sion = shun, -dons, -tlous, sious = shus. -ble, -die. fee. = bol, del.
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Ornith. : A genua of birds, closely allied to

the Shrikes. They are natives of Australia

and the East Indies.

cin' clus, s. [Or. Kt'-yxAoc (kingkloe) - a wag-

tail or ousel.]

Ornith. : The type-genus of the sub-family

Cinclinae (q.v.). They have a very straight

slender bill, with a notched lip ; wings

rounded, of moderate length ; a very short

even tail ; and large exceedingly strong feet-

One species (C. aquaticus), the Common
Dipper or Water-ouzel, occurs in Britain. It

is rather more than seven inches long, with

the upper parts ashy-brown, the breast pure

white, the belly rusty, the bill blackish. It

ia found throughout Europe and part of Asia.

It breeds, among other places, in England,

making a mossy nest ten or twelve inches in

diameter by seven or eight deep, and places it

in a cavity in a moss-covered rock near the

mountain streams, which it frequents and into

which it dips and dives.

clnc'-td-plan-u-la, s. [Mod. Lat, from
Lat. cinctvs -girt, girdled, and planula

(qv.)|

Biol. : The collared embryo of a sponge.

cine to pl4n u lar, a. [Eng.
t
&c, cincto*

planul(a); -ar.]' Resembling a collared infu-

sorian, as does the embryo of a sponge.

olnc'-ture, a. [Lat. cinctura = a girdle, from
" cingo = to gird ; Ital. * Sp. cintura ; Prov.

Centura ; Fr. ceinture.)

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A belt, a girdle ; something worn
round the body, to fasten or confine the dress.

*' Such is her sovereign mien : her dress

(A vest, with woollen cinctur* tied).*

WonUworth : The Whitt Doe of RyUtone. & viL

*2. Fig. : An inclosure, a ring-fence.

"The court and prison being within the cinctur* ol

one wall"—Bacon : Henry 177.

XL Arch. ; The ring, list, or fillet at the top

and bottom of a column, which divides the

haft of the column from its capital and base.

(GicUt.)

rcinc-ture, v.t. [Cincture,*.] To surround,

as with a girdle ; to gird, to encircle.

"On high the palms their graceful foliage spread.
Cinctured with roses the magnolia towers."

Hemant : Modern
'

^O-tured, a. [Cincture, v.] Having a
cincture or girdle

;
girded. (Sir W. Scott.)

tain dor, * cyn-dir, *cyn-clyr, * syn-der,
"syn-dyr, s. & a. [A.S. sinder, synder

;

I eel. sindr ; Sw. si nder = slag, dross; Dut.
sintels = cinders ; Dan. sinder, sinner = a
spark of ignited iron ; Ger. sinter = dross of

Iron, scale ; Icel. simlra = to glow, to throw
out sparks. Not from Fr. cendre, though this

word has afTerteil the spelling.

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) The residue of coal after combustion, In
which fire is extinct.

"Syndyr of the smythys fyre. Comma."—Prompt.
Pare.

"Saint James's Square was a receptacle for all the
offal and cinder*, for all the dead cats and dead dogs of
Westminster. '—Macaulay: Hist. Kng., ch. iii.

(2) A small piece of coal which has ceased
to flame, but still retains heat.

" 2. Figuratively

:

(1) The ashes of the dead.
" Beauty, truth, and rarity.
Grace in all simplicity.
Here enclosed in cinder* lie."*

Shaketp. : The PauionaU Pilgrim; Threnoe.

(2) Spirits or wine used to fortify mineral
waters. (Slang.)

IX Metallurgy:

1. The slags or dross produced in the pro-
cesses of iron manufacture. (Ure.)

2. A scale thrown off in forging metal.
(Webster.)

3. (PI.) Coke.

B. As adj. : (See the compound!).

cinder bed, s.

GeoL : A bed of oyster shells, of the species

Ostrea distorta, found in the Middle Purbeck
series, so named from its loose structure. Its

thickness is *V>ut twelve feet.

cinder cone, s. A conical formation due

©inclus—cinnabar

to successive deposition of fine volcanic

matters, as ash, scoriae, &c.

cinder-dust, *.

Metal : Slag from a refining furnace.

cinder fall, a.

Metal. : The inclined plane on which the

melted slag from a blast-furnace descends.

(Weale.)

cinder flue, s.

Metal. : The cinder from the re-heating

furnace.

cinder frame, s.

Engin. : A framework of wire, &c, In a
chimney, or In front of the tubes of a loco-

motive, to prevent the escape of cinders.

cinder-hole, $.

Metal. : The front plate of the hearth of a
German refinery-forge

cinder-hook, i

Metal. : A hook for drawing off slag.

cinder-notch, s.

Metal. : A notch in the upper part of a dam
of a blast-furnace through which the melted

slag escapes. (Weale.)

cinder-path, *. A pathway com posed of,

or covered with, cinders, esp. one for foot or

cycle races.

cinder sifter, *. A perforated shovel or

sieve for sifting cinders.

olnder-tip, s. A heap of cinders ; a place

where cinders are tipped or shot.

cinder-tub, s. An iron truck for the

reception of the melted slag after the latter

has flowed from a blast-furnace over the

cinder-fall. (Weale,)

* cinder -wench, * cinder-woman, s,

A woman whose occupation it is to rake over

ashes for the purpose of picking out the

cinders.

cinder-wool, s. [Mineral-cotton.]

Cln-der-eT-la, a. [From the heroine of the

fairy tale.) An informal dance which breaks

up at midnight. Also called Cinderella

dance.

* cin'-der-ing, * cln-dring, a. [CrNDER, $.)

Reducing to a cinder ; utterly consuming.

* cin der ous, * cin drous, a. [Eng.

cinder; -ous.] Resembling, or composed of,

cinders.
" Or of a certain sharp »»d dndroui humor."

Sylvester : The Magnificence, 4S8.

t cin'-der-y, a. [Bug. cinder; -y.\ Pertain-

ing to, »r resembling, cinders ; consisting of

cinders.

cin e-fae- tion, s. [Fr., from Lat. cine/actio,

from cinis = ashes, and /actio = a making,
facio = to make.] The act or process of re-

ducing to ashes, cineration. (Crabb.)

cin-e*-mat'-ic, cin-S-mat i-cal, &c.

[Kinematic, &c]

cin-en'-chy-ma, *. [From Gr. tuvim (kineS)

= to set in motion ; «yXvM<* (engchuma) = in-

fusion ; Iv (en) = in ; and x*w (cfte°) ° to

pour.]

Bot. Physiol. : A kind of tissue consisting

of irregularly branching and anastomosing

vessels. They are largest in plants having

milky juice, and smallest in those which have
transparent juice. It is called also Latici-

kerous Tissue (q.v.).

cfo-en-chym'-a-tous,tr. [Eng. cinenchyma;

t connective, and suff. -ous.] Pertaining to,

or composed of, cinenchyma ; laticiferous.

cln-er-a'-ceous, o. [Lat. cir.eraceus, from

cinis = ashes.] Like ashes, ash-coloured,

ash-like.

cin-er-ar'-I a,*. (Lat. cinerarius, fromcinis
— ashes. The genus is so called from the

ash-coloured down covering the surfaces of

the leaves.]

Bot. : A genus of plants akin to Seneeio, or

according to Sir Joseph Hooker, ranked under
it as a sun-genus. Loudon enumerates thirty-

one species cultivated in English gardens, but
there are endless varieties produced by seed.

They are all of various shades of red or blua,

with or without white markings.

oln'-er-a-ry^ a. [Lat. cinerarius = pertain-

ing to ashes ; cinis = ashes.] Pertaining to,

or containing, ashes.

cinerary urn, s. An urn or vessel used
by the ancients to preserve the ashes of the
dead ; a sepulchral urn.

* cin er-a -tion, $. [Fr. rini ration, from Lat.
cinis (genit. cinen'a) = ashes. ]

Old Chem. : The act or process of reducing

to ashes, incineration.

cin-e'-re-a, s. [Lat. fem. sing, of cinereus =
ashy-gray.]

Anat. : The gray matter of the brain and
spinal chord.

cine real, a. [Eng., &c. cinere(a) ; -oi.)

Pertaining" or consisting of cinerea (q.v.).

cin-er'-S-OUS. a. [Lat. cinereus, from cinU
(genit. cineris) = ashes.] Ash-like; of the
colour of ashes ; ashy-grey.]

"The hair is red at the tips, cinereous beneath.*—
Pennant.

cin-er es-cent, a. [Lat. cinerescens, pr.

par. of cineresco m to turn to ashes.]

Physical Science : Becoming grey, approach-
ing to a grey colour. (R. Broum, 1874.)

cln-er-i'-tions, a. [Lat. cineritius, cinericius,

from cinis (genit. cineris) = ashes.] Having
the form, state, quality, or colour of ashes ;

cinereous.

"Broken and burnt rocks, rains of buildings, and
Hneritious earth."

—

Detany : Revelation examined
with Candour, 1L »«.

Cineritious substance of the nervous system :

Anat. : A grey substance constituting with
a white one the chief material of the nervoua
system. In the brain it is called also the
cortical substance, while the white is denomi-
nated the medullary one. {Quoin : Anat)

* cin-e'r'-u-lent.a. [Formed from Lat. d%i$

(genit. cineris) = ashes, on the analogy of
virulent, kc] Full of ashes. (Bailey.)

cin e -tl-ca, s. pi. [Gr. KtvrjriKos (kinetikot)

= pertaining to motion, from Kivita (HneS) m
to move.]

Med. : Diseases affecting the muscles, and
characterised by irregular action of the

muscles, or muscular fibres, commonly deno-

minated spasm. The third order in the class

Neurotica of Good. Also agents that affect

the voluntary or involuntary motions. (Dung-
lison.)

Ciri-ga-le se, a. ks. rFr. cingalais.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to Ceylon.

B. As subst. : A native or inhabitant of

Ceylon.

cln'-gle, s. [Lat. cingulum.] [Surcingle.]

1. A girdle worn by sailors. (Smyth ; SaUor'a

Word-Book.)
• 2. A girth for a horse.

cin'-SfU-lnm, s. [Lat.= a girdle, from dng»
= to gird, to surround.]

1. Med. : A cincture, a girdle. The part of

the body situate below the ribs, to which the

girdle is applied ; the waist. (Dunglison.)

2. Zool. : The neck of a tooth, or that con-

striction which separates the crown from tb*

fang. The term is also used for the transversa

series of long bands in the armour of tb*

Armadillo, &c (Craig.)

0ln-I-non'-I-d», ». pi- [Let. cinifio (genit

eini^lonis), and fem. pi. suff. -ida.)

Entom. : A family of Arachnida.

* cln-I-fy, * cin-S-fy, v.t [Lat cinis =
ashes, and facio (pass, fio) = to make.] T6

reduce to ashes, to incinerate.

1 clnk, a. [Cinque.]

' cink foyle, ». [Cinque-foiuI

Oin'-na, *. [Gr. homo (kaiS) = to heat.)

Bot: A genus of American grasses, allied

to Agrostis; order, GraminaceBe. So called

from its heating qualities. (Craig.)

cin'-na-bar, s. & a. rFr. cinabre; Ital. cinabro;

Sp. A'Port. cinabrio; Ger. sinnober, from Lat.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, ciib, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, oa = e. ey - a. an = kw.
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cinnabar is ; Gr. Ktwafldptt (kinnabaris), from
Pers. qinbar ; Hind. sAan^ar/,]

A. -4s substantive:

1. Afin. : A rhombohedral mineral, generally

of adamantine lustre, though in friable varie-

ties dull. Colours : cochineal red, brownish
red, and lead grey, streak scarlet. A native
mercuric sulphide, HgS. It has refraction and
circular iwlarisation. There are two varieties.

(1) Ordinary cinnabar, crystallised, massive
or earthy.

(2) Hepatic cinnabar. An impure cinnabar
of a liver-brown colour and submetallic lustre.

i/'C"'.) Cinnabar is found in Spain, in Aus-
tria, in China and Japan, in California, in

Peru, &c.

2. Comm. : Red sulphuret of mercury used
as a pigment ; vermilion. It 1b prepared
artificially by triturating mercury and sulphur
together, and heating the black sulphide HgS
until it sublimes.

3. Bot. A Med. : The red resinous juice of a
tree, Calamus rotang, a native of the East
Indies, formerly called Dragon's blood, and
used as an astringent.

B. As adjective

;

1. Consisting more or less of the substance
described under A.

2. Bot. dtc. : Coloured like it ; scarlet with a
•light mixture of orange.

cinnabar moth, $, Callimorpha Ja-
cobean.

i Chl-na bar ic, a. [Eng. cinnabar ; -ic,] Per-
taining to, or consisting of, cinnabar ; cinna-
barine.

i cJn'-na-bar-Ine, a. [Fr. cinabarin.] Per-
taining to'or containing cinnabar.

cin'-na-mate, s. [Eng. cinnatnfic), andsuff.
-ate (Chem.) (q.v.).J [Cinnamic acid.]

eln'-na-mein, s. [Eng. cinnam(pn), and sun*.

•ine (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. ; C7H7C9H7O2. Benzyl cinnamate oc-
curs in Peru and Tolu balsams, the produce
of species of Myroxylum growing in South
America. Also prepared by heating sodium
cinnamate with benzyl chloride.

cin'-na-mene, s. [Eng. cinnam(on)
t and

sufT. -ene (Chem.).]

Chem. : C«H8 or C6H5-CH = CH2. Styro-
lene, styrol, cinnamol, ethenyl - benzene,
phenyl-ethylene. An aromatic hydrocarbon,
obtained by distilling cinnamic acid with
baryta ; also by passing the vapour of xylene
or a mixture of benzene vapour and ethene
through a red-hot tube ; also by distilling
liquid storax and carbonate of sodium with
water; synthetically by heating acetylene
CjH2 in a glass tube over mercury to the
•oftening point of the glass, four mols. of
acetylene being condensed into one mol. of
cinnamene. Cinnaraene is a colourless oil.

8p. gr., 0-924. It boils at 145°. When heated
to 200° in a sealed tube it is converted into a
white transparent refractive solid called meta-
cinnamene or metastyrolene, which when
distilled yields liquid cinnamene. By the
action of hydriodic acid cinnamene is chiefly
converted into octane, C8H18. When cinna-
mene is agitated with a concentrated solution
of iodine in potassium iodide, and the liquid

I

is then diluted with water, crystals of iodide of

!

dnnamene separate out. When cinnamene is

oxidized with an alkaline solution of potas-
imn permanganate, it yields benzoic and
carbonic acids.

cin nam'-ic, a. [Eng. cinnam(on), and suff.

-ic.] Of or pertaining to cinnamon ; derived
1 from cinnamon.

cinnamic acid.
Chem. : Phenyl acrylic acid. Cinnamomic

acid, C9H8 2 or C«H6-CH=CH-COOH. A
monatomic aromatic acid, obtained by the
oxidation of cinnamon oil ; it occurs in
Peru and Tolu balsams. It unites directly
with hypoclorous acid, HCIO, forming
C6H5-CHCl-CH(OH>-COOH, phenyl -chlor-

I

lai-tic acid. It can be extracted by boiling
these resins with milk of lime and filtering

;
while hot, and decomposing the calcium

I cinnamate with hydrochloric acid. It has
t

been formed by beating benzoic aldehyde in
close vessels with acetyl chloride. It forms

I
email crystals, which melt at 129°, and boil
at 293°. Fused with potash, it yields potas-

sium salts of benzoic and acetic acids, with
evolution of hydrogen. It ia slightly soluble
in water and soluble in alcohol. It forms
salts called cinnamates.

cinnamic aldehyde, s.

Chem. : C9H7OH. An aromatic aldehyde,
found in the volatile oils of cinnamon and
cassia, which are obtained from the genus
Cinnamomum, order Lauracea. The aldehyde
is separated as a crystalline compound with
acid potassium sulphite. It is a colourless
oil, boiling at 248 , which readily oxidises
Into cinnamic acid. When heated with nitric

acid it yields benzoic acid and benzoyl hydride,
C6H5*CO*H. By the action of chromic acid
it is converted into benzoic and acetic acids.

cln -na-mide, s. [Eng. cinn(amon), or cinna-
(my/),*and amide.]

Chem. : CjH^O'Ha'N. A white crystalline
substance, melting at 141*5°. It is obtained
by treating cinnamyl chloride with concen-
trated aqueous ammonia, washing with water,
and recrystallizing from boiling water.

cin na mo den dron, s. [Gr. kCwo^ov
(kinnamon), kCvohov (kinamon) = cinnamon,
and SivSpov (dendron) = a tree.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, doubtfully referred
by Lindley to the order Pittosporacese. Cin-
namodendron axillare, a Brazilian tree, ia aro-
matic. Its bark, which is a tonic and anti-

scorbutic, is prescribed in low fevers, and is

made into gargles used when the tonsils^are
feeble.

cln na-mo -mic, a. [Eng. cinnamon; Lat.
cinnamomum ; and Eng. suff. •ic.] Pertain-
ing to cinnamon, cinnamic.

Cinnamomic acid, s. [Cinnamic]

cin na -mo -mum, s. [Or. Ktwiifxwfiov (kin-

namomon), ku-u^w^oi- (kinamomon) =* cinna-
mon.]

I. Bot. : A genus of plants, order Lauracese.
They have hermaphrodite flowers, with the
abortive stamens apparently perfect with four-
celled anthers. The leaves, which are three-

ribbed, or triple-ribbed, are evergreen, often

CINNAMOMUM.

approaching each other in pairs. Another
product of the genus Cinnamomum is Cassia-
bark (q.v.). Cinnamomum Culilawan yields
Culilawan bark. Cinnamon proper is from
Cinnamomum zeylanicum. C. nitidum has
similar properties, that of Santa Fe from Nec-
tandra cinnamomoides, and that of the Isle of
France from Oreodaphne cupularis. All are
of the Laurel order. [Cinnamon, Cassia.]

2. Palaont. : Two species of Cinnamomum
are said to exist in the Miocene.

cin na mon, s. & a. [Gr. ttCwafjiov (kinnamon),
KiwapnafjLov (kinnamomon) ; Lat. cinnamomum,
cinnamum, from a Phcenic. word equivalent

to Heb. Jto^p (qinnamon), construct state )9?j?

(qinneman),]

A. As subst. ; An aromatic substance con-
sisting of the bark of a tree or trees. [Cinna-
momum, Cinnamon Bark.] The Phoenicians,
the Arabs, or both, imported the genuine cin-

namon into Palestine remotely from Ceylon or
the Eastern Archipelago, but probably from
some mercantile port much nearer at hand.
It is represented, however, as growing in at
least one Jewish garden (Song of Solomon,
iv. 14), unless, indeed, the whole description
be figurative. It was one of the ingredients
in the holy anointing oil, which Moses was

commanded to make for the anointing of the
tabernacle and its furniture (Exod. xxx. ft
29). It was used also for the perfume of Inula
(Prov. vli. 17). It is mentioned as an articla
of merchandise also in the mystic Babylon
(Rev. xviii. 13).

Wild cinnamon : The genus Cinuamoden-
dron (q.v.).

B. As adj. : Bright brown, mixed with yel-
low and red.

cinnamon nark, s.

Pliarm. : Cinnamomi Cortex. The Inner bark
of shoots from the truncated stocks of Cinna-
momum zeylanicum, order Lauracese. It U
imported from Ceylon. It occurs in closely
rolled, brittle, bright-brown quills having an
aromatic odour and warm astringent taste. 1

1

is used to prepare Aqua cinnamomi, Tinctum
cinnamomi, and Pulvis cinnamomi compositu*,,
compound cinnamon powder. Cinnamon n*

a stimulant, aromatic, carminative, and is ush
ful in cases of diarrhoea.

cinnamon oil, s.

Pharm. : Cinnamomi oleum. An essential
oil distilled from cinnamon bark. It la of a
bright yellow colour, which gradually darkens.
It consists chiefly of cinnamic aldehyde (q.v.).

When exposed to the air, it gradually absorbs
oxygen and forms a resin and cinnamic acid.

cinnamon root, cinnamom roote, a

Bot. : The book-name given by Gerard to
Inula Conyza.

cinnamon sedge, s.

Bot. : An endogenous plant, Acorus calamus.

cinnamon stone, .-•.

Min. : A mineral of cinnamon-red colour, a
variety of garnet The finest specimens are
brought from Ceylon. Dana considers it a
sub-variety of Garnet, ranking it under hi*-

Lime-alumina Garnet, or Grossularite (q.v.),

cinnamon water, $. Aqua cinnamomi,
a medicinal drink prepared by distilling twenty
ounces of cinnamon with two gallons of watei
till one gallon boils over.

cin na mon I -trlle, s. [Eng. cinnamo(n),
and nitril.]

Chem. : ^^'"N. A substance, boiling at
at 255°, soluble in alcohol. It is obtained bj
the action of PChj on cinnamide.

cin na myl, cin -na-mule, s. [Eng
cinnamon ; Gr. Kiwa^ov (kinnamon) = cinna-
mon, and v\ri (hule) = . . . matter.]

Chem. : C9H7O'. An aromatic monatomiu
radical.

cinnamyl chloride, .-.

Chem. : Cg^O'Cl. Obtained by the actiou
of pentachloride of phosphorus, PCI5, ou
cinnamic acid. It is a heavy oil, boiling at
262°. Heated with cinnamate of sodium, it

yields cinnamic anhydride.

cinnamyl hydride, ».

Chem. : CjHyO'H. [Cinnamic aldehyde.]

cln '-nyl, s. & a. [Gr. Ktwa^v (kinnamon), ana
i)\n (hule) = matter as a principle of being.]

Chem. : C9H9'. A monatomic aromatic
hydrocarbon radical

clnnyl cinnamate, s.

Chem. ; Styracin, C9H9C9H7OJ. It ia con
tained in liquid storax, which exudes from
Styrax calamita, a shrub growing in Asi*
Minor. Distilled with potash it yields cinnyl
alcohol and cinnamic acid.

otn-n^l'-Ic, a. [Eng. cinnyl; -ic.] Pertain
ing to, or derived from cinnyl (q.v.).

cinnylio alcohol, -.

Chem. : CgHgOH. Cinnyl hydrate, cin-

namic alcohol, styryl alcohol, styrone. A
monatomic aromatic alcohol, obtained by
heating cinnyl cinnamate with caustic alkalies.
It crystallizes in soft silky needles, melts at

35% and is soluble in water. By oxidizing
agents it is converted into cinnamic aldehyde
and cinnamic acid.

cin'-n3fr-Id, a. [Cinnyrida] Any bird of
the family Cinnyridae.

gln-njrr'-I-dsB', s. pi. [Lat. cinnyrU, tfcs

type, and fern. pi. adj. suff. -«to.]

Ornith. : A lapsed synonym of Nectariniidse

(q.v.), containing the Hun-birds.

'Sfc* 00^; poTit, j 6*^1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, c^ist. ph = £
tian m shan. -tion, sion shun ; -tion, -sion = zliun. tious, sious, -cious = shus. -hie, -gle, && = Del, geL
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cin -nyr-ls, ». [Etym. uncertain.]

Qrnith. : The Sun-bird, a genus of birds,

the typical one of the family Cinnyridae.

• cln'-d per, *. [Cinnabar.]
" I know you have arsnlke.

Vitriol, sal-tartre. alkaly,
Cinoper." Ben Jonton : AlcK i, S.

clnqae, * (Ink, * sink, s. & a. [Ft. dnq

;

' 0."Fr. cintpte ; Ital. cinque ; Prov. dnc ; Sp.

& Port, cinco, from Lat, quinque = five.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The number five ; a group
of five treated as one.

2. Music (PL cinques): The name given by
change-ringers to changes on eleven bells,

probably from the fact that five pairs of bells

change places in order of ringing in each suc-

cessive change. (Grove's Diet. Music)

H * Cinque and quatcr ; One who has entered
his fiftieth year.

-Take pity, prithee
Upon a poor old Cinque and Quater."

Cotton ; Burlesque upon Burlesque, p. IT!

* To set all on cinque and sice : A phrase
probably = to be fearless or desperate.

"[HftstiA] *or their carelessness of life, letting all

at cinque and tice."—Or. Cuius, in English Garner,
111.158.

B, Am adj.: The fifth.

cinque-cento, s. & a. [Ital]

A. Am substantive

:

Arch. : Literally 500, but used as a contrac-
tion for 1,500, the century in which the revival

of aucient architecture took place in Italy.

The term is applied to distinguish the style

of architecture which then arose in that

country. In France the style, as introduced
there, is called Style Francais premier and
Renaissance ; and in England, the Revival and
Elizabethan. (Gurilt.)

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or constructed in

the style described in A.
** What to given the student as next to Raphael'a

work ? Cinque-cento ornament generally."

—

Ruskin.

cinque-foil, * cynk-foly, m. [O. Ft.

cinque = five, and foil; Ft. feuUle; Lat.

folium = leaf.]

1. Botany

:

(1) The common name of plants of the genus
Potentilla, order Rosacea*, also called. Five-

finger, from the resemblance of its leaves to

the fingers of the hand.

(2) Onobrachis sativa. (Aubrey, Wilts.)

2. Arch. : An ornament used in the Middle
Pointed style of
architecture. It

consists of five cus-

pidated divisions or
curved pendants in-

scribed in a pointed
arch, or In a circular

ring, applied to win-
dows and panels.
The cinque-foil,
when inscribed in a
circle, forms a rosette
of five equal leaves,

having an open
space in the middle,
the leaves being
formed by the open
spaces, bounded by the solids or cusps.

3. Her. : This plant, as a charge, answers to

the five senses of man, and denotes that the
bearer conquers his affections and appetites.

(Crabb.)

*!T March cinque-foil : A modern book-name
for a plant, Comarum palustre.

f cinque-foiled, a. [Eng. cinque-foil;

Arch. : Furnished with cinque-foils.

* cinque - outposts, s. pi The five

senses.
"1 wae fallen soundly asleep: the cinque-outposts

were that up closer than usual."~A Winter Dream,
1,64» {BarL Miscel., vii. 333). (Davie*.)

cinque-pace, •. A kind of dance (called

also GaUiard), the steps of which were regu-
lated by the number five. Also translated

five-paces. Sir John Davies thus describes it

—

" Five was the number of the music's feet.
Which still the dance did with Jive paces meet"

cinque-port, " sink pors, a

1. (Of the form cinque-port) : A kind of fish-

ing-net having five entrances.

2. (PI.) : Ports, as the hitter half of the deaig-

C1NQUE-FOIL.

nation implies, " five " in number, and deemed
the five most important ports ou the Southern
Coast facing France. At first there were really

only five, viz., Dover, Sandwich, Romney,
Hastings, and Ilythe. Two have since been
added, viz., Winchelsea and Rye, and the
" Cinque "-ports at present number seven.

Formerly the king's ordinary writ did not run
within them, but legal cases arising were tried,

at least in the first instance, in the local

courts. There lay an appeal from them to the
Lord Warden in his court of Shepway, and
thence again to the King's Bench. (Black-

stone: Comment., bk. Hi., ch. 6.) They have a

Lord Warden, but his power is now abridged,

the 18 & 19 Vict c. 48, altered by the 20 & 21

Vict, c 1, and other acts, having swept the

old jurisdiction away. (Wharton.)

"The sink-pors scarselicbe mldsalpes eightetene."—
Robert of Gloucester,

* 3. A representative of one of the Cinque-
ports named in 2.

• A canopy borne by four of the Cinque-ports ; under
it, the queen in her robe . . ."—Shakesp. : Henry VIIL,
iv.L

* cinque-posts, * cinq-posts, s. pL
The same as Cinque-outposts (q. v.).

"My cinq-poet* (my five outward senses) bad been
trebly lockt up."—Howell : Parly of Beasts, p. SI

* cinque-spetted, a. Having five spots.

"A mole cinque-spotted. . .
"

Skakesp. : CymbeUnt, 11 1
cln'-tre, s. [Ft.]

Arch. ; Centre or centering (q.v.).

* 91 on (1), *. [Scion.]

Cl'-on {2), s. [Gr. a-taw (fcwn)*« a column, the

uvula.]

Anat. : The uvule. (Dunglisaon.)

ci-in-is'-tes, «. [Or. Ktovitrrnc. (kionistis) —
a small pillar.] A genus of Hydroid Polypes
belonging to the family Podocorynidse.

Ci-e" ni -tis, s. [Eng., Ac. cion(2); -Ms.]

Pathol. : Inflammation of the uvula.

ci-en'-6 -tome, m. (Gr. a-iW (fcioa), genit.

kiovoc (kionos) = the uvula ; and r6u.n (tome)

m a cutting. ]

Surg. : An instrument for excising a portion

of the uvula. (Knight.)

ci'-dn-us, *. [Gr. Ktutv (ktifn) = a pillar.)

Entom. : A genus of Coleopterous insects,

tribe Rhyncophora, family Curculionidaj.

They have a long curved rostrum inserted in a
groove beneath the thorax, which is small.

The elytra are nearly spherical, furnished with
velvetty tufts. Seven British species are

known. Cionus verbasd, of a deep ash colour
with other parts buff, grey, or yellow, is near-

ly globular. It is found on Scrophul&ria, Ver-

bascum, and other plants.

*ci-per (l), * ci-pre, * el-pur, * oy-pyr, a

[O. Fr. cypres.] [Cypress.] A cypress.
" A etper by the churche seat abydeth."

Stanyhurst f .fneid, ti. 740.

• Ci'-per (2), «. [Probably a corruption of
ciplier (q.v.).] Anything of little value, a sham.

clper-tunnel, s. A false chimney, placed
on a house for ornament or uniformity.
(Knight.)

cipher, * zi fer, cy- pher, *. [O. Fr.

cifre; Fr. chiffre, from Low Lat. cifra =
nothing, from Arab, sifr m a cipher (Sktftt)

;

Sp. & Port cifra; Ital cifra, cifera; Ger.

tiffer.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

J. Literally:

1. In the same sense as 8. 1.

*2. A character of any kind used In writ-

ing or in printing.

*3. (In pi): Shorthand.
"His speeches were much heeded, and taken by

di vera in ciphers. "—HacJcet : Life of William*. L Ms.

H. Figuratively:

L A person of no worth or moment.
" If the people be somewhat in the election, you

cannot make them nulla or ciphers in the privation or
translation."—Bacon.
#
2, Worth!essness, sham, unreality.

" Mine were the very cipher of a function."
Bhakesp. i Measure for Measure, it 9.

B. Technically

:

1. Math. : A mark or character (0) which of

itself possesses no value, but when placed
after any number increases its value tenfold.

In decimal fractions the placing of a cipher
before a number decreases its value in the
same proportion.

"The cipher of itself implies a privation of value:
but when disposed with other characters on the left of
it. In the common artthmettck. It serves to augment
each of their values by ten ; and in decimal arithme-
tick, to lessen the value of each figure to tbe right of
it, in the same proportion."

—

Chambers.

2. Engraving : A combination or interweav-

ing of two or more letters, especially the ini-

tials of a name ; a monogram.

3. Corresp. : A secret or occult code or

alphabet used in carrying on correspondence
between two parties when it is impoitant that

the contents should be unintelligible to any
third person into whose hands it might acci-

dentally come, and who did not possess the

key.
"This paper was signed in cipher by tbe seven chiefs

of the conspiracy . .
."

—

Macautay: Hist. £jtg.,ch. ix.

* i. Astrol. : An occult sign or figure.

With that he circles draws, and squares.
With ciphers, astral charactwa"

Butler: Hudibras. il A

5. Music : The sounding of a note on an
organ or wind instrument, by an escape of

wind through it, without that note having

been touched, by the player.

cipher-key, s. A key which enables the

holder to read writings in cipher.

ei'-pher, v.i. & t. [Cipher, *.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To practise arithmetic ; to

work out sums.
" We hare long drawn our supply of roofing-sUtea

from such quarries ; school-boys ciphered ou these

slates, . . ."—TyndaU: Frag, of Science (Srd. ed I
xlv. 409.

2. Music: Used of an organ or harmonium,
when through some defect the wind escape*

and sounds through any note without that

note having been touched by the player.

B. Transitive:

1. Lit . : To write in cipher or secret cha-

racters.

2. Figuratively :

(1) To designate, to characterize, to depict
" The face of either ciphered eltber's heart."

Bhakesp. .' Rape of Lucrece, 1,194,

(2) To decipher, to interpret.
** To crpAer what to writ in learned books."

Shakesp. : Rape of Lucreoe. 111.

• Cl-pher-hood, s. [Eng. cipher ; -hood.] The
quality or state of being only a cipher;

nothingness.
"Therefore God to confute him, and bring him U

his native cipherhood threatened to bring a sword

against him."—Goduin : Works, vol. v., foL 443. (Rieh.)

Cl'-pher-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Cipher, r]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C As substantive

:

1. Elementary arithmetic; the act or science

of doing snms.

2. The act or art of writing in cipher.

glp'-4j_iin, ci'-po-line, cl-p«>-li -no, *.

[Ital. cipoltiuo — a small onion ; Lai cepoia

a small onion, a chive, dimin. of cepa = an

onion.]

Jlfin, : An Italian marble, a variety of rat-

cite, containing a slight admixture of quartx

and oxide of iron, its coIout is white with

pale greenish shadings, and is so called be-

cause its veins,

like those of
onions, consist of
different strata,

one lying upon
another. It does
not stand the
weather well

-per, s. & a.

_

r
Cf. AS. cipe =
an onion. ] A term
occurring only in

the subjoined
compound.

cipper - nut,
s. Bunium flexu-

OMunu

Qlp'-pus, s. [Lat
cippus a» a stake,

a post.]

Arch. : A small low column, sometimes

without a base or capital, and most frequently

?r
&

SUc, flit, fere, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;

so, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, eon ; mute, onto, cure, unite, cur, rule, fOU ; try, Syrian, ee. ce = e. ey=a. «u = aw.
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bearing an inscription. Among the ancients

the cippus was used for various purposes

;

when placed on a rood it indicated the dis-

tance of places ; on other occasions, cippi

were employed as memorials of remarkable
events, as landmarks, and for bearing sepul-

chral epitaphs. (Gwilt.)

•ci-pre, *9l-pur, *cy-pyr, *• [Cypress.]
" The clustre of cipre tree my lemman to me."

Wydiffe ; Song of SoL, L 13.

* ci-pres, * cy-pres, * cy-press, * Cy-
prus, s. [Cyprus, Crape.] A thin, trans-

parent stuff, supposed to resemble modern
crape. Both black and white were made, but
the black was most common, and was used as

now for mourning.
" Lawn as white as driven snow.
Cypres blaclc m e'er wu crow.

Shakeep. : Winter's Tate, iv. 8.

T The following passage refers to its trans-

parency. (NaresJ
" A cypres, not * bosom,
Hides my poor heart."

Shakeep. : Twelfth Night, 111. 1.

* ciro (1), $. [CiBCUS.] A prehistoric stone
circle.

"Circs of the same sort are still to be seen in Corn-
wall, so famous at this day for the athletick art."—
Warton : Hist. £ng. Poetry, I. Diss. L.

* circ (2), 5. [Church.]

cir'-ca, prep. [Lat. = about] Used to denote
an approximation in a date. It is generally
contracted to c.

cir'-ca-da, s. [Lat. circus.]

Old Eccles. Law : A tribute anciently paid to

the bishop or archdeacon for visiting the
churches. (Tomlin: Law Dictionary.)

Jir-cse'-a, s. [Lat. Circosus = pertaining to

Circe, a fabulous enchantress.]

Botany

:

1. Sing. : A genus of plants, order Ona-
gracese. Calyx-tube ovoid, with a two-
parted limb. Petals obcordate, stamens two,
ovary 1—2 celled, style filiform, stigma capi-

tate two-leaved. Fruit ovoid or pyriform,'
1- 2 celled, indehlscent, covered with hooked
bristles. Slender erect herbs. Two species

I are British, Circcea lutetiana (the Enchanter's
Nightshade), and alpina.

2. PL : A tribe of Onagraceee, of which
Circeaea is the type. [CircEjEa.]

9*x ca'H$-tus, s. [Gr. *eipa*o« (kirkos) — a

falcon that moves round in a circle, and aero?
(aetos) = an eagle.]

Ornith. : A genus of the Aquilina*, or Eagles,
belonging to the family Falconidse. Circaetus
ckeela is common in Lower Bengal, where it

frequents the margins of tanks to feed upon
the frogs which there abound at certain seasons
of the year. The type-species is C. aquila, a
European form, sometimes known as Aquila
brachydactylus.

oKr'-car, s. [Hahratta, Hind., &c. surkar =
the government.] (Anglo-Indian.)

Geog. (PL Circars) : The name formerly
given to the Northern Circars, five districts in
the Madras presidency. They were Chicacole,
fiajahmunduy, Ellore, Condapilly, and Gun-
toor. The Northern Circars were obtained by
the French in 1753, and were taken by Clive
in 1759. (For other meanings of Circar see
Sirkar.)

fSr-eas'-si-an, a. A «. [Eng. arcassi(a)
;

-an.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to Circassia,

B. As subst. : A native of Circassia.

fir cas si-enne, s. [Ft.] A light kind of
cashmere. (Kn ight.

)

5*r -ce, *. [The mythic daughter of Helios
(the Sun) and Perseis, who lived in the island
of Ma and was reputed to possess powers of
enchantment, by means of which she first
charmed her victims, and then changed them
into beasts. ]

1. Mythol.: The fabulous creature describedm the etymology.
"Will give thee back to day and Circe's shores.
There, pious, on my cold remains attend."

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. il, L 66, 87.

2. Zoology:

I (1) A genus of molluscs, family Cyprinidaa,
The shell is suborbicular and compressed : it

boll,

is thick, and is often sculptured with diverging
stria. The hinge teeth are 8—3, the lateral

ones obscure, the pallial line entire. Itranges
from eight to fifty fathoms. There are forty
recent species from Australia, India, the
Canaries, and Britain.

(2) A synonym of Trachynema (q.v.).

3. Astron. : An asteroid, the thirty-fourth
found, discovered April rith, 1855.

1 Cir-CC'-an, a. [Lat. dreams.] Pertaining

to Circe ; magic, noxious.

cir co'-i-dee, cir-ce'-a-dse, s. pi. [Lat.

Circe, and fern. pi. suff. -idee, -adce.)

Zool. : An old name for a family of Tracho-
medusse, now known as Trachynemidte (q.v.).

fir-ffil -U-ttm, s. [From Lat. circellus m a
small ring.]

Zool.: A genus of Coleopterous insects.
Family, Lamellicornes.

* cir-cen'~si al, 1 cir-cen -si-an, a. [Lat.

circensis = pertaining to the circus : ludi cir-

censes = the games in the Circus Maximus at
Rome. ] Pertaining to the Circus Maximus, or
to the games practised in the Roman Amphi-
theatre.

cir-ci'-n», s. pi. [From Gr. jh>«oc (kirkos) —
a kind of falcon which flies in wheels or
circles. Probably AccipiterNisus, the Sparrow-
hawk. This is not the Circus of modern
ornithologists.]

Ornith. : A •ub-family of Falconidse, con-
taining the Harriers. [Circus.]

cir-cin-al, o. [Fr. drcinal; Lat. circinus;
Gr. Kipjctrof QcirHnos) — a circle.]

Bot. : An epithet applied to leaves of plants
rolled np in a spiral manner downwards, the
tip being in the centre ; used in reference to
foliation or leafing, as in ferns. (Gray.)

* cir-cin-ate, v.t. [Lat. circinatus\ pa, par.

of circino = to make round ; Gr. kCokiw; (kir-

kinos)=za, circle.] To form into a circle, to
make a circle round, to encircle, to encom-

Cir'-cfn-ate, a. [Lat. circinatus, pa. par. of

circino as to make round.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Round, in a circle ; en-
circled.

2. Bot. : The same as Circinal (q.v.).

"The manner In which the young leaves are ar-
ranged within the leaf-bad Is called foliation or verna-
tion. . . . The vernation ... of the ferns and cyeada
Is circinate."—Lindley : Introd. Bot., b, i., sect. 2, § 1.

* cir-cln-a'-tion, 5. [Lat. circinatio, from
circinus = a circle, a pair of compasses.] An
orbicular motion, a turning round, a mea-
suring with the compasses. (Bailey.)

Cir'-ci-niis, s. [Lat.= a circle, a pair of com-
passes.]

Astron. : The Compasses, a constellation
near the South Pole, lying between Norma
and Musca Australia.

cir'-cle, *cer'-cle, *ser'-cle, *. [A.8.

circol, circul ; Fr. & Prov. cercle, sercle; Sp. &
Port, circulo, from Lat. cirexdus, dimin. of
circus= a circle ; Gr. kLokos (kirkos) = a circle,

a ring. ]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally

:

1. In the same sense as B. 1.

2. A ring, a round figure or mark.
"And eft with water which she kept
She made a sercle about him thrice."

Ootcer, ii. 26*.

3. A round body, a globe, orb, or sphere.
" It is he that sltteth upon the circle of the earth."

—Isaiah xi. 22.

* 4. A ring, a circlet.
"A golden cercle In the noeethirlls of a sow. —

Wydiffe : Pro*, xi. 22.

*6. A coronet or band worn round the
helmet.

" He carle awaye with myght and tnayne
The circle that sat uppou his crown."

Houdan of Babylon, 1182.

6. A compass, a circuit, an enclosure.
" A great magician obscured in the circle of the

forest —Shakesp : As you Like It, V. A.

7. A district, a territory.

1 * Circles of the Holy Roman Empire : Such
provinces and principalities as had a right to

calif

be present at the diets. They were ten in
number

8. A number of persons standing or seated
in a ring.

M
. . . announced to the splendid circle assembled

round the font . .
."—Mat tulay : Hist. ling., ch. xlv.

9. An assembly generally.

10. Any series ending as it begins, and per-
petually repeated ; a cycle, a succession.

"Then be fruit trees In hot countries, which hav«
blossoms and young fruit, and young fruit and ripe
fruit, almost all the year, succeeding one another!
bot this circle of ripening cannot be but in succulent
plants and hot countries."—Bacon.

IL Figuratively:

1. A sphere of acquaintance; a class or
division of society.

" In private society he [Mr. Canning] was amiable
and attractive, though, except for a very few years of
his early youth, he rarely frequented the circles of
fashion, . . .'—Brougham.
* 2. Circumlocution ; indirectness of lan-

guage.
"Has he given the lye

In circle, or oblique, or semicircle."
Fletcher : t^ueen <jf Corinth.

B. Technically:

1. Geometry:

(1) A plane figure defined by a curved line

died its circumference, every point in which
is equally distant from a certain point within
the circle, called its centre. [Centre.] A
straight line drawn from the centre of a circle

to its circumference is called a radius, and a
straight line drawn through the centre and
terminated both ways by the circumference is

called the diameter of a circle. The space
enclosed within the circumference is called

the area of the circle. The circumference of
a circle is to its diameter as about 3*14159

to 1. For the quadrature of the circle see
Quadrature.

* (2) The curved line defining such figure

;

the circumference.

2. Logic: An inconclusive and deceptive
line of argument, in which two or more state-

ments are brought forward to prove each
other, i.e., the first proposition is assumed as
proved by that which follows it, and the second
again is assumed from that which precedes it.

3. Astron. : An instrument of observation,
the limb of which is graduated to 360" and
forms a complete circle. There are several
kinds : a mural circle, one affixed to a wall ; a
transit circle, one fitted with a telescope on an
axis, and mounted in the plane of the meridian ;

a reflecting circle, one working by reflection, as
a sextant ; a repeating circle, one repeating the
angle several times continuously along the
limb. (See these words, and also Altitude,
Azimuth, Circumferentob.)

4. Archaol. : The name given to one of the
megalithic remains, as at Stonehenge, Ave-
bury, and other places. (Gwilt.)

5. Vehicles : The fiftli wheel of a carriage.

If (1) Circle of altitude:

Astron. : A circle parallel to the horison,
having its pole in the zenith.

(2) Circle of curvature : That circle the cur-
vature of which is equal to that of any curve
at a certain point. Called also the Circle of
equi-curvature.

(3) Circles of declination: Great circles inter-

secting each other in the poles of the world.

(4) Circles of excursion : Circles parallel to
the ecliptic, and at such a distance from it

(usually 10°), as that the excursions of the
planets towards the poles of the ecliptic may
be within them.

(5) Circle of illumination : A circle passing
through the centre of a planet perpendicular
to a line drawn from the sun to the respective

body. This is supposed to separate the illu-

mined part from the unillumined, which it

does nearly.

(6) Circles of latitude :

(a) Astron. : A great circle perpendicular to
the plane of the ecliptic, passing through its

poles.

(6) Spherical projection : A small circle of the
sphere whose plane is perpendicular to th«
axis.

(7) Circles nf longitude : Lesser circles parallel

to the ecliptic, diminishing as they recede from
it

(8) Circle ofperpetual apparition: One of the
lesser circles parallel to the equator, described
by any point of the sphere touching the
northern point of the horizon, and carried

boy ; p<nlt, J6%1; oat, celL chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bit

tlan = shan. -tion, slon = shun ; -tfem, -sion m shun, -tious, -stons.

t, as ; expect* Xenophon, eaast. -lug.

-clous = shus. -ole, -tre, &c.=eel, tor.
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About with the diurnal motion. All the stars

within this circle never set.

(9) Circle of perpetual occrdtation : A lesser

circle parallel to the equator, and containing
all those stars which never appear in our
hemisphere. The stars situated between the
circles of perpetual apparition and perpetual
occultation alternately rise and set at certain

times.

(10) Circle of the sphere : A circle upon the
surface of the sphere, called a great circlewhen
its plane passes through the centre of the
sphere ; in all other cases a small circle.

A great circle of a sphere is one whose centre
coincides with that of the sphere, and which
therefore divides the sphere into two equal
parts.

(11) Circle of Willis : An anastomosis between
the primary trunks of the arteries of the
brain, to equalize and carry on the circula-

tion of blood in the brain when an obstruc-
tion to one of the main trunks occurs. It

encloses a space somewhat of an oval figure,

within which are found the optic nerves, the
tuber einereum, the infundibulum, the corpora
raammitlaria, and the interpeduncular space.
(Todd & Bowman: Physiol. Anat., vol. i., ch.

10, p. 294.)

(12) Astronomical Circle

:

Astron. Instrum. : The name given to any one
of the instruments designed to be used for

measuring angles of altitude or zenith dis-

tance. [Mural circle, Transit circle,
Altitude, and Azimuth instrument.]

(13) Diurnal Circles: Supposed to be de-

scribed by the several stars and other points
in the heavens in their apparent diurnal rota-

tion round the earth.

(14) Horary Circles (Dialling) : The lines on
dials which show the hours.

(15) Polar Circles : Immovable circles, paral-

lel to the equator, and at a distance from the
poles equal to the greatest declination of the
ecliptic.

(16) Reflecting Circle : [Sextant.]

(17) Repeating Circle : [Repeating.]

(18) Transit Circle : [Transit.]

% Crabb brings into comparison the words
a circle, a sphere, an orb, and a globe. With-
out adverting further to his views, it may be
simply added that a circle, mathematically
viewed, is a plane figure ; while a sphere, an
orb, and a globe are solids. It is, we think,
from arbitrary usage and not for a deeper
reason that we speak of the circle of one's
friends, and the sphere of one's activity.

circle iron, -

1. A hollow punch for cutting planchets,
wads, wafers, and circular blanks.

2. The fifth wheel of a carriage; the iron
circle between the fore-axle and the body.

* circle learning, s. An encyclopaedia.
{Trench: English Past and Present, p. 81.)

circle like, * cerclelyk, a. Like or
resembling a circle : round, circular.

" Cerclelyk shappe ii inost perflte figure.
"*

Occleoe: De Reg. Princ, 6,107.

;ir cle, * cer clen, • ser-kle, v.t. & i.

[Ft. circuler ; Lat. circulo, from circnlus = a
circle.]

* A. Transitive

:

t, To move or revolve round anything; to
encircle.

" Bo cerclith It the welle aboute."
Romaunt of the Rote, l,fil».

2. To surround, to enclose, to encompass as
with a circle.

"Ton heavy people, circle me about"
Shaketp. : Titut Andronicue, iii. L

B. Intransitive

:

L Literally:

•L To move round or In a circle.
** Guard* me he turns, and circlet aa he wheels.

"

Pope I Homer't Iliad, viii. 410.

1 2. To form a circle round, to encircle, to
rarround.

"... peers who circled round the Kin*."
Scott : Lady of the Lake, v. 34.

t & To revolve (of time, the seasons, Ac.).

" Now the circling years disclose
The day predeetind to reward his woes."

Pope: Odyteey.

t II. Pig. : To spread, to be passed round.
" Thy name shall circle round the gaping throng."

Byron.

5 To circle in: To confine, to keep together.

" We term those things dry which have a consistence
within themselves, and which, to enjoy a determinate
figure, do not require the stop or hindrance of another
body to limit and circle them in."—Digby : On Bodiet.

cir'-cled, pa. par. or a. [Circle, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

L

Shaketp. : 3 Henry VI., iv. 8.

B. As adjective :

1. Having the form of a circle, round.
" O, swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon.
That monthly ehanges in her circled orb."

Shaketp. : Romeo * Juliet, ii. 2.

2. Encircled, surrounded with a circlet,

coronet, &c.

* circ -ler, 5. [Eng. circUe); -er.]

L, Lit. : One who goes or moves round in a

circle.
" Neptune circler of the earth."

Chapman: Homer t Iliad, xlii.

2. Fig. : A poor or inferior poet ; either from
his strolling about as a wandering minstrel, or
for the same reason as their name was given
to the Cyclic poets. [Cyclic]

" Nor so begin, as did that circler late,

I sing a noble war, and Priam's fate.

B. Jonton : Art of Poetry.

circ'-lfit, s. [Eng. circ(le); dim. suff. -let.]

t 1. A little circle or ring, as of gold, jewels,

etc.
" He placed the golden circlet on.
Paused—kissed her hand—and then was gone."

Scott .- Lady of the Lake, iv. 19.

* 2. A round body, an orb.

"Fairest of stars . . . that crowujt the Bulling morn
With thy bright circlet." Mttton: P. L., v. 169.

^Ir'-cle-wi^e, adv. [Eng. circle ; wise ] In

a circle. (D. G. Rossetti : Blessed Damozel.)

circ'-ling, pr. par. or a. [Circle, r.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

J*, As adj. : Having the form of a circle

;

circular, encircling, surrounding.
" Whose towering front the circling realm commands. **

Cowper : Trantlationt of the Latin Poemt of
Milton, Elegy I. To Charlet Deodati.

* circling boy, s. A species of roarer,

who In some way drew a man Into a snare to
cheat or rob him. {Naves.) [Roaring-bovs.]

" One Val Cutting, that helps Jordan to roar, a cir-
cling-boy."~Bcn Jonton : Bartholomew Pair, iv. S.

* clr-cuat, a. [Lat. circuitus.] Encircled,
surrounded.

* cir'-cue, v.t. [Lat. circueo or circumeo = to

go round ; circum = around, about ; eo a= to

go.] To make a circuit of, to visit
" He then vysyted and circued his lande In minis-

try tig iuatyces to all person."

—

Fabyan, i. S4.

circ'-uit, * cyrc'-Ute, s. [Ft. & Prov. circuit

;

Ital., 8p.,ckPort. circuito, from Lat. circuitus,

from circueo or circumeo = to go around, from
circum = around, and eo = to go.]

A. Ordinary Language:

L Literally

:

1. The act of revolving or moving round
anything.

2. The place enclosed in a circle ; an en-

closure.

"A woody mountain, whose high top was plain,
A circuit wide inclosed." Milton : P. L.. viii. S04,

3. Space, extent, circumference.

"This towne ii

fence."

—

Bernert

* 4. That which encircles anything ; a ring,

a crown.
'* Until the golden circuit on my head
Do calm the fury uf this mad>brain'd flaw."

.Shaketp. : i Hen. VI., iii. l.

6. The act of visiting certain places for the
purpose of inspection. [B. I. (1).]

6\ A number of scattered churches or con-
gregations ministered to and successively visited

by one clergyman. (American.)

\ Circuit-rider: A clergyman who performs
such doty, which occurs only in sparsely
settled districts.

K Divinity-circuit : Bookbinding : A flexible

cover, generally of leather, which .projects

beyond and folds over the edges of a Bible or

other book, thus protecting it from wear.

* n. Fig. : Circumlocution.

. (aa by long circuit of deduction it may be that
_ J truth outof any truth may he c

-Booker: Bed. PoL. bit. ii, ch. i., Si.

even all truth outof any truth may he concluded.) . .
."

B. Technically :

1. Late

:

(1) The periodical visitations of the circuit
judges, both State and national.

(2) The district or section of the country
thus visited.

*(3) A longer course of proceedings than It

actually necessary for the recover)' of anything
sued for

2. Path. : The period or course of a disease.
(Dunglison.)

3. Elect. : A continuous electrical communi-
cation between the poles of a battery. In
telegraphy the wires and instruments forming
the road for the passage of the current. At
its extremities are the terminals, where it joins
the instrument. A metallic circuit is when a
return wire is used instead of the earth. A
short circuit is one having as little resistance
as possible; nothing but the apparatus and
the wire used to connect it with the battery.
To short circuit a battery is to connect its poles
by a wire. A local circuit includes only the
apparatus in the office. (Knight.)

If Voltaic or Galvanic Circuit or Circle:
A continuous electrical communication be-
tween the two poles of a battery ; an arrange-
ment of voltaic elements, or couples, with
proper conductors, by which a continuous
current of electricity is established.

circuit breaker, s.

Telegraphy: An instrument which periodi-
cally interrupts an electric current. (Knight)

circuit closer, s.

Telegraphy: A device by which an electrical
circuit is closed ; usually a key, as the tele-

graph key. In fire-alarms and many automatic
telegraphs it consists of a plain metallic disk,
with insulated spaces on the rim or edge.
(Knight.)

Circuit Court, «.

Law: A court to which the judges make
stated visits.

U The United States is divided into nine

circuits, one for each justice of the Supreme
Court. Two justices are appointed to each

circuit, who, with the Supreme Court justice

for that circuit, constitute a Circuit Court of

Appeals. In the various States the formation
ana functions of the Circuit Courts are varied,

being regulated by the statutes of each Stat*

maintaining such courts.

circuit judge, s.

Law : A judge or justice of a Circuit Court,

whether State or national.

* circ'-uit, v. i. & *. [Circuit, s.)

A. Intrans. : To move in a circle, to revolve,

to pass round.

"The cordial cup . . . quick circuiting.'—,J. PhVipt.

B. Trans. : To go or travel round, to visit

periodically for purposes of inspection.
" Geryon, having circuited the air.'—T. Warton,

* circ-ult-eer', v.i. [Circuiteer, *.] Togo
on circuit.

* circ-ult-cer', * clr-cuit-er, «. [Eng-

circuit; -eer, -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who travels or goes

round on a circle or circuit
" Like your fellow circutieer the sun. you travel the

round of the earth, and behold all the iniquities undai

the heavens."— Pope.

2. Law : One who goes on circuit

* circ-ult-eer -ing, pr. par., o., &#. [Cnv

CTJITEER, V.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Going round on circuit.

" The big-wigg'd circuiteering Judges."
Caiman : Poet. Yagariet, p. W.

C As eubst. : The act or practice of going

on circuit.
" Now to return to his lordship, and hla ctrcuttaer*

ing."—North : Life of Lord Guilford, i., SSI.

* Circ-U-r-tion, s. [Lat circuitio, circumitio,

from circumeo = to go round : circum = round,

eo = to go.)

1. Lit : The act of going round or com-

passing.

2. Fig. : Circumlocution, indirectness, or

vagueness of language.

fat«, fit, f&re, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, i>6t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian. «e, ce - e. ey = a. qu - lew.
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clr-cu -It-OUS, a. [Low Lat. circuitosus, from
circuitus = a going round.] Having the
quality of moving or going round in a circuit

;

indirect, roundabout. (Burke.)

cir-cu -It-ous-1^, adv. [Eng. circuitous;

-ly] In a circuitous or indirect manner, in a
circuit

"He seeks circuitoutly to reach him through the
people. "—Trench: Miracle*, No. xx.

fir-GXL-lt-f, * jir cut te, *. [Lat. cir-

cuitus.] [Circuit.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

X. Literally:

1. The act of moving or going round in a
circle.

2. A tendency to assume a circular form or

•tate ; the state of being circular.

"The characteristic property of running water is

progress, of stagnant is circuity. "— Whatetey : Obter-
motions on Modern Gardening, p. 67.

3. Compass, extent, circuit.

"A dominion of muche more large and ample cir-

euitee then the same whiche he was Lorde of before."—
Udal : ApopK. of Erasmus, p. 230.

JX Fig. : Circumlocution, a beating about
the bush.

** Very clear it U. the prophecy, without all circuity,

noting, naming, and in a manner pointing to if

—

Andrewet : Sermon*, L 157.

* B. Law (circuity of action) : The taking a
longer course than requisite in proceeding to
recover anything sued for. (Wharton.)

•circ'-U-la-Wo, a. [Eng. circulate); -able.)

That may be circulated ; capable of being cir-

culated.

Bills of exchange, therefore, put In circulation the
fixed property of nations. They render the houses
and streets of Hamburgh, the acres and forests along
Susquehanuah, circulabte in London or Amsterdam.
—Tat/lor: Annual Review, L 387.

eirc'-u-lar, a. A *. [Fr. circulaire; Prov.
circular ; Lat. cvrcularis, from circulus = a
little circle.]

A. .-Is adjective

:

X. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

(1) Of or pertaining to a circle ; of the shape
of a circle.

* (2) Revolving, moving in a circle, succes-
sive, recurring.

" From whence the innumerable race of things
By circular successive order springs."

Roscommon.

(3) Cyclic ; pertaining to or connected with
% cycle of events.

" Had Virgil been a circular poet, and closely ad-
hered to history, how could the Romans have had
Dido ! "—Denni*.
* 2. Fig. : Perfect, complete.

" In this, sister,
Your wisdom is not circular.

"

Matsinger : Emperor of the East, ill. i.

IL Technically :

h Comm. <£ Diplomacy : Addressed in iden
tical terms to a circle or number of persons.
[ClRCITLAR-LETTER.J

2. JA>gic : Returning to the same point

;

arguing in a circle ; inconclusive, incomplete.
"One of Car tea's first principles* of reasoning, after

he had doubted of every thing, seems to be toocTrcu/ar
to safely build upon ; for be is for proving the being
of God from the truth of ou» faculties, ana the truth
of our faculties from the being of a God. "—Baker ,

Reflection* on Learning.

B, As subst. : A letter or communication
Addressed in identical terms to a circle or
number of persons.

"The Government loudly proclaims to Europe re-
forms for Poland. It informs the various courts of
them by diplomatic circular*, . . ."—Edward* : Polith
Captivity, vol. 11., ch. i.

circular arc, s. Any part of the cir-

cumference of a circle.

circular bolt, s. A machine employed
by the lace-manufacturers in Nottingham in
making net. (Knight.)

circular buildings, s. pi.

Arch. : Such as are built on a circular plan.
When the interior is also circular, the build-
ing is called a rotunda. (Gwilt.)

circular canon, s.

Music : A canon closing in the key one
semitone above that in which it commences.
Twelve repetitions of it would take it through
all the known keys. (Stainer A Barrett.)

circular crystals, s. pi. This term has
been applied to the flattened group of radiat-
ing, crystalline needles formed by many salts

nnd other crystalline substances. (Micro-
•jraphic Diet.)

circular file, t. A circular saw or ser-

rated disk, adapted to run on a spindle or
mandril, and used in cutting the»teeth of cog-
wheels. (Knight.)

circular head, s.

Arch. : The arch or bow of a door or win-
dow.

circular instruments, s. pi. Astro-
nomical, nautical, or surveying instruments,
which are graduated to 360°, that is, around
the whole circle. {Knight.)

circular iron-clad, s.

Naut. : An iron-clad war vessel of circular
form. The original suggestion of such a type of
vessel was made by Mr. R J. Reed, formerly
constructor of the British navy, but the first

actually built was by direction of the Russian
Admiral, Popoff, and it was called in conse-
quence a Popoffka.

circular-letter, s.

1. Banking : A letter of credit addressed to
several bankers in other countries in favour
of a certain person named therein.

" It never was known that circular letter*,

By bumble companions were sent to their betters."
Swift to Sheridan.

2. Comm. & Diplomacy : A circular.

circular lines, s. pi
Math. : Lines of sines, tangents, secants, Ac.

circular-loom, s. A loom in which a
shuttle moves in a circular race, and con-
tinuously in one direction, through warps
arranged in a circle. (Knight.)

circularmicrometer, s. An annular
form of the micrometer first suggested by
Boscovich in 1740, and afterwards revived by
Olbers in 1798. (Knight.)

circular muscle or circular fibres
(of Santorini).

Anat. : A series of circular involuntary
muscular fibres wholly surrounding the mem-
branous portion of the urethra.

Circular-note, s. The same as Circular-
letter (q.v.),

circular numbers, *. pi.

Arith. : Those numbers all the powers of
which terminate in the same digits as the
numbers themselves. Thus all the powers of
5 terminate in 6.

circular parts, ». pi Five parts of a
right-angled or a quadrantal spherical tri-

angle ; they are the legs, the complement of
the hypothenuse, and the complements of the
two oblique angles. (Craig.)

circular polarization,
Phys. : In the modulatory theory of light a

supposed circular rotation of the particles of
ether in certain media, when a pencil of plane
polarized light is allowed to pass through
these media. (Craig.)

circular roofs, s. pi.

Arch. : Such as have the horizontal sections
circular.

circular sailing, s.

Naut. : The act or system of sailing on the
arc of a great circle.

circular-saw, s. [Saw.]

circular-Shears, s. A shears for sheet-

metal, consisting of two circular blades on
parallel pins. (Knight.)

circular - shuttle box -loom, i a
loom having a box with a number of shuttles,

and having means for actuating it so as to
bring any one of the shuttles into operation
as required by the pattern. (Knight.)

circular sinus, a

Anat. : A ring like sinus placed superficially

round the pituitary body in the dura mater of
the brain, forming a communication between
the two cavernous sinuses. It is also called a
Coronary sinus.

circular or oylindro - cylindric
work, s.

Arch. : A term applied to any work
which is formed by the intersection of two
cylinders whose axes are not in the same
direction. The line formed by the intersec-

tion of the surfaces i3 termed, by math*
maticians, a line of double curvature. (Qwilt.)

oir-CU-lar'-i-t^', s. [Low Lat. circularitas,
from circularis =s round, from eirculus = a
circle.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being circular.

* 2. That which is circular.

"The heavens have no diveisity or difference, but a
simplicity of parts, and equtformlty in motion, con-
tinually succeeding each other ; so that, from what
point soever we compute, the account will be common
onto the whole circularity."—Brown.
* II. Logic : Reasoning in a circle ; incom-

plete or inconclusive reasoning.

oirc'-U-lar-l^, adv. [Eng. circular; -Vy.\

1. In form of a circle.

2. With a circular or revolving motion.

3. By circular reasoning ; indirectly, in a
circle.

" To argue circularly."—Baxter: Inf. Bapt., p. 35.

* cxrc'-u-lar-ness, s. [Eng. circular; -ness.]

The quality of being circular, roundness,
circularity.

"In forme ... it doth pretend to some circular-
net*."- Fuller : Worthiee; Warwick, it 402.

* oirC'-U-lar-& a. [Eng. circular; -y.\ Cir-

cular, ending in itself, inconclusive.
" Which rule must serve for the better understand-

ing of that, which Damascene bath, touching cross,
and circulary speeches, wherein there are attributed
to God such things as belong to manhood, and to man
such as properly concern the duty of Christ Jesus."—
Hooker : Mod. Pol., v.. i U.

circulate, v.i. & t. [Lat. circulatus, pa,

par. of circuio = to move in a circle.]

A. Intransitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

*1. Lit. : To move in a circle, to revolve, to
move round and return to the same point.

2. Fig. : To be spread about, to move from
place to place, or from person to person, or
from hand to hand.

"As the mints of calumny are perpetually at work,
a great number of curious inventions, issued out from
time to time, grow current among the party, and cir-
culate through the whole kingdom."—Addison.

IX Technically:

1. Metal. : To chase, to beat out.

2. Anat. : To traverse the arteries and veina
of the body. [Circulation.]

B. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

I, Literally

:

(1) To cause to move from place to place, to
put into circulation.

* (2) To travel or move round.
" May I not conclude for certain that this man hath

been in the moon, where his bead hath been intoxi-

cated with circulating the earth."—Bithop Croft, 1694.

2. Fig. : To spread abroad, to disseminate.

"Thia pointed sentence was ta&\, circulated through
town and country, and was soon the watchword of Wis
whole Tory party."—Macaulay : Hi*t. Eng., ch. It.

* II. Metal. : To beat out, to chase.

If For the difference between to circulate

and to spread, see Spread, v.

t circ-u-late, s. [Circulate, *.]

Arith. : A circulating decimal is sometimes
so called. (Buchanan!)

circ'-u la-ting, pr. par., a., & «. [Circu-
late,' v . ]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Moving in a circle, return-

ing to itself, revolving.

2. Finance : Current, passing from hand to

hand, constituting currency.

C. As suhst. : The act of passing or the
state of being passed from hand to hand or

from person to person ; circulation.

circulating decimal, s. A decimal
which cannot be expressed with jierfect exact-

ness in figures, and when to approximate to

accuracy the decimal is taken to many places,

it is found that the same series of figures ia

repeated again and again ad infinitum. Tha
figures thus repeated are called the period of

the circulating decimal. Thus | of 1 =
•222222, &c. of which the period is 2, and i of
1 = -142857142857142857, &c, of which th«
period is 142857.

boil, bo£; pout. j«Jwl; cat, 9011, chorus, pain, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pb t

-tlan shan. tlon, sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -slous m shus. -hie, cle. fee, = bel, 09L
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"A circulating decimal that goes on repeating itself

tm mr.'-nw Sept. 9, 18M.

circulating library, s. A library, the

books contained in which are circulated by

loan amongst the subscribers. The first

established in England was at Salisbury by

Samuel Fancourt, a dissenting minister, but

It was not successful. The first in London
was in 1748. The Astor Library in New York,

the Boston Public Library, and the Philadelphia

and Mercantile Libraries in Philadelphia, are

among the largest in this country.

circulating medium, ». The medium
of exchanges or of sale and purchase, whether

It be gold, silver, paper, or any other article.

The term, which is used by all economical

writers as synonymous with currency, came
Into common use in the last decade of the

eighteenth century. [Medium.]
" Circulating medium ft more comprehensive than

the t*rm money, as it is the method of exchangee, or

purchases, and sales, whether it he gold or silver coin.

or any other article."— Wharton : Late Lexicon.

circulating -pump, s. The cold-water

pump, by which condensation water is drawn
from the sea, river, or well, and driven through

the casing of a surface condenser. (Knight?)

oirc-u-la'-tion, s. [Fr. circulation ; Lat. cir-

culate, from circulat us, pa. par. of cireulo =
to move in a circle ; circulus = a circle.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. Motion in a circle, or In such a course

that the moving body returns to the place

whence it started ; especially used of the cir-

culation of the blood. [B. 1 (2).]

2. The act or process of spreading or caus-

ing to pass from hand to hand or from person

to person. [B. 3.]

3. The state of being circulated or passed

from person to person or from hand to hand.

[B. 3.]

4. The extent to which anything is oircu-

lftted.

•'To increase the circulation of money, at least in

banknotes."—fi>. Burnet.

JX Figuratively:

* 1. A series, a succession.

". . . thou seest fit to tleuv us the blessing of peace

and to keep us in a circulation of miseries."—Ant?
Chariot.

• 2. A reciprocal interchange of meaning.

"The true doctrines of astronomy appear to have
bad some popular circulation.'— WheweU.

3. The act or process of disseminating or

spreading abroad.

B, Technically:

1, Anat., Animal Physiol., etc : Amovement
of the blood throughout the human body.

(For details see (2).)

(1) Hist. : The Spanish physician and theo-

logian, Michael Servetus, whose end was so

tragic, gained In 1553 some glimmering per-

ception of the lesser or pulmonary circulation

of the blood. Csesalpinus in 1569 made a fur-

ther advance towards the truth, but it was re-

served for the immortal Harvey actually to

make the greatdiscovery, which he approached
In 1615 and published with many details in

1628.

(2) Physiol.: The propelling force in the circu-

lation of the blood is that of the heart, which
Is a hollow muscular organ placed in the centre

of the sanguiferous system. The blood is

driven by the heart into the aorta, and then
circulated through the body by a set of vessels

called arteries, which ramify into smaller and
smaller tubes. [Arteries.] On reaching the

extremities of the arteries it is driven through
excessively fine tubes called, from their hair-

like tenuity, capillaries. These, constituting

tie connecting channels between the arteries

and the veins, afford it a passage into the latter

vessels, by which it is conducted back to the

heart. The heart is divided internally into four

cavities, two at its base called auricles, and
two at its body and apex called ventricles.

The right is the venous side of the heart ; it

receives into its auricle the venous blood from
•very part of the body by the superior and
Inferior vena cava and coronary vein. In

passing from the arteries to the veins the

Mood had lost its red color and acquired

a dark hue ; it is therefore discharged by the
right auricle into the right ventricle, and
thence transmitted along the pulmonary
artery and its branches to the capillaries

Of the lungs, to be again brought in con-

tact with the oxygen of the air. Returning

to the left auricle it is immediately .lis-

charged into the left ventricle, thence to the

aorta, to be propelled through the body as

before. The current of the blood through the

body in general is called the oreaterorsj/jteraic

circulation ; that to and from the lnngs the

iesser or pulmonary circulation. (Quoin,, etc.)

There is a circulation either of blood or of

a fluid analogous to it in the inferior animals.

For an example see that under No. 2.

2. Veg. Physiol. : The circulation of plants

is not closely analogous to that in animals

Formerly it was believed that there was an

ascending current of sap in spring, and a de-

scending one in autumn. It is now found that

both an ascending and a descending current

coexist, and when need arises these are supple-

mented by horizontal currents passing between

the tissues. The ascending current enters th'

leaves, where it is submitted to certain in-

fluences which fit it for the nutrition of the

plant. The descending carries it thence in

an elaborated condition back to the root.

(Thome, Brown, o5c.) [Cyclosis, Rotation, &c.)

" The nutrient fluid, however formed, is distributed

throughout the textures of the plant, or animal, by

vital or physical forces, or by the Junction of both;

and the function, by which this is effected, is called

Circulate™. In plants this function Is very simple

and is formed without the agency of a propelling

organ : hut in the greatest uuiuber of animals, such an

organ ' a heart," is the main instrument in the distri-

bution of the blood. In animals then there is a true

circulation, the fluid setting; oat fromi
aud returning

to the same place. But in plants, the fluid is found to

circulate or rotate, within the interior of cells, as in

Chara and Vallisueria. the fluid of the cell not com-

municating with that of the adjacent ones ; or to pass

up from the spongioles in an ascending current and
to descend in another set of vessels. But in many
simple animals, some entoxoa for example, and poly-

gaitrlca, there is no good evidence of the existence of

any circulation at all, tbeir textures imbibing the

fluid In which they live,"—Todd * Bowman : PhotioL

AnaL, voL 1-. introd, pp. 2S, 21

3. finance: Currency, circulating coin,

notes, Ac In its early stages commerce was
carried on by a direct exchange of articles

which were reciprocally wanted, and in this

form it is usually called "barter'' or sometimes

"exchange." An intermediate merchandise was

then introduced called " money," and transac-

tions in which money is used are not called
" barter " but " sales." ... A transaction in

which any commodity or service is exchanged

for money, instead of an equivalent, has been

well called by J. B. Say a ilemi-exchange. And
the conveniences of this method of conducting

commerce so greatly preponderate over those

of direct exchange or barter, that commerce

is now almost entirely resolved into these

demi-exchrtnges or sales. And this is the

proper meaning of the word circulation. Bar-

ter or exchange is where two services of any

kind are exchanged directly. Sale or demi-

exchange, or circulation, is when any service

is exchanged for some intermediate merchan-

dise, which will enable its owner to obtain

some service in exchange for it at some future

time. (Macleod: Diet, of Pol Earn.)

"The weekly issue increased to sixty thousand
pounds to eighty thousand, to a hundred thousand.

and at length to a hundred and twenty thousand. Yet
even this issue, though great, not only beyond prece-

dent, but beyond hope, was scanty when compared
with the demands of the nation. Nor did all the

newly-stamped silver pass Into circulation. —Macau-
lay : Ililt. Eng., cb. xxil.

•J Circulation of a newspaper, journal, or

magazine: The number of copies of each

issue printed and sold.

cire'-tj-la-tlve, a t F°rmed by analogy from

Lat. ctrcuiafits, pa. par. of cirrafo.] Circu-

lating ; causing or contributing to cause cir-

culation.
"The movements impressed upon it by the circular

Hot powers"—Todd t Bowman : PhylioL AnaL, vol. 1..

cb. in., p. r«.

Circulative animals:

Zool. : The name given by Oken to the

Molluscs-

CsTC'-n-lsV-tor, «. [Lat. eirruiator = o moun-
tebaiik, a charlatan.]

L Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : One who circulates or puts in cir-

culation.

* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) A mountebank, a juggler, a jester.

"A race of Circulaton, Tumblers and Taylers in the

Church."—Qauden : Tears of the Church, p. 209.

(2) A cheat, an impostor. (Gaule : Mag-
astro-mancer.)

(3) One who or that which circulates or

causes circulation.

II. Math. : A circulating decimal.

* circ^n-la-tor'-I-ona, a. [Lat. eireKla-

torius, from circulor = to go in a circle.]

Travelling from house to house or from town
to town ; itinerant.

"Jesus did never make use of such unaccountable
methods or Instruments, as magical enchanters, divl-

nators. circufaforious Jttglers and such emissaries of

the devil, or self-seeking impostors are wont to use.

—Barrow: Serm., lL 20.

pirc'-n-la-tir-y, a. at s. [Fr. circulatoire,

from Lat. circ.la(oTiu» = pertaining to jug-

glers, mountebanks, &c]
A, As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Circular; circulating, as a circmlatory

letter.

2. Like a mountebank or quack ; wandering,

circulatorious.

"Borde's circulatory peregrinations In the quality

ofaquack doctor."— Warton: Bitt. Eng. Poetry, iu. To

TJ, Physiol. : Producing or pertaining to the

circulation of the blood.
" The circulatory system Is far less complex."—* 1*.

Woodward: MoUutca. ed. Tate (1876), p. 358.

B. As substantive

:

Physics: A vessel in which the steam which

rises from another vessel on the fire is col-

lected, and having been cooled in another

vessel attached to the upper portion, is re-

turned to the first vessel.

•circ'-nle, r.i. [Circle, «.] To move or go

in a circle ; to revolve.
'• To each point of itself so far as *t efrcufsiV"

11. More : Song of the Soul, bk. ili. a L>

• circ'-ljle, s. [Circle, ».)

• oirc'^ii-let, i. [Circlet.)

* oirc'-u-line, «. [Lat. rireu;(us) = a circle,

and E"ng. suff. -inc.] Moving in a circle,

circular.

•'With motion eirouUne.'—B. Morel Poemt, p. 14

* circ'-u-llhg, «. [Circcle, ».] A going

round in a circle, a revolution.
" And when it lightetb on advantagss.

Its dreulbigs grow sensible."

if. Mart : Song of the Soul. bk. lit, c. L

* circ'-u-lizo, v.t. [Lat. circuKus) — a circle,

and Eng. suff. -ize.] To encircle.

" Mother of pearls their sides shal circuMs*"
Darin I An Ejttatie. p. M.

circ'-u-ltts, a [Lat.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A little ring, a circle.

XX Technically:

1. Anat. : Applied to any round or annular

part of the body, as circuius ocuK, the orb of

the eye. (Craig.)

* 2. Physics : Applied to an iron instrument,

formerly used for dividing circular portions

of glass. (Mayne.)
* 3. Surg. : A name for several circular in-

struments used by the older surgeons. (Maine.)

4, Glass-making : A tool for cutting off the

necks of glassware. (Knight.)

' circ'-u-lye, adv. [Eng. circuit = circle ; 4y.)

Circularly.

cir -cum, prep. [Lat.= around, round, about.]

A preposition used as a prenx in many words

of Latin origin.

• ^Ir cum ad Ja cent, a. [Lat. dmm =
round, about, and Eng. adjacent (q.T-XJ

Lying near or about, surrounding.

* cu"-ottm-ag'-ger-a-tion, ». [Lat. cirnm

= around, about ; aggerat io = a heaping up,

from aggero = to heap up : ad- to, and gen

= to carry, to bear.) A heaping round about.

(Phillips.)

•cir-cum-ag-i-tate, v.t. [Lat. circim-

around, and affifo = to agitate, freq. of ajo -
to drive.] To agitate on all sides, to drive or

beat round.

"God bath . . . given to every one of hi. ai.i»ii;Md

officers a portion of the fiery matter tortrcumaoitau

laid TolV'-^/eremy Taylor : Sermont, liL, m.

• cir-cnm-ag-l-ta'-tlon, s [L-t. <*%;*-
about, around ; agitatio = a driving] /he act

of driving or beating about ; a motion in every

direction.
-. . .

thei^dairnishingincauaedavlsthlecjrcism-
agitation of a white snowy substance. -Oregon-

Economy of Nature, L, US.

*cir-ciim-am'-bage, s. [Lat <*™* =
round, about ; ambaoe = a going round about,

a winding, Indirectness.] Indirectness, «

beating about the bush.

tmte, lfct, fare, amidst, what, tall, lather; we, wit, here, eamel, her, there

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, oar, rule, full ;
try,

i pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p8*e

Syrian, m, os = o. ey = a. o.n = kW.
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"The affected Blights, the female circuma tnbages,

U I may be allowed the words. "—Richardson ; Sir C.

Oranditoit, Hi. 19&.

*9ir-cum~am'-bag-Ing, a. [Bug. etrcum-

ambag(e) ; -ing.] Speaking indirectly or not

to the point, beating about the bush.

"II I know anything of this circumambaging sex."

—Mr*. Barbauht: Life of Richardson, lv. ML

* 9ir-cum-am-ba'-gI-ous, a. [Eng. drcum-
ambag(e); -ious.] Indirect, beating about the

bush, not keeping to the point.

" At times disposed to be circumnmbagious In my
manner of narration.*—Southey: The Doctor, ch. xL

* 9ix-ciim-am'-'bi'-en-9J?v s. [Lat drcum =
about, around ; ambiens = moving, going
round, pr. par. of ambio m to move or go
round.] The act of moving round or encom-
passing.

" lee reoelveth Its figure according; unto the surface
It concretetb, or the circumambtency which con-
iormeth It."—Brown.

* cir-<>um-am'-bi'--ent, a. [Lat. circvm —
about, around, and ambiens m moving or going

round.] Surrounding, encompassing.
'*.

. . that gleaxns-in from the circumambient
Eternity, and colours with its own hues our little islet

of Time. —Carlyle: Sartor Jtesartus, bk. UX, ch. lii.

* 9ir-cum-am'-
,

bu-late, v.i. & t. [Lat. cir-

cumambulo, from clrcum =around, and ambulo
= to walk.]

A. Intrans. : To walk or go round about.

" Persons that circumambulated with their box
and needles, not knowing what they did."

—

Wood*
{Webster.)

B. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To walk round.

2. Fig. : To go all round, to search tho-
roughly.

"Why should he circumambulate the vocabulary
for another couplet, . . .1 "—Seward: Letters, L 345.

*9ir-cum-am-bu-la-ting, pr. par. & s.

[Circumambulate.]

A. A s pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As substantive :

1, Lit. : The act of walking round, circura-
ambulation.

2. Fig. : The act of going round about in-

stead of directly to the point ; a beating about
the bush.

* 9ir cum am-bu-la -tion, t. [Lat. drcum
— around ; ambulatio m a walking, from
ambulo = to walk.] The act of walking all

round.

* cir cum-am -bu la-tor, s. [Eng. circum-
ambulate) ; -orJ] One who circumambulates
or travels round.

"He was determined to obtain the palm of being
the first circumambulator at the earth."

—

Jefferson:
Work; iL 15L

* cir cum am -bu la-tor -y, a. [Eng. dr~
cumavibulator ; -y.] Walking round or about,
perambulating.

" My privileges arean ubiquitary, circumarnbulatory
. . immunity over all the privy lodgings."

—

Carew :

Calum Brit., p. 215. (1640.)

1 cir-cum-ben'-dl-bus, *. [Lat. drcum —
around, about ; and Eng. bend, put in an
imaginary ablative plural.] A roundabout or
Indirect way ; periphrasis.

"A knave is a fool In circumbendibus."—Colerid<je

:

Table Talk.

* cir-ciim -bind.', v.t. [Lat. drcum = round,
about, and Eng. bind.] To bind round.

" The fringe that cireumbinds it . .

Herrick : Hesperides, p. 9fl.

* glr-oiiin-cel-H-d-negL, s. pi. [Low Lat.

drcumeellio = a wandering about from cell to
cell, from Lat. drcum = about, around, and
ceila m a cell.]

Church History :

1. The name given to a sect of the Donatists
in Africa during the fourth century, from
their habit of roving from house to house
plundering. They went about in predatory
gangs, consisting chiefly of rustics, pretending
to reform public manners and redress griev-
ances. They manumitted slaves without the
consent of their masters, forgave debts, &c.
In their zeal for martyrdom they courted
death by insulting the Pagans at their festi-
vals, and destroyed themselves In various
ways.

2. Vagabond monks, censured by Cassian
under the name of Sarabaitoe for roving from

place to place. Probably the name was trans-

ferred to them from the Donatist fanatics.

(Smith A Cheetham: Diet, of Christian An-
tiquities.)

"They look like the old cireumceUUmet, a company
of vagrant hypocrites."—Gauden : Jlieraspistes, p. 98.

3. A vagrant. (Cockeram.)

cir cum-cen -tral, u. [Lat,circum=around,

and Eng. central.]

1. Situated about, or directed towards a
common centre.

2. Pertaining to the centre of a circum-
scribed circle.

9lV-cum-oen-tre, «. [Lat. drcum = around,

and Eng. centre.] The centre of a circum-
scribed circle.

* cir cum 91'do, * 9ir-cum-sido, v.t.

[Lat. circumddo = to cut round, from drcum
m around, about, and cauio = to cut,] The
older form of circumcise (q.v.).

5ir-cum 9inct', a. [Lat circumduct us e*

girt about.]

9ir-cum-9ir'- clo, s. [Lat. drcum m around,

and Eng. circle.] A circumscribed circle.

* 9tr'-cum-9is, pa. par. or a. [Circumcise.]

v Cir'-cum-fise, a [Lat. circumcisus, pa.
par. of circumddo.] Circumcision.

9ir'-cum-9i$e, * gir'-cum-sise, v.L [Lat.

drcumdsus, pa. par. of circumddo, from drcuvi
— round, and coedo — to cut ; Fr. drcondre

;

ItaL drconcidere ; Sp.drcuncidar, dreuueisar.]

1. Lit. : To cut off the prepuce or foreskin
of males ; also to perform an analogous opera-
tion on females.

" Your knauebarnys ye drcum*it*.''—Curtor Mundi,

*2. Figuratively:

(1) Script. : To render spiritual and holy
by, as it were, cutting away the sins.

" And the Lord thy God will circumcise thine heart,
and the heart of thy seed."->.Deu*. xxx. a.

(2) To curtail, to cut down.

9ir'-cum $ised, * cir -ciim-sised, *cir'-

cum sys ede, pa. par., a., & s. [Circum-
cise.]

A* & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj.

:

1. Ord. Lang. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

m "I took by the throat the circumciied dog."
tihakeitp. ; Othello, v. 1

2. Bot.: Having the apothecium divided
from the thallus by a complete fissure (as

some lichens).

C. As subst. : Applied, and generally in
contempt or derision, to the Jewish raee.

"... aiming to strengthen their routed party by a
hiforeement from the circumcised," — Swift: £x-

9lr'-ciim-«I-sei\ s. [Lat. drcumcisor, from
ciratmcido.) He who performs circumcision.

9ir'-cum-9i-Singr» pr. par. & s. [Circumcise.]

A. As present participle ; (See the verb).

B. As subst. : Circumcision.

9ir-cum-9f-slon, * 9ir cum cis- inn,
* 9yr-cum-sy-cyon, * syr-cum-sy-
cyon, s. [Lat. circumcisio ; Fr. & Sp.circon-
cision ; ItaL drcondsione.]

L Lit. : The act or rite of cutting off the
prepuce or foreskin in males, also an analogous
operation on females ; a rite practised not only
by the Jews in ancient times, but by the
Egyptians, Idiuneans, Ammonites, Moabites,
and Ishmaelites of the desert. The Jews
practise circumcision only on males ; the
Arabs, Egyptians, and Persians circumcise
both sexes.

" Cyrciiimycyon. Circumticto."—Prompt. Pare.

II. Fig. (Script.)

:

1. The act of spiritual purification by the
cutting away, as it were, of the sins of the
flesh.

" Jesus Christ was a minister of the circumcision tor
the truth of God, . . ."—Horn. xv. 8.

2- The Jews, as a circumcised people, In
contradistinction to Christians as uncircuni-
cised.

"Where there is neither Greek nor Jew, etrcum-
dsi'in nor uncirunmclslon."—Oof. iii. 3.

* 9ir-cum-clu'de, v.t. [Lat. circum. =round,
about, and claudo = to shut] To shut in.

* 9lr-cum-clu'-slon, s. [Lat. drcumclusio,

from drcumcludo = to shut in all round : dr-
cum = about, around, and claudo = to shut.]
The act of shutting in or enclosing on all sides.

* 9ir cum-cur-sa tion, *. [Lat. drcum-
curso = to run round, or about : drcum =
around, about ; curso = to run, frequentat
from cwrro = to run.]

1. Lit. : The act of running about,

2. Fig. ; Rambling, undecided language.
"The address of Fellclssimus and Fortunntus to

Pope Cornelius was but a factious circumcu nation of
desperate wretches."—Barrow i Serm, i, p. 252.

* 9ir'-<jum-du9et v.t. [Lat drcvmduco, from
circum = around, and duco = to lead.]

1. Lit. : To draw or lead round.

2. Fig. : To annul, to circumduct
"I must circumduce the t«rm."— w. Scott, in Webster.

9ir'-cum-duct, v.t. [Lat. drcumductus, pa.
par. of circumduct, from drcum = around,
and duco = to lead.]

* L Ord. Lang. : To lead about, to lead
astray.

EL Technically:

* 1. Law : To cancel, to nullify, to annul

;

to contravene.

"Acts of Judicature may he cancelled and circum-
ducted by the will and direction of the judge . .

."—
At/life : Pareroon.

2. Physiol. : See extract.
"A limb is circumducted when it Is made to describe

a conical surface by rotation round an imaginary
axia."—Huxley : Physiology, p 174.

* cir-cum-diic'-tile, a. [Lat. drcumductus
= led around, i>a. par. of drcumduco, and suff.

-His, in Eng. -ile. ] Capable of being led about
(Nuttall.)

9ir-cum-duc'-tion, ». [Lat. cirewmduetio,
from drcumduco = to lead about]

*I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A leading about, or astray.

2. Fig. : A leading astray mentally, circum-
locution.

"By long circumduction perhaps any truth may be
derived from any other truth. "—/looker.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : For definition see first extract.
" When these motions [flexion, extension, abduction,

adduction, and movement in the intermediate direc-
tions] are performed rapidly, one after the other, one
continuous motion appears in which the disca) ex-
tremity of the bone describes a circle indicating the
base of a cone whose apex is the articular extremity
moving in the Joint ; this motion is called circumduc-
tion."—Todd A Bowman: Phys. Anat., voL i, chap.
vL, pp. 135. 136.

"... and without any circumduction of the limb."
—Ibid., p. H&.

* 2. Law : Nullifying or cancelling.

"The citation may be circumducted, though the de-
fenujuit should not appear: and the defendant must be
cited,as ^circumduction requires."

—

Ayliffe : Parergon,

3. Scots Iaxw : A judicial declaration that
the time allowed to either party for leading
proof has expired.

*9*r-cum-er-ra'-tion,3. [From Lat. circum-
erro — to wander round,- and Eng. suff. -ation.)

The act of wandering about. (Nuttall.)

9 9ir'-cum-fer, v.t. [Lat. drcumfero, from
drcum = around, and fero = to bear.] To
limit, within a circumference.

"In philosophy the contemplations of man do either
oGodM DO

9ir-cum'-fer-en9e, s. [Fr. drconference ;

Sp. circumferencia, from Lat. circumferentia =
a circumference, circuit, or compass : drcum
=around, and fero = to bear, to lead.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

2. The periphery or line which bounds, in-

cludes, or surrounds anything.
" This be thy Just circumference, world 1

"

Milton: P. L,.vli.WK

3. The external portion or surface of a
spherical body.

"The bubble, being looked on by the light of the
clouds reflected from It, seemed red at its apparent
circumference. If the clouds were viewed through it,

the colour at its circumference would be blue."

—

Sea-
ton: Op'icks.

i. The space contained within any includ-
ing line.

" He first Inclosed for lists a level ground
The whole circumference a mile around."

Drgden : Palamon & Arcite. 11. Ml.

•*ftt, b6y; pout, Jo%l; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go. gem;
-alan, -Uan = shan. -tion, -sion * shun ; -tion, -sion = shun.

thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -Ing.

tious, -sious, -cious - anus. -We, -die, &c m bel, deL
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*&. A circle, a sphere.
" His pond rous shield, large and round,
Behind him cast ; the broad rir--umfrrenc*
Hung on his shoulders like the moon."

Milton: P. L.,1 2S5.

IL Math. : The curved line which encom-
passes and contains a circle, and of which
every point is equally distant from a certain

point within the circle, called the centre.

[Centre.)

• cir-cum'-fer-enge, v.t. [Circumference,
«.] To include in a circle or circular apace.

" Nor la the vigour of this great body included only
In itself, or circumferenced oy It* surface . .

."—

Browne: Vulgar Errourt.

* cir-cum'-fer-enged, a. [Eng. circum-

ferenc(e); -ed.} Confined, circumscribed.

"A* . . . his circumferenced nature required."

—

Wright : Pasttont of Mind, bit. v., f 4.

* cir-cum'-fer-ent, a. [Lai. circumferens,

pr par. of circumfero — to lead round: cir-

cum = around, and fero = to lead, to bear.]

Surrounding, encircling.

gir cum fer en -tial, #gir-etbn-ffer-en-

gial, a. [Lat circumferent ialis.]

I. Lit. : Pertaining to, or of the nature of,

a circumference : circuitous, circular.

" Now bees, as may be clearly seen by examining the
edge i>f a growing comb, do make a rough, circiimfer-
tnti-tl wail or rim all round the comb."

—

Darwin i

Origin of Species (ed. 1859), ch. viL, p. 230.

* 2. Fig. : Circuitous, indirect.
" He preferred death in adirect line before a circum-

ferentitt passage thereunto."—Fuller: Worthies, Hi.

404.

oir-cum-fer-en'-tor, *. [Lat. circumferens,

pr. par. of circumfero = to lead about.]

1. Surv. : An instrument used by surveyors

for taking horizontal angles and bearings. It

consists of a horizontal bar of brass with
Bights at its ends, and in the middle a circular

brass box containing a compass divided into

860 degrees, kept in a horizontal position by
the aid of two spirit-levels set at right angles.

The whole is supported on a tripod.

"About two years before Robert Stephenson's death
s workman of Washington village found in a collection
of old uteres a circumferentor, or mining compass It

was unusually large—even for a circumferenior made
forty yearn ago."

—

Jeaffreson: Lifeof Robert Stephenson,

1.48.

2. Vehicles, &c. : A tire measurer, a tire

circle.

•cir'-cum-flant, a. [Lat. circum = around ;

flans — blowing, pr. par. of flo = to blow.]
Blowing about or around.

" Overcome by the cireum/lant air."—Evelyn,

•Oir'-eum-flSct, v.t. [Lat. circumflecto, from
circum = around, and flecto = to bend.]
[Circumflex.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To bend round.

2. Gram. : To mark with a circumflex.

gir cum-flec -ted, pa. par. or a. [Circcm-
FLECT. ]

• cir- cum-flec- tion, s. |Lat circum =
around ; fiexio = a tending, from flecto = to

bend.) A bending about or around.
" By the drcumjtections of Nature."

—

Psitham : Re-
solves. 38.

oir cum -flex, ska [Fr. circonflcxe; Sp.

circumflexo, from Lat. circumflexus = a tending
round, from circumflecto = to bend round :

circum = around, and Jlecto = to bend.]

A. -As substantive

:

* L Ord. Lang. : A going round or about, a

circle.

IL Technically:

1. Acoustics: A wave of the voice embrac-
ing both a rise and fall on the same syllable.

(Webster.)

2. Oram. : A mark or accent used to denote
the rise and fall of the voice on the same
syllable formed by the contraction of two
syllables. The mark, which in Greek has two
forms (") or ("), and in I,atin and modern
languages is written thus ("), is formed by the
onion of the acute (') and grave 0) accents.

"The circumflex keeps the voice in a middle tune,
and therefore in the Latin is compounded of both the
other."—Bolder.

B. As adjective

:

Anat ; The term circumflex adj. is repeatedly
used. There are an anterior and a posterior

circumflex artery of the arm, a deep circum-
flex iliac artery, and external and internal cir-

cumflex arteries of the thigh. Two circumflex

veins also join the axillary vein ; there is also

a circumflex iliac vein, and a circumflex nerve,

ill'- last-named being in the shoulder. (Qua in :

Anat.) The term circumflex may be also ap-
plied to the muscle called circumflexus or tensor

palati.

cir cum flex, v.t. [Circumflex, a] To
mark with a circumflex.

cir -cum flexed, pa. par. or a. [Cir<tm
FLEX, V.]

t 1. Ord. Lang. ; Bent over.

"The letter X drawn across them with the top oir-

cumJtrzrd."—Xewman : Ecclet. Miracle*, p. 136.

2. Grain. : Marked with a circumflex ac-

cent.

i circum flex -ion (flexion -flee shonl,
*. [Lat. circumfiexio = a beuding, from cir-

cumflexus, pa. par. of circumflecto = to bend,
to twist about.]

L The act of bending or twisting into a
bent form.

2. The act of winding or turning about.

cir cum flex us, a [Lat.]

Anat. : A muscle of the palate. The term
is also applied to such arteries as wind round
bones or joints. (Craig.)

* cir cum flu enge, s. [Circumfluent.] A
flowing round about or inclosing with a fluid.

* Cir cum flu ent, a. [Lat. circumfluent,
pr. par. of circumfluo = to flow round or about,
from circum = round, and flno = to flow. ]

Flowing round or inclosing with water.

t glr-cum -flu-oils, a. [Lat. circumfluus,

from circumfluo = to flow round.] Flowing
round, circumfluent.

"Homer places the sea within the shield of Achilles,
bnt makes the circumjluous ocean run along the out-
ward rim. II. xviii 483, 607."—Lewis : Astron. of the
Ancient* (ed 1862), ch. L, note 12, p. 6.

* gix-cum-fdr-a'-n6-aia, * gir-ciim-for-

a'-ne-OUS, a. [Lat. circumforaneus = fre-

quenting markets : circum = round ; forum —
a market-place ; also, as a noun = a mounte-
bank or charlatan.] Going about from door
to door, wandering, vagrant.

"Those circumforaneous wits whom every nation
calls by the name of that dish of meat which it likes
be«t"—Addison : Spectator, No. 47.

* gir ciim tuT-gent, a. [Lat. circumfulgens,

from circum = around, about; fulgeo = to

shine. ] Shining around or about.

gir cum-fu sa, s. [Lat. neut pi. of cir-

cumfusus= poured around.]

Med. : The designation given by Halle to

the first class of subjects that belong to hy-
giene, as atmosphere, climate, residence, ftc ;

m short, everything which acts constantly on
man externally and internally. (Dunglison

:

Med. Did.)

* gir -cam-fuse, v.t. [Lat. circumjusus, pa.

par. of circumfundo = to pour round : circum
= around, and fundo = to pour.]

1. Lit. : To pour or spread round.
" This nymph the god Cephisus had abused,
With all bis winding wateru circum/used.'

Addison : Transformation of Echo.

2. Fig. : To set round on every side, as water.
" His army circum/used on every side."

Milton : P. L„ vi. 778.

•cir'-cum-fused, pa. par. or a. [Circcm-
FTJSE.]

*gir-ciim-fu'-sile, a. [Lat. circum= around,

*bont, and fusilis = capable of being poured ;

fusus — poured
; fundo = to pour.] Capable

of being poured or spread round anything.
"Artist divine, whose skilful hands infold
The victim's horn with Hrcwmfusfie gold."

Pope: Homer ; Odyssey hi. Ml.

*cir^um-fu'-sioii, *. [Lat. circumfusio ~
a pouring round, from circumfundo = to pour
round.] The act of pouring or spreading
round ; the state of being spread round.

"The natural suit was of daily creation and drcum-
fusion."Swift : Tale of a Tub.

*9*r-cum g^s-ta'-tion, s. [Low Lat ctr-

cumt;estatio, from Lat. circumgesto=: to carry
round : circum = around

;
gesto = to carry.)

The act of carrying about.
" Such are these : the invocation of saints : circum-

gestation of the encbarist to he adored, . . ."

—

Jeremy
Tsvylor Dissuasivefrom Popery, i. } IL

* gir-cum -£y-rate, v.t. [Lat circum =
around, and gyro = to turn around ; gyros,

from Or. Y"p« (guros) = a circle, a wheeling
about.] To roll round, to cause to encircle or
encompass.

" The houl about itself circumoyrates
Her various furms."

Dr. II. More i Song of the Soul, i. 2. 41

* ^r-43um-^ry-ra'-tI-o, s. [Lat]

Med. : The same as Vertigo (q.v.). (Dung-
lison.)

" glr-cum-£y-ra -tion, s. [Circumovratf..]

The act of turning or wheeling round ; motion
in a circle. (Otmi.)

* gir-cum-^'-ra-tor-^, a, [Eng. drcum-

gyratie); -ory.] Moving round, revolving.

"During his circumgyratory movements."— E. A.
Poe : Bans Pfaal. L 6.

* gir-«iim'-£yre, v.i. k t. [Circiimovrate.]

A. Intrant. : To turn or twist about, to
meander.

" A sweet river . . . after twenty miles circumgyr-
ing."—Sir T. Berbert : Travels.

B. Trans. : To encircle, to surround.
"Gold wreathes circumgyrying the temples of their

heads."—Stubbes ; Anat. of Abuses, p. 67.

* gir cum -in ces sion (cession as gesh-
un), *. [Lat. circum = around ; incessus =
a walking or going in ; incedo = to go in, to
enter : in = in, and cedo = to go.]

Theol. : The reciprocal existence in each
other of the three persons of the Trinity.

* gir-cum-i'-tion, s. [Lat. ctreumifio, from
cirevmeo = to go round : ctrcwTn = around,
about, and «o = to go.] The act of going
round.

* gir ciim ja genge, * gir-ctun-Ja -gen-

gj?t s. [Lat circumjacens = lying round

:

circum = around, and jaceo = to lie. ]

1. The state or quality of being circumja-
cent, or of bordering on all round.

2. The parts which lie round or border on
anything.

" The mouth, and the whole circumjacencies or the
month, composed the strongest feature in Words-
worthaface. .

."—DeQuineey: ff'or*s(ed. 1888), voL ii.,

p. 144.

3. A neighbourhood, a neighbouring dis-

trict

"All the mongrel curs of the drcumjaccncUt.'—
Richardson : Clarissa, iv. 14,

* gir cum -ja -gent, a. [Lat circumjacent,

pr. par. of circumjaceo = to lie round, from
circum = around, and jaceo = to lie.]

1. Lit. : Lying round, surrounding on every
side.

" Either the snow above, already lying in drifts, or
the blinding snow-storms driving into his eyes, must
have misled him as to the nature of the ctrcumJacetH
ground . . ."-De Ouincey : Works (ed. IMS), voL IL,

p. 1».

2. Fig. : Surrounding.
"The circumjacent waking actions are omitted."—

Carlyle : Sartor Resartus, bk. i., ch. 11.

* gir -cum Jack, v.i. [Lat. circumjacio = to

lie about] To agree to, or correspond with.

* 9ir--«Uin-Jd'-vI-al, *. k a. [Lat. circum a
around, about ; jov'em, ace case of Jupiter.]

A. As subst. : A moon or satellite of the

planet Jupiter.

"This is well known among the circumjovials for

Instance, that they have all a slow and gradual pro-
' liner

„ Juniter."—Derham: Astro.Theology, bk.

ch. Hi.

gress, first towards c

pole of Jupiter."

—

Derham; Astro-Theology, bk. iv„

B, As adj. : Pertaining to, or revolving

round, Jupiter.

* gir-cam-li-ga'-tion, s. [Lat. circumlig*

= to bind or wrap round, from circum =
around, and ligo = to bind.]

1. The act of binding or wrapping round.

2. That with which anything is bound or

wrapped round ; a bond, a bandage.

fc c^H5um-He-a>-tur'--a, *. [Lat circum =
around, and Tigatura = a binding, from ligo =
to bind.]

Med. : Paraphimosis, or strangulation ol

the glans penis. (Dunglison.)

* oir-cum-sit'-tor-al, a. [Lat. circum**

around ; littoralit = pertaining to the shore ;

littut= shore.} Bordering on or adjoining tha

shore.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t>

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cud, core, unite, our, rale, full; try, Syrian, so, oo = e; ey = a. au -kw.
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•cir-cum'-lo-cute, v.i. [Lat. circumlocutus,

pa. par. ot circumloguor, from circ«m= around,

about, and &w/uor = to apeak.] To speak by
way of circumlocution.

mr-cum-li-cu'-tion, s. [Circcmlocote.]

1. Periphrasis ; the use of roundabout and
indirect language, a beating about the bush
instead of 6tating at once plainly and clearly

one's meaning.
•*.

. . a letter In which, without allegory or circum-
locution, she complained that her lover had left her a
daughter to support. . . ."—Jfqcaulay: Hist. Eng.,
oh. xvi.

2. Indirect or roundabout language,

"These people are not to be dealt withal, but by a
train of mystery and circumlocution.'—L'Estrange

1 9aT-Cum-l6-Cu'-tlon-al, a. [Eng. circum-

locution; -at.] Pertaining to or attended with
circumlocutions, roundabout, periphrastic.

"To have his heart broken on the circumlocutional
wheel'—Dtckens: Letters, ii.270,

• cir-cum-l6-cu'-tion-ar-$f, a. [Eng. ctr-

cumlocution ; -ary.] Circumlocutional, peri-

phrastic.

"The officials set to work iu regular circumlocu-
tionary order."

—

Chambers' Journal, p. 108 (1867).

t9ir-cfim-l4-CU'-tlon-Ist, s. [Eng. circum-
locution; -ist.] One given to circumlocution,
or beating about the bush.

t cfr-cum-lcV-u-tor-^, a. [Formed as if

Trom a Lat. circumlocutoHus, from circumlo-

quor. Cf. interlocutory.] Relating to circum-
locution ; circumlocutional, periphrastic

"This circumlocutory manner of indicating the
house. "-Strauss ; Life of Jesus (Trans. 1846), J 190.

9ir-^siim-mer-i''-<li-an, a. [Lat. circum =
around, about, and Eng. meridian (q.v.).]

Situated at or near the meridian. (C. Wilkes.)

* 9ir-ctim-mor'-tal, a. [Lat circum »
round about ; Eng." mortal (q.v.).] Applied
to that which, being itself immortal, is sur-

rounded or enclosed by something else which
Is mortal ; as the soul is enclosed in the body.

" When hence thy drcum-mortalt part Is gone."
Berrick : Besperides, p. 179l

*9ir-cum-mu'red,a. [Lat.cij-ettm=around,
and Eng. mured, from Lat. murus = a wall.]

Surrounded or built round with a wall ; walled
round.
" Msab He hath a garden clrcummured with brick."

Shakesp. : Measure/or Measure, iv. L

*9ir-cum-na-tant, a. [Lat. circum =
around, about, and* natans = swimming, pr.

par. of no = to swim.] Swimming or floating

round ; encircling as a fluid,

eir-cum-nav'-l-ga-ble, a. [Lat. circum =
around, and. Eng. navigable (q.v.).] That may
be circumnavigated or sailed round.

"... rendering the whole terraqueous globe eircum-
navigable."—Ray ; On the Creation.

fir-cum-iiav'-i-Kate, v.t. [Lat. circum =
around, about, ana Eng. navigate (q.v.).] To
sail completely round.

"His ship, called the Victory, was the first that
circumnavigated the globe."—Cook ; Introd, to Second
Voyage. voL iii.

cir-cum-nav'-I-ga-t<5d, pa. par. or a.

[Circumnavigate.]

9ir-cum-nav'-i-ga-tlng, pr. par., a., k s.

[Circumnavigate.]

A. A; B. As pr. par. et particip. adj.: (See
the verb).

C As most. : The act of sailing round, cir-

cumnavigation.

9"ir cum nav i ga-tion, s. [Lat circum
= around, about, and Eng. navigation (q.v.).]

1. Lit. ; The act of sailing round.
* 2. Fig. : The act of exploring thoroughly.
" His plan is original ; and It Is as full of genius as it

la of humanity. It was a voyage of discovery, a cir-
eitmnavigat ion of charity.'

—

Burke I Speech at Bristol.

fir-cum-n&v'-i'-ga-tor, s. [Lat. circum —
around, about, and Eng. navigator (q.v.).]

One who sails round the globe.

% The first European known to have cir-

cumnavigated the globe was Magellan or
Magalhaens, a Portuguese, who accomplished
the feat in a.d. 1619. From him the Straits
of Magellan derive their name. The first

Englishman who carried out the same enter-
prise was Sir Francis Drake between 1577 and
1580. With steam, and compasses and chro-

nometers in use, and charts of nearly every
sea, the circumnavigation of the globe has
ceased to be a noteworthy achievement.

"Magellan** honour of being the first circum-
navigator has been disputed In favour of the brave
Sir Francis Drake."

—

Uuthrie: geography.

t9ir ciim-nu-tate, v.i. [Lat. circum =
about, around ; nuto = to nod, to move.] To
move in a circular manner, to revolve.

" Even the stems of seedlings before they have
broken through the ground, as well as their buried
radicles, circumnutatef—Darwin . Movements qf
Plants (1880), p. 3.

t 9ir cum nu ta ' tlon, *. [Lat. circum =
about, around ; nutatio=& nodding, a mov-
ing.] The aot or habit of moviug in a circular

manner.
"The most widely prevalent movement [of plants]

is essentially of the same nature as that of the stem
of a climbing plant, which bends successively to all

points of the compass so that the tip revolves. This
movement has been called by Sachs 'revolving nuta-
tion ;' but we have found it much more convenient to
use the terms circumnutation and circumnutate."—
Darwin ; Movements of Plants (1880), p. l.

* cir cum oe so phage al, a. [Lat. cir-

cum m around, oesophagus ='the gullet; and
Eng. guff. -alJ] Situated round the gullet,

as the circumcesophageal nervo-cominissures
found iu the Crustacea.

1 9ir-ctim-6r'-al, a. [Lat. circum = around,
about; os (genit". oris) — the mouth.] Situated
round or about the mouth.

" The circumoral nerve of Echinus surrounds1 the
oesophagus near the mouth."—Huxley: Anat. Irtv.

Animals, ch. ix., p. 577.

* 9ir -cum pass, * 911*-com passe, v.t

[Lat. circum = around, about, and Eng. pass
(q.v.).] To pass or travel round, to compass.

"It hath pleased the Almighty to suffer me to cir-

oompasse the whole globe."—Cavendish: Letter (Sept. 9,

1666), quoted in Beveridge's Bist. India, vol. i., bk. i.,

ch. 9.

* 9ir'-cum-plcx, v.t. [Lat. circum= around,
about ; and plexus, pa. par. of plecto = to fold,

to entwine.] To enfold, to entwine.
" My metamorphos'd skin shall circumplex that

flesh." <Quarlet : Din. Fancies, No. 40.

* 9ir- cum- -plcx'-ion, e. [Lat. circum =
around, about

;
plexus = an enfolding or en-

twining ;
plecto = to fold.]

L Literally

:

1. The act of twining one thing round
another.

2. That which is folded or wrapped round
another.

"It was after his fait, that be [man] made himself
his fig-leaf circumplexion,"— Feltham : Resolves, p. hi.

(Latham.

)

IL Fig. ; A complication or entanglement.
" I wot not what circumplex iont and environments."

—Holland : Plutarch, p. 827. (Rich.)

* cir cum pli ca' tion, s. [Lat. circum-

plicatio = a twining round, from circumplico

= to twine round, to wrap : circum — around,
and plico = to fold.]

1. The act of wrapping or folding in all

round.

2. The state or condition of being wrapped
in all round.

9ir-cum-pd'-lar, a. [Lat. circum = around,
about, and Eng" polar (q.v.).] A term applied

by English astronomers to stars so near the
North Pole that in our latitude they do not at

any portion of their course dip below the
horizon.

"There is another star remarkable for its brilliancy,
which is in this country circumpolar, called capella
. . . It goes very near the horizon when lowest in the
North and almost over our heads when highest In the
South."— Prof. Airy: Popular Astronomy, «th ed.,

pp. 6, 7.

* 9ir'-cum-p6se, v.t. [Lat. circumpositus, pa.

par. of circumpono = to place round.] To
place round, or in a circle.

t 9ir-cum-po-§i'-tion, s. [Lat. circum =>

around, about, and Eng. position (q.v.).]

1. The act of placing anything in a circle.

" Now Is your season for circumponition. by tilea or
baskets of earth."

—

Evelyn : Calendarium Bortense.

2. The state or condition of being placed
circularly.

9ir -cum-pul'-sion, s. [Lat. circum =
around ; pulsio = a driving, a thrusting : pello

= to drive, to thrust.] The thrusting forward
of bodies, which are moved by those that lie

about them. (Phillips.)

* 9ir cum ra-gioii, *. [Lat. circumratio.

from circumrasus, pa. par. of circumrado = to
pare or shave round : circum = around, and
rado— to shave.] The act of paring or shaving
all round. (Bailey.)

* 9ir-ciim-r6'-ta-r^, * 911- cum ro ta-
to-rjf, a. [Lat. circurn = around, and Eng.
rotary, rotatory (q.v.).] Turning, wheeling, or
whirling round.

" A great many tunes, by a variety of cirrumrotatorp
flourishes, put one in mind of a lark's descent to th*
ground.'—Shenstone.

* 9ir-ciiin-r6'-tatot v.t. & i. [Lat. circum m
around, about ; Eng. rotate (q.v.).] To revolve

or rotate about.

* 9ir cum ro -ta'-tlon, $. [Lat. circum m
around, and Eng. rotation (q.v.).]

1. The act of turning or whirling round like
a wheel, a revolution or circumgyration.

" He reckoned upon the way 17,024 circum rotations
of tbe wheel."—Gregory: Posthuma {1660} , p. 817.

2. The state or condition of being whirled
round.

3. A single revolution of a rotatory body.

* 9ir ciim sail, v.t. [A hybrid word, from

Lat. circum = around, and Eng. sail.) To sail

round, to circumnavigate.

"But moderns, ye of whom are some
Have circumsail-rd the earth."

Warner: Albion's England, bk. xL, ch. lxiil. ifiich.)

£ir cum - sets' - sile, a. [Lat. circum =*

around ; scissilis m
easily cut or rent,

from scissus, pa. par.

of scindo = to cut, to
tear, to rend.]

Bot. : Dehiscing or
opening by a trans-

verse, circular open-
ing round the sides of
a pod, eta This is*
complete in the genus
Anagallis (the Pirn*

pemel), while in circumscissile
Jeffersonia it takes dehiscence.
place only half way l, Anagallis. z Jeffersonia.

round the fruit.

t cir-cum-scri'-ba-r>le, a. [Eng. circum-

scrib(e) ; -able.] That may be circumscribed.

911* ciim scribe', v.t. [Lat. circumscribo,

from circum = around, and scribo « to write.]

A. Ordinary Language ;

1. Literally:

* 1. To write or engrave around.

"The verge of the marble Is also Hued with brass,

and ^hereon is rtrcumscribed this epitaph."—Ash-mole
Antioui'iet of Berkshire, I. 180.

2. To draw or describe round. [B.]

II. Fig. : To limit, to define by bounds.
" His authority, though great, was circumscribed by

ancient and noble laws. —Macaulay: Bist. Eng.,chA\.

B. Geom : To describe a figure round
another. [Circumscribed. ]

% Crabb thus distinguishes between to cir-

cumscribe awl to enclose: "The extent of any
pla^e is drawn out to the eye by a circum-

scription ; its extent' is limited to a given

point bv an enclosure. A garden is circum-

scribed by any ditch, line, or posts that serve

as its boundaries; it is enclosed by wall or

fence." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

9ir-oum-scribed,

f
pa. par. or o. [Cikcum-

SCRIBE.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Written or drawn round.

2. Fig. : Limited, defined withiu certain

bounds.

IL Geom. : [Circumscribed fioore].
" A rectilineal figure is said to be described about •

circle when each side of the circumscribed figure

touches the circumference of the circle."—Euclid,

bk. iv., def. 4.

circumscribed figure, «.

Geom. : A figure drawn about another figura

so as to touch it on every side

circumscribed Hyperbola, s.

Geom. : One of Newton's hyperbolas of the

second order, which cuts its asymptote, and
contains the part cut off within itself. (Bu-

chanan.)

b6&, bd"^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, $hls; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = fc

-ciau, tiau = shan. tion, sion shun ; -tion, -sion zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous shus. ble, -die, ^< - bel, del.
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cir cum-scrl -ber, a. [Eng. circumscribe)
;

-er.) One who or that which circumscribe*.

fir-cum-scri'-foing, pr, par. or & [Cir-
CUMaCRIBK.]

• fir '-cum-scrlpt, a. [Lat. circumscriptus,
pa. par. of circumscribo.] Limited, circum-
scribed.

" A risible and circumscript body.

"

Fox* : Martyrs, iL &H>.

• 9ir-cum-scrip -ti-ble, a. [Eng. circum-

script ; -tote. ] That may be circumscribed or
limited by bounds, circumscribable.

He that sit* on high, and never sleeps.
Nor in one place ia ctrcumtcriptibur

Marlowe : 9 Tamburlaine, li. 3.

*9ir-Cum-SCTip'-tion,s. [Lat.circunwcriprio,
from circum = around, about, and scriptio = a
writing ; scribo = to write.]

A* Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

* 1. The act of writing or inscribing round
anything.

* 2. An inscription written round anything.
" The circumscription of a grave-stone."— Athmole:

Berkshire, i. 42.

3. The act of determining the form, magni-
tude, and limits of any body.

"In the circumscription of many leave*. Clovers,
fruita, and seeds, nature affect* a regular figure."

—

Ray : On the Creation.

* 4. That which circumscribes or defines the
form, magnitude, Arc, of any body.

IL Figuratively :

1. The act of circumscribing, limiting, or
restraining.

"A circumscription of the powers of the consuls."
Lewis ; Barlg /toman Hist., en. xiiL, f 54.

* 2. The state or condition of being circum-
scribed, limited, or restrained.

" I would not my unhoused free condition
Put into circumscription and confine"

Shakesp. : Othello, L 5.

B. Bot. : The outline or boundary of an
organ, the figure represented by the margin of
a body.

"The extremity of the blade which Is next the
stem ia called its base, the opposite extremity its

x, and the line representing its two edges, the mar-
ircumscription. '—Lindlcy ; Jntrod. to Bot., bk.

* Sir-cum-scrlp'-tive, a. [Lat circumscrip-

tus, pa. par. of circumscribo, and Eng. suff.
-ti*.]

1. Circumscribing, enclosing, or limiting.

2. Capable of being defined or marked out

*9ix-cum-scrlp -tlve-ly, adv. [Eng. circum-
scriptive ; -ly.] In a limited or circumscribed
manner. (Montagu.)

* 9ir'-cum-script-ljft adv. [Eng. circum-
script; -ly.] Circumscriptively, in a limited
sense or extent.

" Words taken circumtcriptly. "—MUton : Oat Divorce.

* cir-ciun-scrive', v.t [Formed from Lat.
circumscribo, compared with O. Fr. escrivre,
from Lat scribo m to write.) To circum-
scribe.

* 9ir cum-seat'-ed, a. [Lat circum =
around, about, and Eng. seated (q.v.).] Seated
round or about.

" Where president and all. with one accord.
Are circumvented at an empty board."

Clifton: The Group. (Cottons.)

* 9ir'-cum-sept, v.t. TLat circum = around,
about ; septus, pa. par. of sepio = to hedge in,
to enclose, from sepe = a hedge.] To hedge
in, to surround or enclose.

* 9ir-cum-spa Hjious, a. [Lat circum =
around, about, and Eng:spacious (q.v.).'] Ex-
tending widely, very spacious.

" When Cato the severe
Entered the circumspaci>us theater."

derrick : iiesperiUcs, p. SO, (Assies.)

* 9ir cum span -gle, v.t [Lat circum.=
around, about, and Eng. spangle (q.v.)i] To
surround as with spangles.

" To circumtpangJe this my spacious sphere."
Berrick s Besperides, p. 288. [Davis*.)

cir cum spect *cir-cum-epecte,*. ks.
[Lat drcumspecius, pa. par. of circumspicio =
to look round, from circum = around, and
spicio = to look.]

A. As adj. ; Cautions, wary ; having a care-
ful attention to things on all sides.

apse

ft

* B, As tubst. : The state of being wary or
cautious ; circumspection.

" He shall dwell In such© s,drcumspecte.~—Fabj/an:
Chron., pt, vii.. p. 55L

1" For the difference between circumspect and
cautious, see Cautious,

h 9ir-cum-spect. v.t. [Cibcctmspect, a.]

To note or examine with care and caution.
" To circumspect and note daily all defaults."—/Veto-

court ; Repertorium Londin.
, p. 233.

91X cum- spec '-tion,s- [Lat. circuuispeefio=
a looking around : circum = around, about
spectio — a looking ; spicio = to look.] Wari-
ness, caution ; a careful and general attention
to all matters around.

" With sly circumspection."
MUton : P. X, It.

* 9ir-cum-spec -tious, a. [Eng. circum-
spect, and anff. -ous. ] Circumspect ; wary

;

cautious.
" Pnniabinents . . . which wen usually rather mild

and circumspections than precipitate: and cruel." —
Advertisement from Parnassus, p, 42. (Ord. MS.)
(Latham.)

* clr-cum-speic'-trre, a. [Eng. circumspect,
and suff. -ive.] Circumspect, cautiorrs, careful.

" With circumspective eyes."—Pope.

* 9ir cum spec tive-ly, * $ir cum-
Spec'-tlve-lle, adv. [Eng. circumspective

;

-ly.] In a circumspect manner; cautiously
;

warily ; circumspectly.

"I have learned that the body of Christ is in the
sacrament, but not locallie nor cireumspectieelie, but
after an unspeakable maner unknowns to man." —
Foxe: Martyrs; A. Dispute about the Sacraments,
anno IMS.

C^'H5Uin-spect-ly, adv. [Eng. circumspectj
•ly.] In a circumspect manner; with watch-
fulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger ; cautiously, warily.

" See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools
butas wise."—Kphes. t. 16.

t 9ir -cum-spect-ness, a. [Eng. circum-
spect ; -ness.] The quality of being circum-
spect ; wariness, vigilance, circumspection.

" Travel forces circumspect ness on those abroad, who
at home are nursed in security."— Wotton.

* 9ir-cum spic'-u-ous, a. [Formed with
Lat. adv. circum, on the analogy of conspicuous,
perspicuous, Ac] Seeing all round.

"How can man think to act his HI unseen, when
God shall, like the air, be circumspicuous roundabout
him?"— Feltham: Resolves, [Rich.)

9ir -ciim-stan9e, * cir -cum-staurwe, s.

[Fr. circonstance ; 8p. A Port, circunstancia :

Ital. circonstanzia, from Lat. clrcumstantia,
neut pL of circumstans, pr. par. of circumsto= to stand round • circum = around, and sto
= to stand.]

I, Literally

:

1. That which stands round or is attached
to another.
#

(1) Of material things; An adjunct, an
accessary.

" The hollow orb of moving circumstance
Roll'd round by oue flx'dlaw."

Tennyson: The Palace of Art.

(2) Of immaterial things : Any matter or fact
attending on or connected with another; an
attendant state of things.

" That it is a known rule amongst aU divines, that
no certain argument can he drawn from the circum-
stances of a parable, but only from the main scope and
Intention of if— TUlotson (3rd ed., 1721), vol. i. Ser
lix.

% Hence the phrases :

In (or under) the circumstances ; Taking into
consideration all matters connected with that
in question ; all things being considered.

According to circumstances : In a manner
varyingaccordingto or dependent on attendant
matters.

2. A fact, an event, a particular incident or
detail.

IL Figuratively;

1. Worldly condition as respects wealth or
poverty. (Now only used in the plural.)

*'
. . . by the storms of circumstance unshaken.
And subject neither to eclipse nor want."

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk Iv.

* 2. CIrcumlocntion, excessive attention to
details.

" And therefore, without circumstance, to the point."
Massinger; The Picture,

^^
t 3. Details, minutiae.
**.

. . thty are too full of eirewnwfcinoMand detail*

"

lemdt: Creel Farlp Roman Bist. (ls^fc cat. xii . pt t,
f U, voL IL, p. M.

If (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between a
circumstance and a situation; " Circumstanc*
is to situation as a part to a whole ; many cir-
cumstances constitute a situation ; a situation
is an aggregate of circumstances. A person ia
said to be in circumstances of affluence who
has an abundance of everything essential for
his comfort ; he is in an easy situation wjien
nothing exists to create uneasiness. Circum-
stance respects that which externally affects
us ; situation is employed both for the outward
circumstances and the inward feelings. The
success of any undertaking depends greatly
on the circumstances under which it is begun

;

the particular situation of a person's mind will
give a cast to his words or actions. Circum-
stances are critical, a situation is dangerous."

(2) He thus discriminates between circum-
stance, incident, and Jacf .* " Circumstance is a
general term ; incident and fact are species of
circumstances. Incident is what happens -.fact
is what is done ; circumstance is not only what
happens and is done, but whatever is or be-
longs to a thing. To everything are annexed
circumstances either of time, place, age, colour,
or other collateral appendages which change
its nature. Everything that moves and oper-
ates is exposed to incidents, effects are pro-
duced, results follow, and changes are brought
about ; these are incidents : whatever moves
and operates does, and what it produces is

done or is the fact. . . . Circumstance is as
often employed with regard to the operations
as the properties of things, in which case it is

most analogous to incident and fact : it may
then be employed for the whole affair, or any
part of it, whatever that can be distinctly
considered. Incidents and facts either are cir-
cumstances, or have circumstances belonging to
them. . . . Circumstance comprehends in
its signification whatever may be said or
thought of any thing ; incident carries with it

the idea of whatever may befal or be said to
befal any thing

; foci includes in it nothing
but what really is or is done. A narrative
therefore may contain many circumstances and
incidents without anj' fact, when what is re-
lated is either fictitious or not positively
known to have happened : it is necessary for
a novel or play to contain much incident, but
no facts, in order to render it interesting

;

history should contain nothing but fiicts,

authenticity is Its chief merit" (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

* 9ir/-ouni-8tanoet v.t [Circumstance, *.]

To place in a certain situation or position
relatively to other things.

" I most be circumstanced.''—Shakesp. .- Othello, Ui 4

9ir'-cum- starred, a. [Eng. circumstance);
•ed.]

1. Situated or conditioned relatively to other
things.

"And In two countries very differently ctrcum-
stancctl, individuals of the same species, having
slightly different constitutions or structure, . . ."—
Darwin : Origin of Species (ed. IK*), en. L, p. SI

2. In a condition as regards wealth or
poverty.

* 911* -cum-stiint, a. & s. [Lat. circumstans,

pr. par. of circumsto = to stand round, to
surround ; circum = around, and sto = to
stand.]

A. ^5 adj. ; Placed or being around, sur-
rounding.

"Its beams fly to visit the remotest parts of the
world, and it gives motion to all circumetant bodica"—Diaby : On the »jul.

B. As subst. ; One who stands by ; a by-
stander.

"When these circumstants shall bot ttwa to see . . .

Berrick: Besperides, p. 82. (navies.)

*9ir-cum-stan tlable (tiablc as stable),
a. [Eng. circumstantiate) ; -able.) Capable of
being circumstantiated. (Bp. Taylor.)

9ir cum still tlal (tial as anal), a. k s.

[Fr. circonstauciel ; Lat circumstantialis m
pertaining to circumstances.]

Am As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Of things:

(1) Dependent on circumstances ; accidental
" Would you learn at full

How passion rose thro' circumstantial grades
Beyond all grades developed."

Tennyson : The Gardener's Daughter.

(2) Incidental, accidental, not essential.

(3) Full of small circumstances or minutile

;

particular, precise, minute.

&te, ftt, iiire. amidst, what, tail, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, ptt,
or, wore, wolf; work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, tm, oa = e. ey = a. qu-kw.



circumstantiality—circus 1023

"The whole account, from the first appearance of

Skein* In the popular Assembly, to the trial of the
eonsttls, U given with circumstantial minuteness."—
Uwis : Crcd. Early Roman Bitt. (18W), ck xiL pt. ill

1 A vol 11. p. 180.

* (4) Full of pomp or show.
"

. . and leave all the circumstantial put and
pomp of life . . "—Pop* : Letter to B. Cromwell (1710).

*2. Of persons: With an excessive attention

to small events and details; precise, punc-
tilious.

IL Law: Inferred from circumstances de-

duced indirectly, not by direct proof.

Circumstantial evidence: Evidence obtained

from circumstances, which necessarily or

usually attend facts of a particular nature,

from which arises presumption ; any evidence

not direct and positive. A light, i.e. a slight

presumption, has no weight ot validity. A
presumption of any kind is relied on only

till tie contrary has been proved. Still a

probable presumption has considerable weight,

and a violent one, that is one in which those

circumstances appear which necessarily attend

the fact, is in many cases held equal to full

proof. (Blackstone, bk. iii., ch. 23.)

". . . what is popularly known as circumttantial
eviden'-e. No doubt, circumttantial evidence, when
perfect, is the highest of all evidence . . ."—Timet,
Dec 2nd. 1875.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between circum-

stantial, particular, and minute: " Circum-

stantial expresses less than particular, and
that less than minute. A circumstantial ac-

count contains all leading events ; a particular

account includes every event and movement
however toivial ; a minute account omits
nothing as to person, time, place, figure, form,

and every othertrivial circumstance connected
with the events. A narrative may be circum-

stantial, particular, or minute; an inquiry,

investigation, or description may be particular
or minute, a detail may be minute. An event

or occurrence may be particular, a circumstance

or particular may be minute. We may be
generally satisfied with a circumstantial ac-

count of ordinary events ; but whatever in-

terests the feelings cannot be detailed with
toomwh particularity ar minuteness." (Crabb:

Sng. Synon.)

B, As subst : Anything incidental or not
essential to the main subject (generally in the

plural).

"Who would not prefer religion that differs fn.m
our own in the circumstantial, before one that differs

from it in easentials?"—Addison : Freeholder. (La-
tham.)

f Let m< mid another hint, concerning the apparatus
and circumstantials of your play."—Pope: To A. Bill

fnssi

cir cum Stan tial i-ty (tial as sbl-al),

a. [Eng. circumstantial ; -Uy.]

* 1. The quality or state of being circum-

stantial or dependent on circumstances.

2. Minuteness, extreme attention to details.

pir cum- staii'- tial- ly (tial as shal), adv.

[Eng. circumstantial; -ly.]

* 1. According to circumstances ; in a
manner dependent on circumstances.

" Of the fancy and intellect, the powers are only cir-

cumstan'utlly differs lit."—Gtanvilte: Sceptit.

2. With extreme minuteness and attention

to details ; minutely.
" Lucian agrees with Homer in every point cireum-

stantiaUy."—Broom*.

cir cum stan tiatc (tiate as shf-ite),
v.t. [Formed from circu-mstance (q.v.), with
verb. suff. -ate.}

* 1. To place in particular circumstances,
state, or condition.

"A number . . . the beat circumstantiated are for

the succession of Hanover."—Swift.

2. To prove by circumstances, to enter into

details concerning.
" Neither will time permit to circumstantiate these

particulars, which I have only touched in the general."
—State Trialt ; Marquit of Argyle (1661J.

•cir cum stan tiate (tiate as shi-ate),
a. [Circumstantiate, v.] Circumstantial,
attended with circumstances.

"The distinct, particular, circumstantiate repent-
ance of a whole life . .

."

—

Jeremy Taylor: Rule and
Xxerdtet of Holy Dying, p. 6i.

* cir cum-stant-ly, adv. [Eng. circum-
stant ; -ly.) Circumstantially, exactly; iu a
circumstantial manner.

" A gentleman bareheaded and set on knees, vrlth a
knife properly prepared to that ubo, also with certain
gestures, cuttes asunder certaine part* of the wild
beast, in a certain order very circumstantly." —
Chaloner: Prayteof Pole (15771. (Richardson.)

* ctr-cum'-stip-a -ted, a. [Lat. cireum =
about, around ; stipatus « attended.) At-
tended or surrounded.

"He was . . . cireumttipated with his guards."—
Horth: Exam**., p. 223. [Dairies.)

* cir-ciim ter ra'-ne-ous, a. [Lat. cireum
= around ; terraneus = pertaining to the
earth ; terra = earth.] Situate or dwelling
around the earth. (Hallivxll.)

# ^ir-cttni-un'Hlu-late, v.t. [Lat. cireum
= around ; undutatus — pertaining to waves

;

undo, — wave.] To surround or flow round
as the waves of the sea.

"A trout-stream eircumundutated the grounds."—
Theodore Book i Gilbert Qarney.

* cir-ciim-var-late, v.t. [Lat. circumval-

iatus, pa, par. of drcumvallo = to surround
with a rampart : cireum = around ; vallo =r

to wall ; vallum = rampart.] To surround oi

enclose with a rampart or fortifications.

cir-cum-val'-late, a. [Circumtallatk, v.]

Surrounded or enclosed with a rampait or

similar formation.

% Anat. : Circnmvallate or calycif^m papi Ilea

of the tongue.
" CircumeaUate or Calyciform papillaa. A kind of

papillae found on thetoueue. They consist of a central
flattened projection of the mucous inembrune of a
circular figure, and from one-twentieth to one-twelfth
of an inch wide, surrounded by a t tunic ring of a'oout

the same elevation, but less diameter, from which it is

separated by a narrow circular fissure with, it is said,

a few mucous ducts opening at the bottom. "—Todd A
Bowman: Pytiol Anat., vol. i., ch. 15, § 467.

eir-ctiiii--viil-l
la'-tioxit %. tCiRCPMVALLATE.]

1. The act of throwing up fortifications

round any besieged place.

**The clrcumwallation is supposed to be continued
for ten years. "—Lewis; Cred. Early Roman Ititt. \libb),

ch. xiL, pt v., | 7B, voL II., p. SW.

2. The fortifications thrown up round a
besieged place.

" But between h im and the lines of drcumvallation
lay the army of Luxemburg . .

."

—

Macautay ; Hist.

Fng.,<:\\. xix.

* clr-cfixn-vec'-tion, s. [Lat. circumvectio
= a carrying round or about, from cireum =
around, about ; veho = to carry. ]

1. The act of carrying round or about.

2. The state or condition of being carried

round.

*cir-cum-vene', *cir-cum-veen',tj.f. [Fr.

circenvenir ; Lat. circumvenio.']

1. Lit. : To environ.

"Thus wartheenemyissacircumrenft In the mlddia
of Romania, that nane of thame had eschapit . . ."

—

Bellen-i. : T. Lie., p. 348.

2. Fig. : To circumvent.

cir-cum-vSnt', v.t. [Lat. circumvenio = to

encompass, to deceive, from cireum= around,
and venio = to come. Compare our slang
phrase " to get round " a person.]

* 1. IAL: To go round.

2. Fig. : To deceive, to delude, to cheat, to

get the best of, to gain au advantage over by
arts or trickery.

" Fearing to be circumvented by his cruel brethren."
—Knollet : Bitt. of Turks.

cir-ctim-vent'-e'd, pa. par. [Circumvent.]

* cir-eum-vent'-er, *. [Eng. circumvent

;

-er.] One who circumvents, deceives, or gains

an advantage over another.

cxr-crim-ve'nt'-ing, pr. par., a., &*. [Cir-

cumvent. ]

A. iB, As pr. par. Sbpartic. adj. : (See the
verb).

"The secretary would not easily give way to any cir-
cumventing and" unfair denHngs with him."—Comdex
(1600).

C. As subst. : The act of deceiving, delud-
ing, or imposing upon ; circumvention.

cir-ciim-ven'-tlon, s. [Lat. circumventio =
a deceiving; circumvenio = to deceive : cireum
— around, about ; venio ~ to come.]

1 1. The act of deceiving, deluding, or
gaining an advantage over by the use of arts
and trickery.

"They stuff their prisons, hut with men committed
rather by circumvention than any Just cause,"

—

Milton:
11 W. Kng.

* 2. Means to circumvent.
" Whatever hath been thought on in this state.
That could be brought to bodily act, ere Rome
Had circumvention.

'

Shakesp. : Coriolanut, L %

" cir-cum-vent'-lTe, a. [Eng. circumvent

;

suit. -t-w(q.v.).] Deceiving by arts ortrickery

;

deluding, imposing upon, gaining an advan-
tage of.

t cir-cum-v8nt'-or, ». [Latin = a deceiver,

a cheat; cireu.7rtfcnio= to deceive, to cheat.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who circumvents, de-

ceives, deludes, or takes advantage of another
by arts or trickery.

"... the most false and corrupt traitor, deceiver,
and ctrcummntor against your Majesty's royal person.
and the imperial crown of this realm."

—

Burnett :

Records ; A ttainder of Cromwell.

XL Civil Eng. : A surveying Instrument,
having a compass-box at top, for taking
angles. (Knight.) Also called a Circum
7ERENTOR.

* cfr-ctim-ver'-sion, s. [Lat. circumvcrsio>

= a turning round or about : cireum = around,
about ; versio = a turning; verto = to turn.'

The act of turning around or about.

"For these are the ascenttons of divers circles—
the circitmvertiont and turnings about."—Botlan 4 :

Plutarch.

* clr-cum-ve'st', v.t. [Lat. circumvestto, from
cireum = around, and vestio = to clothe ; vestis

= a garment.] To invest or cover round as

with a garment.
" Who on this base the earth dld'st firmly found.
And mad'st the deep to cirvumeest it round.'*

MM*
* clr-CUJn'-vSl-ailt, a. [Lat. circumvolans,

pr. par. of circumvolo = to fly round.] Flying
around.

* cir-cum-vSl-a'-tlon, *. [Lat. drcumvo-
latio, from circumvolo = to fly round ; circum
es around, and volo = to fly.] The act of

flying round or about.

cir-cuxn-v61-u'-tioiit «. [Ijat. circum =
around, volutio = a turning, volvo = to turn.)

*A. Ordinary Language ;

L Literally

:

1. The act of rolling or turning about.

"Stable without circumvolution."—More: hong of
the Soul, ITT., IL 36.

2. The state of being rolled or turned round.

3. Any thing rolled or turned round
another.

" Consider the obliquity or closeness of these cir-

cumvofutioni ; the nearer they are, the higher may Ix

the Instrument."

—

W'dlcint.

t II. Fig. : A winding about ; artifice, cir-

cumlocution.
" He had neither time nor temper for sentimental

drcujnvolutiojis.''—Disraeli: Comngtby, bk. vl., ch. iL

B. Technically;

1, Anat. ; One of the sinuous elevations on
the surface of the brain in the higher animals.

2. Arch. : The turns in tho spiral of the
Ionic capital, which are usually three.

(Gwilt.)

* cjEr'-cilTll-volve, v.t. & i. [Lat. circumvolvo,

from circum = around, aud volvo = to roll.]

I. Transitive;

1. To roll round orabout ; to revolve round.
"So that whene'er we circumeolve owe eyes."—Der-

rick ; On Fletcher's Playt.

2. To move round or about ; to revolve
round.

"... to ascribe each sphere an Intelligence to
circumvolve it, were unpnilosophicaL" — Glanville:
Scepsis.

IX Intrans. : To roll or turn round ; to
revolve.

"And slowly circumvolvet the laltourlng wheel below."
Darwin : Loves of the Plants.

* clr'-ciim-volved, pa. par. or o. [Circum-
volve.]

* cir-ciim-volv'-liig, pr. par. or o. [Cir-
cumvolve.]

"This coast is safeguarded from sand and stealth by
a defensive wall, so high as hinders the affrighting
sight of a circunwoloinj wilderness.'—Sir T. Berbert;
Travels, p. IBS.

cir'-'Ciis (1), s. [Lat. circus ; Gr. a-tpa-oc (kirkos)
= a circle ; Fr. cirque.] [Circle.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A place of amusement in which feats of
horsemanship and acrobatic displays are ex-
hibited ; the entertainment given.

* 2. An enclosure of whatever kind.
"The narrow drout of my dungeon wall."

Byron .' Lament of Tasto,

3. The performers or troupe in a circus.

4. A circular row of houses.

boil, bdy; poitt, Jov^l; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; so, &em; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Eftg.

-olan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion - shun, -dons, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -gle, &c. = hel, geL



1«4 circus—cirrocumulua

T Id ancient architecture the circus was a
straight, long, narrow building, whose length
to its breadth was generally as five to one.

It was divided down the centre by an orna-

£3:
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*0Mi:

PLAH OF A ROMAN CIRCUS.

mented barrier called the spina, and was used
by the Romans for the exhibition of public
spectacles. Several existed at Rome, whereof
the most celebrated was the Circus Maximus.
The spectacles of the circus were called the
Circensian Games . . . (Gwilt.) The circus

was used not only for horse and chariot races,

but wrestling, the caestus, and other athletic

games. It was noted for being the haunt of
fortune-tellers.

IL Med. : A circmlar bandage. (Dunglison.)

«r cub (2), 5. [In Or. Ktpa-oc (kirkos) = a
hawk, from its flying in circles.)

Ornith. : The Harrier, a genus of birds
belonging to the family Falconidse, and con-
stituting the typical genus of the sub-family
Circinae. The bill is moderate, the nostrils
sub-oval, the tarsi elongated, the toes
generally short, the third quill of the wings
the longest, the sides of the head with a
circle of feathers like the capital disc of the
owls. Yarrell describes three British species,
Circus ceruginosus the Marsh Harrier), C.
cyantus (the Hen Harrier), and C Montagui
(Montague's Harrier).

eirl. s. [Ital. cirlo, from zirlare ; Sp. chirlar =
to twitter. Cf. Lat. zinzilulo = to chirp.]
Etymologically it means a twitterer. It is not,
however, used as an independent word, but
only as the first element in the subjoined
compound.

Ctrl -bunting, s.

Ornith. : A species of bunting, the Emberiza
cirlus.

"The C'irl Bunting Is generally found on the coast,
and doea not appear to go far inland ... It U much
more shy than the Yellow Bunting. The neat is
usually placed higher above the ground than that of
the Yellow Bunting. French Yellow Ammer. and
Blacltthroated Yellow Ammer, are the provincial
names which have been applied to it . . . In the
northern counties the Cirl Bunting is very rare . . .

The Cirl Bunting is most numerous in the southern
Sirts of the European continent"—Farreli : Britith
Info

• Car^-grllle, s. [Lat. chcerogrillus, from Gr.

XoiooypvAAios (choirogrullios) x°'P°s (choiros)
= a young pig, and ypvWos (grullos) = pig.]
The hyrax (q.v.) or coney.

* cirque (que as k),s. [Fr.cirque.) [Circcs.]

L Ordinary Ixinguage :

L A circus, or circular erection.
" Vast and edgeways ; like a dismal cirque
Of Druid atone*. Aea/< ; Hyperion, L

2. A circle.

IX (*'eol. : An encircling cliff. (Scrope.)

cirque -couchant, a. Lying or couching
in a circle. (Keats: Lamia, i. 46.)

cirr-. [Cibrh-.]

cir'-rate, a. [Lat. cirratus = curled.] Having
a cirrus or cirri.

clrrate antennae, s. pi. Antennae in
which each joint is furnished with cirri,

whicii are generally fringed with fine hairs.

cir -ra'- ted, o. [Lat. cirrus = a curL]
Curled. {Woodward: Fossil Shells.)

cirrh-, pref. [See det] A wrong but very
common form of cirr- f from the mistaken
notion that the Latin cirrus = a curl, repre-
sented a Gr. Ktppos (fcirr7uw),which is not found.

cir-rha'-gra, s. [Lat. cirrus = a curl, and
Gr. oypa (agra) = a seizure.]

Med. : Plica, a disease endemic in Poland,
Lithuania, and other parts ofNorthern Europe,
characterised by interlacing, twisting, and
agglutination or matting of the hair.

cir-rha' tu-liis, s. [Lat. cirrus = a curl, a
tendril ; and Gr. tvAos (tulos) = a knot]

Zool. : A genus of Annelides, in which the
branchiae consist of very long filaments, and

in which a series of long filaments are situated
round the nape. (Craig.)

cir-rhi-fer-ous, a. [CirrifkrousO

cir rhi form, a. [Cirbipobm.]

cir-rhi&'-er-ous, a. [Cirrioerous,]

cir -rhi grade, s. [Lat cirrus = a carl

;

gradior - to walk, move about]

Nat. Hist. : Having the power of motion by
the cirri, or hair-like appendages.

cir-rhls om us, s. [Lat. cirrus = a curl

;

Gr. trCtfia (soma) = a body.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, in which the sides
of the body are furnished with cirriform pro-
cesses. (Craig.)

clr-rhi ~tes, «. [Lat. cirrus = a curl.] A
genus of fishes belonging to the Percidae, or
Perches, with broad, oval, compressed bodies

;

pectoral fins, large round ; the veutrals be-
hind the pectoral, and the anal and dorsal
spines very strong. (Craig.)

cir-rho bran-chi-a'-ta, a. pi. [Lat. cirrus
= a curl, and Mod. Lat 'branchiata, from Gr.
ppdyxiov (branghion) m a fin, a gill.]

Zool. : A group of Gasternpodous Molluscs,
comprehending but one family, the Dentaliidse.

$ir'-rh6-pikle, s. [Lat. cirrus = a curl, and
Gr. jtouc (jxrus), genit ttoooj (podos) = a foot.]

Zool. : The same as Cibripbd (q.v.).

cir rho nos -us, *. [Gr. xippfc (kirrhos) m
yellow, and i-uo-os (nosos) = a disease.]

Med. : A disease of the foetus in which there
is a yellow colouration of the serous mem-
brane. (Dunglison.)

Cir'-rh6«e, a. [Mod Lat cirrosus, from Class.

Lat. cirrus so a curL] The same as Cibbhous
(q.v.).

cir-rho'-sfs, ». [Gr. tctpp6s (kirrhos) m yel-

low, and med. suff. -osis (q.v.).] A yellow
colouring matter, sometimes secreted in the
tissues, owing to a morbid process. (Dung-
lison.)

cirrhosis hepatis, s, A disease of the
it becomes smaller and firmer,

' hob-nailed " or " gin-

liver, in which
commonly called
drinker's " liver.

Cirrhosis of the hung : A disease of the
lungs. (Dunglison.)

clr-rli&t-l'c, a. [Formed on analogy of other
words from cirrhosis (q.v.).] Affected with,
or having the character of cirrhosis.

cir -rhous, cir'-rhose, a. [Lat. cirrus m a

curl, a tendril.]

Bot. : Terminated by a spiral or flexuoae,
filiform appendage; as the leaf of fltorlosa

superba. This is doe to an elongation of a
costa. (Lindley.)

cir'-rhuf*, s. [Cirrus,]

cir'-ri, *. pi [Cirrus.]

cir-ri-bar-bi'-iMB, s pi. [Mod. Lat cirri-

barbus, and fern. pi. a«ij. suff. -like.]

Ichthy. : A sub-family of Blenniidse, distin-

guished by the lower jaw being larger than
the upper. (Craig.)

cir-rl-bar'-bua, s. [Lat cirrus = a curl, and
bartxi = a beard.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes belonging to the
family Blenniidae, having the head and mouth
furnished with numerous cirri. It constitutes
the typical one of the sub-family Cirribarbinas.

cir-rif er ous, cir-rhlf-er-oiis, a. [Lat
cirrus = a curl, and fero = to bear.]

Biol. : Bearing cirri, tendrils, or claspers.

oir'-ri'-form, cir -rhl-form, a. [Lat cirrus
= a curl, and forma = a form.] Having the
form of a tendril.

cir-rl&'-er-OUS, a. [Lat cirrus = a curl,
and gero = to bear, to carry. ]

1. Ord. Lang. : Having the hair curly.

2. Bot., Zool., Ac. : Having cirri or hair-like
appendages.

Cir'-rf-grade, a. & s. [From Lat. cirrus =
a curl, and gradior = to go.]

A. As adj. : Moving by cirri. (Owen.)

B. -4s subst. : An animal moving by cirri
(Owen.)

cir-ri-pSc'-tils, *. [Lat. cirrus = a curl, and
pectus = a breast]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes belonging to the
family Blennidse, furnished with a semicircle
of filaments round the nape.

OaT'-ri-pSd, cir ri pede, *. [Lat. cimte
= a curl, and pes (genit. pedis) = a foot]

Zool. : An animal of the sub-class Cirri-

pedia(q.v.).
". . . now we come to a most Important diversity

in the metamorphosis, or rather, to follow Professor
Owen, in the metagenesis, of the young ciT^-ipede."—
Oven : Led. on Comp. Anat, lect xii.

cir-Hp'-ed-a, cir -rhip cd a, 9ir-ri-
ped i a, 9ir rhi ped i a, qtor-th&p'-
od-a, s. [Lat. cirrus — a curl, and pt*
(genit. pedis) ; Gr. «ws (pous) =r a foot.]

1. Zool. : A sub-class of Crustacea, unlike as
the Barnacles and Acorn-shells ranked under
the Cirripeda may appear to an edible crab or
a lobster. For a long time indeed zoologists
could not agree where to put the barnacles
and acorn-shells till a discovery of their meta-
morphosis settled, or at least helped to settle,

their true situation. On the 23rd April, Mr.
V. Thompson, while crossing the ferry at the
little town of Passage, 7\ miles E.8.E. of
Cork, caught by means of a small muslin
towing-net, numerous specimens of a small
translucent animal about one-tenth of an inch
long, which seemed a new &pecies. Others of

the same kind were collected on May 1st, 1826,

and placed in a glass with salt water. On the
8th, two lost their power of locomotion and
their eyes, and became acorn-shells(balani), as
did the rest within a few days. In a paper
read by Mr. Thompson before the Royal
Society on March 5th, 1835, he shewed that
the Lepades (barnacles proper) underwent an
analogous transformation. He considered
that these facts proved the acorn-shells and
barnacles to be Crustaceans. So also, either
before or afterwards, did M. Straus Durck-
heim, and Dr. J. Martin Saint Ange. The
degradation of a change which converts a free

and eyed animal into one fixed and eyeless has
since been called Retrograde Development
The characteristics of the adult cirripedia ara

these : Adult attached enclosed in an integu-
mentary sac, within which a many-valved
shell is typically developed ; antennae modified
for adhesion ; abdomen free and rudimentary

;

thoracic segments usually carrying six pairs

of forked ciliated limbs. Sexes generally

united. The standard work on this sub-class

is that by Darwin, published by the Ray
Society. He divides it into three orders : (1)

Thoracica, including the sessile families Ba-
lanidse, Verrucidse, and the pedunculated
Lepadidee ; (2) Abdomiualia ; (3) Apoda. The
cirripeds exist in nearly all seas. [Barnacle.]

2. Pakeont. : Only the Thoracica have been
found fossil. As far as is yet known t);s

Lepadidae began in the Upper Silurian ; Turri-

lepas, a genus ranked with the Balanidie, but
which may be Verrucidae, in the Lias ; an un-

equivocal specimen of the Verrueidafi in the

Chalk, and undoubted Balanidae in the Eocene
and the Tcrtiaries. Pollicipes occurs in the

Rhaetic and Stonesfield Slate.

cir-ro-ou'-mu-lua, *. [From Lat cimts =
a curl, and cumulus = a heap.]

Meteor. : A kind of cloud, in the main T+-

CIBROCUMULUS CLOUD.

sembling a cumulus, but in certain sespecU

like a cirrus too. It consists of A «0W»ected

tate, fatt fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, ciio. cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, m, os = e. ey = a. qu - lew.
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system or series of small roundish clouds
placed in order or contact. It resembles the
scales of a mackerel. The name was first given

by Mr. Luke Howard.

cir'-ri-lite, «. [Gr. *tppo? (kirros) = pale

yellow, and Eng. suff. -ite (Mi7i.)(q.v.).J

Min. : A mineral consisting of phosphoric
acid, 4117 ; alumina, 20'1 ; lime, 32*9 ; water,

5 3 = 100. It occurs in an iron mine at
Westana in Scania.

£ir rose, a. [Cirrhous.]

cir rds'-tom-i, s. pi. [Lat. cirrus = a curl

;

Gr. ordfia (stoma) = a mouth.]

Ichthy. : Another name for the Pharyngo-
branchii (q.v.).

cir ros to-mous, a. [Cirrostomi.] Per-
taining to, or characteristic of the Cirrostomi.

cir ro stra' tiis, .s. [From Lat. cirrus m a
curl, and stratus = strewed, spread flat.]

Meteor. : A kind of cloud blending the
characteristics of the stratus and of the cumu-
lus, the former predominating. It consists of

C1RROSTRATD8 CLOUD.

a horizontal or slightly inclined sheet of cloud,
with the circumference, which is upward, be-

coming gradually attenuated, whilst its lower
part is undulated or concave. Groups or
patches of cirrostratus are sometimes scattered
over the sky near the horizon. The name
cirro-stratus was first given by Mr. Luke
Howard.

cir-rous, a. [Cirrhous.]

cir rus, cir rhus (pi. olr'-ri, cir -rhi),
*. [Lat. cirrus = a curl, a tendril.]

L Of both forms:

1. Bot. : The thread-like tendrils or filaments

by which certain climbing plants attach them-
selves to trees, stones, etc. ; one of the fulcra

or props of plants. (Craig, Buchanan.) A
cirrus may be on a corolla, a peduncle, a leaf,

or a petiole. Examples, the corolla of Stroph-
anthus, the peduncle of Smilax horrida, the
leaf of Gloriosa superba, or the petiole of the
pea. (Lindley.)

2. Zool. : A slender, fringe-like appendage
In some inferior animals, which aids in loco-

motion. (Carpenter.)

3. Ichthy. : The soft filaments attached to

the jaws of certain fishes. (Craig.)

IX Only of the form, cirrus :

1. Palaxmt. : A genus of fossil spiral shells.

The shell is discoidal and has a large umbili-

cirrus CLOUD.

are tubular and have their ends perforated.

One genus ranges from the Devonian to the

Jurassic. (NicJtolson.)

2. MeUorol. : A form of cloud, composed of

thin filaments, the union of which resembles
sometimes a brush, sometimes small patches
of woolly hair, and again slender network.
The cirrus is the feathery or streak-like

cloudlet which is highest of all in the heavens.

cir si urn, s, [Gr. icipo-iov (kirsion) = a kind
of thistle, said to cure varicocele.]

Bot. : A genus of Composites, supposed to

have healing qualities.

cir'- so - cele, a. [Gr. «ipo-oc (kirsos) = a
swelled vein, and jojAtj (We) = a tumour.]

Med. : The varicose dilation of the sper-

matic vein. (Dunglison.)

cir-sd i des, a. [Gr. Kipaos (kirsos) = a

swelled vein, and eTSos (eidos) — resemblance.]

Med. : Varicose or resembling a varix. A
term once applied to the upper part of the
brain, as well as to the spermatic vessels.

(Dunglison.)

cirs-dm pha-los, *. [Fr. cirsomphale, from

Gr. Kioo-os (kirsos) = a swelled vein, and 6fi^)a-

Ao« (omphalos) = the navel.]

Med. : A varicose dilation of the veins sur-

rounding the navel (Dunglison.)

cirs oph thai mi-a, s. [Gr. «tp<r<k (kirsos)

= a swelled vein, and l*t>9a\n6s (ophthalmos)
— the eye.]

Med. : A swelled or varicose state of- the
vessels of the eye.

cirs -6-tdme, *. [Gr. xtp<r6i (kirsos) = a
swelled vein ; tou.tj (tome) = a cutting ; -«>u'w

(temno) = to cut.]

Surg. : An instrument used in the extirpa-

tion of a varix or varicose vein. (Knight)

cIrs-5t'H&m-& *. [Gr. xipo-<k (kirsos) = a
swelled vein, and to/x^ (tome) = a cutting.]

Surg. : Any operation for the removal of
varices by incision. (Dunglison.)

* cir'-ur-gien, a [Surgeon,]

cis (1), in compos. [Lat. = on this side.] For
definition see etymology.

els equatorial, a. Situated on this side
the equator.

Bot. Geog. : The cis-equatorial region of
8outh America constitutes a distinct botanical
province. (Thome'.)

cis (2), *. [Gr. kU (kis) = the corn-weevil.]

Entom. : A genus of Coleopterous insects,

the typical one of the family Cissidse,

inhabitants of the fungi growing on trees.

Tribe, Xylophagi. (Craig.)

els -al'-pine, a. [Lat. cisalpinus, from cis =
on this side, and Alpinus — Alpine, from
Alpes — the Alps.] Situated south of the
Alps ; as regards Rome, this side of the Alps

;

the opposite to Transalpine.

% The Cisalpine republic was formed by the
French in May, 1797. In 1802 its name was
altered to the Italian republic, and in March,
1805, it became the kingdom of Italy, but by
no means the ancestor of the kingdom of

Italy now existing.

t cls-at-lan'-tlc, a. [Formed on analogy of
Cisalpine, from Lat. cis = on this side, and
Eng. Atlantic] On this side of the Atlantic.

cis co, s. [Etyni. unknown.]

Ichthy. : The American popular name for

several species of the genus Coregonus.

• ciser (1), s. [Cider.]

ciser (2), s. [Scissors.]

913 leu, s. [Chisleu.]

Jewish Months : The same as CHisLiEu(q.v.).

cis -lie, s. [Cicely.]

TI Silken Cislie : Vincetoxicum officinale.

(Gerard.)

cis ma tan, s. [Chichh.]

t cls-mon-tane, a. [Lat. cis = on this side

of ; montanus = pertaining to the mour tains ;

mons = a mountain.] Situated on thi* side

of the mountains.

* £ls -pa-dane, a. [Lat cis = on this side,

and I'aiianus = pertaining to the Padus — the
river Po.] Situated on the south side of the
Po ; as regards Rome, on this side of the Po.

% The Cispadane and Transpadane republics
were two republics situated respectively on
this and the other side of the Po. They were
merged in the Cisalpine republic in October,
1797. (Haydn, <tc.)

ciss-am'-pel-OS, s. [Gr. *i<rffdc (kissos) m
ivy, and atnre\o<; (ampelos) = a vine, from the
plants being like ivy in the green rambling
branches, and like the vine in having the fruit

in racemes.]

Bot. : A genus of climbing shrubs. Order,
Menispermaceae. It grows in almost every
mountainous part of the Cape of Good Hope.
The root is used as an emetic and cathartic by
the Boers. (Dunglison & Craig.) Cissampelo*
ovalifolia is used in Brazil ; C. Pareira, and C.

Caapeba in the West Indies, and C. Mauritania
in Madagascar, as tonics and diuretics. C.

glaberrima and C. ebracteata are prescribed in

Brazil against serpent-bites. The root of

Cissampelos obtecta, an Indian species, yield*

an intoxicating spirit. (Lindley.)

els sl-dae, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. cis (2)

(q.v.), and. fem. pi. adj. suff. -idas.]

Entom. : A family of Coleoptera.

91s sin -urn, s. [Gr. Kt'o-o-top (kission), from
klo-o-os (kissos) m ivy.]

Med. : A name given to a plaster of ivy used
in wounds of the nerves or tendons.

cls-si -tes, *. [Gr. kkto-6* (kissos)m ivy.]

Entom. : A genus of Coleopterous Insects,

belonging to the section Heteromera, and the
tribe Trachelides.

918S Old, s. & a. [Gr. «t<r<ro«i£ifc (Jcissoeidis) r-
like ivy, from ki 0-0-6* (kissos) — ivy, and «T6Vm
= appearance, form.]

A. As substantive

:

Geom. : A curve invented by Diocles, for the
purpose of solving two celebrated problems of
the higher geometry, viz., to trisect a plane
angle, and to construct two geometrical means
between two given straight lines. (Webster.)

B As adj. : Included (as an angle) between
two intersecting curves.

9ISS old al.a. [Eng. cissoid ; -at.] Pertain-
to, or of the nature of a cissoid.

* cis sor, * 91s sour, s. [Scissors.]

91s BUS, s. [Gr. Kicro-ds (kissos) = ivy.]

Bot. : A genus of vine-bearing plants, be-
longing to the order Ampelidea. It is closely
akin to Vitis, the Vine genus. The leaves of
Cissus cordata and C. setosa are said to possess
acrid properties. They are deemed useful in
bringing indolent tumours to suppuration.
The berries of the latter species are also acrid.
Both the leaves and the fruit of C. tinctorio
abound in a green colouring matter, which ol
exposure becomes blue ; it is used by the
Brazilian Indians as a dye for cotton fabrics.
(Lindley.)

91st, s. [Fr. cistt>; Lat. cista, from Gr. *umf
(kiste) = a box, a chest. ]

1. Arch. & Sculp. : A chest or basket. A
term used to denominate the mystic baskets
used in processions connected with the Eleu-
sinian mysteries. It was originally formed of
wickerwork, and when afterwards made of

metal, the form and texture were preserved
in imitation of the original material. When
sculptured on ancient monuments it indicates

some connection with the mysteries of Ceres
and Bacchus. (Gwilt.)

2. Antiquities

:

(1) A tomb of the Celtic period, consisting
of a stone chest, covered with stone slabs.

(Webster.) In Celtic or Druidical buildings,

the chamber formed of laterally recumbent
blocks of stone. (Gwilt.)

* (2) A boxlike excavation.
" These oval pits or ditt were about four feet long,

they were neatly cut into the chalk, and were witfi

the skeletons covered with a pyramid of stones and
flints."—Archaoloyi/i. xx. 840.

(3) A box, usually of bronze, for toilet

purposes. Many fine specimens have been
found in Italy.

cis-ta'-oe-je, s. pi. [Gr. ki'o-tos (kistos) = the
Cistus or Rock-rose, and Lat. fem. pL adj.

suff. -acea?.]
cus ; the upper surface bears a row of spines,
which in the neighbourhood of the aperture

Mfc l>^: po^t, JolH; cat, MO. chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; ain, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £

-dan, -tian *hq?v -tion, sion = shun ; -(ion, sion shun, tious, -sious, -clous situs. -We, -die, &c.= bel, del.
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Bot. . Rock-roses, an order of plants, the
typical one of the alliance Cistales. It con-
sists of shrubs or herbaceous plants, often
with viscid branches The leaves are entire,

opposite or alternate, feather-veined, or more
rarely fan-veined. The flowers, which are
Tery fugacious, are generally in unilateral

racemes ; their colour is white, yellow, or red ;

sepals 3—5, persistent unequal, petals five,

rarely three, stamens hypogynous distinct,

definite or indefinite in number ; ovary one
or many-celled, with the style and stigma both
simple. Fruit capsular, 3—5 or ten-valved,
one-celled, with parietal placentae, or imper-
fectly five or ten-celled. They are found
chiefly in the South of Europe and the North
of Africa. One is British. Known genera in

1845, seven ; species 185. For their qualities

see Cochlospermum and Ladancm.

cis-ta'-ceous, a. [Cistackjl]

Hot. : Belonging to, or characteristic of the
Cistacese (q. v.).

els tal, a. [Lat cis(tus) ; Eng. suff -al.].

Bot : Pertaining to Lindleys botanical
alliance Cistaies (q v.).

91s-ta -les, *. pi. [From cistus, and Lat fern.

pi. adj. suff. -ales ]

Bot. . An alliance of plants, placed by
Lindley under his Hypogynous Exsgens He
includes under it the Cistacete, Brassicacea?,
Resedacese, and Capparidacefie, though it is

hard to believe that Brassicaceas is not entitled
to rank as the type of an alliance.

cis te -la, cIs-teT-la, * [Lat. cktteUa = a
little chest, dim i n. of cista = a chest ]

1. Entom. (Of the form Cistela) : A genus of
Coleopterous insects, the typical one of the
tribe Cistelides. Sub-section, Stenelytra.
There are five British species. (Sharpe.) Cistela

ceramboides is found on flowers ; C. sulphurea
is confined to the sea-coast

2. Bot. (Of the form Cistella) : A capsular
shield of some lichens. [Cisixla.]

Cfs-teT-I-des, s. pi. (Lat. cistela.]

Entom. : A tribe of Coleopterous insects, of
which Cistela is the type. Section Heteromera,
sub-section Stenelytra.

Qis tcr'-cian (clan as shan), s. & a. [Low
Lat. Cistercium ; Fr. Cistea'ux, Citeaux, a con-
vent situated near Dijon in France.]

A. As substantive

:

Ch. Hist : A member of a certain monastic
order in the Roman Church, founded in

1098 by Robert, abbot of Molesme in Bur-
gundy, who having lost hope of inducing
the monks, whose chief he was, to live up
to the rule prescribed by St. Benedict,
retired with twenty associates to Citeaux [see

etym.] and founded there a congregation which
afterwards developed into the order of the Cis-
tercians. It went through the ordinary cycle
ofsuch monastic
institutions, i.e.,

at first its mem-
bers were poor
and really holy

;

then the fame
of their sanctity
spreading through
Europe, branches
of the order were
established in
many places. To
aid men so deserv-
ing, large contri-

butions were given
by pious men and
women, and before
the twelfth cen-
tury had ran its

course, the Cis-

tercian communi-
ties were wealthy.
With the growth of this wealth, the gradual
relaxation of the strict Benedictine rules took
place, till finally the Cistercians lost their

nigh reputation and sank to the level of the
order against which their secession had been
a protest, and to that of the monastic order
generally. During the time that the order
was rising in importance, it enjoyed the ad-
vocacy of the celebrated St. Bernard of Clair-

vaux, who is regarded as its second parent
and founder, so that it is sometimes called the
Bemardine order, or the order of St Bernard.
Between them and the Cluniaceusians there

CISTERCIAV MONK.

was considerable animosity, and even public
controversy. (Mosheim: Church His\, cent
xt, xii.)

B As adj. : Pertaining to or connected
with the order of monks descrfl»ed in A.

91s -tern, * cls'-terne, *si8'-terne,*\ &a.
[Lat cisterna; O. Fr. cisterne; Ft. dterne.]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language

:

L An artificial receptacle or reservoir for
the storage of water.

"From some of these cistwns Caesars troop* were
supplied . .

."

—

Sharpe: Bist. Egypt, ch. x.

" There is the cistern* where Joaephe was oast in of
his brethertiL" —.Vaancieville, p. 106.

2. A natural reservoir or place where the
drainage of a watershed collects.

" In the wide citterns of the lakes confiu'd."
atrM. Ilinckmore.

3. A metal or slate vessel for the storage of
water or other liquid.

"A cistern containing a hundred and twenty gallons
of punch was emptied to his Majesty's health .

."-

Macaulay : Hist. Eny. t ch. xxi.

IX Technically

:

1. Mining: A tank in a deep mine-shaft,
set upon a scarcement ; it serves to receive
the water of the pump below, and supply
water to the pump above. The usual length
for a set of mining-pumps is twenty-five to
thirty fathoms. At such intervals cisterns
are placed. (Knight.)

2. Steam-engine: The vessel enclosing the
condenser of a condensing steam-engine, and
containing the injection water. (Knight)

3. Glass Manuf. * The receptacle into which
glass is ladled from the pots to be poured on
the table in making plate glass, or in casting
glass. (Knight.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

cistern barometer, s.

Meteor Instritm. : A barometer having the
tube immersed below in a cistern of mercury.

cistern-filter, s. A cistern having a
permanent chamber, which has filtering mate-
rial intervening lietween the supply and dis-

charge. (Knight.)

cistern-pump, s. A small pump, lift,

or force for pumping water from the moderate
depth of a cistern.

cls-ter'-na, *. [Lat.] A term applied to
various parts of the body which serve as
reservoirs for different fluids. The fourth
ventricle of the brain has been so called.

(Dunglison.)

* cis-tern-esse, s. [O. Fr. cisterne.] [Cis-

tern.] A cistern, a reservoir.
" To that cistsrnesse he ran to sen."

Genesis and Exodus, I960.

cls'-tlc, a. [Eng. cw(; -ic.] Pertaining to, or
of the nature of, a cist

cis to gas -ter, «. [Gr. *it (kis) = the corn-
weevil, and yao-njp (gaster) = the belly, from
its inflated abdomen.]

Entom. : A genus of Dipterous insects,

They belong to the family Muscidse and sub-
tribe Athericera.

Cis -tome (Eng.), cis-td'-ma (Mod. Lot.), s.

[Gr. KitrTn (kiste) = a small box or chest, and
o-T6>ia (stoma) = a mouth. Apparently a
wrong formation for cistotome.]

Bot. : A funnel-shaped prolongation of the
cuticle into the openings of the stomata. It
is called also the Ostiole.

cis top ter Is, cys top ter Is, *. [Gr.

jct'oro? (kistos) = a bladder, and n-rcptc (pteris)

= a fern.]

Bot. : A species of fern, so called from the
indusium being shaped like a bladder. There
are several British varieties, of which C.

fragilis is the best known.

©is-tu'-dd, s. [From Lat. cista = a box, and
testudo = tortoise. Apparently a wrong for-

mation for CistiLestudo.j

Zool. : The Box Terrapins, a genus of the
Emydse or River Turtles in which the two
divisions of the carapace, or dorsal shell, are
movable on the same axis, and can be so
closed as entirely to conceal the enclosed
animal. This genus contains the American
Box Tortoises. C. Carolina is the common
Box Tortoise of the United States.

els -tula, a [Ih'min. of Lat. cista = a box]
1. Zool.: A sub-genus of Molluscs, genus

Cyclostoma. About seventy species are
known from the West Indies and Tropical
America.

2. Bot. : A cell-shaped shield found in som»
lichens. [Cistella.]

cls'-tus, s. [Lat. cistus ; Gr. kiotoc (kistos) »
a rock-rose.]

Bot : The Rock-rose, a genus of elegant
shrubs, with beautiful large red or white
flowers, resembling a wild rose. Order, Cis-

tacese. It has an imperfectly five or ten-celled
capsule, a character distinguishing it from the
Helianthemum of this country-, which has bat
three cells. The species are fine showy shrubs
with gaily coloured but fugaceous flowers.

Loudon (ed. 1880) enumerates twenty-seven
species as cultivated in British gardens, where,
however, they at times require the protection
of glass cases. The resinous balsamic sub-
stance called ladanum is obtained from
Cistus creticus, tedonand ladanifrrvs. [Lada-
Ktna.l The latter two are sometimes called

Gum Cisti.

cist vaen, s. [WeL cistfaen = a British
monument consisting of four flat stones
placed at right angles with a fifth on the top.]

Antiq. : Stone receptacles, rudely coffln-

Bhaped, found in ancient larrows, containing
the bones of persons interred there.

* clt, $. [A contracted form of citizen (q.v.).]

An inhabitant of a city, a townsman, a cock-
ney. Used in disparagement or contempt

" Bernard, thou art a ctt."—Pop* : Satires, UL 89.

cit'-a-ble, a. [Eng. cit(e) ; -able.] Capable of

being cited. (Gent. Magazine.)

ci-ta'-cion, s. [Citation.)

cit'-a-deL, *. [Fr. citadell* ; Ital. dttadella,

dimin. of cittd = a city; Dan. citadel; Ger.
citadelle ; M. Sp. civdadela, dimin. of ciudad
= a city.] A castle or fortified place in a city,

intended for the storage of arms, &c, and as
a last point of defence.

clt'-a-grade, a. [CmoRADE.]

* Ol'-tal, s, [Eng. cit(e) ; -al.]

1. A summons to appear before a superioi
or a judge, a citation.

2. A reproof or impeachment

3. A quotation, a recital.

" He made a hlnsMns citat of himself.
And chid hfs truant youth."

Makftp. : 1 ffen. IT., ». 1

ci-ta - tion, * ci'-ta'-ci-on,* ci to-' cl-onn*
s. [Fr. citation; Ital. citazlone ; Lat citatiot
from cito = to summon, to appear.]

L, Ordinary Language

:

1. A summons. [II. 1.]

2. A quotation of the words of another; the
bringing forward another as authority for a
statement

" The letter-writer cannot read these citations with-
out blushing, after the charge be hath advanced."—
Bithop Atterbury.

* 8. An enumeration, mention, or recital.

".
. . there remains a citation of such as may pro-

duce it in any country."—Harvey : On Consumption.

JJ. Law:
1. The act of summoning or citing a person

to appear before a judge, especially of an
ecclesiastical court

"The ecclesiastical courts proceed according to the
course of the Civil and Canon Laws, by citation, libel,

Ac."

—

Jacob: Law Diet.

2. The official summons or notice to appear

served on any person.
"That in the londe citacionn non nere
Thurf bulle of the pope of Rome."

l<fe of Beket, tU.

3. A reference to decided cases or books of

authority to prove a point in law.

el ta -tor, *. [Lat] One who cites. (Web>

ster.)

ci-ta'-tdr-#t a. [Lat citatorivs = summoning
or pertaining to a summons ; cito « to cite, to

summon to appear.] Pertaining to, in the

form or of the nature of, a citation.

"... letters citatory affixed on the doors of Bo-

cheater Cathedral, three inilea off. were torn down and

burned. -HUman: Bist. I-at. Christianity, bk. xii-

ch. vt).

C&to, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w8t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pe*»

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sob ; mate, cub, cure, unite, enr, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, so, oe = e. ey = a. qa = lew*
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cite, v.t. [Fr. titer; Sp. & Port, citar; Ital.

citare; Lat. cito, intend, form of cieo = to put
tn motion, to excite.]

* 1. To call upon authoritatively, to enjoin,

to summon or urge to an action.
" 1 1peak to you, 8ir Thurio ;

For Valentine, 1 need nut cite him to it,"

Shakesp. : Two Bent, of Ver. , U. t

2. To summon officially to appear in a
court.

" He held a late court, to which
She oft was cited by them, but appear'd not,"

Shakes?. ; lien. VIII., It. L

& To quote, to adduce aa an authority.

"The devil can cite Scripture for hU purpose."
Shakesp. : Mer. o/ lenice, L 8.

**.
. . looked and spoke as if when citing a section

he was making n discovery."—Lord Brougham: Hist.
B/utche* ; Sir V. (hbbs.

4. To bring forward or adduce as an example.
*

fi. To enumerate, to recount.
" We cite our faults."

Shakesp. : Two Gent of Ver., It. L
* 6- To argue, prove, or evidence.

''Aged honour cites a virtuous youth."
Shakesp. : All's Well, L 3.

*J (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between to

cite and to quote : " To cite is employed for per-
sons or things ; to quote for things only

:

authors are cited, passages from their works
are quoted ; we cite only by authority ; we
quote for general purposes of convenience.
Historians ought to cite their authority in
order to strengthen their evidence and inspire
confidence; controversialists must quote the
objectionable passages in those works which
they wish to confute : it is prudent to cite no
one whose authority is questionable ; it is

superfluous to quote anything that can be easily

perused in the original."

(2) He thus discriminates between to cite

and to summon :
" The ideaof calling a person

authoritatively to appear, is common to these
terms Cite is used in a general sense, summon
in a particular and technical sense : a person
may be cited to appear before his superior ; he
is summoned to appear before a court : the
station of the individual gives authority to
the act of citing ; the law itself gives authority
to that of summoning. When cite is used in a
legal senss, it is mostlyemployed for witnesses,
and summon for every occasion : a person is

cited to give evidence, he is summoned to
answer a charge." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

• cit'-e, a. [City.]

Cit ed, pa. par. or a. [Cite.]
" Forthwith the cited dead.

Of all past ages, to the general doom
Shall hasten." Jlilton : P. L., ill. 327.

*91-tee'(l), 8. [Esg. cit(e); -ee.] A person
cited or summoned to appear before a judge.

*9it-ee (2), a. [City.1

^i-ter, s. [Eng. cit(e); -*r.]

1. One who cites or summons another to
appear before a court.

2. One who cites or quotes ; a quoter.
" I must desire the citer henceforward to inform us

of his editions too."

—

AUerbury.

• cit ess, s. [Eng. cit, and fern. suff. -ess.]

1. A female cit or townswoman.
" Cits and duties raise a joyful attain

;

Tis a good omen to begin a relpn."
Dryden : Prol. to Albion and Albania*.

% A female citizen ; a titoycnne.

* citeyan, * cicteyan, s. [Citizen.]
" He gaiff occasioun to the cirtcyanis thalroi to

lsche out of the touu."—Betlend I. T. Ltv., p. 26.

* cith -a ra, $. [Lid.
,

Trom Cir. Kt6dpa (kithara)
= a harp.] [Cittern.]

1. Music: A musical
instrument resembling
the harp.

2. Zool. : A genus of
molluscs, family Conidro
(Cones). About fifty

species were discovered *JV
by Mr. Cuming in the
Philippine Islands. (5.

P. Woodward.)

[Gr. KtOdpa {kithara) =
a lyre, and £vAoy (xulon)
** wood.]

Bot.: The Fiddle-wood,
* genus of West Indian

trees and shrubs. Order, Verbenacese. The
term fiddle-wood naturally suggests that it

is used in the manufacture of violins, which
is not the case, as it is a corruption of the
French word fidele = faithful, this compli-
mentary word having been applied because
the wood, which is very hard, is trustworthy
for carpentry or for building purposes.

cith-ar i -nus, s. [Mod. Lat. eitharinus,
from'ciass. Lat. ci/Aara(q.v.).]

Ichthy. : A genus of Salmonidss containing
species found in the Nile.

* cith -ar-ist, s. [Lat. citharista m a harper

;

citliara m a harp.] A harp.
" The Psaltry, the Cttholis, the soft Citharitt,
The Cioude, and the inonycordis, the gythornis gay."

Iloulate, iii. 10.

^th-ar-is'-tfc, o. [Gr. »u0api<rru«w (Hthar-

istilcos) = pertaining to the lyre or harp

;

tuBapa. (kithara) m a lyre or harp.] Relating
to or adapted from the cithara.

*9fth'-er (1), * 91th ern, *9yth-ron, s.

[CITTERN.]
'* The cytkron, the pandore and the theorbo."

Drayton : Polyolbion, Song It.

• cither (2), s. [Cider.]

* cithe-rapes, s. pi. [Etyra. of first part of
the word doubtful ; North. Eng. & Scotch rapes
= ropes.] The traces by which a plough is

drawn in Orkney.

*dthill, *oithole, s. [Cttole.]

• cit -i-cisxn, |H J tf|W. *• [Eng. cit or
city, and -cism.] The manners of a citizen or
townsman.

"Although no bred courtling. yet a most particular
man, of goodly havings,—reformed and transformed
from his original cilycism."—B. Sanson: Cynthia's
Hevei*.

clt-Ied, a. [Eng. city; -ed.] Belonging to
or containing a city or cities ; resembling a
city.

And from the loathsome air of smoky citied towns."
Drayton: Polyolbion, rtong xiii.

Slt'-i-grade, a. &s. [Fr. ciligrade, from Lat.
cit us — swift

;
gradut m a step, from gradior

= to walk.]

A. As adj. : Swiftly moving.

B. As substantive

:

Zool. (pi.): A tribe of the Arachnidans or
Spiders, so named for their nimbleness.
"A spider which was about three-teuths of an inch

In length, and which in its general appearance re-
sembled a CViamde."—Darwin: Voyage Hound the
World (ed. 1870), ch. viiL, p. 160.

*9lt'-in-erf • 9yt-ten-ere, s. [Fr. citoyen

= a citizen, and Eng. suff. -er.] A person
bred in a city, a cockney, a citizen.

" Bee civts, & cyttener*."— Wright: rbcoA., p. 311.

" Oure souerane lord—dtnponifl toane renerend father
In God Petir bischoj>e of Dunkeld. anl to the cit inert*
of the tnwne of Dunkeld, the privilege and liberties

sppis of Dunkeld und citineri*
.—Acts Ja. VI., 1606 (ed. 1814),thairof of befoir,

p. 311

91-tmg, pr. par., a., & s. [Cite]

A. A- B. Aa pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C, As subst. : The act of summoning to
appear before a judge or court.

9it'-i-zen, *$it-©-sein, * 9it - i - zein,
*9it-e~sain, *9it-e-xein, *cit-e-seyn,
a, &, a. [O. Fr. citeain, citoain. citeein; BY.
citoyen; Ital. cittadino, from citta= a city;
Sp. ciudadano, from ciudad = a city.]

A. As substantive:

* 1. A member of a state or community, an
inhabitant of any state or place.

If The " civis Romanus," or Roman citizen,

bad various and high privileges over foreigners.
(Actsxv\. 37, 33; xxii. 25-29.) [Civis.]

2. A freeman of a city or municipality (op-
posed to & foreigner or a slave). [Freeman.]

" All inhabitants within these walls are not i>ro-

perly citiz-ns, but only such as are called freemen.'—
RaUigh 1 History of the World.

3. An inhabitant of a city or town (opposed
to one living in the country or engaged in
agriculture).

i. A tradesman.
" When he speaks not like a citizen,

Tou find him like a soldier."
Shakesp.: CorioL, ill. S,

B. As adj. : Pertaining to, consisting, at
having the qualities of, a citizen or citizens.

" So sick I am not, yet I am not well

;

But not so citizen a wanton, as
To seem to die ere sick."

Shakesp. • Cymbelinc, It. X

citizen - soldier, s. A volunteer; ons
who is at the same time a citizen and a soldier.

* 9U i-zen ess, s. [Eng. citizen; fern, sunt
-ess.] A female citizen. (Booth.)

* cit -i-zen izc, >\t. [Eng. citizen; -tee.) To
make into a citizen ; to admit to the rights and
privileges of a citizen.

"Talleyrand was citizenited In Pennsylvania." —T.
Pickering.

* 9it'-i'-Z$n-r& 8. [Eng. citizen; -ry.] The
body of citizens collectively, the townspeople.

"He aided with the magistracy not with the citi-

zenry."— Taylor : Survey of German Poetry, L IBS.

(Dajeias.)

0t'-I-zen-8hIp, s. [Eng. citizen; -ship.]

1. State, condition, or quality of a citizen;
the state of being vested with the rights and
privileges of a citizen.

"Admission to citizenship will expose them at
court."—Pa !frey.

2. The freedom of a city. It was obtained
by descent from a citizen, by being appren-
ticed to one, or by purchase ; it might and
may still be conferred by vote on distin-

guished persons. [Freedom.]

* 9lt -die, • 9it hill, * elthole, # cytole, a
[O. Sp. citola = cithern.]

Music: A musical instrument, perhaps 1
dulcimer.

" A cttole in hire right hand hadde ache.
And on hir heed, ful aemely ou to see."

Chaucer: C T., 1,961-1

9it-ra-cdn'-ic, a. [Eng. citr(ic), and aconitic

(q.v.).J Derived from the genera Citrus and
Aconitum.

citraconic acid, s.

CH3

Chem. : Pyrocitric acid C5H6O4 or C—CO.OB

C—CO.OH
A diatomic bibasic acid, isomeric with itaconic
andmesaconic acids obtained by distilling citric

acid ; water is first given off at about 175°,

vapours of acetone and CO, then the residue
consists of aconitic acid; on continuing the
distillation CO2 is given off and itaconic acid
is formed ; afterwards water is given off, and
an oily mass is left in the retort, consisting of
citraconic anhydride, which, when exposed to
the air, absorbs moisture and crystallises into
citraconic acid, which melts at 80°. It unites
readily with bromine, forming dibrompyrotar-
taric acid C5H6BT2O4. By the action of sodium
amalgam, a solution of citraconic acid is con-
verted into pyrotartaric acid CsHgO,. When
citraconic acid is subjected to electrolysis, it

gives off 2CO2 and 2H, and yields allylene

CH»—C=CH. By the action of hypochlorous
acid HCIO, citraconic acid is converted into
chloroeitramalic acid C5H7CIO5.

cit ra mal ic, a. [Eng. citric, and malic.]

Having the citric and malic acids in its com-
position.

citramallc acid, s.

Chem.: CsIIgO*, A dibasic acid obtained by
the action of zinc on an aqueous solution of

chloroeitramalic acid.

clt'-ra-mide, 5. [Eng. citr(ic), and amide
(q.v.5.]

Cliem. : N3(C6H5 4)'"H6- A crystalline

compound, slightly soluble in water. Ob-
tained by the action of alcoholic ammonia on
citric ethers.

9it ra tar tax' ic, a. [Eng. citric and tar-

taric,]

citratartario acid, s.

Chem. : CaHgOg, a syrupy deliquescent di-

basic acid obtained by heating chlorocitramalie
acid in a sealed tube, with water, acetone
CH3.CO.CH3, hydrochloric acid and carbon
dioxide being also formed.

9lt-rate, *. fFrom ef<r<tcX' -ate (Chem.) (q.v.).]

[Citric acid.] Citrate of calcium occurs in
onions and in potatoes, citrate of potassium in
artichokes and in potatoes.

boil, boy; pout, jo^-1; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bill, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ing.
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cit -rfc-an, a. [Lat citre(um) = a citron, and
£ng. adj. stiff, -an.] The same as Citrine
(q-v.).

cit'-rone, *. [Eng. citr(ic), and Buff. -«i*\]

CAem. : CioHkj. An aromatic hydrocarbon,
boiling at 168°. It is obtained from the rind
of Citrus Limonum.

cit -re-oiis, a. [Lat. ci(reue=pertaining to the
citron.] Lemon-coloured, citrinous.

clt'-rlo, a. [Ft. ciirique ; Lat citrus sfc the
citron-tree. ]

Chem. : Of or pertaining to an acid obtained
from the juice of the lemon and other fruits.

citric acid, a.

HaC - CO.OH

1. Chem. : CjHgO? or HOC- CO.OH A

Uo—C- CO.OH.
tetratomic tribasic acid, which occurs in the
juice of lemons, also in gooseberries, currants,

Ac. It is obtained by allowing the juice to
undergo an incipient fermentation, filtering

and neutralising by means of powdered chalk,
after which milk of lime, the insoluble calcium
citrate, is precipitated, and is then decomposed
by dilute sulphuric acid. It forms white
crystals, soluble in water, and has an acid taste.

It is used in dyeing and in calico-printing, and
in the preparation of effervescent summer
beverages. Citric acid fused with potash is

decomposed into oxalic and acetic acids, thus
C^HgOy + H2 = C^HAi + 2(CH3.CO.OH).
Citric acid forms ethers. Citric acid

has been formed synthetically from
glycerin CH2OH.CHOH.CH2OH, by con-
verting it into symmetrical dichlorhydrin,
CH2C1.CH0H.CH2C1 by oxidizing this into
dichloracetone CH2CI.CO.CH2CI, which forms
with strong hydrocyanic acid an addition
compound, cyano-dichloraeetone, which by the
action of HC1 and H2 is converted into di-

CH2C1.C-CH2C1
chloracetonic acid /\ This is

HO CO.OH.
neutralised by Na2C03, and heated with two
raols. of KCN cyanide of potassium, which
replaces the 2C1 by 2CN, forming sodium di-

cyanoacetonate ; the solution is then saturated
with HC1 and heated in a water bath, and the
citric acid precipitated by milk of litne as
calcium citrate. Citricacid forms three series

of salts with the alkalies, called citrates. It

gives no precipitate with potassium acetate.

Citrates of calcium, lead, and silver are in-

soluble. Citric acid, added to a solution in

excess, prevents the precipitation of ferric

oxide and of alumina by ammonia.

2. Pharm. : Citric acid acts as a refrigerant,

and allays thirst and irritation of the skin.

Citrate of ammonium increases the secretions.

Citrate of iron and ammonia occurs in thin
transparent deep-red scales, soluble in water,
but almost insoluble in rectified spirit. It

acta as a tonic, and is not astringent, and
is given to restore the blood to a healthy
condition. Citrate of iron and quinine occurs
in greenish-yellow deliquescent scales soluble
In water. It combines the therapeutic pro-
perties of iron and of quinine. Citrate of
potassium, a white deliquescent powder, acts as
a diuretic.

£it ril, s. & a. [From Lat citrus (q.v.l] A
term signifying yellow, citron-coloured. It

occurs only in the subjoined compound.

citril finch, s. A finch, FringiUacitrinella,

found in Italy, where it is prized for its song.

It must not be confounded with the Yellow
Amrner, Emberiza citrinella, though both have
a yellow breast

cit rin a tion, * cit rin a ci oun, s.

[Low Lat citrinatio.] A process by which
anything takes the colourofalemon or orange,
the state so induced, yellowness. Originally
a term used in alchemy, but still used in

medicine.
" Our silver /-Urination.

Our cementing and fermentation."
Chaucer : C. T., 16.284

clt'-rine, * cft'-ryn, " cyt'-ryne, a. & $.

TFr. citrin ; Lat citrinus, from citrus = the
citron-tree.]

A. As adj. : Resembling a citron or lemon
;

lemon-coloured, of a greenish-yellow colour.

HU note wu heigh, his eyen were cytrvne."
Chaucer.- C. T., 2.1M.

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : A greenish-yellow or lemon
colour.

2. Min. : A yellow pellucid variety of
quartz.

"A species of crystal of an extremely pure, clear, and
and blfine texture, generally free from flaws and blemishes.

is ever found in a foj

rly hexan
pyramid.
length. This stone is very plentiful in the West

It is ever found in a long and slender column, irregu-
larly hexanguiar, and terminated by an hexanguW
pyramid. _lt is from one to four or five inches in

ilea. Our jewellers have learned to call it citrine;
and cut stones for ringB out of it, which are mistaken
for topaxee,"—Bill : On Fossils.

citrine - lake, s. A pigment prepared
from the quercitron bark. It is a brown pink,
which is durable and dries well. (Weale.)

citrine ointment, s.

Med. : A mercurial ointment, composed of
four parts of mercury, twelve of nitric acid,
fifteen of prepared lead, and thirty-two of
olive-oiL

cit -rl-nous, a. (From Mod Lat. citrinus =
citron-coloured or yellow.] Lemon-coloured,
citreous.

citron, s. & a. [Ft. citron; Low Lat. citro,

from Gr. a-iVpof (kitron) ; Lat citreum (malum)
= a citron or lemon ; citrus = the lemon-
tree.]

A. As substantive

:

Botany

:

1. The citron-tree (q.v.).

2. The fruit of the citron-tree, resembling a
lemon, but less acid in taste. It is a native of
Asia.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to, derived from, or
having the qualities of the citron.

citron tree, s.

Botany

:

1. The tree, Citrus medica, which produces
the citron. It has short and stiff branches,
oblong toothed leaves, flowers purple exter-

nally, and fruit generally large, warted, and
furrowed, having a protuberance at the apex,
with a very thick spongy adherent rind and
a subacid pulp. The Romans brought it

from Media, where, however, it is not now, if

it ever was, indigenous. It is at present culti-

vated in gardens in the warmer parts of both
hemispheres. It furnishes oil of citron and
oil of cedra.

2. A genus of plants of which the lemons,
citrons, and oranges are species. Order Auran-
tiaceae. (Craig.)

Fingered citron: A citron with a remote
resemblance to the human fingers. It con-

stitutes the genus Sarcodactylis.

citron-water, s. A water distilled from
the rinds of citrons.

citron-wood, «. The wood of Callitris

quadrivalvis, an Algerian tree, much used in

cabinet-making.

cit-ro-na -tion, *. [Citrination.]

ci tr6 nel -la, *. [Mod. Lat. dimin. of Eng.,
&C citron (q.v.).]

Bot. ; A species of grass, Andropogon citro-

turn. It yields an essential oil used in per-
fumery. It is cultivated in Ceylon.

CI trim -el-ldl, s. [From Mod. Lat citroneUa
(q.v.), and Class. Lat. oleum = oil.]

Chem. : C,oH 180, boiling point 220". It is

isomeric with camphor, and is the chief con-
stituent of oil of citronella. Citronellol unites
withbromine.formingadibromideCioH 1gBr2O t

which when heated splits up into water hydro-
bromic acid HBr and cymene C10H14.

* Clt'-r6n-ize, v.i. [Eng. citron; -ize.) To
assume a citron hue. (Ben Jonson : Alchemist,
iii. 2.)

ci'-tron-worts, s. pi. [Eng. citron ; -worts.]

IWort, suff.]

Bot. : Lindley's name for the Aurantiacese.

cit -ruL cit -rule, *. [Citrullus,]

Bot. : The water-melon (Citrullus vulgaris),

named from its yellow colour.

^it-ruT-lus, s. [A dimin. from Lat. citrus,

from the colour of the fruit when cut.

J

Bot. : A genus of plants belonging to the
order Cucurbitacea. Citrullus colocynthis

furnishes the drug Colocynth (q.v.).

Citrus, s. [Lat citrus; Gr. ttirpo* (kitros).]

Bot. : A genus of trees, the typical one of
the order Aurantiacea?. The leaves, which
theoretically are compound, are reduced to a
single leaflet, jointed to a leaf-like petiole.

The stamens are numerous, and irregularly

grouped into several parcels ; the fruit, a hes-
peridium, has a leathery rind formed of the
epicarp and mesocarp, which can easily be
separated from the pulp below. The endocarp
sends prolongations inwards, forming trian-

gular divisions, in which pulpy cells are devel-
oped, so as to surround the seeds which are at-

tached to the inner angle. The appropriate seat
of the genus is believed to be the inferiorranges
of hills in Nepaul and the sub-Himalayas, from
which it may extend also into China. How
many species are distinct is doubtful. Lindley
and others think only one—the Citron (Citrus
medica), a view to which the advance of Dar-
winism since Lindley's time will probably
direct increased attention. There are various
distinct forms in the genus Citrus, whether
species or varieties, viz., the Citron, already
mentioned, the Orange (Citrus Aurantium), the
Lemon (C. Limonum), the Lime (C. Limetta),

the Shaddock (C. decumana). Other varieties

or sub-varieties are the Seville or Bitter
Orange, sometimes called the Btgarade (C.

Bigaradia), the Bergamot (C. Bergamia), the
Mandarin Orange (C. nobilis), Ac. [Bergamot,
Citron, Orange.]

[Eng. citriic), and suff. -yl (Chem.)Ot'-tfU 8.

(qv.l]
Chem. : A name given to the triatomic radi-

cal (C$HkOA'" contained in citric acid. The
symbol Ci is often used to express this radi-

cal, as in Citric acid, Ci'"(OH)3.

git -tern, * cith era,
* git-tern, s. [The n is

excrescent, the word being
derived from A.S. cytere

;

Ger. cither, titter ; Lat.
cithara ; Gr. KtBapa (kith-

ara)=& lyre or harp ; Ital.

chitarra, citara ; Prov.
cithara, cidra ; Sp. citara,

guitarra,] [Guitar.] A
musical instrument, re-

sembling a guitar, but
strung with wire instead
of gut
"For grant the most barber*

can play on the cittern."
B. Jonson : lufon 0/ Delight.

* cittern-head, *. a
blockhead, a dunce, so cittern.

called from the cittern (i7th century.
usually having a head
grotesquely carved at the extremity of the
neck and finger-board.

* ci tur, * cy-tyr, *. [Lat citrus.} A citron.

"Cytyr tre. Citrus."—Prompt. Par*.
" Now plaunted I scions of citur tree."

PaOadiut. viii. 1

clt'-y\ * cete, * cite, * citee, * citie,
* citty, * syte, * cyte, s. & a. [O. Ft. cite

;

Ft. ciU = a town ; Ital cittd ; Sp. ciudad.

from Lat. citatem, an abbreviated form o*

civitatem, ace of civitas = a city, a state, from
civis = a citizen.]

A* As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : A large town or collectioa

of houses ; a community.

2. Spec. : In England, a town corporate,

which is the see of a bishop, and contains a

cathedral church. In the United States, any
town incorporated and governed by a mayor
and corporation.

3. The inhabitants of a town collectively.

"The whole city came out to meet Jesus."—Matt.
viii. S4.

% The City : The central or business part of

London, to which the jurisdiction of the Lord

Mayor is confined. It is divided into wards,

and has a corporation consisting of a Lord

Mayor, 25 aldermen, and 200 common council-

men, entrusted with special powers in regard

to various administrative matters.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to a town or

city.
" In thee no wanton ears, to win with word*,

Nor lurking toys, which dtp life affords\

Lodfte : Pleasant History of Qlaucus, Ac. (lew).

1 Obvious compounds : City-born, city-

dame, city-gate, city-lift, city-woman, Ac.

city-article, a In newspapers the edi-

Cate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we. wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; j?6, pit,

or. wore, wo-lf, work. who. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se. ce e. ey a. qu - kw.
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tonal summary of and remarks on the financial

4ud commercial events and transactions of

each day.

city-avena, s. A book-name for Geum
urhanum, of which it is simply a translation.

city-court, *. The municipal court of a
«ity, consisting of the mayor, or recorder, and
%4derraen (U.S.). (Webster.)

city editor, «. In the United States the

editor who superintends the collection and
classification of local news. In Great Britain,

the editor of the so-called city article, a com-
cnentative summary of the commercial or finan-

cial news of the day.

city-hall, $. A building devoted to the

uses of municipal administration.

city-ward, s. & adv.

* A. As subst. ; A watchman of a city.

B. As adv. : In the direction of the city.

•iv'-cr-^, *. [Etym. doubtful.]

Arch. : A bay or compartment of a vaulted
ceiling. (Knight.)

cives, «. pi [Fr. civet from Lat. eepa, capa, cospe

m an onion.] [Chives.]

LV'-^St (1), s. [Fr. civette; Ital. zibetto — civet,

or a civet-cat ; Gr. fairirtov (zapetion), from
Per. zabdd — civet ; Ar. zubad and zabbad ~
the froth of milk or water, civet.]

1. Comm. : A resinous substance, of an odour
like musk, obtained from several species of
carnivorous animals of the genus Viverra,
especially the civet, or civet-cat. The sub-
stance is secreted in a pouch, uear the anus of
the animal. It is used for a perfume.

"This substance approaches in smell to musk and
ambergris ; it has a pale yellow colour, a somewhat
acrid taste, a consistence like that of honey, and a very
strong aromatic odour. It is the product of two small
Quadrupeds of the genus Viverra, of which one Inhabits
Ada, the other Africa. They are reared with tender-
ness, especially in Abyssinia. The civet is contained
In a sac situated between the anus and the parts of
generation in each sex. . . . According to M. Bou-
trou-Chalard, it containsa volatile oil, to which it owes
Its smell ; some free ammonia, resin, fat, extract!form
matter, and mucus. It affords by calcination an ash.
In which there is some carbonate and sulphate of

Ktash, phosphate of lime, and oxide of iron."— Ure:
ct. of A rti. Manufacture!, and Mine*.

2. Zool. : The same as Civet-cat (q.v.).

Viverra civetta, an animal of the family

9*

Viverridse, of which it is the type. It Is
found in North Africa. It climbs trees with
facility. Its food consists of small mammals,
reptiles, and birds, as well as roots and fruits.
It is sometimes kept in the region which it
inhabits for the sake of the perfume which it
furnishes. There is an allied species, Viverra
Rasse, in Java.

civet cat, s.

1. Literally

:

Zool. : The animal that produces civet.
* 2. Fig. : A bescented dandy, a fop.

" So does Flatt'ry mine

;

And all your courtly Cive'-catt can vent.
Perfume to you, to me is Excrement"

Pope : Epilogue to the Satires, Dial U. 182-4.

•clV-St (2), s. [See def.] A dish prepared
with venison or chicken, flavoured with onions
or garlic. [Cives ; cf. also Civet (3).J

•I'-vet (3), s. [Fr. cive, civette.] [Chive,] A
plant, Allium, Sckasnoprasum.

* Clv'-St, v.t. [Civet (i), ».] To scent with
civet

CsV-et-ed, pa. par. or a. [Civet, v.]

clv-ic, * civ'-ick, a. [Fr. civique; Ital.

civico ; Lat. civicus = pertaining to a citizen

;

civU = a citizen.] Pertaining to a city, or to

its inhabitants, government, or customs.
" At civic revel, pomp, and game."

Tennyton ! Death of Wellington.

civic crown, s.

1. Roman Ant. : A crown or garland of oak-

leaves and acorns, given as a mark of public
approbation to any soldier who had in battle

saved the life of a comrade. It was considered
more honourable among the ancient Romans
than any other crown.

'* Behind, Rome's genius waits with citnek crowns,
And the great father of his country owns."

Pope : Tempi* of Fame, 842,

2. ArcK : A garland of oak-leaves and acorns
often used as an architectural ornament.
(Gwilt.)

* clV-lc-al, o. [Eng. civic; *aL] Civic.
" Civical crowns of laurel, oak, and myrtle."

Browne : Garden of Cyru*.

CIV'-Ic-al-ly; adv. [Eng. civical ; -ly.] Civilly;

in a civic sense. (Morley: Rousseau, ii. 185.)

civ'-Ics, s. [The pi. of civic used substantively

;

cf. mathematics, politi-cs, &c] The science of
the rights and obligations of citizenship.

CIV-H, *ciV-Ilo, *oiv'-lll, a. [Fr. & Sp.

civil ; Ital. civile, from Lat. civilis = pertain-
ing to a citizen ; civis = a citizen.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally

:

1. Of or pertaining to a city or state, or the
members and inhabitants thereof collectively.

** God gave thorn laws of civil regimen, . . ."—
Booker: Xcctee. Polity, bk. iii. J1L

2. Pertaining to any individual member of
a community or city.

"... either out of your natural, or out of your
civil power."—Jeremy Taylor.

3. Pertaining to persons or actions relating
to private life, as distinguished from those
connected with war.
" Fair shine his arms hi history enroll'd ;

Whilst humbler lyres his civil worth proclaim "

Shenstone,

4. Pertaining to matters or persons con-
nected with secular matters, as distinguished
from ecclesiastical.

" Unto whom the chief government of all estates of
this realm, whether they be ecclesiastical or civil,

doth appertaiu. "— Article* of Religion, art, ST.

* 5. The same as Civic (q. v.).

" With cieile crownis."
Douglas I Virgil, bk. vi.

U. Figuratively:

1. Having the manners or habits of a mem-
ber of a civilized community ; civilized, not
rude.

"That wise and civil Roman. . ."—Milton: Areopag.

2. Courteous, affable, obliging in manners
or speech.

3. Courteous, not coarse or rude (applied to
speech or actions).

* 4. Sober, grave, serious.

"A civil habit
Oft covers a good man."

Beaum. and Flet. : Bcggtir't JhieK

* 5. Subdued, calm, quiet.

" Once I aat upon a promontory.
And beard a mermaid on a dolphin's back
Uttering such dulcet and harmonious breath
That the rude sea grew civil at her song."

Shakesp. : Midi. Sight's Dream, ii. l.

B* Technically

:

1. Mil. : Intestine ; applied to a war waged
between citizens of the same country, and not
with foreigners. [Civil war.]

" Prosper this realm, keep It from civU broils."
Shaketp. ." 1 Ben. VI., i, L

2. Volit. : Connected with, or pertaining to,

the internal or domestic government of a state.

[Civil list, Civil service.)

3. Law ;

(1) Pertaining to an action in a private suit,

as distinguished from a criminal trial.

(2) Not natural, but only so far as relates to
the rights or privileges of any person as a
citizen.

" In case any estate be granted to a man for his life
generally, it may determine by his cMl death ; as if

(3) (See extract.)
" Civil law Is defined to be that law which every

particular nation, commonwealth, or community, has
established peculiarly for itself . . . now more pro-
perly distinguished by tbe name of municipal law,
the term civil law being chiefly applied to that which
the old Romans used."— Wharton.

T (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between civiX

and polite : " These two epithets are employed
to denote different modes of acting in social

intercourse : polite expresses more than civil;

it is possible to be civil without being polite

:

politeness supposes civility and something in
addition. Civility is confined to no rank, age,
condition, or country ; all have an opportunity
with equal propriety of being civil, but not so
with politeness, that requires a certain degree
of equality, at least the equality of education ;

it would be contradictory for masters and
servants, rich and poor, learned and unlearned,
to be polite to each other. . . . Civility is

rather a negative than a positive quality, im-
plying simply the absence of rudeness. Polite-

ness requires positive and peculiar properties

of the head and heart, natural and acquired.

. . . The term civil may be applied figuratively,

but politeness is a characteristic of real persons
only."

(2) He thus distinguishes between civil,

obliging, and complaisant : " Civil is more
general than obliging ; one is always civil when
one is obliging, but one is not always obliging
when one is civil : complaismice is more thau
either, it refines upon both ; it is a branch of
politeness (v. Civil, polite). Civil regards the
manner as well as the action, obliging respects
the action, complaisant includes all the cir-

cumstances of the action : to be civil is to
please by any word or action ; to be obliging
is to perform some actual service ; to be com-
plaisant is to do that service in the time and
manner that is most suitable and agreeable

:

civility requires no effort ; to be obliging
always costs the agent some trouble ; com-
plaisance requires attention and observation

;

a person is civil in his reply, obliging in lending
assistance, complaisant in his attentions to his
friends. One is habitually civil; obliging from
disposition ; complaisant from education and
disposition : it is necessary to be civil without
being free, to be obliging without being
officious, to be complaisant without being af-

fected," {Crabb; Eng.Synon.)

civil architecture, s. The branch of

architecture which is employed in the con-
struction of buildings for the purposes of civil

life, such as private houses, warehouses,
churches, &c, in distinction from military
and naval architecture.

•ft For the different orders of architecture,
Bee Order. See also Column, Corinthian,
Doric, Ionic, 4c.

civil death, s. [Civil, B. S. (2).]

civil engineer, s. One who follows to*
art or science of civil-engineering.

civil-engineering, s. The science or
art of constructing machinery for manufac-
turing purposes, constructions, and excava-
tions, for general transit, as canalB, docks,
railroads, &c. It is so called in contradistinc-
tion to military engineering, which is confined
to war. Other branches of engineering are
mechanical engineering and sanitary engineer-
ing (q.v.).

* Civil gown, «. The dress of a citizen or
civilian.

civil law, s. The law of a state, city, or
country ; appropriately the Roman law com-
prised in the Institutes, Code, and Digest of
Justinian, and the Novel Constitutions.
{Blackstone.) [Roman Law.]

civil list. s.

1. Originally

:

*1. A list of the entire expenses of the
civil government.

2. The revenue appropriated to support the
civil government.

3. The officers of the civil government who
were paid from the public treasury.

II, In England: The three meanings given

above became more limited in their extent till

finally they were confined to the list of ex-

penses, the revenues and the dependents of the
crown instead of the country.

•J Originally it embraced the list of expenses
of the crown, what now would be called the
civil service, the army, the navy— everything.

% From the conquest in a.d. 1006 to the
Restoration of Monarchy in a.d. 1660, all

governmental expenses, whether those of the

crown, the civil officers, the army, or the navy,
now defrayed from a common fund, furnished

partly by the revenues of the unsold crown

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -
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lands, and partly by taxation, the sovereign
being left free to spend the money with mi-
controlled freedom. At the restoration the
military and naval expenses, which dnring war
were necessarily great, were deemed extra-
ordinary, and were withdrawn from the com-
mon fund, which was then appropriately called
civil, as distinguished from militaryand naval.
It supported the royal family, the judges, the
various pensioners, 4c. In 1830 the Civil List
was limited to the charges required for the
sovereign and his dependents. On the acces-
sion of Qneen Victoria arrangement was made
again regarding the Civil List, and in December,
1S.J7, It was settled at £385,000. In 1881 it

amounted to £407,468.

civil remedy, *>

Law : That given to a person injured by
action, as opposed to criminal prosecution.

civil servant, s. A covenanted non-
military servant of the crown.

civil service, *.

1. That branch of the public service which
Includes the covenanted non-military servants
of the government

2. The body of civil servants collectively.

civil service reform, «. Officers in
the Civil Service of the United States were
appointed by the President or Heads of Depart-
ments until 188:}, when a Civil Service Reform
bill was passed for the purpose of doing away
with the inefficiency resulting from this method
and the political use made of it. This law
required that candidates for all except certain
leading positions shonld be subjected to a Civil
Service Examination, and those who passed
best be appointed to the positions, without
regard to political affiliation. The law has
worked well, though it has not been strictly
observed.

Civil State, 5. The entire body of the
laity or citizens, as distinct from the military,
ecclesiastical, and maritime. (Craig.)

civil suit, .

Law : A suit for a private claim or injury.

* civil-suited, a. Modestly, not gaudily
arrayed.

" Thus, night, oft see me in thy pale career.
Till civil-tutted morn Hppenr."

Milton : II Penteroto, m.
Civil war, s. A war between citizens of

the .same country.

1 The passage of the Rubicon by Julius
Ciesar, winYh commenced the civil war be-
tween him, and Pompey, took place in Jan-
uary, 49 B.C. The battle of Pharsalia, which
decided its issue, was on August 9, 48 b.c.
The assassination of Julius Caesar, which led
to the immediately succeeding civil war, was
on March 15. 44 B.C., and the sea-fight of
Actium, which finally decided its issue, on
September 2, 31 b.c.

Coming to England, the first battle of St.
Albans, the earliest in the ware of the Hoses,
was in a.d. 1455. That civil war may be sup-
posed to have extended to the battle of Bos-
worth, August 22, 1485, and the accession of
Henry VII., in whom the Houses of Lancaster
and York, the antagonists in the late strife,
were united. The first battle in the civil war
which produced the Commonwealth and the
Cmmwellian Protectorate was that of Edge-
hill, October 23, 1642 ; that of Naseby, which
decided the issue, was on Jane 14, 1045,
though the struggle cannot be said to have
finally terminated earlier than the accession of
Charles II., who was proclaimed king on May
8, 1060.

The capture of Fort Sumter, at Charleston,
in South Carolina, by the Secessionists, which
was the first military operation in the American
civil war, was on April 13, 1861. The surrender
of General Lee to General Grant, on April 9,
1865, and that of General Kirby Smith, com-
mandant of Galveston, on June 5 of the same
year, were its final scenea.

civil year, s. The legal year, or annual
•ocount of time which a government appoints
to be used in its own dominions, as distin-
guished from the solar year, measured by the
revolution of certain of the heavenly bodies.
(WhevdL)

1 olv-H-a-tion, *. [Ft., perhaps corrupted
from civilization,.] Intoxication. (Cant.)

" Id » state of ciHlation,"-De Qnincry.

cl-vil'-I-an, s. A a. [Civil,]

A* As substantive:

1. Ord. Lang. : One who is engaged in the
pursuits of civil life, as distinguished from
one whose profession is war.

2. Law:
(1) A student of the civil law at a university

or college.

HOI
avee; Recollection* of Shenitone.

(2) A professor of Roman law and general
equity.

* 3. Theol. ; One who despises the righteous-
ness of Christ.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to civil life, en-
gaged in civil pursuits.

"A fourth of the men had been previously passed
.

by army or civilian surgeons. "— Time*. Sept IS, ISM.

* ciV-ll-Ist, t. [Eng. civil; -fef.J A civilian.

"If as a religionist he entered into society, it was
for a reason different from that for which, as a civiliet,
he invented a commonwealth,"— Warburton; AIL of
Ch. and State (1st edit.), p. 34.

c*v-aT-l"-tfc * civ-yl-i-te, «. [O. Fr. civiliu

;

Sp. cirilidad; Port. civUidade ; ItaL civilita-,

from Lat. civilita* = the state or condition of
a citizen ; civis = a citizen.]

* 1. The position, rank, or condition of a
citizen ; citizenship.

" I with moche summe gat this ciuylite."—tFyclife

:

Iw.lt, xxii. ?s,

* 2. A state of society in which the duties
and privileges of citizens are duly recognised

;

civilization.

"Divers great monarchies; h»v» risen from barbarism
to civility, and fallen again to ruin."—Davie*; On Ire-
land.

* 3. A civil office ; one pertaining to a
civilized state.

" If there were nothing in marriage but mere civUitv,
the magistrate might be meet to be employed In this
service. — Bp. Hall : Catm of Convcienrt, ir. a.

4. Politeness, courtesy, good breeding, and
manners towards others.

5. (PL): Acts of politeness and courtesy;
the rules and practice of polite society.
" Love taught him shame; and shame, with love at

strife,

Soon taught the sweet eivilitie* of life."
Uryden : Cymoti and Iphigenia, m-4.

^f For the difference between benefit, favour,
kindness, and civility, see Benefit.

t elv'-I-li'-Ea-ble, o. [Eng. civilize) ; -able,]

Capable of being civilised. (Chambers.)

civ-fl i-za'-tlon, s. [Ft. civilisation.]

1. Ordinary Language :

L The act or process of civilizing.

IT Not used in Johnson's time in the sense
in which we now employ it. The only mean-
ing assigned to it in the edition of his dic-
tionary published in 1773, the last which re-
ceived bis corrections, is the legal definition
given below. [II.]

" It had the most salutary consequences in assisting
that general growth of retiuement and the progression
of civilization."~T. Warton,

2. The state of being civilized ; refinement
"... occupied with taming the wild earth, and per-

forming the functions of pioneers of civilisation, , ,
."

—Sir O. C. Lewi*; On the Influence of Authority in
Jfttteri of Opinion, ch. HI

•I Civilization consists in what may be
broadly called culture in a nation ; and a
nation may be considered as civilized when a
large proportion of those belonging to it have
their intellectual and moral faculties and all
their higher nature in large measure developed
and becoming increasingly so with the advance
of years. Before this can take place, a con-
siderable amount of material prosperity must
have been achieved, between which and the
culture already described there are continual
action and reaction.
At present barbarism, semi-civilization, and

civilization are seen contemporaneously exist-
ing in the world, and the question suggests
itself, How has this phenomenon been pro-
duced ' In solving it inquiry needs to be made
as to the original state of man. Individuals
can move backward as well as forward in cul-
ture, and it isaxjnmatic that those aggregations
of individuals called nations or races can do
the same. The mass of men in this country
believe Scripture to have decided that the
present population of the earth has sprung
from Noah's family, and that he and his house-
hold were far removed from barbarism. The
contrary view that the original state of man
was a barbarous one, an opinion generally held

by the old Romans, has of late been revived,
and has been embraced by many Darwinians
and others. The Duke of Argyle has ably de-
fended the more common hypothesis, whilst
that recently revived is strongly maintained in
Sir John Lubbock's "Origin of Civilization"
(1870X Dr. Edward B. Ty tor's "Primitive Cul-
ture " (1871), and other publications.
Regarding progression in material prosper-

ity, certain stages tend to occur ; (1) a bar-
barous one, in which one feeds on roots, fruits,
and fishes, when these last can 1* caught with-
out effort ; (2) the state of a hunter

; (a) that of
the shepherd, in which, to avoid the uncer-
tainty of the result in hunting, wild animals
are domesticated; (4) the agricultural state,
and (5) that of manufactures and commerce.
Regarding mental advance, M. AuensteComte,
in publications issued between 1830 and 1854,
maintained that nations necessarily passed
through a theological, a metaphysical, and a
positive or scientific stage. Littre in France
(1845), and Buckle in England (1857—1861),
ably and earnestly supported, the same view.

*IL Law: A law, act ofjustice, or judgment,
which renders a criminal process civil ; which
is performed by turning an information into
an inquest, or the contrary, (Harris.)

T For the difference between civilization
and cultivation, see Cultivation.

CiV-H-we, t.t * i. iFt. civUiser ; Sp. A Port
civilizar; ItaL civilizzare, from Lat. civilis =
civil.]

A* Transitive:

L Ordinary Language :

1. To reclaim a barbarous nation to a state
of civilization ; to instruct in the arts of
civilized society, obedience to laws, and the
duties of citizens.

* 2. To admit as lawful in a civilized state.
(Webster.)

" Ignominious not* of cMluttng adultery."—Jftiton

:

Doctrine of Divorce.

3. To make courteous or polite,
** All the arts of civilizing others render the* [ Bentley]

ratio and intractable; courts have tatutbt thee 111

manr.ers. and polite conversation has finished thee a
pedant"—Swift : Haiti* of the Hooka.

* TX Law : To render a criminal process
civil, by turning an information into an in-

quest, or the contrary.

* B. Intrant. ; To behave with decency or
self-respect.

"I civiliz*. lest that I seem obscene,"—Sylvetter

;

The Lawee, p. HOO. {Davie*.)

flV-U-ized. pa. par. or a. [Civilize. ]

9iV-ll-l-TOP, «. [Eng. civilize); -er.]

1. One who civilizes or reclaims a barbar-
ous nation to a state of civilization.

'* He was, moreover, . . . conceived under the light
of a civilixer.'—Lewie: Cred. Early Roman UitL (lSSfti
ch. vill.. f 4, rol t. p. 106.

2. That which reclaims from savageness.

9*V'-ll-I-zIn$f;t pr. par., a., As. [Civilize.]

A. k B. Aspr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of reclaiming from a
barbarous state, civilization.

9lV-ai-l& adv. [Eng. civil; -ly.\

L Ordinary language :

1. In a manner relating to the government,
rights or duties of citizens.

2. Politically, legally.

* 3. In a civilized manner ; as a civilised

being.

4. In a courteous and polite manner, cour-
teously polite.

" He . . . ask'd them civilly to stay." Prior,

* 5. Quietly, soberly, not gaudily
"The chambers vers handsome and cheerful, and

furnished civilly."—Bmcotn Sew Atttlanti*.

H. Law:
1. Politically; in the eye of the law; as

regards the rights and privileges of a citizen.
" Civilly defunct before naturally dead."—fuller.

1 2. By way of a civil action, nut criminally.

"That accusation, which Is puhlick. Is eithfr civilly

commenotd for the private MtisfacUon of the party
injured ; or else criminally, that is, for some pubiwk
uunlshmsut."—A ylife.

* $1^-15111, s. [Fr. civisme ; Lat. civis = a
citizen.) Good citizenship ; devotion to one's
native land, or city.

"Those who had refused certificatw of rfrtsw*.'—
Dyer: Hist, of Modern Europe, vol. lv„ blc. viL, ch.T.
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* clv'-I-tle, a. [Lat. civitas.] A city.

"An ancient civitW—Stanikurtt: Inland, p. 9.

"cli'-ar, vA. [Cizars.] To clip or trim with
cizars.

" Let me know.
Why mine own barber in unbleet ; with him
My poor chin too ; for 'tie not cizard jnst
To such a favourite's glass."

Shakeep. A Flet. : Two Noble Kinsmen, L X

ciz -ars, s. [Scissors.]

"An oiwration of art, produced by a pair of eizart.'

—Swift: Taieof a Tub, *e. (eti. 1706), p. HS&.

*9ize, s. [Size.]
" If no motion can alter bodies, that Is, reduce them

to iiimi other cue or figure, then there is none of Itself

to give them the cize and figure which they have."—
Oreu; Coimotogia.

CI, at initial letters, an abbreviation and a
symbol

Chem. : The non-metallic haloid element
chlorine.

* claaick, * claulck, * clayock, s. [Etym.
doubtful.] (Scotch.)

1. Properly the state of having all the corn
on a farm reaped, but not housed.

2. Transferred to the entertainment given
to the reapers.

"Claar, s. [Gael, dor = a board, a trough.]
A large wooden vessel.

" The imoklng potatoes wen emptied into a claar,
. . ."—Clan. Albin, L 74, 75.

olab'-ber, *. [Ir. clabar s= mud, mire.] Milk
which has turned so as to become curdled.
It is called also Bonny-clabber.

clach an (ch guttural), 5. [Gael. == a village
or hamlet in which a parish church is situate,
from clack, pi. dachan = a stone, so called
because said to have been Druidical places of
worship, composed of a circle of stones raised
on end. (Mann.)] A small village or hamlet
round a church.

"The Clachan yill bad made me canty."
Burns : Death and Dr. Hornbook.

clack, •clak, *clake, r.L * t. [O. Fr.
clacqver; Fr. claqjier ; O. Icel. klaka = to cry
out, to make a noise ; Dut. kktkken = to clack,
to crack ; Ger. bracken = to crash, to crack.]
[Crack.]

A* Intransitive, |

1. To make a sharp, sudden noise ; to click
or clink ; to rattle, to clatter.

" Thi bile la stll and scharp and hoked,
Tharmld thee clackei oft and long*."

Otcl and Nightingale, 81,

" It dack'd and cackled louder."
Tennyson : The Qoem.

SL To snap with the fingers. (Florio.)
* 3. To discourse on, to chatter about

Of the secuode course now wylle I cTaJbe.'

Liber Care Coeorum, p. HL
B. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To cause to emit a sudden sharp
noise, to knock together, to clink.

*2. Fig. : To chatter, tc prattle, to utter
thoughtlessly.

"Unweighed custom makes them clack out »"y-
thlng."—Feltham: Resolves.

* II. Commerce : (See extract).
" To clack wool 1b to cut off the sheep's mark, which

makes it weigh lighter . . ."—Jacob : Law Diet.

Click, * olakke, s. , a., & adv. [Fr. claque = a
clap ; M. H. Ger. klac = a crack. Cf. Welsh
dec =. a crack, a gossip ; cleca = to clack, to
gossip ; Dut klak = a crack.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Anything which makes a sharp,
midden noise ; the noise itself.

* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) The tongue.
" Ton set each gossip's clack agoing."—Smart

(2) Chatter, idle and incessant talk.
" But stilt his tongue ran on.

And w ith its everlasting clack,
:i the rack.

"

Bet all men's ears upon t

Butler: Rudtbras.
TX Machinery

:

L The clapper of a mill. [Clapper.]
"CUiipe or clakke at a mills, Tarantara, baHtlus."

"•Prompt. Pare.

"Tongue like a c!ack>-.'—Sophister, 1C39.

t A ball-valve connected with the boiler of
a locomotive. [Ball-valve.>

3. A kind of smalt windmill set on the top

of a pole to turn and clap on a board for the
purpose of frightening away birds.

4. A device in grain-mills for ringing a bell

when more grain is required to feed the
hopper. (Knight.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

*C. As adv. ; Exactly, to the minute.
"If that had fallen In dock,'—North : Sxamen., p.

S3*. (Daeies.)

clack-box, s.

Machinery

:

(1) A ball-valve chamber attached to the
boiler of a locomotive to prevent the efflux of
water in the feed-pipe.

(2) The chamber of a clack-valve. (Knight.)

* Clack-dish, *. A basin or dish with a
movable lid, by moving which a clacking
noise was made by beggars for the purpose of
attracting attention. It was also called a
nap mm.

" Lucio. Who? not the duke I yes, your beggar of
fifty ;—and his use was, to put a ducat In her clack-
dish . . ."—Shttkesp. ' Meat, for Meas., iii. 2.

clack door, s.

Mach. ; The aperture through which the
clack is fixed or removed. (Knight.)

clack goose, claick-goosc, s.

Zool. : [Barnacle-goose.] [Claik (2), ».]

clack mill, 5. The same as Clack,*,,! I. 3.

clack-seats, s. pi.

Mach. ; Two recesses in each pump of a
locomotive engine. They are designed for the
clocks to fit into. (Weaie.)

clack-valve, s.

Mach. : A valve hinged to one edge, opened
by the passing current, and clacking back on
its seat by gravity. (Knight.)

clack er, s. [Eng. clack; -er.]

1. One who or that which clacks.

2. The clack or clapper of a mill.

3. A rattle to frighten away birds.

* clack -ct, *. [Fr. claquet] A claoker to
frighten birds. (Cotgrave.)

clack trig, pr. par., a., & *. [Clack, ».]

A. & B. As pr. par. t& particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit : The act of making or causing a
sharp, sudden noise, a clack.

* 2. Fig. : Chattering, gossiping, idle and
incessant talk.

*' Any thing rather than to weary the world with hia
foolish ctack4tig."Sp. Ball : Bon. of the iiarr. Clergy.
% If.

clad, *cladde, v.t. & pa. par, [Clothe.]
* A. As verb ofthejbrm clad : To clothe.
"Shall I ctad me like a country maid?"—Greene :

Jamet IV., iiL 3.

B. As pa. par. or particip. adj. : Clothed,
dressed, covered, invested.

cla-dacb, 5. [Cleitach.] (Scotch.)

* clad'-der, s. [Etym. unknown.] Some term
of disparagement the exact meaning of which
is unknown.
"Two Inns of Court men.—Yes, what then?—Known

claddert
Through all the town.—Claddoret—Yes, catholic

lovers,
From country madams to your glover's wife
Or laundress.

'

City Match. {Naree.)

clad en' chy ma, *. [Or. Kha&ioy (kladion)
= a twig, and eyxvfia (engchuma) = an infu-
sion.]

Bot. : Tissue composed of branching cells,

as in some hairs. (Ogilvie.)

clad-gy, cled-gy, a. [Clagoy.]

cla'-dl-um, *. [From Gr. kKoBiov (kladion).
dimiu. of kAooos (kladoi) = a twig, a branch.]

Bot. : Twig-rush, a genus of plants, order
CyperacesB. The spikelets are one or two-

9
flowered, the glumes5— 6, imbricated, the lower
ones empty and smaller. Cladium Mariscus
(Prickly Twig-rush), which derives its English
book-name from the almost prickly margins
and keels of the leaves, these latter being
themselves rough, Is found in various
parts of England, besides being abundant in

Scotland, in Galloway and Sutherlandshire.

cla -di-us, s. [Gr. mkaBiov (kladion), dimin.
of jcAdSos (klados) = a branch. \

Eiitom. : A genus of Hymenopterous insects,
family Tenthredinidte. They havenine-jointed
antennae about as long as the body, and with
one side of them pectinate in the males.
Cladius difformis is found in Britain, but is not
common.

clad -6 -car- pi, *. pi. [From Gr. a-Aofioc

(klados) = a branch, and a-aon-dc (karpos) =
fruit.]

Bot. : A section of mosses in which the fruit

grows from the extremity of short lateral
brauchlets, instead of being truly lateral
Examples, Sphagnum, Fissidens, &c.

clad-6-car -pous, a. [Gr kAoSos (klados) *
a twig, and Kapir6<; (karpos) - fruit. ]

Bot. : Applied to certain cryptogaraic plants,
whr»3e fruit is not truly lateral, but terminates
in short lateral branchlets. (Ogilvie.)

cla-doc'-er -a, *. pi. [From Gr. *Aa6oc (klados)

= a branch, and Ke'pas (keras) =« a horn.]

Zool, : An order of Crustacea, sub-class
Entomostraca, section Branchiopoda, There
are two pairs of antenna?, the larger pair of
some considerable size, and branched (see

etym.). These are used for swimming. The
head is distinct. The body is enclosed within
a bivalve carapace. Daphnia pulex is an ex-
ample of the order. [Daphnia.] None have
been found fossil.

cla-dd'-de-i, *. pi. [Gr. KAa6
,

w8i)c (kladodes)
= having many branches : k\6.oqs (klados) = a
branch, and etfio? (eidos) = form, appearance.]

Bot. : A series of Lichens, family Lichen-
acese. It is divided into Bseomycei, Uladoniet,
and Stereocaules (q,.v.).

cla-do'-di um, s. [From Gr. jc\oiw£nc Qcla-

dodes) = having many branches : «\a6os {kla-

dos) = a branch, and etfios (eidos) = form, ap-
pearance.]

Bot. : The name given by Von Martius to a
kind of branch resembling a leaf both in its

form and its colouring. A familiar example
is the Butcher's-broom (Ruscu3 aculeatus), in

which it is cladodia and not leaves from the
median line of which rise the small flowers.

The plant grows in Epping Forest. [Butcher's-
broom.]

cli£d-6-dus, s. [From Gr. icAafioc (klados) =
a branch, and ooows (odous) = tooth.]

Valmont. : A genus of fossil placoid tishes

founded by Agassiz. Teeth belonging to it

are found in the Devonian and Carboniferoui
rocks. They are shaped like a central cone,
with smaller secondary ones. The structure is

called HYBODONT(q.v.). (Nicholson.)

clad d-dys-tro'-phi-a, s. [From Gr.
*Aa6os (klados)=* a branch ; bv<;(dus), implying
something bad ; and o-rpodw (strophos) = a
turning.]

Bot. : A morbid affection to which oaks and
other trees arc liable when old and imperfectly
nourished. It causes the tops to wither earlier

than the inferior branches.

Cla - do' - Hi - a, s. [Gr. kAo6«i/ (kladdn),

dimin. of «Aa6os (klados) = a branch.]

Bot. : A genus of Lichenacea;, family
Lecideidse. The thallus is folinceous or crust-

like, the first globose or button-shaped, pro-
duced at the extremity of a cup-shaped process
often scarlet in hue. Cladonia rangi/erina is

the Reindeer Moss (q.v.). C. pyxidata has
been prescribed in whooping-cough. C. san-
guinea, a native of Brazil, is there rubbed
down with sugar and water and prescribed in
the aphthae of infants.

cla-don'-lO, a. [From Mod. Lat. cladonia,

and Eng. sufT. -tc.] Pertaining to, or derived
from the genus Cladonia.

cladonlc add, s.

Chem. : C^H^O?, an acid obtained from
Cladonia rangi/era. It melts at 175°, and
yields by dry distillation orci i. It is

isomeric with usnic acid.

cla-do'-ni-e^-i, s. pi. [From Mod Lat. klo>

donia (q.v.), and mas. pi. suff. ~ei.]

Bot. : A tribe of Lichens, belonging to the
series Cladodei.

cla-dCph'-or-a, s. [From Or. kKJAcx; (klados)

— a branch, and cSopos (pharos) — bearing.

boil, boy: polU, J6%1; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Sin, as; expect* Xeuoiihon, e^lat. -lug.

dan, tian = shaxx. -tion, -sion shun ; -tion, -sion m zhun. -tious, sious, -cious ~ shiis. -hie, -gl *c. m bol, gel.
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Nam<-d from the branched habits of the at-
tached filaments.]

Bot : A genus of Confervoid Algse. Clado-
phora glomerate and crisjiata, if really distinct,
are two species making long skein-like green
expanses of connected filaments frequently
seen in fresh or brackish water, whilst C.
rupestris, Uetevirens, Ac, marine forms, are
often seen in masses on the sea-snore. {Grig.
& Henfrey.)

clad op-to -sis, s. [From Gr. kAo&k (klados)
= a branch, and irrwts (ptosis) = falling.]

Bot. : A morbid affection of oaks, willows,
and other trees, causing dead branches to snap
off with a cup-shaped scar of very regular form.

Olfid - 6 -spbV- 1 - iim, s. [From Gr. K\dSoc
(klados) = a branch, and <nrooa (3pom)=seed. ]

Bot. ; A genus of fungals, order Hyphomy-
cetes, sub-order Dematiei. It contains moulds
with naked spores. C. herbarum is found here
and abroad in fruit as olive-patches inter-
spersed with green. It is found on decay-
ing substances. The round black spots often
seen on apple-trees, pear-trees, and hawthorns,
are produced by C. dendriticum, C. depression
grows on living leaves of Angelica, C. brach-
ormium on those of Fumitory, and there are
other species.

olaes, ». pi. [Clothes.]

•claflf, s. [Cleave.] Cleft, or part of a tree
where the branches separate.

" There, in the claff
O branchy oak, far frae the tread o' man.
The ring-dove ha* her nest, unsocial bird !

Davidson : Seasons, p. 4S.

daf fie, a. & s. [Cleave.]

1. As adj.: Disordered: as claJRe hair, di-
shevelled hair ; perhaps as having one lock or
tuft separated from another.

2. As subst. : A slattern, a slut.

Clag, s. [A.S. dceg = clay] [Clog.]
• 1. A clot or lump of dirt.

2. An encumbrance on an estate.
" An' handed down frae aire to eon.
But clag or claim, for ages past"

Ramsay : Poems, IL Mi.
8. A charge, a reproach.

" He was a man without a dag."
Hieton : 8. Song*, I 971

i. A bag. (Provincial.)

Locks of wool mattedclaff locks, s. pi.

or clotted together.

dag, v.t. & i. [Clog.]

1. Transitive

:

1. To form into clots or lumps, to stick or
adhere as dirt.

* 2. To load or clog with mud or dirt.
" 3£*P1

!^!_'2
d
_
bol*, m *Ut thjlt daogit was.

The hud hekiyt, and maid him for to passT
Wallace : vi 452, Ma

IL Intrans. : To stick or adhere.

dagged, clAgr-git, pa. par. [Clag.]

t Clag'-gi-ness, s. [Eng. cloggy ; -ness.) The
quality or state of being claggy or sticky.

•claggok, s. [Eng. clag, and dimin. suff.
ok — -ock.] A dirty woman.

" Claagokit ded wiplock quhyte."—Lyndesap.

tclag'-g^, a. [Eng. clag; -y] Sticky, ad-
hesive, forming into clots or lumps.

• clahynnhe, v clachin, s. [Clah.]

•clai, *clei, *. [Clay. J

* claik, v.i. [Clock.]

claik (I), «. [Clock, v.)

1. Lit. : The noise made by a hen.
2. Fig. ; An idle or false report.
"
A,
nd

,
mn if

,
th»t'« nae sac, the country* fa*Wi lees, and claik*. about young Ket and yon "

JiorUon: Poems, p. is7.

dalk (2) clack, * dak, s. [Etym. doubt-
nil, perhaps the same as clack (1), s.] A bird
the Bernicle-goose.

«.^f*V'».?
OW to

fP*
ik ^ the «8U Kenerit of the wenaznit clakU."~BeUend. ; Deter. Alb., c. 14.

/r/
S
?
alk " *OOSe* * [BERNICLE - GOOSE.]

(Holland: Camden, ii. 48.)

Cliik'-rle, s. [Scotch claik m Eng. clack and
suff. ne = -ry.) Tattling, gossiping. (Scotch.)

" Claiming respect, yet waving state.
That marks the daughters ofthe great*

claim, * dame, * clayme, r cleymen,
v.i. & t. [O. Fr. clamer, claimcr, clcimtr — to
call or cry out ; Ital. clamart ; Port, clamar,
from Lat. clamo.]

A. Intransitive:

• 1. To cry aloud.

"Upon the, lady, I clayme for help* "—Palsgrave.
2. To demand as a right or as a due ; to call

for anything authoritatively ; to assert a
claim.

"We must know how the first ruler, from whom
any one claims, came by hi* authority, . . ."—Locke.
B. Transitive:

• 1. To call, to name.
2. To demand as a right or as a due, to

require authoritatively.

We claymt this our heritage."—Langtoft, p. 186.

ag
>f 1

Scott : ihkeby, v. 2S.

3. To seek for, not as a right or as a due,
but as promised or assured.
" AJle called on that cortayw and claymed his grace."

E. Eng. Attit. Poem*; Cleanness, 1.097.

1 Crabb thus distinguishes between to ask
or ask for, to claim, and to demand. " Atk, in
the sense of beg, is confined to the expression
of wishes upon the part of the asker without
involving any obligation on the part of the
person asked ; all granted in this case is volun-
tary or complied with as a favour: but auk
for, in the sense here taken, is involuntary,
and springs from the forms and distinctions of
society ... To ask for denotes simply the
expressed wish to have what is considered
as due ; to claim is to assert a right or to
make it known ; to demand is to insist on
having without the liberty of a refusal . . .

Askina for supposes a right not questionable ;

claim supposes a right hitherto unacknow-
ledged ; demand supposes either a disputed
right [not always] or the absence of all right,
and the simple determination to have."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

claim, * clamo, * cleyme, ». [O. Fr. claim:
Low Lai clameum, from Lat. clamo — to call
or cry out.]

1 Ordinary Language :

•LA cry, an appeal for help.
" No man answered to my elame."

Spenser; F. <?., TV. x. IL

2. A demand for anything as one's due or
right.

(1) Absolutely.

Tendicaeio." — Prompt.

(2) With the prep, to before the thing
claimed.

"... had as good a claim to royalty, as these."—
Locke.

(3) With the prep, upon or on before the
name of any person from whom anything is
claimed.

". . . submitting to a master who hath no Imme-
diate claim upon him. rather than to another who
hath already revived several claims upon him!"—

3. That which is claimed ; as a miner's
claim.

LL Law: The challenge of a title or right
to anything in the possession of another.

" A demand of any thing that is In the possession of
another, or at the least out of his own : as claim by
charter, claim by descent."—Cowl.

•ff To lay claim to (or for), to make claim to :

To claim, to assert one's claim or right to.

claim able, a. [Eng. claim ; -able.] Cap-
able of being, or liable to be, claimed.

claim -ant, s. & a. [O. Fr. clamant, pr. par
of clamer = to claim.]

A. As subst. : One who claims or demands •

one who asserts his right or title to anything
in the possession of another.

''Among those claimants three stood preeminent,'*
—ilacaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

tB. Asa/lj.: Claiming or demanding any.
thing in the possession of another.

claimed, pa. par. or a. [Claim, v.]

t claim er, *. [Eng. claim; ~er.) One who
claims or demands

; a claimant.
"An agreement was made, and the value of theground paid to the claimer."~8ir If. Temple. Intro-

duetion to the History of England, V.2M.
'"*"»

claim irig, pr. par., a., & s. [Claim, v.)

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of laying claim to, at
demanding anything.

t claim -less, a. [Eng. claim; -less.] Devoid
of a claim or title to anything.

Claip, *. [Clap.] The clapper of a rnilL

* clair, • clalre, a. [Clear.]

clairc cole, dear-cole, .*. [Fr. clair
= clear ; colle = glue, size.]

1. Painting : A preparation of size, put over
any absorbent surface to prevent the absorp-
tion of the paint.

2. Gilding : A coat of size laid on to receive
the gold-leaf.

clair obscure, s. [Clare-obscuri.1

Clair, v.t. [Clear.] To beat, to maltreat.
"Yell, knave, acknowledge thy offence.
Or I grow crabbed, and so clair thee."

PoUeart; Watson s Coll., i\L t.

clair au di ence, *. [Formed on analogy
with clairvoyance, from Fr. clair = clear, and
Eng. audience.]

L The power of discriminating in a mesv
meric trance sounds not discernible by ar-
sons in a normal state.

2. The exercise of this power.

dair-au'-di-ont, a. & s. [Clairaodirncr.]
A. As adj. : Pertaining to, effected by, or

endowed with the faculty of clairaudiencA
(q.v.).

B. As subst. : One possessing the faculty
of clairaudience.

clair search, * clair shach, * clair-
sho, * clare schaw, * cler schew, t.

[Gael, clarseach.] A kind of harp.
" They delight much In musick, but chiefly in narpss

and clairtkoe* of their owne fashion. The strings of
the clairshoes are made of brasse wire."— 3fonipennie
Scot. Chnm.. pp. 6, e.

clairt, *. [Clart.]

clair vo^ ance, s. [Fr.] [Clairvovamt]
A faculty or power claimed to be possessed by
some persons while under the influence nf
mesmerism. By it the clairvoyant claims to
be able to see mentally things concealed from
sight, to see and describe things happening at
a distance, and to discover things hidden.

clair -v6$- ant (mas.), clair - v6$ - ante
(fern.), a. & s. [Fr. clair = clear; voydnt =
seeing

; pr. par. of voir = to see.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to clairvoy-
ance ; claiming to be possessed of second
sight.

B. As sitbst : One who is possessed of, or
claims to possess, the faculty of clairvoyance.

"• Well-stay—let me see.' said Mr. Snell.* Ilk* a
docile clairvojfante. who would really not make a mis
take if she could help it-"—Silas iianutr, ch. TilL

4 Claisch, * clash, s. [Gael, clais, clas = a
pit, a furrow.] A cavity of considerable ex-
tent.

* And fra thyne to the pwtl of Honboy, that k to
say, the yallow pwlle. and swm wp the clatsche, that b
to say, the reyske.haldand elst to the Corstan*."—
Chart. Aberbroth.. P. 84. {MacfarL)

claise, claes, clase, s. [Clothes.]

* claith, * clayth, s. [Cloth.]

'claithe, v. [Clothe.]

claith '-ing, pr. par. A #. [CLOTHnraJ

* claith man, s. [Scotch claith = cloth, and
Eng. man.) A clothier, a woollen-draper.

Claiths, t. [Clothes]

* clai'-ver, v.i. [Claver.]

*clake, s. [A.S. close; O. Icel. Wcrfrl] A
fault, a blot.

" P.if that ye wel yuw loken fra clake and saka."—
Ormulum, 9,317.

[A. S. clcemian ; IceL
O. H. Ger. kleimjan,

• clam (1), v.t. & i.

kleima = to smear;
chleimen = to defile.]

A- Trans. : To smear, defile, or clog with,
any clammy substance.

" He . . . made clay of the spittyng and
cley on his eyen."— Wyclife : Select Works, IL U.
B. Intrans. : To be stickv or clammy; to

stick, to adhere.
" A chining sweat, a damp of Jealousy.
Hangs on my brows, and dams upon my limba*

Drpden; Amphifiym.

fitte, at, fire amldrt. what, fin. lather; we, wet. here, camel, her. there; pine, pit eire, sir. marine; go, p5t
or. wore, wolt work. who. son; mute, cub, eure. unite, our, rule, fuU; try, Syrian, m, m = e ; oy = a. on = kw.
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(2), v.i.kt [Clem.]

A. Intrant. : To starve, to be famished, to

pine away.

B. Trant, ; To Btarve.

•lam (3), v.'. & i. [Fr. clamcr ; Lat clamo —
to cry out, to make a noise.] [Clamour.]

A. Trans. : To cause a loud clang or crash.

B. Intrant. : To give out a loud noise or

crash.

Clam (4), claum, v.i. [Glaom, v.] To grope
w grasp ineffectually.

" I had not—lata long in that ]*>sture. when I felt,

as I thought. * hand claming over the bed -clothes . .
.'

—The Steam-boat, p. 801.

"Clam, pret of v. [Climb.]
" Hit clam vche a cl yfTe euhites fyftene

."

S. Eng. ATM. Poem*; Cleanness, 405.

*clam, *claum, a. [Dan. klam ; Ger. klamm.]

1. Lit. : Clammy, sticky.

2. Fig. : Ensnaring, enslaving.
" In vile and dan* coveitise of men."— Wydiffe :

Select Works, iii. 29.

fiam (1), $. [Dan. Mam; Ger. Wamm.]
I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A sticky or glutinous lump.

t 2. Clamminess.
" The clam of death "—Carlr/le : French Rev., pt L,

bk. ., ch. &

IX Brick-making : A kind of rough brick-
kiln.

(2), s. A a. [An abbreviation of Eng.
elamp (2), the name being given from the
tenacity with which the animals cling to the
rocks.]

A. As substantive

:

1. Carpentry:

(1) A vice, a clamp.

(2) A pair of pincers used by shipbuilders.

2. Nat. Hist. : [Clam-shell],

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the shell described
under the subjoined compound.

clam bake, . A favorite seashore mess
of clams baked in a hole in the ground ; hence
• picnic accompanied with such a repast.

(O.S.)

clam chowder, «. a chowder of clams,
or a picnic at which this is the main dish.

(17. 6. J

clam shell, *.

* 1. A scallop shell, Pecten opercularU.

2. The'English name of the bivalve shells

belonging to the molluscous genus Tridacna,
and specially of Tridacna gigas, which some-
times measures two feet across, and a pair of
valves which weigh upwards of 500 lbs. are
used as a receptacle tor holy water in the
church of St. Sulpice, Paris. The animal
weighs about twenty pounds, and is eatable.
(Woodward.) In America the name is applied
to several species of Unionidse (q.v.).

•lam (3), a [An abbreviation of clamour
(q.v.)]

Bell-ringing ; A loud crash caused by ring-
ing all the bells at ouce.

*olam'-ance (Eng), ola-man-cy (Scotch),

i. [Low Lat. elamantia.] The urgency of any
case ; either

—

(1) As having a powerful plea of neceasitv ;

or

(2) As being so aggravated as to clamour,
call, or cry for vengeance, with tacit refer-
ence to Gen. iv.

• cl tm -ant, a. [Claimant.] Crying or beg
ging earnestly, clamouring.

* elam-a- tion, s. [Lat. clamatio, from clamo
»* to cry out.] The act of crying aloud, a cry.

" Their iterated damations. "—Sir T. Browne.

clam-a-tbr'-es, s. pi. [Lnt. clamatores, pi.

of clahator = a bawler, a noisy declaimer.]

Ornith. : A name sometimes given to a
aub-order of rasorial birds, called also Gal-
linacf.i (q.v.).

* clambe, pret. of v. [Climb.]

clam -ber, * clam er, * clameryn,
* clam mer, v.i. & t. [I eel. klamba — to

clamp, to pinch together; Ger. klammem =
to clamp, to clasp ; Dan. klamre = to grasp,

to grip tirmly. (Skeat.)]

A* Intransitive

:

L Literally

:

1. To climb up any steep or difficult place

with hands and feet.

2. To creep, to grow by clinging.
" And the creeping mosses and clambering weeds.

'

Tennyson : The Dying Swan, &
* LL Fig. : To rise up precipitously.
" As alle the clamberande clyffee bade clatered on

hepes."

—

Sir Gawaine, l.T'Jl.

B. Trans. : To climb or creep over with
difficulty, or with one's hands and feet.

" The kitchen malkln pins
Her richest lockram bout her reechy neck,
Clamb'ring the walls to eye him."

Shakesp. : Coriol,, ii. l.

t clam -ber, 5. [Clamber, v.] The act of

clambering or climbing.

clam bered, clam bred, pa. par. or a.

[Clamber, v.]

dam'-ber-er, s. [Eng. clamber; -er.]

1, Ord. Lang. : One who clamlwrs or climbs.

* 2. Bot. : A book-name for a plant.

(1) Sing. : The Traveller's Joy, Clematis

Vitalha. The same as Climber. (Parkinson. )

(2) PI. : A name for Creepers in general.

(Parkinson.)
" Upright Ctamberer, or Virgin's bower, Is also a

kinde of ""

p. 888.

Cleniatla "—Gerard : HerbaU (ed. W33V

clamb'-I-daB, s. pl. [From Mod. Lat. clambus
(q.v.), and fem. pl. adj. suff. -idm.)

Entom. : A family of Coleoptera, sub-order
Pentainera,

clamb'-US, s. [From Gr. »cAafj./3os (k.lambos) =
mutilated. ]

Entom. : A genus of Coleoptera, the typical

one of the family Clambidse. Four species

are British. (Sharpe.)

*clame, s. [O. Fr. claim, clam.] [Claim.] A
cry.

" I knockt, bat no man aunswred me by name

;

I c&ld, but no man answred to my dame."
Spenser : F. Q„ IV. x. U-

* clame, v.i [Claim.]

1. To cry out, to call, to name.
" Nor all, that else through all the world Is named
To all the heathen gods, might like to this be clamed."

Spenser : F. Q., IV. x. 80.

2. To claim.

* clamed, pa. par. or a. [Claimed.]

clamehewit, claw my hewit, s. [Etym.
unknown.] Jautieson suggests claw my hewit
= claw my head ; but there is no evidence.]

1. A stroke, a drubbing.

2. A misfortune.

* clam ent, a. [Fr. clamant ; Lat damans,
pr. par. "of clamo = to cry out. ]

1. Lit. : Crying aloud.

2. Fig. : Aggravated, calling for vengeance.
"

. . . If we had done nothing amiss—at least, nothing
of th.it hateful nature, and horrid heinousness as ln-

dispenslbly—calls for a clear and continued testimony
against the clament wickedness thereof."—M'Ward:
Contending*, p. 1

* clameryn, v.t. & i. [Clamber.]
" Clameryn, Repto."—Prompt. Pare.

clam- Jam -phrie, clan-jam -trie, s.

[The first element is doubtful; the N.E.D.
suggests that the word is a humorous forma-
tion from clan, the second element being
Sc. dial, jampher = an idler, a (shuffler, a
mocker.]

1. A term used to denote low worthless
people, or those who are viewed in this light

(Scotch.)

'"And what will ye do, If I carena to thraw the
keys, or draw the bolts, or open the grate to sic a
danjamfrie f w\a the old dame scomngly. "—Tales of
My Landlord, i. 178-4.

2. Frequently used to denote the purse-
proud vulgar, who affect airs of state to those
whom they consider as now far below them-
selves in rank, viewing them as mere canaille

;

although not including the idea of moral tur-

pitude. (Scotch.) Tn this sense it conveys
nearly the same idea with Eng. trumpery,
when contemptuously applied to persons.

3. Clamjamfry is used in Teviotdale in the
sense of trumpery ; as, "Did you stop till

the roup was done f " '* A' was sell'd but the
clamjam/Ty."

4. Nonsensical talk. (West of Fife.)

* clammed, pa. par. [Clam (1), v.]

"The sprigs were all daubed with lime, and the
birds clammed and taken."—L'Ettrange.

* clam mer, v.t. & i. [Clambeb.]

t clam -mi ly, adv. [Eng. clammy; -ly.] la
a clammy, sticky manner.

Clam -mi ness, s. [Eng. clammy ; -ness.
]

The quality or state of being clammy or
sticky ; viscosity,stickiness,tenacity. (Moxon.)

clam ming (1), a. & s. [Clam (1), *.]

A. As adj. : Clammy, sticky, adhesive,
clogging.

B. As subst. : The act of sticking to, or of
rendering clammy or sticky.

clam -ming (2), s. [Clam (3), v.]

Bell-ringing : The act of ringing a peal of
bells all at once.

" Clamming is when each concord strikes together,
which being done true, the eight will strike out a*
four bells, and make a melodious harmony."—School
qf Recreation, 168*.

clam' - ming (3), a. [An abbreviation of
clamping (?). J Designed for clamping (?).

clammlng-machine, s. A machine in
which an engraved and hardened die or en-

taglio is made to rotate in contact with a soft

steel " mill " so as to deliver upon the former
a cameo impression.

[Eng. clam; -ish.] Rather* clam mish, a.

clammy or sticky.

*Clam'-m*Brti-ness,s. [Eng. dammish; -ness.)

The quality or state of being clammish ; clan.-

miness.

Clam -my, a. [A.S. clam = clay, a plaster ; -y.)

1. Sticky, viscous, tenacious, adhesive.

"Bodies clammy and cleaving, have an appetite, rX

once, to follow another body, and to hold to thtui-
•elves."—Bacon.

2. Said of the perspiration or of a vapour

:

Thick and heavy.
" Cold sweat. In clammy drops his limbs o'enpread.*

Dryden,

clam or, s. [O. Fr. clamur, clamor, from
Lat. clamor = a crying out ; clamo = to cry

out.]

L Literally:

L An outcry ; a loud and continuous shout-

ing or calling out.
" Revoke thy doom.

Or whilst I can vent clamour from my throat,

111 t«U thee, thou dost eviL"
Shakesp. : Lear, i. 1.

2. Any loud and continuous noise, a noise,

an uproar.

"Here the loud Arno's bolstrons damourt cease."
Addison.

LL Figuratively:

I. A continued and loud expression of

dissatisfaction or discontent ; a popular

outcry.
" The consequence was, as might have been eipectea.

a violent clamour . . ."— Macaulav : Bist. Sng.,

Ii. rxiii.

• 2. A report, talk.

"Thus the coman ctamour la"

—

Qover, L tL.

dam or, v.t. & i. (Clamor, t]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

t L To utter loudly and earnestly.
" Clamoured their piteous prayer incessantly, .

.

' Give us. Lord, this day our daily breadV
Longfellow: Tate* of a Wayside Inn ; The Poet's

Tale (The Merry Birds of KUlingieorth).

• 2. To address or salute with loud cries m
noise.

• 3. To stun with any loud noise.

" Let tbem not come in multitudes, or In a tribunl
tlous manner : for that is to clamour counsels, not to
inform them. —Bacon : Essays.

II. Bell-ringing : To pull all the bells of a
peal at once, so as to cause a general clang oi

crash. Also called firing. [Clam.]
"When bells are at the height, in order to ceaas

them, the repetition of the strokes becomes much
quicker than before ; this is called damouring them."—Bp. Warburton.

B. Intransitive;

L Literally:

boll, boy; pout, 1oM; oat, 9011, chorus, 9*11*1, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -L

-clan, -tlan m shan* -tion, -sion — shun ; -$ion, -slon = zhun. -tioua, -sions, -cioua m shus. bio, -die, Ac.—bel, d#L
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1. To cry out loudly and earnestly, to beg,
to pray for.

"And being lost perhapt, and vand'ring vide.
Might be supposed to clamour for a guide."

Cowpsr : Needless Alarm.

2. To be noisy or clamorous.
"The crowd which filled the court laughed and

atamottrtd."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., oh. xt
IX Fig. : To seek or beg for importunately.
" It waa painful to hear member after member talk-

ing wild nonsense about his own losses, and clamour-
ing for an estate, . .

."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xlL

clamor-or,*. [Eng. clamour ;-er.] One who
clamours. {Archbishop Hart.)

Clam or-Ing, pr. par. , a. , & s. [Clamor, «.
]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. ; The act of calling or crying
out ; a clamor.

clam or-Ist, s. [Eng. clamour; ist] A
clamourer.

clam'-or-ous, o. [Low Lat. clamorosvs;
O. Pr. clamoreux, from Lat. clamor = a calling
out ; damo ss to call or cry out.]

I. Literally

:

1. Calling or crying out loudly ; vocifer-
ating, noisy.

" Untaught to fear or fly, he hears the sounds
Of shouting hunters and of clamorout hounds."

Pope : Homer ; Iliad xxi. MO*

2. Causing or accompanied by a noise.
" He kissed her lips

With such a clamorous smack, that at the parting
All the church echoed."

Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew, ill. 4.

IX Fig. : Demanding or claiming anything
earnestly and noisily.

"The law grown clamorous, though silent long,
Arraigns him—charges him with every wrong."

Cowpsr: Truth. Ml

clam'-or-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. clamorous; -ly.]
In a clamorous or noisy manner; loudly
noisily. (Browne.)

' clam or-ous-ness, a [Eng. clamorou*'
-ness.) The state or quality of being clamor
ous or noisy ; loud talking or clamour.

Clamp (1), s. [Dut. klamp; Ger. klampe ; Sw.
klamp — a clamp, a cleat ; Dut. klampa ; Dan.
klampe = to damp, to fasten tightly ; Icel.
klbmbr = a vice ; Dan. klemme ; Sw. klamma ;

Ger. klemmen = to pinch, to squeeze.]

1. Carp. : A piece of wood joined to another
as an addition of strength.

2. Brick-making : A quantity of bricks laid
up for burning, a space being left between
each brick for the fire to ascend.

"To burn a clamp of brick of sixteen thousand, they
allow seven ton of coaia."—Mortimer : Husbandry.
3. Mining: A pile of ore laid for roasting.

4. Joinery

:

(1) A frame with two tightening screws to
hold two portions of an article temporarily
together.

(2) A back batten indented or attached
crosswise to unite several boards and keep
them from warping. It is called also a key.

5. Ship-building : The internal planking of
a ship under the shelf on which the deck-beams
rest. In ships of war, the clamp is the plank-
ing above the ports, while that below them is
called the spirketing. (Knight.)

6. Ordnance : One of the hinged plates over
the trunnions of a gun, usually called cap-
squares. (Knight.)

7. Mach. : One of a pair of movable cheeks
of lead or copper, covering the jaws of a vice
so as to enable it to grasp anything without
bruising it.

8. Saddlery : [Skwinq-clamp, Stitching-
clamp.]

Clamp-irons, s. pi. Irons fastened at the
ends of fires to prevent the fuel from falling.

clamp-kiln, s. A kiln built of sods for
burning lime.

clamp-nails, s. pi Large-headed stout
nails used to fasten the clamps in ships.

clamp-screw, *. A joiner's implement,
on the bench or to be attached to the work,
for holding work to a table, or two pieces to-
gether. (Knight.)

clamp-shoes, s. pi. Heavy shoes worn
by labourers for rough work. (Nuttall.)

clamp (2), s. [Clump.] a heavy footstep or

fate

M Wi' wftefV tacketa P the soala
0' brogga, wbilk on my body tramp.
And wound tike death at ilka clamp t"

Pergusson ; Poems, ii. 4S-9.

Clamp (1), v.t. [Clamp, $.]

I. Literally :

1. To unite, fasten, or join together by
means of a clamp.

2. To strengthen a piece of board by fixing
a piece to the ends across the grain.

3. To patch, to make or mend in a clumsy
manner. (Scotch.)

*II. Fig. : Industriously to patch up accusa-
tions.

% To clamp up : The same aa Clamper, v.
(q.v.).

* clamp (2), v.i. [Clump.] To make a heavy
tramping noise.

Clamped, pa. pan-, or a. [Clamp (l), v.]

clamp cr, s. [Eng. clamp; -er.J

L Literally

:

1. A clamp.

2. An iron instrument with points or prongs
fixed to the boots to enable a person to walk
on ice. It is sometimes called an ice-creeper.

3. A piece, properly of some metallic sub-
stance, with which a vessel is mended ; also,
that which is thus patched up. (Scotch.)

* IX Figuratively :

1. Used as to arguments formerly answered.
" They bring to Christ's grave, or such a meeting as

this, a number of old dampen, pat [patched!] and
clouted arguments, . . ."—Bruce : Lectures. *&, pp. 27-a

2. A patched up handle for crimination.
*' Nowe he supposed he had done w** his adTersaryes

for ever: bat his adTersaryes were restless, and su
found out a newe clamper uppon this occasion. "—Mem.
of Dr. Bpottiswood, p. 61.

* clamp
'
cr, * clamp-ar, v. i. [Clamper, *.]

1. Lit. : To patch, to make or mend in a
clumsy manner ; to put together clumsily.
(Ascham.) [Clamp pp.]

2. Fig. .* To patch up false accusations.
"S* James Areskin rIIbo perceavinge he prevailed

nothings by clamperinge with the bisnopp of Clogher.
he desyred to be reconciled to the bishopn"

—

Mem. if
Dr. Spottiswood, p. 71.

* clamp -er-ing, * clamp'-ring, pr. par. &,

s. [Clamper, v.)

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As subst. : Recrimination, abuse.
".

. . their own divisions, of which his damprrng
had been a principal nurs."—SUi>wy ; Arcadia, bk. v.

clamp irig, pr. par., a,, & s. [Clamp (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of fasten-
ing or uniting by means of a clamp.

clam'-po-nier, s. [Fr. clamponnier. ] A long
loose-jointed horse. (Nuttall.)

Clams, s. [Clam.]

1. A kind of pincers or forceps used to pull
up weeds, &c.

2. A sort of Btrong pincers used by ship-
wrights for drawing large nails.

3. Pincers of iron used for castrating horses,
bulls, &c.

i. A kind of vice, generally made of wood,
used by artificers of different classes for
holding anything fast.

5. The instrument, resembling a forceps,
employed in weighing gold.

" The brightest gold that e'er I saw
Was grippit in the cktms."

Sktrrcfs „ poems, p. 860.

clamyhewit, clamiheuit, ». [Cxame-
HEWTT.]

"Thinks I. an -

1 aou'd be sae gnib as middle wi* the
thing that did nae brak my taes, some o' the chiels
might lat a caught at me, au'gl' me a clamiheuit to
snlb me free comin that gate ageu."—Journal from
London, p 8.

clin, dach-in (ch guttural), • clah-
ynnhe, s. [Gael. clann=offspring, descend-
ants

; Ir. eland, clann — children, a clan.]

1. A tribe or number of families, bearing
the same surname, claiming to be descended
from the same ancestor, and united under a
chieftain representing that ancestor. The
clan system is essentially the same as that
existing among the Arabs, the Tartars, and
tribes similarly situated. The clan system
was said to have sprung up In Scotland about

1008, while Malcolm II. was reigning, but It

may have been of greater antiquity. In the Act
20 Geo. II. c. 43, passed in 1747, the legal
authority of the chiefs over their followers
was abolished as a punishment for the part
which the former had taken in the insurrec-
tion which ended in 1745 at Culloden. Whilst
the clans flourished they were divided into
two, the clans of the borders and those of the
highlands.

* 2. Any number of p< rsons united in a
common cause.

" They around the flag
Of each his faction, in their several clan*,
8w«rm populous, unnumbered."

J/Uton: P. L.,11 »L
* 3. A body or sect of persons, a clique

(used in contempt).
" Each bumpkin of the clan.
Instead of paying what he owes.
Will cheathim if he can."

Cowper ; The Yearly Distress.

telan, v.t, [Clan, a] To join or band to-
gether for a common purpose, (Marvel : Re-
hearsal Transprosed.)

" clan -cu-lar, a. [Lat. clancularius.'] Clan-
destine, secret, obscure.

"Let us withdraw all supplies from our lusts, and
not by any secret reserved affection give tbem clan-
cutar aids to maintain their rebellion." — Decay of

* Clan -CU-lar-ly, adv. [Eng. clancular; -ly.)

In a clandestine or secret manner.
"Judgements should not be administered clanc«-

larly, in dark corner*. . . ."—Damns; Ssrm.. H. xi.

clan des-ti -na, s. [Lat., fern, of clandestine= secret, hidden.]

1. Bot. : A genus of plants, order Oroban-
chacete.

2. Chem. : A crystalline substance extracted
by ether from the flowers of Clandestina recti-
Jlora, a plant growing in the lower Pyrenees.
It is insoluble in water and dilute acids, but
is soluble in alcohol and iu ether.

clan-des -tine, a. [Pr. clandestin; Lat.
cktndestinus = clandestine, secret; which
Skeat suggests is for clam-dies-tinus = hidden
from daylight: clam = secretly.] Secret,
hidden, private, underhand

; kept back from
public view or knowledge for a bad purpose.

f Crabb thus distinguishes between clandes-
tine and secret : "Clandestine expresses more
than secret. To do a thing clandestinely is to
elude observation ; to do a thing secretly is to
do it without the knowledge of any one : what
is clandestine is unallowed, which is not neces-
sarily the case with what is secret. With the
clandestine must be a mixture of art; with
secrecy, caution and management are requisite

:

a clandestine marriage is effected by a studied
plan to escape notice

; a secret marriage is con-
ducted by the forbearance of all communica-
tion." (GYaftft; Eng. Sgnon.)

clan ties tine ly, adv. [Eng. clandestine;
-ly.) In a clandestine manner, secretly, pri-
vately, not openly.

clan des tine-ness, s. [Eng. clandestine;
-ness.] The quality of being clandestine;
secrecy, privacy, concealment.

" clan des tin i ty, s. [Lat. clandestine
= clandestine. ] Clandestineness, secrecy,
concealment.

" Clandestinity and disparity do not void a marriage,
but only make the proof more difficult."—Bp. Stitling-
fisst : Miscett. Speech in 1«S2, p. 67.

clang, v.t, & i. [Lat. clango = to make a loud
noise

; Or. Khayvrj (klangf) = a clang or loud
noise ; a-Ao^w (klazo) = to clash, to clang, to
make a loud noise.]

A. Trans. : To strike together so as to cause
a clang or sharp ringing sound.

" The fierce Caretes . . . trod tumultuous
Their mystic dance, and clanged their sounding arms,*

Prior; First Hymn qf L'uUimachus.

B. Intrans, : To emit a sharp ringing sound.

Clang, s. [Clang, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A sharp, clear ringing noise,
as of two pieces of metal struck sharply
together.

" The vale with loud applauses rang.
The Ladies' Rock sent back the dang."

Scott; The Lady of the Lots. v. M.
2. Music:

(1) Timbre, quality of tone.

(2) The peculiar singing noise or din pro*
duced by the clash of metals or the blast

of loud wind instruments. (Stainer d> Barrett.)

fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; w#, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p6\
•r, wore, wolf, work, who\ son; mute, cub. euro, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian. 99, 05 = 6; er=»- «u = «tw.
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Clang, prct. of v. [Cling.]

clang -Lng, pr. par., a., k s. [Clano, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. at 'particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C, As subst. .* A sharp ringingnoise, a clang.

"And sitting muffled in dark leaves, you hear
Tbe wiady dunging of the minster clock."

Tennyson: The Gardener't Daughter.

clang -or, s. [Pr. clangeur; Lat clangor -
a noise.] A sharp ringing sound, a clang.

" As the lengthened clangourt die,
Slowly opes the iron door !

"

Scott: Frederick and Alice.

t clang'-or, v.i. [Clangor, s.] To clang.

"At Paris all steeples are clangouring."—Carlyle:
French Rev., pt. Iii., bk. i, ch. 4.

f clang -or-ous, a. [Low Lat. clangorosns,
from clangor m a noise.] Causing a sharp
ringing noise, clanging.

*' The riangorout hammer is the tongue.
This way, that way, beaten and swung."

Longfellow : The Golden Legend, IL

t Clang'-or-OUS-ly, adv. [Eng. clangorous;
-ly.} In a clangorous or clanging manner.

• Clang -ous, a. [Fr. clangevx.] Causing a
clang, clangorous.

'* We do not observe the cranes, and birds of long
necks, have any musical, but harsh and clang >i&
throats."

—

Brown.

Clang'-u-la, s. [A dimin. subst. from Lat.
clango = to clang, to resound.]

Ornith. : A genus of natatorial birds, family
Anatidee. It contains the Golden-eyes. The
most typical one of these, the Common
Golden-eye, or Garrot, Is called by Yarrell
Fuligvla clangula. It is found in Britain. C.
albeola is the Spirit Duck of the fur regions of
North America.

clan-jam -fray, *, [Clamjamphrie.] A
disreputable family, race, or tribe. (Scotch.)

"We maun be off Like whittreta before the whole
clan 'arnfray be doun upon us—the rest o' them will no
be far off."—Scott : dug Mannering, ch. xxiii.

clank, s. [Dut. klank = a ringing sound.]

1. A sharp ringing sound, as of two pieces
of metal struck together.

2. A sharp blow that causes a noise.

"Some ramm'd their noddles wi' a clank.'
Ramtay : Poems, i. 180.

3. A catch, a hasty hold taken of any
object.

Clank, v.t. & i. [Clano, v.]

A. Transitive:

1. To strike together so as to cause a clank
or sharp ringing noise.

"... officers and their staffs In fall uniform,
clanking their spurs . .

."— VV. H. Russell ; Crimean
War, cb. vi.

* 3. To give a sharp stroke,
" He clanked Piercy ower the head

A deep wound and a sair."
Minstrelsy, Border, iii. 20, ft p. n.

* 3. To throw so as to cause a loud noise.
" Loosing a little Hebrew bible from his belt and

Hanking it down on the board . . . "—Meteill : MS.,
|>. 87.

* 4. Rejiexhvely : To seat oneself hastily, and
rather noisily.

" Lat's dank ovnel' ayont tbe fire."

Tarrat ; Poem*, p. 130.

B. Intransitive

;

1. To give out a sharp or clanking noise ; to
sound with a clank.

*2. To sit down in a hurried and noisy
way.

" And forthwith then they a' down clank."
The Har'tt Rig, st 15.

T To clank down

:

(1) Trans. : To throw down with a shrill
sharp noise. (Scotch.) (Melvill.)

(2) Intrans : To sit down in a hurried and
noisy way.

Olank'-irig, pr. par., a., & «. [Clank, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of causing a clank ; a
clank.

t clank less, a. [Eng. clank; -less.] With-
out a clank ; not causing a clanking noise.

" Lo, the spell now works around thee.
And the danklett chain hath bound thee."

Byron i Manfred, 1. 1.

* clan liche, * clan -ly, * clan lyche, a.

Cleanlv.]
'A cofer closed of tres, clanlych planed. *

JC. Eng. AUit. Poems; Cleanness, tlO.

clan'ned, clan-nit, a. [Clan; -«?.] Of or
belonging to a clan or tribe.

"... be ony captane of clan or be ony vther clannit
man . .

."—Aett Jo. Yl. t ]587 (ed. 1814], p. 464.

•clan-nes, $. [Cleanness.!

clan-nish, a. [Eng. clan; -ish.] United
closely together as the members of a clan ; of
or pertaining to a clan ; according to the
system or principles of clanship.

"The internal organization of Merv Is essentially
clannish."—Daily Jfewt, Aug. 26, 1831.

clan'-nish-ly, adv. [Eng. clannish; -ly.] In
a clannish manner ; after the manner of a clan.

cltin'-nish ness, s. [Eng. clannish ; -ness.]

The quality of being clannish, or united closely
together ; a disposition to unite as members
of a clan.

* Clause, v.t. [Cleanse.]

clan -ship, s. [Eng. clan ; -ship. ] The system
or state of clans ; the state of being united
together as a clan. (Pennant.)

clans/ man, s. [Eng. clan, and man.] One of

a clan or family. (Edin. Rev.)

clap (1),
*clappe, 'clappyn, v.t. & i [Icel.

klappa — to pat, to clap the hands ; Sw.
klappa; Ger. & Dut. klappen ; Dan. klappe;
O. H. Ger. chlafon; M. H. Ger. klafen = to
clap, to strike together.]

A. Transitive

:

L Literally ;

1. To strike, to hit.

" Who thrust him in the hollows of his arm.
And clapt him on the hands and on the cheeks
Like one that loved him."

Tennyson : Dor*.

%, To strike quickly and sharply together,

so as to cause a sharp noise.

"And shining soars, and clapt her wings above."
Pop* : Homer t IHad\bk. ii., 1. 123.

3. To strike the hands together.

(1) In applause, expressive of admiration,
pleasure, or approval.

"O clap your hands, all ye people . .
."—Psalm

xlvilL
* (2) In contempt, derision, or disgust.

"AH that pass by dap their hands at thee . .
.*

—

Lam. ii. 15.

* (3) In confirmation of a bargain. [Clap
up.]

"To clap hands and a bargain.''
Shakesp. : Henry f., ?. t

4. To push or shut with violence.

*(1) Absolutely:

"The angry muse thus sings thee forth.
And clapt the gate behind thee."

Cowper : On a Mischievous BnU.

(2) With the adverb to

:

" Hostess, clap to the doors.

"

Shaketp. : 1 Henry IT., IL 4.

5. To apply one thing to another hastily or
violently, bnt without any noise necessarily

resulting from the collision.

" If you leave some space empty for the air, then clap
, mr hand upon the mouth of the
On the Creation.
your hand upon the mouth of the vessel, . . ."—Ray :

Tennyeon; Tlte Epic

6. To place or put hastily or with force.

" Francis, laughing, elapt his hand
On Everard's shoulder, with '1 hold byhim."

7. To place, to fix, to add.
" Razor-makers generally clap a small bar of Venice

steel between two small bars of Flemish steeL"—
Moxon : Mechtmieal Eacerciset.

8. To press down. (Scotch.)

II. Figuratively

:

L To applaud.
"This hand hath made him proud with clapping him.

"

Shaketp. ; Rich. II., v. 6.

2. To add, to apply.

"By having their minds yet in theirperfect freedom
and indifferent: y, they pnrsue truth the better, having
no bias yet clapped on to mislead them."

—

Locke.

* 3. To utter hastily.

"All that thou herest thou shalt telle
And clappe it out as doth a belle."

Qower : C. A., & 281

B. Intransitive

:

L Literally

:

* 1. To make a loud noise.
" I clappe, X make noyse, as the clapper of a raylL "

—

Paltgrame.

* 2. To knock loudly.

"This sompnoar clapped at tbe widowes gate."
Chaucer : O. T.. 7,1«8.

3. Toapplandbystriklngthehandstogether.
* I. To hit.

"A' would have clapped V the clout at twelve score."
Shaketp. : 1 Benry I V„ iii. S.

t 5. To move quickly, to close with a noisa
or bang.

" Every door flew open
T admit my entrance, and then clapt behind me.
To bar my going back." Dryden.

6. To lie flat or close.
" A sheep was obserred—to be affected with braxv.

—The wool was not clapped, but the eye was languid.'
—Prize Bstayt, Ilighl. Soc. Scot., ilL 4J0.

7. To couch, to lie down
; generally applied

to a hare in regard to its form or seat, and
conveying the idea of the purpose of conceal-
ment.

8. To stop, to halt.

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. To chatter, to talk idly and inces-
santly.

" Jangelyng Is whan a man spekith to moche befora
folk and clappith as a xuille."

—

Chaucer: Parson's
Tale.

2. To move briskly or nimbly ; to enter
upon a thing with alacrity or briskness.

"Come, a song.
Shall we clap into 't roundly, without saying we an

hoarse." Shaketp. : At Tou Like It, v. &
•{[ To clap hands ;

1. Lit. : [Clap (1), v., A. I. 8.]

* 2. Fig. : To applaud in any way.

To clap the head : To commend ; rather ai
implying the idea of flattery. (Scotch.)

To clap hold of: To seize hastily and vio-
lently.

To clap on : To place on or add hastily.

"Clap on more sails."—Shaketp. : Merry Wivee, it 1
To clap to

:

1. Lit. : [Clap (1), v., A. I. 4.]

* 2. Fig. : To enter upon or approach any-
thing with alacrity and briskness. [Clap (1),

«., B. II. 2.]

* To clap up

:

L Transitive I

1. To confirm a bargain ; to complete a
treaty or agreement hastily.

"There is no way bnt to clap up a marriage in
hugger-mugger."—Ford; 'Tit Pity, iii. L

2. To shut up or imprison hastily.

IL Intrans. : To enter into an agreement or
arrangement . (Ford .)

clap (2), v.t. [Clap (2), #.] To infect with
a venereal disease.

dap (IX *clappe, *klap, *. [O. Ice.', kktpp;
O. H. Ger. klaph ; M. H. Ger. klapf; Sw. &
Dan. klap.] [Clap, v.]

A* Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

1. A blow, a stroke.
" He fel down at that clap."

Hartihome: Metrical Tales, p. 822.

IT Hence the phrases, ai a clap, at one clap,
in a clap = in an instant, at once.

" Lear. What, fifty of my followers at a clap.
Within a fortnight"

Shaketp. ; King Lear, L 4.

2. A sudden and loud noise, a crash, a bang.
" Clappe or grete dyune ; ttrepttm, clangor." —

Prompt. Parv.

3. A crash or sudden explosion of thunder.

4. Applause shown by the striking of the
hands sharply together.

5. Anything which gives out a sharp noise.
[B. 1.1

II. Figuratively:

* 1. A sudden misfortune or calamity.
" Many grete niishappes, many hard trauaile,
Haf coinen vs hard clappes. whan tliei gan vs assalle."

Robert de Brunne, p. 175.

* 2. Any sudden act or motion.
"Joyne us to mourn with wsilfull plaints the deadly

wound,
Which fatall clap hath made."

Brytkett : Mourning Mute of Thettylis.

3. Chatter, gossip, idle and incessant talk.

"Styut thl clappe."
Chaucer : C. F., 0,146.

B. Technically

:

* 1. Machinery

:

(1) The clapper of a mill.

"Clappe or clakke of a my He. Tarantara, batUlm"
—Prompt. Pare.

" The heapet happers ebbing still.

Aud still the chip plays clatter.

'

Burnt: Address to the Unco Guid.
* (2) A flat instrument of iron resembling

a box with a tongue and handle used foe

making proclamation through a town in-

stead of a drum or handbell. (Jamieson.)

(0. Scotch.)

•J Clap and hopper ; The symbols of investi-

ture in the property of a mill. [Scotch.)

boil, bo^; pout, joM; cat, cell, chorus,
-cian, -tian — shan. tion, -sion - shun

chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. Ing.

-tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous= situs. - ble. -die, &c. m bel, deL
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l
b»rin« o«'y the symbol of the

tradition of earth and atone, whereas a mill is divine-
turn tenementum, and requires delivery of tlie cfun
•nd happer."—PbuntainAall, L 432.

Cfap 0/ (A« Aa«, cfep o/ the throat : Vulgar
designations for the uvula.

" If a person be thrown dead into the water, when
the clap of hit throat is shut, the water cannot enter."—Trial of PhUip Standifald ( 1688).

2. Falconry : The nether part of the beak of
a hawk.

3. Farriery: A disease in horses, affecting
the sinews of the leg.

* dap-bait, s. A kind of worm used as
bait by anglers.

clap-board, clapboard, ,

1. A piece of board, of which one edge is
thicker than the other, used for covtring the
outsides of houses.

2. A stave for a cask

.

"Clapboard is a board cot In order to make casks
or vessels ; which shall contain three feet and two
Inches at least in length ; and for every six ton of beer
exported, the same cask, or as good, or two hundred of
clapboard*, is to be imported. Y—Jacob ; Law Diet.

clap board, clapboard, v.t. [Clap-
board, *.] To line externally with clap-boards.

clapboard-gage, s.

Carp. : A device used in putting on the
weather-boarding of a house so as to leave a
uniform width of face to the weather. The
gage takes its set from the lower edge of the
board last nailed on, and has a stop for the
lower edge of the board next above. (Knight.)

* dap-bread, • clapbread, * clapat -

oread, s. Oatmeal cake clapped or beaten
thin and hard.

" The great rack of clapbread hung overhead."— Mr*.
Oatkdl : Sylvia t Lover*, ch. iv. {Davit*.)

* Clap-cake, s. The same as Clap-bread
(q.v.).

clap-dish, a.

1. Lit : A wooden bowl or dish formerly
carried by beggars in general, and originally
by lepers ; a clack-dish (q.v.).

2. Fig. : A woman's mouth. (Greene.)

IT To clap a dish at the wrong door : To apply
In the wrong quarter.

'He clapi hit dish at the wrong man's door." Ray.

clap-gate, s. A small swing-gate.

clap-man, $. A public crier.

clap-net, clapnet, 5. A kind of net for
catching birds, constructed so as to clap or
fold together quickly and closely.

* clap shoulder, s. A bailiff. (Taylor.)

dap -sill, *.

Hydr. Engin. : Thesill or bottom partof the
frame on which lock-gates shut ; a mitre-sill

;

a lock-sill.

* clap stick, 5. (See extract.)
"He was not disturbed by the watchmen's rappers or

dap-it ickt. —Southey: Doctor, ch, L {Dariet.f

clap-trap, s. A a.

X. As substantive

:

*1. Lit: A device used for applause or
clapping in theatres.

2. Fig. : Sham or deceitful language used
to catch and please the ear, and gain ap-
plause ; humbug.

"He indulged them with an endless succession of
claptraps. -Brougham: tlitt. Sketch**. {Sheridan.)

JX As adjective

:

1. Sham, false, deceptive, unreal

2. Courting popularity by the use of clap-
trap.

"But then yon are free from the temptation toattempt the unworthy arts of the dap-trap mob-
orator. —Recreation* of a Country Parson, ch. L

clap (2), s. [0. Fr. clapoir.] A venereal
disease.

dap-doctor, .*. One who professes to
cure venereal diseases ; a quack.

" He was the first dap-doctor that I meet with to
!
lU

$
or7vJu 'd ! ?"»t*r »>an tn his age than our cele-

brated Dr. Wall."— Tatler. No, MO.

Clap-er, s. [Clapper.]

* clappe, v.t. & i. [Clap, t».]

*clappe, 5. [Clap,*.]
"CTappe or elakke of a mylie. Tarantara battihu."

—Prompt Part.

clapped, pret of v., pa. par., or a. [Clap, v.]

dap -per (1), * claper (1), * olapyr,
• cleper, ». [Eng. clap; -er.]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally :

1 1. One who claps or applauds by clapping.

*2. A clap-dish or clack-dish.
" Coppe and claper he bare
As he a meeel ware."

Trittrem, tli. SO.
* 3. The knocker of a door.

1. A clack or apparatus to frighten birds.
"' A dapper clapping in a garth.

To scare the biros from trait."

Tennyson : Princess, iL 369.
* IX Fig. : A woman's tongue.

B. Technically:

1. Millwork: The clack which strikes the
mill-hopper.

" The tonires . . . thet byeth aae the clever of the
melle, thet he may him naght hyealde stille."—Ayen-
bite, p. 68.

2. Hor. : The tongue of a bell.
" Clapyr of a belL Batillus."—Prompt. Par*.

" The belle . . . whiche hath no clapper for to chime.

"

Qovrer: C.A..IL IS.

3. Mach. : A clack-valve.

4. Brick-making : A piece of board to pat
bricks to correct any warping when partially
dried in removing from the floor to the hack.
(Knight.)

* 5- Eccles. : A wooden rattle used to sum-
mon to prayers on the three last days of Holy
Week, at which time it was customary for the
church bells to remain silent.

* dapper - dudgeon, t. a beggar.
(Brome. )

* clap per (2), * claper (2), $. [O. Ft.
clapier= a heap of stones ; Low Lat. claperius,
claperium.} A rabbit warren.

" Connies there were also playenge.
That comyn out of her dapert?'

Romaunt of the Rote. 1404.

* Clap-per-claw, v.t. [Eng. clapper, a fre-
quent, form from clap and claw.]

1. To scratch, to fight.

"He will dapper-date thee tightly, bully.* —
Shaketp. : Merry Wieet, iL 3.

" And scratch ana clapper-daw and fight"—Smart
.V't'l'im and the Magpie.

2. To abuse, to scold, to revile.
" Now they are dapperdawing one another ; I'll go

look on."—Shaketp. : Troilut and Cretdda, v. 4,

clap -ping, clap pyhg, *clap'-p$rnge.
pr. par., a., k s. [Clap (1), v.]

A. A B. As pr. par. d partidp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C, As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The act of striking quickly and
sharply, so as to produce a sharp sudden
noise.

'* Clappynge. or clynkynge of a belle. TintiUacio."—
Prompt. Par*.

* 2. Fig. : Chatter, jangling, empty and
incessant talk.

" People . . . ay fol of clappyng."
Chaucer : O. T., 8,87*.

* clap -pit, a. [Clap (1), v.] Flabby.

* elapsehall, $. [Apparently corrupted from
Dan. knapskall = a head-piece (q.v.1.1 A
head-piece of a helmet.

,t ««£".*
ctaptchaU * bonat tuarot'_A berd. Reg.

11538 J, L 16.

* elapse, v.t [Clasp.]

'elapsed, clapsud, 7x1. par or a. [Clasped.]
*' His bolus clapsud faire and fetously."

Chaucer: C. T., J76.

Clapt, pa. par. or a. [Clap (1), v.]

"The corps is dapt in cloddes of dale."—Kendall
Xpigrammet (1677fc {BaUiteeU.)

claque (que as k), s. [Ft. claque = a smack
with the hand ... a body of persons hired
to applaud.]

1. A body of hired applause-makers, openly
employed in France and sometimes secretly
resorted to in England.

" The claoue in France is divided into several ranks :
rteurt, pleureurt, cha'ouillenrt, bisseurt, and so forth
These officers distributed in several parts of the_!—™ „..._„.„ UUV.. UUKU iu oevcrm parts oi me
theatre, laugh, weep, gossip with their neighbours,
cry encore *&, under the direction of a fugle-man
whose business it is to study the work produced and
f!-*r fnntu fit nn with »W- ...ti n* i^. '

"""--*— «—««-*•. w »muj Lite wora proaucea, and
after consuIUtion with the author, the performers,
and the stage-manager, to direct and regulate the re-
ception of certain portions cf the entertainment "-
Stainer * Barrett.

2. The system of hired applaudera.

claque bo Is, s. A number of smal'
wooden bars graduated iu size so as to sound
as a kind of harmonicon when they are struck
by a hammer. (Rossiter.)

cla-quer (quer as Iter), ». [Fr. claqueur
;

A person hired to applaud.

clar a bel -la, *. [Ital.] An organ atsi|.-

-•(.nsisting of open wood pipes, invented b>
Bishop. It is of a soft and sweet quality ot

tone. (Stainer d Barrett)

' clarche, s. & a. [Etym. and meaning doubt
fuL]

* clarche-pipe, s. Some kind of musicaJ
instrument.

" Viols and Virginals were heir,—
The Seistar and the Suniphion,
With Clarche Pipe and Clarion."

IVatton: Coll, U.C
* clare, a. & adv. [Clear.]

" Hay be reducit. and atterit dare agane

;

Ane mysbeleue thou fosteris al in vane.
Doug. : Virgil. t*U 4

clare obscure, c, [Chiaroscuro.]
" As masters in the clare-obtcure
With various light your eyes allure,
A flaming yellow here they spread.
Draw offin blue, or charge iu red

;

Yet from these colours, oddly mii'd.
Your sight upon the whole is ttx'd."

Prior: Alma, U.S.

clar e con stat, phr. [Lat = it is evident
or established.]

Scotch Law : A deed executed by a subject
superior for the purpose of completing the
title of his vassal's heir to the lands held by
the deceased vassal. (Ogilvie.)

clare meth en, clar-math-an, s. [Scotch,
&c, clare = clear, and tiieith = a mark.] A
term used in the Scotch law. According to
the law of claremethen, any person who claims
stolen cattle or goods is required to appear at
certain places particularly appointed for this
purpose, and prove his right to the same.

clar ence, s. [Probably from some Duke of
Clarence, that title having been occasionally
borne by members of the British Royal family
from the fourteenth century onwards. Clar-
ence is = Lat. Clarensis, adj. from the original
Eng. title Earl of Clare.}

Vehicles: A four-wheeled carriage with a
single seat inside and a driver's seat.

clar en cctix, clar en ci eux (x silent),

s. [Named after the Duke of Clarence, whose
herald was appointed to this office by his
brother, Henry V.]

Her. : The title of the second king-at-arms,
ranking next to Garter king-at-arms. Hit.

duties comprise the arrangement and marshal!
ing of the funerals of all baronets, knights,
and esquires south of the river Trent He wa>
formerly called Surrey (southern king) as op
posed to Norroy, the northern king-at-arms.

"All the fantastic pomp of heraldry was there.
Clarencieux and Norroy, Portcullis and Rouge Dragon.
the trumpets, the banners, the grotesque coats em-
broidered with lions and lilies. —Macaulay: Mitt.
Eng., ch. x.

"dar-en-ere, «. [Clarionkr.]

Clare, s. [For etym. see def.]

Church History

:

L Sing. : A nun belonging to the order
of St. Clare [2].

2. PI. : A sisterhood founded by St Clan
and St. Francis d'Assissi in Italy about
1212. Pope Urban, in the same century,
modified their original title, on which account
they were sometimes called Urbanists. They
were sometimes called Poor Clares. Blanch,
queen of Navarre, wife of the Earl of Lan-
caster, brought them to England about 1293.

After this they acquired the additional name
of Minoresses, as the house without Aldgato
in which they were settled that ofthe Minoritt.

clare schaw, cler schew, s. [Clairshob.]

clar -et, *. 4 a. [Fr. clairet, from dair ; Lat.
clarus = clear; Ital. claretto.)

A. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : A name originally given to wines of
a light-red color, but now ordinarily applied
to the red wines imported from France, chicfiy

from Bordeaux. These wines vary in compo-
sition according to the locality, season, and
age, but the produce of each vineyard usually
retains its own peculiar characteristics. The
most esteemed are those produced at the vine-

&te, at, fere, amidst, whit, fell, father; we. wSt. here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, .ire, sir. marine; go. p*t
or. wore. wolf. work. whd. son: mute. cub. cure, unite, our, rule. fuU: try. Syrian, as. ce = e. ey = a. an = kw.
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yards of Lafttte, Latour, Chateau Margaux.

and others. Many of the clarets sold in this

country are nothing more than the vin ordi-

naire used by the French peasants and work-

ing classes. A genuine claret should contain

from 16 to 20 per cent, of proof-spirit. Ficti-

tious clarets are sometimes prepared by mix-

ing a rough cider with a cheap French wine,

and colouring with cochineal, logwood, elder-

berry, hollyhock, indigo, litmus, red cabbage,

beetroot, or ros-anifine. To detect these

colouring matters make a jelly by dis-

solving five grammes of gelatine in 100

cubic centimetres of warm water, and pour

it into a square flat mould. From this

cake of jelly cubes about three-quarters of

an inch square are cut with a sharp wet
knife, and are immersed in the wine ; they
are taken out after twenty-four to forty-

eight hours, washed slightly, and sections

cut in order to see how far the colouring

matter has penetrated. If the wine is pure,

the colour will be confined to the edges

of the slice, or will not have penetrated more
than one-eighth of an inch. The colouring

matters mentioned above permeate rapidly,

and colour the jelly. For other adulterations

of wine, Ac, see Blyth's Manual of Practical

Chemistry.
"... hangings on the walls, Mid claret in the

cellar* '—Mara >day : Blst. Eng . eh. xvi.

2. Fig. : Blood. {Slang.)

If yon spill one drop of his claret.'

Barham t Ingoldsby Legend* : Merchant of rente*.

B. As adj. : Of the colour of claret wine.

claret cup, s. A beverage composed of

iced claret, brandy, and slices of lemon, bor-

age, Ac.

•clar'-gle, *. [Clergy. ]

" To grit clargie I can not const nor claine."

Priests of Pebtis, Pink. S. P. Sepr., I 4.

Clar'-I-bel, s. [Lat. clants = clear, and bellus
~ fine. [Clarabf.lla.] A word occurring
in the following compound.

claribel - flute, s. An organ stop of
similar construction to the clarabella, but
generally of 4 ft. pitch. (Stainer & Barrett.)

olar -I-chord, s. [Fr. claricorde, from Lat.

clans = clear, and chorda = a chord.] A
•tringed instrument of medieval times, by
some writers supposed to be identical with
the clavichord, the precursor of the spinet,

harpsichord, and pianoforte. (Stainer <t Bar-
ren.)

* clar-l-lac'-tlon, s. [Lat. clams — clear,

and /ado — to make.] The same as Clarifica-

tion (q.v.).

Clar-I-fI-ca'-tion, *. [Fr. clarification; Lat.

darificatio — a making clear or bright : clarus

= clear, bright ; Jacio ss to make.
J

The act

or process of making any liquid clear and
bright by freeing it from visible impurities by
chemical or other means. It differs from
purification in that a liquid, though bright
and clear to the sight, may still contain a
large amount of impure and injurious sub-
stances. The clarifiers most frequently em-
ployed are albumen, gelatine, acids, salts,

blood, lime, plaster-of-Paris, alum, heat, or
alcohol.

"... to know the meant of accelerating clarifica-
fitm,we must know the ransesof clarification."—Bacon.

Clar i fTed, pa. par. or a. [Clarify.]

Clar'-i-fi-er, *. [Eng. clarify ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
clarifies or makes bright and clear.

2. Sugar Manufacture : A vessel in which
the process of clarification is carried on in

sugar-works, Ac. [Clarification.]
" The Juice flows from the mill through a wooden

gutter lined with lead, and, being conducted into the
sugar-house, is received in a set of large pans or
caldrons called clarifiert. On estates which make,
on an average, during crop time, from fifteen to twenty
hogsheads ol sugar a wees, three clarifiert of from 300
to 400 gallons capacity each are sufficient . . . Bach
clarifier is hung over a separate fire, the flue being
furnished with a damper for checking the combustion
or extinguishing it altogether."

—

Ure : Diet, of Artt,
Manufacture, and Mines j Sugar.

clar'-I-fy, *clar-e-fye, clar -1 fie,

clar-jr-fye, *clar-y-fy, v.t. A i. [O
Fr. clari/ur ; Sp. A Port, clari/kar ; Ital.

chiarificare, from Lat. clarifico = to make
clear or bright, to glorify, to ennoble : clarus
= bright, clear, noble

; /ado (pass, fio) = to
make.]

A. Transitive

:

L Literally:

1. To make a liquid clear and bright by
freeing it from visible impurities ; to defecate.

"... after the extract has been strained, boiled

,

and clarified, the treacle Is separated from the sugar
. . ."—Ure: Diet, of Artt, Manufactures, and Mines.

* 2. To purify, free from ill vapours.
" Such, as is the general site of Bohemia, the north-

wind clarifies."—Burton : Anat. of Melancholy, p. 269.

*IX Figuratively;

1. To make bright, to illumine, to free from
darkness or obscurity.

" Of bis mercye to clarefye the lihte
Chace away our cloudy ignoraunce."

Lydgate : Minor Poems, p. 189.

2. To glorify, to make glorious or renowned.
"Fadir, darlfie thi name." Wycliffe : St. John,

xli 23.

3. To make clear or intelligible, to declare
clearly.

"A word to you I wold clarify. "—Toumeley Myst.,

p. 67.

4. To enlighten.

"It claryfyeth the berte, and charyte makys
oowthe. "—Coventry Myst., p. 10S.

5. To adorn, to ornament, to deck out.

"To clarlfien his hou*."— Wycliffe : JSsdras. vlil. 88.

* B. Intransitive

:

1. To become bright or clear, as a liquid

tinder clarification.

"Whosoever hath his mind fraught with many
thoughts, his wits and understanding do clarify and
break up in the discoursing with another, . .

."—
Bacon : Essays.

2. To clear up, to grow clear or bright.

Ola>'-l-*y-sng, pr. par., a., A *. [Clarify, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. d partidp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of freeing

from visible impurities ; defecation ; clarifica-

tion.

* clar'-i-gate, v.i. [Lat. clarigo, from clarus.]

To proclaim war against an enemy with cer-

tain religious ceremonies. (Holland.)

*Clax'-lne, *. [Fr. clarine; Sp. clarin ; Ital.

(Marina, from Lat. c2aru3=clear.] A trumpet,
a clarion.

clar i net, clar 1 on-et', *. [Fr. clari-

nette; Ital. clarinetto, a dimin. of clarion

(q.v.)-]

Music: A musical instrument akin to the
clarion. It was modified from the ancient
shawm, its first maker being John Christopher
Denner of Leipsic, who produced it after

a.d. 1690. It has since been much improved.

It consists essentially of a mouthpiece fur-
nished with a single beating reed, a cylindri-
cal tube ending in a bell, and provided with
eighteen openings in the side, half of which
are closed by the fingers and half by the
keys. (Stainer & Barrett, also Grove.)

clar i no, s. [Ital.]

1. A clarion.

2. An organ-stop, consisting of reed pipes
of four feet pitch.

clar i on, * clar i oun, * clar y oun,
* clar-y one, s. A a. [(>. Fr. clarion, claron

;

Fr. clairon, from Low Lat. clario = a clarion,
from clarus = clear.]

A* As substantive

:

1, Music ; A kind of trumpet, the sound of
which is very loud and clear, the tube being
narrower than in the common trumpet.
" Claryu wythe a daryone. Clango."—Prompt. Par*.

2. Her. : A bearing, so called from a sup-
posed resemblance to the old-fashioned
clarion.

B. As adj. : In the manner of a clarion ;

loud, shrill, clear.

"Fame, with clarion blast and wings unfurled."
Scott : The Vision of Don Roderick, ver. 62.

* clar'-I-on-eY, * clar i on ere, * clar
en-ere, *. [Eng. clarion; -er.] One who
performs on a clarion ; a trumpeter.

" Claryowre, or clarenere {clarioners, K.U.P.). tAti-
cen, bellicrepa."—Prompt. Parv.

clar-i-on-et', *. [Clarinet.]
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• clar -I-on-ynge, ». [As if part, from Eng.
v.i. to clarion.] The act of blowing or sound-
ing on a clarion ; trumpeting.

" In fight and blodeshedynges,
Ys used gladly clarionynges."lynpes

aucer; Mous of Fame, ili 161

* Claris 6n-OUS, a. [Lat. darisonus m
clear, sounding : clarus = clear ; sono = to
sound..] Having a clear-sound. (Ash.)

clar -ite, s. [From the proper name Clar(n),

and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Jlftn. ; A dimorphous modification of et«-

argite found in a bed of heavy spar in the
Clara mine, near Schapback, in the Badt*u

Black Forest. It is of a dark, lead-gray colou r

Hardness, 35. Sp. gr. 4*46. Its composition
is SCnsS.ASaSo. (Watts : Diet. Chem., 8id

Supt., pt. i. p. 619.)

* clar I tude, *. [Lat. claritudo, from clarus
— clear, bright.] A brightness or clearness.
" Amongst those daritudes which gild the skies."

Beaumont : Psyche, vli. 57.

* clar'-i-t& * clar-e-tee, * clarA to,
* clar-te, * cler te, * cleer-te, *. [Fr.

clarte ; Lat. claritas, from clarus = clear,

bright. ]

1. Brightness, clearness, or splendour,
brilliancy.

"A light by abundant clarity invisible, an under-
standing which Itself can only comprehend.'- Sir
Walter Raleigh.

2. Clearness, plainness.

3. Glory.

"Ywol that thei be there that yam that tbel see my
clarite which thou hast youun me."— Wycliffs .- Select
Works, 1 405.

Clark, v.t. [Clerk, *.] To work at as a clerk,

to write ; to hand over to a clerk to write
down. (English.)

"Or strutted In a bank and ctarkit
My cash account"

Burns : The vision.

* clar-re, *clar-ry, s. [Claret.]
"He takith a sop In fyn clarre."—Romaunt of the

Rose, 9,717.

clar-shech, s. [Clareschaw.]
" And berries from the wood proviao,
And play my clarihech by tny side."

Campbell : O'Connor's Child, rilL

clart, s. [From clart, v. (q.v.).]

1. Tenacious, sticky dirt, mire ; anything
that defiles. (Often in pi. darts.)

2. A daub.

clart, v.t. [Etym. doubtful.] To daub or

bespatter with mud, dirt, &c.

"Three essences clarted upon some fourth essenoa
or glewed together one to another. "—Annotations upon
Bp. Rust's Disc of Truth (1«S3). p. 887.

1 clar-te, s. [Clarity.]

clar'-te'd, pa. par. or a. [Clart, %]

clar ty, a. [Eng. dart ; -y.]

1. Muddy, as of a road or field, making ot*
dirty. (Scotch and North o/ England.)

2. Dirty, daubed, or bespattered with dirt
muddy, filthy.

" Thay maun be busk.it up lyk brydis ;

Thair beidis lieisit with sickin sail lis

;

With clart v silk about thair taillls."

.
Maitland : Poems, p. 1st

* clar'-& * clar-yn, v.i. [Lat. clarus = cleat.

bright, shrill.] To make a clear, shrill noise.
" Claryn wythe a claryoue. Clango."—Prompt. Par*
"The crane that goeth before—if aught be to b*

avoyded, gives warning thereof hy ciarying."—A. Hold-
ing : TV. ofSolinus (1587). ch. xiv.

Olar'-y, *. [Fr. sclarie ; Ital. schiarea ; Port.
esclarea; Low Lat. sclarea, sclaregia.]

Bot. : The name given to certain menthm-
ceous plants of the genus Salvia. Salvia Sdarea
is the Common Clary. It is a native of Italy,

Syria, Bithynia, Ac., and is cultivated in

English gardens. S. pratensis is the Meadow
Clary, and S. Verbenaca, the Wild English
Clary, or Vervain Clary. The last two are
indigenous to Britain.

" Plants that have circled leaves do all abound with
moisture. The weakest kind of curling Is roughness,
as In clary and burr."—Bacon : Natural History.

clary-water, s. A cardiac preparatior
compounded of brandy, sugar, clary-flowers
and cinnamon, with a little ambergris. It U
used in cases of weak digestion.

* clar-y-owre, *. [Clabioner.J

clash, v.i. A (. [An imitative word, a variant
of clack (q.v.) (Skeat); Ger. klatschen, klitschen

,

boll, boy; potlt, jowl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = C
-elan, 4ian shan. -tion, -sion^-shun; -tion, sion-zhun. -tious, sious. -clous =shus. -ble, -die, Ac. = bel. deL
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Put. kletsm; Dan. klatshe, kladsks ; Pol.
kUiskdc.}

A. Intransitive:

L Literally:

1. To make a loud noise by striking against
something.

1 2. To come into collision with another
body.

" Those few that should happen to clash, might re-

bound after the collision. '—Bentley.

t 3. To make a loud clashing noise.

Seise the loud, vociferous belli, and
Clashing, clanging, to the pavement
Hurl them from their windy tower!"

Longfetloxe : Gold. Leg. ; Prologue.

4. To throw dirt. (Scotch.)

T To clash tip: To cause one object to stick
to another by means of mortar or anything
similar. It generally implies the idea of pro-
jection on the part of the object adhering.
(Scotch. ) (Jamieson.)

IL Figuratively:

1. To act in opposition or in a contrary
direction ; to interfere, to come into collision

(generally followed by the prep. uriih).

"The multiplicity of the laws hindered their execu-
tion; rival courts clashed ; . .

."—C. H. Pearson: The
Marly and Middle Age* of England, ch. xxxiii.

2. To chatter, to gossip, to tell tales.

{Scotch.)
" I will not stay to clash and quibble.
About your nignayes, 111 not nibble."

Cleland : Poem*, p. W.

^ The prep, with is frequently added.
" But laigb my qualities I bring.
To stand up clothing with a thing,
A creeping thing, the like of thee."

Ramsay : Poems, 11 477.

B. Trans. : To cause anything to give out a
loud noise by striking it violently against
another.
"High o'er the chief they clothed their arms in air,

And, leaning from the clouds, expect the war."
Pope: Homer; Iliad xi. M.

clash (1), s. [Clash, v.]

L Literally:

1. A loud noise caused by the violent colli-

sion of two bodies.

"The cloth of anus and voice of men we hear."
Denhmm : Destruction o/ Troy, 280.

2. A quantity of any soft or moist sub-
stance thrown at an object (Scotch.)

" Poor old Mr. Kihfuddy—got such a ebssa of glar on
the side of his face, that his eye was almost extin-
guished."— Annals of the Parish, p. 12.

3. A dash, the act of throwing a soft or
moist body.

4. A blow.

IX Figuratively

:

1. Opposition or contradiction as between
diverging or opposite views or different inte-

rests.

" In the very next line he reconciles the fathers and
scripture, and shews there is no Hash betwixt them."—Atterbury,

2. Idle stories, gossip, evil speaking.
(Scotch.)

"There's nne doubt o' that, though there are many
Idle clashes about the way and manner."—Scott: Guy
Mannering, ch. xii.

* 3. A blow or punishment.

Clash (2), claisch, s. [Gael, daisich = a fur-
row, a trench.] A cavity of considerable
extent in the acclivity of a hill. (Scotch.)
(Jamieson.)

clash -er, s. [Eng. clash (1) ; -er ]

1. Lit. : One who causes a clash or loud
noise.

& Fig. : A tale-bearer, a gossip, a tattler.

Clash -ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Clash, v.}

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (In
senses corresponding to those of the verb).

"This experiment will enable you to figure to your
mind a pair of clashing atoms —Tyndatt : Frag, of
Moicnce (Srded.Lir.8L

C. As substantive

:

L Literally:

1. The act of striking anything with vio-
lence against another, so as to cause a loud
noise.

2. A loud noise caused by the striking of
one body against another ; a clash.

* IL Fig. : Contention, dispute, contradic-
tion.

** Oood Lord I what fiery clashing* we have had
lately for a cap and a surplice I —Bo*—it : Lett. It. ».

clasp, * claspe, * clesp, s. k a. [Clas#, v.]

A. As substantive

:

J_ Literally:

1. A flattened cateh or hook used for holding
together the ends or parte of anything, as the
covers of a book, the edges of a cloak, Ate.

. and, shutting the clasps with the utmost com-
posure, left us quite astonished . .

."—Goldsmith

:

Vicar of Wasxftetd, eh. XT.

-uig-ly^ adv. [Eng. dashing ; -ly.] In
a manner such as to cause a clashing.

* 2. A grappling-iron, a grapnel.

"Claspe or grapelynge yron, to close shippes to-
gyther. Harpa, Marpex."—Uuloet.

3. Spinning : A device consisting of two
horizontal beams, the upper one pressed upon
the lower, or lifted for drawing out the thread
of cotton or wool.

IX. Fig. : A close embrace, a hug, a grasp.
"To the gross clasps of a lascivious Moor."

Shakesp. : OtheUo, L L

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

clasp-hook,
1. A pair of hooks moving upon the same

pivots, and forming mousings for each other.
(Knight.)

2. A pair of tongs the jaws of which over-
lap each other.

clasp-knife, s. A large pocket-knife,
the blade of which shuts into the hollow por-
tion of the handle.

clasp-lock, s. A lock which fastens with
a clasp or spring.

Clasp-Tiail, s. A square -bodied sharp-
wrought nail, the head of which has two
pointed spurs intended to sink into the wood.

clasp, * claspen, * clapsen, v.t. k i. [An
extension of clap, dip, or dtip = to embrace.]

A. Transitive

:

L Lit. : To fasten or shut, as with a clasp

or buckle.

I claspe or grapyll fast togyther. "—Palsgrave.

IX Figuratively :

1. To enclose, to embrace or grasp.

"They clasped his neck, they kissed his cheeks."
Longfellow : The Slaves Bream.

* Si To span, to enclose between the ex-

tended arms or hands.

"Occasion turneth the handle of the bottle first to
be received ; and after the belly, which is hard to
clasp."—Bacon.

t B. Intrans. : To cling.

"Direct
The clasping ivy where to climb."

MiUon: P. L.. ix. 2U.

T Crabb thus distinguishes between to clasp,

to hug, and to embrace : " All these terms are
employed to express the act of enclosing an-
other in oue's arms : clasp marks the action
when it is performed with the warmth of true
affection ; hug is a ludicrous sort of clasping,

which is the consequence of ignorance or
extravagant feeling ; embrace is simply a mode
of ordinary salutation. . . . In the continental
parts of Europe, embracing between males as
well as females is universal on meeting after a
long absence, or taking leave for a length of
time." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

clasped, pa. par. or a. [Clasp, *.]

Clasp'-er, *. [Eng. clasp; -er.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
clasps or embraces anything.

IL Technically

:

1. Bot. : The tendril of a creeping plant, by
which it clings to other things and supports
itself.

" The tendrils or ctaspers of plants."—Ray.

2. Zool. : A special copulatory organ, usually
a modified limb, existing in some insects,
molluscs, crustaceans, and fishes.

"The males of Plagiostomons fishes (sharks, rays)
and of Chiiuseroid ftahes are provided with clasp>-rt
which serve to retain the female."—/)arwiH.' Descent
e/ManilS7\),pt.iU eh. xii., vol. fi., p. L

Clasp'-ered, a. [Eng. das/vr ; -ed.\ Fur-
nished or provided with tendrils or claspers.

clasp -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Clasp, v.]

A* & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of fastening with a
clasp ; the act of embracing ; an embrace.

" Your untimely claspings with your child."
Shakesp. ; Pericles, L L

clasping-root, -

Bot. : A secondary root springing laterally

from the stem or from the primary root.
Example, Ivy.

Clasps, s. pi. [Etym. doubtful.] An inflam-
mation of the termination of the sublingual
gland, which furnishes the saliva ; a disease
of horses, generally occasioned by eating
bearded forage.

. s. k a. [Fr. & ItaL classe; Sp. close,

from Lat classis = a number of i*ople, a fleet. ]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A number of persons ranked together as
being distinguished by the same character-
istics, or coming under the same natural con-
ditions and circumstances.

"Segrais has distinguished the readers of poetry,
according to their capacity of Judging, into three
classes

"—Dryden.

2. A number of persons temporarily classed
together for the purpose of instruction, or as
the result of examination. [Class-man.]

3. A variety, a kind or description.

"She bad lost one class of energies, and had not yet
acquired another."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. It.

IX Technically:

1. Roman Archoml. : Any one of six divisions
of the people made by Tullius Servius, about
B.C. 573.

2. Eccles. : The same as Classis (q.v.).

3. Math. Geom. : The class of a curve is the
number of tangents which can be drawn to it

from any point. Thus, if five tangents can be
drawn to the curve, it is said to be of the fifth

class.

4. Zool. & Bot. : See Classification.
1" Crabb thus distinguishes between class,

order, rank, and degree : " Class is more general
than order ; degree is more specific than rank.
Class and order are said of the persons who are
distinguished ; rank and degree of the distinc-
tion itself; men belong to a certain class or
order : they hold a certain rank, they are of a
certain degree. Among the Romans all the
citizens were distinctly divided into classes ac-
cording to their property ; but in the modern
constitution of society classes are distinguished
from each other on general, moral, or civil

grounds ; there are reputable or disreputable
classes; the labouring class, the class of mer-
chants, mechanics, &c. Order has a more par-
ticular signification ; it is founded upon some
positive civil privilege or distinction ; the
general orders are divided into higher, lower,
or middle. . . . [Though we say the lower
orders or classes, yet the expression the upper
dosses and the middle classes is the common
one, and the term orders is rarely used of
them.] Rank distinguishes one individual
from another ; it is peculiarly applied to the
nobility and the gentry, although every man
in the community holds a certain ra?ifc in

relation to those who are above or below him.
Degree, like rani:, is applicable to the indi-

vidual ; but only in particular cases ; literary
and scientific degrees are conferred upon
superior merit in different departments of
science. There are likewise degrees in the
same rank, whence we speak of men of high
and low degree." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

B. As adj, : (See the compounds).

class-fellow, s. One who is for the
time a member of the same class or group
united for purposes of instruction.

Class-man, *. A term in use at Oxford
for one who is placed by the examiners in an
honour class, as opposed to pass-men, who are

not classified at all.

class-mate, s. A class-fellow.
" He was always among the leaders of his class-

mates."—Trans. Amer. Phitot. Soc, 1S78. vol. rtii., p.

US.

,
».*. & i. [Class, *. In Fr. ckuser.]

A. Transitive:

1. To arrange in a class ; to group accord-

ing to different characteristics or natural dis-

tinctions.
" I considered that, by the classing and methodizing

such passages, I might instruct the reader."

—

Arbuth-
not : On Cains.

2. To form into or place in a class, or

number of persons temporarily associated for

purposes ofinstruction.

3. To assign a certain standing or position

to, after examination.
* B. Intrans. : To be grouped or arranged in

n*te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, ptVt,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey= a- au = km
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* class ; to fall naturally into a certain divi-

sion or group.

1 Crabb thus distinguishes between to class,

to arrange, and to range; "The general

qualities and attributes of things are to be
considered in classing; their fitness to stand

by each other must be considered in arrang-

ing; their capacity for forming a line is the

only thing to be attended to in ranging.

Classification serves the purposes of science

;

arrangement those of decoration and orna-

ment ; ranging those of general convenience :

men are classed into different bodies according
to some certain standard of property, power,

education, occupation, Ac. ; furniture is ar-

ranged in a room according as it answers
either in colour, shade, convenience of situa-

tion, Ac. ; men are ranged in order whenever
they make a procession . . . When applied to

spiritual objects, arrangement is the ordinary

operation of the mind, requiring only method-
ical habits : classification is a branch of

philosophy which is not attainable by art

only ; it requires a mind peculiarly methodical
by nature, that is capable of distinguishing
things by their generic and specific differences

;

not separating things that are alike ; nor
blending things that are different : books are

classed in a catalogue according to their con-

tents ; they are arranged in a shop according
to their size or price ; they are ranged in a
counter for convenience. (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

classed, pa, par. or a. [Class, v.]

t class'-i-Me, a. [Eng. class; -able.] Capable
of being classed or assigned to a certain group
or division. (Eclect. Rev.)

class'-Ic, a. <fc s. pPr. classique ; ItaL classico

;

Lat. classicus= belonging to a classis or divi-

sion of the Roman people, and especially to

the first division. The Roman citizens were
divided into several classes, a man of the
highest of all being emphatically called clas-

sicus, that is, of the class pre-eminently so
designated—the highest in the scale. (Trench

:

On the Study of Words, pp. 196-7.)]

A. As adjective:

2, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Of or belonging to the first class or rank,
standard ; superior in authority or dignity.

" Give, as thy last memorial to the age,
One clastic drama, and reform the stage."
Byron : English Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

(2) Of or belonging to the ancient Greeks
and Romans, specially of their authors and
writers, but also of their localities.

" Though throned midst Latium's classic plains
Th" Eternal City's towers and fanes."

II cinans: The Widow of Cretcenttut,

2. Fig. : Pure, chaste, refined.

IL Eccles. : Of or pertaining to the order
and rules of the Presbyterian Church.

B. As substantive

:

1. (Generally used in the pi.) : Greek and
Latin literature or authors.

2. A writer of modern times of acknow-
ledged excellence and authority.

"His political tracte veil deserve to be studied for
their literary merit, and fully entitle him to a place
among English classics."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ii.

3. One learned in the literature of Greece
and Rome.

classic orders, s. pL
Arch. : An epithet applied to the styles of

architecture introduced by the ancient Greeks
and Romans. These are Doric, Ionic, and
Corinthian.

-ic-al, a. [Eng. classic; -al.]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

1. Of or pertaining to a classis or division
of a people or things ; classilicatory.

2. Of or pertaining to the literature of the
ancient Greeks and Romans ; classic.

"A very slender provision of classical learning."—
Brougham: Hist. Sketches. {Sheridan.)

3. According to or founded on the classic
authors

;
pure, refined.

IL Fig. : Of standard and acknowledged
authority.

" From this standard the value of the Roman weights
and coins are deduced : in the settling of which I have
followed Mr. Greaves, who may beJustly reckoned a
classical author on this subject.'—Arbuthnot i On

B. Eccles. : Of or pertaining to a classis.

"The Independents had no disposition to enforce
the ordinances touching classical, provincial, and
national synods."—Macaulay; Hist, eng., cb. ii.

' class ic-al ism, s. [Eng. classical; *ism.]

A classical" style, idiom, or expression ; a
classicism.

t class -ic-al-lst, s. [Eng. classical ; -<**.]

Art : One devoted to classicalism ; one who
scrupulously adheres to the canons of classic

art. (Ruskin.)

class-l-cal'-I-t& s. [Eng. classical ; -ityj\

1. The quality of being classical ; classical-

ness.

2. Classical knowledge.
"... appeared to have no other object for his

present visit than thus to make a display of this
scrap of classicality which be had just acquired . . ,—Foreign Quarterly Review, No. L

class'-lc-al-ly; adv. [Eng. classical; -ly.]

* 1. According to classes, by way of classes.

"If they were not classically arranged."—Krr.

f 2. In a classical manner ; according to or
in the manner of the classic authors.

class -I-cal-ness, a [Eng. classical; -nest.]

The qualify of being classical.

t class -i-clsm, s. [Eng. classic; -ism,)

1. A classical idiom, expression, or style.

2. An affectation of or preference for class-

ical authors or idioms.

"Catholicism, classicism, sentimental ism, cannibal-
ism : aU isms that make up man in France, are rush-
ing and roaring in that gulf."

—

Carlyie: French Revo-
lution, pt. iii., bk. ., ch. L

class' l-gist, s. [Eng. classic; -ist.] One
skilled or learned in the classics. (Hallam.)

class'-I-fl-a-ble, a. [Eng. classify; -able.]

Capable of heing classed or arranged accord-
ing to classes.

"These changes are classifiable as the original sensa-
tions are."—J. S. Mill : System of Logic, I 396.

class-if '-1c, a. [Lat. classis = a class, and
facio (pass. fio) = to make.]

1. Consisting of or constituting a class or
division.

2. Relating to classification

class if I ca -tion, s. [Formed on analogy
from classify (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of bringing into or
arranging in classes or orders.

"In the classification of the citizens, the great
legislators of antiquity made the greatest display of

their powexa"

—

Burke,

2. Nat. Science: Animals, plants, and
minerals are carefully classified by naturalists.

Though the use of the term classification may
seem to imply that these are placed in classes

only ; yet these are only one of the numerous
designations of the several categories in which
they are placed. Linnaeus arranged all natural
objects in the earth under the head Imperium
Natural (the Empire of Nature). He divided
it into Regnum animals (the Animal Kingdom),
Regnum vegetabile (the Vegetable Kingdom),
and Regnum lapideum (the Stony or Mineral
Kingdom). Each is next divided by him into

Classes (Classes), Ordines (Orders), Genera and
Species, what are now called varieties being
occasionally discriminated. His categories,

larger or smaller, were consequently seven :

Empire, Kingdom, Class, Order, Genus,
Species, Variety. The most comprehen-
sive term now employed in zoology is Sub-
kingdom, immediately below which comes the
Phylum (a term very generally substituted

for Class, and intended to show genetic rela-

tionship), then Order, Family, Sub-family,
Genus, Species, and finally Variety or Sub-
Bpecies. Synonymous terms, such as group,
section, sub-section, Ac, are sometimes used
in lieu of some of those given above. The
names of zoological families should properly
end in idee, and sub-families in inos, and in

botany alliances end in ales and orders as a

rule in aceat. Uniformity in such terminology
is very desirable, and the present practice is

in that direction.

% For the difference between natural and
artificial systems of classification, see System.
For particular systems, now obsolete, see

Binary and Quinary. As bearing on present

views of the philosophy of classification, see

also Darwinism, Species, &c.
In classifying animals or plants, care most

be taken to distinguish Itetween analogy and
affinity (see these words). It is only when
tlnre is affinity between two species, two
genera, &c, that they should be put together.
A linear classification is not comformable
to nature. For the binomial method oJ

naming objects of natural science, see Nomen-
clature.

t class-I-fl-ca-tOT, s. [Mod. Lat-1 One
who classifies ; a classifier, a taxonomist.

class ifI-ca'-tor-^, a. [Formed by analogy
from Eng. classification (q.v.).] Pertaining to

classification.

". . . but to inquire what Is the value of the diffe-

rences between them under a datsificatory point of
view."—Dartcin : Descent of Man (1871), pt.1, ch. vil.,

voL L, p. 214.

class i fied, pa. par. or o. [Classify.]

class' ifi-er, s. [Eng. classify; -«-.] One
who classes, or arranges things in classes or
divisions.

" If man had not been his own classifier, ha would
never have thought of founding a separate order (or

his own reception."

—

Darwin : Descent of Main (1871),

pt 1., ch. vi., voL L, p. 19L

Class -1-fy, v.t. [Lat. classis — a class, and
facio (pass, fio) = to make.]

1. To distribute in classes or divisions.

2. To arrange according to a system.

class' I-fy- Ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Classify.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particvp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of arrang-
ing in classes or according to a system ; class-

ification.

Class -ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Class, v.}

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of arranging in classes

or divisions, classifying.

"It may be true that our conscious inferences In-

volve acts of dotting. But it does not, therefore,
follow that our conscious acts of clotting involve In-

ferences."—/. 8, Mill : System of Logic, i. 174.

class-is (pi. clas'-sea), s. [Lat.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A class, order, or body
[Class. ]

" He had declared his opinion of that classis of men.
and did l. he could to hinder their growth."—Lor,.'

Clarendon.

2. Eccles. : A body or convocation having
judicial authority in certain churches.

"Give to your rough gown, wherever they meet it.

whether in pulpit, classis, or provincial synod, the
precedency and the pre-eminence of deceiving."—
Milton : Observations on the Articles of Peace between
the Earl of Ormond and the Irish.

clas'-tic, a. [Gr. KAaoroc (klastos) = broken.]

clastic rocks, «. pi. Clastic or frag-

raental rocks are divided by Naumaun into

psephitic, psammitic, and pelitic. They are

composed of materials derived from the waste
of various rocks. Sandstones and grits differ

from breccias and conglomerates merely in the

size of the fragments of which they are com-
posed, and therefore should be included
among the clastic rocks. (Rutley : Study oJ

Rocks.)

* clat, s. [Clod, Clot, «.]

1. That which is raked together.

"What are all men on earth, bnt a number of

wormes crawling and creeping vpon a clot or clod of

clayT"—X Boyd: Last Battell, pp. », *«.

2. An instrument for raking together mire,

weeds, &c, ; a hoe. (Sir Walter Scott.)

3. The act of raking together.

clat, claut, clawt, v.t. [Clot, v.]

1. Lit. : To clean, to scrape ; to take to

gether. (Scotch.) (Sir Walter Scott.)

" That yet hae tarrow't at It

;

But or the day was done, I trow,

The laggeu they hae clautet
Fu' clean that day.V

Burnt : A Dream.

2, Fig. : To accumulate by griping or by
extortion.

"We hae heard about this sah* distress.—Here is

four pound. May it do nae guld to him who clawtt it

out o the widow's house."—M. Lyndsay, p. s5.

Clatch, v.t [Clat, v.] (Scotch.)

1, To daub with lime.

2. To close up with any glutinous or adhe-

sive substance ; as " to clatch up a hole," with

slime, clay, &c

boil, boy; pmit, JotH; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; istau as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -sion « shun ; ^tlon, -slon = shun, -tious, sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, *c. = bol, del.
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3 To finish any piece of workmanship in a
careless and hurried way, without regard to
the rules of art. In this sense a house or wall
is said to be clatched up, when the workmen
do it in tfuch haste, and so carelessly, that
there is little prospect of its standing long.

oLltch, s. [Clatch, v.]

1. Anything thrown for the purpose of
daubing ; as *' a clatch of lime," as much as is

thrown from the trowel on a wall (Scotch.)

2. Any piece of mechanical work done in a
careless way. Thus an ill-built house is said
to be *' a mere clatch."

Z. Hire raked together into heaps.

4. A dirty woman ; a drab. (Scotch.)

clath-rar -I a, *. [Lat. cUtfhri (pL) a
trellis or grating, especially to the cages of
animals ; Gr. tchrfipa (kUthra), pi. of K\rj0pov
(kiithron) = a bolt or bar for closing a door

:

kaciu (kleiS) = to shut ; and Lat fern. sing,
suff. -aria.]

Palaont.: Originally proposed by Brong-
niart for a group of plants from the coal
measures, now included in Sigillaria, after-
wards applied by Mantell to some Cycadean
stems which he found in the Wealden beds of
Tilgate Forest. From the alternating large
aid small scars on the stem they are believed
to be allied to the genus Cycas. Nothing is
known with certainty as to their foliage and
fruit, though leaves and single nuts have
teen found in rocks of the same age which
may belong to them. Eight species are
known from beds of secondary age.

clath rate, a. [Lat. clathH, clatra = bars,
lattice ; Gr. K\jj0pa (klethra).~]

Bot. o? Zool. : Presenting the appearance of
lattice-work.

clath-ro cys -tis, ». [Gr. Kkrj$pa (klethra)

pi. = lattice-work, and Kvtm% (kustis) = a
bladder.]

Bot. : A genus of Palmellaceous Algae. The
plants occur in immense abundance in fresh-
water ponds, which they make appear grass-
green.

clath -roid, a. [Lat. clathri = lattice-work;
suff. -oid.] C lath rate (q.v.).

clath-rfip'-i-ra, s. [Gr. KXnSpa (klithra) =
lattice-work ; and irbpoc (pords) = . . . a pas-
sage, a pore.]

Palaont. : A polyzoon from the Upper Si-

lurian and Devonian rocks.

clath rop ter is, *. [Gr. K\jj6p* (kiithra)

pi. = lattice-work, and irrcpic (pteris) = a
fern.]

Palaont. : A genus of fossil ferns. Clathrop-
teris meniscioides is found in Mesozoic rocks in
Scania.

Clath'-rd«e, a. [As if from a Lat. clathrosus.

}

Entom. : Having deep striae crossing each
other at right angles. A good example of
this occurs in the abdomen of some of the
Staphylinidse.

clath -ru-late, a. [Mod. Lat. dathruli =
fine lattice-work ; -ate.] Marked with very
tine lines crossing each other at right angles.

elath-ru-li -na, s. [Clathrulate.]
Zool. : A genus of Protozoa, belonging to

the Heliozoa, or Sun Animalcules. The body
has a globular, siliceous clathurate shell, and
is supported by a stalk.

clatt -er, • clat -er, v.i. & t. [Dot. klateren
— to rattle, to clatter ; klater = a rattling, a
clatter. A frequent, form of clack (Skeat).}

A. Intransitive:

L Lit. ; To emit a rattling noise, as when
two bodies are struck together ; to rattle.

" The arroes in the caas
Of the goodesse clatren faste and rynge.'

Chaucer. C.T.,%M0-
" An hundred dogs bayed deep and strong,
Clattered mi hundred steeds along."

Scott : The Lady of the Lake, L s.

IX Figuratively

:

1. To chatter, to talk idly and noisily.
" That none of ye doner ne calle."— Tovnetey Mywt.,

pus.
" Hera la a great deal of good nutter

Lost for lack of telling

;

Now, tiker. I see thou dost but clatter"
Spenser.

* 2. To blab, to let out a secret.
" Counoel owght to be kept and not to be cUxtrid."
" Children ben ay clatringe as thou kno west."

MS Digby, 41, f. 9. {HaUiweU.)
B. Transitive

:

L Lit. : To knock two bodies together so
as to cause a loud rattling noise.

" When all the bees are none to settle.
You clatter still your brazen kettle." Swift.

•IX Figuratively:

X, To dispute, to argue noisily.

2. To blab, to let out secrets.

clatter banes, s. pi. Two pieces of bone
or slate placed between the first and second,
or second and third fingers, which are made
to produce a sharp or clattering noise, similar
to that produced by castanets.

clatt er, " clat'-er, *. [Clatter, p.]

L Literally

:

1. A loud and sharp rattling noise, arising
from the striking together or collision of two
bodies sharply.

** I can bo cloyne and clatter."
Bolt: Salute, 1562. {UalUweU.)

2. Any loud or tumultuous noise.

"There thou ehouldst be;
By this great clatter, one of greatest note
Seems bruited." Shakesp. : Macbeth, v. T.

IL Fig. : Chattering, loud and empty talk.
" As good that thou had
Haitian is till* thy dater.'

Towneley MySt., p. 190.

* clatt'-creel, pa. par. or o. [Clatter, r.]

Struck so as to give out a loud rattling noise.

clat -ter-er, * clat -ter ar, s. [Eng. clat-

ter ; -er.] A 'chatterer, a noisy or empty
talker.

"Holye-water swyngers, and even-song clatterert,
with other hypocrites. —Bale: Yet a Course, Ac., foL
88. b.

clat'-ter-ing, pr. jwr.,a.,&*. [Clatter, v.)

A. k B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : A rattling noise, a clatter.

"All that night was heard an unwonted clattering
of weapons, and of men running to and fro. "—Kn-Alet t

History

* 2. Fig. : Chatter ; empty, noisy talk.

"All those airy speculations, which bettered not
men's manners, were only a noise and clattering of
words."—Decay of Christian Piety.

Clat ter ihg-ly, adv. [Eng. clattering; -ly.]

In a clattering, noisy manner.

clat -tern, s. [Clatter, v.] A tattler, a
babbler.

" That clattern Hadge, my titty, tells sic flaws.
Whene'er oar Meg ner canlurt humour gawa"

Ramsay : Poems, ii. 117.

clat'-ti-ly, adv. [Scotch clotty ; -ly.] Dirtily,

filthily.

clat tl ness, s. [Scotch clotty

;

filthincas.

(.] Dirt,

clat ty, clat -tie, a, [Clartv.]

clauch-anne (ch guttural), s. [Clachan.]

Claucht, pret. & s. [Claught.]

Claude glass, Claude Lor raine glass
(or mlr ror), s, [See def.]

1. A dark, convex hand-glass, used to show
the effect of a landscape reflected in exagger-

ated perspective. In this sense, called also

Claude Lorraine mirror. The name is due to

the resemblance of this effect to the work of
Claude Lorraine, a French landscape painter

(1600-82).

2- A coloured glass through which a land-

scape is viewed.

* clau'-dent, «• [Lat. claudens, pr. par. of

claudo — to shut.] Shutting up or in ; in-

closing, drawing together.

claudent muscles, s. pi

Anal. : Certain muscles winch shut or draw
together the eyelids.

Clau'-d&t-lte, s. [Named after F. Claudet.
j

Min. : A mineral consisting of arsenous
acid ftund at the San Domingo mines in

Portugal. It occurs in thin planes like selen-

ite, and is of pearly lustre. (Dana.)

* clau'-di-cant, a [Lat daudicans, pr. par.

of daudico' — to limp; elaudus — lame.]
Halt, limping, lame.

* clau-dl-cate, v.i. [Lat. claudico = to limp,
to halt; elaudus = halt, lame.] To limp, to
halt. (Bailey.)

clau-di-ca'-tlon, s. [Lat claiulicatio, from
claudico = to halt, to limp.] The act or habit
of halting or limping. (Steele.)

claught. pret. of v. [Clatch, v.] Snatched
at, laid hold of.

"The carline claught her by the rump.
And left poor Maggie scarce a stump."

Burns: Tarn Shanter.

claught, s. [Clauqht, v. ] A clutch or snatch

;

a catching hold of. (Scotch.)

clau-ir, s. [Claver.]

clause, * clawse, s. [Ft. clause ; 0. Icel.

klausa ; Low Lat. clausa ; Lat clausula, from
claudo = to shut, to enclose.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

2. A separate and distinct portion of any
document, as of an Act of Parliament, an
agreement, &c. ; a particular stipulation,
article, or paragraph.

" If that clante could be carried."—Macaulay : Bis*.
Eng., ch. x.

* 3. A conclusion, a finish, a close.

• i. An inference or conclusion.
" Do not extort thy reasons from this clause,''

Shaketp.: Tveifth .fight, Ui, L

IL Gram. : A complete sentence ; a sub-
division of a fuller sentence ; so much of a sen-
tence as contains a subject and predicate, and
can be construed together.

"Conatrewe ich clause with the culorum."
Richard RedeUt, L

clause Irritant, s.

Scots Law : A clause in a deed of settlement
by which the acts or deeds of a proprietor con-
trary to the conditions of his right, become
null and void. (Bell : Scotch Law Diet.)
[Clause resolutive.]

clause resolutive, -.

Scots Law : A clause in a deed of settlement,
by which the rights of a proprietor, rendered
null and void by a clause irritant, become re-

solved and extinguished. [Clause irritant.]
(Bell : Scotch Law Diet.)

clause-rolls, *. pi. [Close-rolls.]
" Clause roils (rotali clausi) contain all such matters

of record as were committed to close writs. These
rolls are preserved in the Tower."

—

Jacob: Law Du>

'Clau-set, s. [Closet.]

clau -slke, s. [Etym. doubtful.] The foot-rot,

a disease iu sheep. (Nuttall.)

clau-sil'-i-a, s. [Dimin. of Lat. clausum a
a closed place. So named from the clausilium

or movable shell plate by which the apertui*
of the shell is closed.]

Zool. : A genus of molluscs, family Helicids
(Land -snails). The shell, which is fusiform, if

reversed, so as to be sinistral instead ot dex-

CLAUSIUA.

tral ; the aperture is elliptical or pyiiform.

The animal has a short obtuse foot ; the upper
tentacles are short, the lower ones very small.

Recent, 386 species, from Europe, Asia, Africa,

and South America ; fossil, 20 species, one of

the latter, if indeed it be correctly identified,

Irom the coal measures, the rest from the

Eocene onward. (Woodward : Mollusca, ed.

Tate.)

* claus tcr, * claus tre, clos-tre, *.

[Cloister.]
" Monekes thet nor claustres and uor strayte cellen

. . . habbeth wonyinges."—Ayenbite of Inteyt, p. VP.

• clauster man, * cto^rwstre-inaiiia,
j. One who spends his life in a cloister.

" Forr thi birrth wel clautestremanm,
Onnfanngenn uiikell mede."

Ormulum, •,»*».

Claus thai ite, s. [From Clausthal, In the

Hartz Mountains, where it occurs.]

Min. : An isometric mineral of lead-grey or

bluish colour and metallic lustre, and with

cubical cleavage. Compos. : Selenium, 27 59

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p&t.

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, our. rule, full ; try, Syrian, sa, oe- e. ey = a, qu - kw.
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—81-42; lead, 6392—7181 ; cobalt 0—314;
ton, 0—0*45. Found in Germany, Spain, &c.
{Dana.)

• claus tral, * claus -ter-al, a. [Fr. claus-

tral ; Low* Lat claustralis, from Lat. claus-

trum — a cloister, claudo = to shut up, to

enclose.]

1. Of or pertaining to a cloister or religious

house.
"CUiutfral prion are such as preside over monas-

teries, next to the abbot or chief goveraour in such
religious houses."— Ayliffe.

2. Living in a cloister or religious house.
" This might better be verified of claueteral monki

and nuns."—FiUke : Apology (U86), p. 19.

Claus' n-lar, a. [Lat. clausula ss a clause

;

claudo '= to shut.) Containing or consisting
of clauses. (Smart.)

* claus'-ule, v claus'-ul, $. [Lat. clausula,

from clausus, pa, par. of claudo = to shut, to
enclose.] A clause or short sentence.

". . . the tnyddil cfauttd, closed betwlxe these now
nperied clautulet, was seid to Peter and of Petrel par-
soon."—Bp. Peoock : Repreuor, ch. It.

•claus ure, s. [Lat clausura, from claudo
= to shut up.] [Closure.]

1. The act of shutting up or confining.

2. The state of being shut up or confined ;

confinement.

3. An enclosure.

"At Sevne Albones mad the! gret deatruotioune in
bousing, brenningdedis and cbartoris; alle claim tret

of wodis thel destroyed."

—

Capgrave: Chronicle (1381).

4. A case or vessel used for holding relics,

Ac. ; a shrine.

*claut, *olawt, v.t [Clat.] To clean, to
scrape. (Scotch.) (Burns.)

Cl&uts, clatts, s. pi. [Clat, v.]

1. Two short wooden handles, in which
Iron teeth were fixed at right angles with the
handles ; used, before the introduction of
machinery, by the country people, in tearing
the wool asunder, so as to fit it for being
pun on the little wheel.

2. An instrument for raking up weeds,
rubbish, &c.

3. A heap or hoard ; anything raked to-
gether.

ela'-va, s. [Lat. = a club, from the shape of
the zooids.]

Zool. : A genus of Hydroid Polypes, the typ-
ical one of the family Clavidse (q.v.).

©lav-a-geT-la, s. [From Lat. clava = a club

;

second element doubtful.]

Zool. ; A genus of Molluscs, family Gastro-
cheenidffl. The shell is oblong, the two valves
flat, the left one cemented to the side of the
long tubular burrow in which the animal is

found. Six recent species are known, from
the Mediterranean, the Pacific, and the Aus-
tralian seas, and fourteen fossil, the latter

from the Upper Greensand onwards.

cla-var'-I-a, s. [From Lat. clava = . . . a
club, in allusion to the form of the plant, and
fern. adj. suff. -aria.]

Bot. : A genus of Hymenomycetous Fungi.
Clavaria coralloides contains a sweet sugary
matter believed to be mannite.

*lav-a-ri'-5-i, s. pi [From Mod. Lat. ola-
twrt'a (q.v.), and masc pi. adj. suff. -iei.}

Bot. : A division of Hymenomycetous Fungi,
growing vertically, having a superior hyme-
nium which extends to the very apex, and
is distributed equally on all sides. They grow
on the ground among leaves, or on rotten
wood or herbaceous stems. (Berkeley.)

Olav ate, clava -ted, a. [Lat. clavatus =
. . . furnished with points or prickles, but by
naturalists used to mean club-shaped.)

1. Knobbed ; set with knobs.
M These appear plainly to have been clavated spikes

of some kiud of echinus ovarius.*— Ifooduiard- OnMb
2. Club-shaped ; linear at the base, but

growing gradually thicker towards the end.
[fiwen.)

" In Thalictrum the filament ... is thickest at the
npper end. or elavat*."— Lindley : Introd. to Bot.,
bk. L, eh. 11., sect. 4, § 8.

"Various names have been given to the different
forms of hairs: they are clavate or club-shaped,
gradually expanding from the base to their apex. . .

."

—Balfour: Botany, } 68.

da-va-tel -la, s. [Lat. fern, dimin. of cla-

vatus,) [Clavate,]

Zool: A genus of Hydroid Polypes, the
typical one of the family Clavatellida: (q.v.),

cla-va-tel -li-dse, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat
clavatella (q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of Hydroid Polypes, having
capitate tentacles in whorls.

clava -ti, $. pi. [Lat. clavati, masc. pi. of
clavatus. ] [Clavatk. ]

Bot. : A family of Hymenomycetous Fungi,
having the receptacles generally club-shaped.

* clave (1), pret. of v. [Cleavb (1), v.\

clave (2), pret. of ». [Cleavk (2), v.]

Clave, s. [Cleave (1), v.] The handle or that
part of a pair of scales by which they are held
up during the process of weighing anything.

* clav-8-cln, 8. [Ft. ; Ital. clavicembalo, from
Lat. clams = a key, and cymbalum = a cymbal.]

Music:

1. A harpsichord.

2. The keys by means of which the caril-

loneur plays upon the bells.

t clav'-e-cln-ist, s. [Eng. clavecin; -ist.] A
performer or player on the clavecin. (Brown-
ing : Ring and Book, pt i., 1. 1,209.)

clavel, s. [Clevy.]

clav-el-li'-na, *. [Mod. Lat. claveVa = a
little club ; Lat. fern. sing. adj. sutf. -ina.)

Zool : The typical genus of the family
Clavellinid*.

clav-el-li ni dee, s. pi [From Mod. Lat
clavellxna (q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -ida.)

Zool : A family of Social Ascidians, repro-
ducing both by ova and gemmation. Each
individual is supported on a footstalk spring-
ing from a creeping stolon, and has the heart
and respiratory and digestive organs distinct

clav -el-la-ted, a. [Low Lat. clauellatus,

from clavella, dim. of clava =. a billet or log of
wood.] Made with burnt tartar; a chemical
term . (Chambers.)

clavellated ashes, t. pi Potash and
pearl-ash, so termed from the billets or little

clubs from which they are obtained by burn-
ing. (Ogilvie.)

* elav-er (1), s. [Clover.]
" With claver and cleretrorte clede evene over."

Mori* Arthur*, 3.241.

ola'-ver (2), «. [Claver (l), v.]

1. Noisy, idle talk ; chatter.
" Delighted with their various claver.
While wealth made all his wits to waver."

Ramtay : Poena; The Parrot, 11. 517.

2. A tale-bearer, a tattler.

U Often in the pi. (clavers).

Ola'-ver (1), v.i. [A variant of clatter (q.v.)]
To chatter, to talk foolishly.

"There's saxpence t' ye to buy half a mutchkln
Instead of clavering about thae auld-world stories."

—

Scott : Ouy Mannering, ch. xxll.

* ola'-ver (2), v.i. [Dut klaveren; Dan.
klavre. Cf. O. Icel. klifra = to climb.] To
climb, to clamber.
"Two kyiiges ware clyiubande and ctaverande one

hegbe. Morte A rthure, 3,326.

ola'-ver-er, *. [Eng. claver; -er.) One who
talks idly. (Scotch.)

Ola'-ver-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Claver (1),

v.] Chattering, gossiping, talkative.

"A long-tongued clavering wife."—Scott .- Old Mor-
tality.

* clave stick, s. [Eng. clave = cleave, and
stock (q.v.).] A chopper or instrument for
cleaving wood.

"A clavcttock and rabetatock carpenters craue."—
Tuuer, p. 88.

* Ola'-vi-a-r^t *. [Fr. clavier, as if from a Lat.
claviarium, from clavis — a key. ]

Music : An index of keys or a scale of lines

and spaces. (Webster.)

clav-I-a-tur', s. [Ger.]

Music

:

1. The key-board of an organ or pianoforte.

2. Fingering. (Stainer & Barrett)

clav -i-ceps, s. [Lat clava=c\\ib ; caput = a
head.]

Bot. : A genus of Ascomycetous Fungi, also
called Cordiceps (q.v.). Claviceps purpurea
is the Ergot of grasses. An ascomycetous
fungus is one which has its fruit in small
asci or hyaline sacs.

clav -i-chord, clav'-i-cord, s. [Fr. clavi-
corde ; Ital. clavicordio, from Lat. clavis = a
key, and chorda = a chord.]

Music : A keyed and stringed instrument,
not now in use, being superseded by the
pianoforte ; a clarichord. [Clarichord.]

" Its form Is that of a small pianoforte : it has no
quills, Jacks, or hammers. The strings are all muffled
. . . and the tone is produced by little brass wedges,

Slaced at the ends of the keys, which, when pulled
own, press against the middle of the strings, acting

as a bridge to each. . . . We had In 1772 the extreme
Kleasure of hearing the incomparable Emanuel Bach
>uch his favourite clavicord at Hamburg."—Rem

:

Cyclopaedia.

claV'-i-'Cle, s. [Lat. clavicula, dimin. of
clavis — a key.]

Anat. : The collar-bone. It extends trans-
versely outwards, with an inclination back-
wards from the summit of the sternum to the
acromion process of the Bcapula. It connects
the upper limb with the trunk. The corre-

sponding bone in birds is the one popularly
called the Merrythought.

"The scapula and clavicle are the media through
which the bones of the arm are united to the trunk."—Todd and Bowman: Phytiol. Anat., ToL L, ch. VL,
p. 147.

"In those animals that employ the anterior ex-
tremity only as an instrument of progressive motion
there is no clavicle : hence tills bone Is absent from
the skeletons of Pachydermata. Rumlnantia, Solipeda,
and the motions of the shoulder are only such as may
be required for the flexion and extension of the limb.—Ibid.

clav -i-corns, clav -I cor -nes, s. pi
[From Lat clava = . . . a club, and corny, =
a horn.]

Entom. : The name given by Latreille to a
sub-section of the section Fentamera. The
anteunee are thickened at the end, or club-
shaped. There have been included under it

the families Scydmsenidce, Histeridse, Silpliidae,

Scaphididee, Nitidulidse, Dermestidce, and
Byrrhidee (q.v.).

Ola-Vic'-U-Iar, a. [From Lat. clavicul(a) m
the collar-bone, and Eng. suff. -ar.]

Anat. : Pertaining to the clavicle ; as the
clavicular artery.

"The posterior (clavicular) nerves pass downwards
and outwards over the outer third of the clavicle."—
-V. Ward, In Todd't Cyclopaedia of Anat. and Phytiol.

* claV-I-cule, s. [Lat. clavicula, dimin. either

from clavis = a key, or clavus = a club.]

Conchol. : The upper portion of a spiral

shell.

Cl&v-I-cJfr-In-der, *. [Lat. clavis = a key

;

Eng. cylinder.]

Music

:

1. An instrument in the form of tubes or
cylinders of glass, invented by Chladni.

2. An instrument made of plates of glass of
graduated lengths, the tone of which was pro-
duced by hammers set in motion by a key-
board. (Stainer & Barrett)

clav l-cym - bal, s. [Lat. clavis — a key,
and Eng. cymbal. ]

Music: An instrument described by Pr»-
torius in the sixteenth century. It resembled
a prostrate harp, or a great piano without legs.

Its compass was four octaves, with nineteen

notes in each octave. (Knight.)

©la^-X-cy-ther'-I-iim, claV-l-$I-ther, «.

[Lat clavis = a key, and cithara = a lute.]

Music : An upright musical instrument of

the sixteenth century, probably akin to the
harpsichord. The second form occurs ir

Browning's " Heretic's Tragedy."

©la'-vi-dse, *. pi. [Lat clava (q.v.), and fern.

pi. adj. suff. -idaj.]

Zool. : A family of Hydroid Polypes, con-
taining species which have the polypes clavi-

form or fusiform with scattered tentacula.

{Griffith £ Henfrey.) [Clava.]

Ola vler, s. [Fr. clavier.} [Claviarv.1

Music : The key-board of an organ, harmo-
nium, or pianoforte.

clav'-l-form, s. [Lat. clava = a club ; forma— form.] Club-shaped, clavate.

Will, boy; poilt, ]6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph 1
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, aion = shun ; -tion, - slon = zhiin. -tious, sious. -clous shiis. -ble, -ole? &c. — bel, ceL
34
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* dav -I-ger (1), *. [Lat. clavis = a key

;

gero = to carry.] One who carries the keys of
any place ; a warder.

"The prince of that bottomless pit, whereof theyw« the dartaert, held their briJles while they rode
in procession."—Christian Religion* Appeal Co the Bar
of Reason, p. iS.

*Clav'-I-&er (2), *. [Lat clava = a club;
gero = to carry.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who carries a club ; a
dub-bearer.

2. Entom. : A genua of Coleoptera, family
Pselaphidce.

clav Ig'-er-oiis, a. [Lat. dava = a stick, a
club, and gero to carry.]

Nat Science : Club-bearing.

clav-I-glls-san'-dd, s. [ital.]

Music: Ar. instrument with a key-board,
invented by C. W. Le Jeune, which is intended
to combine the properties of the violin and
harmonium— of the violin in obtaining a
slide or portamento, and the harmonium in
the capability of imitating the tones of various
wind instruments. (Stainer dt Barrett.)

clav -I-ole, s. [Lat. davie — a key, and Eng.
viol; Ital. viola.]

Music: A finger-keyed viol. (Knight.)

clav -I-palps (Eng.), clav-i-pal -pi (Lat.),

a. pL [Lat. clava = . . . a club, and palpi,
pl. of Mod. Lat. palpus = a feeler.]

,

Entom,: Latreille's name for a family of
Coleopterous insects, which have the terminal
joint, of the palpi large. The antennae con-
stitute a perfoliate club. Genera Erotylus,
Phalacrus, Ac.

* clav' -o let, *, [A dimin. formed from Lat.
dava = a club.]

Entom. : The club-shaped end of the an-
tennas of beetles.

clav u-la, *. (Lat dimin. of clava = a club.]

Bot. : The receptacle of certain fungi.

clav -us, s. [Lat. = a nail.] The disease
produced in grains of rye, &c, when they
change to a brown or blackish colour by the
action of the early state of the parasitical

* fungus Cordicepe "(or Clavioeps) purpurea.
[Ergot.] (Ogilvie.)

Olav'-^, clav-el, a. [Fr. daveau = the
centre-piece of an arch.] A mantel-piece.

daw, ' clawe, ' clauwe, * clau, *cle,
* clee, * olowe, * klee, s. [A.S. clavm
(pl. clawe), eld, cled, cled ; O. H. Ger. chlawa.
chlda; M. H. Ger. kid ; O. S. klawa; O. Fris.
klewe ; Dut. klaauw ; Dan. klo ; 8w. klo ; Ger.
klaue, cogn. with cZea«(q_.v.).]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally

:

1. The sharp-hooked nail of a bird or beast.
" Claw ©r <•/« of a beste. Ungula."—Prompt. Pan.
". . . bis haln were grown like eagles' feathers, and

his units like birds' claw*."—Dan. It. 33.

2. The whole foot of any animal furnished
with sharp nails ; the pincers or holders of a
crab, lobster, &c

" Alle beestis that hay the clee dyuydid."— WydUTe:
Urit.xLs.

" He over him dtd bold his cruell claw*
Tlireatning with greedy gripe to doe him dys."

Speneer : F. O.., U. viL ST.

IX Figuratively:

1. Anything resembling the claw of a bird
or beast. [Claw-hammer.]

2. The hand (used in contempt).

3. A grasp or clutch.
" What's Justice to a man, or laws.
That never conies within their Ham J"

Butter: Bw&ura*. pt. Li., c. if.

B. Bot. : The narrow part of a petal which
takes the place of the foot-stalk of a leaf, of
which it is a modification.

claw bar, s. A lever or crowbar with a
bent bifurcated claw for drawing spikes.
(Knight)

claw-hammer, $.

1. Carpentry :

(1) A hammer with a bent and split peen to
draw nails.

(2) A little split tool for drawing tacks.

2, Nautical, etc. J

(1) The bent and bifurcated end of a crow-
bar.

(2) A bent hook on the end of a hoisting
chain ; a grapnel for suspending tackle.

3. Locksmithing : A spur or talon projecting
from a bolt or tumbler.

4. A dress coat, from the shape of the tails.

(Slang.)

claw-wrench, s. A wrench having a
loose pivoted jaw which binds of itself.

(Knight.)

Claw, * clawen, * clawe (pa. tense *clew,
* clewe, clawed), v.t & i, [A.S. clawian ; O. H.
Ger. klawjun; Dut klaauwen ; Dan. kloe.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1, To tear or scratch with the claws or nails.
" He [the cat] wol greven us alle,

Cracchen us or clawen us."
Langland : P. Plowman, SO*.

* 2. To scratch, to tickle.
H Right as a man is eaed for to feele
For aeh of bed to clatcen hytn on hie heele."

Chancer: Troilu*, iv. 09*.

* 3. To inflict corporal punishment on.

TJ. Figuratively

:

* 1, To pull away or off, to get rid of, to
tear away.

"
I am afraid we shall not easily date off that name."

—South,

* 2. To flatter, to curry favour with. [Claw-
back.]

" I will da we him, and save, well might he fan I
"—

Wilton : On Ueury (1M1). p. HI.

* 3. To canvass strictly, to examine tho-
roughly, to pull to pieces.

" They for their own opiuions stand fast.
Only to have them clawed and canvast."

Butler l lliulibrat, pt. ii. , c. f i

.

t 4. To grasp, to seize.

" But Age with his stealing steps
Hath claw\i me in his dutch."

BhaJamp. . Hamlet, r. L
B. Intransitive

;

* L Lit. : To grasp at* as though trying to
seize with the claws ; to clutch at,

IX Fig. : To clutch at, to grasp after.

•fl
Claw me and Fll claw thee: Help or stand

by me and 1 will stand by thee.

* To claw away : To rail at, to abuse, to
blame.

" Yon thank the place where you found money : but
the Jade Fortune is to be clawed away for t, if you
should lose it"—L'Ettrange.

To clem favour : To curry favour. (Scott.)

To claw off

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : To revile, to blame, to
rail at.

" Mr. Baxter takes great paii.s to unite the classical
and congregational brethren, but claw* offthe episcopal
party as a set of Cassandrian priests."—fl^L Jftcolton ;

To Mr. Vote*.

2. Naut. : To turn and beat to windward to

avoid drifting on a lee shore.

t To claw one's back

:

1. To flatter or court one ; to curry favour
with any one.

2. To promote one's interests. (Ross.)

To claw upon : To flatter, to court

To claw up one's mitlins : To give one the
finishing stroke. (Scott.)

* claw-back, claw-backe, s. k a. [Eng.
daw ; back.]

A. As subst. : One who claws the back ; a
flatterer, a sycophant ; a wheedler.
'* And 1 had clawbacke* even at court full rife.
Which sought by outrage golden (--"hies to whine."

Jtirrour/or JlagtMtrattt, p. 74.

B. As adj. : Flattering, wheedling, syco-
phantic.

Pick'd mothes from his master"*
Like a clawb'irk parasite,

cluRe in sight."
i HoU: Sat.vi.1.

* clawe, *. [Claw.]

clawed, pa. par. & a. [Claw, v.]

A, As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Bearing or furnished with
claws.

"Among quadrupeds, of ail the clawed, the lion la
the strongest."

—

Grew: Cotmologia.

" claw'-en, v.t k i. [Claw, p.]

* claW-er, «. [Eng. claw; •«-.]

1. One who claws.

* 2. A flatterer.

•AH such clawm scratch for private enda."
Davie* : Jfusm* Teares. p. 9.

dawMng, pr. par., a., & s. [Claw, v.)

A. At B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (la
senses corresponding to those of the verb).

C» As subst. : The act of tearing or scratch-
ing with the clawa ; the act of nattering or
wheedling ; flattery.

clawing off; s.

Naut. : The act or process of beating to
windward to avoid drifting on a lee shore.

* claw'-ing-l& adv. [Eng. clawing ; -Jy. ] In
a flattering or parasitical manner.

claw'-ker, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Knitting-machine : A feed-pawl or hand for
a ratchet. (Knight.)

claW-leas, a. [Eng. claw ; -less,] Devoid of
or unprovided with claws.

* clawre, s. [Claw, a.] A claw.

"With ful grymme clawre*. that were croked sad
kene." E. Eng. Aliit, Poems; Cisanne**, 199*.

claw -sick, a. [Eng. elate and sick.] Suffer-

ing from clawsickness, or foot-rot,

claw -sickness, s. [Eng. chiwsick ; -ness.)

The foot-rot, a disease in cattle and sheep.

clay, *clal, *clel» *cley, s. & a. [AS.
ri-i-j; O. Fris. klai ; Dan. kkeg, kleg ; Ger. e»

Dut klei. Cogn. with clog and cleave.}

A, As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Any earth which possesses sufficient

ductility, when kneaded up with water, to be
fashioned like paste by the hand or by the
potter's lathe. (Lyell.) Clays when burnt
acquire a siliceous hardness, as in the manu-
facture of bricks, tiles, and earthenware.
Clays which form infusible bricks are called
Fire-clays.

" Clay* are earths firmly coherent, weighty and com-
pact, stiff, viscid, and ductile to a great degree while
moist ; smooth to the touch, not easily breaking be-
tween the fingers, nor readily diiiualble in water ; sad
when mixed, not readily subsiding from it"

—

Bill : On
Fossil*.

2. Figuratively:

Poetry

:

(1) Earth in general ; the terrestrial element
" Why should our clay

Over our spirits so much sway?" Donne.

(2) The human body dead ; a corpse.

"And. without sorrow, will this ground receive-
That venerable clay.

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vS.

(8) The human body alive ; human nature,
" So man and man should be

;

But clay and clay differs in dignity."
ShaJUip.: Cymbelins, tv. S.

IX Technically:

1. Min. : Clay is composed of hydrous sili-

cate of aluminium, usually with a mechanical
admixture of sand, iron oxides, and other
substances. In the earlier mineralogies clay
figured under that simple name as a mineral
genus with many species under it, or as a
speeies with many varieties. Thus in the
second edition of Phillips's "Mineralogy"
eighteen minerals figure aa kinds of clay. In
the fourth edition (1837)— that by Robert
Allan, F.R.8.E., 4c—these are reduced to
thirteen, viz. : (1) 81ate-clay or shale, (2)
Adhesive Slate, (8) Polishing Slate, (4) Litho-
roarge, (5) Fuller's Earth, (6) Tripoli, (7) Bole,

(8) Lemnian Earth, (9) Cimolite, (10) Mountain
Meal, (11) Black Chalk, (12) Pipe-clay, and
(13) Potter's Clay. In Dana, clay of different

kinds figures simply as a synonym of various
minerals. In the "British M useum Catalogue

"

there is a category of days. A great many
minerals have more or less of alumina in their

composition ; its presence may often be de-
tected by the peculiar smell which the mineral
emits when breathed upon. The colour of
clay chiefly dej tends upon its containing the
iron in a ferrous or a ferric state. Some of
the dark-coloured oolitic clays contain large

quantities of a bituminous matter; these
clays give off a most offensive odour whe*
burnt into bricks.

2. Chem. : Clay is principally hvdrons sili-

cate of aluminium, Alsp3-2Si(V2H20. The
purest clay is called Kaolin (q.v). Clays
generally contain much free silica, also cal'-ium

carbonate, calcium sulphate, oxide of iron,

magnesium carbonate, and small quantities

of alkaline salts, phosphates, and iron pyr-
ites. Fire-clay is more refractor}' the
greater the percentage of alumina which It

contains in proportion to the fluxes (alkalies,

Ifcte, fiit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p6\
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, onr, role, fall ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e ; ey - a. qu = kw.
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alkaline earths, and ferrous oxide), and the

smaller the quantity of the silica in proportion

to the silicate of aluminium. Clay possesses

the property of absorbing ammonia and
organic matter, &c., from liquid sewage ap-

plied to ita surface, and thus not only pro-

motes the growth of agricultural crops, but
also purifies water percolating slowly through
it. For analysis of Fire-clay, see Watts's Vict
o/Chem., 2nd Supt., p. 335.

3. Geol. £ Pakeont. : Clay is simply mud
produced by the wearing down of rocks. If

a stream bring down sediment into still water,

the heavier boulders fall first, the pebbles

next, then gravol, after which little remains
but fine silt, which makes the water look
turbid for a time, but gradually settles down
at the bottom, and becomes mud or clay.

Clay suspended in water is precipitated by
the addition of sea-water. Sterry Hunt
made experiments on the water of the
Mississippi (Chem. News, xxx., p. 97.)

Hence the doposits of mud formed at the
entrance of the river into the Gulf of Mexico.
When hardened into a thinly laminated rock,

and perhaps coloured black by carbonaceous
matter, it becomes shale. A form of it called

Fire-clay exists in the coal measures just be-
neath each seam of coal ; it constituted the
vegetable soil in which the ancient forest, the
remains of which have been transformed into
coal, grew. Whilst sandstone is, as a rule, too
porous to retain fossils uninjured, clay, shale,

or anything equivalent does so admirably, and
a palaeontologist should give particular atten-

tion to every finely laminated stratum which
he may see in any series of rocks which he
proposes to examine.

T For Barton clay, Kimmerldge clay, Oxford
day, Plastic day, &c., see these words.

B. As adj. : Composed of or pertaining to
day.

* clay-brained, * claybrayned, a.

Stupid, idiot.
" Why, thou clay-brayned guts."

Shakttp. : 1 Hen. IV., U. 4.

clay-built, a. Constructed of or with
day. (Darwin.)

clay clot, *clei-clot, $. A clot or
lump of clay.

* clay-cold, a. Cold and lifeless as a lump
Of clay.

•clay -daubed, ' clai- daubed, a.
Daubed or smeared over with tempered clay.

clay-eater, t. One who habitually chews

or eats a fatty clay. This practice prevails in

many places throughout the world, and to

some extent among the lower classes in Georgia

and the Cavsainas.

play-ground, *• Ground or land of a
clayey nature, clay-land,

clay-iron ore* s. The same as Clay-
IB0N3T0NE (q.V.).

day-Ironstone, ».

1. Min. £ Geol. : A mineral or rock occur-
ring generally in the form of bands or nodules
in the carboniferous series of beds. It consists

of carbonate of iron mechanically mingled
with earthy matter, the metallic carbonate
having been produced by the action of decay-
ing vegetable matter on any protoxide of iron
in solution with which it may have been
brought in contact (Lyell.) Occurs princi-
pally in the coal measures.

2. Pakeont.: Nodules of clay -ironstone
often enclose shells, encrinites, ferns, and other
organisms.

clay-kiln, 5. A kiln or stove for burning
clay.

clay-land, clay-soil, s. Ground or
land composed to a great extent of clay.

Clay-loam, s. Clay mixed with sand,
chalk, and organic matter. It is generally
very fertile.

clay-marl, s. Marl with the argillaceous
element abnormally abundant in it. It is

generally white and chalky ; marl is a mixture
of clay and chalk.

clay mill, s.

Brick-making: A pug-mill ; a mill for mixing
and tempering clay.

clay-pipe, $. The same as a Tobacco
PIPE.

clay-pit, s. A pit whence clay is dug.
" Twas found in a clay-pit."— Woodward : On Fottilt.

clay - process, s. A process by which
clay is substituted for plaster in making
stereotyped moulds. The face of the type is

forced into the clay by pressure. (Knight.)

day-pulveriser, s. A machine for

grinding dry clay to render it more homo-
geneous previous "to pugging. (Kiiight.)

clay -screening, a. Screening or de-
signed to screen clay.

Cla/y-screening machine : A machine for sift-

ing pulverised clay, so as to prepare it for

some of the finer ceramic manufactures.
(Knight.)

clay slate, s.

1. Geol. : A rock, called also Argillaceous
Schist. It is often exceedingly fissile, cleav-

ing in directions across the planes of stratifi-

cation. Its colours vary from greenish or
bluish-grey to a leaden hue. It is composed
of indurated clay which has been subjected

to great pressure. Sometimes particles of

mica impart to it a shining and silky lustre.

The yellow cubical mineral of metallic lustre

often scattered through it is iron pyrites. A
great part of it is metamorphic, but some is

fossiliferous. The clay-states of Great Britain

belong to the Pabeozoic age.

2. Comm. : It is the common roofing slate,

for which its fissile character renders it well
adapted. It is used also for school-boys'
slates. Good slates should not imbil>e water,
if they do so, they will soon be decomposed by
the weather.

clay-stone, *. & a,

A. As substantive

:

Geol. : A felstone of granular texture, and
not containing any imbedded crystals. It is

of igneous origin. It varies much in colour,

being flesh-tinted, brown, brownish-yellow,
green, Ate, Formerly specimens of it were
often designated, compact felspar. It consti-

tutes the paste, matrix, or basis of the sub-
joined porphyry.

B. As adj. : Having clay-stone, Ac, as its

basis.

Clay-stone porphyry

:

Geol. : An igneous rock consisting of clay-

stone with imbedded crystals.

clay, v.t. [Clay, s.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To cover or dress with clay.

"This manuring lute fifty yean: then the ground
must lx) clayed agnhi."— Mortimer! Husbandry.

2. Sugar-making ; To perform the operation
of claying (q.v.).

Clay'-band, s. & a. [Eng. clay, and band.]

A. As substantive

:

Mining : A stratum or band with clay in its

composition. Used chiefly in the compound
which follows.

B. As adj. : Composed of such a rock.

olayband ironstone, s.

Mining : An earthy variety of Chalybite,
constituting one of the most common ores of
iron.

Clayed, pa. par. or a. [Clay, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Covered or dressed with
clay.

2. Sugar-making : Purified by means of
water percolating through a layer of clay
spread over the surface. [Claying.]

" Syrup intended for forming clayed sugar must be
somewhat more concentrated in toe treacle ; and run
off into a copper cooler, capable of receiving three or
four successive Bkippings. . . . Clayed BVigavs are sorted
into different shades ofcolour according to the part of
the cone from which they were cut. The clayed sugar
of Cuba Is called Havanimh sugar. . . . Clayed sugar
can only be made from the ripest cane-juice ; for that
which contains much gluten would be apt to get too
much burnt by the ordinary process of boiling, to bear
the claying operation."— U~re: Diet, of Arts, Manufac-
ture*, and Mine*; Sugar.

* clay-en, * clelen, *cleyene, a. [Mid.
Eng. clei, cley = Eng. clay ; Mid. Eng. adj.
ending -en.) Composed of or built with clay.

clayes, s. [Fr. claU = a hurdle.]

Fort. : Wattles made with stakes inter-
woven with osiers to cover lodgments: hur-
dles to form blinds for working parties.
When reinforced with earth they become
gabions. (Knight.)

clay'- ey, * cley-i, cley-ye, a. [Eng.
clay; -y-l

1. Consisting of or of the nature of clay.
" The kyng yetide hem in the cWyye erthe."— WycHftt

8 King* xii. 14.

2. Bedaubed with clay. (Carlyle.)

Clay'-ing, pr. par., a., & $. [Clay, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

L Ord. Lang. : The act of covering or dress-

ing land with clay.

IX Technically:

1. Sugar-making : An operation by which
sugar is purified.

"The claying now begins ; which consists in apply-

ing to the smoothed surface of the sugar at the base
of the cone a plaster of argillaceous earth, or tolerably
tenacious loam, in a pasty state. The water diffused

among the clay escapes from it by slow infiltration,

and descending with like slowness through the body
of the sugar, carries along with it the residuary viscid

syrup, which is more soluble than the granulated par-

ticles. Whenever the first magma of clay has become
dry it is replaced by a second, and this, occasionally,

in its turn by a third, whereby the sugar cone gets
tolerably white and clean."—Ure: Diet. ofArte, Manu-
facture*, and Mine* ; Sugar.

2. Mining : The act of lining the blast-hole

with clay to prevent the explosive becoming
damp.

claying-bar, s.

Mining : A cylindrical bar for driving tena-

cious clay into the crevices of a blast-hole to
prevent percolation of water on the charge.

elaying-house, s.

Sugar-making : A house for the operation of
claying,

"The cones remain twenty days In the eiaying'
houtt before the sugar Is taken out of them."— I' re

;

Diet, of Art*, Manufacture*, and Mine*; Sugar.

clay'-ish, a. [Eng. clay ; -ish.] Of the nature
of clay ; containing an admixture of clay.

"Small beer proves an unwholesome drink ; perhaps,
by being brewed with a thick, maddlsh, and clayuh
water, which the brewers covet."

—

Harvey; On Con-
sumption.

Clay'-Ite, *. [From the Hon. J. R. Clay, U.S.
Minister at Peru, and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Jfitt. : A mineral from Peru, occurring crys-

tallised and as a crust on quartz, a sulph-
arsenite of copper with sulphantimonites of
copper and lead. Lustre, metallic Hardness,
2'5. Melts before the blowpipe.

* clayme, v. & *. [Claim.]

clay '-more, * glay -more, s. [Gael, claid-

heamh mor = a great sword, a broadsword.
Cf. Wei. cleddyf, cleddeu ; Lat. gladius = a
sword.]

1. A Scottish broadsword ; a two-handled
sword used by the Scotch Highlanders.

2. A basket-hilted broadsword. (Knight.)

3. By tnetonomy : A soldier armed with a
broadsword.

"His army was rapidly swollen to near double the
number of claymores that Dundee had commanded.'*—Macaulay: flitt. Eng., ch. xiii.

day-td'-nl-a, 5. [Named after John Clayton,
who collected plants in Virginia.]

Bat. : A genus of plants, order Portulaca-
ceae (Purslanes). Claytonia perfoliata, a North
American specieB, is anti-scorbutic. The tuber-
ous roots of C. tuberosa are eaten in Siberia.

clay'-weed, s. [Named from the partiality

of the plant to clay soils.]

Bot. : A composite plant, Tussilago Farfa.ro,

*cle, *clea, *clee, s. [Claw.]

cleach-Ing, a. [Etym. doubtful.] A term
occurring only in the subjoined compound.

cleaching-net, s. A hand net with hoop
and pole. (Knight.)

dead, deed, s. [Clothe. I Dress.
" That canty knap, tho' in ite brawest elead,
Ooups infant proud abeen the decent mead."

Tarra* : Poem*, p. 4,

dead mg, *. [A Scotch pron. of clothing.]
[Clothing.]

L Ord. Lang. : Dress, clothing.
**. . . what's in either face or cleading,

Of painted things."
Ramtay: Po9m*,i. M.

IX Technically:

1. Mach. : The outer covering or jacket of
the cylinder of a steam-engine, or of the boiler

boll, boy; p6nt, J6%1; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench;
-elan, -tian = shan. -tion. -sion = shun ; -{Ion, sion

go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -Ing.

= zhun. -dons, -tious, -slous - shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, acL
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of a locomotive ; a timber casing enclosing the
boiler and firel>ox of a locomotive ; the casing
of hair-felt wrapped round steam-pipes to pre-
vent the radiation of heat. It is called also
logging.

2. Building, Eng., dtc. : Any kind of plank-
covering, such as the slating-boards of a roof,

the boards of a floor, the plank-lining of a pit-

shaft, the planking of a copper -dam, &c.
(Ogilvie.)

3. Mining: The boarding which lines a
shaft or tunnel.

clean, * clene, * clone, * cleane, a. & adv.
[A.S. done, dent; Wei. glain, glan ; Ir. &
Gael, glan, all = clear, bright; O. H. Ger.
chleini ; M. H. Ger. kleine; Ger. klein = small,
fine, excellent.]

A. As adjective

:

X. Ordinary Language ;

L Literally

:

(1) Free from dirt or any filth.

" Heo we»se her fet al dene."
Rob. of atottC, p. 48S.

"They make clean the outside of the cup and of the
platter, but within they are fall of extortion and ex-
ecs*. "—Matt, xxiii. 26.

(2) Free from any injurious ingredient or
admixture ; pure, undefined.

" H it maydenee brought* hire clene water."
Rob. q/Olou., p. 485.

J, Figuratively

:

(1) Free from any defect or fault.

" Tet thy waUt ia strait and clean
As Cupid's shaft, or Hermes' rod." Waller.

(2) Free from any moral stain or pollution,
pure, guiltless.

** What is man, that he should be clean l"—Job xr. 11

% Frequently with the prep. of.

"Of ure sunne make us dene."—Old Eng. Homilies
(ad. Morris), p. 63.

t (3) Applied even to inanimate things.

(4) Free from any contagious or loathsome
disease.

"And Jesus put forth his hand, and touched him,
saying, I will ; be thou dean."—Matt. viii. :j.

(5) Free from any mismanagement, bung-
ling, or awkwardness ; dexterous, clever.

* (6) Fair, noble, excellent.
" With the clennest cumpanye that euer king ladde."

WUl. of Paleme, 1,609.

t (7) Complete, perfect, total.
" Thou shalt make clean riddance of the corners . .

."

—Levit. xxi& 22.

XL Technically

:

1. Printing : Free from corrections or al-

terations, as a clean proof.

2. Mosaic Law

:

(1) Allowed to be eaten, not defiling.

"Of every clean beast thou shalt take to thee by
•evens, the male and his female : and of beast* that
are not clean by two, the male and his female."

—

Sen. v,i, 2.

(2) Free from any ceremonial defilement

3. Whale & Seal-fishing : Having no fish or
oil ; empty ; as, a ship returned clear.

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between clean,
cleanly, and pure : " Clean expresses a free-

dom from dirt or soil ; cleanly the disposition
or habit of being clean. A person who keeps
himself dean is cleanly; a cleanly servant
takes care to keep other things dean. Clean
is employed in the proper sense only; pure
mostly in the moral sense : the hands should
be clean; the heart should be pure: it is the
first requisite of good writing that it should
be clean; it is of the first importance for the
morals of youth to be kept pure," (Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

B. As adverb:

1. Completely, entirely, without limitation
or reservation.

" He was clene out of him aalfe away."—Gower, \.

2. Adroitly, dexterously, cleanly.
" Pope came off clean with Homer ; but they say,
Broome went before, and kindly swept the way."

Henley.

1 To make a dean breast of;

t, To make a full and ingenuous confession
of; to avow.

M She bad something lay heavy on her heart, which
she wished, as the emissary expressed it— fo make a
clean breaet of, before she died, or lost possession of
her senses. "—Scott St. Ronan. ch. xxxviii.

3. To tell one's mind roundly.

"To si>eak truth, I'm wearying to mak a clean
breaet »

i

'
him, ami to tell him o' his unnaturality to his

own doubter."—The Entail, lit 10L

* clean-fingered, a. Free from crime
or guilt ; clean-handed.

* dean-Handed, a,

1. Law: Having clean hands in the sense
described under Clean Hands, 1 Law.

2. Ord. Lang. : Free from crime, guiltless.

clean hands, s. pi.

1. Law: A maxim of equity is: "He who
comes into equity must come with clean
hands." This rule must be understood to
refer to wilful misconduct in regard to the
matter in litigation, and not to any miscon-
duct, however jjtoss, which is unconnected
with the matter in litigation, and with which
the opposite party in the cause has no con-
cern. (Snell; Principles of Equity.)

2. Fig. : The state of not having put the
hands to any criminal use ; purity of action
and conduct as distinguished from purity of
heart.

" Who shall ascend Into the hill of the Lord ? or who
shall stand in his holy place? He that hath clean
hands and a pore heart.*—Psalm xxlv. ;i, 4.

clean hearted, a. Free from moral pol-
lution in the heart, pure.

clean-limbed, a. Having well-propor-
tioned limbs. (Dickens.)

clean-shanked, a. The same as Clsan-
LIMBBD (q.V ).

clean-shaped, a. Well-shaped, well-
proportioned.

* clean-timbered, a. Elegantly or neatly
built ; having a neat or well-shaped figure.

" I think. Hector was not so clean-timber d : bis leg
la too big for Hector."—Shakesp. : Love't Labour Lost,
v. s.

dean, s. [Clean, a.] The secundines of a
cow.

clean, v.t. [Clean, a.] To free from dirt
or filth, to purify ; to clear of anything offen-
sive, injurious, or extraneous ; to cleanse.

If To clean out : To exhaust of pecuniary
resources. (Slang. )

cleaned, pa. par. & a. [Clean, v.]

clean'-er, s. [Eng. clean ; -er.]

L Ordinary Language:

1. One who cleans anything.

2. An instrument or apparatus used for
cleaning anything.

IL Technically:

1. Leather manufacture: A currier's straight
two-handed knife with a blade two inches
broad.

2. Founding ; A slicker, a tool used for
smoothing surfaces in sand-moulding.

3. Carding : The smaller of a pair of small
card cylinders, called urchins, arranged round
the periphery of a card-drum. The larger of
the two, called the worker, takes the fibre

from the card-drum and delivers it to the
cleaver, which returns it to the card-drum.
(Knight.)

clean-lug, pr. par., a., & s. [Clean, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. db particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

1. The act of cleansing or freeing from filth

or dirt, or any offensive, injurious, or extra-
neous matter.

2. The extraneous matter from which any-
thing is freed or cleansed ; the results of the
act or process of cleaning.

3. The after-birth of a cow.

cleaning-machine, s.

Silk manufacture : A machine in which silk
thread Is carried from bobbins over a glass or
iron guide-rod, and then drawn through a
brush in order to detach from it any particles
of dust or dirt which it may contain. (Knight.)

+ clean ish, a. [Eng. clean; -ish.) Bather
clean.

"A
ton : Clarissa, vl. 80S.

* clean'-li-ly\ adv. [Eng. cleanly ; -ly.] In a
cleanly manner.

clean'-U-ness, s. [Eng. cleanly; -ness.)

1. The state of being free from dirt or any
offensive or extraneous matter.

* 2. Neatness in person or dress.

clean -ly, * clen-ly, * clan ly, • clen-
liche, " clen li, 'clone liche, • clan-
liche, a. & adv. [A.fcJ. clcenlic.)

A. As adjective

:

L Literally:

1. Free from dirt or filth or any offensive ot
extraneous matter ; pure, clean.

" While his lov'd partner, boastful of her hoard,
Displays her cleanly platter on the board."

Goldsmith : The Traveller.
" He xayth thet hi ssolle habbe clenliche clotliinge."

AyenbUe, p. 21*.

2. Ofpersons

:

(1) Habitually neat in person and dress;
clean, tidy.

(2) Neat and skilful.

"... Wherein is he good, but to taste sack and
drink It? wherein neat and cleanly, but to carve a
capon and eat It T "Shaketp. : 1 Henry I V., 11. 4.

3. Cleaning, cleansing ; having the property
or power of cleaning or freeing from dirt or
extraneous matter.

" In our fantastic climes, the fair
With cleanly powder dry their hair."

Prior.
* XL Figuratively:

1. Innocent, pure, free from any moral pol-
lution.

2. Adroit, clever, dexterous, artful.
" We can secure ourselves a retreat by some

evasion."—L'Ettrange: Fables.

*J For the difference between cleanly and
clean see Clean.

B. As adverb : (pron. clean ly).

1. In a clean manner, so as to be clean or
free from dirt, neatly.

"Thai cladde horn clenly."—D*struet. of Troy, 774

1 2. Completely, entirely.
" So clanliche oueroome never I was."- Seyn Julian,

106.

• 3. Uprightly, innocently.
" If I do grow great. 111 leave sack and live cleanly,

at a nobleman should."—Shakesp. ; 1 Henry I K, v. 4.

clean '- ness, * olsen nesse, * clan nes,
* elan - nesse, * elen - nesse, " klen-
nesse, s. [A.S. clamnes.]

L Literally

:

1. The state of being clean ; freedom from
dirt or any offensive, injurious, or extraneous
matter.

"A Clennes ; honestas, mundicia. puritas. Minoeritas."

—CathoL Anglicum (ed. Herrtage).

f2. The state of being free from any eon-

tagious or loathsome disease,

til. Figuratively:

1. Purity of life, innocence, freedom from
moral stain or pollution.

" After the dennesse of inyn hondia he shall yclds
tome."— Wycliffei Ptalm xvit 21.

2. Exactness, neatness, freedom from awk-
wardness or error.

" He minded only the clearness of bis sntire, and the

cleanness ot expression."—liryden : Juvenal.

clean sable, clean -51 blc, * clennci-

sa bylle, a, [Eng. cheans(e); -able.] Cap-

able of being cleansed or purified (lit. dt fig.).

" Clenneisabylle ; expiabilis, purgabilis." — Cathol-

Angl-icam (ed. Heritage).

cleanse, * clause, * clansi, * dense,
" elensen, elensyn, v. f. [A.S. clamsian.]

L Literally

:

1. To clean, to free from dirt or any offen-

sive or extraneous matter by washing, rub-

bing, sifting, &c.
"Clentyn, Cribrare."—Prompt. Pare.
" Thou blind Pharisee, cleanse first that which U

within the cup and platter, . .
."—Mat t. xxiii. 26.

2. To free from any injurious or adulterating

admixture, to purify.

IL Figuratively

:

1. To free from guilt or moral pollution or

stain.
" Babes bloody handes may not be dentd"

Spenser : F.Q., IL ti.

* 2. To sanctify, to free from taint of defile-

ment. [Clean, a., II. 2.]

"God dede Moyses this bodeword on,

dense this fole wel this to daiges.*

Genesis A Exod., S,«m
**. . . What God hath cleansed, that call not thou

common."— Acti x. IS,

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father we, wot, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. ». ce-e. ey = a* qu = kw.
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*3. To free from any contagious or loath-

some disease.
" dense ye tneselia."— Wycliffc : Mutt. x. 8.

i. To purge or clear the body of noxious
humours.

"And. with some sweet oblivious antidote.
Cleans* the stutf'd bosom uf that perilous stunt"

Shakesp. ; Macbeth, v. 3.

*5. To acquit.

*fi. To do away guilt, to atone for, to
purge.

-' Not all her od'rous team can cleanse her crime,

Her I'laut alone deforms the happy clime.'

Dryden: Cinyras & Myrrha.

cleansed, pa. par. or a. [Cleanse.]

clean -ser, s. [Eng. clea)is(e); -«r.]

1. Qrd. Lang. : One who or that which
cleanses.

"His comb was the cleanser of his head."—Oayton .*

Not** on Don Quixote, ir. 5.

2. Med. : A medicine which has the power
of purging any foul or noxious humours ; a
purgative.

"If there happens an imposthame, honey, and even
honey of roses, taken inwardly, is a good cleanser.''—
Arbuthnot,

clean'-sing, "den -sing, "clon synge,
pr. par., a., 3c s. [Cleanse.]

A* & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (In

senses corresponding to those of the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The act of freeing from dirt or any
offensive or extraneous matter.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) The act of freeing from any contagious
or loathsome disease.

(2) The state of being freed from any con-
tagious or loathsome disease.

"This shall be the law of the leper in the day of his
cleansing . .

."—Lee. xiv. l.

S)
The act or process of freeing from moral

ution or stain.

* (4) The act of acquitting of a charge ; an
acquittal

II. Cowkeeping: The coming off of the
•ecundines of a cow.

cleansing-vat, s.

Brewing : A vessel in which the fermenta-
'on of beer is concluded, the yeast running
ut of the bung-hole, and being kept full by
apply from a stone-vat. {Knight.)

r, * deer, * clere, • cler, * elier,
• clyre, a,, adv., & s. [0. Fr. cfmr, cleir,

der, from Lat. clarus = bright, clear.]

A. As adjective

:

L Literally

:

1. Bright, luminous, free from opaqueness
•r cloudiness.

"On which the winged boy in colours clears
Depeincted was, . .

."

Spenser : P. Q., IIL xt T.

) Of the weather : Serene, unclouded,
ight.

"The day was clere, the soune hote."
Qower : ii. 253.

" Clere as wedur ye, bryghte. Clams, serenus."—
Promfit. Para.

(2) Of sound : Distinct, plain ; easily and
distinctly audible.

" Hark ! the numbers soft and clear
Gently steal upon the ear."

Pope : Ode on St. Cecilia's Day.

2. Pure, unmixed, free from impurities,
pellucid.

'* Clere aa watur or other llcour."—Prompt. Parv.

f Sometimes with the prep. of.
" The air is clearer of gross and damp exhalations."

—Temple.

IL Figuratively:

1. Bright, handsome.
" Al hire clere colour comsed for to fade."

William of Palerne, 679.

2. Cheerful, serene ; unclouded with pas-
sion or care.

" But soon his clear aspect
"Returned, and gracious purpose thus renewU"

Milton : Paradise Lost, viii. 838.

*3l Showy, pretty, fine.
" Him that is clothed with cleer clothing."— WycUffe :

m. James ii '..

4. Manifest, apparent, not dark or hidden.
"The pleasure of right reasoning is still the greater,

oy how much the consequences are more clear . ,
."—

T. Burnet : Theory of the Earth.

& Evident, indisputable, plain, undeniable.
"Remained . . . to our almighty foe
Clear victory, to oar part loss and rouf

MUton : P. L., U. 770,

big

6. Distinct, perspicuous, free from uncer-
tainty or indistinctness, easily apprehended,

" We pretend to give a clear account how thunder
and lightning Is produced."—Sir W. Temple.

7. Prompt to understand, sharp-witted,
acute.

" Clere of wytt and vndyrstondynge. Perspicax."—Prompt. Parv.

8. Far-seeing, acute.

9. Free from guilt or blame, innocent,
guiltless, free from responsibility.

"Sauue me and mak cler for ml soule destourbed is."

lAfeof Jesus, 571.

T Sometimes with the prep. from.

10. Free from distress, oppression, or any
burden.

"The cruel corp'ral whisper'd in my ear,
Five pounds, if rightly tipt, would set me clear."

Qay
11. Free from defect or blemish.

12. Free from deduction, abatement, or en-
cumbrance ; net, in full.

" I often wisb'd that I bad ctear.
For life, six hundred pounds a-year. " Swift.

13. Free, open ; without impediment or ob-
stacle, unimpeded.

"... any military exploit more serious than that
of putting down a riot or of keeping a street clear for a
procession."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xrii.

14. Open, free, with no object intervening
or impeding : as, to have six inches clear
between two things. [Clear, s. Clearance.]

15. Free from debt.

16. Determined, resolute. (Scotch.)

17. Safe, or away from, free.

"... on the instant they got clear of our hip."—
Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv 6.

*18. Unprepossessed, Impartial.
" Leaclppe, of whom one look. In a clear Judgment,

would have been more acceptable than all her kind-
ness so prodigally bestowed. —Sidney.
* 19. Complete, total.

*20. Undetected.
"A clear theft passed for a vertue."— gentleman In-

structed, p. 75. (Dawies.)

* We As adverb

:

L Literally:

*1. Brightly, clearly.

" In the sune that schines clere."—Cursor Mundi, Ml.

2. Audibly, clearly.

"He cried high and cleer."—Merlin, L 11. Ml.

IX Figuratively

:

1. Clearly, plainly.
" Now dear I understand

What oft my steadiest thoughts have searched in
vain." Milton .- P. L„ xii. 876.

2. Completely, quite.
" He put his mouth to her ear, and. under pretext of

a whisper, bit it clear off."—VEstrange.

C. As substantive :

1. Light, clearness.

2. Clarified liquor.

3. Carp., &c. : Clear space between two
bodies. (Only in the phrase, in the clear.)

1 Crabb thus distinguishes between clear,

lucid, bright, and vivid : " These epithets
mark a gradation in their sense ; the idea of
light is common to them, but fjjear expresses
less than lucid, lucid than bright, and bright
than vivid. A mere freedom from stain or
dulness constitutes clearness, the return of
light and consequent removal of darkness con-
stitutes lucidity ; Itrightness supposes a cer-

tain strength of light ; vividness a freshness
combined with the strength, and even a degree
of brilliancy. . . . These epithets may with
equal propriety be applied to colour as well as
to light : a clear colour is unmixed with any
other ; a bright colour has something striking
and strong in it ; a vivid colour something
lively and fresh in it. . . . In their moral ap-
plication they preserve a similar distinction : a
conscience is said to be clear when it is free

from every spot or stain ; a deranged under-
standing may have lucid intervals ; a bright
Intellect throws light on everything around it

;

a vivid imagination glows with every image
that nature presents." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* clear-cake, *. A thin cake or wafer.

"I used to ca'I him the cl*ar-cak* : fat, fair, sweet,
and seen through in a moment '*— Walpole : To Mann,
ii. 153. {Dairies.)

dear-cole, s. [Clair-cole.]

clear-dangling, a. Dangling clearly.

" An' awfu scythe, out-owre ae shoothar,
Clea'^danglmg, bang."

Burns : Death and Doctor Hornbook.

clear-eye, «. Two menthaceons plants,
(1) Salvia Sclarea, and (2), S. Verbenaoa.
[Clary.]

% Wild clear-eye : Salvia Verbenaca.

clear-foundation, * & a. See the sub-
joined compound.

Clear-foundation lace: A light, fine, trans-
parent, white thread, hand-made lace. It has
a diamond-shaped mesh, formed by two threads
plaited to a jwrpendicular line. It is called
also Lisle lace, from being manufactured,
among other places, in the French city or
town of that name.

clear-headed, a. Having a clear mind
or understanding.

clear-lowing, a. Brightly burning.
(Scotch.)

" I have gone some dozen times to Lesmahago for the
clear-lowing coals."—Lights and Shadows, p. 215.

clear-pointed, a. Having bright point*.
" Eyes not down-dropt nor over bright, but fed
With the clear-pointed flame of chastity."

Tennyson : Isabel, i. IS.

clear-seeing, a. Having a clear, sharp
sight (lit Afig,).

clear shining, a. Shining brightly.
" Not separated with the racking clouds.
But sever'd in a pale clear-shining sky."

Shakesp. ; u Ben. VI., it L

Clear-sighted, a. Provident, discerning,
having an acute and far-seeing mind.

" Clear-sighted reason wisdom s Judgment leads."
Denham : Prudence, 10.

clear-sightedness, s. The quality of
being clear-sighted

; foresight, providence.

clear starch, v.t. To stiffen with starch,
and afterwards clear by beating with the
hands.

" A tailor's widow, who washes, and can clearstarch
his hands."—Addti»n.

clear-starched, pa. par. or a. [Clear-
starch.]

clear-starcher, *. One whose occupa-
tion it is to clear-starch articles of dress.
"A clear starcher and sempstress."— Toiler, No. U.

clear-starching, pr. par., o., & *.

A. & B, As pr. par. db particip. adj. : (8e«
the verb).

C. Assubst, : The act or process of stiffening
with starch.

clear-stemmed, a. Having bright stems
or trunks.

Tennyson: Recol. of the Arabian Nights.

clear-story, clere story, clear-
store, 8.

Architecture

:

1. The upper part of the nave, choir, and
transepts of a cathedral or large church. It
is above the triforium, or if there be none,
immediately over the arches of the aisles, and
clear of their roof. 1'he clear-story is fitted

CLEAR-STORY (WESTMINSTER ABBEY).

with windows to admit light to the centre of

the building, and to this fact the name is due,

as is shown by the term Uind-story applied to

the triforium (q.v.).

2. A similar structure in any secular build-

ing.
" And the clear-stores towards the south north an

as lustrous as tbouy. "—S/takesp. : Twelfth Night, iv. t,

clear stuff, s.

Timber traffic : Boards free from knots, wane,
wind-shakes, ring-hearts, dote, and sap.

%fcl, bo*y; pout, Jo\vl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, t&i»: »!*« a? J expect, Xenophon, exist, ph =t
-<lan. tian -- shan. -tion, -sion -shun; -tlon, sion zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious^shus. -ble, -die, kc. -bpl, del.
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clear-walled, o. Having bright-shining

walls.
" Or In a clear-walVd city on the sea."

Tennyson: The Palace of Art.

dear, •clere, * cleryn, v.t & i. [Lat.

clareo = to become bright or clear ; da.ro —
to make bright or clear ; M. H. Ger. klaren

{intrans), klatrtn (trans.); Sw. klara; Dan.
klare ; Sp. clartar. j

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) To make clear or bright ; to free from
any opaqueness or dulness ; to brighten.
" Ha sweeps the ikies, and Heart the cloudy North."

Dryden.
(2) To free from any mixture or extraneous

matter ; to classify, to cleanse.

(3) To free any place or thing from any en-

cumbrance, embarrassment or impediment

;

to empty.
"Safe to the ships, he wisely dear'd the way."

Pope : Homer'i Iliad, ok. x., 1. 578.

(4) To remove, to get rid of, any encum-
tirance ur impediment.

"A statue lies hid in a block of marble ; and the art
of the statuary only clean away the superfluous
matter, and remove* the rubbish. " — Addison :

Spectator.

(5) To free from anything which obstructs

the sound or sight.

hia throat with so many hoarse, guttural, and clicking
sounds."—Darwin : Voyage Round the World, eh. x.,

p. 206.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To free from obscurity or doubt ; to
make plain or clear, to elucidate.

"Cleryn or make clere a thynge that ys vnknowe.
Clarijfco, manifesto."—Prompt, Parv.
" When, tn the knot ol the play, no other way is

left for the discovery, then let a god descend, and
dear the business to the audience."—Dryden.

(2) To free from imputation of crime or
guilt ; to vindicate, to acquit, to justify.

" I clere one that was thought faulty in a mater."—
Palsgrave.
" Somerset wu much cleared by the death of those

who were executed to make him appear faulty."—Sir
John Hayward.

•f With the prep./w» before the charge or

crime imputed.
"I am sure be will clear me from partiality."—

Dryden: Fables, (Pref.J

(3) To purge of a crime, to cleanse from
guilt.

".
. . forgiving Iniquity and transgression and sin,

and that will by no means clear the guilty . . .*—
Mxod. xxx iv. 7.

(4) To brighten or sharpen the intellect or
understanding ; to sharpen.

(5) To gain without deduction or abatemeni,
to net, to realise.

"The profit which she cleared on the cargo, . .
."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Brig., ch. V.

(6) To quit, to satisfy a debt or charge.
" But this one mighty sum has dear'd the debt."

Dryden : Epistle to the Ducheu of York, S3,

(7/ To leap or pass over or by without touch-
ing.

IX Technically : [C. 1, 2, 3, 10.]

B. Intransitive :

1. Lit. : To become bright or clear ; to
brighten up.

" Cleryn or wex brygbte as wedur. Serena, clareo."
—Prompt. Parv.

* 2. Fig. : To be freed from encumbrances or
embarrassment.

" He that dean at onee, will relapse ; for, finding
himself out of straits, he will revert to hia customs :

but he that deareth by degrees, induceth a habit of
frugality, and gaineth as well upon his mind as upon
bis estate."— Bacon ; Essays.

C. In Sj-ecial phrases and compound*

:

1. To dear a cheque

:

Comm. : To pass it through the clearing-

house for payment by the bank on which it

is drawn.

2. To clear a ship

:

Comm. : (See extract).

"The act of clearing a vessel and her cargo consists

In entering at the custom-house all particulars re-

lating to her so far as these may be required upon
arrival at, or previously to departing from, any port

:

as well in the payment, by the parties concerned, of

such duties as may be exigible upon her cargo, 4a"

—

Toung ; Wautical Dictionary ; Clearance.

X To clear a ship for action ; to clear for
motion:

Naut. : To clear the deck, Ac., of all un-
necessary articles or encumbrances and to
prepare for an engagement.

4. To clear away : To remove the remains of

a meal, &c.

"SmaHbonee, who had been duly apprised of the
whole plan, asked his uia*t«r, as he cleared away.
whether he should keep the red-herring for the next
day.**

—

Marryat : Bnarleyyow, vol. ii., ch. xiv.

5. To clear contempt in chancery :

* Law : To pay the costs which the plaintiff

had incurred in prosecuting one This was
required when the defendant had been adjudged
to be in contempt of court. (Blackstone :

Comment, bk. iii.,ch. 27.)

6. To clear leys

:

Soap-making : To separate the soapy jelly

from the spent ley. (h'eale.)

7. To clear off, v.t. at i.

:

(1) Transitive :

(a) Lit : To remove ; to clear away.

(&) Fig. : To pay off ; to satisfy a debt or
charge.

(2) Intrans. : To remove oneself ; to depart
(Slang.)

8. To clear out, v. 1 & i.

:

(1) Trans. : To empty ; to free from internal
encumbrance.

(2) Intrans. : To depart, to make off. (Slang.)

9. To clear the deads

:

Mining : To clear a shaft or drift (WeaU.)

10. To clear the land

:

Naut. : To gain such a distance from shore
as to be out of danger of driving on to the
land

11. To clear up, v. t. ft i.

:

(1) Transitive:

(a) Lit. : To clear away, to make tidy after a
meal, Ac

(0) Fig. : To elucidate ; to make clear and
plain.

"By mystical terms and ambiguous phrases, he
darkens what he should clear up."—Boyle,

(2) Intransitive

:

0/ the weather : To become bright and clear.

" Advise him to stay 'till the weather clear* up, for
you are afraid there will be rain."—8w.fl : Advice to

Servants ; Directions to the Groom.

clear, s. [Clear, a.]

Building : The full distance between any
two bodies where no object intervenes, or
between their nearest surfaces.

Clear -age, s. [Eng. dear ; -age.}

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of clearing or re-

moving auything ; a clearance.

2. Tech. : [Clearance].

clear -ance, s. [Clear, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of clearing away or removing
anything.

* 2. Clear or net profit.

3. A clear, free, and unimpeded space be-

tween two things [II. .'!..

TX Technically:

1. Commfce

:

(1) The act of clearing a ship at the Custom-
house. [Clear, v., C. 2.]

(2) A certificate that a ship has been cleared

at the Custom-house.

2. Machines : The distance between the
piston and the cylinder-head in a steam-engine
when the piston is at the end of its stroke.

cleare, a [Clear, a.]

Sugar-making : The filtered fluid of coarse
sugar decolourised by bone-black.

Cleared, pa. par. or a. [Clear, v.]

clear'-er, a [Eng. clear; -er.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who or that which clears

or brightens ; a brightener.

TX Technically:

1. tfaut. : A tool on which the hemp for
sail-maker's twine is finished.

2. Weaving : A rapidly revolving roller in

the scribbling-machine, laid alongside the
" worker."

clearer-bar, s. A bar in a horse hay-
fork, which throws the hay out from the teeth
when the rake is lifted. (Knight.)

clear -ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Clear, t».]

A. k B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (In
senses corresponding to those of the verb).

C. As substantive:

I, Ordinary Language:

1. Literally

:

(1) The act of making clear.

(2) A piece or tract of land cleared of wood
and prepared for cultivation. (Colonial.)

2. Figuratively

:

(1) The act or process of freeing from guilt

or blame.
"What carefulness Is wrought In you, yea, %Iiat

clearing of yourselves, yea, what indignation."-.
S Cor. vii. 11.

(2) The act or process of making plain or
evident, explanation, elucidation. '

IL Technically

:

1. Banking, £c. : The adjustment of the pay.

ment due to or from each banker on cheque*
held by him on other bankers, or held by
others on him. Also, in the case of railways,

the adjustment of the sums to be paid tn or

by each company in respect of through baffle

on or from other lines.

2. Comm. : The act or process of clearing a
ship at the Custom-house.

3- Silk-manufacture : The process of remoT-
ing irregularities from silk filaments befori

spinning, by passing them beneath a soraier,

or between steel rollers. (Knight.)

4. Calico-printing : The act of washing the

dye solution from the unmordanted potion
of the cloth in the *' madder style " of printing.
(Knight.)

5. Machines: The amount of play between
the meshing-teeth of cog-wheels, to avoid a
jamb. (Knight)

clearing beck, s.

Dyeing: A vat in which cottons printed

with certain colours are scoured with soap and
water.

clearing house, s.

Comm. : An establishment where the process
of clearing is carried on. The London clearing-

house for bankers was first instituted in 1775.

By its means bankers obtain a settlement of

all bills or cheques due for collection between

one another, a cheque on the Bank of England
beirm received or paid in settlement of all dif-

ferences of account. AH the cities of the

United States have clearing houses, ostal

at various dates since 1853, when the fir»t was
established in New York. [Clear, c, C. 1.]

clearing-nut, s. The nut of Strycknm

potatorum, which is used in India for clearing

water from sediment. The natives prefer

pond or river water to clear well water, i»ut

purify what they take by rubbing the inside of

the unglazed earthen vessel for a mii

two with the seed of the clearing-nut. The
impurities in a short time fall to the bottom,

and the water becomes clear.

clearing-pan, s.

Sugar-manufact : The same as CLARiriEn.

clearing-screw, s.

Weapons : A screw in some fire-arms, at

right angles to the nipple, and affording a

communication with the chamber. (Knight.)

clearing-stone, s.

Curriery: The fine stone on which a cur-

rier's knife receives its final whetting. (Knight )

clear'-rfr, *cler-li. "clere-li, *cler-liche,
clere -liche, *cler-ly, # clyer-lyche,
*clyer-liche, adv. (Eng. clear; -hj ; Hid.

Eng. cler, dere, &c. ; and liche, li = Eng. -ly.)

L Lit. : Brightly, luminously.

IX Figuratively :

1. Plainly, without impediment or his*

drance.

2. Plainly, evidently, in a manner free from

doubt, obscurity, or perplexity.

". . . then shalt thou see dearly to east out the

mote out of thy brother's eye."—itati. vIL b.

8. With acuteness or discernment; in a

manner free from embarrassment or entangle-

ment
**.

. . he that divideth too much, will never coaie

out of It dearly."—Bacon : Buayt.

i. Audibly, plainly.

"The sownde was herde into the dtee derly'—
Merlin, I. 11 207.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pet,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, oar. rale, fall ; try, Syrian, ae, oe = 6. ey - a. qu kw*
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* 5. Without deduction or abatement.

*6. Honestly, unreservedly, openly, without
evasion or reservation.
" He uel xigge his seniles clyerliche and nakedlicbe."

Ayenbite, p. 174.

If Crabb thus distinguishes between clearly

and distinctly : " That is seen clearly of which
one has a clear view independent of anything

else ; that is seen distinctly which is seen so

as to distinguish it from other objects." (firabb

:

Eng. Synem.)

clear ness, * cler-nosse, * clerc nesso,
* cler nes, • cleer-ness, s. [Eng. clear

;

•ness.)

L Literally:

1. The quality of being clear or bright;

brightness.

"The! upon the wallas of the town saugh the cler-

none of the light half a inyle loiige."—Merlin, I.

u. 2io.

" It may be, percolation doth not only cause clear-

nets and splendour, but sweetness of savour,"—Bacon i

Hat. Hist

2. A lustre or splendour.
" Love, more clear than yourself, with the clearness,

lays a night of sorrow upon me."—Sidney.

XL Figuratively

:

1. Distinctness, plainness, freedom from
obscurity or doubt.

•',
, . it is of the utmost importance in science to

aim at perfect clearness in the description of all that
comes, or seems to come, within the range of the In-
tellect"—TyndaU; Frag, of Science (3rd ed.), x. 253.

* 2. Uprightness, straightforwardness, plain

dealing, sincerity.
H

. . . clearness of dealing, . .
."

—

Bacon.

* 3. A freedom from blame or imputation.

i. Distinctness of tone, audibility.

5. Of the weather : Brightness, serenity, free-

dom from clouds.

"Olerenetse of wedyr. Ssrew&aa"—Prompt, Pair*.

* 6. Glory, honour.
"I take not clemesme of men."— Wydiffe : John T. 4X

* 7. Beauty, handsomeness.
" In the clernet of his concubines and carious wedex."

£. Eng AUit. Poem*; Cleanness, 1,358.

[ Crabb thus distinguishes between clear-

mess and perspicuity : " Clearness respects our
ideas, aud springs from the distinction of the
things themselves that are discussed

; perspi-
cuity respects the mode of expressing the ideas,

aud springs from the good qualities of style.

. . . Clearness of intellect is a natural gift

;

perspicuity is an acquired art ; although inti-

mately connected with each other, yet it is

possible to have clearness without perspicuity,
and perspicuity without clearness. (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

clear - stbr'

-

1 - aL, clere-stor -I-al, o.

[Eng. clearstory, and sun*, -a/.] Of, or pertain-
ing to, or of the nature of, a clear-story.

Clear -weed, s. [Eng. clear, and weed.] An
American name for Pilea pumila, an urtica-
ceous plant.

Cleat, s. [From Provinc. Eng. cleat = a piece
of iron worn on the shoes by country people
(Mahn). [Clamp.] Cf. also Dut. kloet = a
boat-hook, a pole ; A.S. elate = a bur, a cloth-
bur ; Dut klis and Ger. klette = a bur.]

1. Carp. : A strip of wood secured to an-
other one to strengthen it, as a batten placed
transversely on the back, of several boards
which are jointed or matched together.

2. Naut. : A belaying-piece consisting of a
bar with two arms fastened to a post or stan-
chion by a bolt passing through its stem.

cleat, v.t. [Cleat, ».] To fasten or strengthen
with a cleat.

cleav'-a-ble, a. [Eng. cleav(e); -able.] Ca-
pable of being cleft or divided.

" In the one case it is the molecules arranging them*
•elVM according to organic laws which produce a
cleavoble structure* . . ."—TyndaU; Frag, of Science
( :rij ed.), xiv. 408.

cleav'-age, «. [Eng. cleave, and suff. -age.]

1 Biol. ; Segmentation of the vitellus;
often called egg- or yolk-cleavage.

2. Crystallography:

(1) The act of cleaving or splitting a crvstal
in a certain direction in which it is easy to do
so; the state of being so cleft This line
of easy fissure, as a rule, is parallel to one or
more of the faces of the crystal. Cleavage
tends to reduce a mineral to the form of its
primary or primitive crystal.

(2) The line along which such splitting takes
place.

"In building up crystals these little atomic bricks
often arrange themselves into layers which are per-
fectly parallel to each other, and which can be sepa-
rated by inechaufcal means ; this Is called the cleavage
of the crystal. "— TyndaU : Frag, of Science (3rd. ed.),

xlv. «7.

3. Geology:

(1) The act or capability of cleaving certain

slaty rocks into an indefinite number of thin
lamina?, parallel to each other but not parallel

to the planes of stratification (Ijyell) ; the state

of being so cleft

(2) The cleft or fissure which is thus pro-
duced. Cleavage is divided into laminar
fission, or Flaggy Cleavage, coincident with
bedding planes, and 81aty Cleavage, deviating
from the direction of the bedding planes.
Slaty Cleavage is a fissile structure in certain
slaty or other rocks distinct from both strati-

fication and joints, though in some cases
liable to be mistaken for one or other of
these. It most frequently occurs in clay-
slate, or other argillaceous rock, next in fre-

quency to which it is found in gneiss, mica-
schist, hjypogene-limestone, &c. Murchison,
in his "Siluria," shows that slaty cleavage
exists in the Silurian and other older rocks,
aud iu those of Devonian age. It is not un-
common in the carboniferous rocks of Ire-

land, but less so in that formation generally.
Slaty cleavage, oralaty texture, has been super-
induced by the rock having been subjected to
great pressure, which also affects any fossils

which the rock may contain, squeezing and
distorting them to a considerable extent.
Flaggy cleavage has been produced by the
regular deposition of thin layers of sediment
one upon another. Slaty cleavage is seldom
met with in rocks of eruptive origin, except
in beds of volcanic ash, and occasionally in

some of the older lavas. A structure, called
Foliation, resembling laminar fission, is found
iu altered sedimentary rocks. It is dne to the
segregation of any one mineral component of
the rock along a more or less regular plane,
and thus differentiating the rock into a series

of alternating layers of different composition.

cleavage-cavity, s.

Biol. : The cavity of a blastosphere (q.v.).

cleavage-cell, s.

Biol. ; A blastomere (q.v.). Called also a
cleavage-globule.

cleavage-globule, s. [Cleavage-cell.]

cleavage-mass, s.

Biol. : Any cell of a morula (q.v.).

cleavage planes, s. pi.

Crystallog. : Planes along which a mineral
may be most easily cleft.

cleave (1), * cleve (1), * cllve, * clivyn,
* Clyve (pa. t. cleaved, *clave

t

*
cleve ; pa. par.

cleaved, * cleved), v.i. [A.S. clifian, cleofian;
O.S. Hibdn; Dut kleven ; Sw. klibba sig = to
stick to ; Dan. kloebe ; O. H. Ger. chleben ; Ger.
kleben. Cf. Icel. klija = to climb. (Skeat.)]

L Lit. : To stick, to adhere, to hold fast.
" Y shal make thi tunge for to clone to the roof of

thl mouth."— Wyclige: Exech. UL 26.

" Cliuyn to K. dove to P. AdHereo."—Prompt. Parv.
" For as the girdle eleaveth to the loins of a np*n

,

. .
."

—

Jer. xili. IL

IX Figuratively

:

1. To be attached closely in love or friend-
ship, to be devoted to.

"Hetchal cZyu* to his wyf.*'— WycUff* : Ephee. v. 8L
* 2. To adhere closely to, to remain fixed

fast in the mind or heart.

"The memorie Is suo cteuiynde lne him."
Ayenbite, p. 107.

* 3. To unite in fitness, to agree, to suit, to
be consonant.

" New honours come upon him,
Like our strange garments, cleave not to their mould.
But with the aid of use." Shakesp. ; Macbeth, L a
* 4. To accompany, to attend or follow.
"Moreover he will bring upon thee ail the diseases

of Egypt, which thou wast afraid of; and they shall
cleave unto thee."— Oeut. xxviil. M.

cleave (2), * cleve (2), * clefe (pa. t. * clave,
* clove, * clef, * clefs, * cleaved, * clevecL, • claf
* claf, cleft; pa. par. * cloven, cltft), v.t. & i.

[A.S. cleefan (pa.t. cledf; pa. par. clofen); O. S.
klioban ; O. H. Ger. chlioban ; Ger. klieben

;

Sw. klyfva; Dut kloven; Icel. kljufa; Dan.
klove. There fs no connection whatever between
this and the preceding word.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To split asunder with violence, to cut
through, to divide forcibly.

" To Tolomew with sweord he smot,
Atwo cleved his scheld."

Allsmmder, 2,130.

2. To part in any way, to divide, to sepa-
rate, to open.

3. To force one's way through.
*' Now, plac'd In order on their banks, they sweep
The sea's smooth face, and cleave the hoary deep."

Pope : Homers Odyssey, bk. lx„ L UH,
B. Intransitive

:

1. To part asunder, to divide or open.
"Mony clustered clowde tfe/alle in clowtet"

E. Eng. AUit. Poem*; Cleanness, 30.

2. To separate, as the parts of cohering
bodies ; to suffer division : to split

'Laying the knife at right angle* to Its former
position, the crystal cleave* again
Frag, of Science (3rd ed. 1, xlv. 407.

-TyndaU:

cleaved (1). P1"^. of v. kpa. par. or a. [Cleave
a). «•]

* cleaved (2), pa. par. or a. [Cleave (2), v.]

cleave -land -Ite, s. [Named after Dr. P.
Cleaveland, the mineralogist]

Min. : A variety of Albite, classed by Dana
as lamellar albite, but made by the British
Museum Catalogue actually identical with
that mineral. It is found at Chesterfield, in
Massachusetts.

cleav -er (1), s. [Eng. cleave (1) ; -er.]

1. That which cleaves or sticks.

2. A sucker.

cleav or (2), * cleV-er, s. [Eng. cleave (2)];
•er.]

1. One who cleaves orcutsanythingasunder.
2. A butcher's instrument for cutting up the

bodies of animals into joints.

* clea-ver (3), «. [Clovib,]

cleav'-ers, s. [Prop, the ph of cleaver (1)-]

Bot. : A plant, Galium Aparine, called
cleavers or formerly " clever," from its habit
of cleaving to objects with which it is brought
in contact It is called also Goose-grass.
The leaves are 6—8 in a whorl, hispid, their
margins and midrib near the angles of the
Btem very rough with reflexed prickles ; the
flowers are white ; the bristles of the fruit are
hooked It is a long, weak, straggling British
plant, which is often seen in hedges, and more
rarely in corn-flelds, &c It flowers in June
and July.

*cloave some, a. [Eng. cleave (2), v., suff.

-some (q.v.).] Apt for cleaving, dividing
easily.

oleav'-ing (1), * clev-lng (1), pr. par., a. #

&*. [Cleave (1), v.]

A. A: B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

" Thy son's blood cleaving to my blade."
Shakesp. : 8 Hen. VI.,i.%\

C. As most. : The act or state of adhering
closely ; close union or attachment

clcav Ing (2), * clev-lng (2), pr. par., a., k
s. [Cleave (2), v.]

A* & B. .4s pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. .-Is substantive

:

1. The act of rending asunder; the act o*
splitting or separating.

2. The division in the human body from the
os pubis downwards.

cleavlng-knlfe, $.

Coopering : A " frow," a tool used for riving
juggles into staves and clapboards.

cleaving saw, s. A
pit-saw, a rip-Baw, as dis-

tinguished from a cross-

cut saw.

cle'-cho (1), «. [Fr. cUche,

croix clecMe, from Lat
clavis = a key.]

Her. : A kind of cross,

charged with a similar

cross of the same figure,

but of the colour of the

field.
""

* cleche (2), s. [Clutch.] A claw, a talon.

°*fc. bo^; pout, jo"wl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem ; thin, (his; Sill, tuf ;

-c*a». -tian = ahan. -tion, -sion = shun ; - tion, -slon zhun. -tious, slous, -clous '

expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing,

i shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bcl, deL
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* oleche, v.t. & i. [Clutch.]
" Sir CUvao bi the cuter dechit the knyghte."

Antuts of Arthur, it. 48.

deck (l)f 'oleic, v.i. [O. Icel. Jfcte^o; 8w.
kldcka ; Dan. Mafcfce.] [Clock, v.] To hatch,
to bear, to bring forth.

"Thou art best on thl wu that ever vu olekyt or
known."

—

Tovmeley Mgst., p. 811

* clock (2), r.(. [Cldtch, «.]

deck -er, s. [O. Eng. ckcfc, and suff. -cr.) A
sitting, or broody, hen.

clock -ing (Eng.), cleek -in (Scotch), pr.par.,
a., &s. [Clece, v.]

A..\B. i4< pr. jxrr. ft adj. : Hatching.
"Their house is mnckle eneugb, and decking time's

aye canty time-"—Scott : Guy Mannering, ch. I

C. As substantive

:

1. Ut. (Of the form cleckin) (Scotch) : A
brood of chickens.

2. Fig. : A family of children.

cleckin time, s.

X. Lit. : The time of hatching.

2. Fig. : The time of birth, as used of man.

cled, pa. par. [Clad.] (Scotch.)

* 0. Scots Law: Possessed of, provided with.

% (1) Cled with a husband : Married.

(2) Cled with a right : Possessed of a right.

iBalfour: Pract.)

cled score, a. Twenty-one in number.
(Scotch.)

dodge, s. [A 8. claSg = clay.) [Clay.]

Mining : The upper of two beds of Fuller's

Earth in localities where these occur, as they
do at Nutfield, near Reigate, in Surrey, at
DeptliDg, near Maidsume, in Kent, and at
Apsley, near Woburn, in Bedfordshire. These
beds are of the Lower Greensand age.

oledg'-y, a. [Eng. cledg(e); -y.] Consisting
or of the nature of cledge ; stiff, tenacious.

* olee, s. [Claw.]

"Asa cat wolde ete fischis
Withoute wetyngof his dees."

9mm\ B. W.

deed, cleede, s. [From deed, v. (q.v.).]

Clothes, (Burns.)

deed, v.t. [Clothe.]

1. Lit. : To clothe. (Scotch.) (Used of the
putting on of garments or of armour.)

"0. leeze me on my spinning wheel,
O, leeze me on my ruck and reel

;

Frae tap to tae that deeds me Men.
And haps me flel and warm at e'en !

Burns : Best and her Spinning WheeL

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To clothe. (Applied to foliage.)

"Sin r rains bring simmer flow'rs.s bring s
And leaves to deed the birken boWrs."

Fergusson: Poems, IL 40.

(2) To seek protection from. (Spalding.)

cleed -Log, clead'-ing, s. [Clothing.]

clock, v.t. &i. [Clutch.]

1. To seize, to snatch.

2. To link arms.
" The piper loud and loader blew,
The dancers quick and quicker flew

;

They reel d. they set, they crowd, they dxekit.
Till ilka carl in swat and reekit"

Burnt : Tarn ffShanter.

cleek, cleick, s. [From deck, v. (q.v.).]

(Scotch.) A hook.

cleek -it, pa. par. [Cleek, p.] (Scotch.)

* oleepe, v.t. & i. [Clepe.]
" The Miser threw him selfe, as an Offiall,

Streigbt at bis foot in base huuiilitee.
And deeped him his liege, to hold of him in fee."

Spenser : F. Q., II. lit 8.

Ueep'-ie, cleep-y, s. [Clap, Cup.]

I. A severe blow
;
properly including the

idea of the contusion caused by such a blow,
or by a fall.

3. A stroke on the head,

* cleere eie, s. [Clear-eye.]

* clees, *. [Mid. Eng. dee = claw.] The two
portions of the hoof in a cloven-footed animal.
{NuttalL)

'cleethe, v.t. [Clothe.]

•cleeve, s. [Cuff.]

clef, s. [Ft. clef, from Lat clavis; Gr. kacuc,
(cAeis (klaxs, kleis) m a key.]

Music: A character placed at the beginning
of a stave, to show the elevation of that par-
ticular stave in the general claviary or system,
and to determine the names of the notes ac-
cording to their i»ositions on the stave. There
are three clefs : the 6 clef, generally known as
the treble clef, which is placed on the second
line of the treble stave ; the C clef, which is

used either as the alto, tenor, or (rarely)
soprano clef, according to its position on the
3rd, 4th, or 1st line of the stave ; and the F
clef, which is either bass or barytone (rare)
clef, according to its position on the 4th or
3rd line of the stave.

Cleft, pret. of v., pa. par., a., & $. [Originally
the same word as Clift (q.v.). (Trench : On
the Study of Words, p. 157.)] [Cleave.]

A. As pret. of verb : (See the verb).

B. A C. As pa. par. tt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

"Down his deft side while fresh the blood distils.

"

Pope : Homers Iliad, bit. x., L 596.

D, As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. An opening or space caused by the for-
cible separation of parts ; a split, a crack, a
fissure.

"But now the clear bright moon her zenith gains.
And. rimy without speck, extend the plains

:

The deepest deft the mountain's front displays."
Wordsworth : £*eninp Walk.

* 2. A piece split off from the main body.
*3. Any part which is cloven or divided,

especially the hoof.

"... every beast that parteth the hoof, and cleaveth
the cleft into two claws, . .

.•*—Dent, xlv. 6.

U. Farriery : A disease in horses ; a crack
or split on the bend of the pastern.

* cleft-footed, a. Cloven-footed.

* deft-graft, v.t. To engraft by the pro-
cess called cleft-grafting (q.v.).

' Filberts may be clefts/rafted on the oommon nut
'

—Mortimer: Husbandry.

* cleft - graft-
lag, s. A method
of engrafting by
cleaving the stock
of a tree and insert-

ing in the cleft a
scion or branch.

Cleg, s. [Probably
= the insect that
sticks, from the
same root as clay

(q-v.)-l

Entomology

:

cleft-oraftino.

1. A gad-fly—any i. Bud. 2. stock (of Rose and

of the Tabanida:. Vlne'-

2. A horse-fly—any of the (Estridse.

cleg-stung, a. Stung by the gad-fly.

* clei, s. [Clay.]

Clei- do -mas' -told, a. [From Gr. *cA«c

(kleis), genit. KAetooc (kleidos) = the clavicle

(collar-bone), and Eng. mastoid (q.v.).]

Anat. : A name sometimes given to one
constituent of the sterno -cleido - mastoid
muscle, when this is considered to be double
instead of single. The other is called the
sterno-mastoid muscle. (Quain.)

cleik, v.t. [Clutch.]

*f To cleik the cunyie : To lay hold on the
money.

" And wanting to cleik the cunyie (that is, to hook
the silleiV—Scott: Wawerley, ch. xvlU.

cleik, clek, s. [Cleik, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) An iron hook.

(2) A hold of any object.

(3) A club with an iron head, used in golf.

2. Fig. : The arm.

IX Farriery (pi ) : A cramp in the legs, to
which horses are subject.

1 1#1

cleik '-y, a. [Scotch cleik ;-y.) Ready to taks
the advantage, inclined to circumvent.

* clelme, s. & v. [Claih.]

clei 6 phane, s. [From Gr. cXtfe (fcteis)= i

key ; connective, and <j>aivta (phaino) = to
make to appear.]

Min. : A pure white variety of Blende found
in Franklin, New Jersey. (liana.)

*deir, a. [Clear.]

cleis to-car-pi, s. pi. [From Gr. Kheurroe
(kkistos) = that can be shut or closed, and
Kapnos (karpos) = fruit (lit.) = closed, fruited,
inoperculate.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of True Mosses, in which
the roundish theca ruptures the calyptra
laterally without raising it up as a cap, and in
which there is no operculum. They are called
also Phascacese (q.v.)t

Clei s toR -en-ous, a. [From Gr. ka«(tt*«
(kleistos) = shut ; veiWu (gennao) = to en-
gender, and Eng. suff. -ous.)

Bot. : A term applied to inconspicuous
flowers of a particular kind occurring on the
same plant as others which are large and
conspicuously coloured. The small flowers
are self-fertilised at an early period, whilst in
most cases the conspicuously-coloured flowers
are barren ; in others they are fertile, but have
no more seeds than the flowers of apparently
humbler type. Examples, various species of
Impatiens. (Mr. A. W. Bennett, dV.)

*Cleitli, v. [Clothe.]

cleith -ral, a. [From Gr. itAeWooc (kleithron)
= a bolt or bar for bolting a door, from *A««s#
(kleio) = to shut, with Eng. suff. -al.]

Arch. : Pertaining to a covered Greek temple
orcleithros(q.v.).

cleith ros, s. [From Gr. *Act0pw (kleithron).']

[Cleithral.]

Architecture

:

1. Gen. : An enclosed place.

2. Spec. : A Greek temple, the roof of which
encloses it completely. (Wmle.)

"clek, * cleck, v.t. [Clock, v.]

L Literally

:

L To hatch, to produce young by incub*
tion, (Scotch.)

2. To bear, to bring forth. (Scotch.)

IL Figuratively

:

1. To hatch, as applied to the mind ; to
invent. (Scotch.)

2. To feign, to have the appearance without
tht: reality.

# clek-etr, *. [Clicket.]
" A dekett : ctavit."—Cathol Anglicum.

* clem, v.t. & i. [Ger. kUmmen = to pinch

;

O. H. Ger. chlemman; Icel. klemma.] [Clam.]

A. Transitive:

1. To starve, to famish, to cause to die of

hunger.
"What will he clem me and my followers? Ask

him an' he will dem me."

—

B. Jonton : Poetaster.

2. To stop a hole bv compressing it, or by
means of lime, clay, &c. (Scotch.)

B. Intrant. : To starve, to perish from
hunger.

" Hard is the choice, when the valiant must eat

their arms, or clem."

—

B. Jonton: Every Man Out t/

Hit Humour.

cle mat -e-se, s. pi. [Lat. clematis (q..v.),»jx&

fern. pi. adj. suff. ~ea.]

Bot.: A tribe of Ranunculacete, consisting

of species with a valvate or induplicate calyx'.

Type, Clematis.

clem-a-tis, *. [Lat. clematis; Gr. itAi^um*

(klima'tis) = (1) brush-wood, faggot-wood, (2)

various plants with long, lithe branches.

spec, the clematis (see def.), and the i»ert-

winkle. Dimin. from KXijfia (klema) = (1) »

short twig broken off, a slip, a cutting, (2) a

vine twig, which the clematis resembles in its

trailing habit ; k\6m (klao) = to break.]

J3of. ; Traveller's Joy, or Virgins Bower, a

genus of plants, order Ranunenlaces, tribe

Cleraateae. Sepals, 4—6; petals, none; stamens

and styles many ; achenes terminated by a

long, generally feathery awn. The species are

numerous. Clematis Vitalba, the Common

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, ve, ce - e. oy — a. qu kw.
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Traveller's Joy or Virgin's Bower, is a climb-
ing plant with pinnate leaflets, twining peti-

oles and greenish-white flowers. It occurs
wild in the middle and south of England. C.

Gouriana and C. Wigfitiana are not uncommon
in India, on the Western Ghauts, in the
Deccan, kc, and there are other Indian species.

On the continent of Europe, C. ereHa and C.

fiimmula are used by beggars to produce arti-

ficial ulcers on their limbs, whilst in America,
according to Geyer, the root of a clematis is

employed by the North American Indians as a
stimulant to horses which fall down at th"ir

races. The scraped end of the root is held to
the nostrils of the fallen animal, which begins
to tremble, and then rising is conducted to
water to refresh itself. Various species of
clematis are found in English gardens and
greenhouses.

clematis-camphor, s.

Chem. : When the young branches of Clema-
tis fiammula, <fcc, are distilled with water,
an acid pungent liquid is obtained, which
reddens the skin ; when kept in closed vessels
it deposits white scales and flocks of clematis-
camphor,

clem-a-ti'-tin, $. [Mod. Lat. dematit(is), and
Eng., &a, sun", -in.]

Chem. : CgH^oOg. A bitter substance ob-
tained from the root of Aristolochia ClematUis.

Clem-a-ti'-tis, s. [Lat clematis (q.v.), and
suit', -ufej A plant, Aristolochia ClematUis.

•clembe, v.t &t [Climb.]

# dome (1), v.t. & i. [Claim.]

1 eleme (2), v.t. [Clam.]

1. To daub over, to besmear, to cover with
any sticky substance.

"Oleme hit with clay comly withinne."—Early
Mng. Alt it. Poems ; Cleanness, 813,

2. To spread, to besmear.

elem cn-cy, * clem-01190, s. [*>. cli-

mence; 8p. clemencia ; Ital. clemenza, from Lat.
dementia = mildness, gentleness ; elemens =
mild, gentle.]

1, Of persons :

(1) Mildness of temper and disposition

;

gentleness, kindness, compassion, humanity.
" It was not the clemency of an ostentation* man.

or of a sentimental man, or of an easy-tempered man.'
—Macaulay; Hist. Eng., ch. XT.

(2) Mercy, a willingness to forgive, a pardon.
"It was even suspected that he sent some persous

to the gibbet solely because they had applied for the
royal clemency through channels independent of him."—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., oh. v.

2. Of the elements: Mildness, softness,

"Then In the clemency of upward air."
Dryden.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between cle-

mency, lenity, and mercy : " Clemency and lenity
are employed only towards offenders ; mercy
towards all who are in trouble, whether from
their own fault or any other cause. Clemency
lies in the disposition ; lenity and mercy in the
act ; the former as respects superiors in
general, the latter in regard to those who are
invested with civil power : a monarch displays
his clemency by showing mercy ; a master lenity
by not inflicting punishment where it is de-
serving. Clemency is arbitrary on the part of
the dispenser, flowing from his will indepen-
dent of the object on whom it is bestowed

;

lenity aud mercy are discretionary, they always
have regard to the object and the nature of
the offence, or misfortunes ; lenity therefore
often serves the purposes of discipline, and
mercy those of justice by forgiveness, instead
of punishment ; but clemency [sometimes] de-
feats its end by forbearing to punish where
it is needful." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

Clcm'-ent, a. [Lat. elemens = mild, gentle.]

1. Of persons: Mild, gentle, forgiving, com-
passionate.

2. Of the elements: Mild, soft.

Clem'-en-tine, a. & a. [From the proper
name Clement, which is derived from Lat.
elemens (genit. dementis) = mild, calm, soft,
gentle. See def.]

A« As adj. : Pertaining to Clement of Rome
(Clemens Romanus), one of the five apostolic
fathers ; to Clement of Alexandria (Clemens
Alexandrinus) ; toone of the fourteen Clements
who filled the Popedom ; or to any other
person of the same name.

" The Clementine Constitutions, ordecree* of Clement
v., were in like manner authenticated In 1117 by his
successor, John XX."—Blackstone: Comment, lntrod.,
$3.

B. As substantive

:

L Bibliography

:

1. PI (The Clementines) : Certain Christian
compositions long attributed to the apostolic
father, Clement of Rome, but now held to have
been composed after his death, probably by
one of the Ebionite sect.

2. A collection of decretals and constitutions
of Pope Clement V., published in a.d. 1308.
They were regarded as the seventh book of
Decretals (q.v.X (See also Canon law.)
LL Ch. Hist. : The followers of Clement VII.,

who was held by most of the French, the
Scotch, &c, to have been legitimately elected
to succeed Pope Gregory XL, whilst the
Italians, the English, &c, deemed him an
antipope, and held that the holy father legiti-
mately elected was Urban VI. This schism
began in a.d. 1378, and ended In 1409. The
scandal which it caused weakened the pres-
tige of the Papacy, atd helped the church a
certain distance foi vard towards the Reform-
ation. [Schism.]

* clem'-ent-]y, adv. pCng. clement ; 4y.] In
a clement or forgiving iuanner, kindly, mildly.

* clemmed, pa. par. or a. [Clem, v.}

clem'-mel, s. [Calamine.]

clench, s. & v. [Clinch.]

clench-bolts, s. pi. Bolts whose pointed
ends are clenched after passing through the
wood, sometimes over a washer or ring.
(Knight.)

^*

clench-nails, s.pl. Nails whose pointed
ends are clenched after passing through the
wood.

Clenched, pa. par, or a. [Clinched.]

clench'- er, s. [Clinches.]

clench -Ihg, pr. par., a. t & s. [Cukchinq.]

"clene, a. [Clean.]

* clcne'-nesse, s. [Cleanness.]
"Yememine licameluecfenwurn."—a jag, MmmL

lies, p. 199.

•cleng, v.i. [Clino.]
" Thay clomben bl clyflea ther clenget the cold*

* iv *. . « Sir Gawaine, 3,071
* clenge, v.t. [Cleanse.]

1. Lit. : To clean.
" His fals clengit the sted-"—Barbour ; Bruce, vlU. 92
2. Law : To exculpate, to produce proof of

innocence ; a forensic term corrupted from the
Eng. v. to cleanse.

*cleng'-er, cleng-ar, ». [Clenge ; -er.] One
employed to use means for the recovery of
those affected with the plague. (Scotch).

* elenk, v. [Clink.]

* clcn-ly, a. & adv. [Cleanly.]

* clen-nes, s. [Cleanness,]

* dense, v. [Cleanse.]

* denser, s. [Cleanser.]

clS-6-dor'-a, s. [From Gr. KAto&pa (Kleo*
dora) = the name of a Dauaid and of a
nymph.]

Zool. : A genus of Pteropodous Molluscs,
family Hyaleidfe. It has representatives in
most seas. Known recent species, twelve

;

fossil, four, the latter from the Miocene on-
ward. (Woodward, ed. Tate.)

de*-d'-me, s. [From Gr. k\*m (kleiS) = to
shut, with reference to the parts of the
flower.]

Bot. : A genus of Capparids, tribe Cleoraese.
Sepals four, petals four, erect, generally with
long claws, stamens six with long filaments,
fruit a pod with many seeds, often on a long
stalk. Leaves mostly digitate, with 3—7 lan-
ceolate leaflets. The greater number of the
species are from the hotter parts of America,
a few are from Arabia, Persia, India, Australia,
&c The species have a pungent taste like
mustard.

Cl«5-d'-me-88, ». pi. [Mod. Lat. cleome (q.v,),

and fern, pi, adj. snff. -em.]

Bot. : A tribe of plants, order Capparidacere,

characterised by having capsular fruit. Typi-
cal genus, Cleome (q.v.L

* do on'-i-dso, s. pL [Mod. Lat cleon(u4);
Lat. fern. pL adj. sutf. -idw.]

Entom. : A family of Coleoptera, with
Cleonus (q.v.) for its type.

cle 6 -niis, s. [EtynL unknown.]
Entom. : A genus of beetles, family Cnrctt-

lionidte (Weevils). The species have their
black body hidden by a clothing of ash-
coloured or other scales, so distributed as
often to form clouded markings, or even to
allow the dark background to peer through.
More than lOOspeciesare known, from Europe,
Asia, and Africa. Sharpe enumerates four as
British. Cleonus sulcirostris is common in
chalky and sandy localities, and C. nebulosus,
which resembles it, is not unfrequent in
Hampshire.

* cleope, v.t. & i. [Clepe.]

* clepe, * dep, s. [Clepe, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A call, a cry.

"With clepet and cries.**

Surrey : .Bneid, bk. 11

2. A name ; tattle, pert loquacity. (Scotch.)

II. Scotch Law: A summons, a claim, a
petition.

* clepe (1), *cleep, v.t. [Clip.]

* clepe (2), * elepen, * clepenn, * cleope,
•cleopien, "clipien, v.t. & i. [A.S. cte<h

pian, clypian, clipian.]

A. Transitive:

I, Literally:

1. To call, to address, to summon to one's
side or aid.

Wycliffe ; Psalm

2. To call, to name.
" She ward with child . . . and cleped It Ysaac."—

QeneiU and Exodus, 1,197.

". . . he clepeth a calf, cauf ; half, hauf ; neighbour,
vocatur, nebour ; neigh, abbreviated, ne . . ."—
Shakesp. .* Love's Labour Lost, V. L
3. With a sentence as the object : To cry out.

'* Tha deopede Hengest, ' Nimeth eoure sexes.'

"

Layamon, IL 211.

II. Fig. : To call to any vocatioi or state
of life.

" In the clepinge In which ye ben elepid.*— Wycliff*

:

Ephes. iv. i.

B* Intransitive:

1. To call to, to address a prayer or sum-
mons ta

41 He clepes to his chamber!ay it."

Sir Oawaine, LUO.

2. To tattle, to chatter, to prattle.

•dep'-er, *clep-ere, *. [Mid. Eng. cteps;
~er.) One who calls or summons, a sum moner,
an invoker.

"Ne be ther deper of deuels."— Wyviiffe: Deut.
xviii. li.

Clepht, klepht, 8. [Gr. icAeVrijs Qdeptet) =
a thief.] A Greek robber or brigand.

" The Roman poet (he says) conceived that the poor
Sabines were covered with gold, a Faurlel olieerves
that the bards of modern Greece conceive of their
clephts."—Lewis : Cred, Early Iloman Hist. (1855), ch,
Vfu, S 5, TOL L. p. 318.

•clep'-ing, * dep -Inge, 'cleop inge,
• clep-enge, pr. par., a., & s. [Clepe.]

A. & B. A3 pr. par. & particip. adj. : (Sea
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of calling or summoning; a call,

a summons.
" Neuere nane things that come to his cleoping*.*

Layamon, U. a
2. A prayer,

"After clepenge and asclnge."—0. Eng. Uomllies, IL IL

3. A vocation, a state of life.

"That ye wallce worthily In the ctepinge In which
ye oeu clepid."— Wydiffe: Ephes. iv. L

* cleppe, s. [Clap (1), *.J

1. Lit. : The clapper of a mill.

"The two cheoken beoth the two grlnstouea, the
tunge is the cleppe "—-1 ncren lliwle, p. 70.

2, Fig. : Chatter, noise.

"Kut hen heoneuereastunteu hore cleppe,"—Anertn
Riwle, p. 7X

* cleppe, * cl^p'-p^n, v.L [Clap.] To clink

or tinkle.
44 Cleppyn or clynchyn {cllppyn or clynkyn, P.J.

Tinnio.' —Prompt. Part.

boil, bo^; poilt, )6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - 1

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion shun ; -(ion, -sion - zhun. -tious, sious, -clous shus. -ble, -die, otc. m bel, deL
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•lep si-ne, s. [From Gr. xXe^ia (klepsia) »
theft ; icAcarw {klepto), fub, ca«^«, (kiepso) «
to steal. J

Zoo/. ; A genus of Annelids, the typical one
of the family Clepsinldae.

•lep sin f dae t s. pi [From Mod. Lat,
clepsine, and fern. pi. adj. sun", -idee.}

Zool. : A family of Annelids, order Sue*
toria. It contains animals like leeches, but
with bodies narrower In front, where, in-

stead of the teeth of the leeches, there exists
• proboscis capable of being protruded. The
Clepsinidffi live in fresh water, creep on aquatic
plants, and feed upon Lymnaece and other
water-snails.

elSp'-^y-dra, a, [Lat. clepsydra ; Gr. KkufniBpa
(Ictepmdra), from kMittw
(klepto) — to steal, and
v&»p (huddr) = water.]

1. ffor. : An ancient
contrivance for the mea-
surement of time by the
gradual discharge of
Water from a graduated
vessel through a small
Opening; a water-clock.
It was in use among the
Egyptians, the Chaldeans,
the Greeks, and the
Romans,
t In the cut a Is a

vessel holding water: b
a cork floating short leg
of siphon ; c a siphon °

suspended by silk cord
over wheel d; e a balance
weight ; r a graduated
scale ; o a reservoir into which water drops

;

B a closed valve through which, when opened
and apparatus turned base upwards, the water
from o Is re-emptied into a,

2. Chem.; A chemical vessel.

* & ZooL : (Asperoillu*].

Olep to-ma'-ni-a, klcp-to-ma'-nl-a, a
[Fr. dcptonuinie ; Or. kActtw (kUrptd) o to
Steal, and uou-ta (mania) =* madness. ] A form
of moral insanity distinguished by an irresist-
ible propensity to stealing or pilfering.

olep to-ma'
MANIAC]

CLEPSYDRA.

nl-ac, o, & a [Kxepto-

• clep'-yng, * clep-pynge, s. [Clap.) The
tinkling of a belL

"Cifpffno R. deppfrnge or clynkyng^ of a bell H.
chiikmge P. Tin.'il/>i-~<».-—Prompt. Par*.

• cler, * clere, a. [Clear.)

1olere,*clcren, ,cleryn,r.t&t [Cleab,*.]

*clere -1 iche, • clcre-lie, * cler-llchc

,

adv. [Clearly.]

* clere'-nes, * clcre'-ncsse,*. [Cleabitess.]

olerc'-stdr-y, a [Clear-stoby.]

* clere'-wSrte, t. [Mid. En%.ckn= clear, and
vorii a wort]

Bot. : An unidentified plant.
** With clater and dereworf clade eveno over."

Morte Arthur*, 8,341.

• cleV-go -at, a. [0. Prov. Fr. cUrgeal ; Low
Lat. clericalis, from Lat clerieus,] Clergical,
clerkly, scholarly.

"Ountonm benaocfertftnJandqnejTite.*
Chaucer t C. T» 13,81%.

•clcr-geon, a [Clebqion.]

•clcr gosse, a [0. Fr. fern, of cfera] A
learned and scholarly woman.
** Morgue le fee, fair nnter, that wy so greta a c?er.

oeue.' Merlin, L it W4.

•deP'-gX-cal, a. [Eng. derg(v); -toil] Of
Or pertaining to the clergy ; clerical

** CtmstuitlDe might bars done uon lastly to hara
punished thoae cferffteal fanlta which he ooold not
conceal, . . ."—Milton: Aninad. Rem. Def.

•cler'-«t-fy, v.t [Bog. cUrgy: Lat facto
(pass, fio) m to make.) To make Into a clergy-
man ; to convert to one's clerical Ideas or
principles.

•oler'-rf-in, •cler-ge-on, •cler-gi-
oun, a [O. Fr. clerjon, clergeon ; Fr. clercou

;

8p. clerizon; Lat clerieus.] [Clkbgv.J
L Literally:

1. A young priest, a student, a pnpn.

- Ha liadde a dergeon at yonge age"
MSnftM,

2. Applied as a term of contempt to a priest
" The! said haf vetiged him of anilk a dertrtoun [i.e.,

A'BwkeU"—Robert de Brunne, p. 13L

U. Fig. : A brood of young birds.
•* The earth . . . sendeth forth her clerfftom.
To mount and flye vp to the ayre*

Burrey : Sestlest Lover.

cley-gy, *cler'-gie (Eng.)t oler'-g^,
*clar-gie(ScoicA),*.&o. (InSw.ttereci;Gt.r.
klerisei ; Fr. clerge = the clergy, clergie = in-
struction ; Norm. Fr. clargte » science, litera-
ture (Kelham); Prov. clercia; 8p. clerecia;
Port clerezia, clerecia; Ital. chiertccia; Low
Lat derida ; Lat. clerici (pi.) ; Gr. tcA^ptxot
(klerikoi) (plA all from Gr. icXvjpos (kUros) ~
(1) a lot, (2) that which is assigned by lot, an
allotment of land, (S) eccL the clergy.] [Cleri-
cal.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:
* 1. Learning.
"To grit dnrgie I can not count nor Mump,*—print

Pebiei. (Jamieton.)
m Waa not Ariatotle, for all hla ttergy.
For a woman wrapt in love so marvellously.
That all his cunning he had soon forgotten.*

Bawet : The Pastime qfplcaturu,
* %. A learned profession.

"Also that many of the said landlords put their
aeoondsonsto learn some cto^y, orsome craft, whereby
they may live honestly.--^<tf« Paper* : State of ire-
land (1515), vol. 1L, p. 80.

3- The whole ministers of the Established
Church or of all churches having episcopal
ordination, or more rarely of the Churches of
Christendom. [II.] Itisopposedto Jai/y(q.v.).

"... wa In like sort term the order of God's derate
and the spiritual power which he hath given them."
Booker: EccL PoL, bk. v., § 77.

"The progress of the ecclesiastical authority gave
birth to the memorable distinction of the laity and of
the clergy, which had been unknown to the Greeks
and Romans. The former of these spallations com-
prehended the body of the Christian pe-'ple; the latter
according to the signification of the word, was appro-
priated to the chosen portion that had been set apart
for the service of religion."—Qibbon : &*&. A fall, cb.
XV.

IX Technically:

L, Theology:

(1) The chief New Testament passages to
which the word clergy is ultimately traceable
back are two. One is 1 Pet v. 8, where the
elders are exhorted not to be lords over God's
•' heritage "(Auth. Vers-X or lording it over
the "charge allotted to you " (Revised Vers.).
The words in the Greek are rwv arA^pwc (t5n
WerflnX the genit. pL of a-A^pot (kleroi), the
same word which is used by the Greek eccle-
siastical writers for clergy. In the passage in
8t Peter it obviously means the whole body of
believers in any particular congregation, or in
the church collectively viewed as "God's heri-
tage," or as a pastor's charge. The word
" God " in the Authorised Version was, as its
being spelled in italics shows, Inserted by
King James's translators; it is not in the
original. In the second passage, Acts i. 15—26,
the word kAtjooc (taeros) is used of the apostolate
from which Judas fell, and to which Matthias
was elected (verses 17, 25), and the plural
Kkfjpoi (kliroi), of the lots cast to decide his
election (v. 26).

(2) The verse in St. Peter [No. (1)] doubt-
less alludes to a multitude of Old Testament
passages in which the Israelites are described
as the inheritance or heritage of God (Deut.
xxxii. 9, Psalms xxviii. 9, Ixxviii. 71, Jer. x. 16,
Joel ii. 17, &c, &c.) ; as also is the country of
Canaan (1 Sam. xxvi. 19, 2 Sam. xxi. 3, Psalm
Lxviii. 9, &c, &c). The word in these and
various other passages is icAnpovoAua (klero~
nomfctX a derivative of *A-f}poc (kleros). Its
primary etymological meaning is lot (see etym.

),
and it is used with tacit reference to the dis-
tribution to the several tribesof theirrespective
possessions by lots (Num. xxvi. 52—56, Joshua
xiv. 1—3, xv. 1, xvi. 1, &c, Ac). When the
distribution took place, the Levites received
no territory as a heritage, God being their in-
heritance (Num. xviit 20, Deut x. 9, xviii.
1. 2), as was also the priesthood of some of
them (Joshua xviii. 7) ; the sacrifices of
Jehovah made by fire (Joshua xiii. HX and
tithes (Num. xviii. 21—24, Deut. xiv. 28, 29).
Reciprocally God claimed them as his special
servants, taking them in lieu of the flrat-born
devoted to him when the Egyptian first-born
were slain (Exod. xiii. 11, 12, 13, 16, Num. fit

12, 45, vii. 11^* *X He said of them "The
Levites shall be mine." An analogy being
drawn between the special position of the
Levites and that of the Christian ministry as

alike <?rdained to spiritual functions, the v rf

itA^poi (kleroi), used originally by St Fetei *f

all church members, became limited to their
spiritual chiefs.

2. Church History:

O) /* the Early Church I St Paul accei't^
scarcely anything from those to whom u
ministered (Acts xx. 33, 34, and 2 Cor. xi. I ).

his general x^ractice being to support hi

by tent-making (Acts xviii. 8X but he let it l>e

understood that as a rule those who preached
the gospel should live of the gospel (1 Cor. ix.

13, 14X This support enabled the i»astors of
tie1 several churches at a very early period of
Christianity to withdraw from secular occupa-
tions and give their whole time to their sacred
calling.

(2) Inmedia*val times: Century by century
almost to the time of the Reformation, or at
least till about 1300 a.d., the power and Influ.

ence of the clergy went on to increase. As
every instance of notorious vice on the part of
one discharging sacred functions weakens the
order to which he belongs, whilst every case
of conspicuous virtue increases it, the clergy
never could have obtained the influence which
they did unless at least a vast section of their
number bad been really spiritual men. They
had other advantages of no mean kind. The
only educated class [Benefit of Clergy] ;

members of an international society existing
wherever Christianity had rooted itself; the
sole administrators of the sacraments, and in
confraternity with a chief believed to have the

' keys of the kingdom of heaven, the clergy had
every opportunity of rising to transcendent
power over the imagination, the consciences,
and ultimately the earthly possessions of men.
Availing themselves of these advantages they
actually rose to a pitch of authority which
perhaps no other priesthood except that of the-

lndian Brahmans ever rivalled. Their rule
was for a time an advantage to Europe. It

was knowledge ruling over ignorance, at least
partial refinement holding m control lawless
violence ; a ladder by which the humblest could
climb to great heights of society, whilst out-
side the church genius of humble birth was
prevented from rising, being held down by the
weight of feudal chains. But not even a sa< red
order of men are to be trusted with nearly ab-
solute power, and at length the preteusi<>:,. of

the clergy converted most civil governments
into their thinly disguised foes. [Gueli'HS,
Gbibellines, &C.] Means were taken to
abridge their power, each new scheme being,
as Blackstone shows, ingeniously evaded, and
finally their tjTanny and rapacity, rather than
their doctrinal views, excited a great part of

Europe against them, and brought ou the great
revolt against their domination known as the
Refonnation. During the medieval period
the monastic orders were looked upon as be-
longing to the clergy. Abbots, priors, monks,
Ac, were known as the regular clergy, and
bishops, deans, priests, &c, as the seculas
clergy.

(3) Post-reformation times : The civil govern-
ments on one hand, and the lay members of the

several churches on the other, gained back from
the clergy, in countries where the Reformation
was successful, a great part of what they had
lost during tiroes of greater ignorance. Fo|
details see Reformation, Royal supremacy,
&c.

3. Eng. Iaxw: [Clergyman].

B. As adj. .* (See the subjoined compound).

clergy-house, e. A house set apart for

the clergy of a parish, either to live in or to

meet and consult about parish matters.

Cler -&y-a^t>le, a. [Eng. clergy ; -o6te.J

Law: With regard to which the benefit of

clergy may be pleaded, as a clergyable oflence.

(Blackstone.)

•cleV gy-al-ly\ adv.
•ly.} Skilfully, artfully.

[Mid. Eng. cUrgeal

;

"Clarett and creetle clergyally rennene with con-

dettiea fulle curiotu."— Morte Arthure, 300,

der'-gy-man, *. [Eng. clergy; •man.']

1. Ord. Lang.: An ordained minister of a

protestant church, including the Church of

England and others. [Cleboy, I. 3.]

2. Law : A clergyman of the Church of

England is exempt from the duty of serving

upon juries; he cannot be arrested when
officiating at divine worship ; he cannot enjras?

in any trade, or without the sanction of the

bishop cultivate more than eighty acres ol

Ate, *at, fere, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, thSre; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t<~

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try. Syrian, m ce = e. ey-a. qu^itw.
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land ; he cannot hold municipal offices, or be

a member of the House of Commons ; and
cannot be called to the Bar.

"The Low Church clw-jrpen v/ere a minority, and
not a huge minority, of their profession .

."—Macau-
lag : Bite. Eng.. cb. xi.

Slcr'-Ie, * cleV-Ick, a. & s. [From Lat.

cteHcus ; Gr. kAtjpikoc (klerikos) = (1) of or

for an inheritance, (2) belonging to the

clergy.]

A. As. adj. : The same as Clerical (q.v.)

B. As subst. : A clergyman or clerk.

der'-I-cal, a. [Eng. cleric ; -at]

1. Relating to the clergy ; as, ^clerical man,
a man in orders.

2. Relating to a clerk, copyist, or writer

;

as a clerical error.

Clerical Disabilities Ad;
Law : An Act passed ou 9th August, 1870,

for removing certain disabilities under which
clergymen labour. To take its benefits it is

needful to resign their clerical appointments
and status, to which they cannot return again

if they regret the step they have taken. It

was framed to relieve certain clergymen who,
from change of their theological views orother
causes, felt themselves out of pnfbe in the
clerical office.

Clerical Subscription Act:

Law: An act for slightly modifying the

terms ofsubscription required from Established

Church clergymen.

clcr -1 cal-Ism, s. [Eng. clerical ; -ism.] The
advocacy of clerical claims, often of an extra-

vagant character.

"... the Government la allowing ItaebT to be bo in-

fluenced by clericalism . .
."—Daily Telegraph, 8th

Oct., 1877.

Oler'-i-cal-Ist, s. & a. [Eng. clerical; -ist.]

A. As subst. : One who supports clericalism.

B. As adj. : Supporting or holding the views
of clericalism.

tcler-I-cai'-I-t& $. [Eng. clerical: -ity.]

An obtrusive or excessive display of the pecu-
liarities of a clergyman ; clericalism.

"The very concentrated ecjence, the focus, of Wert-
ratify. "—Erasers Magazine, 1877 ; Art. Clericality.

clcr'-i-dse, s pi. [From Mod. Lat clerus(q_.v.)t
and fern. pi. adj. suff. -vim.]

Entom. : A family of Coleoptera, section

Malacodenni. They have pectinate or clavate
antennae. Genera represented in Britain,

Tillus, Opilus, Clerus, Tarsostenus, and Cory-
netes.

•cler'-I-fy, vX [Clarify.]

1 cler'-X-S^, s. [Lat. clericia.] [Clergy.J

1. The aggregate body of educated men.
" The artist, the scholar, and In general the clerisy.

wins its way up into these places."— Emerton: Estayt,
Ser. II.. No. 4.

2. The clergy, as distinguished from the
laity.

clerk<Eng.pron.clark),*claro,*clarke,
•cleerk, *clerek, *elerke, •cleark,
'klerek, *klerk, 5. [A.S. clerc — B. priest,

from Lat. clericus; Gr. *tXnpi*cds (klerikos) =
belonging to the clergy; IceL klerkr; O.Fr.
derc] [Clergy.]

1. A priest, a clergyman, an ecclesiastic ;

one in holy orders, specially a secular priest

in contradistinction to a regular one or to a
monk.
% The clergy were first called clerks, be-

cause the judges were chosen after the Norman
custom, from the clerical ranks.

"Hi belongeth more to klereket than to leawede."

—

Ayenbite, p. 42.

* 2. A scholar ; an educated or learned
person, a man of letters.

"Cterc he waa God ynow."—Robert of Gloucester,
p 266.

3. A student, a pupil. [Articled Clerk.]

4. One employed to keep records and ac-

counts ; a writer, an amanuensis, an assistant

In an office or business.

"All thecferti whom he could employ were too few
to take down the nanus of the recruits."—Macaiday

:

Bitt. Eng., ch. v.

5. One who has charge of an office or de-
partment, subject to a higher authority as a
board, corporation, &c.; a secretary.

6. In England a parish officer, whose busi-

ness used to be to lead the responses in the
church services and to perform other duties
connected with the parish ; a parish clerk.

"By the clerks In the rubrickof tbeCouiuion-Prayer-
Book. (which was first Inserted in the second book of

K. Etiw. VI.) I suppose were meant such persons as
were appointed, at the beginning of the Reformation,
to attend the incumbent in bis performance of the
offices; and such are still in some cathedral and cot*

legist* churches, which have lay-clerks to look out toe
lessons, name the anthem, set the psalms, and the
like ; of which sort I take our pamh-cZerfcs to be,

though we have now seldom more than one to a
church."— Wheatley : Rational lUuitration of the Book
of Common Prayer.
" God save the king !—Will no man say Amen !

Am I both priest and olerk I well then. Amen."
Shaketp. : Richard II., iv. L

5 (1) Clerk in Orders : [1.].

(2) Clerk of Arraigns : An officer who assists

the Clerk of Assize.

(3) Clerks of Assize : Officers who record the

Judicial decisions given by the judges on cir-

cuit.

(4) Clerk of the House, d-c: An officer who
writes minutes of the proceedings of the House

of Representatives, reads papers when called

on to do bo, and performs other essential duties.

There is a similar official in the Senate, and in

the legislative bodies of the several states, his

duty being in all cases much the same. The
same title is applied in minor municipal bodies,

and is widely used in English legislative

bodies, as the Chief Clerk of the House of

Lords, &c.

(5) Clerk of the House of Commons : An
officer who writes the minutes of the pro-

ceedings which take place In the House of

Commons, reads suoh papers as require to

be read, and discharges other important

functions. At the opening of a new par-

liament he presides till a Speaker is chosen.

The Clerk of the House of Commons has the

appointment of the inferior clerks. These are

the Clerk Assistant, the Second Clerk Assist-

ant, the Principal Clerk of the Public Record

Office, and Clerk of the Fees, the Principal

Clerk of Committees, the Clerk of the Journals,

the Principal Clerk of Private Bills, besides a

number of senior and junior clerks.

(6) Clerks of Records and Writs: Three

officers in the Chancery Division of the

Supreme Court

(7) Clerk of (he Crown: An officer of the

Chancer)' Department who, on the order of

the respective Speakers, issues writs of sum-
mons to the peers, if the House of Lords, as

well as writs for the election of the members
in the House of Commons.

"The duties of Petty Bag will be undertaken by
the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, and to this

high functionary are also to be transferred the attri-

butes of the C7#r* of the Patents.' —The Great Seal

:

Daily Telegraph, Aug. 4, 1874.

(8) Clerk of the Market : An officer formerly
entitled to hold a court in connexion with
a market or fair, punishing misdemeanour
therein, especially with regard to fraudulent

weights and measures. (Blackstone: Comment.,
bk. iv. ch. 19, &c.)

(9) Clerk of the Peace : An officer who pre-

pares indictments, and makes minutes at

sessions of the peace.

(10) Clerk of Warrants in Common Pleas:

An officer who registers deeds in Middlesex.

If Among governmental clerkships now
abolished may be enumerated the offices (1) of

the Clerk of Affidavits in Chancery, (2) of the

Clerk of Reports in Chancery, (3) of the Clerk
of the Custodies, i.e. of lunatics and idiots,

and (4) of the Enrolments in Chancery.

1[ Apostolic Clerks

:

Ch, Hist. : The same as Jesuates (q.v.).

Clerks of the Common Life

:

Ch. Hist. : A monastic order instituted in

the 15th century by Gerhard Groote or Magnus
of Daventer. These were divided into the
literary brethren and the unlearned brethren.

(Mosheim.)

Regular Clerks

:

Ch. Hist. : Members of various monastic
orders.

Regular Clerks of St. Paul

:

Ch. Hist. : The same as Barnabites (q.v.).

Regular Clerks of St. Majoli:

Ch. Hist. : A monastic sect founded in the
16th centurv by Jerome iEmilianus, and ap-

proved of by Paul III. in 1540, and Pius IV. in

1543. Their special aim was to instruct the

ignorant and the young. They were called

also Regular Clerks of Somasquo, from the
town of Somasquo, where their first general
resided. (Mosheim.)

' clerk ale, * clarkes-ale, 5. A feast

for the benefit of the parish-clerk.

" Clerk-ale occurs In Aubrey's manuscript History of
Wiltshire. ' In the Easter holidays was tlte clarkee-
ale for his.private benetit and the solace of the neigh-
bourhood."— Warton: Bitt. of Eng. Poetry, ill. 129.

* clerk-playis, s.pl. Properly, those the*

atrical representations, the subjects of which
were borrowed from Scripture.

" All burrowstownis, everilk man yow prayta
To uiaik bainfyris, fairseis, and clerk-pUiyis."

Mai'land : Pvemt, p. 284.

clerk, *clark, v.i. [Clerk,*.]

1. To act as a clerk or amanuensis; altt
(V. iS.), to assist in an office, store, &c
* 2. To compose.
" Twa lines o* Davie Lindsay wad ding a' be ever

clerkitr—Bob Boy, 11. 159.

* clerk' hood. * clerk hode, «. [Eng.
clerk; -hood.] The condition or position of a
clerk.

" The clerkhode In which they v/enen before."—iV
cock ; Repressor.

clerk' less, a. [Eng. clerk; less.] Un
educated, untaught, ignorant.

"Like the Turk, whose military janisarics and ba
sliaws rule all in their clerklesa and cruel way."-
Waterhouse: Apol.for Learn., 1653, p. 40.

clerk like, a. & adv. [Eng. clerk; -lite.)

A. As adj.: Scholarly, educated.
" As you are certainly a gentlemen ; thereto

Clerk-likr. experienced, which no less adorns
Our gentry, than our parents' noble namos."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale*, 1. 1.

B. As adv.: In a clerkly manner; cleverly

*clerlr/-li-Ile5ss, $. [Eng. clerkly; -new.]

The quality or state of being clerkly or
1
scholarly.

clerk'-ljf, *clerke-ly, o. & adv. {Hug.
clerk; -ly.]

A.* As adjective:

1. Like a clerk ; educated, scholarly.

••ffost. Thou art clerkly, thou art clerkly, Sir John

:

Was there a wise woman with thee?"

—

Shaketp.:
Merry Wive* of Windsor, Iv. 5.

2. Pertaining to a clerk or to writing.
" The king praised his clerkly skill."—Scott.

B. As adv.: In a clever, scholarly manner.
"Clerkety. ClericaUter."—Prompt. Part.

"Sit. I thank you, gentle servant: 'tis very cterW*
done."

—

Shakcsp.: Two Gentlemen of Verona, 11., 1.

clerk' skip , *clorcsipe , *cleercscipe ,

*. JEng. clerk; -ship.]

* 1. The body of the clergy.

" Tha setten bes . . . aercbeblscopea that clmrotip* is

rihten."—Layamon, L 436.

* 2. Scholarship, learning, education.

3. The office or position of a clerk.

* 4. The state or condition of being in holy

orders.
"... and reading was no longer a competent proof

of clerkship or being in holy orders,"—Blackstone \

Comment., bk. iv., ch. 28.

* cleV-liche, *cler-li, # oler-ly, adv.

[Clearly.]
"The sownde was herde into the cits* eJsrtjr."-

Merlin, I. 11. 207.

* cler'-nes/der'-neese, ^clere'-nesse, s.

[Clearness.]

cler-^-den'-drum, cler~o-d.en'-dr6n, «

[From Gr. K\ijpo7(kleros) = lot, and otv&po*

(dendron) = a tree, referring to the uncertain

medicinal properties of the genus.]

CLERODENDRUM.

Bot. : A genuB of Verbenaceae, having a

campanulate and Inflated five-toothed or fl»e-

M( bo^; poitt, J6>1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, £em; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. -In*

, -Uan = shan. tion, sion m shun ; -tion, -sion zhun. -cious, -tious. -sious = sb.ua. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, d#L
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lobed calyx, a corolla with a slender tube,
and a nearly regular five-lobed corolla, with
four exserted stamens. The species, which
are numerous and beautiful, grow wild in

India, China, Japan, Madagascar, Tropical
Africa, Mexico, &c. Several are cultivated in
British greenhouses. The properties of the
species are somewhat astringent.

* cleV-i-man-c^, s. [Ft. cUromancie, from
Gr. kAt)p<k (klir<js)= a lot, and fuurrtia. (munteia)
= prophecy, divination

; fiavrevoftat (manteuo-
mai) = to prophesy ; p-airic (mantis) = a pro-
phet.] A method of divination by the casting
of dice or little bones, and observing the
numbers turned up. (Crabb.)

Cl6r-6n'-£-mjf, s. [Gr. xk^poc (kUros) = a lot,

an inheritance ; vofivj (nome) = a distribution,
a share.] A heritage, inheritance, or patri-
mony.

* cler-stor'-^, s, [Clear-story.]

"clerte, s. [Clarity.]

cler -us, *. [Gt. kA^ooc (kliros) m a mis-
chievous insect in beehives.]

Entom. : A genus of Coleoptera, the typical
one of the family Cleridce (q.v.). The larva
of Clerus apiwrus feeds on the larva? of the
hive bee, to'which it is very destructive. The
perfect insect, which is hairy, is blue, with
red elytra, the latter with three blue fasciae.

It is rare in England, but common on the Con-
tinent. The larva of a similar species, C.
alvearivs, also rare in this country, feeds on
that of the mason-bee.

•cler-y-fy, *cler-l-fy, v.t. [Clarify.]
"A word to 70a I wold clerify." — Towneley Mys-

teries, p. «7.

•clese, v.t. [Close.]

Clcs -tines, $. pi. [From Gr. itXij<mk (klestos),

kA«io"tos (kleistos) — that can be shut or
closed.]

Bot. : Cells containing raphldes.

elgt, * clett, • cleyt, s. [Eng. de/t.] A rock
or cliff in the sea, broken off from the adjoin-
ing rocks on the shore. (Brand.)

*clete (1), *dyte, * dote, s. [Cleat.] A
wedge.

"Clyteor dote or veigge[dete or weggeK.). Cuneus."—
Prompt. Parv.

' dete (2), *. [Clot.]

*0lethe, v.t. [Clothe.]
"Clethe . induere, operire, vestire, *c." _ CathoL

Anglicum.

"Coraeliche y wol the Doa clethe."—Lyric Poem*.
p. 37.

ol5th'-ra, s. [From Gr. xXtypa (klethra) «
the alder, which these plants somewhat re-
semble in their leaves.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Ericaceae,
family Andromedidae. The species, which
have generally white flowers, are fine orna-
mental shrubs, from two to ten feet high.
Several are cultivated in English greenhouses.

* cleth-yng, pr. par., a., & 3, [Clothing.]

A. & B. As pr. par, A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

'* Clethyng : rest tent, amtcent, induent et cetera.'—
Cathol. Anglicum.

C. As subst. : Dress, clothing.

"A Clethvnge: amictiu, vestitus, vestu, vettimen-
twm."—Cathol. Anglicum.

•clet-lng, s. [Clothing.]

* clett, * cleyt, *. [Clot.]
" Clett [Cleyt A.) : Glis, lappa."—Cathol Anglicum.

Cleuch (ch guttural), clench, 5. [Clouoh.]

1

.

A precipice, a rugged ascent.
" A clench thar tni, quharoffa atrenth thai maid
With thaortoar treia, ban Idly thar abaid."

Wallace, iv., &Stf. MS.

2. A ravine, a straight hollow between pre-
cipitous banks, or a hollow descent on the
•ide of a hill. (Scotch.)

f Itoccasionallyoccursas equivalent toglen.

"Then all theyonkersbad him yield.
Or donn the glen to gang

;

8am crvd the couird suld be kield,
Sam duuii the cleitch they thntnc"

Evergreen, ii. 184, at. 18.

3leve(l), clit clive, s. [Clipt.] In composi-
tion denotes the place to be situated on or
near a hill, as Cleveland, Clifton, &c.

tcleve pink, s. [Cliff-pink.]

Cleve (2), s. [A.S. deo/a.] A cell, a small
chamber or cottage.

" Hwat la that lith in vie cleue f "—ffavelok, 696.

* cleV-er, * clev-ere, s. [Cleavrr (2).]

clev-er, a. [The etymology is doubtful.
Wedgwood thinks the word was derived
from the notion of seizing, as Latin rapidus
from rapio ; Scotch gleg - quick of percep-
tion, clever, quick in motion, expeditious,
from Gaelic glac = to seize, to catch. The
8cots has also cleik, clek

t cleuck, cluke, clook
(identical with English clutch) m a hook,
a hold, claw, or talon ; to clek or cleik =
to catch, snatch, and hence cleik, cleuch =
lively, agile, clever, dexterous, light-fingered.
One is said to be cleuch of his fingers who lifts

a thing so cleverly that bystanders do not ob-
serve it (Jamieson.) Now the Old English
had a form diver = a claw or clutch, exactly
corresponding to the Scotch cleik, cluik.
Hence the Old English to clever, Dutch kla-
veren, klevem = to claw oneself up, climb,
scramble ; and hence also he believes is formed
the adjective cfewrinthe sense of snatching,
catching, in the same way as the Scotch cleik,
cleuch, above mentioned. Dut. kleverig =
sticky; Low Ger. klevisk, kle/sk ; klefske jinger
= thievish fingers, to which everythingsticks.

"

Another derivation is that suggested by Rev.
A. S. Palmer (leaves from a Word-hunter's
Note-book, ch. x.), which Prof. Skeat seems
inclined to adopt, that it is a modification of
Mid. Eng. deliver = nimble, active. Prof.
Skeat adds that it is not unlikely that this
modification has been aided by a Prov. Eng.
diver, clever = ready to seize.] [Deliver, o.]

1. Dexterous, skilful, expert; possessing
skill and talent (ofpersons).

"... yet no country in Europe contained r greater
number ol clever and aelflah politicians."—Macaulay :

Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

2. Showing skill and talent, skilful, ingeni-

ous (of things).

"It was the cleverer mockery of the two."—Sir R.
VEitrange.

*3. Neatly made, well shaped; handsome,
well proportioned.

"... the girl was a tight defer wench as any was. "

—Arbuthnot.

"4. Fit, apt, proper, suitable.

5. Good-natured ; possessing an agreeable
disposition. (American.) (Webster.)

If Crabb thus distinguishes between clever,

skilful^ expert, dexterous, and adroit; "Clever
and skilful are qualities of the mind ; expert,

dexterous, and adroit, refer to modes of physi-
cal action. Cleverness regards in general the
readiness to comprehend ; skill the maturity
of the judgment ; expertness a facility in the
use of things ; dexterity a mechanical facility

in the performance of any work ; adroitness
the Buitoble movements of the body. A per-
son is clever at drawing who shows a taste for
it, and executes it well without much instruc-
tion ; he is skilful in drawing if he under-
stands it both in theory and practice ; he is

expert in the use of the bow if he can use it

with expedition and effect ; he is dexterous at
any game when he goes through the man-
oeuvres with celerity and an unerring hand

;

he is adroit if by a quick, sudden, and well-
directed movement of his body, he effects the
object he has in view. . . . Cleverness is rather
a natural gift ; slcill is cleverness improved ly
practice and extended knowledge ; expertness
is the effect of long practice ; dexterity arises
from habit combined with agility ; adroitness
is a species of dexterity arising from a natural
agility." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* cle'-ver, *. [Cleaver (l), s.]

* clever grass, s.

Bot.: Galium Aparine. It is not a grass
but a monopetalous exogen.

* cle'V'-er, v.%. [Dut. klaveren, kleveren.] To
climb, to clamber.

" For sothe it is. that, on her to'ter qnhele
Every wight deeerUh to hia stage."

Sing's Qitair. i. 9.

* clev-er-al'-i--ty\ s. [Formed on a supposed
analogy of Latin words, from clever.] Clever-

- [He] . .

'. Bronte.
. had not a apark of cl-veralVy In Mm.*
(Offtlvie.)

cleV-er-Ish, a. [Eng. clever; -ish.] Rather
clever or ingenious.

CleV-er-ly\ adv. [Eng. clever; -ly.]

1. Lit. : In a clever manner ; dexterousiT,
ingeniously, skilfully.

" And aonietlmee catch them with a anap,
A* cleverly at th ablest trap.

"

_ „ „ Butler ; Iludibras, 1L L
2. Fig. : Rather easily. (Slang.)
"... the latter got the beet of it, and won clever '%

by a neck . . .'—Daily Telegraph, June 33, 188L

clever ness, s. [Eng. clever; -ness.] The
quality of being clever or talented ; skill, in-

genuity, dexterity.
"... with all hi* clevemest, he was def.

common sense . . ."—Macaulay; Hist. Eng., tii u..

* CleV-er-otis, *Cleverus,a. [Eng. clever;
•ous, ~us.] Handy, dexterous, clever.

" The bisaart (buzzard) Masy but. rebuik
Scho was so cUtverus of her cluik.
His legB he might not longer brulk,
Scho held them at ane hint*'

Dunbar, in Jamieson.

CleV-y, cleV-is, s. [Cleave, v.] A
draugnt-iron for a plough ; a piece of Iron
bent to the form of an ox-bow, having the
ends bored to receive a pin, and used la
connect a whipple-tree or draught-chain to a
plough.

clevis-bolt, s. The same as Lewis-bolt
(q.v.).

*clew (IV clAe, * clewe, * clowc, * klewe
(ew as ti\ s. [A.S. cliwe m a ball of thread ;

Dut. kluwen ; O. H. Ger. chliuwa, chliuvi;
M. H. Ger. kluwen.)

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) A ball of thread, twine, or yarn ; thread
wound upon a bottom.

"Their he ahuld fynd in certeyn a clew of yern."
Jfugw Poeticm, p. &

(2) Thread, twine, or yarn.

"They see small clews draw vastest weights along,
Not in their balk bat in their order strong."

Dryden,

2. Fig. (From a ball of thread or twine
being used as a guide to point the way out of

a labyrinth) : A guide, direction, a clue.

IL Naut. : The lower corner of a square
sail, and the after corner of a fore-ami -ill

sail, reaching down to the earing where the
tackles and sheets are fastened.

clew-garnet, clue-garnet, s.

Naut. : Tackle attached to the clew of a

lower square-sail, to haul it up to the yard in

furling.

"The Lee clue-garnet and the bunt-Hues ay."—
Falconer: Shipwreck, ii. SOU.

% Clew-garnet-block

:

Naut, : A block with a single sheave, and
strapped with two eyes, which are lashed to-

gether above the yard. (Knight.)

clew-lines, «. pi.

Naut. : Ropes for hauling up the clews ot

an upper square sail. (Knight.)

*dew (2), (ew as ii), 5. [Cliff, Clevx.1
A cliff.

" Plesant achadow oner the clews."

M Doug.: Virgil, 18. 11.

* clew (3), (ew as n), s. [Claw.]
" Out of quiet hirnes the rout vustertis
Of thay birdis, « it h bir and niony ane bray.
And inthare crultit clewu grippis the pray.

Doug. : Virgil. 76. M.

clew (1), clue (ew as ii), v.t. [Clew, ft,

Clue.]
• 1. Ord, Lang. : To direct by a clew ot

clue, to point out.

2. Naut. (To clew the sails): To raise them
to the yard in order to be furled ; which is

done by a rope fastened to the clew of a sail,

called the clew-garnet. (Harris.)

* Clew (2), v.u [Cleave.]

• clew (3), v.t. [Claw.]

clewed (ew as n), pa. par. or a. [Clew, i
|

clew-ing (ew as ii), pr. par.t a., & ft

[Clew, tT)

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : la

senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As subst. : The act of raising the sails tit

the yard for the purpose of being furled.

*cley (1), *. [Clay.]

* cley (2), s. [Claw.]

• cleyme, s. k v. [Clam.]

fate, f3t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
or. wore, wolf* work, who, son; mute, cilb. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, not,

Syrian, ae, ce - e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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cley staffe, * cleyke staffe, s. [Prob.

from Mid. Eng. cley = claw, and staff, from
the curved shape of the top.] A bishop's

crosier.

"Cleystaffe (cleyke staffe, K.ILP.). Cambu$ca{Cam-
tiueaC.F.].~~Prompt Pan.

cli-an'-thus, s. [From Gr. «a«'o* (kleos) =
. . . glory, and avBos (anthos) = a blossom,

so named on account of their glorious ap-

pearance.]

Bot. : A genus of Papilionaceous plants,

sub-tribe Galegete. They are very elegant

plants, growing in Australia, New Zealand,

the Philippine Islands, &c. The flowers are

crimson, scarlot, flesh-coloured, Ac. Culti-

vated here in the borders of conservatories

or against southern walls, they attain the

height of eight or ten feet, but one fine

species, Clianthus puniceus, the Parrot's Bill,

a native of New Zealand, is said there to be-

come a large tree.

cllb'-ber, club'-ber, ». [Etym. doubtful.

Jamieson suggests a connection with cliff,

cleave.) A wooden saddle, a pack-saddle.

"They carry their victual in straw creels called
oassies, -fixed over straw nets on the horses backs
with a clubber and straw ropes."—/'. Wick: Statist.

Aoc., x. 23.

cli -che, *. [FV. cliche, from clicher=to stereo-

type, cogn. with O. Pr. cliquer = to clap.]

1. Stereotyping

:

(1) A matrix, the impression or cast formed
by plunging a die into metal in a state of
fusion. (Webster.)

(2) A mode of obtaining an impression from
a die or high relief, or from a forme of type,

by striking the cold die with a sudden blow
upon a body of metal which is just becoming
olid. (Knight.)

(3) A copy, taken in copper, by the electro-

type process, of a woodcut or forme of type.

[Electrotype.]

2. Photog. : A negative picture.

cliche casting, s. The act or process

of forming a matrix.

Cl£ch'-y( s. & a. [See def.]

A. As substantive .*

Geog. : Clichy, more fully Clichy-la-Garonne,

a commune and village of France, four and a
half miles N.W. of Paris.

B. As adj. : Made at Clichy, or in any way
pertaining to it.

Clichy white, s.

manufactured at Clichy.
A pure white-lead

click, v.i. k i. [An imitative word formed
from clack (Skeat); Dut. kliken ; Fr. cliquer.]

A. Intrant. : To make or cause a slight

aharp noise, to tick.
* " The solemn death-watch click d the hour she died ;

And shrilling crickets In the chimney cried."
Qay.

B. Transitive:

L To snap, to make a noise by striking

together gently.
" Jove ... at the stroke
Click'd all his marble thumbs."

lien Jonson : Sejamts, ii. 2.

2. To cause to make a slight sharp sound.

"When merry milkmaids click the latch."
Tennyton: Song; The (hot, t 2.

*3. To snatch.

"He . . . the chalice from the altar clicks."— Want

:

JCng. Kgform., iv., p. 897. (Daviet.)

©lick, 3. & a. [Click, v.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. : A slight sharp sound, a tick.

"The click of IbllllardJ balls."—C. Bronte : Jane
Byre, ch. xxi.

II. Technically:

1. Philol. : A kind of articulation used by
the natives of Southern Africa, consisting in

the sudden withdrawal of the end or some
other portion of the tongue from the part of

the mouth with which it is in contact, whereby
a sharp clicking sound is produced. They
are four in number, and are called cerebral,

palatal, dental, and lateral clicks, the latter

being the noise ordinarily used in urging a

horse forward. (Webster.)

2. Machinery:

(1) The detent of a ratchet-wheel falling

Into the spaces between the cogs as the wheel
revolves in one direction, and preventing any
backward movement In larger machines,
•uch as the capstan, it is called a pawl.

(2) A catch for a lock or bolt, a latch.

3. Wrestling : A peculiar movement by
which one of the wrestlers sharply knocks his

adversary's foot off the ground.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

click-beetle, s.

Entom. : Any beetle belonging to the family
Elateridae. The hinder portion of the pre-
sternum terminates in a point, which the
insect can at will fit into a cavity of the
breast with the effect of enabling it, if lying

on the back, to leap up with a slightly click-

ing sound. It is from the latter peculiarity

that the name click-beetles is derived.

click-clack, s. Uninterrupted loquacity.

(Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

click -pulley, s. A pulley with a spring

click acting as a detent to restrain the sheave
from running back.

click-wheel, s. A ratchet-wheel, one
whose cogs are radial on one face and inclined

on the other, so as to give a square face to the
end of the click, pawl, ratchet, or detent, de-

signed to prevent the back movement of the
wheel. (Knight.)

click'-er, s. [Eng. click-; -er.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A tout ; one who stood at

the door to invite passers by to enter a shop.

2. Boot-making: One who cuts out the
leather in the proper sizes and shapes for the

various parts of the boot for which they are

intended.

3. Printing .- A compositor at the head of a
companionship, who has charge of a work or
works while being put in type. A part of his

duty is to distribute the copy amongst the
other compositors.

click'-et, * clek ett, * clik ct, ' clyk et,
" clyk-ett, s. [O. Fr. cliquet, from cliquer

= to clap.]

I, Literally

:

* 1. The knocker of a door ; anything used
to knock with at a door.

" He smytethe on the gardyn Rate with a clyket of
ylver thai he holdethe m hit bond."—Staundeoille,
p. 210.

* 2. A key of a door.

"Clykett. Ulitorium, clawteuta."—Prompt. Pan.
"A clyket hit eleght clos hym byhyude."

B. Eng. Attit. Poemt; Cleanness, 8fi7.

* 3. The trigger of an engine.
" He gert draw the cleket."

Barbour I Brucm, ivii. 974.

* 4. A rattle, a clap-dish (q.v.).

5. The latch of a door.

* IX Fig. : The tongue. (Cotgrave.)

* click et, * clik-et, v.t. [Clicket, *.] To
latch, lock, or bolt a door.

" The dore closed, keyed and cliketted.'
Langland : P. Plowman, 8,784.

cHck'-lng, pr. par., a. t & s. [Click, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Causing or emitting a small

sharp sound ; ticking.

"... I distinctly heard a clicking noise, similar to

that produced by a toothed wheel passing under a
spring catch."—Darwin : Voyage Hound the World
(ed. 1870), ch. it. p. 84.

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. The act of causing or emitting a small

sharp sound or tick.

2, A tick, a small sharp sound, a click,

"While conversation, an exhausted stock
Grows drowsy as the clicking of a clock."

Coteper : Hope, 104.

II. Technically

:

1. Bootmaking : The art or process of cut-

ting out leather in suitable shapes and sizes,

for the various parts of the boot.

2. Printing : A term applied to the mode of

getting out work by the formation of a com-
panionship, or selected number of men, who
are appointed to go on with a certain work or

works. (Ruse & Straker : Printing and us
Accessories.)

cli-dSm'-i-a, a. [Named after Klidemi, an
ancient Greek botanist.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Melastomaceae.

Their native country is tropical America.

Several are cultivated in English greenhouses.

The fruit may be eaten.

*clT-en-cyt * [Eng. clien(t) ; -cy.) The
state or position of a client ; clientship.

cli'-ent, s. [Fr. client; Ital. & 8p. cliente;

Lat cliens for cluens (pr. par. of cJuo)=to hear;
Gr. «Av« (kludj.j

L Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

* 2. Any dependent ; a person under the
protection and patronage of another.

" Whom that love hath under cure
As he is blinde him self, right so
He maketh bis client blinde also."

dower. L, 984.

3. One who applies to a barrister or solicitor

for advice in matters of law, or who commit*
his case to the care and management of s

lawyer for prosecution in a court of justice.

"There is due from the Judge to the advocate some
commendation, where causes are well handled ; f-.ir

that upholds in the client the reputation of 1.1s

counsel."

—

Bacon: Essays.

.

i. The term is now loosely applied to any
person who entrusts the care and management
of his business to any professional or business
man, or for whom such business man acts in

any way.

IX Roman Antiq. : One who, being of a
lower class, placed himself under the protec-

tion of some person of distinction and author-
ity, who in respect to the client was called

the patron. The client had to contribute to
the marriage portion of his patron's daughter,
if the patron were poor ; and to his ransom or

that of his children, if taken prisoners. He
paid the costs and damages of any suit which
the patron lost, and bore a part in the ex-

penses incurred in discharging public duties

or filling public offices. The patron was the

legal adviser of the client ; he was also his

guardian and protector, and that of his chil-

dren, and he defended his interests when-
ever wronged. Neither could give testimony
against or accuse, oreven give his vote against,

the other.
" Hts clients and tribes-men offered to pay his fine,

but before the day of the trial he went into voluntary
exile."—Lewis : Cred. Early Roman Bist. (1855), ch xlL,

Pt. v., | 77, vol. a, p. 80S.

cli~ent-age, s. [Eng. client; -age.)

1. A body or number of clients.

2. The system of patron and client.

3. The condition of a client

cli -en-tal, a. [Eng. client ; -oL]

1. Relating to clients, or the system of

clientage.
" In order to continue the cliental bond, and not to

break up an old and strong confederacy and thereby
disperse the tribe."—Burke: Abridg. Eng. Bist., ii 7.

2. Devoted to or used by clients.

"I sat down In the cliental chair. '—lAckent in
Ogilvie.

3. Dependent

*cli ent-ed,a. [Eng. client; -ed.] Buppliea
with clients.

".
. . the worst conditioned and least cUented petl-

voguers . .
."

—

Carew; Survey of Cornwall.

* cll-Sn'-tel-age, s. [Eng. clientele); -age.]

A body or number of clients or dependento.
(Sismondi.)

t Cli-en-tele', s. [Fr. clientele ; Lat cUentela.]

1, The condition or i*sition of a client

;

clientship.
' There's Varus holds good quarters with him ;

And, under the pretence of clientelt.,

WU1 be admitted." Ben Jonson.

2. A number or body of clients.

* 3. Patronage.

"ThoBe whose clientele you undertake."— Backet

t

Life of Williams, L 213.

*cli'-ent- ess, s. [Eng. client; -ess.] A
femafe client. (Middteton.)

Cli'-ent-shlp, s. [Eng. client; -ship.] The
position or condition of a client ; the state or

position of being under the protection of a

patron. (Dryden.)

cliff (l), *clif, *cleve, *clive, "clyffe.

*dyve, *klyfe, s. [A.S. dif, cleof; leel.,

O. ii., A; Dut. klif; Dan. & Ger. klijtpe; Sw.

klippa; A.S. cleofan, cli/an = bo cleave.^

[Cleave, Cleft.]

L Literally

:

1. A steep, precipitous rdek.
" Hit clam vche a dyffe cubites fyftene.*

E. Eng. A Hit. Poems ; Pearl, 158.

** Waving his hat, the shepherd, in the viile.

Directs his winding dog the cliff* to scale
"

Wordsworth : Evening Walk*

* 2. A shore, especially if rocky an I pie*

cipitous.

boll, IxSy; po'ut, J6%1; oat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t

-«lan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -sion = ahun. -tious, -sious, -clous= shus. -We. -die. &c. * Del, del*
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*"Oon Is In the
JTWU'J, i. 65.

ciy pittore] of Hid Bretnyne."-

* 3. A reef, a line of rocks In tlie sea.

J"
W
J?

b
. .Tf*

h* or wln<to or d'",t "t «*/«"-Cursor
M'lmii. 1.8&3.

* i. A cleft, a fissure, an opening.
"They made thein clytfe* in the mountaynea."

voterdale : Judge* Tl. 2.

cliff pink, .

Bot.
: A plant, Dianthus arsius, which grows

on Cheddar Cliffs.

Cliff (2), «. [Cuar.]

Cllf ror'-ti-a, ». tNamed after George CTItTort,
a Dutch gentleman who was a lover of plants
and a patron of Linnaeus.]

Bot. : A genns of plants, order Sanguisor-
baeeae. They are bnshes growing in South
Africa. Clifortto puleheVa is very pretty ; the
rest have little beauty. The leaves of C.
Oic'folia are used by the Boere as an expec-
torant in coughs.

clIf-for-tl-a'-cS-aB, t. pi. [From Mod. Lai,
diffortia (q.v.), and fem. pi. adj. raff, -anew.]

Bot. : An order of planta in the system of
Von Martius, including Sangnisorbacea? and
Rosacea?, and making Cliffortia, which has no
petals, the type, in place of the highly organized
and petaliferous Rosa.

t Cliff'-y, •cloff-le, a. rEng. dif ; -y.J
Rocky, precipitous, full of clifta, craggy.

•cllft, -clifte, s. [Clkit.]

1. A slit or crack, a rift.

^Clyff. daft, or ryfte. AWaruro, rlma.--Prompt.

2. A cliff

" Whiles sad Celeno, sitting on ft clifte,
A song of bale aud bitter sorrow sings.

"

Spenter ; P. q„ II? vlL J*.

* 3. The fork of the body, the part where
the thighs part.

" Donn his hond he laoncheth to the deft*."

. . , ,
Chaucer: C. T.. 7,727.

I. A spot of ground. (ScotcA.)

'Ollft, v.t. [Cleit.] To cleave, to split, to
rend.

"cl'ft-ed, a. [Cliht, s.] Broken, cleft.
"And cling, at if with claws they did enforce.
Their hold, thro' clifted stones, stretching and staring"

C'mgreve: Mourning Bride, i. a.

•cllft'-jr, a. [Eng. clift; -y.]

"The rocks below widen considerably and their
cliffs/ sides are fringed with weed."—Penant.

ClT-I-deB, s. pi. [From Lat., Ac, CZtofq.v.)
and fcm. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A small family of pteropodous mol-
luscs, section Gymnosomata. There is no
shell. The animals have a fusiform body, a
head with tentacles, a small distinct foot, and
an opistho-branchiate heart. Type Clio (n.v a
[Clionid*.]

a

•clik-et, S. [CUCKBT.]

*Oll-mac'-ter,«. [Gr. a^oumip (klimakter)=
(\) the round of a ladder, (2) a climacteric
(q.v.).J The same as Climacteric (q.v.).

J'^i" "•"" •ettling their dispute* upon climarter,
differ from one another."—Browne : Vulgar Xrrour*.

•oil -mac -tor, v.t. [Clikactui, «.J To
bring to the climacteric.

" Death might have taken such, her end defer'd.
Until the time she had been cXimacttr'd*

Drayton : Elegit*, 1.24f, (Latham.)

*cli m.-ic-ter -i-an,s. [Eng. dimacter; -ion.]
One fond of a climax.

" We shall And him on many occasions a great cli-
macterian"—.forth : Bxamen, p. 28. (DaeieK)

cli raao-ter-ic, ' ell mac '- ter ick,
o. & ». [Eng., &c, dimacter ; -to.]

A. As adj. : Critical, dangerous
; pertaining

to the great climacteric [B.j, or to any one of
lesser peril.

B. As subst. : One of certain periods of a
man's life in which his constitution is said to
undergo great changes, involving him in danger
till they are over. They are multiples of 7 or
of 9, as 35, 49, 81. The most perilous of these,
called by way of eminence the grand climac-
teric, is his 63rd year—for 9 x 7 - 63. The
7th year of life is also dangerous. The grand
climacteric of life is said to have been recog-
nised by Hippocrates.

Climacteric disease:

Med. : A disease affecting both men and
women, but more obvious in the former. It
may be looked for about the 63rd year of age,
but varies in the time of its coming according
to the constitution of the individual, the limits
being in the one direction 50. and in the other
75. IU most common predisposing cause is
mental anxiety or suffering. The expression
of the countenance alters for the worse, the
pulse becomes accelerated, the flesh wastes
away without obvious cause ; there are sleep-
less nights, and wandering pains flit through
the head and chest, and sleep is either deficient
or brings little refreshment. After a time
recovery as a rule takes place, but the coun-
tenance never recovers its former aspect, or
the constitution its vigour.

•oU-mao-tiSr'-I-cal, o. [Eng. climacteric;
•al ] The same as climacteric (q.v.).

"One of these, an elderly man, who confessed to
having passed the grand climaeterical year (9 multi-
plied into ,| of as, though be did not say precisely byhow many yean . .

."—Do Quince): Work* (ed. 1863),VOL U„ p. 147.

*cHl-m&o'-ter-f, s. [Eng. dimacter, *y.]
The working up to a climax.

"He Is an artist at disposition and climacterw '—
Jforth : Examen, p. 478. (Davie*.)

t cli -ma-tal, a. [Eng. dimat(e); -n'.J Per-
taining to or dependent on climatic changes.

".
. .the sixteen years selected appear to complete

two cUmatal cyoi**."-An*ted: The Channel liland*.
p. 188.

* cli-ma-t&r'-chfc, a. [Gr. tXiu* (kllma),
(gemt a-Aiuarov (klimatos) = a climate ; opyoj
(archo) = to rnle, to govern.] Presiding over
or regulating the climates.

cli mate, * ell mat, • cly-mat, * oly-
mate, s. [Gr. «Ai>a (klima); «cA«i*> Qclino) =
to cause to bend or slant. (1) The inclination
or slope of ground

; (2) a slope imagined by
the ancients of the globe from the equator to
the pole ; (3) a zone or a parallel of latitude,
the space between these parallels of latitude
held to be synonymous with a climate.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1, In the Greek seme :

" Climate, a portion of the earth cental ned between
two circles parallel to the equator."—PhilUw : TheSew World of Word*.

2. In a sense inttrmexliate between the Greek
one and that presently i» use: A country, a
region. '

'

on".I?-V*!?
afa

.f!!
9*" 1 rOalliarum plagam) Is enclosed

oneveryside with fences that environ it naturally —
Bolland: Hemintacencet, v. 47.

3. Characteristic condition of a country or
district with regard to weather; meteoro-
logical conditions viewed as a whole. (II.)

II. Meteorology:

(1) Present climate of the several parts of
the world : The most potent causes regulating
climate are latitude on the one hand, and ele-
vation above the sea level npon the other, the
former cause producing perpetual snow and ice
around the North and South Poles, and the
latter acting with similar effect on the summits
of such mountain chains as the Himalayas or
the Andes. Were these the sole causes, lines
of equal temperature, or, as thev are techni-
cally called, Isothennal lines, would coincide
with circles of latitude ; instead of doing this
however, they are parallel neither to the equa-
tor nor to each other. [Isothermal.] In
addition to the two above-mentioned causes,
must be reckoned also the position and direc-
tion of the several continents and islands, the
position and depth of the seas, and thedirec-
tion of currents and winds. Our own country
is often tacitly assumed to be the normal
climate by which all others are to be tested

;

in reality, being an island, whilst most of the
land existing in the world is distributed in
continents, its climate is one of an excep-
tional character. It is of the type called
insular, that is, snch as exists in an island in
which the sea diminishes the difference in
temperature between summer and winter and
between night and day. The norma] type of
climate, that existing on continents, is called
excessive

; in it a great difference exists be-
tween the temperature of summer and that of
winter, as well as between that of the night
and that of the day. Asia and North America
are the best existing examples of excessive
climates. In Britain an east wind, blowing in
winter over the frozen steppes of Russia, is
cold and dry ; a south wind m summer coming

over the continent of Europe, if not even re-
motely from the Sahara, is hot and dry whilst
a south-west wind, bringing heat moisture
"depressions " innumerable, and in some cases
even spent cyclones from the warm surface of
tlie Atlantic, is the parent of heat, rain aud
storm.

(2) Past climate of the several countries of the
world: There is distinct geological evidence
that the climate of the world has oscillated in
time past, lieing, in Europe and North America
at least, higher at one time and at another lower
than now. During the carboniferous period
the vegetation and the animal life too were so
uniform from the Arctic zone to the equator,
that the temperature must have varied little
in different latitudes, and little also between
summer and winter. The temperature of the
Penman is doubtfnl ; during a portion of it
there may have been a glacial period. Tlie
stony corals of the oolite naturallv suggest a
tropical or all but tropical climate." Tlie tem-
perature of the eocene was high. It slowly
fell, however, during the miocene and the
older pliocene, till in the upper pliocene it
was for a time absolutely glacial. Since that
comparatively recent geological event, it has
risen to what we have it now. Sir Charles
Lyell considered that bygone changes were pro-
bably produced by different distributions of
land and water over the globe, a glacial period
coming when a great deal of land, and that high
land, was round the poles, and one ofgreat heat
when most of the land was round the equator.
Mr. Croll, on the contrary', following in a direc-
tion in which Sir John Herschell led the way,
believes that minute alterations on the ellipti-
city of the earth's orbit will produce oscillation
of temperature in onedlrection forl0,500years,
and then in the other for the same lengthened
period of time. [Glacial period.]

". . . the inordinately great change of climate, on
the prodigious lapse of time, all included within tntosame glacial period."—Darwin : Origin of Specie* (ed.
iwvj, co. ix., jx x94i

•oli'-mate, vX [Climate, «.l To inhabit
to dwell

"Leon. The bteased gods
Purge all infection from our air. whilst you
Do climate here 1

"

Shaketp. : Winter'* Tale. v. L
oli mat-ic, oli - mat- 1 - oal, a. [Eng.
dimaUf); -ic, -icul.] Pertaining' to a climate,
dependent on or limited to a climate.

" Inthe extreme north of the island, the peninsula
of Jaffna and the vast plains of Neura-kalawa. and theWauny form a third climatic division."—sir J £.Tennent : Ceglon, pt. 1 . ch. It

^^

cU-ma-tic'-.-tjr. «. [Eng. dimatic; -i<y.l
Ine act or process of climatizing.

cli ma-tion, «. [Eng. clim(atiu); -atian.,
Acclimatization. (Hortic. Segist.)

oil ma-tize, v.t 4 i. [Eng. dimat(e) ; -ia.)
A. Trans. : The same as to acclimatist

(q.v.).

E. Intrans. : To become acclimatized or
accustomed to a new climate.

cli -ma-tlzed, pa. par. or a. [Climatize. j

oU-ma-tt.-ijrapli-1-oal, a. [Eng. climato-
graph(y); -t«tZ.] Pertaining to or connected
with clunatography.

oU-ma-t«K'--ra-pliy, s. [Gr. «*!><, (klima),
gemt. KXtftariK (ktimntns) = a climate ; and
ypacoj (graph!) = a writing, a discourse, from
ypoaxo (grapho) = to write.] A description
of or treatise on climates.

tcli-mfj>-ti-18gJ-I--cal,ij. [Eng. cUmatologM;
-fcxtf.J Of, or pertaining to, climatology.

.•ViPl'i.'.'
' T'v embraces populations actually

amiiated to each other, rather than populations ex-
hibiting the common effects of common social or
chmaiological condition." — Latham : Varietiu of

Cli-ma-l£l'-c^tiriat, s. [Eng. dimatoiogfy)

;

-ist.] One who makes a study of and is skilled
in climatology.

oli-ma-tSl'-A-fef, a. [In Fr. climafolotrn;,
from Eng., &c. climat(c); s connective, and
Gr. Ao-yos (logos) = . . . a discourse.] The,
science which describes the climates of tlie
several countries of the world now and In
bygone times, and attempts to trace the.
phenomena observed to their causes. (For
details see Climate.) (Brande.)

' cli -ma-tiire, ». [Fr. dimaturt.] The same
as CLfMATE (q.v.).

*t«, tat. Hire. amltUit, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, thoro : pine, pit, sire, sir, marine- go pSt,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, ctlb. cure, unite, our. rule, foil ; try. Syrian. », co = e ; ey = a. qu = kts.
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••Such harbingers preceding *tiU the fates,

Have heaven and earth together demonstrated
Unto oar clinuUure* aud countrymen."

Shaketp. ' Bamlet, 1.

1

ftli'-max, s. [Lat. climax, from Gr. #cA?fio£

Vclimax) = a ladder, a staircase, from kAiVw
(klino) = to bend, to slope, to incline. J

1. Literally;

Rhetorie; Gradation, ascent; a figure In

which the sense rises gradually step by step in

a series of images, each exceeding its prede-
cessor in foice or dignity.

" Some radiant Richmond evei e has grac'd..... .'very act
Still rising in a climax, till the last.

Surpassing all, is not to be surpast.'

2. Fig. ; The highest or greatest point, the
extreme.

"But we have not at yet touched on the climax of
the difficult?."—Darwin : Origin of Specie* (ed. 1859),

Cb. viL, p. 238.

'climb (b silent), s. [Climb, v."\

1. An ascent ; the act of climbing or as-

cending. {Sat. Review, Feb. 17, 1883, p. 209.)

% The place climbed or ascended.

climb (5 silent), * olembe, * climmc,
•cTymyn, *dymbe, *clym, * clyme,
'clemben, *cliraben (pa. t *clam,
* clumbe, * clamb, * clemde, * clomb, * cloumb,
climbed; pa.par.*c&wn&en, * cloumben*clumben,
* iclumben, * iclemde, climbed), v.i. & U [A.S.
elimban (pa. t. clamb; pL clumbonX clym-
mian; O, H. Ger. chlimban; M. H. Ger.
kli'-imcn; Dut. klimmen.} [Clamber.]

A* Intransitive:

I, Literally;

1. To ascend by means of the hands and
feet, to clamber up, to mount with difficulty

(generally with adv. vp).
** Sche clambe up to the walla one night"

Perceval, 1,221

2. To creep up or ascend by means of ten-

drils, or by twining the stalk or leaves round
any support (Said of plants.)

IX Figuratively :

1. To ascend or rise to a higher point In any
Hay ; to mount.

** Where entrance np from Eden easiest cttmbt.
Cherubic watch . . .*

Milton : P.L., bk. xi.

* 2. To reach to, to attain.

"Bowing his head against the steepy mount
To climb his happiness."—Shaketp. : Timon, t. I

B. Trans. ; To ascend by means of the hands
and feet, to mount.

"The screaming peacock chaaed In hot pursuit.
And climbed the garden trellises for fruit"

Long/ell'"" : Tale* of a Wayside Inn ; The Student*
Tate: The falcon of Ser Federigo.

*\ Crabb thus distinguishes between to
arise or rise, to mount, to ascend, to climb, and
to scale: "The Idea of going upwards Is

common to all these terms ; arise is used only
In the sense of simply getting up, but rise is

employed [either in that sense or] to express

a continued motion upward : a person arises

[or rises] from his seat or bed ; a bird rises

In the air, the silver [quicksilver] of the
barometer rises: the three first [first three]

of these terms convey a gradation in their

sense ; to arise or rise denotes a motion to a
less elevated height than to mount, and to
mount that which is less elevated than ascend

:

a person rises from his seat, mounts a hill, and
ascends a mountain. Arise and rise are intran-

sitive only ; the rest are likewise transitive

. . . Climb and scale express a species of ris-

ing ; to climb is to rise step by step by cling-

ing to a certain body ; to scale is to rise by an
escalade or species of ladder employed in

mounting the walls of fortified towns ; trees

and mountains are climbed; walls are scaled."

{Crabb ; Eng. Synon.)

f climb'-a-ble (mb as m), a. [Eng. climb ;

able.) That may be climbed or ascended.

Climbed (& silent), pa, par, or a. [Climb, v.]

elimb'-er, # clym-are (& silent), a [Mid.
Eng. clime = Eng. climb; Mid. Eng. sun", -are
ss Eng. -er.]

I. Ord. Lang. ; One who climbs, or ascends
try means of his hands and feet.

"Ctymare. Scantor."—Prompt. Par*.

"Lowliness 1b young ambition's ladder.
Whereto the climber upward turns his face.*

Shaketp. I Juliiu Cottar, 1L L
IX Technically:

L Botany:

(1) Gen. : A plant which ascends by creep-
ing along some support ; a creeper.

*". . . greatly circumscribed in their walks by
climber* of a most luxuriant growth, . . ."—Cook:
Togages, vol. L, bk. li., ch. t1. (Uich.)

(2) Spec.; Clematis VitoOba,

2. Ornith. (PI): A popular name of the old

Older Scansores, the third division of the In-

sessores, or Perching Birds, which includes
all those which possess the peculiarity of
climbing. Most of them have two toes In

front and two behind. Eight British genera
belong to the Scansores.

3. Telegraphy: A boot provided with spurs
or spikes, by means of which a person is

enabled to climb telegraph-poles for purposes
of repairs to the poles, wires, or insulators.

An iron frame fitted with spikes, for affixing

to the foot, or strapping to the leg below the
knee, is often used for the same purpose, and
for climbing trees.

4. Railroaii Engineering: A driving wheel
of a locomotive, having a positive grip, as by
cogs or pinchers, upon a rail or rack in ascend-
ing or descending grades. (Knight.)

• climb'-er (b silent), v.i. [A modification of
clamber (q.v.).] To climb, to clamber.

"In scaling the yoongest to pluck off his beck.
Beware how ye climber tot breaking your neck."

Turner, ch. xlvL, st 38.

climb -ing (b silent), *clym-ynge, pr. par.,

a., &«. [Climb, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj.: (In

senses corresponding to those of the verb)

:

e.g., The climbing perch,

C. As subst. : The act of ascending or
mounting by means of the hands and feet*

- "CXspngnge. Scantto,"—Prompt. Par*.

• climbing-boy, a A chimney-sweeper's
boy who used to be sent up chimneys to sweep
them.

climbing fumitory, a.

dalis claviculata.
A plant, Cory-

climbing-iron, 8. [Climber, a. II. 3.]

climbing-palms, a pi. A name given
to palms of the genus Desinoncus.

climbing-perch, a.

Ichthy. ; Anabas scandens. An Indian
species of perch which quits the water and
makes Its way for considerable distances over
the land. It is even said to climb trees,

whence its specific name. [Anabas.]

climbing-plants, s. yl

Bat. : Plants which climb by tendrils or any
similar appliances terminating at the stem.
There are also leaf-climbers which do so by
means of their sensitive leaves.

Clime, s. [Lat.cZfma.l The same as Climate
(q.v.X (Chiefly poetical.)

"Yet If thy light, fair Freedom, rested there.
How rich in charms were that romantic clime."

Hemans : Modern Greece.

•dime, * clyme, v.i. & t. [Climb.]

* cli-na'-men (pi. cli-nam'-i-na), *- [Lat,

from Gr. mkiw (klino) = to bend, to bow.]

An inclination or disposition, a bias.

"And long before the appropriation [of words to new
meanings] is fixed and petrified, as it were, into the
acknowledged vocabulary of the language, an insensible

clinamen (to borrow a Lucretian word) prepares the
way for it."—The Opium Bater't Letter* to a young
Man tohote Education hat been neglected.

cll-nan'-thi-um, s. [Mod. Lat., from Gr.
a-AtVij (kline) =s a couch, a sofa, a bier, and
avBoc (anthos) = a flower.]

Bot. : A receptacle which is not fleshy,

and when It is surrounded by an involucre.

Example, the Composite.

clinch, *clenche, *clenchyn, "clynche,
v.t. & i. [Dut. klinken = (1) to sound, (2) to

rivet ; klink — a blow, a rivet ; Sw. klinka (v.)

= to rivet, (s.) a latch ; O. H. Ger. chlank-

jan, chlenken; M. H. Ger. kbmken = to knot
together, to unite ; M. H. Ger. klinke = a bar,

a bolt (Skeat). Cf. O . Ft. clenche, Fr. clinche

= a latch.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Languagt:

1. Literally

:

(1) To rivet, to fasten firmly ; to make or
hold fast by bending or folding together [II.].

"Clenchyn. Retundo, repando."—Prompt, Pare.

"Thou hast hit the nafl on the head, and I will give
thee six pots for't, though I ne'er clinch shoe again."—
Beaum. * FletcK. ; Martial Maid.

*(2) To grasp firmly and strongly.
*' la harpe he gan clencke."

QeUe of Kyng Horn, 1,498.

(8) To fix or set firmly together especially
of the teeth or the fingers.

"When a negro his head from his victuals withdraws,
And clenches his teeth and thrusts out his paws,
Here's a notable engine to open his jaws."

Coteper I Sweet Meat ha* Sour Sauce.
**At times he beats his heaving breast
With clenched mid convulsive fingera"

Longfellow : The Golden Legend, it.

2. Fig. : To settle, to determine, to make
conclusive, to confirm or establish.

"A sententious, epigrammatic form of delivering
opinions has a certain effect of clenching a subject,"

—

Be Qufeicey I Work* led. 1868), vol ii., p. 33S.

IL Technically:

1, NauL ; To slightly caidk the seams round
the ports with oakum in anticipation of foul
weather. (Knight.)

2. jlfecft. : To turn over the pointed end of a
nail so as to prevent its retraction.

* B. Intransitive

:

1. To take a firm grasp of, to settle on uvy-

thing.

"The savages held out a stick on which the birds
clinched, and were immediately tied Ky i imiwll string

'

—JTrans, of Buffan : HUt. of Bird*, vt 165.

2. To lie or be fixed closely together.

"Toes that clinch together eigne [men] covetous sod
luxurious."

—

Oauie: Mag-AttrvMancer, p. 194,

3. To make a pun,

4. To limp, to halt, to walk lame.
"The tothlr part lamed clynechi*, and makis hlr byd*w
In loupis thrawin, and lynkis of hir hyde."

Doug. : Virgil, 1ST. L

Clinch, clench, s, [Clinch, v.}

L Ordinary Language

:

t. Lit, : The act or process of securing or
holding fast anything; that which serves to
secure or hold fast.

2. Figuratively:

(1) A word used In an ambiguous or double
meaning; a pun, a duplicity of meaning with
an identity of expression.

"Here one poor word an hundred clenches makes,
And ductile Durness new meanders takes."

Pop*: Dundad, bk. i. 63, fit

(2) A halt. (Scotch.)

IX Technically :

1. Naut. ; A mode of fastening large rope*,
consisting of a half-hitch with the end stopped
back to its part by seizings. The outer en- 1 ol

a hawser is bent by a clinch to the leaf of the
anchor.

2. MecK.: The turning over and beating
back the pointed end of a nail after it has
passed through any material, so as to prevent
its retraction.

clinch-built, a. Built by what Is called

Clincher-work (q.v.),

* clinch-fiat, a, A miser, a niggardly
fellow.

clinch-Joint, s. The kind of joint made
by clincher-work (q.v.).

clinch-ring, s. A lap-ring, or open ring

In which the parts on the sides of the opening
overlap each other. (Knight.)

clinched, clenched, pa. par, or a. [Clinch,
v.]

clinch'-er, ciench'-er, a [Eng. clinch,

clench; -er.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. A man whose business it is to clinch or
rivet.

2. That which serves to secure or hold fas*

anything ; a cramp, a holdfast.
" The wimbles for the work Calypso found

;

With those he pierced 'em, and with cHnchersbound."
Pope : Homer ; Qdgucg v. 818.

IX Figuratively;

1. A conclusive argument or statement j

one which decides or ends a dispute or con-
troversy.

* 2. A punster.

B. Mech. : A tool for clluching nails.

clincher - built, Clinker - built, a.

[Clincher-work.]

clincher-work, clinker-work, «.

1. Lap-jointed work, a mode of building in

which the lower edge of each plank overlaps

the next one below it, like the weather-boanl-

bolL bo^; p6nt, Jd*wl; cat, 9011, chorus, ^hin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, ay; expect. Xcnophon, exist, -ing.

-cian. -tlan = shan. -tion, sion^suuu; -fion,-sion= shun. -dons, -tious, -sious- shus. -ble, -ole, &c. = bel, ceL
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tag of a house ; the shingles or slates of a
roof. Clincher-work la used on boats of a
lighter description, as the galley, gig, cutter,
Ac.

2. A mode of uniting the iron plates of
vessels, tanks, or boilers. In which the edges
are lapped, and secured by one row of rivets.
It is distinguished fiom carvel-build in the re-
spect that in the latter the edges of the plates
are brought together and the Joint covered by
an interior lap or welt, to which the plates are
secured by two rows of rivets, one to each
plate. (Knight.)

Olinoh'-lng, pr. par., a, Sit. [Clinch, v.]

A. ,t B. At pr. par. tt particip. adj. : (In
•enses corresponding to those of the verb).

** Advanc'd the bird of Jove : suspicions sight IA milk-white fowl hit clinching talons bore.
v. ith care domestic pamper'd at the floor."

Pop*: Bomer't odyuey. bk. it. 179-lsLC As substantive :

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : The act or process of securing or
making fast by a clinch.

2. Fig. : The act of deciding or ending a
controversy or dispute by a conclusive state-
ment or argument.

IX Naut. : Slightly calking the seams round
the porta with oakum, In anticipation of foul
weather.

clinching-iron, «.

1. Week.: A clincher.

2. Naut. : A caulking-iron.

•dine, "dyne, «olynyn, v.i. [0. Pr.
diner; Lat. clino = to bend, to turn.] To
bend, to bow, to incline.

"CVynjrnordeclynyn. Decline'—Prompt. Part.
"With sile mekenes I dyne to this acorda." Coven-

try Mytt., p. lit

elms:, * clinge, * clyng, • clynge,
olyngyn (pa. t. 'clang, * clonge, dung;

pa. par. 'clongen, 'dungen, 'dunge, 'clungyn,
dung), v.i. 4 t. [A.S. clingan (pa. t dang;
pa. par. dungen) = to become stiff, to wither
away, to adhere ; Daa. klynge = to adhere, to
cluster.]

A. Intransitive:

I. Literally

:

* 1. To wither away, to dry tip, to fade or
waste away.

** Whan thou clomsest for cold
Or clyngett lor drye."

Langland: P. Plowman, »,010.
" I clyng. 1 cluche, 1 croke. I coots*

Early Eng. Poemt. p. 149.

•2. To shrink In consequence of heat; a
terra applied to vessels made with staves,
when the staves separate from each other.

"Some make covers like barrels, with iron-boons
arouod them : These covers cling, as we say. with the
summer's drought, then they drive the hoops strait,
which makes them tight again." — Maxwell • llee-
matter, p. 2a

3. To adhere closely, to hang upon by twin-
tag round or embracing.

"The broil long doubtful stood

;

As two spent swimmers that do cling together.
And choak their art."

SKakeep. : Macbeth. L ft,

* 4. To rush in violently, to attack or fall
npoH.

" Sir (3egls clynget In and clekes another.-

Morte Arthure. KM*.
IX Figuratively

:

1. To adhere closely to, to be devoted to.
" Most popular consul he Is grown methlnks

:

How the rent cling to bim 1

"

lien Jonton : Catiline. Hi. 1.

2. To be tenacious of ; to resign with the
greatest unwillingness and regret ; to hold
fast to.

"The word is death 1 And what hath life for thee.
That thou shouldst cling to it thusf "

Hemant : Vetpert of Palermo, L 1.

U Generally followed by the prep, to, but
sometimes by upon.

•' With fervent love, and with a face of grief
Unutterably helpless, and a look
That seem'd to cling upon me, she lnqnlr'd,"

Wordtworth : Bxcurtion, bk. L
* B. Transitive:

1. To cause to wither or pine away, to dry
up.

2. To cause to adhere closely, to twine round
or closely.

"I clung my legs as close to his side as I could."—

3. To embrace.

•ling (1), i. [Clino,
sheep.

v.] The diarrhoea In

Oris, morbo, the cling dicto. correpta, faxes H.
qnldas nigral ejecit. et oonfesthu ertenuata, inorte
occumbUV'-.Dr. Walker: Bttayi on HM. BuT. p. Sis.

•Cling (2), ». [Dan. Wynnes a bunch, acluster.]
1. A bunch, a cluster.

" The cling of blg-swoln grapes "

_ . .
Pletcher: Purple Itland, 0. L

2. An embrace.
"
I!"** *L

"r
"'"r" °' l0,e. where I pertaked

Strong hopes of buss." Pletcher. {Xaree.)

Cling'-er, ». [Eng. ding ; -«-.] One who, or
that which, clings or adheres closely (lU.dtjig.).

cling' ihg, pr. par., a., & «. [Clino, v.]

A. 4 B. As pr. par. d particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As ntbsL : The act or state of adhering
closely to.

oling'-man-ite, ». [Named in 1849 after the
Hon. T. h. Clingman, Member of Congress
for North Carolina.]

Min. : The same as Mahoabitb! (q.v.).

cling'-stdno, t. [Eng. ding ; stone.]

HorUc : A variety of peach in which the
pulp adheres closely to the stone of the dru-
paceous fruit.

oling'-y, a. [Eng. ding; -j/.] Inclined to
cling, adhesive.

Olin'-iO, a. & ». [Prom Gr. kAiwirac (kllnikat)= of or for a bed ; sAiVi) (Mine) » a bed.]

A* As adjective:

Med. : Pertaining to a bed, and especially to
a siok-bed. It is used chiefly in connection
with instruction communicated to medical
students at the sick-beds of the hospital or
other patients, but the more common word is
clinical (q.v.).

B. As substantive :

L Ch. Hist. : A clinical convert (q.v.).

II. Medical:

1. A person confined to bed by sickness.

2. The examination of a patient confined to
a sick-bed conducted by a professor in pre-
sence of his students, and for their instruction.
[Clinique.]

clln'-Ic-al, a. [Eng. dlnic ; -of.] The same
as Clinic, a. (q.v.). The Clinical Society of
London was founded In December, 1867.
"By his clinical and unnecessary observances."—

rentier : The Baths of Bathe (16S0), p. 8IL

clinical convert, >.

Ch. Hist. : A convert baptised on his sick-
bed, if not even on his death-bed.

clinical thermometer, s.

Surg. : A thermometer, originally with
long bulb on a bent arm. The straight por-
tion only is attached to the index-plate, which
has a range from 80" to 120*. The method of
using this form was to insert the bulb in the
armpit or in the irouth. A small straight
form is now generally employed.

cUn-Io-al-iy, adv. [Eng. dinlcal; -lty.1 In
a clinical manner ; by the bedside.

clin-i que, ». [Pr.] [Clinic, B. II. 2.]

clinic (1), • clenk, • clinke, * clinken,
v.i. 4 t. [Dut. klinken= to sound, to tinkle,
to ring ; Dan. Hinge = to jingle ; Sw. klinga
= to ring, to clink ; Icel. ktingja = to ring.]

A. Intransitive :

L Literally :

1. To give out a short sharp tinkling sound,
as when two metallic bodies are struck lightly
together.

* 2. To beat smartly.
"Thela geanntez . . . with clubbes of dene stele

denkked In helmes."—Morle Arthur', 2,118.

' II. Figuratively

:

1. (0/ sounds): To jingle, to sound.
•' Smooth, soothing sounds, and sweet alternate rime.
Clinking, like change of belh, in tingle tangle chime."

Coutper: An Ode; Secundum Artem, ver. 2.

2. To perform a manual operation with alert-
ness. (Scofcft.)

3. To fly as a rumour. (Scotch.)

B. Trans. : To cause to give out a short
sharp tinkling sound.

" I schal clinkrn yon so mery a belle
That I seal waken al this compagnie."

Chaucer C. T., 14,*0T.

1 To clink on : To clap on. (ScofcA.)

r»_cKns' up: To seize any object quickly

« clink (2), • clynk, v.i. & t. [Clinch.]
A* Intrant. : To fasten, to clinch.

" For to clynk and for to dryfe."

B. Transitive:
Toitncley tlytt., p. 1

and forcibly. (Scotch.)

1. To unite two pieces of metal by
tag. (Scotch.)

5 This may belong to Clink (1), v.

2. To clasp.
- She coft frae this wild tinkler core.

For new, a trencher cllnka."
Tarrat : Poemt, p. St,

3. Used improperly, as signifying to raend,
patch, or join ; in reference to dress.

clink, s. [Clink (1), ».]

I. Literally :

I. A sharp sound, as of two metallic bodies
struck together.

" I heard the dink and fall of swords."
Shaketp. : Othello, U. 1

*
2. A chink, a key-hole. (Cli.vkkt.J
" Tho" creeping close, behind the wickets clink.
Privily he peeped out thro' a chink."

, Spemert Shepherd't Calendar,
* 3. A prison.

II. Figuratively:

* 1. The jingle or assonance of rimes.
* 2. A pun, a play upon words.
* 3. A gossiping woman, a talebearer.

4. A smart stroke or blow.

5. Money. [I. 1 ; cf. Chink, «.']

clink'-ant, o. [Clinquant.]

clink' er, • olinc-ar, * klinc ard, ». & a.
[Dut, & Ger. klinker; Dan. klinke. from the
ringing sound given out when two pieces are
struck together.]

A. As substantive

:

M. A kind of Dutch white sun-baked brick
That goodly aqueduct so curiously wharfed with

kltncard brick, which likewise paves the streets -
Evelyn : Journal, L 24 (original MS. at Wotton)

. . curiously wharfed with cHocors (a kind of
white sunbaked brick) aud of which material the
spacious streets on either side ate paved."—Ibid. ( liray's
©d. or 1850)*

2. Bricks run together into a mass by ex-
cessive heat in the kiln.

" Burrs and dinkert are such bricks ss have beea
violently burnt, or masses of several bricks run Uk
gether in the damp or kiln."— unit : Ency. of Arch.:

3. Scoria, or vitrified matter ejected from *
volcano ; the refuse of a furnace.

4. The scale of oxide formed in forging iron.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

clinker-bar, s. A bar fixed across the
top of the ash-pit to support the slice used for
cleaning the interstices of the bars.

* clinker-bell, «. An Icicle.

clinker-built, a. [Clincheb-boilt.]
"The lugger pulled eighteen oars, was clinker-butU

and very swilt. even with a full cargo."—Marryat :
Snarleyyoie, vol. 1L, ch. xiii.

^^

clinker-work, a. [Cu»cHa»-woB»_]

* clink' er, v.t. [Clinker, «.] To bom, to
dry to a cinder.

clink'-ered, pa. par. or a. [Clinker, *]
1. Burnt to a cinder.

2. 8tudded with nails.

clink' ct, s. [Eng. clink, and dimin. sad -stlA keyhole. (PhiUipt.)

Clink'-Ing, pr. par., a., * a [Clink, ».]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Lit. : Causing a clink or ringing sound
2. Fig. : Capital, very fine, excellent

(Slang.)

C. As subst. : The act of causing or emitting
a clinking noise.

"Five years ! a long lease for the clinking of pewter."—Shaketp.: I Ben. IK, IL »,

clink' stone, s. [Eng. dink ; stone. In Ger.
klingstein.]

Geol. : A compact rock, called also Phono-
lite or Phonolyte, both terms Implying that
it rings lilie Iron when struck with a
hammer or anything similar. Its colour il

greyish-blue, its fracture rough, its composi
tion mostly felspar. It is distinguished by Its

lower specific gravity from grey basalt, into

tftte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wSt. here, camel, her, there: pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. p»t
•r. wore, wolf, work, whd, son : mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fall ; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a. qu = lew.
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which it often passes. The base consists of

zeolite with orthoclase, in which are frequently

imbedded crystals of glassy felspar.

clmk'-um-bell, s. [Eng. clink and bell.]

A man who rings the church-bell. (Scotch.)

** Now Clinkumbell, wt rattlln* tow.
Begins to Jow an' croon."

Burnt : The Holy Pair.

cli n6^-chl6re, s. [Gr. KXivn (kline) = a
couch, a bed, from kAiVcu (klino) = to make to

iHMid, and vAwpds (chloros) = pale-green . . .

greenish-yellow.]

M in. : According to Dana, partly the same
as Ripidolite and partly the same as Corundo-
philite, but the British Museum Catalogue

makes it distinct from the former of these,

and constitutes it the species of which the

latter is a variety.

cl- n 6 cla§e. elm- 6-cla' site, s. [Gr.

«AiVn (kline) = a bed, from kAiVcu (klino~) = to

make to bend; kX&w (Man), fut. KAdtrw (klaso)

= to break ; referring to the fact that the

basal cleavage is oblique to the sides of the

prism.]

Min. : A monoclinic green subtranslucent

mineral, with a hardness of 2"5—3, and a sp.

gr. of 4'19—

4

-36. The lustre is pearly on
the face of the crystal, and on the rest is

vitreous to resinous. Composition : Arsenic

acid, 302 ; oxide of copper, 627 ; water,
7'1 = 100. In England it occurs in Cornwall
and Devon ; on the Continent in the Erzge-

birge. (Dana.)

clI-n<>-di-S,g'-4n-al» *. & a. [Gr. kMwo
(klino) m to bend/to incline, and Eng. dia-

gonal (q.v.).]

A» As substantive

:

Crystallog.: A diagonal or lateral axis in

monoclinic crystals, forming an oblique angle

with the vertical axis.

B. -4s adj. : Pertaining to or in the same
line as the clinodiagonal.

cli-nc-6d'~rite, s. [In Ger. clinoedrit ; Gr.

Kkivn (kline) - a bed, and t6>a (hedra) = a
seat, a base.]

Min. : The same as Tetrahedrtte (q.v.).

cli-no-griph'-Ic, a. [Gr. kXwu (klino) =
to bend, to incline ; ypatyiK&s (graphikos) =
pertaining to writing; ypatpto (grapho) = to

write.] Pertaining to a mode of projection in

drawing in which the rays are assumed to fall

obliquely on the plane of projection.

cli' noid, a. [Gr. icMvn (klinZ) = a bed, and
elSos (eidos) = form, shape.]

Anal.: Bearing a remote resemblance in

form to a bed.

Clinoid processes or (more fully) the posterior

clinoid processes

:

Anat. : The angles of a lamella, called the

dorsum sella, behind the pituitary fossa.

(Quain.)

di-nom'-et-er, s. [Gr. kaiVtj (klinZ) = abed,
and fteroov (metrori) = a measure.]

L Math. Instru. : An instrument used in

determining the slope of cuttings and em-
bankments. It is called also a batter-level.

(Knight.}

2. Carp. : A carpenter's tool for levelling

np sills and other horizontal framing timbers.

{Knight.)

3, Geol. : An instrument for determining

the dip of rock-strata. The ordinary form
consists of a small pendulum or plummet
moving onagraduated arc, of 90*, and enclosed

in a Hat rectangular case, which can be used

as a square. It is generally attached to the

compass employed in geological surveying.

cli-ni-met'-ric, cU-n^-mSt-H-cal, a.

[Gr. nklvt) (kline) — a bed, and p-irpov (metron)
= a measure, with Eng. sun*, -ic, -ical.]

1. Pertaining to the measurement of cry-

stals, which have oblique angles between the
axes. (Phillips.)

2. Ascertained by the clinometer, or in any
other way pertaining to it. (Phillips)*

di-nSm'-et-rir, s. [Clinometer.] The act
or operation of measuring the dip of geologi-

cal strata. (Brande.)

cli-no-pdd' i-um, *. [Gr. k\ivoit6$iov (klino-

podion), from kAiVoi (klino) = to make to bend,
and irov? (pous), genit. n-o56« (pedos) = foot;

the flower presenting a remote resemblance to

the castor of a bedpost.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Labiatae.

The wild basil was formerly called CUnopo-
dium vulgare, now the name given to it is

Calamintha Clinopodium. [Basil, CALAMtN-
THA.]

* clin -quant (quant as kant), a. & s. [ Fr.]

A. -4s aa*j. ; Shining, resplendent, overlaid
with tinsel or finery.

*' To-day, the French,
All clinquant, all in gold, like heathen gods,
Shone down the English . .

."

SJiakesp. : Sen. Y1II., L L
B. -4.« substantive:

1. Tinsel, gaudy finery.

2. A meretricious alloy, also called yellow-

copper or Dutch-gold.

Clint, *klynt, s. [Icel. kkttr = & rock; Sw.
& Dan. klint.'] A hard or flinty rock ; any
pretty large stone of a hard kind ; a rough
coarse stone first thrown off in curling ; clinta,

the shelves at the side of a river.

" So on rockets and klyntes they runne and dryre."—
MS. to SaUtweU, p. M.

* clint, v.t [Clinch, v.]

clln-td'-nS-W, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. clin-

ton(ia), and pi. fern. adj. sutf. -etc.]

Bot. : A tribe of Lobeliads, type Clintonia
(q.v.).

Clin-to -nl-a, s. [Named after Be Witt Clin-
ton, a member of the United States Senate,
who was born in 1769 and. died in 1828. He
was a promoter of the project for connecting
Lake Erie and the Atlantic by a canal, and was
moreover a scientific man.]

Bot. ; A small genus of Lobeliads. There is

no tube in the corolla, and the seed-vessel is

very elongated. Two species have been intro-

duced into British gardens from their native
country, California.

Clin'-ton-ite, *. [Named after De Witt Clin-

ton [Clintonia], with suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min.: A variety of Seybertite (q.v.), occur-
ring in reddish-brown or copper-coloured foli-

ated masses at Amity in the United States.

It is called also Holmite and Chrysophane
(qv.).

* Clint'-?, *61$nt'-ft a. [Eng. clint; -y.]

Rocky, stony.
" On raggit rolkis of hard harsk quhyn stnne.
With frosyn frontls cald clyntt/ clewis achane,"

Doug, i Virgil, 200, 46.

cli'-d, s. [Lat. Clio ; Gr. KAeud (kleid), from
jeAeds (kleos) = . . . glory.]

1. Classical Archeology :

(1) One of the Muses, originally the Pro-
claimer, afterwards the Muse of Epic poetry
and history.

(2) A sea-nymph, sister of Beroe.

2. ZooL : The typical genus of the family

Cliidfe, formerly called Clionida5(q.v.). Named
after the sea nymph, and not the Muse. [1(2).]
Four recent species are known in the Arctic

and Antarctic seas, in Norway and in India.

Clio borealis is found in immense abundance in

the Arctic, and C. australis in the Antarctic
seas. They constitute a large part of the food
ofthe whales. Eschricht estimated the micro-
scopic pedunculated discs in its head at

3i>0,000. Pallas called the genus clione.

3. Astron. : An asteroid, the eighty-fourth
found. It was discovered by the astronomer
Luther on August 25, 1865.

cli on a, s. [From Lat. Clio (q.v.).]

ZooL : A genus of Sponges, the typical one
of the family Clionidas (q.v.). The species in-

habit branching cavities in shells, the hardest
of which their spiculse enable them to bore.

cll-5n'-X-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. clio, gen.
clion is) ; Lat. (era. pi. adj. sutf. -idos.]

1. Zoology:
* (1 ) Formerly a family of pteropodous mol-

luscs, having Clio (called by Pallas Clione) for
its type. Now it is called Cliidte, to prevent its

being confounded with No. (2) (q.v.).

(2) A family of Sponges, typical genus
Cliona (q.v.). In this sense directly from
Cliona.

2. Palaiont. : Burrows like those of the
Clionidae are found from the Silurian onward,
but it is not completely proved that they were
made by representatives of this family.

cli-6-sd'ph-Io, a. [Gr. «A««£ (kleiS) = Clio,

and o-o^xis (sophos) = clever, skilful. ] Pertain,
ing to a literary Bociety. (Ogilvie.)

clip (1), "clippen, v.t. & i. [Icel. & Sw.
klippa ; Dan. Iclippe, all = to clip, to cut short.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) Gen. : To cut with a pair of shears or
scissors.

" Till on the pyre I place thee ; till I rear
The grassy in»utid, and clip my sacred hair."

Pope: Homer's Iliad, hit. xxiii., L 5.6M.

(2) Spec. : To shear sheep.
" Laban was goon to the sheep that shulden b»

clippUL"— Wyclijf*; Qeneiit xxxi. 19.

2. Figuratively: *

(1) To curtail, to cut short
" Even in London they clip their words after one

manner about the court, another in the city, and a
third in the suburbs.''

—

Sivift.

t (2) To move rapidly.

IL Law: To debase or diminish coin by
paring the edges.

B. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To fly swiftly, to scud along.
*' We dip more swill than eagles."

Quartet : Emblemt, 1. 18.

2. Fig. : To move swiftly.

"The wings ol vengeance clip as fast
"

<iuarUt : Emblvmt, 1U. 12.

T To clip any one's wings : To put a check
on any one's aspirations or ambition.

" Then let him, that my lore shall blame.
Or clip Love's wings, or quench love's flame."

Sir J. Suckling.

* clip (2), •clippe,* cluppen, v.t &i [A.

a

clyppan. ]

A. Transitive:

I, Literally:

1. To embrace, to clasp in one's arms.
"The quen hire dipt and keste."

William of Palerne, 8,215.

**.
. . then embraces his son-in-law ; then agaU>

worries he his daughter, with clipping her . . ."-

Shaketp. : Winter's Tale, v. %.

2. To encircle, to surround.
" A snake her forehead dipt."

Tennyson.

3. To draw up close or tight, to hold
tightly or firmly.
" Withouten mast, other myke, other myry bawelyne,
Kable other capstan to clyppe to her ankres,"

E. Eng. A Hit. Poems; Cleanness, 41B.

IX Fig. : To shut in, to enclose, to confine.
" Where is he living, dipt In with the sea.

Who calls me pupil t
'

Shaketp. t 1 Ben. IV., til L

B. Intrant. : To embrace, to fondle.
" Heo dupten, heo custen."

Layamon, ii. 3U.

Clip (1), *. [Clip (1), *.]

L Literally

:

1. The act of cutting or shearing.

2. That which is cut off or shorn ; a shear
lng.

* 3. A sheep newly shorn.
" Quod acho, My dip, my unBpaynd lam.
With mlthers milk yet in your gam."

Evergreen, ii. 20, st C

IL Fig. : A slight blow. (Slang.)

clip (2), s. [Clip (2), v.]

J. Ordinary Language

.

* 1. An embrace, a folding in the arms.

2. Anything which holds or fastens two
things together ; a spring holder for letters,

papers, &c.

IL Technically:

1. An instrument by which pots are raised

by the ears. [Pot-clip, Kilp.]

"May be your pot may need my clips."—Ramsay:
Scotch Proverbs, p. 62.

2. Farming:

(1) The whole amount of wool shorn in one
season ; a shearing.

(2) An instrument for pulling thistles out

of standing corn.

* 3. Old War: Grappling-irons, used in a
sea-fight, for keeping two vessels close to-

gether.
" Athir othlr (estynyt with dyppyt keyn."

Wallace, x. 855. (M.S.)

4. Machinery

:

(1) An embracing strap to connect parts

together. Thus the clips of an axle connect
it and the springs. •

(2) An iron strap on a double or single tree

°«il- bo^i pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph ^ I

*cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion u shun ; -(ion, sion - zhun. -cions, -tions, sious m shus. -hie, -die, &c. m hoi, deV.
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with a loop, by which either is connected to a
plough-clcras, the trees to each other, or the
traces to the single-tree.

(8) A projecting flange on the upper surface
of a horse-shoe, which partially embraces the
wall of the hoof. (Knight.)

5. Fishing: Hooks for catching hold of fish.

Among the rocks, long Iron hooks, here called dipt,
are used lor cat.hing the fish."—P. Edenkeillie : Moray.
Statist. Ace. vtL 657.

clip-plate, k.

Carriages : The axle-band of a wheel.

4 elip-houss, s. [Eng. clip (2), v., and houss
= a house.J A house in which false money
was to be condemned and clipped, that it

might be no longer current.

* ollppe, v ,t. [Clip, v.]

"To dippe : tondere. tonsitare'—CathoI. Angticttm.

dipped, clipt, pa. par. or a. [Clip, v.]

clipj-per (1), *clip-pere, *clyp-pare,
clip-part, s. [led. klippari ; Sv.Tclippare;
Dan. /clipper.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. Gen. : One who or that which clips.

t 2. Specially:

(1) One who shears sheep.
" He shal be lad ... as a tomb bifor the clippere."

—WycUffe : Itaiah 1UL 7.

(2) A barber ; one who shaves or cuts the
hair.

"Clyppare. Tonsor, tontatrix."—Prompt. Part.

(3) One who clips coin.

"Of clippers of roongen, of suilk takes be qnestls."
—tangtoft, p. 238.

". . . the king himself will be a cUpper."
Shakesp. ; Sen. V. t lv. 1.

IX Figuratively:

1. Something excellent or unusually good
hi its way.

2. (Of the form clippartt : A chatterer ; a
talkative woman. (Scotch.)

B. Technically:

1. Farriery : A machine for clipping horses.

2. Naut. : A fast sailer, formerly chiefly
applied to the sharp-built, raking schooners
of America, and latterly to Australian pas-
senger-ships. Larger vessels now built after
their model are termed clipper-built They
axe low in the water and rakish. (Smyth.)

clipper-built, a. [Cupper (1), *., B. 2.]

clip -per (2), s. [Cup (2), v.] One who em-
braces.

clip-pie, 8. {From led. klippari [Clipper
(1)]; Scotch sufl*. -fe.J A talkative woman.
[Cuppart. J (Scotch.)

clip -pins (1), *dyp-pynge, pr. par., a., & ».

LClip(I), v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B* As adjective:

L Ordinary Language :

h, Lit. : Cutting, shearing, or paring.

2. Fig. : Excellent, unusually good. (Slang.)
"City of London drew away a bit. and a clipping

lace followed. . . ."—Daily Telegraph, June S3, 1881.

C. As substantive :

1. The act of shearing, shaving, or cutting.
" Clyppynge, Tontura."—Prompt. Pan.

". . . and there is clipping of frocks and gowns,
upper clothes and under, great and small ; such a
eUpping and sewing, as might have been dispensed
with."—CarlyU : French Revolution, pt 11, bk. It.,
ch. iii.

2. The act or practice of debasing coin by
clipping the edges.

"For the practice of clipping, pernicious as It was,
did not excite in the common mind a detestation re-
sembling that with which men regard murder, arson,
robbery, even theft."

—

Macaulay: Hist. Eng , ch. jcil

3. A piece dipt off, a shaving.

IL Law:
1. Roman Law: Clipping or defacing the

coin of the realm was made treason by tho
Julian law.

2. Eng. Law: By the statute 5 Ellz. c 11,
clipping marking, rounding, or filing the coin
was made high treason. (Blackstone. bk. It.,

ch. 6.)

* clipping - house, * clippynge -
Dowse, *. A barber's shop.

"

A

clippVnge-hov*e : tonsorium, tonttrina'—Cath^l
Anglicum.

clipping-shears, «. pi. Shears for clip-

ping Horses.

clipping time, clippingtime, s.

1. Lit. : The time of shearing.
" Laban ferde to ninien kep
In clippingtime to hise sen.

Genesis and Exodus, 1,759

2. Fig. : The nick of time. (Scotch.)

" I wad liked weel, just to bae come in at the clipping-
time, and glen him a lounder wt* my pike-staff . -

."—
Scott; Antiquary, ch. xxi.

clipping -tree, s. Connected with
shearing, sheltering shearers. (North of Eng-
land dialect.)

" Beneath that large old oak, which near their door
Stood,—and from the enormous breadth of eha-le
Chosen (or the shearers covert from the sun,
Then in our rustic dialect was called
The * Clipping Tree,' a name which yet it bears.''

Wordsworth: Michael.

* clip -ping (2), * clup-pinge, * dup-
punge, pr. par., a., & s. [Clip (2), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
tho verb).

C. As substantive:

L Literally:

1. The act of embracing.

2. An embrace.
" With dipping and k casing the! kattght here leue."— William of Paleme, LOW.

IX Fig. : An endosure, a space enclosed.
" Withynne the c'ippynge of the walles by the aea

syda"—Trevisa, L 179.

•clips a). *clippys, "clyppes, *dyp-
pyce, *clypse, "clyppus, *. [Eclipse.]
An eclipse.

"Clyvpyce {ctypte K. P.) of the sonne or moyne.
Ediptit. —Prompt. Par:

" Hit is but the dypptts of the snne.
An'urt of Artkure, st 8.

Clips (2),*. pi. [Cup(1), «•] Shears. (Scotch.)
" For her forbears were brought in ships

Frae yont the Tweed

!

A bonnier flesh ne'er cross'd the clips
Than Mai] ie dead."

Burns : Poor Mailie't Elegy.

* dips, v.i. [Clips (1). * 1 To suffer an eclipse.

"The sonne is maid obscure til ts qnhen It dips,
. . ."—GompL 8cot^ p, 87.

* clip -S*. * clip-Si, a, (Eng. clips ; -I = -y.]

Dark, obscure, hidden, as though eclipsed.
" Now pove] is (aire and now ot *cure.
Now bright, now dipti of man ere."

Rom. of Rote. 6.S5L

*clip'-tic, a. & s. [Ecliptic]

clique (pron clek), s. [Pr.] A number of
persons (generally few) associated for some
questionable purpose ; a party, a set, a coterie.

"The buyers of pictures and the dealers In them are
now, however, so large a body that no Academical clique
could exclude from notice works of zeal power.

—

Timet, April 10, 1871

cliqu-ish (pron . clek Uh), a. [Eng. diqu(e);
ishJ] Pertaining to or characteristic of a
clique. (Athenaeum.)

t cliqu-ish-ness (pron. clek -feh-neas). *.

[Eng. cliquish ; -ness.) The quality or state of
being cliquish.

cliqu-ism (pron. clek -ism), s. [Eng.
clxqu(e); -ism.] The habit or tendency to
form cliques or parties ; party spirit,

* . . that It was penetrated and permeated by a
narrow spirit of ooterieism and diqvitm . . ."—Mr.
Carttcrigh'i Parliamentary Speech, reported in Timet,
April 10. 1878.

clish '-clash, v.i. [A reduplicated form of
clash (q.v.Xj A word used to express the
noise caused by the violent striking together
of swords.

"The weapons dish-dash."
Mirrourfor Magistrates, p. «L

dish -clash, *. [Clishclash, v.] Idle talk,
chatter.

cllsh'-ma-clav-er, s. [Clater.] Idle
conversation. (Scotch.)

" What farther ctWimadaver might been snfd,
What bloody wars. If Sprites had blood to shed."

Burnt : The Bridge of Ayr.

cli-sl-o-phyl'-lum, s. [Or. Khttria (klisia)=

a place for lying down, a hut ; a-AiVw (klino) =
to make to bend, and ifaiXXov (phullon) =1eaf.]

Ptdeeont. : A genus of fossil corals, family
CyathophyllidcB. It is found in the Carboni-
ferous rocks.

dls-ten-ter-a'-ta, a [Gr. K\fto-r6c (kUistos)

= that can be shut, and ivrtpa (entera) m the
Intestines.]

Zool, : An order of Braehiopoda, sometimes
called Articulata, but the latter term was long
in use for the Annulose sub-kingdom of ani-
mals, and is therefore ambiguous. The valve*
of the hinge are united by teeth along the
hinge-line ; the lobes of the mantle are nut
completely free, and the intestine ends blindly.
It includes the families Terebratuhdae, Rhyn-
conellidae, Thecidiidae, Spiriferidae, Pentamer-
idas, StrophomenidK, and Productidae. The
last four have no living representatives.

1 oils -ter, 5. [Clystkr.]

"Cllt, a. [Et>-m. unknown.] Meaning doubt,
ful.

" For then with ns the days more darkish are.
More short, cold, umyst. and storuiv i-loudy clit.

For sadness more than mirths or pleasure lit."
Mirrourfor Magis. : Biggins' induction. (A'aret.)

* Clitch, * dicche, v.t. [The same as clutch

(°.- v-)-] To seize, to grasp, to catch.
" If any of them be athirat, he hath An eartbeu pot

wherewith to ditch up water out of therunuin^- ri\ tr.'—Botland: Xenophon't Cyrof-aHlia, p. 4. {Trcncht
On Some Def. in our Eng. Met., p. 11)

elite, elites, clithes, clith'-er-en, s.

[Cf. A.8. clife = agremony, a bur.]

1. Of the forms elite, clithes, and clitheren *

Galium Aparine.

2. Of the forms elite, elites, and clithes

:

The Burdock (Arctium Lappa).

cli-teT-lum, *. [From Lat. clitella, pi. = »
pack-saddle, a pannier.]

Zool. : The thicker part of the cylindrical
body in an earth-worm. It is called also the
saddle.

" The second accessory organ is that thickened part
of an earth-worm which is situated between the thir-
tieth and the fortieth segments ; it is called the cWel-
turn, and when two earth-worms are disturbed the
adhering ditdla are the last parts to give way."-
Otoen : Invertebrate Animals, lect xii.

Cli-tor'-i-a, *. [From Gr. kXhtooic (kleitoris)

= the Cfitoris, which the flowers of the
plant were supposed somewhat to resemble.
[Clitoris.]

Bot : A large genus of papilionaceous plants
tribe Phaseolese, sub-tribe Clitorieae. It con
sists of climbing plants with blue, purple,
scarlet, pink, or white flowers. Clitoria
Tematea comes, as its name imports, from
Ternate, one of the Molucca Islands. It lias

blue flowers. It is cultivated in this country,
as are various other spedes of the genus. Its

root is emetic.

cli-tcr'-i-S-», s. pi. [From Mod. Lat olitoria

and fern. pi. adj. sun*. -ece.J

Bot. ; A sub-tribe of Phaseolese, type Clitoris

(q.v.X

di '-tor-Is, *. [Gr. kAwtooi'c (kleitoris), per-
haps from a-Ati'u) (kleio) = to enclose.]

Anat. : A small elongated body concealed
between the labia of the female organ ol
generation.

* Clit'-ter, v.i. [A variant of clatter (q.v.).l

To make a noise like harness, &c. (PalsgraveJ

clit-ter-clat'-ter, s. [a reduplication ot
clatter (q.v.).] Chatter, idle talk.

"One continued clitterclattcr"—Swft

•dive, *. [Cuff.]

* Olive (1), v.i. [Icel. Tclifa = to climb ; Sw.
klifva; Dan. klyve; A.8. clifan — to stick,

to adhere] [Cleavb.] To climb up, to
ascend.

"Zeue stapes huerby by difth an hegh."—Ayenbite,
p. 13X

•cllve (2), v.i. [Cleavb, t».]

* CliV-er, a. [A.S. olyferfj).'] Sharp, keen (TJl

" On the clothede the neddre is cot, and te derei
diver on sinues."—Bestiary, 23a

•cllv'-er, s. [AS. cliftr.] A daw, a talon.
" Ich habbe bile stif and stronge,
And gode divert scharp and Tonge.

"

Owl and Sight ingalt, SS*.

clivers, s. [Cleavers.]

IT Evergreea diver : Rubia peregrina,

dives, *. [Clite, Cleave.] A hook with a
spring to prevent its unfastening. (Knight.)

cliv'-I-a, cliV-S-a, *. [Named after the
Duchess of Northumberland.]

Bot. : A beautiful genus of African Amaryl-
lids, with orange - yellow or reddish-yellow

(ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;
or. wore, wolf, work, who. sou ; mute, cab, cure, unite, cur, rale, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t,

Syrian* se, ce - e, cy - a, qu - liw
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ilowers. Two are cultivated in British green-
houses.

Cliv-I-na, s. [Mod. Lat., apparently from
Class. I .at. clivus = a hill, but why so called is

not obvious. Agassiz says Olivia (nom. prop.)]

Entom. : A genus of insects, family Cara-
bida?, sub-family Scaritinee. They have the
anterior tibiae dentated, which enables them
to burrow. They live under stones on the
margins of rivers and other damp places.

Two are British, Clivina fbssor and C. collaris.

•cliv'-ing, a. [Mid. Eng. dive = cliff.] Slop-
ing, inclining.

•div'-l-ty, s. [Lat. clivus = a hill.] [De-
clivity.] An inclination, whether ascending
or descending ; a gradient.

•cld'-a, *. [Gael, clo = raw cloth,] Coarse
woollen cloth.

" A sort of coarse woollen cloth called dor, or cad-
does, the manufacture of their wives, inadf .nto short
Jackets andtrowsers, is the common dress 'if the men,"
—Stat. Ace., xrt. 16a

clo-a -ca (pi. clo-a'-caa), s. [Lat.]

* L Ordinary Language :

1. A sewer, an underground drain or
conduit.

•J The Roman Cloaca Maxima (the greatest

or main sewer) is said to have been con-
structed, or at least commenced, under the
auspices of king Tarquinius Priscus, about b.c.

588. It Is still used in the drainage of Rome.
2. A privy, a house of office.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : A part of the intestine in which
the intestinal, ovarian, and urinary outlets
terminate. This structure exists in birds,

in reptiles, in the amphibia, and in
the mammalian order Mouotremata. In
the rotifera also the perivisceral cavity ter-

minates in a dilatation or cloaca, which
forms the common outlet for the digestive,

fsnerative, and water - vascular systems,
here is a cloaca also in insects, and one also

in the social aseidians. The latter is the
common cavity into which theatrial chambers
open.

In the embryonic development of man there
Is a period during which a cloaca, like that of
the inferior animals, exists.

2. Pathol, : The opening, in cases of morti-
fication, leading to the enclosed dead bone.

Clo a'-cal, a. [Lat. clcacalis = pertaining to
a cloaca.) Pertaining to or of the nature of a
cloaca.

" The excreta are voided through a cloacal passage."
—Darwin : Detcent of Man (1871}, vol. L, p. 16.

Cloak, teloke, s. [O.Fr. clogue, cloke, clocke

;

from Low Lat. cloca = (1) a bell, (2) a horse-
man's cloak.]

I* tit. : A loose wide outer garment worn
Over the other clothes ; a mantle.

" Then give him, for a soldier meet,
A soldier's cloak for winding-sheet"

Scott ; Rokeby, vt 84.

2. Fig. : A disguise, a blind, a cover ; any-
thing used as a means of concealing one's
thoughts or plans.

*ft Crabb, after showing that cloak, mask,
blind, and veil, when used figuratively, are all

employed in a bad sense, thus discriminates
between thein : " The cloak, as the external
garment, is the most convenient of all cover-
ings for entirely keeping concealed what we
do not wish to be seen ; a good outward
deportment serves as a cloak to conceal a bad
character. A mask only hides the face ; a
mask therefore serves to conceal only as much
as words and looks can effect A blind is

intended to shut out the light and prevent
observation ; whatever, therefore, conceals
the real truth, and prevents suspicion by a
felse exterior, is a blind. A veil prevents a
person from seeing as well as being seen

;

whatever, therefore, obscures the mental sight
acts as a veil to the mind's eye." (Crabb:
Eng. Synon. )

cloak-anemone, s.

Zool. : Adamsia palliata, commensal with
crabs.

* cloak-bag, s. A bag in which cloaks
and other clothes were carried ; a portman-
teau, a ti-avelling-bag.

cloak-pins, s. pi.

1. Large pins used to fasten a cloak.

2. The pegs affixed to a rail, on which to
bang up cloaks, coats, &c.

"A huge pair of stag's antlers, which . . . served for
what we vulgarly call cloak-pin*."—Soott : AtonatUry,
cb. xiii.

Cloak-room, s. A room or office at
places of public resort, as a railway station,

&C, where cloaks, small parcels, &c, can be
left in charge for a time.

cloak, t cloke, v.t. [Cloak, *.]

1. Lit. : To cover or dress with a cloak.

2. Fig. : To bide, to conceal, to cover over.
" She by creation was, till she did fall

:

Thenceforth she sought for helps to cl"ke her crime
witimll." Sponter: P. Q.. II., vil„ A&,

* cloak-age, $. [Eng. cloak; -age.) The
act of covering with, or as with, a cloak.
(Worcester.)

cloaked, pa. par. or a. [Cloak, v.]

* cloak -ed ly, * dok-yd-ly, adv. [Eng.
cloaked; -ly ] In a concealed or underhand
manner ; secretly, not openly ; as a blind or
cover.

"Clokydly wlthowt. thel obey very mveh.
And lnwerdly the most mayster wer no brycta."

Bong* and Citrolt, p. G*.

t cloak -er, s. [Eng. cloak; -er.] One who
cloaks or conceals.

cloak ing, t clok-ing, pr. par., a., & s.

[Cloak, v.]

A. & B, As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb)

C. As substantive

:

*L Literally:

1. The act of covering or dressing with a
cloak.

2. A rough woollen material adapted for
making cloaks.

IX Fig. : The act of hiding or concealing.
" Such men had need to tako heed of their dissem-

blings and clokings."—Straps: Record*. No. 36, EpUtle
by Mr. Latimer. {Rich.)

* cloate, s. [Clote.]

*cloath, *. [Cloth.]

"cloathe, v.t. [Clothe.]

•clob-bed, *clob-bet, a. [Cldbbrd.]
Club-like.

"Grete clobbet staves." Chaucer: C. T., 15,383.

t Clob'-ber, a [Gael, clabar = filth, dirt.] A
kind of coarse paste composed of flour and
pulverised cinders, used by cobblers to conceal
cracks or breaks in the leather of cobbled
shoes.

dob'-beP-er, *. [Eng. clobber; -er.]

1 1. A cobbler who makes use of clobber to
conceal defects in his work.

* 2. A cobbler or patcher, whether of clothes
or; boots.

cloce, s. [Close, s.] (Scotch.)

'" cloch'-ard, a [Fr. clocher, from cloche = a
clock.] A clock-tower, a belfry.

"King Edward the Third built, in the little sanc-
tuary, a clochard of stone and timber . . ."—Werner;
Fun. Man., p. I'.fl.

clogh'-ar-et, a [GaeL doichran, from cloich
— a stone, and perhaps rann = a song.] The
Stone-chatter, Motacilla rubicola (Linn.).

"The curlew or whaap, and clocharet are summer
birds."—/\ Capuih : Perth*. Statist. Ace, Ix 4&0.

' clocho, "douche, clowcho. * cloke,
' kloke, 5. [Clutch, s.] a claw, a talon.

"He[the eat] wol . . . cracchen us or clawen us,
And In hlse clouche* holde."

Langland : P. Plowman, 3W.

Cldch'-er (eh gutteral), v.i. [GaeL clochar^
a wheezing in the throat.] To cough violently.
(Scotch.)

* doch'-er, *clok-erre, *. [O.Fr. clochier,

clokier ; Fr. clocher ; Low Lat, clocariiim, from
cloca =a clock.] A belfry, a clook-tower.

"Clokerre {clocher P.) or belfray. Campanile."—
Prompt. Pare.

clock (1), "cloke, *clok, *clokke, *. &o.
[A.S. ctucga; Icel. klukka, klocka ; Sw. klocka;
Dan. klokke ; Wei. clock ; Fr. cloche ; Dut klok ;

Ger. glocke; Ir. clog; all = a clock, a belL

The origin of the word is doubtful, but It it

probably connected with clack (q.v,).]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language ;

I. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II.

" When the clock stroke twelf."— Townoley MjmL,
p. 115.

" The clock has strucken twelve upon the bell."
Shakesp. : Comedy of Error*, L %

* (2) A watch, especially one which strikes
the hours.

* (3) The striking or strokes of a clock.
" I told the clock* and watch'd the wasting light"

Dryden.
* (4) The clock of a stockUxg ; Flowers or

figured work about the ankle, probably be-
cause used originally of bell-shaped ornaments.

"His stockings with silver clock* were ravished
from him."—Swift,

(5) The balloon-like fruit of the Dandelion,
Leontodon Taraxacum. Named from the prac-
tice of children, who playfully blow away the
feathery globe to ascertain " what o'clock it

is."

* 2. Fig. : A guide, a monitor.
" His equal had awaked them ; and his honour,
Clock to itself, knew the true minute, when
Exception bid him speak, and, at this time.
His tongue obey'd his hand . . ."

Shake*p. : All'* Well that 2nd* Well, 1. a.

T O'clock^ of the clock, is used as equiva-
lent to by the clock; as, what o'clock is it '? =
what time is it by the clock f

"What ls't o'clock t—
Shi'^p. t Richard III.,

II, Technically:

1. Horol. : An instrument differing from a
watch in not being adapted to be carried on
the person, and having a motive weight or
spring, a train of gearing, index hands, and
figured dial, and a pulsative device to deter-
mine the rate at which the mechanism shall
move.

(1) Hist. : The dial was an early invention
for keeping time. [Dial.] The clepsydra
followed next [Clepsydra.] One of these
latter instruments, that of Pkito, b.c. 372,
was made to sound upon organ-pipes the hour
of the night when the dial could not be seen.
Wheel-work set in motion by springs and
weights was known in the time of Archimedes,
287—212 B.c.,and applied to mechanical en-
gines and toys. Two other appliances were
needful to make a clock, viz., to join the wheels
to a pointer which traversed the dial, and to
contrive a mode of regulating the speed of the
going-works. When these features were united
to complete the mechanism of a clock is not
known. About a.d. 1000 Bbu Junis, of the
Saracenic University of Cordova, in Spain,
had a pendulum clock to which it is thought
that Gerbert, a student at that seat of learn-
ing, and afterwards Pope Sylvester II , added
the escapement. In a.d. 1288, a clock was
placed in the palace yard, London, and shortly
after that date they began to be supplied to
cathedrals, churches, palaces, town halls, &c,
till at length they became numerous every-
where.

(2) Kinds of clocks tiow in use :

(a) A church clock is called in the trade a
tower clock ; its external appearance is

familiar to everyone.

(ft) A chiming clock, sometimes called a
musical clock, is one in which, the hours or
fractions are marked by a carillon. These in-

struments were first made in Germany as early
as a.d. 1580.

(c) A regulator is a watchmaker's clock of
superior quality for regulating time-pieces.

(d) An astronomical clock is one which has a
compensating pendulum, and is otherwise of
marked quality ; it is used in determining
time when astronomical observations are being
taken.

(e) An electric clock is one whose movements
are regulated by electro-magnetic devices.

2. Astron. : [1. Horol.].

a Elect. : [1. Horol,].

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

clock-alarm, s.

Horol, : A device in a clock, which is cap-
able of such arrangement that when a certain
hour is reached a repetitive alarm shall be
struck upon a bell. (Knight.)

clock calm, $.

Naut. : A perfect calm.

bSU, bo*^; p6"ut, jo%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, JEenophon, exist -In*.
-dan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; - tion, -sion = zhun. -tlous, -sious, -cious - shus. -ble, -die. &e. = bel, del.
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clock-case, s. The frame or case in
Which the works of a clock arc contained.

t clock finger, $. The hand of a clock.

clock-maker, s. One whose business
or profession it is to make and repair clocks

and watches.

clock-movement, s. &a,

1. As substantive:

Horol. : The movement of a clock.

2. An adjective: (See the compound).

Tf Clock-movement hammer : The striker of a
clock which sounds the hour upon the bell or
gong. {Knight.)

clock-pillar, s.

H<>rol. : One of the posts which connect,
and at the same time hold at the precise dis-

tance apart, the plates of a clock-movement.
(Knight.)

clock setter, s. He who regulates or
•eta the time for clocks.

" Old time the clock-setter, that bald sexton time.

"

Shakesp. : King John, in. 1.

clock spring, s.

Horol. : A coiled steel spring in the going-

barrel or the striking-barrel of a clock-wheel.

Clock-stars, s. pi. A name for the

nautical stars which, from their positions

having been accurately ascertained, are used
for determining time.

* Clock-Stocking, s. A stocking em-
broidered with figured work about the ankle.

[Clock (1), «., A., I. (4).]

dock-tower, s. A tower especially de-
signed to hold a clock, with its quarter and
half-hour belbx

clock watch, s. A watch adapted to
strike the hours and quarters, similarly to a
clock, as distinguished from a repeater, which
strikes the time only when urged to do so, as,

for instance, by pushing in the stem.

dock-work, *.

I. Literally :

1. The works or movements by which a
Clock is set in motion and regulated.

2. Any works or machinery of a nature
similar to those of a clock.

"You look like a pappet moved by dockwork."—
ArbtUhnot.

JX Figuratively:

1. Any delicate machinery.

2. Used to convey the idea of perfect regu-
larity and punctuality.

"The nicest constitutions of government are often
like the finest pieces of clock-work, . . ."—Pope: Thoughts
on furious Subjects.

H Clock-work lamp

:

Lighting: A lamp in which a clock-work
mechanism pumps up a continuous supply of
oil to the wick. Mechanism has even been
used to light the lamp at a prearranged time.

Oldck (2), s. [Etyra. doubtful.] A beetle.

" The Brize, the black-armed clock."

B. More : Life of the Soul, i. 41.

0l6ck (1), v.t. [Prom clock (1), *. (q.v.).] To
strike in a particular way.

% To clock a bell

:

Music : An objectionable method of ringing

or chiming a bell by attaching a rope to the
clapper and swinging it to and fro till it

touches the side of the bell, the latter being
allowed to remain stationary. Many valuable

bells have thus been cracked.

oldck (2), * clocke, * clok, * clokkgn,
* Cloyko, v.i. & t. [A.S. chtxin (?); D it.

klokken; Dan. klukke; Qer. glucken; Lat.

glocio.) [Clock.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To call as a hen, to cluck.

"Clokkyn as hennys K. clocke P. Crispio, friffulo."
—Prompt. Pare.

* 2. To hatch eggs.

• B. Trans. : To call as a hen her chickens.
" So long doth the great brood-hen clock her chick-

ens, as she takes them to be hers."—Ld. Northampton :

Proceed, against Garnet, Ff. 4. b.

•d6ck'-©r, s. [Eng. clock, v. ; -er.] A hen
sitting on eggs.

" Crib tome docker's chuckle brood."
Tarras; Poems.

clock-ie-dow, clok-ie-doo, s. [EtymoL
doubtful.] The pearl oyster, found in rivers.

clock -ing, pr, par., a., & *, [Clock, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A pxrticip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of calling as a hen
her chickens ; the noise of a hen when calling
her chickens.

clocking-hen, s.

1. Lit. : A hen sitting on eggs.

2. Fig. : Used to indicate a woman past the
time of child-bearing

clocking-time, clocking-time, s.

The time or period of hatching.
" As soon's the clockin'-time is by,
An* the wee pouts begun to cry."

Burns : EpUtle to J. Rankine.

clock -led- die, s. [Eng. clack; and Scotch
leddie = lady. ] Local name for the Lady-bird.

t clock -less, a. [Eng. clock ; -less.] Without
a clock.

** Clocklest so Just to measure time's partition.''
Sylvester: Bu Barta*. 1st wk., Srd day, 379.

Clod, *clodde, s. [A later form of clot (q.v.).

(Meat)]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

L A lump or clot of earth or clay ; as much
earth or clay as coheres into one mass.

"Clodde. Qleba."—Prompt. Pare.

"The clods of the valley shall be sweet unto him,
. . ."—Job rxL S3.

2. A lump or mass of metal.

3. A mass of anything formed into a single

lump.
"... swallows congealed in clod* of a slimy sub-

stance . . ."—Carew.

4. The ground, the turf.

" Byzantlans boaBt, that on the clod.

Where once their sultan's horse has trod.
Grows neither grass, nor shrub nor tree."

Swift.

5. A clot of blood.

fl. A clew or ball of yarn.

7. A kind of flat loaf, made of coarse

wheaten flour, and sometimes of the flower of

pease. (Scotch.)

IL Figuratively

:

1. Anything vile, base, or earthy, as op-

posed to spiritual.
" The spirit of man.

Which God inspir'd, cannot together perish
With this corporeal clod." Milton : P.L., 786.

2. A clodhopper, a blockhead, a thick-

skulled fellow.
" The vulgar ! a scarce animated clod.

Ne'er pleas'd with aught above 'em."
Dryden.

B. Butchering : The part of the neck-piece
of an ox nearest the shoulder.

t dod-breaker, s. One whose business
it is to break up the clods on a field. (Ap-
plied in contempt to a farmer.)

"The old miserly clod-breaker. . "—Scott; Bob
Roy, eh. ix.

clod crusher, s. An implement for

crushing large clods after ploughing.

clod, clodde, *clotte, v.i.&t. [Clod, 5.]

A. Intraus. : To form or gather into clods
or lumps ; to coagulate, to clot

" Let as go And the body, and from the stream.
With lavera pure, and cleansing herbs, wash off
The clotted gore,"

Milton : Samson Agonistes, 1T28.

B. Transitive:

* 1. To cover with clods or lumps of earth.
M Clodde hem large, as wel thai may he wise.'

Paltadius, bk. xli., 1. 8.

* 2. To break up the clods or lumps of clay
in a field by rolling.

M To clodde or clotte land. Occo."—Buloet.

3. To pelt with clods.

t4. To throw violently, to hurl.

"I clodde-i him like a stane ower the craigis."

—

Scott : Ouy Manncring, ch. xi.

clod -ded, pa. par or a. [Clod, v.] Gathered
or formed into clods or lumps ; coagulated.

" Black and clod-led together."

—

Burroughi : Phy-
tick, 1934. {Balltwetl.)

* clod der, • clod-dre, *. [Clod.] A clot

or lump.
" In cloddres of blod his her was clnnee.

"

Legends of Holy Rood. p. 143.

"clod -der, v.i. [Clod.] To coagulate
"... it alight not dodder ami congeal together."—

Ball: Works, iv.bOX (Davies.)

clod'-di-ness, s. [Eng. cloddy; -ne&s] Th«
state or quality of being cloddy.

clod -ding, pr. par., a., & s. [Clod, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par, £ particip. adj. : (S*e
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of forming or gathering into clota
or clods.

2. The act orprocess of breaking clods in

ploughed land by rolling.

clodding mall, * cloddynge malle,
*. A mallet or beetle for breaking up ctodfl

t dod'-dish, a. [Eng. clod; -wft.} Boorish,
doltish, coarse, clumsy.

"He began to wonder where Mr. Melton gut his
boots from, and glanwl at his own, which, though
made in St James' Street, seemed to him to have a
cloddish all."—Disraeli: Coningsby. bk. iii.,ch, v.

Cldd'-dy% a. [Eng. clod; -y.]

1 1 . Lit. : Full of clods or lumps ; consisting
wholly or largely of clods.

*2. Fig. : Earthy, mean, base, worthless.
" The glorious sun.

Turning with splendour of his precious eye

clode, v.t. [Clothe.]

clod'-hdp-per, s. [Eng. clod, and hopper
(q.v.).] A clownish, boorish fellow ; an awk-
ward rustic, a boor.

clod hopping, n. [Eng. clod, and hopping
(q.v.).] Clumsy, loutish.

clod -mell, s. [Eng. clod, and null = mallet.]

A large mallet for breaking the clods of th«
field, especially on clayey ground, before har-
rowing it. [Clodding-mall.]

d&d'-pate, s. [Eng. clad, and pate (q.v.)]

1. A stupid, thick-headed fellow, a dolt, a
blockhead.

2. A thickhead.
". . . more logic than I expected from your ofeeV

pate."—Smollett ; £. Qreaees, ch. viii. (Daeies.)

cldd -pa-ted, a. [Eng. clod, and paled (q.v.).]

Stupid, thick-headed, doltish, blockhead.
" Hy clodpated relations spoiled the greatest genitu

in the world, when they bred me a mechanick."—
Arbuthnot.

Clod-poll, s. [Eng. clod, and poll (q.v.).] A
thick-headed feflow, a blockhead, a clodpate.

"This letter being so excellently ignorant, he will

find that it comes fvom a clodpoU."—Shaketp. : Twelfth
Sight, tiL *.

* cloere, ». [Etym. unknown.] A prison or

dungeon. (Wharton.)

* clof, * doflf (1), *. [Clove.]

* cloff (2), s. [Clocoh.]

* doff (3), s. [Cliff, Cleve.]

cldf-fing, s. [Corrupted from clove-tongue (r)1

Some species of Helleborus. [Clove-tongue.]

ddg, *clogge, v.t. k i. [Clog, *.]

A. Transitive

:

L Literally:

1. To encumber or hamper with a weight

;

to load, especially with anything sticky* or

clogging.
"

. . . If he were opened, and you find so much Mood
In his liver as will clog the foot of a flea, . . ."—Sao ".-'</..:

Twelfth Sight, lii. 2.

"The wings of birds were closed with ice and slow "

firyden.

2. To choke up so as to hinder free pMMfft

3. To load or encumber in any way ; to

hinder or obstruct.

"His majesty's ships were over-pestered and dogged
with great ordnance, whereof there Is superfluity -

Raleigh.

4. To form clots or lumps upon.

"And carnage dogs their hands, and darkness flilf

their eyes
"

, .

Pope: Banter's Iliad, bk. xvll., h •»»•

*5. To weight, to weigh down, to balance.

* 6. To put on clogs, to furnish with clogs.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt

or. wore, wolf, wortc, who, sin; mute, cub. cure, unite, cir. rule, full; try. Syrian. », o» = e. ey-a, qu = kw.
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IL Fig. To hinder, to obstruct or impede,

to hamper.
" ... as who would ut, You'll rue the time
That clo>jt mo with this answer."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, 111. 6.

* B, Intransitive :

1. To be obstructed or hindered by anything

adhering or sticking.
" In working through the bone, the teeth of the saw

will begin to clog."—Sharp: Surgery.

2. To coalesce, to form into a clod or clot

;

to become clotted or lumpy.
"Move It sometimes with a broom, that the seeds

clog uot together. "—Evelyn,

•fl Crabb thus distinguishes between to clog,

to load, and to encumber : "Clog is figuratively

employed for whatever impedes the motion or

action of a thing, drawn from the familiar ob-

ject which is used to impede the motion of

animals; load is used for whatever occasions

an excess of weight or materials. A wheel is

clogged, or a machine is clogged ; a fire may be

loaded with coals, or a picture with colouring.

. . . Clog and encumber have the common
signification of interrupting or troubling by
means of something irrelevant. Whatever is

clogged has scarcely the liberty of moving at

all ; whatever Is encumbered moves and acts

but with difficulty." (Crabb ; Eng. Synon.)

olog, " clogge. s. & a. [Scotch clog ; A.S. clceg=
clay; Dan. kkeg, kleg =(*.)clay, loam; (a.)

loamy.] [Clay.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) A trunk of a tree, a block, a log of wood.
" Clogge. Truncusf—Prompt. Parv.

** His luddokya thai lowke like walktnylne ctoggesf*
Tounieley Mytt., p. 313.

(2) A load, a weight, an obstruction or im-
pediment.

* (3) A wooden almanac.

2. Fig. : Any moral obstruction, Impedi-
ment, or embarrassment.
" Percy. The grand conspirator, abbot of Westminster,
With clog of conscience, and sour melancholy."

Shaketp. : Richard II., v. 8.

"Thus, conscience freed from every clog,

Mahometans eat up the hog."
Cowper: The love of the World Reproved.

XL Technically:

1. A wooden shoe.

2. The cone of Pinus Tinea. (Gerard.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

* clog-almanac, s. A kind of almanac or
calendar made by cutting notches or marks on
a clog or block of wood, brass, or bone.

clog-dance, s. A dance in which the
performer wears clogs in order to produce a
loud accompaniment to the music

Clog-dancer, s. One who performs clog-

dances.

clog-hornpipe, s. A hornpipe performed
by a clog-dancer.

'Clog-dog-do, 5. [Eng. clog and dog.] An
encumbrance, a clog.

Cl6g'-gand, s. [Probably from clog, s., from
the cattle being restrained from wandering by
clogs or pieces of wood.] A term still used in

Orkney to denote a particular portion of pas-
ture-ground, whether commonty or enclosed,

to which sheep or cattle have become attached
in consequence of having been accustomed to

feed there.

clogged, pa. par. or a. [Cloo, r.]

Clog -gi ness, s. [Eng. cloggy ; -ness.] The
state or quality of being cloggy or clogged.

dog'-glng, pr. par., a. t k s. [Clog, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As substantive:

1. The act of obstructing or encumbering.

2. Anything which clogs.

" But truth doth clear, unweave, and simplify.
All ascltitious clogging* "

More 1 Song of the Soul, if. Hi. 25.

ClSg'-g^, a. [Eng. clog; -y.] Clogging;
having the power or quality of clogging.

" By addltaments of some such nature, some grosser
•ud cloggy parts are retained . . ."—Boyle: History of

* clog -head, s. [Ir. dogachd = a steeple.]

Arch. : A slender round tower attached to
various churches in Ireland. [Webster.)

cloi'-son, s. [Ft.] A band used as a division ;

specif, one of the bauds or divisions in cloi-

sonne work.
" A thin wall or doison of ivory."— Encyc. Brit. (ed.

9th), xvi., s.v .

cloi son nage, 5. [Fr.]

1. The process or act of making cloisonne
work.

2. Cloisonne work.

cloi-son -ne (6 as a), a. [Fr. from cloison —
a division.]

Art : A term noting a kind of decorative
work in which the outlines of the design are
formed by small bands of metal fixed to a
metal or porcelain background. The spaces
between are filled with enamel paste of
appropriate colour, and vitrified by heat,
after which the surface is smoothed and
polished.

cloisonne-work, $.

Art : Surface decoration by means of
enamel figures with metal outlines.

Clois'-ter, s. [O. Fr. cloistre ; Fr. clottre ; from
Lat. claustrum = (1) an enclosure ; (2) a clois-

ter ; from clausus, pa. par. ofclaudo = to shut.]

I, Literally:

1. Eccles. : A plaee of religious seclusion
;

an establishment for monks or nuns ; a place

of retirement from the world.

"Gif me than of thy good to make our doyster."
Chaucer: C. T., 7,681.

"A convent rose at Clerkenwell on the site of the
ancient cloister of Saint John."—ilacaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. vi.

2. Arch. : The square space attached to a
regular monastery or large church, with a
peristyle or ambulatory round, and usually

with a range of buildings over it. The cloister

is perhaps ex vi termini, the central square
Bhut In or closed by the surrounding build-

ings. Cloisters are usually square on the
plan, having a plain wall on one side, a series

of windows between the piers or columns on
the ftpposite side, and arched over with a
vaulted or ribbed ceiling. It mostly forms
part of the passage of communication from
the church to the chapter-house, refectory, and
other parts of the establishment. In England
nearly all the cathedrals, and most of the col-

legiate churches and abbeys, were provided
with cloisters. On the continent they are

commonly appended to large monasteries, and
are often decorated with paintings and con-

tain tombs. (Gwilt.)
" Prince Eenry. Here it reigns for ever !

The peace of God, that passetn understanding,
Reigns in these cloisters and these corridors."

Longfellow: The Golden Legend, ir.

* IX Fig. : Any place in which one is shut
up, specially the womb.

"As he brak not Maries cloister whanne that she
was maad with chllde."— Wycliffe : Select Works, i. SIS.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between a clois-

ter, a convent, and a monastery : " The proper

idea of cloister is that of seclusion ; the proper
idea of convent is that of community ; the

proper idea of a monastery is that of solitude.

One is shut up in a cloister, put into a convent,

and retires to a monastery." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

* cloister garth, s. The court, or pre*

round which the cloisters run. It is generally

used as a burial-place for the members of the

community.

* clois'-ter, v.t. [Cloister, s.]

1. Lit. : To shut up in a cloister or religious

house ; to shut up in seclusion from the

world.
" And cloister thee in some religious house

:

Our holy lives must win a new world's crown."
Shaketp. : Rich. II., v. L

2. Fig. : To withdraw or shut up from the

world.

# clois - ter - ai, * clois'- tral, a. [Eng.

cloister; -al.] '[Claustral.] Pertaining to a

cloister ; living in or confined to a cloister.

" Upon this irround many ctaisteral men, of great

learning and devotion, prefer contemplation before

action. —Walton: Angler.

clols'-tered, pa. par. or a. [Cloister. ]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Shut np or confined In a cloister ; living

In religious retirement from the world.

**Oold as the intake n.Q!ptared fair,
(Form of some sainted patroness.)
Which cloister a maids combine to dress."

MMM : The Lord of the Islet, i. 7.

* 2. Pertaining to or frequenting cloisters.

"Then be thou jocund : Ere the bat hath flown
His cloister d flight.'' Shakesp.: Macbeth. iiL 3.

II. Arch. : Built with peristyles and cor-
ridors ; furnished with cloisters.

" The Greeks and Romans had commonly two doit-
tered open courts."— Wotton : Architecture.

clois'-ter-er, * cloys'-ter-er, * cloys
trer, s. {Eng. cloister; -er.] One who lives

in a cloister or in religious retirement front

the world ; a recluse.
" But that I ihal as a cloystrer dye."

Lydgate : Daunce. 34a,

clois -ter-ing, pr. par., a.,ks. [Cloister, v. )

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of shutting up in a
cloister or secluding from the world ; the act

or state of living in a cloister.

* clois'-ter less, * cl6"ys'-ter-l5s, a. [Eng.

cloister; -less.] Without a cloister; deprived

of or away from his cloister.

" A monk when he is doystertes."
Chaucer .- C T. ; Prologue, 17».

"Clois -tress, s. [Eng. cloister ; -ess.] A woman
who has devoted herself to religious seclusion

from the world.
" Shall not behold her face at ample view

;

But, like a cloittrest, Bhe will veiled walk.**

Shaketp. : Twelfth Night, i. t.

cloit, v.t. [Clout, v.] To fall heavily. (Hamil-

ton.) (Scotch. )

* cloit, * cloyt, s. [Clout.]

1. A heavy fall.

". . . down she fell on her back, at full length, with
a great doyt."—The Provost, p. 303.

2. A clown, a stupid, inactive fellow.

(Jamieson.)

cloiter, v.i. [From Dut. Tdadden =* to stain,

to blot, to dirty.] To be engaged in dirty

work. (Scotch..)

"cloith, s. [Cloth.]

t cloke (1), *. & v. [Cloak, «. & v.]

* cloke (2), 5. [Clutch.]

* clomb, * clombe, pret. of v. [Climb.]

* cldmb'-en, pa. par. [Climb.]

* clomp, s. & v. [Clamp.]

* clond, s. [Icel. Tcland = harm, hurt ; klanda

= to hurt, to harm.] Harm, hurt, injury.

" He makede him seluen muchel clowV*
Layamon, 11. M.

* clong, * clonge, pret. of v. [Cling.1

* clong-en, pa. par. or a. [Cling.]

clon'-ic, a. [Low Lat. clonicus, from Gr.

icA6Vos(fckmos) = any violent confused motion.]

Med. : Noting tumultuary inordinate inter-

rupted motion within the bodily frame. It is

used specially of the epileptic and convul-

sive motions. Dr. Cullen and his followers

applied, the term clonic convulsions to what he

deemed spasms characterised by involuntary

alternate motions of contraction and relaxation

such as may be seen in hysteria, and tonic con-

vulsions to those characterised by contractions

not quickly succeeded by alternate relaxations.

Of this class the chief example is tetanus.

This terminology is now abandoned.

"In the other form of spasm, the contractions of

the affected muscles take place repeatedly, forcibly.

and in quick succession ; and the relaxation, of course.

is as sudden and frequent. This has been named ctonic

spasm "—Watson: Lectures on the Principlesand Prat-

the of Physic, lect xxxli.

cloof. cloove, Clufe, s. [Dan. khv; Icei

klatif.] A hoot

cloolc, cleuck, s. [Claw. (Scotch.)

*cl6-om, v.t. [Clam.] To smear over or stop

up with any viscid or tenacious substance.

*' Rear the hive enough to let them in, and doom up

the skirts, all but theaoor."-Js*orftm«f : Husbandry.

t cloop, *. [A word coined to represent the

sound.] The noise or " pop " of a cork when
drawn from a bottle.

"The doop ol a cork wrenched from a bottle."--

Thackeray.

cloor, s. [Clour.] (Scotch.)

boll, bo*^; poUt, Jc%l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, feem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph -fc

*-eian, -tian = shan. -tlon, -»ion = shun ; -*ion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious - shiis. -ble, -die, &c. * bel. d«L
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cloot, clute, s. [Cleave.] A divided or
cloven hoof. (Scott.)

H Cloot and cloot : Every one, every bit

*clooth, a, [Cloth.]

* doot'-fe, s. [Eng. cloot ; -U - y.) An old
name for the devil. (Scotch.)

- O thou ! whatever title salt thee.
Aold Hornie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie."

Burnt: Addrett to the DetL

* dope, *. [Cup.] A blow,

clort, s. [Clart.]

1. Any miry or soft substance, especially
that which is adhesive and contaminating.

"Ctort, a lump of soft clay, mire, leaven, any thing
that sticks to and denies what It la thrown upon."—
61. Sure, Nairn.

2. The thick bannocks baked for the use of
the peasantry.

clort'-y, «. [Claety.] Dirty, filthy. (Scotch.)

close, • closcn. * closyn, v.t. & i. [0. Fr.
do*, pa. par. of O. Fr. clorc = to enclose, to
shut in ; from Lat clausus, pa. par. of claitdo
- to shut, to shut in ; O. H. Ger. sliuzan,
sliozan ; M. H. Ger. sliezen; Ger. sehliesun =
to close.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To shut, to stop up an opening.
" Wh«u I snail mjm eyeu clott."

Oower, h. Ill
"He rolTd It on the cave, and cloi'd the gate."

Pope: Homer t Odyttey, bk. ix., «L
2. To enclose, to encompass, to surround,

to shut in.

"Crist was clotid in stone."- Wydiffe: Select Works,
a u,

T Frequently with the prep. in.

3. To join or unite parts together, to con-
solidate. (With prep, up.)

" There 1»eing n-j winter yet to c7os« *p and unite Its
part*, and restore the earth to its former compact-
ness — T. Burnet: Theory of the Earth

U. Figuratively:

* 1. To guard, to protect, by encompassing.
* 2. To contain, to include.

" i he bible in which the law* ii doted.*
Gower, it »

3. To finish, to end, to bring to a conclu-
sion, to consummate.

4. To agree or settle on ; to conclude : as,
to c'ose a bargain.

* 5. To include, to endow with.
" Every one

According to the gift which bounteous nature
Hath In film clot'd.' Shaketp. : Macbeth, iii. L

6. To bring a matter to an end.
"When It became clear that this artifice was era-

ployed for the purpose of causing delay, the returning
officer took, on himself the responsibility of doting
the hooks.'—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xxlv.

B. Intransitive:

L Literally:

1. To shut, to unite or coalesce, to come
together, as the parts of a fracture or wound.

" Tho she made his woundes close."

Oower, 1L 266.

"In plants, you may try the fares of imagination
upon the lighter motions, as upon their closing and
opening."—Bacon.

2. To terminate, to end, to come to a con-
clusion, to conclude.

" That great day doted In peace : and the restored
wanderer reposed safe In the palace of his ancestors.

"

—Mueaulag : Hist. Eng., ch. i.

**.
. . and the inning* doted ... for 224, . . ."— Daily

Telegraph, Aug. 3, 188L

3. To come to terms, to enter into an agree-
ment.

IX Fig. : To join in a hand-to-hand fight,
to grapple with.
" Inyonder shout the voice of conflict roared ;

The shadowy hosts are doting ou the plain
Now, God and 8L Iago strike, for the good cause of

Spain |"

Scott i The rition of Don Roderick, Ter. SO.

C. Tn special phrases:

1. Toclose in with : The same as To close with
(q-v.).

"These gnvernours beat all their thoughts and ap-
plications to dote in with the people."—S urift.

2. To dote on or upon :

(1) To shut over, to enclose.
" They, and all that appertained to them, w»nt down

alive into the pit, and the earth doted upon them. —
Numb. rvi. S3.

(2) To agree or come to terms upon certain
points.

(3) To grapple with, to close with, to Join in
a hand-to-hand fight.

3. To close out : To exclude.
" Clotyn oiote or schettyn owt. Sxcludo ' —Prompt.

Pare.

4. To close up

:

(1) Transitive:

(a) Lit. : To shut up gaps ; to unite or join
parts separated.

The armourers accomplishing the knights,
With busy hammers doting rivets up.

Shaketp. t Ben. V., iv. chorus.

(6) Figuratively:

(i) To do away with, to remove.
* (ii) To add.
" Still doting up truth to truth."—MtUon : Areopag.

(2) Intrans.: To move closer to the next
person.

" When they were a quarter of a mile from home the
three placed doted up, and Springtide won . .

."—
Daily Telegraph. Aug. S, 18BL

5. To close with:

(1) To come to terms or agree with another.
"Intire cowardice makes thee wrong this virtuous

gentlewoman, to dote with us."—SKaketp.; S Ben. jr.,

" He took the time when Richard was depos'd.
And high and low with happy Harry dot'd."

Drgden.

(2) To agree to or accept terms proposed, to
accede to.

* (3) To agree or assent to.

* (4) To unite, to coalesce.
••This spirit, poured upon Iron, lets bo the wafer:

the acid spirit Is more attracted by the fixed Douy.
and lets go the water, to ctose with the fixed body."—
Sir I. Newton : Optiekt.

^^
(5) To grapple with, to engage in a liand-to-

hand fight, to join battle.

**If I can dote with hlro, I care not for his thrust*—Shiketp. : 3 Ben. jr., 1L L
6. To close with the land

:

Naut. : To come near to the land.

IT (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between to
close and to shut : " Close is to shut, frequently
as the means to the end. To clou signifies
simply to put together

; to shut signifies to put
together so close that no opening is left. The
eyes are shut by closing the eyelids ; the mouth
is shut by closing the lips. The idea of bring-
ing near or joining is prominent in the signifi-
cation of close ; that of fastening or preventing
admittance in the word shut. By the figure of
metonymy, close may be often substituted for
shut ; as we may speak of closing the eyes or
the mouth ; closing a book or a door in the
sense of shutting : but they are, notwithstand-
ing, very distinct Many things are closed
which are not to be shut, and are shut which
cannot be closed. Nothing can be closed but
what consists of more than one part ; nothing
can be shut but what has or is supposed to have
a cavity. A wound is closed, but cannot be
shut ; a window or a box is shut, but not closed.
When both are applied to hollow bodies, clou
implies a stopping up of the whole, shut an
occasional stoppage at the entrance. What is
closed remains closed; what is shut may be
opened. A hole in a road, or a passage through
any place is closed ; a gate, a window, or a door,
is shut."

(2) He thus discriminates lietween to close,

to finish, arid to conclude : " To close is to bring
to an end ; to finish is to make an end : we
close a thing by ceasing to have anything more
to do with it ; we finish it by really having no
more to do to it. We clou an account with a
person with whom we mean to have no farther
transactions ; ve finish the business which we
have begun. It is sometimes necessary to close
without finishing, but we cannot finish with-
out closing. The want of time will compel a
person to clou his letter before he has finished
saying all he wishes. . . . Clou and finish are
employed generally, and in the ordinary trans-
actions of life; the former in speaking of
times, seasons, periods, &c, the latter with
regard to occupations and pursuits ; conclusion
is used particularly on moral and intellectual
operations. A reign, an entertainment, an
age, a year, may have its clou; a drawing, an
exercise, a piece of work, may be finuhed ; a
discourse, a story, an affair, a negotiation, may
be concluded." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

(S) For the difference between to clou and to
end, see End.

close (1), • elos, # cloos, # closse, s. [0, Fr.
clos.] [Close, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

(1) An enclosure, an enclosed place.

" C7ooi or yerde. Clautura."—Prompt. Pare.
"That ua man hwnt, schut nor sla dere nor rats In

wthetis dotit nor parkls, . . .'—Pari. Jo. JIJ A
\\:\ : Acts Ed. 1814. p. 107.

(2) The precinct of a cathedral.
" Studied divinity under his own eye in the dote ol

Salisbury."—JJacaulay : Ilin. Eng., ch. xi.

(3) A boundary or circuit, a circumference.
"Cloot or boundys of a place. Ceptum, ambitus.*—

Prompt. Pan.

(4) A small field enclosed.

"I have a tree, which grows here In my dote. 1*

Xhaketp. : Timon ofAthene, r. 1
(5) A court-yard beside a farm-house In

which cattle are fed, and where straw, Ac., Is
deposited. (Scotch.)

(6) A narrow passage or street, an alley.
"The ridge of this hill forms acontinued and very

magnificent street Prom its sides, lanes and alleys.
which are here called wynde and dote*, extend like
slanting ribs."—Arnot : But. Edin,, p. 283.

IL Law:
(1) A field or piece of land parted off from

other land by a hedge or similar fence.

(2) The interest which one may have In a
piece of ground, even though It is not actually
inclosed. (Bouvier.) (Webster.)

H Breach of clou:

Law: Trespass on another man's land.

close (2), *clos> * cloos, "closse, «.

[Close, v.]

L Ordinary Language;

1, Literally ;

(1) The manner of shutting.
** The doors of plank were : their dote exquisite.
Kept with a double key." Chapman.

* (2) The act of joining or uniting, a union,
" By the holy dote of lips."

tihaketp. : Twelfth Night, t. L
(3) The act of grappling together, a grapple,

a struggle.
" Both fill'd with dust, but starting up, the third

dote they had made.
Had nut Achilles' self stood up."
_ _,

, ,
Chapman : Banter's /Host

2. Figuratively;

(1) The time of shutting or closing.

(2) An end, conclusion, or termination.
* (3) A pause, rest, or cessation.

•* At every dote she made, the attending throng
Replied, and bore the burden of the song."

Drydtn : Flower A Leaf, Iff.

II. Music:

(1) The end of a passage, marked by •
double bar across the stave.

(2) A cadence.

close, clos, -cloos, 'closse, a. & adv.
[Close, v.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary language

:

1. Literally:

(1) Closed, shut fast.

" Wyth yghen open and mouth ful dot."
K. Eng. Alii-. Poemt; Peart, US.

(2) Enclosed, shut up, confined.

"When my moder was with child
And I lay in her /oinbe dot."

Oower.lLH.
(3) Having no vent or opening.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Narrow, confined, shut in.

(2) Compact, secret, not to be seen through.
" Nor cou'd bis acts too dote a vizard wear.
To 'scape their eyes whom guilt hath taught to fear."

(3) Solid, dense, compact.

(4) Joined closely together, almost In con-
tact ; neighbouring ; with little or no inter-
vening distance, space, or quantity.

(a) O/timt:
" Where'er my name 1 And,

Some dire misfortune follows does behind.''
Pope : Eioita to A beiard.

(b) Of situation:
" Now sit we dote alwut this taper here,**

Shaketp. : Jutiut Ctetar, tv. t
" Plant the spring crocuses doss to a wall "—Mortimer.

(c) Of numbers : Nearly equal, evenly ba-
lanced : as, a dou division.

(d) Of nature or quality : Even, doubtful.

"This was the best race of the day, there being »
very cl"t" contest for the first prize."— Daily Tele-
graph, Sept. 2, 1WL
(e) Of quantity or length; Short, fine, as to

cut the hair or grass close.

T To cut anything very clou (fig.) : To allow
barely sufficient time or amount of anything
for any act.

(5) Hand-to-hand, at close quarters.

fiUe, tUt, Hire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,
•r. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. «e, o» = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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". . . almost all the wounds had been given in riot*

S*b.ting by the sword or the bayonet —Macaulay

:

true. Eng., ch. xix.

(6) Intimate, familiar : as, close friends.

• (7) Viscous, tenacious, sticky, adhesive.

"This oil, which nourishes the lamp, is supposed to
be of bo dote and tenacious a substance, that it may
lowly evaporate."—Bp. Witkins.

(8) Concise, compressed, to the point, with-
out excess or digressions, as close reasoning.

(9) Closely resembling, nearly alike, very
Similar.

(10) Attentive, specially directed to any
matter ; free from wandering.

fli) Keeping close or strictly to a rule or
standard ; following strictly an example or
original : as, a close translation or copy.

(12) To the point, apt, fit.

(13) Accurate, careful, precise, minute.
" It might have been remarked by a dote observer.

*

—Sir W. Hcott. {Webtter.)

(14) Confined, without ventilation, oppres-
sive, Stirling. (Applied to the atmosphere of
a room, &c.)

(15) Secluded, closely guarded.

(16) Restricted to a few, not open to all : as,
A close borough.

(17) Reserved, protected, restricted : as, a
close time for fishing, &c

"... It was agreed to apply for the use of a gun-boat
to protect the river during the annual dote time."—
Daily Telegraph, Sept. 6, 188L

(18) Retired, solitary, away from society.
He kept himself dote because of Saul."—Chron. xiL L
(19) Secret, hidden, concealed.
"And a man lie with her carnally, and It be hid

from the eyes of her husband, and be kept dote, . .
."

—Numb. v. 13.

t (20) Trusty, trustworthy, secret, reticent,
reserved.

" But he, his own affections' counsellor.
Is to himself— I will not say, how true-
But to himself so secret and so dote.
So far from sounding and discovery."

Shaketp. : Rom. * Jul., L L
*(21) Having the appearance of concealing

something suspicious.

" That dote aspect of his
Does shew the mood of a much troubled tireast"

Shakeep. : King John, iv. 8.

(22) Close-fisted, parsimonious, near.

II. Technically:

1. Her. : Applied to a bird represented with
the wings folded closely to the body.

2. Phonetics : Applied to a vowel pronounced
with a diminished opening of the lips.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between the
adjectives close and compact: "Proximity is

expressed by both these terms, the former in
a general and the latter in a restricted sense.
Two bodies may be close to each other, but a
body is compact with regard to itself. Contact
is not essential to constitute closeness ; but a
perfect adhesion of all the parts of a body is

essential to produce compactness. Lines are
close to each other that are separated but by a
small space : things are rolled together in a
compact form that are brought within the
smallest possible space." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

B. As adverb

:

L Literally:

1. Near, close to, in proximity to.
" Behind her Death

Close following pace for pace, not mounted yet
On his purple horse." Milton : P. L., x. 688.

2. Tightly, securely.
" We suppose this bag to be tied dose about, towards

the window."—Bp. Wilkin*.

IL Figuratively :

1. In an exact manner ; closely following
•n original, or a rule or standard.

* 2. Secretly, closely, securely.

"Openlicbe nought so c/ooi. "— 7Vetrf#o, i. ML
3. Constantly, always, by a slight transition

from the use of the term in English : as, " Do
you ay get a present when you gang to see
your auntie ?" "Aye, close." (Scotch-?)

% To keep close to a point : Not to wander
from the matter or subject in question.

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between close,

near, and nigh: "Close is more definite than
'*ear; houses stand close to earn other which
are almost joined ; men stand close when they
touch each other ; persons are near each other
when they can converse together. Near and
nigh, which are but variations of each other in
etymology, admit of little or no difference in
their use ; the former however is the most
general. People live near each other who are

in the same street ; they live close to each
other when their houses are adjoining. Close is

annexed as an adjective ; near is employed
only as an adverb or preposition. We speak
of close ranks or close lines ; but not near ranks
or near lines." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

1 Obvious compounds : Close-barred, close-

clasped, close-folded, close-pent, close-ranged,
close-woven.

close-banded, a. Iu close order or
array ; thickly ranged.

" Nor in the house, with chamber ambushes
Close-banded, durst attack me."

Milton : Samton Agonittet, 1.11S.

dose-bed, *. A kind of wooden bed, still

much used in the houses of the peasantry.
(Scotch.)

" The date-bed Is a frame of wood, 6 feet high. 6 feet
long, and i feet broad. In an house of 15 feet in width,
two of them set lengthwise across the house, the one
touching the front, the other the back walls, an entry
or passage, of three feet lu width, is left betwixt the
beds."—Pennecuik: Tweedd. (ed. 1816), X., p. 821.

* Close-bodied, a. Made to fit the body
closely and exactly ; sitting close to the body.

"If any clergy shall appear in any dote-bodied coat,
they shall be suspended? —Ayliffe ; Parergon.

close borough, s. A borough for which
the right of returning a member to Parlia-
ment was practically in the hands of one
person.

close bundle, s.

Bot. : A fibre-vascular bundle containing no
cambium. It is opposed to an open bundle in
which cambium is contained. (Thovtf.)

dose-butt, 8.

Shipbuilding: A fayed or rabbeted joint
where the parts are so closely fitted or driven
as to dispense with caulking. (Knight.)

Close-buttoned, a. Buttoned up tightly.
" I turn'd once more, close-button'd, to the storm."

Tennyson ; Edurin Harris.

close-clipped, a. Clipped or cut close.
*' Of dote-clipp'd foliage green and tall."
Wordsworth; The White Doe of Uylstone, iv.

close communion. [Baptists.]

* close-compacted, a. In close order
or array ; in compact order.

" The dose-compacted legions urg'd their way.™
Pope : Earners Iliad, bk. xiii., L 188-9.

Close corporation, s. One which fills

up its own vacancies, the election of the mem-
bers not being open to the public.

* Close-couched, a. Lying secret or in
ambush ; concealed. (Milton.)

close - curtained, a. With curtains
drawn close round ; secluded, retired.

"The litter of dote-curtain'd uleep."
Milton 1 Comus, 554.

Close-fights, s. [Close-quarters.]

close-fisted, a. Niggardly, mean, parsi-
monious.

"Ibycus Is a carking, griping, clote-Atted fellow."

—

Bp. Berkley : Maxims cone. Patriots.

close-fitting, a. Uniting closely or Inti-

mately ; closely connected.
"Let It be borne in mind how infinitely complex

and close-fitting are the mutual relations of all organic
beings to each other."

—

Darwin: Origin of Species led.
1859), ch. iv., p. 80.

close-grained, a. Having a close grain ;

solid.

"To the observer on the summit of Blanc, the blue
Is as uniform and coherent as if it formed the surface
of the most closegraineil solid."

—

Tyndall: Frag, of
Science (3rd ed), vii. 152.

* close-handed, a. Niggardly, miserly,
close-fisted.

"Qalba was very dote-handed j I have not read
much of his liberalities."—*irow(Arto( : On Coins.

* close-handedness, s. The quality of
being close-handed ; niggardliness, parsimoui-
ousness.

" For the Grecians let Constantinople be a witness,
where, by a cloie-hnndednest in an instant war, the
inhabitants confounded their empire and the i:is<*Ives."
—Archdn. Bolyday : Against Disloyalty (1641), p. 2S.

close-harbour, s.

NauL : One gained by labour from the ele-

ment, formed by encircling a portion of water
with walls and quays, except at the entrance,
or by excavating the land adjacent to the sea
or river, and then letting in the water. (Smyth.)

dose harmony, *.

Music: Harmony produced by drawing tha
parts which form it closely together.

close-hauled, a.

Naut. : The general arrangement or trim of
a ship's sails when she endeavours to progress
in the nearest direction possible to the wind.
In this manner of sailing the keel of square-
rigged vessels commonly makes an angle of six
points with the line of the wind ; but cutters,
luggers, and other fore-and-aft rigged vessels
will sail even nearer. This point of sailing is

synonymous with on a taut bowline and on a
wind. (Smyth.)

s. The entry of a blindclose -head,
alley. (Scotch.)

folk in the close-head maun ken inair about them than
I do, if they mak sio a report about thein."—3c*tf( i

r

Heart of Mid-Lothian, ch. v.

Close-hooded, a. Having the hood
drawn close over the face.

" Of dewy sunshine showering down between
The one. dose-hooded, had the attractive grace."

Longfellow; Tulesufa Wat/title Inn ; The Students
Tale ( The Falcon of Her Federigo).

Close-latticed, a. With lattice shut
close.

"Close-latticed to the brooding heat"
Tennyson : Mariana in the South.

close-pack, s.

Naut.: The ice-floes so jammed together
that boring becomes impossible, and further
efforts in the meantime are rendered useless.
[Pack.]

close-play, s.

Music: A method of fingering In lute-play-
ing by which no fingers are removed from the
instrument excepting those which it is un-
avoidable to withdraw. It is called also
covert play. (Barley, Lute Book ; in Stainer <£

Barrett.)

close-quarters, s. pi.

Naut. : Certain strong bulkheads or barriers
of wuud, also called close-jights, formerly
stretching across a merchant-ship in several
places. They were used for retreat and shelter
when a ship was boarded by an adversary, and
were therefore fitted with loopholes. Powder-
chests were also fixed upon the deck, contain-
ing missiles which might be fired from the
close-quarters upon the boarders. The old
slave-ships were thus fitted, in case of the
negroes rising, and flat-headed nails were cast
along the deck to prevent them walking with
bare feet.

At close quarters : In very close proximity,
hand-to-hand ; with yard-arm touching yard-
arm (said of ships of war engaged) ; in close
contact with the enemy.

close-reefed, a.

Naut. : A term noting that the last reefs of

the topsails, or other sails set, have been
taken in from stress of weather.

close-rolls, s. pi. [Close-writs.]

close-sciences, s. [Sciences is a corrup-
tion of sciney, which in turn is the word
damascena, the old specific name of the plant,

greatly altered. (Damescena was thought to
be Dame's scena, hence sciney ; close here =
double.)] A plant, Hesperis matronal is,

(Gerard.)

close-set, closeset, a. Set closely to-

gether.

"But some, from the more ancient secondary de-
posits, show, behind a few teeth of the above prehen-
sile character, a dote-tet row of small lancet-shaped
teeth.'—Owen : Anat, of Vertebrates.

close-sight, *.

Artillery: The notch in the base-ring of a
cannon, the back-sight.

close-stool, 5. A night-stool, a chamber
utensil fitted in a box for the sick.

close-string, s.

Arch. : A staircase in dog-legged stairs with-
out an open newel.

close-time, s. Certain months of the
year during which it is illegal to kill game,
fish, Ac. [Close, a., I., 2 (17).]

"Catching perch in close-time out of a punt."—
Singsley; Bavenshoe, ch. lxiv.

* Close tongucd, a. Reticent, silent

"With dote-tongued treason."
Sh'tkup. : Rape of Lucrsce, 770.

boil, bo?; pout, jowl: cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -Ing.

-clan, -tlan - shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -tion, -gion = zhun. tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, fca bel, del
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close wall, *.

Building: An enclosing wall.

dose-work, *.

Mining: The running of a level between
two seams of coal.

close-writs, s. pi. Royal letters under
the Great Seal for particular persons on par-
ticular business, as recorded in the Close-rolls,

or RotuUw clausce. They are distinguished
from letters patent, i.e., open letters which axe
recorded in the patent rolls.

Closed, pa. par. or o. [Close, v.)

dosed ducts, . pi.

But. Ducts like spiral vessels, except that
they cannot be unrolled.

closed-up, a. Completely closed.
" Trem blest thou, Dreamer T O love and grief !

Ye have storms that shake e'en the cloted-up leaf
!

"

Hemans: The Dreamer.

Close'-ly, adv. [Eng. close ; -ly.]

L Lit. : In a close manner, tightly, securely.
" Patting the mixture Into a crucible closely luted."

—Bogle.

IL Figuratively:

t. With little or no space intervening,
nearly, in close proximity.

" Follow Flue] leu closely at the heels."
Shakesp. ; Hen. p.. It. 1.

2. Without deviation ; following strictly an
originaL
" I hope I have translated closely enough, . .

."—Dryden.
". . . the females of almost all the species tn the

aame genus, or even family, resemble each other much
more closely In colour than do the males."—Darwin :

The Descent o/ Man (1871), pt. 11, ch. xt, vol 1., p. 410.

3. Attentively, carefully, minutely.
* 4. With secrecy or concealment, slily, not

openly.

"A Spaniard, riding on the bay, sent some closely

into the village, in the dark of the night."—Carew:
Survey of Cornwall.

•dos'-en, v.t. [Close.] To make closer.

"His friends closm the tie by claiming relationship
to Mm."—Brit. Quart. Review. (Ogileie.)

Sldse'-ness, s. [Eng. close; -ness.]

L Lit. : The state, condition, or quality of
being close or closed.

" In drums, the closeness round about that preserveth
the sound, maketh the noise come forth of the drum-
hole more load than if you should strike upon the
like skin extended in theoi>en air."—Bacon: A'at. Bitt.

IX Figuratively:

1. Narrowness, straightness.

2. Oppressiveness ; the state of being close

or without ventilation.
" A gas-burner alight all night In a bedroom Is apt

to produce a certain closeness of atmosphere." —
Cauelt's Technical Educator, pt. 11., p. 291.

3. Compactness, density, solidity ; aa in
such an expression as closeness of texture.

4. Retirement, seclusion from society, soli-

tude.

5. Secrecy, privacy, reticence.

*6. Strictness.

*7. Parsimony, niggardliness, covetousness,
stinginess.

"Inut Judged, that while he could keep hi* poverty
a secret, he should not feel it; he Improved this
thought into an affectation of cloteneu and covetous-
ness.

—

Addison: Spectator.

8. Nearness, close proximity or resem-
blance.

". . . the number, intricacy, and cloteneu of ita

threads."—Todd * Bowman: Phytiol. Anat.. voL L,
ch. iii., p. 78.

9. Connection, coherence.

10. A close adherence to a rule, standard,

or original literalness, as the closeness of a
translation or paraphrase.

11. Conciseness, keeping close to the point

:

as closeness of reasoning.

rids er, *clo3-ere, * clos-scr. * clous -

our, s. [Eng. close; -er.)

L Ordinary Language

:

1. One who closes or concludes ; a finisher,

a terminator.

2. The act of closing or shutting, closure,

ending.
" All materis now ar to tak an* peaceable closer.'—

Act* Cha. I. it- i. 1814), V. 834.

* 3. That which holds two things together

;

a clasp, a case.

- Closers of hokys or other lyke. Clautura, coop-
terium."—Prompt, Pare.

* 4. An enclosure.
" Slth I may not this closer kepe.

"

Bom. of Rote, 4.0W.
* Quhrine and plene

About thare clousouris brayls with mony ane rare."
Doug. : Virgil, 14, 50.

IL Technically:

1 Building : (See extract).
" Closer [is] the last stone in the horizontal length

of a wall which is of less dimensions than the rest to
close the row. Closers in brickwork, are pieces of
bricks (or bats), leas or greater than half a brick, that
are used to close in the end of a course of brickwork.
In English as well as Flemish bond, the length of a
brick being but nine inches and Its width four iucbes
and a h*lf, in order that the vertical Joints may be
broken at the end of the first stretcher, a quarter brick
(or )>at) must be interposed to preserve the continuity
of the b 'iid : this la called a quern-closer. A similar

}
(reservation of the bond may be obtained by preeerv-
ng a three-quarter bat at tlte angle in the stretching
course ; this is called a king-closer."—Owilt : Encyclop.
of Arch.; Glossary.

2. Boot-making : One who closes or sews up
the seams in the sides of boots.

elds er, comp. of a. & adv. [Close.]
M

. . . as the burners are closer together than usual,
and range over many square miles of country."

—

An-
sted : Hungary and Transylvania, p. 184,

clos'-est, super, of a. [Close, a.]

clds'-et, s. [O. Fr. closet; dimih. of clos = an
enclosure, a close; pa. par. of O.Fr. clore;

Lat. claudo = to shut.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

J* Literally

:

1 . A small room for privacy and retirement

;

a private apartment.
' Three or four times the Earl laid the ensigns of his

-Maca
But. Eng., ch. xv.
office on the table of the royal closet, . . ktacauUiy ;

2. A small room, recess, or compartment,
used as a repository for curiosities, works of
art, Ac.

" He furnishes her closet first, and tills

The crowded shelves with rarities of sheila."
Drydeni fables.

3l A water-closet ; a privy ; a house of office.

* 4. A sewer.

"He drew mony closettis, condittis, and stnkis fr*
the hight of the toun to the low partis thairof, to
purge the sainin of all ~"
lendene : T. Liv., p. 7a
purge the samln of all corrupcloun and tilth,"— Be!-

5. A night-chair.

II. Fig. : Anything which encloses or in-

cludes.
" Within the closet of her covert brest

Spenser : P.Q., V. V. 44.

B. Technically:

1. Eccles., £c. : A private apartment de-
signed for the king.

* J Clerk of the Closet ; An ecclesiastic at-

tendant on the monarch, first mentioned by
Chamberlayne in his "State of England,*'
published in 1673. His duty was to attend
the Sovereign in the royal closet during divine
service, and resolve any spiritual doubts
which might arise in the royal mind. He was
called also Confessor of the Sovereign, and
was usually a bishop of the English Church.

2. Her. : The half of the ordinary called a
bar.

* closet-sin, s. Private, secret sins, such
as are committed in secret, and not openly.

"There are stage-sins, and there are closet-sins."—
Bp. Ball : Contemplations, bk. Iv.

clos'-et, v.t. [Closet, a]

* 1. To shut np, enclose, or conceal in a
closet.

"The heat
Of thy great love once spread, as in an urn.
Doth ciosef up itself." Herbert.

% To admit or receive into a private room
for consultation.

" About this time bepan the project for closeting,

where the principal gentlemen of the kingdom were
privately catechised by his Majesty."—Swift.

cl6s'-et-ed, pa. par. or a. [Closet, v.)

dos-et-ing, pr. par., a., &, s. [Closet, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. Assubst. : The act or practice of receiving
persons in a private room for consultation.

" That month he employed assiduously, by Petre's
advice, in what was called closeting." — Macavlay

:

Hist. Bng.,ch. viL

% It was specially used for any one of those
private conferences which James II. held with
members of Parliament and other influential

personages in the hope of gaining them over
to support him in his projects for the remo-
delling of Church and State.

closh (1), s. [Ft. clocherszto limp; Lat
clopjws, perhaps from Gr. x^Adn-ovv (chfflo

pons)= lame. ] A disease in the feet of cattle,

called also founder (q.v.J.

* Closh (2), 8. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps from
Dut. klos = a bowl.l An unlawful game, for-

bidden by the statute of 17 Edw. IV., cap. 3,
and seems to have been the same with
our Nint-pins; elsewhere called Closh-cayU.
(Blount.)

t clSsh'-ey, s. [Eng. closh (2); ey.] A pin
used in marking the game of closh. (Lytton.)

* clds'-f-er, «. [Fr, closure.] The act of en-

closing ; an enclosure.
" For want of partition, closier, and such."

Tusser (ed. Herrtage), p. a

clos ing, pr. par., a.,ks. [Close.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (Bee
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of shutting, finishing, or com-
pleting..

2, The state of being finished or terminated

;

the close.
" But at the closing in of night, then most
This dwelling charms me.

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. rl

closing-hammer, s.

Iron-working : A hammer used by boiler-

makers and iron shipbuilders for closing the
seams of iron plates. (Knight.)

* doss, s. [Close, «.]

* clos-ter (1), s. [Cloister.]

* clos-ter (2X *• [Cluster,]

cl&s-ter'-i-um, $. [Gr. KKwa-hjpiov (kldsterion)
= a clue.]

Bot. : A genus of Confervoid Alga?, order
Desinidiacea. The cells are single, elongated,
attenuated towards each end, entire, mostly
curved lineately or arcuate ; junction of the
segments marked by a pale transverse band.
Rabenhorst descril>es fifty-two species, with
numerous varieties. Many of them are
British, and some so common that scarcely
a drop can be taken from the bottom of a pool
of clear water without specimens of them
being contained in it. They are interesting
to the microscopist. (Griffith A Henfrey.)

Clos' tres, *. pt [Fr. clottres, pi. of doltre,

from Lat. claustrum (pi. daustra, clostra) — a
fastening, a lock, a bar, a bolt.)

Bot. : The name given by Dutrochet to the
fusiform cells or fibres generally called Prot-
enchyma.

clos-ure, s. [Fr., from Lat. clausura — A

shutting ; clausus — shut, pa. par. of claudo m
to shut.]

* A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. The act of closing or shutting.
" The chink was carefully closed up ; upon which

closure then appeared not any change." "~

Spring of the A ir.

-Boyle:

" A closure and contraction of the lips."— Nature, p
usuesi).

2 That within which anything is inclosed

or shut ; an inclosure.
"... though I feel thou art.

Within the gentle closure of my breast"
Shakesp. : Sonnets, *i.

3. That by which anything is closed or shut

;

a seal, a clasp.

4. An enclosure ; an inclosed place.

"Brekith the hedge of the closure."—Chassosr

:

Parson's Tale.

XL Figuratively:

* L, A conclusion, an end.
". . . make a mutual closure of our house."

Shakesp. : Titus Andron., v. I.

* 2. An agreement, a bargain, a settlement.

3. The act of bringing any business to a
close ; completion.

"The closure of the transaction was allowed to
stand over."— Daily Setes, August 1ft, 1878.

* 4. A game of some kind.

"The game of closing.'—Bnoke of Sundry Instru-

ments, 1676. [Halliwell.)

B. Parliamentary Rules : The power in cer-

tain circumstances of terminating a debate In

the House of Commons, whilst yet there are

members willing to carry it on for an indefi-

<&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w6t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t»

or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian. ». ce = e. ey = a. qu = lew.
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nltely long period. The British House of

Commons is the model on which all similar

deliberative assemblies elsewhere have been

formed ; yet sooner or later every one of these

has found it impossible to carry on the busi-

ness brought before it unless it has assumed
to itself the power of deciding when a debate

has lasted long enough, and should terminate.

Many years went by, and still the good sense

and moderation of the successively defeated

minorities in the British House of Commons
rendered it unnecessary to take any steps for

the curtailment of superfluous debate. Not
till nearly four-fifths of the nineteenth cen-

tury had run its course, was any serious desire

felt on either side of the House to alter this

happy state of things. Shortly before that

time, however, thedeviceof obstructingsimply

for obstruction's sake began to be cultivated

as an art, and was brought in a brief period to

High perfection. Day by day time was inten-

tionally wasted by small minorities of the

house, and oftener than once when the mem-
bers wished to go home, a section of the Irish

representatives forced upon them " an all-

night sitting." New rules were adopted, in

1882, to overcome this difficulty. The first rule

gave permission to the Speaker, or to the

Chairman of a Committee of the whole house,

to close debate and go on to vote on a question

if, when a motion to that effect was carried by

a majority, its supporters appeared to amount
to 2U0, or, in the event of the minority being

less than 40, to amount to more than 100.

These rules were altered in the direction of

greater stringency by the Conservatives in

1887. Whatever is under discussion, the usual

form for putting the closure now is "that the

question be now put," and it is voted upon
without debate. The word closure lias not

been adopted in the Congress of the United
States but similar methods of delaying business

have long existed, and rules have recently been

adopted in the HouBe to overcome them. The
old rules exist in the Senate, and obstruction

may go on there unchecked.

•d5t(l), * elate, *clotte, s. [The earlier

•polling of clod (q.v.). A.S. cldte = a burdock,
a bur; Dut kluit, fctout = a clod, a lump;
Icel. kldt = a ball, a knob ; Sw. klot m a bowl,

a globe ; Ger. kloss = a clot, a clod.]

L Literally

:

1. Gen. : A coagulated mass of earth, &c.

;

a lump, a clod, a ball.

" Abo a clot of eorthe."—A ncren Riiele, p. 172.

" Unwholesome fogs bang perpetually over the lake,
a&d the stagnant surface is oroken hy e/o(j of animal tuB,
which are constantly bubbling up from the billows."—
MUman I BitU of the Jew*, bk. i (3rd ed.), vol. i. p. 17.

2. Specially

:

(1) A semi-dried lump of blood.
" The opening itself was stopt with a dot of gramous

blood."— WUeman : Surgery.

(2) A small coagulated lump, as of curdled
milk.

"The white of an egg. with spirit of wine, doth
bake the egg into clott, as if it began to poch. "—Bacon.
* XL Figuratively

:

X, A hill, a mount.
" On the hyl of Syon th* t semly dot."

K Eng. Allit. Poems ; Pearl, 788.

2. A dull, thick-skulled fellow; a clodhopper.
" The crafty impositions

Of subtile clerks, feats of fine understanding
To abuse clot* and clowns with."

B. Jonton ; Magnetic* Lady.

•lot (2), clote, s. [A.S. ddu.]

Bot. : Three plants, viz., (1) the Burdock
(Arctium Lappa), (2) the Yellow Water-lily
ujfuphar luted), and (3) Colt's-foot (Tussilago
Farfara).

clot bur, clod bur, s.

Bot. : Two plants, (1) Arctium Lappa, (2)
Xanthium Strumarium.

% Great Clote-bur: The Burdock {Arctium
Lappa).

* Clote-lefe, s. The leaf of the Burdock (?).

'Cl6t, v.i. & t. [Clot, *.)

A. Intransitive

:

L Literally

:

1. To form into clots or clods ; to concrete ;

to become lumpy.

8. To coagulate, to form into coagulated

B. Transitive:

1. To cause to coagulate ; to make into clots.

2. To cover with clots.

•dote, *cloote, klote, *. [A.S. cldte.]

The same as Clot-bur (q.v.).

" Cloote and breeze shal stye on the anters of hem."—
Wyclijfe: Boieax. 18. {Purvey.

)

* clot cr, * clodcryn, * cloteryn, v.i.

[O. Dut. klotteren.] To become clotted, to

coagulate.

"Cloteryn, as biode or other lykeK. {doderyn P.).

Coagulo."—Prompt. Parv.

* clot -ered, * clothred, * clot tercd,
pa. par. or a. [Cloter, v.] Clotted.

cloth, clath, * clathe, * cloath, • clothe,
8. & a. [A.S. clddh ; Dut. kleed; Icel. klasdhi;

Dam &Sw. klxede; Ger. kteid. Cf, Irish «U&m
a clout.]

A. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) Any fabric woven for dress or covering,

of fibrous material, whether animal or
vegetable.

" In fpokkes of fyn cloth."

B. Eng. Allit. Poem*; Cleannett, 1742.

(2) A piece or pieces of such fabric applied
to some particular use.

* (a) A sail.

"Qederen to the gyde ropes, thegrete cloth falles."

E. Eng. Allit. Poem* ; Patience, 103.

(b) A covering for a table ; a table-cloth.
" Hi leide bord and spradde cloth."—Life of Behet, 63L

(c) A canopy of state.

"The king stood up under his cloth of state, . .
."

—

Btr John Bayieard.

(d) The canvas on which a picture Is

painted.
H Who fears a sentence, or an old man's saw,
Shall by a painted cloth be kept in awe."

Shakeep. : Lucrece, 344.

(«) PI : The coverings of a bed ; bed-clothes.

"Here mangled limbs, here brains and frore,
hie clotted." PhUip* : Blenheim.

U, Fig. : To become gross or corrupt.

" Gazing on her midnight foes,

Shetumd each way her frighted bead.
Then sunk it deep beneath the clothe*." Prior.

(3) Clothing, dress, apparel (obsolete except
in the plural). [Clothes.]

"Thi doth bl which thou were hilid falllde not for
eldnssse."— Wycliffe : Deut. viii. 4. (Purvey.)

" 111 ne'er distrust my God for cloth and bread,
While lilies flourish, and the raven's fed." -

Quarle*.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The clerical profession.

"Strong appeals were made to the priesthood.
Would they tamely permit so gross an insult to be
offered to their cloth t '—Macaulay.

(2) The clergy.

(3) The members of any profession.

II. Technically:

1. Textile Fabrics

:

(1) Hist. : For the rise and progress in Eng-
land and elsewhere of cloth manufactures, see

Calico, Cotton, Silk, and Woollen.

(2) Present state : For the processes used in

the manufacture of cloth, see Weaving. After
cloth has been woven it is subjected to the
following operations : braying or scouring,

burling, milling or fulling, dressing, shearing,

pressing, hot - pressing, boiling, steaming,
picking, fine-drawing, marking, baling, and
packing. Some of these processes may be
omitted, but in all cases a large number of
them require to be employed.

2. Naut. : The cloths in a sail are the
breadths of the canvas in its whole width.

3. Law:
% Court of Green Cloth, or Board of Green

Cloth : [Marshalsea Court].

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

Obvious compound : Cloth-making.

cloth-binding, s.

Book-binding: The art of binding books in

cloth. The material may be calico, embossed
silk, or anything similar, often with gold or
silver-foil ornamentation.

cloth-creaser, s.

Fabrics : An appliance clamped to a table or
sewing-machine, and provided with a bevel-

edged wheel, under which the fabric is drawn
that it may be indented with a crease. (Knight.)

cloth cutting, a. Cutting or designed

to cut anything.

Cloth-cutting machine

:

Fabrics : A machine for cutting cloth into
strips or into shapes for making garments.
Various devices have been adopted, specially
knives mounted on a reciprocal platten, or
a knife reciprocating vertically ou a constant
part, like a scroll-saw, a band-saw, a rotatory
cutter, &c. (Knight.)

Cloth-dressing, *. The art or business
of dressing cloth.

Cloth-dressing machine

:

Fabrics: A machine in which the nap of

woollen cloth is raised by teasels. It is the
same as a teaseling-machine and a gigging-

machine (q.v.).

cloth-drying, a.

Cloth-drying machine

:

Fabrics : A machine with heated rollers,

over which cloth is passed to drive off the
moisture acquired in dyeing, washing, &c.

cloth -finishing, a. Finishing or de-

signed to finish.

Cloth-finishing macliine

:

Fabrics : A machine for teaseling and
shearing cloth, raising the nap and bringing it

to an even length. (Knight.)

doth-folding, a. Folding or designed
to fold.

Cloth-folding machine

:

Fabrics: A machine in which wide goods
are folded lengthwise, ironed, and pressed

ready for baling. (Knight.)

cloth-hall, s. A hall at the great centres

of the cloth trade, where manufacturers and
buyers meet for the transaction of business.

cloth-lapper, 5. One who folds cloth.

cloth-measuring, a. Measuring or de-

signed to measure.

Cloth- measuring machine: A machine by
which fabrics, made in great lengths, are mea-
sured off in pieces of convenient length for

sale. They are called in consequence piece-

goods.

cloth-paper, s. A coarse kind of paper
used in pressing and finishing woollen cloths.

Cloth-plate, s. The plate in a sewing-

machine on which the work rests, through
which the needle passes, and beneath which,
as the case may be, is the looper or the lower
spool or shuttle. (Knight.)

Cloth-press, s. A hydrostatic press in

which woollen cloths are subjected to pressure.

cloth prover, s. A magnifying glass

used in numbering the threads of weft in a
given space of cloth. (Ogilvie.)

cloth-shearer, s. One who shears or

trims cloth^ and frees it from superfluous nap.

cloth-shearing, a. Shearing or designed

to shear.

Cloth-shearing machine : A machine for cut-

ting to an even length the filaments of wool
drawn out in the process of teaseling.

(Knight.)

Cloth-smoothing, a. Smoothiug or de-

signed to smooth.

Cloth - smoothing machine : A device fox

smoothing and ironing cloth in the piece.

cloth-sponger, s. A device for damp-
ing cloth previous to ironing it.

cloth-stretcher, s. A device in which
cloth is drawn through a series of frictional

stretching bars, and passed over spreading

rollers so as to equalise the inequalities on

its surface, and enable it to be firmly and
smoothly wound on the winding roll.

(Knight)
Cloth-tearing machine : A machino consist-

ing of a fluted roller and knife-edges, the

latter both pushing the cloth into the flutes

and tearing it to pieces as it proceeds.

Cloth-teaseler, s. A machine for raising

the nap of cloth. [Teaseling-machine.],

cloth-varnishing, a.

Cloth-varnishing machine : A machine for

varnishing or enamelling cloth.
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cloth-wheel, s.

1. A grinding or polishing wheel, consisting
of heavy cloth, sometimes felted, charged
with an abrading or polishing material, such
as pumice-stone, chalk, rotten-stone, crocus,
putty-powder, rouge, &c.

2. A form of feed-movement in sewing-
machines. It consists of a serrated-faced
wheel protruding upward through the cloth-
plate, and possessed of an intermittent mo-
tion. (Knight.)

Cloth-worker, s. One engaged in the
manufacture of cloth.

* cloth-yard, s. A measure for cloth,
differing slightly from the modern yard.

Cloth-yard sliaft: An arrow a cloth-yard in
length.

clothe, * clathen, * cloathe, * clede,
clethe, * clothe, * dothin, *klethe

(Eng.\ • deed, * cleith, * claith (Scotch),
(jw.ten. clothed, *claddet *clade, iclad, *cled,
* clede, *clothide; pa. par. clothed, f clad,
*cladde, * cled, •clothede, * cledde), v.t. & i.

[A.S. cladhian; Dut. kleeden ; IceL khxdha;
Dan. klosde; Sw. klada; Ger. kltiden.)

A. Transitive:

I. Literally

:

1. Immediately, to cover as with a cloth ; to
put clothes upon, to invest with raiment,
to dress, to adorn or deck out with clothes.

** He dothide Joseph with a stoole of Ml*"— Wyclxffe-
GenetU ill. 42.

^^
2. Mediately, as of wealth or prosperity,

to provide with clothes.

* 3- To put on, to wear.
"He did of nil his knvghtlv clothing! and cladde

mournyng clothes."—Relig. Antiq., i. lat

II. Figuratively:

* I. To cover or invest as with clothes ; to
endow, to endue.

(1) With material things

:

" Thou hut clothed ma with skin and flesh . . ."—
Job x. a.

" And birds and lambs again be gay.
And blossoms clothe the hawthorn spray?"

Soott i Marmion ; Introduction to Canto t.

(2) With immaterial things

:

"His enemys I shal cloth* with shonahipa."—HV-
tUfe: Ptalmt cxxxi. 18.

*2. To put on, to wear as clothing.
"Be dothide cuining am a cloth."— Wyetiffe : Ptalmt

cvlii. 18. {Purvey.)

3. Of language, style, Ac. : To give an out-
ward appearance to, to present to view, to
dress up.

" Let both use the clearest language in which they
can .clothe their thought*."— iVattt: Improvement of
the Mind.

B. Rejlexively

:

1. Lit. : To put clothes on oneself, to dress
oneself.

" Hy clothen hem withgrys and ermyne."—Alieaun-
der, 4,986.

2, Fig. ; To take upon oneself, toassume, as
a dress.

" Clotheth you mid Godes arraea."—AyenbUe, p. 265.

*C. Intransitive:

L To be provided with clothes.
"The tresor of the beneQce, wherof the power shul-

den clothe."—Gower, L 14.

2. To wear clothes.
" Care no more to clothe and eat"

Skakeep. : Cymbeline, to. 1

clothed, * cloathcd, * clothede, * cloth -

lde, pa. par. or a. [Clothe.)

I, Ord. Lang. : Dressed, arrayed, apparelled.
"Thay were clothede alle in grena"—Perceval, tft.

".
. . stood before the throne, and before the Lamb,

clothed with white robes, and palms in their hands."
—Rev. viL 9.

II. Naut. : A mast is said to be clothed when
the sail reaches so low down to the gratings
of the hatches that no wind can blow below
the sail.

clothes, 'cloaths, *clothis, * clathen,
* clathes, * close, * cloisse, * cloysse
(Eng.), claes, clalse, clalthes (Scotch),

(th silent), s.pl. [Cloth.]

1. Covering or dress for the human body

;

apparel, attire, garments.
".

. . too bulky to be concealed in the clothet of a
ingle messenger, . . ."—Maoaulny : Hist. Eng., ch.xr.

2. Coverings for a bed ; bed-clothes.

clothes-basket, ». A large wickerbasket
for holding or carrying clothes, but especially
linen.

clothes-brush, s. A brush for freeing
clothes from dust, dirt, Ac

clothes-dryer, s. A frame on which
Clothes are suspended to dry.

clothes-horse, s. An apparatus which
stands on legs and has cross bars on which
linen is hung to dry before a fire.

"We keep no hone but a clothes-horte.'—Dickens

;

Sketch** by Boz.

Clothes-line, s. A rope or wire sus-
pended between two posts or other supports,
on which clothes are hung out to dry.

Clothes-line hook: A holdfast or bracket
with a spool on which the line runs and is

stretched.

Clothes-line reel : A cylinder or axle on which
a clothes-line is wound, and usually joumaled
in a protected bracket, or under a pentrroof,
secured against a building or tree.

t clothes-man, s. A man who deals in
clothes, especially in old ones.

clothes-moth, &

Entom. : A popular
name given to several

'

species of moths of the
genus Tinea, the larva of
which are very destruc-
tive to cloth, feathers, clothes-moth.
furs, &c.

Clothes -peg, s. A wooden peg used
to fasten clothes when hung on a clothes-
line^

clothes pin, tx The same as Clothes-
peo (q. v.).

clothes-press, $.

1. A receptacle for clothes.

2. A press in which crape, shawls, and
similar clothes, or articles of dress, are flat-

tened and creased.

clothes-pressing, s. The art or opera-
tion of subjecting clothes to pressure by a
hydrostatic or other press.

clothes-sprinkler, 5. A receptacle for
water with perforations, through which a fine
shower of water is thrown upon clothes so
as to damp them previously to their being
ironed.

clothes - stick, «. A rod by which
clothes are turned, loosened, or lifted while
in the wash-boiler.

clothes-tongs, s. A grasping tool for
removing hot clothes from a boiler in washing
or dyeing.

clothes-wringer, *. A frame having a
pair of elastic rollers through which clothes
are passed to squeeze out the water.

clo'-thi-er, *. [Eng. clothe; -er.]

1. A manufacturer of cloth, a clothmaker.
2. One who deals In cloth or clothing.
"I tell thee. Jack Cade the clothier means to dress

the commonwealth, and turn it, and set a new nap
upon it."—Shakesp. 2 Ben. VI., tv. 2. •

3. One who dresses or fulls cloth. (Ameri-
can.) (Webster.)

"clothin, v.t. [Clothe.]

clo'-thlng, * clath-ing, * clothing,
"• cleth-inge, * cleth -yng, * cloath-ing,
* cloth yng, pr. par., a., & s. [Clothe, v.]

A. «fc B. As pr. par. ct particip. adj. : (In
senses corresponding to those of the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of covering or investing with a
dress.

" For clothing me In these grave ornaments."
Shaketp. .* 1 Ben. YI„ r. L

*2. The art or science of making cloth.
•- . . that they might be beneficial to his subjects

by instructing them In the art of cloathing, . . ."—
Ray: Three Discourses, ch. r. (Latham.)

^ Clothing of the bolsters:

Naut. : The laying several thicknesses of
worn canvas well tarred over them.
[Bolster.]

3. Clothes, dress, apparel.
" In por dothyng the chyld was wond."

Songs A Carole, p. *X
**. . . blue and purple is their clothing ; thay are all

the work of cunning men."—Jer. x. 9.

IL Technically:

1. Steam Engine, etc. : A covering of felt,
or other non-conducting material, on the out-
side of a boiler or steam-chamber, to prevent
radiation of heat. It is called also cleading
and lagging (q.v.X

2. Carding - machine : Bands of leather
studded with teeth of wire, which engage the
fibre. (Knight.)

* cloth -less, * cloth-les, a. [Eng. cloth;
-less.] Destitute of or without clothes.

" Seint Pont, in famyiie and in thurat, 'and colds,
and clothle*."—Chaucer : Parton't Tate, p. 28a.

C16'-tho, *. [Lat. clotho ; Gr. *-A«&S (kWthfo
= spinster.] [1.]

1. Class, archteol: One of the three Fates or
Destinies who are represented by the ancient

classical writers as spinning the thread oi
life. She held the distaff.

2. ZooL : A genus of Snakes, tribe Viperina,
family Viperidse. Clotho arietans is the Puff-
adder of the Cape of Good Hope.

3. Astron. : An asteroid, the ninety-seventh
found. It was discovered by Tempel on Feb,
17th, 1868.

* clot poll, * clot' polo, *. [Clodpolu]
1. A thick-skulled, stupid fellow, a block-

head.
" Ther. I will see you hanged, like dotpoiet, ere I

come any more to your tents. 'Shakeep, : Troilut and
Crettida, U. 1.

2. Applied to a head, in contempt.
" Qui. Where's my brother f
I hare seat Cloten's clotpoll down the stream."

Shaketp. ; Cymbeline, ir. %
clot -ted, pa. par. or a. [Clot, v.]

clotted cream, clouted cream, #.

*The thick cream which rises in clots on the
surface ofnew milk when the latter is warmed.

•cWt'-ter, v.t. [Cloteb.] To coagulate, to
clot, to gather or form into clots or lumps.

* clSt'-tered, pa. par. or o. [Clottkb.]
Clotted, coagulated.

" He dragg'd the trembling sire.

Blidd'rlng thro" clottered blood and holy mire.*
Dryden: Virgil ; *£neid if. 10.

Clot-ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Clot, v.]

t A. & B. As pr. par. dk particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or process of coagulating or
forming into clots or lumps.

2. The act or process of breaking up clods
In ploughed land.

IX Technically

:

1, Husband. : Hard and clotted wool In the
sheep.

2. Metal. : The sintering or semi-fusion of
ores during roasting.

clotting mall, * clottyng-malle, &
A mallet or beetle for breaking up clods.

"A dottyng malle ; oceatorium.''—CathoL A ngTioum.

cl5t'-ty; a. [Eng. clot; -y.] Full of clods or
clots ; full of small coagulated masses or
concretions.

" Mixed with thick, dotty. Mulsh streaka"—Barwosj

s

On Consumption.

clo'-tiire, *. [Ft.] The same as closure (q.rj

*clouch, v.t. [Clutch.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we. wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolt, work, wh6, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, oa - e. ey = a. qu = lew.
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•cloUd (1), s. [CLUD.]

cloud (2), * cloude, • clowd, * clowdc,
* clod, *cloyd, * kloude, * dud, a. [A.s.

clud = a round mass, a mass of rock. Cog-
nate with clod and clot (q.v.).]

A, Ordinary Language,

;

I. Lit. : In the same sense as In B. 2.

"When clouds are seen, wise men put on their cloaks."
Shakesp. ; Riehard III., 1L &,

II. Figuratively:

1. A mass or volume of 3moke or dust re-

sembling a cloud and obscuring the sight.

2. The dusky veins or markings ia marble,
precious stones, &c.

3. Anything which causes temporary dark-
ness or obscures the sight.

" I Ignite the lamp ; the tube for a moment seems
empty ; but suddenly the beam darts through a lumin-
ous white cloud, which has banished the preceding
darkness. "

—

TyndaU: Frag, of Science (3rdea.), x. 258.

i. Any temporary depression or obscurity.
"Yes, we shall meet ! and haply smile at last

On all the cloud* and conflicts of the past."
Hemant ; The Abencerrage.

"Not ask why clouds of sorrow shade my brow.*
Coteper : Disappointment.

5. A diffused or widely-spread body ; a great
number or multitude.

•*. . . amongst a cloud of witnesses, . .
.**—Atterbury.

6. A kind of light woollen shawl worn by
ladies.

% In the clouds,: Applied to one soaring in
flights of fancy and imagination far above
terrestrial things ; building castles in the air.

Under a cloud : In temporary disgrace or
misfortune.

"Gentlemen that are under a cloud.''—Fielding;
Jnwlto, bit, Y.,ch. 4.

B. Technically:

1. Botany : Cloudberry (Rubus chamamorus).

2. Meteorology:

(1) Composition of clouds : A cloud is a mass
of vapour condensed into minute drops or
vesicles, and differing from fog chiefly in this
respect, that fogs occupy the lower whilst
clouds float in the upper regions of the atmo-
sphere. Both derive their origin from va-

pours which rise from the sea, from fresh
water, or from the moist earth.

(2) Different kinds of clouds : In 1803, Mr.
Luke Howard divided clouds into four
principal kinds, the Cirrus, the Cumulus,
the Stratus, and the Nimbus. Two of these
are frequently combined : hence he added
to the former list of clouds the three fol-

lowing — Cirro - cumulus, Cirro-stratus, and
Curaulo-stratuB. The Cirrus is a small fibrous
or wisp-like cloud, composed of what are
popularly called " Mares'-tails," so high in the
heavens that they are probably frozen. Their
appearance in numbers often preeedesachange
of weather. The Cumulus, resembling great
mountains ofwool, is not so high. Several large
ones are often seen on a summer morning. If
these diminish during the day, the probability
is in favour of fine weather, but if they
multiply, and become surmounted by Cirri,

the indication is of approaching storm.
Cumuli in winter are not so frequent or well
marked. The Stratus is a large and con-
tinuous sheet of dark cloud, seeming to rest
on the horizon at sunset, and often vanishing
at sunrise. The Stratus is frequent in autumn
and rare in spring. The foregoing three all

melt into one to form the fourth, viz., the
Nimbus, or rain-cloud. Its appearance is

familiar to all. The Cirro-cumulus is, as its

name imports, a combination of the Cumulus
and the Cirrus. It consists of a series of
small round masses. The sky covered with
them is popularly known as a "Mackerel"
sky. Itjs best seen in warm and dry summer
weather.' In the Cirro-stratus the Cirri have
descended from their airy height and become
horizontal. The aspect is like that of shoals
of fish. The Cumulo-stratus is like a cumulus
flattened at the top and overhanging its base.
Its tendency is to spread, settle down into
a nimbus, and ultimately disappear in rain.

(3) Height of clouds in the sky: The mean
height of clouds in winter is from 1,300 to
1,500 yards, and in summer 3,300 to 4,400.
M. D'Abbadie observed a cloud in Ethiopia
only 230 yards above the ground ; and when
Gay Lussac ascended in a balloon to a height
of 7,650 yards, there were cirri overhead ap-
parently at a much greater elevation.

(4) Theories of the formation and suspension
of clouds: According to Hutton, while the

temperature of a stratum of air saturated with
moisture diminishes in an arithmetical pro-
gression the capacity of retainingthe moisture
in the form of invisible vapour diminishes In

a geometrical one : hence, when the tempera-
ture of a saturated stratum of air falls, the
formerly invisible vapour takes the aspect of a
cloud. There are various opinions as to why
it floats. Halley and Saussure considered that
each vesicle of water in the sky was hollow, and
that consequently it floated like a balloon ; a
more modern view is that the vesicles are car-

ried upwards by ascending currents of air.

Clouds also which appear stationary are really

descending slowly; but their lower part being
dissipated by more heated strata of air, and
their upper parts increased by fresh condensa-
tion, their descent is disguised so that they
appear stationary. (Ganot, £c.)

(5) Electricity of clouds : As a rule the clouds
are ail electrified, some positively and others
negatively : in some there is more, in others
less, of tension.

% Compounds of obvious signification :

Cloud-break, cloud-covered, cloud - dispelling,

cloud-fenced, cloud-girt,

cloud -ascending, a. So high as to
reach almost to the clouds.

* cloud-born, a. Born of a cloud.

"Like cloud-born centaurs, from the mountain 1

!

height." Dryden: Virgil; *£n*td vit 933.

* cloud-built, a.

1. Lit. : Built up or consisting of clouds.

2. Fig. : Visionary, imaginary, chimerical.

"And so vanished my cloudJ>uilt palace."— Gold-
smith.

cloud burst, *. A heavy and violent
downpour of rain over a very limited area.

cloud cap t, cloud-capped, a.

1. Lit, : Capped or topped with clouds

;

reaching to the clouds.
" The bolts that spare the mountain's aide.
His cloud-capt eminence divide.
And spread the ruin round."

Cowper : Trans, of Horace, bk. 11., ode x.

2. Fig. : Dreaming as one in cloud-land.
". . . in the highest enthusiasm, amid volumes of

tobacco-smoke ; triumphant, cloud-capt without and
within, the assembly broke up, each to his thoughtful
pillow.'"—Carlyle : Sartor Resartus, bk. L, ch. a

cloud-compeller, s. A translation of
Homer's i>e$>«Airyepe'Ta (nephelegereta)— cloud-
driver, an epithet applied to Jupiter.

**. . . the Cloud-compeller, overcome,
Assents to fate, . .

."

Pope : Bomer't Iliad, bk. xvi, L 664-7.

cloud-compelling, a. Having power
over the clouds to gather or disperse them.

"Th* undaunted guard of cloud-compelling Jove."
Pope: Bomer't Iliad, bk. i., L 817.

cloud-drift, s. Floating cloudy vapour
;

broken clouds, cloud-rack.

cloud-eclipsed, a. Eclipsed or hidden
by clouds.

" Why her two suns were cloud-eclipsed so,

Nor why her fair cheeks over-washed with wo."
Shakesp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,224.

cloud king, s. A being who had supreme
power over the cloud°^ind the weather.

"One of these is termed the Water-King, another
the Fire-Klug, and a third the Cloud-King.''—Scott

:

The ErUKing. [From the German of Goethe.)

* cloud-kissing, a. Situated so high as
almost to reach the clouds ; very lofty.

" Threatening cloud-kissing Iliou with annoy."
Shakesp. ' Rape of Lucrece, 1,370,

Cloud-land, $. Dreamland ; an Imagin-
ary locality conjured up in the mind, and dis-

sipated as easily and quickly as a vapour.
"... he firmly believed that in yonder cloud-land

matters could be so arranged, without trespass on the
miraculous, that the stream which threatened him and
his flock should he caused to shrink within its proper
bounds."

—

TyndaU: Frag, of Science (3rd ed.), if. 33.

cloud-piercing, a. Reaching into the
clouds.

cloud-rack, s. The same as Cloud-drift
<q-v.).

cloud-ring, s. (See extract.)

"It is at some distance, from about 6» to 20°, from
the Equator that hurricanes are occasionally felt in
their violence. They originate in or near those hot
and densely-clouded spaces, sometimes spoken of as
the cloud-ring, where aggregated aqueous vapour is

at times collected into heavy rain (partly with vivid
electrical action), and a comparative vacuum Is sud-
denly caused, towards which air rushes from on all
sides."— Aor. Ashburton : Address to the Geographical
Society, 1862.

cloud rocked, a. Rocked in the clouds
by the passing storm. (Moore.)

cloud-topt, a. Cloud-capt ; topped or
capped with clouds.

" Modred, whose inagiek song
Made huge Plinlimmon bow his cloud-topt head."

Gray : The Bard.

cloud-touching, a. Rising so high as
to touch the clouds.

" Cloud-touching mountains stedfast stand."
Sandys, Fs. p. 10L

cloud-wrapt, a.

1. Lit, : Enveloped in clouds.

2. Fig. : Wrapt up in idle dreams and
fancies ; abstracted.

cloud, v.t. & i. [Cloud, «.]

A. Transitive:

I, Lit. : To cover, obscure, or overspread
with clouds.

"The moon being clouded presently Is missed,
But little stars may hide them when they list.'

Shakesp ; Rape of Lucrece, 1,007.

II. Figuratively

:

1. To mark with veins ; to variegate with
colours or shades in a manner resembling
clouds.

" The clouded olive's easy grain." Pope.

2. To overspread as with a cloud ; to darken,
to make gloomy or sad.

" What Bullen fury clouds hia scornful brow T
"

Pope.

3. To make less bright or sharp ; to dull in
intellect.

*" So spake he, clouded with his own conceit."
Tennyson; Morte d'Arthur.

t4. To obscure so as partially to hide, oi
make less evident and plain.

"If men would not exhale vapours to cloud and
darken the clearest truths, no man could miss his way
to heaven for want of light. "—Decay of Piety.

* 5. To throw Into the background, to sur-

pass.

* 6. To defame, to sully the reputation of,

to libel.
" I would be not a stander-by to bear
My sovereign mistress clouded so."

Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, 1. S.

* B, Intrans. : To grow cloudy or dull, to
be obscured. (Lit. & fig.)

* clo*ud'
mass
or cloudy.

Cl6"ud'-be'r-ry, *. [Eng. cloud; -berry.]

Bot. : A dwarfbramble(B«&us chamcemorus).
It has herbaceous stems and orange-yellow
fruit, the latter well flavoured when fresh.

The plant grows in turfy Alpine bogs.

"In some parts of the highlands of Scotland the
fruit [of the cloudberry] is also called roebuck-ber-
ries or knot-berries, and they are perhaps the most
grateful and useful kind of fruit gathered by the
Scotch highlanders. On the aides And near the basel
of the mountains it may be collected for several
months in succession. "--Loudon: Encyclop. of Garden-
ing, p. 'Jib.

cloud'-ed, pa. par. or a. (Cloud, «>.]

1. Ord. Lang. : (See the verb).

2. Bot. : Having its colours unequally
blended together.

Cl6"ud -X-1& adv. [Eng. cloudy ; 4y.]
* 1. Lit. : In a cloudy manner ; overspread

with clouds.

2, Fig.': Darkly, obscurely.

"Some had rather have good discipline delivered
filalnly, by way of precepts, than cloudily enwrapped
n allegories."

—

Spenser; State of Ireland.

cloud'-i-ness, s. [Eng. cloudy; -ness.]

L Lit. : The state or condition of being
cloudy or obscured with clouds ; a cloudy
appearance,

"In two or three cases, however, a faint cloudiness
showed itself within the tube."

—

TyndaU : Frag, qf
Science (3rd ed. ), x. 2*9.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Gloominess, sullenness.
" That you have such a February face.

So full of frost, of storm, and cloudiness f
Shakesp. : Much Ado, v. A

2. Dullness, want of brightness.
". . . he affirmed, that upon keeping It longer, th*

atone would lose more of its cloudiness. —Boyle.

f 3, Dullness of intellect.

1 4. Want of clearness or distinctness (aj>

plied to language or style).

cloud'- ins, jw. par,, o„ & *. [Clottd, v.]

A* & B. As pr. par. & adj. : (See the verb.)

l'-age, *. [Eng. cloud; -age.'] A
of clouds ; the state of being clouded

boll, bo^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Ccuopnon, exist, -irig,

-clan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion m shun ; -{ion, -sion m zhun. -tious, sious, -cious = shue. -hie, -die, &o. - bel dfL
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C. As substantive :

L An appearance given to silks and ribbons
in the process of dyeiug. (Knight.)

2. A diversity of colours in a yarn, recurring
at regular intervals. (Knight.)

cloUd-less, o. [Eng. cloud; -less.]

1. Unclouded, free from or unobscured by
clouds ; bright, clear.

" Bright was the son. the sky a clotuVeu bine."
lyordtworth : Excursion, bk. TiL

2. Clear, transparent, colourless.
*'.

. . actions might have been ascribed to now
chudttst vapour.--.fyndaii : Prag. of Science (3rd ed.),

t cloud -les»-ly\ adv. [Eng. cloudless ; -ly.]
In a cloudless manner or state.

cloud less n6ss, ». [Eng. cloudless; -ness]
The quality, state, or condition of being cloud-
less or free from clouds.

I cloud'-lSt, s. [Eng. cloud, and dim. suff.
let.] A little cloud.

" Eve's first star through fleecy doudltt peeping."
Cotrridgt.

cloud'-?, *cl6"ud-I, *cl6$rd-ft a. [Eng.
cloud; -y.]

L Literally:

1, Consisting or formed of clouds.
" Back from their cloudy realm It flies.
To float in light through softer skies."

Bemans I Catwallons Triumph.
2L Overspread or obscured with clouds;

clouded.

**.
. . H is the return of Its motion from the clouds

which prevents the earth's temperature on a cloudy
night from falling so low.**—TyndaUy Frag, of Science
(3rd ed ), i. 8.

IX Figuratively:

1. Variegated or marked with veins resem-
bling a cloud.

2. Dull ; wanting brightness, lustre, or
transparency.

" I saw a cloudy diamond."— Boyle.

1 3, Overcast in look, gloomy, sullen, sad.
"Clear up, fair queen, that cloudy countenance."

Shakesp. : Titus Andron., i. 2.

4. Obscure, difficult to understand, wanting
In clearness or distinctness, confused.

". . . and his cloudy utterances were studied more
devoutly than those of the Priestess of Delphi."—
fltiifl, Not. 16, 1877.

* cloudy stars, s. pi.

Astron. : Nebulae.

dough (l), s. [Etym. unknown.] An allow-
ance of two pounds in every hundredweight
for the turn in the scale, that the commodity
may hold out weight when sold by retail.

clough (2), cloe, clowe, cloiT, s. [IceL
tloji — a gap.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A cliff.

2. A ravine, a narrow valley.
" Into a grisly dough thai and that maiden yode,"

Tristrem, ti. 59.

"A dough, or dowgh, is a kind of breach or valley
down a slope from the side of a hill."— Verstegan

•

Restitution of Decayed Intelligence, ch. ix

IX Drainage: A sluice used in returning
water to a channel after depositing its sedi-
ment on the flooded land. (Knight.)

"Clouvt, getties, gutters, gooltea and other fort-
teases."—Act 33 Hen. VIII , c. 83.

" A dove of Bodegete (A dove or flodgate A.) : tin-
ytocitorium, gurguttium."—Cathol. AngUcum.

clough arches, s. pi. Crooked arches
by which the water is conveyed from the
upper pond into the chamber of the lock of a
canal on drawing up the clough ; also called
puddle-holes.

clour, v.t. [Clour, «.]

1. To strike violentlj'.

" Blyth to win affaae wi' hale banes,
Too' mony had dowr'd pows."

Ramsay : Poem*, i. 280

2. To cause a tumour. (Scotch.)

3. To cause a dimple. (Scotch.)

Clour, 5. flcel. klor = a scratch.] A wound,
a stroke, a dint ; the scar made by a blow ; a
cicatrix ; a drubbing, a defeat. (Scotch.)

'" °- d«H a bit~my head can stand a guy dour- nae
thanks to them, though, and mony to yon."—Scott

:

Ou^f Mannering, ch. xxiii.

cloured, pa. par. or a. [Clour, v.]

* clouse, s. [Fr. ecluse = a sluice.] The same
as Ltough (2), s. (q.v.).

"Auent the slayaris of flmoltls in mylndammis
dotttit, and be nettis, thornis, and cruuia . . ."—Acta
J*. IY. (1608), c, 107.

clout, • cloute, *clut, * clowt, *clowtt,
a. [A.S. clut, from Wei. clwt; Cornish chit
= a piece, a patch ; Ir. & Gael, clud = a clout,
a patch ; Manx clooid = a clout (Skeat.))

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. A piece of cloth or rag used to patch up
any cloth or article of dress ; a rag.

" As thah hit were a pilche dut."-~ 0. Eng. Bomilim,

" If I were mad, I should forget my son ;

Or madly think a babe of clout* were he."
Shakesp. : King John, ill. 4.

* 2. Swaddling-clothes.
" Te sail fynd a chylde thar bounden
In a creke, wit eloWet wounden."

Metrical Homilies, p. 64.

1 3. A patch upon a shoe, an article of dress,
Ac.

"A clou-te of ledder: pictaciuncula, pietacium, rw-
pecium. —CathoL A nglicum.
* 4. A dish-cloth.

"Sear. O my brave emperor, this Is fought indeed

!

Had we dune so at first, we had driven them home
With clouts about their heads."

Shakesp. : Ant. 4 Cleop., It. T.

5. An iron plate placed on an axle-tree or a
ploughshare to prevent excessive wearing.

" S^J*1008"1 *nd * Plou«h ehein, ij cullers, HI shares
With around cloutet and aide doates. for soile that

*° tares." Tuner (ed. Heritage), p. s*.

IX Figuratively

:

* 1. Shreds, small fragments.
"Clouen alls in lyttel cloutet the clyffes aywhere

B. Eng. AUU. Poem*; Cleat-men, 965.

2. A blow, especially on the ear. (Slang.)
" Bm my trewthe thou getyst a clowte."

Coventry Myst., p. 189.

B. Technically

:

*1. Archery: The centre or bull's-eye of the
butt at which archers shot, so called from
having been originally made of a piece of
white cloth.

" Dead !—he would have clappd i' the clout at twelve
score ; and carried you a forehand shaft a fourteen and
fourteen and a half, that it would have done a man's
heart good to see." —Shaketp. : Hen. IV., ill. 2.

IT Nares thinks that this meaning belongs
to Chut (2), s„ and is derived from the bull's-
eye having been marked with a nail or stud.

2. Vehicles: An iron shield or plate, placed
on a piece of timber in a carriage, as, for in-
stance, on an axle-tree, to take the rubbing and
keep the wood from being worn.

U To fa' clout : To fall or come to the ground
with considerable force. (Scotch.)

clout (2), s. [O. Fr. clouet, dimin. of clou

;

Fr. clou = a nail ; Lat. clavus.] The same as
Clout-nail (q.v.).

clout-nail, *.

1. A large-headed nail worn in the soles of
coarse boots.

2. A nail for securing patches or iron to the
axle-tree of carriages.

clout, *ciowtyn, * cloughte, v.t. [A.S.
clutian.] [Clout (1), *.]

* L Literally

:

1. To patch, to mend roughly with a piece
of cloth, leather, or other material.

" Clavtyn. Sarcio. '—Prompt. Par*-.
" The herd aat than cloughtand his sehon." .

William of Palerne, 12.

2. To cover with a cloth.
" Milk some nnhappy ewe,

whose domed leg her hurt doth shew."
Spenser: Shep. Kalendar, March.

3. To tip or plate with iron, as the axle-
tree of a wagon, a ploughshare, ftc., to prevent
excessive wearing.

" Strong exeltred cart that is clouted and shod."
__ „. . . Tuner, p. 38.

IX figuratively:

* 1. To join roughly or clumsily together.
"Many sentences of one meaning clouted up to-

gether."—Ascham. y

2. To strike, to beat, to box (especially on
the ear). (Slang.)

" If I here chyde she wolde clowte my cote."
Coventry Mytt., p, 98.

Cld'ut'-e'd (1), pa. par. or a. [Clotted.]

clout -ed (2), * clowt -yd, pa. par. or o.
[Clout, tJ.]

1. Patched, cobbled, mended.

" Cloivtyd ai clothya Sartus, repeciatu*. Clovtyd u
efaooiie or other thyngys of ledyr. Pidadat us. "—
Prompt. Pare.

" The dull swain.
Treads on It daily with his ci-uted shoon."

MUton: Com us, 838.

• 2. Dressed poorly or beggarly.
"Bothe bihynde and eke bfforne,
Clouted was she beggarly."

Rom, of Hose, Us.

clout' -ed (3), a. [Eng. clout (2), s. ; ^d.l
Studded with nails.

**»— •*••*

clouted shoes, s. pi. Shoes the soles of
which are studded with clout-nails.

* cl6ut'-er, * clolfct'-er, *. [Eng. clout ; -er.)
A patcher, a cobbler, a mender of clothes, Ac.

"CToirtsrorcohelere. .Sartord**. rebroceator. Clote-
ter of clothya Sartorius, sartor, sartrix."—Prompt
Pan. ^^

* 0l6*Ut'-er-l^, a. [Eng. clouter; -ly.}

1. Lit. : Awkward, clumsy— as though
mended by a botcher or patcher of clothes,
&c.

«"I?e ring
l?
w

,
heel &<>*& I* * very douterly sort*—Mortimer : Husbandry. 9^^

2. Fig.: Clumsy, awkward, ill -composed
rough.

" Let us observe Spenser with all his rusty, obsolet*
words; with all his rough-hewn, clowterly verses: y#(
take hlra throughout, and we shall find in him s
graceful and poefick majesty."— Phillips : Theatrum
Poettcum, pref. (1876}.

clout ing, * clowt Inge, clowt- ynge.
pr. par., a., & s. [Clout, v.]

A. & B, As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C* As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The act of patching or mending
with a clout.

"Ctourttnge of clothys. Sartura. Clowtynge or
oonlynge. Rebroccacio. Clowtynge of shone. K.
Pictacio."—Prompt. Pare.

2. Fig.: The act of striking or beating;
a clout, a blow.

clomy, s. [Claw.] (Scotch.) (Douglas.)

* dove, pret of v. [Cleave.]
" Gyon's angry blade so fierce did play
On tb' other's helmet, which as Titan shone.
That quite it clove his plumed crest in tway.*

Spenser: P. q. t 1L vt «L
* Clove (l), 8. [Dan. kloof; Icel. Woj«.J
[Clouoh.] A cleft, a ravine, a gap, a chine.
"Quene was I somwlle ....
Oretter than Dame Oaynoor, of garson, and golds,—
Of castellis, of contreyes, of craggis, of dowes."

Sir Oawan and Sir QaL, L 11

% Clove of a mill: That which separates
what are called the bridge-heads of the mill.
[Cloff.]

* clove (2), * cloue, s. [Claw.]
1. A claw.
" Walkis on fute, his body wymplit fn
Ane felloun bustaous and grete lyoun skyn,
Terribil and rouch with lockerand tatty naris.
The quhite tuskis, the hede, and clouyt thareu."

Doug. : Virgil. 232. S.

2 (PI) Carp. : An instrument of wood which
closes like a vice. It is used by carpenters for
holding their saws firm while they sharpen
them. Perhaps this may be from some other
clove.

clove hitch, s.

Naut. : Two half-hitches. The first half-
hitch gives the rope a turn round an object,
passes the end of the rope round its standing
part, and then through the bight A repetition
of the process with the slipping of the end of
the rope to its standing part makes the clove-
hitch. [Hitch, *., II. 2.]

clove-hook, 8.

Naut. : An iron two-part hook, the jaws
overlapping, used in bending chain-sheets to
the clews of sails, &c.

Clove (3) (Eng.), clow, clowe (Scotch), s. ka.
[Sp. clavo = a nail, a clove, from Lat. claws

;

Fr. clou = a nail. So called from the resem-
blance of a clove to a nail]

A* As substantive •

1. Of implements: A long spike or nail.

2. Of plants:

(1) The dried aromatic flower-buds of Cary-
ophyllus aromaticus, [Clove-tree.]

(2) The clove gillyflower. (Scotch.)

% Oil of Cloves : An essential oil obtained
by distilling with water the buds of the clove,

Caryophyllus aromaticus. It is a mixture of

l»te, at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w5t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. p*5t,
•r. wore, wolf, work, whd, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ro, ce - e. ey = a, qu ^ kw.
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eugenic acid, C^H^On, and a hydrocarbon,

Cio'he isomeric with oil of turpentine. [Cary-
ophyllum.] It is a common remedy for tooth-

ache.

B. As adj. : Consisting of, resembling, or in

any way pertaining to the clove or cloves.

clove-bark, s. The bark of Cinnamonum
Culilawan.

clove cassia, $. The bark of Dicypelliuin

Caryophyllatum. (Lindley.)

clove - gillyflower, * clow - gelofer,
Clove July flower, s. [The name clove is

given it on account of its aromatic smell ]

Bot. : Any of the varieties of Dianthus Cary-
ophyllits which have an aromatic smell, doublo
Bowers, and uniform colouring. It is called

also the clove-piuk (q.v.).

clove-nutmeg, s. The fruit of Agatho-
phyllum aromaticum. It is from Madagascar.
(Lindley.)

dove-pink, *. The same as Clove-qilli-
»LOWER(q.V.).

clove - tongue, s. Helleboru* niger.

Skinner thinks the word properly cloven-

tongue.

clove-tree, s.

Bot. : A tree, Caryophyllus aromaticus, be-

longing to the order Myrtacese. It is an ever-

green, fifteen to thirty feet high, with elliptic

leaves and purplish corymbose flowers. It

furnishes thecloves of commerce. (Clove, 3.1

It grows in the Molluccas, in Amboyna, and
in the Antilles.

Clove (4), s [A.S. clufe = a spike of com, a
clove of garlic. ]

L Ord. Lang. : One of the laminae of a head
Of garlic.

II. Hortic: The name given by gardeners to

new bulbs developing in the axils of the scales

of older ones, at theexpenseof which they grow,

with the effect of ultimately destroying them.

*Ol6v'-en (1), pa. par. [Cleave (1), v.]

" In no other form, humanly speaking, would they
have struck so deep into the mind and heart of man,
or cloven to it with sach inseverable tenacity."

—

Hu-
man : Hist, of Jew*. 3rd ed., prel, p. xiiL

Ol6v'-en (2), pa. par. or a. [Cleavs (2), v.]

cloven-footed, a.

L Of mammals : Having the hoof divided in

the centre. This structure exists in the Rumi-
nantia.

" Whatsoever parteth the hoof, and Is clovenfooted,

and cheweth the cud, among the beasts, that shall ye
•at. '—/.''. zi. 3.

* 2. Of birds : Having the feet without webs.
'* Great variety of water-fowl, both whole mudcloven-

footed, frequent the waters."—Kay : On the Creation.

3. Of Satan : Having, according to popular
assumption, the feet cloven like those of a
ruminant.

"The cloven-footed fiend Is banish'd from us."—
Drgden.

cloven-hoof, s. Such a divided hoof as

is possessed by the ruminant animals. It

being of old assumed that Satan has a cloven

hoof, the expression "to show the cloven

hoof" means to permit diabolical intentions

to become visible.

cloven-hoofed, a. The same as Cloven-
footed, in the senses 1 & 3.

" There are the bisuluous or clown-hoofed ; as camels
and beavers."—Browne; Vulgar Errours.

eld'-ver, *claver, "dovere, s. [A.S.

cldefer, clcefre ; Dut. klaver ; Sw. klbfver ; Dan.
Mover ; O. H. Ger. chleo ; Ger. klee. Pro-

bably from A.S. cledfan = to cleave, from the

shape of the leaf.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A trefoil, especially if used for fodder.

[Trifolium.]

2. The name given to various plants more or

less resembling the common trefoils.

IT. Technically:

1. Agric. : Many species of clover are native

to the United States, and Europe has 20 or
more species. Of the several kinds grown, the
common red clover (Trifolium prateme) is a
biennial, and may be sown with barley, oats,

or other grain sufficiently advanced in growth
not to be suffocated by it, In the second year
it gives a full crop.

The white, called also*Dutcli clover, is a
perennial, ami is sown with various grasses

wheu it is intended as immanent pasture for

sheep. French clover (Trifolium incamatxtm)
is ripened early ; it is only an animal. Rye-
grass in small quantity is often sown along
with clover. A crop of clover, if mown aim
carried away as hay, so impoverishes the land

that it should not be rejwated for some years,

but if it is eaten off the land by sheep fed on
oil-cake it is generally grown every four years.

[Rotation of crops.]

2. Chem. : The addition of lime and gypsum
to the soil greatly promotes the growth of

clover. The ash of clover contains 24 '9 potash,
8*0 soda, 122 magnesia, 34*9 lime, 7'35 phos-

phoric acid, 3*7 sulphuric acid, 1*3 silica, 1'5

peroxide of iron, 11 '1 chloride of sodium.
The dried plants yield 10 58 per cent of ash.

Clovers contain about 80 per cent of water.

IIL In special phrases :

1. To live in clover : To live luxuriously.

2. To go from clover to rye-grass : To exchange
better for worse : (applied to second marriages).

T Alsike Clover. [Sw. Alsike klover, from
Alsike, about ten miles south of Upsala, in

Sweden, where it grows.] The commercial
name of Trifolium hybridum.

Bird's • foot Clover : Lotas corniculatus.

[Bird's-foot trefoil.]

Bokhara Clover, Tree Clover: Melilotus vul-

garis. It was formerly much recommended
as a forage plant.

Broad Clover

:

Agric. : Trifolium pratense.

Crimson Clover

:

Agric. : Trifolium incamatum.

Dutch Clover

;

Agric : Trifolium repens, when cultivated.

Perennial Clover: Trifolium medium. It is

called also Cow-grass.

Purple Clover: The same as Red ctowr(q.v.).

Red Clover : Trifolium pratense.

White Clover: Trifolium repens.

Yellow Clover: (1) Medicago liqndina, (2)

Trifolium procumbent, and (*i) Trifolium minus.

^[ For Cow-clover, and a multitude of similar

compounds, see the word prefixeu to clover.

•ff Obvious compounds : Clover -blossoms,

clover-field, clover-flower, clover-hay.

clover-grass, s,

Agric. : Trifolium pratense.

clover-hill, s. A hill covered with clover.

** And thick with white bells the clover-hill swells
High over the full-toned sea . .

."

Tennyson : The Sea-fairies.

clover huller, s.

Agric. Mach. : A machine for liberating

clover-seed from the hulls.

clover-seed, -. & a.

A. -4« subst. : The seed of clover.

B. As adj. : (See the subjoined compound).

Clover-seed harvester

:

Agric. : A machine, called a header, for har-
vesting clover-seed. It has a row of fingers

between which the stalks of the clover pass,

whilo the heads remaining above are torn off

and scooped into the box of the machine.

clover-sick, a. An epithet applied to

land in poor condition from over-cropping
with clover.

clover-thrasher, s.

Agric. Mach. : A machine in which clover,

hay, or the after-math which is cut for the seed
alone, i* thrashed, and ,the seed hulled and
cleaned.

clover-weevil, 5.

Entom. : A weevil of the genus Apion,
feeding on the seeds of clover, &e.

clo'-vered, a. [Eng. clover; -ed.] Covered
with or full of clover.

" Flocks thick nibbling thro' the dover'd vale."
Thornton; Seasons: Summer.

Cloves, s. pi. [Clove (3).]

1. In the same sense as the singular.

2. A kind of liqueur strongly flavoured with
cloves.

dove-wort, *. [Eng. clove (3), and suff. -wort
(q.v.).]

1. Sing. : Two plants, viz., (1) Geuin urba-
num, (2) Ranunculus acris.

2. PL : One of the English names given bv
Lindley to the family Caryophyllacese, of which
the Clove-gillyflower is by some reckoned thr
type. The other name is Silenaos (q.v.).

clov-i-rub'-rin, s. [From Eng. &c, clove,

and Lat. ruber, adj. (genit. rubri) = red.]

Chem. : A resinous body produced by to*
action of sulphuric acid on oft of cloves.

* clow, v. [Claw, v.]

* clow, * Clowe (1), «. [Claw.]

* clow, * olowe (2), s. [Clouqh.]

* Clowe (3), s. [Clove. J The Clove-giUy-

flower (Dianthus Caryophyllus).

* Clowe (4), s. [Clew.]

* clowg, s. [Eng. clog.] A small bar of wood,
fixed to the door-post, in the middle, by a
screw-nail, round which it moves, so that

either end of it may be turned round over th6
edge of the door to keep it close.

* olowis, *. pi. [Clove.] Small pieces of any-
thing of a round form, hence compared to haiL

" Clowit of clene maill

* clowit, o. [Clew.] Plaited or woven,
" Vnto htm syne Eneas geuln has,

—

Ane habirgeoun of blrulst mailveis brlcht,
Wyth goldouergilt, clowit thrlnfald ful ticnt"

Doug. : Virgil, 136, 81.

Clown, s. [Ieel. klunni m a clumsy, boorish
fellow ; North Friesic klonne = a clown ; 8w.
dialect klunn = a log ; kluns = (1) a hard
knob, (2) a clumsy fellow ; Dan. klunt = a log,

a blockhead. Probably connected with clump
(q.v.). (Skeat.)]

A. Ordinary Language:

L Literally:

1. A rustic, a countryman (without any idea

of contempt or depreciation).

"The Somersetshire clowns, with their scythes and
the butt-ends of their muskets, faced the royal horse
like old soldiers."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

2. A clumsy, awkward lout.
" The downs, a holsfrous, mde. ungovern'd crew.
With furious haste to the loud summons flew."

Drydsn : Virgil ; .E,,eid vlL TM.

IL Fig. * A coarse, rough, ill-bred person.

"A country squire, represented with no other vice

but that of being a clown, and having the provincial
accent."—Jfwift,

B. Technically

:

1. Theat. : A buffoon or fool in a play ; a
mimic, a jester. The clown In our panto-

mimes is the direct successor of the licensed

jester or mimic of the middle ages.

2. Bot. : Butterwort(q.v.), a herb. (Scotch.)

H For the difference between a clown and a
countryman, see Countryman.

Clown's all-heal, s. [The name was be-

stowed upon the plant by Gerard, on account
of " a clownish answer " which he received

from a " very poore man," who had cut his

leg to the bone, and healed it with this plant.

Gerard offered " to healc the same for charitie,

which he refused, saying that I could not heale

it so well as himselfe." — Gerard: Herbale,

852 ; Britten & Holland.] A inenthaceoua

plant, Stachys palustris. It is sometimes called

also Woundwort.

clown's lungwort, s. (1) Verbascum
2'hapsus, (2) Lathrcea squamaria.

Clown's mustard, s. Iberis amara.

clown's treacle, s. Garlic (Allium

sativum).

* clown, v.i. [Clown, s.] To act the part c»

a clown, or buffoon.

"Beshrew me. he clowns it properly indeed."—fi<*»

Jonson : Every Man out of his humour.
" When Tarlton clown'd It In a pleasant vein."

/lowlands : Letting of Burner's Stood, Ac- 1611, Epigr. H

*cl6wn'-age, s. [Eng. clown; -age.] The
behaviour or actions of a clown.

" And he to serve me thus ! ingratitude.
Beyond the coarseness yet of any clvwnag*
Shewn to a lady I"

B. Jonson I Tale of a Tut\

* cl6"wn'-er-& s. [Eng. clown ; -ery.]

fc$al, bo"^; pout, Jtfwl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t

•elan, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhnn. -tious, - sious, clous = shits. -We, -die, fca= bel, deL
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1. The state or position of a clown ; poverty.
"Twer* m good I were reduced to clownery.''—Fore".;

Parkin Worbeck, L 11

2. The behaviour of a clown ; roughness,
awkwardness, coarseness.

"That's a court Indeed,
Not mlx'd with clowne ~ie$ ua'd In common houses."

Chapman .- Butty IfAmbois.

cld*wn'-l'-fy, * clolvTi'-I-fie, v.t. [Eng.
down ; Lat. /ado (pass, flo) = to make.] To
make dull or clownish.

"I wish you would not so doumifle your wit"

—

Breton I Courtier A Countryman, p. 7. [Dories.)

t clown -Ish, a. [Eng. clown ; -ish.]

1. Lit. : Pertaining to, or inhabited by,
rustics ; rural, rustic

"I come not to eat with ye, and to surfeit
la these poor clownish pleasures."

Beaum, 4 Fletch. ; The Prophetess.

II, Figuratively

:

m\ Coarse, awkward, rough.
" But with bis clownish bands their tender wings
He bruaheth oft." Spenser : F. Q., I. L 23.

2. Clumsy, ungainly, awkward in manners,
uncouth ; ill-bred, rough, uneducated.

"Those clownish squires who M-ith difficulty managed
to spell out Dyer's tetter over their ale."—Maaaulay :

Sit'. Eng., ch. xxlv.

t Clown'-Ish-ly, adv. [Eng. clownish; -ly.]

In a clownish manner, roughly, coarsely,
awkwardly.

+ clown' ish-ness, s. [Eng. clownish ; -ness.]

Tlie quality of being clownish ; roaghness,
coarseness, ill-breeding.

* Clown-lot, s. [Eng clown ; -Ut.] An actor
of clowns' parts.

". . . humorists, cZownlstt, satirists."—Sliddleton

;

Mayor of Qminborough, v. 1.

* clowse, * clowys, *. [Clouse, Clouoh.]

Clo*^ (1), v.t [0. Fr. cloyer = to cloy, to choke
up; a by-form of clouer = to nail up, to
fasten ; O. Fr. do, clou m a nail ; Lat. daws.]

A. Ordinary L>\nguage:

I. Literally

;

M. To stop a vent or hole by nailing up, or
by inserting a nail or plug ; to spike a gun.

"If the dependants thought the castle was to be
abandoned they should poison the water, and cloy the
Seat ordenance, that It might not afterwards stand

e Turks in stead."—KnolUs: SOL D. [Latham.)

*2. To pierce or wound with any sharp
weapon.

" With his cruell toske him deadly cloy*.'
Spenser: F. Q.. Ill vl 48.

3. To fill or choke up.
"The Duke's purpose was to hare eloyed taw harbour

by sinking ships."

—

Speed.

i. To surfeit, to fill to loathing, to glut.
" Or doy the hungry edge of appetite,
By bare imagination of a feast!"

Shakesp. : King Richard //..La

XL Fig. : To surfeit the mind or desire.

"He sometimes days bis readers instead of satisfy.
tug taem."—Dryden.
* B. Farriery : To prick a horse in shoeing.

[ACCLOY.]

clo"^ (2), v.t, [Prob. a com of daw, by confu-
sion with doy{l).~\ To stroke with a claw.
{Shakesp. ; Cymbeline, v. 4.)

Cloyed, pa. par. or a. [Cloy, v.)

* Cl6y'-4M\ *. [Eng. cloy ; -er.] A sharper

;

one who intruded on the profits of younger
sharpers by claiming a share.

" Then there's a cloyer or snap that dogs any new
brother in that trade ami snaps— wilt havehalf in any
booty."—Mtddleton t Dekker : Roaring Girt. vi. list.

Cloy'-lng, pr. par., a., & a. (Clot (1), ».]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Literally

:

1. The act of surfeiting or filling to loathing.
* 2. The act of pricking a horse in shoeing.

*IL Fig. : Cheating, sharping.
" By padding, cloying, milling, filching, nabbing.

Ac."—Poor Robin, 1739.

* cloy -less, a. [Eng. doy ; Jess,] Incapable
of cloying the appetite.

" Epicurean cooks
" Sharpen with cloy less sauce his appetite.'

Shakesp. : Ant. A Cleopatra. U. L

* clo*y -ment, $. rEng. cloy ; -nent. ] The act
of surfeiting or glutting ; the state of tteing
surfeited; satiety.

"That suffersaurfeit. clayment, and revolt"
Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, ii. 4.

*cl6"y
snel v. [Etym. unknown.] To rob, to

pilfer.

* cl6yn'-er, s. [Eng doynfe) ; -er.) A thief,

a cheat, a sharper.

* cloyn -Ing, s. [Cloywe, v.] Cheating.
" Such texts as agree not with the ctoynings of your

conjurors."—Bale: Select Works, p. 170. (/Janet,)

* cloyse (1), s. k a. [Close.]

* cloyse (2), *. [Clothes.]

* Cloy'-some, a. [Eng. cloy ; suff. -some (q.v.).]
Cloying, surfeiting.

* cld"yS'-ter, *. [Cloister.]

club, * clobb, * clobbe, * clubbe, s.

[Icel. Tclubba, klumba ; Sw. klubba ; Dan.
kiub as a club ; klump cs a clump, a lump.]

L Literally:

L A heavy staff or stick, now generally of
wood, thicker at one end than the other, and
fitted to be carried in the hand.

" Hauelok hauede withe a clubbe
Of hise slaw-en six ti and on sergaunz."

Jlavelok, 1.927.

2. One of the four suits at cards, represent-
ing a trefoil or clover-leaf.

% The name is a translation of the Span.
bastos as cudgels or clubs, which is the Spanish
name for the suit. The figure by which the
clubs are denoted on a card is a trefoil : the
Ft. name being trifle = (1) trefoil, (2) a club
(at cards). Cf. Dan. klover = (1) clover, (2)
a club (at cards) ; Dut. klaver = (1) clover,
trefoil, (2) a club (at cards). (Skeat)

3. A round, solid mass ; a knot, used of a
fashion of dressing the hair.

4. An association or number of persons
combined for the promotion of some common
object, whether political, social, or otherwise.
The use of the word in this sense probably
comes from the preceding one (3), as meaning
a knot or gathering of men. Another defini-
tion, interesting at all events, is suggested by
Carlyle in the extract given below.

If The earliest London club of any celebrity
was established about the beginning of the
17th century, at the Mermaid Tavern, Friday
Street. Among its members were Shakespeare,
Sir Walter Raleigh, Beaumont, Fletcher, and
Selden. Ben Jonson figured at another club,
which met at the Devil Tavern, near Temple
Bar. Of other clubs, the Literary one, estab-
lished in the year 1764, had among its mem-
bers Johnson, Boswell, Burke, and Goldsmith.
There are numerous clubs in the cities of" the
United States, such as social, literary, historical,

scientific, military, dramatic, mercantile, agri-
cultural, sporting, political, Ac. Some of these
were of Colonial origin, and others are based
on colonial institutions, but the great majority
of them are of recent origin aud purpose.
Towards the close of the 18th century, the

French political clubs gained world-wide noto-
riety from the active part which they took in
the first French revolution. The most cele-
brated was the Jacobin Club, founded at Ver-
sailles in 1789, and called originally the Breton
Club. This and other political French clubs
were abolished on September 4th, 1797. They
were revived in 1848, but were suppressed
again in 1849 and 1850.

"Bodies of Men uniting themselves by a Sacred
Vow, 'Gelubde;'—which w«rd and thin? have passed
over to us in a singularly dwindled condition: fClub'
we now call It ; aud the vow, if sacred, does not aim
very high."—Carlyle ; Fred. Great, bk. ii., ch. 6.

5. An association or society of a number of
persons for the purpose of providing such of
its members as may require it with a tempo-
rary residence or resort in a house maintained
and reserved for the sole use of such members.

6. The house in which such an association
or society of persons meet. [Club-house.]

1 7. The scot, subscription, or share of ex-
pense paid or payable by each member of such
an association or society.

** A fuddling; couple sold ale : their humour was to
drink drunk, upon their own liquor; they laid down
their cl»b, and this they called forcing a trade."—
CEstrange.

*1X Figurativdy

:

1. A combination, a union.
" He's bound to vouch them for hta own,
Tho' got b" implicit* generation.
And general club of all the nation."

Hudibra*.
2. A clown, a rustic.

" Homely and playu clubbetot the ooontree."— Udat •

Apoph. of Erasmus, p. 280;

% Shepherd's Club

:

Bot. : Verbascum Thapsus.

club compasses, s. pi. A pair of com-
passes with a bullet or cone, or one leg to set
in a hole.

club-fiat, a

1. Lit. ; A large, heavy fist

* 2. Fig. ; A coarse, rough, brutal fellow.

club fisted, a.

1. Lit. : Having a large, heavy fist.

% Fig. : Rough, awkward.

club-foot, s.

1. A short deformed foot.

TT In 1831, Dr. Stromeyer cured a gentleman
of this defect by dividing the tendons of the
contracted muscles with a very thin knife.

"There are three principal forms of distortion to
which the foot Is coogenitally subject: 1. When the
foot Is turned Inwards. ... 2. When it Is turned out-
wards. ... 8 When the patient can only put the toes
on the ground. Almost all the varieties of ctub-f-xti
may be referred to one of these species. **—A. T. S.
Dodd, Abnormal Conditions of the Foot, In Todd's
Cyclopadia of Anatomy and Physiology.

2. A person so deformed.

club-footed, a. Having a club-foot.

club-grass, s.

1. A general name for the genus Sclrpus.

2. A genus of grasses, Corynephorvs, closely
akin to, if indeed it be distinct from, Aira.
The only known species, Corynephorus or Aira
canescens, is found in England,

club-haul, v.t.

Naut. : To tack a ship by letting go the lee-
anchor as soon as the wind is out of the sails,

which brings her head to wind, and as soon a*
she pays off, the cable is cut and the snils
trimmed : this is never had recourse to bnt in
perilous situations, and when it is expected
that the ship would otherwise miss stays.

club-headed, a. Having a thick club-
shaped head.

" Small clulheaded antennje."—Derham,

Club-house, 8. The house provided by
a club for the accommodation of its members,
In which they can meet, dine, and lodge
temporarily.

" This is considered to be one of the most commo-
dious, economical, and best managed of all the London
clubhouses."— P. Cunningham: Modern London.

club-law, *.

1. The rule of force, the law of arms;
government by force.

2. The rules and regulations by which
club is regulated.

3. A term in use in certain card-garnet,

club man, clubman, «.

I. Ordinary Language .*

1. One who wields a club.

"Alcides.surnam'd Hercules,
The only ctubman of bis time."

Trag. of Soliman and Perteda.

2. A member of a club.

IT. Hist. (pi. dubmen) : Various associationa
of persons in the South and West of England
who professed to restrain the excesses of the

royal and parliamentary forces during the
civil war of 1642-1649. Though nominally
neutral they inclined to the king.

club-moss, clubmoss, s. [So called

% Spores.

CLUB-MOSH.
2. Bract with

because it is mossy-looking,
ever, a genuine moss.]

It is not, bowv

late, flU, lare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p«5t,

or. wore, wolf, work, whd\ son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, so, ce = e. ey = a. on = kw.
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J *Hn^. ; The ordinary English name for

thp ^enus Lycopodium (q.v.), and especially
fc Lycopodium davatum. Lycopodiura Is

sometimes called also Snake-moss.

2. PI. (clubmosses) : The name given by
Liudlvy to the order Lycopodiaeese (q.v.).

club room, s. A room or apartment In
which a club or society meets.

"Those laules resolved to give the picture* of their
deceased husband* to the clubroom." — Addison :

Spectator, No. 661,

dub-rash, $.

1. Typka latifolia.

2. The ordinary English name for the genua
Scirpus (q.v.), and specially for Scirpu* lo-

cust r is.

club-shaped, a.

Bot. : Gradually thickening upwards from a
very taper base ; clavate, claviform.

Clubshaped (clavatua or claviformisj thickening
gradually upwards from a very taper base, as the
appendages of the flower of Bchwenkia, or the style
of Owpamila and Michauxia."—Lindley. Introduc-
tion to Botany, bk. HI, Term*.

club-weed, clubbe - weed, s. Cen-
taurea nigra.

dub, v.t. & {. [Club, a]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Transitive:

1 1. To beat with a club or staff

"The rumour soon got abroad that the Bishop had
been clubbed to death in his own shrubbery."—Daily
Telegraph, Feb. 14, 1880.

1 2. To gather together Into a clump.
"Plants like the thistle, with inconspicuous flowerets,

dub them up together into a splendid cone of colour in
order to allure the passing insect."—Daily Telegraph.
Wot. 24, 188L

*—»*-»

3. To make into or use as a club ; as, to

dub a musket = to seize it by the muzzle so as
to make use of it for offence as a club.

*4. To contribute or put together for a
Common object ; to combine.

" Was there a Chief but melted at the Sight?
A common Soldier, but who clubb'd his Mite?"

Pope: Miscellanies; A Prologue, 6—8,

II. Intransitive:

1. To join or combine with others for the
promotion of some common object ; to form
a club or association.

"Clubbing together Id committees and councils."—
Defoe ; Mem. of Cavalier.

2. To contribute or pay an equal or propor-
tionate share of a common charge, reckoning,
or expense.

'* The owt, the raven, and the bat,
Clubb'd for a feather to his hat*

Swift.

* 3. To he joined or combined generally for
any common end.

" Let sugar, wine, and cream together dub.
To make that gentle viand, syllabub."

Sing.

B. Technically:

1. Naut : To drift down a current with the
anchor out.

2. Milit. : To cause a number of men to fall

Into confusion by giving a wrong order, either
from carelessness or inexperience.

" To bring a line of half a hundred through a thorn
jungle without clubbing them hopelessly."—Trevelyan:
The Competition Wallah, lett c.

tdub-ba-bil'-i-t& * TEng. clubbable; -ity.]

The quality of being clubbable.

"At that stage of clubbabitity the Parisian has not,
it may be presumed, yet arrived."—Daily Telegraph,
Oct 17, 187&-

»—»#-.

Club -ba-ble, a. [Eng. club; -able.] Having
such qualities as are calculated to fit any per-
son to become a member of a club.

"To be a clubbable man is not, as we were saving the
other day. necessarily to be possessed of alt the social
virtuea,*—Daily Newt, July 17, 1889.

dubbed, ' clobbed * clubbyd, pa. par. or
a. [Club, v.]

L Literally

:

* 1. Made or formed of the shape of a clnb ;

club-like, used as a club.

"When I bete my knaves.
She bringeth me the grete cloobed staves."

Chaucer; C. 7.,. 13,904.

1 2. Handled or used »s a club.
"With dubbed musquet and push of pike."—Defoe :

Mem. of Cavalier, p. 129.

3. Clenched, as the fist.

* IX Fig. : Rough, coarse, wild.

-Ctubbyd arboittows. Rudis."—Prompt. Pare.

* club'-ber, s. [Eng. dub; -en]

L A frequenter of clubs ; a member of a
club, party, or association.

2. One of a number meeting or joining in a
party ; an associate.

Club'-blng, pr. par., a. t k «. [Club, v.]

A* & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

h Ordinary Language

;

1. The act or practice of combining or form-
ing clubs for some common object

2. The act of contributing an equal or pro-
portionate share towards a common charge,
reckoning, or expense.

* 3. A joining or putting together for any
purpose.

" No such clubbing of brains could be reasonably
suspected."—Toland : lAfe of Harrington, p. 16.

II. Technically:

1. Bot. : A disease in plants of the Brassica
tribe, in which the lower part of the stem
becomes swollen and misshapen, owing to the
attacks of larvae.

2. Naut. : The state of drifting down a
current with an anchor out.

* dub -blab, a. [Eng. club ; -fafc.]

1. Lit. : Club-like ; shaped or formed like a
club.

2. Fig. ; Rough, boorish, clownish.
" The highest trees be soonest blowen downe

:

Ten kings do die before one clubbith clowne."
Mir. for Mag., p. 281.

* club -blsh-ly\ adv. [Eng. clubbisK; -ly.]

Roughly, coarsely, churlishly.

* club'-blst, s. [Eng. club; -{**.] A clubber.
"The difference between the clubbUU and tbe old

adherents to the monarchy of this country Is hardly
worth a scuffle."

—

Burke : On a Regicide Peace.

"The rising man of business and conventional
dubbin."—Athenantm, Feb. 11, 1882.

club-bock, «. [Eng. club, and dimin. surf.

•ode.) The Spotted Blenny, a fish; Blennvus
Gunnellus, Linn.

" Spotted blenny, or clubbock, Qadut Gunneflus."—
Glasgcw, Statist. Ace., V. 637.

t Club'-b& a. [Eng. dub ; -y.] Frequentiug
clubs.

" Thus It is that. In the present generation, has been
created a type peculiar thereunto—the club-man. He
is all of tbe club, clubby. He is full of club-matters,
club gossip. He dabbles in club intrigues, belongs to
certain club cliques, and takes part in club quarrels.

"

—Sala : Twice Hound the Clock, p. 226.

* Club'-Ster, s. [Eng. club; -ster.] A fre-

quenter of clubs, a boon companion.
" He was no clubster listed among good fellow*,"—

North: Life of Lord Guilford, i. 14&. {Dnvies.)

* clucche, v. k a. [Clutch.]
"To clucche or to claw."

Langland : P. Plowman, 11,74*.

cluck, v.i. & t. [Clock.]

A. Tntrans. : To utter the cry of a hen to
her chickens.

" Ducklings, though hatched by a hen. If she brings
them to a river, in they go. though tbe ben clucks and
calls to keep them out"—Ray: Wisdom of God mani-
fested in the Works of the Creation.

B. Trans.: To call as a hen does her
chickens.

" Thou hast never in thy life
Shew'd thy dear mother any courtesy

;

When she, (poor hen !) fond of no second' brood,
Has eluck'd thee to the wars, . .

."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, v. 8.

cluck -mg, pr. par., a., & s. [Cluck, v.

Clocking.]

A. & B. As pr. par. t& particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of clocking or calling,
as a hen her chickens.

clucking-hen, s. A clocking-hen.

* clud, «. [Cloud.]
"Throw al the cluddis and the skies broun."

Douglas ; Virgil, 274. X
* elude, * cloud, s. [A.S. dM m a rock, a

hill.] A cliff, a rock, a precipice.
" Wes thu elude swidhe neh."

Layamon, 1. si.

* dnd'-jr * Clud-lgh, ft [Mid. Eng. clud(e);
-y.} Rocky, hilly.

" I cludigh lanndew intimites*.'*

Ormulum, 1.734.

due, 8. [Clew.]

"The sire of the cranium affords a good clue to detssf*
mine the absolute size of the brain."—Todd i Bowmem:
Physiol. Anat,. vol. L. oh. vi., p. 138.

"Speak, is'tsoT
If It be not, you have wound a goodly clue."

Shakesp.: Alts WeU\Ll

clue-garnet, s. [Clew-garnet.]

clue-line, s. [Clew-link.]

U In full clue : At full extent, fully spread,
"Spreading their diabled aalle* in the full c/u*"—

Iftithe: Lenten Stuffe.

due, v.t. [Clew, v.]

clue -less, a. [Eng. due; -less.} Without •
clue or guide.

* clufe, s. [Claw.]

1. A hoof.

2. A claw.
" Wyth thare clufls can the side smyti."

Doug.: Virgil, 451, Ml
duk, v. [Cleuob.]

* clum, # clumme, interj. [An onoraatopoetia
word. Cf. Mum.] Hist, silence, hush.

" Now, pater noster, dum, quod Mcholay,
And dum quod Jun, and clum quod Afisoun."

Chaucer: C. T., MM,
* clum, * dumb, pret. of v. [Climb.]

** High, high had Phoebns clum the lift,

And reach'd his northern tour."
A. Scott : Poems, p. H,

* clum, v.t. [Clump.] To handle roughly.

clum -bcr, s. [From the Duke of Newcastle's
estate at Clumber, near Worksop, Notts,
where they were bred.] A breed of red and
white spaniels.

* clumme, a. [Glum.]

* clummyn, pa. par. [Climb.]
" Eneas the bank on hie

Has clummyn, wyde quhare behaldand the large si*."
Douglas : Virgil, 18. St.

clump, 8. [Dut. klomp—& lump, a clog ; Dan.
klump = a clump, a lump ; Icel. klumba\
klubba = a club ; Qer. klump m a lump, a clod.
A doublet of dub. (Skeat.)}

A. Ordinary Language :

t. Literally:

1. A shapeless mass of wood or other
matter.

2. A group or cluster of trees.

"The church or chapel formed one side of a quad-
rangle. In the middle of which a large clump of
bananas were growing."—Darwin: Voyage round the
World (ed. 1870], ch. L, p. a.

"... literally I cold not see a single Scotch fir

except the old planted clumps."— Ibid., Origin of
Species (ed. 1860), ch. lit, p. 72.

IL Fig. : A lazy lout.

B. Mining: The compressed clay of coal
strata.

clump-block, 5.

Naut. : A block made thicker than an ordi-
nary one.

dump-boot, s. A heavy boot for rough
wear, as by navvies, sportsmen, &c

clump-sole, s. A thick double sole.

clump (1), v.i. [Clamp.] To tramp, to walk
about heavily.

Clump (2), v.t. [Clump, *.] To put a clump-
sole, or double sole, on a shoe or boot ; usually
in pa. par. clumped.

clump'~er, v.t. [Clump, «.] To form or
gather into lumps or clumps ; to collect, to
clod. (More.)

" Vapours which now themselves consort
In several parts, and closely do conspire,
Clumpcr'd in balls of clouds.''

More : Song of the Soul ; Infln. of Worlds.

" clump '-er, a [Clump, a] A large lump or
piece ; clogs.

dumps, s. [Clump, s.] A thick-headed fellow,

a blockhead, a numskull. (Grose.)

*olump'-& a. & s. [Eng. dump; -y.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : In clumps.
"... among the el

Pbliage, p. 6. (Daviet.)

2. Fig. : Heavy, lumpy, clumsy.

B. As subst. : An awkward numskulL

06T1, bo$; pout, J6%1; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ing,

-oian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion M shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -clous, tious, sious m shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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* clums, • clumse, a. [Icel. kltunsa.]

Clumsy, dull, stupid.
" How dams and cold the vulgar wight would be."

B. More: Cupid"i Cvnjtict, at 6L {Davis*.)

* clumsed, clumsid, * clomsed, pa. par.
or a. [Cluhsen.J Benumbed, nunibed.

* clum sen, 'clomsen, v.i. [IceL klumsa,
klumsi — to become rigid.] [Clitmsy.] To be
benumbed.

- I'-Whan thow clomsett for oold."
t«4} Langland: P. Plowman, 9,310.

Clum si -1$, adv. [Eng. clumsy ; ~ly.] In a
clumsy manner ; awkwardly, roughly.

" He dared not deceive them grossly, clumsily, openly,
Impudently .

.

.'—Lord Brougham .- Historical Sketches;

olum'-Sl-ness, $. [Eng. clumsy; -ness.] The
quality of being clumsy ; awkwardness, rough-
ness, ungainliness.

" My letters are generally charged as doable at the
post-office, from their inveterate diamine** of foldure."—Lamb : Litter to Barton,

* clums ing, dome syng, pr. par., a., &
a [Clumsen.]

A. <fc B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As subst. : The act of benumbing ; the
state of being benumbed.

" To flytte and folde, to kepe hire from domesyng."
E. Eng. Poem*, p. 123.

Clum -^, a. [A corruption of Mid. Eng.
clumsed = benumbed.] [Clumsen, Clumsed.]

L Lit. : Stiff or benumbed with cold.
"... Returned Into the camp bo clumsy and frozen

let ita torpenu* gelu I as scarcely they felt the joy of
their victory."—Holland : Livy, p. 425.

TX Figuratively

:

1. Of persons : Awkward, ungainly, un-
tuuidy ; without dexterity or grace.

" Now all unwelcome at his gates
The clumsy swains alight."

Cotcper ; The Yearly Distress.

J. 0/ things:

(1) 0/ material things : Shapeless, awkward,
Bl-made.

"Tnese spirits, indeed, seemed clumsy creations,
compared with those with which my own researches
bad made me familiar."—TyndaU: frag, of Science
(Srd ed.), xfv., 430.

(2) Of immaterial things, as language, style,

dc : Ill-constructed, without art or finish,

rough, rude.
" Their sovereign nostrum Is a clumsy Joke
On pangs enforced with God's severest stroke."

Coteper : Retirement, 318,

% Crabb thus distinguishes between awkward
and cbumsy ; "These epithets denote what is

contrary to rule and order in form or manner.
Awkward respects outward deportment, clumsy
the shape or make of the object ; a person has
an awkward gait, is clumsy in his whole per-
son. Awkwardness is the consequence of bad
education ; clumsiness is mostly a natural
defect. . . . They may be both employed
figuratively in the same sense and sometimes
In relation to the same objects ; when speaking
of awkward contrivances or clumsy contriv-
ances, the latter expresses the idea more
strongly than the former. " (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

•clunch, v.t. [Clench, Clinch.]
" His flat is cluncht with the habit of disputing."—

Earle: Microcosmographis,

Clunch, s. & a. [From the verb clench or clinch

(q-v.).]

A. As substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. : An awkward lout.

TX Mining & Building :

1. The lower and harder beds ofchalk belong-
ing to the upper cretaceous formation. They
are. occasionally used for building purposes in
the inside of cathedrals or in other places
where they are not exposed to rough usage.
They are much used in Cambridgeshire.

2. A local name used by colliers in the Mid-
land counties, for a bed of fire-clay occurring
under a coal seam. (IVeale.)

B. As adjective

:

1. Consisting of or derived from clunch [A.]

2. Stumpy, thickset,

"SbelsfatandctuncAand heavy."—Mad. D'Arblau :

Diary, lit 387. (Davits.)

* clunch - fist, s. A miserly, niggardly
person.

clunch lime, s. A kind of lime in repute
for water-works, found near Lewes, in Sussex.

Clung, pret. & pa. par. of v. [Cling. ]

A. As pret. : (See the verb).

B. As pa. par. <£ particip. adj. ; Wasted
away, shrivelled, shrunk, emaciated.

* Clung, v.t & t [Clino.]

A. Trans. : To join together, to unite, to
stick together.

". . . thronged together, as If they had beoaclunged
. . ."—UoUutui: Translation of Ammianu* Marcel-
limit, p. 423.

B. Intransitive:

1. To cling, to adhere to.

2. To wither away, to dry up, to shrink
away.

'Thai war sa clungun dri and tome,"— Cursor
Mundi, 468L

clung, 'clungen, * clungun, ' olungyn,
1 klungen, pa. par. or o. (Clung, v.]

1. Gen. : Shrivelled, wasted away, shrunk.
" Pale and clungen was his chek.
His skin was klungen to the bane."

Metrical Homilies, p. 88.

2. Spec. (Of the stomach) : Empty. (Used of
one who has fasted loug.)

[Clung, v.]clung -Ing, pr. par. or a.
Clinging, adhering.

" Olobes entire
Of cradled smoke, and heavy clanging mists."

Or. B. More ; Song of the Soul ; Infinity of Worlds.

Cln'-ni-tic, a. & s. [Lat. cluniacensis.]

A. As adj.: Of or pertaining to Cluny, a
commune and town of France, in the depart-
ment of the Sa6ne-et-Loire, 200 miles S.8.E. of
Paris, and seat of the monastery described
under B.

B. As subst. : A monk belonging to the
monastery founded at Cluny, or the order
which subsequently developed from it. Iu
910, Guillaume (William) I., Duke of Aqui-
taine and Count of Auvergne, and Bern or
Berno, Abbot of Gigniae, under his auspices,
founded in Cluny, then a mere Tillage, an
abbey of Benedictine monks. In the 10th
century, Odo, a French nobleman, being
made Abbot of Cluny about 927, rendered the
discipline of the monastery more strict. Many
other monasteries followed the example, and
the Cluniacensians became celebrated through
Europe, and soon acquired great wealth and
power. In the 11th century they founded a
community or congregation, separate from
that of the ordinary Benedictines. In the 12th
century they were corrupted by the wealth
they had acquired, and their discipline became
greatly relaxed.
About 1077 or 1078, William, Earl of Warren,

son-in-law of the Conqueror, brought Cluniac
monks into England, and erected for them a
house at Lewes, in Sussex. In 1525, Cardinal
Wolsey dissolved four houses of Cluniacs. The
monastery at Cluny itself was three times
plundered by the Huguenots, and during the
French revolution of 1789 it was almost en-
tirely destroyed.

Clu ni a-cen st-ans, s. pi. [Lat clunia-
censes, pi.} [Cluniac. J The same as Cluniacs.
[Cluniac, «.]

clunk, 8. [From the sound.] A noise such as
is made when a cork is extracted from a bottle.

Clunk, v.i. [From clunk, s. (q.v.).] To emit
a hollow and intei ruj ted sound, like that made
by a cork suddenly extracted from the neck of
a bottle.

* Clunk'-er, s. [Perhaps the same as clinker
(q.v.).]

1. A tumour, a bump.
" He has a clunker on his croon.
Like half an errack's egg—and yon
Undoubtedly is Duncan Drone."

Piper of Peebles, p. 18.

2. PL (Clunkers) : Dirt hardened in clods so
as to make a pavement unequal. (Scotch.)

* clunt-er, v.i. [? Clunch.] To clod or
coagulate ; to become lumpy.

" clupe (IX v.t. [Clepe.]

« clnpe (2), v.t. [Clip.]

clu'-pe-a, 8. [Lat. — a small river fish sup-
I>osed by some to be the lamprey (Petromyzon
fiuviatilisyi

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, the typical one
of the family Clupeidae (q. v.). The mamillaries

are arched in front, and divided into tfarea
pieces

; the intermaxillaries narrow and short
;

the upper jaw entire; the teeth minute or
wanting; the body compressed and covered
with large scales. Yarrell enumerated five
species as British, viz., Clupea pilchardus (the
Pilchard, or Gipsey Herring) ; C. harengus(the
Herring); C. Leachii (Leach's Herring); C.
sprattus (the Sprat, Garvie Herring, orGarvie),
and C. alba (the Whitebait), but there is reason
to believe that the last so-called species is only
the young of the herring.

Cln'-p6-id, 8. [Clupeid*.] Any fish of the
family Clupeidee (q.v.>

clu pe -I d», 8 pi. [Lat. clupea (q.v.), and
fern. pi. adj. suff. -ides.]

1. Ichthy.: The herring tribe, a family of fishes
belonging to Cuvier'sorderMalacopterygiiAb-
dominales. Now they are placed under the
order Teleostei, and the sub-order Malacopteri.
The dorsal fin is single ; there is no adipose fin

;

the upperjaw is composed of the intermaxillary
bones in the middle and the maxillaries at the
sides, and the body is covered with scales.
The following genera are represented in the
British fauna—Clupea, Alosa, and Engraulis
(q.v.).

2. Palceont. : The family had representatives
as early as the chalk. [Clupeoid.]

Clu'-pS-l-form, a. [Mod. Lat. dupe(a); i
connect., and -form.] Having the form or
characteristics of a herring, or of the herring
family. [Clupeiu*.]

clu -pe-oid, s. & a. [Lat- clupea (q.v.), and
Gr. e'So? (eidos) = . . . form, appearance.]

A. As subst. : A Clupeid.
" The Clupeoid* seem also to be represented by allied

forms at this comparatively early period."—Nicholton:
Palaotd. (ed. 1879), it. 1».

B. As adj : Pertaining to, or characteristic
of, the family Clupeidre.

cluppe, 'cluppen, v.t. [Clip.]

* clap-pins:, * clup-punge, pr. par., a., Jt

s. [Clipping.]

* cluptc, pret. of v. [Clip.]

* close, v.t. [Close.]
" Heo dused In ther witubmen alle heore wintunnen,'

Layamon, iil. 338,

" cluse, s. [Clouse, Clow.] A sluice, a weir.
"As me dedh water et termulue cluse." — Ancren

liiwle, p. 73.

clu'-sf-a, 8. [Named after Carolus Clusius

(Charles de L£cluse), who was born at Ant-
werp on February I8th, 1526, became one of
the greatest botanists of the 16th century, and
died, professor of botany at Leyden, on April
4th, 1609.]

Bot. : Balsam-tree, a genus of plants, the
typical one of the order Clusiace«(Guttifers>,
and the tribe Clusiese. The flowers are usually
polygamous, calyx consisting of four imbricate
permanent sepals, coloured, the outer pair
smallest, often bracteate at the base. Petals
4—6, deciduous ; stamens in the male flowers
many and free, in the female ones few, sterile,

and connected, all glutinous; stigmas 5—12,

radiately peltate, glutinous ; ovary surrounded
by a staminiferous ring ; capsule fleshy, 5—12
celled. The species are trees or shrubs, often
parasitic. Clusia rosea is a beautiful tree
growing on rocks ; its fruit divides into eight
portions, with scarlet seeds like those of the
pomegranate. C. alba is an elegant tree of
great thickness of trunk, yet, strange to say
parasitic upon other trees. C./otwresembler
the former one. All these, with C. venosa, art

found in British greenhouses. They were in»

troduced from the warmer parts of America.

C*U-Bl-a'-ce'-», s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ctvsia, and

fem. pi. adj. suff. -aceo3.]

Bot. : An order of plants, the type of the
alliance Guttiferales, that term implying that

they secrete " guttte," i.e„ drops of resin. Lind-

ley calls the Clusiaceas themselves Gut titers.

They have coriaceous leaves, which arc simple,

opposite, and without stipules, the midrib
being generally prominent, and parallel veins

at times running conspicuously to the margin.

The flowers are symmetrical, with equilateral

petals, adnate, beakless anthers, solitary, or

few seeds and sessile radiating stigmas. The
order consists of trees often parasitical. They
are found in the tropics, their metroiK>lis being

South America ; a few are from Madagascar or

fcte, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, se, oa - o ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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from the Continent of Africa. Many secrete
an acrid purgative yellow gum-resin. The
gamboge ofcommerce is furnished by Garcinia,
which is a Guttifer. The order contains four
tribes : Clusiese, Moronobese, Gareiniese, and
Calophylleae. In 1845 Lindley enumerated
thirty genera, and estimated the known species

at 150.

Olu'-si-ad, a. & s. [Hod. Lat. clusia (q.v.),

and suff. -ad.]

A* As adj. ; Pertaining to the genus Clusia
or the order Clusiacese.

ii. As subst. : A plant belonging to one or
another of these.

Blu'-si-e'-as, ft pt [Mod. Lat. clusia, and fem.
pi. adj. suff. -fir.]

Bot. ; The typical tribe of the order Clusiaceae
(q.v.).

*clus somed, 'clus sumed, a. [Clcmsed.]
Benumbed.

clus ter, * olos-tcr, * clus tre, * clus-
tyr, s. [A.S. clyster, cluster ; feel, klastr = a
tangle, a bunch ; Dan. &, Sw. Ma« = a cluster.]

I. Lit. : A number of things of the same
kind growing together, a bunch.

'• Clustyr of arapys {clatter P.) Botrut, racetma."—
Prompt. Pare.

XL Figuratively:

1. A number of similar things situated or
lying in close proximity.

"This cluster of rocks is situated In O'M north lati-

tude and 29'15 west longitude." — Darwin: Voyage
Round the World(ed. 1870). ch. L, p. 8.

* 2. A number of persons collected together

;

a crowd, a mob.
"How! Was it we? We loved him; but, like beasts.
And cowardly nobles, gare way to tout clutter*.

Who did hoot bim out o' the city.

Shakesp. ; Coriolanus, It. a
5 Clusters of Stars :

Astron. : Examples, the Pleiades, the Hyades,
the Crab-cluster, the Dumb-bell Cluster, <fcc.

cluster-cups, s. pi.

Bot. : A name for early stages of the genera
Pnccinia and Uromyces, because the spores
are produced in clustered cup-shaped bodies.

* cluster grape, s. See example.
" The small black grape is by some called the currant,

OT clutter-grape, which I reckon the forwardeet of the
black sort.*—Mortimer : Husbandry.

clus -ter, v.i. k t [Cluster, $.}

A. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To grow in clusters or bunches.
"Great father Bacchus, to my song repair,
For clustering grapes are thy peculiar wire.*

Dryden : Virgil ; Oeorgic il. a
S. Fig. : To gather together In clusters or

Companies, to congregate.

"As from some rocky cleft the shepherd seen,
Cluttering iu heaps on heaps, the driving bees."

Pope : Bomer't Iliad, bk. ii., L 111-13.

B. Trans. : To gather or collect together
Into close proximity.

"These most resembling ciutter'd stare.
Those the long milky way."

Cowper i On the 'i<.*erit TitU to Leesien,
17th March. 1789.

* cluster-fist, s. A niggard, a miserly
fellow.

ftlus-tered, pa. par. or o. [Cluster, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : See thft verb.
" Hony cluttered clowde clef alio In elowtex."

B. Bng. AUU. Poems; Cleanness, 267.

2. Bot. : Collected Sn. parcels each of which
has a roundish figure, as the flowers of Cuscuta,
Adoxa, Trientalis, Ac. {Lindley.) Called also
coacervate, conglomerate, or aggregate.

clustered arch, s.

Arch. : Several arched ribs springing from
•*ne buttress. It exists in the Gothic order of
architecture.

clustered column, 5.

Arvh. : A pier which consists of several
columns or shafts clustered together.

Olus'-ter-ing, pr. par., a., & a. [Cluster, ».)

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb.

)

C. As subst. : The act or state of forming
into or of growing in clusters.

olus'-ter-ing ly, adv. [Eng. clustering ; 4y.]
In clusters ; in the shape of clusters.

* clus -ter ous, * clua'-ter-us, a. [Eng.
cluster; -out.] Clustering, thronging.

"... thee clutterus heerdflock." — Stanyhurtt

:

VirgU, Atneid, i. 190.

t clus -ter y, * clus -ter-io, a. [Eng. clus-

ter; -y.) Full of or growing In clusters;
resembling clusters.

" urappu. Grapie, clutterie, full of clusters of
grapes. —Votgrave.

* cltit (1), s. [Clout.]

•olttt (2), s. [Clot, Clod.]
'

' Hid stave and stoone and turf and clute t
"

Owl and Nightingale, 1184.

clutch, * clucche, cluchche, * cl ache,
douche, * cloche, * cleche, * cliche

(pa. ten. * claht * clauchte, * clachte, clutched

;

pa. par. * claucht, * claht, clutched), v.t, & i.

[A.S. gelaxcan = to catch, to seize (pa. ten.
gelcehte; pa. par. gekeht).'}

A. Transitive:

1. To seize, to grip, to hold tightly, to grasp,
to hold in the hand.
" His cnescachchez to close and cluchchet his hoinmee.™

E. Eng. AUU. Poems ; Cleanness, 1,ML

*2. To clench.
" Not that I have the power to clutch my hand.
When hit fair angels would salute my palm."

Shaketp. : King John, 11. 2.

B. Intrans. (with prep, at): To snatch or
grasp.

clutch, * douche, 'clowche, *cloke,
*. [Clutch, v.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. A snatch, a grip, a grasp.

"His cloak hangs on his shoulders much like a
fiddler's ;—and he feares to touch the sides oii't, or give
it a wispe under bis arme, for feare his dirty clutch
should grease it."

—

Characters ; about 1681, lSuio.

2. The hands of a man ; the paws or talons
of an animal (generally in the plural).

" ' Fear not !—by Heaven, he shakes as much
As partridge in the falcon's clinch

! '

"

Scott : Rokeby, vi. a
1" To fall into or be in the clutches of: To be

in a person's power, or at his mercy.

3. A sitting of eggs ; as many eggs as are
incubated at one time.

IX Figuratively :

1. A grasp, an effort after, an attempt to
gain.

"
. . .an expiring clutch at popularity, on the part

of a Minister, . . ."—Carlyle: Sartor Jtesartus, bk,
L, ch.3.

* 2. A miser, a niggard.

B. Mach. : A coupling for shafting, used in
transmitting motion. There are various kinds,
as the cone-clutch, the disk-clutch, &c.

clutched, pa. par. & a. [Clutch, v.]

* clutch -fist, 8. [Eng. clutch, andjltf.] A
niggardly person ; lit., a clench-fist.

clutch -Lug, pr.por., a., & s. [Clutch, r.J

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of seizing violently in
the clutches.

clute, s. [Cloot.] (Scotch.) (Scott.)

Clu th&l-ite, a [From Lat. Clota = the
Clyde, near the valley of which the mineral
was found, and Gr. A.i'0o? (lithos) = a stone.]

Min. : A variety of Analcime (q.v.), called
by Dana analcite. It is a flesh-red mineral
occurring in fragile vitreous crystals, in amyg-
daloid, at the Kilpatrick Hills in Scotland.

clu -tie, s. [Clootie.] (Scotch.)

* clutte, s. [Clout.J

*clut'-ter, s. [O. Sw. kluUra= to quarrel;
Wei. cinder =. a heap, a pile.] [Clatter.]

1. A confused noise ; bustle or confusion

;

clatter.

"Notwithstanding all the clutter these men have
made to introduce this unbelief of witchf*."—Relation
of the trial of Ann Potter (1874), p. a
2. A cluster, a bunch, a lump, a litter.
" He saw what a clutter there was with huge, over-

grown pots, pans, and spiW—L'Kttrange.

tclut-ter, v.t. &i. [Clutter, a]
A* Transitive :

* 1. To heap or crowd together ; to heap to-
gether in confusion.

"If I have not spoken of your Majesty encomiasti-
eally, your Majesty will be pleased to ascribe it to the
law of a history, which clutters not praises together
upon the first mention of a name, but rather disperses
them, and weaves them, throughout the whole narra-
tion."—L. Bacon to K. J. J. Sir T. Mathewis Lett.
{WW), p. 33.

* 2. To clot or coagulate.

t B. Intrans. : To make a confused noise
or bustle.

" It ctutter'd here, it chuckled there."
Tennyson : The l/oeee.

oltit'-tered, pa. par, or a, [Clutter, v.]

cllit'-ter-ing, pr. par., a.,ks. [Clutter, v.]

A. <fe B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of causing a bustle or confusion ;

disorder.

2. The act of clotting or coagulating.

4 clut ter ment, s. [Eng. clutter ; -ment.}
Noise, turmoil,

" Far from the rustling ciuttermenti of the tumultu-
ous and confused world."

—

Urquhart ; Rabelais, bk.
Ul-.ch.xUL (/Javier)

cluy-tl-a, *. [Named by Boerhaave after
Augier or Outgers Cluyt, a Dutchman, who
was professor of botany at Leyden, and who
published a botanical work, in a.d. 1634.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Euphorbi-
aceae, tribe Phyllanthefe. The species, which
are of little interest, are chiefly from the Cape
of Good Hope and other parts of Africa. The
capsules of Cluytia collina, a native of the
East Indies, are poisonous. Several Cluytias
are cultivated in Britain.

* Oly, v.t. [Etym. unknown. Perhaps con-
nected with ctee=claw (q.v.).] To take, to
steal. (Slang.)

" Let's oly offour peck."—Brome. : Jovial Crass, U.

* Clyde, s. [A.S. clitha,] A plaister(?).
" Ther mony clyuy as Clyde bit cleght togeder."

K. Eng. AUU. Poems; Cleanness, MM.
* clyffe, a [Cliff.]

*clykett, 8. [Clicket.J

*clym, v.t. [Climb.)

* olymat, s. [Climate.]

dy'-men-e, s. [Lat. Clymene; Gr. KAv^eVn
(Klumene), from KAu^eeoc (Klumenos) = per-
taining to the god of the nether world, k\v-
ILtvoc, (klumenos) = famous or infamous.]

1. Class. Archosol. : Various mythic person-
ages : one was the mother of Atlas, Phaethon,
&c. ; another was a Nereid.

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the 104th found.
It was discovered by Watson on September
18th, 1868.

cly-me'-ni-a, s. [Clymene, a nymph in
mythol., and Lat. pi. adj. suff. -ia.]

Palaxmt. : A genus of Molluscs, family Nau-
tllidee. The shell is discoidal, the septa
simple or slightly lobed, the siphuncle in-

ternal. Forty-five species have been found,
ranging from the Silurian to the Mountain
Limestone. (Woodward, ed. Tate.)

olymenia limestone.
* Geol. : An obsolete name for Upper Devo-

nian Limestone. The Clymenia most com-
monly found in it is C. linearis.

olymenia rock.
* Geol. : Clymenia limestone (q.v.).

" The Clymenia rock of England (or the Kramenzal.
stein of the Rhine)."— Murchtton : Siluria, ch. xi v.

dyp'-e'-al, a. [Mod. Lat. clype(us) ; -aL\

Pertaining to the clypeus of insects.

Cl^p'-£-ii»-tei\ s. [Lat. clypeus =s a shield

"

Gr. aonjp (aster) = a star.]

Zool. : A genus of Echinoderms, the typical

one of the family Clypeastridre (q.v,).

olyp-e^as'-trld, s. [Clypeastrid*.] Any
individual or species of the family Clype-
astridas (q.v.).

olyp -d-as'-trl-dsB, s. pL [From Mod. Lat.
clypeaster, and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idaj.}

1. Zool. : A family of Echinoderms, order
Echinida. They have a discoid form, with
the shell thick, covered with tubercles, whence
arise hair-like spines. The anus opens at the
lower surface a little behind the month.

boll, boy; pout, j<ftrl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pn = t
-dan, -tian shan. tion, sion = shun ; -fton, -sion = zhun. -oious, tious. sious shus. -ble. -tre, &c = bel, tor.
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4 Palaont.: The family are known from
ike Cretaceous period till now.

'-6-ate, o. [Mod. Lat clypeatus, from
bs. lilt, clypeus, properly clipevs.] [Cly-

ml]
Bot. : Shield-shaped, of the form of an

ancient buckler, scutate.

eSyp'-S-I-form, a. [Lat clypeus (properly
iUveus) = a shield, and forma = form.]

Entom. & Zool. : Shield-shaped. Used of
the large prothorax in beetles (Owen), or the
aarapiee of the King-crab.

"TIib genus Receptaculttes indole* a t&i/pciforn\— " —Dana : Zoophyte*, p. 700.

•w

eXf pe -6 la, clyp e ole, a. [Hod. Lat.,
«luu. or Lat clypeus (q.v.).]

Bot. : Any one of the shield-shaped bodies
that make up the fruiting spike in Kquisetum
«q.v.).

•lyp'e-o late, a. [Cltpeola.] Pertaining
ta, or proviUed with clypeoles,

olyp -e-ole, s. [Clypeola.]

alyp -e-us, s. [Lat. = a round brazen shield.]

1. O. L«w, Wer., d&c

:

t(l) bit.: A shield.

"Id the account of the Roman military system
which Livy iutr< wluces on the bocaaioo of the Latin
war. be states that the Roiiuuis originally uaed ctgjxi,

•r round bucklers similar to tho*e of the Greeks."—
Amvit: Ond. Eari# Roman IlUt. (t855|,ch. xliL.pt. II

•f 11. vol. It., p- «»
*(2) Fig.: A person of a noble family.

tJTfcarton.)

2. Entom. : The part of the upper surface
of an insect's head which joins the labrum.
Kirby called it the nasus (nose).

"In the Scorpion-flies there Is ... a proboscis
farmed tn front by the elongated ctyprua and labium."—liuxt'y : A nut. In*. AntrnaU,eh. ¥ii., p. 42ft.

3. Palaxmt. : A genus of Echlnoidea, family
Bchinobrissidse, common in the Oolite. Ex-
ample, Clypeus sin natus.

•f Clypeus Sobieski (the shield of Sobleaki,
the individual thus honoured being John
Sobieski III., King of Poland)

:

Astron. : The name given by Hevelius to
A small constellation beside Aquila.

* clys mi an, a, [Clvsmic] Pertaining to,

or of the nature of a cataclysm ; cataclysmic

-mic, a. [From Or. *Wma (klusma)=
lijuid used for washing out a clyster.] Used

a or suited for washing or cleansing.

©ltfs' ter, t. & a. [Lat. clyster; Or. *Aw<rr>jp

A. As substantive:

Med. : An enema, such as tepid water or
gruel, Introduced into the rectum to produce
evacuation of its contents during obstirate
-constipation, or other injections designed to
snake the bowels retain their contents in
diarrhoea, for supplying nourishment when
the teeth are closed in tetanus, or for various
other purposes. Too frequently employed
clysters weaken the system in place of giving
it aid.

B. As ad}. : Pertaining to a clyster; used
Sb administering a clyster.

clyster pipe, oilster--pipe, *.

t. Lit, : A tube or pipe used for injections

;

the nozzle of an enema syringe.

* 2. Fig. : A contemptuous name for an
•apothecary.

**A proud, starch "d. . . . sycophantlzlng clttter-
pt$*e*—LifoofA. Wood. Miya. 1661. (/terfea.)

clyster-syringe, a A syringe for ad-
sainistering medicines upwards.

•clys'-ter-izo, v.t ki. [Fr. clysUriser; Lat
dytUrizo, from Gr. tcXvarnpifc (kbtstirizo),
mXvirTqp (khtster), K^vo-njpioy (klusteriori)= a
clyster.] To apply a clyster (to).

cits' ter-wise, adv. [Eng. clyster, and wise.]

In manner of or by way of a clyster.
* Ctyt'erwU* Inirn i t ted into the Intestines"—Qrtn.

hilt : Art 'if Embalming, p. ST3L

•lyth ra, cllt'-ra, a, [A word of no ety-
saology.]

EnVm. : A genus of Coleoptera (Beetles),
feniilyChrysomelh'e. The body is cylindrical;
tke antennae are si »rt ; with some joints ser-
iated ; the head alia >st hidden by the thorax

;

the first pair of legs in the males often larger

than the two pairs behind them. The larva
drag about a coriaceous tube in which they live.

The Clythrse are found on trees and shrubs.
Sharpe enumerates three British species.

Clythra quadripnnctata is the most common.
It has ochre-coloured elytra, with four black
spots, and is nearly half an inch in length.

C. tridentata is blue-green, with pale-yellow
elytra, and Is slightly smaller than the last.

The foreign Clythrse are numerous. Swainson
and Shuckard made Clythra the type of a
family, Clythridse (q.v.).

* olytn'-rI-d«e, *. pi. [Mod. Lat clythra, and
fern. pi. adj. sutf. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of Tetramerous Beetles,

akin to Cbrysomelidse, in which it is now
merged. [Clythra.]

Ciy-tfe,8. rLat. C/yrie.]

1. Class. Mythol. ; A daughter of Oceanua
who was changed into a sunflower.

2. Astron. : An asteroid, the seventy-third
found. It was discovered by Tuttle, on the
7th April, 1862.

cly'-tus, s. [From Gr. kAvto* (Motet) = heard,
heard of, glorious.]

Entom.: A genus of Coleoptera (Beetles),
family Ceramhycidse. The body is elongate
and cylindrical, the thorax globular or cylin-
drical, the antenna; shorter than the body and
filiform. Clytus mysticus and C. Arietis are
common in gardens and woods near London.
The former has the elytra reddish-brown at
the base with three bent fascttb about the
middle, and a white patch at the apex ; the
latter has the thorax yellow before and be-
hind, the scutelluin yellow, and four bands of
the same colour on the elytra.

* dyve, v.t. & t [Cleave.)

f For words In Cly- not found here, aee
under ClU*

CM. An abbreviation for centimetre or centi-
metres. (Everett : Illustrations of the Centi-
metre, Gramme, Second System of Units.)

CM. In Scotch universities for ChlrurgiaB
Magiater (Master of Surgery).

C.M.G. Companion of the Order of St Michael
and St. George.

cne mi-al (or on as n\ a. [Eng., Ac.
cnemis; -al.] Pertaining to the cnemis or
tibia ; tibial.

cnem ld-o-stach'-y's (or en as n), t.

(Gr. rrnutf (kntmis), Kvtiit,tSos (knemidos) = a
greave, a legging, . . . the spoke of a wheel,
and otaxvc (stachus) a an ear of corn.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, sometimes called
Microstachys, order Eupborbiaceffi, tribe
Hippornanee. Cnemidostaehys ckancelea is

used in India in syphilis.

cnem ior-nis (or on as n), t. [Gr. mtfuit
(knemis) = a greave, a legging, and 6ppic
(ornis) =» a bird.]

Palcront. : A genus offossil birds, apparently
of the family Ana*
tidas, and the sub-
family Auseriiiffi.

It is a connecting
link between the
Geese and the Cur-
sorial families, the
latter of which it

resembles in its

powerful legs and skull op cnemiornis.
Its rudimentary
wings. It is believed to be of Post-Tertiary
age, and Is found in New Zealand.

cne '-mis (or on as n), «. [Gr. «)*>i.f (knemis),
= a greave.)

Zool. <* AnaL: The leg between the knee
and the ankle ; the ahin-bone.]

onS-oV-iS-fle (or on as n), t. pL rFrom Mod.
Lat. cneorum (q.v.), and fein. pi. adj. snff. -ece.)

Bot. : A tribe of plants placed doubtfully
under Rutacea*.

cne or'tim (or on as n), t. [Gr. ioVwook
l*n*oron) --* a plant like the olive.]

Bot. : Widow-wail, a genns of plants, the
typical one of the tribe Cneoress (q.v.). They
have sepals larger than and enclosing the
petals, which are three or four in number, as

are the stamens ; a 3-4 lobed ovary, each cell

with two ovules. They are low yellowfafc
evergreen shrutw. Two speciesare cultivated
in Britain in the open air with protection
during frost

ones'-tls (or en as n), s. [From Gr. miotic
(knistis = a knife for scraping an etching, from
tevdia (kntio) = to scrape, to scratch, iniillusioa
to the priekly capsules.]

Bot. : A gt;nus of plants, order Connaracess.
The species are ornamental shrubs. Three are
cultivated in Briteiu,two have purple and one
whitish-green flowers.

cni cin (or en as n), s. [From I^at. cnit(us),

and Eng. sun", -in.]

Cam. ; A bitter substance obtained from
Cnicus (or Centauria) bened ictus, order Compo-
sites. Cnicin is nearly insoluble in cold water,
readily soluble in alcohol. It crystallises in
white silky needles, which dissolve in strong
sulphuric acid, forming a blood-red solution.
It is called also Centaurin.

cnicus (or en as n), s. [Lat, cnicus; Gr.
Kvr

S
Ki>s (kuekos) m Carthamus tinctoriuM.]

Bot. : A genus of Composite plants. The
pappus is in three rows, the outer homy and
short, that immediately within it with ten
long bristles, and the innermost of all with
ten short bristles. Formerly the British
Plume-thistles were placed within it ; the
Spear Plume-thistle l*ing called Cnicus lanceo*

lotus, the Creeping Plume-thistle C. arvensis,

the Marsh Plume-thistle C. palustris, and the
Dwarf Plume-thistle C. acaulis. Now these
are removed to the genus Canluns (q.v.). (.'.

Benedictus is a genuine Ouicus. It was for-

merly used as a febrifuge. It is a native of
the Levant and Persia.

cni da (or en as n), «. [Gr. wiln (knide) =
a nettle.)

Zool. : One of the thread-cells, or Nemato-
cysts, iu the integuments ot the Creleuterata,
capable of inflicting a sting like that of the
nettle.

cni'-di-um (or on as n), t. [From Gr. Kvtfio*
(Knidios) — (l) Cnkiian, from C'nidos, (2) a
shrub, probably the Orache.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Umbel liferee.

Several are cultivated in Britain.

cni' do- r.last (or on as n), a. [Mod. Lat
cnida, and Gr. 8Acurr6f \blastos) = a germ.)

Biol.: The bud of a cnida; a budding
thread ceU.

cni'-do-9ell (or on as n), s. [Mod. Lat
cntda, and Eng. cell. j

AnaU : A thread-cell, a cnida (q.v.).

cni-do-sco'-liis (or en as n), t [From Gr.
KviSy (knide) = a nettle, and ct*wAo« (aJtelot)

= a thorn, a prickle.]

Bot, : A genus of Euphorbiaceous plants,

tritte Crotonese. Onidoscolus quiwfudobus
(Jatropha urens of Linmsus) has haii-s which
sting severely. The juice of its seeds and
branches is diuretic The root ofC herlxtceu*

Is used in the same way as mandioc in Mexioe
and Carolina.

cnop, t. [Knop.1

cnout'-ber-ry^ (e silent), a. [Knodtbkrrt.]

*j For all other woids in C'u-, see under K a .

oo, cog, cot com, con, oor, prej [From
Lat. cum; Gr. £w (nut) — with.] Co it a

short form for con, signifying together, with,

in conjunction ; Col, the form assumed by tb/

prefix before words beginning with the letter

c ; Com, the form assumed by the prefix wh«n
followed by 6, /, m, or p ; Con, when the fol

lowing letter is c, d, g, j, n, q, t, t, or v, and
sometimes before/; Cor, when the fcllowiuf
letter is r.

Co, as initial letters, abbreviation and symbol

1. i. }'>.ia.: The metallic element cobal*.

2. Comnu: An abbreviation for Company
(q.v.).

* OO, t. [Ca.) A chough, crow, or jackdaw.

ed-a-cer-vate, v.t. [Lat coacervatus, pa.

par. of ooacervo, from oo for con, and acervo =
to heap up ; aosrvus = a heap.] To heap or

pile up, to accumulate.
"Satrir stored op, and coaetrtaUd to preserve thsj« •

—H'Koetl, bk. L. Utter 23.

Oit, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; 96, po<
«a , wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, euro, unite, oor, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a. au - kw.



OO-a-ger'-vate, a. [Lat. coacervatu).]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Raised into a pile, heaped
op, or accumulated.

"The collueation of the spirits in bodies, whether
UW spirits be cuacervate or ditfusatL'"—Bacon I natural
Bistorv.

2. Bol. : Clustered.

• o6-a9-er-va'-tloii, t. [Lat. coacervatio,

from coacervatus, pa. par. of coacervo.l The
act of heaping up ; t lie state of being heaped
together or accumulated.

"The fixing of it is the eqnaj spreiuilug of the tan-
rible parts, and the close coacmrwation of them."—
Bacon : Statural History.

eoach, s. Si a. [O. Fr. coche; I tail, cocchio;

Ger. Icuttche ; from Hung, kocti (pron. hO-che)
= a coach ; prob. an adj. = belonging to the
Tillage of Kocs, a place south of Komoru, be-
tween Raab and Buda. 0.B.D.)]
A. As suhstant ive :

L Ordinary Language:

1. LtUralbj:

(1) In the same sense as IT. 1.

(2) A railway carriage or truck. (English.)

(3) A spacious, enclosed rehicle, carrying
four persons inside, with elevated driver'.-! seat
in front, and drawn by two horses.

2. Fig. : A special tutor engaged to assist
In preparing students for examinations.

M Warham was studying for India with a vv~anc«ster
coach.'— G. BUot : Derooda, oh. vL iDaeies.)

II. Technically:

1. VehicUt; A targe, close, four-wheeled
Tehicle, generally constructed to carry four
passengers only In the inside, and about
twelve outside: used for purposes of state,
for pleasure, or for traveling ; In this country
generally termed a * Tally-ho."

<l Italy, Prance, Spain, and Germany all
Claim the honour of having Invented coaches.
About 1283, the Queen of Charles of Anjou
entered Naples In a caretta, which seems, In
some respects, to have resembled a modern
coach It Is generally believed that the first

one used In England was Introduced by the
Earl of Arundel in 158a They did not become
common till about 1605. In the first half of
this century, the greater part of the passenger
traffic of this country was conveyed hy
coaches, and the coaching system had been
carried to the very highest state of perfection
when it was superseded by railways.

2. Naut. (alto written coach): A sort of
chamber or apartment in a large ship of war,
Just before the great cabin. The floor of it
Is formed by the aft-most part of the quarter-
deck, and the roof of it by the poop ; It is
generally the habitation of the fla^-caiitain,
(Si»»tt: Sailor"! WordAxtdk.)

"The commanders came on board and the council
•at in the coach."—Pepgs.

3. Rawing : A person who Instructs a crew
daring training.

1 For hackney, mail, and stage coaches ace
these words.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

T Obvious compounds : Coach-buihler, coach-
Mire, coach-home, coach-maJxr, and *coach-
vright.

coach-box, a The seat on which the
driver of a coach aits.

ooach-dtrrter, s. A tradesman who sup-
plies the leather fittings for coaches.

coach-dog, a A species of dog of a Dal-
matian breed, kept to run in attendance on
carriages. It Is generally white, spotted with
alack.

* coach fellow, ».

1. Lit. : A horse yoked in the same carriage
with another.

- Thelrcbarrlot, horse, as they coach-feUem were,
red by them. Chapman t Iliad,*.

S. Fig. : A person intimately connected
With another, a comrade, a mate.
.,", I }>»«• grated "pon my good friends for three
reprieves for yirc and jour cooch-/eHow Nyns . . ."—
ahokap. i Hem wins, 1L «.

* *

coach-horse, s.

L Ordinary Language :

Is Lit. : A horse used principally for draw-
ing a coach.

*2. Fig. : A coarse, rough, boorish fellow.

iTlTS Sfi'SS&9V'**V -anaidea, that drawlWith him there"-A Jonton , Ofnthfai Jievele.

ooaoervate—ooadjutator

coach-master, a A proprietor of
coaches and carriages ; one who lets coaches
for hire.

coach-trimmer, s. One who prepares
the lace and other trimmings for carriages.

coach-whip, s.

1. Ord. Long. : A whip used by the driver
of a coach.

2. Naut. : The pendant. (SmSIA.)

t coach-whipping;, a A whipping or
flogging with a coach-whip.

coach, v.l. & i. [Coach, ».J

A. Transitive:

1. Ordinary Language:
•1. Literally:

(1) To convey or carry in a coach.
" The needy poet sticks to all he nieeu,
Coach'J, carted, trod upon, now loose, now fast.
And carry d off In soma dog's tall at last.

1'

Pops: Dunciad, 11L SSL

(2) To yoke or drive together, as horses In a
coach.

"For wit ye may be coach's together."—Jonton:
Every Woman In her Humour, 1600.

2. Figuratively:

* (1) To teach, to inculcate.
"Affecting genteel fashions, coaching ft to all

quarters."— Waterhouset ApoL for Learning, 165-s,

(2) To prepare for an examination ; to act as
a coach to.

"1 coached hiru before he got his scholarship."—
Q. Elliot : Dan. Deronda, eh. xxxviL {Danes.)

H. Bowing: To act as a coach to during the
training of a crew.

B. Intransitive: .^
X. Ordinary Language :

1 1. Lit. : To ride in a coach.

2. Fig. : To study or read with a coach.

II. Rowing : To act as a coach.
" On the return journey Mr. . . . coached from the

saddle."—Dallf Telegraph, Jan. SO, 1S62.

coach -ec, ». A coachman. (Slang.)

odach'-ful, ». [Eng. coach; -Jul.] Enough
to fill a coach.

" Under the Ant an comprehended an those who
are carried down in coach/tils to Westminster Han."—
Addison ; Spectator, No. Si.

• cdach'-ful-ness, a [Eng. coachjul,|eMk«J
An abundance of coaches.

" Past ooach/utneu and present ooachlessnesa."—
Dickens : Uncommercial Traveller, 1L (Daniel.)

coach -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Coach, ».)

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. At adjective:

1. Lit : Pertaining to the carriage of per-
sons or goods in coaches.

2. Fig. : Acting as a tutor, instructing.

C At substantive

:

L Lit : The act or business of carrying
goods, cVc, in coaches.

2. Fig. : The act of preparing for an exami-
nation.

"ooach -less-ness, a [Eng. coachlett; -was.)

Absence or want of coaches. (See extract
under axwh/ulnes.s.)

t coach'-let, a [Eng. coach, and dim. suff.
-let.) A Uttle coach.

"In my little ooachiet I eould l>reathe freer."—Car.
lyle l French Revolution, pt lii., bk. L, oh. trill,

coach -man. t. [Eng. coach, and man.'] One
whose trade or profession it is to drive a
coach.

cdach'-man-shTp, I. [Eng. coachman ; -snip.]

The craft or skill of a coachman; skill In driv-
ing coaches.

His skill In coachmanship, or driving chaise."
Oowpsr: Tirocinium, m.

• co-Sot', * co-act-it, a. [Let. coacftia) [Co-
act, v.] Forced, constrained.

" I think my Lerdes exposition court, In that be wtn
admit none to haue broght forth the bread and wine,
but Melchlsedee allone."— llestoning betuU t-Voiro-
guell and J. Knox, F. HI], a.

•co-aof (IX v.%. [Lat. coacto - to force,
intens. of cogo (sup. coactuni) m to drive to-
gether, to force ; contracted from eo =* con,
and ago = to drive.) To drive, to force to-
gether, to compel.

una

"In conclusion, both garrisons and the inhftksV
tanta . . . were mooted to render the city.*—Hale,

*CO-act' (2), v.i. [Pref. eo = con = with, to-
gether ; and Eug. act (q.v> j To act togetbet
or in concert ; to unite.

• But, if I tell how these two did co-act.
Shall I not lie in publishing a truth?

S/uikap. i Troilms, r. X.

* cd-act'-ed, a. [Coact (1). v. ] Forced, con-
straiuod.

fc c6-ac -Won, *. [Lat. coactto = (1) » drivlMri
together, (2) a cowpeUiiig , coacto •= to cotupaU
to force.] [Coact.]

1* Corapulaion, force.

"Feede the flock of Christ, m much as In yon lyeth s
not taking care thereof by coaction, but willingly."'—.
BUhop IVootton: Christian ManuiU, IX it, U7C
2. A bringing or Joining together.
". . . forbidding all men fyrmely to make way lav

Of enaction or of aepmratioia, • - *~—Batt; Actm o#
£nglg*k Votaries L is (li^oj.

* CO-aC tivo (1), u. [Lot coaclus, pa. par.
of cogo = (1) to drive toget .er, (2) to cotnpeL)
Having a restraining or iiuyellnig power -

compubory, restrictive.

"The Lerltical priests. In the old law, never arro-
gated unto themselves any temporal ox emtdiwrn
Vowtu.'—Jialcigh.

•co-ao-tlve (2), o. [Pref. co = eon = wHh»
together, and Eng. active (q,.v.).] Acting to-
gether or in union.

" Wita what's unreal thou ooactiee art.
And fellow'st uothing . . „*

Shakcsp.i iri>t.«r-sra»J.Lft

* co-ac -tJve-iy, adv. [V.ng.coactive(iy, -§>.!
In a coact ive manner, by compulsion, or re-
striction. (Bp. BramhalL)

* CO-aC-tiv'-i-t^, a [Eng. coactiv(?) (2) ; -**>»
A working or acting together ; unity of actioa.

**.
. . that vital sympathy and coactit-Ujf, that tnuk»

mits objects In their exact eircuiustances to the cons*
non percipient."— More: Philoto^hical Writing
Preface.

co-ad-ap-ta'-tlon, & [Pref.w»ow = witia,
together, and Eng. adajUation (q.v.).] Mutual
adaptation or suitability.

"... to acquire that perfection of structure ana «-
adaptation which most justly excites our admlratioe*,"'
—Darwin: Origin of Sptcht (ed. 185ft) ; Introd , p. a

cc-a-dap -ted, a. [Pref. co — con, and Eng.
adapted (q.v.).J Adapted to one anotnes;
mutually adapted or suited. (Owen.)

* co-ad-her'-eiit, a. & & [pref. en = o»*v
and Eng. adherent (q.v.).j

A. A a adj.: Clinging together, adlseriiig;

adherent

B. A* substantive :

L Ord, Lang. : An adherent, a supporter.

2. Ship-building: The fayed piece called
bilge-keel. (Smyth,)

t co-ad-ja'-cenoc, a. [Pref co. and Eng. ej.
jacence (q.v.).] The quality or state of being
coadjacent ; nearness, closeness of things t»
each other.

"By similarity, by contrast, by rnmljuiesiis ka
space-'*—Pop. Ancyci. (Ogilvie.)

t c5-ad-Ja'-9ent, a. [Pref. co, and Bog. ao%
jacent fq.v.>j Mutually adjacent, close to
each other.

* co-ad'-Ju-ment. & [Pref. <»= «m; Lat,
cutjumentum. for adjuvimrntum = help ; aS.
juvo = to help, to aid. j Mutual belp or as-
sistance,

CO-ad-Jiisf. ».f. fPref. co-=con t and Eng,
adjust (q.T.>] To adjust by mutual adapta-
tion.

c6-ad-jits-ted, pa. par. or a. [Coadjost.}

CO-ad-just'-ment. a [Eug. eoadjust; •menL\\
The act or process of coadjusting ; the stats>
of being mutually adjusted or adapted.

* co-ad-ju'-tant, a. See. [Pref. co = con, atva
Lat* adjutant = helping, assisting.]

A. As adj. : Co-operating, assisting.

"Thracius coadjtUant, and the roar
Of fierce Euruelydon." r'llTsj—.

B. As subst. : An assistant, a co-operator.
" Oates or some of his coadjutanti."—Jfort\ .- JTienism
p. lftS.

* cc-ad'-jA-ta-tor, s. [Pref. co= eon, and
Lat. adjutator= & helper.] An assistant., s>

coadjutor.
•* I do purpose to act as a eoa&jutator to the law-"—

Smollett : Lancelot Oreavee. oh. ll {Davte*.

)

». bo^; po%t. jo>l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, beach; go, gem; thin, this: Bin. as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ttsj
-dan. tian = shan. -tton, sion = shun; -tlon, sion = zbun. -tious. atom, -cious^shus. -Mo, -die, &c. = Tdc1, del*
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*cb-ad ju ting, a. [Prer. co = con, and Lat.

odjuto = to help.] Mutually assisting or aid-

tug ; co-operating.
"TboM higher hills to view, fair Love that stand.
Her coadjuting springs with much content behold."

Drayton I Potyolbion, liL

* cd-ad-ju'-tive, a. [Pref. co=con; Lat. ad-
juto'= to help ; Eng. suff. -ive. J Co-operating

;

rendering mutual aid.
" There is no mischief we fall into but that we our-

selves are at least a coadjutive cause."—FeUham :

Resolves.

od-ad-ju'-tor, s. [Lat., from co — con, and
ad'juto m to help, to aid.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. An assistant or helper; a co-operator.
". . my predecessors the poets, or their seconds or

toadjutors the criticks."—Dryden,

2. One authorised, empowered, or appointed
to perform the duties of another.

IX Eccles. (Roman Catholic Ch.) : The assist-

ant of a bishop or other prelate, who from
age or infirmity is not able fully to do his own
duty.

"A bishop that is unprofitable to his diocese ought
to be deposed, and no coadjutor assigned him."—Ay-

<f Crabb thus distinguishes between a coad-

jutor and an assistant :
** A coadjutor is more

noble than an assistant : the latter is mostly
in a subordinate station, but the former is an
equal ; the latter performs menial offices in

the minor concerns of life, and a subordinate
part at all times ; the former labours con-
Jointly in some concern of common interest

and great importance." (Crabb : Eng, Synon.)

OO-ad-ju' tor-ship, s. [Eng. coadjutor;

-skyp.\

* L Ord. Lang. ; Co-operation ; joint assist-

ance.
" I would have tried to fix a day, to meet you at Sir

SL W 's, with his permission and your coadjutor-
ship."—Pope : To Forteecue, lettr. Si.

2. Eccles. (Roman Catholic Ch.): The posi-

tion, state, or rank of an assistant to a bishop
or other prelate.

* co ad j u'-trlx, co -ad-j u' tress, a. [Lat
co = con; adjutrix— & female helper.} A
female assistant

" Oh ! If I am ever bleat with a co-adjutress, a direct-
ress let me rather say."

—

Calebs, vol. ii., p. 24.

" Bollngbroke and his coadjutrix Insinuated that
the treasurer was biassed In favour of the dissenters."
-Smollett: Hist. Eng., bk. L, ch. ii., I 40. (Latham.)

•co-ad-ju-van-cy\ a, [Coadjuvant.]

Mutual or concurrent help ; co-operation

;

contribution of help. (Browne.)

* co-ad -ju-vant, a. & a. [Pref. co = con, and
Lat. adjuvant] pr. par. of adjuvc = to help.)

A* As substantive

:

Med.: An ingredient In a prescription de-
signed to aid or co-operate with another.

B. As adj. : Assisting, helping, co-operating

co ad' natc, t co-ad -u-nate, a. [Lat
coadunatus (pa. par. of cbaduiw) ; from co =
eon, and aduno= to unite.] JAdunation.]

Bot. : United at the base, soldered together.
(Craig.) The same as Connatk (q.v.).

5 Linnasus, in his attempt at a natural
system of botanical classification, had an
order Coadunatas, which he made to include
the Anona, the Magnolia, Thea, &c.

* co-ad una tion, * co-ad-u-nl -tion,
$. [Pref. co ~ con, and Eng." a/lunation
(q.v.).] A bringing together of different

things so as to form one body ; union, con-
sistency.

" They are Bonnes of a Church where there to no eo-
adunation, no authority, no guvenour."— Jeremy
Taylor : Episcopacy Asserted, i 3.

" Bodies seem to have an intrinsicV principle of, or
corruption from, the coadunitUm ol particles endued
with contrary qualities."—Bale : Origin of Mankind.

CO ad'-u na tlve.fi. {Eng. coadunate,vr,-ivt\}

Having'the property of combining into one.

* cd^-ad-vfin'-ture, s. [Coadvkktore, v. I.]

An adventure in which two or more take a
share ; a joint risk or venture.

* co -ad-ven'-ture, v.i. [Coadventure, s.]

To share in a venture or speculation.

"The prince holdeth It no disparagement to eoad-
venture and put In his stake with the niarcliant."—
Howell : Foreign Travel, v ii.

* cd-a-d-vSn'-tu-rer, s. [Eng. coadventwie);
-er.) A fellow-adventurer ; one who partakes
in the same risk or venture.

* There is a worthy captain in tola town, who was
coadventurgr In thai expedition."*— Moweils Lett.,

a ei.

cd-ae'-val, a, [Coeval.]

*ed-af-fdr-est, ».*. [Pref. co = con, and
Eng. afforest (q.v.),] To convert ground into
forest, and add it to ground already afforested.

"Henry Fitz-Empresse (via., the second) did eo-
* s much land, . . ."—BowtU : Lett, It. 18.

* co-a'-gen-cjr, *. [Pref. co = con, and Eng.
agency (q.v.).] Joint agency; an acting ia
common or in partnership.

"Acting as a co-agency with unresisted grief—Ds
Quincey ; Autobiog. Sketch**, t 2X {Danes-}

co -a'-gent, a. [Pref. co m con, and Eng.
agent (q.v.).] An associate ; one co-operating
with another in any act or work.

**. . . this coagent of your mischiefs."
Beaum. * net. ; Knight of Malta.

* cd-ag'~i-tate, v.t. [Pref. co = con = with,
togther, and Eng. agitate (q.v.).] To shake,
move, or agitate together. (Blount.)

* co-ag-ment', v.t. [Lat. coagmento=. to join
or cement together ; from co = con, and agmen
m a collected multitude moving forward, ago
= to drive.) To collect or heap together.

* co ag men-ta'-tion. a. [Lat coagmenta-
tio, .from coagmento = to join or cement to-
gether.) The act of collecting or heaping
together; combination, conjunction. (B.Jons.)

* cd-ag-ment'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Coag-
MENT.)

* co ag-ul-a-bll'-I-ty, ». [Eng. coaguhble;
•ity.] The quality of being coagulable, or
capable of being coagulated.

t co-ag'-u-la-ble, a. [Eng. coagulate);
•able.} Capable of being coagulated or con-
creted.

"An effusion of coagulable material."—Todd 4 Bow-
man; PhyrioL Anat., vol. L. ch. UL, p. 7*

* co-ag'-u-lant, a. [Lat coagntans, pr. par.
of coagulo m to coagulate, to concrete.) A sub-
stance which coagulates or produces coagula-
tion. (Dunglison.)

co ag-u-late, v.t. & i. [Lat. coagulo, from
coagulum s» a means of coagulation, from cogn

(sup coactum) = to drive together ; It
coagulure, quagliare ; Sp. coagular ; Fr.
coaguler and miller.]

A* Transitive:

1. To curd, to clot ; to change Into a cord-
like state.

"The mineral adds hare the power of coagulating
albumen."—Todd * Bowman I PhytioL AnoU. voL l.,

introd., p. 99.

* 2. To crystallize (Ogllvie).

B. Intransitive:

1. To congeal, to thicken, to become clotted

or curded.

Frag, of Science, Srd ed., viil., », p. 1M.

*2. To become crystallized.
•* Spirit of wine commixed with milk, a third part

spirit of wine, and two parts milk, coagxdateth little,

but mlngleth ; and the spirit swims not above."—
Bacon.

* co-ag -u late, a. [Lat coaguUOus, pa. par.

of coagulo.} The same as Coagulated (q.v.),

cd-ag'-u-la-ted, pa. par. & a. [Coagulate.]
Congealed, concreted, curded.

cd-ag'-u la-ting, pr. par., a.,ks. [Coagu-
late, v.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. a*; particip. adj. ; (See

the verb).
" So perfect is the coagulating power of rennet, that

not a particle of caseine In milk submitted to Its

action will remain uncoaguiated."—Todd A Bowman;
Physiol. Anat., vol 1., ch. L, p. 39.

C. As subst. : The act or process of con-
gealing, clotting, or curding; the state of
becoming coagulated.

co-ag-u-la'-tlon, s. [Lat coagutaHo, from
coagulo = to coagulate.]

1. The act or process of being coagulated,

or of changing from a liquid to a curd-like

semi-solid state, produced without evapora-
tion and without crystallization. It differs

from congestion in not being attended by a
fall of temperature in the substance coagu-
lated.

^ Coagulation of the blood ;

Anat, dt PhysioL ; When bliod is drawn and
allowed to stand it emits a " halitus " or ex-
halation, which has a faint smell. In three or
four minutes a film overspreads the liquid,

commencing at the circumference and gradu-
ally spreading to the centre. Two or three
minutes later the lower part of the blood, in
contact with the vessel, becomes solidified,

and then the whole mass, only about eight or
nine minutes being needful for the whole pro-
cess from first to last. In about fifteen or
twenty minutes a thin serum begins to exude
from it, and goes on to do so for two or three
days. (Quain.)

" Acetic acid, which will not precipitate albumen,
causes the coagulation of caseine."

—

Todd ± Bowman ;

PhytioL Anat., vol. i., ch. i., p. 39.

*' Flbrine is distinguished from Ue «ther proximate
principles by its remarkable prop*ri# of spontaneous
coagulation. —Ibid-., p. 87.

* 2. The process of becoming crystallized

;

crystallization.

3. A concretion ; a body or substanceformed
by coagulating.

"As the substance of coagulations Is not merely

t c6-4«f'-'a-la~tive, a. [Lat. coagulat(us), pa-
par, ofcoagulo = to coagulate ; Eng. suff. -ive.)

Having the power or quality of coagulating

;

causing coagulation or concretion ; coagu-
lating.

"To manifest the coagulative power, we have some-
times in a minute arrested the fluidity of new milk,
and turned it Into a curdled substance, . .

."

—

Boyle.

* cd-agMi-la-tdr, a [Eng. coagulate) ; -or.]

That which coagulates or has the power or
quality of coagulating.

*' Coagulators of the humours, are those things
which expel the most fluid parts, . . ."—ArbuthnoL

* od-4aig'-^-la-tdr-y, a. [Eng. coagulate);
•cry.] Causing coagulation ; coagulative.

"Coagulatory effects.'— Boyle.

CO ag -u-liim, «. [Lat.)

I, Ordinary Language

:

1, A coagulated or concreted mass, as curd,

Ac
** Prom the clarified lulces of cauliflower, asparagus,

mangel-wurzel or turnips, mcoagulum Is formed, which
cannot be distinguished from the coagulated albutnea
of serum or the egg."

—

Todd 4t Bowman: Physiol, Anat.,
vol. i, ch. L, p. 40.

2. Any substance or preparation which co-

agulates or causes coagulation ; a coagulant.

II. Med. (f Chem. : A blood-clot Substances
containing albumen, as the white of egg, are

coagulated by heating.

co-aid', a. [Pref. co = con, and Eng. aid

(q.v.>J An assistant, one who Joins in any
act, a co-operator.

" Paris, Delphobns, Agenor, Join
tC'o-aid* and captains of tbe Trujwi lin&f

Pope: Bomer's Iliad, bk. xjlt

co-ai' ta, 5. [Qi'ata.] The French name for

the Quata, a South American monkey, Ateln
paniseusy very common in the woods of Suri-

nam and Brazil.

co-ai'-ti, s. [Coati.]

* coalc (1), s. [Cokb.]

ooak (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

1. Carpentrf:

(1) A projection of the nature of a tenor

from the general face of a scarfed timber. It

occupies a recess or mortise in the counter- ,

part face of the other timber. It is called

also a tabling, and the mortise a sunk-cook,

(Knight.)

(2) A joggle or dowel by which pieces art

united to prevent them slipping past each

other, or to fasten them together. (Knight.)

2. Mach. : The hole guarded by metal in a

sheave through which the pin goes.

3. Naut. : A small perforated triangular bit

of brass inserted into the middle of the shiver

(now called sheave) of a block, to keep it from

splitting and galling by the pin whereon it

turns. Called also bush, cock, or cogg, and

dowel. (Smyth.)

"Cooks, or dowels, are fitted into the beams and
knees of vessels to prevent their slipping."—Smyth-

coak, v.t. & i. [Coak (2).]

Ship carp. : To perform the process of cook-

ing (q.v.)i

l&te, fat, lare, amidst, what, fall, father ; wo, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; «6, pH
or. wore, wolf, work, whfc, sin ; mute, oiih, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, se, ce ^ e. ey - a. qu = kw.
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©oak Ing, s. [Coak, v.) Uniting pieces of
•par by means of tabular projections, formed
by cutting away the solid of one piece into a
hollow, so as to make a projection in the other
fit in correctly ; the butts, the pieces from
drawing asunder.

•oal, * coale * col, * cole, * coole,
coyHe, * colli, * ooyle, * coll ising,),
colis, *COlys(pZ.), s. &a. [A.S.coJ;0. H.

Ger. chol, cholo ; M. H. Ger. kol ; Ger. kohle

;

Dut. kool; Sw. kol; Dan. but; L. Ger. kaal.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Charcoal ; a piece of wood or any other
combustible, ignited and burning, or charred
or extinguished. {Generally qualified by an
adjective, as a lire coal, a burning coal, a
dead coal.)

2. In the same sense as II. 1.

If Pit-coal (Germ. Steinkohl = stone-coal)
{Speed, Wallis, &c.) ; Sea^oat(Shakesp.) ; Ship-
coal (old charters) ; Carbo maris, Carbo fossilis,
Ac., used as distinctive terms. [II. l.j

5 To blow a coal : To fan a quarrel
" I do believe

Too are mine enemy, and make my challenge
You shall not be my judge : (or it is you
Have blown this coal betwixt my lord and me

;

Which God's dew quench I

ShaJusp. I Sen. Till* U. 4.

(1) A cauld coal tc blaw at : A proverbial
phrase still commonly used to denote any
work ' iat eventually is quite unprofitable.
(Scotch.)

" If I had no more to look to but your reports, I
would have a cold coal to blow at."—M. Bruce : Lec-
ture*, p. 83.

(2) Precious coals .' An exclamation of sur-
prise. (Nares.)

" Let me see how the day goes (hee pulls his watch
out): precious coales, the time is at hand . .

."—Re-
turn*from Parnassus (16064.

(3) To bring over the coals. [To haul over the
teals.) (Scotch.)

" But time that tries such pro ticks past,
Brought me out o'er the coalt fu' fast *

Forbes; Dominie Depos'd, p. K.

(4) To carry coals : To put up with insults,
to submit to any degradation. The origin of
the phrase is this : that in every family the
scullions, the turnspits, the carriers of wood
and coals were esteemed the very lowest of
menials. The latter in particular were the
drudges of all the rest. (Nares.)

"Gregory, o' my word, we'll not carry oomW—
Shaketp. : Rom, & Jul., i. 1.

(5) 7b carry coals to Newcastle : To do any-
thing superfluous or unnecessary.

(6) To haul (or bring) over the coals: To
•cold, to call to account.

IL Technically :

1. Min. : A carbonaceous mineral substance,
black, shiny or dull, easily broken, often
splintery, inflammable, and used for fuel. It
is composed of carbon (75 per cent.), hydro-
gen, oxygen, and some nitrogen, with siliceous
and other earthy impurities (ash). It consists
of compressed and chemically altered vege-
table matter, chiefly extinct kinds of lycopo-
diaceous trees. As the successive jungle-
growths [Coal-measures] accumulated their
stems, leaves, and spores, hydrogen and
oxygen were evolved with some of the carbon.
The relative proportion of carbon in the mass
was increased, the woody fibre reduced in
volume to one-ninth, or even one-fifteenth, of
its original bulk, and the mass became black,
shiny hydrocarbons, with imbedded charcoal
("mother-coal"), due to decomposition of
trees lying exposed to the air, or dull black
hydrocarbons, resulting from the consolida-
tion of decomposed vegetable pulp, like soft
peat

H Dana divides what may be called the
species, termed by him Mineral Coal, into the
following varieties : (1) Anthracite, (2) Native
Coke, (3) Caking Coal, (4) Non-caking Coal,
(5} Cannel Coal ("Parrot Coal), (6) Torbanite
(J) Brown Coal (Lignite). (8) Earthy Brown
Coal, (9) Mineral Charcoal. The first variety
has only 3—46 per cent, of bituminous mat-
ter, the second has none, and the rest vary
in this respect.

2. Geol. : Geologically coal occurs as a
stratified rock, interbedded with clays, iron-
stones, sandstones, and limestones, in what
are termed coal-measures. The best coals
belong to the Carboniferous series of the
Palaeozoic system ; but much coal of later

(Neozoic) ages is found in various parte of the
world, though, in that case, either mixed with
or passing iuto lignite, a far less valuable fossil
fuel, because little of the hydrogen, oxygen,
and nitrogen has been eliminated by chemical
change, and thus as much as 30 per cent, of
water remains in lignite, while good coal has
seldom moi-e than 5 per cent When lateral
pressure has ?ome into operation on the coal-
measures, more hydrogen (with some carbon)
has been driven off, and the coal metamor-
phosed into anthracite, which has 90 per cent,
of carbon. Some coals have l>ecome merely
anthracitic. Other coals have had very much
carbon ("mother-coal") in them originally.
Hence the conditions producing " Steam-
coal," that is, either (1) coal good for raising
steam quickly, or (2) smokeless coal, suited
for steam-ships. According to the decom-
position of the vegetable matter, and the re-
sulting combinations of carbon and hydrogen,
fossil fuel is more or less bituminous when
burnt

3. Comm. ; The following are the chief
kinds of coal and associated carbonaceous
substances used in trade and manufactures :

—

(1) Highly bituminous(Gas-coals) : Albertite,
produced (like rock-oil, &c.) from coal by
natural causes ; Dysodil or Tasmanite, and
" Better-bed " coal, made up of spores ; Can-
nel, Parrot coal, Boghead coal, Torbanite—
vegetable matter much altered.

(2) Common bituminous (Household coals)

:

Caking, Coking, Cherry, Splint, and other
coals—layers of charcoal (" mother-coal ")and
hydrocarbon.

(3) Semi-bituminous (Free-burning Steam-
coals) : (o) Charcoal, abundant in original for-
mation

; (&) Hydrogen and carbon partially
lost by chemical changes.

(4) Anthracitic (Steam-coal, &c): Hydro-
carbon nearly all lost by change.

(5) Anthracite : All the hydrocarbon lost by
pressure, &c.

(6) Coke : (a) Natural, and (6) Artificial-
hydrocarbon lost by direct heat

1 Enormous beds of coal exist in the United
States, principally of the bituminous variety,
though this country possesses what are prob-
ably the largest deposits of anthracite in the
world. The entire area of these coal beds is

about 200,000 square miles, being 83 times as
great as those of the British Islands. The
quantity of coal mined in the United States is

small in proportion to the size of the beds, but
is annually increasing.

A mass of coal when broken splits in three
directions : (1) Along the planes of bedding,
commonly presenting dull black surfaces
which soil the fingers. (2) Vertically across
the stratification ; the broken surfaces are
bright and smooth, and do not soil the fingers

;

the direction along which these joints run is

known as the "face " of the coal. (3) A third
set of planes at right angles to both of the
other sets, and less perfect, so that the frac-
ture here is more irregular ; this direction is
called the " end " of the coal. Thus it yields
blocks more or less regular in shape, and
roughly resembling cubes or dies. (Huxley:
Physiography, ch. xiv., p. 238, 3rd. ed.)

B. As adj. : Consisting of coal ; in any way
pertaining or relating to coal. (See the com-
pounds.)

% Compounds of obvious signification

:

Coal-barge, coal-fire, coal-mine, coal-sack, coal-
slied.

coal-backer, s. A man employed to
carry coals from a ship to the wagons. (May*
hew.)

coal basket, s. A basket or scuttle
for carrying coals.

coal-basin, •

.

Geol. • A basin-shaped depression with coal-
beds deposited in it. It has been almost
always produced by subsidence of the strata
previous to the deposition of the coal.

coal bed, .

,

Geol. : A bed of coal.

coal-black, * cole blacke, * cole-
blak. a.

1. Ord. Jjxng. : As black as coal
; jet-black.

" He hadde a bore's akin cole-black for old."
Chaucer .' C. T., 1,144

2. Bot. : Black a little verging upon bine.

coal-boring bit, *. A bit with an enter-
ing point and a series of cutting edges of step*
of increasing radius. (Knight.)

coal-box, s. A box for carrying coals
to the fire ; a coal-scuttle.

coal-brand, s. A name for smut in wheat.

coal-brass, s.

Mining: A popular name given to the iron
pyrites found in the coal-measures. It con-
tains no brass, but only sulphur and iron.
[Iron Pyrites.]

coal-breaker, t. A machine foi crush-
tog lump-coal as taken from the mii.e. Also
a building in which coal is broken, sorted and
cleaned, usually situated at the mot ih of a
mine.

coal breaking, s. k a. (See the com-
pound term.)

IT Coal-breaking jack

:

Mining : A jack or wooden wedge used for
breaking down coal. Jacks are inserted in a
small recess in the seam, a few feet of tubing
are used to connect this with an adjacent
pump, and great pressure being obtained by
means of a lever, the coal is brought down in
quantities. (Knight.)

coal-bunker, s.

Naut. : The closed room around the boiler
and engine-room of a steam vessel for keeping
the fuel. (Knight.)

wTm

coal -oar, *. A freight -car designed
specially for coal ; a coal-truck or coal-wagon.

coal-cart, s. A cart used in conveying
coals.

coal-chute, s. A spout by which coal in
bunkers or elevated boxes is loaded into carte
or cars. (Knight.)

* coal-crimp, s. A factor or middle-
man who sells sliip-loads of coals on com-
mission to wholesale dealers.

coal-cutting, s. & a. (See the compound
term.)

Coal-cutting machine : A machine for under-
cutting coal seams in the mine or at the
bank.

coal-drop, s. A broad, shallow inclined
trough, dowu which coals are discharged into
the hold of a vessel. (Ogilvie.)

coal-dumping, s. The act of loading
coal or other vessels from a cart. The cart is

made to descend by a rail so as to enter the
vessel, when it is of course easy to discharge
its contents into the hold. (Knight.)

coal-dust, s. Small fine coal, the sittings
of coal.

"It lias been attempted . . . to make the coal-dust
Into bricks which can bear carriage."'— Ansted; Shirr*
Trip in Hungary and Transylvania, p. 1M.

coal-eyed, a. Black-eyed.

coal-field, s.

1. Ord. Lang: A bed of coal.

2. Ord. Lang. & Geol. : A district where coal
abounds, or which is worked for ooal a num-
ber of coal mines worked.

coal fish, s.

Ichthy. : Gadus carbonarius, a native of the
Baltic, Northern, and Mediterranean Seas.
It is a coarse fish, deriving its name from
the dusky pigment which tinges the skin,
and which soils the fingers like moist coals.

(Baird.)
" The coalJUh is most decidedly a northern fish, but

being a hardy species is not without a considerable
range to the southward. It was the only fish found
by Lord Mulgrave ou the shores of Spitzltergen. . . .

This fish has more provincial names than any other
species, some of which only refer to it when of a
peculiar size. Among the Scotch islands the coal-
JUh Is called slllock, piltock, cooth or kuth, h&rbin,
cudden. setbe, sey, and grey-lord. In Edinburgh and
about the Forth, the young are called podleys ; at
Newcastle the fry are called coalsey [IcoalzU), and
when twelve inches long poodlers."

—

YarrtU: British
Fishes.

coal-fitter, s. A middleman who acts as
agent in the sale of coal between the owner o(
a pit and the shipper.

coal-formation, s.

1, Geol. : The same as the Carbomifeboui
FORMATION (q.V.).

WH, bo*^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem;
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2. The same as the Coal-measures.

coal-gas, *• A mixture of gases pro-

duced by the destructive distillation of coal

at regulated temperatures. It is used in

lighting streets, houses, &c, and for cooking

and heating purposes. Coal-gas is colourless,

and has a disagreeable smell. It is purified

from H3S by ferric hydrate, which is moist-

ened with FeS04 and HaSOi to remove am-
monia. The carbon disulpnide can be re-

moved by passing it through an iron tube

filled with iron turnings and heated to red-

ness. Coal-gas consists of a mixture of

hydrogen, 40 to 50 per cent., carbon-monoxide

about 5 per cent., marsh gas (CH4) about

40 per cent, which contribute nothing to the

Illuminating power of the gas ; it depends

upon the presence of heavy hydro-carbons,

Srincipally Q2H4 cthene, ordinary gas con-

dning about 4 per cent., and cannel gas

about 8 per cent. Coal-gas also contains

small quantities of acetylene, butylene,

&c., and aromatic hydro-carbons, as ben-

zene, Ac. The percentage of nitrogen is

very variable, and the CO2 is nearly all re-

moved from gas made in England- When

g& is burnt a large quantity of water is

rmed, hence, if a gas stove is used to dry a

room, there must be sufficient ventilation to

carry off the aqueous vapour. The sulphur

in coal-gas is converted into sulphuric acid

when burnt, which greatly damages books,

furniture, &c. The escape of coal-gas from

pipes into the soil is very injurious to the

roots of trees and shrubs. The admixture of

a very small quantity of air greatly impairs

the illuminating power of coal-gas. Three

causes are capable of decreasing the lumino-

sity of flames, viz. : (1) withdrawal of heat

;

(2) dilution; and (3) oxidation of luminous

material. (See Flame, Watts: Diet. Ckem.,

ted Suppt., p. 787.)

coal-gum, a. The dust of coal. (Scotch.)

coal head, s.

Ornith. : The Cole-tit, or Cole-titmouse,

Parus ater; also called Coal-mouse (q.v.).

coal-heaver, s. A porter employed to

carry coal, and especially to discharge it

from ships.

" I went to th« Jerusalem Coffee House ... I there

saw toy captain, who looked ae much like a captain as

be did like a eoal-h*a9er."—Theodore Hook; OUbert
(jrurney.

coal-heugh, ». A coal-pit. (Scotch.)

t coal-hod, s. A scuttle to hold coals.

{Nuttatl.)

coal-hole, «. A hole or cellar where coals

and cinders are placed.

"... the types were flung Into the coalhole, and
covered with cinder*."— Macaula*: BisL £ng., ch.

xri.

coal - hood, coally - hood, coal-
hoodie, s.

Ornithology

:

1. A name given to the Bullfinch, Pyrrhula
vulgaris, from his coal-black hood or cap.

2. The Black-headed Bunting, EmAerUa
tchieniclus.

coal house, s. A house in which coals

are stored.

"Bonner's conscience made his palace, a cocU-houtt,

and a dungeon."—Juniu* ; Sin Stigmatuod, p. 812.

coal-man, s. A collier.

coal-master, *. The proprietor of a
Colliery ; a coal-owner.

coal-measure, s.

1. Ord. Lang. (Sing.): The measure used in

ascertaining the quantity of coaL

2. Gcol. (PL): Strata of coal with the

attendant rocks. If the great Carboniferous

formation be separated into three divisions,

these, in the descending order, are (1) the Coal-

measures, (2) the Millstone-grit, and (3) the

Mountain or Carboniferous Limestone. If by
the omission of the Millstone-grit they be
reduced to two, then the Coal measures con-

stitute, with the Mountain Limestone already
mentioned, the whole Carboniferous formation.

In the United States the Coal Measures attain

an unusual development, equalled nowhere
else in the wurld. The strata here are divided

Into two groups. One of these, the Lower or

8ub-Carboniferous, corresponds to the Carboni-

ferous limestone of England. The upper

groups, comprising the Carboniferous proper,

includes the Millstone-grit and the Coal

Measures. According to Professor Dana, the

coal-bearing area of North America is approxi-

mately as follows:
Sq. miles.

Rhode Island area 5W
Alleghany area 59,000

Wichigau area 6,700

Illinois, Indiana, West Kentucky 47.000

Missouri. Iowa, Kansas, Arkansas, Texas, . . 78.000

Nova Scotia and Mew Brunswick; 18,000

Total, 209,200

This table does not include the coal fields of

the Rocky Mountains and Pacific States, nor

those of Vancouver Island, which would add
considerably to the sum total. It is worthy of

note that Coal Measures have been detected in

the Arctic regions, in Beveral localities. The
Coal Measures are largely developed in several

parts of Europe, in China, and elsewhere.

They are large and rich in England, In com-
parison with the area of the island, and to the

coal produced from them is due much of the

prosperity of that kingdom. The measures

there comprise fresh water beds, including the

Upper and the Middle Coal Measures, and
Marine Beds, the Gannister Beds or Lower Coal

Measures.
"The black •hales of the wi1-mea*uret are here dis-

tilled for various mineral oils and paraffin."—Antler
Short Trip irt Hungary and Transylvania, p. 150.

coal-merchant, s. One who trades in

coal

coal-meter, s. An official appointed to

measure coal

coal-miner, «- One who works in a coal-

mine ; a collier.

coalmining, a. & s.

A* As adj. : Adapted for or occupied in

mining.

B, As most. : The act or process of mining
for coals.

Mining: Coal-beds usually He at a slight

slope, and, when reached from the surface by
shafts, are dug out together with sufficient of

the upper and under strata to allow of ver-

tical room for the miner. At the foot of the

pit long galleries (boards) are cut to the ex-

tent of the property, then cross galleries

(narrows), marking out square spaces or dis-

tricts (panels). These are dug away, and the

coal picked out and removed; the solid in-

tervals, gradually reduced to walls and pillars,

are ultimately removed, wooden props sup-

porting the roof until it is allowed to fall in.

This is called the "pillar and stall," or
" board and pillar," working, and was invented

by Mr. Buddie in the beginning of this century.

Formerly the coal was removed from the sides

of intersecting galleries at the beginning of

the mine, on the " rise end " of the seam ;

and great pillars were left behind comprising

nearly sixty per cent, of the coal. Sometimes
the hewing is begun at the " rise end " of the

"winning," in a gallery all along the edge or

face of the coal-seam, which is then cut gradu-

ally away, and the roof of the hollow behind

is partly supported by stones and timber for

roadways, and partly allowed to fall in.

This is the " long-way," or " long-wall," plan.

The methods and terms vary in different

coal-fields. Ventilation is secured by a second
shaft (engine-pit or upcast-pit), and by longi-

tudinal divisions (brattices), making double
currents, in shafts and galleries ; by stoppings

and trapdoors regulating the direction of the

draught, and by other appliances. Mines are

termed "fiery when carburetted-hydrogen

gas issues from the coal. This is frequently

continuous ; sometimes, when reservoirs are

opened, sudden, and then, if the miner has a
naked light instead of a Davy or safety lamp,

the usual accidents take place.

coal-mouse, colemouse, s.

Ornith. : A small species of titmouse, with
a black head : the Cole-tit (Parus ater).

coal-naphtha, 5. An oily liquid ob-

tained by the distillation of coal-tar. It is

sold as benzole (q.v.). It is purified by
agitating with caustic soda to extract the

phenol and cresols ; then rectified, by which
ft is separated into a heavy oil containing

much naphthalene, and a liquid which is

purified by agitation with sulphuric acid and
redistilled. By fractional distillation it yields

first a mixture of benzene and carbon disul-

phide, and olefines, &c., at 80° chiefly benaene

C6H 6 , about 113° toluene, at 142" xylene, and
at 170* impure cumene.

Coal-oil, 1. The usual name iu this

country for PETaoLEUM.

* coal pan, * cole-panne, s. A brazier

or pan for charcoal.

coal-passer, 5. One who passes on or
supplies coal to tne furnace of a steam-engine.

coal-pipe,
1. The carbonized bark of a fossil plant

2. Mining:

0) The cylindrical cast of a tree formed of

solid sandstone, its mass increasing gradually

towards the base, and with no branches left

to support it in its position. When cohesion

of the external layer, which alone holds it

up, is overcome by the force of gravity, the
" coal-pipe " falls perpendicularly orobliquely,

often crushing unhappy miners at work below.

(LyeU.)

"Tbe» foesil stumps are not uncommon in the roof*

of the coal-aeaius. In some places they are known to

the miner, aa 'coal-pipe*.' "—Dawvm : Kanh and Si.'u

1873, ch. vL, p. 141.

(2) A very thin seam of coal.

coal pit, s.

1. A coal-mine ; a pit sunk in the earth for

the purpose of digging out coals. [Coal-
mining.!

-A leaf of the polypody kind, found in the .ink!.,
of a coal-pit.*— woodward.

2. A place where charcoal is made. {Ameri-

can.) (Webster,)

coal plants, ».pi.

Gent: Plants, the remains of which are

found in the strata of the coal-formation, and
from the stems, leaves, roots, &c, of which

coal itself has been produced. Brongnian
has figured upwards of 800 species. They are

often in a state of high preservation, exhibit-

ing the most delicate nervures of the leaves,

and cortical markings of the steins. (Craif,

ire.)

^[ Of the most common coal plant-remains,

Stigmaria was conjectured by Prot. Brongniart

and Sir William Logan to have a relation to

Sigillaria, and Mr. Binney proved it to lie the

roots of that plant bv finding the two in actual

continuity. (Q. J. Geol. Soc. II. ;1S46). pt. ii..

p. 870—373.) Mr. Richard Brown, of Notts

COAL-Pl-AHTS.

Scotia, also saw a probable Sigillaria frith

Stigmaria roots. (Ibid., 393—«.) What Sigil-

laria itself is has been a matter of dispute

Brongniart, Gbppert, and Unger consider it a»

probably a cycau. Sir J. Dawson, of Montreal,

thinks that this may be its affinity, or that it

may be a connecting link between the Gym"
sperms and the higher Acrogens. (Q. J. Geol.

Soc., XV. (1869), pt. i„ p. 76.) Mr. Carruthcre

F.R.S., cSc, of the British Museum (Natmai

History), considers it one of the Ljco-

podlaceae, and consequently an Acrogen. lb-

places Calamltes under the Equisetaceaj, aii't

thinks that Asterophyllites, Annularis, and

Sphenophyllum are the leaves of three species.

Akin to it is the genus Volkmannia. It is

generally agreed that Lepidodendron should t*

placed under the Lycopodiacese. Among the

plants of undisputed affinity arc ferns or

various genera : Sphenopteris, Pecoptens,

Neuropteris, Cyclopteris, to., but with the

fructification as a rule destroyed. There are

also genuine Conifers in the &>al-measure«

which probably grew upon the hills whilst tiij

plants previously described had their habitat

on the plains. (Carrulhert: Led. before 1M

ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there
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Soynl Institution, on April 16, 1869. Q. J.
Gtol. Soc. XXV. (1869), pt. i., pp. 248—253.)

coal- rake, cole-rake, * colrake, s.

An instrument used for raking out the ashes
of a furnace.

" Oelroke : trull*. ver^-icidum'—CathoL Anglicum.

coal-screen, *. A sifter for coal.
iKnight.)

coal-scuttle, s. A box or utensil for
holding c«»al8 for present use.

Coal-scuttle bonnet : A bonnet so called from
its resembling a coal-scuttle in shape.

" Glancing from the depth* uf har coal-tcuttU bonnet
. . ."—D'ckene: A'ich. Nickeby. ch. xxiii.

coal shaft, s. The shaft forming the
entrance to a coal-mine. [Shaft.]

coal-ship, a. A ship employed In carrying
ooal ; a collier.

" The pinto never spe'.uU his ihot upon coaX-eMpe,
bnt lets fly at the rich pJTTIint " Tiiwini -Sin mill

.

p.£8fc

coal-slack, a. Dust or grime of coal

;

Ane coaL

coal-smut; a. The same as Coal-slack
<qv).

coal-stalk, s.

1. A name given to the vegetable impressions
found on stones in coal-mines. (Scotch.)

"Those impressions abound in coal countries; and
are, in many places, u--t improperly known t>y theame of Coal-ttaUt "~Ure . Hist. Itntherglen, p. 302.

2. Extended, in its application, to the effects
•f recent vegetation.

coal stone, s. Anthracite (q.v.)
"Coal-atone flames easily, and barns freely; bnt

bold* and endures the fire much longer than coal*—
Woodward.

coal-tar, s. Tar produced in the destruc-
tive distillation of bituminous coal. It is a
tfaick, sticky, dark-coloured substance, and is
used in the manufacture of printer's ink,
tor asphalt pavements, coating ships, Ac.
The composition of coal-tar varies according
to the temperature at which the coal is dis-
tilled, the higher the temperature the larger
being the yield of solid bodies. Coal-tar when
distilled first gives off gas, then water con-
taining ammoniacal salts, then a brown light
oil which, when purified, is called eoal-
naphtha (q.v.); at higher temperatures a
yellow, heavy, foetid oil called dead-oil (q.v.),
or kreasote oil, then naphthalene (q.v.) ; after-
wards the black residue in the retort solidifies
on cooling and forms pitch, which is used to
form asphalt, and a black varnish to protect
iron from rust. If the distillation is con-
tinued the pitch yields a yellow substance like
butter, containing anthracene, phenanthrene,
fluorene, &c ; afterwards, at red heat, a bright
orange powder, consisting chiefly of pyrene
CieH ]0 and chrysene CjaHig; the residue
forms a hard, porous coke.

Coal-tar colours: Dyes prepared from
aniline (q.v.), naphthalene, phenol (q.v.), and
other compounds contained In coal-tar.

coal tit, s.

Ornith. : A species of titmouse (Parua oter),
also called coal-head and coaUmouse (q.v.).

coal tongs, s.pl. A pair of tongs for
grasping coal in lumps.

coal-trimmer, s. One who is employed
to trim aud stow the coal for the fires of
marine steam-engines.

coal-under candlestick, «. A Christ-
mas game mentioned in the " Declaration of
Popish Impostures," 1603. (Nares.)

coal-vlewor, s. An overseer or superin-
tendent of a coal-mine.

coal-washer, *. A machine in which
coal which has been broken and assorted is
finally washed. (Knight.)

coal whipper, s. One Mho raises coal
out of the hold of a ship.

"Here were colliers by the score and score with the
matAehippert."—Dickem.

coal whipping, *. The act or occupa-
tion of raising coals from the holds of ships.

ooal-working, -. A place where coal is
worked ; a coal-mine, a colliery.

"At last we reached the coal- tourking*.'—A rated :
Short Trip in Holland and Transylvania, p. 124.

coal-works, s. A colliery, with the neces-
sary machinery appertaining to it.

"There Is a vast treasure tn the old EnsUsb. from
whence authors may draw constant supplies; aa our
officers make their surest remits from the coal-work-'
and the mines."— Felton.

coal yard, a An enclosure set apart for
the deposit tr sale of coal.

coal, v.t. A t. [Coal, a]
A. Transitive:

* 1. To burn, char, or reduce to charcoal.
** In fetching [the wood] when it U coated."—Carew t

Survey of Scotland.

2. To supply with coal.

"A steam-vessel la said to be coalod when she has
received cm board the necessary fuel for any voyage."—
Young : Nautical Diet.

3. To write, mark, or delineate with char-
coal.

" MarvallinB, he coaled oat rhlmes upon the wall.
Hear to the picture."

—

Camden.

B. Intrans. : To take in a supply of coals.
**A good pier has lately been built, alongside of

which vessels may He and coal with (treat facility."—
Mitodonald : BritUh Columbia and Vancouver'! Island,
p. Ma

* coal'-er-y, a [Eng. oooJ; ~ery.] A coal-
pit, a coal-mine : now superseded by colliery
(q.v.).

"Two fine stalactite were found hanging from a
black stone, at a deserted vault in Benweil coalery."—
Woodward.

CO ales ce, v.i. & U [Lat. coalesco = to grow
together, to coalesce, to unite : co= con ; aksco
(incept, of alo) = to nourish.]

A. Intransitive:

L Lit. : To grow together ; to unite in masses
or groups spontaneously.

" When vapours are raised, they hinder not the
transparency of the air, being divided into parts too
small to cause any reflection in their superficies ; but
when thtv begin to coalesce, and constitute gluhnles,
those globules become of a convenient sixe to reflect
aome colours."

—

Newton.

XL Figuratively

:

1. To combine, to join, to agree.
" Mathematics and physics have been long accus-

tomed to coalesce."- Tyndall : Frag, of Science, ard
ed., vol. vl., p. no.

2. To Join a party, to become one of a
party.

" He had imagined that, as soon as he chose to
coaletos with those to whom be had recently been
opposed, all his followers would Imitate his example."
—Jfacaulay; Hitt, Eng., ch. xvi.

3. To unite In society in a more general
sense ; to become incorporated with.

" The Jews were Incapable of coalescing with other
nations."—Campbell.

* B. Trans. : To cause to unite or join.

If Crabb thus distinguishes between to add,
to join, to unite, and to coalesce: " We add by
putting a part to any body so as to form a
whole ; we join by attaching two whole bodies
to each other ; we unite by putting two bodies
to or into one another, so that they Income
one body ; things coalesce when their parts
mingle together so as to form one substance.
. . . Adding is opposed to subtracting or
diminishing

; joining to separating, uniting to
dividing, and coalescing to falling asunder."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

cd-a-les'ced, pa. par. or a. [Coalesce, v.]

cd-a-leV-cence, s. [Ltd. coalescens, pr. par.
of coalesco — to coalesce, to unite.] The act or
process of coalescing or combining; union,
concretion, combination.

" Like that of salts with lemon juice,
Which does not yet like that produce
A friendly coalescence.''

Cowper : Friendship.

* CO-a-les'-Oea-cy\ s. [Eng. coalescence ; -y.]
The same as Coalescence (q.v.).

"By a happy diffusion and holy coateeceney."—
Ouudcn: Tears of the Church, p. 84 {Davies).

t CO-a-lSs'-cent, a. & s. [Lat. coalescens, pr.
par. of coale>co = to coalesce, to unite.)

A. As adj.: Growing together, uniting,
combining, coalescing.

"The human and divine nature of Christ being
coalescent into one person."—A nnox. on Glaneiltes Lux
Orient., 1682, p. 159.

B. As snbst. : One who or that which
coalesces.

cd-a-les'-cins;, pr. par., a„ <fc *. [Coalesce.!
A. & B. Aspr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. Assuhst. : The act of combining or grow-
ing together ; coalescence.

1 coal'-I-er. * c6alT-I-er, s. [Collier.
]

coal Ihg, pr. par., a., & s. [Coal, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As substantive

:

1. The act of supplying or providing with
coals.

"

2. The act of taking In a supply of coals.

* coalisc, v.L [Coalesce.]
". . . will lead coalited arinica."—CartvU - F>

Sm., pt it, bk. IL, ch. fc

-""»•
.

Jf.

* cd'-al-ite, v.i. & (. [Lat. coalitum, sup. of
coalesco = to coalesce, to unite.]

A. Intrans. : To unite, to coalesce.
"Let the friends of liberty lay aside the groundless

distinctions which are employed to amuse and I* Lray
them; let them continue to coalite."—Bolinabr ,ke

:

On Partite, Let. 19.
*

B. Trans. : To unite, to cause to coalesce.
** Time has by degrees in all other places and periods

blended and coali-eA the conquered with the oon-
querors."—Burke: To Sir II. Langrithe,

cd-al-I'-tion, *. [Fr. coalition; Low Lat
coalitio, from coalitum, sup. of coalesco = to
coalesce, to unite.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A union or coalescing of
separate bodies into one body or mass.

"The world s a mass of heterogeneous consistencies,
and every nart thereof a coalition of distinguishable
varieties/

--^ranift7i«.

2. Polit. : A combination for temporary
purposes of persons, parties, or states having
different interests.

% The administration of the Duke of Port-
land, which commenced on April 2, 1783, and
that of the Earl of Aberdeen, which began in
December, 1852, were coalition Ministries.

"• • • the only effect of a coalition between them
must have been that one of them would have become
the tool of the other. "—Jtacaulap: Hitt. Aug., ch. xiiL

* oo-al-I'-tiOB-erf s. [Eng. coalition; -er.}
The same as coalitionist (q. v.). (Byron.)

CO-al-I'-tion-ist, s. [Eng. coalition; -ist.]
One who promotes or joins a coalition.

t coal-less, a. [Eng. coal ; -less.] Wanting
or destitute of coal.

* coal-lied', pa. par. or a. [Coally, ».]

* CO-al-ly', v.t. [Pref. co = con, and Eng.
ally, v. (q.v.).] To join or associate together.

"Such civil society can never secretly or honorably
act with a total disregard to that co-allied religion."—
Warburton ; Divine Leg.; Dedio.

* eo-al-ly', a. [Pref. co = con; ally, a, (q.v.)]
An ally, a co-operator, an assistant.

coal'-sey, *. [Eng. coal, and Sc. sty = coal-
fish. (.famieson.)J The coal-fish (q.v.). In
some places the name is restricted to the fry.

coal'-y, a. [Eng. coal ; -y.]

1. Of or pertaining to coal, of the nature of
or resembling coal.

2. Full of or discoloured by coal ; black.
" Or rocky Avon, or of sedgy Lee.
Or coaly Tyne, or ancient hallowed Dee."

Milton : location Exercise.

cdam'-irigs, s. pi [Combinos.]

Nant. : Certain raised work, rather higher
than the decks, about the edges of the hatch-
openings of a ship, to prevent the water on
deck from running down. (Smyth.)

"... I threw my legs over the coamingt .. ."—Daily
Telegraph, Jan. 28, 188L

* co annex', v.t. [Pref. co = con, and Eng.
annex (q.v.).j To annex with or attach to
something else.

* coap, s. tCopE.1

* cd-ap-pear , v.i. [Pref. co = con, and Eng,
appear (q.v.).J To appear at the same time
with.

" Heaven's scornful flames and thine can never eo*
appear. '—Quartet : Emblemt.

* cd ap-pre-hencV, v.t [Pref. co = oo»,
and Eng. apprehend (q.v.).J To apprehend
with another, to comprehend.

M They assumed the shapes of animals commas unto
all eyes, and by their conjunctions and compositions
were able to communicate their conceptions unto any
that co-apprehended the syntaxis of their nature."—
Browne t Vulgar Errourt, bk. v.

, p. 268.

* coapt', 1st [Lat coapto = to fit] To adapt,
to make fit or suitable.

WH, be^f ptfttt, jd%l; oat, cell, chorus, 9111a, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Inx
-clan, -tlan * shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -slon = zhiln. -tleue, -eions, -clous = shus. -bio, -die, **£** dJT
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* co-ap-ta'-tion, *. [Lat. coaptatio, from
eoapto ^ to fit or join together ; from co — eon,

and apto = to adapt, to tit ; aptus — (it. ]

L Ord. Long. : The adaptation or adjustment
of parts to each other.

"The same method makes both prose and verse

beautiful which consists in the Judicious coaptation

and ranging vf the words. "—Broome.

2. Anai. : A form of angular movement, in

which, as in the movement of the patella on
the femur, the articular surface of one bone
travels over that of another so as to bring dif-

ferent parts of the surface successively into

contact in the manner of a wheel rolling on
the ground, this movement being usually ac-

companied by a certain amount of gliding.

(Quain.)

©o-ap-ta' tor, s. [Lat.]

Surgery : An apparatus for fitting together

the ends of a fractured bone, and holding

them in position while the bony junction is

proceeding. (Knight.)

* Cd-arcf, v.t. [Lat. coarcto; from co = con,

and arcto — to draw or press close together ;

from arctvs — narrow, strait ; arceo = to shut

up, to enclose.]

1. To confine, to enclose in a narrow com-
pass ; to contract, to restrain.

2. To constrain, to restrain, to confine.

* If a man coarctt himself to the extremity of an
act, he most blame and impute it to himself, that he
has thus axircted or straitened himself so far."—

AyHft.

* co arc -tate, v.t. [Coabctate, a.] The
same as Coarct (q.v.).

"They coarctate the breast, and astringe the belly."

Tenner : Via Recta ad ritatn Longam. p. 1SJ.

co-arc tate, * co-arc-ta'-tSd, a. [Lat.

coarctatus, pa, par. of coarcto.) [Coarct.]

L Ord. Lang. : Pressed together ; straitened,

confined, shut in.

IL Technically:

L Bot. ; Contracted, drawn closely together.

2. Entom. : Compressed ;
greatly attenuated,

especially at or towards the base.

Coarctate Metamorphosis :

Entom. : Such metamorphosis as occurs in

the Diptera, in which the larva sheds its last

skin before the growing legs and wings have
impressed their forms upon it, and the exu-

vium constitutes an egg-shaped horny case,

upon which there is not the least indication of

the parts of the perfect insect. (Owen.)

* co-arc-ta'-tton, s. [Lat. coarctaHo, from
coarcto — to restrain, to confine : co = con, and
arctus — narrow, strait ; arceo = to restrain.]

L Literally:

L The act of confining, contracting, or

restraining within a narrow space.

2. The state or condition of being confined

or restrained.

3. The act of contracting, straitening, or

narrowing ; that which contracts, straitens,

or narrows.

IL Fig. : A restraint or restriction of

liberty.

"Election Is opposed not only to coactlon. bat also to

coarr&xt i-m. or determination to one."—BramhaU.

* oo-arc'-ted, pa. par. or a. [Coarct.]

CO'-arc-ture, s. [From Lat. coarcto = to press

together.] The neck of a plant (Treas. ofBot.)

coarse, * course, * cowrse, a. [Etymology
doubtful. Probably it is a contraction for

in course m in an ordinary manner ; hence-
ordinary, common.] [Courbb.]

I. Literally :

L Unrefined, impure, containing impurities

or baser parts."^
"I feel

Of what coarse metal ye are moulded."
Shakeep- : Henry VIll.t ML 1

S. Large in size or texture ; composed of

Urge or rough particles ; not fine or soft
** In cloth is to be considered wool, the matter of

it, whether it be coarse or fine."—Scou .- Euay on
Drapery, p. ft. (1636.)

IL Figuratively

:

L Ofptrtont:

(1) Rude, rough, uncivil, unpolished in

manners.
" Oh why were farmers made so o

Or clergy made so fine T"
Cotepen The Tearty Dittreu.

(2) Inexpert, inexperienced ; uninstructed

in art or learning.
" Practical rules may be useful to such as an remote

from advice, and to coarie practitioners, which they
are obliged to make use of."—Arbuthnot.

2. Of language, manners, &c. : Gross, inele-

gant, rude, unpolished, unfinished.

". . . the libels on William's person and government
were decidedly less coarse and rancorous during the
latter half of his reign than during the earlier half."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxi.

3* Of things generally

:

(1) Cross, rough, unrefined.
" Tis not the coarser tye of human law
That binds thrtr peace."

Thornton : Spring.

(2) Mean, disagreeable ; not delicate.

" Prom this coarte mixture of terrestrial parts.

Desire and fear by turns possess their hearts.'*

Dryden ; Virgitt MmtUU

\ (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between
coarse, rough, and rude :

" These epithets are

equally applied to what is not polished by art
In the proper sense coarse refers to the com-
position and materials of bodies, as coarse

bread, coarse meat, coarse cloth ; rough respects

the surface of bodies, as rough wood and rough
skin ; rude respects the make or fashion of

things, as a rude bark, a rude utensil. Coarse

is opposed to fine, rough to smooth, rude to

polished. In the figurative application they
are distinguished in a similar manner : coarse

language is used by persons of naturally coarse

feeling ; rough language by those whose tem-
pers are naturally or occasionally rough ; rude
language by those who are ignorant of any
better." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

(2) For the difference between coarse and
gross, see Gross.

coarse-grained, a.

1. Lit. : Having a coarse grain, as wood.

2. Fig. : Wanting in refinement, rude

;

coarse in disposition.

coarse-haired, a. Having coarse hair.

"... longhaired and coarte-haired animals are apt
to have, as is asserted, long or many horns . . . —
Darwin : Origin of Specie* [ed. 1859), ch. i., p. 12.

coarse-metal, ».

Metal. : A brittle non-crystalline, more or

less granular vesicular bronze-coloured regu-

lus, which contains about 33 per cent of

metallic copper. It is obtained by fusing the

calcined copper pyrites with slag. Compos. ;

Copper, 337 ; iron, 33*6 ; nickel, cobalt, and
manganese, 1-0; tin, 0*7; arsenic, 0"3; sul-

phur, 29*2 ; and slag mechanically mixed, 1*1,

coarse stuff,

Plastering : The first coat of inside plaster-

work. (Knight.

)

coarse -ly, adv. [Eng. coarse; 4y.]

t. Lit. : In a coarse manner ; not finely or

delicately.

2. Fig. : Roughly, rudely, inelegantly, with-

out refinement or delicacy, grossly.

" There Is a gentleman, that serves the count.

Reports but coartely of her."^
Shakeip. : AlTt Welt. UL 5.

coarse - mind- ed, a. [Eng. coarse, and
minded.] Having a coarse, low, unrefined

mind.
". . . coarteminded and ignorant men . . .'—Ma-

caulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xvt

t coars'-en, v.t. [Eng. coarse, and verbal suff.

-en (q.v/).] To make coarse or wanting in

delicacy or refinement. (Graham.)

t coars'-ened, pa. par. or a. [Coarsen, v.]

coarse -ness, s. [Eng. course; -ness.]

L Lit. : The state or quality of being coarse

or unrefined ; impurity, baseness.

"First know the materials whereof the glass is

made ; then consider what the reason is of the coarse-

nest or dearnees."—Baoon : Ettayt.

XL Figuratively:

1. Roughness, rudeness, indelicacy of man-
ners.

** Already there appears a poverty of conception, a
eoartenet* and vulgarity in afl the proceedings of the
assembly, and of all their instructors."— Burke :

French Revolution.

2. Grossness, indelicacy of language ; want
of refinement or polish.

" Friends, (pardon the coartenett of the illustration).

as dogs in couples, should be of the same sice."

—

L'BtCrange.

3. Roughness, meanness of dress or food.

oo-ar-tlc-u-la'-tion, $. [Pref. oo= «m,
and arficuWiou (q.v.).]

^Ttaf. ; The uniting or articulation of bona
to form a joint

od-as-ses'-sor, s. [Pref. co = con, and Eng
assessor (q.v.).] A joint assessor.

t CO-as-SU'me, v.t. [Pref. co = con, and Eng
assume (q.v.).] To assume at the same time,
jointly or together with others.

" Was It not enough to assume our natars, and tb>>

properties belonging to that nature, and the actions
arising from those properties, but thou munt roasmm*
the weakness of nature, of properties, nf actions? " —
WcOsaU : Life and Death of Chritt (1615), B. «. h,

coast (1), *coist, 'cost, costc, * coost. i
[O. Ft. coste; Fr. cdte — a rib, a shore; Lat.

casta = a rib, a side.]

« 1. A side.

(a) Of a person:
" Alle the cost of the knyghte he keruys doune cleoe."

Anturt of Arthur, «t «T.

(©) Ofa thing or place

:

"At the oooet forsothe of the tabernacle that fci-

holdlth to the north. "-Wycliffe : Sxod. xxxvi. tt.

* 2. Applied more loosely to the trunk of

the body.

t 3. A rib of meat.
" Take a coatt of lamb and parboil it "— True Qenti+-

woman i Delight (14761. Wares.)

* 4. The frontier, limit, or border of s
country.

", . . the goings out of that coast were at the sea:

this shall be your south coatt."- Josh. xv. 4.

" Til that the see the louden eosfe."
Oower, iil. SM.

5. That part of the border or limit of a

country which is washed by the sea ; the
shore.

"* v] dayes rydythe he by the cott of the feyer see."

Torrent of Port.. ViV

* 6. A district, a country, a region.
" Faste thay passed* oner al the weys. they knew fol

wel the cott.'' Sir Ferumbra*. IMS.

The Jews . . . raised persecution against Paul and
Barnabas, and expelled them out of their coaett."—
ActtxilLSO.

•V The coast is clear: The road is free, the
danger is over.

*
•][ Compounds of obvious signification

:

Coast-fishing, coast-line, coast-man, coast-naviga-

tion.

coast action, 5. The action or influence

of the sea on the coasts.

". . . the beds which were then accumulated will

have been destroyed by being upraised and brought
within the limits of the coatt-action.''— Darwm
Origin of Specie* led. 1859), ch. Ix., p. 292.

* coast-blockade, s. A body of men
formerly under the jurisdiction of the Cus-

toms, termed Preventive Service, now turned

over to the control of the Admiralty, and
called Coast-guards. (Smyth: Sailor? Word-
book.)

coast-guard, *. A body of men of tlu

Royal Naval Reserve for watching the sea

from the coast, chiefly to prevent smuggling,

but also for coast defence. Up to 1866 the

Coast-guard was under the Customs Depart-

ment, but in that year the force was trans-

ferred to the Admiralty, and its character

and constitution altered.

coast-ice, $. The ice which forma along

the shore of an island or a continent, in north-

ern latitudes.

coast-road, s. A road following the line

of the coast.

coast-sediment, s. Sediment left on a

coast

coast-trade, coasting-trade, s. Trade

carried on in coasting vessels. By the Act

17 Vict c. 5, passed in 1854, the coasting-

trade of Britain was thrown open to all

nations.

"The people of Bridgewater, who were enriched t*jr

a thriving coatt trade, furnished him with a small

sum of money,"

—

Macaulay : liitt. Eng., ch. v.

coast-waiter, s. A Custom-house super-

intendent of the landing and shipping of

goods coastwise.

s. Svnonymoua with

(Smyth.)
coast- _

Storm-siohal (q.v.

coast (2), *. [A contraction of ale-cost (q.v.)/]

A plant, Tanacetum Balsamita. (Lawsom

Country Housewife's Garden, 1687.) (Britten

<£ Holland.)

coast, coste, " oostey, v.i.k t. [O. Fr

costeer, costoier, costier ; It. eosteggw re.
\

[Coast, *.]

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there;

or, wore, wolf/work, who, son ; mute, otto, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try.

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;%&o, p*K,

Syrian. ». oo = vj, ey = a. qu = kw.
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A* Intransitive

:

1. Literally :

* 1. To adjoin, to lie near or alongside.

2. To sail along the coast of any country

;

to sail within soundings of land.

"... coasting upon the South -Sea, . .
. "—Spenser :

Prttent State of Ireland.

3. To sail or trade from port to port of the
same country.

4. To elide down & hill or incline on a sled.

(an)
5. To cycle down a hill, with one's feet re-

moved from the pedals. ( U. S.)

*IL Figuratively

:

h To approach, to draw near to. to accost.

2. To approach in meaning, to resemble, to
accord, to agree.

B. Transitive:

L Literally:

* 1. To draw near to, to approach, to accost.
" Rises the simne and ful clere cottez the clowdrs of

the welkyn." Sir Qawaine, lfiW.

Who are these that coatt Tu1"—Beaum. * Fletch.

:

Maid of the Mill, L 1.

*2. To He close or adjacent, to border on.

3. To sail or move along the coast ; to
follow the coast-line (lit & Jig).

" Well e'en turn fairly home and coatt the other
aide."— Beaum. * Fletch. : The Pilgrim.

" Our laws, that did a boundless ocean seem.
Were coasted all, and fathom'd all by him."
firyden: Absalom * Achitophel, pt. ii. 1019-90.

*T With the indefinite pronoun it
" The greatest entertainment we found in coasting it,

were the several prospects of woods, vineyards, mea-
dows, and corn-fields which lie on the borders of it."—
Addison : On Italy.

* 4. To carry or conduct along a shore or
coast.

" The Indians coasted me along the shore."—Haktuyt.

*5. To set or place in a certain position, or
lacing a certain quarter or point.

"That the trees be coasted as they stood before."—
Bacon ; Sat. Hist., \ 471.

* 6. To flank or take in flank.
" William Douglas still coasted the Englishmen,

doing them wh.it damage he might.™— //olinthed:
Chronicles, 111. 351

* II. Fig. : To go cautiously along ; to feeL

"The king in this perceives him, how he coasts,
.And hedges, his own way."

Shaketp. I Henry VIII.. iii. %
* coast -ed, "coostld, a. [Coast, i.] Situ-

ated, be .dering.

coast -er, *. [Eng. coast ; -er.}

1. One who or that which sails along the
coast.

(1) Of persons:
" In our sui.il I skiff we must not launch too far

;

We here hut coastert, not dlscov'rers are."
Dryden,

(2) Of ships : Vessels employed in the coast-

ing trade, to go from port to port of the same
country.

"Much of the richest merchandise which reached
London was imported in coastert from Antwerp."

—

Fronde: Hist. Eng,, ch. xii.

2. An inhabitant of the sea-coast.

coast'-ins, *costelyng, pr. par., a,, 4 *.

[Coast, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb);

"Tho gan I walks thorough the mede . .

The ryver syde costeiyng."
Romenmt of /tote, US.

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Pertaining to the coast, or a trade
carried on in coasters ; sailing from port to
port of the same country.

* 2. Fig. t Accosting, conciliatory.
**0, these encounterers, soglibof tongue,
That give a coasting welcome ere it comes."

Shaketp. : Troitui 4s Crestida, It. a.

C. As substantive

:

t, Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) The act of sailing along or following the
coast.

(2) The act of pursuing a coasting-trade.

(3) The act or sport of sliding down a hill
or incline on a Bled.

(4) The act of cycling down a hill with one's
feet removed from the pedals.
*2. Fig.: Courtship.

* H, Gardening : (See extract).

Coasting, npon the transplanting of a tree. Is when
the same side of the tree is plac'd to the south-east,
BSwSS formerly grew that way, where it stood before."—Phillips.

coasting-pilot, «. A pilot who has be-
come sufficiently acquainted with the nature
of any particular coast to conduct a ship or
fleet from one part of it to another, but only
within his limits. (Smyth: Sailor's Word-
book.)

coasting-trade, 5. [Coast-trade.]

coasting-vessel, s. A vessel employed
in the coasting-trade, a coaster.

coast-wise, adv. [Eng. coasf, and wise.]

Along or by way of the coast. (Hall.)

coat (1), * ocote, * cote, * cotto, * cott,
*kote, *. [O Fr. cote; Ft. cotte, from Low
Lat. cota — a garment, a tunic, cotfu* = a
tunic; M. H. Ger. kntte, kolte; O. H. Oer.
choz, chozzQ = a coarse mantle ; Ger. kutte = a
cowl; It cotta; Sp. k, Port. cota. Cognate
with A.S. cote = a cot or cottage, thd original
sense being covering. (Skeat.)J

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. An outer garment worn by men—
* (a) Composed of any material, as of skins,

of rings of steel, Ac.
"The Lord God made to Adam and his wtjf lether

cootit {cootie of skyuuys, Purvey)."— Wydige ; Oenesis
HL SI.

" He was armed with a coat of mall. . . ."—1 Sam.
xvi. s.

(&) Now only of cloth or similar material.

"2. A petticoat, the dress of a small boy
or of a woman.
"A friend's younger son, a child in coatt, was not

easily brought to his book."—Locke.

IL Figuratively :

1. The hair or fur of any beast ; the natural
external covering of an animal.

" Ton have given us milk
In lnnclous streams, and lent us your own coat
Agalust the winter's cold." Thomson : Spring.

2. Any integument, tunic, or covering ; a
layer of any substance covering and protect-
ing another, as the coats or skins of the eye.

3 The habit or dress of any particular pro-
fess.on ; the profession itself. (Compare the
modern use of cloth in such expressions as in
the examples )

" Men of his coat should be minding their pray'rs.
And not among ladies to give themselves airs."

Swift.

T A red-coat : A soldier.

". . . agreeing in scarcely anything else, were dis-
posed to agree in aversion to the red coats."—Macau-
lay: Mist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

B. Technically:

1. Her. : [Coat-abmour}.
" Of England's coat one half Is cat away."

Shaketp. s 1 Henry 17, L L
2. Anat. : The membranous covering of any

part of the body, as the coats of the eye, of
the arteries, nerves, Ac.

3. Naut. : A piece of tarred canvas, put
about the masts at the partners, the rudder-
casing, and also round the pumps, where they
go through the upper deck, in order to prevent
water passing down.

4. Building : A layer of plaster or paint.

*5. Games: [Coat-card],
" Some may be coatt. as in the cards."—B. Jensen :

/few Inn.

* 6. Military

:

(1) Lit. : A coat of mail, a defensive covering
for the upper part of the body, composed of
rings of steel interwoven.

(2) Fig. : Any defensive covering.
" The Poet seised it, and exclaimed,

* It is the sword of a good knight.
Though homespun was his coat-of-maiL**

Longfellow: Tales of a Wayside Inn ; Interlude,

•f To cut one's coat according to one's cloth

:

To regulate one's expenses by one's income,
to live according to one's means.

To pick a hole in one's coat : To find fault
with, to find or point out a weak place.

To turn one's coat : To change sides.

coat armour, " cote armure, 'coot

o

armour, * cootc armure, s.

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A coat of mail, armour.
" Cote armur*, Baltheus."—Prompt, Pare.

* 2. A loose vestment worn by knights over
their armour ; it was frequently of the richest
material, and was embroidered with their
armorial bearings.

" HUi eoote armour was of cloth of Tars."
Chaucer : C. T., IM.

II. Her. : So called because it was embroi-
dered upon the surcoat of the wearer. It is

now used for the escutcheon or shield of arms
wheresoever represented. (See Glossary of
Heraldry.)

" And painted with a livelier red
The Landlord's coa'-of-armt again."

Longfellow .- The Wayside teen,

* coat card, * cote card, *. [Now cor-
rupted int<> Court-card (q.v.).] One of the
figured cards in the pack

—

i.e., tneking, queen,
or knave—so called from the coats or dresses
in which they are represented.
" Mad. We call'd h'im a coat-cmrd
O' the last order.
Pen. Jun. What's that I a knave ?
Mad. Some readings have it so ; my manuscript

Doth speak it varlet/' Ben Jonton t Staple of A em.

* coat-feathers, *oote fathers, s. pi.

Small or body leathers of a bird.

"The lesser feathers which cover the birds: their
cote fether*."—Nomenclator \VAS\. {Mares.)

ooat-llnk, s. A pair of buttons joined
by a link for holding together the lappets of a
double-breasted coat. (Knight.)

coat-tacks, s. pL
Naut. : The peculiar nails with which the

mast coats are fastened.

coat-tail, *. The tail or flap of a coat
" But the baron sat down npon the glass and broks

It, and cut bfs coat-tails very much."— Thackeray

:

Book of Snobs, ch. U.

•J To sit, to gang, dtc, on one's ain coat tail

;

To live, or to do anything, on one's personal
expense. (Scotch.)

" But sis gude he had sittln idle—
Considering what reward he gatt,
Still on hie owne cott tail he tittr

Leg, Bp.St\ Androis: Poems (16th cent.), p, at*

* coat (2), s. [Coite.] A tax, a duty.
"Subsideia, fyftenes, tents, coats, ttxatlouns or tasV

lages, . . '—Acts Cha. I. (ed. 1814), vol. v., p. 445,

*coat (1), v.t. [Cote, Quote.]

coat (2), * cote, v.t. [Coat (1), «.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : To cover or dress with a ©oat.

"She copeth the comiulssarle, and cote'h hie elerkes."
Langland : P. Plowman, 1,644

IX Figuratively

:

1. To overspread, to cover with a layer of
anything.

" The frame of a looking-glass was blackened, and
the gilding must have been volatilized, for a smelling-
bottle, which stood on the cbliuuey-piece. was coated
with bright metallic particles, whi^h adhered as
firmly as if they bad been eiinmellwl "— Dnrwin

:

Voyage Round the World (ed. 1ST0), ch. 11L, p. 62.

2. To cover, to invest (with the prep. over).

" A few only of his sayings have reached us. and
these, as might be expected, are rather things which
he had chanced to coat over with some sarcasm or epi-
gram that tended to preserve them."—Lord iirongham:
ffiitorical Ske ches of Statesmen of the Reign of George
III. ; Lord North.

B. Chem. : To cover retorts, &c., with a
clayey substance so as to make them better
suited to bear intense heat

* coate, s. [Cot.1
" She them dismissed to their contented coatee.''

live/on : Brit. Pastorals, U. 4
coat'-ed, pa. par. or u. [Coat, *.]

1. Ord Lang. : (See the verb).

2. Bot. : Harder externally than internally.
(Lindley.)

odat'-ee, $. [Eng. coat, and dimin. sun*, -eg.]

A military coat with short tails ; any short-
tailed coat fitting tight to the body.

" It was not gratifying to an Englishman to observe
that the red coatee and cocked hat, the old epaulettes
and twist epaulettes of the British officer looked verj
ill amid all the variety of costume in which the French
Indulged."— IT. H. Russell- The [Crimean] War, ch.v\ii.

CO a tit, co at* mon' dl, s. [A South
American worn.]

Zool. : The popular name of any species or
individual of the genus Nasua (q.v.), from
tropical and sub-tropical America.

" The sloth appears for the first time In this edition
of Qesner. and the saguin, or ouistite, as well as what
he calls tbe Hub Indieus alius, which Llnnanis refers
to the racoon, but which seems to be rattier the Nasua
or Coatvntondi."—Haliam .- Lit. of Europe, eh, vili.

coat ihg, pr. par., a., & *. [Coat, *.]

A. v B. At pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (Sea
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

boll, bo^-; pout, JIM; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pb = 1
--clan, tiau shan. -tlon, sion shun; -tlon, -sion -= zhun. -cious, tloua, -sious shus. hie, -die), &<- ---tool, deL
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L Literally:

(1) The act of covering or dressing with a
scat

(2) Material or cloth of which coats are

nude.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The act or process of covering with a
eoat or layer, as of paint, plaster, &c.

(2) A coat or layer of any substance cover-

ing another ; an integument or covering.
" Mere Uw coating la of a rich brown instead of a

M* k colour, and seems to be composed of ferruginous
matter alone."— Darwin : Voyage Sound the World
fed. 1870), eh. L, sv 13.

II. Chem.: The operation of covering retorts

and similar vessels with a clayey substance,
so as to make them better able to bear an
Intense heat.

-less, a. [Eng. coat; •less.) Without or
destitute of a coat.

"Coat let. shoeless and ragged."—Kingtley : Alton
Locke, ch. xxi.

#©6-at-t6st', v.t [Pref. co^con, and attest

(q.v".).] To attest In conjunction with
another.

•cd -rU-tcs-ta'-tion, •. [Pref. co = con, and
attestation (q.v.).] A joint attestation or bear-

ing witness.

• co aug-men ta'-tion, a [Pref. co - con,

and augmentation (q.v.).] An augmentation,

an Increase, an addition.

* od-aug-mfin'-tSd, a. [Pref co = con, and
augmented q.v.).] Increased, augmented.

" Virtne eoawpnen'ed thrives."
Chtipma*: Homer't Iliad, xllt

Coax, * cokes, v.t. k i. fEtym. doubtful.

Wedgwood says the old English cokes was a
simpleton, a gull, probably from the French
txtcasse, one who says or does laughable or

ridiculous things. To cokes or coax one then

is to m;ike a cokes or fool of him, to Wheedle
or gull him into doing something.]

A. Trans. : To wheedle or cajole ; to per-

suade to any action by means of wheedling or
flattery.

" The none had changed her note : she was muzzling
and coaxing the child ; that's a good dear, say* she."—
2,'Estrange.

B. Intrans. : To wheedle or cajole.
** I coax / I wheedle I I'm above It"

Faroidiar: Recruit ing Officer.

•J Crahb thus distinguishes between to

axu, to wheedle, to cajole and to favour: "The
idea of using mean arts to turn people to one's
Hellish purposes is common to all these terms

:

coax has something childish in it; wheedle and
cajole that which is knavish ; fawn, that which
Is servile. The act of coaxing consists of
urgent entreaty and whining supplication ;

the act of wheedling consists of smooth and
winning entreaty; cajoling consists mostly
of trickery and stratagem, disguised under a
soft address and insinuating manners ; the act
of fawning consists of supplicant grimace
and antics, such as characterise the little

animal from which it derives its name

:

children coax their parents in order to ob-
tain their wishes; the greedy and covetous
wheei tie those of an easy temper; knaves
cajole the simple and unsuspecting ; parasites

fawn upon those who have the power to con-
tribute to their gratifications." (Orabb : Eng.
Synon.)

Coax, * cokes, s. [Coax, v.]

* 1. A dupe, a person wheedled or cajoled.

"Go ! von're a bralnlem coax, a toy. a fop."
Beaum. 4 Fl*i. t Wit at See. Weapon*.

3. One who coaxes, wheedles, or cajoles ; a
©sixer.

t 3. An enticement
** He held out bv tarns eoaxm and threat*."—Mar-

lyat t Frank J/iidmof, oh. It

"ed-ax-tV-tion, s. (Lat. coaxatio, from 00020
m to croak as a, frog ; Or. «oa£ (koax) ; used
by Aristophanes in the M Frogs," to represent
the noise or croaking of frogs.] The croaking
or noise of frogs.

** The Importunate, harsh, and disharmonious coax*
aHont of frogs '-7/. M-r* Mv$L 0/ Iniquity. bk_ 1.,

ch .
vi., 4 16. [Trmtekt On tome IMf in our £ng. Did.,

coaxed, pa, par. or a. [Coax, v.]

«6ax'-w, s. rEng. eoax; -er.J One who
coaxes, wheedles, or cajoles ; a coax, a flatterer,

a wheedler.
" Coaxing will do ft If the rich t coaxer can be found."—Jfr*. CeniHere : The Bateett Table.

co-ax'-I-aU, t coaxal, o, [Pref. eo = con,
and axial.

J Having a common axis.

coax -1-al-ly, adv. [Eng. coaxial ; -ly.] So
as to have a common axis.

coax -ing, pr. par., a., k a [Coax, v.)

A. k B. As pr. par, & particip, adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of wheedling or ca-
joling.

cdax-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. coaxing; 4y.) In
a coaxing, wheedling, or cajoling manner ; by
means of coaxing or flattery.

** Then wms a rough earnest In the request, though
It was put coaxingln"—Lamb: Letter to Barton.

cSb (1), * cobbe, a k a. [Wei. cob ^ & tuft

;

cop =* a summit ; cojx* » a top, tuft, or crest

;

I) ut. kop = a head, a pate ; Oer. kopf — a
head ; O. H. Oer. chopp; ItaL coppa; Sp. k
Port, copa.] [Cop.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally

:

(1) A lump or ball of anything ; as of coal.

(2) A spider, from its ball-like shape.

(3) A stone or kernel of fruit.

(4) The top or head of anything. [Cop.)

(5) The spike of maize. [Corn-cob]

(6) The hazel-nut, also called cobnut,

(7) A wicker-work basket for seed, kc
(8) A harbour, probably from the use of

cobs, or large round stones, in its formation.
** This anelent work, known by the name of the Cob,

enclosed the only haven where. In a space of mstiy
mites, the fishermen could take refuge from the tem-
pests of the CljsniieL"—Macu ulay . Ui$t. Lng„ ch. V.

(9) The black-backed gulL
* (10) The head of a herring. (Sashe : Lenten

Stuffe [ed. Hindley), p. »2.)

* (11) A punishment inflicted by flogging en
the buttocks.
* (12) A male swan. [Cobswan.}
* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) One who holds his head above others ; a
leader, a chief.

** Sustenyd Is not by persouls Xowt
But cobbii grots this uote susteue."

Occteve.

(2) A miserly, niggardly person.

"And of these all conhtng country etnffet which
make their bellies and theyr bagges theyi gods, are
ealled rich cobbet."—A'osfcs; Lenten Stuff*.

IX Technically:

L Eorses: A stout, short-legged kind of

horse, much used as a saddle-horse ; probably
so called from its round, punchy form.

"Such a rider as yon wants a strong coo "

—

OKeefe:
Fbntainebleau.

•2. Comm. : A Spanish coin, a dollar, worth
about 4s. 8d. ; current in Ireland In the seven-

teenth century.
" He then drew out a targe leathern bag, and penned

out the contents, which were silver com, upon the
table. "-r. Sheridan Life of Swift, % L

a Building:

(1) A mixture of clay and straw used in

building walls in the West of England. [Cob-
wall.1

(2) An unburnt brick.

* 4. Games : The nut or ball need for throw-
ing in the old game of Cobnut Oj. v.).

5. Poultry: A round ball or pellet of food
with which fowls are fed.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

oob-horse, a [Cos, a, II. 1.1

cob-house, a A house built with cob-
walls.

"A narrow street of cobJtou$r$ whitewashed and
thatched."—IL Kingtleg : ii. J/amlgn. ch. vi. {Oawie*.)

cob-stone, % [Cobstone.]

cob-wall, s. A wall built of a mixture
of clay and stiaw. [Cob, a, II. &]

•j Cob-walls are generally two feet thick,
and make very warm and, it is said, healthy
houses. They were common in Devonshire
and Cornwall, bat are now disappearing.

cob-web, s. [Cobweb.)

ctfb (2), s. [Dut.& Fris. kohbe.} A local name
for the Greater Black-barked Gull ( fyiru* mart'
nus), and the Common Gull (L. canus).

Cdb, v.L k i. [Cob (1), 8.}

c\. Transitive:

I. Ordinary Language.'

1. Literally:

(1) To strike or punish by flogging on the
buttocks with a strap, &c

** I was sentenced to be cobbed with a wonted stock-
ing filled with wet sand."—Jiarrt/at : Fr. Mtidnam,
ch. IL

(2) To pull the hair or ears. (Webster.)

2. Fig. : To excel, surpass.

XL Mining: To break ore with a hammer,
to reduce its size, to enable its separation
from portions of the gangue, and its assort-
ment into grades of quality.

* B. Jntrans. : To strike, to cut.
*• Thre thousand full-thro thrang Into batell . . ,

And mbbsft full kantly, kaghteu the eld."
Deitruct. of Troy, 8,28*.

C<Sb'-Sev-a, s. [Named after B. Oobo, a S|)anisl

botanist]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Polemoniace»
(Phloxworts). The species are fast-growing
climbers, with tendrils. Cobaea scandens, the
best known species, is from Mexico. It

grows here in conservatories, or may be
made to run np the front of a house wits
rough walls,

* cob-ee-a -ce-se, a pi. [Mod. Lat coboset

(q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. stiff, -acece.]

Bot : An order of plants founded by Don,
but now merged in Polemoniacese.

co'-balt, a [Pr. cobalt; Ger. kobatt, kobolt,

from Kobold, the demon of the German mines

;

M. H. Ger. koholt ss a demon ; Low Lat. coba-
lus = & mountain sprite ; Gr. KoflaAoc (kobalot)
= a mischievous goblin. A name given to the
ore by the miners from its being so poisonous
and troublesome to them. It is found in a
marcasite frequent in Saxony.]

1, Chem. : A metallic element, atomic weight
69, symbol Co. The metal was first obtained
in an impure state by Brandt, in 1733. It
occurs as spelss cobalt, or tin-white cobalt
CoAso, and cobalt-glance CoAsS. Cobalt
occurs in meteoric iron. The ore is first

roasted to expel the arsenic, then dissolved ia
aqua regia, the excess of acid evaporated olf

;

1I 2S is then passed through the solution to
precipitate copper, bismuth, and tberein»iuder
of the arsenic ; the filtered liquid is boiled to
expel the excess of IL.S, boiled with IINo,u
convert the iron into a ferric salt ; it is then
supersaturated with ammonia, which precii>i-

tates the iron as Fe<j(UO)g, and the cobalt and
nickel remain in solution. Cobalt can be
separated from nickel by Rose s process. The
solution of tin' mixed oxides is dissolved is

HC1 ; the solution is diluted with much water,

and supersaturated with chlorine gas, which
converts the cobaltous chloride CoClo into

cobalt ic chloride CoeChj, while the nickel is

unaltered ; excess of barium carbonate BaCOj
is then added, and left to stand for eighteen
hours, when the cobaltic oxide is precipitated ;

the nickel remains in solution. The precipitate

is dissolved in boiling UC1, and KagF * is

added to precipitate the barium as BaSoi, and
the cobalt is then precipitated as Co(HO)s by
caustic soda. The metal is obtained by heat-

ing cobaltous oxalate in a covered crucibla

Metallic cobalt is a hard, magnetic, ductile,

reddish-grey metal, with a high melting point.

Its sp. gr. is 8*9. It is not easily oxidised by

the air, when pure. It is dissolved by dilute

HC1 or H2SO4 with evolution of hydrogen.

Cobalt forms two oxides : Cobaltous oxide CoO
and Cobaltic oxide CoeOj (q.v.). The alloys

of cobalt are unimportant. Zaffreis an impure
oxide of cobalt prepared by rousting cobalt

ores with twice their weight of sand. Smalt

is prepared by fusing partially roasted cobalt

ores with a mixture of powdered quartz and
potassium carbonate ; while hot It is poured

Into water and then ground to a fine powder

;

It Is used as a pigment ; this colour was known
to the ancients. Ihe cobaltous salts are the

most stable in which cobalt acts as a dyad

element Cobalt compounds give a blue colour

to a borax bead.

2. Min. : There Is no native cobalt known,
but many ores of the metal. Arsenate or

ArseniaU of Cobalt = Erythrite ; Arsenical

Cobalt m Smaltite ; Black Cobalt = Asbolite

;

Bright-white cobalt = Cobalt-glance ; Carbonate

of Cobalt m Remingtonite ; Harthy Cobalt -
Asbolite ; Grey Cobalt — Smaltite ; Bed CobaU

m Erythrite ; Sulphate of Cobalt =* Bieberite

;

Suh'huret of Cobalt = 8yepoorite, Umwite;
White CobaU = Smaltite ; • CobaU and Lead

Selenite m Tilkerodite.

Cite, at. Hire, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6%

or, wore, wolf, work, who, s6n ; mate, oab, core, nnito, eur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, as, ce -- e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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•J Cobalt-Ammonia compounds ; Cobalt Bases :

Chemistry

:

(1) Ammonia cobaltous salts are formed by
the union of cobaltous salts with ammonia in
excess, the air being excluded, as, CoCls'gNHj,
rose-coloured crystals.

(2) Ammonia cobaltic salts are formed when
an ammoniacal solution of cobalt is exposed to
the air, as— Tetrammonio-cobaltic salts, as
Co2Clg'4NH3 . Hexammonio-cobaltic salts, as
CogClg ' sHH*. Oxy - octammonia - col >altic

<fuseo-cobaltic) salts, as Co20Cl4*8NH3.

Decammonio-cobaltic (roseo- and purpureo-
eobiiltic) salts, as C02CVIONH3. Dinitro-
decammonio-cobaltic (xantho-cobaltlc) salts,

Co^NOj^CU'lONHs. Dodecaramonio-cobaltic
<luteo-coba!tic) salts, CogCVlSiVHg. (For
preparation and properties of these compounds
see Watts's Diet. Chem.

t
and Suppts.)

cobalt arsenate, «.

Min. : The same as Erythrine.

cobalt arsenide, -.

Min. : The same as Smajltite. (Brit. Mus.
Cat.)

cobalt-bloom, %
Min. : Acfcular arsenate of copper. The

same as Ervthrine (Brit. Mas. Cat.), or
Erythrite (Dana).

cobalt-blue, s. Also called Cobalt-
cltramarine. A fine blue pigment pre-
pared by adding an alkaline carbonate to a
solution of pure alum mixed with pure cobalt
salt. The precipitate is washed and ignited.
It is a compound of oxides of aluminium and
cobalt. ThSnard's blue is prepared by heating
in a closed vessel freshly precipitated phos-
phate of cobalt, with five times its bulk of
.gelatinous aluminium hydrate Al^HO),*, and
heating the mixed precipitates in a closed
vessel. The presence of iron or nickel gives
these pigments a greenish tint.

cobalt - crust, s. Earthy arsenate of
copper.

cobalt glance, s.

Min. : An isometric brittle mineral, with
cubic cleavage, occurring also massive. The
hardness is 5'5, the sp. gr. 6—6*3

; the lustre
is metallic ; the colour silver-white, inclining
to red, steel-grey with a violet tinge, or
greyish-black, the streak being of the last-
named hue. Compos. : Sulphur, 19-08 to
2086; arsenic, 4253—44*75; cobalt, 8'67—
SB'IO ; and iron, 1-63—24-99. Dana makes two
varieties, (1) the ordinary, and (2) ferriferous.
iFERRoooBALTiTE.] It is found in Cornwall,
in 8weden, Norway, Ac. In the British
M useum Catalogue cobalt-glance figures as the
accepted name of the mineral described by
Dana as Cobaltite. (Brit. Mus. Cat. of Min.

;

also Dana : Min.)

cobalt-green, s. A permanent green
pigment prepared by precipitating a mixture
of sulphates of cobalt and zinc, by carbonate
of sodium, washing and igniting the precipi-
tate. Also called Kinman's green.

cobalt-hygrometer, *. A hygrometer,
made by dipping unsized paper into a solution
of cobaltous chloride, sodium chloride, and a
little gum-arabic. It is slightly hygro-
scopic, and will absorb the moisture from the
atmosphere. It changes colour as follows :

—

Rose-red indicates rain
; pfnk, very damp ;

bluish pink, moist ; lavender, slightly damp ;

violet, dry ; blue, very dry. It may also be
sed to test whether a room, &c., is damp.
Artificial flowers are often dipped in this
solution.

cobalt-manganese, *
If Cobalt-manganese spar

:

Min. : The same as Rhochrostte (q.v.).

cobalt nickel, s.

^ Cobalt-nickel pyrites

:

Min. : The same as Linn.hite

cobalt ochre, s.

Min. r The red variety Is the same as
Krythrite ; the black one as asbollte, the
latter a variety of wad. (Dana.) The same as
Wad. (Brit. Mus. Cat.)

cobalt pyrites, s.

Min. : The same as Linnjdtc

cobalt sulphate, s.

Min. : The same as Bieberite.

cobalt sulphide, s.

Min. ; The same as Cobalt-glance (q.v.).

cobalt-ultramarine, *. [See Cobalt-
blue.]

cobalt-vitriol, s

Min. ; The same as Bieberite.

cobalt-yellow, s. A beautiful permanent
yellow pigment prepared by gradually adding
a concentrated solution of potassium nitrite

KNOa to an acid solution of cobalt nitrate.
Its composition varies.

Cd-bal'-tio, a. [From Eng., Ac cobalt ; -fc.]

Having more or less of cobalt in its composi-
tion ; pertaining to cobalt.

cobaltic oxide, s.

Chem. : Cobaltic oxide, or sesquioxide of
cobalt, CoqOs, is obtained as a black hydrate
Coa(OH)(j by suspending cobaltous oxide in a
solution of potassium hydrate and passing a
stream of chlorine gas through the liquid. It
is rendered anhydrous by a gentle heat. At
higher temperatures it is converted into a black
oxide C03O4, which is insoluble in aqua regia.
It is used as a pigment in enamel painting.

cobaltic salts, s. pi.

Chem. : Cobaltic salts are prepared by dis-
solving cobaltic oxide In acids. They are not
important, and easily decompose. Cobalt acts
as a tetrad in these compounds, the two atoms
of Co being united to each other by one pair
of bonds.

cd-balt-I-cy'-an-Ide, a, [Eng., Ac. cobalt; -i

connective ; and cyanide.] [Cobalticyano-
GEN.]

Chem. : Cobalticyanide of potassium
KgCo^CN)^ is obtained by dissolving cobalt-
ous cyanide Co(CN)j, in excess of potassium
cyanide RCN and boiling it for some time.
Cobalticyanide of potassium crystallises in
anhydvous flattened yellow prisms, which are
soluble in water; it is not decomposed by
dilute acids. It gives precipitates with most
metallic salts. Cobalticyanide of cobalt is

light red ; of nickel a light green-blue ; copper
sky-blue ; ferrous, mercurous, manganous,
silver, zinc, and stannous, white. Cobalti-
cyanides of lead, ferric and mercuric, are
soluble in water. Cobalticyanide of hydrogen,
or hydrocobalticacid HeCo^CN)^, Is obtained
by decomposing the copper salt by H^S. It
crystallises in colourless deliquescent needles ;

its aqueous solution is not decomposed by
boiling. No corresponding nickel compound
has been formed, the double cyanide of nickel
and potassium being decomposed by HC1.

co balt-i-cy-an'~6 gen, s. [Eng., Ac. co-

balt; -i connective ; and cyanogen.] A radical
contained in cobalticyanides.

co bait ine, s. [Eng. cobalt ; -ine (Mvn.y\
The same as Cobalt-glance (q.v.).

OO'-bal-tite, s. [Eng. Ac. cobalt, and suff.

-ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : Dana's name for a mineral, the same
as Cobalt-glance (q.v.) ; see also Cobaltine.

cd'-bal-ti, in compos. [Eng. Ac. cobalt, and
connective.]

cobalto -cyanide, s. [Cobalto-ctanide
of Potassium.]

Cobalto-eyanide of potassium

:

Chem. : K4Co"CNe, a red, deliquescent, easily
decomposed substance. It can be formed by
the reduction of cobaltic cyanideof potassium.
(See Watts : Did. Chem.)

cobalto-cyanogen, s. a radical con-
tained in cobalto-cyanides.

co'-bal-tous, a. [Eng. cobalt
t
and surT. -ovs.]

[Cobalt.]

Chem. : Belonging to cobalt.

cobaltous chloride, .

Chem. : CoCl2. Obtained as a blue anhy-
drous volatile substance by passing chlorine
over metallic cobalt, also in solution by dis-
solving cobaltous oxide CoO in HC1 ; its solu-
tion is pink, but when concentrated it turns
blue. It is used as a sympathetic ink, the
writing becoming blue on the paper being

exposed to heat, and fading away on absorbing
moisture from the air.

cobaltous nitrate, s.

Chem. : CciNOaVSHiO. Prepared by dis-
solving CoO In nitric acid ; a red crystalline
deliquescent salt, used in blowpipe reactions.

cobaltous oxide, s.

Chem. : CoO, obtained by igniting the
hydrate Co(OH>2, or the carbonate CoCO*,
out of contact with the air. It is a greenish-

Sey powder which, when heated in the air,

kes up oxygen and is converted into a black
mixed oxide C03O4, which at a stronger heat
gives off oxygen. It is used in preparing blue
pigments for china painting.

cobaltous salts, s. pi.

Chem, : Cobaltous salts are precipitated by
sulphide of ammonium as Coo (see analysis).
and can be separated from other sulphides of

this group, except nickel sulphide, by the in-

solubility of CoB in dilute HC1. Potash pre-

cipitates a blue basic salt, which turns green
on exposure to the air ; on heating the preci*

pitate it is converted into the red hydrate
Co(HO)2, which is insoluble in excess of RHO,
but soluble in ammonia, forming a red brown
solution. Small quantities of cobalt salts can
be detected by adding cyanide of potassium in
excess, then nitrite of potassium, and after
wards acidifying with acetic acid, an intense
red cherry Juice coloured liquid Is formed.
Cobalt salts give a blue colour to a borax bead.

cobaltous sulphate, *.

Chem. : C0S047H2O. Cobalt vitriol, ob-
tained by dissolving CoO in HgSo* It crystal-

lises in red rhombic prisms isomorphous with
magnesium sulphate. It forms double salts.

• cobbe, s. A v. [Cob, s. A v.]

cobbed, pa. par. A a. [Cob, v.]

cobbed ore, s.

Cornish Mining : Ore broken with sledge-
hammers out of therock, and not put in water,
it being the best ore. (Weale.)

©oV-ber, s. [Eng. cob ; -er.] A bruiser of tin

.

(Cornish.)

* cob --Ding, pr. par., a., A *. [Cob, v.]

A. As present participle : (See the verb).

B. As adj.: Holding up the head above
others, proud, conceited.

" Amongst those notable, famous, notorious, cobbing
iool&L"— Withalt: Diet. (ed. 1608), p. SOL

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of beating in the
manner described under the verb ; the beating
thus given.

2. Mining: The ant of breaking up ore tosort
out its better portions.

cob'- -Die (1), s. [Eng. cob (q.v.), and dimin.
sun", -le.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A small round stone or pebble ; a boulder,
used for paving streets, court-yards, Ac. ; a
piece or lump of coal.

" Their hands shook swords, their slings held cobbles
round."—Fair/ax : Taste, ix. 29.

2. An apparatus for the amusement of chil-

dren : a beam being placed across a wall, with
the ends equally projecting, so that those
who are placed at each end may rise and fall

alternately ; a see-saw or titter-totter.

3. The amusement itself.

LT. Technically:

1. Metal : An imperfectly puddled ball

which goes to pieces in the squeezer.

2. Coal trade : Small round coaL
"Derby. 27s.; cobble*, Ids. Delivered . .

."—Time*.
Nov. H, 1875. AdvL

cobble-stone. * cobylstone, * cobyll-
stone, * cobbylstone, a

1. Rounded stones.

2. The stone or kernel of fruit.

"Cobyttttona or ckerystone. PetrMa."—Prompt.
Parv.

cobble -tree, s. The splinter-bar or
swingle-tree of a plough.

cob' ble (2), cob '-le, s. [AS. cuopelt fr. Wei.
ceubtd = a ferry-boat, a skiff; oeuo — to ex-
cavate, to hollow out ; boats being originally

made of hollowed trees. (Skeat.)"\ A low, flat-

floored boat with a square stern, used in tht
cod and turbot fishery, twenty feet long and

boll, b6y; pout, J6%1; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; si
-cian. tian * shan. -tion, sion m shun ; tion, sion m zhun. -tions, sious.

as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ing.

shus. -ble, -die, Ac _bel, deL
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Ave feet broad, of about one ton burden, rowed
with three pairs of oars, and furnished with a

lug-sail. It is admirably constructed for en-

countering a heavy swell. Its stability is

•Mured by the rudder extending four or five

GOBBLE.

feet under her bottom. It belonged originally

to the stormy coast of Yorkshire. There is

also a small boat under the same name used
by salmon fishers. (Smyth.)

He hu sailed the coble wi' me line* be wu ten
yew iald, . . ."—Scut : Antiquary, eh. xxxi.

©6b ble (3X *• [Etymology doubtful.)

Ovnith. : A local name for the Red-throated
Diver, Colymbus septentrionalis.

cob ble (1). * cob bill, v.t. k i. [O. Fr.

cobler, coubler = to couple, to join together
;

Let. copulo = to couple; Ger. koppeln; Dan.
hobble.)

A. Transitive

:

L Lit. : To patch or mend clumsily, to
botch. Generally used of shoes.

"If you be oat. Sir, I cut mend yon,—Why, Sir,

cobble you."

—

Shakesp. ; Juliut Casar, 1. L

2. Fig. : To put anything together, or do
anything clumsily or awkwardly ; to botch.

"Believe not that the whole universe la mere bung-
ling and blunder i iu. nothin : effected (or any purpose
or design, but all ill-favoaredly cobbled and Jumbled
together. —Ben ttey.

B. Intrans. : To act as a cobbler ; to mend,
patch, or botch (lit. dtfig.).

" Leaves his snng shop, forsakes his store of shoes,

St. Crispin quits, and cobbles for the muse."
Byron ; English Bards and Scotch Reviewer*.

to$b-ble(2), v.t. [Cobble (1), *-l

1. To pave with cobble-stones.

2. To shake or move as a stone when trodden
on.

3. To play at the game of cobble (q.v.).

•6b bled (1), pa. par. or a. [Cobble (1), v.]

1. Lit. : Mended or patched.

2. Fig. : Clumsily or awkwardly put toge-
ther; botched.

" Reject the nauseous praises of the times

;

Give thy base poets back their cobbled rMines."
Dryden.

• cobb led (2), • ©ttto'-led, a. [Cobble (1),

«.] Bounded like a pebble.
** Sir Torrent gaderid good cabled stony*.
Oood and haudsora nor the nonys.
That good and round were."

Torrent of Portugal, 1300.

eobb ler, * cobbe -ler. * cobe ler, cobe
lere, * oob-ler, *. [Eng. cobbU (1), v. ; -#r.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

W Literally;

1. A mender or patcher of shoes.

"Clowter or cobelert. Barteriut, rebroecator.''—
frompt. /Strv.

" Smith, cobbler. Joiner, he that plies the shears.

Ail learned and all drunk."
Camper : Task, i v. m.

2. A mender or patcher generally ; a clumsy
workman.

" What trade are yon *—Truly, sir. In respect of a
fine workman, I am but, as yon would say, a cobbler."—
Shakeep. : Juliut Ctttar, L L

H Figuratively

:

X. A low-born, mean person.
" As if what we esteem in cobblers base
Would the high family of Brutus grace."

t>ryden : Juvenal s Satires.

2. A drink much in use in the United States.

It U compounded of wine, sugar, lemon, and
ice, and is sucked up through a straw.

[Shekry-cobblkr.]

B. Technically:

L Naut. : An armourer's rasp.

2. Metal. : A puddler who has produced an
insufficiently puddled ball of iron.

3. Weapon-making ; A bent rasp for

straightening the shaft of a lamrod.

cobbler's awl duck, s. A local name
for the Avocet (q.v.).

cdb'-bler-y, s. [Eng. cobbler; -y.] Thetrade
or work of a cobbler. (Sir J. Lubbock in Pop.
Set. Monthly, xxx. 331.)

cobb ling, pr. par., a., As. [Cobble (1), v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb),

t B. As adj. : Cobbler -like, awkward,
clumsy.

"Such cobbling verses no poetaster before ever
turned out"—Lamb : Letter to Barton.

C. As subst. : The art or trade of a cobbler.
" Many underlayers, when they Cvuld not live upon

their trade, have raised themselves from cebbUng to
fluxing."—Sir R. L'Bstrange.

CoV-by\ a. [Eng. cob ; ••/.]

1. Like a cob.

* 2. Stout, hearty ; lively. (Webster.)

* 3. Headstrong, obstinate. (Webster.)

cdb'-coals, s. [Eng cob, and coal] Round,
clean coal, also called cobbles (q.v.).

* cobeler, ' cobelere, *. [Cobbler.]

t co-bSl-lJi'-er-eiit, a. & s. [Pref. to =
con, and belligerent (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Waging war in conjunction or
alliance with another.

B* As subst: One who joins another in

waging war.

cob iron (Iron as l urn), s. [Eng. cob, and
iron.] An andiron with a knob at the end.

"The Implements of the kitchen, as spits, ranges,
cobirons, aud pots."

—

Bacon : Physical- Remains.

* cd-bish'-Op, s. [Pref. co = con, and bishop

(q.v.).} An assistant or coadjutor bishop.

"Valerius, advanced In years, and a Grecian by
birth, not qualified to preach in the Latin tongue,
made use of Austin as a cobishop, for the benefit of the
church of Hippo."— A^liffs.

OtV-bi'-tls, s. [Gr. leucine (kobitis), fern. =
gudgeon-like.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, family Cypri-
nidse. It contains the Loaches. Cobitis

oarbatvia is the Loach, Loche, or Bean lie,

common in streams in England. C. tcenia is

the Spined Loach or Groundling. It is much
less common. [Loach.]

* cttb'-le (1). v.t [Cobble (1), r.]

* COb'-le (2), v.t [Coble, a. 2.] To steep

malt.

"Craig, p. 1M calls aqttam. et ignenx pari ;—that is,

killing ana cobleing'—Pountainhall : Beds., 1. 36.

coV-le (1), s. [Cobble (2), $.]

coV-le (2), *. [Coble (2), v.t) A place for

steeping malt.

cob' le (3), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A square
seat, sometimes called a table seat, in a church.
(Scotch.)

*©ob'-ler, s. [Cobbler.]

* ctib'-ling, pr. par., a., & 5. [Cobblhto.]

"cob -loaf; s. [Eng. cob, and loaf.)

1. Lit : A word of doubtful meaning, but
probably a large coarse loaf, or a loaf with
many knobs.

2. Fig. : A coarse, rough, loutish fellow.

'Ajax. Cobiaaff
Ther. He would pun thee into shivers with his fist,

asa sailor breaks a biscuit."
Shakesp. TroUut and Cretsida, ii. l.

cdb nut, s. [Eng. cod, and nut] [Cob, s.,

A. I. (6).]

1. Ord. Lang. : A variety of the cultivated
Hazel, Corulus Avellana, var. grandis. A
Hazel-nut or Master-nut.

% Jamaica Cobnut: The name given in

Jamaica to the seeds of Omphalea triandra.

It is called also Hog-nut. It requires the
embryo to be extricated, otherwise it is too
cathartic for food. When this is done, then,

according to Mr. W. Macleay, it is delicious

and wholesome.
* 2. Games: A game which consisted in

throwing with a nut called a " cob " at a small
pyramid of cobnuts, the thrower taking all

which he might knock down.
" Chnstelet. The childish game cobnut, or (rather) the

throwing of a ball at a heape of nuts, which done the
thrown lakes as many as he hath bit or scattered."—

c«b oi schoun, cob o schoun. cab-o-
schoun, n, [Cabochok.]

od'-bourg, s. [Cobcro.]

cobourg cloth* s. The same a.s Coblro
(q-v.).

co bra, co b ra cap el la, cobra ca-
pel lo, co - bra de ca pel lo, co -bra
di ca pel' -16, s. [Port, cobra di capeUo =
the .snake of the Hood, i.e., the Hooded
Snake. Capella is wrong, that word in Portu-
guese meaning a chapel and not a hood.]

Zool. : A species of snake, the Coluber Naja
of Linnaeus, now called Naja or Aaia tripu-

dians. It belongs to the family Viperid*.
The head has nine plates behind and is broad,
the neck is very expansile, covering the head
like a hood, the tail round. The colour is

brown above and bluish -white beneath.
When the disc is dilated the hinder part of
it exhibits dark markings like a pair of spec-
tacles reversed, or rather a pair of barnacles,

whence it is sometimes called the Spectacle
Snake. The common name is, however, the
Portuguese one, Cobra, Cobra capella,Cobra da
or di capello, borrowed from our predecessors
in India. The Hindoos call it Nag, a
word which occurs in Nagpore, a city

formerly the capital of the Bhonsla dynasty
of Mahrattas in Central India. It is from
two to four or even six feet long, is common
in India, and is so venomous that it causes
the death of more people than does the tiger.

Notwithstanding this, it is kept in various
temples, fad with milk and sugar, and wor-
shipped. Many cobras are killed and eaten
by a small mammal, one of the Viverridie.

Herpestis griseus, called in India the Mungoos

cobra mon 11. s.

Zool. : Daboia russcllii, from the East Indies.

Called also Russell's Viper. [Ticpolonoa.]

cobra poison, s.

I'hem. : The poison of the Cobra de CapeUo
(Naja tripndians) may be obtained by pressing
the parotid glands of the snake while its

fangs are erected. It has been examined by
A. Pedler and by A. W. Blyth. It is an amber-
coloured, syrupy frothy liquid. 8p. gr. 1*046.

It has a feeble acid reaction. The cobra
poison contains albumen, a minute trace of

fat, and a crystalline body called Cobric acid

(q.v.). It dries up, on exposure to the air, to

a yellow acrid pungent powder.

co bres, s. [Sp.]

Comm. : A superior kind of indigo, prepared
in South America.

OO'-bric, o. [Eng. cobr(a); -ie.] Pertaining
to, or derived from, the cobra.

cobric acid, t,

Chan. : An acid obtained by dissolving the

yellow powder [Cobra poison] in water and
coagulating the albumen by alcohol, filtering,

the alcohol evaporated off at a gentle beat,

the liquid concentrated to a small bulk and
precipitated by basic acetate of lead ; the
precipitate is washed, and decomposed by
HoS, filtering off the lead sulphide, and eva-

porating. Cobric acid crystallises in needles*

which are deadly poisonous ; it forms about

10 per cent, of the snake poison. It fornu

a platinum salt, having the composition

(CiyHajN.CyHCl)*. PtCLj. The platinum salt

is much less poisonous. The addition of

potassium permanganate is said to destroy

the physiological activity of the poison.

CO bri-form, a. [Eng. cobra, and form.]

Resembling or connected with the cobra,

having the poison-faugs grooved.

cob stone, s. [Eng. cob, and stone.] A
rounded stone, a cobble or cobble-stone.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w«t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf, work, who; son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ce, « = e. cy = a. qu = lrw.
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•cob-swan, s. [Eng. cob, and swan.) The
bead or leading swan ; a male swan.

" I am not taken
With a cobswan, or a high-mounting bull.

As foolish Leda and Europa were."
Ben Jonton : Catiline, U. t.

Co burg, co'-bourg, a. [From Coburg, In

Germany.]

Fabric: A thin material of worsted and
cotton, or worsted and silk, twilled on one
side, for ladies' dresses ; intended as a substi-

tute for merino. (Ogilvie.)

oo bur'-ghl'-a, s. [Named after the Prince of
Saxe-Coburg, afterwards King of the Belgians.]

Bot. : A genus of Amaryllidaceae. It con-
sists of handsome plants from South America,
with scarlet, vermilion, or orange-red flowers.

coV-web, *cop-webbe, $. & a. [Either

from Wei. cob = a spider, and Eng. web ; or a
shortened form of attercop^web, from Mid. Eng.
tUtercop = a spider. (Skeat.)] [Attercoppb.]

A* As substantive :

L Lit. : The web or net of a spider.

*IL Figuratively;

1. Any trap or snare; especially such as

may be calculated or likely to catch the in-

experienced or unwary.
"I cannot but lament thy splendid wife

Entangled in the cobweb* of the school*"
Oowper : The Tost, Ml It.

3. Anything light and worthless.

S. Anything that tends to overcloud or
confuse the mind, ma cobwebs do the outline

of a room.

•B. As adj. : Light, thin, flimsy, or worth-
less, with the implied idea of ensnaring or
entrapping ; deceitful.

" Break th rough such tender cobweb niceties.

That oft entangle these blind buzzing flies."

More I PhUot. Poem*, p. SIX

* cobweb-lawn, s. A kind of very fine

transparent lawn.

"Item, a charm surrounding" fearfully
Your partie-per-pale picture one half drawn
In solemn Cyprus, th other cobweb lawn."

B. Jonton : Spiff.

* cobwob-learniiig, s. Light, worthless
learning.

... all other knowledge is bat oobwebAoaming.'—
M: Letter*.

cobweb micrometer, ». A micrometer
(q.v.) in which cobweb threads are used.

•6V webbed, a. [Eng. cobweb ; -ed.)

1. Ord. Lang. : Covered with or full of cob-
webs.

The cobwebb'd cottage, with Its ragged wall
Of mouldering mud. Is royalty to me."

Young: Might Thoughts, L

2. Bot. (applied to leaves, peduncles, <tc):
Covered with a thick interwoven pubescence,
consisting of thin hairs like the web of a
spider ; arachnoid.

t oSb-wSb'-ber-^, a [Eng. cobweb; -try.)

flimsy, cobwebby argument.
" Logical cobwebbery shrinks itself together.*—Car-

q/lei French ««*, pt. ii., ok L, ch. 2.

tO©V-w5b-by\ a. [Eng. cobweb; -y.)

L Literally:

1. Of the nature of or resembling a cobweb.

2. Covered with cobwebs ; cobwebbed.

EL Fig. : Flimsy, light, or worthless.

o5b-worm, s. [Eng. cob, and worm.] The
name given by farmers to the larva of the
Cockchafer (Melolontha vulgaris).

*coc(l), s. [Cock.]

*OOC (2), s. [Cook.]

etV-oa, s. [Sp.]

Bot. & Pharm, : The dried leaf of Erythrory-
lon Coca, a shrub, 4—8 feet high, growing
wild in Peru, and cultivated there on the
Andes, between 2,000 and 5,000 feet high. It
constitutes a stimulant which tends to enslave
those who use it to a greater extent, it is said,

than opium in China or strong liquor here.

It is used chiefly by the Peruvian miners, who
chew its leaves mixed with the ashes of Cheno-
potlium quinoa. It is said to give them great
power of enduring fatigue on a scanty supply
of food ; thirty million pounds of the dried
leaves are consumed, annually. The leaves
contain au alkaloid Cocaine (q.v.), a variety of
tannic acid, and a waxy substance called Coca-
wax CjsHagOa, which melts at 70".

C5c-agne' (g silent), s. [Cockaynr.]

cd'-ca-Ine, s. [Sp. coca; and suff. 'inc.]

Chem. : An alkaloid, C17H21NO4, extracted
from the leaves of the coca plant by alcohol
acidified with a small quantity of sulphuric
acid. Cocaine, which is odourless, aud has a
bitter taste, crystallises in white monoclinic
prisms, which melt at 92", and are very soluble
in ether, but only sparingly so in water. It

is extensively used as a local anaesthetic in
minor operations, especially, of the eye.

cd'-ca-In-ism, s. [Eng. cocain(e) ; -ism."]

1. The habit of using cocaine as a stimulant.

2. The morbid condition induced by such
habit.

05 ca In f aa -tion, s. [Eng. cocainiz(e)

;

-ation.) The act or process of subjecting to
the influence of cocaine.

cd'-ca-tu-ize, v.t. [Eng. cocain(e) ; -i».]

1. To anesthetize by means of cocaine.

2. To subject to the influence of cocaine

;

to impregnate with cocaine.

CO-cal-leV-a, s. [Brazilian.]

Pharm. : One of the names for a decoction
of Croton pcrdicipc*, used in Brazil as a cure
for syphilis, and as a diuretic

t eoc'-a-lftxt, a. [Or. k6kko\os (kokkalos) m a
kernel]

Bntom. : A large cocoon ofa weak character.
(Ogilvie.)

* coc'-a-trice, * ceW-a-tryse> a. [Cocka-
trice.]

cco-ceT-ans, $. pi. [Named from John Coc-

ceius, or Coeken, who was born at Bremen, on
August 9, 1603, and died, Professor of Divinity
at Leyden, in 1665.]

Ch. Hist. : The followers of John Cocceius
tetym.] He believed that the whole Old
Testament history mirrored forth the history
of our Saviour and of His Church. It was
said that Cocceius finds Christ everywhere
and Grotius nowhere in the Old Testament
The statement about Cocceius was correct

:

that regarding Grotius was not so. The fol-

lowers of Cocceius were for a considerable
time numerous and influential. (Mosheim:
Ch. Hist., Cent. XVII., do.)

coc'-ci -dse, a. pi. [From Lat. coccum ,* Gr.
kokkos (kokkos) — a kernel, the cochineal berry,

ix. insect, and fern. pi. adj. suff. •idos.]

Bntom. : A family of Homopterous insects,

called by Latreille Gallinsecta, i.e.. Gall In-

sects. They have apparently but one joint to
the tarsi, and It furnished with only a single

claw. The males have no rostrum but two
wings, which when at rest He horizontally on
the oody ; the females are provided with a
rostrum and are wingless. The species live on
trees or plan ts,a different species on each. Their
larvae are like oval or round scales, on which
account they are sometimes called Scale In-

sects. Many are British. [Coccus.]

coc-cid -i iim (pL coo-cld'-I-a), a. [Gr.

KOKKti(kokkis), genlt kokki'Sos (kokkidos)
t
d\min.

of fcoxKOf (kokkos).} [Coccus.]

Bot. : A form of conceptacle consisting of a

f

[lobular tubercle with a free or confluent cel-

ular wall, and net as a rule opening by a
terminal pore. It occurs in the rose-spored
Algse.

coc-cif-er ous, a. [Lat. coccum;Qr. koVko«

(kokkos) =a berry, and Lat. fero=: to bear.]

Bearing or producing berries ; bacciferous.

coo-ci'-na, s. pi [Mod. Lat. coccus (q.v.), and
neuL pi. adj. sunt -ina.\

Bntom. : A tribe of the sub-orderHomoptera,
type CoccidfiB.

* coc-cln'-o-an, a. [Lat. coccineus.) Dyed
scarlet or crimson colour. (Blount.)

coc cln-eT-la, *. [Dimin. of Lat. coccinum., s.

= scarlet]

Bntom. : A genus of Beetles, the typical one
of the family Coccinellidas. They are generally

beautifully coloured, having as a rule the
elytra red with white spots. Sharpe enumer-
ates eighteen species as British. Coccinella

septempunctata is the Common Lady-bird*

ooo-oln-Sr-li-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cocci-

nella (q.v.), and fern. pL adj. suff. •Ida.]

Bntom. : A family of Beetles, tribe Trimera,
i.e. , having apparently only three joints to the
tarsi. They are so convex above, while flat

below, as to resemble little hemispheres. The
antennas areclavate. The animals when taken
feign death. They are known as Lady-birds,
and sometimes appear in large numbers. They
are not merely narmless but useful to man,
feeding on the Aphides, or Plant-lice, which
destroy the plants. Sharpe enumerates twelve
genera and forty-one species as British.

coc 9m'- el -line, a. [Mod. Lat coccinella,

and Eng. suff. -inc.] Pertaining to, or cha-

racteristic of the Coccinellhlse (q.v.).

coc-cln'-l-a, a. [Lat. ooccineus, coccinus a
scarlet]

Bot. : A genus of Cucurbitacese, with dicecioua
flowers, having five stamens united into a
column ; the anthers in three parcels. The
fruit is oblong, and has on it ten white lines.

The fruit of Cocdnia indica, a common wild
Indian species, is eaten by the natives in their

curries.

coe'-cin-In, s. [From Mod. Lat «wcu#, and

suff. -ine (Chem.).')

Chem. : C^H^Os. A substance obtained by
fusing carmine-red with potash, and dissolving

the mass in water, acidifying with sulphuric
acid, agitating the nitrate with ether and eva-
porating. Water extracts from the residue
oxalic and succinic acids, and leaves Coccinin
undissolved ; it crystallizes from hot alcohol
In microscopic rectangular tablets, which are
very soluble in dilute alkalies, forming a
yellow solution which on exposure to the air

turns green, violet, and purple-red.

coc'-cin-ite, s. [In Ger. coccinit, from Lat
coccinus, ooccineus; Gr. kSkkivos (kokkinos) =
scarlet, and suff. -iU (Min.) (q.v.)/]

Min. : A mineral of adamantine lustre and
doubtful composition, occurring In reddish
brown particles on selenid of mercury. (Dana.)

coc cdb'-ry on, s. [Gr. kokkos (kokkos) = a
kernel • . . the cochineal insect, and 0puo*-

(bruon)= a mossy sea-weed, a lichen, a catkin.)

Bot. ; A genus of plants, order Piperace».
Coccobryon capensc is used at the Cape as a
stomachic.

coo-ci-car'-pi-dfle, s. pi. [Gr. kokkos (kok-

kos) = . . . the cochineal insect ; arapn-os (fcor»

pas) m fruit, and Lat. pi. adj. suff -idee]

Bot. : A family of Algals, order Ceramiacest
(Rose-tangles), sub-order Cryptonemese.

cSc-co-chlbr'-i-dae, *. pi [Mod. Lat coe-

cochloris, and fern. pL adj. suff. -idee.)

Bot. ; A family of Confervaceae, sub-order
Palmelleae. They have the slimy substratum
evident

coc-co-chlbV-JB, s. [Gr. k6kko* (kokkos) =
. . . the cochineal insect, and x-Wpos (dildroe)

m pale green.]

Bot. : A genus of Algals, the typical one of

the family CoccocHLORiDiB (q.v.). There are

several species spreading on the ground, in

moist situations or aquatic.

coc-co-cyp'-sel-um, s. [Gr. kokkos (kokkos)

= a kernel, and kvi/^'A* (kupsele) » a hollow
vessel.]

Bot : A genus of Cinchonads, with a vase-

like fruit Coccocypselum repens is a creeper

with bluish-purple berries, a native of the

West Indies, but cultivated here.

coc-cog" nic, a. [From Gr. kokkos (kokkw)—

a kernel, and Lat. gnidium, with granum
understood = the seed of the Mezereon, from
Gnidius = pertaining to Gnidus or Cnidus,

a town of Caria, now in ruins.]

cocoognic acid, s.

Chem. : An acid contained in the seeds of

Daphne gnidium. It crystallizes in colourless

prisms.

coc-co'g'-nln, s. [From Gr. kokkos (kokkos)^

a kernel, and Lat. gnidium.]

Chem. : A crystalline colourless substance

CooHjsOg, contained in the seeds of Daphnt
Mezereum, It is sparingly soluble in water,

and sublimes when heated.

cdc'-col-ite, 8. [Ft. coccolite ; from Gr. kokkoi

(kokkos) m a berry ; Aiflo* (lithos)= a stone.]

Mil, boy; pout, joltrl; oat, 9011* chorus, chin, bench; go, gem: thin, this; sin. as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = I

tian si Shan, -tion, -sion a shun ; -tion, -slon = shun, -tious, slous, -clous fa shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del*



coccolith—cochineal

Mi*.: A white or green granular variety
of pyroxene arranged by Dana under his variety
lime Magnesia Pyroxene or Malacolite (q.v.).

The British Museum Catalogue makes it a
variety of Diopaide (q.v.).

OOC-cd-Uth, 8. [Gr. k6kk<k (kokkos) = a
kernel ... the cochineal insect, and A#09
Qiihns) = a stone.]

BioL (pi.) ; The name given in 1858, by Prof.
Huxley, to one of certain minute oval or
globular calcareous bodies found in countless
numbers in the ooze of the Atlantic, either
detached or adherent to small pieces of proto-
plasm. They have since been dredged np
from other places, and found in chalk, and,
according to Gnembel, in limestone of all

ages. It is now generally considered that they
are Uniceilar Algae.

edc-cd-lo'-ba, a IGr. K&oror (kokkos) = a
kernel . . . flie cochineal berry, now known
to be an insect and not a berry, and Ao0o;
(2ooos)=a lobe, with reference to the character
of the fruit)

BoL : A genus of plants, order Polygonacese.
The calyx is 5-parted and ultimately becomes
succulent ; the corolla is wanting ; the stamens
are five, united by thin filaments into a ring

;

the styles 3 ; the stigma simple ; the one-seeded
nut being enveloped in the snccnlent enlarged
calyx. Coccoloba uvifera Is the Sea-side Grape,
which grows on the shores of the West Indian
Islands, Bermuda, and the continent of
America. It has large glossy green leaves
with red veins. The berries are eatable. It
Is an evergreen. It helps to bind together the
sandy sea-coast, and protect it against the de-
structive effects of wind and sea. The wood
is used for cabinet work. A red colouring
matter in it is employed as a dye. The wood,
leaves, and bark are astringent, and a decoc-
tion of them evaporated forms Jamaica Kino,

ooc co mil'-J-a, coc-u-mlgl'-i-a (g silent),

a ( Itul.J A kind of plum growing in Calabria,
*he bark of which—especially of the root—is

Siighly esteemed, by the Neapolitan faculty for
its virtues in Intermittent fever. (Ogilvie.)

©oc'-eo-nels, a. fFrora Or. k6kko* (kokkos) =
s kernel ... a berry, and »^« (mis) =
unpractised In a thing . . . powerless,
.feeble (?)]

IBot. : A genus of Diatomacese. Various
species are British, some fresh-water, others
.marine.

ooc -co-no -ma, s. [From Or. k<5<ko? (kokkos)
= a kernel . .* . a berry, and r^ia (nemo) =
that which is spun, yarn.]

Bot. : A genus of Diatomacese. Coccontma
lanceotatitm and C. cistula are common in fresh
water.

coc cos phere, s. '[Gr. kokkos (kokkos) »
a berry ; Eng. sphere (q.v.).] The name given
by Wallich and Hoxley to a spherical mass of
sarcode, or protoplasm, enclosed in a delicate
calcareous envelope, and bearing coccoliths on
its external surface. They are found in pro-
fusion in deep-sea ooze, or floating in tropical
countries.

©oc-coV-te-iis, s. (from Gr. k<Skko$ (kokkos)
= a kernel . . . the berry like the cochineal
insect, and bcn-tov (osteon) m a bone.]

Palannt. : A genus of ganoid fishes, section
Placodermata, sub-order Ostracostei. They
nave, however, affinities, as Prof. Huxley has
pointed out, to the Teleostean Siluroids, with
which, perhaps, they should be placed. There
is a cephalic buckler covered with small hemi-
spherical tubercles, the notochord was persist-

ent, but the rays of the dorsal and ventral
fins, as well as the neural and haemal spines,
are ossified. The tail was heterocercal. Coc-

* costeus is a very characteristic organism of
the Old Red Sandstone, occurring at Gamrie,
in Orkney, Caithness, Ac. It is found also in
the Eifel countryand in the Hartz. The genus
seems to have come into existence, however,
in the Upper Silurian ; species of that age
saving been found by M. Barrande in Bohemia.

coc c6 thraus'-tes, *. rprom Gr. ko*kko«

a kernel ... a berry, and 0mw (throve"), rut,

0patio*v (thrausd") = to crash.]

Onlth. : Grosbeak. A genus of birds, the
typical one of the suo-famfTyCoccothraustinsB.
There are two British species : Coecothravstes

'

vulgaris (the Hawfinch) and C. Moris (the

Greenfinch or Green Grosbeak). (See these
English words.)

coc-co-thraus-ti'-nse, a pi. (From Mod.
Lat. eoocothraustes (q.v.), anafem.pl. adj. surf.

•ince (q.v.).]

Omith. : A sub-family of Conlrostval Birds,
family Fringillidas. It contains the Gros-
beaks. As their names import, they have
thick bills fitted to crush berries. They have
large wings, short tails, and stout feet. [Coc-
COTHRAUSTE8.]

* coo-cow, s. [Cuckoo.]

coc'-cnle, s. [Dimin. of Gr. kockoc s . . . a
berry.1 (For def. see extract.)

" Caecum, a pericarp of drv elastic piece*, or eocenles,
as in Diociufc, JJictamnus, EuphoxbU." '

— Lindle*

:

Introd. to Botany, bk. i., ch. 1L

cSc'-cu-lus, a [Cocouxa.]

Bot.: A genus of plants, order Menlsper-
macese. Sepals in 2 whorls, petals 6, sta-
mens 3 or 6, ovaries 8, 6, or more ; drupes
one-celled, one-seeded. The genus consists of
climbing plants with small, generally white
or green, dioecious flowers and heart-shaped
leaves. In general the species are bitter
febrifages. Coceulus crispus, a twining species
with tubercles or warts on the stem, found
in Sumatra and the Hollucca Islands, is

used by the Malays in intermittent fevers.
The root of what was formerly called Coceulus
palmatus but is now designated Jatcorhiza
palmata, found In Mozambique and Oibo, is

the Calumba-root of commerce, from which
a bitter is obtained. [Calumba.] A decoc-
tion of the fresh roots of C. vUlosus, with a
few heads of long pepper in goat's milk, is
administered by the Hindoos hi rheumatism
and old venereal complaints, as is a green
jelly for heat of urine. An ink is made from
its fruit. In Arabia a spirit is distilled from
the acrid berries of G. Cehatha.

coceulus Indicus, s.

Cotmn., ote. ; A popular name given to a
species of Menispermacese, which furnishes
certain dried berries constituting an article
of commerce. They are imported into this
country from the East Indies. There is no
botanical species with this exact name. The
plant which furnishes the berries, the Meni-
spermum Coceulus of Linnaeus, was called by
De Candolle Coceulus suberosus, but Wight and
Arnott have since removed it from the coc-
eulus genus, and term it Anamirta Coceulus.
The drupe resembles a round berry, the size
of a pea or larger, wrinkled externally, and
with a brittle husk. The kernel is intensely
bitter. It contains about one-fiftieth of its

weight of a powerful bitter narcotic poison
called Picrotoxin (q,v.), also bases called
Menispermine CigHsiNsOj, a crystalline base,
Paramen(spermine, and several organic acids,
ire. C. indicus is a deadly poison, is used to
give a bitter taste to beer, and is thrown into
rivers to kill the fish. It has been used in
form of ointment in certain skin diseases.
The popular notion that these berries were
used to increase the intoxicating properties of
porter U said, on the authority of an eminent
analyst, to be erroneous.

coc'-cum, s. [Lat. eoccum « a berry ; Gr.
kokkos (kokkos). j [Coccus.]

Bot. : Gaprtner's name for a kind of fruit,

the same as Coccus, 2 (q.Y.).

ede'-cits, s. [Gr. jcoxkoc (kokkos) = a kernel,
. . . the cochineal insect, the female of which
is so like a berry that it was long mistaken
for one.]

1. Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Coccida? (q.v.). Many species are hurtful to

Slants in greenhouses and elsewhere. Gar-
dners call them bugs. Coccus adonidum (the

Mealy Bug) does damage in hothouses, as does
C. Testudo. C. VUis (the Vine-scale) injures
vines, and C. Hespcridum oranges. They may
be destroyed by painting the branch on which
they congregate with spirits of turpentine, or
fumigating them with turpentine, tobacco, or
sulphur. Others, however, are of value as
dyes. C. Cacti, found on the Cactuses, Is the
Cochineal Insect. [Cochinxal.] C. Ilicis,

found on Quereus cocci/era, an evergreen oak
in the south of France, furnishes a crimson
dye which has long been known to mankind.
C. Pdlonieus is used by the Turks as a red
ays. C. Laoca yields lac (Lao.]

2. Bot. : A shell ; a carpel separating elas-

ticaily from an axis common to it and other
carpels. (Trsaa ofBoL)

cdc-cyg'-«-al,a. [IaL coccyx (gta\tcoccygU);
Gr. kqkkv$ (kokkux) =* a cuckoo ; so called
from its resemblance to a cuckoo's beak. J

Anai. : Pertaining to or connected with the
coccyx, as the coccygeal bones, the coccygeal
artery, the anterior and posterior coccygeal
nerves, die.

coccygeal gland, s.

Anai. : A gland varying in size from that of
a lentil to that of a small pea, occupying a
hollow at the tip of the coccyx.

coe-cyg'-e-us, a [CoocvaEAi*]

Anat. : The muscle which retains the coccyx
in its place, and prevents it horn being forced
backward during the expulsion of the lasces.

(Dunglison.)

coc-cy-gd'-morph, o. k a tOoocroo-
HQMrztJKl

A. As adj. : Belonging to or characteristic
of the Coccygomorphai (q. v.).

B. As subst. ; Any individual of the Coccy-
gomoxphaj.

cos-cy-go-mor'-phae, a pi. [Mod. Lat,
from Gr. k6kkv£ (kokkux), gen. KoxKvyot (kok-
kugos) = a cuckoo, and nopfrn (morphe) =•

form.]

Zool. : In Huxley's classification, a group
corresponding to the Picarian birds, without
the swifts, goatsuckers, aud woodpeckers.

coo-cy-gO mof-phlc, a. [Eng. coccygo-

morph; -ic.\ The same as coccygomorph
(q.v.).

* coo'-cyn, a [hsX. cocclnum.] A red or

scarlet colour.

" The marchaundisea of purpur aiuinilk and coecyn."
— Wi/dtfei ApmcaU xriU. 12.

coc cys'-tes, a [From Gr. k6kkv£ (kokkux)=

a cuckoo.]

Omith. : A genrrs of birds, family Cuculidse,
sub-family Cuculiux. Coccystes glandanns,
the Great Spotted Cuckoo, is a native of
Africa, but a straggler has been met with in
Ireland.

©oc'-oyx, a [Lat eoecyx; Gr. k6kkv£ (kokkux)

— a cuckoo, the beak of which it resembles.

Anai. : The lowermost portion of the verte-

bral column, consisting of four, or more rarely

five or three, divided terminal vertebra, which
become more or less united into one with the
advance of age. They have been called united
vertebrae

coc-cy-a'-nao, 5. pL [From Mod. Lat. coo-

cyzus, and fern. pi. adj. sun". -in&.]

Omith. : Hooked-billed Cuckoos. A sub-
family of birds, family CucnlMre (Cuckoos),
The nostrils are linear, the bill curved, with
the margin of the upper mandible dilated

;

the tarsus is naked and lengthened ; the tail

very long and cuneated.

coc-cy'-ziis, a. [From Gr. k6kkv£ (kokkux) =
a cuckoo.]

Omith. : The typical genua of the sab-
family Coccyzinas Iq.v.). The species are

natives of America. Coccuzus amerieanMS,
the American Yellow-billed Cuckoo, has occa-

sionally visited Britain.

* coch'-er, s. [Mid. Eng. cache =3 coach ; -sr.]

A coachman.

* coch' er mgs, s. [Coshering*.]

cdch'-i-neal, *. [In Fr. cocheniUe; ItaL

cocciniglia, from Lat cocdneus = of a scarlet

colour ; coccus = a berry, kermes (q.v.\]

1. Comm. : Properly the dried female of the
Cochineal insect, Coccus cacti. [Cochinxal
insect.] A single pound of cochineal is sup-
posed to contain no fewer than 70,000 distinct

individuals. It is used in dyeing scarlet, and
In the manufacture of scarlet and carmine, the
colour being brought out and fixed by chloride

of tin.

2. Hist. & law: The Spaniards first dis-

covered its value in 15fU It was introduced
into Europe about 1523 and into India in 1706.

Formerly there was a duty on cochineal is>

E&te, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit*

or. wore, wolf, work, wild, son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, aa, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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ported into England, but by 8 and 9 Vict, C.

So, passed, in 1845, it was abolished.

cochineal fig, s. A cactus, Opuntia
coch iiu 11 ifera,

cochineal insect, *.

Sntom. : Coccus cacti, the cactus meant being
the Cactus opuntia, which grows in Mexico and
other parts of Central America. Cactus cochin-

COCHINEAL INSECT ON CACTUS.

illifera is another plant on which the insect
feeds. The cochineal insect has been intro-

duced from America into Spain and Algeria.

odch'-lei-a, s. [Lat. cochlea — a snail, a snail's

shell ; from Or. koyAoc (kochlos) = a mollusc
with a spiral shell, used for dyeing purple,

murex.)

1. Mach. : An ancient engine of a spiral

form ; a screw-jack.

2. Hydraul.: A spiral pump for raising

water, introduced by Archimedes into Egypt.

3. Armt. : The anterior division of the in-

ternal ear. It consists of a gradually tapering
spiral tube, the inner wall of which is formed
by i central column or modiolus, around which
it winds. (Quiiin.)

Odch'-le-an, a. [Mod. Lat. cochlea) (q.v.),

and Eng. sun". -an.\ The same as Cochlear
(q.v).

OOCh ld-ar.o. [From Lat. cochlear = a spoon.]

1. AnaL: Pertaining in any way to the

eochlea (q.v.).

2. Bot. : (0/ (estivation) ; A term used when
one piece being larger than the other, and
hollowed like a helmet or bowl, covers the

rest, as in Aconttum, some speciea of per-

sonate plants, &a (Lindley.)

eoch-le'-ar'-I-a, #. (From Lat. cochlear = a
spoon, which the hollowed out leaves some-
what resemble.)

Bot. ; A genus of plants, order Cruciferaj,

sub-order Pleurorbize*e, and the tribe Alys-

Binese. The seed vessel (a silicule) is oval or

globose, with turgid valves, having a prom-
inent nerve in the middle ; the seeds are

many, not margined, tuberculate ; the calyx is

patent Two very distinct siwcfes are British :

Cochlearia Armoracia, the Horse-radish, and
C. officinalis, *he Scurvy-grass. Two other
supposed species have been added, C. anglica

and C*. danica, but they nre properly only
varieties of C. officinalis. The name Scurvy-
grass was given because it was supposed to l>e

of great value as an antiscorbutic. If eaten
fresh it is stimulant and diuretic, but is feeble

if allowed to dry before being taken.

cochlearia oil, s.

Chem. ; The essential oil of Common Scurvy-
grass, Cochlearia officinalis. It boils at 160",

and consists of meUiyl-ethyl-thio-carbimide

*<sCH<CH,)(CaH6X

o5ch-le- ar'-I-form, a. [Lat. cochlear m a
spoon, and forma = form, shape.]

Bot , Anat., <£c. : Spoon-shaped.

O'f-hltarxform, process, processus coddeari-
fbrmii:

AnaL : A small passage which lodges the
tensor tympani muscle of the ear.

*COch le-ar'-y, a. (From Lat, cochlearum — a
shell, a snail.

J The saiueaa CocuLGArs(q.v.).
"That at 8t Dennis, new Psris. hath wreathy

•pirns. iiii.1 cochlear]/ turning* about if—Browne:
tutgur Krrvttrt.

coch le ate, coch le-at ed,a. LLat.cocA-
Imtus m spiral or screw-formed.J

1. Ord. Lang. : Circular, spiral.

J. Bot. : Twisted in a short, spire so as to
resemble the convolutions of a snail shell, as

the legume of Medicago cochleata, or the seed
of Salicornia. (Lindley.)

coch'-le-ous, a. [Lat cochlea (q.v.), and
Eng. sutf. 'Ous.\ Spiral like a snell-snail ;

cochleate. (DerhanC)

coch li di 6 spcr'-mate, a. [Qt. icoxh&iov
(kuduUiion) = a small snail, and antpfia
(sperma) = a seed.]

Bot. (Of seeds); Concave on one side and
convex on the other.

coch li-d-ddn'-toid, a. & s. (From the stem
of the second element of cochliodus; suff. oid. \

A. As adj. : Pertaining to, or characteristic
of the genus Cochliodus.

B. As subd. : Any individual of the genus.

coch-li'-o-dus, s. [Gr. koxAo? (kochlos) = a
sheU-Ush, and <>oou« (cdovs) m a tooth.]

Pakcont. : A genns of sharks with lateral

teeth, marked with sub-spiral ridges, and
grooved like a univalve shell. They are found
in the Carboniferous Limestone of Armagh
and Bristol.

coch-lo sper'-mum, s. [Gr. a-o^Ao? (koch-

los) m a mollusc with a spiral shell, and o-vcp/xa

(sperma) = seed. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Cistaceie.

Cochlospermum Gossypiwm is an Indian tree

with large and magnificent bright yellow
flowers, tive-loled, and five to six inches long.

Royle says that it yields the gum Kateera,
which in the N.W. provinces of India is sub-
stituted for tragacanth. A decoction of the
roots of C. insigne is used in Brazil in internal

pains, especially if these have been produced
by falls or accidents ; it is also given to heal
abscesses. C. tinctorium is prescribed in ame-
norrhea, besides furnishing a yellow dye.
{Lindley. )

* coch-oure, s. [Mid. Eng. cache = couch

;

-cure = er.] One who lies on a couch.
** He miikyth me to swel le both fleulie and veyne.
And kepith me low lylce a cochmtre."

Ifugee Poettca, p. 86V

co-ctn'-io, a. [From Eng., &c, cocoa (1), and
stiff, -inic.) Pertaining to or derived from
cocoa or the cocoa-nut.

* ooolnlo acid, ». [Cocoa-nut oil.]

* cd'-cin-in, s. [Eng., &c, cociniic); .in.)

Chem. : A mixture of glycerides of lauric and
myristic acids.

* cock (1), 8. [Itai cocca; Fr. cache,} The
notch of an arrow.

* cock feather, * cocke-leather, s.

Archery .* The feather which stood upon the
arrow, when it was rightly placed upon the
string, perpendicularly above the cock or
notch. (Wares.)

"The cocks-feather is called that which stanaetb
above in right nook i nge. ""—Asc/iam J Toxoph.. p. 175.

cock (2), * coc, * cockc, * oolc, * cokke,
s. k a. [O. Fr. coc ; Fr. coq, from Low Lat.
coccum, an onomatopoeic word occurring in
the Lex Salica ; Gr. kokkv (kokku) = the cry
of the cuckoo or cock; Icel. kokr; A.S. coc.

(Skeat.)']

A* As substantive :

L, Ordinary Language :

1. Literally:

(1) The male of the domestic fowL
"In that lond cokkm croweth wel Utel toforo day."—

Trettia, i. S*9.

" Jmiu said unto htm. Verily I aay onto thee, That
this night, ittfore the cock crow, thou shall deny me
thrice. —Jfatt. xxvl. 34.

(2) The male of any bird ; as, A coefc-robin.

2. Figuratively:

*(1) The mark at which archers shot; the
prize for shooting or wrestling (probably
originally a cock or bird).

" Oo not to the wrastel luge ne to achotynge at cok."—Babeet Book. p. 40.

(2) The mark at which cnrlr/s play.

If The stono which reaches as far as the
mark is said to be cock-hight, i.e., as high as
the eock.

* (3) The sail or cry of the male of the domes-
tic fowl ; cock-crow.

At the fryst eo*Jk« room he."—Tporrmton, 78S.

t (4) A leader, a chiet

t (5) A good fellow ; a brave, noble man.

" tirtat. Well said, father Honest, ciuotli the fcuitte;
for by this 1 know thou art x cock o( the right kind,
for thou hast said the truth. "—Bunyan ; rilgrtmlm
Progrcu, pL 1L

(6) The act of turning anything upwards ;
the turn given.

"He wore a broad stiff hat. cudgel proof, with as&
edging tlm-e fingers deep, trussed up into the liemw
trooper's «>c* "—Guardian, Six Its.

IL Technically:

1. Omith.:

(1) The domestic cock is Galhis domesticual
It has been doi nest i rated from time im-
memorial, figuring on the Egyptian uouuv
meuts. Some think it was derived from Utet

Gallus bankivus of Java.

(2) Various fowls, more or less resembling;
the domestic fowl, as the Blackcock, Tesras*

tetrix.

*[[ (1) Cock of the Rock: The name given in
Guiana to an American bird about the size oa"

a pigeon, which though in certain n;si»ectat

resembling one of the Gallinaceea is really one
of the Piprinee or Manakins, a sub-family off

Ampelidse or Chatterers. It is orange-coloured,
with black on the wings and tail.

(2) Cock of the Wood : [Capercailzie J.

2. Horology :

(1) A bridge piece fastened at one end to m
watch plate or block, and at the other forming
a bearing for a pivot of a balance or anything
similar.

(2) The gnomon or style of a diaL

3. Mechanics:

(1) The pointer of a balance.

(2) A weathercock, a vane.
" Yon cataracts and hurricanes, spout

Til! you have drencu'd our steeples, drown'd thr
?-..:.$• Shakesp. : Lear, tlL ft.

(8) The hammer of a gun-lock. (By some
authorities connected with cock (1).

" Is thy cock ready, and thy powderdry ?"—jfmrtow*?
LuetS Horn., Hi. 5.

(4) A spout to let water out at will by turn-
ing the stop ; a faucet or rotary valve of various
kinds, such as a blow-off cock, a stop-cock, Ac.

"On opening this cck the mixed air and vai
rush from the experimental tube into the empty
vessel."— Tyndall : Frag, ofScience (srd edj. a. 880.

% The cock is the symbol of Fiance, as tlva-

bull is of Englaud.

T[ To cast at the cocks :

1. Lit. : To throw for a piece of money at *
cock tied to a stake. The barbarous practice-

is now obsolete. (Ramsay.)

2. Fig. : To waste, to squander. (Scotch.*

Cock and key : A stop-cock.

Cock and pail : A spigot and faucet.

Cock of the walk : The chief or head of h»
own circle.

A cock-and-bull story : An exaggerated storjr.

To live like a fighting cock: To live luxuri-
ously.

Every cock on his own dunghill : Every mam
Is a hero in his own circle ; everyone fights

best when he has his friends and backers
about him.

% Cock is also used as the second part of *
word such as blackcock, woodcock, &c, where
it has no further meaning than bird, irrespec-

tive of sex.

B. As adj. : Used fn such words as cocar-

robin, cc<k-sparrow. where it is equivalent t»
male.

cock-a-bendy, a An instrument for

twisting ropes, consisting of a hollow piece off

wood held In the hand, through which a pis
runs. In consequence of this pin being
turned round, the rope is twisted. Ths
thraw-crook is of a different construction^

being formed of one piece of wood only.

cock a-hotidy, *. A corruption of Wet.
coca a ion tklu (— red with a black body o*r

tiunk), an artificial fly used by anglers. It
does not resemble any known fly.

COCk-a-hoop, adv. [Fr huppe = a crest

»

cock-a-hoop m a crested cock : hence, a proud?,

fellow, &c] Proudly, exultingly.

"You'll make a mutiny among my gnesUf
You will set cock-a-hoop / you'll be the niaa t

"

tAaketp. : Romeo <* Juiiet, L k
* cock-ale, *. A kind of ale ra whtclb

the flesh of a cock was boiled, witli other
ingredients.

"Whether It be cock-ale. China-ale. rasoarry mlm
sage-ale, . . ."—Poor Robin, 1736.

bStl, h6f: p6rlt. )&rlx oat, cell, chorus, 9hln. bench; go, fcem; thin, this; Bin, a»; expect, Xenophon, exist. -lAg..

-tlan = skan. -Hon, aion = shun; t*on, sion = shun. -Clous, -tlous, -slous = slius. -ble, -die, &e. = bel, del.
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cock -a-pentle, ». One whose pride
makes him five and act above his income.

cock bead plane, s. A plane for mak-
ing a moulding which projects above the
common surface of the timber. (Scotch.)

* cock-boll, s. A child's toy : perhaps a
attle.

cock-bill, adv. [See A-cockbill.]

•f To put the yards a-cockbill : To top them
by one lift to an angle with the deck. The
symbol of mourning. (Smyth.)

cock-bill, I'.*- I"C(x:k-bill, adv.) To place
the anchor in the position described under the
adverb.

cock-bird-height, s. (Scotch.)

1. Lit. : Tallness only equal to that of a
Cock chicken.

2. Fig. : Elevation of spirits.

cock-brained, a. Rash, giddy, flighty.
**...• cockorained solicitor."—Milton: Colasterion.

* cock-bread, s. Food for game-cocks.

oock-bree, cock-broo, s. [Eng., &c.
coc* ; Scotch bree (q.v.).] The same as Cock-
bboth (q.v.).

cock-broth, 5. A broth made by boiling
down a cock.

" Diet upon spoon-meat* ; m veal or cockbrothi pre-
pared with French barley."—Harvey : On Consump-
tions.

cook-crow, * cockes crow, cock-
crowing, &

1. The call or cry of a cock.

2. The time at which cocks crow.
"A lute bifore the cockcs-crowe."— Bekct, 1090.

" At even, or at midnight, or at the cockcrowing,
or in the morning."—Mark xiii. 85.

cock-eye, s.

L Ord. Lang. : A squinting or crooked eye.

2. Technically:

(1) Milling: A cavity on the under side of
the balance-rynd to receive the point of the
spindle. (Knight.)

(2) Saddlery : An iron loop on the end of a
trace, adapted to catch over the pin on the
end of a single-tree. (Knight.)

cock-eyed, a. Having a crooked or
squinting eye.

" A merry, rock-ryed, curious-looking eprite
Upon the instant started from the throng."

Byron : The Vision of Judgment, r. M.

cock-fight, s.

1. A battle or match of cocks.
" In cockfl-nhtt, to make one cock more hardy, and

the other more cowardly."

—

Bacon: Natural History.

2. A child's game, played with the stalks of
the plantain.

cock-fighter, a. One who sets cocks to
fight, or markedly countenances another in
doing so.

". . . the brutal enck-Mghter, who knows well that he
can improve his breed by careful selection of the best
cocks."—Darwin : Origin of Specie* (ed. IS5»), ch. iv.,
p. 88.

* cock-fighting, a. & $.

A. As adj. : Addicted to the sport of cock-
fighting.

B. As subst. : The setting cocks to fight.

14 is now punishable by English law.
"All we have teen, compar'd to bis experience.
Has been but cudgel-play or cock-fighting."

Btaam. i Merck. The Captain.

Tf To beat cock-fighting: To surpass any-
thing conceivable.

"The Squire (altered out: 'Well, this beat* cock-
Mffhtina."-LyUon : My Novel, bk. lit., ch. xl ( Da vies.

)

cock-foot, s. A plant, Chelidoniummajus,
the Greater Celandine.

cock-grass, s. A plant, Bhinanthus
Crista-galTi, the Yellow Battle.

cock-head, &
1. Ord. Lang. : The herb All-heal, Stachys

palustris, Linn.

2. Mach. : The upper part of a millstone
spindle.

COCk-headed, a. Giddy, rash, hasty.

cook—oookade

cock-hedge, s. A quickset hedge.

cock-horse, s. & o.

A, As substantive

:

1. A rocking-horse for a child ; a stick, hav-
ing a horse's head at the end, on which chil-
dren ride.

* 2. Any high or tall horse. [See A-oock-
borse. 1

* Be As adjective :

1. IAt. : Raised up, aloft.
" Alma, they strenuously maintain.
Bits cockhorte on her throne the brain."

Prior: Alma, I. St.

2. fig. : Raised in mind or feeling, proud,
exultant, upstart.

cock-laird, s. A landed proprietor who
cultivates his own estate. (Scotch.)

cock-lobster, *. A male lobster.

COCk-loft, s. [Either Eng. cock and loft,

from the birds roosting there, or a corruption of
Mid. Eng. cop = top.] An upper loft, a garret.

"... and who sometime* lay hid for weeks together
in cockloftt and cellars."—Macaulay : Hist Eng., ch. v.

cock- lorrel. cockle lorrel, a A gen-
eric name for a rascal. [Lorel.]

cock-master, a. An owner or breeder
of game-cocks.

cock-match, s. A battle of cocks ; a
cock-fight.

cook-metal, s. An inferior alloy of two
parts copper and one of lead for making cocks
or faucets.

cock-nest, $. A nest built by some male
birds for roosting, Ac. (Dunoin : Origin of
Species, ch. viii.)

cock-paddle, s. The Lump-fish (q.v.).

"Lnmpus Anglornm, Nostratibu* Cock-Paddle."—
Stbb. Scott, p. 24.

COCk-rose, s. Any wild poppy with a red
flower ; but most commonly the long, smooth-
headed poppy. Also called cop-rose.

* cock-shut, s. The close of the day

;

nightfall ; the time when fowls go to roost.
(Also at t rib,

)

** fiat. Thomas, the earl of Surrey and himself,
Much about cock-shut time, from troop to troop,
Went through the army, cheering up the soldiers."

Shakesp. : Richard 111., v. a

cock-stride, $. A very short distance
;

as much as may be Included in the stiide of a
cock, •

cock-throttled, a.

Vet. : An epithet for a horse whose throttle
or windpipe is so long that he cannot fetch
his breath so easily as other horses do.

* COCk-throwlng, s. A sport at Shrove-
tide, when a cock was tied to a post and pelted
with sticks, & c.

" Cock-throwing
Cock-a-doodle do ! 'tis the bravest ttU*

Wit's Recreation, IMO.

cook-water, s.

1. Min. : A small stream of water brought
In a pipe and used to wash ore.

* 2. Old Med, : A remedy for consumption.

cock-weed, *. The name of a plant,
called also Dittander, or Pepperwort.

cock (3), s. [Dan. kok m a heap, a pile ; I eel.

kb'kkr = a lump, a ball ; Sw. koka — a clod of
earth. (Steal.)]

1. Lit. : A small conical pile of hay.
"As soon as the -lew is off the ground, spread the

hay again, and turn It, that it may wither on the other
side ; then handle it. and. if you find it dry, make it
up into cocks."—Mortimer.

2. Fig. : The corner or point or form of a
hat.

" You see manv a smart rhetorician turning bis hat
in his hands, moulding It Into several different coot*.'
—Addison.

•cock (4), *cog, *OOgge, a [O. Fr. coqve;
Ital. cocca; Su. coca — a boat] [Cock-boat.]

1. A small vessel.

" Pro Carlele to the cost* there thy cogge lengges."
Morte Arthur*. 47*.

2. A very small boat used on rivers, or near
the shore ; formerly the general name of a
yawl.

" I caused my lord to leap Into the cock."—Tragedm
of Hoffman.

cock-boat, cockbote, s. [Cock (4),
8.)

*cock (5), *. [Cockle (2), *.]

* cock (6), * cocke, s. or a. [Coccyn.]

*cdck (7), * cocke, s. [A corruption of the
name of God.] An oath.

COCk (1), v.t. k i. [Cock (2), s.]

A, Transitive :

X, Ordinary Language

:

1. To set erect, or upright ; to cause to
stick up.

" This is that muscle which performs the motion so
often mentioned by the Littin poets, when they talk of
»tm*n'& cocking his nose, or playing the rhinoceros."—
Addison.

H Commonly with the adverb up.

2. To set the hat jauntily on one side of
the head.

"I Dick |
stroked' bis chin and cocked his hat."

Prior ; Alma, i. S4C.

U. Tech. : To raise the cock or hammer of
a gun ready for firing.

B. Intransitive

:

W Ordinary Language ;

I. Lit. : To stick up, to stand up.
* 2. Figuratively

:

(1) To strut about with head in air, to swag-
ger about, to bluster.
" Sir Popllng is a fool so nicely writ

;

The ladies would mistake him for a wit

:

And when he sings, talks loud, and cocks, would cry,
I row, uiethinks, he's pretty company." Drgden.

(a) With the pronoun it.

" And if they be both disposed to cocit it throughly
yet when they both be made bankrupts, then they
must ueeds conclude a peace."—Sir T. Smith : Oration
III. | A ppendiz to his lAft.

(6) With the adverb up.
"... In that he was found cocking up against God."—

Archdeacon Am way : Alarum, p. 1SI (1661).

(2) To train or make use of fighting cocks.
".Cries out 'gainst cocking, since he cannot bet"

BenJonson.

II. Tech. : To draw up the hammer of a gua
ready for firing.
M A modern hero fought for modish manners

;

On Uounslow's heath to rival Wellesley'B fame,
Cock'd, fired, and miss'd his man—but galn'd his aim."

Byron; The Walt*.

cock (2), * COke, v. i. & t. [Cock (3), s.\

1. Intrans. : To set hay up in cocks or small
piles.

" Canstow serven, he seide . . .

Other coke lor my cokers ?

'

tangland : P. Plowman, c ri., IX

2. Trans. : To put into cocks or small

" Bike inyrth In Hay is meetest for to make.
Or summer shade, under the cocked hay."

Spenser : Shep. Col., xL

cock (3), v.t. [Calk, v.] To calk a horse's
shoe.

"Cautious men when they went on the roads had
their horses' shoes cocked."— Trollop*.

•cock (4), v.t. [Cocker, v.] To pamper, in-
dulge, or spoil children.

* cock (5), * cocke, * eocken, v.i. [EtymoL
doubtful

; probably from Cock (2), *.] T»
fight.

" Wot te eocte with knyf hast thou none nede."
Pol it Songs, p. IN.

cock-a'de, *cock-arde, a [Fr. coquard*\
fern, of coquard = " foolishly proud, saucy,
presumptuous, nialaperty, undiscreetly peart,

cocket, jolly, cheerful" (Cotgrave.) " Co-

quarde, bonnet d la coguarde, a Spanish cap.

any bonnet or cap worne proudly." (Ibid.)

From O.Fr. coc; Fr. coq =. a cock\ from the
resemblance to a cock's-comb.1 A ribbon, or
knot of ribbons, or other similar material worn
in the hat ; more specially, a rosette of leather

worn by servants on the side of their hats.

In England, cockades are worn by servants of

masters serving under the crown as officers in

the Army or Navy, Deputy Lieutenants, &c,
and are of black leather, originally the dis-

tinctive cockade of the House of Hanover.
Coloured cockades mark the retinue of foreign

officials. Cockades have at different times

been used as party symbols. The White
Cockade was assumed by the Jacobites.

Cockades played an important part in the

French Revolution.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we. wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p£i,

•r, wore, wolf, work, whd, son: mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », oa = e ; ey = a, qu = kw.
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odok a ded, a. [Eng. oockad(e); -ed.] Wear-
ing or provided with a cockade.

" Apaniper'd spendthrift, whose fantastick air,

Well-fashion"d figure, and cockaded brow,
He took In change." Young : Night Thoughts, 5.

* cock - al, * cook'-all, s. [Etymol. doubtful.]

1. A game played with a sheep's pastern

bones instead of dice.
" Cockals, which the Duteh call ' toolings,' are differ-

ent from dice; for they are square with four sides,

and dice have six."—Kinder : Sanct. of Salvation (1-668),

p. 368.

2. The bones used in playing the game.
(HUCKLEBONES.]

* cock'-

a

-Ian, cok-a land, coc-a-
lasne, 's. [Fr. coq-d-l'dne = a cock-and-bull

story. J

1. A disconnected or irrelevant story.
" What a Coc d CAtne is this ? I talk of women, and

thou auswerest Tenuis."—Sir Topting Flutter.

% Used to denote an imperfect writing.
" Excuse the rather cockalnnd then letter from him

who caretue not howe dlsionnall his peun's expression
be to you, to whouie he is a must faithfull servant."

—

Lett. Sir John Withard, item, of Dr. Spottitwood, p. 60.

cock~an'-dy, s. [Etym. doubtful.] The
Puffin, Alca arctica. (Scotch.)

9 cock arde , s. [Cockade.)

cock a tie!, cock a teel, s. [Dutch.] A
dealer's name for the small cockatoos of the
genus Calopsitta.

cock a too, cac a to, cock a toon,
* co-ca-to, s. [Fr. kakatou, kakatoes ; Ger.
kakadu; from the Malay kakatua = a cocka-
too, an onomatopoetic word.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Any species of the sub-
family of birds described under No. 2.

2. Ornith (pi. Cockatoos) : The name given
to the birds of the family Psittacidae, sub-
family Cacatuinae, the same that was called

by Swainson Plyctolophinse. They have a
large head, ornamented with a folding or pro-
cumbent crest, a short very broad bill with
the culmen of it very much curved. The tail

is lengthened and broad, the feathers not
narrowed. Besides their peculiar utterance
"cockatoo," from which they derive their
lame, screamed out harshly, they are not able
to acquire more than a few words, their imita-
tive power being but slight. They inhabit
Australia and the Eastern Islands, living in
woods, and feeding chiefly on seeds and fruits,

which their bills are well adapted to crush.
They also eat insects. The species most fre-

quently brought to England are the Great
Sulphur-crested Cockatoo, Cacatua galerita,

and the Small Sulphur-crested Cockatoo, C.
sulphnrea. They are white with yellow crests.
They become thoroughly domesticated.

" Here are also—[in the Mauritius) herons white and
beautiful :-—cocatotm, n sort of parrot, whoso nature
may well take nauie from kojcop cube, it is so fierce

and so indomitable."—Sir T. Herbert : Travel/, p. 383.

cock a trice, * coc a tryse, * kbk a
trice, *. [O. Fr. cocatrice = a crocodile

;

from Low Lat. cocatricem, ace. of cocatrix = a
crocodile, abasilisk : a corruption of Low Lat.
cocodrillua = a crocodrle. "The r being
dropped, as in Sp. cocodrilo, Mid. Eng. coke-

drill, the fable that the animal was produced
from a cock's e^g was invented to account for
the name." (Skeat.)] [Basilisk, Crocodile,]

L Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : A basilisk, a fabulous serpent sup-
posed to have been produced from a cock's
egg hatched by a serpent. Its breath and
even its look were believed to have been fatal
to any who came within their inHuence.

" Voca'ryie. Batilucus, cocodrtllut."—Prompt. Par*.
*' For. behold, I will send serpents, cockatrice*, among

you, which wi 1 not be charmed, and they shall bite
you, wutl. the Lord."—Jer. viii. 17.

* 2. Figuratively

;

(1) Anything venomous or deadly.
" This was the end of this little cockatrice of a king,

that was able to destroy those that did not espy him
fii-nt"

—

Boon.

(2) A courtesan, a harlot

IX Technically

:

1. Her. : For the difference between a
basilisk and an amphisien cockatrice, see
Basilisk.

2. Scrip.: The word "cockatrice" oc-
curs four times in the text and once in the
margin of the authorised version of the
Bible. In four of these passages, viz., Prov.
xxiii. 32 (margin), lsa. xi. 8, lix. 5, Jer. viii.

17, the word is
%2S$3 (tsiphoni), and in one*

viz., Isa. xiv. 29, it is 2p? (tsepha). Tsiphoni

means that which is generated from a serpent,

hence a serpent itself. Tsepha, which is from
the Bame root, is a serpent's progeny. It

evidently means a very venomous serpent, but
it will be observed that no countenance is

given in Scripture to the fable about the
origin of the cockatrice, or to any other of the
myths that of old clustered so thickly around
that animal of now fallen fame.

Cock ay ne, * Coc-agne, s. [Fr. cocagne

;

O. Fr. cocaigne ; Ital. encagna, cuccagna; from
cucca = dainties, sweetmeats ; from Lat. coquo
= to cook ; from the belief that the houses in

this fabulous land were covered with cakes. ]

1, A fabulous or imaginary land, the home
of luxury and idleness,

2. The land or home of cockneys, cockney-
dorn.

cock -chaf-er, s. [Eng. cock, and chafer

(q.v.).]

Entom. : The popular name of a lamellicorn
beetle, Melolontha vulgaris, found in England.
It crawls awkwardly on the ground, and when
it flies does so heavily and with a whirring
hum. The larvse are found in dung or in
decaying vegetable matter or buried In the
ground.

* coeke, s. [Cock.]

cocked (1), pa. par. or «. [Cock(1), v.]

A, As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. (ofa hat) : Three-cornered.

cocked (2X pa- par. or a. [Cock (2), v.]

cock -ee, s. [Eng., &c, cock, and Scotch ee =
eye.) In the game of curling, the place at
each end of the rink or course, whence the
stones must be hurled, and which they ought
to reach, generally marked by a cross, within
a circle.

" Glenbuck npo' the corker stood ;

His merry men drew near."
Davidson ; Seatont, p. 162.

* cock-en, v.i. [Cock (4), v.]

t cock'-er (1), • cockeryn, v.t. [Etymology
doubtful ;

probably a frequentative of cock or
cog =s to shake, to rock ; hence m to dandle.
Cf. Wei. cocri ss to fondle ; ever — a coaxing,
a fondling ; cocraeth — a fondling ; and Fr.

coqueliner = to dandle, to cocker, to fondle, to
pamper, to make a wanton of a child.] To
pamper or indulge children ; to treat with too
great tenderness and care ; to fondle, to spoil.

*' Cockeryn. Carifoveo."—Prompt. Pare.
" He that will give his son sugar plums to make him

learn, dues but authorize his love of pleasure, and
cocker up that propensity which he ought to subdue."
—Locke: On Education.

t cSck'-er (2), v.i. [Perhaps from cock (1), s.

;

suit'. -er.] To be in a tottering state.

cock'-er (1), «. [Eng. cock (1), v. ; -er.)

• 1. One who is devoted to cock-fighting.

"He was the greatest cocker in England."—Steele.-
Conscious Lovert, act i v.

2. A kind of spaniel trained to start wood-
cocks and other game.
"A little Blenheim cocker, one of the smallest,

beautifullest and wisest of laixlogs or dogs."

—

Carlyle ;

Jiiseel., iv. 17L

cock'-cr (2), * cok -er (1), *. [Cock (2), v.]

One who puts hay into cocks.
" Canstow semen he seide . . .

Other coke for my cokert, other to the cart pleche."
Langland .- P. Plcntman, cvili

cock'-er(3),*coc-ur,*cok-er(2), *cok-yr,
* COk-ar, *. IA.S. cocor, cocur ; O. Fries.

koker; Ger. kn'ker; O. H. Ger. chochar ; Sw.
koger ; Dan. kogger.) A kind of coarse half-

boot worn by rustics. It properly signifies

gaiters and leggings, and even coarse stockings
without feet, used as gaiters.

" Coeur, boote [cokyr bote H. F. ) dorea, coturnas."—
Prompt. Parv.

" Now doth be inly scorne hU Kendal green.
And bis patch'd cockers now despised lieen."

Bp. Una : Sat., bk, iv., | 6.

cock'-er (4), • cok'-ker, *. [Cock (4), v.} A
quarrelsome fellow.

" Thise cokkert and thise hollars."
Tovmeley Mj/tt., p. 342.

COCk'-ered, pa. par. or a. [Cocker, v.]

cock' er-el, * cokerelle, «. [A double
dimin. of cock, s. (q.v.).]

1. Lit. : A young cock.

"Cokerelle. Gallus, oallulut."—Prompt. Par*.

2. Fig. : A proud, high - spirited young
fellow.

" What wilt thou be, youna cockerel, when thy spurs
Are grown to sharpness?" I/rvden.

cock'-er-le, a. [Cocker (2), v. ; -ie = -y.] Un-
steady in position. The same with Cockksv
sum (q.v.).

cock'-er-Ie-ness, s. [Scotch oocktrU; -nest,]

The state of being cockerie.

cock'-er-Ing (1), * cok er-ynge, pr. par.,
a., & s. [Cocker (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of pampering or In-
dulging a child ; indulgence, fondling.

" What discipline la this, Parseus, to nourish violent
affections in youth, by cockering and wanton indal-
gencles, and to chastise them in mature axe with i

boyish iw1 ~*

mborce.
yish rod of current km."—Milton ; Doct. and Due e/

cock -er ing (2), pr. par. & a. [Cocker (2),
v.] Tottering, threatening to tumble, espe-
cially in consequence of being placed too high.

* cock' er Ing (3), *. [Cosherings.1 An
exaction or tribute in Ireland ; now reduced
to chief-rents. (Blount : Law Diet.)

cock er non' y, cock er non ie a
[Etym. doubtful.] The gathering ot a young
woman's hair under the snood or fillet ; a
cap. (Scotch.)

"I doubt the daughter's a Billy thing—an adoo
cockernotiy she had busked ok her head . . ."

—

iXott i

Old Mortality, ch. v.

* cock -er-nut, s. [Cocoa-ndt.]

cock' er-sum, a. [Eng. cocker (2), v., /nd
suflf. swm = some (q.v.).] Unsteady in pi il-

tion, threatening to fall over. (Scotch.)

* edek'-et, a, [Coquette.] Pert, saucy.
"Coquette ... a coct«( or tatling houswife. -

Cotgrave.

cock'-€t (1), «. [Coquette.]

* edek'-et (2), * coket, s. [Low Lat coktU
,

perhaps from concha — a shell.]

1. A seal belonging to the King's Custom-
house. (Reg.ofWTi.ts, fol. 192a.) Also*
scroll of parchment sealed and delivered b)
the officers of the Custom-house to mer-
chants, as a warrant that their merchandise*
are customed. (Blount: Law Diet.) Also an
office of entry in the Custom-house, &c.

" The greatest profit did arise by the eocket of hides j

for wool and woolfeiis were ever of Uttlt value in thl*
kingdom."—Davie*.

2. A measure for bread, &c.

3. The second quality of bread, the finest
being wattel, or wastel-bread (q.v.).

"When a quarter of wheat Is sold for xiid. the
wastel-bread of a farthing si. all weigh vi 1. and xvi s.

but breevtl-cock*t ot a larthing, of the same cum and
bultel, shall weigh more than wastel by Us. And
cooked-bread made of corn of lower price, shall weigh
more than wastel by vs. Bread made int. a siiuuel,
shall weigh 11 s. less than wastel : Biead simile of the
whole wheat, shall weigh arodte/andabaii ; so that a
eocket shall weigh more than a waste) by vs. Bread
of treet shall weigh two wastels ; and bread of common
wheat shall weigh two great cockett."—Mount : Lam
Diet.

* cockct-bread,
[COCKET, S., 3.]

coket bread, a.

eocket centre, eocket centering, a>

Arch. : Centre or
(

centering in which'
head-mom is left

beneath the arch
above the spring-

ing-line. Where
passage beneath
the arch is not re-

quired during the
execution of the
work, a cocket-
centering is not
needed, but the
centering is con-
structed on a level

tie-beam resting on the imposts. (Knight.)

cock -ey/, *. [Etym. doubtful.] A sewer.

cock' ie, s. [Eng. cock (1), s. ; dimin. suff. -ie.]

A word occurring only in the subjoined com-
pounds.

COCKET-CENTRE.

boil, bo$; pout, jo~wl; cat, 9011, chorus, 9bin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin* as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pb = f.

-tian = sham, -tlon, -sion - shun; -tion, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -sious - shus. -ble, -die, &c. = boi, del*
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cockie-bendie, $.

1. Tlie cone of the fir-tree.

2. The name also given to the large conical
buds of the plane-tree.

.took- le -leek'- le, cock- a - leek '- Je,
cdck-^-leek'-y, «. [Eng., &c. cock, and
leek (q. v.>] Soup made of a cock boiled with
leeks.

"The poultry-yard had been put under requisition.
and c-cky-leeky and Sw>t«h col lops soon reeked in the
BaiUies little parlour.-—Scott : WnverUy, ch. UL

Ooek-ie-leer'-le, ». [Imitated from the
sound.) Tlw sound made by a cock in crow-
ing. (Scotch.)

cdck'-I-Ijf, adv. [Eng. cocky; -ly.] In a
cocky, conceited, stuck-up manner.

cdck'-Ing (1), pr. par., a., & s, [Cock (2), v.)

A. k H. Aspr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary language

:

1. LU. : The keeping or training &
cocks to fight ; the sport of cock-fighting.

** The cocking holds at Derby.*
Beanm. A /T<-2. : MontUur ThomoM.

2. Fig. : The act of turning anything up-
wards.

IL Technically:

1. Shooting :

(1) The act of drawing back the hammer of
t gun ready for firing.

(2) The shooting of woodcocks.
" There ought to be noble cocking In theae woods."—

Mingtley : Tun fm\r% Ago, oh. »L
2. Carpentry:

(1) A mode of fixing the end of a tie-beam
or floor-joist to a l>eam t girder, or wall-plate.
The same as Cogging (q.v.).

(2) Mortising. (Knight.)

* cooking-doth, «. A canvas frame ex-
tended with a hole, through which a gun
might be put to shoot pheasants, &c

eock'-lng (2), pr. par., a., A a [Cock (3), v.)

A. V B. As pr. par. £ particip adj.: (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of putting hay into
cocks, nr small conical heaps.

O&ck'-ing (3), pr. par., a., k j. [Cock (B), v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. a> particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

" Where cocking dads make sawcle lads
In youth to rage, to beg in age."

Tutter: Life* p. 1*2,

C As subst. : The act or practice of pam-
pering or spoiling children.

• cock'-IslL, a. [Eng. cock (2), s. ; -Uh.)

I. Lit. : Of or pertaining to a cock.

II. Figuratively:

L Upstart, conceited, cocky.
"Ad iscreete father doth not by and by come upon

his serrant with a cudVetl. (or so should be make his
ehllde roc****, ."-TrewneMe 0/ Christian Religion,
slo 5 mat-ham.)
* 2- Wanton, lecherous.
"Cocktih, rustia, leacberous, salax'-ITttaa/*; Die-

Honnrie fed. 1808). p. 25.

0dck'-It(lX pa. par. or a. [Cocked.] (Scotch.)
"Sitting eockU up like a shark. . . "Scott: Ant,-

ovary, ch. si ill.

•cock -It (2X a. [Pr. caput} [Coqokite,
Cocket, a.] Proud, saucy, conceited.

" Accrester. To wax cockit, grow proud."—Cotg^ire.

oock'-le (1). *cok 11. * cok-kel, -cok
kyl. cock el, * cok ylle, kokil, .<

[A.8. coccel — tares, from Gael, cogall m tares,
Cockle ; ccgv.ll = corn-cockle ; Ir. cogal = corn-
cockle. So called from choking the good seed.
(Trench : On the Study of Words, p. 200.)]

1. Ordinary Language :

(I) LU. : A plant, Lychnis Oithago, formerly
called Agrostemma Githago. Ita fuller Eng-
lish name is Corn-cockle. It is an erect-
branched plant, between one and two feet
high, witli linear-lanceolate leaves and large
purple flowers, the segments of the ribbed
calyx being much longer than the corolla.
It may have been introduced Into England
with seed, but is now very frequent in corn-
fields.

- His eiimye cam*, andm above dernel or cokil
"

Wycliff. : Matt. xlif, 2a,

* (2) Fig. : Anything injurious or detri-
mental.
"
J" toothing them, we nourish "gainst our seuate
The cockte of rebellion, Insolence, edition.
Which we ourselves nave ,-lough'd for. eow'd and

scatter'd,' Shaketp. : (,'oriof.. til. L
2. Scrip.: The cockle sf 8cripture, niHJ

(bashuAX Job xxxi. 40, is an uniueutitied weed.
It is from *«5(fcoosa)= to smell unpleasantly.
The Septuagint translators render It (Jo-rot
(batos) = a thorn. It ia probably not the
Lychnis Githago.

3. Mining: The mineral schorl, a variety of
tourmaline, which is held to be as useless in a
mine as cockle in a Held of corn.

cockle -burr, s. An American name for
Aaiithium, a composite plant.

cock le (2), • cock. • cokole, « ookeL s.

{¥r. coquWc ; ltal. cochiglia; Low Lai. con-
quilium ; Lat. conchylium ; Gr. Koyxv\iov(kong-
ctiulion) =. a mussel, a cockle ; xoyxvAn, aoyvn
(koiigchnle, kongchi) — a mussel, a cockle.)

L. Ordinary language

:

L The popular name of the shells classed
by naturalists under the genus Cardium, or
the family Cardiidse. Their appearance is
familiar. Forties and Hauler enumerated
thirteen species of Cardium as British. The
most common one is Cardium edule: it is the
one to which the name cockle is most fre-
quently applied. It is found in sandy bays
near low water. A small variety is met with
in the brackish water of the Thames as high
as Gravesend. The name is also loosely ap-
Slied to some other bivalves. Iu the Hebrides
Tyo truncata is so called, and, more fully,

the lady-cockle. It is sometimes used of the
scallop, and was formerly used of the oyster.

* 2. A ringlet, a curl.

-To curl tiie entire* of her new-bought head."
St/ltrWtr: The D*xiy. f aT. (£ae*ee.)

* 3. A cockle-shell.

"Oow. Thns time we waite. and Jongeat leagues make
short

;

Sail boh in cocklu, have; and wish bnt tort"
skatap. : I'eriela. ir. «.

t The Order of the Cockle: That of St.
Michael, the knights of which wore the scal-
lop as their badge. This order was instituted
by Lewis XI. of France, who began to reign
a.d. 1461. The dress is thus described rrom
a MS inventory of the robes at Windsor
Castle in the reign of Henry VIII. :_" A
mantell of cloth of silver, lyned withe white
Batten, with scallope shelles. Item, a hoode
of cryrasin velvet, embraudeard with scallope
shelles, lyned with crymson satten." (Strutt

:

Horda Angel^ymuin, voL iiL, p. 79. Gl.
Complaint of Scotland. )

"The emnrionr makkis the ordurof knrchthed of
the flelse. the kyng of France makkis the ardour of the
eokkil, the kyng of Ingland nntkkis the ortlour of
knyebthede of the gartan.'*—OompL &., p. 23L

H. Technically:

1. Zool.: [I. 1.J,

2. Heating Apparatus

:

(1) The hemispherical dome or the crown of
a heating furnace.

(2) A hop-drying kiln, an oast.

(3) A large drying-stove used In a house
where biscuit-ware dipped in glaze ia dried
preparatory to filing.

(4) The body or fireplace of an air-stove.

•cockle brained, a. The same as
COCKLE-HEADED (q.V.).

* cocklo-demoi, s. A half cockle-shell (f).

" fast ing cociUHitmou about In courteaie."
Chapman I Jfasou. of HLi-Tempi9.

"cockle-hat, a. A pilgrim's bat, so called
from tlie practice followed by palmers of
wearing a cockle-shell in their hats. [Cockle-
shell.]

*' By his cockle hat and Btafi,

And his sandal shoon."
ShahUf,. t ffanUf, iv. 5.

•cockle-headed, a. Chuckle-headed,
foolish. (6'cofca.)

H
. . . bnt he's crack-brained and codcldunded shout

Ma nlpperty-ti|iperty poetry nonsense . . ."—Scott:
Rob /tog, ch. xxt

cockle kind, t. The species of cockles
or shell-fish generally.

" The moat recluse discreetly open'd find
Congenial matter in the cockle-kind."

Pope : DunctaU, Iv. tat,

cockle-oast, >. The part of the oast or
hop-kiln where the fire ia made up. (Brande.)
[Cockle, ». II. 2.]

cockle shell, s. The sheU of the cockle •

worn by palmers as a sign of their having per-
formed the pilgrimage to the shrine of St,
James at Compostelio in Spain.

" %ffh,°V 8aiDt J*meaa cockleshell.
VI fair Monteerrat, too, can tell."

Scott .- Marmlon, L fa

•oockle-stairs, t. Winding or spiral

* cockle-stone, s. A fessll cockle.

cockle stove, «. The same as Cockls
(2), «. II., 2. (2).

* cock -le (3), «. [Eng. cocfc (2), s., and dUmim.
suit. -lc\ A young cock, a cockerel.

cock -le (4), i. [Cockle (2), v.]

Mills : Tlie instrument used In cockling the
cogs of a milL

cock -lo (1), v.i. [Cackle.] To cluck as a
hen. (Scoteft..)

cock'-le (2), v.t. [Coo, a] To make a slight
incision on the cogs of a mill, for directing in
cutting off the ends of them, so that the
whole may preserve the circular form. The
inst rumen t used is called the cockle.

COCk'-le (3), v.i. k t [Cockle, «.]

A. fntrnns. : To contract into wrinkles,
like a cockle-shell ; to pucker op.

B. Trans. : To wrinkle, to pucker np, to
indent.

odok'-led, pa. par. or a. [Cockle (8), v. J

1. LU. : Shelled, enclosed iu or furnished
with a shell.

" Loves feeling ts more soft and sensible
Than are the tender hoius of coc-Jtrc suaila'

hhakeep. : Lotei Labour! Lou, lr. a
2. Fig. : Wrinkled, puckered, ribbed, like

the shell of a cockle.

"showeia soon-drench the camlet's cockled grain."
Uap.

* cock'-ler, «. [Eng. cockle (2), a. ; -er.) One
who gathers or sells cockles.

"An old fisherman, mending his nets, told me a
moving atary ; how a brother of the trade, a cockle*
as be styled him, driving a little cart with twa
daughters, . .

."—Orn, : Lett, to Dr. Whanon.

cock -let, s. [Eng. cocfc, and dimiu. guff. -Jrt.J

A young cock, a cockerel
"Main after main of cocklett.-—c. Kinatles .- Life.

* cock' ling (1), «. [Eng. cock (2), s.. and dimin.
•aft*, -ling.) A young cock, a cockerel.

tc6ck-ling(2Xpr.par.,a., &«. [Cockle, ».]

A. A B. As pr. par. & particip. ailj. : (Ses
the verb).

"A short cockHna sea which mint very soon he*,
bulged the ship."

—

Cook : Vog-aoee, ch. vii

C. As substantive

:

* 1. The act or trade of gathering or deal-
ing in cockles.

2. The act of falling into wrinkles or
puckers, as a cockling sea. (Cook : Voyages.)

cock-loft, s. [Cock-loft.]

*c6ck'-iy, a. [Eng. cockUf) (2), s. ; -v.] Wrin-
kled, puckered.

cock -man. a. [Eng. cock (2), and ma*.] A
seutiueL (Scotch.)

"c6ck -match, >. [Eng. cock, and match.) A
cock-fight

" At the aame time that the heads of parties piassi es
towards one another an outward shew of good breed-
ing, their toola w.ll not so much as miugle at a escs>
match."—Addieon.

*c6ck-mate, «. [Etym. doubtful Nares
thinks it is a corruption of copesmate (q.v.).]

A comrade, a companion, a mate.
" Not disdaining their cod.mate*."—Ltllv : SuphueL

cock ncy. * coke - ney, * coke - nay
* cok-nay, * cok naye, s. k a. [Etyin.

doubtful. Wedgwood suggests, and Skeat
adopts the suggestion, a connexion with Lat.
cotfuina = a kitchen. Murray breaks up
M.K. cokrney into coken ei/ m cock's egg, and
d. lines the word in Langland as ^gg"
(See A 1.)]

A. As substantia

:

* 1. A young cock (•). [See etym.)
" I have no salt bacon

lie no coaetay, by Crist, eoluppes for to maks."
L-moland : f. Pl.nem'tn. t,ST0.

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t, I

«s\ wore, wolt work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fuU ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e. ey = a. le as eL
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* 2. An effeminate person ; a coxcomb.
"lam afraid this groat lubber, the world, will prove

• cockney."—Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, iv. 1.

3. A native or resident of the city of London.

"The cockney, travelling Into the country, ii sur-

prised at many common practices of rural affairs."

—

Watt*.

* 4. A southerner ; a native of the south of

Bngland.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or resembling a
cockney, ignorant.

cockney-like, a. Like a cockney.
"Some Again draw this mischief on tlielr heads by*

too ceremonious and strict diet, being over precise,

eoi-kif't-Uke. and curious in their observations of
..tunes, . . ."—Burton: Anat. of Mela n., p. 7S.

t cock'-nSy; v.t. [Cockney, s.] To pamper,
to cocker. (Bishop Hall.)

t cock-ney-dom, s. [Eng. cockney; -dom.)

The home or district of cockneys.

eock'-ney-fied, pa. par. ora. [Cocksevtv.]

tc6ck'-ney-fy, v.t [Eng. cockney; Lat.

fucio (pass, fio) = to make. J To form with the
manners or characteristics of a cockney.
(Webster.)

t odck -ney-Ish, <*• [Eng. cockney; -ish.]

Pertaining to or resembling a cockney.

t cock'-ne^-ism, s. fEng. cockney; -ton.]

The qualities, characteristics, idioms, or dia-

lect of a cockney.
". , . recognised the woman's Berkshire accent be-

neath U* coat of Voekneyism. '—KingMey : Two Yean
Ago, ch. xxlv.

* cock ou, $. [Cuckoo.]

©6ck -pit, s. [Eng. cock, and pit.

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : A pit or enclosed area in which
©ock-flghts were held.

" Henry the Eighth had built, close to St James'
Park, two appemburot to the Palace of Whitehall, a
cockpit, and a tennis, court."—Macaulay t Hist. Eng.,
ch. xxiii.

* IL Figuratively:

1. Any place or area much used for fighting;

a battle-ground,
" And now have I gained the cockpit of the western

world, and academy of arms, for many years."—
liowei: Vocal forest.

% Any diminutive area or space.
" Can this cockpit hold

The vasty fields of Prance? *

Shakesp. : Henry F., L, oborua.

3. The Privy Council Office at Whitehall,

so called from its occupying the site of a
•ockpit.

B. Technically

:

* 1. Theat. : The central portion of a theatre,

sow called the pit (q.v.).

" Lo I in a trice.

The cock-pit, galleries, boxes, all are full.**

ZHgges in Shakespeare Hupp.. L 71.

^ One of the London theatres, the Phoenix,

tn Prury Lane, was called the Cockpit, pro-

bably from being built on the site of a cock-
pit.

2. Naut, : The after-part of the orlop deck.
It is below the water-line, and ordinarily forms
the quarters for the junior officers, and in

action is devoted to the surgeon and his
patients.

* eock-queene, s. [Cotqvean.] A female
cuckold.

** Queen Juno, not a little wroth
Against her husband's crime.

By whom she was a cockqueene made.
Warner: Albion's England, iv.

* cock rel, s. [Cockerel.]

Sock -roach, s. [From Sp. cucaradia.)

Entom. : Generally, any insect of the family
Blattidae, or, at least, ofthe gen us Blatta ; and
specially Blatta orientalis, so common in
houses, particularly in seaport towns. The
Cockroach is said to have come originally from
India, through the Levant, it is often called
the Blackbeetle, an erroneous name, for it is

not a beetle at all, but an orthopterous insect.
[Ortiioptera.] When the male is mature it

has wings half the length of the body, while
those of the female are but rudimentary. It
Is nocturnal in its habits. Its appetite is

omnivorous. It leaves an unpleasant smell
on provisions which it has been unable to
devour. The eggs are deposited in horny
eases, in which they are arranged with much
regularity, in two rows, with a central parti-

tion, and smaller ones isolating each egg from
the other. [Blatta, Blattid^.]

odok -rose, s. [Eng. cock (1), and rose.] Any
wild poppy with a red flower. (Scotch.) (Jamie-
son.)

* cooks, «. pi. [Cockle (2).]

cocks -comb (b silent), s. [Eng. cock, and
comb, " the comb of a cock being a sort of en-

sign or token which the fool was accustomed
to wear." (Trench : English Past & Present, pp.
177, 178.)]

I. Literally

:

1. 0/ garden plants : A name sometimes given
to Celosia crietata. The flowers are astringent
and are prescribed in Asia in cases of diarrhoea,

blennorrhea, excessive menstrual discharges,

haematesis, and similar disorders.

2. Of wtid plants ; (1) Bhinanthus CritUa-

golli, (2) Onobrychis sativa.

* ZL Fig. : An empty head or skull.
" About your knave's cockscomb.*—Shaktsp. : Herri/

Wives, iii. L

cockscomb-grass, s. A grass, Cyno-
sums echinatus. »

cockscomb- oyster, s. A species of
oyster, Ostrea crisia-galli. It is found in the
Indian ocean.

cockscomb-pyrites, s.

Min. : A variety of Marcasite. (Brit. Mus.
Cat.)

COCkS -foot, s. [Eng. cock's, and foot.}

1. Aquilegia vulgaris.

2, DactylisgUmerata, from its three-branched
panicle. Called also orchard grass.

"If the hard stalks of the cocktf'io* . . . had been
in Biirhcieij t quantity, they would most probably have
prevented tlie disease from attacking the sheep."—ff.

Sinclair : llortut GramineuS Woburnensis. p. 9.

Cocksfoot grass: (I) A book name for Dactylis
glomerata, \2) Digitaria sanguinalis.

cocks -head, t. [Eng. cock's; head.]

1. Onobrychis sativa, and C. Caput-galli.

2. Papaver Rhceas, P. dubium, and P. Arge*
none, three species of poppy. (Scotch.)

3. Centaurea nigra.

4. Trifolium pratense.

H Purple Cockshead: Astragalus hypoglottis.

• COCk'-ShUt, S. [COCK-SHUT.1

cock-shy, s. [Eng. cocfc (2), s., and shy (q.v.),

from a cock having been the mark or target

at which to shoot.]

1. Anything put up as a mark or target to
throw at.

2. The act of throwing stones at a mark.
" Appealing to the test of a cockshy. '—Lord Strung-

ford; Letters and Papers, p. 215 [DaHes).

cock -sorrel, s. [Eng. cock (2), and sorrel

(q-v.)-]

Bot. : Rwmex acetosa.

OOCk'-Spur, s. [Eng. cock, and spur.]

1. Bot. : Virginian hawthorn. A. species of
medlar. (Miller.)

2. Zool. : A small shell-Ash. (Halliwell.)

3. Pottery : A small piece of pottery placed
between t wo pieces of glazed ware in the saggar
to prevent them adhering during baking.

cockspur's thorn, s. Crataegus Crus-

gaUi. (Treas, of Bot.)

* cock -stool, s. [Cucking-stool.]

cock-sure (s as sh), a. [Apparently from
cock, and sure; but there is no evidence as to
the reason.] Perfectly certain or confident,

positive (colloquial).

" We steal, aa In a castle, cocksure."
Shakesp. : 1 hen. IV., 11. 1.

cock sure ncss (sii as shii), *. [Eng. cock-

sure ; •ness.} The quality of being cocksure ;

confident certainty.

cockswain, coxswain (i iron. cox-swain
and cox an), s. [Eng. cock (4), s., and
swain (q.v.).]

Naut. : One who steers a boat. After the
officer in command he has charge of the crew
and all belonging to the boat Ue must be
ready at all times with his crew to man the
boat.

". . . his captain steered the boat aa eocJtnassfL"—
Drummond: Travels through. Germany, Italy, and
Greece, p. 70.

cock -tail, s. [Eng. cock, v., and tail.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : A half-bred horse.

H. Figuratively

:

1. A poor half-hearted fellow.
" It was In the second affair that poor little Barnej

showed he was a dektait,"—Thackeray ; The Htm
comes, ii. I5i

2. A kind of compounded drink much used
in America.

"Did ye lver try a brandy eock-tait. Cornel?"—
Thackeray : The A'ewcomes, ch. xiil.

B. Entom (pi. cocktails) : A popular name
for the beetles ranked under the tribe Brnt'.he-

lytra, viz., the Staphylinids and their allies.

The shortness of the elytra (wing-cases) enables

them to turn up their abdomen, whence the
name cocktails.

cock up, s. [Eng. cock, » , and v.p.] A hat
or cap turned up before.

5" Cock-up letter

:

Printing : A large letter standing above the
rest in the line, and formerly, indeed occa-
sionally even now, used for the Initial letter of

a book or chapter. (Knight.)

cock'-weed, * cocke-weode, s. [Eng. cock

(1) ; and weed.]

Botany :

1. Lychnis Githago (?).

2. Some Lepidium. (Britten db Holland.)

cock y, a. [Eng. cock (I), s. ; -y.] Conceited,
stuck-up, impudent.

cocky-baby, s. A popular name for a
plant, Arum, rnaculatum.

cdck'-y-leek'-y, s. [Cockieleckik.]

* COCk'-^-ol-y\ a. [Prob. from cocfc, and
yellow.] Only used in the compound cockyoly-

bird = a bird of bright plumage, a Yellow
Hammer.

"The charming little cockyoly-birds."—C. Kingtley :

Tteo Tears Ago, oh. xv.

co'-co (I), in compos. [Cocoa (1).]

CO -co (2), s. [Cocoa (2).]

% Le Petit Coco: A name given in San
Domingo to a tree, Tlieophrasta Jussiai, from
the pounded seeds of which bread is prepared.

co'-coa (1), *. [In Fr. coco, but Littre con-
siders that the French word comes from the
English one ; Port, coco, probably a contraction
of 7nacooo, macaco = a kind of monkey, to the
face of which the cocoa-nut, with the three
scars upon one end of it, was thought to bear

a resemblance.]

1. Of the forms cocoa and coco (but of these
coco exists only in the compound coco-nut,

cocoa-nut): The fruit of the palm described
under 2. [Cocoa-nut.]

2. One of the best known and the most
prized of all the palm-trees. It is the Cocoa

nucifera of botanists. [Cocoa.) Its appro-
priate habitat is the coast of islands or conti-

nents, between 25° of Northern and the same
parallel of Southern latitude ; thus it abounds
along the coasts of the South Sea Islands, of

India, of South America, and other places. It

is sometimes found inland, even to the eleva-

tion of 2,900 feet above the sea, but it does not
abound or flourish away from the sea ; thus
while there are many millions of them along
the sea-coast of India, considerable regions in

the interior may be traversed without more
than two or three cocoa-nuts being seen. The
tree rises to the height of sixty to ninety

feet. The stem Is slender and marked by
transverse rings, being the scars left by leaves

now fallen. At Bombay and elsewhere the

natives may be seen climbing up the cocoa-nut
trees by means of those rings, and descending
again with the fruit, theirfrail support against

falling being a rope made into a large loop

encircling their waist and the stem of the tree.

Some palms have fan-shaped leaves, others are
*' feathery palm-trees. " The cocoa-nut belongs
to the latter category ; its leaves, generally 12
—15 in number, like gigantic ostrich-feathers,

exist in a bunch or tuft at the summit of the
unbranched stem. A tree produces about 80
or 100 nuts annually. The uses of the cocoa-
nut tree are innumerable. For those of the

oSil, boy; pout, Jowl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -inx,

Kiian, -tian = shan. tion. -slon = shun ; tIon, -slon = zhun. tious, -sious, -clous - shus. -ble, -led, &c.= bcl. eld.
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fruit see Cocoa-nut. The juice which flows
from its wounded spathes is called in India
toddy (q.v.)., and may be fermented into ex-
cellent wine, and an intoxicating liquor made
from it, arrack. Or the sugar itself may be
separated, when it is called Jaggery. The
unexpanded terminal bud is a delicate article
of food ; the leaves are made into thatch for
dwellings, or into baskets and buckets, or
materials for fences, or as substi t utes for paper
to write on. The midrib of the leaves serves
for o.irs : their ashes yield potash ; and from
the reticulated substance at their base a
coarse kind of cloth is manufactured. The
hard case of the stem is made into drums,
besides being used in the construction of
huts ; the lower part is so hard as to take on
a polish making it resemble agate. The root
is sometimes masticated instead of the areca-
nut, aud the fibres made in Brazil into small
baskets. (Undley, dx.)

" The dream is past ; and thon hast found again
Thy cue mx* aud luiiianas. palms and yams.
And hotuestall thatched with leaves."

Co—per : Talk, i. tw.

cocoa nut, coco nut, coker nut, ».

1. Ord. Lang-, Bot., ote.

(1) The fruit of the palm described under
Wo. 2. The ovary contains three ovules, but
two of these are uniformly abortive. They
leave three scars on one end of the fruit,
one of which is so soft that it may be pricked
with a pin : from this the embryo comes.
The other two are hard and impenetrable.
Its use for food, and the delicious beverage it
contains, are universally known. The fibres
which surround the rind are made into a kind
of cord, called coir-rope, which, from its
elasticity and strength, is well adapted for
cables. See also Cocoa-nut Oil.

(2) The tree furnishing the fruit. ["Cocoa
OX 2.]

"The most precious inheritance of a Singhalese is
hie ancestral garden of coco-nuu ... In a case
which was decided in the district court of Qalle. with-
in a very short period, the subject in dispute was a
claim to the IMOth part of ten coco-nut trees"—Ten-
iseiir i Ceylon, pt. viL, ch. it

2. Chen.: The colourless, slightly opales-
cent fluid contained in the interior of the seed
of Corns nucitera is called the milk. It con-
sists of 91-5 per cent of water, 046 protein,
07 fat, 6'78 non-nitrogenous extractive matter
and 119 ash. The ash of the kernel of the
cocoa-nut contains about 43- per cent of pot-
ash, 8- soda, 4 1 lime, 9- magnesia, 135 chlo-
rine. 16^ phosphoric acid, 5- sulphuric acid,
and 0'5 of silicic acid.

t The double cocoa-rant : A palm, Lodoicea
SeycheUarum.

Sea cocoa-nut : The same as Double Cocoa-
nut (q.v.).

Cocoa-nut fibre: The fibre in which the
cocoa-nut is enveloped.

"The beds are stuffed with cocoa-nut Jtbre, amatertale
which is more expensive than flock."—The Bmiaranti
Depot at Blackball, iu the Timet, May u, W4.
Cocoa-nut oil:

Comm. : The fatty substance extracted from
Coetti nuci/era, Ac A whitish peculiar smelling
tat, melting at 25*, and remaining liquid for
some time. It easily turns rancid when ex-
posed to theair.and consists chieflyofglycerides
of caprylic acid, C7H15COOH, lauric acid,
CnHn'CO-OH, myri8tic acid, CuHjjCO-OH,
and palmitic acid, CisHn COOH. It was
formerly thought to contain coeinic acid,
CisHjeOj, melting at 85*, but it has been found
to be a mixture of lauric and myriatic acid.
Cocoa-nut fat is chiefly used in the manufac-
ture of soap, the refuse of the nuts being
formed into a cake for feeding cattle. Some
of the fatty acids are said to be uncombined
with glycerin. The more solid portion can be
separated from the more liquid fats by pres-
sure, and used for the manufacture of candles.

plum, s. The name given in the
West Indies to the fruit of Chrysobalanus
leaeo.

(2), 1. [Corrupted from Spanish-
American, Ate cocao (q.v.).]

Chem. : A beverage prepared from the roasted
seeds of Theobroma cacao. Its chemical com-
position, according to Mr. Wanklvn, is as fol-
lows : Cocoa-butter 50 per cent., theobromtn
I '6, starch 10', albumen, fibrin, and gluten 18',

Km 8', colouring matter 2'6, water 6', ash 3 6,
s, Ac, 0-3.

•I Forms of cocoa are obtained at the
shops as raw, roasted, and flaked nuts, and

cocoa nibs. The introduction of the method
of preparing these is attributed to Sir Hans
Sloane. It is always prepared with other sub-
stances. The nibs are the purest form in
which it is supplied to the public. Next
come cocoa essence, cocoa extract, cocoatina,
and chocolatiue, which are the ground nibs
deprived of half their fat. Then coine flaked
and rock cocoas, which are composed of cocoa,
sugar, and arrowroot or sago. Lastly, we have
the so-called soluble cocoas, which consist of
40 per cent, of ground cocoa, the remainder
consisting of sugar and starch. These are sold
under various names, such as homoeopathic,
Iceland moss, Maravilla cocoa, Ac.

cocoa butter, cacao-butter, t.

Chem. : A yellowish white fat, having the
consistency of tallow, a weak chocolate odour,
and agreeable taste. 8p. gr. 0'96, melting
point 80"C. It consists of glycerides of
stearic, oleic, and probably other fatty acids.
Cocoa-butter does not become rancid when
kept. If pure it dissolves two parts of ether.
It is also called Cocoa-tat.

ooooa-fat, «. [Cocoa-buttbb,]

cocoa-root, s. The root of Colocaata
antvjuorwm.. It grows in the tropics, where it
is eaten. It is called also Coco.

eo 06a tin' a, ». [Eng., Ac. soeoo (2), t eu-
phonic, and Lat. stuT. -ina.]

Costs*. : Pure cocoa deprived of 40 to 60 per
cent, of its fat. (JT. Barknem, F.C£.)

*o6'-co-drHle, «. [CuoooDnjt.]
"Theae Is s ssMIIsi ben serpentes. " -Jfouuaeeiile,

0O'-ciM>-s»», 1. ft, [Mod Lat. coeot (q.v.), and
sutT. -ecc.]

Bot. : A tribe of Palmacess (Palms). It con-
tains some spiny and some unarmed genera.
The typical genus is Cocos (q.v.).

coc'-i-las, ». [Etym. doubtful.] A word
occurring only In the subjoined compound.

cocolas-panter, >. A plant, Rvbvt
ccesius.

• co co loch, cock loche, «. [Etym. doubt-
ful.] A term of coutempt or reproach. (There
is no evidence for Nares's statement that it
was probably the same as cockroach.)

"Than clutch thee.
Poor fly ! within these eaglet claws of mine,
Or draw my sword of fate upon a peasant,
A beeognio, a cocoloch, as thou art."

Btamn. * /let : Four Plat* fa One,

cd-coon' (1), co' con, >. A a. [Fr. coam.]
A* As substantive

:

1. Entom,, ttc. : An outer covering of silky
fibre or hairs with which the pupa; or chrysa-
lides of many insects, the silkworm for ex-
ample, are protected. The term was first
introduced into English entomology by Kirby.
(See extract)

" But to the artificial coverings of different kinds,
whether of silk, wood, or earth, Ac, which many
insects of the other orders fabricate fer themselves
previously to assuming the pupa state, and whioh
have been called by dlflerent writers, pods, coda,
Aasti, and 6ean*. 1 shall continue the more definite)
French term cooon. Anglicised into cocoon.'—Kirby m
Spence : Jntrod. to Sntomotogy, Letter It

H The making of cocoons is not confined to
caterpillars of the Lepidoptera. Kirby uses
the term of the silken case which spiders spin
for the reception of their eggs, and the late
Professor Owen did so of the structure con-
structed by the Bivulet Leech, Hirvdo mil-
garit, to contain its ova.

2. An egg-case of one of the lower In-
vertebrates.

"The eggs of the earthworm are laid in chiUnoua
cocoon*,"—Huxley : AnaU of the Ineertebratet, p. 19s.

Is. As adj. : Pertaining to an insect cocoon
of the kind described under No. 1.

cocoon-state, «. The state of a cocoon
or chrysalis, the pnpa state of an insect.

" But It must not be forgotten that the males emerge
from the cocoon^tate some days before the females,—
Darwin : Descent of Man (1871), pt. in. eh. at., vol. L,
p. *0T.

t CO- coon' (2), ». [Fr. mquetoon, prob. from a
native name.]

Zool. : CatobUpas gorgon, the brindled gnu.

oo-coon', v.i. A t. [Cocoon (1), «.]

A. Intrang. .- To form a cocoon.

B. Trans : To swathe as in a cocoon.

oS-odon'-er-y, » [Eng. cocoon,- -en,.] A
place where silkworms are kept and bred.

* co -cos, s. [Latinised from cocoa (1) (q.v.) 1
Bot. .A genus of palms, the typical one of

the section Cocoes;. Both male and female
flowers exist on the same spadix. The spathe
is simple, flowers sessile, sepals s, and petals
3, stamens 6, ovary 3-ceUed, stigmas 3, sessile,
drupe fibrous. The juice of the unripe fruit of
Cocos schuophyttus is prescribed in Brazil in
slight attacks of ophthalmia.

* CO -co-wort, s. [Etym. of coco doubtful, and
suff. -worf.] A plant, Capsella .Bj<rsa-jXW(orw.

* coct, p.f. [Lat. coctum, sup. of coquo » to
cook.]

1. To boil, to cook.

2. To digest.

* oocted, pa. par. or a. [Cock, «.]

*c6ct'-I-ble, a. [Eng. cocf; -aofe.] Capable
of being cooked. (Blount).

coc -tile, a. [Lat. coctilit, from toctm, pa.
par. of coquo = to cook, to bake.] Made by
baking, as a brick.

'coc-Uon, ». [Lat. cortio; from ex****-, pa.
par. of coquo = to cook.]

1. The act or process of boiling, er exposing
to heat in liquor.

2. The act or process of digestion.
"The disease is sometimes attended with expectora-

tion from the lungs, and that is taken off by a eoesiost
and resolution of the feverish matter, or terminates
in suppurations or a gangrene. '-.trbuthnet i On Diet

*o6c'-tiire> *. [Lat. coctura, from eocfttg, pa.
par. of coquo.] The act or process of cooking,
coction.

co -cum, s. (Prob. E. Indian,]

Bot. : Garcinia purpurea.

cocum butter, cocum oil, s. A solid
greenish fat obtained from the seeds of Gar-
cinia purpurea.

co-cum-igl'-I a (o silent), ». [Ital]

Bot. <C Hort. : A kind of plum (Prima*
Cocumiglia), found wild in Calabria, the bark
of which is used in the intermittent fevers of
that region, being preferred to cinchona.

• cocur, «. [Coker (IX ».]

CO -cits, ». [Corruption of cocos or coeoa (q.v.),
or the native name(f)] A term occurring
only in the subjoined compound.

cocus-wood, s. A wood imported front
the West Indies, and used for making flutes

and other musical instruments. It is said to
be the wood of Brya Ebenus, the Jamaica or
American Ebony. It is not a genuine ebony,
but a papilionaceous shrub or small tree.

cod (1). • codde (1), cod-fish, «. A a.

[Etymol. doubtful. Ger. gadde ; Lat. gadut.]

A. As subst. : A well-known fish, Morrhua
vulgaris, found on the British coasts, on the
banks of Newfoundland, and elsewhere. For
the ichthyological characters see Morrhua.
They are exceedingly prolific, a single female
having millions of ova. The Newfoundland
fishery is of great importance, an immense
number being taken every year. That on the
Dogger bank and other places around our own
shores is also important.

"Hake stokfyshe, haddok, cod and whytynsT*"—
Boose* Book, p. IU,

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to codfish.
" In the Gadidas, or cod tribe . . . almost the whejes

adipose tissue is o. ,ncentrated in the form of oil sasv
tained In the liver '—Pereira : Materia Medico.

cod bait, «.

1. The lug-worm (q.v.).

2. The cod-worm (q.v.).

cod-bank, s. A fishing-ground for ood.

cod-flub, s. The same as Cod (1). a
". . . and enormous quantities of cod. haddock, whit-

ing, eoalftsh, pollack, hake, ling, torsk. and all the
various flatfish, usually called by the general name of

whitensh. are taken. Of codasA alone the number
taken in one day is very considerable. . . . The largest

codfixh I have a record of weighed sixty pouuda was
caught in the Bristol Channel, and produced live snil-

Uug*."— TarreU: Brit, flakes.

cod fishery, s. A fishing-ground tor cod.

" Ood-fttherirt on their coasts are another boonteosw

firesent of Nature."—Letter! on Rne. tend Fr. Sationt.

I. S4S.

Ate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot.

. or. wore, wolf, work, wh6, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur. rule, full ; try, Syrian, as. oe - c ; ey - a. qu = kw.
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cod line, s. An 18-thread, deep-sea fish-

ing-line.

cod liver oil, s.

Med., £c. : An oil obtained from the liver of

the common Cod. There are three kinds
known in commerce, viz., pale, pale-brown,

and dark brown, the last possessing a very
disagreeable taste and smell. Cod-liver oil

was first recommended as a remedy for di-

seases or the lungs about the year 1833. Pre-

vious to that time, it had been used with
much success in cases of chronic rheumatism.
Its efficacy is ascribed by some to the presence

of iodine and bromine, whilst others assert

that it is due to the presence of a minute
quantity of free phosphorus. Cod-liver oil is

frequently adulterated with other fish-oils,

especially shark-liver oil, but the latter can
be easily recognised by its low specific gravity.

* cod's head, s. A stupid fellow ; an idiot.

"Such a bundling codtkcad toMUo better."— Outt-
urn : Ladies' Diet.

cod-sounds, ». pi. The swim-bladders of

cod, cured and packed for market. The palates

also of the fish are included as tongues and
sounds.

odd (2), * codd, • oodde (2), *. [A.S. codd
= a husk, a hod ; Icel. koddi = a cushion ; Sw.
kudde ; Wei. cwd or cod.]

I. Ordinary language ;

1. The husk, envelope, or pod in which
seeds are contained.

" lit- eoueltide to fille till wombe of the coddit whiche
the hoggla eeteu."- Wycl\ffe : Lttke xv. 16.

"They let pease lie lu small heaps as they are reaped,
till tliey find the hawtu aud cod dry."—Mortimer

:

Butbandrg.

2. The scrotum or bag-like integument con-
taining the testicles (generally used in the
plural) ; also, wrongly, the testicle.

* 3. A small bag of any kind.

* 4. A pillow.

"A cod : cervical, putvinar."—Cathol. Angticum.

"Jenny, pit the cod aneath my head—but It's a
Heedlessl"—.Scott. Heart of Midlothian, ch. viiL

II. Mach. : The bearing of an axle.

* cod-piece, «. A part of the front of the
breeches, lonnerly made very protuberant and
conspicuous.

" Ludo. Why, what a ruthless thing la this in him,
for the n-belllun of a cod-piece, to take away the life of
a man T "Shakup. : Beature/or Measure, ill. 2.

* cod-ware, *.

1. Grain contained in cods or pods, as pease,

beans, Ac
"Where rie or else wheat either barlie ye aowe
Let codware be next therupon for to growe."

Tuner, ch. xix.

2. A pillowslip.

cod-worm, s. The same as Caddis, or
Caddis-woiin (probably because the larva

makes a kind of case for itself).

" He loves the mayfly, which is bred of the cod-worm
or caddis ; and these make the trout bold and lusty."
— Waiton: Angler.

• odd, v.t. & t. [Cod (2), «.]

A. Transitive:

1. To enclose or encase in a pod or husk.

2. To shell peas, &c.

B. Intmns. : To bear seeds enclosed in a
pod or husk.

% To cod out : Grain which has bean too ripe
before being cut, in the course of handling, is

said to cod out, from its separating easily from
the husk or cod.

OO'-da, s. [Ital. coda ; Lat. coda, tauda = a
tail.)

Music:

1. The tail of a note. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

2. The bars occasionally added to a contra-
puntal movement, after the close or finish of
the canto fermo. (Stainer et Barrett.)

3. The few chords or bars attached to an
infinite canon to render it finite ; or a few
chords not in canon added to a finite canon
tor the sake of obtaining a more harmonious
conclusion. (Stainer & Barrett.)

4. The final episode introduced at the end of
a musical composition to emphasise its close.

©iSd'-a-mlne, s. [Eng., Ac codeia (q.v.),

and amine (q.v.).]

Chem. : CsoHaaNO* An alkaloid whieh oc-
curs in opium. It crystallizes in six-sided

prisms, melting at 120°. It is soluble in

alcohol and ether and boiling water ; it gives

a dark green colour with strong nitric acid ;

with ferric chloride it givAs a dark green

colour and precipitates ferric hydrate.

COd'-ber, 8. [Eiig., &c. cod (2), s. ; and ber =
here (4), s. (q.v.).] A pillowslip.

" Item, fra Will, of Rend, 6 elne of small braid clath,

for covers to the king's eodbert, price elne 4s."

—

Acct.

Bp. of Glasgow, Treasurer to Ja. lit.. A. 1474; Borth-
wick's Rem. on Brit. Antiq., p. lit*.

" Item iiii codbers."—Inventories, A. 1516, p. 44,

cod crune, «. [Eng. cod (2), s. « a pillow

;

crune = croon = a murmuring.] A curtain-

lecture.

cod ded, * cod-dyd, pa.par. or a. [Cod, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (bee the verb).

B. As adj. : Contained in or bearing pods,
leguminous.

" Coddyd corne (coddts P.). Lugnmen."— Prompt.
Par*.

"All codded grain being a destroyer of weeds, an
Improver of land, and a preparer of It for other crops."
—Mortimer.

cod -der (1), *. [Eng. cod (1), s. ; sr.)

1. One who fishes for cod.

2. A boat or vessel engaged in the cod
fishery.

cod -der (2), *. [Eng. cod (2), s. ; -#r.] One
who gathers pease in the pods.

COd-der -ar, s. [Etymol. doubtful.] A va-

grant, a vagabond.
" To cerss, vesy. * se all maner of codderarit, vaga-

bouiidia, ft puyr boddein."— .1 berd. Reg., A, lfiSS, v. 16.

* odd -ding, a. [Etymol. doubtful.] Meaning
doubtful, perhaps lecherous.

"That codding spirit had they from their mother."
Shaketji. : Titus AndromauM, v. 1.

Cod -ding ton, s. & a. [The name of a cele-

brated optician.]

Coddington lens.
Opt. Instr. : A spherical lens having a deep

equatorial groove around it iu the plane of a
great circle perpendicular to the axis of vision.
The groove is of such a depth that the stem
connecting the hemispheres has a diameter
equal to one-fifth of the focal length. This kind
of lens was invented by Dr. Wollaston, who
called ittheperiscopiclens. It was afterwards
greatly improved by Sir David Brewster.

cod'-dle, cod'-le, v.t. [Etymol. doubtful.]

1. To parboil or soften by boiling.

2. To pamper, to fondle, to cocker.

cod -die, s. [Coddle, v.] One who coddles
or pampers himself; an effeminate, luxurious
person.

©8d'-dfc a. [Eng. cod (2), s. ; -y.] Full of
cods or pods, husky.

coddy-moddy, «. A name applied to a
gull in las first year's plumage.

" The larus, with a brown and grey back and white
breast, the coddgmoddg."—IIiU: Hitt. Animals, p. 4o7.

code (1), s. [Lat. codex, caudex = a tablet.] A
systematic collection or digest of laws.classi-

fied and simplified.

"... the broad distinction between a code and a
digest was that the fanner destroyed some existing
laws and confirmed others with which new laws were
blended, while tne latter merely collected aud stated
the law as It stood. A code would require the sanction
of legislation, a digest would not."

—

Timet, April 22,

1873.

•fl (1) Code Napoleon

:

Law: The name given to a code promul-
gated in France in 1804, originally under the
name of Code Civile des Francais, but altered
to Code Napoleon when the first emperor of
that name came to the French throne. The
term is sometimes used in a more general
sense.

(2) Cod* of Justinian : [Named after Jus-
tinian, who was born of obscure parentage in
a.d. 482 or 4S3 ; became emperor at Constan-
tinople in April, 527 ; by means of his able
generals, Belisarius and Nurses, added Italy
and Africa to his empire, and died Nov. 15,

665.] A code of law drawn out under the
auspices of the Emperor Justinian. In April,

529, was issued a compilation of useful laws
or constitutions from Hadrian to Justinian.
In December, 534, a revised code was pub-
lished, and was accorded the force of law. It
was called " Codex Justinianus repetttse pree-

lectionis." In December, 533, a commission,

headed by the celebrated jurist, Trebonius,
published an elaborate work called " Digest*
(things digested) and " Pandectae " (embracing
all). This also received the force of law, and
it was used to supersede the text-books of all

old jurists. Just before the Digest appeared,
there came first, by direction of Justinian, an
abstract of the greater work. To this was
given the name of " Institutions " (Insti-

tutes). New laws subsequently enacted were
published under the name of Novae or Con-
stitutions Novellas, or Authenticse. They
are often quoted as his ° Novels," which word
here must not be interpreted works of fiction.

The expression "Code of Justinian," used in

a general sense, comprehends the "Code "pro-
perly so called, the " Institutes," the * Di-

gest," and the "Novels;" used in a more
specific sense, it is confined to the first of
these four. The Code of Justinian is a very
essential part of the civil law.

(3) Code of Theodosius : [Named after Theo-
dosius II., generally called the younger, who
was born on April 10, a.d. 401, and died em-
SBror at Constantinople on July 28, 450.] The
ode of Theodosius (Codex Theodosianus) was

a collection of laws published in his reign.

They came forth and acquired legislative force
in A.D. 438.

* code (2), 8. [Cude.] A chrisom-cloth.
" With condul and with code."

Anturs of Arthur, xriii.

* code (3X «. tCoD (3), s.) A pillow.

* code (4), * ooode, *. [Etymol. doubtful ]

Cobbler's wax.
"Code, sowters we* {ooode HP.) Ceretinm [oeritina

P.V—Prompt. Pare.

* code (o), s. [Cod.]

* code'-bec, a. [Fr. candebec, from the nama
of a town in Normandy.] [Caudebec] A
kind of hat.

cd dc-fen'- dant, * co dc fen dent, s.

[Pref. co = con, and defendant (q.v.).] One
who is joined with another as defendant in

any cause.
" Any landlord may, by leave of the court, be made

a co-defendent to the action."

—

Btackttone, bk. in.,

ch. ii.

co-dei'-a, cd-dei'-na, codeine, s. [From
Gr. <«66«ia (kodeia) = "a poppy head.]

Chem. : Ci8H.nN08 or CiTH 18(CHs}NOa,

methyl morphine. An alkaloid obtained
by digesting opium with warm water, pre-

cipitating the meconic acid with calcium
chloride, and concentrating the filtrate ; the
hydrochlorates of morphine and codeine
crystallize out first, and may be serrated
by treating their aqueous solution with
ammonia, which precipitates the morphine ;

the liquid is then evaporated, and the co-

deine is precipitated by caustic potash, and
recrystallised from ether ; it forms colourless
{>risms when crystallised* from water, which
ose their water of crystallisation at 120"

; the
anhydrous alkaloid melts at 150*. Codeine is

a tertiary monamine ; heated with soda lime
it gives off methylamine, NHj'CHj, and tri-

methylamine, N(CHg)3. Codeine dissolves in

concentrated sulphuric acid without colour,

if the solution is warmed to 150*C. ; a trace
of molybdic acid turns it a dirty green colour,

becoming blue ; and a drop of nitric acid turns
it a violet-red colour.

CO-det'-ta, s. [Ital., dimin. of coda (q.v.).]

Music: A few notes subjoined to the sub-
ject, though they do not really form an essen-
tial part of it, in order to lead melodiously
into the counter-subject. (Ouseley.)

o6'-dSx(p?. Cd'-di-©e$), s. [Lat. =A)atrunk
of a tree, the same as Caudex ; (2) a book,
a manuscript ; (3) an account-book, a ledger.]

1. Law : A roll or volume, specially used
in the subjoined compound terms.

(1) Codex Justinianus : [Code of Justinian].

(2) Codex Theodosianus: [Code or Theodo-
sius].

2. Bibl. Criticism: A manuscript of any por-
tion of the New or of the Old Testament, espe-

cially of the former. The original manuscripts
of the two Testaments have been lost, and
there is little hope of their recovery. In our
inability to obtain them for purposes of con-
sultation, it is needful to fall back on other
copies as few removes as possible from the
original. When in copying the Scriptures the

*>61l, boy ; pout, jo^rl ; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, Rem ; thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

cian, Man m shan. -tion, slon = shun ; -tlon, -sion = shun* -cious, -tious, -sious = shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*



10&4 codfish—coefficiently

ancient transcribers detected an error com-
mitted by some one of their predecessors, they
did not simply erase it, but plated it as an
erratum on the margin of their copy. As
further transcriptions were made fresh errata
were similarly rioted, till at length the margin
became greatly crowded. In attempting to
restore the original text great value is attached
to the acquisition of any manuscripts made in
one of the earlier centuries, from the power it
gives one of eliminating errata belonging to
subsequent periods. Manuscripts are divided
into two classes: uncials, written in capitals
and with no spaces between the words [Un-
cial], and cursives, written more in conform-
ity with modern practice. The line between
them should be drawn about the tenth cen-
tury. In this respect the modern Biblical
critic has the advantage of his predecessors.
When the New Testament was rendered into
English for the authorised version of the
Scriptures, the Greek text used, that of Eras-
mus and Robt. Stephens, was based on MSS.
more modern than the tenth century. Now
some of much earlier date are available, pro-
minent among which are the five noted be-
low.
Codex A (called also Codex Alexandrinus) :

The Alexandrian, or Alexandrine, MS. of the
New Testament. A MS. sent by the Patri
arch of Constantinople as a present to the
English king Charles L, and believed to be-
long to the middle of the fifth century. A
correct edition of it was printed in 1860.

Codex B (called also Codex Vaticanus) : The
Vatican codex, or MS. ; so named because
preserved in the Vatican. A very valuable
MS., belonging, it is thought, to the middle
of the fourth century, if not even older. It
was discovered in the latter part of the four-
teenth century, but was a long time with-
held from the examination of scholars. It
was only in 1868 that it became practically
accessible by the publication of a facsimile.

Codex C: The Ephraem manuscript, so called
because some of the compositions of Ephraem
the Syrian had been written over it. [Palim-
psest.) It is supposed to be dated at least as
early in the fifth century as Codex A.
Codex D: The manuscript of Beza, called

after this eminent reformer, who presented it

to the University of Cambridge in 1581. It
is supposed to belong to the sixth century.

Codex n (Aleph) or Codex SinaUicus: [The
8inaitic codex, or manuscript ; so called be-
cause Tischendorf, its discoverer, obtained it
from the monastery of St. (Catherine on Mount
Sinai. The year of the great acquisition was
1859.] A most valuable New Testament MS.,
dating, it is supposed, from the middle of the
fourth century. It is believed that it may have
been one of the fifty copies of the Bible exe-
cuted under the superintendence of Eusebius,
Bishop of Csesarea, by order of the Emperor
Conatantine, in a.d. 831. An edition of it wrs
published in 1865. In 1892 a palimpsest
manuscript of the Syriac Gospels was dis-
covered by Mrs. Lewis in the same monastery.
When photographed and transcribed, it proved
to be of the same type as the fifth century
fragments hitherto known as the Cureton
Gospels.

cod-fish, *. [Eng. cod (1), and fish.] The
same as Cod (1), *. (q.v.).

cdd'-fiSh-er, s. [Eng. cod (1), s., and fisher.] A
person or vessel engaged in fishing for cod.

t cod-fIsh'-er-y\ s. [Eng. codJUher ; -y.]

1 The business or trade of fishing for cod.

,
2. The place where cod-fishing is carried on.

cddg -er, a [Etymol. doubtful
; perhaps from

cod (2), a., and hence, one eager to fill his bag
or purse ; or = cadger (q.v.).] (Slang.)

1. A miser ; a covetous, parsimonious fellow

;

* a hunks.

2. A curious or strange person.

oo--dI aV-uxn, *. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Euphor-
biaceae. Coaiceum pictum, sometimes called
Crotan pictum or Croton variegatum, is often
cultivated in stoves for its beautiful red
leaves. It was brought originally from the
Moluccas. The root and bark of Codiceum
varitgatum are acrid, but the leaves are sweet
and cooling.

* co'-dl-cal, a. [Lat. cod«r (genit. codicU), and
adj. suff. -of.] Of or pertaining to a code.

cdd'-i-cll, s. [Ft. codkilte; Lat. codiciUus ~
a tablet, a codicil ; a dimin. from codex m a
tablet, a code.] A supplement or appendix to
a will. •

"A codicil ii a supplement to a will, or an addition
made by the person making the wills annexed to, and
to be taken as part of the will itself, being lor its ex-
Slunation or alteration ; to add something to, or to
ike something from, the former dispositions ; or tomake some alteration in the quantity of the legacies

or the regulations contained in the will."—Tomiin •

Law Dicti.nary by Granger; WOU.
the validity of the alleged hut will, with eight
. . . —Timet, Nov. 18, 1876.

COd-I-cfl'-lar-^, a. [Lat. codicillaris or codi-
cillartus - pertaining to a codicil ; codiciUus
= a codicil.] Of the nature of a codicil.

™An UI»fit»'abed paper not established as codidUam "
—PhilUmore : Report*, vol. 1L, p. 30.

cod in-ca'-tion, «. [Pr. codification.]
[Codify.] The act or process of reducing to a
code ; classifying or digesting, as laws.

" Proposed petition for codification. , . . Intimately
connected is the Bubject-matter of this petition [tor
cfrtification\ with that for justice. ho otherwise
than by c&liflcation can the reform here prayed for
• • • b* carried into effect."—Brntham : Justice and
Codification Petitions ; Advertisement.

cod'-I-fied, pa. par. or o. [Codify.]

cdd'-I-fI-er, *. [Eng. codify ; -er.] One who
reduces to a code or digests laws, etc. (Qu. Rev.)

cdd'-I-fy, v.t. [Ft. codifier, from Lat. coder =
a tablet, a code, andfacio (pass, jto) = to make.]
To reduce to a code, to digest.

" I propose to codify this.
1*—Bentham ; general View

of a complete Code of Law*.

ood'-I-fy-liiiy, pr. par., a., & a. [Codift, v.]

A. &. B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. .'(See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of reducing
to a code ; codification.

" The feeling of the times was against the codifying
of customs . .

.*•—C. R. Pearton; The Early and
Middle Age* of England, eh. xxxili.

cod-U'-la, s. [Etym. doubtful
; prob. a dimin.

from Ital. coda (Lat. cauda) m a tail]

C<mm. : The coarsest parte of flax or hemp
sorted apart.

# c6-dille, s. [Fr. coddle; Sp. codillo = a
joint or knee ; dim. from codo — elbow ; Lat
cubitus.] A term used in ombre when the
game is won.

" She sees, and trembles at th* approaching ill.
Just in the jaws of ruin, and Coddle.'"

Pope : Rape of the Lock, UL 914.

co-din'-I-ac, s. [Ital. cotogna = a quince.]
A marmalade of quinces. [Cotoniate.]

* COd -1st, s. [Eng. coa\e) ; -id.] A codifier.

cd'-di-um, s. [From. Gr. Ku'&tov (kddion),
dimin. of a-was (koas) = a sheepskin, a fleece.]

Bot. : Sea-pursa A genus of SiphonacesB
(Confervoid Algse). The fronds are cylindrical,
flat, globular, or crust-like, composed of inter-
lacing continuous filaments, terminating in
radiating club-shaped filaments. The texture
is spongy, the colour dark-green. Two British
species are known. Codium tomentosum is
found in most seas.

cod -le (1), v.t. [Coddle, v.]

*c6d'-le (2), v.t. [Eng. cod (2), s. ; suff. -le.]

To make the grains fly out of the husks by
thrashing.

edtT-le, s. [Coddle, s.]

t cod like, a. [Eng. cod (2), and like..] Like
a pod or husk.

cod ling (1), cod lin, * quadlin, s.

[Eng. cod (2), s., and dim. suff. -ling. Cf.
A.S. cod-mppel — a quince-pear, a quince.]

1. (Sing.): A kind of apple. The best
known variety is the Keswick codling.

". . . how utterly he disbelieves that the several
sorts, for instance a Klhetone-pippin or Codttn-apple
could ever hare proceeded from the seeds of the same
tree.'—Darwin i Origin of Specie* (ed. lew), eh. i.,

T In the following quotation from Shake-
speare it seems to mean an unripe apple.

**.
. . enough tor a boy ; as a squash Is before lis a

peas-cod, or a codling when 'tis almost an ancle • • ."

Twelfth Sight, i. 5.
^"

2. (PL Codlins, Codlings) : A plant, Eptio-
bium hirsutum.

1F Codlings and Cream : [So called from the
smell of the leaves when a little bruised.]
EpUobiwn hirsutum, (Britten and Holland.)

codllng-moth, «. A small moth, Pyralit
pomaria, the larva of which feeds on the
apple-tree.

cod'-liM (2), *cod-lynge, s. [Eng. cod
(1), b. ; dim. suff. -ling .] A young cod.

"The young of the cod . . . when of w tilting sise
are called codling* and skinners, and, when lancer
Tumbling or Tamiiu cod."— TarreU: British ftthc*.

'

cod ling (3X *. [Etym. doubtful.]
Carp., Coopering, Ac. : A balk sawed into

lengths for staves. It is cleft or rived into
staves by means of a frow and a mallet.

* cod lings, s. pi. [Eng. cod (2), with dimin.
suff. ding.] Green peas. Hot codlings was
formerly one of the street cries of London.

"In the pease-field! Has she a mind to codlinat
aJready 1 "—ford * Detker : Hitch of Kdmonton, ii. t.

* COd -lock, s. [Etym. doubtful] A fish, also
called Clubbock (q.v.),

" The following fish are to be found in the harbour,
sand eels, clubbocks or codlockt."— P. Kirkcudbright
BtatUt. Acct, xL U.

'

co don -I-dse, s. vl, [Mod. Lat, codonia (see
def.), from Gr. a-uiSW (koddn) = a bell.]

Bot. : A family of Jungermanniaceffi (Scale-
mosses), sub-order Jungermanniese, type Co-
donia, now called Fossombronia.

co don 6s torn a, s. [Gr. xwcW (kSdon) =
a bell, and oro^a (stoma) = mouth.]

Zool.; Allman's name for the aperture or
mouth of the disc(nectocalyx) of a medusa or
of the bell (gonocalyx) of a medosiform gono-
phore.

t cod'-rooh, a. [Etym. doubtful.)

1. Rustic, having the manners of the
country.

2. Slovenly, dirty.

codulle, s. [Cuttle.]
•' Codulie. fyache. Sepia, btlligo (Cottigo P.)."—

Prompt. Par*.

* cod-ware, s. [Mid. Eng. cod, codde ; A.S.
codd (Somner) ; O. Put. kodde = a bag, and
Eng. wave.] A pillow-slip.

odd'-weed, «. [Mid. Eng. codde ~ a bag, which
the head of the plant resembles, and Eng.
weed.]

Bot. ; A plant, Centaurea nigra.

* coe, *. [Ca.] A jackdaw or crow.

cce-clT-I-a, *. [Cecilia.]

coe cil x i dee, «. pL [Cxciuivjl]

coe-cum, 5. [Cecum.]

* CO-ef -fi-ca-cjf, *. [Pref. co = con, and

efficacy (q.v.).] Joint efficacy or efficiency;
joint action so as to produce a certain result.

" We cannot in general infer the efficacy of those
stars, or coejflcacy particular In medication*."—
Browne t Vulgar Errourt.

cd-eY-fi'-cien-ct (den as shen), s. [Pref.

co = con, and efficiency (q.v.).] Coefficaey,
cooperation.

"The managing and carrying on of this work, by the
spirit's instrumental coefffciency, requires that they
be kept together, without distinction or diasujation.—GlanviUe: Scepsis,

co ef f i'- dent (cient as shent), a. <t s.

[Pref. co = con f and efficient (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Co-operating, acting in eon-
junction so as to produce a certain effect

B, As substantive :

I. Ord. Lang. : Anything co-operating or
acting in conjunction with another so as to
produce a certain result.

II. Mathematics:

1. A number or known quantity, used as a
multiplier with a known or unknown quan-
tity ; a co-factor. Thus in the expressions,
4a, Sao, ex, 4 is the numerical coefficient of a,
S of ab, and c the literal coefficient of x ; a and
ab may be regarded as the literal coefficients

of 4 and S respectively.

2. The differential coefficient (q.v.;.

" The coefficient of any generating term (In fluxion*)
is the quantity arising by the division of that term by
the generated quantity."—Chamber*.

t cd-gf-fI'-cient-lj? (dent as shent), adv.

[Eng. coefficient; -by.] By means or way of
cooperation or joint action.

lite, flu, fare, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pH
er. wore, welC work. whd. son; mute, cub. cure, unite, our. rule, full; try. Syrian. ». oe --- e : ey^a. qu = kw.



•ooe'-horn, * cohorn, *. [From the name
Of the inventor, Baron Coehorn, a Dutch
engineer officer.]

Old Ordnance: A kind of portable brass
cannon for throwing grenades.

**Twe» morten and twenty-four cohornt. "-Smollett

:

Rod. Jiatuiom, ch. XXxif.

ooel -a-canth, a. [Cojlacanthi.]

Zool. : A terra applied to certain ganoid
fishes from their having hollow spines.

ocel-a-can'-thi, a. pi [Gr. woiAo* (koilos) =
hollow, and axavBoq (akanthos) = a spine.] In

Professor Owen's classification, the third
family of his Lepidoganoldei, the second sub-
order of Gatmidean fishes, (Pro/ Owen: Pa-
keontology, ed. 1860.)

ocel a-can -thi <1», 9. pi. (Mod. Lat. cozla-

cantkus (q.v.), and fem pL adj. suff. -idee.]

PalovmL : In the classification of Dr. Tra-

qnair, a family of Crossopterygidse, charac-
terised by having the pectorals obtusely lobate,

the. tail diphycercal, the dorsal fins two, the
scales cycloidal, the air-bladder ossified. The
species range from the Devonian to the Creta-
ceons period. [Cozlacanthi, Ccslaoanthini,
Casr-ACANTHUS.]

eosl-a-c&n-thi'-ni, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. ccela-

canihus, and mas. pi. adj. suff. -ini.]

Palceont. : In Prof. Huxley's classification of
the Crossopterygidfie, which, though retaining
the termination idre suggestive of a family, is

raised to the position of a sub-order, Ccela-

canthini is arranged as the sixth and last

family.

ocel-a-can -thus, a [Gr. koZaoc (koilos) =
hollow, and cucavBa. (akantha) m a thorn, a
prickle.]

Palreont.: A genus of fossil fishes founded
by Agassiz. It is the typical one of the family
Coelacanthidae or Crelacanthinl (q.v.). They
occur in the Carboniferous formation and in

the Magnesfan Limestone (Trias) of the North
of England.

* 60-eT-der. *. [Pref. co = con, and dder
(q.v.) ] An elder of the same rank or autho-
rity ; a fellow-elder.

" ... He also Is an elder. I.e. as other* are. In the
original It Is CTUfXTTpecrfSuTepof, cottar."—Trapp.
Popery truly ttated, pt t, J &.

t coal -ebs, s. [Lat.] A batchelor.

* co-e-leV-tion, *. [Pref. go = con, and
electron (q.v.).] An election at the same time ;

a joint election. (Speed.)

ccel-cl-mln'-tha, s. [Gr. *oia« (koilos) m
hollow, tAnivs (Kelmins), genit eAfukduc (Jul*

minthos) = a tape-worm.]

Zool. : A name introduced by Prof. Owen
for one of two leading groups or sub-classes
of Entozoa, corresponding to the Vers intes-

Hnavx cavitnires of Cuvier. It includes the
Intestinal worms, which are hollow and con-
tain an alimentary tube in the cavity of the
body.

". . . The first condition characterises the Ten tnte*-
ttnwx ra*itairet ot Cuvier; the second the Vert intex-
ttnauxpirerfhi/matenxot the same naturalist. I have
rendered the Cuvlerian definitions of the two classes or
groups of the Entoioa by the names ' Calelmintha'
and Sterelmintha." " — Owen - compar. Anat. of in-
•ortcbraio Animal* (ed. 1843), lect. iv.

©eel 6l-min -tMc, a. [Mod. Lat. coelelmintha
• * and Eng., &o. snfr *

the Coelelmintha.
more ot the Pentastomata of Rndolphl api>er-
he raldmlntht' 3

vertoh. Antm., lect. v.

©cal-en-ter-a'-ta, s. pi. [From Gr. *o?a<k
(k ibis) m hollow* and rvrtpa (entera) m intes-
tines, pL of eVrepo* (cnteron) = an intestine.]

Zool, : The name given by Frey, Leuckart,
•nd others, to a sub-kingdom of the animal
kingdom, the species of which are distin-

fuished from those of humbler organization

y possessing a hollow digestive cavity with
which the hollow Interior of the body freely
communicates. The prehensile organs are
hollow tentacles disposed in a circle round
the mouth. All, or nearly all, are moreover
provided with organs of offence and defence,
called thread-cells or Nemntocysts (q.v.).
Prof. Huxley places the Ccelenterata between
the Moltnacoida and the Protozoa, The sub-
kingdom Is divided into two classes, Arti-
nozoa and Hydrozoa (q.v.). Examples, the
Corals, the Sea Anemones, the Fresh-water
Hydra, Ac.

S.v.),
and Eng., &o. suff. -ia] Of or pertain-

g to the Coelelmintha.
"... more ot the Pentastomata of Rudoliih i ai

tain to the fcB/eTmlnthic class of Entozoa.'—Owen :' In-

coehorn—ocenesthesis

coel-en -ter-ate, a. & s. [Ccelenterata.]

A* As adj. : Of or pertaining to the Ccelen-
terata (q.v.).

B. As substantive

:

Zool. : An animal belonging to the division
Ccelenterata (q.v.). One of ttie sub-kingdom
including the Hydrozoa and Actinozoa,

" No Calentemte possesses any circulatory organs,
unless the cilia which line the general cavity of the
body can be regarded as such . . "—UaxUy.

* 903 les'-tl al, a. [Celestial.]

909-les-tine. s. [Lat cozlestis = heavenly,
sky-blue ; coslum = heaven ; so called from its
colour.]

Jlfin.. : A compound of Strotitian (q.v.).

gee' les tine, a. & a. [Named after Pope
Celestine V.]

Ch. Hist. : [CELEanNEs.]

Coelestlne eremites, s. pi.

Ch. Hist. : A monastic order which arose in
the 13th century, but was almost immediately
suppressed.

pce-les-tiu'-I-ans, s. pi [Eng., 4c. Coslestine
(q.v.), and suff. -ions.]

Ch. Hist. : The same as Celestines (q.v.).

CCel'-X-ao, cel'-I-ac, a. [Lat. caliocus; Gr.

KoiAiax6<; (kniliokos) = pertaining tn the belly
;

koi > Co. (koilid) = the belly, from koIaos (koilos)
=s hollow.] Pertaining to the belly.

" The suhtentacular and coettne canals communicate
with channels in the perivisceral tiasiiti."— HturUij :

Anat. Inv. Animals, ch. lx., p. AM.

ccellac artery, s. The Ccelia axis, an
artery issuing from the aorta just below the
diaphragm.

cceliac axis, s. [Coiliac Aktery.]

* cceliac passion. «.

Med. : An old term for diarrhoea.

cceliac plexus, s.

Anat : A plexus surrounding the cceliac

axis in a kind of membranous shenth, and
subdividing with the artery into coronary,
hepatic, and splenic plexuses. (Quain.)

9ce li-a del -phus, «. [Or. koiAia (koiUa) =
the abdomen, and d6«Aip6? {adelphot) = alike.]

Pathol. : A malformed twin, having the
bodies united at the aUlomen.

909-U-al'-|jI-a, *. [Gr. KniXia (koilia) = the
abdomen, ami oXyoi *algos) — pain.]

Pathol : Pain in the bowels.

900 lie -61 ee, *. pi. [Lat. ccelum = heaven,
and coio = to wor«hip.l

Ch. Hist. : Heaven-worshippers. A Judseo-
Christian sect which arose about a.d. 354, and
is traceable till about 430.

909l-I-6'-des, *. [Gr. k»1\o< (koilos), and eloos

(eidos) = form, appearance.]

Entom. : A genus of Beetles, family Curcu-
lionids. Ten are British. (Sharpe.)

909I 6 don, s. [Gr. KotAof (koilos) = hollow,
and oJSoiis (odous), 6&Jito« (odontos) =. a tooth.]

Palfmnt. : A genus of fossil Sloths (Brady-
podidae) from caves in Brazil

903I 6 dont, a. [Gr. koZko* 0coilos)= hollow
;

oSovc (odous), genit. ooorrof (odontos) = a
tootaj

Zool : A terra applied to those lizard-like

reptiles which have hollow teeth. [Pleo-
DONT.]

COSl-S&'-en-jrs, *. fGr. srolAoc (koilos) » hol-
low, and -yerac (genus) = a cheek.)

1. Zool. : A genus of Rodents, belonging to

the division without clavicles. It is of the
family Caviidae. The molar teeth increase in

size from the* first to the last, whicli is o?ip-

third larger than the preceding tooth. The
zygomatic arches are exceedingly large, with
the effect of rendering the face very broad.
Crelngenys Paca Is the Paca of South America.
[Paca.]

2. Palreont. : Two species of Ccelogenys
have been found in caves in Brazil, Ccslogenyn
tatioeps and C. major.

903l-5^*'-"^n-e, *. r'jr. *otAo«(fcoffcw)=hollow,
and ywrj (gwni) = a female, here used for the
stigma of the plant.]
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Bot. ; A genus of Orchids, the tvpical one
of the family Ccelogynidsa (q.v.). the known
si«uies are between 40 and 50 in nuini>er, and
are very fine.

903! 6-gyn -I-dae, 5. pi. [Mod. Lat. oaelogyne.
and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot : A family of Orchids, sub-order Kpi-
deudrese, type Ccelogyne.

9c© -lo ma-ta, s. pi. [Mod. Lat, from
cceloma.] [0<elome.]

Zool : A series or grade of Metazoa, in-

cluding all but the Sponges and the ii; uiozua.

900 lo'-mate, a, & s. [Coclomata.]

A. Ah adj. : Belonging to, or characteristic

of the Cceloniata (q.v.).

B. As subst. : Any individual of the Coelo-

wata.

9cel omc, 909 -16'- -ma, s. [From Gr. (coiAw^a

(koiloma) = a hollow. J

Biol : The bodjr cavity of any of the
Metazoa ; the perivisceral space.

9cel o-nav-I-ea'-tion, s. [Lat. caslum =
heaven, and Eng. navigation (q.v.) ] That
branch of the science of navigation in which
the position of a ship is ascertained by Sliding
the zenith of a place from observations of the
stars, &c. It is opposed to geo-navigation
(q.v.).

903I 6 sperm, s. [Gr. KotAot (koilos) m hol-
low, &ad awtpfia, (sperma) =3 a seed.]

Bot. : A plant belonging to the section
Cudospe rinse (q.v.).

9031 o-sper'-mae, s. pi [Gr. k61\<k (koilos)

m hollow, and <nre'pfi.a (spernia) — a seed.]

Bot. ; In some classifications, a section of
the Umhelliferse in which the endos|>enu is

hollowed out, the albumen being curved in-

wards from the base to the apex. The aspect
presented by gome seeds is that of a hemi-
sphere channelled on one side. Example,
Coriander.

903I 6 sper -moiis, a. [Gr. *oCa<k (koilos)
— hollow ; o-Trep/xa (sperma) m a seed.]

Bot. : Having curved seeds or ccelosperms
;

hollow-seeded.
"Tlie se«kls being sometimes . . . caioMprrmwt* in

the ceutrsJ flowers.*—Dai-win : Oria. of Specie*, ch. T.

9ce-16s-t6m-y, «- [Gr, *:orA« (koilos) m
hollow ; orofia (stoma) m a mouth.] A defect
in the pronunciation of words.

"There is mother vice of speakine:, yet quite oom-
tntry to the former, which the Ors±cUns have culled
Catotumy : It consists in uinmtilinic. when a. mtui duos
nut open his inout.li wide enough for his words."—Art
0/ Spraki'iff in Public. 17X7, p. 04.

oos'-lum, 8. [L:it.]

Arch. : A soffit.

t co em bed , v.t. [Pref. go = con, and Eh.£

embed (q.v.).J To embed along with some-
thing else.

" CO em-bdd'-y, v.t. [Pref. co = con, and
Eng. embody (q.v.).] To unite in one body.

" Fattier. Son, and Holy Ghost will then become eo-

emb'tdird In this divine hudy.'—ff. Brvoke: Fool V
futility, lL 262.

co emp Tion, * co emp' 9ioun, s. [Lat

coemptto, from coerao .* co = con, and emo = to
buy.) The act of buying up the whole quan-
tity of any tiling.

" Coempcioun, that U to ujrn. eouiune aohat, or

byiug lofcidert."—Chaucer : Huothiiu, p. 16.

9ce-n4n'-thl-um, *. [Gr. xotv6< (koinos) =
conini'in, and avtto* (anthos) = a flower.)

Bot. : A form of inflorescence in which the

separnte flowers are buried in a fleshy recep-

tacle, as in the composite genus borsienia.

909 nen'-chy- ma, s. [Gr. kou-o? (kmnr>*) ~
common, tyxvua (enchuma) = an Infusion,

iv(en)= In, into, and x<<*>
(ched) = to poor.]

A secretion which serves to unite the coral-

lite* of certain compound corals.

"This Intermediate skeletal layer ia then termed
coenenchyma'—Uuxloy: Anat. /no. AntmaU, ch. lit.,

p 164.

90a nes-the'-sls, s. [Gr. a-on^c (koinos) =
common : and aia&no'ie (aisth$sis)= pertwption ;

altrfidvofxai (aisthanomai) = to perceive.] A
term used to express the sensibility of the
system generally, as distinguished fttmi those

boll, boy; pout. 16%1; oat, ^ell, onorns, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: sin. as; ezpeot, ^enophon, esost. -Ihg.

-clan, -ttan p staan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion* -sion = zhiin. -tlous. sious. -Clous m snos. -bio. Hale, du = bet. dr>L
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special sensations connected with separate
organs, as the nose, eyes, Ac.

" This division has now become general in any Germ
the Vital Sense receiving frvm various authors various
synonyms, as ecenasrh'tis, common feeling, vital feel-
ing, and tente offeeling, tensu latiori, Ac . . ."—Sir IV
Bamilton: Lecture* on Metaphysics, xxrii., vol, 2,
!' i

''-

* co en joy, v.t. [Pref. co = con, and enjoy
(q.v.).J To enjoy in conjunction with another,
or with others.

"I wish my soul no other felicity, when she hath
shaken off these rags of flesh, than to ascend to his,
and co-enjoy the same bliss."—Botoell ; Lett., I. ft 7.

od-6n-J6"jKed, pa. par. or a. [Coenjoy.]

* cd-£n-j6"$'-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Co-
enjoy.

J

A. & B. As pr. par. # particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act, state, or condition of
enjoying in conjunction with others.

coen -o bite, s. [Cenobite.]

coen 6 bit -Ic, o. [Cenobitic.]

* coen 6 bit I cal, a. [Cenobitical.j
" I hold a canobitical symposium at Munk barns."

Scott: Antiquary, ch. v.

* ^oen'-d-bj^, s. [Lat. cosnobium.] A living
in common or like monks. (Bailey.)

CTO-n03'-cI-tiin. *. [Gr. koiv6c (koinos) =
common, and ola-oc. (oikos) = a house.] The
entire dermal system of any Polyzoon. The
same as Polyzoary and PoLYPirxm(q.v.).

903 no cla di-a, s. [Gr. xotvoc (koinos) =
common, and kXol&oc. (klados) = a young slip
or shoot, a young branch.]

Bot. : Natural grafting produced when the
branches or roots of one tree or plant come so
near those of the other that they interlace and
form a network. This often happens with
beech-trees, wild hyacinths, Ac.

cce no co -leiis, 5. [Gr. xotroc (koinos) =
common, and koAcos (koleos) = a sheath.]

Bot. : A genus of Algals, order Oscillatoria-
cea. Cosnocoleus Smiihii is found in boggy
soil as a red mat of interlacing threads, with
the separate filaments green. (Griffith dt Hen-
frey.)

Oce no pith-e -ciis, *. [Gr. k<*v6? (koinos)^
common, and iriBrjKoq (pithekos) = an ape.]

Palasont. : AgemisofStrepsirrhine Monkeys
(Monkeys with twisted or curved nostrils), of
which a species, Canopithecus lemuroides, has
been found in the Middle Eocene. It is the
oldest monkey known.

CCen'-OHSaro, s. [Gr. fcotpoc (koinos) = com-
mon ; <7d>£ (sarx), genit <ropa-6s (sarkos) =
flesh.]

Zool. : That common basis of life by which
the several beings included in a corai>ound
Mophyte are connected with each other. (All-
man.) The common stem of a hydroid poly-
pidom. (Huxley.)

co en-triT ho, ». [Brazilian Portuguese.]
Bot. ; The Brazilian name for a plant,

Xanthoxylum hiemale, the powder of the lark
of which is used as a remedy for ear-ache,
whilst the wood, which is hard, is employed
for building purposes.

ccen -iire, s. [Gr. a-otroc (koinos) = common,
ovpd (oura) = a tail.]

Zool ; A hydatid found in sheep ; the larval
form of a tapeworm. It causes the disease in
sheep called staggers. It is found also in the
horse, the ox, the rabbit, &c.

06 e qual (qua! as kwal), o. & *. [Lat
eoa*ivalis: co =* con; cequcuis = equal.]

A. As adj. : Equal, or of the same rank and
dignity with another or others.

"The whole three persons are co-eternal togetherand co-equal."—Athanasian Creed.
" If once he come to be a cardinal,
Hell make bis cap co-er/nal with the crown.

-

Shakesp. : l Henry VI., t. L
B. As subst.: One equal or of the same rank

and dignity with others.

t co c qual I ty (qua! as kwal), *. [Lat.
ttK&fviaitas : co m con ; asqvalitas = equality.]
The state or condition of being coequal with
others.

~

The Unity In Trinity, and the Trinity in Unity is
•0 be worshipped

: namely, on account of their perfect

co-eternity and co-equality."— Watertand : History of
the Athanasian Creed.

co-e -qual ly (qual as kwal), adv. [Eng.
coequal; -ly.] In a coequal 'manner ; with
joint equality.

co-er'ce, v.t. [Lat coerceo, from co = con.,
and arceo = to restrain, to shut up.]

1. To restrain or constrain ; to keep down
under penal restraint.

"Punishments are manifold, that they may coerce
this profligate sort"—Ayliffe: Parergon.
* 2. To restrain or keep under restraint

physically.

"A prisoner of war is on no account to be coerced
with fetters. "-{Scott) { Webster.)

3. To compel, force, or constrain to any
action.

* 4. To enforce by compulsion.
*1[ Crabb thus distinguishes between to coerce

and to restrain: ''Coercion is a species of
restraint; we always restrain or intend to
restrain when we coerce ; but we do not always
coerce when we restrain; coercion always com-
prehends the idea of force ; restraint that of
simply keeping under or badew

t CO-erc'-or, *. [Eng. coerc(e); -er.] One who
coerces.

t cohere -I-ble, a. [Eng. coerc(e); -able.]

L Capable of being, or liable to be, coerced.
2. Deserving of coercion.

t co er9 i ble-ness, s. [Eng. coercible;
-ness.] The state or condition of being co-
ercible.

co-erc'-ing, pr. par., a, & s. [Coerce.]
A. & B. As pr. par. c£ particip. adj. ; (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of keeping under
penal restraint ; compulsion, coercion.

cd-er'-cion, s. [Lat. coercio, coertio, from
coerceo = to restrain, to coerce.]

1. The act of coercing or keeping under
penal restraint ; compulsion ; the act of en-
forcing by compulsion.

**Ji£ t
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f
c" tton *>f tne sentence in eccle-

siastical courts, is only by excommunication of theperson contumacious."-,tfaf«.- Common Law.
2. The state or condition of being under

penal restraint

3. The power of coercing or enforcing by
compulsion; coercive power.

"Government has coercion and animadversion upon
such as neglect their duty."—South.
i. Government by superior force.

coercion act, *. A popular name for
any Act giving exceptional powers to the
Executive in Ireland.

coer -cion-Ist, a. & s. [Eng. coercion ; -ist.]

A. As adj. : Employing or advocating
coercion.

B. As subst. : A supporter of government
by coercion, esp. in Ireland.

t co- er9'-**-tlVe, a. & s. [Formed as if from a
Lat. co*rcitivus, from coerceo = to coerce, to
restrain.]

A Asadj. : Constraining, coercing, coercive.
" Coerdtim power fn lawn."

—

teremy Taylor : Ductor
Duhitantium. {Latham.)

B. As subst. : Coercion, constraint.
" Of these, as man can take no cognisance, so he can

make no coert-itjte:'—Jeremy Taylor: Sermons, i.

cocrcltive force, s. [Coercive Force.]

od-OP'-9lve, o. & *. [Eng. coerc(e) ; suff. -i«.]
A. As adjective :

1. Having the power of coercing or con-
straining.

" All things on the surface spread, are bound
By their coercive vigour to the ground !

"

Blackmore.
2. Having authority to coerce or constrain

by means of penal measures.

« ";.' •J?
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•. *" TOd« action than the lw.

Justice by which they were afterwards restrained
'

Ballam : Middle Ages, pt 11., ch. viil

* B. As subst. : Power or means of coercion
or constraint

"The judge . . . hath a coercive for all.-—Jeremy
Taylor: Sermons, ii.

I
Latham.)

coercive force.
Magnet, : A force which offers a resistance

to the separation of the north or boreal and

the south or austral magnetic fluids, but which
when once their separation has taken place,
prevents their recombination. Hence soft
iron can be magnetised instantaneously but
the effect is not jiermauent, whereas steel is
magnetised very slowly but when once the
operation is complete its effects do not again
pass away.

"To meet this question philosophers have beem
obliged to infer the existence of a special force whichholds the fluids asunder. They call ft coercive force.'— Tyndatt: Frag, of Science, 3rd ed , xiti. aw.

CO-er9'-ive-ljf, adv. [Eng. coercive; -ly.]
In a coercive manner; by means of coercion
or compulsion. (Burke.)

t co-er9' Ive ncss. s. [Eng. coercive; -ness,i
The quality of being coercive or compulsory.

"There is another element . . . the elemeut of cost-
civeness."—B. Spencer .- Data of Ethics, ch. vii., $ «.

cd-er-ec'-taiit, co er-ec ted, a. [Pret
co = coji, and erectant, erected (q.v.).]

Her. : An epithet applied to things set up
side by side.

* cce-ru le an, a. [Cerdi.ean.]
"Caruleau Neiitune. rose and led the way."

Pope Homers Iliad, bk. xi., L 17a

90B'-ru-lein, «. [Lat cantle(us) = blue, and
Eng. &c. suff. -in]

CJiem. ; A blue colouring matter existing in
certain volatile oils obtained from composite
plants.

cce ru-lig'-ndne, *. [Lat. ccerulcus — blue ;
lign(um) = wood, and Eng., &c, suff. -one.]

Chemistry

:

Cedriret,CMHa8Oa or C12 H4^g'£*Mf. A
violet powder obtained in the puiiflcation of
crude wood-vinegar by means of potassium
dichromate, and also by the action oJ oxidising
agents on the fraction of beech-tar boiling at
270°. It dissolves in strong sulphuric acid,
forming a beautiful blue solution. It dissolves
in phenol, and is reprecipitated by alcohol in
stt'el-blue needle crystals. Coerulignone, by
the action of tin and hydrochloric acid, is re-
duced to a colourless compound, hydrocceru-

lignone, C12H4<^^2^4 * which °y oxidising

agents is reconverted into Coerulignone

* coes sen tial (tial as anal), a. [Pret
co = con, and essential (q.v.).]

* Partaking of
the same essence or nature.

"... we bless and magnify that coessenttal Spirit
eternally proceeding from both, which is the Holv
Ghost."—Booker : Secies. Polity.

* cd^eVaen-tial'-I-t£ (tial as shl-al), «.

[Pref. co = con, and essentiality (q.v.).] The
quality of being coessential ; a partaking of
the same essence or nature.

"The appellation of the Son of God . . . implies the
same kind of relation to him, as that of a man to his
father ; that la, it implies coessrntiality with God, . .

.*

— Bp. Burgess: Sermon on the Divinity of Christ, p.
41 (17*0).

* co es-sen tial ly (tial as shal), adv.
[Eng. coessential; -ly.) In a coessential man-
ner ; by way of partaking of the same essence
or nature.

* co es tab Hsh ment, s. [Pref. co = con.
and establishment (q.v.).J A joint or combined
establishment.

". . . a eocttahlishment of the teachers of different
sects of christians."— Zfp. of Lamloff (Watson):
Charge. 1701. p. 11.

* CO es ta te, s. [Pref. co = eon, and estate

(q.v.).] An estate or lody of equal rank or
position; a joint estate.

"A formidable prince who paid so little regard to
the liberties of his coestates and the tranquillity of his
em jjire

."—Smollett f HisL Bug., V. 87.

* co-e-ta'-ne'-an, a. & s. [Lat. coataneus ~
of the same age ; from co = con, and cetas =
age.]

A* As adj. : Of the same age ; coelaneous.
" For these began

At once, and were all eoetanean."
Marmian: Cupid 4 Psyche. {Bare*.}

B. As subst. : A person of the same age
with another ; a contemporary.

"... eoetanean of the late earle of Southampton.*
Aubrey: Anecdotes of Sir W. Raleigh, ii. 116.

* cd-e -ta'-ne-oua, a. [Lat. coastaneus : co »
con, and ostas m age.J Of the same age with
another ; contemporary, contemporaneous.

" Through the body every member sustains another :

and all are coetaneoue, because none can subsist alone.
—Sentley ; Sermons.

mo, at, ftre, amidst, what, laU, father; we, w«t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, pit,
•r. wore, wolf, work. who. son ; mute. oob. cure, unite, our. rule. fuU ; try, Syrian. a>, a> = e. ey= a. q.u = kw.
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5 Properly followed by with, but some-

times by to or unto.
** Eveni old as Adam, and Cain their son coetmntout

unto both."—Browne: Vulgar Errowrt.

m o6-«-ta'-nS-oil»-l^» adv. [Eng. coetaneous ;

ly.] Contemporaneoualy ; of or at the same
time or age.

©6-e tor -nal, a. [Pref. co = con, and eternal

(q.v.).] Eiernal equally with another or

others.
" HaiL holy Light ! offspring of heaven firstborn !

Or of the Eternal coeternai beam.'*
MUlon : P. L., bk. UL

f ©6-e-ter -nal-l& adv. [Eng. coeternal ; -ly.]

• In a state of coeternity. (Hooker.)

• od-e-terne, a. [Lat. cocriemus.} Coeternal.

"Thai wenen that this worlde ben maked coeterne

with his makere."

—

Chancer : Boethius, p. 173.

t oo-e-ter'-ni-t^, *. [Pref. co = con, and
eternity (q.v.).] The state or quality of being

coeternal ; equal eternity or eternal existence

with another.
" For our belief In the Trinity, the coeternity of the

Bon of God with hia Father . . ."—Booker: Eccles.

Pot., bk. L, ch. x\v., §3.

ooaur, *. [Fr. = a heart ; Lat. cor.]

Her. : The heart of a sbield ; also called the

centre or fesse point.

©6-e-vaI, a. & *. (Lat. cotevus, from co = eon,

and cevum ; Gr. aluv (aion) = an age, a time.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of the same age.

2. Existing from the same time or period

;

equal in age or antiquity.

••Where mouldering abbey walla o'erhang the glade.

And oaks coeval spri-ad a mournful shade.
Cowper ; Hope, 36*.

(1) Followed by with.

Silenoe, coeval with eternity 1
'
* Pop*.

* (2) Followed by to.

"... we have no reason to conclude that Idolatrous

religion was coeval to mankind."—Hale : Origin of

Mankind.

•J Crabb thus distinguishes between coeval

and contemporary : "An age is a specifically

long space of time ; a time is indefinite ; hence
the application of the terms to things in the

first case and to persons in the second : the

dispersion of mankind and the confusion of

languages were coeval with the building of the

tower of Bal>el ; Addison was cotemporary [con-

temporary! with Swift and Pope." (Crabb:

Eng. Synon.)
* B. As subst. : One of the same age ; a con-

temporary.
" To have outdone all your coevals in wit. "—Pope.

*e6-e'-voiis, a. [Lat. cocevus.] [Cocsval.]

CoevaL
"Supposing some other thing coevous to It."—South I

Sermon*.

©d-Sx-eV-U-tdr, *. [Pref. co = con, and
executor (q.v.).] One associated with another

as executor under n will ; a joint executor.

OO-Sx-Sc'-U-trist, *. [Pref. co = con, and
executrix (q.v.). ] One associated with another

as executrix under a will ; a joint executrix.

co-ex 1st', v.i. (Tref. co = con, and exist

(q.v.).] To exist at the same time as another.
" The three stars that coexitt in heavenly constella-

tions, . . ."—Bale : Origin of Mankind.

06 ex Is-tcnce, co-ex is ten cy, s.

[Pref. co=con, and existence (q.v.).] The state

or quality of being coexistent, or existing at

the same time with another.

"There was co-existence without contact."—Suckle t

Mitt. Civilization in England, vol ii., ch. rl

L Followed by with.

"We can demonstrate the being of God's eternal
Ideas, and their coexistence with him."—Orew : Cosmo-
login Sacra.

* 2. Followed by to.

'

"The measuring of any duration by some motion,
depends not on the real coexistence of that thing to

that motion, or any other periods of revolution."

—

Locke.

3d-ex is'-tent, a. A *. [Pref. co = con, and
existent (q.v.).]

A. As adj. .* Existing at the same time with
another; coexisting.

" The simplest extension therefore, as that of a line,

aust be regarded as a certain series of coexistent poei-
Jiis . . ,"—B. Spencer : Psychology, p. 297.

1 Followed by with ; rarely by to.
#

t B. As subst. : That which coexists with
another.

**.
. . so every property of an object has an invari-

able coexistent, which he called its Form . . ."—Mill:

Logic, bk. ill., ch. nil, 1 4.

* co ex is tim-a -Hon, s. [Pref. co = con,

and existimation (q.v.).] A union in opinions

or views ; unanimity or agreement.
" We are fain to make ourselves happy by consortion.

opinion, or co-existimation."—Sir T. Browne : Letter to

a Friend, sec. 24 (ed. ltJSi).

cd-ex-is'-tlng, a. [Pref. co = con, and exist-

ing (q.v.).] Coexistent ; existing together or

at the same time with another.

* co-ex-p&nd', v.t. or i. [Pref. co = con, and
expand (q-v.).] To expand or spread at the

same time or equally with another.

"God Is a mind coexpanded with and Intimately
pervading the material universe."—Bernarkt on Cato,

or Essay on Old Age. 1773, p. 276.

* co-ex pan'-ded, pa. par. or a. [Coexpand.]

* co-extend', v.t. & i. [Pref. co =* con, and
extend (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To cause to extend or reach to

the same place, time, or duration, as another.
" Every motion is. In some sort, coextended with the

body moved."—Grew s Coemologia.

B. Intrans. : To reach to or attain the

same place, time, or duration as another.

co-ex-tend -ed, pa. par. or a. [Coextend.]

od-ex tend -Ing, pr. par. or a. [Coextend.]

co-ex-ten'-sion, s. [Pref» co *= con, and ex-

tension (q.v.).] The state or quality of ex-

tending to or reaching the same place, time,

or duration as another.
". . . and coextension, as the equality of separate

series of coexistent positions . .
."—B. Spencer : Prin.

of Psychology, p. 207.

©OH3X-ten'-sive, a. [Pref. co => con, and ex-

tensive (q.v.).] Extending to the same place,

time, or duration as another ; coextending.

". . . coextension, as ordinarily determined by the
Juxtaposition of the coextensive objects, . . ,"—H.
Spencer: Psychology, p. 299.

*\ Followed by with.
" 5S* objects of the society are coextensive with the

trua spirit of christian charity."— Bp. Winchester

Worth); Serrn. (1790).

+ OO-Sx-tSn'HBXve-l^, adv. [Eng. coexten-

sive ; -ly.] In a coextensive manner or degree.

t co-«x-ten -sive-ness,*. [Eng. coextensive;

-ness.] The quality of being coextensive ; the

capability of extending equally with another.

(Bentkam.)

* oof, * oofe, * cove, * kafe, * kof, a. & adv.

[A.S. cdf.]

A. As adj. : Quick, active, nimble.

"Comaunded hir to be cof and quyk at this ones."

R Eng. A I lit. Poems; Cleanness. 628.

B. As adv. : Quiekly, readily, soon.
" I-oome sum cofer,sum later.**—ft K. Homilies, p. 28L

* edf-er, s. [Coffer.]

[COFFEBINQ.]

The offal of

gynnis."
Poems, p. ITOl

cof-er-ino;, pr. par., a., & s.

(Wcale.)

o6tt (1), *. [Etym. doubtful.]

pilchards. {Webster.) {Local.)

* G&tt (2),
* oofe, s. [Coff, v.]

1. A merchant, a pedlar.
" Ane scroppit cafe quhen he tx

/; ; nnatyne ;

2. Bargain, perhaps strictly by barter or

exchange.

* colli v.t. k i. [A.S. ceapan; Ger. kaufen;

Dut. kopen ; Icel. kaupa.] [Cheap, Chop.]

A* Transitive:

1. To buy.
" I sought the fair, for honester employ.
To coff-what bouny trinkets I mlth soa"

Shirref : Poems, p. 40.

2. To procure or obtain in any way, not
necessarily by purchase.

"This ladle coft the Ladle Carlstoun of heretage, and
gave in mariage to her sones secund sone, callit John,
and coft also the lands of Foulstruther, . . ."—Blue
Book of Seton, be Sir Richard Maitland of Ledington

;

V. Edin. Mag. and Rev.for Sept., 1810, pp. 327, 328, 330.

B. Intrans. : To barter, to exchange.

* coffe, s. [Cuff.]
" My cokeres and my coffee."

Langland: P. Plowman, S.909.

cof-fe-a, s. [Mod. Lat.] [Coffee.]

Botany :

1. A genus of plants, order Cinchonacese,

tribe Coffeee, family Psychotrid&e. The corolla

is tubular, with four or five spreading seg-

ments, the stamens coming from its throat, the

beiTy succulent, with two cells, each with a

single seed. About forty or fifty species are

known, the majority from the Western hemi-
sphere. Coffea arabica is the coffee tree or

shrub. It is an evergreen, with oval, shining,

sharp-pointed leaves, and five-cleft white fra-

grant corolla with projecting stamens ; the

berry is first red and then purple. Though
called arabica and abundant m Arabia, yet it

is said to have been brought at first from
Abyssinia. Now it is cultivated in the West
Indies, Bermuda, and the hotter parts of

America, as well as in many parts of the East.

[Coffee.]

2. (PI. Cotfeai): A section of Cinchonacese,

containing those whose ovary has only one or

two seeds in each cell, whereas the Cinchonea
proper have a many-seeded ovary.

oSf-fee, *C&t-&, s.' & o. [Fr. & 8p. cafe;

Ital.* oaffe. Corrupted from Arab, kahwa =
coffee.]

A. As most. : The ground roasted seeds of

Caffea arabica. The seeds or beans are im-

ported into this country chiefly from the East
and West Indies, but the finest quality. Mocha
coffee, comes from Arabia. In the raw state

the beans are destitute of flavour, but on
roasting, a peculiar brown oil, caffeine, i»

developed, and it is this body which gives to

the coffee its characteristic aroma. The most
valuable constituent of coffee is caffeine,

C8H10N4O2, an alkaloid identical with thd

COFFEE-TREE.

1. Single flower. - Stamen. 3. Single fruit.

alkaloid thelne found in tea. In the roasted

bean it never exceeds 1 per cent. Taken in

moderation, coffee is one of the most whole-

some beverages known. It assists digestion,

exhilarates the spirits, and counteracts the

tendency to sleep. Coffee was not known to

the Greeks and Romans but has been used from

time immemorial in Abyssinia and Ethiopia.

In Arabia it is known to have been used in the

15th century and throughout Asia in the 16th.

It is a native of Abyssinia, Arabia, and parts

of Africa. It was brought to the 'West Indies

In 1720, and its cultivation has spread into

Brazil and other parts of Central and South

America, The annual production at present

In various countries is: Africa, 3fi,000 tons;

Brazil, 333,000 tons; Ceylon, 63,000 tons; Java,

90,000tons; Manilla, 35,000 tons; West Indies,

42,000 tons; with considerable quantities in

some of the Central American States, Vene-

zuela, Ac. Chicory and other substances are

often used as substitutes, or adulterations.

None of these substitutes contains any sub-

stance analogous to the alkaloid caffeine found

in coffee. In fact their only use appears to be

to give the coffee infusion a greater depth of

colour. The sale of a mixture of coffee and
chicory, or any substitute for chicory, is per-

fectly legal, provided such mixture Is properly

labelled. It is only when a mixture is sold as

pure coffee that any admixture becomes an

adulteration. Any of these substitutes when
mixed with coffee can be readily identified by
means of the microscope, even when present

in very small quantity. {W. Harkness, Esq.,

f.c.s.)

"In J.D. 1084 Locke wrote coffe, showing that the
werd was not yet naturalized."— Locke's Diary, given

in his Life by Lord King, p. 42. [Trench.)

•f Swedi&h Coffee: The seeds of Astragalus

bceticus, a papilionaceous plant.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to coffee.

*• in the coffee husbandry the plants should be placed

eight feet apart."— Vre: Diet, of Arts, Manufacture*,
and Mines.

tfh bft: ptf&t, J<S?W; oat, cell, chorus, ohtn, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = t

-dan, -turn = shan. -tlon, sion = shun ; -flon, -sion = zhun. -tlous, slous, clous = shAs. -ble, -die, &o. = BSli d«U
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*H Compound of obvious signification

;

Coffee-cup.

coffee-bean, a. The seed or the coffee-tree.

1 Coffee-bran tree : Gymnocladus canadensis.

coffee berry, «. The fruit of the coffee-
tree,

coffee - biggin, «. A coffee-pot with a
flannel bag or a wire strainer to contain tie
ground coffee through which the hot water is
poured.

"I find none so good as ... the coffee biggin with
the perforated tin strainer."—Pre: Diet. ofArti, Manu-
/oKuro. and Mine*.

coffee-bird, 5. The name given in Jamaica
to a kind of bullfinch, Pyrrhula violacea,
which builds its nest in coffee-trees, hence its
name. (Ugilvie.)

coffee-bug, s. The name given to an In-
sect, Learn ia coffem. It is one of the Coccidte.
It is injurious to coffee-trees.

coffee-cleaning, a. Cleaning or designed
to clean coffee.

S Coffee-cleaning machine: A machine in
which the coffee grains are beaten, rubbed,
Drushed, and winnowed, to remove the '

' parch-
ment" or thin adhering envelope of the grain,
and also purge it of dust and foreign matter.
This is generally done by rotating beaters,
rubbing surfaces, fans, &a

* coffee-house, a. A bouse of entertain-
ment where persons are supplied with coffee
and other refreshments. Formerly the chief
resort of every class for purposes of conversa-
tion and information.

•V . wild ru mours which flew withoat ceasing from
coffeehouse to coffeehouse and from alebench to ale-
bench. . . .'—Macaulay : Silt. Eng., eh. Ix.

1 Constantinople is believed to have been
the first European capital in which coffee-
houses were instituted, the year of their
establishment there being a.d. 15S4. In 1650
the first one in England was opened in
Oxford. They were suppressed by Charles II.
in 1075, but were soon again allowed to be re-
opened.

coffee-huller, a. A machine to remove
the husk or sac which covers the coffee grains.
The machine is similar to a rice-nuller.
(Knight.)

coffee-man, a. One who keeps a coffee-
house. (Addison.)

coffee mill, «. A small hand-mill for
grinding coffee-berries to powder. The berries
are made to pass between the serrated surfaces
of opposed steel disks or rollers, or between a
roller and a concave.

coffee-nib, a. A coffee-bean.

coffee-planter, s. One who cultivates
the coffee-plant.

coffee-planting, a. The cultivation of
the coffee-plant.

coffee-polisher, s. A machine the object
of which is to remove traces of mildew and
stain from coffee on its arrival from the ship,
or the effects of damp or heating when in
store. (Knight.)

coffee-pot, a. A vessel In which coffee is
infused. The chief kinds of it are (1) the Per-
colator (q. v.), (2) Coffee-pots in which there
are arrangements for condensing the steam
and the essential oil, the latter of which con-
stitutes the aroma of the coffee, and returning
them to the infusion. (Knight.)

coffee-pulper, a. A machine for treating
the coffee fruit by removing the pulp and the
envelope of the seeds.

ooffee-roaster, s.

1. A metal cylinder in which the coffee-
terries are roasted. The coffee-roaster is
generally of a cylindrical or prismatic form,
and is rotated on a horizontal axis by means
of a crank. Two objects are attempted to be
secured in coffee-roasters : to keep the berries
moving and prevent their burning, and to
keep the aroma confined as much as possible.
The aroma depends on the essential oil in
the berry, and the empyreumatic flavour is
developed by heat ; or the oil is developed in
the berry in the process of decomposition.
(Knight.)

2. One whose trade it is to prepare coffee
by roasting.

coffee-room, a. The public room of an
hotel, in which the guests dine and have
their other meals.

* coffee sage,
(Churchill.)

a. A coffee-house orator.

coffee-shop, a. A coffee-house.

coffee-tree, a. The same as Coffee
(q.v.).

cof-feln, cof-feine, s. [Caffeine.]

cof-fer, * oof-er, • cofre, * cofor,
* cofor, cofyr, * coffre, «. [O. Fr.
cofre ; Sw. b. Dan. koffert; Low Lat coffrus,
cofrum ; Lat. cophimts.]

L, Ordinary Language:
1. A chest or box.
" And bad the sergeannt that prively
Scholde this chllde softe wyndeand wrappe . . .And carry it In a cofre or in Mi lappe."

• o . ,. . .. ,
Chancer so. T..t,K».

" 2. Applied to the ark.

Make to the a mandolin . .

A cofer cloeed of tree.'
S. B. AUit. Poems (ed. Morris) ; Cleanness. 809.

3. A chest or box for money or valuables
;

a treasury.
" That the hone of God be blld op, that ia. that of

the klngts cofre, that ia, of tributis . . . coetya be
yiue to thoo men."— Wycliffe : 1 Etdras vt &

"Cornea to the privy coffer of the state.

"

Shakesp. t Jfer. a/ Venice, iv. 1.

* 4. A coffin, a shrine.
" The peler elrne, the oafre onto careyne.

"

Chaucer; Assembly of Foules, V7.

U, Technically:

1. Inland Navigation: A lock in a canal.

2. Civil Engineering

:

(1) [COFFER-DAM.]

(2) A floating dock.

3. Arch. : A sunk panel in vaults and
domes, and also in the sofflte or under-side
of the Corinthian and Composite cornices,
and usually decorated in the centre with a
flower. But the application of the term is
general to any suuk panel in a ceiling or
sofflte. (Gvrilt.)

4. Fort. : A hollow lodgment across a dry
moat, from six to seven feet deep, and from
sixteen to eighteen broad, the up]«r part being
made of pieces of timber raised two foot above
the level of the moat, which little elevation
has hurdles laden with earth for its covering,
and serves as a parapet with embrasures.
(Chambers.)

5. Mining : A trough in which tin ore is
broken up.

coffer-dam, a
Hydraulic Engin. : A water-tight enclosure

formed by piles driven into the bottom of a
river and packed by clay, planks, or other
stop-gap. It is used as a dam while laying
bare the bottom of the river, in order to
establish a foundation for a pier, abutment, or
quay. (Knight.)

coffer-lid, * corryrled, * cofer
leyd, s. The lid or cover of a coffer.

coffer-work, s.

Burning : Bubble-work faced with stone.

oSf-fer, v.t. [Coffer, a.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To shut np or keep in a
coffer.

"The aged man that coffers np his gold.
Is plagued with cramps, and gouts, and painful fits."

Shakesp. : Hope of Lucrece, 86S.

2. Arch. : To panel a ceiling or dome with
sunken panels.

cSf'-fered, pa. par. or a. [Coffer, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Enclosed or treasured in a
coffer

2. Arch. : Panelled with sunken panels.

* cSf'-fer-er, a. [Eng. <»/« , -«-.]

1. One who treasures np things in a coffer;
a treasurer.

"Ye fortune's cofferers, ye powers of wealth."
Young : yighr Thoughts, ii. 650.

2. One who makes coffers or chests.

If Cofferer of the King's Household : A princi-
pal officer of his majesty's court, next under the
comptroller, that, in the compting-house and

elsewhere, hath a special oversight of other
officers of the household, for their good de-
meanour in their offices. (Cowel.)

* cof-fer-et, a. [Eng. coffer, and dimin. suit
et.] A little coffer, a casket. [Coffret.J

cSr-fer-ing, cSf-er-Ing, pr. par., a., & «.
[Coffer, v.]

A. A- B. As pr. par. a» particip. adj. : (Sea
the verb).

C. .4s substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. : The act of enclosing or keep-
ing in a coffer.

IL Technically:
' 1. Arch. ; Panelling of a ceiling or soffits. '

2. Mining: Securing a shaft from leaking
by ramming in clay between the casing and
the rock.

* cof -fer-shlp, a. [Eng. coffer, and -thip.)
The office or position of a treasurer ; a trea-
surership.

" It is true that Ingram and his fellows are odious
men, and therefore his Majesty pleased the people
greatly to put him from the coffershtp."—Sir w.
Haleigh s Remains. (Latham.)

cof-fin, * cof-fen, * cof-in, * cof-fyn,
* cof-yn, * cof-yne, * cof ring, a. [O.

Ft. & Sp. cofin; Ital. cofano, from I,at
cophinus ; Gr. jcoiptpo? (kophinos) = a basket.]

I. Ordinary Language :

*1. A basket
" Thei token the Tellies of broken gobetla tuelue

cofyus."—Wycliffes Matt. xlv. 30.

* 2. A casing, a crust
" Make a cofyne as to smalle pre."

Liber Cure Cooorum, p. fjt

3. The box or chest in which corpses are
enclosed before being committee? to the
ground.

Tf Coffins were in use in Egypt at a remote
period of antiquity. The embalmed body of
Joseph was laid in one (Gen. 1. 20). This is
the only mention made of coffins in the bible

;

what were in use among the Jews were biers
(2 Sam. iii. SI, Luke vii. 14.) Some of the
Egyptian coffins were wood. There were fine
sarcophagi of stone, some of which all covered
with hieroglyphics are conspicuous objects in
the Egyptian room of the British Museum.
There were coffins of baked clay in Mesopota-
mia. Cedar was used in Athens for enclosing
the remains of heroes, and marble and stone
among the Romans. But among the classical
nations the later practice at least was to burn
the dead and deposit the ashes in an urn.
Burial has been nearly always the practice in
the British Isles, and what may be generally
called a coffin has existed from the remotest
time, its early form being a stone cist, while
its later one is too well known to require de-
scription.

" Such was the constitution of her mind that to the
religion of her nursery she could not but adhera,
without examination and without doubt, till she was
laid In her coffin."—Macaulay : Jiist. Bng., eh. ar.
* 4. A bier.

" For mendynge of coffen that carrys the comes to
church, . .

."—Churchwardens' Accts. of 81. -ftchacTs.
Cornhill (ed. Overall), p. llx. {Davies.)

* 5, A paper case or bag in the form of a
cone, used by grocers.

" Cornet. A cornet or coffin of paper."

—

Cotgrmee.
* 6. A seed-case or pod.

II. Technically:

L Earriery : (See extract).
" Coffin of a horse, is the whole hoof of the foot a

the coronet, including the
coffin bone. The coffin bone
is a small spongy hone, in-
closed in the midst of the
hoof, and possessing the
whole form of the toot."

—

Farrier's Dictionary.

2. Printing : The
wooden frame inclosing
the imposing-stone.

3. Mining :

(1) An old exposed
working.

(2) A mode of working, '

which the bed of ore is uncovered, by casting
up the ore and attle by stall-boards, from one
to another, to the surface.

4. Millwork: One of the sockets in the eys
of the runner which receives the ends of the
driver. The term is applied to other depres-
sions, especially such as are hollowed or
chipped out

H Obvious compounds : Coffin-lid, ovffln-

maker.

COFFIN BONE OF A
HORSE.

1 open to grass," in

ftte, ttt. fiire. amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6«,
«w, wire, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, oure, unite, our, rulo. full; try, Syrian, m, ce = e. ey = a. qu kw.
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coffin-bone. .

Farriery ; [Coffin, II. 1].

* coffin-dam, s. [Cofter-dam.]

coffin-ship, s. A term applied to a

vessel which, from overloading or unsea-

worthiness from any cause, is dangerous.

* o©T-fin, v.t. [Coffin, *.]

I. LU. : To enclose in a coffin.

" My gracious silence, hail I

Wouldat thou have laogh'd, had I come coffin d
home." Shakeap. ; Coriotanu*. U. L

II. Figuratively:

1. To enclose, to confine.
" Devotion Is not cnffln'd in a cell."

John Hall ; Poem*, p. 59 (IMS).

2. To cover with a crust, as a pie.
*' Coffined in crust."

O. Jonton : Jtatque of GlpHet.

c«5f-fined, pa. par. & a. [Coffin, v.]

* cof ling (1), s. [Coffin.]

* cof flng (2), s. [Coff, v.] Exchange, barter.

"To pay bot vil fn, quia the half of the malt scat

wes sevin quyt be uinquhlle Erie William In cofling

for Landis be gat tberior in GrelnvaU."—Rentall of

Orkn., p. 7, A. lMl.

cof fin-less, a. [Eng. coffin ;-Ua.] Without
a coffin ; having no coffin. {Wilson.)

o6£T-le, a. [Arab. kafala = 8. caravan.] A
gang of slaves going to market. [Cadtlb.]

* coff-ro, «. [Coffer.]

t cof-fret, s. [Fr. dim. of ooffre.} A small

cotfer or casket.
" Among them is a rectangular eofret, with a flat

top, of the fifth or sixth century."—Athenctwn, Nov.
6th. 1880.

* coT-in, s. [Coffin, a]

* cof It * oof-Uche, * cof-ly, adv. [A.S.

cdftice.) [Cof.] Quickly, readily ; with activity

and quickness.
" His marsehal the mayster upon oalles

And oomanndes bym cojty coferea to lance.

B. Eng. AIM. Poem* ; Clennneu, 1.457.

" eo-f6"ilnd', v.t. [Pref. co = con, and Eng.

found, v. (q.v.).] To found at the same time

as another.
M

. . . originally co-founded by King Ethelbert with
the Body ofthe Church."—Puller: Worthiet; London,

a UL {Davit*.)

od-found'-or, »• [Pref. co = con, and /©under
(q.v.).] A joint founder.

**. . . great benefactors, or rather eofoundert of this

religious structure."— Wtever ; Pun. Jlonum., p. 613.

coft, pa. par. or a, [Coff, *.] Bought. (Scotch.)

* cofyn, * cofyne, s. [Cofftk, #0

"oofyr, ». [Coffbe.]

* c*5g (1), v.t & i. [WeL coegio = to make void,

to trick ; ooeg — empty.]

A* Transitive:

1. To wheedle, to seduce, to draw away by
flattery or coaxing.

" Chide me no more. I'll mountebank their loves.

Cog their hearts from them, . .
."

Shakeep. i Coriotanu*. Hi. S.

2. To obtrude or foist in by falsehood or

deceit, to palm.

(1) With in.

"The outcry is, that I abuse his demonstration
by a falsification, by cogging in the word."—TWct ;

(2) With upon.
Fustian tragedies . . . have . . . btmcogged upon

the town for niAsttrpiecea. "—Den.ii*.

3. To load or manipulate a die so that it

may fall as the thrower wishes ; to cheat.

"But then my study was to cog the dice."
Dryden: Portia*, sat. Hi.

B, Intrans. : To wheedle, to seduce, to

cajole or flatter ; to cheat or play falsa,

" Mistress Ford, I cannot cog, I cannot prate
mistress Ford.*—Shakctp. : Merry Wive* of Windtor,
114.2.

©og OA * coggyn, v.u [Coo (l). *.]

I. Literally:

1. To furnish with cogs.
" Cogggn a mylle. P. ScariobaUo,"—Prompt. Par*.

2. The same as to Cauk (q.v.).

3. To place a stone or a piece of wood so
as to prevent the wheel of a carriage from
moving ; as, " Ye had better cog the wheel, or
the cart will be o'e; the brae." (Scotch.)

* IL Fig. ; To c'.og.

edg (1), * oogge (1), " kog, «. [The ultimate
etyuioL is doubtful, but the Eng. form is cog-

nate with Dan. kog; Sw. kugge.]

1. Mach. : A tooth, cam, catch or lifter,which
acts upon an object to move it ; as in the case

of a gear-wheel ; the wiper on the shaft which
lifts a trip-hammer, or the pestle of a stamp-
mill ; the projection from the arbor of a stop-

motion, or from a disk in a register or feed-

motion, etc. (Knight.)
" A Cogge. ScariobaUum.''~CathoL AngUcum.

2. Carpentry:

(1) A projecting piece on the end of a joist,

which is in the nature of a tenon, and is re-

ceived into a notch in a bearing timber, such
as a wall-plate, the cog resting flush with the

upper surface of the plate.

(2) A longitudinal tenon projecting from one
of the faces of a scarf-joint, and entering a re-

cess in the face of the othertimber, to prevent
lateral deflection of the scarf-joint (Knight.)

3. Mining : One of the supports of the roof

of a mine ; a square of rough stones or coal.

cog and round. An old-fashioned

bucket-hoist, having a cog-wheel and lantern,

the latter having staves or rounds.

cog-weir, *. Ah old-time narrow frieze

goods, of coarse quality. [Coowabe.]

cog-wheel, t.

1. Lit. : A wheel having teeth which work
into similar ones on another wheel to impart
motion thereto, or to receive It therefrom.

The name—cog—shows the original mode of

construction, in which cogs or pieces of wood
were inserted into mortises in the face of a
wheel Wheels thus constructed are used
under the names of rag or sprocket wheels, in

connection with chains or lantern wheels, the

latter having rounds or randies between disks.

The teeth ofcog-wheels are now usually made
solid with the rim, being cast therewith or cut

thereupon. There are numerous varieties

of cog-wheels, as a spur-wheel, a crown or

contrate wheel, a bevel or mitre wheel, and
the pinion (q.v.). (Knight.)

2. Fig. : The working parts of any machinery.
" The life of a peasant may be made a burden to him

if be happens to otfend some memlter of the immense
army of public servants who are the cogwheel* of the
colossal machine which the Minister of the Interior

can move with a touch of his pen."—rimes, Nov. 18,

1874.

cog (2), cogue, cogie, a. [Kbo.]

L Literally:

1. A round wooden vessel made by a cooper,

for holding milk, brose, liquor, Ac (Scotch.)

f 2. A measure, the quarter of a peck.

TT- Fig. : An intoxicating liquor.

" The sun that brightens up the scene
la friendship s kindly coggU."

rannahul : Poem*, p. 17S.

cog-full, *. As much as a cog will hold.

" . . . y« wadna bo the wanr of a eogfu' o' water
before ye welcome your friends."—Scott . Bob Bog, ch.

xxxi.

*06g(3),«. [Cog(1X».] A trick, a cheat, a

fraud.

"So letting it pass for an ordinary cog amongst
them, a half-witted man may see there is nothing
makes for them or their advantage."— Wat*on : Quod-
tibet* of Religion and State (1602), p, 338.

* cog-foist, s. A cheat, a swindler.

"A sack, to put this law-cracking cog-foist in instead

of a pair of stock*."—ftawkint; Bng. Dr.; Wilg Be-

guiled, ilL 307. (Davie*.)

* cog (4), * oogge (2), s. [Dut. <fc Dan. kog ;

Icel. kuggr = a boat; Cornish, coc; Wei.
eweh ; Low Lat. cocco, cogo.) [Cock (4), s.]

1. A small vessel.
" Coggez with cablis cachyn to londe."

Dettract. of Trog, 1,077.

2. A cock-boat.

*oog-boote, «. [Cockboat.]

•co'-gence, co'-geivc3f, s. [Eng. cogent;

•ence, -ency.]

1. The quality of being oogent.

2. Force, strength, weight of authority, or

influence.

** An argument of cogence, we may say,

Why such a one should keep himself away."
Cowper: Convertation.

# oo-ge~ner, s. [Conobner.]

* co ge'-nl-al, a. [Congenial.]
" Coocaie is often cited by Ralwlais, a writer of a

cogenial cast"— Warton : Mitt. Bng. Poetrg, 11. S57.

co -gent, a. [Lat. cogens, pr. par. of co|70 =*

to compel.]

1. Forcible, powerful, constraining.
" The tongue whose strains were cogent as commands.
Revered at home, and felt in foreign hmdo."

Cowper: iietirement, *1L

2. Convincing, irresistible.

**. . . this most cogent proof of a Deity ~—tientU.i/.

" Proofs of the moat cogent description could be here
adduced."—TgndaU : Pmg. of Science inrdeA.).vii.Ul.

If Crabb thus distinguishes between oogent,

forcible, and strong: *' Cogency applies to rea-

sons individually considered ; force and strengUi

to modes of reasoning or expression : cogent

reasons Impel to decisive conduct ; strong con-
viction is produced by forcible reasoning con-
veyed in strong language . . ." (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

oo'~gent~iy, adv. [Eng. cogent ; -ly.] In a
cogent manner ; with force or authority ; for-

cibly, strongly, convincingly. (Hitrd.)

* ctfg'-ors, s. pi. [Said to be from Lat. cogito

= to think.]

Hist. : A political debating club founded in

1755. They held their meetings at Cogers'

Hall, a public-house in Bride Lane, Bridge
Street, Blackfriars.

* cog ged (1), pa. par. or a. [Coo (IX ••!

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Falsified.

"Notwithstanding this cogged number of his pro-
vincial synods, and private decree*, . . ."—Up. Bail I

Honour of the Married Clergy, p. 2*8.

cogged (2), pa. par. or a. [Coo (2), v.]

edg'-ger (1), *. [Eng. cog (1), v. ; -tr.\

L A wheedler, a flatterer, a beguiler.

2. One who cheats at dice ; a sharper.
'
' A travel ler, agamester, anda cogger.

n—Ba rington .*

Epigram*, l,&s&.

edg'-ger (2), «. [Eng. cog (2), v. ; -er.l

Mining : One who builds up the roof sup-
ports or cogs.

*COg'-ger-&*. [Eng. cogger ;-y.] Fraud,deceit.

"This is a second false surmise or coggerie of the
Jesuits to keep the ignorant in error."— Wateonz Quod-
Ubet* of Religion and State (1603), p. 195.

C6g ges-halL s. & a. [See def. A]
A* As substantive

:

Geog. : A market-town and parish In Essex.

B. As adj. : Made at the place described

under A, or in any way pertaiuing to it.

Coggeshall whites, *. pi.

Weaving: White baize, manufactured at
Coggeshall.

cog -gie, s. [A dimin. of oog (2), s.] A small
keg or wooden vessel.

** An' I has seen their eoggie fon."
Burn* ; A Dream.

* cog'-glng (l\ pr. par., a., b ». [Coa (1), t>.)

A. & B. vis pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subtt. : Wheedling, flattery, cajoling,

cheating.
" Hh, sir, I do bMMch you leave yynr cogging

-

Beaunk. A FUt. : Scornful Lndy.

cog -ging (2), pr. par., a,, & ». [Coo (2), ».]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partteip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Mach. : The act of furnishing with cogs ;

cogs.

2. Arch. : The same as Caulking (q.v.).

». [Kng. cog (4), s.,o*er-gle (gle as gol),
and diinin. suff. -U.\

1. A little boat, a cockboat.

2. A small stone, a pebble, a cobble.
" Strncken with &11 the might agaiiut a haM coggt."

~Sandorion, 1. »T.

coggle-stono, s. [Cooolb (2), Cobble-
stone.]

cog' gle, oSg'-le, v.t. [Prob. from cog, s.,

from the rocking of a boat.]

1. To cause anything to rock, or move from
side to side, so as to seem ready to be overset.

2. To prop up, to support.

* oSg'-glo-dy, o. [Eng. cogglt ; d connective

;

' Rickety, cog
'.J ,

coggly.

. "Take care of that .ten-ladder: it ii coggladu."~
Mum Kdgowort. : Hd.n, ch. xxr. {Davit..)

b6il, btvjs poiit, )S1M| cat, oeU. chorus, ohln, bonoh; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, aj; expect, ^sopnon, exist. -lag.

-clan, -ttan shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -clous, -tlons, -sious = slms. ble, -gle. &c. = bel, geL
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cogg -ling, cogg-lin, *. [Cooglk, v.) A
support, a prop.

©©£e?l& cogg-lie, a. [Scotch ooggUfi); -*.]
Shaking, tottering.

"I thought—that the rare and stedfast earth itself
was grown co^fflw beneath my feet, as I mounted the
pulpit —Annals qf the Parish, p. us.

4 eoghe, s. & v. [Cough, «. & t\]
" Coghe : vbi hosU'—Catkol. AngUcum.

• coghen, v.i. [Cough.]

•
C€$g-I-ta-bll'-J-t^, *. [Eng. coqitabh ; -ity.)
Conceivableness

; capability of being appre-
hended in the thought.

©Sg'-I-ta-ble, a. [Lat. cogitabUis, from cogito
= to think over, to reflect : oo = con ; agito,
ftreq. of ago = to drive.] Capable of being
thought or meditated on ; conceivable.

" Bat. as creation it cogitable by us only as a putting
forth of divine power. . . ."—Sir W. Hamilton ; Dis-
cussions, p. 593.

•ofig-l'-ta-btind'.a. [Lat. eogUabundus.1 Full
of thought ; meditating deeply ; thoughtful.

"An accumulation and ostentation of thoughts
which is meant to be a refutation in full of all poetry
less cogitabund.~—L. Sunt.

• cog I ta bond -I-tj\ *. [Eng. eogUabund

;

-ily.) Deep thought, meditation, or study.

COg -i-tate, v.i. rLat. oogito = to think on or
reflect : oo = con ; agito, freq. of ago = to
drive.] To think, to reflect, to meditate.

". . . the life of the body la entertained In still cog-
itating, . . ."—Donne: But. Septuagint (IBM), p. 10L

oog-I-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. cogitatio, from cogito
= to think, to reflect.]

1. The act or process of thinking; medita-
tion ; mental speculation or reflection.

'Our cogitation* th is way h*Te been drawn.
These are the points.' the Wanderer said, . .

."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. V.

* 2. A purpose or design meditated on.
"The king, perceiving that his desires were intem-

perate, and bin cogitations vast and irregular, . .
.**—

Bacon ; Ben. VII.

* a The intellect, the mind, the reasoning
powers.

" Having their cogitations darkened, and being
strangers from the life of God, from the ignorance
which is in them."—Booker.

4. That which is thought or meditated on
;

the subject or result of thought.
*' Chr. Yes. but greatly against my will ; especially

my inward and carnal cogitations, . . ."—Bungan :
Pilgrim's Progress, pt i.

* cSg'-I-ta-tl've, a. [Formed as if from a
Lat. cogitativus, from cogito =* to think, to
reflect.]

1. Having the power of thought or medita-
tion ; pertaining to thought.

**.
. . some cogitative substance, some incorporeal

Inhabitant within ue, which we call spirit"—Bentley.

2. Given up to thought or meditation.
"Being by nature somewhat more cogitative.''—

Wotton ; Lords Essex and Buckingham.

* OO^-I-ta-tlv-i'-t?, s. [Eng. cogitative)
;

-Uy.} Capacity for thought ; fitness or apti-
tude for thinking or meditating.

" To make mere matter do all this Is to change the
nature of it; to change death into life, incapacity of
thinking into cogUatieUg."-~WoUaston. {Latharr.)

t cfcg'-l-ta-tor, s. [Lat.] One who thinks
or reflects ; a thinker.

* cog man, s. [Cog, s., and man,.] A dealer
in coarse cloth. (Wright.)

Cognac (pron. cdn'-yac), s. [The name of
a town in the department of Charente, France.]

1. The town named in the etymology.

2. A kind of French brandy, named after
the town where it is made. It is the finest
kind of brandy. [Brandt.]

. ©Og'-nate, a. k s. [Lat. cognatus ; co — con

;

gna'us = natus, pa. par. of nascor = to be
born,]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Kindred, of the same race ; allied
by blood.

2. Fig. : Of the same or a similar natum

;

kindred or allied.

"Some neuter cognate substantive." — Johnson :

Jfoetes h'ottinghamicat, p. 83.

T Followed by to.

". . . proportionable and cognate to their figures. . .
."

* Bowetl : Letters, if. SO.

IX Technically:

1. Soman Law; The cognati were all those
descended from the same person, whether
male or female ; whilst agnati were cognate of
the male sex, who traced their descent through
males, and were of the same family. (Wm.
Smith.) Wharton calls a cognate a relation
by the mother's side. A cognate is related by
conception; thus a person's mother, grand-
mother, daughter's children, and maternal
uncle and aunt are his or her cognates. Ag-
nates (agnati or adgnati), on the contrary, are
related by generation, i.e., by the father's side.
A man's son, brother, paternal uncle, and their
children, as also his own daughter and sister,
are agnated to him and are his agnates.
(Wharton.)

2. Philol. : Applied to words springing from
the same original root.

B. As substantive

:

* 1. Lit ; One who is akin or allied by
blood ; a blood-relation.

2. Fig. ; One of a number of things allied
in nature or origin.

cognate net*, *. [Eng. cognaU; -nets.]
1 he quality or state of being cognate.

cog na -ti, s.pi. [Lat.] [Coqnats, a., IL 1.)
Law : Relations on the mother s aide.

* cog na tion, * cog-na-ci oan, *. [Lat.
cognatio, from cognatus «= a relation by blood.]

L Literally:

1. Relationship by blood ; kindred, kinship.
"... his cognation with the JEacidas . . "—Sir T.

Browne : MiscelL Tracts, p. 1W.

2. A relation by blood.
"Go to the loond and to my cognacioun."— Wgclifc :

Genesis xrlr. 4.
^^^

IX Fig.: A participation in the same
nature ; relation, kindred.

" He indueeth us to ascribe effects unto causes of no
cognation,"—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

% 1. Followed by the prep. with.
". . . their mere cognation with each other."—

Watts : Improvement of the Afmd.

2. Followed by the prep. to.

". . . near cognation to ingratitude, . . .-—South,

cdg'-ni-ac (g silent), *. [Cognac]

* cog nis cl ble a. [Cognosciblb.]

cog ni- for', cog-ni fee (or g silent), *.

[Cognizob, Coon i zee.]

cdg-nT-tlott, *. [Lat. cognitio, from cognitus,
pa, par. of cognoaco = to know: oo = con;
nosco (orig. gnosco) = to come to know.]
L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of knowing or becoming ac-
quainted with ; knowledge.

2. That which is known or apprehended
with the understanding.

3. Acknowledgment, recognition.

IX Law: Cognizance; judicial investiga-
tion.

* cog -ni-tive, a. [Fr. cognitif. As if from a
Lat. cognitivus, from cognitus, pa. par. of cog-
nosgo = to know.] Having the power or
quality of knowing or apprehending by the
understanding.

" Unless the understanding employ and exercise its
cognitive or apprehensive power. .

."—South Sermons.

Odg'-ni-za-ble (or g silent), o. [O. Kr. cognoi-
sable ; Fr. connaissaUe ; from O. Fr. cognoistre;
Fr. connaitrt; Lat- cogywsco = to know.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Capable of being known or
apprehended with the understanding; per-
ceptible ; recognizable.
" No wgnizabte vestiges, no more
Than of this breath, which frames itself in words *

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. vli.

2. Law: Coming within the cognizance of
the law

; fit to be a subject of judicial investi-
gation.

"Borne are merely of ecclesiastical cognizance ; others
of a mixed nature, such as are cognizable both in the
ecclesiastical and secular courts."—Agliffe: Parmrgon.

t cog ni *A blV (or g silent), adv. [Eng. cog-
nizubLc); *y.} In a cognizable manner; per-
ceptiply.

cog nl-aanoe, * c6n u sancc, * cog ni
saunce (Eng), cog-no seance (Scotch),

(or g silent), s. [O. Fr. cognixane* ; Fr. coti-
naissanet, from Low Lat. cognosctntia, from
cognosce = to know.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally ;

* 1. Knowledge or apprehension with the
understanding.

"... the acquisition of a distinct and precise cog
nuance of the characters of the adults of the onmg
and chlinpamwe."-Owen; CUusif. of the Mammalia
led- 1859), p. 68.

" Bat what if light be but a sensation T and, whether
or no. how else have we any cognizattce of light?"—
Inglebg ; Introd, to Metaphgtics, p. 9.

* 2. Recognition.
"Who. soon as on that knight bis eye did glanoa
Kftsoones of him had perfect oeywuance."

Spenser: F. Q., II. t «l
3. Judicial notice or trial ; the hearing or

determining of a cause judicially.
" It is worth the while, however, to consider how wemay discountenance aud prevent those evils which tha

law can take no cognisance of."—
i'
Estrange.

4. Knowledge of a fact.

* IX Fig. : Any mark or sign by which a
thing may be known or identified.

" Plan, And, by tor soul, this pale and angry rose,
As cognisance ol my blood-drinking hate_ m , „ Bhakesp, : \ Henry TJ., U. 4.

B. Technically:

1. Law;
(1) The hearing or determining of a cause ;

judicial notice or knowledge.

(2) An acknowledgment or confession, as aa
acknowledgment of a fine.

(3) The acknowledgment of the defendant,
in replevin, that he took the goods, with the
allegation that he did it legally, as the bailiff
of another person who had a right to distrain.

(4) A claim made in answer to a suit, when
the defendant, being any person or body cor-
porate, has the franchise of holding pleaa
within a particular limited jurisdiction. Upon
this claim of cognizance, if allowed, all pro-
ceedings shall cease in the superior court,
the plaintiff beiug at liberty to pursue his
remedy in the special jurisdiction. (Black-
stone: Comment, bk. iii., ch. xl.)

2. Heraldry:

(1) A badge worn to show the particular
society, master, or body to which the wearer
belongs.

*••
. . in their livery coats, with cognisances, . . .

made the king a bow.
1-—Bacon ; Bist. of the Reign «/

Benrg VU. m

(2) A coat of arms ; a crest.
". . . the cognisance of Richard of Gloucester."—•.

B. Jesse : J/emoirt qf King Mchard III., ch. vi.

*3. Divinity: An epithet applied to the
Creed, and the Sacraments.

" All believing persona, and all churches congregated
in the name of Christ, . . . eating of the same bread,
and drinking of the same cup. are united in the same
cognisance, and so known to be the same church."—
Bp. Pearson ; Exposition of the Creed, art is.

T Cognizance of pleas: A privilege granted
by the king to a city or town, to hold pleas of
all contracts, Ac, within the liberty of the
franchise.

OOg'-nl-zant (or g silent), a. [O. Fr. cogni-
zant ; Fr. connaisant, from O. Fr. cognoistre

;

Ft. connaUre; Lat cognosco = to know.]

L Ord. Lang. : Having cognizance or know-
ledge of; knowing, apprehending.

"Cognisant of 1st history, aware of the principles
by which the English chiefs are marshalled, . .

."—
Brougham: Statesmen qf George III. (Sir. S. Be-
miUg.)

% Law : Competent to take judicial notice
of any act or cause, upon which a judge is

bound to act without having it proved in

evidence, such as the old nistory of the
country, the procedure of Parliament, the
existence of peace or war, &c. But he is not
bound to take cognizance of even the most
notorious current events, or of the laws of
foreign countries.

* cog-niie', v.t [Lat. cognosco - to know.]
To have knowledge or perception of ; to take
notice of.

" As the reasoning faculty can deal with no fact.
until they are cognitod by it^-aa until they are cog-
nised by it they are to It non-existent-it follows that
in being cognised, that is, in becoming beliefs, they
begin to exist relatively to our reason."- Herbert
Spencer ; Principles qf Psj/chologg. p. 15.

1 cog ni zee, * cog' ni see (or g silent), a.

[Eng. cognise) ; -ee\\

Law : He to whom a fine in lands or tene-
ments is acknowledged. (CoweL)

" And by indenture declared the uses to the cognises
and his heirs."—CoUinson: On Idiots, Ac., vol L. p.
Ml.

• cog nizor, * cog ni sor, * cog ni sour
(or g silent), s. [Eng. cognise) ; -or.]

I&te, fit, Aire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wit, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, go, ce - e, ey * a. qu = kw.



cognomen—coherently 1101

Law: He that passes or acknowledges a

toe in lands or tenements to another. One
that acknowledges the right of the plain-

tiff or cognizee in a fine; a defendant.

(BlackstoneT)
• The deforciant or cognUour acknowledge* (cognos-

ce) the right to be in the plaintiff or cognisee."—Black-

stone, bk. ii., c. il.

oog no -men, s. [Lat cog = con ; nomen =
a name.]

1. Bom. Antiq. : A surname ; the family

same amongst the Romans, being the last of

the three names by which each person was
distinguished.

2. Gen, : A title, style, or name.

* cog-noin'-in-al, a. & *• [Lat. cognoment

gemt. cognominivs) ; -al.]

Ju As adjective

:

L Of or pertaining to a cognomen or

surname, of the nature or character of a

surname.
"As a cognominal addition."—Pearson: On the

fly—', art.*.
2. Having or bearing the same name.

B. As subst. : One who bears the same
mame ; a namesake.

' M
. . . nor the dog-flsh at sea. much more make out

the dog of the laud, than his cognominal or namesake
inthebMTens."—Browne: Vulgar Errourt,

•cog-ndm'-In-ate, v.t. [Lat cognomino,

from cognomen='& surname.) To name, to

designate.
" This eminent man whom I cognominated Cyclops

diphrelatea."—DeQuinexy: Eng. MailCoach. {Danes.)

•odg-ndm-in-a'-tlon,*. [Lat. cognomvnatio,

from cognomen, genit. cognominis.]

1. A cognomen ; a surname or family name.

2. A name given or added from any accident

or cause ; a title, a nickname.
M Pompey deserved the name Oreat : Alexander, of

the same cognomination, was generalissimo of Greece.

—Brown* : Vulgar Brrourt.

oog -nom'-in-ize, at [Lat. cognomen ; Eng.
suff. -ize.) To name, to call.

* cog-no-scanoe, s. [Coonizanck,] A badge,
in heraldry.

1 cog nosce , * cog now, v.t. & i. [Lat
cognosco : co = con ; nosco (orig. gnosco) m to

come to know.]

A. Transitive;

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. To examine, to survey.

"The general resolved In person to cognosce the
entry into Newcastle."—Sp-ildiitg, i. 25C

2. To adjudge, to adjudicate, to determine
after an investigation ; to decide, to declare.

"George Douglas's elder brother was cognosced
meareat annate."— Chalmers : Mary, L 378.

3. To scrutinize the character of a person,
or the state of a thing, with a view to a deci-

sion, or to regulate procedure.
"... to meet, ait and cognosce Mr. Andrew Logic

minister at Kayiie, . . ."—Spalding, it 91.

II. Scotch Law :

1. To pronounce a person to be an idiot, or
mad, by the verdict of an inquest ; a forensic

term.
". . . the son ought to be declared or cognosced an

idiot by the sentence of a Judge."—Erskine : Inst., pp.
140,141.

2. To survey lands with a view to a division
of property.

"The saids lands being cognossit, meathit, mairchit,
. . ."—Contract. A. 1634. Memorial Dr. Wilson of Fal-
kirk v. Forbes of Caltendar, p. 2.

B. Intrans. : To adjudicate.

"Doth it belong to us to receive the complaints of
the king's people, to cognosce upon his actions, or
limit his pleasure?"—Drummond: Speech, May 2,

MM.

* cdg nos -cence, s. [Lat. cognoscentia, from

cognosco = to know.]

1. The act or state of knowing or appre-
hending ; knowledge, cognizance.

** And yet of that near object have no cognoscenoe."
Dr. B. More: Song of the Soul, iil. 2, si.

2. A cognizance, a badge.

cognoscente (as con yo shcn' te), pi.

cognoscenti (as con yo shcn ti), s.

[Ital cognoscente, conoscente, pr. par. of cono-
scere; Lat cognosco = to know.] One who
knows thoroughly or understands a subject

;

a connoisseur, an adept, an expert,

"Ask a person of the most refined musical taste, an
absolute cognoscente, if you please."

—

Mason: On
Church Mustek, p. 77.

cdg-nds-ci-bU'-I-tt, s. [Eng. cognoscible

;

-ity.] The quality of being cognoscible, or

apprehended with the understanding.

"The cognoscibiUty of God is manifest In and by
them."—Barrow: Ex-pot. of the Creed.

*c8g-nds'-ei-ble, a. [Lat. cognoscibilis ; from

cognosco = to know.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Capable of being known or

apprehended
;
perceptible.

" Matters intelligible and cognoscible."—Hale i Origin
0/ Mankind.

2. Law : Cognizable ; liable to or proper for

judicial investigation.

"... in the high-commission we medled with no
cause not cognoscible there." — Archbishop Laud:
Diary, Ac, i. 833.

* cdg-noV-cI-tlve, a. [Formed on the an-

alogy of other adj. in -ive, from Lat. cognosco

= to know, as if from a Lat. cognoscUivus.]

Having the power or quality of knowing ; ap-
prehending, cognitive.

"I suppose prescience to be an act of the under-
standing, (as likewise all science.) which alone is cog-

noscitioe."—Bp. Barlow : Remains, p. 573.

*cog nost, v.i. [Cognosce.] Spoken of two
or more persons who are sitting close together,

conversing familiarly with an air of secrecy,

and apparently plotting some mischief.

(Scotch.)

* cog- noa-tln, s. [Cognost, v.] The act of
sitting close together in secret conference, as

above described.

cog-nd'-vit, s. [Lat = he acknowledges ;

third pers. sing. perf. tnd. of cognosco = to
know.]

Law: An acknowledgment by a defendant
in a cause that the plaintiff's case is just and
true ; in which case, in order to save costs,

judgment is allowed to go by default, no ap-

pearance being made on behalf of the de-

fendant

cog'-ster, 8. [Etymol. doubtful. Jamieson
suggests IceL kuga = to force.] The person
who, in the act of swingling flax, first breaks

it with a swing-bat, and then throws it to

another.

co-guard -i-an (« silent), «. [Pref. co = con,

and guardian (q.v.).] One joined with
another in the position of a guardian ; a joint
guardian.

cogue, s. [Coo (2), 8.1 A small wooden vessel.

"They drink it out of the cogue."—Modem Account
ttf Scotland (i$70i.

cog-ware, s. [Eng, cog, s. ; and ware.]

1. Goods carried in a cog.

2. A coarse, narrow, cloth-like frieze, used
by the lower classes in the sixteenth century.

(HaUiwell.)

c6g'-wood, s. [Eng. cog, and wood.]

BoU : A plant, Ceanothus Chloroxylon,

IT Jamaica Cogwood : Hernandia sonora.

(Treas. o/Bot.)

co-hab'-it, v.i. [Lat. cohabito = to dwell to-

gether with : co = con, and habito = to dwell.]

1. Gen. : To live in the same place with an-
other ; to reside in company.

" The Philistines were worsted by the captivated ark,
which foraged their country more than a conquering
army : they were not able to cohabit with that holy
thing."—South.

2. Spec. : To live together as husband and
wife.

"He knew her not to be his own wife, and yet had a
design to cohabit with her as such."

—

Fiddes : Sermons.

% co-hab -it-ant, s. [Lat. cohabitans, pr. par.

of cohabito = to live together.] One who re-

sides in the same place with another ; an in-

habitant of the same place.
" The oppressed Indians p

where the Spaniards are 1

Decay of •Christian Piety.

* «d-nab'-it-ate, v.i.
J"**

1
"6 *

-

* co — con, and
Eng. habitate (q.v.).] To live together, to

cohabit
" Shall the graces of God cohabitate with the vices of

Satan?"—Adams: Serm., ii. 306.

co hab it-a'-tion, s. [Lat cohabitatio, from
cohabito — to live together.]

* 1. Gen. : The act or state of living in the
same place or together with another.

"... to submit to rules of equality, and make laws
by compact ; in order to their peaceable cohabitation."
—BaUiwell : Excellence of Moral Virtue, p. 7*

2. Spec : The act or state of living together,

as husband and wife.

* oo-hab'-It-er, *. [Eng. cohabit; -er.) One
who lives with another ; a cohabitant, a
fellow citizen or townsman.

"... cohabitert of the same regWi."—Bobbee

:

Thucydides, bk. i v.

co-hab'-ft-ing, pr. par., a., & 8. [Cohabit.]

A. & B, As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or state of living toge-
ther ; cohabitation.

co-heir (pron. co-ar), s. [Lat. cohorts: 00=
con; hwres = &n heir.) One associated with
others in an inheritance ; a joint-heir.

co-hei» ess (pron. co-ar'-ess), «. [En$. co-

heir ; -ess. ] A female entitled to share in an
inheritance with others ; a joint-heiress.

* cd-help'-er, *. [Pref. co = con, and helper

(q.v.).] A coadjutor, a helper, a co-operator.

co her'-ald, s. [Pref. co — cont and herald
(q.v-)-] * A joint herald ; one who acts aa a
herald jointly with another.

cd-he're, v.i. [Lat cohamo = to stick toge-

ther : 00 m con; haweo = to stick, to adhere.]

I. LU. : To stick or adhere together ; to
hold fast one to another, aa parts of the same
mass.

" Two pieces of marble, having their surface exactly
plain, polite, and applied to each other in such ft

manner as to intercept the sir, do cohere firmly toge-
ther ae one."

—

Woodward,

XL Figuratively:

1. To be consistent, to agree; to follow
regularly and in due order of connection.

"They have been inserted where they best seemed to
cohere.*—Burke : Thoughts on Scarcity, preface.

* 2. To fit, to agree.
" Had time cohered with place, or place with wishing.*

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, ii. L

co-her'-enee* co-heV-en-9^, s. [Fr. co-

herence ; Lat. cohosrentia, from coJuereo m to
stick together, to cohere.]

I. Lit. : The state or condition of bodies In
which their parts cohere or are joined toge-

ther from any cause ; a sticking or adhering
together ; a union of parts.

" The pressure of the air will not explain, nor can be
a cause of, the coherence of the particles of air them-
selves."—Locke.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Connection, dependence ; the relation of
parts or tilings to each other.

2. Agreement, consistency ; due connection
in reasoning.

" Coherence of discourse, and a direct tendency of all

the parts of it to the argument In hand, . . ."—Locke t

Preface to St. Paul's Epistles.

3. Agreement or unity between members of

a body or community, ic.

"The semblable coherence of his men's spirits and hia."

iBenry IV., v. 1.7a,

CO-her'-ent, a. [Ft. coherent, Lat coharens, pr.

par. of cohcereo = to cohere, to stick together.]

L Lit. : Cohering, sticking, or adhering to-

gether ; united as parts of the same mass.
"To the observer on the summit of Mount Blanc the

blue is aa uniform and coherent as if it formed the
surface of the most closegl-ained solid, . . ."—Tyndallt
Frag, of Science, Srd ed., viL 152.

IL Figuratively:

1. Connected, united.
" . . . I jotted down my thoughts regarding tt in-

tending afterwards, if time permitted, to work them
up into a coherent whole."— Tyndall ; Frag. 0/ Science,

Srd ed., ill. * i, *:.

2. Consistent, agreeing ; following in due
order or connection, not contradictory.

* 3. 0/ persons: Consistent, logical.

"A ccAeren* thinker. . . ."—Watts: Logiek.

* 4. Agreeing, suitable, fit, convenient, ac-

cordant
'
' That time and p!ace

L
with this deceit so lawful.

May oro*e coherent.
Shakesp. : Alt's Well that Ends WeU, III. 7.

t 5. Intelligible. (Seldom used except In

the negative compound, incoherent, q.v.)i

* cd-her-en-tlf-ic, a. [Eng. coherent ; -i

connective ; suff. -he, from Lat. facio = to

make, to cause.] Causing coherence or cohe-

sion.
" Cohesive or coherenti/te totoe."—Coleridge.

CO-her'-ent-lJ, adv. [Eng. coherent; -Jy.]

In a coherent manner, connectedly, with due
connection or coherence.

boil, b6y ; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph -tV

-dan, tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tlous, -sious, -clous m shus. -ble, -die, &e. =bel, deL
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" None of'the event* follow one another coherently.-

Ituckle : Civilisation, eh. tli.

•o-her'-ing, pr. par. or o. [Cohere]
L Ord. Lang. : (See the verb).

2. So(. : Fastening together ; used of homo-
geneous parts.

* cd-her'-I-tor, s. [Pref. co=con, and heritor
(q.v.).] A joint inheritor or heir.

* OO-hes-I-bla'-I-ty, ». [Eng. cohesible ; -%.]
The quality of being cohesible ; capability of,
or tendency to, cohesion ; cohesiveness

* OO-he'-rai-ble, a. [Lat. cohavfus), pa. par.
of colaereo = to cohere, to stick together

;

and Eng. suff. -able.] Capable of cohesion

;

cohesive.

Co he-slon (fdon as zhun), s. [Fr. cohesion,
from. Lat. cohos.us, jia. par. of oohoereo m to
cohere, to stick together.]

A. Ordinary Language:
I Literally:

1. The act of sticking or joining together

;

coherence.
". . . the little polyhedra become converted Into

Mminx. serrated from each other by surfaces of wealc
cohesion, and the infallible result wiU be a tendency
tp eleave at right angles to the line of pressure."—
TirndaU : Frao of Science (3rd ed. I, xiv. 118.

2. The state or condition of cohering or
ticking together.

"What cause of their cohesion can yon find ?•
Btactmore.

*1X Fig.: Connection, dependence, rela-
tion, coherence.

*' In their tender years. Ideas that hare no natural
cohesion come to be united in their head*."—Locke.
B. Technically:

1. Nat. Phil. : The force which unites two
molecules of the same nature ; as, for instance,
two molecules of iron or two molecules of
water. It Is strongly excited in solids, less
strongly In liquids, and not at all in gases.
It varies not merely according to the nature
of different bodies, bnt also with the arrange-
ment of molecules in the same bodv ; thus the
tempering of steel altera the molecular ar-
rangement in that substance, with the effect
also of altering its cohesion. Tenacity, hard-
ness, ductility, 4c., arise from modifications
of cohesion. (GanoL)

2. Bot. : The onion of one organ with
another, or any two parts which in their
normal state are separated.

CO he-give, o. [Formed as If from a Lat
cohcesivus, from coJucsus. pa. par. of cohosreo m
to cohere, to stick together.}

1. Having the tendency to cohere or stick
together, or to form a mass.

"The nests are built of strong- cohesive clay. . .
•

—Sir J. B. Tennent : Ceylon, pi 11.. ch. vL
2. Having the power or quality of causing

to cohere or unite in a mass.

* co-he'-sive-ly', adv. [Eng. cohesive ; -ly.]
In a cohesive manner ; by way of or with co-
hesion.

oo he' slve-nSss, «. [Eng. cohesive; -ntss.]

1. Lit. : The quality of being cohesive ; a
tendency to cohere or unite into a mass, so
as to resist separation.

*2. Fig. : Coherence, consistency, agree-
ment

the stylo loess Its coherleeneee, . . .•—goldsmith i

' co-hlb -it, • co-hib-ite, v.t. [Lat. cohibi.
fum, sup. of cohibeo — to restrain : co = con

;

habeo =• lo have, to hold.] To restrain, to
hinder.

—rce possible to cohtbUe people's talk."—
Xorth: Life of Ld. CluHford, i. Its. [Laeies.)

• eo-hlb'-It-ed, pa. par. or a. [Cohibit.]

• co-hlb-it-Ing, pr. par., a., its. [Cohibit.]

A.&B. As pr. par. & parttAp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As tubs'. : The act of restraining or
hindering ; restraint, cohibition.

• cd-hlb-i'-tton, a. [Lat. cohibUio.] [Co-
hibit.] Restraint, hinderance. (Bagwell.)

' cd-hSb ate, v.t. [Fr. cohdber; Sp. & Port.
cohobar, from Low Lat cohobo. Probably of
Arabic origin.] To return the distilled liquor
to the remaining matter in the still and distil
it again

; to repeat the process of distillation.

" Which abstract and cohobate seven times."

—

Green-
hiu : Art of Embalming, p. SSL

* oo-hob-a'-ted, pa. par. or a. [Cohobate.]

* co-hob a -ting, pr. par., a., & s. [COHOB-
ATE.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As svbst. : The act of repeating the pro-
cess of distillation ; cohobation.

CO hob-a'-tion, s. [Fr. cohobation; Sp. co-
hobacion, from Low Lat cohobatio, from co-
hobo.) The operation of distilling the same
liquid continually with fresh portions of the
same substance, as with flowers, leaves, &c,
so that the essential oils and other volatile
substances accumulate in the distillate.

" Cohobation Is the pouring the liquor distilled from
any thing b«ek upon the remaining matter, and dis-
tilling it again."— Loot*.

* cb -horn, s. [Coehorn.]

oo-hort, ». [Fr., Sp., & Port, cohorte ; Lat.
cohors (genit. cohortis).) [Court.]

J> Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II.

2. Any number or body of warriors.
" He ceased : and the archangellc power prepared
For swift descent ; with him the cohort brurht
Of watchful cherubim." MUton: P. ,0>k. xL

" The Assyrian came down like the wolf on the fold.And his cohorte were gleaming m purple and gold."
Byron: The Dee ruction of Sennacherib.

IX Roman Antiq. : A division of the Roman
army, the tenth part of a legion, containing
three maniples or six centuries. The number
of men varied with that of the legion, the ten
cohorts alwc -g containing an equal number.
When the legion numbered 4,000 men, the
cohort consisted of 60 triarii, 120 principes,
120 hastati, and 100 velites, In all 400 men.
The centurion of the first century of the first
maniple of the first cohort was the guardian
of the eagle or colours of the legion, and
hence the first cohort was always regarded as
superior in dignity to the others.

* co-hort', v.t. [Lat cokortor : co = con ; hortor= to exhort, to encourage.] To encourage, to
exhort, to cheer.

co-hort-a'-tion, s. [Lat cohortatio, from
cokortor = to exhort, to encourage : co = con ;

hortor = to exhort.] Exhortation, encourage-
ment by words. (Bailey.)

cd-horf-a-tlve, a. [As if from a Lat co-
hortativus.] That exhorts

; pertaining to co-
hortation ; esp. in Hebrew grammar used to
denote the paragngic future, which can gener-
ally be translated by prefixing let me, let us to
the verb. (Used also substantively.)

co'-hdsh, s. [An American-Indian word.]

Bot. : An American name for plants of the
genera Actiea and Leontice.

Blue Cohosh : Leontice thalictroides.

cd-hu'no, s. [Native name.]

Bot. : Attalea cohune, a palm-tree which
grows in Honduras.

cohune oil, i. Au oil obtained from the
fruit of Attalea cohune.

* col, a. [Cot, a.]

* cole, v. [Cot, v.,

* coif (1), * colfe, * ooyfe, * ooyf, * coyif,
s. [O. Fr. coif, coiffe; Low Lat cqfia, cuphia,
co/ea, coja = a can; M. H. Ger. kuffe, kuppe
O. H. Ger. chuppa,
ehupplid m a cap
worn under the
helmet ; cognate
with M. H. Ger.
top/; O. H. Ger.
chuph «= a cup.]

L Ord. Lang.:
A close cap or
covering for the
head ; a cowl.

"Thou shalt putto ^
a coyif into his
heed.'' — nydife:
£xod. xxix. vi.

*IL Technically:

con-.

1. Lam: The lawn hood or cap worn by
sergeanta-at-law.

" No lass a man than a brother of the coif began bis
suit before be had been a twelvemonth at the Temple."
—Addison : Spectator.

^^

2. JfBHi : A cap of steel worn by knights.

T •Sero-ea»< of the coif: A title formerly
given to sergeants-at-law (q.v.).

»™8e
ji°*'i""

** '*". ii. * call*d "rteomls 0' the o,

»

from the lawn coif they wear on then- heads uwlc'i
their caps when they are created."—Jacob : Law Diet

coif-clad, a. Clad with a coif: having a
coif upon the head.

" The bridal now resumed their march.
In rude. buegUil ],roi-es»i,,n, caiue
Bonneted sire ami cA/cLii dittne

"

Scott .- The Lady of the Lake, lit 10-

' COlf (2), s. [Cave.]
" Vndir the hiugand rokkls was alsua
Ane coif, and thariu fresche wattir springand.*

jyoug. : YiryU. 11 N.
* COlf, V.t. [COIF (IX ».]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : To cover or dress with a coif.

2. Fig. : To cover the head in any way.
" Whilst wanton boys of Paphos court
In myrtles hide my st-ifffor nport.
And coif me, where I'm bald, with flowers."

Cooper.
U. Lav : To call to the bar ; to admit as a

lawyer.
" Ready to be called to the bar and coi/ed '—AH,,ah-not: Martin ttcriblerut.

* coifed, pa. par. or a. [Coif, v.)

coif-fet'te, ». [Fr. dimin. of coiffe = a coif
(q-v-)-]

Old War: A steel or iron sknll-cap worn
during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

colf-fu're, «. [Fr.] A head-dress ; the mode
or fashion of dressing the hair.

.. " I
,

am P'eas'd with the coiffure now in fashion, and
thiuk it shews the good sense of the valuable part of
the sex — J.M4—

*coigne (1) (? silent), s. [Cors.)

# coigne (2), *oGxgn'-f (g silent), t. fir.
coimde » a cuat-nn, a tax.] A tax or assess-
ment of food for the men of an army.

"Thsjp* ii also such anothtr lUtnia or two, whi.)-.
make* coigny and livery to be treaa.ni. , . . I do,- nt-t
well know, hut by gbeaae, what you doe mean by lliea*
teriuee oi coigny aud livery. ... I know not wbeUiar
the word* be English or Irtnh, but 1 mpix.** Mi«o t->
be rather auncient EueMsh, for Uie Iruhmen canmake no derivation of them. What Hvery is we
know, namely that it is au allowauoe o( horsrme«t
. . . So it ii apparent, that, by the word livery in there
meant horse meate, like as, by the word coia,,y u
nnderstood man's ineate; but whence the word is
derived Is hard to tell ; some say of come, for that they
used commonly in their coignim, not onely to tak*
meate, hut cofne also ; and that taking of money was
peciallie meant to be prohibited by that statute ; but
I thinke rather this word coign]/ is derived of the
Irish.*—Spenser ; State «r* Ireland.

coigne (3), coign (g silentX "coin (1), #.
[Coik, QrjoiN.]

* I. Ord. Lang. : A corner, a quarter.
" By the four opposing coignet.
Which the^rorld tone*'

IX Technically:
Shaken/)

together joins.

"

Ftritfet, lit, introd.

1. Printing; A wedge used lo raise, \tr*L
or fasten a forme.

2- Ordnance : A wedge used to raise or lay
a gun.

* 3. Arch. ; A quoin, a corner-stone.
•'Beeyou-yontT eo.no' th'capltot, yond' corner stow."

SMake$p. : Cot-tot. . v. 4.

• coigno (g silent), co^n ~ie, v.i. [Coiqne
(2X *] To exact tribute or taxes from; to
live by extortion ; to quarter a person oa
another forcibly.

". . . their purpose was to enpnie upon me. and U
eat me out of house and home."—Brytkett : Oitc ofCtm Life, p, 1ST.

* coignye, * coigny. s. iCoione (2\ *.)

0Si\X v.t, & i. [O. Fr. coiliir. cnilllr ; Fr. etteil-

lir; Lat. colligo = to collect, to gather to-
gether.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language;

1. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II.

* (2) To gather together, to collect.
" The lurking particles of air . . . must necessanly

pliunu out the sides of the Madder, and so keep thens
turgid until the pressure of the air, that at first coite*
them, be readmitted to do the same thing again."—
Boyl*.

*2. Fig. : To ensnare, to catch, to envelop.
". . . Pleasure coil thee in her dangerous snare-*

Edwards : Canons of Criticism, sun. 31

XX Naut. : To dispose a rope or cable in coil*.

B. Intrant. : To wind itself, to form itself

Into a coil, as snakes or creeping plants.

fete, fltt, tare, amidst, what, tall, father; we. w«t, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, sire, eir. marine; go, p*t,
at. wore, wolt, work, who, son; mute, cub. oiire. unite, our. rule. fuU; try. Syrian, m, o» = e; ey = a. qu = kw.
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** From thine own smite I snatch'd the make,
For there it coitd as in a brake."

iSyron ; Manfred, L L

• eoil (1), " coyl, *. [Gael, ffo« = fume, rage,

fury ; O. Gael. & Ir. goill s= war, fight ; Gael.

A Ir. goil = to boil, to rage.]

1. A noise, a confusion, a bustle or tumult.
" And still a ooU the grasshopper did keep ;

Yet all these sounds yblent Inclined all to Bleep.

Thomson ; Cattle of Indolence, I. 4.

2. A number, multitude, or assembly.

"We have here a coyl of proper men."—Lett, of
Barnabe Oooge to Lord BurgMey (May 16, 15;*) (in

Notes and Queries, March 7, 1S63.)

*o6il(2X*. [Coll.] A cock of hay.

••iSil (3X * [Coil, v.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. In the same sense as II. 1.

2. A aeries of rings into which anything
pliant is coiled up, as a rope or cable, the
wdy of a serpent, &c
IX Technically:

1. NauL : A certain quantity of rope laid

up in a ring fashion. The manner in which
ill ropes are disposed of on board ship for

convenience of stowage. They are laid up
round, one fake over another, or by concentric
turns, termed Flemish coil, forming but one
tier, and lying flat on the deck, the end being

in the middle of it, as a snake or worm coils

itself. (Smyth.)

2. Artill. ; One of the series ofrings of metal
of which some cannons are built up.

3. Electric apparatus ; A hollow cylinder in

which is a bar of soft iron, or a bundle of Iron

wires, with two helices coiled round it, one
connected with the poles of a battery the

COIL.

a. Contact-breaker, b. Ends of secondary wires
attached to binding-screws, c. Positive and negative
poles connected with galvanic battery.

current of which is alternately opened and
closed by a self-acting arrangement, and the
other serving for the development of the in-

duced current. It is called also an induction
coil, or an inductorium. With a current of
three or four of Grove's cells, it is more power-
ful than the most potent Leyden jar. (Ganot.)

coil-drag, *. A tool to pick up pebbles,
bits of iron, &c., from the bottom of a drill-

hole.

coil-plate, s. A plate fitted with hooks
or rings to sustain the horizontal coils of a
radiator, a condenser, or the like.

• «oil (I), * colli, s. (Coal.]

1. ICOAL.)
" That na eoitlis be had forth of the realme.**—A cts

Marie, c. 2o (ed. 1686).

2. An instrument formerly used in boring
lor coal.

©oiled, pa. par. or a. [Coil.]

colled spring, s. A metallic spring laid

up in a spiral so as to have a resiliency in the
line of its axis, either by extension or conden-
sation, astbespringmaybearranged. (Knig)U.)

©oil'-er, *. [Eng. coil
t
v. ; -en) One who, or

that which, coils.

* ooll-heuch, $. [Eng. Ac, coil = coal, and
AeucA(q.v.).] A coalpit

" They qnha set* Ore In cdtheuchlt, vpon prlvat
revenge, and despit, commits treason."—Skene : Crimes,
Tit 2. c 1, 1 14

coil' Ihg, pr. par., a.,ks. [Coil, v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. ; (See
the vert).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lung. ; The act of winding or gather-
ing into a ring or series of rings.

2. Naut. : A sort of serpentine winding of a
cable or other rope, that it may occupy a
mall space in the ship. Each of the windings
of this sort fs called a fake, and one range of
fakes upon the same line is called a tier. There
are generally from five to seven fakes in a tier,

and three or four tiers in the whole length of
the cable. The smaller ropes employed about
the sails are coiled upon cleats at sea, to pre-

vent their being entangled. (Smyth.)

•coil -on, *ooyloil,s. [O.Tr. coillon.couiUon;
Ital. coolione ; Lat. coleus.] A testicle.

"I wold I had thy ooylons in myu hond."
CKaueer: C. T., H.S8T.

coin, * coigno, * coyn, * coyne, • ooynye,
s. & a. (O. Fr. coin = (1) a wedge ; (2) a stamp
on a coin ; (3) a coin ; Lat cuneus = a wedge. 1

[Coign, Quoin.]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language:

1, Literally:

* (1) A wedge.

(2) A corner. [CoiOir, QTJont.j
" And had him hatd him all priuy,

Suhill that he saw thatm cummandall
ycht to coynye thar of the walL"

Barbour, xvili. SH,
* (3) A mint ; a place at which money is

stamped.

(4) A die used in stamping money, medals,

&C
(5) In the same sense as II. 1.

**To fore the time er gold was smite
In coigns that men the fioreiu knew*.*

Cower, 11. 188.

"Ton have made
Tour holy hat be stamp'd on the king's coin."

Shakes/*. : Henry VIII., ill. S.

(6) Money generally. (Colloquial.)

% Fig. : Any medium of payment or re-

compense.
'• The loss of present advantage to flesh and blood is

repaid in a nobler coin.'—Hammond: On Punda-
tnentals.

IX Technically:

1. Monet. : A piece of metal on which cer-

tain characters are stamped by authority,

giving the piece a certain legal current value.

"
. . . a white riband to which was fastened a gold

OOin."—Macautay: Bit*. Eng , cb. xiv.

2. Law : By 24 and 25 Vic. c 99, it is a felony

to counterfeit coin, or impair or lighten It, or

have in one's possession clippings of coin.

3. Arch. : A quoin.

«J To pay one in his own coin : To return tit

for tat ; to treat a person as he has treated

you.

B. As adjective : (See the compounds).

coin - assorter, s. A machine which
separates ditferent kinds of coins by size, or

coins of the same kind by weight. (Knight.)

coin-counter, s. An arrangement by
which the process of hand counting, piece by
piece, is dispensed with. A shovel or tray has
shallow depressions of a given length, width,

and depth to hold so many coins of a given

kind. The coins are shovelled into the tray,

which is then skilfully agitated until the coins

have snugly occupied all the spaces. The re-

mainder are brushed off, and the complete
quota is thrown into a scale to verify the

count by weighing. (Knight.)

* coin made, * coync-made, a. Mer-
cenary or siiuoniacal.

" Coyne-mid* Pastors let the flock decay.*
I>a*i*t : Mute's Tears, p. 13. ( Davies.)

coin weighing, re. Weighing or designed
to weigh coin.

*a Coin-weighing machine : A machine for

weighing coiu and assorting them according to
their full or light weight. (Knight.)

coin, 'coigne, * coyne, v.t. At [Coin, 5.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To mint or stamp pieces of metal for

money.

2. To stamp a piece of metal, as amedal, Ac.
**. . . this medal was really coined by an artificer

, .
.*—Bentley.

XL Figuratively:

1. To make or acquire, as money.
•' Tenants cannot coin rent Just at quarter-day, but

must gather it by degrees."—Lorke.

2. To originate, to invent (not in a bad
sense).

*' Let him. that thinks of me so abjectly.
Know, that this gold must c-4n a stratagem,*

Shakesp. 1 Tit. And., U. 8,

" My lungs
Coin words . . ." Shakesp. : CorWanut, ill L

3, To fabricate, to invent fin a bad sense).
" Tour scruples and arguments bring to my mind
A story so pat, you may think it is eoin'd."

Cuwper: Pity for Poor A frlcans.

B. Intrans. : To forge or make counterfeit
money.

coin-age, *. [Eng. coin ; -age.]

L Literally:

1. The act or process of coining money.
"The care of the coinage was committed to the tnsV

riour magistrates . . ."—Atterbury.

* 2. The charge or expense ofcoining money.

S. The coin or money coined (generally in a
collective sense).

"... neat crowds of people continually offering to
return bis coinage upon him."

—

.Swift.

4. The aggregate amount or value of money
coined in a certain period.

IX Figuratively:

1. The act of inventing or originating any-
thing.

** Unnecessary coinage, aa well as unnecessary revival
ofwords, runs into affectation . .

.*

—

Dryden : Juvenal /
Dedication.

2. An invention, a new or original pro-
duction.

3. A fabrication, a forgery.
** This is the very coinage of your brain."

Shakes*. : Samlet. liL 4
OO-In-Clde', v.i. [Fr. colncider; Low Lat.

cohicido: co = con; incido = to fall in, cado=x
to fall.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To fail upon or meet In the same
point ; to fall together or agree in position.

"If the equator and ecllptlck had coincided, it

would have rendered the annual revolution of the
earth useless."—Chsyne.

% Figuratively:

(1) To agree, to concur, to correspond or be
identical with.

"The rules of right Judgement and of good ratio-
cination often coincide with each other."

—

Watts:
Logick.

(2) To happen at the same time.

DC. Ceom. ; To fall upon the same spot ;

—

thus, if one triangle be applied to or placed
upon another triangle equal to it, the pointa
of the one triangle are said to coincide with
those of the other triangle and the sides with
the sides.

•i Crabb thus distinguishes between to
coincide and to concur: "Coincide implies
simply meeting at a point: coitcur running
towards a point ; the former seems to exclude
the idea of design, the latter that of chance

;

two sides of different triangles coincide when
they are applied to each other so as to fall on
the same points ; two powers concur when
they both act so as to produce the same re-

sult" (Crabb: Eng, Synon.)

co in' ci-dence, * co in'-ci-den-cy, s.

[Fr. coincidence, from Low Lat coinculens, pr.

par. of coincido.]

I. Lit. : The act or state of coinciding or
falling together, or in the same point or posi-

tion.

IL Figuratively:

1. The act of agreeing, corresponding, or
being identical in nature or character.

"The very concurrence and coincidence ol so many
evidences . . "SirJt. Bale.

•J With with.
" The coinctdencm of the planes of this rotation wWs

one miother, . . ."—Cheyne : Philosophical Principles
of Natural Religion.

2. The state of happening at the same time
as something else.

3. Anything which coincides, corresponds,

or happens at the same time with another; a
coinciding or corresponding combination of
circumstances.

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between a
coincidence and a concurrence of circumstances

:

44 A coincidence of circumstances is something
so striking and singular that it can hardly be
attributed to pure accident ; a concurrence of

circumstances, which seemed all to be formed
to combine, Is sometimes, notwithstanding,
purely casual." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

co-In'-ci~dent, a. & a. [Ft. coincident, from

Low Lat. coincidens » falling together, pr.

par. of coincido m to fall together.]

A* As adjective

:

X. Lit. : Coinciding ; meeting or tailing

together in the same point or position.

boil, bo~y; pout, Jovv-1; oat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Sin, «f

;

-tian shan. tion, slon -shun; -flon, -sion= shun, -clous, -tious, -sious

expect, ^Cenophon, exiart.

shua. -hie, -die, &c = bel,

In*.

del
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"These circles I viewed through a prism ; and. a* I
went from thein. they ame nearer and nearer to-
gether, and at length became ceincident."—Newton :

IL Figuratively:

1. Happening at the same time, coinciding
with, concurrent.

". . . an artificial relation of the two coins being
fixed by law, near to, but scarcely ever exactly cotn-
cident with, the natural oue . . ."—Herschel : Astron.,
Mh ed. (1868), | U13.

*SL Agreeing, corresponding.
" I venerate the man. whose heart is warm.

Whose hands are pure, whose doctrine and whose life,
Coincident, exhibit lucid proof
Tbat he U honest." Cowper .* Task, U. 874.

1 Sometimes with itrith.

"These words of our apostle are exactly coincidentmm that controverted passage in his discourse to the
Athenians,"—Bentley.

t
B, As subst. : A circumstance or combina-

tion of circumstances happening at the same
time ; a coincidence.

* Co in ci-dent'-al, a. [Eng. coincident;

•ed.] Coincident, coinciding.

oo In-cl-d£nt'-al-ly, adv. [Eng. coinci-

dental; -ly.] Coincidently, at the same
time or place.

Co In'-cx-dent-ly, adv. [Eng. coincident;

4y.] By way of or in manner of coincidence.

* co In-ci'-der, s. [Eng. coincid(e); -er.J
One who or that which coincides, agrees, or
corresponds.

co in-ci'-ding, pr. par., a., & a. [Coincide,
v.]

A* & B. As pr. par. & particip, adj. : (See
the verb).

C As subst. : The act of falling or meeting
together; coincidence.

co in-dl ca'-tion, *. [Pref. co = con, and
indication (q.v.).] An agreement, coinciding,
or concurrence of signs or indications.

* coine, s. [Norman.] A quince.

coined, pa. par. & a. [Coin, v.]

•6in'-or, s. [Eng. coin ; -«•.]

1. Lit. : une who coins money ; one who is
employed in the making of corns.

L With due authority and legitimately.

iL**?lu ea
fyt9 ?n<1 dert8«» that never entered Into

the thoughts of the sculptor or the coiner."—Addison tOn Medals.

2. Without authority: a counterfeiter of
money ; a maker of base money.

"It was impossible for the sectaries to way together
wttn.iut precautions such as are employed by coiners
and receivers of stolen goods."—Maca ulay ; Hist. Eng.,

IX Fig, : An inventor, an originator.
" Dionyains, a Greek oHner of etymologies, is com-

mended by Athensaus."—

,

Camden : Jtemains.

* CO-In-hab -It, v.U [Pref. co = am, and
Eng. inhabit (q.v.).] To dwell together with
or among.

* coin hab -It-ant, s. [Pref. co = con, and
inhabitant (q.v.).] One who lives together
or in the same place with another: a cohabi-
tant.

* co-in-hab'-it-Ing, pr. par. or a. [COIN-
HABIT.]

"A familiar and coinhabiting mischief *

MUtoni On Divorce.

* CO In nab -It-or, *. [Pref. co = con, and
Eng. inhabitcr.} One who lives with another

;

a coinhabitant.
* Being co-inhabitors or world citizens toeether "•—

Sidney: Arcadia.

t cd-In-her -It-ance, s. [Pref. co = con,
and inheritance (q.v.).] A joint inheritance

;

an estate inherited by two or more jointly.

t co-In-her -it-or, s. [Pref. co = con, and
inheritor (q.v.).] A co-heir ; a joint heir.

eoln'-Ing, pr. par., a., &, s. [Coin, v.]

A. <fe B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As substantive

:

V Ord. Lang. : The act or process of minting
coins ; coinage.

(1) With due authority and legitimately.
*".

. . the right of coining . . .'—Maoaulay.- Hist.
Mng..ch. xiL

(2) Without authority ; illegally.

*2. Tin-works: The weighing and stamping
the blocks of tin. (Weak.)

coining-press, coining apparatus,
*. A powerful lever-screw press by which the
planchet of metal is impressed with the design
or legend. (Knight.)

" The coining apparatus of the Royal Mint of Lon-
don is Justly esteemed a masterpiece of mechanical
skill and workmanship. It was erected in 1811. under
the direction of the inventor, Mr. Boulton ; and has
since been kept in almost constant employment"—
Ure: Diet, of Arts, Manuft., and Mines; Mint.

t coin -less, a, [Eng. coin ; -less.] Penniless.
"From co inlets bards to men like you."—Combe:

Dr. Syntax, Tour II., ch. vii

* coinoun, s. [Congeon.]
" Aliaauudre, thou coinoun."—Alisauttdre, mi

* co in -quin ate, v.t. & i. [Lat. coinquino
s= to defile : co = con ; inquino — to defile,
to pollute.]

L Trans. : To pollute or defile.
" Their very speculations arc expressly coinquinated

with much in all these."—Gaule : Mag-Astro-Mancer
p. 17ft.

IX Intrans. : To pollute, to defile.

" That would coinquinate.
That would contaminate."

Skelton : Poems, p. 199.

* co-in-quln-a'-tion, 5. [Coinqotnate.]
The act of defilement or pollution ; the state
of being polluted or defiled.

" To wash thy purest Fame's coinqui nation."
Davie* : Commend. Poems, p. It

t co-in-stan-ta'-ne-ous, a. [Pref. co =
cont and instantaneous (q.v.).] Occurring at
the same instant, simultaneous.

" In the case of the prawn-tike crabs, their more*
ments were as coinstantaneous as in a regiment of
soldiers . . . "—Darwin: Voyage Round the World
led. 1870), ch. L, p. 17.

t cd^in-stan-ta'-ne*-ous-ly\ adv. [Eng.
coinstantaneous; -ly.] At the same instant.

**.
. . bnt sometimes all on both sides of a branch,

sometimes only those ou one side, moved together
coinstantaneously . . .-—Darwin: Voyage Round the
World (ed. 1870), ch, ix., p. 202.

* co -In stan ta -neous-ness, *. [Eng.
coinstantaneous; -mess,] The quality or state
of being coinstantaneous, or happening at the
same instant.

colnt, * coynt, * coynte, a, [Quaint.]
"All fall of colour strange and ooint."

Chaucer: Dream, 1,826.

* cointe' ly, adv. [Quaintly.]

t co-in-ten'se, a. [Pref. co = con, and in-
tense (q.v.).] Of equal intensity with some-
thing else.

" We can recoeuise changes as connatural ; or the
reverse : and connatural changes we can recognize as
cointense . .

."—Herbert Spencer; PrincitAes of Psy-
chology, p. 295.

t cd-In-ten'-sion, *. [Pref. co = con, and
intension (q.v.).] The quality, state, or con-
dition of being of equal intensity with some-
thing else ; equality of intenseness.

"Thus far we have dealt with reasoning which has
for its fundamental ideas, coextenslon, coexistence,
and connature; and which proceeds by establishing
oointension in degree, between relations connate in
kind. . . . The words Tense, Tension, Intense, Inten-
sion, are already in use. Intension being synonymous
with Intensity, cointension will be synonymous with
coinlcnsity ; and Is here used instead of it to express
the parallelism with coextension. The propriety of
calling relations more or leas intense, according to the
contrast between their terms, will perhaps not be at
first sight apparent. All quantitative relations, how-
ever, save those of equality, involving the idea of con-
trast—the relation of S : l being called greater than
the relation of 2 : 1, because the contrast between 5 and
1 is greater than the contrast between 2 and l—and
contrast being habituallyspoken of as strong or weak

;

as forcible, as intense ; the word Intension seems the
only available one to express the degree of any relation
as distinguished from its kind. And cointension is
consequently here chosen, to indicate the equality of
relations in respect of the contrast between their
terms."—Herbert Spencer: Principles of Psychology,

t CO-in-tcn'-si-ty, *. [Pref. co - con, and
intensity (q.v.). J The same as Cointension
(q.v.).

• cointise, * coyntice, * coyntyse,
• queyntise, s. [O. Fr. cointise.] [Quaint.]
Cunning, skill.

"Might weby coyntise com bi two skynnes."—William
QfPalerne, 1688.

* colnt -ly, * coynt ly, * coynte lichc,
adv. [Quaintly.] Cunningly, skilfully, with
art.

" Ha made hire vnder erthe a wonyng coynteUcke.'—
Rob. of filouces., p. 25.

ooir, ». [Tamil cayer, kayaru = a rope.]

1. A material used for small cables, cordaga,
mattiug, Ac., and consisting of the outer coat-
ing of the cocoa-nut, often weighing one or
two pounds, stripped off longitudinally. Cables
made of this substance are particularly elastic
and buoyant, and have the peculiarity of mak-
ing a curve upnoards between the vessel and
the anchor, while a hempen cable curves
downwards.

2. Cordage, rabies, Ac, manufactured of the
material described in 1.

coir-rope, s. A rope made of coir. It is
nearly as strong as a rope made of hemp.
Roxburgh considers it the best material
for cables on account of its elasticity and
strength.

* cols, v.t. [Cose.]

* coiat (1), *. [Coast.]

* ooist (2), 5. [Cost.]

* COlSt (3), 8. [QUBST.J

* cois trU, s. [O. Fr. coustillier m & groom,
a lad. (Alahn.) According to others a corrup-
tion of kestrel m a degenerate liawk.]

1. A groom or lad employed by the esquire
to carry the knight's arms, &c

" Women, lackles, and coisterels.*

_ . HolinsK HI m.
z. A coward, a runaway.
" He's a coward and a ooistril, that will not drink tamy niece."—Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, i. ».

* colt (1), s. [Coat.]

* c6it (2), *. [Quorr.]
" The time they wear out at colts, kayles, or the like

idle exercises."—Carew: Survey of Cornwall.

* colt, v.i. & t. [Corr (2), *.]

1. Intrans. : To butt, to jostle.
" The nnlatlt woman the llcht man will lait,
Gangis coitand in the curt, hornit like a gait

:

A 1* brankand as a bole in froutis, and in vice."
Pordun ; Scotichron, il 371

2. Trans. : To throw, to pitch.

* coite, s. [Cote, Quota.] A rate, tax, or
assessment.

"That quhair ony sic persoune dels within aige, that
may nocht mak thair testHmentis, the nerrest of thair
kin to succeid to thaim saU haue thair gudis, without
preiudice to the ordiuerla anent the coite of thairt
testamentis."—Acts Jo. V. 1M0 (ed. 1814), p. 3T7.

colt'-Ing, pr. par. or *. [Quoiting.]

CO-I'-tion, s. [Lat. coitio = a coming to-
gether : co = con; eo (sup. itum) = to go.]

1. Ordinary language

:

* 1. Gen, : The act of coming together o»
meeting, conjunction.

2. Spec. : Sexual intercourse ; copulation.

IX Astronomy:
Coition of the Moon : Said wheu the moon is

in the same sign and degree of the zodiac with
the sun.

* cd'-I-ture, s. [Lat. coiturus = about to
meet or come together ; coco = to come to-

gether.] The same as Coition (q.v.).

" In coiture she doth conceive."
Warner: Albion's Eng,, bk. i., c. S.

co'-i-tus, s. [Lat.] Sexual congress.

oo'-ix, *. [Lat. coix; Gr. a-oif (koix) — a kind

of Ethiopian palm, Hpthome Coriacea. Thii

is not the botanical coix.]

Bot. : A genus of grasses, tribe Phaleree.

Coix Lachrvma has hard, white stony seeds,

called Job's tears, and sometimes used for

making necklaces, bracelets, &c. They are

said to be diurectic and strengthening, it is

a native of the Bast Indies and Japan.

* co-join', v.i. [Pref. co = con, and join
(q.v.).] To join or associate with another in
the same act, duty, or office.

"Thonmaystc<tf©in with something, . . .'Shakesp.:
Winter's Tale, 1. X

CO-Jiir'-or, s. [Pref. co = con, and juroi
(q.v.).] One who swears or takes an oath on
the part of another.

"The solemn forms of oaths: of a compurgator, of
cojuror, which kind of oath was very much used by
the Anglo-Saxons; The form of this oath is this :

'

i

swear by God, that the oath which N. swore wasewnest
and true."— Walton: View of Hickcs's Thetaur. H
Bhelton, p. 60.

* cok, s. rCocK.J

* ottt' s> mm. rCBOCODirjE.]

fttte, flit, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, w, ca - e ; ey - a. qn = lew.
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* cole belle, s. [Cockbell.J

* coke (1), s. [Cook.]

Mke (2), 5. [Coak, s.) [Etym. unknown;
perhaps a variant of cake.]

1. Ord. Lang, tft Chem. : An impure form
of amorphous carbon containing earthy mat-
ter and often sulphur. It is a porous sub-
stance, and floats on water till it is saturated,
when it sinks ; Its sp. gr. is about T8. It is

formed in the manufacture of coal-gas, being
the residue left after all the gas has been dis-
tilled from the coal. As it produces an in-
tense heat when burnt, and gives off no smoke
it is much used for cooking purposes.

2. Min. : Native coke occurs in the Edge-
hill mines near Richmond in North America.
It is more compact than artificial coke.

coke-furnace, s. A furnace in which
the volatile matters are expelled from pit-coal,

leaving a residual carbon which bums without
flame and makes an intense heat ; a coke-oven.

coke-oven, s. An oven in which the gas
Is expelled from coal, leaving the coke or
carbonaceous portion. {Knight.)

coke, v.t. & {. [Coke, $.]

A. Trans. : To convert into coke or char-
coal ; to char.

"The wood wm deposited in order to Its being
coked or chwred."—Scott : Antiquary, ch. xrilj.

B. Intrans. : To be converted into coke.

* ooke-belle, s. [Cockbell.]

* coke-drill, s. [Crocodile.]

* ookenay, * cokeney, s. [Cockney.]

* coker (1), * cocur. * cokre, s. [A.S.
eooor, cocur ; O. H. Ger. chochar; 8w. Jcoger ;
Dan. kogger.] [Cockeb (3), *.] A sort of
coarse boot, or gaiters.

" The harlot with haste helded to the table,
With rent cokra at the kne."

E. Stiff. AUit. Poems; Clearuem, M.

* coker (2), *. [Probably from cog (4), «., or
cock (4), s. ; suff. -er,} A boatman.

* coker (3), s. [Cocker, s.]

* coker, v. [Cocker, v.]

* coker nut, *. [Cocoa-nut.]

* cokes, «. & v. [Coax.]

* coke wold, *. [Cuckold.]
" Who hath no wyf he Is no eekewotd."

Chaucer: C. I"., ftlM.

edk ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Coke, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb)i

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or process of making coke.

2. The act or process of charring wood for
charcoal.

coking kiln, coking -oven, s. A
chamber or kiln in which coal or wood is

coked.

* c6k ling, *. [Cockling.]

* cok old, s. [Cuckold.]

* cok ow, s. [Cuckoo.]

* cokysse, s. [Cook ess.]
" A tauter, a cokysse or an otUlara wyt"—MB. in

col, pre/. [Lat.] The form which the prefix
con, cum, assumes before words beKinninz with
I [Co.]

*

* col, a. [Cool.]

ool(l), ». [Coal.]

ool (2), *. [Pr., prob. from Lat. collum = the
neck ; but some take it from collis = a hill.]

An elevated mountain pass situated between
two lofty summits ; the highest part of a
mountain pass ; a mountain pass connecting
two valleys, one on each side of a mountain.
(Chiefly used by writers on mountaineering
and Alpine geology.)

"Bach of them cornea in some portion of its court*
to a cot, or parting ridge between the heads of glens."
-l.ytll: Anthj.oj M*n, oh. ail.

* col, v. [Coll.]

col, abbreviation. [For etym. see def.J

Pharm. : An abbreviation for coliander,
which again is a corruption of coriander.
(Prior.)

CO la, kol la, *. [An African word.]
Bot. : A genus of Sterculiacese. Cola acu-

minata, sometimes called Sterculia acuminata,
has acuminate leaves,axillary, panicled (lowers,
and large red seeds. The negroes use them as
a condiment. They are called also Goora-nuts.
Powdered, they are applied to cuts,

cola nut, s. The nut of the cola-tree.
In Brazil they are used for purifying water.
When chewed or eaten they allay hunger, and
impart the power of sustaining fatigue. Pre-
parations of cola nuts are used in this country
for maintaining muscular force.

cola-seed, s. ThesameasCoLA-NUT(q.v.X

* col'-a-ment, s. [Lat. colo = to strain, to
filter.] A straining, a filtration.

"A lentous colament of earth . .
."—Browne : Vulgar

Errours.

col -an der, * cu! len dor, * [From Lat.
colons, pr. par. of colo = to strain ; cotum = a
strainer, a sieve.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

* (1) * sieve or vessel made of wicker-work,
hair, or twigs, through which liquids were
strained.
" Take a thick woven osier colander.
Through which the pressed wines are strained clear.'

May.

(2) A metal culinary utensil, having the
bottom perforated with small holes, through
which liauids are strained off.

"The brains from nose, and mouth, and either ear.
Came issuing forth, as through a colander."

Dryden : Ovid; Metamorphose* xil.

2. Fig. : Anything acting as a strainer or
sieve.

"AH the viscera of the body are but as so many
eoiandsritoseparat* several juices from the blood."—
Ray : On the Creation.

XL Shot-casting : A hollow hemisphere of
sheet-iron, about ten inches in diameter, and
perforated with holes which are free from
burs. Instead of a colander, an oblong ladle
is now used in some towers, the edge being
scalloped to break the overflow into small
streams. {Knight.)

colander-shovel, s. A shovel of wire
open-work, for shovelling salt crystals out of
the evaporating-pan. (Knight.)

OOl-ap'-tes, ft [Gr. KoAaiTTT/s (kolaptes) =l a
chisel ; Kokdwrut (kolapto) = to peck with the
bill, to chisel.]

Ornith. : A genua of woodpeckers, the
typical one of the sub-family Colaptinte (q.v.).

cfil-ap-ti'-n», ft pi. [Gr. jcoAaTrnjs (kolaptis),
and Lat fem. pi. adj. suff. -inos.]

Ornith. : A sub-family of Woodpeckers. It
contains the Ground Woodpeckers, which
seek their food chiefly on the ground, though
Bometimes, like the Picinse, they seek for it in
trees. They are found in the warmer parts
both of the Eastern and the Western hemi-
sphere.

*coT-ar,s. [Collar.]

col ar in, s. [Itai

Arch. : The little

frieze of the capital
of the Tuscan
and Doric column
placed between the
astragal and the
annulets. (Weals.)
[Collarino.]

eolation (1), *.

[Lat colatus, pa.

par. of colo = to
strain, to filter,

to clarify.] The
act or process of straining or filtering ; cola-
ture.

* col-a -tion (2), a [Collation.]

t co-lat'-i-tude, 5. [Pref. co = con, and lati-
tude (q.v.V] The complement of the latitude,
or the difference between it and ninety de-
grees.

". . . the co-latitude of the place."— fferschel: As-
tronomy, 5th ed. (1858). f 128.

* col'-a-tiire, s. [Lat. colatus, pa. par. of
colo m to strain, to filter.]

collarino.) [Collar.]

COLARIN.

1. The act or process of straining or filter-

ing ; eolation.

2. The matter strained off or filtered.

3. A strainer or filter.

" The virtue thereof may be derived to it through •
colature of natural earth."—Evelyn.

col -ber tine, col ber- teen, s. [From
M. Colbert, superintendent of the French
Royal lace manufactories in the seventeenth
century.] A kind of lace.

" Instead of homespun coifs were seen
Good pinners, edg'd with colberteen."

Swift : Baucis and Philemon, 140.

c6l chic'-e-ro, ft pi [Lat. colchic(u7n), and]

fem. pi. adj. suff. -eos.]

Bot. ; A tribe of Melanthaceae, type Colchi-
cum (q.v.).

coT-chl-celne, ft [Lat. colchic(um), e con-
nective, and Eng. &c. suff. -inc.]

Chem. : CitHjqNCV An organic substance
isomeric with colchicine, obtained by boiling
colchicine with baryta water, or with dilute
sulphuric acid. It is obtained in colourless
plates, melting at 165°, by recrystallisation
from alcohol. Colchiceiue is soluble in chloro-
form, alcohol and boiling water. Strong nitric
acid gives a yellow colour with colchiceiue,
which turns violet, then again yellow ; if the
violet solution is diluted with water and soda
added, an orange-red colour is produced

;

ferric chloride gives a green colour. Concen-
trated sulphuric acid dissolves colchiceiue,
forming an intense yellow solution ; by the
addition of a drop of nitric acid it turns violet.

coT-chl-cine, s. [Lat. colchicum), and Eng.
suff. -ine (Chem.)']

Chem. ; C^H^NO^ An alkaloid which
occurs in all parts of the plant Colchicum
autumnale. Colchicine is an amorphous
yellowish-white, bitter, very poisonous pow-
der, which melts at 140° and is sol uble in chloro-
form, water, and in alcohol ; when dissolved
in dilute acids or alkalies, the solutions turn
yellow. Tannin appears to be the best anti-
dote to this poison. It gives a white precipi-
tate with mercuric chloride.

cdr-chi-cum, ft [Lat. colchicum ; Gr. koa-

\ikov (kolchikon). From the country anciently
called Colchis, east of the Euxiue (Black Sea),
where it was said to grow abundantly.]

1. Bot. : A genus of plants, order Melaa-

COLCHICUM.
1. Plant in flower. 3. Styles and ovary.

2. Leaves and fruit. 4. Single fruit.

thaceae. The perianth is tubular, and very
long, rising from a spathe, the limb campanu-
late, 6-partite, petaloid, the capsule 3-celled,

with the cells united at the base. C. autumnale,
the Meadow Saffron (not to be confused with
Crocus sativus, the saffron of the dye), is found
in meadows and pastures. The leaves and fruit)

attract little attention in spring when they
are in perfection ; both wither before the
summer is far advanced. The flowers, on the
contrary, which are pale-purple, flourish from
August to October. To a superficial observer
the plant looks a crocus, and in fact it has
received the erroneous name of autumnal
crocus ; but it has six stamens, while the
crocus genus has but three. The cormsof the
Meadow Saffron are poisonous, but much use
has been made of them in medicine. [Colch*.
cum corm, Colchicine.]

2. Pharm. : For the pharmaceutical uses of
the Meadow Saffron, see Colchicum corm.
Colchicum variegatum is found along the

boll, bo^; po*nt, J6>1; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f.
-dan. -tlan = shan. -tton, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion shun, -tious, -sious, -clous = shus.

*

-We, -die. Ac.= bel, del.
36
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Mediterranean. Its corms constituted the
" hermodactyls " of the Arabs used to soothe
pains in the joints.

colchicum corm.
Pkarm, : Colchici cormus, the fresh corm of

Colchicum- autumnale, or Common Meadow
Saffron, which is collected about the end of
June, and stripped of its coat, sliced trans-
versely, and dried at 150* F. The fresh corm
is about the size of a chestnut flattened where
it has an undeveloped bud. The dried slices

are about a line thick, firm, flat, and amyla-
ceous. The taste is bitter and acrid. Used
to make extract, an acetic extract, and
Vinum colchici. According to Garrod, Col-
chicum increases the flow of the bile, and
diminishes the heart's action ; it possesses the
power of controlling the pain and inflammation
in cases of gout The seeds, Colchici semina,
are used to form a tincture which has the same
medicinal properties. They are hard, reddish
brown, spherical seeds about the size of mus-
tard-

eoT-co-thar, 8. [Low Liit. colcothar vUrioli

;

a word of Arabic origin, and introduced by
Paracelsus.]

Chem. : Red oxide of iron, ferric oxide, FjOjj.

A reddish-brown powder obtained when fer-

rous sulphate is distilled for Nordhauseu sul-
phuric acid ; it remains in the retorts. It is

used as a red pigment, and is employed to
polish glass, and when finely divided by
jewellers is known under the name of rouge.
It is sometimes called Croccus Martis, and
was called caput mortuum vitrioli by the
alchemists.

" Colcothar is the dry substance which remains after
distillation, bat commonly the caput mortuum of
vitriol."

—

Quincy.

cold, * cald, * oalde, * chald, * chealdc,
* colde, * coolde, kalde, * kelde, a. &
adv. [Old Northumbrian cold; A.8. cedld;
Icel. kaldr ; Sw. kali ; Dan. kold ; Dut. koud ;

Goth, kalds; Ger. kalt.) (See Cool and
Chill.]

A, As adjective:

I, Literally:

1. 0/ things

:

(1) Deprived cf or lacking warmth or heat

;

not warm or hot ; chill.

" A cuppe of cold water."— Wycliffie: Matt X. 40.

"... every body not absolutely cold emits rays of
heat."— Tyndall: Prag.af Science, 3rd ed.. vili. 1, p. 172.

(2) Causing the sensation of coldness

;

Chilling.
" Must find a colder soil and bleaker air.

And trust for safety to a stranger's care."
Coutper : Tirocinium.

2. Of persons : Suffering from an absence of
warmth or heat ; having a sensation of cold-
ness ; chill, shivering.

" Ali oat of .work, and cold for action."
Shakesp. : Ben. V„ t. 2.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Of things:

(1) Having cold qualities ; not hot or acrid.
*' Cold plants hare a quicker perception of the heat

of the sun than the hot herns . . .—Bacon : Hat. Hitt.

(2) Without warmth, ardour, or intensity;
unaffecting.

"... but the jest grows cold . . ."—Addison : On Italy.

(3) Indifferent, unconcerned, reserved ; not
friendly or cordial.

"The King's cold look, the nobles' Bcorn."
Scott : The Lady of the Lake, v. 25.

"... awaited the event with cold indifference, . .
."—

—Macaulay: Bitt. Kng., ch. xili.

(4) Wanting in ardour, zeal, or spirit.

"Charite of many sal waxe colde."—Bampote :

Pricks of Cent., 4,0*0.

(5) Received or met with indifference or
coolness ; unweicomed.

" My master's suit will be but cold."
Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen of Verona, iv, i

ifi) Unfortunate, unlucky, sad.
" Cold news for me."

Shakmp. I 2 Ben. 17., L L
" What cheer! as cold as van be."

Ibid. : Taming of the Shrew, It. 3.

(7) Chilling, dispiriting.
" Care ful colde that to me caghfc."

J£ Eng. Allit. Poem* ; Pearl. 50.

" To thy cold comfort."
Shaketp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. L

(8) Hopeless, comfortless, dispirited.
" Oft It hits where hope is coldest."

Shaketp. -' AlTi WeU, U. 1.

(9) Cool, deliberate, not hasty of violent.
" After this cold considerauoe sentence me.

Shaketp. ; 2 Ben XT., V. 1

* (10) Unaffecting ; not inspiriting, exciting

or animated ; spiritless, as a cold discourse.

(11) Applied to scent or the sense of smell

:

(a) Not affecting the sense of smell strongly

;

not having a strong scent.
" She made it good

"At the hedge corner, In the coldest fault"
Shaketp. : Taming of the Shre* (Introduction).

(6) Unaffected by the scent.
" Smell this business with & sense as cold
As is a dead man's nose."

Shaketp. : Winteft Tale, IL 1.

2. Of persons:

(1) Indifferent, unaffected by warmth, ar-

dour, or intensity of feeling ; unconcerned ;

without passion or zeal.

"... a cold and unconcerned spectator."
Burnet : Preface to the Theory of the Earth.

" The cold in dime are cold in blood."
Byron : The Giaour.

(2) Reserved, without warm or friendly feel-

ings ; cool, not cordial or friendly.

(3) Chaste ; without sensual passion or heat.

*(4) Cool, deliberate ; unexcited, not hasty.
" Tour lordship is the most coldest th.it ever turned

up aceu" Shaketp. ; Cymbettne, (L &

T In cold blood : Deliberately, without emo-
tion, passion, or feeling.

*B. As adv. : Coldly.
" Cold and sickly he vented them."

Shakes)

cold bed, s.

Metal. : A platform in a rolling-mill on
which cold bars are stored.

: Ant. A deep., lit 4.

cold-blast, s.

Metal. : Air forced into a smelting furnace
at a natural temperature, in contradistinction
to a heated blast, which is more economical,
but produces an inferior quality of iron.

cold blooded, a.

1. Ordinary Language

:

Zocl. : Having cold blood, applied to those
animals the temperature of whose blood
ranges from the freezing point to 90* Pahr.,
or very little above the temperature in which
they live.

"In cold-blooded animals, however, it continues."
— Todd & Bowman: Physiol. Anat., voL L, eh. i.

p. 64.

2. Fig. : Unfeeling, hard-hearted, cruel.
"'.

. . he had a rare skill in using honest enthusiasts
u the instruments of his coldblooded malice."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

cold-chisel, s. A chisel used for
catting metals, and driven by the blows of
a hammer.

"Cutting out Bars of Iron into small pieces with a
cold-chisel.

'

—Dampier : Voyages, voL L, p. 436.

cold-cream, s. A cooling ointment or
salve for the skin in the case of chaps, &e.
It is, prepared of four parts of olive-oil with
one of white wax.

cold drawn, a. Expressed from seeds,
without the application of any heat.

cold-finch, s. (The first element is un-
explained.) The Pied Flycatcher, Museieapa
atricapiUa,

cold-hearted, a. Unfeeling, callous.

"... the coldhearttd and scoffing Grammont . .
."

—Macaulay ; Bitt Eng., ch. xi i.

cold heartedly, adv. [Eng. cold-hearted

;

-ly.] In a cold-hearted, unfeeling manner

;

callously.

cold hcartedness, s. The quality of
being cold-hearted ; callousness.

* cold-kind, a. Uniting coldness and
kindness. (MiUon : Death of a Fair Infant.)

cold-pale, a. Cold and pale. (Shakesp.)

* cold-roast, * cold-roste, *. An ex-
pression used figuratively for anything very
poor or insignificant.

"A beggerie little toune of cold route In the moun-
tainee of Sauoye.' — Udal: Apophtheg. of Erasmus, p.
297.

* cold seeds, s. pi.

Old Pharm. : Seeds of various Cucurbitacea?,

as the cucumber, the pumpkin, Ac.

* cold-served, a.

1. Lit. : Served up cold.

2. Fig. : Dull, tedious, tiresome. (Young.)

cold-short, a. k s.

A. As adjective:

Metal. : A term applied to iron which cannot
be hammered in a cold state without breaking
or cracking. The presence of a small quantity
of phosphorus or silicon imparts this property
to iron ; also minute quantities of tin, anti-
mony, or arsenic render iron cold-short.

" The ore which was used was quite cold-short."~
Transac. Amer. Philotoph. Society {16J8J, vol. xiii, p. 14.

B. As substantive

:

Founding : A void or seam in a casting
occasioned by the too rapid congelation of the
metal which failed to fill the mould perfectly.

cold Shoulder, s. A rebuff. (Only used
in the phrase, To give a person the cold
shoulder.)

cold-Shut, a. A term meaning that a
iiuk is closed while cold without welding.

cold-storage, s. Storage, in refrigerat-

ing chambers or any artificially cooled con-
trivance or building, of things damageable by
heat.

cold-water, *. & a.

* Cold-Boater ordeal

:

Old Law : An ordeal by which a common
person, accused of a crime, might have his
guilt or innocence established by the simple
process of tying a rope round him beneath his
arms and plunging him into deep water., If
he sank he was deemed innocent and at once
pulled up, but if he floated it was manifest
that the water rejected him, which it was
supposed it would not have done except he
had been guilty.

Cold-water pump: A pump by which the
condenser cistern is supplied with cold water.

cold wave, s The progressive moving
of an area of low temperature, generally caused
in this country by an outpour of cold dry air
from British America ; hence also called (in
the South) a norther.

cold without, s. A slang expression for
a glass of spirits mixed with cold water, and
without sugar.

cold-white, a. Of a cold-looking coloosV
like snow.

oold, -calde, * colde, * kelde, * chclde,
8. [A.S. caldu, cealdu; O. H. Ger. kalti;

Icel. koJdi.] [Cold, a.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Absence of heat or warmth ; coldness,
coolness.

" As might affect the earth with cold and heat."
Milton.

2. A sensation of absence of heat or
warmth ; coldness, chilliness.

5 Cold Is simply low temperature. It it

produced by nocturnal and other radiation, by
the passage of a body from the solid to the
liquid state, by evaporation, by the expansion
of gases, and by chemical decomposition.

IL Med. : The popular term used to signify

a condition of body characterised by one or

more of the following symptoms, viz., running
or discharge from the eyes and nose with a
sense of fulness and oppression of these

parts ; a feeling of rawness or soreness of

the throat with possibly some expectoration

of mucus or muco-purulent matter; some
difficulty of breathing and tightness of the

chest, if the cold has descended into the

windpipe and bronchial tubes, some diarrhoea,

if the stomach and alimentary canal are

affected. Besides the foregoing symptoms,
which rather indicate the locality of the

malady, there are also wandering pains, more
or less severe, about the body, especially the

back, loins, and legs ; the spirits are low and
depressed ; there is either incapacity or un-
willingness to make any exertion, and above

all a general feeling, which cannot be well

defined, of being out of sorts, but which has

received the name of malaise.

COld, "colde, v.i. & t. [A.S. oealdian.)

[Cold, a.]

A* Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To become or grow cold.

' Hwt-nne thi ttremjthe woketh, and thi nose

eoldeth'—Old Eng. MiscvlL, p. 10L

2. Fig. : To grow cold, to sink in spirit.

B. Trans. : To make cool or Cold (lit. dtfig.)

fate, tat, tare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine : go, pot,

•r. wore, wolf. work. who. son : mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, w. ca m e. ey = a. qu = lew.
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t cold -en, v.t. & i. [Eng. cold, and suff. -en.}

1. Trans. : To cool, to make cold,

2. /tttra/w. : To cool, to become cold.

cdl-den -I-a, s. [Named by Linnaeus after

Cadwalladef Colden, an English naturalist,

who, in 1742, published a flora of New York.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Ehretiaceae.

Coldenia procumbens is a trailing plant with
villous leaves and white flowers, found in

India, chiefly in rice fields after the rains.

Its dried and powdered seeds, mixed with
those of fenugreek, are used in that country
to promote suppuration.

cold hood, * cald hcd, * kald hcd, s.

(Eng. cold, cald, &c, and hed = hood.] A state

of being cold ; coldness.

"Thoa led as in kuldhed to be."—£ X. PtaUer: Pi.
Ixt. 12.

cold -Ish, a. [Eng. cold ; -ish.) Rather cold

;

inclined to be cold ; cool. (Ash).

" Cdld-lsh-ly, adv. [Eng. coldish; -ly.} In
a coldish or rather cool manner ; coolly.

cold -ly\, * calde Licho, adv. [Eng. cold

;

ly.]

L Lit. : Without heat ; in a cold state.

"CaldeUche deunet In a hearts crtbbe."—0. E.
BomUiet, JX 377.

II. Figuratively

:

t. Without warmth of temper or expres-
sion ; without concern ; with indifference or
unconcern.

" Bat moat of the peers looked coldly on htm . . ."

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvL

2. In a cold or spiritless manner ; without
warmth of feeling or expression.

"... who could not by any possibility proffer a
coldly correct, cut-and-dned verikm ... —Daily
Telegraph, Feb. 27. 1882.

coldness s. [Eng. cold; -nets.]

I. Lit. : A state or quality of being cold ;

absence or want of heat.
". . . there is no suoh thing at absolute coldness In

our corner of nature."

—

TyndaU : Frag, of Science (3rd

IX Figuratively:

1, Indifference, want or absence of zeal or
ardour ; coolness of manner or disposition.

" I've heard of hearts unkind kind deeds
With coldness still returning."
Wordsworth : Simon Lee, The Old Buntiman.

2. An absence or want of kindness.
" Let ev'iv tongue its various censures chose.
Absolve with coldness, or with spite accuse."

Prior.

•3. Purity, chastity.

"The silver stream her virgin coldness keeps."
Pope : Windsor Forest, 806.

4. Freedom from hotness,
acridity.

pungency, or

cold' slaw, a. Coleslaw (q.v.)

cole (1),
* caul, * col (Eng.), kail (Scotch), 5.

[A.S. cawel, caw, from Lat. caulis = (1) a stalk,

(2) a cabbage, from Gr. KavAo? (kavXos) = a
stalk, from KotAos (koilos) = hollow ; O. H.
Ger. coly chol; Ger. kohl; f>ut. kool ; Sw. khl;

Sp. col; Ft. chou.}

Botany

:

1. The name given in parts of England to
the cultivated state of the rape, BrassicaNapus.
It does not form a close head like cabbage, but
has sessile cordate leaves. There are two
varieties, one with white and the other with
yellow flowers. The latter is the hardier of

the two, and is cultivated, as the former less

frequently is, for its seeds, out of which an
oil is expressed.

2. The name given in other parts of England
to the common garden cabbage, Brussica
oleracea.

3. The name given yet in other parts of
England to the Sea-kale (Crambo maritima).

1[ Dog's Cole : [Dog.]

Bed Cole : [Redcole.]

Sea Colo : [Sea].

* OOle-flower, s. [Cauliflower.]

oole rape, s. A name for the turnip,
Brussica rapa.

cole tit, s. [Coal-tit.]

* cole (2), s. [Coal, s.}

* cole-blak, a. [Coal-black.]

COle-fish, S. [COLB-PCRCH.]

* cole-mouse, 5.

cole perch, s.

[COAL-MOUSE.]

Jchthy. : A species of Perch, rather smaller
than the Common Perch.

* cole (3), s. & v. [Coll.]

cole (4), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A cant term
for money. (Scotch.)

" Aye channeriu' an' daunerin'
In eager search tor cole."

A . Wilton : Poem* (1790), p. 236.

*oole (o), s. [Coll (2), a]

* cole, a. [Cool, a.]
" Colt or sum what colde. "—Prompt. Par*.

* cole, v. [Cool, v.]

cd'-l«§-a, s. [Named after Sir Lowry Coles,

once Governor of the Mauritius, and a patron
of botany.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Bignoniacese
(Bignoniads or Trumpet-flowers). Colea flori-

bunda is cultivated in greenhouses. It has
large pinnate leaves and bright yellow-ochre
flower*.

* cdle'-flbr-oy, $. [Cauliflower.] (Gerard.)

CO-leg-a-tee', s. [Pref. co =» con, and Ugatee
(q.v.).] One who is joined as legatee with
another; a joint legatee.

cole -hood, cole'-hood-iug, s. [Hid. Eng.

cole = coal, and hood (q.v.).]

Ornith. : The Black-cap ; a bird. (Scotch.)
" Wae's me,—that ever J sude hae li v'd to see the

colehond take the laverock's plAce . .
.'*

—

Brownie of
Bodsbeck, L 308.

cole-hugh (g silent), s. [Coalheuoh.] The
shaft of a coal-pit. (Scotch.)

cdl'-ein. s. [From Lat. cole(us) (q.v.), and suff.

-in. J

Chem. : C10H10O5, a brittle resinous colour-

ing matter extracted by alcohol slightly acidi-

fied with sulphuric acid from the stems and
leaves of Colew VersehaffeUU. Coleln dissolves

in alcohol, forming a crimson solution which
on the addition of ammonia turns purple-red,

violet, indigo, chrome-green, and finally a
yellow-green colour. Nitric acid converts it

into a resin ; sulphurie acid dissolves it, form-
ing an orange-red solution.

cole -mle, coal'-mle, s. [Eng. cool.]

Ichthy. : The Coal-fish (Merlucius carbo-

nari-us). When young it is called a podlie or
podling ; when half grown, a sede, seith, or
sethe.

*colen, v.t. [Cool, v.]

" CoUn her care*.'
Sir Qawaine e) Green Knight, 1,268.

col -e o-phyll, col e o phyl lum, s.

[Gr. koAeos (koleos), xoAeoc (koleon) = a sheath,

and dtvAAor (phullon) m a leaf.]

Bot. : A sheath from which the young leaves

of monocotyledons are evolved, while those of

dicotyledons are naked. It is the first leaf

which follows the cotyledon, and ensheaths
those which subsequently come forth. It is

called also Coleoptile or Coleoptilum (q.v.).

OOi-e'-i-phy^l'-loiis, a. [Gr. #coA«<k (koleos) =
a sheath, and ^vAAof (phullon) — a leaf.] Sav-
ing the leaves enclosed in a sheath ; pertaining

to, or possessed of, a coleopbyll (q.v.).

t col-e'-op'-ter, c6l-S-6p'-ter-an, $. [From
Mod. Lat. coleoptera (q.v.).]

Entomology :

1. Sing, (of both forms): A coleopterous
insect, a beetle.

2. PI. (of the form coleopteran) : An English
term for the order Coleoptera (q.v.).

col-e-cp'-ter-a, s. pi. [Gr. «toA*6n-r«pa (kofe-

optera), nom. pi. of ieoAeoirrrpos (koleopteros)=

sheath-winged : koAco« (koleos), koAcop (koleonS

= a sheath, a scabbard, and impov (pteron)
= a feather, ... a bird's wing, a wing,
from irrttrdat (ptesthai), aor. innn. of Wrou,ai
(petomai) = to fly.]

1. Entom. : The name Riven by Aristotle,

followed by all modern naturalists, to a great
order of Insects, characterised by the posses-
sion of " sheathed wings." Of the four wings
which the Coleoptera, like the other more
highly organised insects, as a rule possess,

the lower, i.e. the hinder pair, are membranous,

and so large that when not in use they require
to be folded both longitudinally and trans-
versely. The anterior wings, which are horny
or leathery in texture, are much smaller, and
folding over the others, protect them as a
sheath does the sword or other instrument
which it contains ; hence the name Coleoptera
(Sheath, orSheathed-wings). [See etym.] The
head has mandibles which move horizontally
for biting purposes. It possesses in addition
all the accompaniments and appendages of a
mandibulate mouth. [Handibulata.] The .

segments of the thorax are clearly separated,
\

the prothorax bearing the first pair of legs, I

whilst the mesothorax and the metathorax
j

(see these words) sustain the two other pairs,

with the elytra and wings. The metamorphosis
is complete, the larva consisting generally of
grubs with six genuine legs, and sometimes
anal prolegs, the latter suggestive of the simi-
lar limbs in an ordinary caterpillar. The
Coleoptera are popularly known as beetles, but
everything popularly called a beetle is not a
coleopterous insect. [Blatta, Cockroach.]
The Beetle order is, in the recent period, the

most numerous oi any, it being believed that

not less than 100,000 species exist; nor has
it as yet been proved to have been other-

wise in geologic times. The basis of most
classifications of the Coleoptera is that of
Latreille, who made his principle of division

the apparent joints in the tarsi, the following
being the sections, in ascending order :

—

Section I. Trimera: Tarsi apparently with
three joints.

Section II. Tetramera : Tarsi apparently
with four joints.

Section III. Heteromera : The first two
pairs of tarsi with five joints, the remaining
pair with four.

Section IT. Pentamera : All the tarsi with
five joints.

Mr. Stephens divided them into six sec-
tions : (1) Adephaga, (2) Chilognathomorpha,

(3) Helminthomorpha, (4) Anoplurimorpha,
(5) Heteromera, (6) Brachelytra.
Swainson arranged them in five tribes, viz.,

Lamellicornes, Predatores, Malacodermes,
Monilicornes, and Capricornes.
The Coleoptera pass into the Orthoptera by

means of the Earwigs (Forfleulidse), which by
some are placed within the latter order, whilst
Kirby and others elevated them into an order
of their own, Dermaptera (q.v.).

2. Palctont. : The oldestknown coleopterous

insects are from the Carboniferous formation.

They have been called Curculioides [Cua-
cuLio], and Troxites [Trox], but whether the
affinities thus suggested are correct is as yet
doubtful. In the Lias and Oolite, beetles are

more numerous. Many also have been found
in the Tertiary, chiefly in the Miocene and
Pliocene beds. (Nicholson.)

CoVS-dp'-ter-al, a. [Coleopterous.]

O^l-e^-op'-ter-iSt, *. [Eng. coleopter(a) ; -w(.J

One skilled in the science which treats of

coleoptera. (Hope.)

col-e op' ter-ous, odl-e^-op'-ter-al, a.

[Gr. KOAeonrepo? (koleopteros) = sheath-winged. J

1. Having the wings enclosed in a sheath.

2. Of or belonging to the order of Coleoptera.

col c op tile, col c dp ti -lum, s. [Gr.

koA«6s (koleos) = a sheath ; ittiAov (ptilon) = a
feather.]

Bot. : The same as Coleophyllum (q.v.).

col-e-o-rhiz'-a, s. [Gr. icoAeoc (koleos) a
sheath, and pi£x (rhiaa.) = a root]

BoL : The name given by Mirbel to the
sheath formed in some endogenous plantsat the
spot where the true radicle pierces the base of

the embryo. In most cases the radicle, as it

pierces the embryo, is covered with a cellular

sheath, and gives rise to numerous fibrilua

similarly covered. Called also a root-sheath.

cd-le-pid', a [Colepicc] Any Inftisorian

of the family Colepidae (q.v.).

oo-lep'-I-dffl, «• V1 - [Mod. Lat coleps; Lat.
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idos.]

Zool. : A family of ciliate Infusorians, of
which Coleps is the type.

co-lep-i'-na, s. pi. [From coleps (q.v.), and
fern. pi. adj! suff. -ina.]

Zool. : A group of Infusoria, established by
Ehrenberg for Coleps (q.v.).

bfill, bo^; pout, l<5xVl; cat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ing.
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co leps, s. [Gr. kuAi]^ (kolips) = the hollow
or bend of the knee.]

Zool. : The type-genus of Colepid.se. The
species, from salt and fresh water, have a
spinous carapace, but no buccal sette.

* ool -er (IX *. [Collar.]

*C©l-er (2), 8. [Collier.]
" Colyere or cotj-fere (coliyer, H. eottr P.). Carbo-

narius."—Prompt. Pan.

* cdl -er (3X *. [Choleb.]

col ered, ' col-erd, - col-leryde, pa.
par. or o. [Collar, v.]

* col -er-ik, * col-er yke, a. [Choleric.]
" Ye b«n ful colerik of complexioun."

Chaucer: C. T., l«,441.

OOle-Seed, 5. [Eng. cole; and seed.]

1. The seed of the Rape, Brassica Napus.
It is called also Collard (q.v.),

1 2. The seed of the cabbage.

cole slaw, cold-slaw, cole slaugh (gh
silent), s. [Dut. koolslaa.] Sliced cabbage.

dressed with pepper, salt, and vinegar, and
eaten either as a salad, or cooked.

co les see , $. [Pref. co = con, and leuu
(q.v.).] A joint lessee. (Burrows.)

co-lessor , s. [Pref. co = con, and lessor

(q.v.).] A joint lessor.

* cole -staff, s. [Mid. Eng. col, cole = the
neck, and sta/(q.v.).] A Btrong staff or pole
on which two men carried a burden between
them ; a stang.

"I heard since 'twas seen whole o' th' ether aide the
downs, upon a cole-staff, between two huntsmen."—
Widow'* Tears ; O. PL, Yi. 226.

coles -u-la, s. [Latinised from Gr. xoAtoc
(koleos) = a sheath, j

Bot. : The small membranous bag which con-
tains the spore-case ofliverworts. (Treas.ofBot.)

* col-et, * col -let, s. [Aoolyte.]

col e us, s. [From Gr. koAco* (koleos) — a
sheath, referring to the fact that the stamens
are united.]

Bot. : A genus of Labi atae. The species are
found in Asia and Africa. Several are culti-
vated in British greenhouses and gardens, for
the beauty and variety of their foliage. They
are menthaceous plants, with blue or purple
flowers.

cole -wort, s. [Eng. cote; wort.) The common
cultivated cabbage (Brassica oleracea). It is

called also Collet.

1T Hare's colewort : [A translation of one of
its old names, Brassica leporina.] Sonchus
oleraceus.

Sea-colewort : [Sea,]

* col-fox, s. [Hid. Eng. pref. col, expressing
depreciation, contempt, and Eng. fox.] A
crafty fox.

"A coi/ox full of sleigh in tquite."
Chaucer . Jfun Prestis Tale, SM.

* ooT-f-an-der, * col-i-an-dyr, *. [CORI-
ANDER.]

" Celiandyr : colia,'—Cathei. Anglicum.

co li as, col I as, *. [Gr. K»amk (Kolias)
— (1) * promontory of Attica, where was a
temple of Aphrodite

; (2) Aphrodite herself.]

Entom. ; A genus of butterflies, family
Papilionidse or Rhodoceridse. They are gener-
ally yellow, with the antenna; tending to red.
Colias Hyale is the Pale Clouded Yellow But-
terfly, which is found in England. There are
two well marked varieties, one the Clouded
Yellow, C. Edusa, really yellow, the other the
Pale Clouded Yellow, already mentioned,
whitish. {Edward Newman, F.L.S., F.Z.S.,
-*:. : British Moths and Butterflies.)

col I berts, s. pi. [Lat. coUibertus = a fellow
freedman.]

O. Law: Tenants in socage, particularly
villains manumitted and raised to the rank of
freemen, doing, however, certain duties, partly
of a servile character, to their lord. (Du
Cange, Wharton, ate.)

col l-brand, *. [Prob. from coal, and Mid.
Eng. brenne = burn.] A contemptuous desig-
nation for a blacksmith ; still occasionally
used. (Scotch.)

Col-i-bri, 5. [Fr., from Caribbean name.] A
humming-bird.

"Look, Frank, that's a colibri: you've heard of
colibris.'—Kingsley : Westward Ho I en. xvii. (Da-vies.)

col -Ic, t colick, * chol ic, * chol lick,
s. & a. [Ft. colique = " the chollick, a painful
windinesse in the stomach or entrailes " (Cot-

grave); Lat. colicus; Gr. kwAixoc (kolikos) =
suffering in the colon ; KwAor (kolon) = the
intestines.]

A* As substantive

:

1. Med. : A disease of which the primary seat
is apparently the colon, and which is character-
ised by severe but remittent pain of the bowels
with obstinate constipation, but unattended
by fever. The abdominal pain is allayed by
pressure, showing that it is not inflammation
of the normal kind, this being, as a rule, in-

creased by pressure. Vomiting is generally
present, as is also flatus. Sydenham called
the disease belly-ache. It arises from various
causes, specially from spasm, obstruction,
over-distension, or inverted, action. One not-
able variety of it is known as Devonshire
colic, painters' colic, and plumbers' colic. It
arises from the action of lead on the human
body. In medical Latin it is termed Colica
Pictonum, i.e. the colic of the Pictones, an old
tribe existing in Roman times near Poitiers
or Poictou, where a severe epidemic of the
form of colic produced by lead once pre-
vailed.

2. Anat. : Pertaining to the colon or large
intestine.

IT There are an ileo-colic artery, a right colic
artery, and a middle colic artery.

B, As adj. ; Of, pertaining to, or of the
nature of, colic ; affecting the bowels.

"Intestine stone, and ulcer, colick pangs.''
Milton: P. £., xi. «4,

colic-root, s. Aletris Jarinosa. A North
American plant, order Hsemodoracese. It is

intensely bitter, and being used as a tonic and
stomachic, may be held to produce a beneficial
effect in colic, whence its name.

c6l-Ic-al,o. [Eng. colic; -al.] The same as
Colic, a. (q.v.).

".The oppression of colical pains."—Swift ; Corresp.

* col -Icked, a. [Eng. colick; -ed.] Griped;
attacked with colic.

"A foil meal of strong meat. In tender persons, goes
off with the hurry and irritation of a purge, leaving
the bowels inflated, colieked, er griped."—Cheyne.

CoT-Ick-y\ a. [Eng. colick = colic ; -y.] Per-
taining to or suffering from colic.

"A colicky disorder, to which she is too subje«t."—
Richardson : Clarissa, 11 256.

col-I-c6-den -dron, s. [Gr. kuXlkoc (koli-

kos) = suffering in the colon, and tevSpov
(dendron) = a tree.]

Bot. : A genus of Capparidaceae, consisting
of trees or shrubs, found in tropical America.
They have clusters of flowers with four or five

petals, 8—20 stamens, and a long-stalked
ovary. Martius says that Colicodendron Yeo
is dangerous to mules and horses owing to the
acrid principle which it contains.

col ie, col y, s. [Colics.]

Ornith. : Any bird ofthe family C«liid«(q.T.).

* colier, * kolier, s. [Collike.]

co li I dee, * cdl-I-dse, s. pi. [From Mod.
Lat. colius (q.v.)."]

Ornith. : Colies, a family of Conirostral birds
with short, stout bills, short wings, and long
tails, with all the toes placed forward ; akin on
the onehand to the Fringillidse, andon the other
to the Husophagidse. They occur in India
and Africa. At the Cape of Good Hope they
are called Mousebirds, from their having soft

silky grey plumage. They climb about in
troops among trees. (Dallas.)

col in, «. [Ft. Colin, a dimin. of Colas, a contr.

of Nicholas, Nicolas.]

Ornith. : The American Partridge, Perdrix
(or Ortyx) Virginianus.

* col -I-rie, s. [O. Fr. coKr« ; Sp. colirio ; Ital.

collirio ; Lat. coUyrium.] An ointment or
salve for sore eyes.

" AiiGj-nte thin ighen with coUrie, that is medicinal
for yghen, maad of diuerse erbis, that thou see."—
Wycliffe : Apor.al., iii. 18.

* colls (1), *. pi. [Coal.]

* COllS (2), S. [CULLIS,]

coli se-um, *. [Colosseoh .]

* col-it, s. [Acolyte.]

COl-I -tXS, S. [COLONITIS.]

odT-i-us, s. [Gr. (coawSs (kolios) = a kind ai
woodpecker.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds, the typical ona
of the family Coliidae (q.v.). [Colv.]

COlk (1), s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Ornith. : The King Eider-duck,

* colk (2), * colke, s. [Dut. kolk = a pit, a
hollow. Cr. Gael, caoch — empty, hollow.] A
core, a kernel.

Alle erthe by skille may likned be
Tille a round appel of a tree.
The whicbe In myddes has a colke.
As has an eye [egg] in myddes a yolke."

Hampole : Pricke of Cons., 6,4tf.

* colke, v.t. [Icel. kollr = . . . a shaven
head.] To shave, to cut the hair.

"Toeotte; tondert, dctondere."—CathoL Anglicum.

* col -knife, * col-knyf; s. [Mid. Eng. pref.

col, and Eng. knife.} [Colpox.] A large
clasp-knife.

" From alle bylle bagers with colkny/cs that go."
Towneley Myst., p, 8*.

* coll (1), * cull, v.t. [Coll, a.] To embrace,
to clasp round the neck.

" Ooncupiscentia carnis coUed nieaboute the nekke."
Langland ; P. Plowman, «,«01

" So Lnving sayd, her twixt her armes twaine
Shee streightly straynd. and colled tenderly."

Spenser : F. Q., III. it M.

coll (2), cole, v.t. [Icel. kollr = (l)a top, a
summit, (2) a shaven head.]

1. To cut, to clip the hair.

2. To cut anything obliquely.
" There I met a handsome childe,
kUgh-coled stockings and laigh-cofad shoon,
He bore him like a king's son."

Remains of Nithsaale Song, p. Ma,

3. To put hay into cocks.

* C*5ll (1), * OOl, *. [O. Fr. col, cou = the neok ;

Lat. collum.]

1. The neck.

2. An embrace, a clasping round the neck

* COll (2X * cole, s. [Icel. ifcoHr = a top, a
summit.]' A cock of hay.

" Hay—is selling from the cote at the rate of frosat

6d to 7d per stone/'—Caled. Mere., Sept 6, 1828.

cdll (3), s. [Etym. unknown.] A line drawn,
in the amusement of curling, across the rink
or course. The stone, which does not pass
this line, is called a hog, and is thrown aside,

as not being counted in the game. (Jamieson.)

* col-l&b-e-f&c'-tion, s. [Lat. coliabejactut,

pa. par. of collabefio, from co = con, and labe-

Jacio — to cause to totter, to shake.] A
destroying, wasting, or decaying. (Blount.)

col-l&b'-br-ate, v.i. [Pref. col = Lat. cum
— with, and Lat Za&oro = to labour, to work.1

To work with another or others, esp. i»

artistic or literary production, or in scientific

research.

col-lib -or-ft-teur, col-lAb'-or-ar-tor, «.

[Fr. collaborateur ; Lat. coUaboro = to work
together : eo = con ; laboro = to work, to la-

bour.] A fellow-worker; one associated ia

the same work or pursuit.

"I Was only a most humble collaborateur with the

English statesman whose duty it was to act on behalf

•fThe government."—Daily Telegraph, 17th Feb., liTT.

col lab 6r-a tion, s. [Pref. col = Lat. com

- cum = with ; laboro - to labour.] A work-

ing together or In unison, joint work, esp. in

literary or art matters.

col-l&b'-or-a-tor, s. [Collaborate!!*.]

col la -gen, s. [Gr. roAAa (kolla) = glue ;

suff. -gen.}

Physiol. : The constituent parts of white

fibrous substance, which, on boiling, yield

gelatin.

cSl-la'-nl-a, s. [Name not explained by its

author (Loudon).'}

Bot. : A genus of splendid plants, order

Amaryllidacese. The roots are edible. Tw»
species have been brought from Peru and are

now cultivated in British greenhouses. The

berries of Collania dulcis are eaten
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t COl lAps -able, a. [Eng. cottage); -a6te.]

Capable of collapsing, or of being made to
collapse

cdl-lap so, v.i. & t. [Lat. coUapsus, pa. par. of

collator =to fall together, to fall in ruins : co =
con ; labor = to glide.]

A* Intransitive

:

1

.

Lit. : To fall together suddenly or in a
hen [i -, to close so that the sides meet ; to

shrink together.
". . . liquids are exhausted, and the sides of the

oanr.ln collapse . . ."—Arbuthnot : On Diet,

2. Fig. : To fail utterly, to come to nothing,

to retire discomfited.

B. Transitive:
* 1. Ord. Lang. : To fold together, to close,

to shut.
" The wings were for a moment collapsed."—Darwin :

Toyage round the World, ch. ix.

* 2. Med. : To prostrate, or cause & failure

of the vital powers.
" They are very good for a liver collapsed by oold."*—

Termer : Via Recta ad TUam longam, p. 118.

©61 lap se, s. [Lat. collapsus.] [Collapse, v.}

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A falling together suddenly or In

ruins ; the closing of any hollow vessel.

2. Fig. : An utter failure, a coming to no-
thing, a breaking down.

IL Med. : A general prostration or failure of

the vital powers.

collapsed, pa. par. or a. [Collapse, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Closed together, shut.

2. Fig. : In a state of utter failure, broken
down.

c5l l&ps ing, pr.par.,a. y &#. [Collapse, v.]

A. <fe B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C As subst. : The act of falling together
;

utter failure or breakdown.

t cdl-lap'-sion, s. [Lat. collapsio, from coU
lapsus, pa. par. of collabor m to fall together.]

[Collapse, v.]

L The act of closing together or collapsing.

2. The state or condition of being closed or
collapsed.

" The mark remains In lume degree risible In the
coUapsion of the skin after death."—Russell : On In-
dian Serpents, p. 7.

col lar, • col ar, col-er, * col ere,
•coMer(Enfir.),*col-lat,*ool-lot(Sco(cA),
s. & a. [O. Fr, colier, collier ; Lat. collars =
a band for the neck, a collar ; Lat. eollvm =
the neck; Sp. collar; Ital. collars; Port.

colore.]

A* As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally :

(1) Anything worn round the neck, either

as a distinct and separate article of dress, or

forming part of and attached to the dress.

Applied

—

(a) In human beings

:

* (i) To the part of the armour encircling

and protecting the neck.
" He smote hym with all his myght theurgb the

eoZer of his haabrek."—Merlin, L 11. 1M.

(ii) That part of the dress, coat, shirt, Ac,
which encircles the neck.

"By the great force of my disease is my garment
changed : It bindeth me about as the collar of my
coat. —Job xxx. IB.

(Hi) A band of linen worn round the neck.
" But the name of the field of battle was peculiarly

given to a new species of cottar."—Macaulay ; Hist.

Eng., ch. xix.

(6) In animals: A metal ring worn by dogs
round their necks.

*' Cotter of howndya. Melius. "—Prompt. Par*.
" Ten brace and more of greyhounds . . .

With golden muzzles all their mouths were bound.
And cottart of the same their necks summnd."

Dryden: Palamon A Arctic, hi. 59.
* (2) The neck.

" Pyt in tho bylle at coter thou schalle."
Liber Cure Cooorwn, p. 25.

2. Fig. : Employment, as a horse in harness
is in work. (Slang.) [III. 1.]

IX Technically:

1. Architecture:

(1) A ring or cincture.

(2) [Collar-beam.]

2. Her. : The ornament for the neck worn by

the knights of any order, which serves as the
badge of the order.

3. Mach. : A ring or round flange upon or
against an object. Its purpose may be :—
1. To restrain a motion within given limits,

as—(a) The collar or butting-ring on an axle,

which limits the motion inward of the hub on
the axle ;

(b) the ring shrunk upon, or an
annular projection or enlargement of a shaft or
rod which keeps it from slipping endwise

;

(c) a short sleeve on a shaft
; (d) the neck of

a bolt 2. To hold an object in place : as

—

(a) The plate of metal screwed down upon the
stuffing-box of a steam or pump cylinder, and
having a hole through which the piston passes ;

(6) the ring inserted in a lathe puppet for

holding the end of the mandrel next the chuck,
in order to make the spindle run truly.

(Knight.)

4. Eng. AMin. : The curb or steining around
the top of a shaft to restrain the friable super-
ficial strata and to keep loose matters from
falling in. (Knight.)

5. Harness : A roll of leather stuffed with
straw, etc., and having two creases to hold the
hames. It is placed around the neck of the
horse, fits against the shoulders, and forms the
bearing against which the horse presses in

drawing the load. The parts of the collar are

—the withers, the after-wale, body-side, or
pad, the fore-wale, or small roll, the housing,
the collar-strap, and the breast-collar. (See
these words.)

" Her waggon-spokes made of long spinners' legs.

The traces of the smallest spider's web,
The collars of the moonshine's watery beams."

Shakesp. : Romeo and Juliet, i. 4.

6. Naut. : An eye formed in a bight of a
shroud or rope, to pass over a mast-head, to
hold a dead-eye or a block, or for other analo-
gous purposes. (Knight.)

7. Coining: A steel ring which confines a
planchet and prevents lateral spreading under
the pressure or blows of the coining-press.
When the edge of the coin is to be lettered, the
letters are sunk in the collar, which is in three
pieces, confined by an outer ring. (Knight.)

8. Hot. : The ring upon the stipe of an agaric.

(Treas. of Bot.)

9. Zoology:

(1) The coloured ring or circle round the
necks of birds.

(2) The margin of the mantle in a mollusc
The term is also applied to any ring, however
produced, round the neck, this expression
" neck " being used in its widest sense.

10. Domestic: A quantity of brawn, Ac,
either from being rolled up into a round, neck-
shaped mass, or because it is cut from the
breast.

"There is history in words as well as etymology.
Thus brawn, being made of the collar or breast part of
the boar, is termed a cottar of brawn. The brawn or
boar begets collar ; which being rolled up, conveys the
idea to anything else ; and eel, so dressed, takes the
name of collared eel ; as does also collared beef, Ac.

So that everything rolled bears the name and arras of
cottar."—Pegge : Anecdote* of the English Language.

HI. Special phrases

:

1. In (or out of) collar : In (or out of) em-
ployment.

2. To slip the collar: To free oneself, to

escape, or disentangle oneself from any en-

gagement or difficulty.

" Whenas the Ape him hard so much to talke
Of labour, that did from his liking balke.
He would have slipt the cotter handsomely."

Spenser ; Mother Hubbard's Tale.

3. Against the collar: Against or in spite of
difficulties and hindrances. (All these are

taken from the horse's collar.)

4. Collar and Clamp : The ordinary form of
dock-gate hinge. Also known as anchor and
collar.

5. Collar of the Cms :

Anat. : A band of fibres passing over the
crus of the brain. [Crus.]

6. Order of the Collar or of the Necklace:
What was afterwards called the Order of
Annunciada, a heraldic order instituted in

1535 by Amadeus VI., Duke of Savoy, in honoui
of his predecessor, Amadeus V., a warrior who

' had distinguished himself in a war with the
Turks. In 1720 Victor Amadeus made it the
first order of the Kingdom of Sardinia, the
nucleus around which the present Italian

kingdom aggregated. (Townsend.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

collar awl, s.

Saddlery : A form in which the eye-pointed
needle has been used for many years. It is

used in sewing collars, the wax-end being
passed through the material by its means, and
drawn tightly by the hands. (Knight.)

collar-beam, s.

Building : A tie-beam uniting the breasts of
a pair of rafters, to keep them from sagging or
spreading. It acts as a strut, a tie, and often
as a ceilingjoist for a garret story. (Knight.)

collar-blades, s. pi.

Harness : Short segments of wood or metal
which embrace the collar worn by a horse,
and to which the traces are attached ; also
called haims or hames (q.v.).

collar block, 9.

Saddlery : The harness-maker's block on
which a collar is shaped and sewn. (Knight.)

collar bone, s.

Anat. ; The clavicle ; a bone situated on
either side of the neck. The one is called the
right, the other the left clavicle.

collar button, «. A detachable button
of metal or bone, by which a collar is attached

to a shirt.

collar -check, s. A heavy woollen fabrie

made for saddlery purposes. (Knight.)

collar-day, s. A day on which the
knights of various orders appear at court
levees wearing their collars.

collar - harness, s. Harness with a

collar, in contradistinction to breast-harness.

(Knight.)

collar launder, s.

Mining: A gutter or pipe attached to a lift

of a pump to convey water to a cistern or any
other place. (Ogilvie.)

collar-like, a. Encircling or surround-

ing as a collar.

" Are we to suppose that each island is surrounded
by a collar-like submarine ledge of rock, or by a great
hank of sediment ending abruptly where the reef

ends."—Darwin : Voyage round the World (ed. 18"6).

ch. xx., p. 471.

collar-plate, *. An auxiliary puppet, or
midway rest in a lathe for turning long pieces.

(Knight.)

collar-tool, s.

Forging : A rounding tool for the formation

of collars or flanges on rods by a process of

swagging. (Knight.)

col lar, * col-ar, v.t. [Collab, $.}

A. Ordinary Language

:

t, Literally

:

1. To seize a person by the collar or the

neck. Also to overtake in a race.

2. To put a collar on.

II. Fig. : To close with or challenge a per-

son.

B. Technically:

1. Cooking : To roll up in a round, neck-
like shape, and tie with string, &c.

• 2. Hunting: To cut up the game.
"The king eolurt him fulle kyndely."

Avow. 0/ Arthur, xrtt.

3. Racing : To get even with.

* col-lar-age, s. [* Fr. colUrage, in droict de

collerage (Cotgrave).} A tax or fine paid (in

France) for collars of "horses or men which
draw wine up and down."

boll, bo*^; po"ut, J6%1; oat, cell, chorus, ehln. bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, e^ist. ph=C
-clan, -tlan - shan. -tion, -iion = shun ; -fton, -slon = zhun. -clous, -tlous. -srfeus = shus. -ble. -die, Ac. = bel. deL



1110 collared—collaud

e&l'-lared, col lered, * col leryde, pa.
par. or a. [Collar, v.]

A, As pa, par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

h Ordinary Language

:

1. Having or wearing a collar.
" Cotleryde, Torquatus."—Prompt. Par*.

" Collered with gold, and torettes filed round."
Chaucer : Knight a Tale.

% Boiled up into a roand body and tied with
string.

IL Her. : The same as Gorged (q.v.).

# coilaret ,
* ool-ler-ot, s. [Eng. coUar;

dim. sufT. -«(.] A little collar.

COi'-lar-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Collar, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. &> particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As substantive

:

1. The act of seizing by the collar or by the
neck.

"... which attempt* were frustrated owing to the
good eoUaring of Woolfrrams' back*. "—Field, 3*n, 28,
1882.

2. The act of furnishing or providing with a
collar.

collar i -no, s. [Ital.]

Arch. : That part of a column which is in-
eluded between the fillet and the astragal.

" col kit, * col-let, s. [Fr. collet = " the
throat, or fore-part of the necke ; also, the
coller of a jerkin, &c the cape of a cloke

"

(Cotgrave)."] A collar.
" Ane collat of gray most weluot pasmentit with

siluer aud gold. Ane clok of blak eVlraes. w ane
collat. Item, tna collatit sewit of holene day*."—
Invent, (hiidls, Lady K. Ross, A. 1278.

t cdl-Ia ta ble, 8. [Eng. collate) ; -abU.)
Capable of being collated. (Coleridge.)

OOl late , v.t. & i. [Lat. collatum, sup. of con-
fero = to bring together ; fero = to bring.]

A* Transitive

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To bring two things together for the
purpose of comparison ; to compare.

" They could not relinquish their Judaism, and em-
brace Christianity, without considering, weighing, and
collating both religious."—Svuth.

2. Spec. : To compare critically the text of
books or manuscripts in order to ascertain and
note the points of difference.

"... had bean employed to collate the Alexandrian
manuscript, . .

."— Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. via.

* 3. To bestow or confer.
'*

. . - the grace of the spirit of God, there consigned,
exhibited, and collated."— Taylor ; Communicant.

II. Technically

:

1. Eccles. : To place in a benefice ; to present
to a benefice. Applied to cases where the
bishop who institutes to the benefice is also
the patron (followed by to).

". . . collated Amsdorf to the benefice . . ."

—

Alter-
bury.

2- Printing & Bookbinding: To gather up
the sheets, examine that they are correct, and
place them in order,

B. Intrans. : To institute or present to a
benefice.

"If a patron shall neglect to present unto a benefice,
void above six months, the bishop may collate there-
unto."—Ayliffe.

col-la -ted, pa. par. or a. [Collate, v.]

cdl-lat-er aL a. & s. [Lat cotlateralis : co
= con ; lateralis = pertaining to a side ; latus
(genit. lateris) m a side.)

A. As adjective:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Literally

:

(1) Side to side ; adjoining ; by the side of.

" In his bright radiance and collateral light
Must I be comforted, not in his sphere.''

*t Shakesp. : All's Well, L 1.

(2) Running parallel.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) Diffused or spread around.
".

. . hi* image multiply d
In unity defective, which requires
Collateralize . .

Milton : P. I., viii. 422.

(2) Indirect, subordinate ; not direct or im-
mediate.

" If by direct or by collateral hand
They find us touch'd, . . ."

Shakes?. .- Samlet, lv. 5.

.
"-

• i J>y ***• elimination of inch aa are manly col-
lateral — Todd * Hovman: Physiol. Anat. (1845),oi L, p. L (Iutrod.)

(3) Auxiliary, additional, concurrent
".

. . yet the attempt may give
Collateral interest to this homely tale."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. ii.

II. Technically:

1. Genealogy : Descending from a common
ancestor, but in a different line or branch

;

opposed to lineal (q.v.).

2. Law, ({-:. .* [Collateral issue, Col-
lateral security J.

3. BoL : Standing side by side.

B. As substantive :

1. One descended from a common ancestor
or stock, but not directly.

". . . such as are allied to him ex latere, commonly
•tiled collateral*, . .

."—Ayliffe : Parergon Juris
Canonlci.

2. A security given over and above the
principal security.

collateral assurance, s. Assurance
above, or additional to, the deed itself.

collateral issue, s.

Ijaui

:

1. An issue taken on a point not directly
connected with the merits of the case.

2. An issue raised by a criminal convict,
who pleads any matter allowed by law in bar
of execution, as pardon, diversity of person,
fto,

collr teral security, s. Security given
for the performance of any contract over and
above the main security.

* collateral warranty, s.

Law: Warranty where the herr*B trtle to
land neither was nor could have been derived
from the warranting ancestors, but came from
a collateral ; as, for instance, if where the
elder brother was primarily concerned the
younger one joined in the warranty. In this
case the younger was considered to be colla-
teral to the elder. [Warranty.] (Blackstone,
bk. ii., ch. fl».)

* COi-lat-er-al'-3£-ty, s. [Eng. collateral;
-ity.\ The quality of being collateral; in-

directness.

co*-lat'-or-al-ly\ adv. [Eng. collateral; -ly.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : Side by side, in juxtaposition.
". . . Dot only when they are subordinate, but also

when they are placed collaterally: — Wilkms.

2. Fig. : Indirectly, not directly or imme-
diately ; in a subordinate manner or degree.

". . . the papists more directly, , . . and the faoa-
ticks more collaterally, . . ."—Dryden.

It Genealogy : Not lineally ; in a collateral
relation ; not in a direct line.

".
. . several members of his own family collater-

ally related to him."—Coze.- Hist. Bourn of Austria.
ch. xxv.

* col lat'-er-al-ness, s. [Eng. collateral;
-ness.) The quality of being collateral; col-
laterality.

col-la -ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Collate, v.]

A. .V B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of comparing two
or more things, especially books or manu-
scripts ; collation.

2. Eccles. : The act of presenting to or
placing in a benefice.

* cdl la -tion, v.t. k i. [Ft. coUationner.) [Col-
lation, *.]

A. Trans. : To collate, to compare.
"... the subscribed copy wae collationed with the

principal . . .'—Stair : Suppl. Dec, p. 144.

B. Intrans. : To partake or a collation or
slight meal.

col la tion, * col a ci oun, * col-la-ci-
oiuv • col-a-cy-on, *. [O. Fr. colUicion
= a discourse ; 8p. colacion ; Ital. colazione ;

Lat. collatio=& bringing together, from colkttus
= brought together, pa. par. of confero = to
bring together : con = together ; fero = to
bring.)

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of bringing together.

* 2. The act of collecting or contributing ; a
contribution, a collection.

"Make sum coUacioun or gedrynge of moneys."

—

Wfcliffe : Romant xv. 2*.

3. The act of comparing one or more copies
of anything, especially books or manuscriiiU.
with another.

" I return you your Milton, which, upon collation, I
find to be revised and augmented iu several places. —
Pope.

i. The result of such comparison ; the vari-
ous readings of a book or manuscript.

* 5. A conversation, a discourse.
" Fell in-til collatyoten
Wyth the Kyng on this mauere."

Wyntovn, vil. T. S40.

**I and thou and sche have a coUacioun."
Chaucer: C. T.. S.l».

* 6. Reflection, consultation, meditation.
"Thanne this collation I make unto my selveu ofta.*

tiower. ii. 40.

* 7. The act of conferring or bestowing.
"... thanks ... for the first collation of thee*

benefits, . . ."—Ray : On the Creation.

*8. A discourse, treatise, or dissertation.
" In vitas patrum, that is to saye. in lyues and cola-

ciount of fadria"—Booke of Quinte Euence. p. 19,

9. From the fact that these collations or dis-
courses were read aloud iu monasteries during
meal-times, the word came to be applied to
the meal itself ; a slight repast.

". . . .'i r.,>i,,ti:„\ of wine and sweet-meats prepared.
. . ."—Whiston: Memoirs, p. 272.

TJ. Technically:

1. Eccles. : The act of presenting to, or
placing in, a benefice ; an institution to a
benefice by a bishop who is also the patron
of the living.

" Bishope should be placed by collation of the king
under his letters patent, . . .'—Haymard.
2. Law:
(1) The act of comparing a copy of any

document with the original to ascertain its
correctness.

(2) The certificate of such act having been,
performed.

3. Scotch Law: The right which an heir has
of throwing the whole heritable and movable
estates of the deceased into one mass, and
sharing it equally with others who are of the
same degree of kindred.

4. Printing £ Bookbinding : The gathering
together and examination of the sheets previ-
ous to binding.

ii Collation of seals

:

1. Law : One seal set on the same label on
the reverse of another. (Wharton.)

2. Archceol. : A method of determining the
fenuineness of a seal by comparison with one
nown to be genuine.

* Cdl la-tion-er, s. [Eng. collation; -er.)

1. The same as Collator (q.v.).

2. One who partakes of a collation.

"All strictly facing the royal collationers. '—Mad,
DArblay: Diary, lii. 9». {Daeiee.)

* col la ti -tious, a. {Lat. coUatitius =
brought together.] Done by conference or-
contribution of many. (Bailey. )

" Raised up by other men's collatitiout liberality. "—

Backet ; Life of Williams, L 46.

* c6l-la'-tivOt a. [Lat. collativus, from coUa-
tus, pa. par. of confero.] [Collate, v.)

1. Able to confer or bestow.
"These words do not seem institutive or collatiee at

power."

—

Barrow: On the Pope's Supremacy.

2. Passing or held by collation ; applied to
benefices of which the instituting buhop is

himself also the patron.

col la tor, .-•. [Lat., from collatus, pa. par. of
confero.] [Collate, v.]

L, Ordinary Language

:

I. One who collates or compares a copy of

anything, especially of a book or manuscript,
with the original.

*2. One who confers or bestows anything
upon another.

"Well-placed benefits redound to the collator's

honour. —J-'eltham; Reeolces, ii. IS.

II. Technically:

1. Eccles. : A bishop who collates or presents
to a benefice.

2. Printing, etc. ; One who examines and
compares the sheets or pages of a book, to see

that they are correctly printed and paged,
and in correct order.

* col-laud', v.t. [Lat. coUaudo : co—con;
laudo = %o praise.] To praise together with,

others ; to join in praising.

Ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w$t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p6t*
*r« wore, wolf, work. who. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qu kw.



collaudation—collector 1111

* COl laud-a -tion, s. [Lat. collaudatio, from
cuili't udu. ] United or joint praising or praise.

* colle, «. [Cowl.]

ool league, «. [Pr. collerrue ; Ital. collega

;

Sp. colega, from Lat. collega = & partner in

office : co — con ; lego — to appoint or send on
an embassy.]

1. Lit. : One who is associated with another
in any office or employment ; a partner.

. . he will really play a subordinate part to hts
cuiei, and may be regarded as his assistant rattier
than his colleague."—The Chinese Ambassador : Daily
Telegraph, January 23, 1877.

2. Fig. : A companion, a partner, an asso-
ciate.

" Nor must wit
Be colleague to religion, but be It."

Donne ; Poems, p. 180.

T Crabb thus distinguishes between col-

league and partner: " Colleague is more noble
than partner: men in the highest offices are
colleagues; tradesmen, mechanics, and subor-
dinate persona are partners; every Roman
consul had a colleague ; every workman
has commonly a partner. Colleague is used
only with regard to community of office

;

a partner n most generally used with re-

gard to community of interest" (Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

'• col league', v.t. & l. [Colleague, *.]

A. Trans. : To join, attach, or associate in

any office or act.

B. Intrans. : To join or combine in any
office or act.

* col leaguod' (leagued as logd), pa. par.
or a. [Colleague, v.]

cdl league ship (league as leg), s. [Eng.
colleague ; -ship.] The state or position of a
colleague ; partnership iu any office or act.

" The outward duties of a friendship, or a coUeague-
ship in the same family."—Milton : Tetrachordan.

* eol - leek, * ool - lecke, * col - lok, $.

[Collock.]

col-leot', v.t. & i. [O. Fr. collecter m to gather
money ; Low Lat. collecta = a collection of
money, from Lat. collectus = collected, pa.
par. of coUigo — to collect : co = con ; lego =
to gather, to read.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To gather together into one place ; to
assemble or bring together.

" Colled them all together at iny tent"
shakesp. : Henry V., lv. L

2. To bring into one sum ; to add together,
to aggregate.

" Let a man collect into one mm a* great a number
as he pleases, . . ."—Locke.

* II. Figuratwely

:

X To gain or infer from observation.
" The reverend care I bear unto my lord.

Hade me collect these dangers in the duke."
Shaketp. : 2 Ben. VI., ill. 1.

"2. To infer, as a consequence ; to gather
from premises, to deduce.

B. Jieflexively : To recover oneself from sur-

prise, to gather together one's temporarily
scattered thoughts, to recover one's self-pos-

session.
" I did in time collect myself, . .

."

Shaketp. : Winter's Tale, 11L a
C. Intransitive :

1. Lit. : To assemble or meet together, to
accumulate, to gather together.

t2- Fig. : To infer, to deduce.
" How great the force of erroneous persuasion Is, we

may collect, from our Saviour's premonition . .
."

—

Decay of Piety.

IT For the difference between to collect and
to gather, see Gather.

col -lect, * col' ect, *. [Lat. collecta.] [Col-
lect, v.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A collecting ; an act of collection.

"The eycrhthe day he maad a collect [gaderyng of
money, P. y— Wychffe : II. Paralip. viL 9.

* 2. That which is collected ; a collection.

II. Eccles. : A name given to certain brief
and comprehensive prayers, found in all

liturgies and public devotional offices. The
origin of the term is not certain : according to
some, it is from these prayers being said in
the congregation or collection of the people

;

according to others, because they are a brief

and comprehensive summary of many longer
petitions collected into one. They are of great

antiquity, being mentioned by writers of fee
third century, and occur in the sacramentary
of Gelasius, patriarch of Rome, a.d. 494. The
majority of those in use in the English Church
are translated from the ancient missals of

Salisbury, York, Hereford, &c.

"Then let your devotion be humbly to say OTer
proi>er collects."— Taylor : (tuide to Devotion.

C^l-lec-tsV-ne-a, s. pi. [Lat. neirt. pi. of col-

lectaneus = collected.] A number of passages
collected from various authors ; a miscellany
or anthology. (Brande.)

* col -lec-ta'-ne ous, a. [Lat. collectaneus —
collected, from coUigo = to collect.] Collected
or gathered from various sources.

col lee ta'-ri-um, s. [Mod. Lat.] A book
containing the collects. (Rock: Churcho/our
Fatiiers, i. 439, note.)

CO-l-leV-ted, pa. par. & a. [Collect, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Lit. : Gathered or brought into one.

2. Fig. : Cool, self-poBsessed, composed.
" The Jury shall be quite surprized.
The prisoner quite collected."

Praed t On the Fear 1828.

col-le'c'-te'd-ljf, adv. [Eng. collected ; Ay.]

* 1. Lit. : In a collected manner ; collec-

tively.

"The whole evolution of ages from everlasting to
everlasting is bo collectedly and presentiflckly repre-
sented to God."— More.

t 2. Fig. : Coolly ; in a collected, self-pos-

sessed, or composed manner.
" Looking collectedly at the gambols of a demon."—

C. Bronte : Jane Eyre, eh. xxvL

t col-lec'-ted-ness, s. [Eng. collected,: -ness.]

1. Lit. : The quality or state of being col-

lected or gathered in one ; concentration.
** The soul is of such Bubtlety
And close collected-nets."

Dr. H. More : Song of the Soul, 111. 17.

2. Fig. : The quality of being collected or
self-p: ?sessed ; coolness, self-possession.

"Then all was Stern coUecte&mess and art**
Myron : Lara, 1L 4.

f col-lec'-tf-ble, a. [Eng. collect; -able.]

1. Lit. : Capable of being collected or
gathered together.

"... of which numerous examples are not collecti-

ble .. . "—Boyte: Considerations on the Style of the
Scriptures, IT i.

2. Fig. : Capable of being collected, de-

duced, or inferred from premises.

"Whether thereby be meant Euphrates, Is not coU
lectible from the following words."—.Sir T. Browne.

col-lec'-tuig, pr. par. t a., & s. [Collect, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As sttbst. : The act or process of gather-
ing or assembling together.

collecting - bottle, a A small bottle
fixed at the end of a stick, used by naturalists

for dipping aquatic animals from ponds, &c.

cdl-lSc'-tion, s. [Lat. coUectio, from colligo

= to collect]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. The act or process of collecting or gather-
ing into one place.

"Concerning the collection for the saints, . . ."

—

1 Cor. xvi. 1.

2. That which is collected. Applied to

—

(1

)

Money contributed or collected for alms,
revenue, &e.

"... the coTleotion that Moses the servant of God
laid upon Israel . . ."—2 Chron. xxiv. 9.

(2) A number of works of art, valuables,
books, «fec, collected and arranged for reference
or study.

(S) An accumulation or number of natural
objects.

(4) Passages or articles from books, die. ; a
compilation.

(5) A number or group of people collected
together ; a crowd, a mass, an assemblage.

3. That in which a number of things is col-

lected ; a combination, an epitome.
" Fairest collection of thy sex's charms." Prior.

*IX Figuratively

:

1. The act or process ofdeducing or inferring
from premises ; deduction, induction.

"This kind of comprehension in Scripture bein<
therefore received, still there is doubt how far we are
to piocwil by collection . . ."—Booker; Sod. Polity.
bk. t.. eb_ xiv.. § a.

2. That which is deduced or inferred ; a de-
duction, conclusion, or inference.

" Proin many cases like, one rule of law,
Theee her collections, not the senses are."

Daeim.
B. Technically

:

1. Excise : A district set out for convenience
of collecting taxes, duties, &c, and superin-
tended by a collector of excise.

" Copies of every proof . . . have been most carefully
compared by the officials in the Collector*s offices of the
undermentioned collections."— Inland Revenue Ga-
zetteer, p. 7.

*2. University: A college examination held
at the end of each term.

* col lee ti'-tious, a. [Lat. collectitius ; from
colligo — to collect.] Gathered up or collected.
{Bailey.)

col lec'-tive, a. [Fr. colJectif; Lat ooUstr
tivus, from colligo = to collect]

A* Ordinary Language:

L Literally

:

1. Tending to collect, collecting.

2. Collected or gathered into one ; aggre-
gated, accumulative.

"... persons who had been killed In the service of
their country being honoured by a collective eulogy,
. . ."—Lewis ; Cred, Ear. ftoma?t Bist. (1855), ch. vi., ft,
vol. 1., p. 18L

II. Fig. : Deducing or inferring from pre-
mises ; capable of deduction.

"... not only by critical and collective reason. . .
."

—Browne ; Vulgar Brrours.

B. Grammar: Expressing a collection or
aggregate of individuals, though itself a sin-
gular noun.

ool-lee -t*ve-l& adv. [Eng. collective; -ly.\

Not singly or by units, bnt in the aggregate
or mass ; in a body, in combination or union

" Singly and apart many of them are subject to ex-
ception, yet collectively they make up a good moral
evidence. ''—Bale.

* col-lec'-tive-nSse, a. [Eng. collective ;
•ness.] The state, quality, or condition of being
in a mass ; a combination.

"The collectiveness and unltiveness of the Types."
//. More. ; Mysl. of Iniquity, p. 184

c6l-lec'-tlv ism, s. [Fr. collectivUme,]

Socialism : The theory that all the means of
production, e.g. laud and machinery, should
be under the control of the State. [Socialism.]

" No very definite line of distinction between Com-
munism and Socialism can be drawn. Generally
peaking. Communism is a term fur a system ot
oommon property. . . . but even by Socialists It is

frequently used as practically synonymous with
Socialism. Collectivism is a word which has recently
come into vogue to express the economic basis of
Socialism."—Kncyc Brit. (ed. 9tb), xxiL 207 (nute).

col lec tiv ist, s. & a.

A. As subst. : An advocate of Collectivism.

B. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to, or founded on, the prin-

ciples of Collectivism.

2. Believing in, or actuated by, those
principles.

t C*5l-Wo-ti[v'-if-trJr, s. [Eng. colUctw(e)

;

-ity.] A collective body ; a union or combi-
nation into a body.

" An omnipotent and centralised political authority
—call It the State, call it the Collectivity—call it what
you like."—Contemp. Review, Oct., 1881, p. fiOfi.

col -lec'-tor, s. [Fr. collecteur ; Lat. collector ;
from coUigo = to collect]

L Ord. Lang. : One who collects or gathers
together. Applied to—

1. A compiler : one who collects scattered
pieces or passages into one.

" The grandfather might be the first collector ot them
Into a body. "—Bate : Common Law of England.

2. One who collects or gathers together
works of art, antiquities, books, ol^feots of

natural history, or any other special objects
for study or other purposes.

"I digress Into Soho to explore a bookitalL Me-
thinksf have been thirty years a. collector."—Lamb

:

The Superannuated Man.

3. One authorised to collect customs, taxes,

rates, duties, or contributions ; a tax-gatherer.
"... his chief collector of tribute . . ."—1 Maooa-

beet. I 39.
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1113 collectorate—collembola

11, Technically

:

1. Bot. : {PI.) Dense hairs clothing the sur-

face of the style in the Composite, Campann-
iaceae, Ac. They seem intended as brushes

to clear the pollen out of the cells of the an-

thers. In Lobelia the collectors constitute

a whorl below the stigma, whilst in Goode-
niacese they are united into a cup called the

indusium.

1 2. University ; A bachelor of arts at Oxford,
or collecting bachelor, who was formerly ap-

pointed by the proctors to superintend certain

scholastic proceedings.

3. Excise : An officer appointed to receive

the taxes, &c, paid to the tax gatherers in

each collection and transmit them to the chief

office.

"The compiler Is greatly indebted ... to the Clerks
at Inland Revenue in Collector* Office*,"—Inland Rev.
gazetteer, p. vi. (1874).

col-lec'-tor-ate, *. [Eng. collector; -ate.]

1. The district over which the duties of a
collector extend.

"... between the first collectorate and the second
collectorate existing in 1876."—Echo, Jan. 8, 188L

2. The office or position of a collector ; a
collectorship.

eil-lSc'-tdr-Bxllp, s. [Eng- collector; -ship.j

1. The office or position of a collector.

3. The office of a collector in the University
of Oxford. [Collector, II. 2.]

col lee tor f, * col-lec -tor-ie, s. [Eng.,
Ac. collector ; -y

t
-ie. Cf. Lat. collectarium =

a book for registering contributions, Ac]
1. The charge of collecting money ; a collec-

torship.

"The office of collectery. . .
."—Aberd. Reg.

2. Money collected. {Scotch.)

* col-lec tress, s. [Eng. collector; fern. suff.

-ess.] A female collector. {Clarke.)

* colleen, s. [Ir. eailin = a girl.] A girl, a
maid.

* OoVley-a-ta-ry\ s. [Lat. collegatarius =
a partaker in a bequest or legacy : col = con ;

legataries = a legatee ; legatium — a legacy
;

lego = to bequeath. ] A co-legatee ; one to
whom a legacy is left in common with one
or more other persons. {Chambers.

)

* col-leg-a -tion, s. [Lat. coUegaius = sent
or appointed as a colleague or partner. ] [Col-
league.] The union or partnership of two
or more in some enterprise or office.

"The Count of Mansfelt and Duke of Weymar were
expected with their troupes to Joyne with him ; this
coUegation appeared terrible, . . ."—Continuation of
Knelles, 1,478 r. (Latham.)

col lege, s. [Fr. college; Ital. colUgio; Lat.
collegium, from colligo = to collect.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. A collection, body, or community of
persons, having certain rights and privileges,
and devoted to certain pursuits.

" Gathered from all the famous colleges
Almost in Christendom.*

ShaXemp. : Henry VIII., iii. %
2. A number or community of persons in-

corporated and living in society for the pur-
poses of study or teaching.

3. The building or establishment in which
such persons reside.

" His quiet observatory over the gate of Trinity
College.'— Macaulay ; Hilt. Eng., ch. iv.

4. Any building or establishment used for
purposes of higher instruction.

* 5. A course of lectures.
" Being fixed *t Utrecht for study, I had two or three

ettleaet of civil law under Vander Muyden."—Life of
Calamy.
* 6. A debtors* prison. (Slang.)

*IL Fig. : A number, assemblage, or swarm.
" Thick as the college of the bees to May."

Dryden : Flower A Leaf, 218.

B. Technically:

1. Old Roman Empire : Colleges in the sense
A. I. 1 existed in Old Rome. A collegium wrs
sometimes called also a corpus. [Corporate.]

2. Universities came into existence before
colleges, and the original state of things may
till be seen in Scotland, where the immense
mass of students reside where they like.

The practice of living in common is only now
beginning to creep in. Nevertheless, the word
college has long been used in that country in

connection with the Universities, though in a
vague sense. In America also the words
university and college are not well discrimi-

nated. In England, on the contrary, the two
words are very precisely distinguished. It

is thought that colleges first arose in connec-
tion with the University of Paris about a.d,

1140 or 1215. and that from France they spread
to England. Mr. Mark Pattison was ofopinion
that the motive and design of college founda-
tions in connection with the English Universi-
ties may be divided chronologically into three
periods. In the first of these—the 13th century
—the motive was purely academical. A college

was an eleemosynary institute designed to col-

lect indigent students into a house and provide
them with two meals a day whilst they at-

tended the university exercises. Of this type
the original statutes of Balliol College, Oxford,
offer a pure specimen. In the second period,

of which New College, Oxford, may be taken
as the most developed form, the early motive
is still present, but the statutes now imply a

rule of life. The colleges of this type are

modelled on the best precedents of the monas-
tic institutions, only that instead of making
contemplation or evangelisation the motive for

associating Into a community, it is the cultiva-

tion of knowledge which is made the business
of life. In the third period, that of the Renais-
sance, learning stands out as the supreme
object of the founders. Of this type Corpus
Christi, a.d. 1516, and Cardinal College, now
Christ Church, a.d. 1525, are typical examples.
{Mark Pattison : Acad. Organisation, 1868.)

Till lately all members of the two older
English Universities were required to belong
to a college ; now there are a number of
students unattached. University College,
King's College, &c, are affiliated to the London
University, which, however, is an examining
and not a teaching body ; it therefore grants
its degrees to anyone of merit enough to re-

ceive them, careless whether he obtained his
knowledge at a college or not. Colleges for
women have been recently built at several

English and American Universities.

A college consists first of a head, some-
times called by that name, in other cases

designated a Provost, a Master, a Rector, a
Principal, or a Warden. Next in dignity
follow Fellows of the college and Scholars
of the college ; generally these are students
as well. The teaching afforded by the colleges

at Oxford and Cambridge is provided by the
Tutors, who appoiut Lecturers with the
sanction of the head of the College. The law
of the college is that expressed in the will of

the Founder, and some one generally possesses
visitatorial powers to see that such regula-

tions are carried out.

Prior to the Reformation the clergy regarded
the colleges of Oxford, Cambridge, and other
Universities as clerical corporations ; the
right of visitation was therefore claimed by the
ordinary ofthe diocese. Blackstone, however,
states that now they are legally viewed as civil

corporations. In the United States College is

often confused with University, the titles being
applied somewhat indiscriminately. The Uni-
versities of Harvard and Yale, for instance,

are commonly called Colleges, while many
Colleges are entitled Universities.

•ff College de Propaganda

:

Ecclesiol. : A name sometimes given to what
is more fullyand accurately termed Congregatio
de Propaganda Fide, and popularly the Pro-

paganda (q. v.). (Mosheim: Ch. Hist, Index.)

College ofArms : [Herald's College.]

College of Cardinals. [See Cardinal.]

College of Doctors' Laws: The same as
Doctors' Commons.

College of Piety: [Translation of Lat Col-

legia Pietatis.]

Ch. Hist. : The English rendering of the name
given to certain religious meetings, in various
respects resembling modern revival gatherings,

established in the 17th century by the Pietistic

party in the Lutheran Church. {Mosheim.)

college -like, a. Of the nature of or re-

sembling a college ; managed like a college.
" For private gentlemen and cadets there be divert

academies in Pans, college-like. "—Bowett : Instruc For.
Trav., p. 51.

?. A kind of smallcollege-pudding,
um-pudding.plum-pudding.

college-youths, s. pi. A London society

of bell-ringers, formerly confined to members
of the universities. It dates back to the early

part of the 17th century, and is still the most
flourishing of bell-ringing societies. {Stainer

& Barrett, dtc)

* coT-lege, v.t. [College, $.] To educate at

a college or university. {Scotch.)

* col -lege-nar, * col ~leg-in er, s. [Eng.
college; suff. -ner.) A student at a college.

CoT-le-ger, s. [Eng. collegie) ; -er.] A pupil
elected on the " foundation " of a school, esp.

at Eton. [Oppidan.]
"... and was educated as a colleger at Eton."—

Timet, Feb. 8, 1881 (Obituary).

* col-le'-gi-al, a. [Low Lat. coUegialis, from
collegium.] *Of or pertaining to a college ;

collegiate.

"The collegial corporations had usurped the excla-
Bive privilege of instruction. "—Sir W. Hamilton.

cdl-le -gl-an, *. [Fr. colUgien.]

1. A member of a college.

He has his warmth of sympathy with the fellow
collegians,"—Lamb i Letter to Southey.

* 2. An inmate of a debtors' prison
{Dickens : Little Dorrit, ch. vi.)

col-le -gl-ans, cdl-le -gi-ants, * pi [So

named because when they met in assembly or
convention, which they did twice a year, it

was near Leyden Colleges.]

Ch. Hist. : A sect founded in Holland in a.d.

1619, by three brothers, John James, Hadrian,
and Gisbart Koddeus. They invited all tojoin

them who desired improvement in scriptural

knowledge and piety, without binding them
down to any definite creed. When Sociniamsm
was proscribed in Poland and other parts of

the Continent, its adherents were obliged to
join sects professing other tenets, and some
became Collegiants. {Mosheim, Ate.)

cdl-le -gl-ate, a. k s. [Lat. coUcgiatus, from
collegium.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of the nature of or containing a college ;

instituted or regulated after the manner of a

college.

". . . the state of collegiate societies, . . ."—Hooker:
Freface.

2. Pertaining to or connected with a college.

**.
. . collegiate masterships in the university, rich

lectures in the city, . . ."—Milton : Hist. Eng., hit. iii.

«f A Collegiate Church

:

(1) In England : One which, while not being
a cathedral, nevertheless possesses a college

or chapter of dean, canons, and prebends.
Such are Westminster Abbey and St. George's
ChapeL Windsor.

(2) In America & Scotland : A church served
by two or more clergymen jointly.

* 3- Collective.

"Conjoined and collegiate."—Bacon : Bttay 39.

* B. As substantive :

1. A member of a college ; a collegian or

university man.
" Rigorous customs that forbid men to marry at set

times, and in some places ; as prentices, servants, col-

legiate*.'—Burton .- Anat. of Melancholy, p. 585.

2. An inmate of a debtors' prison.

"He . . busied himself with the cases of bis

tellon-collegiatcs,"—North : Life ofLd. Guilford, i. 128.

(Dawies.)

cdl-le'-ma, s. [Gr. x6\\a {kolla) m glue, the

species being gelatinous.]

Bot. : A genus of lichens, the typical one of

the order Collemaceee (q.v.).

cdl-lem-a'-ce-aB, s. pi [Mod. Lat. collema,

and fern pL adj. suff. -acem.)

Bot. : An order of lichens, proposed by
Lindley, who considered that the lichenal

alliance, generally held to contain only one

order, should really be divided into three i

Graphidaceffi, Collemacese, and Parmeliacea.

[Lichenales.] The character given of the

Collemacese is—Nucleus bearing asci, thallus

homogeneous, gelatinous, or cartilaginous.

They have, he says, the thallus of an alga and
the fruit of a lichen.

* collemase, -. [Colhose.]
' A coUemate. Alcedo."—€athol. Angticum.

col lem bol-a, s. pi [Gr. xoAAa (fcoBa) m
glue, and «V0oA»; {emboli) — a throwing or

putting in, so called "because they have a pro-

jection or mamilla enabling them to attach or

glue themselves to the body on which they

are standing.]
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collenchyma—colligation 111!

Entom. . A name proposed, in 1872, by Sir

John Lubbock for one of two orders into

which he divided the wingless insects, called

by Latreille, Thysanura. For the other order
the latter name was retained. They have a
semi-masticatory or suctorial mouth, the first

abdominal segment furnished with a ventral
tube or suctorial organ, the last abdominal
segment but one with an apparatns for leaping.

They are popularly called Spring-tails. They
constitute small leaping insects found in
numbers when one shakes a bough over a
pocket-handkerchief, or sweeps bushes with a
hand-net. Sir John Lubbock divides the Col-
lembola into the following six families : (1) Pa-
piriidte, (2) Smynthuridse, (3) Degeeriadse, (4)
Poduridae, (5) Lipuridse, (6) Auouridce, leaving

1 under the restricted order Thysanura, the fol-

lowing three : (1) Japygidte (2) Campodeidse,
(3) Lepismidse. The Collembola are virtually
identical with the old genus Podura and the
Thysanura with Lepisma.

2. Palaeont. : Sir John Lubbock believes
that the Collembola very nearly present the
original form of insects, though he seems to
agree with M. Brauer and Mr. Darwin that
Campodea, which is ranked not under the
Collembola but under the Thysanura, was the
original stock whence all insects sprung, the
reason being that various organs are genera-
lized in it, which in the higher insects have
become specialized, and the form of the little

creature reappears again and again among the
larvae of the higher insects. He has, there-
fore, devoted a whole volume, with fine plates,

to a description of the order. (Sir John
Lubbock : Monograph of the Collembola and
Thysanura; Ray Society, London, 1873.)

col len chy ma, s. [Gr. icoAAa (kolla) -
glue, and iy\v^a\enghuma) = an infusion.]

Bot. : The cellular substance in which pollen
is generated. The name was first given by Link.

col lch chym' a tous, a. [Mod. Lat.
collenchyma, t conn., and Eug. suff. -ous.) Con-
taining or pertaining to Collenchyma (q.v.).

"CoHwwAjfma/oiacorticaltiMue."—Thome: Botany,
p. 64.

* colle -pix'- ie, s. [Colle (etym. doubtful),
and pixie (q.v.).] The Will o' the Wisp.

"To plaie the parte of Hobgoblin or Coileplxie. '—
Udai : Apophtheg. of Eratmui, p. 12*.

* col-ler, 5. [Collar.]

* colleranch, s. [Colraith.]

* coT-lor-Ic, a. [Choleric]

* col-ler -I-cal, a. [Eng. choleric; -*l.] Cho-
leric ; afflicted with choler.

* col-let (1), $. [Acolyte.]

col -let (2), a. [Fr., from Lat. collum = the
neck.]

L Ord. Lang, : A collar or anything similar
worn round the neck.

EL Technically:

1. Jewelry;

(1) The part of a ring containing the bezel
in which the stone is set.

(2) The flat surface which terminates the
culasse or lower faceted portion of a brilliant-

cut diamond. It is sometimes called the
lower table or culet, and is one-fifth of the
size of the upper one. (Knight.)
" Thou hadst been next set in the dukedom's ring.
When his worn self, like age's easy slave,
Had dropt out of the collet into th* grave.

"

Revenger t Trag., O. PI., It. 818,

2. Mach. : A small band of metal, as the
ring which fastens the packing of a piston.

3. Bot. : The neck or line of junction be-
tween the root and the stem.

4. Gunni : That part of a cannon which is

between the astragal and the muzzle.

5. Glass-making: That part of the glass
vessels which adheres to the instrument used
for taking the glass from the melting pot.

collet do violon. [Fr.] The neck of a
violin.

* col-let (3), *. [Collect, *.]

* col-let (4), s. [A corruption of colewort
(q.v.).] Colewort.

COi-lSt-or'-I-al, a. [Mod. Lat. coUeteri(um),
and Eng. adj. suff. -al.} Of or pertaining to
the colleterium of insects.

cdl-let-or-I-um, s. [Mod. Lat.] An organ
in the females of certain insects, containing a
glutinous substance which fastens the ova
together.

col let -l-a, 8. [Named after Collet, a French
botanist ]

*

Bot. : A genus of Rhaninacere, the species
of which have small fascicled flowers and
strong spines. Colletia horrida and one or
two more species are known in British
gardens.

col-let'-lc, a. & s. [Lat. colleticus, from Gr.
KoWirriKoi; (kolletikos) = gluey, agglutinant,
from koAAow (kollao)= to glue, to ce tnent, **6AAa
(kolla) = glue, cement.]

A. As adj. : Agglutinant.

B. As subst. ; An agglutinant.

col let I In, ». [From Mod. Lat. colletia),
and suff. -in.]

Chem. : A crystallisable bitter substance
obtained from Colletia spinosa, order Rham-
naceae. An alcoholic tincture of this plant is

used in Brazil as a remedy for intermittent fever.

col-llc'-u-liis, s. [Lat. colliculus m a little

hill, dimin. of Lat. coll is — a hill.]

Anat. : A slight eminence in any organ or
part of an organ. Thus there are a coUiculvs
buUri urethras, a collicuhts seminalis, and a coU
liculue nervi optici. (Quain.)

col- li'de, v.i. [Lat. collide = to clash or knock
together : col = con m cuim — with, together

;

Icedo = to strike.]

* A. Trans. : To dash or knock violently
together ; to bring into collision.

"... the outward being struck or collided by a solid
body."

—

Burton: Anat. of Melancholy, p. 28.

B. Intrans. : To dash or strike violently
together ; to come into collision.

"Across this space the attraction urges them. They
collide, they recoil, they oscillate."— Tyndall: Frag,
of Science, 3rd ed., I. 12.

"

coT-U-dine, s. [Gr. a-oAAa (kolla) m glue, and
elSoc (eidos) = . . , appearance, and Eng.,
&c. suff. -ine (?)]

Chem. : CgHnN. An alkaloid which was
found to occur in bone oil, in impure quino-
line obtained by dry distillation of quinine,
and in the naphtha obtained by distillation of
bituminous shale, also by heating aqueous
ammonia with ethylidene chloride, CHs'CHCl2.

It is isomeric with ethyl-phenylamine, di-

methyl-phenylamine, and xylidene. Collidine
is a colourless aromatic smelling oil which
boils between 178° and 180°. It is a strong
base, and gives white fumes when a rod dipped
in strong HC1 is held over it. It is insoluble
in water, but soluble in alcohol, ether, and
oils. The platinum salt is orange-yellow
(CgHnN-HCl^, PtCU- It is insoluble in alco-
hol and ether.

col li -ding, pr. par., a,,ks. [Collide.]

A. \ B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

". . . no longer rocking and swaying, but clashing
and colliding."—Carlt/le : French Revol., pt i., bk. ili.,

ch. lit

C. As subst. ; The act of coming into col-
lision.

col lie, cdi'-l& coT-ley, s. [Prob. allied
to Ir. cuilean, coilen = a whelp.]

I. Literally

:

1. A general and sometimes a particular
name for country curs. (Scotch.)

" The tither was a ploughman s collie,

A rhyming, ranting, roving billle,

Wha for his friend and comrade had him,
And in bis freaks had Luath ca'd him,
After some dog in Highland sang."

Burnt : The Twa Dogi.

2. A kind of
dog, specially
common in Scot-
land, kept prin-
cipally by shep-
herds, and gene-
rally remarkable
for sagacity.

* IX Fig.

:

1. Any onewho
follows another
constantly, im-
plicitly, or in the
way of excessive
admiration.

2. A lounger, one who hunts for a dinner.
(Jamieson.)

HEAD Of COLLIE.

* oil-lie, v.t. & i. [Collie, a.]

A* Transitive

;

1. To abash, to put to silence in an argu-
ment ; in allusion to a dog, who, when mas-
tered or affronted, walks off with his tail

between his feet.

2. To domineer over.

3. Used, with a considerable degree of obli-
quity, as signifying to entangle or bewilder.

"By the time that I had won the Forking*, I gat
eollied amang the mist, . . ."—Brownie of Bwttbeck,
L 38.

4. To wrangle, to quarrel with, as shepherds'
dogs do.

B. Intrans. : To yield in a contest, to knock
under, to give way.

collie-shangie, s. A quarrel, a fight.

"She bade him sit down for a hard-headed loon,
that was aye bringing himsell and other folk into
collie-thangie*."—Scott : Uuy Mtinnering, ch.«xriv.

* cSl'-Ued, pa. par. or a. [Colly, v.] Black-
ened, darkened.

"Brief as the lightning in the eollied night"
Shakenp. : Mid*. JVight't Dream, i 1.

col'-li-er, *col-er, *cliol-i-or, *col-i~or,
* coil-year, *col-yer, *col-i-yer,*kol
i-er, s. [Prom coal (Mid. Eng. col), with suff.

-er ; the t being inserted for convenience of
pronunciation, as y is in lawyer, bowyer,
sawyer. (Skeat.y]

1. One who digs out coals ; a worker in a
coal-mine.

"Colyer or colyfere (coliyer H. ooler P.). Carhe-
nariut."—Prompt. Parv.

* 2. A charcoal-burner or maker of charcoal
" ChotierM that cayreden col come there blside.*

William of Palerne, 2.520.

3. A coal-owner, a proprietor of coal-mines.

4. A vessel employed in carrying coals from
the pit to the market.

CoT-li-or-& s. [Eng. collier; -y.]

L Ordinary Langitage :

I. A coal-pit or mine.
• 2. The coal trade.

II. Hist. & Law: The first mention of col-
lieries was in a charter granted to the burgesses
of Newcastle in a.d. 1234, according them
permission to dig for coal. On March 1, 1843,
the employment of females in collieries, which
had been regulated the year previously, was
entirely abolished.

* col -H-fl6%er, s. [Cauliflower.]

* col -lig-ance, s. [Lat. colligans, pr. par. of

colligo.] [Colligate, a.] A binding together.

* OoT-lIg-ate, a. & s. [Lat. colligatus, pa. par.
of colligo : col = con = with, together ; ligo ^
to bind.]

A. As adj. : Bound or fastened together.

B. As subst. : An associated organic com-
pound. (Rossiter.)

col lig-ate, v.t. [Colligate, a.]

• 1. Ord. Lang. : To bind or fasten together.
". . . colligated and bound together in a kind of

subjection and subordination to one head."—Quelch;
Ch. Cutt. Vindicated (16W), p. 8.

t 2. Inductive Phil. : To bring together ; to
connect by colligation.

"... he bad discovered and colligated a multitude
of the most wonderful . . . phenomena."

—

TyndaU:
Frag, of Science (3rd ed.), xtl. mo.

col -lig-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Colligate, v.]

col'-lig-a-ting, pr. par., a, & s. [Colli-
gate, v.]

A* & H, As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (8ee
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of binding or fasten-

ing together ; colligation.

col-lig-a'-tion, s. [Lat. colligatio, from ool

ligatus, pa. par. of colligo.]

* L Ordinary Ixxnguage :

1. Lit. : The act of binding or fastening
together.

"By the colligation of vessels."—Browm: Vulgar
Krrourt.

2. Fig. : The act of uniting.
" The more blessed colligation of the kingdoms th**

that of the roses, we owe to your father."

—

Sir H.
Wotton : Panegyric to King Churl eg.

IX Inductive Phil. : The process by which
a number of isolated facts are brought together
and connected.
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1H4 coUigener—collocation

". . . the colligation of facts."— H/Aswefl: Jfovum
Organon Benovatum, ch. iv., | 1L

• ©ol-lig'-en-er, * col Hg -yn-er, s. [Eng.
college, and stiff, -ner.] A coenobite, one living

Id a monastery, college, or society.

"St Augustine Id bis book entitled De Opera
Monachorum, crieth out against idle coUigenert."—
B\itchins»n : Image of God, p. SOS.

• COl'-lig-X-ble, a. [As if from a Lat. cottigi-

bilis, from colligo.] Capable of being collected.

"So much of the fashionablenesse of their clothe* as
Is colli/jible from Scripture."

—

Fuller: Pisgah Sight,

bk. iv, «b- v., p. 10a

t ooT-lim-ate, v.t. [Lat coUimo = a false

reading in some MSS. of Cicero and Aulus
Gellius for coUineo — to aim : col = con = cum
= with, together ; linea = a line.] To adjust
the cross hair-wires of a telescope so as exactly

to fall on the centre of the object.

coT-Hm-a-ting, a. & s. [Collimate, ».]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to colli mati on.

B. As subst. : Collimation.

colllniatirtg eye-piece. An eye-piece
furnished with a diagonal reflector to ascer-

tain the error of collimation in a transit in-

strument.

e61 Hm-a'-tlon, s. [Eng. coUimat(e); -ion]

The art of levelling or directing the sight to

a fixed object ; optical aim ; point of sight

;

focus.

TT Error of collimation :

Optical Instruments : The amount by which
an object viewed through an optical instru-

ment is distant from the spot which it might
be expected to occupy ; the distance or amount
by which an object deflects from the line of
collimation (q.v.):

Line of collimation :

Optical Instruments: The line in a telescope
joining the centre of the object-glass and the
Intersection of the fine wires or spiderwebs in
its focus. This is the spot which an object
placed for examination is designed by the
observer to occupy.

©oT-lim-a tor, a. [Eng. collimutXe); -or.]

A telescope arranged and used to determine
errors of collimation, both vertical and hori-

zontal. (Nichol.) A collimating eye-piece has
a diagonal reflector for illumination, and is

used to determine the error of collimation in
a transit instrument, by observing the image
of a cross-wire reflected from mercury, and
comparing its position in the field with that of
the same wire seen directly. (Knight.)

*c5l-H-mdT-lle, a. [A ludicrous corruption
of melancholy.] Melancholy.

col 1in, s. [Gr. xoAAa (kotla) = glue, and
Eng. suff. •iniChem.).']

Cftm. : The purest form ofgelatin. [Colloid.]

"col line, s. [Fr., from Lat. coUU = a hill.]

A little hill, a mound, a rising ground.
"Watered, parka, foil of fine collines and ponds."—

Meelyn.

• ecX-lmZ-e'-ar, a. [Pref. col = cum = with,
together ; Eng. Hnear (q.v.J.] In the same or

a corresponding line ; forming one line.

• col lin'-e-ate, v.t & i. [Lat coUineo —
to aim, to direct in a line with.) [Collimate.]

1. Trans. : To direct or place in a line with
anything.

2. Intrans. : To lie or be situated in a line

with anything.

• cSl-Un-^-a'-tlon, *. [Lai. colUneo » to

aim.] [Collimate.] The act or process of

aiming at or directing anything in an exact

line with an object

. ©61-Un-St', s. [Fr.] [Flageolet.]

• col -ling, * col-linge, pr. par. & $. [Coll,

v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As subst. : The act of embracing ; an em-
brace.

". . . kiasing and colling . . ."—The Suppotes.
{Latham.)

*edT-Hng-ly\ adv. [Eng. colling ; -ly.] In a
fondling manner ; with embraces, caressingly.

". . . colUnglie him kilt."
Gascoigne I Work*, A. a.

• col-ling'-ual (ual as wal), a. [Lat col =
con = cum = with, together ; and lingua = a

tongue.] Having or speaking the same lan-
guage ; of or pertaining to the same tongue.

COl-lin ~ic, a. [From Gr. Jto'AAa (kolla) m glue,
and Eng. suff. -inic.]

collinic acid, s.

Chem, : CgH.^, obtained by the oxidation
of albumen or gelatine with chromic acid.

It forms small prismatic white crystals, which
melt in hot water at 97% but not till 100" when
dry. It forms neutral and basic salts. An
aldehyde is said also to be formed, an oil

which has not been obtained in a pure state
;

it is called collyl-hydride.

* col li qua ble (qua as kwa), a. [Lat.
col = con. = cum— with, together ,* liquabUis =
possible to be melted ; liquo = to melt] Ca-
pable of being melted or dissolved ; liable to
melt, liquable.

"The tender consistence renders it the more colli-

quable'"—Harvey : On Consumption.

* col li ' -qua ment (qua as kwa), s. [Lat
con = together, and liquamentum = a sauce, a
broth.]

1. Gen. : That which is melted or produced
by melting.

2. Spec. : The first germ of the young animal
in generation.

" That part of the egg, which they call the eye, and
the white coltiquament , out of whicb the young one
isformed."

—

H. More: Antidote against Atheism, p. 160.

colli-quant (quant as kwant), a. [Lat
con — together, and liquans, pr.'par. of liquo—
to make liquid.] Having the power of making
liquid, melting or dissolving. (Bailey.)

* col -liquate (quate as kwate), v.t. & i.

[Lat. con = together, and liquo = to make
liquid, to melt ; liquor = to be fluid.]

A. Trans. : To melt, to dissolve, to render
fluid, to liquefy.

" The fire melted the glass, that made a great shew,
after what was comquated bad been removed from
the fire. '—Boyle,

B. Intrans. : To become liquid, to pass from
the solid into the fluid state.

"Ice will dissolve In fire, and ceUiquate in water
. . ."—Browne : Vulgar Errours.

coT-U-qua-ted (qua as kwa), pa. par. & a.

[COLUQUATE.]

col -II-qua-ting (qua as kwa), pr. par. k a.

[COLLIQUATE.]

* col- li -qua'-tion (qua as kwa), s. (Fr.

colliquation ; Lat. couiquatio.]

1. The act of melting.
" Glass may be made by the bare colUquation of the

alt and earth remaining in the ashes, of a burnt
plant."—Boyle.

2. A wasting away of the solid parts of the
body, with very great excretion of fluids.

" Again, as to the motions corporal, within the in"
elosnres of bodies, whereby the effects, which were
mentioned before, pass between the spirits and the
tangible parts, which are arefaction, colliquation con-
coction, maturation, etc, they are not at all handled."
— Bacon : Works (ed. 1765), vol. i., Sat. Hut., cent, i.,

i 98, pp. 162, 168.

* col li qua tive (qua as kwa), a. [Eng.
collequat(e) ; -ive; Fr. colliquatif, m., colliqua-

tive, t\

1. Ord. I/tng. : Melting, liquefying.

2. Med.: Producing very profuse discharges
or perspiration.

" It is a consequent of a burning colli'juatioe fever."

—Barvey,

col li qua tive ncss (qua as kwa), s.

[Eng. colliquative; -ncss.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The state or condition of
melting or dissolving.

2. Med. : The property of wasting, or pro-
ducing profuse liquid excretions.

* cdl-U-que-fac'-tion (que as kwe), s.

[Lat colliquejdctus = made liquid, dissolved
;

con = together, and liquefactus, pa. par. of

liquejacio = to make liquid; liqueo = to be
fluid or liquid ; facio = to make. J The art of

fusing, melting, or dissolving two or more
substances, so as to cause them to unite to-

gether.

"After the hworporation of metals by simple col-

liquefaction, . . ."—Bacon : Phy. Rem.

coT-lish, *. [Etym. doubtful]

Shoemaking : A tool to polish the edge of a

sole. (Knight.)

col-li'-sion, s. [Lat collisio, from collisus, pa.

par. orcollido = to clash together.] [Collide.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

* 1. The act of striking two bodies violently
together.

". . . it is the hitting and collision of them that
most make them strike fire."

—

hentley.

2, The act of striking violently together

;

the state of being dashed together or struck,
violently.

41 This table and mirror within.
Secure from collision and dust"

Cowper; Gratitude
II. Figuratively

:

1. A state of opposition, antagonism, or
interference.

"This was coming In direct collision with the
favorite scheme of his parents."—PrtscoU .- Perd.
and ItabeUa, vol. 1., ch. 2. '

2. A conflict, or combat.

B. Technically:

1. Nat. Phil. : The striking against each
other of two bodies in motion. It is called
also Impact (q.v.).

2. Law : The remedy for damage done in a
collision at sea, produced by one ship running
foul of another, is either by an action at law
or by a suit in the Court of Admiralty. (Whar-
ton.)

If To be in collision

1. LiL : To collide.
" She was picked up abandoned In the New Deeps,

after having been in collision with the Upupa.
(steamer) . . .'—Daily Telegraph, Nov. 36, 188L

2. Fig. : To clash, to be antagonistic or
opposed.

To come into collision :

1. Lit. : To collide or strike violently to-
gether.

" The passenger train . . . came Into violent colli-
sion with a goods train which, was being shunted from
the main line. "—Daily Telegraph, Nov. 26, 183L

2. Fig. : To become opposed, antagonistic,
or interfering ; to clash with.

* col-li'-slve, a. [As if from a Lat coMsivus,,
from collwus, pa. par. of collido,] Causing, or
attended with, a collision ; clashing. (Blackm.)

* col-lit '-I-gant, a. & s. [Pref. col = con =
cum = with, Cogether ; Eng. litigant (q.v.).]

A, As adj. : Disputing, wrangling, or liti-

gating with another.

B. As subst. : One who disputes, wrangles,.
or is in litigation with another.

col-lo-ca li-a, s. [Gr. koaAos (kollos)= glue;

and KaAt'a (kalia) = a wooden dwelling, a hut,

... a bird's nest]

Ornith. : A genus of birds, family Hirundin-
idee (Swallows). Gollocalia esculenta is the
Edible or Esculent Swallow, or Edible-nest
Swift, which receives both its Latin and its

English specific name from the fact that its

nest, which it constructs mainly of a glutinous
secretion from the glands of its mouth, slightly

intermixed, with grass, hair, Ac, is eatable,

being regarded by the Chinese as excellent
food. The bird is found not merely in China,
but in the Eastern Archipelago, and on the
continent of India, building gregariously In.

caves. There are several species.

4 col'-lo-cate, a. [Lat coUocatus, pa. par. of
coUoco = to place together : col = con — cum=
with, together ; loco = to place ; locus = a.

place.] Placed, situated, or stationed.

", . , the parts wherein that virtue is collocate."—
Bacon.

* coT-lo-cate, v.t [Collocate, a.] To place,

situate, or station.

col -lo-ca-ted, pa. par. or a. [Collocate, v.)

* col -locating, pr. par., a., & s. [Collo-
cate, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. of particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C As subst. : The act of placing, situating,

or stationing ; collocation.

COl-lo-ca'-tion, a [Lat. coUocatio, from col-

locatus, pa. par. of colloco.} [Collocate, a.]

1. The act of placing, arranging, or dispos-

ing in any position ; arrangement, disposition.

2. The state of being arranged or disposed

in any position ; arrangement, relative posi-

tion or connection.

"In the collocation of the spirits in bodies, the eoBs>

cation is equal or unequal . . ."—Bacon.

fate, fit, fire, amidst, what, fill, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p*t»
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collock—collude 11X5

* col lock, * col-leck, *. [Icel. koUa.) A
pot or bowl without feet, a large paiL

"A kneadiiige tube, iij colleckt, a wynnocke, i]

stands, a churne, a fleslie collecke."—Invent, in liich.

mondthire Will* \9urtee* Soci, \>. Mi.

* CC»l-l6-CU'-tiOll, ». [Lat. collocutio ; from
collocutut,_pa. par. of colloquor m to speak to-

gether.] The act of speaking, conversing, or

conferring together ; conversation, conference.

cdl-lfic'-U-tor, s. [Lat, from colloquor.] One
who joins or takes part in a conversation or

conference.
" Llcentiua, one of the collocutor* In that dialogue."

— M. Catnubon; Of Credulity, Ac, p. 14a,

* c5l-l©V-U-tdr-y\ a. [Eng. collocutor ; -jr.)

Conversational ; in manner of a dialogue.
" We proceed to give oar Imitation, which te of the

Amoabeao or collocutory kind."— Poetry of Anti-Jaco-
bin, p. 10. [Davit's.)

«6l-ld/-tU-d| pref. [Collodion.]

IT Colodio-chloride Process

:

Fhotog. : A photographic printing process
invented by George H. Simpson, editor of the
Photographic News, about 18(33. It consists in

holding in suspension a precipitate of chloride

of silver in collodion, which is flowed upon
glass or paper—in a manner similar to prepar-
ing a plate for the negative process—and dried
in the dark. The sensitive surface so produced
blackens on exposure to light, and will conse-
quently give a picture under a photographic
negative. An excess of free nitrate of silver is

necessary to impart sensitiveness ; an addition

of citric acid and other organic substances is

used to produce the desired tints. After ex-

posure the picture Is fixed and toned as usual.

{Knight^ etc.)

«©6l 16 di-on, col 16-di tim, s. [Or.
KoAAwSn* (kollodes)= like glue, viscous : koAAa
(holla) = glue ; elSos (eidos) = form, ap-
pearance.]

Pharn. : Collodion is prepared by* dissolving
one ounce of pyroxylin in a mixture of thirty-

six fluid ounces of ether and twelve fluid

ounces of rectified spirit. The pyroxylin or
gun-cotton used for making collodion is pre-

pared by immersing one ounce of cotton wool
in a mixture of five fluid ounces of sulphuric
acid, and five fluid ounces of nitric add, for

three minutes, then carefully washing it with
water, and drying it in a water bath ; it must
be kept in a well-corked bottle. It is used in

photography ; also in surgery to form a pro-
tecting surface to the skin. Collodion is a
colourless very inflammable liquid, which
dries quickly when exposed to the air, leav-

ing a thin transparent film Insoluble in water
or in rectified spirit.

collodion-process, s.

Phot. : A process in photography Invented
try Archer, who first published an account
of it in the Chemist for March, 1851. An
iodized collodion is made by impregnating
a solution of gun-cotton in ether, with a
small quantity of iodide of potassium or
cadmium. A film of the iodized collodion
Is spread en the glass, which is then immersed
ki a solution of nitrate of silver. The image is

taken in the camera, developed by a weak
solution of pyrogallic acid and acetic acid, or
a solution of protosulphate of Iron. Excess of
iodide of silver is removed by hyposulphite of
soda or cyanide of potassium. This gives a
negative. A positive is obtained by laying the
negative on prepared paper and exposing them
to light. (Knfght, Ac.)

©ol-ld'-dlHiu-ilze, v.t. [Eng. collodion ; -ize.]

Phot. : To prepare, as a plate, with collo-
dion ; to treat with collodion.

col lo dl-o-type, ». [Eng. coUodio(n), and
type f^.v.).]

Pljot : A name applied to those processes in
which a film of sensitized collodion is used on
a plate in obtaining an image. In the wet
collodion process the plate is exposed while
moist ; in the dry collodion process the plate
is first 'dried. The collodion positives are
'melanotypes and ambrotypes ; the images are
formed on the collodion, so as to be viewed by
reflected or transmitted light. When viewed
by reflected light they are termed ambrotypes.
Collodion negatives are obtained on a film of
sensitized collodion on glass. (Knight.)

* col-ldg'ue (ue silent), v.t. & i. [Prob. formed
by a confusion of Lat. colloquor, and Eng.
colleague.]

A. 7'raiw. : To wheedle, to coax ; to address
coaxingly or flatteringly.

"They do apply themselves to the times, to lie, dis-

semble, collogue. . . ."—Hurton : Anatomy of Melan-
choly, p. 327.

B. Intrant. : To converse or confer confi-

dentially, especially with evil intentions ; to

plot, to scheme, to intrigue.

". . . otherwise than equivocate or collogue with the
pope . .

."—Hilton : Froie Work*, 486. {Latham.)

* col-l6(r/-uIng (u silent), pr. par., a., & s.

[Collogue.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj ; Wheedling, coaxing, flattering,

intriguing.
**.

. . here Is the colloguing Jew's ' Domine, Do-
miue, . . .' "—Biehop Ball : Sermon* ; The Hypocrite,

C. As tubtt. : Flattery, deceit.
" Such baae flattery, parasitical fawning and collogu-

ing, Ac. it would ask an expert Vesaltua to anatomize
every member." — Burton : Anatomy of Melancholn
(Preface).

c6T-loid, a. & *. [Gr. a-o'AAa (koUa) = glue ;

eT8os (eidot) = appearance.]

A* At adj. : Resembling or partaking of the
nature of glue or jelly.

1. Chem. : A term applied to non-crystalline
bodies that are unable to pass through a wet
membrane. [Dialysis.]

2. GeoL : A term applied to partly amorphous
minerals. (Ogilvie.)

B. At substantive

:

Chen, (pi.): The name given by Graham to

jelly-like bodies which are characterised by a
remarkable sluggishness and indisposition to

diffusion, or to crystallisation ; when pure
they are nearly tasteless. The chief organic
colloids are cellulose, gum, starch, dextrin,

tannin, gelatin, albumen, and caramel. The
following inorganic colloids are important

:

hydrated silica, hydrated oxides of iron, alu-

mina, chromium, Ac. Some colloids are

soluble in water, as gum ; others, as hydrated
silica and hydrated oxides of metals, can be
obtained in solution by dialysis (q.v.). Some
colloids combine with water, as gelatin and
tragacanth, which may be called water of
gelatinization. Colloids in solution easily

pass from the liquid to the gelatinous state.

Colloids readily permit the diffusion of cry-

stalline salts through them, bat are perfectly
impervious to colloidal substances like them-
selves, hence such substances afford an easy
method of separating crystalline substances
from colloids, and by means of dialysis, cry-

stalline poisons are readily separated from food,

&c. (Miller : Chemical Physics, dc.)

colloid corpuscules. A name given to
small cellular bodies existing in the brain
normally, and also found in certain morbid
products of the body. (Ogilvie.)

colloid exudation.
Anat. ; The same as Colloid matter (q.v.).

colloid matter.
Anat. ; A transparent viscid yellowish struc-

tureless, or slightly granular, matter, resem-
bling liquid gelatine. It occurs as a normal
and a pathological product in the hypertro-
phied heart, in the brain and spinal cord, &c.
(Griffith & Henfrey.)

col-loid'-al, a. [Eng. colloid; -al] Of,
pertaining" to, or partaking of, the nature of
colloids.

Col-l6ad-*T-i-ty;, b. [Eng. colloidal; 4ty.)
The quality of being colloidal, or of the nature
of a colloid.

col-lo^mi'-a, 5. [Gr. koKAo. (kolla) = glue.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Poiemoniacete.
The species are pretty, and very easily culti-

vated.

col-lop. * col-loppc, * col-op, s. [Prob.
connected with Ger. klopps = a dish of meat
made tender by beating. Cf. Sw. kalops; O.
Sw. kollops = slices of beef stewed. Perhaps
from Dut. kloppen = to knock ; Ger. kioppen
= to beat ; klopfe, kloppe = a beating ; klappen
= to clap, to strike.]

L Literally:

1. A small slice of meat ; a carbonado.

" Sweetbread and collopt were with skeweri prJck'd
About the aides.* Dryden: fable*.

2. A piece of flesh of any kind.

" The llou is upon his death-bed : not an enemy that
does not apply lor a cottop of bun."—I SUranoe.

*U. Figuratively ;

1. A piece, fragment, or portion.
" This, indeed . . . cut two good collopt out of th>

cruwu land."

—

Fuller.

2. Used as a term of endearment, and ap-
plied to a child, as part of the parents' flesh

and blood.
'* Moat dear'st, my oollop."

Hhti keep. : Winter's Tata, i. X.

Collop -Monday, s. The Monday before
Lent. In the North of England, fried siloes of
bacon were formerly eaten on this day.

cdl-lSph'-fc-ra, *. [Gr. KoXAa (kolla) m glue,

and <pope'w (phoreo) = to bear.]

BoL : A genus of plants, order Apocynacefe,
tribe Willughbeise. Collophora utilit, a South
American species, yields caoutchouc.

* col loque, v.i. [Lat. colloquor. Possibly
only a mistake for colloguing (q.v.).] To con-
verse, to chat.

" Colloguing in Pagan picture galleries with ahovel-
hatted I'hilutinea."—V. Lingtley l Alton Locke, eh. t.

col 16 qui al (qui as kwi), a. [Eng. ooU
loquiy); -al.\

1. Of or pertaining to familiar conversation.
" And aweet colloquial pleaaurea are but few <

"

Cowp+r : The Tatlt, hk. iv.

2. Pertaining to or used in common or
familiar conversation.

col lo -qui al ism (qui as kwi), s. [Eng.

colloquial ; -ism.] A form of speech or phras*
used in common or familiar conversation.

" Forgettuig the slangaud ooUoquialiemt with which
wegarniih all our converaatiou."

—

Thaciearay : Itew-
come*, i. 295.

* o6l-16-qui-al'-i-t^ (qui as kwi), *. [Eng.

colloquial; -ity.] The state or quality of being
colloquial.

* col lo qui al izo (qui as kwi), v.t.

[Eng. colloquial ; -ize.] To make colloquial or
familiar. (Christian Obter.)

col 16 qui al ly (qui as kwi), adv. [Eng.

colloquial; -ly.] By means of conversation;

in colloquial conversation.

"The art of unfolding our thought* ootloquUdty.''—

De Quincey ; Workt (ed. IMS), voL it, p. 187.

* col -lo quist (qu as kw), s. [Eug. ool-

loqu(y); -ist.] A collocutor; a speaker in a
dialogue or conference.

" The colloquUU In this dialogue."—Malon* .* Life <t
Dryden.

t cdT-l&-quIze (qu as kw), v.i. [Eng. col-

loqu(y); -we.] To converse, to keep up a
conversation.

"There is no need for me to colloquize further."—
Charlotte Brontt ; Jane Eyre, ch. xiu.

CoT-l6-quy(quy askwi),«. [Lat. colloquium,

from colloquor.] A conference, conversation,

or dialogue between two or more persons.
" N'uma waa believed to hare held secret coUoouim

with tne nymph Egeria.*—Levi* : Cred. Marty Roman
Bitt. (IMS), cb, xl.. i 12. Tol. L, p. 447.

^ The Colloquy of Poissy :

Church &> Civil Hist : A conference held be-

tween the Huguenots and the Roman Catholics

in September, 1561, in the refectory of the

Benedictines at Poissy.

IT For the difference between colloquy and
conversation, see Conversation.

col-low, *. [From Eng. coal (q.v.).] (See
extract)

"CoUote Is the word by which they denote black
grime of burnt coala, or wood."

—

Woodward On
Foitu*.

* c<Sl luc'-tance, 5. [Lat. colluctans, pr. par.
of coltuctor = to struggle together : col = con^s
cum=with, together ; and luctor= to struggle.]

A struggle, resistance, or opposition of nature.

* col-liic'-tan-cy; s. [Eng. colluctanc(e) ; -y.\

The same as Colluctance (q.v.).

* col-luc -ta'-tion, s. [Lat coUuctatio, from
colluctor m to struggle together.] A struggle,
opposition, or contrariety of nature.

natural baths, or hot springe, do a
erfenescence of

"Thethi
owe their heat to any eollnctation or
the minerals in them."

—

Woodward : Aatuntl Hittory.

*o6l-ln'de, v.i. & t. [Lat. colludo = to play
together : col = con — cum = with, together

;

and ludo = to play. ]

A. Intrant. : To play or act together in any

boll, bo^; pout, jowl; cat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ins,
-clan, tian m shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sioa = shun, -tious. -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, ^dle, &c. m bel, del,
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plot or scheme ; to connive, to conspire ; to
play into each other's hands.

"Quhar he hes coUudtt with vderia."—Aberdeen
Reg. A. 1525.

B. Trans. : To elude, to escape.

* col-lu -der, s. [Eng. coUud\e); -er.] One
who joins or connives in a plot, scheme, or
fraud. (Milton.)

col-lu -ding, pr. peer., a., & *. [Collude.]

A. Aspr. par, : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Fraudulent, collusive, con-
niving.

"... fraudulent, colluding, malicious craftiness,
. , . —Bishop Montagu : Appeal to Catsar, p. 169.

C. As subst. : The act of joining in a plot,
scheme, or fraud ; conspiring, connivance.

'• Your goodly gloiings. and time-serving coltudings
with the state."—Montagu : Appeal to Cottar, p. 41

col lum, s. [Lat. — the neck.]

1. Anat. dt Zool. : The neck, or any con-
stricted part resembling the human neck.

2. Botany;

SI)
The point of junction between the

icle and plumule.

(2) The lengthened surface of the osteolum
of a lichen.

(3) The ring upon the stipe of an agaric.

3. En torn. : The upper part of the prothorax.

col-lu -siorx, 5. [Lat ooUusio, from coUudo.]

1. Ord. Lang.: A secret agreement or under-
standing for a fraudulent or deceitful purpose.
" Of aught bat tears—save those shed by collusion.
For these things may be bought at their true worth."

Byron : The Vision of Judgment, 9.

2. Law : (See extract).

"Collusion is, in our common law, a deceitful agree-
ment or compact between two or more, for the one
part to bring an action against the other to some evil
purpose ; as to defraud a third of his right "—Cowel.

COl-lu'-sive, a. [Lat. collude.]

1. Done or planned in collusion, by secret
agreement or understanding ; concerted, con-
nived at.

"... all collusive and sophistical arguing* . . ."

—

Trapp : Popery truly stated, pt iiL, | 2.

2. Acting in collusion.

"The ministers of justice have no opportunity to be
collusive, . .

."—L. Addison : Description of West Bar-
bary.

col-lu'-sive-ly, adv. [Eng. collusive; -ly.]
In a collusive manner; by collusion, fraudu-
lently ; in concert.

". . . the dissenting Judge was, like the plaintiffand
the plaintiffs counsel, acting collusively."—Macauhiv :

Bist. Eng.. ch. vi

* col- lu'-sive-ness, s. [Eng. collusive; -ness.]
The quality of being collusive.

* COl-lu'-sor-^, a. [Low Lat. coIIumHus.
frem Lat. colludo.] Acting in collusion ; done
or planned in collusion, or in fraudulent con-
cert ; collusive.

* col lustra -tion, s. [Lat col = con = cum
= with, together ; and lustratio = a shining.]
A combination or union of light ; a joint illus-
tration.

"... a certain coUustra'ion and conjunction of light
and brightness, . . ."—Plutarch : Morals, v. 287.

* col lu tion, s. [Lat. collutus, pa. par. of
collvo = to wash out.]

Old Med. : A wash, a lotion.

"Therefore use coUutions made of those things: as
If they should be moderate, seeth dates sometime in
water alone, and sometime with a little honey put to
them. Likewise make decoctions of roses, vine buds,
brambles, cipresse, the first buds of pomegranate
flowers, sillgna, roots of mulherie, soure apple, and
sorbus."—Barrough : Method of Physick, 1624. {/tares-)

ctfl-lu-tdV-i-uns, «. [Lat coUuo = to wash
out]

Med. : A wash for the mouth, a gargle.
(Dunglison.)

* odl-lti-vi-ar'-I-iim, s. [Low Lat., from
Class. Lat, coUuvio, colluvies= washings, filth.]

An opening formed at intervals in the channel
of an aqueduct for ventilating it and cleaning
away any foul deposit left by the waters.
(Weale.)

•ool-lu'-vi-es, s. [Lat] Filth, a mixed
mass of refuse. (Dunglison.)

•coT-ly (1), cd? low, s. [Mid. Eng. col =
coal; surf, -y.] The smut, grime, or soot of
coal or burnt wood.

" Besmeared with toot, colly, perfumed with opopa.
u*x."—Burton : On Melancholy.

c5l'-ly (2), s. [Collie.]

* coi-iy, v.t. [Colly;o). *•]

1. Lit. : To besmear with soot or grime of
coal ; to begrime.

" Thou hast not collied thy face enough "

B. Jonson: Poetaster.

2. Fig. : To darken, to make black or dark.
" Brief as the lightning in the collied night.
That, in a spleen, unfolds both heav'n and earth ;

And, ere a man hath pow'r to say, behold.
The jaws of darkness do devour it up."

Shakesp. : Mid*. Night Dream, i 1.

* col -ly-blst, s. [Gr. KoAAu0i'<rrn« (kollur
bistes), from jc6AAu/3<k (kollubos) = a small
coin.] A money-changer.

" See now how his eyes sparkle with holy anger, and
dart forth beams of indignation, in the faces of these
guilty coUybists ; see how his hands deale Btrokes and
ruin."—Bp. Ball: ConU Christ's Procession to the
Temple.

* col'-ly^fld*w-er, s. [Cauliflower.]

col'-l^l, *. [Gr. KoAAa (kolla) = glue, and vAn
(hule) = . . . matter as a principle of being.]

Chem, : The chemical principle in glue.

collyl hydride, s. [Collinic acid.]

* Col lyr id i-an, *. & a. [Gr. KoAAvaiha
(kolluridia) = little cakes.]

A* As substantive

:

CK Hist. : One of a heretical sect that arose
towards the close of the fourth century. The
sect consisted chiefly of women, who met
on a certain day of the year to render divine
honours to the Virgin Mary as to a goddess,
eating the cakes which they offered in her
name.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to, or characteristic
of, the sect described under A.

U It is said that the members of this sect
were immigrants from Thrace and Scythia.
Whilst pagans they had been accustomed to
offer similar cakes to Venus or Astarte.

cdl'-lyr-lte, «. [Gr. koAAvolov (kolluriori) —
(1) an eye-salve, (2) a fine clay in which a seal
can be impressed ; Eng. suff. ~ite(Min.).2

Min. : A variety of Allophane. (Brit. Mus.
Cat.) A clay-like white mineral, with a glim-
mering lustre, a greasy feel, and adhering to
the tongue. Compos. : Silica, 14 14; alumina,
48*02 ; water, 37 '84. Sometimes the propor-
tions are different. It occurs in England in
the Upper Chalk at Hove, near Brighton ; on
the Continent, in the Pyrenees, in Hungary
and Saxony.

cdl-lyr-l'-tes, 8. [Gr. KoXAvpirnc (tellurites)

= a roll, or loaf of coarse bread.]

Pakeont. : A genus of Echinoderras, the
typical one of the family Collyritidse (q.v.).

cSl-l#r-It'-i-d», s. pi. [Mod. Lat collyrites
(genit collyritis), and suff. -idee.]

Palaeont. ; A family of Irregular Echinoids.
They are found in the Jurassic and Cretaceous
rocks.

* C&-ljfr'-I-um, s. [Lat., from Gr. itoAAvpioe
(kollurion) = an eye-salve ... a fine clay on
which a seal can be impressed.]

1. Medicine:

(1) An eye-salve, or ointment for the eyes ;

an eye-wash.

(2) A preparation of medicine, in a solid
state, made up in a cylindrical roll, so as to
be introduced into some of the openings of
the body, as the anus, nostrils, &c.

2. Min. : The name given by the Greeks to
Samian earth. [Kaolinite.]

Col -mar, *. [The name of a town in Alsace.]

1. As a proper name : The town named in
the etymology.

2. A sort of pear.

col'-me-nier, s. [O. Eng. col-me-near =
hug me close. It was so called from the
flowers being formed in so compact a cluster.
(PrioT.y] A variety of Dianthus barbatus.
[Tolhekier.]

* col mic, * col-my, * col-o-my, a. [Prob.
the same as Colly, v. (q.v.).] [Colmie, s.)

Black, begrimed.
" He lokede him abute with his colmie snute."

King Born, 1081.

* colmic, *. [Coleuie.] A full-grown coal-
flsh, (Scotch.)

* col-mose, * col-mans, I, [A.S. colmam.]
The Coal-tit or Coal-mouse. The word ap-
pears to be also used for the Sea-mew. ICoAt-
house. ]

" In Lagenia is a pond there be seen cotmaut birde*.-
Caxton: Descript, Eng., p. 54

* col 6 - bi -iim (Lat.), * col obe (Eng.), s.

[Gr. koAo06s (kolobos) = docked, stunted.]

Ecclesiastical :

1. The sleeveless
dress of a monk.

2. An episcopal
garment, like the
tunic, but without
sleeves.

3. A dress worn
by a king at his
coronation, and
similar to the eccle-
siastical dalmatic.
(Ogilvie.)

col - 6 - bo - ma, s.

[Gr.]

Med. : A maimed
or mutilated organ.

col -o bus, s. [Gr.
koAo0oc (kolobos) = COLOBIUM.
docked, stunted,
curtal ; of animals, short-horned, short-eared,
. . . maimed, mutilated, from Gr. *<SAo*
(Jcolos) = docked, stunted.]

Zool. : A genus of monkeys, family Semno-
pithecidae. The facial angle is from 40° to 45°,
the muzzle short, the face naked, with cheek
pouches, the hands are destitute of a thumb,
and callosities are on the buttocks. The
species inhabit the forests of Sierra Leone
and other parts of Western Africa. Colobus
polycomos is called by the negroes the king of
the monkeys owing to the beauty of its
colours, it having a jet-black body with a
white tail, a brown face and a yellow and
black hood or pelerine.

col-o-ca'-Bi-a, *. [Lat. colocasia, colocasium

;

Gr. jcoAojccurt'a (kolokasia), Kokoieatrtov (koloka-
sion)= the Egyptian bean, Nymphasa lotus and
Nelumbium speciosum (two water-lilies), also
the Colocasia of modern botanists (Colocasia
antiquorum). See def. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants, oiier Araceaa.
The spadix has a clavate or pointed top desti-
tute of stamens, whilst on the closely allied
genus Caladium, the summit of the spadix is

covered with stamens, though the extreme
apex ultimately becomes bart The leaves of
the Colocasia are peltate, the stem herbaceous,
the juice milky, the rootstocks tuberous.
India is the original seat of the genus, though
species are now cultivated in most hot coun-
tries. The rootstocks of Colocasia himalensis
form a chief portion of the food of some hill
tribes. C. antiquorum, called by Linnaeus
Arum Colocasia, the best known species, is
cultivated in India, Egypt, &c, for its leaves,
which though acrid are boiled till they are
wholesome, aud eaten as spinach. It has
been introduced into British greenhouses.
The stems and the tubers of C. indica are
eaten in Brazil. The rootstocks of C. escu-
lenta macrorhiza, called "tara" or "kopeh"
in the South Sea Islands, are used as food.
The leaves of C. esculenta have a quivering
motion at uncertain intervals every day.
Lecoq, who first observed this, attributes it

to the incessant pulsation of the imprisoned
sap.

col'-ov-cyntll, *. [Lat colocynth's; Gr. «oAo-
kvvBls (kolokunthis).'}

Bot. ; The name given to the bitter cucum-
ber, CitruUus colocynthis, called also Cucumis
colocynthis. It has unisexual flowers \u'th five
stamens, a 3—6 celled ovary, and a cucamber-
like fruit with many seeds. It grows in india,
Syria, including Palestine, &c.

TI Himalayan colocynth : CitruUus (Cucwt,ii$)
Pseudo-mlocynthis.

t

"Colocynth is supposed to be the plant termed in th*
Old Testament (2 Kingt tv. 39) the wild vine (literally
the vine of the field), whose fruit the sacred historian
calls Pakkoth. a word which in our translation is
rendered wild gourd. . . . Colocynth was employed by
the Greeks at a very_ early period. Hippocrates em-
ployed KoAotcvvBtc aypia (Cucurbit* sylvestris, or
wild gourd) only in pessaries for bringing on menstrua-
tion. Dioscorides gives a good description of colocynth.
... By digesting the watery extract of colocynth in
alcohol, and evaporating the tincture, we obtain a

appl led."—Pereira
Therapeutics.

poratlng I
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colocynth pulps.
Pharm. : Colocynthidis pulpa. The dried

decorticated fruit, freed from seeds, of CUrul-

Ivs (Cucumis) colocynthis. The pulp is light

and spongy, whitish-yellow, with an intensely

bitter taste, used in the form of extract, and

to form pills. It is a drastic purgative.

cdl-o^-cynth'-ein, s. [Eng. colocynth; -Hn,]

[COLOCYNTHIN.]

oolo-cynth -In, s. [Eng. colocynth, and sufif.

-in.]

Chem. : A bitter substance, said to be a

flncoside, CmH^Ojs, contained in colocynth.

t crystallises in white bitter crystals, which
are soluble in water, alcohol, and in ether.

When boiled with dilute sulphuric acid it

yields 7*7 per cent, of sugar, and a resinous

mass which is called colocynthein.

Cd-16'gne 0/ silent), *. & a. (Eng., &c. Cologne;

Ger. Kdln, a contraction of Lat. colonia, in

its Roman name, Agrippina Colonia.]

A. As substantive

:

L Geog. : A fortified city of West Germany,
having one of the finest cathedrals in Europe.

2. Ord. Lang. : The same as Cologne-water

(q.v.).

B. As adj. : Found or made at Cologne, or

In any other way pertaining to it.

Cologne-earth, *.

Painting ; A native pigment similar to the

Vandyke brown in its uses and properties as a

colour. (Weale.)

Cologne-water, *. [Eac-db-Coloqne.]

odT-6-lite, *• [Gr. k6Xov (kolon) - the colon,

and Atflo* (lithos) = a stone.]

Palceont. : A fossil worm-like body found in

the lithographic slate of Solenhofen, and de-

scribed by Count Miinster as Lumbricaria, but
considered by Agassiz to be the petrified in-

testines of fishes, or the contents of those

intestines, retaining the form of the tortuous

tube in which they were lodged. (Buckla nd

;

QtoUdbMin,, L, 199, 200.)

Co" 16m' hi an, a. & s.

A. As adj.: Of or pertaining to Colombia,

a republic in South America (area, 604,773

square miles; population, about 3,878,000).

B. Am tut*/. : An inhabitant or native of

Colombia.

©6l-6m -blc, a. [Eng. colomb(o), and suff. -4c.]

Derived from or existing in calumba.

colombic acid, calumbic acid, $.

Chem. : An acid which occurs in.colombo-

root, Jateorrhiza Calumba, C^H^Og'HaO.
The alcoholic extract of the root is treated

with lime-water, and the solution is decom-
posed by hydrochloric acid. Colombic acid is

precipitated as white flakes, insoluble in water
but soluble in alcohol ; the alcoholic solution

gives a white precipitate with plumbic acetate.

eol-om'-bin, s. [Calumbine.]

Chem. : A bitter substance contained in

colombo-root, obtained by treating the extract

with ether. It crystallises in colourless

Srisms, which have a strong bitter taste, and
issolves in concentrated sulphuric acid, form-

ing a yellow solution which afterwards be-

comes red. ; on adding water a rust-coloured

precipitate is formed.

CO Ion (1), s. [Gr. K<o\ov (kolon) = a member.]

1. Gram. : A point (:) used to make a pause
greater than that of a comma or a semi-
colon, and less than that of a period. Its

use is not very exactly fixed ; being cou-
founded by most with the semicolon. It was
used, before punctuation was refined, to mark
almost any sense less than a period. To apply
it properly, we should place it, perhaps, only
where the sense is continued without depend-
ence of grammar or construction ; as, I love
him, I despise him : I have long ceased to trust,

but studl never forbear to succour him.

2. PaUeography (pi. co -la) : A clause or
group of clauses written as a line, or taken aa
a standard of measure in ancient MfcJS. or
texts. (N.E.D.)

©6 -Ion (2), *. [Gr. k6\ov (kolon) = food, the
colon.]

1. Anat. : The greatest and widest of all the

intestines, about eight or nine hands' breadth

long. It begins where the ilium ends, in the

cavity of the os ilium on the right side ; from
thence ascending by the kidney on the same
side, it passes under the concave side of the

liver, to which it is sometimes tied, as like-

wise to the gall-bladder, which tinges it yellow

in that place : then it runs under the bottom
of the stomach to the spleen in the left side,

to which it is also knit : from thence it turns

down to the left kidney ; and thence passing,

in form of an 8, it terminates at the upper
part of the os sacrum in the rectum. (Quincy.)

"The content! of the colon are of * war, fetid, acid

•melt In rabbits."—Floyor : On ths Humours.

2. Bntom. : The second portion of the in-

testines. It is generally wider than the first

part. (Huxley: Anat. Invert., p, 409.)

• CoT-one, 5. [Lat. colonus.] A clown, a rus-

tic. [Clown.)
"A country colon* toil and moil."

Burton : Anat. Melanch. Hem. to the Header.

colonel (prim, kur - nel), * colonell,
* coronel, * ooronelL, s. [Fr. colonel ; O.

Fr. colonnel, from Ital. coloneUo — (1) a little

column, (2) a colonel, the leader of the com-
pany at the head of the regiment, from colonna
a a column ; Lat. columna.] The chief com-
mander of a regiment ; a field officer of the
highest rank next to the general officers.

" The ohlefeet help most be the care of the colonel,

that hath the government of all his garrison."

—

Spenser : On Ireland.

If Formerly pron. c6T-6 nol.
"Captain, or Colonel, or knight at arum."

Jlitton : Sonnet vilL

See also example under Colonel, v.

*o8t'-&-B&l» v.i. [Colonel, *.] To act or

take the part of a colonel ; to act as a military

adventurer.

"Then did Sir Knight abandon dwelling,

And oat he rode A-colonelling t"
Butler: Hudibras,

colonelcy (pron. kur nel cy), «. [Eng.

colonel ; -cy.] The rank, office, or commission

of a colonel.

"... Sir Arthur obtained ... the colonelcy of the

Ssrd regiment of the line. . . ."—Qleig: Translation

of Briatmonts Life of Wellington, p. 1*7.

* odl-6-neT-lmg, pr. par. or *. [Colonel,

v.]

oolonelship (pron. kur - nel - ship), s.

[Eng. colonel; -ship.]

1. The same.as Colonelcy (q.v.).

* 2. The feelings or manners of a colonel.

"While he continued a subaltern, he complained
against the pride of colonels towards their officers

;

yet, in a few minutes after he had received his coin-

mission for a regiment, he confessed that colonelship

was coming fast upon him."

—

Swift.

* CoT-O^a-cr, s. [Lat. colonus.] A colonist, a

countryman or farmer.

"I A certain tract of landlthey made over to cotonera

and new inhabitants." — Holland: Camden, p. 138.

(Davie*.)

col-o'-ni-al, a. & s. [Fr., from Lat. colonia=

a colony.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to a colony.

B. As substantive

:

1. An inhabitant of a colony.

2. (Contemptuously) : A colonial bishop,

specially one who has resigned his see abroad

and returned permanently to England.

colonial bishoprics. There are fifty-

one colonial bishoprics, the first estab-

lished being that of Nova Scotia in 1787.

Colonial bishops can exercise all episcopal

functions in Great Britain except jurisdiction.

colonial office. The office where
business connected with the government of

the Colonies is carried on. A Secretary of

State for the Colonies was first appointed in

1768. In 1782 the title was abolished again

and the Colonies placed under the Home
Secretary, and in 1801 the Secretary for War.
In 1854 the original arrangement was reverted

to, and there have been Colonial Secretaries

ever since.

t col-o'-nl-al-ism, s. [Eng. colonial; -ism.]

An idiom, "plira8e » or habit peculiar to or

characteristic of colonials.

o4l-d'-nI-al-ly\ adv. [Eng. colonial; -ly.]

By colonists, in the colonies, or in one of them.
" Laagers, as fortified posts are coloniaUy called .

col-6n -Ic-aL, a. [Formed as if from a Lat
colonicalis, from colonus.] Of or pertaining to

farming or husbandry.
"CoUmical services were those, which were done by

the ceorla and socmen ... to their lords."—Spelman.

cdl on-Ist, s. [Bng. colon/jfl; -ist.]

1. One who is a member of a colonizing ex-

pedition ; a colonizer.
" The colonists carry out with them a knowledge of

agriculture and of other useful arts, . .
."

—

A. Smith ;

Wealth of Xations. iv. 7.

2. A member or inhabitant of a colony ; a

settler in a colony.

col on-I-tls, oo-li'-tla, *. [Eng colon (2)

(q.v.), and Gr. suff. it« (iris) — denoting in-

flammation. 1

Med. : Inflammation of the colon, called by

French writers, colitis. Dysentery (q.v.).

col-on-iz'-a-ble, a. [Eng. colonize; abU.]

That may be colonized.

col-on-I-za'-tion, o6l-4n-3£-aa'-tton, s.

[Eng. colonize); -ation.] The act of coloniz-

ing, or founding colonies ; the state of being

colonized.

"... our growth by colonisation, and by conquest.

. . ."—Burke : On tk* Cause of Discontents.

t col-in-l-*a'-tion-lst, *. [Eng. colonisa-

tion ; -ist] A supporter of colonization ;

especially, in America, a favourer of the coloni-

zation of Africa by emigrants from the coloured

population of the United States. (Webster.)

coT-on-ize, cdT-6n-ise, v.t. & i. [Fr. co-

Ioniser, from colonie.]

A» Transitivt:

1. To found or plant a colony in ; to settle

in ; to people with colonists.

"Druina bath advantage by acqnest of Islands,

wnich she colonizerh and fortineth daily."—Bowel :

local Forest.

2. To migrate to and settle in.

B. Intrans. : To found or plant colonies.

eoT-on-ized, col-on-Isod, pa. par. or a.

[Colonize.]

c6l -on-i-zer, col -in-i-»er, *. [Eng. col-

onize); -er.] One who colonizes or settles in

a colony. (Chambers.)

coT-on-1-zing, cSr-on-i-sing, pr. par., a.
t

& s. [Colonize.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As mbst. : The act of planting colonies ;

colonization.
"

. the progress of her colonizing might have been
attended with the aaine benefit . . . —Robertson :

Hist. America.

col'On-na'do, s. [Fr. ; Ital. colonnata ; Sp.

colunada, from Fr. cotonne; Ital. colon**,

from Ijat. columna — a column.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

L In the same sense as B.
" Not distant far, a length of colonnade
Invites us." Cowper : The Task, Ml t

2. A series or range of pillars.

" For you my colonnades extend their wing*."
Pope.

XL Fig. : A series or row of objects re-

sembling pillars.

" The poplara are felled, farewell to the shade,

And the whispering sound of the cool colonnade."
Covper : The Poplar Field.

B. Arch. : A range of columns. If the

columns are four in number it is tetrastyU ; if

six in number, hexastyle ; when there are eight,

—Times. April 5. 1870

1 pos-

f'i-ttermaritzbura Corresp.

COLONNADE.

octastyle; when ten, decastyle, and so oo,

according to the Greek numerals. When a

colonnade is in front of a building it is called

a portico ; when surrounding a building, a

bSH, oo^; ptfut, J6%1; cat, oell, chorus, cntn, bench; go, gem; thin, $hto; sin, as; expect, Xonophon, exist ph -fc

-clan, -ttan = shan. -tlon. -sion = shun ; -tdon, -sion = shun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -Me, -ale, &c = tool, dfL
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peristyle ; and when doable or more, polystyle.
(See these words.) The colonnade is, more-
over, designated according to the nature of
the intercolumniations introduced as fol-
lows

—

pycnostyU, when the space between the
columns is one diameter and a half of the
column

; systyle, when it is of two diameters
;

eustyle, when of two diameters and a quarter
;

diastyle, when three ; and arceostyle, when four.
(Gmlt.)

IT A colonnade differs from an arcade in this
respect, that the columns of the former sup-
port straight architraves instead of arches.
(Gloss. Arch.)

col on nad ed, o. [Eng. colonnadU) ; -ed.]
Furnished with a colonnade.

c6 lonne , ». [Pr. = a column.] One of the
three rows of twelve figures each marked on a
roulette-table.

col on-nette', s. [Fr.] A little column.

« TJ1* fW*2e ' • • ^^ ita multiple coionnettei and
pilasters. -€. B. Perkim: Italian Sculpture, n. 1J7.

COl'-on-jf, s. [Fr. colonic ; ItaL 4 Lat. colonia,
from Lat. colonus, from cola = to till, to culti-
vate.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. A body or number of persons sent out
from the mother-country to colonize and
settle in some distant land, and remaining
subject to the jurisdiction of the parent state.

" Osiria, or the Bacchus of the ancient*, la reported

H *"• civilised the Indians, planting; colonist, and
building cities."—Arbuthnot: On Coint.

2. The district or part of a country colon-
ized.

"In fact, however, the Revolution found Inland
wnancipated from the dominion of the English
colony. —Macaulay : Bitt. Eng.. ch. xii.

IX Fig. : A number or body of living crea-
tures or plants living or growing together.

" Sew herds of beasts he aends. the plains to share •

New colonic* of birds to people air."
Dryden: 1st Bk. of Ovid*4 Metamorphotee, M-5.

B. Technically:

L History

:

1. Phenician Colonies: Ere yet the Latin
word existed, or at least had acquired the
meaning of colony, nations whose territory
was too small for their population, sent forth
some of their numbers to occupy other re-
gions. The great maritime nation of antiquity
the Phenicians, were also early colonisers.
Tyre was called by Isaiah " the daughter of
Zidon," ch. xxiii. 12, by which is meant that
Tyre was originally a Sidonian colony. Tyre
in turn founded various settlements, such as
Carthage, (Jades (Cadiz), and others.

2. Grecian Colonies: Almost every Greek
state and tribe sent forth colonies ; the whole
west of Asia Minor and the adjacent islands
were studded with them, as was Southern
Italy ; besides these, the Corinthians founded
Syracuse in Sicily, and the Phocasans Mar-
seilles in Southern France. It is, however
worthy of remark that «oA<oi/.'a (kolonia), in
Greek, primarily meant a grave, and not a
colony, and when, in the Acts of the Apostles
(xvi. 12), it is used in the latter sense, it is
only as a Greek method of writing the Roman
word.

3. Roman Colonies : The Phenician and
Greek colonies were small states independent
of the mother country ; the Roinan colonies
however, were subject to the parent govern-
ment. They were of two kinds—citizen or
civil colonies, with a plough upon their coins
and military colonies, with warlike ensigns on
theirs.

4. Modern European Colonies : In founding
colonies, as In so much more, Italy led the
way, Pisa, Genoa, and Venice having done so
In mediaeval times. Spain and Portugal fol-
lowed next, the former in America, the Phi-
lippine Islands, ftc, the latter chiefly in the
East Indies and in Brazil.' Holland succeeded
Portugal in the East Indies, and occupied the
Cape of Good Hope, taken from it during the
Napoleonic war. France has been unfortunate
In its colonies, many of which are now under
the sway of the English ruler. The British
colonial empire is the most magnificent the
world has ever seen or will see. New England

S
settled by the Puritans, Pennsylvania by the

uakers, and Virginia by the Cavaliers, became
e nucleus of the great colony which, becom-

ing independent in 1776, has developed into
tne United States, now more populous by

some 30 millions than the mother country, and
occupying an area of about 3,556,650 square
miles. The Dominion of Canada, aggregated
around the territory surrendered by the French
in 1763, has an area of about 3,620,510 square
miles, while the whole British possessions in
America have about 4,350,000. The area of
Europe, on the other hand, is about 3,768,000
square miles. Australia, all of which is claimed
by Great Britain, is believed to have about
2,967,500 square miles. Adding New Zealand
and other settlements in the Pacific, this is
brought up to about 3,181,344. The area of
the Cape Colony and the adjacent more or less
settled territories Is at least 240,110 square
miles; the English African possessions about
270,000. Guiana in South America has an area
of about 100,000 square miles. The United
States have no colonies, and have avoided a
colonial policy.

H. Law: Colonies were obtained (1) by
conquest, (2) by cession under treaty, (3) by
occupancy, (4) or by hereditary descent. In
the first two cases the colony retains its own
laws till they are altered by the Sovereign or
Council, subordinate however to Parliament.
In the third case the colony, which is of the
type called a plantation, is under such English
laws as are applicable to a community of this
type. In the fourth case, the laws previously
existing are in force till modified by Parliament.
The larger colonies are now very nearly inde-
pendent The Home authorities appoint their
governors, but they have legislatures of their
own, which sometimes exert their power in
taxing manufactured goods imported (from the
mother country, and they are encouraged to
raise troops and trust to them for defence in
ordinary emergencies. "

HI. Botany : A group of fungi or algas
(generally unicellular), produced by division
from a parent cell, and forming groups or
chains.

IT. Zool. ; An aggregate of individuals,
snch as a polypidom

; used generally of the
Actinozoa, Hydroida, and Polyzoa, but fre-
quently employed of the social or compound
Ascidians, of which Botryllus and Clavellina
are examples. [Tunicata.]
V. Geol.: A phenomenon to which attention

was called by M. Barrande, the eminent Bohe-
mian palaeontologist, and which has been de-

' fined as the co-existence of two general faunas,
which considered in their entiretyare neverthe-
less distinct. The Lower and Upper Silurian
rocks have different assemblages of fossils. In
examining LowerSilurian strataBarrande found
that certain Upper Silurian fossils made their
appearance in particular beds, then vanished,
then reappeared again some beds higher in the
series, but which still were Lower Silurian.
It is a canon of geology that no species which
once becomes everywhere extinct is ever
again reintroduced. Barrande is therefore
of opinion that an Upper Silurian sea, with
groups of characteristic fossils, existed in one
part of Europe while a Lower Silurian one
had not departed from Bohemia. The barrier
between the two was occasionally broken
down to a partial extent, allowing the escape
of a few species from the one to the other.
Further investigation has shown that Bar-
rande's instances are fallacious, and due to
inversions of strata.

* coi'-dn-jr, v.t. [Colony, a] To colonize.

col 6 pliano, «. [Fr. colophane.) [Colo-
PHONIA.]

Chem. : C20H30O2. A yellow amorphous
resin, soluble in alcohol, which occurs in
icica-resin, obtained from trees belonging to
the order Tereblnthacess growing in Guiana.

coi-dph'-an-jf, «. [Colophony.]

edl-o-phene, ». [Eng., 4c. coloph/ony), and
suff. -ene (Chem.).-]

Chem. : Ca)H32 = diterebene. An aromatic
hydrocarbon, formed by the action of strong
sulphuric acid 011 turpentine oil. It boils at
310".

ool-6-phIl -ene, s. [Eng., See. colopMony):
il (?), and suff. -ene (Chem.).]

Chtm.: CaoHso. A hydrocarbon obtained
by saturating colophene with hydrochloric
acid gas, and distilling the Indigo-coloured
product with baryta.

cSl O phol'-Ic, a. [Eng., 4c. colopMony);
alcohol), and suff. -ic] Pertaining to, or
derived from, colophony.

colopholic acid, 1.

Chem. : Tiie constituent of colophony least
soluble in alcohol.

c6i'-o-phon, s. [Gr. icoXwW (kolephSn) = the
top, the summit]

Bibliog. : A device or inscription giving the
printer's name, place of printing, and date,
formerly commonly printed at the end of
books.

"But the same practice continued when the colo-
phon, or final description, fell into disuse. . .

"—Da
Morgan: On the Difficulty of correct Deecriution of
Book*.

* COl-iJ-pho'-nl-a, s. [In Fr. eolophone, colo-
phant; Prov. colophonia; Sp. 4 ItaL eoto-
fonia, from Gr. KoAooWin (kolophonie) = resin,
from the town of Colophon in Asia Minor.]

L The gum derived from the genus of plants
described under 2.

2. An obsolete name for the genus now
called Canarium(q.v.). Colophonia mauHtiana,
the plant which -furnished the resin, is now
called Canarium commune.

* col -6 pton I-an, a. [Eng colophon ; -ian.}

Bibliog. : Pertaining to the colophon of a
book. (Cvdworth.)

cdl o-phon'-io, a. [Eng coloplum(y) (q.v.),
and suff. -ic.] Pertaining to, existing in, or
derived from colophony.

colophonlc acid, s.

Chem. : A name given to the resinous acids
pinic, pimarlc, sjivic, and colopholic, which
are present in colophony. Some chemists
state that the acid is chiefly abietic acid.

c6l opli on in,
suff. -in.]

s. [Eng. colophonlc), and

Chem. : CjoH^Oa. By washing old essence
of resin with water, and evaporating the
wash water, colophoiun hydrate is obtained,
CioHaeO^'H^O, in large colourless crystals,
soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. It gives
a green colour with acids.

col 6ph'-6n-ite, s. [From Eng. colophony ^=
a resin ; Gr. koAooWloc (kolophonios) = from
Colophon in Ionia]

llin. : A variety of coarse granular brownish
yellow or reddish brown garuet, resinous in
lustre, like colophony, and usually with iri-

descent hues. It is found at Arendal in Nor-
way. (Dana & Phillips.)

[Eng. colophon(y), andcol o-phon -one, s.

suff. -one.)

Chem. : C11H180. An oil obtained by the
dry distillation of colophony. It is a colour-
less refractive liquid, boiling at 97°.

OOl-oph'-6n-y, J. [Colophonia.J

Chem. : The resinous substance which re-
mains when turpentine or pure resin is heated
till the water and volatile oil is expelled. It
is a mixture of several resinous isomeric acids,
C*)H3oOa. They are probably formed by the
oxidation of turpentine oil, thus 2CioHig + Oj= C20HX0O2 + HgO. Colophony varies in
colour from light yellow to brown, accord-
ing to the heat at which it has been pre-
pared. It softens at 70' and melts at 135"

;

at higher temperatures it gives off vola-
tile oils, and yields colopholic acid. When
distilled in iron retorte it gives off gases, and
a yellow strong smelling liquid distils over,
called essence of rosin, which yields by frac-
tional distillation colophonone, and then am
optically indifferent camphene, boiling at 160*,
and afterwards a viscid fluorescent oil, called
rosin oil, which, when treated with quicklime,
has the formula CaoHjnO. Colophony is used
for making varnishes and cements, in prepar-
ing ointments, and as a reducing agent in the
soldering of metals, for adulterating soap, and
for rubbing the bows of violins. Colophony
distilled with lime in retorts gives off gases of
the paraffin series, also propylene, amylene,
acetone, and a substance having the formula
C5H10O. When colophony is distilled with
superheated steam at a comparatively low
temperature, benzene is produced in consider-
able quantity, and at a higher temperature,
toluene. Colophony, oxidised in a retort by
one part nitric acid and two parts wster,
yields isophthalic and tremellitic acids. The
syrupy mother liquid, treated with fusing
nitric acid, yields a crystalline mass of terebio
acid. (WatU: Diet. Chem.)

ttte. fitt, fire, amidst, what, tali, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pft, sire, iir, marine; go. pot,
or. wore. wolf. work. who. son ; mute, ouo. cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, at. o» = e. ey= a. qu = lew.
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col o"-quin -ti da. * col'-A-qnint, «.

[Sp. & Ital. coloquiniula ; Fr. coloquint, from Gr.

KoAoKwdis (kolokunthit), genit. ko\okvv<K$os
(holofcunthidos).] The Colocynth (q.v.).

coT-or, cdl'-ftur, *col-nr, *cnl-nr,
t. A a. [Fr. con/cur; Sp. and Port, color; Ital.

colore, from Lat. cofor.]

If The form color prevails in America, and
the form colour is universally UBed in Great
Britain. The same variation obtains in the

spelling of words of like form, such as vapor,

honor, behavior, Ace.

A* As substantive!

I* Ordinary Language :

1. Literally :

(1) Any one of the primary lines seen In

the spectrum, or a combination of a part or all

of the same. [II. 1.]

(2) That quality of bodies by virtue of which
(by absorbing certain rays of light and reflect-

ing or emitting others) they present different

appearances in respect of hue or tint to the eye.

(3) The complexion or hue of tbe face; the
appearance of freshness or blood in the face.

(4) The material pigments used for coloring.

(6) Any tint or hue, as distinguished from
black or white; in botany, any hue except
green.

2. Figuratively;

(1) A representation, character, or descrip-

tion ; an outward cover or form.
'•

. . to put false color* upon thing*, to call good
evil and evil good, . .

."

—

Swift.

(2) A pretence, an excuse, a false show or
appearance, a subterfuge.

" Thus malice under tbe cotor of justice in had."
Gower, i. 62.

(3) An excuse or palliation ofa fault; acover.
" But jet we want a cotor for his death ."

Shakesp.: 2 Hen. VI., IU. 1.

(4) A character, a kind or species.

" Boys and women are, for the most part, cattle of

this color."—Skaketp.; As You Like It, iii. 2.

* (6) The face.

(6) A color used as the badge of any party

or side; as college colors. [II. 7 (2).]

(7) Applied euphemistically to members of
those races of mankind whose skin is of a
dark color; as people of color (negroes).

II* Technically;

1. Optics: Color In optics Is viewed chiefly

in connection with the solar spectrum. When
the white line which reaches us from the sun
passes trom one medium into another, the
phenomenon of dispersion takes place, that is,

the light is decomposed into several colors.

They are generally stated to be seven in num-
ber, viz., violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow,

orange, and red. As these may be produced
when light is transmitted through a prism,

they are generally called prismatic colors.

They are not all equally refrangible, the violet

being the most so and the orange the least.

On the theory of Sir Isaac Newtoq, who was
the first to decompose white light by the prism
and again reoompose it, bodies decompose light

also by reflection, and their color depends on
their reflecting power for the different simple

colors. Those which reflect all colors in tbe

proportion in which they exist in the spectrum
are white ; those which reflect none are black.

Between these two limits there are infinite

numbers of tints, according to the greater or less

extent to which bodies reflect some colors and
absorb others. On this theory, or hypothesis,

bodies have no color fn themselves, but these are

produced by tbe kind of light which they reflect.

(Ganot.) Some colors are complementary to

each other. [Complementary.] A Bimple

color is one which cannot be decomposed.

2. Bot. : The tissue of plants is for the most
part colorless, of a silvery white, or an ex-

ceedingly pale yellow. The cause of the sub-

sequent color is the action of the solar light

which produces chlorophyll (q.v.). When no
abnormal causes are present to alter its action,

this makes the epidermis of every part of the

plant, except that of the flower, green. When
plants naturally green hecome variegated it is

generally a diseased state, though capable of
being transmitted to the posterity of the plant.

The researches of De Candolle have shown
that there are two series of colors in plants,

a cyanic and a xnnthic one. The former is

called, by SchuUbler and Frank, the oxidized

aeries, and the latter the deoxidized one.

Under the cyanic series of colors are to be
ranked red, orange-red, orange-yellow, yellow,

yellow-green, then green, occurring specially

in the leaves of plants, stands as a connecting
link between the two series, whilst under the

xantbic series are to be placed blue-green,

blue, blue-violet, violet-red, and red. [Color-

ing matter.] Prof. Dickie, of Aberdeen, has

traced beautiful relations between form and
color in the corollas of plants. [Corolla.]

Bischoff, Lindley, Ac, considered that there

are, in botanical terminology, eight principal

colors, under which all others may be arranged
—white, gray, black, brown, yellow, green,

blue, and red. For subdivisions of these see

the words themselves. Note, however, should
be taken of the fact that the adjective colored

has a special botanical signification inconsistent

with this arrangement, [Colored, Bot.]

3. Painting ; The coloring pigments used by
painters.

4, Dyeing: Colors used in dyeing are of two
kinds

—

adjective colors, those which require the
use of a mordant, and substantive co/ors, in

which no mordant Is required.

6. Phren.: That faculty which is supposed
to give the power of perceiving and appre-

ciating colors and their various shades.

6. 3ftwic;

(1) A term variously employed in medlseval

treatises on music to represent: a repetition

of a sound in part music (repetitio ejusdem
vocis) ;

purity of tone (pulchritudo soni) ; a
movement of the voice from the part (florifl-

catio vocis) ; au alteration of rhythm by differ-

ent voiceB (idem sontts repetitus in tempore
diverso a diversisvocibus); a discord purposely

introduced for the sake of variety (aliquando

units eorum ponitur in discordantiam propter

caiorem musicse). Some have gathered from
the definition—" Eepetitio diverae vocis est

idem souus repetitus in tempore diverso a
diversis vocibus," that a musical canon is

meant to he described.

(2) Now, the melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic
effects giving specific character to a musical

composition.

(3) The colored lines first used for the'pur-

pose of rendering neumes more intelligible.

"Quamvis perfecta sit positura neuwaram,
cteca omnino est et nihil vaiet sine adjunc-

tione literarum vel colorum" (Guido). [Clef,

Notation.] ,

7. Military:

*(1) The cognizance or insignia of a knight.

(2) The flag, ensign, or standard of an army,
fleet, or regiment (only in the plural).

K The plural form is occasionally (and very

questionably) used with a singular article.

" An author compares a ragged coin to a tattered

colors."—Addison.

•J 3b fear no colore: Properly a military

expression = to fear no enemy ; hence, to have
no fear.

" CI. He that is well hanged in this world, needs

fear no colors." Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, i. &.

8. Printing: Ink of any shade.

0. Law:
(1) An appearance or primd facie right, or

appearance of title, furnishing a reasonable

ground for action.

(2) A probable but really false plea, the

design of which was to draw the decision of

the case from the jury to the judge, by making
the point so be decided to appear to be one of

law and not of fact. (Ogilvie.)

% Color of office:

Law: An act unjustly done through the

countenance of an office, which is given as a
colorable pretext for it when its real origin is

corruption.

f Crabb thus discriminates between color,

hue, and tint : " Color is here the generic term

;

hue and tint are but modes of color ; the former

of which expresses a faint or blended color;

the latter a shade of color. Betwixt the colors

of black and brown, as of all other leading

colore, there are various hues and tint*, by the

due intermixture of which natural objects are

rendered beautiful." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

color-bearer, $. One who carries the

flag or colors (of a regiment, Ac).

color blind, a. Affected with, or suffer-

ing from, color-blindness.

color blindness, t. A peculiar defect
of eight in which those who are affected are
incapable of distinguishing different colors.

Some see everything either to be light or dark,
and have no conception of any other colors.

This condition is, however, happily rare.

Others, again, cannot distinguish either the
primary colors from each other or from the
secondary, confounding red with blue, blue
with green, Ac. It is calculated that about
4 per cent, of mates and 5 per cent, of females
of the people of the United States and Europe
suffer from some form of this defect. An
English chemist named Dai ton, who suffered

from color-blindness, was the first (17941 to
draw attention to it, and hence the affection is

frequently called Daltonism. [Daltonism.]

color-box, i. A box for holding artists*

colors, brushes, Ac. ; also, a vessel holding the
colors employed in printing calicoes; a device
for combining designated spectral colors in
Bpecific proportion.

color chest, «. On shipboard, a recep-
tacle for the various signal flags.

color de roy, $. [Fr. couleur de roy —
" in old time, purple ; now the bright tawny "

(Cotgrave).]

" Ane gown of colour -dt-roy . .
."

—

Abtrd. Beg.,
A. IMS, v. 18.

color doctor, «.

(1) A roller of gun-metal or steel pressed
against the face of the engraved roll for calico-

printing, and receiving a tremulous motion to
slightly abrade the copper surface and enable
It to hold the color more effectually.

(2) A sharp-edged ruler of gun-metal pre-

sented at a tangent upon the engraved cylinder
of the calico-printing machine. The doctor
acts as a wiper to hold back superfluous color,

and has a slight reciprocating motion in con-
tact with the surface of the cylinder. A lint-

doctor on the other or delivery Bide of the
roller removes fibres of cotton from the
cylinder. [Ductor.]

color guard, *.

Military: A detachment whose duty it is

to guard the colors. In the U. S. Army the
regimental color-guard consists of one sergeant,

who is the color-hearer, and two experienced
soldiers selected by the colonel.

color-line, ». A distinction more or
less closely drawn between the white and
black races as to social relations, Ac. ( U. 8.)

color man, $, One who prepares and
deals in artists' colors, brushes, Ac. (Englieh.)

color plate, *. An engraved plate from
which is printed one of the colors making up
a combination in imitation of lithography

;

generally produced by the half-tone process.

color-printing, *. Printing by a suc-

cession of colors, or by various colors occupying
parts ot the sheet. There are various modes.
One of the latest is as follows : The reds,

yellows, and blues are separately photographed
by a secret process; from these negatives three

plates are made by the half-tone method, and
upon printing from them successively the
subject is reproduced in all Us original hues
by the blending of these three primary colors.

[Chromatic Printing.].

color-sergeant, s.

Milit.: The sergeant appointed to carry or

guard the colors. [Color-guarh.]

color-top, *. A top painted In various

colors so as to show, in its rotation, the effect

of their combination.

color-wheel, *. A wheel constructed

with disks bearing various colors, which, being

rotated, displays the effect of combined colors.

ott'or, coTonr, "coloryn, *colo
wren, v.t. A t. [Color, *.]

A. Transitive;

I- Ordinary language:

1. Lit.: To give a new color, hue, or tint

to; to cause to assume any color or tint; to

change the color of; to tinge, to paint, to dye.

2. Figuratively:

*(1) To palliate or excuse; to conceal.

" He colors the falsehood of Mnesm by an express

command from Jupiter to forsake the queen."

—

Dryden: Dedication to jEneid.

boll, b6^; prfut, J6>1; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin. (MSI sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph =t
-clan, -tian, = shan. -tion -aion = shun ; -tlon, -sion = zhun. -cious, -tious, -slous - shua. -ble, -die, 4c = bel, del.
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(2) To make plausible or specious.
" We have scarce heard of an Insurrection that was

not colored with grievances of the highest kind. . . "—Add-on: Freeholder.

(3) To dress up or present under fair colors
or appearances.

". . . but they most not be permitted to color our
reports, or to influence our acceptance of reports of
occurrence* to external nature."—TvndaU: Frag, of
Science (Srd ed.), Hi. 43.

(4) To modify iu tone or character; as, one's
opinions are colored by his environments.

*H. Old English taw:

% To color a stranger'* goods: To allow a
foreigner to enter goods at the custom-house
in a freeman's name, so that the foreigner
pays but single duty, when he ought to pay
double. (Phillips.)

B. Intransitive:

1. To assume a new color; to become colored.

2. To blush (often followed by the adverb up).

col or able, a. [Eng. color; -able.]

1. That may be colored.

2. Specious, plausible; apparent and not real.

3. Appearing just and true, but not yet so
proven.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between colorable,
specious, plausible,feasible, and ostensible: "What
is colorable has an aspect or face upon it that
lulls suspicion and affords satisfaction; what
is specious has a fair outside when contrasted
with that which it may possibly conceal ; what
is ostensible is that which presents such an
appearance as may serve for an indication of
something real ; what is plausible is that which
meets the understanding merely through the
ear; that which is feasible recommends itself
from its intrinsic value rather than from any
representation given of it. A pretence is color-
able when it has the color of truth impressed
upon it; it is specious when its fallacy is easily
discernible through the thin guise it wears; a
motive is ostensible which is the one soonest to
be discovered ; an excuse is plausible when the
well-connected narrative of the maker im-
presses a belief of its justice; an account is
feasible which contains nothing improbable or
singular." (Orabb: Eng. Synon.)

f A colorable alteration :

Common laic: One made for the purpose of
evading a law. It is used chiefly in connection
with the law of copyright.

col or-a-bil' I-tt,
colorable.

Col 6r a ble ness, s. [Eng. colorable;
-nest.] The quality of being colorable

;
plaus-

ibleness, speciousness.

CoT-dr-a-bljr, adv. [Eng. colorab(le) ; -ty.]
In a colorable or specious manner; plausibly,
speciously ; apparently aud not really.

Col or a' do, *. [Sp.^red.]
Geog. : A territory of the United States

which was separated from Utah and Kansas
and organized as a distinct territory in 1861.
It was admitted as a State in 1876. Its capital
is Denver. Colorado is one of the most im-
portant mining States in the Union, producing
both gold and stiver in large and increasing
quantities.

Colorado-beetle, s.

Entom. : A beetle first described by Thomas
Say, in 1824, from specimens found by him
near the Upper Missouri. He called it Dory-
phora decemlineata. The genus Doryphora had
been previously founded by Illiger. It comes
from Gr. 6opv<pdpof (doruphoros) = spear-bear-
ing, the reference being to the fact that iu
these insects the mesoeternum is advanced to
a point like a horn. The genus is American,
and is placed under the Chrysomelidte. The
larva of the species distin-
guished as decemlineata feeds
greedily on the potato, an
having attracted notice in
Colorado for its ravages
among the crops of that
esculent in the territory, it

moved eastward year by year,
till in 1874 it had reached the Colorado-
Atlantic sea-board. Between beetle.
1874 and 1876 Canada was
ravaged. It is destroyed by dusting the plants
with Paris green, which method has proved
so effective that comparatively little damage
it now done by this pest. [Potato-buo-1

The state of being

rysomelidas. The

colorable—colossal

ooT-dr-ant, «. Any material or dye used in
coloring.

*o6T-3r-ate, a. [Lat. coloratm, pa. par. of
coloro — to color ; color — color.] Colored,
dyed, marked, or stained with a color.

c61 or-a'-tion, s. [Lat. coloratm, pa. par.
of of coloro = to color.]"

*1. The act of coloring or marking with
any color.

2. The state of being colored.

3. Special character of colored markings'
arrangement of color.

" The females of these nine species resemble each
other in their general type of coloration."—Darwin:
Descent o/ Man (1871), pt. ti., ch. St., vol. 1., p. 388.

col-6r-a'-tion-al, adv. Depending upon
or relating to coloration.

cAl'-or-a-tttre, c6T-6r-a-tfir, .. [Low
Lat. coloratura, from Lat coloro— to color.]

Music : Coloring ; the use of variations, trills,
Ac., intended to assist the harmony, and cor-
responding to the use of various shades and
gradations of colors in producing a beautiful
effect to the eye.

coT ored, pa. par. or a. [Color, ».]

A. As pa. par.: (In senses corresponding
to those of the verb).

B. An adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally :

(1) Tinted, marked with color.
"The colored are coarser juiced, . . ."

—

Bacon:
Natural HUtorg.

(2) Harked by any color except black or
white.

(3) Permeated with color throughout (as
opposed to a substance colored only on its
exterior) ; as, colored glass.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Dressed up or presented under fair
colors or appearance.

" Llvy's description of the reception given at Borne
to the Latin demand, though highlv colored is quite
consistent with probability.' -—Levi. : Ored. Early
Soman Mist., ch. xiii., pt. II., § 21, vol. II., p. 429.

(2) Specious, plausible, exaggerated.

II. Technically :

1. Bot. : Applied' to a leaf, calyx, 4c, to
express the presence of any color except green.

2. Ethnol. : Applied to the members of the
darker-skinned races of mankind, especially
to the negro.

U In the United States it was formerly the
custom to refer to mulattoes, Ac., as colored
people, and to full-blooded negroes as blacks

;

it is now customary to apply the term colored
to full-blooded negroes as well as to those
having mixed blood.

colored firea, «. pi. Compositions,
generally based on powder or its components,
used in pyrotechny for making various orna-
mental fire-works, known as lances, start, lights,
icheel-jires, sun-Jires, Ac.

colored glass, ». A glass UBed to
interpose between the light and its illuminated
field ; used as a signal for railways and ships

;

also in lighthouses to give a marked peculiarity
to the light by which it may be recognized

;

also for purposes of display.

colored light, s. A pyrotechnic dis-
play or signal for effect or preconcerted pur-
pose. One formula for its composition is as
follows:—(1) White light: 8 parts saltpetre,
2 parts sulphur, 2 parts antimony. (2) Bed
light: 20 parts nitrate of strontia, 5 parts
chlorate of potash, 6J parts sulphur, 1 part
charcoal. (3) Blue light: 9 parte chlorate of
potash, 3 parts sulphur, 3 parts mountain blue
(carbonate of copper). (4) Yellow light: 24
parts nitrate of soda, 8 parts antimony, 6 parts
sulphur, 1 part charcoal. (5) Green light : 20
parts nitrate of baryta, 18 parts chlorate of
potash, 10 parts sulphur. (6) Violet light:
4 parts nitrate of strontia, 9 parts chlorate of
potash, 5 parts sulphur, 1 part carbonate of
copper, 1 part calomel. [Knight.)

o6T <}r-6r, «. [Eng. color; -er.] One who
colors or paints, a colorist.

cAl-or-If'-Io, *ool-or-If'-Iok, a. [Lat.
coloriflcus : color— color

; facto (pass, fio) —
to make.]

1. Having the power or quality of producin*
colors, dyes, tints, or hues.

2. Pertaining to the sense of color or ths
production of color.

o*l 6r-im'-et-er, ,. [Lat. «,,„. . Gr fr
(melron) - a measure.] An instrument for
measuring the depth of color in a liquid bv
comparison with a standard liquid of the same
tint, the latter being placed in a glass tub*
parallel to a similar tube containing the liquid
or dye to t» tested.

ooT-6r-in, ,. [Eng. color, and suff. -in.] A
name formerly given to impure alizariu ob-
tained from madder.

cfl'-8r-lig, pr. par., a., 4 ,. [Coloe,
«.JA. Aspr.par.: (In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.)

B. As adj. : Giving or changing color.C .4s substantive :

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) The act of giving or changing the color
of anything.

(2) The color applied; the tints or colors
collectively.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The act of dressing up under fair colors
or appearances; the giving a specious or
plausible appearance to anything.

(2) Palliation or excuse.

(3) Distinguishing characteristics.

II. Painting :

1. The art of applying colors properly.
2. The colors employed.
3. The distinctive effect of the colors.

coloring matter, ».

1. Art: Any substance employed to give a
color or tinge to another.

2. Nature: The matter, the presence of which
in animals, plants, or minerals, imparts the
colors which any of these severally possess.
Mr. H. C. Sorby, a British naturalist, considers
that he has detected in the leaves of various
plants some dozen of coloring matters which
he ranges in five groups: a Chlorophyll, a
Xanthophyll, an Erythrophyll, a Chrysotannin,
and a Phaiophyll group.

coT-dr-ist, «. [Eng. color; -M]
1. Lit. : One skilled in the proper employ-

ment of colors in painting; a painter.
" Titian, Paul Veronese,, Van Dyck, and the rest st

the good colonics, . . ."—Dryden : Dufresnoy.
2. Fig.: A writer who possesses the power

of graphic delineation.

col-or-i-sa'-tlon, «. Coloration.

t coT or ize, v.t. To color ; to apply color.

CoT-dr-less, a. [Eng. color; -less]

1. Lit. : Without color or tinge ; transparent.
" Pellucid, colorless glass of water, . . ."—Benttey.
2. Fig.: Without any distinctive feature,

mark, or characteristic ; bald, tame. (Applied
especially to language or style.)

-col' or less ness, ,. [Eng. colorless;
ness.] The quality of being colorless ; trans-
parency, baldness, tameness. (Boyle.)

col or-dl'-o-gjr', «. [Eng. color; suff. ology.]
The art and science of colors and coloring.

to61-6r-J>h6'-bI-a, .. [Eng. color; Or.
phobos =. fear.] An unusual term denoting a
dread of or dislike for colored people. ( U. 8.)

o61' 6r-f, a. [Eng. color; -,.]

1. Fond of colors.

" Too volatile and versatile—too flowery and calory..
~C. Bronte: ViUette, ch. xxvili.

2. Having a high color; as in the face.

3. Having or producing a desirable color ; as
certain qualities of coffee or hops.

* col oss', * col 6s so, .. [Colossus.]
Not to mention the walls and palace of Babylon

' "—atrW.
••w» : auiiaiviuu win; "sun Jim iiaiow U

the pyramids of Egypt, or colosse of Rhodes
Temple.

col 6s sal, a. [Lat. colost(us), and Eng
suff. -ai.]

1. Lit.: Of or pertaining to a colossus; like a
colossus; giant-like, gigantic, huge, stupendous.

I&te. fit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, air, marine
; go, po*t,

or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, sin
; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, 9,ce = e.ey = a,au = kw.
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ous Pyramids, coumit-uced the coloual temple* of

Memphis, He! iopolis, and other cities . . ."—Milman:
HUt. Jmn lard ed), bk. it. vol. i., p. tt.

2. Fig. : Applied to anything of a very un-
usual extent or importance, as a colossal

undertaking.

* col-os -so -an, a. [Lat. colosseus.] The same
as Colossal (q.v.).

" Among others he mention* the oolottean lUtue of

Juno."—Marrit.

eol - os-se'-fim, col - 1 - se- ftm, «. [Lat.
colossevm, neut. of cofos«ui=colossal,gigantic;
Gr. KoAocro-iaios (holossiaios), from xoAoo-ao*

(kolossos).}

1. The name given to the amphitheatre in
Rome, begun by Vespasian, and finished by

Titus in a.d. 80. In plan it was an ellipse,

the measurement being, length 620 ft.,

breadth 513 ft. Its height was 160 ft [Amphi-
theatre.]

2. A building in the Regent's Park, London,
commenced in 1824. It was used chiefly for
panoramas, but not succeeding well, was sold
in 1874 that it might be demolished and large
mansions erected on its site.

Colossian (as Co-losh'-an) (1)> «• * *.

{Eng. & Lat. Colosse ; Lat." Colosse, Colossce;

Gr. KoAoo-o-at (Kolossai), KoAao-o-at (Kolassai)
(see def.) ; i connective ; suff. -an.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to Colosse or Colos-
sai, a city or town on the Lycus, a tributary
of the Meander. It was in the immediate
vicinity of Laodicea and Hierapolis. In the
first century of the Christian era it was declin-
ing as the two other cities rose.

B. As subst. : An inhabitant of Colosse.
(Used generally in the plural.)

U Epistle to the Colossians

:

Scripture Canon : An epistle addressed by
St. Paul to the Church of Colosse. Its
genuineness and authenticity are amply sup-
ported by quotations from it in the writings
of Irenseus, Clement of Alexandria, and Ter-
tullian, besides allusions to it by Justin
Martyr and Theophilus of Antioch. Most
modern critics are in its favour, the chief
exceptions being Mayerhoff and Baur. The
epistle was written probably at Rome, in or
near the year a.d. 62, though some have
thought it was penned earlier, and at Caesarea.

The Church at Colosse seems to have had as
its founder Epaphras, a native of the place
(Col. i. 7, iv. 12, 13), who is probably a dif-

ferent person from the Epaphroditus of Philip,
•ii. 25. Epaphras having carried Paul at Rome
intelligence regarding the state of the Colossian
Church (i. 8), Paul penned the present epistle,
despatching it by the hands of Tychicus (iv.

7, 8), who carried also with him that to the
Ephesians (Eph. vi 21). Onesimus at the
same time was returning with a message to
his master, Philemon, who lived at Colosse
(Philem. 10, Col. iv. 9). There is a striking
resemblance between many passages in the
epistle to the Colossians and that to the Ephe-
sians, but there are differences too. The
epistle to the Colossians appears to have been
penned first, and that to the Ephesians a few
days later.

The Colossian Church seems to have been
mainly Gentile (i. 25—27, ii. 11—13, iii. 5—7),
but at the time when the apostle wrote ft

was troubled by converts from Judaism, who
sought to impose the yoke of ceremonial
observance on their Gentile brethren (it 10—
17), in addition to which doctrines were ad-
vocated by the same or by other individuals
regarding angels and such supernatural beings,
In which may be discerned the germ of gnos-
ticism fii 18—23). Thete opinions St Paul

earnestly combats, contending for Christian
liberty and for the supreme dignity of Christ.
According to Eusebius, Colosse was destroyed
by an earthquake the year succeeding that in
which this epistle was written.

t Colossian fas Co I6sh -an) (2), a. & $.

(From Lat colossus (q.v.) ; i" connective, and
Eng. suff. -an.}

A. As adj. : Pertaining to a colossus,
colossean.

B. As subst. : A native of Rhodes, the island
on which the celebrated colossus stood.

*col 6s - sic, * col 6s sick, i [Lat. colossus),

and Eng. suff. -ic]

1. Lit. : Colossal, gigantic, stupendous.
" Yet differ Dot from tkose coiottick statues."

Chapman ; Trag, of Butty D'AmboiS.

% Fig. : Exceeding great.
" To your colonic greatness."

Ford : 'Ml Pity, it. L

col-os-soch e-ljte, s. [Lat. colossus; Gr.
KoAoo-abt (kolossos) m a colossus, and Lat
chelys ; Gr. x«'*vs (chelus) m a tortoise.]

Palceont. : A genus of Testudinidae (Land
Tortoises), founded on the Colcssochelys Atlas,

a gigantic species, the remains of which were
found by Dr. Falconer and Sir Proby Cautley
in the Upper Miocene (?) or Pliocene (?) de-
posits of the Sewalik hills of the Sub-hima-
layan range in India. It is believed to have
been twelve to fourteen feet long, and perhaps
survived to the human period.

col-6s '-sus (pi. colossi and colossuses;,
5. [Lat., from Gr. KoAo<r<r6« (kolossos).} A
statue of gigantic size, especially applied to a
statue of Apollo, said to have been of so
gigantic a size that its legs extended across the
mouth of the harbour at Rhodes, and that
ships could sail between them. It was con-
sidered one of the seven wonders of the world.
" Com. Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world.
Like a Colottut, . . ."

Snakesp. : Juliu* Cottar, i. 2.

* COlOSSUS-Wise, adv. Like a colossus,
with legs stretched out, astride.

'*.
. . stand* coloitnt-uHtt. waving his beam.*'

Shaketp. : TroiL * Creu., v. I

cdl-ds -trum, *. [Lat. f colostrum, colostra.]

1. Physiol. : The first liquid secreted by the
mammary glands. The milk of mammalia
secreted in the first few days after parturition,
before the access of milk fever. It differs
from ordinary milk by containing a larger
amount of solid constituents, and large quan-
tities of fat, casein, and milk sugar.

2. Chemistry, dtc. : A mixture of turpentine
with the yolk of an egg.

cdl-pen'-chy^-ina, *. (Gr. koAttos (kolpos) =
(1) the bosom, (2) the bosom-like fold of a
garment ; iyxvpa (enchuma) m an infusion.]

Bot. : Tissue composed of wavy or sinuous
cells. It occurs in the epidermis of some
plants. [Parenchyma.]

• col-pheg, v.t. [Appar. a corruption otcola*

phize (q. v.J.J To box, to cudgel.

"Away, Jackanapes, els I wyll colphea you by and
by." Damon A Pith.. O. PL, i. 309.

col pi-tls, s. [Gr. KoAiroc (kolpos)— the bosom,
the womb ; suff. -itis.)

Pathol. : Inflammation of the vagina.

col p6 cele, s. [Gr. KoAirof (kolpos) = the

bosom ; jcijAjj (keli) = a tumour.]

Med. : The same as Elytrocele (q.v.).

(Ogilvie.)

col po -da, 8. [Abbreviated from Mod. Lat]
[COLPODEA.]

Zool. : A genus of Infusoria, the typical one
of the family Colpodea or Colpodina (q.v.).

Colpodea cucullus is common in infusions of

hay, and there are other species.

col po -de a, *. pi. [Gr. jcoAjtwoV (kolpddcs)

= embosomed, embayed : koAitos (kolpos) —
bosom, and eWot = form.]

Zool. : A family of Infusoria, founded by
Ehrenberg, the same as Colpodina (q.v.).

col po-di -na, *. pi [Mod. Lat. colpoda, and
neut. pi. adj. 'suff. -tna.]

Zool. ; A family of Infusoria, placed by
Claparede and Lachmann as the sixth of the
order Ciliata. There are cilia over the body,
but rows of buccal cilia around the mouth are
wanting. [Colpoda, Colpodea.]

* col-pon, s. [Colpon.]

col poon, s. [Etym. doubtful] A Cape
shrub, Fusanuc -ompressus. It is of the order
Santalacete.

colpoon tree, s. Caseins Colpoon, a tree
called Lapelhout, or Ladlewood, at the Cape
of Good Hope, of which it is a native. It
belongs to the order Celastraceae.

col -port-age (age as Ig)t s. [Fr. col = the
neck, and Eng. portage (q.v.).] [Colporteur.]
The practice of distributing religious tracts

and books by means of colporteurs.

col por-teur, • col'-pbr-ter, «. [Fr., from
col = the neck, and porter ; Lat. porto = to
carry.]

1. In France : A hawker, a pedlar.

2. In England : One who is engaged by a
religious society or association to travel about
and distribute or sell religious books, tracts,

dec—in the latter case at reduced prices.

* col -proph et, *. [Mid. Eng. pref. col-, ex-
pressing depreciation, contempt, and Eng.
prophet.] A false prophet.

col -rake, 5. [Coalrakjl ]

* ooi'-rik, a. [Choleric]
" Colrik mid ire and mid discord."—Aymbitt, p. 1st.

* col sie, a. [Cosy.]
" God never thought that so great a sin in than* a«

when Israel was coltie at name. — W. GuthrU : Ssrwa..

p. 84.

* o61 staff, s. [Colestait.]
"Instead of bills, with oolttatt come.''

tt.Jowm; Tait of a Tub. 111. 1

OOlt, s. & a. [A.S. colt.]

A. As substantive

:

I. OrdtTiary Language

:

I. Literally:

(1) The young of the horse, generally applied
to the male, the female being a filly.

" Hopes were held out to him that his life would be
pared if he could run a race with one of the colU of

the marsb."—Macaulay : HUt. Eng*, ch. v.

* (2) Applied to the young of the camel.

"Cameli fulle wHhro^i* threttt."— Wycl\ffe: 0«n«*#J,
mil. 15.

* (3) Applied to the young of the ass.

"... a colt the foal of an ass."-2ecA. lx. a

* (4) Applied to a young fowl.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) A young inexperienced fellow.
" Ay, that's a colt, indeed ; for he doth nothing but

talk of his horse."—Shaketp. : MircH. of Vmio+L ft.

* (2) A cheat.
" By which C Verres, like a cunning colt often holp*

himself at a piuch."—8anderton: Works, ii. 2U.
(Davit*.)

(3) A rope's end knotted and used for

punishment.

II. Sports : A young player at cricket ; one
who plays for the first time for hia county.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

colt-evil, s.

Veter. : A swelling in the sheath, a diseas*

to which young colts are liable.

colt herb, s. A plant, Tussilago Furfur*.
[Colt's-foot.]

colt-like, a. Like a colt, frisky.
" With oolt-lik* whinny and with hoggish wl ins,"

Tmnnyton : St. Simeon Stylite*.

colt's foot, coltsfoot, s. [Named from
the shape of the leaf.] A composite plant,

Tussilago Furfura. For the characteristics of
the genus see Tussilaoo. The species now
named is cordate, angutar, toothed, downy
beneath. The flowers are yellow, and come
forth in March and April, before the leavea
appear. It is abundant in Britain in moist
and clayey soils. The leaves have been used
medicinally as an infusion, or have been
smoked like tobacco for the cure of asthuav
Their down makes good tinder.

*J[ Sweet Coltsfoot : An American name for

the genus Nardosma. (Treas. of Bot.)

Water Coltsfoot : Nuphar lutea.

colt's tail, s,

Bot. : Fleabane (q.T.X

boll, bo^; potU, Jc%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pr =1.

-clan, -tian = Shan, tion, sion = shun ; -t;ion, -slon = shun, -tious, sious, -clous = shus. .bio, -6to, ha »* be* , dvi.
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colt's-tooth, coltstooth, s.

1. Lit. : An imperfect or superfluous tooth
In young horses.

* 2. Fig. : A wanton distortion ; a love of
youthful pleasure.

"Well said, lord Sands;
Tour colt's-tooth is nut cast yet?
—No, my lord ; nor shall nut, while I hare a stump.*

Shaketp. : Henry Till., 1. 1
^ To have a colts-tooth : To be fond of

youthful pleasures ; to be wanton.

•colt (1), v.i. & U [Colt, ».]

A. Intrans. : To frisk about, to frolic

about ; to run at large.

"As soon as they were out of eight by themselves,
they shook off their bridles, and began to colt anew.*—
Spenser : State of Ireland.

B. Transitive:

1. To cause to eonceive.

"Never talk un't;
She hath been colted by him."

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, it 4.

2. To befool, to cheat.

"What a plague mean ye to colt me thus?"

—

Shakesp: 1 Benry IV., U. 2.

3. To thrash or beat with a rope's end.

colt (2), v.i. [Etym. unknown] To crack,

to give way.

col ter, 'col-tour, s. [Coulter.]
" A colter glowende in him he thraste."

Mapet : Poems, p. 388.

fcdlt'-fch, "colt ische, *colt-issch, a.

[Eng. colt ; -ish.] Having the tricks of a colt

;

wanton, frisky.

" Coltische. PuHinus."—Buloet.
" Man's coltish disposition asks tne thong.'

Cowper ; Progress of Errer, SAO.

* cdlt'-ish-iy, adv. [Eng. coltish ; -ly.] In a
coltish manner ; wantonly.

" Pegasus still reares himself on high.
And coltUMy doth kick the cloudes in sky."

Certain Devisee, *c. presented to her Majestie, 1587.

* colt -Ish-ness, s. [Eng. coltish; -ness.)

Wantonness, friskiness.

•COlt'-Staff; S. [COLESTAFT.]

t colt -za, s. [Colza.]

cdT-u-ber, s. [Lat. = a serpent, a snake.]

Zoology

:

• 1. A Linnaean genus, equivalent to the
modern family Colubridee (q.v.).

2. The type-genus of the family Colubridee.
The ventral shields are broad ; tne plates
under the tail forming a double row. The
flattened head bears nine large plates; the
teeth are nearly equal, and there are no poison
fangs. The species are numerous, and some
of them beautifully coloured ; all are harm-

TROPirjONOTTJS NATRIZ.

leas. The common snake of Britain\TropU
donotus natrix) was formerly called Coluber
natrix. C. austriacus is common in Germany
and France. Coluber or Boscanion constrictor,

the Black Snake, is common in Carolina.

•ol'-u-brid, coT-u bride, s. [Colubbida]
Any snake of the family Colubrida? (q.v.).

coi-u'-brl-dae, s. pi [Lat. coluber (genlt.

colubri), and stiff, -idw.)

ZooU : A family of Serpents belonging to the
sub-order Colubrina (q.v.). The head is

generally shielded, the nostrils apical, lateral

open, the belly covered with broad l*nd-like
shields, the vent without any, the tail conical
and tapering. Typical genus Coluber (q.v.).

CO^lu'-brf-fform, a, [Colubriformes.] Be-
longing to, or characteristic of, the Colubri-

formes (q.v.).

"Tnnncuoos colvbriform snakes. "—Casselts Nat
BisL (ed. Duncan), iv. 824.

co-lu-bri-for'-mes, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat.

coluber (genit. colubri), and Lat. forma —
shape.]

ZooL : The same as Colubrina.

col-u-bri-na (1), s. pi. [Lat. neut. pi. of
colubrinus m like a serpent.]

Zool. : A sub-order of Ophidians (Serpents).

They have strong jaws, with long maxillary
bones and solid conical teeth, sometimes inter-

spersed with imperforate fangs, fixed immov-
ably in the mouth. The sub-order may be
divided thus :

—

Section I. Innocua maxillary bones armed
only with solid teeth. The snakes of this

section are innocuous. Families : (1) Colu-
bridte, (2) Boidte, and (3) Tortricidae.

Section II. Maxillary bones having solid
teeth, mixed with long grooved fangs. Sub-
section 1. Venenosa. Fangs placed at the
anterior part of the maxillary bones, with the
solid teeth behind them. Undoubtedly ven-
omous. Families : (1) Elapidse, and <2) Hydro-
phidsa. Sub-section 2. Suspects. Fangs
situated at the back of the jaw, behind the
common teeth. Suspected to be venomous.
Families : (1) Homalopsids, (2) Dipsadidee,
and (3) Dendrophidae.

col u bri -na (2), *. [Lat. colubrina = a
plant, called also bryonia and dracoutia. This
is not the modern botanical use of the word.

J

Bot. : A genus of plants, f.rder Rhamnacea.
Colubrina fermentum, a native of Guinea, is

called Fermented Snake-wood. Its bitter bark
is said to bring on fermentation in the liquors
into which it is thrown.

col -u-brine, a. & s. [Lat. colubrinut.}

A* As adjective

:

1. Gen. :' Relating to a serpent.

2. Spec. : Belonging to, or characteristic of,

the sub-order Colubrina (q.v.).

"The Naja Bajs, a venomous Colubrine Snake."—
Nicholson: ZooL, p. 520.

T Colubrine Snakes ;

Zool : Ophidians of the sub-order Colubrina
(q.v.), especially of Section I.

" The three most important groups of the existing
Ophidians are the Colubrine Snakes, the Constricting
Snakes, and the Viperine Snakes." — Nicholson :

PaUeonL, 1L lWi

B. As subst. : A Colubrine snake.
"Asmall number of innocuous Colubrtnes are im-

migrants from the East Indies."—Encyc Brit, (ed
9th), xx. 473.

* CO'-lum, 8. [Lat. == a strainer, a colander, a

net of wicker-work for catching fish ; or Gr.

KwAof (kolon) = a limb, a member.]

Bot. ; The placenta of a seed-vessel.

co-lum'-ba (1), e. [Lat. = a dove, a pigeon,

probably {he same as palumbes = the wild

pigeon.]

1. Ornith. : The type-genus of the sub-family

Columbina* and the family Columbidse. Bill

moderate, base of the upper mandible covered

with soft skin, in which the nostrils are

pierced ; wings long, broad, rather pointed

;

tail of twelve feathers, nearly even. Three
species are wild in Britain : (1) C. palumbus,

the Ring-dove, Wood-pigeon, Queest, or

Cushat ; (2) C. cenas, the Stock-dove ; and (3)

C. livia, the Rock-dove. C. livia is the parent

of the numerous breeds of pigeons which now
seem so distinct from each other. For ths

record of elaborate investigations regarding

the apparent origin of the great diversitv of

colour, and even of form, see Darwin's Varia-

tion of Animals and Plants under Domestica-

tion, Origin of Species, Ac.

2. Astron: [Columba Noachi.]

* S. Secies. : A dove-shaped vessel of precious

metal in which the Eucharist was often kept
in churches in the Middle Ages.

Columba Noachi, -

.

Astron : A small southern constellation

formed by Halley. It is close to the hind feet

of Canis Major.

co liira -ba (2), cd-lom'-ba, co lum -bo,
ca<-lum -ba, s. [Caluhba.J

* col-ttm-ba'-c^-i, *. pi. [Lat. columba = a

dove, and masc. pi. adj. stiff, -acei.]

1. Ornith. : An old sub-order of Rasores.

[COLUM B.C. ]

cdl-um-ba'-ceous, a. [Lat. columba m a

dove, and Eng. suff. -aceous.] Pertaining to
the Columbacei, or any bird of the sub-order.

" In the Miooene period occur the remains of both
Gallinaceous and Columbaceom birds."

—

Nicholson :

Palaont., ii. 208.

co-lum'-bee, s. pi. [PI. of Lat. columba (q.v.X]

Ornith. : An order of Birds, containing
the doves and pigeons, sometimes including,
but more frequently excluding, the dodo and
sand-grouse. They are distinguished by their
strong wings and sustained flight. Their toes
are four, vir., three before and one behind,
the former never united towards their base by
a membrane ; the hallux is on the same level
in the other toes. The species are mono-
gamous, and pair for life. The young are
helpless at birth. Authors are not agreed as
to the number of families, some reckoning two,
others Ave.

2. Palannt. : Remains of the Columbae are
found in the Miocene.

col um-bar -I-a, s. pi. [Columbarium.]

col um bar -lum ( pi. col iim bar'-i-a),
s. [Lat. = a pigeon-house. See def.]

1. Rom. Arch, (sing.): A place of interment
in use among the Romans, so called because
the urns containing the ashes of the dead
were placed in rows of holes or recesses like
those of a dovecot.

2. Arch. : A hole left in a wall for the inser-

tion of the ends of a timber ; named from ita

resemblance to a niche in a pigeon-house.
(Knight.)

* cdl'-Um-bar-^f 8. [Lat. columbarium.] A
pigeon-house.

" The earth of columharies, or dovehouses, is much
desired in the artifice of saltpetre. "

—

Bro\me : Vulgar
Brrours.

* cdl'-innbe, 5. [Lat. columba = a pigeon, a
dove.] An ornament resembling a dove in
form.

"Item an uche of gold like a flour the lis of dia-
mantis, it thre bedia of gold, a columbe of goldo, a tsra
TubeiB,"—Collect. 0/ Inventories, A. 1488, p. 6.

* col'-umbe, a. [Fr. colombin = " dove-colour *

or the stufte whereof 'tis made." (Cotgrave.)}

A kind of violet colour.

"Anerestof columbe tafTeteia contenin nyne ellia.'

—Inventories, A. 1561, p. 169.

col iim bel-la, s. [Dimin. of Lat. columba i

m a dove.]

Zool. : A genus of Molluscs, family Bucci-
nidss. They are small pretty-marked shells,

with a long narrow aperture, a thickened and
dentated outer lip, a crenulated inner one, a
small lamellar operculum. Recent species

known, 205, fossil 8. The former are from the
subtropical and tropical parts of the Old and
New Worlds ; the latter from the Tertiary.

(5 P. Woodward, ed. Tate.)

Co lum'-bi'-a, s. [After Columbus, the dis-

coverer.] A* name sometimes given to thff

United States.

* COl-um'-bi-ad, s. [From Columbia, a nam*
given to the United States.]

Ordnance: A species of heavy cannon, in-

vented by Colonel Bomford, of the U.S. Army,
and used in the war of 1812. It combined
certain qualities, of the gun, howitzer, and
mortar.

4)

C6l-um -bi-an, a. [From Columbia, a name
sometimes given to the United States, after

Columbus, the discoverer of America.] Of or

pertaining to the United States or America.

Columbian press, *. A hand printing-

press, in which power is gained by a combina-

tion of levers.

col iim -bic, a. [Mod, Lat. columb(ium), and

Eng. adj. suit -ic]

Chem. : Pertaining to or derived from col-

ambiura.

ci-lum'-bld, «. [Columbida.] Any bird of

the family Columbidse (q.v.).

cil-um'-bi-dea, s. pi. [Lat. columba, t coltm-

bus = a dove, and fern. pi. adj. suff. M<z.\

Ornith. : A family of birds, typical of the

order Columbae. The bill is moderate and

compressed, having at its base a soft skin in

which the nostrils are placed. The feet have

three divided toes before and one behind.

There are about 800 species, almost universally

distributed in temperate and tropical regions.

[Columba.]

Ote, lat, faro, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, Bire, sir, marine
;
go, pdt,

or. wore, wolf, work. who. son : mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = e ; ey - a. qu -- kw.
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eol um'-bier, col om bier, s. lEtyin.
doubtful.] A size of drawing-paper measur-
ing 34i x 23 inches, and weighing 100 lbs. to

the ream.

col urn bif-er-ous, a. [Mod. Lat colum-
bium ; i connective ; Class Lat. fero = to
bear, and Eng. sutf. -ous.} Bearing or pro-
ducing columbium (q-v.).

COl-um-bi'-nse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat columb(a) ;

Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -inm.]

Zool. : The type subfamily of Coluinbide,
containing the true pigeons.

cdl'-um-blne (1), a. & s. [In Fr. A Prov.
colombin ; Ital. colombino = B. 1, from Lat.
columbinus = (1) pertaining to a dove, (2)
dove-coloured.]

A. As adjective:

L Literally:

1. Pertaining to a dove or pigeou.

2. Belonging to, or characteristic of, the
ColuHibee (4. v.).

3. Dove-coloured, the colour of the throat
of many pigeons.

IL Fig. : Dove-like ; with the character at-

tributed to the dove.
" It Is Dot possible to Join serpentine wisdom with

columbine innocency except men know exactly all

the conditions of the serpent,"—Bacon. (Latham.)

B. As substantive

:

1. A popular name for AquUegia vulgaris or
other species of the genus Aquilegia. The
common columbine has drooping purplish-blue

COLUMBINE.

i, Single petal. 2. Blossom and leaves.

flowers with five flat sepals ; five petals, with
long spurs, often curved ; five follicles, the
root-leaves twice or thrice ternate, tl»e others
singly ternate. It occurs occasionally ap-
parently wild in Britain though possibly it

may have escaped from gardens. [Aquileoia-J

2. Verbena officinalis.

"[Called] of aome pigeon a grasse or columbine, bi-
cause pigeons are delighted to be amongst it"—
Gerard: BerbaX, p. 581.

IT (1) Feathered Columbine : Tkalictrum
aquilegi/olium.

(2) Tufted Columbine : The same as Feathered
Columbine (q.v.).

cdl'-um-bine (2), s. [Ital. colombina = a
little dove, from Lat. colnmba = a dove

;

used also as a term of endearment-J

Drama : A female character in the Italian
comedy, the daughter of Cassandra and the
mythic Harlequin. The chief female dancer
in the English pantomime.

CO-liim -bite, s. [Mod. Lat. Ac., columbium
(q.v.), and suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : An orthorhombic, opaque, brittle
mineral : hardness, 6 ; sp. gr., 5'4—6'5 ; lustre
submetallic ; colour, various shades of black,
somewhat iridescent. Compos. : Columbic

. acid, 62—80 ; tantalic acid, 22—31
; protoxide

of iron, 13—18 ; protoxide of manganese, 0'2—
0'7, &c. Occurs in Greenland, Finland, Bavaria,
Connecticut, Ac. It is called also Niobite
(a.v.). Baierite, Ton-elite, Greenlandite, and
Dianite are the same as Columbite. (Dona.)

COl-um'-bl'-um, s. [Coltjmbite.] A name
given to the metallic element Niobium (q.v.).

col-um'-bo, s. [Calcmba, Columba.]

tcol-umel, col-u-meT-la, ». [Lat = a
small column, a pillar, dimin.'of colwmna = a
column, a pillar.]

L Ord. Lang. (Of the form columel): A
column.

"We have in a distinct columel assigned the places
of their habitation."—fuller; Worthier, ch. xv.

XL Tech. (Of the form columella):

1. Anatomy:

(1) Human Anat. : [Columella cochlea.]

(2) Compar. Anat. : The bone of the ear
present in several Amphibia and most Saur-
opsida, which answers to the stapes in Mam-
malia. (Huxley.)

2. Zoology

:

(1) (Conchol.): The central pillar around
which a spiral shell is wound. (Owen.)

(2) Of Actinozoa or Corals : The central axis
or pillar found In the centre of the visceral
chamber of many corals. It is an axial rod-
like structure.

3. Botany:

(1) The axis, where such exists, from which
the valves separate in a dehiscent fruit.

(Lindley.)

(2) The axis over which the spore cases of
some ferns, such as Trichomanes, are arranged.
(Treas. of Bot.)

(3) The axis occupying the centre of a
sporangium in the fructification of a moss.
(Lindley.) Something similar is found in a
few Hepaticse.

(4) A central pillar or projection within the
sporangium of Mucor and some similar
fungals.

columella cochlea.
Anat. : The central pillar or axis around

which the tube and lamina of the ear spirally

turn. It is called also the modiolus.

t col-u~mel -lar, a. [Lat. columella), and
Eng. 'suff. -ar.\ ' Of or pertaining to the uvula
or columella.

CoVu-mel -H-a, 5. [Named by Jacquin after

Lucius Junius 'Moderates Columella, a cele-

brated Spanish writer on agriculture, born
B.C. 42.]

Bot. : A genus of epigynous exogens, the
typical and only one of the order Columel-
liaceae (q.v.).

col u mel li-a -ce-», *. pi [Mod. Lat.

columelXia (q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -aceos.]

Bot. : Columelliads, an order of Cinchonal
Exogens, with epipetalous stamens, sinuous
anthers bursting longitudinally, and unsym-
metrical flowers. Only genus, Columellia

;

species three, from Mexico and Peru. They
have yellow flowers, sessile in the dichotomies
of the branches.

Col-U-mel'-li-ada, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. colu-

meUia (q.v.), and Eng. pL suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The English book - name given by
Lindley and others to the order Columelliacege
(q.v.).

t c5l-u-mel'-tf-forna, a. [Lat cohmeUa =
a little pillar, and forma = form, shape.]
Having the shape or form of a columella or
little column.

CoT-umn (n silent), s. & a. [Lat. colwmna =
a column, a pillar ; Fr. colonne ; Ital. colonna ;

Sp. & Port, coluna, columna.)

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Languag*

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1.

"Some of the old Greek columns and altars were
brought from the ruins of Apollo's temple at IX-loa."—
Ikomsm
2. Fig. : Anything resembling or supposed

to resemble a column, in pressing vertically

on its base.

"... an angel, who, at last, in sight
Of both my parents, all In flames ascended
From off the altar where an offering buru'd,
As Ln a fiery column charioting
Hla godlike presence."

Milton : Samson Agonist**.

"The whole weight of any column of the atmo-
sphere, . . ."—Dentley.

IX Technically:

1. Arch. : A pillar, shaft, or solid body of
considerably greater length than thickness,
standing upright, and generally serving to
support some superincumbent mass. It is

> the principal part in the ancient orders of
architecture. There are five orders of archi-

tecture, each having its own proper style of
column. [Architecture.] The Grecian-Doric
has no base,and in some other respects differs

from the Roman-Doric, which is an imitation

of it. It was short, powerful, and massive,
and very simple in character. Its height was
between seven and eight diameters. The
Ionic column was distinguished by its voluUw,
and was nine diameters in height. The Corin-
thian, which was ten diameters high, was
adorned with leaves, Ac, and was noted for
its lightness and richness of decoration. Of
these the Doric and Ionic were the earliest

and oftenest employed in Greek architecture.
The Corinthian was pre-
ferred by the Romans.
The parts of a column
are : (1) the plinth, (2) the
torus, (3) the shaft, (4) the
astragal, (5) the neck, (6)
the ovato, (7) the abacus
(see these words). Above
these rose the entabla-
ture.

2. Anat. : The name
given to various pillar-

like structures of the
bodily frame. Thus the
posterior vesicular column is the name given
by Clarke to a compact group of large cells

occupying the inner half of the cervix

In the posterior cornu in the spinal cord.

(Quain.)

IT Column is the English rendering of col-

umna, and columns of columnce, whioh are

used as anatomical terms. [Columna, Col-
BSSMS]

3. Zoology:

(1) The cylindrical body of a Sea-anemone.

(2) The jointed stem or peduncle of a
stalked crinoid. The axis of a crinoid which,
when the fleshy envelope is removed, separates
into a multitude of joints or pieces.

4. Bot. : A solid body into which the fila-

ments in some plants, such as Stapelia, Styli-

dium, and Rafflesia, are combined. In the
Orchids, Richard called the column a gyno-
stemium. (Lindley.)

5. Military:

(1) A body of troops in deep files aufl narrow
front, opposed to line, which is extended in
front and thin in depth.

(2) A body of troops, irrespective of the
manner of formation,

"But, the clan, deprived of th« leader whom it

adored, and aware that he bad withdrawn himself in
ill humour, was no lunger the same terrible column
which had a few days before kept so well the row to
perish or to conquer/—Macaulay ; Hist. Eng. , ch. x lii.

6. Nautical : (See extract).

" A column means any number of ships in a distinct

group, whether in line—ahead, abreast or otherwise.

. . . A column is said to be in line ahead when the
ships are in one line ahead of each other. A column is

said to be in line abreast when the ships are ranged in

one line %*w^n of each other."

—

Manual 0/ Jfaval
Evolution*; Defin., pp. 80-1. (1BT4.)

7. Printing, Writing, &c. : A perpendicular

Art of lines separated from another set by a
line or blank space ; as, A column of print, a
column of figures, Ac.

8. Distilling : A vessel containing a vertical

series of chambers used in stills for con-

tinuous distillation.. (Knight.)

9. Calico-printing : The name of a certain

description of steam apparatus by which
steam is applied to cloths topically treated

with a mixture of dye^xtracts and mordants,

in order to fix the colours, (Knight.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

column-lathe, s. A dentist's or watch-
maker's lathe on a vertical extensible post to

accommodate an operator in a Bitting or stand-

ing posture. (Knight.)

column-like, a. Like or resembling a
column.

column-orders, s. pi.

Archit. : An epithet applied to the Doric,

Ionic, and Corinthian orders of architecture,

from the important part filled In them by the

different styles of columns.

column-rule, s.

Printing : The name given to pieces of brass

of different thicknesses, made type-high, and
used to separate columns of type.

col um na (pi. culiim nro), s. [Lat]

1. Arch. : A column (q.v.).

2. Anat., &c. : Applied to various parts of thai

body, which more or less resemble a column
in shape or appearance. [Column, A. II. 2,

Anat.)

boll, bo^; pout, lo^rl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-tian m shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion = shun, -tions, sions* -clous shus. -hie, -die. fee. m bat dal.
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o6l-um -nae, s. pi. [Lai. = columns, pi. of
eolumna (q.v.),]

Anai. ; Various columnar or pillar-shaped
structures. Thus there are Columnar Bertini,

Columnce carnece, Columnce recti, and Columnce
rugarum.

columnse camere, s. pi [Lat. = fleshy

columns.]

Anat. : Certain muscular bundles connected
With the ventricles of the heart (Quain.)

**. . . end m one sort of columnce earner in the
T«jtricles by ninou with the chordae teudinete."

—

Todd 4} Bowman : PhytioL Anat., vol. i., ch. vii., p.

166.

* col-um'-nal, a. [Eng. column; -at.]

Columnar, like a column.
" No crag overhanging, nor cotumnal rock."

Southey; Ttuilaba, xii. lL

eol-um'-Iiar, a. [Lat. columnaris, from
eolumnaJ]

L Ordinary Language

:

(1) Shaped or formed like a column, formed
in columns.

(2) Pertaining to a column or columns.

2. Bot., dJc. : Resembling a column in form,

as the combined stamens of most Malvaceae.

* c6l-um-nar/-i-anf a. [Lat columnar Us),

and Eng. suff. -an'.] The same as Columnar
(q.v-).

t col-am'-nar-ish, a. [Eng. columnar; -ish.]

Shaped somewhat like a column.

* C<Sl-um-nar -l-ty, *. [Lat. eolumnariis),

and Eng. suff. -try.] The quality of being
columnar.

OOl-um-ne-a, s. [Named after Fabius Co-
lumna, of the noble family of Colonna in

Italy.]

Bot. ; A genus of plants, order Gesneraceee,
tribe Gesnerese. The flowers of Columnea
scandens, a secies which grows in the West
Indies, but has been introduced into British
greenhouses, secrete a large quantity of
honey.

tcoT-umned (n silent), a. [Eng. column;
-ed.]

1. Furnished or adorned with columns.
" The gorges, owning wide apart, reveal
Troas and Ilion's cottimrt'd citadel."

Tennyson : (Bnont.

3. Divided into columns.

t col-iim-ni-a -tion, s. [Lat. column(a)
;

4 connective ; and Eng. sufT. -ation.]

Arch. : The employment or arrangement
of columns in a design. (Gwilt.)

col um-nlf -er-ae, s. pi. [Lat. eolumna = a
column, and fero = to bear.)

Bot. : An order in the natural system of
Linnaeus as distinguished from his artificial

one. He included under it most Mallow-
worts, also Camellia, Mentzelia, &c.

ooLum-nif -er-ous, o. [Columnifiba]
Bot. : Having the filaments of the stamens

united into a column, as in the Mallows.

COl-um -nu-la, s. [Lat columnella, dim. of
eolumna = a column.] A little column, used
esp. in anatomy.

t cd-liire', s. [Lat. coluri, pi. ; Gr. KoKovpot
(kolouroi) (see def.), noXovpos (kolouros) =
dock-tailed, stump-tailed, truncated ; koKo*
[kolos) = docked, stunted, ovpd (oura) = tail.]

Astronomy :

1. SiTig. : One of the two colures [2.], viz.,

the equinoctial colure, the solstitial colure.

2. PL : Two great circles passing through
the equinoctial points and cutting each other
at right angles at the poles. The term colure,

which was used by the ancients, being un-
necessary, is not much employed.

* Co -liis, s. [Gr. jcoaos {kolos) = an unknown
quadruped.]

Zool. : A lapsed synonym of Saiga (q.v.).

cd-lu'-te-a, s. [Class. Lat colutea ; Gr.
KoAoi»T«'a (koloutea) = a pod-bearing tree men-
tioned by Theophrastus.]

Hot. : A genus of Papilionaceous plants,
tub-tribe Galegete. Colutea arborescens is the
Bladder Senna, the leaves of which are used

for adulterating the blunt-leaved Senna of the
druggists.

* COl-ver, s. [Culver.]

COl-viT-lS-a, s. [Named after Sir Charles
Colville, formerly Governor of the Mauritius.]

Bot. : A genus of leguminous trees, sub-
order Ciesalpiniese. Colvillea racemosa is a
splendid tree forty or fifty feet high, with
scarlet flowers, a native of Madagascar.

ottl'-y, s. [Colik.]

col-y^-dl'-I'-dfie, a. pi. [Mod. Lat colydium
(q.v.), and fenx pi. adj. suff. -idee.)

Entom. : A family of Pentamerous Beetles.

c6*-jK-dI-am, s. [The form seems that of a
diminutive. Agassiz considers the root to be
Gr. KoAcbs (koleos) — a sheath.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles, the typical one
of the family Colydiidae. One species is

British, Colydium ehngatum.

cdl-ym-be tesj, s. [Gr. xoXvp^nic (feoium-

betes) = a diver, a swimmer.]
Entom. : A genus of water-beetles, family

Dytiscidas, Eight species are found in Britain.

col ym -bl-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat colymbus,
and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.}

Ornith. : A family of Pygopodes (q.v.). The
beak is somewhat long, conical, and pointed.
There is sometimes a crest on the head, the
wings are short, and the hinder toe is distinct
The feet are placed far back, so that the bird
has to stand erect Most are marine ; others
frequent estuaries, and even fresh water,
especially in severe weather. The family
sometimes includes the Grebes, but is more
generally restricted to the genus Colymbus
(q.v.).

t col-jrm-bi'-nai, s. pi. [Mod. Lat colymbus,
and fem. pi. adj. suff. -inos.)

Ornith. : A sub-family of birds, the typical
one of the family Colymbidse.

col-ym'-biis, s. [Gr. kqXvuP** (kolumbos) =
a diver, a swimmer.]

OrnUh. : A genus of birds, the typical one

COLYMBUS.

of the family Colymbida. Colymbus ylacialls

is the northern diver or loon.

col'-za, s. [Ft.] Brassica Napus, var. oleifcra.

colza oil, s. Oil from its seeds. Used
for burning in lamps.

Com-, pre/, in compos. [Lat. cum « with.]
The form assumed by the Latin prefix before
words beginning with 6, p, or m, and some-
times before/ [Co, Con.]

* com, s. [Come.] A coming, an arrival, an
advent.

" Blyssyd he that swete blome,
That shalle save us at his com."

Townelei/ ilytt., p. 62.
* convpret o/v. [Come.]

CO -ma (1), & [Gr. x^a (koma) = deep slum-
ber ;

* Koindui (koimao) = to lull or hush to
sleep, to put to sleep ; cognate with xttuai
(keimai) m to lie, to He outstretched.]

Med. : A morbid state which, if considered
a iistinct disease, is a milder form of apoplexy
but which may be properly regarded as a
symptom rather than an idiopathic affection.

It is characterised by a morbid condition of

the brain, producing loss of sensation and
voluntary motion, so that the patient seems
as if in a deep sleep. It constitutes the most
pronounced state of torpor which can occur.
the succession being as follows : When a
patient is so overcome by lassitude that he
tends perpetually to sleep, is incapable of
muscular exertion, and cannot, except when
excited, give attention to what is passing
around, his state is called lethargy; when
a mechanical stimulus, such as that of
pricking or pinching him, will restore him to
partial consciousness, it is earns; when not
even this will rouse him, it is coma. The cere-
bral functions are suspended in coma, and the
nervous and sanguiferous systems deranged.
There are two well-marked types of it, one in
which the pulse is oppressed, irregular, and
slow ; and the other in which it is strong,
with a hot skin and other marks of febrile

inflammation. When coma is intense it passes
into apoplexy (q.v.).

"The condensation of the substance of the hemi-
spheres, which is produced by an apoplectic clot or by
the effusion of some other foreign matter, prevents a
similar consent of action, and thus gives rise to the
phenomena of oorna, in which all mental nervous
actions are destroyed or suspended "—Todd A Bo**
man : Phytioi. Anat., vol. i., ch. ii, p. 3M.

CO -ma (2), s. [Lat. = hair, foliage, grass. 1

1. Astronomy

:

(1) Gen. : Anything more or less hair-like,

[Coma Berenices.]

(2) Spec. : A certain hair-like appearance
seen surrounding the nucleus, considered as
the head, of a comet when the spectator
stands between it And the sun.

2. Botany:

(1) The assemblage of branches constituting
the head of a forest tree.

(2) A series of empty bracts terminating the
inflorescence of some plants.

(3) The tuft of hairs terminating certain
seeds as, for example, the long hairs collected
about the extremity of the cotton and some
other plants. These have been sometimes
improperly called the pappus. [Cohose.] i

3. Micros. : The blurred appearance round
the edges of an object, due to spherical aber-
ration.

Coma Berenices, s. [Berenice's hair. ]

co -mal (1), a. [Eng. coma (1 ) ; -ai.]

Med. : Proceeding from, or pertaining to.

coma (q.v.).

co -mal (2), a, [Eng. coma (2); -at] Hair-
like.

* co-mart', *. [? Pref. co — con, and mart
(q.v.). More probably a misprint for cov'nant,

which is the reading found in the first folio.]

A trvaty or agreement.
" By the same comart.

And carriage of the articles design 'd.

His feh to Hamlet.'' Shakegp. : Bam., i. 1.

com -arum, *. [From Lat. comaron; Gr.

KOMop'of (komaros) = the strawberry-tree (Ar-

butus unedo).']

Bot. : An old genus of plants belonging to

the order Rosacese or Roseworts, and now
absorbed in Potentilla (q.v.) [Marsh Cinque-
foil.]

co-mate, a. [Lat comatus = hairy, pa. par.

of como = to cover with hair ; coma = hair.]

1. Surrounded by coma ; having a hairy

appendage like a tail.

" How comat*, crinite, caudate itars are fram'd."
Pair/ax ; Tauo, xiv. 44.

2. Bot. : Comose (q.v.).

3. Entom. : Covered, more or less, on the

upper surface with long flexible hairs.

t co-mate', s. [Pref. co = con, and mate (q.v.) ]

A companion, associate, or partner ; a fellow-

mate.
" And thy name, stranger ?—Is Olintbua, the eomaU

in the prison, as the trial."—Sir E. L. Bulwtr : Latt

Day* of Pompeii, bk. L. ch. xvi.

comatose, co -ma tous, a. [Fr. ctma-

teuxfL&t. coma; Gr. ku^u {koma) = sleep.

lethargy.] [Coma (1), ».] In a state of, or

pertaining to, coma ; lethargic, drowsy.

"Our best castor ts from Russia ; the great and prta-

cipal use whereof, is in hysterical and comatose cases.

—Urew.

cdm-at'-u-la, s. [Lat. comatulus = having
hair neatly or luxuriantly curled ; dimin. of

comatus = hairy ; coma - hair.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate. cub. care, unite, ear, rale, fall ; try, Syrian, se, ce ~ e. ey = a. qa = kw.
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ZooU : A genus of Eehinoderms, the typical
one of the family Comatulid be. One species,

Comatula (or Antedon) rosea, is found in the
British seas. Its young are so unlike the
mature animal that they were placed in a dis-
tinct family and called Pentacrinus europozus.

co-mat'-u-Hd, 5. [Comatulid-e.] Any in-

dividual of the Comatulidre (q.v.).

eom-a-tu -ll-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. comatula,
and rem. pi. adj. suff. -ides.]

1. Zool. : A family of Eehinoderms, order
Crinoidea. They are called Hair-stars and
Feather-stars. They are fixed by a stalk when
Soung, butare free when of mature age, differ-

jg in this respect from the Encrinidse or Sea-
lilies, which were attached by stalks at every
period of their existence. They have both
the mouth and anus on the lower or ventral
surface, possess ten slender arms and slender-
jointed cirri, enabling them to creep about at
the bottom of the sea. Species have been found
in most parts of the world. (Comatula.]

2. Palreont. : Free Crinoids, like the modern
Comatula?, appear first apparently in the
Jurassic rocks.

• com- aund, * com-awnd, * com awn-
dyn, ». & v. [Command.]

" Comawndyn or byddyn. Ma ndo. "—Prompt, Par*.

comb (1), ». [Combe.]

comb (2) (6 silent), * camb, * combe (2),
* coomb (1), * kambe, * korab (Eng.),
* kame, * kayme (Scotch), s. & a. [A.S.

camb = a comb, a crest ; Dan. & Dut. kam;
IceL kambr; Sw. kam; O. H. Ger. kambo,
ehampe ; M. H. Ger. kamp; Ger. kamm.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. A toothed instrument used for separat-

ing, arranging, or dressing the hair ; also an
ornamental toothed contrivance used by
ladies for keepiug the hair in its place when
dressed.

Sleeking her soft alluring locks."
Mil ton : Comm, 880-3.

2. The top or crest of a bird, especially of a
cock.

"Comi^orotherlykeof byrdys."—Prompt. Par*.
" High was bis comb, and coral-red withal.
With dents embattled like a castle wall.**

Dryden : The Cock and Fox.

* 3. The crest or top of a wave.

*4. A ridge of earth or land, an embank-
ment.

"If that fole hem wnlde deren,
Tim dikes comb hem wulde weren."

Story of Genesit * Exodut, 2,56.1.

5. The waxen hexagonal cavities in which
bees lodge their honey.

A ooomo of hony."— Wycliffe : Luke xxiv. 22.

"... when the bee doth leave her comb.'
Shaketp, ; 2 Ben. I K, iv. 4.

U The comb of a bee is composed, as
stated above, of hexagonal cells, of which
there are two tiers, the cells in which are
placed end to end, so that the three plates of
wax, which serve as the bottom of the cell in

the one tier, constitute also the top of the
corresponding one in the other. The mathe-
matical problem in " maxima and minima,"
how to construct the greatest number of cells

within the smallest possible room, and with
the least expenditure of material, is solved.
Tliis the natural theologians and the older
naturalists were accustomed to adduce, as
one of an infinite number of proofs, that
design and a Designer were displayed in
nature. [Design.]

IL Technically:

1. Naut. : A small piece of timber under the
lower part of the beak-head, for the fore-tack
to be hauled to—in some vessels, instead of a
bumkin . it has the same use in bringing the
fore-tack on board that the chess-tree has to
the main tack. (Smyth.)

2. Milit. : The projecting piece on the
top of the cock of a gun-lock which affords
the thumb a convenient hold for drawing it

back.

3. Wool-dressing, die.

:

(1) A rake*shaped implement, consisting of
a head with two or three rows of tapering
•teel teeth, the rows being of different lengths.
The tool is UBed in combing long-stapled wool
for worsted goods. The combs are used in
pairs. Short-stapled wool is carded.

(2) The serrated doffing-knife which re-

moves the fleece from the doffing-cylinder of a
carding-machine. (Knight.)

I. Hat - making : The former on which a
fleece of fibre is taken up and hardened into
a bat. Probably from cone, the usual shape.
(Knight.)

5. Mechanics:

(1) A Bteel tool with teeth corresponding to
those of a screw, and used for chasing screws
on work which is rotated in a lathe. [Chaser.]

(2) The notched scale of a wire-micrometer.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

*][ Compounds of obvious signification :

Comb-case, comb-maker, comb-making.

comb-broach, s. The tooth of a comb,
with which wool is dressed.

comb brush, s.

1. Lit. : A brush for cleaning combs.
* 2. Fig. : A ladies'-maid.
". . . with whom she had lived for some time in the

capacity ol a comb-bruih."—Fielding : Tom Jonet, bk.
xvii., ch. viii

.

comb-cutter, s. One who makes combs.
Comb-cutter's saw : Usually a double saw, in

which two blades are affixed to one stock, one

£rejecting beyond the other, and the less sa-

ent acting as a spacer to start the next kerf.

Another comb-cutter's saw has an adjustable
slip, which acts as a gauge for depth of kerf.

[Comb-saw.]

* comb-feat, a A thrashing or beating.
" Come hither, I most show thee a new trick, and

handsomely give thee the comb-feat."— Urguhart;
Rabttait, nk. ii., cb. vi. \Daviet.)

comb frame, s. A four-square remov-
able frame like a slate-frame, placed in a hive
to be filled with honeycomb. (Knight.)

comb-pot, s. A stove at which the combs
are warmed in the operation of preparing long-
stapled wool for worsted.

comb-saw, s. The hand-saw of the
comb-cutter is called a stadda, and has two
blades, one deeper than the other ; a gauge on
the saw-blade determines the depth of cut.

Some of the saws are serrated on each edge.
The blades are made of thick steel, and are
ground away on the edges as thin as the
notches of the comb. They have about
twenty points to the inch. Between the
blades is a thin slip or tongue of metal, called
a ianguet, which determines and preserves the
interval. (Knight.)

comb shaped, a.

Bat, : Pectinate, pinnatifld, but with the
segments very numerous, close, and narrow,
like the tooth of a comb. Example, the leaf

of Lavandula dentata.

comb (3), coomb (2), s. (A.S. cumb (?) (Bos-
worth). A corruption of Pr. comble—(s.) a heap-
ing, (a.) heaped up, quite full ; from Lat. cumu-
lotus, pa. par. of cumulo = to heap up.
(Skeat. )] A dry measure containing four
bushels.

" In the fourteenth century, Sir John Cullum ob-
serves, a harvesttuan had foorpem-e a day, which
enabled him to buy a corns of wheat; but to buy a
comb of wheat a man must now (1764) work ten or
twelve days "

—

Ballam : View of the State of Europe
during the Middle Age*, pt. ii., oh. ix.

comb (4), s. [Colmie.] A coal-fish of the
fifth year. (Scotch.)

comb ('j silent), " kembe, * kerne, * kemyn,
v.t. & t. [A.S. cemban ; Icel. kemba; O. H.
Ger. chempen ; M. H, Ger. kemben, kemmen.]
[Comb (2), *.]

A. Transitive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : To dress, arrange, or adjust
the hair with a comb.

" Kemyn here. Como."—Prompt. Pan.
"One of them combed his flowing wig , . .

"—
Macauiay : But. ling., ch. xiv.

2. Comm. : To cleanse and arrange wool, to
card.

Prompt.

"As clotherer kemben Mr wolie ." — I.anyland : P.
Plowman, 5,631.

•fl To comb the cat

:

Naut. : To adjust the tails of the cat by
running the lingers between them.

To comb one's head : To give one a thrash-
ing.

"A wife who will comb your head tor you."—Lytton :

What Will Be Do with tt, bk. iv., ch. xvL
* B. Intrans. : To form into a crest, to roll

over (as waves).

* com ba-c$r, s. [Combat.] A combat or
fight.

"By combacM to winne «r lose."— Warner : Albion'*
£ngland>bk. Iv.

Com -bat, v.i. & t. [O. Fr. combatre; Fr.
combatire : com = with, and battre = to beat
or strike, from Lat. batuo ; ItaL combattere;
Sp. combatir ; Port. combaUr.]

A. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To contend, to engage or fight with,
to struggle against physically, to meet in oppo-
sition or enmity.

" No more to combat and to bleed."
Byron : Mateppa, 1.

2. Fig. : To struggle or resist mentally.
" His face still combating with te*xs and smiles."

Shaketp. : Rich. //, v. 1
B. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To oppose, to struggle or contend
against, to engage with physically.

" When he the ambitious Norway combated."
Shaketp | Bamlet. i. l.

2. Fig. : To oppose, struggle, or contend
against mentally or by argument.

". . . held himself equally bound to combat religious
errors. "—.Macauiay : Bit. Eng., ch. xiv.

com -bat, s. [Combat, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : An engagement, contest, or conflict

;

a struggle with or opposition to any person or
thing.

2. Fig. : A mental struggle.
" The noble combat that, 'twizt Joy and sorrow, was

fought in Paulina 1 "Shaketp. ; Winter's Tale, V. 1

II. Technically:

1, Military

:

(1) A duel, an engagement between two
armed persons ; now generally spoken of as a
single combat.

"And I accept the combat willingly."

—

Shaketp. :

2BenryIV.,i.*.

(2) A skirmish, an engagement between two
opposing forces of small numbers.

2. Law : [For trial by single combat, see
Battle, B. 1.]

If Crabb thus discriminates between com-
bat and oppose : " Combat is properly a species
of opposing : one always opposes in combating,
though not vice versd . . . a person's positions
are combated, his interests or his measures
are opposed." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

•([ For the difference between combat and
battle, see Battle ; for that between combat
and conflict, see Conflict.

t c6m'-bat-a-ble, a. [Eng. combat ; -able.]

That may tie combated or disputed ; dis-

putable. (Todd.)

com -bat ant, a. & s. [Fr. combattant, pr.
par. of" covibattre. ) [Combat, v.]

A* As adjective:

1. Ord. Lang. : Engaged in combat, fight-

ing, bearing arms, antagonistic.
" Their valours are not yet so combatant.
Or truly autagonlstick."

B. Jonton : Magn. Lady.

2. Her. : Applied to beasts borne on a coat
of arms face to face, as in the attitude of
fighting.

B. As substantive:

1. Lit. : One who fights or engages in battle
or single combat ; a soldier.

*' Sound, trumpets ; and set forward, combatants."

—

Shaketp. : Richard 11., 1. 2.

2. Fig. : One who contends for matters of
opinion or belief ; an advocate or champion of

a cause.

"When any of thote combatant! strips his terms of
ambiguity, I shall think him a champion for know-
ledge —Locke.

•fl With for before the thing defended.

"Men become combatants for those opinions."—
Locke.

•f Crabb thus discriminates between com-
batant and champion : "A combatant fights

for himself and for victory ; a champion flgjits

either for another, or in another's cause. The
word combatant has always relation to some
actual engagement ; champion may be em-
ployed for one ready to be engaged, or in the
habits of being engaged. The combatants in

the Olympic games used to contend for t>.

prize ; the Roman gladiators were combatants

boll, bc^; pout, j<ftrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph r.
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who fought for their lives : when knight er-

rantry was in fashion, there were champions
of all descriptions . . . The mere act of fight-
ing constitutes the combatant: the act of
standing up in another's defence at a personal
risk constitutes the champion . .

." (Crabb ;

Eng. Synon.)

com -bat-ed, pa. par. or a. [Combat, v.]

t com -bat-er, $. [Eng. combat; -er.] One
who contends or opposes ; a combatant.

com -bat Ing, pr. par. , a. , & s. [Combat, v. ]

A. & B. As jyr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As safest. : The act of opposing, resist-

ing, or struggling against.

t com -bat Ive, a. [Eng. combat ; sufT. -ive.)

Inclined'to combating or opposing, pugnacious.
it* upon you la hi* flue co
Letter to fVortttworth.

com bat Ive-ness, s. [Eng. combative;
-Hess.)

*

1. Ord. Lang. : The quality of being com-
bative or disposed to qnarrel.

2. Phrtn. : One of the affective propensities.
The organ of it is fixed on the hinder part of
the head, one half of it just to the left of the
upper margin of the right ear, the other half
on the corresponding spot to the right of the
left ear.

* com bat-ize, v.i. [Eng. combat; -tze.) To
combat, to fight.

'Tell Callimede Ml combatixe with her."
Timon ; Old Play (ed. Dyce). p. M.

combe, comb, s. [A.S. comb, eumb = a
valley ; Fr. combe; Prov. & Sp. comba ; Wei.
cwym, cyman, cymydd, cymoedd. See def.]

[Comb (1), s.] A hollow between two hills,

a dale, a dingle, a valley, a ravine. Used

—

1 1. As an independent word.
"... In sounding combe and plain."

H'. Browne : Britannia'! Paetoralt.

2. As part of a compound word in many
geographical names in the south-west of Eng-
land, as Babbicombe, Ilfracombe.

combed (6 silent), pa. par. or a. [Comb, v.,

Kempt.]

A* As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Furnished with a comb or
crest.

comb er 0) (6 silent), s. [Eng. comb; -er.]

L Ord. Lang. ; One who combs.

H, Technically

:

1. Commerce

:

(1) One who combs or cards wool.

(2) A machine for combing or carding wool.

2. Nautical:

(1) A heavy surge breaking on a beach, a
long curling wave.

(2) A ledge around the well or passenger
portion of a sail-boat to keep back spray and
waves which ** comb" over the deck.

c5m -ber(2), a. [Corn, dialect.]

Ichthy. : A local name for Serranus cabrilla

and for Labrus maculatus, common on the
southern and south-western coast.

* com'-ber (3), *. [Cumber, $.]

* com-ber, * com bren, v.t. [Comber, v.]

* com -ber-ous, a, [Cumbrous.]

t com bin a-ble.a. [Eng. combin(e); -able.]

Capable of combining or of being combined.
" Pleasures are rary eombinabie both with business

and »tudj ."— lord Cheeterfield.

\ com bin a ble-ness, s. [Eng. eombinabie;
-Jim* 1 The 'quality of being eombinabie or
capable of combination.

com bi -nant, J. [Late Lat. comhinans, gen it.

combinantis, pros. par. of combino = to com-
bine ]

Math. : A co-variant which remains un-
altered when each quantic is replaced by a
linear function of all the quantics. (Cayley.)

* com -bin-ate, a. [1-at. combinatus, pa. par.

of combine m to combine (q. v.).] Betrothed,
united, espoused.

com bin a tion, a [Late Lat. combinatio ;

Fr. combinaUon.} [Combine, v.]

Am Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. The act or process ofcombining or uniting
two or more substances or bodies.

• Resolution of compound bodies by fir*, doe* not
so much enrich mankind as it divides the bodies; m
upon the score of it* making new compound* by new
combination*.' —Boyle.

2. The state or condition of being com-
bined ; union, commixture.

3. The result of the act or process of com-
bining ; a combined body or mass.

4. A union, association, or league of per-
sons or states for a certain purpose ; a con-
federacy (generally used in a bad sense, as a
cabal).

"Rome, by her warlike policy, wu perpetually ex-
posing hemelf to serfous reverses, toviudictiveattacks,
and to formidable combination! of injured neighbours.''
—Lrwu: Cred. Early Roman Hist. (1855). ch. xiL.pt. i.,

f 13, vol. IL. p. 47.
*^

n. Figuratively:

1. The act or process of combining ideas in
the mind.

"They never suffer any ideas to be Joined in their
understandings, in any other or stronger combination
than what their own nature and correspondence give
them."

—

Locke.

2. The state or condition of being mentally
combined or associated.

"Ingratitude is always in combination with pride
and hard-heartednesa."

—

South.

B. Technically:

1. Arith., Algebra, t&c: The different collec-
tions which may be made of certain given
quantities without regard to the order in
which they are arranged in each collection.
The term is almost always mentioned in con-
junction with permutations in which there is

regard to the order of the quantities, and a
department of arithmetic is technically called
Permutations and Combinations. If a, b, and
c be three quantities to be taken two together,
there will be three possible combinations,
that Is, ways of arranging them in pairs,
without allowing b to stand before a, or c
before the two letters which precede it in
the alphabet. These combinations will be ab,
ac, and 6c. But there can be six permutations
of the same three letters ; i.e., six distinct
pairs of them if permission be granted to put
them in any order one pleases, viz., 06, 00,
ac, co, he, ch. [Permutation.]

2. ('hem. : The act of uniting by means of
chemical affinity ; the state of being so united.
There are two kinds of chemical combination,
that by weight and that by volume. In a
large number of instances the law relating to
combination by weight is as follows :—When
two bodies, A and B, are capable of uniting,
the several quantities of B, which combine
with a given or constant quantity of A, stand to
one another in very simple ratios. [Multiple
(Chem.), Equivalent, Atomic] With regard
to gases combining by volume, the law is that
the combining volumes of all elementary gases
are equal, excepting those of phosphorus and
arsenic, which are only half those of the
other elements in the gaseous state, and those
of mercury and cadmium, which are double
those of the other elements. (Foumes.)

"... we have then what is called a chemical combi-
nation."—TyndaU : Frag, of Science (3rd ed. I, i. 10.

3. Lava : A term defined as an " assembly
of workmen met to perpetrate unlawful acts.

From the time of Edward I. , the law attempted
to regulate the price of labour, and prohibit
the workmen from combining. By 2a 3 Edw.
VI. c. 15, combinations to raise wages became
severely punishable. These laws were re-
pealed in 1825. Stilt, most of the objects aimed
at by wurkmen's combinations were held to be
in "restraint of trade," aud therefore illegal,

but at present trade unions are considered
legitimate combinations, even if their action
should in any case be deemed in restraint of
trade. Interference with the freedom of
action of those workmen who do not join
them is not permitted; in all other respects
they are free. Similar restraining laws were
early passed in the United States; but they
have been repealed, and workmen are quite
free to combine. The only restriction is against
violence.

% Crabb thus discriminates between combi-
nation, conspiracy, cabal, and plot: " An asso-
ciation for a bad purpose is the idea com in cm
to all these terms, and peculiar to combination.
A combination may be either secret or open,
but secrecy forms a necessary part in the

signification of the other terms ; a cabal la
secret as to its eud ; a plot and conspiracy are
secret, both as to the means aud the end.
Combination is the close adherence of many
for their mutual defence in obtaining of de-
mands, or resisting of claims, A cabal is the
intrigue of a party or faction, formed by cun-
ning practices in order to give a turn to the
course of things to its owu advantage : the
natural and ruling idea in cabal is that of
assembling a number, and manoeuvring secret-
ly with address. A plot is a t^-destine union
of some persons for the purpose of mischief

;

the ruling idea in a plot is that of a compli-
cated enterprise formed in secret, by two or
more persons. A conspiracy is a general intel-
ligence among persons united in sentiment to
effect some serious change : the ruling and
natural idea in this word is that of unanimity
and concert in the prosecution of a plan. A
combination is seldom of so serious a nature
as a cabal, or a plot, though always objection-
able ; a combination may have many or few."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.

)

combination attachment, s.

Sewing-machine : A device to be attached
to the sewing-machine proper, and by which
two or more distinct classes of work may be
performed, such as marking, folding, and
creasing a tuck ; a guide, hemmer, corder, and
quilter.

combination-fuse, s. A fuse combin-
ing the principles of time and percussion, so
that if the time-fuse fails to explode the shell
after the proper interval, the percussion
device will produce this effect when the shell
strikes. (Knight.)

combination laws, s. pL
Law: Laws relating to combinations of

masters and workmen. [Combination, B. S.]

combination pedal, s.

Music: A pedal acting upon the wind supply
instead of upon the draw-stops of an organ,

combination-room, s. The room m
which the fellows of the different colleges
in the University of Cambridge meet after
dinner for dessert and conversation. It cor-
responds to the commou-rooin of Oxford and
Dublin.

com bi na -tion-aL a. [Eng. combination;
al.] Pertaining to combination.

combinational tone.
Music : A third tone produced when two

musical notes are sounded together. It is

called also the grave harmonic and the differ-
ential tone. (Rossiter.)

* com btn-a-tive, a. [Formed as if from a
Late Lat. combinativus, from combino.] Tend-
ing to or apt to combine. (Brit. Crit.)

* com bin-a tor-y, a. [Formed as if from
a Lat combimatorius.] The same as Combina-
tive (q.v.X

"com bind, v.t. [Pref. com, and bind(q.v.).]
To bind together.

"It . . . tlieir wills combind*.'
O. Markham : Trag. Sir IL GrinuiU, p. 51. {Daeiee,}

com- bino', * com bin en, com byn-yn,
v.t. & i. [Late Lat. combino — to join or
unite two things together : com = cum; and
bini = two by two ; Fr. combiner ; Sp k
Port, eombinar; Ital. combinare.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To join or unite together ; to cause to

coalesce.
" Combynyn or copulyn. Combino, copula." —

Prompt. Porn.

"And earthly sounds, though sweet and well
combined," Cowper : Proareat o/ Hrror.

2. To link or unite ; to join in union.

"Combine your hearts In one, . .
."

Shake*)-. : ftenry T„ v. ft

3- To accord, to agree, to settle by agree-

ment or compact.
" And all comhtn'd, aare what thou must combine
By holy marriage."

Shaketp. : Romeo and Juliet, IL ft

4. To associate together.
" Vet it were well If none but the dunces of society

wrnombirred to render the uoeaeasien of an author
ridiculous or ouhapuy. "—tieldemith ; On Polite Leant
ing. eh. x.

IX Grammar; To unite or join ideas or

words ; the opposite to analyse.

fate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; wo, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pe\
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, oa •- e. ey = a. an = kv.
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B. Intransitive

:

1 Ordinary Language

:

t. To unite, to join together, to coalesce.

"Bo sweet did harp ami voice combine."
Scott : The Lay of the Last Minstrel, vi. 14.

2. To associate, to confederate ; to be joined

or united in friendship or plans.
" Combine together "gainst their enemy."

Shaketp. i King Lear. T. L

II. Cftem. : To unite together by means of

chemical affinity. [Combination, Chen,]

il For the difference between combine and
connect, see Connect.

Com bine', < (U.S.) First used in New York
at the trial of an alderman for bribery in 1886.

A secret combination to effort certain ends by
underhand methods; a trust to raise prices or
obstruct trade.

o6m-bin'ed, pa. par. or a. [Combine, v.}

• com-bln'-cd-ljif', adv. [Eng. combined;
4y.] In a united manner; in combination or

concert.

"The flesh, the world, the devil, nil combinedly are

•o many tierce adversaries, . . ."—Barrow : Sermon*.
«. SO.

* com bine'-ment, i. [Eng. combine; -ment.]

Combination, association in interests.

" Having no firme comblnements to chayiiB them
together in their pubilque danger*."—Daniel: Eitt.

Bug., p. 2. (Daviet.)

oAm-bin'-er, s. [Eng. combin(e); -er.] One
who or that which combines or unites.

" Maintaining this so excellent combiner of all vir-

tues, humility. — W. Montagu: Dee. £u.. P. II. (1654),

U. ISA.

comb -Ing (& silent), pr. par., a., & s. [Comb,
v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. ot partlety. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or process of dressing or clean-

ing the hair with a comb.

2. That which is removed by the act or pro-

cess of combing, as the combings of wool.

*3. False or borrowed hair covering or
combed over the baldness of the head.

".
. . the deformity of their hair is usually supplied

by borders aud combings . . ."—Jeremy Taylor:
Artificial Handsomeness, p. 44.

IX Wool-dressing : An operation in the
worsted, or long-wool manufacture, for

straightening and disentangling wool. It is

a similar operation to the carding of short
wool. (Knight.)

Comb ing? (b silent), s. [Coamings.]

com-bi -nlng, pr. par., a., & s. [Combine.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

" It Is combining fire with smoke.'*
Cowper .- Friendship.

C. As subst. : The act or process of uniting
or mixing ; combination.

*COm-ble, v.i. & t. [Perhaps a variant of
combren = cumber.] [Acohelvd, Comelid.]

A. Intrans. : To become stiff or cramped.
"Throgh kund I comofe an kelde."

Air. Eng. Poeme, ko., p. 149.

B. Trans. : To encumber, to load, to op-
press. •

"Ton dayly and howerly soe comble me with not
only expressions, but allBoe deeds of your wortliyness
and goodnes*."—Letter dated 1672, Pepyt' Diary, v. 289.

* com-ble, * cum-ble, s. [Lat. cumulus =
m a heap, a mound.) A top or summit.

"In Philip the seconds time the Spanish monarchy
come to Its highest niisWd, by the conquest of Portu-
gal!, wherby the East Indies, sundry islands in the
Atlantic Sea, and divers places in Barnary. were added
to the crown of Spain.' —Howell : Familiar Letters,
Ittu.

* com -brance, * com branse, * com -

braunce, cum branso, s. [Encum-

brance,] An encumbrance, an injury, a
hurt

"In the contnre kark aud comorawnee huge."
£. Eng. Alllt. Poems; Cleanness, 4.

bre, v.t. b i. [Cumber.]

com-bret a ce-so, s. pi. [Lat. combretum
(q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -aceos.]

Bot. .* MyrobaUtns, an order of exogens,
alliance Myrtales. It consists of trees or
shrubs with alternate or opposite entire dot-

less leaves, destitute of stipules. The flowers

are on axillary or terminal spikes. The calyx

is adherent, with a 4—5 lobed deciduous limb.

The ]>etal8, where they exist, rise from the
orifice of the calyx. The stamens are gene-
rally twice as many as the segments of the
calyx ; the ovary one-celled, 2—4 pendulous
ovules, style 1, stigma simple. The order is

divided into three tribes : Termiualese, Com-
bretese and Gyrocarpese (q.v.). The Myro-
balans are found within the tropics of Asia,

Africa, and America.

com-bret -a -ce-ous, a. [Mod. Lat. combre-

taceite), and Eng. adj. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Of or belonging to the order of Com-
bretaceae(q.v.).

c6m-bret-e-se, s. pi. [Lat combretum, and
fern. pi. adj. suff. -tfe.}

Bot. : A tribe of Combretaceae, having a

corolla and plaited cotyledons.

cdm-bre'-tiim, s. [Lat. combretum = a kind
of rush, Juncus maximus. This is not at all

akin to the botanical combretum.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of

the order Combretacete and the tribe Combre-
tete. It consists of climbing plants with
beautiful clusters of crimson, purple, or white
flowers. Several are found in Sierra Leone.
They are stove plants in England. Gum exudes
from Comorofwm altemifolittm.

* com-bre-world, 5. [Mid. Eng. oombre =
cumber, and world (q.v.).] An encumbrance
to the world or on the earth. {Chaucer.)

Comb's-mass, & [For Colm's-Mass, i.e., the
Mass of the celebrated St Columba, Abbot of

Iona. According to Caineiarius, the day
appropriated in the calendar to his memory is

the 2nd of May.] The designation generally

given to the term of Whitsunday in Caith-

ness. (Jamieson.

)

* cdm-bii're, v.t. [Lat. comburo.] To turn
completely or thoroughly.

* com-bur-gess, s. [Fr. combourgeois.] A
fellow-citizen.

" Roger McNaugb t. &o. producelt a procuratorie and
comimsstoun gevfn to thame, and to Williame Maulii,
and Hew Broun thair comburgsssit."—Acts Jo, IV.,

1596, ed. 1814, p. 114.

* com bur'gher, * com bur -ger, s.

[Pref. com = con, and burgher (q.v.).] A
fellow-burgher.

'" If Jaffa merchants now comburgers seem
With Portugal*, and Portugal* with them."

Sylvester: Du Bartas, 43. (Latham.)

* com -bur -gher- sbip, ». [Eng. com
burgher ; -ship.] The state, condition, or posi-

tion of a fellow-citizen.
" By all respects of our oomburghership."

Sylvester : Du Bartas.

* oom'-bur-ment, s. [Cuhberment.]
" He saide that Amuion was of powere,

* corn-bust', a. [Lat. combustus, pa. par. of
comburo — to burn up.]

1. Ord. Lang. ; Burnt up; calcined.
" Combust materoa and coagulate."
Chaucer ; Canon's yeoman's Prol., 12,789.

2. Astron. : Situated so near to the sun aa
to be obscured or eclipsed by his light ; ap-
plied to the moon and planets when not fur-

ther than eight and a half degrees from the
sun.

"That he be not retrograd ue combust. "—Chaucer :

Astrolabe, p. 19.

* com bust, v.t. [Combust, a.]

1. Lit. : To burn up, to calcine.

2. Fig. : To kindle, to excite, to stir up.
**..,( in whieh case all Germany was combusted with

great troubles) . .
."

—

Time's Storehouse, 851-3.

t cSm'-btist-I-bn'-l'-t^, s. [Eng. combus-
tible; -ity.] The quality of being combustible;
capability of taking or being set ou fire ; in-

flammability. (Digby).

c6m-btist'-i-blo, a. & s. [Fr. combustibte,

from Lat. combustus, pa. par. of comburo ~ to

burn up.]

A. As adjective

:

J. Lit. : Capable of being set on fire, inflam-

mable ; susceptible of fire.

"... the vast mass of combustible matter . .
."

—

Macaulay: Hist Eng, ch. ii.

* IL Fig.: Easily excited in temper; iras-

cible, hot-tempered.

"Finding sedition ascendant, he [Junius] hasneesi
able to advance it,—rinding the nation combustible. Urn
ijiis beau able to inflame It."—Johnson i Thoughts on
the late Transactions respecting Falkland's Island*.

B. ,-l.s subst. : Any substance capable of
being set on tire, any inflammable material.

"... wood, coal, turf, or like common comou*fio/r«
"

—«r r. Berbert ; Travels, ]?. 197.

com bust i-blo-ness, s. [Eng. combustible

;

•ness.] Combustibility, inflammability ; apt-
ness or readiness to take Are.

COm-biist'-lon (1 as y), s. [Fr. &. Sp. com*
bustion ; Ital. combustione; Lat. combustionem,
ace. of comoustio — a burning, consuming,
from combustum, supine of com&wro = to burn
up, to consume; con — together, and buro,

same as uro = to burn.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of burning, the state

of being burned.
" Magnesium wire flattened, or tarnished magnesium

ribbon, also bursts into splendid combustion."—
Tyndall .- Frag, of Science (3rd ed J.

viii. 7, p. lvL

% Spontaneous combustion

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Combustion occurring with-
out any means taken on the part of man to
produce it.

2. Med. : A combustion of the human body
produced by occult internal causes, which is

alleged to have occurred several times, most of
the cases being females given to indulging,

largely in alcohol, besides being advanced In

life, and either very fat or very lean. Set otv

fire accidentally by a coal or candle, or even
a spark, their trunk is stated to have burnt,

with great rapidity, leaving behind a residuum
of fat, oily ashes, with a very fetid odour,.

and containing a very penetrating soot. The
alcohol with which it is assumed that their

organs were saturated, electricity, phos-
phoretted hydrogen, or other inflammable gaB

set free by the decomposition of the structures

have been assigned as possible causes, but the
subject requires well-ascertained modern facts

and fresh scientific elucidation. Most chemists
believe the combustion of the human body in

the way described an impossibility. (Apjohn

:

Cycl. Pract. Med., i. 447—454, &c.)

* com-biist'-I-ouS, a. [Eng. combust ; -ious.y

Combustible, inflammable.
" Subject and servile to all discontents.

As dry combust ious matter is to Are"
Shaketp. : Venus aud Adonis.

* com-bust'-IVe, a. [Eng. combust; -ive.}\

Causing combustion, burning, or inflaming.

"Their beams and influences begin to growmullgn,
fiery, and combustive."— Bp. Gauden; Hieratpistet,.

1«53, p. 20.

* cim-bust'-ii-ons, a. [Combusttotjs.]

1. Lit. : Combustible; capable of being
burnt.

2. Fig. : In an excited state.

"... not a little moovad that matters should ba
thus combustuous in the Indies, . . ."—Time's Store-

house, 922, 2. {Latham.)

come, * comen, * cume, * cumen, *kum
(pa. ten. # com«, came, * cum, * com, *cam, *kavi,
* kerne ; pa. par. * comen, come, * cumen,
# comu7i, * ewm, * i-comen, * y-come, *i-cumen%
v.i. [A.S. e?twtaH(pa. ten. cam; pa. par. cumen);
Dut. komen; I eel. koma ; Dan. komme ; Sw.
komma; Goth, kwiman; O. H. Ger. queman;
M. H. Ger. komen; Ger.. fcommen.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

I, Literally

:

1. To move from a distant to a place nearer

to the speaker, to approach, to move towards.

"Cum to ine, mi leofmou."—Ancren Riffle, p. 98.

(1) Of material things :

"Troubling in heart, aud lookiug pale and wan,
Her cause of comming she to tell began."

Spenser : F. $., IV. it. «.

(2) Of immaterial things:
" Hope never comet

That comes to all ; but torture without end."
Milton: P. L.. 1. «.

2. To draw near, to approach.
"Something wicked this way comes."

Shaketp. : Macbeth, iv. L

3. To move towards another person or place

;

used always in respect of the place or person

towards which the motion is intended, and
not in respect to that left.

"The messengers kamen to the kyng."—Robert of

Brunne, p. US.

4. To issue, to proceed.
" Behold, m v son, wnicti came forth of my bowels*

eeketh my life,"—2 Samuel xvl U.

6, To have just done or finished some act.

"Davi4 said unto Uriah. Camett thou not from thy
Journey?"—2 Samuel xi. 10.

bSU, -bS^; p<5itt. i&rl; oat, cell, chorus. oMn, bench: go. *em: thin, this; Bin, as; expect. Xenopnon, exist, -tte.

-tlan = shan. tion, -siou = shun ; -tion, -slon = zhun. -tlous, slous, -clous shus. -ble, -hre, &«. = bol. bir.
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6. To go with another to any place ; to go
in company.

" Come unto these yellow sands."
Shakesp. : Tempest, i. 1

7. To return, to arrive back.
•'And it was told Solomon that Shimei had gone

from Jerusalem toGath, and was come again."—\ Kings

8. Of time, the seasons, £c.

(1) To approach, to draw near.
"The time cometh, that whosoever killeth you will

think that he doeth God service."—John xvi. 2.

(2) To arrive.
" Somer is eotnen and winter gon."

0. Kng. Miscellany (ed. Morris), p. 197.

9. To appear, to advance or move into view,
as the colour comes into the cheeks.

II. Figuratively :

1. To advance or proceed from one state or
stage to another.

2. To be brought into any state or condition,
whether better or worse.

" I know one that said it was time enough to repent
when we come to die."—Banyan : P. P., pi. ii.

3. To attain to or arrive at a character,
state, or condition ; to become (followed by

"Nor is It well, nor can It come to good."
. m ,

Cowper: The Tatk, bk. L
*4. To become.
"So came I a widow."—Shakesp. : 2 Henry JV„ ii. S.

5. To arrive at, attain to, or acquire a habit
or character.

" They would quickly come to have a natural abhor-
rence for that which they found made them slighted.

"

—Locke.

6. To happen, to fall out, to result ; to fol-
low as a consequence or as a result of some
act, line of conduct, or event.

"How comes that!"—Shakesp: King Lear, tL 1.

7. To spring from, to result, to arise.

"Muchel kumeth of luteL"—Ancren Biwle, p. 296.

8. To befall, to happen, to occur.
" Let me alone that I may speak, and let come on me

what will."—Job xiii. 13.

9- To return to a former state or condition.
" Golden lads and girls all must
Like chimney-sweepers come to dust."

__ _ _ , Shakesp. : Cymb., It. 1
10. To be born.

"That child that is cum
De virgine Maria." Songs * Carols, p. 19.

11. To be descended from.
" Though he were komen of no ken, but of kenda

cherts." William of Palerne, 618.

* 12. To bud, to sprout, to shoot. [B. 2.]

"It is reported, that if you lay good store of kernels
of grapes about the root of a vine, it will make the
vine come earlier, and prosper better."—Bacon : Nat.

13. Used as an auxiliary, with the meaning
of begin, and eventually simply of do.

"A vunel com flon."—O. Kng. Homilies, p. 81.

"Ther com go a lite childe."— Warton : Hist. Kng.
Poetry; St. Cutfibert, i. 14.

B. Technically

:

1. Dairy : Butter is said to come in the pro-
cess of churning, when it begins to appear.

" Then butter does refuse to come."
_ _ Butler; Budibras.
2. Brewing : To sprout as malt does.
" In the coming or sprouting of malt, aa It must not

come too little, so it must not come too much."—
Mortimer.

3. Scrip, : Applied to the coming or advent
of Our Lord upon earth.

"... when he shall come in his own glory, and In
bis Father's, and of the holy angels."— /, u'ke ix. 2*.

C. In special phrases

:

1. To come about

:

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(a) To fall out, to result, to come to pass
(generally used impersonally).

" How comes It about, that, for above sixty years,
affairs have been placed in the hands of new men."—
Swift.

* (6) To change sides, to tarn over from one
party to another.
"They are come about, and won to the true side."

Ben Jonson.

(2) Naut. : To change, to chop round.
"The wind came about, and settled in the West for

many daya"—Bacon; New Atlantis.

* 2. To come abroad : To become known, to
be published.

".
. . neither any thing hid, that shall not be known

and come abroad."—Luke vlil. 17.

3. To come across .* To happen on, to meet
with accidentally.

IT To come across the mind : To occur to one's
mind or thoughts.

1. To come after:

(1

)

To follow.
" If any man will come after me. let him deny him-

self, . . ."'—Matt. xvi. 24.

(2) To come in search of, or in order to
" obtain.

5. To come again : To return, to be restored
to a former state.

"
. . and wheu he had drunk, his spirit came

again, and he revived."

—

Judges xv. 19,

"His flesh came again, like unto the flesh of a little
child."—2 Kings v. 14.

6. To come at

:

* (1) Lit. : To arrive at, to reach.
"... could not come at him . . ."—Luke vlii. 19.

(2) Figuratively:

(a) To obtain, to gain.
". . . always prize those most who are hardest to

come at"—Addison : Spectator, No. 99.

(6) To arrive at, to obtain.
"In order to come at a true knowledge of ourselves,

. . . —Addison ; Spectator, So. 399.

7- To come away

:

(1) To move away from, to part from.

(2) To become parted or separated from, to
fall away or off from the main body.

(3) To germinate, to sprout

8. To come between :

(1) Lit. : To intervene.

(2) Fig. : To estrange, to cause a difference
or estrangement.

9. To come by

:

(1) Lit. : To pass by or beside.

(2) Fig. : To obtain, to gain, to succeed in
obtaining, to acquire.

" Love Is like a child.
That longs for every thing that he can come by."

,„ _ Shakesp. .- Two Gent., ill. i.

10. To come down

;

(1) Lit. : To descend.
* (2) Figuratively

:

(a) To be humbled or abased.
"Your principalities shall come down."—Jer. xiii.

(b) To pay.

T To come down in the world : To be reduced
in circumstances.

To come down with : To pay over.
"Little did he foresee when he said, 'All is but dust,'

how soon he would cotnedown with hi»own."—Dickent.
(OgUvie.)

11. To come forth

:

(1) Lit. : To move out of any place ; to ad-
vance.

(2) Fig. : To be published, to be made
public.

" Some of the cotemporans . . . will suffer their
labours to comeforth."—North : Kxamen, p. 187.

12. To comeforward

:

(1) Ut. : To move forward or to the front.

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) To put oneself forward, to present one-
self.

(6) To make progress, to advance, to pro-
gress.

13. To come from:

(1) To be descended from, to come of.

(2) To arise, to spring, to result, or to be
derived from.

(3) To be spoken or written by,

14. To come home

:

(1) Ordinary Language :

(a) Lit. : To return home.
(b) Fig. : To press a person very closely, to

affect him nearly.

(2) Naut. : Of an anchor, which becomes
loosened from the ground, and will not hold.

" When you cast out it still came home."—Shakesp. i

Winter's Tale, La *

15. To come in

:

(1) Literally:

(a) To enter.

"What, are you there! come in, and give some help."—Shakesp. : Othello, v. L

(6) To arrive at its destination.

"At what time our second fleet which kept the nar-
row seas, was come in and joined to our main fleet."—
Bacon.

(2) Figuratively:

(a) To be brought into use or fashion ; to
become fashionable.

" Silken garments did not come in till late, . .
."—

Arbuthnot : On Coins.

t (b) To be part of a composition ; to enter
into as an ingredient.

"A generous contempt of that in which too manymen place their happiness, must come in to heights*
his character. "—Atterbury.

* (c) To give in, to comply, to yield, or to
acquiesce.

"If the arch-rebel Tyrone . . . should offer to gome
in and Bubmit himself to her majesty, . . ."—Speneer
On Ireland.

(d) To arrive at the goal.

(e) To assume power, to enter into office; as,
A Conservative government came in.

if) To accrue as income or revenue.
"I had rather be mad with him that, when he had

nothing, thought all the ships that came into the har-
bour his ; than with you that, when you b*ve so muck
coming in, think you have nothing. "—Suckling.

(g) To be given or handed over, to be got or
gained.

" If fairings come thus plentifully in."
Shakesp. : Love't Labour Lost, r. 1

If To come in one's way

:

(1) To be an obstacle or stumbling-block to
anyone.

(2) To occur to one's mind.

16. To come in for: The same as (o com* info;
to obtain, to get.

*' I' thinking is essential to matter, stocks and stones
will come in for their share of privilege."—Collier : On
Thought,

17- To come in sight: To become visible.

* 18. To come in unto : To have sexual con-
nection with.

" Judah com* in unto her and she conceived."—Gen.
xxxviii. 10.

19. To come in to

:

* (1) To join or assist, to bear help to.

"... the lord Audley, with whom their leaders kad
before secret intelligence, came in to them "—
Bacon; Henry I'll.

* (2) To comply with, to agree to, to ac-
quiesce in.

"The fame of their virtues will make men ready te
come into every thing that is done for the publick
good."—A tterbury.

(3) To receive, to obtain.

IT To come into one's head : To occur to one'i
mind.

To come into play or operation : To be brought
into use or employment.

20. To come near

:

(1) To be nearly equal to, to approach ia
quality.

"The whole atchieved with such admirable inraa>
tion, that nothing ancient or modern seems to come
near if—Temple.

* (2) To touch to the quick.
" Am I come near you now."—Shakesp. : Remeo emi

Juliet, L 5.

21. To come of

:

(1) To be descended from ; to spring fro**

as a descendant.

"Of Priam's royal race my mother cams."
Dryden : .Kneid.

(2) To proceed or result, as the effect fro*»
a cause.

" Will you please, Sir, be gone

;

I told you what would come of this.''

Shakesp. : Winters Tale, iv. 1

(3) To arise, to spring, or to be derived
from.

22. To come off:

(1) Lit : To part from, to fall away from, to
come away.

(2) Figuratively'
* (a) To escape, to get off free.

" I knew the foul enchanter, though diaguls'd,
Enter'd the very lime-twigs of his spells,
And yet came off." Milton ; Comus, 848-

(6) To end an affair or business.
". . . the English, upon aU encounters, hare seme

off with honour and the better."—Bacon.

(c) To take place.
" The affair came off yesterday afternoon in the Boss

du Veslnet."—Daily Telegraph, Nov. 26, 188L -

* (d) To deviate from, to depart from a rule

or standard.

"The figure of a bell partaketh of the pyramis, but
yet coming off and dilating more suddenly."—Bacon:
Nat. Hist.

* (e) To pay over.
" We hear you are full of crowns,
Will you come off, Sir ?

"
Massinger.

* (/) To stand out in relief ; to appear.

"This comes off well and excellent"—Shakesp.

:

Timon, L 1.

IT To come off by : To suffer, to meet with,

to experience.
" We must expect to come off by the worst before wt

obtain the final conquest."

—

Calamy.
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To come offfrom: To leave off, to forbear, to
cease.

** To come offfrom these grave disquisitions. I would
clear the point by one institute more, "—Fetton ; On the
Classics.

23- To come on :

(1) Lit. : To move forward or nearer, to
approach (especially in a hostile manner).

"The great ordnance once discharged, the armies
came fast on, and joined battle."—Knout* : Hist. Turks.

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) To take place, to begin.

(0) To thrive, to prosper, to fare, to pro-
gress.

"It should seem by the experiments, both of the
malt and of the roses, that they will come far faster on
In water than in earth . . ."—Bacon: Nat. Hitt.

(c) To supervene.
" The/ mend their pace as night comes on."

Granville.

^ In the imperative it is used frequently to
eonvey a challenge, and also an invitation to
move on with or accompany the speaker.

" Rhymer, come on, and do the worst yon can."
Dryden.

21. To come out

:

(1) Lit. : To move from within to outside.

(2) Figuratively

:

(a) To become publicly known ; to be dis-

covered or published.
" It is indeed come out at last, that we are to look on

the saints as inferior deities."—Stillingfieet.

(&) To be published, without any idea of
previous concealment

"Before his book came out, I had undertaken the
answer of several others."—Stitllngfieet.

(c) To emerge from or outstrip a number of
©tiers.

*\ . . where Vista and Sweetbread came out, and the
former, getting the best of the race, won cleverly by
three parts of a length , . "—Daily Telegraph, Sept
ir, last.

(d) To be brought out or introduced into
society, to make a debut.

"She is not come out, yon know: bat she is to come
out next year."—irtsi Barney : Cecilia, bit. vL, ch. il.

(e) To show oneself in any character.

t </) To result

"The weight of the denarius, or the seventh of a
Boman ounce, comet out sixty-two grains and four,
sevenths."—Arbuthnot.

(g) To bud, to put out leaves.

(h) To come to an end, to finish.

SI To take a position or rank in an exami-
on.

(j) To result or turn out well; to give a
good result

"They take a favourable photographic effect, or, to
ase the technical term, come out well."

—

Vogel: Che-
mistry of Light and Photog., ch. xv.

% To come out of: To proceed from.
". . . Can there any good thing come out of Xazareth T

"

t-Jehn i. 46.

To come out with : To give vent to.

" Those great masters of chymlcal arcana must be
•revoked, hefore they will come out with them."

—

25. To come over

:

(1) Lit. : To pass from one place or position
%o another, to cross over.

(2) Figuratively:

(a) To change sides or parties.

* (6) To rise in distillation.

" Perhaps also the phlegmatick liquor, that Is wont
toeomeover in this analysis, may, at least as to part
•fit, be produced by the operation of the fire."—Boyle.

* (c) To repeat an act.

* (d) To surpass, to excel, to get the better of.
" No man living shall come over it"

Shaketp. : Much Ado, v. 2.

* (e) To taunt, to challenge.
" How he comes o'er us with our wilder days."

Shaketp. : Hen. i'. i. 2.

^ To come over to : To join, to take part
with.

"A man, in changing his side, not only makes him-
•elf hated by those he left, but is seldom heartily es-

teemed by those he comes over to.
"

—

Addison : Spect.

26. To come round

:

(1) Lit. : To move round a place or spot.
" I was come round about the hill,
And todlin down on Willie's mill."

Burnt : Heath and Dr. Hornbook.

(2) Figuratively

:

(tt) To cheat, to trick.

(&) To come to pass, to arrive.

(c) To revive, to recover oneself.

(d) To become better in health, to recover
strength.

27. To come short of: To fail in respect of,

to lie insufficient or inadequate ; to fail to
reach a standard.

" To attain
The height and depth of Tby eternal ways
All human thoughts come short. Supreme of things !

"

Milton ; P. L., viii. 414.

28. To come to

:

(1) Ordinary Language

:

(a) Lit. : To arrive at a place.

(6) Figuratively:

(i) To attain to, to succeed in getting, to
gain.

(ii) To amount or be equivalent to.

(iii) To amount to, to reach a sum, to cost.
". . . the very customs came to as much as both the

price of the corn and the freight together. "—Knolles

;

Hist. Turk*.

(iv) To become.
"Trust me, I am exceeding weary.—Is It come to

that?"—Shaketp. : 2 Hen. IV\ ii. 2.

(v) To reach a certain state or condition.
" His sons come to honour, and he knowetb It not.*

—Job xlv. 21.

* (vi) To agree, to comply, to consent.
" What Is this, if my parson will not come to .'"

Swift.
(vii) To revive, to recover oneself.

(2) Naut. : To turn the head of the ship
nearer the wind.

29. To come to blows : To fall out, to fight.

30. To come to the front : To come forward.

31. To come to grief: To meet with misfor-
tune.

32. To come to the hammer: To be sold by
auction.

33. To come to hand : To be received.

31. To come to life : To revive, to come to.

35. To come to light : To be discovered.

36. To come to nature

:

Metallurgy (of the properly malleable iron)

:

To separate from the unmalleable and impure
mass of ore with which it was in combination.
(Percy, in Weale.)

37. To come to oneself: To recover one's
senses ; to revive, either mentally or physi-
cally.

38. To come to pass : To happen, to fall out.

39. To come to the point : To address oneself

to the matter in hand, with circumlocution.

40. To come to the scratch: To engage any
enemy or obstacle.

41. To come to a standstill ; To stop.

42. To come to terms : To agree on terms or
conditions, to accord.

43. To come to an understanding : To enter
into an agreement.

44. To come up

:

(1) Lit. : To move from a lower to a higher
place or position.

(2) Figuratively

:

* (a) To be promoted.

(&) To approach, to come close to.

(c) To shoot up, to spring up.
" Over-wet, at sowing-time, with us breedeth much

dearth, insomuch asthe corn never cometh up."—Bacon.
* (d) To become public or fashionable.

(e) To be brought forward, to arise ; as, The
question came up.

45. To come up to

:

(1) To approach, to come to one's side.

(2) To amount to, to approach.

"He prepares for a surrender, asserting that all these
will not come up to near the quantity requisite."—
Woodward : Jfat. Hist.

46. To come up with : To overtake.

47. To come upon: To invade, to attack, to
fall on, to befall, to come to.

T To come : In futurity ; to happen here-
after.

"In times to come.
My waves shall wash the walls of mighty Rome."

Dryden.

% Come your ways : A vulgarism still in use,

especially in the north of England: come
along or come hither.

" Look to't, I charge you ; come pour ways."
Shaketp. Hamlet, 1. S.

come-down, s. A fall or abasement.
"That was rather a come-down."—Heade : Cloister

and Hearth, ch. Iii.

* come-off; s. A means of escape.

"We do not want this come-off."— Qrellman

come-outer, s. One who comes out or
withdraws from a regular church or other
organisation under the pretence of its being
corrupt ; a radical reformer.

" I am a Christian man of the sect called Come-
outers."—Haliburton.

come, imper. of v. [Come.] Used

—

1, As a particle of exhortation or incitement
" Yet, come a little,—

Wishers were ever foolB ;— O, come, come, come."
Shaketp. : Ant. and Cleop., iv. 18.

2. As equivalent to when it shall come.
" Come Candlemas, nine years ago she died." day.

* come, s. [Come, v.] A sprout.
" That the malt is sufficiently well dried, you may

know both by the taste, and also by the falling off of
the come or sprout"—Mortimer: Husbandry.

co'-me, conj. [It.] As.

come prima, phrase. [ItaL]

Mus. : As at first (Stainer £ Barrett.)

Come sta, phrase. [Ital.]

Mus. : As it stands. (Stainer & Barrett.)

t come at a bill ty. t com at a bil -i-
ty;s. [Eng. comeatable ; -ity.] Accessibility,
attainability.

" The shape, the construction, comatability and
' - Sham'

t come-at'-a-ble, a. [Eng. come ; at ; -able.)

Possible to" come at; capable of access, at-

tainable, accessible.
" The Trinity Audit ale is not come-at-able."

Barham : Ingoldsby Leg. ; St. Dunstan,

* co meddle, v.t. [Pref. co = con, and med-
dle (q.v.).] To mix, to mingle, to temper.
"Whose blood and judgement are so well comeddled."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, 111. 2. (Quartos.)

•ff The folios read comingled (q.v.).

com-e-dl an, * cdm-e'-dl-ent, s. [Fr.

comedien ; from Lat. comoid us ; Or. xopwooe
(koTnodos).]

1. One who plays or acts parts in a comedy.
"The world Is a stage; every man an actor, and

plates his part here, either In a comedle, or tragedie.
The good man is a comedian which (however he begins)
ends merrily ; but the wicked man acts a tragedie and
therefore ever ends in horrour."—Bithop.

t 2. A player or actor generally.

"... an adventurer of versatile parts, sharper,
coiner, false witness, sham bail, dancing master,
buffoon, poet, comedian." — Macaulay ; Hitt. Eng.,
eh. vli.

t 3. A writer of comedies.

"Bcallger willeth us to admire Plautus as a comedian,
but Terence as a pure and elegant sjteitker."—Peacham :

Of Poetry.

* CO-me'-dlc, a. [Eng. comed\y) ; -ic.] Per-
taining to or having the nature of comedy.

"Our best comedic dramas."—Quart. Rev. (Ogilrie.)

com'-«!»d-y\ * com'-me^l-^, s. [Fr. comMie ;

Lat. comcedia; from Gr. Kwu.w5t'a (komodia) :

Kut/xoc. (komos) = a banquet, a festal procession,

and u>Srj (ode) = an ode, a song. ] A dramatio
representation of a light and amusing nature,
in which are satirised pleasantly the weak-
nesses or manners of society and the ludicrous
incidents of life.

"I have not attempted anything of a pastoral
comedy, because, I think, the taste of our age will not
relish a poem of that sort."—Pope : Letter to H. Crom-
well, July 2,1706.

IT Comedy took its origin in the Dionysian
festivals, with those who led the phallic songs
of the baud of revellers (k£>jxo$) who, at the
vintage festivals, gave expression to the exu-
berant joy and merriment by parading about,

dressed up, and singing jovial songs in honour
of Dionysus. These songs were frequently

interspersed with extemporised jokes at the

expense of the bystanders. Comedy first as- •

sumed a regular shape amongst the Dorfans.

The first attempts at it amongst the Athenians

were made by Susarion, a native of Megara*
about B.C. 578. Epicharmus firstgave comedy
a new form and introduced a regular plot.

That branch of the Attic drama known as the
Old Comedy begins properly with Cratinus.

It lasted from b.c. 458 to b. c. 404. The later

pieces ofAristophanes belong to MiddleComedy.
The chorus in a comedy consisted of twenty-
four. [Chorus.] Middle Comedy lasted from
B.C. 404 to b.c. 340, and the New Comedy till

b.c. 260. Middle Comedy found its materials

in satirising classes of people instead of indi-

viduals. New Comedy answers to the comedy

boil, bo?; pout, jorrt; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.
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of the present day. The most distinguished
of Konmn comic writers were Plautus and
Terence, whose plots were mainly derived
from their Greek predecessors.

'cornel, * somele, s. [Cumel.]
" Cbildric com of comela."—Layamon, ii. 4M.

*comelid, a. [Acomelyd.] Numbed, stiff-

ened, enervated with cold.

Coumforte ye comelid hondis."
Wycllffe : Ita. XXXTL &

BOme'-li-er, comp. of a. [Comely.]

*c6me'-H-hood, * come-H-heed, * com-
ly-hede, *. [Eng. comely ; and sun*, hede,
hced = hood.] Beauty, comeliness, grace.

" I sigh yet never creature
Of comlyhetle and of fetnre
Be licke her in comparison."

o6me'-lI-l& *c6m'-l$Myt adt;. (Eng. come-
ly i -ty-] In a comely, becoming, or agreeable
manner.

" Without other apparel than that which wu requi-
site to cover comelUy that which modesty wills and

come II ness, * com ly-nesse, s. [Eng.
comely ; -ness.] The quality of being comely

;

grace, beauty, dignity, neatness, fitness.

"Comtjmeme, or seemeljmesse. Deceneia, elegan-
Ma."—Prompt. Part.

"True comeliness, which nothing can impair.
Dwell* in the mtad ; all else is vanity and glare.

"

Thornton : Castle of Indolence, ii. 33.

* come ling, * com-lyng, * come-lyng,
*comme lyng, ' cum-ling, *cum-lyng,
* cum lynge, cume-ling, * kome-
lyng, 'kume-ling, s. [Mid. Eng. com,
rum = come ; suff. -ling ; O. H. Ger. chume-
ling, chomeling — a stranger.] A stranger, a
foreigner.

"A Cumlynge: Aduena."—Cathol. Anylicum.
" I am a commetyno towarde the.
And pilgrim als alle my fadera warn."

ffampole: Pricke of Cons., 1,384.

* come ling-ness, * cum-lyng nes, s.

[Mid. Eng. cameling, &c ; -ness.] Exile,
strangeness.

" I ahal lede out hem fro the loond of her cum-
lyngnet."— WycUge : J-Jsek. xx. 38.

come ly, * com lien, * com li, • come
liche, curae lien. « cum-lich, *com-
ly, * comelely, * comlili, * comlyly,
* comelili, a. & adv. [A.S. cymlic; from
eyme — suitable, becoming; and ftc = like.]

A. As adj. : (Of all the above forms).

1. 0/ person* .-Graceful, handsome, dignified,
Agreeable and pleasing in looks.

" A Bober sad and comely courteous Dame "

Spenser; /".«., II. II. it
2. Of things ; Becoming, decent, dignified,

According to propriety.

"... the comely tear
Steals o er the cheek . .

."

Thornton: The Seasons; Winter.

B. As adv. (Of the forms * comely, * comelely,
* comlili, * comlyly, * comelUi) : Becomingly,
decently; in a dignified and becoming man-
ner.

"Dispose thee to regne comelili."-Wycliffe :\Kmgs,

"To ride cornel)/, to play at all weapons, to dance
eonvly, be very necessary for a courtly gentleman "—
Atcham: Schoolmaster.

H For the difference between comely and
becoming, see Becoming ; for that between
comely and graceful, see Graceful.

'comely-distant, a. At a becoming
distance.

" Aad comely-distant aits he by her side."
Shakesp. I A Lover's Complaint,

* Com'-en, a. [Common, a.]

* com -en, v.i. [Come, v.]

* com'-en, pa. par. [Come, ».)

com-en'-am-ate, s. [Eng. comenam(ic) ; -aU.]
Chen. : A salt of comenamic acid.

oom-en-am-le, a, [Eng. comerrfic), and
amic.]

comenamic acid, s.

Chem,: C^SU^H3 4 -i-H^O. An acid ob-
tained by boiling comenic acid with excess of
ammonia, and recrystalliaing from hot water.
It forms salts, and gives a deep purple colour
with ferric salts. Boiled with potash it yields
ammonia and comenaie of potassium.

com -en -ate, f. [Eng. comen(ic) ; -ate.]

Chem. : A salt of comenic acid.

* comend, v.t. [Commend.]

co men -ic, a. [Perhaps from meconic, by
altering the position of the letters (?)]

comenic acid, s,

Cftem. : C6H4 5. Obtained by heating me-
conic acid to 120" ; also by boiling meconic
acid with hydrochloric acid. Comenic acid
crystallizes in light yellow prisms slightly
soluble in boiling water, insoluble in absolute
alcohol. It is readily oxidised by nitric acid
into carbonic and oxalic acids. Comenic acid
is dibasic ; it forms crystalline salts, and gives
a deep red colour with ferric sulphate.

* com-e-ning, s. tCoMMtrmNa.]

* com-en-ty, *. [Commonty.]
" Servauntes in coorte that have governaunce of the

comenty in ony wyse . . .'—Doct. o/ Good SereamUes,
p. 6.

co-meph or-us, s. [Gr. xoVq (home) =
hair, and 4>op6$ (phoros) a bearing, carrying.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, family Gobiidae.
The only species lives in the lake of Baikal,
and is driven ashore dead in numbers after
storms. It is about a foot long, and of a
greasy feel. The fishermen do not eat it but
press it for oil. {Eng. Cycl.)

cdm'-er, s. [Eng. com(e) ; -er.]

1. One who comes, arrives, or approaches.
(Now seldom used except in composition ; as,
AJirst'Comer, a last-comer, a nevMwmer, Ac)

" Hot spring, a new comer,
A spring rich and strange."

Tennyson; Nothing %eill Die.
" House and heart are open for a friend ; the passage

is easy, and not only admits, but even invites, the
comer.' —South.

2. A visitor.

" Yourself, renowned prince, then stood as fair
As any comer I have look'd on yet."

Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice, li L
* comer-some, a. [Cumbersome.]

oo-mes, s. [Lat.]

1. Music: The answer to the Dux or sub-
ject. [Fugue.] (Stainer & Barrett.)

2. Her., dtc. : A count.

3. Anatomy:

(1) (Sing.) : Comes, in the sense of compa-
nion, is used for various structures associated
with others. Thus there is a comes nervi
ischiadici, and a comes nervi phrenici.

(2) The pL ComUes (companions) is used in
a similar sense. Thus the deep set of veins
accompanying the arteries are called vena
comites vel satellites arteriarum. (Quain.)

co me-sper -ma, *. [Gr. k6>» (kome) =
hair, and o-nepfia (sperma) = a seed, in allusion
to the tuft of hair at the end of the seed. ]

Bot. : A genus of plants, family Polygalaceje.
They are natives of Australia. Three species,
one blue the others purple, have been intro-
duced into Britain.

* com-ess-a'-tion, s. [Lat. comessatio, comis-
satio, from comissor = to revel, to banquet

;

Gr. KUfui^ut (komazo), from xwjuof (komos) = a
banquet, a revel.] Banqueting, feasting,
revelry.

"The world is apt upon aU occasions to fall upon
unnecessary comeuation and com potations."—Ba let
Sernu at the Close of his Hem., p. W

t com-es'-tl-ble, a. & s. [Fr. comestible, from
Lat. comesum, comestum, sup. of comedo = to
eat up : com = con, and edo = to eat.]

A. As adj. : Fit or suitable to be eaten
;

eatable.
" His markets [wereltb* best ordered for prices of

comestible ware . .
."— Wotton : Rem., p. S46.

B. As snbst. : Anything fit to be eaten ; an
eatable. (Generally in the plural.)

"
??T

l1^fa' Tmry trom *** most "ibstantfal to the
most light —Simpson : Handbook of Dining, p. 5.

cdzn'-dt, * com-ete, 5. [0. Fr. comete ; Sp. t
Port., a Ital. cometa, from Lat cometa; Gr.
icoMijnj* (kometes) = (o.) hairy, long-haired

;

(s.) a comet ; from *cd>» (kome) = hair.]

L Astronomy

:

(1) Definition: A luminous heavenly body
which, in general, consists of a nucleus or
"head" with, or less frequently without, a
tail, the whole moving in the heavens, first
towards, then around, and finally away again

from the sun, like a planet at one part of ita
elliptic orbit.

(2) Hist. : Comets have in every age excited
attention, and, till recently, have inspired
tenor, at least iu ignorant minds. Milton ex-
pressed the general belief in the lines :—
"%f.?tal

?k'
-

.
'
an

,

d like * comet bnnwd.
Thnt Asm the leiijrtli of Ophiuchus huge
Iu th »rtick sky, and from his horridhair
Shakes pestilence and war."

T . Milton : P. L., U. TOS.
Josephus enumerates as one of the om«na
foreboding the destruction of Jerusalem, "a
star resembling a sword which stood over the
city, and a comet that continued a whole
year." (Wars of the Jews. bk. vi„ ch. T
§3.)
From these notions science had to grope ita

way forward. Aristotle thought cometa ig-
neous vapours not higher than our own atmo-
sphere. Seneca gave forth the happy hypo-
thesis that they were a kind of planets.
Tycho Brahe, about 1677, showed that a cer-
tain comet was at a greater distance from the
earth than the moon. Hevelius, in 1668,
ascertained that the orbit of a comet was con-
cave and not a straight line, the latter erro-
neous view having been held by Tycho Brahe.
already mentioned, and Kepler. Doerfel
(1681) believed comets to move in paranoias.
In 16S2, Halley proved the comet, subsequently
called after him, to be periodic in its returns.
In 1704, Sir Isaac Newton proved comets to
obey the law of gravitation, and held that in
all probability they moved in elliptic orbits.
For more modern discoveries, see 3.

(3) Present state of knowledge and opinion

:

More than 600 comets, according to Mr. Hind,
have been taken note of, but about 17,500,00a
are believed to exist in connexion with the
solar system. The head or nucleus is much
less solid than it seems. Thus, in 1832, Sir
John Herschel saw a group of stars only of
the 16th magnitude, almost through the centre
of Biela's comet. When such a body might
be expected to exercise gravitation its influence
is too small to be perceptible. Regarding
orbit, the comets may be divided into two
very distinct classes : First, those whose
orbits are so long that they are usually re-
garded as parabolas, and second, those whose
orbit and period are both short. Of the latter
class, about twelve or fifteen are known. The
first seem to hove come to us from outside
space ; the second set, originally belonging to
the former, to have had then* direction changed
so as to produce their present short elliptic
orbits by the action on them of some planet.
(Brit. Assoc Rep. (1879), p. 272J For the chief
comets of the latter type, see \ at the end of
this article. In 1866, Professor Schiaparelli,
of Milan, discovered that the orbit of Tuttle's
comet, the third which had appeared in
1862, was nearly identical with that of the
August meteors, and Tempers comet, the
first of 1866, with that of the November
meteor stream. In consequence of this dis-
covery, Prof. P. G. Tait, F.R.S.E., published
the view that the sudden development of tails

many millions of miles in length, the occur-
rence of comets with many tails, and the
observed fact that there is no definite relation
of direction between a comet's tail and ita solar
radius vector, may be accounted for on the
supposition that a comet is a cloud of small
masses, such as stones and fragments of
meteoric iron, shining by reflected light alone,
except where these masses impinge on each
other, or on other matter circulating around
the sun, and thus produce luminous gases
along with considerable modifications of their
relative motion. The differences of motion of
the meteoric fragments relatively to the earth,

Sresent appearances analogous to those of a
ock of sea-birds flying in one plane, and only

becoming as a long streak when the plane of
the Hock passes approximately through the
spectator's eye. The so called euweloi*s
surrounding them are compared with tlie

curling wreaths of tobacco smoke emitted from
a pipe. On the 24th June, 1881, Win. Hugging,
Esq., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., examined the
bright comet then in the sky with the spectro-
scope. Assuming this to be similarly com-
posed to other comets, he came to the conclu-
sion that part of their light is reflected sun-
light and part original light, and further that

carbon is present in the cometary matter.

The comet of 1882 was shown to contain
sodium and iron, in addition to carbon.

% Among the best known periodic comets
are

—

(1) Biela's Comet : [Named after M. Biela, an

4%te. at, tare, amidst, whit. f&U, father; we, wit, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir. marine; go, pdt,
or, wore, woU. work, who. son

: mute, eiib. cure, unite, cur. rule, fall ; try, Syrian. ». co - e. ey = a. qu = lew.
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Austrian officer, who discovered it at Prague

on the 27th or 28th February, 1826. J A comet
which has a periodic time of about 6$ years

or 138 weeks. It returned in September, 1832,

again in 1839, then in 1845 ; when, between
December 19, 1845, and January 13, 1846, it

separated into two comets, which went off in

company, coming back together in 1852, since

which time they have returned no more. But
it has been discovered that when, towards the

end of November, the earth intersects the lost

double comet's path, there is a display of

meteors. This was notably seen on Nov. 30,

1867, and on Nov. 27, 1872. Biela's is called

also Gambart's Comet.

(2) Donati's Comet : [Named after Dr Donati

of Florence.] A comet discovered by Donati

on 2nd June, 1858. Periodic time about 2,000

years.

(3) Encke's Comet: [Named after Johann
Franz Encke, Director of the Observatory at

Berlin.] A comet, the periodicity of which was
detected by Encke in 1819. He proved it

identical with Mechain and Messier'a comet
Of 1786, with Herschel's of 1795, and Pons's

of 1805. It appeared again in 1822, 1828,

and at such intervals as to show that its

periodic time is 329 years, or 1,210 days. A
recent appearance was on August 20, 1881.

Its orbit is everywhere nearer the sun than
that of Jupiter.

(4) Hatley's Comet : [Named after the cele-

brated Edmund Halley, the friend of Newton,
and, from 1720 to 1741-2, Astronomer-royal.]

A comet, the ttrst whose periodic time was
ascertained. It is about 75 years. It was
identical with the comets of 1456, 1531, and
1607, and appeared again In 1759 and 1835.

It is next due in 1910. It is sometimes called

Apian's Comet.

* 2. The name of an old game of cards.

"What say you to a pottle at comet at my house?"
Southerne : Maids L, Prayer.

comet finder, s.

Astron. Instru. ; A comet-seeker (q.v.).

comet like, adv. Like or in the same
manner as a comet.

" I am a maid.
My lord, that ne'er before iuvitedM
But have been gazed ou, comet-like.

Shaketp. : Prince of Tyr% T. 1,

comet seeker, s.

Astron. Instru. ; A cheap equatorial with

coarsely divided circles and a large field in

comparison to its aperture, thus enabling it to

take in at one glance a considerable portion of

the heavens. It is called also a comet-finder.

comet wine, s. Wine made In a comet-

year, and supposed to be, on that account, of

superior flavour.

comet-year, s. A year In which one of

the important comets has appeared.

< edm-et-ar'-X-um, $. [Mod. Lat., from cometa

= a comet.]

Astron. : An instrument designed and in-

tended to represent the revolution of a comet
round the sun.

©8m'-et-ar-y\ a. & s. [Fr. cometaire; Lat.

cometa ="a comet.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Relating or pertaining to a comet,

".The division' of Bielas comet into two distinct
parts suggests several interesting questions in comet-
ary physics."—Prof. Kirkmood; Brit Ateoc Rep., 1871.

pi. 1., p. «.

2. Of the nature of a comet.

"Let us (HI a hollow sphere of this diameter with
cometary matter and make it our unit of measure."—
Tyndall ; Frag, of Science (8rd «L\ vii. i:,i.

B. As subst. : The same as Cometarium
(q.v.).

comet -ic, a. [Eng. comet ; -ic.] Of or per-

taining to a comet ; cometary.

t c&m-et-6V-raph-erf « tQr' wf*1^ (fc°-

mites) = a comet, and ypcupw (grajvhS) a to

write, to discourse.] One who writes on or
describes the nature of comets.

"These elements appear to have escaped the notice

of recent oometogvapher*, . . ."—Chambers: Astron.,

p. 387.

•6m-e't-6g'-raph-y\ s. [Fr. comitographie,

from Gr. koaujttjs (komites) m a comet, and
ypaipTj (graphe) = a writing, a discourse ; ypd<t>ut

tgrapho) = to write.] A discourse on or de-

scription of comets.

cotn'-e-toid, a. ii *. [Eng. comet, and suff.

-uid, from Gr. eTao«(eidos)=form, appearance.]

A. As adj. : Resembling a comet in form.

B. As subst. : A name proposed by Professor

Kirkwood, of Indiana University, U.S., for

certain luminous meteors.

"The motions of some luminous meteors (or come-

toidt, as perhaps they might lie called)."—Prof. Kirk-

wood, quoted in Brit, Assoc. Rep. for 1871, pt i.. p. 49.

t c8m-et-dr-6g-y\ s. [Eng. comet, Gr. jrofujTw*

(komites), aud \6yos (logos) = a discourse.] A
discourse or treatise on comets ; that branch
of astronomy which deals with comets.

com' fit. * con-Ate, ©on-fyte, s. [O. Fr.

conjitt from confire = to preserve, to pickle ;

Lat conAeio = to put together, to prepare : con

m together, and facto= to make ; ItaL confetto

;

8p. confUe ; Port, confeito.)

* 1. A dry sweetmeat ; any kind of fruit or

root preserved with sugar and dried. (Johnson.)

"Compostes and conjites."—Babees Book, p. 121.

2. A caraway-seed, a coriander-seed, or other

seed, coated with sugar.
" And tnrns to comjttt by his arts.

To make me relisli for desserts.' Hiulibra*.

comfit box, s. A box for carrying com-
fits. They were much in use in France during

the reign of Henry III. of that country, a.d.

1574 to 1589. (The elder Disraeli, in Totonstnd's

Dates.)

comfit-maker, s. A confectioner.

• corn-fit, v.t [Comfit, «.] To preserve dry
with sugar.

" The fruit that does so quickly waste.

Men scarce can see It, much less taste.

Thou comflteet in streets to make it last.

Cowley.

* o£m'-ffIt-iire, s. [O. Fr. confiture.} [Ccm-

yiT, «.] A cointlt, a confection.
" From country grass to comJUuret of court."

Donne.

com fort, * con-for-ton, * cum forth,
• coun-forth, * con-fortt, v.t. [O. Fr.

conforter; Low Lat. conforto = to make
strong : con = together, fully; fbrtis= strong;

Sp. & Port, confortar; ItaL confbrtan.]

A. Ordinary Language :

* L Literally

:

1. To make strong ; to strengthen ; to re-

store to strength.

"And the child waxed and was eoun/orted."—Wy
cliJTe : Luke i. SO.

**. . . and he cnumfortide hym with iiailes that it

hulde not be inoued. '—Isaiah iii. 7.

2. To reinforce ; to bring material aid to.

IT. Figuratively :

* 1. To strengthen, to confirm, to add
weight or authority to.

" The evidence of God's own testimony . . . doth
not a little oom/ort and confirm the same."

—

Booker.

2. To strengthen the mind ; to cheer or
encourage in time of danger or difficulty.

" Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God."
—/Mia* xL L

3. To console, to cheer, to solace in time
of trouble or anxiety.

* It does not appear that one of the flatterers or
buffoons whom he bad enriched out of the plunder of

his victims came to comfort him in the day of

trouble."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.. oh. xiv.

* 4. To place in a state of comfort.

"... but now he Is comforted, and thou tat tor-

mented."—Luke xvi. 35.

* B. Law : To afford aid or countenance as

an accessory after the fact ; to abet.

•ff For the difference between comfort and
cheer, see Cheer ; for that between comfort and
console, see Console.

com fort, * com - forthe, * con - fort,
com lord, *coum-forde, * coun fort,

# cum-ford, s. [O. Fr. confort, cunfort

;

0. Sp., ItaL 7* Port, conforto; Sp. confuerto.}

[Comfort, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

*1. Support, assistance, strength, or relief

afforded in time of weakness, oppression, or

danger. [II.]

". . . the God of all comfort . , ."—1 Cor. t &
" I spy comfort ; I cry ball."

Shaketp. : Meat, for Meat., 111. 2.

2. Consolation'; encouragement afforded in

time of affliction or trouble ; solace, cheering.

"Lythez me kyndely your coumforde."
E. Eng. Alltt. Poems (ed. Morris); Pearl, 869.

"And, in thy need, such comfort come to thee."
Bhakesp. : % Henry VI., t 4.

3. A state of quiet and pleasant enjoyment

;

freedom from trouble, pain, or disquiet

**. . . that be thought more of their comfort than of
bis own . .

."—.Vacauiay Biet. Eng.. ch. xvi.

4. That which enables one to enjoy such
auietness and freedom from trouble, pain, or
isquiet ; luxuries. (Generally used in the pi.)

None of the parochial clergy were so abundantly
supplied with comfort* as the fsvuurite orator of a
great assembly of nonconformists in the City."

—

Ma-
caulay : Hist. Eng., oh. xi.

5. That which affords consolation, strength,

or solace in time of trouble, affliction, or
danger.

" Let. I pray thee, thy merciful kindness be for my
comfort, . . . —Psalm cxlx. 76.

6. A wadded or padded quilt or counter-

pane. (American.) (Webster.)

* II. Law : Support, assistance, or counten-

ance ; such as an accessory affords to the

actual perpetrator of any crime.

"... any hand or partaking in the aid or comfort
of Perkins, or the Cornishmen." —Bacon.

U Crabb thus discriminates between comfort

and pleasure: ". . the grand feature of

com/jrt is substantiality: that of pleasure is

warmth. Pleasure is quickly succeeded by
pain. . . . Comfort is that portion pf pleasure

which seems to be exempt from this disadvan*

tage . . . Comfort must be sought for at home :

pleasure is pursued abroad." (Crabb: Eng,
Synon.)

* comfort-killing, a. Destroying all

sources of comfort or encouragement; dis-

quieting, discouraging.
** O comfort-killing night, image of bell !

"

Shaketp. ; Tarquin and Lucrece.

cim'-for-ta-ble, * con-for-ta-We,
* oom-for-ta-Dyll, a. & «. [O. Fr. confor-

tabU, from conforter.} [Comfort, «.]

A* As adjective :

L Ofpersons:
* 1. Strong ; strengthened ; full of strength

or vigour of body or mind.
" In the feld a knyght right confortable."

Generydei. 2,212.

" Thy conceit Is nearer death than thy powers ; for
my sake be comfortable, hold death awhile at the>

arm's end."—Shaketp. : At You Like It, 11. 6. {Trench.}

2. In a state of, or admitting of, comfort

;

cheerful, free from disquiet, trouble, or pain,

" His comfortable temper has forsook him

;

lie hi much out of health, and keeps bis chamber.
Shaketp. ; Timon of Athens, iii. 4.

* 3. Affording strength or support to tho
mind or body ; strengthening, supporting.

" Be comfortable to my mother, your mistress "

Shaketp. t Alt* Well, 1. L

H, Of things:

1. Affording consolation or encouragement
In time of trouble or affliction ; cheering, con-

soling.
" Kind words, and comfortable, lost on me."

Cowper : Trans, of the Latin Poem* of Milton ; On the

Death of Damon.

2. Attended with, or procuring a state of,

quiet enjoyment and comfort.

"... a comfortable provision made for their sub-
sistence."—Dryden: Fables; Dedication,

* 3. Free from trouble or auxiety.

"What can promise him a comfortable appearance*

before bis dreadful judge 1 "South.

B. As subst. : A heavy wadded or padded
quilt or counterpane; a comfort. (American.}

c6m'-fdr-ta-Dle-ne*s, s. [Eng. comfort^

able; -ness.]

1. The quality of being comforting or cheer-

ing.
"... the pleasantness of the grape ; the comforta-

blrness of the wlna"— Walltt ; Serm. at Oxf. 1682, p. 5.

2. The quality of being comfortable or in a
state of comfort ; cheerfulness.

"Quiet serenity and cemfortableneu usually at-

tends a virtuous course of life."—ffoodman : Wint. Ee.

Conf., p. ii.

Com'-for-tiV-bljf, adv. [Eng. comfortable)

;

y-}

1. In a comfortable manner ; so as to com-

fort or cheer ; encouragingly, cheeringly.

"... speak comfortably nnto thy servants .. ."—

2 Sam, xlx. 7.

2. In a state of comfort ; with cheerfulness.

"... hope comfortably and cheerfully for God's per-

formance.'—Hammond.

* cAm'-for-ta-tive, a. & s. [Formed as if

from Lat. confortativus, from conforto.}

A. As adj. : Comforting, cheering, encour-

aging.

"The odour and smell of wine is very comfortative

. . . and is exceeding lively and piercing.'—Time*
Storehouse, p. SS8. [Latham.)

B. As subst. : Anything comforting or

strengthening.

bSb, bo^; pollt, jolU; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go. «fem; thin, this; sin, as ;
expect, ^enophon, exist. -lns>

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun; -tion,-eion= shun, -clous, -tlous, -sious-shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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"The two bundredcrownsingold . . . asacom/orta-

*i*e.~—Jarvit : Don Quixote, pt IL, bk. iv., ch. v.

com -for-ted, pa. par. or a. [Comfort, v.]

Ch. Hist. : The rendering of Consolati, one
of two divisions made in the mediaeval sect
called Cathari (the Pure). The other division
was termed Associated or Confederated (fcede-
rati). (Mosheim: Ch. Hist. cent, xii., pt ii..

ch.v., §6.)

com -for-ter, s. [Eng. comfort; -*r.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Of persons: One who comforts, cheers,
or consoles ; one who affords encouragement
or support in time of trouble and distress.

" Miserable comforters are ye all."—Job xvi. «.

2. Of things:

(1) A knitted woollen scarf, long and narrow.

(2) A thick wadded or padded quilt or
counterpane ; a comfort.

II. Theol. A Scrip. (The Comforter) : The Holy
Ghost, the Third Person of the Trinity (John
xvi. 7, &c.) [Paraclete.]

• com -fdrt-ful, a. [Eng. comfort; faUJ).]
Full of comfort or encouragement ; comfort-
ing, cheering. (Hidoet.)

com -fort-irig, * con-fort-yng, pr. par.,
a., <fc s. [Comfort, v.]

A. As present participle

:

* X. Making strong, strengthening.
"And there appeared an angel onto Him from

heaven comforting him."—Luke axil. 43. {Trmch.j

2. Consoling, cheering, encouraging.

B. As adj. : Cheering, consoling, encour-
aging; strengthening.
" Comforting repose.*~Sh akesp. : Henry Fill. , V. L
C. As subst. : The act of strengthening,

cheering, or consoling ; solace, consolation,
support, or encouragement

" Confiyrtyng—alegement, allegeonce."—PaUgrav*.

oom -fort-leas, * com-forte-les, a. [Eng.
comfort; -less.]

1. Of persons : Without comfort or encour-
agement ; uncheered and unsolaced ; discon-
solate.

" Torn from th' embraces of his tender wife.
Sole, and all comfortless, be wastes away."

Pope : Homer"! Odyuey, xt. 330.

2. Of things : Cheerless ; having no power
to comfort, cheer, or encourage.

" The floor was neither dry nor neat, the hearth
Was comfortless."

Wordsworth : The Excursion, bk. L

* Com -fort-less-ly^ adv. [Eng. comfortless;
•ly.] In a comfortless, cheerless state or
manner ; cheerlessly.

t com fort-less-ness, s. [Eng. comfortless

;

-ness.)

1. Of persons: The quality of being com-
fortless, or uncheered and unsolaced.

2. Of things: The quality of being without
power of cheering or comforting; cheerlessness.

* com'-fort-ress, s. [Eng. comforter); fern,
suff. •ress.) A female comforter or consoler.

"T» bt your comfortrest, and to preserve you."
B. Jonson : Fox.

odm -frey , com'-frf, * cam-pher ie,
* cum -phdr-y, * cowmfory, s. [A cor-
ruption of Fr. conjlrie, prob. from Lat con-

COMMON COMFREY.

1, Flower leaf. t. Flower. a. Flower laid open.

ferva = healing ; conferveo m (1) to boil to-
gether, (2) to heal So named for its supposed
healing qualities.]

* 1. A daisy.

2. Symphytum officinale, or, less frequently,
any other species of the genus. [Symphytum.]

II (1) Common Comfrey : Symphytum offici-
nale. Its stem is winged altove, the leaves,
which are ovate-lanceolate, very decurrent.
The stem is 2—3 feet high, branched above.
The flowers are in pairs, secuud, and drooping.
The corolla is large, yellowish-white, often
purple. The plant is frequent in Britain on
the banks of rivers or in watery places gene-
rally. It flowers in May and June. It was
formerly regarded as a vulnerary. Its roots
are highly mucilaginous, their taste sweetish
with some astringency. The leaves gathered
while young may be used as a substitute for
spinage, and some people of unrefined taste
eat the young shoots after blanching them by
forcing them to grow through heaps of earth.

(2) Middle Comfrey : Ajuga reptans.

(3) Saracen's Comfrey : Senecio saracenicus.

(4) Spotted Comfrey : Pulmonaria officinalis.

(5) Tuberous Comfrey : Symphytum tuberosum.
This is a smaller plant, has a tuberous root-
stock, simple stems, only slightly decurrent
leaves, the upper ones in pairs. It is common
in Scotland, but less frequent in England.

comfrey - consound, s. Symphytum
officinale.

cdm'-ic, o- & *• [Lat. comicus ; Gr. kujxlkoc.
(komikos) = belonging to comedy ; jcwpo? (fco-
mos) = a banquet, a revel ; Fr. comique.]
[Comedy.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to comedy, as distin-
guished from tragedy ; writing comedy.

" But the very quintessence of that spirit will be
found in the comic Anm&. t'—Macaulay : Mitt. Eng
eh. ill.

*

t 2. Ludicrous ; exciting laughter or mirth,
droll, comical.

* B. As substantive

:

X. A comedian, an actor in comedy.
". . . Cave Underbill, who has been a comic for

three generations."—Sferte ; Taller, Ifo. 22.

2. A writer of comedy.
" As the comic saith, his mind was in the kitchen.''

—UrquKart ; Rabelais, bk. t. ch. 20.

oom-ic-al, o, [Eng. comic; -al.]

1. Comic; of or relating to comedy, as
distinguished from tragedy ; appropriate or
suitable for comedy.

" They deny it to be tragical, because its catastrophe
isaweddmg, which hath ever been accounted comical."
—Gay.

2. Ludicrous, laughable, droll, exciting
laughter or mirth.

"... the familiar stile and pleasing way of relating
comical adventures of that nature."—Itryden ; Fables

:

Preface.

com lc-al-l-ty, «. [Eng. comical ; -ity.] The
quality of being comical ; comicalness, ludi-
crousness. (Daniel O'ConneU.)

cdm'-ic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. comical; -ly.]

* 1. In a manner proper to or befitting
comedy.

" In this tragicomedy of love to act several parts,
some satirically, some comically, . . ."—Burton:
Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 416.

2. In a ludicrous or laughable manner ; so
as to excite laughter or mirth.

"This, I confess, is comically sicken."—Burton
Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 57a

t com -ic-al-ness, s. [Eng. comical ; •ness.]
The quality of being comical or ludicrous

;

comicality, ludicrousness.

COm'-i-CO, in comp. [Lat. comicus.] Comical,
partaking of the nature of comedy ; as, Comico-
tragic= partaking of the nature of both comedy
and tragedy ; comico-tragical, &c.

*cdm'-Ic-r& s. [Eng. comic; -ry.] The
quality or power of exciting mirth ; comicality.

' com in. * com yn,
[Cummin.]

com-yne,

com -irig (1), * com inge, * com-ynge,
cum-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Come (1), v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

L Lit. : Arriving, approaching.
"His sense returning with the coming hreese."

Pope : Homer i Iliad, bk. iv., 1 «7L

IL Figuratively:

1. Future, to come
" Which may the like in coming ages breed."

* 2. Willing, ready, fond.
" How easy every labour it pursues.
How coming to the poet eVry muse :

"

C. As substantive:

1. Gen. : An arrival, approach, or access,

2. Spec. : The second advent of our Lord.

coming-in, •

.

L Literally

:

1. Gen. : An entering, entrance, or arrival.
"The Lord shall preserve thy going out and thfcoming tn from this time forth, and even for everiooraT

—Ptalm Uxi. 8.

* 2. An entrance ; a passage or means of
entering.

" - • *&d the fashion thereof, and the goings out
thereof, and the eommffs in thereof, and ali the forms
thereof, . . ."—Exod. xliit il
* IL Figuratively :

1. Revenue
; that which comes in as income

or revenue.

"What are thy rents? what are thy comingt-int"
Shakesp. : Hen. V., iv. L

2. An introduction or beginning.
" The coming-in of this mischief was sore *~id exie-

vous to the people."—2 Maccab, v. 8.

3. Obedience, submission, compliance : act
of yielding.

"On my life.
We need not fear his coming in."

Mattinger : D. of Milem.coming on, s.

1. An approach or advent.
" Nor dark and many-folded clouds foretell

The coming-on of storms."
Longfellow : An April limy.

2. Growth, improvement, increase.

com -ing (2), pr. par., a., & s. [Come (2), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (Sat
the verb>

C As subst. : The act of sprouting as barley.
"In the coming or sprouting of malt, . . ."—Mwr-

"comin-gle, v.t. [Pref. co = con, and min-
gle (q.v.).] To mix, mingle, temper.

" Whose bloodand judgement are so well comingleA."
Shaketp. .- Hamlet, lit 1

% The Quartos read comeddUd (q.v.).

CC^mln'-gllng, pr. par. & s. [Cominolk.)
A. .4* pr. par. : (See the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of mingling or mixtnf i

a mixture.

com ings, s. [Coamings.]

com-iq ue, s. [Fr.] A comic actor or |

" com-is-sa-tion, s. [Comessation.]

* cdzn'-It-ant, a. [Lat. comitans, pr. par. of
comitor = to accompany.] Accompanying,
attending, concomitant.

* com -It-ate, v.t. [Lat comUatus, pa. par. of
comitor = to accompany ; comes = a com-
panion.] To accompany.

" With Pallas young the king associated.
Achates kinde ./Eneas comitated."

Translation of I'irgU by Vicars (lOtL

com-I-ta -tus, s. [Mod. Lat.] A county.

Posse comitatus : [Posse.]

com -I-tes, s. pi. [Lat. pi. of comes (q.T.).]

com I tia (tia as shl-a), s. pi. [Lat., pi. of
comitium, the Roman voftng-place, from comm
(comire) = to come or meet together.]

1. Rom. Antiq. : The ordinary and legal as-

semblies of the Roman citizens for the passing
of laws, election of magistrates and officers,&c

* 2. (Used as sing.) : An assembly. (Ben
Jonson: Staple of News, v. 1.)

* cSm-I'-tit-al (t as «h), a. [Lat comitiali*,

from comitia (q.v.).j Of or relating to the)

comitia or assemblies of the Roman citizens.

* comitial ill, *. The epilepsy ; so named
from the fact that if anyone were seized with

it during the comitia, the meeting was brokea
up, the omen being considered bad.

" And Megrim growes to the Comitial-ill."
Sylvester: The Furies, p. US. {Dawies.)

comitium (t as sh), s. [Comitia.]

Rom. Antiq. : The place for the assembling
ofthe Roman citizens. It was near the Forum,
of which it was sometimes reckoned part.

" Tt stands In the Comitium
Plain for all folk to see.

"

Macaulay : fforattut, 1 1 vi

.

fite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, hero, camel, her, there; pine, pit, «ire, sir, marine; go, p*t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce - e. ey = a. qn = kw.
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oSm'-I-t& s. (Lat. comitas, from comis =
affable, friendly.] Affability, good-breeding,

courtesy, civility, mildness and suavity of

manners or disposition.
" . . It is not so much a matter of comity or cour-

tesy . . ."—Story i Conflict of Lava. | 82.

•fl
Comity of Nations

:

Internal. Law : The courtesy on the part of

one nation which allows the laws of another

one to be recognised within its limits, if they

are not found prejudicial to the public in-

terests. The English courts of law tacitly

acknowledge the statutes in force in other

countries, unless in any case there be an Act
of Parliament forbidding them to do so.

•comliche, *c6m'-lft •com-lyche, a.

& adv. LCOMELY. ]

" Kysse me now comly."—Qawain and the 0re*n
Knight, 17M.

* com 11 11, * oom-ly-ly, adv. [Comelily.]

comma, s. [Lat. comma = a clause of a sen-

tence ; Or. Kappa, (komma) = (\) that which is

struck ; (2) a comma ; koittui (kopto~) = to hew,

to strike. ]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally

:

1. In the same sense as B. I.

* 2. A clause, a category.

In the Moresco catalogue of crime*, adultery and
fornication are found In the first comma. —L. Addt-

ton ; Description of West Barbary, p. 171.

* IL Fig. : Any short pause or delay ; a

alight hindrance or block.
M

. . . no levell'd malice
Infects one comma in the course I bold."

Shakesp. I Timon of Athene L L

B* Technically

:

1, Punctuation : A mark or character (,)

denoting the shortest pause in reading and
the smallest division of a sentence, written or

printed.

2. Music: The small interval between a

major and a minor tone, that is between a

tone whose ratio is 8 : 9 and one whose ratio is

9 : 10. The ratio of a comma is therefore 80 : 81.

A Pythagorean comma is the difference be-

tween the note produced by taking 7 octaves

upwards and 12 fifths. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

8. Entcm. : A name given to a butterfly,

Grapta Comma album, from the white mark
like a comma on the underside of the wing.

comma-bacillus* « A curved-shaped
bacillus discovered by Koch, and said to be
the cause of cholera.

* com -ma, v.t. [Comma, s.] To insert commas
in, to punctuate with commas. (N.E.D.)

* com mac' er-ate, v.t. [Pref. com, and
macerate (q.v.).] To make lean.

"In continual commacerating him with dread and
terror."— .Vuthe : Lenten Stuffe.

command, • com and, * com andc,
• com aund, * com aunde, * com
maundc, * com mawndc, * cum-
aund, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. comander ; Lat. com-
nendo = (1) to give in charge, to commend, (2)
to command ; Fr. commander ; Sp. comandar

;

Ital. comandare.]

A. Transitive:

I. Literally:

1. Ofpersons:

(1) To order with authority ; to give orders

to ; to govern.
" Nothing to praise, to teach, or to command!"

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. rliL

^f Frequently with two objects.

" To him which all me may comaunde."
Gottmr, i. 2.

(2) To hold in subjection, to have under

one's authority.

(3) To be a leader of ; to lead or direct, as a

general does his army.
" Those he commands move only in command.
Nothing in love." Shakesp. t Macbeth, v. 2.

* (4) To order a person to be removed to or

put in some place.
" To close prison he commanded her."

Shakesp. : Two Gent of Vor., 11L 1.

2. 0/ things : To order or direct to be done ;

to require (opposed to forbid and prohibit).

"Thus did Noah : according to all that God com-
manded him, so did he/'—tien. vi. 22.

IX Figuratively:

1. To demand, to claim, to call for.

"Thus the history of this, perhaps the only un-

mingled, race which can boast of high antiuuity, leads

us through every gradation of society, and brings ua

into contact with almost every nation which com-

mands our interest in the ancient world . . .'—MO-
man : Hist, of Jews (3rd ed. ), bk. i., voL L, p. 2.

2. To have the right or power of demanding
or ordering ; to callfor.
" The theme though humble, yet august and prond
The occasion—for the Fair commands the song.

Cower : Task. L 7.

* 3. To have at one's disposal or service.

"It Is in mine authority to command the keys of all

the posterns." Shakesp. : Winters Tato, i. 2.

* 4, To force, to compel.
" As doth a sail command an argosy
To stem the waves.

"

M it
Shakesp. : 8 Benry YL, ii. «.

5. To be in such a position as to have power
to prevent access to, or passage by, any place.

6. To overlook, to possess a view over.
" Commanding the rich scenes beneath,

The windings of the Forth and Tetth,

And all the vales between that lie.

Till Stirling's turrets melt the sky.
Scott : The Lady of the Lake, v. %

B. Intransitive

:

I. Literally:

1. To order ; to give orders.
" The emperour comandede anone
Alter the chllde for to goon."

Seven Sages, 548.

H Sometimes followed by on or upon.
" Let your highness command upon me."

Shakesp. I Macbeth, iii. 1.

2. To exercise supreme authority.
" If [Cssaarl had been there to oommand."

Shakesp. : Alts WeU, UL «.

IL Fig. : To see, to range.

"... far and wide his eye commands."
Milton : P. I.., UL

command, s. [Command, v.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally :

1. The right or power of commanding ; a

position of authority ; control, leadership.

"Every man under his command became familiar

with his looks . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

2. An order given with authority ; a mandate.

* 3, Despotism, exercise of authority.

"Command and force may often create, but can
never cure, an aversion . . ."—Locke : On Education.

IL Figuratively

:

1 1. Power, authority.
" But were it not that high command
Spake in bis eye, . . ,"

Byron: Bride of Abydos, 11 9.

2. The act or power of keeping in restraint

or control.

". . . his perfect command of all his faculties . .
."

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

3. Restraint or control.

4. Influence or power over the mind.
*• He assumed an absolute command over his

readers."—Dryden.

* 5. The power of overlooking or command-
ing any place by reason of local position.

" The steepy stand,
Which overlooks the vale with wide command."

Dryden: Atneid.

*B. Mil. A Naval: A body of troops, naval

or military, under the command of, and
headed by, a particular officer.

" Four shall quickly draw out my command."
Shakesp. ; CorloL, i. 8.

% Word of Command

:

Mil. : The word or words in which any
order is expressed.

If Crabb thus discriminates between com-

mand, precept, injunction, and order :
" A com-

mand is imperative ; it is the strongest exercise

of authority : order is instructive ; it is an

expression of the wishes : an injunction is

decisive ; it is a greater exercise of authority

than order, and less than command : a precept

is a moral law ; it is binding on the con-
science. The three former of these are per-

sonal in their application ; the latter is general

:

a command, an order, and an injunction, must
be addressed to some particular individual

;

a precept is addressed to all. Command and
order exclusively flow from the will of the

speaker in the ordinary concerns of life

;

injunction has more regard to the conduct of

the person addressed ; precept is altogether

founded on the moral obligations of men to

each other. A command is just or unjust

;

an order is prudent or imprudent ; an injunc-

tion is mild or severe ; a precept is general or

particular. Command and order are affirma-

tive ; injunction or precept are either affirma-

tive or negative : the command and the order

oblige us to do a thing ; the injunction and
precept oblige us to do it, or leave it undone."

(Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

command-night, s.

Theat. : A night on which a certain play is

performed at the command of some person

high in authority or influence.

t com-mand - able, a. [Eng. command;
, -able. ] Capable or apt to be commanded.

" Rendering our bodies, senses, and thoughts, vigor-

ous and commandable."—Qrew : Cosmologia Sacr*,
p. 122 { Latham.)

t com-mand'-an cy, s. [Eng. commandan(t) ;

-cy.] The rank*, position, or office of a com-
mandant.

t commandancy - general, s. The
rank, position, or office of a commandant-
general.

corn-man-dant, s. [Fr. commandant, pr.

par. of'commander = to command.] A com-
mander ; the governor or commanding officer

of a place.
" The commandant cautioned us, as a friend, against

returning to the cavern."—Smollett : Tr. of Oil Bias.

t com-man dant -Ship, s. [Eng. com-
mandant ;'

-ship.] The rank, position, or office

of a commandant ; a commandancy.

* cdm-mand'-a-tor-y, a. [Pref. co = con,

and mandatory (q.v.).] Having power or
authority to command, authoritative.

" How commandatory the apostolical authority wai,
is best discernible by the Apostle's mandates . . ."—
Up. Morton i Episcopacy Asserted, p. 73.

c&m-mand'-£d, pa. par. or a. [Command, v.]

* com-mand'-ed-ness, s. [Eng. commanded

;

-ness.] The state or condition of being com-
manded or under command. (Hammond.)

corn-man-deer; v.t. [Not a genuine Dutch
word, but Eng. command, with a Dut. suff.

eer(iy]

S. African Eng. : To seize by military or

other authority, to force temporarily or other-

wise into military service.
" The night previously the Boers had commandeered

the natives. Bushmen and Hottentots, and compiled
them to flight."—Times, Feb. 1, 1881 : Transvaal Csrrt-

spondent.

com mand cr, * com mawnd-our, ».

[Eug. command; -er.\

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. Gen. : One who commands, gives orders,

or is in authority.
" Commawndour. Prsceptor, mandator.''—

~

2. Spec. : ^ general or leader of a body of

men.
"I will rather sue to be despised, than to deceive

so good a commander, . . ."—Shakesp. : Othello, it 8.

II. Fig. : One who possesses or exercise*

mental influence.
" Lord of my life, commander of my thoughts."

Shakesp. I Titus And., lv.4.

B. Technically

:

1. Navy:

(1) An officer ranking next above a lieu-

tenant. He formerly ranked with a major,

but now with a lieutenant-colonel in the

army, but junior of that rank.

(2) A large wooden mallet or beetle, used

specially in the sails and rigging lofts, as any-

thing of metal would injure the ropes or canvas.

* 2. Surg. : An instrument or apparatus

used as a rest or cradle for a fractured limb.

(Wiseman.)

hSU, bo*y; po'nt, Jtffel; cat, 9011, chorus, onin, bench; go, gem; thin, $1*18 : sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pn - t

-tian * shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -flon, -slon» zhun. -clous, -tlous, -slous = shits, -ble, -gle, fee = bel, gel
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* 3. Engineering : A heavy mallet or beetle

laved in paving.

"A commander, which is of wood with a handle,
wherewith stakes are driven iuto the ground : a nun-
mer."—Jtommelator, 1616.

4. Hat-making : A string on the outside of
the conical hat-body, pressed upon it down
the sides of the block, to bring the body to
the cylindrical form. (Knight.)

5. Orders of Knighthood, dtc. : A dignitary of
an order, in whom was vested the administra-
tion of a corauiandery (q.T.).

commander-in-chief; «. The supreme
commander of the united forces of any coun-
try. Io the United States the President is

Commander-in-Chief. In England the Com-
nander-in-Chief is the head of a department
of the military administration. He has private
and military secretaries, whilst in continual
communication with him to carry out his
instructions are the adjutant-general and
his subordinates, the quartermaster-general
also with his, and other officers. He acts,
under the Secretary of State for War, as
the head of the army, and when military
operations are undertaken on a sufficiently
large scale to require his presence, is charged
with the duty of commanding the army in the
field, though, as a matter of fact, this very
rarely occurs.

command'-er-ship, s. [Eng. commander;
-ship.} The rank, position, or office of a com-
mander. (Eel. Rev.)

o$m-mand'-er-& cAm-mand'-r^, $. [Fr.
eommanderie, from Low Lat. commanderia.]

* L Ordinary language:
1. Command, authority.

2. The office, rank, or dignity of a com-
mander.

3. A district under the administration of a
governor or commander.

"The country 1b divided into four commanderies
wnder so many governor*. "—Brougham.
XL Technically:

1. Orders of Knighthood

:

(1) Amongst the Knights Templars, Hospi-
tallers, Ac, a district under the administra-
tion and control of a member of the order,
called the commander or preceptor, who re-
ceived the income of the estates within that
district, expending part for his own use, and
accounting for the rest. In England more
especially applied to a manor belonging to the
Knights Hospitallers or Knight* of St. John
of Jerusalem.

"Theae establishmenta formed at the aame time
brancbea. ... On the first creation of these (branch]
eetaoliabmenta, they were denominated Preceptorles
the superior being called the preceptor ; but eventually
the name became changed to that of commandery, by
which they were always afterwards known. The
council reserved to themselves the power of at any
time recalling a commander from Ha post, and su>>-
stitutmg another in his place, at their p.eaauiw; he
being merely considered as the steward of their pro-
perty. Time, however, gradually wrought a areat
change in the relative position which the commanders
held to the council ; and. eventually, a nomination to
*% commandery came to be considered in the light of a
legal acquisition, subject only to the payment of a
•ertaui amount of annual tribute to the public trea-
sury, which tribute received the name of RespomJons -

—Major Porter : Bitt. Knight* of Malta. to£1, oh. 11.

(2) A house, technically called a cell, for
collecting the demesne rents of a commandery,
and serving also as a home for veteran mem-
bers of the order. (Ogilvie.)

2. Relig. Orders : As those of St Bernard and
8t Anthony. A district under the authority
of a dignitary called a commander. (Ogilvie.)

oim mand'-Ihg, * com maund -ing, pr.
par., a., A s. [Command, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

L Lit. : Giving or entitled to give com-
mands ; in authority, authoritative.

"
. . . the commanding officer is to place soldiers in

the house."—Memorandum in Brialmont* Life of
Wellington, Hi. 29.

IX Figuratively:

L Overlooking, overtopping ; lofty.
" Prom some commanding eminence . .

."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. Til.

% Controlling, managing ; authoritative,
"... control of one commanding mind, . . .'—Ma-

mulaj, ; HUL Eng,, eh. L

C. As svbst. : A command, an order.
" Upon bis commaundingMm berte is well the more glad."

ffowef, X. S.

\ Crabb thus discriminates between com-
manding, imperative, imperious, and authori-

[Eng. command;

tative :
" Commanding is either good or bad

according to circumstances ; a commanding
voice is necessary for one who has to com-
mand ; but a commanding air is offensive when
it is affected : imperative is applied to things,
and used in an indifferent sense : imperious is

used for persons or things in the bad sense :

any direction is imperative which comes in the
shape of a command, and circumstances are
likewise imperative, which act with the force
of a command; persons are imperious who
exercise their power oppressively ; in this
manner underlings in office are imperious;
necessity is imperious when it leaves us no
choice in our conduct Authoritative is mostly
applied to persons or things, personal in the
good sense only ; magistrates are called upon
to assume an authoritative air when they meet
with auy resistance." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

commanding-ground, i,

Mil. : A rising ground which overlooks any
post or strong place. There are three sorts of
it : a Front Commanding-ground which faces
the place, a Reverse Commanding-ground
which takes it in the rear, and an Enfilade
Commanding-ground which enables all the
line of it to be swept by shot. (James.)

* command -Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. command-
ing ; -ty.\ In a commanding manner ; autho-
ritatively.

" His practices are so commandingly exemplary, . .
."

—Sammond ; Work*, iv. 66&

com mand I taire, s. [Fr.] A sleeping
partner in a joint-stock company, who is only
liable to the extent of the capital he invests

;

a partner in a limited liability company.
(Ogxlvie,) ^ 3

commandite', a, [Fr.] A partnership in
which one may advance capital without taking
an active part in the management of the
business, and be exempt from responsibility
for more than he puts into it; limited lia-
bility. («/. i>. MiUt in Ogilvie.)

* command-less, a.

-less.}

1. Lit. : Not holding a command.
2. Fig, : Unrestrained, ungovernable.

com mand -ment, * com ande ment,
* com -mande ment, * com mand i-
ment, * com-maunde-ment, * cum
maunde-ment, s. [Fr. commandement

;

Ital. comandamento, from Low Lat. comman~
damentum.} [Command, v.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. An order, command, or mandate.
"Se sergant dede thea lordea commandement.

Old Eng. JJitccll. led Horrisj, p. S3.

2. Plur. : In the same sense as B. I.

* 3. Authority, power, command.
" To atonde at his cammaundement"

Gower: L «.

"And therefore put I on the countenance
Of stern commandment."

tmm Shakeip. ; As You Like It, il. 7.

B. Technically:

I. Scrip. : Any precept of the Decalogue
given by God to Moses from Mount Sinai.

" His commaundementct are ten."

,„ r Towntley Myit.. p. 60.

IL Law

:

1. Order, direction.

2. The offence of inducing another person
to violate the law. (Wharton.)

% Ten Commandments :

1. The Decalogue (q.v.).

2. The ten fingers or nails of the hands.
(Slang.)

" Could I come near your beauty with my nails,
Td set my ten commandment* in your face."

Shaketp. : 3 Henry VL, L 3.

* com-mand'-ress, s. [Eng. commander

;

-ess.] A female commander or governor ; a
woman invested with authority.

" Be you commamdress therefore, princess, queen."
Fairfax.

* com-marlc, s. [O. Fr. comarque; Sp. co-
marca ; from Low Lat commaroa, comarcha,
commarcha : com = con, and marca, marcha =
a boundary, a limit ; Gcr. mark.) [Marches.]
A boundary or frontier between two countries
or districts ; a border.

•' He was indeed an Andalturfan, and of the commark
of S. Lncar s, . . .*—BheUon : Don Quixote, t S.

t com-ma-ter -i-al, «. [Pref. com = can,
and material (q.v.).! Consisting or composed
of the same material as another.

* The beaks in birds are commaterial with teeth."—*
Bacon : A at. Hit

* cdm-ma~tOT-I-al'-I-t& s. [Eng. comma-
terial ; -Uy.] The state or condition of being
commaterial or of the same material as
another.

* corn-mat -lc, a. [Comma.] Consisting of
or containing short clauses, or sentences

;
brief, concise. (Beck.)

* cdm'-ma-tism, s. [Eng. comma; t connec-
tive ; suff. -ism.} Briefness, conciseness.
(Bp. Horsley.)

com-meas'-nr-a-ble (meas'-ur as
mczli -ur), a. [Pref. com = con, and
measurable (q.v.).] Commensurate

; capable
of the same measurement ; equal.

"She being now removed by death, a commeastirabtg*
grief took as fu! I pusscseiou of him as joy bad done."—
Walton: Life of Donne.

* com meas ure (measure as mczh' ur),
V.U [Lat., Ac, pref. com = con, and Eng.
measure (q.v.).]

1. To measure by comparison or superposi-
tion.

"
. . . that a thing should be fitly commeatured by

one place, and yet be almost infinite."—BUhov Halit
Jfo Peace with Some, i 18.

2. To equal.
**.

. . until endurance grow
Smew'd with action, and the full-grown will,
Circled thro' all experiences, pure law,
Commeature perfect freedom.

Tennyson; CEnon*.

* com'-me-ate, v.i. [Lat commeatum, sup.
of oommeo : con = cam = with, together ;.

meo - to go.] To travel or go in company.
(Money Masters all things (1698), p. 107.)

com me-li na, s. [Named after John and
Gaspar Commelyn, or Commelin, Dutch
botanists.)

Bot. : A genus of endogena, the typical one
of the order Commelinacea. They have one
of the three petals different from the rest, if,

indeed, it is not even wanting. The flegliy
rhizomes of Commelyna ca>lcstis, C. tuberosa,
C. augustifolia, and C. striata may be eaten
when cooked, containing as they do much
starch and mucilage. C. Rumphii is used in
India as an emmenagogue, and C. medica in
China as a remedyin cough, asthma, pleurisy,
strangury, and dysentery. (Lindley, dtc.)

com mc-H-na'-ce-w, s. pi. (Mod. Lat.
commelina, and fern. pi. adj. suff. -acem.\

Bot. : Spiderworts. An order of endogens,
alliance Xyridales. They are herbaceous
plants, with fiat narrow leaves, usually
sheathing at the base three herbaceous sepals,
three coloured petals, six or fewer hypogynous
stamens, a three-celled few-seeded ovary, one
style, one stigma, a two or three-celled cap-
sular fruit The species are found in the East
and West Indies, New Holland, Africa, &c
None are European.

t cOm mem -or a-ble, a. [Lat. commemor-
abilis, from commemoro.] [Commemorate.)
Memorable ; deserving of being commemo-
rated, or remembered. (Richardson.)

com mem -orate, v.t. [Lat. commemoratus,
pa. par. of commemoro = to call to mind : com
= con ; memoro = to mention ; memor = mind-
ful.] To call to or keep in remembrance by
some solemn act ; to celebrate the memory of
any person or event with honour and so-

lemnity.

^1 For the difference between commemorate'
and celebrate, see Celkbratb.

com-mem -or-a ted, pa. par. or a. ICom-
JIEMOKATE, V.]

com mem -6r-a-ting, pr. par., a., A s.

[Commemorate, v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

G. As subst. : The act of celebrating ; com-
memoration.

com-mem-6r-a -tion, s. & a. [Lat. comme-
moratio, from commemoratus, pa, par. of com-

memoro.} [Commemorate, v.)

A. As substantive

:

1. Gen. : The act of commemorating or cele-

brating the memory of any person or event
with honour and solemnity.

&t«, Iftt, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wfit, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, stre, sir, marine; go, pdt*
or, wore, wolf, work, who; son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, co = e. ey = a. qu = kv,
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ftx itself upon what is imaginary."—Gladstone .- Stud,
on Earner, vol, I., sect, ill, p. 24.

2. Spec. : At Oxford the annual act of so-

lemnly commemorating the memory of all

benefactors to the University. On this day
the prize compositions are recited and hono-
rary degrees conferred upon distinguished
persons ; also called Encomia.

B. As adj. : In such phrases as Commemora-
tion-hall, Commemoration-week, &c.

cdm-mem'-or-a-tive, a. [Eng. commemo-
raUfi), and suff. -ive.] Tending or intended to

commemorate ; commemorating.
"... celebrated a commemorative passover."—

Strauss : Life of Jems (Trans. 1846), { 121.

% Frequently with of before the thing or
person commemorated.

"... a tablet with an inscription commemorative of
his victory."—Lewi*: Cred. Early Roman Hut. (1855),

ch. v.. S 8, vol. i., p. 148.

* cdm-mSm'-or-a-tor, s. [Lat, from com-
memoratus, pa. par. of commemoro.] One who
commemorates.

odm-mem'-or-a-tor-y^ a. [Lat. commemo-
ratorius, from commemoratvs. ] [Comm emo-
rate, v.] Commemorative; serving or in-

tended to commemorate. »

" The succeeding paschal sacrifices, though commem-
oratory of the first, . .

."

—

Hooper ; On Lent, p. 371.

* com -men, pa. par. [Come. ]

" And common to his reskew, ere his bitter bane."
Spenser: F. ft, IX xL ».

©6m men ce, 00111-43119611, * com sen,
* cum sen, v.i. & t. [Fr. commencer; Ital.

eominciare, from a Low Lat. * cominitio : com
= con ; initio = to begin ; Lat. initium = a
beginning.]

A. Intransitive :

1, Ordinary Language

:

X* To begin, to take its beginning or origin

;

to start, to originate.
" His heaven commences ere the world be past"

Goldsmith: The Deserted village.

2. To begin an act; to enter upon a line of
action or conduct ; to assume a character.

" That other comtede to carp."
William of Paterne, 832.

* IL Tech. : To take a degree at the Uni-
versity.

B. Trans. : To give a beginning or origin

to ; to start or originate, to enter upon.
" Moat shallowly did you these arms commence."

Shakesp : 2 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

% For the difference between commence and
begin, see Begin.

cAm men ced, pa. par. or a. [Commence.]

com mence -ment, com mense ment,
9. [0. Ft. commencement.]

X, Ordinary Language

:

1. The beginning, origin, or startofanything.
". . . the third day from the commencement of the

creation."— Woodward : Hat. Hist.

t 2- The first instance of anything.

"This was the commencement of the miracles of ure
loruerde." 0. Eng. Miscell. (etl. Morris], p. SO.

IL Tech. : The day when degrees are con-
ferred upon graduates from the several

universities, colleges, and other higher
schools of the United States, and of other

countries.
" Iu Oxford this solennitte is called an Act, but in

Cambridge they use the French word Commemement."
—Harrison : Deseript. Eng. (ed. Furaivall), L 1&.

oftm-mcn -eer, s. [Eng. commenc(e) ; -er.]

1. Ord. Ixtng. ; One who commences, be-

gins, or originates anything.

* 2. Tech. : One who takes his degree at
Cambridge.

com-men -cing, pr. par., a., & s. [Com-
mence.]

commencing-hammer, s. The hammer
of the gold-beater which he first uses after the
quartiers are placed in a packet with inter-
leaves of vellum. It weighs six or seven
pounds, and has a slightly convex face four
inches in diameter. (Knight.)

com mend, * com-aund, * com end,
* com-endyn, v. t. & i. [Lat. commendo,
from com — con, and mando — to commit, to
enjoin, to entrust.]

A* Transitive. ;

1. To commit or deliver to one's charge ; to
entrust.

2. To send to, to present.
" These draw the chariot which Latin us Bends,

And the rich present to the prince commends."
Itri/den : Virgil : .fineid vii. 392.

3. To recommend ; to represent as deserving
of notice, regard, or favour.

" Something to blame, and something to commend."
Pope I Epis*., iiL 22.

4. To deliver up in confidence.

"To thee I do commend my watchful soul.*
Shakesp : Richard III., v. 3.

5. To recommend or bring to one's remem-
brance or kind feelings ; to greet.

" Comendim or gretyn or preysvn."—Prompt. Pare.

6. To submit or display for favourable
notice or commendation.

" ... to give the young ladies an occasion of enter-
taining the French king with vocal muaick, and of
commending their own voices."

—

Dryden; Duf.

7. To praise, approve, or recommend.
" Thou oughtest wel to be contended." -Gower, IL 62.

"Who is Silvia? What is she.
That all our swains commend her?"

Shakesp. : Two Gentlemen, It. 2.

B. Intrans, : To praise, to approve.
" One, over eager to commend.
Crowned it with injudicious praise."

Longfellow : Tales of a Wayside Inn ; InU.

4 com-mend' (1), s. [Comment, *.]

" I haue also ane schorte commend compyld.
To expone strange historiis and tennes wylde."

Doug. : Virgil, 483, 44.

* com-mend' (2), s. [Commend, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1, Commendation, approval, praise.

" They might haue aaid to the Apostle. Well, thou
professest a great loue towards vs, and giuest vs a
goode commend, . .

."

—

Rollock : On I Thessal., p. 100.

2. A message of affection or kind feeling.

" Tell her I send to her my kind commends"
Shakesp. : Richard II., iiL L

II. Eccles. : A benefice held in commendam.
[COMMENDAM]

"Ane ktnrik of paxlsch kyrkls cuplit with com-
mendis."—Doug. : Virgil, 239, a. IL

com mend able, or com' mend a ble,
a. [Lat. commendabilis ; Ital. comendabile,
from Lat. commendo.] [Commend, v.]

1. Worthy of commendation or praise

;

laudable, praiseworthy.

*2. Bestowing praise or commendation,
approving.

'

' And power, unto itself most commendable.'
Shakesp. : Coriolanus, iv. 7.

com mend'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. commend-
able; -ness.] 'The quality or state of being
commendable.

" He considers very graciously the commendableness
of your submission . . ."—Tennison : Letters to

Burnet, Life of Burnet.

com-mend -a-bly, adv. [Eng. commend-
ab(le) ; -ly.] In a commendable manner

;

laudably, praiseworthily.

"... commendably labouring in their vocation."

—

Carew . Survey of Cornwall.

com-men'-diun, s. [Properly, in commen-
dam = in trust or charge ; Low Lat. com-
menda = a trust, a charge ; Lat. commendo =
to entrust, to enjoin.]

Ecclesiastical

:

1. A benefice which, being void, is given
in charge to some duly qualified clerk until it

has been filled by the appointment thereto of
a priest. Commendams were seldom granted
to any except bishops, when their bishoprics
were of small value, and on promotion th^y
devolved into the hands of the crown.

(1) With the full form.

(2) Without the prep. in.
'* The Queen of her grace, when she admitted any to

the small bishopricks, usually granted them commen-
dams withal, to enable them to live in port agreeable
to their calling."

—

Strype: Annals of Reform.

2. The holding of a benefice in trust until

a duly qualified clerk is appointed to it. By
the Act 6 & 7, William IV., the holding of
livings in commendam was abolished.

3. The entrusting the revenue, Ac., of a
benefice to a layman for a specific time and
purpose.

com mend'-a-ta-ry\ s. & a. [Low Lat.

comm£ndatoriu3 ; *8p. comendatorio ; Fr. com-
mendataire; Ital. commendatario ; from Lat.

commendatus, pa. par. of commendo = to en-
trust, to enjoin.] [Commendatory.]

A. As subst. : One who holds a benefice in
commendam.

B. As adjective

:

1. Holding a benefice or living in com-
mendam,

2. Held in wnmcndam.

com-men-da -tion, s. [Lat. commendatto,
from commendo = to entrust, to enjoin.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The act of entrusting or delivering any-
thing in charge or trust to another.

t2. The act of recommending or com-
mending to the favourable notice of anyone

;

recommendation.
"The -'>oice of them should be by the commendation

of the great officers . .
.**—Bacon

3. A greeting, a presentation of compli-
ments ; a message of goodwill or affection.
" Mrs. Page has her hearty commendations to you too."

Shakesp. : Merry Wives, IL &

4t. The act of praising or approving.

5. Approval, praise.
" ... so eould not you find a fitter subject of com-

mendation."—Sidney.

6. A ground or reason for praise or appro-
bation.

•'Good-nature lathe most godlike commendation at

a man."

—

Dryden; Juvenal {Dedication).

* IL Eccles. : A prayer in which catechumens,
penitents, and persons at the point of death
were solemnly commended to the mercy of

God. [Commendatory, A. II. 1.]

* com'-mend-a-tor, s. [Low Lat. com-
mendator ; Sp. comenaador ; Ital. commendo-
tore ; from Lat. commendo = to entrust, to

enjoin.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A commander, command-
ant, or governor.

2. Eccles. : One who holds a benefice in
commendam.

"The other was of Biaham In Berkshire, made by
Barlow, . . . that was comnumdator of it, . . ."—Bur-
net; Hist, of the Ref., 1. a

com-mend -a -tor-y, a. & s. [Low Lat com-
mendatorius, 'from commendatus, pa. par. of

commendo = to entrust, to enjoin.] [Commmt-
DATARY.]

A* As adjective:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Commending, approving, praising.

"... If all the house of lords writ commendatory
verse* on me."—,Poj*«,

2. Commending, recommending, or intro-

ducing to the favourable notice of another.
[COMMENDATORY-LETTER.]

" It ... is like perpetual letters commendatory, to
have good forms . .

.'—Bacon : Essays.

* IX Ecclesiastical :

1. Holding a benefice in commendam.
"The estates possessed by bishops and canons and

commendatory abbots."—Burke; Fr. Revet.

2. Held in commendam.
"The bishopricks and the great commendatory ah-

biea . . . helufby that order."—Burke: Fr. Hevol.

3. Containing a prayer in favour of a person

:

commending to God.
" Between seven and eight o'clock the rattle began,

the commendatory prayer was said for him, . . .**—

Bishop Burnet : History of his own Time.

* B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1, A commander or commandant ; a go-
vernor.

2. A recommendation, eulogy, or commend-
ation ; approval.

"... as if Cicero had spoke commendatorics of An-
tony or made panegyricks upon Catiline."—South

:

Serm., viii. 189.

IX Eccles. : One who holds a benefice in
commendam.

" Under the title of Bishop of Gloucester, and Com-
mendatory of tiie Cathedral Church of Bristol.'*—

Strype: Annals of Ref.

commendatory-letter, s. A letter

given by clergymen to members of their con-

gregation on their removing to another parish

or country, commending them to the spi-

ritual care of the bishop of their new diocese,

or the minister of their new parish.

com mend ed, pa. par. or a. [Commend, v.]

c^m-mend'-or, *. [Eng. commend; -er.)

One who commends, approves, orrecommends.
"Such a concurrence of two extremes, by most of

the same commenders and diaprovers."— Wotton,

' com mend -erfiss, s. [Eng. commender;
fern. suff. -ess.] A female prai3er or approver.
(Cotgrave.)

boiL boy; pout, joltrl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophoa, exist. -lag*

-clan, -tian = saan. tion, Bion shun; -tion, -sion zhun. -tious, sious, -clous shii?, -ble, -ale. Ac -bel* del.
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cim mending, pr. par., a., & s. [Com-
II END, V.]

A. & B. As pr. par. st particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As subst. : The act of recommending,
praising, or approving ; commendation.

* oom-mend -ment, s. [Eng. commend;
-menl.] Commendation, recommendation.

"Insinuate yourself responsible and equivalent now
to my commandment."— 8. Jonson: Cynthtat (levels,

*T. a.

* com-men -do, s. [Lat. commendo = to ap-
prove, to recommend.] A recommendation.

" By these commendoes he gets patients."— Fenner:
Ha Recta, p. Ml.

com-mena'-al, a. & s. [Low Lat. commenr
talis = partaking at the same table : Lat. com
m con, and mensa = a table.}

A* As adjective:

1. Ord. Lang.; Partaking of food at the
tame table with another.

2. ZooL : A term used in regard to an animal
living like the messmate of another, i.e., shar-
ing the food of his host without being parasitic
upon him. [Commensalism.]

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. ; One who partakes of food
at the same table with another ; a guest.

"The guests of the great King of Heaven, and the
commensals of the Lord Jesua. "—Bp. Ball : Remains,
p. 294.

2. Biol.: One of two organisms that live to-
gether, but not at each other's expense.

c5m-m6ns'-al-ism, s. [Eng. commensal;
-ism.]

L Ord. Lang. : Commensality (q.v.)r

2. ZooL : The term used by Van Beneden to
describe the union which sometimes exists
between non-parasitic animals, as when an
actinia fixes itself on the back of a crab.
[Commensal.]

* ccm-men-sil'-X-ty^ «• [Eng. commensal

;

-ity.] The act or practice of partaking of food
at the same table ; fellowship in eating.

* com-men-sa-tion, s. [Low Lat. commen-
satio : Lat. com = con, and mensa = a table.]
The same as Commensality (q.v.).

"When Daniel would not pollute himself with the
diet ef the Babylonians, he probably declined pagan
eemmensetion."—Browne .• MisceL Tract*, p. U.

cdm-m6ns-u-ra-bil-i~ty\ s. [Fr. com-
mensurabilite.] "[Commensurable.]

Math. : The quality of being commensur-
able, or having a common measure. Used of
two numbers.

com-mens'-u-ra-ble, o. [Fr. commensur-
able ; Lat. com, the same as con, and mensura-
bilis = measurable, from mensura = a mea-
suring, a measure.]

Math. : A term applied to two magnitudes
which have a common measure. For instance,
49 and 63 are commensurable numbers, for
they have a number, 7, which is their common
measure, that is, which will divide both of
them without leaving a fraction in either case,
thus V = 7, V = 9. 47 and 62, on the con-
trary, are incommensurable : there is no
number higher than unity which can exactly
divide them both.

t6m mensu ra-ble-ness, *. [Eng. com-
mensurable ; -ness. ) Commensurability

; pro-
portion.

" There is no commensurablenets between this object
and a created understanding, yet there is a congruity
and connaturality."—Bale : Origin of Mankind.

com-mens-n-ra-blj?, adv. [Eng. commen-
surable) ; -y.) .So as to be commensurable

;

in a commensurable manner.

c jm-mens'-u-rate, a. [Commensurate, v. )

1. Capable of being reduced to a common
measure, commensurable.

"... some organ equally commensurate to soul and
body."—Goo. of the Tongue.

2. Having the same measure or extent;
equal, proportional

" Whan shall we return to a sound conception of the
right to property—namely, as being official. Implying
and demanding the performance of commensurate
dutfesf—Coleridge : Table Talk.

(1) With the prep. to.

(2) With the prep. with.
**. . . are intensely commensurate with the force of

Ue primary stimulus."—Todd * Bowman: Physiol.
Anai., vol. L, p. an.

* com-mens -u-rate, v.t. [Lat, commensura-
tus, pa. par. of comviensuro = to measure with
another thing : com — con ; mensuro =to mea-
sure.] To measure in comparison with some-
thing else, to reduce to a common measure or
standard.

" In commenturating the forms of absolution to tit*
degrees of preparation and necessity." — Puller :

Moderation of the Church of Eng., p. Sis.

com-mens'-u-ra-ted, pa. par. or a. [Com-
mensurate, v.]

com mens -u-rate-ly, adv. [Eng. commen-
surate; -ly.\

1. In a commensurable manner ; in a man-
ner capable of being reduced to a common
measure or standard.

2. With e^ual measure or extent ; propor-
tionately, equally.

" We are constrained to make the day serve to mea-
sure the year m well as we can, though not commen-
surately to each year . . ."—Bolder: On Time.

com mens u rate-ness, s. [Eng. com-
mensurate; -ness.] The quality or condition
of being commensurate.

" Rhetorics: being but an organical or Instrumental
art. in order chiefly to persuasion or delight, its rules
ought to be estimated by their tendency and common-
surateneas. to its end."

—

Boyle: Considerations on the
Style of the Boly Scrip. , p. 106. (Latham )

* com mens - u-ra- ting, pr. par. or a.

[Commensurate, v.]

* commensura -tion, s. [Fr. commen-
suration, from Lat. commensuratus, pa. par. of
commcnsuro.] [Commensurate, v.]

1. The act or process of reducing to a com-
mon measure or standard.

2. The quality or state of being commen-
surate or proportionate.

"... so that, it seemeth, there must be a commen-
suration or proportion between the body moved and
the force to make it move welt"

—

Bacon : Ifat. Bist.

c6m ment ', comment, v.t. & t. [Fr. com-
menter, from Lat. commentor = to reflect upon,
to explain, from commentus, pa. par. of com-
miniseor = to devise, to invent ; It. com-
mentary; Port, commentor; Sp. comentar.]

A. Intransitive:

1. To make remarks or observations upon
any subject, to criticize, to remark.

" Say that thou didst forsake me for some fault.
And I will comment upon that offence."

Shakesp. : Sennet 89.

2. To write notes or annotations upon an
author iu order to illustrate his meaning, to
criticize, to expound, to explain.

"They have contented themselves only to eemsnent
upon those texts, . .

."

—

Temple.

* B. Transitive

:

1. To feign, to devise, to contrive.
" But, wheresoever they comment the same.
They all consent that ye begotten were
And born here in this world."

Spenser: F. Q, VI. vii. S3.

2. To annotate, to illustrate by notes or
criticism, to explain or expound.

"This was the text commented by Chrys^Som."

—

Reeves : Collat. of Psalms, p. 18.

com'-ment, s. [Comment, v.]

L Literally

:

1. A remark, observation, or criticism.
'* Forgive the comment, that my passion in-ide."

Makesp. : King John, iv. 2.

2. A note or annotation upon an author, in-

tended to illustrate aud explain his meaning

;

criticism.
"All the volumes of philosophy.

With all their comments, . .
."

Prior.

IX Fig. : Anything serving as an illustra-

tion or explanation,

"Proper gestures, and vehement exertions of the
voice, are a kind of comment to what he utters,"—
Addison: Spectator.

com-ment-ar'-I-us, s. [Lat.] A note-book,
a book of memoranda.

"These are called by the general name of commen-
tarii and llbri pontificum."—Lewis: Cred. Early Ro-
man Bitt. (1S55), ch. v., J 12, voL L, p. 169.

COin'-ment-a-rjf, $. [In Fr. commentaire

;

Sp. comentario ; Port. & Ital. commentario;
all from Lat. commentarins, commentarium =
(1) a note-book, a memorandum, (2) a sketch,
memoirs, a commentary, (3) (in taw) a brief.]

[Comment.]

t L A sketch, memoirs. Used almost ex-
clusively in the expression "Caesar's Com-
mentaries," which is a rendering of the ex-

pression "Csesaris Commentaril," chosen by

their immortal author to designate the records
he made first of his Gallic, and theu of his
Civil War.

2. A series of explanatory notes on the whole
of a work or on a detached portion of it,

chiefly the first of these. Used—

(1) Of notes on any important book.

(2) Of notes on sacred Scripture, or any
book of the canon. [Commentator.]

*C*5m'-ment-a-r^, v.t. &i. [Commentary,*.]

A. Trans. : To write comments or a com-
mentary upon, to annotate or expound.
B. Intrans. : To make comments.

* com -ment ate, v.t. & i. [Lat. commenta*
tus, pa. par. ofcommentor. ] [Comment, r.]

A. Trans. : To comment on or annotate ; to
expound, to explain, to criticize.

B. Intrans. : To make comments or notes,
to comment

"Commentate upon it, and return it enriched."—
Lamb : Letter to Coleridge.

comment a ting, pr. por. or o. [Com-
mentate.]

* comment a tion, s. [Lat. commentatio,
from commeutatus, pa. par. of commentor.)

1. The act or process of commenting or an-
notating.

2. A comment or commentary; explanation,
criticism.

* comment a tive, a. [Eng. commentate) ;

ive.] Commenting, commentating ; full of or.

of the nature of a commentary.

com'-ment-a-tor, s. [Lat. commentator,
from commentatus, pa. par. of commentor.)
[Comment, v.]

1. Gen. : One who writes comments or a
commentary ; an annotator, an expounder.

" No commentator can more silly pass
O'er a learn'd, unintelligible place."

Pope : Satires, vii. lOL

2. Spec. : An expositor of Scripture or any
portion of it.

% Every preacher is to a certain extent a
commentator ; thus, St. Peter, in his address
on the day of Pentecost, commented on
Psalm xvi. 10 (see Acts ii. 27, &c.), and St.

Paul, in the synagogue at Antioch, in Pisidia,

did so on Psalms ii. 7., xvi. 10, and Hab, i. 5
(see Acts xiii. 33—41). But the first com-
mentator, more specifically so called, seems to
have been Panttenus, the master of the Alex-
andrian School in the second century. Others
who attempted to explain either the whole or
part of the Scripture were Clemens Akxan-
drinus, Justin Martyr, Theophilus of Antioch,
in the second century; Origen, Hippolytus,
Victorinus, Methodius, in the third ; Jerome,
Hilary, Easebius, Diodorus ofTarsus, Rufinus,
Ephrem Syrus, Theodore of Heraclea, Chry-
sostom,Athanasius,andDidymus, in the fourth.
Every subsequent century had its commenta-
tors ; it would be difficult, and require too
much space to attempt to enumerate those of
the present one. Matthew Henry's " Exposi-
tion of the Old and New Testaments," of which
the portion from Genesis to the end of Acts
had been completed when the author died, on
June 22nd, 1714, the rest having been added
by other writers, is practical rather than
critical ; from its high spiritual tone it lias

gained a place, which no other commentary
has, in the affections of pious people through-
out the land. Since that time the critical study
of the Scriptures has greatly advanced, and
numerous distinguished commentators have
arisen, both in this and in other countries.

* commentator I-al, a. [Eng. commen-
tator; -ial.] Of or pertaining to the compo-
sition of commentaries ; suitable or fit for a
commentator.

"... a commentatorial spirit, mysticism, and dog-
matism,"— WheweU : On the Philosophy of Discovery.

t odm'-men-ta-tor-slilp, s. [Eng. commen-
tator ; -ship. ] The office or position of a com-
mentator.

t com - ment - er or cdm ment - er, *.

[Eng. comment; -er.] One who comments or

annotates ; a commentator.
" Then begin men to aspire to the second prises, to

be a profound interpreter and commenter."—Bacon:
Works (ed. 1765), vol. L, Inter, ofjfat., ch. vi, p. 87s.

com ment-irig, pr. par., a., A t. [Com-
ment, v.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, oiib, core, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se. ce = e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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• com -ment-x-ter, s. [A word formed as

from Lat. com — con, and mentior = to lie,

with a play on commentator,} A lying com-
mentator. (Special coinage.)

". . . no commentators, but commenters, nay
rather commentUert ! " — Dippers Dipt, p. 2*7.

(Latham.)

* com-mfin-ti'-tious, a. [Lat. commenti-

tius, from commentor = to devise.] Fanciful,

imaginary, fictitious.

" It is easy to draw a parallelism between that
ancient and this modern nothing, and make good its

resemblance to that commentitwut inanity.' - Olan-
wille: ScepeU.

• com -mSn-tye, s. [Community.]
" Assembled there, duke, earle [lordel and baron.
And commentye oi all the regyou."

Hurds/ny : Chronicle, p. 121 (ed. WU).

* com-mer, t. [Comer.]

c&m merce, s. [Ft. commerce; Ital. & Port.

commercio ; Sp. comercio, from Lat. commer-

cium: com — con, and merx (genit. merds)
» merchandise ; mercor = to trade.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : Trade, traffic ; the exchange of arti-

cles for each other or for money. [B. 1.]

" Where has commerce such a mart.
Bo rich, bo througed, bo drained, and bo supplied.
As Loudon ':

'

Cowper: Task, i. 719.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Social intercourse or dealings.

"... his commerce with the world had been mall.''
—MacauO.il/ : Hut. Kny., ch. i.

2. Sexual or carnal intercourse. -

B. Technically:

L Commerce:

(1) Definition : When the word is used with
an extended meaning, it signifies mutual ex-

change, buying and selling whether abroad or

at home ; but in a more specific or limited
sense it denotes intercourse or transactions
of the character now described with foreign

nations or with the colonies ; mutual exchange
or buying and selling at home being designated
not commerce but trade.

(2) Hist. : The Phenicians, whose primitive
seat was at Sidon and their next at Tyre,

were the great commercial nation of the old
world. Tyre was called "the crowning city

whose merchants are princes, whose traffickers

are the honourable ofthe earth." (Isa. xxiii. 8.)

How varied were the articles in which they
traded , a chapter of Ezekiel, of peculiar historic

value, tells (Ezek. xxvii). It was written about
688 B.C. The Greeks with all their intellect,

and the Romans with their unparalleled
opportunities, did not show remarkable apti-

tude for commerce, nor was their success high.

In the middle ages, the Venetians, the
Pisans, the Genoese, the Planse or Hanseatic
towns and Flanders, either successively or in

some cases two or more together, took the lead

In commerce. The great impulse communi-
cated by the discovery of America brought
first the Spaniards and Portuguese, then the
Dutch, and finally the British upon the scene.
Even before this time London had become a
large emporium of trade. William Fitz
Stephens, speaking of the traffic in the reign
of Henry II., says:—

" Arabia's gold, Sabea'• spice and incense

;

Scythla's keen weapons, and the oil of palm
Prom Babylon's deep soil ; Nile's precious gems,
China's bright shining silks, and Gallic wines.
Norway's warm peltry, and the Russian sables,

All here abound . . .

The tranquil and economic reign of Queen
Elizabeth gave an impulse to commerce, and
before the 16th century had closed, the English
engrossed, by an exclusive privilege, the com-
merce of Russia ; they explored the sea of

Spitzbergen for a passage to the markets of the
East ; they took an active part in the trade of

the Mediterranean, and they excited the
Jealousy of the Hanse Towns by their opera-
tions in Germany and the continent of Europe.
Other cities than London were now engaging
In foreign trade, the merchants of Bristol
doing so with the Canary Islands, and those
of Plymouth with the coasts of Guinea and
Brazil. Our traffic with India created the
Anglo-Indian empire, and it again favourably
reacted on the commerce which had given it

birth.

(3) Modern Commerce: In the United States
an enormous commerce has developed, con-
ducted largely through the port of New York,
and to a considerable extent through those of
Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and others.
It is made up in somewhat similar proportions

of articles exported and imported. Prof. Leone
Levi, in his "History of British Commerce,"
expresses the view that the foundations ot

modern British Commerce were laid deeply
and successfully between the end of the seven
years' war (1763) and the depth of the French
Revolution (1792). The mechanical skill of
Lewis Paul, Lawrence Earnshaw, Hargreaves,

Arkwright, and Cromptou, improved the cotton
machinery and gave the manufacturing supre-

macy to Britain. This giving an article to

sell abroad, enabled much that was useful to

be imported. A similar development took
place with the woollen industry [Woollen],
and the iron manufacture [Iron Manufac-
ture.]

(4) Law: Anciently in a stricter and even
yet in a looser sense, the King is arbiter of
commerce. Theoretically he has the power to
establish public markets and fares, with the
tolls thereunto belonging, to regulate weights
and measures, and to give currency to particu-

lar designations of coins. (Blackstone: Com-
ment., bk. i., ch. 7.)

5T Chamber of Commerce : A society of mer-
chants and others meeting at intervals to
discuss matters connected with commerce.
The first is said to have arisen at Marseilles in

the 14th century. One was established in

Glasgow in 1783, one in Edinburgh in 1785,

and one in Manchester in 1820.

2. Games : The name of a game at cards.

* c6m merce (sometimes, in poetry (?X with
accent on second syllable), v.i. [Commerce,

M
1. Lit. : To trade ; to engage in traffic with

others.

2. Fig. : To have social intercourse ; to mix
socially with.

" Prom all men, and commercing with himself,
He lost the sense that handles daily life."

Tennyson : Walking to the Mail.

* com -merce-less, a. [Eng. commerce

;

-less.] Without or destitute of commerce.

tcom'-mer-cer, s. [Eng. commerce); -er..

One who traffics or holds intercourse with
another. (Nuttall. )

com mer cial (cial as shal), a. & a. [Fr.

commercial, from Lat. commercium.]

1. Pertaining to, or connected with, com-
merce ; relating to trade or traffic.

" The old tie, they said, had been parental : the new
tie was purely commercial."—Macaulay ; Ilitt. Eng.,
eh. xiii.

2. Carrying on commerce or trade ; engaged
in traffic.

3. Used in or for commerce.
" Where Humber pours his rich commercial stream."

Cowper : A Tale Founded on a Fact.

commercial law.
Law: Lex Mercatoria: The law regulating

commercial transactions between the mer-
chants belonging to different countries or

merchants generally. It is derived from the
custom of merchants, from international law,

from the different maritime codes of ancient

Europe, and from the imperial code of Rome.
In Britain its first great exponent was Lord
Mansfield. A modern work of high authority

is Prof. Leone Levi's "Commercial Law,"
published 1850—52.

commercial letter, t, A size of

writing paper, 11 x 17 inches or (small com-
mercial) 1014 * 16^ inches. ( V. 8.)

commercial paper. s. Negotiable
paper given in due course of business.

commercial -room, s. A room at hotels
reserved for the use of commercial travellers.

commercial traveller. An agent em-
ployed by wholesale firms to travel about the
country soliciting orders.

commercial treaties. Treaties made
between two nations for the promotion of

commerce between them. The first treaty of
commerce into which England is known to
have entered was one with the Flemings in

1272 ; another followed with Portugal andSpain
in 1308. The celebrated commercial treaty with
France, which was negotiated between Mr.
Richard Cobden, the great Free-trader, repre-

senting England, and Napoleon III., as auto-

crat of France, was signed on January 23rd,

1860 ; it produced great advantages to both
countries. Numerous commercial treaties have
been made between the United States and
countries having commercial relations with

this land. Of these the most interesting are the
treaties made under the Reciprocity clause of
the McKinley Act, with the republics of Central
and South America, some of the West India
Islands, and some countries of Europe. Under
these treaties free trade in certain articles was
established between the countries concerned,
the free imports to the United StateB being
confined to coffee, sugar, and hides.

com mer cial ifm (cial as shal), i

[Eng. commercial; -ism.] A trading spirit

(with a depreciatory meaning).

"To carry the buy-cheap-and-seltHiear commercial-
itm. In which he bad been brought up. into every act
of life."—Kingtley : Alton Locke, ch. xxxix. (Oaeiee.)

com mer -cial ist (cial as shal), s. One
actuated by commercialism.

com mer cial ly (elal as shal), adv.
[Eng. commercial ; -ly.] In a commercial
manner ; from a commercial point of view

;

as regards commerce. {Burke.)

* com mer -ci ate (cl as shi), v.i. [Eng.
commerce) ; i connective ; -ate.) To have in-

tercourse or dealings with.
" Not only to limit and direct their energy and

efficiency, but to commercials with other animals."—
Cheyne: Philotoph. Prin. of Nat. Relig., disc I.

"corn-mere, *. [Fr., from Low Lat. cont-

mater ; com = con ; mater — mother.] A god-
mother ; a gossip. [Gammer.]

* oom-merouse, a. [Cumbrous.]

com-meve, v.t. [Commove.]

com'- mi-a, s. [Or. k4j*iu (kommi) = gum.)
[Gum.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Euphorbiacess,
tribe Hipporaaueee. Commia cochinchinensis is

a small tree with the male flowers amentaceous,
the female ones racemose. It yields a resinous
gum possessed of emetic and purgative pro-

perties. It is used in Cochin China, and some
other parts of the East, in cases of dropsy.

* com -mi-grate, v.i. [Lat. commigratus, pa.

par. of comm£{7ro=to migrate together: com^
con, and migro = to migrate, to remove.] To
migrate or remove from one country to

another, in company with others or in a body.

com mi-gra tion, s. [Commigrate.] The
act of migrating or removing from one country
to another in company with others or in a
body.

" Both the inhabitants of that, and of our world, lost
all memory of their commigration hence."— Wood-
ward : Natural History.

* odm-mll'-It-ant, s. [Lat. commilitans, pr.

par. of commilito = to tight or serve with
another : com = co?i, and milito = to be a
soldier ; miles = a soldier.] A fellow-soldier ;

one who serves under the same flag with
another.

" His martial compeer then, and brare commilitanL*
Drayton: Poly-Ulbion, 8. 18.

* com min ate, v.t. [Lat. comminatus, pa.

par. of comminor = to threaten. ] To threaten,

to utter in a threatening manner.
" I cannot agree to this anathema, though com-

minated by such a favourite . . ."—Hardinge •. Second
Essence of Malone (1801), p. 55.

com min-a tion, s. [Fr. commination ; Lat.

comminatio, from comminatus, pa. par. of corn-

minor. ]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : The act of threatening or
denouncing vengeance ; a threat.

"
. . .to fence them not only by precept and com-

mination, . . ."—Decay of Piety.

2. Ecclcs. : A solemn recital of God's com-
mandments and a *' Denouncing of God's
anger and judgments against sinne/s," ap-

pointed to be used in the Church of England
on Ash-Wednesday and such other times as

the ordinary may direct. It was introduced

at the Reformation as a substitute fer the

ceremony of sprinkling the head and making
the sign of the cross with ashes on Ash-
Wednesday. [Ash-Wkdnesday.]

t cdm-min'-a-t6r-^, a. [Fr. comminatoire,

from Lat. comminatus, pa. par. of comminor.]
Containing or uttering threats or denuncia-

tions of vengeance.

(

/>'. Jonson : Magnet ich Lady.

com min gle (gle as gel), v.t. & i. [Lat.,

&c, pref. com = con, aud Eng. mingle (q.v.).]

bSll, boy: pout, JolW; oat, 9eU, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph f.

-clan, tian = sham -tion, sion m shun ; -(ion, sion = zhiin. tious, -sious, -clous - alius. - ble, -die, &c= bel, df

L
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t A. Trans. : To mingle or mix together
Into one body ; to unite or blend intimately.
JCominolb.]

* B. Intrans. : To unite one with another
;

to coalesce ; to become united or blended.
" Dissolutions of gum tragacanth and oil of tweet

alniouds do not commingle, . . ."—Bacon : Physical
Reminisc.

com min -gled (gled as geld), pa. par. or
a. [COMMINOLE.]

com-mln -gling, pr. par., a., & s. [COM-
MINGLE.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C- As substantive

:

1. The act or process of mixing or causing
to unite or coalesce.

2. The act or process of coalescing or
uniting.

"... pre-occunation has probably played an import-
ant part in checking the commingling of species . .

."

—Darwin : Origin of Specie* (ed. 1859), ch. xii., p. 403.

* com -min -u-ate, v.t. [Comminute.] To
grind, to reduce to a tine or small state ; to
pulverize.

*' It will comminuat e things of so hard a substance
that no mill can break."

—

Smith; Portraiture of Old
Age, p. 104.

com min-u -i-ble, a. [Eng. comminu(te)

;

-obit.} Capable of being ground to powder or
pulverized ; susceptible of pulverization.

com'-min-ute, v.t. [Lat. comminutum, supine
of comminutus, pa. par. of comminuo=to make
small, to crumble to pieces : com or con = to-

gether, and minuo — to make smaller ; minus
= less.] To break, crumble, or pound into
minute fragments. (Pennant.)

* cdm'-min-Ute, a. [Lat. comminutus.] [Com-
minute, v.] Reduced to a fine powder, ground
down, pulverized.

cdm'-min-U-ted, pa. par. or o. [Commi-
nute, v.] The phrase "comminuted shells"
is sometimes used in geological and other
descriptions for shells broken into small frag-
ments on some sea-beach, or a similar place,
before being embedded in a stratum. In sur-
gery a "comminuted fracture " is the fracture
of a bone into a number of pieces.

com min u tirig, pr. par. & a. [Com-
minute, v.]

©om-mm-u'-tion, s. [Fr. comminution;
Prov. cmnminucio ; Lat. comminutus, pa. par.
of comminuo.] [Comminute.] The act of
dividing anything into very small particles

;

the state of being so divided. (Bentley.) In
surgery, a comminuted fracture.

com mis er-a Die, a. [Pref. com = cum,

with, and Eng. miserable (q.v.).]

1 1. Worthy of commiseration or pity
; piti-

able ; exciting sorrow and sympathy.
*2. Full of pity or compassion; compas-

sionate.
*'.

. . it is the guiltiness of blood of many commUer-
able persons."— Bacon : Essays.

com mis -er-ate, v.t. k i. [Lat. commise-

ratus, pa. par. of commiseror = to excite pity :

com = con, and miseror = to lament, to pity ;

miser — wretched, miserable.]

A* Transitive

:

1. To pity, to have compassion upon ; to
<Som passionate, to feel for.

" Then we mast those, who groan beneath the weight
Of age, disease, or want, commiserate." lienham.
* 2. To be sorry for, to regret.

B. IntraJis. : To sympathise (followed by
with).

com-mis'-er-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Com-
miserate.]

eom-mis'-er-a-tlng, pr. jxir.,a.,&s. [Com-
miserate.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
Ihe verb).

C As subst. : The act of pitying or having
compassion upon ; commiseration.

icom-mis-er-a'-tion, s. [Ft. commiseration,

from Lat. commixeratus, pa. par. ofcommiseror.]
[Commiserate. ] The act of commiserating or
feeling pity, compassion, or sorrow for the
pains or troubles of others. (Hooker.

)

*com-mis-er-a-tive, a. [Eng. commis-

erate) ; -ive.] Commiserating; full of or ex-
pressing commiseration or sympathy

;
pity-

ing, sympathizing.
"... If thon wert thus commiserative npon earth,

art thou lease in heaven?"—Bp. Hall; Christ among
the Gergetsens. {Latham.)

* cdm-mis -er-a-t3£ve-ly, adv. [Eng. com-

miserative; -ly.] In a compassionate or sym-
pathizing manner ; with sympathy or compas-
sion.

". . . whose weakness he assists no otherwise than
commiseratively'—Overbury : Character*.

com mis -era tor, s. [Eng. commiserate);

•or.] One who commiserates or sympathizes
with another. (Brown: Chr. Mot.)

t com-mis-sar -f-al, a. [Eng. commissary

;

-al.] Pertaining or relating to a commis-
sary.

t cdm-mis-sar'-i-at, s. [Fr. commissariat

;

Ital. comissariato, commessuriato ; Sp. comis-
ariato, from Low Lat. commissarius.] [Com-
missary.]

I. Military:

1. That department of the service to which
belongs the duty of providing food and stores
for the soldiers.

" The bad provisions furnished by the Commissariat
aggravated the maladies generated by the air."

—

Ma-
caulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

2. The office or duties of a commissary

;

commissaryship.

IX Scots Law: The jurisdiction of a com-
missary.

com -mis-sar-y, s. [In Fr. commissaire;
Prov. commissari, commessari ; Sp. comisario ;
Port, and Ital. commissario, all from Low Lat.
commissarius = a commissary, from commissus,
pa. par. of committo = to commit (q.v.).j

L Ord. Lang. : One who is sent to execute,
fill office, or discharge some duty in lieu of a
superior.

"The commissaries of police ran about the city,
knocked at the doors, and called the people up to illu-
ininate."

—

Macaulay : Ilitt. Eng,, ch. xvt

II. Technically:

1. Eccl. ; A church officer who supplies the
bishop's place in the remote parts of his
diocese.

2. Mil. : Various officers are so called. The
term is most frequently applied to the civil

officer appointed to inspect the musters'
stores and provisions of the army. During
war an unlimited number of commissaries
may be .-ippointed, each charged with some
special department of duty.

commissary-court, s.

Scots Law

:

1. A court which was established in Edin-
burgh in the 16th century to take over the
duties with regard to wills, marriages, &c,
discharged in mediaeval times by the bishops'
commissaries. At first it was supreme

;

then the Court of Session encroached upon
its functions, and finally, in 1836, it was
abolished.

2. A county court, presided over by a sheriff,
which decrees and confirms executors to per-
sons leaving personal property in Scotland.
It has its seat in Edinburgh, its functionaries
being a commissary, two depute-commissaries,
a commissary clerk, a depute-clerk, and a
macer.

com mis s?r y ship, * com mis sari
ship, s. [Eng. commissary; -ship.] The "office

or position of a commissary.
" A commissariship is not grantable for life, so as

to bind the succeeding bishop, though It should be
confirmed by the dean and chapter.*—Ayliffe : Par-
ergon,

*com-misse, a. [Fr. commis.] Entrusted or
given in charge.

commisse-clothes, s. pi The clothes
provided for soldiers at the expense of the
government they serve. (Scotch.)

* com-mis-ser, s. [Ft. commissaire.] A com-
missary of an army. (Scotch.)

com mi ssion (sston as shorn (IX s. [Fr.
commission = a commission, charge, or order ;

Ital. commissione; Sp. comision ; from Lat.
commissio = (1) an act, (2) a commission or
charge ; commissus, pa. par. of committo ~ to
commit ] [Commit.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The act of committing, delivering, Of
entrusting anything to a person.

". . . he Joins commission with iiiatrutf ion : by ons
he conveys power, by the other knowledg . —South,

2. The act of committing any act (especially
a crime) ; a perpetration.

" Every commission of sin . . .'—South : Sermons.

3. A warrant or authority empowering or
authorizing the person or persons named in it

to hold any office or execute any act or duty.
" O, sir. 'tis better to be brief than tedious :

—

Let him see our commission . .
."

Shakesp. ; Richard 111., 1.4.

4. A duty, office, or charge entrusted to any
person or persons.

". . . such commission from above
I have received, to answer thy desire
Of knowledge within bounds . .

."

Milton : P. L., tU.

5. A work entrusted to any person to be
carried out.

" The new work ... a public commission, is of full
life size."—Athenaeum, Feb. 25. 1885.

6. The instructions given to any person or
persons for the carrying out of any business
or charge.

" The two ambassadors departed together, but with
very different commissions.'—Macaulay; Hist. Eng.,
ch. xii.

7. A number of persons associated in any
duty or office by a warrant or commission

;

commissioners.
You are of the commission ; sit you too."

Shakesp. : Lear, Hi. 6.

"He had submitted to the ascendency of a treat
captain : but he cared as little as any Whig for a
royal commission."

—

Macaulay; Mitt. Eng., ch. xiiL

8. The state of being entrusted or given in

charge to any person or persons by a warrant
or commission, the ordinary authority being in
abeyance.

"... the Treasury was put into commission."—
Macaulay; Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

9. The sum of money paid to a factor or
agent for his services

;
generally calculated

by way of percentage on the value of the
matters negotiated or disposed of by him ; a
percentage, an allowance.

"... to negotiate business for themselves and their
correspondents on commission,"—Mortimer ; Commer-
cial Dictionary.

IX Technically:

1. Mil. : The warrant, signed by the sove-
reign, conferring his rank and authority upon
an officer in the army.

2. Navy: Warrant or authority to a navy
officer to take out a ship for active service.

% Commission of anticipation : A commis-
sion, under the Great Seal, to collect a subsidy
before the day. (Blount.)

Commission of array : A commission, com-
posed of officers, seut into the several counties
to muster and array, or set in military order,

the inhabitants.

Commission of association: A commission,
under the Great Seal, to assaciate two or more
learned persons with the several justices in the
several circuits and counties in Wales. (Blount.)

Commission of bankruptcy: A court or
commission appointed to take cognizance of

all cases of bankruptcy, and to secure the

proper administration of the estate.

Commission of lunacy : A commission ap-

pointed to enquire into the alleged lunacy of
any person.

Commission of the peace

:

Law : A commission issued under the Great
Seal for the appointment of Justices of the
Peace.

Commission of rebellion (otherwise called a
Writ of rebellion) issues when a man (after

proclamation issued out of the Chancery or
Exchequer, and made by the sheriff, to pre-

sent himself under pain of his allegiance to

the court by a certain day) appears not. And
this commission is directed by way of com-
mand to certain persons, three, two or one of

them, to apprehend, or cause to be appre-

hended, the party as a rebel, or contemner of

the king's laws, wheresoever they find him
within the kingdom, and bring, or cause hiin

to be brought, to the court upon a day therein

assigned. (Blount.)

To put a ship in commission

:

Navy : To give a warrant or commission to

an officer to take a ship out for active ser-

vice.

commission agent, s. The same as

Commission-merchant (q.v.).

(ate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,

OP, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce = e ; ey = a. q.u = kw.
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commission day, 5. The opening day
of the Assizes. (iVharton.)

commission merchant, s. One who
acts as agent or factor for others, receiving a
certain agreed rate per cent, as his commission
or reward.

* com mi ssion (ssion as shon) (2), s.

[A corrupt of chemise, or camist (q.v.).] A
cant name for a shirt.

** As from our beds we doe oft cast our eyes.
Cleans Uimen yeelds a shirt before we rials

Which is a garment shiftily in condition
And in the canting tongue is a commission.
In weale or woe, in joy or dangerous drifts,

A shirt will puta man unto his shifts."

Taylor : Work*, 1«0.

com mi ssion (ssion as shon), v.t. [Com-
mission (l), *.]

L Ordinary Language

:

I. To authorize or empower ; to charge or

entrust with the execution of any duty or act
" I am now commluioned to tell you, that Mr. Craggs

will expect you . .
."

—

Pope : Letter to Fenton.

* 2. To send out or depute on any duty with
• commission or charge.

"... a chosen band
He first commission* to the Latian land."

Dryden: JBneid.

3. To engage or hire for a certain purpose
or object

" No goddess she commission d to the field.

Like Pallas dreadful with her sable shield."
Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. v., L 409-10.

II. Technically

:

1. Mil. : To confer the rank of an officer by
means of a commission.

2. Nary : To issue a commission for a ship

;

to send out for active service.

"... the Diamond, which is to be commissioned
shortly for service . . ."—Daily Telegraph, Oct 1, 1881.

% Crabb thus discriminates between to com-
mission, to authorise, and to empower: " Com-
missioning passes mostly between equals

;

the performance of commissio)is is an act of
civility; authorizing and empowering are as
often directed to inferiors, they are frequent-
ly acts of justice and necessity. Friends
give each other commission* ; servants and
subordinate persons are sometimes authorized
to act in the name of their employers ; magis-
trates empower the officers of justice to appre-
hend individuals or enter houses. We are

commissioned by persons only ; we are autho-
rized sometimos by circumstances ; we are
empowered by law.'' (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

com mi ssion aire (ssion as shon), s

[Ft.] A messenger, belonging to a body or
corps enrolled in London, whose business is to
carry messages or execute commissions.

H The Society of Commissionaires was
founded in February, 1SJ9. by Captain Edward
Walter, and consisted originally of soldiers
wounded in the Crimean war or in the Indian
mutinies. (Haydn, &c.)

* com mi ssion -al, * com -mi ssion a-
ry (ssion as shon), a, [Eng. commission;
•at, -ary.} Appointed by a commission or
warrant ; commissioning.

" By virtue of the king's letters commissional."—Le
Neoc : Lives <tf Abpt., i. 201.

fc
*com-mJ'-ssion-ate (ssion as shon), v.t.

[Eug. commission; -ate.] To commission or
authorize by warrant ; to empower, to depute.

". . . so also were the apostles solemnly commission-
ated by hiin to preach . . ."—Decay of Piety.

com mi -ssioned (ssioned shond), pa-
par, or a. [Commission, v.]

A* As pa. par. : (See the verb).

"By a former age commissioned as apostles to our
own." Longfellow ; S'uremberg.

B. As adj. : Appointed by or bearing a com-
mission.

" Or sing'st thou rather under force
OE s.nue diviue command,

Commti&iorid to presage a course
Of happier days at hand T"

Cowper: To the Nightingale.

06m mi ssion er (ssion as shon), s. [Fr.
commissionnaire. J

1. One who is appointed to fulfil any office

or duty by a commission or warrant granted
by some duly qualified authority.

. none of the commissioners had the front to

2. A person charged, usually along with
others, with the superintendence and duties
of any branch of the public service, as the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests, the
Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses, &c.

" Herbert was First Commissioner of the Admi-
ralty."—Macautay : Hist. Eng., ch. xi.

com mi ssion cr ship (ssion is shon), 5.

[Eng. commissioner; -sfiip.] The rank, posi-

tion, or office of a commissioner.
" Those commisiionershiui, assistant secretaryships

chief clerkships, . . . would have been bestowed on
members of Parliament . . .'—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xix.

com-mi -ssion Irig (ssion as shon), pr.

par., a., & s. [Commission, p.]

A. k B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subsi. : The act of giving a commis-
sion to.

* com-mis -sivc, a. [Eng. commission)

;

-ive.] Of the nature of or involving commis-
sion or perpetration.

t com-mis'-sn-ral, a. [Eng. commissur(e)

;

•al.] Of or pertaining to a commissure ; con-

necting together ; belonging to a line or part

by which other parts are connected together.

"The commissural fibres of the optic tracts."—
Todd ± Bowman: Physiol. Anat., vol. i., ch. viii., p.

319.

com mis sure, «. [Lat. commissura = a
Joining together, a band, a knot, a joint, or

seam, from committo.} [Commit.]

1. Anat. : The point of junction of two
sides of anything separated, or of two
similar organs meeting at that part. Thus

CORPUS CALLOSUM, OR GREAT COMMISSURE
OF BRAIN.

there are commissures at each end of the eye-
lids uniting them, and one at each side of the
mouth connecting the lips. The commissures
of the body, which are most frequently men-
tioned by distinctive appellations, may be
arranged in three categories :

—

(1) Commissures of the brain :

"Certain systems of fibres exist in the cerebrum,
which seem very evidently to unite portions of the
same, or of opposite hemispheres. The most obvious
of these commissures are the corpus callosum, the
anterior commissure, the posterior commissure, the.

soft commissure, the superior longitudinal commissure,
and the fornix. All, except the two last, are trans-
verse, aud unite parts of the hemispheres of opposite
sides."— Todd & Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. L, ch. x..

p. 284.

(re) Anterior commissure, anterior cerebral
commissure, or white commissure :

Anat. ; A round bundle of white fibres

placed immediately in front of the anterior
pillars of the fornix, and crossing between the
corpora striata of the cerebrum. It marks the
anterior boundary of the ventricle.

"The anterior commissure is a remarkable bundle
of transverse fibres which passes from one hemisphere
to the other." — Todd dr Bowman: Physiol. Anat.,
vol. i, ch. X.. p. 285.

(6) Great commissure

:

Anal.: A large commissure connecting the
centres of the two hemispheres of the cere-
brum. It is called also the corpus callosum.
(Quain.)

(c) Great transverse commissure of the cere-

bellum ; For def. see extract.

"The fibres of the pous are always developed in the
direct ratio of the hemispheres of the cerebellum . . .

Hence these fibres must be regarded as especially
belonging to the cerel>ellum, and as serving, whatever
other office they may perform, to connect the hemi-
spheres of opposite sides. They constitute, therefore,
the great transverse commissure of the cerebellum,
and are to the hemispheres of that organ what the
corpus callosum is to those of the brain." — Todd .'.

Bowman: Physiol. Anat., vol. i., ch. x., p. 274.

(d) Grey or Gray Commissure : The same as
Middle commissure (q.v.).

"The gray commissure."—Todd A Bowman: Physiol.
Anat., vol. iL ch. x., p. 256.

(e) MiddU or soft commissure : A soft pale-
grey layer or bridge, consisting of vesicular
matter with nerve tubes which stretch from
one optic thalamus to the other, dividing the
third ventricle into a superior and an inferior
portion. As it comprises vesicular matter, it

is not a commissure in the same sense as the
others which contain none. (Todd £ Bowman :

Physiol. Anat., vol. i., pp. 278, 285, 286.)

(/) Posterior commissure ; A cord of transverse
fibres situated beneath the base of the pineal
body, and mostly connected with the posterior
extremity of each thalamus. (Ibid., p. 278.)

"The posterior commissure crosses the posterior ex-
tremity of the third ventricle, and passes transversely
between the optic thalami."— Toad and Bowman:
Physiol. Anat., voL L, p. 285.

(g) Soft commissure : The same as Middle-
commissure (q.v.).

(h) Superior longitudinal commissure

:

Anat. : A commissure enclosed in the in-

ternal convolution overhanging the corpus
callosum. (Ibid., p. 286.)

(i) White commissure : [See No. 1.]

"... its floor is formed by the white commissure.
which has a cribriform appearance, from being per-
forated by numerous blood-vessels."—Todd * Bowman :

Physiol. Anat,, vol. i., ch. x., p. 200.

(2) Commissures of tlie spinal cord :

(a) Anterior white commissure of the spinal
cord

:

Anat. : A transverse portion of white sub-
stance connecting the opposite sides of the
anterior median fissure of the spinal cord.

(6) Posterior grey commissure of Vie spinal
cord:

Anat. : A transverse portion of grey matter
connecting the opposite sides of the posterior
median fissure in the spinal cord.

(3) Optic commissure

:

Anat. : A place, called the chiasma, where
the optic nerves of two opposite sides meet
each other and partially decussate. The-
optic commissure is constituted by the nniora
of the two optic tracts in front of the tuber-
cinereum.

% Zool. : In senses analogous to the anato-
mical ones.

3. Bot. : The cohering faces of two carpels,
as in the Umbelliferae.

4. Masonry : The joint between two
courses.

com mit, v.t. & i. [Lat. committo : com = con ;

mitto = to send ; Fr. commettre ; Sp. & PorL
cometer.]

A. Transitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) To entrust, to give over in charge or in
trust. .

•'That good thing which was committed unto thee*
keep . . ."—S Tim. L it

(2) To put in or consign to anyplace [II. 1J.

"At least I'll dig a hole within the ground.
And to the trusty earth commit the sound.*'

Dryden : Satire of Persius, i. 242-S.

* (3) To commission ; to appoint or depute.
* (4) To put or bring together in hostility

or for a contest. (A Latinism.)
"... seasonably commit the opponent with the

respondent, like a long practised moderator. "—More:
Dteine Dial.

* (5) To join or put together in any way

:

hence to mix up or confound.
"... not to scan

With Midas' ears, committing short and long."
Milton: Sonnets, xiil.

(6) To perpetrate or be 'guilty of any crime-

or offence.
is iu

The fault committed
Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bit. xxlt, L 168-9.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To bind, to pledge ; to place iu the posi-
tion or condition of one pledged or bound to
any particular act or line of action (generally

used reflexively).

". . . may in some companies lie slightly mentioned
without committing the speaker. "—ilits Aikin: To*
Dr. Clianning (Witt).

(2) To bind, to restrain, to confine.
" So. though my ankle she has (putted,
My heart continues still committed."

Butter: Zfudiftro*

TJ. Technically:

1. Law: To send to prison ; to imprison..

(1) Absolutely

:

" I gave bold way to iny authority.
And did commit you.

'

Shakesp. I 2 Hen. I T., V. S

'tis lust to own

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: sin*

-cian. tian slian. -tion, -sion — shun; -tion, -sion — iliuu. --clous, -sious -

as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. Ing.

cious = situs. bio. -die, &c - bel* del*
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(2) With the words to prison, &c.
" Commitment signifies the act of committing or

sending of a person to prison by a warrant or order on
account of some offence committed or inspected to
have been committed by him."—Burn: Justice of
Peace.

2. Pari. : To refer or entrust a bill to a com-
mittee for consideration and report.

" It was resolved by fifty-one votes to forty that the
bill should be commuted . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
eh. xv.

B. Refiexively:

1. The same as A. 2 (1),

2. To make a mistake or blunder.

C* Intransitive

:

* 1. To commit adultery or fornication.

2. To commit a person to prison.

IT To commit to memory : To learn, so as to
retain in the memory.

^[ For the difference between to commit and
to consign, see Consign.

Oom rnit ment, s. [Eng. commit; -ment.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of entrusting or delivering to
one's charge or care.

2. The doing or committing of an act
;
per-

petration, commission.
"... he so grievously offended God in the commit-

ment."—Lord Clarendon : Essays of Repentance.

3. An engagement or contract to which one
has committed or bound oneself.

". . . the commitments of the Money Marked are
sufficiently numerous . .

."—Daily Telegraph, Oct. 8,

1877.

IL Technically

:

1. Law:
(1) The act of committing to prison.

(2) The state of being committed to prison.

(3) A warrant or order of committal.

2. Polit. , <£c. ; The act of committing a bill,

&c, or sending it for consideration before a
committee. [Commit, v., A. II. 2.]

". . . this petition worthy, not only of receiving,
but of voting to a commitment, after it bad been ad-
vocated, and moved for. by some honourable and
learned gentlemen of the house."—Milton : Animadv.
upon a Defence of the Bumble Remonstrance.

t commit -table, a. [Eng. commit; -able.}

Capable of be'ing committed. Also spelt com-
mittible (q.v.).

"... sin commtttable by man, . .
."—South : Serm,,

vii. 215.

Cdm-mit-tal, s. [Eng. commit; -al.]

I. Ordinary language

:

1. The act of committing or perpetrating
any act.

* 2. A pledge ; that by which one binds
oneself.

IL Law : The act of committing to prison.

com-mit -ted, pa. par. or a. [Commit.]

com-mit'-tee, s. [Eng. commit, and sun", -ee.)

One or more persons elected or deputed to
examine, consider, and report on any matter
or business.

" The committee of the captives had audience granted
them in the senate-house by the Dictator."

—

Holland :

Liru (1600), p. 466. {Trench.)

II (1) A Committee of a lunatic or idiot :

Law : A person to whom the care of an
idiot or lunatic, or of an idiot's or lunatic's
estate, is committed by the Court of Chancery.

" The lord chancellor usually- commits the care of
his person to some friend, who is then called bis com-
mittee. . . . The heir is generally made the manager
or committee of the estate."—Sir W. Blackstone.

^ In this sense the accent is on the last

syllable.

(2) A Committee of the whole House

:

Pari : A term used when a legislative body
resolves itself into a committee to consider
any bill or matter, in which case the speaker
leaves the chair, which is taken by one of the
members, called the Chairman of Committee.
While in Committee a member is allowed to

speak more than once on any point.

(3) The Committee of Council :

Law: An abbreviation of Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council.

(4) The Committee of Public Safety: [A
rendering of the French term, Comite de Salut
public.]

Hist : The name given to a committee of
members of the French National Convention

during the first revolution. When the Na-
tional Convention, about the end of 1792,

abolished monarchy and proclaimed a republic,
it divided the executive government among
several committees, paramount over which
was the Committee of Public Safety, appointed
on 6th April, 1793. When the Girondists
were overthrown by the Revolution of 31st
May, 1793, and the Jacobins, or the party of
the Mountain, gained supreme power, the
powers of the Committee of Public Safety
were enlarged. It was the rule of this tyran-
nical and sanguinary .committee which is

known as the Reign of Terror. Robespierre
was its animating spirit, next to whom stood
Couthon and St. Just. The execution of these
three men on the 10th Thermidor (July 28th,
1794) was a lesson to the more extreme party
in the committee, which did not again perpe-
trate the same excesses as before, and it is

considered as having terminated the Reign of
Terror. In March, 1871, the Communists es-

tablished a similar committee in Paris, which
fell in May of the same year. [Commune.]

% Obvious compounds : Committee - man,
committee-room.

com -mit -tee-ship, s. [Eng. committee

;

•ship.] The office or position of a committee.
"Trusted with committeeships and other gainful

offices."—Milton: Hist. Eng., bit. i.

com-mit'-tent, a. & s. [Lat. committens,
pr. par. of committo,]

*A. As adj.: Committing, entrusting, or
giving in charge.

tB, ^s subst. : One who commits anything
to the charge of another.

" He signed another treaty on behalf of his com.
mittents. —SirP. Colouhoun.in Biograph, ili. p. 15(1866).

com-mit'-ter, *. [Eng. commit; -tr.\

1 1. Gen. : One who commits ; a perpetrator,
a doer.

* 2. Spec. : One who commits adulter}'.

3. One who entrusts or delivers anything in
charge.

* commit -ti-ble, a. [Eng. commit; -able.]

Capable ofor liable to be committed. (Browne.)

com-mlt -ting, pr. par., a., <fc s. [Commit, v.]

A. vV B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

". . . knowledge on the part of the committing
magistrate that the prisoner would tw subject to re-
striction unnecessarily . . ."—Burn ; Justice qf Peace

;

Commitment.

C* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of perpetrating or doing ; com-
mission.

2. The act of entrusting or delivering in
charge.

EL Law : The act of sending to prison.

com rnit -tor, s. [Committer.]

com mix, " com myx, v.t. k i. [Pref.
com = con, and mix (q.v.).]

A. Trans. : To mix or blend together ; to
unite into a single mass.

" And with the sire's and son's commix thy blood."
Pope; Homers Odyssey, bk. xxii., 1. 238.

B. Intrans. : To mix or coalesce with, to
unite with.

"... to commix
With winds that sailors rati at."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, It. 1.

commixed, com-mlxt , 'com-myxt

,

* com-yxt, pa. par. or a. [Commix.]
" Sterijig stones commyxt with moold and fl vnt.

"

Palladius: On Husbondrie, IL 21.

*cdm-mix -ing, pr. par., a., &s. [Commix, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

G. As substantive:

1. The act or process of mixing or incor-
porating together.

2. The act of coalescing or forming into a
single mass.

* corn-mi -xion (xlon as cshun), s. [Eng.
commix; -ion.] A mixture, a commixtion.

"... when two similary souls do blend In their
commixions."—Junius : Sinne stigmatized, p. 834 [16391.

com mix ti on, - com-yx-ti-oun, [O.

Ft. commistion ; Lat. commistio, from commisceo

= to mix together: com = con; mi$ceo = to
mix.]

1. The act or process of commixing or in-

corporating ; incorporation.

"By comyxtioun and mellynge nrste with Danes
and afterward with Normans. —Trevisa, ii. 159.

2, The state or condition of being com-
mixed ; mixture.

"... there being a commixtion of botb in the
whole, rather than adaptation or cement of the one
unto the other."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errours.

t corn-mix -tiire, s. [Lat. commixtura, from
com— con, and mixtura = a mixing, a mixture ;

commixtum, sup. of commisceo = to mix to-

gether : com=cum=together ; misceo=to mix.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or process of mixing or incorpo-

rating together ; mixing, mingling, commix-
tion.

" In the commixture of any thing that is more oily
or sweet, . .

."

—

Bacon : Nat. Hist.

2. The mass resulting from the act or pro-

cess of commixing ; a mixture ; a compound.
"All the circumstances and respect of religion and

state intermixed together in their commixture, . .
,"

— Wotton,

IL Scots Law: A method of acquiring pro-

perty by blending different substances be-

longing to different proprietors. (Erskine.)

(Webster.)

com'-mod-ate, s. [Lat. commodatum = a
thing lent, a loan ; neut. of commodatus, pa,

par. of commodo = to lend.]

Scots Law : A free loan.

* com-mod-a -tion, s. [Lat. commodaHo,
from commodus — fit, useful. ] Adaptation,
adaptness, fitness, or appropriateness.

corn-mode, s. [Ft.]

*1. A kind of lady's head-dress in use in
the time of William
and Mary.

" A commode is a
frame of wire, two or
three stories high,
fitted for the head, or
covered with tiffany
or other thin silks. "

—

Ladies' Diet. (16M).

2. A chest of
drawers ; a bureau

;

a night-stooL
"Old commodes of

rudely carved oak, a
discoloured glass in a
japan frame, a pon-
derous arm-chair of
Elizabethan fashion, .

bk. iv, , ch. x.

* 3. A prostitute, a procuress.

* corn-mode', a. [Lat. commodus.] Advanta-
geous, useful, convenient, accommodating.

So, sir, am I not very commode to you ?
"

Cibber : Provoked Husband, iv.

* cdm-mdde-l$r, adv. [Eng. commode; 4y.]
Conveniently.

"It will fall in very commodety between my
parties."— IValixite: Letters, IL 103. (Davies.)

corn-mo -dl -ous, a. [Low Lat. commodioms

;

Lat. commodus : com = con ; modus = a mea-
sure, a mode.]

1. Suitable, fit, advantageous, useful ; suited
to its purpose.

" There in commodious shelter may we rest-"
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. Ui

2. Roomy, not narrow or confined.

If Crabb thus discriminates between com-
modious and convenient: "Both these terms
convey the idea of what is calculated for the
pleasure of a person. Commodious regards
the physical condition, and convenience the
mental feelings. That is commodious whicli

suite one's bodily ease ; that is convenient
which suits one's purpose. A house, a chair,

is commodious ; a time, an opportunity, a
season, or the arrival of any person, is con-

venient. A noise incommodes ; the staying or
going of a person may inconvenience. A i«r-
son wishes to sit commodiously, and to be con-

veniently situated for witnessing any specta-

cle." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

com-mo'-di-OUS-lj?', adv. [Eng. commodi-
ous; -ly.]

1. In a commodious manner, conveniently,
comfortably.

" We need not fear
To pass commodiously this life."

Milton : P. L., x. LOSf.

2. Suitably ; in a manner adapted to a par-

ticular purpose.

COMMODE.

Bulwer: Eugene Aram,

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pSt,

Syrian, so, oe = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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coni-mo -dI-ous-n6ss, *. [Eng. commodi-
ous; -ness.]

1. The quality of being commodious ; con-
venience, fitness, suitability.

" Of cities, the greatness and riches Increase accord-
ing to the commodioutntm of their situation . . ."—
Sir W. Tempi*.

2. Roominess.

o6m-ni8d'-X-t^f *. [Fr. commodiU; Sp. como-
didad ; Port, commodidade ; ltal. cumodita

;

from Lat. commoditas, from com/modus — con-
venient, fit.]

*L Advantage, profit, accommodation, con-
venience.

" Till this advantage, this vile drawing blaas,
This away of motion, this commodity."

Shaketp. : King John, 1L X.

T A commodity of time : A convenient occa-
sion or opportunity. (Sidney.)

2. Anything which affords advantage or
convenience.

"It had been difficult to make such a mole where
they bad not so natural a commodity as the earth of
Puzzuola, . . ."—AddUon : On Italy.

3. Wares, merchandise, goods ; anything
movable which is or can be bought and sold.

"While he governed, no prohibition, no duty, Im-
peded the transit of commodities from any part of the
Island to any other."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

1 4. A parcel or bale of goods.
" Now Jove in his next commodity of ha! r, send thee

a beard." Shakesp. : Tmtfth A'ight, lii. l.

* 5. A prostitute.
" My lord, when shall we go to Cheapside, and take

up commodities upon our bills?"

—

Shaketp. : 2 Henry
A, It. 7.

•ff Crabb thus discriminates between com-
modity, goods, merchandize, and wares : " Com-
modity is employed only for articles of the
first necessity ; it is the source of comfort and
object of industry : goods is applied to every
thing belonging to tradesmen, for which there
is a stipulated value ; they are sold retail, and
are the proper objects of trade : merchandize
applies to what belongs to merchants ; it is

the object of commerce : wares are manufac-
tured, and may be either goods or merchandize

:

a country has its commodities; a shopkeeper
his goods; a merchant his merchandize; a
manufacturer his wares." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

com mo dbre, s. [Probably a corruption of
Sp. commendador = commander * in Fr. (from
Eng.) t commodore. ]

Uautical

:

1. In the United States a commodore ranks
higher than a captain and lower than a rear-
admiral. In England he commands a few
ships when detached from the fleet.

2. A title given in courtesy to the president
of a yachting club, the senior captain of a
line of merchant vessels, and the senior
captain of three or more ships of war when
cruising together.

3. The leading vessel of a fleet of merchant-
men, from which the others take their course.

* com mod-u-la tion, s. [Lat. commodu-
Uitio, from com — con, and modulor — to modu-
late ; modulus = a little measure, dimin. of
modus — a measure.] Agreement, proportion.
"... that symmetry, and commodulation, as Vi-

truvius calls it."— Hakewill ; On Providence, p. 190.

* com moigne (g silent), s. [O. Fr., from
Low Lat. commouachus : com = con, and mona-
chus = a monk.] A monk belonging to the
same establishment.

" Ioflred Abbot of CrowJand, with one Gilbert his
commoigne, and III other monks . .

."—Selden .• On
Drayton's Polyolb., \ 11.

* com-mo-li -tlon, s. [Lat. com = con, and
molitio = a grinding ; molo = to grind.] A
grinding together.

" Bvpply the use of teeth by commottiton, grinding,
and compressing of their proper aliment."—Browne;
Vulgar Errours, bk. 111., ch. xxii.

com mon, * com mun, * commune,
* com on, * com oun, * com un, 'com-
owne, * com yn, a. , adv. ,& s. [Fr. commun;
Sp. comun ; Ital comune ; from Lat. commu-
nis, from com = cum, and munis = obliging.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. General
; pertaining or relating to all in

general.
" Spain and Holland . . . were reconciled by the

nearness of the common danger."— Maoaulay ; Hist.
Eng., ch. ii.

^| Frequently with the prep, to before the
person or thing affected.

"... temptation . . , such as Is common to man
. . ."—1 Cor. x. IS.

2. Serving for the use, purposes, or advan-
tage of all

;
generally useful or serviceable.

" May mix our ashes in one common grave."
Pope • Humeri Iliad, bk. xxlil., L 106.

3. Having no fixed or determinate owner or
master ; open or free to all,

" Commune things or comunabletea weren blysfuL"—Chaucer : Boethiut, p. 13.

" And all that believed were together, and had all
things common."—Acts il. 44.

4. Frequent, usual, often met with ; occur-
ring frequently or ordinarily ; not rare or
scarce—thus it becomes the distinguishing
name of some of the best known varieties of
plants.

"... the species which are most common, that is
abound most In individuals, . . ."—Darwin i Origin
of Species (ed. 185U), ch. 11., p. 5S.

5. Of inferior character or quality.

(1) 0/persons:
(a) Mean, poor, of low birth.
" The common people are sometimes inconstant j for

they are human beings."—Macautay ; Hist. Eng., en. v.

(6) (Applied to a woman) : A prostitute.

(2) Of things:

(0) Low, base, valueless, mean.
" Thou pale and common drudge 'tween man and man."

Shaketp. : March, of Yen., lii. 2.

(6) Obscene, lewd.
"Use their abuses in common houses.*

—

Shaketp.

:

Mms. for Meat., ii. l.

(c) In Scripture : Unclean.
" But the voice answered me again from heaven,

What God bath cleansed, that call not thou common."
—Acts xi. 9.

6. Public.
" Set me in the common stocks."—Shaketp. ; Merry

Wives, lv. 5.

U. Technically:

1. Grammar

;

(1) Applied to nouns : Capable of being ap-

plied to all the individuals of a class, being
common to them all, and not restricted in its

application to any one or more in particular.

It is opposed to Proper (q.v.).

(2) Applied to gender ; Nouns which admit
of being applied, without inflexion, to things
of either sex, as bird, friend, parent, &c, are
said to be of the common gender.
* (8) Applied to Latin aud Greek verbs

:

Having both active and passive meaning.

2. Classic Prosody : That may be short or
long at will.

3. Logic: Applied to terms or names, in op-
position to individual, singular, or proper.

"Common-terms, therefore, are called 'predi-

cates,' (viz. afflrraatively-predicable,) from
their capability of being affirmed of others : a
singular-term, on the contrary, may be the
subject of a proposition, but never the predi-

cate, unless it be of a negative proposition :

(as, e.g., the first-born of Isaac was not Jacob)

;

or, unless the subject and predicate be only
two expressions for the same individual
object, as in some of the above instances."
(Whately: Elements of Logic, bk. i., § 6.)

4. Anal. : In the same sense as A. 1.

T[ Nerves of common sensation: Fordef. see
extract.

"The distinction which has been made between
ferret of common and of special sensation, is indicated
by the fact, that while a stimulus to the former cause*
pain, that to the latter gives rise to a peculiar or
special sensation, as of light, sound, or taste."- Todd A
Bowman: Physiol. Anat., vol. 1., ch. ix., p. 233.

4. Music : [Common-chord, Common-time.]

B. -4s adv. : Commonly, more than com-
mon = more than is common.

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

t 1. The generality, what is usual or com-
mon.

'" Your son
Will . . . exceed the common."

Shakesp. : CorioL, iv. 1.

* 2. The community at large, the commons
(q.v.). [Commune, s.)

"Now for to speke of the comune."

—

Qower, L Ml

3. An open and (generally) unenclosed space,
the use of which is not restricted to any indi-

vidual, but is free to the public, or to a certain
number, as, " The Commons," in Boston. Park
is a similar public space.

If Commons, where not necessary for the
health and recreation of the people, are a waste-
ful method of using land ; it produces less

than if it were divided among different indi-
viduals. As population, therefore, increased,
inclosnres became necessary if the people
were to be properly fed. Laws made for its

purpose were favourable to the lord of the
manor. By the statute of Mertou and other
subsequent enactments (20 Hen. III. c. 4, 20
Geo. II. c. 36, and 31 Geo. II. c. 41) he might
inclose as much of the waste as he pleased for
tillage or for wood ground provided he left

common sufficient for such as were entitled
thereto. A multitude of other Inclosure Acta
followed, commencing with 41 Geo. III. c. 109,
and running down to 31 and 32 Vict. c. 89.
Under these, in 1845, Commissioners, called
Inclosure Commissioners, were appointed.
[Inclosures.] It was calculated in 1685 that
of 37,000,000 acres of land existing in Eng-
land, about 18,000,000, or nearly the half,
were moorland, forest, and fen. Up till 1845
about 10,000,000 more acres were inclosed,
bringing the total aggregate to 28,000,000

;

more than 1,000,000 have since been dealt
with in a similar way.
But within recent years a reaction against

inclosure has set in among the inhabitants of
the great cities and towns, to whom open
spaces within accessible distance are essential

for health and recreation. Nowhere has this
necessity been more felt than in London, and
in 1866 an Act was passed for the improve-
ment, protection, and management of the
commons near the metropolis, while in 1878,
the Metropolitan Board of Works were autho-
rised to secure commons where opportunity of-

fered near the metropolis. The great wooded
common, known as Epping Forest, gained from
the lords of the manors and others by a deci-
sion of the Master of the Rolls on 10th Nov.,
1874, was transferred to the Corporation of
the City of London, who had been the suc-
cessful litigants, and after an arbitrator had
settled all claims, Queen Victoria dedicated it

on the 6th May, 1882, to the use of the people
for ever.

" Hounslow Heath, on the great Western Road, and
Finchley Common, on the great Northern Road, were
perhaps the moat celebrated of these spots."

—

Ma-
caultty : Hist. Eng,, ch. lii.

II. Law : The right of enjoying any privilege

in common with others ; a community of in-

terest or right. This may be of many kinds,

as, common of custom = the right to take wood
for fuel or repairs ; common of estovers = the
ri»;ht of taking wood for fuel or for domestic
purposes ; common of pasture = the right of
turning out a certain number of cattle to pas-

ture on certain common lands : it is usually
of three kinds

—

appendant (when the right is

supposed to have belonged to the house from
time immemorial, because the house was
within the manor), appurtenant (when the
right has become annexed to the house either

by gift or purchase, or in some other way),

and in gross (when the right belongs tc a
person to turn out on the common, and does
not belong to any house or land) ; common
of piscary — a right of fishing in waters be-

longing to another ; and common of turbary
— the right of digging turf on the lands of

another.

5T Free common over the vicinage is when the
wastes of the manor join, and there is no
fence between them, the beasts of the com-
mon of one manor being allowed to stray on
the wastes of the other manor.

I>. In special phrases :

1. Above the common : Superior to the gene-

rality, better than usual.

2. Brethren of the Common Lot:

Ch. Hist. : One of the names given to the

Brethren of Social Life, a sect which arose

in the 14th century. [Social.]

3. By common : Extraordinary, unusual, out

of the common. (Scotch.)

4. Disturbance of common : [Disturbance.]

5. In common:

(1) Ordinary Language:

(a) To be enjoyed or participated in equally
with another or others.

"... children or servants could not cut the meat
which their father or master had provided for them
in common, . . ."—Locke.

(6) Affecting or characterizing equally, or to

an equal degree.
"... they had nothing but their Whlggiam in com-

mon."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

(c) Equally, commonly, indiscriminately.
" Love alle crlatene creatures
In commune, ech man other."

Langland ; P. Plowman, 6,830.

boil. b6y; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.
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(d) Followed by the prep, with before the

person or thing equally affected.

"... having that in common with dictionaries, , .
."

—Arbuthnot: Tablet of Ancient Coins, Weights, and
Measure*.

(2) Law:
(a) Holding or participating in any right

equally with others.
** Tenant* in common are such as hold by several

and distinct title*, but by unity of poaseasion.'—
Blackstone.

(&) Held in community with others.
"Estates may be held in four different ways; in

severalty, in joint tenancy, in coparcenary, and in
comtmm."— Blackstone.

* 6. In the common <tf: In debt or under an
obligation to.

7. Out ofthe common : Extraordinary, uncom-
mon, unusual. (Generally used in a commend-
atory st?use.)

8. Tenants in common

:

Law: Tenants who hold by several and
distinct titles but by unity of possession.

9. To make common cause with : To join or
league oneself with ; to make the cause of
another one's own.

10. To quite a common or comoun : To re-
quite, to settle accounts with one, to repay.
(Generally in a bad sense.) (Scotch.)

% A thing Is said to be good one's common
when one is under great obligations to do it

;

to be ill one's common, when one, from the
peculiar obligations he lies under, ought to
act a very different part. (Scotch.)

T Crabb thus discriminates between com-
mon, ordinary, mean, and vulgar: "Familiar
use renders things common, vulgar, and ordi-
nary ; but what is mean is so of itself: the
common, vulgar, and ordinary, are therefore
frequently, though not always, mean; aud on
the contrary what is mean is not always com-
mon, vulgar, or ordinary; consequently, in
the primitive sense of these words, the first

three are not strictly synonymous with the
last : monsters are common in Africa ; vulgar
reports are little to be relied on. . . . Com-
mon is opposed to rare and refined : vulgar to
polite and cultivated : ordinary to the dis
tinguished : mean to the noble; a common
mind busies itself with common objects ; vul-
gar habits are easily contracted from a slight
intercourse with vulgar people ; an ordinary
person is seldom associated with elevation of
i'haracter ; and a mean appearance is a cer-
tain mark of a degraded condition, if not of a
degraded mind." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

common assurances.
Law : The legal evidences assuring one that

his property has been transferred to him.
This may be done by deed, by record, by
special custom, or by devise through means
of a will, not operative till after the testator's
death.

common bail, s.

Law: [Bail.]

* common bar, ».

Law : A bar to an action for trespass, pro-
duced by the allegation that the place on
which he was alleged to have trespassed was
his own. It was called also Bar at large and
Blank bar. {Wharton.)

common barretor. [IUkuetok.]

common barretry.
Law: [Barretry.]

common bench, «.

Law ; The same as Common Pleas.

If Court of Common Bench: The same as the
Court of Common Pleas. It was so called be-
cause the suits of common people were there
tried,

common centring, s.

Building: Such as is constructed without
trusses, but having a tie-beam at its ends.
Also that employed in straight vaults.

common-chord, &
Music : A note accompanied by its major or

minor 3rd and perfect 5th. [Harmony.] In
thorough bass, the figure 3, a sharp, flat or
natural, as the case may be, or the absence of
any letter, character, or figure, denotes the
common chord of the bass note. When there
is more than one chord on the same bass note,
the common chord is figured !. (Stainer d-
Barrett.)

common-council, s.

1. The governing l»ody of a city, corporate
town or borough, empowered to make rules
aud regulations for the due administration of
municipal affairs.

In this country, its composition is variable.

Thus the name may be applied to the single
body (as a board of aldermen), or to the aggre-
gate bodies in which this power is vested, or
again to the lower branch of the legislative
body; as in Philadelphia, where the title is

restricted to the second of the two city councils,
the first being termed the Select Council (q.v.).

2. A meeting of such governing body.

common-councilman, s. A member of
the common-council ofa city or corporatetown.

common-count, *. [Count. ]

A public or towncommon-crier, $.

crier.

common - divisor, s. [Common-mea-
sure.]

common-fine, s.

Law : A small sum of money paid to the
lords by the residents in certain leets.

(Wharton.)

"common hackneyed, a. Made com-
mon by excessive familiarity.

"Had I so lavish ofmy presence been.
So common-hackney d in the eyes of men."

Shakesp.: 1 Eenry IT., iiL 1

*common-house, s. A meeting-place,
a rendezvous.

common informer.
Law: [Informer.]

common intendment or intent.
[Intendment.]

common-joists, s. pi Joists in single
naked flooring to which the boards are fixed.

Such joists are also called boarding-joists, and
should not exceed one foot apart.

common Jury, J. A jury retained by
the sherifl", according to the directions of the
statute 3 Geo. II., c. 25, to try not one case
but all that are for trial at that assize.

[Jury.]

common-lav, *. The unwritten law,
consisting of those customs and usages which
have, by long prescription and immemorial
usage, obtained the binding force of laws. It

Is distinguished from statute-law (q.v.), which
derives its authority from acts of Parliament.

common-lawyer, «. One skilled in or
practising common-law.

"Canonists, civilians, and common-lawyers do all
admit this distinction. ' —Spelman.

common-measure, s.

Arith. : The measure of two numbers. Thus
2 is a measure of 6 and 24, that is, it can divide
each of them without a remainder, thus—
6 24
"2 = 3.-2 = 12-

•f Greatest common measure : The largest
number which will divide two others without
leaving a remainder. Thus 4 is the greatest

12
common measure of 12 and 16, for -7- = 3,

- = 4. If any greater number than 4 be
4
used as the divisor there will be a remainder,

12 16 4
thus

fi

- = 2, but -£- = 2 -£- .

common multiple, «. [Multiple.]

common nuisance.
Law: [Nuisance.]

common people, 5. pi The artizans
and labourers, the manual labourers.

"King In bis Natural and Political Conclusions
roughly estimated the common pevjtle of England at
880.000 families. Of these families 4io,ooc, according to
him, ate animal food twice a week. The remaining
440,000 ate it not at all, or at most not oftener than
once a week."

—

MacauUty: Bist. Mng., ch, iii.

common petiole, s

Bot. : The principal leaf-stalk in a com-
pound leaf. The others are called partial

leaf-stalks. (Trcas. of Bot)

t common pitch, s.

Arch. : A term applied to a roof in which the
length of the rafters is about three-fourths of
the entire span.

common place, a. &, s. [Commonplace.)
"Thou unassuming common-place
Of nature with that homely face,
And yet with something of ftgxaoa"

Wordsworth : To the Daisy.

common-placed, pa. par. or a. [Com-
monplace, v.}

Common-Fleas, s. The king's court
long held in Westminster Hall, but ancieutiy
movable. Gwin observes that until after the
granting of the Magna Charta, there weue but
two courts, the Exchequer and the King's
Bench, so called because it followed the king
but, upon the grantof that charter, the Court of
Common Fleas was erected and settled at West-
minster. All civil causes, both real and per,-

sonal. were formerly tried in this court,
according to the strict laws of the realm ; and
Fortescue represents it as the only court for
real causes. Courts of Common I'leas exist in
the Bevera.1 states of the American Unfed, their
jurisdiction being connm.-d to civil cases, in dis-
tinction to the courts of criminal jurisdiction.

Common-Prayer, s.

• 1. Public worship.

2. The liturgy or form of public prayer pre-
scribed to be used in the services of the
Church of England.

U Book ofCommon-Prayer : [Prayer.]

common-rafter, s. One in a roof to
which the boarding or lathing is attached.

common receptacle.
Bot.: The surface from which the inflor-

escence springs in composite or similar plants
It may be flattened out into a capitulum, 01

swollen into a more or less hemispheri&i!
liypanthodium, or separate flowers may U
buried in the fleshy receptacle, in which case

it becomes a ceenantliium as iu Dorstenia.

common recovery.
Law: [Recovery.]

common reservoir.
Elect . : A name applied to the earth, because,

be ing a good conductor of electricity, i t draws
it oil' from every electrified conductor wLk-11

is not insulated, and tends, unless other

causes operate with counteracting effect, to

diffuse the electricity thus obtained througt

the whole extent of the globe.

common-roofing, s. A roofing which
consists of common rafters only, which
bridge over the purlieus in a strongly framed
roof.

common salt, s.

Chem. : Chloride of sodium (q.v.). See also

Salt.

common seal, *. A seal used by a cor-

poration as a symbol of their being incor-

porated.

common-sense, s. &a.

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Originally signified a common internal

sense, and what may be perhaps termed ft

collective sense, formed by the union of the

five special ones, which were supposed to meet

at some point in the body, as the radii of a

circle converge to and unite iu its centre
** That there is some particular or restrained seat of

the common sense is au opinion that even old philo-

sophers and physicians are agreed upon. And it is an
ordinary comparisou amongst them that the extern;.;

senses and the comnion tense, considered together, are

like a circle with five linea drawn from the circumfer-

ence to the centre. Wherefore, as it has been obviouj

for them to find ont particular organs for the external

senses, so they have also attempted to assign some
distinct part of the body to 1* an organ of the common
sense; that is to say, as they discovered sight to be

seated in the eye, hearing in the ear. smelling In the

nose, etc., so tbey conceived that there is some part of

the body wherein seeinj, hearing and all other percep-

tions meet together, as the lines of a circle tn the

centre; and that there the soul doea also Judge and

discern of the difference of the objects of the outward

senses."—Benry More : ImmortaUty 0/ the Soul.voL lil,

Ch. 13. {.Trench)

2. The modicum of sense or understanding

possessed bv people in general; the power

supposed to'be possessed by people in general

of deciding simple questions accurately ; the

common judgment of mankind.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w6t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,
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" His aim was mischief, and his seal pretence.
His speech rebellion against oomtnon sense.

'

Cowper: Bop*.

II. Mental phil. : When Berkeley, carrying

out the system of idealism, had shown that

on the principle which ia laid down, the
fxistunce of the material world could not be
proved, and Hume carried Berkeley's scepti-

cism to a yet greater length, the Kev. Dr.
Kiid, Prof, of Mental Philosophy in King's
College, Aberdeen, built up a system designed
to be antagonistic to this sceptical one, in

what he called common-sense. The first prin-

ciples of belief which all ordinary men, not
idiots or lunatics, accept undoubtingly, were
assumed to be axiomatic, and became the

foundation of a system of mental philo-

sophy. Dugald Stewart, holding essentially

the same views as Reid, thought the term
common-sense an unhappy one, and substi-

tuted for it "the fundamental laws of human
belief."

B. As adjective

:

Of a view, <£c. : Such a one as an ordinary
person of sound judgment would take.

common sergeant, s. A judicial officer

appointed by the Corporation of London as

an assistant to the Recorder.

common sewer, s. A sewer through
which the whole sewage of a city, town, or

village passes.

common time, s.

Music : Time with two beats in a bar or*any
multiple of two beats in a bar. The beats may
be of the value of any note or rest or compound
of notes and rests, providing the sum required

by the ttnn sign be exactly contained in each
bar. Common time is of two kinds, simple
and compound. Simple common time is that
which includes four beats in a bar, or any
division of that number, or square of the
number or its divisions. The signs used to

express simple common time are the following :

?» 21 4- *» t>
and tne characters Q and QJ.

In these signs the upper figure denotes the
quantity of notes required in the bar, and the

lower figure the quality of the notes. Com-
pound common-time is expressed by the signs

h h V» s°ch signs meaning two or four beats

of three crotchets or quavers to each beat.

[Time.] (Stainer and Barrett.)

common vouchee, s.

Law : [Vouchee.]

1 c6m'-mon, * com-oun, * com - ounc,
* com -line, v.t. & i. [Common, a. ; Com-
mune, v.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To make common, to give a part In, to

share, to communicate.
" Such as I bane seta and irad in dyuerse bookes, I

rJere and . . . comoun to othere men."

—

Trevlsa,

19.

2. To discuss.

"Where no reson may be comwned."—dower, i. M.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To converse, talk, commune.
"Comoun* or talke with another in cumpany, or

felawshepe. Communico. '—Prompt, Parv.

"With snehe hem liketh to commie*—Ootoer, \. 64.

2. To have a common right or share with
others.

3. To participate in, to share in.

"Laertes, I must common with your grief." —
Shake-/: : Hamlet, iv. 5.

*4. To board or live in community.
*' In those places it is probable they not only lived,

but also cammoned together upon such provisions na

were provided for them at the direction of their

f

(resident."— Wheatley : Schools of the Prophet* ; Serm,
Oxford, 1721), p. 13.

com mon a ble, a. [Eng. common ; -able.]

* 1. Of land: Held in common. (Bacon.)

2. Of animals: Such as are needful for the
ploughing or manuring of land, such as horses,

oxen, cows, and sheep. (Blackstojie.)

com' mon age, s. [Eng. common ; -age.]

1. Gen. : A right of using anything in com-
mon with others.

2. Spec. : The right of pasturing cattle on a
common.

"They nave wronged poor people of their common-
age, which of right belonged to twin.."— Fuller : Holy
State, p. 286.

3. The commonalty, or body of commoners,
collectively.

com mon al ty, * com mon-al i ty,
* com on al te, * com mun al i te,
* com-yn-al-te, s. [Fr. communaute, from
Low Eat. communalitas, from Lat. communis
— common.]

* 1. A commonwealth, a community.
"To the vse and profit of the seyd comynalte."—

Eng. Gilds, p. 380.

f 2. The Commons.
" Cit. Against him first ; he's a very dog to tbe com-

monalty.' —Shakesp. : Cortolanus, L 1.

* 3. Community, common ownership or
participation.

"And melancholy Pear su1>dued by Faith ;

Of blessed consolations in distress ;

Of moral strength, and intellectual power ;

Of joy in widest commonalty spread."
Wordsworth : Recluse.

* 4. The generality, the bulk of mankind,
people in general.

"I myself too will use tbe secret acknowledgment
of the commonalty, bearing record of the God of gods."
—Hooker.

5. The common people of England or any
other country; commoners as opposed to

the nobility.

"The civil state consists of the nobility and the
commonalty."—Blackstone : Comment., bk. I., ch. 12.

* com -mon-ance, s. [Eng. common, and
guff. -ance. ]

Law : The body of commoners or tenants
who have the right of common.

com -mon-er, s. [Eng. common; -«r.]

1. Of common ground:
* 1. Lit. : One who shares with others a

right to common ground.
" Much good land might be gained from forests and

chases . . . and from other commonable places, so as
always there lw a due care taken that the poor com-
moners have no injury by such improvement "—Bacon.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Gen. : One who shares anything with
another. (Fuller.)

* (2) Spec. : A prostitute. (Shakesp.)

IX Of the House of Commons : A member of

the House of Commons.
III. Of social rank : One of the commonalty,

one who even if titled does not belong to the
peerage.

IV. Of University rank: A student in Ox-
ford University who is not dependent for sup-

port on the foundation of any college, but
pays his way independently.

* com'-mon-er-ess, $. [Eng. commoner;
•ess.] The wife of a commoner.

every part"—.Mad. D'Arblay: Diary, v. 197.

* com mon ing, * com-en inge, * com
owninge, comynyng, pr. par., a., & s.

[Common, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

"As thee kynges in counsell were comynyng to-

gedur."—Destr. of Troy, 12,046.

C. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Intercourse, dealing, conversation. [Com-
muning.]

2. Communion, participation.
'" Wher It is not the comeninge of Cristis blodef—

Wycliffe : 1 Cor. X. 16.

II. Law : Commonage, the right of pasturage
on a common.

* com mon' ish, v.t, [Lat. pref. com, and
Eng. monish (q.v.).] To warn, to admonish.
(Whitaker, Disp. on Script., p. 061.)

com mon ish, a. [Eng. common ; -ish.]

K:ither common.

* c6m-mon-i'-tion, s. [Lat. commonitio,
from comvioneo = to warn, to admonish.] A
warning, advice, or monition,

* common -l-tive, a. [Formed by analogy
as if from a Lat. commonilivvs, from commotieo
— to admonish, to warn.] Containing admoni-
tion or warning ; monitory.

"Whose cross was only commemorative, and com-
monitive, . . ."—Bp. Ball: Rrm., p. 14.

* c6m-mon'-l-tdr-& a. & s. [Lat. commoni-
torius, from commoneo = to warn, to admonish.]

A. As adj. : Warning, admonishing, com-
monitive.

B. As subst. : A monition, a warning, an
admonition. (Whitaker : Disp. onScrip., p. 8.)

com mon -ly, * com muno liche, 'com-
oun 11, * com un-lich, ^com-yn-licho,
adv. [Eng. common; -ly.]

* 1. In common, alike.

"God that ous made alio comunliche to bis anllfr
nesse."—Aycnbite, p. 14ft.

*2. In common, familiarly, intimately,
sociably.

"And with great joy into that city wend,
Ab commonly as frend does with his frend."

Sperwrr: /*.«., I. x. M.

frequently, usually, widely,3. Generally,
freely.

"That man, it was commonly Bald, has never wanted,
and never will want, an expedient"—Afacaulay; HisC
Eng., ch. xxiii,

4. Poorly, meanly.

TT Crabb thus discriminates between cotji-

monly, frequently, vsttally, and generally :

" What is commonly done is an action common
to all ; what is generally done is the action of
the greatest part ; what is frequently done is

either the action of many, or an action many
times repeated by the same person ; what is

usually done is done regularly by one or many.
Commonly is opposed to rarely

;
generally and

frequently to occasionally or seldom ; usually
to casually ; men commonly judge of others by
themselves ; those who judge by the mere
exterior are generally deceived ; but notwith-
standing every precaution, one is frequently
exposed to gross frauds ; a man of business
usually repairs to his counting-house every
day at a certain hour." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

com' mon-ness, s. [Eug. common; -ness.]

* 1. The state or quality of being common
or shared in common ; equal participation.

"Nor can tbe commonness of the guilt obviate the
censure, . .

."

—

Government of the Tongue.

2. The state or quality of being of frequent
occurrence ; frequency.

3. The quality of being common or well-
known ; triteness, commonpiaceness.

"Blot out that maxim, res nolunt din male admi-
nUtrari : the commonness makes me not know who is

the author . .
."—Sicift.

4. The state or quality of being of a common
character ; meanness.

com'-mon-place, s. & a. [Eng. common, and
place.]

A. As substantive

:

I. An ordinary or common topic or subject

;

a general idea.

*2. A commonplace-book.
" This being read both in bis [Peter Martyr's] com-

monplaces, and on the first to the Corinthians."—
Milton : Tetrachordon.

3. An ordinary or common remark (in a
contemptuous sense) ; a platitude, a truism.

"He learned by rote those commonplaces which all
sects repeat si> fluently when they are enduring oppres-
sion, and forget so easily when they are able to re-
taliate it"—Maeaulay: Hist. Eng.. ch. iv.

B. As adj. : Common, ordinary, trivial, trite,

" Every fool, who slatterns away his whole time in
nothings, utters some trite commonplace sentence, to
prove the value and fteetuess of tiine."~-Lord Chester-
field: Letters.

commonplace-book, s. A iiook in
which short extracts or things to be remem-
bered are arranged under general heads.

"I turned to my commonplace-book, and found bis
case under tbe word ' coquette.' "

—

Taller.

* com mon place, v. t. & i. [Common-
place, 5.]

A. Trans. : To reduce to or range under
general heads.

B. Intrans. : To make use of or indulge in
commonplaces or platitudes.

"For the good that comes of particular and select
committees and commissions, 1 need not common-
place, for your majesty bath found the good of them."
—Bacon; Works ; To Eing James, vi. 251. {Latham,)

t c5m-mon-place'--ness, s. [Eng. common-
place; -ness] The quality of being common-
place or common ; ordinariness.

" Our Vicar . . . happens to be rather drowsy and
even depressing in the monotony of his common*
placeness."—Black : Adventures of Phaeton, ch. xix.

com mons, s. pi. [From common, adj., and
s, the sign of the pi.]

* 1. The people who had a right to sit or a
right to vote for representatives in the House
of Commons.

" The commons consist of all euch men of property
in the kingdom as huve not seats iu the House of

Lords, every one of which has a voice in parliament.

VBfL bo"^; pout, jAl; cat, cell, chorus, 90111, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.
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J, bk. i., ch. 2. {See also the example
under 2.)

2. All who are under the rank of peers
without reference to their voting privileges.

" The word commons in its present ordinary signifi-
cation comprises all the people who are under the rank
of peers, without any regard to property, but upon a
future occasion I shall eudeavour to prove that in its
original signification it was confined to those only who
had a right to sit or a right to vote for representatives
in the house of commons."

—

Blackttone: Comment.,
bk. i., ch. 2, (note).

3. The House of Commons.
4. A ration or allowance of food.

H To be on li
short commons" : To be scantily

provided.

H (1) Doctors' Commons: [Doctors' Com-
mons.]

(2) House of Commons

:

(a) Definition : That one of the two Houses
of Parliament which consists of representa-
tives duly elected according to law in pre-
scribed numbers by the burgh, county, and
university constituencies of the United King-
dom. The name Commons is given to its

members to distinguish them from the peers
of the United Kingdom who sit in the House
of Lords.

(&) History : The earliest traces of the House
of Commons are in a.d. 1265. The year pre-
viously (on May 12, 1264), Simon de Montfort,
Earl of Leicester, who was of French origin

but brother-in-law to King Henry III., de-
feated his sovereign at the Battle of Lewes,
and made him prisoner. In 1265 the victor
issued writs in the King's name requiring each
sheriff of a county to return to a parliament
which he proposed to hold, two knights for

the shire under his jurisdiction, two citizens

for each city within its limits, and two bur-
gesses for each borough. A parliament of lords
and other dignitaries had existed previously

;

county representatives may occasionally have
sax almost from the commencement of the 13th
century, and an assembly of knights and bur-
gesses, nicknamed the Mad Parliament, had
met in a.d. 1258, but no writs are extant before
De Montfort's, summoning the representatives
of cities and boroughs to attend. The Parlia-
ment thus called together met in London on
the 22nd January, 1265, but on the 4th August
De Montfort was slain at the battle of Eves-
ham, and the royal government restored. The
victory was obtained for the king mainly
through the military ability of Prince Edward,
afterwards King Edward I., who, at least as
early as 1294, i.e., the 22nd year of his reign,

himself called together a parliament of the
De Montfort type. The borough representa-
tives were 246, those from the counties or shires

74. Under Edward III. these numbers had
altered to 282 and 74. Each place represented
sent two members, without reference to its

population. There was universal suffrage
;

members required no property qualification,

and were paid. In the eighth year of Henry VI.
the county franchise was narrowed in its oper-
ation, no one now being allowed to vote unless
he possessed freehold worth 40 shillings, a
sum the purchasing power of which would
have been about the equivalent of £12 at the
beginning of the 18th century, and £20 at the
commencement of the 19th. The Act 23
Hen. VI. c. 14, made it an indispensable
qualification for election as a inernberof Parlia-

ment that the person should be a knight, or
eligible to be one, by which was meant that
he should have a freehold of £40 a year.

James I., by his royal prerogative, conferred
two members on the University of Oxford
and the same number on that of Cambridge.
All along till the revolution of 1688, efforts

were made insidiously to reduce, or, if not,
then at least to damage, the burgh representa-
tion. But in 1694, the 6 and 7 William and
Mary, c. 2, enacted that Parliaments in future
should be triennial, an alteration which much
tended to render the House of Commons
independent of the royal authority. A similar
Act had been passed in 1641, but repealed in

1664. The Act 9 Queen Anne, c. 5, established
a landed property qualification for members,
whether for counties or boroughs, and by the
1st George I., passed in 1716, the Septennial
Act was established which made the legal
duration of a parliament seven instead of three
years. It is still in force. At the beginning
of the 18th century, England and Wales had
513 members of Parliament. The union with
Scotland in 1707 added 30 county and 15
borough members to the House of Commons,
that with Ireland on January 1, 1801, 64 for

counties, 35 for cities, and one for Dublin
University. This made up the entire repre-
sentation of the United Kingdom to 658, a
number which has since been nominally pre-
served, though the suspension of writs in
individual constituencies for proved flagrant
bribery has occasionally slightly reduced the
number. For the sweeping changes of the
distribution of political power produced in
1832 and 1867 by the transference of members
from small and decaying places to important
and rising burghs or sections of counties, see
Reform bills.

(c) Present state : A parliament cannot spring
into life by any effort of its own : it requires
to be summoned by the Sovereign. During
an interregnum a Convention Parliament,
sometimes called simply a Convention, can do
so, and has done it twice in English history,
once in 1660, the other time in 1688. [Con-
vention.] The persons entitled to appear as
members of the House of Commons and of
Parliament are those who have been elected
by the registered electors of the several par-
liamentary constituencies, and have taken an
oath or made an affirmation of loyalty, &c,
in the normal way.
The House of Commons is presided over by

a Speaker. [Speaker.] The first one, called
Peter De La Mere, was elected in a.d. 1377.
Most of the important legislation which ema-
nates from the Imperial Parliament has its

origin in the House of Commons. For the
several stages through which a bill proposing
some legislative change must pass before be-
coming law, see Bill and Act. For the
privileges of Members of Parliament, see
Members. By the Septennial Act [1.] a Par-
liament which has escaped what may be
termed a violent end, dies a natural death in
seven years. [Septennial.] A general elec-

tion of representatives to serve in the new
House of Commons, then takes place [Elec-
tion], and when a new Parliament assembles,
the House of Lords, as an essential part of the
complex nfachinery, is also summoned to meet.
But few parliaments die a natural death.
When the Ministry is defeated on what they
deem a vital point, and they are of opinion
that the country agrees with them and not
with their adversaries, the Sovereign generally
receives and acts upon the advice to dissolve
Parliament, an act which formally submits to
the judgment of the constituencies the dis-

puted pointwhich caused the ministerial crisis.

[Dissolution.] When a parliament only ad-
journs, on resuming its sittings, it takes up
its business where it was left off, but when
prorogued the Session is held to be at an end,
and most of the business has to begin anew.
[Adjournment, Parliament, Prorogation.]

* com moil strate, v.t. [Lat. commonstratus,
pa. par. of commo}istro = to point out.] To
teach, to demonstrate.

" Commonstrate. To teach."

—

Cockeram, 1626.

*com mon tie, * com moun t ie, * com
oun te, * com une te, s. [Community.]

1. A community.
" The knyghtis of the comunete."—Depot, of Rich. II.,

p. 28.

2. The common people, the commons.
"The comounte may not stey up into the hil of

Bjns,y." -Wyclife : Exod. xix. 28.

3. A common. (Scotch.)

4. Community, common possession. (Acts
Ja. VI.)

5. A right of pasturage in common with
others. (Scotch.)

6. Jurisdiction or territory. (Scotch.)

+ com -mon-weal, com mon weal, s.

[Eng. common, and weal.]

1. (As two independent words) : The common
good.

2. (The two words united into one) : The same
as Commonwealth, 2. (1.).

com mon wealth, com mou wealth, s.

[Eng. common, and wealth.]

1. Gen. (0/ both forms) : The state or pros-
perity of a country without any reference to
the form of government under which it may
be at the time.

"... not barely to advantage Ills constituents but
the common wealth." — Blackttone : Comment., bk. i.,

ch.il.

2. Spec. (Of the form commonwealth) :

(1) In the abstract : The republican form of
government

(2) In the concrete : The period hi the history

of England during which the Parliamentary
army and the Protector Oliver Cromwell
exercised the power of government. King
Charles I. was beheaded on January 30th,
1649 ; but if the commencement of the Com-
monwealth be deferred to the time when
Oliver Cromwell became Protector, then its

beginning was not till December 16th, 1653.
It received an all but fatal blow by the death
of its great chief, September 3rd, 1658. On
April 22nd, 1659, Richard Cromwell, his in-

competent son and successor, resigned, and
on May 29th, 1660, Charles II. was restored to
the throne.

commonwealth's man, s. One who
favoured or supported the government esta-
blished by Oliver Cromwell after the execu-
tion of Charles I.

". . . the son of a commonweaHhsman of the same
name, . . ."—Johnson : Life of Parnell.

com mor ance, * com mor an cy, s.

[Lat. commorans, pr. par. of commoror = to
dwell, to live.]

* 1. Ord. lAxng. : A residence or abode ; a
dwelling-place.

". . . the province where he has his abode and com-
morancy."—Ayliffe: Parergon.

2. American Law: Residence temporarily
or for a short time. (Webster.)

com -mor-ant, a. <fc *. [Lat. commorans.]

A* As adjective :

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Dwelling or residing.
" The abbot may demand and recover bis monk, thai

U commorant and residing in another monastery."—
Ayliffe : Parergon.

t 2. American Law : Inhabiting or occupy-
ing temporarily. (Webster.)

' B. As subst. : A resident, a dweller.
"I never heard a respondent better hunted in all

my time that I was a commorant in Cambridge."

—

Backet : Life of Williams, L 33.

* com mor-a-tion, *. fLat commoratio,
from commoror = to dwell, to reside.] The
act of residing or living, residence.

" Was it that they met not with so fit an opportu-
nity of his commoration amongst them t"—Bp. Salt

:

Eluha Sealing the Waters.

* com mor l ent, a. [Lat. commoriens, pr.

par. of commorior = to die together : com =
cum = with ; morior = to die ; mors = death.]
Dying together with or at the same time as
another. (Sir G. Buck.)

* com-morse, «. [Lat. commorsus, pa. par.
of commordeo = to bite, to gnaw.] Remorse,
pity.

corn-mother, s. [See def.] A corrupted
pron. ot Godmother (q.v.). [Commers,
Gammer.]

com motion, v.i. [Commotion, *.] To
move about, to be disturbed.

" He felt it commotion a little and upbraid him,'—
Xashe: Lenten Stuffs.

com mo tion, s. [Lat. commotio, from com-
mon, pa. par. of commoveo = to move, to ex-

cite.]

1. A disturbance, a tumult
;
public agitation

or disorder ; an insurrection, rising,orrebellion.
". . . that they had made commotions and divisions

in the town, . . .'—Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress, »t. i

2. A movement or disturbance ; violent

agitation or excitement.

(1) Of material things:
". . , tbat he would allay the commotions of the

water, . .
."

—

Woodward: Sat. Bist.

" We on the earth's surface live night and day In the
midst of ethereal commotion."— Tyndall : Frag, uf
Science (3rd ed.), i. 8.

(2) Of the mind, dtc.

:

" Some strange commotion
Is in his brain ; he bites his lips, and starts."

Shakesp. : Hen. YUL, ill 1

\ Crabb thus discriminates between com-

motion and disturbance ; " There is mostly a

commotion where there is a disturbance; but

there is frequently no disturbance where there

is a commotion : commotion respects the physi-

cal movement; disturbance the mental agita-

tion. Commotion is said only of large bodies

of men, and is occasioned only by something
extraordinary ; disturbance may be said of a

few, or even of a single individual : whatever
occasions a bustle, awakens general inquiry,

and sets people or things in motion, excites a

commotion ; whatever interrupts the peace and
qniet of one or many produces a disturbance.

"

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)
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* com mo tion er, s. [Eng. commotion ; -er.]

One who causes or takes part in a commotion.
"A dangerous commotioner, that In bo great and

populous a city as London is. could draw out those
same two fellows I"—Bacon : Qbserv. on a Libel in 1592.

* com-mo'-tive, a. [Lat. commot(us), pa. par.

of commoveo ~ to move, to excite ; and suff.

-ive.] Turbulent, disturbed.
" The Lea's commotive and Inconstant flowing."
Sylvester ; Du Bartas, day 8, week 1. (Latham.)

*c6m-mdve', 'com mcvc, com moeve.
v.t. [Lat. commoveo ~ to move, to excite :

com =3 together ; moveo m to move. ]

L Lit. : To move, to disturb, to set in mo-
tion, to agitate.

"A shrill tempestuous wind.
Which doth disturb the mind.
And like wild waves all our designs commove.''

Ltrummond ; Flowers of Sion, No. 20.

IX Figuratively

;

1. To move, to incite, to urge.
* This commeveth me to spek."

Chaucer ; Troilus, 1,797.

2. To disturb or agitate the mind, to excite.

••Jupiter . . . which was commeved of this thing."
Sower. Hi. 305.

3. To move, to persuade.
*' He [Orpheus] commoeuede the helle."

Chaucer : Boethhu, p. 107.

* com-mo'ved, pa. par. or a. [Commove.]

commov'-ing, *com moev-yng, pr. par.
t

a., & s. [Commove, ]

A. A B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of moving
or setting in motion.

"The rage ne the manace of the commoevyng or
ehasyng vpwarde hete fro the botme."—Chaucer

:

Boethiut, p. 12.

* com muM, * comun, a. [Common, a.]

communal, a. [Fr. communal, from Low
Lat communalis.] [Common.] Of or pertain-
ing to a commune. (Quar, Rev.)

t com -mu nal 19m, s. [Eng. communal;
-ism.} The theory or system of government
by communes, as in France.

com mu -na-Usts, s. pi. [Fr. communalistes.]

1. The name given in certain religious
societies to the members of their community.

2. The same as Communists (q. v.). (Haydn.)

com -mu nard, s. [Fr.] A supporter of
government by communes ; esp. a supporter
of the Paris Commune of 1871.

com mune, "coramuny, com-unyn,
* com-une, 'comoune, com ownc.
v.t. & i. [O. Ft. communier ; Lat. commu-
nico = to share, to communicate ; communis =
common.]

*A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To share.
•* Hi nele ue him ne his thiiiges communj/ mid othren."

Ayenbite, p. 102.

"Comunyn ormakecomowne. Communico. "—Prompt.
Pare.

2. To impart, to communicate, to publish.
" Men of Crete . . . communede it Into other londes

aboute."— Trevita, i. 311.

IL Eceles. : To administer the Holy Com-
munion to.

" Late us be contrite, confessid, and communid "—
Betta Romanorum, p. 360.

E. Intransitive

;

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To have intercourse or dealings with.
" For foule meselrie he comond with no man."

Langtqft, p. 140.

2. To converse, to debate.
**.

. . I will commune with thee from above the
aercyaeat, . . ."—Exod. xxv. 22.

" Or, with what peace, and Joy, and love.
She communet with her God-!

"

Cowper: Retirement.

t LL Eceles. : To receive the Holy Commu-
nion ; to communicate.

* com -mune, a. & adv. [Common, a. & adv.]
" Vile Caytive, vassall of dread and despayre,
Unwortnie of the commune breathed ayre."

Spenser: F. Q., II. ill. 7.

coin mune (1), 3. [Commune, v.] Familiar
intercourse, friendly conversation.

commune (2), «. [Fr. commune, from
commun = the commonalty. In Prov. comuna,
eomunia ; Ital comuna.]

1. In France

:

1. Ordinary Language

:

* (1) Under the feudal regime : A body of
burgesses in a town which had received a
charter granting it municipal government.

(2) Subsequently

:

(a) Any assemblage of villagers or others
united by common interests and under the
same local government ; a parish, a district.

(b) The commonalty, as opposed to the
nobility.

2. History

:

(1) The municipality of Paris, which, during
the most sanguinary period of the first French
Revolution, was the mouthpiece of the more
ferocious revolutionaries. Under the old
regime, power had been in the hands of the
privileged classes, the king, the nobles, the
higher ecclesiastics and other dignitaries, and
their tyranny caused the revolution. Men of
genius, chiefly from the middle classes, led the
uprising at its commencement, and consti-
tuted the Girondist party, which, to gain the
victory over the upper class, encouraged or
even fomented revolts among the masses of
the Parisian populace. The policy was suc-
cessful for its primary object, but the demoniac
spirit they had raised they could not again
lay, and ultimately it was fatal to themselves.
When, in 1792, it was believed that Austria and
Prussia, which had invaded France, designed
to force again on the nation the emigrant aristo-
crats thirsting for vengeance, the Legislative
Assembly enacted that whenever it passed a
vote that the country was in danger, every
municipality should sit permanently. All
ranks should arm, and those of them called to
serve out of their native place should receive
pay. The vote "The country is in danger"
actually having taken place, the Municipality
of Paris, which met at the Hotel de Ville, and
had been formally constituted there on the
21st of May, 1791, began to sit in permanence.
Subordinate councils were formed in each of
the districts or sections of the city. These
subordinate sections sent commissaries to the
leading municipality, who, in place of aiding
the old members in their deliberations, simply
expelled them and usurped the power which
they had wielded. Thus was constituted the
celebrated Commune under whose auspices
the Tuileries were captured, the Legislative
Assembly and the Convention themselves
domineered over, the Jacobin and other clubs
of extreme politicians put in possession of all

power in Paris and France, massacres of re-

morseless cruelty perpetrated, and the Reign
of Terror inaugurated. Robespierre, Marat,
and Danton became its leading spirits. Of
this triumvirate Marat was assassinated on
July 13, 1793, Danton guillotined on April 5,

1794 ; and when on July 28 Robespierre shared
the same fate, having been captured the day
before at the Hotel de Ville, the head-quarters
of the Commune, the illegitimate domination
of the latter came to an end, and Paris was
soon afterwards, for safety's sake, divided
into twelve municipalities instead of one.

(2) On March 18, 1871. an insurrection in
Paris overthrew the G jvernment, and an
organisation, taking the name and prepared to
carry out the traditions of the old revolutionary
commune, was proclaimed on the 28th. Among
its notable, not to say notorious deeds, were
the burning of the Tuileries, the Hotel de Ville,

and some other public buildings of historic
interest. Four days afterwards, or on May 28,

1871, Paris was taken by storm, the commune
fell, and many of the communards were either
executed or transported.

*IL In England : The common people, the
commons.

" He counselled the kynge
His commune to louye.

Langland ; P. Plowman, 2,670.

com rau ner, * com on er. * cum uu
er, s. ^Commoner.]

* 1. A partaker, a participator.
" Cumuner of that glorye."— Wycliffe : l Peter v. 1.

* 2. A commoner.

t 3. One who communes or converses with
another.

com-xnun i ca bil I ty, s. [Fr. commu-
nicabiliU ; La£. communicabilitas, from com-
munis = common.] The quality or condition
of being communicable ; that can be communi-
cated or imparted.

"... the fecundity and communicability of itself,

. .
."—Bishop Pearson : Exposition of the Creed, art. ii.

com-mun -i-ca-ble, a. [Fr. communicable

;

Lat. communicabUU, from communis — com-
mon.]

1. Capable or admitting of being communi-
cated to or shared with others (with the prep.
to or unto.)

"... a power of ecclesiastical dominion, communi-
cable, as we thiuk, unto i>ersoiis not eccleslaetical, . .

."

—Hooker: Socles. Polity ; Pre/., ch. vii., * 6.

2. Capable of being communicated by con-
tagion or infection.

" A virulent disease . . . means one which is com-
municable by contagion or infection."—Echo, Jan. 4,
1682.

3. Capable of being communicated or re-

counted.
" To none communicable in earth or heav'n."

Milton : Paradise Lost, vii. 184.

* 4. Communicative, affable.
" Be communicable with your friends."

—

B. Jonsont
Epicame.

com mun I ca ble-n<$*s, *. [Eng. com-
municable; -ness.] The quality or condition
of being communicable ; communicability.

* com-miin' I ca bly, adv. [Eng. commit-
nicab{le) ; -ly.\ fiy way of communication.

com muni cant, a. & s. [In Fr. communi-
cant, from Lat. commun.ica7w, pr. par. of com-
munico m to make common, to share with
others, to impart, to communicate ; from
communis = shared together, common to
several or to all.]

A. As adj. : Communicating, imparting.
(Coleridge.)

B. As substantive:

X. Ord. Lang. : One who holds communiea-
tion with another or with others.

"... any such fauorers. receiuers, communicants,
and defendours."—Foxe : Martyrs ; Riclt. II. to the Vice-
Chancellor.

XL Eccles. : One who partakes of the Lord's
supper, or who is held by proper ecclesiastical
authority to be entitled to partake of it.

"... the fait Mul I communicants in receiving the
blessed sacrament. —Fox? 1 Martyrs.

com mun -l-cate, v.t. & i. [Lat. communico
= to share, to communicate ; communis

=

com-
mon.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To share or Impart to others a share or
participation in anything in one's power or
possession.

(1) Absolutely:
" Feeds sparingly, communicates his store."*

Cowper: Hope.
* (2) Followed by the prep, with before the

person or persons to whom the communica-
tion is made.

"... would communicate his secrets with none . .
."

—Bacon.

(3) Followed by the prep, to or unto.
"... all they would communicate to their hearers."— Watts

.

2. To impart or share the knowledge of any
fact ; to reveal, to acquaint with. (Followed
by the prep, to.)

" His majesty frankly promised, that he could not,
in any degree, communicate to any person .

."—
Clarendon.

* 3. To make common or familiar ; to mix
with.

"He communicated himself through a very wide
extent of acquaintance."—Life of (farth.

* 4. To share or bear a part of.

" To thousands that communicate our loss."

B. Jonson : Sejanut.

5. To impart disease or infection to others.

* II. Ecclesiastical

:

1. To recognize as a member of a church or
religious body.

" She cau pronounce him pardoned, or, which is all
one, she may communicate Mux."—Jeremy Taylor:
Worthy Communicant, 818. (Latham.)

2. To administer the sacrament or rite of
the Holy Communion to.

* 3. To receive (aa the elements in the
Eucharist).

B. Intransitive

:

X. Ordinary Language

:

1. To share what is in one's power or pos-
session with others, especially in the way of
charity or alms.

(1) Absolutely

:

(2) With the prep, to or unto.

boll, boy; pout. Jo^l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = f.
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2. To have something in common ; to he
connected.

" The posterior communicating artery is an anasto-
jnatie vessel, which passes backwards along the inner
margiuol the middle lobe ou the base of the brain.
and communicates with the posterior cerebral artery."—Todd* Bowman: Physiol. Anat-.voLi., ch.x., p. 293.

* 3. To share or participate.

(1) Of the person : With the prep, with hefore
the person with whom anything is shared or
participated in.

(2) Of the thing shared in

:

(a) With the prep, in before the thing par-

ticipated in.

•". . . may possibly not communicate in their sin
• . .'—-Jeremy Taylor : DoctorDubitantium. ( Latham.

)

(6) With the prep. of.

* i. To act or work in common.
"Thou communicatest with dream*."—Shakesp. ,*

Winter's Tate, L L
5. To consult with or inform any person by

letter ; to correspond.

II. Eccles. : To partake of the Holy Com-
munion.

"... that whom the lav of the realm doth punish
unless they communicate), . . ."—Booker: Seel. Pol.,
bk. v., eh. lxviii., § 7.

Tf Crabb thus discriminates between to

communicate and to.impart : " Imparting Is a
species of communicating ; one always com-
municates in imparting, but not vice versd.

Whatever can be enjoyed in common with
others Is communicated; whatever can be
shared by another is imparted: what one
knows or thinks is communicated, or made
commonly known ; what one feels is imparted
and participated in : intelligence is communi-
cated ; secrets or sorrows are imparted : those
who always communicate all they hear, some-
times communicate more than they really know

;

it is the characteristic of friendship to allow
her votaries to impart their joys and sorrows
to each other. A person may communicate
what belongs to another, as well as that which
is his own ; but he imparts that only which
concerns or belongs to himself: an openness
of temper leads some men to communicate their

intentions as soon as they are formed ; loqua-
city impels others to communicate whatever is

told them : a generosity of temper leads some
men to impart their substance for the relief of
their fellow creatures ; a desire for sympathy
leads others to impart their sentiments. There
is a great pleasure in communicating good in-

telligence, and in imparting good advice."
{Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

com-mun'-I-ca-ted, pa. par. or a, [Com-
municate.]

com-mun'-i-ca-ting, pr. par., a., & ».

[Communicate. ]

A. & B. As pr, par. & partidp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

L> Ordinary Language

:

1. Of material union: The state of com-
municatirj with something else, as by a
channel opening into another one.

2. Of union not material

:

(1) The act of sharing with or Imparting to
others a share of anything in one's power or
possession.

(2) The act of informing or consulting by
letter, a corresponding with.

II. Technically:

1. Anal. : In the same sense as C. 1. 1.

^1 There are an anterior and posterior com-
municating artery in the brain. There is also

one of the palm. (Quain.)

2. Eccles. : The act of taking the Holy
Communion.

communicating doors, s. pi.

Building: Doors forming the means of
communication between two rooms, and, when
opened, allowing the two to form one apart-

ment.

Com-mun-i-ca'-tion, s. [Fr. communica-
tion; Lat. communicatio, from communico =
to share, to communicate.]

A* Ordinary Language :

I. Literally:

1. The act of sharing or Imparting a share
of anything.

(1) Of material things.

"Communication of small-pox to the foetus in
ntero."—Cyclop. Praet. Med., ill 74ft.

(2) Of things immaterial.

"Both together serve completely for the reception
and communication of learned knowledge."—Holder

:

Elements of Speech,

2. A passage or way by means of or through
which access is obtained from one place to
another.

"... the communication it has both with Asia and
Europe. —A rbiUhnot.

3. The interchange or communicating of
knowledge or information, by word or letter.

"... the communication necessary among all who
have the management of affairs."

—

Swift.

4. A conference, consultation, conversation,
or correspondence.

"William would bid no higher than a pardon. At
length the communications were broken off."-Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. x vi.

* 5. Intercourse, dealing, commerce.
"... evil communications corrupt good manners."

—

1 Cor. xv. 33,

& Information or intelligence imparted or
communicated, news.

"The discomfiture of the Whigs was completed by a
communication from the King "

—

Macauiay: Hist.
Eng., ch. xv.

* IX Fig. : Sexual intercourse.

B. Technically

:

1. Military:

(1) The line or means of communicating
which a general keeps up between the scene
of operations and the base, and by means of
which intelligence, supplies, etc., are enabled
to be safely and freely transmitted.

'*.
. . were in constant communication with one

another,"—Macauiay: Hist. Eng., ch. xL

(2) The act of consulting or treating as to
terms of agreement for peace, &c.

2. Fort. : A trench made to preserve a safe

means of access and correspondence between
two posts or fortresses, or at a siege between
two approaches.

3. Eccles. : The receiving or participation of
the Holy Communion.

4. Rhetoric : (See extract).

"Communication, another secondary trope, takes
place when a speaker or writer assumes his nearer or
reader as a partner in his sentiments aud discourse,
saying We, instead of I or Ye. This trope may be a
sign of the writer's or speaker's modesty, and of the
respect he bears to his readers or hearers. As this
trope puts many for one, it may be considered as a sort
of synecdoche."

—

Beattie: Elements of Moral Science,

{ 865. {Latham.)

5. Mech. : That act of a moving body by
which it communicates motion, or transfers

its own motion to another body.
"Thus the sensation of light reduces itself to the

communication of motion."

—

Tyndall : Frag, of Science
(3rded.), vhL 2, p. 177.

* 6. Law : A discourse between several

parties without coming to an agreement, upon
which no action can be grounded.

communication valves, *. pL
Mach. : The valves in a steam-pipe which

connects two boilers to an engine, for cutting
off the communication between either boiler

and the engine.

cdm-mun'-i-ca-tlve, a. [Fr. communicatif,
from Low Lat. communicativus, from communi-
catust pa. par. of communico = to share, to
communicate.] Ready or disposed to com-
municate or share with others, willing to

make things known or common ; free, open,
not reserved.

" We have paid fo. ur want of prudence, and deter-
mine for the future to be leas communicative."—Swift
* Pope.

TT Crabb thus discriminates between com-
municative and/ree; " A communicative temper
leads to the breach of all confidence ; a free

temper leads to violation of all decency : com-
municativeness of disposition produces much
mischief; freedom of speech and Iwhaviour
occasions much offence. Communicativeness
is the excess of sincerity ; It offends by reveal-

ing what it ought to conceal : freedom is the
abuse of sincerity ; it offends by speaking
what it ought not to think.'' (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

COm-man'-I-ca-taVe-iy, adv. [Eng. com-
municative; -ly.) By way of communica-
tion or community, as having a common
character.

"... then must the name be collectively and com-
municatively taken."—Milton : Prose Works, »16.

com mun I-ca-tlve -ness, s. [Eng. com-

municative ; -ness.] The quality of being com-
municative; willingness to communicate, im-

part to, or share with others ; openness, free-

ness. (Hammond.)

cdm-mun'-l-ca-tor, s. [Lat. communicator,
from communico = to share, to communicate.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who communicates or
imparts, an informant.

2. Mech.: A means of communicating be-
tween two places ; specially a contrivance
enabling passengers in a railway carriage to
communicate with the guard in cases of danger
or accident.

* com mun -l-ca-tbr-y, a. [Low Lat. com-
municatorius, from Lat. communicator.] Im-
parting or conveying knowledge or informa-
tion.

"... canonical and communicatory letters, . .
."—

Barrow : Discourse on the Unity of the Church.

com mun -ing, * comunynge, * com-
yn ynge, pr. par., a. t

<& s. [Communk, v.\

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

*' Ye hav don wel, comunynge to my tribulactoun."

—

Wi/cliffe: Philip. Iv. 14.

C. As substantive

:

* 1. The act of sharing or communicating.

t 2. The act of consulting, conversing, or
talking with another.

"And the Lord went his way, as soon as he had left
communing with Abraham . . ."—Gen. xviii. aa
* 3. The act of receiving the Holy Com-

munion.
"That is i-callid holly comunynge, that Is aftir

penauuee."—Qe&ta Romanorum (ed. Herrtage), p. 195.

com mun I on, * com mun-yone, s. [O.
Fr. communion; Sp. comunion; Ital. comu-
nione; Lat. communio, from c(»™»i«»is.] [Com-
mon, a.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The act of communicating or sharing.

* 2. Fellowship, partnership
; participation

In things ; community of goods.
" Not that this communion of poods seems ever to

have been applicable, even in the earliest ages, to
ought but the substance of the thing' . .

.'

—

Black-
stone : Comment., bk. ii., ch. L
* 3. Converse, communing, interchange of

thought.
"They eat, they drink : and in communion sweet."

MUton; P. L.,v.

4. Intercourse, dealing.

"The Israelites had never any commun ion or affairs

with the Ethiopians."

—

Raleigh.

*5. An act performed publicly or in common.
". . . they served and praised God by communion,

and in publick manner."—Raleigh; Hist, of the World.

II. Technically

:

1. Scrip. : The appropriate rendering of the
word Kotpoivia (koinonia) in 1 Cor. x. 16. The
revisers retain the word communion, but place

Inthemargin, "participation in." Itseemsto
have a double reference : (1) Participation in
" The cup of blessing which we bless, is it not
a communion of [participation in] the blood
of Christ : the bread which we break, is it

not a communion of [participation in] the

body of Christ." (2) The unity of tho.se who
participate : ". . . seeing that we who are

many are one bread, one body, for we all par-

take of the one bread." In the margin :
" See-

ing that there is one bread, we, who are many,
are one body."

2. Theology:

(1) The act of jwrtaking with others of the
sacramental symbols in the Lord's Supper.
For the first three centuries the communion
was administered every Lord's Day ; then it

became more infrequent, and before long was
limited to Easter, Whitsunday, and Christmas.

Many neglecting it even on these days, the

Council of Lateran, in 1215, ordered all Catho-

lics to communicate at least once a year, nam-
ing Easter as the time, an injunction which
the Council of Trent confirmed. For the first

seven centuries the practice was somewhat
general of mixing water with the wine to

symbolise the mystic union between Christ

and the communicant's soul. Originally both

bread and wine were administered, but in

1096, Pope Urban II. sanctioned the practice

of omitting the wine when the communicant
was a layman. This method the Council of

Constance enjoined in 1414. It has since

remained in force in the Church of Rome,
but at the Reformation communion in both
kinds, as it is often termed, was restored to

the laity. The communion service of the

Church of England was adopted in 1552.

(2) The community of belief, and theoreti-

cally at least, of Christian affection, existing

among those who partake together of the Lord's

Supper. Communio is used in this sense in

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p*t>

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, ouh, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, so, ce = o. oy = a. an = kw.
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the canons of the Council of Elvira, a.d. 3] 3.

From this use of the Latin word is derived

the practice of calling the several denomina-
tions, Communions, as the Lutheran Commu-
nion, the Wesleyan Methodist Communion,
the Congregational Communion, Ac.

communion service, s.

Ecctes. : The service, whether liturgic or of

any other kind, adopted in a church when
the Holy Communion is celebrated. [Com-

munion, II. 1.]

communion table, •

Eccles. : The table, often called in the English

church the altar, used in connection with the

administration of the Holy Communion.

* cdm-mun'-i-on-ist, s. [Eng. communion

;

-ist.] One who belongs to the same commu-
nion.

cdm'-mnn-Ism, s. [Ft. ammunisme.]

1. A socialistic reconstruction of the body
politic on the plan of abolishing private

property, and transferring everything formerly

possessed by individuals to the State, which
then charges itself with the task of assigning

work to each of the citizens, and dividing the

profits among each. Communism of a certain

modified type was advocated in Britain by
Robert Owen in his " New View of Society,"

Sublished in 1813. He attempted, without
le assistance of any government, to found a

society on the new model on the banks of the

Wabash, in 1825, but the attempt failed. The
United States have been the seat of numerous
other communistic societies, including the
Separatist Community, at Zoar, Ohio ; the Har-
mony Society, near Pittsburgh; the Dunkers,
at Ephrata, Pennsylvania; the Brook Farm
Community, the Community of the Perfection-

ists, the Shakers, and others. The last named
is in successful operation. St. Simon, Fourier,

and Proudhon have been its leaders in France,

and it seems working as a great unseen force

in Germany and Russia, But no communistic
society lias yet been successful, though, in

many cases, co - operative schemes have
achieved the ends designed by their founders.

[Community, Socialism.]

2. Support of the Parisian commune in its

procedure at two periods of revolution.

[Commune (2).]

com -mu-nist, 5. [Fr. communiste.] One
who supports the theory or practice of com-
munism. [Communism.]

"... there were among them, millenarians, com-
munists."—Milman : Hist, of Latin Christianity, bit.

xiiL, ch. xL

c6m-mu-nis'-tlc, a. [Eng. communist

;

-ic.] Pertaining to, or characteristic of, com-
munism.

"And every one would probably as*nine beforehand
that, if so strange a mode of legislation existed any-
where, it could issue only in enactments of a purely
communistic kind. "—Saturday Review, Oct 8, 1661

t com-mu-nIs'-ll'-cal-l#, adv. [Eng. com-
munisticdl ; -ly. In accordance with the prin-

ciples or teaching of communism.

odm-mun'-i-tj", * com-oun-te, * com-
une-to, *. [O. Ft. communite ; Ital. coviu-

nita; Sp. comunidad ; Port, comunidade, from
Lat. communitas, from communis = common.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of being enjoyed in

common by two or more persons or other
animated beiugs ; identity of interests or

privileges ; common ownership.

2. The commonwealth ; the members of a

body politic having equal rights and privi-

leges, civil and political, and united by com-
mon interests.

" A strong line of demarcation must therefore be
drawn between the soldiers and the rest of the com-
munity."— Vacautay : Bist. Eng , ch. xi.

3. The members of any society united by
certain rules and regulations.

4. A number or body of any living beings
associated for purposes of society or defence.

" Creatures that in communities exist."
Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. iv.

*5. The commons ; the common people.

"Toward the plain of Salisbury, where as the com-
wunte of the peple sholde assemble."—Merlin, iii. 674.

"6. Frequency, commonness.
" Ai, sick and blunted with community.
Afford no extraordinary gaze."

Shakesp. : I Benry /}'., III. 2.

7. Common character.

"The essential community of nature between or-

ganic growth and inorganic growth . . ."—Herbert
Spencer : Data of Biology, $ «.

"... that community of descent Is the hidden bond
which naturalist* hare been unconsciously seeking
. . .'—Darwin: Origin of Spades led. 1SMJ, ch xiii., p.
420.

IL Technically

:

1. Her, : Arms of Community are those
borne by cities, towns, universities, colleges,

abbeys, guilds, mercantile companies, &c.

2. Socialism : Community of goods, that is,

the holding all goods in common, and the
abolition of individual ownership, is advo-
cated by many who wish to reconstruct
society on a socialistic basis. It is believed
to have existed in the early ages of the world,
and in the first part of the apostolic age of
Christianity. The view requires modification
in both cases. In the first, Blackstone is of
opinion that what existed in the earliest ages
was a transient right of private property, that
is, that one who first began to use anything
acquired a brief right of proprietorship in it,

which lapsed when he ceased to use it any
longer. At the first rise of Christianity a
near approach was made to the establishment
of community of goods in the church, to cast
what one had into the common treasury
being the rule, to which there was scarcely

an exception (Acts ii. 44, 45 ; iv. 32). But
from Acts v. 4 we learn that this rule was not
enjoined upon any one ; each was free to re-

tain his property for his own use if he pleased.
[Church History, Communism.]

COm-mut-a-bll'-I-ty, *• [Eng. commutable ;

-ity.} The "quality or state of being commut-
able ; interchangeability.

" When both are substantives, the commutabUity of
terms of this kind is complete."—Dr. H. 0. Latham:
Logic as applied to Language.

com-mut a-blo, a. [Lat. commutabilis,
from commuto — to exchange : com = with

;

muto = to change.] Capable of being com-
muted, or of being exchanged for other things

;

interchangeable.

"But here the predicate and subject are not com-
mutable,"— Whately : Elements of Logic,

com-mu ta-tion, s. [Fr. commutation, from
Lat. commutatio = an exchange ; commuto —
to exchange.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. A changing or altering from one state

to another.
"

. . . iu a word, bo great is the commutation, that
the soul then hated only that which now only it loves,

. .
."

—

South ; Serm.

* 2. Exchange ; the act of giving and re-

ceiving one thing for another.
". . . that there he some method and means of com-

mutation, as that of money."—Hay : On the Creation.

* 3. A ransom.
"The law of G<>d had allowed an evasion, that is, by

way of commutation or redemption."

—

Brown.

4. A sum of money or other equivalent
given in exchange for something else.

II. Technically

:

1. Astron. ; The angle of commutation is the
angular distance between the sun's true place
from the earth, and the place of a planet
reduced to the ecliptic.

2. BJietoric: A figure of speech whereby a
complete transposition of the words in the
sentenco takes place ; as, " I do not live that
I may eat, but I eat that I may live." In
Gr. ivTiu,€Taf}6)un (antimetabole).

3. Law:

(1) The substitution of a punishment less in
degree for one greater in degree.

(2) The giving one thing in exchange or
equivalent for another, as the exchange of

tithes for a rent-charge.

TT Commutation of Titlies : [Tithe.]

com mu-ta, tive, com'-mu-ta-tiVe, a.

[Fr. enmmutatif, as if from a Lat!" commutativus,
from commutatus, pa. par. of commuto,] Of or
pertaining to exchange.

" C-ymmo tat ivc justice requires thatevery man should
have his o*n."-% Bull : Cases of Conscience, i, 7.

% A commutative contract

:

Law : One in which each of the contracting
parties gives and receives an equivalent.
(Wharton.)

com-mu'-ta-tiVe-1^, cSm-mu-ta'-tlve -

ly, adv. [Eng. commutative; ~ly.] Inrespect
of or by way of exchange. (Browne.)

com ran ta tor. s. [Lat., from commutatus,
pa. par." of commuto = to exchange. ]

Elect. : An instrument which periodically

interrupts an electric current. It is some-
times used as a name for a device for throwing
into a circuit a greater or less amount of the
force of a battery ; and occasionally for a
device for directing a current into several
circuits in succession, the current being
through only one circuit at a time. It seems
to be used in the above senses by various
standard electricians, but they all agree in one
point in their use of it ; i.e, that there is change,
either of direction, strength, or circuit of the
current. (Knight.)

com-mute', v.t. & i. [Lat. commuto = to ex-
change : com = with ; muto = to change.]

A. Transitive

:

* I. Ordinary language :

L To exchange ; to give or place one thing
in exchange for another.

"This will commute our tasks . . ."—Decay of Piety.

2. To buy off or atone for one obligation by
another.

"Some commute swearing for whoring: as if for-

bearance of the one were a dispensation for the other."
—UEstrange.

3. To pay for in gross less than would b*
paid for each separate item combined ; as, To
commute the passage for a year (American,
corresponding to our taking a season-
ticket).

IL Law:
1. To change a punishment to one of a less

degree of severity.

". . . that her sentence should be commuted from
burning to beheading "—Macauluy : Bist. Eng., ch. v.

2. To give one thing as an exchange or
equivalent for another, as to commute tithes

for a rent-charge.

B. Intransitive:

* 1. To effect a commutation ; to serve as
an exchange or substitute.

"Those institutions, which God designed for means
to further men in holiness, they look upon as a privi-

lege to serve instead of it, and to commute for it."

—

South : Serm.

2. To make an arrangement to pay in gross,

especially in travelling (American) ; as we say,

To take a season-ticket.

commuted current, ».

Elect. : A current tho direction of whkh is

changed by a commutator.

corn xnut -ed, pa. par. or a. [Commute.]

com muter, *. [Eng. commut{e) ; -er.] One
who commutes ; especially one who commutes
the charge of travelling for a period.

com mut ihg, pr. par., a., & s. [Commute.]

A. >v B. As pr. par. o? particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of exchanging or sub-

stituting ; commutation.

* com-mu'-tu-al, a. [Pref. com = with, to-

gether, and mutual (q.v.).] Mutual, recipro-

cal, reciprocating.
" Commutual death the fate of war confounds.
Each adverse battle gor'd with equal wounds."

Pope ; Bomeri Iliad,bk. xiii., 1. 85-4

" Since love our hearts, and Hymen did our hands,
Unite commutual in most sacred bands."

Shakesp. ; Bamlst, iii. 1

t coni-ITVU-tii-&l -i~ iff, s. [Eng. commutual

,

-ity.] Mutua'l or reciprocal union.
" In fond commutitality of soul.*

Tennant j Ansier Pair, vi. 59.

* cdm-myxt, pa. par. ora. [Commix.] Mixed,

mingled.
"Commyxt thou most hem se with drle douiige."

Palladius : Busbandrie, Hi 3.

cdm-o-Cla'-di-a, 5. [Gr. KOfin (kome) = hair,

and KAidos (khu'lns) = a branch. So named
because the branches are tufted at the top of

the tree.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Anacardiacese.

ComocMdia integrifolia is a handsome tree

with an erect trunk, few branches, smooth
pinnate leaves, numerous flowers and deep red,

shining, eatable fruit. The wood is hard, of a

fine grain, and reddish. If C. dentata, which
is a native of Cuba, be ever so slightly

wounded, it emits a strong smell of dung,
whence the natives are afraid to sleep under
its shade.

* co-mog'-ra-phle, s. [Gr. wiu" (kdmc) = a
* village ; combining form -ypa^ta (graphia) =

description ; ypatfua (grapho) m to describe.]

A description of a village. (Special coinage.)

"Condemn not this our comographte or description
of a country-town as too low and narrow a subject."—
Fuller: Hist. Waltham Abbey, p. 17.

fcoll, bo^; pout, Jolr-l; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -ing.

-cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -slon = shun ; -tiou, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die. &c = bel, del*
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* cdm-O -869, s. pi. [Lat. fem.pl. of comosus =
hairy, with much or long hair.]

Bc4. : An order instituted by Linnaeus in his
attempt at a Natural System of Botany. He
included under it Spiraea, Filipendula, Arun-
cus, &c. These are now placed under the
Spiraeidae, a family of the order Rosacea.

com-d'se, a. [Lat. comosus m hairy ; coma,
from Gr. *cdu.w (home) =
hair.]

Bot. : Ending in hairs

;

furnished with hairs, as
the seeds of the willow.

" com ou n, * com
owne, a. [Common,
a.]

* com oune, v. [Com-
mune, v.) ^m*w 2 w i

* corn-pace, *. & v. ^^3
[Compass.]

1. Seed of Willow.
Com pace ment, «. a. seed of Milkweed.
[COMPASSMENT. ]

" Bi a coynt compacement caste sche sons
How bold ghe might hire here.*

WUliam of Palerne, 1,961.

* c5m pa -c£-ont, a. [Lat compatiens : com
= with ; patiens = sufferiug, enduring ; potior
=.to bear, co suffer.] Sympathising, helping
in trouble.

" Be ye compaciemt. '— Wydiffe : 1 Pet. ill ft.

'com -pack, v.t. [Pref. com, and Eng. pack
(q.v.).J To pack closely together.

" Th' art of man not only can compack
Features and forms that life and nature lack."

Sylvester : Du Bartat, week 1, day 6.

cdm pact (1), a. & s. [O. Fr. compacte; Lat.
compactus, pa. par. of compingo — to join or
put together : com = together

; pango *= to
fasten, to fix.]

A. As adjective

:

L Literally:

* 1. Joined, held, or fastened together.
" In one hand Pan hits a pipe of seven reeds, compact

With wax together. "—Peacham.
* 2. Composed, consisting.

"A wand'ring fire,

Compact of unctuous vapour, . . ."

Milton : P. L., lx. 635.

" This ponderous heel of perforated hide
Compact, ..."

Cowper : On Finding th*'Heel of a Shoe,

3, Closely united ; firm, dense, solid, close.
"In the compacter parts of bone . . ."—Todd a Bow-

man : Phytiol. Anat., voL L, ch, iii, p. 7«.

II. Figuratively :

t 1. Closely joined, concise, brief, pithy,
sententious,

" Wherea foreign tongue is elegant, expressive, close,
and compact, we must study the utmost force of our
language."—Fetton.

* 2. Made up of, greatly addicted to.
" Duke S. If he, compact of Jars, grow musical.
We shall have shortly discord in the spheres."

Shakesp. : At You Like It, li. 7.

* B. As subst. : Frame, figure, structure.
" He was of a mean or low compact."—Sir G. Buck.

o5m'-pact (2), s. &a. [Lat. compactum= an
agreement, from compactus, pa. par. of com-
paciscor = to agree with : com = cum = with

;

paciscor = to make an agreement.]

A. As subst. : An agreement between two
or more persons ; a covenant, a bargain, an
understanding.

". . . he was restrained, by prudence as well as by
conscience and honour, from breaking the compact
. . ."—Macaulay : Hut. Eng., ch. xviiL

If The accent was originally on the last
syllable.

" Did slay this Fortinbras ; who, by a seal'd compact.
Well ratified by law and heraldry.
Did forfeit, with his life, all those his lands."

Shaketp. 1 Hamlet, i. 1.

IT Blackstone thus distinguishes between a
law or rule, and a compact or agreement: *' It

[law] is also called a rule to distinguish it from
a compact or agreement, for a compact is a
promise proceeding from us, taw is a command
directed to us. The language of a compact is,
' I will or will not do this ;' that of a law is,

'thou shalt orshaltnotdoit.' It is true there
is an obligation which a compact carries with
it, equal in point of conscience to that of a
law; but then the original of the obligation is

different. In compacts we ourselves determine
and promise what shall be done before we are
obliged to do it ; in laws we are obliged to act
without ourselves determining or promising
anything at all. Upon these accounts law is

defined to be a- rule." (Blackstone: Comment.,
bk. i., introd., § 2.)

* B. As adj. : In league or confederacy

;

leagued.
" Thou pernicious woman.

Compact with her that's gone, . . .**

Shaketp. .- Meat, for Meat., v. 1

compact , v.t. & i. [Compact (1), a.]

A. Transitive :

L Literally

:

1. To consolidate, to join together firmly
and closely.

*' Now the bright sun compactt the precious stone."
Blackmore: Creation.

2. To join firmly and fitly as in a system.

IX Fig. : To strengthen, to add weight or
strength to.

" And thereto add such reasons of your own,
As may compact it more."

Shaketp. : Xing Lear, i. 1
* B. Intrans. : To enter into a league or

agreement ; to be leagued or confederate with

;

to agree with.

"Saturne resolued to destroy his male children,
either bailing so compacted with his brother Titan, or
. .

."

—

Sandyt : Travelt, p. 225.

cdm pact -ed, pa. par. or a. [Compact, t».]

* COm-paot'-Sd-iy, adv. [Eng. compacted;
ly.] In a compact, brief, or concise manner

;

concisely.
" And so compactedly express
All lovers pleasing wretchedness."

Lovelace : Luc., p. BO.

* com pact -ed-ness, s. [Eng. compacted

;

ness.] The quality or state of being com-
pact or firmly and closely united ; firmness,
solidity, density.

. . which compactedness and hardness is a de-
monstration that nothing could be produced by them."—Cheyne.

* cAm-pact -er, s. [Eng. compact (2), s., and
suff. -er. ] One who enters into a compact.

com-pact'-I-ble, a. [Eng. compact; -able.]

Capable of being compacted or pressed closely

together. (Cockeram.)

' com pact -lie, a. [Lat. compactilxs, from
compactus, pa, par. of compingo.] Fastened or
joined firmly together by pressure. [Compact
(1), a.)

" These were made up after all ways of art, oompac
tile, sutile, plectile,'

-—Sir T. Browne t Tracts, No. 2.

corn-pact -lng,pr. par., a.
t
&s. [Compact, r.]

A. <fc B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of rendering solid or
dense.

* com pile -tlon, *. [Lat. oompactio, from
compactus, pa, par. of compingo.] [Compact
(1), a.]

1. The act of making compact, solid, or
dense.

2. The state of being compact ; solidity,

density, compactness.

corn-pact -ly, adv. [Eng. compact (1), a. ; -ly.]

In a compact manner, closely, densely {lit. &
fig.). (Rous, Psalm cxxii.)

com pact -ness, s. [Eng. compact (1), a.
;

-ness.] The quality or condition of being
compact ; closeness, denseness, firmness, close
union.

"The rest, by reason of the compactness of terres-
trial matter, cannot make its way to welli."— ii'w*l-

ward.

* corn-pact -iire, *. [Lat. compactura, from
compactus, pa. par. of compingo.] [Compact
(1), a.]

1. The manner or act of putting together
closely and firmly ; compaction.

" Stirring the whole compacture of the rest."
Brewer: Lingua, iii. 6.

2. The state of being closely and firmly
united ; structure, framing.

* cim-page', s. [A sing, form erroneously
coined from compages (q.v.).]

" The compage of all physical truth is not so closely
.ointed, but opposition mi
Browne : Christian Morale,

* oim-pa'-ges, s. ting, k plur. [Lat., from

compingo to put together, to frame.] A
framework or system of many parts united ;

a structure. [Compact (1), a.]

". , . there is no one word to express the com/xiget
of the superiour and inferiour bodies, which we call

Jointed, but opposition may find intrusion."—Sir T.

'—It, (i. S.

mundus, . . ."—Mode : Paraphrase and Exposition of
the Prophetic of St. Peter concerning Christ't Secona
Coming ( 16-12), p. 11.

* com-pag -In-ate, v.t. [Lat. compagino.]
To join or unite together parts of a system or
structure.

" The side pieces which combine and compaginate
the whole frame."—Mountague,

com-pag-in-a'-tlon, s. [Lat. compaginatio,
from compagino = to join together ; compago
(genit. compaginis) — a joining together.] [Com-
pact (1), a.] A framing or joining together

;

framework.
" The in tire or broken compagination of the magne-

tics! fabrick under it."—Browne; Vulgar Xrrourt.

' com-paign -a-ble (g silentX a. [O. Fr.]
Companionable, affable, amiable, sociable.
[Companionable.]

com-paign-Ie (g silent), *com-paign-ye,
*. [Company.]

* com-pain-oun, s. [Companion.]

* com -pan-a-ble, a. [O. Fr. compaignabU.]
Companionable, affable, sociable. (Chaucer.)

* com pan able ness, s. [Mid. Eng. com-
panable ~ companionable, and suff. -ness.] The
quality of being companionable; affability,

amiableness, sociability.

"His eyes full of merry simplicity, his words of
hearty companableness."—Sidney ; Arcadia, bk. 11

* com- pan-age, *. [Low Lat compana-
gium : com = cum = with; panis = bread.]
Anything eaten with bread as a relish

;

all kinds of food except bread and drink.
(Spelman, Ac.)

" Some Tenants of the .M armor of Feskerton in Com.
Nott. when they performed their Boons or Work -days
to their Lord, had three boon Loaves with Companage
allowed them."

—

Blount .- Law Diet.

"These few lltll fishes that the! hadden to com-
panager—Wydiffe : Select Works, i. 19.

* com pdn i a blc, * com pan y a blc,
* cum-pan-y a ble, a. [Mid. Eng. com-
pany; Eng. company ; and -able.] Companion-
able, sociable

; possessing the qualities of a
good companion.

" CompanyabU, or felawble. or felawly. SocialU."—
Prompt. Par*.
" Towards his queen he was nothing uxorious, but

companiabl* and respective."

—

Bacon: Ben. VII.

" com pan -1-a-ble-nSss, s. [Eng. com-
paniable ; -ness'.] The quality of being com-
panionable ; sociability, agreeableness. (Hall.)

* com -pan-led, pa. par. or a. Accom-
panied, attended, [Company, v.]

com pan I on, * com pain oun, s. ft a,

[O. Fr. compaing, compainon, companion ; Fr.

compagnon; Sp. compafton; Ital, compagno,]
[Company, s.]

A* As substantive:

X, Ordinary Language: *

1. Literally:

(1) Originally, an attendant occupying a
position of inferiority, not one of equality, to
the person whose " companion " he was.

IT An approach to this meaning still exists

in the use of the word companion in such
advertisements as^

— '* Wanted, a companion to

a lady." The paymistress and the lady paid

can scarcely be considered as on a footing of

equality, though the term companion does not

now convey a contemptuous meaning as it

once did.
" Arise, my knights o' the battle ; I create you
Companions to our person, . .

.

'

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, t. s.

(2) One who keeps company or associates

with another on terms of equality ; an asso-

ciate, a comrade.

(3) One who shares the fortunes or lot of

another.
"... my brother and companion in labour, . .

."—

phii. ii. 25.";

% With the prep, of before the thing shared

in.
" Which would be all his solace and revenge.

Thee once to gain companion of his woe.•^
MUton; P. L.,rl. 90S.

2. Fig. : Applied to immaterial things, as

one's thoughts or reflections, quiet, &c. ; an

accompaniment.
" How now, my lord ? why do you keep ilone?

Of sorriest fancies your comjtanions make T

Shaketp. : Macbeth, ill. t.

fate, at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father : we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go. pSt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute. cub. cure, unite, ear, rule, full ; try, Syrian, x. oe ey = a. qu = kw.
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EL Technically;

1. NaiU. : The framing and sash-lights upon
the quarter-deck or round-house, through
which light passes to the cabins and decks

COMPANION LADDEh.
A. The Bulwark. B. Movable Companion. C. Upper

Deck. B. Companion Ladder. F. Hatchway
Combing. D. Cabin below.

below, and a sort of wooden hood placed over
the entrance or staircase of the master's
cabin in small ships. Flush-decked ships are
generally fitted with movable companions, to
keep the rain or water from descending, which
are unshipped when the capstan is required.

2. Her. : A term applied to the lowest grade
of knights of certain orders ; as, A companion
of the Bath.

B. As adj. : Accompanying, associated.
** Iodine, the companion element of bromine . . ."—

Tyndall i Frag, of Science (3rd ed. j, vlil. S, p. 184.

* companion friend, s. A close and
Intimate friend, one in constant fellowship.

"... Well, my companion-friends.
If this but answer to my just belief,
I'll well remember you.

Shakesp. : Pericles, r. L

companion-ladder, s.

Naut. : The ladder by which the officers

ascend to, and descend from, the quarter-deck.

companion-stairs, s. pi.

Naut. : The same as Companion-way (q.v.).

companion-way, s,

Naut. : The staircase, porch, or berthing of
the ladder-way to the cabin.

* corn-pan I on, v.t. [Companion, ».]

1. To accompany, to attend on.

2. To qualify or fit as a companion.
*' Companion me with my miitreat."—Shakesp. : Ant.

and Cleop., I. 3.

oom-pan'-l-on-a-ble, a. [Eng. companion;
•able.] [COMPANABLE, COMPANIABLE.] Fit to
be a companion ; endowed with the qualities
of a good companion ; sociable, agreeable.

" He had a more companionable wit, and iwayed
more among the good fellows." —Clarendon.

* com-pan i on a ble -ness, s. [Eng.
companionable ; -ness.] The quality of being
companionable ; sociability, agreeableness.

com pan i on-a-bly, adv. [Eng. com-
pdnionab(le) ; -ly\] In a companionable or
sociable manner, agreeably.

"... I live companionably with my children."—
Lord Clarendon : Tract*. 289. {Latham^

* com-pan '-1-oned, pa. par. or a. [Com-
panion, v.] Accompanied, attended.

t c6m-pan'-i-on-less, a. [Eng. companion ;

'less.] Without a companion ; solitary, alone.

"And I, the last, go forth companionless."
Tennyson ; Morte D'A rthur.

* com-pan'-I-on-r^, s. [Eng. companion

;

•ry.} Companionship, fellowship, society.
" He drinkea vntil he be drunken, why should not I

drink vntill I be drunken ! Companionry is wondrous
good. I should do as others do. —Rollock: On I The*.,
p. 252.

com pan -i-on -ship, s. [Eng. companion;
•ship.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Company, association, fellowship.
".

. . studiously withdrawing from the eye
Of all companionship. . .

."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bk. «.

* 2. A company, a train.
" Alcibiades, and some twenty horse,
All of companionship."

Shakesp. i Timon, t 1.

IL Technically:

1. Her.; The quality or position of a knight
companion of certain orders.

2. Printing; A number of compositors en-

gaged in setting up any particular work, under
the management of a clicker.

com pan y, ' com pan ee, *com-
paign-ie, com paisn ye. * oom-
pan-ie, * com pan ye, * com-payn-
yo, s. [O. Fr. compainie, compaignie ; Fr.
compagnie; Ital. compagnia; Sp. sompahia

;

Port, companhia, from Low Lat. companiem,
accus. of companies = a taking of meals to-

gether, a company; compttnis = a company
taking meals together : Lat. com = cum =
with

;
panis = bread.] [Companagb.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally;

1. Fellowship, association, society; the act
or state of being a companion.

"There nas noon that lyste ben Ills too,
But dide him al honour and companye."

Chaucer: Leg. Good Worn. Ypsip, 40.

As he thereon stood gazing, he might see
The blessed Angels to and fro descend
From highest heven hi gladsome companee"

Spenser: F. Q., I. \. W.

2. A companion, an associate.

"Alone, withen enl compaitmye."
Chaucer: C. r., 8.204.

3. A number of persons associated together

—

(1) For any business or object : a band, a
troop, a body.

" Thys waa a uayr compaynye."
Rob. of Gloucester, p. 200.

"... It was long dangerous for men to travel this
road otherwise than in companies."—Macaulay .- Hist.
Eng., ch. xvii.

(2) For entertainment or pleasure : guests,
visitors.

" Win blgan to failll to that like compavgni."
Kindh. Jesu, 1726.

(8) As attendants, companions, associates,
or supporters of any person.

" Go, carry Sir John Falstaffto the Fleet

;

Take all his company along with him.™
Shakesp. • 2 Hen. IV., v. 8.

TJ. Figuratively

;

1. Persons of good position or breeding

;

society.
" A gentleman who quoted Horace or Terence was

considered in good company as a pompous pedant."
Macaulay .- Hist. Eng., ch. 111.

2. A person possessing the qualities of a
sociable and agreeable companion.

* 3. Sexual intercourse.

B. Technically :

1. Commerce

:

(1) A number of persons legally associated
for the performance of any duty or the carry-
ing on of any business. The profits are divided
amongst the members or shareholders in pro-
portion to the amount of capital invested.

IT When the persons combining together for
commercial enterprise are but tew, the asso-
ciation is generally called a copartnery ; but
when many are thus united the name given
is company. Thus no one ever thought of
applying the term copartnery [Copartnery] to
the late East India Company, or the Hudson's
Bay Company. One division of companies is

into exclusive or joint stock companies on the
one hand, and open and regulated companies
on the other. [Joint stock.] In the former
the enterprise is carried on by means of money
previously raised by the sale of shares in the
company to intending shareholders. The
directors or those whom they employ manage
the business ; the shareholders do not trade
with their part of the stock, but remain pas-
sive, except that they annually vote approval
or the reverse of what has been done. Joint
stock companies are divided into those of
unlimited and those of limited liability. If a
company of the former type fail, every share-
holder is personally liable to the extent of all
that he possesses for the debts which may
have been incurred, with the expense of
winding up. In a limited liability company
again he is responsible only for any portion
of his shares for which the money has not
yet been called up.

" But there were some who held that our commerce
with India would be best carried on by means of what
is called a regulated Company."—Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. xxiii.

(2) The partners in any firm whose names
do not appear in the title or style of the firm ;

in this use the word is generally contracted to
Co.

(3) A society, corporation, or guild for the

promotion and protection of the interests of
any trade.

% Civic Companies or Corporations, specially

those of London

:

(1) Hist. : Trade guilds are mentioned In
some laws regulating the City of London which
were made under King Athelstan in a.d. 938.
Some centuries later, when the towns began
to shake off the fetters of feudal oppression,
the citizens or burgesses were divided into
various trades or guilds which were made cor-
porations, and had the political privileges ac-
corded them of electing magistrates, and ulti-

mately even members of parliament. These
guilds either legitimately obtained or usurped
the power of enacting bye-laws regulating the
admission of new members, allowing none to
enter them except they had first served a
regular apprenticeship to the trade they de-
sired to practice, and prohibiting any one not
a member of their body from carrying on his
trade within a corporate town. In France
similar corporations long prevailed, and with
abuses beyond any existing in England ; but
the whole system was swept out of existence
by the first French Revolution.
The United States never established trade

corporations, and in 1816, Albert Gallatin,
Esq., Secretary to the Treasury of that Re-
public, boasted that " Industry is in every
respect free and unfettered ; every species of
trade, commerce, profession, and manufacture,
being equally open to all without requiring any
regular apprenticeship, admission, or licence.
At home the privileges of the trade companies
were found oppressive, and some of their fran-
chises were taken from them, so that at last they
remained little more than charitable societies.

(2) Present state: London, the great seat of
the old guilds now mentioned, has seventy-six
of them still existing. They are known as the
London City Livery Companies. To these there
must be added three which have no livery,
making seventy-nine in all. Some have ceased
to exist. Among these is the Longbow String-
makers' Company, but the Bowyers (i.e. Bow-
makers) still continue. £25 is the sum which
one must pay to be admitted to their livery.

Twelve companies being regarded as higher in
dignity than the others have the title *' Hon-
ourable" prefixed to their designation. The
following are the names with the dates at which
they are believed to have first arisen :—1. The
Mercers (a.d. 1393). 2. The Grocers (1345).
3. The Drapers (1439). 4. The United Fish-
mongers (1536). 5. The Goldsmiths (1327).
6. The Skinners (1327). 7. The Merchant
Taylors (1416). 8. The Haberdashers (144?).
9. The Salters (1558). 10. The Ironmongers
(1462). II. The Vintners (1436). 12. The
Clothworkers (1482).

For the political privileges of the Livery
Companies, see Corporation. No correct
knowledge is possessed of the revenues of the
Companies. In 1869 it was stated at £99,027
from endowments, besides a sum unstated from
other sources. Many believe that Parliament
has the right to divert to more profitable uses
the funds not now employed for the purpose
for which they were originally raised ; others
take quite the opposite view, believing the
money in question a kind of private property.
A struggle between these antagonistic views is

certain to occur.

2. Mil.: The smallest command of a captain
of infantry. In the United States an infantry
battalion consists of two or more companies,
each officered by a captain, a first and a second
lieutenant, five sergeants, and four corporals.
In times of war a full company consists of 101
men and officers; in times of peace of 3 com-
missioned officers and 54 men. It is formed
in two ranks. In England it forms one-eighth
of a war battalion, and has little independent
action; on the Continent the company, which
is one-fourth of the war battalion, acts almost
independently. In England the war strength
of a company is 120, and the captain is un-
mounted; in the Continental armies it is 250.

In Germany it is formed in three ranks, and
the captain is mounted.

3. Nautical

:

(1) The officers and crew of a ship.

•(2) A fleet.

4. Theat.: The entire body of actors engaged
at a theatre.

C. In special phrases

:

I. To bear company, *to bere compaignyt:
To accompany, to join in any act.

boll, boj^; poTn, Jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, Rem; thin, (his; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph 1.

-clan, -tlan = shan. tion, -slon = shun ; tion, -slon = zhun. -tlous, sious . -clous = shus, -ble, -die, fcc

=

bel, deL
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Jfe. —Chaucer ; Boethtus, p. 107

" Admitted to that equal sky.
His faithful doc shall bear htii company'

Pope : Emm i^on Man, L lift.

* 2. To AoW cm« company ; To give oneself
as a companion to another.

" 3to haUte hym oq the morwe compaignie a diner."
Chaucer: Troilus, 11 1,486.

3. To fe«p company : To associate with as a
-companion.

4. To keep company with : To court or woo.
{Colloquial.)

company-keeper, s.

1. A person who, or a thing which, keeps
company with one.

" He overtook me some days before I came so far as
hither, and would be my company-keeper."—Banyan i

Piigrtm't Progress, pt. iL

2. One who is fond of going into company ;

a reveller, a rake.
" At the age of sixteen I became a company-keeper."

—Memoirs of P. P., Clerk of (hit Parish, (Ztoriea)

* CcW-pan-y; v.t. & {. [Company, «.]

A. Trans. : To accompany, to attend as a
companion ; to be associated with.

** Bage companies oar hate, and grief our love."

_ prtor-

B. Intransitive {followed by with)

:

1. To keep company, to associate.
" Wherefore of these men which have eompanled

with us all the time that the Lord Jesus went In and
oat among us."—Acts i. 31.

2. To frequent gay company.

3. To have sexual intercourse.

"* com'-pan-y^lng, pr, par., a., & a. [Com-
pany, v.]

A. <fc B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. Lit. : The act of accompanying or associ-
ating with.

2. Fig • Sexual intercourse.

com -par-a-ble, a. [Fr. comparable; Laf.
eomparabilis, from comparo ~ to compare
(q.v.).] Worthy of being compared or of
-comparison.

If 1. With the prep. with.

"A man comparable with any of the captains of
'that age, an excellent soldier both by sea and land."—
XnoHe* ; Hist, of the Turks.

2. With the prep, to or unto.

OOm'-par-a-ble-ne8S, *. [Eng. compara-
ble; -ness.} The quality or state of being
comparable or worthy of comparison.

com -para bly, adv. [Eng. comparab(le)

;

-ly.] In a manner or degree worthy of com-
parison.

"There could no form for such a royal use be com*

com -par-ate, s. [Lat. comparata, nenl pi.
of comparatus, pa. par. of comparo = to com-
pare.]

Logic: One of two things compared to one
another ; it is opposed to disparate (q.v.),

* com-par-a'-tion, s. [Lat. comparatio,
from companions, pa. par. of comparo = to
compare.]

1. The act of preparing or making prepara-
tion

;
provision, preparation.

2. The act of comparing ; comparison.

t com-par-a-ti -vaL a. [Eng. comparativ(e)

;

al.\ Of of pertaining to the comparative
degree.

"... the eomparatival form."—Key : Philological
Essays (XWS), p. 35.

com-par'-a-tlvo, a. & s. [In Fr. comparatif
(rn.), comparative (f.) ; Prov. comparatiu; Sp.,
Port., and Ital. comparativo, all from Lat.
comparatiws = suitable for, or pertaining to,

comparison ; comparative, in gram., see def.,

from comparo.] [Compare.]

A. As adjective:

I. Ord. Lang, : Suitable for, or pertaining to,
•Comparison ; that may be compared or is so.

" The ancestors of the Jews and the Jews themselves,
pass through every stage of comparative civilization.*
—Mi/man : Hist. Jews (3rd edj, prel, vol. i„ p. xxxv.

IX Technically:

1. Oram. : Involving or pertaining to the
second of the three degrees of comparison

;

that in which only two persons or things are

company—comparison

viewed together. It is formed by adding er to
the positive, when this can be done without
injuring euphony, as strong, stronger ; large,

larg(e)e«. When the positive ends in y the y
is changed into i before er is appended, as
silly, sillier, goodly, goodlier. When this
method of forming the degree of comparison
would injure euphony, more is put before the
word without being united to it, and er is not
appended, as positive, faithful ; comparative,
more faithful.

2. Science : When human anatomy liad been
brought a certain distance towards perfection,
attention was given to the anatomy of the
superior animals, Cuvier leading the way.
The corresponding parts of the several animals
being naturally compared together with the
view of tracing their resemblances and their
variations, the science was called Comparative
Anatomy. The same method was tried next,
and with good results, on philology, and the
science of comparative philology arose. It
was then extended to mythology, and finally
to the religions of the world.

B. As substantive:

* I* Ordinary Language

:

L A rival ; one who is equal or aspires to be
such.

" Gerard ever was
His full comparative. 9MM, * Fletch. : Four Plays in One.

2. One who makes comparisons ; a scoffer,
a giber.

"... every beardless vain comparative.'
Shakesp. . 1 Benry IV.. 111. J.

H. Gram. : The comparative degree ; an
adjective in the comparative degree.

comparativo anatomy. [Anatomy.]

comparative
MIST.]

comparative mythology.
LOGY.]

anatomist. [Anato-

[Mytho-

comparatlve philology. [Philology.]

comparative religion. [Remgiok.]

com-par -a-tlve-ly, adv. [Eng compara-
tive; >ly.y According to or in respect of
comparison ; in a state of comparison ; not
positively or absolutely ; relatively.

" In all cases it was the transference of motion from
the aether to the comparatively quiescent molecules
of the gas or vapour.'"—Tyndatl : Frag, qf Science (3rd
ed.i, vfli.. xiv.. p. 207.

com-par -a tive ness, s. [Eng. compara-
tive; -ness.l The quality of being comparative.

com-par'-a-tiv-Ut, s. [Eng. comparative)

;

-ist.] One who carries on investigations by
means of comparison,

com -para-tor, s. [Pr.] An instrument for
accurately comparing the length of nearly
equal measures. This is generally effected by
two microscopes fitted with filar micrometers,
and the slide, which carries the two measures
to be compared, is so arranged that it moves
them exactly behind one another in the micro-
meter line, and there retains them. In another
form the expansion of metal by heat is em-
ployed as a test. The name is also given to
an apparatus for testing colour.

compare (IX v.t. & I. [Fr. comparer; Ital.

comparare ; Sp. & Port, comparar, from Lat.
comparo : com = cum = together, with ; and
paro = to prepare.]

A* Transitive;

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To bring together ; to procure, pre-
pare, or provide.

" fiat both from backe and belly still did spare.
To fill bis bstfs, and ncliesse to compare.

Spenser: F. V« I. iv. 2a,

2. To bring together two or more things foi

the purpose of estimating their relative quali-
ties or powers by comparison.

(1) With the prep. with.
" If he compares this translation with the original,

he . .
."

—

Addison; Spectator.

*(2) With the prep, to or unto.
"... to compare one. two, ami three, to six. , . ."

—Locke.

3. To represent one thing by comparison or
similitude to another ; to liken.

(1) With the prep, to or unto.

8olon compared the people unto the sea, and orators
and counsellors to the winds . .

,•*--Bacon: Afovh.
thegmt, r~r~-

*(2) With the prep. with.

.^4 •.,' or**** *bat comparison shall we compart
It! —Mark lv. 30.

IL Grammar: To inflect according to the
degreed of quantity or quality ; to state the
comparative and superlative forms d& [Com-
parison.]

B. Intransitive

;

I. To admit or be worthy of comparison
with anything else ; to be like or equal.

"As no culture or graffer will exalt the French
winesito compare with Ihe wines of Greece, Canaries,
and Montefiasco . . ."—Transactions of the Royal
Society. 1. 144.

* 2. To think oneself equal or comparable to
another.

" I will not compare with an old man."

—

Shakesp. •

Tu-etfth Sight, La
3. To vie, to emulate.

" Nature could not with bis art compare.
Were she to work."

Dryden: Pygmalion Jt the Statue.
* 4. To make a comparison.

" O Richard ! York Is too far gone with grief,
Or else he never would compare between."

Shakesp : Kiehard II., U. 1.

IT To compare notes: To exchange opinions
or views ; to compare the results of enquiry
or investigation.

* compare (2), tut [Compeir, v.\ To ap-
pear plain, to be,manifest.

" The treasoun aeanis thabn comparit—that he wea
condampnit to de. —BeUend. i T. Lis , p. to.

* compare, a. [Lat. compar : com = cum =
with ; par = equal.] Equal, comparable.

* Sehew—that thare is na horsmen compare to your*
horsmen. nor yit na futemen compare to your'fut*-
lneu."— Bellend.: T. Lit., p. 862.

corn-pare', s. [Compare, v.)

I I. The state or quality of being compared
or worthy of comparisou ; fitness to enter
into comparison.

" The field's chief flower, sweet above compare. *

Shakesp.: Venus and Adonis.

*2. An illustration by comparison ; simili-

tude, simile, comparison.
" Full of protest, of oath, and big- compare.''

Shakesp. : Troil us m CressUia, Ui. ft.

com-par'ed, pa. par. or a. [Compare, v.]

tcompar-er, s. [Eng. compare) ; -er.]

One who compares or makes a comparison
between different things.

"It was the comparer's purpose to discover Mr.
Whltefleld's euthusiasma."— Bp. Lavimyton: £nthw
siasm of Meth, and Pap. compared.

com-par -ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Compare,
v.]

A. SiTi. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (Sea
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of making
a comparison ; comparison.

" In the comparings. we inaye not looke that all
should answere In equalitte."

—

Abp. Crammer to Bp.
Gardiner, p. 40ft.

com-par'- 1 -son, * com par i soun,
* com par y son. * com par y goun,
*. [O. Fr. comparaisun, compareson; lat.
comparatio =a bringing together, comparison,
from comparo =s to bring together ; pref. com
=-. cum = with ; paro — to prepare.]

W Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of comparing, or bringing two or
more things together for the purpose of esti-

mating their relative qualities or properties.
" And have thy Joys

Lost nothing by comparison with ours?"
Coutper : The Task, bk. L

"One of these alleys, called, and, by comparison.
Justly called, Broad Lane, Is about ten feet wide."—
Macaulay : Mist. Eng., ch, xii.

2. A quality or state of things admitting of
being compared, as :

" there is no comparison
between them."

IL Technically:

1. Gram. : The act or process of comparing
an adjective or adverb ; the state of being
compared.

2. Rhet. : A figure by which two things are
compared together with respect to some
quality or property common to both.

U Crabb thus discriminates between comT»ari-
son and contrast: "Likeness in the quality
and difference in the degree are requisite for a
comparison ; likeness in the degree and oppo-
sition in the quality are requisite for a con-
trast : things of the same colour are commred ;

those of an opposite colour are contrasted : a

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pdt,
or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, n, ce - e ; cy - a. qu = kw.
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wmparison fs made- between two shades of
red ; a contrast between black and white.
Comparison is of a practical utility, it serves
to ascertain the true relation of objects ; con-
trast is of utility among poets, it serves to
heighten the effect of opposite qualities :

tilings are large or small by comparison;
they are magnified or diminished by contrast :

the value of a coin is best learnt by comparing
it with another of the same metal ; the gene-
rosity of one person is most strongly felt when
contrasted with the meanness of another."
(Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

For the difference between comparison and
trimile, see Simile.

'com par-Hoa, * corn-par -i-soun,
* com-par-i sun, * com-par-y-soun,

v.t. & i. [Comparison, &]

A* Transitive:

1. To compare.
Thus comparisvnez Kryst the kyndoni of hevenne
To this frelich teste.'
S. Eng. Atlit. Poem* (ed. Morris) ; Cleanness, 161.

2. To make like, to construct after a model.

B. Intrans. : To try conclusions, to meet,
to come together, to join in battle.

" Tif thou trisiest fn thi vertaea, come doun to vs
Into the feeld and there vomparysoun we togidre."—
Wycliffe: Maecab., X. 71.

* com part', v.t. [Fr. & Sp. comparer; Ital.

compartire ; Low Lat. eompartio, from Lat.
com = cum = with, and partior = to share,
to divide ; pars = a part, a share.] To divide or
distribute a general design into its various
constituent parts. (Wotton.)

* corn-part , s, [Compart, v.) A part, piece,
or subdivision.

"... yet remain unseparable, as being compart* of
the tame subetanoe."—Scott : Practic. Dim., zxiL

* com part -ed, pa. par. or a. [Compart, v.]

" c6m part-i-ment, s. [Compartment.]
" The circtimference is divided into twelve cotnparti-

menu, each containing a complete picture."

—

Pope.

* com part -ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Com-
part, r.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of dividing
* design into Its various constituent parts

;

Compartition.
" I make haste to the casting and comparting of the

whole work."

—

Sir B. Wotton; Elements of Ardiitec-
ture.

* com par-tr -tion, s. [Low Lat. compar-
titio, from eompartio — to share, to divide ; from
Lat com = cum = with, partior = to share, to
divide.]

1. The act of comparting or dividing a
general design, as the ground-plot of an edifice,

into its various constituent parts.
" I will come to the compartition, by which the

ant hours of this art understand a graceful and useful
distribution of the whole ground plot, . . ."

—

Sir II.

Wotton ; Elements of Architecture.

2. The several subdivisions or parts marked
out or separated ; a compartment.

"Their temples and amphitheatres needed no com-
partitions."-- Wotton : Architecture.

com part ment, * corn-part 1 ment, s.

[Fr. compartiment ; ItaL tSp. compartimento,
from Low Lat. compartimentum, from eompar-
tio = to divide, to share.] [Compart, v.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A division, or one of the separate parts
Into which anything is divided.

" The square will make you ready for all manner of
compartment*, bases, pedestal*, and buildings."

—

Peacham ; Compteat Gentleman.

2. A portion of a carriage, room, &c., par-
tially separated or shut off from the remaining
portion.

" as there was only one male passenger in the com-
partmettt, and be apparently asleep, the door was
closed, and the train again started."—Daily Telegraph,
Oct. 7th, 1881.

H. Technically:

1. Naval Arch. : One of the separate por-
tions into which the hold of a ship is divided
by strong watertight bulkheads.

" The danger of serious damage . . . was reduced to
a minimum by minutely subdividing the internal
pace Into watertight compartmente . . .—Brit. Quart.
Bee., 1873. p. 10S.

2. Arch. : One portion of an edifice, as one
irch is the compartment of an arcade.

3. Her. : The partitions and quarterings of

the escutcheon according to the number of
coats in it.

*4. Painting: A regular orderly disposition
of figures about any picture, map, or draught.

*5. Hortic. : A bed, or border, composed of
several different figures arranged with sym-
metry to adorn a parterre.

compartment bulkheads, s. pi
Naut. : Most of the iron ships have adopted

the Chinese plan of dividing the hold athwart-
ship by strong watertight bulkheads into
compaitnients, so that a leak in auy one of
them does not communicate with the others,
thus strengthening a vessel, besides adding to
its security. Compartment-bulkheads were
first directed to be fitted, under the superin-
tendence of Commander Belcher, in H.M.
ships Erebus and Terror, at Chatham, for Arc-
tic service, iu 1835.

compartment ceiling, s. One divided
into panels, which are usually surrounded by
mouldings. (Gwilt.)

compartment tiles, s. pi. An arrange-
ment or varnished red and white tiles on a
roof. (Gwilt.)

* com-part'-ner, s. [Pref. com = Lat. cum
= with; Eng. partner (q.v.).] A partner, a
sharer, a co-partner. (Pearson.)

* com part'-ner-shlp, s. [Eng. compartner;
-ship.] Co-partnership, partnership.
" My wife's compartnership, my Kate's, my life's."

Ford : Perkin Warbeck, iv. 3.

com pass, * com-pas, * cum pas, s. & a.

[O. Fr. compos; Sp. compos; Port, compasso,
compaco ; Ital. compasso; Low Lat compassits
= a circle, from Lat. com = cum = with,
and passus = a pace, a step.]

A. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

t (1) A circle. [To fetch a compass.]
" Alle satte atte mete in compos about*.

"

Chancer ; Tlie Cokes Tale of Qamelyn, L «2S.

* (2) A going round, a circular way or
course.

" A street was in round . . . and bar in to the soler
of the temple by compos."— Wycliffe ; Esxch. xli. 1.

t (3) An enclosing line, circuit, or circum-
ference ; a space enclosed in a circle.

"fRomeJ now on sev'n high hills triumphant reigns.
And in that compass all the world contains."

Dryden: Virgil; Georgia IL 784.

* (4) Space, room, limit, area.
*' Ten mile compas al about*."—Cursor Mundi, 2,275.

(5) Extent.
" No less than the compass of twelve books . . ."

—

Pope ; Essay on Homer's Battles.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) A circuit or course.
" My life is run it* compote."

Shakesp. : Julius Camar, V. 8.

(2) Space or limits of time.

"... within the compass of one year, . .
,"

—

After-
bury.

(3) Due limits or bounds ; moderation.
" Nothing is likelier to keep a man within compass,

. .
."

—

Locke.

* (4) Form, appearance, shape.
" Ho watz the fayrest of compos & colour A costes."

Sir Uawayne, 848.

(5) Reach, capacity, extent.

"... past the compass of my wits.**

Shakesp. ; Romeo, iv. 1.

*(0)A going about, or by roundabout
means, to effect anything ; stratagem.

"Fortune . . . caches furthe his colile wirdis with
cumpas to eude." Destr. of Troy, 2,710.

* (7) Craft, cunning, art.

" Ther stout a trone . . .

With cumpas ithrowen and with gtn 1-do."
Caetel of Love, 739.

II. Technically:

1. Carp. : A circumscribing instrument, or
oue for describing arcs or measurers' lines.

2. Music: The range or power of the voice
or of any musical instrument ; the extent of
notes or sounds possible to be expressed by it.

" Through all the compass of the notes it ran.
The diapason closing full in man."

Dryden : Ode on St. Cecilia's Day.

3. Magnetism: An instrument for determin-
ing horizontal direction by means of a poised
magnetic needle. There are many kinds of it

;

the best known is the mariner's compass. [!.
]

4. Naut. : The mariner's compass, which is

a declination compass used in guiding the
course of a ship. It is generally enclosed in a
box, which again is placed in another and

larger one, the latter termed the binnacle, Vh»
appropriate situation of which is the deck in
the after part of the vessel. The magnetised
needle, which is the essential part of the-

mariner's compass, is fixed to the lower part or
a card, which may be made of ordinary cm!
board, of a leaf of mica, or anything similar..
By this arrangement, which is the most con-
venient one, the card revolves with the needle.
It is marked not merely with the four cardinal
points, but with various minuter divisions so-
as to constitute 32 in all. To keep the compass
in a horizontal position, notwithstanding the
rolling of the ship, it is supported on gimbals.
In an iron or steel vessel there is a deviation
of the north and south line from the magnetic
meridian, owing to the permanent magnetism
of such a vessel. This is compensated for by
placing a permanent steel magnet in the neigh-
bourhood of the compass, which exerts an equali
and opposite couple to that due to the ship.
It is believed that the mariner's compass was
in use in China first on land and then, after an
interval, to guide ships on the sea. The name
of its inventor has not been preserved. Nor
is it known who introduced it into Em-ope, or
when. Guyot de Provins, a French poet^ who-
in a.d. 1190 wrote a satire called H La Bible,"*

speaks of it, but having been a crusader he=
may have seen it in the East. If it had
reached the West, it was scarcely known when
he wrote, but about 1250 it began to be appre-
ciated, and soon after came into general use.

% Azimuth Compass : [Azimuth.]

Declination Compass: An instrument in-
tended to measure the magnetic declination
of a place, when its astronomical meridian is

known.
Inclination Compass: An instrument for

measuring the magnetic inclination, or dip.

Mariner's Compass: The same as Compass-
II. 4 (q.v.).

Prismatic Compass: The same as Azimuth.
Compass (q.v.).

Sine Compass

:

Elect. : A form of galvanometer for measur-
ing powerful currents.

Tangent Compass

:

Elect. : An instrument for measuring the
intensity of a voltaic current in which a small
needle is placed. The intensity of such a cur-
rent being proportional to the angle of deflec-
tion, the instrument ascertains this deflection.
after which its corresponding value is obtained
from a table of tangents, and thus the inten-
sity of the current is measured.

* III. In special phrases and compounds r

1. In compass, * in cumpas

:

(1) Lit. : Around, round about. [A. I. 1.]
"* Biholdynge hem aboute that eaten in cumpas ol

hym."— Wyclife : Mark HI. 34.

(2) Fig. : Within due limits or bounds;
with due moderation.

2. Within compass: The same aa in com-
pass (2).

* 3. To fetch a compass : To go round in a
circle, to form a circle or circular line.

" And the border shall fetch a compass from Azmon
unto the river of Egypt, . . ."—Ifitmh. xxidv. ft.

If The expression translated in Acts xxvii.

13, "fetched a compass," appears in the re-
vised version as " made a circuit."

*4. To keep compass : To keep within boundsr
or moderation.

"... undertaking for him, that he should keep
compass . . ."—-King James : Witty Apothegms (1661*).

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

compass-bar, *. A fixed iron ring la-

the furnace for txtracting silver from lead,
which supports the cupel-hearth in the re-

verbcratory, where the process is carried on.

compass-bearings, s. pi. Bearings
taken by the compass.

compass-board, s. The hole-board of
the loom for fancy weaving It is an upright
board through which the neck-twines pass.

compass-box, I. The box or case in
which a compass is kept.

compass-brick, s A brick with a
curved face, suitable for wells and other circu-

lar work. (Knight.)

compass card, .«. Thecardofamariner'»
compass on which the points are drawn. It
Is usually attached to the needle, and is read

boll, t>dy; pout, jolkrl; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sic, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, -inc.

-cian, -tian m shan. -tion, -slon m shun ; -tion, -sionm zhun. -elous, -tious, -sious m shus. ble, -die, &c. = bol, del*
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with reference to a mark which represents the
*hip's head. (Knight.)

compass dials, *. pi.

Mech. : Small dials fitted into boxes for the
pocket, to show the hour of the day by the
needle, that indicates how to set it right ; for
by turning the dial about, the cock or style
Itands directly over the needle. (Crabb.)

compass headed, a.

0. Arch. : Circular. (Weale.)

compass-joint, s. A form ofjoint usual
in compasses in which one leg has a circular
disc or two, clamped between other discs be-
longing to the fellow leg. (Knight.)

compass-needle, s. The polarized bar
which is suspended so as to assume a direction
resulting from the earth's magnetism. There
are several ways of suspending the needle.
[Mariner's compass, Dip-compass, Magneto-
meter.] (Knight.)

compass of the figure 8. A double
calipers, measuring with one pair of branches
and giving the measure with the other. [Cali-
pers.]

compass-plane, s. a plane with a
curved race, used to work on concave surfaces.

compass plan t. *.

Botany

:

1. Silphium laciniatum, a plant of the order
Composite. It is called compass-plant be-
cause it presents the edges of its radical
leaves nearly due north and south, whilst
their faces are turned east and west. It
grows on the Western American prairies.

The two sides of the leaves are nearly the
same in structure, and bear stomata.

2. Lactuca scariola, a European lettuce,
having the leaves similarly disposed.

compass roof, .

Arch. : A bent rafter or curb roof.

compass-saw, s. A saw with a narrow
blade, adapted to run in a circle of moderate
radius. By a rotation of the hand it is con-
Itantly swerved, and its kerf allows it some

compass—compassionating

COMPASS-SAW.

play, so that it cuts in a curve. It is usually
thick enough on the cutting-edge to run with-
out any set. The blade is an inch wide next
to the handle, tapers to one quarter inch at
the point, and has five teeth to the inch.
Otherwise known as a Fret-saw, Lock-saw,
or Key-hole saw. (Knight.)

"The comj"i4s-ta w should not have its teeth set, as
other saws have ; but the edge of it should be made bo
broad, and the back bo thin, that it inay easily follow
the broad edge. Its office is to cut a round ; and
therefore the edge roust be made broad, and the back
thin, that the back may have a wide kerf to torn in."
—iioxon.

compass-timber, s. Timber naturally
crooked, curved, or arched, used for ships'
frames, to secure deck-beams to the frames,
Ac

compass-window, *.

Arch. : A circular, bay, or oriel window.

* compass-wise, * compas wyse,
mdv. In manner of a circle.

" A serpent great did slyde, with circles eeuen of
mighty sise

Along the graue he drew with foldings seuen in
compas-wyse." Phaer. : YirgUl. .EneUtQt, bk. v.

cim pass, * com pas, * cum pass, v.t.

& i. [O. Fr. compasser; Sp. compasar ; Port.
compaxsar ; Ital. compassare.] [Compass, ».]

A- Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Literally:

(1) To go round or about.
** He cumpauide alle the cuntreia of Egipt."—

Wycliffe : Genesis xli. 16. (Purvey.)
" Old Corineus compassed thrice the crew.'*

liryden ; Virgil ; ^neid vl. 8*7.

(2) To encircle, to surround, to environ ; to
enclose or embrace ; to besiege, to beleaguer
or block up.

(a) Absolutely.
" The compost the knight, closit hym within."

/>*ffr. of Trot. 10.2M.

(b) Followed by the adverb about.
"... and they came by night, and compassed the

city about."—2 Kings vL 14.

(c) Followed by the adverb in.

" And they compound him in, and laid wait for him
. . .'

—

Judge* xvi. S.

(d) Followed by the adverbs around or round.
" Thine enemies shall cast a trench about thee, and

compau thee round, and keep thee in on every side."—Luk.- xix. 48.

" Observe the crowds that compau him a round.'
Dryden: Virgil.

(e) Followed by the adverbs round about

(3) To enclose with a wall.
"... and compassed about Ophel, and raised It up

a very great height, . . ."—a Chron. xxxiii. 14.

(4) To include, to contain.
" Which have her cercles by hem selve
Compassed in the zodiaque."

Gowr, til. 10S.

2. Figuratively:

(1) To obtain, to succeed in, to bring about.
"But that the one thing needful for eompauing

this end was. that the people of England should
second the efforts of an insignificant corporation."

—

Huxley ; Lay Sermon* (5th edT), i. S.

*(2) To plot, to imagine, to contrive ; to re-

volve in the mind. (Obsolete except in the
legal use ; II.)

" The fals blode compassed tene and tray."
Langtoft, p. 80S.

* (3) To design, to plan.

* (4) To comprehend, to seize in the mind,
to apprehend.

"... a thing too large to be composted, and too
hard to be mastered, without brains and study, . .

."

—South.
9
(5) To seize, to attack.
"... that he himself also is composted with ln-

flrmity."—Beb. v. S.

* (6) To surround, to attend closely on, to
accompany.

" Now all the blessings
Of a glad father compass thee about."

Shakesp. .- Tempest, v. 1.

*(7) To invest, to beset, to surround hos-
tilely.

" When waves of death compass me."

—

Pi. xviii. 4.

*(8) To surround, to encircle.

"... with favour compass as a shield."

—

Pt. v. 12.

IX Technically:

1. Law : To enter into a plot or design, or
to take measures for the carrying out of any
criminal act, especially in the phrase to com-
pass the death of any person.

2. Naval Arch. : To bend timber into a
curve for the building of ships. [Compass-
TIMBEtt.]

* B. Intransitive

:

1, Lit. : To go round or in a circle.
" To compos ; girare, circinare et cetera : »W to go

a-bowte."

—

Cathol. Anglicum.

2. Fig. : To plot, to plan or intend.
" He compassed in his thought
To maken hir a schamful deth to deye."

Chaucer: C. T., 6,011.

* com pass-a Die, a. [Eng. compass ; -ahU.]

Capable * of being comi>assed (lit. & jig.).

(Burke.)

com -passed, pa. par. or a. [Compass, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

* B. As adj. : Circular, rounded.

* compassed window. .

Arch. : The same asCoMPASS-wiNrx>w(q.v.).

com pass er, s. [Eng. compass, v.; -er.]

One wno compasses or plots.

com -passes, s. pi. [Compass, s.] A two-

legged instrument for measuring distances, or
for describing arcs or circles. The compass
was a common implement among the car-
penters and masons of ancient times.
(Knight.)

com -pass Irig, pr. par., a.,ks. [Compass, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : In
senses corresponding to those of the verb.

C. As substantive

:

1, Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Lit.: The act of going round, encircling,
or enclosing.

" The gardyn was by mesuryng
Right evene and square In eompauing."

2. Figuratively

:

(1) The act of planning or contriving. [II. 1.]

" Ther saw I furst the derk ymaginyng
Of felony, and al the compassing.

'

Chaucer : C. T„ 1.9W.

Horn, of Rose, 1,849.

* (2) A plan, a design.
" Many subtile compastinges
As rabewyures and pynaclea."

Chaucer : Hous of fame, IB. ML
jX Technically:

1. Law: The act of plotting or entering
into a design for the carrying out of any
criminal act. Specially used of plotting the
death of the king, which is treason. To pro-
vide weapons or ammunition for the purpose
of killing the king, or to consult how the deed
may be done, or to conspire to imprison him
by force, are all held to be a violation of the
law, which forbids the compassing of the
king's death, and are high treason.

" Let us next see what is a eompauing or imagiV"g
the death of the king, Ac. There are synonymous
terms; the word compass signifying the purpose or
design of the mind or will, and not, as in common
speech, the carrying such design to effect."—Black-
stone : Comment., bk. iv., ch, •.

2. Naval Arch. : The act of bending timber
into a curve for the building of ships. [Com-
pass-timber.]

com pa ssion (sslon as shon), com
pa-ssioun, s. [O. Fr. compassion; Sp. com-
pasion ; Ital. compassume, from Lat. compassio
= sympathy, from compassus, pa. par. of om-
patior m to suffer or sympathise with : com =
cum = together

; patior = to suffer.]

1. Sing. : The act or state of sympathising
with the sufferings, troubles, or misfortunes
of another; pity, commiseration, sympathy

" Compassion Is that species of affection, which i

excited, either by the actual <" "

bv some impending calamity .. _
able. The etymology of the word expresses this

excited, either by the actual distress of its oblet _
by some impending calamity which appears inevit-

with strict propriety ; as it signifies suffering with the
object."—Vogan ; On the Pautont, | S.

* 2. PI. : An act of mercy or pity.

If For the difference between compassion,
pity, and sympathy, see the latter words.

* com pa ssion (sslon as shin), v.t. [Com-
passion, «.] To have compassion on ; to pity,

to compassionate.
" O heavens : can you hear a good roan groan.
And not relent, or not compassitm him?"

Shakesp. : Tit. Andron., Iv. 1.

* com pa ssion a-ble, a. [Eng. compas-
sion ; -able.]

L Deserving of or calling for compassion,
pity, or mercy ; pitiable.

" The Judge should tender the party's case as com-
pauionable, and desire that he may be delivered from
the evil . . ."—Barrow : Serm., t 882.

2. Feeling compassion or sympathy ; com-
passionate.

c6m-pa ssion-ate, a. & s. [Eng. compas-
sion, and suff. -ate.]

A. As adjective

:

* I. Liable to the same feelings or affec-

tions ; sympathetic.
" I think this reason is nearest truth, that the nose

is most compassionate with this part. —Donne: Pro-
blems, x i.

* 2. Exciting compassion or pity
; pitiable.

" It boots thee not to be compassionate."
Shakesp. : Rich. II., i. 8.

" Your case is truly a compassionate one."—Caiman

:

Eng. Merchant, v. 1.

3. Feeling compassion or pity ; tender-
hearted, merciful ; inclined to compassion or
sympathy for others.

" A kind of change came in my fate,
Hy keepers grew compassionate."

Byron : The Prisoner of Chilian, tl.

* B. As subst. : One who feels pity or com-
passion for another. (W Watson : Decacordon
(1602), p. 190.)

com pa ssion-ate, v.t. [Compassionatb,
a.] To have compassion on, to pity, com-
miserate, or sympathize with.

" Compassionates my pains, and pities me

!

What is compassion, when 'Us void of love?"
Addison : Cato.

"
.com pa ssion-a ted, pa. par. or a. [Com-
passionate, v.]

com pa ssion-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. compas-
sionate; -ly.} In* a compassionate or sympa-
thizing manner ; mercifully, pityingly. (Sharp.)

* com pa ssion ate ness, s. [Eng. com-
passionate; -ness.]' The quality or state of

being compassionate.

com pa -ssion a ting, pr. par., a., A *>

[Compassionate, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. t£ particip. adj. . (See

the verb).

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine, go, po%
or, wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, re, ce e. sslon as shun.
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C. As subst. : The act of feeling compas-
sion, pity, or sympathy ; compassion,

* COm-pa'-SSion-at-*Ve, a. [Eng. compos-
sionat(e) ; -ire.] Feeling compassion ; com-
passionate.

" Nor would be have permitted his compassionative
nature to imagine it belonged to God's mercy to change
its condition in those that are damned, from pain lo
happiness."—Sir K. Digby : Observations on Browne*
Religio Medici. (Latham.)

* comta ssioned (ssion as shun), pa.

par. or a, [Compassion, v.]

* com pass-less, a. [Eng. compass; -less.]

Having no compass. (Knowles in Webster.)

* com -pass-ly\ adv. [Eng. compass; -ly.]

In proportion, fittingly, skilfully.

"... who made all comfxusly."—Sylvester : The
Lawe, p. 640. (Davies.)

* com pass ment, com pace ment,
* com-passe - ment, s. [Eng. compass;
-ment.] A contrivance, plan, or compassing.

" Through whoa compassement and guile
Ful many a man hath lost his while."

Sower, L 887.

C&m'-past, pa. par. or a. [Compass, v.]

" The yeare begins hia compost course anew."
Spenser : Sonnet, 82.

©dm-pa-tern'-l'-ty, s. [Low Lat. compater-
nitas, from Lat. com, = mm = with, and pater-

nitas m the relation of a father ; pater — a
father. ] The state or position of a godfather.

"OoesipMd, or compaternity. by the canon law, is

a spiritual affinity; and a juror that was gossip to
either of the parties might, in former times, nave
been challenged as not indifferent by our law."—
Davies .* State of Ireland.

o5m-pftt-X-bil-r-t^,*oom-pet-i-bU-l-tar,
s. [Ft. compatibility ; Ital. compatibilitd.] The
quality of being compatible, consistency ; cou-
gruity, harmony with, compatibleness.

". . . the compatibility and concurrence of such pro-
perties in one thing, . . ."—Barrow, vol. ii., serm. 9.

com pat X ble, * com pet i ble, a. [Ft.

& Sp. compatible; Port, compativel; Ital. coni-

patibile ; Low Lat. compatibilis, from Lat. com-
patior = to suffer together ; wrongly taken by
some as altered from competible (q.v.); from
competo = to go or come together, ... to
strive for : ?om = together, and peto = to go
to, . . . to seek. Puttenham in 1589 ranked
this word among those then quite recently
introduced into the language.] Consistent
with, congruous, in harmony with, suitable,

fit, agreeable to.

"... such qualities as are by nature the most com-
patible ; valour with anger, meekness with piety, and
prudence with dissimulation."

—

Broome.

(1) Rarely (followed by to) : .

" The object of the will is such a good as is compat-
ible to an intellectual n.iture."—Bale ; Origin of Man-
kind.

(2) Generally (followed by with) :

"... and scarce compatible with his state at home."—Baker : Edw. III., an. 1S4T.

% Crabb thus discriminates between com-
patible and consistent : ''Compatibility has a
principal reference to plans and measures

;

consistency to character, conduct, and station.

Every thing is compatible with a plan which
does not interrupt its prosecution ; everything
is consistent with a person's station by which
it is neither degraded nor elevated. It is

not compatible with the good discipline of a
school to allow of foreign interference ; it is

not consistent with the elevated and dignified
character of a clergyman to engage in the
ordinary pursuits of other men." (Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

com pat I-ble-ness, s. [Eng. compatible;
-ness.] The quality of being compatible ; con-
sistency, congruity, harmony, fitness, agree-

ment

cdm-pat'-I-bltf, adv. [Eng. comiKiHb(le) ; -ly.]

In a compatible manner, consistently, con-
gruously, harmoniously, in agreement with.

* com-pa tient (tient as shent), a. [Lat
compatiens = suffering together, pr. par. of
compatior, from com = together, and potior =
to suffer.] Suffering together, compassionate.
[Compacient. ]

"The same compatient and commorient fates and
times."—Sir 0. Buck : BUtory of King Richard III.

t c6m-pat'-ri-tU, a. & a. [In Fr. compatriote.]

A. As subst. : One of the same country.

B. As adj. : Belonging to the same country.
"... some'honoured chief

Of his compatriot villagers . .
."

Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. vli.

* com pat -rl ot-Ism, s. [Pref. com, and
patriotism (q.v.).] The condition or state of

oeing a compatriot, or of the same country.

* com-payn-ie, * com-payn-ye, s. [Com-
pany.]

" Gret compaynye of hey men in.Engelond."—Robert
of Gloueetter, p. 370.

compear', v.i. [Lat. compareo = to be per-

fectly apparent, to appear, to be visible : con,

and pareo — to appear, to come forth.]

Scots Law : To put in an appearance in a
court of law ; to appear either in person or by
means of a counsel. (Stirling.)

cdm-pear'-ance, s. [Scotch compear ; -ance.]

Scots Law : The act of putting in an appear-
ance in a court of law. (Balcanquhal.)

com pear -ant, s. [Scotch compear, and
Eng. , &c. sutf. -ant.] The same as Compearer
(q.v.).

com pear er, s. [Scotch compear, and Eng.
suff. -er.]

Scots Law : One who compears in a law
court, specially if he do so spontaneously, to
request that he shall be allowed to constitute
himself a party to a suit as it affects his
interest

com -peer, * com - per, * cum - per, 5.

[O. Fr. compeer, compair ; Lat compar, from
com = cum = with, and par = equal.] A com-
panion, a comrade, a mate ; one equal in age
or position ; an equal.

" A gentil pardoner of Roncival, his trend and his
comper." Chaucer: C. T„ prol. $72.

" Yon thorn—perchance whose prickly spears
Have fenced htm for three hundred years,
While fell around his green compeert . . ."

Scott : Munition, iutrod. to canto ii.

* com-pe er, v.t. [Compeer, s.] To equal, to
match, to mate.

" In my rights,
By me invested, he compeers the best"

Shakesp. : King Lear, v. S.

* coin-peer, v.i. [Compear, v.]

* com-peir, v.i. [Compear, v.]

* com-peir-ance, s. [Compearance, ».]

* com-peir-ant, s. [Compearant, s.]

com pel , v.t. [O. Fr. compellir; Sp. compelir ;

Port, compellir, from Lat. compello = to drive
together, to compel : com = cum = with, to-

gether, and pello = to drive.]

1. To force, to constrain, to drive, to oblige
to do any act.

(1) With an infinitive expressing the act.

(2) With the prep, to and a noun to express
the act.

" CompelVd to flight, they scatter wide."
Scott : The Lord of the Islet, vi 23.

(3) With the act not expressed.
" He refused, and said, I will not eat : but his ser-

vants, together with the woman, compelled him,"—
1 Samuel xxvil. 28.

2. To cause or bring to pass under compul-
sion, to force, to exact

" The Crown had iwwer to compel the attendance of
witnesses."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

* 3. To take by force, to seize, to ravish
from.

"... commissions which compel from each
The sixth part of his substance, . .

,"

Shakesp. : Henry VIII., 1. 2.

* 4, To overpower, to seize.

" But easy sleep their weary limbs oompelVd."
Dryden.

* 5. To gather close together into a body.
*' Now friendly mlx'd, and in one troop competed."

Dryden.
*6. To rule over, to have power or authority

over.
" The powers that I compel

Shall throw thee hence."
Chapman : Homer's Iliad, v. 650.

% Crabb thus discriminates between to
compel, to force, to oblige, and to necessitate

:

" Compulsion and force act much more directly
and positively than oblige or necessitate; and
the latter indicates more of physical strength
than the former. We are compelled by out-
ward or inward motives ; we are obliged

more by motives than any thing else ;
we are

forced sometimes by circumstances, though
oftener by plain strength ; we are necessitated

solely by circumstances. An adversary is

compelled to yield who resigns from despair of
victory ; he is forced to yield if he stand in

fear of his life ; he is obliged to yield if hd
cannot withstand the entreaties of his friends

;

he is necessitated to yield if he want the
strength to continue. An obstinate person
must be compelled to give up his point ; a tur-
bulent and disorderly man must be forced to
go where the officers of justice choose to lead
him ; an unreasonable person must be obliged
to satisfy a just demand ; we are all occasion-
ally necessitated to do that which is not agree-
able to us." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* com pel la ble, a. [Eng. compel ; -able.]

Capable of being compelled or constrained

;

liable to, or capable of, compulsion.
" Now in the state of Israel under kings, was there

any earthly power by which those kings were com-
pellable to any thing, or any subject allowed to resist
them In any case whatsoever."—Hoboes: De Corpore
Politico, pt. ii.,p. 79.

* com-pel la bly, adv. [Eng. compeUab(h)

;

-ly. ] By way of compulsion.

* com pel late, v.t. [Lat. compello.] To
address, to speak to.

* cdm-pel la -tion, s. [Lat. compellatio,

from compello (1st tonj.) = to accost, from
compeUo (3rd conj.) * to drive together.] The
mode or style of salutation or address ; ap-
pellation.

"The peculiar compellation ot the kings in Francs
Is by ' sire,' which is nothing else but father."

—

Temple.

* corn-pel -la-tive, s. [Lat. compello = to
accost, to address.]

Gram. : An appellative, an appellation.

* c6m-pel'-la-tdr-& o. [Formed as if f«m
a Lat. compellatorius, from compello = to com-
pel.] Compulsatory, compulsory.

"... a king and a queen to be constrained by pro-
cess competlatory to appear in any court, . .

.'*—

Cavendish : Life qf Cardinal Wolsey.

com pel led, pa. par. & a. [Compel, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (In senses corresponding
to those of the verb).

* B. As adj. : Enforced, involuntary.

"... finding ourselves too slow of sale, we put on a
compelled valour . . ."—Shakesp. : Hamlet, iv. T.

COrn-peT-ler, s. [Eng. compel; -er.] One
who compels or constrains another to any act

"... what trust can the compeUer have of the com-
pelled VStrype: Life of Sir T. Smith ; On the queen's
Marriage.

com pel -llhg, pr. par., a., & s. [Compel, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (In senses corresponding
to those of the verb).

B. As adj. : Exercising power or authority
;

resistless.

C. -4s sttbst, : The act of forcing or con-

straining ; compulsion, constraint.

* cflm-pel f-H

"

g~*y\ tody- [Eng. compelling

;

-ly.] By way of compulsion ; compulsorily.

* com-pend, s. [Compendium.]
" Fix in memory the discourses, and abstract them

into brief compends."— Watts : Improv. of the Mind.

* c6m-pSn-dI-ar'-*-0&S, a. [Lat compen-
tlktrius = of the nature of a compendium,
abridged.] Abridged, brief, concise, compen-
dious. (Bailey.)

* c6m-p8nd'-I-ate, v.t. [Lat. compendiatum,
sup. of compendia — to abridge.] To collect

together or contain briefly or concisely, to

epitomize.

"It conclndeth in the last with that which con-
cltldeth and compendiateth all hlessiug, peace upon
Israel.*—Bp. of Londcn : Vine Palatine (1014), p. 2.

cdm~pe^-di-6s'-l-ty\ s. [Lat compen-
dios(us); i connective, and Eng. sufT. -ty.]

The same as Compendiousness (q.v.).

com pen dl ous, a. [Prov. compendios

;

Sp., Port., & Ital. compendioso, from Lat.

compendiosus = (1) advantageous, (2) abridged. ]

1. Of a book, £c. : Abridged, summarised,
in brief compass.

"... thre thinges be required in the oration of a
man hauyng autoritie, that it he compendious, sen-

tentious and delectable."—Sir T. klyot : Governour,
its.

2. Ofanything

:

(1) Summed up in short compass.
" For God is love—compendious whole
Of all the blessings of a soul."

Byrom: Loveo/Ged.

* (2) Summary ; direct, not circuitous in the
method of operation.

boll, bd^; pout, jo%l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f»

-dan, tian - shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion. -sion - shun, -tious, sious, cious = shus. -ble, die, &c. — bol, del*
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oAm pen-di oiis ly, * com-pen-di-

ouse-ljr*, adv. [Eng. compendious; -ly.] In
a compendious maimer, in brief compass.
with brevity, shortly.

"The state or condition of matter, before the worldwm a waking, is compendioutf? eiqiresaed by the word
ehaoa. —Betulty.

com pen dious ness, s. fEng. compendi-
ous; -ness.] The quality of being compendi-
ous ; brevity, shortness.

"Til8 inv
?
timJ easiness and eompendioutneu of this

aaeertiou, should dazzle the eyes. "—Bentlty : Sen*.

oAm-p6n'-dI-um (pi. compendia), s.

ILat. compendium = a hanging together, a
laying up, a storing, ... an abridgment,
from com (<x»i)= together, and pendo=to cause
to hang; Pr. crmpendium; Sp., Port., & Itul
compend io. ] A n abridgment

1. Singular:
"After we are frown well acquainted with a short—Hum of a science, ... it is then

r regular treatise on that subject

"

«•»«—» — *' »•*; .!<jwu well .CljUailltCI
system, or comiemliitm of a science, .

projier to roul a Urger re— '

-

— WatU -On l',e Hind.

1 2. Plural
". . .wm pri.icipally studied in Livy or in the

classical compendia of Floras aud Eutropius and in
Plutarch's Livea."—leieis : Early Bom. Bisl. (I8i5).
en. i, | L. voL L, p. 1.

•com pen sable, a. [O. Fr. ft Sp. ampen-
aoWe.) Able to be compensated. (Johnson.)

com pen sate, com-pen -sate, v.t. ft i.

[From Lat compensatuni, sup. of compenso =
to weigh together, to weigh oue thing against
another, freq. of comptndo — to weigh to-
gether : com = together, and pendo = to cause
to hang down, to weigh.] [Compense. ]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To pay the proper price for, to give
adequate remuneration for services rendered,
or an equivalent for losses sustained; to re-
compense, to pay.

.
,.".• * should at least secure my own.

And be id part compensated."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. iii.

2. Fig. : To furnish an equivalent for, to
counterbalance, to make a sufficient set-off
against.

" The pleasures of life do not compensate the mise-
ries. —Prior.

1 By is placed before that which is received
in payment, and for precedes that for which
the equivalent is given.

it 1l ' •,*;i.
imate.'1 ,!?ei "5'' '" compensated by the faint

light of the satellites?'—Berschel : Aaron. {5th ed
1S53), 5 523 b.

"... hints are thrown out of claims to territorial
extelisioli to compensate tor the injury."—Timet. Sow

B. Intrans.: To supply an equivalent, to
make amends, atonement, or set-off. (Fol-
lowed by for.)

. . but that blemish . . . waa one for which no
merit could compentatt . . ."—Jfacauiatf : But. Eng.
cli. xv. *

com pen sa ted. com pen-sa-ted, pa.
far. s. a. [Compensate, v.t.)

com pen sa ting, com-pen -sating,
pr. par. or a. [Compensate.]

1 Compensating strips: [The same as Com-
pensation Strips (q.v.)]

com pen sa tion, s. ft a. [Fr. compensa-
tion; Sp. compensacion ; Port, compensacao

;

Ital. compensations, from Lat compensatio.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary language

:

t 1. The act of rendering an equivalent for.

2. That which constitutes an equivalent for
something else.

(1) Lit. : That which is given or received as
an equivalent for services rendered, losses
sustained, sufferings endured, or in payment
of a debt ; amends, remuneration, payment,
recompense.

e i

"' '.' P»rtly ** » compenaafion for thair recent
» lueses.•-Macanlaf : Bin. Eng.. ch. xvi.

(2) Fig. : That which balances or is an equi-
valent for something else, or makes good a
deficiency.

IX Law:
1. Gen. : The same as A. I. (1).

2. Spec. : A stoppage or set-off. When one
is sued for a debt, it is competent for him
prtially or wholly, to lar the claim, by al-
leging that he is the plaintiff's creditor for
services rendered or money lent. If the sum
claimed from the plaintiff is found to be the
exact equivalent of that for which he sues,
the two are held to compensate or balance

each other ; if, on the contrary, it lie less, it
diminishes by so much the prosecutor's claim
If, however, the defendant feel that he owes
the plaintiff more than that individual is in-
debted to him, he is required at the outset to
pay into court the smaller sum for which lie
admits himself to be resjionsible. (Bktckstone

:

Comment., bk. iii., ch. xx.)

^ Crabb thus distinguishes between compen-
sation, satisfaction, amends, remuneration, re-
compense,rtquital,nvdrcKard. "Thefirstthree
of these terms are employed to express a re-
turn for some evil ; rewtuterafion, recompense,
and requital, a return for some good ; reward,
a return for either good or evil. A compensa-
tion is something real ; it is made for some
positive injury sustained

; justice requires that
it should be equal in value, if not like in kind,
to that which is lost or injured : a sufis/acfitm
may 1* imaginary, both as to the injury and
the return ; it is given for personal injuries,
and dejiends on the disposition of the jierson
to be satisfied : amends is real, but not always
made for injuries done to others, as for of-
fences committed by ourselves. Sufferers
ought to have a compensation for the injuries
they have sustained through our means, but
there are injuries, particularly those which
wound the feelings, for which there can be no
compensoftore : tenacious and quarrelsome
people demand safis/izefion ; their offended
pride is not satisfied without the humiliation
or their adversary : an amends is honourable
which serves to repair a fault ; the best amends
which an offending person can make is to ac-
knowledge his error, and avoid a repetition
. . . Compensation is made for bodily labour
and menial offices

; renniuerafion for mental
exertions, for literary, civil, or political offices
... A rcwmpeiace is voluntary, Iwth as to the
service and the return ; it is an act of gener-
osity . . . Retptital is a return for a kindness

;

the making it is an act of gratitude ; the omis-
sion of it wounds the feelings : it sometimes
[though not often] happens that the only
requital which our kind action obtains, is the
animosity of the person served." (Crabb •

Eng. Synon.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

compensation balance, s.

Hot. : A balance-wheel for a watch or chro-
nometer, so constructed as to make isochronal
(equal time) beats, notwithstanding changes
of temperature. (Knight.)

compensation pendulum, s.

Hot. : A pendulum constructed of two dif-
ferent metals, as brass and Iron, which so
work against each other, that the expansion of
the one downwards is counteracted by that
of the other upwards. By this arrangement
the pendulum does not vary in length, and
consequently in frequency of vibration,
whatever the temperature may be. Arnold's
compensation balance-wheel for chronome-
ters and watches is constructed on a similar
principle.

compensation strips, t. pi. Two blades
or copper and iron soldered together and fixed
to the rod of a pendulum, the copper rod,
which is the more expansible, being below the
iron. As the temperature falls, the pendulum
rod becomes shorter, but the strips, if in their
normal state horizontal, now curve with the
convex portion upwards. If again the tem-
l«rature rises, the pendulum hall descends, but
the strips, which now curve with their con-
vexity downward, make a compensation for
this. Both in the former case ami in that
now described, the centre of oscillation of
the pendulum is not disturbed. Compen-
sation strips are called also compensating
strips (Ganot: Physics, transl. by Atkinson,

com pen -sa-tive, a. ft t. [From Lat com-
pensates), pa. par. of compenso; and Eng. suff.
-ive, from Lat. -ivus.)

A. At adj. : Compensating, making good
a loss.

B. Assubst. : That which acts in a compen-
satory way ; an equivalent.

com -pen-sator, s. [Mod. Lat.]

L Gen. : That which acts in a coinjiensatory
way

; that which acts as an equivalent for
something else.

IX Specially

:

1. Iron Bridges, &e. : Appliances used in
Iron bridges and similar structures with the

view of giving the metal room to expand with
heat. (Gardner.)

2. AW. ; An iron plate placed near the
compass on board iron vessels to neutralize
the effect of the local attraction upon the
needle. (Knight.)

3. Gas-making: A device to equalize the
action of the exhauster which withdraws the
gas from the retorts. (Knight.)

c6m-pen'-sa-tor-$\ a. [Eng. ft Lat. com-
pensator, and Eng. suff. -y ; Fr. compensatoire.)

1. Making good a loss or paying a debt
2. Counterbalancing, countervailing, fur-

nishing an equivalent for.

"•j the compentatorii lengthening of the precedingword. —Beamtt: Compar. Uram. Aryan Itttm. a?
India iUTU, vol. L, ch. W!. p. saa.

"**"" •""'»• »
" com-pen se.r.f. [Fr. compenser; 8p. ft Port
compensar ; ItaL com/ieiuare, from Lat com-
penso.] To compensate, to recompense, to
counterbalance. [Now it has given place to
Compensate (q.v.).]

»l
I

ii!!r5hi
h
if?>* ""!'?'.'* "* 1»ick»"v«r doth not

ill. But.

.- mwu>. bue weigni 01 we .,_.
compente the weight of a stone, more than the weight
of the aqua-tortu. —Soccm : Sat. Situ

com per, s. [Etym. doubtful.] The name
given in Orkney to the Father-lasher (Coitus
bubalu), a well-known fish.

• com-peron -din ate, v. [Lat comperen-
dino = to cite a defendant to a new trial to
be held on the third day afterwards

; perendi-
7UM= afterto-morrow.) To delay, to hold back.

* c8m-per-e)n-«lin-a'-tlon, s. [Lat. eom-
perendinatio = the putting a trial off until the
third day.] Delay, dilatoriueas. (Bailey.)

' c6m-per-tor I-um, s. [Lat compertum,
sup. of comperio = to bring up, to find out

:

com = with, and aperio m (1) to uncover to
lay bare

; (2) to open.]

Civil Law : A judicial request made by dele-
gates or commissioners to find out and estab-
lish the truth of a cause. (Parish Antiq.,
575.)

compete', v.i. ft t. [Lat. competo = to go to-
gether, . . . to seek together : com

=

together,
and pefo = to go to, ... to seek.]

I. Intransitive

:

1. To seek together, or to seek what another
is also striving at the same time to obtain.
(Used of persons, of the inferior animals, or
of things inanimate.)

"
. . . K would undoubtedly be exposed to different

conditions of life in the different islands, for it woijld
have to compete with different seta of organisms —
Darmn : origin of Species (ed. ISM), ch. xuTTp. 401.

2. To claim equality with,

t II. Trans. : To engage in competition for
anything.

com -pe tence, com -pe-ten-cy, s. [Dan.
competence; Ger. kompetenz; Fr. competence;
Sp. ft Port, competencia; Ital. competema

;

Lat. competentia — a meeting together, agree-
ment, symmetry, from competo.) [Compete. J

L Ordinary Language :

1. Gen. : Sufficiency.
" Something of speech is to be indulged to common

civility, more to intimacies, and a competency to those
recreative discourses which maintain the cheerfulness
0( society."

—

government of the Tongue.

2. Spec. : Adequate pecuniary support, re-
mote at once from want and from superfluity.

" He obtained from the royal bounty a modest cons-
petence ; and he desired no more."—Maaautaw ; Bist,
Eng., tli. xiii.

H. Law.
1. Of persons ;

(1) Legal ability or permission by law to
act in a certain capacity. Thus the com-
petence of a judge or a court to try a
cause means that the cause is fairly within
the jurisdiction of the judge or court, and the
competence of a witness to give evidence
means his legal capacity to do so. This de-
pends on his not being challenged as infamous
in character or personally interested in the
case. (Blackstone : Comment., bk. Hi., ch. 23.)

(2) Legal capacity to do any act, as to
make a will. It dejiends on age, soundness of
mind, ftc.

2. Of evidence: Admissibility.

com pe tent, * com -pe-tcntc, a. [Dan.
competent ; Ger. kompetent ; Fr. competent; Sp.,
Port., ft Ital. competente, from Lat competens,
pr. par. of competo.) [Compete.]

s»te, at, fSre, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit. sire, sir, marine; go, pit,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mnte, etib, otire, unite, oiir, rule, fiUl : try, Syrian, ss, 09 = e. ey = a. qu = tar.
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I, Ordinary Language:

t Suitable, fit.

*2. Proportionate, adequate.

"... the distance must be competent."—Bacon.

J. Of things: Sufficient, able to produce
certain effects.

"... whether those extremely small particles are

competent to scatter all the waves in the same propor-

tion."— Tyndall : frag, of Science (3rd ed.), viL 143.

4. Of persons: Qualified for any purpose or

office ; having physical, mental, ormoral ability

to do certain things or to occupy a certain

place.
" Her father was perfectly competent to take care of

hin i se 1 f.
"

-

.V tea uhiy ; Hitt. Eng.. ch. xvt
"... the competent mathematician of that day

could predict what is now occurring in our own."

—

Tyndall : Frag, of Science (3rd ed.), iii. 64.

IL Law:
1. Of evidence : Admissible in a law court

2. Of persons: Legally qualified to do any
particular thing or to fill any specified office.

"And he was competent whose purse was so."

Cowper : Task, & 743.

•ff Crabb thus distinguishes between com-
petent, fitted, and qualified : "Competency mostly
respects the mental endowments and attain-

ments ; fitness the disposition and character

;

qualification the artificial acquirements or

natural qualities. A person is competent to

undertake an office
; fitted or qualified to All a

situation. Familiarity with any subject, aided
by strong mental endowments, gives compe-
tency ; suitable habits and temper constitute

the fitness; acquaintance with the business to

be done, and expertness in the mode of per-

forming it, constitute the qualification."

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

C&m-pe ten'-tes, s. pi. [Lat. competentes, pi.

of competens, pr. par. of competo.] [Compete.]

Ok. Hist. : An order of catechumens in the
early Christian Church who were candidates
for immediate baptism.

43*5m'-pS-tOnt-ly( adv. [Eng. competent; -ly.]

In a competent manner, perfectly, suitably,

proportionately.
" The flesh is either competently dry ... or nioyst

and excrementitlal."— Venner : Via Recta, p. tt.

* cSm-p«3t'-i-l>le, o. [From Lat. competo =
to seek together. ] Suitable to, consistent with,

able to be predicated of, applicable to.

(1) Followed by wW*

:

" It te not competible with the frraoe of God so much
as to incline any man to do evil. —Hammond.

(2) Followed by to

:

"The duration of eternity Is such as la only com-
petibte to the Eternal God."—Sir M. Hale.

% Its place has been taken by Compatible
(q.v.).

* cdm-p^t'-l-ble-ness, s. [Eng. competible;

-ness.] Suitableness, fitness. [Compatible-
ness.]

com-pe'-ting, pr. par. & a. [Compete.]
"... would Increase immensely In numbers, were

it not for other competing species . . ."—Darwin :

Origin of Specie* (ed. 1869), ch. vi.. p. 17$.

C^m-pe-tl'-tloiV s. [Sp. competicion ; Port.

competicaa ; from Lat. competitio = (1) an
agreement, (2) a judicial demand, from com-
peto.] [Compete.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of endeavouring to gain what an-
other attempts to gain at the same time, and
which as a rule only one can enjoy.

" To scenes where competition, envy, Btrife,

Beget no thunder-clouds to trouble life."

Cowper : The Valediction.

T (1) Competition was formerly followed at

times by to

:

"... competition to the crown."*

—

Bacon.

(2) Now for is used of the object striven for,

and to or amongst of those who strive.

"... might well have been an object of competition
to sovereigns . .

."

—

Macaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. ix.

H An open competition for an appointment
in a competition open to any one fulfilling

certain qualifications who thinks fit to present

himself. It is opposed to the more limited

competition which takes place when only
nominees of some person or office can enter.

2. The stateof existing in permanent rivalry

with another person or with another species.

It may be used of all animated beings.
" For it should h* remembered that the competition

will generally bo most severe between those forms
walch are mo** :.-.'u-l y related to each other in habits,
constitution, and structure." — Darwin ; Origin of
Specie* (ed. 1869), ch. iv.. p. 121.

IX PoliU Econ. : The struggle which each
one makes for his own interest against that of

others. A shopman, for instauce, tries to

draw customers around him by underselling

his rivals. Such competition tends to fix the

price of articles as low as the law of supply
and demand will permit. When there is no
adulteration, use of short weights, or other

fraud, it is of great benefit to the public.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between com-

petition, emulation, and rivalry: "Competi-
tion expresses the relation of a competitor, or

the act of seeking the same object ; emulation
expresses a disposition of the mind towards
particular objects ; rivalry expresses both the
relation and the disposition of a rival Emu-
lotion is to competition as the motive to the

action ; emulation produces competitors, but
it may exist without it : they have the same
marks to distinguish them from rivalry.

Competition and emulation have honour for

their basis ; rivalry is but a desire for Belflsh

gratification. A competitor strives to surpass
by honest means ; he cannot succeed so well

by any other : a rival is not bound by any
principle ; he seeks to supplant by whatever
means seem to promise success. An unfair

competitor and a generous rival are equally

unusual and inconsistent. Competition ani-

mates to exertion ; rivalry provokes hatred :

competition seeks to merit success ; rivalry is

contented with obtaining it." (Qrabb : Eng.
Synon.)

cdm-pet'-i'-tlve, a. [From Lat. compttitus,

pa, par. of competo = to seek together ; and
Eng. suff. -ive.] Pertaining to competition,
involving competition. {H. Martineau.)

f Not an old word, but now firmly rooted
in the language.

cfcm-pet'-i-tiVe-l^, adv. [Eng. competitive;

ly.] By means of competition.

c6m-pet' l-tive ness, «. [Eng. competitive

;

•ness.] The quality of being competitive.

com-pet'-l-tor, s. [Fr. competiteur ; Ital.

competUore, from Lat. competitor.) [Compete,]
• 1. An associate, one struggling not against

but in alliance with another.
" And every hour more competUort
Flock to the rebels, and their power grows strong.

Shakesp. ; Richard JJJ., iv. 4.

2. A person who competes ; one who en-

gages in a struggle mental, physical, or both
with a rival, to become the sole possessor of

some desirable object at which both aim.

"... some of his servants were In correspondence
with his competitor . . ."—Mac-iulay : Hitt. Eng-, ch.

xviii.

% It may be used also of animals or oi

species severally.

"... the number of species of all kinds, and there-

fore of competitors, decreases northwards."—Darwin;
Origin of Species (ed. 1859). ch. iii., p. 69.

* oom-pet'-I-tor-jf, a. [Eng., &c. competitor;

if.]

1. Engaged in competition.

2. Involving competition, pertaining to com-
petition.

" This work was written as a competitory treatise.'*

—Faber : Dijjicultie* of Infidelity, pref.

* com-petf-it-re'ss, s. [Eng., Ac. competitor,

and fern. suff. -ess.] A female competitor, a

competitrix (lit. it fig.).

"The two famous flourishing Universities, Oxford
and Cambridge : with whom the Grecian Athens itself

was no fit competitrest.'—Hieragonisticon, or Corah's
Doom (1672), p. 186.

* cSrn-pet'-I-tiix, *. [Lat.] A female com-
petitor, a compctitress.

"Queen Anne, being now without competitrix lor

her title, . .
."—IA. Herbert: Hist, of Henry Fill,

Com-pI-la'-tiOH, s. [Sw. & Ger. kompila-

tion ; Dan. & Fr. compilation; Sp. compila-

cion ; Port, compUacdo ; Ital. compilazione,

from Lat. compilatio = a raking together, a
pillaging, a plundering.] [Compile.]

1. The act of compiling.

2. A book without original research, the
materials for the composition of which have
been drawn from various authors.

"... signs his performances for readers of a more
refined appetite, fall into the hands of adevourer of

compilations, what can he expect but contempt and
confusion ! "—Goldsmith : The Bee, L, introd.

t com pi la tor, • com'-pl-la-tour, s.

[Sw. kompilatdr; Ger. kompilator; Fr. compi-
latenr ; Port, compilttdor ; Ital. compilatore,

from Lat. compilator = a plunderer of literary

or other property.] The same as Compiles
(q.v.).

com-pi'le, * e&n-pyle, v.t. [Sw. kompi-
lent; Dan. compiltre ; Ger. kompilireii ; Fr.
compiler; Sp. & Port. compUar ; Ital. compi-
lare, from lit. compilo = to rob, to plunder.)
* 1. Gen.: To put any thing or things together.

Especially

—

(1) Of a wall or building : To put together,
to build, to construct.

" He did intend
A brazen wall in coiupa* to compyle
About Cairmardin." Spenser • F. Q.. III. Hi. 1ft,

(2) To combine ; to frame by means of com-
bination.

" So great perfections did in her compile,
Sitn that iu salvage forests she did dwell."

Spenser: F. Q.. III. vL L
"' Monsters compiled and complicated of divers

parents."—Donne : Devotions, p. C8.

2. Spec, (of books or anyUiiug similar) :

* (1) To compose without its being implied
that what is thus produced emanated origi-

nally from others.
"Longavtlle

Did never sonnet fur her sake compile."
ShaJtesp, : Love's Labour Lett, iv. 3.

(2) To bring together or collect facts or

literary extracts from various authors, trust-

ing to the accuracy of their research instead

of making investigations of one's own.

* corn-pile', *. [Compile, v.] Accumulation-
(N.E.D.)

corn pi led, pa. par. & a. [Compile.]

t com-pi le-ment, s. [ting, compile ; -ment.)

The act of compiling, piling, or heaping to-

gether ; the state of oeing compiled.
" There is a moral as well as a natural or artificial

compUemenL"— Wotton: On Education.

com-pi'-ler, * c6m-py'-lai\ • com-py-
lour, e. [Eng. compile)

;'
-er.] One who

composes a book of literary materials derived
from various authors without original re-

search.

"8ome painful compilers, who will study old Ian*

guage. . . .—Swift.

Com-pi'-lXng, pr. par. [Compile.]

1 corn-pin ge, v.t. [Lat. compingo = to fix

together : com = cum = with, and pingo — to

fasten, to fix.] To compress, to shut up.

"... into what straights has it been compingtd.*
—Burton: Anatomy of AfelaneJioIy.

com' pi -t&l, a, [Compitalia.]

Roman Antiquities

:

1. Pertaining to cross roads, or to the
shrines of the gods at street corners in

ancient Rome.

2. Pertaining to the Compitalia.

cdm-pl-ta'-li-a, s. pi. [Lat., from compitalis
= pertaining to cross roads ; compitum = a
place where two or more roads meet.]

Roman Festivals: A movable festival In

honour of the Lares, held at Rome about the
beginning of January, at a place where several

roads met. Originally human sacrifices were
offered, but after the expulsion of the Tarquins
these were exchanged, Pt the instance of

Junius Brutus, for offerings of garlic and
poppy-heads.

"... at the same time, he Institutes the Compitalia
—certain annual sacrifice!) offered by every house-
holder at chapels of the lures, in which the ministra-
tion was to be performed hy slaves, a religious cere-

mony which was stilt celebrated in this form at thi
time of Dionysiua. ' —Lewis : Cred. Early Horn. Hist
(1855), Ch. xi., 5 26, vol. L, p. 487.

** com-pla'-cence, cdm~pla'-cen-o& ».

[In Sp. & Port, complacencia; Ital. complacenza;

Low Lat. complacentia, from Clan. Lat. com-

placeo = to be pleasing to more persons than

one : com = together, and placeo = to please.

[Complaisance.] Heylln, in 1656, marked
complacency with unusual words, but it has
now thoroughly established itself in the lan-

guage.]

I. Subjectively:

1. Tranquil satisfaction of mind or heart
" Mot in their ways complacence And."

Milton : P. L., vili. 40,

"... with that sort of interest and complacency
with whicb men observe a curious experiment in
tn:iencc."—-Haeaitlay: Hist. Eng., ch. it.

2. The manifestation to another of the in-

ward satisfaction which his or her character

or conduct excites ; civility, courtesy, good-

will, softness of speech or of manners towards

one.

bSaL, bd"$; pofct, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $hia; •*». as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ing.

-clan, tian- shan. -tlon, -slon = shun; tion, -sion^zhun. -tious, -clous -clous = shus. -We, -die, &c. =bel. del*
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" Tet still with looks in mild complacence dreit."
Coteper ; Verses to the Memory of Dr. Lloyd.

*XL Objectively: A being, person, or thing
producing such satisfaction.

„ "0 Thou,
My sole complacence, well thou know at how dew
To me are aU my work*." MUton ; P. L.. 11L 17*.

cdm-pla -cent, a. [Ital. complacenU; Lat.
complacens, pr. par. of complaceo.] [Compla-
cence.] Possessed of a tranquil satisfaction,
satisfied.

• cdm pla cen tial (tl as ah), a. [Eng.
complacent ; i connective ; and suff. -oi.J
Causing satisfaction or pleasure.

"The more high and excellent operation* of com.
placential love."—Baxter : life and Timet (1896), p. 7.

* com pla cen tial ly (ti as ah), adv.

[Eng. complacential ; -ly.] In a manner to
cause pleasure ; in an accommodating way.

©om-pla' cent-ly, adv. [Eng. complacent;
-ly.] In a complacent or satisfied manner.

com plain, ' com playne, * com
pleigne, * com- plein, • com pleync,
v.i. & J. [O. Fr. complaindre, from Low Lat
complango = to bewail : com = cum = with,
and plango = to bewail ; Ital. compiangere ; 0.
8p. complaftir. ]

A. Intransitive:

1. To express grief or pain ; to mention
with sorrow joined to some slight resentment,
to murmur.

(1) Absolutely.
" Thai weiwnde she compleigneth." Gotcer, I. u.

(2) With the cause expressed—
*(a) By the prep. for.
" Wherefore doth a living man complain, a man for

the iiunUhment of hU sins ?
"—Lamentations HI. 39.

(b) By the prep. of.

"... he continued to complain bitterly of the in-
gratitude . .

."

—

Macaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. xv,
* (c) By the prep. on.

"That I, like thee, on Friday might complain."
Dryden : Cock e Fox, W7,

(d) By a clause introduced by the conj. that.
". . .

gently complained that no private roof, however
friendly. gave the wanderer bo warm a welcome
—Macaulay : But. Eng.. ch. Hi.

2. To inform against, to accuse.
" Now maitex Shallow, you'll complain of me to the

•ouncil!"—Shakesp. : Merry Wives, i. l.

1 3. To ail ; to suffer from some complaint.
{Colloquial.)

" Wounded soldier ! if complaining,
Bleep nae here and catch your death !

"

MacneUl : Waet of War, p. S.

*B. Rejtexive: To address or turn in com-
plaint.

"Where then, alaa! may I complain myself? "

Shakesp. : Menard 11., \. 3.

* C. Trans. : To mourn or lament over ; to
bewail.

" They returned and complayned here grete loeae."
Merlin, I. H. M.

5T Crabb thus discriminates between to com-
plain, to lament, and to regret : " We complain
of our ill health, of our inconveniences, or of
troublesome circumstances ; we lament our
inability to serve another ; we regret the ab-
sence of one whom we love. Selfish people
have the most to complain of, as they demand
most of others, and are most liable to be dis-
appointed ; anxious people are the most liable
to lament, as they feel every thing strongly

;

the best regulated mind may have occasion to
regret some circumstances which give pain to
the tender affections of the heart.

He thus discriminates between to complain,
to murmur, and to repine : " The idea of expres-
singdispleasureordissatisfaction is common to
these terms. Complaint is not so loud as mur-
muring, but more so than repining. We com-
plain or murmur by some audible method ; we
may repine secretly. Complaints are always
addressed to some one ; murmurs and repin-
ings are often addressed only to one's self.
Complaints are made of whatever creates un-
easiness, without regard to the source from
which they flow ; murmuring* are a species of
complaints made only of that which is done by
others for our inconvenience ; when used in
relation to persons, complaint is the act of a
superior ; murmuring that of an inferior

;

repining is always used in relation to the
feneral disposition of things." (Crabb : Eng.
ynon.)

'corn-plain',?. [Complain, v.] A complaint.
"... promise of her lone complain.''

Kent* : Lamia.

* complain -able, o. [Eug. complain;
-able.] Subject to complaint; liable to or
deserving of being complained of.

com plain -ant, s. [Fr, complaignant, pr.
par. of complaindre ~ to complain.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who complains or makes
complaint.

" Congreve and this author are the most eager com-
plainanu of the dispute."—Collier ; Defence.

II. law:
X. One who enters a complaint or com-

mences a criminal prosecution against another

;

a prosecutor.

2. One who enters a civil action against
another ; a plaintiff.

com plain er, com playn our, *com-
playn-er, s. [Eng. complain; -er.] One
who complains, a complainant.

" Speechless complainer, I will learn thy thought."
Shakesp. ; Titus Andronicus, lii. 2.

* corn-plain'- ful, a. [Eng. complain ; -ful(l).~\
Full of complaints, complaintful.

com plain irig, * com playn -ing,
* com pleign-inge, pr. par., a., & s.

[Complain, r.J

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (8ee
the verb).

C« As sitbst. : The act of making or uttering
a complaint ; bewailing, lamenting ; the act
of accusing or charging

; a complaint.
** And the oomplayuour has been fouude in his com-

playning so verye shameless false, that he hathe been
answered that he was to easely dealt with, and hadde
wrong that he was no worse serued."—Sir T. More
Workes, p. 906.

t complain -Irig-ly, adv. (Eng. complain-
ing ; -ly.] In a complaining manner.

com plaint , com playntc, * com
pleint, * com pleinte, ' com pleynte,
s. [Fr. complainU.] [Complain, v.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of complaining, or of giving
utterance or expression to grief, regret, or
resentment ; a murmuring.

"Tho was compleinte on every side."
Ootoer, L UL

2. The cause or ground of complaining.
"The complaint of the electors of England was that

now. in 1*94, they were unfairly represented "—Ma-
caulay: Mist, Eng., ch. xix.

3. An expression of grief, regret, or resent-
ment.

4. A remonstrance or murmuring against
the conduct of another. [II.]

" Full of vexation, come I with complaint
Against my child."

Shakesp. : Midi. Nights Dream, L L
5. A bodily illness or cause of complaint

;

a disease or malady.
". . . his complainu had been aggravated by a

severe attack of smallpox."—Macaulay: But. Eng
ch. vii.

IX Law : A formal allegation or charge
against any person or persons for some injury
or crime committed ; an information.

T[ Crabb thus discriminates between com-
plaint and accusation : " Eoth these terms are
employed in regard to the conduct of others,
but the complaint is mostly made in matters
that personally affect the complainant ; the
accusation is made of matters in general, but
especially those of a moral nature. A com-
plaint is made for the sake of obtaining redress

:

an accusation is made for the purpose of ascer-
taining the fact or bringing to punishment. A
complaint may be frivolous; an accusation
false." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

' com plaint ful, * com playnt full, a.
[Eng. complaint ; -ful(l).j Full of complaints

;

complaining, querulous.

com plais ance. * com' plai sance, s.

[Fr.
] [Complacence. ] A d isposition charac-

terized by a desire to please, oblige, or gratify
;

courtesy, civility.

" A fifth law of nature Is complaisance ; that is to
•ay. That every man strive to accommodate himself
to the rest"—Hobbes: Of Man, pL i., ch. xv,

H Generally followed by the prep. to.

" In complaisance to all the fools in town."
Young : Love of Fame, Sat. 8,

H Crabb thus discriminates between com-
plaisance, condescension, and deference: " Com-
plaisance is the act of an equal ; deference that

of an inferior
; condescension that of a superior

Complaisance is due from one well-bred person
to another ; deference is due to all superiors in
age, knowledge, or station, whom one ap-
proaches

; condescension is due from all
superiors to such as are dependant on them
for comfort and enjoyment. (Crabb: Ena
Synon.)

enjoyment. (Crabb: Eng.

com -plai^-ant, a. [Fr.] [Complacent.]
Soft, gentlemanly, benevolent, polite. (Sharp.)

com -plai$-ant-ly, adv. [Eng. complaisant;
-ly.] In a complaisant manner; with com-
plaisance, courtesy, or civility.

" In plenty starving, tautalis'd in state.
Aud complnituntty help'd to all I hate."

Pope : Moral Essays ; Ep. iv., 16S-4.

* com -plais ant-ness, «• [Eng. complai*
apt; ness.] The quality of being complais-
ant ; complaisance, civility.

" com plan-ate, v.t. [Lat. comp/a/ia*um,
sup. of complano = to make smooth or level.]
[Plank.] To make level, smooth, or even ;

to level.

"Made short and complanated."— Derham: Phys.
Theol., bk. v., eh. 1

* com -plan-ate, a. [Lat. complanatus, pa.
par. of complano ~ to make smooth or level.]
Made level, smooth, or even ; levelled, flat-
tened.

* c6m plana t6d. pa. par. or a. [Com-
PLANATE, V.]

com -plan-a-tlng, pr. par. or a. [Com-
PLANATE, V.]

' com-plane', r .'. [Lat complano = to make
smooth or level. ] To level, to make even or
smooth.

" com-pla ned, pa. par. or a. [Complanh, v.]

* com-plan-ta -tlon, 5. [Low Lat. am-
plantatio, from comptajifo = to plant together.]
[Plant.] A planting together.

* com plea se, v.t. [Pref. com = cum -
with; and Eng. please (q.v.).] To gratify
(with reflex pron. = to delight in).

* com pie at, * com plect , a. & v. [Com-
PLETE, a. & V.]

* com pleat -ly, * com pleet-l^, adv.
[Completely.]

* com-plect', v.t. [Lat complecto: com = cum
= with, together ; plecto = to weave.] To
weave or knit together.

"Infinitely complected tissues of meditation." —
Carlyle : Sartor AVi-o ( t, bk. L, ch. 8.

* com plect ed, pa. par. or a. [Complect.]

* com-plec'-tion, s. [Complexion.]

* com pleigne (plelgne as plan), * com-
plcine, v. [Complain.]

" l gan my wo compleigne.'' Ootoer, i 46.

* com pleign inge, pr. par. k s. [Com-
plaining.]

" With many a woful compteigning*."
Qewer, t. 3ST.

* com pleint (pleint as plant), com-
pleinte, 5. [Complaint.]

" Her name is murmur and compleinU."
Ooteer, L IT.

' com -pleisshe, v.t. [Complish.]
" For to compteitshe my grete desire."

Merlin, L It 78.

com -pie ment, s. [Ger. komplement, kom-
pliment ; Fr. complement ; Prov. complement

;

Sp., Port., & Ital. complemento; Lat. cmtiple-

mcntum, from compleo = to fill full, to fill up.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Anything necessary to be added to make
a person or thing complete.

".
. . the reader inuat not imasine to himself the

ordinary complement and appurteuauces of that cha-
racter—such as inoroseuess, illiberality, or stinted
hospital itiea."— Tie Quincey : Works (ed. 1863», vol. it,

p. 100.

" The above results constitute a kind of complement
to his discoveries."—Tyndall: Frag, of Science (3rd
ed.), vili., g, p. 192.

*2. The same as Compliment (q.v.).

U. Technically

:

1, Geom. : Any magnitude which, with
another one, makes up a given magnitude.

H (1) The complement of an arc: The arc by
which it falls short of a quadrant

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, f&U, father ; we, w6t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, air, marine ; gd, pit,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, onto, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, re, ce = e. ey= a. au = kw.



(2) The complement of an angle : The angle

by which it falls short of a right angle.

(3) The complements of the parallelograms

above the diameter of a. parallelogram : The two

parallelograms which touch the diagonal only

at a single point and are adjacent to the other

Hz
COMPLEMENTS OF PARALLELOGRAM.

two through which the diameter runs. In the

fig. a h and h e are the complements of the

parallelograms about the diameter of the paral-

lelogram engraved. (See various figures in

Euclid, bk. ii.)

2. Decimals : The arithmetical complement
of a number is the one by which it falls short

of the next higher decimal denomination.

3. Logarithms

:

The complement ofa logarithm : The number
by which it falls short of 10.

4. Fortification

:

Complement of the curtain : That part on its

Inner side which makes the demigorge.

5. Music: The interval which must be

added to any other interval, so that the whole

shall be equal to an octave, e.g., the comple-

ment of a third is a sixth, of a fourth a fifth,

and so on. The intervals are always con-

sidered as overlapping. {Stainer & Barrett.)

08m'-plS-m5nt, v.t. k i. [Complement, s.]

A. Transitive:

1 1. To supplement, to fill up or supply a

deficiency.

"... propose* to complement the above work."—
Academy, Oct 1, 188L

* 2. To compliment (q.v.).

" And he that calTd Arsinoe'Hpac lov Juno's violet,

kept all the letter* of the name right, and comple-

mented the lady ingeniously.'
1—Bp. Taylor: Rule of

Conscience, bk. lii., en. ii.

* B. Intrans. : To pass compliments.

"{When ye come to church] ye must not stand look-

ing about, and complementing with one another : nor
inner so much as your thoughts to be running after

your worldly affairs."—Bp. Beveridge, vol. ii., Ser. 118.

cfim pie raent al, com pie men tall,

a. [Eng. complement; -al.]

1. Complementary ; supplying or filling up
a deficiency, acting as a complement ; com-
pleting.

* 2. Accomplished.
" Would I expresse a complementall youth."

Randolph ; Mute* Looking-Glasie (1648.)

* 3. The same as Complimentary (q.v.).

" With her was complemental flattery

With silver tongue."
Beaumont : Psyche, viii 192.

complemental air. About 100 cubic

Inches of air for which there is room in the

chest, and which may be inspired by a special

effort (Rossiter.)

complemental males. Short-lived

rudimentary males, that pair with herma-
phrodite animals. They occur in the Cirri-

pedes, and are in some cases parasitic.

" But in some genera the larvse become developed

either into hermaphrodites having the ordinary struc-

ture, or into what I have called complemental male*.

—Darwin : Origin of Specie* (ed. 1869). ch. xiii., p. 44L

* com-ple-ment'-al-ness, s. [Eng. com-

pltmental ; -ness.] The quality of being com-
plemental ; complimenting.

" Complimentalness, as opposed to plainness, . .
."*

—

Hammond : Work*, vol ii.. p. 292.

©5m-pl6-meiit'-a-r& a. & «. [Fr. compU-
mentaire.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Complemental ; serving to fill up a defi-

ciency.
" Tensions are now stored up, hut vis viva is lost, to

be again restored at the expense of the complementary
lorce on the opposite side of the curve,'—Tyndalt :

Frag, of Science (Srd ed.), L 22.

* 2. Complimentary.
* B. As suhst. : One skilled in passing com-

pliments.

complement—complex
"... the meat skilful and cunning complementaries

alive."

—

B. Jonton : Cynthia'* Revel*.

complementary colours, t. pi (See

extract.)
" If the eye has received a strong imprssaiou from a

coloured object, the spectrum exhibits the comple-

mentary colour. ... By the com)>l*mentary colour is

meant that which would be required to make white,

or colourless, light when mixed with the original.

As red. blue, and yellow are the primary or elementary
colours, red is the complement of green (which is

composed of yellow and blue) ; blue is the complement
of orange (red and yellow) ; and yellow of purple (red

and blue); and vice versa of all instances."—Cn r-

penter : Principle* of Human Physiology, J 898 ft Note.

* com'-plene, s. [Compline.]

* complene song, ».

1. Lit. ; The hymn or chant sung at com-
pline.

2. Fig. : An evening song.
" The larkis df Bceudis from the ekvis hlcht,
Singaud hir complene song eftlr hir gise,

To tak hir rest, at matyne houre to ryse."
Doug. : Virgil, W, 39.

* coW-plessh-en, v.t. [Complish.]

com pie te, ' com plea te, com plect,
a. & adv. [Fr. complet, from Lat. completes, pa.

par. of compleo - to fill up, to fulfil : com =
cum = with, together, fully ; pleo = to fill.]

A. As adjective:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Fulfilled, perfectly finished ; having

been brought to, or having reached its full.

" The fourthe day complete fro none to none
Whan that the bighe messe was ydoue
In halle sat this January and May."

Chaucer: C. T„ 9,767.

TT Frequently, but of course improperly,

compared with more or most.

"The assistance of the legislative power would be
necessary to make it more compute."—Swift.

2. Fig. : Perfect, free from deficiencies,

failings, or shortcomings.
" These rules will render Thee a king complete"

Milton: P. R., iv. 288.

"These words produced a complete change of feel-

ing."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

IL Technically

:

1. Bot. Of a flower : Having the two sexes,

stamens, and pistils contained in a double

perianth.

2. Entom. : Of the head of an annelide: Com-
posed of five rings : the labial, oral, frontal,

sincipital, and occipital.

* B. As adv. : Perfectly, completely.

"The royall bodie yet he left unspolld, religion

charmed
The act of spoyle; and all In fire, he burnd him
compleate ann'd.

'

Chapman ; Homer* Iliad, bk. vi.

H Blair thus discriminates between entire

and complete: "A thing is entire by wanting

none of its parts ; complete by wanting none of

the appendages that belong to it. A man may
have an entire house to himself, and yet not

have one complete apartment." (Blair: Led.

on Rhetoric and Belles-Lettres (1817), vol. i.,

p. 230.)

^f Crabb thus discriminates between com-

plete, perfect, and finished : "That is complete

which has no deficiency : that is perfect which

has positive excellence ; and that is finished

whicn has no omission in it." (Crabb : Eng.

Synon.)

For the difference between complete and
whole, see Whole.

complete, * com-pleatff
v.t. [In Fr. com-

pleter.] [Complete, a.]

1. To bring to a state of perfection, to per-

fect, to fulfil, to accomplish ; to carry out to

the complete end.

2. To finish, to bring to an end, to perform.

% Crabb thus discriminates between to com-

plete, to finish, and to terminate: "We com-

plete what is undertaken by continuing to

labour at it ; we finish what is begun in a

state of forwardness by putting the last hand

to it ; we terminate what ought not to last by
bringing it to a close. Ho that the character-

istic idea of completing is the conducting a

thing to its final period ; that offinishing, the

arrival at that period ; and that of terminating

the cessation of a thing. Completing has

properly relation to permanent works only,

whether mechanical or intellectual ; we desire

a thing to be completed from a curiosity to

see it in its entire state. To finish is employed

for passing occupations ; we wish a thing

finished from an anxiety to proceed to some-
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thing else, or a dislike to the thing iu which
we are engaged. Terminating respects dis-

cussions, differences, and disputes. Light
minds undertake many things without com-
pleting any.'* (Crabb ; Eng. Synon.)

complet ed, com pleated, pa. par.

or a. [Complete, v.]

t COin-plet'-ed-n^SS, s. [Eng. completed;

-ness.] The quality or state of being complete
or perfect ;

perfection, completeness.

com-plete'-ly, adv. [Eng. complete; -ly.]

Fully, perfectly, to completion. (Hall.)

tcim-plete'-ment, *cim-pleat'-m6nt,
s. [Fr. completement.] The act or process of

completing or perfecting; completion, per-

fecting.
" And allow me your patience. If it be not already

tired with this long epistle, to give you from the best

authors, the origine, the antiquity, the growth, the
change, and the compleatment of satire among the
Romans."—Dryden : Juven-il, Dedication.

com-plete -ness, s. [Eng. complete; -ness.]

The quality or state of being complete or per-

fect ; perfection.
" Charles and Clarendon were almost terrified at the

completeness of their own success."—Macaulay ; HisU
Eng., cm ii.

t com-plet'-er, s. [Eng. complete); -er.] One

who or that which completes or perfects ; a
finisher.

com plet ing, * com pleat -ing, pr. par.,

a., & s. [Complete, v.]

A, & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of com-
pleting ; completion.

"Some sad drops
Wept at completing of the mortal sin."

Mdton: P. L..lx. 1,008.

cim-ple'-tlon, s. [Lat. completio = a filling

up, a fulfilling ; completu$= filled up, fulfilled

;

compleo - to till up, to fulflL]

L Literally:

1. The act or process of completing or bring-

ing to perfection ; fulfilment.

"... may be congratulated on the completion of

the enterprise, . . ."—Times, Nov., 1876.

2. The state of being complete or perfect

;

completeness, realization, accomplishment.
"... predictions, receiving their completion in

Christ."—South.

II. Fig. : The utmost height or perfection.

"... the utmost completion of an ill character to

bear a malevolence to the best men."—Pope.

% For the difference between completion and
consummation, see Consummation.

* com-plet'-lve, a. [Fr. compUtif; Ital. &
Sp. completivo, from Lat. completes, pa. par.

of compleo = to fill up, to fulfil.] [Com-

plete, a.] Completing or perfecting.

"... the completive power of the tense here men-
tioned."—Harris ; Hermes, i., S 7.

* c6m-plet'-dr-$, a. & s. [Eng. complete);

-org, as if from Lat. completorius, from com-

pletus — complete.]

A. As adj. : Completive, completing, per-

fecting ; serving to complete, perfect, or

accomplish.
" His crucifixion we may contemplate, as qualified

with divers notable adjuncts: namely, as complctory

of ancient presiguiflcatioiis and predictions."—Barro.'i

Serm., ii. 357.

B. As substantive

:

1. Anything which serves to eomplete, per-

fect, fulfil, or accomplish.

2. The same as Compline (q.v.)

"There was such an office with the Jews likewise,

called the close, from the shutting up of the day and

ita service ; a kind of completory. . . .—Hooper; On
lent, p. S«.

com -plex, a. & *. [Fr. complexe, from Lat.

complexes, pa. par. of complecto = to knit or

fold together : com = cum = with, together

;

plecto=to weave, to knit, to twist.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Composed of several parts or com-
ponents ;

composite.
" not a simple but a complex force, resulting

from the separate attractions of all its parte, '—Her~

tchel : Astronomy. 6th ed. (1868), } 288.

2. Fig. : Involved, complicated, intricate.

"Let us now take a more complex case."—Darwin f

Origin of Species (ed. 1869), ch. iv., p. flL

" II the phenomena, under observation, be complex,

we must analyze thein with a view to ascertain thu

simpler ones, of which they are composed."—Todd A
Bowman : Physiol. Anat. (1846), voL 1., introd., p. 1.

bSn, b^; iwSftt, j<RM; cat, oell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist ph -fc

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon. -slon = shun ; -tlon, slon = zhun. -oious. -tlous, -slous = shus. -ble. -die. 4o = bel. aeL
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B. As subst. : A collection or collecting to-
gether ; an aggregation.

"This constitutes a sort at complex to the segments
above named, and may be compared to a railway ter-
minus, at which several line* meet and crow each
other."—Todd A Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. L, ch. x.,
p. 264.

* com plexed, a. [Eng, complex; -ed.] Com-
plex, involved, intricate.

"To express omtplexed significations, they took a
liberty to compound and piece together creatures of
allowable forms into mixture* inexistent."—Brown,

• com plcx -cd-nes8, s. [Eng. complexed;
•ness. ) The state or quality of being complex,
Involved, or intricate ; complication.

". . . the complexedneu of these moral ideas, . .
."—

com plex ion (plexlon as pleck shoa),
* com -plec tion, • com-plec-ti-oun,
* com-plex ci on, * com plex i oun,
i. [Ger. komplexion ; Fr. complexion ; Ital.
complessioiie, from Lat. complex io = (1) an em-
bracing

; (2) an appearance, a complexion.]
[Complex, a.J

A. Ordinary Language .*

I, Literally :

* 1. The act of embracing ; an embrace, an
enclosing.

* 2. The natural disposition of the body

;

the bodily or mental tem]«rawent, character,
or constitution.

"I remember to have read in some philosopher (I
believe in Tom Brown's works) that, let a man's
character, sentiments, or cnnplcxion, be what they
will, he can find company in London . . . •

—

Goldsmith :

Essays, i.

3. The colour or hue of the skin, especially
of the face ; the aspect or looks.

" Tall was her stature, her complexion dark."
Wordsworth ; Excursion, bk. vi,

% Rarely, the red colour of the face.
" What see you in those papers, that you lose
So much complexion t"

Shakesp.: Ben. V., il. i,

* LL Figuratively:

1. A number of things combined or united
;

ft combination, a complex.
"... the complection of all Rood perfective of our

natures, and our entire and satisfying enjoyment of
it."—Hopkins: Works, p. 334, Ser. 2.

2. The state or quality of being complex

;

complexity.
"... it is properly called a simple syllogism, since

the complexion does not belong to the syllogistick form
of it."— Watt*.

3- The colour or outward appearance of
anything material.

" Men judge by the complexion of the sky."
Shakesp. : Hich. II., HI. J.

4. The nature, general appearance, or
character.

"The diction is to follow the Images, and to take its
oclour from the complexion of the thoughts."—Pope ;

Homer's Odyssey : Postscript.

5. The mental or moral qualities or charac-
ter.

" Writers indulgent to the peculiarities of theircom-
plsxion."—Burke; Lett, to Member of .Vat. Assembly.

B. Ethn. : In the same sense as A. I. 2. Dr.
Pricbard arranges the complexions of the
several varieties of man under three types :

—

(1) The Melanoconious or Black-haired type.
It varies greatly in the depth of its hue, from
the intense black of the negro, through the
dark red of the American Indian to the
brownish yellow colour, improperly called
olive, of the Eastern Asiatic, its extreme being
the slightly dark tinge of the black-haired in-

dividuals or tribes of Europe.

(2) The Xanthous, or Yellow-haired type.
The hair, nominally yellow, may also be light
brown, auburn, or red. The skin is fair, the
eyes blue or grey. The majority of the Teu-
tonic race, including the English, are of this
type. It may spring up anywhere among the
Black-haired races of men, and does so when
these are subjected for generations to cold.
Thus there are fair-haired blue-eyed Jews,
Afghans, &.c.

(3) The Leucous or Albino, with the absence
of colouring matter in the hair and eyes, the
former being fleecy white, the latter pink. It

exists sporadically in hot countries, among
the dark-haired races of mankind, and is a
morbid rather than a healthy state of the
bodily frame. A strictly analogous change is

seen in several of the lower animals. [Albino.]

•com -plcx ion (plexlon aspleck -shon),
v.t. [Complexion, s.] To endow or endue
or characterize with a complexion.

" Charity t» a virtue that best agrees with coldest
natures, and such as are complexUmed for humilitv."—
Sir T. Browne, I Religio Medici.

'com plcx ion a-bly (plexlon as
pleck-shon), adr. [Apparently from an
adj. complexionable, which is not found, but
probably a misprint for complexiowdly (q.v.).]

In the way of constitution or temperament

;

constitutionally.
" Heads that are disposed unto schism, and com-

plexionably prepense to innovation, are naturally dis-
posed for a community . . . ."—Sir T. Browne; Religio

* com plex'-ion al (plexlon as pleck
shon), a. [Eng. complexion ; -al.} Of, per-
taining to, or dependent on the complexion
or temperament of mind or body.

" Men and other animals receive different tinctures
from complexional emorescencies, . . ."

—

Brown.

* com plex -ion -al ly (plcxion i^pleck -

Shon), adv. [Eng. complexional ; -ly.] In
way of complexion or temperament ; consti-
tutionally. (Browne.)

* com plcx ion ar y (plexlon a^ plcck -

Shon), a. [Eng. complexion; -ary.\ Of or
pertaining to the complexion ; complexional.

'*
. . . this complexionary art and use of adorning,

. .
."

—

Bp. Taylor: Artif. Handsom., p. 38.

complex ioned (plexioned as pleck -

skond), pa. par. or a. [Complexion, t>.]

1. Lit. : Having a complexion (generally
with a descriptive adjective or adverb).

"... abundance of ruddy complexUmed children."

—

Pope : Letter to a Lady.

2. Fig. : Having a colour or outward ap-
pearance.
" Scarce ended they this song, bat Avon'i winding

stream,
By Warwick, entertains the high-complexion'

d

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, s. 13.

By War
Learn."

+ com plcx ion-less (plexlon as pieck -

Shon), a. [Eng. complexion; less.] Having
no complexion ; colourless.

" Those four male personages, although complexion-
leu and eyebrow less."—Dickens; Uncomm, Traveller,
XXV.

com-plex'-i-ty, s. [Fr. complexiU.] [Com-
plex, a.] The quality or state of being com-
plex or complicated ; intricacy, complication.

"... I can see no limit to the amount of change, to
the beauty and infinite complexity of the coadaptations
between all organic beings. —Darwin; Origin of Spe-
cies (ed. 1869), ch. iv., p. 109.

% Crabb thus discriminates between com-
plexity, complication, and intricacy: "Com-
plexity expresses the abstract quality or state ;

complication the act : they both convey less
than intricacy ; intricate is that wliich is very
complicated Complexity arises from a multi-
tude of objects, and the nature of these ob-
jects ; complication from an involvement of
objects ; and intricacy from a winding and
confused involution. What is complex must
be decomposed ; what is complicated must be
developed ; what is intricate must be un-
ravelled. A proposition is complex ; affairs

are complicated ; the law is intricate. Com-
plexity puzzles ; complication confounds ; in-
tricacy bewilders." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* com'-plex-ly, adv. [Eng. complex ; -ly.] In
a complex, involved, or intricate manner; in-

tricately, not simply.
"... as it Is increased and so complexly corruption

of nature . . ."—Goodwin ; Works, vol. ilL, pt. L, p. 183.

* cdm -plex ness, *. [Eng. complex; -ness.]

The state or quality of being complex ; in-

tricacy, complexity. (A. Smith.)

"complex urc, *, [Eng. complex; -ure.]

The involution or complication of one thing
with others.

"... we reduce our love to that degree of impliclty
which is compatible with this ouTcomplexure.~~W.
Mounfague: Devout £*sayes, pt. L, treat. 14, S3—8.

(Rich.)

com-plex'-us, «. [Lat. = a surrounding,
encompassing, encircling, embracing, from
complexes, perf. par. of complcctor = to fold,

or twine together, to clasp around : con = to-

gether, and the root plec=a, fold.]

complcxus muscle, s.

Anal. : A muscle inserted into tlie large in-

ternal impression between the two curved
lines of the occipital bone. Above its middle
it is partly intersected by a tendon sometimes
described separately as the biventer ceroids.
(Quain.)

* com-pleyne, v. [Complain.;

* oom-pleynte, s. [Complaint.]
" Robbynge in hire compleynte."—Chaucer: TroUus,

iv. 714.

* com pli, s. [Compline.]
" The monekes songe compU. " Beket, 2,0Ti

com-pli- a-ble, a. [Eng. comply ; -able.]

* 1. Accommodating, complaisant, apt or
disposed to compliance ; compliant.

ning of another body w
uniting of another compliable

' It is not the Joining of another body will remove
loneliness, but tne uniting of another con "
mind."—Milton: Doct. and DisHp. of Divorce.

2. Capable of being complied or agreed
with.

" The Jews, by their own interpretations, had made
their religion compliable, and accommodated to their
passions.*—Jortin; Christ. Relig., disc., 1.

com - pli' - ance, s. [Eng. comply; -ance.]
[Comply.]

1. A disposition to comply with or assent
to the wishes of others ; complaisance.

" I read your looks, and see compliance there."
Goldsmith : An Oratorio, 11.

2. The act of complying or agreeing with
the wishes of others ; submission, agreement,
assent.

(1) Absolutely.
*' What comptiancet will remove dissension. . . .*—

Swift,

* (2) Followed by the prep. (o.

" I am far from excusing that compliance ... to his
destruction."—A"

imj diaries.

(3) Followed by the prep. with.
". . . his ready compliance with the wishes of his

people."—Uncaultiy : Hist. Xng., ch. xxiv.

* 3. Agreement, suitability, accord (followed
by the prep. to).

"... in compliance to their characters . . ."—Pope :
Homer's Odyssey ; Postscript.

1" Crabb thus discriminates between com-
pliance, conformity, yielding, and submission

:

"Compliance and conformity are voluntary;
yielding and submission are involuntary. Com-
pliance is an act of the inclination ; conformity
an act of the judgment : covipliance is alto-
gether optional ; we comply with a thingornot
at pleasure : conformity is binding on the con-
science ; it relates to matters in which there
is a right and a wrong. Compliance and con-
formity are produced by no external action on
the mind ; they flow spontaneously from the
will and understanding : yielding is altogether
the result of foreign agency.*' (Crttoo; Eng.
Synon.)

* O&m-pli'-an-ey, s. rEug. compliance); -y.]

A disposition or inclination to comply with
the wishes of others.

" His whole bearing betokened compliancy, . .
."—

Goldsmith; Essays.

com pli -ant, * com ply'-ant, a.ks. [Eng.
comply ; -ant.] [Comply.]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Yielding, bending, giving way, pliant.
" Nectarine fruits which the compliant boughs

^t sat."
tton; P. L.,lv,SSL

2. Complaisant, agreeable, agreeing or ac-
commodative, complying.

"... she was chaste and loving, fruitful and dis-
creet, humble and pleasant, witty and complyant, rich
and fair . . ."—Bp. Taylor, vol. ijL, Ser. 8.

3. Assenting, agreeing.
"... to Bhew how compliant hs was to the humours

of the princes . . ,"

—

Burnet; Hist, of Reformation
(1509).

* B. As subst. : One who, or that which, com-
plies, egrees, or assents.

" Being a compliant with the Papists.*—Fuller : Ch.
Hist., XT. x. s, (Daviet.)

com-pli -ant-ly, adv. [Eng. compliant ; -ly.]

In a compliant, complaisant, or obliging
manner. (Ricliardson.)

* com'-ptf-ca-cy, s. [Lat. complication [Com-
plication.] Complication, complex nature.

" Among the earliest tools of any complicacy which
a man of letters gets to handle are hU class-books.'—
Carlyle : Sartor Jiesartus, bk. ii., ch. UL [Daries.)

com -plicate, v.t. [Lat. complicatus, pa. pa»
of complico = to knit or twist together : com
= cum = with ; plico = to twist, to knit ; Fr.
compliquer; Sp. « Port complicar.]

* I. Literally

:

1. To twist or knit together; to entangle,,
involve, or interweave.

(1) Of material things:

"Commotion in the parts may make them apply
themselves one to another, or complicate and dispose
thein after the manner requisite to make them stick."—Boyle: Hist, of Firmness.

(2) Of immaterial things

:

" The movements of the perihelia, and variations of
eccentricity of the planetary orbits, are Interlaced and
complicated together in the same manner and nearly
by the same laws as the variations of their nodes . .

.'—
Bertehel : Astronomy (5th ed., 1858), f 700.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p6t,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, ce — e ; ey = a. qu --- kw.
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2, To roll up.
*' Is aot this scroul, or Book here said to be oompli-

cited or rolled up, or togeuierr '—Uaule; Mag-Attro-
Mancer, p. 10,

3. To form or make up by complication.

"... are complicated of various simple ideas, . . ."

—Loci*.

H. Figuratively

:

1. To unite, to join, to associate.

"When tlie disease is complicated with other
diseases, . . "—Arbuthnot : On Diet.

2. To render complex or involved, so as to

cause confusion or difficulty in judgment.
"For our hearts deceive ua, our purposes are com-

plicated, and we know not which end Is principally
Intended, . . ."—Bp. Taylor : On Repent., en. ill., § 6.

com plicate, a. [Lat. complicates.] [Com-
plicate, v.]

* L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. ; Composed of several parts Inter-

woven or complicated, complex.

2. Fig. : Involved, complex, complicated.

TJ. Bot. : Folded up upon itself.

com'-plic-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Compli-
cate, p.J

A- As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Lit. : Composed of several parts inter-

woven or united.

2. Fig. : Involved, intricate.

* cSm'-plic-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. complicate

;

-ly.] m a complicated manner. (Boyle.)

* com -plic-ate-ness, s. [Eng. complicate;
-ness. } The state or quality of being compli-
cated ; complication, intricacy.

. . and every several object full of subdivided

com'-pllc-a-tirig, pr. par., a., & «. [Com-
plicate, v.]

A, & B. As pr. par. & particip, adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of interweaving, in-

volving, or entangling (lit. dtjlg.).

odm-pllc-a'-tion, s. [Fr. complication ; Lat.

complioatio, from complicatus, pa. par. of com-
plico.] [Complicate, v.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

*L LiteraUy:

1. The act or process of interweaving two
or more things.

2. The state of being complicated or inter-

woven.

H. Figuratively

:

1. The act of rendering involved, entangled,
or intricate.

2. The state of being complicated ; involved
or intricate perplexity.

". . . full of perplexity and complications, . .
."—

Wilkim.

3. An integral composed of several things
involved or entangled.

"At the treasury there was a complication of jea-

lousies and quarrels. "—Much utay : Hi J. Eng., eh. xi.

4. A quarrel, a falling out, a dispute, a
difference.

" It is desirable for all Europe that whatever is cal-

culated to bring about complications should be kept
in check."—Dauy Telegraph, Oct 26, 1881.

B. ilfed. : A disease co-existent with and
modifying the effects and symptoms of

another, though not necessarily connected
with it.

* com' pllc-a-tive, a. [Eng. complicate);
-ive.] Tending to complicate or make en-
tangled.

*c6m'-plioe,s. [Fr., Sp., Port., & Ital. com-
plice, from Lat. complex (genit. complicis) =
connected, confederate.] [Complex, a.] An
accomplice, associate, or confederate. [Ac-
complice.]

Not then by Wycliffe might be shown.
How his pride startled at the tone
In which his complice, fierce and free,

Asserted guilt's equality."
Scott : Rokeby, L 20.

C*m-pll'9'-i'-t#, s. [Fr. compliciU.] The
state, condition, or quality of being an accom-
plice. (/. P. Adams.)

com plied, pa. par. or a. [Comply, v.]

t COm-pll'-er, *. [Eng. comply ; -er.]

1. One who complies or assents.

" Suppose a hundred new employments were erected
on purpose to gratify compUert, an insupportable
difficulty would remain. "—Swift.

2. One of a compliant disposition.

com'-pli-ment, s. [Fr. compliment; Ital.

complimento, from Lat. complementum.] [Com-
plement, s.]

* 1. The same as Complement (q.v.).

2. An expression or act of civility, admira-
tion, respect, or regard. There is an inclina-
tion to regard the word as containing an ele-

ment of hypocrisy, falseness, or insincerity.

"... the King had scarcely ever failed to receive
the complinu-nts of his faithful Lords and Commons
on the fifth of November, . , ."—Macaulay : Hist.
Eng.. ch. xxlv.

Virtue Indeed meets many a rhyming friend,
And many a compliment politely jienned.'*

Cowper : Table Talk, 72L

com -pll-ment, v.t. A i. [Compliment, a]

A. Transitive:

1. To address with compliments ; to flatter,

to praise.

(1) Absolutely.

(2) Followed by the prep, on governing the
matter praised.

" He likes to be complimented on this subject."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vL

(3) Followed by the prep. for.

". . .a person complimented him for never being
afraid, . .

."

—

Pope: Letter to the Duke of Buckingham
(1718),

* 2. To make a present to, to present.
" I hope Mr. Tlckell has not complimented you with

what fees are due to him for your patent . . ."—
Swift l To Dr. Sheridan, June 29, 172&.

t B. Intrans. : To bandy compliments.
"I make the interlocutors upon occasion compli-

ment with one another."— Boyle.

cdm-pli-ment -al, a. [Eng. compliment ; -al.]

*1. The same as Complkmental (q.v.).

2. Complimentary, flattering.

" Languages for the most part, in terms of art and
erudition, retain their original poverty, and rather
grow rich and abundant in compiimental phrases, and
such froth."

—

Wotton,

* com-pli ment -al ly, adv. [Eng. compii-

mental; -ly.] In the manner or nature of a
compliment.

" This speech has been condemned as avaricious

:

Eustathius judges it spoken artfully and compliment-
ally."—Broome.

* com-pll-ment'-al ness, s. [Eng. com-
piimental; -ness.} ' The quality or state of
being compiimental.

" Complimentalneas, as opposed to plainness, must
signlfie giving titles of civility that really do not
belong to those to whom they are thus given."—Ham-
mond : Workes, iL 292.

com pll-ment -a-ry, a. [Eng. compliment;
-ary.]

1. Of persons: Using or passing compli-
ments ; civil, flattering.

2. Of things: Expressive ofregard or praise;
compiimental.
"If you make use of those common and compli-

mentary phrases."
Longfellow : The Courtship of Miles StandUh, vi.

* com-pll-ment'-a-tiVe, o. [Eng. compli-
ment, and suff. -ative ; as if from a Lat. adj.

in -ativiis.} Complimentary. (Boswell.)

com pli-ment-ed, pa. par. or a. [COMPLI-
MENT, V,]

t cSm'-pU-m8nt-er, s. [Eng. compliment

;

-er.} One who pays compliments ; a compli-
mentary person.

com pli-ment-Irig, pr. par., a., & s. [Com-
pliment, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. ; The act or habit of paying
compliments.

com piine, * com '- plin, * com-pli,
* cum- pile, * com-plyn, s. [O. Fr. com-
plin, an adj. form from complie; Fr. complies,

from Low Lat. completa, fern, of Lat. com-
putus = finished.] [Complete.]

Eccles. : The last part of the daily office in

the Roman Church, said immediately after

vespers, and sometimes as a public service.

" At pryme and at comply n. '—Chaucer: Persona Tale.

* com' plisn, * com pleisshe, com
plessh, com --plysscn, com-plysshe,
v.t. [O. Fr. complir ; 8p. cumplir ; Ital. com-
piere, from Lat. compleo — to fill up, to fulfil.]

[Accomplish, Complete.]

1. To fulfil, to accomplish, to complete, to
perfect.
" That now when he had doue the thing he sought,
And as he would, complisht and corniest all."

Mir. /or Mag., p. «&.
2. To fill up.
** He . . . must also complytshe the voyde place at

the table."—Merlin, I. u. «L

* com'-plish-ing, pr. par., a., & $. [Com-
PLISH.]

A, & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of accomplishing

;

accomplishment.

* com'- plish - ment, s. [Eng. complish:
-ment.l Accomplishment, fulfilment. (More.)

* cdm-pld're, v.i. [Lat. comploro : com = cum
= with, and ploro = to weep.] To weep or
lament together with others. (Cockeram.)

* com' plot, s. [Fr., from Lat. complicitum =
woven or joined together.] A plot, a con-
federacy in crime, a conspiracy. [Compli-
cate.]

" Tarn. Farewell, Andronlcus : Revenge now goes
To lay a complot to betray thy foes."

Shakesp. : Titus Andron., v. 2.

* com-plot , v.t. & i. [Fr. completer.] [Com-
plot, S.J

1. Trans. : To plot, to plan or contrive to-
gether.

" To plot, contrive, or complot any ill,

'Gainst us, our state, our subjects, or onr land."
Shakesp. .- Jlich. II., i. 8.

2. Intrans. : To plot or conspire together.

* com plot -ment, s. [Eng. complot ; -ment.]

A design, a plot, a plan, a conspiracy.
" What was the cause of their multiplied, variated

complotments against her like the monsters in Airick,
every day almost a n w conspiracy 1 "

—

Dean King

:

Serm, (5 Nov., 1608).

* com -plot-ted, pa. par. or a. [Complot, v.]

" All the treasons for these eighteen years
Com plotted and contrived in this land."

Shakesp. ; Rich. II., i. L

* com plot'-ter, * com-plot-tor, s. [Eng.
complot; -er.] One who plots or conspires
with others ; a conspirator or confederate.

" Jocasta too, no longer now my sister,

Ib found complotter in the horrid deed "

Dryden & Lee : Oedipus.

*cdm-pl6t'-ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Com-
plot, v.]

A. & B. As pr. pc.r. & particip, adj. : (See
the verb).

" A few lines after, we find them complotting to-
gether, . .

."

—

Pope.

C, As subst. : The act of plotting, planning,
or conspiring together.

* cSm-pldt'-tIng-ly\ adv. [Eng. complotting;
-ly-] By means or in nature of a plot or con-
spiracy.

CSm-plu-ten'-fll-an, a. flat. Complutcnsis,

from Complutum, the nau*a given by the
Romans to Alcala de Heuares, a city on the
Henares in New Castile, or Castille, seventeen
miles E.N.E. of Madrid.] Pertaining to the
place described in the etym. (q.v.).

Complutensian Bible, s. The same as
COMPLUTENSIAN POLYGLOT (q.V.).

Complutensian polyglot, s.

Bibliog. & Bib. Criticism: A polyglot made
by seven scholars under the auspices and at

the expense of Cardinal Ximeues. It was
begun in 1502, and finished in 1517, but was
not actually published till 1522. It consists

of six folio volumes. In the Old Testament,
on the left hand page, are the Hebrew original,

the Latin Vulgate, and the Greek Septuagint

;

and on the right hand page, the Vulgate, the

Septuagint, with Latin translation above, and
the Hebrew, with primitives belonging to that

language on the outer margin. At the lower

part of the page are two columns used for a
Chaldee paraphrase, and a Latin translation.

The Greek Testament, constituting part of the
Complutensian Polyglot, was the first com-
plete edition of that part of Scripture
printed.

ptflli jlllft' fl ttlll, »• [Lat., from compluo am

to rain upon ; com = cum ~ with, together

;

pluo = to rain.]

Arch. : The interval between the roofs of

porticoes, which surround the caveedium.

boil, boy; pout, io\vl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ins.

-clan, -tian = shan. tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion b zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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The rain was admitted through this opening,
and fell upon the area below.

cftm-ply', v.t. & {. [ital. complin = to nil
up, to fulfil ; 8p. complir; Lat. complto = to
fill, to accomplish. The word has undoubtedly
been confused with ply and pliant, but is not
really connected with them. (Skeat.)] [Com-
plete.]

*A. Transitive:

h To fulfil, to satisfy, to accomplish.
" My power cannot comply my promise

;My father's so averse from granting my
Request concerning thee."

Chapman ; Revengefor Honour (1854).

2. To embrace, to bind, to encircle. [In
this case plainly taken as from Lat. complico :

com = cum = together : plica = to weave, to
twist.]

"Witty Ovid by
Whom falre Corinna sits, and doth comply
With yvorie wrists hi* laureat head."

Berrick ; Besperides, p. ML
B. Intransitive:

1. To assent or agree with ; to yield or give
way to ; to consent or conform.

(1) Absolutely.
" He that complies against his will
Is of bis own opinion still

!

"

Budibras.
" Those who were determined to comply with the

Act of Parliament . . . they complied simply to
save their benefice*"— Macaulay : But. Bng., cfi. xiv.

(2) With the prep. with. (For example see
preceding quotation.)

* (3) With the prep. to.

#
2. To be courteous or complaisant (with

prep, toith).

"He did comply with his dug."—Bhakesp. .- Bamlet,

* 3. To correspond, to be adapted or ac-
commodated, to fit.

" He made his wish with his estate comply

;

Joyful to live, yet not afraid to die." Prior.

* oom-ply-ant, a. [Compliant.]

* com-plyce, s. [Complice.]

com ply -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Comply, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Compliant, agreeable.
"But the Commons were In a less complying mood."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng. ch. vi.

C. As subst. : The act of agreeing or assent-
ing ; compliance.

•com-plyn, s. [Compline.]

* com - plysa - en, • com - plysshe, v.t.
[COMPLISH.]

* com po (1), s. & a. [A curtailed form of
composition (q.v.).]

1. Building: An artificial kind of cement
used for covering brickwork.

2. Naut.: The monthly wages paid to a
ship's company.

o6m'-pd (2), s. [A curtailed form of com-
pound (q.v.).] A compound, a mixture, a
combination.

" I wonder whether I'm meant to be a footman or
a groom, or a gamekeeper, or a seedsman. I looks like
a sort of compo of every one on 'era."-Dickens : Pick-
tnck Papers, ch. xii.

oom-pon'-der-ate, v.t. [Lat. compondera-
to weigh together : com = cum = with, to-
gether

; pondero= to weigh, pondus=& weight.]
To weigh together. (Cockeram.)

•com -pone, com-poune, *com-
powne, v.t. & i. [Lat. compono.] [Compose,
Compound, v.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To settle, to calm, to quiet, to compose.
"Oif the external reverence, quhilk thou bearest

nil a man, bee of «ik force, that ft will make thee to
compone thy gesture, and refraine thy tongue "—
Bruce : Eleven Serm. (1691), sig. 8, 2 a.

2. To arrange, to settle.

" We desired his ho. to devise what cardinal should
be moat conveuyent to be sent as legate in that mater
to precede Jointly or severally with your gr. who
jnight have a good pretence for romponyng peace
betwen prtnce«/-Srryp« .- Records; The King1* Am-
bassadors to Wolsey, No. 28.

3. To compose, to indite.
" How Tullius hia rhetorique componeth."

Ootver, Ui. 188.

4. To mix, to combine, to compound.
" That laugh I fals and sothe rompouned."

Chaucer t Bout of Fame, 1,018.

B. Intrans. : To compound, to come to an*
agreement.

•com pone, a. [Compone, v.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Composed, compounded,
made up of.

2, Her. ; [ComponyJ.

* com po ned (Eng.), com pon it (Scotch),
pa. par. or a. [Compone, v.)

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb

B. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The same as Compound, a.
(q.v.).

2. Her. : [Compost].

* com-pon -en cy\ «. [Bng. component ;

-ency.) Composition, structure, nature.
[Compose.]

"What has been observed of the componency of the
lightning. —Warburton : Julians Attempt, bk. 11.

com-pon -ent, a. & s. [Lat. componens, pr.
par. of compono. ) [Compose.]

A. As adj. : Serving to make up a com-
pound body ; composing, constituting.

" The component fluids may be figured as meeting an
amount of friction, . . . which prevents them gliding
over the atoms of the poker. —TyndaU \ Frag, of
Science (8rd ed.). xiii. 400.

* * y. <v

•ff Component Forces

:

Nat PhiL : Forces resolvable into two or
more forces operating together. Their joint
action constitutes a force called the resultant.

B. As substantive

:

X. A constituent part or element.
"A signification different from that which the

components have in their simple state."—Johnson •

Preface to his Dictionary.

2. (PI.) : Component forces (q.v.).

com-po-nent-al, a. [Eng. component; -al.]

Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a component
part, or constituent (G. H. Lewes : Problems
of Life, <£c, i. 90.)

* com pon i tion, * com pon i ti oune,
s. [Compone, v.] A composition or settle-
ment for a debt or injury.

"It wes allegit be the said James that the said
George lord Setoun had . . . maid componitioune for
the gudis spuilyeit frahim w* vtheris persounis, "—Act.
Audit., A. 1401, p. 152.

* com pon I tor, * com pon i tour, s.

[Eng. compon(e), and Lat suffT-itor.J An um-
pire ; one chosen to settle a difference between
others, as having a power of arbitration.

"... to stand, abide, ft underly the consale. sen-
tence, ft deliiierance of . . . Jugis, arbitouris. arbitra-
touiis. ft amiable componitourU, equally chosin betuiz
the saidis parti is."—Act. Audit., A. 1493, p. 178.

com pony, com pone (e as y), a.
[COMPONE, V.}

Her. : An epithet applied to a border, bend,
Ac, composed of a row of squares consisting
of metals and colours.

Compony counter company

:

Her. : Similarly arranged in two rows.

com-pdrt, v.t. & i. [Fr. comporter; Port.
comportar; Ital. comportare, from Lat. com-
porto = to carry together : com = cum = with,
and porto m to carry.]

1 A. Transitive

:

1, Lit. : To bear with, to endure.
" The innlecontented sort,

That never can the present state comport.
But would as often change as they change will."

Daniel.

2. Fig. : To involve, to be connected with,
to concern.

" Or what respects be the negociattug
Matters comporting emperie and state."

Drayton : Moses, his Birth and Miracles, bk. i.

B. Reflexive : To behave, conduct, or bear
one's self.

" It is impossible to imagine how each order of fibre
should comport itself with reference to the other two,
so that their actions may not interfere."—Todd A
Bowman: Physiol. Arutt., vol. J., ch. 11., p. 825.

" At years of discretion, and comport yourself at this
rantipolerate !"—Congrrvc : Way of the World.
* C. Intransitive : (Followed by the prep.

with).

1. To endure, to bear with.

2, To agree, to suit, to correspond.
" How 111 this dulneas doth comport with greatness !

"

Beaumont * Fletcher : The Prophetess.

1 com'-port, s. [Comport, v.] Behaviour,
conduct, bearing, deportment.

"... our comport and conversation in and after it."
—Taylor; Worthy Communicant.

* com port -able, a. [Eng. comport; -able.]
Consistent, suitable

; capable of agreement.

* com port ance, * com -port'- aunce.
s. [Eng. comport; -ance.] Behaviour, con-
duct, manner of bearing, deportment.

"Goodly comportaunce each to other bear© "

Spenser: F.Q., II. 1. 29.

* cdm-pbr-ta'-tion, s, [Lat. comportatio,
from comporto m to carry together : com --= cum
= with, and porto = to carry.) A collection
or assemblage.

"Here is a collection aud comptrtation of AgursW
30
" P' Richardton : On the Old Test. (IBM),

* com-pdr'-te'd, pa. par. or a. [Comport, v.]

' com-pdV-tlng, pr.par., a., & s. [Comport, v.)

A. & B. Aspr. par. <t partieip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : Comportment.

* com-pdrt-ment, *. [Fr. comportement.]
Behaviour, conduct, deportment, bearing.

solemn occasions
her serious and devout comiportment „.

Freeholder.

com-pos, a. [Lat., from com = cum= with,
and potis = able, capable.] Master of. Only
used in the phrase compos mentis = master of
or in one's right mind or senses ; accountable
for one's actions.

* compo'-ysjl, s. [Eng. compose); -al.) The
act of settling, adjusting, or quieting. (Jack-
son.)

com po sant, *. [Corposant.]
"Presently what looked to be a composant . . .

hovered in the blackness on the starboard bow"—
Daily Telegraph, March 7, 198*.

com pose', v.t. & i. [Fr. composer = to com-
Sound, to make, to frame, Ac ; not directly
om Lat. compositum, sup. of compono = to

place together, to frame, but from Lat. com s*

cum = with, and pauso = to stop, to stay to
pause. (Skeat.y]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) To frame, make, or construct by putting
together several parts so as to form one
united mass ; to put together, to make up.

(2) To constitute by forming constituent
parts of a compound mass ; to form a part of.

"It flows over a bed of pebbles, like those which
compose the beach and the surrounding plains."—
Darwin: Voyage round the World (ed. 1870). ch. lr..
p. 177.

(3) To set in order, to arrange, to dispose.
" For soon as I was well composed.
Then came the maid and if was closed."

Cotvper : The Retired Cat.

(4) To dispose, to regulate, to arrange, to
put or make up into any form.
"... more crabbed and hideous ; composing and

dressing it at a looking-glass*, . . ."—BnlUtnd; Sue-
tonius, p. 1M.

2. Figuratively:

(1) To form or make up of several parts
combined.

" Zeal ought to be composed of the highest degrees of
all pious affections. "—Sprnt.

(2) To put together by mental labour ; to
originate

; to be the author of ; to write.
" Yet did my soul the sense compose.

And through your lips my heart did speak."
Carew: An Bymeneal Dialogue,

(3) To dispose, to arrange, to put in a proper
state or disposition.

"The whole army seemed well composed to obtain
that by their swords, which they could not by their
pen. —Clarendon.

* (4) To adjust, arrange, settle, or accommo-
date.

" How in safety best we may
Compose our present evils.* Milton : P. L.. ii. ML
(5) To settle down, to apply to any object

or purpose, by freeing from agitation or any
disturbing influence.

*" We beseech thee to compose her thoughts."Suift.

(6) To calm, soothe, quiet, or tranquillize.
" S01, *" ftt once

' ^y *UIT to compose.
The kings of Greece, an awful band, arose."

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. Til., I ltt-4.

(7) To fashion.

II. Technically:

1. Music : To produce, as a piece of music
by combining notes or sounds according to
the laws of harmony and melody, so aa to
form a harmonious whole.

fete, flit, f&re, amidst, what, fall, lather ; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p«5t,
or, wore, wolX, work, whd, son ; mute, ciib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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2. Printing

:

(1) To place or arrange in proper order, as

the types in the composing-stick.

"The compositor was Mr. Manning, a decent sen-

sible roan, who had composed about one halt of his

[Johnson a] Dictionary, when in Mr. Strahani print-

ing-house. —Buswell : Life of Johnson,

(2) To set up in type (as manuscript).

3. Art: To arrange the component details

of a picture. Often used intransitively, as

when a subject is said to compose well, or badly.

B, Reflexive:

* 1. To dispose, arrange, adjust, or place in

order.

2. To quiet, to calm, to tranquillize, to set

at rest.
" The mind, being thui disquieted, may not be able

easily to compote and settle itself to prayer."—Duppa :

RuU-tfor Devotion,

C. Intransitive:

1. To become calm or tranquillized ; to

settle down.

2. To make up differences, to come to an
agreement.

" If we compote well here."
Shaketp. : Antony <* Cleopatra. li. 2.

3. To practise composition.

Composed', pa. par. & a. [Compose, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

t. Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Literally

:

(1) Put or brought together.

"Sonnets, whose composed rimes."
Shaketp. : Two Gent., ill 1

(2) Compound, compounded, composite,

2. Fig. : Calm, even, tranquil, sedate.
" Why mention other thoughts unmeet
For vision so composed and sweet ?

"

Wordsworth ; The White Doe of Rylstone, L

II. Her. : Arms composed are the addition

by a gentleman to his own armorial bearings
of a portion of those borne by his wife. The
practice is now obsolete, the device of mar-
shalling the arms of one's wife with his own
having rendered its continuance unnecessary.
(Gloss, of Heraldry.)

% Crabb thus discriminates between com-
posed and sedate : " Composed respects the air

and looks externally, and the spirits inter-

nally ; sedate relates to the deportment or car-
riage externally, and the fixedness of the pur-
pose internally : composed is opposed to ruffled

or hurried, sedate to buoyant or volatile."

oom-pos'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. composed; -ly.]

In a composed, quiet, or calm manner

;

quietly. (Clarendon.)

c6m-pos'-ed-ness, s. [Eng. composed;

-7i«55.] The quality or state of being quiet,

tranquil, or calm; tranquillity, quiet.

"The anarchy lasted, with some short intervals of

compotedness, . . ."—Macaitlay: But. Eng., ch. xxiv.

Cdm pos -er, s. [Eng. compose); -er.]

1. Literally

:

* 1. Gen. : One who composes or puts to-

gether ; a maker, an arranger, a framer.

"To be the composers, contrivers, or assistants, in
concluding of any ecclesiastical law."

—

Bithop {Wil-
liams) of Ossory • Right* of Kings (1662), p. «.

2. Specially

:

* (1) An author or compiler of books, &c.

(2) A writer or author of music ; (in a special

sense), an arranger or compiler of music for

pantomimes and similar entertainments.
* (3) In Printing : A compositor.
"The beginning of such a work will be very diffi-

cult, as also the procuring of a sufficient composer and
corrector for the Eastern languages. "—A rchbp. Laud:
To the Vice-chancellor of Oxford (1637).

II. Fig. : One who, or that which, soothes
or calms ; one who adjusts differences.

" Ye murmuring streams that in meanders roll.

The sweet compotert of the pensive soul !

"

Gay : The Fan,

com-pos'-Ing, pr. par., a.. & s. [Compose, v.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective :

W Literally:

1. Forming a constituent part or element of
a compound body.

2. Forming, making, or framing.

H. Fig. : Soothing, calming (applied espe-
cially to medicines).

C. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : The act of forming, making, or

bringing together as a composer.
"... papers of his own composing, . . ."—Gold-

tmith : The Bee, No. v.

2. Fig. : The act of soothing, calming, or

quieting.

composing frame, s.

Printing : The stand on which the printer's

cases rest. (Knight.)

composing machine. s.

Printing : A machine in which type are set

up. [Type-setting Machine.]

composing room, 5. A room or apart-

ment in which anything is composed or put
together ; specially, in printing, the room in

which compositors work.
"... a library of perhaps three hundred volumes,

which seemed to consecrate the room as the poet's

study and composing room . . .
"

—

De Quineey ; Works
(ed. 1B63), voL li., p. 137.

composing rule, s.

Printing : A rule, generally of brass, used
by compositors to facilitate composition. It

is of the length of the line to be composed,
the types being arranged in front of it.

composing stand, s.

Printing : The same as Composing-frame
(q.Y.).

composing stick, s.

Printing : The instrument in which com-
positors arrange the types in lines previous to
their being put on a galley to be made up into

columns or pages. Though called a stick, it

is generally made not of wood, as its name
implies, but of iron, steel, or sometimes of

brass.

cSm-poS'-J-tW, s. pi. [Lat. nomin. pi. fern,

of compositus, the pa. par. of compono = to

put, place, or lay together : com = con, and
pono m to put, to place. It is used here as an
adj. with Lat. plantar (= plants), understood.]

Bot. : An order of plants, founded in 1751 by
Linnaeus, and adopted in 1763 by Adanson.
It contains many plants separated from others

by characters so obvious that it still stands
with essentially the same limits as those as-

signed it in the infancy of botany. Lindley
altered the name of the order to Asteracete.

For its characters see Asterace^b. De Can-
dolle, Lindley, &c., divided it thus—Sub-order
1, Tubuliflorse : Tribe (1) Vernoniacese, (2)

Eupatoriacese, (3)Asteroide«e, (4) Senecioideae,

(5) Cynareae. Sub-order 2, Labiatiflorse : Tribe

(1) Mutisiaceae, (2) Nassauviaceee. Sub-order
3, Liguliflorae : Tribs Cichoraceae. The eight

tribes now mentioned were first properly dis-

criminated by Leasing, who showed that each
had a different stigma.

* com pos it al, * com pos it all, s.

[Eng. composite) ; -al.] Composition.
" Lives central

l

Can frame themselves a right compositall.
While as they sitten soft in the sweet rays
Or vitall vest of the lives generall."

More : On Vie Soui, pt iL, ch. iv., | 9.

com pos ite, a. & 5. [Lat. compositus, pa.

par. of compoTW=to put together, to compose.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ord. Lang. : Made up of several distinct

constituent parts or elements ; compound, not
simple.

II. Technically

:

1. Arch. : [Composite order.]

2. Botany:

(1) Of leaves: The same as Compound (q.v.).

(2) Of inflorescence : The same as Compound
(q.v.).

3. Arith. : A term applied to such numbers
as can be measured exactly by a number
greater than unity, as 10 by 2 or 5 ; 4 is there-

fore the lowest composite number.

4. Ship-building : Constructed partly of
wood and partly of iron ; having an iron frame-
work with a wooden skin.

" Her Majesty's ship Orappler, 4, composite gun
vessel, was insj>ected at Plymouth on Tuesday. "—Daily
Telegraph, Oct. 27, 1881.

5. Rail. : [Composite-carriage.]

B. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Ixtng. : Anything made up or com-
pounded of several elements ; a composition,
a compound, a combination.

composite

column.

IX Technically:

L Comm. : A composite candle.

2, Bot, : (PI. Composites): The English
name given by Lindley to his great order
Asteraceas [Asterace*], which included all

the plants by many other botanists called

Composite (q.v.).

composite arch, s.

Arch. : A pointed or lance arch.

composite candle, s.

Comm. : A candle prepared of a mixture of
tallow and wax.

composite carriage, s.

Rail. : A carriage composed of compart-
ments of different classes.

composite order, s.

Arch. : The last of the five orders of archi-

tecture, so called because it is

a composition of parts of the
other four, having the volutes
of the Ionic, the quarter-round
of the Tuscan and Doric, and
the row of leaves of the Corin-
thian.

composite portraits,
S. pi.

Photog. : Portraits obtained
by combining together several

others. Mr. Francis Galton,
in 1877-8, thus combined from
two to nine such portraits, with
the result of obtaining a normal
one superior to any of those of
which it was composed.

com po si tion, * compo-
sicion, * composycion,
* compositioun, s. [O. Fr.

composicion ; Fr. composition

;

Sp. composicion ; Ital. compo-
sizione, from Lat. compositio, from compositus,
pa. par. of compono.] [Compose.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

J. Literally:

1. The act or process of forming or framing
a compound body by putting together several

parts or elements.

2. The state of being compounded or made
up of several constituent parts or elements.

" The mind of Talbot, as you did mistake
The outward composition of his body."

Shakesp. : 1 Ben. VL, IL S.

3. A mass or compound body formed oi

made up by the putting or bringing together
of several constituent parts or elements ; a
compound, a combination.

"In the time of the Yucas reign of Peru, no composi-
tion was allowed by the laws to be used In point of
medicine, but only simples proper tt> each disease."

—

Temple.

II. Figuratively

:

1. The act or process of making up or con-

structing by the putting together of several

distinct parts.

'•Judging from the example of modern times, we
should infer that the composition oi national annals,
in a continuous form, would precede the composition
of any family history. "—Levis : Cred. Early Bom. /list.

(1855), ch. vi., i 3, voL L, p. 197.

2. That which is constructed by the putting

or bringing together of several distinct parts,

as a composition in literature or music. [B.

5, 9.)
"... and which was admitted, even by the male-

contents, to be an able and plausible composition."—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxili.

"The compositions introduced comprised an Intro-
duction and Allegro . .

."—Athenmum, Feb. 25, 1882.

+ 3. The state of being compounded or com-
bined ; union, conjunction.

* 4. The act of adjusting, regulating, or ar-

ranging ; adjustment, regulation, ordering.

". . . the invention of matter, election of words,

composition of gesture, look, pronunciation, motion,

. , . —Ben Jonton : Dltcoveriet.

* 5. Adjustment, regulation, arrangement,

or settlement of difficulties, &c. [B. 4.]

".
. . going upon composition and agreement amongst

themselves. '—Hooker.

* 6. A compact, agreement, or arrangement

;

the terms on which differences are settled.

" Thei token the possession
After the composicion
Amonge themeelfe.

"

Gower : Con. A., PwL
" Rosse. That now

Bweno, the Norways' king, craves composition;
Nor would we deign him burial of his men
Till he disbursed, at Saint Colme's inch.
Ten thousand dollars to our general use."

Shaketp. : Macbeth, i. %

boll, bo^: poiit, Jovv-l; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem;
-cian, tian m shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun.

thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon. exist, ph U

-tious, -sions -cious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del*
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* 7. Consistency, congruity, accord.

" There is no compositi-m iu these news.
That gives them credit"

Shaketp. : Othello. L 8.

* 8. The constitution, temperament, or dis-
position.

" O, how that name befits my composition.''
Shakesp. ; Richard //., Ii. l_

B. Technically:

1. Arch. : The arrangement of columns,
piers, pilasters, doors, Ac, in a building in
such a manner as to set off the whole to the
best advantage.

2. Art:

(1) The arrangement of different figures in a
picture

"The disposition in a picture is ait assembling ofmany parts ; is also called the composition, . . ."—
Dryden: Dufremoy.

(2) A picture or work of art
3. Law:
(1) Admission to membership in a society.

(Scotch.)

"The composUioun of anegild barges."—Aberd. Reg.

(2) An amicable arrangement of a law suit.

4. Bankruptcy:

(1) The adjustment or satisfaction of a debt
or other obligation by an agreement or com-
promise entered into between the parties.

** Persons who have been once cleared by composi-
tion -with their creditors, or bankruptcy, and after-
wards become bankrupts again, unless they pay full
fifteen shillings in the pound, are only thereby in-
demnified as to the confinement of their bodies "—
Sir W. Rlackstone.

(2) The money or other consideration paid
by way of such adjustment or satisfaction.

5. Grammar:
(1) The act or art of arranging words, sen-

tences, and ideas, so as to produce a literary
piece.

(2) The words, sentences, and ideas so
arranged.

"-
. .and as they were a practical business-like

people, it is equally natural that their earliest prose
composition should have been the report of a speech
delivered in the Senate."—Lewi*; Cred. Early Rom,
But. (1855), ch. vL, 5 1, voL L, p. 180.

(3) The act of forming compound words.

* 6. Logic : A synthetical mode of investi-
gation or exposition.

7. Building: An artificial kind of cement
used for covering brickwork. [Compo.]

8. Printing : The setting up of type.

9. Music:

(1) The art of composing music, guided by
scientific rules.

(2) A piece of music, for voices or instru-
ments, or a combination of both effects, con-
structed according to the rules of art. [A.
II. 2.]

L

(3) A mechanical arrangement on the organ
by which certain combinations of stops may
be employed or not, at the wish of the per-
former, upon his opening or closing a valve, or
by using a pedal which acts upon the sliders.
(Stainer & Barrett.)

10. Bot. : A term used by Lindley as synon-
ymous with ramification. He applies it to
the branching of stems of the veins of leaves
Ac.

IT (1) Composition of motion : Various mo-
tions acting in a combined manner, so as to
form a motion compounded of the action of
each.

(2) Composition of proportion

:

Math. : The substitution in a series of four
proportionals of the sum of the first and
econd for the first, and of the third and
fourth for the fourth : thus if a : b : : c : d,
then by composition, a + b:b::c + d:d.

(3) Composition of ratios: [Compound ratio.]

(4) Composition of tithes : An agreement
made between the owuer of lands and the
parson or vicar, with the consent of the
ordinary and patron, that such lands should
for the future be discharged from payment of
tithes because of some land or other real
equivalent given for them to the parson. It
being believed that the church lost by such
compositions, the 13 Eliz. c. 10 rendered the
practice illegal. But 2 & 3 Wm. IV. e. 100
made all compositions of tithes which had
been made or confirmed by a court of equity
legal and binding.

(5) Composition of velocities : Forces acting
together in the same direction to produce a
certain velocity in the body on which they

act. They are to one another in the same
ratio as the velocities which they communicate
to the same body. (Ganot.)

(b') Deeds of composition : Deeds relating to
the debts of a bankrupt and the acceptances
by the creditors of a greater or less portion of
their claim in lieu of the whole.

composition candle, $. [Composite
Candle.]

composition cloth, s. A waterproof
material made from long flax.

composition metal, s. a kind of
brass, composed of copper, zinc, Ac, used
for the sheathing of ships.

* composition-money, s. The same as
Composition, B. 3 (2).

"
• - and the countye of Lougfoorde M7, which in

the whole make 5267 plowlandes, of which the com-
position nionye will amounte likewise to five thou-
sand, . . ."—Spenser: State of Ireland.

* compos -i-tive, a. [Lat. comvositivus,
from compositus, pa. par. of compono'.] [Com-
pose.]

1. Having the power or quality of com-
pounding or combining.

2. Compounded, combined.

compos i-tor, * com pos -i-tur, s.

[Lat., from compositus, pa. par. of compono.]
[Compose.

]

*L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : One who composes or frames
things.

2. Fig. : One who adjusts, arranges, or ac-
commodates differences, Ac.

" As gud nychtbur.
And as freyndsome compositor."

Barbour : Bruce, L 88.

IX Printing: A workman who ranges and
adjusts the types in the composing-stick,
and prepares them in page and forme for
printing.

t com pos -i-tous, a. [Lat. compositus, pa.
par. of compono.] Belonging to the Composite.

"... the difference between the outer and inner
flowers in some Compositous and Umbelliferous
plants. -DaruHn : Origin qf Species (ed. 1858), ch. i,

* compos -i-tiire, s. [Low Lat. composUura,
from Lat. compositus, pa. par. of compono ]

[Compose.]

1. The act of composing, framing, or putting
together.

2. A composition, compound, or combina-
tion.

* com-pos'-Ive, a. [Eng. compose, and suff.
•ive.] Composing, soothing, quieting.

* com pos ses -sor, a. [Pref. com = with,
together; and Eng. possessor (q.v.).] A joint
possessor or owner. (Sherwood.)

* cdm-pds-Sl-biT-I-ty, s. [Eng. compossU
ble ; -ity.] The quality or state of being corn-
possible

; possibility of co-existence. (Scott.)

* compos -sl-ble, a. [Pref. com = with,
together; and Eng. possible (q.v.).] Capable
or admitting of co-existence with another.

". . . an intelligent, compossible, consistent thing
and not define it by repugnancies."—ChiMngworth

:

Ret. of Prat., vi, f 7.

COtn'-p5st, a. A 5. [O. Fr. compost ; Ital. com-
posto, from I^at. compositum = a compound,
neut. of compositus, pa. par. of compono.]
[Compose.]

* A. As adj. : Compounded, compound.
" In every thing compost

Each part of th' essence its centreity
Keeps to Itself, . . ."

More .- Song of the Soul, pt ii., bk. ill., ch. Ii

B. As substantive

:

*L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A mixture, combination, or com-
pound of any kind.

" Compote* and confltes."*—Babees Roke, p. 121.

2. Fig. : A compound or mixture, a com-
bination.

". . . compost of more bitter than sweet . .
."—

Hammond: Works, voL iv., p. 534.

II. Farming: A mixture or compound of
various substances to be used as manure for
enriching the ground.

'* Avoid what Is to come,
And do not spread the compost on the weeds
To make them ranker." Shakesp. .- Samlet, lii. 4,

t oom' -post, v.t. [Compost, s.] To treat with
compost, to manure, to plaster.

_!'?? • \'ofkwmp to compost the •arth, water,mint turneth into fleJd.mint."-B-icoi» „• Nat But.

* com pos -ted, pa, par. or a. [Compost, v.]

t com'-post-ing, s. [Compost, v.] The act
or process of manuring land.

* COm-poV-tiire, s. [Lat. compostnra, from
compositus, pa. par. of compono.] [Compose.]

1. Composition, formation, nature.

2. Compost, manure.
"A composture stol'n from general excrement."—

Shaktsp. : Timon, iv. 8,

t-COm-pSs'-u-ist, s. [Eng. compose; u con-
nective, and suff. -ist.] A composer. (Nuttall.)

com-pos lire, s, [Eng. compose; -ure; cf.

composture.]

*L Literally:

1. The act or process of composing or con-
structing.

2. That which is composed or constructed
;

a compound or combination.

IX Figuratively:

*1. The act or process of arranging, ad-
justing, or putting together.

*2. The state of being arranged or put
together.

. 'll V Ff*1 * composure of letters, such a word, is
intended to signify such a certain thing."—Bolder
On Elements qf Speech.

*3. The act or process of composing or in-
diting.

* 4. A piece written or composed : a com-
position.

"But with a respect to the present age, nothing
more conduces to make these composures natural.
. . . —Pope: Pastorals; Discourse.

*o. The form arising from a disposition or
arrangement of the several parts.

" In composure of his face,
Uv'd a fair but manly grace." Crathaw.

*6. A natural disposition, frame, or tem-
perament.

". . . a kind of congenial composure, . . '—Wotton.
* 7. Adjustment, condition, state.
"'.

. . the outward form and composure of the
body. —Duppa.
*8. An agreement, composition, arrange-

ment, or settlement of differences.
" That all may see, who hate us. how we seek
Peace and composure, . . .

Milton : P. L., vi. 558.

9. Tranquillity, calmness, sedateness, quiet
of mind.

Bui. Eng^ct ?* "** """P *™"-"**"** »

IT For the difference between composure and
sedateness, see Composed.

* com pot, s. [Fr. compot.] An almanack or
calendar. [Compotus.]

* compo ta' tion, s. [Lat. compotatio, from
com = cum = with ; potatio = a drinking

; poto
= to drink.] The act of drinking together;
a symposium.

"Bharpe, In hfs 'History of the Kings of England,"
says:— Our ancestors were formerly famous for com-
potation: their liquor was ale. and on* method of
amuslngthemselvesintbisway was the peg-tankard.'"
—Longfellow : Golden Legend (Note).

* c6m'-pd-ta-tdr, s. [Lat ] One who drinks
in company with another.

"I shall yet think it a diminution to my happiness,
to miss of half our companions and compotators of
syllabub."*—Pope.- Lettr. to Mr. Knight.

* com pote, s. [Fr. compote.] A preparation
of fruit boiled in syrup.

* com-pof-or, s. The same as Compotator
(q.v.), of which it is a contracted form.

* com pot- us, s. [Lat., from computo — to
count, to calculate.] An almanack, a calendar,
an inventory. [Compot.]

com - pound ,
* com - ponen, * com -

ponnen, * com - powne, v.t A t. [Lat.
compono, from com = cum = with, and pono =
to place; Ital. componere; Sp. componer; Port
compor. The d is excrescent. (Skeat.)]

A. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) To form or make up into one mass by
the combination of several constituent parts
or elements.

lite, lSt, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, otto, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, n, ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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"Whosoever compoundeth any like it. or wbomt-
«t«t putteth any of it ui>oq a strauger, shall even be
cut off from his people."—Exod. xxx. 83,

(2) To combine, to mix up several ingre-

dients.

(8) To mix (followed by the prep. with).
" Compaunled It wiVi dust, w here' a 'tis kin."

Skakesp. ; Bamlet, It. 2.

(4) To compose, to form a constituent part
or element of.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To combine, to mingle, or to associate
together, to blend.

". . . and compounding all the materials of fury,
havoc, and desolation, into one black cloud, . . ."

—

Burke : Speech on the Case of the Itahob of Arcot.

(2) To compose, to make up, to form.
•* To have his pomp, and all what state compounds.
But only painted, like his varalah'd friends."

Shakesp. : Timm, It. 2.

(3) To arrange, to adjust, to settle, as
differences, &c.

*' I pray, my lords, let me compound this strife."

Shaketp. : a Hen. 17., U. 1.

* (4) To write, to compile, to be author of.

"Luclan's attempt In compounding his new dia-

logue."—Burd.: Manner of Writing Dialogues, Pref.

(5) To compromise, to excuse, to make a
composition for. [A. II. 2 (1).]

" Compound for slut they are iiiclin'd to.

By damning those they hare do mind to."
Butler ; Budibrat, c. L. pt. 1., 1. 215-16.

IL Technically :

1. Gram, : To form into one word by com-
bination of two or more.

2. Law:
(1) To discharge or satisfy, as a debt or

obligation by the payment of a less sum than
is strictly due ; to make or accept a composi-
tion for. [Composition, B. 3.]

" Shall I, ye gods ! he cries, my debts compound t
*

Qay.

f2) To com/pound a felony : To forbear prose-

cution for any consideration. It was formerly
held to make the person compounding an
accessory ; now it is punishable by fine and
Imprisonment. By 7 & 8 Geo. Iv. c. 29, to
advertise a reward for stolen goods, or print

such an advertisement furnished by another,
subjects one to a penalty of £*j0. One who
prosecutes on account of a wrong done to

himself can withdraw from the prosecution.
[Theft-bote. ]

(3) To compound an information : The
offence of revealing a crime and commencing
a prosecution against the offender, not with
the intention of going on but to be paid, or in

popular phrase be "squared," for desisting.

This is a punishable offence. (BMckstone

:

Comment, bk. iv., ch. 10.) A penal action by
a common informer cannot be compounded
except by leave of the court.

B. Intransitive

:

X. Ordinary Language :

* 1. To come to terms by abatements on
both sides ; to agree.

" Paracelsus and his admirers have compounded
with the GaleniBts, . . ."—Sir W. Tempi*.

* 2. To bargain, to make terms or arrange-
ments ; especially, at the Universities, to
compound for fees by paying down a lump
sum.

"Here 's a fellow will help you to-morrow: com-
pound with him by the year."—Shakesp. ; Meas. for
Meat., Iv. 2.

3. To settle by a compromise ; to discharge
or satisfy an obligation by compromise or
mutual arrangement.

* 4. To determine, to agree or decide.

"We here deliver.
Subscribed by the consuls and patricians.
Together with the seal o' th' senate, what
We have compounded on."

Shakesp. : Cartel., V. 5.

5. To give out, to fail (as a horse in a race).
{Slang.)

IL Technically

:

1. Law : To discharge or satisfy a debt or
obligation by the payment of a sum agreed
upon which is less than is strictly due (fol-

lowed by for before the debt or obligation
compounded, aud with before the persons
with whom the composition is made).

2. Med. : To mix up drugs according to the
prescription of a physician.

T[ Crabb thus discriminates between to com-
pound and to compose: "Compound is used
only in the physical sense ; compose in the
proper or moral sense : words are compounded

by making two or more into one ; sentences
we composed by putting words together so as
to make sense." (firabb : Eng. Synan.)

com -pound (1), a. k s. [Compound, v.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ord. Lang. : Composed or compounded of
two or more elements, parts, or ingredients :

composite, not simple.

H, Bot. ; Composed of or divided into two
or more others. [Compound flower, Com-
pound leaf, &c]
B. As subst. : Any thing which is composed

or compounded of two or more elements, parts,

or ingredients ; the result of composition ; a
combination.

". . . and the secondary compounds are found to be
excreted from the system by means of particular
organs."—Todd & Bowman; Physiol. Attat., voL 1-,

ch. L, p. 46.

If Crabb thus discriminates between com-
pound and complex: "The compound consists
of similar and whole bodies put together ; the
complex consists of various parts linked to-

gether : adhesion is sufficient to constitute a
compound ; involution is necessary for the
complex." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

compound acids, s. pi
Chem. : Colligated acids.

compound addition, s. [Addition.]

compound animal, s. An animal
which, originally simple, develops into a few
or many others, which retain physical con-
nection with the parent instead of being sooner
or later detached in the normal way. A loose
expression for the Polyzoa and some of the
Tunicata.

" Our conception of a compound animal, where in
some respect* the individuality of each is not com.
pleted."—Darwin : Voyage Round the World (ed. 1870),
ch. ix., p. 203.

compound arch, s.

Arch. : An arch which has the archivolt
moulded or formed iuto a series of square re-

cesses and angles, and practically consisting of
a number of concentric archways successively
placed within and behind each other.

compound ascidians, *. pi
Zool. : A division of Ascidians in which the

structure is essentially that of the solitary
ascidians, except that the viscera are some-
what differently disposed, the cavity being
longer and narrower, and the entire animal,
when viewed singly, more vermiform, (Owen.)

compound axle, s.

Mech. : One consisting of two parts joined
bv a sleeve or other locking device. [Axle.]
(Knight.)

compound battery, *.

Elect. : A Voltaic battery, consisting of
several pairs of plates, which develop a
cumulative effect. [Galvanic Battery.]
(Knight.)

t compound corymb, *.

Bot. (Of inflorescence) : The same as Fascicle
(q.v.).

compound division, s. [Division.]

compound eyes, a. pi.

1. Entom. : Two large eyes possessed by in-

sects, besides which they
may also have simple eyes,
as may be seen in the bee,
&c. The compound eyes
consist of numerous hexa-
gonal faeets. the lenses of
which combine the cliarac-

ters of both crystalline facets of the eye
and vitreous humours. of a fly.
The house-fly has 4,000
such facets; the dragon-fly 12,000; and the
little Mordella beetles 25,000.

2. Zool. : The higher Crustacea have eyes
somewhat resembling those of insects.

compound flowers, s. pi.

1. Gen. : Any kind of inflorescence in
which there are florets surrounded by an
involucre.

2. Spec, : The flower heads of Composite.
They are small flowers collected into a head,
fixed in a depressed axis, and surrounded by
an involucre of floral leaves or bracts. To
the unbotanical eye, some of them, the daisy

for instance, look like simple flowers, but
what are taken for the white or pink-tipped
white petals are the florets of the ray, and

COMPOUND FLOWER,

3. Floret from disk.
from ray. 4. Style.

t. Flore*

what are held to be the stamens and pistils

are the florets of the disk. [Composite.]

compound fraction, s. [Fraction.)

compound fracture, *.

Surgery

:

1. A fracture in which a bone is broken in

more parts than one, or in which two bones
joined together, as, for instance, the radius
and the ulna, are both broken.

2. A fracture in which the external integu-

ments are penetrated by the end of the frac-

tured bone, as distinguished from one in which
the bone only is broken, the surrounding parts
sustaining no injury.

compound householder, s.

Law, Suffrage, &c. : A householder whose
landlord by agreement pays the rates for him,
under the Small Tenements Act of 1851.

Under the Reform Act of 1867, agreat diversity
of opinion existed on the subject. It was de-

cided that the compound householder should
not have a vote ; but by Goschen's Rating
Assessment Act of 1869, a vote was conferred
on him.

compound interest, *. [Interest.)

compound intervals, s. pi.

Music : Intervals greater than an octave, as
opposed to simple intervals, which are less

than an octave.

compound larceny, .•.

Law : 8n«* as has all the properties of
simple larceny, but is accompanied with
either one or both of the aggravations of a
taking from one's house or person. (Black-

stone: Comment., bk. iv., ch. 17.)

compound leaf, s.

Botany

:

1. A leaf in which the petiole branches, each
branch terminating iu a perfect leaf, generally

called a leaflet

2. A leaf, the divisions of which are articu-

lated with the petiole. This latter definition

is by many considered better than the former

one, as with it simple and compound leaves

rarely exist in the same natural assemblage,

while if definition 1 be adopted they often do.

If definition 1 be adopted the leaf of the
orange is a winged simple leaf, but if 2 be pre-

ferred it is, as theoretically it ought to be, a
compound one.

compound membranes, s. pi. (For
definition see extract.)

"Under the title compound membranes we include
those expansions which form the external Integument
of the body aud are continued into the various in
ternal passage which, by their Involutions, contribute
to form the various secreting organs or glands . . .

they constitute the skin and mucous membranes, with
the various glandular organs which open upon their
surface. Hairs and nails, being hardened cuticle, are
Justly regarded as appendages to the former."—Todd A
Bowman : Physiol. Anat., voL L, ch. i., p. 47.

compound microscope, s.

Micros. : A microscope made up of a com-
bination of lenses arranged in a tube. [Micro-
scope.]

boll, boy; poTit, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -InR,
-clan, -tian = shaxu -tion, -slon = shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun. -tious, sious, -cious s» shus. -ble, -die, &c. m bel, del.
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compound motion, s. [Motion.]

compound numbers, s, pi.

Algebra: Such numbers as can be divided
by some other number besides unity without
leaving a remainder, as 12, which can be divided
by 2, 3, 4, and 6.

compound pier, $. A clustered column.

compound polype, s.

Zool. : A polype consisting of a multitude
of individuals associated together into a
single organism, what may he called the
young, produced by gemmation, remaining
adherent to the parent, very much as branches
remain connected with the trunk of the tree
which sent them forth. The Sertularise, the
Flustrse, the Corals which form reefs, tec, be-
long to this division of zoophytes. (Owen,
£c.)

compound quantities, s. pi.

1. Algebra : Such quantities as are joined
by the signs + or — , or are expressed by
more lettere than one.

2. Arith. : Quantities consisting of more
denominations than one, as pounds, shillings,
and pence ; pounds, ounces, Ac., whence the
several operations of division, subtraction,
tec, of such quantities are known as compound
division, compound subtraction, tec.

compound radical, s.

Chem. : A radical which operates as if it

were but single, while analysis shows it to be
really composed of two. Example, Cyanogen.

compound rail, s.

Engin. : A rail made of several portions
with a longitudinal joint, avoiding the trans-
verse joint across the rail whereby the jarring
is occasioned ; a continuous rail. Also applied
to several forms of raits which consist of a
number of portions bolted or keyed together.
(Knight.)

compound ratio, 5. The ratio of the
product of the antecedents of two or more
ratios to the product of the consequents :

thus if 3 : 6 : : 4 : 12, then 12 : 72 is the com-
pound ratio.

compound rest, s.

Mech. : The tool-carrier of an engine-lathe,
moved longitudinally (along the work) by the
leading-screw, actuated by the feed ; and
transversely (to or from the work), by its own
feed-screw. (Knight.)

compound screw, s.

Mech. : Two or more screws on the same
axis. When the pitch of the respective
screws varies, it forms a differential screw

;

when they run in different directions, it is a
right and left screw.

compound spike, .

Bot. (Of inflorescence): A spike consisting
of small secondary spikelets.

compound spirits, .•. pi. Rectified
spirits to which lias been added one or more
flavouring ingredients. They are called also
compounds. The chief compounds are gin,
British brandy, and British rum. Cordials
and liqueurs, such as curaQC*, lovage, cherry
brandy, Noyeau, rum shrub, tec, are also de-
nominated compounds. These are prepared
by adding to clean rectified spirit various
essences or oils, and sweetening with sugar or
syrup. Sweetened compounds usually contain
from 20 to 35 per cent, of proof spirit. (W.
Harkness, F.C.S.)

compound steam-engine, .

Mech. : A form of steam-engine originally
patented by Hornblower in 1781, in which
steam at a relatively greater pressure was
allowed to expand in a small cylinder, and
theu, escaping into a larger cylinder, to ex-
pand itself against a larger piston. Compound
engines are of two classes, which may be
called combined and independent compound
engines. The former are those in which the
cylinders are near each other, and the pistons
commence their respective strokes simultane-
ously or nearly so, the steam expanding from
one cylinder direct to the other through as
small a passage as convenient. To this class
belong most land engines, and the compound
marine with cranks at about 130°. (Knight.)

compound stops, a. pi.

Music : Organ stops having more than one
rank of pipes. (Stainer <t Barrett.)

compound times, s. pi.

Music: Times in which the bar is divided into
two or more groups of notes, e.g., f, which
consists of two groups of three notes ; J. which
consists of three groups of three notes, &c.
Compound times are classified as duple or
triple, according to the number of groups in
each bar, not according to the number of
notes in each group ; e.g., f is a duple time,
* a triple time, y (four groups of three) a
duple time. &c. The principal accent falls on
the first note in each bar, and a subordinate
accent on the first note of each group.

compound umbel, .

Bot. (Of inflorescence): A kind of inflores-

cence in which the umbel divides into two or
more smaller umbels, as in Heracleum. The
umbel thus dividing is called the universal
one, and the others the partial umbels.

compound word, I.

Gram. : A word composed of two or more
words, according to certain rules.

com'-pound (2), s. [Etym. doubtful ; a cor-
ruption of Port, campanha = a yard, a court,
or, more probably, of Malay campong — an in-

closure.] A term applied in India to the yard
or enclosed space surrounding a dwelling.

t com-pound'-a-ble, a. [Eng. compound

;

-able.] Capableor admitting of being com-
pounded.

" A penalty . . . compoundabl* for m term of im-
prisonment. — Dickens: Cncom, Traveller, ch. xii.

{Davie*.)

Coni-poHnd'-ed, pa. par. or o. [Compound, t\]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adj. : Compound, composite.

com p6~und'-er, s. [Eng. compound; -er.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who compounds in any
of the ordinary senses of the verb.

IL Technically:

1. Polit. : A compound householder.

2. Law : One who compounds a felony.

3. Med. : One who compounds drugs accord-
ing to a prescription.

4. Univ. : One who paid more than the
ordinary fees for his degrees.

" Fitzjaines, Dean of Wells, was adorned with the
degTee of B. A., weariug then the gown and habit of a
compounder ; that is, one who compounds, or nays
double or treble fees for his degree, which la usually
done by rich dignitaries."— Wood : Fa>H, an. 1M4.

5. Eng. Hist. : A Jacobite who, though
wishing to bring back James II., yet desired
to "compound,' or make an arrangement
with him as to the conditions on which he
was to be restored to the throne.

" The Jacobite party had, from the first, been
divided Into two sections, which, three or four years
after the revolution, began to be known as the Com-
poundertAua the Noncoiupounders."—Macaulay : Bitt.

Eng., ch. il

com pound -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Com-
pound, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. d> particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

L Ordinary language:

1. Literally

:

(1) The act or process of forming into a
mass, by combination or mixture.

radiation and alnorption were considered and experi-
mentally illustrated."—T
ed.), vtiC 18, p. 214.

-Tyndatt : Frag, of Science (Srd

(2) The act or state of composing or forming
one of the constituent parts or elements of a
compound body.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) The act of adjusting or arranging diffi-

culties.

(2) The act of entering into an agreement
or compromise.

lX Technically:

1. Grammar: The act of forming one word
by the combination of two or more.

2. Law:
(1) The act of compromising or making a

composition for debts, tec.

(2) The act of receiving a consideration to
forbear prosecuting in a case of felony.

3. Med. : The act or practice of mixing drugs
according to a prescription.

" com-poun -dress, s. [Eng, compounder

;

fern. suff. -tss.] A female compounder or
adjuster.

" To be the arbitratrlx and compoundrest of quar-
relL"—Howell: Vocal Forest, p. ».

"com poun'e, *com-powne, v.

pone, Compound, v.]

[Com-

" Dyuerae membris compounen a body."
Chaucer I Boethius, p. M.

* com-powned ,
* com-pown-et, pa. par.

or a. [Cohpone, Compound, v.]

com pra-dor\ $. [Port. = a buyer.] A
native trading manager for European mer-
chants or residents in China ; an agent.

* com praise, * com-prase, v. t. [Pref.

com = with, together, and Eng. praise (q.v.).}
To estimate, to value.

" And In thar mynd comprasyt hys kyn."
Douglas; VirgfL

* com-pre-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. comprecatio,
from comprecor : a>m = cum = with, together

;

precor = to pray.] A prayer or praying with
others ; united prayer.

" Next to deprecation against evil may succeed com-
preeation tor that which is good-"—Bp. Wilkini ; Dim-
course on Prayer, ch. 17.

comprehend, * com pre hende, v.U
te i. [Lat. comprehendo; from com = cum **

together, and prehendo = to seize, to grasp

;

Fr. comprendre; Ital. comprendere; Sp. com-
prender ; Port, comprehender.] [Apprehend.]
A* Transitive

:

L Literally ;

* 1. To grasp, to seize.
" For heauen he measureth wyth his spanne, and the

whole worlde he comprehendeth under his thre fin-
gers."—Bale : Image, pt. i.

2. To include.
" The more liberal the terms of comprehension, the

greater was the alarm of every separatist who knew
that he could, in no case, be comprehended.'—Macau-
tap; BUt. Eng.. ch. xi.

IX Figuratively:

1. To contain, to comprise, to include, to
Imply.

" The virtues required in the heroic poem . . . at*
comprehended all in this one word. Discretion."—
Bobbes : Virtues of an Heroic Poem,

2. To grasp or seize in the mind, to appre-
hend, to understand, to imagine.

B. Intrans. : To understand, to apprehend,
to grasp or contain with the understanding ; to
imagine.

" Of thingee that ben made more suhtllly
Than they can in hir lewednesse comprehend.^

Chaucer; C. T.. Ift.MT.

IT For the difference between to comprehend
and to comprise, see Comprise ; for that be-
tween comprehend and conceive, see Conceive.

com pre hend-ed, pa. par or a. [Compre-
hend, v.]

comprehend -er, *. [Eng. comprehend;
-er.] One who comprehends or grasps in the
mind. (Cndworth.)

com pre hend -Ing, pr.par., a., te s. [Com-
prehend, v.]

A. A B. As pr. par. d> particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of grasping
or seizing with the understanding.

t c6m pre hen si bil -I-ty, s. [Eng. com-
prehensible ; -ity.] The quality or state of
being comprehensible.

com pre hen si ble, * com pre hen -

sy-ble, 0, [Fr. comprehensible; from Lat.
comprehensibilis, from comprehensus, pa. par.

of comprehendo.]

I. Lit. : Cajable of being grasped, contained,
included, or bounded in.

" He Is not comprehentyble nor circumscribed ne>

where."—Sir T. More; Workes, p. 131.

H. Figuratively :

1. Capable of being included, implied, or
comprised.

2. Capable of being comprehended or
grasped in the mind ; intelligible.

* cdm-pr£-hen'-si-ble-ness, a. [Eng. com-

prehensible ; 'uess.] The quality of being com-
prehensible ; comprehensibility. (More.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t,

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce -- e ; ey _ a. qu kw.
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•o6m-prS-hen'-sI-W^f adv. [Eng. compre-

hensib(le) ; -ly.]

1. Id a comprehensible or intelligible man-
ner ; so as to be comprehended or understood.

2. Comprehensively, with wide significance ;

significantly.
" The words wisdom and righteous are commonly

used very comprehensibly, so as to signify all religion
and virtue."— Tillotson,

com pre hen sion, s. [Lat. comprehensio,

from compreliensus, pa. par. of comprehendo =
to comprehend (q.v.).]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

•1, The act ofgrasping, seizing, or containing.

2. Inclusion, the act of comprising.

"Not a single proposition tending to a Comprehen-
sion had been even discussed."—Macautay : Bist. Eng,,

ch. xiv.

"The same considerations which had induced Not-
tingham to support a comprehension made comprehen-
sion an object of dread and aversion to a large body
. . ."

—

Alaraitliiy : Hist, Eng., ch. xi.

* 3. A summary, epitome, or collection.

"Though not a catalogue . . . a comprehension of

them."—ChUlingworth.

H. Figuratively:

1. The act or process of* grasping or seizing

with the understanding.

2. That faculty by which ideas are grasped
or seized with the understanding; intelligence,

capacity of intellect

B. Technically

:

1. Logic : Those attributes which make up
the notion expressed by a general term.

2. Rhet, : A figure of speech by which a
part is put for the whole, the whole for a part,

or a definite number for an indefinite.

•ff Comprehension Scheme

:

His}. : A scheme for comprehending within
ths English Church the Puritan as well as the
Anglican party. An effort was made in

this direction in 1689. A bill for altering

some points in the liturgy to which exception
was taken by the Nonconformists passed the
House of Lords in 1689. But Convocation,
when summoned at the instance of the House
of Commons to discuss the scheme, ended by
rejecting it. An attempt of the same kind
made in Scotland in 1678 had been equally
unsuccessful.

o6m pre hen sive, a. [Fr. comprthensif,

as if from a Lat. comprehensivus, from compre-
hens us, pa. par. of comprehendo.]

1. Extending widely ; including or compre-
hending many things ; extensive, wide, com-
pendious.

'* Reverend and wise, whose comprehensive view
At once the present ami the future knew."

Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. xxiv„ L 618-19.

2. Having the power of grasping many
things with the understanding ; quick, acute,
sharp of intellect.

"In truth, he united all the qualities of a great
Judge, an intellect a/mprehensive, quick and acute,
. . r—Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., ch. xx.

*fl Crabb thus discriminates between com-
prehensive and extensive : " Comprehensive re-

spects quantity, extensive regards space : that
is comprehensive that comprehends much, that
is extensive that extends into a wide field : a
comprehensive view of a subject includes all

branches of it ; an extensive view of a subject
enters into minute details : the comprehensive
Is associated with the concise ; the extensive

with the diffuse : It requires a capacious mind
to take a comprehensive survey of any subject

;

It is possible for a superficial thinker to enter
very extoisively into some parts, while ho
passes over others. Comprehensive is employed
only with regard to intellectual objects ; exten-

sive is used both in the proper or the improper
sense: the signification of a word is compre-
hensive, or the powers of the mind are com-
prehensive : a plain is extensive, or a field of
inquiry is extensive." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

0©m pre hen sive ly\ adv. [Eng. compre-
hensive; -ly.] In a comprehensive manner;
widely, extensively, compendiously.

" The law itself, comprehensively taken."— Goodwin

;

Works, voL ill., pt. L, p. ».

com pre hen sive ness, ». [Eng. compre-
hensive; -ness.] The quality of being com-
prehensive.

1. Variety.
" Compare the heaaty and comprehensivenest of

legend; on ancient coins."—Addison : On Ancient
Medals.

2. Extent, wideuess of range and signifi-

cance.

* com pre hen -sor, s. [Lat., from compre-

hensus, pa. par. of comprehendo.]

Old Divinity : One who is proficient, or who
has attained to a full and perfect knowledge
of the truth.

thou art yet a traveller, they [the saints In

* com-prend', v. [See def.] An old variant
of comprehend (q.v.). (Chaucer.)

* cSm'-prSs-b^-ter, s. [Pref. com m with,
together, and Eng. presbyter (q.v.).] One
who is joined or associated with others in

office as a presbyter ; a fellow-priest.
" Cyprian in many places . . . speaking of presbyters,

calls them his compresby'ten."—Milton : Of Reformat
(ion, bk. I

* cdm-prSft-b^-ter'-J-al, a. [Eng. compres-
byter ; -ial.] Of or pertaining to a compres-
byter ; common to any priest with others.

com press , v.t. [From Low Lat. compressor
oppress : com = cum = with, and presso = to
press, from pressus, pa. par. of premo = to
press. Or from pref. com = with, together,
and Eng. press (q.v.) (Skeat). Sp. comprimir;
Ital. compnmere.]

L Lit. : To squeeze or press together ma-
terial things ; to force, press, or drive into a
narrow compass ; to bring within smaller
limits.

II. Figuratively:

1. To reduce or bring within narrower
limits, to narrow, (Of immaterial things.)

" And his whole figure breathed intelligence
Time had comprets'd the freshness of his cheek
Into a narrower circle of deep red."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. L
*2. Tb have carnal intercourse with, to

embrace.
* 3. To restrain, to keep down.

" The adverse winds in leathern bags he brae'd,
Cowprets'd their force, . . .

Pope: Bomer's Odyssey, bit x., L 19, 20.

4. To reduce within narrower limits, to
abridge, to make concise. (Applied to lan-
guage, writings, &c.)

"The same strength of expression, though more
compressed, runs through his historical harangues.
. .

.''—Melmoth : Pliny, bk. L, Let 18.

• 5. To reduce.
" Compress the sum,into its solid worth.*

Cowper ; Conversation, 24.

C(Sm -press, *. [Ft. compresse.]

1. Surg. : A pad of folded soft linen, used
with a bandage to preserve a due pressure on
a wound.

"I applied an Interclpient about the ankle and
upper part of the foot, and by compress and bandage
dressed it up."

—

Wiseman.

2. Mach. : A machine for re-pressing cotton
bales.

com pressed , com-prest, pa. par. or a.

[Compress, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. J.f adjective:

I. Ord. Lang. : Pressed together, condensed,
narrowed.

IL Bot. (Of a seed) : Flattened lengthwise,
as distinguished from depressed, which means
flattened vertically. The legume of the garden
pea is compressed.

compressed air, a. & ».

Compressed-air Engine

:

Mech. : An engine driven by the elastic force

of compressed air. Its construction is usually
like that of a steam-engine, the force of the
expanding air being exerted against a piston

in a cylinder. (Knight.)

c6m-preVsI-blr-I-t& s. [Eng. compressi-

ble; -ity.]

1, Ord. Lang. : The quality or condition of
being compressible ; capability of compression.

2. Nat. Phil. : The property in virtue of
which the volume of a body may be diminished
by pressure. It is produced by its porosity.

The most compressible bodies are gases, which
may be reduced in this way to 10, 20, or even
100 times as little space as they previously
occupied. If, however, very great pressure be
applied, the tendency is for the gas to become
fluid. Liquids were long thought to be incom-
pressible, which is not accurate. Solids vary
greatly in compressibility ; india-rubber, cork,

ivory balls, Ac. , are very compressible. ((Janot.)

cdm-pres'-sl-ble, a. [Fr. compressible.]

Capable of being compressed or forced into a
narrower compass, or within narrower limits ;

admitting of compression.
"It is light, porous, compressible."— CatsetVs Tech-

nical educator, pt. viii., p. 113.

• com pres si blc ness, s. [Eng. compres-

sible ; -ness.] The same as Compressibility
(q.v.).

com-pres Sing, pr. par., a., & $. [Com-
press, v.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. As adj. : Having the quality or power
of forcing into narrower space or limits

". . . in ail cases the distortion is such as required
for Its production a compressing force acting at right
angles to the planes of cleavage."—Tyndall : Frag, of
Science (3rd ed), xiv. 412.

C. As subst. : The act or process of exercis-

ing compression ; compression.

compressing machine, s. A machine
for making compressed bullets. (Knight.)

c6m-pre ssion (ssion as shon), 5. [Lat.

compressio, from compressus, pa. par. of com-

primo.]

1. Lit. : The act of compressing or forcing

into a narrower compass, or within narrower
limits.

2. Fig. : The condensation or compressing
of language or thought

" Involution of argument and compression of

thought."—Idler, No. 70.

compression-casting, s. A mode of

casting bronzes, &c, in moulds of potters'

clay under a pressure which causes the metal
to flow into the delicate tracery left by the

pattern. The work approaches nearly the

work of the graver and chisel. It is especially

used in casting house-builders' hardware,
letters and numbers for houses, stamps, &c.
(Knight.)

compression cock, *. One containing

an india-rubber tube which collapses on the

pressure of the end of a screw-plug turned by
the key. (Knight.)

cotn-pres'-slve, a. [Fr. compressif.]

* 1. Forced, compulsory.
" Considering the brushfness and anguloslty of the

parts of the air, a more than ordinary motion or com-
pretsive rest may very well prove painful to the soul,

and disharmonious to her touch."—Mores Immortality
of the Soul, bk. lii., ch. L

t 2. Having the power or quality of com-
pressing.

". . . and whereunto all the blood of the body by
the compressive motion of the veins, doth naturally

tend, as "to its ultimate hold."—Smith : Portraiture of

Old Age, p. 136.

com-pres'-sor, s. [Mod. Lat., from Class.

Lat. compressus, pa. par. of comprimo = to

compress.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who, or that which
compresses.

II. Technically:

1. Surg. : An instrument to compress the

femoral artery ; a substitute for a tourniquet.

2. Nautical:

(1) A lever arm to press on the chain-cable

and keep it from veering away too fast.

(2) A device for compressing a gun-carriage

to its slide or platform during recoil ; the

carriage is again set free for running up.

(Knight.)

3. Microscopy: A device to flatten micro-

scopic objects under examination, in order to

make out their structure ; a compressorium.
Compressors for the microscope are of va-

rious kinds ; as, lever, reversible cell, parallel

plate, Wenham's, &c. Sometimes a little box
is constructed for the purpose, or by the

handle of a mounted needle pressure may be

applied to the thin glass covering the object to

be compressed.

4. Pneumatics : A machine for compressing

air. See Air-pump, Compressed-air Engine,
A.IR-C0MPRESSING MACHINE,

5. Anat. : That which compresses anytiling.

Thus there are a Compressor hemisphcerium
bulH, and a compressor naris. Where there

are more than one the pi. compressores is used.

com pres sor i um, s. [Mod. Lat.] The
same as Compressor II. 3 (q.v.).

"... to steep It In weak acetic acid, and then to
thin it out under the compreisorium."—Todd & Bote-

man : Physiol. Anat.. vol. 1., ch. viL, p. 168.

boil, bo*^; po"ut, J©%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = I

-dan, tlan = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. - tious, sious, -clous = Shits. -Me, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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oom-pres -sore, s. [Pref. com = together,
and pressure(q.v.).] The act of compressing

;

compression, pressure. (Digby.)

* com-priest , s. [Pref. com = together, and
pnest\q.v.).] A fellow-priest.

".
. . deferring to chastise his lewd and insolent

<***pnu*.--Mh<m: ApoLforSmeaymnuxu

* cSm'-prim-It, v.t. [Lat. comprimo = to
press together.] To subdue, to restrain, to
keep down.
.." Hee i?a PhysiOan to other men's affections, as to
nis own, by eomprimitting such passions as ruune intoan insurrection, . . ."—ford : Line of Life (1620).

'comprint, v.t. [Pref. com= together, and
print (q.v.).]

1. To print together or at the same time.
2. To print together ; it is commonly taken,

in law, for the deceitful printing of another's
copy, or book, to the prejudice of the rightful
proprietor. (Phillips: World of Words.)

* com -print, s. [Comprint, v.]

1. The act of printing a surreptitious copy
of the book of another ; piracy of a book.

2. A surreptitious or pirated copy of a book.

Com-pris-al, s. [Eng. comprise); hi/.]

L The act or process of comprising.
* 2. An epitome, compendium, or summary.
" Slandering is a complication, a comprisal and sum

of all wickedness."— Barrow : Serm,, 1. 254.

oom-prise', * com-pryse, v. i. [Fr. ampris,
pa. par. of comprendre = to comprehend (q.v)]
L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit.
: To embrace, to contain, to include,

to comprehend.
.„" «d"o on down to the sixth ox seventh, which
comprise the smallest stare visible to the naked eye
. . .'-Berschet Astron. (6th ed., lass). |m ' '

* 2. Fig. : To plot, to plan, to contrive.

ihll,'' *?•.?' ""* j
OM * cr™e11 '""*<=• In the citye ofBurdeaux, done and comprised by Sir Thomas Phefton

. . . —Serners : Frotssart's Cronycle, vol. L. ch. 318.

IX Scotch Lam: To attach the estate of
another for debt.

««o
C
T%rt

lM
"st*

c*"*" ** '*' comPr>-d-'-«kene:

T Crabb thus discriminates between to
comprise, to comprehend, to contain, to embrace
and to include :

" Persons or things comprise
or include; tilings only comprehend, embrace,
and contain : a person comprises a certain
quantity of matter within a given space ; he
includes one thing within another : an author
comprises his work within a certain number of
volumes, and includes in it a variety of in-
teresting particulars. When things are spoken
of, comprise, comprehend, and embrace have
regard to the aggregate value, quantity, or
extent; include or contain to the individual
thing which forms a part. Comprise and con-
tain are used either in the proper or the
figurative sense ; comprehend, embrace, and
include, in the figurative sense only : a stock
comprises a variety of articles ; a library com-
prises a variety of books ; the whole is com-
prised within a small compass : rules compre-
hend a number of particulars ; laws comprehend
a number of cases ; countries comprehend a
certain number of districts or divisions ; terms
comprehend a certain meaning : a discourse
embraces a variety of topics ; a plan, project,
scheme, or system, embraces a variety of ob-
jects : a house contains a number of persons •

a city contains a number of houses ; a book
contains much useful matter ; a society con-
tains very many individuals ; it includes none
but of a certain class." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

•com prise, s. [Pref. com, and prise = price
(q.v.).] Price, value.

"Thus fame then lyfe is of far more comprise."—masKmt: Promt* t Catundra, O. PI. I 32.

com prised (Eng.), * oom-prys-itfScotcn),
pa. par. or a. [Comprise, v.]

com-pris'-er, * com - prys - or, »oom-
prys-our, s. [Eng. compris(e); -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who comprises.
2. Scotch Law : One who attaches the estate

of another for debt.

A^JK*" 1*, 'ho eomprjrser has right to the mailles,

^aVs?4)" 6M "" ^ -
'
•"-**'• ,V

com pris'-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Com-
prise, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. d particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of including, con-
taining or comprehending.

2. Scotch Law: The act of attaching the
estate of another for debt.

* com-priV-ate, * com priv-at, a. [Pref.
com, and private = privy (?).] Privy, acces-
sory.

".
. . war comprint to thair oathis to stand at the

sentence, . .
."—Pitscottie (ed. US14), p. 85.

* com -pro-bate, v.i. [Lat. comprobatnm,
sup. ofcomprobo : com — cum= with, together

'

probo = to prove, to try.] To prove in con-
junction with other things ; to join or aid in
proving.

i li. ' ; do tomprobate with Holye Scripture, that God
is the fountaineof sapience."—SirT. Elyot: Goe..toL199.

* com -pro-bate, a. [Lat. comprobatits, pa.
par. of comprobo - to try, to prove.] Proved,
approved. (Sir T. More.)

•com-prtS-ba'-tloil, s. [Lat. comproWto,
from comprobo.]

t. Proof, confirmation, attestation.

tt";** *£ trust ye that be the heads and rulers [of the
University of Oxford] for the eomprobation and de-
claration of particular good minds, ye will not faile to
do accordingly, and so by your diligence to be shew'd
hereafter, to redeem the errors and delaies past."—
Burnet: Sec ; Lett, of Ben. YllL, No. 17, okT ill,
pt. ill.

*

2. United approbation, assent, consent.
". . .the comprobation of the best and most famous

learned men and vniuersities. and also by the assent
of the whole realme."—Fox : Martyrs, p. »3L

" oom-pro-duce', v.t. [Pref. com, and pro-
duce (q.v.).] To produce at the same time.

"Was it comprtxluiced or concreated with themf"—
Jackson : On Creed, bk. vi.

com'-prom-ise, s. [Pr. compromit, pa. par.
of compromettre ; Lat. compromitto =to pro-
mise or enter into an engagement with
another ; Sp. compromiso ; Ital. compromesso :

Port, compromis&o.]

* 1. An agreement entered into between
two parties to refer a matter in dispute to
arbitration, and to abide by the decision of
the arbitrator.

2. An agreement or bargain between per-
sons in controversy to settle their differences
by mutual concessions.

" Melville succeeded in effecting a compromise."—
Jiacaulay : Bist Eng., ch. xvt
" Then Compromise had place, and Scrutiny
Became stone blind ; Precedence went in truck"

Cowper: The Task, bk. ii

•J The compromise of Breda or of Flanders :

Hist. : A petition sent forth at a meeting of
Flemish nobles held at Breda in January,
1556. It was designed to deprecate the cruelty
of the Spaniards, then in conflict with their
revolted provinces in the Netherlands. It was
presented to the Regent Margaret, sister of
Philip II., but she rejected its prayer.

com -prom-ise, v.t. & i. [Compromise, «.]

A. Transitive:

* 1. To bind by a mutual agreement or
compact.

2. To adjust or settle a difference by mutual
concessions.

"With much difficulty, the dispute was corapro-
mised: —HacauUy : Bist Eng., ch. xviii

3. To place in a position of difficulty or
danger ; to commit to or involve in any
hazard ; to place one's life, honour, or reputa-
tion in a position of jeopardy.

"Hie doings would seriously compromise him."—
L. Oliphant : Journey tt Katmandu, ch. X., p. 119.

* B. Jntrans. : To accord, to agree.
" When Laban and himself were compromised.
That all the eanlings which were streak'd and pied
Should fall as Jacob's hire."

Bhakcsp. : Mer. of Ven., L 3.

com -prom ised, pa. par. or a. [Compro-
mise, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Settled or arranged by mutual conces-
sions.

2. Committed to or implicated in any hazard
or enterprise

; placed in a position of danger,
as regards life, nonour, or reputation.

com'-prom-i-ser, *. [Eng. compromise); -er.]

One who compromises or enters into a com-
promise.

com'-prom-i-sing, pr. oar., a., 4 ». fCoif-
PKOM1SE, 1\]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of entering into or
effecting a compromise.

* com-prom-I'-sslon, • corj-prom-tf'-
ssion (ssion as shon), s. [Iuit. mm-
promissio, from compromissus, pa. par. of am-
promitto.] A compromise, a bargain, a compact.

"And the thirde is a corr.promystion to be made ofsuch partys, as either themperour or the Frend,e kvnghave in the Duchie of Mylain, into the Poope s hands
peranum deposits—Strype : Records: WoUey » Sec

* ciSm-prom-xs-sdr'-i-al, a. [Lat. comjjro-
MmsariKs.] Of or pertaining to a compromise.

* cSm-prom'-It, s. fLat compromitto.] A
compromise. [Compromise, s.]

"Thar was compromUtis maid for concord to be hade
betuix the erlis of Angnss & Arane, thar kyne a
freyndis. —Acts Jo. v., 1525 (ed. 1814), p. aa.

com-prom'-It, com-prom-yt, v.t. & i.
[Compromit, «.]

* A. Transitive

:

1. To compromise, to bind, to pledge.
" Compromytting themselves in the name of all

their countrey, to abide and performe all such sen-
tence . . ."—Sir T. Elyot : Gor., foL 151.

2. To entrust, to commit (with the prep. in).
"Also the same lord cardinal, at many times when

any houses of religion have been void, he hath sent
his officers thither, and with crafty persuasions hath
induced them to c«mpromt( their election in him "—
State Trials: Card. Wolsey. an. 152S.

B. Intransitive

:

Scotch Law : To enter into a compromise.

com-prSm-If-ted, pa. par. or a. [Com-
promit, v.]

com prom-it -ting, pr. par., a., Us. [Com-
promit, v.]

A & B, As pr. par. d particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of entering into or
effecting a compromise.

* c8m-pr8-vin'-cial, * c8m-pr6-vJn-
ciall (cial as shal), a. & s. [Pref. com, and
provincial (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to the same
province.

" He the six Islands, comprovtnetatt
In auncient times unto great Britainee,
Shall to the same reduce, . . ,

Spenser : F. t)., Ill ill. 83.

B. As subst. : A bishop belonging to the
same province, or under the same archiepis-
copal jurisdiction.

" At the consecration of an archbishop, all his com.
provincials ought to give their attendance."—Ayliffe
Parergon.

cdmp sog" na tha, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. camp-
sognath{us) (q.v.), and suff. -a.]

Palmrnt. : A sub-order of the reptilian order
Ornithoscelida, Type, Compsognathus (q.v.).

comp sog na-thid, s. [Compsognathid*.
j

Any Dinosaur of the family Compsognathida-.

comp sog nath'idoa, s. pi [Mod. Lat.
compsognath(us) ; Lat. fern. pi. adj. sufll -idee.]

Palcsmt. : A family of Ornithoscelida fq.V.),
equivalent to the Compsognatha (q.v.).

cdmp sog na thus, s. [Or. a-op.+6c (fewtp-
sos) = elegant, and -yrneoc (gnalhos) = the jaw.]

Palceont. : A genus of Dinosaurian reptiles
found in the Lithographic Slate of Solenhofen,
which is of Upper Oolite age. It is founded
upon the Compsognathus longipes, a small
reptile with toothed jaws about two feet long,
but which is interesting because of its affini-

ties to birds. It resembled them, not merely
in its long neck, slight head, and small fore-
limbs, but in its long hind-limbs, enabling it,

in the opinion of Prof. Huxley, to walk In an
erect or semi-erect position. The occurrence
of a reptile so bird-like, and some other facts
pointing in the same direction, have suggested
a doubt whether the Connecticut footprints,
long regarded as avian, may not have been
those of erect walking Dinosaurian reptiles.

* compt, * comptc, s. [Fr. ample, from Lat
computus.] An account, computation, or
reckoning. [Count.]

" Ther nys comptc ne meeure."
Bom. of Bote, 6,028.

* compt book, s. An account-book.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there : pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son; mute, oub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, re. cs-e. ey=a. qu= kw.
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* cdxnpt, compten, v.t. [Fr. compter ; Lat.

computo.] To count, to number, to reckon.
[Count, v.]

" All that compteth she at nought"
Gower, L M.

* compt, a. [Lat comptus, from emtio = to
dress the hair ; coma — the hair.] Neat,
spruce, trim.

"Mondinet : A neat, spruce, compt ttttow.'—CotgraH.

* compt'-a-ble, a. [Comptibls.J

* compte, s. [Compt, s.]

*cc*np'-ter, s. [Counter.]

1. A counter.
' Then from th«

And with prescripi

" Then from the compter he takes down the file

>Uons lights the solemn pile."
Garth i The Dispensary, c. &

2. A piece of metal used in counting; a
counter.

•compter cloth, * compter-clayth,
s. A counterpane.

" Ane compter rowndell, compter daylh,—with twa
langfaillis."—Aberd. Heg., A. 1535. T. 11

* compt' -i-ble, * compt -a-ble, a. [Fr.

comptable.]

1. Accountable, responsible, subject.
" Whereat the archbishop making delayes. not well

contented at the matter, he was so called vpon, that
eyther he should be comptable to the king for the
money, or else he should incurre presant daunger."

—

Orafton : Ben. II., an. v.

2. Able to be counted.

3. Sensitive.
" Good beauties, let me sustain my scorn ; I am very

comptible even to the least sinister usage."—Shakesp. :

Twelfth Xii/ht, i. 6-

* comp'-ting, pr. par., a., & 8. [CouNTiNa.]

compting-house, s. [Counting-house.]

* compt'-less, a. [Eng. compt ; -less.] Count-
less. [Countless.]

" A compt-tess flock, a flock so neat (indeed)
As of a Shepheard sent from neav'n had need."

Du Rartas: The Magnificence, bk. IL

"comptf-ly, adv. [Eng. compt; -ly.] Neatly,
sprucely ; trimly. (Sherwood.)

* compt'-ness, s. [Eng. compt; -ness.] Neat-
ness, spruceness. (Sherwood.)

comptoir (as cont war), *. [Fr.]

1. A counter.

2. A counting-house.

^dmp-tdn'-I-a, s. [Named after Henry
Compton, Bishop of Loudon, who introduced
many exotic plants.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Myrlcacefe
(Galeworts). Benzoic and tannic acid, with a
resinous matter, occur in the aromatic bark of
Comptonia asptenifolia. It is astringent and
tonic, and is used in the United States as a
domestic remedy in cases of diarrhoea.

c6mp - ton - Ite, *. [Named after Lord
Compton. ]

Min* : A variety of Thomsonite. It occurs
also radiated, or in long circular crystals, con-
stituting right rectangular prisms, or is found
amorphous. It is transparent or translucent,
of a snowy white colour, and vitreous in
lustre. It occurs in the lavas of MountSomma
in Italy.

odmp'-trol (mp as n), *. & v. [Control.]

c6mp-trdr-ler(mpasn),*. [Controller.]
* 1. One who regulates or controls,
" Nor he, the great comptroller of the sky."

Dryden: JBneid.

2. An officer whose duty it is to examine
and certify public accounts.

" We shall be late else ; which I would not be.
For 1 was spoke to, with Sir Henry Guildford,
This night to be comptrollers."

Shakesp. ; Henry nil., i. 3.

comp trol ler ship (mp as n), s. [Eng.
comptroller; -skip.}

1. The office or position of a comptroller.
* 2. Superintendence, regulation.

"The gayle for stannery-causes is annexed to the
comptroller*hip"~Carew ; Survey of Cornwall.

* com -puT- sa-tlve, a. [Lat. compulso, in-
tens. of compello = to compel.] Compulsory,
coactive, exercising compulsion.

1 This is the reading of the Folios In the
passage from Hamlet L 1 in which the Quartos
read compulsatory.

* com pul-sa tive ly, adv. [Eug. compul-
sative ; -ly.] By compulsion or force; com-
pulsorily. (HicJuxrdson ; Clarissa.)

* com pul sa-tor-i-ly, adv. [Eng. compul-
satory ; -ly.] The same as Compulsatively.

* cdm-pul'-sa-tor-y, a. [As if from a Lat.
compulsatorius, from compulso.}

L Compulsory ; exercising compulsion.

2. Caused by compulsion or force ; forced.
** Which Is no other,

Dut to recover from us by strong hand.
And terms compulsatory, those foresaid lands
So by his father lost."

Shakesp. : HamUt, 1. 1.

* com pulse , v.U [Lat. compulso, intens. of

compello = to drive together, to collect; com=
cum =. together, and pello = to drive.] To
compel ; to force or drive by compulsion.

" Many i>arents constrain their sons and daughters
to marry where they love not, and some are beaten
and compulsed."—Latimer, i. 170,

t com-pulsed ,
pa, par. or a. [Compulse.]

"She rends her woes, shivers them In compulsed
abhorrence."—C. Bronte: VUlette, ch. ixiM.

com -pul' sion, s. [Lat. compulsion from
compulso.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. The act of compelling or forcing to do
something; force, constraint; application of
an irresistible force.
" For she knows nought of compulsion, and only

conviction desireth.

"

Longfellow ; The Children of the Lord"i Supper.

2. The state or condition of being compelled
or subjected to force or violence,

IL Law: The state of being forced to do a
criminal act against one's wilL Either phy-
sical or moral compulsion exculpates one En
the eye of the law, only the former in foro
conscientios. (Blackstone: Comment'., bk. iv.,

ch. 2, &c.)

* com-pul slve, a. [Eng. compulse); -*w.]
Having the power or quality of exercising
compulsion or force ; compulsory, forcible.

" Ofh. Never, Iago. Like to the Pontic sea,
Whose icy current and compulsive course
Ne'er feels retiring ebb, . , ,"*

Shaketp. : Othello, lit 8.

* com-pul- sive ly, adv. [Eng. compulsive

;

-ly.) By the exercise of compulsion or force ;

compulso rily.

"
. . . to forbid divorce compulsively, is not only

against nature, but against law,"—Milton ; Doct. of
Divorce.

* com-pul'-sivo-ness, s. [Eng. compulsive;
-ness.] The qualify of being compulsive or
acting by compulsion or force.

com-puT-sor-I-ly, adv. [Eng. compulsory;
-ly.] In a compulsory or forcible manner ; by
means of compulsion or force. (Bacon.)

com-puT-sor-^r, a. k s. [Lat. compulsorius,
from compulso, mteus. of compello.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Having the power of compelling or of
exercising compulsion or force.

"... the exercise of jurisdiction or any compulsory
power over them . . .

—

Jeremy Taylor: Liberty of
Ihrophesying, $ 7.

2. Caused by compulsion, enforced, necessi-
tated.

" Kindly It would be taken to comply with a patent,
although not compulsory."—Swift.

* B. As subst. : Anything which compels ; a
compulsive measure, compulsion.

" They that of theyr owne good wyll do these, haue
no nede to be pricked foorth with c"mfnilsoric* of the
lawe, for them theyr own© innoceucle maketh free
from it."

—

Udal.: Gal. c. 5.

* com -punct , v.t [Compunct, a.] To prick
or strike with compunction or remorse.

"They weren compunct In herte."— Wycliffe ; Deeds,
It 37.

* com-piinct , a. [Lat. compunctus, pa. par.
of compungo = to prick, to sting.] [Compunc-
tion.] Struck, pricked, or stung with com-
punction or remorse.

"Many feeling their hearts compunct, and prlckt,
with reading of them. . . ."—Beware of M. Jewel f luGO).

foL 149, h.

* com-punc'-ted, pa. par, or a. [Com-
punct, v.]

com puiic' tion, * com punc ci oun, *.

[O. b'r. a/mjyunction ; >'r. componctio-n, from
Low I.at. couipuuvtio, from compunotw, pa.
par. of cominingo = to sting, to prick : com «
cum — with, together ; pungo m to prick.)

* 1. Lit. : A pricking, a stimulation, an irri-

tation.
" This Is that add and piercing spirit, which, with

such activity and compunction, Invadeth the brains
and nostrils . .

."—Browne: Vulgar Errours.

2. Fig. : A pricking of the heart: sharp,
poignant grief, remorse, contrition ; the sting
or prick of conscience.

" Haue yee compunccioun."— Wycliffe : Psalm lv. I.

" Montgomery no sooner heard of this wonderful
work of grace than he too began to experience com-
punctvinr—Macautay: Hist. Eng., ch. xvL

cdm-punc'-tion-less, a. [Eug. compunc-
tion ; -less.] Free from or without compunc-
tion. (Dr. Allen.)

com-punc'-tious, a. {Eng. compunct; -ious.}

Causing or attended with compunction or re-

morse.
" That no compunctious visiting* of nature
Shake my fell purpose, . . ."

BJtaJtesp. : Macbeth, I 5.

* com-punc'-tious-ly, adv. [Eng. compunc-
tious; -ly.] With feelings of compunction;
regretfully, remorsefully. (Dr. Allen.)

* c6m-punc'-tive, a. [Eng. compunct; -t«.]

1. Causing remorse or compunction.

2. Inclined to or feeling compunction;
penitent.

" O give me all faith, and all charity, and a spirit
highly compunctiwe, highly industrious, . .

."

—

Bp.
Taylor: On Repentance; A Prayer, ch. v., $ 6.

* com-pu -pil, s. [Pref. com, andp«piZ(q.v.).]

A fellow-pupiL
*'. . . his sometime compupil In Cambridge that

married him, . . ."— Walton: Life of Donne.

oSm-pur-ga'-tion, s. [Lat compurgatio,

from oompurgo = to join in purging or clearv

ing : co7?t = cum = with ; purgo =» to purge,
to clear.] The process or practice of justify-
ing or bearing witness to the veracity of any
man by the sworn testimony of others.

* com'-pur-ga-tdr, * com-pur ga-tour,
8. [Low Lat. compurgator, from com.purgo

;

Ital. compurgatore ; Sp. compurgar, comjmrga-
dor ; Fr. compurgateur.}

1. Old Law:
(1) Civil Law ; One who on oath bears testi-

mony to the veracity or innocence of another
" The solemn forms of oaths : of a compurgator, or

cojuror, whicn kind of oath was very much used by
the Anglo-Saxons: The form of this oath is this: 'J
swear by God, that the oath which N, swure was honest
and true.'"— W. Wottoni View of Micket' Thesaurus,
by Shelton, p. S8.

% The compurgatores mentioned in Anglo-
Saxon records are supposed to be the origin of

jurymen, and the system of compurgation that

of trial by jury.

(2) Keel. Law: In the Ecclesiastical Court of

the Bishop a person who had been burnt in

the hand, after having pleaded his clergy, had
twelve compurgators wno swore that they be-

lieved his allegation that he was innocent,
even though he might have been convicted in

the secular court on the clearest evidence, or

had confessed himself guilty. The effect of
the compurgation was to set him again free.

(Blackstone : Comment., bk. iv., ch. 28.)

2. Gen. : One who bears testimony to the
veracity of another.

" The next quarry, or chalk-pit, will give abundant
attestation : these are so obvious, that I need not be
far to seek for a compurgator."— Woodward : Sat.
DitC

c6m-pu'-ta-ble, a. [Lat. compvtabilis, from
computo.] "[Compute.] Capable of being com-
puted or reckoned.

"If, instead of twenty-four letters, there were
tweuty-four millions, as those twenty-four minimis
are a finite numl>er, so would all combinations thereof

be finite, though not easily computable by arith-

metick."—Hale : Origin of Mankind.

* cdm'-pu-tate, v.t. [Lat. computatum, sup.

of compuh.] [Compute, v.] To compute or
reckon, to account.

" Consisting of sundry strange nations, computated
in all to be tifty-two thousailtl fuote."

—

Daniel: Bist
Eng., p. i. {Daines.)

com pu-ta -tion, s. [Lat. computatio, from
computo.] [Compute, v.]

1. The act or process of computing, reckon
ing, or estimating ; calculation, estimation.

". . . mid, from a hag
All white with flour, the dole of viUage dames.
He drew his scraps and fragments, mu oy one

;

And scann'd them with a nx'd and serious look
Oi Idle computation."

Wordsworth ; Old Cumberland Beggar.

2. The sum or amount computed Of
reckoned.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect* Xenophon, exist. ing,
-clan, tian m shan. -tion, -sion m shun ; -tion, -sion m shun, -tious, -sious, -dons = shus. -hie, -ale, &c. = bel. del*
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"We pass for women of fifty: many additional
yean are thrown into female computation* ef this
nature.' —Addtion - Guardian.

* com pu-ta-tor, s. [Lat.] A computer, a
reckoner.

" The interne heat ... is proved by computatori
... to be more than equal to that of red-hot iron."—
Sterns : Tritt. Shandy, L US. (Daviet.)

c6m-pute', v.t. & i. [Lat. compute m to com-
pute, to reckon : com = cum = together ;

puto = to think, to consider ; Sp. computer

;

Ital. computare.] [Count.]

A. Trans. : To count, to reckon, to calcu-
late, to number.

1. By a mathematical process

:

"... that the yearea Moses there speskea of. are not
to be computed a* ours, . • ."—BakewUl t Apologie, p.
160.

2. Mentally:
" And to an Inch compute the station
Twixt Judgment and imagination."

Prior; Alma, lii

B. Tntrans. : To reckon, to calculate, to

estimate.
" Where they did compute by weeks, » . "—Bolder

:

On Time.

• odm-pute', s. [Ft. comput ; Lat. computus,
from computo.)

1. The act or process of calculating, com-
puting, or reckoning.

" Thirdly ; the compute may be unjust not only In

the strict acception, of a few dales or hours, . . ."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

2. The result of an act of calculation or
computation.

", . . aberring several ways from the true and Just
compute . . .

-—Browne; Vulgar Errourt, bk. Iv., ch.
xii.

oom-pu'-ted', pa. par. or a. [Compute, v.]

0*}m-pu'-ter, s. [Eng. compute); *<r.] One
who computes or reckons ; a calculator, ac-

countant, or reckoner. (Brown.)

com-pu'-ting, pr. par., a., & *. [Comptjtb, v.]

A. At B. As pr. par. a> particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. Assubst. : The act of calculating, reckon-
ing, or counting.

• com pu -tlst, 3. [Fr. comput iste.) A reckoner,
computer, or calculator ; an accountant

"The treasurer was a wise man, and a strict com-
puti*t.'—Wotton.

* oom-pu'-td, s. [Lat. compotus = a reckon-
ing.]

Law : A writ to compel a bailiff, receiver, or
accountant, to deliver up his accounts. It

was abolished in 1852. {Wharton.)

com rade, ' came rade, * come rade.
* cuxri-rade, s. [Sp. camarada = a com-
pany, society ; Fr. camerade — a chamberful,
a company ; Sp. camara ; Lat. camera = a
chamber.]

* 1. One who lives In the same chamber ; a
chamber-fellow, a chum.

m Rather I abjure all roofs, and chose
To be a comrade with the wolf and owl."

Shaketp. : King Lear, U. 4.

2. A companion, associate, or mate, espe-
cially in arms.

" To be his chosen comrade. Many a time.
On holidays, we wander'd through the woods,
A pair of random travellers we sate"

Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. L

"The fugitives spread a panic among their comrade*
In the rear, who bad charge of the ammunition."—
Macaulag: Bitt. Eng., ch. v.

comrade-battery, s. One of a pair of
joint batteries. (Knight.)

com'-rade-ship, $. [Eng. comrade; -ship.]

The character, state, or position of a com-
rade ;

partnership, close intimacy.

"One of them [acquaintanceships] ripened into com-
radethip and friendship for him. —Carlgle: Life of
Sterling, pt ii., ch. v.

* * com rogue, s. [Pref. com, and rogue (q. v.).]

A fellow-rogue.
" You may seek them

In Bridewell, or the hole; here are none of your
oomrogue*." Mattinger: City Madam, iv. l.

corns, cooms, coomes, s. pi. [A corrup-

tion of culms, from Lat. culmus m a stalk or
stem, especially of grain.]

1. Brewing: Malt-dust, the refuse which
falls from malt in drying. It consists of the
points of the radicles killed by kiln-drying
and detached by the process of turning. They
are called also Chives.

2. Agric. : Malt-dust is a good manure.

" comsee, * comsen, * cumse, v. [Com-
mence.]

•* That other comted to carp."
William of Palerne, 882.

* corns ing, s. [Commencing.]
" Fram comting to thende."

William of Palerne. 4,868.

* comte, s. [Fr.] A count.

Com -ti an (m as n), a. [See def.] Pertain-

ing to Auguste Comte (1798-1857), or to posi-

tive philosophy.

Com'-tism (Com as Con), s. [Fr. Comte

;

and Eng. suff. -ism.] The philosophy of M.
Auguste Comte. It represents mankind as
tending to pass through three mental stages
—(1) a religious, (2) a metaphysical, and (S) a
positive or scientific stage. [Comtian, Posi-
tivism.]

Com tlst (m as n), a. & s. [Fr. (Auguste)
Comte; -ist.]

A. As adj. : Comtian (q.v.).

B. As subst. : A follower of Comte ; a Posi-
tivist.

* comunc, v. [Commune.]

* com-un-ty, *. [Commonty.]

* com-yn, a. [Common.]

* oom-ynge, pr. par. & s. [Comino.]

* com-yx, v. [Commix.]

con- (IX prep. [Lat] The form which the
Lat. prep, cum assumes in comj:>osition before
all consonants, except the labials, b, p, and
m, and sometimes /.

0<5n (2), prep. [Ital.]

Music : With ; e.g., con amore » with affec-

tion ; con mo(o=with spirited movement ; con
sordini=:with the mutes on ; con affetto—with
tenderness ; con spirito «= with spirit, Ate.

(Stainer & Barrett, dtc.)

con, adv. & s. [A curtailed form of the Lat.

contra = against.]

A. As adv. ; Against, in opposition.

T Pro and oo%: For and against. The argu-
ments on either side of a question are called

the arguments pro and cont

B, As substantive

:

1. An argument in opposition to any state-
ment or question.

2. One who argues against or opposes any-
thing.

con (1), • conne, * konne, v.t. & i. [A.S.
cunnan = to know.] [Can, v.)

A. Transitive:

* 1. To know, to understand.
" Made hem conne aud knowe
Alle kynne laugages."

Langland : P. Plowman, 18,960.

2. To guide or steer a ship.
" I could con or fight a ship as well as ever."—

T. Bughet: Tom Brown at Oxford, ch. viii.

* B, Intrans. : To be able.

" Tho tbet conneth the writinge ouderstonde.**
Agenbite, p. 249.

% To con thanks, to con tlionke : To be grate-

ful.

" Y con the gTet thonke.
'*

William of Palerne, 297.
*' Yet thanks 1 must yon con.

That you are thieves profess'd . .
."

Shaketp. ; Timon o/Athen*. iv. 3,

c5n (2), * con, v.t. & i. [A.S. cunnian = to
try, to explore ; O.H. Ger. chunnen.]

A. Transitive:

* 1. To try, to seek to find the nature of, to
test.

" Ne wollde het ncefre cunnenn."
Ormulum, 831.

2. To study, to examine, to commit to
memory.

" Oft he com the prayer of death,
To the nations preaches doom."
Scott : The Bridal of TrUrmain, UL M.

IT Generally with the adv. over.

3. To glance slightly over, to peruse.

* B. Intrans. : To test, to try, to examine
into.

"He smeihte and cunnedc therot."—Ancr*n Riwte
p. 214.

* c<5n -a-ble, con-a bill, a. [A contrac-
ted form of covtnable (q.v.).]

1. Fit, proper.
" Conable, aooordynge. Con\peten*"~Prompt, Par%
2. Possible, attainable.

" — Quha taiss porpos sekyrly,—
With thi it be conabill thing,
Bot he mar he wnhappy,
He sail eschew it in party."

Barbour, iii. 290.

con-acre (ere as Iter), t-.f. [Pref. con and
f ere (q.v.).] To underlet a portion of a farm
for a single crop.

con a-cre (ere as ker), s. & a. [Conacre, r .]

A. As subst.: The system or practice of
underletting a portion of a farm for a single
crop ; the payment of wages in land, the rent
being worked out in labour at a money valua-
tion, (Wharton, &c.)

" Even those who work as casual labourers for the
cottiers, or for such large farmers as are found In the
country, are usually paid, not in money, but by i-er
mission to cultivate for the season, a piece of ground
which is generally delivered to them by the Tariu^i
ready manured, and is known by the name of con>
acre.'—J. S. Mill . Polit. Econ., vol. t bk. Ii., c 9, » 1,

p. 388 (4th ed. ).

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the system t1
conacre.

" This bit of arable land Is let to the surrounding
tenants on the conacre principle—that is the holders
are not even yearly tenants, but have the land let to
them for the crop. '—Daily Newt. Nov. 1 1, 1880.

con a-cre-ing(cre as ker), pr. par., a., &.$,

[Conacre, v.]

A. k B. Aspr. par. A particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or practice of letting
land under the conacre system.

" And then there la ' conacreing,' which is the sub-
letting, at enormous rents, of their ground by small
tenants to their still smaller brethren."—Echo, SepL
28. 1869.

c6n acrer, s. [Eng. conacre); -er.] One
who hires land under the conacre system.

"... the conarrert, being too poor to buy manure,
frequently burn the surface of the ground and so
impoverish it for years . . ."—Echo, Sept. 28, 1869.

* odn'-al-l& adv. [Eng, cone; -ly.] Cone-
wise, in form of a cone.

* con and, * con ant, s. (A contracted form
of covenant (q.v.).]

"That this conant were holden stable and strelte.'—
Langtoft, p. 189.

* con and, pr. par. & a. [Con (1), v. ; Cok-
nino.] Knowing, skilful.

"A Sytyk he wes of natyowne,
Conand in all discretyoune."

Wyntown, ii. 9, 8A

co-nan'-ther-a, s. [Lat. conus; Gr. kuivo*

(konos) m a cone, and Mod. Lat. anthera = an
anther ; Class. Lat. = a medicine composed
of flowers ; Gr. av0np6s (anthiros) = flowering,
blooming ; afde'u (antheo) = to blossom, to
bloom ; *vQo$ (anthos) = a blossom, a flower.

So called because the anthers are united into
a cone.]

Bot. : A genus of Liliaceee, tribe Conan-
thereae, of which latter it is the type. It

consists of Chilian bulbous plants with blue
flowers.

co nan-ther -e-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. conan-
thera, and fern. pi. adj. suff. -ece.}

Bot. : A tribe of Liliaeeae, typical genus
Conanthera (q.v.).

* con ar -gu-er, s. [Pref. oort and arguer
(q.v.).] One who argues with or against an-
other ; an opponent in an argument.

"This method put the con-arguert and objectors
straight into the middle of the plot,"—North .- Examen,
p. 284. \lniriet.

)

co-nar'-I-al, a. [Eng., &c. conari(um) ; -al)

Pertaining to the conarium or pineal body of

the brain.

c6n'-a-rite, *. [From Gr. icoVapos (konaros)

= evergreen ; sutf. -its (Min.) (q.v.).]

Mitt.: A fragile mineral, ofyellowish orgreen

colour, occurring in small grains and crystals.

Hardness, 2 5—3 ; sp. gr., 2*459-2*619. Com.
position : Silica, 43 6 ; alumina, 4"6

;
protoxide

of nickel. 85'8 ; water, 11*1, with smaller

quantities of sesquioxide of iron, phosphoric

and arsenic acids, Ac. Occurs in the Saxon
Voigtland. (Dana.)

co nar i urn, * co nar i on, *. [Gi.

Kuvapiov {konarion), dimtn. from kwvoc (kfino*)

= a cone.] The pineal gland, probably th*

vestige of a lost eye. [Unpaired eve.]
" We touched also upon the Conarion."

B. More : A pp. to Antidote, p. 9M.

f&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet. here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go. pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, oe e ; ey a. qu kw.
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©6n-a-tion, s. [Lat. conatio, from conor -
v> attempt, to try.]

Phil. : The faculty of voluntary agency.
" The last of the three classes of mental phenomenon

,

that of Conation, in other words, of Desire and Will,

is barely commented upon in the last j*ges of Sir W.
Hamilton's last lecture,"—Jtilli Exam, of Sir W.
Hamilton'! Philot,, p. 488.

t con' a-tlve, a. [Lat. conat(us) » an at-

tempt,' from conor = to attempt ; Eng. suff. -ive. ]

Pertaining to an attempt or endeavour ; at-

tempting, endeavouring.
" The exertive or conative powers."—Sir W. Hamifr

ton. ( Webster, ed. Goodrich A Porter.

)

* co-nat -ur-al, a. [Connatural.]

'eon-a'-tus, s. [Lat.]

1. Ord. Lang. : An attempt or endeavour.

2. Nat. Phil. : The tendency of a body to-

wards any particular point, or in any direction.

"The Parenchyma . . . hath therby a continual
Conatue to dilate itself."—Grew: Anat. of Plant*, p. 125.

* con-cam'--er-ate, v. t. [ Lat. concameratum,
sup. of concamero = to arch over : con « cum
= with, together; camero = to arch over;
camera = a vault, an arch.]

1. To arch or vault over ; to cover with a
concave roof, to hollow out into a concave
form.

2. To divide into chambers or cells.

"... are divided longitudinally and also con-
eamerated by numerous incomplete transverse parti-
tions."— Woodward : Mollusca, pt. ii., p. 830.

* con cam'-er-a-ted, -pa. par. or a. [Con-
CAHERATE, V.]

" con earner-a'-tion, s. [L&t. concameratio,
from concamero => to vault or arch over.] An
arch, a vault.

". . . and accordingly, we see fire more easily bend,
by the concameration of an oven, . . ."—Digby ; Of
Bodies, cli. iv.

* con-cap-tlve, *. [Lat. concaptivus : con
= cum = with, together; captivus = a cap-
tive.] A fellow-captive or prisoner.

" Myself and my fellow-prisoners, concaptives in the
Lord. —Ridley : Works, p. 368.

con-cat'-en-ate, or. [Lat concaUnatus.]

* 1. Lit : Chained together.
" At most they're bat concatenate beasts.'—Sir C.

SedUy I Works, i. 18.

2. Fig. : Linked together.

"The elements be so concatenate."
Poem In Ashmote's Theatrum Chemicum.

* con-cat'-en-ate, v.t. [Lat. concatenatus,

pa. par. of concateno = to chain together : con
ss cum = with, together ; catena = to chain

;

catena = a chain.]

1. Lit. : To join or link together with a
chain ; to chain together.

2. Fig. : To join or link together in a suc-
cessive series, as things dependent on and
following from each other.

"This all things friendly will concatenate.*
More i On the Soul, pt, it., bk. UL, ch. iv., | 7.

con-cat'-en-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Conca-
tenate, v.]

A. As pa. par, ; (In senses corresponding

N
to those of the verb).

"... from the functions no longer being con.
catenated in mutual dependence."

—

Todd & Bowman :

Physiol. Anat., vol. 1., en. vii., p. 188.

B. As adj. : Linked or united as parts of a
series.

"... to make ratiocinations and both cogent and
concatenated inferences about these things."—fioy/e ;

Works, vol. v., p. 517.

O^n-cat en-a-ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Con-
catenate, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A partidp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of linking or joining
together ; concatenation.

90n-cat-en-a'-tion, s. [Lat. concatenatio,
from concateno = to link or chain together.]
A series of links ; a succession of things in a
series, dependent on or following from each
Other.

"... all the concatenation of and character of
movements Impelled by reason through the will ..."—Todd A Bowman: Physiol. Anat, vol. i., ch. vii.,

\X I '•.".

* con-caus'-al, a. k. s. [Eng. concaus(e); -al]

A. As adj. : Acting as a cause in conjunc-
tion with others.

" Of these Causes they hold some to be Continent or
Solitary, others Con-causal."—Stanley : Hist. Philos., p.

612.

B. As subst. : A concause or joint cause.

"The consequent and concausals are reduced to
necessity."—Stanley t Hist Philos., p. 612,

* con-cause', a, [Pref con, and cause (q.v.).]

A joint cause
''... making it in efface the only true cause of all

the rest ; and all the rest to be rather as instruments
nntoit, than concauses with it"—Fotherby; Atheom.,
p. 223.

* cdn-ca-va'-tion, s. [As if from a Lat.
concavatio, from concavus = hollow.] The act
of making concave. (Bailey.)

con'-cave, a. & s. [Fr. concave ; Prov. con-
cau; Sp., Port., & Ital. concavo; from Lat.
concavus = hollowed out, arched, curved : con
=5 with, fully, and cavus = hollow, hollowed.]

A* As adjective

;

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit, : In the same sense as II.

**. . . Tyber trembled underneath his b__
To hear the replication of your sounds
Made in his concave shores."

Shakesp. : Julius Cenar, L L
* 2. Fig. : Morally hollow, insincere.

"I do think him aa concave as a covered goblet, or a
worm-eaten nut."

—

Shakesp. I As You tike It, iii. 4.

II. Geom., Optics, &c. : Having a curve or
surface hollow on one side, that side being
the one turned to the spectator's eye. It is

opposed to Convex (q.v.). It is used specially

of lenses and mirrors curved in this way.
[Lens, Mirror.]

B. As substantive

:

I Ord. Lang. : Anything hollow with the
hollow part fronting the spectator's eye.

Spec., the vault of heaven.
" The bending concave form'd an arch before."

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. v. 899.

II. Mach. : The curved bed or breasting in

which a cylinder works, as in the thrasher.

concave brick,*-.

Brick-making: A brick used in turning
arches or curves ; a compass-brick.

concave lens, s.

Optics: A lens hollow or depressed in the

middle. It is of three kinds (1) a plano-concave
lens, in which one side is plane or flat, and the

other hollow, (2) a concavo-convex lens, in

CONCAVE U5NSES.

1. Plauu -concave. 2. Concavo-convex. 8. Double
concave.

which one side is hollow or concave and the
other raised or convex, and (3) a double con-

cave lens, in which there is a hollow or depres-

sion on both sides. Spectacles with doubly
concave glasses of equal concavity on each side

are used for near-sighted persons.

concave mirror, s.

Optics : A hollow mirror. Its effect Is to
reflect the rays of light, concentrating them on
a particular focus, as does a doubly convex lens.

concave plane, ».

Carp.: A compass - plane for smoothing
curved surfaces.

* con'-cave, v.t. [Concave, a.J To make
concave or hollow. (Seward.)

con'-caved, pa. par. & a. [Concave, v.]

L Ord. Lang. : (See the verb).

II. Her. : (See example).
"Concaved, ordinaries, Ac, when bowed in the form

of an arch, are sometimes so termed."— Glossary of
Heraldry.

con'-cave-ne'ss, s. [Eng. concave; -ness.]

Hollowness, concavity.

con'-ca-vlng, pr. par. [Concave, v.]

COn-'CaV-I-tSr, *. [Fr. concavite; Prov. con-
cavitat ; Sp. concavidad ; Port, concavidade ;

from Lat. concavitatem, accus. of concavitas.]

The state of being concave, concaveness,
hollowness.

cdn-ca'-VO, in compos. [Lat., from concavus.]
[Concave.] The first term in two compounds
which follow.

concavo-concave, a.

Geom., Optics, &c. : Concave on both sides.

concavo-convex, a.

Geom., Optics, &c. : On one side convex, on
the other concave.

" I procured another concavo-convex plate of glass,
ground on both sides."—Newton.

Concavo-convex File : A file with curved faces,

respectively concave and convex, made by
cutting a flat file and then bending it into
shape between dies. The mode is the inven-
tion of Sir John Robison, President of the
Scottish Society of Arts, and is designed to
enable the convex side to be cut like a flat

file by a chisel which reaches across the edge,
instead of by cutting numerous courses, which
usually cover the convex surfaces of files.

Concavo-convex Lens. [Concave Lens.]

*con-ca-vous, a. [Lat. concavus.} The
same as Concave, a. (q.v.).

"The enncavous part of the liver was called."—Arch-
bishop Potter: Antiquities of Greece, bk. L, ch. xiv.

*COn-ca'-VOUS-l3jf,aa'y. [Eng. concavous; -ly.]

Hollow on the side presented to the eye

;

presenting the aspect of a hollow sphere.
"The dolphin that oarrieth Arlou Is concavonslj

inverted, and hath its spine depressed."—Browne:
Vulgar Srrours, bk. v., eh. U.

con -ceaT, * con eel en, # con ceil-en,
v.t. & i. [Lat. concelo : con = cum = with,
together, and celo = to hide.]

A. Transitive:

1. To hide or coverfrom sight or observation.

2. To keep secret or hidden ; to keep back
from publicity or utterance.

" This malady, I well could mark,
Sprung from some direful cause and dark ;

But still he kept its source concealed."
Scott : Rokeby, iv. 19.

IT With from before the person kept in
ignorance.

" Hit shal notfrom yow be conceited."
Merlin, UL MS.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To hide or keep back from publicity or
knowledge ; to keep close, not to divulge.

" Thou hast to me conceled
That my lorde hath with other deled."

Uower, ii. 882.

* 2. To be or remain hidden or secret.

"The thing wont conceal."— Ferricr: Marriage
(1818), voL it, p. 214.

TI (1) Crabb thus distinguishes between to
conceal, to dissemble, and to disguise : " To
conceal is simply to abstain from making
known what we wish to keep secret ; to dis-

semble and disguise signify to conceal, by as-

suming some false appearance : we conceal

facts ; we dissemble feelings ; we disguise sen-
timents. Caution only is requisite in conceal,

ing : it may be effected by simple silence ; art

and address must be employed in dissembling

:

it mingles falsehood with all its proceedings ;

labour and cunning are requisite in disguis-

ing : it has nothing but falsehood in all its

movements."

(2) He thus discriminates between to con-

ceal, to hide, and to secrete: " Concealing has
simply the idea of not letting come to obser-
vation ; hiding that of putting under cover

;

secreting that of setting at a distance or in un-
frequented places. Whatever is not seen is

concealed, but whatever is hidden or secreted is

intentionally put out of sight : a person con-

ceals himself behind a hedge ; he hides his

treasures in the earth ; he secretes what he has
stolen under his cloak. Conceal is moir
general than either hide or secrete : all things

*re concealed which are hidden or secreted, bu*
are not always hidden or secreted when they
are concealed. Both mental and corporeal ob-
jects are concealed ; corporeal objects mostly
and sometimes mental ones are hidden; cor
poreal objects only are secreted : we conceal in

the mind whatever we do not make known ;

that is hidden which may not be discovered

or cannot be discerned ; that is secreted which
may not be seen. Facts are concealed, truths
are hidden, goods are secreted." (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

* cin-ceal'-a-ble, "* [Eng. conceal ; -able.]

Capable of being concealed, hidden, or kept
close or secret. (Browne: Vulg.Er.,bk.i.,ch.ii.)

b6il, bo"^; p6ut, jiftrl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = f.

-dan, -Man = shan. -tion, -sion m shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -dons, -tlous, -sious m shiis. -ble, -die, Ac. = bel, del.
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* con-ceale', v.t. £Conceil,p.J To conciliate,

to reconcile.
** Thus man to God, earth to concert/*to heaven*
lu time's full terme, by him the Sonne was given."

Mart: True Crucifix*, p. 18.

con-cealed', pa. par. or a. [Conceal, v.]

If Concealed Lands ; Lands which had been
concealed from the commissioners for the
dissolution of the monasteries iu the reign of
Henry VIII.

"Concealers are such as finds out lands concealed,
that is, such lands as are secretly deteined from the
King by common persons, having nothing to shew for
them."—Let Termes de la Ley.

* conceal -ed ly, adv. [Eng. concealed ; -ly.]

In a secret or concealed manner ; secretly,
not openly. (More.)

* cdn-ceaT-ed-ness, s. [Eng. concealed;
-neas. J The quality or state of being concealed
or hidden ; secrecy, privacy.

€on ceal'-er, *. [Eng. conceal ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which con-
ceals or keeps secret.

*2. Old Law: One who gave information
respecting "concealed lands" or "conceal-
ments ; " an informer.

" By the others she restrained a most ravenous sort
of men, whom they call concealert, by revoking their
commission, and forcing them to restore what they
had taken. For these concealert, being appointed to
inquire whether any lands belonging to the Crown
were concealed by private men. had begun, with sacri-
legious avarice, to seize upon lands given hi times
past by our devout fore-fathers to parish churches and
hospitals; as also upon bells and: the leaden roofs of
churches."—Camden: History
p. 186 (1638).

Elisabeth, ok. L,

•conceal-cr-ess, * conceal -er-esse,
s. [Eng. concealer; -ess.] A woman that con-
ceals or hides.

" Receleresse. A conceaZeresse,
,
'—Cotgrave,

Concealing, pr, par., a.t k «. [Conceal, v.]

A. <fc B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of covering, hiding,
or keeping secret ; concealment.

*' All ingenuous concealing* or amend!ngs,«f what Is
originally or casually amiss, . . ."—Bp. Taylor: Artif.
Sand*., p. 163.

% Concealing a birth is a legal misde-
meanour, concealment of title-deeds to land
or of. wills a felony.

•con-ceal-ment, *con-cele'-ment, con-
sail-ment, s. [Eng. conceal; -meat. Cf.
Ital. cetamento.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of hiding, concealing, or keeping
close.

" Few own such sentiments
; yet this concealment

derives rather from the fear of man than of any Benin
above."—fflanville.

2. The state of being concealed or hidden
;

ecrecy, privacy.
** If yon know aught which does behove my knowledge
Thereof to be inforra'd. Imprison it not
In ignorant concealment."

Shakesp.: Winter't Tale, L «.

3. A hiding-place, or place where anything
Is kept out of sight or secret ; a retreat, cover,
or shelter.

" Commit their feeble offspring ; the cleft tree
Offers its kind concealment to a few."

Thomson: Spring.

* i. Secret knowledge ; mystery.
" Exceedingly well read, and profited
In strange concealments."

Shakes?. I 1 Btnry IV^ Hi. L
II. Law;
1. A suppression, or keeping back of mat-

ters material to the issue.

* 2. The holding of land against the king's
rights, by a person without proper title.

% Crabb thus distinguishes between con-
cealment and secrecy

:

—'"Concealment has to do
with what concerns others ; secrecy with that
which concerns ourselves : what is concealed
Is kept from the observation of others ; what
is secret is known only to ourselves: there
may frequently be concealment without secrecy,
although there cannot be secrecy without con-
cealment ; concealment is frequently practised
to the detriment of others ; secrecy is always
adopted for our own advantage or gratifica-
tion: concealment is serviceable in the com-
mission of crimes ; secrecy in the execution of
schemes : many crimes are committed with
impunity when the perj>etratore are protected
by concealment ; the best concerted plans are
often frustrated for want of observing secrecy."

ooneeale—conceitedness

con-cede ', v.t. & i. [Lat. concedo: con =* cum
= with, together ; osdo = to yield.]

A. Transitive:

1. To yield, to give up, to surrender.
" The first is, petitio principii, which fallacie is com-

mitted, where that is assumed as a principle, to prove
another thing, which is not conceded as true itself."
Browne t Vulgar Errours, bk. 1., eh. iv.

2. To admit, to grant, to allow to pass un-
disputed.

"If thlabe conceded—and I do not see how Mr.Mozley
can avoid the concession—it destroys the necessity of
inferring Christ's divinity from his miracles.*'

—

Tyn-
dill: Frag, cf Science (3rd ed.), iiL 5*.

B. Intransitive:

L To grant, to admit, to allow.
" We concede that self-love is the strongest and moat

natural love of man . . ."—HewyC : Serm. (1658), p. 96.

* 2. To give way, to make concessions.
**

. . . I wished you to concede to America, at a time
when she prayed concession at our feet."—Juris ;
Speech at Bristol previous: to the Election.

con-ced'-ed, pa. par. <fc a. [Concede, v.]

* con- ce -dence, s. [Lat. concedens, pr. par.

of concedo.] A conceding, yielding, or giving
way ; a concession.

" All I had to apprehend was, that a daughter, so
reluctantly carried off, would offer terms to her father,
and would be accepted upon a mutual concedence."—
Richardson : Clarissa, voL iiL, let, 19. (Dairies.)

* con-ce'-dent, a. [Lat. concedens.] Con-
ceding, yielding, or giving way.

con-ce -ding, pr. par.
t
a., & s. [Concede, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj.: (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of yielding or ad-
mitting ; concession.

* con-ceil, *con-ceill, v.t. [Lat. condlio.]

To conciliate, to reconcile, to accommodate.
*'. . . sua lang as the samyn rancour continewis with

thame, and thay nawayis eenceillit with thair saidis
nychtbouris, . . ."—Acts Ja. VI., 1598 (ed. 18UL p. 178.

* con-ceil-lit, pa. par. or a. [Conceil, v.]

con-celt', * con ceipt, «. [O. Fr. concept,

conceit, pa. par. of concevoir = to conceive;
ItaL concetto ; Sp. conceto, from Lat. conceptvs,
pa. par. of concipio = to conceive : con = to-
getherj capio = to take, to receive.] [Concep-
tion, Conceive.)

* 1. That which is conceived or imagined
in the mind ; a conception.

(1) An opinion or judgment.
'*. . .wise in his own conceit. . ."—Pro*. xxviiL 11.

(2) A thought, an idea.

"Dangerous conceits are, in their natures, poisons."
Shakesp. ; Othello, iiL 3.

(3) A purpose or intent.

* 2. The power or faculty of imagining or
conceiving in the mind ; imagination, fancy,
apprehension.

"I shall be found of a quick conceit in judgment,
. . ."— Wisdom vili. U.
* 3. A liking or estimation ; an opinion.

" I shall not fall t' approve the fair conceit
The king hath of you."

Shaketp. t Ben. VIII., IL S.

* 4. Affection or regard.
"He began partly by conjecture and partly by

chance to take a conceit of him."—Borth: Plutarch,
p. 18.

* 5. A person or thing to which one takes a
fancy or regard.

.
* 6. A feeling of the mind or heart, espe-

cially sorrow or grief.

"He tooke such a conceit a these misfortunes . . .

that wllfullie he starved himselfe."— Bolinshed

:

Chron., vol. iii., p. 13, j i.

* 7. A fancy, whim, or notion taken upon
slight or fanciful grounds.

" He, while he Ubonr'd to be thought a god
ImmortalL tooke a melancholique, odde
Oonceept, and into burning Aetna leap'd."

B. Jonson : Horace ; Art of PoetrU.

*8. A quaint, fanciful, or witty notion,
thought, or turn of expression.

**.
., . the conversation of gallant knights and gay

courtiers of mine own order and capacity, whose con-
ceit! are bright and vivid as the lightning, . , ."

Scott : Monastery, ch. zvi.

IT As thoughts which their author deems
happily conceived are often far-fetched, the
word conceit is not now a term of unmixed
commendation.

"No quaint conceits, no pedantic quotations from
Talmudist* and scholiasts, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist.
Eng., ch. xiv,

* 9. A quaint, fantastic, or grotesque figure
or ornament

He wolde gladlye se conseytes and fantesies at hi*
table, . . . '—Bernert : Froissart's Cronycle, voL iL,
ch. xxvL

10. Undue, excessive, or opiuionative esti-
mation of oneself ; self-pride.

"Geology propounds many a hard question te *te
students—questions quite hard and difficult enough to
keep down their conceit, unless, indeed, very largely
developed. —//. Miller: First Impression of England
and its Peopie, ch. x.

* 11. Perhaps extraction, birth (from con-
ceive, A. 1).

" I know you are a gentleman of good ronceit."
Shakeip. : As You Likelt, 1.%

* 12. A style, pattern, or design.
" Most delicate carriages, and of very liberal conceit.'

Shaketp. : Hamlet, r. 2.

If In conceit with; In agreement or concord
with.

" If he were in conceits ttryth the kynge's grace, thei,
he flattered and perswaded, & corrupt some with gifte*
. . ."—Tyndall : iVorkes, p. 368.

".
. . forming zigzags and enclosing spaces of a great

variety of shape and size, in conceit taith the longitt.
dinal stripes."—Todd A Bovnnan: PhyaioL Anat
voL L.ch. viL, p. 154.

Out of conceit with; No longer fond 9f 01
Inclined to.

To -put one out ofconceit with ; To draw theii
affections or inclinations away from ; to dis-
satisfy with.

" What bath chiefly put me out of conceipt with this,
moving manner, is the frequent disappointment."—

To take the conceit out of one ; To lower his
pride, to humble.

"The meanest of these persons was able to bava
taken the conceit' out of Dr. Whittaker and all his
tribe."—De Quincey : H'onfcs (ed. 18«8J, voL 11, p. ILL

* con-ceif, v.t. & f. (Conceit, «.)

A. Transitive:

1. To conceive, to imagine, to fancy, to sup.
pose ; to judge or estimate.

" My credit now stands on such slippery ground,
That one of two bad ways you must conceit me." -

Shakesp. : Julius Casar, iii. L

2. To take or have a liking for ; to be dis-
posed towards.

B. Intrans. : To imagine, to fancy, to con-
ceive, to form a notion, to guess.

"That the goodness of the Lord being infinite, the
effects thereof should be so narrow and Unite as men
commonly conceit.

"

—Dr. H. More: Div. Dialogues.
". . . for 'tis too coarse and slovenly to conceit, that

these are clarted on them."—Annot. on Bp. Itust't
Disc of Truth (1682), p. 2S5.

con ccit'-ed, pa. par. & a. [Conceit, *.]

A. As pa. par. : la senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

* 1. Endowed with conceit or quick appre-
hension ; intelligent, quick, imagiuative.

" Which the conceited painter drew so prond.
As heaven (it seein'd) to kiss the turrets bow'd."

'

Shaketp. : Tarquin * Lrurrec*.

* 2. Witty, playful, inclined to jest, merry.
* 3. Fanciful, ingenious, fantastic.

"A conceited chair to sleep in with the legs stretched
out."—Evelyn : Memoirs, L 116.

•* Oft did she heave her napkin to her eyne
Which had on It conceited characters."

Shakesp. : A Lover's Complaint.
* i. Fancied, existing only in the imagina-

tion.
" But there were many conceited gods : It may be

this belonged to some Idol, as Feor to Baal, and Ekron
to Baalzebub : ho, these were all dead gods ; this is

the Living God."— T. Adams : Serm. (1616), p. 4.

5. Full of conceit ; inordinately vain or
proud of oneself or of some quality or attri-

bute ; opinionated, egotistical.

IT With o/before the subject of conceit.

"The reasons are these: First, there is no other
civilised nation which is so conceited of its own Insti-
tutions, and of all its modes of public action, as Enf-
land is . . ."—J. S. Mill : England and Ireland.

* d. Fastidious, nice.

7. Flighty, silly. {Provincial.)
" If he be so conceited and so fond
To entertain a shadow."

Daniell : Hymens Triumph, iL i
* 8. Patterned, designed.
" Three liberal conceited carriages.'*— Shakesp :

Hamlet, r. z.

cin-9§lt'-8d-l^, adv. [Eng. conceited ; -ly.]

* 1. In a manner happily conceived ; wittily.

* 2. In a fanciful or whimsical fashion ;

fancifully, whimsically.
*' Conceitedly dress her, , . .

Donne 1 Poems, p. 115.

3. In a conceited, vain, orself-prond manner.

con-ceit'-ed-nesa, *. [Eng. conceited;

-ness.)

f&te, fat, Hire, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full : try. Syrian, se, ce = e. ey = a. qn = lrw.
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* 1. Quickness of apprehension, cleverness,

wit

t 2. Vanity, pride, conceit.

* c6n-9§tt'-or, * con^elpt'-er, a. [Eng.

conceit; -er.] A deviser, a contriver.
** Sweete conceipters of musicka"

Green* : ilenaphon, p. 28. {Danes.)

• oon-celt'-ftil, conceit full, • eon-
c^eipt'-full, a. [Eng. conceit; -fill.]

1. Qnick of apprehension.
" Which well avuring, strelght she etui to cast
In her conceiptfulfmynd, . . .

Spenser : P. Q.. VI xli. 18.

2. Full of conceits, whimsical, fanciful.

To be fantastick in young men Is conceitfutl dis-

temr>erature, and a witty madneae."—Donne: Para-
doxes, p. 2L

* con - 9elf- ful - ly\ adv. [Eng. conceUful

;

•ly.] Intelligently, cleverly.
" More conceUfuVy or completely translated out of

their Latin Into English."—Bolton ; Trans, of Phnrus ;

Epist. Dedic

•ooo-ceit'-infir,pr.jwr.,a., & s. [Conceit, v.]

A.AB, As pr. par. £ particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : A conception or fancy, an idea.

".
. . our unwary conceiting that things are in their

own natures after the same fashion . . ."—Digby; Of
Bodies, o. L.

'C&n-ceit'-ist, s. [Eng. conceit; -1st.] One
fond of conceits. Used specially of a painter
who makes odd combinations of colours.

"... as a conceitist it hath laid on so many colours,
that the counterfeit is more various than the pat-
terne."—Peltham: Resolve*, i. 16.

• o6n-9eit'-Xve, a. [Eng. conceit ; -ive.] Full
ofcouceits. (North; Plutarch.)

* con - celt- less, * con- celt - lesse, a,

[Eng. conceit; -less.]

h Without quick apprehension ; dull,
•tupid.

" Thfnk'at thou I am so shallow, so conceUlett,
To be seduced by thy flattery.

Shakcsp. : Two Gent, of Ver., \v. %
2. Without knowledge or thought ; thought-

less, careless.
* Sut wltherward he draw, he conceitlessa

Was, he nat knew to what place he was bent."
Browne • The S?t<-ph#trds Pipe, EcL L

*c6n 9eit'-u-ous. * c6n-9eipt'-u-ous, a.

[Eng. conceit; -uous.] Full of conceits or
jokes ; merry, lively.

" He at the wine was so pleasant and concelptuous."
—T. Newton t Trans. Lemnie's Touchstone of Com-
plexions, p. 8.

• conceit*-y, • con^eat -y, a. [Eng. con-

ceit; -y.]

1. Conceited.
" He's no without a share of common sense, though

aiblins a wse conceity of hiuisel.' — The Steam-boat,
p. 339.

2. Indicating affectation or self-conceit.
". . . coneeaty dressing and decking of the body, . .

."

—Durham i Ten Command. ; To the Reader, d. 2, a.

OOn-9eiv-a-bIT-I-ty\ s. [Eng. conceive);

ability.] The quality of being conceivable or
capable of conception ; conceivableness.

Con-celT'-a-ble, a. [Eng. conceive); -able.]

1. Capable of being conceived, imagined, or
thought,

". . the active young or larva* might easily be
rendered by natural selection different to any con-
ceivable extent from their parents."—Darwin : Origin
Of Species (ed. 188'j), ch. xilL, p. 448.

2. Capable of being understood or believed.
"It Is not conceivable that It should be indeed that

very persou, whose shape and voice it assumed."—
Attvrbury t Serm.

c6n ceiv a ble-ncss, 5. [Eng. conceivable;

•ness.] The quality of being conceivable.

con-9eiT'-a-bly, * con^eav'-a-bly, adv.

[Eng. conceivable) ; -ly.] In a manner admit-
ting of conception or belief. (Browne.)

conceive', * con^eavo', * con ^cve

,

*con-9©yve, conveyfife, • con-sayve,
v.t. k i. [O. Fr. concever ; Fr. concevoir ; Ital.
concepere; Sp. concebir ; Port, conceber, from
Lat. conclpio =z to conceive : con — cum =
with, together ; capio = to take, to receive.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

I. To receive into or form In the womb and
breed.

" For she did print your royal father off,

Conceiving you."
8/iakesp. : Winter's Tale, v. i.

** Begetting and conceiving all that's base."
Coufper : Progress of Error.

* J. To make pregnant (with the prep. of).

"The king hath declared that he did not get the
child of which ahe is conceived at this time."

—

Pepys j

Diary, 30th July, 1067.

IX Figuratively:

* h To receive, to catch, to admit
" When .f his lord

A siknesee conceived hath of dedly t* ir we."
(Joteer, I 250.

* 2. To include or comprehend.
" This nreyere . . . conceves alle the gode that a man

echuld aske of God."— Wyclijfe ; Select Works, ill. ML
3. To form as an idea or conception in the

mind ; to imagine.
" Never bad be committed a greater error than when

he had conceived the hope that the hearts of the clergy
were to be won . . ."—Macaulay ; Mist. Eng., ch. *vL

4. To understand, to comprehend.
r you. 1 wtll_ be in
ufce."

5. To imagine or suppose as possible.
**. . . truly surprising, nor can I conceive the L.

for so strange an action. '—Goldsmith : Essays, iii.

* 6. To plot or plan, to devise.

"This man conceived the duke's death ; but what
was the motive of that felonious conception, is in the
clouds."— Motion.

7. To think, to estimate, to form an opinion
of.

"... yon will hardly conceive htm to have been
bred in the same c!nn:ite."—tiietft.

* B. Jiejtexively : To behave, to conduct.
" How they coneeyved beom In fyghtls."

Alisaunder, 8,804.C Intransitive

:

I. Lit. : To become pregnant.
" Theune schal Sej

Poems ; Cleanness, 9*9.

IL Figuratively

;

* 1. To come to perfection or fulness.

•"I conceive you—I conceive yon.
prompt readiness,' said the Duke."—Scott i Peveril,
ch. xljv.

2. To form an idea, conception, or thought
in the mind.

*' Conceive of things clearly and distinctly in their
own natures ; conceive of things completely in ail their
parts . . ."— Watts : Logiek.

3. To imagine, to supjiose, to have an idea.

"Thei conseyveden that hi this schulde Crist fully
hele hym."— Wyclijfe: Select Works, i 29.

% Crabb thus discriminates between to con-
ceive, to apprehend, to imagine, and to suppose :

"Conceive, in the strict sense of the word, is

the generic, the others the specific terms :

since in apprehending, imagining, and sup-
posing, we always conceive or form an idea, but
not vice versd ; the difference consists in the
mode and object of the action : we conceive of
things as proper or improper, and just or un-
just, right or wrong, good or bad, this is an
act of the judgment ; we appretiend the mean-
ing of another, this is by the power of simple
perception, or of combination and reflection

;

we suppose or imagine that which has hap-
pened or may happen."
He thus discriminates between to conceive^

to comprehend, and to understand : " Concej>tioti

is the simplest operation of the three ; when
we conceive we may have but one idea, when
we understand or compreliend we have all the
ideas which the subject is capable of present-
ing. We cannot understand or comprehend
without conceiving; but we may often conceive
that which we neither understand nor compre-
hend. That which we cannot conceive is to us
nothing ; but the conception of it gives it an
existence, at least in our minds; but under-
standing and comprehending is not essential to

the belief of a thing's existence. So long as
we have reasons sufficient to conceive a thing
as possible or probable, it is not necessary
either to understand or comprehend them in

order to authorize our belief. The mysteries
of our holy religion are objects of conception
but not of comprehension. We conceive that a
thing may be done without understanding how
it is done ; we conceive that a thing may exist
without comprehending the nature of its exist-
ence. We conceive clearly, understand fully,

comprehend minutely. Conception is a species
of invention; it is the fruit of the mind's
operation within itself. Understanding and
comprehension are employed solely on external
objects; we understand' and amprehend that
which actually exists before us, and presents
itself to our observation. Conceiving is the
office of the imagination, as well as the judg-
ment ; understanding and comprehension are

the office of the reasoning faculties exclu-
sively." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

conceived', * con ^caved ,
* con-9§ved'f

* con-ceyved, pa, par. & a. [Conceive, v.)
" Of his old love conceav'd In secret brest,
Resolved to pursue his former quest."

Spenser ; F. Q., IV. Ix. IT.

* con^elve'-ment, s. [Eng. conceive ; -ment.}

A thought, a purpose.
" Hob me of the true ability
Of my desired conceivements."

Heywood : Golden Age, iii. L

con-9eiv'-er, 5. [Eng. conceive); -er.]

1. Lit. ; She who conceives in the womb.
2. Fig. : One who conceives, forms, or

imagines anything in the mind.
" Though hereof prudent symbols and pioue alle-

gories be made by wiser conceivers, yet common heads
will fly unto superstitious apuUcatioiis." —Browne .

Vulgar Errours.

cdn-9eiv'-Ingf * con-ceyv-yng, * oon-
ceyv-ynjje, con-seiv-ing, * oon-
ceyv-ende, pr. par. t a., &«. [Conceive, v.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

" The Lord fro the conceyuende wombe clepede me."— WycUffe: Isaiah xllx. 1.

C. As substantive:

1. Lit. : The act or power of receiving into
and forming in the womb ; conception.

"The Lord . . . guue conct-yuyng to Rebecca."

—

Wy-
cliff

e

; Genesis x\\. 21.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The act of forming, imagining, or appre-
hending in the mind.

"... the power of knowing or conceiving "Sobbes :
Sum-in Nature, ch. i.

(2) Apprehension, understanding.
" Strikes life into my speech, and shews much more
Hia own conceiving." S/iakesp. : Cymbeline, UL S,

* c6n-9eiv'-iiig-ly; adv. [Eng. conceiving;
-ly.] Intelligently, so as to be understood.

"Deliver her Judgement eonceivingly of most per-
sons."

—

Braithwait; Eng. Gentlewoman, Epist. Dedic

* c5n-9eT-e-brate, v.t. [Lat. concelebratum,

sup. ofconcelebro : con = cum = with, together;
ceteoro=to celebrate (q.v.).] To celebrate
together or in union with others ; to join in
celebrating.

" Wherein the wives of Amnites solemnly
Concelebrate their hi^l' feasts Bacchanal."

Holland; Camden, ii. 2*1.

* COn-9el-ise, v.t. [Mid. Eng. concel(e) =
conceal ; surf, -ize.] To conceal.

* corbel is-yng, s. [Concelise, v.J Con-
cealment.

"And quhat peraone that makisour soverane lord
certifioatiouii or kitawlege quhat iieraoms that ar arte
or parte of the said concelisyng of the said tressour, to
haf sufficient reward and remuneracioun . .

,"

—

Inven-
tories, pp. 17, 18.

* con-9e-ment', v.t. [Pref. con, and cement

(q.v.).] To cement together.
" The world Is but a more magnificent building, all

the stones are gradually amoementcd, and there is
none that subsists alone." — Peltham : Resolves.
(Latham.)

* con-cenf , s. [Lat. concentus = a concert,

harmony: con= cum.= with, together; can-
tus = a singing, a song ; cano = to sing.]

1. Lit. : A concert of voices ; harmony or
concord of sound.

" All which together song full chearefully
A lay of loves delight with sweet concent."

Spenser: P. Q„ III. xtt. 5.

2. Fig. : Concord, agreement, accord, con-
sistency.

" Tis in concent to hi* own principles, . . ."—After-
bury.

* COn-9ent'-edt a. [Eng. concent; -ed.] Har-

monised, made in accord or concord. (Spenser.)

* Cf$n-9ent-ert *. & v. [Concentre.]

c6n-9ent'-ered, context -tred, pa. par.

or a. [Concentre, v.J

cdn-9ent-er-iiig, * oon 9011 -tring, pr.

par., a., & *. [Concentre, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ parlicip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or state of being con-
centred, concentration (lit. & fig.).

"That admirable concentring of infinite things in
the Divine Providence." — Jeremy Taylor ; Oreo*
Exemplar, sect, vi f 2.

*>ott. bo'y; P^dt, J6>1; cat pell, chorus, 9X1IH, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Ing.
-clan, tian - shan. -tion, -slon = shun; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -slouo, -clous = anus. -bio. -die, &c = not del.
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'oon-ceat'-ful, a. [Eng. concent; -ful(l).~]

Pull of harmony or concord; harmonious,
accordant.

" Geometry , in giving unto every one his proper form
and figure ; and inusiclc. in Joining them in so con-
oentftd an harmony, each C.T them with one another.
—Fotherby • Atheom.. p. 296.

• con -cen -tion, a [Lat. concentio = a sing-

ing together : con = together ; cano=to sing.]

A singing together ; harmony, accord, con-
cord.

"Seeing then the whole coarse of nature Is but a
song, or a kind of singing, a melodious concention both
of the Creator and the creature."

—

B. Sydenham : Ser-
mons (1637), p. ID.

con-cen'-tral-i-za-tion, s. [Pref. con, and
Eng. centralization (q.v.).] (See extract.)

" Employing the word concentraliMation to express
the degree of the drawing together as we come hac*

... cfthe centre from an outward position, we may
say that coneentralttation proceeds inversely as the
squares of the distances,"—Poe : Eureka, p. 148.

* con-cent -rate, a. [As iffrom a Lat. concen-

tratus, from a verb concentro.] Concentrated.
"That will be

All paradise concentrate in a minute."
Beddoet : Second Brother, ill 2.

con -cen-trate, v.t. & i. [Concentrate, o.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) To bring or lead to a common focus or
centre ; to condense, to combine.

" In the experiments here referred to, glass lenses
were employea to concentrate the rays.'—TyndaU

:

Frag, of Science (3rd. ed.J, viit 5, p. 185.

(2) To gather or mass at one point, as to
concentrate troops at a certain point.

2. Fig. : To centre, to direct or fix on a cen-
tral point or object.

"... the king was ashamed to concentrate his
strength on a woman."—C. B. Pearson : The Early and
Middle Ayes of Ens/land, ch. xxviiL

IX Chem.
t
Ac. : To condense, or reduce to a

greater density.

B. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To meet or come together at a
e^rtain point.

2. Fig.: To meet, to be concentrated or
directed.

"That the Images and beams of things may meet
and concentrate.''—Bacon : Advt, of Learning (Pref.).

con-cen -tra-ted, pa. par, k a. [Concen-
trate, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective :

\. Ordinary Language ;

1. Lit. : Gathered or brought to a centre or
/fCUS.

2. Fig. : Directed at or fixed on a certain
|K>int or object.

IT. Chem., dtc: Condensed, reduced to a
greater density.

eon cen'-tra-ting, pr. par.
y a., k s. [Con-

centrate, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of gathering to a
centre ; concentration, condensation.

cdn-cen-tra'-tion, s. [Ft. concentration.}

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. The act or process of concentrating or
gathering together to one centre or focus.

" All circular bodies, that receive a concentration of
the light, must be shadowed in a circular manner."

—

Peacham : CompUat Gentleman.

2. The state of being concentrated.

t "Concentration is when twoor more atomes touch
by reception and intrusion of one intoanother : which
is the closest and firmest mixture of alL*— Grew:
A not. of Plants, lect L

IX Figuratively

:

1. The act of concentrating the thoughts or
mind on a single object or point.

"
. . . which demand no intense concentration of

thought, and lead to no profound mathematical re-
searches."—Bertchel: Nat. Phil., p. 2».

2. A compression or condensation.
"The forty [pictures] were a multiplication of one,

and the four a concentratvm of forty. —Austin ; Mod.
+«tnteri, roL L, pi. iL, ch. ilL, } M.

B. Chem. : A process which has for its

object to increase the amount of a dissolved
substance in a liquid, relatively to the quan-

tity of the solvent, without adding any more
of the dissolved substance itself. When the
solvent is volatile this object is effected by
evaporation, as when water, alcohol, or ether
is expelled from a solution by heat, by expo-
sure to the air, or in vacuo. It the dissolved
substance is more volatile than the solvent,
the concentration is effected by distillation,

the more concentrated liquid being then found
in the distillate, as in the rectification of hy-
drated alcohol and of volatile oils dissolved in
water. In the case of aqueous liquids, con-
centration is sometimes effected by freezing
out the water ; in this manner a strong solu-
tion of salt may be obtained from sea water

;

strong spirit from vinous liquids, &c. A
similar principle is applied to the separation
of silver from lead. The argentiferous lead is

melted and left to cool till about two-thirds of
the mass is solidified. This consists of nearly

Eure lead, the portion which still remains
quid being an alloy richer in silver than the

original mass. By repeating this operation
several times the alloy at last becomes suffi-

ciently rich in silver to be treated by cupella-
tion. (Watts: Diet. Chem., vol i., p. 1107.)

con-cen'-tra-tive, a. [Eng. concentrate);

•ive.]

1. Able to concentrate or fix the mind on
one point or subject.

"It was his concentrative habit of mind and his
stirring temperament which brought him into this
course Of action."—Kinglake : Invat. of the Crimea , L 443.

2. Serving to concentrate, concentrating.

con-cen -tra-tive-nesa, a. [Eng. concen-

trative; •ness.]

Phrenol. : The power of concentration ; the
faculty of fixing the attention or thoughts on
any one subject or point.

M
I possessed, even as a child, an unusual share of

what phrenologists call concentrativeness. The power
of absorption, of self-forgetiulness, was at the same
time a source of delight and a torment."—Bayard
Taylor : Borne and Abroad (2nd ser.), vii., p. 435.

con'-cen-tra-tor, a [Eng. concentrate);

•or.]

1. Ord. Lang.: One who or that which
concentrates.

2. Miii. : An apparatus for the separation
of dry, comminuted ore, according to the
gravity of its particles, by exposing a falling

sheet of ore-dust to intermittent puffs of air.

(Knight.)

* con-cen -tre, *con-ce*n'-ter, v.i. k i.

[Ft. concentrer; Lat. con = cum = with, to-

gether ; centrum = a centre.]

A. Transitive:

1. To bring together to one point ; to con-
centrate.

" In thee concentring all their precious beams
Of sacred influence :

" Mi/ton ; P.L. , ix. 108.

2. To fix intently or steadily on any object
or point.

" The having a part less to animate, will serve to
concentre the spirits, . .

."

—

Dr. B. More ; Decay of
| Christian Piety.

B. Intransitive:

1. Lit.: To tend to or meet together in a
common centre ; to have a common centre.

"... the sides afterwards Join so closely, and the
points concentre so exactly, that the pillars appear one
entire piece."—Sir B. Wotton.

2. Fig. ; To coincide, to unite.
" All these are like so many lines drawn from se-

veral objects, that some may relate to him, and con-
centre in him."—Bale.

con-cen'-tred, pa. par. k a. [Concentre.]
•* The wretch concentred all tn self."

Scott ; Lay of the Last Minstrel, vi. l.

con-cen trie, con cen' trie al, •con-
cen'-trick, a. [Eng. concentre; -ic\ -deal.]

1. Geom. : Having the same centre. A geo-
metric term used specially of circles,

"The manner dt its concretion is by concentrical
rings, like those of an onion about the first kernel."

—

Arbuthnot: On Diet.

* 2. Fig. (of persons) : Having the same cen-
tres of thought or affection.

" If, as in water stirr'd, more circles be
Produc'd by one, love such additions take

:

Those, like so many spheres, but one heav'n make

;

For they are all concentric*: unto thee." Donne.

concentric circles, s.pl. Circles having
the same centre, but, of course, different

lengths of radii.

concentric engine, $. A name for the
rotary-engine (q.v.).

concentric operculum, s.

Zool. (of a univalve shell) : An operculum
which increases equally all round, and has its

nucleus central or subcentral. Examples—
Paludinaand Ampullaria. (S.P. Woodward.)

* con-cen -tric-al-lyf adv. [Eng. concentri.

cal ; -ly.} So as to possess the same centre.

* con-cen'-tric-ate, v.t. [Eng. concentric;

-ate.] To concentrate. (Lit. £ Fig.)
" Let them knit ,«nd concentricate their beams."—

CulverweU: Light ofNations, 100. (Latham.)

cdn-c6n-trlc'-i-t& s. [Eng. concentric; and
suff. -ity.] The quality of being concentric.

* con-cen'-trlng, pr. par.t o., & *. [Coir-
CENTERING.]

* c6n-c8n'-tu-al, a. [Formed as if from a
Lat. concentualis, from concentus.] [Concent.]
Harmonious, accordant ; in harmony or con-
cord.

"... this consummate or concentual song of the
ninth sphere, . . ."— Warton : Notes on Milton s Poems.

* con'-cept, e. [Lat, conceptum = a thing
conceived ; neut. of conceptus, pa. par. of con-
cipio = to conceive.] A conception, a mental
representation of any thing.

" What is true of our concept of creation holds of our
concept of annihilation."—Sir W. Bamilton: Discus-
sions on Philosophy and Literature, p. 692.

con ?cp' ta cle, con-cep-tac'-n-lum, «.

[Lat. conceptaculum = that which receives
something, a receptacle ; concipio (-cepi, -cep-

turn) = to take to one's self, to receive : con
= cum = together, and capio = to taka.]

L Of the form conceptaculum

:

Botany

:

1. The name given by Linnaeus, in his PhUo-
sophia Botanica, to a fruit having a single valve
opening longitudinally on one side, and dis-

tinct from the seeds.

2. The name given by Lindley to a two-
celled many-seeded superior fruit separating

CONCEPTACLE OF ASCLEPIAS.

l. Conoeptacle, 3. Seed.

Into two portions, the seeds of which do not
adhere as in the follicle to the placenta, but
are separate from it, lying loosely in the cavity

of the cell. Example—Asclepias, the fruit of

which is generally called a follicle ; in fact,

the two are essentially the same. '

IL Of the form conceptacle :

* 1. Ord. Lang. : That in which anything if

contained, a vesseL
" There is at this day resident, In that huge concep-

tacle, water enough to effect such a deluge."— Wood-
ward: Nat. Bist., Fret

2. Botany:

(1) A capsular form of fructification in the

Florideai and Fucoidese ; they are contradis-

tinguished from tetrasperms, i.e. from algal

fruit ultimately dividing into four bodies.

(2) A special organ on the surface or in the

Interior of a receptacle containing the organs

of reproduction, as well as their accessories.

It is not the same as a spore-case, which i%

itself one of the accessories described. (Treat.

of Bot. ) In Pyrenomycetous Fungi they are

small flask-sha]>ed receptacles, usually open-

ing outwards by a small orifice, the simple

internal cavity being almost completely filled

up by the soft hymenium. They are called

also perithecia. In the RhizocarpeEe theyare
sometimes denominated sporocarps. They
exist also in the Marchantiaceas. (Thome', &c)

(8) The term is sometimes used in the same
sense as I. 2.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, oe = e. ey = a. au - kw.
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Oon-Cep-ti-bU -I-t^, s. [Eng. coneeptible;

•ity.\ The quality of being coneeptible or
conceivable.

"There is there more of conceptibility and eognos-
cibiiity."—Cudworth: lntett. System, p. 6S».

c6n-9ep'-ti-ble, a. fAs if from a Lat. oo»-
ceptibilis, from conceptus, pa. par. of eoneipio
= to conceive] Capable of being conceived,
conceivable, intelligible.

*'
. . moat suitable and easily coneeptible hy us,

because apparent In his works."—Bale: Origin •/
Mankind.

^dn-C^p'-tion, ft [Ft. conception ; Sp. con-
ctvcion ; Port, concepc&o ; Ital. concezione

;

Prov. & Lat. conccpfio, from conceptus, pa. par.
of eoneipio — to conceive.

J

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of conceiving.

(1) Lit. : The act or state of becoming quick
with child. [II. 1.]

(2) Fig'. .* The first origin of anything.
" For all is perfect that God works on earth.
And he that gives conception aids the hirth."

Cowper: Conversation.

2. The state of being conceived. (Lit. <£

3. That which is conceived. (Fig. only.)

(1) Anything conceived in the mind ; an
Idea, perception, purpose, thought. [II. 2.]

. tis a thing impossible to frame
riual to the soul's desire:
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. It.

* (2) Conceit, an affected sentiment.

II. Technically:

1. Phys. : The first formation of the embryo
of an animal ; the first animation of the ovum
at the moment when it escapes from the
ovarium, passing through the Fallopian tube
to the uterus.

2. Mental Phil.

:

(1) The cognition of classes, as distinguished
from individuals ; that special application
of abstraction, comparison, and attention
which elaborates what logicians call notions or
concepts ; the act. of the mind in producing
concepts or notions.

(2) The notions or concepts so prodnced

;

the "general" or "abstract ideas" of Locke;
the "abstract general notions " of Hamilton.
These are properly expressed by common
terms, and constitute the object of study in
pure or formal logic. The number of attri-

butes embraced in a concept or notion consti-
tutes its intension, comprehension, or logical
content, and this determines its area or sphere
of applicability, that is. its extension or logi-
cal extent. These two quantities exist in an
inverse ratio to one another. The maximum
of the extent of a conception or notion is the
minimum of the content, and the maximum of
the content is the minimum of the extent. On
this single maxim Pure or Formal Logic has
been based. (Kant, Sir Wm. Hamilton, Prof.
Campbell Fraser, Edinburgh University.)
Dugald Stewart used conception as equiva-

lent to reproductive Imagination, and Rekl
used it as convertible with imagining, under-
standing, or comprehending.

" Imagining should not be confounded with con-
ceiving, Ac., though some philosopher*, us Gassendi,
have notattended to the distinction The words, con-
ception, concept, notion, should l>e limited to what
cannot be represented iu the imagi nation, as the
thought suggested by a general term. The Leibuitz-
iaoa call this symbolical in contrast to intuitive
knowledge. Thia is the sense in which conceptio and
conceptus have been usually and correctly employed.
Mr. Stewart, on the other hand, arbitrarily limits
conception to the reproduction, in imagination, of an
object of sense as actually perceived." — Sir Wm.
Hamilton's Note on Reid, The Intellectual Powers, p,
860.

"The term conception, which means a taking up in
bundles and grasping into unity, ought to have bWn
left, to denote, what it previously was and only pi,*
perly could be, applied to express—the notions we have
of classes of objects, in other words, what have been
called our general ideas.'—Sir Wm. Hamilton: Meta-
phytic*, p. 262, vol. ii.

"... abstract conceptions are impossible."—Herbert
Spencer (2nd ed. ), vol. ii., p. 525, § 487.

3. Theol. & Ch. Hist*: [Immaculate],

• con-cep -tion-al, a. [Eng. conception; •al.]

Of or pertaining to conception.

• con cep tion-al 1st, s. [Eng. concep-
tional ; -ist.] A conceptualise

con cep -tion-ist, s. [Eng. conception ; -ist]

A conceptualist.

"The boru conceptionlsts, the spiritual children of
Aristotle."—Coleridge: Marginalia ; quoted in Black-
woods Magazine, Jan., 1882, p. 123.

con-cep -tious, a. [Lat. concept(us) ; Eng.
suff. -tous.J Apt or quick to conceive ; preg-
nant, fruitful.

".
. . thy fertile and conceptions womb."

Shakesp. . Timon of Athens, ' S.

con-cep'-tiVe, a. [Lat, concept(us); Eng.
sunT-ire.]

* 1. Lit. ; Having the power or quality of
conceiving, fruitful.

2. Fig. : Having the power or faculty of
conceiving mentally.

" Now there is nothing in this process which neces-
sarily eludes the conreptive or imagining power of the
purely human mind."—Tyndalt : trag. of Science (did
ed.). vl 117.

con-cep -tu-a-lism, s. [Lat. conceptus, and
Eng. suff. -al; -ism.]

Metaph. ot Hist. : The distinctive specula-
tive opinion, or opinions, of the conceptual-
ists.

"The close of all Albert the Great's intense labours,
of bia enormous assemblage of the opinions of the
philosophers of all ages, and his efforts to harmonize
them with the high Christian theology, is a kind of
eclecticism, an unreconciled realism, conceptuittinii,
nominalism, with many of the difficulties of each."—
Milman . Hist, of Lat. C'hrUtianity, bk, xiv., ch. iii.

C6n-cep'-tu-a-list, s. & a. [Eng. conceptu-

al(i$m) ; -ist.]

A. As substantive

:

Metaph. & Hist, (pi.): A metaphysical sect—
if, indeed, it had coherence enough to be called
a sect—which arose iu the Middle Ages during
the disputes between the Nominalists and the
Realists. It sought to occupy an intermediate
position between the two contending parties,

but it approximated much more nearly to the
Nominalists than to the Realists ; perhaps,
indeed, it was not really distinct from the
former. The Realists held that general ideas,
such as genus, species, &c, called in the lan-

guage of the schoolmen universals, are real

existences, at least in the Divine mind ; the
Nominalists, on the contrary, contended that
they were mere names or words, while the
Conceptualises held that they were not only
names but mental conceptions or ideas. The
Conceptualists were not able to make their
voice very audible in Mediaeval times amid
the din of battle between the greater com-
batants, but the eminent metaphysician Locke
held views essentially conceptualist

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the tenets of the
metaphysicians described under A.

"St. Thomas, like his predecessor, Albert, on the
freat question of universals, is eclectic : neither abso-
utely realist, conceptmil ist, nor nominalist."— Mil-
man: Hist, of Lat. Christianity, bk. xiv., ch. iii.

concern', * con-cerne', v.t. & i. [Fr. con-
ceruer ; Ital. cancerne re ; Sp. co)icernir, from
Lat concerno = (1) to mix, to mingle ; (2) to
concern, to regard : con = cum = with ; cerno
to separate, to observe, to discriminate.]

A. Transitive:

1. To relate or belongto ; to have to do with.
" Officious fool ! that needs must medling be
In business, that concerns not thee !"

Cowley : The Shortness of Life, Ac
2. To affect or be of interest to temporarily

;

to interest.
" Associated with the stars that most concern us."

—

Tyndall i Frag, of Science (3rd ed.), i. 5.

3. To be of importance to ; to affect the in-

terests of.

" It much concern* a preacher first to learn
The genius of his audience, and their turn."

Dodsley : The Art of Preaching.

4. To affect with sorrow, grief, or anxiety
;

to make anxious or uneasy. (Seldom used
except in the pa. par.)

* 5. To suit, to be agreeable or convenient to.

" To sound your uame it not concerned me."
Shakesp. : Ant. A Cieop., ii. 2.

B. Reflex. : To give oneself trouble or
anxiety about anything ; to interest.

" I ought not to have concem'd myself with specu-
lations which belong to the profession."—Dryden,

* C. Intransitive

:

1. To relate, to belong, to appertain.

2. To be of importance.
" Deliver this paper into the royal hand of the king :

* 3. To import.
" What doth concern your coming f

"

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., if. L

concern', s. [Concern, v.)

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. That which affects or is of interest or im-
portance to a person.

" Tii all mankind's concern that he should lira."
Drydm.

2. An affair, a business, a matter.
" Religion is no trifling concern, . . .'—Rogers.

3. Importance, moment, weight.
" Mysterious secrets of a high concern."

Roscommon.
4. Anxiety, regard, interest in or care for

any person or thing, solicitude.
" Why all this concern for the poor ! "—Swift.

5. Anxiety or solicitude of mind, care, un-
easiness.

" Thy maidens, grieved themselves at my concern,"
Cowper : On the Receipt of my Mother t Picture.

6. A relation. [Concerns.]

JJ. Commerce:

1. A business establishment.

2. Those interested as partners in a busi-
ness ; a firm.

TI To feel or have a concern in or for : To bo
or feel interested in.

* con-cern'-ance, s. [Eng. concern; -ance.}

Import, importance.
" Frequent coming to God in prayer, acknowledged1

by Christ, and with the eoncernance of those things
which we may ask and obtain by prayer. &c"—Ham-
motui : Works, vol. i., p. 74.

* COn-ceV-nan-Cy^ s. [Eng. concernanc(e) ; -y.\
Import, concern, business.

'* The concemancy, sir I why do we wrap the gentle-
man in our more rawer breath ? "—Shakesp. : Hamlet
v.2.

concerned, pa. par. k a. [Concern, v.)

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective:

L Literally:

1. Interested, involved, connected.

2. Anxious or solicitous; affected witb
anxiety, care, or solicitude for ; interested in.

* IL Fig. : Intoxicated, affected with drink.
*'A little, as you see, concerned with liquor."

Taylor: Philip Van Artevetde, II. Hi. S.

*c6n-cern'-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. concerned ;-ly.\

Inaconcerned manner ; with concern, anxiety,
or solicitude.

"Not taking the alarm so concernedly."—Evelyn

:

Memoirs, lit 206 (ed. 1837).

* con cern -ed-ness, s. [Eng. concerned
;

•ness.} The quality of being concerned, inter-
ested, or anxious ; solicitude, anxiety.

. . with as much earnestness and conccmedncn
hungry beggar begs

Sermons, vol. vi., ser. ii.

* cdn-cer-nee'» s. [Eng. concern; -«,J One
who is concerned or interested in any matter.

*' The next and best of all preceding equalization was
that which the concertteei of each county inade. '—&r
W. Petty ; Polit. Anat., p. 60.

* cdn-cern'-er, s. [Eng. concern; -er.J Ona
who has an especial concern or interest in any
matter ; one who is concerned.

" He was
As great with them as their concern erj."

Mayne City Match, I r.

cdn-cern'-ing, * concern yrig, * cott-

^ern'-ynge, pr. par., a., s., &, prep. [Con-

cern, v.]

A. Aspr. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

* B. As adj. : Affecting the interests, im-
portant.

" I made it one of my motives to go Into Ireland, and
one of my concerningest businesses there, to get thia
lease assigned over in trust to yourself and Roger Ball."
—Boyle : Life : Works, vol. i., p. 5S.

* C. As subst. : A matter of concern, in-
terest, or importance.

" Would from a paddock, from a bat, a gib.
Such dear concerning* hidef who would do so?*

Shakesp.: Hamlet, hi. a.

D. As prep. : As regards, relating to, witn
regard or relation to.

" Concerning thy testimonies. I have known of old]

that thou hast founded them for ever."—Psalm exut.
163.

* con-cern'-ing-ly^, adv. [Eng. concerning •

•ly.] In a concerned or anxious manner, coo*
cernedly. (Pearson.)

con-cern'-ment, a. [Eng. concent; ~menLg
* 1. That which interests or concerns a

person.

"Leaving our great concernment to the Last."

Denham.

boll, boy ; pout, J6^1 ; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench
; go, gem; thin, this: sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, pli fi

-cian, -tian = shan. -tlon, -sion = shun ; -tion, -gion = zuun. -tious, -sious, -oious = shus. -We, -tre, &c. = bel, ten
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* 2. An affair, concern, or business ; a
matter.

*' It la good to be very staunch and caution* of talk-
ing about other men and their concernments, la way
of passing characters ou them, or descanting upon
their proceedings . .

.**—Barrow: Serm., p. 86.

* 3. Importance, moment, or weight ; con-
sequence.

*. • • matters of great concernment to mankind."

—

Boyle.

* 4. Relation, concern, interest ; a bearing
upon the interests of any one.

** Sir, 'tU of near concernment, and Imports
No less than the king's life and honour."

Denham ; Sophy.

* 5. Intercourse, business, concern.
"The great concernment of men is with men, one

amongst another."—Locke.
* 6. Interference, interposition, meddling.
" He married a daughter to the earl, without any

Other approbation of her father, or concernment in it,
than suffering him and her to come Into his presence.—Clarendon.
7. Relation, connection.

8. Anxiety, solicitude, care.
" But while they are so eager to destroy the fame of

others, their ambition is manifest in their concern-
ment . . ."—Dryden : Allfor Lorn, Pre!

'concerns', «. pi. [Concern, *.] A term
used to denote relations, whether by blood or
marriage. (Scotch.)

" At the end of seven years,-if they had been chil-
dren when they were taken away, they appeared to
their nearest relations (in the Scottish language con-
cerns), and declared to them their state, whether they
were pleased with the condition of fairies, or wished
to be restored to that of men."—Bdin. Mag. (Oct, 1818),
p. am

aon-certf, • con-sort, v.L & t [Fr. con-

eerier; ItaL conctriare, from Lat. consertvs =
joined together, pa. par. of consero : con= cum
= with, together ; sero =* to join, to connect,
{Skeat.}] [Consort.]

A* Transitive:

1. To plan or devise in conjunction with
Others ; to plot.

" The two rogues, having concerted their plan, parted
Oomnany. '—De Foe ; Memoirs of Colonel Jack.

2. To plan or devise ; to arrange, not neces-
sarily after eonsultation with others.

"... a commander had more trouble to concert his
defence before the people, . . ."—Burke : Vindication
of Natural Society.

B. Intransitive:

1. To plan, to arrange after consultation or
agreement.

** AH these consorted to goe to Goa together, and I
determined to goe with them."—Baeklutrt ; Voyages,
vol. U pt. U. p. 222.

2. Toactinconjunetionorinharmony with.

con -cert, * con-sort, s. [Fr. concert; ItaL
concerto ; Sp. concierto.] (Concert, r.]

I. Ordinary Ixinguage:

1. Agreement or accord of two or more
persons or parties in any design or act ; har-
mony or accordance of plan or ideas.

" London set the example of concert and of exertion."
—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

2. Harmony, concord.
H Let us, in concert, to the season sing,
Civic and sylvan heralds of the spring !

"

Camper: TransL Lot. Poems of Milton; Approach
of Spring.

* 3. An accordance or harmonious union of
Sounds.

" And keep In tune with heav'n, till God ere long
To his celestial concert us unite."

Milton : Solemn Music

H. Music: An entertainment in which a
number of persons or instruments, or both,
take part.

1[ A concert or consort of viols in the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries was a quartet or other
number of stringed instruments performing in
concert. (Grove.)

% Concerts of music to which the public
are admitted by payment are of comparatively

* recent origin in the history of music. The
advertisement of the first London concert
runs as follows: "These are to give notice,
that at Mr. John Barrister's house (now called
the Musick School), over against the ' George

'

Tavern, in White Fryers, this present Monday,
will be music performed by excellent masters,
beginning precisely at 4 of the clock in the
afternoon, and every afternoon for the future,
precisely at the same hour."—London Gazette,
Dec. 30th, 1672. (Stainer & Barrett.) The
first concerts known to have taken place
were performed at Vlcenza by the Filarmonici
In 1566. There was a subscription concert at
Oxford in 1665. The first in London was the

concerns—conceyffe

one mentioned by Stainer and Barrett as
taking place in 1672, but they did not become
an institution of the metropolis till the rise of
the Academy of Ancient Music in 1710. [Ora-
torio.]

concert-pitch, s.

1. Literally:

Music: A term for the pitch formerly used
at concerts, a trifle higher than the ordinary

Ch, for the sake of giving additional bril-
cy.

2. Fig.: The exact or proper degree of
exactness or correctness.

concert room, s. A room in which con-
certs are given.

conger-tan -to (c as ch), ». [Ital.] A term
applied in the eighteenth century to orchestral
compositions in which there were special
parts for solo instruments, and occasionally
to compositions for solo instruments with-
out the orchestra. It Is now generally used
as an adjective, indicating certain promin-
ent solo parts in an orchestral composition,
which are spoken of as " concertante parts."
(Grove.)

* con-cer-ta'-tion, *. [Lat concertatio, from
concerto = to strive together : con » cum =
with ; certo = to strive.] A striving or con-
tending ; strife, contention, contest.

**. . . the law of arms and concertations In games or
the like . . .'—Ooodtcin ; Works, IIL ii. soa.

* con-cer -ta tlve, a. [Lat concertativus,

from concerto = to strive together.] Quarrel-
some, contentious. (Baileyr.)

cin-cerf-e)d» pa. par. or a, [Concert, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb.

B. As adjective:

1. Ord. Lang.: Agreed on, mutually planned
or devised.

". . . two of the party proceeded with concerted
signals to show whether it w:is fresh water."—Darwin i
Voyage Hound the World (ed. 1B70), ch. viii., p. 170,

2. Music: Applied to a composition ar-
ranged in parts for several voices or instru-
ments, as a trio, quartet, &c.

"The term Sonata was formerly applied to short
concerted pieces for three or four stringed instru-
menta."—Ouseley : Musical Form, ch. xi., p. 64.

* con - cert'- er, * con- cert -or, # con-
sort-er, s. [Eng. concert; •er.] One who
concerts, plots, or plans with others ; a
deviser, a planner, a plotter.

"... their coadjutors, counsellors, consortert, pro-
curers, abettors, aud maiutainers.*—Burnet : Records ;
A Commission, Ac, against llereticks, No. 82, pi. iL
bk.IL

con-cer-ti'-na, *. [Ger.]

Music: A portable instrument of the sera-
phine family, having a key-board at each end,
with expansible bellows between the two.
The sound is produced by the pressure of
air from the bellows on free metallic reeds.
There are two varieties, the English and the
German.

con-cert -ing, pr.par., o., & s. [Concert, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par, A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. Assubst. : The act ofplanning or devising
by consultation or agreement with others.

con-cer-ti'-no (or c as ch), *. [Ital.]

1. The principal instrument In a concerto
as violino concertino.

2. The diminutive of concerto. (Stainer &
Barrett.)

* con-cer -tion, «. [Eng. concert ; 4on. ] The
act of concerting or planning ; adjustment,

con-cert' meist er, s. [Ger.] The leader of

the band, the conductor. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

con-cert -ment, s. [Eng. concert; -went.]

The act of concerting, pis

concertion. (B. PoUok.)

con-cer-to (or pron. con- chare'- to), s.

[Ital.]

1. A concert

2. A composition for the display of the
qualities of some especial Instrument,.accom-
panied by others of a similar or dissimilar

The act of concerting, planning, or contriving

:

' -o/tofc.)

character. A concerto may be for a solo
violin, or violoncello with an accompaniment
for strings, or wind ; or it may be for a piano-
forte, violin, or any wind instrument, and a
full band. (Stainer & Barrett.)

IT The word is at the present time usually
applied to a composition for a solo instrument
accompanied by full orchestra, as opposed U>
a sonata, in which the soloist is unaccom-
panied by other instruments, or only sup-
ported by the pianoforte. In earlier times
the term had a much wider application,

"The full concerto swells upon your ear,"
Cowper : Progress of Error.

t con-ces -sl-blo, a. [Lat. concess(u8), and
Eng. Buff, -able.] Capable of being conceded,
granted, or yielded.

"Itwas built upon oneof themostomcettiMe postu-
latums in Nature,"—Sterne : Tristram Shandy, vL 167.

con-cess ion (ss as sh), s. [Fr. concession

;

Lat. concessio, from concessus, pa. par. of con~
cedo « to yield.] [Concede.]

L, Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of conceding, granting, or yield-
ing in reply to a request or demand.

2. Anything conceded, granted, or yielded
In reply to a request or demand.

"So ended, and for ever, the hope that the Church
of England might be induced to make some concession
to the scruples of the nonconformists."

—

Macauiav:
Ilitt. Eng., ch. xiv.

3. Spec. : A privilege or right granted by
any government for the carrying out of any
public works, or by a patentee for the use of
his invention.

" Concessions for the colonies and for foreign coun-
tries of the valuable patent, rights under both of these-
systems, . . ."—Daily Telegrap/t, Nov. Srd, 188L

B. Technically:

1. Her. (Arms of Concession or Augmentation
of Honour)-. [Augmentation].

2. Logic: The granting, yielding, or admit-
ting of a point.

"This is therefore a concession, that he doth in his
own conscience believe the Scriptures to be sumdentl?
plain, at least in all necessary points, even to ordman
understandings."—Sharp*, vol. vU., ser. 4.

con cess -ion-aire (ss as sh), s. [Fr. con-

cessionnaire.] One who receives or holds a.

eoncession for the construction of public
works, &c.

* con cess -ion-a-rjf (ss as sh), a. [Fr.

concessionnaire.] Granted as a concession or
indulgence ; conceded.

t con-cess ion er (ss as sh), s. [Fr. con-

cessionnaire.) One desirous of obtaining a
concession for the construction of public
works, &c

"The concessioner, so far, has hsd three separate
bodies of men to bribe."—Contemp. Review, March
1880, p. «67.

* con-cess' lon-ist (ss as sh), s. [Eng.
concession ; -ist] One who concedes or grants
a concession.

"How, then, may this be effected ? By conciliation,
exclaims the whole host of confederated concession-
ists. —Southey; <iuart. Rev., voL xxxviii., p. (48,

* con-c.es'-slve, o. [Lat, concessivus, from
concessus, pa. par. of concedo = to concede, to
yield.] Conceding ; implying concession.

* con-ces'-sive-ly, adv. [Eng. concessive;
•ly.] By way of concession or yielding.

* con-ces'-sdr-y, a. [As from a Lat con-

cessorius, from concessus, pa. par. of concedo »
to concede, to yield.] Permissive.

"These laws are not prohibitive, but concessory."—
Jeremy Taylor: Ductor Dubitantium, U. 8L {Latham.)

* con-cote', s. [Conceit.]

t c4n-cet'-tlsttt, a. [Eng. concett(o); -ism.]
The use of conceits or affected phrases.

" If mere concettism be a part of poetry, QuArlee is

as great a poet as Cowley or George Herbert.' —Kings-
ley ; MiscAL, ii. 129.

* con cet'-to (pi. c6n-c£f-tl) (9 as 5b), s.

[ItaL] A conceit, a quaintness ; an atlecLed

phrase.

con ce vei'-ba.s. [Nativenarae Latinised (*).)

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Euphor-
biaecip, tribe Acalypheffi. The seeds of Con*

ceveiba guianensis are said to be delicious.

• con-ceyflfe, v.t. [Conceive.]

Btc, fat, fare, amidst, ^hat, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pit,

«r, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mate, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try. Syrian, as. ce = e. ev^a. an = Uw.
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• con-ceyt-ate, *. [A corruption from con-

ception (q.v.).] Conception, conceiving.

"This ia the sext inouetbe of hyr conceytat*."—
TowneUy Mutt., p. 75.

• con-ceyte, a. [Conceit.]

"Concert*. Concepttu."—Prompt. Parw.

* con-ceyve, v.t. [Conceive.]

* con-ceyv-ynge, s. [Conceiving.]
" Conceyvynge. Conceptio.'—Prompt. Par*.

conch, s. [Fr. ecu-
que ; Prov. conca,

concha; Sp. & Ital.

conca ; Port. & Lat
co itcka; Gr. Koyxyi
(kongchS) ; Sansc
cankka.] [Concha.]

L Ordinary Lan-
guage :

1. Lit. : A marine
ahell.

(1) Bivalve

:

(a) In a general v**10* blowing conch.

rnnse:
" He furnishes her closet first, and fills

The crowded shelves with rarities of shells

:

Adds orient pearls, which from the conch* he drew.'
Drydcnt Fable*.

(6) Spec, .* Strombus gigas.

(2) Univalve.

2. Fig. : A nickname for an inhabitant of
the Bahama islands, or some otherWest Indian
Islands, in allusion to the abundance of conch
shells there. (Ogitvie.)

IL Arch. ; [Concha.]

coh cha, s. [Lat. concha = a shell-fish, a
cockle, "spec, a pearl-oyster (both of these are
bivalve) ; the shell of a snail, or of the Triton's
trumpet of that form (these are univalve).
But the Gr. ttoyxyj (konche) = a mussel or
cockle, is limited to bivalves. Cognate with
Lat. cochlea (q.v.).]

1. Anat. : The largest and deepest concavity
in the external ear. It is situated a little

below the centre of the organ ; surrounds the
entrance to the external auditory passage, and
is divided at its upper and anterior part by
a bridge, which is the beginning of the helix.

(Quain.)

2. Arch. : A term for the concave ribless

surface of a vault ; the dome of au apse ; an
apse. %

'con cha-ce-aa, *. pi, [Lat concha, and
fem. pi. adj. suff. -acece.]

Zool. ; In De Blainville's arrangement a
family of Molluscs, comprehending among
other genera Cardium, Donax, Tellina, Maotra,
&c. The first, third, and fourth of these are

now the types of distinct families, and Donax
is ranked under the Tellinidse. The term
Conchaceae is, therefore, no longer required,

and has ceased to be used.

conch-i-col-l -tes, s. pi. [Lat concha — a

shell ; colo = to abide or dwell ; and suff. 4tes

(Paloeont.).']

Palceont. .* A genus of Annelids, order Tubi-
cola. They are found on Silurian shells.

Oonch'-I-fer, a. [Lat concha= a conch, and
firo = to bear.]

Zoology;

1, Sing. : A mollusc of the class Conchi-
fera(q.v.).

" Conch ifert fare] shell-fish; usually restricted to
those with bivalve shells."

—

Owen : Comp. Anat., gloss.

2. PI. : The English designation of the class

Conchifera (q.v.).

conch if -er-a, *. [Lat. concha = a conch,
i connective, dnd/ero =to bear.]

1, Zool. : Lamarck's designation now gene-
rally adopted for the great class of Mollusca
containing the species which possess ordinary
bivalve shells. Cuvier arranged the Conchi-
fera with Salpa and other naked molluscs into
a class Acephala

—

i.e., Headless Animals—so
called because they have no apparent head,
but a mere mouth concealed in the bottom or
between the folds of their mantle. He placed
them in an order Acephala Testacea, distin-
guishing their shelless associates as Acephala
Nuda. From their possessing four branchial
lamellae or leaflets, De Blainville called them
Lamellibranchiata, a name still much in
use ; it is the designation Professor Huxley

retains for the class. Their body is included
within a mantle or pallium, formed by a pro-
longation of the dorsal integuments ; there is

a well-developed heart, generally with two
auricles and one ventricle, or with one of each
or even two of each. Some have a conspicu-
ous foot. They have bivalve shells of the
normal type, which as a rule have the right
and left valves nearly of the same size and
shape, and both more or less inequilateral,
the anterior being much shorter than the pos-
terior side. This distinguishes them from the
Brachiopoda, in which the bivalve shells are
as a rule unequal in size, but each singly equi-
lateral. [Brachiopoda.] The valves of a
Conchlfer are bound together by an elastic

ligament, and are jointed by a hinge furnished
with interlocking teeth. Near each hinge is

an umbo, i.e., a ooss or beak, which was the
point whence the growth of the shell origi-

nally took place. The length of a valve is

measured from the anterior to the posterior
side, its breadth from the dorsal margin to
the base, its thickness from the centre of the
closed valves. Bivalve shells are said to be
shut when the valves fit exactly, and gaping
when they cannot be completely shut; the
outer side has often ribs radiating from the
umbo to the margin or concentric ridges.
Inside the margin of the shell on which the
ligament and teeth are situated is the
hinge-line. The adductor muscles, the foot
and byssus, the siphons, and the mantle, all

leave muscular impressions.

2. Pahvont. : Fossil bivalves are found in
most sedimentary rocks. They are somewhat
rare in the earlier formations, but go on to
increase through the Secondary and Tertiary
Periods, reaching their maximum in the
present seas. They are seven times more
numerous in the Newer Tertiary than in the
oldest geological systems. (S. P. Woodward.)

coii-chif-er-ous, o. [Lat. concha (q.v.), i

connective, fero m to bear, and Eng. adj. suff.

-ous.] Bearing a shell. {Pen. CycV)

con' chi-form, a. [Lat concha (q.v.), and
forma = form, shape.]

Bot. : Shaped like a single valve of a bivalve
shell. (Treat, of Bot.)

\ con-chll'-I-oiis, a. [Conchylious.]

con'-chln-ine, s. [An alteration in the rela-

tive positions of the letters constituting the
word Cinchonine (q.v.).]

Chem. : Also called Quinidine, C^H^NsC^,
an organic base isomeric with quinine, occur-
ring in cinchona-bark. It crystallises in bitter

colourless prisms, soluble in dilute sulphuric
acid, the solution showing blue fluorescence,
and its alcoholic solution giving a green colour
with chlorine water and ammonia.

cdhch'-l-o-lin. s. [Gr. jcoyyioi' (kongchion),
dim. of Koyxyi (kongche)= a muscle or a cockle

;

I euphonic, and suff. -in (Chem.).]

Chen. : An organic substance obtained from
shells of molluscs by removing the calcium
carbonate with hydrochloric acid. It is in-

soluble in water, and does not form gelatine
when boiled with water. It contains 50 per
cent of carbon, 6 of hydrogen, and about 16
per cent, of nitrogen. By long boiling with
dilute sulphuric acid it yields leucin.

* conch'-ite, s. [ Fr. conchite ; Gr. Koyxn
(kongche) = a conch (q.v.), and suff. -tie

(Pakeont.) (q.v.).] A. fossil " conch," or
similar shell. [Conch.] The modern palaeon-
tologist does not need the term ; he attempts,
generally with success, to ascertain the genus
and species of any fossil shell he may find,

or, if it is new to science, gives it a name.

conch-it'- -ic, a. [Eng. conchit(e); -ic] Com-
posed of or largely containing shells.

conch-o-der'-ma, s. [Gr. tc6yx« (kongchi)=
a mussel or a cockle, and Scpfia (derma)

=

skin.]

Zool. : A genus of Cirripeds, family Lepa-
didee. Conckoderma aurita of Darwin, Lepos
aurita of Linneeus, is common in all seas, and
is frequently met with on the bottom of ships
returning to this country from abroad.

conch-ce'-cf-a, s. [Gr. Koyxn (kongche) = a
muscle or cockle ; oTkos (oikos) = a house, and
Lat. neut pL adj. suff. -ia.]

Zool ; A genus of Entomostracans, the
typical and only known one of the family
Conchoeciadse (q.v.). Conchoecla obtusata is

found in Shetland. (Griffith dt Heitfrey.)

conch oe-ci'-I-d»( «. pi. [Mod. Lat conch-

mcia, and fem. pL adj. suff. -uke.]

Zool. ; A family of Entomostracans, order
Ostracoda, The inferior anteunse are two-
branched, with one of the brandies rudiment-
ary, and immovable feet two pairs ; posterior
ones rudimentary ; eyes none. [Conchoscia.]
(Griffith & Uenfrey.)

conch -old, s. [Ger., Fr., & Port conchoide ;
Gr. KoyxoetB^ (kongchoeidis) ae of the mussel
kind : Koyxn (kongchi) = a shell ; and tt&ot
(eidos) = form.]

Geom. : A curve discovered by Nicomedes in
the second century a.d., and used by him for
the finding of two mean proportionals. li

a straight line always passes through a fixed
point o, and a point q, fixed into the revolv-
ing Ijne, always moves along the line a b, then
any point p in the revolving line always at the
same distance from q will trace out a conchoid.
And, since the length q p can In any position

CONCHOID.

of the revolving line be measured either
towards or from o, it is evident that, corre-
sponding to any given length assigned to q p,

two conchoids can be described, one above
and the other below the line a b. These are
known as the superior and inferior conchoids.
Moreover, with a given point o and a given
straight line a b, any number of pairs of
different conchoids can be described by vary-
ing the length q p. Moreover, the shapes ot

all such curves will vary according to the
length of q p. Thus, if q p is less than the
perpendicular from o on a b, the shape is aa
given in the adjoining figure, and the isolated
point o is also a point on the curve.

conch-Si'-dal, a. [Eng. conchoid; -al]

,
Min. : Presenting a surface more or lesa

like the surface of a shell. Used of the frac-

ture of minerals when they so break as to

f>resent on one fragment a concave surface
ike that of the interior of a bivalve shell, and
on the other a convex one, like its exterior.

There are varieties of it—viz., imperfectly,
and again perfectly, large, small, and flat

conchoidal. (Phillips.)

COnch-O-log'-i-cal, a. [Gt. Koyxn (kongche^^ -

a shell-fish ; Aoyo* (logos) — a discourse ; and
Eng. suff. -ical (q.v.).] Relating to or in any
way connected with conchology.

conch-6r-6-gl8t, s. [Eng. concholog(y) ; -i*t]

1. Ord. Lang. ; One who studies or is versed
in conchology.

2. Zool. : A name given to the carrier shells,

from their often attaching shells to the margins
of their whorls as they grow. (Ogilvie.)

conch-ol'-6-&y, s. [Gr. *<$>x>) (kongchi) = a
muscle or cockle, and \6yos (logos) =* a dis-

course.] The science of shells. Two well-

marked stages in its development are trace-

able. At first shells were studied without

any reference to the animals of which they
constituted the hard framework or skeleton.

Subsequently the study took a wider scope,

and for the first time became worthy of being
called a science, when the animals and their

shells were viewed as parts of one common
whole. When shells were looked upon as

little more than ornamental objects, those who
studied conchology were not generally of a
high order of intellect ; but since the rise of
geology and the discovery that of all fossils

shells are able to furnish the most definite

information regarding the several strata, and
consequently regarding the history of bygone *

time,scientific minds of the very first class have
given keen attention to shells. Some of these
belonging to land animals, others to those

boil, bo£; poiit, joxvl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, -lag.

-dan, -tlan el shan, -tlon, -elon = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c = bel, del.
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inhabiting fresh water, and the great majority
to those which are marine, the fossil shells in
a stratum constantly enable the geologist to
ascertain whether a stratum is the remains of

a land surface, or a deposit from fresh water,
or the bed of a sea. Particular genera and
species flourish at certain fixed depths, and
when the geologist finds analogous fossil

shells, he is able, startling as it may appear,
within certain limits to sound the depths at
particular spots of a primeval and now long
departed sea.

When shells, and shells alone, were studied,
conchology was a not unsuitable name, except
that the termination -ology suggested that the
investigation was more scientific than iu most
cases it really was. When the animals came
to be carefully examined, M. de Blainville

proposed for this deeper study the name
Ifalacozoology— i.e., the study of the* softer
animals—viz., Molluscs ; this has been since
abbreviated into Malacology. As each of the
terms Conchology and Malacology refers to
only half the inquiry, we have avoided both,
and, unless in exceptional cases, described
Molluscs and their shells under the heading
Zoology.

t conch-oxn'-e't-er, *. [Gr. Koyx* (kongche)
=. . . a shell, and fttroov (metron) = a mea-
sure.] An instrument for measuring shells.

* conph-ons, s. [Conscience.] (HaUiwell.)

conch-o-spir'-al, a. [Eng. conch, o con-
nective, and spiral.] Spiral as a univalve
Bhell.

conch -us, s. [Gr. noyxn QeongchZ).'] [Conch.]
Anatomy:

1. The cranium.

2. The cavity or socket of the eye.

tconch-yl-a'-ce-ous, conch -yl-i-a-
od-oiis, a. [From Lat. conchylium; Gr.
KoyyvAtop (kongchulion) = (1) a mussel or
cockle, (2) any bivalve shell ; dimin. of xdyxvAg
(kongchule) — the shell called murex (q.v.).J
Pertaining to shells, resembling shells.

to6nch-yl-i oT-o-gist, s. [Fr. conchyliolo-
giste.] The same as Concholooist (q.v.).

t e6nch-yl-f-6l'-i-gy, s. [Fr. conchy liologie.]

The same as Concholoot (q.v.).

©Snch-yl-I-om'-e-try t s. [Gr. Koyrfhtov
(kongchulion) [Conchyliaceotjs] ; and fierpov
(metron) = a measure.] The measurement of
hells, and specially of their curves.

t conch yl i ous, t conch il-i-oiis, a,

[From Lat. conchylium; Gr. icoyYvXtoc (kong-
chulion), and Eng. suff. -out.] Pertaining to
shells. (Smart.)

oon'-cl-a-tdr, s. [Ital. conciatore, from con-

dare ~ to adjust, to regulate, from Lat com-
tus = neat, pa. par. of como = to dress, to
comb ; Low Lat. concio = (1) to adorn, (2) to
adjust accounts.]

Glass-making : The person who weighs and
proportions the salt on ashes and sand, and
who works and tempers them. (Webster.)

©on-cl-erge, s. [TV, from 0. Fr. consierge,

from Low Lat. consergius : said to be con =
cum = with, together ; cerco, circo = to go
round, from circum = round.] [Search.]
* 1. A keeper or governor of a fortress or

castle.

2. A porter, a door-keeper, a janitor.
" He is known and re-known by the concierge*, by

the Judges, by the greater part of the senate, . . ."—
«r Q. Buck Bist. of Rich. III., p. 99.

*c6n-cil-I-a-ble, a. [Lat. conciliabilis.]

Capable of being reconciled or accorded with
, anything.

" Nor doth he put away adulterously who complains
of causes rooted In lmmatable nature, ntter unfitness,
ixtter disconformity. not conciliable, because not to be
amended without* miracle."—Milton : Tetrachordon.

•con-cil'-I-a-ble, * con-clT-I-a-bale, s.

[Ft. contHiabv.lt; Lat condliabulum, from
concilium = an assembly.] [Council.] A
•mall or private religious meeting, a conven-
ticle.

"Some have sought the truth In the conventicles
and concittahl,-* of hereticks and sectaries . .

.'"—
Bacon: Of Cantrov. of the Ch. of England.

* con-clT-I-ar, a. [Formed as if from a Lat.
concUiaris, from concilium = a council, a

meeting.) Relating or pertaining to a council
or meeting.

"In effect the emperor was president, though not as
a Judge in spiritual matters, yet as au orderer of the
condliar transactions. "—Barrow: Of the Pope's Su-
premacy.

* Con-ciT-i-ar-ljr, adv. [Eng. conciliar ; -ly.]

By or in accordance with a council. (Barrow.)

* C&n-*}H'-i-ax-f, a. [Eng. conciliar; -y.]

Pertaining to or issued by a council or general
assembly.

" By their authority the concUiary definitions pass"d
into law."—Jeremy Taylor: Ductor Dubitantium, it
206.

con-cil -I-ate, v.t. [Lat. concUiatus, pa.
par. of concilio = to reconcile, to conciliate,
from concilium m an assembly, a union.]
[Council.]

* 1. To assure, confirm, or make stronger.
" It is not long agoo seuce some kioges gaue their

daughters to forein kinges tn maryage to conciliate
amifcie. . . ."—Joye: Exposicion of Daniel, c XL

2. To win or gain over to one's side from a
state of hostility or indifference ; to win the
regard or goodwill of.

" Her affability had conciliated many who had been
repelled by his freezing looks and short answers."—
Macavlay: Hitt Eng., ch. rxl.

•J Crabb thus discriminates between conci-
liate and reconcile: " Conciliate and reconcile
are both employed in the sense of uniting
men's affections, but under different circum-
stances. The conciliator gets the good will
and affections for himself; the reconciler
unites the affections of two persons to each
other. The conciliator may either gain new
affections, or regain those which are lost ; the
reconciler always renews affections which have
been once lost. The best means of conciliat-
ing^ esteem is by reconciling all that are at
variance. Conciliate is mostly employed for
men in public stations ; reconcile is indif-
ferently employed for those iu public or pri-
vate stations. Men in power have sometimes
the happy opportunity of conciliating the
good will of those who are most averse to
their authority, and thus reconciling them to
measures which would otherwise be odious.
Kindness and condescension serve to conci-
liate; a friendly influence, or a well-timed
exercise of authority, is often successfully
exerted in reconciling." (Crabb ; Eng. Synon.)

cdn-cfl'-I-a-tSd, pa. par. or o. [Conciliate,

con-9il'-i-at-ing, pr. par., a.
t

&, s. [Conci-
liate, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Gaining over to one's side
;

winning, conciliatory, of engaging manners.
"... the more pliant and conciliating method of

Cicero."— Burd: On Sincerity in the Commercial
World, dial L

C. As subst. : The act of gaining over to
one's side ; conciliation.

con-cil-I-a'-tton, s. [Lat conciliatio, from
concilio = to conciliate.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of conciliating or gaining over to
harmony or goodwill ; reconciliation.

"... conciliation of some good between our said
good brother and the French king."—Strype: Memo-
rials; <}ueen Mary, an. 1553.

2. The state of being conciliated or recon-
ciled.

" The house has gone farther ; It has declared conci-
liation admissible, previous to any submission on the
part of America. — Burke: On Conciliation with
America.

II. Law : By an Act passed on 15th August,
HJ67, Councils of Conciliation, to adjust differ-

ences between masters and their workmen,
may be established by license of the Secretary
of State. (Haydn.)

t cin-9il'-i-a-tJvo, a. [Eng. concilialte);

-ive.] Tending to or having the power or
property of conciliating ; conciliatory. (Cole-
ridge.)

con-cn'-l-a-tor, s. [Lat., from concilio = to

conciliate, to reconcile.]

1. One who conciliates or makes peace be-
tween parties.

" He thought it would be his great honour to be the
conciliator of Christendom."— Bishop Backet : Life o/
Archbishop Williams, pt L, p. 10S.

2. One who reconciles matters at variance
or discrepancy.

Con-cfl'-I-a-tor-y, o. [Eng. conciliator ; -y.)

Tending to or having the effect of conciliating

;

friendly, reconciling.
" Even Howe thought it advisable to hold concilia-

tory language."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxv.

* con-cin'-nate, o. [Lat. concinnatus, pa.

par. of concinno = to make neat ; concinnus=
neat.] Neat, elegant, apt.

". . . a manne of ripe Judgement In electinge and
chosynge concinnatc termes, and apt* and eloquent*
woordes.'—Ball: Benry VII., an. 6.

" con cln' nate, v.t. [Concinnate, a.] To
refiue, to mix properly.

" Cato setteth down a receit to trim and concinnate
wine . . .'—Holland : Plinie, bk. xiv., ch. 20.

* con-cin-na'-tion, *. [Lat. concinnatio = a
making neat ; concinnus = neat.] A making
neat, decent, or perfect.

*'.
. . the building, concinnation, and perfecting of

the saints."—Bishop Reynolds : On the Passions, p. 77.

* cdn'-clnne, a. [Lat. concinnus.] Neat, ele-

gant, becoming.
" Beauty consists In a sweet variety of colours, and

In a concinne disposition of different parts."—Adams i

Works, i. 898.

c6n-$in'-nt-tft
* con-cin'-ni-tie. s. [Lat.

concinnitas = neatness, from concinnus =
neat.] Neatness, fitness, harmony of parts.
Used—

1. Of speech, language, etc

;

" Cioero, who supposed figures to be named of the
Grecian schemata*, called them concinnitie. that is,

propemeos, aptness, featness, also conformations,
formes, and fashions ; comprising all ornaments of
speech under one name."

—

Peaeham: Garden of Elo-
quence, bk. t (isnjL

2. Of a building

:

"The college call'd Amarodoch In Pes—which has
been so smply celebrated for the condnnity of its

building."—L Addison : Western Barbary, p. 188.

* con-cin -nous, a. [Lat. concinnus = neat,]

Neat, becoming, agreeable, pleasant.

* con cton, con-ci-oun, s. [Lat concio

:

con = cum = with, together ; cieo = to call,
to summon.]

1. A meeting, an assembly, a convocation.
"In public condon and in writing sealed."—Foste,

*c. : Acts, p. 273.

2. An address made to an assembly.
" He commandit baith the pepill to compere to his

condoun.'- BeUend, : T. Lie., p. 60.

* c6n -clon-ar-y\ a. [Lat. concioMrius.} The
same as Concionatoby (q.v.).

* con'-cion-ate, v.i. [Lat concionatus, pa.

par. of concionor.] To preach.

* cdn'-cion-a-tive, a. [Eng. concionat(e)

;

•ive.] Of or pertaining to preaching.

cdn'-9i-^na~toiV. [Lat = a haranguer of
the people, a demagogue, an agitator.]

1. A preacher.

2. A common councilman, a freeman.
(Wharton.)

cdn'-$i-on-a-t6r-$r, a. [Lat. concionatorius,

contionatorius.] Used in public assemblies or
at preachings.

"... their concionatory invectives."—Bowel

* con-$ip'-I-ent, a. [Lat. concipiens, pr. par.

of concipio = to conceive.] Conceiving.
** By puffs concipient some in ether flit."

J. Jt B. Smith : Rejected A ddresses, p. let.

con-cise', a. [Fr. concis (m.), concise (f.);

Lat. concisus — cut short, brief, pa. par. of
concido = to cut short, to abridge : con = cum
= with, together; ccedo = to cut.] Short,
brief, condensed, and comprehensive ; terse,

succinct, not diffuse (used of language, style,

AcX
"... the same Spartan, calmly dressing Ms hair,

and uttering bis concise Jests, . .
."

—

Macatuay: Bist.
Eng., ch. xii.

con-cise'-ly, adv. [Eng. concise; -ly.] In a

concise manner or style ; briefly, shortly,

succinctly, tersely.

" Ulysses here speaks very concisely, and he may seem
to break abruptly into the subject, —Broom* : On the
Odyssey.

con-cwe'-ness, s. [Eng. concise; -nets.]

The quality of being concise ; brevity, terse-

ness, succinctness.
". . . the noble conciseness of those ancient

. . ."—Macaulay; Bist. Eng., ch. xvii.
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o6n-ci'-sion, s. [Fr. & 8p. concision; Port.

concisSo; Ital. eoncisione; Prov. concisio.

From Lat. concisionem, aecus. of concisio (rtaet.)

= the separating of a clause into two divi-

sions ; condsus = divided, pa. par. of concido
= to cut up, to cut to pieces, to destroy : con
and omdo = to cause to fall, to hew, to cut

;

oado = to fall.)

1 1. Of style : Conciseness.

2. Of sects, factions, or factious individuals

:

(1) Scripture: The rendering given both in
the Authorised and in the Revised versions of
the New Testament to Kararon-qv (katatomin)
in Philip, iii. 2, a term contemptuously applied
by St. Paul to the Judaising teachers in the
Philippian Church, who insisted on the neces-
sity of the Christians, Jews and Gentiles, being
circumcised. His argument is : The circum-
cision which they recommend you, having
now lost its spiritual significance, I con-
temptuously call concision—i.e., a mangling
of the body ; we are the true circumcision, we
have that of the heart and not that of the body.

(2) Fig. : A contemptuous term applied in

controversy to schisms produced by dissatis-

fied persons in the Church. (South.)

• cdn-cT-ta -tion, $. [Lat. concitatio, from
concito = to disturb : con = cum = with, to-

gether; cito = to stir.] The act of stirring

up, exciting, or setting in motion. (Browne.)

• cdn-cite, v.t. [Lat. concito = to disturb, to

stir up. ] To disturb, to stir up, to excite or
set in motion. (Cotgrave.)

• coii-ci'-ted, pa. par. or o. [CoKcrrc.]

« ©6n-cV-tin|J, pr. par., a., & s. [Concite.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of disturbing, stirring

up, or setting in motion ; coucitation.

• con cit'-I-zen, s. [Pref. con and citizen

(q.v.). In Ft. concitoyen.] A fellow-citizen.
" For what is it to me by whom I suffer evil of one

and the same kinde and degree, whether it be by a
neigh bour, ora stranger, ora foreigner ora con-cititen.

"

—Knox: Bitt. Reformation; Pref.

• con cla-ma -tlon, s. [Lat. conclamatio,
from co'nclamo m to cry out.] The act of
shouting together ; a united or general out-
cry or shout.

con-clave, s. [Ft., Sp., Port., & Ital. con-
clave ; Prov. conclavi; Lat. conclave = a room,
dining-hall, cabinet, closet, stall, or coop that
may be locked up : con here the same as cum
— with, and clavis — a key.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Of places: The cells described under II.

2. Of persons:

(1) Lit. : The cardinals confined within such
cells for the election of a pope.

" It was said of a cardinal, by reason of his apparent
likelihood to step into St. Peter's chair, that in two
tonclacet he went In popeand came out again cardinal."—South : Serm.

(2) Fig. : A close or secret assembly

—

(a) Ofmen:
" If busy men

In sober conclave met, to weave a web
Of ntnity , whose living threads should stretch
Beyond the seas, and to the farthest pole."

Wordneorth : Excurtion, bit. ill.

f (b) Of animals

:

" Like wolves before the levin flame.
When, 'mid their howling conclave driven.
Hath glanced the thunderbolt of heaven."

Scott : Rokeby, v. 83.

(c) Of the heathen gods :

" Forthwith a conclave of the godhead meets.
Where Juno in the shining senate sits," Garth.

II. Eccles. : For the two senses in which the
term conclave is used, see 1. 1, 2. Pope Nico-
laus II., in the eleventh century, and Alex-
ander III., in the twelfth, having limited the
right of electing a pope to the college of car-
dinals, in 1268, on the death of Clement IV.,
the electors could not for nearly three years
agree upon a successor ; and in 1271 the ma-
gistrates, acting on the advice of St. Bona-
ventura, locked them up till they could
agree, which confinement made them dox before
long. The success of the scheme led to its

becoming a settled institution, and it still

continues. The appropriate place for shutting
up the cardinal electors is a range of small
cells in the Vatican, or some other pontifical
palace, though a conclave may be held else-

where ; thus Pius VII. was elected at Venice.
Formerly the practice was to limit the electors

to a single dish at dinner and the same at
supper if they did not agree within three
days, and to a small allowance of bread,
water, and wine, if the eighth day saw their
deliberations still unfinished. Gregory XV.
regulated the conclave by a bull issued in
1621, and Urban VI. by one sent forth in 1625.

con cla -vist, s. [Fr. conclavisU ; Ital. & Mod.
Lat. condavista.]

Eccles. : An ecclesiastic acting as secretary
and servant to a cardinal, and shut up with
him in the same building during the time that
the conclave continues.

* con-clim-ate, v.t. [Pref. con, and climate
(q.v.).l To inure or accustom to a climate

;

to acclimatize.

con elude-', * condud-en, v.t. & i. [Lat.
concludo = to shut up together : con = cum =3

with, together ; claudo = to shut ; Fr. con-
dure ; ItaL conchiudcre; Sp. & Port concluir.]

A* Transitive:

L Literally

:

1. To shut up or in, to enclose.

"The very person of Christ therefore, for ever and
the self-same, was only, touching bodily substance,
concluded within the grave."

—

Hooker: Ecclet. Polity,
bk. v., i 52.

2. To end, to terminate, to finish, to close.
" And schortly to conduden al his wo."

Chaucer : O. T., 1,8*0.

IX Figuratively

:

• 1. To include, to comprehend, to embrace.

2. To determine, to arrange, to settle.
" Rim. Is it concluded he shall be protector?

Q. Flit. It is determined, not concluded vet"
Shaketp. : Richard 111., i. S.

* 3. To oblige, to bind down.
" He never refused to be concluded by the authority

of one legally summoned."—Atterbury.
* 4. To hinder, to obstruct

" This open thing which is befalls
Concludeth him by suehe a way."

Oower, L 185.

* 6. To gather as a consequence from reason-
ing ; to infer, to come to a conclusion as to
anything ; to reckon,

"... no man can conclude God's love or hatred to
any person, by any thing that befals him."—Archbithop
Ttilotton,

* 6. To refute, confute, or convince by argu-
ment.

"In all those temptations Christ concluded tlie

fiend."—Foxe : Act*. Ac, p. 602.

* 7. To prove, to demonstrate.
"... in the ende as it shal appeare, he concludeth

nothinge."—Jewell : Replie to M. Hardinge, p. 496.

* 8. To decide, to consider as proved.
" But no frail man, however great or high,
Can be concluded blest before he die."

Additon : Ovid.

*9. To acknowledge as true or correct, to
admit.

" Reprove my allegation, if yon can

;

Or else conclude my words effectual."
Shaketp. : 3 Henry VI., ill 1.

10. Law: To prevent from. (Wharton.)
* B. Reflexive : To preclude, to shut out
C. Intransitive

:

1. To finish, to make an end, to come to a
conclusion.

"... and so her death conclude*."
Shaketp.: 1 Henry VI., v. a,

2. To leave off speaking or writing.

% To conclude : In short, in fine ; to be brief.

"... and, to conclude, they are lying knaves."—
Shaketp. : Much Ado, V. 1.

3. To determine, to come to a decision, to
make up one's mind.

" I will conclude to hate her, . .
."

Shaketp.: Cymbel., iii. 5.

* 4. To come to a decision or determination ;

to arrange, to decide, to agree.

"... conclude and be agreed."
Shaketp. : Rich. II., i. L

TT Sometimes followed by the prep. on.
" Suffolk concluded on the articles."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry VI., L t
5. To collect by reasoning, to gather, to infer.

**.
. . the world will conclude I had a guilty con-

science."—Arbuthnot : Hittory of John Bull.

* 6. To form an opinion or decision (with of
or upon).

" Can we conclude upon Luther's instability, . . ."—
A tterbury.

Tf For the difference between to conclude and
to close, see Close ; for that between to conclude
upon and to decide, see Decide.

cAn-clu'-ded, pa. par. or a. [Conclude.]

* con clu dence, * con-clu -don-c& i.

[Lat. concludens, pr. par. of concludo.] A.

logical deduction, consequence, or inferenos

;

a conclusion. (Hale.)

* con clu'-dent, a. [Lat. concludens.'] Involv-
ing or containing a logical deduction, conse-
quence, or inference ; conclusive. (Bacon,)

* con-clu'-der, s. [Eng. conclud(e); -#r.]

One who concludes, infers, or determines.

con-clu -ding, pr. par., a., As. [Conclodb.J

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Closing, ending, finaL

*2. Conclusive.
" We'll tell when tie enough.
Or If it wants the nice concluding bout."

King.
C. As substantive

:

1. The act of finishing, ending, or bringing
to a close.

2. The act of arranging, determining on, or
agreeing.

* 3. An inference, deduction, or conse-
quence.

concluding line, s. A small line lead-
ing through the centre of the steps of a rope
or Jacob's ladder. (Weale.)

* con clu -ding-1^, adv. [Eng. concluding ;
-ly.] Conclusively; beyond doubt or contro-
version. (Digby.)

•ciu-clu'-si-Me, a. [Lat. condusus, pa. par.
of concludo = to conclude.] Admitting of
proof ; determinable ; capable of being In-

ferred or demonstrated.
" Til as certainly conclutible from God's prescience,

. . ."—Hammond.

con clu sion, * con clu ci oun, * con-
clu si oun, * con clu-sy-on, s. [Fr. con-
clusion ; rtal. conclusions ; Sp. conclusion,
from Lat. conclusio, from condusus, pa. par.
of condudo.] [Conclude.]

X. Ordinary Language

:

1. The end, finish, close, termination, 01
last part

" A tale that in conclution salth . .
."

Oower, L tt,

" The conclusion shall be crowned with your enjoy-
ing her."—Shaketp. : Merry Wivet, iii. ft.

2. A final decision or determination.
" Ways of Deaceable conclution there are but these

two certain 9. ."—Booker.

3. An inference or deduction ; a judgment
or opinion.

" Then doth the wit
Build fond conclutiont on those idle grounds."

Davits.

4. The consequence or result of reasoning,
•> thought, or experiment.

" If the conclutiont arrived at in the preceding ex-
amination of the early Roman annals are sound . .

."

—Lewit : Cred. Early Roman Hitt. fed. 1855}, oh. riv.,

{19, vol. li., p. 654.

6. A resolution, determination, or resolve,

* 6. A problem, a question.
" He wolde his wlttes plie
To sett some conclution, which shulde be confusion
Unto this knighn" Govier, L I«
* 7. An experiment.

" That mother tries a merciless conclution
Who having two sweet babes, when death take* on*
Will slay the other, and be nurse to none."

Shaketp. : Rape of Lucrece, 1,160.

IT To try conclusions : To make experiment
or essay of anything.

" To try conclutiont, in the basket creep,
And break your own neck down."

Shaketp. : Samlet, 111. ft,

* 8. An attempt, an object
" Ylt schuld he fayle of his conclutioun.''

Chaucer: 0. T., «,01t
* 9. Silence, quiet, peace.
" Tour wife Octavla, with her modest eyes
And still conclution, shall acquire no huaonz,
Deuiuring upon me."

Shaketp. : Ant. 4 Cloop., iv. 1ft,

LX. Technically

:

1. Logic : The inferential proposition of a
syllogism, as compared or contrasted with the
premises ; the consequence or inference.

". . . it will be found that every conclution is de-
duced, In reality, from two other propositions . • "—
Whately ; Logic, bk. L, { ft.

% In conclusion: Finally, in fine.

2. Law

:

(1) The end of a pleading, conveyance.
(Wharton.)

boil, bo^; pout, jo%l; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: sin, as; expect, Xonophon, exist ph -

1

-tion, -sion shun; -tion, -sion-zhua, -tious, -sious -cioua -^ anus, -bio, -die, &c. -bol, de*V
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(2) A binding act. (Wharton.)

5 Crabb thus discriminates between conclu-
sion, inference, and deduction : " A conclusion
is full and decisive ; an inference is partial and
indecisive ; a conclusion leaves the mind in no
doubt or hesitation ; it puts a stop to all far-

ther [further] reasoning : inferences are special
conclusions from particular circumstances

;

they serve as links in the chain of seasoning.
Conclusions are drawn from real facts ; infer-
ences are drawn from the appearances of things;
deductions only from arguments or assertions.
Conclusions are practical ; inferences ratiocina-
tive; deductions are final. We conclude from
a person's conduct or declarations what he
intends to do or leave undone ; we infer from
the appearance of the clouds, or the thickness
of the atmosphere, that there will be a heavy
fall of rain or snow ; we deduce from a combi-
nation of facts, inferences, and assertions that
* atory is fabricated.*' (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* o<£n clu «Ion-al, a. [Eng. conclusion ; -al.]

Concluding, final.

" Such separations of Ini tlatory dedication*, m wella oonchuional Migrations, are made with wine."

—

—Hooper : On Lent, p. 278.

oAn-clU'-sive, a. [Fr. conclusif; Ital. k 8p.
conclusivo, from Lat. aynclusust pa. par. of
concludo « to conclude.]

L Ord. Language

:

*L Concluding, final, at the end, forming a
conclusion.

"With two conclusive poem*."
[Index.)

- - R. Brathwayt ,*

Mature* Bmbastie, 1621. (Index.)

2. Decisive, final ; determining or bringing
to a close any question, argument, or differ-

ence ; not admitting of controversion or dis-
pute ; unanswerable.

". . . has been clearly exhibited in the conclusive dis
cussion of the subject by Mr. Grote, In his History of
Greece. "—Lewis Cred. Early Roman BisU (ed. 1855),
ch. lx., I S, vol. L, p. SOI.

IX Logic: Following as a regular conse-
quence.

Those that an not men of art. not knowing the
true forms of syllogism, cannot know whether they
are made in right and conclusive modes and figures. "

—

Locke.

U Conclusive evidence (Law): Evidence of
which from its very nature the law admits of
no controversy or contradiction.

Conclusive presumption : An Inference or
presumption which no proof, however strong,
can be admitted to contradict or invalidate.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between con*
elusive, decisive, and convincing ; "It is neces-
sary to be conclusive when we deliberate, and
decisive when we command. 'What j8 conclu-
sive puts an end to all discussion, and deter-
mines the judgment ; what is decisive puts an
end to all wavering, and determines the will.

Negotiators have sometimes an interest in not
speaking conclusively ; commanders can never
retain their authority without speaking deci-
sively : conclusive when compared to convind-
ing is general ; the latter is particular ; an
argument is convincing, a chain of reasoning
conclusive. There may be much that is con-
vincing, where there is nothing conclusive : a
proof may be convincing of a particular cir-

cumstance ;
but conclusive evidence will bear

upon the main question." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

TT For the difference between conclusive and
final, see Final.

c6n clu'HSive-ly\ adv. [Eng. conclusive; -ly.]

In a conclusive or decisive manner, decisively,
unanswerably. (Burke.)

con clu sive-ness, s. [Eng. conclusive

;

-ness.] The quality of being conclusive or de-
cisive ; decisiveness.

". . . their strength and conclusiveness may appear
supererogatory."—TyndaU : Frag, of Science ferd ed. ),

Fret, vi.

* cin-clu '- sor-y, a, [As if from a lat con-
* clusorius, from conclusus, pa. par. of concludo.]
Tending to conclude ; conclusive, decisive.

con-co-ag -u-late, v.t. [Pref. con and co-

agulate (q.v.).j To coagulate, curdle, or con-
geal one thing with another.

"They do but coagulate themselves, without conco-
agulating with them any water.

1 —Boyle : Bitt. Firm.

* odn-oo-&g'-u-lar-t6d, pa, par. or a. [Con-
COAGULATE.]

cSn co ag-'-u-la ting, pr. par., a, & *.

[CONCOAGULATE.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of coagu-
lating one thing with another; the state of
being concoagulated.

* con-co-ag-u-la -tion, *. [Pref. am. and
coagulation (q.v.).] A coagulation of two or
more bodies into one mass ; crystallization of
different salts in one menstruum.

"... a concoagulation at the corpuscles of a dis-
solved metal with those of the menstruum, . . ,"—
Boyle ; W/rkt, vol. tti, p. 63.

con-coct', v.t. k i. [Lat. concoctus. pa. par.
of concoquo = (1) to boil together, (2) to think
over : con = cum = with, together ; coquo m to
cook. ]

A. Transitive:

»L Literally:

1. To digest in the stomach, no as to con-
vert into nourishment.

2. To cook, to prepare.

3. To purify or sublime by heat op a
chemical process.

*' Sulphurous and nitrous foam
They found, they mingled, and with subtle art
Concocted." Milton i P. L., vi. 511.

IX Figuratively

:

1. To digest mentally.

2. To bear, to sustain the weight of.

". . . he was a man of a feeble stomach, unable to
concoct any great fortune, . . ."—Hayward.
* 3. To prepare, to provide.

"iConcoctt rich Juice, though deluges descend."
Grainger : The Sugar Cane, bk. L

4. To ripen.
M
. . . fruits and grains are half a year In concocting,

whereas leaves are out and perfect in a month."—
Bacon.

5. To make up, to plot or devise, to plan,
to invent.

* B. Intrant. : To digest, to torn into nour-
ishment.

" For cold maketh appetite, but natural I heate con-
cocteth or boyleth."—Sir T. Blyot; Cattel of Belth,
bk. ii.

con-coc ~t£d, pa. par. or a. [Concoct, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

*1. Digested (lit. A Jig.).

2. Cooked, prepared.

3. Made up, invented, plotted, or planned.

*4. Perfected.
" Whose high concocted venom through the veins
A rapid lightning darts." Thornton : Summer.

con-coc'-ter, s. [Eng. concoct; -#r.]

* 1. Lit. : One who prepares food ; one of
the organs of digestion by which food is con-
verted into nourishment.

2. Fig. : One who concocts any plan, Idea,
or scheme ; a planner, plotter, or inventor.

". . . this private concocter of maleoontent, . • ."—
Milton : An ApoLfor Smectymnuus,

con-coc'-tl-ble, a. [Eng. concoct; -able.]

Capable of digestion, digestible.

con-coc'-ting, pr. par., a., k s. [Concoct.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

* 1. Lit. : The act of digesting, concoction.

2. Fig. : The act of planning, plotting, or
inventing ; concoction.

con-coc'-tlon, *. [Fr. concoction; Lat. con-
coctio, from concoctus, pa. par. of concoquo.]
[Concoct.]

L Literally:

* 1. The act of digesting ; digestion in the
stomach.

" Again, as to the motions corporal, within the In-
closures of bodies, whereby the effects, which were
mentioned before, pass between the spirits and the
tangible parts, which are arefaction, colliquation. con-
coction, maturation, etc., they are not at all handled "

—Bacon • Works (ed. 1766), vol i. ; Bat, Bist., cent i.,

IW.PP. 183-8.

2. Maturation, ripening ; a bringing to per-
fection or maturity.

"This hard rolling is between concoction and a
simple umturation."—Bacon : Bat. Bitt.

H. Figuratively:

1. The act of making up or preparing a com-
pound body or preparation.

2. A compound or preparation.

* 3. Mental digestion ; meditation or rumi-
nation.

4. The act of inventing, plotting, or planning.

• 5. A plan, plot, design, or conception.
"This was an errour in the first concoction, and

therefore never to be mended in the second or the
third."—Dryden ; Pref. to (Edipus.

* con-cdc'-tlve, a. [Eng. concoct ; Ave.]

1. Having the power or quality of concoct-
ing ; digestive.

" With keen despatch
Of real hunger, and concoctire heat
To transubstantiate." Milton; P. £., y. uy.

2. Ripening or tending to ripen or mature.

Con-ool'-dr-OUS, a. [Lat. concolor, and Eng.
sun*. -ou3.] Of the same or similar colour.

" Disc of thorax and elytral humeri concobsrout.'—
Trans. Amer. I'hilos. Soc., 1673, voL xiiL, p. »i

con-coT-our, o. [Lat. concolor, from con =*

cum = with, together ; and color = a colour

;

Ital. concolore.] Of one or the same colour ;

without variety of colour ; self-coloured, not
marked with a different colour.

"In concolour animals, and such as are confined
unto the same colour, we measure not tneir beauty
thereby ; for if a crow or blackbird grow white we
account it more pretty."— Broten*.

con-com -I tance, con-ctfm'-l'-tgji-^,
s. {Ft. concomitance; Lat concomitantia,
neut. pi. pr. par. of concomito m to attend, to
accompany ; con = cum = with ; comito = to
attend, to accompany : comes ts a companion. ]

L Ord. Lang. : An accompaniment or asso-
ciation ; the act or state of accompanying or
being concomitant.

U. Technically:

1. TheoL: The doctrine of concomitance
holds that Christ's body exists entire under
each element.

2. Logic : A collateral argument
" To argue from a concomitancy to a causality, is not

infallibly conclusive."

—

QlanHUe; ScepeU,

* con-odm-I-ta'-ne-ous, a. [Eng. concomu
tan(t); sous.] The same as Concomitant
(q.v.).

cdn-com -1-tant, a. k s. [Fr. concomitant,
from Lat concomitant, pr. par. of concomitor.]

A* As adj. : Accompanying or associated
with ; existing in conjunction with, concur-
rent.

• It has pleased our wise Creator to annex to several
object*, as also to several of our thoughts, a concomi-
tant pleasure . . ."

—

Locke.

B. As subst. : One who or that which aeosin-
panies or is associated or connected with an-
other.

* 1. Ofpersons : A companion, an associate.

"He made him tae chief concomitant of his heir
apparent, . . .'—BeZiouue Wottoniana, p. 212.

2. Of things:
**.

. . the inseparable concomitant of prosperity and
glory."—Macaiday : Bitt. Eng., eh. xxiv,

* con-com'-I-tant-ly^, adv. [Eng. ooncomt-
tant; -ly.] In company or association with
others ; concurrently. (Walpole.)

* con-com -i-tate, v.t. [Lat. concomitatus,
pa. par. of concomitor m to attend, to accom-
pany : con = cum = with ; comes m a com-
panion.] To attend on, to accompany, to be
connected or associated with.

"This simple bloody spectation of the lungs, fa
differenced from that which concomltaUt a pleurisy."
—Barvey : On Consumption.

* con-com i-ta-tion, s. [Lat. concomitatus,
pa. par. of concomitor.]

Theol. t The same as Concomitance, II. 1

(q.v.).

oon'-cord, * con-corde, «. [Fr. concorde

;

Sp. k Ital. concordia, from Lat concordia : con
— cum — with, together ; cor (gen. cordis) =
the heart, the mind.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Agreement, harmony, accord, peace, or
union.

*' MetLinks that there abides in thee
Some concord with humanity."

Wordsworth i To the Daisy. So 9.

2. A treaty, peace, or league between
nations ; a compact or covenant.

" It appeareth by the concord made between Henry
and Roderick the Irish king."—liavies ; On Ireland.

3. Harmony, consonance. [II. 8.]

"Concord of sweet sounds."
Shakesp. : Mer. of Ten., v. 1.

IX Technically:

1. Gram. : The agreement of one word with
another, as of a verb with its subject in per-
son and number; of an adjective with Its

noun in gender, number, and case.

Ifcto, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p&t,
or. wore, wolf, w6rk, who. son ; mute, cub. cure unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. »,e» = e; ey = a. <m = kw
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" Hare those who bare writ about declensions, con-
mrdt, and syntaxes, lost their labour T "—Locke.

*2. Old Law;
(1) An agreement made between two or

more persons upon a trespass committed, by
way of satisfaction for the damage done.

(2) An agreement between the parties to a
fine of land, in reference to the manner in

which it should pass. [Fine.] (BurriU.)
" Hence, as I take it, the concord Is called a fine

leTled."—North .- Life of Ld. Guilford, I. 204.

3. Music: A combination of notes which
requires no further combination following it

or preceding it to make it satisfactory to the
ear. The concords are perfect fifths, perfect
fourths, major and minor thirds, and major
and minor sixths, and such combinations of
them with the octave and one another as do
not entail other intervals. (Grove.)

•fl Orabb thus discriminates between con-
cord and harmony : " Concord is generally era-
ployed for the union of wills and affections :

harmony respects the aptitude of minds to
coalesce. There may be concord without har-
mony, and harmony without concord. Persons
may live in concord who are at a distance from
each other : but harmony is mostly employed
for those who are in close connexion, and
obliged to co-operate." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

• con cord , v.t. & I. [Concord, *.]

A* Trans. : To reconcile, arrange, or set
at one ; to bring into harmony or accord.

"The French agents piled It to concord conditions
for the royal marriage."—Racket: Life of Williams,
I. p. 212.

B. Intrant. : To agree ; to be in harmony
or accord.

". . . many of their old friends and associates, ready
to concord with thein in any desperate measure."—
lord Clarendon'* Life, 1L 1W.

©dn-cord'-a-ble, a. [Lot. concorddbilis,
from concors *= accordant, in harmony.]

1. Accordant, agreeing; in accordance or
agreement

"For In crunlke of time ago
I fyude a tale concordaofe."

dower; Confetsio Amuntit, bk. ii.

2. Harmonious, peaceful, quiet.

* COn-COrd'-a-bl& adv- tEn£- concordab(le)
;

•ly.] In concord, harmony, or agreement

;

agreeably.
'*.

. . that religion, which they do both concordably
teach, . . ."—Roger* : On the 39 Article* (1829) ; Ded.

con cord -01190, * concord aunce, $.

[Ft. concordance ; Sp. & Port concordancia ;

Ital. concordanza; Low Lat. concordantia, from
Class. Lat. concordans, pr. par. of concordo =
to be of one mind, to agree together, to har-
monize : con a together, and cor (gen. cordis)

= the heart]
* I. Ord. Lang. : Agreement,

1. Followed by with.
". . . this letter being such a concordance with

those instructions, , . ."—Strype: Memorial*, an. 1588.

2. Followed by of.

"... their reigns any way helpful to the concord-
ance of times, foregoing or succeeding."—Raleigh

:

Hi*t. World, bit. ill., cb.T, } 4.

IX Technically:

* 1. Gram. : The agreement of words with
each other ; as, for instance, the agreement in
gender, number, and case, of an adjective
with the substantive which it qualifies.

[Concord, s., II., 1.]

"After three concordance* learned, let the master
read unto him the epistles of Cicero."—Atcham :

Schoolmaster.

2. Biblical Study : A book of reference in
which all the words existing in a particular
version of the Bible are arranged alphabeti-
cally—part of the verse being extracted with
each, so that if one remember a notable word
in any part of the Bible he may find, with
scarcely any expenditure of time, where it

occurs. A similar work may be constructed
to enable students to find where eacli Hebrew
word occurs in the Old Testament, or each
Greek one in the New Testament or in the
Septuagint. The first known Concordanceof the
Bible in any language was that of St. Anthony
of Padua, who was born in 1195, and died in
1231. His work was called Concordantia!
Morales, and waa of the Latin Vulgate. It
formed the basis of a more elaborate con-
cordance, also of the Vulgate, that of Hugo
de Santo Caro, better known as Cardinal
Hugo. This was published in a.d. 1244. The
first Hebrew concordance was that of Rabbi
Mordecai Nathan, commenced in 1488 and

finished in 1448. The first Greek concord-
ance to the New Testament was that of

Xystus Betuleius, whose real name was Birck

:

it came forth in a.d. 1546. The first English
concordance to the New Testament was that
of Thomas Gybson, before a.d, 1540: the first

to the whole English version of the Bible that
of Marbeck, a.d. 1550. These, of course,

preceded the appearance in a.d. 1611 of the
authorised version of the Bible. The elabo-
rate and well-known work of Cruden appeared
first in 1737.

3. Literature: In the same sense as 2, except
that the work is constructed to facilitate

reference to some other book than the Bible.
The first known concordance to Shakespeare
was that of Ayscough, in 1790. Mrs. Cowden
Clarke's elaborate and most useful work first

appeared in 1847. A concordance to Milton
was published in Madras in 1856 and 1857, and
one to Tennyson in London in 1870.

* con-cord'-an-cy, *. [Eng, concordance)

;

'V'} Agreement, concord, accord. (Mountagu.)

* con-cord'-ant, a. & s. [Lat. concordans.]

A. As adjective

:

1. In concord, harmony, or accord; har-
monious, agreeing, correspondent.

2. Followed by the prep, to

:

"... employed lu points concordant to their natures,
professions, and arts, . .

."

—

Browne : Vulgar Errour*.

B. As subst. : That which is in concord,
agreement, or accord ; concordance ; that
which accords or brings into concord or agree-
ment

" Why I did thlnke so, I gave my reasons by speciall
reciting many concordant* Inter partes. "— /f. Moun-
tagu : Appeale to Catar, p. 84.

* con-cord'-ant-ly, adv. [Eng. concordant;
-ly.] In a concordant manner, harmoniously,
in agreement.

"They hope to lodge concordantly together an idol
and an ephoo."— W. Mountagu : Dee. Ets„ pi 174.

con cor dat, * con-cor -date, a. [Fr.

concordat; Low Lat. concordatunit from Lat
concordo = to be of one mind.] [Concord-
ance.]

Ecelesiol. <£ Ch. Hist. : A compact, a conven-
tion, or an agreement entered into between
the Pope and a sovereign prince or a govern-
ment for regulating the affairs of the Church
within the kingdom. A concordat between
Pope Calixtus II. and the Emperor Henry V.

of Germany was agreed upon in 1122, which
terminated the fierce controversy about inves-

titures, and still to a certain extent regulates
the affairs of the Roman Catholic Church in
Germany. In 1516 a concordat took place be-
tween Pope Leo X. and Francis I., King of
France, by which the Chapters were deprived
of the right which they had formerly enjoyed
of electing the bishops of the several sees.

After much delay and royal importunity the
French Parliament reluctantly registered this

surrender of privilege on March 16, 1518.

Omitting less interesting concordats, a cele-

brated one took place on July 16, 1801, between
Pope Pius VII., acting through Cardinal Con-
salvi, and Napoleon Bonaparte, then first

consul. This engagement re-established the
Papal authority in France, but not within its

former limits ; for it placed the clergy, in tem-
poral and even in some spiritual matters,
under the jurisdiction of the civil power.
Other concordats with the French government
were on January 25, 1813, and Nov. 22, 1817.

On August 18, 1835, a concordat concluded be-

tween Pope Pius IX. and the Emperor Francis
Joseph I. of Austria considerably increased
the legal power of the Papacy in that empire

;

but, exciting much dissatisfaction, it was vir-

tually abolished in 1868. There have been
concordats with various other Roman Catholic
governments.

. . a barren, ambiguous, delusive concordat had

* con -cord'-er, s. [Eng. concord ; -er.) One
who promotes concord ; a reconciler, a peace-
maker.

" The blest concorder that made warres to cease."
Taylor: Worket, 1680.

con cor di a, s. [Lat
md.1

concord,
intimate friend.]

Astro*. : An asteroid, the fifty-eighth found.
It was discovered by the astronomer Luther,
on the 24th March, 1860.

* con-cord'-i-al, a. [Eng. concord ; i con-
nective

; -at.) Harmonious, concordant.
"United into one with a concordial mixture."—W.

Irving : Bracebridge Mall, p. 151.

* con cord'-Ing, a, [Eng. concord; -ing.}
Reconciling, bringing into harmony or accord

;

accordant
"By this concording Judgment . . ."— South**/:

Roderick, xxlL

* cdn-cord-i-ous, a. [Eng. concord; -tout.}
Harmonious, concordant.

"The calling of a comfortable and concordiou* parlia-
ment."—Racket : Life of William*, i. hrj. {Davie*.}

cdn-cord -i-oiis-ly, adv. [Eng. concordious ;
-ly.] Harmoniously, pleasantly.

"The business was concordUntsly despatched-" —
Backet : Life of William*. 1. 32. {Davie*.}

* con-cord -1st, s. [Eng. concord ;-ist] The
writer or compiler of a concordance, (Ch. Obs.)

* con' cord-ly, * oon'-cord-lie, adv. [Bng.
concord; -ly.] In concord or accord; by
agreement ; harmoniously,

"Let them foretblnke and deliberat togither pru-
dentlie, and what they deliberat wiaelie, let them
accomplish concordlie, not larring nor swaruing one
from the other.*—fox: Martyr*; Epittle of Uregorie,
p. 106.

* con cor' por al, a. [Pref. con, and cor-
poral (q.v.>] Having or pertaining to the
same body. (Bailey.)

* con-cor' por-ate, v.t. & i. [Lat. concor-
poro, from con = cum = with, and corpus
(genit. corporis) = a body,]

A. Trans. ; To unite into one body or mass
j

to embody, to incorporate.
" When we concorporate the sign with the elgnificf r

Won, . . ."—Taylor: Worthy Communicant.

B. Intrans. : To become united or incor-
porated into one body or mass.

con cor -por-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Con-
corporate. ]

* con-cor -por-a-tlng, pr. par., a., & s.

[Concorporate. ]

A. & B. As pr. par. *t particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of uniting or incor-
porating into one mass or body ; concorpora-
tion.

* con-cor-pdr-a'-tlon, s. [Lat. concorpo-
ratio, from con — cum = with, together, and
corpus=u body.] The act of concorporating

;

the state of being concorporated.
" That one centra, which the soul is hlght,

Which knows this world by the close unitie,
Concorporation with the mundane upright."

More : On the Bout, bk. fl., c t, f. M.

* con-cdr-rttpt', v.t. [Pref. con, and corrupt
(q.v.).] To corrupt together or at the same
time.

" His fonle contagion ooncorrupted all

His fellow-creatures."
Sylvetter : Tobacco Battered, t

cdn -course (Bng.), * con'-curse (Scotch), s.

[Fr. concours; Ital. concorso; Sp. concurso,

from Lat. concursus m a running together,
from concurro = to run together : con =* cum =
with, together ; curro = to run.

)

L Literally:

L The act of running or meeting together
violently ; a rush, charge, or onset

" Concourie In arms, fierce faces threat'nlng war."
Milton: /'. /,..ii. ML

2. The act or process of running to or meet-
ing together in one place ; a confluence, a
gathering.

" Do all the nightly guard*,
The city's watches, with the people's fears,

The concourie of all goud men. strike thee nothing r

Ben Jonton : Catiline, iv. 2.

* 3. The point of intersection of two bodies

or lines ; a point of junction.
" So soon as the upper glass Is laid upon the lower, so

as to touch it at one end, and to touch the drop at the
other end. . . the drop will begin to move towards
the concourie of the glasses, . . ."—A'ewton.

4. A number of persons met together in one
place, a gathering, an assembly.

*IL Figuratively:

1. Concurrence, co-operation.

"No creature can move, or act, or do anything,
without the concourse and cc-operatlon of God."—
Bithop Sherlock : Ditcourte on Providence, ch. ii.

2. Agreement, concurrence, approbation.

"That if either the lords of Council or Commissioners
for the Peace shall require their concurte at home or

abroad, by sending coinmlssfoners with theirs to his

Malesty and Parliament forthateffcct..-the Assembly
grants full power to them, not only to couenrre, . . .

—Act At*. (1641), p. 147.
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* con -create, v.t. [Lat. concreatus, pa. par.
of concreo : con m with, together ; creo = to
create ; Ital. concreare ; Fr. concreer.] To create
at the same time or together with others.

eon'-cre-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Concreate. J

* con-crede, v.t. [Lat. concredo.] [Con-
credit.] To entrust.

"To defraud the trust concreded to him by the Par-
liament."—Sir B. Cholmleyt Revolt (1643). p. 4.

* con- cred' it, v.t. [Lat. concreditum, sup. of
«mcredo=toentrust.] To entrust, to commit,
to give in charge.

• "The which Mason may well be applied to excuse
•Tery Christian from swearing, who is a most high
priest to the Most High God, and hath the most celes-
tial and important matters concredited to Mm. *—
Barrow: Sermons, L lb.

* con-crem-a'-tion, s. [Lat. concrematio :

eon = cum — with, together, and crematio =
a burning, from cremo= to burn.] [Cremation.]
The act of burning several things together or
at the same time. (Bailey.)

* cdn'-cre-ment, s. [Lat. concrementum, from
concresco = to grow together : con =* cum —
with, together, and cresco= to grow.] A grow-
ing together ; a mass formed by concretion ; a
collection.

"There Is tha cohesion of the matter Into a more
loose consistency, like clay, and thereby it is prepared
to the concrement of a pebble or flint' —Bale : Origin
of Mankind.

* con-cres'-cence, s. [Lat. concrescens, pr.

par. of concresco.) The act of gathering or
forming into a mass by the growing together
or coalescing of separate parts.

"Seeing It is neither a substance perfect, nor In-
choate, how any other substance should thence take
concrescence, hath not been taught."—Raieigh : Eittoru
of the World.

* con crcs -91 ble, a. [Fr. concrescible ; Ital.
concrescibile, from Lat. concresco.] Capable of
gathering or forming into a mass by coales-
cence ; capable of congealing.

"They formed a . . . fixed concrete*^ oil.'*—Pour-
eroy. Tram. (Webster.)

* oon-cres' -clve, a. [Lat. concresc(o) ; Eng.
auff. -ive.] Growing together, or gathering
Into a mass ; coalescing. (Ec. Rev.)

CO*n -Crete, v.i. & t. [Lat. concretus, pa. par.
of concresco = to grow together : am= together,
and cresco = to grow.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To grow together, to coalesce Into one
mass.

(1) Followed by with

:

" The mineral . . . matter, thui concreting with the
crystalline, . . '—Woodward.

(2) Absolutely:
** ... the salt concretes in regular flgurea .

."—Newton.
2. To coagulate.
" The blood . . . could not be made to concrete, . .

."

—Arbuthnot.

B. Trans. : To form by concretion ; to form
by the union of previously separate particles.

" That there are in our infenour world divers bodies,
that are concreted outof others, is beyond all dispute

:

we see It in the meteors."—Bate : Origin of Mankind.

con'-crete, a. A; s. [Fr. concret (m.), concrete
(f.) ; Sp., Port., & Ital. concreto, all from Lat
concretus.} [Concrete, v. J

A* As adjective

:

I. Ord. Lang. : Grown together, formed by
the union of many particles into one mass.

"The first concrete state, or consistent surface, of
the chaos, must be of the same figure as the last liquid
tate."—Burnet.

II. Technically

:

1. Logic;

t(l)0/fiames: Standingfor a thing—as John,
ea, table—as distinguished from standing for

» an attribute of a thing—as whiteness, old age.
This is the sense in which the schoolmen used
the logical term concretus. (J. S. MiU : Logic,
bk. i., ch. ii.,§4.)

(2) Special, as opposed to general. John
Stuart Mill considers that the practice of
using the word concrete in this sense, and
abstract in the sense of resulting from abs-
traction or generalization, has grown up in
modern times, being either introduced by
Locke or at least having gained currency from
his example. Mr. Mill himself avoids it, and
employs the word concrete in his Logic only in
seuse l (q.v.). (J, S. MiU : Logic, bk. i., ch.
u\, § 4.)

2. Arith.
y Math., &c. (0/ numbers and quan-

tities) : Stated to be of certain persons or
things as opposed to an abstract number.
Thus in the expressions, 6 quires of paper,
or 1,000 soldiers, 6 and 1,000 are concrete
numbers, but 4, 2, 27, are abstract.

"Thus the Concrete process is special, and the Ab-
stract is general. The character of the Concrete is ex-
perimental, physical, phenomenal, while the Abstract
is purely logical, rational. The Concrete part of every
mathematical question is necessarily founded on con-
sideration of the external world, while the Abstract
part consists of a series of logical deductions-"—Mar-
ttneau: Comte's Positive Philosophy, bk. i., ch. i., p. 41.

3. The Physical Sciences (Ofa Science) : Hav-
ing as its subject of investigation the descrip-
tion and classification of particular objects as
opposed to a science having for its aims the
investigation of* laws. Thus, zoology and
geology are mainly concrete sciences

;
pure

mathematics is an abstract one.

4. Gram. (0/ words): Referring to some-
thing special, and hence resolvable into two
words. Thus, to love is concrete ; it can be
resolved into (1) the state of being or existing,
and (2) into the state of spreading that exist-
ence temporarily or permanently as the state
of love. But the verb to be is solely abstract.

B. As substantive

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : A mass formed by the union
of parts or particles previously separated.
[Concretion.]

2. Building: A composition used for the
foundations of large buildings, or for securing
stability or freedom from damp. It is com-
posed of lime, coarse gravel and sand in various
proportions, mixed up thoroughly with water.

con -cre-ted, pa. par. & a, [Concrete, v.t.]

Con'-crete-rjr, adv. [Eng. concrete ; -ly.] In
a concrete manner ; the opposite of abstractly,
or, as it was formerly called by some, abs-
tractedly. (Ciidworth.)

con crete-ness, s. [Eng. concrete ; -ness. ]

1. Gen. : The quality of being concrete.

2. Spec. : Coagulation ; the condensation of
fluids into a more or less solid mass.

con cret -er, a. [Eng. concret(e); -er.]

Su§ar-boiling : An apparatus for concen-
trating syrup, by allowing it to flow in a
boiling condition over the surface of a heated
pan, and then subjecting it to the heat of a
copper cylinder revolving over a fire, and
having an internal hotblast. The syrup in a
concentrated condition is discharged at the
lower end. (Knight.)

con'ere-ting, pr. par. & a. [Concrete, v.]

eon ere tion, s. [Fr. concretion ; Prov.
concrecio ; Ital. concrezione, from Lat. con-
cretio = a uniting, condensing, or congealing.]
[Concrete.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of concreting or growing to-
gether.

" Some plants, upon the top of the sea, are supposed
to grow of some concretion of slime from the water,
where the sea stirreth little."

—

Bacon : Natural Bist.

2. The mass thus formed.
" Heat, in general, doth not resolve and attenuate

the Juices of a human body ; for too great heat will
produce concretions."—Arbuthnot: On Aliments.

IL Geol. : Either a mechanical aggregation
or a chemical union of particles of calcareous
or other material producing spherical, oval, or
less regularly formed balls in argillaceous or
other strata. Such nodules have frequently a
shell or other organism constituting the nu-
cleus around which the aggregation or union
has taken place. [Concretionary deposits.]

t cdn-cre'-tion-al, a. [Eng. concretion ; -ah]
Pertaining to concretions, containing concre-
tions, concretionary. (Brande.)

c5n-creV-tion-ar-& a. [Fr. concretionnaire.]

Characterised by, or containing, concretions.
" Among the most remarkable examples of concre-

tionary structure . . .'—LyeU : Manual of Geol., ch. iv.

concretionary deposits.
Geol. : Strata are not arranged primarily by

their mechanical structure, but by the suc-
cession of life which they contain. No epoch,
great or small, is therefore called that of con-
cretionary deposits, but these exist more or
less, here and there, in all parts of the system.
The more notable concretions are those de-

scribed by Prof. Sedgwick as existing in the
magnesian limestone of the north of England,
which in some places is so studded with them

that it looks like a great pile of cannon balls
fitted for ordnance of different calibres, with
which are commingled smaller shot, some no
larger than a pea. (LyeU, &c.)

* cdn-cre'-tive, a. [Eng. concrete) ; -ive.]
Producing or tending to produce concretions.

"When wood and other bodies petrify, we do uot
ascribe their induration to cold, but unto saliuous
spirit, or concretive juices "—Browne: Vulgar Errours.

*c6n-cre'-tIve-l$V adv. [Eng. concretive ; -ly.]

* 1. Concretely, as opposed to abstractly.
"... whereby it Is urged, that although baptism

take away the guilt as concretinely redounding to the
person, yet the simple abstracted guilt, as to the nature
remains . . ."—Bp. Taylor: Polem. Disc, p. 907. Bp.
Rochester's Let.

2. In a concretive manner ; so as to form
concretions.

* cdn-cre'-ture, s. [Eng. concrete); -ure.)
A concretion. (Johnson.)

- con crew (ewasu), v.i. [Pref. con, and
crew (q.v.).] To grow or gather together ; to
unite.

"And his faire lockes, that wont with ointment sweet
To be embaulm'd, and sweat out dainty dew,
He let to grow and griesly to concrete."

Spenser : F. Q.. IV. vil. 40.

* con crim In-a'-tion, s. [Lat. concrimi-
natio: con = cum m with, together ; crimina-
tio = a charging, accusing.] [Crimination.]
A joint accusation. (Maunder.)

* con-cu'-bin-a-c^. $. [Eng. concubin(e)

;

•acy.] The same as Concubinage (q.v.).

con-cu bin age, *. [Fr., from Lat. wncu-
binatus.] [Concubine.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The act or state of living with
one of the opposite sex without being legally
married.

2. Law dt Hist. : Concubinage was tolerated
among the patriarchs (Gen. xxv. 6) and by
the Mosaic law (Exod. xxi. 9—12, Deut. xx.
14), and was largely practised by Solomon
(1 Kings xi. 3). It was tolerated also among
most if not all other Oriental nations, as well
as among the GreekB and the Romans to the
time of Constantine. The last-named, em-
peror, justly believing that Christianity allowed
only marriage and not concubinage (Mark
xix. 4, 5 ; 1 Cor. vii. 1 ; 1 Tim. iii. 2), rendered
the practice illegal. The clergy of the 3rd,
10th, 11th, and other centuries were charged
with what is often called concubinage, but in
many cases the relations between celibate
clergy and monks on the one hand and women
living in their houses were not what is gene-
rally understood by concubinage. The law of
England sanctions only proper marriage : it

gives no countenance to concubinage. But on
the Continent, morganatic or left-handed mar-
riages sometimes contracted by royal person-
ages are essentially the same as the concu-
binage of the old Romans. [Morganatic]

* con cu bin al, a. [Lat. concubinalis.]
Pertaining to or of the nature of concubinage.

'con cu bin-ar' i-an,r'. &.-<. [Eng. concubin-
ary ; -an.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or living in concu-
binage.

".
. . the married and concubinarian, as well as looser

clergy."—Milman : Bist. Latin Christianity, bk. xIt.,
ch. i.

B. As subst. : One who practises concubin-
age.

* con-cu'-bin-a-r^, a. & s. [Ital. concubU
nario = one living in concubinage.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining or relating to concubinage.

2. Living in concubinage.
" The said John, which In the open councells had

grievously condemned all the concubinar)/ priests,
whs taken himselfe in the same crime "—Bishop Ball

:

Bonour of married Clergy, iii IS.

B. A3 subst. : One living in concubinage.

* con cu bin ate, s. [Lat. concubinatus

;

Ital. concubinatb.] The condition or position

of a concubine ; concubinage.

"Holy marriage In all men is preferred before un-
clean concubinate in any."— Bp. Taylor; Diss, front
Popery, Iii. 5 3.

con'-CTj-bine, * c$n'-cu-b#n, s. [Fr. con-

eubine; Lat. concubinus (mj, concuhina (f.),

from concubo = to lie together : con = cum =
with, together, and cubo — to lie. ]

* 1. Originally of the common gender, being

applied to a person of either sex living in con-

cubinage.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
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" The Lady Anne did falsely and traiteroualy procure
divers of the King's daily and familiar servants to be
her adulterers and coneubines."—Indictment of Anne
Boleyn. ( Trench ; Select Glossary, pp. 44, 45.

)

3. A woman who cohabits with a man with-
out being lawfully married to him.

3. A lawful wife, but of inferior rank or
condition. Such were Hagar and Keturah,
the concubines of Abraham.

* con-cu bin-ize, v.t. [Eng. concubinie);
-ize. ] To take or adopt as a concubine.

* cdn'-cul-cate, v.t. [hat. conculcatus, pa.

par. of cancutco = to tread together : con =
cum — with, together, and calco= to tread ; calx

(genii, calcis) = the heel.] To tread down, to
trample under foot (lit. djig.).

" But he (that notwithstanding) groweth from evil
to worse, oppressing and conculcating the church and
sanctuary of God."—Fox: Martyr* ; Beckett Letter to
the Pope, p. 187.

* oon -cul-ca-ted, pa, par. or o. [Concul-
CATE.]

* con -cul-ca-ting, pr. par., a.,&s. [Con-
culcate.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of trampling or tread-
ing under foot ; conculcation.

* con ciil - ca- tion, s. [Lat. conculcatio,

from conculcatus, pa. par. of conculco.) [Con-
culcate.] The act of trampling or treading
on.

" The conculcation of the outward Court Is ft of] the
Temple bv the Gentiles."—Henry More: Mystery of
Iniquity, bk. ii. . ch. 12, f I. (Trench: On tome def. in
our Eng. Diet., p. 16.)

cdn -cum- ben - c$T, s. [Lat. concumbens,
pr. par. of concumbo = to lie with ortogether

;

eon = cum = with, together; cumbo = to lie.]

A living together as man and wife ; cohabita-
tion.

cdn-cu'-pXs-cence, s. [Pr. concupiscence ;

Lat. concupiscentia, from concupisco = to de-
ire strongly : con =s cum = with, together

;

upio = to desire.] An unlawful, improper, or
xcessive libidinous desire ; lust, lechery.

"Our wonted ornaments now soit'd and stain 'd,

And in our faces evident the signs
Of foul concupiscence ..."

Milton: P. L., ix. 1,077.

* O&n-cu'-pls-cent, a. [Lat. concupiscens,
pr. par. of concupisco.] Addicted to unlawful
or excessive libidinous desires ; lustful, lech-
erous.

" The concupiscent clown la overdone." — Lamb :

Letter to Coleridge.

* con cu pis cen tial, * con cu pis
cen'-tiall (ti as sh), a. [Eng. concupiscent;

•ial.] Relating or pertaining to concupiscence
or lustful desires.

I thought you had quenched those concupitcentiall
" Uoioell : Party of Beasts, p. 184.

* con-cu-pls-cen'-tious, a. [Eng. concu-
piscent; -ious.j The same as Concupiscent
(q.v.).

" We were carnal, concupitcentiout, idle, unthank-
ful, unclean."—Foxe : Martyrt, iii. 262.

* COn-cu'-pis-ci-ble, a. [Lat. concupisci-

bilis, from concupisco.]

1. Concupiscent ; entertaining or provoking
lustful desires, lecherous.

" The vile conclusion
I now begin with grief and shame to utter

:

He would not, but by gift of my chaste body
To his concupiscible intemperate lust.
Release my brother . . ."

Shakesp. : Measurefor Measure, v. 1.

2. Exciting the desire or wish for any-
thing.

"Now there being a double object for the will of
man to work upon, good and evil, there is likewise a
double faculty considerable in it; the one we call a
concupiscible, the other an irascible faculty ; by the
one we follow that which is good, by the other we run
from that which is eviL"—Bp. Beveridge, voL ii, Ser.
M7.

3. To be desired, desirable.
" Never did thy eyes behold . . . anything in this

world more concupiscible than widow Wadman." —
Sterne : Trist. Shandy, v. 47.

• con-cu -pla~ci ble-ness, 5. [Eng. con-
cupiscible ; -ness.] Concupiscence, lustful
desires, lechery.

* ©on -cu-py, s. [A corruption of concupis-
cence (q.v!)/] Concupiscence; unlawful or
lustful desires, lechery.

" He'll tickle it for his concupy."
Shaketp. : Troil. A Crete., v. 2.

con cur', *con-curre, v.i. [Lat. concurro^
to run together : con m cum = with, together ;

curro — to run. In Fr. concourir ; Ital. con-
correre; Sp. concurrir.]

* L Literally

:

1. To run together ; to meet in battle.
'* A none they fierce encountring both concur*d
With griesly looks, and faces like their fates."

Hughe* : Arthur, E, 8 b.

2. To meet or come together at one point;
to coincide.

IL Figuratively:

1 1. To join together, to unite ; to meet to-

gether.

"Judgment and genius so concur in thee."
Congreve .* To Sir Godfrey Kneller.

* 2. To be conjoined or added to.

"... if fair probabilities of reason concur with it,

this argument nath all the strength it can have."—
Tillotson.

t 3. To join or agree in any action*; to act
jointly.

4. To contribute or help in any common
object or plan.

" Who more than Peleus shone in wealth and power T

What stars concurring bless'd his natal hour ?
"

Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. xxiv. 073-4.

If With the prep, to be/ore the effect contri-

buted to

:

" Extremes in nature equal good produce.
Extremes in man concur to general use."

Pope : Moral Essays, iii. 181
5. To agree, to assent

(1) Absolutely

:

"... the concurrence of the Lords was asked : the
Lords concurred . .

."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xl.

(2) With the prep, in be/ore that which is

agreed to

:

Tories and Whigs had concurred, or bad affected to
toncur, in
Hitt. Eng.

(3) With the prep, with :

" It U not evil simply to concur with the heathens
either in opinion or action . . ."—Hooker.

% For the difference between to concur and
to coincide, see Coincide.

* cdn'-cur-bite, s. [O. Fr. cucurbite ; Ital.

& Lat. cucurbita,] The same as Cucurbit
(q.v.).

" Viols, croslets and subliraatories,
Concurbites, and alembikes eeke."

Chaucer: C. T. 13,721.

* con-cur-raunt, pr. par. or a. [Concur-
rent.]

con-cur -rence, s. [Fr. concurrence, from
Lat. concurrentia, from concurrens, pr. par. of
concurro -= to run together.)

1. A meeting or joining together ; union or
conjunction.

"We have no other measure but our own ideas, with
the concurrence of other probable reasons, to persuade
us."

—

Locke.

* 2. A happening together, a conjunction.

3. A combination or coincidence.
" He views our behaviour in every concurrence of

affairs, . .
."

—

Addison : Spectator.

it A joining or uniting together in a manner
contributing to the furtherance of any object

;

assistance, co-operation.
" Those things which are made of God himselfe im-

mediately by himselfe, without the concurrence of
second causes, . .

."—Hakewitl : Apologie, p. 18.

1 Followed by the prep, to before the effect or
object helped

:

"... the necessity of the divine concurrence to it."—Rogers.

5. Agreement, assent, consent.

(1) Absolutely

:

"... the formal concurrence of the Northern clergy
. .

."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

(2) With the prep, in before the matter agreed
to:

" Their concurrence in persuasion, about some mate-
rial points belonging to the same polity, is not
Btrauge."—Hooker ; Ecclet. Pot., Preface.

* cin-Cur'-ren-C^, s. [Eng. concurrence); -y.]

1. Concurrence, agreement, consent.
"All of them (the last excepted) were dejected by

King James without any concurrency of the JJuke."

—

Cabbala to hit Sacred Majestie.

2. A union of power, rights or claims, joint
power or authority.

"A bishop might have officers, if there was a con-
currency of jurisdiction between him aud the arch-
deacon. —Ayliffe.

con-cur'-rent, a. & *. [Fr. concurrent, from
Lat. concurrens, pr. par. of concurro.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Existing or happening at the same time
(with the prep, with)

:

"Such are the changes which science recognises in
the wire itself, as concurrent with the visual cliange*
taking place in the eye."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science
(8rd. ed-X vUL 2, p. 176.

2. Acting in union or conjunction ; con-
tributing to the same effect or result ; in agree-
ment.

"... and this by the concurrent evidence of our
best palaeontologists seems frequently to be the case."

—

Darwin: Origin of Species (ed. 1859), ch. x., p. 383.

* 3. Conjoined, united, associated, concomi-
tant.

" There Is no difference between the concurrent echo
and t he iterant, but the quickness or slowness of tha
return."—Bacon.

4. Possessing joint or equal authority or
claims.

* 5. Agreeing, consenting.
". . . the king's concurrent assent . .

."—Prynne:
Treachery and Disloyalty of Papists.

* B* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. 0/ persons:

(1) An opponent, an adversary.
"One of them named Columbus, fortuned to foils

his concurrent, howbeit hee had gotten before soma
small hurt '—Holland : Suetonius, p. 140.

(2) A competitor, a rival.

2. 0J things:

(1) Anything which concurs or contributes
in causing any effect ; a contributory cause.

(2) An equal or joint right or claim.
" To all affairs of Importance there are three neces-

sary eonciwren**, without which they can never bo
dispatched ; time, industry, and faculties."—Decay of
Piety.

VL Chron. : The solitary day in an ordinary
'ear, one of the two in a leap year, constitut-
ing the excess above 52 weeks—52 x 7 = S64
days. It is so called because it concurs with
the solar cycle, the course of which it follows.

n

concurrent endowment. *

Law & Ecclesiol. : The endowment of all reli-
gious sects which will accept endowment, so
as to make a nearer approach to religious
equality than if only one religious denomina-
tion were endowed. Politicians sometimes
call it " levelling up," and oppose it to dis-
establishment and disendowment, termed
" levelling down."

concurrent jurisdiction.
Law: The jurisdiction of various courts,

any one of which, at the option of the suitor,
has authority to try his case.

0«4n-CUT'-rent-l^, adv. [Eng. concurrent; -ly.)

* 1. In concurrence or union with.
" They did not vote these special and precise means

concurrently with the voice of God."— w. Moutitagu .-

Dew. Ess. (1648), p. 301.

2. At the same time, contemporaneously.

* con-cur'-rent-ness, s. [Eng. concurrent

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being concur-
rent ; concurrence. {Scott.)

con cur-ring, pr. par., a., & *. [Concur.]

A. As pr. par. ; (In senses corresponding to
those of the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Coincident, uniting.

2. Agreeing.

C. As substantive:

1. The act or state of meeting together, co-
inciding or contributing to any cause.

2. The act of agreeing or assenting ; agree-
ment, assent, concurrence.

concurring figure.
Geom. : One which, being laid over another,

corresponds with it exactly in every part

* con-curse, s. [Concourse.] .

*cin-cur/ -sion, ». [Lat concursio, from
concursus, pa. par. of concurro.] A running,
charging, or meeting together hostilely.

(Bentley.)

* eon-cuss', v.t. [Lat concussus, pa. par. of
concutio = to shake or agitate violently.]

[Concussion.] To shake or agitate violently.

* con cus sa tion, 3. [Lat. concussus, pa.
par. of concutio = to shake violently.] A
violent shock or agitation (lit. &jig.).

"... he feels any vehement concutiatiom of govern-
ment,"—Bp Hall : Rem., p. 6S.

con-cussed', pa. par. or o. [Concuss, *.)

boll, boy; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph f.

-cian, -tian ~ shan. -tion, -sion m shun ; -tion, -slon — zhun. -tious, -sions, -cious m shus. -hie, -die, &c.= bel, del.
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©on cuss i<5n (ss as sh), s. [tat. concussio,
from concussus, pa. par. of conditio= to shake
violently : con = cum m with, together

;

quatio m to shake.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L IAttraUy:

1. The act or process of shaking or agitating.
" B*en the «ak

Thrive* by the rude ooncussian uf the storm."
Coieper; Tatk, I. 878.

2. The state of being shaken or agitated

;

an agitation or shock. «
" The strong conclusion on the hearing: tide
Roll d back the vessel to the island* side."

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, hk. ix., L 871-1

3. The act or state of being dashed or
knocked violently against another body.

IX Figuratively:

1 1. A shock.
"... a concussion to those props of oar vanity, onr

strength and youth, . . .'—Pope: Letter to Steele
(17U1.

• 2. The act of obtaining money by threats
or violence ; extortion.

" And then concussion, rapine, piUeries,
Their catalogue of accusations nil"

Haniei: Civ. Wan, It. 76.

B. Technically;

TT (1) Concussion of the brain

:

Med. : A shaking of the brain produced by
a sudden shock or any similar cause, and
generally resulting in at least temporary in-
sensibility. Sometimes recovery takes place
in a few minutes, the sufferer—as the writer,
from experience gained when thrown from a
horse, can testify—first seeing everything inky
black, then dark red, then pink, after which
the landscape returns. In severer cases in-
sensibility may remain for days instead of
minutes, coma at first being deep, then less
profound, and finally passing away, inflam-
matory action in some cases supervening
on the previous depression. In the worst
cases the coma is never removed, but is suc-
ceeded by the yet deeper sleep of death. In
many cases there is difficulty in distinguishing
between concussion of the brain, in which the
organ is congested but not permanently in-
jured, and compression of the brain, produced
By extravasation of blood npon the surface.

(2) Concussion of the spine

:

Med. : Injury, temporary or permanent,
to the spine, produced by a sudden shock.

concussion bellows, ».

Music : A self-acting reservoir for regulating
the supply of wind to an organ.

concussion-fuze, s. A fuze ignited by
the concussion of a shell when it strikes.

• con cuss ion art (ss as sh), «. [Eng.
concussion; -ary.) One who obtains or de-
mands money or property with threats or
violence.

" A wicked magistrate, and publicke conousMionary
or extortioner, by giving-a piece ot bread to dogs bark-
ing at him. so to stop their months, may thus salve

"no? his rile life.' —his thefts, and other depredatio
Time's Storehouse, 931.

• con-cui -sive, o. [Formed as if from a Lat.
concussiws, from concussus, pa, par. of con-
ditio. [Concussion.] Having the power or
quality of shaking or agitating.

• con-ou'-ti-ent (ti as sniX a. [Lat con-
cutiens, pr. par. of concutio.\ [Concussion.]
Dashing or meeting together violently.

"Like two concutient cannon-balla"— Thackeray -

Virginians, ch. xl.

• cond, V. [CONDUC]

con da-min -e-a, s. [Named after Charles-
Marie la Condamine, a French explorer and
astronomer, who was born January 20 1701
and died Feb. 4, 1774.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Cinchonacete,
family Hedyotidse. Condaminea cvrymbosa, a
native of the Peruvian Andes, has a valuable
fever bark. It is not, however, equal to Cin-
chona, for the adulteration of which it is said
to be used. C. tinctoria, which grows in
South America, is a dye plant.

• con-de'-cen c& s. [Lat eondecentia.) A
fitness, suitableness, or appropriateness.

" Acondecency or suitableness onto his BJahteous-
ness."—Oteen : On Hebrew. L 77.

auiswus-

• con de -cent-ly, adv. [Formed as if from
an adj. condecent, with suff. -ly.] Fitly, ap-
propriately. -I

"Fitly, condecently, answerably, becomingly.- —
Times ; Lords Supper (1677), n. «m

"""•*'

* con-dec -orate, v.t. [Pref. con, and dec-
orate (q.v.).] To join or assist in decorat-
ing.

Many choice and fragrant gardens also condecorate
make a combined beauty, thoughher, which together

seemingly separate."

—

Herbert ; Travels, 1638

* Con-del, s. [Candle.]

condemn' (1), (n silent), v.t. k i. [Fr. con-
damner; Ital. condannart; 8p. A Port, con-
denar ; Lat condemno, from con = cum =
with, together, and damno = to condemn, to
damn.] [Damn.]

A. Transitive

:

J. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) To find or pronounce guilty or criminal

;

to give judgment, sentence, or doom against.
" After many examinations, at last they condemned

hitn [TyndsOll by virtue of the emperoura decree Bade
In the assembly at Ansbrough, . . ."—Tundall ; Life
by Pox.

* (a) With the prep, of before the matter of
which one is found guilty.

(6) With the prep, to before the penalty or
punishment awarded.

The son of man shall be betrayed unto the scribes,
and they shall condemn him to death."—Matt. xx. iA.

(2) To fine (followed by the prep, in before
the penalty or fine).

" And the king of Egypt put him down at Jerusalem,
and condemned the bind in an hundred talents of
silver."—2 Chron. xxxvi. a
2. Figuratively :

(1) To censure, blame, reprove, or find
fault with.

"TbPii she the s checks, which oft do err,

And oft she doth condemn what they prefer."
furies : Immortality of tie Soul, a L

(2) To bear witness or evidence against ; to
convict.

" The righteous that Is dead shall condemn the un-
godly which are living."— Wisdom, iv. U.

(3) To declare or pronounce to be unfit for
use, to reject ; to cause to be forfeited.

IL Theol. : To sentence to the penalty de-
signed as the appropriate punishment of the
unbeliever and the impenitent sinner. [Con-
demnation, II.]

"... he that belleveth not is condemned already,
because he hath not believed in the name of the only
begotten Son of God."—John at 18.

B, Intrans. : To pronounce guilty or cri-
minal ; to give sentence against

" Considered as a Judge, it condemns where It ought
to absolve, and pronounces absolution where it ought
to condemn,"—Piddes : Sermons.

% For the difference between to condemn
and to blame see Blame ; for that between to

condemn and to reprobate, see Reprobate.

con-demn' (2), (n silent), v.t. [Probably the
same as condemn (1). Or Fr. condamner una
portc,fenUre.\ To block up in such a manner
as to prevent all entrance or passage.
(Scotch.)

*—-e

"The Frenchmen—maned artaillie on the colledge
stelple, ami also vpoun the wallis of the abbey kirk

;

and condemned all the close and wall heldia that war
within the castle : that no man that was within the
castle durst move throw the close, nor pas to the wall
headia"—Pittcottie'sCrun., p. 488.

• con-dem'-na-ble, a. [Eng. condemn; -able.]
Liable or deserving to be condemned ; cul-
pable, blamable.

" H« commands to deface the print of a cauldron in
ashes; which strictly to observe were condemnable
superstition. "

—

Brown,

con - dem -na tion. * con -demp -na-
tion, 8. [Lat. condemnatio, from condemno
= to condemn (q.v.>]

L Ordinary Language:

1. The act of condemning or pronouncing
guilty or criminal.

" When Christ asked the woman, ' Hath no man
condemned thee?' he oertainly spoke, and was under-
stood by the woman to speak, of a legal and judicial
condemnation ; otherwise, her answer. TNo man. Lord,'
was not true. In every other sense of condemnation,
as blame, censure, reproof, private Judgment, and the
like, many had condemned her . .

."

—

Palr.it- Moral
Philosophy, bkliL.pt.iii.

2. The state or condition of being con-
demned.

"There is therefore. now no condemnation to them
. . ."—Assn. viii i.

3. The punishment or penalty inflicted.

"The oondempnation or punishment, is either to
reduce hym that erreth into the traine of vertue. or to
preserue a multitude fro domage, . .

."—SMr T. Etyot

;

Govemovr, bk iL, ch. a.

4. The ground or reasons of being con-
demned.

5. The act of blaming, censuring, or finding
fault (See example under 1.)

IX Theol : The act of God in condemning
the unbelieving and impenitent sinner ; the
state of being so condemned ; the penalty in-
flicted. That penalty is described in Scripture
iu such fearful terms as these :

" Then shall
he say also unto them on the left hand, De-
part from me, ye cursed, into everlasting tire,

prepared for the devil and his angels . . •
(Matt. xxv. 41.)

t con -dem -na-tor-y, a. [Formed as if

from Lat condemnatorius, from eondemnatns,
$a. par. of condemno = to condemn.] Con-
emning ; containing or involving a sentence

of condemnation.
"... the first condemnatory sentence, . . ,"—

i

Government of the Tongue.

con demned (n silent), pa. par. or a. [Con-
demn.]

A. As pa. par. : (In senses corresponding to
those of the verb).

B. As adjective

:

L Literally:

1. Pronounced guilty or criminal ; doomed.
2. Used for or appropriated to persons con-

demned to death.
" The visiting Justices have access to the condemned

cell, aud upon their order it is understood the relatives
of the unfortunate man will be admitts* " — Daily
Telegraph, Nov. llth. 1881.

IX Figuratively

:

1. Pronounced unfit ; sentenced to forfeiture
or rejection.

* 2. Damned, abandoned.
" Condemned villain, I do apprehend thee,"

Stuikesp. ; Borneo e> Juliet, T. S.

* con-d6m'-n6d-ly, adv. [Eng. condemned;
•ly.] In a manner deserving blame or con-
demnation.

" He that hath wisdome to be truly religious, cannot
be condemnedly a fooL"—Feitham, pt i., Eea 49.

con-demn -or (n silent), «. [Eng. condemn;
~er.] One who condemns ; a censurer, blamer,
or censor.

"Some few are the only refusers and condemnor* of
this cathoUck practice."—Taylor ; Worthy Conunun.

con-demn '-ing (n silent), pr. par., a., & $.

[Condemn.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A pariicip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As s-ubst. : The act of passing a sentence
of condemnation ; condemnation ; the state of
being condemned.

"... though to thy own condemning.'
Milton: Samson A goniste*.

con den-sa-bil -I-ty, s. [Eng. condensable;
-Uy.} The quality of being condensable;
capability of being condensed or compressed.

con-den -sa-ble, a. [Eng. condense ; -able.]

Capable or* admitting of being condensed or
compressed.

" This agent meets with resistance In the moveable

;

and not being in the utmost extremity of density, but

* con-den -sate, v.t. it i. [Condenoat*, a.)

A. Trans. : To condense ; to compress into
a closer form.

" They say a little critical learning makes one proud ;

If there were more, it would condensate and compact
itself into less room."—Hammond : Works, iv. 811.

B. Intrans. : To become condensed,

* con -den -sate, a. [Lat. condensates, pa.
par. of conden8o=to make thick, to condense :

con = cum = with, together ; denso =* to make
thick; densus = thick, dense.] Condensed,
mode thicker and closer, compressed.

* c6n -den sa ted, pa. par, or a. [Conden-
sate, v.]

* con den sa-tlng, pr. par., a,, & $. [Con-
densate, v.]

A, & B, As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. -is subst. : The act of condensing ; con-
densation.

con den-sa'-tion, *. [Fr. condentaHon; 8p.
condensacion ; Port, condensagao, all from Lat
condensatio.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The act of condensing ; the state of
being condensed ; the act of bringing or the

ftte, ttt, tare, amidst, whit. Hill, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolt, work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ao, ce -~ e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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state of being brought into smaller' bulk, but
frith a proportionate increase of gravity ; con-

solidation.
'*

. . . is decidedly not a star, but nebula of the same
general character with the real in a state of extreme
condensation."—Hertchel : Astronomy, 6th ed. (1858),

•87*.

t . Fig. : The condensing of language, con-
ciseness, brevity.

" He [Goldsmith] was a great and perhaps an un-
equalled master of the arts of selection and condenta-
tion. ''—Uacaalay.

JX Chem. <£ Physics : The reduction of any-
thing to another and denser form, as of a
vapour orgas to a liquid, or a liquid to a solid.

•ft (1) Condensation ofgases or vapours

:

Chem. & Physics: The passage of gases or
vapours from the aeriform to the liquid state.

It is sometimes called also the liquefaction of
vapours. It may be due to one of three causes :

cooling, compression, or chemical affinity.

Before the first or second of these causes can
operate, the vapour must be saturated. Various
alts also condense vapours by means of

chemical affinity. When vapours are con-

densed their latent heat becomes free.

(Ganot.)

(2) Condensation of liquids

:

Chem. £ Physics : The reduction of a liquid

to smaller bulk, with a proportionate increase

in the specific gravity.

jon'-dSn-sa-tlve, a. [Fr. condensatif (ra.),

condensative (f.) ; Sp. 4; Port, condensativo.)

Having the property of condensing.

con-dense', v.t & i. [Fr. condenser; Sp. &
Port, condensar ; ItaL condensare, from Lat.

eondenso = to make dense ; condensus = very
close together : con=fully, and densus-thick,
dense.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. (of material things) : To render more
dense by any process which brings the parts

or particles more closely together.
" For them the rocks dissolved Into a flood.

The dews condensed into angelic food."
Cowper; Expostulation.

2. Fig. (of things not material) : To render
denser, more compact or solid, to concentrate.

**
. . . the Greeks their onset dare,

Condense their powers, and wait the coming war."
Pope : Homer s Iliad, bit. xt, 1. 275-6.

JX Chem. d Physics: To reduce into another
and denser form, as to reduce a gas into a
liquid or a liquid into a solid. [Condensa-
tion.]

B. Tntrans. : To become more dense, thicker,

or more compact, as to pass from a gaseous into

a liquid or from a liquid into a more or less

olid state.

"All vapours, when they begin to condense and
coalesce inlo small parcels, . . ."—Newton : Opticks.

Con dense , a. [Ital. eondenso, from Lai
condensus = very dense.] Condensed, very
dense or simply dense, highly compact or

aim ply compact
"They might be separated without or.nsociating Into

the huge condense bodies of planet*."—Bentley ; 8er~
ffUHM,

o6n densed', pa. par. t a. [Condense, v.]

condensed beer, s. Beer reduced in

bulk by condensation. A patent for doing so
was taken out in 1875 by P. E. Lockwood.
(Haydn.)

condensed milk, s. Milk reduced
greatly in bulk and rendered proportionately
denser. M. Gail Borden, residing in the
vicinity of New York, in 1849 invented a
process for the condensation of milk, which
since 1866 has been carried out extensively in

Britain.

condensed wave, s.

Acoustics: A very limited length within a
tnbe in which alono the air is condensed by a

piston moving a short distance from its place
within the tube. (Ganot.)

condensed wort, s. Wort greatly re-

duced in bulk and proportionately increased
in specific gravity.

t o6n-den -sed-ness, s. [Eng. condensed;
-nes*.] The quality of being compressed or

condensed (lit. & fig.).

"This condensedness, this Intensity In Oordelia*s
temperament and utterance, is equally displayed In
what she says of a gentle and tender kind. —Cowden
Clarke : Shakesp. Characters, p 173.

COE-den-ser, s. [Eng. condens(e); -sr.)

L Ord, Lang. : One who or that which con-
denses.

IL Technically:

1. Steam-engine : An apparatus for reducing
to a liquid form the steam in front of the
piston, so as to obtain a partial vacuum at

that point, and thus utilize the natural pres-

sure of the atmosphere. Watt invented the
injection condenser and the separate condenser.

The surface conde?iser has a series of flat cham-
bers or tubes, usually the latter, in which the
steam is cooled by a body of water surrounding
the tubes. Distilled water for ships' use is

obtained by the condensation of steam in a
surface condenser. (Knight.)

2. Distilling : The still-condenser is an ap-
paratus generally made of the worm-tub
form ; the coil containing the alcoholic vapour
traversing a tub which receives a constant
accession of cold water, condensing the
vapour In the coil. The liquid escapes at a
cock below. (Knight.)

3. Metal. : An apartment In which metallic

or deleterious gaseous fumes are condensed to
prevent their escape into, and contamination
of, the atmosphere. The device consists of a
prolonged duct for the fumes, with showers of

water to condense the arsenical, sulphurous,
and other fugitive volatile matters. It also

serves an economical purpose In saving fugi-

tive fumes of lead, zinc, mercury, sulphur,
antimony, &c. (Knight.)

4. Gas-making : An apparatus in which the

crude gas from tie retort is cooled, and the
ammoniacal liquor and tar extracted from it.

(Knight.)

5. Sugar manufacture : The Degrand (De-

rosne) condenser consists of a vertical series of

convoluted steam-pipes, over which trickles

the sugar-cane juice from the defecator.

(Knight.)

6. Wool manufacture : A device for compact-
ing the narrow slivers from a cardiug-machine

so as to bring them into the condition of slubs.

(Knight.)

7. Dentistry: A tool for packing foil for

plugging teeth. (Knight.)

8. Pneumat. : An air-pump for filling a
chamber with air or gas at a pressure above
the atmospheric. (Knight.)

9. Optics : A lens to gather and concentrate

the rays collected by the mirror and direct

them upon the object (Knight.)

"If now the focus be carefully adjusted and the
achromatic condenser be employed for the purpose of

defining the outline with the utmost precision . .
."

—

Todd * Bowman : Physiol. Anat , vol. i., eh. 7, p. 1M.

10. Electricity:

(1) Au instrument for concentrating elec-

tricity by the efTect of induction. It usually

consists of a confolded sheet of tin-foil, whose
layers are separated by a thin sheet having a

non-conducting surface.

(2) With induction apparatus, a device for

absorption or suppression of the extra current,

induced by the rapid breaks in the main cur-

rent.

(3) An instrument in which an electric spark
passes between the poles in a closed glass

cylinder, so as to be employed in burning
metals in an atmosphere of any given tenuity

or specific chemical character, to obtain the

spectra of metals or gases free from accidental

characteristics of the general atmosphere for

the time being. (Knight.)

con den mug, pr. par., a., & s. [Con-
dense, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (In

senses corresponding to those of the verb).

"... but the condensing molecules have not yet
coalesced to particles sufficiently large to reflect sen-

sibly the waves of light."—TyndaU : Frag, of Science
(Sir' ed.), X. 372.

C, As subst, : The act of rendering more
dense ; the state of being rendered more
dense.

". . . the cold approacheth, and by condensing,
drives the vapours into clouds or drops, . ."—Der>
ham : Physieo-Theology. a & Note 1.

condensing force, 5.

Elect. : The relation in frictfonal electricity

between the whole charge which the collect-

ing plate can take while under the influence

of the second plate to that which it would
take if alone ; the relation of the total quantity

of electricity on the collecting plate to that

which remains free, (ft a not.)

condensing plate, s.

Elect. : One of two plates used for experi-
menting on frictional electricity, the other
being called the collecting plate. (Ganot;
Physics, transl. by Atkinson, § 663.)

condensing pump, s. An apparatus for
compressing air or any other gas. It consists
essentially of a piston moving in a cylinder
or receiver, with a valve on its upper side,

opening or closing as the piston ascends or
descends. It is used chiefly for charging
liquids with gases. (Ganot.)

condensing syringe, s. A syringe
whose valves are so arranged as to take air

above and condense it below the piston,
so as to condense air into any chamber
to which the foot of the syringe is secured.
(Knight.)

* con-den'-sl-tfr, s. [Eng. condense, a. ; {
connective; and suff. 4y.]

1. Lit.: The state of being condensed;
density,

t 2. Fig. : Brevity, conciseness.
" For the sake of condensit// we have cancelled the

portion of manuscript containing them." — C jwden
Clarke i Shakesp. CharacC, p. 157.

cdn'-der, [Eng. * cond(q.v.); ntr.)

1. A man posted on a height to give notice
of the approach of shoals offish.

M Conders . . . stand upon high pUces near the I

coast, at the time of herring fishing, to make signs to
* Ion in

~

. ter appear to such as stand upon some bl___

by a kind of blue colour that the fish cause th in tha

the fishers which way the sbole passeth, which may
:• high cliff.

e shins.

called Alter*, by likelihood of the French huyer, tx-
dam-ire, and balkers."

—

Cowel.

2. Naut. .* One who gives directions to the
helmsman of a ship how to steer.

* con-des-cence', s. [A coutr. form of con-

descendence (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : Condescendence, affability.

"Which passage I find cited by Creesie's Answer to
Dr. Pierce, adding thus, See the condeseence of this
great king."—Puller : Moderat. of the Ch. of Eng.,
p. 44a

2. Scots Law: That part of a law case in

which the plaintiff or pursuer sets forth his

case.

c6n des -cend', * con-dis cond, • con-
dys-cend, v.i. & t. [Fr. condescendre, from
Lat. con = cum — with, together, and descendo

= to come down, to descend.]

A. Intransitive:

* 1. To agree, to acquiesce or assent.
" The committee of estates at Edinburgh . . . con-

descended with the laird of Invercauld, lor a certain
sum of money, . . ."—Spalding, 1. 391.

2. To stoop, yield, submit, or become sub-
ject

** Can they think me so broken, so debas'd,

With corporal servitude, that my mind ever
Will condescend to such absurd commands t*

Milton; Sums. Agon., 1337.

3. To stoop or lower one's Belf voluntarily

to terms of equality with an inferior ; to be
affable or courteous.

". . . condescend to men of low estate."—Rom. xlt
16.

4. To vouchsafe, deign, or agree to anything.
*' When solitary Nature condescends
To mimic Time'e forlorn humanities."

Wordsworth : Jkfiscell. Sonnets.

* 5. To specify, to particularise (followed

by the prep. upon). (Scotch.)

" Men do not condescend upon what would satisfy

them . .
."—Guthrie's Trial, p. Tt

* 6. To fix one's thoughts or affections ; to

settle.
" \nd whan that he on hire was condescended.

Him thought his chols it might not bin amended.
Chaucer: The Marchantes Tale, 9,47».

* B. Trans. : To agree, to arrange, to bar-

gain.
" For keeping the proportion due by the burghs. It

la condeecended, that . .
."—Information, A. 16»,

t con-des~©en'-dence, a. [Fr. condescend

dance ; Ital. condescendenza, from Low Lat. con-

descendentia, from condescendo.]

1. A voluntary submission or giving way to

an inferior ; condescension.
"... St. Paul's condescendence to the capacities he

wrote unto, . . ."—IF. Mountague : Devoid Essays,

p. 31. (1648.)

2. A specification of particulars.
" * I'll take a day to see and answer evei.. article of

your condescendence, and then III bold yon to confess

or deny, as accords.'—Scott : Boart of Jiidloth. , ch. v.

b6H, hS^; poilt, lorfcrl; oat, cell, ononis, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as;

-dan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion m shun ; -tion, -sion shun, -tlons, sious. -cious

expect, Xenophon, eyist. -inc.

= shus. -ble. -die, ftm bel, deL
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•con-des 9611 -den-9^, j. [Eng. amdacen-
dentff) ; -y.J Condescension, courtesy, affa-
bility.

"The respect and oondetcendency which you hare
already shown me U that, (or which I can never make
any suitable return."—Boyle j Workt, Toi, Ti., p. 610.
Lett, from Dr. A very.

con des-cen ding, pr. par., o., & «. [Con-
descend.]

A- As pr. par. ; (In senses corresponding to
those of the verb).

B. As adjective :

1. Courteous, kind.
** A man, whom mark* of condescending grreoe
Teach, while they flatter him, his proper place."

Cowper; Retirement.

2. Specifying, particularising.

"That universal conviction, if I may all it so. is
not general, . . . but It is particular and condescend-
inn, . . ,—Guthrie"i Trial, p. 97.

* C. As subst. : Condescension.
" This queen of moat familiar conde»oending$ is con-

tent to be our every week's prospect."—Hammond

:

Workt, iv. 526.

con des-cen' -dlrig-ly^ adv. [Eng. con-

descending ; -ly.] In a condescending manner

;

by way of voluntary yielding or submission

;

courteously. (Hen. More.)

con des con sion, *. [Lat. condescsnsio.]
A voluntary descending or lowering one's self
from a position of higher rank or dignity to
an equality with an inferior ; courtesy, sua-
bility, deference.

" At the same time he neglected no art of condescen-
sion by which the lore of the multitude could be con-
ciliated."—Maeaulay: Hitt. Eng.. ch. iL

1T For the difference between condescension
and complaisance see Complaisance.

* con-des cen'-slve, a. [Ital. condescensivo.]

Inclined to condescension ; condescending,
courteous, affable.

"... if we consider the condetcentire tenderness,
. . . —Barrow, vol. i., 8er. 8.

* con descent', *. [Condescend.] An act
of condescension or courtesy.

"Some worthy person that can deny himself in
stooping to such a condetcent."— Worthington, to
Barttib (1*81), Ep. 17.

* con -net, * con-dyt, *. [Conduct, ».] A
safe-conduct, a passport.

" Set on his clok a takyn for to se.
The Lyoun in wax that suld his condet be."

Wallace, xi. 912. MS.
* con dethe, s. [Conduit.]

" Withe eondethet fulle enrioua."
.. . ,„ Morte Arthur*. S00.

* con-diet, *. [Conduit.]

con-die -tion, *. [Lat. condictio = (1) the
proclamation of a festival, (2) in the jurists,
a demand of restitution ; condico = to speak
with : con = together, and dico = to say.]

Law : A repetition. (Wharton.)

c5n-did"-dle, v.t. [Pref. con-, and diddle.)
To purloin. (Halliwell gives it as a Devon-
shire word.) (Scott: St. Ronaris Well, ch. iv.)

con dign (g silent), a. [O. Fr. condigne; Lat
cond ig nits.]

* 1. Worthy, adequate. (Sir T. Elyot : The
Govemour, fo. 76.)

2. Worthy, well deserved or merited ; suit-
able (particularly used with the word punish-
ment.) (Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. ix.)

* con-ttlg'-nl-ttf', s. [0. Fr. condignM, from
Lat. conaignus.]

1. Merit, deserving, deserts (chiefly used by
theologians).

"Such a worthiness of condignity, and proper merit
ol the heavenly glory, cannot be found in any the best
most perfect, and excellent of created beings."—Bv
Butt : Work*, L 3M. ^^ ^
2. Equal merit or dignity.

* cdn-dign'-iy (g silent), * con-dygne-ly,
adv. [Eng. condign; -ly.]

1. Worthily, deservedly, by merit.

2. In a condign or merited manner; de-
servedly.

* con-dlgn ness (g silent), s. [Eng. con-
dign; -ness.] The quality of being according to
merits or deserts ; suitableness.

con di ment, *. [Lat. condimentwn, from
condio= to pickle, to preserve, to season.] A sea-
soning or sauce ; anything used to excite the
appetite by communicating a pungent taste to

food with which it is mixed. The principal
condiments are salt, mustard, pepper, vinegar,
pickles, horse-raddish, curry-powder, nut-
megs, cloves, &c. Many of these not only
assist digestion, but, by tempting the palate,
increase the amount of food consumed, and
thus stimulate a flagging appetite. Condi-
ments must, however, be used with modera-
tion, or their action on the digestive organs
may become injurious.

con di ment' al, a. Pertaining to, or like
a condiment ; appetizing.

" con dis cend, * con-dy-cend, v. [Con-
descend.]

' con dis ci pie, *. [Fr., from Lat ccn-
dicipulus: con = cum = with, together, and
dicipulus = a disciple (q.v.).] A fellow-dis-
ciple ; a learner or pupil iu the same school, a
schoolfellow.

"A conditciple of his. or one that had been, bearing
to much of the man, went to him."—Meric Cataubon :

Of Credulity and Incredulity, p. 149.

* oon-dise, s. pi. [Conduit.]
" Myrtbe bad done come through condite."

Bom, of Rote.

* con dite, *. [Conduct, Conddit.]
Sane condite ti gyue."—Langtoft, p. 3Ml

* con dite (1), v.t. [Conduct, v.]

* con -dite (2), fcf. [Condite, a.]

1. Lit. : To season, pickle, or preserve with
spices, salts, Ac.

" The most innocent of them are but like conditedot
pickled mushroom*. . . ."—Taylor: Rule of Living
ff<Ay.

2, Fig. : To preserve the memory of.

" A good fame is the beet odour, and a good name Is
a precious ointment which will condite our bodies
best, and preserve onr memories to all eternity."

—

Paradoxical Attertiont, p. 44 (1669).

* con'- dite, a. [Lat. conditus, pa. par. of
condio = to pickle, to preserve, to season.]
Preserved, seasoned, or pickled.

" Scoltzl] would fain bare them use all rammer the
condite flowers of succory, strawberry water, Ac."—
Burton : Anat. of MeL, p. 401

* con-di ted, pa. par. or a. [Condite, ».]

* condite -ment, s. [Eng. condite; -ment.]

1. Lit. : A condiment ; a composition of
conserves, powders, and spices in the form of
an electuary. (Bailey.)

2. Fig. : A mingling or mixture ; a flavour,
a taste.

" A scholar can have no taste of natural philosophy,
without some conditement of the matnematicks "

—Bithop Backet : Life of Archbp. WUliamt, pt. i.,

* con-di -ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Condite, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C- As subst. : The act or process of pre-
serving, pickling, or seasoning.

" Much after the same luauner as the sugar doth, in
the conditing of pears, quinces, and the like."—Ore* :

Muteum.

c6n-dt'-tion, * con did-on, s. [Fr. con-
dition; 8p. condicion; from Lat condicio
(and at a later period conditio) = a compact,
a bargain ; cf. condico = to talk a thing over,
from con = cum = with, together, and dico =
to say.]

1 Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality, state, circumstances, or ex-
ternal characteristics of anything.

*' Yhe hafe herd me specify the condidont of purga-
tory "-//a mpole, 8,964.

* 2. An attribute, property, or accident.
'* It seemed to us a condition and property of Divine

Powers and Beings, to be hidden and unseen toothers."—Bacon.

* 3. Mental or moral qualities, properties,
or attributes ; character, temperament, tem-
per,

"I cannot believe that in her; she is full of most
blessed condition."—Shaketp. t Othello, ii. l.

* 4. Manners, conduct or behaviour ; mode
of life.

" And it is oftentymes seen that dyuers, whiche be-
fore they came in autorite, were of good A virtuous
condidont, being In their prosperitie were vtterly
changed, . . ."—Sir T. Elyot : Qoeernavr, bk. IL, ch. 11

5. The circumstances or position of things
under which anything is done or exists.

" It teems pretty clear that organic beings must be
exposed during several generations to the new condi-

tion! of life to cause any appreciable amount of varia.

h\ ' ' i ~i>arwin : °^Vin <y -Special (ed. 1869),

6. The state, position, rank, or circum-
stances in life.

J'J?
1*}?08 h 'm»elf

,
me» wlth many entertainments,

at the charge of particular men, which had been rarely

etition. —<;lartndon.
7- The state of preservation, health, or

existence
; plight, quality. [HI., 4, 5.]

8. That on which anything depends ; a pre-
existing state of things requisite in order that
something else may take effect

9. Astipulation, article of agreement; terms
of a covenant or bargain.

* 10. A writing containing the articles at
terms of an agreement ; a compact, a bond.

"... such sum or sums as are
Express*d in the condition, . .

."

SSakeep. . Merchant of Venice, t ft

IL Technically:

1. Law:
(1) A restraint annexed to anything, by con-

forming to which one will gain advantage, and
by departing from which he will suffer loss.

(2) Anything contingent on an occurrence
which may or may not take place.

^ Conditions are of many kinds, as condi-
tions precedent, subsequent, inherent, col-
lateral, Ac, For these see the special phrases
under III., and the words with which con-
dition is coupled.

2. Math. : [III., 8].

a Vet.: [III., 4,5].

ILL In special phrases ot compounds :

1. Condition in deed

:

Law : A condition expressly mentioned In
that special one on performance of which the
estate can be held, and on breach of which
the grantee can claim it back again.

2. Conditions of sale

:

Law: The terms under which property is
offered for sale ; also the instrument contain-
ing these terms.

3. Equation of conditions

:

Math. : Certain equations in the integral

calculus, J= J useful in ascertaining whether
a proposed fluxion will admit of finite inte-
gration or a finite fluent (Crabb.)

4. In condition f

Vet. : In a good state of health, strength,
and training.

5. Out of condition:

Vet. : Not in a good state of health, strength,
and training.

condition powder, «.

Vet. : A tonic mixture administered to horses
and cattle. Its action is chiefly as a stomachic.

If Crabb thus discriminates between con-
dition and station : " Condition has most
relation to the circumstances, education,
birth, and the like; station refers rather to the
rank, occupation, or mode of life which one
pursues. Riches suddenly acquired are cal-

culated to make a man forget his original
condition, and to render him negligent of the
duties of his station. The condition of men in

reality is often so different from what it

appears, that it is extremely difficult to form
an estimate of what they are, or what they
have been. It is the folly of the present day,
that every man is unwilling to keep the
station which has been assigned to him by
Providence : the rage for equality destroys
every just distinction in society ; the low
aspire to be, in appearance, at least, equal
with their superiors ; and those in elevated
stations do not hesitate to put themselves on
a level with their inferiors." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

For the difference between condition and
situation, see Situation.

con di tion, * con dy-cyon, v.t A i.

[Condition, *.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To agree on, to contract, to stipulate or
bargain.

" It was conditioned between ftaturu and Titan, that
Saturn should put to death all his male children."—

»

Raleigh; Hittory.

* 2. To impose or invest with conditions.

1 3. To bring into and keep in a good state
of health.

&te, f&t, fiire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
or, wore, wpif, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try Syrian, ee, oe o. ey = a. qu = kw.
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" The value of it* conditioning qualities when mixed
with ordinary feed."—Daily Telegraph, Dec 7th, 1981.

H. U. S. Colleges: To put under conditions ;

to require to pass a new examination as a

condition of remaining in the class or college

as a student in some branch of study in which
he has failed. (Webster.)

* B. Intransitive:

1, To come to or agree on terms.
" Small towns, which stand stiff, 'till great shot
Enforce them by war's law, condition not."

Donna.

2. To stipulate, to bargain.

"Here hetymeth and condycyoneth with God whiche
approueth nothyng."—Bale : Apologie, tol. 59.

con di -tion-al, a. & s. [Lat. conditionalis,

from conditio.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ord. Lang. : Containing, implying, or

depending on certain conditions ; made with

limitations or reservations ; not absolute.

"For the me we have his express commandment, for

the effect bis conditional promise . . ."—Booker.

IX Technically:

1. Law : There may be conditional legacies,

conditional pardons, &c.

2. Gram. : Expressing a condition or de-

pendent clause.

"Hypothetical, conditional, concessive, and excep-

tive conjunctions seem in general to require a suV
Jtmctive mood after them."—Biihop Lowth: Englith
€frttmmar.

3. Logic : Expressing a condition or suppo-

sition

.

"AH hypothetical propositions, therefore, though
disjunctive in form, are conditional in meaning : nnd
the wurds hypothetical and conditional umy l>e, as

indeed they generally are, used synonymously."

—

J. S,

Mill : Syttrm of Logic, I. ir., $ 3.

* B. As subst. : A limitation, reservation,

or condition.
" This case seemes somewhat an hard case, both in

Tespect of the conditional!, and in respect of the other
wn files But for the conditional! it seemeth the

judges of that time . . . thought it was a dangerous
thing to admit ift and and*, to qualine words of trea-

son . . ."—Bacon : Hen. VII., p. 184.

% (1) Conditional fee

:

Law : A fee restrained to particular heirs

exclusive of others, and which, on the failure

of those to whom it was limited, reverted to

the feudal grantee.

(2) Conditional limitation

:

Law : A limitation which allows a stranger

to come into possession of an estate on fulfil-

ment of certain conditions. Of old this was
illegal, but now it is permitted and is frequent.

* Con-dl-ticn-Sl'-I-t^, s. [Eng. conditional;

-ity.] The quality or state of being conditional

or limited ; limitation by certain events.
" And as this clear proposal of the promises may in-

spirit our endeavours, so is the condiUonality most
efficacious to necessitate and engage them."—Decay of

Piety.

con-dT-tion-al-1^, adv. [Eng. conditional;

-ly.] By way of, or subject to, certain con-

ditions or limitations ; not absolutely or posi-

tively.

"... liberty and reason are conditionally resigned

by every poor man in every society . . ."—Qoldtmith

:

Euayi, ii.

* oon-tU'-tion-ar-$r, a. & *. [Eng. condition;

•ary.}

A* As adj.: Conditional; not absolute or

positive.

B. As subst. : A condition or limitation.

"Would God 'in mercy dispense with it as a condi-

tionary, . . ."—Horri*.

* con-dl'-tlon-ate, a. [Low Lat. condi-

tionatus, "pa. par* of conditiono, from Lat. con-

ditio.] Arranged on, or subject to, certain

conditions or terms ; conditional.
" That which Is mistaken to be particular and abso-

lute, duly understood, is general, but conditional;
and belongs to none who shall not perform the condi-

tion."—27ammond

* con-dT-tion-ate, v.t. [Conditionate, a.]

1. To qualify, to regulate.

"... the two ideas comlitionate one another."—
Strata* : Life of Jetu*. transl. (1866), 5 148.

2. To put under conditions.
" That ivy ariseth but where it may besupported, we

cannot ascribe the same unto any science therein,

which susiwnds and conditionate* its eruption."—
Brmcne : \ ulgar Errourt.

& S.• con dl tion at-irig, pr. par.

[Conditionate, v.]

A. A B. Aspr. par. & partidp. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst.: A putting under conditions,

an arrangement, a condition.
" Were these arts or acts any whit the better for

these cautioning* aud conditionatingt so pre-rs-

quired?"—Oaute: MagAttro-mancer, p. 114.

con di -tioned, 2x1. par. k a. [Condition, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. As participial adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang.: Having qualities of a certain

kind, good or bad. Generally preceded by an
adverb indicating what these qualities are.

They may be with or without a liypheu ; as,

best conditioned, ill-conditioned,

" The dearest friend to me, the kindest man,
The best conditiond."

Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice, Hi. t.

2. Metaphysics:

(1) Having conditions or relations. (Chiefly

used as the opposite to unconditioned = ab-

solute.)

"The mind is astrlcted to think in certain forms

;

and under these thought ts possible only in the con-

ditional interval between two unconditioned contra-

dictory extremes or poles, each of which is altogether

inconceivable, but of which, on the principle of the
excluded middle, the one or the other is necessarily

true"—Sir W. Hamilton: Ditcuttion* on PhUotophy
and Literature, p. b<n.

(2) Construction (with the definite article,

substantival).
" The field ts thus oj>en for the last theory, which

would analyse the Judgment of causality into the

form of the mental law of the conditioned. —Sir W.
Hamilton : Diteuttioru on PhUotophy and Literature,

p.S9L

* con-di' tion-ing, pr. par. t a., & *. [Con-

dition, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of arranging, stipu-

lating, or bargaining.

* con-dT-tion-l& adv. [Eng. condition ; -ly.]

According to, or subject to, certain conditions

or limitations ; conditionally.
" And though she give but thm conditionly."

Sidney : Aitr. and Stella.

* condi-tor, * con-di-tour, s. [Mid. Eng.
condit(e) = conduct ; -or, -onr=-er.] A con-

ductor, a guide, a leader.
" These four* . . . that were maistrig of the hoste

and conditouru."—Merlin, iii. (49.

* cSn'-dl-tdr-J', s. [Lat. conditorium, from
conditus, pa. par. of condo — (1) to put to-

gether, (2) to hide.] A place or repository for

concealing things ; a hiding-place.

* cdn-di-tiire', *. [Lat. conditura, from condio

m to pickle, preserve. 1 A condiment, a season-

ing.
" Halec or Alec was a conditure."—Browne : Tract*.

No. 4.

* con -die, s. [Candle.]
" Tapres make and condle lyhte."

Aetio. Antiq.. Lt6&.

t Con - do'- la - tor - f, a. [Eng. condole)

;

•atory.] Expressing or tending to condolence

or sympathy *, sympathizing. (Smart.)

condole', v.t. & t. [Lat. condoleo = to grieve

with : con = cum = with, together, and doleo

— to grieve; dolor = grief ; Fr. condouloir

;

Ital. condolere ; Sp. condoler.]

A- Intransitive

:

1. To mourn, to grieve, to lament.
'".

. . this made him again recall the vanity of his

sleeping to his remembrance ; aud thus he began again

to condole with himself."—Bunyan : The Pilgrim*
Prugret*. pt. i.

2. To mourn, grieve, or lament with another

;

to sympathize or commiserate.

"Your friends would have cause to rejoice, rather

than condole with you."—Sir W. Temple.

B. Trans. : To lament over or bewail with

another.

* oon-dole'-mSnt, s. [Eng. condole; -ment.]

1. The act of condoling or sympathizing

with another.
"... an address of condolement for the loss of his

queen, . . .'—Life of A. Wood, p. 390.

2. Grief, mourning, or sorrow ; lamentation.
'* To do obsequious sorrow : But to persevere

In obstinate condolement, . .
."

Shaketp. : Hamlet, i. 2.

con dolence, * c6n-dole-ance, s. [Fr.

coiulolance, trom Lat. condolens, pr. par. of

coiuloleo.] The expression of grief or sorrow
for the troubles or misfortunes of others

;

symi>athy.
"... a special mission of condolence and congratu-

lation."—Macaulay: Bi*t. Eng., ch. v.

*I For the difference between condolence and
sympathy, see Sympathy.

con-do'-ler, *. [Eng. condole); -er.] Ons
who condoles or sympathizes with the sorrow
of another.

con-do -ling, pr. par., a., & s. [Condole.)

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Sympathizing.
" A lover is more condoling.''

Shaketp. I Mid*. Mght* Dream, L 1

C. As subst. : The act of expressing sym
pathy with another ; condolence.

"Why should I think that all that devout inttltl

tude, which so lately cried Hosanna in the streets, did
not also bear their part in these public condoling*."—
Bp. Bali : Contempt. ; The Crucifixion.

con-dd-na'-tlon, s. [Lat. condonatio, from
condono=. . . to pardon : con. = cum = with,
together, and do7to = to give ; donum = a gift,'

1. Ord. Lang, : The act of condoning, for
giving, or pardoning.

2. Law : The forgiving by a husband of his
wife, or by a wife of her husband, for any
breach of marital duty, with an implied under-
standing or condition that it shall not be
repeated

con-done', v.t. & i. [Lat. condcmo = to for-

give.]

A. Transitive

.

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To forgive, to pardon.
" In the numerous cases where a fine appears as •

composition for a breach of law, we are not to assume
that every offence might be condoned for a certain
sum in money, . .

."—C. H. Pearton ; The Early and
Middle Age* qf England, ch. xxxlii.

2. Used loosely in the sense of atone oi

compensate for.

"There was a certain vague earnestness of belief

about him which qualified and condoned the shrewd
and sometimes jocular looks of his father.'— lilack

:

Madcap Violet, ch. xxxiii.

II. Law : To forgive or overlook a breach
of marital duty.

t B. Intrans. : To atone or compensate for.

con-dor, s. [Sp., &c, condor, from Incf

(Peruvian Indian) cuntur = the bird defined

below.]

Ornith. : A magnificent vulture, Saroo*

ramphus or Sarcorkamphus gryphus, whicl

floats with outstretched and motionless,

wings in airy circles on the higher parts o!

the Andes, reaching at times the tremen-
dous elevation of 21,000 ft. above the sea-

level. The older travellers, as was their

wont, exaggerated its size, strength, and
ferocity, and it figured as the Western coun-

terpart of the mythical roc described by the

Arabs, and by some credited with the ability

"to trusse an elephant." Humboldt and
Bonpland dissipated these illusions. The
former great naturalist met with none the

expansion of whose wings exceeded Oft.

Some of 11 ft. have been said to be met with,

and one of 14 ft. Humboldt found that a

male condor, the expanse of whose wings was
9 ft., measured 3 ft. 3 in. from the tip of the

bill to the extremity of the tail. The male
condor has a comb on its head. Both sexes

have a ruff round their necks. Their bodiei

are usually deep blaok, with a tinge of grey ;

the wing coverts in the males are white, at least

at the tips ; the legs are bluish grey. Strains

to say, children are reputed to be in no danger

from it, though two condors will attack the

vicuna, the heifer, and even the puma. The
species is found in most parts of the Andes,

especially in Peru and Chili. There is one in

the Zoological Gardens in Regent's Park—

*

sorry bird compared with the mythic condor

of pre-scientific times.

con dot ti-6'-re (pi. cSn-dot-ti-o -i4), *.

[Ital. =a captain, a carrier, a mercenary leader,

from condotta = conduct, command, prudence,

wisdom, carriage. Cognate with the Lat. and
Eng. word conductor.]

Hist, etc : A soldier of fortune, a military

leader, who sold his own sword and those of

his followers to the highest bidder, regardbws
of the justice of the cause for which he and
they fought.

% It was in Italy that the practice began
of employing condottieri. In 1225 Genoa
engaged 200 of them, led by the Duke of

Savoy ; and in 1282 Florence hired 500 French,
and other States followed the example. The
practice received a great impulse about the

boll, bo^; p6ut, J6%1; cat, 9011, ohorus, chtn, bench; go, fcem; thin, tnia; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = C
-tian-r. shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -tlon, -slon zhun. -tlous, -slous -cious = shus. -hie, -die, itc. = bel, del.
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beginning of the fourteenth century, when the
petty Italian princes and republics t»egan to
commute the military services which their
subjects had hitherto rendered for money,
for both a military void was thns created and
means were obtained to fill it by engaging con-
dottieri. In 1342 the cities formed a league
to snppress them. But there was occupation
for them outside Italy. Large bodies of them
took part in the war between Edward III. of
England and France, and when the peace of
Bretlgny, in I860, terminated their occupa-
tion, they fought and plundered on their own
account, becoming a terrible scourge to
France. They were called free companies,
or simply companies or free lances, and num-
bered about 40,000 fighting men, all heavily
armed cavalry. Finally they were transferred
to Castile, on their way levying a contribution
on the Pope at Avignon. They were an in-

satiably rapacious race, and so faithless that
they were feared by friends as well as foes.

They had no scruple about any amount of
cruelty, but finding ultimately that it was
more advantageous to avoid slaying their foes
and simply to capture them unhurt with the
view of demanding a heavy ransom, they
aimed at making their battles bloodless. Sir
John Hawkwood, an Englishman buried at
Florence in 131*3 with great honour by the
citizens, is held to have been one of the last

condottieri properly so called.

eon drod ite, s. [Chondbodite.]

conduce , v.i. & t. [Lat. conduco — to lead
together : con = cum — with ; ducom to lead

;

Sp. coyxdueir ; Fr, conduire; Port, conduzir

;

Ital. conducire, condurre.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To contribute to or promote a result ; to
further, to tend to ; to advance or promote
(followed by to, unto, or toward).

"He was sensible bow inaeh such an nnton would
conduce to the happiness of both . . ."—ilacauluy

:

But. Bug., eh. xUi.

* 2. To lead, to guide.

"As if works could no way conduct Into the attain-
Ing of salvation but by way of merit and desert, . .

,"

—SI.de ; Work*, bk. L, dis. 40.

* B. Transitive:

1. To lead, to conduct, to guide, to accom-
pany.

2. To hire, to engage.
" Ala be the persuasion of flatterer is, he conduced

many wicked tyrrautis out of all countries to depend
vpon him."— Pitscot tie : Cron. I. 10.

% Crabb thus discriminates between to con-
duce and to contribute: "To conduce signifies

to serve the full purpose ; to contribute signi-

fies only to be a subordinate Instrument : the
former Is always taken in a good sense, the
latter in a bad or good sense. Exercise con-
duces to the health ; it contributes to give
vigour to the frame. Nothing conduces more
to the wellbeing of any community than a
spirit of subordination among all ranks and
classes. A want of firmness and vigilance in

the government or magistrates contributes
greatly to the spread of disaffection and re-

bellion. Schemes of ambition never conduce
to tranquillity of mind. A single failure may
contribute sometimes to involve a person in
perpetual trouble." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* conduce -ment, $, [Eng. conduce ; -menu]

The act of conducing; tendency, disposition,
drift.

" The conducement of all this is but cabaliatical."—
Gregory : Works, p. 88.

*c6n-<lu'-cent, a. [Lat oonducens, pr. par.

of conduco.] Conducing, contributing, help-
ing, or tending.

". . . any other act fitting or conducent to the good
success of this business."—Abp. Laud: Mist of hit
Chant, at Ox., p. Ul.

' con-du'-cer, s. [Eng. conduc(e); -«r.] One
who hires or engages. (Scotch.)

he that is hyrit sail render agane to the con-
conducit for, . .

."

—

ducer the halll byre that he was
Balfour : PraeL, p. «1J.

* con-du-cl bil -l-tf, s. [Eng. conducibUe)

;

-ity.) The quality of being conducible

;

capability of being conduced or turned.
" Duties, as deriving their obligation from their con-

ducibilitj/ to the promoting of our chief end . .
."

—

Wilkin* ; Of Nat. Relig., bk. L, ch. xiv.

con du -ci-ble, o. & *. (Lat. conduciHlis,

from conduco,]

A. As adj. : Having the power or quality of
conducing ; tending, contributing, furthering,
conducive.

"To both, the medium which is most propitious
and conducible, is air."—Bacon : Jfat. Hut.
* B. As sxtbst. : Anything which conduces,

promotes, or tends to an end,
"Those mottons of generations and corruptions, and

of the vondticiblei thereunto, are wisely ami admirably
ordered and con ternporated by the rector of all things.—Bale.

* con du-cl-ble-ness, s. [Eng. conducible

;

•ness.} The quality of being conducible ; con-
ducibility. (More.)

t con-du -ci bly, adv. [Eng. condncibl(e)

;

-y.\ In a manner tending to conduce, further,
or promote.

c<!>n-du'-clng, pr. par., a., & s. [Conduce, v.]

A* As pr. par. : (See the verb).

ILAsartj : Furthering, promoting, or tend-
ing to ; conducive.

"... all other api>endages, conducing to convenience
orplestsure, . . .—/>erham: Physico-Theot'jgy, bk. i.,

CD. T.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or condition of furthering, pro-
moting, or tending to.

" I have taken [innche travailel for the conducing
and setting forthe of good ami tie tc peace betwene
yourhighnea and her som"—Stats Papers ; Wolsey to
Henry 17//., anno 1637.

* 2. The act of hiring or engaging ; hire.
" For the conducing tt vaging of ane b undreth men

of weir'—Jberd. Beg.. A. 1548, V. 20.

con-du'-clvo, a. [Eng. conduc(e) ; -4m.]

Having the power or quality of conducing,
furthering, or promoting ; tending to further
or promote.

"An action, however conducire to the good of oar
country, . . .'—Addison : Freeholder.

t con-du'-olve-ness, *. [Eng. conducive ;

-ness.] The quality of being conducive ; ten-
dency to further or promote.

" I mention some examples of the conduciveness of
the smalhiess of a body's parts to its fluidity ."—Boyle.

con -duct, 5. [Low Lat. conductus m a guard,
an escort ; Lat. conductus, pa. par. of conduco
= to lead with, to conduct : con = cum —
with, and duco = to lead ; dux m a leader, a
guide ; Fr. conduits; Sp. conducto.]

* L Literally

:

1. The act of leading or conducting ; guid-
ance.

" And follow me. that will to some provision
Give thee quick conduct."

Shakesp. J King Lear, ill. 4.

2. The act or science of leading an army

;

generalship.
" Conduct of armies is a prince's art'' Walter.

3. A guide or leader,

"Come, gentlemen, I will be your conduct.*—B.
Jonson : Every Man out of Bis Humour.

4. A convoy, guard, or escort.
" His majesty.
Tendering my person's safety, hath appointed
This conduct to convey me to the Tower.

"

Bhakeep. : Hichard tit., L 1.

5. A warrant or security for one's safe pas-
sage ; a safe-conduct (q.v.). '

". . . all merclutnts of what nation soeuer, shall bane
safe conduct to pass and repass wltb their merchandize
into England.'*— Hackluyt; Voyages, voL L, p. 120.

* 6. That which leads, carries, or conveys
anything ; a conduit, a channel.

" Likewise by the sayd cisteme there is drinke con-
ueyed thorow certaine pipes and conducts, , .

."—
Backluyt ; Voyages, vol. ii-, pt. i., p. 61.

*7. Conduct-money (q.v.).

"Not he who takes up armes for cote and conduct.'
—Milton : Areopag.. p. M.

IX Figuratively:
* 1. Management, direction.

* 2 Sharpness, cleverness, or skill in the
management of matters.

** la enable to comprehend bow an extreme want of
conduct and discretion can consist with the abilities 1
have allowed him. "— Letters of Junius, No. M.

3. Behaviour, mode of action, deportment.
" All these difficulties were increased by the conduct

of Shrewsbury."—Macuuluy .- Hut Bug., ch. xv.
4

4. Regularity or exactness of life ; exact
behaviour.

"Though all regard for reputation is not quite laid
aside. It Is so low. that very few tlitttk virtue and
conduat of absolute necessity for preMrilng It."

—

titrift.

* 5. A channel, passage, or means of com-
munication.

"God is the fiiuiitaiii of honour, and the conduct l>v
which he conveys it to the sons of men, .ire virtuous
and generous practices.' —South, vol. i.. Serm. 4.

conduct-money, 5.

1. Hist. : An exaction levied by Charles I.

to pay the travelling expenses of his troops.

2. Law : Money paid to a witness for his
travelling expenses. (Wharton.)

11 For the difference between conduct aud
behaviour, see Behaviour.

* con-duct, pa, par., a., & 5. [Conduce.]
A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. As adj. : Hired.

C. As substantive

:

1. One who fs hired, a workman.
2. A cliaplain, a hired priest The term is

still applied at Eton to the chaplains who
conduct Divine service.

con-duct', v.t. & i. [Conduct, s.]

A. Transitive:

1. Literally:

(1) To lead, guide, direct, or accompany oa
the way.

" And Judah came to Ollgal. to go to meet the king,
to conduct the king over Jordan."—2 Sam, xix. 13.

(2) To usher in, to lead or bring to one's
presence with ceremony.
" Pray receive them nobly, and conduct them
Into our presence." Shakesp. : Benry VIII., i. i.

• (8) To lead, direct, or head, as an army.
" Cortes himself conducted the third and smallest

division."—Robertton ; History of America.

2. Fig. : To manage, to direct, to control,
to regulate.

" Having explained the general scheme and forma-
tion of the argument, I may bo permitted to subjoin
a brief account of tha. manner of conducting It."—
Foley : Harm Paulina, ch. 1.

3. Music: To lead, to direct, as a choir or
orchestra.

4. Physics : To carry, to convey, as heat, &c
B. Refiexive: To carry oneself, to behave,

to act.

C. Intransitive

:

1. Phys. : To act as a conductor of heat, &&
"Cnrbon, iu general, conduits better or worse ac-

cording to the maimer in which it has been prepared."
-De la Hue: Treatise on Electricity, pt. 1., ch. i.

;

translation.

2. Music : To act as conductor of a choir
or orchestra In the performance of a musical
composition.

" We need not stay to applaud the orchestra for
excellent work. Mr. Willing for Judicious use Ok the
oigan, or Sir Michael Costa lor conducting, which was
a model of clearness, firmness, and text. —Daily Tele-
graph, Nov. 14, iv 1.

3. Fig. : To behave, to conduct one's self,

to act. (American.) (Webster.)

1" Crabb thus discriminates between to
conduct, to guide, and to lead: "The first two
of these terms convey, according to their real

import, an idea of superior intelligence, which
Is not implied by the latter : on the other
hand, this includes an idea of credit and
ascendency altogether unknown to the others.

We conduct or guide those who do not know
the road ; we lead those who either cannot or

will not go alone. In the literal sense it is

the head that conducts, the eye that guides,

and the hand that leads. One conducts a law-

suit ; one guides a traveller ; one leads an
infant. In the figurative sense the under-
standing conducts; rule guides; the will or
influence leads. Intelligence ought to conduct
us in business; politeness oughtlofiruidcour
behaviour in company ; taste may lead us in

the choice of pleasures. We are conducted in

a certain course, that we may do what is

proper to be done ; we are guided in a certain

route, that we may not go astray; we are

led into society from a sociable temper. A
general conducts an army according to his

knowledge and experience ; he is himself
guuled in what he does by fixed rules; he
leads his army into the field of battle by the
word of command. The pilot conducts the
vessel ; the steersman guides it: the coachman
guides his horses on the road : he leads them
into the stable." (Crabb : Hug. Synon.)
He thus discriminates between to conduct,

to manage, and to direct : " Conducting requires
most wisdom and knowledge ; managing most
action ; direction most authority. A lawyer
conducts the cause entrusted to him ; a steward
manages the mercantile concerns for his era-

fete, fa.t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son : mate, cub, cure, unite, car. rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, co = e. ey - a. qu kw.
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ployer ; a superintendent directs the move-
ments of all the subordinate agents. Conduct-

ing is always applied to affairs of the. first im-

portance; via iw.yement is a term of familiar

use to characterize familiar employment

;

direction makes up in authority what it wants
In importance ; it falls but little short of the
word conduct. A conductor conceives and
plans ; a manager acts or executes ; a director

commands." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

cdn-duc' ta, s. [Sp.] A train or convoy of
valuable freight. (Webster.)

con-due'-ted, pa. par. or a. [Conduct, v. ]

A. As pa. par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Ordinary Languagt

:

L Lit. : Guided, led, directed.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Managed, carried out.

(2) Behaved, having manners of a certain

kind. Used in compounds ; as, well-conducted,

badly-conducted.

EL Physics : Applied to heat conveyed from
one body to another by conduction.

" Conducted heat may be derived from either dry or
moist substances, and its effects vary somewhat as It

comes from the one or the other of these sources. **—

Perelra : Element* of Materia Medico, and TTierapeu-
tk-s. pt. U.

con-duc-ti-blT-I-ttf, s. [Eng. conduct
t
and

suff. -ability ; Fr. conaucHbiliti.]

Physics

:

L Properly : Ability to be conducted. (Used
of heat or electricity.) Not the same as Con-
ductivity (q.v.).

2. Sometimes, though less properly, used in

the same sense as conductivity, i.e., for the
ability to conduct. (Used of heat or electri-

city.)

©6n-duc'-ti-ble, a. [Fr. conductible.]

Physics

:

1. Properly: Abfe or suited to be con-
ducted. (Used of beat or electricity.)

4. Less Properly : Capable of conducting.
(Used of heat or electricity.)

Con-due -ting1

,
pr. par. 8c a. [Conduct, v.]

conducting cells, $. pi.

Bot. : For definition see extract
"In many Vascular Cryptogams, Gyxunosperms and

Monocotyledons, as well as In a few Dicotyledons,
rows of vascular cells are found In plAces where from
the analogy of other plants one w >ukl expect to find
vessels, the partition-walls not having oecome ab-
sorbed. Such structures compose what is Allied a
conducting* tissue, and the separate cells are not called
vascular, but conducting cclis."—ThomA : Botany
(tE&nsl. by lieunctt), 3rd ed. (1879), p. 48.

conducting tissue, s.

Bot. : Tissue composed of conducting cells

(q.v.).

con -due Won, * con due ti oun, con
duc-ti-oune, s. [Lat. conductio = a bring-
ing together, a hiring ; conduco m to bring
together, to hire.] [Conduct.]

• A* Ordinary Language

:

X* Literally:

1. The act of leading or guiding.

"Hoab the sop of Bagael the Mid Unite who assisted
the Israelites, in their conduction thro' the wilderness
of Pliarxn. "—Ralegh BUS. World, bk. L, ch. viii..

§12.

2. The act of hiring or engaging for wages.
"Tuechyng the conductioun ft feyng of the men-

trallis. . . ,—Aberd. Reg., A. 1688, v. 16.

II. Figuratively

:

1. The act of training up or educating

;

training, education.

2. Skill, experience, capacity, especially in
warfare.

" Then grew the fame of Sertorius to be so great, that
even in Rome itself he was thought to be the noblest
captain, and of best conduction of any man in his
time."—iVortA ; Plutarch, p. 493.

B. Physics

:

1. The passage of heat through any body, or
of electricity over its entire surface.

" We shall first consider the transmission of heat by
conduction."—Ganoe (trans, by Atkinson): 3rd ed.,

2. The property possessed by certain bodies
of transmitting heat through them or electri-

city over their entire surface.

con-due ti-tious, a. [Lat. conductitius,

from conduco = ... to hire.] Hired, serving

for wages.
" The persons were neither titularies nor perpetual

curate*, but entirely conductitious, and removable at
pleasure."—A yliffe.

cdn-duc'-tlve, a. [Eng. conduct ; -ive.]

Physics: Having the power or quality of
conducting.

Con-duc-tIv'-i-t& *. [Eng. conductive); i

connective ; and suff. -ty.]

1. Heat : The power of conducting or trans-

mitting heat from particle to particle of a
body, so as to pass through its mass. [Con-
ductor.]

" Comiuctioity is the quantity of heat that passes in
unit time, through unit area of a plate whose thickness
Is unity, when its opposite face's differ in temperature
by one degree."—Everett : The C. O. 8. System of i'nit$

led. 18T6), ch. ix.. p. 42.

2. Elect. : The property of acquiring and
propagating over the whole extent of its sur-

face the electricity derived from any electrified

body with which it may be brought in con-
tact. [Conductor.]

'* The conductivity of a gtven wire or conductor is

the reciprocal of its resistance. "— Jenkin; hiectncUy
and Magnetism, ch. xvt, 5 4.

T (1) Conductibility and conductivity are

sometimes used as synonymous terms, but if

etymology be regarded the first of these should
be used in a passive sense, and the second in

an active one.

(2) With regard to electric currents con-
ductivity and resistance are the opposites of
each other.

cdn-dnc'^tor, *. [Lat., Prov., Sp., & Port.
conductor; Fr. conducteur.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A guide, a leader.

"... that he may be our conductor the rest of the
way."

—

liunyan; Pilgrim's Progress, pt. ii.

2. A chief or leader of an army ; a general,
a commander.

"Who is conductor of his people T"
Shakesp. .- King Lear, tv. 7.

* 3. A guide, director, or manager.

H, Technically:

1. Railway and coach traffic: The official who
has charge of an omnibus, street-car, or rail-

road train, whether for passengers or freight.

^ In England the official in charge of a rail-

way passenger train is known as a guard (q.v.).

2. Music

:

(1) A director or leader of an orchestra or
chorus. It is supposed that a leader or a
fugleman was employed, by the Assyrians, to
regulate the rhythm of the songs or dances ;

he was armed with two sticks, one of which
he beat against the other, and so marked the
time or accent. (Stainer and Barrett.)

(2) The inventor or leader of a chime or
change in bell-ringing. (Stainer and Barrett.)

* 3. Surg. : (For definition see extract).

" Conductor, In surgery, [Is] an instrument the use
of which is to direct the knife in certain operations.
It Is more commonly called a director."—Hooper

:

Med. Diet.

4. Heat : Anything which is capable of
transmitting heat through its mass from
particle to particle.

(1) Bad conductor : A body which trans-

mits heat slowly and imperfectly. A blanket
is a bad conductor of heat : used for a covering
at night it prevents the heat generated by the
person sleeping from escaping into the ex-

ternal atmosphere ; employed to roll up ice

it impedes the passage of the warmer external
air to the congealed body, and keeps the latter

from soon melting. The resins, glass, wood,
and especially liquids and gases are other bad
conductors of heat.

(2) Good conductor : A body which readily
transmits heat through it. The metals are
high in this respect, the leading ones being
arranged in the following order :—(o) (highest)
platinum, (6) silver, (c) copper, (d) iron, (e)

zinc, (/) tin, (g) lead.

5. Elect. : A body which acquires and pro-
pagates electricity over its whole surface
when brought in contact with an electrified

body. As in the case of heat, there are good
and bad conductors of electricity. Metals are
good conductors, and in the following order :—
(a) (highest) silver, (6) copper, (c) gold, (d)

aluminium, (e) sodium, (/) zinc, (g) cadmium,
(A) potassium, (i) platinum, (j) iron, (k) tin,

(0 lead, (vi) German silver, (n) antimony, (0)
mercury, (p) bismuth. Liquids, on the con-
trary, are bad conductors of electricity.

H Equivalent conductors of electricity: Con-
ductors which offer an equal resistance to the
passage of an electric current, and which
might be substituted for each other in any
voltaic circuit without altering its intensity.
(Gannt.)

COn-dUC'-tdr-& a. [Eng. conductor; -y.]

Having the power or quality of conducting
;

conductive.

t con-due -tress, s. [Eng. conductor; -ess.] A
woman who conducts ; a female guide, a
directress.

" A good housewife, and a very prudentand diligent
conductr^M of her family."—Johnson : letter to Mrs.
Thrale, 1773. '

* con due, * coundue, v.t. [Ft. conduire.]
[Conduct, v.] To conduct, to guide.

" Coundue byra by the down**. "

—

Gawaine, 197L

con duit, * con dit, * con dite, * con-
duyt, ' con - dythe, * con duytc, * con-
dyt, * con dute, * cun-dyth, s. [O. Fr
condmct ; Fr. conduit; Sp. conducto; Port
conducta; Ital. condotto ; Low Lat. & Lat.
conductus, from conduco = to lead, to conduct,]
[Conduct.]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally ;

* 1. The act of conducting or guiding

;

guidance.
" The messengers went, cotuiutc he did tham bane.*

—Langtoft, p. 260.

2- In the same sense as B.

* XL Fig. : A channel, a passage.

conduits of my blood froxe .
Shaketp. : Comedy of Error*, v. "L

B. Engineer. : A channel, canal, or pipe,
usually under ground, for the conveyance of
water, electrical wires, &c.

" In channels or In eondites «f lead."
Palladiut, U. %k

% Conduits were formerly used in London
and elsewhere for the conveyance of water.
There were several of them in the Metropolis.
The Great Conduit in West Cheap, the first

leaden cistern in the city, was commenced in
1285, and the Little Conduit in 1442. A con-
duit at Holborn Cross, commenced in 1498,

was repaired in 1577 by Mr. Wm. Lamb,
whose achievement is still commemorated in
the name Lambsconduit Street, given to a
thoroughfare opposite to the Foundling Hos-
pital in Guilford Street. (Haydn, die.)

"... balls, dinners, gutters running with ale, and
conduits spouting claret."—Macaulay : Mist. Eng., ch
eL

* con -duit, v.t. [Conduit, ».; Conduct, v.}

To conduct, to lead as in a conduit.
" This corruption, even to this day. Is still conduitsd

to his undone posterity."

—

Felltham : Resolves, 9.

con dup -li-cant, a. [Lat . condvplicans
luplicaTi

to double.]
(genit. wnduplicantis), pr. par. of conduplico

Bot. : Doubled up, folded together, as when
the leaflets of a compound leaf are applied to
the faces of each other.

* c6n-dup'-U-cato, a. [Lat. condvpUcatus,
pa. par. of conduplico = to double : con = cum
= with, together, and duplico = to double

;

duplex = double.] {Duplicate.}

Bot. (o/vemation, aestivation, £c.) : Having its

sides applied parallel to each other's faces. It

is used specially of leaves folded from the
middle, so that one half is applied by its

upper surface to the other half, as in the oak,

the almond-tree, or the magnolia.

* con-dup'-U-cate, v.t. [Coia>uPucArE, a.]

To double or fold over, to duplicate. (Cockeram.)

coa^up'-ll-oa-tfed, pa. par. or a. [Condtj-

PLICATE, V.]

con-dup-li-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. conduplicatio,

from conduplicatus, pa. par. of conduplico.]

[CONDUPLICATE, O.]

1. Gen. : The act or process of doubling or

folding over ; a duplicate, a doubling.

2. Bot. : A form of aestivation in which the

sides of an organ are applied to each other
face to face.

con \iir an -go, s. [A North American
Indiyi word.]

Phar. : The dried stems and bark of Gono-
lobus Condurango (q.v.). This substance has

boll, boy; poUt, jo^-1; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophoo, exi»t. -iig,

<na*U -tian = shan. -tion, -ston - shun ; -(Ion, -sion m zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shu*. -bis, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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been tried as a remedy for cancer, but was
found of no use. (Garrod : Materia Mcdiea.)

con dur -rite, s. [Named from the Con-
durrow mine near Helstone in Cornwall,
where it ie found ; with sun*, -tie (Min.) (q.v.)j

Min. : A variety of Domeykite. It is black
and soft, soiling the fingers. Sometimes it is

formed of Domeykite with arsenite of copper
and sulphide of the same metal. The arsenic
in its composition causes it to give forth an
alliaceous odour when heated on charcoal
before the blowpipe.

'con-dut, *con dute, con-duyte, s.

[Conduct, Conduit.]

con dy lar, a. [Modelled as if from a Mod.
Lat condylaris.] Containing, or in any way
pertaining to, condyles.

"The condylar portions or ex-occipitals bear the— *yfea -

_ _ rAiiK
—Quoin I AnsU. (8th ad.), i. 3J.

articulating condyles on tbeir tower tiart, close to the
margin of toe foramen magnum in its anterior half/

*[ Among the bones of the head there are
an anterior and a posterior condylar foramen.

IT Condylar surfaces of the tibia

:

Anat. : Two slightly concave articular sur-
faces which sustain the femur.

COU'-dyle, s. [Lat condylus, from Gr. koVoV
Ack (kondulos) = the knob formed by a bent
hand ; a knuckle.]

Anatomy:

1. Human: An eminence bearing a flattened
articular surface.

H The term has been variously applied by
anatomists, but the foregoing is the meaning
most frequently assigned to it (Quain.)

If There are condyles of the femur, of the
humerus, of the lower jaw, and of the occipital
bone.

2. Compar. : The corresponding parts in the
lower vertebrata. It is used of the surface

by which one bone articulates with another,
and especially of the articulate surface or
surfaces by which the skull articulates with -

the vertebral column. (Nicholson.,)

eon-dyl-i-urn, s. [Hod. Lat condylium;
Gr. kov&vXiqv (kondulion), dimin. of KdyovAos
(kondulos), ] [Condyle. ]

Bot. : The antherid of a chara. (Treas. of
Bot.)

o&n -dy-loid, a. [Gr. xovivho* {kondulos) =
... a knob, a knuckle, and eUoc (eidos) m
form, appearance.] Having the appearance
of a condyle.

M!m'-dy-l6po, s. [See def.] The same as
Condylopkd and Condylopod (q.v.).

cdn-dy-16 ped, s, [Lat. condylus and pet
(genit. pedis).) The same as Condylopod
(q.v.).

condyl 6 pods, con-dy-ldp-6-da, s.pJ.
[Gr. koVouAo* (kondulos) = a knob, a knuckle,
and n-oiis (pous), genit woSoc (podos)= a foot.]

Zool. : The articulate animals with jointed
legs, such as the spiders and the crabs.

con-dy-lur-a,£. [Gr. xoe&vAoc (kondulos) =
a knob, a knuckle, and ovpd (oura) = the tail.

So named from an assemblage of small carti-
laginous filaments, somewhat resembling a
Btar in appearance, which La Faille erroneously
represented as being on the tail, whereas they
really are upon the nose.]

Zool. : A genus of Talpidse (Moles). The
species which are called Star-noses are from
North America ; Condylura macroura, from the
region of the Columbia river, being the best
known. [Star-nosed Mole.}

Odne, *. [In Sw. kon; Wei. con; Fr. c6ne;
Port, cone; Sp. & Hal. cono ; Lat conus; Qr.
ftwfoc (konos) =. . . a mathematical cone, . . .

a pine-cone, from the Sansc. root co= to bring
to a point]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II. 6.

2. Anything shaped more or less like a
mathematical cone.

" Now had Nhjht measured with her shadowy rone
Half way up hill this vast sublunar vault

__ _ . . _ Milton : P. L., iv. 77*.

IX Technically :

1. Geom. : A solid figure described by the
revolution of a right-angled triangle about
one of the sides containing the right angle,
which side remains fixed. If the fixed side

be equal to the other side containing the right
angle, the cone is called a right-angled cone

;

if it be less than the other side, an obtuse-
angled, and, if greater, an acute-angled cone.
The axis of a cone is the fixed straight line
about which the triangle revolves. The base
of a cone is the circle described by that side
containing the right angle which revolves.
Similar cones are those which have their axes
and the diameters of their bases proportion-
als. (Euclid.)

2. Optics : A pencil of rays of light emanat-
ing from a point and diverging as they pro-
ceed on their course.

3. Astron. : A conical-shaped shadow pro-
jected by a planet on the other side from
that on which it is illuminated by the sun.

4. Geol. : A conical mound or hill produced
by the showering down around the orifice of
eruption of scoria?, dust, and the various other
materials ejected. Many hundreds of such
liones may be seen in France in the ancient
provinces of Auvergne, Velay, and Vivarais,
arrauged in chains of hills. Sometimes such
a cone becomes truncated by a portion of the
volcano falling in during an eruption. Papan-
dayang, in Java, did so in 1772, and a volcano
in Alaska in 1786. (Lyell.) There are num-
erous volcanic cones in America, and it is

claimed that some of the largest volcanic
mountains, such as Orizaba, in Mexico, have
been entirely built up by the deposition of
material hurled from a steadily rising crater.

5. Zoology:

(1) The English name of any shell of the
large tropical molluscous genus Conus (q.v.).
The name also of any animal of that genus.

(2) PI. (rones) : The English name of the
Conidae, a family of Gasteropodous molluscs.

6. Bot. : A kind of anthocarpous or collec-
tive fruit, called also Strobilus, shaped some-
what like a mathematical cone, and consist-
ing of an anient, the carpella of which are
(scale-like) spread open, and bear naked seeds.
Sometimes these scales are thin with little

cohesion, but frequently they are woody and
cohere into a single tuberculated mass. A
modification of it is the Galbvlus, which is

globular, and has the heads of the carpella
much enlarged. The fruit of the Scotch Fir
(Finns sylvestris) is a genuine cone, whilst the
Juniper is a galbulus, with fleshy coherent
carpella. It used to be considered as a spike
in which the rachis and bracts have become
partially lignifled, or in which the bracts are
membranous. But more recent investiga-
tions have shown that it is not a collection
of flowers, but an assemblage of seeds, fruit,

or pseudo-carp resulting from a single flower.
The top furnishes an instance of a true stro-

bilus or cone with membranous bracts.
(Alfred W. Bennett, F.L.S., *c.)

"The cone* dependent, long and nnooth, growing
from the top of the branch.'—Evelyn.

7. Gun-making : The vent-plug which is

screwed into the barrel of a fire-arm. The
outer end is the nipple for receiving the
percussion-cap. (Knight.)

IT Purple Cone

:

Bot. : A plant, one of the Echinaceas, order
Composite. (American.)

cone-bit, s. A boring-bit of conical form.
(Knight.)

cone-compasses, s. pi. A pair of com-
passes with a cone or bullet on one leg, to set
in a hole ; bullet-compasses. (Knight.)

cone-flower, s. A plant, genus Rud-
beckin, order Compositse.

cone-gear, s. A mode of transmitting
motion, consisting of two cones rolling
together. (Kn ight?)

cone-head, *.

Hortic. : The name given by gardeners to
Strobilanthes, a genus of Acanthaceas.

cone-in-cone, a. Resembling a series of
hollow cones, each inserted in the one next
exceeding it in size. This structure is occa-
sionally found in coal, limestone, 4c, and is

probably due to pressure actingon concretions
in course of formation.

cone-joint, s. A joint formed by a
double cone of iron inserted into the ends of
the pipes to be joined, and tightened by
screw-bolts. (Knight.)

cone-plate, s.

Mech. : A strong plate of cast iron fixed
vertically to the bed of a lathe, with a conical
hole in it, to form a support for the end of a
shaft which it is required to bore. (Weale.)

cone-pulley, s.

1. An arrangement for varying the speed of
the bobbin in spinning-machines, giving them
a gradually decreasing velocity as the roving
is wound thereon, so as to keep an equal strain
on the roving. The lower pulley is driven
with a uniform speed, and communicates
motion to the other by a band which is slipped
towards the larger end of the upper roller as
the roving gradually fills the bobbin.

2. Mach. A pulley with several faces of
varying diameter, so as to obtain varying
si>eeds of the mandrel: a a»«d-pulley
(Knight.)

*^ y 3

cone-shaped, a. Shaped like a cone:
conical.

cone-shell, s. The English name of
Conns, the typical genus of the molluscous
family Couidee (q.v.).

cone-Valve, *. A hollow valve having a
conical, perforated face, through which water
is discharged when the valve rises, without
impinging directly upon the valve-fat* or
seat. (Knight.)

Cone-vise coupling ; A mode of connecting
the ends of shafting, consisting of an outer
sleeve and two inner sleeves. (Knight.)

cone-wheel, s. a wheel with several
applications : (1) Two frustums are in apposi-
tion, one having teeth on its face and the
other a spirally arranged row of studs. The
toothed wheel at its small end acts upon studs
on the larger portion of the opposite wheel
and conversely. The effect is to confer a
regular variability of rotation to the stud-
wheel from a regular rotation of the driving-
frustum. (2) The frustum, being driven by
the motor, communicates motion to the wheel
above it. This is not intermittent or variable,
but is adjustable. The nearer tJie upper
wheel is to the base of the cone, the faster will
it rotate, and conversely. (Knight.)

con-cn -chy-ma, s. [Gr. Jturoc (konos) = a
cone, and tyxvy-a. (engchuma) = an infusion.]

Bot. : The tissue, made up of conical cells,

in the hairs of some plants.

conepate, conepatL s. [Mexican.] The
name given in Mexico to the Skunk (Mephitis
Americana), an animal of the Mustclidee or
Weasel family.

CO-nes'-si, *. & a. [Etym. doubtful.] The
name given in Great Britain, but not by the
natives of India, to the bark described below.

conessi bark, s. A kind of bark ob-
tained from an Indian plant, Wrightia anti-
dysenterica, of the order Apocynacece. It is a
valuable astringent and febrifuge. In Mala-
bar it is called Palapatta. (Linaley.)

* coneveth, s. [Conveth.]

cd'-ney, co'-ny, s. [Cony.]

coney-fish, s. [Cony-fish.]

t con -fab, s. [A contraction of confabulation
(q.v.).] Familiar talk or conversation ; chat
gossip.

" He made nie follow him Into the library that we
might continue our confab without interruption."—
Mad. D'Arblay : Diary, I. 179.

con fab, v.i. [Confab, «.] To chat
familiarly or easily ; to confabulate.

" Mr. Thrale ami I were dressing, and aa usual con-
fabbmgr—Mad. D'Arblay; Diary, 1. ISO.

* con-fab-u-lar, a. [Confabulate. J Per-
taining to or connected with confabulation.

t con-fab'-u-late, v.i. [Lat. confabulatus,

pa. par. of confabulor = to talk together : con
= cum=with, anil fibular = to talk ; fibula =
a tale, a narrative.] To talk familiarly to-

gether ; to chat, to gossip, to prattle.
" I shall not ask Jean Jaques Rousseau
If birds a»\f(tbulate or no."

Cowper : Pairing Tim* Anticipated.

t cdn-fab-n-la'-tion, s [Lat confahulatio,

from confabulatus, pa. par. of confibutor.)

The act of talking familiarly ; easy, careless

conversation ; chat gossip.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, w6t, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pSt,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute. ciib. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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"Friends' confabulation* are comfortable at all

times, . . ."—Burton : Anatomy of Melancholy, p. 289.

* cin-faVb'-U-la-tdr, s. [Eng. confabulate)

;

•or.) One who engages in familiar talk with
another.

" The knot of confabulator*."-'Lytton.

* c6n-fab'-u-la-tor-y\, * ccn-fab'-u-la-
tor 10, a. [Eng. confabxtlati(e), and suff.

-ory ; as if from a Lat. confabulatorius, from
confabulor. ] Pertaining or relating to con-

fabulation.
"... a confabulatorie epitaph."— Weaver : Fumerid

Hon., p. 677.

* cdn-fa-mlT-i-ar, a. [Low Lat. oonfamili-

oris: con = cum '— with, together ; familiaris
= familiar (q.v.).] Very intimate or familiar.

"... some of them were more con/amtiiar aud
analogous to some of our transactions, than others."

—

Slanville : Pre-exitt. of Souls, p. 80.

* ccn-far-i-a'-tion, s. [Lat. confari = to

apeak together.] A talking together, a dis-

cussion.

"Satisfied with the confariation of reasonable
men."— Haute : Magastromanrer, p. 91.

* con-far-r&a'-tion, s. [Lat. confarreatio,

from con = cwm=with, together, and/arreus =
of or pertaining to corn ; far = corn, spelt.]

Roman Antiq. : The solemnization of matri-
mony among the Romans by the ceremony of
the bridegroom and bride tasting of a cake
made of flour, salt, and water in the presence
of the high priest and not less than ten
witnesses.

"The ceremony used at the solemnization of a mar-
riage was called confarreation, . . ."—Brand; Popular
Antiquities.

* Con-fat'-ed, a. [Pref. con, and fated (q. v.). ]
Fated or decreed by fate at the same time
with something else.

"... when a sick man is fated to recover, it is eon-
fated that be shall send for a physician.' —Search :

Freewill, Foreknowledge, and Fate, p. 223.

*c6n'-fect, a. [Lat. confectus.] Made up,
compounded.

"The substance or matter, which is holy chrism
confect (as they say) and made of oil-olive and balm."
—Rogers ; 39 Articles, p. 253. (1607.)

*COn-fect', v.t. [Lat. confectum, sup. of con-

ficio = to prepare : con = cum = with, and/acio
= to make ; Ft. conjlre.] [Comfit.]

*1. To make up together; to compound,
to mingle or mix {lit. & jig.).

" And yet those dainties of my joyes.
Are still confected with some feares."

Stirling : Aurora, s. «.

2. To make up or prepare, as sweetmeats or
preserves ; to preserve with sugar.

" Nor roses-oil from Naples, Capua,
Saffron confected in Cilicla."

W. Brown : Britannia'* Pastorals, 1.

1

* Con' -feet, s. [Lat. confectum, neut. of con-

fectus, pa. par. of conflcio,] A sweetmeat, now
corrupted into Comfit (q.v.).

"At supper eat a pippin roasted, and sweetened
with sugar of roses and carraway confect*."—Barney

:

Vn Consumption.

• oon-fect'-ar-& a. & *. [Eng. confect;
-ary,]

L As adj. : Made up of various parts or in-

gredients (lit. &fig.).
" Confectary impieties and hopeful 1 conclusions."

—

Browne : Vulgar Erraurs, bk. i., ch. 10.

II. As sub&t. ; A compound, a result, a
supplement.

" To which third I shall add this fourth, as a neces-
sary and manifest confectary thereof."

—

Glanville;
Saducismns Triumphatus, pt. 1., p. 92.

Con fec'-ted, pa. par. or a. [Confect, v.]

* con-fee' -ting, pr. par. & s. [Confect, v.]

A. As pr. par. ; (In senses corresponding to
those of the verb).

S, As subst. : The act or process of com-
pounding or mixing, or of preserving with
sugar.

" They doe not observe the confecting of the oint-
ment"—Bacon : Nat. Hist., $ 998.

con fec'-tion, * con-fee cioun, s. [Lat.
confectio, from confectus, pa. par. of conficio.]

(Confect. ]

L Ordinary Language

:

• 1. A composition, mixture, or compound
of several ingredients or materials.

"Given his mistress that confection
Which I gave him for cordial."

SHakesp, : Cymbeline, v. 5.

2. A sweetmeat or preparation of fruit pre-
served in sugar.

"Confection* and fruits of numberless sweets and
flavours."— Addison.

3. A ready-made article of dress, generally
of a light and elegant character, for women.

IX Pharm. ; Compounds prepared with
sugar or honey. Also called Electuaries, or
Conserves.

confection-pan, s. A pan for making
com tits or other confections which require to

be rolled upon one another while being dried
by heat. (Knight.)

* con fee tion-ar-y, a. k s. [Eng. confec-

tion; -ary,]

A, As adj. : Prepared or preserved as a con-
fection.

" The biscuit, or confectionary plum."
Cowper : My Mother'* Picture.

B. -4s substantive

:

1. A confectioner.
, #

"And he will take your daughters to be con/ecfioit-
aries. and to be cooks, . . ."— l Stun. vlii. 13.

2. A store-place for sweetmeats, &c.
"Here, Ladles, are the keys of the stores : of the con-

fectionary . . "—Richardson : Sir C. Qranditon, vol.
ii., let 19.

con fee tion-er, s. [Eng. confection; -er.]

* 1. One who compounds or mixes ingre-
dients.

" Canldla Neopolitana was confectioner of unguents."
—Heywoode I Qunaikeion, bk. viii.

2. One whose trade it is to prepare or sell

confections, sweetmeats, &c.
" Confectioner* make much use of whites of eggs."—

Boyle.

con-fec'-tion-er-y, s. [Eng. confection;

-ery.]

1, Sweetmeats or preserves generally ; con-
fections, candies, &c, or anything sold by a
confectioner. These are prepared either from
cane-sugar, glucose, or honey, flavoured with
essences, and in most cases coloured with
various colouring matters. Some of the colours
used are harmless, such as cochineal, carmine,
saffron, &c ; but others are poisonous, such as
the bright greens containing arsenic and
copper, chrome yellow, Prussian blue, &c,
and should be avoided. Highly coloured con-
fectionery, unless guaranteed pure, should
always be looked on with more or less of
suspicion.

2. A place where sweetmeats, confections,
&c, are sold ; a confectioner's shop.

* CcV-feo-t6r-y, a. [Eng. confect ; -ory. ] Of
or pertaining to the art or trade of a confec-
tioner.

"... the wanton might
Of confectory art . .

Beaumont : Psyche, iv. 127.

* con fee-tour, • eon fee -ture, 5. [Fr.

conjiture.] A confect, a sweetmeat, a confec-
tion.

"... hot alswa of droggis, confectouri* and spiceis,

. .
."—AcUJa. F/.,158l(ed. 1814), p. 221.

* cSn-fed'-er, v.t. & i. [A contr. form of con-
federate (q.v.).]

A, Trans. : To confederate, to unite by a
league, to associate.

". . . whether they will confeder themselfs with
and other outward prynce." — Burnet: flee. No. 31,

Prop, to the King's Council.

B. Intrans. : To join with, to associate one-
self to.

" So for purpose she thought it very good
With former foes in friendship to confeder."

Mirrourfor Magistrates, p. 337.

oon-fed'-er-aj-y, s. [Eng. confederate) ; -y.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A league or compact by which several
persons engage to support each other ; a union,
an engagement, a treaty.

"Judas sent them to Rome, to make a league of
amity and co)ifederacy with them."—1 Maccabees viii,

17.

2. A number of persons, parties, or states,

confederated for mutual aid and support ; a
league, a confederation, a coalition.

"... two rival confederacies of statesmen, a eon-
federacy zealous for authority and antiquity, and a
confederacy zealous for lil>erty and progress."—Macau-
lay i Hist. Bug., ch. 1.

TJ. Law: A combination or conspiracy of
two or more persons to carry out any illegal

act.

con fed er ate, a. & s. [Lat. confozderatns,

pa. par. of confadero =to join orally by treaty,

from con = cum = with, together, and foidero

=to make a treaty; fcedus = a treaty; Fr.

confederer.]

A* As adjective

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : United, joined, or associated by a
league, compact, or treaty.

"... all the powers
Of earth and hell confederate . .

."

Cowper : The Task, bk. t.

2. Fig. : Allied, united, in league.
" My heart is not confederate with my hand."

Shakesp. : Rich II., v. 1
II. Hist. : Pertaining to the Confederate

States or their cause.

H Confederate States of North America :

Hist. : The name assumed by the Southern
or Slave-holding States which in 1860 and 1861
seceded from the United States of America,
maintaining their separation by war, and suit-

porting for a time with great heroism, but not
with ultimate success, their attempt at separa-
tion. From the first slavery had nourished in
the Southern States of the Union, while,
speaking broadly, the North had been free

from the transcendent evil, and year by year
contained an increasing number of abolition-
ists, eager for its extinction everywhere. Up
till I860 the South had voting power sufficient

to elect men of democratic or Southern viewa
to the United States Presidential chair, but in

November, 1860, a nominee of the "republi-
can " North, Abraham Lincoln, was legally
elected chief ruler. The South feared that he
would use his influence against the "domestic
institution" which it cherished, and rejected
all his protestations that he would strictly

conform to the law. On the 20th December
South Carolina led the way in secession,

followed by Alabama, Florida, Mississippi,
Georgia, Louisiana, Texas, part of Virginia,
Arkansas, Tennessee, and North Carolina.
These took the name of the Confederate States
of North America, whilst their opponeuts
called themselves Federals. The secessionists
on February 9th, 1861, elected Jefferson Davis
their President, the rest tacitly acquiescing
in the decision. On April 13th Fort Sumter,
near Charleston, was taken by the South
Carolinians, and a challenge thus thrown down
to the North, which, being accepted, com-
menced a sanguinary war. On the 21st Jury
the first great battle, that of Bull Run, took
place. After the surrender of General Lee to
General Grant, on April 9th, 1865, the Con-
federate cause became hopeless, and peace was
soon afterwards restored. The war has re-

sulted in the abolition of slavery throughout
the United States.

B. As substantive :

1. Gen. : One joined or associated with an-
other for mutual aid and support in any enter-
prise ; an ally, an associate.

(1) In a good or at least doubtful sense

:

" For this cause all the confederates beynge assem-
bled by the Lacedetuouyans for thys mutter, they
were conteute that the peace should be concluded."

—

Jficoti i Thucydides, fol. 131.

(2) In a bad sense : An accomplice.
"... be found some of his confederates In gaol."'—

Macaulay: Mist. Eng., ch. xxi.

2. Spec. (2>l.): The members of those states of
the American Union which supported slavery.

H Crabb thus discriminates between con-

federate and accomplice : "Both these terms
imply a partner in some proceeding, but they
differ as to the nature of the proceeding : in

the former case it may be lawful or unlawful

;

in the latter unlawful only. In this latter

sense a confederate is a partner in a plot or
secret association ; an accomplice is a partner
in some active violation of the laws. Guy
Fawkes retained his resolution, till the last

extremity, not to reveal the names of his con-

federates: it is the common refuge of all rob-

bers and desperate diameters to betray their

accomplices in order to screen themselves from
punishment." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

con-fSd'-er-ate, v.i. & t. [Confederate, a.]

* A. Intrans. : To join together in a league

or confederation ; to unite for purposes of

mutual aid and support ; to league.

". . . the chief of the German Protestants that con-
federated with France, . . ."—Strype: Memorials:
Edw. 17., an. 1552.

t B. Trans. : To join in a league or compact,
to ally, to unite.

" With these the Pisrcies them confederate.'
Daniel.

con-fSd'-er-a-tSd, pa. par. or a. [Con-
federate, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. .* In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

boil, boy; p6ut, jowl; cat, 9011. chorus, chin, bench: go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f

-dan, tian s shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, -4ion = zbiin. -tious, -lions, -cious = shits, -ble, -die, &c. - bel, deL
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2. Hist. : Murdock's translation of the Lat.
word Faderati, applied to a sub-division of
the congregations among the Maniehteans and
the Cathari. They were not bo strictly bound
down as the " Comforted " (Cansolati), but
promised before death to enter into the latter
class. (Mosheim : Ch. Hist., ed. Murdock
cent, xil., pt. ii., ch. 5, § 6.)

con led -er-a-tcr, s. [Confederator.]

con fed era ting, pr. par., a., &s. [Con-
federate, v.]

A. A B. As pr. par. <r particip. adj.: (See
the verb).

C. As tubal. : The act of entering into a
confederacy or alliance ; confederation.

"It Is a confederating with him to whom the sacri-
fice ia offered."—Atterbury.

con - fed - er a tion, * con fed er a
cyon, t. [Fr. confederation ; Lat confadera-
tio, from confaderatus, pa. par. of confadero.]

I. Literally :

1. The act of confederating ; a league, com-
pact, or alliance between several parties for
purposes of mutual aid and support.

" The three princes en ter into some strict league and
confederation amongst themselves."'— Bacon: Henry

2. Those who enter into a league or con-
federacy

; confederates.

II. Fig. : A union, or united body.
"It is not a single star, hot like a constellation, and

particularly as the Pleiades, where one ol the seven
natn almost no light or visibility, though knit in the
same confederation with those which hall the world do
S "J" ""J eee."-Sp. Taylor : Bute of Conscience,
ok. Hi., oh. ft.

H (1) Confederation of the Rhine

:

HUt. : A confederacy of states in the vicinity
of the Rhine, aggregated round Prance, the
founder being Napoleon I., who constituted it
on July 12, 1806. It soon afterwards consisted
of France, Bavaria, Wurtemberg, Saxony, and
Westphalia, with various smaller states. The
nominal capital was Frankfort on the Maine,
though of course its policy was directed from
Paris. It fell after the abdication of Napoleon
In 1814. In 1815 it was succeeded by the
Germanic Confederation (q.v.),

(2) Germanic Confederation :

HUt.
: A confederation of the German states

instituted in 1815, and continuing till the 1st
of January, 1871, when it was superseded by
the German Empire.

(3) Swiss Confederation

:

P'lit., Geog., <t Hist. : A confederation of
the 22 Swiss cantons. Up till 1848 Switzer-
land constituted a league of semi-independent
states, but in the year 1848 it became a

' bundesstaat," or united confederacy, and
has continued to be so till the present time.
The present constitution received national
sanction by a vete of the people on April 19,
1874, and came into force on May 29 of the
same year. It vests the supreme legislative
and executive authority in a Federal Assembly
consisting of two houses—a state council and
a national one—the first with 44 members
the latter 135. Every citizen of the republic
above twenty years old may vote, and there is
a general election every three years. (Fred
Martin : Statesman's Year-Book.)

• con fed er-a-tlve, a. [Eng. confederate)

;

ive. ] or the nature of or pertaining to a con-
federation.

"The Conftderatlee 8tates composed of MonarchicalGovernments."—Daily yeses, JulyMTisea. "~","a"

con fed er a tor, * con fed-cr a tour,
a. [Eng. confederate) ; -or, -our.] One who
enters into a confederacy ; a confederate, an
ally.

"The one halfe the confederatort shall and mavemploy, '—arafton: Chronicle.
^^ '

" °*nf2d
;?r-%-<*. * con-fed -er-a-tie, s.

[Eng. confederate) ; -y.) A confederacy or con-
federation. (Nicoll: ThucydUUs.)

' con fed -ered, pa. par. or a, [Confeder, v.]

con felsed, a. [Confused.] (Scotch.)

confer .
* con ferre, v.t. A i. [Lat. confero= to bring together : con = cum = with, to-

gether, and fero = to bring, to bear ; Fr con-
fenr; 8p. eonferir ; Ital. conferire.]

A. Transitive:

' 1. To bring together for the purposes of
comparison

; to discuss, to compare, to ex-
amine

The captaiue generall assembling the masters to-gether once euery week ... to eoVrrre all tbe ob-seruatlous. and notes of the said ships, . "-/lack-
luyt t t oyages, voL i.. p. 226.

* 2. To apply, to turn, to direct.

JiSV^VZ" "A
1 !"? *"'?* "" "'y <

• "I "i? tree,

EK , \l
'" "i'^'S'"? V' *° *»™ »">> sincere know-

ledge oMiuimtie."—Zyfy: Buphues, p. 112.

3. To bestow, to grant as a permanent gift
or possession.

" Thou conferrett the benefit*, and be receives them
. . . —Arouthnot : Bistory of Jtjhn Hull.

(a) Followed by on or upon before the re-
cipient

"
5?.? to

,
th" "h" 1* M>d quiet I confer

On troubled minds." Walter.
* (6) Sometimes followed by to.

" Everything seems to have some beneficial ten.deucy. according to which it confers somewhat to theneed ... of the principal creatures."—Barrow Ser-mow, 1. 4.

* (c) With two objects.

a * «>. __
" We should confer

These Trojans their due fate and death."
Chapman : Iliad, 11. 807.

* i. To contribute, to help, to conduce, to
tend.

.™JSe,clTS5™*ni0o,,'^c'ne*, °' the parts resting
together, doth much confer to the strength of theunion —Olaneille.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To meet together for the pur)x>se of
comparing thoughts, ideas, or plans ; to
discuss, to converse, to consult, to compare
views. (Followed by with before the per-
son consulted, and of before the matter con-
sidered.)

"... he is now ready to discuss the conditions ofpeace
; and with that view he has confined with his

colleagues."—Timet, Nov. 13, 187ft.

2. To contribute, to help, to conduce.

1 Crabb thus discriminates between to con-
fer and to bestow : " Conferring is an act of
authority

; bestowing that of charity or gene-
rosity. Princes and men in power confer;
people in a private station bestow. Honours,
dignities, privileges, and rank, are the things
conferred ; favours, kindnesses, and pecuniary
relief, are the things bestowed. Merit, favour,
interest, caprice, or intrigue, gives rise to con-
ferring ; necessity, solicitation, and private
affection, lead to bestowing. England affords
more than one instance in which the highest
honours of the state have been conferred on
persons of distinguished merit, though not of
elevated birth : it is the characteristic of
Christianity, that it inspires its followers
with a desire of bestowing their goods on
the poor and necessitous. It is not easy to
confer a favour on the unthankful : the value
of a kindness is greatly enhanced by the
manner in which it is bestowed." (Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

i oon-fer-ee ', t. [Eng. confer ; -tt.]

1. One with whom a person confers, dis-
cusses, or consults.

2. [Conferree.]

con -fer-ence, s. [Fr., from Lat. conferens,
pr. par. of confero = to bring together. 1
[Confer.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The act of comiwring or collating two
or more things together ; comparison, colla-
tion.

"The conference of these two places, containing so
excellent a piece of learning as this, expressed by soworthy a wit as

i
Tullys was, must needs bring on

pleasure to him that maketh a true account of Iearn-
Ing.'—Atcham: Bcheolmaeter.

* 2. The act of considering ; discussing or
considering mentally.

",Ee*d JJ", I>lace '
»"d T« •u»" take both pleasureaud profBt In conference ol if—Atcham: School-

master, bk. 11.

3. The act of comparing views, Ideas, or
plans

; discussion, consultation ; interchange
of views.

" R
S
ad

Ang hiAketh a full man : conference a readyman. —Bacon : Essays, No. M.
^^

* 4. Analogy or agreement
John Knox does not melt the held of my partickle

quhair I do mark the conferrence betulx the ehrase
or the scriptures alledged be vs balth.-- ReUoning.
Crotraguelt* J. Knot^Y. 18, a. 19, b.

5. A meeting or gathering for the purpose
of conferring or comparing views and ideas

;

or for the settlement and adjustment of differ-
ences.

II. Technically:

1. Diplomacy: A meeting of the represen-
tatives of different powers for the purpose
of adjusting differences. For details see
example

™J. h k . Jf" "' ull ' f
,

"'i!ty of expression in thisgreat debate 11 you would state that the business itiCoiu-crcnce is a i>rotocol,_tliat of a Congress, a Treity.Many lion, members have spoken ol a c'mfen'nVwliolam sure would be surprised to hear that the » "y oipeaoe U by a Congreei l

'_rjmes, Feb. 2. 187S

2. Parliamentary usage : A meeting of two
brandies of a legislature, by their committees,
to consider and adjust differences respecting
bi Is, &c. (Webster.) If a bill is in dispute
between the two Houses of the American
Congress, the House which at the moment i* m
possession of the bill asks for the conference
I he other House then fixes the time and
place. If a " simple conference " fail to adjust
matters, a "free conference "follows, and it is
customary to ask for one if two of the ordinary
kind have failed. Afterwards all, till the
difficulty is removed, must be free.

3. Law: A meeting between a barrister or
other advocate and a solicitor to consult
about the case of the client for whom they
are acting.

4. Ecclesiology

:

(1) A meeting of the ministers of any
Church for the consideration and regulation
of church matters.

"Soon after his return from America, he had com-menced the Annual Conference ol Preachers -—
Aeioman : Development of Chrittian Doctrine, ch. t,

(a) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

(b) Spec. : An annual gathering of the
ministers, now with a certain number of lay
representatives of the several Wesleyan Me-
thodist congregations, to deliberate upon the
affairs of the religious denomination to which
they belong. [Methodism.]

(2) A meeting not held at stated intervals
but arranged to adjust some difference whichmay exist between Churches or sections of
Churches.

U Many conferences have token place abroad
between Churches or parties in Churches.
Thus there were conferences between Lu-
therans aud Koman Catholics at Katisbon in
a.d. 1601 ; one in 1685 between John Claude
of the French Reformed Church, and James
Bemgne Bossuet, a Roman Catholic • and
one at Thorn in 1645, with the view of re-
conciling the Lutherans and the Reformed
Churches ; but the conference to which the
name is most frequently applied in England
was that at Hampton Court.

H Hampton Court Conference

:

Ch. Hist. : A conference between King
James I. of England, Immediately after his
accession to the Southern throne, and the
representatives of the Anglican and the Puritan
parties in the Church. In October, 1603 the
king appointed the conference. Its first
meeting was held at Hampton Court on the
14th of January, 1604, James on that day re-
ceiving the Anglicans. The second day,
January 16th, the Puritans were admitted to
make their statement and discuss it with
their opponents. The third day, January 18th,
the bishops and deans were called in to settle
with the king what alterations should be
made in the regulations of the Church. Then
the Puritans were called in to have the deci-
sion intimated to them, and the conference
closed.

T For the difference between conference and
conversation, see Conversation.

* con -fer-ence, v.i. [Conference, «.] To
confer, to consult together. (Webster.)

* con'for en cihg, t. [Conference, v.]
Consultation, conferring, conference.

" There was of course long conferencing, long con-
sulting. —Carlyle : Fred. Ureat, bk. kit. ch. 1

L

* con fer en tial (tl as ah), a. [Eng. coit-

ferenc(e) ; -ial.] Of or pertaining to a con-
ference or discussion.

* conferment (1), s. [Eng. confen»=
confirm ; -ment.) Confirmation.

" He made ac conferment to Westmynstre of echo
thynge. —Bob. of uloucetter, p. 84*.

con-fer'-ment (2), s. [Eng. confer; -ment.)
The act of conferring, granting, or bestowing

;

as, the conferment of degrees at the univer-
sities.

* con fer -ra ble, a. [Eng. confer: -able,]
Capable of being conferred.

"It qualifies a gentleman for any conferrahU
honour. — Waterhoue : Arms and Armory, p. M.

con-ferred', jxt. par. or o. [Confer.]1 — "II J * " ~

•

IW.-IHM.J

"l^,^ what, tall, tother; w., wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, .ire, .ir. marine; go, pot,or. wore, wolf work. whd. son ; mute. cud. euro, unite, our, rule, full ; try. Syrian. «, m = e. ey= a. au = kw?
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cSn'-fer-ree, s. [Eng. confer; -«.] One on

whom anything is conferred.

t odn-fdr'-rer, s. [Eng. confer ; -«-.]

1. One who confers, consults, or converees

with another.

2. One who confers or bestows ; a granter.

" It i8 an important one : because several persona, as

eonfrrrert or receivers, have found their pleasure or

aecoumt in it"—Richardion: Pamela, let. xxxii.

Ct^n-fer'-rlngt pr. par., a., & s. [Confer.]

A. & B. As pr. par. ot partieip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive:

1. The act of comparing two or more things

together ; comparison.
" A careful comparing and conferring of one scrip-

ture with another."—Buhop Halt: Catet ofContcience.

2. The act of consulting or discussing toge-

ther ; conference.

3. The act of bestowing or granting.

t cSn-ftr-ru'-mln-a-te'd, a. [Lat. confer-

ruminatus, pa. par. of conferrumino = to

cement together : con = cum — with, toge-

ther, and ferrumen — cement ;/errum= iron.]

Bot. : Closely united or joined, so as to be

undistinguishable.
" Embryo . . . with Its cotyledons and radicals dis-

tinguishable or oonferruminated into a solid mass. —
Lindley Sat. Suit. Bot.. p. 68.

oSn-fer'-va, ». (In Pr. conferee. Prom Lat.

conferva
=

'a kind of aquatic plant, from con-

ferveo = (1) to seethe, to boil together ; (2) to

heal, to grow together, which these plants

were supposed to do : am = together, and
ferveo = to boil.]

Bot. : A genus of Algals, the typical one of

the sub-order Confervete and the order Confer-

vacess. The species consist of unbranched
filaments, composed of cylindrical v raonili-

form cells with starch granules. Most of the

species are marine, though a few are fresh-

water. Eabenhorst describes thirty in all.

Con-fer-va-ce'-se, s. pi. [Lat. conferva (q.v.),

and fem. pi. adj. suff. acece.]

Bot. : An order of flowerless plants, alliance

Algales. They are vesicular, filamentary, or

membranous bodies, multiplied by zoospores

generated in the Interior at the expense of

the green matter. They are water-plants,

generally green, but occasionally olive, violet,

and red ; most ofthem are found in fresh-water,

attached or floating, some in salt-water, and a

few in both. The Confervaceee bear the

lichens Ccenogonium and Cystocoleus.

cSn-fer-va'-^g-oiis, a. [Lat. eonferv(a);

Eng. sufT. -accous.] Belonging to the Con-

feme.

oSn-feV-val, a. 4j s. [From Lat. conferva, and
adj. suff. -alis.]

A. As adj. : Belonging to the Confervas.

B. As substantive

:

Bot. (pi., Confervals): Plants of the order

Confervaceae.
" Henry has examined the Confertatt in the springs

of Vichy, Neria, and Vaux, and found email quanti
r

ties of an iodide In each."

ed. (1863), p. 18.

-Lindley : Yeg. King., 3rd

cSn-fer'-vS-88, s. pi. [Lat. conferva), and fem.

pi adj. suff. -eos.]

Bot. : A sub-order of Algals, order Coufer-

vaceie (q.v.). The cellules resemble joints,

arranged in a net, or more frequently in

simple or branched threads separate or com-

bined by common slime. It is divided into

four tribes—(1) Hydrodictidse, (2) Zygnemidse,

(3) Confervidas, (4) Chsetophoridse.

0dn-feY-vI-dae, «• pi. [Lat. confenia), and

fem. pi. adj. sun*, -idee.]

Bot. : A tribe of Algals, the typical one of

the sub-order Conferveae (q.v.). The cells are

tubular, united by their truncated extremities

Into free simple or branched threads.

con-fcr-vite, s. [Lat conferv(a); Eng. suff.

Ue (M in.).]

Palceont. : A genus of fossil plants. [Cos-

TERvrras.]

con-fer-vi -tes, «. [Lat. confcrv(a); Eng.

sun", -ites (PaUeont.) (q.v.).]

Palceont. : A genus, if not even a higher

category, of fossil plants, supposed to be akin

to Conferva. They are found in the Chalk of

Bornholm and the South of England, in the

Greensand of Maidstone, and in the Chalk-

Marl of Hamsey. (ilantell.)

con-fer'-void, a. & s. [Lat. conferva; Gr.

eldoc (eidos)= appearance, form.]

A. As adj. : Having the appearance of or

like the Confervas.
"Covered over with a parasitic confervoid growth."

—MacmiUan: Page of Nature, p. 133.

B. As subst. (pi): An English name for

Algals resembling Confervas or belonging to

the order Confervaceee.

"The Chlorospores or Confervoidi, the lowest order

of the Algas.'— Griffith Jc Benfrey : Micrograph. Diet.

(ed. 1376), p. 188.

con-fer voi'-de-ee, ». p!. [Eng. confervoid,

and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff. •«£.]

Bot. : An order of Algals, the same as Con-

fervaceae (q.v.).

* c8n-fer-jr'. * oown-for-y, s. [An Anglo-

Norman word.] The Daisy (iieHis perennis).

" Daysy, ftowre. Contolida minor et major dicitur

Conferg {Covmfery, KX'—Prompt. Pare. (ed. 1865), p.

IIS.

confess', v.t.H i. [Fr. confesses; Ital. con-

fesssare ; 8p. & Port, confesar, from Lat. con-

fesses, pa. par. of confiteor = to confess : con-

= cum= with, together ; fateer = to confess,

to acknowledge.]

A. Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To own, acknowledge, or admit ; to make
acknowledgment or avowal, as of a crime,

fault, or debt.
" Hold. Peter, hold I I eonfeu, I eonfeu treason."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry YL, 1L 8.

2. To admit, to concede, to yield, to grant.
" If that the king

Have any way your good deserts forgot,

Which he confeueth to be manifold.
Shaketp. : 1 Uenrg IT., iv. 8.

3. To recognize or acknowledge the presence

or superiority of.

"Th' affrighted gods confett'd their awful lord."*
Pope: llomeri Iliad, bk. C 1. 6».

4. To own, to acknowledge, to avow, to

recognize ; not to deny.

"Whosoever shall eonfeu me before men. him will

I eonfeu also before my Father which is in heaven."—
Matt. x-83.

5. To declare one's adhesion to or belief in.

"
. . yet If they pray toward this place, and con/eat

thy name, . . ."—a Chron. ft 86.

6. To prove, manifest, show, or attest the

existence of.

" Goddess (he cried), these glorious arms, that shine

With matchless art, eonfeu the hand divine."
Pope : Homer ; Iliad xlx. at

7. To manifest, to declare, to exhibit.

< Behind she stood, and by the golden hair

Achilles aeir'd : to hrm alone confemd.
Pope : Bomer-t Iliad, bk. 1., 1. 864-66.

EL Ecclesiastical:

1. Of the penitent : To make known or dis-

close (as a sin) to a priest with a view to

obtain absolution. [B. 2]
M If our sin be only against God, yet to confett it to

his minister may be of good use."— Wake: Prepara-

tion for Death.

2. Of the priest : To heaithe confession of a

penitent.

"I have confuted her." — Shaketp. : Meature for

Meature, v.

B. Retlexively:

1. Gen. : To make known or disclose ; to

acknowledge or avow.
" But she hlr wolde not confette.

Whan thel hlr asken, what she was.
tiover: Con. A., bk. li.

2. Spec. : To make known or disclose the

state of the conscience to a priest ; to make
confession.

" Our beautiful votary took the opportunity of con-

fetting herself to this celebrated father. —Additon:
Spectator.

% With of before the matter confessed.

" Confeu thee freely of thy sin."

Shaketp. : Othello, V. 2.

C. Intransitive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To make a confession, avowal, or acknow-

ledgment of sins, faults, &c.

"Now when Kara had prayed, and when he had
eonfetted, . . .'—Exra x. 1.

2. To acknowledge, to avow, to admit, to

own.
•• Our foes themseluee confett they bought full deere.

The note pursute which they attempted there.

Gatcoione : The Fruitet of Warre.

3. Followed by a clause.

"Josephus says that Antiochns Epiphanes, as he
* - 1 for ttie injuries

-Jortin : On the
was dyiin; confeued that he suffered for the injuries

which he had done to the Jews. '

Christian Religion, Dia 1.

4. Used loosely in the sense of admit, state,

allow, grant.
" I must confett I was most pleased with a beautiful

prospect that none of them have mentioned,"—Addi-
ton : On Italy.

II. Technically

:

1, Ecclesiastical

:

(1) Of the penitent : To make confession to

a priest.
" I should eonfeu to you."

Shaketp. : Romeo and Jttliet, iv. 1.

* (2) Of the priest : To hear or receive the

confession of a penitent.
" Toure covent covelteth
To confeue and to bmye
Rather than to baptize barnes.

Langland : P. Plowman, 6,7*4.

2. Law : [Confess and Avoid].

To confess and avoid

:

Law: To admit one has done what is

alleged against him, but to show that there

was nothing illegal in his action. (Blackstone.)

•J To make a bottle confess : To drain it to

the last drop by pouring or dripping. {Scotch.)

* con fes -saL 8. [Eng- confess ; -o(.] Con-

fession.

"It is good that it be Juatiaed by amfettnl and
avoidance."—Puttenham : Arte of Eng. Pottte,bk. lit,

ch. xlx.

* con-fSs'-sant, s. [Fr., pr. par. of conjesser.]

One who makes confession to a priest.

" The posture of the con/essattf, and the priest in

confession."—Bacon : Apophthegm!.

« con fes'-sar-y, s. [Low Lat. confesearius.]

One who hears confessions ; a confessor.

"To reveal it, as treacherous oonfettariu."—Bp.
Bali: Sertn., Workt, ii. 289.

con-fessed' f pa. par. or a. [Confess.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding tc

those of the verb.

B. As adj. : Admitted, evident.

con-fes -sed-ly, adv. [Eng. confessed; -!».]

Avowedly ; in an acknowledged manner.

con fes'-ser, s. [Eng. confess ; -er.] One who
confesses or makes a confession.

con fes'-siiig, pr. par., a., & s. [Confess.]

A. i B. As pr. par. tt particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of making confession.

confess -ion (ss as sh), * oon-fas-sl-

oun, s. [Lat. confessio, from confessus, pa.

par. of confiteor: con = cum = with, fully;

fateor = to confess.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The acknowledgment of any crime, fault,

or action committed. [II.]

2. The acknowledgment of the truth or

accuracy of any statement.
" Lord Beaconsfield's own speech contained many

undesigned confettiont of this truth, . .
."— 7"lr««t,

Nov. 11, 1876.

3. A profession, a declaration, an avowal.

rX Technically:
* 1 Law : The acknowledgment of a debt

by the debtor before a justice ; also the plead-

ing guilty to an indictment.

2. Eccles. : [Sacramental Confession.)

" all that could be urged In favour of transub

stantiation aud auricular confeuion. —.Vacaulay:

Bist. Eng., ch, xv.

ILL Special phrases and compounds

:

1 Auricular confession : [Auricular. See

also SucratnentaJ confession in this article.]

2 Confession and avoidance (Law) : A term

used when a plaintiff in his replication tc. a

defendant's plea confesses the truth or the

facts in the plea ; but at the same time intro-

duces some new matter or distinction con-

sistent with the plaintiffs former declaration

3. Confession of action

:

Law The confession that an action against

one— as, for instance, to recover a debt— is

to a certain extent Just, and the payment

into court of the amount which one admits

to be due. (Blackstone.)

4. Confession offaith

:

Theol. « Ch. Hist. : A statement in a care-

fully composed and well-tested series of pro-

positions of the tenets held by the church or

religious party adhering to such ccnfessiou.

ML boy; Jrfut, JafiM; cat, cell, chorus, chin, b-noH; Bo. gem; tain, tnta; In, as; expect, **"<**>»>
22., 'Hi

-dan. -tlan = shan. -tlon, -.Ion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tions. -«lous, -clous = shus. -We. -die, fcc-hel, del.
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confessionaire—confident

Numerous confessions have been put forth
»nd among others the following :—

'

(1) The Confession ofAugsburg : [Augsburg
Confession].

(2) The Westminster Confession : A confes-
sion of faith drawn up by what was called
an Assembly of Divines, but which had also
some laymen among its members, sitting by
authority of the Parliament between a d
1643 and 1647. Ninety-seven were English
and nine, with two "scribes," Scotch com-
Sif

s,'°"ere -

'n"! Pfcce of meeting was Henry
VII. s Chapel at Westminster. The confession
or faith was agreed to in 1643, and was de-'
signed to be the standard of belief for the
whole kingdom, England as well as Scotland.
In the former country, however, it was never
cordially accepted by the nation ; in the latter
it was so received. It was ratified by the
Scottish General Assembly on August 27
1647, and by the Parliament of the northern
kingdom on February 7, 1649, as it was once
more under William and Mary, on June 7
1690. Its tenets were essentially those of
the Reformed Churches in general. It is
still the chief symbolic book of the Evan-
gelical Presbyteran Churches in Britain and
America, though explanations or qualifica-
tions of the teaching on one or two points
are permitted in some of the churches.

el
The Thirty-nine Articles are a confession

or faith in all but the name. [Articles. ]

5. Confession of indictment

:

*J?,
H

"' A confession by an accused person
that he is guilty of the offence with which he
If charged. (Blackstone.)

6. Sacramental Confession

:

Theology & Church History:

(1) Def. : " The habitual and detailed con-
fession of sins to a priest, with a view of re-
ceiving priestly absolution, and of so becoming
better prepared for a faithful and true par-
taking of the Holy Communion, and of attain-
ing to a higher standard of true spiritual life

"

(Bp. of Gloucester oS Bristol, quoted in Times,
vCt. .*7j 187T.J

(2) Hist. : Originally notorious offenders
were required to confess their sins publicly
fcefore the congregation. There existed also
an ancient practice of voluntary confession in
public of private offences and secret sins. In
the fifth century Pope Leo the Great gave
permission to confess the latter kind of sins
in private to a priest appointed for the pur-
pose. This was the origin of sacramental con-
fession, which soon after became an institu-
tion, though confession to a priest was op-
tional till the thirteenth century, when Inno-
cent III., at the fourth Council of Lateran,
a.d. 1215, rendered it compulsory. It has
since continued to be practised in the Roman
Catholic Church, and efforts have been made
by the Ritualistic party to reintroduce it into
the Church of England. It has no place in
the standards of the English Church, and has
been repudiated by the vast majority of its
adherents, whether clerical or lay. Hooker
thus speaks of it : "I dare boldly affirm that
for many hundred years after Christ, the
lathers held no such opinion ; they did not
gather by our Saviour's words (John xx 23)
any such necessity of seeking the priest's
absolution by secret and (as they now term it)
sacramental confession. Public confession
they thought necessary by way of discipline
not private confession as in the nature of a
sacrament necessary." (.Hooker : Eccles. Pol.
VI., C. 436.)

* confession-chair, ». A conressionaL

•eon-fes-sion aire, s. [O. Fr.] A peni-
tent ; one who has made confession.

"Like au Absolved confestinnaire, wipes off as heKe"^'"«"";e Kore, to begin sjxotherr-Xichardson
lat-itia.ii. ISO.

confess ion-al (sa as sh), o. & ». [Ft.,
from Low Lat. & Ital. confessianale, from Lat.
confessus, pa. par. of confiteor.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to confessions of
smith, as "confessional books."

M. As subst. : The seat on which a priest
nts to hear the confessions of penitents • a
confession chair.

m'd'^f™.'i
,i?*^ '.r

,
"Tr ne dally studies with cold

iS?.3^ °? attention the morbid anatoinyof guiltyconsciences. —Jfacaulay • Bist. Eng.. eh. xiiv.

• cSn fess -ion al ist (ss as sh), s. [Eng.
confessional; -ist. A confessor. (Boucher.)

con fess -ion-a-ry (ss as sh), a. & s. [Low
Lat. confessionarium, from Lat. confessus.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to confession :

or the nature of a confession.
•'They makes kind of confessionary litany to them-

selves. —Bp. Prideaux : Euchol. (16661, p. 220.

B. As subst. : A confessional.

.l^J!'.
V'°,T'

,
I

*ermed con/essionaries or confes.
Blonals. —Archajel., x. 299. (1792.)

cSn-fess -ion-ist (ss as sh), «. [Eng. con-
cession ; -ist.] One adhering to a certain con-
fession ; one professing a certain faith.

". . . the Protestant and Romish confeuionuu "—Bountagu t App. U Omar ; Deo.
v~™»™«.

confes -sor, • con fes sour, «. [Lat,
from confessus, pa. par. of confiteor.] [Con-
fess.]

t L Ord. Lang. : One who confesses any
fault or crime.

H. Technically:

1. Ch. Hist. : The name given by the early
Christians to one who manfully faced death
rather than deny or conceal the Christian
faith, but who had not his life actually taken
away. If he were put to death he was a
martyr and not a confessor. Both were
exceedingly honourable titles, but the martyr
was the higher of the two. (In this sense
olten pron. con -fes-sor.)

_~Vt *°m^ confessors, who had manfully refused tosave themselves from torments and death by throwing'nnktocense on the altar of Jupiter,
"
™_ioSi»*

But. Eng., ch. xhr. *

'

2. Eccles. : A priest who officially hears con-
fessions and prescribes penance to penitents,
or grants them absolution.

IT Confessor of the Sovereign : The title of a
dignitary called also Clerk of the Closet (q.v).

vvn&i-Bor-ahlp.e. [Eng. confessor; -ship.]
Ihe office or position of a confessor.

* con-fest , pa. par. or o. [Confess. ]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adj. : Acknowledged, admitted, not
concealed or disputed ; open.

" Since the perfidious author stands confest /"
Roiee : Royal Convert

* odn-fetrt'-ly, adv. [Eng. confest ; Ay.] Con-
fessedly, admittedly, avowedly, openly ; with
acknowledgment

ml^L™1?" *° **? Principle which is confetti,predominant in our nature. —Decay of Piety.

•con fi cient (dent as client), a. [Lat
confidens, pr. par. of con/icio = to confound,
to effect.] That which causes or effects •

effective. (Bailey.)

con fi dant (m.), con fI dante (f.), «.
IFr. confident (m.), confidcnte (1.); O. Fr. con-
fidant (m.), confidante (f.).] [Confident ]One who is entrusted with private secrets
especially one trusted in affairs of love: a
bosom friend.

"
S?'

011 ",lt
.

h tbe tlUe
'
and ">ady "i'n the He-

ine genial confidante, and general spy."
Byron : A Sketch.

cdn-fide', v.i. & t. [Lat confido : con = cum
= with, together, fully, aud fido = to trust •

fidus = faithful, trustworthy
; Fr. confer.]

A. Intrans. : To have trust, confidence, or
reliance in or upon; to rely, to trust, to
believe.

" T™^ l ahould fear, not sociably mild.
As Raphael, that I should much confide.'

MiUon: P. £., bk. xi.

IT With in before that in which trust or
confidence is placed.

" Confiding in our want of worth, he stands."
Pope: Homer's Iliad, bk. ix, L 58-60.

B. Trans. : To entrust or give in charge to
another ; to commit, to acknowledge.

"
. . it had been confided to two eminent men—Macaulay : But Eng., ch. xL

H Crabb thus discriminates between to con-
fide and to trust : " Both these verbs express a
reliance on the fidelity of another, but confide
is to trust as the species to the genus we
always trust when we confide, but not vice
versd. We confide to a person that which is
or the greatest importance to ourselves ; we
trust to him whenever we rest on his word for
anything. We need rely only on a person's
integrity when we trust to him, but we rely
also on his abilities and mental qualifications
when we place confidence; it is an extraor-
dinary trust, founded on a powerful conviction
in a person's favour. Confidence frequently
supposes something secret as well as personal

;

trust respects only the personal interest. Aking confides in his ministers aud generals for
the due execution of his plans, aud the ad-
ministration of the laws ; one friend confides
in another when he discloses to him all his
private concerns : a merchant trusts to his
clerks when he employs thein in his business •

individuals trust each other with portious of
their property. A breach of trust eviuces >
want of that common principle which keeps
human society together ; but a breach of con-
fidence betrays a more than ordinary share of
baseness and depravity. " (Oat* : Eng. Synon.)

con-fl -ded, pa. par. or a. [Confide.]

con -fI-denee, con -fi dens, ». [Ft.
confidence, confiance; ItaL confidenza, confi.
danza; Sp. amfidencia, confianza, from Lat
confidentia, from confidens, pr. par. of confido= to confide : con = cum = with, together,
fully, and fido = to trust

; fidus = faitlifuL
trustworthy.]

1. The act of confiding in or placing firm
trust or reliance on any person or tiling:
trust, belief.

°

'

"... the Cardinal Benedict who enjoyed his fulland unlimited confidence. - MUman ; But LaoiChristianity, bk. ix.. ch. vti.

K It is now followed by in, but formerly o/
was also used.

"Society is built on trust, and trust upon oon«-dence of one another's integrity.'—South.
^^

2. Firm trust or reliance on oneself or one'i
powers or abilities ; boldness.
_'

1

' H
.

is
,^

llnci being rather prosperous than calm had
raised his confidence by success.'—Bacon : Ben. rilT
3. Excessive trust or belief in oneself bold-

ness, assurance, conceit.

* J.*'
• • their confidence, for the most part, rixeth fromtoo much credit given to their own »itT \!Booker: Dedication. ^ *

"l. That in which reliance or trust is placed-
a ground of trust or reliance.

„ ll^bat confidence is this wherein thou truatest T "—2 Atnos xviil 19.
'

* 5. A state or condition of close intimacr
or trust *

" Such a citizen who lived afterwards in great con*(fence with Csssar."—Miduleton : Cicero, i. 244.
^^

6. The quality of being worthy to be con-
fided in or relied on ; trustworthiness.

..™5f T" P"'.?
5, nLials'«r« of confidence, commis-

^Ja-zFj^sr <* «»«-*"-«*..
* 7. A confidential talk or conversation :

conference.
" The next time we have confidence "

Sfiaketp. : Merry Wieet, L 4
8. A feeling of security or trust

_J'
Be'?';"d' f our heart condemn us not, then hartwe coiincfence towards God."—1 John liL SL

U For the difference between confidence and
hope see Hope.

con'-fi-dent, a. & s. [Lat. confidens, pr. par.
of confido = to confide.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Assured, sure, secure j having full confi-
dence or trust.

" To build our altar, confident, and bold."
Cowpsr: Conversation.

(1) Followed by a clause.
"I am confident, that very mucl

wards the iinproveuteut of philosophy.' —Boyle.

"I am confident, that very much may be done to.ards the improvement of phil a- "

(2) Followed by of.
" Defying earth, and confident of heaven."

/D\ n ii j t. .
Byron: Lara, ill

(8) Followed by in.

2. Self-reliant, bold, courageous.
"Achilles answered ; ail thou knoweet, speake and

becoryWsnfc
Chapman: Earner's Iliad, bk L

3. Over-bold or full of assurance
; presump-

tuous, conceited.

"£, wi*? man 'eareth, but the fool rageth. and to
confident:—Proverbs xiv. 1J.

" '

4. Positive or dogmatic in conversation.

t 6. Trusting, without suspicion.
"Rome, be as Just and gracious unto me.
As I am confident and kind to thee."

Shakesp : Tit And., L L
* 6. Trustworthy, confidential.
" I had given notice to a companion of mine, a con-

7r.Z\
""'aut of my mastera*—11abbe : The Kogue

(1623J, pt L, p. 17a

* 7. Giving reason or grounds for confi-
dence.

" The cause was more confident than tbe event wis
prosperous —Taylor.
' B. As subst. : [Confidant).
"If ever it comes to this, that a man can say of his

confident, he would have deceived me, be lias said
enough. —South.

tate, fat. tare airddst, what, ito. father; we. wet, here, camel, her. there, pine, pit, sire. «r, marine; go. pft,or. wore. wolf, work, wh6. eon; mute, ouh, cure, tmlte. our, rule, full; try. Syrian. ». „ = e; eyTT^fkw.
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K Crabb thus discriminates between confi-

dent, dogmatical, and positive : " The first two
of these words denote an habitual or perma-
nent state of mind ; the latter either a partial

or an habitual temper. There is much of con-

fidence in dogmatism and positivity, but it

expresses more than either. Confidence im-

plies a general reliance on one's abilities in

| whatever we undertake ; dogmatism, implies a

reliance on the truth of our opinions ;
posi-

tivity a reliance on the truth of our assertions.

A confident man is always ready to act, as he

is sure of succeeding ; a dogmatical man is

alwajtf ready to speak, as he is sure of being
heard ; a positive man is determined to main-
tain what he has asserted, as he is convinced
that he has made no mistake. Confidence is

opposed to diffidence ; dogmatism to scepti-

cism ; positivity to hesitation. A confident

man mostly fails for want of using the neces-

sary means to ensure success ; a dogmatical

man is mostly in error, because he substitutes

his own partial opinions for such as are esta-

blished ; a positive man is mostly deceived,

because he trusts more to his own senses and
memory than he ought Self-knowledge is

the most effectual cure for self-confidence ; ftn

acquaintance with men and things tends to

lessen dogmatism; the experience of having
been deceived one's self, and the observation

that others are perpetually liable to be
deceived, ought to check the folly of being
positive as to any event or circumstance that

Is past." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

con fI-den' tial (ti as sh), a. [Fr. confi-

dent iel, from Lat. confident.]

1. Of persons : Trustworthy ; entrusted or
worthy of being entrusted with matters of
iecrecy ; trusted in ; treated with confidence.

"... such were the qualities which made the widow
of a buffoon first the confidential friend, and then the
pouse, of the proudest and most powerful of Euro-
pean kiiifcjs.

'"—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xi.

2. Of things:

(1) Told or communicated in confidence

;

secret, private.

'*.
. . we made two confidential communications

. . .
J—Burke : Reg. Peace, Let. 3.

(2) Carried on in confidence ; relating to
private or secret matters.

"I am desirous to hegln a confidential correspon-
dence with you."

—

Lord Chesterfield.

con f i den -tial-ly (tl as sh), adv. (Eng.

confidential; -ly'.] In a confidential manner ;

In confidence or trust ;
privately.

c6n f 1 dent ly, adv. [Eng. confident; -ly.]

1. In a confident or assured manner ; with
confidence, trust, or a feeling of security.

" Where Duty bids, he confidently steers."

Cowper; A Refiection; Horace, bk. ii., Ode x.

2. With confidence or assurance ; boldly,

courageously.
"... the author's presumption, in bo confidently

predicting immortality to his performance."

—

War-
burton: Divine Legation, bk. Hi., % 3.

3L With excessive confidence or assurance
;

positively, dogmatically.

"Every fool may believe, and pronounce confidently

;

but wise men will conclude firmly."—Soufft.

* con'-fl-dent-ness, s. [Eng. confident;
-ness.] The quality of being confident ; confi-

dence, assurance. (Bailey.)

t COn-fi-der (1), s. [Eng. confid(e); -er.] One
who confides, trusts, or has confidence in
another.

• o6n-ficT-er (2), con-fed -er, a. [Con-
feder.] Confederate, allied.

'* Algatis this may not sufferit be,
Latinis confider with Trofanis and Enee,"

Doug. : Virgil, 817, 12.

con fi -ding, pr. par., a., & s. [Confide, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (In senses corresponding
to those of the verb),

B. As adjective :

1. Giving or committing in trust.

"And whom !—the gracious, the confiding hand."
Thomson : Liberty, pt. 6.

2. Trusting ; having confidence, trust, or
reliance.

3. Over-trustful, credulous, unsuspicious.
" He had a confiding trite, and he treated her as con-

fiding wives only are treated."—Thackeray: Vanity
Fair.

G. As substantive:

X. The act of giving or committing in trust.

2. The act of communicating in confi-
dence.

3. The act or state of having trust or con-

fidence in.

conf i -ding ly, adv. [Eng. confiding; -ly.]

In a confiding manner ; with confidence, con-
fidently.

"A priest . . . who had confidingly accompanied
them, acted as interpreter."—J. Grant; Inventors,
Ac, in CasselVs Tech, Ed., pt ii., p. 326.

* con fi -ding-ness, s. [Eng. confiding

;

•ness.] The quality of being confiding or con-
fident.

" He had the freshness, tbe simplicity, the confi-

dingness. the liveliness of boyhood."

—

Mill : Dissert, and
Discuss. (Bentham), i. 892.

* Con-fIg'-U-rate, v.i. [Lat. configuratus,

pa. par. of configuro : con = cum = with, to-

gether, and./fcj7Hro=to form, to figure ;figura=&
figure.] To assume a harmonious or concordant
shape ; to take form or position, as the parts
of a complex structure.

" Wbere pyramids to pyramids relate.
And the whole fabrick doth configurate."

Jordan : Poems (before 1660).

con-fig-u-ra-tion, s. [Fr. configuration;
Lat. configuratio, from configuratus, pa. par. of

configuro.]

t 1. Ord. Lang. : The form, shape, or posi-

tion of parts of any thing in relation to each
other.

" Chili must formerly have resembled the latter
country in the configuration of its laud and water."

—

Darwin : Voy. round the World (ed. 1870), ch. xii., p.
255.

* 2. Astrol. : The relative position of the
planets ; the face of the horoscope according
to the relative aspects of the planets at any
time,

"The aspects, conjunctions, and configurations, of

the stars . . ."—Sir T. Browne : Christian Morals, ii. 9.

* configure (o6n-fIg'-ger), v.t. [Fr. con-

figurer; Lat. configuro.] To dispose or ar-

range into any shape or form ; to fashion,

shape, or frame after a model.
"Mother earth brought forth legs, arms, and other

members of the body, scatter'd and distinct, at their
full growth; which coming together, cementing, and
so configuring themselves into human shape, made
lusty men."—Bentley : Sermons.

* configured (con-fIg'-gerd), pa. par. or a.

[Configure.]

* configuring (con-fIg'-er-ing), pr. par.,
a., & s. [Configure,]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of shaping or forming
after a model ; configuration.

con fi-na-ble, a. [Eng. confin(e); -able.]

Capable of being confined, restricted, or
limited.

" There is infinite virtue in the Almighty, not con-
finable to any limits."— Bp. Hall : Rem., p. 90.

con fine or toon-fine', s. & a. [Confine,
v.]

A. At, substantive

:

L Literally

:

1. A common boundary, frontier, border, or
limit (generally used in the plural).

"On the confines of the city and the Temple had
been founded, in the thirteenth century, a House of
Carmelite Friars, . . ."—Macaulay: Bist. Eng., ch.M.
* 2. A neighbour ; or perhaps bordering or

neighbouring territory.

m. j _
Shakesp. : 2 Ben. IV., iv. 4.

* 3. A place of confinement.
"Bam. A goodly one; in which there are many

confines, wards, and dungeons ; Denmark, being one of
the worst."—Shakesp. : Bamlet, li. 2.

* II. Fig. : A boundary, limit, or extreme.
" Reg. O, sir, you are old.

Nature in you stands on the very verge
Of her confine : you should be ruled, and led
By some discretion, that discerns your state."

Shakesp. : King Lear, ii. 4.

*B. As adj. : Neighbouring, bordering upon,
adjoining.

T For the difference between confines and
border, see Border.

con- fine', v.i. & (. [Fr conjiner = to confine,
to abbut or bound upon ... to lay out
bounds unto ; also, to confine, to relegate
Wotgrave) ; Fr. confin — near, neighbouring,
from Lat. confinis : con = cum = with, to-

gether ; finis = a bouhdary (Skeat).']

* A. Intransitive

:

1. To border (upon), to touch (on) ; to have
a common boundary, frontier, or limit.

(1) With the prep. with.

"Half lost, I seek
What readiest path leads where your gloomy bounds
Confine with heav'u." Milton : P. L., ii. «7.

(2) With the prep. on.
" Full iu the midst of this created space,
Betwixt heav'n. earth, and skies, there stands a place
Confining on all three.'' Dryden.

2. To restrict or limit oneself.
" Children, permitted the freedom of both hands, do

oft times confine unto the left, and are not without
great difficulty restraint from it"—Browne: Vulgar
Errou rs.

B, Transitive

:

1. Literally:

* 1. To form a boundary or frontier to, tc
bound, to limit.

2. To shut up, to restrict, to keep within
bounds.

'* The third is a mixture of the two former, whera
the pupils are restrained, but not confined . .

."—
Goldsmith : On Polite Learning, ch. xiii.

* 3. To drive beyond the confines or bor-
ders ; to banish, to expel.

"We, by the help
Of these Mb people, have confin'd him hence."

Beywood : Golden Age, 1611.

IL Figuratively:

1. To keep within limits, to restrict, to
limit.

" If the gout continue, I confine myself wholly to
the milk diet."—Temple.

* 2. To bring to an end, to conclude, to
limit.

3. To restrict or limit in application o*

reference.

"Looking to the cases which I have collected of
cross-bred animals closely resembling one parent, the
reseinhlimces seem chiefly confined to characters almost
monstrous in their nature."— Darwin: Origin of
Species (ed. 1869), ch. viii., p. 276.

if To be confined

:

Medical

:

1, To be in child-bed ; to bear a child.

2. To be constipated.

U For the difference between to confine and
to bound see Bound.

con-fined', pa. par. or a. [Confine, v.]

A. As pa. par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective :

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Shut up, restrained within limits,

imprisoned.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Restricted, circumscribed, not extensive.

"Considering the small size of these islands, we feel

the more astonished at the Lumt.r of their aboriginal
beings, and at their confined range."

—

Darwin : Voyage
round the World (ed. 1870), ch. xvii., p. 377.

(2) Restricted in application or reference.

IX Medical:

h Brought to bed of a child.

2. Constipated.

% For the difference between confined and
contracted, see Contracted.

* con-fi'-ned-ness, s. [Eng. confined; -ness.]

The state or quality of being confined, limited,

or restricted.

"... the imperfection of his views, and the con-
finedness of his powers." — Boadly : Letters signed
Britannicus, Let. 63.

t con-fine -less, a. [Eng. confine ; -less.]

Without limit or bouudary ; unbounded, un-
limited.

" Will seem as pure as snow ; and the poor state
Esteem him as a lamb, being compared
With my confineless harms.

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. t.

con-fine'-ment, s. [Eng. confine; -ment.]

A. Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

* 1. The act of confining, shutting up, or re-

straining.
** As to the numbers who are under restraint, people

do not seem so much surprised at the confinement of

some, as the liberty of others."—Addison.

2. The state of being confined, shut up, or

imprisoned.
•'The poor man, ready to faint with grief and fear,

was conducted by the officers of the House to a place of

confinement."—Macaulay ; Bist. Eng., ch. xix.

% Crabb thus discriminates between con-

finement, captivity, and imprisonment : " Con-

finement is the generic, the other two specific

terms. Confinement and imprisonment both
imply the abridgment of one's personal free-

dom, but the former specifies no cause which
the latter does. We may be confined in a

boll, do^; pout. j6"3M; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-elan. -Man a shan. -tion. -slon = shiln ; -tion. -sion m zhun. -dons, -Mous, -slous m shiis. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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room for ill health, or confined in any place
by way of punishment ; but we are never im-
prisoned but in some specific place appointed
for the confinement of offenders, and always on
some supposed offence. . . . Confinement is so
general a term, as to be applied to animals
and even inanimate objects ; imprisonment
and captivity are applied in the proper sense
to persons only, but they admit of a figurative
application. The poor stray brutes, who are
found trespassing on unlawful ground, are
doomed to a wretched confinement, rendered
still more hard and intolerable by the want of
food: the confinement of plants within too
narrow a space will stop their growth for
want of air. (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

XL Figuratively

:

1. The act of restricting, limiting, or con-
fining.

2. A restraint, limit, or restriction.
" The mind hates restraint. And is apt to fancy itself

under confinement when the sight is pent up."—Addl-

B. Jlfed. : Childbed, parturition, lying in.

oSn-fi'-ner, » con'-fi-ner, s. [Eng. con-
Jtn(e); -er.]

L Literally

:

1. * One who lives upon the borders or con-
fines of another country ; a borderer.

" The senate hath stirr'd up the confinen.
And gentlemen of Italy . .

."

Shaketp. : Cymbeltne. iT. 2.

2. One who or that which confines, re-
strains, or limits a boundary or limit.

* II. Figuratively

:

1. A connecting link, a connection.
" The participles or confinen between plants and liv-

ing creatures are such as have no local motion : such as
oysters."—Bacon.

2. Anything closely allied ; a close or near
neighbour.

"
. . . they are such neighbours and confinen in art

. . . — notion.

3. Anything which restrains, limits, or re-
stricts.

con fines, s. pi. [Confine, a.]

Con-fi-nlng, pr. par., a., & s. [Confine, ».]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of putting in confine-
ment, restricting, or limiting.

* con-fin'-I-tjr, s. [Lat. confinitas, from
confinis — neighbouring, bordering.] [Con-
fine, v.] The quality of being bordering or
neighbouring

; nearness, neighbourhood, con-
tiguity.

con firm', * con ferine, * con-fermen,
* con - ferml, 'con-fenny, v.t. & t
[O. Fr. confermer; Fr. confirmer; Sp. & Port.
confirmar; Ital. confermare, from Lat. confirmo— to strengthen, to confirm : con= cum= with,
together, fully, and firmo = to strengthen

;

frmus = strong, firm.]

A, Transitive

:

I* Ordinary Language

:

*1. Tomakestrongerorflrmer; to strengthen.
"... confirm the feeble knees."— Italah XXXV. 3.

2. To ratify, to settle, to establish.
" The gode olde Uwes he con/ermede Taste."—/too of

etouceiter. p. 522. .

3. To render valid by a formal assent
"That treaty, so prejudicial, ought to have been re-mitted rather than confirmed. —Swift.

4. To render certain or beyond doubt by
fresh evidence ; to bear witness to.

" Your eyes shall witness and confirm my tale.
Our youth how dextrous, and how fleet our sail.'

Pope : Homer t Odyuey, bk. vlL, 1. 417, 418.

5. To strengthen, assure, or encourage in
resolution, purpose, or opinion.

__ A , - "But on I must:
Fate leads me ; I will follow—There you readWhat may confirm you."

rord : The Witch of Edmonton, L 3.

6. To fix firmly in, to radicate.

IX Ecclesiastical:

1. To administer the rite of confirmation to
.Confirmation.]

" Ich signl the with eigne of croys.Ana with the creme of hele confermL'
,

Shoreham, p. 15.

2. 'Script. Lang.): To appoint, choose out,
or set apart for a special purpose or end.

4„ iT
1

?.? ", """*.""firmed to thyself thy people Israelto be a people unto thee . . ."—2 Sum. vii. «T
* B. Intrant. : To affirm, to maintain, to

H Crabb thus discriminates between to con-
Jtrm and to corroborate : "The idea of strength-
ening Is common to these terms, but under
different circumstances : confirm is used
generally ;, corroborate only in particular in-
stances. What confirms serves to confirm the
mind of others

; what corroborates strengthens
one's self: a testimony mav be confirmed or
corroborated ; but the thing confirms the
person corroborates : when the truth of a
person's assertions is called in question, it is
fortunate for him when circumstances present
themselves that confirm the truth of what
he has said, or if he have respectable friends
to corroborate bis testimony." (Crabb : Ena
Synon.) "

He also discriminates between to confirm
and to establish: "The idea of strengthening
is common to these as to the former terms
but with a different application : confirm
respects the state of a person's mind, and
whatever acts upon the mind ; establish is
employed with regard to whatever is external

:

a report is confirmed ; a reputation is estab-
lished : a person is confirmed in the persuasion
or belief of any truth or circumstance ; a thing
is established in the public estimation. The
mind seeks its own means of confirming itself

;

things are established either by time or au-
thority : no person should be hasty in giving
credit to reports that are not fully confirmed,
nor in giving support to measures that are
not established npon the surest grounds ; a
reciprocity of good offices serves to confirm an
alliance, or a good understanding between
people and nations; interest or reciprocal
affection serves to establish an intercourse
between individuals, which has, perhaps, been
casually commenced." (CraM; : Eng. Synon.)

con-firm -a-ble, a. [Eng. confirm; -able.]
Capable of being confirmed, made certain or
assured.

"It may receive A spurious inmate, as Is conflrmaoleby many examples." -—Browne : Vulgar Erroun.

* con-firm'-ance, s. [lat. confirmans, pr.
par. of confirmo.] Confirmation, assurance
encouragement.

" F
?
r tueir confirmance. I will therefore now

Slepe in our black barke."
Chapman : Bomer't Odyuey, bk. ili.

con-fir-ma'-tion, * cdn-fir-ma'-ci-dn,«.
[Fr. confirmation ; Prov. cojermatio, confirma-
tion; Sp. confirmacum ; Port, confinnacuo ;
Ital. confermazione : all from Lat. confirmatio
(ace. confirmationem).~]

W Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of confirming anything or any
person.

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

"Their blood is shed
In confirmation of the noblest claim."

Cowper: The Tatk, bk. v.

(2) Spec. : Evidence in support of a doctrine
or a statement

; xiroof.

"The arguments brought by Christ for the confirma-
tion of his doctrine, were in themselves sufficient "—
South.

2. The state of being confirmed.
". . . and in the defence and confirmation of the

gospel, ye all . .
."—Phil. i. 7.

3. That which strengthens anything, as the
evidence adduced in support of a doctrine or
statement.

" Trifles light as afr
Art to the jealous confirmations strong
As proofs of holy writ ..."

TT „ , . „ Shaketp.: Othello, ULS.
IX Technically

:

1. Ecclesiol. d History

:

(1) Def. : The act of confirming a child a
young person, or anyone, by the imposition
or a Bishops hands. For further details
see (3).

(2) Hist. : The passages adduced in support
of this rite are Heb. vi. 1, Acts viii. 14_ir
xix. 5, 6, especially the first of the three!
Confirmation was originally administered as
the concluding part of the baptismal ceremony
whether the baptised person were an adult or
an infant. Some think the practice was
general by the year a.d. 190. The primitive
practice in this respect still continues in the
Greek Church. Chrism, or sacred ointment
was used at least from the time of Tertullian
in the 2nd century. The unction was the
first part of the ceremony

; the second was the
consignation, or signing with the sign of the
y>"08s; and the third was the imposition of
the bishop's hands, with the invocation of the
Holy Ghost. In the Church of Borne, Con

flrmation is one of the seven sacraments th«
formula used being, "I sign thee with th«
sign of the cross, and confirm thee with the
chrism of salvation, in the name of the Father
and of the Son. and of the Holy Gho«t " The
opposition by the Protestants in the 18th cen-
tury to the administration of Confirmation to
infants made the Council of Trent postpone
it to the seventh year of a child's age.

(3) Present Practice in the Church of Eng.
land : The Liturgy in one place has this head-
ing :

" The Order of Confirmation, or laying oa
of hands upon those that are baptised, and
come to years of discretion." When god-
fathers and godmothers present a child of
tender years for baptism, the demand is made
by the officiating clergyman, " Dost thoti in
the name of this child, renounce the devil and
all his works, the vain pomp and glory of the
world, with all covetous desires of the same
and the carnal desires of the flesh, so that
thou wilt not follow nor be led by them!"
To this the reply is made, " I renounce them
all. At the conclusion of the Baptismal
Service the godfathers and godmothers are
exhorted to take care that the child lie brought
to the bishop to be confirmed as soon as it
can say the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the
Ten Commandments, besides having been in-
structed in the Church Catechism. When
these qualifications have been attained, and a
suitable age reached, their names are sent to
the bishop, who, if satisfied with them, ad-
ministers to them publicly, with others, the
rite of Confirmation. On their part thev are
held to confirm and ratify in their own person!
the engagements made in their behalf, whilst
yet they were infants, by their godfathers
and godmothers. After questions put and
answered, and prayer offered, the Bishop
lays his hand on the head of each one to be
confirmed, with prayer, and then with the
pronouncingof ablessiug. None, it is ordered
are to be admitted to the Holy Communion
unless they have either been confirmed or are
desirous of being so.

2. Law:
(1) Eccles. Law: The ratification bv an

Archbishop of the election of a Bishop "by a
Dean and Chapter. Originally the Archbishop
had real power to decline to confirm such f
case, but for about 200 years back he has had
no liberty of refusing to do his part ; nor haw
the Dean and Chapter been free to refuse to
elect the individual recommended to them in
the Conge d'elire (q.v.).

(2) Conveyancing : A kind of conveyance by
which a voidable though not a void estate is
made " unavoidable " and valid, or a particu-
lar estate increased. This can be done by the
insertion of the words "ratified and con-
firmed," with which are generally associated,
for further security's sake, the other words
" given and granted."

cdn-firm'-a-tlve, a. [Fr. confirmatif; Ital.
confermalivo, from Lat. confirmatus, pa. par.
of confirmo.] Having the power of, or ten-
dency to, confirm or strengthen : corrobora-
tive.

con-firm'-a-tiVe-ljf, adv. [Eng. confirmo.
tive ; -ly.) In a confirming manner ; so as to
confirm.

* con-fir-ma'-tor, s. [Lat, from confirmo.]
One who or that which confirms or attests ; a
confirmer.

a "?*?J? wants herein the definitive confirmator, and
test of things uncertain, the sense of man "—Browne:
Vulgar Errours.

c6n-firm'-a-t6r-y, o. [Eng. confirmator;
-V-l

1. Confirming, containing, or adducing con-
firmation or corroboration.

" AU this Illustration, all this confirmatory proof, is
wanting to the Kotnan history during the flist four
and a-half centuriea of the city."—Lewis Cred. Eir
floman HUt. (1855), ch. vi., § 5, vol L, p. 237.

* 2. Relating or pertaining to the rite of
confirmation.

11' !" not '"Prohable, that they [the disciples] had
In their eye the confirmatory usage In the synagogues.
. . ."—BtAop Compton : EpUcopelia, p. 35. (less"Bishop Compt

con-firmed', pa. par. or a. [Confirm, tt.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Strengthened, made firm.
".

. . he lias such a confirmed countenance."—
Shaketp. : Corlolanue. i. a
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% Assured, settled beyond doubt, estab-

lished.
" Of approved valour and confirmed honesty."

Shaketp. i Much Ado. 11 1.

3. Assented to, ratified, established.

4. Perfect, fully developed, fixed.

" In vain I spurn at my conflrm'd despite.

"

Shakesp. : Tarquin and Lucrece, 1,026.

5. Beyond hope of recovery or help ; as, A
confirmed invalid.

"These affecting hallucinations terrified them, lest

they should settle into a confirmed loss of reason . .
,"

—Sir E. L. Bulwerz Eugene Aram, bk. vii., ch. xxxiii.

IX Eccles. : Having received the rite of con-

firmation (q.v.).

*c6n-firm'-«d-l3^f adv. [Eng. confirmed;

fo.)

L So as to confirm; in a manner to bring
confirmation.

2. In a confirmed or assured manner ; as-

suredly.

• con-firm'-ed-ness, s. [Eng. confirmed;
-ness.] The state or quality of being confirmed
or firmly fixed.

"If the difficulty arise from the conflrmedness of

habit, every resistance weakens the habit, abates the
d Lfflculty."—Decay of Piety.

• COn-firm-eo', s. [Eng. confirm; -ee.] One
to whom anything is confirmed. (Ash.)

*c6n-firme'-ment, s. [Eng. confirm ; -ment.]

Confirmation.
" That one wasche men over the fant
After confirmement." Shoreham, p. 15.

f con-firm'-er, s. [Eng. confirm ; -er.] He
who or that which confirms or attests ; one
Who ratifies or gives confirmation to.

" Be these sad sighs eonfirmers of thy words?
Then speak again."

Shakesp. I Xing John, HL 1.

oAn-firm'-ing, * con-ferm-ynge>pr. par.,

a., & s. [Confirm, v.]

A. t B, As pr. pur. dt particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of confirming, at-

testing, or ratifying anything.

2. Eccles. : Confirmation.
" Confermynge his a sacremeut." Bhoreham, p. 13.

-firm'-tng-ljf, adv. [Eng. confirming;
•ly.] So as to confirm, ratify, or give confir-

mation to ; in a confirming or corroborative
manner.

". . . the vow that they used in her rites, somewhat
eonfirmtngly alludes."

—

It. Jonton : Part of the King's
En terttiinment.

* cin-firm'-X-t^, s. [A blunder of Mrs.
Quickly for infirmity.] An infirmity.

"... yon cannot oue bear with another's confirmt-
tiet."—Shaketp. : 1 Henry I \\, 1L 4.

* COn'-fIs-ca-ble, a. [Fr.] Able to be con-
fiscated ; liaVde to confiscation.

©on f is-cate, v.t. & i. [Lat. confiscatus, pa.

par. of confisco = to put in a coffer or chest

:

eon = aim — with, together, and fiscus = (1) a
wicker basket, (2) a purse, (3) the public trea-

iU'ry.] [Confirk.]

A. Transitive:

L To seize as forfeited to the public trea-

sury.

"By this plebiscite, says Llvy. the fortunes of a
large part of the patricians would have been confis-

cated."—Lewie: Cred. Ear. Roman Hist. (1865), ch. xii.,

pt. iv , § OS, vol. 11., p. 293.

* 2. To deprive of goods as forfeited.

"He was committed nnto ward, and breaking
Slsou, was confiscated and proclaimed traytor."—

eylin : Hist. Presbyt., p. SSL

B. Intrans. : To seize the goods of persons
u forfeited.

" Dnri ng their short ascendency they had done no-
thing but slay, and burn, and pillage, and demolish,
and attaint, and confiscate. '—Macaulay : Hist. Eng-.
ch. xviit.

*con-f la'-cate, a. [Lat. confiscatus, pa. par.

of confisco.] Confiscated ; forfeited to the
public treasury.

" First pay me for the nursing of thy sons

;

Ami let "it be confiscate all, so soon
Aa I have received it."

Shaketp. : Cymbeline, v. B.

OOn'-fls-ca-ted, pa. par. or a, [Confis-
cate, v.]

con'-fls-ca-ting, pr. par.
t

o., & «. [Con-
fiscate, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of seizing as forfeited

;

confiscation.

con fIs-ca'-tion, *. [Lai confiscatlOj from
oonfiscatuSf pa, par. of confisco.]

1. LU. : The act of seizing as forfeited to

the public treasury,
"... to banishment, or to confiscation of goods, . .

."

—Ezra viL 2a.

2. Fig. : Robbery, plunder.
". . . special taxation, laid on a smalt class which

happens to be rich, unpopular, and defenceless, is

really confiscation, and must ultimately impoverish
rather than enrich theSUte."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xv.

con -fis-oa-tor, s. [Lat.]

1. One who confiscates.
" I see the confiscatort begin with bishops and

chapters, and monasteries . . .—Burke: On the French
Revolution.

* 2. A farmer or administrator of confis-

cated property.
" They were overrun by publicans, farmers of the

taxes, agents, confisoators, usurers, bankers, . .
."—

Burke: Abridg. Eng. Hist., I 8,

* cdn-fXs-ca'-tdr-& a. [Eng. conjUcator;

-y.] Pertaining to or attended with confisca-

tion.

"The grounds, reasons, and principle* of those ter-

rible, confiscatory, and exterminatory periods."—
Burke : Letter to R. Burke, Esq.

* con risk. * con-iiske, * con-fyske, v. t
[Fr. confisquer, from Lat. confisco.] To confis-

cate.
" He slew mony of all the rlche men in his cuntre,

for na othir caus, bot allanerly to confishe thair
gnddia"—Bellend. : Cren., B. v., c. I.

* con risked, pa, par. or o. [Confisk.]

* con i it. * con -let, * con-fyte, s. [Com-
fit, Confect.] A comfit, confect, orsweetmeat.

"Would you not use me scurvlly again, and give me
1th purging confett lu*t ? —Biaum. and Flet.

:

Scornful
possets with purging confets iu't

Wbady.

* cdn'-f1-tent, s. [Lat. confitens, pr. par. of

confiteor ="to confess.] One who confesses
;

a penitent.

"A wide difference there is between a meer confitent

and a true penitent."—Decay of Piety.

* con-fl-tiire, s. [Fr., from Lat. confectura,

from conficio = to make up.]

1. The making or preparation of comfits.

2. A comfit, a confection, a sweetmeat.

"It Is certain, that there be some houses wherein
confitures and pies will gather mould more than In

others."—Bacon.

* confiture-nous©, *. A confectioner's

shop or room.
"We contain a confiture house, where we make all

sweetmeats, dry and moist, and divers pleasant
wines. "—Bacon.

* cdn-fIx', v.t. [Lat. confixns, pa. par. of

configo = to fasten together : con = cum =
with, together ; figo « to fasten.] To fasten

or fix firmly.
" Or else for ever be confixed here,
A marble monument I

"

Shaketp. : Measurefor Measure, v. L

* con-fixed', pa. par. or a, [Confix.]

* con-fIx'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Confix.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. ^3 subst. : The act of fastening or fixing

down firmly.

* con-fIx'-iiro, s. [Lat. confixus, pa. par. of

configo.] The act of fastening or fixing firmly.

"How subject are we to embrace this earth, even
while It wounds us by this confixure of ourselves to

It l "— W. Mountagu : Deo. Ess.. P. II. (1654), p. 55.

* c5n-fla'-grant, a. [Lat. confiagrans, pr.

par. of confiag'ro.] Burning together ; involved
in a common fire.

"... then raise

From the confiagrant mass, purged and refined.
New heavens, new earth, . . "

Milton: P. I., bk-xiL

* COn'-fllJr-grate, v.t. [Lat. confiagratus, pa.

par. of confiagro.] To burn up utterly, to

consume.
" Conflagrating the poor man himself Into ashes and

caput mortuum."

—

Carlyle : Jiiseell., iv. 144.

cdn-fla-gra'-tion, *. [Lat. confiagratio, from
confiagro = to burn together : con = cum ^
with, together; fiagro m to bum.}

1. Lit. : A general burning, a fire on a large

scale, and extending to many things.

"... the Htuus of Romulus was found unhurt in
the ashes ofthe Casa Romul i after the conflagration."—

Lewis: Cred. Early Roman Hist. (1855), ch. xii., pt V*
| 83, vol. ii., p. 356

* 2. Fig. : A general disturbance, such as
an insurrection, a war.

* COn'-fla-gra-tive, a. [Lat. conflagrates) ;

Eug. sun*, -ive.] Tending to or causing a con-
flagration.

* con'-flate, a. [Lat. confiatus, pa. par. of
confio = to blow together : con = cum = with,
together ; fio — to blow.] Disturbed, agi-
tated.
" Methought no ladie else bo high renownd
That might haue uausde me ciiauge my conflate

minde." Mirrourfor Magistrates, p. 24.

* connate', v.t. [Lat. confiatus, pa. par. of
confio = to blow together, to fuse, to melt.] To
fuse or weld together, to join.

"The States-General, created and coitftatcd by the
passionate effort of the whole nation, is there as at

thing high and lifted up."

—

Carlyle: French HevoUs-
tion, pt L, bk. v., ch. i.

* con-fla'-tion, s. [Lat. confiatio, from con-

fiatus.]

1. The act or process of casting metals.

2. The act of blowing many instruments at
the same time.

" The sweetest harmony is. when every part or in-
strument is not heard by itself, but a conflation of
them nil."

—

Bacon.

* con flex'-iire, s. [Lat. confiexura, from
conjlexus, pa. par. of confitcto = to bend.] A
bending or turning.

con -flict, s. [0. Fr. conflict*; Fr. confiit ; Sp.
conflicto ; Ital. conflitto, from Lat. conflictus,

pa. par. of confiigo = to dash together : con =
cunt = with, together ; fiigo = to strike,]

L Literally

:

1. A violent collision or meeting of two
substances.

"Pour dephlegmed spirit of vinegar upon salt of tar-
tar, and there will be such a conflict or ebullition, . .

.**

—Boyle.

2. A contest, struggle, or battle ; an en-
gagement.

" And ouer & iwsyde these foure prynchiall lwtai Ilea,

Vortimerus had w« the Saxous dyuers other conjiictis,

. . ."—Fabyan, vol. 1., c 88.

LL Figuratively:

1. A struggle or contention for superiority.

"... it would have been wise In him to avoid any
conflict with his people."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. L

2. A struggle or contest generally.

". . . his habits by no means fitted him for the
conflicts of active life."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.
vlii.

3. A mental strife or struggle ; agony,

I»ng.
" For he durst nnt make them priuie of his coi\fiicte.

Bith they were yet but weake. '— Udal : Math., ch.

xxvi.

* 4. An effort, struggle, or exertion.

" If he attempt this great change, with what labour
and conflict must he accomplish itt"

—

Rogers.

• 5. Disturbance, lack of order or rule.

" Also where there is lack of order, nedes musts ba
perpetuall conflycte.'—Sir T. Elyot: The Qovemovr,
bk. i., ch. i.

% Conflict of laws

:

Law: Variance between the laws of two
countries, one that of the plaintiff, and the

other that of the defendant. This occasionally

arises in cases of marriage between the sub-

jects of different rulers.'

If Crabb thus discriminates between conflict,

combat, and contest: "A conflict has more of

violence in it than a combat, and a combat than

a contest. A conflict and combat, in the proper

sense, are always attended with a i«srsonal

attack ; contest consists mostly of a striving

for some common object A conflict is mostly

sanguinary and desperate ; it arises from the

undisciplined operations of the bad passions,

animosity and brutal rage ; it seldom ends in

anything but destruction : a combat is often a

matter of art and a trial of skill ; it may be

obstinate and lasting, though not arising from

any personal resentment, and mostly ter-

minates with tho triumph of one party and
the defeat of the other : a contest is interested

and personal ; it may often give rise to angry
and even malignant sentiments, but Is not
necessarily associated with any bad passion ;

It ends W tho advancement of one to the-

injury of the other. . . . Violent passions-

have thf ir conflicts ; ordinary desires their

combats; motives their contests: It Is the-

poet's part to describe the conflicts between.

pride and passion, rage and despair, in tho

breast of the disappointed lover; reason will

boll, bo^; poUt, JrfM; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, feem; thin, this; Bin, as; expect, Xenophoa, exist. -Ing.
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seldom come off victorious in its combat with
ambition, avarice, a love of pleasure, or any
predominant desire, unless aided by religion :

where there is a contest between the desire of
following one's will and a sense of propriety,
the voice of a prudent friend may be heard
and heeded." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

conflict-cry, s. A battle-cry.
" Then loudly rose the conflict-cry.
And Douglas's brave heart swelled high."

Scott ; The Lord of the Itlei, vi U.

Con flict, v.i. [Conflict,*.]
* L Literally :

1. To dasli or strike together ; to come
into collision.

** Yon shall hear under the earth a horrible thunder-
ing of fire and water conflicting together."—Bacon:
Sat. Bitt.

2. To strive or contend with ; to struggle,

engage, or fight.
*' First when to get Marfisa he had thought,

He had conflicted more then twice or thrise."

Harrington : Orlando, bk. xxvi., a, 74.

IL Figuratively:

* 1. To contend or strive in argument or
mentally.

" And this consideration doth so effectually support
hltn under all the difficulties that he hath to conflict

with, . . ."—Sharp, vol. L. Ser. 5

2. To differ or disagree; to show a dis-

crepancy—commonly used in the pr. par.

(q.v.).

* cdn-fllc-ta -tion, s. [Lat. conflictatlo.] A
conflicting or contending together ; a conflict

or struggle.
" And sturdy canflictation

Of struggling winds, . .
.**

More : On the Soul, pi 11 , bk. i it- eh. 2.

Con flic -ting, pr. par., a. , & *. [Conflict, v.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

J. Literally

;

* 1. Dashing orstriking against other bodies.
** Lash'd into foam, the fierce conflicting hrine
Seems o'er a thousand raging wave* to burn."

Thornton.

2. Contending, struggling ; engaged in strife

4>r contest.

IX Figuratively:

1. Opposing, contending.

"On the other hand, Electra tome with sundry con-

flicting passions, . . . '—ffurd : Note* on the Art of
Poetry.

2. Disagreeing ; presenting points of differ-

ence or discrejiancy ; irreconcilable, contra-

dictory.

"The first campaign ... (of which we have con~
flitting accounts), . . ."—Lewi*: Cred, Early Rom.
Hist. U&55), eh. xliL, pt IL, i 32. vol. ii , pp. «3-6i.

* con-fllc'-tion, s. [Lat. conflictus.] A con-

flict, a struggle.

C^n-fllc'-tive, a, [Eng. conflict; -it*.]

Tending to conflict ; conflicting.

* con-fllc'-tor-jf, a. [Eng. conflict ; -ory.}

Conflicting, opiK>sing.

* con-flow', v.i. [Pref. con, and flow (q.v.).]

To flow or flock together.
" Brooks conflowing thither on every side."

—

Holland.

9 cfin-floW-Ing, pr. par. or a. [Conflow.]

* con-fluc'-tion, $. [Confluxion.]

* con flue -tu ate, v.i. [Pref. con, and
fluctuate (q.v.).] To flow together.

o6n -flu-ence, *. [Lat. confluentia, from con-

fluo = to flow together : con =s cum = with,

together, and fluo = to flow.]

L Literally

:

X. The act of flowing together ; the joining

Of two or more streams into one.

2. A place where two or more streams flow
together or join into one ; a point of junction.

" Ntmrod, who usurped dominion over the rest, sat
down in the very confluence of all those rivers which
watered Paradise."'—Raleigh : Hiet. of the World.
" Bagdat is beneath the confluence of Tigris and Eu-

phrates."—Brereteood : On Language*.
* IX Figuratively

:

1. The act of flocking or crowding together
to one spot ; an assembling.

"Borne come to tunice merry, because of tbe conflu-
ence of all soiU. "— lincon.

2. A concurrence, collection, or union.
M

. . . which shall be made up of the confluence, per-
fection, and perpetuity of all true joys."—Boyle.

3. A number of persons collected in one
spot ; a multitude ; an assembly.

"[He] was with much honour and high entertaine-
ment. in sight of a great confluence of people, . .

."—
Hackluyt : Voyage*. voL L, p. 887.

con -flu-ent, a. k s. [Lat. confluens, pr. par.

of confluo.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Flowing together ; uniting into a
single stream or channel.
" These confluent streams make some great river's head.
By store* still melting and descending fed."

Rtackmore.
2. Figuratively

:

0) Uniting, concurring, blending, or com-
bining into one.

(2) Rich, affluent.

t
"Th' inhabitants lu flocks and herds are wondrous

confluent.' Chapman : IL, ix. 47.

IX Technically:

1. Bot. : Cohering ; having the contiguous
parts fastened together ; gradually united so
as to form one body.

2. . Medical

:

(1) Running together, uniting or blending.

(2) Attended with confluent pustules. (Used
of small-pox.) [Small-pox.]

" I have seen many of the very worst cases of conflu-
ent sinall-i»ox after typical vaccination and re-vacci-
natlon, . . ."—Echo, Nov. U, 188L

3. A not. ; Applied to bones, which, originally
separate, become coherent or united.

B. As substantive

:

* 1, The place or spot where two or more
' streams unite.

"... passing over the river Anio, encamped neere
the confluent, where both streamer meet together."—
Holland: Lit., p. 21.

2. One of two or more streams which unite
or flow together ; a tributary.

* con -flux, s. [Lat. confluxio, from confluo.]

X Lit. : A flowing together or uniting of
two or more streams.

" Grow in the veins of actions highest rear'd,
As knots, by the conflux of meeting sap."

Shaketp. : TroiL and Creu., L 8.

IX Figuratively

:

1. A flowing or flocking together of persons ;

a concourse, a confluence.

"He quickly, by the general conflux and concourse
of the whole people, straightened his quarters."—
Clarendon.

2. A meeting or assemblage of people ; a
crowd, a multitude.

" To the gates cast round thine eye, and see
What conflux issuing forth, or eut'ring in."

Milton: P. R. t ir.

3. A concurrence or union.

* Con-flux-I-bfl'-I-tjr, s. [Eng. confluxible;

-ity.] The quality of being confluxible ; the
tendency of fluids to run or flow together.

"... by the gravity of most, if not of all bodies
here below, and the confluxibility of liquors and other
fluids."—Boyle : Work*, vol. v., p. 238. •

1 con-flux -I-ble, a. [Eng. conflux ; -able.]

Having a tendency to run or flow together.

* COn-flUX'-i-ble-nSss, *. [Eng. confluxi-

ble; -ness.] The same as Confll'xibihtv
(q.v.)-

* con flux -ion (x as ksh), s. [Lat. con-

fluxio.} A flowing or uniting together.
" As when some one peculiar quality
Doth so possess a man, that it doth draw
All his affects, his spirits and his powers.
In their confluxiont, all to run one way."

B. Jonton : Every Man out of hit Humour, Introd.

c5n-fdc -al, a. [Pref. con = with, together,

and focal fa. v.).]

Math. : Having the same focus.

c6n-f6-len -site, s. [From Confolens, in the

department of Charente, at St. Jean de Cole,

near Thiviers, in France ; with suff. -ite (Min.). ]

Min. : A pale rose-red variety of Mont-
morillonite from Confolens (etym.). (Dana.)

* con-form ,
* con-forme, a. & adv. [Vr.

conjbrme ; Lat. conformis, from con = with,

together, and Jbrma = form, shape.]

At As adjective:

Bot., dc. : Of the same form or shape,
similar, corresponding.

B. As adv. : Conformably, agreeably, in

conformance.
"That the schireff—charge thame to find aouirte

conforme to tbe said acte."— Act* Ja. V., 1535 (ed 1814),

p. 344.

con-form', v.t, & i. [Fr. conformer; Sp. awv
formar; Ital. conformare, from Lat. conform
= to make of the same shape or form : con m
cum = with, together, and forma = a form, a
shape.]

A. Transitive

:

* 1. To make of or reduce to the same form,
shape, appearance, or character as some-
thing else.

" The apostles did conform the Christians, as miktss
as might be, according to the pattern of the Jews."*
'Hooker.

T[ Followed by to or unto.
" He of a dragon take the forme.
As he which wohle biiu all conform
To that she sigh in sweven er this."

Gotcer, Hi.1%,

2. To accommodate, to adapt.

"And to my huml>le seat conform myself."
Shaketp, : 3 Henry IV., ill 1

3. To bring into harmony, or confoi
to harmonize.

B. Intransitive:

X Ordinary Language:
• 1. To unite, to join.

" When elements to element* conform.*
Byron : CWlde Harold* Pilgrimage. HI T4

2. To comply with, assent to, or obey ; to
yield ; to be in harmony or accord with.
(Generally followed by to, but otT-asionally by
with.)
" The stubborn arms (by Jove's command dlspos'd)
Conform'd spontaneous, and around him cios'd."

Pope: Homer't Iliad, bk. xvii., 1. 247-41

"He would conform to the letter of his instrow-
Uons . .

."

—

Macaulay ; Hitt. Eng., ch. xv.

IX Ecclesiol. £ Ch. Hist. : To consent person-
ally to worship in the Church of England
according to the forms legally in use there.

t con-form-a-bH'-i-t& s. [Eng. confon*
able; -ity.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The quality of being con-
formable.

2. Geol. : The parallelism of the planes of
two strata or series of strata which are in coo-
tact with each other. [Conformable.]

con form -a-ble, a. [Eng. conform; -able.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. That may or can be formed or fashioned
like something else.

% Having the same form or shape ; corre-

sponding, similar.

IX Figuratively:

1. Agreeing or corresponding in character,

nature, opinions, Ac ; according. (Generally
followed by to.)

"And we find that with these circumstances, their

salts are always so [figured]: and always conformable
to themselves. '

—

Grew: Cotmo. Sacra, bk. L, ch. iii.

% Sometimes followed by with.

"... perfectly conformable with that character we
find of her."—A dditon ; Spectator.

2. Compliant, conforming, agreeable.
" Such delusions are reformed by a conformable ej>

votlou. . . ."—Sprat.

H With to.

** I have been to you a true and humble wis*.

At all times to your will conformable."
Shaketp. : Hen. VIII.. ii. 1

B. Geol. : A term used of strata in contact

with each other, which have the planes of each

parallel to those of the others. Thus the

E F G H I J K

CONFORMABLE AND UNCONFORMABLE STRATA

strata a, b, c, d are conformable with each

other, but they rest unconformably on e, f, o,

h, I, J, k, Ate. The conformability of strata,

as a rule, indicates that the record of the

leading geological changes between the .lepo-

sition of the lowest and that of the highest of

such conformable strata, speaking broadly, i»

complete ; but a great lapse of time, of which

no record has been preserved, at least at tin*

spot, has taken place where unconfonnability

occurs. The former is a book with the p^gej

consecutive ; the latter is one with a great

fete, fit, fire, amidat, what, tall, father; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p«t,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, n6n ; mute, cud. ciire, nalte, our, rule, fall ; try. Syrian, ae, oe -- 6. ey= a. qu = kw«
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many leaves at one place torn out. A vast

lapse of time occurred between the deposition
of e and d, during which the lower strata

were lifted up to the high angle at which they
now stand ; there was a much briefer period
between the deposition of o and a.

% Crabb thus discriminates between con-

formable, agreeable, and suitable: "The deci-

sions of a judge must be strictly conformable
to the letter of the law ; he is seldom at
liberty to consult his views of equity : the
decision of a partisan is always agreeable to
the temper of his party : the style of a writer
should be suitable to his subject. Conform-
able is most commouly employed for matters
of temporary moment ; agreeable and suitable

are mostly said of things which are of con-
stant value : we make things conformable by
an act of discretion ; they are agreeable or
suitable by their own nature ; a treaty of
peace is made conformable to the preliminaries;
a legislator must take care to frame laws
agreeably to the Divine law ; it is of no small
importance for every man to act suitably to
the character he has assumed." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

i con-form'-a-ble-ness, *. rEng. conform-
able; -ness.] The quality or state of being
conformable ; conformability.

cdn-form'-a-bljf, adv. [Eng. conformable)

;

-V-]

1. Tn a conformable manner; agreeably,
suitably, correspondingly.

"So* man observe the agreement of his own imagi-
nations, and talk conformably, it is all certainty. —
Locke.

2. Generally followed by to, but sometimes
by with,
"... their acting conformably to the taw and

nature of God."—Bp. Beveridge, voLI, Sena 39.

* con-form'-ance, s. [Lat. conformant, pr.

par. of conformo.] Conformity.

* con-form'-ant, a. [Lat. conformant, pr. par.
of conformo.] ' Conformable, in conformity.

"Herein is divinity conformant nnto philosophy."

—

Sir T. Brown* : Religio Medici, 16- (MS.) [Latham.)

* con-form'-ate, a. [Lat. conformatus, pa.

par. of conformo.] Having the same form,
shape, or appearance.

con for-ma'-tion, s. [Lat. conformatio, from
conformatus, pa. par. of conformo.]

L Literally:

1. The act of forming, shaping, or fashion-
ing anything according to a model or pattern.

2. The relative form, shape, or fashion, or
the particular texture or structure of the parts
of a complex body.
"... a structure and conformation of the earth,

. . "—Woodward: Natural History.
" In the Hebrew poetry, as I before remarked, there

may be observed a certain conformation of the sen-
tences, . . ."—Lowth, pt. I-, Lect 3.

IL Fig. : The act of making suitable, agree-
able, or in conformity with anything.

"... the conformation of oor hearts and lives to
the duties of true religion and morality, . . ."—Wad.

% For the difference between conformation,
and/ornt, see Form.

conformed', pa. par. or a. [Conform, «-]

t con-form'-er, s. [Eng. conform; -er] One
who conforms or assents to ; a compiler, a
conformist (either absolutely orfollowed by to.)

**.
. . the church of England, and of conformeri

unto the said doctrine of that church."—Moitntagu :

A p. to Cat., p. 187.

conform -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Conform, v.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Gen. : Agreeable, corresponding, In con-
formity.

2. Spec. : Complying with or conforming to
the form of worship of the Church of England,

C. As subst. : The act of making corre-
sponding or agreeable ; conformity.

con form'-ist, s. [Eng. conform (v.), and
miff. -i$t.]

L Ecclesiol. A Ord. Lang. : One who con-
forms to the worship, and presumably to the
doctrine of the Church of England, as opposed
to a Nonconformist or Dissenter.

"In that year began the long struggle between two
treat parties of conformists."—Macaulay : Hist, Eng.,
ch. XL

2. Ch. Hist. : The name arose among the
exiles who fled to Holland, Frankfort, Geneva,
and other places, in or about the year 1554, to
shelter themselves from the fury of the
Marian persecution. Some of these exiles con-
ducted public worship according to the liturgy
established by Edward VI., which retained
various rites and ceremonies which the Gene-
van Church had abolished. Those who did so
were called Conformists, whilst those who
desired to assimilate their worship to that
used under the auspices of Calvin, at Geneva,
were called Nonconformists. The names, es-
pecially the latter one, are still in use. [1.]

* con-form'-1-tan, s. [Eng. conformity);
-an.] A conformist.

"Protestant nor Puritan, Conformitan or Non-Con-
formitan."— Ward: Sermons, p. 8.

con-form'-i-ty, co'n-for-nrjMle, *. [Fr.
ennformite; Prov. conformitat; Sp. confor-
midad ; Port, conformidade ; Ital. conformity,
from Mod. Lat. conformitas (genit. confor-
mUatis\ from Class. Lat conformis.] [Con-
form, a.]

L Ord. Lang. ; The state of bearing a resem-
blance to any person or thing ; resemblance,
similitude ; agreement, congruity.

" Agreement therefore, or conformity. Is only to be,
relied upon so far as we can exclude these several sup-
posi t ions."—I'aley * Hora Paulina; ch. i.

**. . . seinge they might not enduce the kynge to
noone conformytie or agretnet, to resume his lawfull
wyfe, . . . —Fabyan, c 243.

It may be used

—

(1) With no preposition after It
" Created, as thou art, to nobler end
Holy and pure, conformity divine."

Milton: P. L„ bk. xL
Or (2) followed by to.

" We cannot be otherwise happy but by onr con-
formity to Qod."—Tillotton.

But (3) most frequently it is followed by
with.

". . . he would not attempt to force either nation
into conformity with the opinion of the other,"—Ma-
caulay t Hitt. Eng., ch. xli£

II. Technically;

1. Eoclesiology & Church History

;

(1) The act of conforming to the worship of
the Established church.

(2) The whole body of those who do so
viewed as an abstract existence.

2. Law : Submission to the order of a court.

[Bill of Conformity.]

H Bill of Conformity : A bill filed in Chancery
by an executor or administrator, who, finding
the affairs of the deceased person involved,
wishes them to be wound up under the direc-

tion of that section of the High Court of
Judicature. To a decision given by such an
authority both he and the creditors are of
course compelled to " conform."

* con-form'-l^, adv. [Eng. conform; -ly.]

Conformably ; in conformity with.

* con-fort, * con-fort-en, t>X [Comfort, v.]

"Who can conforten nowe youre hortes werreT"

—

Chaucer : TroUut, v. 234.

* con-fort, • coun-fort, s. [Comfort, «.]

" Be of god* couiVort and good lyvynge."

—

Merlin, L
iL 13.

* con-fort-a-ble, a. [Comfortable.]
" A kuyght right confortabl*."—Generydet, 2,212.

* cdn-for-ta'-tion, s. [Fr„ from Low Lat.
confortatio, from Lat. confortatus, pa. par. of
confortor = to be strong.] [Comfort.] A
strengthening or giving strength.

"For corroboration and confortation, take such
bodies as are of astringent quality, without manifest
cold."—Bacon: Nat. Hitt.

* con for ta tive, * con for ta-tlfe, a.

[Lat. confortatus.] Strengthening.
" It must !w wyne confortatife that shuld be geven

to the soke."—Gesta Roman, (ed. Heritage), p. 338.

con-found', * con fouiule, * eon-fund,
v.t. & i. [Fr. confondre ; Sp. & Port, confundir;
Ital. confondere, from Lat. confundo = to pour
together, to mix, to confound : con =* cum =
with, together ;

/undo = to pour.]

A* Transitive:

1. To mingle or mix things together so as to

cause confusion.
" Let os go down, and there confound their language,

that they may not understand one another's speech."
—Genesis xi. 7.

2. To confuse or throw into confusion or
perplexity.

*' The knlghtes wlttes to confounds."—Gower, 1. 1M.

3. To frighten, to terrify, to amaze, to
stupefy, to astound.

" So spake the Son of God ; and Satan stood
A while as mute, confounded what to sav."

Milton : P. ft., UI. ft,

4. To throw into confusion or disorder, ta
ruin, to overwhelm.

. gold confound you howsoe'erl

Shaketp. : Timon of Athens, v. t,

5. To defeat, to baffle, to put to confusion,
to discomfit.

". . . fortune. Just at this moment, put it in hi*
power to confound his adversaries . . , —Macaulay ;

Hitt Eng., ch. xvL

6. To put to shame, to abash, to shame, to
confute.

" Bat Saul increased the more In strength, and ten-
founded the Jews which dwelt at Damascus, proving
that this is very Christ."—Acts ix. 22.

7. To confuse two things together; erro-
neously to take or mistake one thing for
another.
" From truth and reason ; do not, then, confound
One with the other, hut reject thein both.

'

Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. iv.

• 8. To waste, to consume uselessly.
" He did confound the best part of an hour.**

SJiaketp. : 1 Hen. IV» L ft.

9, Used colloquially as a mild curse.
**, . implore heaven to confound him ... If he did

not take good care of their interests."—Macaulay ;

Hitt. Eng* oh. vL
* B. Intrans. : To throw into confusion, to

destroy.
" The shaft confounds,
Not that it wounds.

But tickles still the sore."
Shakey: : Troil. A Crest., Hi. L

% Crabb thus discriminates between to con>

found and to confuse: "Confound has an
active sense ; confuse a neuter or reflective)

sense : a person confounds one thing with
another ; objects become confused, or a person
confuses himself: it is a common error among
ignorant people to confound names, and among
children to have their ideas confused on com-
mencing a new study." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

•f For the difference between to confound
and to baffle, see Baffle.

con found'-ed, j>a. par. & a. [Confound.)

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. A.< adjective

:

1. Thrown into confusion.
"... confounded Chaos roar*d.

And felt tenfold confusion in their fall."

Milton; P. L., bk.w|.

2. Perplexed, abashed, confused, stupefied,

or astounded.
" Or stotilsb'd as night-wanderers often are,
Their light blown out in some mistrustful wood
Even so confounded in the dark she lay."

Shaketp.: Venus & Adonis.

3. Used as a strong term of disapprobation
or dislike.

" Sir, I have heard another story.
He was a most confounded Tory."

Swift : On hit Death.

con-found'-ed-lj; adv. [Eng. confounded;
•ly.] Exceedingly, greatly, to excess (with
strong suggestion of disapprobation or dis-

' like).

"You are confoundedly given to squirting up and
down, and chattering."—L'Estrange.

* con-found'-ed-ness, «. [Eng. confounded

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being con-
founded or put to confusion.

"Of the same strain is their witty descant of mj
confoundedness"—Milton : Animad. Hem. Def.

con found'-cr, s. [Eng. confound; -er.]

1. One who confounds, puts to confusion,

or discomfits.
" Hateful confoundert both of blood and laws."

Daniel : The Complaint of Rosamond.

2. One who confuses or mistakes two
things.

"The confounder of our church with Charenton-
Temple, is now at leisure to finish and polish those
precious manuscripts, . . ."—Dean Martin : Letters,

p. n (1680).

con found'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Con-
FOUND, V.]

A. A- B. As pr. par. A particlp. adj. ; (Se»

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of confusing or put-

ting to confusion ; a mistake, a confusion.

* con-fract', a. [Low Lat. confractus, from
Lat. con = cum « with, together, fully; fractu$
= broken, pa. par. of frango = to brealcj

Broken up.

boll, boly-; pout, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist

-clan, -tian = shan. - tion, sion = shun ; -(ion, -sion — zhun. -ttous, sious, -clous = shus.

ph = t
ble, -die, &c. bel, deL
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Thtaprightdlrruad. spread by diaperaion."
More : On the Soul, pt iii. . c. 1., •. 9.

* con frac'-tlon, *. [Low Lat. confractio,

from I-at. oo* m cum = with, together, fully,

and fraction& breaking, a fracture ; frango
to break.] A breaking up.

" The contraction of tha splrite. grating them with
* galling jar."—FeUtham: On Eccletiattet, p. 352.

* con - fra - gose', a. [Lat. confragosus.]
Broken, rocky, craggy.

**
. . . the precipice wbareofT la equal to y« moat con-

fragom cataracts of the Alpes, the river eliding he-

tweene them at an extraordinary depth. —Jh«a/yn ;

Memoir*. June 27, 1654.

* c5n-frair'-y\ s, [Fr. com/Nrfe.] A confra-
ternity, a brotherhood.

"The eonfrairie* are fraternities of devoteva who
lnllat themaalvea under the banners of particular
aainU."—SmoUett: Fra.no* A Italy, Lett 17.

* con-fra'-ter, a. [Lat.l A confrere, a mem-
ber of the same brotherhood, confraternity,

or religious order.

"GHd-brother, % con/rater, one that la a brother or
confrrre of the gild.**— Veritegan : Rett, of Decayed
Intelligence, ch. Til.

Con-fxa-ter'-ni-ty, s. [Fr. confraternity

;

Low Lat. confraternitas, from Lat. con=cum=s
with, together, and fraternitas= brotherhood ;

frater = a brother; Sp. confraternitad ; Ital.

confraternita,.] A brotherhood; a society of
men associated for a certain purpose, especially
a religious order or brotherhood.

** We find days appointed to be kept, and a ronfra-
ternitv established for that purpose, with the law* of
at" ftaTffSjffrat

* con-lWc-a'-tion, s. [Lat. eonfrtcntio, from
con m cum = with, together, and fricatio = a
nibbing, friao = to rub.] The act or process
of rubbing together ; friction.

•*It hath been reported, that ivy hath grown ont of
a atag*a horn; which they suppose did rather come
from a confrication of the hum upon the ivy, than
from the horn iteelt"—Bacon.

* c$n-frieV, con'-frere, *©6n-fH-ai\ s.

[Fr. confrere, from Lat. con = cum = with,
together, and frater = a brother.] A com-
panion or associate ; a member of the same
brotherhood, confraternity, or religions order

;

a colleague.

"ft waa enacted, that none of the brethren or
eonfrlert of the said religion within thia realm of
England, and land of Ireland, should be called
Knighta of Rhodes."— Weaver.

* c6n-frlg,-er-ate, v.t. [Pref. con, inten-
sive, and frigerale (q.v.).j To make very
cold ; to coiigeaL

*' The cold aire His wounds confrip'rates."
Davie* : Holy Itoode, p. Id.

oin front, v.t. & t. [Fr. confronter ; Sp. &
Port, confrontar; Ital. covfrontare, from Low
Lat. confronto = to assifjm bounds to. or from
Lat. pref. con = cum = with, together, and
Fr. front = Lat. frons m front. (Skeat.y]

* A. Intrans. : To border, to adjoin, to have
4\ common frontier or boundary.

" It confronteth on the North aide upon part of
GnUti.'i."—Holland: Pliny. L 113.

B. Transitive:

1. To stand or place oneself front tofrorit
with another ; to face.

" He spoke, and then confront* the bull

"

Hryden : Virgil ; .Encid r. M7.

2. To place oneself in opposition to another;
to oppose.
" And with new Ufe confront her heartleea enemies,"

P. Fletcher : The Purple Ida nd, c 1L.

"It waa impossible at once to confront the might of
France and to trample on the libertiea of England."—
Macaulay: Bltt. Bag., ch. iv.

3*. To set one thing face to face with another
for comparison or examination ; to contrast,
to compare.

"When I oanfront a medal with a verse, I only shew
you the same design executed by dUforent hands.*'—
Addison: On Medal*.

4. To oppose one evidence to another.
"We began to lay his nnkiudneas unto him: he

t teeing himself confronted by so many, went not to
denial, but to Justify his cruel falsehood."

—

Sidney.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between to con-
front and to face : "Witnesses are confronted;
a person faces danger, or faces an enemy

:

when people give contrary evidence it is

sometimes necessary, in extra judicial matters,
to confront thero, in order to arrive at the
truth ; the best test which a man can give of
his courage, is to evince his readiness for

facing his enemy whenever the occasion re-
quires." (Crabb: Eng.Synon.)

* con front, *. [Confroxt, «t]

1. An opposition or confronting.

** A confront no leas outrageous than if they had
given him battel."—Hacket : Life of William*, iL Ul.

2. A boundary, a confine.

* oon front a -tion, 5. [Fr., from confronter
= to confront.]

1. Lit, : The act of bringing together face
to face.

2. Fig. : The act of bringing together for
comparison, examination, or contrast.

"The argument w»uld require a great number of
comparisons, confrontat ion* , and conibinatmns to find
out the connection between the two manners of
architecture."—Swinburne : Spain, Lett. 41.

con front'-e, a. [Fr., from
confronter = to confront.]

Her. : Anepithetin blazon-
ing, signifying facing one
another, or full-faced.

con-front -cd, pa. par. or
a. [Confront.]

con-front'-er, $,

confront; •er.) One who
[Eng.

confronts or places himself confronte.

in direct opposition.
" It hath beneobeerved that princes, listening ver-

bally to the antes and requests of their aubjecta, have
matte with bold and insolent eonfranters."—Time'

i

Storehouse, 96U {Latham.)

con front-nig, pr. par., a, & «. [Con-
front.]

A. As pr. par, ; (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

* 1. Bordering, adjoining, having a common
frontier.

"... the most barbarous Arabian* of the desert
were and are the confronting, and next people of all

other unto it."—Jtole'igh : Hist World, bk. i.. ch. x-
S3-

2. Standing or placed lace to face, or in

direct opposition.

C. As substantive:

1. The act of placing oneself bee to face

with or in direct opposition to anything.

2. The act of bringing things together for

comparison, examination, or contrast.

* confront/-ment, s. [Eng. confront; -merit.]

1. The act of bringing together or placing
face to face.

2. The state of being placed face to face or
in direct opposition.

Con fu'-cJan, a. & «. [Mod. Lat. Confuciust

the name given by the Jesuits to K'ung-foo-
tsze, the great philosopher and ethical teacher
of China.] [Confuciamism.]

A* As adj.: Pertaining to Confucius (see

etymology).
". . . to prevent theuseof Idolatxyin the Confucian

religion of China."—Prof. Legge : Heiigione of China
(I860), p. 22.

t B. As subst. : A follower of Confucius, a
Confucianist.

**.
. . nor have the Confucian* ever represented the

Great First Cause under any image »r peraonirlcation
whatever."—Fenny CycL, vii. +»7.

Con-fu'-cian ism.s. [Eng. Con/«ckm(q.v.),
and suff. -ism.

j

Ethics, Comp. Religion, Hist,, <£c. : The
system of belief and practice taught by Con-
fucius. The proper Chinese name of this dis-

tinguished man was K'ung-foo-tsze, meaning
the master K'ung. According to Mr. Legge,
professor of the Chinese language and litera-

ture in Oxford University, he was born of very
good family, in the year B.C. 651, in Lu, one
of the Chinese feudal states, covering a con-
siderable part of what is now the province of
Shantung. He married at nineteen ; became
a teacher in his twenty-second year; grew
distinguished about B.c. 517 (i.e., when he
was thirty-four), his disciples amounting to
thousands; had temporarily to leave Lfi in
b.c. 51G, owing to civil commotion ; in b.c.

600, when he was fifty-one, became chief
magistrate of the town of Chung-tu, wonder-
fully reforming the place ; was subsequently
made superintendent of works, and after-
wards minister of crime In the state of Lu,
but had to resign these appointments through
the jealousy of the neighbouring states ; long
wandered up and down, teaching and exerting
great influence ; returned to Lu, but not to
his previous offices, in b.c. 488, and died in

B.C. 478, aged about Beventy-three. Five
books are said to have been compiled by Con-
fucius, and four by his disciples ; the former
are looked upon with the same veneration as

the canonical Scriptures among ourselves,
the latter also are sacred.
Confucius was highly distinguished as a

teacher of ethics. He formulated the golden
rule, which is not found in its condensed ex-
pression in the old Chinese classics. Tsze-
kung having on one occasion asked him if

there was one word which would serve as a
rule of conduct for all the life, he replied,
*' Is not reciprocity such a word ? What you
do not want done to yourself do not do to
others." But when Lao-tsze, who was his
contemporary, being born in b.c. tjOl, enun-
ciated the still more advanced morality of
returning good for evil, Confucius, being con-
sulted on the subject by one of his disciples,

rejected it, saying, *' What then will you re-

turn for good ? Recompense injury with jus-
tice, and return good for good."
Confucius attached very great importance

to obedience on the part of children to the ir

parents, and to veneration on the part of
people in general to their ancestors. The
extension of the same doctrine led to his re-

garding all society in each kingdom as a great
family, in all circumstances owing passive
obedience to its sovereign. This tenet of
Confucius has rendered his system highly
popular with the successive Emperors of
China and the Chinese dignitaries generally.

By most persons Confucianism is viewed
simply as a system of ethics and of politics.

Prof. Legge is of opinion that it is a great
error to fail in regarding it also as a religion.

Confucius professed to revere the Chinese
faith, and to revive or advocate it, instead of
setting it aside. That ancient belief was at
first monotheistic, but in process of time it-

had become corrupted by a subordinate wor-
ship of multitudinous spirits on the one hand
mid by superstitious divination on the other.

Prof. Legge, therefore, regards the term Con-
fucianism as covering first of all the ancient
religion of China and then the views of the
great philosopher himself in illustration oi

modification of its teachings, as when there
are comprehended under Christianity the doc-
trines of the Old Testament as well as the
New, He worshipped T'ien, Heaven, but
Heaven used by metonomy for God. At the
same time there was a more specific word for

God, Tl (Lordship or Government), more fully

Shang Ti (Supreme Lordship or Government),
which he might have employed, but ignored.
During the thousand years which preceded
the twenty-third century b.c. there had been
instituted a worship of God for all the people,
the officiator being the king ; also a worship of

ancestors by all, or at least by heads of families

for themselves and their households. Substi-
tution had no place in the religious sacrifices.

A part of filial piety was the worship of
parents ; that of forefathers generally was
also enjoined, prayers being ottered to the
dead. Nothing is stated explicitly about the
state of the departed. Future retribution is

in this life. As a religion Confucianism is

better adapted to the more thoughtful of
the Chinese than to the common people, the
latter feeling more attached to Booddhism
[Booddhism] or Taoism [Taoism], though
commixtures of the several faiths frequently
occur. {Prof. Legge : Religions of China (1S90%
lect. L, iL, Confucianism, etc)

C6n-fU -Cian-Ist, s. [Eng. Confucian ; -ist.\

An adherent of Confucianism (q.v.). (Also
used attributively.)

". . . the Heaven of the Confucianist t worship . , .*

—Edtnb. Her:. Oct., 1S77.

* con-fas, a. [Fr., pa, par. of confondn)
Confused, amazed, astounded. [Confuse.]
" Ptuid&re ... ao eonfu* that he uyete what toaeye."

Chaucer: Troilut, fr. 826.

* con-fu-sa-biV-I-ty, s. [Eng. confutable;

•ity.\ Capability of or liability to confusion.

* con-fu'-sa-ble, a. [Eng. confus(e); -able.]

Capable of being confused ; liable to be cob
founded.

COn-fuse'v v.t [Lat. confusus, pa, par. of eon-

fundo = to pour together, to mix, to confuse.]

[Confound.]

1. To mix or mingle together, so as to
render indistinguishable ; to jumble up, to

confound.
"At length an universal huhbub wild.

Of stunning aouutls and voices all confut'd.
Milton: P.L., ii. Ml.

2. To put into confusion or disorder; to
disorganize.

f&te, fat, Hire, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine: go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, core, unite, cur, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, ea. ce = e. ey = a. qu = lew.
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" Tims roving on
In confus'd march forlorn. . . .*

MiUon P. L., il. 815.

3. To abash, to shame, to confound.
•'.

. . wherof Loys, of Traiiehen, who had alwayes
before excused the duke, was w confuted, that be wold
no more re turtle a«ayiie Into Brabant, hut dyed of

•orowt fn France." —Berners : Frois. Cron., vol i..

co. xxxvlii.

4. To obscure or render difficult or doubtful

of meaning or explanation.
". . . our idea* of their Intimate essences and causes

Are very confuted and obscure. '—Watts : Logick.

5t To perplex, to astound, to amaze, to

sstonish, to disconcert, to confound.

"The want of arrangement and connexion confute!
the reader."- Wh'ttely : Elements of RheL

6. To confound one thing with another ; to

mistake one for another.

% For the difference between to confuse and
to confound, see Confound.

• con-fuse', a. [Fr. oonfus; Lat confusus, pa.

par. of confundo.]

1. Confused, mixed up.

2. In confusion, disorderly.

3. Confounded, perplexed, amazed, discon-
certed.

c£n fused , pa. par. or a. [Confuse, v.]

A. As pa. par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. A3 adjective:

1. Mixed up, jumbled together.

2. Put into confusion, disorderly, disor-
ganized.

3. Abashed, discoucerted, astounded.
" Confus'd, Inactive, or Burpris'd with fear;

Jiut, fond of glory, with severe delight."
Pope : Itbtd, iv. »7.

4. Obscure, unintelligible, indistinct.

U For the difference between confused and
indistinct, see Indistinct.

Con 1 u -sed ly, adv. [Eng. confused ; Ay.']

1. In a confused or mixed state or manner.
" The inner court with horror, noise, and team
Confus'dty nll'd . .

." JJeuham.

2. In a confused mass.
"He iwks himself, what will he the effect of pressure

npon a mass containing such plates confusedly mixed
op in it,"—Tywlall; Frag, of Science (3rd ed.), xiv. 416.

3. In a confused or disorderly manner.
" Some tall to earth, and some cojtfus'dly fly."

Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xxiv., 1. 619.

i In a confused, obscure, or indistinct
manner.
•He confusedly and obscurely delivered hlsopinton."—Clarendon.

5. Irregularly, improperly, without due
care or exactness.

"The propriety of thoughts and words, which are
the bidden beauties of a play, are but confuted/

y

judged iu the vehemence of action."

—

Dryden,

• con fu -sed-ness, s. [Eng. confined ; -ness. 3

The state or quality of being confused ; con-
fiutiou.

•' Till I saw those eyes. 1 was but a lump, a chaos of
confusedness dwelt in me,"— Beaum. & Flet. : The
Jtlder Brother, IBJ 6.

* con-fUSe'-ly, adv. [Eng. confuse; -ly.]

1. In a confused or disorderly manner ; con-
fusedly.

2. Indistinctly, obscurely.

As when a name lodg'd in the memory.
But yet through time almost obliterate,
Confutely hovers near the phantasie."
More: On the Soul, pt 11., bk, IL. e. ili., «. IL

©on fu'-sing, pr. par., a., & s. [Confuse, v.]

A. As pr. par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adj. : Causing confusion, disorder, or
perplexity.

C» As subst. : The act of confounding or
causing confusion.

con fii sion, * con fu- si onn, * con fu -

syon, s. [Ft. & Up. confusion; Ital. confu-
sione, from Lat. confuslo, from confusus, pa.

par. of confundo.] [Confound. J

I, Ordinary Language: „

1. The act of confounding or confusing ; a
mixing or mingling together of things so as to
be indistinguishable.

"As the proud toVr, whose points the clouds did hit,
By tongues' confusion was to ruin brought."

Dairies.

2. The state of being confused or mixed up
together.

8. Disorder, tumult.

"At length, after much wrangling, and amidst great
confusion, a vote was taken . .

. "—Maeaulay : Hist
Eng., ch. xiii.

4. The act of confounding, perplexing, or
astonishing.

5. Perplexity, astonishment.
"Confusion dwelt in ev'ry face,

And fear in ev'ry heart," Bpectator,

* 6. That which causes ruin or destruction.

"Thou siye devourer and confusyon of gentil women."
Leg. 6'ood Worn. ; Tpsiph, 2.

*7. Ruin, destruction, overthrow.

"As by the strength of their Illusion

Shall draw hint on to his. confusion."
SJiakesp. : Macbeth, lit. S,

8. Obscurity, indistinctness of style or
meaning.

"On the other hand, tlte legendary style is marked
by copiousness and voi'fusion"— Lewis; Cred. Strly
/toman Hist. (18S5), ch. xiii., pt L. § 1., vol. tt, p. •::

9. The act of mistaking or confounding one
thin^ for another.

"The confusion of two different ideas, . . ."—Lock*.

10. The state of being confounded with or
mistaken for another tiling.

IX taw;
1. Eng. Law: The intermixture of the goods

of two or more persona so that their respective

shares cannot be distinguished.

2. French Ixlw : The extinction of a debt by
the creditor becoming heir of the debtor, or

the debtor heir of the creditor, or in some
similar way.

1T The year of confusion : The year 46 B.C.,

In which the calendar was reformed by Julius
Csesar. [Calkndar.]

"... It was necessary to enact that the previous
year (48 b. c.) should consist of 4-45 days, a circumstance
which obtained it the epithet of 'the year of confu-
sion.'"—Hertihel: Astronomy, 6th ed. (18SSk § 918.

% Crabb thus discriminates between confu-

sion and disorder : "Confusion is to disordir

as the species to the genus : confusion sup-
poses the absence of all order; disorder the
derangement of order : there is always disorder

in confusion, but not always confusion in

disorder: a routed army, or a tumultuous
mob, will be in confusion and will create con-

fusion ; a whisper or an ill-timed motion of

an individual constitutes disorder in a school,

or in an army that is drawn up." {Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

* con-fu'-slve, a. [Lat. confus(us); Eug.suff.

•ive.] Confusing, confounding ; tending to or
causing confusion.

"The sound of dashing floods, and dashing arms.
And neighing steeds, confuticv. struck mine ear."

Warton ; £cU 4.

* cdn-fu'-stve-ly\ adv. [Eng. confusive; 4y.]

In confusion, confusedly, wildly.
" Pel-met and confutittely dispersed over the laud."—

Hackluyt: Voyages, II., I£ 89.

t Con-fut'-a-ble, a. [Eng. confute); *able.]

Possible to* be confuted, disproved, or shown
to be false.

" At the last day, that Inquisitor shall not present
to God a bundle of calumules. or confutable accusa-
tion*, . .

."

—

Brown.

* con-fd'-tant, cdn'-fta-tant, s. [Lat. «m-
futans, pr. par. oiconfuto= to confute.] One
who confutes, disproves, or shows the false-

ness of anything.
" Now that the cottfutant may also know as he de-

sires, what force of teaching there Is sometimes iu
laughter."

—

Milton : Apologyfor Snteclym.

cdn-fu-ta'-tion, s. [Lat. coufutatio, from
CDufu'tatus, pit. par. of oonfuto = to confute.}

The act or process of confuting, disproving,

or showing the falseness of anything.
" Forui'd fur the confutation of the fool."

Cowper : The Task, bk. v.

* con-fu'-ta-tlv©, a. [Lat. confutat{us), pa.

par. of cou'futo ; Eng. surf, -ive.] Adapted to

or having the power or quality of confuting or
disproving.

" Aluhms. in hit fifth section, divides Plato's Dia-
logues Into classes. Not into two general ones of
exoteric and esoteric: but into the more minute, and
different, of natural, moral, dialectic, \-oi\ftUatire,

civil, explorative, obstetrick. ami subversive,*"— lt'<*r-

barton ; P. S. to Remarks on Tlflurd.

* con-fute', s. [Confute, v.] Confutation.
" False below confute.'—Sir T. Broxcne.

con fute, v.t. ki. [Fr. confuter; Sp. confu-

tar ; ital. confutart, from Lat. confuto.]

A* Transitive

:

1. To convince or overthrow in argument

;

to convict ( Used of persons, )
"... to oppress the sect which they could not con-

fute."—Vacaulay : Hist. Xng. t ch. vt

2. To refute, disprove, or prove to be false

or erroneous. {Used of things.)

"If his reasons bee light, and more good may be
done in confuting his. than In continuing our owns
. . ."—Wilson : Art of Rhetorik*. p. 114.

* 3. To nullify, to render of none effect or
futile.

B. Intrants. : To refute in argument.

% Crabb thus discriminates between to con-

fute, to refute, to disprove, and to oppugn : "To
confute respects what is argumentative ; rcfuU
what is personal ; disprove whatever is repre-

sented or related ; oppugn what is held or
maintained. An argument is confuted by
proving its fallacy ; a charge is refuted by
proving one's innocence ; an assertion is dit-

proved by proving that it is false; a doctrine
is oppugned by a course of reasoning. I*ara-

d<>xes may be easily confuted ; calumnies may
be easily refuted ; the marvellous and in-

credible stories of travellers may be easily

disproved ; heresies and sceptical notions
ought to be oppugned." {Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

con-fu -ted, pa. par. or a. [Confute, v.]

A. As pa. par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Overcome in argument.

2. Disproved, refuted ; shown to be false or
erroneous.

# con fute -ment, s. [Eng. confute ; -inent.]

The act or process of confuting ; confutation.

"An opinion held by some of the lwst among re-

formed writers without scandal or confutement.''—
Milton: Tetroxhordotu

con-fu'-ter, s. [Eng. confut(e) ; -er.] Om
who confutes or overcomes in argument.

" We have promised that their own dearest doctor*
and divines should be their confuters."—Bp. Morton:
Kpisc Asserted, p. 102.

con-fu'-tihg, pr. par., a., & s. [Confute, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particlp. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : Confutation, disproof

cong, s. [Lat cengi us. ]

Med. : An abbreviation for congius — a
gallon.

c5n-ge' (g6 as Ja), * con-gee', * con-gee',
* con-gle, s. [Fr. = leave.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. A bow, a courtesy before taking leave,

or at other times.

"... as they came up with him, he made thera a
very low congee, and they al^o gave him a couipli-
ineiit."—Banyan : Pilgrims Progress, pt 1.

2. Leave, dejiarture, farewell.

" And unto her her congee came to take."
Spenser : P. Q„ I V. vt. II

II. Arch. : A moulding In form of a quarter
round, or a cavetto, which serves to separate

two members from one another: such is that
which joins the shaft of the column to the
cincture. {Chambers.)

TI To give any one his or her congee : To get

rid ofhim or her.
" But the truth was, 'that she was occupied with a

great number of other thoughts. Should she nay off

old Briggs and give her her congil"—Thackeray:
Vanity Fair.

conge d'cllre, * conge d'eslire, s.

[Fr. conge d'elire ; Norm. Fr. congi d'eslire =
leave to elect ]

1. Law, Ecclesiol, &c. : Leave given by
means of a writ or license to a dean and
chapter to elect a bishop when the see to

which thay beloug is vacant The tendency
in Churches has almost always been to claim

the liberty to elect their pastors without in-

terference from the civil power; that power,

on the contrary, has always, when it could,

desired to exercise a determining voice in such
elections. During the Middle Ages a pro-

tracted struggle on the subject took place

between the successive Po]tes on the one
hand, and the civil rulers on the other for the
right to nominate bishojw. The contest broke
out in the eleventh century. In the twelfth,

the civil power being temi>orarily worsted
in the contest, the dean and chapter,

between a.d. 1125 and 1145, in most places

gained the power of electing their bishop.

In England the Constitutions of Clarendon in

1164 accorded them this right or privilege,

boil, boy ; pout, J6%1; oat, pell, chorus, chin, benph: go, gem; thin, this; «Ln, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -In*
-•tan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion m shun ; -tion, -sion m zhun. -tious, -sious, -cious shiis. -ble, die, Uc. = bol, del.
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bnt retained for the sovereign the liberty of
confirming the election, and the right was
continued by Magna Charta in 1215. By 25
Henry VIII., passed in a.d. 1535, when a
vacancy arises in an archbishopric or in a
bishopric the king sends the dean and chap-
ter a congi d'ilire, accompanied by a missive
directing them whom to choose. If they
delay their choice more than twelve days, or
select some one else than the individual
named in the missive, they become liable to
a premunirc

2. Fig. : A nominal but not a real perrais-
ion to choose.

" A woman, when she hu made her own choice, for
form's sake, sends a congi tfilire to her friends."—
Spectator, No. 47ft

• conge, * con-gie, v.t. & i. [Conge, a,]

A. Trans. : To give leave or permission to
dejurt.

*' Howe iAomedon the king of Trole,
Whicbe ought well haue made him ioie.
Whan thet to rest a while hym preyde
Out of his tonde he them congeyde."

Cower : Con, A., bk. v.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To bow, to salute.

"This side and that side congeing to the crowd."
Dryden : Duke of Guise, L L

2. To take leave.
"

. . I have congied with the duke, done my adieu
with his dearest ; buried a wife, mourned for her . .

."

—Shakesp. : A lit Well, iv. ft

c6n gea, s. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot.: A genus of Verbenacete. Congea villosa,

the leaves of which have a slimy, heavy, dis-
agreeable smell, is used by the natives of
India in fomentations.

©fin -ge-a-ble, a. [Fr. congi =* leave, and
Eng. suff. -able.}

Law: Done by permission of the legisla-
ture ; which may be legitimately done.

con goal, * con-geale ', con-gele', v.t.

&i. [Fr. congeler ; Prov., Sp., & Port, con-
gelar ; Ital. congelare, from Lat. congelo = to
cause to freeze up : con = together, and gelo
= to cause to freeze ; gelu — icy coldness,
frost.]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To cause to freeze, to convert from
a liquid to a solid state.

"Here no hungry winter congeals our blood like the
rivers." Longfellow: Evangeline., pt ii., ft

* 2. Figuratively

:

fl) To make to feel or run cold without
actually causing to freeze.

" Seeing too much sadness hsth congeaTd your blood.
And melancholy is the nurse of frenzy."

Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, Induct, ii.

(2) To prevent from appearing liquid ; to
hold back from dripping in a liquid manner.

" Tis Bald, at times the sullen tear would start,
Bit Pride ,,ugeatd the drop within his ee."

Byron .- Child* Harolds Pilgrimage, L «.

(8) Kept frfc.u the fervour of passion.
"This precious Margarite that thou seruest, sheweth

It self d iscended by nobler of vertue. from bis heauen-
Uche dewe, nourished and congeted in mekeuesse, that

B. Intrans. : To freeze, to pass from the
liquid into the solid state through the opera-
tion of cold.

"When water congeals, the surface of the ice is
smooth and level, as the surface of the water was be-
fore."—Burnet: Theory.

^n-geal -able, *con-gel -a-ble, a. [Eng.
congeal; •able.] Able to be" congealed or
frozen.

con-geal -a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. congeal-
able; -ness.] "The quality of being congealable.

" Not here to repeat what we formerly delivered of
the easy congealabumess of oil of aniseed, . . ."—Boyle:
Work*, iiL «7.

*

' con geal -a tive, • con gel a tive, a.

[Eng. congeal ; -ative.] Tending to congeal

;

congealing.
" Aire too cold is of a congeiatire power."— Tenner :

Via Recta, p. 8.

oon-gealed', pa. par. & a. [Congeal, v.t]

congeal -ed-ness, s. [Eng. congealed ; -nets.]
The state of being congealed.

adn-geal'-ing, pr. par. & a. [Congeal.]

t con-geal -ment, s. [Eng. congeal; -went.)
That which is congealed. Specially, the clot
of blood produced by the partial congelation
of the vital fluid.

".
. . whilst they with Joyful tears

Wash the congealment from your wounds, and kiss
The honour'd gashes whole."

Shakesp. : Ant. w Cleop., iv. &

con-gee' (1), «. [Conge.]

con -gee (2), *. [Mahratta kangee - rice-
water, starch.]

congee-water, s. Water in which rice
has been boiled. (Anglo-Indian.)

* con gel able, a. [Conoealable.J

* con -gel-ate, a. [Lat. congelatus.] Con-
gealed. (Halliwell.)

con-gel-a'-tion, *. [Fr. congelation; Prov.
congelacio ; Sp. congelaeion ; Port. congelacSo ;

Ital. congelazioiie, from Lat. congelatio (gen it,

congelationis)."]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of causing to congeal or freeze,
or of rendering solid.

" The capillary tabes are obstructed either by out-
ward compression or congelation of the fluid.

—

Ar-
buthnot : On Aliments.

2. The state of being congealed, frozen, or
rendered solid.

"Many waters and springs will never freeze: and
many parts in rivers and lakes, where there are mine-
ral eruptions, will still persist without congelation. "—
Browne ; Vulgar MYrours.

3. A congealed mass, a concretion.

IX Nat. Phil, Chcm., <£c. ; The passage of a
body from the liquid to the solid state. Two
known laws regulate the phenomenon: 1st,
Every body under the same pressure solidifies
at a fixed temperature, which is the same as
that of fusion. 2nd, From the commencement
to the end of the solidification the tempera-
ture of a liquid remains constant. Some fats
are exceptions to the first rule.
Many liquids, viz., alcohol, ether, &c, have

not been seen solidified. Most, however, can
be reduced to this state. In ordinary cases
liquids becoming solid occupy less space than
they did before congelation took place, but
water is a notable exception. It expands
about 10 per cent, at the moment of passing
into ice, hence when frozen in the crevices of
rocks it tends to rend them asunder. Fre-
quently a liquid, on becoming solid, crystal-
lises ; water occasionally does so. [Snow
crystals.] (Ganot.)

"con-geT-a-tlve, a. [Congealative.]

* con-gele ', v. [Congeal.]

* con-gem-i-na -tion, s. [Fr., from Lat.
congeminatio, from congemino = to double, to
dnplicate ; geminus = a twin.] The act or
process of doubling or duplicating.

con -ge-ner, s. [Lat. (as adj.) = of the same
race, (as subst.) = a joint son-in-law.)

t 1. Ord. Lang. : A person of the same race
as another, or an animal of plant akin to
another.

2. Biol. ; An animal or plant of the same
genus as another, using the term genus in a
strictly scientific sense.

"It runs fin contradistinction to hopping), but not
quite so quickly as some of its congeners."—Darwin :

Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), ch. ill., p. M.

•con-gSn'-er-a-c& s. [Lat. congener; a
connective; and Eng. stiff, -cy.] Similarity,
affinity, community of origin.

"That they are ranged neither according to the
merit, nor congetieracy, of their condition*. —More;
Expos. Seven Ch,, p. 172.

"con -gen er-ate, v.t. [Lat. congeneratus, pa.
par. of congenero = to beget or produce at the
same time.] To produce, to originate.

"That which did congenerate the colour is fitted
with whiteness, . . ."—Cadworth : Morality, bk. i,
ch. iiL

con gen-eric, con-gen er leal, a.
[Lat. congener (genit. congeneris), and Eng.
suff. -ic, -ical.] [Congenerous, II.]

"In the Stork and congeneric birds."—Todd: Cycloo.
Anat., i. 28ft

* *»

* COn-gen'-er-ous, a. [Eng. congener ; -ous.]

L Ord. Lang. : Of the same origin, kind, or
nature ; allied.

" In this place we should introduce the wolf, a con-
generous animal, . . ."—Pennant: British Zoology;
The Wolf.

^ With the prep. to.

"
. . . congenerous to this are those names of

ttu.apu.evif, *c
Cabbala, p. lift

."—More: App. to Def. «y Pha.

II. Technically

:

1. Anat. : Coucurring in the same action
(said of muscles).

2. Nat. Hist. : Belonging to the same or an
allied genus ; congeneric (q.v.).

* con gen -er ous ness, s. [Eng. congener-
ous; -ness.] The quality or state of being
congenerous or of the same origin.

" Rational means, and persuasive arguments, whose
force and strength must lye in their congenerousness
and suitableness with the ancient ideas and inscrip-
tions of truth upon our souls."

—

Ralliwell : Melam-
pronata, p. 84 (1677).

con-ge'-nl-al, a. [Pref. con, and genial
(q.v.).]

1. Partaking of the same kind, nature, or
origin ; allied, cognate.

" Welcome kindred Gloom* 1

Congenial Horrors, hail !

"

Thomson: The Seasons ; Winter.

2. Naturally adapted or suited.
"... a clemency and moderation which were bv no

means congenial to his disposition."—Macaulan

:

Mist. £ng., ch. xii.

3. Partaking of the same natural character-
istics ; sympathetic.

" But, as two voycee in one song embrace,
Fletcher's keen tribble. and deep Beaumont's base.
Two, full, congenial souls . . .

Berkenhead : On the Collection of Fletcher's Works,

4. Agreeable, pleasant.

"The congenial sound of the cathedral bell hover*
ing above them all."—Dickens: David CopperAeld. p.
17ft

c4»n-ge-nX-iU'-].-t^. *. [Eng. congenial; -ity.]

The quality of being congenial, or partaking
of the same nature or kind.

". . . by the analogy, which painting holds with
the sister arts, and consequently oy the common con-
geniality, which they all bear to our nature."—Sir J.
Rey Holds, Dis. 15.

* con -ge'--ni-al-ize, v.i. & t, [Eng. conge>
nial; -ize.]

A. Intrans. : To partake of the same nature
or feelings ; to sympathize.

B, Trans. : To make congenial.

* conge nial ness, s. [Eng. congenial;
•ness.] The quality or state of being con-
genial ; congeniality.

* conge -ni-ous, a, [Congenial.] Of the
same nature or character; allied, akin, simi-
lar.

* con-gen -it, • con gen -ite, a. [Lat. con-
genittts — born together, with : con = cfjru =
with, together, and genitus — born.] Born or
coming into existence at the same time with
something else ; connate.

" Many conclusions . . . seem, upon thtaaccount, to
Tw congenite with us."—Bale : Origin of Mankind,

cdn-gen'-i-tal, a. [Lat. congenit(us) ; Eng.
suff. -al.] Bbrn with one ; constitutional

;

dating from birth ; natural.

"Morbid change or congenital detect'—Todd S
Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. L, ch. ii, p. STft

con-gen'-I-tal-iy, adv. [Eng. congenital;
-ly.] Constitutionally ; from birth.

* con geon, *. [O. N. F. * cangiun, from
cambionem, accus. of Late Lat. camuio.

(N.E.D.ft

1. A changeling ; a half-witted person, an
imbecile.

2. A dwarf; a deformed person.

3. A contemptuous term for a child ; a term
of dislike or abuse.

con -ger (1), • con-gar, * con-gur,* cong-
gyre. * con-gyrf * cun ger. " con-
gyre, * cun-gur, * kun-ger, *. [Fr.
congre ; Sp. congrio; Port, congro ; Ital. gon-
gro, all from Lat. conger, congrus; Gr. yoyyoo?
(gonggros) - a sea-eel. See the def.]

1. Lit. : A large sea-eel, Conger vulgaris of
Cuvier, Murama Conger of Linneus. It is of
the family Muraenidaj. It ia 5, 6, or, in rare
cases, even 10 feet long. Its upper parts are
brownish-white, and the lower dirty-white

;

the lateral line spotted with white, the dorsal
and anal fins white margined with black. It
is common on the coast of Britain and of
other European countries. A smaller species,

Conger myrus, is found in the Mediterranean.
*

' Conga r, fyashe. Congre."—Palsgra ve.

f 2. Fig. : A term of abuse applied to a
person.

" Hang yourself, you muddy conger, hang yourself I

'

—Shakesp. : Henry jr., U, 4.

fite, fit, fare, amidst, what, fan, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p»t,
or, wore, wolf; work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, oe ~ e. ay - a. an = kw.



conger eel, *. The same as Conger (1).

• odn ger (2),
* con-gre, * congers, *.

[Of doubtful etymol. The Fr. congres has

been suggested, as has the English conger (1).j

A society of booksellers.

odn ger -I-ea, s. [Lat., from con. = cum =
with, together, and gero = to bear, to carry.]

A collection or heap of particles or bodies ; a

combination.
'* In the earliest period at which the skeleton can be

detected among the other tissues of the embryo, It is

found to cousist only of a congeriea of cell", constitut-

ing the simplest form of cartilage."—Todd* Bowman;
Phyttol Anat, vol. 1., cb. v., p. 115.

• congest', s. [Congest, v.] A heap, an ac-

cumulation.

c6n gest', v.t. [Lat. congestus, pa. par. of

congero = to heap together, to collect : con =
cum- with, together, and gero = to bear, to

carry.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit, : To heap together, to accumulate, to

gather.

"It shewed his bounty and magnificence In conaat-
ing matter for building the temple, as gold, silver,

brass, 4c."

—

Sir W. Raleigh : Maxim* of State.

2. Fig. : To bring or gather together ; to

summarize, to combine.

IL Med. : To cause an abnormal accumula-
tion of blood within (the capillary vessels).

©on-gest'-ed, va. par. or a. [Congest, v.}

A. As pa. par, : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

* L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit : Heaped together, accumulated,

piled up.
*. . . there stood a mound

Of earth congetted, wall'd, and trench'd around."
Pope : Homer* Iliad, bk. XX., 1. 174, 175.

2, Fig. : Accumulated, combined.

"That thou at last severely must account

;

To what will thy congetted guilt amount?
Blackmore : Creation, bk. t ii.

IX Technically

:

1. Med. : A term used of the capillary

Teasels when they are distended with an
abnormally large quantity of blood.

** If the arteries are . . . brightly injected, the part

may be described simply as congetted. —Quain ; Med.
Diet, p. 2M.

2. Bat. : Crowded very closely.

• con-fcest'-I-ble, a. [Eng. congest; -able.]

Capable of being heaped up or accumulated.

con gdst i6n (1 as yX *. [Fr. congestion

;

8p. congestion; Port, congestao, all from Lat.

congestio {genit. congestionis) = a heaping up,

an accumulation.] [Congbst.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A heaping up, an accumula-
tion or gathering together, the formation of a
mass.

"80 is the opinion of some divines, that, until after

the flood were no mountains, but that by congettion of

sand, earth, and such Btuff as we now seehills strangely

fraughted with, lu the waters they were first cast up.

—Selden : On Drayton'* Polyolbion, s. 9.

2. Med. : An abnormal accumulation of

blood in the capillary vessels, speedily pro-

ducing a disordered function of the capillaries

themselves. It is of two kinds—active and
passive. In the former a current of blood
greater than usual is determined towards the

capillaries, which, not being able to give it

proper vital resistance, yield to it, and become
distended and weakened by its presence. In

the latter the bloodvessels themselves are in

an excited state, this excitement drawing to

them the blood, with which they soon become
engorged. The tendency of congestion un-
checked for a time is to pass into inflamma-
tion of the organs affected.

•6n-fceV-tIve, a. [Eng. congest ; -ivc.]

Med. : Having a tendency to, or of the nature

of, congestion.
" The excessive use of which [narcotics] occasions all

the symptoms of congettioe apoplexy and even extra-
vasation. —Copland : Diet. Pract. Med. ; Apoplexy.

• con -fci-a-rtf, * c*n'-fci-*>-rIe, s. [Lat.

congiarium, from congius = a measure of a
gallon ; Fr. congiaire ; Ital. oongiario. ]

1. A largess or present made by the Roman
Emperors to the people : originally of corn or

wine measured out in a congius, but later of

money.
" We see on them the emperor and general officers,

standing as they distributed a congiary to the soldiers

or ]fto\ae,"—Addi*on.

congeries—conglomeration

2. A coin struck in commemoration of the

Roman congiaria. (Ogilvie.)

con gie, s, [Congee (2), s.) Indian boiled

rice. (NuttaU.)
)

con gi us, s. [Lat]

Med. : A liquid measure containing one
gallon. [Cong. J

* con-gl&c'-l-ate, v.i. & t, [Lat. conglaciatus,

pa. par. of conglacio = to freeze together : con
= cum = with, together, and glacio = to

freeze ; glades = ice.]

A. Intrant. : To turn to ice, to freeze, to

congeal.
" No other doth properly conglaciate but water . .

."

—Browne : Vulgar Errourt.

B. Trans. : To freeze, to convert into ice.

* con-glac i-a-tion, *. [Fr., from Lat.

conglaciatio, from conglacio = to freeze.]

1. The act or process of turning into ice.

"... it was a subject very unfit for proper congla-

ciation."—Brown,

2. A frost.

"... deluges, draughts ; heates ; congtaciationt, Ac"
—Bacon : On Learning, by O. Wat*.

con glo-bate, * con glo bate, a. [Lat.

congTobatus, pa. par. of conglobo = to gather

into a ball, to make round like a ball : con =
cum = together, and gtobo = to make into a

ball ;
globus m a ball, a globe.]

L Ord. Lang. : Massed together, and united

into a ball or sphere. (Lit. &fig.)
" Heaven's gifts, which do like falling stars appear
Scatter'd In aether ; all, as in their sphere.

Were flx'd, conglobate in his soul . .
."

Dryden : Death of Lord Hatting*.

If In the foregoing example, it will be ob-

served, the pronunciation is conglo'bate.

IX Technically

:

1. Bot. (0/ a Jlowerhead): Forming a rounded
ball. Example, the flowers of Echinops.

2. Anat, : [Conglobate glands.]

conglobate glands, s. pt.

Anat. : A name for what are more commonly
called the lymphatic glands, and by modern
French writers the lymphatic ganglions.

* con glo bate, * con glo -bate, v.t. k i.

[Conglobate, a.]

A. Transitive:

1. Lit. : To form into a solid ball or mass.

2. Fig. ; To gather together, to summarize

or epitomize.
how many particular features and discrimina-

_ ill be compressed and conglobated into one
ross and general idea."— Johnton : Journey to the

tions will be compressed and conglobated into one
gross and general Idea."

—

J*

'

Wettern lilandt of Scotland.

B. Intrans. ; To become formed into a solid

ball or mass.
"This may after conglobate Into the form of an egg."

—Browne: Vulgar Errourt, bk. Hi, ch. viL

* c6n-gld-ba'-t5d, pa. par. or a. [Conglo-

bate, p.)

* C©V-gld-bate-l& adv. [Eng. conglobate;

-ly.] In a spherical form.

* con-gld-ba'-tlon, s. [Lat. conglobatio, from

conglobo = to form into a ball or round mass.]

The act or process of forming into a round

body ; a round body or mass.
" In this spawn are discerned many specks, or little

eonglobatiom, which in time become black. "—Brown.

* con-globe', v.t, k i, [Lat. conglobo : con =
cum = with, together; globus = a ball, a

sphere.]

A. Trans. : To form into a spherical body

or mass ; to gather together into a ball.

"Then founded, then conglobed

Like things to like ; the rest to several place

Disparted." MUton : P. L.. vii. 289.

B. Intrans. : To form into a spherical body

or mass ; to coalesce.
" Tho' something like moisture conqlobe* In my eye,

Let no one misdeem me dUloyal."
Burnt : Poetical Addrett to Mr. William Tytter.

* con-globed', pa. par, or a. [Conqlobe, v.]

* cdn-gld'-blng, pr. par, [Conglobe.]

* C&i-gldb'-U-late, v.i. [Lat con, and glo-

bulus = a little globe, a globule.] To make
into a little heap.

" Swallows certainly sleep all the winter. A number
of them conglobutate together, by flying round and
round, and then all in a heap throw themselves under

water, and lye jn the bed of a river."—Johnton : In
BotwelV* Life ofJohnton.
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] The statement made in the foregoing ex-

ample is an exploded error : swallows migrate
previous to winter, and do not hybernate
under water.

cdn-glom'-er-ate, a. k s. [Lat. conglomera-

tus, pa. par. of conglomero = to roll together,

to wind up, to conglomerate : con = together,

and glomero = to form into a ball ;
glomus

(genit, glomeris) — a ball or clue of yarn or

tilread.]

A. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. (Of textile fibres, otherfibres, glands, or

anything similar) : Collected or gathered into

a ball. [Conglomerate Glands.]
"Fluids are separated in the liver, and the other

conglobate and conglomerate glands."—Cheyne : Phi.

Prin,

2. Fig. (Of light): Concentrated into a focus.

"The beams of light, when they are multiplied and
conglomerate, generate heaX."—Bacon i Work* ; Nat.
fist., cent, iii., $267.

IL Bot. : Clustered.

B. As substantive

:

1. Geol. : Pebbles, gravel, or any similar col-

lection of rounded water-worn fragments of
rocks, the whole bound together by a silieious,

calcareous, or argillaceous cement. It is

sometimes called also pudding-stone, from
the similarity which it has to a pudding,
formed say of raisins or other fruit imbedded
in a paste. The pebbles or gravel came origin-

ally from some previously-existing rock or

rocks : they may have been derived from
various sources, each of course having had a

history of its own before becoming fixed in

the conglomerate. By reading that history

the geologist is able to trace the direction of

currents of water, &c, and recompose lost

chapters, or parts of chapters, in the history

of the eaith. A conglomerate resembles a
breccia, but in a breccia the imbedded frag-

ments are angular, while in a conglomerate

they are rounded. Conglomerates occur more
or less in all the great formations. There is a
notable one subordinate to the Old Red Sand-

stone,and another—the dolomitic conglomerate
of Bristol—in the Lower New Red Sandstone.

They exist in all parts of the world and are

made up of greatly varied materials, usually

of some hard rock such as quartz. Conglom-
erates are named according to the character of
theircontained pebbles, as quartz conglomerate,

limestone conglomerate, granite conglomerate,

&c. They are made up of various sized, round,

water-worn stones, cemented together by cal-

coreous ferruginous, or silicious substances, or

by simple compression.* They are evidently

beach deposits, made up of compacted gravel.

Host of the rivers between Toulon and Genoa,

along the vale of the Maritime Alps, are now
forming strata of conglomerate and sand.

% Dolomitic Conglomerate of Bristol : A con-

glomerate in which pebbles are cemented to-

gether in a red or yellow base of dolomite or

magnesian limestone. It is of the Permian age.

It is found near Bristol, and in other parts

near the Severn. Some of the fragments of

the older rocks imbedded in it being angular,

there might be temptation to call it a breccia,

but more being rounded conglomerate is the

more appropriate name. Two amphibian
genera—Thecodontosaurus and Palaeosaurus

—occur in the stratum.

% For the difference between a conglomerate

and an agglomerate see Agglomerate.

2. Anatomy

:

Conglomerate glands: Compound glands,

chiefly of the racemose class. Examples—
the pancreas, the salivary, lachrymal, and

mammary glands, Brunner's glauds, and most

of the small glands that open into the mouth,

the fauces, and the windpipe. (Quain.)

c6n-gl5m'-er-atet v.t [Conglomerate, a.]

To gather into a ball, to bring together, to

collect into a heap.
" Conglomerated Into solid night.

And darkness, almost to be lelt, . . -

Thompeon : Sickneu, bk. ii.

cSn-gldm'-er-a-tSd, pa. par. & a. [Con

glomerate, v.]

C©n-gl6m'-er-a-tlug, pr. par. [Conglom-

erate.]

Con-glSm-^r-a'-tton, «. [Fr. conglomera-

tion ; Port, conglomeracao, both from Lat. cort-

glomeratio—a.crowding together, an assembly.)

1. The collection of material substance*

into a mass, heap, or balL

b6n, W»; p<at, J<S*l; oat, cell, ohoru., chin, bench; go, gem: thin, thta; iln, as; expect, Xenophon. extat. ph -

1

-clan. -ttan = .han. -tlon, -slon- shun; -flon, -,lon = shnn. -tlous, -«lon« -olou«=shas. -We, -die. &c. = bol. del.
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conglutin—congregation

2. Intermixture.

*SP™ ,nul' 1P1 'c«'' 1 >'> and conglomeration of soundsdoth generate rarefaction of the »ir.--«ocon . A-«r.

con'-glu-tin, s. [Lat. con = cum = with,
together

; j/Iufen = gum.]
Chan. : A name given to the legumin of

almonds and of lupines.

eon-glu -tin-ant, o. k s. [Pr. conglutinant,
from Lat. conglutinant (genit conglutinantis),
pr. par. of conglutino = to glue, to cement, to
join together

: con = together, and glulino =
to glue

; gluten and glutinum = glue.]

*• ^s <«#••" Glueing or cementing things

B. -Js substantive :

Med. & Surg. : A medical appliance which
glues the opposite sides of open wounds to-
gether, and then promotes their healing.

•Sn-glu'-tin-ate, a. [Lat. conglntinatus, pa.
par. of conglutino = to glue together.] [Con-
OLUTINANT.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Glued, cemented, or united
together. (Lit. & fig.)

"All these together eonglutinate. and effectually
leth A perfect definition of Justice."—sir

executed, maketii »
T. bigot : Gov., fol. 142.

2. Bot. : Glued together, instead of being
united organically.

con-glu tin-ate, v.t. & i. [Coholutinate, o.]
A. Trans. : To glue or cement together, to

cause to adhere together.

tee* well set haTe had their broken parts con-tluttnated within three or four days."—Boyle? WorksWt>L ii . p. 195.
"vr*».

B. Intrans. : To coalesce, to unite together
oj the intervention of glue or cement.

con-glu'-tln-a-ted, pa. par. & a. [Comolu-
TTNATE, V.t.]

con glu tin a' tion, s. [Fr. conglutination

:

Sp. conglutination ; Port, conglutinacao ; ltal
conglutinazione, all from Lat. conglutinatio.)

1. Gen. : A glueing or cementing together.
2. Spec. : The reunion of the severed parts

of a wound.

*&»-Klu'-tIn~a-t)LVe, a. [Fr. congiutinatif
(m.), conghitinative (f.).] Having the power
of uniting wounds ; conglutinant.

cta-glu'-tm-a-tor, s. [Eng. conarlurMia/O),
and suff. -or.] That which has the power of
uniting broken bones, the opposite sides of
wounds, &c. *

''The oeteocolla U recommended u a conalutinator
<A broken bonee."— Woodward: On FoMls.

"""""

* con glu'-tin oris, a. (Formed as if from
a Lat. conglutinosns, from conglutino.] Con-
ghitinative, conglutinant.

* con glu tin ofis-ly, adv. [Eng. conglu-
ttnous;-ly.] In a eonglutinate manner, closely.

wM^--Swa% "* '* h*ngeth "> "nvlfinomly to-

Con go, s. [A West African word.]

1. A river, also called the Zaire or Moienzi
Enzaddi, in the west of Africa,

2. A kingdom or district in the west of
Africa, about lat. 6° s., one of four constituting
the wider territory described under [8].

3. The whole of Western Africa between
lat. 0' 44' s. and lat. 15' 40' a., including the
kingdom or districts of Loango, Congo proper
J2), Angola, and Benguela.

4. A negro from the Congo.

Congo monkey, s.

ZeoL : Mycetes palliatus, a black howling
monkey.

Congo snake, a
ZoaL : The name given by American negroes

• to various species of the Amphibian genus
Amphmma, probably from its blackish colour.

con gou, *c«5n'-gd, s. [A corruption of
konghu (Amoy dialect) ; Chinese hung-fn =
labourer's tea, or tea on which labour has
been bestowed.] A tea classified by the dis-
tricts from which the several descriptions
come. Ningchows, Oonfas, Oopacks, and
Kientucks, are called by the London brokers
Blackish-leaf kinds." These are all grown

in districts near Hankow. Rysows, Chingwos
and Paklings are called " Reddish-leaf kinds,"
and are grown in districts near Foochow A

small quantity ofCongou called " New make "is
grown in the district of Tayshan, near Canton
The flavour of each description is distinc-
tive arising partly from soil and climate, and
partly from mode of curing. Congou is picked
as first, second, and third crop, and is pre-
pared by slowly drying the leaf over charcoal
tires, and subsequently assorting carefully, so
that the leaf is nearly uniform throughout the
» p, „„4 ^"l1

(au undefined quantity rangiiia
from 200 to 700 chests of about lOOlbs. net)
is the tea of one or more gardens heaped to-
gether, and cured together, having exactly the
same appearance and flavour throughout
1 wo-thirds of the whole import of tea into the
United Kingdom consists of Congou.

*oon-graf-fet,a. [An erroneous form ofO. Fr.
cirogrujje, pa. par. of cirograffer m to register,
to engross. iN.E.D.)] Registered, engrossed!

"That foreward .-. . in Bode> court ia congraffef
Caetel off Loae, 1,055.

* con-gr&t'-u-la-ble, a. [Eng. amgratu-
Wte) ; -able.) Fit or deserving to be congratu-
lated

; worthy of congratulation.

con-grat'-u-lant, a. [Lat. congratulans, pr
par. of congratulor = to congratulate (q.v)]
Congratulating, expressing joy or pleasure.

" |">rtn nBh'd to haste the great consulting pee™,
liaised from their dark divan, and with likVjoy
Congratulant approach'd him, ..."

Milton .P.L., M
oon-graf-u-late, v.t. & i. [Lat. congratu-

latus, pa. par. of congratulor, from con = cum— with, together, and gratulor= to wish Joy •

gratus = pleasing.] *,

A. Transitive

:

1. To declare that we share one's joy • to
sympathise with the good fortune of another •

to compliment or wish joy to on any hannv
event ; to felicitate.

'

1„ 'VkJ SW 1* >m"¥, *nd congratulating each other
to^ the adjoining gauery."-.a'acaula,.- Bin. Eng.

1 It is generally followed by on before the
subject of congratulation.

J™ m£',"*r'""l'"V?e m the prosperous situation
of my affairs . . ."_Belmotk ; Cicero, bk. ii., lett 2.

c6n-grat'-u-la-tdr, s. [Lat.]
congratulates.

One who

at.
2. To welcome, to express joy or pleasure

.ilPX™""™'"^ ,
our »tnrn, as if we bad been

liraATuTm!M'k*-W*'»--- *-• <° K
* 1 Followed by to before the object con-

gratulated.

"An ecclesiastical union within yourselves, T amrather ready to congratulate to you "Sprat: Serm.
B. Intrans. : To express one's congratula-

tions ; to declare one's pleasure or joy.
" A stranger's purpose in tliese lays
Is to congratulate and not to praise

"
Cowper: An Epitt. to an Afflicted Protestant

Lady in France.

T * 1. Followed by for before the subject of
congratulation.

"The inhabitants of Buideaux hearing of the erlea
arriual, sent to him messengers in the darite nUihttnakuigand congratulatiaglor hU thither commyiig "—Bail : Ben. VI., an. 36.

* 2. Followed by to before the object con-
gratulated.

"The subjects of England may congratal'ate to them-
selves, that the nature of our government, and theclemency of our king, secure us."—Drgden Pref to
Aurengtebe. * v

"3. Followed by with before the object
congratulated.

. "I cannot but congratulate with my country, which
^*th outdone all Europe in advancing conversation."

IT For the difference between to congratulate
Bad to felicitate, see Felicitate.

o6n-grat'-u-la-t«Sd, pa. par. or o. [Con-
gratulate.

J

con-grat'-u-la-tlng, pr. par., a., lis. [Con-
gratulate.]

A, & B. As pr. par. 4: particip. ad}. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of expressing joy in
participation with another.

con -grat-n-la'-tton, «. [Lat. coiwrataZafio,
from congratulor = to congratulate (q.v.).]

1. The act of congratulating or expressing
sympathy in participation with another.

" While with congratulation! and with prayers
He entertained she Angel unawares."

Longfellow: Tales of a Waytide Inn ; The
Sicilian* Tale.

2. The form in which sympathetic Joy or
pleasure is expressed.

" With slacken'd footsteps I advanced, and soonA glad congratulation we exchanged.
Wordeworth : Exeureum. bk. I.

to mat
1

.™? fl"™"
'°,rt'I°» t«b- auspicious could happento us, at our that entnmee upon the vovernuipnt ffilnsuch a congrutulator::-MutVn 1 LeUo/s£te.

"

h/:f*
t'--?>-??-t5rT*. a - ^ng. congratu-

httor, -y] Expressing symjiathetic joy or
pleasure for the good fortune of another ; con-
gratulating.

" Making his way through a crowd of friends, who
hand",!'??™ «'">'• » '-""m-ataUttor, shak,% thebaud at once, . . .'-Daily Telegraph, rfov. 16, 1881.

oon-gre'-di-ent, a [Lat. congreduns, pr.
par. of congredlor = to come together. 1 A
^"sOlT"'

PaH
'

(S'e"M
''
THstmm s]«">dy,

con-gree, v.i [0. Fr. congrier, from Low
Lat. congreo, from Lat. con = cum - with

together!
*"* '""" = Pleasi"8-1 T° Ijni

* cdn-gree'-ing, pr. par. or a. [Conoree, v.)
" Congreeing in a full and natural close."

Saaketp. : Hen. I'.. L 1
* cSn-greet', v.i. [Pref. con, audyreet (q.v V]To greet, to salute reciprocally.

W^W
"
Sto(? 'nen ™? "AIM hath so far prevail'd
That, face to face and royal eye to eye.You have congreeted .. ."

wv**'

Shaketp. : Ben. v., v. a.

Odn'-grg-gate, v.t. 4 t. [Fr. congreger;
ltal. congregare ; Sp. congregar, from Lat
conareoo= to flock together: CMi=cim = with
together, and grex (geuit. gregis) m a flock.] '

t A, Transitive:

1. Of persons: To collect or bring together
into one place or assembly ; to assemble.

J.A ~.k2.
wl,i,:h pl*°° they d«<«rniined to congregateand gather a new armye . . ."-Halt. Ben. r;.,an.a8.

2. Of things : To gather or collect together,
to unite, to mass.

«,«««!,

" Heat conorooTzfet homogeneal bodies, and seDaratasheterogeneaIou«i"-JVei«Si .- t^ficta
B. Intrans. : To meet or collect together,

to assemble, to gather.
"That intense patriotism which is peculiar to themembers of societies congregated wi&in a uamfwspace . . ."—Macaulay: Blu. Eng., ch. Hi.

»~™w

* con -gre- gate, o. [Lat congregatus, pa
par. of congrego.

] [Conoreoatb, ».]

1, Ofpersons: Collected orgathered together-
assembled. '

or . ^l??,0v""wi.ln th ' highest sky,Wm placed m b is principall estate.w ltu all the gods about h im congregate "

Spenser: F. Q, VII. vt ».
2. Of things: Compact, united in a mass.
" Where the matter is most congregate, the cold Itthe greater. -Bac<,n : Sat. Bits,

con -gre gated, pa. par. or a. [Congre-
gate, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Of persons : Collected or assembled to-
gether.

" From these the congregated troops obey "

Pope : Homer « Iliad, bk. ii., 1. 1,00a.

2. Of things : Gathered into one mass or
body.

"
. . . the great receptacle

Of congregated waters. He call'd seas."
Hilton : p. L., bk. viL

o8n'-gre-ga-tlng, pr. par. it a. [Congre-
gate, fj.J

con gre- ga- tion, *e«$n-grfi-ga'-ti-
oune, • cdn-gre-ga'-ol-on, s. rjv. con-
gregation; Sp. amoreswoion ; Port conqre-
gacao ; ltal. congregasione ; Prov. congreaatio
Lat

.
congregalio (genit. congregationis) = aflocking or herding together, society, associa-

tion; «mareyo = to collect into a iock orherd s cm = together, and grego = to gather
into a flock or herd, to collect grex (genit
gregis) = a flock or herd.]

»»•.

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of collecting together into a
flock or herd, or simply of collecting.

" The means of reduction by the fire, U but by 001s-gregatitm ot homogeneal parts. '—BacoiL

t 2. The state of being collected.

3. Persons or things collected together • a
mass. '

(1) Gen. : In the foregoing sense.

"ilL • 'ii
1? DI*ve o'erhanging firmament . . . appealsuoother thing to me than a foul and pestilent conore-

gation ot vapours "—Shak-ryi. ; Hamlet, ii. 2.

(2) Spec. : A Christian assembly gathered
together in a church, chapel, tent, the open
air, or any other place to worship God.

CMe, at, tire, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, oameL her. there, pine, pit, sire, air marine ««.Z-r, wore, wolt work, who. .6n ; mute. otth. eiire. tpate. cur. rule, iiui; try, S^tal^ » = .'^ŷ rqu = iw!
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"If Oom preachers who .bound !n epiphonemaa

would look about them, they would find unit of their

congregation out of countenance, aud the other

asleep. —Swift,

M. Technically:

1. Jewish Hist.: Tho Jews gathered to-

gether—

(1) In the wilderness during the journey to

Canaan.
"And the whole congregation of the Children of

Israel murmured against Mosea and Aaron in the
wilderness.'*—Exod. xvt 2.

(2) At other places and times.

". . . Joshua read not before all the congregation at

Israel, with the women, and the little ones, and the

strangers that were conversant among them."—Jo*liua
Till. 85.

2. Scottish History

:

(1) The Congregation, or the Congregation of

Christ, was the designation which the Scottish

Reformers assumed during the reign of Queen
Mary. The terra is supposed to have been

taken from the language of the first Scottish

National Covenant, that subscribed at Edin-

burgh on 3rd Dec, 1557, in which the word
congregation occurs eight times. (Hethering-

ton : Hist. Ch. Scotland?)

"We sail m&ntetn thame, nurische thame, and de-

feud thame, the haill Congregatioun of ChrUt, aud
every* member thatrof. at our haill poweris. and
waiting of our Iyvea.—Unto the quhllk. holy Word,
and Congregatioun, we do joyn us; and also dois re-

nunce and fuirsaik the Congregatioun of Sathan, with
all the snnentitiounis, aboininatiounia, and Idolatrie

thairof."—Knox: Sitt.. p. 10L

(2) The term is sometimes used in a more
restricted sense, denoting one part of the

body of Protestants, as distinguished from
another, according to local situation. (Jamie-

ton.)
" At Perthe the last dajr of Mai i, the yelr of God

1559, the Congregatit
the Coni

of the "West Country, with
•atioan of Pyfe, Perthe, Dundie, Angus,

Hernls aiuf Mont ruin, being couveinit in thetounof
Perthe,—ar coufedderat—to couourre and assist to-

gether, he."—Knox: Sitt., p. 188.

TI Lords of the Congregation, * Lordis of the

Congregatioun : The noblemen and other chief

subscribers to the covenant or bond described

under (1).
" The said is Lordi* of the Congregatioun, and all the

members thairof, sail remain obedient Bubjectis to our
Soverane Lord and Ladyis authoritie, . . ."—Article*

agreed on at Leith. Knox: Sitt., p. 168. {Jamimon.)

3. Roman Catholic Church :

(1) A board of ecclesiastics meeting as com-
missioners at Rome, both for regulative and
for administrative purposes, and generally

under the presidency of a cardinal. Of such
congregations there are 15 for spiritual and 6

for temporal purposes. The Pope can veto

their decisions, but does not do so except for

weighty reasons. The most notable is the

Congregation do propaganda fide. [Propa-
ganda.]

(2) A group of monasteries of the same
order, united for some Bpecial purpose, as the

Congregation of Cluny, of St Manr, &c.

4. Universities : The Congregation of the

University of Oxford is an assemblage of

certain official persons and the resident

Masters of Arts. Its principal business is the

granting of degrees. There are similarly con-

stituted bodies in the Universities of Cam-
bridge aud Dublin.

OOn-gre-ga'-tion-al, a. [Eng. congregation;

1. Gen. : Pertaining to a congregation.

8. Spec. : Pertaining to the denomination of

the Congregattoualists (q.v.).

**J The word was first used by the divines

of the Westminster Assembly. (Collection of
Scarce Tracts, ed. by Sir W. Scott, vii. 91.)

congregational music.
Music : Music in which the people or con-

gregation take part, as opposed to that which
is sung by the trained choir alone. The plain-

song of the Responses, Creeds, and of the

Lord's Prayer, and the melody of psalm and
hymn tunes are congregational music ; but
services and anthems are specially set aside

for performance by the choir, acting as it were
ss the skilled representatives of the listening

and meditating people. (Stainer & Barrett.)

*f. The Congregational Union of England and
Wales:

Ecclesiol. A Ch. Hist. : A union was formed
in 1831 among the Congregational Churches for

mutual sympathy, counsel, and co-operation.

In 1833 a declaration of faith, order, and dis-

cipline was published. By its constitution

and laws, adopted in October 1871, "The
t nion recognizes the right of every individual

Church to administer its affairs free from ex-

ternal control, and shall not in any case assume
legislative authority, or become a court of

appeal." It consists of Representative Mem-
bers, Honorary Members, and Associates. It

holds two meetings every year—one, called the

Annual Assembly, in London, in May ; and
the other, called the Autumnal Assembly, in

autumn, in some other city or town of England
or Wales.

Cdh-gre-ga-tion-al-i^m, s. [Eng. congre-

gational ; -ism.] The tenets of the Congrega-
tionalists (q.v.). Viewing these under the
two heads of doctrine and Church government,
the former does not essentially differ from
that of the other Protestant denominations
or from that of the Evangelical party in the

Church of England. It is not in doctrine but
in government that their peculiarity consists.

They believe that every congregation has inde-

pendent powers of self-government, uncon-
trolled by any Bishop, or Presbytery, or other

external ecclesiastical authority. They recog-

nize a ministry, have deacons as subordinate

rulers in the congregation, but allow the con-

gregation itself to decide who are fit to join its

ranks, and to act with judicial power in cases

of discipline.

C8n - gv$ - ga- tion al- 1st, a. & *. [Eng.

congregational; -ist.]

A, As adj. : Pertaining in any way to Con-
gregationalism, or to the adherents of that

form of Church government.

B. As substantive

:

Ecclesiol. <e Ch. Hist, (pi):

(1) Def. t dc. : The adherents of the form of

Church government called Congregationalism

or Independency, or the members of the reli-

gious denomination in which these views have

been carried out. They are often termed In-

dependents, the latter name referring to the

fact that their several Churches are indepen-

dent of each other, and iu spiritual matters of

the civil power ; and the term Congregational-

ists makes it prominent that separate congre-

gations have self-government to an extent

which they do not possess in some other

religious bodies.

(2) Ch. Hist. : Congregationalists in general

believe their form of Church government to

be of Divine authority, and to have beeu that

of the Apostolic Churches. The adherents of

Episcopacy and of Presbyteriauism, 4c., on
the contrary, reject this view, aud put in

similar claims for their own systems.

Among the sects which from the 13th cen-

tury separated from the dominant Church,
some doubtless had no closer bond than that

of fraternal sympathy between different con-

gregations. To descend to more modern
times, the tenets of Robert Brown [Brownish]
were essentially those of modern Congrega-

tionalism. He was born about the middle of

the 16th century, and was a near relative of the

Lord Treasurer Cecil. He was first a preacher,

then a schoolmaster, and afterwards a lecturer.

From about 1585 he inveighed with fiery vehe-

menceagainstthecorruption, and to a certain

extent against the constitution, of the Estab-

lished Church, his philippics being varied by
thirty-two successive imprisonments, some of

them in cells where he could not see his hand
at noonday. Notwithstanding all efforts to

intimidate him, he succeeded about 1698 in

setting up a congregation in London. Those
in favor of his doctrines were then estimated

at 20,000 in number. After a time many of

them, with Mr.. Brown himself, were obliged

to remove to Holland, where several Churches

were set up. There they were free to act ac-

cording to their convictions, but falling into

divisions among themselves, they so disgusted

their leader that he returned to England, con-

formed to the Established Church which he

had so vehemently and persistentlydenounced,

andbecame rector ofachurch in Northampton-
shire ; was negligent in the discharge of his

duty, if not even dissolute in life, and died in

1630, in prison, where
#
he had been confined,

not for the sake of conscience, but for striking

a constable.
Among the Churches in Holland one was

founded at Leyden, by Jacobs and Brown, in

1616. Mr. John Robinson soon after became
minister of the Church. He modified the

Brownist tenets, rendering them less extreme,

and is by many regarded as the real founder of

Independency. In his ''Apologia pro Exulibus

Anglis, qui Brownistat vulgo appellantur,"

published at Leyden in 1619, the Latin wort!
independenter (= independently) occurs, which
may have been the origin of the word Inde-
pendents as applied to men of his faith. It
did not, however, come into use till between
1640 and 1642. It occurs in the title of a work,
" Apologetical Narrative of the Independents,**
published in 1644. In 1616 Henry Jacobs re-
turned to England from Holland and founded
a meeting-house. It was the first unequivocal
Independent or Congregational church in Eng-
land. In 1620 a part of Mr. Robinson's con-
gregation at Leyden removed to Plymouth, in

New England. They were followed by others
of the same denomination, as well as by per-
secuted Puritans generally all through the
17th century. There the foundations of tho
Independency or Congregationalism of the
New World were laid deep and broad.
In Mr. Robinson's modification of the

Brownist doctrines a single ruling officer, or
elder, replaced the body of eldere which had
been devised by Barrowe as a governing body,

restoring to the congregation that control of

its own affairs which Barrowe 's device had
partly taken away. As thus constituted the
Slayflower community practically governed
itself under the judicious counsel of its elder.

The Salem colonists, who came over Bine
years later, were not Independents, but the
method of church government in vogue at

Plymouth seemed to them so suitable to their

requirements, far removed, as they were, from
their English brethren, that they adopted it,

and formed themselves into an Independent
Church, which they made Congregational by
taking the right hand of fellowship from
Governor Bradford and his fellow delegates

from Plymouth. The colonists who followed

quickly fell into line with their predecessors,

and Congregationalism became the ruling;

church method in New England, though with
a certain element of aristocracy which was not
eliminated until after the Revolution, when
the Church became purely and fully democratic

in doctrine and government.
American Congregationalists to-day recog-

nize the right, and hold it to be the duty, of

believers who are so situated that they can
conveniently worship and work together, to-

organize themselves by mutual covenant as a
church. This organization becomes Congrega-
tional through its public admission to their

fraternity by the neighboring Congregational

churches. Each such church has a pastor and
deacons as officers and a working committee,

chosen by tho congregation for the purpose of

laying out and making efficient the work of

the church. There is communion of the

churches, and there may be advice and admoni-

tion, under extraordinary circumstances, and
ecclesiastical councils may be held for such
purposes, the welcoming of any new church or

pastor to fellowship being done by the counciL

The council does not exist among English Con-
gregationalists. The Congregational churches

of the United States have been united, since

1871, into a National Council, which meets

every third year. It is made up of delegates

from the churches and communicants of the

whole land. Congregationalism Bpread slowly

in tho United States, it having scarcely extended

beyond the boundaries of New England by

1800, the members who moved to new localities

generally becoming Presbyterians. Since the

Civil War there has been a marked change in

these particulars, and Congregationalism haa

spread with much rapidity, its churches now
existing in every part of the land. It pos-

sesses a considerable number of missionary

and other associations and theological semi-

naries, p.nd is in a condition of encouraging

growth.

* con-gre-ga'-tion-er, *. [Eng. oongrega^

Hon; -«*.] A congregationalist.

"He would neither be (or the Consiatorians nor
Congregationer*."—Socket : Life of William*, 11. 1»7.

cdn'-gress, s. [Fr. onnqres ; Sp. congreso ;

Port. & Ital. congresso, all from Lat. congress**

= a friendly meeting, a conference . . . a con-

test, a fight. J

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A friendly meeting for discusston, a con-

ference.

(1) Lit. : A meeting for the settlement of

affairs of a difficult or delicate character

between nations. [II., 1.]

"The general found himself merely the president •!

a congrett of petty kings. '—Macaulag: Bit. E*g^ m.
xllL

(2) Fig. : A gathering, an assemblage.

boil, bo^; pdnt, J dill; oat, ©oil, chorus, ohln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -tsag.

-elan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion * shun ; -tton, -sion = shun, -tious, slous, -clous = shus. -We, -die, &c. = tool, 4aL
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t 2. A shock betweeu two or more persons
or things ; a fight, a contest, a combat.

"Here Pallas urges on, and Lauras there:
Their eongrtit m the field great Jove withstands,
Both doom'd to fail, but fall by greater bauds,"

Drydtn : Virgil ; .t'nmd x. «16.

" From these laws may be deduced the rules of the
wngrettet aud reflections of two bodiea"— Cheyne

;

PhUotophical Principle*.

IL tiiMory, Political Geography, &c :

1. In the same sense as I. 1 (q.v.).

2. The legislature of the United States, con-
sisting of a Senate and House of Representa-
tives. Whilst yet the British settlers in
North America were colonists only, occasioas
arose when it was needful for them to co-
operate for the attainment of particular ends.
They did so in 1745 for the capture of the
French fortified port of I<ouisbourg in Cape
Breton, and in 1754 for holding a conference
with the Indian tribes north of New York.
The War of Independence made the union of
the scattered colonies closer and more per-
manent, and the governing body then estab-
lished developed into the present Congress.
The American Congress must assemble at
least once a year, the day of meeting being
the first Monday of December. The Senate
consists of two members from each state.
They are chosen by the legislature of each
state for six years, one third of them elected
biennially. The Vice-President is ex officio

President of the Senate. The numbers of the
House of Representatives are apportioned to
the several states according to population

;

they are elected for two years. All money
bills must originate in this House, which
corresponds to the House of Commons In
England.

5 Among modern congresses may be men-
tioned that of Minister, a.d. 1643—1648, which
put an end to the Thirty Years' war ; that of
Ryswick, in 1697, at which peace was signed
between England, France, Holland, Germany,
and Spain ; that of Utrecht, in 1713, signed
between the Ministers of England, France,
and Spain, the Emperor Charles VI., however,
holding out. Coming to more modern times,
a congress of sovereigns, or their representa-
tives, was held at Vienna to arrange about the
resettlement of Europe after the great dis-
turbance of ancient landmarks produced by
the wars of the first Napoleon. A congress
was held at Berlin between June 13 and July
13, 1878, the British representatives being
Lords Beaconsfleld and Salisbury, to submit
to the judgment and decision of Europe the
results of the Russo-Turkish war. At this
congress our country obtained the permission
to hold under the Porte the island of Cyprus,
to be used as a place of arms whence Turi

congress—conic

might be defended if war again broke out.

key

congress man, s. A member of the
United States Congress.

"con-gress, v.L [Congress, «.] To meet
or come together ; to assemble.

v."
T£e ^'etadinarians who congreu every winter at

»> ice. —Mrs. Oar*.

• congress -ion (ss as sh), s. [Lat con-
f/rewio, from congressus, pa. par. of mngredior

]

I. Literally

:

1. A meeting or collecting together.

2. Sexual intercourse.

.
"

,- legitimate the congresston, even when there Is
hasard tohavcadlseeaed child begotten, . . .--Jeremy
Taylor : I) tutor Dubttantium, L 390.

H Figuratively:

1. A collision, a dispute.
"I must conaciouably make congression with such.*—Chapman : Comments on Iliad, L {Danes.)

2. Comparison.
"Many men, excellently learned, have already dis-

coursed largely of the truth of Christianity, aud ai>-
proved by a direct aud close congression with other
religions, that all the reason of the world appears to
stand on the christian side."-Jeremy Taylor : Doctor

I
Dubttantium, t 123. {Latham.)

con gress -ion-al (ss as sh), a. [Eng. con-
gression ; -al.] Pertaining to a congress, es-
pecially to the Congress of the United States.

con-gres-slve, a. [Eng. congress; -ive.]
Meeting, coming together, encountering,
copulating.

ri,l~'i.'Ji^.'i
J1*''>r"d,*-

?
d "ngressiee generation,

there is no male or female in them at all. —Browne :
' ulgar Errours. bk. ii, ch. rt.

con -greve, » 4 a [Named after 8ir Wm.
Congreve, the second baronet of that name
who was born in Middlesex May 20, 1772

invented in 1808 the rocket called after him
and died May 14, 1828.]

A. As substantive:

1. The invention mentioned in the etymology.
2. A lucifer match.
B. As adj. : Pertaining to or invented by

him.

congreve-match, -. A kind of lucifer
match.

congreve-rocket, s. [Rocket.]

* con grue', v.i. [Lat. congruo = to agree
together, to correspond.] To agree, to corre-
spond, to be consistent.

" Put into parts doth keep in one consent

;

Congruing in a full and natural close.
Like music." Shaketp. : Ben. v., t, i.

* con- grue, * con-gru, a, [Pr., from Lat.
congruus.) Fit, suitable, consistent

"Congru: Congruus."—Catho!. Angticum.

* con gru ence, • con' -gru -en -fie,
• con -gru-en-cy, s. [O. Fr. congruence

;

Lat. congruentia, irom congruens
t
pr. par. of

congruo.]

1. Agreement, consistency, suitability, cor-
respondence.

"The phllosophick cabbala and the text have a
marvellous fit and easy congrucncy in this place."—
More : ConJ. Cab. (1SH), p. Me.

*

2. Propriety.
" Infidels may haue this attrition

It not folowe of congruence.
"

grace, and also remission of
workes, p. 278.

- . and yet shall
that they must receiue
their shines."

—

Barnes:

• Con -gru-ent, o. [Fr. congruent ; Lat. con-
gruens, pr. par. of congruo.] Agreeing, corre-
spondent, suitable.

"These planes were so separated as to move upon acommon side of the congruent squares as an axia"—
Cheyne : Philosophical Principles.

•con-gru-ent-ly, con gru ent lye,* (Eng. congruent: -ly.] Fitly, suitably,
with consistence or propriety.

" Right conuenlently
And full congruentlye
As nature could diuise."

Skellon : Boke of Philip Sparote.

con-gru'-I-tjf, s. [Fr. congruitl ; Port, con-
gruidade; Hal. congruita, all from Low Lat.
congruitas.] [Congruous.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Suitableness, adaptedness, agreement.
"There Is. at least, moral congruity betweeu the

outward goodness and the inner fife, . . ."—Tyndall
frag, of Science {Sri al.). Hi. i».

2. Fitness, pertinence, point
"A whole sentence may fail of its congruity by

wanting one particle."—Sidney.

3. Consistency, consequence of argument,
reason.

II. Technically:

1. Gctm. (Of lines, figures, die.): Corre-
spondence, coincidence in every part of two
figures, two lines, 4c, the one laid over the
other.

H Incongruity: Thus coincident.

2. Tkeol. (Of Divine grace): Efficacy, so
exerted that while leaving the will free, it
still does not fail to influence it in an essen-
tially effective manner spiritually and morally.

• oon'-gru-iy, adv. [Eng. emigrate); -ly.]
Fitly, consistently.

"Ctmgruly : congrue, adeerblum.--Cath„l. Anglicum.

» con -gru ment, s. [Eng. congru(e); -menu]
Fitness, accoid, harmony.

" The congrument and harmonious fitting of periods
In a sentence, hath almost the fastening aud force of
knitting and connexion. "—Ben Jonson : Discovery.

* odn'-gru-ous, a. [Fr. congru; 8p. 4 Port.
congruo ; Ital. congruo, all from Lat. congruus
m agreeing, fit, suitable ; congruo = to mu,
come, or meet together : am = together, and
gruo (the old form of ruo) = to run.]

1. (Followed by to)

:

(1) Agreeable, suitable, or accordant to

;

consistent with.

"The existence of God Is so many ways manifest,
and the obedience we owe him so congruous to the
light of reason, that a great part of mankind give teati-mouy to the law of nature. —Locke.

(2) Proportioned to, commensurate with.

2. (Standing alone, that with which accord-
ancy is predicated being implied instead of
being expressed) : Fit, rational.

" Motives that address themselves to onr reason, are
fittest to be employed upon reasonable creatures : it is

no ways congruous, that God should he always frurh*>eumg men into an acknowledgment of the truth "—
Atterbury.

*cdn'-gru-OUS-ry,a*>. [Eng. congruous; -ly.]
Accordantly, suitably, fitly, in agreement or
correspondence with.

"This conjecture is to be regarded, because, congru-
ously unto it. one having warmed the bladder, foundItthen lighter than the opposite weight."—Boylespring of the Air.

'coii gru ous-ness, s. [Eng. congruous;
-ness.] The quality of being congruous to
anything, suitability or fitness to, accordance
with. '

* con-gust'-a-ble, a. [Pref. con, and gust-
able (q.v.).] Having the same taste or flavour.

,
"yl$<* fngustable with those of Spain."—Boteell :

Lett., Iso. lv.

* c6n'-gjf, s. [Conoe.]
"Sir William, with a low congy, saluted him—Armin : Nest of Minnies (160JJJ.

* con-gye, v.t. [Coin.] To coin, to stamp.
"He had inpols [treasure] congyeit and oncongyeit

of mony a gold, . .
."—Aberu. Reg.

con hy-drine, s. [Lat. con(ium); Eng.
hydriate); and suff. -ine (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : CsH^NO. An alkaloid, which is
contained in the flowers and ripe seeds of
hemlock, Conium maculatum. It is obtained,
along with Conine and ammonia, by exhaust-
ing the flowers or the seeds with hot water,
acidulated with sulphuric acid, supersatu-
rating with hydrate of potassium, and distil-
ling. The distillate is neutralised with sul-
phuric acid, and evaporated on a water-bath,
then absolute alcohol is added, which preci-
pitates ammonia sulphate. The solution ii
then evaporated to remove the alcohol, then
supersaturated with concentrated potash, and
shaken with ether. The brownish-red ethereal
solution is separated and evaporated on a
water-bath, heated to 100°, and distilled in a
stream of hydrogen in an oil-bath. The
Conine is purified by neutralising with hydro-
chloric acid and recrystallizing from alcohoL
Conhydrine remains in the retort, and on
heating sublimes in the upper part aud neck
of the retort It is purified by crystallization
from ether. Conhydrine crystallizes in pearly
iridescent lamina;, which melt at 120°, and
boil at 225°. By the action of phosphoric
anhydride, P^Os, it is converted into conine.
It is a narcotic, but less powerful than conine.
Conhydrinesulphatecrystallizes in flat prisms,
readily soluble in water.

co-nl-a (IX s. [Conine.]

co '- nl-a (2), s. [From Gr. moroj (konos) = a
cone.]

Zool, : A genus of Cirripeds.

con ic, -con-ick, o. 4 s. [Fr. coniqut;
Sp. 4 Port, cdnico ; Ital. conico ; Gr. kui/ikoc
(konikos) = conical, from kuvos (konos) — a
cone.]

A. At adjective

:

L Ord. Lang. : Shaped more or less like a
mathematical cone [Cone.]

" ToWrlng firs in arnica- forms arise.
And with a pointed spear divide the skies"

Prior : Solomon, I.

" Eildon la a high hill, terminating in three conical
summit*, . . ."—Scott; Eve o/ St. John, Note.

DL Geom. : Pertaining to the mathematical
figure called a cone. [Cone.]

B. As subst. : A conic section. (Brandt.)

conic nodes, s. pi.

Geom. : A mathematical term occurring in
calculation regarding cubic surfaces repre-
sented by a common apex of two cones,
(ifcwsifer.)

conic sections, s. pi.

Geometry, Algebra, & History

:

1. Geom. : That part of geometry which
treats of the parabola, the ellipse, and the
hyperbola, produced by sections of a right
cone, made in three different ways. If a right
cone be cut by a plane parallel to a plane
which touches the cone along the slant side,
the resultant figure will be a parabola ; if the
section be made through both slant sides, it

will be an ellipse ; and if one side be eat
through by a plane which, produced back-
wards, cuts the other side likewise produced,
the section constitutes a hyperbola. Two
other geometric figures can be produced when
a cone is cut by a plane. If the plane cut

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, te, ce = e. ey= a. qu = kw.
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from the apex down vertically to the base, a

triangle is produced, whilst if it do so parallel

to the base a circle is the resultant ; but con-

ventionally a triangle and a circle are excluded
from the list of "conic sections," the term
being limited to the three figures first men-
tioned.

2. Alg. : Algebraically viewed, conic sections

are curves of the second degree—i.e., the

curves belonging to such equations between
co-ordinates are of the second degree.

3. Hist. ofGeom. : The Greeks studied conic

sections about the time of Plato, B.C. 390.

About B.C. 330 Aristseus wrote a treatise on
thtnn, and Apollonius eight books on the sub-

ject about b.c. 240. But in the hands of the
Greek geometricians no special interest was
known to attach to conic sections. Their
value was not perceived till Galileo discovered

that projectiles move in parabolic curves, and
Kepler that planets do so in elliptical orbits.

Now conic sections are regarded as an indis-

pensable part of the higher geometry, with
continual application to natural philosophy.

con-i-cal, a. [Eng. conic; -at.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The same as Conic, a. (q.v.).

2. Bot. : Having the figure of a true cone,

as the prickles of some roses or the root of

the carrot. (Lindley.)

conical-gearing, s. An arrangement
of gearing in which a pair of cogged cones
transmit through interposed pinions motion
of the required speed.

conical pendulum, s.

1. A pendulum of a conical shape, sus-

pended by a wire, and moving in a circular

path in a horizontal plane. [Pendulum.]

2. A term sometimes applied to the rotating

ball governor. (Knight.)

conical-points, *. pi.

Turnery: The cones fixed In the pillars for

supporting the body to be turned ; that on
the right hand is called the fore centre, and
that on the left the back centre. (Weale.)

conical projection, .

Geom. ; A method of projecting a part of a
sphere upon a plane. A cone is formed which
touches a sphere in a small circle, and the
several points of the sphere are then projected

upon the cone by lines drawn through the
centre. This being done, the parts adjacent

to the small circle of contact will be found
projected into figures very like the originals.

In Flamsteed's projection the degrees of lati-

tude are made equal, which is very nearly

accurate ; and the parallels of latitude are

perpendicular to the vertical right line into

which the middle longitude circle is thrown.
The proportions in length between the meri-

dians of longitude and the parallels of latitude

are made everywhere the same as on the

actual globe. This plan, slightly modified.

was adopted by the French.

conical pulley,

.

Mach. : A kind of pulley used in cotton
machinery, where a gradually increasing or
decreasing speed is required. [Cone-pulley. ]

conical-valve, $. A form of valve for

water and steam-engines. (Knight.)

conical wheel, s. A wheel shaped like

a frustum of a cone, and used in many ways

:

as a roller for turning curves in moving heavy
bodies ; the cone-pulleys are forms of wheels
for changing speed ; used in spinning-machines
and lathe-heads ; the fusee is a conical-wheel
with a spiral track for the chain. (Knight.)

Oon-i-cal'-X-t^, i. [Eng. conical; -ity.] Con-
icalness.

con i cal-ly, adv. [Eng. conical ; -ly.] In
tlie forni of a coue.

". . . » watering; pot, ahaped conicatly, or like a
sugar-loaf, . . ."—Doyle: Spring of the Air.

con i cal ness, $. [Eng. conical; -ness.)

The quality of being conical

co nl chal -cite, *. [Ger. konichalcit, from

Gr. Kovia (konia) = dust . . . lime-powder,
and xa**os (chalfcos) = copper.]

Jtfin. : A green, malachite-looking, brittle

mineral. Hardness, 45 ; sp. gr., 4 -123. It is

composed of arsenic acid, 30'GS ;
phosphoric

acid, S'81 ; sesquioxide of vanadium, 1*78;

oxide of copper, 31 76; lime, 21-36 ; and water,

5 -
61. Found in Andalusia, in Spain. (Dona.)

con'-l-cine, s. The same as Conine (q.v.).

t con-i'-cl-ty, *. [Eng. conic; -ity.) The
quality of being conical ; conicalness.

Con'-I-CO, in compos. [Gr. kwikos (konikos)
— cone-shaped. ] Shaped to a certain extent
like a cone, but presenting still greater re-

semblauce to a figure indicated in the second
word of the compound.

conico cylindrical, a. Nearly cylin-

drical, but yet tapering at one end, so as to

form part of a long cone.

conico hemispherical, a. Essentially

hemispherical, but with resemblances to a
short cone.

conico subulate, a.

Bot., £c. : Awl-shaped, but to a certain

exteut resembling a cone.

t con-ic-d -vate, a. [Eng. conic, and ovate.]

Nat. Science, <£c. : Ovate—i.e., egg-shaped—
but to a certain extent resembling a short

cone.

conies, s. [Conic] The department of

mathematics called conic sections, or the
curves described under it. [Conic sections.]

cd'-nl-dse, s. pt. [Lat. conus; and fern. pi.

adj. suff. -idee.]

*1. Zool. : Cones, a family of gasteropodous
molluscs, order Siphonostomata. The shell is

inversely conical, with a long and narrow
aperture ; the outer lip notched at or uear the
suture ; and operculum minute. The animal
has an oblong truncated foot, with a pore in

the middle ; the tentacles far apart, eyes on
the tentacles, the gills two, long lingual teeth

in pairs. They are very predatory, and bite

when touched. Genera—Conus, Pleurotoma,
and Cithara.

2. PaUmnt. : The Conidee commence in the

Cretaceous rocks, are numerous in the Ter-

tiaries, and reach their maximum in the pre-

sent seas.

CO nid -I 6-phore, s. [Mod. Lat. conidia ;

Gr. 4>lpu (phero) = to bear.]

Bot. : One of the branches in fungi which
bear conidia.

co nid -i urn (pi. co-nld'-I-a), *. [Hod.
Lat. dimin. of conus = a little cone.]

Botany

:

1. Sing. (Conidiuvx) : The gonidium of a
lichen, one of the green spherical cells in the
thallus of a lichen constituting the distinctive

mark between that order of plants and Fungi.

2. PL (Conidia) : Certain small reproductive
cells on the spawn, mycelium, and other parts

of certain fungi occurring in addition to their

ordinary fructification.

oo'-nl-fer, s. [Lat. conns m a cone, and fero
= to bear.]

Botany ;

1. Sing. ; A tree or shrub of the order
Coniferse (q.v.).

2. PL (Conifers): The English name given

by Lindley to his order Pinaceee, generally

called Coniferse (q.v.).

co-nif-er-ae, s. pi. [Conifer.]

1. Bot. : An order of plants, one of those re-

cognised in 1751, in the infancy of botany, by
Linnaeus. Jussieu in 1789 adopted the name.
Lindley altered it to Pinaceee, but retained

the term Conifers as its English equivalent.

Formerly he called them Conaceae. They
belong to the class or sub-class of Gymno-
sperms. They are fine trees or shrubs abound-
ing in resin. Leaves linear, acerose, or lance-

olate, entire at the margin, often fascicled.

Inflorescence amentaceous,each floret with one
stamen or a few united ; ovary spread open : it

arises from the axil of a membranous bract

;

ovule naked in pairs or several inverted.

Fruit, a cone [Cone] ; embryo with two or

many cotyledons. Lindley divides it into two
suborders, (1) Abietete, with the ovules in-

verted and the pollen oval, curved ; and (2)

Cupressese, with the ovules erect and the
pollen spheroidal. Sometimes the Taxineae

(Yews) figure as a third, but Lindley makes
them a distinct order, and calls them Taxacese

(Taxads). Nearly 200 species are known.

They are most useful to man, supplying timber,
with oil, resin, and turpentine. They are
diffused over the world. Their appropriate
habitat is in temperate climates ; when in the
tropics it is generally high on the mountain-
sides.

2. Palueont. : The wood of the Coniferas may
be distinguished from those of ordinary di-

cotyledons by the absence of proper ducts ia
the woody layers, and by the presence of large
areolar discs on the walls of the wood cells.

The wood of the Yew (Taxus baccata), and the
Douglas Fir (Abies Donglasii), are exceptions to
this rule. On the other hand, the Winterese,
which are not coniferous, but beloug to the
Magnoliads, havesimilarcirculardisks. When
by the chemistry of nature wood is silicified,

these areolar discs are at least as visible under
the microscope as in recent coniferous wood ;

and when they occur in fossil stems, or frag-

ments of stems, these are presumably the re-

mains of Conifers. The ducts or glands also
aid in distinguishing genera. When in double
rows they are placed side by side in the Euro-
pean pines and firs,but are arranged alternately
in the Araucarias. The Conifers commence at
least as early as the Devonian. They are well
represented in the Carboniferous rocks, being
associated there with the higher Acrogens.
They flourish through the Secondary period,
and on to present times. The Carboniferous
Conifers may have been taxoid (Yew-like),
though the genus Pinites also occurs. The
species in the Secondary rocks were more
akin to the Araucaria of our gardens than to
ordinary pines.

co-nlf-er-in, s. (Eng., Ac, conifer; -in.}

Ckem. : A glucoside occurring in the cam-
bium of coniferous woods (Abies excelsa, Piniu
Strobus, Larix europcea, &c). It forma
needle-shaped crystals, CigH^Og^HaO, which
effloresce in dry air, give off watef at 100°, and
melt at 185° : soluble in hot water, and slightly

soluble in alcohol. With strong sulphuric acid
coniferin gives a violet colour, turning red ;

on diluting the sulphuric acid solution a blue
resin is deposited. Coniferin boiled with dilute

acids is converted into a resin and glucose.

co - nif- er - 61, a. [Eng. , &c, conifer

;

Lat ol(eum).~\

Chem. : Coniferyl alcohol, C10H12O3, or
(OCH8

CsHs-i OH A substance isomeric with
(C3H4 0H.

ethyl vanillin, is formed along with glucose by
the action of emulsion and water on coniferin.

Coniferol forms white prismatic crystals, melt-
ing at 74% soluble in ether, and forming a red
solution with sulphuric acid. If dissolved by
alkalies and reprecipitated by acids, it is

thrown down as an amorphous white powder,
which turns brown. Crystallised coniferol

exposed to the air smells like vanilla ; by
oxidation and agitation with ether it yields

vanillin.

co nif-er-ous, a. [Lat. & Eng. conifer, and
Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Cone-bearing. Used specially of tree*

and shrubs belonging to the order Coniferee,

though what are technically " cones " are not
confined to this order ; and the berries of

some genera, Junipers for instance, formed
internally on the model of a cone, look to the
uninitiated quite different.

"Coniferuui wood exhibits a peculiar structural

which cannot be mistaken, and which la formed in no
other set of plants."—Carruthen: Gytrmotpcrmmttm
Fruit*, from Sec /locks of Britain.

ed-nlT-er^l, *. [Coniferol.]

oo'-nX-form, a. [Lat. conus = a cone, and
forma = form.] Conical in shape.

* conig, s. [Cony, Conyno.]

" Have we nowther conig ne cat, that thai n* ar

etin."—Minot, p. 87.

co'-ni-Xne, *• [Conine.]

co nim a, s. [The native name.] A reel*

used for making pastilles. Also called In-

cense Resin, or Gum Hyawa ; it is obtained
from the Incense-tree, Idea heptaphylla. It

contains an essential oil and a resin.

cd'-ni-mene, s. [Mod. Lat. conim(a), and suff.

-ene. ]

Chem. : CgHg. The essential oil, obtained by
distilling incense resin with a large quantity
of water. By fractional distillation, and purifl-

boll, boy; pout, jowl* oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = £.

-cilia, -tlan - shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious, -sious , -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c.= Del, del.
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cation with metallic sodium, an oil was ob-
tained which boiled at 264°. Couimene is a
colourless mobile liquid, nearlv insoluble in
water, mixing with alcohol, ether, aild benzene ;

it has a pleasant aromatic odour, and burns
with a smoky flame.

CO nine, s. [Lat. conium =* hemlock, and
Eng. sun*. Hne (Ctem.).]

1. Chem. : C8Hl5N. Also called Coniine,
' Cicutine, Conia. An alkaloid contained along
with Conhydrine (q.v.) in hemlock, Contain
maculatum. Conine is a limpid, oily liquid,
boiling at about 168*. It has a penetrating, re-
pulsive suffocating odour, something like that
of mice, and is a violent poison. It is slightly
soluble in water, giving an alkaline reaction ;

it is very soluble In alcohol and ether. It is
inflammable, burning with a bright smoky
flame ; on exposure to the air it turns brown,
and finally into a resinous mass. Oxidised
with chromic acid, it yields normal butyric
acid ; treated with excess of acid, conine is
decomposed into a resin and a salt ofammonia.
Conine forms a crystalline mass of needles
when acted on by bromine vapour. Conine
to a secondary monamine, NH'(CaHu)". Ni-
trous anhydride passed into pure Conine, and
water then added, yields azoic hydrine. Hy-
drochloric acid gas colours dry conine red
and then blue, but if moist forms crystals. A
modification of conine has been prepared syn-
thetically ; by heating butyric aldehyde with
alcoholic ammonia, and distilling the dibuty-
raldine CsH17NO which is formed, a volatile
oil is obtained which has the odour and
physiological properties of conine. It differs
in giving a greenish-blue colour with hydro-
chloric acid ; it precipitates silver oxide
more slowly, and has no action on polarised
light.

2. Pharm. : The action of conine is to
paralyse the voluntary muscles and to act on
terminations of the motor nerves, producing
paralysis of the respiratory muscles and death
by asphyxia. The leaves of Conium maculatum
are used to prepare extract of Hemlock (Ex-
tractum Conii), which is used to form pills,
and as an inhalation. Preparations of Conium
are used to allay muscular spasm in chorea,
Ac., also to alleviate cancer ; the inhalation to
relieve cough in bronchitis, pertussis, and
phthisis.

•con-ing, s. [Cony, Conynq.]
"Item, ane bed maid ot ane uther pece of tapestrie

of the hunter of Conlnghis.—Item, ane tapestrie of the
hunter of coninghu, . . ."—Inosntorum, A. 1661, pp.

* con-ing, o. & «. [Cirmnsa.]

•con in quin-ate, v.t. [Lat con = cum =
with, together ; inquinatus, pa. par. of ta-
quinor = to pollute, to deflle.] To pollute to-
gether, or at the same time.

" Though si nnas tores it oft amino uinate."—Dati4i :
Boly Rood, p. 28. {Bavin.

)

COn'-I-6-cyst, ». [Gr. awn (konis) = dust,

and nvtrris (kustis) = a bladder.]

Bot. : Harvey's name for the oogonium of
the Vaucheriese.

con-i-d-my-ce - tee, s. pL [Gr. rovit (konis)

= dust, and pvrnc (mulcts), genit. uvktjtoc
(muketos) m a mushroom.]

Bot. : An order of Fungi, consisting of
genera in which the spores predominate over
the receptacle. It contains numerous species
which infest living plants. It is divided into
six sub-orders—<1) Sphseronemei, (2) Melan-
coniei, (3) Phraginotricbacei, (4) Torulacei, (5)
Pucciuaei, (6) Cfeomacei.

con 1-6 my-ce'-tous, o. [Mod. Lat. conio-

mycet(es) ; Eng. adj. suff. -ous.] Pertaining to,
or having the characteristics of, the Conio-

I niycetes (q.v.).

con I 6p ter Is, ». [Gr. cdm (konis) »
dnst, and irrepis (pteris) = a fern.]

Pala-ont : A fossil fem, ConiopterU murro-
twiia, is from the great Oolite.

cSn-l-S-spei'-mons, a. [Gr. icoW (tenia-)
— dust, triripu.ii (sperma) = seed, and Eng.
suff. -ous.) Having dust-like spores.

cSn-I-o-tha-lam'-S-so, ». pi. [Gr. «
(konis) ~ dust, and 60*01105 (f*a!amo») = an
inner room . . . a bedroom.]

Bot. : A tribe of Lichens. They have the

shields open, the nucleus breaking up into
naked spores.

cdn-I-d-the'-cse, s. pi. [Gr. «•<»..? (konis) =
dust, anil Laf. theca:, pi. of jfteca = that in
which anything is enclosed, an envelope.]

Bot. : Anther-cells.

• conloun, s. [Congeon.] An expression or
term of contempt.

"Thougabbeat, conioun.-—Artkour & Merlin, 1,071.

t co-nl-ros'-ter, s. [Conirostres.]
Oruith. : A member of the suborder or tribe

CONIROSTRES (q.V.).

cd-lll-rds'-tral, a. [Lat conus, and rostrum

;

and Eng. sutT. -al.) [Conirostbes.] Having
a conical beak or conical beaks

; pertaining to
the Conirostres (q.v.).

co ni ros-tres, co-ni-ros -trse, «. pi.
[Lat. conns = a cone, and rostrum = the beak
or bill of a bird.]

Ornith. : A suborder, tribe, or division of
Insessores (Perchers). They have a conical
beak or bill, short and very thick at the base ;

in some whole, in others it is longer and
thinner. The tip is generally entire, or if
there is a notch
it is small. This
adapts thebirdfor
feeding on grain,
though some of
them also eat in-
sects. Cuviersays
that in propor-
tion to the thick-
ness of their bill

is the exclusive-
ness witli which
they feed upon —

,

seeds. There are HEADOF oeeat horkbill
eight families : (1) O conibostbai. bibo).
Buceridse (Horn-
bills), (2) Muaophagida (Plantain-eateis), (3)
Opisthoeoinidm (Hoatzins), (4) Coliidas (Colies),
(6) Corvidas (Crows), (6) Paradiseitue (Birds
of Paradise), (7) Sturnid* (Starlings), and
(8) Fringillidffi (Pinches). By another classi-
fication it includes (l)Bucerotidse(Hornbills),
(2) Sturnidai (Starlings). (S) Corvidse (Crows),
(4) Lnxiidie (Crossbills), and (5) Fringillidas
(Pinches and Larks).

* con l-sanee, * con'-I-saunce, s. [Coo-
N1SAHCE.J
"Fortune . . . maklth men too leeae her conUaunee.'

. w „ m Am. of Bom, 5,466.
* con -i-sor, s. [Cognisor.]

oo -nite, s. [Mod. Lat unites ; Ger. konit,
from Gr. tcoiria (tenia) = dust . . . lime-
powder, stucco, and suff. -ites (Min.) (q.v.).]

Aft it. .- A variety of Dolomite, Dolomitic
magnetite. It is ofa flesh-red colour. Compos.:
Carbonate of lime, 27 63—28; carbonate of
magnesia, 674— 67-97; carbonate of iron,
3-6—505. It is found in Iceland.

co-ni'-um, i. (Latinized from Gr. xuWtov
(koneion) = (1) '""hemlock," the cicuta (q.v.),

(2) hemlock-juice. (Theophrastus, Liddell &
Scott.) This again is from awe* (klnos) = a
cone ... a top, which the giddiness of one
poisoned by it suggests. (.Hooker Jk Arnott.)]

L Bot. : A genus of Umbelliferous plants,
family Smyrnid*. The fruit, which is broadly

COHIUH.
1. Single Flower. a Petal. s. Fruit

4. Trausvene section of Fruit

ovate, has five prominent waved or crenate
ribs, without vittie ; the calyx teeth are obso-
lete, the petals obcordate ; the general in-

yoluere of few leaves, the partial one with
three, all on one side. Conium maculatum is
the Common Hemlock, the term laacnfaftim
referring to the spot* or purple blotches on the
stem. There is a fusiform biennial root. Tl.e
leaves are tripinnate, the leaflets piunatirid,
with acute and often cut segments. When
bruised, the leaves smell very unpleasantly
The flowers are greenish-white. They appear
in June and July. The plant is two to four
five, or more feet high. It is common in
waste places, by roadsides, and under walls
in Britain. It occurs also in Eastern Asia.
It is a good anodyne and a valuable medicine
in scirrhus, scrofulous tumours, dropsy, and
epilepsy. Taken in undue quantities it pro-
duces giddiness, dimness of sight, nausea, and
paralysis of the limbs. It is not, however,
nearly so poisonous as the Water Hemlock,
Cicuta virosa. It seems to have been the
Cicuta and not the Conium which was used
to poison Socrates. [Hemlock.] Still the
conium is highly dangerous. The extract
which renders it so is called Conia (q.v.).

2. Pharmacy:

(1) Ctmtt Folia : Hemlock leaves, the fresh
leaves and young branches of Spotted Hem-
lock, Conium maculatum; also the leaves,
separated from the branches and carefully
dried, gathered from wild British plants when
the fruit begins to form. The leaf rubbed
with a solution of potash gives out strongly
the odour of conia. Preparations: Cataplasma
Conti, Extractum Conii, Sucau Conii,

(2) Conii Fructus: The dried ripe fruit of
Conium maculatum. Preparation : Tinctura
Conii.

* con-joct, o. [Lat. conjecfus, pa. par. of con-
jicio.) Thrown or cast together.

"Conject and cast into everlasting- damnation "—Bacon.

*o6n-Jecf, r.f. & i. [Lat. conjectum, sup. of
wiijicio = to throw together : coit = cum m
with, together, andjocio = to throw.]
A. Transitive:

1. To heap or throw together.
" Particular calumnies—congested and conjtcted at a

mass upon the church of England."— liountaou Aw.
to Caiar (1625), p. 298.

yt^

2. To conjecture, to guess at, to divine.
" Madam, the reason of these vehement teanues,
Cyrus doth neither know, nor can oonjcct "

WartofCyrut (tto). E, bk. i., 1.9H.

B. Intransitive:

i. To plot, to plan, to devise.
" Him that one hateth, hate we all
And coniect how to doeu him fall"

Rom. of ih* Bom.
2. To conjecture, to guess.

"I entreat you then.
From one that but imperfectly conjeott.
Your wisdom would not build yourself a trouble.*

Shaketp. : Othello, ili. 9.

' con-jeo'-ter, v.t. & i. [Conjecture ]

" Nether shall oure delyuerauce come so U> pasa, nor
by siche nieania as we coniecter."—Joy : JUvoticion of
Daniel, ch. X.

con j cc ting, • con-jcc -tynge. pr. par.,
a., & S. [CuNJECT, v.]

A. * B. As pr. par. d particip. adj. : (See-
the verb).

C. As suist. : The act of conjecturing or
guessing.

* con-Jecf-ment, s. [Eng. conject; -ment.i
A plotting or planning.

"By false dlscelvable conieetmenU ot mans beguil-
inga —

c

Saucer : Teat o/ Lowe, bk. it

* conjee -tor, s. [Lat., from conjicio.] [Con-
ject.] One who guesses, conjectures, or
divines.

'* For so confeetoet would obtrode.
And from thy painted skin conclude." 9*tft.

oon-jec'-tu-ra-ble, a. [Eng. conjectur(t) ,-

-able.] Possible to be conjectured, guessed,
or divined.

Con-jec'-tu-ral, n. [Eng. conjecture) ; -al.]

1. Depending upon conjecture or guess-
work.

" Who or what such Editor may be, must nsaeaia
conjectural, . .

."—Carlyl* : Sartor notarial, bk. L,
oh. ii

2. Said or done npon conjecture or guess-
work.
" Who thrives and who declines ; side factions and

gi»e out
Conjectural marriages , . ."

Shakmp. t Corlol.. ' '

t»te, SU, &rc, amidst, what, fan, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir. marine; go, pdt,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, oiib. cure, unite, our. rule. ftlU ; try, Syrian, m, oe = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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* c6n-Jec'-tu-ral-Iat, *. [Eng. conjectural;

ist,} One much given to conjecturing or

guessing ; a conjecturer.

• c6n-jec-tu-ral'-l-t& s. [Eng. conjectural ;

it if.]

1. The quality or state of being conjectural

or depending upon conjecture.

2. That which is conjectural or depending
upon conjecture ; a conjecture or guess.

". . . token themselves unto probabilities, and the
conjecturaUty of philosophy."—Browne: Vulvar A'r-

rours.

<s6n-jec'-tu-ral-l& adv. [Eng. conjectural;

-ly.] In a conjectural manner ; by conjecture

or guesswork.
" We cannot therefore trace the account of Poly-

bius, eveD conjectu rally, to any trustworthy source."
— Lewis: Cred. Early Roman B ist. (1855), cb. xlt.pt v.,

i 83, vol. ii., p. 84S.

Con-jec'-ture, s. [Fr. conjecture = a gue3s,
from Lat. 'conjectura, fern, of conjecturust fut
part, otconjicio = to throw together ; Sp. con-

jetura ; Ital. conjettura.] [Conject, v.]

* 1. The act of placing together for com-
parison*

2. The act of conjecturing, guessing, or
inferring.

". . . and this is called again conjecture of the past,

or presumption of the fact.' —Bobbes : Bum. Sat., cb.r.

3. A guess, surmise, or inference.
" But these are false, or little else but dreamt,
Conjectures, fancies, built on nothing firm.'

MUton f P. R., bk. It.

* 4. An opinion, judgment, notion, concep-
tion, or idea formed.

" Now entertain conjecture of a time."
Skakesp. : Ren. V„ iv. (chorus). 1.

* 5. Suspicion, doubt.
*'. . . strew

Dangerous conjectures in ill-breeding minds."
Skakesp. I Hamlet, iy. 5.

* 6. A plot, a plan.

"In that conjecture for the conquest of Portugal."—Eeylyn: Cosmog., Pre!.

T Crabb thus discriminates between conjec-

ture, supposition, and surmise : " All these
terms convey an idea of something in the
mind independent of the reality ; but conjec-

ture is founded less on rational inference than
supposition ; and surmise less than either : any
circumstance, however trivial, may give rise

to a conjecture; some reasons are requisite to
produce a supposition; a particular state of
feeling or train of thinking may of itself create

a surmise . . . We may with propriety say
that a conjecture is idle ; a supposition false ; a
surmise fanciful." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

con-jec'-ture, v.t. & i. [Fr. conjecturer; Ital.

congetturare.] [Conjecture, *.]

A* Transitive:

* 1. To put or bring together for the pur-
pose of comparison ; to compare.

2. To guess, to infer, to Burmise, to divine.
" Yon shal perceiue the treasons false of Greeks, and

of this one
Coniecture all." Pkaer. .* TirgiU; JKneidos, bk, ii.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To form an opinion, judgment, or idea

from comparison ; to infer.

"What those things were which some among the
Corinthians hull tupon the foundation of Christianity,
whereby they endanger d their salvation, we may pro-
bably conjecture by what the apostle reproves in his
epistle, . .

."—TuToteon, vol. t, ser. 9.

2. To guess, to surmise.

"When we look upon such things as equally may or
may not be, human reason can then, at the beet, but
conjecture what will be."

—

South.

% For the difference between to conjecture

and to guess, see Guess.

con jec'-tnred, pa. par. or o. [Conjecture,
*.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Surmised, inferred, guessed at.

Ason-Jec'-tu-rer, s. [Eng. conjectur(e) ; -cr.]

One who forms conjectures or inferences ; a
guesser, a diviner.

cdn-jeV-tn-ring, *con-jec'-tu-ryng,
pr. par., a.f k$. [Conjecture, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. -4s substantive

:

1. The act or habit of forming conjectures
or guesses ; conjecture.

* 2. An explanation or interpretation.
" Shewe to me the sweuen and the conjecturyng or

menyng thereof."— Wycliffe : Daniel, il. 5.

* con-Jie, s. [Conge.]

* con-job-ble, v.t. [Pref. con, and Eng.
jobble, a humorous frequent from job.] To
concert, to lay heads together about.

" What would a body think of a minister that should
conjobhle matters of state with tumblers, aud coufer
politicks with tinkers?"—LEstrange.

con join; • con joigne, con joyne, v.t.

& i. [Pref. con, and join (q.v.).J

A* Transitive:

1. To join together into one, to unite.

". . . the toes being all conjoyned with membranes
. . ."—Gerham : Physico-Theology, bk. vi., ch. i., note a.

* 2. To unite or join together in matrimony.
"... this day to Ik; conjoin'

d

In the state of honourable marriage."
Shatesp. : Much Ado. v. t

* 3. To associate, to connect, to join closely.
" And the cause, why the poeie conioyneth experience

and ineniorye together . .
. '

—

Sir T. Elyot : The Gover-
novr, bk. ii., ch. xxil

* B. Intrans. : To unite, to join.
" My life is lost, if you conioyne not both in one."

Mirrourfor Magistrates, p. 83.

con joined', pa. par. or a. [Conjoin.]

* c6n-j61n'-ed-l^, adv. [Eng. conjoined; -ly.]

Conjointly, in union or association.
" The which also undoubtedly, although not so con-

joinedly as in his epistle, he assures In his gospel."

—

Barrow: Work*, ii. 4S3. (Latham.)

* cdn-j6"in'-ei% *. [Eng. conjoin ; -erj] He
who or that which conjoins or connects.

c6n-j61n'-ing, * con-joyn-ing, pr. par.
t

a., & s. [Conjoin.]

A. A; B. As pr. par. ot particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of joining or uniting together.
". . . his ambassade for the conioyningot this new

afflnitie, . . ."—Grafton: Saw. jr., an 4.

2. The act of joining or coming together

into union ; union, meeting.

H Conjoining of processes

:

Scots Law: The conjoining, so that they
may be discussed together, of two separate

processes before the Court of Session which
relate to the same subject and have the same
plaintiffs and defendants. This is done, when
requisite, by the Lord Ordinary of the Court.

con-joint', * con-jolnte't a. k s. [Fr. con-

joint, from Lat. conjunctus, pa. par. of con-

jungo m to join together : con = cum m with,

together, and jungo m to join.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Conjoined, united, connected, or asso-

ciated.
" She aud the sun with influence conjoint
Wield the huge axle of the whirling earth."

Glover ; On Sir Isaac Newton.

2. Acting conjointly or in connection ; co-

operating.
". . . the conjoint action of these two kinds of

nervous matter."—Todd & Bowman; Physiol. Anat.,
vol. I., ch. x., p. 239.

IX Astral.: In conjunction. [Conjunction.!

B. As subst. (pt Conjoints): Persons mar-
ried to each, other. {Wharton.)

* conjoint degrees, s. pi.

Music : Two notes which immediately follow

each other in the order of the scale ; as ut

and re. {Bailey.)

conjoint tetrachords, s. pt

Music : Two tetrachords or fourths, where
the same note is the highest of one and the
lowest of the other. (Webster.)

con joint'-ly, adv. [Eng. conjoint ; -ly.] In
union, connection, or association ; together.

*con-Jolnt'-ness, a [Eng. conjoint ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being conjoint, or in

union.

* con-jub'-S-lant, a. JPref. con, and jubilant

(°.- v -)-] Rejoicing, or singing together forjoy.

"They stand, those walls of Zion,
Conjubilant with song." Neale,

* con'-ju-ga-cy^ s. [Lat. conjugation [Con-

jugation.] Marriage; the married state.

" Not onely in their Papal Celibacy, but In their

, rhnltive and later co '

the Church, j>. 355. {[)«.

primitive and later conjugacy."~-Gaudeni Tears of

con'-ju-gal, a. [Lat. conjugalis, from conjux

(genit. conjugis)=& wife or husband : con=cum

= with, together; jungo = to join.] Of of
pertaining to matrimony or married life;

matrimonial, connubial.
"... he, she knew, would intermix

Grateful digressions, and solve high dispute
With conjugal caresses . .

."

Milton: P. L.. bk. rili.

H Conjugal rights :

I/xvo : The legal right which a husband has
to his wife's society and affection, and a wife

to her husband's. In cases of separation, or
"subtraction of conjugal rights,' an action

lies for their restoration, as far as these de-
pend on human law.

* c6n-ju-gal'-i-t& s. [Formed as if from
a Lat. ' conjugalitas, from conjugalis.] [Con-
jugal.] Conjugal condition.

"... should preserve it In love and reason, and
iliricrence it from a brute conjugality."—Milton : Tetra-
chordon.

* con-ju'-gal-ly, adv. [Eng. conjugal; -ly.]

In a conjugal manner; connubially, matri-
monially.

con-ju-ga'-tte, s. pi. [Fem. plural of conju-

gatus'.] [Conjugate.]

Bot. : In some classifications a tribe of Alg»
containing those in which reproduction takes
place by conjugation. [Conjugation II. , 1.]

The Zygnemeae, the Mcsocarpere, the Des-
midese, &c. t belong to this division. They are

allied to the Confervaeeae.

cdn'-j u-gate, v.t. [Conjugate, a.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : To join together, to unite

closely, to connect in marriage.

"... power and occasion to conjugate at pleasure;

the Norman and the Saxon houses."—Sir B. WoUon

;

Kings of England.

2. Gram. : To inflect or decline verbs through
their various voices, moods, tenses, numbers,
and persons.

c8n'-ju-gate, a. & s. [Lat. conjugatus, pa.

par. of conjugo = to join together: con— to-

gether, and jugo m to bind to lathes or rails

;

jugum = a yoke.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Geom. & Optics: So related as to be in-

terchangeable. [CONJUOATE AXES, MlRBORS,
Points, Lines, &c]

2. Bot. : Paired. Used spec, of the petiole

of a pinnate leaf when it bears one pair of

leaflets.

B. As substantive

:

1. Logic: A term applied to a word having
the same derivation as another, and therefore

generally resembling it in meaning.

2. CJtem. : A conjugate compound.

Tf (1) Conjugate axes:

Geom. : Two axes so related as to be inter-

changeable in position.

(2) Conjugate compounds:

Chem. : [Conjugated],

(3) Conjugate mirrors

:

Optics: Mirrors, the relative positions of
which might be interchanged without alter-

ing the result.

Tf T/i€ experiment of the conjugate mirrors:

Pictet and Saussure placed two such mirrors

about four or five yards apart with their axes
coinciding. In the focus of one they placed

a wire basket, containing a red-hot ball, while

in the focus of the other was a piece of gun-
cotton or phosphorus. The effect was to

ignite the inflammable body ; whereas if placed

above or below the focus it did not take fire.

This demonstrated the existence of foci in

connexion with mirrors, whilst exhibiting also

the laws of reflection. (Ganot.)

(4) Conjugate points, lines, dtc.

:

Geom. : Two points, lines, &c, are said te

be conjugate when their relative positions

might be interchanged without any alteration

in the language used in describing that pro-

perty or those properties of theirs to which
reference is being made. To this a writer in

the Penny Cyclopaedia points out that there is

an apparent exception—viz., the conjugate

point of a curve, by which is meant a single

point lying by itself, the co-ordinates of which
satisfy the equations of the curve without its

actually being on the continuous branch of

that curve. To abolish this anomaly of lan-

guage be proposes to call the latter case the
conjunct instead of the conjugate point of a
curve, or to term it an evanescent oval.

cdn'-ju-ga-te^d, pa. par. & a. [Conjugate.]

boH, bd^; pout, joUrl; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem; thin, Qtim; Bin, as; expect, ^enophon, epxU -in*,

-clan, tlan-shan. -tion, -slon = abun; -tion, -sion zhun; -tious, alous, -olous-shus. hie, -die, && -bel, del.
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* conjugated compounds, s. pi

Chem. : Also called copulated compounds.
A term introduced in 1839, by the French
chemists Laurent and Gerhardt, to designate
"all such compounds as are formed by the
direct union of two bodies, with elimination
of water, and are capable of reproducing the
original bodies by again taking up the ele-

ments of water." The term is now out of use.

con -ju-ga ting, pr. par.t a., & s. [Conju-
gate, «.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

Gram. : The act of inflecting a verb ; con-
jugation.

conjugating cells, s. pi.

Bot. : Two cells in some Mucoriaei ; one at

the top of each of two club-shaped bodies, as
pressed to one another by their ends, and
containing protoplasm. The conjugating cell

at the end of each becomes separated from
the rest, after which the partition-wall be-

tween them disappears, and they unite into

a reproductive cell called the zygospore.
(Thomi.)

©6n ju-ga -tion, s. [Lat. conjugate= a join-

ing together, from conjugatus, pa. par. of con-

jugo = to join together : con = cum = with,
together ; jugum = a yoke ; jungo = to join.]

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or process of uniting or joining
things together.

"The general and Indefinite contemplations and
notions of the elements, and their conjugations, are
to bfl set aside, . . ."—Bacon.

2. A combination, a mixture.
".

. . various mixture* and conjugations of atoms
. ,

."

—

Bentley ; Sermons.

3. A union or assemblage.

The supper of the Lord is the most sacred, myste-
rious, and useful conjugation of secret and holy things
and duties.''

—

Jeremy Taylor.

4. A union or joining together in matri-
mony.

,

" Attested, glad, his approbation
Of an immediate conjugation.''

Cowper: Pairing-time Anticipated.

5. A pair, a couple.
". . . the sixth conjugation or pall of nerves."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours.

IL Technically:

1. Grammar

:

(1) The inflection of a verb.
" Have those who have writ so much about declen-

sions and conjugations, about concords and syntaxes,
lost their labour, and been learned to no purpose*"—
Locke.

(2) The act of conjugating or inflecting a
verb.

(3) A number or class of verbs conjugated
alike.

S There are in English two conjugations,
an old or strong one, and a new or weak one,
according to the method of forming the past
tense. In the former it is expressed by vowel-
change only, as shake, shook ; i n the latter by
the addition to the verbal root of the syllable

d or its euphonic substitute *, as love, loved.

Weak verbs sometimes have a change of vowel,
as buy, bough-t, teach, taugh-t, though they
generally form the past tense and past par-
ticiple by the addition of -ed, or (when the
infinitive ends in e) -(e)d.

2. Biol. APhys. : A process occurring among
some of the lower plants and animals, in

which the substance of two distinct organisms
comes into contact, and becomes fused into a
single mass or " zygoite." Always in plants,

and sometimes in animals, it is connected with
reproduction. Among the former it has been
met with in the following algalgroups : Zygne-
macese, Desraidiacea?, Diatomacete, and Pal-

mellaceae ; and among the Fungi, in genera

I
which contain some of the plants giving rise

to mildew. In the animal kingdom conjuga-
tion is produced by the more or less complete
fusion of two, three, four, or more individuals.

Example: Podophyra pyrum, an infusorian.

The process is called also zygosis (q.v.).

(Griffith & Htnjrey.)
"In the simplest cellular plants. In which every

cell appears to posses* the same endowments, so that
there Is no kind of specialization of function, the

Siterative act consists In the conjugation of two of
e ordinary cells, between which no difference can be

traced."—Dr. Carpenters Prin. Human Phys., } 06a,

c6n Ju ga'-tion-al, a. [Eng. conjugation

;

•aL] Pertaining to a conjugation.

".
. . this conjngational characteristic does not

appear in the verbal noun."

—

Beames: Comp. Oram.
Aryan Lang, of India, vol. i (1873), ch. iv., p. 328.

cdn-ju-ga'-td, in compos. [Lat. conjuga t(us),

and connective o.) Conjugate (details being
supplied by the word to which it is prefixed).

conjugato palmate, a.

Bot. (Of a leaf) : Having two divisions, each
of them palmate.

conjugate* pinnate, a.

Bot. (Ofa leaf): Having two divisions, each
of them pinnate.

* con-ju'-gi-al, a. [Lat. conjngialis, from
conjugium = a union, a marriage.] Conjugal.

" Conjugial for conjugal, though allowed by a few
Latin examples is a pedantry on Swedenborgs part'
—Kingsley: Lett. * Mem., ii. tti.

* con junct, * conjunct , a. & s. [Lat. con-

junctus, pa. par. of conjungo = to joiu toge-
ther.] [Conjoint.]

A. As adjective:

J, Ordinary Language

:

1. Conjoint ; joined or connected closely

together ; in union.
" It pleas'd the king his master to strike at me

;

When he. conjunct, and flatt ring his displeasu:
Tript me behind.

"

Shaketp. : King Lear, li. 2.

hen he, conjunct, and Matt ring his displeasure,
^ hln<r-

2. Joint, associate,

". . . conjunct plenipotentiary with himself, .

-Burnet : Own Time. au. 1709.

IL M" sic

:

1. Noting one of the Greek systems of
music.

2. Conjunct motion, a succession of sounds
proceeding by single degrees. (Stainer &
Barrett.)

B. As subst. : A conjunction, an association,
a combination.

conjunct-fee, s.

Scots Law : A right of property granted in
common to husband and wife.

"That the said schireff—charge tbameto find the
aid souirte—vnder the pane of wanting of the prof-
fettof all sik ward landis, conjunctfee or lifrentia '—

Acts Jo. V., 15S5 (ed. 1814), p. S44.

con juric tion, * con iunc ci on. * con
iun-ci-on, *. [Fr. conjonction ; Port, con-

juncao ; Ital. conjunzione; Prov.'A Ital. con-

junctio, from Lat. conjunctus.} [Conjunct.]

L Ord. Lang. : The act of conjoining toge-

ther, the state of being conjoined ; union,
association, league ; that which conjoins.

" We will unite the white rose and the red

:

Smile heaven upon this fair conjunction.
That long hath frown'd upon their enmity !

"

Shaketp I Richard III., v. t
IX Technically

:

1. Astron. (Ofthree heavenly bodies): The state
of being in apparent union with each other.

One distinction is between equatorial and
ecliptic conjunction. Two heavenly bodies are
said to be in equatorial conjunction, or, more
briefly, in conjunction with respect to a third,
when they have the same right ascension
measured on the equator of the third. Simi-
larly, they are in ecliptic conjunction with
respect to it when they have the same longi-
tude measured on the ecliptic of the third.
Both conjunctions take place during the
eclipse of the sun, though at different moments,
unless the eclipse be exactly central. Another
division is into a superior and an inferior con-
junction. In the case of one of the inferior

planets (Mercury and Venus) its conjunctions
with the sun are the points of nearest ap-
proach to it, the inferior conjunction occurring
when the planet passes between the earth and
the sun, and the former when it does so behind
the great luminary. The conjunction of a
superior planet occurs when it is in the same
line as the earth, on the same side of the sun.
Planets may also have conjunctions with each
other. As Professor Airy points out, the
periodic times of Jupiter and Saturn being to
each other in the proportion of 2 to 5, and their

axes being moreover different, conjunctions
between them will successively take place at
different parts of their orbits. For about 450
years one planet makes the other move more
quickly than its normal rate, and then for

460 more slowly than it, things reverting to
what they were at the beginning after 900
years. The extreme perturbation will be 1*

behind at one time, and 1* before at another,

that is, T in all. Apparent conjunction sup-
poses the spectator on the surface of the
earth, true conjunction imagines him to be
looking from its centre.

"... the duration of the month, as marked by the
revolution of the moon round the earth, and its return
to conjunction with the sun, . . ."—Lewis; Astron. of
the Ancients (ed. 1862), ch. L, f 5, p. 22.

2. Gram, : A part of speech joining together
sentences, parts of sentences, and single
words; as, "Judah was his sanctuary, and
Israel his dominion " (Ps. cxiv. 2) ;

" The sea
saw it, and fled " (ver. 3) ;

M Still waters, but
deep." The conjunction does not, like the
preposition, alter the case of the noun or pro-
noun following it ; as, He and I. There are
two classes of conjunctions, coordinating and
subordinating conjunctions, the former joining
coordinate clauses and the latter uniting sub-
ordinating or dependent elauses to the prin-
cipal clause of a sentence. (Bain: Higher
Eng. Gram.)

con June -tion-al, a. [Eng. conjunction ; -al.\

Pertaining to or o'f the nature of a conjunction.

c6n-Jiinc'-tIon-al-ly\ adv. [Eng. conjunc-
tional; -ly.) In manner of a conjunction, as a
conjunction.

cdn-junc-ti'-va, s. [From Lat oonjunctivut
= connecting, conjunctive.]

Anat. : A mucous membraue lining the
inner surface of the eyelids, and constituting
a pellucid covering on the surface of the eye-
ball. The former is called the palpebral, and
the latter the ocular part. In the ocular part
a sclerotic and a corneal portion may be dis-

tinguished. The conjunctiva is called also
the conjunctival membrane. (Quain.)

con-juhc-tl'-val, a. [Lat. conjunctiv(us) ;
suff -alis.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Conjunctive, joining, con-
necting.

2. Anat. : Pertaining to the conjunctiva.

conjunctival membrane, s.

Anat. : The same as Conjunctiva (q.v.).

c6n-junc -tlve, a. [Fr. conjonctif; Sp. con-
juntivo ; Port, conjunctiva, coniuntivo, all

from Lat. conjunctiva = connecting, con-
junctive.]

* 1. Ord. Lang. ; Closely united, connected,
not apart.

" She's so conjunctive to my life and soul.
That, as the star moves not but in his sphere,
1 could not but by her."

Shakeep. : Samlet, fv, T.

2. Gram. : Connecting together as a con-
junction.

"Though all conjunctions conjoin sentences, yet,
with respect to the sense, some are conjunctly*, and
some disjunctive."—Harris: Hermes, ii. 2.

IT Conjunctive mood

:

Gram. : The mood following a conjunction.
It is sometimes called the subjunctive mood,
but the latter term is more strictly applied
onlywhen the verb is in a subordinate sentence.

* con-junc'-tlve-ly, adv. [Eng. conjunctive

;

-ly.}

1. In conjunction ; together.

2. Inclusively.

• con June -tlve-n6ss, s. [Eng. con/une-
fire ,- -ness.] The quality of being conjunctiva
or uniting together,

COn-Junct'-iy, adv. [Eng. conjunct ; -ly.] In
conjunction or union ; conjointly, together,
not apart.

H Conjunctly and severally

:

Scots Law : A phrase used when two or more
persons are bound to the performance of any
obligation jointly and severally, so that each
is responsible for the full performance.

con-June -lure, s. [Ft, conjoncture, from
Lat. conjunclura = a joining, from conjunctly,
pa. par. of conjungo.}

* I. Literally

:

1. The act of joining or uniting together.

2. A mode of union or connexion.
" He Is quick to perceive the motions of articulation,

and conjunctures of letters in words. —Holder. £ts»
menu of Speech.

3. A union by marriage.

4- A meeting.
"Send us In good time a joyful conjuncture."—

Bowel : Letters, p. 31.

IX Figuratively:

1. A combination.
" I never met with a more unhappy conjuncture of.

affairs than in the business of that earl. "—King Charles.

2. A combination of circumstances ; a critical

moment.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father: we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or. wore. wolf. work. who. son ; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, ce - e. ey - a. qu kw.
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"A conjuncture singularly auspicious, . . ," —
Macaulay : Hist. Eng.. ch. xL
• 3. A correspondence, agreement, or con-

sistency.

"I tu willing to grant to presbytery what with
reason it can pretend to, in a conjuncture with epis-

copacy."—King Charles.

If Crabb thus discriminates between con-

juncture and crisis: "Both these terms are

employed to express a period of time marked
by the state of affairs. A conjuncture is a
joining or combination of corresponding cir-

cumstances tending towards the same end ; a

crisis is the high-wrought state of any affair

which immediately precedes a change : a con-

juncture may be favourable, a crisis alarming.

An able statesman seizes the conjuncture

which promises to suit his purpose, for the

introduction of a favourite measure : the

abilities, firmness, and perseverance of Alfred

the Great, at one important crisis of his reign,

saved England from destruction." (Crabb:

Eng. Synon.)

* con jura tion, con jur a ci oun, s.

[Ft. & Sp. conjuracion ; Port, conjuracao ; Ital.

congiurazione, from Lat. conjuratio, from con-

juro = to swear together, to conspire : con =
cum = with, together, and juro = to swear.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

1 1. A conspiracy, a plot.

"Consentyng of a ooniuracioun maked ageina hym."
Chaucer : Boethtus, p. 18.

2. The act of conjuring or invoking super-

natural aid ; the use of magic arts ; incanta-

tion.
"... what drugs, what charms.

What conjuration and what mighty magic, . . .

I won his daughter.

"

Shakesp. : Othello. L 3.

8, A magic spell or form of words ; a charm.
"... the belief that the demon by which he was

possessed, could retain his hold before a form of con-
juration."—Strauss : Life of Jesus (1st t<l. 184«), vol. 11.,

i «, p. 261

4. A solemn adjuration or appeal.

"Mock not my senseless conjuration, lords :

This earth snail have a feeling and these stones.'
Shaketp. : Ilichard //.. ill. 1>

•fl With upon before the person or thing in-

Yoked or appealed to.

" If ever . . . the prophet Jeremy . . . did so earn-
estly ask God this question, with a conjuration upon
his justice, saying. Lord, thou art just when I argue
with thee . . ,

—

Mountague ; Devoule Essaycs, Treat.

11

TJ. Law : Blackstone makes witchcraft, con-
juration, enchantment, and sorcery synony-
mous terms. See the 1" for the distinction
drawn between them by Cowel.

If According to Cowel, the difference be-
tween conjuration, witchcraft, sorcery, and
enchantment was supposed to be, that a person
using the first endeavoured by prayers and
invocations to compel the devil to say or do
what he commanded him, whilst the practice

of witchcraft dealt with the Evil One or with a
familiarspirit in a conciliatory manner, offering

blood or other gifts ; the one, in short, tried

to coerce the foul fiend, while the other coaxed
him. In sorcery again there was a personal
conference with the demon, whilst in en-

chantment there was no more than the use of

such charms as medicines, or certain words,
no apparition taking place or being expected.
For the penalties formerly inflicted upon
offenders for these imaginary crimes see

specially Witchcraft.

• con-jur'-a-tor, s. [Lat., from oonjuro.] A
- conspirator*.

"Both these Williams before rehersed were rather
taken of suspicion and lelowsie, because they were
nere of hloud to the coniurators, then for any proued
offence or crime."—Qrafton: Hen. F//.,an.M.

©on-jiire', C&n'-jure, v.t. & i. [Fr. conjurer;
Sp. conjurar ; Ital. congiurare, from Lat. con-

jwro = to swear together, to conspire : con =
cum = with, together, and juro = to swear

;

jus (genit. juris) = law, right.]

A. With the accent on the last syllable

:

L Transitive

:

1. To plot, to plan, to conspire.

2. To adjure or beseech earnestly ; to call

npon or appeal by a sacred name or in a solemn
form.

" And I conjure thee. Demon elf,

By Him whom demons fear.
To show us whence thou art thyself.
And what thy errand here."

Scott ; The Lady of the Lake, ir. 11.

3- To bind by a solemn oath or form.
" [He] in proud rebellious arms

Drew after him the third part of heaven's sons,
Conjur'd against the Highest"

Milton: P. /,.. ii. 691.

* IX Intransitive

:

1. To conspire, to plot.

"When those 'gainst states and kingdomes do conjure.

Who then can thinks their hedlong mine to recure T

"

Spenser : F. Q., V. x. SJ.

2. To make a solemn appeal or adjuration.
" Then coniurt the kuyght and on Cryst callus."

Anturt of Arthur, xL

B. With the accent on the first syllable :

I. Transitive:

1. Literally

:

(1) To affect by the use of supernatural aid

;

to enchant, to charm, to exorcise.

"See,
Magic of bounty ! All these spirits thy power
Hath conjured to attend."

Shakesp. : Timon, L 1.

(2) To raise up or produce by magic arts.

" What black magician conjures up this fiend,
To stop devoted charitable deeds?"

Shakesp. i Richard Iff., t 3.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To cause or give rise to anything by any
art, as though by magic.

" You conjure from the breast of civil peace
Such bold hostility."

-
i 1 Hen. tV., ir. S.

(2) To bring into existence without any
reason or grounds.

(a) With up.
" You have conjured up persons that exist nowhere

else but on old coins." — Addison; dialogues on the
Usefulness of ancient Medal*.

(6) With out.

"And In lyke manner of the leapers thou canst

firoue nothing : thou canst neuer com'ure out confession
hence, . . ."—Tyndall: Work.es. p. 15.

(3) To effect anything by conjuring or tricks.

IX Intransitive

:

1. To practise charms or enchantments ; to
make use of magic or supernatural arts.

2. To juggle ; to act as a conjurer.

"I'll conjure you, 1*11 fortune-tell you."—Shakcsp.

:

Merry Wives of Windsor, ir. %

3. To make use of art or artifice ; to use any-
thing as a charm.

"Somen and Shrewsbury were of opinion that the
only way to avert such a misfortune was to conjure
with the name of the most virtuous of all the martyrs
of English liberty."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng* ch. xxC

* con-jiir e, *. [Conjure, v.] Conjuration,
magic, enchantment.

" And gan out of hir cofer take
Hym thought an heueuly figure,
Wniche allby charme, and by coniure
Was wrought" flower : C. A., bk. v.

con jur ed , con'-jured, pa. par. or a. [Con-
jure, v.]

A- As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

L With the accent on the second syllable

:

1. Conspired, confederate.
" They bind themselves with the conjured bands.**

Surrey .* Virgite ; .Knteis, bk. it.

2. Appealed to solemnly ; adjured.

XL, With the accent on the first syllable

:

* 1. Perjured.
"... the realme once had given thair oath of fldeli-

tfe ; for, in so doing, they sould be compelled, als aue
conjured people, to cbuse ane other in his place."

—

Pitscottie: Cron., p. 166.

2. Caused by conjuring or tricks.

* con-jure'-ment, s. [Eng. conjure; -ment]

1. The act of adjuring or appealing to
solemnly ; adjuration.

"I should not be induced but by your earnest in-

treaties and serious conjurements."—Milton; Of Edu-
cation.

2. The act of exorcising; exorcism.

"The thrydde hys i-cleped coniuremeut
Agenys the foule thynge."

Shoreham, p. 45.

©on'-Ju-rer, con-Jur'-er, s. [Eng. con-

jure); -er.]

L, With the accent on the second syllable : One
who adjures or appeals solemnly.

XT. With the accent on the first syllable

:

1. One who practises magic, or supernatural
arts.

" Good Doctor Pinch, you are a conjurer ;

Establish him in his true sense again."
Shaketp. : Comedy of Errors, ir. 4.

2. One who practises conjuring or sleight of

hand ; a juggler.
" From the account the loser brings,
The confrer knows who stole the things,

Prior.

3. A clever fellow.
" Though ants are very knowing, I don't take them

to be conjurers ; and therefore they could not guess
that I had put some corn in that room. "—A ddison.

*U Conjurer of Chalgrave's Fern. [So named
from the external resemblance of the heap* at
protospores to the fructification of ferns.]

BoL: A name given by Relhan, in his "Flora
of Cambridgeshire," to a fungal — Fuccinia
anemones. (Berkeley, in Treas. of Bot.)

con jur ing, con jur-ing, pr. par., a., & s,

[Conjure, v.]

A* 4s pr. par. <t particip. adj.

:

I. With the accent on the second syllable : Ad-
juring, appealing solemnly, beseeching.

II. With the accent on the first syllable:

Making use of magic or supernatural aid ; en-
chanting, charming.

" Each family or tribe has a wizard or conjuring
doctor, whose office we could never clearly ascertain.
—Darwin : Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), ch. *&,

pp. 314-16.

B. As substantive:

I. W3t the accent on the second syllable : The
act of injuring ; adjuration.

II. With the accent on the first syllable

:

1. The use of magic or supernatural arts;
enchantment.

" Geometry thi

QfMan.pt. L, ch. v.

2. Jugglery ; sleight of hand.

* con jur I son, * con jur y soun, * con-
jour-i-son, *. [O. Fr. conjureisun, from
Lat. conjuratio.]

1. A conspiracy.

"There is maad a strong coniurysoun."—Wyclife;
8 Sings xv. 13.

2. Conjuring, enchantment, magic.
" With charms and with conjurisons."—Alisaunder,

8L

eon-Jur'-or, * con-jur-our, s. [Eng. coiw-

jur(e) ; -or.]

Law: One bound with others by a common
oath.

" And hereupon certain men, June 5, were commls-
sionated to proceed to further examination of thesw
conjurours . . ."—Strype: Mem. Q. Mary, 1,655.

* conn, v. [Can, Con.]

conn, s. [Conn, v.]

Naut. : The post taken by the person who
cons or directs the steering of a vessel.

" The quarter-master at the conn,"
M. Scott : Cruise of the Midge.

* con-nach, * con noch, v.t. [Prob. from
connoch, s. (q.v.).]

1. To abuse, to destroy in what way soever.

"The lads in order tak their seat;—
They stech and connoch aae the meat.
Their teeth mak mair than tongue haste."

Pennecuik : Poems, iL SL
2. To waste.
" I canna say I had any cause to wish the body Hit-

only he connach'd a hantle o' tolmcco. "—Journal from
London, p. 2.

If Meat is said to be connach'd, when it is

out of season for being eaten, when it has
been too long kept. (Jamieson.)

* con-nand, s. [Conant>, Covenant.]
" Wndyr tbat King quhilk he befor had maid.
To Bruce sen syne he kepit n» connand."

Wallace, via (IMS).

COn-iia-ra'-CG-SS, s. pi. [Mod. Lat connarus,

and fem. pi. adj. suff. -aceoi.]

Bot. : Connarads, an order of hypogynout
exogens, alliance Rutales. They are trees or
shrubs, sometimes climbing. The leaves are

compound, not dotted, alternate, exstipulate ;

the flowers in terminal or axillary racemes or

panicles, with bracts ; calyx, 5-partite, regu-

lar, persistent ;
petals, 5 ; stamens, 10, the five

opposite to the petals shorter than the others

;

carpels solitary or several, each with a sepa-

rate style or stigma ; ovules sessile, collateral,

ascending. Fruit dehiscent, follicular ; seeds

erect, iu pairs or solitary. The species are

tropical and mostly American. Some Ompha-
lobiums have an eatable aril and oily seeds.

0. Lamberti produces the zebra-wood of the

cabinet-makers. Eurycoma longifolia, called

in Malacca Punowur, is said to be a valuable

febrifuge.

con'-nar-ads, *. pi. [Mod. Lat. connarus;

and Eng. pi. suff. -ads.]

Bot. : The English book-name for the plant-

order Connaracea? (q.v.).

con nar-us, *. [Or. itowapoc. (konnaros) =
an evergreen, thorny tree, like Celastrua.

This is not the modern botanical Connarus.]

Bot. : The typical genus of the order Con-

fcoiL, t>©^; pout, J6%1; oat, ©ell, chorus, onin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph = t

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion, -aion shun ; -tlon, -flon shun, -dons, -tlons, -slons - shus. -hie, -die, \ <
• bfl, deL
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naraceae. It consists of small trees, natives
some of the East Indies, others of the tropical
parts of South America. Three have been
introduced into British greenhouses.

* con-nas -cence, s. [Lat. am = cum =with,
together, and nascentia — a being bom ; nascor= to be born.]

1. The production of two or more things at
the same time ; a being produced or born to-
gether.

2. A growing or uniting together.
"Symphysis denote" a connascence, or growing to-

gether. — wteeman. ^
* con nas -cen-cy, ». [Connascence.] The
same as Connascence (q.v.>.

*9]
lri"7'an8 nave °aptiaed these genilnous births

ana double connascencies, as containing in them a
distinction of soul."—Broume : Vulgar Errours

* oon-nas'-cent, o. [Lat. am = cm= with,
together, and nascens = being born.]" Bora or
produced together or at the same time.

con'-nate, a. (Lat. connatm = bom at the
same time, connate, innate, from am = toge-
ther, and luitus = born.]

t L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : Bom with another, bom at the
iame birth. (Johnson.)

2. Fig. : Of the same origin with.

i J'.

MW',Trh
! deny all oomnxle notions In the specu-

lative intellect, do yet admit them In this."-,Sou<A.

IL Botany:

1. (Of leaves) : Having the bases of two oppo-
site leaves united together.

CONNATE.
L Connate leaf. 1 Perfoliate Honeysuckle.

IT Connate is not the same as perfoliate, the
latter term implying that the stem runs
through the base of a single leaf, the lobes of
which unite around it.

2. (Ofbotanical structum in general): Having
parts originally distinct now united together.

t
:

connate perfoliate, t connate per
loiiate, a. A term sometimes used when
two opposite leaves grow together at the
base

; but connate is enough to designate this
peculiarity.

^£'mtc^.y Caprtfolium . . . leaves deciduousglabrous obtuse, upper ones connate pcr/oliate. . !?—Booker* Amott: British rion, 7th ed. ( lea), p. lie.

* con-na'-tion, «. [Lat. connalio, from am =
cum = with, together, and natus— bora.] The
state of being united or connected by birth
natural connection.

con na -tive, a. & *. [Pref. con, and native
vW-Yl
A. As adjective

:

"Connative ptetie." Vicard's Virgil, 1632
(HaUiwell : Contrib. to Ltxicog.)

B. As subst. : A fellow-countryman.
"81th their Connortea 'tis connatural!.™

Sylvester: Tobacco Battered, 40.

A. As adjective:

1. Naturally united ; connected or unitedby birth ; inborn.
" More than heroic! thla to be, nor retHare sense of one connatural wish, nor yetDeserve the least retam of human thanks "

Woraeteortn : Excursion, bk. -U.
2. Partaking of the same nature.

"
?fch

U
.
th

,

e7 ?*' ~° Mb" "»-• besidesThese painfu passages, bow we may comeTo death, and »U with our eonnaturil
™

nst?-
""tan : P. L.. It M7.

8. Bora in the same place ; connected. (See
example under Connativa, B.)

B. As subst. : That which is naturally con-
nected or of the same nature.

nJ'^_' "5* "X-fr' ""„hich u the "Kion and country of

bk. vU "ch" L
-Bac°"

• 0» Learning, by O. Wall.

* oon-nat-u-ral -l-ty, ». [Pref. am, and
naturality (q.v.).] The state or qualitv of
partaking of the same nature ; natural con-
nection or alliance.

tsUJ
\"e **_,- connatural*-,- and congruitv between

that knowledge and those habita, and that future
estate of the soul."—ifafe.

* c6n-nat'-u-ral-ize, v.l. [Pref. con, and
naturalize (q.v.).] To make of, or bring to
the same nature or character ; to adapt or
accommodate.
"

• - you could connalurrttae your midnight revels
to your temper."—Scut: Christ. Life, L i.

^^
* con nat u-ral-ized, pa, par. or o. [CON-
NATURALIZE.]

* con-nat -u ral-tz ing, pr. par., a., & «.
[CONNATORALIZE.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of making
of the same nature or character.

* Con-nat'-U-ral-ly, adv. [Eng. connoiairai ;
-ly.] In a manner according to nature • na-
turally ; by the act of nature.

"Some common notions seem connaturally engraven
In the soul, . . . —Bale.

* con -nat ' u-ral-ne'se, ». [Eng. connatural

;

-ness.] The state of being connatural or of
the same nature or character ; connaturality.

"Such is the eonnaturalness of onr corruptions,
except we looked for an account hereafter."—Pearson

'

On the Creed.

t c8n-na'-tiire, s. [Pref. con, and nature
(q.v.).] Connafurality ; natural union, con-
nection, or similarity.

"Connature was denned as Likeness In kind between
either two changes in consciousness, or two states of
consciousness. —Herbert Spencer: Elements of Psy
Otology. | M.

-#•*•*-

* conno, v. [Cos, Can, v.]

eon-nect , v.t. & i. [Lat. amnecto = to fasten
or tie together

: con = cum = with, together
and necto = to bind, to tie.]

A. Transitive:

t Lit. : To join, link, or fasten together

:

to unite.

"The corpuscles that constitute the quicksilver will
be so connected to one another, . . ."—Boyle.

IX Figuratively

:

1. To unite or link together by some bond,
relation, or association.

j." 1*".natural order of the connecting Ideas must
direct the syllogisms . . ."—Locke.

2. To form into or Join in a series : to link
together.

3. To associate with anything as a cause or
result

"That there may have been aome historical ground
resting on a faithful official tradition, for connecting
the name of Serviua with an arrangement of the
censna, is possible . . .--Lewis: Cred? Early Roman
Bist. (ISM), ch. XL, | », vol. L, p. ML

*»»"'»

4. To join or unite by marriage (generally
used in the pa. par.)

B. ReJUx. : To join or associate oneself with
another, or in any business.

C. Intrans. : To unite, join with, or
cohere ; to have a close relation or association
with.

*J Crabb thus discriminates between to
connect, to combine, and to nnite: "The idea
of being put together is common to these
terms, hut with different degrees of proximity.
Connected is more remote than combined, and
this than united. What is connected and com-
bined remains distinct, but what is united
loses all individuality. Things the most dis-
similar may be connected or combined; things
of the same kind only can be untied. Things
or persons are connected more or less remotely
by some common property or circumstance
that serves as a tie ; they are combined by a
species of juncture ; they are unifed by a
coalition : houses are connected by means of a
common passage ; the armies of two nations
are combined; two armies of the same nation
are imtfed. Trade, marriage, or general inter-
course, create a connection between indi-
viduals

; co-operation or similarity of ten-
dency are grounds for comfrinoHon ; entire
accordance leads to a union. (Crabb : Eng
Synon.)

con nee -ted, pa. par. or a. [Connect.]
A. -4s pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

L Lit.: United, linked, or fastened together.
"
?!?
w

!!
rd' m"«>lnk-. and diligently slow.

The firm connected bulwark seems to grow -

a™. t . ,
Ootdsmith : The Traveller.

Figuratively

:

1. Joined or united by some bond or ass»-
ciation.

2. United or linked together in a series •

consistent, coherent.

3. United by marriage.

i. Concerned or interested in.
—

'

#I fall bhn ours; for. be assured, I cannot seoamte

—Melmoth : Ctcero, bk. xii., lett. 11.

•J
Crabb thus discriminates between connected

ana related: "Connexion marks affinity in an
indefinite manner; relation in a specific
manner. A connexion may be either close or
remote

: a relation direct or indirect. What
is connected has some common principle on
which it depends ; what is retofed has some
likeness with the object to which it is related
it is a part of some whole." (Crabb : Eng
Synon.) *•

cin-neo-te'd-yr, adv. [Eng. connected; -ly ]in a connected manner ; by connection
; con-

tinuously.

c6n-nec'-t«d-ness, s. [Eng. connected;
-ness.] The quality of being connected or
following m due order.

con-nee -ting, pr.par., a., & s. [Connect, «.]
A. As pr. par.: (In senses corresponding

to those of the verb).

,.?• •«* ""-'• : Ser"ng to connect or link two
things together.

.,,"• *,,• we nave no right to expect ... to discover
directly connecting links between theni

a'T1
Damn: Origin of Species (ed. 1859), oh. xlv., pp

.'

462.3.

C. As substantive : The act or process of
uniting or linking two things together ! con-
nection.

connecting link, s. A link which has
a movable section by which it may be made
an intermediate connection between two links
of a broken chain. (KniglU.)

connecting rod, s.

Machinery

:

1. The rod connecting the piston-rod or
cross-head of a locomotive engine with the
crank of the driving-wheel axle.

2. The coupling-rod which connects driving-
wheels on the same side of a locomotive.

3. The rod connecting the cross-head of a
beam-engine with that end of the working
beam which plays over the cylinder
(Knight.)

con nee -Hon, con- nex -Ion (nection or
nexion as nek-sh&n), s. [Fr. connexion ;
Ital. connessione, from Lat. connexio = a join-
ing together, from connexue, pa. par. of con-
necto = to join or link together.] [Connect.]

1. The act of uniting, Joining, or linking
together. °

" So much good method and connection may
Improve the common and the plainest things."

Roscommon: Horace; Art of Poetry.

2. That which unites, joins, or links two-
thmgs together ; a bond, a union.

3. The state or condition of being connected
or united ; kinship, association, alliance.
" My heart, which by a secret harmony
Still moves with thine, Jolu'd in connexion sweet."

Baton: P. L..X.

i. A relationship, as the connection of cause
and effect.

5. One who is brought into a state of rela-
tionship by marriage.

6. Sexual intercourse.

7. Character, surroundings ; all matters con-
nected with any person.

"... whose names, faces, connections, and charac-
ters were perfectly known to him . . ."—Macaulay
BisL Eng., ch. xiil.

8. An intimacy, a friendship, an association.
" There form connexions, but acquire no friend."

Covpsr: Task, bk. IL

9. A party or number of persons of the
same views or principles.

" He had long been at the head of a strong parka-meutary connection."—Macuulay : Hist. Eng., ch. iv.

10. A religious body.

11. A number of customers or clients; a
business.

^ StaJSSSSSM? KT" W* Wdt
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% In this connection : In connection with

this subject, (American.) (Webster.)

U For the difference between connexion and
intercourse, see Intercourse.

con nect-t-val, a. [Eng. connective) ; -al.]

Bot. : Of or pertaining to the connective.

•on nee -tlve, a. k s. [Eng. connect, and
stiff, -ive; Fr. conntctif (m.), connective (f.).]

A. As adj. : Having or involving a connec-

tion with ; connexive.

"There are timet when prepositions totally lose

their connective nature, being converted into adverbs.
. .

."—Harris .- Mermen, it 8.

B. As substantive

:

I. Ord. Lang,: Any thing producing or

characterized by connection.

U. Technically

:

1, Bot. : The part or body intervening be-

tween the two lobes of an anther, and holding

them together. It is analogous to the midrib

of a leaf. It is usually continuous with the

filament, and terminates exactly at the apex
of the anther ; but in some plants, like the

Compositse, it is articulated with its apex ; in

others it is lengthened far beyond it in a
crest, horn, or cup-shaped body ; and yet in

others it falls so far short as to make the

wither look bifid.

t 2. Gram. : Any part of speech connecting
words or sentences. The preposition and the
conjunction fall under the definition.

"Connective), according as they connect either sen-
tences or words, are caUed by the different name* of

conjunctions or propositions, '—Barrii : Mermen it 2.

connective tissue, s.

1. Anat. : A substance consisting of two
Vinds of fibres, more or less amorphous
matter, and peculiar corpuscles. By means
of its fibres it connects different parts of the
body together, besides covering, investing,

and supporting different organs. The cor-

puscles seem designed to aid in the nutrition

and repair of tissues. It is divided into the
areolar, the fibrous, and the elastic tissues

<q.v.). (Quain.)

2. Chem. : A substance chemically allied to

cartilage, which occurs as areolar connective
tissue, and as compact forming the basis of

tendons, ligaments, Ac. Boiled with water it

yields a solution of gelatine. In concentrated
acetic acid it swells up and becomes trans-

parent, but does not dissolve till water is

added and heat applied. By dilute acetic

acid it is rendered transparent, and thus the
other structures are rendered more visible.

* COn-nSc'-tlve-ljf, adv. [Eng. connective ;

-ly.\ By connection ; in conjunction or union;
conjointly ; connectedly.

con-nec -tor, s. [Lat.]

I. Ord. Lang. : He who or that which con-
nects or links together.

IL Technically:

1. Nat. Phil. : A flexible tube used for con-
necting or joining together the ends of glass

tubes in pneumatic experiments.

2. Elect. : A name for a device for holdiug
two parts of a conductor, as the two wires for

instance, in intimate contact. It is generally
called a binding-screw or a clamp,

3. Rail. Eng. : A car-coupling.

con -nel-lite, s. [Named after Mr, Connel,
who analysed it in 1847.]

Min. : A translucent mineral, with aci-

cular or hexagonal prismatic crystals. Its

lustre is vitreous, its colour fine blue. It is

considered to be a compound of a sulphate
and a chloride of copper. (Dana.)

con nc-mon, s. [Etym. doubtful.] The fruit

of Cucumis Conomon, cultivated everywhere in

Japan. (Treat, of Bot.)

"eon-ner, v.t. [O. Fr. conroyer — to curry.)
To curry, to dress.

•They worke the lethar before it la veil eonnered.
In great hinder and stealth of the Kiuges lieges."

—

Chalmerlan Air, c 22.

+ con-ner, s. [Eng. con; -er.] One who cons
or studies at anything.

* con-nex', v.t. [Lat. connexus, pa. par. of

cannecto.) [Connect.] To connect or link

together, to join.

"Those bird* who are taught some words or sen-
tences, cannot connex their words or sentence* In co-

herence . .
."—Bale: Origin of Mankind.

* con -nex, a. & s. [Lat. connexus, pa. par. of

connecto.\

A. As adj. : Connected, joined, linked.

"For aa It is an aphorism most true, so is it also

Tery closely twiner with piety and religion . .
.' —

More | J'hilotophick Cabbala, App. c. 8.

B. As subst. : A connection, an associate, a
confederate.

". . . all their incident**; cyrcumstaunces, depen-
deutez and connexet, that toucheu hymand hya per-

Kunc. "— Hull : Ben. 17., an. 4.

* con-nexed', a. [Eng. connex ; -ed.] Con-
nected, coherent, consistent.

* con nex ing, * connex' ^ng, pr. par.,

a., & s. IConnbx, t/j

A. & B. As pr. par. ot particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. ; The act of connecting or link-

ing together ; connection.
'*.

. . the connexgng & ioyngyng the one to the

other . . ."—Bail : Men. V., an. 8.

con nex ion (nexlon as nek-shun), s.

[Connection.]

*c6n-nex'-ive,a. [Eng.conTi&c; -ive.] Having
the power or quality of connecting ; conjunc-

tive.

* cSn-nlo-ta'-tlOll, *. [Lat. con=cum=with,

together, and nicto = to wink.] The act of

winking, a wink.

con -ning, a. & s. [Cunnino.]

con ning, pr. par., a., & s. [Con, v.]

A. & B. AS pr. par. <£• particip. adj.

:

(See the verb).

C As subst. : The act of directing the helms-

man in steering a vessel.

conning tower, i.

Navy : A heavily-armored compartment In

the military mast or elsewhere on a battleship

or cruiser, from which the commanding officer

makes obgervation through peep holes.

con-niv'-ance, s. [Eng. conniv(e) ; -ance.)

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The act of winking ; a wink.

2. Fig. : Voluntary or intentional neglect or
omission to see any fault

;
passive co-opera-

tion, especially in a crime.

II. l^vw : Consent, express or tacit, on the

part of a husband in the adultery of a wife, or

of a wife in that of her husband. When this

is proved, the person thus conniving is not
entitled to obtain the dissolution of the mar-
riage.

con nive', v.i. & L [Fr. conniver — to wink
at, to tolerate, from Lat. conniveo = (1) to

wink, (2) to connive.]

A. Intransitive:

* I. Lit. : To wink.
" This artist is to teach them how to nod judiciously,

to connive with either eye."-^Spectator.

IX Figuratively:

I. Voluntarily to omit or neglect to see or

prevent any wrong or fault ; tacit approval or

consent.
"... the one violate*, and the other connives."—

Decay of Piety.

(1) Followed by at.

"To connive at some scandalous pecuniary transac-

tions which took place between his master and the

Court of Versailles.' —Macaulay : Bitf. Eng., ch. vL

•(2) Followed by on.
" Pray you connive on my weak tenderness."

Mastingcr : The Picture, 111. 2.

* 2. To tamper, to meddle, to interfere

(Followed by vnth.)
" Nor were they ever Intended to be connived with In

the leant syllable."— Backet : Life of WiUiami, i. 178.

* B. Trans. : To connive at, to overlook.

"Divorces were not connived only, but with eye

open allowed."

—

Milton.

* con - ni' - venoe, • con - ni' - ven-c^, s.

[Connivance.]

c&n-ni -vent, a. [Lat. connivens, pr. par. of
conniveo.)

* I. Ord. Lang. : Conniving, overlooking

;

voluntarily or designedly inattentive.
" Hie [God's] legal justice cannot be so fickle and so

variable, sometimes like a devouring fire, and by and
by connivent in the embers, . . ."—Milton .- Doctrine,

*c. of Divorce, bk. ii., ch. iv.

II. Technically:

1. Bot. : Converging ; having a gradually in-

ward inclination ; having the points turned in,

so arched as to meet above. Many petals art
connivent.

2. Anat. : Applied to the folds of the lining
membrane of canals, which serve to retard,

without obstructing, the passage of the con-
tents of such canals.

con-ni'-ver, a. [Eng. conniv(e); -er.] One
who connives or winks at anything.

"... coDsenters ; commenders ; connivers ; con-
cealers ; not hinderers ; each of these will be found
guilty before God's tribunal."—Junius : Sin Stigm.
(1639). p. 825.

con-ni -ving, pr. par., a., & s. [Connive, v.)

A. & B. A3 pr. par. dt particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of overlooking or
winking at any fault or crime ; connivance.

• con nix a tion, s. [Lat. con - cum =
with, together ; nix = snow .J A swallowing
up in or covering with snow.

" I thought last night wai
— Walpote 1 Letter; fi. SS7.

con noch, s. [Gael, connach = murrain.] A
disease.

con nois-seur', *. [Fr., from connaitre =3 to
know ; Lat. cognosco.] One well skilled in any
art ; an adept, a judge, a critic of the fine arts

;

a skilful or clever person.
•*

. . . the sheep axe placed on a table and are studied
like a picture by a connoisseur."— Darwin; Origin 03

Specie* (ed. 185S), ch. L, p. 31.

con nois-seuV-shlp, s. [Eng. connoisseur;
-ship.] The position or skill of a connoisseur

,

critical judgment.
" How well his connoisseurthip understands
The graceful bend, and the voluptuous swell.-

Byron : Childe Barold, iv. M.

con - nor, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A fish, Crtni-

labrus melops. It is called also the Gilthead
and the Golden Maid. It is found in the
British seas. [Crenilabrus,]

con-nd~tate, v.t. [Lat. con = together, and
notatus, pr. par. of noto = to mark, to dis-

tinguish by a mark ; nota — a mark.] To note
along with anything else ; to designate some-
thing besides itself.

" God's foreseeing doth not include or connotate pre-
determining, any more than I decree with my intel-

lect."—Bammond.

cSn'-nd-ta-tfid, pa. par. & a. [Connotate.]

con -no ta ting, pr. par. & a. [Connotate. ]

con no ta tion, * con no ta ci on, s.

[Lat. con = together, and notatio — a mark-
ing, a noting, from noto = to note, to mark.]

The act of noting one thing together with
something else; implication of something
besides itself.

con-no'-ta -tlve, a. [Eng. connotate) ; -ive.]

Logic (Of terms): Denoting a subject and
implying an attribute. (John S. Mill.)

U By a subject, in the foregoing definition,

is to be understood anything which possesses

attributes. White, long, and virtuous are

connotative. Thus white has for its subject

things, and implies that they have the attri-

bute whiteness. But John is not connotative

it refers to a subject only, without meiitioc

of attributes. Nor is whiteness connotative :

it relates to an attribute only. It is opposed

to connotative, and sometimes but improperly
called abstract. A non-connotative term is

one which signifies a subject only or an attri-

bute only. John and whiteness (already men-
tioned) are non-connotative. Connotative
names have also been called Dknominativi
(q.v.). (/. S. Mill: Logic (2nd ed.), bk. i.,

ch. ii., § 5.]

connote, v.t. & i. [Lat. con = together, and
710(0 = to watch, to distinguish by means of a

mark.]

A. Transitive

:

1 1. Ord. Lang. : To note along with some
thing else ; to imply, to betoken.

"Good, in the general notion of it, connotes also a
certain suitableness of It to some other thing."—South.

2. Logic : To note a subject directly and an
attribute indirectly.

" The name therefore is said to signify the subjects

directly, the attributes indirectly ; it denotes the anb-

Jecte, and implies, or involves, or indicate*, or as we
•hall say henceforth connotes the attribute*. —John S.

A/ill : Logic {iud ed. K bk. i., ch. ii., J ft.

B. Intrans. : To have a meaning in con-

nection with another word.

boil, bo*^: p«$ut, Jtfirt; cat, 9011. chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^Cenophon, exist, -Ing.

dan, tian - shan. -tion, sion — shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous - shus. -ble, -die, & • bel, del.
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con-no -ted, pa. par. & a. [Connote.]

con-no -ting, pr. par. & o. [Connote.]

con-nu -bi-al, a. [Lat. connubialis = of or
relating to marriage ; connubium = marriage.]
Of or relating to matrimony

; nuptial, matri-
monial.

" Alone Ciyesee drew the vital air

;

And I alone the bed connubial grac'd."
Pope : Humeri Odgttey. bk. xvi., L 126-7.

t Oon-nu-bi-ar-I-tjf, s. [Formed as if from
a Lat. oonnubialitas, from connubialis m per-
taining to matrimony, connubial.]

1. Actions or words such as might pass be-
tween married people.

"With a view of stopping tome connubialilia which
had begun to pass between Mr. and Ma Browdie."—
Ihcktiu : Xiekolat Sicklebg, eh. xi.

2. Matrimony.
" 1 think he'• the wictim of cennubiality.*—Dickent

:

Pickwick, ch. xx.

con-nu'-bl-al-ly^, adv. [Eng. connubial;
ly.) In a connubial manner ; after the manner
of married people.

t con-nu'-mer-ate, v.t. [Lat. connumtro—
to number with, to reckon among : con = to-
gether, and numero = to number ; numerus =
a number.] To number or reckon along with
anything else. (Cudworth.)

* con num-er-a -tion, s. [Pref. con, and
numeration (q.v.).] A counting together.

" How could he otherwise hare missed the oppor-
tunity of insisting upon the connumeration of the three
persona, . . ."—Poreon to Trartt, p. 225.

* c«5n'-nu-san©e, s. [0. Fr. connoisance; Fr.
connaissanct.] Cognisance, knowledge.

* cdn'-nu-eant, a. [Fr. connaissant, pr. par.

of connaitre = to know.] Cognisant, having
knowledge.

" If connutant at the blockade." — Browne (in

connoted—conquer

* con-nu-sor, «. [Cognizor.]

con-nu-tri'-tioua, a. [Pref. con, and nutri-
tious (q.v.).] Nourishing together; jointly
nourishing or nutritious.

n-ny, a. [Canny]

* con-ny, s. [Cony.]

oo-nS-car -dl-fim, ». [Gr. «eVo? (kdnos) =
a cone, and KapSia (kardia) = the heart]

Paloxmt. : A genus of molluscs, family Car-
diidse. The shell is trigonal, conical, and
gaping. Thirty species are known in North
America and Europe. They range from the
Upper Silurian to the Carboniferous period.

Co -no-carp, s. [Gr. k&voc (kSnot) — a cone,
and Kap-rroc (karoos) = fruit.]

Bot. : A fruit in which the seeds are arranged
around a conical axis. Example, the straw-
berry.

co-no-car'-pous. a. [Eng. conocarp ; -out.]
Bot. : Bearing conocarps.

co-no-car'-pus, J. [Gr. awo; (kdnos) = a
cone, and Kapwis (karpos) = fruit]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Combretacese.
The bark of Conocarpas racemosa is used at
Kio Janeiro for tanning. Some species of the
genus furnish excellent timber.

co-no-ce-phal-i tea, s. [Gr. two* (kdnos)
= a cone, xeipaAij (ktphali) = head, and sun*.
-»<«(q.v.).]

Palramt. : The typical genus of the Cono-
cephalitidse (q.v.).

cr> no ceph a lit I die, co no-ce-
phal -i- dSB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. conocephalitts,
and Lat fem. pi. adj. sun", -ida.]

t
Z06L : A family of Trilobites. The glabella

Is narrow in front, the tail moderately deve-
loped, the thoracic rings fewer than in the
Paradoxidae, to which they are closely akin.

co n4 donta, s.pl. [Gr. nmm (Jt«nos)=a
cone, and Move (odous), genit. ooo^os (odontos)= a tooth.)

Palaont.: Certain minute bodies which,
broadly speaking, seem like conical teeth, but
vary much in form. They were first dis-
covered by Pander in the Silurian and De-
vonian rocks of Russia. They have since
been found in the Silurian, Devonian, and Car-

boniferous rocks of Britain and of North
America, if not even as high as the Upper
Trias. Pander, and more recently Prof New-
berry, consider them the teeth of fishes, the
latter gentleman believing them to have be-
longed to cyelostomatous fishes like our
modern lampreys and hag-fishes. Prof. Owen
considered them akin to the spines, hooklets,
or denticles of naked molluscs and annelids
and other views have been expressed. (Nichol-
son.)

cd-no-h&r'-I-a, s. [Gr. aivos <kbnos) = a.
cone, and opoc (horos) = boundary, limit.]

So(. : A genus of plants, order Violacese.
The leaves of Conohoria Loboldbo are used in
Brazil for spinach. When boiled it is mucila-
ginous.

CO noid, j. & a. [Gr. niimc (konos) = a cone,
and eUos (eidos) = shape.]

A. As substantive

:

Gtom. : A solid, the surface of which is
traced out by the revolution of a conic section
about its axis. If the revolving body be a
parabola, the resulting conoid is a parabolic
conoid or paraboloid,; if an ellipse, it is an
elliptic conoid or spheroid ; and if a hyper-
bola, it is a hyperbolic conoid or hyper-
boloid.

B. At adj. : Resembling a cone.
"The tympanum it not capable of tension at adrum

: there remains another way. by drawing it to
the centre into a conoid form."—Holder : Element! of
Speech.

U Conoid ligament :

Anat. : A ligament constituting part of tl

concavo-clavicular one of the shoulder-bone.

oo-noi -dal, a. [Eng. conoid ; -a1
.]

Bot, &c. : Resembling a cone, but not one
truly. Example, the calyx of Silent conoidea.

" The thorax It a conoidal cavity, slightly Battened
.n it* anterior asDeet"—Tnrfrf > ««.™.,.. . oi....,,
Anat., vol. i., ch.

the

on ita anterior me^~—Todd'i''tow^n':™ky°iTol
h. vt, p. Hi

* co-noi -die, * co-noT-dic-al, a. [Eng.
conoid; -ic, -woi.] The same as Conoidal
(q.v.).

• cd-n5m-lnee, ». [Pref. co = a>n, and
nominee (q.v.).] A joint nominee.

i_ '.P"y'
t
J
ler

?
,°r«- looked about to And a co-nominee

2 t?*,m,™t ""'"'ly disreputable person who was duly
qualified. —Sketchee/rom Cambridge, p. 124. (18*5.)

Co non-ites, s. pi. [Named after Conon,
Bishop of Tarsus in the sixth century.]

Ch. Hist. : A sect of Tritheists founded by
the Conon mentioned in the etymology. The
Tritheists were divided into Philoponites and
Cononites, who differed in some matters re-
garding the resurrection of the body, the
Cononites maintaining that the matter only,
and not the form of the body, was corruptible
and to be resuscitated, while the Philoponites
thought both would be so. [Phiioponites.]
(Mosheim: Ch. Hist., cent, vi., pt. ii.. ch. v
§10.)

co-nop -Idas, s. pi. [Gr. awuiji (kondps) = a
gnat or mosquito, and Lat. fem. pi. adj. suff.
-idos.]

Entom. : A family of Diptera with a distinct
proboscis, the last joints of the antennas
forming a short style ; the wings perfect, with
the cubital vein simple, the nalteres un-
covered. Type, Conops (q.v.).

CO nips, s. [Gr. KuKuifi (kdndps) = a gnat or
mosquito. This is not the modern genus
Conops.]

Entom. : The typical genus of the family
Conopida? (q.v.). They have oblong, promi-
nent eyes, a long, stiff proboscis, geniculate
at the base, and arched above, the abdomen
rather long and arched. The species frequent
flowers, the larva? being parasitic on the
humble-bee. The species are found in
England, the European continent, Australia
tap

co-no aper -mi das, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. co-
nospermitm, and fem. pi. adj. suff. -uio3.]

Bot. .< A tribe of Proteacete, sub-order Nuca-
mentacese.

cd-no-sper -mum, «. [Gr. kumx (kdnos) = a
cone, and o-we'puo. (sperma)m seed.]

Bot. : A genus of proteaceous plants, the
typical one of the tribe Conospermldse, with a
four-cleft calyx, four stamens, a filiform style,
and a free, oblique stigma. The fruit is a
nut with a single silky seed. About forty

species are known, nearly all from the tem-
perate parts of Australia.

cd-nd-8ty'-le-8B, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat
conos/j/fes(q.v.), and fem. pi. adj. suff. -«>.]

Bot. : A tribe of Haemodoracese, having a
long, woolly perianth.

co-no-sty'-lis, s. [Gr. «i>*c (jfcdnoj) = a cone,
and o-riAos (stulos) = a pillar, a style.)

Bot. : A genus of Hasmodoracete, the typical
one of the tribe Conostylese (q.v.). They iire
from Australia.

con-Sv'-ul-UB, s. [Mod. Lat., formed from
Lat. conus = a cone, and Mod. Lat. omtlum,
dimin. of Lat. oiimh = an egg.]

Zool. : A genus of molluscs, family Auricu-
lida;. The shell is obtusely cone-shaped,
smooth, with a short flat-whorled spire, a lung
narrow aiierture, the lip denticulated within"
They exist in salt marshes on the sea-shore
Some are British. There are fossil species also
in the Eocene. (S. P. Woodward.)

* con quaco, * con-qnese, ». [Conquace, t>.j

1. Conquest.
" ^™,'yme that he had temblyt his barnageAnd herd tell weyle Scotland stude in sic cace.Be thocht till hym to mak it playn conquace "

IfaUace, L 60. (US.)
2. Acquisition by purchase, as opposed to

inheritance.
" The eonouete of any trie man, . . ."-Ouon. Attack..

conquace, * con quea, - con quess.
v.t. [Fr. conquis, pa. par. of conqutrir = to
conquer.] [Conquest.]

*L Ordinary Language:

1. To conquer, to acquire by conquest.
" To Bruce ten syne he kepit na connand ;

i?,
6

,

8*'?* ne wald nocht go and conquest land
Till othir men ; and thus the cats befel

"

Wallace, vili. fjpjft,

2. To acquire, to procure, to gain in any
way, to win.

" And he yone vther Qulntut Metellut
Full grete honour tall conouet vuto ut."

Doug. : Virgil, 195. «.
XL Scots Law : To purchase with monev or

by means of one's own industry.

_j'iy
1

i
e h.°,b"ld "nay not augment hit wife's dowarie,with lands conquetted be htm after the marriage."—

Keg. MaJ. Index.

* con quad -rate, v. t. [Pref. con, and quad-
rate(q.v.).} To bring into a square. (Ash.)

* con-quaa sate, v.t. [Lat. conquassatus,
pa. par. of conquasso = to shake often or
severely : con = together, and orosso = to
shake repeatedly or violently

; quassus =
shaken

; juatto = to shake.) To shake, to
agitate.

"Vomite do violently conquauate the lungs.''—

* con-quaa -sated, pa. par. & a. [Conocas-
SATE.]

" con quas sa ting, pr. par. ,v a. [Com-
QUASSATE.J

* «^n-«'l^-»a'-tlon, s. [Lat. conquassal !o.

]

The act of shaking or agitating
; the state of

being shaken or agitated.

con qucr (quer as Iter), * con quere
• con-quer-y, » cun cwear i, • oon-
quire, v.t. & ». [O. Fr. conouerre, cunquerrc
= to conquer ; Fr. oonotierir; 8p. conoturir •

Ital. conquidere ; Lat. conjuiro = (1) to seek
to search for, (2) to conquer, to vanquish'
to overcome : con = cum = with, together
and qucero = to seek.]

A. Transitive:

1. To win or gain by conquest ; to obtain
possession of or authority over by superior
strength. *

" He conquered al the reyne of Femynye."
Ckaueer : C. T., 9SS.

• 2. To acquire or gain in any way, to win
to earn.

_»?,n1£"i
.
e
"liu"; SS? ' • ' o'olde peyaen himwith all his strengthe for to cenquere oure righte heri-

3. To take possession of or gain by art or
otherwise.

"By degrees the virtues and charms of Mary con-quered the first place in her husband's affection."-
Macaulay: Biet. Mng., ch. xx.

4. To vanquish, to overcome by superior
might.

"The ameuired Create Alexander the Hedis a
MH5JP .

third m°>i»"*le,
• • .~-Joge: Ixpotieion

of Daniel, Argument.

lite, i&t, tare arrddat. wlmt JalL father; we. wSt, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, .ire, air, marine; go, pejt.
«•. wore, wolf, work. whd. »eon; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian. ». oe = e, „ = i. qu = kw.
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3, To subdue, to overcome, to surmount.
"T™ fit

Who conquer'd nature, should preside o'er wit"
Pope : Ess. on Criticism. 6S2.

* 6. To succeed in anything,**) manage, to

attain to.

"II thou with quayntyse conquer* hit, I quyte the

ym
*>. Eng. Allit. Poems; Cleanness, 1,632.

*' Loue asketh pees and euer shall

:

And who that flghteth most withal!,

Shall lest conquers of his emprise."
Qower: Con. A., bk. Ui.

B, Intransitive :

1. To be victorious, to overcome, to gain

the victory.
" Each o'er its rival"* ground extending.

Alternate conquering, shifting, blending.
Bcott : Marmion, vi. 5.

* 2. To attain, to succeed.

If Crabb thus discriminates between to con-

quer, to vanquish, to subdue, to overcome, and

to surmount : " Persons or things are conquered

or subdued ; persons only are vanquished. An
enemy or a country is conquered ; a toe is van-

quished; people are subdued . . . one may
be vanquished in a single battle ; one is sub-

dued only by the most violent and persevering

measures. William the First conquered Eng-

land by vanquishing his rival Harold ; after

which he completely subdued the English.

Vanquish is used only in the proper sense

;

conquer and subdue are likewise employed

figuratively, in which sense they are analogous

to oflerooiM and surmount. That is conquered

and subdued which is in the mind ; that is

ot>«-com« and surmounted which is either in-

ternal or external. We conquer and o«rcom«

what makes no great resistance ; we subdue

and surmount what is violent and strong in

its opposition ; dislikes, attachments, and feel-

ings in general, either for or against, are con-

quered; unruly and tumultuous passions are

Jo be subdued ; a man conquers himself ; he

subdues his spirit." {Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

t eon -quer-a-ble (quer as ker), a. [Eng.

conquer; -able.) Able or liable to be con-

quered, overcome, or subdued.

* oon'-quer-a-ble-ness (quer as ker), «.

[Eng. conquerable; -ness.] The quality or

state of being conquerable or capable of being

overcome.

con quered (qnered as kerd), pa. par.

or a. [Conquer.]

" con quer ess, * con qucr esse (quer

as ker), s. [Eng. conquer ; -ess.] A female

conqueror.

oon -quer-Ing (quer as ker), pr. par., a.,

& s. [Conquer.]

A. & B. As pr. par. * particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of overcoming, sub-

duing, or vanquishing.

tcoiY-quer-xng-ly (quer as ker), adv.

[Eng. conquering ; -ly.] In a conquering or

overpowering manner ; victoriously.

* .jSn -quer-lesse (quer as ker), a. (Eng.

conquer; -lees.] Not capable of being con-

quered ; invincible.

"Which seeming conquerlesse did conquests lend."

0. Markham : Or S. Orirmite, 67. [Daeies.)

* eon' quer-ment (quer as ker), s. [Eng.

conquer ; -ment.] A conquest, a victory.

" The nuns of new-won Cales his bonnet lent

In lien of their so kind a conquerment."
Up. nail. bk. iii.. sat T.

con -qucr or (quer as ker), *con-
quer-our, * con-quer-ur, • oon-quir-
«)P, ». [O. Fr. conquereur; Bp. amqueridor.]

1. One who gains or acquires anything by

conquest.
" As conquerour of vche a coat he cayser wata halte."

K. Eng. Allit. Poems ; Cleanness, 1.322.

8, One who acquires or gains in any war.

" For to he a coiwuerour of worldes good."
Oower, l. 822.

8. One who overcomes or subdues; a victor,

a vanquisher,
" Increasing commerce and reviving art
Renew the quarrel on the conqueror's part

Covsper : On Heroism.

5 The epithet is especially applied to Wil-

liam of Normandy, who conquered England

in 1066. According to some William is im-

properly called the Conqueror; for, though

victorious in battle, he had to come under an

engagement to observe the laws of the realm

before obtaining the crown. But this is not

uncommon with conquerors. Speaking of

what we usually call, though somewhat im-

properly, the right of conquest, Blackstone

says that it is "a right allowed by the law of

nations, if not by that of nature ; but which

in reason and civil polity can mean nothing

more than that, in order to put an end to

hostilities, a compact is either expressly or

tacitly made between the conqueror and the

conquered that, if they will acknowledge the

victor for their master, he will treat them for

the future as subjects and not as enemies."

(Blackstone: Comment, introd., § 4.)

*" Crabb thus discriminates between con-

queror and victor : "A conqueror is always sup-

posed to add something to his possessions ; a

victor gains nothing but the superiority : there

is no conquest where there is not something

gotten ; there is no victory where there is no

contest : all conquerors are not victors, nor all

victors conquerors : those who take possession

of other men's lands by force of arms make a

conquest; those who excel in any trial of skill

are the victors." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* con quer ous (quer as ker), a. [Eng.

conquer ; -ous.] Conquering, victorious.

" The conquerous horsse unlnckie and unmindfull of

his gaines."—Flemings : Virgil, Oeorgick III., p. 68.

*con-ques,*con-quess,v.t. [Conquace,*.]

•con-quese, s. [Conquacx, a]

"con-quest, v.t. [O. Fr. conquesten.) To
conquer, to subdue.

" rTabogodenosar makes much loye,

Nov he the kyng hats conquest.

'

X. Eng. Allit. Poems; Cleanness. 1,304.

Con-quest, s. [O. Fr. conquest ; Fr. conqulte,

from JLat conquisitum, neut. pa. par. of con-

quiro; Sp. & Ital. conquiste.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of conquering, subduing, or

acquiring by force.

2. The act of subduing, conquering, or sur-

mounting by mental strength.

"The last and hardest conquest of the mind."
Pope: Homer's Odyssey, bk. xilL, 1. 364.

* 3. The act or process of acquiring or gain-

ing in any way ; acquisition.

4. That which is acquired or gained by
victory or force.

" Tru he was and wise and kind,
O thalr conquest he toke the tend."

Cursor Mundi, 2,639.

5. The act of gaining the affections of any

person.
" Wrinkles, or a small stoop in the shoulders, nay,

even gray hairs, are no objection to making new con-

quests.'—M. W. Montague .- Lett. , No. 11.

6. A person whose affections are gained.

1L Technically:

1. Hist. : The term " the Conquest " is ap-

plied to a revolution in British history follow-

ing on the defeat of Harold II. by William,

Duke of Normandy, in 1066, which reduced the

Saxons for a century and more to the position

of a subject and oppressed race, land, power,

everything having been transferred to the

Normans. [Conqueror.]

2. Feudal * Scots Law : (See extract).

" What we call purchase, perowirttio, the feudists

called conquest, conquaestus, or conquisitio : both de-

noting any means of acquiring an estate out of the

common course of inheritance. And this is still the

proper phrase in the law of Scotland : as it was among
the Norman Jurists, who styled the first purchaser

(that is he who brought the estate into the famlbrwho
at present owns it) the conqueror or conquereur. Which
seems to be all that was meant bythe appellation which
was given toWuliam the Norman."—Mackstone : Com-
mentaries, bk. U., ch. xv.

"eon -quest -or, * oon-quest -our, s.

[Eng. conquest : -or.] A conqueror, a victor.

* eon-quire, v.t. [Conquer.]

* eon-qulr-er, s. [Conqueror.]

* oon-quI-Sa'-tion, s. [Lat. conquisitio, from

conquisitus, pa. par. of congutro.] The act of

seeking for in order to make a collection ; a

collecting or buying up.
" I do not see them making raeanes for the procure-

ment of some cunning artificers, nor for theoonouili-

tion of some costly marbles, and cedars, . . . —Bishop

Batt : Elisha Raising the Iron. {Latham.

)

con-reV-tor, s. [Pret con, and Eng. rector

(q.v.).] An associate rector ; a second master

of a German gymnasium. (N.E.D.)

"The zealous conreetor . . . desirous to make his

gymnasium as much like a University as possible. —
Carlyle: Richter, iii. 17.

* con-rey, s. [O. Fr. conrei, conroi.] A troop,

a company.
" Ther formsat conrey ther bakkls togidere sette

Ther speres poynt ouer poynt."*~* *"' frfa Brunne, p. 304.

*eSn'-sa-cre,i>.t. [Pref.com, andsoxre(q.v.).]

To consecrate, to dedicate.

"Stoutly conmcring
Their Uves and soules to God. in suffering.

Sylvester : Du Bartas ; Triumph of Faith, iii. &

"cSn-sa cred, a. [Consacre, v.] Conse-

crated, dedicated.
" There was a Peach-tree growing there amid
God-Camosh Temple, to him consacred."

Sylvester: Ins Bartas: Maiden's Blush, 67a,

* con-sail, v.t, [Counsel, v.]

[Lat. consanguir-

The same as Con-
* con san guin -e al, a.

nalis=ot the same blood.]

sanguineous (q.v.).

* c6n-sah'-guined, a. [Lat. con = cum =
with, together ; sanguis (genit. sanguinis) =
blood ; Eng. suff. -ed.\ Belated by blood.

cSn-san-guin'-S-ous, a. [Lat. consan-

guineus, from con = cum = with, together,

and sanguineus = full of blood, bloody ; san-

guis (genit. sanguinis) = blood.] Of the same
blood ; related by birth ; descended from a

common ancestor ; near of kin.

"Am not I consanguineous t am I not of her blood \"

—Bhakesp. : Twelfth Night, ii. 3.

oSn-san-guin'-I-ty, s. [Lat consonf/iiiiiitos,

from com = cum — with, together, and sanguis

= blood.] The quality or state of being re-

lated by blood ; nearness of kin ; descent from

a common ancestor.
" . . connected by consanguinity or affinity with

several others, . .
."— Macaulay : Bin. Eng., ch. xvlil.

•J Consanguinity is of two kinds, lineal and
collateral. Lineal subsists among persons

who descend in what may be called a straight

line from a common ancestor : thus grand-

father, father, son, grandson, great grandson

have lineal consanguinity. Collateral con-

sanguinity is when there is descent from a

common ancestor, but not in a direct line :

as grandfather, father, his brother, son of the

first, its., Ac. Here the line is not direct. If

A. has two sons, each of whom has children,

these children are related to each other by
consanguinity. Consanguinity, which is of

Latin origin, is nearly the same- as kindred,

which is Anglo-Saxon.

con-sar^cin-ate, v.t. [Lat cojuarcinaivt,

pa. par. of .consarcino, to patch together.)

To patch, to botch.

* ofin-sar-oln-a'-tion, s. [Eng. consar-

dn(ate) ; -ation.] The act of piecing or patch-

ing together ;
patchwork.

• con schaft, • eon-sehaift, s. [Jamieson

suggests Flem. kundschap.] Knowledge, inti-

mation, information.
" He must also direct partieson all quarters of horse-

men to get intelligence, and conschai/t of his euernie.

lest unawares he should be surprised. —Monro:
Exped., P. i., p. a

c-dn-seienoe (so as an), * con cience,

» con sciens, * con-scyence, * kun-
scence *. [Fr. conscience ; Lat. con-

scientto = (1) a joint knowledge, a being privy

to a witnessing ; or, by metonomy, the persons

who are privy to anything ; (2) consciousness,

knowledge, feeling ;
(S) the moral sense, con-

science, from consciens, pr. par. of comscio =
to be conscious (of wrong) ; conscius = one

cognisant of : con = together, and scio » to

know, to understand, to perceive.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. OS mental states or operations

:

(1) Consciousness, knowledge of our personal

existence and of the mental state existing

within us or the outward action being per-

formed by us at the time.
" Her virtue, and the conscience of her worth.

That would be wooed, and not unsought be won.
Milton : P. L„ bk. vlii.

(2) Inmost thotrght or feeling, real senti-

ments. [1[ (l).l

" Dost thou in conscience think,—tell me, JEmliia,—

That there be women do abuse their husbands

la such gross kind 1" Bhakesp. : Othello, U.S.

(S) Reason, sense, common-sense, under-

standing.
"Why dost thou weep 1 Canst thou the conscience

lack,
To think I shall lack fri>mdsl"

Shakesp. : Ttrnon, ii. 1

kS brfy; p*»t. J6>1; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this: In. a,; expect, ?«"»•*•*• «** J«
-San! tiin =^ahan. -Hon, -.ion = shun; -tfon. -,lon=*htm; -tlous, stout, -ctous=slHU. Me. -die, M =bel. deL
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2. Of moral feeling :

(1) The moral sense. As the etrmology indi-
ca

.
te

?:
lt signifies "knowledge along with"—but

whether with a thing, or a person or Being, it is
difficult to determine. South makes it with a
thing. Hesays, in his sermons: "Conscience
according to the very notation of it, importing
• double or joint knowledge ; to wit, one of a
divine law or rule, and the other of a man'sown action ; and so is properly the application
of a general law to a particular instance of
practice." (Smth.) It may, however, be along
with God. Paul uses it in this sense inBom. ix. i. [II. 1.]

~»V „• v.* ~?**V. which indeed too often failed to
P*™".J?W room doing wrong but which never failedto punish him. —Jlacauluy : Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

(2) The decision or the impulse of conscience,
morality.

* (3) A point of conscience, In sense 2 (1).

1.1"? n«»t make. » conscience in keeping the Justlaws of superiours."—Taylor: Bolg Liriiig.

J (1) A oad conscience: A reproving con-
science, a conscience which at the moment is
reproaching one for a fault or crime.

(2) A good conscience: An approving con-
science, a conscience which at the moment is
producing delight in the heart on account of
some good deed recently done.

(3) A seared conscience : A conscience which
by being habitually disregarded has now lost
its sensitiveness, as flesh, when its nerves have
been destroyed by being cauterised, ceases to
feel. The phrase is founded on 1 Tim. iv. 2

. . . having their conscience seared with a
liot iron.

(4) A tender conscience : A conscience which
Is very sensitive to moral considerations. It
Is the exact opposite of a seared conscience.

" A preliminary question, which perplexed tenderCMKieacef.wu submitted to the Bi8Uops?-.Ecaeuoi,
Mitsr. ring., en. xvh.

(5) In all conscience : In all reason, in truth
really, truly. '

.".! many of his travelling experiences were suffl-
eteritly exciting in all conscience."—Timet, Jan. 20, 1«7.
(6) In conscience : Nearly the same as iii all

conscience, but not quite so strong an expres-
sion. r

K.»SVj°'i,req,!.lre 1??n< '» oomrience, be deferredbeyond this time. —Milton.

(7) Out of all conscience : Unconscionable
unreasonable.

IL Technically:

1. Mental Phil. * Ethics : The moral sense
the internal monitor which signifies approval
when we do well, and inflicts more or less acute
and lasting pain when we act Binfully. It is
generally held to be the Vicegerent of God, or
as Byron calls it, the Oracle ot God, letting usknow what the Divine judgment on our con-
duct is

; but here the difficulty arises, that the
indications of the conscience are often wrong
Saul was conscientious when he took part in
the cruel martyrdom of Stephen and snbse-
quently persecuted the Christians, but, in
popular phrase, his conscience was not en-
lightened. This suggests that conscience is not
a simple but a complex part of our nature In
its decisions there mingles first an operation
of fallible intellect judging of conduct, then
follows an emotional part generating the satis-
faction or the dissatisfaction produced by that
judgment. In this case the emotional part
would be the Vicegerent of God, and unerrin"
such mistakes of reasoning as might be com-
mitted being those of the intellect. Moral
sensibility may be blunted by neglect of the
monitions of conscience, till at length it
scarcely operates, the state being reached in
which, to use Scripture phraseology, "the
conscience is seared as with a hot iron."
1.1. 2 (1)(3).J

2. Mech. : A plate resting against the drill-
bead and enabling the pressure of the breast
or hand to be brought upon the drill : a
pallette. (Knight.)

, IT Courts of Conscience :

Law : Courts of request established by the
London Common Council to be used for the
recovery of small debts. They arose at least
as early as A.D. 1517 ; they were superseded by
County Courts, established in 1846 by 9 and 10
Vict. c. 95.

conscience clause, s.

Law & Education: A clause designed to pro-
tect the conscience of a child or of the parents
from being subjected to religious teaching of
which the latter disapprove. It was first in-
troduced into the Endowed Schools Act of

1860, which had to do with secondary educa-
tion. With regard to primary or elementary
education, the State, in aiding denominational
schools by money either raised by ratesor taken
from the imperial exchequer, both the one and
the other obtained from persons belonging to
all the denominations in the country or no de-
nomination at all, considered that when there
was one school in a parish for the education of
both Church and Dissenting children, the latter
should be exempted from any religious teach-
ing to which their parents objected, as well as
from attendance at the Established church
In November, 1863, accordingly the Committee
of Council on Education extended the con-
science clause, borrowed from the endowed to
elementary schools of the kind described in
this article. Many of the clergy were much
opposed to it, but it held its place and was in-
troduoed as an essential provision into the
great Education Act of 1870.

conscience money, ' Money forwarded,
"? /f

r
S

!

e anonymously, to the Chancellor
ol the Exchequer for unpaid income-tax. In
most cases the sender intentionally under-
estimated his income when filling in his return
on the subject, but subsequently repented. It
amounts to some thousand pounds a year.

conscience -proof, a. Proof against the
monitions and the reproofs of conscience.

conscience scrupled, a. Conscien-
tious.

" C<msciencMerupUdorsp\cea. Scrupulus.-—ffuloet.

conscience - smitten, a. Smitten by
conscience on account of some misdeed.

con-sclenced (so as sh), a. in compos.
[Conscience.] Having a conscience of the
kind indicated by the word prefixed to it.

"Though soft-conscienceo! men can be content to"yjt was
;

for his country, he did it to please hismother."—Shakesp. : Corieiasnet, i. 1.

con'-seience-less (so as sh), a. [ling.

conscience, and suff. -las] Without con-
science, disregarding the moral law, or the
dictates of conscience.

"Even conscienceless and wicked patrona "—/Footer
Ecclesiastical Polity, bk. vii., } M.

t con scient (sclent as shyent), a. [Lat.
consciens, pr. par. of conscio = to know along
with : con= together, and ado to know.] Con-
scious.

.' ^5 'i
1** "5™ <»»*** to himself, that he had

played his part well upon the stage." — Bacon On
Learning.

* con scien tion al (scien as shi-en), a.
[Formed from Eng.* conscience, on analogy of
other adjectives.] Conscientious, depending
on the conscience.

"And so let it rest ... a conscicntionaU, accidental;
event. —Vault: Mag-astro-mancer, p. log.

con scien tious (scien as shi en, and
tious as anus), a. [Fr. conxientieux (m.)
consciencieuse (f.); Lat. conscientia.} [Con-
science.]

L Subjectively: Regulating one's conduct
by conscience ; scrupulously moral.

"Jt Is seldom that a man enrolls himself In a pro-
scribed body from any but conscientious motives "—
Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. it.

2. Objectively : Inspired by conscience.
, " For faithful we must can them, bearing

That soul of conscientious daring."
Wordsworth: The White Doe of Bylstone, canto U.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between con-
scientious and scrtiimtotts : " Conscientious is to
scrupulous as a whole to a part. A conscien-
tious man is so altogether ; a scrupulous man
may have only particular scruples : tlie one is
therefore always taken in a good sense ; and
the other at least in an indifferent, if not a
bad sense. A conscientious man does nothing
to offend his conscience ; but a scrupaioKs man
has often his scruples on trifling or minor
points

: the Pharisees were scrupulous without
being conscientious : we must therefore strive
to be conscientious without being over scrupu-
lout." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.) ,

con scien tious ly (scien as shi en,
and tious asishus), adv. [Eng. contcien-
tious ; -ly.] In a conscientious manner, under,
or as if under, the operation of conscience.

I. Ofman.
"The views adopted by the author in early days he

still conscientiously maintains."—Jfflnian - nut of
Jews, sxa ed., Pre*., vol. t, pp. v., vi,

I I, Of the inferior animals.

./amfnea^feTnft^L^cyib^^^:
voTT" '*[ l"K"U <" ""'• I 187". !" -. ch. UU

con-scien'-tious-ness (scien as shi-en

.

and tious as shus), «. [Eng. conscientious
•ness.] The quality of being conscientious

:

tenderness of conscience.

con -scion a ble (scion as shun), a [A
contr. of conscienceable.) Governed or regu-
lated by conscience

; reasonable, just. (Seldomnow used except in the negative compound
tinamsctonoMj.)

"^

H^ua*J^3S,.°
r "i,'7nee * 8°0d «">*te>«- Xe-

* con scion a ble ness (scion as shun).
». lEng. conscionatile ; -ness.) The quality of
being conscionable

; reasonableness, justness.

o6n -scion-a-M^, con-scion-a-blie
(scion as shun) adv. [Eng. conscionaMle) •

-ly-l In a conscionable, reasonable, or just
manner; according to conscience. (Seldom
used except in the negative compound uncon-
scionably.)

gio,
C
cr-BS^*-

°r WTth * g00d °°n«i"lce. Belt-

con-scions (scions as shiis), a. [Lat. con-
sents = aware, cognizant of, privy to con= together, and *cio = to know.]

I. Subjectively :

1. Feeling or aware of one's own existence,
used

—

(1) Gen. : Of the normal state of man or any
other being so endowed.

" Matter hath no life nor perception, and Is not con-scious of its own existence."—Bentley : Sermons.
(2) Spec. : In speaking of one diseased or

injured, when it is opposed to unconscious.
2. Feeling or aware by means of sensation

of anything at the moment affecting that
existence.

(1) Formerly it was sometimes followed b»
to.

*

" ^Snaa* only, conscious to the sign,
Presag d th' event." Bryden : Virgil; An. vill 701.

(2) Now o/is the appropriate word.
(3) Or a clause of a sentence may follow in-

troduced by that.

"... a tenderness which he was conscious that hehad not merited."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., eh. xjrii.

(4) Or it may be used reflexively.

^lVttSfea> h,ui bee" aoHcItous with the king on hlabehalf, being^ conscious to herself that he had bVen en-couraged by her."—Clarendon.

(5) Or it may stand alone.
" Thou well deserv'st an alienated son.
Unless thy conscious heart acknowledge—none"

Cossptr .-Tirocinium.

IL Objectively : Known by means of internal
feeling, as " conscious guilt."

H For the difference between to be conscious
and to feel, see Feel.

con -scious ly (scions as shiis), a. [Eng.
conscious; -ly.] In a conscious manner, with
more or less of attention to one's state, feel-
ings, thoughts, or actions.
"; -a fine young man of twenty, bnt who was

(ed^t^?oLT.V°x."
thm*-''-*' 4"*™* : '""*'

con scious-ness (scions as shiis), t
[Eng. conscious ; -Heat.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. In a strict sense

:

(1) Gen. : Internal feeling ; the state of
being aware of one's sensations.

(2) Spec. : Internal, more or less remorseless,
feeling of guilt, or pleasurable feeling of inno-
cence.

" The consciousness of wrong brought with It the
consciousness of weakness"-ryoude; Bin. Eng. (1«M).2nd ed., roL in., ch. xvn., p. 4S8.

2. In a loose sense : Memory, remembrance.
If Cimacioitsiiess may be followed by of [see

1 (2), ex.], or by a clause of a sentence intro-
duced by that; or it may be reflexive.

'l?
nch Ideas, no doubt, they would have had, had

not their consciousness to themselses ol their Ignorance
of them kept tbem from so idle an attempt."—iMcke.H Hernial. Phil.: The power, faculty, or
mental state of being aware of one's own
existence, condition at the moment, thoughts
feelings, and actions.

con -soi un -ole (sci as shi), s. [A con-
teniptuous diminutive of Eng., Ac, conscience,
the suffix from Lat. dimin. in -unculus.] An
over-scrupulous conscience.

" Their rubrics are nlted with punctilios, not for
conaciencee but consciuncles."—Backet : llimams

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute. cub. cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try. Syrian. ». «, = e. ey = a. ,ui kwT
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• con-scribe', v.f. [Lat amscribo.] To en-

roll, to enlist, to levy by conscription.

"The armie (which fu not small) was coiucrioed.

and coma together to Heiflete, . . ."—Baa : tdtcard

IT., The f*U» r«r» (Rich.)

con script, • con'-scrlpte, a. & s. [Lat,

conscriptux, pa. par. of conscribo = to write

together, to enroll - con = cum —•
with, to-

gether, and scribo = to write.]

A. As adj. : Enrolled, registered, or written

down.

•} The Senators of Rome were styled Patrrs

Conscripti ; properly, Pains et Conscripti. (See

extract.)
" Such as were chosen into the senate by Brutus,

after the ejpulsiun ot Tarquiu the Proud, to supyly the

place o( tliise whom that king had slain were called

CWcrlpti, I.e.. persons srrlnen or enrolled tocether

with the old senators, who alone ware properly styled

patrel."—-Adam ; Rom. Antiq.

B. As mist. : A person enrolled in an army

by conscription. (See instance under Con-

scription.)

con -scrip tion, con-scrip-ol-oun, s.

[Lat. conscriptio = a registering, an enrolling,

from eonsoripCHS, pn. par. of cotucnoo = to

write together, to enrol.]

*
1. Ord. Lang. : A writing down, enrolling,

or registering.

"Thei maden the contcripctoun of the wedloc.''—

Wvclife : Tobit. vlL 16.

2. Mil. : A compulsory enlisting or levying

of soldiers.
" In 1T98 Geneimt Jourdan presented to the Council

of Five Hundred a project of a law for a new mode u(

recruiting under the name of contoription. —National

CyclofKXdia of Useful Knowledge.

U The word conscripfion- was first used in

connexion with recruiting in Prance, though

the same system was in force among the old

Romans. In France it was enacted as a law

on September 5, 1798, and, according to Alison,

more than 4,000,000 Frenchmen were thus

taken from their proper employments between

1792 and 1813. In the American war of seces-

sion, 1861—1865, there was a conscription

carried out, though the armies of the North

were very largely recruited by voluntary enlist-

ment. It ia the common method of recruit-

ing armies in Europe, except in Great Britain,

where » different military system prevails, and

where it is not deemed necessary to make
soldiers of the whole male population.

OOn so crate, v.t. [From Let. eoiuecrafm,

pa, par. of consecro = to make holy, to dedi-

cate as sacred to a deity : am (intens.), and

socro = to set apart as sacred ; sacer (m.),

nera (f.% sacrum (neut.) = sacred.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Of setting apart:

(1) To sat apart as sacred, to de-vote to the

true God or to some false deity. (Used of

persona (II. 1], of money, of times, of any-

thing.)
•• And Mleah consecrated the Levite ; and the young

man became his priest. . .
."—Judges xvih 11

" He shall consecrate unto the Lord the days of his

separation, . . ."—JVum. vl. IS.

(3) To devote to a sacred or high purpose.

the sabbath, and other days consecrated to

religious duty, . . ."—Soott •• r«« Oaasa.

2. Of rendering holy

:

* (1) Of a person : To canonize.

(2) Ofa thing : To hallow, to make interest-

ing in a high degree through the associations

connected with it
"A Isles can consecrate the ground.
Where mated hearts are mutual bound.

Campbell: Hallowed Ground.

H, Technically:

•1. Roman Antiq. : To deify. (Used of an

emperor.)

2. Ecclesiology

:

• (1) Of a saint : To canonize.

(2) Ofa bishop : With solemn ceremonies to

set him apart to the sacred office which he is

to Ml.

•J For the difference between to consecrate

and to dedicate, see Dedicate.

con s£ crato, <,. [Lat. consecrafrus.] [Con-

secrate, v.] Consecrated.

•' To a mysteriously consorted pair
This place ia cow*'cr«te ; to death and Ufe.

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. v.

par. & a. [Conse-

. & a. [Cosse-

con sc era ted,
CBATE. V.J

»cdn'-se^cra-t6d-»ess,s. [Eng. consecrated;

-ncss.\ The state of being consecrated.

ofo'-se^cra-tinij, V- J»r-

CRATE, V.]

con se-era tion, * oon-se-cra-cl-oun,
* con-se-cra-cyon, s. [Fr. consecration:

Prov. consecracion ; Sp. coiisagraeiou ; Ital.

consecrations, all from Lat. consecratio = (\)

religious dedication, (2) deification, especially

of the Roman emperors, (3) a magical incan-

tation.] [Consecrate, v.)

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of consecrating ; the state of

being consecrated.

"And thou Shalt take the breast of the nun of

Aaron's consecration, and wave It for a wave ooering

before the Lord . .
."—Exod. xxix. 26.

* 2. Things consecrated.
'•.

. . of conjeerartotM, as I commanded, saying,

Aaron and his sons shall eat it"—Lev. vlll. 31.

IL Technically:

L Ethnic Customs : Consecration of animals,

priests, temples, 4c, to the several divinities

worshipped was and is common among the

ethnic or pagan nations in all parts of the

world.

2. .Roman. .4nttg. : When the Roman em-

perors had the word consecratio applied to

them, it meant that they were deified and

held to be entitled from that time forward to

receive divine honours.

3. Jewish Antiq. : At the exodus from Egypt

the firstborn males in Israel, whether of man
or beast, were sanctified to God—i.e., conse-

crated or devoted to Him—the beasts to be

sacrificed, the children to be redeemed (Exod.

xiii. 2, 12, 15). In lieu of these firstborn sons

the Levites became specially God's (Num. iii.

12, 13, 45 ; viii. 18—18). Aaron and his sons

were anointed and consecrated to the priestly

office (Num. iii. S). For details of the cere-

monies observed see Lev. viii. The taber-

nacle was "anointed" and "sanctified

(Num. vii. 1) ; the tlrst temple and its furni-

ture dedicated (1 Kings vii. 61, viii.), as was

the second (Ezra vi. 16); so also was the

wall of Jerusalem (Neh. xii. 27), and all these

were consecrations under other names.

1. Christian EccUsiol. i Church Hist. : Con-

secration may be resolved into two elements :

(1) the dedication of persons or things to the

service of God with appropriate ceremonies,

(2) the formal declaration that in consequence

of belonging to God they are now sacred

;

for, as South well remarks, " we must know
that consecration makes not a place sacred,

but only solemnly declares it so ; the gift of

the owner to God makes it God's, and conse-

quently sacred." The term is used—

(1) Ofpersons:

(a) Spec. : Of the consecrating of bishops,

priests, and deacons. In the Liturgy one of

the headings is, "The form and manner of

making, ordaining and consecrating of

Bishops, Priests and Deacons ;" and the

thirty-sixth of the Thirty-nine Articles is en-

titled, " Of consecrating of Ministers."

(b) (In the Church of Bone): The canoniza-

tion of a saint.

(2) Of things : It is used specially of the

consecrating of churches. It was not till

Christianity had existed for some little time

that separate buildiugs were erected for

Divine worship, ordinary rooms at first being

used for the meetings of the faithful (Acts i.

13). When separate churches were built, some

simple rite of consecration was almost sure

to follow at once ; the ceremonies gradually

became more numerous and striking, till,

when Constantine established Christianity,

they became splendid and imposing. They

are still so in the Church of Rome, and to a

less extent in the Church of England. The
elements in the Holy Communion are also

consecrated.

5. Law: When in England a church is con-

secrated by a bishop none but the worship of

the Established Church can be jiermitted

within its walls or precincts. Till lately,

when a burial-ground was consecrated, none

but the clergyman of the parish or his dele-

gats could officiate within it ; but the Burials

Act of 1880 in certain cases removed the

restriction. [Burial, A. II. 2.]

•J There is a distinction between consecra-

tion, ordination, and dedication. The first is

applied to persons or things, the second to

persons only, the last to things. The term
" consecration " is used of kings and bishops,

the terra ordination of ordinary clergymen or

ministers ; while dedication is used of temples,

altars, &c.

cdn'-Be-cnv-tor, s. [Lat ] One who conse-

crates any person or dedicates any temple,

altar, money, &c.
"Whether It be not against the notion of a —en*

meut, that the conMcratoraloue should partakeof it.

—Atterbury.

con'-M-cra-tor-jf, a. [Eng. amsecrator ; -».l

Used in consecration.
" His wonis of consecration, which you yourself lav

your letter do rightlv term true cowecraiory words,

. .
."—tip. Morton: Discharge, p. 6*.

• coii-sec-tan'-S-ous, a. [Lat. con*wiai«e-»»,

from awiseguor = to follow.] Following or

deducible as a matter of course.

* cdn-soo'-tar-jr', a. & s. [Lat.conasc(aHui=

following logically, consequent.]

A. As adj. : Consequent, following by na-

tural sequence ; consequential in a logical

sense.

"From the Inconsistent and contrair determina-
tions thereof, conseetary impieties and conclusion*

may arise."

—

Browne.

B. As subst. : Sequence, consequence ; de-

duction from premises, corollary.

* con -se-cute, v.f. [Lat. consteutus, pa. par.

of consejitor.) To follow after, to reach, to

attain.

". . . If ye finding the dispoelslon of things In morw
direct state, had conseculed all your pursuits aud
desires. '—flume*: Record!, bk. II., No. is.

* con se cd tion, * con se cu sion, s.

[Lat. consecutio, from consecutus, pa. par. of

consequor.]

I. Ord. Lang. : A succession, a sequence.
" In a quick consecution of the colour*, the impres-

sion of every colour remain* m the sensorlum."

—

tfewton: Opties.

II. Technically:

1. Logic: A following, a consequence, an
inference or natural deduction, a chain or

concatenation of deductions or propositions-

2. Astronomy:.

The Month of Consecution : The lunar montb.

c6n-»So'-u-tIv», a. i s. [Fr. consecutif (m.).

consecutive (f.) ; Sp., Port., & Ital. cOTtMeutitw,

from Lat consecutus, pa. par. of consequor =
to follow after : con = together, and kouot =
to follow.]

A. As adj. : Following, successive, unin-

terrupted, without interval or break.

1. Standing alone

:

" In the structure and order of the poem, not onf*-

the greater parts are properly consecutive. . . .
—

Johnson : Life of Blackmore.

* 2. Followed by to

:

This is seeming to comprehend only the action* ot:

a man, consecutive to volition." —Locke.

B. As substantive

:

Music (PI.): A forbidden progression off

parallel fifths or octaves.

consecutive poles, s. pi.

Magnetism: Secondary poles formed ax*

various parts of a magnetic bar. These,

though feeble in their influence, yet tend to

disturb the attraction and repulsion of the

real poles.

consecutive symptoms, s. pi.

Med. : Symptoms near the beginning or end

of a disease, but not connected with it very

directly.

OOn-siSo'-u-livo-l^, adv. [Eng. consecutive;

iv-]

L Ore?. Lang. : In a consecutive manner, so

as to follow something else.

U, Logic:

1.
Consequently.asopposedtoantecedentlr-

2 In a manner to indicate that it is an

effect, as opposed to causally or effectively.

con-sec'-u-tive-ness, s. [Eng. co»»re«liii« ;

-ness ] The quality or state of being consee»-

tive—i.e., of following after something else.

(Used chiefly of argument)

* con-sell, v. [Counsel, »,]

" Blyeonde the watere he conteUed* is desclpUa"

—

Lcben Jews, ML

* eon-sell (1), «. [Counsel, «.]

"Hi nomen conssti betwene helm."—O. Mnf. AHmei...

p. 26.

* eon-sell (2), s. [Council, *J

m. bo^s Prfut. MM. oat. ooll, olsoru.. onln. benoh; *o. _*om: tnin, «».;-*•;. *>*«*. *SSSXL2£
-clan. -tian = s'han. -tion, -slon = shun ; -flon, -slon = snun. -Mons, sious. -clous = anus. -do, &c = bol, IsoL.
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conseminate—consequenceless

* con sem -in-ate, v.t. [Lat conseminatus,
pa. par. or consemino = to sow together con= cum= with, together, and amino = to sow •

Kmtn (gemt. seminis) = a seed.) To sow
different seeds together. (Bailey.)

• con sen-es cence, • con-sen-esc en
CJf, s. [Lat. consenescens, pr. par. of con-
senesco = to grow old together : con = cum =
with, together; senesco = to grow old ; senex
an old man.] A growing old, a decay from
old age.

.™l wl
J
1
.
Mt

.J*
1 *m,'S

•little to consider the oldargument for the world t dissolution, and that is, it«
daily consenescence and decay."—Ray : Three Die-

* con-sense, kun-scence, s. [Lat. con-
sensus.]

1. Consciousness, inward perception.

2. Consent.
Mid kunmenct o* heorte.'—A ncren Riielt, p. 928.

* con-sen -sion, s. [Lat. consensio, from con
= cum = with, together, and sensio = a feel-
ing ; sentio = to feel.] A feeling together, or
in sympathy ; agreement, accord

".
. . one greater individual animal with one mindand understanding, and a vital contention of thewhole body. —Bentley.

con sen -su-aL a. [Lat. consensus), and
Eng. suff. -al.]

1. Law : Existing by consent.
".

. . such living apart must be a consensual sever-
ance, pro tanto. ofthe nuptial bond."—Law Timet in
Daily Xewt, Nov. 20, 1880.

'

2. Physiol. : Excited, caused by, or depen-
dent upon sensation.

'• These motions . . . belong to the class which the

M^JsioTbl i., Sh/is/'
><•-**-*>

H Consensual contract.

Law: Marriage. (Wharton.)

e#n-Ben'-SUS, s. [Lat., from consentio = to
think together.] A general agreement or con-
currence.

" The theory . . . seems to me untenable in spite of
the consensus of eminent critics."—Parrar : St. Paul,

con sent
',

* con-sente (1), «. [Consent, t>.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The state of being of one mind or feeling
with another

; agreement or sympathy in feel-
ing or thought.

" The fighting winds would stop there and admire
learning conientand concord from his lyre."

Cowls]/: Daoideit.
* 2. A connection, a tie, intercourse.
"What content to the temple of God with maw-metis!"— Wydiffe: ICor. vi.

3. Voluntary complianoe or agreement with
any person or thing; concurrence, acquies-
cence. ^

"
Jte g«"«Jous Greeks their lolnt content declare.
The priest to reverence, and release the fair "

Pope : Homere Iliad, bk. L, L 490-L
* 4. A tendency, inclination, or joint opera-

tion towards one point or object.
" From union, order, fuU content of things."

Pope : Bit. on Man. ni., 298.

* 5. A correspondence, coherence, or agree-
ment of parts or qualities.

" Sh?" Pow!r h*th * tro« content
With planet or with element."

Milton : It Penteroto. '

* 6. Advice, voice, counsel.
" By my content, we'll even let them alone "

Shaketp. : I Ben. VI., L J.

II. Path. : The perception one part has of
another, by means of some fibres, and nerves
common to them both ; and thus the stone in
the bladder, by vellicating the fibres there,
will affect and draw them so into spasms, as
to affect the bowels in the same manner by
the intermediation of nervous threads and
cause a colick ; and extend their twitches some-
times to the stomach, and occasion vomitings
(Quincy.) s

• U With one consent : Unanimously, with one
accord.

to assent
:
con = cum = with, together and

sentio = to feel.]

A. Intransitive

:

* 1. To feel, think, or be of the same mind
with another.

"
.

. . all your writers do content that ipse is he . .
."

-Mohijt .• At you Like It, v. 1.

2. To concur, to agree, to assent, to yield,
to give way.

"•• the Ministry,—for that word may now with

^^inJ..
,

ch.•?g:-
re*dU,, "«• ~ "acaulay

:

(a) With to or unto.

tIl/l
11 8*"' "** om*min» *" hi" death.~-j.csi

*(6) With wi<A.

J^l" th0S IT* f tblet thwl "">» ontenteda
tew* him. . . . —Ptalm 1. 18.

t (c) With in.

" Did you and be content in Casslo's death f
"

Shaketp. : Othello, T. 2.

3. To cooperate towards the same end.
* B. Reflexive : To bring to agree.

otte™ ™ hlm c°7Umtede t toe uondinge."—Ayen-

C. Trans. : To agree or consent to ; to sub-
mit, to admit.

will not content it to be a truo

* consent rule, -.

Law: A legal instrument in which a de-
fendant in an action for ejectment stated why
he defended, and confessed to the fictitious
lease, entry, and ouster, as well as to the being
in possession. (Wharton.)

con-sent (2), ». [Concent.]

con sent, * con -cent, " con senti,
• kun sent-en, v.i. & t. [Fr., 8p. & Port,
anwe-ntir, from Lat. consentio- to feel together,

" Interpreters
story."—Milton.

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between to con-
sent, to allow, and to permit : " The idea of de-
termining the conduct of others by some
authorized act of one's own is common to these
terms, but under various circumstances. They
express either the act of an equal or a superior.
As the act of an equal we consent to that in
which we have an interest ; we permit or allow
what is for the accommodation of others : we
allow by abstaining to oppose ; we permit by a
direct expression of our will ; contracts are
formed by the consent of the parties who are
interested. The proprietor of an estatepermit
his friends to sport on his grounds ; he allows
of a passage through his premises. It is some-
times prudent to consent ; complaisant to per-
mit ; good natured or weak to allow. When
applied to superiors, consent is an act of private
authority

J permit and allowetre acts of private
or public authority : in the first case, consent
respects matters of serious importance

; permif
and allow regard those of an indifferent nature

:

a parent consents to the establishment of his
children ; he permits them to read certain
books

: \e allows them to converse with him
familiarly." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

t con sen ta -ne'-I-ty, ». [Formed as If
from a Lat. consentaneity, from consentaneus.]
The being of one mind or consent ; mutual
agreement,

-line.,'iSi™18^8M."*
tt1

'
°r *™° PriVHr * PrnMi*'"

t con-sen-ta'-ne-ous, a. [Lat. consentaneus
= agreeing, of the same mind, from consentio.]
Consistent, agreeable, harmonious, accordant

;

m harmony or accord,

~ IS^f consentaneous action of symmetrical parts "—Todd A Bowman : Pkytiol. Anat. vol. i., ch. ifTp. 890.

IT Followed by the preps, to, unto, or with.
" In the picture of Abraham sacrificing his son.

Isaac is described a little boy, which is not contenta-
neout unto the circumstance of the text."—Browne
vulgar Srrourt

I con sen-ta -ne-ofis-lf, adv. [Eng. con-
sentaneous; -ly.] Agreeably, consistently, in
a harmonious or accordant manner.

IT Followed by the preps, fo, unto, or with.

»'L
P
n^lf,'*

n* d--«££
,^", *rlte" """^"'ntoml,

' con sen ta ne-oiis-ness, ». [Eng. con-
sentaneous ; -ness.] The quality of being con-
sentaneous ; harmony, accord, consistence.

* con sent -ant, a. [Fr., pr. par. of consentir
= to consent, to agrea] Consenting or assent-
ing.

"
TJt

e r*nienant were anhanged more or lesse.
That were contentant of this cursednesse."

Chaucer : Doctor t Tale, 12,210.

cdn-sent-er, «. [Eng. consent ; -erA Onewho consents or assents.

con sentient (tl as sh), o. [Lat, eon-
sentxens, pr. par. of consentio = to consent.)
Agreeing or consenting in opinion ; of the
same mind or feelings ; unanimous.

"The authority due to the ronsenfiewr judgment and
practice of the universal church."—Oxford Btatont
against tkt Covenant.

~wsw«. reasons

* con sen tient ly (tl as sh), adv. [Eng.
conMnfienf ; -ly. ) With one consent or accord.

fJl!?
>
,1
d
i?',!r' *?d ^nientiently he still adhered to the

^c&rckTS"?^, «-*-**.. r-J5

o4
«r^

t
fc^ENT

o
!T*

ent-lage
'
**• par -

thte of the tSb*
lD 8en"eS ^^PO^ing to

B. As adj.
: Assenting in opinion ; of thesame mind, complying.

C. As subst.
: The act of agreeing, acquiesc-

ing, or assenting ; consent.

» c6n sent-Ing
1J^,

adv. [Eng. consenting

;

-ly-i in a consenting manner; with consent
or concurrence.

* con-sent ment, • con sente men 9
[Eng. consent; -ment.] Consent, concurrence
acquiescence.

cdn-se-quence, s. [Fr. consequence; Lat.
consequentia, from conseqnens, pr par of cotv
sequor = to follow with.]

A, Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally

:

1. That which follows as the result or effect
of any cause.

eo'ldtm^lZyfil
am"^K" <*^ »*!•«*•-

2. A concatenation or consecution of causes
and effects.

too.''—tomtit
by neceMary oonieouence, bring in sorrow

3. That which produces an effect.

H Figuratively

:

1. Importance
; havingan influence or effect

upon ; moment.

,.
",Th* Pi«e of the perihelion of a planet's orbit is of

little contequence to its well-being . .
."—Bertchel •

Altronomy, 8th ed. (1858), p. 701.
'

2. Rank, consideration, importance.
" Beware of too sublime a sense
Of your own worth and conseouenos."

Cowper : Moral to Poem of Retired Cat.
3. Pride, conceit, vanity.

B. Technically:

I. Logic:

1. A deduction, a conclusion, an inference
drawn from preceding propositions.

"This once believed, 'twere logic misapplied
To prove a contequence by none denied "

Cowper: Tirocinium.

2. The last proposition of a syllogism.
" Can syllogism set things right T
No, majors soon with minora fight

:

Or, both in friendly consort join'd.
The contequence limps false behind." Prior.

IX Gamts(Pl): The name of a child's game,
somewhat like cross-readings.
„ " Playing at cards or contequencet."—Mitt Autten •

Sente and SentiUUty. ch. SB *"sss»

.

If (1) By consequence : Consequently, as a
necessary result or effect.

(2) In consequence of: By reason of, through.
" & consequence of which, your welcome boon
Did not arrive till yesterday at noon."

Coicper.' To Mrs. Newton.
(3) 0/ consequence : Consequently, as a

necessary result or effect.
" A contagion more epidemical, and, of contequence.

moremtaPUSwt/l: JyafnK Punning.
QQm"umc*

H Crabb thus discriminates between conse-
quence and result : " Consequences flow of them-
selves from the nature of things ; results are
drawn. Consequences proceed from actions in
general

; results proceed from particular efforts
and attempts. Consequences are good or bad

;

results are successful or unsuccessful. We
endeavour to avert consequences which threaten
to be bad ; we endeavour to produce results
that are according to our wishes. Not to
foresee the consequences which are foreseen by
others, evinces a more than ordinary share of
indiscretion and infatuation. To calculate on
a favourable result from an ill-judged and ill-
executed enterprise, only proves a consistent
blindness in the projector." (Oooo: Eng
Synon.)

IT For the difference between consequence
and effect, see Effect ; for that between con-
sequence and event, see Event ; for that be-
tween consequence and importance, see Import-
ance.

*
S^n'-sS-quence, v.i. [Consequence, «.]
To draw inferences or conclusions.

"... a methodical and school-like way of defining
and contequencing, . . ."—Milton : Tetrachvrdon.

" con sequence less, «. [Eng. consequence

;

less.] Without results or effect
"This is no alight, nocontequenc<letnsrll.-~lluiH* :

Lampe, eh. vl., fa

fate, fiat, fare amia-t, what, tall, lather; we, wet, here, camel, her. there; pine, pit, «re. sir, marine; go, pit,or. wore. woll. work. who. sin; mute. cub. cure, unite, our, rule, tail: try. Syrian. ». ce = «, ey - a. qu = kw
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• con se quen 9y, * con -•S-quen-cIe, &.

[Ems- consequence) ; -y.] The same aa CONSE-
QUENCE (q.V.).

con sc quent, * con -se-quente, a. & s.

[Fr. & Prov. consequent ; Sp. consecuent ; Port.

k Ital. consequente, all from Lat. consequent

(genit. consequentis), pr. par. of consequor = to

follow.]

A* As adjective

:

Logic ot Ord. Lang, : Following as a natural

or as a logical sequence from.

t (1) Followed by to.

"... the right was consequent to. and built on, an
act perfectly personal."—Lock*.

(2) Followed by on or upon.
"... agriculture, * pursuit from which they have

been gradually driven by the vexations consequent on
their strange scruple about paying tithe."—Macaulay

:

Hit. Etta., ch. lr.

B. As substantive

:

1. Logic £ Ord. Lang. ; A consequence ; that

which follows as a logical sequence from pre-

mises, or as an effect from a cause.
** They were ill paid, and they were ill governed ;

which isalwayiaconjeffWTtfof ill payment —Dartes

:

On Ireland.

2. Math. : The second term in a ratio, the
first being called the antecedent. In the ratio

A : B, B is the consequent and A the ante-

cedent.

"»on se-quen-tlal, a. [Eng, consequent ; -ial.]

I. Literally *

1. Following as a consequence, deduction,
or inference.

" And clear the consequential sorrows,
Love-gifta of carnival signoras."

Burnt : The Twa Dog*.

2. Having a logical connection; conclu-

sive.

"Though these kind of arguments may seem ob-

scure: yet, upon a due consideration of them, they
are highly consequential and concludent to my pur-
pose. -Hale ; Origin of Mankind.

II. Figuratively

:

* 1. Of consequence, rank, or importance

;

Important,

not the __
privilege of tatking."—Memoirs of Cumberland,

" Every great, richj and consequential man, who has

Pi
{Latham.

2. Full of consequence or self-importance
;

conceited, proud.
"It maybe observed, that Goldsmith was sometimes

content to be treated with an easy familiarity, but
upon occasions would be consequential&ad important.

"

—Botwett : Life of Johnson, ii. 97.

If Consequential injury

:

Law ; An injury inflicted, not by a direct

act, but as the indirect result of one.

'con se quen ti-al i ty (ti as shi), s.

[Eng. consequential ; -ity.] Self-importance,
conceit. (Mrs. Gore : Castles in the Air, ch. vi.)

odn t& quen -tial-ly, odr. [Eng. consequen-
tial ; -ly.]

*L Literally:

1. By consequence or true deduction ; con-
sequently ; connectedly, logically.

"... he may nob have the faculty of writing conse-
quentially, and expressing bis meaning."

—

Addison

:

Whig Examiner.

2. As a consequence, not directly but even-
tually.

" This relation is so necessary, that God himself can
not discharge a rational creature from it; although
consequentially indeed h* m*y do mo, . . ."—South.

3. Consecutively, continuously ; in a series.
" Were a man a king in his dreams, and a beggar

awake, and dreamt consequentially, and in continued
unbroken schemes, would he be in reality a king or
a beggar?"—A ddison.

XL Fig. : In a consequential, self-important,
or conceited mauner.

" He adjusts his cravat consequentially."—B. B.
Peak* : Court and City, iv. 1.

'con se quen tial nes», s. [Eng. conse-
quential ; -ness.]

1. Lit. : The quality of being in regular con-
secutive order or series.

2. Fig. : Self-importance, consequence, or
conceit

" With petulant consequent lalness elate."
Southey : To Alan Cunningham.

oon s£-quent-ly, adv. [Eng. consequent;
-ly-)

* 1. Following in due order ; consecutively

;

In order.

"... and consequently sets down the manner how
. .

."—Shakesp. : Twelfth /fight, ill. 4.

2. In consequence, as a consequence, neces-
sarily.

" It seems that the prisoners who were first ar-
raigned did not sever in their challenges, and were

U For the difference between consequently

and therefore, see Therefore.

* con se quent-ness, s. [Eng. consequent

;

-ness.] A logical and regular consecution or
connection of propositions.

"Let them examine the coniequentness of the whole
body of the doctrine I deliver."— IUgby : On the Soul ;

" con' se quest, s. [A corruption of conse-
quence (q.v.).

J Consequence.
"And so by the consequett we shall be clansid."

Gesta Jtomanorum (ed. Uerrtage), p. 70.

* con ser -tion, s. [Lat. consertio, from con-
sero — to join together : con = cum = with,
together ; sero — to sow.] A junction, adap-
tation, or fitting together.

" What order, beauty, motion, distance, sixe,
Consertion of design, how exquisite."

Young : Night Thought*, i x.

c6n-aer'-va-ble, a. [Eng. conserve); -able.]

Capable of being kept, maintained, or pre-
served.

* con-ser -va-cy, s. [Lat. conservatio.] The
same as Conservancy (q.v.).

" The conservacy of the Thames belongs to the City."
—Howell i Londinopolis, p. 17.

cdn-ser'-van-^y, s. [Lat. conservans, pr.
par. of conservo.] A commission or court
having jurisdiction over rivers, to regulate the
fisheries, navigation, &c. Thus there is a
Conservancy of the Thames.

* conser -vant, a. [Lat conservans, pr. par.
of conservo.] * Preserving, maintaining, or sup-
porting.

cdn-ser-va'-tlon, s. [Lat conservatio, from
conservatus, pa. par. of conservo — to preserve,
to maintain.]

1. The act of preserving, maintaining, sup-
porting, or protecting; protection, preserva-
tion.

2. Preservation or protection from decay
(lit. &jig.).

" In addition to this power of propagation,organised
bodies enjoy one of conservation and reproduction."—
Todd a) Bowman: Physiol. Anat., vol. i., introd., p. 10.

H Conservation of energy, fforce, or vis viva.

Nat. Phil. : The general principle that
energy communicated to a body or system of
bodies is never lost : it is merely distributed
and continues to exist as potential energy, as
motion or as heat. Faraday directed atten-
tion to the subject, Grove elaborately treated
it, and it now stands as one of the axioms of
physics. It is sometimes called correlation of
forces. [Correlation. ]

" We, moreover, speak of the conservation ofenergy
instead of the conservation offorce."—TyndaU : Frag.
of Science (3rd. ed.), i. 28.

c^n-ser-va -tion-al, a. [Eng. conservation;

•al.] Tending to conserve. (Nuttall.)

con ser -va-tism, s. [Eng. conservative);

ism.] The political tenets advocated by the
Conservatives—viz., the preservation of the
present British constitution and the institu-

tions of the country, especially the monarchy,
the House of Lords, the Established Church
of England, and, as a buttress to it, that of
Scotland. There may be also a religious con-
servatism, a doctrinal conservatism, an eccle-

siastical conservatism, &c.

cin-soV-va-tive, a. & s. [Fr. conservatif
(in.), conservative (f.) ; Sp., Port., k Ital. con-
servativo.] [Conserve.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Gen. : Tending to preserve from loss,

waste or injury.
" The spherical figure, as to all heavenly bodies, so

itagreeth to light, as the most perfect and conservative
of all others."—Peachnm.

2. Spec. : Desirous of preserving the exist-

ing institutions of the country, or, if any of
them must needs be altered, then keeping the
changes within the narrowest possible limits.

[B.]
"The movement against the last king of the Housa

of Stuart was in England conservative, in Scotland
destructive."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng.. ch. xlii.

B. As substantive

:

1. Singular:

(I) Gen. : A person or Being who conserves
or preserves anything ; a preserver.

"The Holy Spirit is the great conservative of tha
new life,"—Jeremy Taylor: Of Confirmation, foL M.

(2> Spec. : One belonging to the party da-
scribed under 2, or holding similar convic-
tions in any other state.

2. PI. (Conservatives) : One of the two great
political parties in England and the British
empire. In every society which lias ever
existed one large section of the community
has been led by mental constitution, by
its position in society, or by other causes,
to deprecate change, unless where the neces-
sity for it can be proved by irrefragable

evidence. Others, from the same causes, tend
to become a party of movement, and on much
less proof of its necessity than that which
the first would deem sufficient, advocate
change and what they deem reform. Though
both parties are needful to the healthy politi-

cal life of the country, yet each is disposed to
regard the other as its mortal foe. Each has
a central organization, besides an immense
number of local societies scattered over the
country. The prominent spirits of each party
are never long at rest, but seek every oppor-
tunity of advocating their views. Perhaps*
one-eighth of the community have pro-
nounced political views, and are able to
explain why they hold them ; the remainder
constitute an inert mass of no strong political

convictions, but this swaying first to one
side and then to the other, successively puts
each party in power. The national obligations
entered into by the one are scrupulously
respected by the other, even though it may at
first have opposed their being formed. Both
these parties consented for many years to be
kuown only by nicknames, which caricatured
their failings—the party which, speaking
broadly, resisted change being stigmatized by
the nickname Tory, and that which advocated
it by Whig. Neither term was of English
origin : the term Tory [Tory] came origiually

from Ireland, and Whig [Whig] from Scotland.
It was inevitable that sooner or later these
names should be exchanged for others of a
more complimentary character, and accord-
ingly the " Tories " called themselves " Con-
servatives," and the "Whigs" assumed the
title of " Liberals." For the first employment
of the term, see Conservative Party. It was
suggested that their opponents were the Des-
tructive party, but the name was unjust and
was soon forgotten. Lord Beaconsfield at-

tempted to revert to the old name Tory, but
his followers did uot take kindly to it, and
the word was left to his opponents to use.

Constitutionalist was also proposed as a sub-
stitute for it, but the use of that new term
did not long continue.
The first French revolution being in the

earlier stages everywhere welcomed with en-

thusiasm by the party of progress, the reign

of terror so discredited that party that it

placed power in the hands of the Conservatives
for about forty years. The strong Liberal
movement which produced the first Reform
Bill terminated its rule for the time. Since
then it has been in office for the following
periods : Under 8ir Robert Peel, from De-
cember 26, 1834, to April 18, 1835, and again
from September 6, 1841, to July 6, 1846 ; under
the Earl of Derby from February 27, 1852, to
December 28 of the same year ; from February
25, 1858, to June 18, 1859 ; and again from July
6, 1866, to February 27, 1868 ; uuder Benjamin
Disraeli, afterwards Lord Beaconsfield, from
February 27, 1868, to December 27 of the same
year ; and from February 21, 1874, to April
28, 1880 ; under the Marquis of Salisbury,

from June 24, 1885, to February 6, 1886, and
from August 3, 1886, to August 16, 1892, when
Mr. Gladstone took office. [Conservatism.]

% (1) Conservative Club : A club founded in

London in 1840. The mansion in St James
Street which it occupies was opened on
February 10, 1845.

(2) Conservative party

:

Political Hist. : The name given by Mr.
John Wilson Croker in 1830 to the great party

in the State previously known as the Tory
party. [B, 2.] [See also Tory.] '

"... we are now, as we always have been, decidedly

and conscientiously attached to what is called tha

Tory, and which might with more propriety be tailed

the Conservative, party."—O.U. Rev., voL jlIIL, No. 8$

(Jan. is*)), p. 2:>;.

c6n-f*er'-va-tor, odn'-sor-va-tdr, con-
ser va tour, s. [Lat. conservator.]

L Ord. Lang,: Any person appointed to

conserve, preserve, or watch over anything.
" Like conservators of the public health."

Cowper: Conversation.

Doll, btfj>: pAt, j<fvW; oat, coll. chorus, chin, bench; go. gem; thin, this: sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t.

-clan, tlan - shan. -tlon, -sion - shun ; -tlon, -slon - zhun. -tlous-shus. -Ual shal ble. -die, *.< =bel, del.
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IL Law:
1. In the same sense as I.

". . . the Severn Board of Conservators, . . ."—Daily
Telegraph, Nov. 26, 1&8L

2. A standing arbitrator appointed to adjust
differences which may arise between two
parties.

3. Old Scots Lav of Comm. : An officer ap-
pointed under the Scottish Act, 1503, to reside
at Campvere, in the Netherlands, and settle
cases arising among the Scottish merchants
carrying on their business there. On the erec-
tion of the Court of Session in 1532, it claimed a
cumulative jurisdiction in causes cognisable
by the conservator. He was sometimes called
the Conservator of the Staple.

TT 0) Conservators of the Peace

:

Law & Hist. : Officers appointed by the
common law to see that the peace is kept
They were originally of two kinds. Those
who held other offices than this, and aided in

keeping the peace in virtue of their possessing
• such offices. To this category belonged the

King, the Lord Chancellor, the High Con-
stable, and other dignitaries. A second kind
were those who had no other function. In
1360 they received the power of trying felonies,

and obtained the name of Justices of the
Peace. (Blackstone : Comment, bk. i., ch. 9.)

(2) Conservator of the Staple: [Conservator,
II. SJ.

(3) Conservators of Truce and Soft Conducts

:

Lav 65 Hist. : Officers appointed at eveiy
seaport to hear and decide on charges regard-
ing the breaking of truces and safe conducts,
or abetting and receiving the truce-breakers.
By 2 Hen. v. 1, c. 6, such offences were made
treason.

eon-ser-va-tor-y, a. & s. [Ft. conserva-
toire (a. k s.) ; 8p. conservatorio (a.) ; Port.
eonservatorio — a conservatory ; Ital. conserva-
torio = a workhouse, a nunnery ; Low Lat.
tonservatorins (a.), conservatorium (s.).]

A. As adj. : Tending to preserve anything
from loss, decay, or injury.

"She transmits a sonvrain and MiMfrci/iry influ-
ence through all the members."

—

Howell: Parly of
Beasts, p. 141

B. As substantive

:

1. Ordinary Language :

(1) A place where anything Is kept to pre-
serve it from loss or injury.

"A conservatory of snow and ice, such as they use
for deliiacy to cool wine in summer."—Bacon : .Vat,
Mist,

(2) Any glazed building. (This is the signi-
fication 2 (1), (2), used in a looser sense.)

2. Horticulture

:

(1) Properly: A building, generally of brick,
containing shelves for rows of pots ; as its

etymology implies, it is designed to conserve
or protect plants which can be put in the open
air in summer, but require protection from
the rigour of our climate in winter.

(2) A glass house for plants at any season of
the year.

con-seV-va-trix, s. [Lat.] A female con-
servator.

con-serve', v.t. [Lat. conservo : con = cum=
with, together, and servo = to keep.]

L Gen. : To preserve or protect from injury
or loss.

" They will be able to conserve their properties un-
changed . . ."—Newton: Optic*.

2. Specially:

(1) To preserve or candy fruit ; to make
conserves.

* (2) To compound.
" And it was dyed in mammy which the skilful
Conserved of maidens' hearts.''

Shakesp. : Othello, ML 4.

©on'-serve, *. [Conserve, v.]

* 1. A preservative.

"The firste which Is the eonterve
And kepar of the remenaunt

"

Oower, iU. So.

* 2, The act of compounding or preserving.
" PhUique of is conserve
Maketh many a restauracion.

"

Hi. 22.

* 3. A conservatory or place where anything
la kept.

"
. . set the pots into your conserve, and keep then

ory. —Evelyn i Kalendar.

* 4. A compound, a preparation.
•"They'll fetch you conserve from the hip
And lay it softly on your lip."

Drayton : Nymph., 1

5. A sweetmeat ; fruit preserved or candied,
" I shall . . . study broths, plaiaters, and conserve*,

till from a fine lady I become a notable woman."—
Toiler, No. 53.

con-served', pa. par. or a. [Conserve, v.
]

* con-ser'-ver, s. [Eng. conserv(e); -er.]

1. Gen. : One who preserves or keeps from
injury or loss ; a preserver.

- In the Eastern regions there seems to have been a
general custom of the priests havinp been the perpetual
conservers of knowledge and story.' —Temple.

2. Spec. : One who makes conserves.

con-ser'-ving, pr. par., o., & s. [Conserve, v.]

* A. k B. As pr. par. db particip. adj. : (See
the verb),

C. As substantive

:

* 1. Gen. : The act of preserving or keeping
from loss or injury.

2. Spec. : The act or art of making conserves.

* con sess ion (as as sh), s. [Lat consessio,
from consideo = to sit together : con = cum
= with, together, and sedeo — to sit.] A
sitting together. (Bailey.)

* con-ses'-sor, s. [Lat, from consideo.] One
who sits together with others ; an assessor.
(Bailey.)

* con-seyl, *. [Counsel, «.]

" He was queynte of couseyl and speche."—Robert of
Gloucester, p. 412.

* con-seyl, * con-seyly, v.t. [Counsel, v.]

consider, v.t. & t. [Fr. considirer ; Sp. &
Port, considerar ; Ital. considerare, from Lat
considero * to observe, to consider, to con-
template

;
prop, to observe the stars : ton

= cum = with, together, and sidus (genit.
sideris) as a star.]

A. Transitive:

1. To think or ponder upon ; to contemplate,
to reflect or fix one's thoughts on.

" Remember the days of old. consider the yean of
mauy generations . . ."—Deut. xxxii. 7.

2. To examine, to inspect.
" Is man no more than this? Consider him well."

—

Shaketp. : Kino Lear, iii. 4.

3. To have regard or respect to ; to take into
account

"It seems necessary. In the choice of persons for
greater employments, to consider their bodies as well
as their minds. . . ."—Temple.

i. To look upon as of importance.
". . . more united at home, and more considered

abroad, . . ."—Sir W. Temple : To the lord Treasurer,
Feb. 21, 1«7&

& To look upon in a certain light ; to esti-

mate, to regard, to view.
"Mr. Montague was too aspiring to stoop to anything

below the height he was in, and that be least considered
profit."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., en. xxiv.

% Followed by as.

". . . two leaders, either of whom might, with some
show of reason, claim to be considered as the represen-
tative of the absent chief—Macaulay : lint. Eng.,
ch. riii.

*

* 6. To estimate at its proper value ; to re-

quite, to reward.
"... take away with thee the very services thou bast

done ; which if I have not enough considers1 ... to be
more thankful to thee shall be my study. '—Shakesp. :

Winters Tale, iv. L

7. To look upon with pity or sympathy.
"Consider mine affliction, and deliver me . . ."—Psalm

exlx.ua

B. Intransitive:

1. To reflect, to ponder, to deliberate or
think seriously.

" Consider whose thsu art . .
."

Ford : PerHn Warbeck, L 2.

2. To deliberate.

(a) Followed by of.

" Widow, we win consider of your suit.
Shakesp. ; 3 Henry V%, lit 2.

(b) Used in a sort of reflexive sense.
"... you ought to consider with yourselves . .

."—
Shakesp. : Midsummer Night's Dream, iii. l.

3. To examine or enquire.
" Tware to consider too curiously, to consider so."

Shakesp. : Hamlet, v. l.

4. To hesitate, to doubt, to waver.
" Twas rage alone,

Which burning upwards. In succession dries
The tears that stood considering in her eyes."

Dryden : Ovid ; Metamorphoses v iii.

IF Crabb thus discriminates between to con-
sider and to regard: "There is most caution in
considering ; most attention in regarding. The
circumstances, situation, advantages, disad-
vantages, and the like, are objects of considera-
tion ; personal character, abilities, and quali-

ties, are objects of regard. A want of considera-
tion leads a person to form a very unfair judg-
ment of others ; a want of regard makes them

*

regardless of their comfort, convenience, and
respectability. We ought to have a considera-
tion for all who are in our service, not to de-
mand more of them than what we may reason-
ably expect ; we ought at all times to have a
regard for our own credit and respectability,
among those who are witnesses of our con-
duct" (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* c£n-sId-er-a-bt!'-X-ty\ a [Eng. consider-
able; -ity.] The quality of being considerable
or capable of being considered.

Con-Ssd'-er-a-ble, a. & s. [Fr. considerable.]

A. As adjective

:

9
1. "Worthy or capable of being considered

;

worth consideration.
" It is considerable, that some urns have had inscrip-

tions on them, expressing that the lamps were burn-
ing."— Wilkin*.

* 2. Deserving of notice ; noteworthy,
"The Author thought them considerable enough to

address them to his Prince . . ."—Pope: Horace bk.
H.,ep. L

t 3. Important ; of consequence or weight

;

influential.

"... escorted by many of the most considerate
gentlemen of the western counties, . .

."

—

Macuutau :

Hist. Eng.. ch. ix.

4. Of some size, amount, or quality ; mod-
erately large or great.

"The weight of Prance, therefore, though still very
considerable, has relatively diminished."—Macastsav:
Hist. Eng., ch.IL
* B. As subst. : A matter or point worthy of

consideration.

"For the sense there are two considerables; Um
motion made on the brain, and the soul's act conse-
quent thereupon, which we call animadversion."—
(r/aneill; Van. ef Dogm,, ch. vlil.

*c6n-Sld'-er-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. con-
siderable ; -ness.] The quality of being worthy
of consideration.

(1) In importance, moment, or weight.
" Nor doth all the glory that riseth out of them, to

him, rise op to a considentbleness in compsvrisori of
what shall, and doth, out of us . .

."

—

Goodwin : Works,
ToL it, pt iv., p. 96.

(2) In size, extent, or amount.
**.

. . to the smAllness of the worth of their livings,
and to the considembleness of income they yield the
impropriation."—liafle : Work*, vol. L, p. 168. A pp. to

Con-sid'-er-a-bly\ adv. [Eng. consider-
ab(le);-ly.]

1. In a manner or degree deserving of con-
sideration.

" I desire no sort of favour so much, as that of serv-
ing you more considerably than I have been yet sbk to
do."—Pope.

% Greatly ; to a great extent.
*' In regard to ducks and rabbits, the breeds of w inch

differ considerably from each other in structure. —
Darwin : Origin of Species (ed. 1859), ch. L, p. 19.

*cin-sld'-er-tjlice,s. [Eng. consider ;-anee.]

Consideration, reflection, or deliberation.
" After this cold ootuiderrtnee, sentence roe.'*

Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., v. J.

con-sid'-er-ate, a. [Lat. consideratus, pa.

par. of considero.]

* 1. Thoughtful ; given to consideration and
reflection ; serious.

"The expediency. In the present Juncture, may ap-
pear to every considerate tnsai."—Addison.

* 2. Serious, sober, expressive of thought or
reflection.

"Beau mark'd my unsuccessful pains
With fix'd considerate face."

Cowper : Dog and Water lily.

* 3. Quiet, calm, careful.
" I went the next day secretly, unto a high decayed

piece of a turret, upon the wall over the haven, to take
a considerate view thereof."—Sir U. Blount: Voyageto
the Levant, p. 106.

* 4. Having a regard to or consideration for

;

regardful (followed by the preposition of).

"Though they will do nothing for virtue, yet they
may be presumed more considerate of praise."—/>». //.

More : Decay of Christian Piety.

5. Characterized by a consideration for the

feelings or situation of others ; thoughtful.
" It will be the business of a Just and refined nature

to be sincere and considerate at the same time."—
Helps I Friends in Council, i. 16.

^i For the difference between considerate and
thoughtful, see Thoughtful.

c6n-sid'-er-ate-ly, adv. [Eng. considerate ;

•iy-]

* J, After due consideration or reflection

;

not hastily or rashly ; seriously.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t f

or. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, otto, cure, unite, oar, rale, fall ; try, Syrian, se, ce = e. ey - a. qu kw.
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2. With consideration or regard for the feel-

ings of others.

* con sld er-ate-ness, s. [Eng. consider-

ate ; -ness,]

1. The quality of being considerate, prudent,
or thoughtful.

2. The quality of having a consideration or
regard for the feelings of others.

" Your considerate ness and bounty will make you
faithful ones [attendants] wherever you go."—Richard-
son: Clarissa, vol. iiL, let. xxxii.

con sid-er-a -tion, * con - syd- er -a -

cyon, s. [Fr. consideration ; Ital. considcra-

zicne ; from Lat. consideratio, from considero
= to consider (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act' of considering, reflecting, or
seriously deliberating on.

2. Careful attention, thought, or delibera-

tion ; care, prudence.
" These facta are in perfect accordance with another

fact which seems to deserve consideration."--Macau-
lay : SUt. Eng., ch. Ui.

3. Contemplation or meditation. (Followed
by the preposition of.)

"Moses, having his mind fixed upon him who is

invisible, acted more from the consideration of him
whom he could not see, than of him whom he saw to
be highly displeased with him . .

,"—StiUingjtset,
toI. lit, ser. 1.

4. An examination, enquiry, or investigation

into anything.

5. The result of examination, deliberation,

or meditation ; reflections, thoughts.
"... a little tract entitled ' Considerations on the

Choice of a Speaker' . . ." — Macaulay : Hist. Eng.,
ch. xxiv.

6. Thought, regard, attention, or respect for

the feelings or opinions of others.

"... unless the House should, out of consideration
for him, be disposed to retain them."

—

Macaulay .-

Bist. Eng., ch. xxiv.

7. A respectful expression of regard.

8. That which is considered or reflected on
;

a motive or ground of action or conduct,
"The consideration, in regard whereof the law for*

biddeth these things, was not because those nations
did use them."

—

Hooker.

9. A point or matter to be considered or
taken into account

"... by what considerations ths applicability of
the principle is bounded."—J. S. Mill : Polit. Econ.
(lsiof, vol. I, bk. iL, ch. it, f i., p. 2&s.

10. The ground or reason for a conclusion.
" Not led by any commandment, yet moved with

such consideratims as have been before set down."—
Hooker.

11. A claim to notice or regard ; importance,
worth, consequence.

"... peers of high consideration . .
."—Macaulay .-

til ft. Bng., ch. vili

12. A reward, recompense, or payment for

any act done.
" We are provident enough not to part with any

thing serviceable to our bodies under agood considera-
tion, but make little account of our souls."—Ray: On
the Creation.

13. An equivalent.
" Foreigners can never take our bills for payment,

though they might pass as valuable considerations
among your own people."—Locke.

II. Law : (See extract).
" Consideration is the material cause of a contract,

without which no contract bindeth. It is either ex-

firessed, as if a man bargain to give twenty shillings
or a horse ; or else implied, as when a man cornea
into an inn, and taking both meat and lodging for
himself and his horse, without bargaining with the
host, if he discbarge not the house, the host may stay
bis horse."—Cowel.

•JI 1. To take into consideration:

(1) To consider, to reflect on, to weigh.

(2) To pay attention ot regard to as a matter
deserving of consideration.

". . . t*ey took into consideration another matter
of high importance."

—

Macaulay t Hist. Eng., ch. xviii.

2. In consideration of: Considering, taking
into account.

•Jf (1) Crabb thus discriminates between con-
sideration and reflection : " Consideration is

employed for practical purposes; reflection for

matters of speculation or moral improvement.
Common objects call for consideration : the
workings of the mind itself, or objects purely
spiritual, occupy reflection.

"

(2) He thus discriminates between con-
sideration and reason: "Considerations in-

fluence our actions ; they are a species of
motives : reason determines our belief or our
conduct. Considerations are restrictive or
negative ; reasons are positive. We may have
powerful considerations for forbearing to act,

and powerful reasons for adopting one line of

conduct in preference to another. Considera-
tions are almost always personal, affecting

either our own interest or that of others
;

reasons are general, and vary according to the
nature of the subject. No consideration of
profit or advantage should induce a person to

forfeit his word. The reasons which men
assign for their conduct are often as absurd
as they are false." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

con-sld'-er-a-tlve, a. [Eng. considerate)

;

•ive.\ Given or inclined to reflection ; thought-
ful, contemplative.

* con-sid'-er-a-tor, s. [Lat.] One who
considers or reflects ; a considerer.

"... thinking cmiideraton . .
."

—

Brown: Chr.
Hot., L 30.

oon-ald'-ered, pa. par. or a. [Consider.]

'A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective-:

1. Reflected on ; devoted to reflection.
" And at our more consider'd time we'll read.
Answer, and think upon this business."

ShaJtesp. i Hamlet, ii. 2.

2. Thought of, estimated, looked upon.

*][ All things considered: After a careful
weighing of and reflecting on all the circum-
stances of any case.

con-sid'-erer, s. [Eng. consider; -er.] One
who is given to consideration and reflection.

con sld'-er-ing, pr. par., a., «., & prep, or
conj. [Consider,]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Reflective, reasoning.
"... yet after so long a tract of time, the scripture

must, by considering men, be confest to sneak not only
properly, but often politely and elegantly to the pre-
sent age, "—Dr. H. More; Government of the Tongue,
sec ii., 1 12.

C. As subst. : The act of taking into con-
sideration ; reflecting or seriously thinking

;

consideration.
"... I am afraid.

His thinkings are below the moon, not worth
His serious considering."

Shaketp. : Henry VIII., iiL 2.

D. As prep, or conj. : Taking into considera-
tion, making allowance for.

" It is not possible to act otherwise, considering the
weakness of our nature."

—

Spectator.

*U A considering cap : A state or appearance
of consideration, meditation, or reflection.

"Now 111 put on ray considering cap.^—Beaum.
and Flet, : Loyal Subject.

* Con sld-er-irig-ly, adv. [Eng. consider-
ing; -ly,] In a serious manner; with deep
thought or consideration ; without haste or
rashness.

"... read them consideringly over, . .
."

—

Whole
Duty of Man : Heads of Self-Exam.

con- sign' (g silent), v.t. & i. [Fr. consigner ;

Ital. consegnare; Sp. consignor, from Lat.
consigno = to seal, to attest : con = cum= with,
together, and signo = to seal ; signum = a seal.]

A* Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

* (1) To sign or mark with a sign.

"... consigning them with holy chrism, . .
."—

Strype .- Records, No. 88, Judgment of Buckmatter.

* (2) To confirm, to assure.
" For my father hath consigned and confirmed me

with his assured testimonie, . .
."—Tyndull : Workes,

p. 457.

(3) To hand over, to deliver formally or by
deed.

" Miii, by tree gift, consign over a place to the Divine
worship."

—

South.

(4) To commit, to transfer.
" Hopeless as they who, far at sea,

By the cold moou have just consign'd
The corse of one, loved tenderly.
To the bleak flood they leave behind."

Moore ; Lalla Rookh ; Fire Worshippers.

(5) To yield, to give up, to surrender, to
resign.

"At last.

The clouds consign their treasures to the flelda"
Thomson : Spring, 171-1

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) To stamp, mark, or impress.
" Consign my spirit with great fear."—Bp. Taylor.

(2) To commit.
"The four evangelists consigned to writing that his-

tory."—A ddison.

(3) To give in charge, to entrust.
" Atrides. parting for the Trojan war.
Consign d the youthful consort to his care."

Pope : Odyssey.

* (4) To appropriate, to apply to a certain
purpose, to assign.

" The French commander consigned it to the use for
which it was intended by the donor."—Dryden : rabies :

Dedic

(5) To condemn, to give up to a certain state.

"... put their seals to the packet which consigns
every new-born effort to oblivion.'—Goldsmith ,* The
Bee, No. v. ; Of Reverie.

II. Technically:
* 1. Eccles. : To mark or sign with the sign

of the cross.

"In baptism we are admitted to the kingdom of
Christ, presented unto him, cwsigned with bis sacra-
ment"—Bp. Taylor: Great Exemplar, pt. i., Dis. 6.

2. Coram. ; To hand over or entrust to an
agent goods for disposal or superintendence.

* B. Intransitive

:

1. To consent, to agree.

"... a maid yet rosed over with the virgin crimson
of modesty, ... It were ... a hard condition for a
maid to consign to."—Shaketp. ; Benry V., r. 2.

2. To yield, to submit, to give way.
"All lovers young, all lovers must
Consign to thee, and come to dust."

Shakesp. : Song in Cymbeline.

If Crabb thus discriminates between to con-
sign, to commit, and to entrust : " The idea of
transferring from one's self to the care of
another is common to these terms. What is

consigned is either given absolutely away from
one's self, or only conditionally for one's own
purpose : what is committed or entrusted is

given conditionally. A person consigns his
property over to another by a deed in law ; a
merchant consigns his goods to another, to
dispose of them for his advantage ; he commits
the management of his business to his clerks,

and entrusts them with the care of his property.
Consign expresses a more positive measure
than commit, and commit than entrust When
a child is consigned to the care of another, it

is an unconditional surrender of one's trust
into the hands of another ; out any person
may be committed to the care of another with
various limitations ; and when he is entrusted
to his care, it is both a partial and temporary
matter, referring mostly to his personal safety,

and that only for a limited time." (Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

* con sig na-tar y, s. [Lat. cansignatus,
pa. par. of 'consigno.] One to whom goods
are consigned or entrusted ; a consignee.

con-sig-na -tion, s. [Fr. consignation ; from
Lat. consignatia, from consignatus, pa. par. of
consigno.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* L The act of marking or signing with any
sign.

"... with the consignation, with the cream, im-
position of hands of the prelate, be the signes."—
Strype : Records, No. 88 ; Judgment of Stokesly.

*2. The act of ratifying, affirming, or con-
firming, as though by affixing a seal ; con-
firmation, ratification.

" If we find that we increase in duty, then we may
look upon the tradition of the holy sacramental sym-
bols as a direct consignation of pardon."—Taylor:
Worthy Communicant.

3. The act of consigning, committing, or
delivering over.

" As the hope of salvation is a good disposition to-

wards it, so is despair a certain consignation to eternal
ruin."— Taylor.

4. A sign, indication, or mark,

IL Technically

:

1. Comm. : The act of consigning goods to
an agent for sale or disposal ; consignment.

2. Civil £ Scots Law: The act of depositing
in the hands of a third person a sum of money
about which there is a dispute.

* con 3ig na tiire, *. [Pref. con, and Eng.
signature (q

-.v.).] A joint signature ; a full

and complete ratification.

con sis ne (signe as sen ye), t, [Fr.]

Military

:

1. A watchword or countersign given to a

sentineL

2. A person required to keep within certain

bounds.

con-signed (g silent), pa. par. or a. [Cox-
BION.]

A. As pa. par. : In sense* corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language ."

1. Committed, delivered, handed over.

boil, boy; pout, joM; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -in#.

cian, -tian - shan. -tion, -sion — shun ; .-flon, -sion — zhun. -clous, -tlous, -sious as shus. -ble, -die, &c = tool, deL
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3. Given in charge, entrusted.

3. Assigned, appropriated, given over.

IL Comm. : Entrusted or delivered to an
agent for sale or disposal. (See extract under
Consignee.)

©fin-sign-©©' (g silent), s. [Eng. consign ; -«.]
One to whom goods are entrusted or consigned
for sale or disposal ; an agent, a factor.

" Consigned goods are supposed in general to be the
property of hJm by whom they are consigned (who hi
called the consignor), but to be at the disposal of him
to whom they are consigned, who la called the con-
signee.."—Mortimer : Commercial Dictionary'

•on sign -er, odn-sign-or' (g silent), s.

[Eng. consign; -er, -or.] He who consigns or
entrusts goods to another for sale or disposal.
(See extract under Consignee.)

• ©fin sig-nlf-leant, a. ft t. [Pref. am,
and Eng. significant (q.v.).]

A. As adj. ; Having a joint or common
signification.

" But I find not one of those words or any consignlfi-
eonf or equivalent to them, in all our Saxon laws. —
Bpelman : Of Feuds and Tenures, pt. it, p. T.

B. As subst : A word having the same
meaning as another ; a synonym.

• #on sig-nl fI-ca -tion, *. [Pref. con, and
Eng. signification (q.v.).] A joint or common
signification.

"He calls the additional denoting of time, by a
truly philosophic word, a consignificatum."—Harris :

PhUotog. Inq.

• con slg nif-ic-a-tive, o. [Pref. con, and
Eng. significative (q.v.).] Having a joint or
common signification ; synonymous.

• ©on-gjfg'-nl-fy% v.t. [Pref. con, and Eng.
«Hmi/V (Q-v.).] To mark or denote in union
with something else.

" The cypher . . . only serves ... to connote and
consignify, and to change the value of the figures, . .

."

—Took* : Diversion* o/ Puriey. vol. i,, p. 805.

©An sign -ing (g silent), pr, par.
t a,, ft s.

[Consign.]

A. ft B. As pr. par. <* particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of entrusting goods to
another for sale or disposal ; consignment.

©6n sign -ment (g silent), s. [Eng. consign;
-ment]

1. The act of consigning or entrusting goods
to another for sale or disposal.

"... to Increase your consignment* of this valuable
branch of national commerce, . , .'—Burke : Report
•/ a Com, on the Affairs of India.

2. The writing by which anything is con-
signed or entrusted.

S. That which is consigned
; goods entrusted

to an agent or factor for sale or disposal.

4. It is commonly used for a batch of goods
received for sale, not necessarily upon trust
or as by an agent

• cfin-sil -i-ar-ff a. [Lat. contiliarW% from
consilium. ] Having the character of a tounsel.

©6n-»fl'-i-©ii©e, s. [Lat. consilitns, pr. par.

of consilio = to leap together : con a* cum sa
with, together, and salio = to leap } The act
of concurring or coinciding ; coincidence.

" This is what Dr. Whewell expressively terms the
consilience of inductions."—Herschel : Astron., 3rd ed.
(1840). p. 4, note.

t ofin-sQ'-I-ent, a. [Lat. consUiens.] Coin-
ciding, concurring.

"The consilient testimony In their favour."—
(farbett : Bampton Lett., yUL

• ©fin si-mi lar, a. [Pref. con, and Eng.
trunilar (q.v.).] Having a common likeness.

• con 8i mi lar-y, o. [Eng. consimilar ; -y.}

Similar, having like qualities or appearance.
a " The flood consimitary ducts receive, . .

."

Brooke : Universal Beauty, bk. iii.

• ofin si-mi -11-tude, s. [Pref. con, and
Eng. similitude (q.v.).] A common likeness
or resemblance.

• ofin-sl-ml'-ll-ty, s. [Lat consimilitas,
from con = cum = with, together, and similitas
>* likeness ; similis = like.] The same as
CONSIHILITUDE (q,V.).

©fin slflt , v.i. [Fr. consister, from Lat consisto
= to stand firm : con = cum = with, together,
and sisto m to stand.]

* 1. To stand together ; to remain fixed.

"It is against the nature of water, being a flexible
and ponderous body, to consist and stay itself."

—

Brere-
uKoti: On Languages.

* 2. To hold together, to exist

* 3. To have concurrent existence, to co-
exist.

" Necessity and election cannot consist together in
the same act."—Bratnhall .- Against Hobbes.

4. To be composed or made up, to be com-
prised. (With the prep, of.)

"... the Editor has ventured to add a Second Part,
consisting of a kind of cento . . ."—Scort ; Thomas the
Rhymer.

5. To be comprised of, to be contained, to
depend on. (Followed by in.)

"U their purgation did consist in words.**
Shakesp. I At l'ou Like It. i. S.

* 6. To be based, to stand, to insist or
claim. (Followed by on.)

" Welcome Is peace. If he on peace consist."
Shakesp. : Pericles, i. 4.

* 7. To hold together ; to be consistent,
agreeable, or in accord ; to harmonize, to
accord.

" This was a consisting story."—**.. Burnett.

*ff Followed by with.

"His majesty would be willing to consent to any
thing that could consist with his conscience and
honour."—Clarendon.

con sist ence, consist en 9^, s. [Lat.
consistent ia, from consistens, pr. par. of con-
sisto.) [Consist.]

1. A holding together ; the act of remaining
or existing in a fixed or permanent state.

2. A state of rest in things capable of growth
or motion.

" Even there [In the heevenl T find a change, of
motion, of face, of quality ; motion whether by con-
sistence at retrogradatiou . .

."—Seasonable Sermons,
p. a.

3. A substance, form ; firmness of character
or nature.

"His friendship Is of a noble make, and a lasting
consistency."—South : Sermons.

4. The qnality of being durable or lasting

;

persistence, durability.
" The first can only refer to that sort of preliminary

meeting of the representatives of the six Powers
which seems to gain more and more consistency, and
from which Turkey would be excluded."—Times. Nov.
IS, 1876.

* 5. A substance or material.
" Sigh founder*d on he fares.

Treading the crude consistence, half on foot.
Half flying." Milton : P. L., bk. U.

6. A degree of denseness or rarity.

"Let the expressed Juices be boiled into the con-
sistence of a syr«i'-"—a rbuthnot : On Aliments.

* 7. A combination, a combined or united
body.

"The Church of Ood, as meaning the whole consist.
ence of orders and members. "—Milton, in Ogifsie.

8. The state or quality of being consistent,
harmonious, or in accord with itself or other
things ; agreement, accord, harmony.

" That consistency of behaviour,whereby he inflexibly
pursues those measures which ai>t>ear the most Just
and eqaitable."—Addison; Freeholder.

IT Followed by with.

"... the consistency of popery, with the civil and
religions liberties of this nation, . . ."—Hoadly

:

tetters signed Britannicus, Let. M.

c&n-sfet -ent, a. [Lat. consistens, pr. par. of
consisto.]

* 1. Holding together ; firm, solid, not fluid.

(LU. d fig.)

2. In consistence or harmony ; congruous,
harmonious, not contradictory (followed by
with).

"A great part of their politicks others do not think
consistent with honour to practice."—A dd ison : On Italy.

3. Acting up to one's professions.

"It was hardly possible to he at once a consistent
Quaker and a courtier : but it was utterly impossible
to be at once a consistent Quaker and a conspirator."—
Macaubiy ; Hist. Eng., eh. xv.

% For the difference between consistent and
compatible, see Compatible ; for that between
consistent and consonant, see Consonant.

con sist ent-ly\ adv. [Eng. consistent; -ly.]

1, In a consistent manner ; agreeably, har-
moniously.

2. According to, or in consistence with,
one's professions.

con sist Ing, pr. par. or o. [Consist, v.]

A* As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

* B. As adjective :

1. Having consistence.
"... consisting bodie»."—Bacon : JVot and Experi-

mental History.

2. Comprised, contained, or depending on.
" Though in and of him there be much consisting "

Shakesp. ; Troilut and Cressida. liL S.

3. Consistent.

^^,
YoQ

SSPii n
,

' helP bestowing more that is cwp>
listing with the fortune of a private man."— Dryden.

cdn-sIs-tbV-I-ai, a. [Eng. consistory; -ai.}
Of or pertaining to a consistory or ecclesias-
tical court

tjI'll}^ c°n*1*t°rial Courts, . .
."—Lord Brougham :

Historical Sketches ; Lord Mansfield.

% Consistorial Court (Scotland): A term an,
plied to the Commissary Court (now abolished).
which took the place of the more ancient
bishop's court. (Ogilvie.)

* con-sis-tor -I-an, a. ft s. [Eng. consistory t

•an.)

A. As adj. : Presbyterian ; relating to Pres-
byterian church government. (Used by a
seventeenth century controversialist con-
temptuously.)

"You fall next on the eonsistorian schismaticks;
for so you call Presbyterians."—Milton : .Votes on Dr.
Griffiths Serm,

B. As subst. : A member of a consistory.

©dn'-sis-tor-^, * con sis tor le, * oon-
tor-1©, s. ft a. [Lat. consistorium == a place
of assembly, from consisto = to stand together 1

[Consist.]

A. As substantive

:

L Literally:

Ecclesiastical:

1. The court of every bishop of the Christ-
ian Church for the consideration and decision
of ecclesiastical causes arising within the
diocese. In England the consistory is held
by the bishop's chancellor, or commissary,
and by archdeacons or their officials, either in
the cathedral or other convenient place in the
diocese. (Burns; Eccles. Law.)

" This false judge, as telleth us the storle.
As be was wont, sat in his consistorie
And yaf his domes upon sondry cas."

Chaucer : The Doctonres Tale, I2.09S

2. In the Roman Catholic Church: The
highest council of state in the Papal govern-
ment ; the assembly of cardinals.

" By a commission from the consistory.
Yea the whole consist'ry of Rome."

Shakesp. : Ben, VIII., U. 4.

3. An assembly or council of ministers and
elders of any church to settle matters con-
nected with that church or body.

**.
. . confiscated property bequeathed to Protestant

consistories.'—Macautay ; Mist. Eng., ch. vi.

* IL Figuratively

:

1. A solemn assembly or meeting.
" To council summons all his mighty peers.
Within thick clouds, and dark, tenfold involved.
A gloomy consistory." Milton : P. R„ I *l

2. A council or court.
*' Hy other self, my counsel's consistory.
My oracle." Shakesp. : Richard III., ii. ».

B. As adj. : Of the nature of or pertaining
to an ecclesiastical court ; consistorial.

consistory court, s.

Law dt Bccles. : [Consistory, A. I. 1.].

* con sis -tore, s. [Eng. consist; -ure.} Con-
sistency.

" Trees proof against weapons . . . being of a esn-
iisture so bsad."—Evelyn : Silvtt, p. 490.

* con - ute', v. [Lat. consitus, pa. par. of
consero = to sow together.] To sow or plant
together, to unite.

* con si tion, s. [Lat. conditio, gen. con-

sitionis, from consitus, pa. par. of consero, to

sow together.] A sowing or planting to-

gether. (Coles.)

c&n so-bri'-n&l, a. [As if from a Lat. conso-
brinalis.} Pertaining to a cousin ; having the
relation of a cousin. (/. Hannay : Singleton
Fontenoy, bk. iv., ch. vii.)

* con-so -ci-at© (©1 as shl). s. [Lat. conso-

ciatus, pa. par. of consocio : con = cum = with,

together, and socio — to join, to associate.] An
associate, a confederate, an accomplice.

" Partridge and Stanhope were condemned as conse-

eiates In the conspiracy of SomerseV—Hayward.

* con so ci-at© (ci as shi), v.t. k i. [Con-

sociate, «.]

A. Transitive:

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To unite or join together, to associate.

"Generally the best ootward shapes are sdsn the

likeliest to be consociated with good inward faculties.

— Wotton : On Education.

pit,Site, at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wit, bare, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,

or, wore, woUi work, wnd, son ; mate, cub, care, quite, our, rule, faU ; try, Syrian, te, ce e. ey - a. qu = 1

J
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2. To bring into communication or connec-
tion.

" Ships, besides the transporting of riches and rari-

ties from place to place, consocUtte the most remote
regions of the earth .. ."—Sir T. Herbert; Travel*, p.102.

3. To cement, to hold together.

"The ancient philosophers always brought in a
supernatural principle to unite and comociate the
parts of the chaos."—Burnet.

II. American Church: To convene a conso-
ciation of pastors and delegates of different

churches for consultation and advice.

R. Intransitive

:

* I. Ord. Lang. : To coalesce, to join or unite

together.
" If they cohered, yet by the next conflict with other

atoms they might be separated again, without ever
consocittting into the huge condense bodiesof planets.''
—Bentley: Serm,, vil.

II. American Church: To meet in a conso-
ciation.

* con-so -cl-a-ted (or ci as fllii), pa. par. or

a. [Consociate, v.]

' con so ci-a ting (or 9! as sni),pr. par., a.,

& S. [CONSOCIATE, V.J

A. <fe B. As pr. par. d> particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of joining or uniting together.

2. The act of associating or joining with
others.

e©n-sd-ci-a'-tion(or ci as ahl), s. [Lat. con-

sociatio, from consociatus, pa. par. of consocio.]

• L Ordinary Language :

1. An alliance, union, or conjunction.

"... a cotuoriation of offices . ."—Ben Jonton

:

Discoveries.

2. Intimacy, close companionship or asso-

ciation.

"By so long and so various consociation with a
prince, . .

."— Wotton.

II. Ecclesiol. : A union or fellowship of
churches, by means of the pastors and dele-

gates. A meeting of the pastors and delegates

of different churches for consultation and
mutual aid and support in ecclesiastical

matters. Used

—

1, In a general sense.

"Nor does there appear In the first century that
consociation of the churches of the same province
which gave rise to councils and to metropolitans,"—
Motheim : Church ffist. (ed. Murdock). cent, i., pt. 11.,

eh. 11., 1 14.

2. In the American churches.

"con so ci-a tion al (or ci as shi), a.

[Eng. consociation ; -at.] Of or pertaining to,

or of the nature of, a consociation.

* c6n-s6-ci-et-y, * cin-so-ci'-St-le, *.

[Pref. con, and Eng. society (q.v.).] Associa-
tion.
" By mutuall consociete."—Beywood : Dialogues, No. II.

t con sdl, s. [Consols.]

cdn-sdT-a-ble, a. [Eng. consoUe); -able.}

Able to be consoled ; admitting of consola-
tion.

"A long, long weeping, not contolable."
Tennyson : Merlin <t Vivien, 70S.

*c6n'-sol-ate, a. [Lat. consolatus, pa. par.

of consoler.)

1. Consolatory, cheering.

"The most consolate thing in the world to me."—
Richardson : Clarissa, vil. 40. {Davits.)

2. Consoled, comforted.

"He cometh to thee, to make thee consolate."—
Quartes : Emblems, bit. v., No. IS.

* cSn'-sol-ate, v.t. [Lat. consolatus, pa. par.

of consolor = to console (q.v.).] To console,

to comfort, to cheer.
" That pitiful rumour may report my flight,

To consolate thine ear."
Shahesp. : All's Well, lit. 2.

con sol a tion, con sola cion, . [Fr*

consolation ; Ital. consolazione, from Lat. con-

solatia, from consolor = to console : con = cum
»> with, together, and solor = to comfort.]

1. The act of consoling, cheering, or com-
forting.

" Thynkest thou it a small thynge of the contolo
dons of God?"—Bible (1661) ; Job, ch. xv.

2. That which consoles, cheers, or comforts

;

a source or cause of comfort.
" Hear diligently m;

consolations."—Job xxi

3. A state of comparative comfort and hap-
piness.

" For we have great joy and consolation in thy love,
. .

."—Philem. i. 7.

* con sol ator, s. [Lat.] A comforter, a
consoler, a cheerer.

" A kind of officers termed consoUUors of the sick."
—Johnson : Note on Tempest.

* con-sdl'-a-tor-^, s. & o. [Lat. consola-

torius.]

A. As subst. : Anything which consoles,
comforts, or cheers ; a consolation.

B. As adj. : Consoling, comforting, cheer-
ing ; containing or tending to consolation or
comfort.

" Letters . . . objurgatory, consolatory, monitory,
or congratulatory."

—

Howell: Letters, 1. 1. 1.

" con-sol'-a-trix, s. {Lat.] A female con-

soler.

"Love, the consolatrix, met him again."—Mrs. OH-
phant : Salem Chapel, ch. xxvi.

* con-solde, s. [Consound.]

con-sole', v.t. [Fr. consoler, from Lat. con-

solor : con = cum = with, together, fully ;

solor = to cheer, to comfort.] To comfort or

cheer the mind in time of trouble or distress ;

to alleviate grief or sorrow ; to soothe, to

solace.
" Hr. Pope retired with some chagrin to Twicken-

ham, but consoled himself and bis friend with this
sarcastic reflexion— ' We shall take our degree to-

gether In fame, whatever we do at the university.' "—
Warburton : Life, by Hard.

If Crabb thus discriminates between to con-

sole, to comfort, and to solace: " Console and
solace denote the relieving of pain ; comfort

marks the communication of positive pleasure.

We console others with words ; we console or

solace ourselves with reflections ; we comfort

by words or deeds. Console is used on more
important occasions than solace. We console

our friends when they meet with afflictions ; we
solace ourselves when we meet with disasters

;

we comfort those who stand in need of comfort.

"

(Crabb ; Eng. Synon.)

con -sole, s. [Fr.]

I. Archit. : A bracket or truss, mostly with
scrolls or volutes at the two ends, of unequal
size and contrasted, but connected by a flow-

CONSOLE.

Ing line from the back of the upper one to the
inner convolving face of the lower. (Weale.)

Also called Ancones (q.v.).

2. Fumit. : A pier-table or bracket.

"Showing me the beautiful books and ornaments
on the consoles and chiffon teres."—C. Bronti: Jane
Eyre, ch. xiii.

console-table, s. [Console, s., 2.]

con-soled', pa. par. or a. [Console, v.]

con sol- er, *. [Eng. consol(e); -er.] One
who consoles, cheers, or comforts.

"And, as she looked around, she saw how Death, the
consoler.

Laying his hand upon many a heart, had healed it

for ever.

"

Longfellow .' Evangeline, pt. ii., v. 6.

con sol' id-ant, a. & s. [Lat. consolidans,

Sr. par. of consolido — to condense, to consoli-

ate(q.v.).j

A. As adj. : Having the power or quality of

consolidating; especially applied to a medi-
cine, having the tendency to unite and close

up wounds.

B. As subst. : That which has the power or

quality of consolidating; especially nsed of

a medicine having the quality of closing up
wounds.

con so! I-date, v.t. & i. [In Fr. consolider.

[Consolidate, o.] The word is explained in

the glossary to Philemon Holland's transla-

tion of Pliny's Natural History, 1601, as if

then of recent introduction into the English

tongue.]

A. Transitive:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To make solid, to form into a solid
and compact mass, to compress, to harden,
to solidify.

"The word may be rendered, either he stretched, or
he fixed and consolidated, the earth above the waters."
—Burnet : Theory.

2. Figuratively

:

* (1) To strengthen ; to render firm or steady.
". . . wherby kuowledge is ratyfted, and (as I

mought saye) consolidate."—Sir T. Elyot: Qovernovr,
bk. ill., ch. xxv.

(2) To unite closely aud firmly ; to bring
into close union.

"So long as he was compelled to act he would endea-
vour to consolidate the Empire by every justifiable
means."—Daily Telegraph, Nov. 29, 1881.

(3) To mass together.

11. Technically :

1. Legal:

(1) To combine two benefices in one.

(2) To combine two or more actions into
one.

2. Pari. : To combine or unite two or more
bills in one.

*3. Surg. : To unite or close the lips of a
wound, or the parts of a broken bone.

4. Funds: To unite several items of revenue
under one head. [Consol.]

'*.
. . a great variety of taxes and surplusseaof taxes

and duties which were at that year consolidated."—
Rees : Cydopcsdla ; Funds.

B. Intrans. : To become solid ; to form into
a solid and compact body, to solidify.

" In hurts and ulcers of the head, dryness maketh
them more apt to consolidate."—Bacon : Nat. History.

con-s6r-I-date, a. [Lat. consolidate, pa.

par. of consolido ; con = cum = with, together,
and solido = to make solid ; solidus m solid,

compact.]

*1. Lit. : Formed into a solid and compact
mass ; solidified, hardened.

"... the brawnes and siuewes of his thighs not
fully consolidate:

1—Sir T. Elyot ; Gov., fol. 53.

1 2. Fig. : Firmly fixed or united ; combined.
" Tho all experience past became
Consolidate in mind and frame."

Tennyson : Two Voices.

cin-sol'-i'-da-te'd, pa. par. or a. [Consoli-
date, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Solidified ; formed into a solid and
compact mass ; hardened.

"Take, then, a mass of partially consolidated mud,
. .

."—Tyndall: Frag, of Science I8rd ed.), xlv. 41T-8.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Brought into union ; combined.
"... the equality manifestly becomes as predicable

of the consolidated states as it was of the serial states."
—Herbert Spencer ; Principles of Psychology, p. 800.

(2) In close union and connection ; compact.
"The Germans believe that, as they have only their

own consolidated and easily traversed country to de-
fend . . ."—Times, Nov. 11, 187«.

II. Technically:

1. Par?. : Applied to two or more bills com-
bined into one.

2. Funds : Applied to two or more sources

of revenue combined in one. [Consols.]

3. Law: Applied to two or more actions

combined into one.

If The Consolidated Fund

:

National Exchequer: A fund so called be-

cause it was consolidated out of three others

—

the aggregate, the general, and the South Sea
funds. It was first formed in 1786. By 56

Geo. III., c. 98 there was amalgamated with it

the Irish Exchequer. On Jan. 5, 1816, it be-

came as it now is, the consolidated fund of the

United Kingdom.

con sol'-i-da-tlhg, pr. par., a., & $. [Con-
solidate, v.]

A. V B. As pr. par. db particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1, The act or process of making solid or

compact.

2. The act or process of becoming solid or

hardened.

IX Law, &c. : The act of combining two or
more actions, bills, &c, into one.

toSU, bo*^; pd"iit, jo%l; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, feem; thin, fhls; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph=»t

-elan, tian - shan. -tion, sion - shun ; tion, ston zhun ; -tious, slous, -clous -shiis, hie, die, &c =hel, del
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If Consolidating of actions

:

Law : The joining of two or more actions in
one. This may be done by order of a judge,
when two or more actions are brought by the
same plaintiff, against the same defendant, at
the same time, for a cause of prosecution which
might have been tried in a single action.

con sol i-da-tion, s. [Lai consolidatio,
from consolidatus, pa. par. of consolido.)

A. Ordinary Language

:

I, Literally:

1. The act of consolidating or forming into
a solid and compact mass.

•'The consolidation of the marble, and of the stone,
did not fall out at random."— Woodward: Et*ay to-
wards a Natural History of the Earth.

2. The state of being consolidated or formed
into a solid and compact mass ; solidification.

''
Jn *n able and elaborate essay published in 1835,

Prof. Sedgwick proposed the theory that cleavage la
due to the action of crystalline or polar forces subse-
quent to the consolidation of the rock."—Tyndall
Frag ofScience (3rd ed. ), xlv. 410.

*H". Figuratively:

1. A ratifying or confirmation.
*' He first offered a league to Henry the Seventh, and

for consolidation thereof his daughter Margaret " —
lord Herbert of Cherbury ; Hist, of Henry riff., p. n.
2. A strengthening or rendering firm.

B. Technically

:

1. Geol. : The rendering of strata harder and
more stony. [A.I.I.] As a rule the older rocks
are more consolidated and therefore more
stony than those of comparatively modern
date, but there are numerous exceptions to
this rule. Some, such as calcareous and
silicious deposits, were hard from the first.
Among those which were originally soft, the
solidifying causes were the pressure of super-
incumbent rocks, heat, the infiltration of a
calcareous, ferruginous, orsiliciouscement, &c.
(Lyell: Prvncip. of Geol., &c, ch. xii.)

2. Law:
(1) The combining of two or more actions in

one.
" Application may be made on the part of the defen-

dants in these several actions for a judges order to stay
all the actions except one. This is called consolidating
the actions, and the order by which it is effected the
Consolidation Rule."

—

Arnold.

* (2) The combining of two benefices in one.

(3) The uniting the possession or profit of
land with the property.

(4) (Scots Law) : The reunion of the property
with the superiority, after they have been
feudally disjoined. (Ogilvie.)

3. Pari. : The combining of two or more
bills in one. Various Acts of Parliament have
been passed to consolidate into one several
others previously existing. Thus, in 1845
there were passed a Land Clauses Consolidation
Act and a Railway Clauses Consolidation Act.

,
" I' »*» eome surprize to me to find myself trans-

lated all on a sudden into this bill against the directors
under the new-fashioned term of consolidati'm."—Hon.
J. Alslaoie ; Before Bouse of Lords, July 19, 1721.

4. Funds : The combining of two or more
sources of revenue in one.

con-sol ! dative, a. [Eng. consolidate);
-ive.] Having the power or quality of con-
solidating.

• con sol l-da-tor, s. [Eng. consolidate)

;

•or.} One who consolidates.
" Harmonists and consnlidators force It Into the

crucible. —Atheneeum, Oct. 6, 1877, p. 426.

con soling, pr. par., a., & s. [Console, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Comforting, cheering.

C. As subst. : The act of comforting or
cheering ; consolation.

con sol iiig-ly, adv. [Eng. consoling; -ly.]
In a consoling or comforting manner ; by way
of consolation.

* con sols . s. pi. [Abbreviation for consoli-

dated annuities.]
English Exchequer: The consolidated an-

nuities, constituting part of the British
funded debt. By the Act 25 George II.,
passed in 1731, various perpetual and lottery
annuities bearing 3 per cent, interest were con-
solidated together, and became the nucleus of
the consols. Theirvalue fluctuates perpetually,
but within narrow limits ; they are generally
not much below par. By the National Debt
(Conversion) Act, 1888, the interest was re-
duced to 2J per cent, and provision made for
a further reduction (in 1906) to 2+ per cent

con som me, s. [Fr.] A broth or soup
made by boiling meat aud vegetables to a
jelly.

con son ance, * con son an-cy, *. [Lat.

consonantia, from consonans, pr. par. of co}isono— to sound together, to agree in sound : con
=. cum = with, together, and sono = to sound

;

sonus = a sound.] [Sound, v.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally:

1. Accord or agreement of sound.
"And winds and waters flow'd
In consonance. Such were those prime of days."

Thomson : Spring. 270.

2. Rhyme or agreement in sound.
". . . the ode is finished before the ear has learned

Its measures, and consequently before it can receive
pleasure from their consonanbe and recurrence."—
Johnson .- Life of Gray.

II. Figuratively:

1. Consistency, agreement, harmony, accord.
"As in every thing else, beauty and favour is com-

posed and framed (as it were) of many members meet-
ing and concurring in one, and al 1 together at the same
time, and that by a certaine siniinetry, consonance
and harmony. —Holland : Plutarch, p. 60.

(0) Followed by with.

-*J
h£-°?*I& 1F,T" re*P°nd»- " ^ "•««. to the waves

with which it is in consonance."—Tyndall : frag of
Science {Sid td,), tiiL, a,, p. i«. w

* (6) Followed by to.

" I have set down this, to shew the perfect oonto-
nancy of our persecuted church to the doctrine of
scripture and antiquity."— Hammond: On Funda-
mentals.

* 2. Concord, close union, friendship.
". . . by the rights of our fellowship, by the conso-

nancy of our youth, by the obligation of onr ever-
preserved love, . . ."—ShaJtesp. : Samlet, ii. 2.

B. Music : A combination of notes which
can sound together without the harshness
which is produced by beats disturbing the
smooth flow of the sound. (Grove: Diet, of
Music.)

con so nant, * con so-naunte, a., adv.,
& s. [Lat. consonans, pr par. of consono 1

[Consonance.]

A* As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Agreeing or according in sound ; having
like sounds.

"... often intermingled with perfect or consonant
rhymes. —HaUam : Lit. of Middle Ages, pt. I., ch. ii
* (2) Consisting of consonants, consonantal.
2. Figuratively:

(1) Agreeing, consistent, congruous ; in har-
mony.

* (a) Followed by with.
" That where much Is given there shall be much re-

quired, is a thing consonant with natural equity."—
Decay of Piety.

^
(&) Followed by to.

".
. . it is much consonant to the law of God, as a

thing willed, not commanded."—Burnet : Records bk
iii., No. 2L
* (2) Sympathetic.

TJ. Music : Composed of consonances.

B. As adv. : Agreeably, consistently, in ac-
cord.

C. As substantive

:

Gram. : A letter which cannot be sounded,
or but imperfectly, by itself—that is, without
the conjunction of a vowel. Consonants are
divided into liquids, mutes, and sibilants. (See
these words.)

IT Crabb thus discriminates between con-
sonant, accordant, and consistent: "Consonant
is employed in matters of representation

;

accordant in matters of opinion or sentiment

;

consistent in matters of conduct. A particular
passage is consonant with the whole tenor of
the Scriptures ; a particular account is ac-
cordant with all one hears and sees on a
subject ; a person's conduct is not consistent
with his stition. Consonant is opposed to
dissonant, accordant to discordant, consistent
to inconsistent. . , . Consonance mostly
serves to prove the truth of anything, but
dissonance does not prove its falsehood until
it amounts to direct discordance or incon-
sistency." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

consonant interval.
Music : [Interval]. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

con so nan-tal, o. [Eng. consonant; -al.]

1. Of the nature of a consonant.

" T1
?.* oonionantal sounds b and d begin no Greekword. —Marsh: Led. on Eng. Lang., p. 469.

2. Pertaining to or connected with conso-
nants.

**.
. . cases where, from consonantal corruptions ashort vowel has to be lengthened. "-Beames; Coma.

ST
yan ^ng

' ^ Ind*a. vol. L (1872). ch. it,

con so nan -tal-1^, adv. [Eng. conxman,
K« ; -ly.] By a consonant.

t con-so-nan'-tic, a. [Eng. consonant ; -ic 1

Relating to or partaking of the nature of a
consonant ; consonantal.

''Conwnartrtc bases, or, of the vocalic, those whichend in u (e) a vowel of a decided consonant quality
are most apt to preserve the inflections in their un-altered form."—Chambers : Encycl. (Ogiltie.)

* c6n'-so-nant-l^, adv. [Eng. consonant;
-ly.] In a consistent manner : consistently,
agreeably. *

'

con sonant-ness, s. [Eng. consonant;
-ness.] The quality of being consonant ; con-
sistency, accord.

* con' son oua, a. [Lat consonus = sound-
ing together, agreeing : con = cum = with,
together, and sonus = a sound.] Agreeing in
sound

; accordant, concordant, harmonious.

* con-so pi ate, v.t. [Consopite.] Aa
erroneous formation ; cf. expediate.

* con so pi ation, s. [Consopiate.J An
erroneous formation or a mis-writing for con-
sopition (q.v.).

" A total abstinence from Intemperance or business
is no more philosophy, thatia total contopiation of tbs
senses is repose. '—Pope : Lett, to Digby, Aug. la, 172*.

" con so pite, v.t. [Consopite, a.] To lull
to sleep, to quiet, to compose.

"The masculine faculties of the soul were for awhile well slaked and consopited."—More : Cong. Cabb.
(16S3), p. 68.

* con so-pito, a. [Lat. consopitus, pa. par.
of consopio = to lull to sleep.] Lulled to
sleep, quieted, composed.

" I have the barking of bold sense confuted :

Its clamorous tongue thus being consopite.
More: Song of the Soul, iii, 43.

* con so pi-tion, s. [Lat. consopitio, from
consopio.] A lulling to* sleep, a quieting or
composing.

oon sor di ni, phrase. [ItaL]

Music:

1. With the mutes on.

2. With the soft pedal at the pianofort-
held down. (Stainer dt Barrett.)

con sort, s. [Lat. censors ~ a partner : con =
cum = with, together, aud sors (genit. sorltj
= a lot.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. One who Bhares the lot or fortunes or
another ; a companion, an associate.

"... on the whole most dangerous as a consort, and
least dangerous when allowing hostile colour*.' —
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxiii.

2. The partner of one's bed ; a wife or hus-
band.

" And thy loved consort on the dangerous tide
Of life long since has anchor'd bythy side,"
Cowper : On Receipt of my Mothers Picture out

of Norfolk.
3. A mate, a partner.
". . . the snow-white gander. Invariably accom-

panied by his darker consort. . . ."—Darwin: Voyaae
Bound the World (ed. 1870), <cb. ix

, p. 200.

*4. An assembly, a meeting, a consultation.
" In one consort there sat

Cruel revenge, and rancrous despite.
Disloyal treason, and heart-burning hate.*

Spenser: P. O., IL, vii. «.
* 5. A group or company.
"Great boats which divide themselves into divers

companies, five or six boats in a consort."—Hackluyt

;

Voyages, vol. i., pt L, p. 478.

* 6. A company, a fellowship.
". . . wilt thou be of aur consort f"

Shakesp. : Two Gent, of Ver., lv. L
IT. Figuratively:

1. A companion, a fit associate.
" Such as I seek, fit to participate
All rational delight, wherein the brute
Cannot be human consort , . ."

MUton: P. L„ bk. vill

2. Union, concurrence, combination, or as.

sociation.

"Take it singly, and it carries an air of levity ; but,
in consort with the rest, has a meaning quite different.—Atlerbury.

3. Used catachrestically for concert (q. v.).

fcSil, bo^; pout, J6>1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, aa; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = iV

= shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -^ion, -slcn = zhun. -tioua. -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c.

=

bet del.
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(1) A number of instruments playing in

harmony together.
M A censor* of mustck in a banquet of wine, is as a

iiguet of carbuncle set Ut gold," -Axiut. xxxii. 5.

(2) Harmony.
" Visit by night your lady'* chamber-window
W ith some tweet contort."

SJmkesp. : Two Gent, of Ver.. ill 2. (Folio ed , 1633.)

B. Technically:

1. Polit. (Queen Consort): Tlie wife of a
king, as distinguished from a Queeu Regnant
or Queen Dowager. (Prince Consort): The
husband of a queen.

" Mary, being not merely Queen Contort, but also
Queen iW'imtit. was inaugurated In all things like a
Sing.-— Maoaulay: Hut, Hug., cb. xt.

2. Nnut. : A vessel keeping company with
another.

3. Music:

•(1) A consort of viols was a complete set,

the number contained in a chest, usually six.

[Chest of viols.]

(2) The sounds produced by the union of
instrumental tone. (Stainer & Barrett.)

eon-sort', v.i. & t. [Consort, ».]

A. Intransitive:

1. To associate, to keep company, to share
one's lot or fortunes.

" However, t with thee have flx'd my lot.

Certain to undergo like doom ; if death
Contort with tbee, death Is to me as life."

Milton .' P. L. , bit. is,

* 2. To agree, to arrange.
" All these contort* l to goe to Goa together, and I

determined to goe with them."—Hackluyt : Voyages,

TOl. I, pt. L,p. 222.

B. Reflexive: To associate or join oneself,

to mix.
" He begins to consort himself with men, and thinks

himself one."—Locke ; Thought* on Education.

* C. Transitive

:

"L Literally:

1. To match, to unite, to associate, to join.

" Bo forth they pas, a well contorted payre,
Till that at length with Archlmage they meet"

-Spenser ;F. Q.. II. ilL IL
2. To associate with.

" And they
Contorted other deities, replete with passions."

Chapnutn I Iliad, viii. !fS5.

3. To unite or join in harmony.
" Contort both heart and lute, sod twist a song
Pleasant and long." Herbert.

4. To accompany, to attend, to escort.

" Thou, wretched boy, that didst contort him here,

Shalt with him hence."
Shaketp. : Horn. A Jul., Hi. 1.

IT. Fig. : To attend, to accompany.
"Sweet health and fair desires consort your grace I"

Shaketp. : Love's Labour t Lot*, ii. 1.

• ©on-sorf-a-ble, a. [Eng. consort ; -able.]

1. Suitable or fit to be associated with.

2. Fit to be compared or ranked with ; com-
parable.

"He was conaortabto to Charles Brandon, tinder
Henry VIIL who was equal to him."— Wot ton.

eon-sort -ed, pa. par. or a. [Consort, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1» Joined, associated, united, leagued.

". . . Collatiue and his contorted lords."

Shaketp. : The Rape of Lucrcoc, 1,609.

* 2, Joined in marriage, united.

"He, with his cojitorUd Eve,
The story heard attentive, . . ."

Milton: P. i., bk-Tii.

* 3. In harmony or accord.

"Sundry contorted instruments they held In their
arms!."—Sidney : Arcadia, bk. ii.

*c6n-SOrt'-Sr, *. [Eng. consort ; -en] Aeon-
federate, an accomplice, a companion, an
abettor.

'* All and every their coadjutors, counsellors, con-
aorlert, procurers, abetters and maintainers."

—

Bur.
net : Records, pt. ii-, bk. ii., No. 82.

* con-sor-tier, s. [Eng. consort = concert,

and buff, -ier.] One who takes part in a concert.
" His lordship had not been long master of the viol,

and a sure contortier, but he turned composer."—
Worth ; Life of Ld. Uuildford, 11. 27a (.Dairies.) ,

con sort irig, pr, par., a.,&s. [Consort, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. db particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of associating or

keeping company with.

* con-sor'-tion, *. [Lat. consortio, from con-

sors.] Fellowship, companionship, association.

**.
. . study thou conversation, and 1* critical in thy

contortion: -Sir T. Browne : Christian Murult, ii. &

con'-sor-tlsm, s. [Eng. consort; -ism.)

Biol. : Physiological partnership, or vital

association, between organisms of different

kinds; symbiosis. It is loosely employed in

the sense of mutualism or commensal is in (a, v.),

and more strictly to denote such intimate
relationship as exists according to some au-
thorities in the fungoid and algoid elements
in Lichens, or between the unicellular nl^te

formerly known as "yellow cells," and the
majority of the Kadiolarians. It has been
said that the colour of the fresh-water Sponge
and of the green Hydra is due to the presence
of symbiotic alyaj; but this view is strongly
combated by Prof. E. Ray Lankester, who
asserts that it is really due to chlorophyll
bodies, which have l>een found also in higher
organisms, as in some Worms. Some green
Protozoa, e.g., Stentor polymorphus, Coleps

viridis, and Ophrydium viride, have also
colourless forms, and this has given rise to
doubt whether the colour in the green forms
is due to chlorophyll bodies or to the presence
of symbiotic green algae.

* con -sort-Ship, *. [Eng. consort; -ship.]

The condition or position of a consort ; fellow-

ship, partnership, companionship.
"Thus, consulting wisely with the state of times,

and the child's disposition and abilities of containing,
must the parent either keep his virgin, or labour for
the provision of a meet consorttkip."—tip. Mall : Casts
of Contc, iv. l.

* con-sound', v.t. [Pref. con, and Eng. sound
(q.v.).] To make sound, to heal.

con -sound, • con soud, con solde, s.

[A corruption of Fr. consoude ; Ital. consolida

;

Lat. consolida= comfrey, from consolido = to

consolidate, so named from its healing quali-

ties.] [Consolidate.]

Botany :

1. Of the form Consolde : The name given in

the middle ages to several plants. The
Greater Consolde was Symphytum officinale,

the middle one is thought by some to have
been Spiram Ulmaria, but Britten and Holland
make it Ajuga reptans ; the smaller one is the
Daisy, Be ilis perennis.

2. Of the forms Consound and Consond :

Various plants.

%(1) Comfrey Consound: Symphytum officinale.

(2) King's Consound : Delphinium Consolida.

(3) Less Consound : Bell is perennis.

(4) Middle Consound : Ajuga reptans.

(5) Saracen's Consound : Senecio saracenicus.

* cdn-Bp6-cIf -Ic, o. [Pref. con-, ai.d Eng.
1 Belonging to the siW 24, 1833, p. 250.)

* con spect'-a-blo, a. [Formed as if from a
Lat. conspectaSilis, from conspectus, pa. par. of
conspicio.] Able or easy to be seeu, con-
spicuous.

* con-Bpec'-tion, s. [Lat. conspectio, from
conspectus, pa. par. of conspicio.] A beholding
or looking at.

* C&l-spfic-tu'-i-t^f s. [Formed as if from
a Lat. oonapectuitas, from conspectus m sight

;

conspicio = to see, to behold.] The organs of

vision ; faculty of sight.

* con-spec'-tiis, s. [Lat.] A general sketch
or outline ofa subject ; an abstract, a synopsis,

a prospectus.

* cdn-atper'-sion, *. [Lat. conspersio, from
conspersus, pa. par. of conspergo = to sprinkle

about : con — cum — with, together, fully, and
spargo = to scatter, to sprinkle.] The act of

sprinkling; aspersion.

"The contpertion and washing the door posts with
the blood of the Lamb."—Jer Taylor: Great £zem-
plar, 142. {Latham.)

con-splc-u'-f-ty; s. [Formed as if from a
Lat. oonspicnitast from couspicuus.) The
quality of being conspicuous ; conspicuous-
ness, brightness.

"... midnight may vie for conspicuity with noon."
—QlaneiUe: Scepett.

con-spic'-u-ous, a. [Lat. conspicuus, from
conspicio = to see clearly : con = cum = with,

together, fully, and spicio m to see.]

1 Literally

:

1. Plain or obvious to the sight ; visible at

a long distance.

specific "(q.v.).] Belonging to the same species.

(Athencsum, Fe"

" The mom, cotupiettuut on her golden throne."
tope : Homer t UUyttey. bk. X., L 644.

2. Notable, attracting the eye.
*' Conspicuous by her veil and hood,
Siguing the C'russ, the Abbe** stood."

.Scoff I Marmion, IL 1 1

.

IL Figuratively

:

1. Attracting the mental eye ; notable,
famous, eminent.

2. Above the ordinary ; extraordinary-
**.

. , the conspicuous example of cminure set by
their generals, . . "^-Macaulay .* Hist. F.ng , cb. xlli.

c6n-spic'-u-0US-l^f adv. [Eng. conspicuous;

I. Literally

:

1. In a manner obvious or plain to the eye

;

manifestly, plaiuly.
" Conspicuously station'd, one fair plant,
A tall and shining holly, . . .

Wordttoortn ; Kzcurtion. bk. lit.

2. In a manner calculated to attract the eye.

JJ. Fig. : Eminently, notably, remarkably.
"These methods may be preserved conspicuously,

and entirely distinct."— Watts : Logick.

con spic'-u ous-ness, s. [Eng, con-
spicuous; *ness.]

L Literally

:

1. The quality or condition of being open
or obvious to the sight.

"... that twilight, which Is requisite to their cot*
tpicuousness.''—Boyle: Proem. Essay.

2. The quality of being attracting to the eye
"If we take* the colours of the female goldfinch,

bullfinch, or blackbird, as a standard of the degree of
contpicui'usness, which is not highly dangerous to the
sitting female, . . ."—Darwin: Descent qf Man (1*71),

pt. ii., cb. xv., vol. IL, p. 169.

IX Fig. : Eminence, fame, notoriety.
*\ . . and finding in themselves strong desires of

contpicuousness, with small abilities to attain it, . .
.**

—Boyle : Works, vol. ii., p 303.

c6n-splr'-t>-c& * cin-spir'-a-clo, * con-
spyr-a-cy, *. [Lat. conspiratio.] [Con-
spiration.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : A combination of two or more
persons for the carrying out ofsome illegal pur-
pose or the perpetration of some crime ; a plot.

* II. Figuratively

:

1. A concurrence or general tendency of
things to one end or event.

" When the time now came that misery was ripe for
him, there was a conspiracy In all heavenly and
earthly things, to frame tit occasions to lead him unto
it. '—Sidney Arcadia.

2. A combination.
" So is the conspiracy of her several graces held best

together to make one perfect figure of beauty."—
Sidney: Arcadia.

B. Law: A secret agreement or combina-
tion between two or more persons to commit
any unlawful act that may prejudice any third
person, as in the case of subjects conspiring
against their sovereign, workmen agaiust their

masters, &c. Specifically a combining falsely

and maliciously to indict, or to procure the
indicting or conviction of any innocent person
of felony. Every act of conspiracy is a mis-
demeanour at common law.

*c6n-sp'ir'-ant, a. [Fr. conspirant; Lat.

conspirans, pr. par. of conspiro = to blow to-

gether, to accord : t»n= cum =with, together,

and spiro - to breathe.] Engaged in a cou-
spiiacy ; conspiring, plotting.

" Conspirant 'gainst this h igh-il I ustrlous prince.'*

Shaketp. : King Lear. v. &

* cSn-spi-ra'-tion, * c6n-»pir-a'-ci-onr

*COn-Bpir-a-et-oun,s. [Fr. conspiration;

Lat. conspiratio, from conspiro.]

1. An agreement or combination, a con-

spiracy.
" Whanue his seruauutls by contpiracioun bud

sworyn."- Wyctife .- S Parulip. xxxiii. 31

2. A concurrence or agreement in tendency
to any result.

"... were It not that the conspiration of interest

were too potent for the diversity of Judgment."—
Decay of Piety.

3. Harmony, accord, agreement.

"... what an harmony and conspiration there is

betwixt all these laws, . . ."—Hammond; Works, vol.

i., p. no.

con spir-a tor, * con-spir-a -tour,
* con-spyr a tour, s> [Lat, from con-

spiro.] One who engages iu a conspiracy ;

one who combines or conspires with others to

commit any unlawful act.

bSil, b*y; ptfut, J6>1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, $hU; fcUn, as; expect, ^enophon, eatist. -In*,

-elan, -tlan = -*T" -Won, -eion = shun ; -$lon, -slon = shun, -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c m bei, del.
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* con spir a tress, s. [Eng. conspirator),
and fen:, stiff, -ress.] A female conspirator.

" In place of the cool conspiratress . . . there stood
by his tide a passionate wouum."—Maurice De-ring
(1864), toL ii., p. U.

* Con-spire, s. [Conspire, v.] A conspiracy,
an agreement, a compact.

" By a general! conspire to know no woman them-
selves and disable all others also."—Browne : Vulgar
Errours, p. 136.

con spire', v.i. & J. [Fr. cojispirer; Ital. con-
svirare, from Lat. conspire = to blow toge-
ther, to accord]

A. Intransitive

:

J, Ordinary language

:

1. Lit. : To engage in a conspiracy, to com-
mit any unlawful act, to plot, to concert a
crime, to hatch a treason.

"... swearing allegiance to a King against whom
they were conspiring. —Macaulay: HitL Eng., ch.
xvt.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To agree together, to concur, to have a
common tendency, to suit, to fit.

*' Begin, ye captive bands, and strike the lyre,
The time, the theme, the place, and all conspire."

Goldsmith : An Oratorio, ii.

TI Followed by to.

" Two poeta, (poets by report
Not oft so well agree,

)

Sweet harmonist of Flora's court t

Conspire to honour thee."
Cowper ; Lines Addressed to Dr. Darwin.

(2) To join or unite with.
". . we most know whether the external force

conspires with or opposes the Internal forces of the
body itself."—TyndaU: Frag, of Science (3rd ed.),v. 97.

TX Law : To combine or enter into a con-
spiracy to commit any unlawful act to the
prejudice of a third person. Specifically to
combine falsely and maliciously to procure
the indicting or conviction of an innocent
person of felony.

* B. Trans. : To plot, to combine for, to plan.
" Thus smooth he ended, yet his death conspir'd.*

Pope : Bomer't Odyssey, bk. xvi.. L 464.

* con spire -ment, s. [Eng. conspire ; -men*.]
A conspiracy, a plot

'

' Bat snche a false conspirement
Though ft be priue for a throwe.
God woldo not It were vnknowe."

Gower ; I tie.

t cin-sp'ir'-er, *. [Eng. conspirie); -er.] One
who conspires, a conspirator.

con spir -Ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Conspire.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Plotting, combining in a conspiracy
or common plan ; united in a plot.

" From north, from south, from east, from west,
Conspiring nations come.'"

Goldsmith : An Oratorio, ii.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) Uttered or breathed simultaneously;
united.

"... the conspiring voice
Of routed armies, when the field is won.'

Waller : Battle of the Summer Islands, 1
(2) United or agreeing in a common ten-

dency, concurring.
".

. . conspiring changes may accumulate on the
orbit of one planet . . ."—Berschei : Astronomy (5th
ed., 1858), | TOL

TX Mech. .* Applied to powers which act in
a direction not opposite to each other ; co-
operating.

C. As subst. : The act of entering into a
conspiracy ; plotting.

"Allay their rage and mutinous conspiring "

Fletcher : Purple Island, iv. 28.

* con Spir'-Ing-ly, adv. [Eng. conspiring;

1. Lit. ; By way of conspiracy or combina-
tion.

"Either violently without mutual consent for
urgent reasons, or conspiringly by plot of lost or
•mining malice.'*—Milton : Totrachordon.

2. Fig. : In agreement or accord ; concur-
ringly, unitedly.

these three Joined and confederated, m ft

•con spls sate, v.t. [Lat. conspissatus, pa.
par. of conspism.] To make thick or viscous,
to thicken.

* For that which doth eonspissate active la."
B. More : Infinity of Worlds, st 14. {Davis*. )

* c6n spis-sa. -tlon, s. [Lat. conspissatio,
from conspissatus, pa. par. of conspisso = to

make thick : con = cum = with, together,
fully, and spisso m to thicken ; spissus =
thick.] The act of making thick or viscous

;

thickness.
" With taste and colour by natural conspitsation
Of thiugsdissever'd."
Ancient Poem in Athmoles TheaL Chem., p. 176.

* con -spur-cate, v.t. [Lat. conspurco.} To
defile, to pollute. (Cockeram.)

* con-spur-ca'-tion, s. [Lat. conspurcotio,
from conspurco = to pollute : con — cum =
with, together, fully, and spurco = to make
foul, to pollute.] The act of defiling or pol-
luting ; defilement, pollution.

*Con-sta-biT-I-ty, *. [Eng. constable);
•ity.] The office of a constable.

"His const ability ceases immediately after the
ceremony la over."—Misson : Travels in Eng., p. 128.
{Daeies.)

con sta ble, * cones table, a. [Dan.
constabel; Sw. konstapel ; Dut. konnetabel

;

Fr. connetable; 0. Fr. & Prov. conestable; Sp.
condestable; Port, condestavel; Ital. conesta-
bile ; Low Lat conestabulus, from Lat. comes
stabuli = (lit.) count of the stable.] [1. 1,(1).]

L Formerly:

1. On the Continent

:

(1) In the Roman empire during the latter
part of its existence : The comes stabuli, the
functionary from which the mediaeval con-
stable developed, had (as his name imported)
charge of the stables with the horses housed
therein. He was not a plebeian groom, but a
high functionary, who might now be called

' Master of the Horse. The English word con-
stable has not, as far as we know, been ap-
plied to him in this rudimentary stage of his
development

(2) In France and some other continental
countries during mediaeval times: Under the
early French kings the comes stabuli, now
transformed into the ** conestable" was a high
functionary of government. He was com-
mander-in-chief of the army, which then de-
pended for success a good deal upon horse-
men ; was judge of military offences, and
regulated all matters of chivalry. Such was
the position of the first celebrated, and then
notorious military leader, known to the
French as the Conestable, and in English his-
tory as the Constable, de Bourbon, who fell in
his daring attack on the city of Rome on May
5, 1527. In 1627, the office, which his posses-
sion of it had rendered immortal in history,
was abolished. Napoleon I. revived it, but it
was finally brought to an end on the restora-
tion of the Bourbon dynasty.

"... had, since the eleventh century, given to
France a long and splendid succession of Constables
and Marshals."—Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

2. I* England : The office of the constable
crossed the Channel with the Norman con-
querors, the dignitary who filled H being
called Lord High Constable. The functions
were the .same as those of his French brother.
As chiefjudge of the Court of Chivalry he en-
croached on the jurisdiction of other legal
functionaries, and his power in this direction
had to be abridged, which it was by the
statute 13 Richard II., c. 2. The office of the
High Constable, though carrying with it what
may be called the Commander-in-cniefship of
the army, was hereditary, being attached to
certain manors. It was therefore held suc-
cessively by the Bohuns, Earls of Hereford
and Essex, with their heirs, the StatTords, and
the Dukes of Buckingham. In 1514, Henry
VIII. discharged the manors of the burden of
furnishing hereditary commanders to the army
as an indirect means of dismissing the com-
manders themselves. When, in 1522, the then
existing Duke of Buckingham was attainted
for high treason, the manors themselves were
confiscated to the Crown.

H, Now . The constable of English common
law was early introduced in the American
colonies, and now exists throughout the United
States, though the office has lost many of its

former functions in the cities, where it is in
great part replaced by the police. In boroughs,
townships, Ac, the constable still constitutes the
executive officer of the law, he having the power
in some states, to pursue and arrest auy criminal
or breaker of the public peace, while every-
where it is his function to execute the orders
of the magistrate. In England, constables are
of two kinds, high and petty constables. The
function of the latter is to preserve the peace.

This attempt to revive the license of the Attic
Stage was soon brought to a close by the appearance of

a strong body of constables who carried off the aston
to urtson."-Jf-aeau(ay. Mist. Eng.. ch. xx.

% Special constables are respectabU citiiena
sworn in to aid the regular police force to
keep order on occasions of si>ecial dancer
[Chartist.]

HX A large glass, the contents of which
one is obliged to drink, if in company he did
not drink fair ; that is, did not drink as much
as the rest of the company. (Scotch.)

IT To outrun the constable, to overrun the
constable : To spend more than one can afford

;

to live beyond one's means.

* con stab ler y, * con - sta' - bier - Ie»
con-sta-bll-rle, s. [O. Ital. conestabo*

leria.] [Constable.]

L The office, position, or duties of a guar-
dian or constable.

"Ye will take the constabUrie of myn housholde
?",, ° . l tne wrdship of my londe after me."—Merlin,

2. The body collectively of constables.

3. The jurisdiction or district of a constable.
" In this parish are seven cansUibleries and town-

ships."—Burton: Monast. Ebor., 1768. p. 434.

* con sta ble snip, *. [Eng. constable

;

-ship.] The office or position of a constable.
"This keepershlp is annexed to the constableship of

the castle, and that granted out in lease."—Carew :
Survey of Cornwall.

* con sta bless, * con sta blesse. s.

[Eng. constable) ; -ess.] A female guardian or
governor.

" Dame Hermegild, constabletse of that plaoe."
Chaucer : Man of Law's Tale, 4.H3.

* con -stable Wick, s. [Eng. constable ;
-wick (q.v.).] The district under the jurisdic-
tion of a constable, or over which his authority
extends.

"If directed to the constable of D. he is not bound
to execute the warrant out of the precinct* of his con-
stablewick.' —Bale : Hist, PI. of the Or, ch. L

con-stab'-u-la-r& a. & s. [Low Lat. con-
stabularius ; from constabulus - constable
(q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to or consisting
of constables

; relating to the office of a con-
stable.

B. As subst. : The body of constables in any
town, district, or country.

* con-atab'-u-la-tdr-^, s. [Low Lat. con-
stabularins.] A constabfery ; the jurisdiction
or district of a constable.

* con'-stance, a. [Fr., from Lat. constantia.]
Constancy.

" And telle hire constancc, and hire beeinesse."
Chaucer: The Clerkes Tale, 3,884.

cdn'-Stan-c& s. [Lat. constantia ; Sp. & Port.
constancia; Ital. constanza, from Lat. constant
= constant (q.v.).]

* 1. The quality of being constant ; immu-
tability, unalterable continuance, stability,
fixedness.

" The laws of God himself no man will ever deny to
be of a different constitution from the former, in re-
spect of the one's constancy, and the mutability of the
other."—Booker.

* 2. An unvaried and unchanging state

;

consistency.
" Constancy of character Is what Is chiefly valned ana

ought for by naturalista"—Darwin: Descent of Man
(1871), pt I, ch. vil, vol. L, p. 214.

t 3. Resolution, firmness of mind, steady
determination ; a fixedness of purpose, per-
severance.

"... compared you to those Greeks and Romany
whose constancy in suffering ]win, and whose resolution
in pursuit of a generous end, you would rather imitate
than boast of."—Pope: Letter to Blount (1717).

4. Fidelity, faithful attachment.

5. Endurance of affection ; permanence of
love or friendship.

" While innocence without disguise,
And constancy sincere."

Cowper ; The Dotm.

6. Consistency, steadiness, stability.

". . . integrity, constancy, or auy of the virtue* of
the noble family of Truth."—Macaitlar . Bist. Mug.,
ch. ii.

* 7. Certainty, reality.
" But alt the story of the night told over,

*~ " aeth than fancy's image
o something of great co .

fetp. : Midsummer Night't Dream, r. L
t constancy."

8. Frequency.

% Crabb thus discriminates between con-

stancy, stability, firmness, and steadiness

:

" Constancy respects the affections ; stability

the opinions ; steadiness the action or the
motives of action ; firmness the purpose or

late, fit, fiire, amidst, what, fall, lather; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,
or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin; mate, cub, cure, unite, ear, rale, fall; try, Syrian, se, ce = e ; ey = a. qn a kw.
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resolution. Constancy prevents from chang-

ing, and furnishes the mind with resources

Xinst weariness or disgust of the same
_ect; it preserves and supports an attach-

ment under every change of circumstances :

stability prevents from varying, it bears up
the mind against the movements of levity or

curiosity, which a diversity of objects might
produce : steadiness prevents from deviating

;

ft enables the mind to bear up against the
influence of humour, which temperament or
outward circumstances might produce ; it

fixes on one course and keeps to it : firmness
prevents from yielding ; it gives the mind
strength against all the attacks to which
it may be exposed ; it makes a resistance,

and comes off triumphant." {Crabb ; Eng.
Synon.)

O&n'-Stant, a. & s. [Fr. constant ; Ttal. con-

stants. ;"from Lat. constans, pr. par. of consto —
to stand firm : con-cum= with, together, and
sto = to stand.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Langitage

:

* 1. Lit. : Remaining or continuing firm or
fixed ; not fluid.

** If you take highly rectified spirit of wine, and de-
phlegmed spirit of urine, and mix them, you may turn
these two fluid liquors into a constant body."—Boyle :

History of Firmness.

2. Figuratively:

* (1) Unvaried or unvarying, unchanging,
durable.

*' The world's a scene of changes, and to be
Constant, in nature were Inconstancy."

Cowley.

* (2) Firm, steady, or determined in mind

;

unshaken or unmoved in purpose or opinion
;

persevering.
* The lord privy seal found the woman, in her ex-

animation, constant in her former saying." — Lord
Herbert of Cherbury : Hist. Henry Villi, p. 472.

(3) Unchanging, continuous, unceasing.
"Onward its course the present keeps.
Onward the constant current sweeps."
Longfellow i Coplas de Manrique (Translation).

(4) Finn and steadfast in affection ; not fickle

or changeable.
". . . they yet remained constant friends."— Sidney.

* (5) Grave, important.
" I am no more mad than you are : make the trial of

it fn any constant question."—Shakes/}. ; Twelfth Night,
tv. 1

t (6) Certain, sure, firmly attached or adher-
ing. (Followed by to.)

" He shewed his firm adherence to religion, as
modelled by our national constitution ; and was con-
ttant to its offices in devotion, bvth in publtck and in
his family."—Addison : Freeholder.

* Ct) Evident, acknowledged, obvious, be-
yond doubt or question. (Lat. constat.)

" It i* constant, without any dispute, that if they had
fallen on these provinces in the beginning of this
month, Charleroy, Neville, Louvaine, Ac, would have
•oat them neither time nor danger."—Sir W. Temple:
Works, n. U.

(8) Frequent, continual.

IX Math, of Physics : Unvarying or unchang-
ing. (See the compounds.)

B. As substantive :

Math, ot Physics: That which is not subject
to change, that which remains invariable.

% (1) Arbitrary or indeterminate constant

:

Math. : A constant to which any value may
be assigned at pleasure. Thus in the algebraic
equation na + 4 = 1 — my, n and m, the co-
efficients of a and y respectively, may have
any arbitrary value assigned them that one
chooses.

(2) Constant of aberration, of friction, &c.

:

Physics, Astron., dtc. : A constant by the de-
termination of which the aberration, friction,

or anything varying within equally narrow
limits may at any moment be determined.

(3) Determinate constant

:

Math. : One which cannot be so altered

;

one which remains invariable, as the ratio
between the radius and the circumference of
* circle.

(4) Indeterminate constant : [Arbitrary con-
ttant].

(5) Variation of constants

:

Math. : This strange expression, which seems
a contradiction in terms, means that w,hat is

theoretically a constant, and would be so if no
other force operated, Is made variable by the
action of such a force. If, for instance, the
orbit of a planet were a constant, a perturba-
tion of its course in that orbit might and would
be effected by a planet being in its vicinity as

it passed a certain point ; the constant would
then for a time become a variant.

1 For the difference between constant and
continual, see Continual ; for that between
constant and durable, see Durable.

constant battery, .-.

Elect. : An electric battery with two liquids.

It is called constant because its action remains
unimpaired for a considerable time. Daniell's
Grove's, Bunsen's, and other batteries are of
this type.

constant currents, s. pi.

Elect. : Currents of electricity produced by
such batteries. They do not soon lose their

force.

constant forces, s. pi.

Physics : Such as remain invariable or un-
changing.

constant quantities, a /
/.

Math. : Such as remain invariable or un-
changing while others increase or decrease.

constant white, *.

Pigments: Sulphate of baryta. When well

prepared and free from acid, it is one of the

best whites for water-colour painting, being of

superior body in water, though not in oil. It

is called also permanent wfttteaud barytic white.

(WeaU.)

con stiin tia (tla as sha), s. [So named
from the farms of Constantia at the Cape.]

A kind of wine imported from the Cape of

Good Hope, renowned as the best liqueur wine
after Tokay. The vines were originally brought
from Shiraz, in Persia. (Ogilvie t &c.)

" The famous Constantia wine ia the product of two
contiguous farms of that name at the base of the
Table Mountain, between eight and nine miles from
Cape Town."—Mc Cultoch : met. Commerce.

Con stan ti no pol 1 tan, a. [Lat. Con-
stantinopolitanus = belonging to Constanti-
nople, so called after the Roman Emperor
Constantino, who changed the original name
of the city, Byzantium, to Constantinople =
the city of Constantino ; Gr. iroXic (polis) = a
city.] Of or pertaining to Constantinople or

its inhabitants.

COn'-Stant-iy, adv. [Eng. constant ; -ly.]

* 1. With firmness, constancy, steadiness,

or perseverance,
" And last of all he was called before the hishoppes

in a common assembly e at Loudon, where he so con-
stantly defended himselfe . .

."—Frith: Workes; Life,

p. 8.

* 2. Patiently, firmly.

"Does oar nephew
Bear his restraint so constantly, as yon
Deliver it!"

Jfaseinger i Grand Duke of Florence.

3. Continually, frequently.
''.

. . was constantly desolated by bands of Scottish
marauders."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., cb. ill.

con -stat, s. [Lat. = it is evident or acknow-
ledged ; 3rd pers. sing. pr. indie, of consto=

(1) to stand Arm, (2) to be established or
certain.]

1. Literally:

Law

:

^
(1) A certificate given out of the Court of

Exchequer to a person who wishes to plead or
move for a discharge of anything in that
court It is so called because the effect of it

is to make appear upon the record what re-

spects the matter in question.

(2) The name given to an exemplification
under the Great Seal of the enrolment of any
letter patent. (Crabb.)

*2. Fig. : A certificate, an assurance; sure
evidence.

* con stel late, v.i. & t. [Lat. con, and
stellutus, pa. par. of stello = to cover or set
with stars ; Stella = a star.]

A. Jntrans. : To join in lustre ; to shine
with combined radiance or splendour.

"The several things which engage our ftfthettttM do,
in a transcendent manner, sbtue forth and constellate
in God."—Boyle.

B. Transitive :

1. Lit. : To set or adorn with stars.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To unite in one combined radiance or
splendour, as stars.

"lie who is solicitous for his own improvement
must . . . select from every tribe of mortals thei/
characteristical virtues, and constellate tn himself tut
scattered graces . .

."

—

Rambler, No. 20L

(2) To ennoble, to illumine, to enlighten.
"... those that constellate, if I may so speak, an

heroic mind."—Boyle : Works, vol. v., p. 661.

(3) To doom, to fate.

" I am at the best but a porter constellated to carry
up and down the world a vile carcass."— K". de Britaine.
Humane Prudence (lcae), p. 91.

* c8n'-stel-la- ted, pa. par. or o. [Comsteiv
LATE, V.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Clustered like stars.

2. Starlike, star-shaped.
" The constellated flower [daisy] that never sets.*

Shelley: The question.

3. Doomed, fated.

con- stel - La tion, * con ste 1 la cion,
* con stel la cioun, s. [Ger. konstellation;

Fr. constellation; Sp. constelacion ; Port. «m-
stellacao ; Ital. consteltazione, all from Lat.
constellatio (genit. eonstellationis) : con m cum
— with, together, and stella = a star.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : In the astronomical sense. [IL
1,2.]

2. Figuratively:

* (1) A planet or star ; fortune.

"To be bore, other bygete in suche cotutelladoun.*
Langland: P. Plowman.

* (2) Fate, destiny.
" It is constellacion, which causeth all that a mam

doeth.'' Oower, i. 21.

(3) Illuminations or fireworks.

. . . they now, in honour of the victorious cham-
n of their faith, ligh "

n with showers of sple
lay: Hist. Eng., ch. xf.

(4) An assemblage of splendours or excel-
lences.

IL Astronomy

:

* 1. Originally : The relative positions of
the several planets at a given moment.

2. Now: A number of fixed stars, grouped,
for more easy identification, within the limits
of an imaginary figure, supposed to be traced
upon the vault of heaven. Eighty-three con-
stellations are recognised by modern astro-
nomers. The ancients had forty-eight, of
which forty-seven are still accepted, the re-

maining one, Antinous, being now included
in Aquila. Hevelius, of Dantzic, a distin-

guished astronomer, who flourished in the
seventeenth century, intercalated nine others;
and finally Lacaille, who prosecuted astro-

nomical researches in the southern hemi-
sphere, from 1751 to 1755, under the auspices
of the French Government, found it needful
to add twenty-seven more, mostly in regions
of the sky which the ancients never beheld.
The eighty-three recognised constellations may
be grouped as follows :

—

(1) The twenty ancient northern constella
tions

:

L Andromeda, Eng. name, Andromeda ; 2. Aquila,
the Eagle ; ',. Auriga, the Charioteer ; 4. Bootes, Bootes

;

5. Cassiopea, Cassiopea ; 6. Cepheus, Cepheus ; 7. Co-
rona boreahs, the Northern Crown ; 8. Cyguus, the
Swan ; 9. Delphinus, the Dolphin ; 10. Draco, the
Dragon ; 11. Equuleus, Equuleus ; 12. Hercules, Her-
cules ; IS. Lyra, the Lyrt ; 14. Onhluchus or Seri*u-
tarius, the Serpent-bearer ; 15. Pegasus, the Flying
Horse; 16. Perseus. Perseus: IT. Sagltta, the Arrow;
18. Triangulum, the Triangle ; 19. Ursa Major, the
Great Bear; 20. Ursa Minor, the Little Bear.

(2) The twelve ancient zodiacal constella-

tions :

1. Aries, the Ram ; 2. Taurus, the Bull ; S. Gemini,
the Twins ; 4 Cancer, the Crab ; 5. Leo, the Lion

;

6. Virgo, the Virgin ; 7. Libra, the Balance ; 8. Scor-
pio, the Scorpion; 9. Sagittarius, the Archer; 10. Ca*
pricomus. the Goat ; 11. Aquarius, the Water-bearer;
12. Pisces, the Fishes.

(3) The fifteen ancient southern constella-

tions :

1. Ara, the Altar; 2. Argo Navis, the ship Argo ;

8. Cants Major, the Great Dog; 4. Cnnis Minor, the
Little Dog ; 5. Centaur u*, the Centaur ; 6. Cetus, the
Whale; 7. Corona Australia, the Southern Crown;
P. Corvus, the Crow ; 9. Crater, the Cup ; 10. Eridanua,
Eridauus ; 11. Hydra, theJiydra ; 12. Lepus, the Hare ;

18. Lupus, the Wolf : 14. Orion, Orion ; IS. Piscis A n«
trails, the Southern Fish.

(4) The nine introduced by Hevelius :

i. Camelopardus, the Giraffe ; 2. Canes Venatlci, the
Hunting Dogs; 3. Coma Berenices, Berenice's Hair;
4. Lacerta, the Lizard ; 5. Leo Minor, tin- Lts»er Liuu ;

fi. Lynx, the Lynx; 7. Mouoceros, the Uuicoui; 8.

Sextans, the Sextant; 9. Vulpecula, the Fox.

(5) Lacaille's twenty-seven southern con-
stellations as revised

:

1. Antlla Pneumattca (abbreviated into AntlU}. the
Air-pump; 2. Apparatus, Mf Ofncina, SculptorisjSculp-

b6il, 1x5$-; po"ut, io^l ; oat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem ; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-dan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -(ion, -slon = shun, -tions, -sious, -clous = shus. ble, -die, fee « bel, del.
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tori the Sculptor's Workshop : 3, Apus. the Bird of
Paradise ; 4. Caela Sculptoria (Crelum), the Sculptor's
Tools; 5. Chameleon, the Chameleon; «. Circiuua, the
Compass, r. Columha, the Dove; 8. Crux, or Crux
australis, the Southern Cross; 9. Dorado, the Sword*
flih ; 10. Equuleus Pictorius (Pictor), the Painter''

-

Easel ; 11. Fornax, the Furnace; 11 Grus, the Crane ;

IS. Horologium, the Clock; 14. Hydrua, the Water
Snake; 15. Indus, the Indian: 16. Microacouium. the
Microscope; 17. Mons MenswfMensal, the Taole Moun-
tain | 18. Musca, the Bee ; 19. Norma, the Rule ; 20
Octans, the Octant ;2L Pavo, the Peacock ; 22. rhcenix,
the Phoenix; 2S. Ptscis Vulan* (Volaus), the Flying
Fish; 24. Reticulum, the Net; 25. Telescopium, the
Telescope ; 26. Toucan, the Toucan ; 27, Triangulum
Austrafe, the Southern Triangle.

[See all these words in their several places.]
The several stars are designated by Greek
letters, as a Lyra, y Persei. The more im-
portant have also distinctive names, as Arc-
turus = o Bootis ; Aldebaran = a Tauri ; Bel-
latrix = y Orionis.

•con' ster, v.t. & i. [Construe.]

1. Trans. ; To construe, to explain.

2. Intrant. : To conjecture.
" Cornier what this la, and tel not

;

For I am fast sworne, I may not."
Wyat : A Riddle of a Gift given by a Ladle.

•con ster ie, * con-stry, * con stree, s.

[Consistory.]
"They satte ordinarlie at St. Androus, In the Old

Col ledge church, (the place where the conttrm did sit
lormenie)."—Lament : Mary, p. 55.

con-ster-nate, v.t. [Lat. constematus, pa.
par. of consteruo m to terrify, to affright, from
Ft. consterner.] To strike with consternation.

" The king of Astopiaand the Palatine were strangely
consternated at this association. "—77m Pagan Prince
169a (Wares.)

con Ster-na'-tion, s. [Fr. consternation;
Sp. consternation; Port, eonsternacflo ; Ital.
ctmsternazwnt, from Lat. constematio (genit
consternationis) = consternation ; consterno =
to strew over, to bestrew : con = together,
and sterna = ... to strew.] Such a com-
bination of surprise, wonder, and terror as to
literally or figuratively prostrate the indi-
vidual thus affected.

".
. . the chiefs around,

In silence wrapp'd. In consternation drown 'd,
Attend the stern reply."

Pope : Homer 1

* Iliad, bk. lx., 1. 55G-S.

* con stllle', v.t. [Pref. con, and Kng. stilt

(q.v.).] To distill, to drop,
" Som drope of thl grace adowne to me constiUe."

Lydgate ; Minor Poems, p. M.

con -sti pate, v.t. [In Fr. constiper; ItaX.costU
pare ; Sp. constipar, from Lat. constipo m to
press or crowd closely together : con = toge-
ther, and afipo « to press, to crowd.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To crowd together into a narrow com-
pass ; to thicken, to condense.

"There might arise some vertiginous motions or
whirlpools in the matter of the chaos, whereby the
atoms might be thrust and crowded to the middle of
those whirlpools, and there constipate one another
into great solid globes. '—Bentley.

2. In the same sense as II. (q.v.).

IL Medicine:

*1. Gen.: To obstruct by filling up capillary
or other passages

.

±J' '* *?, Dot Pf00**"* that any ailment should have
the quality of mtirely constipating or shutting up the
capillary vessels."—,* rbuthnot : On A Ument*.

2. Spec. : To render costive, to bind. [Con-
stipation.]

" Omitting honey, whieh Is laxative, and the powder
of fwme loadstones in this, doth rather ronstipate and
bind than purge and loosen the belly."—Browne ;

Vulgar Errourt.

con stl-pa-ted, pa. pa. & a. [Constipate.]

con -sti pa-ting, pr.par. & a. [Constipate.]

con sti-pi-tlon, *. [Fr. constipation; Prov.
constipatio; Sp. const ipacion ; Port, consti-
pacZo ; Ital. constipazionc, all from Lat. con-
stipatio = a crowding together.] [Constipate.]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The act of crowding anything into
smaller space ; the state of being so crowded

;

condensation.
" This worketh by the detention of the spirits, and

conttipation of the tangible parts."—Bacon : Bat. Bitt

2. In the same sense as II. (q.v.).

TJ. Med. : An undue retention of the faeces or
their imperfect evacuation. When the morbid
affection is but slight it is of little moment.
In most cases, however, there is headache,
more rarely vertigo ; while if the disease be
protracted and severe, colic, haemorrhoids, cu-
taneous eruptions, hysteria, epilepsy, or even
ileus or enteritis, the last two fatal diseases,

may be the result. In many cases constipation
is from a torpid condition of the liver, or loss
of tone in the muscular coat of the alimentary
canal, which in some cases is moreover dis-
tended by flatus. In many cases it is pro-
duced by the eating of an undue quantity of
food, or of food that is indigestible. It is
continually present in those who lead a se-
dentary life. Purgatives may temporarily
remove a confined state of the bowels, but
without abundant exercise in the open air no
permanent cure can be expected.

* con-stir, v.t. [Consteb, Construe.]

* con-stir-rere, s. [Construer.]
". . . icomtirrere: expositor, cxpositrix, constructor

con*tructruc."~CathoL Anglicum.

* Con-Sti-tne, v.t. [Ft. constituer.] [Con-
stitute, v.] To constitute or appoint.

"Thair being ane gift and dispositioun of the said
cbaplaunes— to the provest, baillies, counsaill and
comitle of Olasgw, makand and© constituand* thanie
patrouis of the aamyu, . .

."—Act*, Jo. rj. t 1594 fad
18H), p. T3.

con-stU-u-en-cjf, «. [Eng. constUuen(t)

;

-cy.] A body of voters who have the privilege
of electing members of parliament. There are
borough, county, and university constituen-
cies. [Representation.] Also used generally
of any body of supporters.

con-stit -u-ent, a. & 5. [Fr. constituant; Sp.
constituyente ; Port constituent*, all from Lat
constituent (genit. constituentis), pr. par. of
constituo = to set or put together : con - to-
gether, and statuo = to cause to stand, to set
up.]

A. As adj. : Constituting, making, com-
posing, elemental. Used—

(1) 0/ things material.
" It is impossible that the figures and sizes of its

constituent particles should be so justly adapted as
to touch one another in every point —Bentley ; Serm.
"... the constituent htoma of a compound . .

"—
Tyndall : Prag. of Science {3rd ed.). viii., p. 21S.

(2) 0/persons individually or collectively.

.'I??T.
th^.conjffruen/ bodies were generally delighted

with the bill . . ."—Maeaulay ; Hist, Bng.,c^- xix.

H Constituent Assembly of France;
Hist. : The same as National Assembly (q.v.).

B. As substantive

:

1 1. A being, person, or thing which consti-
tutes, forms, or produces anything.

"Their flrst composure and origination requires *
higher and nobler constituent than chance."—Bale

:

Origin of Mankind.

2. That of which anything is made up.
Used—

(1) When atoms of matters or aggregations
of anything merely physical constitute the
body.

" Mr. Sorby finds plates of mica to be also a con*«-
tvent of slate-rock."—Tynda/l: Prag. of Science (3rd
ed.), xiv. 116.

"'We know how to bring these constituent* together,
and to cause them to form water."—Ibid., i. 9.

(2) When persons constitute the body.

(a) Sing. : One who appoints an agent
(&) PL (Spec.): Parliamentary electors.
"... to appeal from the representatives to the con-

stituents . . .—Macaulay: Hist, E*g,,ch, xxr.

con'-stl tute, v.t. [tat. constitutus, pa. par.
of constituo = to cause to stand together, to
establish : con = cum m with, together, and
statuo — to place, to settle; Fr. constUver;
Sp. constituir ; Ital. constituire.]

1. To establish, enact, or appoint ; to found,
to settle.

" We most obey laws appointed and constituted by
lawful authority, not against the law of God."—
Taylor : Boly Living.

* 2. To set up, to establish, to give existence
to, to found.

"This Brutus had three Bonnes, who constituted
three kingdoms."—Stow : Memorable Antiquities.

3. To make up or compose; to give exis-
tence, form, or character to.

"The different forms of bones, when united accord-
ing to various mechanical contrivances, constitute the
skeleton. "—Todd A Bowman: Physiol. Anat., voL i,
eh. vl., p im
4. To appoint, establish, or depute to an

offlcf.

" He didst Thou constitute a priest of thine."
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk, iv.

5- A term generally used in Scotland to
denote the opening of an ecclesiastical court
with prayer by him who presides in It It is

said to be constituted with prayer by the Moder-
ator.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between to con-
stitute, to appoint, and to depute: " The act of
choosing some person or persons for ait office,
is comprehended under all these terms : con-
stitute is a more solemn act than appoint, and
this than depute: to constitute is the act of a
body

; to aj>point and depute, either of a body
or an individual : a community constitutes any
one their leader; a monarch appoints his
ministers ; an assembly deputes some of its
members. To constitute implies the act of
making as well as choosing ; the office as well
as the person is new; in appointing, the
person but not the office is new. A person
may be co7isti/«terf arbiter or judge as circum-
stances may require ; a successor is appointed,
but not con«(iiMf«d. Whoever is constituted is
invested with supreme authority derived from
the highest sources of human power, common
consent ; whoever is appointed derives his
authority from the authority of others, and
has, consequently, but limited power; no in-
dividual can appoint another with authority
equal to his own ; whoever is deputed has
private and not public authority : his office is
partial, often confined to the particular trans-
action of an individual, or a body of indi-
viduals." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

% For the difference between to constitute
and to form, see Foem.

* con sti-tute, s. [Lat. constitutum, neut.
pa, par. of constituo = to establish.] [Con-
stituent.] That which is established or ap-
pointed ; an established law.
"A man that will not obay the king's constitute.''

Preston: Trag. ofCamblses (aoout 1561).

con -sti-tu-ted, pa. par. or a, [Constitute,
v.]

A. As pa. par. ; In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Appointed, established, enacted.

2. Composed, made up.

3. Naturally framed.

cdn'-sti-tu-ter, * con sti tu-tour, *
[Eng. constitute); -er.} One who or that
which constitutes, appoints, or establishes.

con stl-tu-ting, pr. par., a., &, s. [Con-
stitute, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (Ses
the verb).

C. -45 substantive

:

1. The act of appointing, establishing, or
composing.

2. The act or process of forming or framing

;

composition,

cdn-stl-tu'-tlon, * con sty tu cy one.
* con sti tu-ci-on, s. [Fr. constitution ;

Sp. constitution ; Ital. constituzione, from Lat.
constitutio, from constitutus, pa. par, of consti-
tuo = to establish, to constitute.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act or process of constituting, mak-
ing up, or forming.

" Constytucyone. ConstUucto,"—Prompt. Parr.

2. The act of constituting, establishing, or
enacting ; enactment, establishment.

3. An established form of government ; a
system of law and customs. [II. 1.)

4. Any particular law, rule, or regulation ;

an established custom ; an institution or usage.
[II. 2.]

5. The manner or nature of composing or
making up a compound ; the principles ac-
cording to which compounds are made.

" Throughout th is discourse the main stress has been
laid on chemical constitution." — Tyndatt : Prag. of
Science (3rd ed.), ix. 229.

6. The state or nature of being ; the particu-
lar texture of the component parts ; the
natural qualities of any compound material
body.

*. . . the physical constitutum of the sun."—Ber-
schtl : Astronomy (5th ed., 18&8), \ 385.

* 7. A corporeal frame.
" Amongst many bad effects of this oily constitution.

there is one advantage : such who arrive to age are not
subject to stricture of fibres."—Arbuthnot : On Ali-
ments.

8. The temper or disposition of the body in
relation to health or disease ; natural strength
of the body.

"... a young man In constitution. In appearanes.
and in manners.' —Macaulay ; Bitt. Eng., eh. XX.

9. A disposition or temper of mind ; mental
qualities.

I&to. fit, Cire, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit. sire, »ir. marine; «6, pot,
ox, wore, wolf, work, whd. son ; mute, cuj*, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Syrian, as. ce = e. ey = a. an = kw.
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** He cannot limit himself to the contemplation of it

alone, but endeavours to ascertain Its position in a
tries to which the constitution of his mind assures him
tt must belong."—Tyndall : frag, of acinic* (lirded.),

Xjii. 377.

U, Technically

:

1. Political Economy, Government, d:c. : In
this sense the word Constitution is popularly
used with great vagueness. In the United
States it indicates a written body of laws
adopted by a convention, and constituting a
fundamental instrument to which all legisla-

tion must conform. The United States as a
whole, and each State as a unit, have constitu-
tions of this character, which can be changed
only in the manner of their adoption, and
amended only under certain stringent regu-
lations. The Constitution of the British
Kingdom, on the contrary, is unwritten, and
is in a state of constant change, it being
essentially formed by the body of parliamen-
tary law, and the rules and methods of
governmental procedure which have grown
up through centuries, a*nd the fundamental
postulates of which are as stable as those of
the Constitution of the United States.

In this country Buch an instrument was
made necessary by the weakness of the bond
between the states formed by the Articles of
Confederation, an instrument originated during
the Revolutionary struggle, and which in a few
years after its close proved so ill suited to hold
the separate units of the country together, that
it became evident that either a stronger tie of
union must be made or the States would fall

asunder. These "Articles of Confederation
and Perpetual Union " may be looked upon as
the first Constitution of the United States.
The Convention which formed the existing
Constitution met on May 14, 1787, and was made
up of the wisest and ablest of the statesmen
which the country then possessed, and some of
whom have never been surpassed for political
wisdom and sagacity. It continued in session
until the autumn of that year, and produced
an instrument which has ever since been the
admiration of legislators, and which Mr. Glad-
stone describes as the most wonderful work
ever struck off at a given time by the brain
and purpose of man, yet which was, in many
of its leading provisions, the result of a com-
promise between conflicting opinions, and
when first promulgated satisfied no state and
few persons. The instrument has strengthened
with its age, and has served the nation admir-
ably through more than a century of its exist-
ence, with the aid of a few amendments adopted
to meet new conditions, or to Bupply omissions
in the original instrument. Of the government
formed by it the Supreme Court, which consti-
tutes the Judiciary Department, is the greatest
innovation. This great court stands alone in
the governmental devices of nations, and has
proved of the highest utility as a controlling
power over the legislative department, which
it prevents from setting aside in any sense the
principles of the Constitution.
The several States have closely followed the

general government in adopting a written
constitution for each, with the same device of
adjustment in aseries of State Supreme Courts.
These state constitutions have been modified
and replaced from time to time, as the old
instruments proved imperfect, the great State
of New York, for instance, having withiu the
last few years perfected the formation of a
new constitution.
Other meanings have been given to the word

Constitution. In the uprisings of the people
of Continental Europe in 1848 constitutions
were demanded, the instrument sought being
a solemn compact between the people and
their despotic rulers, which would have the
effect to take from the Sovereign some of
the power which he had usurped, and return
it to its original source, the hands of the
people.

* If this ["the freedom and independency of parlia-
ment] be shaken, our constitution totters. If It be
quite removed.—our constitution falls in to ruin. That
noble fabric, the pride of Britain, the envy of her
neighbours, raised by the labour of so many cen-
turies, repaired at the expense of ao many millions,
and cemented by such a profusion of blood ; that noble
fabric, I say, which was able to resist the united efforts
of so many races of giants, may be demolished bya race
of pigmies."—Botingbroke : DittertatUm upon Partiet.

2. Ecclesiology

:

Apostolic Constitution* : Ordinances for the
discipline of the Church, particularly the
apostolical constitutions and a collection of
regulations attributed to the Apostles, and
supposed to have been collected by St. Clement,
whose name they bear. Their authenticity has
been greatly questioned.

" Constitution, properly speaking in the sense of the
civil law, is that law which is made and ordained
by some king or emperor ; yet the canonists, by adding
the word sacred to it, make it to signify the same as
an ecclesiastical canon." — Ayliffe: Parergon Juris
CanonicU

3. Scots Law

:

Decree of Constitution : A decree by which
the extent of a debt or obligation is ascer-
tained. The term is generally applied to those
decrees which are requisite to found a title in
the person of the creditor in the event of the
death of the debtor or the original creditor.
(Ogilvie.)

f Constitutions of Clarendon

:

Ch. & Civil Hist. : Constitutions, in the sense
of laws or regulations, made at a Council held
at Clarendon, near Salisbury, on January 25,

1104. They were designed to define the bound-
ary-line between civil and ecclesiastical juris-
diction, and did so in a sense favourable to the
civil power. On this account Thomas ii Becket,
Archbishop of Canterbury, refused to sign
them, and excommunicated many of the eccle-
siastics who had done so. This led to the feud
between him and the civil government which
ultimately caused his assassination, on Decem-
ber 29, 1170.

T For the difference between constitution
and government, see Government.

con-sti-tu -tion-al, a. & s. [Fr. constitu-

tionnel, from constitution.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining or relating to a constitution or
established form of government.

". . . the verUoas Constitutional crisis which seemed
inevitable at the close of last week."— Times, Nov. IS,

1876.

2. Founded on or consistent with an estab-
lished form of government; legal, according
to law.

"A nation which held so strictly to legal and con-
stitutional precedent, in the administration of public
affairs, . . ."—Lewis: Cred. Early Roman But. (1855),

ch. lit., i 7, vol i., p. 83.

3. Inbred in the constitution ; radical, con-
nate, natural ; affecting the constitution.

" It ts not probable that any constitutional illness
will be communicated with the small-pox by inocula-
tion."—Sharp : Surgery.

4. Beneficial to or done for the sake of the
constitution.

B. As subst. ; A walk or other exercise

taken for the benefit of bodily health. {Collo-

quial.)

con -sti-tu'-tion-al-ism, s. [Eng. constitu-

tional; -ism.] The theory or principles on
which a constitution is based.

" The aim of this form of government is to keep a
middle path, bo as to annihilate despotism aud slavery
on the one hand, and, on the other, to arrest the de-
velopment of democratic ideas. Buch is evidently the
principle of constitutionalism, . . ,"—S. Edwards

:

Polish Captivity, ii. SO.

con-sti-tu -tion-al-Ist, *. [Eng. constitu-

tional; -ist.]

1. Ord. Lang. (Gen.) : Any one who defends
the constitution of his country, or is said by
the political party to which he belongs to
do so

2. Eng. Hist. (Spec.) : A name assumed by
the" Conservatives, with a few Whigs, in
August, 1867. It never took root as a distinct

party name, and, after being employed for

two or three years, gradually died away.

t con-sti-tu-tton-iU'-I~t& «. [Fr. constitu-

tionnalite.]

1. The quality or state of being constitu-

tional or consistent with an established form
of government ; legality.

" In place of that you have got Into your idle pednrt-
trie*, constituttonalities, liottomless cavillings and
questionings about written laws for my coming here."
—Cartyle.

2. The quality or state of being constitu-

tional or inherent in the body naturally.

t con sti tu tion-al ize, v.i. [Eng. con-

stitutional; -ize.] To take a constitutional,

or a walk for the benefit of the health.

con-stl-tu'-tlon-al-ljr, adv. [Eng. consti-

tutional; -ly.]

1. In accordance or consistently with an
established form of governiueut ; legally.

". . . nothing would induce them to acknowledge
that an assembly of lords and gentlemen, who hail

come together without authority from the Great Seal,

was constitutionally a Parliament. '—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. xv.

2. In accordance with the constitution or
natural disposition of the body ; naturally.

He was a man of quick and vigorous parts, but
eomtitiUionuU/j prone to insolence . .

."—Macaulay

:

llist. Eng., ch. iv.

3. With a view to benefit the health.

* con-sti-tu -tion-a-ry, a. [Eng. constitu-
tion; -ary.] The same as Constitutional
(qv.).

* con sti-tu -tion~ist, I. [Eng. constitution ;
•ist.]

1. Ord. Lang. (Gen.): One who adheres to
or supports the constitution ; a constitu-
tionalist.

" Nothing can be more reasonable than to admit
the nominal division of Constitutiouists, aud Anti-
ooiifltitutioiusta."—Botingbroke: On Partiet, L. lft.

2. Ch. Hist. (Spec.) : A name given to those
who accepted the decision ofPope Clement XI.,
as indicated in the Bull Unigenitus, that 101
propositions in the Commentary of Quesnel
were heretical. They were called also Accep-
tants. They consisted of the Jesuits and their
allies ; the Jansenists were on the other side,
and were called Appellants and Recusants.

con sti tu tive, a. [As if from a Lat. con-
stitutivus, from constitittus, pa. par. of con-
stituo; Ital. & Sp. constitutivo.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Having the power or quality of consti-
tuting, framing, or producing anything ; ele-
mental, productive, composing. .

**.
. . neither naturally constitutive nor merely de-

structive, . .
."

—

Browne: Vulgar Errours.

2. Having the power to enact, constitute,
or establish.

II. Logic, £c. : Predicating that something
a priori determines how something else must
or is to be ; the opposite of regulative (q.v.).

* CoV-sti-tu-tive-lJr, adv. [Eng. oonstiU-
tive; -ly.] In a constitutive manner.

t cdn'-st$-tu-tor, s. [Lat.] One who or that
which constitutes or composes ; a constituent.

". . . elocution Is only au assistant, but not a con-
stitutor, of eloquence."—Goldsmith ; The Bee, No. vii. ;

On Eloquence.

con strain, con streign, "constrei
nexi, * constreynen, ' constreynyn, v.t.

[O.Fr. constrainare, from Lat. co'nstringo ~
to bind together, to fetter : con = cum ~ with,
together, and stringo — to draw tight ; Fr.

contraindre ; Ital. constrignere, constringere ;

Sp. constre%ir ; Port, constriug ir.]

* I, Literally ;

1. To bring into a narrow compass, to com-
press, to shrink.

" Sumtyme ache const reynede ami schronk Mr seluen
lycketothe comune mesure of men."

—

Chaucer: Boe-
thius, p. 5.

2. To restrain, hinder, or keep down by
force.

" My sire in caves constrains the winds."
Dryden.

3. To bind, to tie.

" With their rich belts their captive arms coav
strains." Pope : Homer's Iliad, bk. xxl., 1. 36.

4. To confine, to press, to clasp, to hold
tightly.

" And with sweet kisses in her arms constmint."
Drydtn,

5. To imprison, to shut up, to confine.
" Conttrain'd him in a .bird, and made him fly

With party-colour'd plumes, a chatt'ring j>ye."
Dryden.

IL Figuratively:

*L To bind, to constringe.
"When winter frosts constrain the field with cold."

Dryden: f'irgil; Georgic ii. 480.

2. To restrain, to withhold, to keep back or
down.

". . . overweak to resist the first inclination of evil
;

or after, when it became habitual, to conttrain it."—
Raleigh.

3. To force, X% compel ; to urge with irresist-

ible power.
"Constreynyn. Competto, cogo, coaroso, arte, urgeo."

—Prompt. Pare.
'*.

. . whom a strong sense of duty had consrrafnsd
to take a step of awful importance."—Macaulay : Hist
Eng., ch. vii.

* 4. To necessitate, to compel.
'* When to his lust jEgysthus gave the rein.
Did fate or we th' adult'rous act constrain f

"

Pope; Homer; Odyssey i. 46.

* 5. To urge on.
". . . the spirit within me conttraineth uit"—Job

xxx ii. 18.

* 6. To ravish, to force, to violate, to do
violence to.

* 7. To produce in opposition to nature.

"... constrained blemishes''
Shakesp. : Ant. * Cteop , ill IS.

boil, boy; pout, jeiVl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sill, as ; .expect, Xenophon, exist. Ing.

-clan, -tian shan. -tlon, -sion^shun; -tion, -sion-zhun. -tious, -slous, -clous =- shus. -We, -die, &c. ^be-1, del.
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con strain -able, a. [O. Fr constraignable

;

Fr. contraig liable.] Capable of being con-
strained ; liable to constraint. {Hooker.)

Con-Strained, pa. par. or a. [Constrain.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

* 1. Reduced by force or compulsion.

2. Forced, compelled ; acting under com-
pulsion and not voluntarily.

3. Done under compulsion ; not voluntary,
forced.

t Con-Btrain'-ed-ljf, adv. [Eng, constrained ;

-ly.] By compulsion or constraint ; forcibly,

compulsorily.
"... we did constrainedly those things, for which

conscience was pretended."—Hooker.

con strain -er, * con streyn-er, s. [Eng.
constrain; -er,] One who constrains, forces,

or applies compulsion to anything ; a ruler.
" To the ninystris of werkis and to the constreynert

of the people."— Wycliffe: Sxod. v. e.

con strain ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Con-
8TKA1N.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of compelling or
forcing ; constraint.

* con strain Ing ly, ' con streign yng
U, adv. [Eng. constraining; -ly.] In a con-
straining or compulsory manner; by compul-
sion or constraint.

" Purueiynge not constreignyngli but wllfulli."—
Wycliffe : 1 Pet. v. 2.

o6n - strain

t

,
* eon - streint, * con -

streynte, s. [O. Fr. constraint, pa. par. of
constraindre.]

* 1. The act of constraining, compelling, or
forcing ; the exercise of compulsion or force.

"... the age and inclination of the person is to be
considered, and constraint always to be avoided . .

."

—Locke : Of education, 1 202.

* 2. Confinement, restraint.
* Through long «npriaoam«nt and hard constraint:

Spenser ; r. Q., Lll
8. Compulsion, force ; a compelling force

Or power ; necessity.
" And, serving God herself through mere constraint"

Cowper .* Conversation.

% (1) Crabb thus discriminates between con-
straint and restraint: "Constraint respects
the movements of the body only ; restraint
those of the mind, and the outward actions :

when they both refer to the outward actions,
we say a person's behaviour is constrained

;

his feelings are restrained: he is constrained
to act or not to act, or to act in a certain
manner ; he is restrained from acting at all,

if not from feeling : the conduct is constrained
by certain prescribed rules, by discipline and
order ; it is restrained by particular motives :

whoever learns a mechanical exercise is con-
strained to move his body in a certain direc-
tion ; the fear of detection often restrains
persons from the commission of vices more
than any sense of their enormity. The be-
haviour of children must be more constrained
in the presence of their superiors than when
they are by themselves : the angry passions
should at all times be restrained.

(2) He thus discriminates between con-
straint and compulsion: "There is much of
binding in constraint ; of violence in compul-
sion: constraint prevents from acting agree-
ably to the will ; compulsion forces to act con-
trary to the will : a soldier in the ranks moves
with much constraint, and is often subject to
much compulsion to make him move as is
desired. Constraint may arise from outward
circumstances ; compulsion is always pro-
duced by some active ageflt : the forms of
civil society lay a proper constraint upon the
behaviour of men so as to render them agree-
able to each other ; the arm of the civil

power must ever be ready to compel those
who will not submit without compulsion: in
the moments of relaxation, the actions of
children should be as free from constraint as
possible, which is one means or lessening the
necessity for compulsion when they are called
to the performance of their duty." (Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

* constraint -ive, a. [Eng. constraint ; -ive.]
Having the power or quality of constraining ;

compelling, compulsory.
"Not through any constraining necessity, or con-

straintiee vow, . . .—Carew: Surv, of Cornwall.

* con-strewe, v.t. [Construe.]
'" Thei the conclucioun conttretce ue couthe."—Depos.

of Richard II., p. 29.

con-strict', v.t. [From Lat. constrictus, pa.
par. of constringo.] [Constringe.]

Physiol., &c. : To render narrower without
the application of external pressure.

". . . they are always arranged as membranous
organs enclosing a cavity which their contraction
serves to constrict.'—Todd A Bowman ; Physiol Anal.,
vol. i., ch. vii., p. 150.

con-strie -ted, pa. par. or a. [Constrict,]

Con-Stric'-ting, pr. par. & a. [Constrict. ]

constricting snakes, - pi.

Zool. : One of the three great divisions of
Snakes or Serpents, the others being the
Colubrine and the Viperine Snakes. The
Boas and Pythons belong to this section of
the Ophidians.

COn-Stric'-tion, s. [Fr. constriction; Prov.

constriccio ; Sp. conslriccion ; Port, constriccao ;

Ital. costrizione, all from Lat constrictio (genit.
constrictio7iis) = a binding or drawing toge-
ther ; constrictus, pa. par. of constringo.] [Con-
STRINGE.]

Anat. & Physiol. : A binding together ; com-
pression, contraction, astringency.

% Constriction binds by means of the physio-
logical oj>eratioii of the vessel acted upon ;

compression is produced by external force.
Thus, the constriction of part of the throat
may take place by the reduction through
quinsy of the width of the aperture ; while a
wounded artery is compressed by a bandage
tied around it.

con stric tive, * con -stric -tife, a. [Lat.
constrictivus.] Binding, contracting, astrin-
gent

con stric tor, s. [Mod. Lat. & Eng., from
Lat. constrictus = compressed, contracted, pa.
par. of constringo = to bind together.] [Con-
stringe.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The second word in the term
Boa Constrictor, which was originally the
Latin scientific name of a great American
serpent. Now, however, the public have
quite learned the term, and extended it to the
Asiatic Pythons, or, indeed, to any large
snake. [Boa Constrictor.] The term Con-
strictor implies that the Boa so designated
compresses, contracts, or even crashes any
unfortunate animal or human being which it

has succeeded in encircling within its deadly
folds.

2. Anat. : Any muscle which compresses or
contracts a tube, vessel, or organ in the body.
Thus the pharyngeal wall is invested by an
inferior, a middle, and a superior constrictor.
There are also a constrictor isthmi faucium and
a constrictor urethras. (Qnain.)

* con-strInge , v.t. [Lat. constringo = to
bind tightly : con = cum = with, together,
and stringo = to draw tight.]

1. To bind tightly ; to contract, to draw
together.

" The dreadful spout.
Which shipmen do the hurricano call,
Constrtng'd in mass by the almighty sun."

Shakesp. : TroO, and Cress., v. 2.

2. To contract, to cause to shrink.
" Strong liquors, especially inflammatory spirits, in-

it., harden the fibres, and coagulate

con-stringed', pa. par. [Constringe.]

con strin -gent, a. [Fr. constringent, from
Lat. constringens, pr. par. of constringo.]
[Constringe.] Having the quality of bind-
ing or contracting.

con-strln'-gihg, pr par.&a. [Constringe.]

construct', v.t. [Lat construetus, pa. par.
of construo = to put together, to construct

:

eon = cum = with, together, and struo = to
heap, to pile ; struts = a heap ; Fr. con-
struire; Sp. & Port, construir; Ital. con-
struire.]

L Literally:

1. To build up, to frame, to form ; to put
together the component parts of a material
structure.

"
. . .be was pleased to construct this vast fabnclt.

—Boyle ; Usefulness of Natural Philosophy.

2. To put together ; to arrange.

. all celestial objects be ascertained, and
_ obes constructed." '

ed., 1858), i 296.

and globes constructed.' '-~Herschel : Astronomy (5'

maps
IIsCh

IL Fig. : To form or fabricate bv the mind

:

to make up.

"The thought occurred to him that he might com-
struct a story, . .

."—iiacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. rxii.

con struc -ted, pa. par. or a. [Construct.]

COn-strtic'-ter, s. [Eng. construct ; -er.]
One who constructs, frames, or puts together.

con-struc'-ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Con-
struct.]

A. & B. As pr. par. d~ particip. adj. : (Sen
the verb).

C As subst. : The act of putting together,
framing, or arranging ; construction.

con - struo' - tion, * con struc-ci ouu,
* eon-Struc-cy-on, s. [Fr. construction ;
Lat. constructio = a putting together, a build-
ing, from construetus, pa. par. of construo.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. The art of constructing, building, framing,
or putting together ; erection.

" The Normans of this period . . . were very imper-
fectly acquainted with the principles of construction "

—Parker: Gothic Arch., pt. L, ch. hi., p. 49.

2. The form or manner of building ; struc-
ture, conformation.

" The ways were made of several layers of fiat stone*
and flint : the construction was a little various, . .

."—Arbuthnot.

XL Figuratively;

1. The act or process of forming or fabri-
cating in the mind.

2. The manner in which anything is con-
structed or arranged by the mind.

* 3. Judgment or mental representation.
" Jt cannot, therefore, unto reasonable constructions

seem strange, . . ."—Broume: Vulgar £rrours.

* 4. The act of construing, interpreting, ox
explaining by a proper arrangement of terras.

" John Cornwaile, a malster of grammer, chaunged
the lore in gramer soole aud construccioun of Fren»chs
into Eiiglistbe."

—

Treeisa t ii. 181.

5. The act of mentally interpreting or put*
ting a meaning on.

" For this play at this time, Is only In
The merciful construction of gotxl women."

Shakesp. : Hen. VIII., epilogue.

6. A sense or meaning attributed to words
or actions ; an explanation or interprelation.

" Under your hard construction must I sit*
Shakesp. : Twelfth A'ight, i& L

B. Technically:

1. Gram. : The syntactical arrangement and
connection of the words in a sentence.

"Some particles constantly, and others in certain
constructions, have the aense of a whole sentence con-
tained in them."—Locke.

2. Geom. : The act or manner of construct-
ing a figure by the drawing of such lines ai
may be necessary for the demonstration of
any problem ; also the additional figure so
drawn.

^1 Sometimes the expression that a problem
is solved by construction means no more than
that it is solved by geometric instead of alge-

braic methods.

3. Mathematics:

Construction ofan equation:

(1) The drawing of such lines and figures a*
will represent geometrically the quantities is

the equation and their relations to each other.

(2) A term sometimes used when the roots

of an equation are given, and it is required
that the solution shall be found from these.

This is the exact opposite of the process
usually adopted in dealing with equations.

4. Naut. : The method or process of ascer-

taining a ship's way by means of trigono-

metrical problems and diagrams. (Ogilvie.)

5. Legal & Parliamentary: The interpreta-

tion of the words of an act, a will, a deed, or
anything similar.

" In the construction, for the purposes of this Ae^
of the Acts hereinafter incorporated, the expression
"The Special Act 'shall mean the Public Health Act,
184a"—Local Qomernment Act, 1868, vit

TT (1) Court of Construction :

Iaxw: The Court of Chancery, now the

Chancery Division of the High Court of Jus-

tice. When the Probate Court or Division

decides that an instniment is a will, that of

Chancery can, in certain circumstances, de-

cide that for specified reasons it is invalid.

(2) To bear a construction : To allow of a

certain explanation or interpretation.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p8t»

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se. oe - e. ey - a. qu - kw.
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". , . fact* which had been proved would bear two
construction*. . . ."—Macaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. rxl.

(3) To put a construction on or upon: To in-

terpret or explain in a certain way.

* oin-Strtic'-tion-al, a. [Eng. construction;

•aL] Pertaining to or deduced from construc-

tion or interpretation ;
constructive.

con-strtio'-tion-Ist, s. [Eng. construction;

1st.] One who puts a construction upon the
law, legal documents, &c. Generally limited

by an adjective ; as strict, severe, broad, &c.

c6n-striic'-tlve, a. [Fr. constructi/.]

1. Having ability or power to construct or
form.

"The constructive fingers of Watt, Fulton. Ark-
wright."—Emerson: Essays, Series I., No. l, p. «*.

2. Relating to construction or forming ; as,

Constructive accounts.

3. Derived from or depending on construc-

tion or interpretation ; not directly expressed.
" It was not possible to make it look even tike a oon~

structive treason."—Burnet : Hist, of his Own Time
itmi.

If (1) Constructive notice

:

Law : Evidence of facts which render it

highly probable that notice must have been
given.

(2) Constructive total loss

:

Marine Insurance: The assumption that

the total loss of the ship or goods insured is

so certain, if it has not occurred already, that

the insurer is willing to take the amount of

the insurance and relinquish all right to the
property insured, even if, after all, it should
happen to be recovered uninjured.

(3) Constructive treason

:

Law : An attempt to prove by forced or un-
natural construction of statutes that certain

offences are treason, though the law does not
plainly call them so. Under arbitrary rulers

this was a weapon used with dangerous effect

against liberty.

(4) Constructive trust

:

Law : A trust which may be assumed to

exist, though no actual mention of it be made.

(5) Constructive uses

:

Law : Implied, as distinguished from ex-

press or resulting, uses in the transfer of pro-

perty. [Use, *.]

* e£n-struc'-tlve-ly, adv. [Eng. construc-

tive ; -ly.] By construction ; by inference or

deduction.

con-struc'-tlve-nSss, ft [Eng. constructive

;

•nest.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A tendency to form or con-
struct.

2. Phrenol. : A faculty supposed to give the
power of or skill in construction ; constructive

ability.

* con-struc'-tor, s. [Constructer.]

* con-slruc'-tiire, *. [Pref. con, and Eng.
structure (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. : An edifice or fabric ; the
whole structure or mass.

" They shall the earth's constructure closely bind.
Ana to the centre keep the parts coufiu'd."

Blackmore.

2. Scots Law : A mode of industrial acces-

sion whereby, if a house be repaired with the
materials of another, the materials accrue to

the owner of the house, full reparation, how-
ever, being due to the owner of the materials.

(Ogilvie.)

con strue, * con strewe, * con strayn,
v.t. A i. [Lat. construo = (1) to heap toge-

ther, to build, (2) to construe : con = cum =
with, together, and struo = to heap ; struts =
aheap; Fr. construire.] [Construct, Con-
ster.]

A* Transitive:

1. To apply the roles of syntax to ; to arrange
words in their natural order, so as to show
the exact meaning.

" Clerkus that were confessours. couple hem togeders
To construe this clause." P. Plowman, p. "1.

2. To translate, to reduce from one language
to another.

"Let* thy confeeeour syre kyng. construe this in
English." P. Plowman, p. 71.

3. To interpret, to explain ; to put a con-
struction upon.

". . . the Court* were enjoined to construe this Act
largely and beneficially for the suppressing of dissent
and for the encouraging of informers. "—Macaulay :

Bist. Eng. , ch. XL

B. Intrans. : To apply the rules of syntax
to ; to explain grammatically.

"In alle the gramere auoles of Engeloud children
lernth Freusche and construct* and lemeth an Eug-
lische. "—Trevisa, li. 181.

con -struod, pa. par. or a. [Construe.]

con stru cr, * con stru are, s. [Eng.

con$tru(e) ; -er.] One who construes.

"Comtruare. Constructor."—Prompt. Part.

con' stru-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Construe, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ' (See

the verb).

C. As suist. : The act of applying the rules

of syntax to ; interpreting or explaining
grammatically.

* con-stult, v.i. [Pref. con, and Lat. stultus

= foolish.] To be or become as great a fool

as another.

* cdn'-Btu-prate, v.t. [Lat. constupratus, pa.

par. of constupro : con — cum = with, toge-

ther, and stupro — to ravish.] To violate, to
ravish, to debauch.

* con stu prated, pa, par. or a. [Constu-
PRATE.]

* con-stu-pra -tion, s. [Lat. constupratus.]

The act of violating or debauching ; violation,

defilement.

cdn-su-a'-li-a, *. pi. [Lat., from Consus = a
name* of Neptune. According to Festus he
was the god of counsel. ]

Roman Archceol. : Games in honour of

Consus [see etym.], celebrated by the Romans
on the twelfth day of the kalends of Septem-
ber, i.e., on the ISth of August These were
the gamea at which the Romans carried off

the Sabine women who had come as spec-

tators ; indeed, it is said that it was to facili-

tate the perpetration of this lawless act of

rapine that Romulus resolved to observe the
games. They were afterwards called Circenses,

from being celebrated in the circus.

*C$n-siib-Ject'» v.t. [Pref. con, and Eng.
subject, v. (q.v.).] To make subject in con-
junction with others.

" They would consubject themselves with those of

Juda and Benjamin."—Raleigh ; ffist. World, bk. U..

ch. xtx., ( 6.

con-sub-slst', v.i. [Lat. con = together, and
subsisto = to stand still, to remain standing :

sub = under, and sisto = to cause to stand. ]

To subsist or exist together.

con-sub-sis -ting, pr. par. k a. [Consub-
SIST.]

con sub stan tial (ti as sh), * con sub
stan tiall, a. [Fr. consubstantiel ; Sp. &
Port, consubstancidl ; Ital. consustanriale ;

Lat. consnbstantialis : con = cum = with, to-

gether, and substantialis = pertaining to the

same essence or substance, substantial, from
substantia = that of which a thing consists ;

the being, essence, or substance of any thing

or of any being.)

1. Ord. Ixmg. : Of the same nature.

"Or as in spring-time from one sappy twig.
There sprouts another consubstan tiall sprig."

Du Harms : The sixth Day of the Jlrst Week.

2. Theol., Logic, dtc. : Having the same sub-

stance or essence, coessential.

% When the Arian controversy ran high in

the Church, and with the view of settling it

Constantino was induced to summon the
General Council of Nice in 325, the Council
pronounced in favour of the Athanasiau view
that the Second Person of the Trinity is

bfjLoovtnoc (Jiomoousios) with the Father. [Homo-
ousios.) To this the corresponding Latin
term was consubstantialis. The Greek and
Roman Churches, as well as those of England
and Scotland with the leading Continental
Protestant Churches, still adopt this view;
thus the second of the Thirty-nine Articles

commences, " The Son, which is the Word of

the Father, begotten from everlasting of the

Father, the very and eternal God and of one
substance with the Fatfier . . ." Similarly the
Westminster Confession of Faith—the stan-

dard of the proper Presbyterian Churches

—

teaches that " In the unity of the Godhead
there be three persons of one substance . .

."

(ch. ii. § 3).

" The Lord our God is but one God ; in which indivi-

sible unity, notwithstanding we adore the Father, as

being altogether of himself, we glorify that consub-
stantial Word, which is the Son . . ."—Hooker.

t con sub stan tial-ism (tl as all), ».

[Eng. consubstantial ; -ism.]

Theol. ; The same as Consubstantiation
(q.v.).

con-sub stan -tial ist (ti as sh), f. [Eng.
consubstantial ; -ist.]

llieol. ; One who holds the doctrine of con-
substantiation.

con sub stan ti al i ty (ti as shi), s.

[Fr. consubstantialite ; Sp. consubstantialidad ;

Port. consubstancialidade.] [Consubstantial.]
Co-existence in the same substance

; participa-
tion in the same nature. (Used chiefly in con-
nection with the doctrine of the Trinity.)

" I replied, 'Neither is the Cuntnbttantinlity,' tlieHo-
inotision of Nicsea, ' to be found in the Scriptures, but
In the Holy Fathers, . . .' "—/fewman : Development
of Christian Doctrine, ch. v., f 8.

con sub stan -tial-ly (ti as sh), adv.
(Eng. consubstantial ; -ly.) In a consub-
stantial manner, so as to possess identity of
substance or nature.

con sub stan ti ate (tl as shi), v.t & i.

[CONSUBSTANTIATE, Ot.]

A. Trans. : To cause to unite in one common
substance or nature.

" That so by ' putting his ft nger into the print of the
nails and thrusting his hand into his side,' be [St
Thomas) might almost consubxtantiate and unite him-
self unto his Saviour, . . ."—Hammond : Works, lv. «S4.

B. Intransitive :

1. To unite in one common substance or
nature.

2. To hold the doctrine of consubstantiation
(q.v.).

con sub stan - ti ate (ti as shi), a.
[Pref. coil- = cum = with, together, and Eng.
substantiate (q.v.).] Of the same substance
or nature with, participating in a common
nature.

" We most love her, [the wife,! that Is thus consub'
ttantiate with us."—Feltham : Serm. on St. Luke, xl«

con sub stan ti a ted (ti as shi), pa.
par. & a. [Consubstantiate, v.]

con sub stan'- ti - a ting (ti as shi),
pr. par. &, a, [Consubstantiate, v.]

con sub stan ti a -tion (tl as shi), s.

[Ft. consubstantiatlon; Port, consubstanciaeolo,
from Lat. con = together, and substantia =
substance.] [Consubstantiate.]

+ 1. Ord. Lang. & Logic : Union of two or
more substances together.

2. Theology & Church History

:

(1) Theol. : The doctrine that in the Holy
Eucharist the real body and blood of Christ
are present along with the bread and wine.
The doctrine of Transubstantiatiou is that
when the words of consecration are pronounced
by the priest the bread and wine are changed
into the body and blood of Christ, and conse-
quently cease to exist in their original sub-

stance! The_ doctrine of Consubstantiation,
on the contrary, is that after consecration
they continue to exist in their original sub-
stance, but that along with them the actual
body and blood of Christ exist and are par-
taken of by the communicants.

(2) Ch. Hist. : It is believed that the first to
promulgate the doctrine of Consubstantiation
was John, sumamed Pungens Asinus, a doctor
of Paris, at the end of the thirteenth century.
Luther either adopted or thought it out anew
for himself, and it will for ever be identified

with his name. It was adopted also by
Melanchthon and most of the other North
German reformers, except Carlstadt, and be-

came the creed of the Lutheran Church. It is

taught in the tenth article of the Augsburg
Confession, which asserts that the real body
and blood of Christ are truly present in the
Eucharist, under the elements of the bread and
wine, and are distributed and received. Ulrica
Zwingle, and subsequently Calviu, with moat
of the other Swiss andSouth German reformers,

on the contrary, considered that the sacra-

mental elements were merely symbolic of the
body and blood of Christ, which were not
corporeally present in the Eucharist. Bitter-

ness of feeling arose between the combatants
on the respective sides, and efforts to reconcile

them failed. The doctrine of consubstantia-

tion is still held as a fundamental tenet by the

Lutheran Churches. It is sometimes called

Impanation (q.v.).

boil, h6y; ptfut, )6%t; cat, ceil, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, $his; sla, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = &
-cian, -tian m shan. -tioa, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sioa= zhun. -tious. -sious, -cious = shus. -ble, -41e, &c. feel, del.
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* con sue tude (ue as we), a {Leo. con-

suetude, from consuetus, pa. par. of r -nai/csco

= to be accustomed.] Custom, usage, hai it.

'• Wtiaime the kvng hadde setten vpoii bin clMiyer
after the consuetude'— Wycliffe : 1 Kings xx. 26.

* con sue tud In al (ue as we), a. [Low
Lat. consuetudinalis — of or pertaining to cus-

tom.] According to custom orusage ; custom-
ary, usual.

* con sue-tud -Ln-ar-y (ue as we), a. k s.

[Lat. consuetudo, gen.it. consuetudin(is) ; and
Eng. suff. -ary.]

A. ^s adj. ; According to custom or usage

;

customary.
". . . genuine remnants of their early jurispru-

dence, and of antique consuetudinary law. . .
."

—

lewis : Cred. Early Roman Hist. (1854). ch. v., j 5,

Toi. L, p. 141.

B. As subst, : [Lat- consuetudinarium}.

Eccles. : A ritual of monastic forms and
customs.

" An account of a consucXudinart/ of the abbey of St.
Edmund's Bury. "— Baker .- MBS. Catalogue by Master*.
Camb p. 61.

Con sul f s. [Lat. consul, in old inscriptions

consol, and once cosol. Remote etym. doubt-
ful, generally derived from consulo = to delib-

erate ; but the sol of the old form consol has
been considered to be the root sol of solium =
a seat, the set of sella m a seat, chair, or stool,

and the ted of sedeo = to sit. In this case
consuls would be those who sit together.]

1, Roman History :

(1) Properly (PL, Consuls) : Two supreme
magistrates, with equal authority, elected

annually in ancient Rome from the time of
the expulsion of the kings and the commence-
ment of the republic (a.u.c. 244 ; b.c. 509).

They were called at first prcetors (praetors), im-
peratnres (commanders), and jndices (judges)

;

but ultimately the name consides (consuls)^pre-

vailed over these designations. The annual
meeting or assembly of the Roman citizens for

their election was called by the plural term
comitia, from the comitium, a place in or near
the forum, where the elections were held. They
continued, with a few exceptional elections,

during the whole period of the republic, and
were so important in the State, that the suc-

cessive years were distinguished by the con-
suls who had held office during each of them.
At first none but patricians could bold the
dignity, but in b.c. 356 a plebeian was elected

one of the consuls, and in b.c. 172 two. The
consulate nominally continued under the em-
pire, but was little more than a titular dignity.

Tiberius transferred the power of electing con-

suls from the people to the senate. After-

wards their number was augmented. The last

consul at Rome was Decimus Theodorus
Faulinus in a.d. 536; the last at Constant i-

nople, Basilius junior in a.d. 541.

(2) A senator (of Venice).
" Many of the consuls Tafs'd and net
Are at the duke's already."

Shakesp. : Othello, i. %

2, French Hist, : One of three supreme
magistrates in France, designated first, se-

cond, and third consul, who held office be-

tween 1799 and 1804. Napoleon Bonaparte
was the hist consul, and his power soon
absorbed that of the rest. [Consulate, 2.]

3, Comm. : An officer appointed by the
government of his country to reside in a
specified foreign land, with the view of pro-
moting the mercantile interests of the nation
in whose service he is engaged. On arriving

at his destination, or on his being appointed a
consul—if he be a native of the land in which
he is accredited, he shows his credentials to
the government of the region in which he is to
reside, and obtains an exequatur [Exkqgatur]
sanctioning his appointment, and according
him all the rights and privileges enjoyed by
his predecessors. He annually or more fre-

quently reports to his government the state of

commerce in the region where his opportuni-
ties of observation lie. The office of consul
in this sense seems to have arisen in Italy

about the middle of the twelfth century, and
by the sixteenth had spread over Europe.

consul-general, s. A consul of higher
official dignity than ordinary, who has juris-

diction over ordinary consuls or at more places

than the one in which he ordinarily resides ;

a chief consul.

ton -sol age, «. [Eng. consul; -age.)

Commerce:
* L A consulate or consulship.

"At Council we debated the business* of tbe on-
tulaoe. of Leghorn."—Erelytt : Diary, Nov. 8, 1*72.
{Davits.)

2. A duty or tax paid by merchants for the
expense of protecting their goods by means
of a consul in a foreign country.

con sit lar, a. [Sp. & Port, consular; Fr.
consulhire; ItaL consolare, from Lat. con-
sularis.]

1. Pertaining to a consul.
". . . the tntn of consular dignity. . .

."—Lewis:
Cred. Sarly Roman Hist. (1855), ch. xit, pt v., 5 81,
vol. ii, p. jar,.

2. Having been consul. [A consular man.]

H A consular man

:

Roman Archaol. : One who has been consul.
". . . MacroMus a consular man.'—Bacon : Works

fed. 1765), vol. i., i.ref., p. &».

consular tribunes, s. pi.

Roman Archceol. : Military tribunes with
the same power as consuls would liave pos-
sessed. They were the highest officers of the
State from a.u.c. 310 (b.c. 443) to A.O.C 388
(b.c. 365). [Tribune. ]

con'-su-late, a [Fr. consulat ; Sp. & Port.
consutado'; ItaL consolato, all from Lat. con-
sulatus ax the consulship.]

1. Roman Archatol. : The office of a consul,

a consulship.
" Bearing the honorable offices of preture and con-

sulate . . ,—Boltasut : Suetonius, p. 180.

2. French Hist. : The office of a consul in the
political sense. A consulate was established
in France on November 10, 179ft. On Decem-
ber 24 a first, second, and third consul were
appointed, Napoleon Bonaparte being the
first consul, whose term of office was extended
on August 4, 1802, so as to be for life. But
on May 18, 1804, the consulate gave way to
the empire, the first consul being transformed
into the emperor.

Z. Commerce:

(1) The office of a commercial consul of
England or any other country.

(2) The residence of a consuL

COn'-SUl-shlp, s. [Eug. consul, and suff.

-ship.] The office or dignity of a consul, es-

pecially in the original or Roman sense of that
word.

"How many stand for consulship* f" — Skakesp.

:

Coriolnnus, It 2.

COn-SUlt , v.i. & t. [Fr. consulter, from Lat.
consulto, a frequent, form of consulo = to con-
sult, to consider.]

A. Tntrans. : To deliberate, to take counsel
together.

" Bat the chief priests consulted that they might
put Lazarus also to death."—John xii. 10.

(1) Followed by with before the persons
consulted.

"He sent for bis bosom friends, with whom he most
confidently consulted, . . ."—Clarendon.

(2) Followed by for before the persona for

whose benefit the consultation is held.

"... three hundred and twenty men sat committing
always for the people."—1 Mac vfli. 15.

B. Transitive:

1. To ask advice or seek counsel from.

"The Lord President probably expected that be
should be consulted before they were given away . .

."

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvL

2- To refer to, to examine ; as, to consult a
book.

3. To have regard to, to act with a view to,

to respect, to consider.
" Be just, consult my glory, and forbear."

Pope: Homers Iliad, bk. xvl. 1. us.

* 4. To plan, to plot, to contrive, to devise.

"O my people, remember now what Balak king of
Moab consulted, . . .'—Micah vi 5.

*5. To bring ahout by counsel or contriv-

ance, to contrive.
" Thou hast consulted shame to thy house by cutting

off many people."—Babakkuk, li. 10.

^1 Crabb thus discriminates between to con-

sult and fo deliberate: *' Consultations always
require two persons at least ; deliberations

require many, or only a mau's self: an indi-

vidual may consult with one or many ; assem-
blies commonly deliberate : advice and infor-

mation are givenand received in consultations

;

doubts, dUBculties, and objections, are started

and removed in deliberations. "We communi-
cate and hear when we consult ; we pause and
hesitate when we deliberate: those who have
to co-operate must frequently consult together

;

those who have serious measures to decide

upon must coolly deliberate.'' (Crabb: Eng.
Sgnon.)

* con-suit', s. [Lat. consultum = a decree or
decision, neut, sing, of consuUus, pa. par. of
consulo."]

1. The act of consulting or deliberating
together, a consultation.

" After short silence then
And summons read, tbe great consult began."

MUton: P.L.,h\\A

2. The result of consultation or delibera*
tion ; a decision or determination.

"... tbe council broke

;

And all their grave consult* diseolv d in *inok«\"
Drydrn : Fables.

3. A number of persons met for consulta-
tion or deliberation ; a council.

" A consult of coquets below
Was call'd, to rig htm out a beau." Buift.

4. A person consulted.
"'Buu.'cried the consult.'* happy prognostic."*—

Gentleman instructed, p. M3. {Davits.)

5. Agreement, concert.
•*

. . . march t* oppose the faction In consult
With dying Dorax."

Drpden : Don Sebastian, ir. 1.

* con SUlt -able, a. [Eng. consult; -able.]

Able or ready to be consulted.
" I have got my . . . collection stuck on tablets and

put In consultable order."— E. Forbes: In Memorial*
of Wilson and Oeikie, cb. xit. p. 422 (July 18, 1847)

*C*n-»Ult'-ar-'yt, a. [Low Lat. consultarius.)
Formed on or resulting from consultation.

% Consultary response :

Law : The opinion of a court on a special
case. (Wliarton.)

con sult-a -tlou, s. [Fr., from Lat. consul-
tatio.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of consulting or deliberating;
deliberation.

"The /ttblect of those consultations. . . ,"—
Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

2. The act of referring to or examini: : \

reference to.

" By the consultation of books, . .
."—Rambler, No.

87.

*3. A number of persons met to consult
together; a council ; a meeting of experts to
consider a point or case.

"A consultation was called, wherein he advised a
salivation."

—

Witeman: Of Abscesses

H. Law ; (See extract).
" Consultatio is a writ, whereby a cause, being for-

merly removed by prohibition from the ecclesbMttesJ
court, or court Christian, to the king's court, is re-
turned thither again : for the Judges of the king'*
court, if, upon comparing the libel with the suggestion
of tbe party, they do find tlie suggestion false, or not

(
»roved. and therefore the cause tobe wrongfully called
rom tlie court Christian ; then, upon this consultation
or deliberation, decree It to be returned again."—
Csmm

consult-at-Ive, a. [Lat. consultaHtts), pa.

par. of consulio; Eng. sun", -ii-e.} Pertaining
to consultation or deliberation ; having the
power or ri^ht of consulting and giviug ad-

vice or decisions. It is opposed to Executive
(q.v.).

consult -ed, pa. par. or a. [Consult, f.]

con-sult'-er, s. [Eng. consult; -er.] One
who consults or seeks advice or information.

^1 Followed by -with before the person or
thing consulted.

" There shall not be found among you a chsrmer, or
a conmlter with familiar spirits, or a wizard. '—Deut.
xvHL 11.

con-suit -trig, pr. par., a., k s. [Consitt, v\

A* Aspr.par.: In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Becking advice or information.

2. Imparting, or capable of imparting, ad-

vice : as, a consulting barrister, a consulting

physician.

"The death of Dr. Luke, F.R.S., hon. consultinf
surgeon to the hospital, was also noted, . . .'—AW>
Telegraph. Nov. 26, 18S1.

3. Pertaining to or used for consultations ;

as, a consultimj room.

C. As subst. : The act of deliberating or

consulting together ; consultation.

* Consult-IVO, a. [Eng. consult; -iw.] De-

termined by consultation, deliberate, con-

sultative.

"He that remains in the grace of God. tta* n t

by any deliberative, contutthe, knowing act. — By.

Taylor.

ISste, fitt, fSire, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wfct, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p*t,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our. rule, foil; try, Syrian, a, ce = e ; cy - a. an = lew.
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* con-stilt -Ive-l$r, adv. [Eng. consultive;

-ly.] Of deliberate purpose, deliberately.

"Therefore consult irtdy I overall*) it."—Nashe :

U'lten Stuff*.

©on sura -able, a. [Eng. con$um(e); -able.]

Capable of being consumed ; susceptible of
f"nsumption or total destruction ; fit for con-
sumption.

con sume', v.t. & i. [O. Pr. 'consumer; Sp.
oonsitmir; ItaL consumare, from Lat. con-
sumo = to take up wholly, to consume : con =
cum = with, together, fully, and ffumo = to
take.]

A, Transitive:

I. Literally

:

1. To destroy, as by decomposition, waste,
or fire.

" And the fire of God came down from heaven, and
cotmtmed him and his fifty."—2 King* i. 12.

2. To bring to utter ruin, to destroy, to
exterminate.

" Separate yourselves from among this coni
that I may consume them in a moment"
SL

IX Figuratively :

1. To use up, to absorb, to utilize.

"When, therefore, writers on the conservation of
energy speak of tensions being ' consumed ' and ' gene-
rated,' they do not mean thereby that old attractions
have bean annihilated."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science
(3rd ed.J. 1. 28.

2. To devour, to eat up greedily.
". . . onely the stomache lay idle and consumed all."
—Camden: Remains; Wise Speechet,

3. To wear away, to waste, to cause to dis-

appear.
" His flesh Is consumed away, . . ."—Job xixlil. 2L
* 4. To spend, to pass.

" Thus in soft anguish she consum-'s the day."
Thomson: Spring.

6. To waste, to dissipate, to squander.

6. To wear away mentally.
" I bring consuming sorrow to thine age."

Shakesp.: Titus Andron., ili. 1.

*' Som man cmsumyd with hate and faht envye.

"

Lydgate I Minor Poems, p. 159.

* B. Rejlex. : To waste, to spend.
"... thou consumett thyself In single life?"

Shakesp. : Sonnets, ix. 2.

C. Intrans. : To waste away slowly, to wear
away ; to be exhausted, to disappear. (Gene-
rally followed by away.)

"Their flesh shall consume away wh\\e they stand
upon their feet, and their eyes shall consume away in
their holes, and their tongue shall consume away in
their moutli."—Zech. xlv. 12,

•J Crabb thus discriminates between to

consume, to destroy, and to waste : * The idea
of bringing that to nothing which has been
anmething is common to all these terms.
"What is consumed is lost for any future pur-
pose ; what is destroyed is rendered unfit for

any purpose whatever : consume may therefore

be to destroy as the means to the end ; things
are often destroyed by being consumed : when
food is consumed it serves the intended pur-
pose ; but when it is destroyed it serves no
purpose, and is likewise unfit for any. When
iron is consumed by rust, or the body by
disease, or a house by the flames, the things
in these cases are literally destroyed by con-

sumption : on the other hand, when life or
health is taken away, and when tilings are
either worn or torn so as to be useless, they
are destroyed. In the figurative signification

it is synonymous with waste : the former im-
plies a reducing to nothing ; the latter conveys
also the idea of misuse : to waste is to consume
uselessly : much time is consumed in com-
?>laining, which might be employed in reiuedy-
ng the evils complained of; idlers waste their

time because they do not properly estimate
its value : those who consume their strength
and their resources in fruitless endeavours to
effect what is impracticable, are unfitted for

doing what might be beneficial to themselves."
(Craob : Eng. Synon.)

con sumed, pa. par. or a. [Cohsume.]

* cori'Sum-ed-ly, adv. [Eng. consumed ;

•ly. Or perhaps a corruption of consummately
(q.v.).] very much, greatly, excessively.

". . . they laughed contumedly."—Byron : Vision of
Judgment ; Preface.

* con sume -less, a. [Ene. consume; -less.]

inconsumable, indestructible.

.._ ^Fur-pie v
Scald their consumeless bodiea"

" How the purple waves

Quartos : Emblems, hi. 14. I
Davits.)

o6n-8um'-er, «. [Eng. consum(e) ; -er.]

1. Ord. Lang. : One who consumes, uses
np, wastes, or destroys.

2. Polit. Scon. : One who uses, and in using
destroys, the value of an article produced.

con-sum -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Consume.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of using
up, wasting, or destroying ; consumption.

con sum mar, con su ma, khan sa-
man, s. (Hind, khdnsamdn.] A house
steward, a butler.

con -sum-mate, v.t. [Consummate, a.]

1. Ord. Lang. : To bring to completion ; to
perfect, to finish, to complete ; to raise to the
highest pitch or point.

"To consummate this business happily."
Shakesp. : Xing John, r. 7.

2. Im,w : To perfect, as a marriage, by sub-
sequent cohabitation.

con-sum'-mate, a. & adv. [Lat. consumma-
tus, pa. par. of consummo = to finish, to com-
plete : con, = cum = with, together, wholly,
and summus = the highest, the greatest.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Complete, perfect.
". . . earth In her rich attire

Consummate, luvely smiled . .
.*

Milton : P. L., bk. vii.

2. Perfect, of the highest degree or quality.

(1) Ofpersons:
" Forin'd by the care of that consummate sage,
In early bloom, an oracle of age."

Pope | Burner's Odyssey, bk. i v., 1. 283-4.

(2) Of things:
"... both the attack and the defence would be

conducted with consummate ability.'—Macauhty

:

Mist. Eng.. ch. xix.

II. Law:
Consummate tenant by courtesy : A husband

who, upon his wife's death, becomes enti-

tled to hold her lands in fee simple or fee

tail, of which she was seised during her mar-
riage for his own life, provided he lias had
issue capable of inheriting. (OgUvie.)

B. As adverb: Consummately.

Tf Crabb thus discriminates between con-
summate and complete : "As epithets, consum-
mate is employed only in a bad sense, and
complete either in a good or bad sense : those
who are regarded as complete fools are not
in i frequently consummate knaves : the theatre
is not the only place for witnessing a farce

;

human life affords many of various descrip-
tions ; among the number of which we may
reckon those as complete in their kind, which
are acted at elections, where consummate folly

and consummate hypocrisy are practised by
turns [?]." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

con siim ma-ted, pa. par, & a. [Consum-
mate, v.]

A* As pa. par. : In senses corresponding
to those of the verb.

B. As adjective ;

L Ord. Lang. : Completed, perfected, fin-

ished.

II. Law : Perfected, as a marriage by co-

habitation.

con sura -mate-1^, adv. [Eng. consummate

;

-ly.] In a consummate manner-; in the highest
degree of perfection ; perfectly, completely.

t con' sum-ma tor, * con' siim ma tor,
s. [Etig. consummat(e) ; -er.] One who con-
summates, completes, or perfects anything.

" Looking on the author of faith, and the consum-
mator J esus."—Hheinu Jfew Test ; ileb, xJL %

c6n' sum-ma-ting, pr. par., a., & s. [Con-
summate, v.]

A, & B. As pr. par. of particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of perfecting or com-
pleting ; consummation.

con siim ma'-tion, s. [Fr. consommation

;

Lat. consumuuitio, from consummatus, pa. par.
of consummo.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : The act of consummating, com-
pleting, or perfecting ; the end or completion.

"... from it* original to its consummation."—Ad-
dison : Spectator.

IX Figuratively

:

1. The end of the present system of things ;

the end of the world.

2. Death ; the end of life.

" Or if. by Thy decree,
The consummation that will culiit by stealth
Be jet far distant, let Thy Word prevail."

Wordsteorth : Excursion, bk. Ix.

S. A result, an end, an event.
" A happy consnmnuttton 1 an accord
Sweet, iierfect, to be wjsh'd fur !...*

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk, Til
B. Law:
Consummation ofmarriage : The completion

or perfecting of connubial relation by sexual
intercourse.

5[ Crabb thus discriminates between con-
summation and completion: " The arrival at a
conclusion is comprehended in both these
terms, but they differ principally iu applica-
tion ; wishes are consummated ; plans are com-
pleted: we often flatter ourselves that the
completion of all our plans will be the con>
s-ummation of all our wishes, and thus expose
ourselves to grievous disappointments : the
conswmmafion of the nuptial ceremony is not
always the consummation of hopes and joys ;

it is frequently the beginning of misery and
disappointment : we often sacrifice much to
the completion of a purpose which we after-
wards find not worth the labour of attaining."
(Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* con -sum-ma-tor, s. [Consummater.]

* con-siim -ma-tor-jr, a. [Eng. oowumina-
i " r

." -y-\ That consummates, .completes, or
perfects ; consummating.

- Itonne : Seventy-Jour Hermons (1610)

"There is an introductory and a consummator\
olessedu
foL 741

*COn-SUmpt (p silent), a. & s. [Lat. con-
sumptus, pa. par. of emisumo.]

A. ^45 adj. : Consumed, destroyed, expended.
"It Is liat geueu to knowe hem that ben dede and

eonsMmjir."—Chaucer : Boethius, p. 60.

B. As sitbst. : Consumption.

con sump tion, * con sump ci on (p
silent), s. [Fr. consomption ; Sp. consuvdon ;

Ital. consunzione, from Lat. consumptio = a
consuming; from consumptus, pa. par. of con-

sume]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The actor process of consuming, destroy-
ing, or dissipating ; destruction.

2. The state or process of being consumed,
or of gradual waste and decay.

" I can get no remedy agninst this consumption of

the purse . . ."—Shakesp.: 2 Hen. /v., i. 2.

3. The process of using up or utilising.

[II. 1.]

IL Technically

:

1. Political Economy

:

(1) The utilisation or expenditure of tht
products of industry.

(2) The amount or quantity of industrial

products expended or utilised.

*' Every new advance of the price to the consumer is

a new incentive to him to retrench the quality of his
consumption , . "—Burke : On a Jiegiade i'eace. Let. S.

2. Medicine

:

(1) Hist. : A disease called by the Greeks
(pdtox* (phthisis) = a decline, a decay, a wast-

ing away, from <f>0iu> (phtltio) — to decay, to
dwindle. The Romans retained the Greek
word phthisis, though they had also a word of

their own, consumptio : from the Latin came
the English word Consumption. [Etym.].

Phthisis in medicine became a genus, with
the proper meaning of wasting away, and
under it were reckoned various species, as
Phthisis pulmonalis, P. hepatica, &c. Con-
sumption also is a genus, with at least two
species, one the Pulmonary and the other th*
Mesenteric form.

(2) Symptoms, &c. : Consumption Is popularly
supposed to be produced by a neglected cold,

inflammation of the lungs, or the breaking of

a blood-vessel. In most cases these are the
effects of the disease, not its causes. IU
remote origin is often hereditary tendency or
constitutional proclivity. In the former case

the skin in childhood has a pale juisty look,

the upper lip is large, and the cheeks full. If

the complexion be dark the colour is sallow

;

if fair, it is unnaturally white, with large

conspicuous veins : those who are fair being
sometimes very beautiful, those who are

dark generally the reverse. The circulation

in both cases is languid, and the strength

as a rule small. There is generally meutaJ
precocity in the fair, whilst there are often

dulness and stupidity in the dark. Soonei

boil, boy; pout, Jofrl; oat, fell, chorus, chin, bench ; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, yenophon, exist. -Ing.

-clan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, ?ion zhiin ; -tious, sious. cious shiis. hie. -die. Ac. ~ bel, del.
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or later "tubercle" is deposited at the
apex of one of the lungs, just beneath the
shoulder-bone. [Tubercle.] The irritation
which it causes produces a dry cough, soon
followed by more or less difficulty of breath-
ing. Expectoration next takes place when
the cough comes, the matter ejected being, in
the earliest stage, frothy-like saliva, then with
•pecks of opaque matter, then wholly tena-
cious, and at times streaked with blood. The
original tubercles are now breaking, but others
are commencing, the disease travelling down-
wards till it pervades the whole lobe of the
lung, after which a similar process tends to
begin in the remaining lung. Long before
this, however, the whole constitution has
sympathised with the local injury. There are
hectic fever, night perspirations, emaciation,
and other symptoms, till the scene is closed
by oedema of the lower limbs, aphtha (small
ulcers) in the mouth, mild delirium, and
death. The mean duration of the disease
from the first deposition of tubercle is

twenty-three months, but in riiore than one-half
the cases the fatal result takes place within
nine months and often within four. There
are various types of it, specially an acute, a
chronic, and a latent type. It exists in all

countries of the world, but not equally in all.

Certain climatic conditions seem highly useful
in the treatment of consumption, such as those
of the mountains of Colorado and of North
Carolina, with other districts of the United
States, the eastern section of the Cape of Good
Hope, parts of India, Australia, and New Zea-
land and other localities. In many countries
consumption causes one-fifth or niora of all the
deaths that occur The mortality is greatest
between the ages of twenty and forty.
That this disease is produced by bacilli is

now widely held by medical men, and there
has been considerable discussion as to whether
or not it is contagious. Though this question
has not been satisfactorily settled, definite
measures of precaution against contagion are
being taken in some of our cities. Tuberculous
cows are being killed to prevent the communi-
cation of the disease by means of milk, and
steps have been taken to prevent contagion by
the dried sputum of patients, which has been
found to be full of bacilli.

^ (1) Mesenteric consumption : [Marasmus].

(2) Pulmonary Consumption ; [II. 2].
" The stoppage of women's course*, if not looked to,

set* them Into a consumption, dropsy, or other dis-
ease."—Bar*ey.

•ff For the difference between consumption
and decay, see Decay.

• con sump tion-al (p silent), a. [Eng.
consumption ; -al.] 'Consumptive; pertaining
to consumption.

• con sump -tion-Ar-* (p silentX a. [Eng.
consumption; -ary.] Inclined to consump-
tion ; consumptive.

" His wife being consumptionary, . .
"

—

Bp. Qauden t

Hfe of Bp. Brownrigg, iwo, p. SOS.

• con sump -tlon-er ( p silent), s. [Eng. con-
sumption ; -er.J A consumer.

the consumptioner is. In a manner, double
-Dapenant : Euan* on Trad*. L IS* (Latham.)

• con sump tion Ish, a. [Eng. consump-
tion ; -ish.] Consumptive.

"Hits rontumptiontih body seemed unfit for such
performance*."—FUtler : Ch. BUS., bk. ., p. 176.

• con-sump tion ous, a, [Eng. consump-
tion ; -ous.] Consumptive.

" Sensible of the consumptionous state of his body."
—Fuller: Ch. Bit., bk. rill, p. 17.

oAn sump tive (p silent), a. [Fr. consomp-
ttf.]

r
L Ordinary Language

:

1. Consuming, destructive, wasteful, dissi-
pating.

"A long consumptive wai . .
."—Addison: Preterit

State of the War.

^ Followed by of.

" It [prayer] is not at all consumptive of our time."—
Sharp : Work*. voL L. Ber. 15.

* 2. Capable of being consumed ; consum-
able.

IX Technically:

1. PolU. Econ. : Pertaining or relating to
the consumption of industrial products and
articles of commerce.

"There is a steady consumptive demand for horn of
all descriptions, . ."—Daily Telegraph, Sot. l, int.

2. Med. : In danger of, if not even affected
with, consumption.

" By an exact regimen a consumptive person may
bold out for years. '—Arbuthnol : On Diet.

" con sump tivc-ly (p silent), adv. [Eng.
consumptive; -ly.] In a manner tending
towards consumption.

* con sump -tive-ness (p silent), s. [Eng.
consumptive; -ness.} The quality or state of
being consumptive-; a tendency to consump-
tion.

* con sump -tu-ous (p silent), a. [Lat.
consumptu(s) ; Eng. suff. -ous. ] Consumptive,
decaying, wearing away.

" No wonder if the whole constitution of Religion
grow weak, ricketty, and eonsumptuou*."—Qauden :

Teart of the Church, p. 2«2.

* con su tile, a. [Lat consutilis, from con-
suo = to sew together.] Sewed or stitched
together.

* con sym path ize, v.i. [Pref. con, and
Eng. sympathize (q.v.).] To sympathize, to
unite or join in feeling.

"Do thy affections contympathi** t "—Timon [Old
Play), ti. L

con ta bes cence, s. [From Lat. contabesco
= to waste away gradually.]

Bot. : An abnormal condition of the stamens
in which they are defective. (R. Brown, 1874.)

1 cdn-tab -u-late, v.t. [Lat. contabulatum,
sup. of coniabulo = to floor with boards : con
= cum = with, together ; tabula = a board, a
plank.] To floor with boards.

con tab -u-la-ted, j>a. par. or a. [Contab-
ULATE.]

* con-tabula -Won, *. [Lat. contabulatio,
from contabulo. ] The act or process of floor-
ing with boards ; a boarding, a flooring.

* con-tack, * con-tak, s. [Contek.]

cdn tact, s. [Fr. contact; 8p. contacto; Ital.

contatto, from Lat. contactus m a touching on
all sides, pa. par. of contingo : con = cum =
with, together, fully, and tango = to touch.]

L Literally:

1. Touch, close union or junction of one
body with another.

" The Platoutsta hold, that the spirit of the lover
doth pass into the spirits of the person loved, which
cauaeth the desire of return into the body -. where-
upon followeth that appetite of contact and conjunc-
tion."—Bacon : Natural and Experimental History.

1 2. The act or power of touching.
"They [the basking sharks] will permit a boat to

follow them, without accelerating their motion till
It comes almost within contact."— Pennant .- British
Znology ; Basking Shark.

IT Figuratively :

1. Close union or connection.
" The history of astronomy has numerous points of

contact with the general history of mankind."
Lewi* : Attron. of Ancient* (1862), en. L, 1 1, p. 2.

2. Society or communication in business

;

connection.
"... and none of the many diplomatists with

whom he has been brought into contact . . ."—Daily
Telegraph, Not. is, issi.

TJI. Special phrases and compounds

:

1. Angle of contact

:

Math. : The angle made by a curved line
and the tangent to it at the point of contact.

2. Contact action :

Chem. : The same as Catalysis (q.v.).

3. Contact of the first order

:

Math. : Contact of two curves in a point for
which they have the same coefficient of the
first order.

4. Contact of the second order

:

Math. : Contact of two curves in a point for
which they have the same differential co-
efficient of the first order, and the same
differential coefficient of the second order.
(Ogilvie.)

5. Point of contact

:

Math. : The point in which two lines,
planes, or lnxlies touch each other.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between contact
and touch : " The former expresses a state, and
referring to two bodies actually in that state

:

the latter on the other hand implying the ab-
stract act of touching: we speak of things
coming or being in contact, but not of the con-
tact instead of the touch of a thing : the poison
which comes from the poison-tree is so power-
ful in its nature, that it is not necessary to
come in contact with it in order to feel its

baneful influence ; some insects are armed with

stings so inconceivably sharp, that the smallest
touch possible is sufficient to produce a punc-
ture into the flesh." {Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

contact-level, s. An adaptation of the
spirit level used by certain instrument-makers
for the production of exaut divisions of scales,
and generally for the determination of minute
differences of lenhgt. {Knight.

t con-tac -tl-caL a. [Eng. contact ; -ical.)
Pertaining to or implying contact ; contactual.

* con tac tion, s. [Eng. contort; -ion, as if

from a Lat. contactio, from contactus.] 1

of touching; contact, touch, juncture.

* con tac tu aL a. [Lat. contactu(s) ; Eng.
adj. suff. -a?.] 'Pertaining to or implying con-
tact.

con-ta -gion, 5. [Fr. contagion ; Sp. con-
tagio, contagion; Port. contagiSo, contagio;
Ital. contagio, contagione, all from Lai
tagio= a touching, contact, touch ; con tingo**
to touch, to lay hold of : con = together, and
tango = to touch. ]

1. Med. <£ Ord. Lang.

:

(1) The communication of a disease by con-
tact with the person labouring under "it, as
distinguished from infection, used to signify
its transmission by means of the air without
actual personal contact with the dig
person. But sometimes the word contagion
is used in both of these senses, and is divided
into immediate or contactical contagion, that
produced by actual contact, and mediate or
remote contagion, communicated by the air.

Infection is used in a more extensive sense, to
include also miasmata or other causes of dis-
eases not coming from human beings, but
rising from marshes or from any other source.
Some make the two words contagion and in-

fection strictly synonymous.

(2) The poisonous matter communicated by
contact of some kind.

#
(8) Venom, poison.

"Ill touch my point with this contagion.'
Shakeip. : Bamlet, iv. 7.

2. Ord. Lang. £ Fig. ;

(1) The communication by other people of
anything deleterious to the mind or heart.

" Nor will the goodness of intention excuse thm
scandal and contagion of example. "—Ki>i

:j Charlet.

(2) The deleterious influence exerted.
" There, in bis commerce with the liveried herd.
Lurks the contagion chiefly to be fear'd."

Cowper: Tirocinium.

% Crabb thus discriminates between con(o-
gion and infection : " Some things act mora
properly by contagion, others by infection : the
more powerful diseases, as the plague or yellow
fever, are communicated by contagion; they
are therefore denominated contagious ; the less

virulent disorders, as fevers, consumptions,
and the like, are termed infectious, as they are
communicated by the less rapid process of tn-

fection : the air is contagious or infectious ac-
cording to the same rale of distinction ; when
heavily overcharged with noxious vapours und
deadly disease, it is justly entitled contagious,
but in ordinary cases infectious. In the figur-

ative sense, vice is for the same obvious reason
termed contagious ; and bad principles are de-
nominated infectious: some young people, who
are fortunate enough to shun the contagion of
bad society, are, perhaps, caught by th<

tion of bad principles, acting as a slow poison
on the moral constitution. (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

4 con ta -gioned, a. [Eng. contagion ; -rd.)

Affected by contagion.

C^n-ta'-gion-Ist, s. [Eng. contagion ; -ist.]

Med. Hist. : One who holds the view that
certain diseases, the evidence regarding the
transmission of which from those affected to
others is doubtful, are really contagious.

con ta gious, * can ta geous. ' con
ta-gyoWat, a. [Fr. contagieuz; Sp., Port.,

and Ital. contagioso, all from Lat. contagiosus.]

L Literally

:

1. Med. (Of a disease): Communicable by
contact. [Contagion.]

2. Of air, of flies, dtc, : Communicating or
transmitting contagion.

* " After the whicbe reyne ensued so great excedynge
nonibre and multytude of flyes, the whiche were to
the people so uoyous and contageou*, that they <>*i
moche people."—Fabyan, vol. L, ch. xlx.

IL Fig. : Communicating anything from
one to another or to others.

fivbe. fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we. wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p*t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cab, care, unite, car, rale, fall; try, Syrian. », ce - e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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U (1) Contagious Diseases Acts : Acts passed

trorn 1865 to 1868 to prevent the spread of

venereal disease in garrison towns. Though

a Royal Commission and a Select Committee

reported in favour of these Acts, public feel-

ing against them was so strong that in 1883

ttiey were repealed.

(2) Contagious Diseases (Animals) Acts; Acts
passed for the protection of horses, cattle,

Bheep, goats, and swine, from certain con-

tagious diseases, and enforced by orders issued

from time to time by the Privy Council,

which also regulates the landing and slaughter

of foreign cattle.

If Crabb thus discriminates between conta-

gious, epidemical, and pestilential : "The con-

tagious applies to that which is capable of

being caught, and ought not, therefore, to be
touched ; the epidemical to that which is al-

ready caught or circulated, and requires, there-

fore, to be stopped ; the pestilential to that

which may breed an evil, and is, therefore, to

be removed : diseases are contagious or epidemi-

cal; the air or breath is pestilential They
may all be applied morally or figuratively in

the same sense. We endeavour to shun a con-

tagious disorder, that it may not come near us

;

we endeavour to purify a pestilential air, that

it may not be inhaled to our injury : we endea-

vour to provide against epidemical disorders,

that they may not spread any farther. Vicious

example is contagious: certain follies or vices

of fashion are epidemical ; the breath of

infidelity is pestilential." (Crabb ; Eng.
Synon.)

e6n-ta'-gioiis-ly\ adv. [Eng. contagious

;

-ry.] In a contagious manner, so as to commu-
nicate contagion or anything else capable of
being transmitted from one to another.

" There it nothing which gpreada more contagiously
from teacher to pupil than elevation of aentiment.

'

—J. S. Mill: Inaug. Address at 8t. Andrew t, 1807,

87.

c6n ta -gious-ness, «. [Eng. contagious;

-ness.] The quality of being contagious.

"Those corpuscles, that impregnate the Egyptian
air upon the swelling of the Nile, are able to put a
speedy stop, not only to the contagiousness, but to the
malignity of the plague, . . "—Boyle : Work*, vol. v.,

p. W.

•con ta glum, s. [Lat.] The same as

Contagion (q.v.).

"... no contagium of measles, nor any contagtum
of scarlet-fever, nor any contagium of small-pox . . ."

— Tynd'Hl ; Frag, of Science (3rd ed. ), xi. 812.

* con-ta-gy, s. [Lat. contagium.] A conta-

gious complaint.
"... and after folowed a contagy and a fowle

stenche.
-—Fabyan : Chron., pt. vii, ch. ccxxlli, p. 249.

©in - tain', * con - taync. * con - 1enc,
* con - tcini, * con teyne, * con ticncn,
*kun-teyne, *con-teynyn, v.t. & i. [Fr.

contenir; Sp. contener ; Ital. contenere, from
Lat. contineo = to contain : con = cum =
with, together, and teneo = to hold.]

A* Transitive

:

L Literally:

1. To hold within fixed limits, as in a vessel.
* Conteynyn, hauyn or kepyn wlt-innyn K. Eepe

within P, Contineo."—Prompt. Pare.

". . . heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot eon-
tain thee . . ."—2 Chron. vi. IB.

2. To be capable of holding ; to have capa-

city for.

JX Figuratively;

* 1. To restrain, to hold or keep within
bounds.

". . . lawes are afterwardes to be made (or keeping
and conteyning It . , .'—Spenser : Present State of
Ireland.

2. To comprehend, to comprise, to include.
" Wherefore also it is contained in the scripture,

. . ."—1 Pet. ii. «.

3. To be equivalent to, to comprehend.
"A cubite of gemetrie conteyneth sixe comoun

enbites."— Trrvisa, 11. 235.

* 4. To fill up, to amount to.

" Som eplstel . . . that walde, as selth myn anctonr
well content neigh half this bote."—Chaucer : Troitus,
fit 441
* 5. To comprise, to make up a number, to

include.
" Shrewea, whiche that contimen the more partie of

men."—Chaucer : Boethiut. p. IIS.

6. To include, to be accompanied or attended
by.

"Bygynnyngof manslyf . . .

Contenes mykel wrechednee."
Hampole ; Pricke of Conic, 489.

B. Reflexive

:

1. To restrain or retain oneself, to keep
quiet or calm.

** Contain thyself, good friend."
Shaketp. : Timon of Athens, it L

• 2. To conduct, bear, or carry oneself.

"Hon hll ssolde horn conteini the wule the bataila

Haste." Rob. qfOtouc., p. M7.

* C. Intransitive

:

1. To restrain oneself, to keep quiet or calm.

"... as he read, he wept and trembled ; and not
being able longer to contain, . .

."—Bunt/an: Pilgrim's
Progress, pt. 1.

2. Spec. : To live in continence or chastity.

"But if they cannot contain, let them many . . ."—
1 Cor. vii. 9.

3. To conduct or bear oneself ; to act.

"That komeli knight kunteyned on his stede,"
William of Paterne, 8,800.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between to con-

tain and to hold :
M These terms agree in sense,

but differ in application ; the formeris by com-
parison noble, the latter is ignoble in its use ;

hold is employed only for the material contents
of hollow bodies ; contain is employed for the
moral or spiritual content* : in familiar dis-

course a cask is said to hold, but in more
polished language it is said to contain a cer-

tain number of gallons. A coach holds or con-

tains a given number of persons ; a room
holds a given quantity of furniture ; a house
or city contains its inhabitants." (Crabb; Eng.
Synon.)

% For the difference between to contain and
to comprise, see Comprise.

con tain' -a-ble, a. [Eng. contain ; -able.]

Capable of*being contained.

* con-tain' -ant, s. [Ft. contenant, pr. par.

of contenir.]' One who or that which contains,

a container.

contained , pa. par. & a. [Contain.]

con tain-er, s. [Eng. contain; -«r.J One
who or that which contains.

" And you, fair eyes, containeri of my bliss."

Daniel f Complaint of Rosamond.

con tain ing, pr. par.
t a., & ». [Contain.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ parUcip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

;

h The act or state of holding, including, or
comprehending.

• 2. That which Is contained ; contents.

(Shakesp. ; Cymbeline, v. 5.)

con tain' ment, * con tein ment, «,

[Eng. contain ; -ment.]

1. Substance.
"Twenty pounds a month, a vast sum . . . enough

to shatter thecwifeimnenf of a rich man's estate. —
Fuller: Ch. Hut,, IX. tv. 9. {Varies.)

2. Competence^).
" Let ns now see If there be not a good means of vir-

tuous containment, as well in the days of peace as of
wiurre. "—Time's Storehouse. {Latham.)

* c6n-tai'nt, *. [Content, *.] Extent, size.

"1 . . called a sea from the large eontaint thereof."—
Puller : Pitgah Sight, bk. iiL, ch. ix., p. 395.

con-tam'-In-ate, v.t. [Lat. contaminatus,

pa, par. of contamino = to defile ; contamen =
contagion.] [Contact.] To defile, to sully, to

pollute ; to corrupt, to tarnish. (Generally

used figuratively.)
". , . shall we now

T[ Crabb thus discriminates between to con-

taminate, to pollute, to defile, and to taint:

"Contaminate is not so strong an expression
as defile or pollute; but it is stronger than
taint ; these terms are «sed in the sense of in-

juring purity : corrupt has the idea of destroy-

ing it. Whatever is impure contaminates, what
is grosB and vile in the natural sense defiles,

ana in the moral sense pollutes ; what is con-

tagious or infectious corrupts; and what is

corrupted may taint other things. Improper
conversation or reading contaminates the mind
of youth ; lewdness and obscenity defile the
body and pollute the mind ; loose company
corrupts the morals ; the coming in contact
with a corrupted body is sufficient to give a
taint" (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

• con tarn' in ate, a. [Lat. contaminatus.)
Contaminated, defiled, polluted.

" The sons of Ideots, of ignoble birth.
Contaminate, and viler than the earth."

Sandys : Paraphr. of Job, p. *X

contain -in a ted, pa. par. or o. [Con-
taminate, v.]

con tarn in a-tirig, pr. par. , a., & *. [Con-
taminate, v.]

A. & B. -4s pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of polluting, defiling,

or tarnishing.

con tarn in-a -tion, s. [Lat. contaminatio,

from contaminatus.]

1. The act of contaminating, polluting, or

defiling.

2. That which pollutes, defiles, or contam-
inates.

con tam'-In-a-tivet a. [Eng. contaminate);
Ave,] Having a tendency to contaminate or

pollute.

con tan -go, s. [Etym. doubtful. Perliap*

only a slang word ; but cf. Sp. contante m
ready money.]

Stock Exchange: The commission on "con-
tinuances," i.e., for carrying over transactions

from the settling day to the one which suc-

ceeds it—viz., the account day—when the

money due is actually paid.

* con tas, * con-tasse, s. [Countess.)

* con-tec-cour, s. [Conteker.]

* con teck, s. & v. [Contek.]

* con teck our, s. [Conteker.]

* con- tec -tion, s. [Lat. contectus, pa. par. of
contego= to cover : con = cum = with, together,

fully, and tego = to cover.) The act of cover-
ing ; a cover. (Browne : Tracts.)

* con tek, con tak, * con teck, * con
tecke, con teke, s. [Norm. Fr. contek —
a quarrel, resistance ; contequier = to touch

;

the second element apparently corresponds
to the second element in at-tach, at-tack.\

1. Quarrel, dissension, contention.

"Aconto*.* vbi strjrfe.*—CathoU Anglicum.
" Contek blgan bituene hom."—Rob. of Qlouc, p. 609.

2. Disgrace, contumely.
" The! token this kyngls seruauntls, and punishi-

den with contcke, and killiden hem.*'— Wycliffe : Select

Works, L 49.

* con-tek, * con-teck, v.i. [Contek, «.)

To quarrel, to dispute, to disagree.

*con-tek-ei\ *con-teck-our, * con tek-
OUi\ * con-tec-cour, s. [Mid. Eng. con-

tek; -er, -our.] A quarrelsome person.

* Con-tSm'-er-ate, a. [Lat. contemeratus,

pa. par. of contemero = to defile : con = cum
— with, together, fully ; temero — to treat

rashly, to defile.] Defiled, contaminated,
polluted, violated.

contemn' (n silent), * con-temne, * con-
tempne, r t. [O. Fr. contemner; Ital. con-

temnere, from Lat. contemno = to despise : con
= cum = with, together, wholly ; temno = to

despise. ]

1. To despise, to view with contempt or

disdain ; to scorn.
.

"She that asks
Her dear five hundred friends contemns them alt"

Cowper : The Task, bk. ii.

2. To slight, to reject, to neglect.
" Because they rebelled against the words of God,

and contemned the counsel of the most High ... —
Ps. evil. ii.

•ff Crabb thus discriminates between to con-

temn, to despise, to disdain, and to scorn:

"Contempt, as applied to persons, is not in-

compatible with a Christian temper when
justly provoked by their character ; but de-

spising ts distinctly forbidden and seldom

warranted. Yet it is not so much our busi-

ness to contemn others as to contemn that

which is contemptible ; but we are not equally

at liberty to despise the person, or any thing

belonging to the person, of another. What-
ever springs from the freewill of another may
be a subject of contempt ; but the casualties

of fortune or the gifts of Providence, which

are alike independent of personal merit, should

never expose a person to be despised. We
may, however, sontemn a person for his impo-
tent malice, or despise him for his meanness.

Persons are not scorned or disdained, but they

may be treated with scorn or disdain ; they

are both improper expressions of contempt or

despite ; scorn marks the sentiment of a little

boll, bo^; pout, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem
-«ian. -tlan shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun.
40

thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph f.

tious. sious, -cious m shiis. -bio, -die, fee. bel. del
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vain mind ; disdain of a haughty and per-
verted mind. A beautiful woman looks with
scorn on her whom she despises for the want of
this natural gift. The wealthy man treats
with disdain him whom he despises for his
poverty." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

' con tem-nand-lie, adv [North Eng. &
8cotch contemnand, pr. par. of contemn; -ly.]

Contemptuously, in contempt of a law or
order.

contemned' (n silent), pa. par. or a. [Con-
temn.]

• con-temn'-ed-ly (n silent), adv. [Eng.
contemned; -ly.} In a despicable or con-
temptible manner ; despicably.

" For If from nigh degree
Hm suddenly do slide to live contemnedly
With the vile vulgar BOri."

Sylvester : Paradox against Liberty, 30ft.

cbn-temn'-er (n silent), * con-tempn-er,
s. [Eng. contemn ; -er.\

X, Ord. Lang. : One who contemns or de-
apises ; a scorner.

* 2. Law ; One who has committed con-
tempt of court. (Wharton.)

c<5n-temn'-ing (» silent), pr. par. t a., & s.

[CONTKMN.]

A. A B, As pr. par. St particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of despising or scorn-
ing ; contempt.

" Security is the bane of good saccesse ; It In no con-
temning of a foyled enemy . .

."

—

tip. Salt; Cent.
Aha'j * BenhadatL

t contemn -ing-ly (n silent% adv. [Eng.
contemning ; -ly.} In a scornful manner;
with contempt or scorn ; contemptuously.

con-temp-ci-on, s. [Contkwptiom.]

• oon-tSm'-per, v.t. [Lat. contempero = to
temper, to moderate.} To temper or moder-
ate ; to reduce to a lower degree by mixture ;

to allay, to soften.
" The leaves qualify and contemper the heat, and

hinder the evaporation of moisture."—Ray ; On the
Creation.

• con torn' per-a-ment, *. [Pref. con, and
Eng. temperament (q. v.). ] The quality or
state of being tempered or moderated ; tem-
perament.

"There Is nearly an equal contemperament of the
warmth of our bodies to that of the hottest part of the
a ti aosphe r e, "

—

Derham,

• con tem'-per-ate, v.t. [Lat. contempera-
tus, pa. par. of contempero.} To contemper,
to moderate, to soften, to reduce.

"The mighty Nile and Niger do not only moisten
and outturnperate the air, l>ut refresh aud humectate
the earth."

—

Browne i Vulgar h'rrourt.

"odn-tem-per-a'-tion, s. [Lat. contempe-
ratus, pa. pur. ot contempero.}

1. The act of moderating, softening, or re-

ducing in degree by a mixture of something
of an opposite nature or tendency.

" The use of air, without which there Is no continua-
tion in life, Is not nutrition, hut tde contemperation
of fervour in the heart."—Browne : Vulgar Erroitrt.

2. Adapting, regulating, or suiting.

"... the contemperatkm of attain to the civil con-
stitutions of cities and provinces, . .

.**

—

Hammond;
Works, voL 11., p. 69.

3. Relative or proportionate mixture ; pro-
portion,

" There Is not gTeater variety In men's face*, and In
the contempt/rations of their natural humours, than
there is In their pliantasiea."—Bale: Origin of Man-
kind.

• con tem'-per-a-ture, s. p'ref. con, and
Eng. temperature (q.v.).] Contemperament,
relative or proportionate mixture. *

"... the different contemperature of the elements,
. . .'—South, vol. ix., Sex. ».

" con tern plant, a. [Ft., pr. par. of con-
templer.] Meditative, contemplative.

" Contemplant Spirits ! ye that hover o'er . .
,*

Coleridge: Religion* Musing*. {Dawiee.)

con tem'-plate, or con -template, v.t.

It i. [Lat. contemplatus, pa. par. of contemplor
m to observe; first used of the augurs who
attended the tern pies of the gods ; con=cum-
with, together, and templum = a temple, a
space marked out for the observation of
auguries ; Fr. coiuempler.}

A. Transitive:

X. Lit. : To look at, to view, to observe.

'* Till, growing with Its growth, we thu* dilate
Our spirits to the size of that they rmitemplaSe."

Byron : ChUde Harold, iv. 1*8.

IX Figuratively

:

X. To look at or observe from various points
of view ; to study, to meditate or reflect

deeply on.
** There Is not much difficulty in confining the mind

to contemplate what we have a great desire to know."— mutt.

2. To have in view, to purpose, to intend,
to design.

3. To look for, to expect.

B. Intransitive:

1. To meditate or reflect deeply, to study,
to ponder.

(1) Followed by over before the subject
meditated on.

"Sapor had an heaven of glass, which he trod upon.
content plating oeer the sameas if be hod been Jupiter.''
—t'eacham.

(2) Followed by on.

"How can T consider what belongs to myself, when
I have been so long contemplating on yon.' —Dryden :

JuceneU, Pref.

2. To look for, to expect, to purpose.

TT Crabb thus discriminates between to

contemplate, to meditate, and to muse: "We
contemplate what is present or before our eyes ;

we uieditate on what is past or absent. The
heavens and all the works of the Creator are
objects of contemplation ; the ways of Provi-
dence are fit subjects for meditation. One
muses on the events or circumstances which
have been just passing. We may contemplate
and meditate for the future, but never muse.
In tltis case the two former terms have the
sense of contriving or purposing: what is

contemplated to be done is thought of more
indistinctly than when it is meditated to be
done : many things are had in contemplation
which are never seriously meditated upon :

between contemplating aud meditating there is

oftcner a greater distance than between medi-
tating and executing. Meditating is a perma-
nent and serious action ; musing is partial and
unimportant: meditation is a religious duty,
it cannot be neglected without injury to a
person's spiritual improvement; musing is a
temporary employment of the mind on the
ordinary concerns of life, as they happen to
excite an interest for the time." (Crabb:
Eng. Synon.)

con -tem-pla-ted, pa. par. or a. [Contem-
plate.]

* con tern pla-tlf. * con tem pla tife,
a. [COHTEH PLAT!VE.]

con'-tem plating, pr. par., a., & «. [Con-
template.]

A. \- B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of meditating or re-

flecting ; contemplation, meditation.

con -tern -pla'- tion, * con tem pla-
ci on. 'con tem pla ci oun, , l-r. con-

temptation; Sp. contemplacion ; Ital. contem-
plazione, from Lat. contemplatio, from contem-
platus, pa. par. ot contemjdor.} [Contemplate.]

L Lit. : The act of looking at or viewing ; a
sight, a view.

II. Figuratively

:

1. The act or process of contemplating or
reflecting deeply ; meditation, reflection, deep
thought or study.

" Soared on some wild fantastic theme,
Of faithful love, or ceaseless Spring.
Till Contemplation'i wearied wing
The enthn»last could no more sustain.
And sad he mink to earth again."

Scott : Rokeby, L 25.

* 2. Suggestion, mediation, plan.

"The soldiers . . . at the contemplation of a certelne
ladie there amongst them, were licensed by the kin?
to depart without armour or weapon."— llolinthed ;

CHroiL, vol. Ill, p. 5"0.

3. Holy meditation ; the exercise of the
soul or mind in meditating on sacred things.

" I liave . . . brentrted a secret vow
To lire In prayer and contemplation.''

ShaJcexp. : iter, of Venice. 111. 4.

4. The results of meditation or study ; re-

flections, thoughts.

5. The act of purposing, designing, or look-
ing forward to anything.

6. The faculty of study.
" There are two functions, contemplation, and prac-

tice, . . ."—South.

TT To have in contemplation: To have under
consideration ; to purpose, to design, to ex-

pect, to intend.

' con tem plat ist, $. [Eng. contemplate);
•ist.] One who contemplates or meditates; a
contemplator.

con torn pla-tlve, * con tem-plat if,

con temp-lat ife, * con tem-plat yf,
a. & s. [Fr. contemplatif ; Lat. contempkuivus,
from contemplatus, pa. par. of contemplor.]
[Contemplate.]

A* As adjective

:

W Ordinary Language;

L Given to contemplation, thought, or
meditation ; meditative, reflective.

"The mind contemplative, . . ."

Covtper : Task, bk. It.
• % Followed by of.

"He stands erect, conscious and contemplatiee of
the benefaction."—uuurautH, No. 175. (Latiiam.)

2. Employed in or given up to study;
studious.

" Contemplattwe men . . ."—Grew : Coemologia.

* 3. Of the nature of contemplation ;

thoughtful, deep.

4. Possessing the power or faculty of
thought or reflection.

**
. . . the contemplative faculty of man.'—Ray ; On

the Creation.

•11. Old Divinity:

Contemplative life: One of spiritual service
to God, as distinguished from active life, one
of bodily service.

" Contemplatyf luf or actyf lyf cryst wolde men
wroughte."—Lungland : P. Plowman, bk. vL 2S1.

B. As substantive

:

CK Hist. : A religious, of either sex, de-
voted to contemplation aud prayer.

If Crabb thus discriminates between con-
templative aud musing: "Contemplative aud
musing, as epithets, have a strong analogy to
each other. Contemplative is a habit of the
mind ; musing is a particular state of the
mind. A person may have a contemplative
turn, or be in a musing mood." (Cra&o ; Eng.
Synon.)

con-tem'-pla-tlve-ly, adv. [Eng. confent-

plative; -ly.] In a contemplative or thought-
ful manner ; with contemplation or meditation

;

attentively.

t con tem pla-tive ness, s. [Eng. con-
templative ; -ness,} The quality or condition
of Iteing contemplative ; meditation, thought-
fulness.

con tem -pla-tbr, s. [Lat., from contem-
platus, pa. jmr. of contemplor.] One given to
contemplation, meditation, or study ; a
student, a meditator.

H Followed by o/.

"... a contemplator of truth, . . *—Bammond\
Works, vol iv., p. M2.

* con-tem'-ple, v.t. [Fr. contempler.} [Con-
template.] To contemplate.

* con temp nal y, adv. [Eug. contemn ; -ly.

]

Contemptuously.

con tem p6r-a-ne It-y, a. [Lat. contem-
porane(us); Eug. sufl'. -ity.] The quality or

state of being contemporaneous.
". . . Inserted In this place to show the contem-

poraneity of the two lost and priucipal parte."—Hunt

:

Works, vol. v., Uer. 10, V. x.

con-tem-po-ra'-ne-oiis, a. [Lat. contem-

poraneus, from con =s cunt = with, together,

and tempus (genit. temporis) = time]

L Ord. Lang. : Existing, acting, or occur-
ring at the same time ; contemporary.

" Hence, If prolonged movements of approximately
contemporaneons sub-tidenee are generally widely ex-

temrire, as I nm stromly inclined to lielleve iroin my
examination of the C'ornl Reefs of the ureal oceans,

. . ."—Darwin: Voyage round the World (ed. 187u), ch.

xvL, p. Mh.

% Followed by udth.

"The great age of Jewish philosophy . . . had been
contemi-ont neons with the later Spanish school of

Arabic philosophy."—Miiman : Latin Christianity,

bk. xiv., ch. UL

IX Technically :

1. Hist. : The term is sometimes used of

persons existing at the same tune, but not of

the same age ; tho whole life of the one in

such a case is not contemiwraneous with the

whole life of the other, but only a part of it

Is so.

2. Ceol. : Formerly strata found partly

with identical, partly with allied fossils, were

held to be exactly contemporary, though

fate, at, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSK

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, sdn : mate, etib, cure, unite, car, rale, fall ; try, Syrian, aa. oe - 6. ey a. qu = kw.
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widely separated on the earth's surface ; now
the same facts are used to establish the con-

trary conclusion. If each species came into

existence at a certain spot on the earth's Bur-

face, from which it gradually spread in various

directions, it cannot have reached a remote

region till some considerable time after its

birth. Two strata, then, widely separated in

the world, containing some species common
to both, are contemporaneous in this sense,

that they were formed while that species

lived; but the stratum near its birthplace is

older than the one to which it spread after it

had already multiplied greatly and rooted

itself successively in all the intervening

regions, wherever a place appropriate for its

habitation could be found.

©6n-tem-po-ra'-ne-©fts-ly, adv. [Eng.

contemporaneous; -ly.\ At the same time with

some other event ; simultaneously.

". . . a history written contemporaneously with the

•vent*, . .
."—Lewis: Cred. Early Roman Hist (1856),

ch.ili.,J8,voLi.. p.84.

con tem-po-ra'-ne-ous-ness, s. [Eng.

contemporaneous ; -ness.] The quality or state

of being contemporaneous ; contemporaneity.

* c4n-tom'-p$-ra-ri-neSB, *. [Eng. con-

temporary; -ness'] The quality or state of

being contemporary ; contemporaneousness.

con-tein'-p6-ra-r& a. & s. [Lat. con= cum
= with, together, and temporarius — of or

pertaining to time ; tempus (genit. temporis) =
time.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Living at the same time, contempora-
neous.

". . . framed by exmfCTnjwrarjr historians."—Lewis:
Cred. Early Roman Mist. {UWftf, ch. xiv., i l. vol. it,

p. 488.

2. Done or caused by persons living at the

same time ; belonging to the same times.

"None is founded on any ascertainable contem-
porary evidence . .

."—Lewis : Cred. Early Roman
Mist. (1865}. ch. vili.. f 2, voL L, p. 277.

(1) Followed by with.
" Michael Drayton, contemporary with ghakspeare,

. . ."—Pennant : British Zoology ; the Morse.

* (2) Followed by to.

" Albert Durer was contemporary to Lucaa."

—

Dry-
den : Dufresnoy't Art of Painting.

3. Existing at the same point of time.

". . . bring age* past and future together, and make
them contemporary*—Locke,

* i. Of the same age, coeval.

"A grove born with himself he sees.

And loves his old contemporary trees.
**

Cowley.

B. As subst. : One who lives or flourishes

at the same time as another.

"... his contemporaries were not mistaken in con-

sidering him as a man of parts and vivacity."—Ma-
eaulay l Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

H It is commonly used by writers in news-
papers and periodicals of other papers or

periodicals published at the same time.

* cdn-tem'-po-rize, v.t. [Pref. con, Lat.

tempus, genit. temporis = time, and sufT. -ize.)

To make contemporary ; to place in the same
time or age.

"The indifferency of their existences, contemporised
into our actions, admits a farther consideration."-

Browne : Vulgar Errours,

* cin-tem'-pi-rized, pa. par. or a, [Con-

temporize.]

* oon-tem -po-riz-ing, pr. par., a., & a
[Contemporize.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ pariicip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst ; The act of making contem-
porary.

con tempt', " con tcmpte, * con tempt
(p silent), s. [O. Fr. contempt, from Lat. con-

temptus — scorn, contempt, from coutemptus,

pa. par. of contemno.] [Contemn.]

L. Ordinary Language ;

L The act of contemning or despising

others ; scorn, disdain.

"... criminal contempt of public feeling, . . ."

—

MacauJay ; Hist. Eng., ch. i.

2. The state or condition of being despised

or scorned ; shame, disgrace.
M Men so the world shall love, religion hate.

That all true seal shall in contempt be brought.
Stirling ; Dooms-nay ; The Second Houre.

* 3. An insult, an act expressive of contempt
or disdain.

" After wv fancy had run over the most obvious and
common calamities which men of mean fortunes are

linble to, it descended to these little insults and con-

tempts, . . ."—Spectator, No. 150.

IL Technically

:

1. Law: An act of disobedience to the rules,

orders, or regulations of a court or legislative

assembly ; a failure to carry out the order of

a court ; disorderly conduct or language tend-

ing to disturb the proceedings of any court or

legislative assembly. Contempt, when com-
mitted outside the court Itself, is punishable

by an attachment ; when inside, which Is of

course a more aggravated offence than the

former. It is punishable summarily by tine or

imprisonment. Contempt of the sovereign's

person is also a penal offence. A similar mani-
festation towards the government was once
penal too, but every successive administration

now expects much abuse from politicians of

opposite politics to its own, and never thinks

of bringiug them to justice.

2. Parliamentary law and usage: Contempt
of either House of Congress can be punished
by the House insulted, which has the power
of committing the offender.

* con tempt fill (p silent), a. [Eng. con-

tempt; •fuKl).') Deserving of contempt or
scorn ; contemptible.

* cdn-tSmp-tl-bll'-It-Jr (p silent), s. [Eng.

contemptible; -ity.\ Ihe quality or condition

of being held in or considered worthy of con-

tempt ; despicableness.

"The contemptibility and vanity of this effeminate
argument . . ,—Speed: Edward II., bk. ix., ch. xi.

con tempt' I bio (p silent), a. [Lat. con-

tcmptibUis, from contemptus.]

1. Worthy of contempt or scorn ; despicable,

mean.
"Besides, bow vile, contemptible, ridiculous."

Milton : Samson Agonistet, 1,861.

2. Despised, scorned.
" The loss of a faithful creature Is something, though

of ever so contemptible a one . . ."—Pope : Letter to Jl.

Cromwell (1709).

* 3. Feeling or expressing contempt ; scorn-

ful, contemptuous
" If she should make tender of her love, tia very

possible he'll scorn it; for the man . . . hath a con-

temptible spirit."—Shakesp. : Muck Ado, ii. 8.

% Crabb thus discriminates between con-

temptible, pitiful, and despicable: "A person

may be contemptible for his vanity or weak-

ness ; but he is despicable for his servility and
baseness of character; he is pitiful for his

want of manliness and becoming spirit. A
lie is at all times contemptible; it is despicable

when it is told for purposes of gain or private

interest ; it is pitiful when accompanied with

indications of unmanly fear. It is contempti-

ble to take credit to one's self for the good
action one has not performed ; it is despicable

to charge another with the faults which we
ourselves have committed ; it is pitiful to

otlend others, and then attempt to screen our-

selves from their resentment under any shelter

which offers. It is contemptible for a man in

a superior station to borrow of his inferiors ;

it is despicable in him to forfeit his word ; it

is pitiful in him to attempt to conceal by arti-

fice." (Crabb; Eng, i>ynon.)

% For the difference between contemptible

and contemptuous, see Contkmptuous.

cdn-temp'-ti-Me-ness (p silent), *. [Eng.

contemptible ; -ness.] The quality or state of

being contemptible or worthy of scorn and
contempt ; meanness, vileness, baseness.

"Who, by a steady practice of virtue, come todiscern

the contemptiblenest of bait* wherewith he allures us."

—Decay of Piety.

c6n-temp'-t*-bl# (p silent), adv. [Eng. con-

tp,mptib{le) ; -1y.] In a contemptible or despic-

able manner; meanly, basely.

* con temp' tion, * con-temp-oi-on, *.

[Lat. contemptio, from contemptus.]

1. An act of contempt, an insult.

" He ' maid tharirfore his aith to reuenge this proud
contemption done to Caratak."— liellend. Cron. F. &S.

2. Contempt of or disobedience to a court

of law.

con-temp'-tu-ous (p silent), a. [Lat. con-

temptu(s), and* Eng. stiff, -ous.]

1. Acting in a manner expressive ofcontempt
or scorn ; scornful, disdainful.

" Some much averse I found, and wond'rous harsh.

Contemptuous, proud, set on revenge and spite."

Hilton: Samson Agonistet, 1,402.

2. Done or said in a maimer expressive ot

contempt or scorn.
". . . assailed with savage invective and contemm-

tuous sarcasm. "—J/acaulay : HiM.. Eng., ch. xvt
* 3. Despised, contemned.
"Last of all, the contemptuous 8amariian."— Wo-

cacyon of Johan Bale (1553). (Davie*.)

*fl Crabb thus discriminates between con-

temptible and contemptuous: "Contemptible is

applied to the thing deserving contempt : con-

temptuous to that whicli is expressive of m-
tempt. Persons, or what is done by persons,

may be contemptible or contemptuous ; but a

thing is only contemptible. A production is

contemptible ; a sneer or look is contemptuous."

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

cdn-temp'-tu-oiis-iy (p silent), adv. [Eng.

contemptuous; -ly.\ In a maimer expressive of

contempt or scorn ; scornfully, disdainfully ;

with scorn, contempt, or disdain.

"But bis objections were contemptuously over-
ruled.'*—Macautay : Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

*con-temp -tu-ous-ness (p silent), s. [Eng.

contemptuous
;'

-ness.] A disposition or ten-

dency towards contempt or disdain ; insolence,

scornfulness, haughtiness.

# con -ten ance, * con ten ansc, " con-
ten-auncc, s. [Countenance, a.)

" con ten-ci on, s. [Contention.]

cdn-tend', v.i. & t [Fr. contendre; Sp. 4
Port, contender, from Lat. contendo : con-cvm
as with, together, and tendo = to stretch.]

A* Intransitive

:

L To struggle, to strive in opposition.

(a) Absolutely :

" His wonders and his praises do contend
Which should he thine or his."

Shake*/). : Macbeth, 1. J.

(b) With the prep. with.
" Dundee rode forward for tho purpose of surveying

the force with which he was to contend, . . ."—Macau-
lay : Hist. Eng., ch. x i ii.

(c) With the prep, against.
" In ambitious strength I did
Contend against thy valour."

Shahesp. : Coriolanus, iv. L

2. To exert oneself or strive in defence or

support of anything. (With for.)

"... and exhort you that ye should earnestly con-

tend for the faith which was once delivered unto the
saints."—Jude, 8.

3. To strive in debate ; to dispute or argue ;

to support an opinion or statement.

(a) With for before the opinion, &c., sup-

ported.
" The question which our author would contend for,

. . '—Locke,

(h) With about before the matter in dispute.

"He will find that many things he fiercely contended

about were trivial. "—Decay of Piety.

* 4. To reprove, to chide, to find fault
" Thus contended 1 with the rulers. "—J/ehem. xiii. IL

* 5. To exert oneself.

"Arise, contend thou before the mountains, and let

the hills hear thy voice."—Micah vi. L
* 6. To use power or strength upon ; to

punish.
"

. . behold, the Lord God called to contend by flra

and it devoured the great deep, and did eat up a part.

—Amos vit *.

•B. Trans.: To contend or struggle for;

to dispute, to contest.
" Their airy limbs in sports they exercise.

And on the green contend the wrestler s prize.

Dryden: Viryil; -tfiieid vl BT4.

% (1) Crabb thus discriminates between to

contend, to contest, and to dispute: " Contend

is to contest as the genns to the species. To
contest is a species of contending; we cannot

contest without contending, although we may
contend without contesting. To contend is con-

fined to the idea of setting one's self up
against another ; contest and dispute must in-

clude some object contested ox disputed. Con-

tend is applied to all matters, either of i»r-

sonal interest or speculative opinion ; contest

always to the former ; dispute mostly to the

latter. Individuals or distinct bodies con-

tend; nations contest. During the present

long and eventful contest between England

and France, the English have contended with

their enemies as successfully by laud is by

sea. Trifling matters may give rise to con-

tending; serious points only are contested.

Contentions are always conducted personally,

and in general verbally ; contests ore carried

on in different manners according to the

nature of the object. The parties themselves

boll bo^: ptftt, J6>1; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; Ban, as; expect, ^enopiion, exist, in*,

-tioa, -auon = shun ; -flon, -sion = shun. -Uous. -slous, -cious = shus. -ble, -pie, to = bel, peL
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mostly decide contentions ; but contested mat-
ters mostly depend upon others to decide."

(2) He thus discriminates between to con-

tend, to strive, and to vie: "Contending re-

quires two parties ; strive either one or two.
There is no contending where there is not an
opposition ; but a person may strive by him-
self. Contend and strive differ in the object
as well as the mode : we contend for a prize

;

we strive for the maatery : we contend verb-
ally ; but we never strive without an actual
effort, and labour more or less severe. We
may contend with a person at a distance ; but
striving requires the opponent, when there is

one, to be present. Opponents in matters of
opinion contend for what they conceive to be
the truth ; sometimes they contend for trifles :

combatants strive to overcome their adver-
saries, either by dint of superior skill or
strength. Contend is frequently used in a
figurative sense, in application to things

;

strive very seldom. We contend with difficul-

ties ; and in the spiritual application, we may
be said to strive with the spirit. Vie has more
of striving than contending in it ; we strive to
excel when we vie, but we do not strive with
any one ; there is no personal collision or
opposition : thoso we vie with may be as
ignorant of our persons as our intentions.
Vying is an act of no moment, but contending
and striving are always serious actions : neigh-
bours often vie with each other in the finery

and grandeur of their house, dress, and equip-
age. (Craoo: Eng. Synon.)

c6n tend -ed, pa. par. or a. [Contend.]

* con-tend -ent, s. ILat. contendens, pr. par.

of contendo.] One who contends with another

;

an opponent, an antagonist, a combatant.
" In alt notable change* and revolutions, the ronton-

dent-* have been •lilt made a prey to the third party."
—L'Estrange.

c6n-tend-er, s. [Eng. contend; -er.] One
who contends.

con-tend -Ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Contend.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Striving, struggling for mastery or
superiority ; opposing.

"... the characters of the leaden of the contending
partiea "—Lewis: Cred. Early Roman Hist, (1855), ch.
tv.. f 5. vol. L, p. 126.

2. Opposed, clashing.

C. As snbst. : The act of struggling or striv-

ing ; contention.
"... there must be great rtruglings and labour,

with earnest contending: if ever you intend to be
saved."—Hopkins, tter. M.

* c6ri-ten-dress, s. (Eng. contender; -ess.]

A female contender.
* The all-of-gold-made-laugh ter-louing dame.
Left odorous Cyprus ; \nd for Troy became
A w ift con'en dress.'

Chapman ; Homer; Hymn to Venue,

* con-tene, v.t. [Contain.]

1. To contain.

2. To behave ; to bear, conduct, or carry
one's self.

" Te ber honour, price, and riches;
Fredome, welth, and blythnes

;

Gyffye content yow manlily."
Barbour : Bruce, xiL 2tt. (MS.)

cdn-ten'-e-ment, s. [Pref. con, and Eng.
tenement (q.v.).]

Law: That which is connected or held
together with a tenement or other thing
holden : as a certain amount of land adjacent
to a dwelling and necessary to the reputable
enjoyment of the dwelling ; an appurtenance.

* con-ten-eu, s. [Fr. contenu.] Tenor, de-
sign, tendency.

" The sentena ande conteneu of thyr said cheptours
of the bibil, . .

."—Compl. Scotland, p. 35.

* con-ten ing, con ten-yng, pr. par.,

a., & s. [Contene, Containing.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & partidp, adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act or state of containing.

2. Behaviour, demeanour.
" Out all the ost than yeld the king

;

And beheld to thalr contenyng,"
Barbour : Bruce, xL ML

3b Military discipline ; generalship.

And haff his spyis on the King,
To knaw alwayls his contenyng."

Barbour : Bruce, vit. 887.

con tent', a, [Fr. content; Sp. & Ital. con-
Unto, from Lat. contentus, pa. par. of confin«o.l

[Contain.]

L Ordinary language

:

1. Satisfied, so as not to repine or grumble

;

easy in mind, at rest ; not demanding more.
" Who is content is happy."— Locke.

T Followed by wtfA.

"The Commons were not content with addressing
the throne.' —Macaulay ; Bit*. Eng., ch. xxlv

2. Satisfied, so as not to oppose ; willing,

ready, agreed.
" And Nanman said. Be content, take two talents.''

—1 Kings, v. S3.

3. Pleased, willing.

"... they could be content
To visit other places."

Shakesp. : Julius Ctnar, v. L

II. Legis, : The term used in the House of
Lords to express assent to any motion.

content , v.t. [Fr. conUnUr.] [Content, a.]

A* Transitive:

1. To satisfy, to appease, to meet one's
wishes, to stop complaint.

2. To gratify, to please.

"And so Pilate, willing to content the people, re-
leased BarahU-u unto them, . . ."—Mark xv. 15.

3. To fulfil one's expectations or hopes.

4. To pay, to satisfy a debt, to requite.
" Come the next Sabbath, and I will content you."

Shakeip. : Hich. 111., ill. 1

•ff To conUnt and pay : To pay in full ; to
pay to the satisfaction of the creditor.

"... Johne of Huncreif of that ilk—sail content a
pay to Michel of Balfoure . .

."—Act. Dem. Cone A.
1480, p. 73.

B. Refiexively:

1. To satisfy one's self, to feel satisfied or
contented, to put up with.

"Carstairs was forced to content himself with the
substance of power, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.
xiii.

*2. To compose one's self, to keep one's

temper or be at ease or without care. (Used
in the imperative only.)

"O, content thee."
Shakes/). • Cymbeline, I. &.

con -tent or con tent , * con-taint, s.

[Lat. contentus, pa. par. of conrineo = to hold
in, to contain.] [Contain, Content, o.]

A. Ordinary Language :

* L Literally

:

1. Capacity or power of containing.

"This Island had then fifteen hundred strong ships
of great content.'—Bacon.

* 2. Extent, size.

"... the geometrical content, figure, and situation
of all the lauds of a kingdom, . . . —Oraunt : Bills of
Mortality.

3. That which is contained or included.
(Now only in the plural.)

(1) Within material limits.
" Scarce had he gone when a young lad cam* by,
And. as the purse lay Just before his eye.
He took It up ; and finding its content,
Secur'd the treasure, and away he went"

Byrom ; Motes't Vision.

(2) In a book, writing, speech, &c.
" I shall prove these writings not counterfeits, but

autheutick ; and the contents true, and worthy of a
divine origiual."

—

Grew; Cotmoiogia.

4. Composition, component parts.
" Scarcely any thing can be determined of the par-

ticular contents of any single mass of ore by mere in-
spection."— Woodward.

5. A table or list of what is contained in a
book or writing.

% Table ofconUnts : The same as A. I. 5.

TX Figuratively

:

1. Satisfaction, contentedness, moderate
happiness ; ease or rest of mind ; freedom
from repining, grumbling, or discontent.

" Not deck'd with diamonds and Indian stones,
Nor to be seen : my crown is called content.''

Shaketp. : 3 Hen. VI., iil. 1.

2. That which is the condition of happi-
ness or satisfaction.

(1) A wish, a desire.
". . . so will I

In England work your grace's full content."
Shakesp. ; 2 Hen. VI., I. 3.

(2) Resignation, meekness.
" His face, though full of cares, yet show'd content."

Shakesp. ; Lucrece, 1,508.

3. Happiness, joy,

"Such Is the fulness of my hearts content.'
Shakesp. : 2 Hen. P7.f L L

* 4. Acquiescence ; agreement or satisfac-

tion with a thing unexamined.
" Their praise is still— the stile is excellent

;

The sense they humbly take upon content."
Pope; Epistles.

T To one's heart's content : To full and com-
plete satisfaction.

B. Technically:

1. Geom. : The area or quantity of space or
matter contained within certain limits. Super-
ficial contents, tho area or surface included
within certain lines ; cubical contents or solid

contents, the number of solid or cubic unit*

contained in a space : as so many cubic
inches, feet, yards, volume. (OgilvU, dc.)

2. Customs : A paper delivered to the
searcher by the master of a vessel before she
is cleared outwards, describing the vessel's

destination, and detailing the goods shipped,
with other particulars. This content has U*
be compared with the cocketa and the in-

dorsements and clearances thereon.

3. Legis. : A member of the House of Lords
who votes conUnt, that is, an assent to any
motion.

"Supposing the number of contents and not con-
tents strictly equal in num hers and consequence, . .

."

—Burke : Speech on the Act of Uniformity,

* con-tent -a'-tlon, s. [Low Lat. conUntaHo,
from contento = to content, to satisfy.]

1. Satisfaction, content.
" I seek no better warrant than my own conscience,

nor no greater pleasure than mine own contcntation.
—Sidney.

2. Apparently used incorrectly for conten-
tion.

"There Is no weak contcntation between these, and
the labour is hard to reconcile them."*— Adams ;

I Vorks, L «4. {Varies.}

con-tent -ed, pa. par. or a. [Content, v.]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

1. Satisfied, easy In mind; moderately
happy ; content.

(1) Followed by uHth,
" Barbarossa, in hope by sufferance to obtain anothet

kingdom, seemed contented with theanswer."—Knolies
Bitt.

(2) Followed by a clause.
" Dream not of other worlds,

Contented that thus far has been reveal'd.
Not of earth only, but of highest heaven.

Milton : P. L., ok. viiL

•J Shakespeare used the word absolutely
in the sense of agreed, content

" Well contented."
Shakesp. ; Macbeth. U. f.

2. Acquiescing, satisfied, willing, agreed.
" Are yon contented to resign the crown f

"

Shakesp. ; Bich, IT., tv. L
* 3. Composed, at ease.

" But be contented . .
."

Shakesp. : Sonnets, lxxiv. L

con-tent -ed-l#, adv. TEng. contented ; -ly.\

In a contented or satisfied manner ; with con-
tent or satisfaction.

c6n-tent-ed-ness,s. [Eng. contenUd;-ness.\
The quality or state of being contented ; satis-

faction, contentment.

* con-tent -fuL a. [Eng. conUnt; -fuHt).]
Full of contentment or satisfaction ; perfectly
contented.

". . . contentful submission to God's disposal of
things, . . ."—Barrow; Serm., iiL, 8, «.

" con-tent fulness, s. [Eng. conUntful;
-ness.} Contentment, satisfaction, content.

"Because of the contentfulness of oar errand.'—
Pepyt ; Diary, July 34, 1666. [Davie*.)

con ten-tion, • con te . 91 on, *. [0. Fr.

& Sp. conlencion ; Fr. contention, from Lat.
conUntio, from contentus, pa. par. of contendo
= to contend (q.v.).]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of contending, striving, or strug-
gling for anything ; an endeavour, an effort.

" This is an end, which at first view appears worthy
our utmost contention to obtain."

—

lingers.

2. A quarrel, strife, or contest
" The lot cause th contentions to cease, and parteth

between the mighty."—Pro*, xviii 18.

3. A strife or contest of words ; contro-

versy, debate.

"On the' morrow the contention was renewed* —
MacauJay: Hist. Eng., ch. vi

4. Emulation ; eagerness or struggling to

excel ; friendly rivalry.

" No quarrel, but a slight contention.'
Shakesp. ; t Ben. F7., L *

*5. Zeal, ardour, eagerness.

"Your own earnestness and contention to effect what
yon are about, . . ."— Holder.

Site, i&t, faro, amidst, what, rail, father; we, wet, here, camel, her. there: pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go. pot

or, were, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fuU; try, Syrian, re, oe = 6; ey = a. qn = kw
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C A point argued, supported, or contended
for.

" Hia contention was that God was not honoured by
Idleness and ineptity ."— Her. Brooks Lambert, in

Timet, Oct. 12, 1877 ; Church Congress.

XL Law: A point contended for, or the

arguments used in support of it

edn-ten'-tlous, a. [Fr. contentieux.]

L Ordinary Language ;

1. Given or disposed to contention or de-

bate ;
quarrelsome.

" In wretched interchange of wrong lor wrong
'Midst * contentious world, striving where none are

strong." Byron: Childe Harold, ill. 69.

2. Relating to or involving contention or

strife ; characterized by contention.

". . . the more cheerful, though not less contentious,

regions of political men . .
."—Brougham : Sketches of

Statesmen of the Reign of George IfI. ; Mr. Burke.

* II. Law: Having power to decide points

of controversy, or relating to poiuts of contro-

versy.

^1 1. Contentious business :

Law : Business in which a plaintiff and
defendant contend against each other, as op-

posed to business unopposed.

2. Contentious jurisdiction

:

Law : Jurisdiction in cases of dispute—that
Is, when a plaintiff and defendant contend
against each other. This is opposed to non-
contentious jurisdiction—i.e., that in which
there is no contest.

" I pass by such ecclesiastical courts, as having only
what is called a voluntary and not a contention* juris-
diction . . ."—Blackstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. V

t con-ten'-tious-l^, adv. [Eng. contentious:

-ly.] In a contentious, quarrelsome, or per-

verse manner.

t c6n-ten'-tious-ness, s. [Eng. contentious;

ness.) The quality of being contentious ;

quarrelsomeness, perverseness.

* con-tent'-Ive, a. [Eng. content; -ive.} Pro-

ducing or tending to produce content.

"When we had taken a full and contentive view of

this sweet citty, . . ."—.VS. Landed., 213. (Halli-

well ; Contrib. to Lexicog.)

* con tent less, con tent- less, a. [Eng
content; -less.) Discontented, dissatisfied.

". . . best state, contentless.

Hath a distracted and most wretched being."
Shaketp. : Ttmon of Athens, iv. S.

" con-tent'-l& adv. [Eng. content; -ly.] Con-
tentedly, with contentment.

con tent' ment, s. [Fr. contentement ; Ital.

contentamento ; Sp. contentamiento.]

1. The state or condition of being contented
or satisfied.

" To make that calm contentment mine.
Which virtue knows, or seems to know."

Byron : Hour* of Idleness.

2. Pleasure, gratification.
" At Paris the prince spent one whole day, to give

his mind some contentment in viewing of a famous
city."— Wotton.

* 3, That which affords content, satisfaction,

or gratification.

"... it may disrelish all the contentments, and con-

temn sill the crosses, which this world can afford me."
—Bishop Hall : Soliloquies, 57.

^[ Crabb thus discriminates between con-

tentment and satisfaction: " Contentment lies

in ourselves ; satisfaction is derived from ex-

ternal objects. . . . The contented man has

always enough ; the satisfied man receives

enough. The contented man will not be dis-

satisfied; but he who looks for satisfaction wilt

never be contented. Contentment is the absence
of pain ; satisfaction is positive pleasure. Con-

tentment is accompanied with the enjoyment
of what one has ; satisfaction is often quickly
followed with the alloy of wanting more. A
contented man can never be miserable ; a satis-

fied man can scarcely be long happy." (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

con tents, con tents ', s. pi. [Content, «.]

* con-ten'-u-ment,s. [Eng. continue; -ment]
Continuing, continuation.

" The sad impressions which our civil wars have left

in their estates, in some to the shaking of their con-

tenument." — Fuller : Worthies; Yorkshire, ii. 883.

(Davies.)

• cdn'-ter, * contars, a. [Lat. contra =
against, opposite.] [Contrare, Counteb, a.]

Cross, athwart.

conter-tree, s. A cross bar of wood ; a
stick attached by a piece of rope to a door,

and resting on the wall on each side, thus
keeping the door shut from without.

1 (1) A canter: To the contrary.

(2) In contars : In opposition to, in spite of.

* cdn ter, v.t. [Conteb, a.] To contradict,

to thwart, to oppose.

* c6n-ter-I'-tion, $. [An erroneous forma-
tion for contrition ^q.v.).] A rubbing or
striking together ; friction.

con ter mash ous, con tra-ma -shous,
a. [A corruption of contumacious (a.. v.).

J

Perverse, contumacious. (Scotch.)

* con ter min a We. a. [Pref. con, and

Eng. terminable (q.v.).] Having the same
bounds or limits ; conterminous.

cdn-ter'-min-al, a. [Low Lat. conterminalis.]

The same as Conterminous (q.v.).

* con-ter'-mln-ant, a. [Lat. conterminans,

pr. par. of contirmino,] Having the same
bounds or limits ; conterminous.

" Her suburban and contermhiant fabrickes. "—

Howell: Yocall Forrest, 43. (Latham.)

* con-teV-mln-ate, a. [Lat. conterminatus,

pa. par. of contermino = to border upon, to

have the same bounds : con m cum = with, to-

gether, and terminus— a boundary.] Having
the same bounds ; conterminous.

"... a strength of empire fix'd

Conterminate with heaven."
Ben Jonson : Masques at Court.

cin-ter'-mln-OUS, a. [Lat. conterminus,

from con = cum = with, together, and terminus
= a boundary.] Having the same bounds or

limits ; bordering uj)on, contiguous.

* COn-ter-myt, pa, par. [Fr. contremettre.]

Firmly set against.
" The Duk said. Oyff ye, Scnir, contermyt be.
To mown" you more it afferia nocht for me.

Wallace, vL 674.

* c6n-ter-ra'-ne'-ant * cSn-ter-ra'-ne^-
ous, a. [Lat. conterraneus : con = cum =
with, together, and terraneus = belonging to

a country ; terra = a country.] Of or belong-

ing to the same country.

"... If women were not conterranean and mingled
with men, angels would descend and dwell among us."

—Howell: Lett., Iv. 7.

* con tessc, s. [Countess.]

* cdn-tes-ser-a'-tlon, $. [Lat. contesseratio
— a contract of friendship by means of tessera,

or small tablets or tokens, which were broken
bv two friends, each retaining a part, by
which they or their descendants might at any
time be recognized.]

1. A combination, union, or assemblage.

"... describe that persou of his, which afforded so

unusual a contesseration of elegancies, and set of

rarities to the beholder."— B. Oley : Life of 0. Herbert

(1671), sign. O. 5.

2. A union ; a bond or connection.

"... a contesseration of charity among all Christ-

tans."—Hammond : Works, vol. i., p. 124.

con-tost', v.t. & i. [Fr. contester = *' to con-

test, cull or take to witnesse, . . . also to

brabble, argue, debate " (Cotgrave) ; Lat. can-

testor — to call to witness : con = cum = with,

together, and testor = to bear witness ; testis

= a witness.]

A. Transitive

:

L Ordinary language

:

1. To contend about ; to make a subject of

contention.

2. To struggle or strive earnestly for; to

endeavour to defend or maintain.

3. To dispute, call in question, oppose, or

controvert ; to contend against.
*' Yet these each other's power so strong contest.

That either seems destructive of the rest."
Goldsmith : The Traveller.

IX Law : To defend a suit or cause ; to

resist or dispute a claim.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To strive, to contend ; to engage in strife

or contention.

"... thinking to speed better by submission than
by contesting, . . . —Stow j Edward TI., an. 1560.

^[ Followed by with.
" The difficulty of an argument adds to the pleasure

of contesting with it, when there are hopes of victory."

—Burnet.

2. To vie, to emulate.
"... and do contest

hM hotly and as nobly with thy love
.\s ever in ambitious strength I did
Contend against thy valour."

Shakesp. : Coriolanus, lv. 5.

If For the difference between to contest and
to contend, see Contend.

con-test, s. [Contest, v.]

1. A struggle, a fight, a battle, a combat

2. A strife of words, a brawl, an altercation.
" Leave all noisy contests, all immodest clamours.

and brawling language."— Walts.

3. A struggle in debate, a dispute, a con-

troversy.
"... it was fully expected that the contest there

would be long and fierce . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng. -

ch. xv.

% For the difference between contest and
confiict, see Conflict.

t con-test'-able, a. [Eng. contest; -able.]

That may be contested or disputed ; dis-

putable.

* con-test -a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. contestabU

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being contest-

able or disputable.

* con-test'-ant, s. [Fr., pr. par. of contester.]

One who contests ; a disputer, a controverter.

* con test-a'-tion (1), *. [Fr., from Lat. oon-

testatio = a joining in witness ; contestor = to

join in witness. ] A giving of evidence jointly ;

joint evidence.
"... a solemn contestation ratified on the part of

God, . . ."—Barrow; Serm., it, 8. 34.

* con testa -Hon (2), *. [Eng. contest;

-ation.] A contest, a debate, a strife.

" Your wife and brother
Made wars upon me ; and their contestation
Was theme for you, you were the word of war."

Shakesp. : Antony it Cleop., it. 1.

con test ed, a. [Eng. contest ; -ed.]

1. Fought or struggled for in actual combat
" Twas thou, bold Hector! whose resistless hand
First seiz'd a ship on that contvtted strand."

Pope : Homers Iliad, bk. ivu L 854-ft.

2. Contended for, disputed, fought out.

"In four out of the six contested wards the Land
League candidates were rejected. . . ."—Daily Tele-

graph, Nov. 26, 1881.

con-test'-ing, pr. par., a., ii s. [Contest, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substan. : The act of contending,

struggling, or disputing ; contest.

"COU-tesf-ing-ly, adv. [Eng. contesting ; -ly.]

In a contending manner.

* c6n-test'-l£ss, O. [Eng. contest ; -less.] In-

capable of being contested or controverted

;

incontestable.
" But now 'tis troth contestlest" A. Hill

* con-tex', v.t. [Lat. contexo = to weave to-

gether : con = cum — with, together, and texo

— to weave.] To weave together ; to unite by
interposition or intermixture of parts.

" Nature may contex a plant, though that l>e a per-

fectly mixt concrete, without having all the elements

previously presented to her to compouud it ot."—Boyle.

con -text, s. [Fr. contexte.] [Context, a.]

1. Texture ; a connected discourse or

writing, taken as a whole.
" That book within whose sacred context all wisdom

is infolded."—Milton : Church Government {tret).

2. The parts of a writing or discourse con-

nected in meaning with, or immediately pre-

ceding or following, some other part quoted

or referred to.

"Manifest from the context." — Hammond : On
Fundamentals.

* con text , a. [Lat. contextus, pa. par, of

contexo = to weave together.] [Contex. 1

Woven or knit together ; close, firm.

con-te'xt', v.t. [Context, a.] To bind to-

gether, to unite.

"This were to ungtew the whole world's (rams
which is context rd only by commerce and contraota.
—Junius : Sin Stigmat. (1639), p. 776.

con-tcx'-tu-al, a. [Lat. contextus, and Eng.

sun*, -al.] [Context.]

1. Connected with the context (q.v.).

2. Literal.

* coH-tSxtf-U-ral, a. [Eng. contextur(e) ; -al.
]

Producing cbnte"xture ; weaving, binding, or

uniting together.
" Again, the contextural expressions are of the self

same nature."—Smith ; Portrait, of Old Age, p. IBS.

con teV-tiire, s. [Lat. contextura, from con-

texo = to weave together.]

bftl, bo*^; po%t, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, *em; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f.

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tlon, -slon = shnn ; -*lon, -slon = zhun. -tious. -sious. -clous = shus. -ble. -die, &c = net deL
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I. 0~d. Lang. : A weaving or framing to-

gether. The disposition or arrangement of

parts ; their constitution, system, or com-
position ; the manner in which the com-
ponent parts of any compound body are
arranged.

"The firm contexture of the whole is provided lor."

—Todd A Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. i., ch. iii., p. 78.

" 'fh« framing his conceptions and thought*, by the
sequel and contexture of tlie names of things into
affirmations, negations, mid other forms of speech."—
Boltbes: Leviathan, pt I., oh. ii.

XL Scots Law: Constructure (q.v.).

t con-tex -tured, a. [Eng. contextur(e) ; -ed,}

Woven or formed in texture ; composed, ar-

ranged, disposed.
" A garment of Flesh (or of senses) c«tttexfuredtn the

loom of Heaven."—Carlyte: Sartor Hesartus, bk. I.,

ch. x.

* oon -ti-cent, a. [L&t. contice> *, pr. par. of

conticeo = to keep silent : con = cum = with,

together, wholly, and taceo — t3 be silent]

Siltnt.

"Tbe servants have left the room, the neat* ait

eonticent,"— Thackeray: Virginiant, ch. Ii. jDavies.)

* con-tig na tion, s. [Lat. contignatio, from
con — cum = with, together, and tignum — a
beam, a rafter.]

L Literally

:

1. Tlie act of framing or putting together a
fabric of wood.

2. A fabric of wood framed and put together ;

a contexture of beams ; a story.
'*.

. . several stories or contig nations, .. ."—Wotton :

Reliquia. p. 26.

IX Figuratively :

1. Tlie act or process of uniting closely or
weaving together.

"Their own buildings . . . were without any party-
wall, and linked by contignation into the edifice of
France,"—tfur**

2. Any immaterial framework or fabric.

". . . when they have the full sight of heaven above
them they cannot climb up into it, they cannot pos-
sibly see that whole glorious contignation . . ."—Bp.
BaU : The Free Prisoner.

* con-tig -u ate, a. [Lat contiguous), and
Eng. sun. -ate.] Contiguous, touching.

"... the two extremities are contiguate, yea and
continuate."—Holland: Plutarch, p. 817.

* con-tl-gne, a. [Fr. contigu.) Contiguous.

o6n-ti-gH'-i-tft s. [Fr. contiguity Sp. am*
tiguidad ; Port, contiguidade ; Ital. contiguita,
all from Lat. contiguus.] [Contiguous,]

1. Ordinary language

:

(1) Contact with, or (more loosely) imme-
diate proximity to, nearness in place.

" Contiguity or adjacency In private . . . posses-
sion.'—Bacon: Fable of Perseus.

(2) Continuous connection ; continuity.
" Oh for a lodge in some vast wilderness
Some boundless contiguity of shade"

Cowper : The Task, bk. ii.

2. Mental Phil. : Proximity either in place
or in time. These are two of the most potent
of the influences which produce association of
ideas.

" To me there appear to be only three principles of
connexion among ideas, namely, resemblance, con-
tiguity iu time or place, and cause and effect.*

—

Hume :

Human Understanding, f 3.

cin-tlg'-U-otis, a. [Lat. conrfjruiw, from con
= cum = with, together, and tango = to touch

;

Ital. & 8p. contiguo; Ft. contign.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Meeting so as to touch ; adjoining, touch-
ing, close together, connected.

"... the two half* of the inner did not appear fully
divided from one another, but seemed contiguous at
one of their angles,"—Xswton : Opticks.

U Followed by with.
** Water, being contiguous with air, cooleth it, bat

molstenetb it not"—Bacon i Natural History.

i. Used more loosely in the sense of neigh-
* bouring, close, near,

" He sees his little lot tbe lot of all

:

Sees no contiguous palace rear its head."
Goldsmith : The Traveller.

*3. Connected in order of time, successive.
"Tbe favours of our beneficent Saviour were at the

least contiguous. No sooner hath he* raised the cen-
turion s servant from hi* l«d. then hee raises the
widowes sou from bis beers."—flu. BaU: Cant.; The
Widow's Sonne liaised

M. Connected as cause and effect ; closely
related.

" But the fancy is determined by habit to pass from
the idea of fire to that of melted lead, on account of
our having always )>erweWed then* contiguous and
successive. . . —Beattte: Bssay on Truth, yt.i\.,ch. II.,

TJ. Technically:

1. Med. : Arising from contiguity.

2. Geometry:

Contiguous angles: [Axwacent angles].

t c6n-tig'-u-ous-ly, adv. [Eng. contiguous:
•ly.] Iu a contiguous manner ; without any
intervening space ; closely ; so as to touch.

t con tig-u ous nsts, b. [Eng. contiguous;
-ness.] The quality or state of belag contigu-
ous ; contiguity, close union, adjacency.

con ti-nencc, con -ti-nen-cy, *eon-tl-
nen-cie, * con-ty-nence, * [Fr. conti-
nence; Sp. & Port. contine)icia ; Ital. conti-

nenza, from Lat. continentia, from contineo =
to hold together, to restrain : con = cum =
with, together ; tenet i ~ to hold.]

1. Self-restraint ; self-command.
" He knew what to say ; he knew also when to leave

off. a continence which U practised by few writers."—
liryien : Fables. Pref.

2. A moderation or self-restraint in the in-

dulgence of sexual enjoyment
" To justice, continence and nobility ;

But let desert in pure election shine."
Shakesp. I TUus Attdron., L 1.

3. A forbearance from lawful pleasure.

"Content, without lawful venery. Is continence-
without unlawful, chastity."—Grew f Cosmologin.

4. Chastity.
". . .greater eonttneneU is found among thS than

among Christen men."—Sir T. More : Worket, p. 7M.

*5. A continued course; a due succession ;

continuity.
" Answers ought to be made before the same Judge

before whom the depositions were produced, lest the
continenoeot the course should be divided . , ."—Ay-
llffe : Purergon.

51 For the difference between continence and
chastity, see Chastity.

con tln-ent, * con-tyn-ent, a. & s. [Fr.
continent, a. ii s. ; Sp. continents, s. & a. ; Port.
continente, s. ; Ital. continent* , a., from Lat.
continent = (1) holding together

; (2) bordering
upon, adjacent (when used of a continent terra

is to he supplied), pr. par. of contineo m to
hold together : con— together, and teneo « to
hold tightly ; to hold.]

A. -Is adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Subjectively:

(1) Rejlexively (not inform, but in sense) : Re-
straining one's self from indulgence in unlaw-
ful, or from over-indulgence In lawful, plea-
sures.

".
. . sobre, lust, hooli, contynent."— Wycliffe : Tyte, 1.

(2) Half rejlexively : Having, possessing, or
acquiring that within the miud which exerts
restraint upon one's desires.

" I pray you, have a continent forbearance till the
speed of bis rage goes slower . .

."

—

Shakesp. ; King
Lear, L 2.

2. Objectively : Exercising, from a source
external to one's self, restraint upon one

;

opposing, resisting.
"... my desire

All continent impediments would o'erbear
Tbat did oppose my will."

Shakesp. : Macbeth, iv. S.

IL Geography, £c.

1 1. Continuous with.
" The north-east part of Asia, if not continent with

the west side of America, . . '—Brerewood: On
Languages.

*2. Continental; enclosed within a continent
or continents (in the sense B.).

"... the inayne and continent land of the whole
world.'—Qraflon .- Briteyn, pt iv.

B. As substantive

:

*I. Ord. Lang. (Gen.): That which contains
any material thing, any person, or any abs-
tract conception.

" I did not say that the Book of Articles only was
the continent of the Church of England's publkk
doctrine."—Archbishop Laud : Conference with Fisher,
p. 60.

LL Technically:

1. Geog. : A vast tract of land so much de-
tached from the rest of the land in the world as
to render it expedient to give it a distinctive
name. There are generally said to be four con-
tinents : Europe, Asia, Africa, and America,
to which some add a fifth, Australia. The divi-

sion is, to a certain extent, arbitrary. Europe
is not detached from Asia, but is continuous
with it for about two thousand miles ; whilst,
on the contrary. North and South America are
so dissevered that they should have received
separate names, and figured as two continents
instead of one. If Africa be taken as the

type of a continent, then a continent differs

from an island in not being wholly detached
from the c<iiitiii>-iits adjacent to it ; but if

America be regarded as the type of a conti-

nent, then a continent differ* from an bland
only in being larger. Really, Europe, Asia,
and Africa together constitute one island, by
far the largest in the world ; America a second,
the next largest ; and Australia another, the
third largest ; their size renders them worthy
of being called continents.

2. Geol. : In essentially the same sense as
B. I. 1. As the action of water tends to
wash away all land and deposit it beneath the
waves of the sea, whilst igneous agency, oper-
ating through volcanoes and earthquakes, and
generally in the vicinity of the ocean, tends to
eave it up, it is evident that if a sufficient

length of time be given the continents will

change their places, and they have done so in
time ]>ast. This, to a certain extent, was
understood by the ancient philosophers*

"The face of places, and their forms, decay.
And that is solid earth, that once was sea

:

Seas, in their turn, retreating frnin the shore,
Make solid land what ocean was before ;

And far fr m strands are shells of Hkhes found
And rusty anchors flx'd on mountain ground.'*
Dryden : Trans, from Ovid's Metamor/ihoscs :

The Pythagorean Philosophy.

Murcnison considered that the original
continents had been mostly submerged.
Lyell founded his hypothesis, designed to
explain the changes of climate in bygone
geologic periods, by supposing successive
gradual redistributions of sea and land quite
different from those now prevailing. [Cli-
mate.] Prof. Edward Forbes considered it

probable that a "great Miocene land," by
which he meant a land consisting of Miocene
beds, subsequently upheaved, extended into
the Atlantic far pa>t the Azores, Great
Britain, Ireland, and Spain, being parts of it
(Mem. Geol. Snrv. Great Brit., vol. i. ; Q. J.

Geol. Soc., vol. iii., pt i., pp. Iv.—lxviii.) Still,

what may be called the nuclei of existing con-
tinents have existed since a remote geological
period, though they have been submerged from
time to time.

con tin-ent-al, a. (Eng. continent; -al ;

Fr. continental.] Pertaining to a continent,
esp. to tlie continent of Europe.

"The union of two great monarchies under one
head would doubtless be opposed by a continental
<i.;i!itiuu."—Mucaulny : Hist £ng., oh. ii.

H Continental system

:

Hist. : A project planned, and to a certain

extent carried temtxjrarily into effect, of cutting
off Britain from all connexion with the Conti-
nent of Europe, with the view, if possible, of
striking a mortal blow at her maritime and
commercial supremacy. Tlie first mention of
it occurs in the armistice of Foligno, February
18, 1S01, but it was not thoroughly developed
till the issue of the Berlin Decree, November
19, 1S(H>. This placed the British islands iu a
state of blockade [Blockade, II.], forbade all

commerce with them, made nil goods coming
from Britain or its colonies contraliand, ordered
all letters to or from it to l>e opened, and all

British subjects to be arrested. All the Con-
tinental nations to which Napoleon could dic-

tate were forced to carry out his system whether
they liked it or no. Britaiu retaliated by
successive Orders in Council, and finally the
restiveness of the nations under the insup-
portable inconvenience produced by the de-

crees, not merely caused their practical aban-
donment, but aided in a considerable degree
in producing the fall of Napoleon.

t con tln-en tal-lat, *. [Eng. continental

;

-ist.\ One who lives on, or is a native of, a

continent.
" Robinson Crusoe and Peter Wllklns could only

have been written by Islamlers. No continent nlist

could have conceived either t*le."—Coleridge : Table
TaVt, p. 309.

Con'-tXn-ent-l^, adv. [Eng. continent; -ly.)

In a continent manner ; chastely.

* con'-tin-ent-ness, *. [Eng. continent

;

-ness.) The quality or state of being conti-

nent ; self-command, self-control.

* con tinge , v.i. [Lat. contingo = (1) to

touch, (2) to happen.] [Contiguous.] To
touch, to reach, to happen, to fall out.

con tin -gence, s. [Lat. contingent, pr. par.

of contingo = (1) to touch, (2) to happen.]

* 1. The state of being close or nearly con-

nected ; close union or connection.

ffct«, fit, fare, amidst, what. Call, father ; we, wit, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pftt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, oa = e. ey= a. qu = kw.
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"... loving respect through oonrtnoence of blood

, . "—Drayton : Foly-Ololon, a. 1 ; midgut .Votes.

2. A chance or fortuitous occurrence ',
any

possible or probable event.

oon-tin-gSn-ofts. [Eng. contingency) ; -y.]

« 1. The act of reaching to or touching.

". . . he came to L, the point of contingency, . . ."—

Gregory : Posihuma, p. 39 (1650).

•2. The quality or state of being contin-

gent or fortuitous ; accident, possibility.

"... the contingency in events, . .
.*—Browne

:

Vulgar Errours.

3. A contingence, a chance or possible

occurrence.
" Above contingency and time.
Stable as earth, as heaven sublime.

Blacklock : To Doctor Domtman.
"

. . . this, as previously shewn, depends on various

complex contingencies."—Darwin: Descent o/ Man
(1871), pt. il., ch. vtii, voL L, p. 278.

* 4. An adjunct or accessory.
" Contingencies of pomp . . ."

iVorasworih : Excursion, bk. iv.

*f Contingency with a double aspect

:

Law: Provision with regard to a landed

estate for two contingencies, viz., that a cer-

tain event will happen, and that on the other

hand it will not happen. This prevents the

intentions being frustrated in either case.

odn-tin-gent. a. & ». [Fr. contingent; Sp.,

Port., & Ital. contingente, all from Lat. con-

tingent, pr. par. of contingo = to touch, to

take hold of, to seize : con = together ; and
tango = to touch.]

A- As adjective:

1. Orel. Lang. : Dependent on an uncertain

Issue, of doubtful occurrence, which may or

may not happen.
" things of their own nature contingent and

mutable . . . —Booker: Sod. Pot., bk. v., ch. xlviit.,

ft.

2. Logic : Applied to the matter of a propo-

sition when the terms of it partly agree, and
partly disagree.

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang.: Anything which may or

may not happen, anything of uncertain event.

" By contingents we are to understand those things

which come to pass without any human forecast '—

Grew : Coemologia.

2. Mil. : The proportionate number of

soldiers which a country or an individual of

high rank is bound or engages to furnish

towards a common enterprise ; a quota of

soldiers or other lighting men.

H (1) A contingent legacy:

Law : A legacy depending on a condition

and lapsing if the condition be not fulfilled

or the uncertain event fail to happen, as when
• legacy is left to one provided he reach

twenty-bne years of age. (Blaekstone: Com-

ment., bk. ii., ch. 32.)

(2) Contingent remainder

:

Law: A remainder in which the estate either

to to pass to an uncertain person or is to de-

pend on a dubious event. It is called also

an executory remainder. (Blaekstone : Com-

ment., bk. ii., ch. 11.)

(8) Contingent uses

:

Law : Uses depending upon a contingency.

There must be a person seized to such uses

when the contingency happens, else the use

will be permanently destroyed. They are

called also springing uses. (Blaekstone : Com-

ment., bk. ii., ch. 20.)

• con-tln'-gent-l£, adv. (Eng. contingent

:

ly.] Accidentally, fortuitously ; not accord-

ing to any settled rule or law.
" There could have been no prophecies, but only pre-

dictions, which were contingently true or false. -
Grew: Oosmologia Sacra, lv. 6.

• cSn-tln'-gent-ness, «. [Eng. contingent

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being acci-

dental, or dependent on chance.

• cdn-tln'-u-a-ble, a. [Eng. continue)

;

able.] That may be continued.

con-tin'-u-al, " con-tin-u-el, * con-tln-
U-ele, *"o6n-tyn-u-ei, a. [Fr. coniinnei,

from Lat oontinuus = holding together, un-

broken : con = cum = with, together, and
tsmeo = to hold.]

1. Unbroken, incessant, unceasing, proceed-

ing without interruption or cessation.

" Where in bright train continual wonders rise."

Thomson : Spring.

2. Constant, unvarying.

••With Polns, and other hia continual followers."
Shakesp. : 3 Hen. IV„ It. 4.

3. Perpetual.

•J
* (1) Continual claim :

Law : A claim to laud repeated at intervals,

none of them exceeding a year and a day. It

was used when possession could not be taken

without hazard. It was abolished by 3 & 4

Win. IV. c. 27 } 11.

(2) Continual proportionals

:

Math. : Quantities or magnitudes in con-

tinued proportion (q.v.)

•f (1) Crabb thus discriminates between con-

tinual and continued: "Both these terms

mark length of duration, but the former

admits of a certain degree of interruption,

which the latter does not. What is continual

may have frequent pauses ; what is continued

ceases only to terminate. Rains are continual

;

noises in a tumultuous street are continual

:

the bass In music is said to be continued ; the

mirth of a drunken party is one continued

noise. Continual interruptions abate the

vigour of application and create disgust : in

countries situated near the poles, there is one

continued darkness for the space of live or six

months ; during which time the inhabitants

are obliged to leave the place. Continual

respects the duration of actions only ; con-

(inued. is likewise applied to the extent or

course of things : rumours are continual

;

talking, walking, rrtnning, and the like, is

continual ; but a line, a series, a scene, or a

stream of water, is continued."

(2) He thus discriminates between constant,

continual, and perpetual : " What is continual

admits of no interruption : what Is perpetual

admits of no termination. There may be an

end to that which is continual, and there may
be intervals in that which is perpetual. Rains

are continual in the tropical climates at certain

seasons ; complaints among the lower orders

are perpetual, but they are frequently without

foundation. There is a continual passing and

repassing in the streets of the metropolis

during the day ; the world, and all that it

contains, are subject to perpetual change.

Constant, like continual, admits of no inter-

ruption; but it may cease altogether. Con-

tinual respects the outward circumstances

and events ; constant the temper of mind."

(C'raob : Eng. Synon.)

oin-ttn'-u-al-Mr, * oon-tin-u-al-llche,
oon-tln-u-ef-y, * oon-tyn-u-el-liohe,
adv. [Eng. continual; -ly.]

1. Without a pause ; uninterruptedly.

2. Without ceasing ; incessantly.

" Alle manere of melody ...
Was continue/!/ tharein sownand.

Bampole '. Pricke of Conscience, 8.913.

S. Used loosely for frequently, often, con-

stantly.

* cdn-tfo'-U-al-nSss, s. [Eng. continual;

-ness. ] The quality of being continual ; con-

tinuance, permanence.

con tin u ance, * oin-ttn'-ij-anince, s.

[Lat confinuans, pr. par. of continuo = to

join together, to continue] [Cohtinual.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality or state of holding or keep-

ing together ; resistance to separation of

parts; continuity.
" Wool, tow, cotton, and raw silk, have, besides the

desire of continuance in regard to the tenuity of their

thread, a greediness of moisture."—Bacon.

2. Uninterrupted succession.

"The brute immediately regards his own preserva-

tion, or the continuance of his species."—Addison :

Spectator.

3. Permanence or constancy in one state.

4. Lastingncss, duration.

"... great plagues, and of long continuance, . . ."—
Deut. xxviil. 69.

5. Perseverance, unceasing action.

"... patient continuance In well-doing, . .
."—

Rom. 11. 7.

6. Perseverance or constancy in conduct

;

fixedness of purpose or resolution.

"Continuance, is a stedfast and constaont abiding

in a purposed and well aduised luatter, not yeeldins

to any man in quarell of the right."—Wilson : The
Arte of r.hetorike, p. 38.

7. Progress of time.

"In thy book all my members were written, which
In continuance were fashioned."—/'*, exxxix. 18.

8. Abode or continuing in one place.

". . . cloy'd

With long continuance in a settledplace."
Shakesp. : 1 Ben. VI., 11. 5.

9. Permanence.

"This forenauied maid hath yet in her the continu-

ance of her first affection . . .
—Shakesp : ilea*, /of

Xeus.. lit 1.

IL Law;
1. English. : The naming of a day to which

a trial, not concluded, will be adjourned.

(Blaekstone : Comment., bk. iii., ch. 21.)

If Notice of trial by continuance : Notice by
a prosecutor or plaintiff, who is not ready to

proceed, that he wishes the trial to be ad-

journed by continuance to some other sitting

in place of allowing it to be fallen from.

(Wharton.)

2. United States : The deferring of a trial or

suit from one stated term of the court to

another. (Webster.)

•fl Crabb thus discriminates between con-

tinuance, continuation, and duration: "Con-
tinuance and duration are both employed for

time ; things may be of long continuance, or

of long duration: but continuance is used

only with regard to the conduct of men ;

duration with regard to the existence of every

thing. Whatever is occasionally done, aud
soon to be ended, is not for a amtinuance ;

whatever is made, and soon destroyed, is not

of long duration; there are many excellent

institutions in England which promise to be

of no less continuance than of utility. Dura-

tion is with us a relative term ; things are of

long or short duration: by comparison, the

duration of the world and all sublunary ob-

jects is nothing in regard to eternity." (OaN> :

Eng. Synon.)

* con-tin'-u-ate, v.t. [Contintmte, a.) To

join closely together.

* con-tin'-u.-a.te, a. [Lat. contlnuatus.]

1. Closely or immediately united.

"... while it Is continuous and undivided, . .
."—

Peacham.

% Followed by with.
"

. . . our very flesh and tones should be made oois-

tinuate with hlB-"—Booker.

2. Uninterrupted, unbroken, continual.

". . . an nntirable and continuate goodness"
Shakesp. : Timon, t L

* o6n-tin'-u-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Con-

TINUATE, V.J

* con-tln'-u-ate-iy, adv. [Eng. continual* ;

-ly,] Continuously, uninterruptedly ; with

continuity.

« con-tin- u-ate-ness, s. [Eng. continuate

;

-ness.] The quality or state of being con-

tinuate ; freedom from interruption ; con-

tinuity.

* oSn-tln'-n-a-ting, a. [Continuati, v.]

Joining, connecting, uniting.

con-tin-n-a'-tlon, s. [Lat. continuatio, from

amitnuo.]

L Literally:

1. The act of continuing or carrying on
without interruption or cessation.

". . . for the purposeof preventing the continuation
of the royal Une."—Uacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xxtv.

2. That which is carried on ; an extension.

"... I could send you either the Miscellany, or my
continuation of the version of Statiua"—Pope: Letter

to B. Cromwell, March 7, 1709.

3. An extension or prolongation ; as, the

continuation of a line.

IX Figuratively

:

* 1. A restraint or keeping together ; mo-
deration.

"And it Is no wonder, If the continuation and

natural composure of the spirits be rest and ease to

the soul."—More : Itnmort. of the Soul, bk. 11., ch. x.

* 2. A prorogation. (Scotch.)

3. (PL): A euphemism for gaiters, as a

kind of continuation of " short clothes" or

knee breeches ; afterwards applied to trousers.

(Slang.)
" A sleek man ... In drab shorts and confo-mafiom.'"

—Dickens : Sketches by Boi.

K (1) Crabb thus discriminates between con-

tinuation, conftnuitu, and continuing : "Con-
tinuation is the act of continuing ; continu ity is

the quality of continuing ; the former is em-

ployed in the figurative sense for the duration

of events and actions ; the latter in the physica I

sense for the adhesion of the component parts

of the bodies. Theconiinuaiionof a history up

to the existing period of the writer is the work

of every age, if not of every year :
there are

bodies of so little continuity that they will

crumble to pieces on the slightest touch."

oat, cell, ohorus, ohin. bench: go, gem: thin, this; Bin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -tog.

shun, -clous, -ttous, sious = anus, -ble, -die. Ate. = bol, del.
tH, b® : pout, Joftrl

-oian, -tian m soan. -tion. -sion = shun ; -(ion, -fion
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(2) For the difference between continuation
and continuance, see Continuance.

" con tin u-a-tive, a. & *. (Bug. con-

Hnuat(e); -int.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Having permanence or duration ; con-
tinuous, permanent

2. Continuing or extending.

B. As substantive

:

1. Logic : That which contains the idea of
continuance, permanence, or duration.

"To these may be added continuatieet : as, Rome
remains to thia day . . ."— Wattt: Logick.

2. Oram. : A word which serves to connect
two sentences, or to continue a sentence.

" Conttnuattvet . . . consolidate sentences into one
continuout whole, . . .'—Harrit : Hermes, bk. ii.

6n tln'-u-a-tdr, *. [Eng. continuance) ; -or. ]

* 1. One who continues or keeps up the
uninterrupted succession ot a series.

2. One who continues or carries on the
work of another; a continues

con tin uc, * con tyn uc, * con tune,
».t & i. [Fr. continuer ; Sp. continuar ; Ital.

amtinitare, from Lat. continuo ~ to continue,
to last.] (CONTrNUAL.)

A» Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. To join together, to unite, to connect
" The use of the navel is to continue the Infant unto

the mother, . .
."—Browne: Vulgar Errourt.

2. To carry on without interruption.
"... the series of a constant continued succession

is lost . . ."—Locke.

3. To protract, extend, or lengthen ; to
draw out.

'* The dark abyss, whose boiling gulpb
Tamely endur'd a bridge of wond'rous length.
From hell continued, reaching th' utmost orb
Of thia frail world." Milton: P.L., bk.il.

4. To carry on the work of another ; to
complete.

". . . oar humble author will continue the story . .
."

—Shaketp. : 2 Henry IV., Epilogue.

* 6. To delay.

* 6. To prorogue. (Scotch.)

7. To extend or protract in duration ; not to
suffer to cease.

"0 continue thy lovingkhtdneas unto them that
know thee ; and toy righteousness to the upright in
heart."—/'!. xxxvL 10.

8. To persevere or persist in, to keep up,
not to cease or leave off.

"You know how to make yourself happy, by only
continuing such a life as you have been long accus-
tomed to lead."— Pope.

9. To retain or suffer to remain ; not to get
id of.

* 10. To allow to live, to prolong the life of.

" And now abal 1 we continue Claudio ?

"

Shaketp. : Heat,for Meat., iv. S.

II. Ceom. : To extend or protract a line
jyond a certain point ; to produce.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To remain in the same state, position, or
place.

"... the multitude . . . continue with me now
three days, and have nothing to eat . . . —Matt, xv.
31

2. To endure ; to last or be durable.
H

. . . thy kingdom shall not continue . .
."— l Sam.

xiil. 14.

3. To persevere or persist not to omit or

**.
. . thev continued not in my covenant. .

Heb. viil. 9.

4. Not to leave off.

"... they continued U
—MacauUtjf : Hitt. Bag., ch. xix.

5. To remain in connection with, not to
leave or forsake.

" They went out from as, but they were not of as

;

for if they had l>een of us, they would no doubt have
f continued with us . . ."—1 John ii. 19.

IT (1) Crabb thus discriminates between to

continue, to remain, and to stay : " The idea of
confining one's self to something is common
to all these terms ; but continue applies often
to the sameness of action, and remain to the
sameness of place or situation ; the former
has most of the active sense In it, and ex-
presses a state of action ; the latter is alto-
gether neuter, and expresses a state of rest
We speak of continuing a certain course, of
continuing to do, or continuing to be any
thing ; but of remaining in a position, in a
house, in a town, in a condition, and the like.
There is more of will in continuing ; more of

necessity and circumstances in remaining. A
Ittrson continues in office as long as he em
perforin it with satisfaction to himself, and
his employers : a sentinel remains at his post
or station. Continue is opposed to cease ; re-

main is opposed to go. Things continue in
motion ; they remain stationary. Remain and
stay are both perfectly neuter in their sense,
but remain is employed for either persons or
things : stay for persons only. Remain is

often involuntary, if not compulsory : stay U
altogether voluntary."

(2) He thus discriminates between to con-
tinue, to persevere, to persist, to pursue, and
to prosecute: " The idea of not laying aside is

common to these terms, which is the sense of
continue without any other addition ; the
other terms, which are all species of continu-
ing, include likewise some collateral idea
which distinguishes them from the first, as
well as from each other. Continue is compar-
able with persenere and persist in the neuter
sense ; with pursue and prosecute in the active
sense. To continue is simply to do as one has
done hitherto ; to persevere is to continue with-
out wishing to change, or from a positive
desire to attain an object ; to persist is to con-
tinue from a determination or will not to cease.
The act of continuing, therefore, specifies no
characteristic of the agent ; that of persevering
or persisting marks a "direct temper of mind

;

the former is always used in a good sense, the
latter in an indifferent or bad sense. Confinw*,
when compared with persevere or persist, is
always coupled with modes of action ; but in
comparison with pursue or prosecute, it is

always followed by some object : we continue
to do, persevere, or persist in doing something ;

but we continue, pursue, or prosecute some
object which we wish to bring to perfection
by additional labour. Continue is equally
indefinite, as in the former case ; pursue and
prosecute both comprehend collateral ideas
respecting the disposition of the agent, and
the nature of the object ; to continu* is to go
on with a thing as it has been begun ; to pur-
sue and prosecute is to continue by some pre-
scribed rule, or in some particular manner : a
work is continued ; a plan, measure, or line of
conduct is pursued ; an undertaking or a
design is prosecuted: wc may continue the
work of another in order to supply a defi-
ciency ; we may pursue a plan that emanates
either from ourselves or another ; we prosecute
our own work only in order to obtain some
peculiar object : continue, therefore, expresses
less than pursue, and this less than prosecute:
the history of England has been continued
down to the present period by different
writers ; Smollett lias pursued the same plan
as Hume, in the continuation of his history

;

Captain Cook prosecuted his work of discovery
in three several voyages. We continue the
conversation which has been interrupted; we
pursue the subject which has engaged our
attention ; we pursue a journey after a certain
length of stay ; we prosecute any particular
journey which is important either on account
of its difficulties or its object" (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

con-tin ned, pa. par. & a. [Continue, *.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb),

B. As adjective

:

1. Produced, extended, or lengthened.

2. Carried on uninterruptedly ; continuous.
". . . those points which at the present time are

undergoing rapid change by continued selection, are
also eminently liable to variation "—Darwin .- Origin
of Speciet (ed. 1859), ch. v., p. 152.

T (1) Continued base, continued bass:

Music: (Figured bass].

(2) Continued fever

:

Med. : A fever which neither intermits nor
remits. [Fever.]

(3) Continued fractions

:

Arith, it Alg. : A series of fractions of which
the first has a fraction in the denominator,
which fraction has again a fraction in the de-

nominator, and so onward—if need be, on to
infinity. They are used in solving numerical
equations and problems on indeterminate

analysis. *
J—-

is a continued fraction.

(4) Continued proportion

:

Arith, £ Alg. : Proportion in which the
consequent of the first ratio becomes the
antecedent of the second, the consequent of
the second the antecedent of the third, and
so on ; as, 8 : 6 :: 6 : 12 :: 12 : 24, Ac

* con-tin -ued-ly, adv. [Eng. continued;
ly] Without cessation or interruption; un-
interruptedly, continuously.

* con tin -u el, a. [Continual.]

con tin -u-e1-ft
* con tin u el liche,

adv. [Continually.]

con-tin -a-er, *. [Eng. oontinu(e); -er.\

i 1. One who continues or carries on the
work of another ; a cantinuator.

t 2. One who continues, perseveres, or per-
sists in any act or conduct.

".
. . lndulgeut continuert in sin."— Hammond, \ M.

* 3. One which has the quality of durability
or permanence.

" I would my hone bad the speed of your tongue,
and so good a continuer."—Shaketp. : Much Ado, i. I.

* 4. One who causes continuance, durability,
or permanence.

".
. . the tirst founder, sustaiuer, and continuer

."—Dr. H. More: Bzpotition of the Seven Churchet.
p. 170.

odn-tin'-u-Injf, pr. par.,a.,& s. [Continue, v. ]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective:

1. Remaining in the same state.

* 2. Permanent, lasting, durable, abiding.
"For here have we no continuing city, but we seek

one to come."—Beb. rilt. 14.

* 3. Unceasing, continual.

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of producing, extending, or pro-
tracting.

2. The act or state of remaining in the same
place or condition.

* con tin u irig ly, • con tyn u yng ly,
adv. [Eng. continuing; -ly.) Uninterruptedly;
without cessation or interruption.

etfn-tln-U'-a'-ty, s. [Fr. continuity ; Prov.
continuitat ; Sp. continuidad ; Ital. conttnuifd,
all from Lat. continuitas = a connected series,

a continuation.] [Continuous.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Uninterrupted connexion
;

union, without a break or interval.

2. Teclmically

:

(1) Med. : Uninterrupted cohesion of the
texture of any organ or part of the body.

"The solid parts may be contracted by dissolving
their continuity ; tor a fibre, cut through, contracts
itself- ArbuthnoC
"Continuity of texture disposes, as is well known.

to the extension of a diseased state, originating at
some point So also does contiguity."—Todd 4c Bow-
man I PhytioL Anat.. vol 1., ch. xtL, p. 304.

(2) Geol, (Chiefly of time): In the same sense
as 1. The doctrine that there never lias been
a universal destruction of animal or vegetable
life in bygone geologic times, ami that the
gaps which now occur between strata are
only local, and if they appear universal, are

produced not by such catastrophes as the
older geologists imagined to account for them,
but by deficiencies in our knowledge. Two
great breaks were once supposed to exist—one
between the Permian and the Triassic, which
separated the palaeozoic from the mesozoic or
secondary rocks, and the other between the
Chalk and the Eocene, separating the mesozoic
and the cainozoic or tertiary. Both still exist,

but intermediate Irocks, called the Lignitic
series, 4,000 ft. thick, have been found in

America, iwrtially filling the latter gap. It

is believed that were ail the existent strata,

including those under the modem oceans,
known, and all which have been destroyed
by denudation replaced, the first and all

other gaps would disappear. The doctrine ot

geological continuity is essential to Darwinism,
but it can be and is held also by the advocates
of successive separate creations. (Nicholson,

Ac.)
"... to discuss the question of what may he called

feological continuity."—Sicholton : Pataront. (2nd eel. J.

I. 46.

II Solution of continuity :

Med. : (See extract).

" That texture or cohesion of th« parts of an animal
body, upon the destruction nf which there is said to

be a totution of continuity."— 0.niucy.

U For the difference between continuity and
continuation, see Continuation.

con-tln'-n-o, adv. [Ital.]

Afw*ic; Continued.

con tin u-ous, a. [Lat continuus.} [Con-
tinual.]

rate, fat, faro, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pftt,

or. wore, wolf; work, who. son : mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ce - e. ey a. qu kw.
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1 Ordinary Language

:

1. Joined together, connected ; with no
Intervening space.

". . . for I believe that many perfectly denned
species have been formed on strictly continuou* areas

. . ."—Darwin: Origin of Specie* (ed. 1869), cb, iv.,

p. 174.

2. Continual, unceasing.

"Though he behold it not, he can hear Its continuout
murmur." Longfellow: Evangeline, pt. 11. 1.

8. Unbroken, uninterrupted.
". . . they were detached notices and morsels of

evidence, but not k continuous narrative. .
."

—

Lewi*:
Cred. Early Roman Bi*t. (1835). ch. xtiL. pt. L, J 2.

Tol. ii., p. Ml.

IX Technically:

1. Botany :

(1) Of inflorescence, the pinna of leaves, etc.

:

Uninterrupted, symmetric or normal in form
through its whole length. The inflorescence

of most plants is continuous, so are the pinnae

of most pinnate leaves. The opposite of con-

tinuous is interrupted (q.v.).

(2) Ofstems : Not jointed. It is opposed to

articnlated. (Treat. ofBot.)

2. Philol. : (See extract).
" The most natural primary division of the conso-

nants Is into those which require a total stoppage of

the breath at the moment previous to their being pro-

nounced, and which, therefore, cannot be prolonged

;

and those in pronouncing which the interruption is

partial, and which can, like the vowel sounds, be pro-

longed ad libitum. The former have received the de-

signation of explosive, and the latter of continuout."

—Dr. Carpenter : Prin. o/ Human Phyiiol., J Ml.

continuous bearings, s. pi.

Railway Engin. : Sleepers laid longitudi-

nally under the metals of a railway, instead of

across the way.

continuous break, s.

Railway Engin. : A kind of break which
when set in action affects the wheels of the

whole train, and not only of the carriage in

which it is worked.

continuous current, i.

Elect.: Same as Dieect Current.

continuous Impost, t.

Arch. : The mouldings of an arch continued

along the pillar that supports it, and down to

the ground, without any member to mark the

impost point—that is, the point at which the

arch and pillar meet.

continuous rail, 9. A rail made in

sections with a longitudinal vertical joint,

and the sections laid together, breaking joint.

Con-tm'-u-ous-rjf, adv. [Eng. continuous;

-ly.] In a continuous manner ; without break

or interruption.

t con-tin uousn^ss, s. [Eng. continuous;

•ness.] The quality or state of being continu-

ous ; continuity.

* con - tir - mont, adv. [Fr. contremont.]

Against the hill ; upwards ; the contrary way.

05nt-line, *. [Perhaps Eng. cant ; line,]

1. Nautical : The space between the bilges

of casks which are stowed alongside of each
other.

2. Rope-making : The space between the

atrands on the outside of a rope. In worm-
ing, this space is filled up with spun yarn or

small rope, which brings the rope so treated

to a nearly cylindrical shape, either to

strengthen it or to render the surface smooth
and fair for serving or parcelling. (Knight.)

c6n tor ni ate, con tor ni a to. s.

[Ital. contorniato, pa. par. of contorniare, con-

tornare =s to make a circuit or furrow ; con-

torno = a circuit or furrow.]

Numis. : A name applied to a medal or

medallion of bronze, having a furrow on both
sides, supposed to have been struck in the
days of Constantino the Great and his suc-
cessors, and to have been used as a ticket for

admission to the public games of Rome and
Constantinople. (Used also attributively.)

con tor sion, *. [Contortion.]

• con -tort, v.t. [Lat. contortus, pa. par. of con-

torqueo = to writhe or twist together : con —
cum = with, together, and torqueo = to twist]
To twist, writhe, or curl, to bend.

"The vertebral arteries are variously contorted.''
—Rag.

*c6n-tort'-», o6n-tor'-ti, s. pi. [Fern. &.

masc. pi. of Lat. contortus.] [Contort, v.]

Bot. : The names given by Linnaeus to the
twenty-ninth of his natural order of plants ;

that containing Vinca, Asclepias, Ac. They
were applied on account of the contorted aesti-

vation of some of these plants.

con-tort'-ed, pa. par. or a. [Contort.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective :

L Ord, Lang. : Twisted, curled.

II. Technically:

1. Bot. : Applied to a corolla which has the
edge of one petal lying obliquely over the next,

or to the portions of a leaf or to leaves simi-

larly folded.

2. Geol. : Applied to strata which are curved

contorted strata.

or twisted about as if by lateral pressure while
in a soft state.

cdn-tor'-ti, s. pL [Contort*.]

con tor -tion, * con tor-sion, $. [Fr. con-

torsion; Lat. contortio, from contortus, pa. par.

of contorqueo.] [Contort.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of twisting, bending, or curving.
**.

. . disruption they would be In danger of, upon a
great and sudden stretch or contortion"—Ray : On the
Creation.

2- A twist, bending, or flexure, a writhing
movement.

" How can she acquire those hundred graces and
motions, and airs, the contortion* of every muscular
motion In the face)"—Swift.

XL Technically

:

1. Med. : Partial dislocation ef a limb or
member of the body.

2. Bot. : Any unnatural twisting of the
branches or other organ.

t con tor tion ist, s. [Eng. contortion ; -ist.]

One who practises the twisting or bending of
the body in various contortions.

con-tor tious, a. [Eng. contort; -ious.]

Twisted, bent, curved ; affected by contor-
tions.

* con tor tious ness, s. [Eng. contortious

;

-ness.) The quality or state of being twisted,
bent, or contorted.

* c4n-tort'-lVe, o. [Eng. contort ; -ive.] Ex-
pressive of contortion.

con tor-tu'-pll-cate, a. [Lat contortu(s)=
twisted, and pHcaius = folded, pa. par. of
plico = to fold.]

Bot. : Applied to a leaf, &c, turned back on
itself.

con-tour, s. [Ft.]

I. Ord. Lang. : The outline or defining line

of any figure or body.

II. Technically

:

1. Fine Arts: A line or lines representing
the outline of a figure.

"Titian's colouring and contour* . . ."—Drummond :

Travel*, p. M(I7M).

2. Fortif. : The horizontal outline of works
of defence. When the conformation of the
ground or works is descril>ed by contours or
horizontal sections, these sections are taken at

some fixed vertical interval from each other
suited to the scale of the drawing or the sub-

ject in hand, and the distances of the surface

at each interval above or below some assumed
plane of comparison are given in figures at the
most convenient places on the plan. (Ogilvie,

dtc.)

3. Surv. : The outline of the surface of the
ground with regard to its undulations.

f (1) Natural contour: The form of the
ground surface with respect to its undula-
tions.

(2) IAne of contour: A horizontal plane
intersecting a portion of ground.

contour lines, s. pi.

Civil Engineering ; Lines on a map or pins
of a survey of a district joining the several
levels together.

* con tourb, v.t. [Conturb.]

con-tour-ne, a. [Fr.]

Her. : Applied to a beast represented stand-
ing, passant, couraut, &c, with its face totha
sinister side of the escutcheon.

con tour -ni-a ted, a. [Contorniate.]

Nimis. : Applied to medals, &c, havingthn
edges appearing as though they had boon
turned in a lathe.

cdn -tra, prep. [Lat] A Latin preposition
meaning against or opposite, used largely in
composition in English, to denote opposition,
resistance, or contrariety. Incompound words
in music it signifies an octave below, e.g. :

Contra-gamba, a 16 ft. gamba ; contra-basso, a
double bass ; contra-fagotto, a double bassoon,
&c. (Stainer £ Barrett.)

contra dance, s. [Fr. contredanse ; Sp.
contradanza.] A kind of dance in which the
partners are ranged face to face or in opposite
lines to each other. It is frequently cor-

rupted, both in speech and writing, into

country-dance.

contra-rotatlon, s. [Lat. contra, and
Eng. rotation (q.v.).] Circular motion in a
direction contrary to some other circular

motion.

con tra band, a. & s. [Ital. contrabbando^
contrary to proclamation ; Fr. contrebande. J

[Ban.]

A. As adj. : Prohibited, unlawful, illegal

;

excluded or forbidden by proclamation or law.

"... many false helps, and contraband wares of

beauty, . .
."—Spectator, Ho. 33.

1[ Contraband goods, Contraband of war:
(See extract).

" When two nations are engaged in war, if there be
any foreign article or articles necessary for the defence
or subsistence of either of them, and without which
it would be difficult for it to carry on the contest, tin-

other may legitimately exert every means iu its power
to prevent Its opponent being supplied with xncli

article or articles. All writers of authority on inter-
national law admit this principle ; and lay it down
that a nation wbich should furnish a belligerent with
articles contraband of war—that is, with supplies
of warlike stores or any article required for the prose-
cution of the war—would forfeit her neutral diameter,
and that the other belligerent would he warranted in

preventing such succours from being sent and confis-

cating them as lawful prise."—McCultoch : Commercial
Dictionary.

* B. As substantive

:

1. Illegal or prohibited traffic.

2. Contraband goods, articles forbidden to
be imported or exported.

* con -tra -band, v.t. [Contraband, a.]

1. To declare contraband ; to prohibit, to

'* The law severely contraband*
' men's 1

Butler: Hudibras.

ely con
unlessOur taking business off men's hands."

2. To deal in contraband articles ; to
smuggle, to import or export illegally.

* con -tra banded, a. [Eng. contraband;
-ed.] Smuggled.

"Christian shippes . . . are there also searched for
concealed slaves and goods contrabanded."—Sandy*:
Travels, p. 87. (Davie*.)

* con -tra band-Ism, s. [Eng. contraband

;

-ism.] Traffic in contraband or prohibited

goods ; smuggling.

con tra band 1st, *. [Eng. contraband;
-ist.] "One who deals in contraband goods

;

a smuggler.

Cdn-tra-bass'-ist, s. [Eng. contrabats(o)

;

-ist. } A double-bass player. (Stainer £ Bar-
rett.)

con tra bas -so, *. [Ital.]

Music: The same as Double-bass (q.v.).

* con tra con scicnt (scient as shent).
a. [Lat*. contra, and Eng. conscUnt (q-V.^J
Repugnant to conscience.

"The most reprobate wretch doth commit tome
contracontcient iniquities."— Adam* : Work*, l 249

(Davie*.)

con tract , v.t. & i. [Lat. contractus, pa. par.

of contraho = to draw together, to contract

;

con = cum = with, together, and traho = to

draw.]

boil, boy; pout, jo\vl; oat, 9611. chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xcnophon. exist. ph=£
-cian, tian Khan. -tion. -sion shun; $lon, -sion zhun; -tious, aious, clous -shus. ble. -die, &c. - bel, deL
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A. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1) To draw together into a less compass, to
lessen, to make smaller.

" But when contending chiefs Mock up the throne.
Contracting regal power to stretch their own,"

Goldsmith : The Traveller.

(2) To draw the parts of anything together
;

to bring close.

" Achea contract and starve your supple Joints
I*

Skaketp,; Timonaf Atliens, i. 1.

* (3) To collect or bring together ; to draw,
to procure.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To lessen, to diminish in extent or com-
pass.

" In alt things desuetude does contract and narrow
MIT faculties."—liovernment uf the Tongue.

(2) To epitomize, to abridge.

"Why love among the virtues is not known
;

It is, that love contracti them ail in one."
Imm

(3) To shorten, to abbreviate.

(4) To procure, to bring or draw together

;

to incur.
" He that but conceives a crime In thought.
Contractu the danger of an actual fault."

Drydm .- Juoenal.

(5) To gain, to acquire.
" Unhappily he had, during the siege in which he

nnd so highly distinguished himself, contracted* pas-
alou for ww . . ."—Muctiulay ; Mitt. Eng., ch. xvL

(6) To incur, to become liable for.

*(7) To bargain or stipulate on.
" Here are the articles of contracted peace"

Shaketjj. : 2 Henry VI., L 1.

* (8) To agree on, to conclude, to arrange.
"We haue contracted an Inviolable atnltie, peace

and league with the aforesaid yueene."—Backlayt

;

Voyage*, vol. ii., pt. t, p. 143.

*(9) To affiance, to betroth.
" Enough then for your wonder. But, come on,
Contract us, 'fore these witnesses."

Shakctp. ! Winter'! Tate, iv. 4.

•(10) To give in the names of a man and
woman to be called by banns. [Contract, *.]

(ScotcJi.)

II. Gram. : To shorten by omitting one or
more letters or syllables.

B. Intransitive

:

I, Lit. : To become contracted or diminished
in compass or extent.

"This ]>ower of contracting. In obedience to a
stimulus, is characteristic of muscle."—Todd A Bow-
man; PhysloL Anat., voL L, ch. i., p. £&

U. Figuratively

:

1. To become lessened, diminished, or
abridged.

"... the belief in continuous miracles, which long
prevailed in the whole Church, which Is even yet
loudly cherished, though In a st ill contracting part of
it."—Mllman : BM. oj Jem (Srd ed.), vol. L, p. xviii.,
pref.

* 2. To stipulate, to bargain.
" On him thy grace did liberty bestow

;

But iii-.>t contracted, that, if ever found . . .

Uis head should pay the forfeit."

Dryden : Palainon & Arcite, 11. 278.

3. To bargain, to agree to do any act or
work or to supply any articles for a settled
rewant

4. Frequently followed by for before the
act to be done or the article to be supplied.

"The value of all things contracted /or, . .
."—

Bobbcs : Leviathan, pt. i., ch. xv.

* 5. To bind oneself by betrothal ; to affi-

ance oneself.

" Although the young folks can contract against
their parents' will. —Jeremy Taylor.

• c^n-tractf, a. [Lat. contractus.] Betrothed,
affianced.

"For Ant he was contract to Lady Lucy."
Shakeep. : Richard III., ilL 7.

con tract, s. [Contract, v.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

I
1. In the same sense as II.

2. A formal agreement by which two or
more persons contract to do or abstain from
doing certain acts ; a comjiact, a barguin.

"... bound together by a formal contract.''—Ma-
centlay: BM. Eng.. ch. xiv.

8. The writing or deed by which an agree-
ment is entered into, and in which the terms
and conditions of the bargain are entered.

"Then the people of Inmel began to write In their
instrument* and contract*, in the first year of Simon."— 1 J/uccabc-t, xiiL 42.

4. The act of affiancing or betrothing.
** Few no evil, my frieud, and to-uight may no shadow

of sorrow
Fall on thin house and hearth ; for this Is the night

of the contract." Longfellow : Evangeline, L 2.

5> The application made to the clerk of a
parish by nu unmarried man, accompanied by
witnesses, to have his name and that of his
sweetheart enregistered, in order to the pro-
clamation of the bun us. (Scotclt.)

II. Law:
1. An agreement entered into between two

or more persons with a lawful consideration
or cause, whereby each person binds himself
to do or abstain from doing certain acta.

**. . . every man should know what his contract*
meant and what his property was worth."

—

Jtacaulav :

But. Eng., ch. xxt.

2. An undertaking to do a certain work or
supply certain articles for a specified con-
sideration. (Frequently followed by for.)

HX Special phrases and compounds:

1. Contract of benevolence:

Law : A contract made for the benefit of
only one of the contracting parties.

2. Contracts of record : Such as judgments,
recognizances, and statutes of staple.

3. Contracts of speciality : Such as are under
seal, as deeds and bonds.

4. Nominate contracts

:

Scots Law: Loan, commodate, deposit,
pledge, sale, permutation, location, society,
and mandate. Contracts not distinguished
by special names are termed innominate, all

of which are obligatory on the contracting
parties from their date. (Ogilvie.)

5. Simple contracts : Contracts by parole,

* con-trac-ta tion, s. [Contrectation.]

con tract' -ed, pa. par. k a. [Contract, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Compressed .or lessened in compass or
extent.

"A contracted muscle has no power of extending
itself."—Todtl & Bowman : Phytiot. Anat., vol. i. , eh. vii.,

p. 182.

2. Shrunken, knitted.
" To him the Angel with contracted brow."

Milton : P. L., Till. MO.

3. Affianced, betrothed.
"... inquire me out contracted bachelors, such as

had been nuked twice on the bauus . .
."—ithakeep. : 1

Ben. n'., iv. a.

4. Bargained or agreed on.

5. Incurred, as a debt.

6. Mean, narrow, selfish ; as, a man of a
contracted mind.

II. Gram. ; Shortened by the omission of one
or more letters or syllables.

% Crabb thus discriminates between con-
tracted, confined, and narrow: "Contraction
arises from the inherent state of the object

;

confined is produced by some external agent

;

a limb is contracted from disease ; it inconfined
by a chain : we speak morally of the contracted
span of a man's life, and the confined view
which he takes of a subject. Contracted and
confined respect the operations of tilings

;

narrow their qualities or accidents : whatever
Is contracted or confined in more or less narrow

;

but many things are narrow which have never
been contracted or confined ; what is narrow is

therefore more positively so than either con-
tracted or confined ; a contracted mind lias but
few objects on which it dwells to the exclusion
of others ; a confinal education is confined to
few points of knowledge or information ; a
narrow soul is hemmed in by a single selfish

passion." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

contracted vein, .

Hydraul. : A term denoting the diminution
which takes place in the diameter of a stream
of water issuing from a vessel at a short dis-
tance from the discharging aperture, owing
to tho particles nearest the periphery experi-
encing greater attrition than the rest, and
being thus retarded. (Ogilvie.)

* c6n-tract'-ed-l$r, adv. [Eng. contracted ;

•ly.) Iu a contracted manner; as though
contracted ; not fully.

' con tract -cd ness, s. [Eng. contracted;
ness.]

L Lit. : The quality or state of being con-
tracted ; contraction.

IX Figuratively

:

1. Meanness, narrowness, selfishnew.
2. Brevity, shortness, conciseness.

"... brevity, or contractedne** of speech In
. ,

—

Soutli, vol. ii., tier. 4.

t COU-tract-1-biT-I-t^, *. [Eng. contractu
ble; -ity.] The quality of Indng contractible

;

possibility or capability of being contracted.

t cdn-tract'-I-ble, a. [Eng. contract ; -able.1
Capable of being contracted ; admittirffe of
con traction.

t con - tract'- 1 - We - ness, s. [En& con-
tractihle ; -ness.] The quality of being con-
tractible ; coutractiuility, contractility.

con tract ile, a, [Fr. contractile ; Sp. con-
tract.] Having the power of contracting or
shortening itself.

contractile force, s.

Physics : A force by which a body, from heat
or other cause, recedes into smaller dimensions
from those which it previously occupied. The
property is taken advantage of when, before
the tire of a wheel is put on the circum-
ference of a wheel, it is made red hot, that,
when cooled, it may grasp the wheel with
exceeding force. Iron bars screwed when hot
into walls which have bulged will in cooling
force them back into their place.

contractile tissue, s.

Anat. : Any tissue of which the property is,

in certain circumstances, to contract, muscular
tissue. [Contractility.]

". . . those depressing causes which usually put *
stop to the action of contractile tUiuc.'—Totld A Bow-
man : Phyiiol. Anat., vol. i., ch, ii., p. cti.

contractile vesicles or vacuoles,
i. pi.

ZooL : Certain clear spaces in the Protozoa
which alternately contract and dilate. They
are thus marked off from the permanent aud
food vacuoles.

Con-tract-H-I-t^,*. [Eng. contractU(e) ; -ity;

Fr. contractiliU.] Capability of contracting.

"A muscle when stimulated shortens Itself, and
therefore it Is said to ]>osseas the property of con-
tractu ity. "—Todd * Bowman ; Physiol. Anat., vol. t.
ch. i., p. &5.

% Vital contractility

:

Anat. : The property which a muscle has
during life to contract or shorten itself under
the operation of the will, or by mechanical,
electric, or other stimulus. It continues for
a short time after death. It is sometimes
called irritability, but in this case that word
is used in a limited sense,

con tract ing, pr. par., a,, & «. [Con-
tract, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Shortening, diminishing ; causing con-
traction.

2. Entering into a contract ; stipulating,

agreeing.

C. As substatitive

:

1. The act of shortening or diminishing;
contraction.

2. The act of incurring or drawing upon
oneself.

3. The act of entering into a contract.

con trac tion, s. [Fr. contraction; Prov.
contraccio ; Sp. contraccion ; Port, contraccfio;

Ital. contrazione, all from Lat. contractio.)

[Contract, v.]

A. Ordinary Language:

I. Literally:

1. The act of contracting, shortening, or
nanowing into smaller dimensions. (Used of
things material or immaterial.)

2. The state of being so contracted.

3. That which is contracted ; an abbreviation.

IL Fig.: A contracting or betrothal, a con-
tract.

B. Technically :

1. Nat. Phil. : The nearer approach to each
other of the molecules ofa body with the effect

of diminishing its bulk and increasing its

density. [Contractile Force.]

2. Surg. : A jiermanent alteration in ports

of the human frame, as in the limbs, &c.

Contraction is often feigned by malingering
soldiers, sailors, and mendicants, to escape
work.

f&te( fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there: pine, pit. sire, sir, marine, go, p6t»

«r. wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full: try, Syrian* as, o» = e. «y = a. qu -itw.
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S. Gram.: The reduction of two vowels,

two syllables, or anything similar, to one.

contraction rule, ft.

Metal. : A rule in excess ;f standard mea-

surement used by pattern-makers, to allow for

the contraction of the cast metal in cooling.

(Knight.)

* cdn-tract'-Ive, a. [Eng. contract; -ive.]

Having the quality or power of contracting.
" Tlie heart, a* said, from its contractive cave
On the left aide, ejects the hounding wave.

Blackmwre : The Creation, bk. Tl.

* ota-tract'-iy, adv. [Eng. contract ; -ly.)

Contrnctedly ; by contraction.

con-tr&ct'-or, s. [Lat.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Generally:

(1) One of the parties to a contract or bar-

gain.
", . . chlefe contractor* in euery trsatie and amitie

concluded, . . ."—Grafton : Edte. IV., an. 9.

(2) One who contracts, incurs, or draws
anything upon himself.

2. Spec. : One who enters into a contract

for the carrying out of any work, or the

supply of any materials or goods for a stipu-

lated consideration.

II. law : In the same senses as I.

If By 22 Geo. III. c. 45, § 1, passed in 1782,

Government contractors are disqualified from
sitting In the House of Commons.

contradanse, s. [Contra-dancf..]

con-tra-dict', v.t. & f. [Lat. contradictus,

pa. pa'r. of contradico = to speak against, te

contradict : contra = against, and dico = to

speak.)

A. Transitive:

L Lit. : To oppose in words ; to gainsay ;

to deny the truth of any statement or asser-

tion ; to assert the opposite to any statement.
" Dear Duff, I prithee, contradict thyself,

And say it ta not so.'

Shaketp. : Macbeth, U. a

IL Figuratively:

* 1. To oppose, to be contrary to.

" Are worthiest of the wind'* regard ; with the**

The future cannot eoitfrodwrf the i»at."
Wordsworth : Excursion, Dfc. T.

% To oppose, to hinder, to resist.

" When wa» the hoar
I ever contradicted your desire

Or made it not miue toot"
Shaketp. : Sin, T1TI., U. 4.

B. Intransitive :

1. Lit. : To oppose in words, to deny or

gainsay.
"

. . they were filled with envy, and spake against

those things which were spoken by Paul, contradicting

and blaspheming."—Acta xiii. «.

* 2. Fig. : To be opposed or contrary to.

" Yet more there he, who doubt His ways not Just,

As to His own edict* found contradicting."
Milton: Samson Agonistes.

H Crabb thus discriminates between to con-

tradict, to deny, and to oppose: ''Contradict

and deny are iierformeri by words only ; oppose

eitlter by words or actions : we contradict an

assertion, deny a fact, opjmse a person or his

Opinions ; we may contradict ourselves or

others ; we o7>pose others only ; if liars have

not excellent memories they are sure to contra-

dict themselves on a close examination ; those

who oppose others should be careful not to do

it from a spirit of opposition. Contradict is

likewise used in denying what is laid to one's

charge ; but we may deny without contradict-

ing, in answer to a question : contradiction

respects indifferent matters ; denying is always

used in matters of immediate interest.

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

«*n-tra-dIot'-3d, pa. par. & a. [Contra-
" OICT.J

con tra diet er, * c^n-tra-d^ct'-or, s.

[Eng. contradict; -er.] One who contradicts,

opposes, or gainsays ; an opposer.

contradict -ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Con-

tradict.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As siibst. : The act of gainsaying, deny-

ing, or opposing; contradiction.

con-tra-dic'-tion, s. [Lat. contradictio, from

contradictus.) [Contra dict.]

I. Lit. : The act of opposing in words ; a

gainsaying or denial of any statement or

assertion.
" The mark, at which my juste* aim I take,

Is contradiction for bis own dear sake."
Cowper: Conversation.

II. Figuratively:

• 1. Opposition by words or acts.

", . . consider him that endured such contradiction

of tinners against himself, . . ."—Beb. xii. 3.

2. Inconsistency, incongruity, or disagree-

ment with itself.

" Can he make deathless death T That wen
Strange contradiction, . .

."mm
Milton: P. L., x. 798.

* 3. Direct contrariety or opposition, re-

pugnancy.
" Laws human must be made without contradiction

onto any positive law in scripture."—Hooker.

4, One who or that which is inconsistent

with itself.

" And yet in both rejoicing : nian uublest

:

Of contradictions infinite the Klave."
Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. *f.

H A contradiction in terms : An expression

involving an inconsistency, a statement one

part of which contradicts the other ; as, " an
honest thief,'' "a square circle."

* contra die tion-al, a. [Eng. ctmtm-

diction; -al.) Contradicting, opposing, con-

tradictory.

"... the boisterous and contradictlonal hand of a
temporal, earthly, and corporeal spirituality . . .

—
Milton : Of lief, in England.

* contra die -tious, a. [Eng. contradict

;

-ions. ]"

1. Opposed ; inconsistent with, or opposite

to, anything.
". . . contradictious to the attributes of God, . .

."

—Cottier.

2. Filled with contradictions or inconsist-

encies.

"... so party-coloured and contradictious, . .
."—

Collier.

3. Given or inclined to contradiction ; cavil-

ling.

"Bondet waa argumentative, contradictious, and
Irascible."—Bishop vf KVlala j Narrative, p. M.

* con tra die tious ness, s. [Eng. con-

traductions ; -ness.)

1. Inconsistency or incongruity ; contrariety

with itself.

"This opinion was, for its absurdity and contradic-

tiousnets, unworthy of the refined spirit of Plato."—
Harris.

2. A disposition to contradict or oppose

;

cavilling.

"... contradictUntsnsss is repugnant to conception."

—Cudworth : Intel. Hyst., p. 719.

* cdn-tra-olct'-lve, a. [Eng. contradict

;

-ive.) Contradictory, opposed to or incon-

sistent with.

* o6n-tra-dIct'-ive-l^, adv. [Eng. contra-

dictive ;'-ly.) In a contradictive manner ; by
contradiction ; inconsistently.

* con-tra-dic'-tor, s. [Contradicter.]

cin-tra-dic'-tdr-I-l^, adv. [Eng. contra-

dictory; -ly.) In a contradictory or Incon-

sistent manner ; inconsistently.

* odn-trt>-dio'-tdr-i-ne<8, s. [Eng. contra-

dictory; -ness.) The quality of being contra-

dictory or inconsistent ; contradiction, incon-

sistency.
"

. . confounding himself by the contradictorineu

of hi* own ideas."— Whitaker : On Gibbon, ch. lx.

* l^n-tr^-dlC-tbr'-I-otis, a. [Eng. contra-

dictory ; -ous.) Contradictory.
" This is therefore a contradictorious humour in

you . . ."—State Trials ; Lieut. Col. J. litburne, an.

1649.

* con-tra-dic-tor'-i-ous-rir, adv. [Eng.

contradictorious; -ly.) In a contradictory

manner ; contradictorily.

0*n-tra-dlC'-t6r-^( a. A #, [En*, contra-

dictor; -y.)

A* As adjective:

t. Ordinary language :

I. Opposed, inconsistent, or contradicting.

"The Jews hold, that in case two rabbles should
bapiKii to contradict one another, they were yet iwund
to believe the contradictory assertions of both. —
South: Sermons.
* 2. Inclined or given to contradiction.

II. Logic: Involving contradiction, applied

to two propositions, differing from each other

in quantity and quality, both of which cannot,

and one of which must be, true. [HI

•ff Contradictory propositions

:

Logic : Propositions of which one is univer-

sal, and the other, which is not so, denies not
the whole of the assertion made by the first,

but only a portion of it. It is thus briefly

-stated : Some A's are not B's. If the first

proposition asserts that snow falls in every

country in winter, a contradictory proposition

denies only the universality of the statement,

but admits it to be true in a more limited

degree. In other words, it admits that snow
falls in winter in many cases, but denies that

it does so in all. Contradictory differ from

Contrary propositions. [Contrary proposi-

tions.]

B. As subst. : A proposition which is in the

fullest degree contradictory to another.

"... to make the same thing to be determined to

one, and to be not determined to one, which are oon-

tradictories."—Bramhall: Answer to Bobbes.

c6n-tra-dla-tlncf, a. [Lat. contra, and
Eng. distinct (q.v.).j Distinguished by oppo-

site qualities.

"... the several contradistinct parts of the body,

. . ."—Smith ; Portraiture of Old Age, p. 183.

cSn-tra-dls-tino'-tion, s. [Lat. contra, and
Eng. distinction (q.v.).] The quality of being

contradistinct or of opposite qualities.

". . . we may come to the distinct knowledge of

what is meanf by Imagination, in contradistinction to

some other powers."

—

QlanviUe : Scepsis.

c8n-tra-dls-tlncf-ive, a. & s. [Lat. contra,

and Eng. distinctive (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Characterized by contradistinc-

tion or opposite qualities.

"The diversity between the contradistinctive pro-

noons and the enclitic, . . ."—Harris: Herm.,\.&.

* B. Assvbst. : A mark of contradistinction.

con tra dis tin -gulfih, v.t. (Lat. contra,

and Eng. distinguish.) To distinguish by a
quality not merely differential from, but the

opposite of that possessed by the other.

cdn-tra-dis-tin'-gulshed, pa. par. & a.

[Contradistinguish, v.)

cSn-tra^Ia-tln'-guiBh-Ing, pr. par. k a.

[Contradistinguish, v.]

* cdn-tra-f&c'-tion, s. [Lat. contra= against,

and /actio = a making, a doing; /actus =
made, pa. par. of /ado = to make.] A coun-

terfeiting. (Blount.)

con tra fait, con tra fit, v.t. [Coun-

terfeit, v.)

1. To counterfeit, to pretend.

2. To imitate.

* con tra flss ure ffiss as fish), s. [Lat.

contra = against, and Eng. fissure, from Lat
Jissura.)

Anat. : For def. see extract.

" Contusions, when treat, do usually produce a
Assure or crack of the scull, either in the same part

where the blow was inflicted, and then ft is called

fissure; or in the contrary part, in which case It

obtains the name of contrajUsure."— Wiseman.

con-ta*a-liax-sii6n'-I-cal, a. [Lat contra,

and Eng. harmonical.) The opposite of har-

monical.

•J Contro-Aormonioal proportion ;

Math. : Proportion in which the difference

between the first and second terms is to the

difference between the second and third as the

third is to the first Thus o, b, and c are in

contra-harmonical proportion if a — b : b — c

: : c : a. The three numbers 5, 15, and 10 are

in contra-harmonic proportion, for 5 rv 15 : 16

rv 10 : : 10 : 5 ; i.e., 10 ; 5 : : 10 : 5.

* ccW-tra-taSnt, a. A *. [Lat. contrahene, pi,

par. of contraho =* to contract.] [Contract.]

I. As adj. : Contracting, covenanting.

IT. As subst. : One who contracts or cove-

nants : a contracting party.

* coil-tral-inai*, s. [Countryman.]

"contra in di cant, *. [Lat. contra, ana
Eng. indicant (q.v.)'] A symptom which for-

bids to treat a subject or matter as a disease

in the usual manner.
"Throughout It was fall of C€niraind4cants." ~-

Burke.

* con-tra-In'-di-cate, v.t. (Lat. contra, and
Eng. indicate (q.v.).] To indicate or point out

*6U, b«5^; pout, JoiW; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thtn, $hi«; sin. a»; expect. Xenophon, exist, -lag.

-elan, -tlan = shan, -tion, -siou = shun; -flon, -sion - zhiin. -clone, -tious, -slous m thus. -ble. -die, &c = bel, del.
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wme peculiar method of treatment, contrary
to what the general tenor of the malady re-

quires.

*c6n tra in dl-cat-ed, pa. par. or a. [Con-
TRAIKDICATE. ]

• con train -di eating, pr. par. A a.

[CONTBAINDICATE. ]

• con train di ca tion, s. [Lat. contra,
and Eng. indication (q.v.),] An indication
or symptom which forbids to treat a disease
in the usual manner ; a contraindicant

*c6n-trair, * contrare, prep. [Contrare,
Contrary. ] Contrary to, in opposition.

". . . aue lyk quarrell to thame all oontrair ciuhat-
•umevir man within or without the realm*."—Pits-
COttie: Cron., p. 95.

% In contrare : Against, in opposition to.

In our contrare: Against or in opposition
to us.

"We declared oar state to the king our husband,
certifying him how miserably he would be handled, in
ease he permitted thir lords to prevail in our con-
trare."—Letter* Queen Mary ; Keith'i Hist., p. 883.

In the contrair : To the contrary.
" He was schamfullie hanged,—notwithstanding the

kingis comm&ndement in the eontrair."—Pitscottie:
Cron., p. 9d.

• oon-traire', v.t. [Pr. oontrarier.) To cross,
to thwart.

c6n tra jer -va, $. [Contraterva.]

c6n tral -to, a. & s. [Ital.]

Music:

1. The voice of deepest tone in females. It

is of a quality allied to the tenor voice in men,
and the usual compass is within two octaves.
The best notes of the range are between o or
a flat below the treble stave, and treble c or d.

[Alto, Countertenor.] (Stainer & Barrett.)

2. One who sings in a contralto voice.

3. The part written and arranged for a con-
tralto voice.

• con -tra-miire, s. [Fr. contremur.]

Fort. : An out-wall built about the main-
wall of a city or fortification. [Counter-
uure.]

• con tra-nat -u-ral, a. [Lat. contra, and
Eng. natural (q.v.).J Against or opposed to
nature ; unnatural.

"... to be determined and tied up, either by itself,
or from abroad, is violent and contranaturaV—Bp.
Rust : Ditc on Truth, f 6.

" con tra ni ton cy, «. [Lat contra =
against, and nitens, pr. par. of nitor = to
strive.] A resisting against pressure ; resist-

ance, reaction. (Bailey.)

• con-tra-pose t v.t. [Lat. contra = against,
and positus, pa. par. of pono = to place.] To
put or place against, in opposition to, or con-
trary to.

" We may manifestly see contraposed death and life,

Justice and injustice. . .
."—Solkeld: Treat, of Para-

dise (Hl7). p. 235.

• con-tra po-sl -tlon, s. [Lat contra =
against, and Eng. position (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang.: A putting or setting against,
contrary to, or in opposition.

" Many other things might here be alleged to shew
bow exact and exquisite an antithesis and contra-
position there Is between the apostles and cardinal*. "—
Potter : Interpretation of the dumber 664, p. «.

2. Logic : Conversion in particular negative
propositions, effected by separating the word
not from the copula and attaching it to the
predicate. Thus in the particular negative
proposition "Some who possess wealth are
not happy," not happy, instead of happy, may
be made the predicate, in which case the pro-
position will become a particular affirmative
equivalent to the following, " There are people
who can be wealthy without being happy."
" " But it has been already shown that the conversion
by 'contraposition,' [by 'negation'] will enable us to
reduce these two moods, ostensively."— WhaUly : Bis-
menu of Logic, ok. 1L, ch. lit, 1 1.

cdn-trap-pun -to, *. [ItaL] Counterpoint.

©on tra punt aL. a. [Eng. counterpoint;
-al.]

Music : Pertaining to counterpoint

• cdn tra punt -al ly, adv. [Eng. confra-
puntal ; -ly.] In a contrapuntal manner.

" Certain parts of the *Te Deum ' are treated contra-
illy with success, . . ."—Daily Telegraph, Feb.STS?

con tra-punt-ist, s. [Eng. counterpoint;
~itt.}

*

Music: One who is skilled in counterpoint.
"... a learned contrapuntist, . .

."—Mason: On
Church Music, p. *a\

con tr'ar -co, s. [Ital.] False or incorrect
bowing on the violin, &c. (Stainer & Barrett.)

* con tra regular i-ty, s. [Lat. contra
= against, and Eng. regularity (q.v.).] An
opposition or contrariety to rule.

"... it Is not so properly an irregularity as a con-
traregularity.

"

—A'orris.

* contrare mon -strant, s. [Lat, contra
= against, and Eng. remonstrant (q.v.).]

1. Gen. : One who remonstrates in opposition
or answer to a remonstrant

" As for their plea, that they came to defend their
opinion no otherwise then the contra-remomtr-i ntt
did for theirs, it was replyed. first that they did the
synod wrong to make this distinction of contra-re-
monstrant* and remonstrants ; for in the synod there
was no contra-remonstrant, and no man was call'd
thither under that name, whereas they in their letters
came under the name of remonstrants."—Hales i To
Sir D. Carlton (1618.)

2. Specially (Plural}

:

Ch. Hist. : A name given in Holland in the
17th century to the Calvinists who presented
a petition termed the " Counter-remonstrance "

to the " Remonstrance " sent to the States of
Holland and West Friesland in 1610 by the
Arrainians. The latter were called Remon-
strants. (Mosheivi : Ch. Hist., 17th cent, sec-
tion ii., pt ii., ch. hi., § 1.)

* con trar -I ant, a. [Ft., pr. par. of con-
trarier = to oppose, to be contrary to.]

Law : Opposed, contradictory, inconsistent.
" The very depositions of witnesses themselves being

false, various, contrariant, single. Inconcludent."—
Aytiffe : Parergon.

*con-trar'-i-ant-ry, adv. [Eng. contra-
riant ; -ly.] In a contradictory manner ; con-
trarily. (Coleridge.)

* con-traiMe, v.t. [Contrary.] To oppose,
to thwart

" Our country law contrArfd that desire.
To which our loves so wholly did incline.''

Harrington ; Orlando, bk. xiii., | §.

[Contrariant.]* cdn - trar- 1 - endc.
Contrary, opposing.

* cdn-trar'-i-entt *, [Pr. contrariant, pr.
par. of contrarier = to oppose.]

Eng. Hist. : The name given to Thomas,
Earl of Lancaster, and the barons who took
part with him against Edward II., because in
respect of their great power it was not fit to
call them rebels or traitors. (Ogilvie.)

con tra-ries, s. pi. [Contrary, ».]

Logic : Propositions which are contradictory
to and destroy each other, but of which the
falsehood of one does not establish the truth
of the other.

" If two universal* diner in quality, they are contra-
riet ; as, ' every vine is a tree, no vine ie a tree.' —
Watts : Logick.

COn-tra-ii'-St-tf, s. [Lat. contrarictas, from
contra'= against]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The state of being contrary or op-
posed.

"There Is nothing morecommon than contrariety of
opinions . .

."

—

Locke.

2. Repugnance, disagreement, opposition.
" He which will perfectly recover a sick, and restore

a diseased, body unto health, must not endeavour so
much to bring it to a state of simple contrariety, as of
fit proportion in contrariety unto those evils which are
to be cured."

—

Hooker.

3. A repugnant or opposed quality ; an in-

consistency.
" All that T have I give thee ; and then see
All contrarieties unite in thee."

' Cowper : Translations; The Nativity.

i. A proposition inconsistent with oropposed
to another.

" He will be ben, and yet he is not here :

How can these contrarieties agree ?
"

Khakesp. : t Henry r/„ li l

IX Metaphys. : An associative principle of
the mind, whereby the presence of cold, for
instance, raises the idea of heat, hunger of
eating, &c

con'-tra-rl-ly, * con tra ri li, * con-
tra-ri-lye> adv. [Eng. contrary ; -ly.}

\. In a manner contrary or opposed to some-
thing.

"... all this contrarily to the laws of specinck
gravity, . . ."—Ray : On the Creation.

2, In contrary or different directions;
variously.

3. Perversely. (Slang.)

t cdn'-tra-ri-ness, s. [Eng. contrary ; -ness.)

1. The quality or state of being contrary ;

opposition, contrariety, inconsistency.

2. Perverseness. (Slang.)

con-trar -I-oiis, * c6n-trar'-I-tia» con-
trar-ry-OUSj a. [O. Fr. contralius; Sp.,
Port, & Ital. contmrioso.] Opposite ; re-

pugnant the one to the other.
" Euer he was couetous. Proud of herte and contra

rius."—Old Eng. Miscell., p. 228.

cdn-trar'-I-ofts-l^, * con tra ry ous-
lye, adv. [Eng. contrarions ; -ly.] In a con-
trary manner ; oppositely, contrarily.

"... many things, having full reference
To one consent, may work contmrioushf."

Shakctj). Henry r , I 1.

* con trar i-ous ty, * con tra ri ous -

tie, s. [Eng. contrarians; -ty.] Contrariety,
opposition.

* con trar I some (i-. ; ,
* co'n-trar'-I-

8urn (Scotch), a. [Eng. Ac. contrary, and some
(q.v.).] Perverse, obstinate.

con -tra-ri-wise, adv. [Eng. contrary, and
wise (q^v.).]

1. In a contrary or opposite manner ; on the
contrary.

" Not rendering evil for evil, or railing for railing

:

but contrariwise blessing . . ."—1 Peter, fli 9.

2. Conversely.
" Every thing that acts upon the fluids, must, at the

odn'-tra-ry\ * c6n-trar/-^. * con tra rie,
* con tra rye, " con trair, contrare,
* con-treyre, a., adv., & s. [Fr. contraire;
Prov. contrari ; Sp., Port., & Ital. contrariot

all from Lat contrarius = lying over against

;

contra = over against]

A* As adjective

:

L Ord. Lang. : Lying over against, opposite.

1. In opposition to. Used—
(1) 0/ things material, as also of things imma-

terial and abstract

:

"... the wind was contrary."—Matt, xiv. M.

(2) 0/persons:
(a) At the present moment in opposition to,

"And If ye walk contrary unto me, and will nwt
hearken unto me ; I will bring seven times mora
plagues upon you according to your sins."— tew. xxvt.
ft.

(b) Disposed habitually to oppose ; way-
ward, perverse, froward.

2, Opposite, different, excluding something
else.

" Whom when the Lady saw so faire a wight
All ignorant of her contrary sex."

Spenser: F. o.. III. i. 47.

1J Opposites complete while contraries ex-
clude one another. Thus sweet and sour are
opposites, sweet and bitter are contraries.
(Trench : On the Study of Words.)

II. Logic: [Contrary propositions].

B. As adv. : Contrarily, in opposition.

C. As substantive:

I. Orel. Lang. : A thing opposed or opposite
to another one.

" No contraries hold more antipathy
Thau I and such a knAve."

Shake*/: : King Lear, U. 1

IT (1) On the contrary : On the other hand.
" He pleaded still not guilty . . .

* • •

The king's attorney on the contrary
Urged on the examinations, proofs, confessions,
Of divers witnesses . .

."

Shakesp ; Henry Till., ii. i.

(2) The contrary : The opposite of a motion
put from the chair, that if any are opposed to
it they may have an opportunity of giving
visible expression to their views.

(8) To the contrary : To an opposite purpose.
" They did it, not for want of instruction to the con-

trary."—Stilling/teet.

II. Logic tt Ord, Lang. : A proposition con-
trary to some other one.

"The instances brought by our author are but
slender proofs of a right to civil power and dominion
In the nrst-born, and do rather shew the contrary."—
Locke.

H (1) Contrary motion : Melodies or chords
proceeding in opposite directions. (Stainer A
Barrett.)

(2) Contrary propositions:

Logic: Propositions which contradict every
supposable case of each other. The two pro-

fate, fit. fire, amidst, what, rail, father: we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, i>6t,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, u6a; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, oe = e: ev a. qn = kw.
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positions, "every A is B," and "no A is B,"

are contrary propositions. If it be asserted

by one that every star is shining, and this be

met by the counter-assertion that no star is

whining, the two statements are contrary pro-

positions.

(3) Contrary terms

:

Logic: Terms more opposed to each other
than any of the same class, as black and white,

rich and poor.

contrary-minded, a.

mind or opinion.
Of a different

* con'-tra-ry, * con-tra-rien, * oon-tra-
rye, v.t. [Contrary, a. & «.] To act con-

trarily to, to oppose.
" When 1 came to court, I was advised not to con-

trary the king."—Latimer,

OOn-trast', v.i. & t. [Fr. eon,£ra*ter=to strive,

to contend against ; Low Lat. contrasto = to

stand opposed to, to oppose : Lat. contra =
against, and sto = to stand.]

A. Intratis. : To exist or to be placed in

opposition to something else so as to show
more clearly the difference or unlikeness be-

tween the two things ; to exhibit the excel-

lence of one thing compared with another.

"The Joints which divide the sandstone contrast
finely with the divisional planes which separate the
hasalt into pillars. "—Lyell.

* B. Reflex. ; To be of such a quality, or to

be so placed, that each of two things shall

show clearly the difference in quality, extent,

&c, between it and the other ; to put in con-
trast

" The figures . . . must contrast each other by their
several positions. "

—

Dryden.

C. Transitive:

1, Lit. : To put in contrast ; to place so
that the differences or dissimilitudes of two
things may be clearly shown.

"... contrasting the present with the past, . .
.*—

Daily Telegraph, Oct SI, 1881.

2. Fig. : Mentally to compare the different

qualities or extents of two things.

eon'-trast, " oon-tras-to, a, [Fr. oontrasU

;

Ital. contrasto.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of placing two things in such a
position as to show clearly and markedly the
differences or dissimilitudes between them

;

to exhibit differences of quality or extent by
juxtaposition.

" But stoop, and place the prospect of the soul
In sober contrast with reality."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. T.

2. The state of being so opposed or placed,
physically or mentally, as to exhibit clearly

and vividly differences of quality or extent

;

opposition, variety, or contrariety in quality.
" How the poor brute's condition, forced to ran
Its course of suffering lu the public road.
Sad contrast 1 all too often smote his heart
With unavailing pity."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. II

*8- Opposition.
" He married Matilda . . . bat not without contrast

And trouble."—Ztattfe* : nut. Bag., p. 26. (Davits.)

*4. The state of being opposed or in oppo-
sition, disagreement.

" There was such a contrasto *twixt the cardinals."—
Howell : Lett, I. vi. 8.

II. Art : Opposition of varied forms in

colour or sculpture, which, by their juxta-
position, bring out more vividly the charac-
teristic peculiarities or features of each other.

% For the difference between contrast and
comparison, see Comparison.

con-trast'-ed, pa. par. or o. [Contrast, v.]

* con-tra-stlm -u-lant, *. [Lat. contra,

and Eng. stimulant (q"v.).j

Med. : A medicine or preparation intended
to counteract the effects of a stimulant

con-trast -Ing, pr. par., a., & a [Con-
trast, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. d> particij- ttl. ; (See

the verb).

C. Assubst ' The act of placing in contrast

;

contrast

* c6n tra ta tion, s. [Sp. contratacion - a
contract] A contract, an agreement.

* contratation house, s. A house where
contracts and bargains are made for the pro-

motion of trade.

"Touching the Constitutions and Orders of the
contratation-house of the West Indies in Bevil."—
Bowel : Letters, p. 128.

c§n -trate, a. [Lat. contra = against, oppo-
site.) Having cogs or teeth placed contrary
to those of common wheels, or projecting
parallel to the axis.

contrato-wheel, a
Hot. : A crown-wheel or face-wheel in a

watch. Also known as the fourth wheel. Its

cogs project perpendicularly to the plane of
the wheel. It gave a name to the old vertical
or verge movement, in clocks and watches,
where a crown-wheel is placed in engagement
witli the pinion on the arbor of the escape-
wheel, in order to bring into horizontal position

in the clock the arbors of all except the escape-
wheel. The anchor pallet has put the contrate-
wheel out of use in clock escapements, and the
lever and other movements have superseded
the old vertical movement in watches.
{Knight.)

con'-tra -ten-or, s. [Counter-tenor.]
" In his [Dr. Croft's]time there wasavery fine contra-

tenor In the Royal Chapel, . .
."

—

Mason : On Church
Mustek, p. 136.

cfin-tra-val-la'-tlon, s. [Eng. contra, and
vattation (q.v.) ; Fr. contrevallation ; Sp. con-
travalacion; Port, contravallac&o ; Ital. con-

travallazione.]

Fort. : A trench defended by a parapet, con-
structed by a f^rce besieging a place, and
designed to protect themselves and intercept
sallies of the besieged.

"... the lines of contravallation which General
Qourko Is rapidly constructing . . ."—Times, Oct. 27,

1877.

con tra va peiir , s. [Fr.]

Loco. Engin. : A French invention, a partial

substitute for brakes. It consists in injecting
a small stream of water from the boiler into
the exhaust-pipes or passages before and dur-
ing the reversal, so as to bring a counter-
pressure of steam upon the piston. (Knight.)

contravene, * con-tro-vene, v.U & t.

[Fr. contrevenir ; Lat. contravenio = to come
against : contra = against, and venic — to
come.]

A- Transitive:

1. To come In opposition to or conflict

with ; to oppose, to obstruct, to hiuder.
**

. . . it is to contravene, to thwart, and overthrow,
what In as lies, . .

."

—

Boadly : Letters signed Britan-
nicus, *c. Let. W.

2. To transgress, to violate, to break ; to
act in opposition to.

"... those who have said and heard mass, and
otherwise contravened the acts of parliament made
against idolatrous papistry, . . ."—State Trials; John
Ogilvi*. an. 1615.

* 3. To incur, to become subjected to.

(Scotch.)

* B. Intrans. : To act in opposition to or so
as to violate any law or order.

"... certification of those that contravened, . .
.**—

Spotswood ; Church of Scotland, an. 1605, bk. vi.

con tra-vened', pa. par. or a. [Contra-
vene.]"

c6n-tra-ven'-ert a, [Eng. contraven(e) ; -er.]

One who contravenes, violates, or transgresses

a law or order.

"... the contravener of any act of parliament . .
,**

—State Trials ; Sir Robert Spotswood, an. 1Mb.

cSn-tra-ven'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Con-
travene.]

A. <fe B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of violating or trans-

gressing any law or order ; contravention.

©on-tra-ven'-tion, s. [Fr.]

1 Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of opposing, thwarting, or being
in conflict with ; opposition.

"... they must of necessity be spent in contraven-
tions to the laws of the land."—Swift.

2. The act of violating or transgressing any
law or order ; violation.

". . . he had, in the very presence chamber, posi-

tively refused to draw warrants in contravention of

Acta of Parliament . . ."—Maeauiay : EisU Eng.,
ch. xv.

II. Scots Law

:

1. Gen. : An act done in violation of a legal

obligation. (BeU : Scotch Law Diet.)

2. Specially:

(1) An act done by an heir of entail In oppo-
sition to the deed of entail. (Bell.)

(2) An action founded on the breach of law-

borrows. (BeU.)

* OOn-tra-ver -Slon, s. [Lai contra = against,
opposite ; versio = a turning.] [Version.] The
act of turning to the opposite side or direction

;

antistrophe.
" The second stanza was called the antistrophe from

the controversion of thfe chorus. . ,"—Congrevs: On
Pintlarie Ode.

* con'-tra-ver-gy, *. [Controversy.]

con-tra-yer'-va, s. [Fr. contraveryva ; 8p.
contrayerva, con'trayerba; Port, contraherva

;

Low Lat contrayerva ; from contra = against,
and yerva, yerba, herva, the same as Class Lat
herba = a herb. Literally a counter-herb, i.e.,

an antidote to poison.]

Pharm. : The root of Dorstenia Contrayerva^
a genus of Moracete (Mulberries). It has a
stimulant and tonic rhizome.

contrayerva-root, s. The rhizome of
the Contrayerva (q.v.>

" No Indian Is so savage hut that he knows the use
of his tobacco and contra-yerva."—Bp. Ball : (forts,
vili. 167.

* contre, * con-tree, * con-trey, s. i
coun-

try.]

"To quat contre sum that thou wend."—Cursor
Mundt, 1,14a

eon'-tre, adv. [Fr., from Lat. contra.]

Her. : An epithet applied, in composition,
to several bearings on account of their cutting
the shields in a contrary and opposite manner

:

thus we have contre-bends, contre-chevron, con-

tre-pale, &c., when there are two ordinaries of
the same nature opposite to each other, so
that colour is opposed to metal, and metal to
colour.

contre dance, s, [Contra-dance.]

con tre basse, s. [Contrabasso.]

* con-tre-coupt s. [Fr. con-(re = against

;

coup — a stroke.] Opposition ; a repulse in

the pursuit of anything.

con-trec-ta' tlon, s. [Lat. contrectatio a a
handling : con as with, together ; tracto = to
handle.] The act of touching or handling.

" The greatest danger of all is in the contrectatlon
and touching of their hands."

—

Ferrand : Love Melan-
choly 1 164u), p. 354.

* con tre-falt-nre, s. [O. Fr.] [Counter-
feit,] The act of counterfeiting ; a sham, a
deceit.

*' Al his contrefaiture is colour of sinne and bost. "—
f'olit. Songs and Poems, p. a'te.

* con tre fete, * con tre feten, * ooun-
tre-fete, v.t. [Counterfeit.]

*c6n-trem'-blO, v.i. [Pref. con, and Eng.
tremble (q.v.).] To tremble or shake at the
same time or together.

" And from all grounds the soyle contrembUng
ShOOk, . . ."a

Phaer : VirgiU ; sBneidos. bk. X., p. ttl.

con *re temps (temps as tan), s. [Fr.]

Anything which occurs at an unlucky or un-
fortunate moment ; an embarrassing event

* contre vaile, v.t. [Countervail.]

* con-treve, v. [Contrive.]

* ©on-tre-vore, i. [O.Fr. troveure; Ital. tro-

vatura.] A contrivance, a plan.
" Here now a contreuore . . ."—R. de Brunw. p. 3S4.

* c*n-trlb'-u-ta-ble, a. [Eng. contribute)

;

-able.] That can be contributed.

* cin-trib'-U-ta-r^, a. & s. [Pref. con. and
Eng. tributary (q.v.).] [Contributory.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Paying tribute to the same lord ; a

joint tributary.

2. Fig. : Joined in contributing, co-operat-

ing, conjoint ; contributing to the same pur-

pose or end.

"Tea, the whole matliematicks mast be eontribu-

tary."—Olanvill : Scepsis,

B. As substantive

:

1. One who pays tribute to the same lord ;

a joint tributary or contributor.

2. A confederate.
" Pamlrasus and his contributariei.*~-Locrinet L l.

cdn-trrb'-Tjte, v.t. & i. [Lat. contributus, pa.

par. of coniribuo : con = cum = with, together,

and tribuo = to pay.]

- A. Trans. : To give in common with otheis

;

to pay a share ; to give or grant to a common
stock or for a common purpose.

bfil, b<$y; po'ut, Jowl; oat, cell, chorus, 911111, bench; go, Rem; thin, this: sin, as; expect, Xenophon. exist, ph -aft

-iSlan. -tian = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun; -tion, -slon = zhiin. -tious, -sious, -clous -snug. -ble. trt> Ac. =bot tor.
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* Hia muter contributed a great sum of money to
the J«miu' church, . . ."—Addison : On Italy.

B. Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To give a share to a common stock
or purpose.

2. Fig. : To give or use one's power or in-
fluence for any object ; to assist or bear a
share in any design.

" These men also contributed to obstruct the pro-
gress of wisdom."— Ooldtmith : Polite Leamino. ch. li.

•fl For the difference between to contribute
and to conduce, see Cokddck.

con-trib'-u-ted, pa. par. or a. [Contribute.]

cdn-trib'-u-ter, ». [Eng. contribute) ; -er.]

One who or that wliicU contributes to any
common purpose or end.

'*. . . they were all eontributen to It."—Forbes.

con-trib u-ting, pr. par., a., A «. [CON-
TRIBUTE.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of giving to a com-
mon stock, or of lending one's influence or
power to cany out any object

con trl-bu'-tion, s. [Lat. contributio, from
contributes; Ft. contribution,]

A* Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally:

1. The act of giving to a common stock or
for a common purpose.

" It hath pleased them of Macedonia, to make a
certain contribution for the poor (taints."

—

Rim. xv. 26.

2. That which is contributed by several
terms to a common stock or for a common
purpose ; a subscription.

"A street, built -rat of the contribution* of the
charitable, . . r—Mactrulitf/ .- Hit. Eng., ch. xvt
3. An article supplied to a magazine, re-

view, &c.

II. Fig. .* The act of lending one's influence
or aid for the carrying out of any object ; a
helping or aiding towards any result.

". . . Aristotle's actual contribution* to the physical
aciences . .

.*— W'heweU: Phitos. of Discovery.

B. Technically:

1. Law : A payment made by one of several
having a common interest of ItU share of any
loss incurred, or of any amount paid or to be
paid for the common good. Especially the
amount assessed on each of several owners of
a vessel to equalise the loss incurred in sacri-
fices made for the common safety in sea
voyages to avoid capture or loss.

IT Suit for contribution : A suit brought by
any one of several parties having a common
interest, who has contributed his share of a
loss or a liability, to compel the others to con-
tribute their respective shares.

2. Mil. : An imposition or tax levied upon
a country in the power of an enemy for the
support of their troops.

" The people "twist Pbillppl and this ground
Do itaud hut in a forced affection

;

Por they have grudged ua contribution."
Shakctp. : Julia* Cottar, It. a

T For the difference between contribution
and tax, see Tax.

c6n-tri bu -tion-ai, a. [Eng. contribution ;
-al.] Pertaining to or furnishing contribu-
tions ; contributive.

tcon-trib'-u-tive, a. [Eng. contribute) ;

-ive.] Having the power or quality of con-
tributing to any purpose or result ; contribut-
ing, assisting, promoting.

".
- . highly contributiee to the same end."*—Decay

of Piety

«$n-trfb'-ti-t6i\ * oon-tryb-ut-our, s.

[Lat]
* 1. One who pays tribute to a lord in con-

junction with others ; a joint tributary.
" I vnderstande that certayn barbarous or estrange™,

| be contrybutonrt vuto the ByTacusiaus."—A'tcoM ;

Thucydide*, fol. 155.

2. One who contributes a share to any com-
mon fund ; one who aids or promotes any
common purpose or end in conjunction with
others.

" I promised we would be contributor*
And bear his charge of wooing, whatsoe'er."

Shakesp. : Tarn, ofShrew, La
3. Anything which tends to produce or

further any result.
" A grand contributor to our dissensions is passion.''—Dr. H. More: Demy of Ohristinn Piety.

4. One wbosnpplies articles or papers to a
newspaj»er, review, &c.

*" Let therefore the next friendly contributor, rh>
soever be be. observe the cautions of Swift, and write
secretly in his own chamber, . ,

,"

—

Humbler, No. *6.

con-trib'-u-tor-;jr, * con-trib-ut-or-ye,
o. & s. [Eng. contributor; -y.\

A. As adjective

:

1. Paying tribute to the same lord ; con-
tributary.

2. Contributing to any common fond or
stock.

S. Contributing to, promoting or tending to
promote any result in conjunction with others

;

contributive, promoting, aiding.
" Like bonfires of contributory wood,
Every man's look shew'd. fed with others* spirit

"

Chapman: Busty D'Ambou.

B. As subst. : One who in conjunction with
others contributes to any design or end ; one
who gives a share to any common scheme or
plan.

". . . every one of them to be contributor-its accord-
ing to theirgoods and lands, . . ."—Strype: Memorial*;
Commission dated May, Ibhl.

* con-trist', v.t [Lat. contristo.} [See next
word.] To sadden, to make sorrowful.

" To delect and contritt myself."—Sterne I Tristram
Shandy, ii. 1*9.

* cin-tris -tate, v.t. & i. [Lat amtrisUitus,
pit. par. of contristo=to make sad: con=cum=
with, together, fully, and tristis = sad, sorrow-
fuLJ

L Trans. ; To sadden, to make sorrowful or
melancholy.

" Let me never more contrittau thy Holy Spirit"—
Spiritual Conquest,

IX Intrans. : To cause sorrow or sadness.
". . . somewhat they do contrittau, bat very little."

—Bacon : Sat. Hist.

* cSn-tris ta -tlon, s. [Lat. contristatio,

from contristatus.]

1. The act of making sad or sorrowful ; sad-
dening.

2. The state or condition of being sad or
sorrowful ; sadness, melancholy, griet

". . . which they may do by a kind of sadness and
contrittation of the spirits, . .

."

—

Bacon : Sat. Hist.

con -trite, *con-tryt, o. k $. [Lat. con-
tritut =t perfectly bruised, pa. par. of contero

:

con = cum = with, thoroughly, and Uro = to
rub, to bruise; Fr. contrit; Ital., Sp., &
Port, contrite.]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Lit. ; Thoroughly bruised or worn.

2. Fig. : Deeply sorry for sin ; thoroughly
penitent. [Contrition.]

B. As subst. : One who is thoroughly peni-
tent, feeling a deep sorrow for his sin, and an
earnest desire to please Ood.

" Such contrite* intend and desire absolution, though
they have it not*"

—

Hooker: Eccles. Polity, bk. vL,

f 366. {Latham.)

C$n'-trite-l& adv. [Eng. contrite ; -ly.] In
a contrite manner or spirit ; with contrition
or penitence.

t con'-trite ness, 9. [Eng. contrite ; -mess.]

The quality or state of being contrite ; contri-
tion, penitence.

contrition, contricion, * con tri
cioun, "con-try-cyoii, *oon-farys-
syoun, *. [Fr. contrition ; Sp. contricion ;

Ital. contrizionc, all from Lat. contritio, from
contritns

t
pa. par. of etmfrro=to rub or bruise

thoroughly.] [Contrite.]
* 1. Lit. : The act of rubbing or bruising

thoroughly.
"... reducible into powder by contrition." —

Broume .* Vulgar Errour*.

2, Fig. : Deep and heartfelt sorrow for sin,

with an earnest desire to please God ; repent-
ance, penitence.

" Deep and agonizing sobs,
That half are 1 assion, half contrition."

Longfellow: The Ootden Legend, 11.

oon-tri tlon-al, a. [Eng. contrition; -at]
Of the nature of, or proceeding from con-
trition.

* con-trit-u-rate, v.t. [Pref. con = cum =
with, and Eng. triturate (q.v.),] To reduce
to small particles by friction, to pulverize.

t c6n-triT/-a-ble, a. [Eng. eontriv(e) ; -able.]

Possible to "be contrived, designed, planned,
or invented.

con triv'-ance, s. [Eng. contrive); -emoaj

1. The act of contriving, designing, or plan-
ning anything for a particular purpose.

". . . one, whose bold contricanc-t and skill"
Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. viL

2. A disposition of parts, an arrangement,
plan, or design.

•' Contrieance intricate expressed with ease.
Where unassisted sight no beauty see*.'

Cowper : Retirement.

3. A device, plan, or scheme contrived for
an end ; an apparatus.

"... and apart from this, they have a motive to
labour more assidinmaly, and adopt contrivances lor
making their labour metre ertVcttuU."—J. S. Hill:
Polit. Econ. (1MB), voL t, bk. L, ch, viit., f I, p, 1«.

4. An artifice, plot, or scheme.
" There might be a feint a contrivance In the mat-

ter, to draw him into some secret ambush."—Atterbury.

% For the difference between contrivance and
device, see Device.

con-trive' (i), *oon-treve, * con-troeve.
* con-trove, t'.t & i. [O. Fr. controver =
to find out, trover = to find; Fr. trouver;
Ital. trovarc, from Lat. turbo = to move, to
seek for.]

A. Transitive :

1. To design or plan in the mind ; to in-

vent, to excogitate, to devise.
" Be tham that new gvses controees."

Uampole : Prtcke of Conscience. LKL
*2. To examine thoroughly.
" Some, more acute, and more industrious still.

Contrive creation . . ." Cowper: Task, bk. iii.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To devise means for an end, to manage ;

to succeed in a design.
"... persons who, under pretence of promoting the

union, might really be contriving only to prolong the
interregnum."—Macaulay : ili*t. Eng., ch. xiii.

* 2. To plot, to scheme, to form designs.
"... have you with these contrived
To bait me?"

Shakesp. : Midi, Sight's Dream, lit 2.

*i Crabb thus discriminates between to con-
trive, to devise, and to invent : " To contrive and
devise do not express so much as to invent : we
contrive and devise in small matters ; we invent
in those of greater moment Contriving and
devising respect the manner of doing things ;

inventing comprehends the action and the
thing itself; the former are but the new
fashioning of things that already exist; the
latter is, as it were, the creation of something
new : to contrive and devise are intentional
actions, the result of a specific effort; invention
naturally arises from the exertion of an in-

herent power ; we require thought and com-
bination to contrive or devise; ingenuity is the
faculty which Is exerted in inventing. Con-
triving requires even loss exercise of the
thoughts than devising : we contrive on familiar
and common occasions ; we devise in seasons
of difficulty and triaL A contrivance issitnple
and obvious to a plain understanding ; a de-
vice is complex and far-fetched ; it requires a
ready conception and a degree of art."

* con-triv'e (2), v.t [Apparently from Lat
contrici, piet of contero =» to pass, to spend.)
To wear awav, to pass, to spend, to employ
(as Uiue). {N.E.D.)

" Coy II us contrived irontrieiti all his youths in the
service of their wars."—7Van*. of Polydore Vergil
(Camden Soc). L SL

1 In the following it may be contrive (1).

" Pleas* ye we may contrive this afternoon.
And quaff carouses to our mistress' health.'*

Shakesp. : Turn, ofShrew, L S.

* contrive -ment, *. [Eng. contrive ; -went. ]

1. A design, a plan, a plot.
" The king being not only active to meet their con-

trivements, but had some advantage ui>ou them."

—

Sir
0. Buck : Hist. King; Richard HI., p. AS.

2. Contrivance, arrangement, disposition.

"... the admirable contrieement and artifice of

this great fabrick of the universe."—utnnville: Pre-
existence of Souls, p. 176.

COn-tnv'-er, », [Eng. contrive) ; -er,] One
who contrives, plans, or designs anything; a
planner, a designer.

" The first artificer of death, the shrewd
Contriver, who first sweated at the forge.'*

Cowper : Tuik, bk. v.

con-triV-ing. * con-trov-vnge, pr. par.,

a., 6z s. [Contrive.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of planning, plotting, or design
ing ; contrivance.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, vrit, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf; work, who, s6n ; mute, cub. ciire, unite, onr, role, ftUl ; try, Syrian, m, o» = e. «y a. qu kw.
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••.
. One that slept in the contriving of lust, end

waked to do it . .
."—Shaketp. : King Lear, hi. 4.

2. Art, Skill.

" For of his owne controttynge

He find magik, and taught it forth."

Goiter: Con. A., bk. vi.

3. A plot, a scheme.
" Of that fals confronting gaf thei Jugement."

Jt. do Drunnc. p. 265.

con trol ,
* con-troul, * con-trolo, s. [A

contraction of conUr-roU, counter-roll, from

Fr. milnKc; O. Fr. contre-rdle = a duplicate

register, a cheek : ctmcre = against, and r6te =

a roll, from Lat. roiii^s.]

I. Ut : A duplicate register, account, or

book kept by one officer to act as a check on

another.

II. Figuratively

:

1. A check, a restraint.

"... for the most part without any cheeke or con
trole.'—Baketrill : Analogic, p. 1.

2. Authority, superintendence, or power

over ; command.
"... the Houm of Common* should exercise a eon

trol over all the departments of tlie executive adunn
titration."—Macaulay : Biit. Eng.. ch. ax.

* 3. One who exercises restraint or author-

ity ; a ruler.

"Then formed to be instrument*, not controls."—

Burke : French Revol., p. 34.

•J (1) Board of Control: A board consisting

of six members, established by Mr. Pitt, in

1784, for the control and legislation of India.

It was abolished in 1858 on the transference

of the government of India to the Crown.

The monopoly of Eastern trade granted to

the old East India Company was designed

simply for commereial purposes : the Govern-

ment, in granting it a charter, had no concep-

tion that they were calling into existence

what was ultimately to become one of the

greatest military empires of the world. Nor
was the Company itself aware of this : Its in-

tentions were pacific, but having to establish

depdts of goods under the jurisdiction of

native despots, who were accustomed, under

tome flimsy pretext, to help themselves to

whatever in their dominions they coveted

—

subordinate despots following the evil ex-

ample of their superiors—the agents of the

Company, if they were not to be plundered

wholesale, required to take some steps for

their own defence. Beginning In a humble
way and with reluctance to interfere for their

Interest in native politics, they soon found

themselves In possession, first of detached

territories, and ultimately of empire. When
this unexpected state of things happened, it

was deemed more needful than ever for the

Home Government to keep a certain control

over their proceedings, especially as the neces-

sity for some of the numerous wars in which
" the Company's forces" were engaged was not

obvious in England. Hence the establish-

ment of the Board of Control, which, grad-

ually increasing its power at the expense of

the Company, was often the real author of

acts for which the Company were blamed.

Thus the first Afghan war was forced upon

the Company by the Board of Control with

the sanction of the Cabinet, the Company pro-

testing in vain against what was done. When
the war was unsuccessful, and was held in

other ways to have sullied the fair fame of

Britain, the Company were then popularly

held to have originated the hostilities com-

menced against their will. The mutinies and

war of 1857 and 1S58 having destroyed the

Company's reputation and annihilated its

power, the double government was abolished,

the functions of the Board of Control were

altered, and the Secretary of State for India,

with the whole Cabinet, became the supreme
government of India.

* (2) Control Department of the British Army

:

Mil. : Formerly a department of the British

army which is now sub-divided into the Com-
missariat and Transport dei«u-tments. The
name was abolished by order on December,

11. 1875.

c6h-troT, • con-troule, • o6n-trdll", v.t.

& i. [Control, s.]

A. Transitive

:

L Lit. •' To check by a duplicate register or

tccount.

II. Figuratively:
* 1. To confute or convict by counter-state-

ments.
" The Duke of Milan

And his more braver daughter cmld control thee."
Shaketp. : Tempest, i. 2.

2. To exercise a check or restraint upon

;

to restrain, to check.
'• Rash heat perhaps a moment might control.

Not break, the settled temper of thy son).

Pope : Homer'I Iliad, bk. xxtit, L 687-88.

3. To exercise control over ; to keep under,

to govern.
" Taught to command the fire, control tile flood."

*
Pope : Essay on Man, ill. 220.

1. To hinder.
" Nothing can affection's course control."

Shaketp. : llape of Lucrece, 600.

6. To be superior to, to overpower.
" His art is of such jwwer.

It would control my dam s god. Setebos.
Shaketp. : Tempett, L x.

B. Intrans. : To exercise control or restraint

;

to check, to rule.
" O dearest Andrew, says the humble droll.

Henceforth may I obey, and thou control.

Prior : Merry Andrew.

* c6n-trdle'-ment, s. [Controlment.]

con trol la ble, otm-trol'-a-ble. * oon-
troul-a-ble, o. [Eng. oontrol; -able.]

Capable of being controlled, or kept in re-

straint or check ; subject or amenable to com-

mand.
"... controUablt by reason."—South.

con-trdlled', pa. par. or o. [Control, v.]

c6n-tr6r-ler, * con-troul-er, * conter-
roler, s. [Eng. control ; -er.] [Comptroller.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A comptroller.

2. One who exercises control, authority, or

restraint ; a ruler, a governor, a director.

"
. . who will bee.klnge's felowes, yeaand con-

troulers, sawing they only 1 "—Barnet : iYorkes. p. 186.

3. Spec. : An officer or overseer appointed to

verify the accounts of other officers. (Whar-

ton.)

4. With the matter expressed in which con-

trol is exercised.
" The great controller of our fate,

Deleu'd to be man, and liv'd in low estate."
Drydtm.

* 5. A censurer or detractor.

IT,. Naut. : A cast-iron block having depres-

sions on its upper surface adapted to fit the

links of the cable which passes over the block

on its way from the locker to the hawse-hole.

(Knight.)

cdn-trdl'-ler-Ship, «. [Eng. controller;

-shiii.] The office, position, or rank of a con-

troller. [COMPTROLLERSHIP.]

con trol -ling, * ©on-troua-liatg, pr. par.,

a., & «. (Control, v.]

A. & B. Al pr. par. o? particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. At subst. : The act or power of exercising

control or authority.
" . the checking and controulUng of our vicious

Inclinations."—Tillotton. voL i., ser. 28.

cdn - trol' - ment, o&n - troll' - ment,
* comp-trol-ment, * con-trole-ment,
* con-troul-ment, * counterrolment,
s. [Eng. control; -ment.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Control, regulation, authority, or super-

intendence over.
" . . the charge and comptroiment of all suche as

were next to hy* bodye. '—Bail : lien, Vll.. au. a
* 2. The state of being under control or re-

straint.

you may do it without controlment." —
Shaketp. : Much Ado about nothing, i. a
* 3. Opposition, confutation.

"Were it reason that we should suffer the same to

pass without controlment. . . ."—Hooker.

* 4. Resistance, hostility.

" Here have we war for war and blood for blood.

Controlment tor controlment . .
."

Shaketp. I King John, i. 1.

* H. Legal : A check.

* oon-trovo', v.t. [Contrive (1).]

* eon'-tro-vene, v.t. [Contravene.]

« con-tri-vers'-al, a. [Eng. controvert^)

;

-al.]

1. Turning different ways.

"The temple of Janus, with his two contravrrs.il

faces. . . ."—Milton: Artopagitica, sot {Latham.}

2. Controversial.
" I may perhaps have taken some pain* In studying

COTtroiieri.il divinity."—Bowie : £»*• 0/ 90*. P- «»>

• cdn-tro-vers'-a-ry, a. (Eng. controwrs(e) ;

•ary,] Controversial
•• These controvertary points . .

."—Bp. Ball : To all

Diet,, Works, ii. 870.

« coh'-trd-verse, s. & v.t. [Oontroversv.]

A. As substantive :

1. A controversy, a dispute.
" For he the appeal of Innocence derides.

And with his sword the contravene decidea
Sandy* : Paraph, oj Job, p. II.

2. A question In dispute or controversy.

",The confroi'erte of life and death
Is arbitrated by his breath."

Sandys: PI., p. 106.

B. As verb: To dispute, to controvert.

* cdn'-tro-verseit, a. [Controverse, «.]

c8n'-tr4-ver»-er, coh'-tr4-vers-6r, «.

[Eng. oonfrowrsCe); -er, -or.] A disputant, a

controvertor ; one who controverts any state-

ment, or who engages in controversy.

con tr6-ver'-slal (sial as sbal), o. (Eng.

controversy ; -al. Pertaining to controversy ;

given or inclined to controveiny.

"... whole libraries of eontroverttal books." —
Macaulay : Hilt. Bng., cb. XV.

con-tro-ver'-slal-1st (Biol as «hal), s.

[Eng. controvcrsud; -Ut.] One given or in-

clined to controversy ; a controverser, a dis-

putant.
"

. . the distress of those amfroeeriialliH . .
."

—

Macaulay: Bill. Eng., ch. xi.

cSn-tro-ver -slal-ljr (sial as shal), adv.

[Eng. con«ro7>eTjuT( ; -ly.] In a controversial

manner ; by way of controversy.

• cSn- trft -ver - si - less, a. [Eng. coutro-

ticTsy ; -less.] Not admitting of controversy or

dispute ; undoubted, questionless.

" cSn-tro-ver'-slon, >. [Formed as if from

a Lat. amtrot'ersio, from oontronersor = to dis-

pute, to engage in controversy.]

1. The act of controverting or disputing

(Hooker.)

2. A matter in dispute, a controversy.
*

. the decision of the controwertton . . ."—Bpott-

mid : Church at Scotland, bk. it. an. ma

o8n'-tro-vers-or, s. [Controverser.]

c5n'-tro-ver-sj?, •con'-tra-ver-sy, s. [Fr.

crmtromrse; Prov., Sp., Port., 4 Ital. con-

troversia, from Lot. «>n(roiwtta = (1) a turn-

ing against an attack, (2) a civil lawsuit, (8)

a debate, a dispute, a quarrel ; coiirrovenrus =
disputed ; conrrouersor = to be at variance

:

coitfro (the same as contra) = against, and

tiersM, pa. par. of verto = to turn.]

* 1. Opposition, resolute resistance.

" The torrent roar'd. and we did buffet It

With lusty sinews, throwing it aside

And stemming it with hearts of co<i'ro!>er«w.

Bhakttp. : Julius Cottar, 1. 2.

1 2. A lawsuit.

when any man that had a controversy came to

the king for judgment, then Absalom called unto him,

. . ."—2 Sam, xv. 1.

1 3. (Chiefly Scripture) : A cause of variance,

a quarrel, a strife.

"The Lord hath also a controvtrty with Judab. . .
."

Botea xil. 2.

4. A debate, a dispute, as a rule in writing
;

one conducted orally being generally called a

dispute or an altercation.

"... eontrovertlet engendered oOMfrflversfal . .
."—

Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch. xi.

•controversy-writer, «. A contro-

versial writer.
" Their schoolmen, casaista, and controverty-vrrittrt

. . ."—Up. Barlow: Bern., p. 159.

oon'-tro-vert, v.t. [Lat. contra = against,

verto = to turn.]

1. To dispute, to oppose in reasoning, to

ai"iie about ; to call in question or deny the

correctness or justness of any statement or

conclusion.
" If anv person shall think fit to eontrotert them, he

may do it very safely (or m<"-Chryn* : Philo. Prin.

* 2. To contend about, to make a question

or point of contention.
"

. the mode of Its government was e»Mifn>pert«r

between the republican and tyrannical parties, . . .

—Burke: A Vhulication of A atttrul Society.

•f Crabb thus discriminates between to con-

froiwrtanddxiiqmte: "To controvert has re-

gard to speculative points ; to disjmtt resiwcts

matters of fact : there is more of opposition in

controversy; more of doubt in disputing : »

sophist controvert; a sceptic diqnttts : the

plainest and sublimest truthB of the Gospel

Mil boy- ptat. J<fiW; oat, coll, ohorus, chin, bench; go, gem; tnin. this; Bin. as ; expect, ^enophon, exist, -ttft

-tlan = shan. -Mon. -Mo* = shun ; -flon. sion = zhun. -tlons, -Dions, -cions = shus. -We. -<Ue. &< = bet del.
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have been all controverted in their turn by the
self-sufficient inquirer ; the authenticity of the

Bible itself has been disputed by some few in-

dividuals ; the existence of a God by still

fewer." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

e£n'-tr&-vert-£d, pa. par. or a. [Contro-
vert.]

t C<Sn'-tri-vert-er, s. [Eng. controvert; -er.]

One who controverts or disputes ; a disputant,
a controversialist.

t cdn-tro^vert'-I-ble, a. [Eng. controvert;
•able.) That may or can be disputed ; admit-
ting of question or dispute ; disputable.

"... many controvertible truth.*, . . ."—Brown*

:

Vulgar Errourt.

eon-troW&tf-I-bly, adv. [Eng. controvert-

io(te); -lj/.] In a controvertible or disputable
manner ; in a manner open to doubt or dis-

pute.

cfin-tro-vert -Ing, pr. par,, a., & $. [Con-
trovert.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verbX

G. As subst. : The act of calling in question
or disputing ; controversy, dispute.

• con tro-vert -1st, 5. [Eng. controvert

;

-ist.] A controversialist; one given to or
killed in controversy.

". . . thU prince of controvirtitU."—A rchbishop
TUlotson.

• cin-tri-vert-Jst'-io-^l, a. [Eng. contro-

vertUt ; -ical.] Controversial.

"In controvertistical debates there was no appeal
from reason to the sword."— Gent. Instructed, p. 860.

(Partes.)

* cdn tru 91 date, v.t. (Lat. contrucidatut,

pa. par. of contrucido = to cut to pieces.] To
wound, to murder, to kilL (Blount.)

* cdn-trude', v.t. [Lat, contrudo.] [Con-
trusion.J To compress ; to crowd together.

* con-tru'-slon, *. [Lat con = cum = with,

together, and trudo = to press, to squeeze.)
A pressing or squeezing together.

"The pressure or contrution of the particles of the
water agalust one another. —Boyle: Works, voL iii.,

p. 617.

• con-toruth', v.u [Pref. con = cum = with,
together, and Eng. truth (q.v.).] To agree in

truth ; to accord. (Special coinage.)
" Alt the holy doctrines of Divine Scripture do . . .

contruth with each other."- Hall : Workt, viii. 662.

* con tu ber nal, * con tu ber ni al,
a. [Lat. contubtrnalis = a companion in the
field : con = cum = with, together, and taber-

%a = a tent.] Lodging or messing together

;

living in comradeship.
" They 1>en ontuber/iiaI with the Lord. *—Chaucer :

Parson's Tide.

* con tu bef nl-al 1% adv. [Eng. contuber-
nial ; -li = ly.] In manner of comrades or
companions. (Chaucer : Parson's Tale, ed.

Aforrw, p. 332.)

• cdn'-tu-mace, v.t. [Fr. contumacer.] [Con-

tumacious.] To declare guilty ofcontumacy.
" No bishop was called nor contumaced. except the

pretended bishop of Ross."—Spalding, t 313.

• con -tu mace, *. [Fr. contumace.] [Con-
tumacious.] Contumacy ; also a legal term
for declaring a person contumacious.

con tu-ma -clous, a. [Lat. contumax, from
con = cum = with, together, and tumeo = to
well.]

L Ord. Lang. : Perverse, obstinate, stub-
born ; disobedient to authority.

"... the contumaciam resistance which they were
In the habit of offering . . ."—Jfacaulay : Bist. Kng.,
ch. x viii.

IL Law: Disobedient to the orders of a
. court ; in contempt.

" If he were contumacious, he might be excommuni-
cated, . .

."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng.. ch. vL

con tu-ma clous-ly, adv. [Eng. contu-
macious; -ly.) In a contumacious, stubborn,
perverse, or disobedient manner.

c6n tn-ma -clous-ness, s. [Eng. contuma-
cious'; -ness.] The quality or state of being
contumacious ; obstinacy, perverseness, stub-
bornness ; contumacy.

"The difficulty and contumacioutnett of cure.*—
Wiseman: Surgery.

* con tu-mac 1 ty, s. [Formed by analogy,

as if from a Lat. contumacitas.] Contumacy.
"Such a fund of contumaeity .

' — Carlyle:
MUcell.ir. 80.

c5n -tu-ma-cy, s. [Lat. contumacia, from

contumax. ] [Contumacious.]

L Ord. Lang. ; Perverseness, obstinacy, or
stubbornness in opposition to lawful authority.

" Such acts
Of contumacy will provoke the Highest."

Hilton: P. £., x. 1.0W.

IX Law: Wilful contempt of and disobedi-
ence to the orders or summons of a legally

constituted court. It is punishable by fine or
imprisonment, or both.

"... the party's contumacies and disobedience."—
Ayliffe l Parergon.

* Crabb thus discriminates between con-

tumacy and rebellion: "Resistance to lawful
authority is the common idea included in
the signification of both these terms, but con-
tumacy does not express so much as rebellion

:

the contumacious resist only occasionally ; the
rebel resists systematically : the contumacious
stand only on certain points and oppose the
individual; the rebel sets himself up against
the authority itself ; the contumacious thwart
and contradict, they never resort to open vio-

lence ; the rebel acts only by main force ; con-

tumacy shelters itself under the plea of equity
and justice : rebellion sets all law and order at
defiance." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

' con - til max, a. [Lat.] Contumacious.
" He bes bene contumax,

IBM), vi. 186.

-AcU Chat. I. (ed.

con-tu-me -U-ous, a. [Lat. contumeliosus,
from contumelia as contumely (q.v.).]

1. Reproachful, contemptuous, insolent,

taunting.
" With scoffs and scorns and contumstious taunts."

Shaktsp. : 1 lien, VI., i. 4.

2. Making use of contemptuous or abusive
language or conduct ; rude, insolent, abusive.

" There is yet another sort of ctmtumeUout persons,
. ,

."

—

Government of the Tongue.

3. Disgraceful, shameful, ignominious.
" As it is in the highest degree injurious to them, so

ll It contumeliout to him."—Decay of Piety.

* 4. Dishonouring.
" Giving our holy virgins to the stain
Of contumelious, beastly, madbrsin'd war."

Shakesp. ; Timon of A then*, v. 1.

cdn-tu-me -U-ous-ly\ adv. [Eng. contu-

melious ; -ly.}

1. Reproachfully, contemptuously, taunt-

ingly, insolently.
" Fast measure contumeliously, this crew
Fare through thy house."

Chapman : Bomer; Odyssey, bk L

• 2. In a disgraceful or shameful manner.
Pie, lords : that you, being supreme magistrates.
Thus contumeliously should break the peace !"

Shakesp. : 1 Benry VI., 1. 1

con tu-me -U-ous-n6ss, s. [Eng. contu-

melious; -ness.)

1. Rudeness, insolence, contempt.

2. Disgrace, contumely.

odn'-tn-m5-ly\ s. [Fr. contumilie, from Lat.
contumelia ~ an insult, abuse.]

1. Rudeness, insolence, conternptuousness,
taunting.

"Why should any man be troubled at the contume-
tiet of those whose Judgment deserves not to be
valued t "—Archbishop Tillotson.

2. Disgrace, shame, ignominy.
"... his arms were torn with contumely out of the

Heralds' Book . . ."—Macaulay : But. Bng., ch. xiii.

* con-tu mu late, v.t. fLat. contumulatus,
pa. par. of contumulo = to bury : con = cum =
with, together, and tumulus = a mound, a
tomb.] To bury together, or in the same
tomb or grave.

" And then contumulate both man and wife."

Old Poem in AihmoU't Theat. Chen., p. 178.

* c6n-tu mu-la'-tlon, s. [Lat. contumu-
latio, from contumulo.] The act of burying
together, or in Jhe same grave.

* con tund , v.t. [laX. contundo.] [Contu-
sion.] To beat together, to bruise.

" His muscles were so extended and contundcd that
he was not corpus mobile."—Gnyton : Notet on D.
Quiz., ilLl,

* cdn-tune', v. [A variant of continue (q.v.).

According to Tyrwhitt it was used metri

gratia,]

" It is of Love, as of Fortune.
That chaungeth oft and Dill contune." Chaucer.

* contuse , v.t. [Lat contnsus, pa. par. >t

contundo. ] [Contusion. ]

1. To beat together, to bruise, to pound, to
bray.

"... roots, barks, and seeds, confuted together, and
mingled with other earth, . . .'—Bacon.

2. To bruise without breaking.
"The ligature amtutet the lips in cutting them, . .

*

— Wieeman: Surgery.

con-tused', pa. par. or a. [Contuse.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Bruised, beaten up, poun<led,
or brayed.

2. Surg. : Applied to a wound in which tha
flesh is bruised, but the skin not broken.

con-tus -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Contuse.]

A* A B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. Assubst. : The act of bruising, pounding,
or beating together ; contusion.

con-tu'-sion, s. [Lat. contusio, from contusvs,

pa. par. of contundo = to beat together : con
= cum = with, together, and tundo = to beat,

to bruise.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act or process of beating together,

bruising, or pounding.

2. The act or process of reducing to powder
by beating.

" Take a piece of glass, and reduce it to powder, it

acquiring by contusion a multitude of minute surfaces,

. . ."—Boyle : Experiment* and Consideration* touch-

ing C'Aourt.

3. The state or condition of being beaten up
or bruised

.

4. In the same sense as IL
" The bones, in sharp colds, wax britUe ; and all

contusions, in hard weather, are more difficult to cure."
—Bacon.

XL Surg. : A bruise.

* cdn-tu'-slve, a. [Eng. contus(e); -ive.]

Bruising.
" Shield from contusive rocks her timber limbs."

Poetry 0/ Anti-Jacobin, p. 150.

co nu-lar -la, s. [Lat. conulus — a little

cone, dimin. of conus = a cone (q.v.).]

Palasont. : A genus of shells referred, though
doubtfully, to the pteropodous family Hya-
1 1* idie. Forty species are known, extending

from the Silurian to the Carboniferous rocks

(Tate). Conularia elongata is frequent in Ire-

land, and C. Sowerbyi in Wenlock limestone

in England.

06 - nun' - drum (pi. conundrums), i.

[Etyin. uncertain. Skeat suggest* that it is a

corruption of Lat. conandum = a thing to 1*

attempted or tried. Murray thinks that it

originated in some (Oxford) University joke.1

A riddle, the answer to which contains a pun.

* 1. A term of abuse. (Nashe : Saffron

Walden.)

2. A whim, a crotchet (Ben Jonson: Fox,

v. 2.)

" Mean time he smoaks, and laughs at merry tale.

Or pun ambiguous, or conundrum quaint.

'

Philip*.

OO-ntUt, s. [Lat. m a cone (q.v.).]

1. Zool. : A genus of gasteropodous mol-
luscs, the typical one of the family Conidw
(q.v.). The shell is inversely conical, with a

long narrow aperture, a notched outer lip, and
a minute lamellar operculum. The animal
has an oblong truncated foot, a long head
with two widely-separated tentacles, support-
ing eyes. The species, which are called cone-

shells, are found in all tropical seas. 371

recent species are known, and 84 fossil, the
latter from the chalk onwards. Conus gloria

maris has fetched £50. (Woodward, ed. Tate.)

2. Anat. : Any conical structure. Thus a
part of the right or anterior ventricle is called

the Conus arteriosus, and a portion' of the
spinal cord Conus medullaris. (Quain.)

* con u sable, a. [A corruption of cogniz-

able (q.v.).] Cognizable ; liable or proper to

be tried or judged.
"He Is a Judge of one of those courts, where matri-

monial causes are conusable."— Bishop Bartow; B»
mains, p. S65.

* con'-u-sance, s. [O. Fr. connoissance ; Fr.

connaissance.] Cognizance, knowledge, notice.

* con -u-sant, a. [O.Fr. connoissant ; Fr. con-

naissant.] The same as cognizant (q.v.).

"cdn-u-sor, s. [Coonizor.]

Cite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; gc, i»ot»

or, wore, wolf, work, who. son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian, ae, oe - e, ey - a. au = kw,
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• o6n'-val, * con -vale, s. [Lat. convallis =*

a deep valley ; cf. convallium, Lilium conval-

lium = the lily of the valley.] A deep valley.

* conval-lily, *. The lily of the valley—Convallaria majalis. [Convallaria.]

*c6n-va-lesce', v.i. [Lat. convaUseo = to

grow strong : con = cum = with, together

;

valesco, incept, of valeo — to be strong.] To
become convalescent, to recover strength after

sickness.

*cdn-va-l8s9ed', a. [Eng. convalesce) ; -ed.)

Recovering strength after illness ; convales-
cent.

con-va lea '-901190, tc6n-va-leV-cen-o^,
s. [Ft. convalescence ; Prov. convalescencia

;

Sp. convaUcencia ; Port, convalecenca, convales-

cence, ; Ital. convalescenza, all from Lat. con-

valescentia. ] [Convalescent. ]

1. Lit. : The state of recovering from sick-

ness ; the time during which such an advance
towards health is in process of taking place.

1 2. Fig. : It has been used of the spirits

rather than of bodily health.

she recover'd her spirits to a reasonable conva-
"—Clarendon ; Hittory, vol. ii., p. 278.

•6n*Va-leV-oent, a. & s. [Ft, convalescent

;

8p. convaleciente ; Port, convalecente ; Ital. con-

valescents, all from Lat. convalescens, pr. par.

of convalesce = to regain health, to grow strong,

to get better.]

A. As adjective

:

L Of persons: Gaining 'health, becoming
better, gradually advancing towards health.

2. Of things:

(1) Associated with a state of returning
health ; possessed by a person in process of
being restored to health.

"Sandauce late in convalescent charms
Fresh as a May-blown rose, . .

."

Glover: Athenaid, bk. xxv.

(2) Designed for the benefit of patients re-

covering from disease. [% (1).]

B. As subst. : A person in process of re-

covering from sickness.

% (1) Convalescent Home or Hospital : A
home or hospital for the reception of patients

recovering from disease.

(2) Convalescent ward : A ward devoted to

patients recovering from disease.

odn-va-les -cent-1^, adv. [Eng. convales-

cent; -ly.] In a convalescent state, with re-

turning health and vigour.

cdn va-les-cirig, pr. par. fo o. [Conva-
lesce.]

odn-val-la-mar -et-In, s. [Mod. Lat. con-

vall(aria){q.v.); Lat amar{us) = bitter, and
Gr. pnrivn (rhetini) — resin.]

Chem. : ConH^Og. A substance formed by
the action of acids and alkalies on conva 11a-

marin. It forms crystalline spangles, which
melt into a resinous mass.

odn-val-la-mar'-In, s. [Mod. Lat conval-
Zarut(q.v.), and Lat. amarus = bitter.)

Chem. : C^H^Oi^ A bitter substance con-
tained along with convallarin in Convallaria
majalis. It is obtained by diluting and fil-

tering the mother liquid from which the con-
vallarin has separated, then digesting with
animal charcoal, precipitating with tannic
acid, and separating the tannic acid with oxide
of lead. Convallamarin is a white bitter
powder, easily soluble in water and in alcohol,
nearly insoluble in ether. By heating the
aqueous solution with dilute sulphuric acid
the convallamarin is resolved into sugar,
water, and couvallamaretin. Nitric acid
colours convallamarin yellow ; strong sul-
phuric acid colours it violet.

oon-val-lar et In, 5. [Mod. Lat. conval-
lar(ia), and Gr. pn-upn (rhitine) = resin.]

Chem. : C14H26O3. A yellowish-white crys-
talline substance, produced along with sugar,
by boiling convallarin with dilute sulphuric
acid.

con val-lar'-I-a, s. [Mod. Lat.. from Class.
Lat convallis =*a deep valley, a valley en-
closed on all sides, in allusion to the place
where the typical " Convallaria " grows.]

Botany

:

Lily of the Valley : A genus of plants, order
Liliacea, tribe Asparageae. The only British

species Is Convallaria majalis, the sweet-
scented Lily of the Valley. It has two ovate
lanceolate radical leaves, a semi-cylindrical

scape with racemes of very pure white fra-

grant flowers, with the divisions of the
perianth recurved at the tips. The berries,

which are globose, are red. It is found in

woods and coppices, especially in a light soil,

with some frequency in England, but is rarely

indigenous at all in Scotland. [Conval. ]

There is a red-flowered and a double variety
in gardens.

con-val -lar-in, *. [Mod. Lat. convallar{ia)

;

Eng. suff. -in.]

Chem. : C^rLwOij. Obtained by collecting
the plant Convallaria majalis during flowering
time, and drying and pulverising it ; it is then
exhausted with alcohol, sp.gr. 0.84, the tinc-
ture precipitated by snbacetate of lead, the
lead removed from the filtrate by HjS gas,

convallarin separating out on evaporation.
It crystallises in colourless crystals, which
are insoluble in ether, readily soluble in
alcohol, and which have an irritating taste

;

the solution in water froths when agitated.

con-va-nesce', v.i. (Lat con m cum = to-

gether, with, and vanesco = to vanish.]

Math. : To disappear by running together,

as the summits of solid angles (said of the
edge of a polyhedron).

cdn-va-nes'-ci-ble, a. [Eng. convanesce;

•ible.) That may, or does convanesce. The
convanescible edge of a polyhedron is the
edge that disappears when the two summits
it joins run together.

* con-veane, v. [Convene, v.]

con v6ct' ed, a. [Lat convectus.) [Convec-
tion.] Carried by convection.

con-vec'-tion, *. [Lat. convectio, from con-
vectus, pa. par. of conveho = to carry.] [Con-
vey.]

L Ord. Lang. : The act or process of carry-
ing or conveying from one place to another.

JX Nat. Phil. : The mode by which heat is

propagated through liquids. This is by the
portion heated becoming lighter than the rest,

and ascending to the surface, a colder one de-
scending to take its place. (Ganot.)

Con-veV-tive, a. [Lat. convect(us)
t and Eng.

sufT. -ive.) Arising from or caused by con-
vection.

c6n-vSc'-tIve-l& adv. [Eng. convtctive ; -ly.)

By means of convection ; as heat communi-
cated convectively.

* con-veen, s. [Convene.] A meeting, a
convention.

" To bid him come to our conveen."
IV. Beattie: Tale*, p. 5.

* con-vele, v.t. [Convey.]

* con-velne, v.%. [Convene.]

* cdn-vel', v.t. [Lat convello = to pull up, to
tear.] To confute, to disprove, to set aside, to
nullify. (Scotch. )

* cdn-veT-lent, a. [Lat. convellens, pr. par.
of convello = to pull up by the roots.] Tend-
ing to tear or pull up.

"... the ends of the fragment are fixed, and will
not yield to the convellent force."—Todd & Bowman:
Phyiiol. Anat., voL L, oh. vil., p. 18L

» con-ven -a -ble, or * con venable, a.

[Fr. convenable).

I. Lit. : Capable of being convened or
brought together.

IX Figuratively

:

1. Fitting, suitable, consistent, convenient,
or proper.

". . . convenable remedies."—Time'* Storehouse, p. ISO.

IT Followed by for.

" It Is as convenable for us to speake of the exercise
of disciplines, as of those which oonceme the earth

T"

— Timet Storehouse, M, 2.

2. Accordant, agreeable, or consistent. (Fol-

lowed by with.)
"

. . . with his word his work Is convenable"
Spenser; Shepherd's Calendar ; September.

convene, * con-veane, * con vecn,
* con-velne, v.i. & (. [Fr. & Sp. convenir

;

Ital. convenire, from Lat. convenio = to come
together : con m own = with, together, and
venio = to come.]

A* Intransitive :

t L Literally:

1. To come together, to meet, to associate,
to join.

" Paint, underneath, the household fowls convene."
Thomson : The Seasons ; Summer.

2. To come together so as to unite into one.
". . . they convene Intoa liquor."

—

Boyle.

3. Spec. : To meet together for the trans-
action of any public business.

"There are settled periods of their convening, . . .*—
Locke

* II. Figuratively

:

1. To agree, to accord, to be consistent.
(Scotch.)

"The halines of the doctrine conueinis not to the
oonuenticle of the Caluintstes." — Hamilton : Facile
Traictise, p. 141.

2. To be suitable or fitting.

" Barking can conveane but to living and sensitiu*
creatures . . ."—Forbes : Xubulus, p. 11L

B. Transitive:

1. Ord. Lang. : To call together or summon
to a meeting, to convoke.

*' You are convened this day, . .
."

Longfellow i Evangeline, 1. 4.

2. Legal : To summon to appear before a
court.

" By the papa] canon law, clerks. In criminal and
civil causes, cannot be convened before any but an
ecclesiastical judge."—Aylxffe.

cdn-vened', pa. par. or a. [Convene.]

* con-vS-nee', s. [Eng. conven(e); -ee.) One
who is convened or summoned to a meeting
with others.

con-ven'-er, s. [Eng. conven(e); -er.)

1. One who meets with others at any place
for a particular business.

*' I do reverence the conveners tor their places,worth,
and learning . ,

."—Mountagu : A -pp. to Catsar, p. 70.

2. One who convenes or calls together a
meeting.

3. Scot. : The chairman or president of a
body or committee.

con-ve'-ni-enoe, odn-ve'-ni-en-o^, *.

[Lat. convenientia, from conveniens.) [Con-
venient.]

1. The state or quality of being convenient.

(1) Fitness, propriety, appropriateness.
" Conveniency is, when a thing or action Is so fitted

to the circumstances, and the circumstances to it, that
thereby it becomes a thing couveuient."—Perkint.

(2) Commodiousness, ease, freedom from
difficulties.

"... it eats up all
That gives society its beauty, strength.
Convenience, and security, and use.

Cowper : The Task, bk. 11

(3) Comfort, ease.
" Thus first necessity invented stools.

Convenience next suggested elbow chairs."
Cowper: The Task, bk. L

(4) Accommodation.
"... he built a stately covered crosse in the market-

place, for the glory of God. and conveniency of the poor
people, . . ."—Fuller: Worthies; London.

2. Fitness of time or place.

"... with all brief and plain conveniency
Let me have Judgement."

Shakesp. : Merchant of Venice. It, L

1 3. A suitable or convenient time.

4. Anything which is a cause or source of
comfort, help, or accommodation ; a tool, a
utensil, a vehicle, foe

irspective,
iwift : Gulliver's Travels.

cdn-ve'-ni-ent, a. [Lat. conveniens, pr. par.

of convenio = to come together.] [Convene.]

* 1. Fitting, becoming.
". . . foolish talking, nor Jesting, which are not

convenient . . ."—£jihes. v. 4.

2. Suitable, appropriate.

"The least and most trivial episodes, or under
actions, are either necessary or convenient . .

."—
Dryden: Dedication to the *€neUL

(1) Followed by for before the person or
thing suited.

"... feed me with food convenient for mt."-~Prov.
xxx. 8.

*(2) Followed by to.

"There are some arts that are peculiarly convenient
to some particular nations."—Archbithop Titlotson.

3. Commodious ; affording convenience or
accommodation.

4. Useful, advantageous, handy; frequently

used in the sense of easily or readily assumed
or laid aside at will.

" But change of opinion is a resource too convenient
In Courts . . .'—Moore: Lalla Rookh; The Light of
the Harem.

boil, bo^; pout, jowl; eat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph-f.

-dan, tian - shan. -tion, sion - shun; tion, sion zhiin; -tious, slous, -cious-shus. ble, -die, &c. -beL del.
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I will call thee

5. Opportune.
"When I have a convenient

onto mt.'—Acti xxiv. 25.

6. At hand, Close by. (Colloquial.)
" Heretics used to be brought thither convenient for

burning."—rAuohtray, in Oyilvie.

IT (1) Crabb thns discriminates between con-
venient and irritable. : " Convenient regards the
circumstances of the individual ; suitable re-

spects the established opinions of mankind,
and is closely connected with moral propriety :

nothing is conveyiient which does not favour
one's purpose : nothing is suitable winch docs
not suit the person, place, and thing : who-
ever has anything to ask of another must take
a convenient opportunity in order to ensure
success ; his address on such an occasion
would be very unsuitable, if he affected to
claim as a right what he ought to solicit as a
favour.'* (Craoo ; Eng. Synon.)

(f) Pot the difference between convenient

and commodious, see Commodious.

oon-ve -ni-ent-ly, adv. (Eng. convenient;

ly-}

L Fitly, suitably, appropriately.

2. With proper arrangement or adaptation.

3. Commodiously, with ease, without trou-

ble or discomfort.

" con ve -ni cnt ness, * con- vc'-ni- ent-
nesse, s.* [Eng. convenient; -ness.] The
qmlity of being convenient; convenience, fit-

ness.

©6n-ven'-Ipgt
pr. par., a., A *. [Convene.]

A. <fe B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act of coming together to a meeting.

2. The act of summoning or calling together.
** No ni.in wm better pleased with the convening of

thii parliament than myself."—King Charlet.

con -vent, * oo vent, s. & o. [Mod. Fr.
couvcnt ; O. Fr. couent ; Prov. convent, conven,
coven = accord, convention : covent, coven = a
convent, an assembly ; Sp., Port., & Ital. eon-
vento, all from Lat. conventus m a coming to-

gether ; an assembly of Roman citizens in the
provinces, where the governor administered
justice and transacted other business.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Ixtnguage

:

* 1. Gen. : A coining together, a meeting.

2. In the same sense as II. 1.

3. In the same sense as II. 2.

U. Technically

:

1. Ecclesiology

:

(1) The fraternity or sisterhood of an abbey
or priory; a community of religious persons,
whether monks or nuns. At first those who
withdrew to the desert lived solitarily [Ere-
mites] ; the gathering together into a commu-
nity of all those solitaries who could be
brought to tolerate the restraint of a society
regulated by rule was a later movement
[Coenobite.]

" Lodged in the abbey ; where the reverend abbot.
With all his convent, honourably received him."

Bhetketp. : Henry Y1IL, It. 3.

(2) The house in which the community
described under (1) dwells ; a monastery or
a nunnery.

"... yon mountains hide
The Uttle convent of Saiut Bride."

Scott The Lord of the hies. It, 15.

2. Hist. ; It Is said that the first convent in
Bngland was erected by Eadbaldat Folkestone
In 630, and the first in Scotland at Coldingham
in 070. They were numerous during the
Middle Ages. Henry VIII. suppressed them,
confiscating their revenues. By the Roman

* Catholic Emancipation Act of 1829 their erec-

tion fn the United Kingdom was prohibited,
but the Act was from the first so much of a
dead letter that they were established in
various places with no protest from the com-
munity in general. For a long time convents
In Britain were founded by the Church of
Rome only, but in 1875 one was opened at
Bournemouth under the auspices of the
Ritualist party in the Kstablishment. They
exist somewhat widely in the United States and
have, on more than one occasion, been attacked
by niubs, but are ordinarilj undisturbed.

B. At adj. : Pertaining to a convent, spe-
cially in the sense of A. II. 1 (2).

•j The ol«olete form Covent still lingers in

the name Covent Garden. (See etyni.)

^ For the difference between convent and
cloister, see Cloister.

% Obvious compounds : Convent bell (Scott

:

Lord of the Islet, iv. 21), convent bread (Words-
worth : White Doe, i.), convent-cell (Scott : Lord
of the Isles, vi. 6), convent-gloom (Ibid., v. 9),
convent^wall (Longfellow : Dante).

convent-loaf, s. Fine manchet-bread.
[Manchet.]

con -vent , v.t. & i. [From Lat. conventum,
supine of convenio = to come together : con =
together, and venio = to come.]

A. Transitive:

1 1. To call together.

2. To summon before a judge.
" To-morrow morning to the council-board
He be convent ed."

ShaJtetp. ; Henry Till., v. L
*B. 7nrran*trtre:

1. To meet, to assemble.

2. To con cur.
" All our surgeons

Convent in their behuot"
Beaum. A Fletch. : Two Noble Klntmen.

3. To serve for a purpose, to be convenient.

con ven-ted, pa. par. & a. [Convent, v.)

* con-vent '-ic-al, a. [Eng. convent; -ical]
Pertaining to or derived from a convent or
monastery.

" The gardener . . . had mortgaged a month of his
oonventictU wngea."—Sterne : TrUL Sltandy, v. lis.

Con-ven'-tl-cle, s. & a. [Fr. conventicule

;

8p. ft Port, conventiculo ; Ital. convenHcolo,
all from Lat. conventiculum a small assem-
blage, from conventus,] [Convent, s.)

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language:

1 1. Gen. : A small gathering, an assembly
(with or without contempt).

" They are commanded to abstain from all conemn-
ttclet of men whatever."

—

Ayliffe.

2. Spec. : A small gathering for religious
worship. The word was applied to the schools
of Wycliffe. Afterwards it was used of Dis-
senters from the Establishment in Queen
Elizabeth's time, but it did not come into

great prominence till the passing of the Uni-
formity Act in 1662. Then Conventicles
was employed as a term of contempt for the
gatherings of Nonconformists in England aud
of Covenanters in Scotland, who remained
in separation from the established Churches
of their respective countries. [Conventicle
Act.)

". . . to leave unrepealed the Act which made it

death to attend a Presbyterian conventicle."—Macau-
lay : llitt. Eng. , ch. vL

% Conventicle Acts

:

Law & Hist. : Various Acts designed to
punish those who conducted or frequented
conventicles. By 35 Etiz., c. 1, passed in

1593, any persons attending such places were
to be imprisoned till they conformed. If they
did not conform within three months they
were to abjure the realm, and if they would
not do this, or if after abjuration they re-

turned to the country again, they were to be
hanged. By the Conventicle Act, 16 Chas. II.,

c. 4, passed in 1664, it was enacted that when-
ever five persons more than the inmates of the
house where a conventicle was held attended
it, every one of them was liable to a penalty
of £5 or three months' imprisonment for the
first offence, twice as much far the second, and
a fine of JE100 or transportation for seven ytars
for the third. The penalties were modified by
the 22 Chas. II., c. 1, passed in 1670, and the
Act itself repealed by the Toleration Act, 1

Will. & Mary, c. IS, § 1, passed May 24, 1689.

Similar enactments were in force in Scotland
at the same period. (7'ownsend, <£c.)

* c6n-ven'-tl-de, v.t. [From conventicle, s.

(q.v.).] To partake of the nature of a con-
venticle ; to be connected with a conventicle.

OOn-ven'-ti-cler, J. [Eng. conventicl(e) ; -ear.)

A supporter or frequenter of conventicles.

* con-ven'-tX-ciing, o. [Eng. conventicUt)

;

-ing.] Belonging to or partaking of the nature
of a conventicle.

**
. . . private, blind, conventicling schools . .

."—
South ; Vermont, v. *5.

con-vent -ing, ;>r. par., a., As. [Convent, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verbX

C. As subst. ; The act of meeting or of sum-
moning together to a meeting.

"... the eonuenting together ot this coanceD . . .*
—State TriaU ; The Conclusion of John H'lckHJfe,

con-ven'-tion, s. & a. [Fr convention ; Prov.
& Sp. convencion ; Port, conwncuo ; Ital. oon-
venzione, all from Lat. conventio (genit. con-
ventionis) = (1) an assembly, a meeting, (2) an
agreement, a compact, from conventus, pa. par.
of convenio.] [Convene.]

A, As substantive:

L Ordinary Language:
1. The act of coming together or assem-

bling ; the state of being assembled.
2. Those who there meet
"A convention ot socialists which proclaims all pro-

perty to be robbery."—Jf<te.iuhiy ; nut. Kng., ch. x\ x.

3. The act of coming together under the
operation of natural law j the state of being
brought together.

' The conventions, or association*, of several par-
ticles of matter into Indies <j( any certain deTioinloa-
tiou. —Boyle.

4. A formal engagement between two or
more powers, parties, ii? in.tividtials.

6. General agreement ; tacit consent.
"A nseful convrn'lon . . . restricted the use ot

these phonograms.—/. Taylor: Alphabet, 1. 44,

6. A rule or collection of rules based on
common consent.

H Technically:

1. History atid Law : The assemblage of Con-
ventions has been very common in the history
of the United States, alike on groat and on
small occasions. They were frequently called
during the disturbances in public feeling which
preceded the Revolutionary War. Of later con-
ventions the most important was that which
formed the Constitution of the United States.

Following its example, the Constitutions of the
several states have been similarly formed in
conventions, and they have been called on
various other occasions, as in the Southern
States in the period preceding the Civil War.
In Great Britain there have been Parliamen-

tary Conventions during times of national
crisis or revolution, assembled without waiting
for the royal writ or sanction. Such a conven-
tion has assumed powers beyond those of an
ordinary Parliament, throwing aside precedent,
and reconstructing or modifying the political

machinery. Such a convention was that called
by General Monk, which restored Charles H.
to the throne; also that which bestowed the
throne of England on William of Orange.

2. French Hist. : The term applied to what
was more fully named The National Conven-
tion, which succeeded the National Legislative
Assembly on September 21, 1792, and was dis-

solved October 26, 1795. It commenced by
abolishing royalty and proclaiming a republic,
it altered the calendar, was sanguinary in its

measures, and was at feud with Europe.

3. Diftlomacy, Hist., ttc. : An agreement
previous to the conclusion of a treaty. Thus
there have been conventions with America,
France, &c„ about the extradition of fugitives

from justice.

4. Mil. : A treaty or engagement entered
into by the commanders of two armies op-
posed to each other in a campaign, as to the
terms on which a truce or temporary cessa-

tion of hostilities may be made between them.

B. As adj. : Partaking of the nature of such
a convention as that described under A. II. 1.

convention - parliament, conven-
tion parliament, s. A parliament which
is transformed into a convention, or rice persd.

"... the convention-partiament which restored
Kluc Charles the Second . . ."—Blackttonc : Comment..
bk.U «b- ii-

Con-vfcn'-tion-al, a. [Eng. convention ; -al.]

L Ordinary Language:
* 1. Agreed on by compact, or under oertate

conditions and stipulations.

2. Arising from or founded on custom or
use, and sanctioned by general agreement or
concurrence.

" Poetry and elocution of every sort make dm of
signs, but tlnme sleiis are arbitrary and conventional"
Mr J. Retntoldt, Dis. 10.

IX Technically:

1. Fine Arts: Depending on, or following

tradition and accepted models, irrespective of

the true principles of art
" It i Christian painting! was rigidly traditional, con-

ventional, hien«hical7--!tftfm*n ; lot. Chritt., bk.

xiv., eh. x.

&te. fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p«H»

or, wore, woli, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, full ; try, Syrian, m, m = e. ey - a. qu fcw*
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*2. Old Law: Depending on or arising from
the mutual agreement of the several parties.

"Conventional services reserved by tenures upon
grants, made out of the crown or knights* service."—
Male: Common Law.

If (1) Conventional estates : Those freeholds,

not of inheritance, or estates for life, which are

created by the express acts of the parties, in

contradistinction to those which are legal,

and arise from the operation and construction
of law. (BlacJ.stone & Wharton.)

(2) Conventional obligations : Obligations aris-

ing from the special agreement of the parties,

In contradistinction to natural or legal obli-

gations.

•Con vcn tion-al-i^m, *. [Eng. convention-

al ; -ism.]

1. Any conventional character, system, form,
or ceremony ; anything depending upon con-
ventional rules and precedents.

". . . strengthening conventionalism into irresistible
law."—Aftiman ; Latin Christianity, bk. xiv., ch. x.

2. An adherence to conventional rules and
precedents ; conventionality.

". . . the knowledge thus acquired led to a nobler
conventionalism of treatment . . ."—Daily Telegraph,
Jan. 19, 1382.

*con-ven-tion-al-Ist,8. [Eng. convention-
al; -ist.]

1. One bound by or adhering to a conven-
tion or treaty.

2. One given to conventionality.

«6n-ven-tion-t*r-**-t& s. [Eng. convention-
al ; - My.] A conventional system, habit, form,
or rule ; adherence to conventional rules or
precedents ; conventionalism.

". . . breaks up a whole legion oi conventionalities.

"

—Lamb ; Letter to Coleridge.

t COii-vcn -tiou-al-ize, v.t. [Eng. conven-
tional; -ize.]

1. Ord. Lang.: To make conventional; to
bring under the influence of conventional
rules.

2. Fine Arts: To represent in accordance
with conventional rules.

"Both [leaves and figures] an conventionalised on
the same principle."—Raskin.

c6n veil -tlon-al-1^, adv. [Eng. convention-

al; -ly.)

1. Ord. Lang. : In a conventional manner

;

by tacit agreement ; in accordance with the
rules or ways of society.

" I should huve replied to this question by something
conventionally' vague and polite."— C. Bronte: Jane
Eyre. ch. xi v.

2. Fine Arts: In accordance with conven-
tional rules or precedents ; according to tra-

dition or accepted models.

C$H-V<Sn'-tion-a-r& a. [Eng. convention
;

-ary.\ Acting under or bound by a convention
or express agreement or contract.

"The ordinary coveua.nU of most conventionary
tenants are, to pay due capon and due harvest jour-
neys."—Careto: Survey.

'convention er, s. [Eng. convention;
-er.] One who belongs to or joins in a con-
vention.

COn-ven'-tion-fet, *. [Eng. convention;

-ist.] One who enters Into a convention,
covenant, or contract.

•©dn-venf-me'nt, *. [Eng. convent ; -ment.]

A convention, bargain, or contract.

"... prejudicial or hurtful to our ancient amities
and eonventmenU already concluded, . . "Sir T.

Wyutt, App. N<>. 9. /.';/ the King.

con-veV-tu-al, * con-ven-tu alle, a, ks.
[Fr. conventuel.]

A* As adj. : Pertaining to a convent or
monastery ; monastic.

"The oldest of whom Iiad ueverseen a conventual
garb."—Macaulay : Hat Eng.. ch. vi.

* B. As subst. : A member of a convent or
monastery ; a monk, a nun ; one of the Con-
ventual brethren, % (1).

" And some questid hath arise in the order of Saint
Franclse, betweens the obseruauutes aud y* conven-
tualles.'—Sir T. More : Workes, p. 875.

If (1) Conventual Brethren:

Ch. Hist. : A large section of the Franciscan
Order, consisting of all laxer members who
consented, upon the permission of the pon-
tiffs, somewhat to modify the severe discipline

of the founder. The other sections were called

the Brethren of the Observation, or the

Regular Observantines. They were much more
strict. In 13(18 they were permitted by the

general of their order to separate from the

Conventual Brethren and form a distinct

organisation. (Mosheim : Ch. Hist., cent xiv.,

pt. ii., ch. u., § 34.)

(2) Conventual church : A church attached
to or belonging to a convent or monastery.

" Of vast cathedral or conventual church.
Their vigils kept."

Wordsworth : Excursion, bk. vill.

Conventual mass : The mass said daily for

the community of a religious house, all the
members of which are bound to be present at
the celebration.

c6n-verge\ v.t. A f. [Pr. & Sp. converger;

Port, convergir, from Low Lat. donvergo: Class.

Lat. con = together, and vergo = 1. ((.) to

cause to turn, to incline ; 2. (i.) to incline or
be inclined.]

A. Trans. : To cause to appear from
different directions, aud, if continued suffi-

ciently far, to meet.
" Placing a concave silvered mirror behind the elec-

tric light I con*>eri7e its rays to a focasof ihmling
brilliancy."—Tyndall: trag.qf Sc*enee(3rd.ed.),ix. 232.

B. Intransitive

:

L Of things material: To approach, and, if

continued sufficiently far, to meet.
*' Enaweepiug first

The lower skies, they all at once converge
High to tin.- crown of heaven."

Thomson : Autumn.

2. Ofthings immaterial : To approach.
"... subsequently, as suggested by Vogt, they con-

verged In character. — Darwin : The Descent of Man
(18T1), pi i., ch. vii., vol. L, p. 130.

c6n-ver'~ge'nce, t con-vey-gen-c^, s.

[Fr. convergence; Sp. & Port, convergencia

;

Ital. convergenza, all from Low Lat. convei-

gentia.] [Convergent.] The quality of con-
verging or tending to meet iu a point.

". . . the convergency or divergency of the rays . .
."

—Berkeley : New Theory of Vision, j 36.

C&l-ver'-gent, a. [Fr. convergent ; Sp., Port.,

& Ital. convergente, all from Low Lat. conver-

gent (genit. convergentis), pr. par. of convergo.)

[Converge.]

*L Ord Lang. : Tending towards a point

;

tending to approach each other. (Used of
things material or immaterial.)

". . . directing its convergent curves to heaven."—
Ballam : Lit. of Europe, pt i. , ch. iii., J ».

II. Technically

:

L Alg. £ Arith. : A term applied to certain

series or numbers. A convergent series of
terms or of numbers is one which, continued
ever so far, will not amount to a certain given
number. If 3 be the given number, then such
a series as 3+|+l-KV+i\- '8 convergent, for

all the fractions together will never amount to

8. It is opposed to a divergent series of terms
or numbers, which being infinitely continued
will sooner or later amount to the given
number. [Divergent.]

2. Optics, Ac. : A term used specially (1) of
rays of light which, being continued, will

meet in a focus ; (2) of a lens which will

make the rays thus meet in a focus.

cdn-ver-gen'-ti, in compos. [From Low Lat.
convergens (genit. convergentis) = converging.]

Bot. : A term used only in the subjoined
compound.

convergent! nervose, a. [Mod. Lat.
convcrgenti-nervosus.]

Bot. : A term applied by Link to such en-
dogenous leaves as have the primary nerves
or veins more or less convergent.

cSn-ver'-gl-nerved, a. [Mod. Lat. conver-
ginervis.]

Bot. : A term used when the ribs of a loaf

describe a curve and meet at a point. It is

called also curve-ribbed.

cAn-ver'-ging, pr. par. & a. [Converge, v.]

1. Ord Lang.: (See the verb).

2. Bot. : Connivent, having a gradually in-

ward direction, as in many petals.

con -vers'-a -bio, *con-vers'-i-ble, a.

[Eng. converge); -able.] Fit or qualified for

conversation ; free in talk ; agreeable, commu-
nicative, sociable.

" While young, humane, comtertable, and kind."
Cowper: To Warren Bastings.

* con-vers'-a-ble-ness, s. [Eng. convers-

able ; -ness.]
' The quality of being convers-

able ; agreeableness in conversation, so-

ciability.

"Because of their learning, freedom, and convert-
ableness."'—Richardson : titr V. tiraudisvn, ill. 2»L

* c6n-vers'-a-blyt adv. [Eng. conversable);
•ly.)

1. In conversation, as a language.
". . . speaks it [the pristine Greek] conversably."—

Bowell, bk. L* ! 1, Lett 27.

2. In a conversable mauner ; with agree-
able and sociable manners.

* cim'-vers-ance, • cdn'-vers-an-c^, *.

[Eng. Gonvtrs{e); -tmce, -ancy.] The st;ite or
quality of being conversant ; a habit of fami-

liarity ; familiar intercourse or intimacy.

con vers ant, con'-vers-aunt, *c6n-
vers-auntc, a. & s. [Fr. conversant, pr
par. of 'convener.] [Converse, v.]

A* A* atljective

:

* 1. Living or residing; having one's abode;
resident.

". . . in the cities Bethsaida A Corozatm, must he
be brought up ft be conv*r*aunt."—Jitrype; Ditcourte
of AntU hritt.

* 2. Associatingor keeping company; living

in a state of intimacy and familiarity ; closely

connected, intimate, familiar.
" Convertauntv, to be : convenor. Frequentor, Vtor*

—Buloet.

(1) Followed by among.

(2) Followed by with.

. we were conversant with them, ."_! Sam.
XXV. 16.

3. Having a knowledge of anything acquired
by study, familiarity, intimacy, or long asso-
ciation ; well acquainted.

(1) Followed by with.
" Conversant only vith the ways of men."

Cowper: Retirement.
* (2) Followed by in.

". . . conversant in general services, . . ."—Shaketp. i

Cymbetine, iv. 1.

i. Having relation or converse with ; con-
nected, concerned, or occupied.

* (1) Followed by in.

f (2) Followed by about.

". . . our actions are con rersant about things beset
with iituuy circumstances, . .

."— Hooker : Eccles.
Polity, bk. L, ch. il.

* B. As subst. : One who converses with
another.

• con - vers-ant-ly, adv. [Eng. conversant

;

1. By way of conversation.

2. In a conversant or familiar manner.

cSn-ver-sa'-tlon, * conversation,
* con versa ci-oun, s. [Ft. conversa-

tion; Ital. conversazione; Sp. conversacion,
from Lat. conversatio, from conversor. (Con-

* VERSB, s.]

* 1. The act or state of residing or sojourn-

ing in any place ; residence, dwelling.

* 2. Commerce, intercourse, dealing, traffic.

". . . all tramke and mutual] conversation . .
."—

BacHuyt : Voyages, vol. J., p. 174.

* 3. Close intimacy or familiarity ; intimate
fellowship or intercourse with persons.

"The knowledge of men and manners, the freedom
of habitudes, and conversation with the best company.*
—Dryden,

*4. Intimate knowledge gained by long
study or acquaintance ; a practical knowledge
of things.

(1) Followed by in.

". . . long experience in business and much conver-
satioti in books, . .

."

—

Itacon.

(2) Followed by with.
" By experience and conversation with these bodies,

. .
."— Wooiiwurd.

* 5. Intercourse with one of the opposite

sex ; connection.

* 6. Behaviour or manner of life, conduct,
deportment, habits.

" Let your conversation be as It becometh the gospel
."

—Phil. 1. 17.

7. The act of conversing ; familiar or inti-

mate talk.

"What 1 mentioned some time ago in t-OMt'fi-iafion,

waB not a new thought, . . "Swift.

8. The subject on which persons converse.

* 9. A conversazione.
" Lady Pomfret had a charming conversation once »

week."- Watpole: LetL.i. 171. </>*«*i.)

% Crabb thus discriminates between con-

versation, dialogue, collotivy, and oonfereuee

:

" A conversation iu always something actually

tooll. boy; pout, j<ftrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist. -Ins.

cian, -tian m shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun. -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -clo, &c. = bel, keL
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held between two persons ; & dialogue is mostly
fictitious, and written as if spoken ; any num-
ber of persons may take part in a conversation

;

but a dialogue always refers to tlie two persons
who are expressly engaged : a. conversation may
be desultory, in which each takes his part at
pleasure ; a dialogue is formal, in which there
will always be reply and rejoinder : a conver-

sation may be carried on by any signs besides
words, which are addressed personally to the
Individual present; a dialogue must always
consist of express words : a prince holds fre-

quent conversations vtith his ministers on afTairs

of state ; Cicero wrote dialogues on the nature
of the gods, and many later writers have
adopted the dialogue form as a vehicle for

conveying their sentiments : a conference is a
Bpecies of conversation ; a colloquy is a species
of dialogue ; a conversation is indefinite as to
the subject, or the parties engaged in it ; a
conference is confined to particular subjects
and descriptions of persons ; a conversation is

mostly occasional : a conference is always
specifically appointed : a con rersat ion is mostly
on indifferent matters ; a conference is mostly
on national or public concerns : we have a
conversation as friends : we have a conference
as ministers of state." (Oa66 ; Eng. Synon.)

conversation tube, s. A speaking-tube
(q.v.)-

cfin-ver-sa'-tion-al, a. [Eng. conversation

;

-al.] Pertaining or 'relating to conversation;
done in conversation.

". . . easy, confidential conversational abandon, . .
."

—Thackeray : Book of Snob*, ch. six.

cdn ver sa tion-al ist, s. [Eng. conver-

sational ; -Ut.] One who has superior powers
of conversation.

* con-ver-sa -tioned, o. fEng. conversation

;

-ed.] Of a certain manner, behaviour, or de-
portment ; mannered, conducted.

" Till she be better convertationed.'
Beaum. A Flitch. : The Captain.

•ftdn versa -tion-ism, ». [Eng. conversa-
tion ; -ism.'] An idiom or phrase used in con-
versation ; a colloquialism.

cSn-ver-sa'-tlon-ist, *. [Eng. conversation

;

-ist.] One who has high powers of conversa-
tion.

" Kit-Cat, the famous convertattonltt."
Byron : Don Juan, xlii. 47.

* con-vers'-at-Ive, a. [Formed by analogy
from Lat. conversor.] [Converse, a.] Relating
to public life and society ; not contemplative

;

sociable.

"... she chose to endue him with convenative
Jinalities of youth."

—

Wot!on : Lift of Duke of Buck-
ngham.

con ver sa-zi one (zi as tsi), s. [Ital.]

A meeting of comjiany for conversation, espe-
cially upon literary and scientific subjects.

"... a convertatione, a sort of assembly at the
Klucipal people's house*. . . .'—Oray ; Letter* to hit

other (1740).

% Iii the plural it retains the Italian form.
"These convertasioni [at Florence] resemble our

card-assemblies . . ."—Drttmmond : Travels (1764),

p. 4L

con-verse', v.i. [Ft. converser ; Sp. can-
versar ; Ital. conversarc ; Lat. conversor = to
associate with : con = cum = with, together,
and versor = to be occupied.]

* 1. To live or dwell in a place ; to reside.
" Conuertand In the cite of Bethsuvda."—Bampole

:

Prick* of Com.. 4,197.

* 2. To live, to associate, to be familiar with.

{Of persons. )
M

. . . the sentiments of a person with whom he
converted, . .

."

—

Addison; Freeholder.

* 3. To be familiar or well acquainted with
from long intercourse or study. (Of things.)

" Men then come to be furnished with fewer ur more
simple ideas from without, according as the objects
they converse with afford greater or less variety."—
Isx-ke.

4. To hold intercourse with, to commune.
" Tie, by comparison, an easy task
Earth to despisti : tut, to convene with Heaven—
This is not easy.

Wordsworth : Excursion, bit. iv.

*5. To have dealings, traffic, or intercourse
with.

"... tbey may friendly conuerse * exercise
mutual trafflck together."—Backluyt : Voyage*, to), i.,

p. 169.

* 6. To have sexual intercourse.

7. To convey the thoughts reciprocally by
means of language ; to talk.

" Much less can bird with beast, or fish with (owl,
So well converse." MiUon i P. L.. viii. S95.

8. To discourse easily and familiarly to-

gether ; to chat.

5 It Is followed by with before the i>erson
conversed with, and by on before the subject
talked of.

" We had conversed so often on that subject, . . ."—
Dryden : Dafresnoy.

* con -verse (1), * converse , *. [Con-
verse, v.]

1. Intercourse, association, close and inti-

mate connection, familiarity.

"... a terrestrial converse . .
."—Wanville ; Apol-

Ionia.

2. Conversation ; free and easy interchange
of thoughts*

" Qen'rous convert*, a soul exempt from pride."
Pope: Essay on Crit„ ML

3. Information.
" Much convene do I find In thee."

Wordsworth f To a Butterfly.

4. A point in conversation.
"His lectures of repartee, convene, regales, and a

hundred more unintelligible toperies. "—The Reforma-
Won 0873).

con verse (2), a. &. $. [Lat. conversus, pa.

par. of converto = to turn about : con = cum
= with, fully, and verto = to turn.]

A. As adj. : Turned round, opposite.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. One who has been converted, a convert.

"He comaundide that alle conuers.it tw hethenesse
to the lawe of Israel schuldeu be gaderid."— Wyciiffc i

Paralip., xxli. 3. {Purvey.)

2. The opposite ; the counterpart, the com-
plement ; the reverse, the contrary.

" It is not true (says he) but the convene of the
proposition is true In the utmost latitude, . .

."—
Warburton : Die. Leg., pre! to ed. of 1768.

IL Technically:

1. Geom. : (See extract).
" A proposition Is said to be the convene of another,

when, after drawing a conclusion from something first

proi>oised, we proceed to suppose what hud been before
concluded, and to draw from it «hat had been sup-
posed. Thus, If two sides of a triangle be equal, the
angles op|iosite to those sides are also equal : the con-
vene of the proiKJsitiou is, that if two angles of a
triangle be equal, the sides opposite to those angles are
also equal."—Chamber*.

2. Logic : A proposition that has been con-
verted. [Conversion, % 5.]

" The truth of any proposition implies that of its

illative convene."'—

H

1 hately : Elem. of Logic, bk. IL,
ch. iii., { 5.

* c6n versed , a. [Eng. converge) ; -ed.]

Turned back, reversed.

"Bedlo without the e. what Is it but Oldeh con-
verted t "—Foe : Tale of Ragged Mountain*.

c6n'-ver*e-lJJ, adv. [Eng. converse; -ly.)

The cases being changed the one for the
other ; in reverse order, in a contrary order

;

reciprocally.

"A thing is not seen because it is visible, but con-
versely, visible because It Is seen."

—

Jowett : Plato
fed. 2nd), i. 826. (S.B.D.)

COn-vers'-er, s. [Eng. converge); -er.] One
who converses ; a talker.

* COn-vers'-I-ble, a. [Eng. converge) ; -able.]

Capable of being converted nr made converse.

% For the difference between conversible and
facetious, see Facetious.

con vers -Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Converse,
v.]

A. .v B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

* 1. Intercourse, dealing, association, or
familiarity.

". . . all our convertingt with others, . . .'—Dr. B.
More: Whole Duty of Man, 1 1*.

2. Conversation, talk.

con-ver sion, • con ver-syon, *. [Fr. &
Sp. conversion; Ital. conversion*; Lat. con-
version a turning round, from conversus, pa.
par. of converto.] [Converse, a.]

A* Ordinary Language :

L Literally :

1. The act of turning or changing from one
state into another ; transmutation, change.

2. The state of being turned or changed
from one state into another ; change of func-
tion.

" In considering transitions of organs, tt Is so im-
portant to bear in mind the probability of conversion

u one function to another, . .

o/ Specie* (ed. 1869), ch. vi.
. p. UL

-/Jarsrtn i Origin

11, Figuratively

:

1. The act of changing or turning from one
mode of life, religion, or belief to another.
[B. 5.)

2. The state or condition of being changed
or turned from one mode of life or religion to
another.

B. Technically:

1. Law : The act of appropriating to private)

use, as in trover and conversion.
"Or bring my action of conversion
And trover for my goods."

Butler: Budibrtu, ul 1
2. Ship-building

:

(1) The change of a vessel from one class to
another by a reduction in size, alteration of
rig, Ac.

(2) The cutting—usually with the saw—of
logs of timber into pieces nearly of the shape
required.

3. Logic: The process by which the con-
verse of a proposition is obtained.

*' Convention Is the changing or altering of words in
a proixtsitlon, . . ."— Wilton ; The Arte of Logike. foL

4. Military:

(1) A change of front

(2) The alteration of a muzzle-loading gun
or rifle to breech-loading.

5. Scrip, ot TJieol. : The word conversion
occurs only once in the Bible, but portions of
the verb to convert occur eleven times, and
the substantive convert once. Conversion is

the rendering of the Greek word cn-torpo^r
(epistrophen) = literally (1) a turning about,
(2) a turning towards. Conversio in Latin,
and conversion in English, are the exactly
correspondent words in those languages. The
meaning is that a large number of the Gentiles
had "turned about so as to leave behind
them their belief in the imaginary divinities

of their countrymen and direct their faces

towards Christianity, a spiritual and moral
renovation attending their change of belief.

The verb to convert is used of a change wrought
upon a sinner's heart when he was turned
from his sins to God without any change in
his nominal religious professions ; before and
after his change of heart he remained an
avowed adherent of Judaism (Psalm li. 13).

Of such a change of heart the " law of the
Lord " is an instrument or means (Psalm xix . ),

or the instrumentality may be human (James
v. 19, 20). The change is attended by re]wnt-
ance and forgiveness (Acts iii. 19). It makes
the character child-like, and none but those
who have undergone this change shall enter
the kingdom of heaven (Matt, xviii. 3).

There are synonymous words of the same
meaning; as, for instance, turn in Jer. xxxi.

18, where, for the production of the spiritual
change described, the intervention of the
Divine Being is considered to be needful, and is

sought in prayer (Jer. xxxi. 18). This is the
continual teaching of the New Testament
(John vL 44, xvi. 7—11 ; Acts ii. 2G). Many
theologians call the Divinely-produced spirit-

ual change now indicated conversion. The
17th Article of the Church of England, while
not using the term, clearly describes the idea
embodied under it in the following words :

—

" Wherefore they which be endued with so
excellent a lienefit of God be called according
to God's puriwse by his Spirit working in due
season ; they through Grace obey the calling

:

they be justified freely : they be made the
Sons of God by adoption : they be made like

the image of his only begotten Son Jesus
Christ : they walk religiously in good works,
and at length, by God's mercy, they attain to

everlasting felicity." The teaching of the
Westminster Confession of Faith is conveyed
in less concise language, but the meaning is in

all respects the same. And with these the
teachings of most Protestant confessions
agree.

H (1) Byconversion: [Lat convertendo].

Math. : A term used when, there being four

proportionals, it is inferred that the rirst is to

its excess above the second as the third to its

excess above the fourth.

(2) Centre of conversion :

Mech. : The point in a body about which It

turns as a centre when a force is applied to

any part of it, or unequal forces to its differ-

ent parts. (Ogilvie.)

(3) Conversion of equations

:

Alg. : The reducing of a fractional equation
Into an integral one.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin; mute, cub, cure, unite, cnr. rule, fall; try, Syrian, se, ce = e; ey-a. qu = kw.
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(4) Conversion of proportions

:

Math. : When it is inferred of four propor-

tionals that the first is to its excess over the

second as the third is to its excess over the

fourth : that is, if o : 6 : : c : rf, then by con-

version of proportions a : a-b :: c : c-d.

(5) Conversion ofpropositions

:

Logic : A changing of the subject into the

place of the predicate.

t oin-V©r'-Slon-l8t, a. [Eng. conversion ;

-ist.] Of or pertaining to conversion; con-

verting.

"The New Testament has, of course, been frequently
translated, chiefly for convertionist purposes."—
Academy. Oct 29, 18S1, p. 33a

• COn-vers'-Ive (1), a. [Eng. convers(e), v. ;

•ive.] Conversable, sociable, agreeable.

". . . one deficient in the convertive quality of man."
—Fetltham I Itesotee.t. ii. T&.

* cen-vers'-Ive (2), a. [Eng. convers(e)
t
a. ; -ive.]

1. Passive : Capable of being converted or

changed ; convertible.

2. Active (Hebretv Grammar): A term applied

to the Hebrew letter vau when it is employed
to change the future into the tense of narra-

tion.

Con-vert', v.t. & i. [Fr. & Sp. convertir ; Ital.

convertere ; Lat. convcrto = to turn about : con
= cum = with, fully, and verto m to turn.]

A, Transitive:

L Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

(1) To change physically from one state to

another, to transmute, to transform.

*(2) To change from one position to
another, to turn, to move.

(3) To change into another kind of force or
power equivalent in amount to the first.

"Chemical affinity, It is said, can be converted into
heat and light."—TyndaU: Frag, of Science {3rd ed,),

ill.

2. Figuratively:

(1) To change in character from one state

to another.

(2) To give in exchange for some equiva-
lent ; as, To convert land into money.

(3) To change in manner, conduct, religion,

or mode of life. [II. 5.]
" Anguatine la converted by St Ambrose's sermon,

when he came to it on no such design."—Hammond.

(4) To cause to turn from any course, direc-

tion, or tendency.
" He which converteth the sinner from the errour of

his way, shall save a soul from death, and shall hide a
multitude of sins."

—

James v. 20.

(5) To turn from one use or destination to
another.

(6) To divert from the proper or legitimate

use ; to appropriate. [II. 2.J
" He acquitted himself not like an honest man ; for

he converted the prizes to his own use."

—

ArbtUhnot

:

On Coins.

*(7) To change or turn from one language
Into another ; to translate, to render.

"Which story [Berenice] then presently celebrated
by Calllinachus, in a most elegant poeme, Catullus
more elegantly converted."—8. Jonson.

XL Technically

:

1. Logic : To change one proposition into
another, so that what was the subject of the
first becomes the predicate of the second.

2. Law: To appropriate to private use.

P. 2, (6).]

8. Ship-building : To alter in size, character,

or rig.

4. Mil. : To alter a muzzle-loading gun or
rifle to breech-loading.

" Some cast-iron smooth-bore guns are still converted
for the Governmenf—CasselCs Technical Educatort

pt 1L, p. 218.

5. Theol. : To produce in an individual the
spiritual change described under Conversion,

P. 6.

* B. Intransitive

:

1. To turn round.
" Ihesu conuertid ai

John 1. 38.

2. To be turned or directed.

seith to hem,"— Wycliffe

:

"The public hope
And eye to thee converting."

Thornton : Winter, 39.

3. To be converted or changed ; to suffer or
undergo a change or transmutation.

(o) Of material things

:

" The7 rub out of it a red dust which converteth into
.'—Sandy : Travels.

(o) Of immaterial things :

" The love of wicked men converts to fear.*

Shakesp. : Richard II., v. 1.

con -vert, s. & a, [Convert, v.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. One who is converted or brought over
from one opinion or practice to another.

2. In the same sense as II. 1.

IL Technically :

1. Theol. : One who is converted from one
religion to auother, especially from any false

religion to Christianity.

"The Jesuits did not persuade the converts to lay
aside the use of i mages. "—Stillingjleet : Defence of Dis-
course on Rom. Idol.

* 2. Eccles. : A lay member of a religious

order ; one who has turned from the world to

religion in adult life, as distinguished from
those brought up from childhood in a re-

ligious house.
* B, A s adj. : Converted to the true religion

.

". . . circumcising the convert Gentiles, .
.*

—

Locke: Galatlnns, ch. if., note 2.

*U Crabb thus discriminates between convert
and proselyte : "Convert is more extensive in

its sense and application than proselyte : con-

vert in its full sense includes every change of

opinion, without respect to the subject
;

proselyte in its strict sense refers only to
changes from one religion to another. . . .

Conversion is a more voluntary act than
proselytism ; it emanates entirely from the
mind of the agent, independent of foreign in-

fluence ; it extends not merely to the abstract
or speculative opinions of the individual, but
to the whole current of his feeliugs and spring
of his actions : it is the conversion of the heart

and soul. Proselytism is an outward act, which
need not extend beyond the conformity of one's
words and actions to a certain rule : convert

is therefore always taken in a good sense ; it

bears on the face of it the stamp of sincerity :

proselyte is a term of more ambiguous meaning

;

the proselyte is often the creature and tool of a
party ; there may be many proselytes where
there are no converts." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

c6n-vert -ed, a. (Convert, v.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : Changed from one state to another,
transmuted, transformed.

2. Fig. : Changed in manners, religion, or
opinions. [II. 2.]

IX Technically:

1. Ship-building : Changed from one class to

another byan alteration in size, character, orrig.

2. Mil. : Applied to a gun or rifle changed
from a muzzle-loader to a breech-loader.

3. Theol. : Having undergone the spiritual

change described under Conversion, B. 6

(q.V.J.

con -vert-end, 5. [Lat. convertendus = to be
converted.]
Logic : Sir W. Hamilton's name for a propo-

sition to be converted.

con-vert'-er, c6n-vert'-dr, *. [Eng. con-

vert; -er.]

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Gen. : One who or that which changes or
converts anything from one state to another.

2. Spec. : One who converts others to the
true religion.

"... the zealous converters of souls, . .
."

—

Bp.
Taylor, vol. 1., ser. 1.

IL Steel-making: An iron retort In which
molten iron is exposed to a blast of air, the
oxygen of which burns out the carbon and
some other impurities of the iron ; a subse-
quent addition to the charge makes a further
chemical change, and the result is a grade of
steel. It is used in the Bessemer process.

(Knight.)

Con-vert-I-biT-I-tjr, s. [Eng. convertible

;

My.]

1. The quality of being convertible ; capa-

bility of being converted.
" The convertibility of natural forces consists solely

in transformations of dynamic into potential, and of
potential into dynamic energy, which are incessantly
going on."—TyndaU : Frag, of Science (8Td ed. I, i. 28.

2. Capability of being exchanged for other
things.

cin-vert'-I-Me, a. [Eng. convert; -able.]

1. Capable of being converted or changed
from one state into another.

" Minerals are not convertible into another specie*,
. . ."—Harvey.

2. Capable of being applied to any use.

"... what were the written memorials, convertible
to the use of the historian."— l.euns : Crvd. Early
Roman Bitt. (1865), oh. lv., J 7, voL L. p. 1S2.

3. So exactly correspondent in diameter or
power that one may be used for another ; ca-
pable ofbeing logically converted ; equivalent

11
. . . the law, and the opinion of the judge, are not

always convertible t*rms, . .
."—lilackstone : Comment..

vol. I., Introd,, fS.

If Followed by with before that with which
anything so exactly corresponds.

**.
. . the speciflck essence, to which our name be-

longs, and is convertible with it"

—

Locke.

i. Interchangeable; capable of being
changed one for the other ; as, 6, p, and/ are
convertible letters.

5. Capable of being exchanged for anything
else.

* con-vert'-i-ble-ne'ss, ». [Eng. convertible;
-ness, ] The quality of being convertible ; con-
vertibility.

c6n-vert'-i-bl& adv. [Eng. convertible);
-ly.\ By conversion or interchange ; inter-

changeably, reciprocally.

c6n-vert'-Injr, pr.par.
t
a., & s. [Convert, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <& partkip, adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Lit. : The act of changing from one state

to another ; conversion.

2. Fig. : The act of changing in opinion,
religion, &c.

IL Technically:

1. Shipbuilding : The changing In class of
a vessel by alteration in size, character, orrig.

2. Mil. : The act or process of changing a
muzzle-loading gun or rifle into breech-load-
ing.

3. Theol ; The same as Conversion, B. 6
(q.V.)

converting-furnace, s. A furnace for

converting wrought-iron into steel. The pro-
cess is as follows : The bars of iron are cut by
shears to the required length and are placed
in layers in a flat, narrow furnace, with inter-

vening layers of pounded charcoal. Above the
alternate strata of iron and charcoal is a cover-

ing of ferruginous earth. The mass being
heated, the carbon is in some way absorbed by
the iron, which is converted into steel. This
is known as Cementation (q.v.). The result-

ing blister steel, so called from the blisters

formed by bubbles of gas which were eliminated
during the process of conversion, is then cut
up, reheated and hammered, and becomes
shear steel. Blister steel, cut up, heated in

crucibles, poured into moulds, and the ingots

hammered into shape, becomes cast-steel.

(Knight)

* Con-vert'-ISt, *. [Eng. convert; -i$t.] A
convert.

* cdn'-vert-ite, s. [Eng. convert ; -iJe.] A
convert. (Shakesp. : King John, v. 1.)

* con veth. * cone vcthe, * cun-veth,
* cune-vethe, s. -[Ir. coinmeadh, from
condmed = billeting.] A burden upon land
in Scotland under the Celtic kings. (N.E.D.)

(See extract.)
"Conveth . . . came to sifmify a night's meal or

refection given by the occupiers cf the laud to their
superior when passing through his territory.''

—

Skene; Celtic Scotland, ili. 233.

con vex, a. & s. [Fr. convexe; Sp. convejeo

;

Port, convexo ; Ital. convesso, all from Lat.

convexus - (as subst.) a periphery, (as adj.)

carried round, rounded off, vaulted, from con-

veho = to carry or bring together : con = toge-

ther, and veho - to carry, to convey.]

A. As adj. : Curved in such a way that the
projecting portion is in the direction of the

spectators eye. It is opposed to concave

(q.v.). It is used of a lens, of the surface of a

sphere, &c.
" The convex or outbowed side of a reasell will hold

nothing."—Bp. Ball: An Holy Panegyricke.

B. As subst. : A body swelling externally

into a curve. (Used of a lens, of the surface

of a globe, of a shield, &c.)
" Ten zones of brass its ample brim surround ;

And twice ten Injases the bright convex crown'd."
Pope : Homer's IHud. bk. xf., 1. 4S. 46.

* COJa'-vexed, a. [Eng. convex; -ed.] Made
of a convex form.

bSH, hft; p«$ut, Jtftrl; cat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xcnophon, exist, ph = $
-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, -*ion = shun : -tion, sion = shiin. -dons, -tious, siouev shus. -ble, -die. &c. * bel. del.
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Oon vex ed-ly, adv. [Eng. convened; -ly.]

In a convex form.

t con-vex -ed-ness, $. [Eng. convened ;-n«*.]
The quality of being convexed or convex,
couvexness, convexity.

•im-vex'-i-t^, s. [Fr. convexiU; Sp. con-

vexidad; Port, convexidade ; Ital. convessiia,

all from Lat. convex itas.] [Convex.] The
quality of being convex ; curvature, the pro-
jecting being in the direction of the spectator's
eye.

"... the very convexity of the earth."—Bentley.

C&n'-vex-lf, adv. [Bug. convex; -ly.} In a
convex form.

" Convex/y conical."—Qrnt : Mutatum.

con-vex-ness, *. [Eng. convex; ness.] The
quality of being convex, convexity.

con-vex -6, in com;**. [Eng., <tc. convex, and
o connective.] Convex.

convexo-concave, a. Convex on one
aide and concave on the other, like a watch-
glass. A lens of this form is called also a
meniscus.

" These are the phenomena of thick convexo-concave
plate* of glass, . . ."—A'etoton.

t convexo-convex, a. Convex on both
sides. The same as Doubly convex.

t convexo-plane, a. Convex on one
aide and plane on the other. The same as
Plano-convex.

con-vey, *con-vaye, *con-vcie, *con-
veyen, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. conveier, convoier

;

Ital. convoiare, convoglutre ; Sp. convoyar, from
Low Lat. convio = to accomi»any on a road :

Lat. con, = cum = with, together, and via =
• rood.] (Convoy.]

A* Transitive:

L Ordinary Language;

1. Literulfy:

(1) To carry, to transport from one place to
another.

14 Those galleon* . . . had neTer conveyer/ so precious
a freight from the West Indies to Seville."—Ma-
canity : Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

(2) To remove secretly.

"... there was one eowMwedout of my house yes-
terday in this basket . . ."—Skakeip. : Merry Wives of
Windsor, iv. 3L

(3) To cause to pass by any channel ; as, To
convey water by pipes.

2. Figuratively:
* (1) To conduct or escort a person on his

way.
"The kynge hym conveyed and gretly hym honoured."

Merlin, I. ii. 44.

* (2) To steal, to carry off. (Slang.)
" * Convey,' tl»e vise it call."

Shaketp. : Merry Wives, L &
* (3) To pass or hand on to another, to

transfer. [II.]

(4) To cause to pass from one place to
another ; to transmit ; to act as a medium in
carrying from one place to another ; as, The
air conveys sound.

** And mists in spreading streams convey
More freah tlie fumes of new-shorn h»y."
Warton; On the Approach of Summer, Ode IL

(5) To impart, to communicate.
" It is the province of the historian, for instance, to

convey iuforuKtt ion by turans of buig-uage, . . ."

—

Wioilely: Element* of Logic, bk. ii, eh. i., 1

1

(6) To act as a medium in communicating
or imparting anything ; as, Words convey ideas.

"... there appears not to )>e any ideas in the mind,
before the senses nave conveyed any in, . .

."

—

Locke.

t (7) To introduce, to cause to enter.

(S) To give rise to, to cause ; as, To oonvey
an impression.

* (9) To manage with privacy or secrecy.
"I wUi . . . convey the business as I shall And

means, . .
."—Shake*/*. : king Lear, i. 2.

IX Law : To transfer property ; to pass a
title to anything from one person to another
by deed, assignment, or otherwise.

* B. Reflex. : To conduct one's self, to
behave, to manage.

" Hugh Capet . . .

Convey a himself ae heir to the Ladt- LIngare."
S\ake*p. : Henry V., L 1C Intransitive

:

* 1. To act as a thief, to steal.

convexedly—conviction

2. To give rise to an impression, belief, or
opinion

; to suggest, to imply.

•tf For the difference between to convey and
to bear, see Bear,

* con-vey, s. [Convoy.] A convoy, an escort.

t con-vey-a-ble, a. [Eng. convey; -able.]

Capable of "being conveyed or transferred;
transferable.

con-vey -ance, * oon-vel-ance, * con-
velgh aunce, *con-vey-aunce,«\ [Eng.
convey ; -ance,]

A. Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

1. The act of conveying, carrying, or trans-
porting anything from one place to another

;

carriage, transference.
" Maddt quick conveya nee with her good aunt Auue.

"

Shaketp : Richard lit., iv. 4.

2. The act of causing to pass from one place
to another by any channel.

"... the canuetghawice of more water to the eitee."—fa'iyan. vol. ii.. an. 1MT.

3. The means, instrument, or vehicle in
which anything is conveyed or transported
from one place to another ; a carriage.
"... bethink you of some conveyance . . ."—

Shakesp. : Merry Wive*, lif. S.

IL Figuratively:

1. The act of conveying or transmitting by
a medium from one place to auother.
"... tradition is no infallible way of conveyance
'—Stiliingjtcet, vol iv., Ser. 1

* 2. The act of transmitting, handing down,
or passing on anything ; transmission. [B.]
"... the descending and conveyance down of

Adam's monarchical power, . . ."—Locke.

3. A means or way for carriage or transpor-
tation.

"Following the river downward, there is conveyance
Into the countries named in the text."—Raleigh ; Hist.
World.

t 4. The act or process of imparting or com-
municating.

"... the best and safest conveyance of the memory
of events to posterity."— Warburton ; Divine Legation,
bk. vi., | a.

t 5. The medium or channel by which any-
thing is conveyed or communicated.

* 6. Secret or cunning management or con-
duct.

* 7. Jugglery, trickery.

"Can they not juggle, and with slight,
eplay »•'

B. Law:

Conveyance play with wrong and right?'*
Butler: uudibra*.

1. The act of transferring property ; the
passing a title to anything from one person to
another by deed, assignment, Arc.

2. The writing or document by which pro-
perty is conveyed.

©on-vey-anc-er, s . [Eng. conveyance) ; -er.]

A lawyer whose profession it is to draw up
deeds for the conveyance of property.

"... by fraud of conveyancer*."—Sir W. Temple

:

Introd. Hist. England.

con-vey -anc-Ing, a. & *. [Eng. convey-

anc(e); -ing.]

A. As adj. : Applied to a lawyer who draws
up conveyances, as opiwsed to one who prac-
tises in the eourts.

B. Assubst: Tlie act or profession of draw-
ing up conveyances or deeds for the conveying
of property; of investigating the title of tlie

vendors of any property, ami of drawing deeds
and contracts for tlie definition and protection
of the rights or liabilities of individuals.

con-veyed , pa. par. or a. [Convey.]

convey er, s. [Eng. convey; -er.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. One who conveys or carries anything from
one person or place to another.

2. One who transmit* or causes anything
to pass from one place to another.

"The conveyer* of waters .. ."—Brerewood : On
Language*.

t3. Any medium or channel for the convey-
ance or transmission of anything.

". . . those organs of the body which are the imme-
diate conveyer* of all our ideas. —Law : Enquiry, cb. i.

* 4, A thief, a robber.

* 5. An impostor, a juggler, a cheat
" What say ye of this crafty conveyer / . .

."—Tym-
dail • Workes, p. 128.

IL Mech.: A mechanical means of carrying
objects.

con-vey'-lng, pr. par., a., & s. [Convey, v.")

A. <v B. As pr. par. tfc ixtrticlp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. Assubst. : Tlie act of carrying or trans-
mitting anything from one place to another;
conveyance.

* con-vi-ci-ate, v.i. [Lat. convlciatus, pa,

par. of convicior - to abuse, to clamour at.]

To clamour, to raise a clamour or outcry, to
rail, to revile, to abuse.

"... it is an easy tiling for men so resolved, to
convictate, instead of accusing. "—State Trials: Aba.
Laud, au. 1*40-4.

* con-vX-ciji'-I-ty, *. [Pref. con, and Eng.

vicinity (q.v.).] The quality of being neigh-
bouring neighbourhood, vicinity.

". . . the coiificiniry and contiguity of the two
parishes."— Wotton : Mitt, of KUhiUtgton, p. 18.

* cdn-vr-cioua, * con-vi-cyous, a. [Lat.
convici(uiii)— abuse, reproach ; Eug. adj. suff.

-ous.] Reproachful, abusive.
"... theae ron»ictont words.— jiapist, or papistical,

heretike. seisiuntike, or saemuientarie, . . ."

—

l^ueen
slluttiteth : injunctions, *c, an. 155V.

cdn-vicf, *con-vyct, v.t. [Lat. eonvictus,
pa. par. of convinco.\ [Convince.]

1. To prove guilty In a court of law, to de-
tect, to bring a charge home to a perns.

" Two only of the Merry Buys, as they were called,
were convicted . . ."—Jiucautay ; Hist. Eng., ch. xii.

2. To find a verdict of guilty against any
person after the hearing of evidence.

" The jury convicted the whole of the accused, . . ."

—Daily Telegraph, Jan. 12, 1W2.

*!| It Is now followed by of before the crime
charged, but formerly fur was ahso used.
Rarely followed by an infinitive.

"... w« had been convicted to have undertaken so
many toilefull paUiesaud ptreht . . ."—Holland: Am-
miunm, p. 91.

*3. To conviuce of sin ; to cause the con-
science to prick any one.

"And they which beard it. being convicted by their
own conscience, went out one by one."—John viiL ».

t4. To prove, to demonstrate, to show
clearly by proof or evidence.

" And free from bias, must approve the choice
Convict* a man fanatic in the extreme.

"

Cotvper : Conversation.

* 5. To confute, to prove false.

* 6. To doom to death or destruction.
"A whole armado of convicted sail."

Shakvy. : King John, Hi. 4.

* 7. To doom or sentence to any jwiiaHy.
"... con ii let to eteraa.} damnation by the law, . .

."

—Tyndall : Worke*. p. 380.

* con-vict; * con-vycte, pa. par. or a. [Lat.
convictns, pa. i>ar. ol convinoo,} [Convince.]
Convicted, found guilty.

" By the civil law, a person convict, or confessing hi*
own crime, cannot apiwal."— .t ylijfe : Purergon.

^ A convict recusant: One that hath been
legally presented, indicted, and convict for

refusing to come to Church to hear tlie Com-
mon prayer, according to the statutes.
(Blount.)

con'-vlct, s. [Convict, v.]

* 1. A verdict of a jury finding a prisoner
guilty ; a conviction.

"... the pretendit convict, decreit, a dome gevin
in the Justice court . . .'—Acts Mary, 1M7 (ed. isl4|.

pp. 566, 577.

2. A person found guilty of a crime ; a con-
victed criminal.

"... the civil law allows a certain space of Urns
both to the convict and to persons confessing, . .

."—
Aylife: Purergon.

3. A criminal undergoing penal servitude.

*tf For the difference between convict and
crimimd, see Criminal.

con-v£ot'-Sd, pa.jxir. or a. [Convict, ».J

* 1. Convinced, jtersuaded.

2. Found guilty, condemned.

* con-vicf-i-ble, a. [Eng. convict; -able.]

Capable of being convicted. {Ask.)

con-vict ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Convict, v.)

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As suhst. : Tlie act of proving or declaring
guilty of any charge ; conviction.

con-vic'-tion, s. (Fr. conviction; 8p. con-

viction; Ital. convinzione; Lat. convictio, from
convictus, pa. par. of convinco.] [Convict.]

1. The act of finding guilty of any crime
before any legal tribunal.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wit, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p6t»

or. wore, wolf* work, who, son ; mate, cnb, cure, unite, oar, rale, full ; try, Syrian, se, 09 - e. ey = a. an = hw.
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"Conviction to the serpent none belong."
Milton ; P. L., X 82.

8. The act or process of convincing or fully

persuading.
"Doebt wehli prewnoa, when he now appears

T

Then hear convfction."
Pope: Bomer's Odyssey, hit- xxiil., 1.72-3.

8. The st.ite of being found guilty of any
crime by a legal tribunal.

"... convUtion may accrue two way* . .
."—Black-

Stone: Commentarien. ok. iv., ch. xxvii.

4. A record nr list of cases or persons In

which verdicts of guilty have been found by a

legal tribunal.

5. The state of being convinced or fully

persuaded.
** And Blanche's *on? convictttm brouunt

'

Scott : Lady of the Lake. iv. M.

& A strong belief or persuasion resting on
what appears to be indisputable grounds.

"And did you presently fall under the power of this

Conviction t"~Bnnyan: P.P., pt. i

% Crabb thus distinguishes between convic-

tion and persuasion : " What convince* binds ;

what persuades attracts. We convince by ar-

guments ; it is the understanding which de-

termines : wo are persuaded by entreaties and
personal influence; it is the imagination or

will which decides. Our conviction respects

•olely matters of belief or faith ; our permasinn
respects matters of belief or practice : we are

convinced that a thing is true or false ; we are

pervaded that it Is oither right or wrong,
advantageous or the contrary. A person will

have half effected a thing who is convinced

that it is in his power to effect it ; he will be

easily persuaded to do that which favours his

own interests. Conviction respects our most
Important duties ;

persuasion is applied to

matters of indifference. The first step to true

repentance is a thorough conviction of the

enormity of sin." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

t OOn'-vIct-Isni, s. [Eng- convict; -ism.} The

convict system ; the system of transportation

of convicts to penal settlements.

"The evils of convtctism."— W. ffourttt.

• ©in-vict'-Ive, a. fEng. convict; -ive.]

Having the power or quality of convincing;
persuasive, convincing.

". . . the most clow and eonvictive method that
may be."—Dr. B. More: Antidote against Idolatry;

Pref.

" ©Sn-vtct'-ive-ltf. adv. [Eng. eonvictive

;

-ty.l lu a eonvictive or convincing manner;
convincingly.

•cfcn-vIct'-fVe-ne'ss, s. [Eng. eonvictive;

-ness.\ The quality of being eonvictive or

convincing ; the power of convincing.

oen vince', v.t. & i. [Lat. convtneo = to over-

come by proof : con « cum = with, fully, and
vinco = to conquer ; Ital. convincere ; Sp. oon-

vencer ; Fr. convaincre.]

A* Transitive

:

* 1. To overcome, to subdue, to master.

* 2. To exceed, to suri»ass, to defeat.

* 3. To convict, to prove guilty of, to bring

ft Charge home to any one.

"Wlilchof yon convinceth meat sin?"—JohnvlU. 46.

* 4. To confute ; to prove the falsity of any
statement or projiosition.

*'.
. . he <y>wtincc<l the text* of Scriirture whlche

Batau had falsely cyted, . . ."—Udal : Luke, ch. 3.

* 5, To demonstrate or prove to conviction ;

to evince, to manifest.

"The holy suit which fain It would convlstre."

Ohakcsp, ; Love's Labour's Lost, V. 2.

6. To persuade to conviction ; to compel
any one by reasoning to acknowledge a con-

tested point.

"Such proofs ... as mlaht enable them to convince
OQier3."—Atterbury, vol. ui., serai. 7.

(1) Followed by cf.

". . , I have all this while been endeavouring to
0»mvMcs tueii of, . . ."—Tiliotwon.

(2) Followed by a clause.
" Such marks . . . as may convince them that it la

truly divine."—Bard: Works, voL vi., aertu. 2.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To carry conviction, to afford proof.

"Now rou look finely imleed, Win 1 this cap does
convince,—Ben Jonson : Barth. Fair, i. 1.

t. To persuade to conviction, to satisfy the

mind by evidence.

©An-vlnced , pa. par. or a. [Convince.]

*o£n-vlnoe'-ment,s. [Eng. convince; -ment.)

The act of convincing ; conviction.

cdn-vlnc-er, s. [Eng. convince); -er.]

* 1. One who or that which manifests or

proves.

"The divine light now was ouly a convtneer at his

miscarriages."- J/or« : Moral Cabbala, ch. iit

2. One who convinces or persuades.

* o6n-vInc,

-i-ble, a. [Eng. convinc(e); -able.]

1. Capable of being convinced or persuaded ;

open to conviction.

2. Capable of being refuted or disproved ;

refutable.

". . . wh<t uncertainties, and also convtncible falsi-

ties, . .
."—Browne ; Vul;rar Errottrs, bk. Hi., ch. lx.

con vino -liig\ a. [Eng. convince) ; -ing.]

1. Persuading, satisfying ; carrying convic-

tion ; conclusive.

"To give them such convincing proofs."—More:
Antidote against Atheism, oh. ii

* 2. Confuting or disproving ; refuting.

•jf For the difference between convincing and
conclusive, see Conclusive.

con vinc'-ing-l$f, adv. [Eng. convincing;

-ly.] In a convincing or eonvictive manner;
bo as to produce conviction.

t con-vine -Ing-ness, s. [Eng. convincing

;

-ness.J The quality of being convincing; the

power of producing conviction.

* con-vi'-tious, a. [Convtciotjs.]

* c&n-viv'-Al, a. & s. [Lat convivalis.)

A* As adj. : Of or pertaining to a feast, fes-

tive, convivial. [Convive.]
" The same was a convival dish."—Browne I Vulgar

Errours, bk. iii., ch. xxv.

B. As subst. : A guest. (Sandys : Travels,

p. 78.) (Davies.)

* cdn-vive', v.i. [Lat. convivo = (1) to live

together, (2) to feast together : con = cum —
with, together, and tuw — to live.] To feast

together, to be convivial. (Shakesp. : Troilus

& Crtssida, iv. 5.)

* cdn'-VlVO, s. [Lat. conviva = & guest.] A
guest at a banquet.

" The ravished convives' tongues it courted."
Beaumont .' Psyche, c. x., f 211.

con-viv'-l-al, a. [Lat. convivialis, from eon-

vivium = a banquet.]

1. Of things : Relating or pertaining to a
feast, festive, social.

" Which feasts, convivial meetings we did name."
ihniwm.

2. Of persons: Jovial, merry.
" Tour social and convivial spirit . . ."—Dr. Newton.

% Crabb thus discriminates between con-

vivial and social: "The prominent idea In

convivial is that of sensual indulgence ; the
prominent idea in social is that of enjoyment
from an intercourse with society. Convivial

is a species of the social ; it is the social in

matters of festivity. What is convivial is

social, but what is social is something more ;

the former is excelled by the latter as much as

the body is excelled by the mind. We sj«ak
of convivial meetings, convivial enjoyments or

the convivial board; but social intercourse,

social pleasure, social amusements, and the

like." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* cin-viv'-J-al-lst, s. [Eng. convivial ; -ist.\

A person of convivial habits or disposition.

o&t-vlV-l'-iU -I-tys s - [Formed as if from a
Lat. convivialitas, from convivialis.]

1. A disposition to convivial habits.

"... he sacrificed too much to conviviality . . ."—
Cotoper : The Cock-fighter's Garland.

2. The mirth or merriment indulged in at
convivial gatherings.

" These extemporaneous enteitaiumenta were often
productive of greater conviviality."~Malone : Life of
Sir J, ileynoUU, p. 51.

t Oon'-VO-cate, v.t. [From Lat convocatum,

the supine of couooco = to convoke, to call

together : can = together, and voeo = to call.]

To call together, to assemble.

"That authority, which . . . did at that tluiecowso-

cate cdiiiicils"— Taylor : Liberty of Prophesying, f i.

cSn-vo-ca'-tion, *. [Fr. cojiwoca/iow ; Prov.
conuocaiio; Sp. convocation; Port, convocacdo

;

Ital. convocazione, all from Lat. convocatio

(geuit. convocationis) m a calling together.]

[Convoke.]

L Ordinary Language:

1. The act of calling together, the state of

being called together.

2. That which is called together, a meeting,

an assembly.

(1) Lit. (Of persons)

:

"... societies, lodges, convocations, and meetings
without uuiuU'i-."—t,ol<is>nith .- Essays, t.

(2) Fig. (Of Vie inferior animals, or any
thing)

:

" Not where he eats, but where he is eaten : a certain
coiiiwvi^oft of politic worms are e'en at him."—
Shaketp, : Bamlet. iv. &

JJ, TecJinicaUy:

1. Jewish archtvol. : A stated festival or any
other day on which the people were divinely

summoned together. On those days, as a
rule, no servile work was done.

". . . concerning the feasts of the Lord, which ye
shall proclaim to he holy convocations, . . .""-Lee.

xxiii. 2

2. Eccles.: An assembly of the clergy.

Specially the name given to either of two such
gatherings, the one termed the Convocation
of Canterbury, or simply Convocation, the

other the Convocation of York. The Convo-
cation in the 16th century having recognised

that the king's majesty justly and rightfully

is and ought to be the supreme earthly head
of the Church of England, the king in that

capacity has the prerogative of calling convo-
cation together, which is done at the com-
mencement of each session of Parliament.

To a certain extent, the Convocation of Canter-

bury to itself framed on the Parliamentary
model. It has two Houses, the Upper one
(representing the Lords), consisting solely of

bishops presided over by the Archbishop;
the Lower one, the deans, the archdeacons,

and proctors (the last-named officers being
designed to represent the inferior clergy,

and to present an analogy to the House of

Commons). The Convocation of York less

closely resembles Parliament, for it has only

a single house. In mediaaval times, Convoca-
tion was a much greater power than now.
When the clergy of all degrees managed to

exempt themselves from the general taxation

of the country levied in the ordinary way.
Convocation was required to assess the clerical

body for the expenses of the civil govemmept,
and some have contended that this was origin-

ally its only function. Others, however, have

been assigned to it, especially the enactment
of canon law, and the examination and cen-

sure of heretical books or individuals. By
25 Henry VIII., c. 19, Convocation was pro-

hibited from making any canon or ordinance

which was opposed to the king's prerogative,

or to the laws, customs, and statutes of the

realm. By 16 & 17 Charles II., c. 1, passed in

1065, the clergy as well as the laity were
required to pay their quota of taxes together,

and the former were discharged from all obliga-

tion regarding the subsidies levied by Convo-
cation. In 1716, the remaining privileges were

taken away, and for a long time afterwards

it remained almost in a state of susiiended

animation, being no sooner called together at

the commencement of each session of Parlia-

ment then it was prorogued before it could

do any business, in 1S54, an effort began to

revive Convocation and give it real power of

dealing with ecclesiastical matters, but both
parties in Parliament are opposed to such a

revolution. However, In February, 1872, they

allowed the clergy to deliberate on alterations

in the liturgy, and' embodied them in an Act
on 5th of March of the same year.

3. Tin-miJiiuo : The same as Cokvocators
(q.v.)-

con vi-ca -tion-al, o. [Eng. convocation;

•al.] Pertaining to a convocation in general,

or in particular to the ecclesiastical synod so

designated. [Convocation, II. 2.]

* c5n-v6-ca'-tion-Ist, s. [Eng. convocation

;

-ist.} One who supports convocation ; an ad-

vocate for the revival of the powers of Convo-

cation.

cfin'-vi-ca-tor^ s. pi. [Lat.] The parliament

of tinners. All Stannary laws are enacted b\

the several convocations. (WeaU.)

con vdke', v.t. [Fr. convoquer; Prov., Sp., &
Port, convocar; Ital. convocare, from Lat. con-

voco~to call together, to summon : from con.

— cum = together, and wco = to call, to in-

vite.] To call or summon together, to assem-

ble. Used—
1. Lit. (Of persons):

"Writuconi-oJWrt^a Parliament"—Macaulay : Hist.

tng„ xli.

2. Fig. (Of things): (Wordsworth : Excursion.)

bSh. bc^; ptfut, Jtftrl: eat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; Bin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Bog.

-clan, -tiac = anon, -tlon, -sion shun ; -tion, -fion zhun. -tious, -sious. -clous 4 gnus. blc, -die, &c = bel, del.
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•f To convoke is to call together by authority,
to summon ; to invite is simply to request.

cdn-voked', pa. par. A a. [Convoke, v.]

con-vo -lting, pr. par. A a. [Convoke, v.]

con vo lut«, con -vo- lu-ted, a. A s. [Lat.
convolutus, pa. par. of convolvo = to roll to-
gether, to roll round.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ord. Lang. ; Rolled together, rolled round.

H. Technically:

h Bot. {Of petals, leaves, <£c): Wholly rolled
up in another of the same kind. [Convolu-
tive.]

2. Zool. : In the same sense. (Used of bones,
membranes, Ac.)

5 Convolute vernation:

Bot. : Vernation in which one margin is

rolled up towards the midrib, as in grasses
and bananas.

B. As subst. : That which is rolled up, as in
a ball. (De Quincey : System of the Heavens.)

•5n-V&-lu"-tion, 5. [From Lat. convolutus,
pa. jar. of convolvo.] [Convolve.]

X. Ordinary Language:

1. The act of rolling anything upon itself
or round ; the state of being so rolled.

" O'er the calm sky. In convolution iwift,
The feather'd eddy float* . . ."

Thornton: Autumn.
2. The twists or folds of anything rolled

about itself or round.

II. A not. (PI.): Numerous smooth and
tortuous eminences on the surface of the
cerebral hemispheres, marked off from each
other by deep furrows. The former are some-
times called gyri, and the latter are named
anfractuosities or sulci. As a rule the depth
of a convolution exceeds its thickness. The
dividing Assures are about half an inch deep.
Each has received a name ; thus there are the
angular, the marginal, the supra-marginal, the
hippocampal, and various other convolutions.

"Their ekulbi are •mailer, and the convolution* of
the brain are lew complex than iu normal men."—
Ihirwin : Descent of Man (1871J, pt L, ch. iv., voL L,
p. 121.

9&n'-v6-lu-tlve, a. [Mod. Lat. convolutivus.]

Bot. : The same as Convolute (q. v.).

Convolve , v.t. [From Lat. convolvo = to roll
together : con = together, and volvo = to roll.]

To roll together.
" Huge trui j .ca ! and each particular trunk a growth
Of intertwisted fibres serpentine
Upcoiling, and inveterately convolved.'

Wordtworth: Few-tree*.

odn-volved
, pa. par. A a. [Convolve.]

C<m-v6lv'-Ing, pr. par. A a. [Convolve.]

con-volv u-la -c£-», s.pl. [Lat. convolvu-
lus (q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -aceo:.]

Bot. ; An order of perigynous exogens,
placed by Lindley in his alliance Solanales.
The species are generally twining and milky
{mints, though some are erect bushes. The
eaves are often undivided. There are no
stipules. Inflorescence axillary or terminal

;

the partial i>eduncles, when any exist, gene-
rally in the form of two bracts. Corolla,
monopetalous, deciduous ; the limb flve-lobed,
plaited ; stamens five ; ovary simple, with
two or four cells, rarely with one; ovules
few, erect ; style one, generally divided at the
top into as many segments as the cells of the
ovary ; capsule one to four celled, succulent
or capsular. Very common in all parts of
the tropics, rarer in cold countries. The
roots abound in a milky juice, which is
strongly purgative. It is the active principle
in Jalap (Convolvulus Jalapa), Scamtnony (C.
Scamvwiiia), Ac. [Convolvulus, Jalap,
Bcammony.] Batatas edulis is the Sweet

I
Potato. [Batatas.] There are two tribes or
sections of the order: Convolvuleae, with the
carpels consolidated, and Dichondres?, with
them distinct. There are forty-six genera
known aud nearly 700 species. Two British
genera. Convolvulus and Calystegia (q.v.);
species three.

eon-volv-u-la -ce-ous, a. rMod. Lat con-
volvulace{of) (q.v.), and Eng. suff. -out.]

Bot : Pertaining to the order Convolvu-
lacea?, and especially to its typical genus Con-
volvulus.

•on-vMv'-u-Hc, a. [Ut convolvulus) (q.vA
and Eng. suff. -ic]

convolvulic acid, s.

Chem.: C^H^O^. Au organic acid ob-
tained by boiling convolvulin with barvta
water, then precipitating the excess of baryta
with dilute sulphuric acid, removing the
excess of sulphuric acid by lead carbonate,
and finally removing the lead by Hog gas.
Convolvulic acid is a white amorphous bitter
powder, readily soluble in water and in
alcohol, insoluble in ether. Its aqueous so-
lution is acid, and it forms salts called con-
volvulates. By boiling with dilute sulphuric
acid, it yields sugar and convolvulinol. It is
also called rhodeoretic acid,

con-volv'-u-Hn, s. [Lat convolvulus), and
Eng. suff. -in (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : CsiHgyOig. Also called rhodeoretin.
A colourless transparent resin contained in
the rhizome of the officinal jalap root. Convol-
vulin is prepared by exhausting the root of
Convolvulus orizabensis with boiling water,
then drying and pulverising it, and treating
it with twice its weight of ninety per cent.
alcohol, mixing the alcoholic extract with
water till it begins to show turbidity ; then
treating the liquid twice with animal charcoal,
distilling the alcohol from the filtrate, re-
^tedly treating the residual pulverised resin

ouuting to between ten and fifteen per cent,
of the root) with ether ; dissolving the residue
in the smallest possible quantity of absolute
alcohol, and precipitating with ether till the
precipitate is quite free from resin soluble in
ether. The residue is pure convolvulin. Con-
volvulin is tasteless and inodorous, nearly
insoluble in water. When dry it melts at 150

,

forming a yellow transparent liquid ; it burns
with a smoky flame. Finely divided convol-
vulin dissolves in aqueous alkalies, and is

converted into convolvulic acid. When dis-
solved in alcohol it is decomposed by hydro-
chloric acid, yielding convolvulinol and glu-
cose. It dissolves in strong sulphuric acid,
forming a carmine colour, which afterwards
turns brown and deposits a dark brown sub-
stance. Convolvulin is the active principle
of jalap-resin. It exerts a very strong purga-
tive action even in doses of a few grains.
(Watts: Diet. Chem., vol. it, p. 15.)

ctfn-volv'-u-lln-ol, s. [Eng. convolvulin, and
Lat. ol(eum).~}

Chem. : Convolvulinolic acid, rhoderetinol
(Ci3H2403)2+H20. Obtained by the action
of dilute acids or of emulsin on convol-
vulic acid. It fonns white inodorous needle
crystals, which have a biting bitter taste,
slightly soluble in water, readily soluble in
alcohol ; it melts at 39°. It volatilises when
heated on platinum foil; the vajKmrs cause
coughing. It is oxidised by concentrated
nitric acid into oxalic and ipomseic acids.
Strong sulphuric acid colours it first vellow,
then amaranth-red. It dissolves in alkalies,
and parts with water, becoming C13H94O3,
which Is considered to be the true acid; it

melts at 42
s
. It forms salts, called convol-

vulinolates.

con-v6lv-u-lIn-dT-Ic, a. [Lat. convol-
vul(us), suff. -in (? Chem.), in combination with
Eng. oleic, from Lat. oleum = oil (?).]

Chem. : A term used only in the subjoined
compound.

convolvulinolic add, s.

Chem. : A chemical substance obtained by
the action of acids or alkalies on resinous
glucosides contained in the root of Jalap,
Convolvulus Schiedanus, and of C. orizabensis.

06n-V$lv'-U-ltt» (pi. convolvuli), s. [Lat m
(1) a caterpillar which rolls itself up in a leaf,

(2) the Bindweed. Spec. Convolvulus sepium.)

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of
the order Convolvulaces; and the tribe Con-
volvulese. The calyx is without bracts, the
corolla funnel-shaped, the capsule two-celled,
each cell with two seeds. There are two
British species. One is Convolvulus arvensis :

it has a root running deeply into the ground,
rendering the plant difficult of extirpation

;

sagittate leaves, with acute lobes ; the pe-
duncles usually single-flowered, with minute
bracts distant from the flowers, which are
somewhat small and i»ale rose-coloured. It is

common in fields and hedges, especially where
the soil is light. The other is C. Soldanella,
the Sea-side Convolvulus or Bindweed. It
has reniform fleshy leaves, and large rose-
coloured flowers. It has been sometimes

placed in the genus Calystegia. The British
species are purgative ; so also is the foreign C.
macrocarpus. C. dissectus abounds in prussic
acid, and is one of the plants used in the
preparation of the liquor called noyau.

convoy*, * convey, v.t. [A doublet of con-
vey (q.v.). Fr. convoyer ; Ital. convogliare;
Sp. convoyar.]

1. To accompany on a journey by land or
sea for the sake of defence or safety ; to
escort.

"That through the fear of the Algerinee,
Convoy* those lazy hrigantinea.

Longfellow: The Golden Legend, t.

2. To accompany, to attend.
*' Whilst, angelt him convoy and saint* attend -

Stirling; Doomtday.

*S. To convey, impart, or communicate.
"In convoying this truth of my understanding."—

Milton: Church Government.
* 4. To accomplish, to manage, especially

by artful means. (Scotch.)

con -vo"y, *. A a. [Convoy, v.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of convoying or escorting on a
journey.

"He would glue order to fetch the Oast with good
and safe convoy."— Huckluyt : Voyage*, vol. ii., pt. 11.,

2. The act of attending on or accompanying.
" Youi convoy make* the danperou* way eecure."

Dryden : Aurengzebe,

3. A protecting force accompanying or es-
corting any ]>erson or persons, goods, ships,
Ac, for purposes of defence ; an escort, a
guard. [II. 1, 2.J

". . . the men of war which formed the convoy."—
Macaulay: Bit. Eng., ch. xvil.

* 4. The comi>any at a wedding that goes
to meet the bride. (Scotch.)

5. The person or persons, goods, Ac, con-
voyed ; used also to signify the whole force,
including the protected as well as the pro-
tectors,

6. Guidance, conduct
" They deemed it hopeleaa to avoid
The convoy of their dangerous guide."

Scott: Marmion, w. is
* 7. The act of conveying or transporting

anything ; conveyance, carnage.
".

. . iiis passport shall be made
And crowns for convoy put into his puree."

Shitketp. : Ben, V , iv. s.

* 8. A channel or means of conveyance.

. .'-Baitm:

* 9. Conduct, mien, behaviour, carriage.
" Quhen I saw hir m trhnlye dance ;

Hir good controy and contenance."
Dunbar : Maitland Poem*, p. 9*.

* 10. Artful or prudent management;
finesse.

" Then the earle Douglas, be whois ntoyane and con-
voy all the court wae guydlt, . .

."—Pittcotti* : Cron^
p. 49.

* 11. A trick, a cheat, a juggle.
" Bot how, alace, as ye shall heir.
Betrayed thame Itayth with a tryme convoy.''

Up. St. Androit: Poemt (16 cent), p. S1L

^ A Scots convoy: Accompanying one to
the door, or M o'er the doorstane.

IX Technically:

1. Naut. .* Ships of war sent to accompany
merchantmen in time of war, and, if possible,
prevent them from being captured or sunk by
the enemy.

2. Mil. : A body of troops accompanying
ammunition, provisions, or other valuables
liable to be captured by the enemy.

3. Vehicles: The drag applied to the wheels
of carriages to check their velocity in going
down hills.

B. As adj. : Acting as an escort or protect-
ing force on a journey.

"Convoy shlpe accompany their merchant*. . . ."—
Dryden: Dufretnoy ; Pref.

* c£n-v"6"3^-aiice, s. [Eng. convoy; -ancc]

Art, finesse, skilful or artful management

c6n-v6^ed', pa. par. or a. [Convoy, v.)

con voting, pr. par., a., A *. [Convoy, v.\

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C, As subst. : The act of accompanying as
a protection on a journey ; escorting, protect-

ing, attending.
" I aim at the convoying of yon up to your Eton."—

Reliq. Wotton. p. 44 :.

ffcte, ffct, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, w5t, here, camel, her, there: pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, ptft,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fall ; try, Syrian, m, oa ~ e. oy= a- qu - kw.
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oon-vulSC, v.t. & i. [Lat. convulsus, pa. par.

of convello = to pluck up, to dislocate, to

convulse : con = cum — with, altogether, and
vello — to pluck.]

A* Transitive;

L Literally

:

1. To cause a shrinking or contracting
motion in the sinews or muscular parts of the
body ; to affect with convulsions.

" His head grows fever'd, mid bU pulse
The quick successive throbs convulse,"

Bjfron: The Siege of Corinth.

2. To shake, to agitate.

n. Figuratively:

1. To cause a kind of convulsed feeling.

2. To shake violently, to agitate greatly.

**. . . a question which would, in our age, convulse
the whole frame of society."—Macaulay : Mitt. Eng.,
ch. v.

* B. Intrans. : To suffer from or be thrown
Into convulsions.

" Nor to prescribe when nerves convulse."
Oreen : The Spleen.

edn-vulsed , pa. par. or a. [Convulse.]

Oon-VUls'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Convulse.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of affecting with or
throwing into convulsions.

Oon vul'-sion, s. [Lat. convulsio, from con-

vulsus, pa. par. of convello.] [Convulse.]

A* Ordinary Language :

I. Literally

:

h In the same sense as B.
" Convulsions dire

Seized bim, that self-same night . .
."

Wordsworth : Excursion, ok. vii.

* 9. A violent shaking.
" Those two massive pillars

With horrible convulsion to and fro

He tugg'd." Milton ; Samson Agonistes.

IL Fig. : A violent agitation or disturb-

ance ; commotion.
"... the same convulsions of state, . . ."—Temple.

B. Med. : A diseased action of the muscular
tissues of a greater or less portion of the body,
characterized by violent muscular contractions

with alternate relaxations. Such action of

the muscles is, however, impossible unless
nervous influence be first transmitted to them
by the brain and nerves, and it is in these
latter that the scat of the disease lies. As is

natural, infants and young children, females,

and men of the temperament called nervous,
are most susceptible of convulsions. Hence
one species of this genus of disease is called

Infantile and another Puerperal Convulsions,
the former affecting infants, the latter ap-

pearing in women towards the conclusion of
pregnancy or immediately after childbirth.

Convulsions have been divided into tonic con-
vulsions, in which the contractions are of
some duration and are not quickly succeeded
by alternate relaxations, and clonic convul-
sions, in which the contraction is briefer and
relaxation comes more quickly. Of the former
tetanus is an example, and of the latter

hysteria. Some have restricted the term
convulsion to those of a tonic character.

When the alternate contractions and relaxa-

tions are but slight, and very quickly succeed
each other, the affection is called tremor.
Convulsions specially affect the voluntary
muscles, in this differing from spasm, which
is applied chiefly, though not exclusively, to
similar action of the muscles called involun-
tary. They may be local, affecting only cer-

tain muscles of the eyes, the face, the throat,

the thorax, or they may be general over the
body. They may be idiopathic or sympto-
matic of other diseases. They may arise from
congestion of the brain or from its deficient

nutriment, or from mechanical irritation or

Injury of nerves. Slight convulsions are, in

many cases, unattended with danger, whilst
those which are severe are dangerous in a
high degree.

COn-vuT-sion-al, a. [Eng. convulsion; -al]
Pertaining or relating to a convulsion or to

convulsions.

fion-vul slon-ar-y, a. & s. [Eng. convul-
sion, and suff. -dry ; Fr. convulsionnaire.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining to convulsions, con-
vulsive.

**
. . . convulsionary struggle* . . ."—-Scott.

t B, .4s substantive,

:

1. Ord. Lang. : One affected by convulsions.

2. Ch. Hist. : The same as Convulsionists

(q.v.).

Con vul sion ists, s. pi. [Eng. convulsion,

and suff. -ists; ft. convulsionnistes.]

1. Ch. Hist. : The name given to a section of
the Jansenists who arose in France in 1780.

They were accustomed to throw themselves
upon the ground and go into convulsions.
Three years afterwards an order was sent forth

for their imprisonment. [Convulsionaky,
B. 2.]

2. Geol. s (See extract).

"The Convulsionists, or believers in the paramount
efficacy of subterranean movement."—A. Qeikie, in
Macmillarii Mag., July, 1881. p. 229.

con vul -sive, a. [Fr. convuls\f(m.), convul-
sive (f.); Sp., Port., & Ital. convulsivo, all

from Lat. convulsus, pa. par. of convello = to
tear up, to pluck up, to wrench off: com =
cum = with, together, and velto = to pluck,

to pull.] Pertaining to convulsions, pro-

duced by convulsions, alternately contracting

and relaxing the muscles.

1. Ord. Lang. : In a loose sense.
" But ask thou not If Happiness be there,

If the loud laugh disguise convulsive throe.

Or if the brow the heart's true livery wear."
Scott : The Lord of the Islet, IL L

2. Med. : In the strict sense. [Convulsion.]

"Convulsive affections have been classed by most
nosologUta among the neuroses or nervous diseases."—
A Crawford, in Cyclop. Pract. Med., i. 466.

cdn-vul'-slve-l& adv. [Eng. convulsive;

-ly.} In a convulsive manner.

co'-ny\ coney, * c6n'-#, * c6n'-ey,
* coni, * con ni, * co nig, * co ning,
co - nyng, * co - nynge, *. [Sw.

kanin; Dan. kaniin ; Dut. konijn ; Ger.

kaninchen, diinin. of kanin; Gael, coinean;

Wei. cwningen; Norm. Fr. conille, coning;

O. Fr. conil, connil, conin, connin, connit

;

Prov. conil ; Sp. conejo ; Port, coelho ; Ital.

coniglio, from Lat. cuniculus = a rabbit, a

coney.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A rabbit (q.v.). The term is still in use

in Acts of Parliament and legal proceedings ;

and to a less extent in country districts,

where it is generally applied to a wild rabbit,

" Where earth -delving conies keep."
Shtfk'-sp, : Venus and Adonis, 6BT.

* 2. A rabbit skin ; the fur of the rabbit,

formerly used for lining and trimming gar-

ments.
* 3. A terra of endearment (cf. duck, lamb,

mouse, &c).
"4. A gull, aflat. (Slang.) [Cony-catcheb,]

IL Technically:

* 1. Her. : A rabbit borne as a charge.

2. Scrip. : The rendering of the Hebrew

word JSTC? (shapltan), occurring in Lev. xi. 5 ;

Deut. xiv. 7 ; Psalm civ. 18 ; and Prov. xxx.

26. The animal thus named is described as

chewing the cud, but as not being cloven-

footed ; aa being "exceeding wise," but in

dimensions "little upon earth" (Prov. xxx.

24) ; as making its house hi the rocks, where,

however, a whole colony of them taken col-

lectively are only a feeble folk. The animal
referred to is what Bruce calls the Ashkoko,

Ganam, and Wabber. It had long been
known to exist in the countries adjacent to

Palestine, but it was nut till March 30, 1843,

that it was found within the limits of the

Holy Land, among the rocks near the Convent
of Mar Saba, on the side of a ravine in the
continuation of the Kedron. The Shaphan is

Procavia syriaca (= * Hyrax syriacus). It

has short ears, a pointed snout, small black

naked feet, and no tail.

"The high hills are a refuge for the wild goaU ; and
the rocks Fur the conies."—Ps. civ. 18.

cony-burrow, s. A rabbit-hole,

cony-fish, coney fish, s. The Burbot,

Lota vulgaris, one of the Gadidse. The name
cony-flsh is given because it lurks in holes
like a rabbit. [Lota.J

cony-wool, s. The "wool" or fur of
rabbits ; it is used in the manufacture of hats.

* co ny-catch, v.t. IBng. cony, and catch.}

A cant term for to cheat. (Also absolutely.)
"Take heed, Signior Baptlsta, lest yon be cony-

~ "~8haketp. : Taming of die

* cd'-n$?-catch-er, s. [Eng. conycatch; -er.)

A sharper.

* c6n -y-ger, * con J-ger, *. [O. Fr.
conin{ere, from Lat. cunicularia.] A rabbit
warren. (The term still survives in place*

names, e.g. Conygore Hill, in Dorsetshire.)

con yl-ene, 5. [Lat. oon(ium) ; -yl; -ene.]

Chem. : CgHi4. A hydrocarbon formed by
the action of phosphoric anhydride on azocon-
hydrine when heated to 90°. Conylene is a
yellowish oil, having a pungent, disagreeable
odour, boiling at 120". It is insoluble in
water, soluble in alcohol and ether. Bromine
unites with it, forming CgH^Brj.

co ny -sa, *. [Lat. conyza ; Gr. Kowfr Qcon-
uzo)=a strong smelling plant, Fleabane,
called by Linneeus Conyza squamosa, now
Inula Conyza,}

Bot. : A genus of Composite plants, the type
of the division Conyzese, and the sub-division
Euconyzete. Conyza camphorata and C. mari-
landica give out a strong smell of camphor.

co-ny'-wS-se, s. pi. [Lat conyza (q.v.), and
fem. pi. adj. sufT. -eos.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Composite plant*,
tribe Asteroidese.

* c6o (1), s. [A.S. ced,] (Ca (3), «.] A jackdaw
or a chough.

"Coo, byrde, or schowhe. Monedula, nodula."—
Prompt. Pain.

coo (2), s. [Onomatopoeic.] The characteristic
noise made by pigeons or doves.

"The trumpeter and laugher, as their names ex-
press, utter a very different coo from the other breed*."
—Darwin : Origin of Species (ed. 1869). ch. i.. p. 21.

coo, ft. &t. [Coo (2), *.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. Lit. : To make a noise, such as that made
by a dove or pigeon.

2. Fig. : To act in a loving way towards
any one ; to show affection.

" Rhyming or wooing now.
Billing or cooing now."

Byron : To Thomas Moore.

B. Trans. : To utter or express by cooing.
(Scott: Lady of the Luke, iii. 2.)

* cood, a. [Cud.]

* COOd, a. [Cude.]

cood-ie, cud-ie, *. [Icel. kutr= t\ cask
for liquor.] A small tub; a wooden vessel

with an upright handle.
" Nor kept I servants, tales to tell.

But toom'd my coodUs a' oiyselL"*
Ramsay : Poems, i. 806.

coof, cufe, s. [Chcff. ]

1. A blockhead, a ninny. (Scotch.)

2. A busybody.
" The rest seem coofs oompar'd with my dear Pate."

Ramsay : Poems, ii. 80.

coo ie, s. [A word imitated from the sound.]

The cry of the aboriginal Australian natives.

coo ie, v.i. [Cooie, «.] To call or cry out

like the Australian aborigines.

coo -ing, pr. par., a., &. s. [Coo, v.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. £ parttiip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

]. Lit. : The cry or note of pigeons or doves.

" Whirr of wings iu the drowsy air, and the cooing a
pigeons.'* Longfellow : Evangeline, L 2.

t 2. Fig. : A fondling, an allurement ; an
invitation.

" Let not the cooingt of the world allure thee."
Toung: The Complaint, Nights.

COOk (1),
* COkO, v.t. A i. [Lat. coquo ; Ger.

kochen; Dan. koge; Dut. kooken.] [Cook. «.)

boll, b6y; poUt. J6wl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench : go, feem; thin, this: Bin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph=*f.
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A. Transitive:

I. Lit. ; To prepare food for the table, by
boiling, roasting, &c. ; to dress meat, vege-

tables, &c.
"The fattest stag I %vr tookd."

Massinger : A New Way to Pay Old Debts, I. 8.

EL Figuratively:

1. To dress or prepare for any purpose.

"Hanging i* the word, sir: if you be ready for that,
you are well coo***."—Shakesp. ; Cymbeliue, v. 4.

2. To dress up or prepare so as to present a
false or fraudulent appearance or result; to

tamper with, to garble, to falsify.

"The accounts had been cooked so as to deceive
him."—Diary of Right Hon. Geo. Sot* (ed. Vernon
HarcourtJ, ii. IS.

3. To ruin, to spoil; to take away the

chances of.

B. intransitive:

1. To perform the office or duties of a coot.

2. To undergo the process of cooking.

To cook one's goose : To kill ; to spoil one's

chances of success.

• cook (2), v.i. [Imitated from the voice of the

bird.] To make a sound like a cuckoo.
" Let constant cuckows coo* on every side."

The HUktoormes, 1.5W.

090k (3), OOUk, v.i. [Of uncertain ety-

mology. J

1. To appear and disappear by fits and
tarts.

" Whyles eookit underneath the braes,
Below the spreading hazle."

Burnt: Hallowe'en.

8. To hide one's self.

" Ail closs under the cloud of nfcut than coukkt. "

Kennedy; Evergreen, ii. 73, st. S3.

3. To cry cook, as children do in the game of

hide-and-seek.

OOok (41, cooke, v.i. [IceL koka = to gnlp ;

Kdk = the gullet.] To take a long drink of

any liquid.

• cook (5), v.i. [Etym. doubtful.] To throw.
((hose.)

cook (1),
* cooke, * coke, s. [A.S. c6c, from

Lat. coquus.] One who prepares food for the
table by boiling, roasting, &c

"... one mistress Quickly is . . . his coot, . . ."—
Shakesp. : Merry WUet, i. S.

ik (2), s. [Cook (2), v.] The sound made
y the cuckoo.X

cook (3), cooke, s. [Cook (4\ v.] A long
draught of any liquid, a gulp. (Scotch.)

". , . Til get a cooke o' the air o' heaven again."—
Perih of Man, ii. 101.

cooked, pa, par. & a. [Cook (1), v.]

A. As pa. par. : (Bee the verb).

B. As adjective:

1. Lit. : Prepared or dressed for the table.

2. Fig. : Prepared so as to present a false or
fraudulent appearance

;
garbled, falsified.

cooke ite, .-. [Named after Mr. Cooke, an
American mineralogist]

Min. : A white or yellowish-green flexible
mineral, occurring in minute scales, and in
slender, sometimes vermicularly bent, six-
sided prisms. The hardness is 2*5, the sp. gr.
2'7. Its lustre on the planes of cleavage is

pearly. Compos.: Silica, 3493 ; alumina,
44*91

; litliia, 2-82
; potassa, 2-57 ; and water,

13*41, with a trace of oxide of iron. It is

found in the State of Maine. (Dana.)

•cooke'-ly, adv. [Eng. cook; -ly.} Like a
cook ; with the art or skill of a cook.

COok or, s. [Eng. cook (1), v. ; -«•.] One
who, or that which, cooks. (N.E.D.)

1. A cooking-stove ; a vessel in which food
* la cooked.

2. An article of food that cooks well.

3. One who dresses up or manipulates ac-
counts.

4. A finisher. (Slang.)

Cook' er y, * coker ie, s. [Eng. oook; -ery.)

L Literally:

1. The act of dressing food for the table.

*.. l "So rare ft dish.
Which needs, being reckiug hot. no cookery."

Beaumont : Psyche, c 9, s. 87.

2. The art or occupation of a cook ; the art
of dressing and preparing food for the table.

"The mustexquiuite cookery of France."—Macau!ny

:

Mitt. Eng.. on. xxiii.

* 3. A dainty or tasty dish.

"Cookerie* were provided in order to temjit his
palate."—North: Lift- of Ld. Guilford, ii. 205. (Duties.}

4. A place where food is cooked or sold ; a
kitchen, a cook-shop.

" The pie made and baked at the prison coofcerv."—
Dickens : Picktoick Papert. ch. xltr.

II. Fig. : The act of dressing anything up,
as news, accounts, &c, so as to present a false

appearance
;
garbling, tampering with.

"That art of cookery, which our brother news-
mongers so much excell In."— Tatter, No. 11.

cook-house, s. [Eng. cook, and house.]

Naut. : The galley ; an erection on a ship's
deck containing the caboose or cooking appa-
ratus.

cook'-I-a, 5. [Named after the immortal
navigator Capt. James Cook, who was born
of humble parentage at Marton, six miles from
Stockton-on-Tees, on Oct 27, 1728, and was
killed at Owhyhee, in the Sandwich Islands,
Feb. 14, 1779.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Aurantiaceae

;

that to which the orange belongs. It consists
of small trees with unequally pinnate leaves.
Cookia punctata bears an eatable fruit called
Wampee, about the size of a pigeon's egg. It
is esteemed as food in China and the Indian
Archipelago. There are other species of the
same genus, known also by the name of
Wampee.

cook ie, cook -y, s. [Dut. koekje m a little

cake, dimin. of koek = a cake.] A kind of
small sweet-bread for eating at tea. (Scotch.)

" Huckle obliged to ye for your cookie; Mrs. Bhort-
cake."—ScoH ; Antiquary, ch. XT.

cook'-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Cook (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive j

L Literally

:

1. The act of dressing or preparing food for
the table by boiling, roasting, &c.

2. The art or science of a cook.

IX Fig. : The act of dressing up or falsify-

ing accounts, &<„, so as to present a false or
fraudulent appearance or result.

COOklng-range, s. An arrangement for
cooking purjaoses, in which the grate, oven,
boiler, &c, are ranged in a row, and set in
brickwork within the fireplace.

cooking-stove, $. A structure, usually
of iron, containing a fuel-chamber and ovens,
with holes into which pots may be set to boil

the contents. {Knight.)

* cook maid, s. [Eng. cook, and maid.] A
maid or, female servant who prepares food for
the table by cooking.

, Sisly the cook-maid, . -Goldsmith! The—jy.

Bee, No. VtlL

cook room, a [Eng. cook, and room.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A kitchen.

2. Naut. : The galley of a ship ; a room in

which the food is prepared for the crew ; a
cookhouse.

". . . iu all their whips tbe cook-roomt are built in
their forecastles, . .

."

—

Raleigh : Essays

cook shop, * cook's shop, «. [Orig. two
words.] An eating-house.

+ cook'-y" (1), t. [Eng. oook; suff. -y.] A
fr'malo cook.

cook -y (2), a, [Cookie.]

cool (1), * cole (1), * coole, * coule, a. & s.

[A.S. c6l; Dut. koel; Dan. kol, kolig = cool,

chilly ; I eel. kul m a cold breeze ; Sw. kylig

;

Ger. kiikl = cooL] [Cold.]

A* As adjective:

I. Literally :

1. Slightly or moderately cold ; of a tem-
perature between hot and cold.

"Coolde I Cole or sum what colde P.). Algidus."-
Prompt. Par*.

2. Cooling ; affording a degree of coolness.
" To rest thy weary person in the shadow coole t"

Spenser: F. Q., II. vii. «8.

3. Not retaining or causing heat ; light.

II. Figuratively

:

1. 0/ persons:

(1) Not excited by passion or feeling ; not

ardent or eager ; quiet, unexeited, deliberate.
elf possessed, calm.

(a) Slightly cold or reserved in manner *

chilling, frigid.

(3) Impudent, presuming. (Colloquial.)

2. 0/ things:

(1) Presenting an appearance of coolnesa.
* (2) Dispirited, downcast.

"Then coinford he caght in his cole hert
Dettr. of fra$, 9.2M.

(3) Deliberate ; not done or determined ok
hastily.

(4) Manifesting coolness or frigidity of feel-
ing ; repellent.

(5) Impudent, presuming. (Colloquial.)

*V (I) A cool card: An impudent, self-pos-
sessed fellow, whom nothing can put out of
countenance. (Slang.)

(2) Used of money ; implying a largo sum.
(Dickens: Great Expectations, ch. lvii.)

B. As subst. : Coolness ; moderate tempera-
ture.

"They that wolde ride In the cole of the mornyiige.'*
-Merlin, t. ii m.

**J Crabb thus discriminates between cool,

cold, and frigid: "In the natural sense, cool
is simply the absence of warmth ; cold and
frigid are positively contrary to warmth ; the
former in regard to objects in general, the
latter to moral objects : in tlie physical sens*
the analogy is strictly preserved. With re

gard to the passions, cool designates a freedom
from agitation, which is a desirable quality.
Coolness in a time of danger, and coolness in an
argument, are alike commendable. As cool

and cold respect the affections, the cool is

opposed to the friendly, the cold to tlie warm-
hearted, the frigid to the animated ; the former
is but a degree of tlie latter. A reception is

said to be cool; an embrace to be cold; a sen-
timent frigid. Coolness is an enemy to social
enjoyments ; coldness is an enemy to every
moral virtue

; frigidity destroys all force of
character. Coolness is engendered by circum-
stances ; it supposes the previous existence of
warmth ; colduess lies often in the tempera-
ment, or is engendered by habit ; it is always
something vicious

; frigidity is occasional,
and is always a defect. Trifling differences
produce coolness sometimes between the best
friends : trade sometimes engenders a cold

calculating temper iu some minds : those who
are remarkable for apathy will often express
themselves with frigid indifference on the
most important subjects." (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

TL For the difference between cool and dis-

passionate, see Dispassionate.

* COOl-CUp, s. A cooling beverage.

t COOl-headed, a. Deliberate, calm, self-

possessed ; not hasty or easily excited.

"The old, coolheaded, general law, . . ."—Burke:
Lett, to the Sher. of Bristol.

cool-tankard, s. A cooling beverage
composed of ale, wine, lemon-juice, spices, and
borage or other herbs.

cool-wort (1), s.

Bot. : In America the popular name of a
saxifragaceous plant, Tiarella oordifolia, the

froperties of which are diuretic and tonic.

t is prepared by the Shakers. (Ogilvie.)

cool (2), * cole (2), * coyle, s. [Cols, Kail.]

cool-wort (2), *• [Colewort.J

* cool (3), * cole (3), *. [Coal.]

cool, * colen, * colyn, v.t. & i. [A.S. cotian

= to be or become cool ; O. S. kdldn; M. H.

Ger. kuolen ; Dut. Jmelen.]

A. Transitive:

I. Literally:

1. To make cool, to allay or moderate heat

:

to reduce to a temperature between hot and
cold.

" Colyn or kelyn. Frige}'ado.'—Prompt. Part.

2. To afford coolness or shelter from the

heat.
" Ye shady beeches, and ye cootin* stream*"

Pope : rattoratt , Summer, IS.

H. Figuratively

:

1. Of things : To moderate or calm excite

ment, passion, or zeal ; to quiet, to calm, to

appease, to allay.

"... it might have cooled their seal'Svnft-

ffcte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work whd, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », ca = e. ey = a, qu = *tw.
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t2. Of persons: To calm, to moderate the

excitement or ardour of.

"The Torke shire menne, beyng glad of this small
victory, were well cooled . . ."—Halt: Edw. IV., an. 8.

B. Intransitive:

L Lit. : To become cool ; to grow less hot

;

to lose heat.

"Come, who U nexftf Our liquor here cools."—Bern
Jomon.

H. Figuratively:

1. Of persons: To become less impassioned
or ardent ; to become cool or reserved in

manner; to calm down.
" Thou hast described

A hot Wend cooling . .
,"

Sliakesp. ; Julius C*sar, It. 1.

2. Of things : To moderate, to be appeased
or calmed ; to lose strength or force.

"Whatever loyalty the nation had anciently felt to

the royal hnu*e htid cooled during the lung absence of
two sovereigns, "-Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. i.

cooled, pa. par, or a. [Cool, v.]

cdol'-er, *. [Eng. cool; -er.]

1. Ordinary Language ;

L Lit. : Anvthing which cools or abates
heat. [II. 1.]

2. Fig. : Anything which allays excitement,
passion, or zeal

3. A lock-up or prison, (Slang.)

XL Technically:

1. Med. : A medicine or preparation in-

tended to abate heat or excitement in the

blood.

2. Brewing : A large vat, relatively broad
and shallow, in which the beer is cooled.
Mechanical appliances are sometimes used to

expedite the process. (Knight.)

3. Domestic

:

(1) An ice-chest or safe for viands in hot
weather.

(2) A tin vessel with lid, faucet, and non-
conducting jacket, for containing ice-water.

(Knight.)

4. Sugar-making : A trough in which con-
densed cane-juice from kettles or vacuum-
pans is placed to crystallize. (Knight.)

cdo'-lie, cdo'-iy (pi. coolies), s. [Mahratta,

&c, kolee (/.*oZi) = a fisherman, a hunter, a
particular caste. (Molesworth.) Hind, hull =
a labourer. There is also an aboriginal tribe

called Coles in the north of Orissa, J Originally

a name derived from an Indian hill or jungle
aboriginal tribe, members of which occa-

sionally took service with Europeans in India
as labourers or porters ; hence a labourer in

or from India, or from any part of tlie East.

Tims there are Chinese "coolies "in Demarara,
the West Indies, and elsewhere. (Till lately

Anglo-Indian, now used as an English word.)

cool -in, #. [Etymology not apparent.] A
sportof great antiquity still retained in the
Highlands of Scotland. (See a description in

Jaiuieson.)

"The bread and cheese of the Coolin we next divided
and eaten . . ."—Clan-Albin, i. 123-3.

o6ol'-mg, pr. par., a., & s. [Cool, v.]

A. & B. Aspr. pan 4 particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C- As suhstaniive

:

1. The act of making cool.

2. The act or state of becoming cool or of
losing heat.

cooling board. ,«. A board on which a
corpse is laid previous to its being placed in

the coffin. (U.S.)

cooling card, 5. A phrase probably
borrowed from primero, or some other game
in which money was staked upon a card. A
card so decisive as to cool the courage of the
adversary. Hence, fig., something to damp
or overwhelm the hopes of an expectant.
(Nares.)

"There all U marrM ; there lies a cooling card."
Shakes/'. : 1 Hen. 17, t. S.

cooling-floor, s. A large shallow tank
in which wort is cooled. (Knight.)

OOOUs, s. [CuxlickJ

OOol~ish, a. [Eng. cool; -ish.] Rather cool.

". . . the nights began to grow a little coolish at this
time of the year."

—

Goldsmith: Etsays, 1.

edoT-iy, adv. & a. [Eng. cool; -ly.]

A. As nrfrerb

:

X. Literally

:

1. In a cool manner or state ; without heat
or sharp cold.

2. Lightly ; not so as to cause heat

II. Figuratively

:

1. In a cool, calm, or deliberate manner

;

without heat, passion, or ardour; deliberately,

calmly.

"Motive* that address themselves coolly to our
"—Atterbury.

2. In a cool or rather cold manner ; with-

out warmth or cordiality.

3. In a cool or impudent manner ; with
effrontery.

"... a matter which the authorities of Liege coolly

declared to be uot at all their business, . .
."—Macau-

lai/: Hist. Eng., ch. xx.

* B. As adj. : Somewhat cool ; coolish.
" Keeping my sheep among the coolly shade."

Spenser: Colin ClotU. M.

coolness, *. [Eng. cool; -ness.]

I. Lit. : The quality or state of being cool

;

a gentle cold ; a moderate degree of tempera-
ture between hot and cold.

" The fragrant air Its coolness still retains.

"

Wordsworth j Excursion, bk. T.

TJ. Figuratively

:

1. Calmness, deliberation ; freedom from
excitement or haste.

". . . we have the expertneas and coolness of vete-
rans."—Macautay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

2. Frigidity, want of cordiality in manner
or disposition ; indifference.

". . . coolness bad arisen between u*."—Meltnoth:
Cicero, bk. I, lett lv.

3. Extreme self-possession bordering on
insolence ; unabashed impudence ; effrontery.

* odor-rife*, * cooll-riff, a. [Cattldrife.]

1. Lit. : Cool, cold ; feeling a tendency to

cold.
" And fain, fain was she of the coollrif shade."

Sou i Helcnore, p. 27,

2. Fig. : Cool, cold, indifferent.

* cool-stock, s. [Eng. cole, as In colewort (7),

and stock.} Colewort. (Wright.)

*cooltn, s. [Eng. cool, and raff. -th. Cf.

warmth.] Coolness.
"*.

. . seated themselves ont of doom ... for coolth
and chat."—Madame H'Arblay ; Diary, U. 17.

cdo'-l& S. [COOLIE.]

coom (1), s. [Etym. uncertain.]

1. The wooden frame used in building the
arch of a bridge ; centering.

"... the frame, or coom, on which it was raised,

. . ."—P. Inveresk: Loth. Statist Ace., xvii. 8.

2. The lid of a coffin, from its being arched.

coom coil'd, a. A term applied to a
garret-room, of which the ceiling receives its

peculiar form from that of the rafters and
crossbeams, within which the lath and
plaster extend so as to form a sort of arch.

(Scotch.)

coom (2), *. [Fr. earns m foam, dross.J

* 1. Soot that gathers over an oven's mouth.
(Philips.)

2. A term applied to refuse matters, such
as soot, smoke-black, coal-dust, the mould
which forms on some liquids, the drip of

journal-boxes, naves of wheels, &c. (Knight.)

3. The dust which falls from large coals.

(Scotch.)

% Smiddy coom : The ashes of a black-

smith's furnace.

coomb (1), comb (b silent), * coome, s. [A
corruption of Fr. combls = a heaping, from
Lat. cumulus = a heap ; cumulo = to heap up.

(Skeat.y\ A measure for corn, containing four

bushels or half a quarter.

coomb (2), coombe (o silent), combe, s.

[Wei. cum (pron. koom) = & hollow between
two hills, a dale; Corn, aim; Ir. cumar = a

valley. (3keat.y] A valley between hills, a

dell, a dale ; in tlie south of Scotland, the
bosom of a hill, having a semicircular form.

"The dark cock bayed above the coomb."
Queen's tvnke, p. US.

* coome, s. [Coohb (1), *.]

coom -ie, $. [A West African word.] A large

present, in place of customs' duty, demanded
by the kings and chiefs on the Bonny and
other South African rivers, from supercargoes

of ships, for the permission to trade with the

natives. (Ogilvie.)

c6om'-& a. [Eng. coom (2), s. ; -y.] Be-
grimed with the dust of coals, soot, &c.

"... my Angers are coomy."—The Entail, U. US.

coon, «. [An abbreviation of racoon (6..V.).]

A racoon.

% A gone coon : A person hopelessly lost or
ruined. (American Slang.)

" If you start in any business with an empty pocket,
you are a gone coon.'—Kcade: Never loo Lot* to

Mend. cb. xxxvL

coon da, coon'-dl, s. [A Senegal word (?).]

coonda -oil, coondl-oil, s. The oil of

Campa guineensis, a tree of the order Melia-

cea?, growing in Senegal. It is closely akin
to C. guianensis, from Guiana, which yields

the Carap or Crab oil. (Treas. of Bot.)

coop (1), «. [Cop.] A small heap or mound.

coop (2),
* cupe, OOUp, s. [A.S. cypa « a

basket ; Dut. kuip *= a tub ; Ger. kufe — a
coop, a tub ; IceL ku-pa = a cup, a bowl, a
basin; O. H. Ger. chuofa ; M. H. Ger. kuofe,

from Lat. cupa ; Fr. cuve as a tub, a vat. Cf.

(Jr. Kvirn (kupe)= & hole, a hut. (Skeut.y]

1. A cage or pen for birds formed of a box
of boards grated, birred, or wired on one
aide. It is generally used to keep fowls in

while being fattened, or while travelling.

" The cask, the ooop, the floated cord."
Coicper : The Castaway.

1 2. A cage or pen for animals.

8. A barrel or cask for liquor.

4. An apparatus made of wicker-work used
for catching fish.

6. A coop-cart (q.v.).

" Coops an' i

coop cart, coup-cart, cowp -cart, s.

A close cart for manure, liquids, &c.

coop, v.t. [Coop, *.]

L Literally

:

1. To confine in a coop ; to shut up ia a
pen.

2. To cooper ; to hoop round.
" He coopit a coggie for our pud wife.

And, heigho ! but he coopit it braw."
Jacobite JieUct, U. M.

IX Figuratively:

1, To confine or shut up in a narrow com-
pass ; to crowd. (Generally followed by up
in or up within,)

"The Commons, who were cooped up in a narrow
space, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist Eng., cb. xiv.

2. To cramp, to confine, to narrow.

"The contempt of all other knowledge, . . . coops
the understanding up wiihin narrow bounds, . . .

—

Locke.

cooped, pa. par. or a. [Coop, v.]

coop ee, s. [Fr. coupe.] A step or move-
ment in dancing . [Coupee.)

ooop -er, * conp'-er, s. [Eng. coop, v. ; -er.

M. Ger. kiifer ; Dut. fcuiper.J

1. One whose trade it is to make and repair

casks, barrels, tubs, &c.
" The couper's house Is heelde by hooping fattes."

Oaicoigne: The Frwtes of It'urre.

% The London coopers were incorporated
into a guild or company in a.d, 1501.

2. A popular name for a beverage composed
of stout and porter in equal proportions. The
name is said to be derived from the custom
at breweries of allowing the coopers each day
a certain quantity of stout and porter, which
they were in the habit of mixing before drink-

ing.

•J The tight-cooper, as also the wt-cooper,

makes casks for holding liquid, and is the

representative of the first inventor. The dry-

cooper makes casks for goods not in a liquid

state, such as flour, rice, dried fruits, soda,

&c. The white-cooper makes butter casks,

tubs, pails, and churns, and combines in some
measure the skill and knowledge of his two
elder brothers. A coopcr-in-general is seldom
a skilled workman, but a jobber and mender
of other men's work. (Weule.)

cooper's hammer, s. A hammer with
a narrow peen, whose length is in the plane

of the motion of the hammer ; used for batter-

ing and flaring an iron hoop to fit the bulge of

a cask. Also called a flue-hammer.

cooper's plane, s. A long plane set in
slanting position, sole upward, upon which
staves are jointed. A jointer. Planes and

feft bo^; polat, J6%1; cat, otfl, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as ; expect, Xcnophon, exist. -Ing.

- cian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion - shun ; -tion, -aion - zhun. -tious, sious, -cious = shua. --ble. - die, &c -- bel, del.
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shaves are or may be used In smoothing the
work. (Knight.)

cooper's wood, $.

Bot. : Alphitonia excelsa, one of the Rham-
nads.

coop -er, v.t. & i. [Cooper, *.]

A. Trans. ; To operate on in the manner of
a cooper.

B. Intrant. : To follow the trade or occu-
pation of a cooper ; to make and repair casks,

barrels, tubs, Ac.

OOOp -er-age, «. [Eng. cooper; -age.]

1. The trade or business of a cooper ; the
coopering of casks, &c.

2. A place where the trade or business of a
cooper is carried on ; a place for the manu-
facture and repairs of casks, barrels, &c

" Warehouses, soap-walks, cooperage*, Ac."—Defoe:
Tour through Great Britain, J. 26. (Davie*.)

3. The price paid for work done by a cooper.

*CO^op'-er-ant,a.&«. [Fr.,pr. par. of eooperer
= to work together, as if from a Lat. coopero

:

eo = con = with, together, and opero *= to
work ; opus = work.]

A. As adj. ; Operating or working toge-
ther with ; cooperating.

" Bounded and conditioned br cooperant Reason,. .
."

—Tyndall: Frag, of Science (3rd ed.). viL 130-L

B. As subst. : A cooperating agent ; one
who or that which cooperates with another
for a common end.

"... no cause thereof nor cooperant thereto."Str
T. More : Worket, p. 388.

oo op crate, v.i. [Pref. oo » con = with,
and Lat. operatus, pa. par. of operor— to work ;

opus = work ; Ital. cooperare ; Sp. cooperar ;

Fr. eooperer.}

1. Of persons : To act or operate conjointly
with others for a common end ; to labour in

conjunction for the promotion of the common
advantage.

"... whose hard fate it hu been to cooperate with
Spaniards . .

."

—

itacaulay; Bitt Eng., en. xx.

2. Of things : To concur or unite in pro-
ducing the same effect, or in promoting the
same object. (Generally followed by with
before the person or thing assisted.)

" Nature and habit cooperating . .
.**—Maeaulay

:

Bitt. Eng,, ch. xxiiL

* (a) Followed by to before the end in view,

(b) Followed by in.

3. To contribute to.
*• Brins all your lutes and harps of heav'n and earth ;

Whate'er cooperate* to the common mirth,"
Crnthntc : The /fame above every /fame.

cd-op-er at-ing, pr. par., a., & $. [Co-
operate.]

A. A B. As pr. par. of particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of labouring together
with others for a common end ; cooperation.

coop er-a'-tion, s. [Lat. cooperatio; Fr.
cooperation; Sp. cooperacion.] [Cooperate.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Of persons : The act of labouring to-
gether with others for a common end ; con-
Joint or concurrent labour or efTorts.

"... zealous and strenuous cooperation."— Ifa>
cauhty : Hist. Eng., cb. vl.

2. Of things: Concurrence in producing the
same effect or in promoting the common ad-
vantage.

IL Political Economy

:

1. Definition: The combined action of num-
bers of persons. It is of two kinds: simple
cooperation, when several individuals help
each other in the same employment, and
complex cooperation, when they do bo in dif-

< ferent employments.

2. Hist. : The pioneer of cooperation in
Britain and America was Robert Owen. For
some details of his views and work see Com-
munism. Though his great philanthropic
projects failed, yet they suggested coopera-
tion. Not that the idea was really new ; it

had been practised to a limited extent in most
countries. It is a form of partnership. It
may be of two kinds, cooperation in produc-
tion and coojwration in distribution. During
the French revolution of 1848, the Constituent
Assembly voted the equivalent of £120,000
sterling to encourage cooperation, a commis-
sion being appointed to distribute the sum

among workmen desirous of rising to the level

of capitalists. About 300 cooperative societies

at once sprung into existence, 100 of them in

Paris, the rest in the provinces, all of which
became extinct within twenty years, except,

it is believed, about twenty. Most of the
twenty, however, lose to prosperity, as did
others to a larger extent which had not ob-
tained government assistance. The movement
spread to Germany, but few of the cooperative
societies there are for production. The Roch-
dale Cotton Mill was founded in 1856, and in
18(54 the Wholesale Society was established
at Manchester, and that at Glasgow was
founded some five years later, iu 1873 the
Cooperative Union was organized, and the
annual production by societies connected
with it is estimated at over £5,000,000. The
Wholesale Society (for the two are practically
one institution) has depots in Ireland and
America, and on the Continent, It possesses
a small fleet of steamers, and carries on boot
and shoe and cloth factories and soap
works. Cooperation in distribution is de-
signed to save the retail profits by dispensing
with the middlemen. Rochdale is, as Mr.
Holyoake words it, the " Mecca of coopera-
tion." In 1844 a few flannel-weavers clubbed
together their small subscriptions and founded
a small cooperative store. It has risen to

great prosperity, and ita success has led to

the establishment of a multitude of other
stores of a like nature. In the United States
cooperation has made less progress than in
Britain, and there is nothing here to compare
in importance with the famous Rochdale ex-
periment. There has been a large development
of mutual insurance, and the building and
loan societies of Philadelphia form another
example of cooperative action. Cooperative
distribution has attained no marked success,
and cooperative production still less. Profit-

sharing is the nearest approach to this principle
iu manufacturing concerns.

co-dp'-er-at-Ive, o. [Pref. eo, and Eng.
ojxrativc (q.v.).] Labouring conjointly or
concurrently with others for a common end,
or the promotion of the common advantage.

"The same hath reason made so agreeable, so obey*
sant, so frendly, and cooperative."—Holland : Plu-
tarch, p. 5M.

cooperative society, s. A society de-
signed for cooperative purposes. [Coopera-
tion.]

cooperative stores, ». pi. [Stores.
See also Cooperation.]

CO-Op'-er-at-or, «. [Lat. cooperator ; Ft.
cooperateur; Sp. cooperador ; Ital. cooperatore.]

[Cooperate.] One who labours with another
for a common end, or the promotion of the
common advantage.

cdop'-er-Ing, a. & s. [Eng. cooper; -ing.]

A, As adj. : Following the trade or occupa-
tion of a coo[>er.

B. As subst. : The trade or occupation
of a cooper ; the art or business of manu-
facturing and repairing casks, barrels, tubs,
&c, and all kinds of circular or elliptic

wooden vessels bound together by hoops.

cd-dp-er-td'-rl-tim, s. [Lat.]

Arch. : The roof of a building. (WeaU.)

t cdop'-er-$f, * eoo'-per-ie, s. & a. [Eng.
cooper ; -y. ]

A. As substantive

:

1. The trade or occupation of a cooper.

2. A place where cooper's work is done ; a
cooperage.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the trade
of a cooper ; of the nature of coojwr's work.

"... steepe the wheat within certahie cooperie
vessels iiw'e of wood, . . ."—Holland: Plinie, bit.

xvlif., ch. v.i.

t C©-6pt', v.t. [Fr. coopter, from Lat. coopto m
to elect into a body.] To elect into any body

;

to cooptate.

* co-6p'-tate, v.t. [Lat. coojfcdus, pa. par. of
coopto = to elect into a body : co = con = with,
together, and opto = to choose.] To choose
or elect into any body. (Coctaram.)

coop ta tion, ». [Fr. coaptation; Ital. co-

optazionc ; Sp. cooptacion, from Lat. cooptatio
= an electing into a body ; coopto = to elect

into a body. ]

* 1. The act of choosing or selecting; choioa,
selection.

" In tbe first election and coaptation el a friend* . .*

—Bowel : Letter*, bk. I., | 5. Lett 20.

2. The act of electing or assuming Into a
body or office by the members of that body, as,

for example, when a person is elected fellow
of a college or society by the existing body of
fellows.

". . . two were chosen by suffrage, and three by oo-

optation."—Leu-U : Cred. Early Roman Mat.

* co-or-dain , v.t. [Pref- co - con = with,
and Eng. ordain (q.v.).J To ordain or appoint
together or at the same time.

* co-or'-dln-ance, s. [Pref. co = con, and
Eng. ordinance (q. v.).] A joint ordinance.

co-or -din-ate, a. & s. [Pref. co- con; Lat
ordhiatus, pa. par. of orrf»io = to arrange In
order or rank ; ordo = an order.]

A. -4s adjective

:

I, Ord. Lang. : Holding the same rank ; not
subordinate ; of equal rank or authority.

"Whether there was one Supreme Governor of to*
whole world, or many coordinate powers, presidios
over each country, climate or particular place.

-—
Law: Theory of Religion, pt. ii.

IL Technically

:

1. Biol : Of the same order, of the same
rank; not subordinate the one to the other,
but standing on the same level.

"The coordinate, like other movements of the
voluntary muscles, are liable to be influenced by pas-
sions aim affections of the mind."

—

ToddA Botvman:
Ptiytiol Anat., vol. L, ch. vii., p. 196.

2. Law & Gram. : A term used in the expla-

nation of clauses doubtful in their meaning
when these occur in Acts of Parliament. If

two clauses are equally governed by a third

one, the two are said to be coordinate to each
other, or simply coordinate.

% Coordinate in this sense is opposed to
subordinate, which is the term used when, of
two clauses, one is grammatically governed
by another. (Wharton.)

B. vis substantive

:

Geom., Ac. (PI.): Two lines, generally at
right angles to each other, employed to fix

the place of any pni nt. Thus on a globe paral-

lels of latitude and meridians of longitude are

coordinates, which, taken together, fix, with
nearly mathematical accuracy, the position of

any place on the globe, and would do so with
perfect exactness were it a strictly geometrical
figure. It is not essential that the angles
made by two coordinates be right angles,

though right angles are most commonly em-
ployed as most convenient for use.

•J The reason why the term coordinate was
given is that if various points in a curve be
fixed by such lines the several points of the
curve may be treated in order. Descartes first

introduced the method of fixing the position

of a point or series of points in the way just

described. It is now continually iu use. One
division is into Rectilinear and Polar Coordin-
ates, each of which may be in a plane" or in

space (that is, not in a given plane).

cd-or -din-ate, v.t. [Coordinate, a.] To
make coordinate ; to arrange in proper orders

and classes ; to adjust, to harmonize.
" The different parts of each twins must be coordin-

ated iu such a manner as to render the total being
possible."— Watt*.

co-or -din-a-ted, pa. par. or a. [Coordin-
ate, r.]

Cd-or'-dlil-ate-ljr, adv. [Eng. coordinate;

-ly.] In a coordinate manner ordegree ; with-

out subordination ; in the same rank, relation,

or degree.

co-or -din-ate-ness, *. [Eng. coordinate;

ness.] The state or quality of being coordin-

ate, or of the same degree or rank ; equality o(

rank or authority.

co-or din-at-ing, pr. par., a., & a [Coor-

dinate, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of making
coordinate ; coordination.

co or din a -tion, *. [Ital. coordiiumont;

Sp. coordinacion.]

1. The act of making coordinate, or bringing

into a state of equality of degree or rank ;
the

act of arranging in due rank and order.

"The coordination of muscular movement by the

cerebellum. "—Carpenter, in Webtter.

tate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, oo e. ey a. qu - kw.
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2, The state or quality of being coordinate

or of equal rank and authority.
". . . » rare coordination of power . .

."—Boteel .-

Pre-eminence of Parliament.

co or'-dln-at-ive, a. [Eng. coordinate);

Gram. : Expressing coordination.

coos-er, s. [Courser.] A stallion. (Scotch.)

" coo-sin, a. & s. [Cousin. ]

coos -si-fled, a. [Pref. co = am, and Eng.
ossified (q.v.),] Ossified together; converted
into bone ; uniting separate portions together.

" The sacrum is not completely preserved, three
coGuifi'-d centra remain."—Tram. Amer. Philot. Soc,
vol. Xiii., p. 199(1873).

coost, pret. & pa. par. of v. [Cast, *.] Cast.

(Scotch.)

" They hae coott up my kindred to Bob to me al-

ready . . ."—Scott : Rob Roy, ch. xxvi.

* coost. s. [Coast. 1

* cooste, s. [Cost (1), s.] Costmary.
" Cooste, taerbe. Cotttu."— Prompt. Par*.

*coos-tre, s. [Costere.]

coot, coote (1),
* cote (1), s. [Dut. koet;

Wei. cwtiar = a bob-tailed hen, from cwta =
short, docked ; cwtan = to dock, aud iar = a
hen ; cvitiad, cwtyn = a plover ; Gael, cut = a
bob-tail, cutach = short, docked. (Skeat.y]

1. Ornithology:

(1) A British wading bird, Fulica atra, be-

longing to the family Rallidas, and the sub-
family Gallinulinse (Water Hens). The head
and neck are deep black, the upper parts slaty

black, those beneath bluish ash, the bill and
frontal plate white, the former with a slightly

roseate hue, iris crimson, feet ash-coloured

with greenish tinge below the knee, above it

yellow or greenish red. It occurs in Britain,

COOT.

bnt is more abundant in Holland and France.
It fa found also in Germany, Switzerland, and
throughout Europe. It has been seen also in
Japan. Its appropriate habitat is in rushy
sheets of water. The nest, built early in the
spring, is made of rushes, grasses, &c. It

deposits from seven to ten eggs of a brownish
white colour, spotted with dark brown. It
remains in this country in winter in sheets
of water near the sea, the mud flats at
Southampton being one of its favourite places
of resort.

**
Coote, byrde. Mergus.fultica."—Prompt. Pare.

(2) The Guillemot. (Scotch.)

2. A simpleton, a silly fellow. (Provincial.)

•coote (2), * cote (2), a. [Cot(1),s.]
" Coote, lytylle howse."—Prompt. Pare.

coothay, s. [Native Indian name.]

Fabric : A striped satin made in India.

(Knight.)

cooth-fe, o. [Couth.] Kind, affectionate.

(Scotch.)

"And see that ye be coothie till her."—Doff: Poemt,
p. 100.

OOOt-ie, co©t'-y\ a. [Eng. coot; -ie t -y.]

A term applied to those fowls whose legs are
clad with feathers.

" Rejoice, ye birring paitriclcB a'

;

Ye cootie moorcocks, crouaely craw."
Burnt : Tarn Samton'i btegg.

coot'-ie, 8. [Coodie.]

1. A wooden kitchen dish.

2. A bucket shaped like a barrel.

°**P (1)» •• A policeman (U. S. slang).

cop (2), "coppe, *. [A.8. copp; Dut. kop;
0. H. Ger. choph ; Icel. koppr ; Dan. kop ; Sw.
kopp.]

W Ordinary Language:

1. The top or summit of anything ; the ex-
treme point. t/«d—

(1) Of a hill, a house, a tree, Ac.
"Thei . . . ledde him to the oop of the nil"—

tVyctife : Luke, It. 29.

(2) Of the head of a man.
" Bl the coppe he him unm."~Layamon, L 30.

2. A tuft on the heads of birds, a crest.

3. A blow. (Slang.)

It, Technically :

1. Fort. : A merlon or portion of a battle-

ment
2. Spinning

:

(1) TK> conical ball of thread wound upon
a spindle or tube in a spinning-machine, and
removable by slipping therefrom. Also called
coppin (q.v.).

(2) A tube, also known as a quill (q.v.), for
winding silk upon in given lengths for market,
a substitute for skeins. Being hollow it may
be placed on the spindle or skewer of any
winding-machine. The silk end is secured in
a slot, as in the case of spools. (Knight.)

cop (3), *. [A contraction for Eng. copper (?),]

A term occurring only in the following com-
pound.

Cop-rose, s. A poppy, Papaver Rhceas.
It is called also Copper-rose (q.v.).

* c6p (1), v.t. [Cop (2), *.] To throw at the
head.

" I could have cop't them at their pates."
Bloomfield: The Borkey. (Daviet.)

COp (2), v.t. [Etym. doubtful ; perhaps from
O. Fr. caper - to seize.] To catch. (Slang.)

co-pa -hene, s. [Copaiba oil.]

co-pa-hil -ene, s. [Copaiba oil.]

cop-ai'-ba, co-pai'-va, ca-pi'-vi, s. [Fr.

copahu; Sp. copayba, from Port. (Brazilian
Indian ?) copaiba.]

Pharm. : The balsam or oleo-resin obtained
from incisions made in the trunk of Copai/era
multijuga and other species of Copaifera (q. v. ).

Copaiba is about the consistence of olive oil,

light in colour and transparent, with a peculiar
odour, and an acrid aromatic taste ; it is per-
fectly soluble in an equal volume of benzene ;

it does not become gelatinous when heated to
270' Fahr., and is not fluorescent. It contains
a resin, Copaivic acid, and an essential oil,

Copaiba oil. It dissolves one-fourth of its

weight of magnesia carbouate when heated,
and remains transparent ; it is said that a
small quantity of water contained in the
balsam first combines with the magnesia,
forming a hydrate which is soluble in the
resin. Copaiba acts as a stimulant on the
mucous membranes, especially on the genito-
urinary organs. It is also a powerful diuretic.

copaiba balsam, s. An oily resin of an
amber colour; it is used as a vehicle iu oil-

painting, and also as a varnish. (Weale.)

copaiba oil, s.

Chem. : A colourless transparent, mobile,
peculiar smelling oil, obtained by distilling

Copaiba with water, and drying over calcium
chloride and rectifying. It boils at 200°. Its

optical rotatory power is 34"1S° to the left.

It becomes brown and viscid by continued
boiling. Chlorine colours it yellc w-green,
then blue, and then white crystals separate
out. Nitric acid heated with it turns it into
a resin. When distilled with calcium hypo-
chlorite it yields chloroform. When hydro-
chloric acid gas is passed into copaiba oil, it

precipitates a crystalline hydrochlorate, called
also Hydrochlorate of Copahene or Copaivene
(Ci5H 24'3HCl), which is obtained by recrystal-
lisation from alcohol in transparent prisms,
which melt at 77°, and are insoluble in water
and cold alcohol, but easily soluble in ether.
A liquid substance is formed at the same time,
which is called Hydrochlorate of Copahilene.
It is a black viscid oil, soluble in alcohol and
ether.

copaiba resin, «. [Copaivic acid.]

c6p-ai -fe-ra, s. [Eng. copaUba); Lat. fero
= to bear, to* produce.]

Bot. : A genus of leguminous plants, sub-
order Cresalpiniece, tribe Cynometreas. It
has sometimes been placed amongst the Amy-
ridacea?. The calyx is 4-partite, the petals 0,

the stamens 10, declinate. The ovary has two
ovules, but the two-valved fruit is only one-
seeded. Leaves alternate ; pinnated leaflets,

sometimes dotted. Inflorescence in axillary
and terminal spikes. C. Jacqvini or officinalis

furnishes the West Indian Copaiva balsam.
C. Ijxngsdorfii and C. coriacea, with various
othef species, are said to furnish the Copaiva
balsam of Brazil. C. pubijlora and bracteata,

Guiana trees, furnish a very tough timber,
called Purple Heart, well fitted to resist the
discharges of artillery.

cop-ai'-va, s. [Copaiba.]

oop-ai-vene, s. [Copaiba oil.]

cop ai -vie, a. [Eng. copaiba) ; and suff. -ie.)

copaivic acid, •.

Chem. : Also called Copahuvic acid. A
crystalline resin, which exists In Copaiba
balsam. It is separated by dissolving the
resins which remain after the oil has been
distilled off in aqueous ammonia, and leaving
the solution to evaporate in a cool place. It

is purified by washing with ether and re-

crystallising from alcohol. Copaivic acid
forms colourless rhombic crystals, soluble in

strong alcohol, which are decomposed on
heating. It is to have the fonnula C^H-aOj.

co pal', s. [Sp. copal, from Mexican copalli =
resin.]

1, Ord. Lang. & Chem. : A resin produced
by a plant, Rhus copallinum, which grows in

Mexico. It is obtained in rounded, nearly
transparent, masses ; is brittle in texture and
colourless, or slightly yellow. It is slightly
soluble in alcohol and essential oils, aud is

made into varnish by mixing in a melted state
with oils. Compos. : Carbon, 78 to 80*5

;

hydrogen, 87 to 10'5 ; oxygen, to 107 per
cent.

1T (1) Brazilian copal: "Copal" flowing
from several species of Hymensea, and front
Trachylobium Martianum.

(2) Indian copal: A resin obtained front
Vateria indica. It is called in England Gum
animi.

(8) Madagascar copal : Hymenaa verrucosa.

(4) Mexican copal; Hymenata Conibaril.

2. Min. : A mineral called fossil copal,

copaline, or copalite. [Copalite.]

copal varnish, s. A varnish made from
copal. It is durable and brilliant, and may
be used in the manufacture of philosophical
instruments.

co pal che, s. [Mexican.]

copalche bark, s. The name given to
two kinds of bark resembling Cascarilla (q.v.).

They are the Brazilian and the Mexican Co-
palche bark. The former is from Strychnot
psendo-quina, and the latter from Croton
pseudo-china.

co pal ine, a. [Eng., &c. copal; and sufl.

-inc.]

Min. : The same as Copalite (q.v.).

CO'-pal-ite, s. [Eng., &c. copal; and suit,

-ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A combustible mineral of a yellow,
gray, or brown colour. It resembles copal in

hardness, colour, lustre, trailsjiarency, and in

the difficulty witli which it is dissolved in

alcohol. Compos. : Carbon, 857 ; hydrogen,
11 '4; oxygen, 2

-9 = 100. It is found in the
London clay of Highgate, on which account
it is sometimes called Highgate resin. It is

found also in the East Indies. Copalite is

called also copaline and fossil copal.

oop-am -r^, s. [Mid. Eng. cop = cup, and
amry - ambry (q.v.).] A press or closet for

keeping cups, &c.

"A langsald bed, a copamry, A ane scouring."—
Aberd. Reg.

*c6-par'-cen-a-r& * oo-par'-cen-a-
rle, s. [Eng. coparcener; -y.] Joint succes-

sion or inheritance in any estate ; a partner-

ship in heirship.
" Iu descent to all the daughters in co-parcenary

. . ."—Hale ; History of Common Law.

* co-par'-cen-er, * co-par'-^ln-er, a
[Pref. co = con, and Eng. parcener (q.v.).]

One who has part or share with another ; a

coheir to an estate ; a copartner.

boll, boy ; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - f

-cian, tiau-sb.au. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion - zhun ; -tious, -sious, -clous = shus. -blc, -die, &c. m bcl, del.
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" Toose coheirs are then called coparceners ; or, for

brevity. i>arcener* only."—Blackstone : Comment., bk.
S, ch. xiL

*©o-par'-ce^Hft
* co-par'-cen-Ie, *. [a

shortened form of coparcenary (q.v.).] An
equal share, as of copartners ; coparcenary.
(Philips.)

"They were to hold the same in co-pnroenie with the
French Prot*stanta.--/WJ«r.- Ch. VUt., Vllt. It «.
{Dawk*.}

* co-part', v.t. & i. [Pref. co= con, and Eng.
part (q. v.). ]

A* Trans. : To share or participate in.

B. Intraris. .* To sympathise.
'*. . . will you eopart with me in this my

aesscT—JIeyioood: Hoynil King.

* co - part - ment, s. [Compartment.] A
compartment.

t co-part -ner, *. [Pref. co = con, and Eng.
partner (q.v.).]

1. One who has a Bhare with others In any
business or common stock ; one concerned
jointly with others in carrying on any enter-
prise ; a partner or associate in any trans-
action.

". . . copartner with the soul in creation, redemp-
tion, sanctiflcatiou, . . ."—Sail : Serm. at Exeter.

2. One who shares or participates in. (Fol-
lowed by of.)

"... make those whom he addreaaea copartner* of
his thoughts."—TyndaU: Frag, of Science (3rd edA
Yii. i»-ao.

co part -ner-ship, s. [Pref. oo m con, and
Eng. partnership (q.v.).]

1. The state of being copartner or of having
an equal or joint share with others in any
business or affair ; partnership.

". . . close copartnership In Government"—Burke

:

Regicide Peace, lett 4.

* 2. Joint succession or inheritance of an
estate ; joint heirship ; coparcenary.

".
. . the daiighters equally succeeded to their father

as in copartnership."—Hale.

t 3. Those who are copartners in any busi-
ness or concern.

* od-part'-ner-$r, s. (Eng. copartner; -y.)

The state of being a copartner ; copartnership.

* co -pa -tain, a. [A word of uncertain
origin, and only found in the passage here

a
noted. The etymology of the first part of
le word is probably Mid, Eng. cop = top,

summit] Probably high-raised, peaked, or
pointed.

% A copatain hat : A sugar-loaf hat. [Cop-
PLE-TANK.]

" A silken doublet ! a velvet hose ! a scarlet cloak !

and a copatain hat I"Skakmp. : Tom. of Shrew, v. i.

+ co-pat -H-ot, s. [Pref. #>= con, and Eng.
patriot (q.v.). j A joint patriot.

cop-ay'-va, *. [Copaiba.:

* oope (1), *. [Cup.]

cope (2), 'coope, *kope. «. [The same
word as Cap and Cape (q.v.).

J

A- Ordinary Language

;

L Liurally

:

L Any covering for the head. [Cap.]

2. A cloak, a cape.
" In ktrtlea and In copes riche
They weren clothed.- Oowmr, it. 46.

tS. The top or summit of anything. [Cop.]
" Wrapt In dense cloud from base to cope."

Tennyson: The Tteo Voice*.

* IT Figuratively

:

1. Anything spreau over or covering the
head, as a cloud.

" This his . . . her reiny cope did upon."
Gotcer, it 101.

2. The arch or cancpy of heaven.
". . . nnr only Paradise,

In this commotion, hot the starry cope
Of heaven perhaps, . . .

Milton: P. L., bk. iv.

S. The roof of a house, and hence the house
itself.

"AH these things that are contain d
Within this goodly cope, both most and least"

Spenser.

i. The arch over a doorway.

B. Technically:

L Eode*. : An ecclesiastical vestment re-

sembling a cloak. It takes its name from the
cappa or hood, which was originally a very
necessary and highly ornamental appendage.

It Is made of various materials : silk, satin,
velvet, cloth, Ac, of different colours, and

richly embroidered.
It is fastened
across the breast
by a jewelled clasp.
When laid out flat

it is in shape an
exact semicircle.

It is worn in the
Roman Catholic

.,., Church by clergy

^& of all ranks. As
jagS distinguished from
|t the chasuble (q.v.)

it is a processional
vestment, while the
chasuble is Euchar-
istic The cope is

one of the vest-

ments worn in Rit-
ualistic churches,
but it was decided
by the Judicial
Committee of the
Privy Council, in

the case of Hibbert
. Purchas, 1871,wroB*
that "the coi« is

to be worn in minis-

tering the Holy Communion on high feast

days in cathedrals and. collegiate churches,
and the Burplice in all other ministrations."

2. Founding : The top part of a mould ; the
lower is the drag. [Flask.]

3. Old Law ; A custom or tribute due to the
king, or lord of the soil, out of the lead mines
in the Wapentake of Wirksworth in Com.
Derby. (Blount : Law IHct.)

" Egress and Regress to the Kings High-way,
The Miners have ; and Lot and Cope they pay."
Maniove : Lib. A Customs of Warksteorth (1SS3).

4. Arch. : A crown, arch, or arched lintel.

[Coping.]

cope-chisel* s. A chisel adapted for

cutting grooves.

• cope (3), *. [Cope (3), v.]

1. A bargain or exchange.

"To make a cope for dearth of hay."—Greens: friar
Bacon, p. Ii7.

2. An encounter, a hostile meeting.
"... theyr hones refused at the cope, . . ."—

flemsre: Froissartt Cronycle, vol. it, ch. clxviii.

Tf To gain cope : To attain equality with.
" We should gain cope of them and outrun them."

—

Adam* : Works, 1. 8*4

* COpC (4), s. [Etym. doubtful : perhaps akin
to cope (2), s.] A coffin.

"... it was tnochtliest . . . to give him grit salt

Seuche. a cope of leid, and a nuck in the bottouie of
s ->-}-tour, . . ."—Knox : Hist., p. «.

cope (1), v.L & i. [Cope (2), «.J

A* Transitive:

* L To dress in or cover with a cope.

"Thei copyd hym as afrera."
Pierce Ploughman's Crede, p. 36.

t 2. To roof or arch over.
" A very large bridge, that Is all made of wood, and

coped over he£d."~Addison .- On Italy.

* B. Intransitive

:

1. To bend or arch over ; to form an arch.
". . . bending downe and coping toward the earth,

. . ."—Holland : Piinie, bk. xxv.. ch. xiii.

2. To jut out, as a wall. (WeaU.)

*COpe (2), v.t. [Fr. eouper — to cut.] To
divide, to share.

cope (a), • copen, * coupe, v.t. & i. £Dut.
koopen ; O. H. Ger. choufon ; Goth, kanpon

;

O. 8. k&p6n t
tcopinn ; Ger. kopen ; Sw. kopa ;

Dan. kjbbe : cognate with A. 8. cedpian = to
cheapen; cedp = a bargain. (Sfceaf.)] [Cheap,
Chop.]

* A. Transitive

:

L Literally:

1. To buy, to bargain for.

" Ifaster, what will yon copen at by t

"

Lydgate : London Lickpeny, sL tH,

2. To pay as a price for, to repay.
" Three thousand ducats, due unto the Jew,
We freely cope your courteous pains withal."

Shaketp, : Mer. o/ Venice, iv. L
* IX Figuratively :

1. To have commerce with.

2. To meet, to encounter, to engage.
" And here's a lord,—come knights from east to west,
And cull their flower, AJax shall rope the best."

tVutkesp. : TreU. * Ores., 11. >.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To have to do with, to meet or deal with..
". . . thou art e'en as just a man

As e'er my conversation eopeit withal."
Shakesp. : UamUt, iiL X

2. To engage with as an enemy ; to struggle,
to contend ; to enter into a hostile contest.
(Followed by with before the opponent)

" If our free passage they contest

;

Cope thou with two, I'll match the rest,"
Soott : The Lord of the Ities. ill. IB

3. To oppose or contend with successfully ;,

to lie a match for.

" Their generals have not been ahle to cope with the
troope of Athena."—Addison: Whig Jixaminer.

co'-peck, ko -peck, s. [Russian.] A Rus-
sian coin, the hundredth part of a rouble
(q.v.), and worth about a farthing.

coped,*copedet a. [Cope(2),s.] [Coppkd.1
1. Dressed in or wearing a cope.
" Oam yn thus copede at a court there ich dwellede.'*

—Piers Ploughman i Crede, ik 409.

2. Furnished with a coping.

* cope -man, * [Dnt. koopman,] [Chapvan.T
A merchant, a dealt' r. [Copksman.]

-r«r«e^an: Rest of-

cop'-€-pdd. *• [Copepoda.]

Zool. : Any individual of the Copepoda-
(q.v.).

" Both marine and fresh water Copepods are kuwwu."'
—Nicholson : Zool. (»th ed.). p. 2TS.

cd-pep'-6^-da, *. pU [Gr. jcwstj (ktipt) = a.

handle, an oar, and jrovs (pous), genit. wo66t
(podos) = a foot.]

1. Zool. : An order of Crustacea, ranked
under the sub-class Entomostraca and the
legion Lophyropoda. They are animals of
small size, the body divided into two seg-
ments, viz., a cephalothorax and an abdomen.
There are two pairs of antennae, two pairs-
of footjaws, and five pairs of ordinary feet
furnished with bristles and adapted for swim-
ming. There la a jointed tail with a tuft of
bristles at its extremity. Some are found in-

fresh water, others are marine. Prof. Huxley
says that in addition to the species placed
under Copepoda by Latreille and Milne
Edwards, the order contains some of the
Epizoa or Ichthyophthinu There are two-
families, the Cyclopidse, which have but a
single eye ; and the Cetochilidss, which have
two eyes.

2. Palmont. : No certain proof baa yet been,
obtained that the Copepoda occur fossil.

co-pep -6 dan. co pep'-4-dous. a. [Hod.
Lat copepoa\a)-, Eng. sun", -out.) Belonging
to, or having the characteristics of, the Co-
pepoda (q.v.). The first form is also used
substantively.

• cd'-per, *. [Eng. cope (3), v. ; -er.]

1. 0)~d. Ixvng. : A dealer ; now only surviving
in this sense in the compound horse-coper

(q.v.).

2. Lead-mining : One who contracts to raise-

lead ore at a fixed rate.

Cd-per'-iii-Can, o. [Pertaining to Coper-
nicus, the iJatinised form of Copernik or
Zopernic, a Roman Catholic ecclesiastic, a
canon of Thorn, in Prussia, He was born ir>

1472 or 1473, and died on Mav 23, 1543.] Per-
taining to the celebrated astronomer, Coper-
nicus. [See etymol.]

% (1) Copernican hypothesU:

Astron. : The view regarding the solar sys-

tem promulgated by Copernicus, and which
he was careful for ecclesiastical reasons to calf

a hypothesis instead of a theory. Po]>e Pius
VII. , in the early part of the nineteenth cen-
tury, having promised a repeal of the Papal
edict against the Copernican system, no
offence was afterwards taken at Rome if the
Roman Catholic professors called the Coper-
nican views a theory, which they had not
before been permitted to do, having been,
required to employ the term hypothesis-
(Lyell: Princip. of Geol, bk. t, ch. iv.)

(2) Copernican system

:

Astron. : The system of astronomy pro-
mulgated by Copernicus, which in most of
its essential features was identical with that
now accepted. Previous to his time the
system in vogue was the Ptolemaic one as

modified by Tycho Brahe. Both of these

fate, f&t, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there: pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, as, oe = e. ey = a. qu ~ lew*
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mninent men had placed tlie earth in the centre
of their system, and made the sun and the
planets to revolve around it. Copernicus took
the great step forward of placing the sun in

the centre, and reducing the earth to the com-
paratively humble position of a planet. The
places which he assigned to the planets were
essentially correct, but he failed to explain
accurately the laws which regulated their
movements. He supjosed that they must
be united to the central body— the sun— by
bars, like Ptolemy's epicycles. It was not
till Kepler and Newton had made two other
great movements forward that the mechanism
of the heavens came to be understood. There
is injustice to these men when the term Coper-
nlcan system is held to embrace discoveries
made subsequent to the time of Copernicus.
{Prof. Airy, dbc)

(3) Copemican theory

:

Astron. : The theory or explanation given
by Copernicus of the solar system. [Coper-
NICAN HYPOTHESIS.]

•odp-er~ni'-9J-a, s. [Named after Coper-
nicus.] [CoPEKNlCAN. ]

Bat. : A genus of palms, tribe Coryphese,
family SabaTidae.* About six species areknown,
all from tropical America. Copernicia ceri/era

Is the Wax-palm, called Carmtuba in Brazil.

[Wax-palm.]

* coperonc. * coporne, * coperoun,
* coperun, s. [(). Kr. couperon, cuperun =
a .summit ; coupron is still used in Guernsey.]
The top or .summit, the apex.

"Coporne, or coporour of thynge (coperone K. H.
coperun P.). CapiteUum."—Prompt. Parv.

"coperose, s. [Copperas.?
"Coperose, Fitriota."—Prompt. Parv.

*opes -mate, s. [Eng. cope (3), v., and mate
(q.vf).] One who has dealings or intercourse
with another ; a partner, an associate. [Cope-
HAN.]

" Misshapen Time, copesmate of ugly Night."
Shakeep. ; Tan/uin and Lucrece, 925.

cope -stone, s. [Eng. cope (2), s., and stone.]

A head or top-stone ; coping.

*oop-ful,s. [Cupful.]

•ooph -In-us, s. [Gr. KuidHfo* (kophinus) = a
basket.]

Palceont. : The name given to certain pyra-
midal impressions in the Silurian rocks, which
may have been produced by the stems of encri-
nites swaying about while the rocks were as
yet only micaceous mud. (Ogilvie, ed. Annan-
dale.)

-ed-phd'-sis, s. [Gr. «ii$t*ri? (k5ph5sia) = (1)
dumbness, (2) deafness.]

Med. : Deafness.

•cop'-hous, t. [Mid. Eng. oop = cap, and
kou3 = house.] A place for keeping cups, &c.

"... In the eophous. in the keiping of William
Douchale, . .

."—Inventories, A. 1M2, p. 73.

«6'-pi-a-pite, s. [Named from Copiapo, a vol-

cano, a river, a town, and a district of North-
ern Chili.]

Min. : A yellow, translucent pearly mineral,
consisting of a loose aggregation of granular
scales. Hardness, 1*5

; sp.gr., 214. Compos. :

Sulphuric acid, 42'7 ; sesquioxide of iron, 34"2
;

water, 23*1 = 100. It was known to the an-
cients, and was till lately called Misy. It

results from the decomposition of iron pyrites.
It Is found at Goslar in the Hartz, and at
Copiapo, in Chili. (Dana.)

*ed'-ple, *cd'-py\ s. [O. Ft. copie; Lat.
oopia = plenty.] [Copy.]

1, Plenty, abundance.

2. A copy.

"Bad bim the copie hero."—Langtoft, p. 291

3. (PI): An army, forces (Lat. copicn).

" Thus the knyghtes and aquyers turned theyr copies
on both parties.' —Berners. Proissurt'sCronycie, VOL 1.,

liil. CUXC1X.

oop ied, * co-py-yd, pa. par. or a. [Copy, v. ]

" Copyyd. Copiatus."—Prompt Parv.

-OOp'-I-er, *. [Eng. copy; -er.]

1. One who copies or transcribes an original

;

a copyist
"... copiers hiul transcriber*."

—

AddUon: OnCoins.

2. One who imitates or plagiarizes the style
or words of another.

"Without invention a painter is but a copier, . .
."

Dryden; Dufretnoy.

3. One who follows or imitates an example
set by others.

"Our schlsmaticks In Rnglaud were the copters ot
rebellion,"—DryUen: Vindic of Duke of Guise.

odp'-iug (1), pr. par., a., & *. [Cope (3), s.]

A. A: B. As pr. par. <& particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of engaging or en-
countering with.

cop'-irig (2), s. [Eng. cope; -ing.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1.

"... from the foundation unto the coping."— I

Kings vU.il,

2- Fig. : Any covering resembling the top
course of a wall.

"... crowned by a strong coping of wax."—Darwin

:

Origin of Species (ed, 1859), ch. viL, n, 28L

IX Technically

:

1. Masonry : The top or projecting course
on the top of a wall. It should be throated—
that is, grooved or channelled underneath, so
that the rain should not run down the wall,
but drip from the edge.

2. Ship-building: The turning the ends of
iron lodging-knees so as to hook into the

A Coping (Tron Lodging-knee.) B. The Inner Side
of a Ship between Decks. 0. The Beams.
D. A Port,

beams, and thus ease the strain off the necks
of the bolts when the vessel rolls. (Ogilvie.)

5 (1) A coping over : A projecting work, be-
velled on its underside.

(2) Flat or parallel coping : A coping used
upon inclined surfaces, as gables, parapets of
houses, tops of garden walls, &c.

(3) Feather-edged coping : Bedded level and
sloping on top.

(4) Saddle-back coping : A coping with a
curved or doubly inclined top.

coping-stone, s. One of the stones
forming the coping of a wall, Ac.

oo'-pl-ous, copiouse, 'co-piowse,
* CO-py-OUS, o. [O. Fr. copieux ; Bp, , Port.

,

& Ital. copioso, from Lat. copiosus= plentiful,
from copia = plenty : co = con = with, to-

gether ; ops (genit. opfs) •» wealth.]

1. Plentiful, abundant, in abundant quantity.
"... the zealous brethren furnished copious matter

of ridicule."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., en. lit

* 2. Large in numbers or extent ; ample.
*' Loo I a copt/oit* oust In to metyng to them."— Wy-

cliffe: 1 Mace. xvi. 6.

* 3. Fruitful ; furnishing anything in abun>
dance ; producing freely or largely.

" Copiowse or plentevowa."—Prompt. Parv.

4. Furnishing abundance of matter for con
sideration, thought, or reflection ; extensive,
wide, comprehensive.

"... so copious, that the study of a whole life can
not exhaust it."—SAarp ; Works, voL i., Ser. 8.

5. Fluent, rich in thoughts or language.
"... ever cany, flowing, copious, clear, and harmo'

nious."—Pope : Homer's Odyssey, Postscript.

6. 0/ language, &c. : Fluent, abundant,
varied, rich.

Cd'-p!-OUS-l& adv. [Eng. copious; -ly.)

1. Plentifully, abundantly, freely ; in greai

quantities.

2. Fully, amply, at large ; widely, diffusely,

co pi ous ness, * co j>i ous ncssc,
[Eng. copious; -ness.]

1. Plenty, abundance, a large quantity or
supply.

* 2. Wideness of extent, fulness,

3. Fluency, richness, or fulness of thought
or language.

" His usual copiousness and force of language."—
Macauiay: Hist. £ng., ch. xiii.

4. Diffusiveness of style iu treating of any
subject

* cop ist, s. [Eng. eop(y) ; -int.]

1. A copier, a transcriber, a copyist.
" He was not ab* j to repair the copist's omission*."—Boyle: Work*, 11. «7.

2. One who imitates.

co plan ar, a. [Pref. eo-, Eng. plane, and
sutf. -ar.] Acting or situated in the same
plane.

"Coptanar with two of the normals at the point."—Sttlmon ; Geometry of Three Dimensions led. 1874).
p. 442.

* cop-land, s. [Eng. cop, s., and land.] A
piece of land terminating in an acute angle.

*cd-plant', v.t [Pref. co = con; and Eng.
plant (q.v.).] To plant at the same time, or
in the same place with something else.

* cop ma ker, s. [Mid. Eng. cop = cup, and
Eng. maker.) A cup-maker.

" Hie ciphwrius, a copmaker."— Wright ; Vocab., p.2ia

* cop nicn, v.t. [A.S. copHian.] To expect,
to look for.

CO-pol'-ar, a. [Pref. co-, and Eng. po&ir
(q.v.).] Having the same pole.

* coporne, s. [Coperone.]

* co por'-tion, s. [Pref. co = con, and Lat.
portio = a portion, a share.] An equal portion.

" My selfe will beare a part, eoportion of your packe."
Spenser : F. Q„ VL U. 47.

t cop 6s, s. [Gr. kotto? (kopos) m (1) a strik-
ing, beating, (2) toil, trouble, suffering.]

Med. : Lassitude, fatigue. (Parr.)

* COp-Otlt', adv. [Mid. Eng. cop = cup, and
Eng. out.] To the bottom of the cup, right
out. (Cf. Cahoi'sh.)

" Syne all the nobillis therof dranke about,
(X will not say that ilk man playit copout.)"

Doug. ; Virgil, W. 61.
* OOppe (1), *. [Cop, $.]

* coppc (2X *. [Cup.]

* copped, * coppid, * coppyd, * copt,
a. [Mid. Eng. coppc = cop ; -ed..]

1. Rising to a peak or point, sugar-loai
like, pointed. Applied

—

(a) To natural objects.
" Where was a lytle coppyd hyll, . . ."—Fabyan,

vol." i., ch. exxiii.

(b) To artificial objects.
" With high copt hattea, and feathers flaunt a flaunt."

Hascoigne : The Steele Qlas.

2- Crested.
" Coppid as a lark."—MS. in Halliwell, p. 289.

* coppe house, s. [Cophous,] Anciently,
a tool-house. (Weale.)

cop-pel, *. [Cupel.]

* cop-poled, a. [Coppled.]

cop per (1), * coper, * co purre, * eo~
pyr.s. A; a. [Sw. koppar ; D&n.kobber ; Dut.
koper; Ger. kupfer ; O. H. Ger. kuphar ; Gael.
kopar ; Wei. copr ; Fr. cuivre ; Up. & Port
cobre, all from Lat. of the third cent. a.d. cu-
prum, a contr. for c'yprinm ces = copper ore from
Cyprus, Lat. Cyprus, Gr. Kvirpos (kupross) = the
well-known island, which anciently had cele-

brated copper mines.]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Gen. : The metal described under II. 1 (2).

2. Specially:

(1) A coin of copper—a penny, a halfpenny,
or a farthing.

(2) A vessel or utensil, esp. a large vessel

for cooking or washing. Such were originally

of copper, but are now more frequently made
of iron. In the pi. the term is applied to the
large cooking boilers on board ship.

"They boiled it in a copper to the half."—Bacon:
A'at. Hist

II. Technically:

1. Chem.: A dj'ad metallic element . symbol,

Cu ; atomic weight, 63'5 ; sp. gr., 8*95 ; melt-

ing point, 1,091* C. Copper is a red, uiallo-

able, ductile, tenacious metal, which some-
times occurs native. It does not decompose
water at red heat, nor oxidise in dry air; at

red heat it oxidises to a black oxide. Heated
with strong sulphuric acid, So? is liberated

*>cfc. ooy; pout, jo^l: eat, ^eU, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. as; expect, Xenophon, exist. -lag.
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and cupric sulphate formed. It is easily

dissolved by nitric acid, Nog being given off

and cupric nitrate formed. Copper forms
•eve nil alloys. Brass is an alloy of two-thirds
copper and one-third zinc ; bronze, gun-metal,
and bell-metal are alloys of copper with tin.

Copper forms sets of compounds, the cuprous
and cupric salts. [Cupric, Cuprous, and their
compounds.] Copper pyrites is a cuproso-
ferric sulphide. Copper arsenite, or 8cheele's
green, is used aa a pigment for wall papers,
&c. ; it is very poisonous. Compounds of
copper with ammonia are known. Copper
salts are detected by giving in an acid solu-

tion a black precipitate with H^S. By giving

a blue precipitate with KHO it becomes black
on boiling. When a piece of clean steel is

placed fn a solution, copper is deposited on ft.

Ammonia gives a blue precipitate, which dis-

solves in excess, forming a dark-blue solution.

Potassium ferrocyanide gives a red-brown
precipitate of ferrocyanide of copper, which
is soluble in ammonia, forming a blue solu-

tion. All salts of copper are poisonous. Ver-

digris is an acetate of copper, often formed
by cooking food in copper vessels.

2. Alchem. : Copper wag represented by the
alchemists by the same sign as the planet
Venus, both the metal and the goddess being
associated with the island of Cyprus.

3. Min. : A ductile and malleable isometric
mineral, often in twin crystals, with the com-
position face octahedral, or a double six-sided

pyramid, or filiform and arborescent. Hard-
ness, 25—3 ; sp. gr., 8—8U or more ; colour,

copper-red ; streak metallic, fracture hackly.
Compos. : Copper, pure or with a slight ad-
mixture of silver, bismuth, &c It is found
in beds and veins, chiefly near volcanic dykes,
in serpentine, Ac, or loose in the soil. It occurs
abundantly in the United States, particularly in

Michigan, the mines at Calumet, on Lake Supe-
rior, in that state, being the richest in the world.
This country is the largest producer of copper.

^ Antimonial Copper = Chalcostibite ; three
Arsenates of Copper are Trichalcite, Olivenite,

and Liroconite ; Arsenical Copper = Domey-
kite ; Black Copper = Melaconite ; Blue Copper
= Azurite ; Carbonate of Copper = Malachite ;

Chlorid of Copper= Atacamite and Tallingite

;

Chromate of Lead and Copper=Vauquelinite
;

Emerald Copper = Dioptase ; Grey Copper =
Tctrahedrite ; Indigo Copper = Covellite ;

Muriate of Copper = Atacamite ; Oxychlorid
of Copper= Atacamite; Oxide of Copper, the
red variety = Cuprite, the black one = Mela-
conite; Phosphate of Copper = (1) Libeth-
enite, (2) Pseudomalachite ; Purple Copper
= Bornite ; Pyritous Copper = Chalcopyrite

;

Red Copper = Cuprite ; Selenid of Lead a
Berzelianite ; Selenid of Copper and Lead =
Zargite; Silicate of Copper = Dioptase ; Sul-
phate of Copper = Chalcanthite ; Sulphato-
chloride of Copper = Connellite ; Sulplmret
of Copper = (1) Chalcocite, (2) Bornite, (3)

Chalcopyrite, (4) Covellite ; Vanadate of Cop-
per = Volborthite ; Variegated Copper = Bor-
nite, and Vitreous Copper = Chalcocite.

A. NauL : [A. I. 1 (2).]

5. Arch&ol, Hist., dtc. : Copper has been
known since prehistoric times. There may
have been a copper age before that of bronze.
[Bronze.] The latter compound metal, an
alloy of copper and tin, was known long before
brass, an alloy of copper and zinc, had been
made. The word copper occurs once in the
Old Testament (Ezra viii. 27\ but what is in
many places called brass should have been
rendered copper. [Brass.] Copper was in

use in ancient Assyria. The classical nations
were familiar with it. The Greeks brought it

from Cyprus, the mines being at Tamassus,
near Famagosta. Copper mines were first

opened in England in a.d. 1189, but not very
successfully till a.d. 1689.

6. Entom. (PI.): [Copper-butterfly.]

7. Soap-making : The boiling-pan.

H (1) Hot coppers: Parched throat and mouth
from the effects of drink. (Slang.)

(2) To catch copper ; To come to grief. (Slang.)
" Go to, no more. Barber, leiut copper you catch."

Whetstone : Promo* e) Cauandra.

(3) To cool one's coppers : To quench one's
thirst, esp. after excessive drinking. (Slang.)

(Hughes: Tom Brown at Oxford, ch. iii.)

B. As adjective

:

1. Having copper in its composition, per-
taining to copper ; made of copper.

2. Red and metallic in aspect, coppery.
"In » hot and copper sky." Coleridge : Ana Afar.

copper arsenate, t.

Min. : A name which has been applied to

(1) Olivenite, (2) Eucliroite, (3) Erinite, (4)

Cornwaltite, (5) Cliuoclase, (6) Chalcophyllite,

and (7) Liroconite.

copper arsenide, a
Min. : A name which has been applied to

(1) Domeykite (q. v. ), and (2) Whitneyite (q.v.).

copper-belly, *.

Zool. : The name of an American serpent,
Coluber erythrogaster.

copper-bit, *. A pointed piece of copper,
riveted to an iron shank and provided with a
wooden handle. It is used for soldering. If

not previously tinned, it is heated to a dull
red in a charcoal Are ; hastily filed to a clean
metallic surface ; then rubbed immediately
upon a lump of sal-ammoniac, and next upon
a copper or tin plate, upon which a few drops
of solder have been placed. This will com-
pletely coat the tool, which may be wiped
clean with a piece of tow, and will then be
ready for use. (Knight.)

copper blende, a

Min. ; The same as Tennanttte (q.v.).

copper-bottomed, a.

Naut. : 8heathed below with copper. The
process began with the ships of the navy in

1761, and was completed for the then existing
vessels by 1780. (Haydn.)

copper butterflies, s. pi.

Entom. : The English name of the small
butterflies belonging to the family Lyctenidse,

and specially to its typical genus Lycssna.

They are really of copper colour, and have an
onisciform larva. One species is common in

Britain. [Lyocna.]

COpper-cap, * The copper capsule,

charged with a fulminate and placed on the
nipple of a tire-arm, to explode the charge
when the hammer falls. (Knight.)

copper-captain, s. One who calls him-
self a captain without any claim to the title

;

a pseudo-captain.

copper carbonate, a
Min. : The same as Malachite or Ches-

sylite (q.v.).

copper-coloured, a. Red, with more
or less of metallic lustre ; or simply reddish
like the metal, but without its lustre.

copper faced, a.

Ty}te : Having a face of copper upon a shank
of type-metal. (Knight.)

copper-fastened, a.

Shipbuilding : Having the planks, etc.,

fastened with copper bolts, in contradistinction

to iron ; the latter being liable to rust, espe-

cially in contact with oak and by exposure to

wet. (Knight.)

copper froth, s.

Min. : The same as Tyrolitk (q.v.).

copper-glance, $.

Min. : The same aa Chalcocite (q.v.),

copper-green, s.

Min. : The same as Chrysocolla (q.v.).

copper-head, a,

1. Trigonocephalus contortrix, a venomous
American snake, which gives no warning of
its attack.

2. (PI.): A name given to those in the
Northern States, during the War of Secession
in 1861-66, who favoured the South.

copper-iron, a & a.

A. As substantive

:

Elect. : A couple of the two metals for use
in a voltaic battery-

B. As adj.: Consisting of copper and iron.

**.
. . the electrouiottre force of a copper-iron

con nle . . ."—Everett : The C. 0. 8. Syttrm of Unite
(1875), ch. xi-.p. 7fc

copper-manganese, a

Jftw. ; A variety of Credneritk (q.v.).

copper mica, *.

Min. : The same as Chalcophyllite (q.v.),

copper nickel, a
Min. : The same as Nickelime or XiccoLm

(q.v.).

copper-nose, s. A red nose produced
by the skin disease called acne rosacea, by in-

toxicating liquors, Ac. (Shaketp.)

copper ore, s.

Min. : The same as Melaconite (q.v.).

1" Blue Copper ore is = Azurite ; Emerald
Copper ore = Dioptase ; Green Copper ore »
Malachite ; Octahedral Copper ore = Cuprite

;

Velvet Copper ore= Cyanotrichite ; and Yellow
Copper ore = Chalcopyrite.

copper-oxide, s.

Min. : A name which has been applied to
(1) Melaconite, and (2) Cuprite.

copper-phosphate, s.

Min. : A name which has been applied to
(1) Libethenite, (2) Tagilite, and (3) Phospho-
rocalcite.

copper-plate, a. & s. [Copperplate.]

copper pyrites, s. sing. & pi.

Min. : The same as Chalcopyrite (q.v.}.

copper-rose, s. Papaver Bhaxu.

eoppcr selenlde, s.

Min. : The same as Berzelianite (q.v.).

copper silicate, s.

Min. : A name which has been given to (1)
Chrysocolla, and (2) Dioptase.

copper spot, ,.

Entom. : A predatory beetle, Calosoma coM-
dni;,. found in Canada. It has rows of copper-
coloured dots on its otherwise black elytra.

copper suboxide, s.

Min. ; The same as Cuprite (q.v.).

copper sulphate, s.

Min. : The same as Chalcanthite (q.v.).

copper sulphide, -.

Min. : The same as Copper-glance (q.v.).

copper-underwing, s.

Entom. : A moth of the family Amphipy-
ridae. (Stainton.)

copper uranite, «.

Min. ; The same as Cuprouranite and
Torbernite (q.v.).

copper vitriol, a
Min. : The same as Chalcanthite (q.v.),

copper-wire, * copper wyre, - Wire
drawn out of copper, which is a very ductile

metal.

copper-work, s.

1. A place where vessels, Ac,, are manu-
factured from copper.

2. Work wrought in copper,

copper-zinc, s. & u.

A. As substantive:

1. Ord. Lang. : A mixture of copper and
line.

2. Elect. : A couple so formed, Brut intro-

duced by Dr. J. H. Gladstone and Mr. A.
Tribe, in 1872, has been used with effect in

voltaic batteries. (Haydn.)

B. As adj. : Consisting of copper and zinc.

• COp'-per (2), *. [Mid. Ens*, cop = cup, and
sulf. -er.) A cup-bearer. (Pal ofHon., »l 58.)

Cop per (3), s. [Prob. from cop (2X v.] A
policeman. (Slang.)

cop -per, v.t. (Copper. * ] To sheathe or
cover with sheets or a deposition of copper.

cop per as, * copcrose, * coppresse,
* ''Opras, *. [O. Fr. couperose, coperosc;

Ital. copparosa ; 8p. caparrosa, eaparros ; Port
caparosa. Supposed by Diez to be from Lat.

cupri rosa = copper-rose. Murray thinks Ik

is from Low lit. (aqua) cuprosa; ct G«r.
Kupferwasser = copperas.]

Min. : The same as Melanterite (q.v.).

7 Dana has a copperas group of minerals in

which he includes the ordinary vitriols. The
minerals comprised under it are Melanterite,

fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet. here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mate, cub, cure, unite, oar, rale, fall; try, Syrian. a% ce = 6, ey = a. qu = kw.
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Pisanite, Goslarite, Bieberite, Morenosite, and
Chalcanthite.

% (1) Blue copperas :

Ckem. t
Metal., dtc. : Sulphate of copper.

(2) Green copperas

:

Chem., Metal., &c : Sulphate of iron.

(3) White copperas

:

(o) Min. : The same as Coquimbite (q.v.X

(b) Chem., Metal., &c. : Sulphate of zinc.

(4) Yellow copperas

:

Min. : The 3ame as Copiapite (q.v.).

•op -per-a-sine, s. [Eng., &c. copperas, and
euff. -um (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : A variety of Jarosite (q.v.). It was
described by Shepard as a hydrous, cuprous,
and ferrous sulphate, occurring at New Haven,
In the United States.

•tfp'-pered, a. [Eng. copper; -ed.]

J, Literally :

1. Made or consisting of copper.

2. Coated or sheathed with copper.

IL Fig. : Of a red or copper colour.

©5p per ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Copper, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. db particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of coating or sheathing with
copper.

2. A copper coating or sheathing.

•dp-perish, a. [Eng. copper; -ish.] Par-
taking of the nature of or containing copper

;

resembling copper.
"... a large vein of coppertsft sulphur."—Robinson:

Nat Ilitt, ofCumb. and Westm. (l"Ov).

•dp per-plato, s. & a. [Eng. copper, and
plate.]

A* As substantive ;

1. A sheet or plate of copper on which a
design is engraved. In copper-plate engraving
the lines are etched, or cut by a graver in a
plate ; then filled in with an ink ; the surface
of the plate wiped clean ; the paper laid upon
the surface of the plate, and both run through
a roller-press, by which the ink Is transferred
to the paper.

2. An impression or print on paper from an
engraved copperplate.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to the art of en-
graving on copper.

IT Copperplate Printing-press: A press for
obtaining impressions from sunken engrav-
ings ; that is, those in which the design is cut
Into the copper or steel plate, in contradis-
tinction to such as have the design salient, as
In wood-engravings, where the part which is

not designed to print is cut away. [Copper-
platk.] (Knight.)

odp'-per-smlth, s. [Eng. copper, and smith.)
A worker in copper ; a maker of copper uten-
sils.

•6p -per-worm, s. [Eng. copper, and worm.]

1. A mollusc, Teredo navalis. [Teredo.]

2. A moth that fretteth garments. (John-
ton.)

3. A worm breeding in one's hand. (Aim-
worth.)

•op -per y, a. [Eng. copper; -y.]

L Ordinary Language:

1. Pertaining to or containing copper.
"... coppery particle* brought with the water out

of the neighbouring copper-mines."— Woodward: On
Fossils.

2. Made of copper.

3. Resembling copper in any of its quali-
ties of colour, taste, &c.

"Their skin is of a dirty coppery red colour."—
Darwin : Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), ch. x.,

p. 205.

IL Bot. : Brownish-red, with a metallic
lustre. (LindUy.

)

oop -pice, * co pice, *. [O. Fr. copeiz, co-

peau = wood newly cut, coper = to cut ; Fr.
couper; Low Lat. copecia = underwood, copo
= to cut, cotpus = a blow, from Lat. colaphus ;
Gr. k6Xo4(k Qtolaphos) - a blow. (Stoat)] A
small wood composed of brushwood or other
wood of short growth, and cut down periodi-

cally for fuel or other purposes ; a thicket of
brushwood. Copse, which is now the com-
moner form, is a corruption of coppice. [Coppy,
Copse.]

" Each coppice dwarf of varied show."
Scott l Rokeby, iv. &

odp'-pfced, a. [Eng. coppic(e) ; -ed.] Con-
taining coppices or copses.

cop-pilling, s. [Eng. coppel = cupel, and
surf, -ing.] The act or process of refining
in a cupel.

" la the coppillinff of a fixed metal. "—Bowel I

:

Parley of Beasts, p. 118.

* cop-pin, a. [Apparently from Mid. Eng.
cop = top.] Raised up.

cSp'-pIn, s. [Cop, s]

Spinning: The same as Cop (q.v.).

cop -ping, a. [Coppin, *.] Pertaining to
the coppin or cop.

copping plate, s.

Spinning : The copping-rail of a throstle-
machine.

copping raiL s. The rail or bar upon
which the oobbins rest in the bobbin-and-fly
or the throstle machine, and by whose up and
down motion the rooving or yarn is evenly
distributed. (Knight.)

cop-pin'-I-a, *. [Latinised from the proper
name Coppin.]

Zool. : A genus of Hydrold Polypes, the
typical one of the family Coppiniidse (q.v.).

Coppinia arcta, which is greenish-yellow, en-

crusts the stems of other zoophytes. (Griffith

& Henfrey.)

cop pln-i I-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. coppinia;
and suff. -idoz.]

Zool. : A family of Hydroid Polypes, sub-
order Thecaphora.

* cop' pie (1), s. [Cupel.]

* cop' pie (2), s. [Mid. Eng. cop= a top, and
dimin. suff. -le.] A little hill or peak.

"... it is a low Cape, and rpon it ii a copple Dot
very high, . .

."—Backluyt: Voyages, voL ili., p. 608.

* oopple-orown, *. A creBted crown or

head.
" Like the copple crown

The lapwing lias." Randolph : Amynt., it 1.

* copplo-tank, coppin tank, s. A
high-peaked, sugarloaf hat. [Copatain.]
"... their great coppin-tankes, and doctoure

hattes."—Bee-hive of Rom. Ch., I. 7 b.

* copple - tanked, * coptankt, a.

High-peaited, sugarloaf.

"Upon their beads they ware felt hats, copple-
tartked, . .

."—Comines. by Danet, B, 5 b.

* cop pled, * cop peled, a. [Eng. cop-

pUfi); -ed.] Rising to a peak or point
j

pointed, sugarloaf.

cop -pie dust, s. [Eng. copple = cupel, and
Oust.] [CUPELDUST.j

1. Powder used in the refining of metals.
". . . powder of steel, or copple-dust, . . ."—Bacon.

2. The grosser parts separated by the cupel.

cop pie-stone, s. [Cobble-stone.]

* coppresse, " copras, s. [Copperas.]

* copps, s. [Copse. ]

* copps-wood, *. [Copsewood.]

* cop'-pj?, *. An old form of coppice (q.v.).

cop ra, s. [Fr. copre ; from a native Indian
word.] The dried kernel of the cocoa-nut
after the oil has been expressed. It is used
in India as an ingredient in curry.

* cd-pres'-b$f-ter, *. [Pref. co = con, and
Eng. presbyter (q.v.). J A clergyman belong-
ing to the same presbytery as another.

COp'-rf-ttfiB, s. pi. [From Mod. Lat. copris

(q.v.), and Lat. fern. pi. suff. -idae.]

Entom. ; In some classifications a family of
LameUicorn Beetles, though Swainson re-

duced them to a series of genera placed under
his sub-family Scarabeinee. They have con-
vex bodies, large heads, with the clypeus pro-
jecting all round it, the males with projec-
tions on the head and thorax. They make

large deep holes beneath dry dung. They are
found throughout the world. Some are of
large size. These are chiefly from tropical
Africa and the East Indies.

COp'-ris, *. [From Gr. awpicuc. (koprisis) = a
dunging, a manuring ; Konptfa (koprizo) = to
dung, to manure. Cf. also Konpiuiv (kopridn)
=a dung beetle, all from icoVpos (kopros) =
dung.]

Entom. : A genus of LameUicorn Beetles,
the typical one of the family Copridae (q.v.).

One species, Copris lunaris, is found in Britain.
It is black in colour. It extends through all

Europe.

cop'-ro*-lite, s. [Gr. K.Wrpoc (kopros) = dung,
and \i$<K (lithos) = a stone.]

1. Palosont. : The dung of various animals
found fossil, and sometimes so perfect as
to indicate, not merely what the several
species fed upon, but also the dimensions,
form, and structure of their stomach and
of their intestinal canal. On the shore at
Lyme Regis they lie thickly in some parts
of the Lias like potatoes on the ground ; they
abound also in the estuary of the Severn.
They tend to occur in all formations, specially
where vertebrates are found. Some are of
fishes, some of reptiles, and magnificent
coprolites originating from the hyena were
found in Kirkdale Cavern and other places.
(Buckland: Geol. & Min., &c.)

2. Jlfin. .* Dana gives as a synonym of the
coprolites described under 1, Phosphatic
nodules, and associates them, but as a dis-

tinct species, with Apatite (q.v.). But some
phosphatic nodules once believed to be cop-
rolitic, such as those of the Upper Greensand,
though apparently of organic origin, are not
now believed to be the dung of any animal.

C<Sp-rol-it'-lc, «• [Eng. coprolit(e); -icj
Composed of or containing coprolites ; of the
nature of or resembling coprolites.

"Then, as additional evidence of the predaceooa
habits of these fish, there are the coprolitic bodies,
. .

.**

—

Murchiton : SUuria, ch. ix.

co-proph'-a-ganfij, s. pi. [Mod. Lat eo-

prophag(i) (q.v.), and Eng. pi. suff. -ans.]

Entom. : A book-name for the LameUicorn
Beetles called by Latreille Coprophagi (q.v.). .

co-prdph -a-gl, s. pi. [Gr. Konpos (kopros) =
dung, and the root d»ay (phag) = to eat.]

Entom. : Latreille's name for a large section
of LameUicorn Beetles. It contains the dung-
feeding Scarabs. Latreille included under it

the genera Ateuchus (that which contains the
sacred beetle of the old Egyptians), Copris,
Onitis, Onthophagus, and Aphodius. (La~
treitle : Nat. Hist., year 12, x. 82, &c.)

co-proph -a-gous, a. [Gr. Kdnpoc (kopros)
= dung, <£ay (ph(tg) = to eat ; aud Eng. adj.

suff. -ous.] Feeding on dung. (A term ap-
plied to several insects.)

"cop-roun, s. [Coperone.] The apex or
pinnacle of a tower.

. . with comon ooprounes."'—Ss>

* cops, * cdspe, s. [A.S.]

1. A fetter, a shackle.
" Monica, hand-cops."— Wrights Vocab., p. 95.

2. A hasp or catch of a door.
" Pessellum, a lytel loh of tre, a haspe, a oosps, ft

sclott."—Prompt. Part.

copse, * copps, s. [A corruption of coppice
(q.v.).] A coppice, a shrubbery ; a wood
composed of brushwood or trees cut down
periodically for fuel or other purposes. The
trees generally planted in copses are ash, oak,
chestnut, birch, and willow.

" Onward, amid the copse 'gan peep
A uarrow Inlet still and deepr

Scott I The Lady of the Lake, i. IS. 1

* copse, v.t. [Copse, *.]

I. Literally

:

1. To trim or cut down periodically.

-Eeelyn : Fore*

2. To enclose or preserve underwood.

IX Fig. : To enclose or fence in.

" Nature itself bath copied and bounded us in."
Parintlon: Sermons.

copse wood, * copps wood, *. [Eng.
oopae, and wood.] Underwood, brushwood;
the trees, Ac, in a copse.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph - f-

-dan, tian = shan. tion, sion = shun ; -tion, sion = zhun. -dons, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, die. &c. » beL deL
41
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-?V! .• **• aide ofwry hUl where the eoptmood grew
thick. —Maaiulay: Bitt, Any., ch. Ui.

^^
°°P -spln-ner, s. [Wei. cop= a spider ; Eng.

spinner.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A spider.

2. Weaving: A machine comprehending the
qualities of the mule and throstle in one

•oops-y, a. [Eng. cops(e); -».]

1. Containing or covered with copsewood.

rt^TbUflt
1™ md* *°d CqW* l»«k»"-»»«r.- J»«

2. Surrounded or enclosed by copses.

h
^To«W»ilUge.oueltherelde."--f>»er.- Th,n~c*.

°*b?acklrr^
68' "" IGr

'
"6*lxfn (kopsichos)= a

Ornith. : A genus of birds, sub-family Ery-
thacinae, or Robins. Copsychus saularis is
called by the natives of Ceylon the Daval and
by the English the Magpie Robin. It occurs
also in India, where the rich natives set them
to fight. (.Dallas.)

Copt (Egyptian pronunciation, giibt or eJbt)
«. [Arab. Kubf, Kibt. Said to have been de-
rived from Kupt (Coptos), a city in Upper Egyptnow Ckooft or Gooft, to which the Christians
sometimes fled dnring persecution by the
Romans. But Renaudot shows that this deri-
vation is not satisfactory. The Rev. Dr. John
Wilson considers that the Arab Gnbt or Gibt is
simply Gr. Aiywrro? (Aiguptos) = Egypt. (Dr
Wilson : Lands of the Bible, 11, 519.)]

1. Ch. Hist. * Ecclcsiol. : One belonging to
the Coptic Church (q.v.).

2. Ethnol. : One of the old Egyptian race
though perhaps with a dash of Greek, Nubian'
or Abyssinian blood.

cop tankt, a.

peaked, conical.
[COPPLE-TAITKED.] Hlgh-

J'
J
t- Pi?nkt "*'• 1Md<l on » tsmuUk block."_©a»c.

YrwK9S
t .>, Sb.

Cop'-tic, a. &s. [Eng., Ac. Copt (q.v.), and
suff. ~IC.]

fl

* A. As adj. : Pertaining to the people called
Copts, or to their sect.

B. As subst. : Tlie language spoken by the
Copts formerly or now, unless where Arabic
has displaced their native tongue. fComc
LANGUAGE.]

1T (1) Coptic Church:
Ecclcsiol. d» Ch. Hist. : The remnants of the

once numerous Church of Egypt—that which
had the celebrated school at Alexandria It
broke on" from the body Catholic in the em-
bracing the Monophysite doctrine, viz., that
not two natures, but only one, existed in
Christ [MoNOPHTsrnss], a view from which it
has never since departed. When Jacob Bara-
da?us formed a slightly modified Monophysite
sect, most of the Egyptian Christians became
Jacobites. Being tyrannised over by the
Greeks, they cheerfully submitted to the
Mohammedans, under Amru ben Elaas in
A.r>. 038, and aided him, in 640, to take Alex-
andria. Since then they have been trodden
nnder foot by the Mohammedans. About
250,000 Copts still exist in Egypt, mostly in
Its upper province. They have a patriarch
bishops, presbyters, archdeacons, deacons'
sub-deacons, lectors, cantors, and exorcists'
They have two regular convents—those of StAnthony and St. Paul, with a number of
secondary monasteries.

(2) Coptic language: The language not of the
old Egyptians who built the pyramids and
covered monuments and temples with hiero-
glyphics, but of their successors sutisequent to
the introduction of Christianity. Theirs bore
to the old Egyptian language a relation like
that of the Italian to the Latin—i.e., the

,
nucleus came from the old language, but there
was an increasing ingress of foreign words.
It continued till the tenth century, when it
was in large measure superseded by Arabic.
By the seventeenth it had ceased to he spoken

•
*n"}.*xl8te<l only ^ a written dialect. Whilst
It lived three dialects were recognised—the
Sahidio in Upper Egypt; the Bahiric orMem-
phitie, in Lower Egypt; and the Bashmuric,
in the Delta,

cop-tine, ». [Mod. Lst. copttis): Eng suff.
-tree.] ^ " *
Chem.: A colourless alkaloid which occurs

along with berberine in the root of CoptU tri-

folia. Coptme dissolves in sulphuric acid,
the solution becoming purple-red when heated

;

it gives a crystalline precipitate with a solution
of mercuric potassium iodide.

cop-tis, s. [Gr. koct-w (kopto) = to cut; so
named from the divisions of the leaves.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Ranuncula-
ceae, tribe Helleboreie, sepals 5 or 6, coloured
petaloid, petals small cucullate, capsules 6—10
on long stalks, 4—6 seeded. Coptis trifolia,
Gold-thread, is a bitter, given in the United
States as a cure for aphthous affections of the
mouth in children. It yields a yellow dye.
The plant is not confined to America, but
grows also hi Norway, Siberia, Kaintchatka,

cop'-u-la (pi. copulas), s. [Lat = * band or
link.] [Covple.]

1. Gram. : That word in a sentence which
acts as a link between the subject and the
predicate.

2. Ixigic : That word which acts as a link
between the Bubject and the predicate of a
proposition ; as, Men are mortal : are is the
copula linking the predicate "mortal" to the
subject "men."

3. Music: [Coupler].

4. Ialw: Corporal consummation of mar-
riage. (Wharton.)

• OOp'-u-late, a. [Lat. oopulatus, pa. par. of
copula = to join : co = con, and a verb apere
(only found in the pa, par. aptus) = to join,
to fit.] Joined or associated with something

". . -the foroe of custom, copulate, and conjoined
. . . —Bacon: Ettayt.

oop'-u-late, v.t. k i. [Copulate, a.]

*A. Trans. : To join or associate together
;

to couple together.

B. Intrans. : To have sexual intercourse
to couple.

cop'-u-la-ted, pa. par. or a. [Copulati, ».]

II Copulated adds:
Chem. : Acids In which the base and the

acid are more intimately mixed than in other
acids. The same as Conjugated acids (q.v.).

cop u la-ting, pr. par., a., & t. [Copu-
late, v.]

A. St B. As pr. par. * parlicip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of sexual intercourse

;

copulation.

oop-u-la'-tion, ». fLat copulatio, from copu-
latus.]

* 1. The act of joining or coupling together.
".

. . the copulation of monosyllables."—Pulun-hum: Arte of Poetic.

2. Sexual intercourse ; coition.

cop -u-lat-Ive, a. & s. [Eng. copulate); -*«.]

A. As adj. : Serving to unite or link two
things together.

". . . Join'd with them by the copulati** «u, . .
."—Locke : Gal. vL 11—18, N. 16.

T (1) Copulative conjunction

:

Gram. : One which links together two or
more subjects or predicates in an affirmative
or negative proposition ; as, Riches and honour
come of thee.

(2) Copulative propositions:

Logic : (See extract).
" Copulative propositions are those which hare more

subjects or predicates connected by affirmative or ne-

5tire conjunctions; as riches and honours are temi>-
tions to pride ; CsKar conquered the Gsuls and tbe

l.ntona
; neither gold nor jewels can purchase immor-

tality."— Watts: Loaick.

B. As substantive

:

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Connection, conjunction by marriage.
"They understand polygamy to be a conjunction of

divers copuUitif* to number, . .
."—Ricaut : htateaf

the Greek Church, p. 307.
•—

w

2. One desirous of copulation.

H. Gram. : A copulative conjunction.
".

. . he dyecerneth nothing betwene —t— '-*f-ist
and disiunctiues. "'—Sir T. More : Workee. p. M3.

edp'-u-ait-ave-l*, adt>. [Eng. copulative;
-ly.) In a copulative manner ; by means of a
copulative

cop -u-la-tor-£, o. [Eng. copulate) ; -ory.)

1, Ord. Lang. : Copulative, uniting.

2. Physiol. : Pertaining to copulation ; an.
plied to the accessory generative organs.

* c5P'-WOb-leM, o. [Kng. • copi«6 = cob-
web

;
-less.] Without or free from cobwebs.

oop'-jr, • cop -ie, «. [Fr. copi* = a copy ot a
writing

;
also store, abundance (Cotarave)

Lat copto = plenty, abundance.]
A. Ordinary Language:
I. Littrally:

1. OriginaUy in the Latin sense abnndanos,
plenty, copiousness.
."*• ""."jr."" th« amme Uberty to our English

that U. hath given us."-r«e Trantiaton tfth, «Si

* 2. Fluency or copiousness of language.

called cop*,, . . .-_sir T. Bl,ot : ttcmoiV, bk°T

3. The multiplication of copies of a book orany writing or document, being the way to
obtain abundance of it ; a transcript

MacaJg'; ^.X'fcnfxUi*
bm "" °ri«to*1---

i. An exercise in writing executed or to be
executed after a pattern or model [Copv-
book.] »r"ST

5. Anything made in imitation of another-
as a copy of a painting, engraving, statue, &C.

" Originals and eopiet much the same."
Branuton.

6. An original or model of which an imita-
tion is or has to be made ; a pattern.

*,",¥* ^!" nn* *•" to "*»- "rter a cos., .
-_

Holder: Jaemenu of Speech.
• cosw,

. . .

—

7. An Individual book, one of many books
exactly the same.

" My oopy once belonged to Pope,"
Xno. Poetry. I ».

"^

* 8. (PI.) : An army, forces.

*JX Fig. : An example to be imitated; a
model, a pattern.

sin i

'
^ „ " Such a man

Ml«ht be a eopt to these younger times."

* 1. Lata :

(1) A legal instrument or form of tenure br
which property is held. [Copyhold.]

i»a3RSR"* Uvio* "~ to'^ _- ™»" >**>

(2) Copyhold property.
"What widow's copy or what orphan's legacy wouldhave safe from us r-Andrem,.- sirm., v. sTliJiSJ]
2. Printing : Written matter ready for oi

given to a compositor to be set up in type.
".

. .1 would not deface your copy for the future.and only mark the repetitions . . ?-Pop\7- Letter*ToB.CrommU,l\o*.£,\m. rope
.

Letter*

,

3. Stationery : A size of writing-paper mea-
suring 20 x 16 inches.

IT *(1) Copy of countenance: A flam or hum-
bug.

"If this application for my advice is not a eonv of
-. .u.. »,',.ii t^.ioii lu, njy auvice IS not a coin/ t

your countenance."—Poote : The Author, IL (DatUs..

(2) To** <i«V»: To write in an exercise

ate, ftt. tare, amid,*, whit, tan, tktH«rj wo, wet. Here, camel, her. there
or. wore, wolt work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, fall; tjry,

\-/ -- ™ •- vvjYh • »-" ""vc in an
book a copy for a learner to imitate.

2 Hen, I /., it. %
K Crabb thus discriminates between copy,

model, pattern, and specimen: "A copy and a
model may be both employed either as an
original work or as a work formed after an
original. In the former sense, copy is used in
relation to impressions, manuscripts, or writ-
ings, which are made to be copied by the
printer, the writer, or the engraver : model Is
used in every other cose, whether in morality
or the arts : the proof will seldom be faulty
when the copy is clear and correct There
can be no good writing formed after a bad
copy ; no human being has ever presented us
with a perfect model of virtue. In the second
sense copy is used for painting, and model tor
relief. The copy ought to be faithful, the
model ought to be just ; the former should
delineate exactly what is delineated by the
original ; the latter should adhere to the pre-
cise rules of proportion observed in the
original. The pictures of Raphael do not lose
their attractions even in bad copies: the
simple models of antiquity often equal in value
originals of modem conception. Pattern and
specimen approach nearest to model in signifi-
cation : the idea of guidance or direction is
prominent in them. The model always serves
to guide in the execution of a work ; the pat-
tern serves either to regulate the work, or

: pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt,
Syrian, so, os = o. ey = a. qu kw.
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imply to determine the choice ; the specimen

helps only to form the opinion." (Crabb : Eng.

Synon.)

copy-book, s. An exercise-book in writ-

ing, m which copies are written or printed

for learners to imitate.

copy-head, s. The words or sentence

written or printed on the top lines of copy-

books as models in writing-exercises.

" Instruction to be given on the copy~head which is

being done by the class,"—Fearon ; School Inspection,

p. 40.

*copy-money, s. Money paid for copy

or for literary work. (BoswelL)

otfp'-y. "odp'-I-en, ** & t [O. Fr. copter

j

Sp. & Port, copiar; Ital. copiare, from Lat.

copia.] [Copy, s.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally :

1. To transcribe or write oat any document
after an original ; to make a copy of a- writing

or document. (Frequently with the- adverb

out.)
" My Lord Melun, let this be copied out.

And keep it aaf« for our remembrance."
Shakesp. : King John, v. 2.

2. To imitate, to make or construct any-

thing in imitation of an original.

". . . never fail, when they copy, to follow the bad
m well aa the good things."—Dryden : Dufresnoy.

3. To imitate the style, language, or manner
of another ; to plagiarize.

II. Fig. : To imitate in manners, character,

or life ; to endeavour to resemble ; to follow a

pattern or model. (Frequently followed by the

adverb out.)
" Set the examples, and their souls inflame
To copy out their great forefather's fame."

Itryden : King Arthur.

B. Intransitive:

1. To do anything in imitation of an original

or pattern ; to make a copy.

(1) Followed by from before the thing

copied.
" When a painter copiesfrom the Ut«, . . ."—Dryden.

(2) Followed by after.

"Several of oar countrymen . . . seem very often

to have copied after it in their dramatics: writings,

. .
.*—A dd ison: Spectator.

2. To write down or transcribe the words,

figures, Ac., of another, with the iutention of

fraudulently passing them off for one's own.
"The temptation presents itself to those slower or

careless members of the class to eopjf from their

quicker class-fellowa"— Fearon: School Inspection,

p. 50.

H (1) Crabb thus discriminates between to

copy and to transcribe : "To copy respects the

matter ; to transcribe respects simply the act

of writing. What is copied must be taken im-

mediately from the original, with which it

must exactly correspond ; what is transcribed

may be taken from the copy, but not neces-

sarily in an entire state. Things are copied

for the sake of getting the contents ; they are

often transcribed for the sake of clearness and
fair writing. A copier should be very exact

;

a transcriber should be a good writer. Lawyers
copy deeds, and have them afterwards fre-

quently transcribed as occasion requires."

(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

(2) For the difference between to copy and
to imitate, see Imitate.

• cop'-yed, pa. par. or a. [Copied.].

COp'-y-er, s. [Copier.]

OOP -y bold, s. A a. [Kng. copy, and hold.]

A. As substantive

:

haw

:

L (See extract).

"A tenure, for which the tenant hath nothing to

hew but the copy of the rolls made by the steward of

his lords court . . . This is called a base tenure, be-

cause tt holds at the will of the lord ; yet not uroply.

but according to the custom of the manor . . . These
customs of manors vary, in one point or other, almost

In every manor. Some copy-holdi are finable, and some
certain : that which is finable, the lord rates at what
fine or income he pleases, when the tenant is admitted
into it: that which is certain, isakiud of inheritance,

and called in many places customary ; because the

tenant dying, and the hold being void, the next of

blood paying the customary fine, as two shillings for

an acre, or so, cannot be denied his admission."

—

Cornel,

2. Property held by such tenure.

B. As adjective

:

Law : Held under the tenure described in

A.1.
"... ail bis copy-hold lands."—Addison.

^ (1) Copyhold Commissioners : The tithe

commissioners acting to carry out the Copy-

hold Act.

(2) Copyhold Inclosure Commissioners: A
board formerly existing, but now joined with

the tithe commissioners. (Wharton, <tc.)

cop'-y-hold-er, s. [Eng. copyhold ; -er.]

1. Law : One who holds land by the tenure

of copyhold.

H Till the i>assing of the Act & Geo. IV., c.

50, § 1, copyholders were incapable of sitting

on juries ; and till 2 and 3 Win. IV., c. 45, § 19

(the Reform Bill) became law, they were not

allowed to vote at county elections of mem-
bers of Parliament. Then those the annual

value of whose copyhold was £10 obtained the

privilege. Copyholds being the remains of

feudal slavery, the tendency of recent legisla-

tion has been to sweep away vexatious restric-

tions upon the free action of copyholders, and
Act 21 and 22 Vict., c. 94, which came into

operation on Oct. L 1858, was designed, to

facilitate the enfranchisement of copyholds.

2. Printing : A clasp to hold copy while

being set up ; also a person who holds copy for

a proof-reader.

odp -y ing, pr. par., a., A 5. [Copy, v.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to

those of the verb.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

C- As substantive:

L The act of making a copy of or transcrib-

ing an original ; imitation of a pattern or

model.

2. Theactof transcribingthe words, figures,

&c, of another, with the intention of fraudu-

lently passing them off as one's own.

copying boot, ». A book composed

o* thin blank paper for use in a copying-

press (q.v.).^

copying-clerk, s. A clerk employed to

make copies of letters and other documents,

copying-ink, *- Ink of a viscid character

specially prepared for use in a copying-press.

copying-instrument, s. A tracing in-

strument, or one for multiplying by manifold

process. A silhouette-machine is one for

giving, on a reduced scale, the outline of a
shadow-portrait A photograph is used for

copying drawings on a changed scale.

copying paper, s. Thin, unsized paper,

used damp, for taking impressions from writ-

ings in a copying-press. (Knight.)

copying-press, s. A machine for taking

a copy of a writing by pressure. The usual

system is to write with an ink having a some-

what viscid character, and to expose the writ-

ten page to pressure in contact with a leaf of

bibulous paper. (Knight.)

copying-telegraph, s. An apparatus

for automatic telegraphy known as Bonelli's

telegraph. The apparatus consists of a dis-

patching instrument and a receiver at the re-

spective ends of the line. (Knight.)

COp'-y^-Ist, s. [Eng. copy; -ist)

1. One who copies or transcribes an original

;

a copier.

2. One who imitates in any way ; one who
follows a pattern or model ; an imitator,

" Colossal copyist of deformity."
Byron : Child* Harold's Pilgrimage, iv. 1W.

cdp'-y right (gh silent), 8. [Eng. copy, and
right.]

Ord. Lang. <£ Law : The exclusive privilege

possessed for a certain time by an author, his

heirs orassigns, ofprinting, reprinting, publish-

ing, and selling his original literary or artistic

productions. In the United States authors,

publishers, Ac, can secure copyright for twenty-

eight years; and the author, if living, or his

widow or children, can then secure an exten-

sion of the copyright for fourteen years, making
the final limit forty-two years. In Great

Britain the first copyright law, that of 1710,

fixed the time of copyright at fourteen years.

In 1814 it was extended to twenty-eight years,

and did not lapse then till the author's death,

if he still lived. By a later act the copyright

was extended to forty-two years, with the

additional proviso that it should not lapse till

seven years after the author's death.
International copyright has long existed

betweeu some European countries, but was not
established between the United States and
other countries till 1891, despite the fact that
the injustice and immorality of the existing
system had long been generally recognized.
The existing law went into effect July 1, 1891,

with the provision that its benefits must be
reciprocal, and also that the work on which
copyright was sought must be manufactured
within the United StateB. This provision was
adopted for the benefit of American printers,

and is not acceptable to authors. International
copyright now exists between the United States

and several other countries, and will, no doubt,

become more general.

cop'-y-right (gh silent), v.t. [Coptriqht, «.]

To secure the copyright of a book, &c, by ful-

filling certain formalities.

coquelicot, coquellco (pron. kok 11 oo),

*. [Fr.]

L The Wild Poppy or Red Com-rose.

2. The colour of the Wild Poppy, a reddish-

orange colour.

* co quet' (quet as k€t), s. [Coquette.]

* co quet (quet as ket), v.t. & i. [Fr. M c©»

queter = to swagger or strowte like a cock on
his owne dung-hill " (Cotgrave); from coq = a
cock.],

A. Trans. : To entertain or ply with com-
pliments and love-making; to pretend to

make love to ; to flirt with.
" You an coquetting a maid of honour, my lord, . .

."

-3*>i/'t.

B. Intrans. : To endeavour through vanity

to attract lovers, or at least admirers ; to act

the coquette ; to ftirt.

" X saw coquetting t" other night,
In publics:, with that odious knight"

Swift : cademts A Vem

oo quet ry , co quet try (quet as ket),

a. iFr. coqueterie.] The acting the coquette

:

an endeavour, prompted by vanity, to attract

lovers, or at least admirers ; flirtation.

". . . female companions, without a dash of coquetry,

. .
.**- Addison : Spectator.

co quet -ta (quet as ket), s. [Etym.

doubtful.] A term occurring only in the sub-

joined compound.

coquetta bark, s.

Pharm. : A name given to fibrous Cartha-

gena bark, from Cinchona Isuncifolia, which
grows in New Granada- It occurs in quills

or flattened orange - coloured pieces ; its

powder is orange; it contains quinine, much
quinidine, also some cinchonine. (Garrod:

Mat. Medica.)

co quette (quette as ket), * cd-quet'» s.

& a. [Fr., from coqueter = to coquet (q.v.).J

A. As subst. : Originally applied to men aa

well as to women ; now restricted to the latter.

One who, prompted by vanity, endeavours by

art to gain lovers, or at least admirers ; a vain

flirt, a jilt, one who lays herself out for ad-

miration.
"

. the loveliest coquette in the brilliant White-
hall of the Restoration." —Macaulay : HisL Kng., ch.

xvi.

* B, As adj. : Coquettish ; full of or cha-

racterized by coquetry.
" Coquet and coy at once her air."

Congrene : A moret.

% Crabb thus discriminates between coquette

and jilt : "
. . . one may be a coquet without

being a jilt. Coquetry is contented with em-
ploying little arts to excite notice ;

jilting ex-

tends to the violation of truth and honour, in

order to awaken a passion which it afterwards

disappoints. Vanity is the mainspring by
which coquets and jilts are impelled to action,

but the former indulges her propensity mostly

at her own expense only ; but the latter does

no less injury to the peace of others than she

does to her own reputation." (Crabb: Eng.

Synon.)

od-quet-tSd (quet as ket), pa. par. [Go-

QUET, V.]

co-quet'-ting (quet as k6t),pr. par., a., *
s. [Coquet, v.]

A. oi B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C As subst. : The conduct or habits of a

coquette ; coquetry.

boil, bo"y; po*ut, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chlii, bench; go, gem; thin, this; On, as; expect,

-clan, -tlan = shan. -tion. slon =s !*bJin ; -tion, -fion = sKhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shiis.

Xenophon, exist -lag.

-ble, -die, &c m bel, deL
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•6-qnet -tish (quet as ket), a. [Eng.
coquette) ; -ish.) Of or pertaining to a co-
quette ; acting like a coquette ; vain, flirting,

light
". . . ft veil or handkerchief, twisted round in a co-

vuettish manner, . .
."—Swinburne: Trow, through

Spain.

co-quet -tlsh-ly^ (quet as kfit), adv. [Eng.
coquettish ; -ly.] In a coquettish manner.

CO-quil'-la, s. [Port, coquilho- a little cocoa-
nut (?).] (For definition see the compound.)

coquilla-nuts, s. pi. The seeds of AttaUa
funifera, a Brazilian palm-tree. They are
three to four inches long and very hard, and
are used for various purposes in turnery, espe-
cially for making the handles of umbrellas, of
doors, Ac.

CO-quim -bite, $. [Ger. ooquimbit, from Co-
qmmbo, a department or province of Chili in
which it occurs.]

Min. : A hexagonal mineral with a hardness
of 2—25, a sp. gr. of 2—2*1, a white, yellow,
brown, or slightly violet colour, and an astrin-
gent taste. Compos. : Sulphuric acid, 42*7

;

sesquioxide of Iron, 28*5 ; water, 28*8 = 100.
(Dana.)

Co qui to, .-. [Spanish, dim. of coco (q.v.).]

Bot. : A palm, Jubcea spectdbilis.

©or (1), *. [Ft.] A horn.

U (1) Cor de chasse : A hunting horn. (Fr.

)

(2) Cor de vaches ; Cow-horn, used in many
Jrtaces abroad to call the cattle home, and
ormerly employed in England to rouse the
labourers to their work. (Fr.) (Stainer
d> Barrett.)

t COP (2), s. [Lat.] The heart

t «[ (1) Cor Caroli (the Heart of Charles)

:

Astron. ; A name given by Halley, in
memory of Charles 1., to a star of the third,

or intermediate between the second and third,
magnitude, situated on the neck of the Lower
Dog in the constellation Canes Venatici (the
Hunting Dogs). When symbolically drawn,
it was represented as a heart surmounted by a
crown.

(2) Cor Hydra (the Hydra's Heart)

:

Astron. : The star better known by the name
of a Hydrse.

(3) Cor Leonis (the Lion's Heart)

:

Astron. : The name of the star a Leonis,
generally known as Regulus, the bright star in

the zodiacal constellation Leo, the Lion.

(4) Cor Serpentis (the Serpent's Heart)

:

Astron. ; The star Unukalkay, also called a
Serpentis.

©OP (3), s. [Heb. -fe (kor), from Ttg (karar) =
to assume the form of a circle or sphere, to be
round. Cor therefore is so called from the
circular form of the vessel in which the
measurement was made.] A Hebrew measure
of capacity, containing 11£ bushels ; a homer
or omer. Cor occurs in Ezek. xlv. 14. In the
original it is found also in 1 Kings iv. 22, v.

11 ; 2 Chron. if. 10, xxvii. 5 ; Ezra vii. 22,

being always translated "measure." The
Hebrew cor Ocor) has had assigned It as
its Greek equivalent xopoc. (koros), which oc-
curs in Luke xvi. 7, where it is rendered
measures.

"Concerning the ordinance of oil, the bath of oil,

je shall offer the tenth part of a bath out of the cor,
which is an homer of ten baths ; for ten batha are an
homer. "— Ecek. xlv. It

©or-a-ci -a-dse, 5. pi. [Coraciida.]

cdr-a-cl-as, s. [Gr. KopaxCac {korakias) =
like a raven or a crow ; Lat. corax (genit
coracis) ; Gr. «6po£ (korax), genit. kooukoc
(korakos) m a raven or crow.]

Ornith. : The typical genus of the family
Coraciidse and the sub-family Coraciinse (q.v.).

Ooracias garrula is the common Roller. It

has the head, neck, breast, and belly various
shades of verditer-blue changing to pale green,

the shoulders azure-blue, the back reddish-
brown, the rnmp purple, the primaries of the
wings dark bluish-black with a lighter edge,
*ie tail-feathers greenish-blue, the outer ones
tinged with black. The length is about thir-

teen inches. The common Roller is found
throughout Europe, but its special habitation

is in Africa, It has been occasionally killed

in Britain, as a visitant from the South. Its

favourite habitats are forests of oak and
birch.

cor a 91 i due, cor-a-ci'-a-dae, s. pi
[From Mod. Lat coracias, and feiu. pi. adj.

•uff. -idos.)

Ornith. : Rollers ; a family of flssirostral

birds, though presenting some considerable
affinity also to both the conirostral and den-
trorostral tribes. They have a long bill, broad
at the base and compressed towards the tip,

and slightly hooked and notched. There are
four sub-families : Momotinee, the Motmots ;

Todinae, the Todies ; Eurylaiminte, the Broad-
bills ; and the Coraciinse or Rollers proper.

cdr-a-91-1 use, $. pi, [Mod. Lat coracias,
and pi. suff. inat.]

Ornithology

:

t 1. Fruit Crows. In Swainson's classifica-

tion of birds, a sub-family of Corvidse (Crows)
having for its type Coracina(q.v.). The term
is not now much used, as being liable to be
confounded with [2] (q.v.).

2. True Rollers, the typical sub-family of
Coraciidte (q.v.), of which Coracias is the
type.

c5r-a-oi'-na, *. [Lat corax fgenit coracis) ;

Gr. icopaf (korax), genit. xopaxoc (korakos) = a
raven or crow. ]

Ornith. : A genus of birds, the typical one
of Swainson's sub-family Coraciinse [1] (q.v.).
The front and base of the bill are protected
by short thick feathers.

cor'-a-cite, s. [From Lat corax (genit coracis)

— a raven or crow ; so named from its pitchy
blackness.]

Min. : A variety of uraninite. Hardness,
4*5 ; sp. gr., 4*38. It is believed to be pitch-
blende mixed with some gummite. It is found
on the north shore of Lake Superior in a vein
two inches wide, occurring near the junction
of trap and syenite.

ccp'-a-cle, *. [Wei. corwgl, cwrwgl, dim. of
corwg m a trunk, a carcase ; cwrwg — a frame
or boat.] A kind of boat in use amongst

CORACLE.

fishermen, from the earliest times, in Wales
and parts of Ireland, and composed of a frame
of wickerwork covered with leather or oiled

cloth. It is light, and capable of being
carried on the shoulders by one man.

"... rude coracles of wickerwork covered with
the akina of horeee, . .

."

—

Macaulay ; Hist. £ng.,
eh. xri

CoV-a-ed, in compos, only. [Gr. (in compos.)
koooko (korako), as in Kopaxo-eto'ifc (korako-

eides) = like a raven ; Kopa£ (korax), genit.

Kopouco-; (korakos) = a raven or crow.

)

Anat. : Hooked like the extremity of a crow's
bill, as the coraco-acromial, clavicular and
humeral ligaments, and the coraco-brachialis

muscle.

c6r'-a-c6id, a. & s. [Gr. KOpax<woi)c (korako-

des)' Kopaxo-et&i}*; (korako-cides) = like a raven,
of the raven kind : «dpa£ (korax), genit x-dpaxof

(korakos) m a raven or crow, and eioos (eidos) =
form, appearance.]

A. As adjective .*

1. Hook-like, in this respect resembling
the extremity of a crow or raven's bill ; as
the coracoid process of the scapula.

2. Pertaining to the coracoid process or
bone.

B. As substantive

:

1. Human Anat. ; The coracoid process.

2. Compar. Anat. : A separate bone, which
in birds, reptiles, and monotremes enters into
the composition of the pectoral arch, though

in most mammals it is reduced to a mere pro-
cess of the scapula. (Nicholson.

)

coracoid bone, s. The same as Cora-
coid, s. (q.v.).

coracoid process, s. A short hook
separated by a strong gToove from the edge of
the glenoid. (Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc., voL
xiii., p. 199, 1873).

* cor -age, s. [Courage.]

* cor age, v.t. [Courage.] To encourage,
to cheer.] (Heywood.)

* cor-a-geus, a. [Courageous.]

* cop-a'-gid, s. [Ital.] Courage.
" Bravely, coragio I

"

Shahesp. 1 Affi WeU, It a.

* cor-a-gous, * coraious, a. [Courageous. J

cop'-al, * co rale, * co-rail, * co-ralle,
s. & a. [O. Fr. , from Lat. corallum, corallium ;
Gr. a-opoAAtot/ (koraUion) = coral ; Fr. coraiX ;
Ital. corallo; Sp. coroZ.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II.

" Thousand* of yean tn Indian aeaa
That coral grew, by slow dagreea."

Longf*Uov> : To a Child.

2. A piece of the substance described in n.
bung round the necks of infants for them to
bite with their gums whilst teething.

"A spoiled child—he threw hit coral and belli at my
hea.1." -Sn.tt: Antiquary, cb. xlz.

IL Geology:

1. Gen. : The calcareous polypidom or
skeleton of Polypes or Zoophytes. (Griffith A
Henjrey.)

2. Spec. : The polypidom or skeleton of the
species belonging to the genus Corallium
(q.v. ). (Griffith & Henfrey. )

f (1) Black Corals

:

Zool. : Corals of the sub-order Zoanthuia
Sclerobasica, and the family Antipathidss.
They are composite animals, consisting of a
number of polypes united by a thin fleshy
coenosarc, either simple or supported by aa
axis or sclerobase. The corallum or skeleton
is horny and not calcareous.

(2) Cup Corals :

Zool. : A name for the family Cyathophyl-
lid»(q.v.).

(3) Organ Coral

:

Zool : Tubipora musica.

(4) Bed Coral (Corallium rubrum)

:

Zool. : The red coral of commerce is brought
from the Mediterranean, where it lives chiefly

at depths of five or six fathoms, though it has
been found at 120 or more fathoms. [Coral-
liuh.]

B. As adjective

:

1. Made of coral.
" Orgeni i twine beneath the deep

Their coral tomb."
Campbell ; Balloumd Ground,

2. Consisting of or full of coral.

"... caused the death of thoae coral-groTea." —
Darwin : Voyage round the World (ed. 1870), ch. u,
p. «TU

3. Of the colour of coral ; red or pink.
"A corall lip of hue."

Turberville : I'raU* of hit Lowe.

^[ Obvious compounds : Coral-paven, coral-

producing, coral-structure.

coral berry, s.

Hot. : An American name for Symphoricarpue
vulgaris.

coral insect, s. The inaccurate name
given by many popular writers and speakers

to the little animals which, aggregated in

countless multitudes, rear the vast coral reefs

so frequent in the tropics. These animals are,

however, of lower organisation than insects.

They should be called coral polypes, or coral

zoophytes, or coral builders, or coral animals,

but never coral insects. [Actikozoa.]

coral Island, s. An island made in large

measure of coral. Bermuda is an instance of

tine kind.

coral Islet, *. An islet formed by corals.

"... low, iiuigniflcant coral-islets . . ."—Darwin:
Yoyage round the World (ed. 1970), eh. 11., p. Ma

coral-mud, s. The mud produced by the
decomposition of coral. It is carried soma

fate, fat, tape, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, Hep, there ; pine, pit, sire, sip, marine ;
go, p6t,

«r wore, wolf, work, who, s^n; mute, cab, cure, unite, cup, rule, full; try, Syrian, ce, o» = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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distance out to sea by currents. Lieutenant
Nelson showed that the mud thus derived from
the Bermudian ooral reefs was undistinguish-

able in appearance from chalk.

". . . the lagoon ... la nearly filled up with coral-

mud."—Darwin : Voyat* round the Worto i|ed. 1870),

en. xx.. p. 461.

ooral polype, s. An authozoon.

ooral rag, s.

Geol. : A limestone of middle Oolitic age, so

called because it consists in parts of continu-
ous beds of fossil coral, for the most part re-

taining the position in which they grew at the

bottom of the sea. Sometimes the mass is

fifteen feet thick. Leading genera: Cary-

©phyllia, Agaricia, and Astrea. The coral rag

extends through the calcareous hills of the

north-west of Berkshire and the north of

"Wiltshire, recurring at Scarborough in York-
shire.

coral reef, ooral reef, ,

1. Ord. Lang. <t Geol. : A reef consisting to

a considerable extent, though not exclusively,

of coral. The stony skeletons of zoophytes

form large masses of limestone, and these,

with shells, fragments of echini, &c, become
cemented together by carbonate of lime, de-

rived probably from the decomposition of

dead corals. Sometimes there are masses of

limestone with the very fracture of some of

the secondary limestone ; these could have
been derived only from chemical precipita-

tion. Mr. Darwin divides coral reefs into

three kinds

—

(I) the annular or lagoon reef,

generally called an atoll, (2) the encircling

or barrier reef, and (3) the fringing or skirt-

ing reef. The first two are found only where
subsidence is in progress. For the construc-

tion of the first see Atoll. An encircling

reef, that is one encircling an island at some
distance from the shore, Is found in an area

of subsidence where the central mountain or

high land has not yet disappeared beneath
the ocean. Allow time enough, with the con-

tinuance meanwhile of the present conditions,

and the encircling reef will become an atoll.

A barrier reef—the best known example of

which is one running parallel to the north-

east coast of Australia for 1,000 miles, 350 of

them without a break, is a portion of what,

If complete, would be an encircling reef. A
fringing reef, close to the Bhore of a volcanic

island, again is produced by the elevation of

the area, which converted Into dry land the
narrow channel by which it was at one time
separated from the shore. The Dangerous and
Society Archipelagoes are areas of subsidence

with atolls, as, it may be presumed, is the

case with the Bermuda Islands, the only
specimen in the Atlantic of an atoll. The
great Australian barrier reef has already been
mentioned. The New Hebrides, Solomon
Island, and New Ireland afford examples of

fringing reefs. Slow upheaval is in progress

in that portion of the Pacific.

2. Palaxmt. : The reefs of Palaeozoic times,

If they be worthy of the name of reefs, were
"built up by Rugose Corals. From the Jtfe-

sozoic tiroes till now the chief reef-builders

have been the families Astreidae, Poritidse,

and Madreporidae, the Oculinidse and Fungia
taking a lesser share in the work. Coral reefs

are evidences of the proximity of land.

1J Coral-reef region : The region where reef-

bearing corals live. It extends only about
1,800 miles on each side from the equator,
except in the case of Bermuda, which lies in

the hot waters of the Gulf Stream ; 66" or
more is the temperature of the sea beneath
which corals will not live.

coral root,

Botany

:

1. The book-name for the genus Corallo-

Thiza, of which it is the literal translation.

2. Dentaria bulbifera.

ooral snakes, s. pi. Snakes of the genus
Elaps. They occur in America. [Elaps.]

". . . the first corat-tvake which I saw . .
."

—

Dar-
rein : Descent of Man (1871), pt. ii., ch. xii., vol. 1L, p.

B.

coral tree, s. A name for Erythrina, a
leguminous genus. The species occur in the
tropics. The resemblance to red coral is in

their blood-red flowers.

coral wood, *. The wood of an uniden-
tified American shrub which, yellow at first,

is ultimately of coral red colour. It is sus-

ceptible of a fine polish,

coral zone, s.

Zool. : A sea-zone in which corals abound.

Tf Deep-aea coral-zone

:

Zool. : A zone from 60—100 fathoms deep,

the fourth and last zone from the shore recog-

nised by MM. Audouin and Milne-Edwards,
M. Sara, and Prof. E. Forbes. The largest

corals, such as Oculina and Primnoa, occur in

it. The shells, Crania, Dentalium, &c, are

mostly small and destitute of bright colours,

but some are geologically antique.

* cdV-al, v.t. [Coral, *.] To make red like
coral.

cor al la ceous (ce as ah), a. [Eng. coral,

and adj. suit", -aceous.] Like or pertaining of
the nature of coral.

coral lar'-i-a, s. pi. [Lat. coraUum, and
pi. fieut. adj. suff. aria.]

Zool. : The name given by Milne-Edwards
to coral polypes.

* COT -ailed, a. [Eng. coral ; -ed.] Furnished
or covered with coral.

coV-al-let, s. [Dimin. of Eng. coral.]

Zool. : The coralline of a single polype in a
compound mass.

cor - al - lif- er -OUS, a. [Lat. corallwm, m
coraf,/er(o) = to bear, and Eng. adj. suff. -ous.]

Producing or containing coral.

cor'-al-li-form, a. [Lat. corallum = coral,

&nd'forma = form, appearance.]

Hot. : Resembling coral in form ; branching
and forked.

cor al-Hg'-en-a, *. pi. [Gr. KopaXXtov (koral-

lion) = coral, and ytwdm (gennao) = to oeget,

to engender, the causal of yiyvo^at (gignomai)
= to come into being.]

Zool. : An order of Actinozoa. (Huxley.) It

contains the coral-forming Polypes.

cdr-al-lifc'-en-OUS, a. [Mod. Lat. coralligena

(q.v.), and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Zool. : Producing a coralline. (Nicholson.)

IT Coralligenous Zoophytes

:

Zool. : An English name for the Madre-
poraria (q.v.).

COr-al-U&'-er-otis, a. [Lat. corallum =
coral, ger(o) = to bear, and Eng. adj. suff.

-ous.] The same as Coralliferous (q.v.).

cor'-al-lin, s. [Lat. corall(um) = coral, and
suff.* -in (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. ; A red dye, prepared by the action

of sulphuric and oxalic acids on phenol. It is

also called aurin (q.v.) and rosolic acid (q.v.).

cdr - al - li'- na, s. [Lat. corallinws = coral

(Med.), from Lat. corallum; Gr. jeopaAAtoj/

(korallion) = coral.]

Zool. : A genus of Algse, the typical one of

the family Corallinacese (q.v.). They are

stony in structure, and resemble corals, except

that there are no animals projecting from the

orifices of canals. Corallina officinalis is com-
mon on the British coast. It consists of a
branched tuft of annulated filaments evenly

coated with carbonate of lime. This can be
removed by the application of vinegar or

dilute muriatic acid, after which the plant

can be sliced and examined like other Algae.

(Griffith & Henfrey.)

cdr-al-lin-a'-c/e-ee, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. coral-

lindt s.= a coralline, and fem. pi. adj. suff.

-aceos.] [Corallina.]

Bot. : Florideous Alga?. A family of Flo-

rideee, consisting of rigid articulated or crus-

taceous seaweeds, mostly calcareous. When
fresh they are purple, but become milk-white
after exposure. The tetraspores are tufted,

contained in oval or spherical conceptacles,

with a terminal pore. The Corallinacese were
formerly believed to belong to the animal
kingdom, and were placed with the Zoophytes.

cor al- line, a. & s. [Lat. corallinus, from
corallwm..]

A. As adj. : Consisting of or containing

coral ; of the nature of or resembling coral.

"... In particular the coraUine matter, . .
."—

Woodward.

B. As substantivt

:

1. Zoology:

t (1) Loosely A inaccurately : A name for

Corallina and its allies, then believed to be of

an animal nature, and exteuded also so as to
include the Bryozoa, Sertularise, and other

zoophytes. Such was the use of the word by
Ellis, and it is not yet extinct.

(2) Properly : The florideous algae included
under the family Corallinaceie (q.v.).

2. Pakeont. : Corallines being calcareous

are capable, when they become decomposed,
of forming extensive accumulations of lime.

3. Colours: The same as Coralline coloub
(q.v.).

U (1) Coralline colour : An orange-red colour

prepared by the action of ammonia, at about
300 Fahr., upon rosolic acid. (Ogilvie, ed.

Annandale.)

(2) Coralline Crag:

Geol. : A division of the 8uffolk Crag, dis-

tinguished superficially by its white colour

from the Red Crag, which constitutes the

other division of the same series of beds. In
the county where it has been best studied it

is seldom more than twenty feet thick. It

belongs to the Older Pliocene formation. The
mollusca are very numerous, about sixty per

cent, being recent species. The water in

which it was deposited seems to have been
deep and tranquil

t (3) Coralline deposits

:

Geol. : A name sometimes given to strata in

large measure consisting of coral, and to pre-

sently existing reefs mainly the work of coral

polypes. Whilst, however, the word deposit

is quite accurate in such terms as " fluviatile

deposits," " lacustrine deposits,"Ac, it is but
partially correct when used of the construc-

tion of coral reefs. [Coral reefs.]

(4) Coralline zone

:

Zool. : The third zone from the shore in the
division of the sea-bed made by MM. Audouin,
Milne-Edwards, M. Sars, and Prof. Edward
Forbes. It extends from fifteen or twenty-five

to thirty-five or fifty fathoms in depth. Horny
Zoophytes abound in it ; also various predatory

genera of gasteropodous molluscs, such as

Buccinum, Fusus, Natica, Ac, with vegetable

feeders, as Fissurella and Chemiiitzia. There

are also many bivalves of the genera Astarte,

Venus, Area, Nucula, Corbula, &c. The chiel

vegetable production is the Nullipore. (S. P.
Woodward: Mollusca.)

c6r-al-li'-nS-», s. pi. [Mod. Lat. corallina,

and" fem. pi. adj. suff. -eoz.]

Bot. : In Lindley's classification a tribe of

the order Ceramiaceee (Rose-tangles), and the

sub-order Rhodomeleae. Type, Corallina.

coV-al-ltn-erz, s. [Eng., &c. coralline;

Ger. korallina, and erz = ore, metal.]

Min. : A curved lamellar mineral, the same
as Hepatic Cinnabar, a variety of Cinnabar.

It is found in Idria.

t cor'-al-lin-xte, *. [Eng., &c. coralline);

•ite (P'alceont.) (q.v.). J

Pakeont. : A fossil coralline.

* OC^'-ral-litO, s. [Eng. coral ; -ite.]

1. Paloeont. : A fossil polypedon of a coral.

2. Zool. : The corallum secreted by an Acti-

nozoon, which consists of a single polype, or

the portion of a composite corallum secreted

by an individual polype. (Nicholson.)

cdr-aT-H-iim, s. [Lat. coralium; Gr. koooA-

\iov (korallion) = coral.]

1. Zool. : A genus of Polypes, order Antho-
zoa. The sclerobasis, which is red and cal-

careous, is unjointed, but is branched. The
canal system is filled with a nutrient fluid

containing corpuscles and known as the

"milk." The skeleton of Corallium rubrum
is the Red Coral of commerce. [Coral.]

2. Pakeont. : It occurs in the Miocene, and
has been supposed to have existed in the

Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks.

cor alloid, a. & s. [Gr. KopdWiov (koraU

lion) sa coral, and «tSo« (eidos) - form, appear-

ance.]

A. As adj. : Resembling coral.

"The . . . columnar, coralloid bodlea, that at*
composed of plates set lengthways of the body, and
passing from the surface to the axis of it"— Wood-
ward : On FouUt.

boll, bo*^; pout, J6%1; oat, cell, chorus, ohln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph- £

-dan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; -tion, gion = shun, -tious. sious, clous shus. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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B. As substantive

:

* 1. Zool. : An animal resembling a coraL
Used of various Bryozoa.

*2. Geol : The Coral Crag. (Ogilvie, ed.
Annandale.)

coV-al-lola-al, a. [Eng. coraUoUt: -an
Coralloid.

"With many coralloidal concretion*"—Browne:
Vulgar Brrourt, bk. ii., eh. V.

c6V-al-l6-rhi"-za, s. [Gr. xopoAAioe (koral-
lion) = coral, and pi$a.(rhiza) = a root.]

Bot. : A genus of Orchids with converging
sepals, the Tip of the corolla inferior, the spur
adnate, with the ovary free ; the pollen masses
four, oblique to each other. CoraUorhtea
innata is the Snurless Corallorhiza. The root
consists of thick interwoven fleshy fibres ; the
stem, greenish-white in colour, is o—12 inches
high, with small scale-like sheathing leaves

;

the lip of the corolla is oblong, it» colour is

white. It is found in parts of Scotland in
marshy woods, or more rarely in sand : flower-
ing in July.

cor al 16 rhi -zi -dse, s. pi [Mod. Lat. or
Gr. corallorhiza, and Lat» fem. pi. adj. sun".
•idee.]

Bot, : A family of Orchids, tribe Malaxes?.
Type Corallorhiza.

coral lum, s. [Lat]
Zool. : Tlie hard structure deposited in or

by the tissues of an actinozoon, commonly
called a coraL (Nicholson.) [Coral.]

©or'-al-wort, s. [Bng. coral, and sufif. -wort,
so named from the appearance of the rhi-
zome. ]

Bot. : A book-name for Dentaria bulbifera,

obr-am Ju'HH-ce', phrase. [Lat. coram m in

presence of
; judice (abl. of judex) = a judge. ]

Before or in presence of a judge.

obr-am no-Ms, phrase. [Lat. coram, and
nobis (abl. of nos) = us.] Before us, in our
presence.

eor-am non Ju'-dl-ce, phrase, [Lat. co-

ram ; non = not
; judice (abl. of judex) = a

judge.] Before one who has no jurisdiction.

obr-am par-i-btts, phrase. [Lat coram,
and paribus (abl. pi. of par = equal).]

Law : Before one's peers.

"coran, s. [Currant.]

* ooran-tree, s. A currant-tree.
" The borders of which grass-plots are rotnn-trses."

Survey of Manor of Wimbledon, 1M». {Davtes.

)

coranich, cronach, corrinoch, cory
nocfi, corrcnoth, s. [Gael, and Irish.]

1. A dirge or lamentation for the dead.
" Crysnd for yow the cairfull Corrinoch,'

Papingo : Lindsays Warkis, 1*98, p. SOS.

2. An alarm or war-cry.
" Be he the Correnoth had done schoiit."

Bannatyne ; Poems, p. SO.

3. A proclamation of outlawry.
" The loud Corrinoch then did me exile"

Duncan Laider ; MS. Warton, Hist. £. P., U. «&,

*cor-ant (1), s. [Currant.]

*ob-ranf (2), * co-ran to, *oor-ran'-td,
*. & a. [Fr. courant, pr. par. of courir = to
run, to skip ; ItaL correre.]

A. As substantive:

1. A swift and lively dance.
"... dancing a coranto with him on the heath . .

."

Macaulay ; Hist. Eng., ch. iii.

2. A newspaper or gazette, surviving now in
the title Courant still given to some papers.

"Corants, avltos, correspondences,"—B. Jonton.

B. As adj. : Swift, rapid.
" But away rid I. air ; put my horee to a coranto

poem, . . ."—Mtddleton : More Diss., Ana. Dr., lv. 41L

4>br-ax(pl. ooraces), s. [L&t.corax; Gr. *6>a£
Qcorax) =s a raven, a crow. Named from the
resemblance to a crow's beak.]

Palcsont. : A provisional genns formed to
Include a certain form of extinct sharks* teeth,
one of several types of teeth belonging to these
fishes, found in the Cretaceous and earlier
Tertiary deposits.

©orb (1), j. [Lat. corfei* = a basket] A basket
used for raising coal in collieries.

OOrb (2\ s. [An abbreviation of corban (q. v.). ]

oorb (3), s. [An abbreviation of corbel (q.v.).l
A corbel.

J

"
i£-
W
u
B * blid«« ybuUt in goodly wbw

With curious corbet and pendants graven faire."
Spenser: F. «., IV. x. t.

COr'-ban, s. [Gr. mppiv (korban), which is a
Greek transliteration ofHeb. ]%$>. (qorban) = a
gift, offering, or oblation to God.] Used
specially of offerings given in fulfilment of a
vow. In the Old Testament corban occurs
in the original in Lev. ii. 1, 4, 12, 14 ; vii. 13,
38 ; ix. 7, 15 ; Num. v. 15 ; vii. 10, 11 ; ix. 13

;

xviii. 9 ; xxxi. 50 ; Ezek. xx. 28 ; xl. 43. It is
not found except in these three books, but an
analogous word with the same meaning, U*p
(qurban), is in Neh. x. 35, and xiii. 31.

Jt\i ' ?A,
lB ?<»*«". that is to «y, a gift, . . .'-Mark

vii 11. (Cf. alao Matt xv. 4—«.)

TT The meaning is more clearly brought out
in the Revised Version, "... but ye say, If
a man shall say, Given to (fod ; ye no longer
suffer him to do might for his father or
mother, making void the word of God by
your tradition which ye have delivered." The
persons denounced, being deficient in natural
affection, sought a method of escaping from
the duty of supporting their poor aged parents.
They made a pretended dedication to God of
the money which should have l>eeu used for the
purpose ; and those who hoped to profit by
the transaction approved of the deed.

* corbe, * courbe, a. [Fr. cottr&e.] Crooked-

* corbed (Eng,), * corblt (Scotch), a. [Eng.
corb(e); -ed.] Crooked in disposition, crabbed.

*' Canker'd, cursed creature, erabfalt, corblt, kittle."
iluithtnds Satyr : Watson's Coll.. it M.

Oor'-befl, s. [Fr. corbeiUe, from Lat. eorWeuZa,
dimin. of corbis = a basket.]

1. Arch. : A sculptured basket with carved
flowers and fruits.

2. Fortif. ; A small basket filled with earth
and set upon parapets, to shelter men from
the fire of besiegers.

cor be1 (1), *©or-ball, *cor-bU, s. [O.
Fr. corbel, from
Low Lat. corbella
m a little basket

;

Lat. corbis = a bas-
ket, a pannier; ItaL
corbella ; Fr. cor-

beau.]

Arch. : A form of
bracket used in
Gothic architecture
for the purpose of
supporting the ends
of timbers, arches,
parapets, floors,
cornices, Ac. It con-
sists of a project-
ing block of stone,
usually carved in a
fantastic manner,
and having a reced- corbel.
ing face. (Knight.)

"The corbellt were carved grotesque and grim."
Soott : Lay of the Lose Minstrel, ii. 9.

corbel-piece, «.

Arch, : A bolster, a wooden supporting-
piece, a bracket, a corbel.

corbel-steps, s. pi.

Arch. : Ste]>s up the side of a gable, found
in old houses in Flanders, Holland, «fcc.

corbali stones, s.pl Corbels or corbel-
steps.

" The stone wall at Lundy. with the corbntl itonet
att the tope of it, . . ."—Lamont : Diary, p. 174.

corbel-table, ?.

Arch. : A cornice supported by corbels.

* cor bel (2), * cor byaL s. [O. Fr., from
Lat. corvus = a crow.] A crow, a raven,

"The corbeles tee." Guwaine, 1,366.

cor'-beL, v.t [Corbel (1), *.]

1. To support on corbels.

2. To dilate by projecting every member of
a series beyond the one under it. Any con-
struction which is carried by corbels so as to
stand beyond the face of the wall is said to be
corbelled out (Gloss. ofArchit.)

cor'-belled, pa. par, or o. [Corbel, t>.]

corbes, s. [Corb (3).]

cor -bet, oor'-bott, *. [O. Fr. oorbet.]

Arch. : A niche for an image.
"AMcorbeO, ful of imageries."

Chaucer : Uuus of Fame, lit SIS.

cor-bic'-n-la, s. [Lat. = a little basket,
dimin. of corbis (q. v.).]

Zool : A sub-genus of conchiferous Molluscs
placed under the genus Cyrena (q.v.) The
shell is orbicular, concentrically furrowed,
the lateral teeth elongated, transversely
striated, the epidermis of the shell polished.
They occur in the mud of rivers and in man-
grove swamps. Recent species, 130; fossil,
105, the latter from the Wealtfen onward.
CorbicuUx consobrina is found recent from
Egypt to China, and fossil in the Pliocene of
England, Belgium, and Sicily. (S. P. Wood-
ward : Mollusca, ed. Tate.)

* cor bin, * cor-bun, s. [0. Fr. corbin m a
crow, a raven.] A crow or raven.

"Thet is thn. deoflea corMn of hella."—Ancren
Hiule, p. U.

c6t -bis, 5 fLat corbis = a basket.]

Zool : A genus of conchiferous Molluscs,
family Ludnidae. It has an oval, ventricose,
subequilateral, concentrically sculptured
shell, the margins denticulated within, two
huge teeth and two lateral teeth in each valve,
and a simple pallia! line. Five recent species
are known and eighty fossil, the latter from
the Lias onward till now. (Woodward : Mol-
lusca, ed. Tate.)

* eor-bit, a. [Corbbd.]

COr-bond, *. [Etym. unknown.]
Mining: An irregular mass of copper from

the lode.

oor-bn-lar'-I-a, s. [Lat. corbula = a little

basket, and n. pi. suff. -aria. Named from
the shape of the nectary.]

Bot. : A genus of Amaryllidaceie. The
species are generally called Hoop-petticoats.
They are found in the south of Europe.
The bestrknown species is Corbularia Bulbo-
codium, the Common Hoop-petticoats ; it has
pale yellow flowers.

Oor'-b^, cor -bio, s. [Fr. cor&eau; Lat.
corvus = a crow.] A raven or crow.

"... and tbae corbies dinna gather without ther
smell carrion."—Scvtt : Hob Roy, ch. xviii.

corbie messenger, corbie's mes-
senger, s. One who is long upon his errand,
or who, like the raven sent from the Ark,
returns not again.

"... hi* Majesty alledging that I was Corbie's Me*-
tenger."—MBtmil : Mem., p. 170.

corbie-oats, s. A species of black oaks.

corbie-steps, s. ft,

Arch. : A corruption of corbel-steps (q.v.).
From this corruption, and the fact that corbie
is in Scotch a raveu or crow, has arisen the
still further corruption of crow-steps, a term
which has been actually explained by some
as derived from the fact that crows are fond
of sitting on them I

* cor-byal, *. [Corbel (2X i.] A crow, a
raven.

"Colored aa the cole, corbyal vutrwe."
Ear. Sng. AlUt. Poems; Cleanness, 46*.

* cor chat, s. [Crotchet.]

Music: A crotchet.
" But echo can nerir the corchat cleif.

For harshnes of hi r carlich throt"
Dunbar : Bannatyne Poems, \\ 6*. st. 4.

COr'-ch6-rUS, *. [Lat corchorus; Gr. *cop-

xopos (korchoros) = a sorry vegetable growing
wild ; Pimpernel or Jews' Mallow.]

Bot. : A genus of hypogynous exogens, order
Tiliacese, sub-order Tilese, family Grewida?.
The species are herbs or small shrubs.
Leaves simple, flowers single or in clusters,

inserted opposite to the leaves ; sepals, five

deciduous
;

petals, five ; stamens, many

;

style, one ; stigmas, five. Fruit capsular or
pod-like, separating into five divisions. About
fifty species are known. The leaves of Cor-
chorus olitorUts are used in Egypt and the
adjacent countries as a potherb. From the
fact that the Jews thus employ them they are
sometimes called Jews' Mallow. Fishing-4ines
and nets, "gunny," i.e., rice bags, and 'tat,'

a coarse kind of linen, have long been mad*
in India from C. capsularU, but it is much

l&te. fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,
or, wore, wolf, work, who\ son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, so, « = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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moie recently that this and the former species

have been used to furnish jute (q.v.). The
negroes in the West Indies use C. siliguosus

to make besoms, and its leaves aa a substitute

for tea.

cor cu lum (Lot.), t cor -de, t cor'-cule
(Eng.), s. [Lat. = a little heart, dimin. of cor

= the heart.]

Botany

:

1. The embryo.

2. The small axis of growth in such dicoty-

ledonous embryos as the walnut. (Treas. of

Bot.)

cord (1),
* ooorde, * corde (1), a. & a. [0.

Fr. <i Ft. corde; Ital. corda, from Low Lat.

corda = a cord ; Lat. chorda ; Gr. x°P^i
(chords) = the string of a musical instrument.

Thus cord and chord are but different forms

of the same word.] [Chord.]

A. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language:

1. Literally

:

(1) A small rope or string composed of

several strands or twists.
" The anus of the prisoner were bound behind him

with a silken cord . . ."—Sfacaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. v.

(2) In the same sense as II. 3. (Colloquial.)

(3) (PL) ; A suit of clothes made of corduroy.

*(4) A large sinew.
'* Corde* or areata sinnowea of the bodye. Tendinet,

Undone*."—Huloet.

2. Fig. : Any thing which acts as a bond
morally in the same way that a cord does

physically ; a moral tie, restraint, or attraction.

"
. . .he shall be bolden with the cord* of hU sins."

—Prov. v. 24.

IL Technically:

* 1. Music : The string of a musical instru-

ment, now written chord (q.v.).

2. Veterinary {PL): A contraction of the

muscles of the neck ; a iisease of horses.
* The cord*, & the ccutevil, the clasps & the cleika."

—Pulwar! ; Flyting, p. 13.

3. Timber : A measure or quantity of wood,

bo called from having been originally mea-

sured with a cord of a certain length. It is a

pile 8 feet long, 4 feet high, and 4 feet broad,

and contains 128 cubic feet.

. exclusive of the very large growth of pine
timber on the estate, there are 1,250,000 cord* of vari-

ous other woods . . "—Daily Telegraph, Jan. 9, 1882.

I. Fabrics : The same as Corduroy (q.v.).

5. Weaving : The space of the design-paper

confined by two vertical lines ; also, the

-string which connects the neck-twines at the

leaf. (Knight.)

6. Anat. : [Spinal cord].

"Having so far determined the functions of the

entire cord."—Todd A Bowman: Phytiol. Anat., voL

i., ch. 11, p. 316.

B. As adjective

:

1. Made of small rope or string.

2. Made of corduroy.

U Obvious compound : Cord-maker.

Cord-covering machine : A machine in which
-a cord receives a covering of thread or silk

;

when this is plaited on it constitutes braid-

ing. (Knight?)

cord-dryer, s. A machine for drying

sized or dyed cords, webbing-topes, &c.

cord-grass, s. [Prior says that it was so

named by Turner, because he saw the natives

of East Friesland thatch their houses with

ropes made of it. (Britten & Holland.)] A
grass, Spartina stricta.

cord moss, s.

Bot. : Funaria hygometrica.

cord-wood, s. Wood piled up ready to

be sold by the cord. In Scotland, wood con-

veyed to market on board of vessels, as dis-

tinguished from wood floated down a river.

* cord (2),
* corde (2), s. [A contraction of

accord (q.v.).] Accord, agreement.
" By word and cord'—Alieaunder, 411-

cord (1), v.t. [Cord (l), *.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. To fasten round or tie with a cord.

2. To make or construct of cords.

" And with a corded ladder fetch her down*."
Shakesp. : Two Gent, of Ver., 1U. 1.

t II. Timber ; To pile up wood for measure-

ment or sale by the cord.

* cord (2),
* corde, v.i. [A contraction of

accord, v. (q.v.).] To accord, to agree.

"The word mot cord* with the thing werkyng."
Chaucer: C. r, 17,141

cord -age, i. [Fr.]

L Literally:

1. A quantity of ropes or cords ; ropes or

cords collectively.

"... cordage and other parts of shipping."—Ar-
buthnot : On Coin*.

1 2. A strand of a rope.
" And the rope, with ltB twisted cordage three,

Deuoteth the Scriptural Trinity."
Longfellow : Golden Legend, 11.

3, The ropes or rigging of a ship.
" Oar cordage torn, decay'd our vessels Ha"

Pop* : Home?* Mad, bit. a, 1 1«S.

t II. Fig. : Anything resembling a quantity

of cords, as the tendrils of a vine, Ac.
" Hanging loose from their spars In a motionless calm

in the tropics
Stood a cluster of trees, with taugled cordage of

grape-vines." Longfellow : Evangeline, n. S.

oor-da-l'-tes, s. [Named after Corda, a dis-

tinguished fossil botanist ; with Gr. suff. -irns

i-Ues).)

Palaont. : A genus of fossil vegetables,

either a gymnosperm or a lycopodiaeeous

plant. It has broad, striated, parallel veined

leaves. It is found both in the Devonian
and in the Carboniferous rocks. Some have
thought that the small fruit called, from its

form, Cardiocarpon, belongs to Cordaites, but
this is doubtful.

oord'-al, s. [Fr. cordaille.)

Her. : A string of the mantle or robe of

estate, composed of silk and gold threads,

twisted like a cord, and having a tassel at the

end.

cord-ale, s. [Ft. cordaille.] The cordage or

tackling of a ship.

"Ane anker A tua cordali*. "—Aberd. Reg. A. (IMS),

V. 20.

cor date, cor'-dat-ed, a. [Lat. cor (genit.

cordis) = the heart ; and Eng. adj. suff. -ate,

-ated.)

Botany, Zoology, etc.;

1 1. (Of the form cordated) : Heart-shaped,

applied to plane or to solid bodies [2].

"The young birds vary in having on their breasts

transverse bars Instead of cordated spots."—Pennant

:

Brit. ZooU ; QentU Falcon.

2. Heart-shaped, having two round lobes at

the base, the whole resembling the heart in a

pack of cards. It is used of plane surfaces,

and is now discriminated from Cordiform
(q.v.).

cor'-date-ly, adv. [Eng. cordate; -ly.] In a

cordate manner or form.

cor-da'-td, in compos. [Lat. cordatus.] [Cor-

date.]

cordato hastate, a.

Bot. : Between hastate (i.e. , spear-shaped)

and cordate, but nearer the former.

cordato ovate, a.

Bot. : Between ovate (i.e., egg-shaped) and
cordate, but nearer the former.

cordato sagittate, a.

Bot. : Between sagittate (i.e., of the form of

an arrow-head) and cordate, but nearer the

former.

cord -ed (1), pa. par. or a. [Cord (l), v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language .*

1. Tied or fastened with cords.

2. Made or composed of cords.

3. Piled up for sale by the cord.

4. Grooved or furrowed, as corduroy.

II. Her. : Bound or wound round with
cords.

* cord'-8d (2), pa. far. or a. [Cord (2), v.]

corded fabric, a.

1. A fabric having a pile which is cut in ribs

in the direction of the length of the warp, as

corduroy.

2. A fabric having alternate larger and
smaller threads, either in the weft or the warp,

so as to give a ribbed or corded surface.

(Knight.)

' cordeler, s. [Fr. "cordelier* = knotted
cord-worke in embroidery" (Cotgrave).] For
def. see etym.

cordeleris knottis, s. pi. An orna-

ment in embroidery anciently worn by ladies

in Scotland.
"... a brsld of clalth of gold and ane utber of

llvlr. and upoun the silver cordelerU knotti* of gold."

—InvenU>riet. A. 1561, p. 139,

cor-del'-ler, &. [Ft. cordelier, from corde-

Hire = the cord which he wore ; from O. Fr.

cordel, Fr. cordeau m a cord, a girdle.]

1. Ch. Hist £ Ecclesiol. (pi.): A fraternity of

monks belonging to the order of St. Francis.

They arose in the 13th century. They wore a

brown or black habit with a mantle and hood
of the same colour, and around their waist

a cord of three knots. [Etym.] They are

called also Friars Minor, and were the strictest

branch of the Franciscans. They are men-
tioned in the Bomaunt of the Rote. [Francis-
cans.]

" And who to assist but a grave cordelier."
Prior : The Thief and Cordelier.

2. Civil Hist, (pi.): A political club which
during the first French revolution met in a

chapel which had been built by the Cordeliers

[1.] It was formed in December, 1790, Canton
being its first president. It took part in exe-

cuting all the violent measures to which the

extreme revolutionists had recourse, and in

some cases was the first public body to de-

mand them. It was dissolved in 1794, and
several of its members executed.

3. Rope-making: A machine for rope-mak-
ing invented by Mr. Cartwright. (Bossiter.)

cor del-ing, cor Celling, a. [Fr. cor-

deler = to twist.] Twisting.

cord-elle', s. [Fr., dimin. of corde = a cord.)

1. A cord or tassel.

2. A tow-rope of a barge, &c.
" By oars, sails, settlng-polea, the cordeUe, . .

."—
Flint, in Webtter.

* corde -ment, s. [Mid. Eng. corde (2), v.

;

-ment.] Agreement, concord, harmony.

"A eordement : concordia, concordancia.

"

—CathoL
Anglicum.

cord-er, s. [Eng. cord; -«r.]

Sewing-machine : A device for laying cords

between fabrics, or cords or braids on the sur-

face of a fabric.

* cor-de-van, • cor-de-wane, * cor-de-
wayne, * cor-do-wan, s. & a. [Cord-
WA1N.]

A. As subst. : Spanish leather from Cordova,
" His schoon of cordewane."

Chaucer : The Tale of Sir Thopa*. 15,143.

B. As adj. : Made of Spanish leather.

cor di-a, s. [Named by Plumier after E.

Cordus,"a German botanist of the sixteenth

century.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one of

the order Cordiacese (q.v.). The corolla, which
is funnel-shaped or campanulate, has a flat

5—7 cleft limb ; the stamens are 5 ; the style

bifid, with 4 stigmas ; the ovary 8—4 celled
;

drupe 1 or 3 celled, only 1 perfect ; seed 1.

The fruit is succulent, mucilaginous, and
emollient. That of Cordia Myxa and C. lati-

folia is eaten by the natives of India, as are

the drupes of C. abyssinica by the Abyssi-

niaus, who call it wanzey or vanzey. The
wood of C. Myxa is said to have furnished

the wood from which the Egyptians made
their mummy cases. The bark is a mild tonic.

C. Rumphii has a brown black-veined wood
smelling of musk, and C. Gerasacanthus, the

"Spanish elm" of the West Indies, has also a

wood of economic value. About 200 species

of cordia are known. [Cordiacese.]

cor-dl-a'-oS-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cordia, and

fern. pi. adj. suff. -acea;.\

Bot. : An order or sub-order of perigynous

exogens, alliance Solanales. It is most

closely akin to the Boraginaceffi, and next to

the Convolvulaee*. It consists of trees with

alternate harsh scabrous exstipulate leaves

;

calyx inferior 4—5 toothed ; corolla monope-
talous 4—7 cleft ; stamens 4—5 ; ovary 4—

8

celled, each with 1 pendulous ovule. Fruit, a

drupe 4—8 celled. The species are found fn

the tropics of both hemispheres, in South

America straggling into more temperate lati-

tudes. In 1846, Lindley enumerated eleven

genera, and estimated the known species at

bSil, do?; po^t. JdrW; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go. gem; thin, this; aln, as; expect; yenophon, exist, -in*

Milan, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -fion = shun, -tious, -sious, ciou s = shus. -We, -die, 4c. = hel, del.
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180. But 200 species of Cordia itself are now
known. Mr. Carruthers, F.R.S., makes the
Cordiacese a sub-order of Boragmace*.

cor -di al, * cor -di -all, a. & *. [Fr. & Sp.

;

Ital. cordiale; Low Lat. cordialis =- pertaining
to the heart, from Lat. cor (genit cordis) =
the heart]

A. As adjective

:

h Cheering or comforting the heart ; reviv-
ing, invigorative, restorative.

" He only took cordial waters, in which we infused
sometimes purgative*."— Wiseman : Surgery.

2. Proceeding from the heart ; sincere,
earnest, hearty.

**.
. . gave them on almost every occasion a cordial

support. -—Macaula y : B'at. Ewj., ch. xxiv.

3. Warm, affectionate, hearty, sincere, with-
out hypocrisy.

" That our most bitter foes (so much depends
On men of name) are turned to cordial friends."

CkurchiU : The Candidate.
Si, As substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. : Anything which tends to
cheer or comfort the spirits.

" cordial delicious ! O soother of pain !
*

Longfellow : The Odden legend, iv.

TX Technically

:

1. Comm. : An aromatized and sweetened
pirit, employed as a beverage.

2. Medicine:

(1) A medicine which increases the force of
the heart, or strengthens the circulation.

(2) A medicine given to restore or increase
the strength, to revive the spirits, and gene-
rally to cheer and comfort a person in a state
of depression.

" Many Restoratives, of vertues rare.
And costly Cordialtes she did apply.'*

Spenser: F. $., IlL t. M.

% For the difference between cordial and
hearty, see Hearty.

Oor-dI-cil'-I-t& s. [Fr. cordialiU ; Sp. cor-
dialhkid, from Low Lat cordialitas, from cor-
dialis = pertaining to the heart ; Lat cor =
the heart.]

* 1. Relation to or connection with the heart.
". . . respects of cordiality, or reference unto the

heart, . . .

—

Browne : Vulgar Brrours, bk. iv., ch. iv.

2. Warmth of feeling ; sincere affection ;

geniality, heartiness, kind feeling.

"... it is rank absurdity in politics to expect any
cordiality between them. . . ."—Anecdote* of the Life
of Bp. Watson, voL L, p. 212.

•©or'-dI-al-ize,u.(. & i. [Eng. cordial; -4m. ]

A. Transitive:

1. To make into a cordial.

2. To make cordial or warm in feeling or
manner ; to render genial or hearty.

B. Intrans. : To become cordial or warm in
feeling or manner ; to feel or show cordiality.

* cor'-dl-al-ized, pa. par. or a. [Cordial-
IZE.]

cor -di-al-i*-ing, pr. par., o., & $. [Cor-
DIALIZE.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of making cordial in feelings or
manner.

2. The state of being cordial.

oor-di-al ly, adv. [Eng. cordial ; -ly.] In
a cordial manner ; from the heart ; heartily,
sincerely, warmly ; with cordiality, hearti-
ness, and goodwill.

" On all large questions of European policy they
cordially agreed.' —Macau iay : Mist. Eng., ch. xL

t cor -di-al-ness, s. [Eng. cordial ; -ness.]

The quality or state of being cordial : cor-
diality.

cor di-ceps, cor -dy-ceps, s. [Mod. Lat,
* from Or. KopovAn (korduli) = a club, from the

shape, and Lat -ceps, connected with caput
m a head.]

Bot. ; A genus of Ascomycetous Fungi
(Sph&eriacei). Some species grow upon de-
caying leaves and branches or plants affected
by ergot, but the majority are parasitic on
living insects. A wasp in the West Indies is

thus attacked, and the caterpillar of a New
Zealand Ghost-moth (Hepialus). [Claviceps.]

©or'-di-er-ite, s. [Named after Cordier, who,
in 1809, described it, though not for the first

time, giving it the name of Dichroite.]

Min. : The same as Iolite (Dana) ; the
same as Dichroite (Brit. Mus. Cat.): these
two being but different names of the same
mineral.

cord'-i-form, a. [Lat. cor. (genit cordis) =
the heart, and forma = form.]

1. Bot. : Of the shape of a heart ; heart-
shaped, cordate ; applied particularly to
organs which have a certain thickness, as the
embryo of Trapa nutans, the capsule of Poly-
gala vulgaris. (Balfour.) The more common
term cordate is reserved for similar structure
in a plane body.

2. Anat. : In the same sense as 1.

H Cordiform tendon of the diaphragm

:

Anat. : A strong tendon constituting the
upper part of the diaphragm. It is called
also the central or the trefoil tendon of the
diaphragm. (Quain.)

" cor-di-lere, s. [Cordelier.]

cor dil las, s. [Sp.]

Fabric : A kind of kersey.

cor-dll-le'-ra, s. [8p.= a chain or long
elevated ridge of mountains, from O. Sp. cor-
dilla = a gut; Ital. corcUUa ; Fr. cordelle,

dimin. from Lat. chorda = a string, a cord
(q.v.).] A ridge or chain of mountains, espe-
cially applied to the range of the Andes in
South America.

* cord'-In-er, «. [Cordwajner.]

cord ing (1), pr. par., a. t & s. [Cord (IX v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb.

)

G. As substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. : The act of tieing or fasten-
ing with a cord or rope.

II. Technically:

1. Timber-trade: The piling up wood for
sale by the cord.

2. Dress : Cord covered with thread or silk,

and used for braiding.

"Lesson 6. Finishing Bodices, Finishes for Skirts,
Cordings, and Bound Hems."— Times, Not. 4. 1875.
(ArttX.)

3. Weaving : The cording of a loom is the
arrangement of the heddles so that they move
in such clusters and times as may be required
for the production of the pattern. [Draft.]
A set of heddles connected with a given shaft
is called a leaf. Each shaft is connected by a
cord to the treadle whereby it is moved.
(Knight.)

•cord'-Ing (2), *cord-ynge, pr. par., a.,

& s. [Cord (2), v.]

A. A B. As pr. par. ©? particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. Assubst. : Agreement, concord, harmony.
" Cordynge in sang : concentus."—CathoL Anglicum

cord'-leafs, s. pi. [Eng. cord (l) ; leafs.]

Bot. : A name sometimes given to the Res-
tiacea?, called by Lindley Restiads. (Lindlcy:
Veg. King., p. 105.)

cor -don, s. [Fr., Sp., & Ital, cordons, from
Lat chorda = a cord (q.v,).]

L Ordinary Language

:

L A ribbon or cord worn as the badge of
any order.

"... all lay brethren and sisters that did weare St
Francis's cordon:'—Sir B. Sandys : State of Religion.

* 2. A string or wreath.
". . . sm nl 1 cordonit of silvir and blew silk."—Inven-

tories (A. 15761, p. Sly.

IX Technically:

1. Arch. : The edge of a atone on the out-
side of a building.

2. Fort. : The coping of the revetment or

PERMANENT FORT

escarp, which is the inner wall of the ditch.
At this point the fraise is placed, if such be

used. The cordon projects a foot beyond the
face of the escarp or revetment. (Knight.)

3. Mil, : A line or series of sentries or
military posts guarding any particular place
to prevent ingress or egress without authority.

4. Sanitary : A line or series of watchers
round any infected district or place to cut off

communication and prevent the egress of
any person or animal likely to spread the
disease.

5. Heraldry:

(1) A ribbon worn across the breast by
knights of the first class of any order.

(2) A tasselled lace or string of a mantle on
state or installation robes.

"cor -don-lt, a. [Fr. cordonne = twisted,
plaited.] Wreathed.

" Item sevin quaiffis of claith of silvir. cordonit with
blak silk, . . ."—Inventories (A. 1561), p. 1*8.

cor do van, * cor do wan, * corduane,
s. & o. [Cordwaix.]

A. As substantive

:

X. A native of Cordova
*2. Spanish leather from Cordova.
"No Soman perfumes, buffs or cordovans."

Bowell : Lett. Poem to the King (1*411.

B. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining to Cordova.

*2. Made of Spanish leather.
"... I will send you the cordovan pockets and

gloves . .
."—Botoell: Familiar Letters (1«M).

cor-du-ro'y', «. [Etym. doubtful. Said to
be Fr. corde du roy = the king's cord.]

Fabric: A stout, ribbed, cotton fustian,
made with a pile, so cut as to leave a surface
ridged in the direction of the warp.

corduroy-road, s. A road formed of
poles laid transversely and in contact. It is

used as a mud bridge in swampy places.
(American.)

cord' - wain, * corde - wan, * corde -

wane, * cordvane, * cor -do -van,
* cord-wane, * cor-den, *. [O. Fr. cor-

douan; Sp. cordoban ; Port. eordWIo, from
Cordova or Cordoba, a town in Spain, where it

is manufactured.) Spanish leather, originally
of goatskin, but now frequently of split horse-
hides. It is finished as a black morocco.

"Cordwane, ledyr. A luta"—Prompt Pare.

cord wain er, * cordinor, * corde
wayner, * corduener, * cordwaner,
s. [O. Fr. cordouanier, cordoanier; Fr. cor-

donnier ; Ital. cordovaniere.] [Cordwain.
]

Originally a worker in cordwain or Spanish
leather ; now, a shoemaker generally.

"Cordwaner. Alutarius."—Prompt. Pant.

% The Cordwainers were incorporated A.n.
1410.

* cord'-jf, a. [Eng. cord; -y.] Of the nature
of, or composed of, cord.

cor-d^-ll'-ne, *. [Gr. KopSvkn '(kordatf) « a
club, a cudgel, so named from the shape of
the stem ; and surf. -tvi\ (-inty.]

Bot. : A genus of Liliacese, tribe Asparages.
Cordyline Ti, called also DraccsHa terminalis,
is eaten in the Sandwich Islands. The flowers
of C. refiexa are said to be emmenagogue.
(Lindlcy.)

cor-dy^Jph'-or-a, i. [Gr. KOp6v\n(korduti)
— a club, a cudgel ; and <^ooew (phoreS) = to
bear.]

Zool. : A genus of Hydrozoa, family Clavide,
with one species, C. lacustris, the only com-
pound form from fresh water, originally
marine, but now fairly common in the London
Docks, the Regent's Canal, the Dee, and the
rivers of East Anglia.

core (1), *. [O. Fr. cor, cuer; Fr. cosur ; ItaL
cuore, from Lat. cor - the heart]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

* 1. The heart.

"Give me that man
That is not passion's slave, aud I will wear him
In iny heart s core." Shakesp. : Hamlet, iiL 1

2. The heart or innermost part of anything
** Core of fruta. Arula."—Prompt. Pare.

IL Figuratively

:

1. An internal foundation or basis.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot

or, wore, wolf, work, wh6, sin; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ae, ce e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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"... this hypothesis ia sure to be dissipated if it

poaseu liot a core of truth."— Tyndall-. Frag, of
Science (3rd ed. t, viL 164

2. The innermost or deepest part of any
thing ; the essence.

" A» I approach the cert of my heart's grief "

Byron : Man/red, ii. 2.

* 3. A centre or central part.
" In the com of the square she raised a tower of a

furlong high."—Raleigh; Bitt. of the World.

B. Technically

:

1. Arch. £ Masonry : The inner portion or

filling of a wall.

2. Founding

:

(1) An internal mould which forms the
interior of a cylinder, tube, pipe, faucet, or
other hollow casting. It is made of various
proportions of new sand, loam, and horse-
dung. It requires to be thoroughly dried, and
when containing horse-dung must be burned
to a red-heat, to consume the straw. This
makes it porous and of a brick-red colour.

The core is made in a core-box, and has pro-
jecting portions, known as core-prints, which
rest in the prints of the mould. The model
from which the object is cast is solid, and
makes an impression, partly in the cope and
partly in the drag. When the pattern is re-

moved, the core is laid in its place, the pro-
jecting portions resting in the recesses made
by the prints of the pattern. Touching the
loam of the mould at no other point, it occu-
?>ies, in the case of a pipe, a central position
n the space which is to be run full of metal.
When the metal has been poured around it

and then cooled, the core is broken out, leav-
ing the casting hollow. Simple cores are
those which do not prevent the delivery of the
cope and drag, that is, which have no under-
cut portion which would prevent the portions
of the flask from being parted in the usual way.

(2) A central piece occupying an axial posi-
tion within a circular aperture at which clay
or lead exudes in the process of making
earthenware or leaden pipes. The core gives
the inside shape to the pipe. (Knight.)

3. Surgery : The heart or innermost part of
an ulcer or boil.

" Launce the sore,
And cut the head : for, till the core be found,
The secret vice is fed, and gathers ground."

Dryden: Virgil.

4. Veterinary : A disease in sheep caused
by worms in the liver.

5. Submarine Telegraphy: The conducting
wires in the heart of the cable. They are
twisted In a spiral strand and covered with
several layers of gutta-percha, between each
of which is a coating of Chatterton's com-
pound—a mixture of tar, resin, and gutta-
percha. (Ganot.)

6. Electro-magnetism : A solid bar of iron
around which a helix or spiral is wound.

"... the cores of electro-magnets."— Everett : The
C. 0. 8. System of Unit*, ch. x., p. 60.

7. Bope^making ; The central strand around
which four other strands are twisted in a
shroud hawser-laid rope.

8. Hydr. Eng. : A wall or structure abso-
lutely impervious to water, placed in an em-
bankment or dike to prevent the percolation
of water, which may penetrate the porous
material of which the remainder of the dike
is composed. The core may be of puddle or
a wall laid in hydraulic cement. (Knight.)

core-bar, s. The bar or spindle which
supports the core of a shell.

COTe-box, s. A divisible box in which
clay is rammed to form
cores.

Core-box plane: A
peculiar form of plane
which has a cutting
tooth projecting below
the sole, to plough
grooves in the parts of
a core-box. It is com-
monly known amon<*
carpenters as " the old
woman's tooth."

core-box plane. core print, s. A
projecting piece on a

pattern for moulding, to form a hole in the
mould to receive the end of the core by which
it is sustained in the mould in proper position
relatively to the object cast. (Knight.)

Core-valve, s. A plug-valve which has a
rotary reciprocation in a cylindrical or hollow

conical seat, occupying about the same relative

position to its seat as the core of a faucet does
to the casting itself.

* core (2), s. [Fr. corps = body, or a form of

choir (q.v.)]

1. A body.

2. A party, clan, or company.
"... he wu in a oore of people, . .

."

—

Bacon:
Sen. VII., p. 17.

TT In core : In company or concert.
" Dukes, and geese, and hens, in core
Raiad their discordant voices."

/>. Anderson : Poem*, p. 81, K
core (3), s. [Chore, Char.]

Mining: The turn or shift, that is, the
number of hours during which each party of
miners work at a time, generally six to eight
hours.

core (1), v.t. [Core (1), s.] To remove the
core from an apple or other fruit.

core (2), v.t. [Probably a corruption of cure
(q.v.).j To roll herrings in salt and prepare
them for drying.

* co-rect', v.t. [Correct.]

* cd-rect'-Ive, a. & s. [Corrective.]

co rec-tome, co re-tome, s. [Gr. #copn

(kore)= the pupil of the eye, and cktojxiJ (ektorne)

= a cutting out.] An instrument for cutting
through the iris to form an artificial pupil

;

an iridectome (q.v.).

* ctf-reV-tor, s. [Corrector.]

cored, pa. par. or a. [Core, v.]

* cd-re'-gent, *. [Pref. co = con, and Eng.
regent (q.v.).] A joint ruler or governor.

"Joseph was . . . co-regent of Hungary and Bo-
hemia."— Wraxatt: Berlin, ii. 486.

cd-r«Sg'-6n-US, s. [Of uncertain etym.]

Ichthy. : A genus of abdominal fishes, family
Salmonidse. The teeth are very small or want-
ing, the scales very large, the height or front

of the first dorsal greater than its breadth.
Yarrell enumerates four British species—(1)

Coregonus /era, the Gwyniad of Wales, the
Schilly of Ullswater, where it abounds; (2)
C. toillughbii, the Vendace

; (3) C. lacepedii,

the Powan ; and (4) C. Pollan, the Pollan.

There are many American species, popularly
known as whitefish.

cor-e'-i-dflB, s. pi. [Gr. $t6pa (koris) = a bug,
and Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -ufce.]

Entom. : A family of bugs, the same as Co-
reodea (q.v.).

* co-reign'-er (g silent), s. [Pref. co = con,

and Eng. reigner (q.v.).] One who reigns
jointly with another.

"... the co-gorernours and co-reignert with the
Supreme God."

—

Cudworth : Intellectmil System, p. 246.

co re-la -tion, 5. [Pref. co = con, and Eng.
relation (q.v.).] Corresponding relation.

cd-reT-at-Ive, a. [Correlative.]

t cdre'-less, a. [Eng. core ; -less.]

1. Lit. : Having no core.

2. Fig. : Weak, without pith or stamina.

co-re-ll'-gion-lst, *. [Pref. co = con, and
Eng. religionist (q.v.).] One of the same
religion.

"... their object seems to have been to help their
co-religionists . . ."—Daily Telegraph, March 4, 1882.

CO-re'-ma, s. [Gr. Koprjfia. (korima) = . . . a
besom, a'oroom, so called from the habit of
the plant.]

Bot. : A genus of Empetracese. The only
known species, Corema alba, is called the
Portugal Crakeberry.

cor-e-o'-de-a, s. [Gr. Kopis (koris) = a bug,
and elSos (eidbs)= form, appearance.]

Entom. : A sub-tribe of Hemipterous In-
sects. They have four-jointed antenna high
on the head, scutellum small and triangular,
many nervures in the hemelytral membrane.
Found in hot and in temperate climates,
some of the species inhabiting the former
being large and of grotesque form. The
British species are small. (Dallas.) [Corisia.J

cor-o^op-sid'-S-ae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat core-

vpste (q-v-)» and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.}

Bot. : A sub-tribe of Composite plants, tribe
Senecionideaj. Genera, Coreopsis, Helianthua,
&c.

core dp - sis, *. [Gr. jreptv (koris) = a bug,
and SdVcc (opsis)= appearance, aspect. Named
from the resemblance which its two-horned
pappus has to the antennae of a bug or other
insect.]

Bot. : A genus of Composite plants, the type
of the sub-tribe Coreopsidese (q.v.). The
seeds are flat on one side and convex on the
other. The species are American, but several
are cultivated in European gardens. The
flowers of Coreopsis verticillata are used in the
United States to dye cloth ced.

cbV-er, s. [Eng. cor(e); -er.] An instrument
for extracting the core from the fruit.

cbr'-e-sef, s. pi. [Etym. doubtful.]

Bot. : Dark-red broad discoid bodies found
beneath the epicarp of grapes. (Treas. of Bot.)

* coresur, s. [Courser.]

co re spond ent, s. [Pref. co = con, and
Eng. respondent (q.v.).]

Law : One who is made a joint respondent
with another in a suit ; especially in the
Divorce Court, a man who is charged by the
plaintiff with adultery with his wife, and made
a party to the suit for dissolution oT marriage.

* coresy, s. [Corsy, Corrosive, «.]

cor e thro sty -lis, s. [Gr. a^pwflpoe (korl-

thron) — a broom, in allusion to the very hairy
style.]

Bot. : A genus of Byttneriacea?, tribe Lasio-
petaleee. The genus consists of Australian
bushes. Corethrostylis bracteata is a common
bush, with pink flowers and bracts of the same
colour, sometimes seen in greenhouses.

corf, * corfe, s. [Lat. corbis = a basket.]
[Corb.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A basket used in carrying coals ; a corb,
a corve.

* 2. A basket of any kind.
" Ane corf full ol apillis, . . ."— Aberd. Beg., A.

1M3, V. 18.

* 3. Basket-work in silver.

"Item, twa round tablet tin of gokl wi tliai ane corf
of silver wyre."—Inventories (A. 1542), pp. 62, 68.

* 4. A measure or quantity of fish.

"Ane thousand corf key ling in peyll."—A turd. M,
A. 1541, V. 17.

* 6, A temporary dwelling, a shed.
" And with that wird intill a corf he crap,
Fra hair weddir, and frostis, him to hap."

Bannatyne Poems, p. 114,

IX Mining:

1. A basket to carry coal or ore ; a corve.

2. A square frame of wood to carry coals on.

3. A sled or low-wheeled wagon in a mine,
to convey coal or ore from the miners to the
bottom of the shaft. (Knight.)

* corf-house, * corfc house, * corff-
house, s. A house or shed erected for the
purpose of curing salmon and to keep the nets
in during the close season.

"To be Let,- -The salmon -fishings In the river Awe,
near Oban, in Argyleshire, with the corf-house*.
shades, &c belonging thereto."—£dtn. Been. CouranS,
April 21, 1B04.

* corf, v.t. [Corf, s.] To prepare fish by
boiling them in salt and water.

Cor'-fl-bte, Cor' fute, s. [From Corfu, one
of the Inn ion Islands.] An inhabitant or
native of Corfu.

* corft, pa. par. or o. [Corf, v.]

cor' i-a-^e-oiis, a. [Lat. coriaceus, from

corium = leather.]

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Consisting or made of leather.

2. Of a substance resembling leather ; tough*

II. Bot. : Stiff like leather or parchment.
Example, the leaves of the box or of the holly.

cdr-I-a-nr^r-tin, s. [Lat coria(ria); m|rr-

t(ifolia) ; and suff. -in.]

Chem. : C^H^On). The active principle of
Coriaria myrtifolia (q.v.). It crystallises in
white, bitter, rhomboidal prisms, melting at
220°, slightly soluble in water, easily soluble
in boiling alcohol and ether.

boil, boy; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - £,

-Clan, -tian shan. -tion, -sion=shun; tion, sion zhun. -clous, -tious, -slous shits, -ble, die, &c. = bel, del.
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cor i-an der, * coliaundrc, s. [Dan.
coriander ; Sw., Dut., <fe Ger. korlander ; Fr.
coriandre ; Itai. coria)idro, coriandolo, all from
Lat. coriaTidrum (q.v.).]

1. Ord. Lang. <£ Bot. : An umbelliferous
plant, Coriandrum sativum. It has an erect,

leafy stem, the lower leaves bipinnate, the
upper more divided, the uppermost of all

nearly setaceous. Fruit globose, nearly un-
divided, with ten obscure lines or ribs. It is

occasionally found in the South of England
In fields and waste places, but is not truly
Indigenous to Britain. It has escaped from
cnitivation. It is a native of Southern Europe
and the Levant.
" And coriander last to these succeeds.
That hangs on slightest threads her trembling wed a."

Cowper; Translations from Virgil; The Salad.

2. .Scn>. ; The word occurs in Exod. xvi. 31,

and Numb, xi- 7. It is the rendering of the

Hebrew word "13 (gad), and the translation

Is probably correct, for Celsus says that yot$

(aoid) is coriander.
**. . . It wsa like coriander seed, white . . ."— Exod.

ZTl 31.

* coriander seed, 9. A jocular term for

money.
"... the spankers, spur-royals, tote-iiohlee, and

other coriander teed with which she was quilted alt
over."—Otell: Rabelais, hk. iv., ch. it, p. 123.

Cor-I-an'-drl-dW, s. pi. [Lat. coriandrum,
and fern. pi. adj. sail', -idee.]

Bot. : A family of plants belonging to the
order Apfacere (Urabellifers).

cor i an drum, s. [Lat. = coriander, from
Gr. Kopiawov (koriannon) = the plant cori-

ander or its seed.]

1. Bot. : Coriander, a genus of umbelliferous

Slants, the type of the family Coriandridre.
To general involucre, partial involucres on

one side ; petals obcordate, with an inflated

point, the outer ones radiant ; carpels closely
cohering ; the ribs obsolete, interstices pro-
minent without vittaa. Coriandrum sativum
is the Coriander (q.v.).

2. Pharm. : Coriandri fructus, the dried
ripe fruit of Coriandrum sativum. It is

flobular,- nearly as large as white pepper,
eaked, finely ribbed, yellowish-brown, having

an agreeable aromatic odour and taste. Cori-
ander is a stimulant, aromatic carminative.
It is used in the preparation of Confectio
Sennse, Mistura Gentianse, Sympus Rhei, Tine-
tura Rhei, and Tinctura Sennee. When dis-
tilled with water, bruised coriander fruit yields
yellow oil, which is a mixture of several oils

;

the coriander oil is aromatic, and has the
same therapeutic properties as the seeds.

Cdr-I-ar'-f-a, s. [Lat. neut. pi. of coriarius
= leathery, from corium = skin, hide, leather.]

L Bot. : A genus of hypogynous exogens,
consisting of shrubs with opposite branches,
or, in some cases, having on each side ono
principal branch and two secondary ones.
Leaves opposite ribbed, entire ; inflorescence
terminal and axillary racemes ; calyx cam-
panulate, ftve-parted

; petals five, smaller than
the lobes of the calyx, fleshy, keeled ; stamens
ten ; carpels five or six, arranged around a
thiokish gynobase ; stigmas five ; ovules soli-

tary pendulous ; fruit crustaceous. Found
in Europe, South America, Nepaul in Asia,
and New Zealand. Coriaria myrtifolia and
ruscifolia are used to dye black. Their fruit
and leaves are poisonous. The latter have
been used to adulterate senna, and with fatal
effect. The fruit of C. nepaUnsis is eaten.
The C. sarmentosa of New Zealand has poi-
sonous seeds, but the pulp is less deleterious,
or perhaps even harmless.

2. Chem. : A greenish-red substance, con-
tained in Coriaria ruscifolia. It is very poi-
sonous.

©or-i-ar-I-a'-cS-», *. pi. [Lat. coriaria,
and fern. pi. adj. suff. -ace&.]

Bot. : An order of hypogynous exogens,
formed to include the solitary and anomalous
genus Coriaria.

©or-I-ar'-i-e'-fle, s. pi. [Mod. Lat coriaria,
and fein. pi. adj. suff. -eos.]

Bot. : A tribe of plants formed to include
Coriaria, (Lindley.) By some it is elevated
into an order, Cortariacefe (q.v.).

Oor'-id-in, s. [Lat. corium =* leather, d con-
nective, and Eng. suff. -in (Chem.) ; or Gr.

elfios (eidos) . . . appearance (?), and suff. -in
(Chem.).]

Chem. : C10H15N. A base occurring in coal
oil and in tobacco smoke. It is a colourless
liquid, having a smell like new leather. . Cori-
din boils at 211°. Jt gives a yellow-red colour
with bleaching powder, which is destroyed by
acids.

*c6V-I-er,*coriour, *coryowre,s. [Cur-
rier.]

" Corfowrt. Coriarius, ardo.*—Prompt. Par*.

•©or'-Ige, v.t. [Lat. corrigo.) [Correct, a.J
To correct, to set right, to chastise.

" Any man mycht thinks that themoners of shrewea
ben coriged and chastised by vengeaunce, . ,

."

—

Chaucer : lloecius, bk. It.

c6r'-in, s. [An African negro word.]

Zool. : A species of gazelle, or perhaps only
a variety of the common one.

* co-rin-don, s. [Various Mod, Indian lan-
guages corund, from Sansc. kururinda = the
rubyic cinnabar.]

Min.,: An old name for a mineral genus,
containing sapphire, corundum, and emery.

Cor'-inth, s. [Lat. Corinthus ; Gr. KopwBos
(korintlios), a famous city of Greece, situated
on the isthmus of the same name. It was
noted for the licentiousness and extravagance
of its inhabitants, and also for its public
buildings.]

I, Literally

:

1. The city named in the etymology.
* 2. A currant (q.v.).

" Now will the corintht, now the rasps supply
Delicious draughts," /. philips ; Cider. II.

* IX Fig. : A bawdy-house,

* Co* - rltl' -tW - ac, a. [Eng. Corinth ; -iac.]

Of or pertaining to Corinth ; Corinthian.

Co rin -thl-an, a. & s. [Eng. Corinth; -ian.]

A. As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language .*

1. Lit. : Of or pertaining to Corinth.

2. Fig. : Licentious, dissipated, wild.
". . . all lier young Corinthian laity, . . ."—MUton :

Apnl.for Smectymn.

II. Arch. : A term applied to an order of
architecture. It is the most delicate and
elaborate of all the orders. Like the Ionic,
from which, indeed, it differs little, it consists
of stylobate, column, and entablature. The
stylobate is more ornate. The proportions are
more slender, and the individual parts more
rich and elegant. The column is fluted. The
capital has generally the form of an expanded
calyx, and is ornamented with acanthus leaves
and scrolls. The column is ten diameters in
height. The abacus is square.

"Behind these figures are large columns of the
Corinthian order, adorned with fruit and flowers."

—

Dry.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A native of Corinth.

* 2. Fig. : A debauchee ; a licentious cha-
racter ; a wencher.

"... a Corinthian, a lad of mettle, a good boy, . .
."

—Shaketp. : 1 Hen. m, U. 4.

IX Scripture canon

;

St. PauVs First and Second Epistles to the

Corinthians: Two well-known epistles form-
ing part of the New Testament.

(1) Corinth and its Church : Corinth was a
celebrated city, situated on the isthmus se-

parating the Peloponnesus from the mainland
of Greece, and with a lofty and extensive
citadel, the Acrocorinthus, keeping watch
over the security of the plain below. The
Isthmian games were held in the vicinity.
Commerce had made the city wealthy, and
wealth had rendered it corrupt. Courtesans
swarmed in it everywhere, and the Greek verb
Kopiv$ta£opat(korinthiazom<ji) meant tocommit
impurity of a gross kind. Some improvement
had. taken place since the old Greek city had
given way to the Roman one founded by
Julius Cffisar ; but still the moral reputation
of the place was low. It, however, stood high
intellectually. Two visits of the Apostle paid
to Corinth^ are described in the Acts of the
Apostles. During the first of these residences
in Corinth, which continued forabout eighteen
months, from a.d. 51 to a.d. 53, he founded
the Christian Church there, the majority
of the converts being Gentiles (Acts xviii.

1—18). Afterwards the eloquent Apollos took
up the work (Acts xix. 1). The second re-
corded visit from St. Paul to Greece, doubt-
less including Corinth, continued three months
(Acts xx. 3) ; but an unrecorded visit seems
also to have been made (2 Cor. xii. 14, xiii. I).

There is some reason to believe that there may
also have been an epistle, now lost, earlier

than the two which form part of the cauou
(1 Cor. v. 9).

(2) The two canonical epistles to the Corin-
thians : The external and internal evidence
that these two epistles emanated from St.

Paul is so strong that it convinced even the
sceptical mind of Dr. Ferdinand Christian
Baur, who, allowing only four of the epistles
attributed to St. Paul to have been really his,

placed the two to the Corinthians among the
lour. The four were Galatians, 1 and 2 Corin-
thians, and Romans, and the order in which
they are now given is that iu winch, in his
view, they were issued at first. The probable
date of the two epistles to the Corinthians U
a.d. 67 ; the first having been written fron
Ephesus (1 Cor. xvi. 8), and the second a few
months later from Macedonia (2 Cor. i. 10,
viii. 1, ix. 4, xi. 9). The subtlety of the Greek
mind and other causes had produced divisions
in the Church of Corinth, and four parties
had arisen, one of Paul, one of Apollos, ono of
Cephas, and one of Christ. The first doubt-
less believed in the high apostolic dignity of
St. Paul, and being mainly Gentile, approved
of his casting off the burdensome yoke of
Judaism. The party of Cephas, consisting of
Judaizing Christians, depreciated the author-
ity of St. Paul, representing his call to-

the apostleship as late in time and abnormal
in character. The jarty of Apollos was pro-
bably in its essence Pauline, but with more of
that wisdom of the world which Paul had
ignored at Corinth (1 Cor. i. 18—24). The
party of Christ may have begun by professing
to rise above all sects ami ended by becoming
itself sectarian. Besides these parties and the
lack of Christian love which they produced,
there were other matters for censure. A case^

of incest had been discovered, yet the per-
petrator of the offence had been allowed to-

remain in the Church. Grave irregularities
had also arisen in connexion with the Holy
Communion. There was serious error too in
doctrine, the future resurrection of the dead,
being called in question by some. The Apostle
in the First Epistle combats these errors with

f"eat eloquence and power. In his Second
pistle he welcomes back to the fold the now

penitent delinquent whose expulsion he had
counselled, and anew vindicates his apostolic
authority.

Corinthian brass, s. An alloy of gold,.

silver, and copper, so called from the fact that
at the burning of Corinth many statues made
of these metals were melted together. QVeale.\
[Brass.]

* coriour, s. [Currier.]

CO'-ris, s. [Gr. k6(h<; (koris) = a bug ... at

plant—a kind of St. Jonn's-wort. This is not
the modern botanical genus Coris.]

Bot. : A genus of perigynous exogens ; order
Primulacese, family Primulidse. It is a
branched herbaceous shrub, with alternate
linear coriaceous leaves ; flowers in dense
terminal spiked racemes, and globose capsules
with five valves and five seeds, Coris mons-
peliensis, dried and reduced to powder, was
used by the Spanish monks as a vulnerary. It
has also been given in syphilis.

cor i-um, 5. [Lat = leather.]

* 1. A kind of body armour, composed of

scales or small plates of leather, worn by the
Roman soldiers.

2. Anat. dt Zool. : The cutis vera, or true
skin, the innermost layer of the skin in

mammals. It is defended by the non-vascular
cuticle. It is composed of interlaced con-
nective tissue witli blood-vessels and lym-
fdiatica. Its thickness is from a quarter of a
ine to a line and a half.

* co-ri'-val, * cor-ri'-val, «. & a. [Pro.
00 = con/and Eng. rival (q.v.).]

A. As subst, : A competitor, a rival in any-

pursuit or object.

"... a competitor and corival with the kJny: for
the hearts and alienations of the people."—Bacon t

Charge at the Best, for the Verge.

B. As adj. : Rivalling, emulating; acting as
a rival or competitor.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot*

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try* Syrian, a?, oe c. ey = a. qu = kw.
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•oo-ri'-vaL *cor-ri'-val, v.t. [Cobival,

..] To rival, to emulate.
", . . wherea then the saucy boat

Whose weak untimberd sides but even now
Co-rieaird greatness!"

Shakesp. 1 Trod. * Cress., L 3.

•o6-ri-val-ry,'cor-ri-val-ry, s. [Pref.

co = con', and Eng. riuoiry (q.v.).] The

quality or state of being a corival with

another ; rivalry, emulation.
" . thie idolatrous corrivttirv, . . ."—More: Ex-

pos, of the Seven Churches (1669), Fret

* OO-ri'-val-Bllip, s. [Eng. corimti ; -snip.]

ltivalry, corivalry.
•-

tile corrivalship of Shagad hi* falsa friend,

, . '."-l^Ur T. Herbert : Travel!, p. 149.

* cd-rl'-val-ty, * oorrivaltie, «.

-ty'.] Corivalry, competition.
[Eng. co-

riua£ ;
** a corrivaltie with the written word."—Bp.

Hail
:'
The Old Religion ch. xvh. i 9.

od-rive', ti.i. [For coriuai (q.v.).] To be a

rival or competitor with another.

"It lesser greeueth he should grudge
That 1 with him oo-riue."

Warner : Albion's England, bk. iii., ch. xvi.

cork (1) "corke, s. ta. [Sp. corcho; Dut
knrk; Dan. & Sw. tort = cork, from Lat.

corfex = bark.]

A. As substantive

:

L 0rdi«ari/i«)islliv9«.
-

I. Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II.

(2) A small stopper for a bottle or cask,

made of the substance described in II.

" Prior had passed his boyhood in drawing corkl at a
tavern. . .

."—Macaatay : Hit. Eng., ch. mill.

(3) The float used by anglers.

* 2. Figuratively •

(1) A cant term for an overseer, a steward.

<£cotch.)

(2) A name given by operative weavers to

the agents of manufacturers. (Scotch.)

II. Technically:

1. Botany & Commerce

:

(1) Spec. : The outer layer of bark of the

Cork Oak (Quercus Suber). It is a very elastic

tissue consisting of thin-walled nearly cubical

cells. It does not peel off, but often contains

long clefts. It forms a protection to the sub-

jacent cells from injurious influences.

(2) Gen. : The suberous layer of the bark of

other trees when greatly developed.

2. Chem. : Cork twice boiled with alcohol

about 10 per cjent. dissolved. The extract

deposited Cerin, CtfHogO, a white substance

melting at 100", then an amorphous acid melt-

ing at 86°, called decacrylic acid, CwHg02 ;

afterwards, on further evaporation, a fatty

substance melting at 150° was deposited,

called eulysin, Co4H36 3. The remainder of

the liquid, evaporated to dryness, left a mass
which, repeatedly boiled with water, yielded

to that liquid a tannic acid, separating from

the aqueous solution in dark red flocks. Its

solution forms with gelatine a yellow, with

tartar emetic a brown, precipitate, and reduces

an ammoniacal silver solution in the cold.

Potash and ammonia colour its solution red,

baryta water gives a dark coloured precipi-

tate. The calcium salt has the formula

(C27H2iPi7VCa + 8H O. The aqueous extract

when further evaporated deposited a red-

brown precipitate called corticic acid. The
portion insoluble in water of the residue ob-

tained by evaporating the original alcoholic

extract had nearly the appearance of the ori-

ginal cork substance ; it dissolved easily and

almost completely in boiling alcohol, and

partly separated on cooling as a jelly. Its

alcoholic solution evaporated on paper, and
penetrated the paper like fat. The portion of

cork insoluble in alcohol is called suberin,

which is a modified form of cellulose. Cork

oxidised with nitric acid yields oxalic, su-

beric, and eerie acids. (Waits : Diet. Chem.,

Ac)
B. As adj. : Pertaining to or made of cork.

"when you flsh, thus.—uses, large cor*-float, . .
."—

Walton : Angler, pt. I. ch. xii.

TI Mountain, cork

:

Min. : A variety of asbestos light enough

to swim on water. It is found in veins in

serpentine. It occurs in Scotland, Norway,

Saxony, Spain, Ac.

cork brained. * corkebraind, a.

Empty, or light-headed.

" Why you shall see an upstart corkebralnd Jacke
Will beare live hundred akers on his backe."

J. Taylor : Works.

* cork-brains, ». An empty or light-

headed fellow.

"... some giddy-headed corkbrains . . ."—Taylor:
Workes (1630). {.Hares.)

cork-clasp, s. A wire attached to the

neck of a bottle, and holding down the cork.

(Knight.)

cork-cutter, s.

1. One whose trade is the cutting of cork

for various purposes.

2. A machine for cutting corks for bottles.

Cork-cutter's knife : A knife with a very thin

and sharp blade about six inches long and
tapering, with a truncated end. It is con-

stantly whetted upon the board from which
rises the stake on which the cork rests during

cutting. (Knight.)

cork-faucet, s. A faucet adapted to be

inserted through a cork, to draw the contents

of a bottle. [Bottle-faocet.] (Knight.)

cork-jacket, s. A jacket lined with cork

for the purpose of sustaining the wearer on the

surface of the water.

cork-machine, s. A machine which

produces a cleanly cut cork, usually of cylin-

drical form, the tapering form being after-

wards given by pressure. The knife of the

machine cuts a perfect arc ; the machine drops

the cork into one receptacle and the shavings

into another, and the hone instantly sharpens

the knife for farther work. (Knight.)

cork-press, s. A press in which a cork,

previously wetted, is rendered elastic, to enable

it the more readily to enter the neck of a

bottle. In one form, the cork is placed be-

tween the serrated surfaces of the concave and

the eccentric cam, and pressed to a less or

greater extent by a partial rotation of the

latter. Another form is a lever press with

jaws.

cork-pull, s. A substitute for a cork-

screw, having hooks or fangs which clasp a

cork when in the bottle and draw it thence.

The jaws, while collapsed by the slide, are

passed through the neck of the bottle, and,

being opened, are then clasped around the

cork by the motion of the slide, and the cork

with its retractor is drawn from the bottle.

(Knight.)

cork-tissues, s. pi.

Bot. : The vegetable tissues of which cork

is composed. (See the extract.)

" In direct contrast to the generating tissues are the

healiug-tissues. suberous tissues or cork-tlttuee . . .

Two kinds of the tissue are distinguished, true oork

or suber, and periderm . . ."—Thome: Bot. (transL by
Bennett, 1S79), P- 48.

cork-tree, s.

Bot. : The tree, Quercus Suber, from which

cork is derived. It grows in Spain through

the whole extent of the Tierra Caliente, but

is most abundant in Catalonia and Valencia.

cork-wood, s.

Bot. : Anona palustris.

*f (1) New South Wales Cork-wood : Duboiriu

myoporoides.

(2) West Indian Cork-wood: Ochroma Logo-

pus.

cork (2), cor'-kih, kor-ker, «. [Gael,

corcar = the Licltcn tartareus (Lightfoot);

corcuir = a purple or red dye (Shaw); Norw.

korkje = a corruption of an Arabic word into

one more familiar (Prior)."]

Bot : Two lichens : (1) Lecanora tartarea

(Scotch Highlands), (2) Boccella tinctoria.

cork (3), ». [A corruption of calk.] [Calkin.]

A calkin ; a nail, or a number of nails, driven

into a horse's shoe to prevent his slipping on

frosty ground or ice.

cork (1), v.t. (Cobk, ».]

* 1. To make of or fit with cork.

" Crepidatus. He that weareth a corked shoe or

slipper."

—

Huloet.

2. To stop bottles, casks, to., with cork

stoppers.

"... a bottle in it well corfcett. . . ."—Anton : Toy.

round the World, bk. ii.. ch. xiii.

3. To blacken anything with a burnt cork.

cork (2), v.t. [Cork (3), s.] To shoe a hone
with sharp points. (NutUdl.)

corked, pa. par. or a. [Cork, t>.)

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Made of or fitted with cork.

2. Stopped with a cork stopper.

3. Blackened with a burnt cork.

4. (Applied to wime) .'Having acquired a taste

or flavour of the cork.

* corkes, s. [Corkir.] The old name for the

Liclten omptiaiodes.

oork'-lug, pr. par., a., t s. [Cork, v.]

A. * B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (Sm
the verb).

C- As substantive

.

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of fastening or stopping with a
cork.

2. The act of blackening with a burnt cork.

3. The state of acquiring a flavour of the

cork. (Applied to wine.)

II. Engin. : The upturned edge of a shelf

or of an iron wall-anchor, &c. , inserted into

the wall, to prevent its slipping out.

corking machine, 8. A machine for

driving corks into bottles.

* corking-pin, s. A pin of the largest

size, such as were used to fasten up a lady's

hair.
" As oock-chafers with corking-pin
The school boy stabs to make them spin.

Lloyd : A Familiar Letter of Rhymes.

* corkin preen, s. A corking-pin. (Scotch.)

" And warsle for a corkin preen ;

Syne to the yiU a' quamn."
Davidson : Seasons, p. 1*.

cork-ir, s. [Gael, corcar.]

Bot. : A kind of lichen, Lichen omphalodes,

now called Cudbear in Scotland. Also called

Corkes (q.v.).

". . . stones somewhat like these on which the

Corkir grows ; but the Corkir Is white. . . ."—Martin :

W. 1st., p. 186.

cork-ling, «. [Eug. cor*, and suff. -ling.]

Iclithy. : A fish, Crenilabrus multidentatus.

It is found occasionally in the British seas.

[Crenilabrus.]

cork-screw (ew as u), «. A screw appa-

ratus for extracting corks from bottles.

1 cork-screw (ew as ii), v.t. [Corkscrew,

s.] To direct or push forward in a wriggling

fashion.

"Mr. Bantam corkscrewed his way through the

crowd."— Dickens: Pickvnck Papers, ch. xxxv.

corkscrew-stairs, s. A winding stairs

with a solid newel.

cork -wing, s. [Eng. cork, and wing.]

Ichthy. : A fish, Crenilabrus norvegicus. Itis

called also the Goldtlnny and the Goldsinny.

[Crenilabrus.]

cork'-y, *cork'-ie, a. [Eng. cor*; -».]

I. Literally:

1. Consisting, or of the nature, of cork.

" . the suberous or corky layer."—R. fir

Manual of Bot. (ed. 1871), p. 98.

2. Having acquired a flavour of cork

;

corked,
* TI. Figuratively

:

1. Shrivelled up, withered.
" Bind fast his corky anna"

Shakesp. 1 King Lemr, Ul. t.

2. Empty or light-headed, volatile, super-

ficial.
" Sic cortfe gowks In rhytnin' strains _

Maun now-a-days gae crsxo their brains.

A. Scott : Poems (1811),, p. 5t.

oorkle hondi t, o.

s. An empty-headed

* corky-headed,
Empty or light-headed.

* corky-noddle,
fellow.

* oor-lew, «. [Curlew.]
" Of cranes, of pekokes, of oorfessa*."—Treelsa, L at*.

corm, oor'-mus, ». [Or. iropitot (*ormos) =
the trunk of a tree, a log, and mi'/xo (keiro) -
to cut short.]

Bot. : The dilated base of the stem In mono-
ootyledonous plants whioh intervenes between

tSU, bo}; p^ut, j<Swl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go. gem; thin, this, sin. «v? ;
e»pect. ^enophon, o^st. -HVg.

-tlon, -slon=shun; tion, slon = shun, -clous, -tlous. -slous - shus. -hie. -die. Ao. - bel, del.
-clan, tian = shan.
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COBM OF CROCUS.

the roots and the first buds, and forms the
reproductive portion of the stem of su«:h

] -.hints, when they are not
caulescent. It consists of

cellular tissue traversed
by bundle* of vessels and
pleurenchyma. It has
been described asamuch-
shortened rhizome, con-
sisting of a few unde-
veloped internodes. It

differs from a bulb in

being solid, aud from a
tuber in its oval figure.

Examples : the so-called

"root" of the Arum or

that ofthe Crocus. (Lind-

ley.)

cor' - mi - gens,
cor-mS&'-en-w, s. pi.

[Qt. *opnos (kormos), and ycwdta (aennao) = to

engender, to genewte.]

Bot. : The same as Cokmophytes (q. v.).

oor-moph y ta, cor mo phyteg, s. pi.

[6r. Kop/tos (kormos) [Corm], and <f>vr6v

\phuton) = a plant]

Bot. ; One of Endlicher's primary divisions
of the vegetable kingdom, the other being the
Tballophyta. Under this head are ranged all

the flowering plants, and the higher vascular
cryptogams.

cor -mo rant, * cormerawnte, * cormi-
rande, s. & a. [O. Fr. eormoran; Fr. cor-

morant ; Sp. cuervo marino ; Port, corvo-

marinho, from Lat corvus marinus — the sea-

crow : corvus = crow, and marinus = pertain-

ing to the sea ; mare as the sea. (Skeat.)}

A* As substantive

:

1 Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. ; In the same sense as II.

2. Fig. : A glutton.

JX Ornith. : The name of the sea-bird called

Phalacrocorax Carbo and other species of the
same genus. The genus Phalacrocorax be-

longs to the family Pelecanidae. The Common
Cormorant has the top of the head, the neck,
breast, lower parts, and rump lustrous
greenish-black, a whitish collar under the
throat, the feathers of the upper part of the
back and wings ashy brown, bordered by a
large band of glossy greenish-black ; the iris

is green, the feet black. Length 27—29 in.

The cormorant is the Kopa£ (korax) of Aris-
totle. It is found in both hemispheres. In
Europe it is more frequent in the north than
elsewhere. It occurs in Britain. It feeds on
fishes, and with voracious appetite. It builds
generally on rocky shores aud islands, or
more rarely on trees. Four other species of
the genus are found in Europe. An Asiatic
one, the Fishing Cormorant, Phalacrocorax
Sinensis, is domesticated in China, where it is

nsed for catching fish. According to Mr. For-
tune, a string is tied round its neck to pre-
vent it swallowing the fishes which it catches.
Not able to make away with them for its

own sustenance, it with much docility brings
them on board a boat to its master. [Phala-
crocorax.)

" 'Mid stormy vapours ever driving by.
Where oeyreys, cormorant*, and heron* cry.

"

Wordtworth : Uetcriptiee Sketchet.

* B. A s adj. : Rapacious, greedy, all-de-

rouring.
". . . what elae dear that ta consumed
Id hot digestion of tbia cormorant war."

Shake*?. : Trail. A Cr***., 1L 1

cor-mus, s. [Corm.]

* eor-muse, s. [Cornemvse.]
"Cormute, pype. Cormuta."—Prompt Par*.

corn (1), * coren, * cornc. * cowrnc,
* koren, s. [A word common to all the
Teutonic languages. A.S. corn; Dut. koren;
Ger., Dan., k Sw. korn; O. H. Ger. chorn

;

Goth, kaurn; Lat. granum. Grain and kernel
are kin words.]

1 The seeds of cereal or farinaceous plants.
In England it is used widely for oats, wheat,
rye, or barley ; while in Scotland the term is

implied principally to oats, and in the United
states to maize.

" The miller should not stele him half a pecke
Of corn by aleighte, ne by force hem reve."

Chaucer : The Revet Tale, v. 4008-9.

2. The plants which produce corn, including
the stalks, ears, and seeds, while unreaped or
tmthrashed ; a crop of cereals.

"Therfore preye ye lord of the ripe corn that he
sende work-meu into his ripe corn."— Wyclijfe : Matt

.

eh. Is.

% In this sense it was formerly used in the
plural.

" The cornet maad into haudfullis ben gederyd into
beeniea."— Wycliffe: Oenetit, ill. 47.

3. A single seed or grain of a cereal plant.

4. A single seed or grain of any plant or
fruit. [Pepper-corn.]

" Cornjft thau h* gaf him thrln,
The quilk of the appeltree he nam."

Curtor Mundi, 1,366.

5. A grain or particle of a hard substance.

•i" In these three senses it is still used in the
plural.

% (1) Black Corn : A book-name for Melam-
pyrum, of which it is a translation.

(2) Broom Corn; A grass, Sorghum Dora.
The name Broom is given because the panicles
of the plant are made into brooms. The de-
signation Corn is added because the seeds are
used for feeding poultry. (Treas. of Bot.)

(3) Caffre Corn : Sorghum saccharatum (?).

(4) Goose Corn : (1) A rush, Juncus squamosus
t

(2) Bromus mollis. (Scotch.)

(b) Guinea Corn : Sorghum vulgare.

(6) Indian Corn : Maize, Zea Mays. (Treas.

of Bot)

T Obvious compounds : Corn-basket, corn-
bin, corn-field, corn-heap, corn-land, corn-mer-
chant.

* corn badger, * corn bodger , s. A
dealer in corn. [Badger. ]

corn -beef, corned - beet; *. Beef
pickled or preserved with salt in grains

;

salted beef.

corn - bells, s. pi. The campanulate
flowers of Nidularia campanulata (Merret
Pinax, 1666), or the plant itself. (Britten <£

Holland.)

corn-berries, s. pi. The berries of Vac-
cinium Oxycoccos, or the plant itself.

corn-bind, «. A name for (1) Convolvu-
lus arvensis, (2) C. sepium, (3) Polygonum Con-
volvulus.

corn-binks, s. A plant, Centaurea
Cyanus.

corn-bottle, s. A name for a plant, Cen-
taurea Cyanus.

corn-bread, s. In the United States,
a kind of bread made from Indian com or
maize.

corn-bugloss, 5. A name for Lycopsxs
arvensis.

corn-cake, s. A cake chiefly composed
of maize.

Corn-cake cutter ; A stamp or form which
cuts corn-cakes from the sheet of dough ; or a
machine having a roller carrying said forms
and cutting into shapes the sheet of dough,
which is spread upon the table passing be-
neath. (Knight.)

corn-oale, s. Sinapis arvensis. (Wither-
ing.)

corn campion, s. Agrostemma (Lych-
nis) Githago.

corn-cart, *. A kind of open spoked
cart.

oorn-centaury, s. A name for Centaurea
Cyanus.

corn-chandler, s. One who deals in
corn, especially by retail.

Corn-cob, *. The woody, chaff-covered
spike on which the grains of maize grow.

corn-cockle, s. The common name of
Agrostemma (Lychnis) Githago. When its seeds
become mixed with those of the grain among
which they grow, and are ground with them,
it is said the effect is to render the grain un-
wholesome.

oorn-coverer, *. A plough or pair of
ploughs to run alongside a row of dropped corn
and throw earth upon the seed. Sometimes

followed bya roller on the saniv ntock to com-
pact the earth.

corn-crake, s. [Corncrake.]

corn-crib, s. A granary for corn, liaving
openings between the slats forming the sides,
to enable the crib to admit air and season the
corn without moulding. (Knight.)

corn-crowfoot, s. The common book-
name for Hanunculus arvensis.

corn cultivator, s. A plough for culti-
vating corn in hills or drills. [Cultivator.]

corn-cutter (1), *. A machine for reap-
ing corn.

corn-dodger, ft. A kind of cake made
of Indian corn, wrapped in an envelope of
husks or paper, and baked very hard under
the embers. (American.)

corn-drill, s. A planter for sowing corn
in rows. The corn-planter, properly speaking,
places the seed in hills in a row. When the
rows are checked, so called, the corn may be
worked one way and then across, and so on.
Corn in drills can be tended but one way.
(Knight.) [Corn-planter.]

corn-exchange, s. A market for corn

;

a place where farmers and corn-factors meet
for the exhibition of samples and the sale and
purchase of corn.

*i The London Corn-Exchange was com-
menced In 1747. The present building was
opened in 1828.

corn-factor, s. One who deals in corn
wholesale ; a corn-merchant

corn-flag. *. The popular name of the
genus Gladiolus (q.v.).

* corn floor, *. A floor or prepared place-

fur threshing corn.
"... thou haat loved a reward upon every ar»

Jtoor.'Sotea ix. l.

corn-flour, «. The meal of Indian corn
ground very fine.

corn-flower, s. [Cornflower.]

corn-fly, s.

Entom., Agric., dv.

:

1. A name given to ChXorops tamiopus, and
other species of the same genus of Muscid*.
The larva produces the disease called gout in
wheat.

2. A name given to species of Oscinis, als«
ranked under the Muscidae.

corn-grater, s. A roughened surface for
rasping green corn from the cob.

corn-harp, s. An instrument made of
wire for freeing grain from the seeds of weeds.
(Scotch.)

corn-harvester, s. A machine for cut-
ting corn in the field ; sometimes delivering*

the corn in shocks, sometimes merely laying:

it in gavels upon the ground, or in a cradle
on the machine, from whence it is taken by-

hand and shocked. (Knight.)

corn honewort, s. A book-name for
Petroselinum segetum.

corn-huller, s. A machine for removing:
the hull or cuticle from grains of corn with-
out powdering them.

corn-husk, s. The husk or external
covering of corn. (See the compound.)

Corn-husk splitter : A machine to tear
husks into long Bhreds for stuffing for mat-
tresses, &c. (Knight.)

corn-husker, s. A machine for taking
the ear of corn out of its enveloping sheath
of leaves. Some machines operate upon the
corn in the field to husk it off the stalk; in

others, the ear is simply jerked from the
stalk, and the machine tears off the husks
from the ears. (Knight.)

corn-husking, 5. An assemblage of
friends and neighbours at the house of a
farmer to assist him in stripping the husks or
shucks from his Indian corn. Itisalso known
as corn-shucking. (American.) (Ogilvie.)

corn-Juice, s. A name given to whiskey.
(American.)

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot.

©r, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ee, ce - e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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Laws designed
Three distinct

corn knife, s.

1. Mod. American: A blade about 20 in.

long, attached by a tang to a handle, and

used for cutting standing corn. It resembles

the cane-knife or machete, and is used for a

similar purpose. (Knight.)

2. Ant. Soman: A knife as shown in the

illustration used in vineyards, and also in

ANCIENT ROMAS CORN-KNIFE. (SeCltlarU

dolabrata.)

oornflelds for cutting roots of trees, tie.

iAdams : Roman Antiquities.)

corn laws, s.pl.

Law, Polit. Econ., ct Hist.

to regulate the price of corn,

phases of opinion on the subject, each earned

out by legislation, have occurred in the his-

tory of the Corn Laws :—

(1) Period I. : The exportation of corn was

forbidden, while its importation was freely

allowed. It must have been produced cheaply ;

had it not been so, its high price, with the

expense superadded of carriage to the conti-

nent, would, without legislation, have pre-

vented its sale there. Exportation seems to

have been illegal, unless by royal licence, till

the passing, in a.d. 1360-1, of the Act Edward

III , c. 20, allowed grain to be sent to Calais

and other special places, where it was for the

advantage of the king that his corn should be

forwarded. The Act 17 Richard II., c. 7,

passed in 1394, gave liberty of exportation,

4Henry VI., c 2, limiting the permission to

the times when wheat was 6s. 8d. per quarter,

and barley 3a By the Act 3 Edward IV., c. 2,

passed in 1463, the importation of foreign

grain was for the first time prohibited, unless

when wheat exceeded 6s. 8d. per quarter, and

rye 4s. There was vacillating legislation

during the succeeding reigns, one phase of

things being the Act 1 William and Mary, c. 12,

passed in 1689, which granted a bounty on the

exportation of wheat when the selling price at

home was not more than 48s. per quarter,

with similar bounties on other descriptions

of grain. All along from the time of Queen

Elizabeth, more or less of legislative interfer-

ence with toe free transit of grain from one

part of England to another had taken place.

In 1815 the bounty system was swept away,

and no further interference took place with

the free export of grain. Up till about A.D.

1789, England was a country which produced

more grain tham it needed, exporting the

surplus.

(2) Period II. : During this period the legis-

lature did its best, in the interest of the

landowning class, to prevent the free impor-

tation of foreign grain. The first restrictive

Act was in 1463 [Period I.], aud existed at

the same time as other Acts interfering with

the export of grain. By 13 Geo. III., o. 43,

passed in 1773, importation might take place

upon payment of 6d. per quarter when the

price of wheat rose above 48s., and the ex-

portation when it fell to 44s. In 1791 the 48s.

was raised to 54s. ; the duty when wheat was

between 50s. and 54s. was 2s. 6d. ; and when

below 50s., 24s. 3d. Other Acts followed in

1801, 1804, and 1816, till at length a sliding

Bcale was introduced in 1828, by 9 Geo. IV.,

c. 38. By this enactment grain could at any

time be imported on payment of a duty,

diminishing as the homo price of gram

Increased.

(3) Period III. : On March 15, 1838, Mr.

Villiers, seconded by Mr. William Molesworth,

attacked the Corn Laws in the House of Com-

mons, but was defeated by an overwhelming

majority. The same year Mr. Cobden urged

the Manchester Chamber of Commerce to

petition Parliament against the Corn Laws,

and the Anti Corn-Law League was brought

Into existence, Messrs. Cobden and Bright

being very prominent members. On March 12,

1839, Mr. Villiers again brought the subject

before the House of Commons, losing the vote

this time only by 295 to 342. A similar motion

in the House of Lords failed by 24 to 224.

Just before the fall of the Whig Ministry in

1841, Lord John Russell was in favour of a

small fixed duty on the importation of corn,

while Sir Robert Peel retained attachment to

the sliding scale. A large majority (360 to

269) of the House of Commons sided with

Peel, August 27, 1841, in the decisive vote

which overthrew the Whig government, and
on Feb. 9, 1842, he proppsed a new sliding

scale, which ultimately became law. [Sudinq
scale.] In the recess between the Parlia-

mentary sessions of 1845 and 1846, the failure

of the potato crop, and the consequent famine

in Ireland, brought the subject of the Corn

Laws again to the foreground. Sir Robert

Peel saw that they could not longer be main-

tained. Men were dying of hunger, and the

Corn Laws made bread artificially dear. Lord

Stanley (afterwards the premier, Lord Derby)

and other Conservatives could not be brought

to concur with Sir Robert Peel in undertaking

the necessary change. The Queen was there-

fore advised to send for Lord John Russell,

and did so, but he failed to form a Cabinet.

Sir Robert Peel therefore returned to office,

and on Jan. 27, 1846, proposed a Bill abolishing

the Corn Laws, which received the Royal

assent on June 26, 1846. It is the Act 10 and

11 Vict., c. 46. A small remnant of duty, Is.

per quarter, left by Peel, was swept away on

June 24, 1869. The working-classes of the

towns may be trusted to prevent any revival

of laws the effect of which would be to make
their bread dearer, for the benefit of one or

two classes in the community wealthier than

themselves.

corn lift, s. An apparatus for raising

sacks of corn to the upper floors of a ware-

house or granary.

corn marigold, t corn marygold,
The popular name of Chrysanthemum sege-

tum.

corn-market, i. A market or place for

the sale and purchase of corn.

* corn-master, s. One who grows corn

for sale.

"A great collier, a great corn-master, and a great

leadmau."—Bacon: Eaaj/ti Of Jiiches.

corn-meter, ». A public officer appointed

to measure corn.

corn-mill, >. A farm or plantation mill,

usually of iron both as to its runner and the

concave, and used for rough-grinding corn on
the cob for stock. (Knight.)

corn-mint, >.

1 1. Calamintha Acinos. (Turner.)

2. Mentha arvensis.

corn-moth, s. A small moth, Tinea

granella, the larva of which attacks corn in

granaries.

corn mustard, s. A name for Sinapis

arvensis.

corn parsley, a. A popular name for

Sison Amomum. The same as Stone-parsley

(q.v.X

* corn-pipe, * oorne-pipe, ». A kind

of musical pipe made by slitting a stalk of

corn.
"... the third playit on ane trump, the feyrd on

ane corn* pipe. . . ."—CompL Scotland, p. 101.

corn-planter, s. A machine for drop-

ping corn in hills, previously opening the
ground for the reception of the seed, and
subsequently throwing back the earth and
rolling it flat.

corn-plough, s. A shovel-plough, double-

shovel, or other form of plough fortending crops
planted in hills. [Cultivator.]

corn-popper, s. A wire basket in which
pop-corn is heated till the hull cracks open

and allows the starchy follicles to expand.

(Knight.)

corn-poppy, ».

1. A book-name for Papsreer Rhceat.

2. Rosa arvensis.

corn-rent, s. Rent paid in corn instead

of money, the amount varying according to

the fluctuations in the price of corn. In many
parts of Scotland corn-rents are thus paid.

• corn-rig, s. A ridge or strip of grow-

ing grain.
" Hid In a corn-rig at no great distance."—Barham:

Ingoldtby Legend* : Jamie' Wig.
" Oh, corn.rigl and rye-rigs.

Oh, corn-rip* are bonny."
Burnt: Rlgto Barley.

corn-row, s. A row for corn. (See the

compound.)

Corn-row marker: A sled with a gauged
width between the runners for marking out

rows in which to plant corn. It has an out-

rigger, which scratches the ground at another

CORN-ROW MARKER.

A. Tooth marking breadth of ridge.

E. Cross-poll or slider.

gauged distance, as a guide for the next trip.

The process is repeated at right angles to the

former markings, and the intersections of the

marks are the places for dropping the seed.

(Knight.)

corn Ballet, corn-salad, s. [Sallet is

simply a corruption of salad.) Lamb's Let-

tuce, Valerianella olitoria.

corn sawfly, s. A hymenopterous insect,

family Tenthredinidse. The eggs are deposited

on the stalks of wheat and rye, to which they

are very destructive.

corn-sheller, s. An instrument for rub-

bing the grains from the cob, made in various

forms.

corn-shook, * corneshook, s. A
shock or sheaf of com.
" Corneshocks anidged with blaeterouehurling of south

wynd wbizling."
Stanyhuret : TirgU ; jgneid, bk. u.

Corn-shock tyer : An implement for straining

a band around a shock of corn, to facilitate

tying. The pin is thrust into the shock, and

one end of the band fastened to one part,

while the other end of the band is wound upon
the axis.

Corn-shocking machine : A machine for cut-

ting corn in the field and binding it into

shocks.

corn shucking, >. (See Corn-husking).

corn-snake, s. A snake, Coluber gutta*

tus, from the Southern 8tates of America.

(Webster.)

corn speedwell, s.

folia ; (2) V. arvensis.

corn-stalk, s. A stalk of com.

Corn-stalk cutter: A machine for gathering

the dry corn-stalks of a previous year's crop

into rows, and cutting them into short pieces,

so that they may be covered in by the plough.

The hooks, attached to hanging-posts, are in

the advance, and are maintained in position by
certain devices. Their duty is to straighten

out the corn-stalks parallel with the line of

motion of the machine. The rotating cutter-

wheel has its bearings in a vertically adjust-

able frame. (Kniqht.)

(1) Veronica hederi-

corn starch, a. Starch or flour made

from Indian corn.

'

corn-thistle; s. A name for Carduiu

arvensis.

corn thrips, ».

Enlom. : A minute insect, Thrips cerealiun.

It is of the order Physopoda. It often does

damage to the wheat crop by gnawing either

the ear or the tender stem.

A machine for winnowing

The popular name of

corn - rose,
Rosa arvensis.

«, (1) Pa-paver Rhceas, (2)

* corn-van, ».

eora.

corn-violet, s.

Campanula hybrida.

corn-weevil, s.

Entom. : A weevil, Calandra granaria, the

larva of which feeds on com in granaries.

[Calandra.]

corn (2), s. [Ft. come = a horn, from Low
Lat. coma = a horn, a projection ; Lat. eontu

= a horn.] A homy excrescence on the foot

or hand. A corn at first is only a thickening

of the skin produced by pressure over^aj>ro-

jecting portion of bone. Afterwards there iBS

tSi% b6y; pout. Jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this ; sin, as ;
expect, ^enophon, exUt. ph - I

-caui,-«an = shan. -tion, -non = shim ; tion, -sion . shun, -clous, -tious, -slous = shus. -We, -die. Ac. - bel, dsi.
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tendency for a bursa to arise. This sometimes
deposits pus and suppurates, producing much
pain. Corns may be divided into soft, which
are generally situated between the toes, and
hard, on more exposed parts of the foot

1" A bunion differs from a corn in affecting

a larger part of the skin, and in always having
a bursa, which as a role inflames and sup-
purates.

He flnt that useful secret did explain.
That pricking corn* foretold the gath'ring raki."

Oay : Pastoral*.

torn cutter (2), «. A chiropodist.
" I committed him into the bands of . . . my own

aorn-cutter . , ."—Tatter, No. 10&.

corn-plaster, s. A plaster worn to pre-

vent a boot from pressing on a corn.

corn, v.t. (Corn, a.]

L Literally:

1. To pickle or preserve with salt in grains.

* 2. To granulate or reduce to corns or
grains.

"... I made a small sieve of parchment, which I
pricked fall of holes with a small Irnn made hot, and
this was to corn it."~I>ampier : Voyage, an. 1688.

3. To feed with corn.
" When thou waa corn't, and I waa mellow.
We took the road, ay like swallow.

"

XX Fig. : To make intoxicated.

cor-na'~ce-»f *. pi. [Mod. Lat oornus (q.v.),

and fem. pi. adj. snff. -acta,.]

Bot. : Cornels, an order of epigynous exo-
gens, alliance Umbellales. They are mostly
frees or shrubs with opposite exstipulate
leaves, capitate, umbellate, or corymbose
flowers, with four sepals, four stamens, a fili-

form style, & simple stigma, a two-celled
drupe, with a solitary pendulous seed in each.
They are fonnd in Europe, Asia, and America.
[CoBNuaJ In 1844 Lindley enumerated nine
genera, and estimated the known species at
forty.

cor-na'-oe-ous, a. [Lat. cornus, and Eng.

suff. -aceous.] Pertaining to the coruus or
cornel.

* corn-age, s. [Low Lat. cornagium, from
Lat. cor'mi = a horn.]

OUl Law ; A feudal service, being a form of
rent fixed by the number of horned cattle.

(N.E.D.) Dr. Murray shows that the usual
explanation—tenure by blowing a horn to
give warning of the approach of an enemy—is

erroneous.

* cornaline, s. [Cornelian.]

* cor-nall, s. [Coronel (1), *.]

* cor -na-mute, 5. [Cornejccse.] A horn-
pipe, a bagpipe.

* cornardye, s. [O. Fr. cornardie.] Folly,
stupidity.

"Tbeuoureornartf|re* thet amerreth the contraye."—Atfenbile, p. ISO.

t COr-na'-tion, s. [A corruption of carnation

(q. v. ). ] Dianthus Caryophyllus. [Carna-
tion.]

corn -bind. *. [Corn-bind.]

corn-blade, s. [Eng. corn, and blade.] An
American name for the leaf of the Maize, Zea
Mays. (Webster.)

corn -brash, s. [Eng. cora,*nd brash (q.v.).]

Geol. : The upper lortion of the Lower
Oolite. It consists of claya and calcareous
sandstones, which pass downwards into the
Forest Marble, as at Bradford, or into beds of
clay. It contains many echinodermata and
corrchiferous shells, but few beteinnites.

,. t corn -clad, a. [Eng. corn, and clad.] Clad
or covered with corn ; bearing corn.

corn-crake, s. [Eng. corn, and crake (q.v.),

from the cry ofthe\<tjird.]

1. Omtth. : A bwd, Oat jrratensis, perpetu-
ally heard in the proper season in cornfields
uttering the cry "Crek, crek," from which it

derives its name, but so skilful in hiding itself

from prying spectators that it is rarely that
the actual bird itself is seen. It is a wader of
the family Rallidse, and the sub-family Rai-
ling. The feathers of the upper parts are
blackish-brown, ash-coloured on the sides,

and reddish at the tip ; the wing cuverts
rusty-red ; the throat and belly white ; the
breast olive-ash ; the sides reddish, striped with
white. It is migrator}', coming to us about
the beginning of May, and making a nest of
slender flags or grasses on the ground or on
small hillocks. It leaves for the continent in
October. It feeds on grasshoppers, worms,
snails, insects, grain, flee.

2. Faming : A hand-rattle, used to frighten
birds from sown seed or growing corn ; de-
nominated, it is supposed, from its harsh
sound as resembling the cry of the rail.

(Jamieson.)

come, 5. [From Lat. cornus (q.v.),]

corne-tree, $ Cornus sanguinea. [Cor-
nel, Cornus.]

cor - ne-a, 5. [Lat. fem. sing, of eorneus as
horny, from cornu m a horn.]

Anat. : The transparent forepart of the
external coat of the eye, called cornea from
its homy .structure. Its fuller name is Cornea
pellucida, the term pellucida referring to its

transparency. This distinguishes it from the
Cornea opaea or sclerotic coat It lets light

into the interior of the eyeball. Its forepart
is circular or nearly so, the arc being about
one-sixth of the circumference of the sphere
to which it belongs. Its curvature having a
smaller radius thau the sclerotic, it projects
beyond that membrane, and is more convex
in youth than in advanced age. (Quoin.)
[Long-sightedness, Near-sightedness.]

If (1) Cornea opaca: [Lat., lit. = the opaque
horny body].

Anat. : The same an the Sclerotic coat
(q.v.).

(2) Cornea pellucida : [Lat, lit. = the trans-
parent horny body],

Anat. : The same as Cornea (q.v.).

corned (Eng.), cornit, cornyt (Scotch), pa.
par. or a. [Corn, v. ]

A. As pa. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. As adjective

;

L Literally:

1. Pickled or preserved with salt.

* 2. Provided with corn.
"... first thai ar bettir cornyt than thai war

fernyere, and thair inuemys war cornyt."—Acts Ja-
il., A. 1466 led. 1814), p. 45, c. 2.

IL Fig. : Intoxicated. (American Slang.)

corned beef, s. The same as Corn-beef
(q.v-X

" He might nil himself with the corned beef and the
carrots . .

,"

—

Jfacaulay : Hitt. Eng., ch. lit

[Carnelian.] A carnelian• cor neill, *.

stone.
" Item, ane ring with ane corneill.'—Inventories (A.

1542), p. 67.

cor ne-ine, a [Lat. eorneus = of "horn,
horny. ]

Geol. : A rock resembling diabase, but with-
out distinct grains. It breaks with a smooth
flint-like fracture. It is the same as Aphanyte
(q.v.). (Dana.)

cor '-nel (1), s. & a, [Fr. oornauille, from Low
Lat corniola = a cornel-berry, from Lat.
cornus, from cornu — a horn, iu reference to
the hardness of the wood ; Ital. corniolo = a
cornel-tree, corniola = a cornel, a cornelian
cherry.]

A* As substantive:

Botany

:

1. Sing. : A tree, Cornus sanguinea. For its

botanical characters see Cornus. It 4» called
the Corne-tree, the Female Cornel, Prickwood,
Dogberry -tree. Dogwood-tree, Hounds-tree,
Gaten, and Gaten-tree. Its seeds furnish
lamp-oil.

Meanwhile the goddess in disdain bestows
The mast and acorn, brutal food, and strews
The fruits of cornet, as their feast, around."

Pope I Homers Odyue.f. bit. x., 1. 283-4.

2. PI. (Cornels) i The English name given
by Lindley to the botanical order Cornaceae
(q.v.).

B. As adj. : Made of the wood of the tree

described under A.
" And, foremost of the train, his cornel spear
t'lysses wav'd, to rouse the ravage war.

Pope : Homer t Odyssey, bk. xix., 1. 609, 510.

f (1) Dwarf Cornel : A common book-name
for Cornus suecica.

(2) Female Cornel : The Dogwood, Corn*u
sanguinea.

(3) Wild Cornel : Cornus sanguinea,

cornel-tree, s,

Bot. : The Cornel. [Cornel (1), A. 1.]

cor -nel (2), *. [A corruption of corn.]

corncl-sallet, s. A corruption of Corn*
salad (q. v.).

* cor ne -li-an (1), *. [Ital. comalvna = the
carnelian.]

Min. : The same as Carnelian (q.v.).

cor ne-li-an (2), s. [From Lat. cornus
(q.v.).]

Bot . : A cornel cherry, Cornus mas or mas-
cula. [Cornus.] It has little clusters of yellow
starry flowers studding its naked branches in
early spring. It was formerly cultivated for
the sake of its fruit, which is like a small
plum, very sour till over-ripe, but then be-
coming more grateful to the palate, being only
sub-acid. The Turks use it as an ingredient
in sherbet. The fruit and leaves were for-

merly employed as astringents. It is some-
times called also the Male Cornel (q.v.).

cornelian cherry, s. The edible fruit
of the Cornel-tree (q.v.).

cornelian tree, $. The same as the
Cornelian cherry (q.v.Jt

Cornell, * cor-nol, s.

battlement.
[Carnel.] A

"At yche Cornell of the castell was cruashyng of
weppon.- Destruction of Troy, 4,751

• cor -nel ling, s. [Carnelian.] A carne-
lian stone.

" A string of comettingis sett in gold ennamclit with
quheit and tua peril betuix every corneiing, conk ning
xxxriii cruel!in gis, and xxvii couple of peril." —In-
ventories (A. 1578), p. 268.

corne -muse, a. [Fr., from corner a horn ;

O. Fr. muse = a pipe ; ItaL, Sp., & Port, oar-

MHsV]
* 1. A pipe or flute.

" With oornem'tse and shatmele."
Cower, iii. 316,

2. The French and Italian name for the
bagpipe. (Grow.)

* cor ne-ous, a. [Lat. corneus, from cornu

=

a horn.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Horny ; of a substance re-

sembling or having the qualities of horn
;

hard.

2. Bot., Zool.
t

&>c. : Horny, hard, and very
cl<<se in texture, but capable of being cut
without difficulty, the parts cut ofT being
brittle, as the albumen of many plants. (Lind-
ley, dtc)

Tf Corneous lead

:

Min. : The same as Phosgenite (q.v.).

corner, *cor-nyer, *. & a. [Fr. corniertj

from Low Lat comeria = an angle, a corner,
from Low Lat. corna = a corner, closely con-
nected with Lat. cornu — a horn ; Wei. coriUl

;

Irish cearn = a corn.] [Horn.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

(1

)

An angle ; the point where two converg-
ing lines or surfaces meet

" Three aspens at three corners of a square."
Woruswrth : Bart Leap WeU, II

(2) The apace included between any two con-
verging lines.

(3) The edge or extremity, even though not
angular.

".
, . neither shalt than mar the corner* of thy

beard."—Lev. jtix. 27.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Any remote, out-of-the-way, or secret

place.

"... this thing waa not done in a comer.' —Acts
ixvlM.

(2) Used indefinitely for any part ; a nook
;

the very furthest part.
" I turn'd and tried each corner of my bed,
To dnd If sleep were there ; but sleep was lost.'*

Drydem.

(3) A direction or point.

"Bite the -wind in that corner ) "Shaheep. : Mmeh
Ado, a a

(4) A position of great difficulty or embar-
rassment.

fate, fat, Hire, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pttt,

or. wore, wolf, work* who, son; mute, oitb, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. », 09 = e. ey - a. qu--kw.
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IL Technically

:

1. Bookbinding

:

(1) A leather corner-covering to a half-

bound book.

(2) A triangular tool used in gold or blind
tooling.

2. Comm. : A combination to buy up all

the available supply of any commodity, so

that the speculative sellers may be unable to

fulfil their engagements except by buying of

the cornerman at his own price. [Corner-
man.]

" A corner properly speaking may be called a secon-

dary not a primary simulation. "—Daily Newt, Sept.
28. 1881

.

IT (1) The Corner: In betting slang a name
for TattersaU's betting-rooms at Hyde Park
Corner.

(2) To drive into a corner: To place in a

position of great difficulty or embarrassment.

(3) To put in (or to) a comer

:

(a) The same as to drive into a corner (q.v.).

(b) To assume authority or precedency over
in a house.

". . . he entered in his dwelling house, and not only
put her to a corner, but alto staid there three or four
months, . . ."—Foard: SuppU, Dec., p. 464.

B. As adj. : Situated at or in a corner

;

forming a comer.

TT Crabb thus discriminates between corner

and angle: "Corner properly implies the
outer extreme point of any solid body ; angle,

on the contrary, the inner extremity produced
by the meeting of two right lines. When
speaking therefore of solid bodies, corner and
angle may be both employed : but in regard

to simple right lines, the word angle only is

applicable." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* corner-cap, a,

L Lit. : A square cap.

"A little old man ... In a corner-cap, by hts habit
seeming to be a divine."—Breton ; A Mad World, p. 8.

JDmim-i

2. Fig. : The completion, the chief orna-
ment, the keystone.

"Thou tnakest the triumviry, the corner-cap of
society." Hhaketp. : Love's Labour* Lost, iv. 5.

corner-chisel, s. A chisel with two
•dges projecting rectangularly from a corner,

used for cutting the corners of mortises.

* corner-creeper, s. One who skulks
about in corners.

" Spider-catcher, comer-creeper, C. E. pseudo-cathc-
like priest."

—

Bp. Ball : Honour of Harried Clergy.

corner-drill, s. The same as Anole-
braci: (q.v.).

corner-gate, $. A gate situated at a
corner.

*'.
. . from the gate of Ephralm to the corner gate,

four hundred cubits."—2 Chron. xxv. 23.

•corner-miching, a. Skulking.

"Our corner-miching priests."—Hackot : Life of
WtUiams, i. 134.

corner-punch, s.

Marl,. : An angular punch for cleaning out
corners.

corner-saw, s. A saw for removing the
corners of a block, giving it an octagonal
shape. The saw-mandrel is mounted in a
head which traverses on ways parallel to the
trough in which the block is placed. The
block is slid in the trough, bringing it against
the saw, and taking off the corners in succes-
aion. It is one of the aeries of block-making
machines. (Knight.)

corner-stone, corner stone, s.

Architecture £ Ordinary language

:

1. Lit. : The stone situated at the most im-
portant angle of an edifice, and presumably at
the foundation rather than the top of the
building. The strength of buildings lies not
In their sides, but in their angles, which hold
the sides compactly together ; and the most
Important part of the angle of a building is its

lower part on which the solid angular portion
above rests.

2. Fig. (Scripture)

:

(I) Of the earth poetically viewed as resting
upon foundations : The most important sup-
port of the earth.

(2) Of virtuous daughters: The ornament
and support of a household.

**. , . that our daughters may be as corner stonei,

polished after the similitude of a palace."—Ps. cxliv. V2.

(3) Of the Church invisible viewed as a
spiritual building : The Divine Redeemer
viewed as the foundation on which His Church
rests, and without which the edifice would
fall to pieces.

". . . Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner
stone."—Bphes. ii. 20.

% Cf. also Ps. cxviii. 22 : "The stone which
the builders refused is become the head-stone
of the corner"- and Mark xii. 10, 11 ; Luke
xx. 17 ; Acts iv. 11.

corner-tooth, a, The outermost incisor
in each jaw of a horse.

" Corner-teeth of a Horse, are the four teeth between
the middling teeth and the tushes, two above and two
below, on each side of the jaw, which shoot when the
horse is four years and a half old."

—

Farrier"! Diet

corner -wise, * corner-wyse, adv.

Diagonally ; with the corner in front ; not
square

.

" Corner wyte. Angulatim."—HuloeU

t COr'-ner, v.t. [Corner, s.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To drive into a corner or an angle.

2. Fig. : To drive into a corner, and so into
a position of great difficulty.

IL Comm. : To buy up all the available
supply of any commodity, so as to drive the
speculative sellers into a corner ; to act as a
cornerman (q.v.).

t cor'-ner-a-ble, a. [Eng. corner; -able.]

Capable of "being bought up by a cornerman
(q.v.).

"Useful articles of daily consumption are, perhaps,
cornerable, but only at enormous outlay and risk,
unless si>eeulative buying and selling have already
gone great lengths with them. '*—Daily Jfetet, Sept 28,

1881.

* COrn-ere, s. [Eng. corn, and ere = ear.] An
ear of corn.

cor ncrcd, a. [Eng. corner; -ed.]

1. Lit. : Having corners ; angular.
". . . square like a castle, or oomrr'd Mite a triangle,

or round like a tower."—Austin : Hcec Homo, p. 75.

IT Generally used in compounds ; as, Three-
cornered, four-cornered, &o.

2. Fig. : Driven up into a corner
;
placed

in a position of great difficulty.

* cornered-cap, s. A corner-cap.
" Square or four cornered-cappa."—Strype .- Life of

Parker; A-pp., No. 40.

t COr'-ner-er, s. [Eng. corner ; -er.J A cor-
nerman (q.v.).

" Is the cornerer either morally or legally a worse
man than the cornered?"—Daiiy Xewt, Sept. 28, 1681.

cor'-ner-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Corner, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C, As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of driving or putting
in a corner.

2. Comm. : The buying up of any article, so
as to place the speculative sellers of it in a
corner. [Cornerman.]

"Probably no one unconnected with a very specula-
tive kind of trade absolutely approves of or defends
'cornering.' "—Daily A'ews, Sept. 28, 1ML

t cor - ner - less, a. [Eng. corner; -less.]

Having no corners or angles ; not angular.
" Thrust into straight corners of poor wit
Thee, who art cornerless and infinite."

Donne : Trarul. of Psalms.

cor'-ner-man, cor'-ner-er, s. [Eng. comer;
man, -er.] One who buys up as much as pos-
sible of any commodity, so that the specula-
tive sellers of it, when the time comes to
deliver, cannot fulfil their engagements, except
by buying of the cornerman at his price, and
are thus driven into a corner.

'Some one has taken liberties with the market by
iculatively selling what he has not

cornerman comes in and plays Prince
speculatively selling what he has not got; and the
cornerman conuse, in and plays Prince Hal and Poins
by spoiling the spoiler."—DaUy News, Sept. 28, 1881.

cor net, * cor'- nett, * cor'-nette, s. [Fr.

cornet, cornette = a little horn, dimiu. of come
— a horn ; Sp. & Port, cornete ; Ital. cornetto.

]

* L Ordinary Language :

1. A little horn.

2. A musical instrument formerly used in

war, or for signalling, proclamations, &c.
[II. 1.]

3- A come t-a-piston (q.v.)

4. A square cap anciently worn by doctors
of divinity.

5. A kind of lady's head-dress, so called
from two projections resembling horns.

6. A cap of paper used by retailers foi
inclosing small wares.

7. A little piece, a bit
"He taketh the assay with cornetu of trenches;

bread "—Leland : Inthron. of Abp. Aerill, Ti. ft.

IL Technically:

1. Music:

(1) An obsolete reed wind-instrument not
unlike a hautboy, but larger and of a coarser

Suality of tone. In this country they were of
iree kinds, treble, tenor, and bass. The

tubes gradually increased in diameter from
the mouthpiece to the end, and their outline
was gently curved, hence the Italian name
cornetto curvo. In Germany, as in England,
they were once in common use for sacred
and secular purposes. They were often made
of wood neatly covered with dark leather.
(Stainer & Barrett.)

(2) A cornet-stop (q.v.).

2. Farriery

:

(1) (See extract.)
" Cornet of a Horse, is the lowest part of his pastern

that runs round the coffin, and is distinguished by the
hair that Joins and covers the upper part of the hoof."—Farrier t Diet.

(2) An instrument for blood-letting ; a fleam.

* 3. Military

:

(1) A company or troop of horse, so called

from a cornet-player being attached to each.

(2) The officer who carried the colours in a
troop of horse, corresponding to the ensign
in infantry. The title is now disused, being
superseded by that of second lieutenant.

". . . every cornet of cavalry envied the grace and
dignity with which the veteran appeared in Hyde
Park on his charger at the head of bis regiment"—
Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xiv.

(3) The ensign or colours of a troop of
cavalry.

". . . the beiring of all his hienea banneris, stand-
ards, cornettis, pinsaillis. handschenyeis, . . ."—Acts
Ja. VI., 1600 (ed. 1814), p. 244.

4. Surg. : An auricular instrument, which
does not protrude beyond the external ear.

It is used in cases of obstruction of the meatus
auditorius by reason of contraction, or the
presence of polypi, and is made of gold or
silver.

5. Chem. : A paper head, in form of a cone,
used to cover a vessel.

cornet-a piston, s.

Music : A metallic wind-instrument of the
trumpet class, furnished with valves and

CORNET-A.-P1STON

.

stoppers. It was formerly called a cornopean.
Its quality is midway between that of the
bugle and the trumpet. It is frequently used
in orchestras where a trumpet is not obtain-
able, but it has not been much employed in

the scores of classical music.

cornet-stop, s.

Music: A name which has been given to

several kinds of organ stops.

*cor'-net, v.i. [Cornet, «.] To play on tho
cornet.

" Here's a whole choniB of Syl nans at hand comefhig
and tripping th' toe."—Chapman : YYiddowet Teares,
ill. (Davie*?)

COr'-net-Cjf, s. [Eng. cornet; -cy.] The rank,
position, or appointment of a cornet.

"... a cornetcy of horse his first and only commis-
sion . . ."—Id. Chesterfield.

*cor'-nSt-er, * cor*-net-tler, * cor-net-
ter, s. [Fr. cornetier, from come = a horn.]
A blower or player of the cornet.

". . . the rabble of trunipetters, cornetters, and other
muaicftim, . .

."—Hakewill: On Providence.

cor ncttc , s. [Fr.]

Metal. : The little tube of gold left when *he
alloy of silver and gold taken from the C";>el

b6U, bo^; pout, j<S\vi; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect. Xenophon, exist, -iuy-

-dan, -tlan = shan* -tion, -sion - shun; -tion, -sion~ zhun. -tlous, sious, -clous = shus. -ble, -die, &c. -be], del.
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is rolled and boiled In nitric acid to remove
the former metal. (Ogilvie.)

COr'-ne-ule, s. [Fr. corneuU, dirain. of oorni
(m.\ cornet (f.) = horned; Lat cornu = a
horn.] [Corneous.]

Entom. : One of the minute transparent
segments defending the compound eyes of
insects. (Owen.)

cor -ne us, s. [Lat., = horny (?).]

Miming: A kind of tin ore found in black
columns, with irregular sides and terminating
in prisms. (Weale.)

corn-field, corn-field, ». [Eng. corn, and
field.] A field in which corn is growing ; corn
or arable land

".
. ft wide expanse of cornfield, orchard and

meadow, . . .-—Macaulag: But. Eng., ch. xxtit.

Corn'-fiow-er, 5. [Eng. corn, and ./lower.]

1. Formerly (Gen.): Various plants occur-
ring in corn.

"There be certain corn-fiomrrs, which come seldom
or never in other placet, unleu ther be let, but only
amongst com . . . ''—Bacon : Nat. But
2. Now (Spec.): (1) Centaurea Cyanus, (2)

Papaver Rhozas.

If (1) Golden Cornflower: Chrysanthemum
segetum.

(2) Yellow Cornflower : Thesameas(l)(q.v.).

oor-nic, a. [From Lat corn(us) (q.v.), and
Eng., A-c, sun", -ic.] Pertaining to or derived
from the tree CorneL

comic acid, s. The same as Cornin
(q.T.).

cor ni9e, • cor-nish, s. [O. Fr. <fc ital.

cornice; Fr. corniche, from Low Lat. cornix
(genit. cornicis) = a border, from Gr. Kooavic
(koronis)=& wreath, a cornice, xoptuvn (korone)= a crown.]

Arch. : The highest projection of a wall or
column ; any moulded projection which

crowns or finishes the part to which it is at-
tached. When plain it is called a coping (q.v.).

" Cornfoe or frieze, with bossy sculptures graven."
-Villon ,.f.i,btl

cornice pole, ». A pole carried along
the tops of windows, on which ran rings, to
which are attached the curtains.

cornice ring, «.

Ordnance : The ring which lies next to the
trunnion ring.

* cor'-m-cle, s. [Lat. mrnieulum, dimin. of
cornu = a horn.] A little horn.

Wr-nfc'-u-la, s. pi. [Lat., pi: of corniculum= a little horn, dimin. of cornu = a horn.]
Anat. : Any small projections like diminu-

tive horns. Two such exist upon the hyoid
bone besides two eornua or horns. There are
also cornicula of the larynx.

•or-nlc-u-la'-ri-a, ». [Lat. cornteularius =
a soldier who led the wing of a small division

j » of troops.]

Bot.: A genus of Lichens, tribe Parmeliaceae.
The species are rigid tufted plants, occurring
on the ground or on high mountains.

• cor-nlc'-u-late, o. [Lat. comlcuUtus, from
cornu = a horn.]

1. Ord Lang. : Horned, crescent-shaped.
'•Venus moon-tike grows comiculaur—H. More.
2. Bot. : (See extract).
"Cornicutau plants are such as produce many dls-

Tlnct and horned pods ; and corniculal* Sowers aremen hollow (lowers as have on ti.tr upper part • kind
of spur, or little horn."—Chambers.

Cor-nlo'-u-lore, s. (Lat. cornicularius = an
officer who led the wing of a small body of
troops.]

1. A lieutenant or assistant to a superior
officer.

2. An assistant or secretary to a magistrate.

* oor-nif -Ic, a. [Lat. cornu = a horn, and
facio = to make.] Productive of hom ;
making horn.

•cor-nlf-I-ea'-tion, s. [Eng. comiflc

;

atum. ] The formation of horn.
" The habit of corntflcation is more likely to have

been formed nearer home."—Southeg : The doctor, ch
cxxviii. \Dawies.)

cor'-nl-form, a, [Lat. cornt/ormiji, from
cornu = a horn, and forma = form, shape.]
Horn-shaped.

• cor-nig -er-ous, a. [Lat corniger, from
cornu = a horn, and gero = to carry, to bear.]
Bearing horns ; horned.

"Nature, In other cornigerous animals, hath placed
the horns higher, . . ."—/frowns : Vulgar Brrours.

cor-nin, ». [Lat corn(u») = a cornel-tree;
and Eng. suff. -in (Chem.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : A crystalline bitter substance ex-
tracted from the root of Cornus Honda. The
bark of this tree is used in North America as
a febrifuge. It is also called cornic acid.

corn'-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Corn, v.]

A. 4 B. As pr. par. it particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang.: The act of preserving or
pickling with brine.

2. Powder-waking: The act or process of
granulating powder.

corning house, >.

Powder-making : The house or building in
which the corning or granulating of powder
is carried ou.

" From the mill the powder is brought to the corn-
tna^uo. —BUt. of Gunpowder, Sprats But. ; B- &.,

Corn ish, * Corn-yshe, a. & s. [Eng.
Cornwall); and suit'. -isn.]

A. As adj. : Of or pertaining to Cornwall.
".

. . the CornUh, Irish, and many of the Armorick
words.--flfcAard.: Welsh Ola., Pref.

-«—""—

B. As substantive

:

1. The language anciently spoken In Corn-
wall

; it was a dialect of the Celtic. It sur-
vived as a spoken language up to the present
century. Its literary remains are scanty.

• 2. An inhabitant or native of Cornwall.
"The Cornish have entirely lost the original lan-

guage of their toiletry. '—Richards : Welsh Did., Pref.

Cornish-boiler, s. The cylindrical-flue
boiler of Smeaton, who did so much to in-
crease the economy of working steam.

Cornish chough, • Cornyshe
chowgho, f,

Ornith. : A bird, Fregilus graculus, one of
the Corvida; (Crows). Its bill and legs are of
a fine orange colour ; the feathers of the back
are glossy black ; its tongue is long, and its
claws, which are black in colour, large hooked.
It catches up bits of lighted sticks, and is
occasionally the originator of fires. It is
found in Cornwall and in the other southern
counties of England, also in the Alps and in
Greece.

Pjrracorax."—

Cornish - diamond, s. A variety of
transparent quartz.

" Heiigeston Hill . . . produces a great plenty of
Cornish-diamonds.' — Defoe • "-

Britain, it 6.
Tour through Great

Cornish-engine, s. A form of single-
acting condensing steam-engine used especially
in the copper and tin mines of Cornwall, but
also used as a pumping-engine for water-sup-
ply in very many places. Steam, being ad-
mitted above the piston at the commencement
of the stroke, follows the piston to the point
of cut-off; the remainder of the stroke is
completed by the combined aid of expansion
and the momentum acquired by the mass of
material set in motion by the first impulse of
the steam. On the completion of the stroke,
the steam is allowed to pass freely from one
side of the piston to the other, producing an
equilibrium of effect during the out-stroke

Before the piston arrives at the point of com-
mencement again, the equilibrium-valve la
closed, shutting in a quantity of steam before
it. By means of this cushioning, which is
subject to the nicest adjustment, the loss
from clearance and steam-ports is rendered
practically nothing, if the steam so compressed
be equal to the initial pressure. (Knight.)

Cornish heath, s. (So named from its
abundance in Cornwall.] A heath, £riea
vagaus,

Cornish-hug, s.

1. Lit. : (See extract).
"A CornUh hug is a term ased in wrestling, whom

HfJ'S* ?? •dveraaijr on his breast, and holds himthere. —Chambers.

*2. Fig. : A treacherous throw or injury
done by a pretended friend. (Fuller.)

Cornish moneywort, s. SibthorjHa
europcea,

' cor-nish, s. [Cornice.] A cornice.
"Ten smalt pillars . . . sustaining the

Sandys : Travels, p. loS.

corn -ished, o. [Eng. cornish ; *d.]
Her. : Adorned with a cornice or moulding.

•corn -1st, s. [Eng. corn(et); -ist.] A per-
former on the cornet or horn.

corn -less, a. [Eng. corn; -leu.] DestituU
of or unprovided with corn.

"
. . . the corniest state of the parson's stable."—

Litton : Pelham, ch. lxtv. (floWsa)

corn -muse, s. [Cornemuse.]

cor no pe-an. ». [Lat cornu = a horn

;

Or. irata* (paian) = a hymn, a war-song.]
Music: [Cornet-a-piston].

cor-no'-vln, ». [Mod. Lat. cornovC), and
Eng. suff. -in.]

Chem. : A resin soluble in alcohol and ether,
obtained from the bark of Corori Cornopo, a
tree growing in the East Indies.

Corn-Stone, ». [Eng. corn, and itone.]

Geology

:

1. An earthy limestone of Devonian age,
often mottled red and green, existing in Here-
ford, Salop, and the South of Wales. In places
it exists only in small concretionary lumps,
but at others it expands into large sub-crystal-
line masses. Fish remains are found in it in
Herefordshire, Brecknockshire, and Shrop-
shire, and on the Moray Frith. (Murchison

:

SUuria.)

2. An earthy concretionary limestone in the
Permian rocks, undistinguishable externally
from No. 1, but quite different in age, being
much more recent.

cor nu, s. [Lat. = a horn.]

Science, ttc. : A horn, or anything more or
less horn-shaped.

cornu ammonls, s. [The horn of Am-
nion, is., of Jupiter Amnion, the horns on
whose head the fossil cephalopod so-called
was supposed to resemble.]

1. Geo!. : An old name for the fossil shells
belonging to the genus Ammonites or the
family Ammonitida? (q.v.).

2. Anat. : A name for the hippocampus major
or pes hippocampi of the brain. [Cornoa.]

cor'-nu-a, s. pL [Lat, pi. of cornu = a horn.]

1. Anat. A Zool. : Horns, or horn-like pro-
cesses on any part of the body or the frame-
work more or less comparable to horns. They
are larger than cornicula (q.v.). There are
cornnaof the coccyx, of the hyoid bone, of the
fascia lata, &c (Quatn.)

2. Bot. : Horn-like processes in the corona
of certain plants. [Cornu.]

* cor-nu'-bi-an-ite, ». [Lat Cornubia =•

Cornwall, and suff. -ife (Min.) (q.v.).]

Geol. : A hard and laminated purple or dark
blue rock found in the west of Cornwall
Dana considers it identical with Felsite (q. v.),

cor nu- co pi -a, cor nu co pi m, s.

[Lat = the horn of plenty : cornu = a horn

;

copia = plenty.]

1. Antiq. (Of the two forms): The horn of
plenty ; a horn wreathed and filled to over-
flowing with flowers, fruit, corn, <tc. It wa»

Ikte. lat, fare, amidst, what, fAlL lather; we, wgt, here. cam9L her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, potor, wore. wolf, work, whd, son; mute, crib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian. «., « = e, ey = a. qu = kW
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the symbol of plenty, peace, and concord. It

was fabled to have been a gift from Jupiter

to his nurse, the goat Amalthsea. It was a
frequent attribute of Ceres.

" A cornucopia flU'd her weaker hand,
Charg'd with the various otTspring of the laud.
Fruit, flowers, and corn."

Hughe* : The Triumph of Peace.

2. Bot. (Of the form Cornucopia) : A genus
of grasses, tribe Phalereae. Only known
species, the Cornucopia cucullata (the Horn
of Plenty GrassX often cultivated here in

gardens. It is a native of Greece and Asia

Minor.

Cor-nu-li'-tes, 5. [Lat. cornu =» a horn, and

Gr. \iB09 (lithos) = a stone.]

Pakeont. : A genus of Silurian Annelids,

order Tuhicola. Cornulites serpularius is a
cosmopolite Silurian fossil, ranging from
Sweden to North America, and ascending

from a low position in the Llandeilo formation

to the very summit of the Ludlow rocks.

Murchison considered it a fossil very distinc-

tive of the Silurian formation. (Murchison

:

Siluria.)

cor'-nus, s. [Lat. cornits, cornum = (1) a

cornel-cherry, a dogwood tree, (2) a javelin

made of cornel-wood ; from cornu = a horn,

the name being given on account of the hard-

ness of the wood.]

1. Bot. : A genus of plants, the typical one
of the order Cornacese (q.v.). Calyx, four-

toothed ; petals, four superior ; stamens, four.

Fruit, drupaceous, two-celled, two-seeded.
The Dogwood of the United States {cornu*

fiorida) is a small tree of very ornamental
appearance, bearing whitish flowers surrounded
by large white bracts, which appear in early

spring before the leaves. In winter it bears

scarlet berries. The wood is white, fine grained,

and useful for inlaying. The barks of Cornu*

Jtorida. C. sericea, and C. circinata are used in the

"United States as substitutes for Peruvian bark in

intermittent fevers ; the young branches of the

first-named plant stripped of their bark and
rubbed with their ends against the teeth make
them very white, while the Indians extract a
scarlet colour from the bark of the fibrous

roots. C. officinalis is cultivated in Japan,
where its fruits are an ingredient in the fever
drinks of the country. (For the Cornel and
the Cornelian cherry, see these words.)
The Common Dogwood of Europe (C. tan-

guinea) is beautiful in autumn from the redness
of its foliage. The wood makes the best char-
coal for gunpowder, and is very hard, being
made into skewers, cogs for wheels, kc. In
past times it was used for making arrows. It

is about five or six feet high, with straight
tranche*. The Dwarf Cornel (C. suecica) is a
herbaceous plant about six inches high, whose
berries are said to be tonic, and to have the
power of increasing the appetite. It is a
creeping plant, growing in alpine pastures in

(Scotland and Northumberland.

2. Pakeo-botany : It is believed that the

genus Cornus has been found in the Cretaceous

rocks of the United States.

oor-nu-spir'-a, s. [Lat. cornu= a horn, and
spira = a coil, twist, or spire.]

Zool. & Pakeont. : A forarainifer with an
unchambered spiral, suggestive of the form
of the Gasteropodous genus Planorbis. It

came into existence only in the Tertiary, and
still exists in the North Atlantic about 530

fathoms deep.

*OOr-nute', v.t. [Cornute, a.] To bestow
horns upon, to make a cuckold of, to cuckold.

"Ton are most shamefully, most sinfully, most
scornfully cornutea\"—Ford : Loves Sacrifice, iv. L

•or nute', a. & $. [Lat. comutus =* horned
;

toniw = ahorn.]

A* As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : Bearing horns ; homed,
• 2. Fig. : Cuckolded.

II. Bot. : Horn-shaped, horned; terminating
in a process like a horn, as the fruit of Trapa
bieomis.

* B. As tubsL : A cuckold.

* cor-nut'-ed, a. [Eng. cornutfe); -ed.]

1. Lit. : Bearing horns, horned.

2. Fig. : Cuckolded.
"Cornuted aldermen, and hen-peck'd squires."

Oomervile : The BovAxng-Green,

* cor-nu'-to, s. [Ital., from Lat. comutus m
horned, cornu = a horn.] A cuckold, one
who wears the horns.
"... the peaking cornuto her husband, . . ."—

Shaheep. ; Merry Wives, UL 6.

* COr-nu'-tdr, s. [Eng. cornut(e); -or.) One
who cuckolds another ; a cuckold-maker.

" Defiles bis bed and proves his own cornutor.''
Jordan : Poems, bit. iL

corn-wain, s. [Eng. corn, and wain.] A
com-wagon.

**
. . . a loaded cornwain presseth Its sheaves.*'

—

Bp.
Hortley : Biblical CriticUm. vol. iv.. p. 830.

Corn-wall (1), s. [Prom Cornubia, the old
Latin name of the county ; Wei. Kernu =
Cornwall : Wei. kern, corn = a horn, and AS.
Wealas m the Britons.]

Geog. : A county of England, constituting

the south-west extremity of the island. It is

from about 70 to 81 miles long by 42 broad.

corn'-wall (2), s. [A corruption of cornel (2%
i.e., of* com.] Cornwall-sallet. [Cornei*-
SALLET, CORN-SALLET.]

corn'-wal-Ute, s. [Ger. comwallit, from
Eng. Cornwall (q.v.), where it occurs, and
Eng. sufT. -ite (Min.).}

Min. : A green amorphous mineral, with a
hardness of 4'5, and a sp. gr. of 4*16. Compos.

:

Arsenic acid, 30"22
;
phosphoric acid, 2*15

;

oxide of copper, 54*55; and water, 1802.
Found in olivenite in Cornwall. (Dana.)

corn'-weed, s. [Eng. corn, and weed.] Biset-

rula pelecinus. (Treas. of Bot.)

t corn'-^ (1), a. [Eng. com (l), s. ; -y.]

L Literally:

1. Producing corn or grain.

2. Furnished with grains of com.
". . . bringing home the corny ear."

Prior : Solomon ; Knowledge.

3. Consisting, or of the nature, of corn.

"The summer's corny crowne."
Sir P. Sidney : P*. lxxiv.

i. Made or produced from corn or malt.
" Now I have dronke a draught of corny ale."

Chaucer: The Pardoneres Tate, 12,8901

IX Fig. : Intoxicated. (Slang.)

*cor-n$f (2), a. [Eng. corn (2), s. ; -y.] Of
the nature or appearance of horn ; corneous.

c6r'-o-core, s. [Malay (?) or some other lan-

guage from the Eastern Islands.]

Naut. : A type of vessel used in the Eastern
Archipelago. It is of various forms. A
corocoro of the Moluccas is a masted vessel

50—60 ft. long, matted over for about four-

fifths of this distance. That in use in Celebes

has a raised apparatus projecting beyond the

gunwale and the stern to accommodate a
second tier of rowers. The crew sometimes
number sixty men, and the vessel is not un-

frequently employed for piratical purposes.

(Ogilvie.)

•oo>'-*-dft *c©V-r*-d& s. [Low Lat
corrodium, corredium, conredium ; Ital. cor-

redo ; O. Fr. conroi = furniture, provision.

The ultimate source of the word is not clear,

but is probably Lat con = cum, = with, to-

gether, and rodo = to gnaw, to eat.]

Old Law : A sum of money, or allowance of

meat, drink, and clothing, due to the king

from an abbey, or other house of religion,

whereof he is founder, towards the reasonable

sustenance of such a one of his servants, or

vadelets, as he thinks good to bestow it on.

The difference between a corody and a pen-

sion seems to be, that a corody is allowed

towards the maintenance of any of the king's

servants in an abbey ; a pension is given to

one of the king's chaplains for his better

maintenance, till he may be provided of a

benefice. (Blount.)

t co rol , s. [Corolla.]

Bot. : An anglicised form of Lat coroWa(q,v.).

0&-l*6T~lsV s. [Lat. = a little crown, wreath,

or garland ; dimin. of corona =* a crown, a

wreath or garland.]

Bot. : The inner whorl of two series of floral

envelopes, occurring in the more highly de-

veloped plants. It is situated within the

outer of these envelopes called the calyx, and
exteriorly to the stamens and pistils. In all

cases its divisions, which are called petals,

alternate with those of the calyx. They are

generally coloured

—

i.e., in botanical language,
they are some other colour than green. The
corolla is, as a rule, larger than the calyx, but
in some plants this is not the case. When the
petals of a corolla are all distinct, they are
said to be polypetalous, which is the normal
type of a corolla. When they cohere con-
tinuously by their margins they are generally
called monopetalous (one-petalled), which is

not a quite accurate term ; a better one is gamo-
petalous, meaning that the petals have in ft

COROLLA OF CANTERBURY-BELL.

certain sense contracted what may Ue poeti-

cally called a marriage union. For the several

forms of corollas see Monopetalous, Poly-
petalous ; see also Petal. The petals of a
corolla are really only modifications of leaves.

The corolla Is not essential to the reproduc-
tion of a plant. It shades the productive
organs inside it from injury, and, in some
cases, by secreting honey attracts bees and
other insects to aid in their fertilisation.

cor-6l-la'-ce-ous, a. [Lat. corolla, and suff.

•aceus.] Pertaining to a corolla.

"... a corollaceout covering."—Lee.

coV-olla-itf or oS-rol'-la-rj?, *cS'-r6l-

ar-Io, * 06 -rol-ar-y; «. [Fr. corollaire;

ital. corollario ; Lat coroUarium = a present

of a crown or garland ; corolla =» a little ci own,

dimin. of corona = a crown.]

A. Ordinary Language ;

1, Literally

:

* 1. A present of a crown or a wreath.
"A corolurie or mede of coroune."

Chaucer: Boethtui, p. M.

2. In the same sense as B. 1.

IL Figuratively

:

1. An appendix, a supplement.
" A corollary to this preface. In which I have don*

Jnitice to others.'—Dryden : Fable*. (PreU

2. A consequence, a result.

"It Is but a natural corollary that we enforceMr
Ylgilance against it."—Government ofthe Tongue.

* 3. Surplus, excess.
" Now come, my Ariel, bring a coronary.
Rather than want a spirit : appear, and pertly.

Shaketp. : Tempest, iv. 1
1 4. Any adjunct.
" What they call liberty and Its coroUariet.''—/. A,

Froude. in Daily Telegraph, Feb. 30, 1882.

B. Technically:

1. Math. : An inference, deduction, or con-

sequence which follows from what is directly

demonstrated in a proposition.

2. Law : A collateral consequence.

tcdV-oVlate, coV-oll-a-tStl, a. [Lat.

corolla, and Eng., &c, suff. -ate.]

1. Like a corolla.

2. Having a corolla.

I cSr'-dl-let, *. [A dimin. of Ft. eoroJU m a
corolla.]

Bot. : The corolla of a floret In an aggregated

flower.

co-rol-li-flor'-ee, s. pi. [Lat. corolla (q.vA

fios (genit, jtoris) = a flower, and fern. pi. suit

•as.]

Bot. : A division or subdivision of Exogens,

in which the petals are united into a hypo-
gynous corolla or not attached to the calyx.

It was first introduced by Decandolle in the

edition of his M Theorie," published in 1819.

He included under it such orders as Sapo-
taceffi, Ebenaceee, Oleineee, Apocynece, Gentl-

anese, Convolvulacese, Labiatse, ic. It may
be divided into two series—a Hypogynous one,

in which the Btamens are free from the corolla,

boll, bo*^; pofct, jtfiW; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, ph = f

-«ian, -tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion zhun. -cious, -tionis, -sious - shus. -ble, die, &c. = bel, del.
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and an Epipetalous one, in which they are
inserted upon the corolla.

t cdV-ol-line, a. [Eng. corol!(a); -ine.}

Bot. : Of or pertaining to a corolla.

"On the parts of the flower coloured bain occr.r
which hare been called corolline.'—Balfour: Bot.,% 6L

tett-rtfl'-llstk *. [Eng. coroU(a); 4£]
BoL : One who classifies plants according to

their corollas.

"The botanical world was divided into factions of
torollisti and frutidsta."—JSarle : Eng. Plata Names, p.
xxx vii.

$6 rol lule, coroT-lu-la, a. [Dimin. of
Lat corolla (q.v.).]

Botany;

1. Gen. : A small corolla.

2. Spec. : The corolla of a floret to a compo-
site flower.

Cor-o-man'-del, *. & a. [A corruption of
Tamil Telugu, Ac Cholomandala, from
Chola, the name of a dynasty of kings, and
wutndal = region.]

JL, As substantive

:

Geog. : The territory along the western shore
of the Bay of Bengal, from the mouth of the
Krishna to Point Calimere.

B. As adj. : Pertaining in any way to the
legion described under A.

+ Coromandel-wood, a. A name some-
times given to any fine wood of the genus
Diospyros, brought from the Coromandel
coast.

Oo ro-na, $. [Lat=*a garland, wreath, or
crown.]

1. Roman ArchaoL : A garland or crown
given as the reward of bravery. The highest
of these honorary decorations was the civic
crown (corona civica), given to one who had
saved the life of a Roman citizen. To one
who first mounted a rampart or entered the
enemy's camp the corona mllaris or castrtnsis

was given. On one who first scaled the walls
of a city in an assault the corona muralis
was bestowed ; and on one who first boarded
a ship belonging to the enemy the corona
navalis

2. Architecture

:

(1) A broad projecting face, forming the
principal member of a cornice. The soffit is

throated, so as to form a drip edge.

(2) A circle or crown suspended from a roof,

esi'C'ially of churches, to hold tapers ; called
also corona lucis. Sometimes it is constructed
with tiers of circlets rising pyramid ically.

3. Bot. ; A whorl of leaf-like or filiform or-

gans, often brightly-coloured, intervening
between the perianth and the stamens, some-
times attached to the former and sometimes
to the latter. In the Narcissus it is coherent
and bell-shaped ; in the Passion-flower it con-
sists of brightly-coloured hairs ; in Lychnis
it is a small coronet at the base>of the rotate
lamina of the corolla ; in Lamissm it is a circle
of leaves ; in various Boraginacete It consists
of five scales ; while in Pnrnassia it appears
In the form of five leaves, their apex studded
With 9—6 glandular bodies. (7*AoW.)

4. Anal. : Anything crown-shaped. Thus
the collection of radiating fibres in each hemi
sphere of the brain is called the corona radutta.
Mayo termed it the fibrous cone.

6. Astron.: Either of two constellations.

IH (i), (2)0

6. Optics:

(1) Gen. : An appearance like a halo sur-
rounding theieavenly bodies.

(2) Spec. : A halo surrounding the moon
when she Is seen projected against the sun's
disc in a total eclipse of the latter luminary.
It has been supposed to be the atmosphere of
the sun, which at other times is invisible.

" The corona depicted on the photographic plate was
vastly different from the corona seen oy the eye, . .

."

—The Transit of Venus, In Timet, April 20, 1875.

U (1) Corona australis (the Southern Crown)

:

Astron, : A southern constellation near
Cent-turns. It is an ancient constellation
first mentioned by Ptolemy.

(2) Corona borealis (the Northern Crown)

:

Astron. ; An ancient northern constellation,

situated 'oetwesn Bootes and Hercules.

(3) Corona luvis

:

Arch. : The same as Corona, 2 (2).

cor'-oViiach, cor'-a-nlch (ch guttural), ».

[Gael coTTonach.] A dirge, a funeral lamenta-
tion.

*"
. . . and next morning, their wire* and daughters

came, clapping their banus, and cryhig the coronach
and shrieking, and carried away the dead bodies . . .—.icott : Wacerley, ch. xv.

co ro'-nal or cor -6-nal, a. & a (Fr. coro-

nal; Lai coronalis, from' corona = a crown.]

A* As adjective : (Of both forms).

1. Of or pertaining to a corona, in any of
the senses of the word.

**. . . we should have obtained a detailed spectrum
of the coronal atmosphere and chromosphere . . ,'

—The Transit Of I'enus, in Timet, April 30, 1876.

2. Of or pertaining to the crown of the
head. •

"... ft ronnd tubercle between the sagittal and
coronal suture."

—

Wiseman.
* 3. Pertaining to the crown or to a corona-

tion.
" The law and bis coronal oath require his undeni-

able assent."—Milton : Eikonoklastes, ch. vi.

B. As substantive : (cor-6-nal),

L Ord. Lang. : A wreath, a crown.
•* Those boys with their green coronaV*

Wordsworth ; idle Shepherd-boys,

H, Technically:

1. A nat. : The first suture of the skull.

*2. Tournaments: A tilting spear. (.Coro-
nel(1), a]

TT Coronal suture :

Anat. .* A suture connecting the frontal and
the two parietal bones. It is called also the
fronto-parietal suture.

* eo ro'-nal-ly, adv. [Eng. coronal; 4y.}
In a coronal manner ; In a circle.

" The oil was poured coronally or circularly upon
the head of kings."—Browne: Garden of Cyrus, ch. 1.

cor-d-na'-men, *. [Lat. = a garland or
wreath.]

Zool. : The superior margin of a hoof ; the
coronet.

cor-i-nar'-I-se, a. pi, [Fern. pi. of corona-
riu3 = pertaining to a wreath or garland, from
corona (q.v.).]

Bot : An order in Linneeua's Natural Sys-

tem. He included under it Ornithogalum,
Scilla, &c.

c8r-o-nar-I-€'-», *. pi. \[Coronarls.]

BoL : The name given by Mr. Bentham to
one of the four great series into which he
divides the Endogens, the others being Epi-
gynae, Nudiflorse, and Gluniales. The Coro-
nariese, ranked second in the series, have
flowers with a double, usually petaloid,

perianth ; and a superior ovary almost always
syncarpous.

cdr'-d-na-rj?, a. & s. [Fr. cnronatre ; Lat
coronari'us, from corona = a crown, a wreath.J

A. As adjective

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Pertaining to or situated on
the head as a crown ; resembling or represent-

ing a crown.
"The coronary thorns did pierce his tender and

sacred temples."—Bp. Pearson : On the Creed.

2. Anat.: Resembling a crown or circlet;

an epithet applied to certain arteries, liga-

ments, veins, &c
B. As substantive

:

Veter. : A small bone In the foot of a horse.

coronary arteries, s. pU
Anat.: Two arteries springing from the

aorta before it leaves the pericardium, whose
function is to supply the substance of the
heart with blood.

MThe substance of th.- heart Itself is most certain :y

made and nourished by the blood, which is conveyed
to it by the coronary arteries."—iietitiry ; Hermons.

coronary ligament, a
Anat. : For def. see extract
". . . the round ligament called the coronary

ligament of the radius.' —Todd 4 Bowman: Physiol,
Anat., vol. L, ch. vi., p. 137.

coronary vein, s.

Anat. : A vein running In a groove of con-
siderable depth in a transverse direction, and
separating the auricles from the ventricles of

the heart It ends in the right auricle. (Todd
& Bowman.)

coronary vessels, ». pi. Certain vessels

which furnish the substance of the heart with
blood.

cdr'-o-nate, a. [Lat coronatus, from oorona
— a crown.]
• L Ord. Lang. ; Having or wearing a

crown ; crowned.

IL Technically:

1. Bot. : Furnished with a coronet. A terra
sometimes used of the pap^ us of some com-
posite plants, as, for instance, the Tansy,
Tanacctum vulgare,

2. Zool. (Of spiral shells) : Having the whorls
surrounded by a row of spines or tubercles,
as in some species of Voluta, Conus, Mitra,
&c. In this sense it is more frequently
written Coronated.

cor'-on-a-te'd, a. [Eng. coronat(e); •**.]

The same as Coeonate (q.T.).

coronation (1), * co-ro-na-cy-on. *. k
a. [Low Lat coronatio, from corona := a
crown ; ItaL coronazione ; Sp. coronacion.
Corona in Latin does not mean the royal
crown, but, like the Gr. ore'dWos (Stephanos),
is only such a "crown" or garland as the
victors at the Olympic games and other men
subjects gained and were allowed to wear
(Trench: Synonyms of the Xew Testament, n
86.)] [Crown.]

A. As substantive

:

1. The act or ceremony of solemnly crown-
ing a king, at which he is invested with the
insignia of royalty.

*• Corownynge or coronacyon. Coronado."—Prompt.
Farm.
"... the most splendid coronation that had ever

been known."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., sn. ii.

* 2. The pomp or assembly attending at the
ceremony of crowning a king.

** In pensive thought recal the fancied scene,
Sea coronations rise on evry green."

Pope : Epistle*, t. 84.

IT The ceremony was in use among the Jews
(2 Kings xi. 11, 12), and from them probably
the Christian natiohs borrowed it at tirst It
is frequently mentioned in the Saxon Chroni-
cle. English sovereigns are still crowned.
For the oath they have tirst to swear see
Coronation oath.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or connected
with the ceremony of coronation.

"... acongh.slr, which I caught with ringing In th*
king's airaira upon bis corona I«/«-day, lir."—Shaheep. :
2ffenryir.,iiLz.

^
coronation oath, s. The oath taken

by a king at his coronation.

% For the words of the oath taken by
Knglish rulers, which remain as they were in
Blackstone's time, see the extract:—

The Archbishop or Bishop shall say. Will yon
wlemnly promise and swear to govern the people of
this kingdom of England and the dominions thereto
beionKiug according to the statutes In parliament
agreed ou and the laws and customs of the same?
The King or Queen shall say, I solemnly promise so

to do.
Archbishop or Bishop. WiU you to your power cause

law and justice, in mercy, to be executed in all your
Judgments?
King or Quoen. I will
Archbishop or Bishop. Will you to the utmost of

your power maintain the laws of God, the true posses-
sion of the gospel and the protestant reformed religion
established by the law ? And will yon preserve unto
the bishops and clergy of this realm, and to the
churches committed to their charge, all sucb rights
and privileges as by law do or shall appertain unto
them, or any of them ?

King or Queen. All this I promise to do.
After this the King or Queen, laying his or her hand

upon the holy gospels, shall say. The things wMeh I
nave here proinisea I will perform and keep, so help
me God: and then shall kiss the book."—Blackstone:
Comment., hk. i., ch. vL

% By the Act of Union, 6 Anne, c. 8, the
sovereign subscribes an oath also to preserve
the Protestant and Presbyterian Church
Government in Scotland before ruling over
that. land.

coronation stone, s.

Archceol. <£ Hist. : A stone on which the
sovereign is crowned. It is fixed under the
seat of the oaken coronation chair. It is a
historic fact that, prior to a.d. 12*6, it lay in

the abbey of Scone in Perthshire, andtliat the
Scotch bad for a long period been accustomed
to crown their kings upon ft. In 1296, how-
ever, it was taken by Edward I., and an
engagement made in 1328, in the treaty of

Northampton, to give it back was not kept.

It seems historic too that it had been first

placed in the abbey of Scone in a.d. 805, the
Scotch having brought it originally from Ire-

land. But when an efTort is made to identify

it with the stone which the patriarch Jacob
rolled for a pillow at Luz or Bethel (Gen.

fcte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, ptft,

ox. wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, units, cur, rule, fall; try, Syrian, ee, oo = e ; oy = a, qu = lew.
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xxviil. 11, 18, 22) the region of myth has been

reached and history left far behind.

cor-on-a'-tion (2), s. [A corruption of car-

nation (q.v.).] Dianthus Caryophyllus.

* co-rone, v.t. [Crown.) To crown.
" Salomon wu corond kyug'—Lejend of Holy Rood,

p. 7&

OO-ro'-ne (1), *. [Gr. KOp&vn (horSnS) =* (1) *

crow, (2) anything bent or curved Kke a
crow's bill.]

Anat. : The acute process of the lower jaw-

bone, so named from a fancied resemblance

to a crow's bill.

* co rone (2), * co-rowne, s. [Crown.]
"Than lieth the uiede in the corone"

Chaucer: Boethius, p. 119.

cor'-on-el (1), * cor-nall, s. [A dimin, from
Lat. corona.}

1. The iron head of a tilting-spear, con-

structed so as to be sufficient to unhorse with-

out wounding a knight. Though properly of

iron, it was occasionally, when intended for

practice or pleasure only, made of wood. It

terminated in three points, thus remotely re-

sembling a crown, whence it receded Us
name.

" CornaU, and amplate and grapers."—/b#ors*a

'

8. A tiltiug-spear.

"With coronals stef. and •telde."'—Zyeeanst sVs-

tonus, 918.

* coronel (2), 5. [Colonel.]

cor-4-neT-la, s. [Mod. Lat dimlnu from
Class. Lat corona = a crown.]

Zool. : A genus of Ophidians, the typical

one of the family Coronellidffl (q.v.). Core-

nella austriaca is common on the continent.

cSr-o-nel'-U-dae, s. pi. [Mod, Lat. oormelta,

and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool.: A family of Ophidians, sub-order

Colubrina. They are broad snakes, Bat be-

neath, with the shields of the head regular.

[C'OKONELLA.]

co rone ment, * co ron ment, s. [Mid.
Eng. oorone =s crown ; and suff. -m«n£.) A
coronation or crowning.

•* Whan the folk had bien at the coronment."
Robert de Brunne, p. "3.

cor' 6 ner, *. [Low Lat. coronator, from
corona.)

Law; A functionary whose name coroner

—anciently coronatort
from Lat. corona = a

crown- implies tlrat he has principally to do
with pleas of the crown or in which at least

the crown is concerned. His office is very

ancient, mention being toade of it in *,». 925.

His court is a court of record in which, after

sight of the body of one who has died in

prison, or so suddenly that suspicions of

violence may be excited, a jury summoned
for the purpose pronounces a decision as

to the cause of death. " Accidental death
"

is a frequent verdict, but there are cases

in which it is "Wilful murder against some
person or persons unknown," or an In-

dividual is named. In this the proceedings

under the auspices of the coroner prepare the

way for a criminal prosecution. He also offi-

ciates as a sheriffs substitute when the sheriff

himself is interested in a suit, and cannot
therefore act in it himself. The office is an
elective one in the United States.

coroner's court, s.

Law : A court of record In which a coroner
discharges his appropriate functions.

coroner's inquest, «, An investiga-

tion into the cause of death, held by a coroner,
usually with the aid of a jury.

• cor -6-net (1), ». [Cornet.]

cor -6 net (2), ». [Ital. coronetta, dimin. from
Lat corona = a crown.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : A small crown or circle of gold, or
of gold and precious stones.

". . . 'twas not a crown neither, 'twas one at these
coronets . . ."— Shakes]*. : Julius Cdtar, i. 2.

2. Fig.: Nobility, noble birth or high
descent.

** Kind hearts are more than coronets."
Tennyton : Lady Clara Vert de Vers.

TL Technically:

1. Her. : An inferior kind of crown worn by
the nobility. The coronet of the Prince of

Wales consists of a circlet of gold, on the edge

four crosses patUe or between as many tieurs-

de-lis ; and from the centre crosses rises an
arch surmounted by an orb and cross. The
coronet of a duke is adorned with strawberry

CUKE'S CORONET.

leaves ; that of a marquis with leaves and
pearls interposed ; that of an earl has the

pearls raised above the leaves ; a viscount's

coronet is surrounded with pearls only, as is

also that of a baron ; but in the case of the

latter the number is restricted to four.

2. Archosol. : An ornamental head-dress.

3. Tournament: A coronel or head of a
tilting-spear. [Coronel (1), s.\

4. Veterinary: The lower part of the pastern

of a horse that runs round the coffin, and is

distinguished by the hair that joins and covers

the upper part of the hoof.

5. Bot.; Hairs arranged In a form like that

of a coronet. Ex., those at the apex ofa ripe

seed of Epilobium. (Thome.)

* c6V-o-net, v.t. [Coronet,*.] To adorn or
deck, as with a coronet

** The simple lily braid
That coronets her temples."

&cott t Bridal oj'Triermain, lit. f.

Gor'-6)-liet-5d, a. [Eng. coronet; -erf.] Wear-
ing or entitled to wear a coronet ; of noble
birth.

co ron -X-form, a. [Lat corona = a crown,
and forma = form, appearance.] Having the

form or appearance of a crown.

Cor-o-nLV-la, a. [Mod. Lat dimin. of Class.

Lat. corona = a crown.]

Bot. : A genus of Leguminosse, the type of

the sub-tribe Coronillese (q.v.). It has un-
equally pinnated leaves and long tapering

legumes, separating at last into one-seeded
joints. Coronilla Emerus is called Scorpion
Senna. It is a small bush with bright yellow
flowers, growing in many parts of Europe.
Its leaves are cathartic, like those of the true

senna, but less powerful in their action.

Other cathartic species are C. varia, from
Southern Europe, C. globosa, and C iberica

;

but the juice of C. varia is poisonous. Various
others are cultivated as ornamental plants.

cor-6-niV-le-», s. pL [Mod. Lat. coroniW(a),

and fem. pt adj. suff. -ca>.\

Bot. : A sub-tribe of leguminous plants,

tribe Heydsarew.

CoV-on-old, a. [From Gr. Kop^vrj (JcorSnS) =
a crow . . . anything hooked or curved , . .

the apophysis of a bone, and elS« (eidos) =
form.]

Anat. : Hooked or curved at the tip, as
various portions of the skeleton are. Thus
there is a coronoid fossa of the humerus, a
coronoid process of the lowerjaw, and another
of the ulna,

" The olecranar and coronoid fossa: are confluent**—
Trans. Amer. Phtlos. Soc. (187*), vol xiii, p. 203.

c5r'-on-u*e, s. [A dimin. from Lat corona=*

a crown, a garland.]

Botany ;

1. Gen.: The little crown or coronet of

downy tuft on a seed.

2. Spec. : A small body lesemblinga calyx,

crowning the nucule in the genus Chars,

* coronnc, * corowne, * corune, #. & v.

[Crown.]

c£>-rd'-zd, s. & a. [Native name of the palm.]

For definition see etymology.

corozo-nut, «.

Bot. : The seed of a palm, Phytelephas

macrocarpa, a native of tropical America, the

hardened albumen of which is used by turners
under the name of vegetable ivory. Called

also Ivory-nut.

cor'-por-a, s. pi. [Lat, pL of corpus (genit.

corporis) = a body.]

Anat. : Bodies. Thus there are Corpora
albicantiaf corpora Arantii, corpora cavernosa,

corpora geniculata, corpora mammillaria, cor-

pora quadrigemina, and corpora striata,

[Corpus.]

% Corpora of moveables

:

Scots Law : Movables which may be seen
and felt, as furniture, corn, &c, in contradis-

tinction to a debt or anything similar.

Cor-p6r-al(l), *. [Corrupted from Fr. capered;

ItaL capo'rale, from Ital. capo = head, chief,

from Lat. caput — head.]

Military :

* 1. Formerly; A kind of brigade-major, who
commanded skirmishing parties detached from
the other forces. This was the meaning of

the word in the reigns of Queen Mary and
Queen Elizabeth.

2. Now : A petty non-commissioned oflic«r

ranking immediately under a sergeant, and just
above the ordinary rank and tile. He has
charge of one of the squads of the company,
places and relieves sentinels, and keeps good
order in the guard. He receives the word of

the inferior rounds that pass by his guard.

There are generally three or four corporals in

each company.
•* The cruel ortrjfral whisper'd in my ear.

Five pounds, if rightly tipt, would set me clear."
Gay.

*If (1) Corporal of a ship : An officer that

hath the charge of setting the watches an<£

sentries, and relieving them ; who sees that

all the soldiers and sailors keep their arms
neat and clean, and teaches them how to use
them. He has a mate under him. (Harris.)

(2) Lance corporal

:

Milit. : One who acts as corporal previously
to his obtaining the full appointment to that
grade. Meanwhile his jjay is only that of a
private.

cor'-p6r-«It * oor'-pS-rall, a. [O. Fr.
corporal ; *Fr. corporel; Lat corporalis = per-

taining to a body, from corpus (genit. corporis)

= a body.]

1. Bodily ; pertaining to or connected with
the body.

". . . the creditor had over him all the rights of a
alave-master with reapett to corporal coercion and
puuisbineut."—Levis I Cred. Early Roman Hist. (IS66),

oh. xiiL. pt. il., 5 38, vqL 1L, p. 479.

2. Material, corporeal; not spiritual; hav-
ing a body or substance.

"... what seem d corporal melted,
Am breath, into the wind."

Shakesp.; Macbeth, L S.

% Crabb thus discriminates between cor-

poral, corporeal, and bodily;—"Corporal, cor*

poreal, and bodily, as their origin bespeaks,
have all relation to the same object, the body

;

but the two former are employed to signify

relating or appertaining to the body; the latter

to denote containing or forming part of the
body. Hence we say corporal punishment,
bodily vigour or strength, corporeal substances

:

the Godhead bodily, the corporeal frame, bodily

exertion . . . corporeal is distinguished from
spiritual, bodily from mental." (Crabb : Eng.
Synon.)

cor'-por-a* (2), *corporaUe, *corpo-
ras (Eng.), cor-po-ra'-le (Lat), s. [O. Fr.

corporal ; Ital corporals ; Low Lat corporate,

from Lat. corporale (pallium) = a cloak or
coverlet for the body.] [Corporal, a.]

Eccles. : The fine linen cloth on which the
elements of the Eucharist are placed during
consecration. [Corporas,]

**.
. . this aqnier had with hym the patent -and

corporal."— Berners: Froissart's Cronyclc. vol. i.,

eh. cc

% A corporal oath: An oath taken by any
person with his hand on the corporal or
corporas.

cor-por-a'-le", $. [Corporal (2), s.]

* cor-p6-ral'-i-t$r, * oor-po-ral-ty, &
[Eng. corporal ; -ity.]

1. The quality or state of being embodied
or of possessing a body ; material or corporal

existence, as opposed to spirituality.

" While she so many strokes heaps in exceeaa.
That fond erosse phansie quite lor to suppress*
Of the souls corporafty."

More : On the Soul, pt It. , bit. 11., cli. iiL, ! 2*>

2. A corporation, guild, or confraternity.

". . . ncnrporaltyot piiifm-Wke promoters and apps,
rltorsT"—Milton: Qf Reformation.

* cor'-pd-ral-lf. * cor-.po-r»l-lye, adv.

[Eng. corporal ; 4y.

}

b6U, bo*^; p6nt, J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, *his; oin. as ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -la*,

-tian = shan. -tlon, -sion shun ; -(ion, sion zhuiu -cious. -tious. -sious - Ahus, -Me, -die, &<v = bel, tteL
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1. In a manner pertaining to or affecting

the body.

2. In a material or substantial manner

;

mot spiritually.

"... altho Christ be not corporally in the outward
and visible signs, yet he is corporally in the persons
that duly receive them . . ."—Sharp, vol. vii„ Ser. 15.

t cor'-por-al-shlp, s. [Eng. corporal (1), s.,

and suff. -ship.] The office, rank, or position
of a corporal.

* cor'-por-al-ty, 5. [Corporaltty.1

•cor'-por-as, * corperaus, * corpo-
raus, * corporasse, •*. [O. Fr. corporanx,

£1. of corporal - pertainiug to the body, from
at. corporalU.] [Corporal (2\ ».]

Ecclts. : The corporal or eucharist-cloth.
** Corporaue, or corporalle. Corporate.''—Prompt.

Par*.

. . . copes, corpora****, cheaibles, Ac'—Bait: On the

* corporas-cloth, s. The corporas.
•*. . . the palls and c-rpora*<loth*."—l)ering; On

the Bebrem, ch. v.

cor'~ror-ate, a. [Lat. corporatus — shaped

or formed into a body, from corpusm a body. ]

1. United in a body, community, or cor-
poration ; legally competent to transact busi-
ness as an individual ; having a corporation ;

incorporated.

"The municipal or corporate towns In Italy were
governed by magistrates of their own, . .

."

—

itclmoth

:

Cicero, bk. ii.. Let 5, S. 9.

2. Of or pertaining to a united body ; of the
nature of a corporation or union of indi-

viduals.

"... a strong- corporate cohesion and corporate
work."— Timet, Nov. 1«, 1877.

3. Belonging to a corporation or corporate
body ; as, Corporate property.

* 4. General, united, unanimous.
"They answer, in a Joint and corporate voice."

Bhaketp. : Timon, il a.

6. Forming a body made up of individuals.
*' A crayfish is only a corporate unity made np of

Innumerable partially independent individuals."

—

Buxley : CrayfUh. p. 138.

\ (1) Corporate county:

Law: A city or town with more or leas
territory annexed to It, to which has been
granted the privilege of being a county in
itself, instead of being comprised within
another county. Such are London, York,
Bristol, Norwich, Ac [Countt-borouob.]

(2) Corporate name: The name given to a
corporation when it is elected. By this name
only must it sue and be sued.

• cor'-por-ate, v.U & i. [Corporate, a.]

L Trans. ; To incorporate, embody, or
unite.

Stow ' Henry VHL. an. 15-15.

2. Intrant. : To unite, to become incor-
porated with.

"Though she [the soul] corporate
With no world vet, by a just Nemesis
Kept off from all ... "

More: Bong of the Bout, III. IL 19.

* cor'-pir-ate-ly, * cor -p6-rat-ly, adv.
[Eng. corporate ; -ly.]

1. As regards the body ; bodily.
"... he founded the abbey of Feuersham In Kent,

where he nowe corporatty reatyth."

—

Fabyan, vol. i.,

ch. cexxxiii.

2. In a corporate manner or capacity.

• cor'-por-ate-ness, $. [Eng. corporate;
-ness.] The quality or state of a body cor-
porate.

cor-pdr-a'-tion, s. [Fr. corporation; Sp.
corporacion, from Lat. corporatio, from cor~
poratus] [Corporate, a.)

* I. Ordinary Language

:

1. A united body or community.
*. " Ten thousand men she doth together draw,

And of them all one corporation make."
Dance : Immortality of the Bout, st &

% The stomach of a man. (Colloquial.)

IX Law: A corporate body legally em-
powered to act as a single individual, and
having a common seal. A corporation may
be either aggregate or sole. Corporations aggre-
gate consist of two or more persons legally
incorporated in a society, which is kept up
by a succession of members, either in per-
petuity or until the corporation is dissolved
by Act of Legislature, by the death of all the
members, or by the surrender of the charters,

franchises, &c. Of tins class are the corpora-
tions of boroughs, consisting of a mayor,
aldermen, and burgesses ; the corporation of
a cathedral, consisting of the dean and
chapter ; the shareholders of a bank or insur-
ance company, &c- A corporation sole consists
of a single individual and his successors, and is

thus perpetuated. Corporations are also divided
into lay and spiritual. Lay corporations in-

clude those of boroughs, public companies,
&*c. (known as civil corporations), and those
of universities, colleges, hospitals, Ac. (known
as eleemosynary corporations). Spiritual cor-
porations include bishops, cathedral chapters,
&c Corporations were originally, and to some
extent still are, established by prescription,
as bishops, chapters, Ac, by letters patent or
charters of incorporation from the sovereign,
or by Act of Legislature; but any body of
persons trading in company can now, under
certain regulations and restrictions, acquire
for themselves the character of a corporation,
enabling them to sue and be sued, and to do
all legal acts as one individual.

"... the efforts of an insignificant corporation, . .
."

Huxley : Lay Sermon* (5th ed.), L a

Corporation Act, s.

Law : The Act 13 Chas. II., 8 2, c. i., passed
in 1661, under which no person was allowed
to hold any office in any city or corporation
in England unless he had within the twelve
months preceding received the Sacrament
according to the rites of the Church of Eng-
land. It is generally coupled with the Test
Act, passed on March 29, 1673, under the
name of the Test and Corporation Acts.
Both were repealed on May 9, 1828, public
opinion having for some time previously been
so much against them that their operation
was annually suspended by a Bill of In-
demnity.

"... leave was given to bring In a bill repealing the
Corporation Act, which had been passed by the
Cavalier Parliament soon after the Restoration, and
which contained a clause requiring all municipal
magistrates to receive the sacrament according to the
forms of the Church of England."

—

Macaulay: Bi*t.
Eng,, ch. xi.

* cor'-por-i-tor, s. [Eng. corporate) ; -or.]

A member of a corporation or corporate body.

• cor'-por-a-tiire, *. [Eng. corporate); -ure.]

1. The state or condition of being embodied

;

corporality.

2. Bodily existence or nature.
" For whose corporature, leneaments of body, behav-

iour of manners, and conditions of mind, she must
trust to others. . . ."—Btrype : Life of Sir T. Smith,
App. No. 4. •

cor -por-ay, s. [Corporas.]

cor-por'-5-al, a. & «. [O. Fr. corporal]
[Corporal, a.]

A. As adjective :

1. Of or pertaining to the body; bodily, as
opposed to mental. Arc.

"His vital presence—his corporeal mould!"
Wordneorth: Laodamia,

2. Having a body.
"... a great observer of the nature of devils, holds

they are corporeaU, . . ."—Burton: Atuit. of Melan-
choly, p. 40.

3. Material, substantial ; opposed to spirit-

ual.

• B. As substantive

:

Eccles. : A corporal or corporas cloth.
" The corporeal! sole and unshapliche."

—

Reliq.
Antigtue, i. 129.

IT (1) Corporeal hereditaments : A legal title

for land in its widest acceptation.

(2) Corporeal rights : Such rights as are ap-
preciable by the senses of seeing and handling,
as opposed to incorporeal rights, such as obli-

gations of all kinds.

U (1) Crabb thus discriminates between cor-

poreal and material

:

—" Corporeal is properly a
species of material : whatever is corporeal is

material, but not vice versd. Corporeal respects
animate bodies ; material is used for every
thing which can act on the senses, animate
or inanimate. The world contains corporeal
beings, and consists of material substances."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

(2) For the difference between corporeal and
corporal, see Corporal.

Cor-por'-S-al-Ism, s. [Eng. corporeal ; -ism.]

The principles or tenets of a corporealist

;

materialism.
**.

. . from the principles of corporealirm itself to
evince that there can be no corporeal deity after this
manner.'*

—

Cudworth : Intetl. Syttcm.

* cor-pdr'-e-al-ist, s. [Eng. corporeal ; -is*..]

A materialist"; one who denies the existence
of spiritual substances.

" Some corporetilistt and mechanics vainly pretended
to make a world without a God."—Bp. Berkeley : Siru,
I 253.

* COr-por-S-aT-J-ty, s. [Eng. corporeal;
-ity. ] The quality or state of being corporeal,
or of having a body and substance.

* cor-por'-e-al-ly, adv. [Eng. corporeal ; -ly.]

In a corporeal or bodily manner or form

;

bodily, in body.
". . . not corporeally, bat spiritually.*

—

Bp. Richard-
ton: On the GUI Text. (1665), p. SAL

* cor-por -e al ness, s. [Eng. corporeal;
•ness.] The quality or state of being corpo-
real ; corporeality.

* COr-pdr-e'-I-ty, s. [Fr. corporate, from
Low Lat. corporeitas.] Corporeality, ma-
teriality ; the quality or state of having a
material body and substance.

"The one attributed corporeity to God. and ths
other shape and figure."—StilUng/teet.

* cor-por'-e-ous, a. [Lat. corporeus, from
corpus ~ a body.]

1. Having a body ; bodily, corporeaL
". . . not able to conceive God to be any thing but

a corporeout substance."

—

Bammond : Work*, vol iv.,

P.46L

2. Of or pertaining to the body ; earthly,
not spiritual.

"The affections being more gross and corporeout
• . ."—Bammond: Work*, vol. iv., p. 630.

* cor-pdr-If-l-ca-tion, a. [Fr., from cor-
porijier.] The act of corporifying or giving a
bodily form and nature to. [Corporify.]

- cor-pbr'-I-fy, v.t, [Fr. corporiJUr; Sp. cor-
porificar, from Lat. corpus (genit. corporis) =
a body, and /ado (pass, fio) = to moke.] To
embody or endow with a bodily form or
nature.

". . . the spirit of the world corporifitd."
Work*. L 495.

-Boyle

:

cor p6 aant, *. [Sp. cmerpo = a body, and
santo = holy ; Ital. & O. Sp. corpo santo.]

Naut. : A name given by sailors to a lumi-
nous electric body often observed on dark
stormy nights skipping about the masts and
rigging of a ship.

corps (ps silent), s. & a. [Fr., from Lat. cor-

pus = a body. Originally the same word $a
corpse (q.v.).J

A. As substantive

:

* L Ordinary Language

:

1. A body ; the human frame.
" Cold numbness straight bereaves

Her corps of sense, and th' air her soul receives."
Benham.

2. A body (used contemptuously); a carcasa.
". . . scorns his brittle corpt, and seems asham d
He's not all spirit." Drydtn : Don Sebattian.

3. A corpse, a dead body.
" On a tombe is all the faire above.
And under is the corps. . .

."

Chaucer: The Squiere* Tale, 10.U1,

4. The body, as distinguished from the soul.

5. A body of men ; a company, a party.

"I immediately returned back to join my Uttto
corpt."—Melmoth, bk. xiv., lett. xvii.

6. A body or code of laws.

". . . the whole rorp* of the law f"—Bacon : Union
of England A Scotland.

TX Teclinically :

* 1. Eccles. : The land with which a prebend
or other ecclesiastical office is endowed.

" He added . . . the corpt of a good prebend in the-
church of Salisbury."—Beylin: Life of Laud, p. U0.

2. Mil. : A body of troops ; a division of an
army.

* B. As adj. : Pertaining in any way to a
body or corps.

corps d'armee, s. [Fr.] One of the
largest divisions of an army in the field.

corps de garde, a

1. Ord. Lang. (Mil.): A post or station oc-
cupied by a body of men on guard ; also the
body of men on guard.

". . . we were fain to take shelter in the corpt de
ffuard, . . ."—Bromt: Travel* (16851, p. 49i

* 2. Fig. : Any post of duty or guard.
" False pastors, whom a man shall find rather in

their beds, or at table, or in the stews, or any where
else than in their cor;* de gard."—Marmar : Tr. of
Beznt Serm. (1587), p. S34.

flite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,
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corps diplomatique, s. [Ft.] The
whole body of ministers or diplomatists at

any court.

corps-present, s. A mortuary or funeral

gift to the church, in recompense, as was
pretended, for anything that had been omitted

or withheld by the deceased.

"The uppermost Claith, cor/ys-present, Clerk-maile,

the Pasche-offering, . . ."—First Buik qf Discipline,

cb. vm., i 3.

corps volant, s. [Fr., lit.« a flying

body.]

Mil. : A body of men intended for rapid

movements.

ftorpse, corse, s. & a. [Corps.]

A. As substantive:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The body, living or dead.
" But naked, without oeedfull vestlmenta
To clad his corpse with meete habiliments,

Spenser: F. Q., VL lv. 4.

"Behold, they were all dead corpses."— 2 Kings
Six. 36.

2. The dead body of a human being.
". . . came and took up his corpse, and laid it In ft

tomb."—Mark ri. S9.

*3. A human being (used in contempt).

II. Law: Stealing a body for the purpose
of dissection, or with any other object, is a
punishable offence ; so also is refusal, on the
part of one whose duty it is to inter it, to
give it the rites of sepulture.

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

IT For the difference between corpse and
body, see Body.

corpse-candle, s.

1. Lit : A candle kept burning round the
coffin containing a corpse up to the time of its

interment

2. Fig. : A local name for the ignis fdtuus
or Will-o'-the-Wisp (q.v.).

orpse-cooler, s. A temporary coffin

ihell in which a body is laid to delay the
C01

or slid

natural decay by exposure to an artificially

cooled atmosphere, (Knight.)

corpse-gate, s. The same as Lich-gate
<q,v.).

corpse-light, «. The ignis fatuus or
Will-o-the-Wisp, also called corpse -candle
(q.v.).

" The corpse-lights dance—they're gone, and now . . .

Uo more is given to gifted eye !

"

Scott: eienAnlas.

corpse-sheet, 5. A shroud or winding-
sheef.

**.
. . she wears her corpse-sheet drawn weel up . .

.*"

—Scott ; Heart of Mid-Lothian.

corps-let, s. [Corslet.] A corslet

"Makes thereof a corpslet or a Jacke."—Hudson:
Judith, i. 369.

•or'-pu-lence, cor'-pu len-cy, «. [Fr.

corpulence; Lat. corpulentia, from corpus = a
body.]

* 1. Corporeality ; the quality of having a
body and substantial form.

". . . men phansie Ood faB' i)\r)<; with matter and
corpulency . . ."—Hammond : Works, vol. iv., serm. 7.

2. Excessive fatness or bulkiness of body

;

fleshiness, obesity.
" Her age and corpulency rendered all attempts of

that sort impossible."—Melmoth : Pliny to Tacitus,
bk. tL. tett. xx
*3. Thickness, grossness, density, or opaque-

ness.
**.

. . the heaviness and corpulency of the water, . .
."

—Ray ; On the Creation, pt. i-

H One of the most notable cases known of
corpulence was that of Daniel Lambert, who
being weighed a few days before his death, in

1809, was found to be 739 lbs., or 62 st.

11 lbs. Corpulence is often constitutional,
and not simply dependent on the quantity or
character of the food consumed. The latter,

however, have a powerful influence. In 1863
Mr. Banting published a pamphlet recom-
mending to the over stout abstinence from
sugar and substances containing much starch,

a regimen which he considered had enabled
him to diminish his own inordinate stoutness.

•or'-pu-lent, a. [Fr. corpulent; Sp., Ital.,

& Port corpulento; Lat corpulentus, from
torpus = a body.]

I. Literally

;

* 1. Corporeal ; possessing a body and ma-
terial form.

* 2. Pertainiug to the body ; carnal.

"... to elevate our fancies, to make it possible to
think any tiling pleasure, which is not corpulent and
carnal."—Hammond : Works, vol. iv„ serm. vii.

3. Excessively fat, fleshy, bulky, obese.
"... I wae very corpulent and heauy . . J'—Hack-

luyt : Voyages, vol. i., p. 112.

* 4. Solid, dense, thick, opaque.
"The overmuch perspicuity of the atone may seem

more corpulent.'—Ilollund.

* II. Fig. : Dense, obscure, wanting in

clearness.

"We say it is a fleshy stile, when there is much
periphrasis, and circuit of words ; and when, with
more than enuugh, it grows fat aud corpulent."—Ben
Jonson: Discoveries.

IT Crabb thus distinguishes between corpu-
lent, stout, and lusty: " Corpulent respects the
fleshy state of the body ; stout respects also
the state of the muscles and bones : corpulence
is therefore an incidental property ; stoutness

is a natural property : corpulence may come
upon us according to circumstances ; stoutness

is the natural make of the body which is born
with us. Corpulence and lustiness are both
occasioned by the state of the health ; but
the former may arise from disease ; the latter

is always the consequence of good health

;

corpulence consists of an undue proportion of
fat ; lustiness consists of a due and full pro-
portion of all the solids in the body." (Crabb

:

Eng. Synon.)

cor'-pu-lent-ly\ adv. [Eng. corpulent; -ly.]

, In a corpulent manner.

cor'-pus, s. [Lat., pi. corpora.]

* L Ord. Lang. : A body.

IX Technically:

1. Bot. : The mass of anything. Thus cor-

pus ligneum, or corpus lignosuin, is the mass of
the woody tissue in a plant. (Treas. of Bot.)

2. Anat. : In the same sense as 1. Various
parts of the mechanism of the bodily frame
are so called. Thus there are, Corpus callosum,

corpus ciliare, corpus dentatum, corpus fimbria-
turn, corpus Highmorianum, corpus luteum, and
corpus spongiosum urethra, &c.

corpus callosum, s. [Lat. = the Arm
body.]

Anat. ; The great transverse commissure of
the cerebral hemispheres in man and the
mammalia.

Corpus Christ!, s. [Lat. = the body of
Christ] For def. see etym.

% There is a Corpus Christ! College at
Cambridge which was founded about a. d. 1351,
and another at Oxford founded in a.i>. 1646.

% (1) Corpus Christi Day

:

Ecclesiol. : The day on which the festival of
Corpus Christi is kept.

(2) Festival of Corpus Christi

:

Ecclesiol. : A festival in the Church of Rome
in honour of the body of Christ, alleged, after

transubstantiation has been effected, to be
corporally present in the Eucharist. It was
first celebrated at Liege, in a.d. 1241, by the
Canons of St. Martin. It was recommended
in a bull issued by Pope Urban IV. between
1262 and 1204, and confirmed and enjoined by
the Council of Vienne in 1311 or 1312. The
French call it la Fttc-Dieu. It is observed on
the Thursday after Trinity Sunday. The
rejection of transinstantiation by the English
Church at the Reformation naturally carried
with it the abolition within its pale of the
Corpus Christi festival.

** At plays of Corpus Christi oft was seen."
Longfellow : The Theologian's Tate ; Torquemnda.

corpus delicti, .•.

Law : The substance of the crime alleged,

with the attendant circumstances as specified

in the libel.

corpus Juris canonicL s.

Law : The body or code of canon law.

corpus Juris civllis, s.

Law : The body or code of civil law.

* cor'-pu-sance, *. [Corposant.]

cor pus'-cle (cle as eel), s. [Lat. cor-

pusculum (pi. corpuscuta) = a little body,
dimin. of corpus (q.v.).]

L Ord. Lang. : A little body of anything.

"... the little corpuscles that compose and dlvtlB
gulsh different bodies? "—Watts; Logick.

IL Technically;

1. Nat. Phil. ; In the same sense as [1.1

2. Anatomy:

(1) Human: Minute solid microscopic bodies-

found in the blood. They are of two kinds,

(1) Coloured corpuscles, known also as the
red particles or the red globules ; aud (2) the
colourless, known also as the white or pah)

CORPUSCLES OF HUMAN BLOOD.

corpuscles. The former are the more numer-
ous. The coloured corpuscles are not really

globular; they are flattened or discoidal, the-

outline being circular. On the sides consti-

tuting the disks there is sometimes a con-

cavity. Their average size is from **£„ to

ffc* of an inch in diameter, their breadth \ of

that amount.

(2) Compar. : In most mammals the cor-

puscles are like those of man. In the camel,
however, they are elliptical in outline. In-

birds, reptiles, and most fishes they are oval

disks with a central elevation on each aide.

Those of the invertebrate are, as a rule, not
coloured, the annelids alone being an ex-

ception. They are, as a rule, disk-shaped,,

with a circular or an oblong outline.

(Quoin.)

3. Botany:

Plural

:

(1) Certain cells forming within the embryo
sac in the Conifene. Each of these cor-

puscles in its turn produces in its interior a
rosette of cells, generally four in number,.
with which the pollen tube comes in contact.

The name corpuscle in this sense was given
by the great botanist Robert Brown.

(2) The spore cases of certain fungals.

IT (1) Touch corpuscles (Corpuscula tactus)

:

Anat. ; Certain corpuscies iound in the skin
of the hand and foot, and one or two other
parts, designed to make those parts more
sensitive in touch. They were discovered by
R. Wagner and Meissner. (Quain.)

(2) Vermiform corpuscles

;

Bot.: Spiral vessels in a contracted, strangled,
or distorted condition. (Treat, of Bot.)

cor-pus'-cu-lar, a. [Fr. corpusculaire, from
Lat. corpusculu'm.] [Corpuscle.] Pertaining
to a corpuscle or small body.

" The mechanical or corpuscular philosophy, though*
peradventure the eldest, as well as the Dest in the
world, had lain dead for many ages in contempt and
oblivion."—Bentley.

IT t (1) Corpuscular philosophy : The philo-

sophy which attributes all phenomena to the
action of bodies on each other. It is called

also the Corpuscularian philosophy (q.v.).

(2) Corpuscular theory or hypothesis of light:

Nat. Phil. : The theory or hypothesis which
represents light as an imponderable substance
consisting of molecules of extreme tenacity,

emitted in straight lines with almost infinite

velocity from luminous bodies. It is called

also the Emission theory. It had the power-
ful support of Sir Isaac Newton, but the
TJndulatory theory or hypothesis, the rival i

of the former one, is that now generally i
accepted.

cor pus cul ar - 1 an, a. & s. [Lat. corpus-

eul(u) ; Eng., &c. suff. -arian.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Pertaining or relating to minute bodies or
corpuscles, or to the corpuscular philosophy
(q.v.).

" As to natural philosophy, I do not expect to see
any principles proposed, more comprehensive and
Intelligible than the corpuscularian or mechanical."—
Boyle.
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2. Supporting the corpuscular philosophy.
" Some corauscularian philosopher* of the last age.'

—Berkeley : Siris, 5 232.

B. As svbst, : An adherent of the corpus-
cular philosophy.

" He fNewtonl eeema to hare made a greater pro-
fress. than all the sects of corauscularians together
Ead done before him."—Bp. Berkeley : StrU, { 245.

IT Corpuseitlarian philosophy: [Corpuscu-
lar philosophy].

Oor-ptls-CU-lir'-I-t^, s. [Eng. corpuscular

;

•ity. ] The state of being corpuscular.

Dor-pus'-cu-la-ted, a. [Eng. corpuscui(e)1

and stiff, -ated.]

Anat. & ZooL : Containing corpuscles, as
the blood, &c.

t cor-pus'-cule, a. [Corpuscuc]

cor-piis'-cu-lous, a. [Lat. corpuscul(um) ;

Eng. suff. -ous.] Corpuscular.
"... the finest cocoons may envelope doomed cor-

pusculous moths."

—

Tyndall: Frag, of Science (3rd ed-),

xL 307.

oorr, cor mele. cor-meille, $. [Gael caer-

meal = the Heathpea,] J.athyrus macrorhizus
(Highlands of Scotland, &c).

• cor'-ra-cle, *. [Coracle.]

• cor-rade', v.t. [Lat, corrado, from oon =
cum = with, together, and rado = to rub,]

1. Lit. : To rub or wear into ; to wear away
by frequent frietion.

2. Fig. : To wear out, to consume.
"Wealth corroded by corruption."—Dr. R, Clarke,

In O'jilvie.

cor-rad'-ed, pa. par. or a. [Corrade.]

t cfir-ra'-dl-al, a. [Lat cor = can, = with,
together ; radius = a ray.] Radiating to or
from the same point.

cdr-ra'-di-ate, v.t. [Lat, Eng., &c. corr, the
same as con = together, and Eng. radiate.)

Optics (Of rays of light) ; To concentrate
in one focus.

cor-ra di a'-tion, *. [From Eng. corradi-
at(e); -ion.]

Optics (Of rays of light) ; The act of con-
centrating in one focus.

"... a corradiation, and conjunction of beams.'*'—
Bacon : Jfotural History.

cor- rad -ing, pr. par., a., k s. [Corrade.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. dtparticip. adj.: (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of wearing
away or consuming by frequent friction, &c

COT-ral', s. [Sp., from corro = a circle ; Port.
curral = a cattle-pen.]

1. A pen or enclosure for cattle, horses, &c
2. An enclosed space formed of wagons as

a means of defence for emigrants while passing
through Indian territory.

3. A pen or enclosure for capturing ele-
phants.

COr-raT, v.t [Corral, s.]

1. To shut up into a corraL
2. To form into a corral.

cor-re'-a, cor-rae'-a, s. [Named afterJoseph
Correa da Serra, a distinguished Portuguese
botanist]

Bot. : A genus of Rutacese, tribe Boronieas.
The leaves are simple, dotted, and downy;
the calyx is cup-Shaped, nearly entire ; the
petals four, reddish or greenish ; the stamens
eight. The leaves of Correal alba and other
species of the same genus are used in their
native country, Australia, as a substitute for
tea. They are sometimes called Native
Tuschias, from a slight resemblance they have
\o that genus of plants. Some are known in
British greenhouses.

* cor-reo-ci-on,
[Correction.]

" cor-rec ci-oun, *.

o6r-r£ot', a. [Fr. correct ; Sp. correcto ; Ital.
corretto, from Lat. correctus, pa. par. of corrigo
*= to set straight or right : con = cum = with,
together, fully, and rego = to rule, to direct.]

L Set right ; free from fault or imperfection,
or according to a fixed standard or rule.

2. True, exact ; in accordance with facts.

3. According to propriety.

4. Accurate, faultless.

"Always use the most correit editions . .
."

—

Felt on,

•f Crabb thus discriminates between correct

and accurate :
** Correct is equivalent to cor-

rected or set to rights : accurate implies pro-
perly done with care, or by the application
of care. Correct is negative in its sense

;

accurate is positive : it is sufficient to be
free from fault to be correct; it must contain
every minute particular to be accurate. In-

formation Is correct which contains nothing
but facts ; it is accurate when it contains a
vast number of details. What is incorrect is

allied to falsehood ; what is inaccurate is

general and indefinite." {Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

cor-rect', * cor-recte, * cor-ette, v.t. k i.

[Fr. corriger ; Sp. corregir; Port, corrigir;
ItaL correggere.] [Correct, a.]

A. Transitive

:

J. Ordinary Language

:

L To set straight or right what is wrong

;

to amend. Used—
(1) Offaults of character or conduct

:

"Of ilka . . . lered man that my default here cer-
recte can."

—

Hampole; Pride of Cons., 3,595.

(2) Of faults in writing, style, language, <Cc.

;

" He employed himself hi correcting the groat work
en jurisprudence . . ."—Macaulay S Hist. Eng., ch. xiii.

2. To set a person right when he has made
a mistake ; to point out a mistake or error to.

* 3. To make amends for a fault committed

;

to accommodate a difference.

* 4. To set right or remedy the effects of
anything hurtful.

" It defendeth the humors from putrefaction, and
eorrecteth those that are putrefied,"— Vennen Via
Recta, p. 133.

5. To obviate, counteract, or qualify the
effects of one ingredient by the mixture or
addition of another.

". . . its quality of relaxing may be corrected by
boiling . . ."—Arbuthnot: On Aliments.

t 6. To counteract the results or effects of
any habit, act, or pursuit by occasional inter-
change with another.

"It was his manner to intermix his literary pur-
suits in such sort as to make the lighter relieve the
more serious ; and those again, in their turn, temper
and correct the other."—Rurd : Life of Warburton.

7. To punish for faults committed ; to
chastise, to place under discipline.

" For whom the Lord loveth he eorrecteth . . ."—
Prov. iii. 12.

LL Printing: To revise a proof; to point
out by certain marks any words or letters
which may require correction ; also to alter
the type where a wrong letter, &c has been
used.

B. Reflex. : To recall words used in error.

t C. Intransitive

:

1. To make corrections or amendments.
"*. . . I correctetl, because It was as

to correct as to write. "

—

Pope : Bonier,

2. To chastise, to punish.
". . . some, like magistrates, correct at home."

Shakesp. ; Henry )'., L 1
IT Crabb thus discriminates between to cor-

rect, to rectify, and*o reform : " Correct respects
ourselves or others ; rectify has regard to
one's self only. Correct is either an act of
authority or discretion ; rectify Is an act of
discretion only. What is corrected may vary
In its magnitude or importance, and conse-
quently may require more or less trouble

;

what is rectified is always of a nature to be
altered without great injury or effort. Habi-
tual or individual faults are corrected; indi-
vidual mistakes are rectified. A person corrects
himself or another of a bad habit in speaking
or pronouncing ; he rectifies any error in his
accounts. Mistakes in writing must be cor-

rected for the advantage of the scholar ; mis-
takes In pecuniary trailstations cannot be too
soon rectified for the satisfaction of all parties.

Reform like rectify is used only for one's self
when it respects personal actions ; but reform
and correct are likewise employed for matters
of general interest Correct in neither case
amounts to the same as reform. A person
corrects himself of particular habits ; he reforms
his whole life : what is corrected undergoes a
change, more or less slight ; what is reformed
assumes a new form and Incomes a new thing.
Correction is always advisable ; it is the re-
moval of an evil : reform is equally so as it

respects a man's own conduct ; but as it

respects public matters, it is altogether of a
questionable nature ; a man cannot begin too
soon to reform himself, nor too late to attempt

reforming the constitutions of society. The
abuses of government may always be advan-
tageously corrected by the judicious hand of
a wise minister : reforms in a state are always
attended with a certain evil, and promise but
an uncertain good ; they are never recom-
mended but by the young, the thoughtless,
the busy, or the interested." (Crabb: Eng.
Synon.)

cor-rect'-a-ble, t cor-rect'-I-fcle, a.

[Eng. correct; -able.] Capable of being cor-
rected ; that may or can be corrected.

"The coldnesee and windlnesse. easily correctablm
with spice . . ."

—

Puller: Worthies; Gloucestershire.

cor-rect'-Sd, pa. par. or o. [Correct, v.]

cor-rect'-Ing, pr.par., o., k s. [Correct, v.]

A. .v B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord.Lang. : The act of making corrections
or amendments ; the act of chastising or
punishing.

2. Printing: The revising of a proof; the
pointing out by means of certain marks any
words or letters which require correction

;

also the altering of the type when a wrong
letter, &c. has been used.

correcting-plate, s. [Magnetic com-
pensator.]

+ cor-rect -Ihg-l£, adv. [Eng. correcting;
•ly.] In a correcting manner or tone.

"Matthew Moon, mem, said Henry Fray, correct-
ingly."—T. Hardy : Far from the Madding Crotcd,
ch. x.

cor rec'-tion, * cor-rec-ci-on, * cor-
rec-ci-oun, *. [Fr. correction ; Ital. corre-
sione ; Sp. correccion, from Lat correotio, from
correctus.] [Correct, a.l

L Ordinary Language :

1. The act of setting straight or right
according to a statu taiti ; amendment, im-
provement

(1) Offaults of conduct or action

:

(2) Offaults of writing, style, language, etc.*

" Another poet. In another age. may take the same
iiDerty with my writings; if, at least, they livelong
enough to deserve correction,"—Dryden .- Fables, Pref.

2. The amendment or corrected words sub-
stituted for those considered faulty.

" Corrections or improvements should be adjoined,
by way of note or commentary, in their proper
places. — Watts.

3. The act of reproving or of pointing out
faults or mistakes for amendment ; auimad-
version, criticism.

" I speke hem alio under cerr*cc*on
Of you." Chaucer ; Trotius, lit, 1,288.

4. The act of chastising, punishing, or plac-
ing under discipline ; chastisement

" Take him to prison, officer

:

Correction, and Instruction must botb work."
Shukesp. : Meaturefor Measure, lit t.

5. The chastisement, punishment, or dis-

cipline suffered for faults committed.

6- The counteracting, obviating, or qualify-

ing of the hurtful effects of any ingredient by
the admixture or addition of another.

7. That which serves or tends to correct
the qualities or effects of any ingredient ; a
correctory.

IL Printing: The correcting of a proof;
the altering of wrong type.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between correc-

tion, discipline, and punishment: "Children
are the peculiar subjects of correction; dis-

cipline and punishment are confined to no
age. A wise parent corrects his child ; a master
maintains discipline in his school; & general
preserves discipline in his army. Whoever
commits a fault is liable to be punished by
those who have authority over him ; if he
commits a crime he subjects himself to be
punished by law. Correction and discipline

are mostly exercised by means of chastise-

ment, for which they are often employed as a
substitute ; punishment is inflicted in any way
that gives pain. Correction and discipline are
both of them personal acts of autliority exer-

cised by superiors over inferiors, but the

former is mostly employed \>y one individual

over another ; the latter has regard to a
nnmher who are the subjects of It directly or
Indirectly ; punishment has no relation what-
ever to the agent by which the action Is per-

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, tether; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go,

or, wore, wolf, work, who\ son; mate, cud, care, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, w, oe^e, ey » a, qu = 1

P*t,
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formed ; it may proceed alike from persons or
things. A parent who spares the due correc-

tion of his child, or a master who does not
use a proper discipline hi his school, will

alike be punished by the insubordination and
irregularities of those over whom they have a
control." (Cra&o: Eng. Synon.)

% House of correction: A gaol, a peniten-
tiary.

Cor rec'-tioil-al, a. [Fr. correetionnel, from
Low Lat. correctionalis, from correctio.) In-

tended for or tending to correction,

• cir-reo'-tlon-or, *. [Eng. correction ; -er.]

One who has been in a house of correction
;

a gaol-bird.

"... you filthy famished correctioner, . . ."—
Bkakesp. : 2 Ben. /»'., v. 4.

cir-r6ct'-ive, a. & *• [Fr. oorrtctif; Ital.

correttivo; Sp. correctivo.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Intended to correct or punish what is

wrong.

2. Having the quality or tendency to cor-
rect the etfects of anything hurtful or noxious.

"Mulberries are pectoral, corrective of bilious
alk al i."— . 1rbuihnot.

B. As substantive:

* 1. A correctory, punishment, or penalty

for any wrong done.

2. Anything having the quality or tendency
to correct the effects of anything hurtful or
noxious ; an antidote.

Some corrective to Its evil "—Burte : French
BevoL
* 3. A limitation, restraint, or restriction.

•*. . . with certain corrective* and exceptions, . . ."—
Bates Origin tf Mankind.

correct'-Ive-1& adv. [Eng. corrective ; 4y.\
In a corrective or correcting manner.

41 The nnconsummate blow •liould back again
Correctively admonish his own pate."

Browning: Ring A Book, ix. 428.

cor-rect'-ive-noss, s. [Eng. corrective;

•ness.] The quality of being corrective,

c6r-r5ctf-l& adv. [Eng. correct; -lyJ]

1. In a correct manner, exactly, according
to a fixed rule or standard ; in exact accord-

ance with an original or copy.
**. . . speak as properly and aa correctly a* moat

fenttemen . . ."—Locke: On Education.

2. In accordance with propriety.

3. In accordance with truth and accuracy.

o6r-rectf-neSB, ». [Eng. correci ; -neasj]

1. The quality of being correct or in exact
accordance with rules or a fixed standard ;

exactness, faultlessness ; strict accordance
with propriety.

"In another nature It would hare hardened Into
mere * correctness * of conduct . . ."

—

Tyndall t Frag,
of Science (3rd ed. ), xiL sea

2. Accnracy, troth.

3. Conformity or accord with the roles of
art or taste.

ccT-rSctf-or, ». [Eng. correct; -or.]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. One who or that which sets straight or
tight, or corrects what is wroug.

*•... an universal refonnerandcorrectorof abases,

2. One who or that which amends, cor*

recta, or altera by reproof, criticism, or
Chastisement.

"Time I the corrector where onrjndgmenta err."
Byron : Childe Harold» Pilgrimage, It. ISO.

II. Technically:

1. Med': An Ingredient in a composition, or
ft drug calculated to counteract or obviate the
effects of anything hurtful or noxious ; an
antidote, a corrective.

"... turpentines *** correctors of quicksilver, by
destroying Its fluxility, and making it capable ot
mixture."—Quhwy.

2- Printing:

(1) One who corrects or revises a proof; a
printer's reader.

" I remember a person, who. by his style and litera-

ture, seems to have been the corrector of a hedge-
press In Little-Britain, proceeding gradually to an
author."—Steift.

(2) Also the workman who corrects the
type.

3. Telegraphy: A contrivance Intended to
correct any defect i n the type-wheel of a print-

ing telegraph-machine.

"The type-wheel might be slightly out of position,
and thus would not print the letter clearly. A wheel
with wedge-ehaped teeth, known as a corrector, U
therefore mounted on the same axis as the type-
wheel."—J. M. Wigner, In t'asseU's Technical Educator,
pt. ii., p. 234.

If Corrector of the Staple

;

Old Law : An officer of the Staple who re-

corded the bargains of merchants made there.

(Kersey.)

cor-rect'-or-& a. & s. [Eng. corrector ; -y.)

A. As adj. : Corrective ; having the power
or quality of correcting.

B. As subst, : Anything which corrects or
amends what is wrong, or counteracts the
effects of anything hurtful or noxious ; a cor-

rective.

"Pepper Is the best correctory tot IV—Tenner:
Via Hecta ad Vitam Longam, p. 93.

t cor-rect'-reas, s. [Eng. corrector; -ess.] A
female who corrects,

cor-re'-gi-dor, *. [Sp., lit. = one who cor-

rects, from correglr = to correct.] In Spain,
the chief magistrate of a town. In Portugal,
a magistrate possessing administrative, but
no governing, power, (pgilvie.)

"This noise was occasioned by the arrival of the
corregidor, . . ."—Smollett : Gil Blot.

* cor-rei* * cor-ri, s. [Gael.] The low side

of a hill, or a hollow between hills, where the
game lies.

" Fleet foot on the correi."
Scott : The Lady of the Lake, ill. 18.

cor-rel, *. [Corral.]

* ccr'-re"-late, s. [Correlate, v.] One who
is reciprocally related to another, as father
and son.

"These two are necessarily connected as any two
correlates whatever."— Clarke* On the EvidenceM;
Answer to Lett. 6.

cor1-re-late, v.i. [Pref. co = cony and Eng.
relate (q.v.).] To have a reciprocal relation ;

to be reciprocally related.

"... with the hair the horns are correlated.*—
Darwin : Origin of Species (ed. 1369), ch. vL, p. 188.

cdr'-re-lat-ed, pa. par. & a. [Correlate.]

cor-re-la'-tion, e. [From Eng. correlate),

and surf. -ton. ; or from Lat., Eng., &c cor, the
same as cont and Eng. relation.]

Of two or more things : The state of being so
related to each other that one cannot be altered
without the others also undergoing change.

"In monstrosities, the correlations between quite
distinct parts are very curious."—Darwin: Origin of
Species (ed. 1853), cb. I, p. U.

J (1) Correlation of growth :

Biol : (For definition see extract).
** Correlation qf growth—I mean by this expression

that the whole organisation is tied together during
its growth and development, that when slight varia-
tions in any one part occur, and are accumulated
through natural selection, other parts become modi-
fled."—Darwin: OriginqfSpeciet(d. 1859), ch. v., p. US.

(2) Correlation of the physical forces

:

Nat. Phil : The doctrine that all the forces

of nature, heat, light, electricity, magnetism,
chemical affinity, and motion are convertible
Into each other. This view was promulgated
in 1842 by Mr. Grove, afterwards Sir W. Grove,
F.R.S. The first edition of his work on the
Correlation of the Physical Forces appeared in

1846, the fifth in 1867. The doctrine is now
accepted as a postulate In natural philosophy.

COT-reT-a-tlve, a. & s. [Pref. co — cont and
Eng. relative (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Reciprocally connected or re-

lated, so that the existence of one in a par-

ticular state depends on the existence of the
other ; correlated.

" Father and son, husband and wife, and such other
correlative terms, seem nearly to belong one to an-
other.'—South.

B. A* subst. : One who or that which is

correlated to another ; a correlate.
** The signe and the thlnge signIfledbee eorretatiues."

—Joye : Expos, af Daniel, ch. 111.

efr-r&'-^r-tlve-l^, adv. [Eng. correlative;

4y.] In a correlative manner or relation.

" Our Saviour Is a king three manner of wayes, and
so correlatively hath three distinct several kingdoms."
—Bales ; Rem. Sermons, John x v Hi. 86.

o6r-p6l'-a-tJve-ng»S, s. [Eng. correlative;

•nets.] The quality or state of being correla-

tive or reciprocally related.

* cSr-re-lX'-feion-Xst, *. [Tref. co = con, and
Eng. religionist (q.v.)!] One of the same reli-

gious persuasion ; a member of the same
church.

" To secure an election to the council of their cor-
religionists"—Sir. W. Hamilton.

* cor-rept, a. [Lat. correptus, pa. par. ot

compio= to reproach.] Reproachful, abusive.
"These corrept and corrupt extasies or extravagan-

eles."—Uauden ; Teares of the Church, p. 212. [Daviet.)

• cor-rep'-tion, * cor rep ci oun, s. [Lat.
oorreptio, from correptus, pa. par. of corripio =
to reproach.] Reproach, reproof, reprehen-
sion, abuse.

"He hadde correpcioun or reprouyngof his wood*
nesse,"— IVycliffe : 2 Peter 11. 16.

cor-re-spdnd', v.i. & t. [Fr. correspondre

;

Sp. corresponder ; Ital. corrispondere ; Low
Lat. correspondeo, from Lat. cor— con = witli,

together, and responded =s to answer.) [Re-
spond.]

A* Intransitive:

1. To answer or be correspondent to ; to
agree, to sfit, to suit, to be adapted to ; to be
congruous or answerable.

(1) Absolutely

:

" Have also tasted, and have also found
The effects to correepond . .

."

Milton: l'.L. t bit. Ix.

(2) Followed by the prep. to.

" It may be doubted whether any real polity that
ever existed has exactly corresvomled to the pure idea
of that polity."

—

Jiacaulay ; Hist. Eng., oh. xvii.

(3) Followed by the prep. with.

"The days . . . will uot justly correspond with any
artificial or mechanical equal measures of time."—
Bolder: On Time.

2. To keep up a correspondence with ; to
communicate by letters sent and received.

(1) Absolutely:
" I am not aware when I began to correspond."—T.

Edward, in Life by Smiles, ch. xiv.

(2) With the prep. with.
" They freely correspond witii their fellow-zoologists.*

—Smiles : Life of a Scotch Jfaturalist, ch. XV.

* 3. To hold intercourse or communion.
** To correspond with heaven.**

Milton : P. U, bk. viL

* B. Trans. ,• To answer to, to agree wlfli or
be suitable to.

"These kinges shuld gene vnto these chosen and
lerued men their new nainea corresponding their ver*
tews and offices."

—

Joye : Expos, of Daniel, cb. i.

cor - re-spond- 91190, t cor-re-spond-
en-C'y', 8. [Fr. correspondance ; Sp. corr€-

epondencia ; Ital. corrispondenza, from Low.
Lat. correspondentiat from correspondeo = to
correspond (q.v. ). ]

I. Ordinary Language :

1. Of both forms : Agreement, mutual adapta-
tion or suitability of one thing to another

;

accord, congruity.
**. . . a similitude and correspondency betweeu the

event and the transaction which prefigured it, .. ."—
Warburton : The Divine Legation, bk. vi. Note K.

2. Now only of the form correspondence :

(1) Intercourse by means of letters sent and
received.

**. . . to open a formal publlck correspondence with
the actual government of a foreign nation, . . ."—
Burke : On the French Revolution.

(2) The letters sent and received by corre-

spondents.
* In that correspondence William Is all himself."—

•

Macaulayt Hist. Eng., ch. xix.

* (3) Friendly intercourse ; interchange of

friendly offices and civilities.

**. . . holding also good correspondence with the
other great men in the state."—Bacon.

II. Fine Arts: The mutual adaptation and
agreement of the several parts of a design.

cSr-re-spond'-ent, a. & s. [Fr. corresjwn-

dant ; Sp. corresp'ondiente ; Ital. corrispondente,

from Low Lat. correspondens, pr. par. of cor-

respondeo = to correspond (q.v.).]

A. As adjective:

L Lit. : Agreeing, answerable, congruous

;

in accord or agreement with another.

(1) Absolutely:

"As fast the correspondent passions rise.

As varied, and as high . . ."

Thomson: Autumn.

(2) Followed by the prep. to.

". . . whose maners also and conHersation beiuf
correspondent to the same."—Fox : Life of Tyndale.

(3) Followed by the prep. with.

* II. Figuratively

;

1. Obedient, conformable In behaviour.
*' I will be correspondent to command."

Shakes}>. ; Tempest, L 2.

boil. bo>? i»6ikt, J6%1; cat, oeU, ohorns. ohln, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, yenophon, exist -Ing.

-ciaa, -tian = shan. -tlon. -sion - shun; -{Ion, -sion-zhun. -clous, tlous. -slous = shus. -ble. -die, &c bel, del.
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8. Willing, ready.
" A curl'd knob of embracing snakes that kiss
His correspondent cheeks.

Crashaw: Botpetto oVHerode, hk. L

33. As substantive

:

1. Gen. : One who corresponds, or with whom
»n intereonrse is kept up, by means of
letters sent and received ; one in regular
correspondence with another.

"... Msry of Modeua wished to send to her corre-
spondents in London some highly Important de-
spatches. —Macaulay : Hist. Eng . ch. xv.

2. Spec : One who is engaged to transmit
regularly news to a newspaper.

IT Crabb thus discriminates between cor-
respondent, answerable, and suitable: "Corre-
spondent supposes a greater agreement than
ansiverable, and answerable requires a greater
agreement than suitable. Things that corre-
spond must be alike in size, shape, colour, and
every minute particular: those that answer
must be fitted for the same purpose; those
that suit must have nothing disproportionate
or discordant. . . . Actions are» said not to
correspond with professions ; the success of
an undertaking does not answer the expecta-
tion

; particular measures do not suit the pur-
pose of individuals. " (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

• correspond -ent ly, ado. [Eng. corn.
spondent; -ly.] In a correspondent, answer-
able, or congruous manner ; correspondingly.

" He terms the episcopal power of excommunication,
the apostolical rod; and correspondent!; he calls
painasiis, a bishop, his shepherd ; and himself, a pres-
byter, his sheep. —Bp. Morton : Episc Asserted, p! sa.

*cSr-re'-spdnd'-er,». [Eng. rorresprmd,r-cr.l
One who corresponds ; a correspondent.

oor-rc-spond-Ing, pr. far., o, 4 a
[Correspond.]

A. os B. As pr. par. <f> poriictp. adj. ; (Bte
the verb).

C. As substantive :

1. The act or state of being eonaausiuiiant
or in accord ; answerable, conueponuaat.

2. The act of holding Intercourse orcommn-
nicating by means of letters sent and received

;

correspondence.

11 (1) A corresponding member of a society:
One residing at a distance, who corresponds
with the society on special subjects, but does
not take any part in its management.

(2) Corresponding Society of London :

Hist. : A society formed in London, In 1791,
to reform the representation of the people and
spread liberal opinions, then very distasteful
to the government of the day, owing to the
excesses perpetrated in the name of liberty by
the French revolutionists. In October, 1794,
some of its members were tried, the celebrated
Home Tooke among others ; but they were
acquitted. In 1795 and 1796 its meetings
were declared treasonable, and in 1798 one of
its members was executed as a traitor, which
he protested he was not.

cor re spond Irig-ly, adv. [Eng. corre-
sponding ; -ly.\ In a corresponding manner,
conformably, answerably, agreeably.

". . . the lines correspondingly lettered In figure."—
Oiuelft Tech. Ed., pt. vi., p. 349.

* •Sr-re-sp&xs'-ive, o. [Pref. co = con, and
Bng. responsive (q.v.).] Corresponding; an-
swerable, conformable.

" And Antenorldes, with massy staples
And corrcsponsiee and fulfilling bolts,
Sperr np the sons of Troy."

Shakesp. : Trott. t Crest., ProL

cor re .pons -Ive-ly, adv. [Eng. corre-
sponsive ; -ly.] In a corresponding, answer-
able, or conformable manner.

cSr-ri, s. [Correi.] A hollow recess in a
mountain, open only on one side.

.i.'IT"
11® sTRVe8 of too slain are still to he seen in that

little corri, or bottom, on the opposite side of the
baiu-'Scettl WwterUy, ch. xvL

cor"-ri-dor, s. [Fr. corridor = a curtalne in
fortification (Cotgrave) ; ItaL corridore = (1) a
runner, (2) a long gallery ; corrert = to run,
from Lat. cnrro (6'fceat).]

L Ord. Lang. : In the same sense as II. 1.
'* He passed the portal—croes'd the corridor."

Byron : The Corsair. LI*.
II. Technically:

a \\.
A^! : A gallery or open communication

to the different apartments of a house.
2. Fortif. : The covered way forming a walk

around the whole of the work.

°*^-rifc«. * °0«"-i8e. v.t. [O. Fr. corrigier ;
rr. cornger: Sp. coriegir, from Low Lat. corrigo
= to correct.) [Correct, o.] To correct, to
chastise, to punish.

"That the maneres of sbrewes ben coriged and
chastised by Teniaunce."—Caauosr; Bojthius, p. 125.

c$r-r.-fcen-<la (pi), t oor-rl-gen -dum
(sing.), s. [Lat.] Faults or errors in a book
needing correction.

* coV-rI-&ent, a, & s, [Lat corrigem, pr.
par. of corrtjo.] [Correct, a.

J

A. As adjective :

Med, : Correcting, corrective.

B. As substantive

:

Med. : A corrective or correctory.

*c*r-ri-#-Ml'-I-ty, «. [Eng. corrigible;
Uy.) Corngibleness.

"o6r-rI|f-I-l)le, a. [Low Lat. corrigibilis,
from Lat, corrigo.) [Correct, o.]

1. Having power or authority to correct

:

corrective.

•\ . . the power and corrigible authority of this lies
In oar wills.*—Shakesp. : Othello. I. S.

2. Capable of being set straight or right

;

capable of correction or emendation.

3. Capable of being morally set right or
reformed.

"A satyr should expose nothing bnt what Is cor.
rtgible."—Spectator, Xo. S0».

4. Punishable ; open or liable to punish-
ment or chastisement
_/*,He wm taken np very short and adjudged eor-
rtotoletor snch presumptuous language. — Bowel

:

roe. rarest.

5. Submissive to correction ; docile.
His corrigible neck, his face subdued
To penetrative shame . .

."

Shaketp-t Ant ACleop.ir.lt.

•oSr-rig'-I-ble-ness, s. (Eng. corrigible;
•nets.) The quality of being corrigible ; cor-
rigibillty.

COr-rijr-I-o'-la, ». (Dlmin. of Lat eorrigia= a shoe-tie, a shoe-latchet, from corrigo = to
straighten, to make straight, to correct So
•tailed from its long pliant stems.]

Bot. : Strapwort A genus of hypogynous
exogens, order Illecebraeeas (Knotworts).
Calyx, 5-partite permanent ; petals, 6 oblong,
about as long as the calyx; stamens, 6;

styles, 3 ; fruit, indehiscent one-seeded. Cor-
rigid littoralis (Sand Strapwort) is found,
though rarely, on the sea-coasts of Devon and
Cornwall. Three or four other species are
known either from America or from Africa.

* oSr-ri'-val, a. & «. [Co-rival.]

A. As adj. : Rivalling, emulous, In rivalry
with, having rivalling claims.

"
. . . a power equal and corriml with that of God "

—Bp. Fleetwood: Ess. on Miracles.

B. As substantive

:

1. One who is in rivalry with another; a
competitor.

"So he that doth redeem her thence might wear
Without corrieal all her dignities."

Shakesp. : 1 Henry IV., L a
2. A companion, a comrade.

" And many moe corrieals and dear men
Of estimation and command in arms"

Shakesp. : 1 Henry 1 »'., ly. 4.

oor-ri'-val, v.i. & t. [Co-rival, o.]

A. Intrans.: To rival, emulate, or
into rivalry with.

*' But with the Sunne corripalling In light"
FU*gefry: Blessed Birthday, a 4s.

B. Trans. : To rival or emulate.

•oSr-ri-vJU'-I-ty, * cor-ri -val-ty, «. [En«.
comval; -ity.) Co-rivalry. ' *' l "»

Bp. Hall : Christ and Cossar.

•cSr-ri'-val-r^, «. [Eng. corrivaX; -r-y.j
Rivalry, competition, emulation.

*C«r-ri'-v.^-shI* *. [Eng. corrival; -shipA
Comval ry.

"By the corrtvaUhip of Shagul his Ulse Mend,g^taa wm de8troye*i"-5i> T. Herbert: Traeeii

* cfcr'-rt-vate, v.t. [Lat. corrivatus, pa, par.
of corrivo m to draw off into one : co = con =
with, together, and riinis = a brook, a stream 1To draw water from or run several stream*
Into one.

Bare devices to eorrivate waters."
Burton : Anat. of Mel., p. 276.

* cSr-rl-va'-tion, a. [Lat. corrivatio. from
corrivatus, pa. par. of corrivo.] The act or
process of drawing water from several stream*
into one.

'* Corrieatioru of waters to moisten and refreehowren ground*."—Burton: Anat. of JM., To the

c5r-r6b'-5r-ant a. & s. [Lat. oorroboran*,
pr. par. of corroboro = to strengthen : con *=
cum = with, fully, and robur = strength.]

A. As adj. : Strengthening, corroborating.
**. . . refrigerant, corroborant, aad aperient"—

Bacon: Natural BUtort.
mvotnmn.

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Anything which supports or
strengthens.

"The brain with Its proper corroborantt, especially
with sweet odours, and with music"—Southev : Doctor.
ch. ccxrli.

2. Med. : A medicine or preparation to
strengthen the body ; a tonic.

cor-rob'-Sr-atc, v.t. & {. [Lat. txrroboratiu,
"".par. of corroboro [Corroborant] ; Fr. eorro-

•er; Ital. corroborare; Sp. corroborar.)

A* Transitive:

* L Lit. : To strengthen ; to make strong or
give additional strength to.

** Astringents, both hot and cold, which corroborate

^•J*1^ " "-*«» • H'ori* («L 1T66), toL i.
Medic. Rem., p. 427.

IX Figuratively

:

*1. To strengthen, to glveadditional strength
to, to increase in strength or vigour.

"Our Saviour himself when in his agony was com-
borated by an angeL"—Grew; Coemo. Sacra, bk. t.,
oh. It.

2. To confirm, to establish, to make more
certain or sure ; to bear additional witness to.

"... to conflrme and corro6oro.« his saylnges "

Barnes: Workt; Life, p. 3.

* B. Intrans. : To strengthen, to give addl»
tional strength.

"Joy amidst ills corroborate*, exalts."
young : The Complaint, Night ».

% For the difference between to corroborats
and to confirm, see Confirm.

* cor-rdb dr-ate, a. [Corroborate, v.]
Strengthened, made stronger.

" His heart Is fraoted and corroboraUS
Bfiakeep. : Henry F„ U. l,

cor-r6b>-6r-at'-ed, pa. par. or a. [Coe-
ROBORATE, V.]

* c<,r-r6b'-6r-at-5r, *, [Eng. eorvoborat(e);
-er.] One who or that which corroborates.

"... a wonderful corroborater of the stomach."—
Evelyn: Acetaria.

* cor-rdV-or-at-Ick, *. [Eng. corroborate) ;
•ic.] A strengthener, a corroborant

" Tis an exoellent corroboratick to strengthen Us*
loins."— T. Brown: Workt, a 198. (Daeiet.)

c6r-rob'-6r-at~ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Cobv-
ROBORATE, V.]

A. & B. As pr. par A particip. adj.; (Be*
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

* 1. Ltf, ; The act or process of strengthem-
ing or making stronger.

2. Fig. : The act of confirming, establlshinj.
or bearing additional witness to anything;
corroboration.

pa-P
bore.

•*te, at. fere, amidst, what, fell, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit. sire, sir, nurhe • K6, pM,
or. wore, wolf, work, whd, sin ; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur. rule. fuU ; try, Syrian. a>, a> = e ; oy = i. «n = kw.
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cfcr-rdb-or-a'-tlon, s. [Fr. corroboration

;

Sp. corroboration ; Ital. corroborazione, from
Lat. corroboro.]

*I. Lit. : The act or process of strengthen-

ing or corroborating the body when weak

;

strengthening.

II. Figuratively:

*1. The act of confirming, establishing, or

making more certain.

"The lady herself procured a bull, for the better
corroboration of the marriage."—Bacon : Henry VII.

2. That which confirms, establishes, or

strengthens a statement, &c.

efcr-rSb'-dr-a-tlve, a. k $. [Fr. corroboratif,

from Lat. corroboro.]

A. As adjective

:

* 1. Lit. : Having the power or quality of

strengthening the body when weak.

2. Fig. : Tending to corroborate, confirm,

or establish a statement, doctrine, &c.
"... wit and humour are corroborative of religion,

and promotive to true faith."—Shaftesbury : Charac-
teristics, vol. ill., Misc. S.

*ff Generally followed by of, but occasionally

try to.

". , . a thing consonant to and corroborative to their
religion . . ."—Hobbes: Leviathan, pt iv., cb. xlvi.

B. As subst. : A medicine or preparation to

strengthen the body when weak ; a corrob-

orant.
" Id the cure of an ulcer . . . you are to mix cor.

roborativet of an astringent faculty . .
."— Wiseman:

Surg.

Oor-r6b'-&r-a-t©r-y\ a. [Formed as if from
a Lat. corroboratorius, from corroboratus, pa.

par. of corroboro.] Strengthening or tendiug
to strengthen ; confirmatory, corroborative.

cor rob 6 ree , cor-rob'-$-r& 5. [A native
word.] The war-dance of the aboriginal Aus-
tralians.

©6r-rdb'-d-ry-Ing, «• [Corroboree.] De-
signed for a place of rendezvous.

". . . the Menura Albcrti acratchesfor itself shallow
holes, or, a> they are called by the natives, corrobory-
ing places, where it is believed both sexes assemble."—Darwin: Descent of Man (1871), pt. ii., ch. xiv.. voL
ii, pp. 101-2.

©CT-rode', v.t. [Fr. corroder, from Lat. cor-

rodo = to gnaw, to bite : cor = con = cum =
with, together, and rodo = to gnaw.]

I. Literally:

1. To eat away by degrees ; to consume or
wear away gradually ; to destroy by corrosion.

**.
. . irregularly corroded like iron by rust."

—

Cook:
Voyage, vol. iL, bit. ill., ch. ix.

* 2. To consume or dissolve gradually in

any way.
" Fishes, which neither chew their meat, nor grind

It in their stomachs, do by a dissolvent liquor there
provided, corrode and reduce it into a chy Iub."—Hay i

On the Creation.

XX Figuratively:

1. To consume or wear away by slow de-

grees ; to prey upon.
". . . sad reflection and corroding care."

Pope : Homer't Odyssey, bk. iv. , 1. 400.

* 2. To poison, to embitter, to blight.

Should jealousy its venom once diffuse,
Corroding every thought, and blasting all

Love's paradise." Thornton: Spring.

ccor-rd'-ded, -pa. par. or o. [Corrode.]

• cor-ro'-dent, a. & s. [Lat. corrodens, pr.

par. of corrodo = to corrode (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Having the quality or power of
corroding ; corrosive.

B. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : Anything which has the quality or
power of corroding ; a corrosive.

2. Fig. : Anything which consumes or wears
away by degrees.

"... a corrodent and a lenient, compunction and
consolation."—Bp. of London ; Vine Palatine (1614),

p. 17.

•or-ro-den'-ti-a (tl as shl), *. pi. [Lat.

neut. pi. of corrodent, pr. par. of corrodo = to
gnaw to pieces : cor = con = together, and
rodo = to gnaw.]

Entom. : A division or tribe of Orthoptera,
containing as its type the Termitidae, the
family of insects to which the destructive
white ants belong. (Huxley.)

• CoT-rd'-di-ate, v.t. [Corrode.] To cor-
rode or eat away by degrees.

• cdr-rd-di-bn-X-t^, s. [Eng. corrodible;

ity. ] The quality or state of being corrodible ;

corrosibleness.

t cdr-rd'-dl-ble, a. [Eng. corrodle); -able.]

Capable of being corroded ; liable to corrosion.

. corrodible by watera, -Browne : Vulgar

cor ro -ding, pr. par., a., & s. [Corrode.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. ; The act of consuming away
by corrosion ; the state of being corroded.

cdr'-rdHlry, 8. [Corodt.]

* cor'-rd-gatc, v.t, [Lat. corrogo, from con =
cum,— with, together, and rogo = to ask.] To
demand at the same time ; to bring together.

"Why an hypothesis . . . should be absurdly
imagined and arrogantly corrogated for the planting
of error and falsehood."—Gaule ; Mag. Jstro-Mancer,
p. 107.

* ccV-r6l, v.t. [Coral, v.] To make red like

coral ; to redden.
" The immortall Suone

Corrals his cheeke to see those rites not done."
Herrick : Beiperidet, p. SSL

* COT-roVI-blT-i-ty, s. [Eng. corrosible

;

-ity.] The quality of being corrosible ; cor-

rodibility.
" CorrotibiHty being the quality, that answers corro-

sivenesa, . . ."—Boyle : Works, li. IBS.

* COT-rds'-i-blO, a. [Lat. corrosus, pa. par.

of corrodo = to corrode (q.v.X and Eng. suff.

•able.] Capable of being corroded ; liable to
corrosion ; corrodible.

* cdr-ros'-i-bie-ness, s. [Eng. corrosible;

•ness.] The quality of being corrosible ; cor-

rosibility.

oor-ro-gion, *. [Fr. & Sp. corrosion ; Ital.

corrosione, from Low Lat. corrosio, from Lat.

corrosiw, pa. par. of corrodo = to corrode
(q.v.).]

I. Literally :

1. The action or process of eating or con-
suming away by degrees, as metals are gradu-
ally eaten away by acids.

". . . a greater resister of corrosion.'—Boyle: Work*.
voL li, p. 188.

2. The state of being so eaten or consumed
away by degrees.

", . . enter the cavities, and less accessible parts of
the body, without corrosion."—Browne : Vulgar Er-
rours.

II. Fig. ; The act or process of wearing or
consuming away by degrees, as by fretting,

anxiety, care, &c.
" A fretful temper will divide
The closest knot that may be tied.

By ceaseless sharp corrosion."
Cowper : Friendship,

©oV-rd'-sive, * cor-ros-yve, * corcsie,
*o©rslve, *corsey, corzie, a. & s.

[Fr. corrosif; Sp. & Port, corrosive-, from Lat.

corrosus, pa. par. of corrodo.]
' A. As adj. (Of the forms corrosive and cor-

rosyve)

:

1. Lit. : Having the quality or power of eat-

ing or consuming away by degrees, as acids

do metals.
" Ye floodi

Nor outward tempest
Thomson : Liberty, pt iv.

2. Fig. : Consuming or wearing away by
degrees, as by melting, anxiety, care, &c. ;

fretting, vexing.
" In that corrosive secrecy which gnaws
The heart to show the effect, but not the cause f"

Byron : Lara, i. 16.

B. As subst. (Of all forms)

:

1. Lit. ; Any substance which has the
quality or power of corroding or dissolving
bodies.

" The rough file grates ; yet useful is Its touch,
As sharp corrosives to the schirrous flesh.

"

Jago : Edge-Bill, bk. iii.

2. Fig. : Anything which wears or consumes
away the mind by degrees, as care, anxiety,
fretting, &c.

" Away 1 though parting be a fretful corrosive.

It is applied to a deathful wound."
Shakesp. : 3 Henry 17., ili 1

corrosive sublimate, s.

Phar. : Also called Mercuric Chloride,

HgCi2, Bichloride of Mercury, Perchloride of
Mercury. Prepared by heating mercuric sul-

phate with dry Bodium chloride ; the mercuric
chloride sublimes as a white transparent crys-

talline mass. Sp. gr., 5 '43. It is dissolvable

in about twenty parts of cold water, and very
soluble in alcohol and ether. It precipitates-

albumen, hence white of egg is an antidote. It

is very poisonous, and is used to preserve both
animal and vegetable substances. It is used
in pharmacy as Liquor Hydrargyri Perchlo-
ridi, and as Lotio Hydrargyri Flava when
mixed with lime. Corrosive sublimate is a
powerful irritant, and is used externally in
skin diseases. [Mercury.]

* ©or-rd'-slve, v.t. [Corrosive, a.] To wear
or consume away by degrees ; to fret away.

". . . thy conscience corrosiv'd with grief."

Drayton : The Barons' Wart.

* c6r-rd'-Blve-l$t adv. [Eng. corrosive; -Jy.J

1. With a corrosive action ; so as to corrode.

2. Like a corrosive.

"At first it tasted somewhat corrosively."—Boyle

:

On Saltpetre.

t cor-rd'-sive-ness, s. *[Eng. corrosive;
-ness.] The quality of being corrosive ; cor-
roding, eating away by degrees.

" Saltpetre betrays upon the tongue no heat nor cor'
rosivenett at all, . .

."

—

Boyle: On Saltpetre.

* COr-rd-sIv'-I-t& s. [Eng. corro*it<e); -ity.\

Corrosiveness.

* cor -ru-gant, a. [Lat. corrugans, pr. par.

of corrugo.] [Corruoate, a.] Having the
power of contracting into wrinkles or furrows.

* oir'-rn-gate, v.t. A; i. [Corrugate, a.)

1. Trans. : To wrinkle, to contract into>

wrinkles or furrows ; to press into wrinkles
or folds. [Corrugated iron.]

"Salt exciteth the appetite by corrugating th*
mouth of the stomack-"— Venner : Via Recta, p. 129.

2. Intrans. : To wrinkle or contract the
skin.

"... cold and dryness do both of them contract and
corrugate."—Bacon : Natural History.

* c6r' -ru-gate, a. [Lat, corrugates, pa. par.

of corrugo = to wrinkle : cor =. con = with,

together, and rugo = to wrinkle ; ruga = a
wrinkle.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Wrinkled, contracted into
wrinkles or furrows.

" Extended views a narrow mind extend

:

Push out its corrugate, expansive make."
Young: Night Thoughts, ix. 1,584.

2. Zool. <& Bot. : Applied to surfaces which
rise and fall in parallel angles, more or less

acute.

cdr'-nj-ga-tiSd, pa. par. or a. [Corrugate,
v.]

1. Ord. Lang. : (See the verb).

2. Bot. : Wrinkled, folded up in every direc-

tion. Example, the petals of poppies.

corrugated iron, s. Sheet-metal pressed
into wrinkles or folds, so as to give it greater
stiffness. It is used in many ways—as sheath-
ing, house-covering, roofing, &c.

COT -I*U-ga-tirig, pr. par., a„ & s. [Corru-
gate, "v.]

A. & B. As pr, par. <£ particip. adj. : (See*

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of contracting or
pressing into wrinkles or folds.

corrugating machine, s. A machine
for corrugating sheet-metal. It may be either

in the shape of a rolling-mill, with a series of
parallel grooves alternating with parallel ele-

vations cut in the circumference of the central

roll, and counterpart grooves and elevations

formed in the upper and lower roll ; or the
corrugation may be effected by simple pres-

sure between dies. (Knight.)

* cor-ru-ga'-tioil, s. [Fr., from Lat. corru-

gatus, pa. par. of corrugo.] A contraction into
wrinkles or folds ; a wrinkle.

"... the corrugation or violent agitation of fibres,

. .
."

—

Flayer: On the Humouri.

cdr'-ru-ga-trve, a. [Mod. Lat. corrugativus,

from Class. Lat. comigatus.] [Corrugate.]

Bot. : The same as Corrugated (q.v.).

cCT'-ru-ga-tor, *. [Fr. corrugateur, from
Lat comtgatus.)

Anat. : Producer of wrinkles or folds.

if Corrugator supercilli: [Lat. = wrinkler
of the eyebrow.] A small, deeply-coloured
muscle placed at the inner side of the eye-

brow. (Quain.)

boll, boy; pout, jovvl; oat, ceU, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph f.

-clan, tian = shan. -tion, -sion = shun; tion, sion = shun, -cious, tious, -sious = shits, -hie, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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• cor-ruge, v.t. [Lat. corrugo - to wrinkle.]
To frown, to wrinkle. (Cockeram.)

" cdV-ru-gont, a. [Lat. corrugans, pr. par.
of corrugo. ] Wrinkling, drawing or contract-
ing into wrinkles.

corrugent muscle, $. [Corrcoatob.]

• cor-rump -able, a. [Pr.] Corruptible.
" Descending so, til It be corrumpable."

Chaucer: C. ST.. 2,74*.

• cor rump -ci on, • cor rump ci-oun,
s. [O. Ft. corrumpre; Lat. corrumpo = to
corrupt] [Corrupt, a.] A corruption.

" Alle corrumpcioun* that we here we."

Uampole : Pricke of Cong., 8,152

• cor-rumpe, * cor umpe, v.t. & i. [O.

Fr. corrumpre; Lat corrumpo = to corrupt
(q.v.).]

1. Trans. : To corrupt
"Yuele spechti oorumpen, or distroyen goods

thewis."- Wydiffe: 1 Cor. xv. S3.

2. Intrans. : To become corrupt or bad.

"It mot nedis dlen and corrumpo togidre."—
Chaucer : Boelhiu*, p. 96.

• coV-riip'-cI-on, s. [Corruption, J

•cor-rupei f.t. [Corrupt, v.]

"Tocorruper corrumpere'—Cathol. Anglicum.

oor-ru.pt', v.t. & i. [Corrupt, a.]

A* Transitive

:

L Literally:

1. To decompose ; to turn or change from a
sound to a putrescent state ; to make or cause
to become putrid ; to putrefy.

2. To cause to emit a putrid or fetid smell.
"... the land was corrupted by reason of the swarm

of flies."—Exod, viii. 24.

8. To make impure or unwholesome.
" As the dead carcasses of anburied men
That dc corrupt my air, I banish you."

Shaketp. : Coriolanut, lit S,

II. Figuratively

:

1. To defile, vitiate, or infect ; to debase or
pervert

2. To seduce, to lead astray, to defile, to
debauch.

3. To seduce or entice to any line of eon-
duct by promises or bribes.

"The prisoners then tried to cajole or to corrupt
Billop."—Macaulay : Hist, Eng., ch. rvt

4. To destroy or impair by alterations, addi-
tions, or innovations; to introduce errore or
imperfections into ; to falsify.

* B. Reflex. : To follow a corrupt line of
conduct ; to become corrupt.

"... thy people which thou hast brought forth out
ef Egypt have corrupted tuemsel ves . .

."—Deut. ix. 12.

C. Intransitive:

1. To cause corruption ; to wear away, to
destroy or decompose.

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth,
where moth and rust doth corrupt. . .

."

—

Matt, vt 19.

2. To become corrupt or putrid ; to putrefy,
to suffer decomposition.

"The aptness or propension of sir or water to cor-
rupt ox putrefy. —Bacon.

•I For the difference between to corrupt and
to contaminate, see Contaminate.

©OT-riipt', * Corrupt', a. [Lat. corrupt™,
pa. ]»ar. of corrumpo = to corrupt : eor= cum
= with, altogether, and rumpo= to break.]

L Literally :

1. Putrid, decomposed, unsound, fetid.

" We be alle engendrit of vile and corrupt matiere."
Chaucer : Parton't Tale, p. 287.

2. Tainted, spoiled, impure.
" v.' ini with such corrupt and pestilent bread would

feed t hem. '
—KnoUe* : Hut. o/ the Turkes.

3. Unsound, diseased.

II. Figuratively

:

1. Depraved, perverted, tainted with wicked-
ness or vice.

Corrupt was all this world for glotonie."
Chaucer: Pardoner's TaU, 12,438.

t. Ready or willing to receive bribes ; de-
void of uprightness or integrity.

" The chief judges of the realm were corrupt, cruel,
and timid."—Macaulay: Hitt. Eng., ch. ii.

3w Debased or vitiated by additions, altera-
tion*, or innovations.

4. Infected or vitiated with errors ; incor-
rect, not genuine.

"The passage Is evidently corrupt."—A J. Berrtage:
Note to Song of Roland, 793.

•J Corrupt practices

:

Law : Bribery direct or indirect in connec-
tion with an election. Sir Henry James's
Corrupt Practices Act, passed in 1883, by the
penalties and disabilities it imposed, struck
a very severe blow at bribery in connection
with parliamentary election's. In 1884 a
similar act was directed against corrupt prac-
tices at municipal elections.

©or-rupt'-ed, pa. par. or o. [Corrupt, v.]

oor-rupt-er, * cor-rupt'-6r, *cor-rupt-
OUT, s. [Eng. corrupt; -er.]

* I. Literally

:

1. Anything which corrupts or makes putrid.

2. Anything which corrupts or becomes
putrid or decomposed.

rupcsr*.'

H. Figuratively

:

1. One who corrupts, seduces, or leads
astray ; a seducer, a briber.

"She should haue bene broght Into an high moun-
tains, and there throne down headlonges, her corrupt-
our being biheaded."—flate; English Votarkt, pt L

2. One who debases, vitiates, or perverts by
additions, alterations, or innovations.

"
. . . I am indeed not her foul, but her corrupter

of words."Shaketp. : Tteelfth Night, iii. 1.

* cor rupt -fuL * corrupt -lull, a. [Bog.
corrupt; -Jul.] Corrupting, corrupt.

" For she by force Is stiU fro me detayned.
And with corrupt/all brybes is to untruth mla-

trayned." Spenser ; F. (J., V. xi. H.

t cor-rupM-bsT-I-ty, *. [Ft. corrupts
Hliti ; Sp. corruptibilidad, from Lat. corrup-
(i6iU(a5,fromcorrwptt&iZi«=corruptible(q.v.).]
The quality or state of being corruptible. (Lit.

dtfig)
"The frequency of elections has a tendency . . . not

to lessen corruptibility."—Burke : Duration of Parlia-
ments.

cor-ruptf-i-ble, * oor-rupt-y-ble, a. & s.

[Ft. & Sp., from Lat. corruptibility from cor-

ruptus m corrupt (q.v.).
-

]

A. As adjective

:

L Literally:

I. Capable of being made corrupt, decom-
posed, or putrefied.

" The several parts of which the world consists being
In their nature corruptible, . .

."

—

TUlotson.

% Subject or liable to corruption and decay.
"It bihoueth this corruptible thing to clothe un-

coruption."— WycUffe: 1 Cor. xv. M. i

II. Fig. : That may be corrupted morally.
"... that which Is not corruptible, even the orna-

ment of a meek and quiet spirit, . . ."—1 Peter iii. +.

B. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : Any body or Bubstance
capable of or liable to corruption and decay.

2. Ch. Hist. (PI., Comtptibhs): The sect
called in Latin Corrupticolse (q.v.).

t cor rupt -I-ble-nesa, s. [Eng. corrupti-
ble; -ness.] The quality of being corruptible

;

corruptibility.

* Cor-rtipt'-I-bly^ adv. [Eng. corruptible)

;

-ly.] In a corruptible manner ; so as to be
corrupted or vitiated.

" It Is too late; the life of all his blood
Is touch'd corruptibly, . ,

.'*

Shaketp. : King John, v. 7.

Cor rup-tic ol-se, «. pi. [Lat. corrvptus -
corrupted, i connective, and oolo = to culti-

vate, to worship.]

Ch. Hist : A Christian monophysite sect in
the sucth century, who maintained that the
body of Christ was corruptible. From some
of them, and particularly from Themistius, a
deacon of Alexandria, and Theodosius, a
bishop of that city, sprung the Agnoetas, who
affirmed that whilst all things were known
to the Divine nature in Christ, some
things were uuknown to His human nature.
These views are generally held in the modern
Churches, but a peculiar point about Hie
Agnoetse was that they combined with those
opinions the other one, that Christ had but a
single nature.

cor-rupt -Ing, pr. pwr., ex., At. [Corrupt, v.]

A, A B. As pr. par. it particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Lit. : The state or process of becoming
corrupt or putrid.

IX Figuratively

:

1. The act of seducing or leading autray
from the path of integrity.

2. The act of making corrupt by alterations
or additions.

"... their innumerable corrupting* of the Fathers'
writings, . . ."—Up. Taylor: Die*. from Popery, ch. I

cir-rtip'-tlon, cor-rup-ol-on, * eor-
rup-cl-oun, co-rup-ci--on,*. [Fr. cor-
ruption; Sp. corrupcion; Port, corrupcao,
from Lat. corruptio, from corruptus, pa. par.
of corrumpo.] [Corrupt, a.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

J. Literally:

1. The act of corrupting, decomposing, or
making putrid.

2. The state of being corrupted, decom-
posed, or putrid ; putrefaction, decomposi-
tion.

3. Putrid or corrupt matter.

IX Figuratively:

1. The act of corrupting morally ; debasing,
depraving, perversion from the path of in-

tegrity.

". . . corruption continued to be practised, with
scarcely any Intermission, by a long succession of
statesmen, . . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.. ch. xv.

2. The state of being morally corrupt;
depravity, deterioration ofmorals or character

;

debasement.

* 3. A misrepresentation or defamation.
**To keep mine honour from corruption."

Shaketp. : Hen. 17//., i v. 1
4. Anything morally corrupting or in-

fectious.
". . . sin gathering head

Shall break Into corruption . . .**

Shaketp. t Mich. //., v. L

5. A deterioration or debasement of lan-
guage.

"... corruption of other languages, . .
."—Raleigh

:

Bitt.

6. A corrupt reading or version.

* B. Law : Impurity of blood arising from
the attainder for treason or felony, by reason
of which any person is disabled from inherit-

ing lands from an ancestor, or from transmit-
ting them to others.

" Corruption of blood can be removed only by act of
parliament."

—

Blacketone.

•f For the difference between corruption and
depravity, see Depravity.

• cor rup -tlon 1st, s. [Eng. corruption;
-ist.] A defender or supporter of corruption.
(Sidney Smith.)

t ©or-riipt'-ive, a. [Pr. oomtpUf; 8p. eor-

ruptivo ; Ital. corruftro, from Lat. corruptivus,
from corruptus = corrupt (q.v.).]

1. Having the quality or power of corrupt-
ing, tainting, or vitiating. (Lit. &j%g.).

" It should be endued with an acid ferment, or soma
corruptive quality, . .

."

—

Ray • On the Creation.

2. Corruptible ; liable to or susceptible of
corruption.

" In their comtpttm mutations into plants, . . ,"—
Browne .' Vulgar Errourt.

* oor-riipt -less, a. [Eng. corrupt; -less.]

Free from or not liable to corruption ; unde-
caying.

" All around
The borders with corruptlets myrrh are crown'd."

Bryden: Oeid; itetam., bk. XT.

c6r-riipt'-l& adv. [Eng. corrupt; -ly.]

1. In a corrupt, vicious, or depraved
manner ; viciously, perversely, wrongfully.

2. By means of corruption ; through cor-
rupting influences, as bribery.

" O, that estates, degrees and offices

Were not derived corruptly, . .
.*

Shaketp. : tier, of Yen,, ii. It

* 3. Improperly, wrongly, against right or
reason.

"Alas! Master Pole, what lack of learning A pru-
dence was this, so corruptly to judge the matter ..."
—Strype : Record* ; Starky to Pole,^fo. 8.

4. So as to cause corruption, debasement,
or loss of correctness.

"We have corruptly contracted most names, both at

men and places."—Camden : Remant*.

fite, f&t, laire, amidst, what, falL, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, Biraf sir, marine; go, ptft,

or, wore, wolf; work, whd, son : mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. »,os = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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Corrupt -noss, s. [Eug. corrupt; -ness.}

L Lit. : The quality or state of being cor-

rupt, decomposed, or putrid ;
putrefaction,

putrescence.

H. Figuratively

:

1. A state of moral corruption, depravity, or
impurity.

2. Debasement, impurity, or incorrectness.

t COr-rupt'-ress, s. [Eng. corrupt, and fem.
guff, -ress.] A woman who corrupts.

"Thou studied old corruptress, tye thy tongue up."
Beaum. A Fletch. : Wife/or a Month.

• Cor-rupt'-rice, $. [Lat. corruptrix.] A cor-

ruptress.
". . . the corrtiptrice of itatoa ftnd maimers both."

—Holland ." Ammianus, p. 266,

*COr-r^, v.t. [Curry.] To curry.

"To corry a horn: ttriffilare."—Cathot. Anglicutn.

* cors (1),
* coors, s. [Corps, Corpse*]

"Cors (2), *eorss, s. [Cross, *.]

1. A cross, specially the Holy Rood.

2. A crucifix.

" Item a bane [hone] ooffre, & in it a great con of
gold . . ."

—

Inventories, p. It

3. A market-place.

4. Money, from the figure of a cross on the
reverse of the English silver pennies, &o.

" My pun U [maid] of aio an* skin,
Thair will na corset byd it within."

Dunbar ; Bannatyne Poems, p. 68.

5. The designation of the signal formerly
sent round for convening the inhabitants of
Orkney.

• cors, * corss, * corse, v.t. [Cross, ».J

L, To lay one thing across another.

2. To cross over, to go across.

3. To thwart, to oppose. m
oor'-sa, s. [Lat.]

Arch. : The name given by Vitruvius to a
platband or square fascia whose height is

more than its projecture. (IVealc.)

cor -sage, s. [Fr.] The body or upper part
of a lady's dress.

* cor saint, * oor-sant, * cor snunt,
* cor-saynt, cor seint, s. [O. Fr. cors
= a body, and saint m holy.] The (dead)
body of a saint.

" Knowestow aught a corsaint thatmen calle Truthe ?
"

Langland : P. Plowman, 8,667.

COr'-satr, s. [Fr. corsaire, from Prov. corsari,

from Frov. & Ital. corsa = a course, a cruise,
from Lat. cttrsus. (Skeat.y]

1. A pirate ; one who cruises about with an
armed vessel, seizing and plundering merchant-
vessels, without any commission or authority
from any government. (Also attributively.)

Longfellow : The Skeleton in Armour.

2. A pirate's vessel.
" Barbary corsairs . . . Infested the coast of the

Mediterranean."—Prescott, in Webster,

Oor'-sak, * cor sac, s. [A native word.]

Zool. : An animal, Vulpes, Canis, or Cynalopex
corsac, belonging to the family Can idee. It
is a native of Tartary.

* COr'-sa-rj^ s. [Corsair.] A corsair.

"Amongst this erne ofcorsaries."—Howell : Dodona's
Grove, p. 63. {Davies.)

*Cors/
-bol, s. [Scotch cors = cross, and bol =

bow,] A cross-bow.
*' And ye soldartls compangyons of veyr, mak reddy

yonr corsbollis, handbollls. fyir speyrla."—Compl. Scot.,

p. 64.

Oorse, 5. [Corps, Corpse.]
* 1. A body.

Huntinjjfull greedy after salvage blood.
Soone aa the royal! virgin he did spy.
With gaping month at her ran greedily.
To haue attonoe devourd her tender cone."

Spenser; F. q„ I. ill. A.

% A dead body, a corpse. (Only used in
poetry.)

"A volley, thrice repeated o'er the corte
Let down Into the nollow of that grave."

Wordsworth: Excursion, bit. vii.

corse-encumbered, a. Encumbered
with corpses.

* corse-present, 5. The same as Corps-
present (q.v.).

* corse, v.t. & i. [Curse.]

*cor-seint, 'cor-saynt, s. [Corsaint.]

corse -let, * corce-let, * cors -let, s. [Fr.,

a double dimin. of O. Fr. cors; Lat. corpus =
a body ; Ital. corsaletto.]

1. Old War: A light cuirass or armour worn
to protect the front of the body.

" Many a scar of former fight
Lurk'd beneath his corselet bright.*

r 77it! Siege of Corinth, bk. xxv.

2. Entom. : The thorax ; the port of the
body to which the wings and legs are attached.

corselet-band, s. The strap or band
used for tightening up the corselet and keep-
ing it securely in its place.

"Drew saddle-girth and cnrtlet-bitnd."
Scott : The lay of the Last Minstrel, L ST.

*corse'-let, *oors'-Ie't, v.t. [Corselet, s.)

Tosurround or girt with, or as with, a corselet.
" lier arms.

Able to lock Jove from a synod, shall
By warranting moon light corslet thee."

Beaum. A Fletch. : Two Noble Kinsmen.

* cors-er, * cers-ere, s. [Courser.]

oor'-s€t, * oor-sete, * cor- sette, s. [Fr.
dimin. of O. Fr. cors = a body ; Ital. corxtto

;

Low Lat. corsettus, from corpus = a body.] A
boddice, stays. A tight-fitt iug article of dress,
worn principally by women, to give shape to
and support the body. Its shape is preserved
by Btrips of steel or whalebone beut to the
required form.

*Cor'-s£t, v.t. [Corset, «.] To dress or sur-
round with a corset.]

t COT'-sfit-eSd, a. [Eng. corset; -ed.] Dressed
in or wearing a corset.

* cors-gard, s. [Fr. corps de garde = a court
of garu in a camp or fort, (fiotgravt.)'] A
house, a place of residence or refuge.

"Within my awn. garison and corsgard."—A* Mel-
ville: Lett, in Life, ii. 536.

Cor sic -an, a. [From Lat., Eng., <fcc. Cor-
sica), and Eng. suff. -an.] Pertaining to
Corsica, an island in the Mediterranean, im-
mediately nortit of Sardinia.

1[ Corsican moss

:

(1) Bot. : An algal, Plocaria Helminthocorton,
a native of the Mediterranean,

(2) Pliar. : It had formerly a considerable
reputation as a vermifuge.

COr'-sI-lyte, s. [Lat., Eng., &c. Corsica, and
Gr. XiBos (lithos) = a stone.]

Min. : The name given by Pinkerton to a
variety of Smaragdite.

* cor si noss, s. [Eng. corsy ; -ness.] [Cor-
pulence, fatness.

"The lease corslnesse a man bath, the more of
reason."—Holding in A'.E.D.

* oor-slve, a. Sc s. [A contraction of corrosive
(q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Corrosive, biting, wearing away.

B. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : A corrosive.

2. Fig. : Anything which consumes or wears
away by degrees.

" And that same bitter corstve, which did eat
Her tender heart and made refraine from meat.*

Spenser : F. <}., IV. ix. 14.

cors' let, *. [Corselet.]

cors'-let-Sd, a. [Eng. corslet; -ed.] Wear-
ing or armed with a corselet.

oor-sned', *. [A.S. corsndd, from cor
y
cer=

a choice, and sn&d = a bit, a piece.]

A.S. Laws : A sort of ordeal, iu which the
person accused was obliged to place iu his
mouth an ounce of bread or cheese previously
execrated by the priest. If he ate it freely
and without any injury, he was accounted
innocent ; if, on the contrary, he could not
swallow it, or swallowed it with difficulty,

he was considered guilty. The consecrated
bread was used for this purpose in Christian
times.

% Corsned bread: The bread used for the
purpose described under Corsned (q.v.).

* cors'-jf, * corsyfe, * corssy, a. [0. Fr.

corsu = gross, fleshy, corpulent. (Cotgravc.y]
Fat, corpulent.

"Corsif [Corsy man or woman or beat, A.); corpu-
lentus."—Cathol. Anglican.

corsy-belly, s. A shirt for a child, open
before ; an infant's iirst shirt. (Scotch.)

"cort (1), * corte, *curt, s. [Court.]

*oort ( ». [Quart.]

*cort-Stop, s. [Scotch cort = quart, and
Bug. stoup (q.v.).] A vessel whicli held a
quart.

*,C0rt (3), s. [Prob. from Fr. quart, as being
the fourth part of a denier or penny.] A
species of Frenoh coin, formerly current iu
Scotland.

". . . deneris of Franss, mailyis, eortit, mitU, , . ."

—Acts Jo. III., 1469 (ed. 1814), p. 97.

* cor-tais, * cor --toys, * cor-taysc, * cor-
teys, * cor-toys, * cor -taisic, * cor-
taysye, s. & a. [Courtesy, Courteous.]

* cortalsllche, * cortaysly ,
* oorteys-

liche, adv. [Courteously.]

cor tan-ine, s. TEtyra. doubtfuL Perhaps
from Lat. corner) = bark ; Eug. tan(nin)

;

and suff. -ine (C'ncm.) (q.v.).]

Chem. : An organic base, CjbHi8N03+H;jO,
obtained by the action of oxidising agents on
narcotine. It melts at 120°.

oor-tege', s. [Fr., from Ital. corteggio, from
corte = a court.] A train of attendants ; a
procession.

* oor'-tel, * cor-tyl, s. [Kirtle.]
" Her cortsl of self suto scheno."

E. Eng. Allit. Poems; Pearl, MS.

cor te-pi m tan'-nic, a. [Lat. cortex =
bark

;
pinus = a pine ; and Eng. tannio(q.v.)."]

cortepinltannie acid, .

Chem.: An acid extracted by alcohol from
the bark of the Scotch Fir, Pinus sylvestris.

It is a red powder having the formula CsII 80.i.
Its aqueous solution gives an intense green
oolour with ferric chloride, and a precipitate
with lead acetate (CgHyO^Pb".

* cor'-ter, s. [Quarter.]

1. A quarter.

2. A cake, so called because marked with a

Cor-tcs, *. [Sp. & Port, corte= a court.]

The states or legislative assemblies of the
kingdoms of Spain and Portugal, composed
of the nobiliby, clergy, and representatives of
cities. They thus correspond in Bome mea-
sure to our Houses of Parliament

"... the ancient Spanish cartes having been the
mama with the English parliament, . . —n«M« •

r Tract* (\m'
'

View of the Cortes

;

0780), 1. 318.

cor'-tex(pl. oor'-ti-ces), s. [Lat. = the bark,
rind, or outer covering of plants.]

1. Botany:

(1) The bark of a plant (etyni.).

(2) The peridium of certain fungals.

(3) A thin, usually transparent, but close
outer layer of tissue in heteromerous lichens.
(ThonU.)

2. Zool. & Aunt. : An outer rind on auy
tissue or structure of the animal or human
frame.

". . . fibrous matter, surrounded by a layer of vesi-
cular, which forms a rind or cortex to It."

—

Todd A
Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. i. , oh. viii., p. 2X6.

Cor'-tXc-al, a. [Mod. Lat. corticalis, from
Class. Lat. cortex (genit corticU) = bark.]

Bot., Zool., Ac. : Belonging to the outer
part of a plant or animal. External as
opposed to medullary.

boil, boy; pout, jowl: cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. Lug,

-dan, -tian-shan, -tion, -sion shun; -<tion, -sion = zhiin, -cious, -tious, -slons = shus. -hie, -die, &c bel, dai.
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cortical integument, *.

Bot . : The bark or false bark of endogeus.

cortical layer, .-.

Zool. : The layer of consistent sarcode
which in the Infusoria encloses the chyme
mass, and is surrounded by the cuticle. It

is called also the parenchyma of the body.
{Nicholson.)

cortical stratum, .-.

Bot. : The superficial layer of tissue in the
thallua of a lichen. (Trtaa. of Bot.)

cortical tissue, «.

Bot : A tissue in the stem of dicotyledon-
ous plants just beneath the epidermis. It

is often separated into two portions, an outer
and an inner cortex. (Thome.)

Cor-ti-car'-I-a, ». [Lat. cortex (genit. corticis)

= bark, and fern. adj. sun", -aria.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles, family Lathri-

diidae. Sharp, in 1871, enumerated 14 British

species.

* oor-tl-ca'-ta, *. pi. [Lat., neut, pL of oor-

ticatus = covered with bark.]

Zool. : " Barked corals," corals with bark.

A name sometimes applied to corals possess-

ing a fixed calcareous or horny axis of some
solidity, from which the fleshy portions pro-

ject like branches from the stem of a tree.

They are now ranked under Zoantharia aud
Alcyonaria.

cor tic ate, t cor tic a -ted, a. [Lat.

corticatiis — covered with bark.]

Bot. ; Coated ; harder externally than in-

ternally.
" This animnl la a kind of liwvnl, a quadruped corti-

rated, . . .'—Browne; Vulgar Errourt.

cor-tlc'-ic, a. [Lat. cortex (genit. corticis) m
. . . cork.]

corticic acid, s.

Chem. : Ci2H]oOfl- An acid found in the
alcoholic extract from cork. An amorphous
cinnamon-coloured powder, which is precipi-

tated by water from the alcoholic extract. It

dissolves in alkalies, forming a deep-red solu-

(
tion.

COr-tlc'-I-fer, s. [Lat. cortex (genit. corticis)

= cork, and fero = to bear.] One of the Cor-
tieata or barked corals.

cor-tic-If-er-ous, o. [Lat. cortex (genit

corticis) = bark, and fero — to bear.] Produc-
ing bark.

©or-tic'-X-form, a. [Lat. cortex (genit. cor-

ticis) = bark, and forma = form, appearance.]
Of the form or appearance of bark.

cdr'-tl-cin, s. [Lat. cortex (genit. corticis) —
bark, and Eng. sun*, -in.]

Chem. : An amorphous, tasteless, inodor-
ous powder obtained from the bark of the
Aspen, Populus tremula. It is easily soluble
in alcohol and in acetic acid, and is precipi-
tated by water or sulphuric acid.

COr'-tl-COSe, a. [Lat. corticosus m full of
bark.] Full of bark, abounding in bark, cor-
ticous.

OOr'-ti-COUS, a. [Lat. cortex (genit. corticis)

= bark, and Eng. suff. -out.] The same as
Corkcose (q.v.).

cor ti'-le, s. [Ital., from Low Lat. cortile,

curtile.]

Architecture

:

1. A small court surrounded or inclosed by
the appurtenances of a building. It was an
important feature in the architecture of the

t early Christian churches or basilicas, and was
usually square in plan.

* 2. The court-yard or area of a dwelling-
house.

oor-ti'-na, s. [Lat.= a round vessel, a kettle,
a cauldron.]

Bot. : That portion of the velum in a fungal
which adheres to the margin of the pollen
/when the latter is in fragments. (Lindley.)
The filaraeatous ring of some Agarics. (Treas.

ofBot.)

oor-tln-ar'-i-ous, *. [Lat cortin(a) (q.v.),

and Eng. suff. -arious, from Lat. suff. -arius.]

Bot. : The same as Corttnate (q.v.).

COr-tln-ar'-I-US, s. [Lat. cortuUfl), and suff.

•arius.]

Bot. ; A genus of fungals, closely akin to
Agaricus. They have a spider-like web, and
bright red-brown spores. The species are
numerous.

cor'-ti-nate, s. [Lat. cortin(a), and Eng., kc.

suff. -ate.]

Bot. : Having a structure like that of a cob-
web; cortinarious.

* cor-tine, * cor-tyn, s. [Curtain.]
" Cart up the cortgiu."

Chaucer: C. T.. 6.881.

cor-tu'-sa, s. [Named after J. A. Cortusus,
Professor of Botany at Padua.]

Bot. : A genus of Primulaceffi, containing
but one known species, a plant from the
northern and alpine parts of the eastern hemi-
sphere. The radical leaves have long petioles.

Inflorescence umbelliferous, the flowers with
a tubular 10-toothed calyx ; a corolla with a
short tube ; 5 stamens ; and a 5-celled cap-
sule dehiscent from the apex, and giving
forth many seeds.

cor-tu'-saL a. [Mod. Lat. cortus(a), and Eng.,

&c. suff. *al.]

Bot. : Pertaining to the genus Cortusa, or
having it for a type.

*J Cortusal Alliance : [Corttjsales].

eor-tu-sa'-les, s. pi [Mod. Lat. cortusa

(q.v.), and pi. suff. -ales.]

Bot. (The Cortusal Alliance): An alliance of
perigynous exogens, containing the orders
Hydrophyllacete, Plumbaginacefie, Plan tag i-

nacese, Primulaceae, and Myrsinacese. The
flowers are generally dichlamydeous, mono-
petalous, and symmetrical ; the placenta free

and central ; the embryo lying amid much
albumen. (Lindley.)

cS-run-deT-llte, a. [Mod. Lat., &c. corun-
dum; dimin. suff. -ell; and -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : The same as Margartte (q.v.).

co-run doph yl lite, co run doph-i
lite, *. [Dana, who gives the form corun-
dophilite, derives it from Lat., Ac corundum,
and Gr. <ftC\o? (philos) — a friend. The British

Museum Catalogue alters this to corundophyl-
lite, which would be from Gr. <f>yAAoe (jphullon)
== a leaf.]

Min. : A variety of Clinochlore (Brit.

Mus. Cat.). Dana, on the contrary, considers
Clinochlore as properly separating into two
minerals, one of which is CorundophHite. It

is a monoclinic mineral crystal, being in
double hexagonal prisms. The hardness is

2*5 ; the sp. gr. 2
-

9 ; the colour green ; the
lustre of the cleavage faces somewhat pearly.
Compos.: Silica, 240—25'06 ; alumina, 25'9

—30 7; protoxide of iron, 14*8—16*5
; mag-

nesia, 164—22*7
; and water, 10*6—11*9. It

has strong double refraction.

co run dum, * co rm don, *co-rf-vin'-
dum, co-rl-ven'-dum, s. [Hindust., Ac.
karund.]

Mineralogy

:

1. Gen. : A rhombohedral transparent or
translucent mineral, very tough when com-
pact. Its hardness is 9, its sp. gr. 3*9—4*16.

Its lustre is generally vitreous ; its colours
blue, red, yellow, brown, grey, or 4 nearly
white ; its streak in all cases colourless. It

consists ofpurealumina—i.e., oxygen, 40'6, and
aluminum, 53'4 = 100. Chemically viewed, it

is aluminum-oxide, AI2O3. There are three
varieties of it—Sapphire, Corundum proper,
and Emery. (See these words.)

2. Spec (Corundum proper) : It includes the
Bpecies of the genus which are dark in colour
and only translucent. But its hues may be
light blue, grey, brown, or black. It is found
in many localities in the Apalachian Mountain
System of the United States.

* co rus'-cant, a. [Lat. coruscans, pr. par.
of corusco == to gleam, to glitter.] Gleaming,
glittering in flashes ; flashing.

" HU praUwa are tike those coruseant beama."—
Boweil, bk. iv., let 49.

* cor'-us-cate, v.i. [Lat. coruscatus, pa. par.

of corusco = to gleam, to glitter, to flash.] To
gleam, to glitter in flashes, to flash.

". . . more coruscating ami enlightening than tmj
other matter, . .

."

—

GreenHill: Art of Embalming, p.

cor-us-ca'-tion, *. [Lat. coruscatio, from
coruscatus, pa. par. of corusco.]

1. Lit. : A flash, a sudden gleam or burst of
light in the clouds or atmosphere ; a brilliant
radiation.

" We see that lightnings and eoruteationt, which an
near at hand, yield no Bound."—Bacon f .Vat. HUi.

2. Fig. : A brilliant display of intellectual
power or wit.

corve, s, [Corf.]

* cor-vee', s. [Fr., from Low Lat corvada,
corroada, corroata, corrogata, from Lat. corroga
— to ask together : cor — cum = with, to-
gether ; and rogo = to ask.]

Feudal Law : An obligation on the tenants
or inhabitants of certain districts to perform
certain services for their lord, such as the
maintenance of roads, &c. Extended so as
to include the forced labour of the fellaheen
In Egypt. Applied also to the labour thus
exacted.

cor'-ven, pa. par. or a. [Carve.]

corves, *. pi. [Corf.]

cor-vette', * cor'-vfit, *. [Fr. corvette

;

Port. & Sp. conteta ; Lat. corbita = a slow*
sailing vessel ; corbis = a basket.]

Naut. .* A man-of-war, having a flush deck,
and carrying from eighteen to twenty-six guna
in one tier. It ranks next below a frigate

(q.v.).

"... a corvette, as he called It. of CalaU, which
hath been taken by the EuRlUh."— Sidney: State*
Paper*, Lett. (1636), vol. ii. 436.

Cor-vSt'-td (1), *. [Corvette.]

oor-veV-to (2), a [ital.]

Manege: A curvet (q.v.).

" You moat draw the horse in his career with hla
manage, and turn, doing the coreetto land leaping."—
J'eacham : On Drawing.

cor'-vi-das, *. pi [Lat. corv(us), and suff.

-idos.]

Omith. : A family of couirostral birds con-
taining the crows and their allies. The bill is

strong, more or less compressed; the upper
mandible to a certain extent curved, the tip
notched ; the nostrils are covered with stiff

bristle-ltke feathers pointing forward. They
can walk, run, or fly with equal ease. Their
nest is of sticks, lined with soft materials.
They may be divided into five sub-families

:

(1) Streperinse, or Piping Crows ; (2) Garru-
linse, or Jays

; (3) Callseatinse, or Tree Crows

;

(4) Corvinae, or True Crows ; and (5) Pyrrho-
coracins. (See these words.)

cor-vi'-ntt, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. corvus (q.v.X
Lat. fern. pi. adj. suff. -in<x.]

Ornith. : The typical sub-family of the Cor-
vidse (q.v.). British genera are Corvus(Crow),
Pica (Magpie), Garrulus (Jay), and Nucifraga
(Nutcracker) (q.v.).

cor'-vine, a. [Lat. corvinus = pertaining to

the raven.] Pertaining to any of the crows.

* cor'-vi-rant, s. [See def.] An obsolete
form of cormorant (q.v.), due to erroneous
derivation.

"The ihaga being our coreorant or water-croW *—
Cooke: Voyage*, vol. vi., bk. iv.. oh. It

cor'-vua, *. [Lat. = a raven ... the con-
stellation Corvus.]

1. Ornith.: The typical genus of the sub-
family Corvinae and the family Corvidse. The
bill is straight, large, compressed, convex,
and curved towards the point ; the nostrils

are open ; the fourth quill of the wings the
longest ; the tail even-rounded or rectilinear.

There are many species of the genus, and they
are scattered over the world. There are five

in Britain : (1) Corvus corax, the Raven ; (2)

C. corone, the Carrion Crow ; (3) C. cornix, the
Hooded Crow or Royston Crow ; (4) C. frugi-
legus, the Rook ; and (5) C. monednla, the
Jackdaw. The common Crow of India is C.

splendens [Crow, Raven, Rook, 4c]
2. Palaoni. : Representatives of the genua

Corvus occur from the Miocene onward.

3. Astron. : One of the fifteen ancient
southern constellations. Sometimes it ii

combined with Hydra, another of the fifteen,

and figures as Hydra and Corvus. Yet another,
viz., Crater, the Cup, has been superadded,
but this is obsolete.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ;
go, pot

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se. ce e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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• COi*'-v$r, s. [Fr. courbeau m a certaine war-

like instrument. (Cotgrave.)] A hooked or

crooked iron used to pull down buildings or

walls in a siege.
•• Here croked C&ruiti. fleeing brydges tall.

Their scathfull Scorpions, that ruynes the wall.

Hudson : Judith, p. 33.

CoV-JT-bant (pi. fcorybants (Eng.), coryban-

tes (Lai.), s. [Gr. nopvpas (korubas), genit.

Kopv&amos (korubantos).~\ A priest of the

goddess Cybele, in Phrygia, whose rites were

accompanied with wild music, dancing, &c.

• coV-$M>ant-I-asni, 5. [Eng. corybant; %

connective ; and suff. -asm.]

Med. : A kind of frenzy in which the patient

Is affected with fantastic visions and want of

sleep. (Dunglison.)

c6r-tf-ban -tic, * c6r-^-ban-tick, a

[Gr. KopvfiavriKo*; (korubantikos) = pertaining

to the Corybantes.]

. 1. Lit : Of on relating to the Corybantes or

their rites.

2. Fig. : Mad, frenzied, frantic.

co^r^c'-l-da, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. corycium

(q.v.), and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Bot. : A family of Orchids, tribe Ophreas.

e^-r^'-cl-uni, s. [From Gr. «<Spv«f (korus) =
a helmet, which the flower somewhat re-

sembles. (Loudon, Paxton, Ac.) Is it not
rather from icupvKtov (korukion), dimin. of

KupvKos (kdrukos) m a leathern sack or wallet

for provisions f]

Bot. : A genus of Orchids, the typical one of

the family Ophrea?. It has saccate petals, and
the lateral sepals connate. Nine or ten species

are known, all from the Cape of Good Hope.

• cfir-^-da'-U-a, s. [Corydalis.]

Chem. : The same as Corydaline (q.v.),

cor yd a line, t cdr-^d-a-li-na, s.

[Mod. Lat. corydalis (q.v.), and suff. -ine, -ina

(Chem.)."]

Chem. : A weak organic base, C18H19NO4.
Corydaline occurs in the roots of Corydalis

bulbosa, C. fabacea, and Aristolochia cava. The
root is exhausted with water containing hy-
drochloric acid, the solution precipitated by
sodium carbonate, the precipitate dried and
treated with alcohol, and the solution allowed

to crystallize. Corydaline crystallizes in

colourless needles, which melt at 130°. Nitric

acid converts it into a red-brown resin.

Corydaline is insoluble in water, but soluble

in alcohol, forming a bitter solution. Con-
centrated sulphuric acid dissolves it, following

a dark orange solution.

COr-^d'-a-Us, s. [From Gr. Kopv&akkCs (korti-

dallis) ="the crested lark, the spur of which
those of the fumitories somewhat resemble.]

Bot. : 'A genus of plants, order Fumariaceae,

tribe Fumariese. There are four petals, one
ef them gibbous and spurred at the base ; the

ovary has many ovules ; the pod is two-valved,
compressed, many-seeded, the seeds with a
crest. Corydalis clavicutata, the White Climb-
ing Corydalis, is indigenous to Britain, espe-

cially on the walls and roofs of houses in the
Highlands of Scotland. It has long, very

slender, much-branched stems, pinnate leaves,

the petioles ending in tendrils ; the flowers

small, pale yellow, almost white. C. solida

and lutea are not indigenous to Britain, though
they have here and there escaped from gar-

dens. The tubers of C. tuberosa contain a

peculiar alkali called Corydaline (q.v.). C.

bulbosa has an aromatic tuber very bitter, and
at the same time somewhat astringent and
acrid. It was formerly used as a substitute

for the Birthworts in expelling intestinal

worms and as an emmenagogue.

51 Climbing Corydalis

;

(1) Corydalis clavicuUua. [Corydalis.]

(2) An American name for Adlumia. (Treas.

ofBot)

C$r-$ft-a'-$e-», 5. pi [Lat. corylus (q.v.),

and fem. pi. adj. suff. -aceee.)

Bot. :' Mastworts. An order of diclinous

exogens, alliance Quernales. It consists of

trees and shrubs with alternate, simple, ex-

tipulate leaves, often with the veins running
straight from the midrib to the margin. Male
flowers amentaceous, with* 5 to 20 stamens

;

female having the ovary crowned by the rudi-

ments of an adherent calyx, seated, within a
coriaceous involucre called a cupule ; ovary

with two or more cells ; ovules pendulous or

peltate. Among the genera are Carpinus
(Hornbeam), Corylus (Hazel), Fagus (Beech),

Castanea (Chestnut), aud Quercus (Oak).

Found in the temperate parts of the Old and
New Worlds. In the tropics they grow chiefly

on mountains. In 1844 Lindley enumerated
eight genera, and estimated the species at 265.

COT-jMcph -I-d», s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cory-

lophus, and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Entom. : A family of pentamerous beetles.

Type, Corylophus.

cdr-jT-<iph-us, s. [Gr. icdpuc (korus) =a hel-

met, and Aod>o? (lophos)= the back of the neck,

... a crest.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles, the typical one
of the family Corylophidse. Sharp enumerates
two British species.

CoV-^l-US, s. [Lat. corylus; Gr. jeopvAoc

(koruhs), from Kopys (korus) — a helmet, the
fruit appearing as if covered with one.]

1, Bot. : The Hazel-nut. A genus of trees, the
typical one of the order Corylaceie. The
'barren flowers are in a cylindrical catkin, the
scales 3-cleft, the middle lobe covering the two
side ones ; stamens three, with one-celled

anthers. Fertile flowers 1 or 2 together, within
a minute involucre of 2 to 3 cohering, lacerated,

hairy scales, the whole constituting a short
catkin ; stigmas two, filiform ; nut invested

with the enlarged united scales of the in-

volucre. Corylus Avellana is the Common
Hazel-nut or Hazel (q.v.).

2. Pakeo-botany : A species of Corylus is

found in the Miocene.

cor ymb, * cdr-$rm'-bus, s. [Lat. corymbus
= a cluster of ivy berries, or of fruit or

flowers ; Gr. ic6pvp.fios (korumbos) = the upper-

most point, head, or end.]

Botany

:

* 1. In Pliny what is now called a capitulum.

This is not the corymb of modern botanists.

"Amongst the ancient botanists. It was used to

express the bunches or clusters of berries of ivy:
amongst modern botanists, it is used for a compounded
discoos flower, whose seeds are not {tanpous, or do
not fly away In down: such are the flowers of daises,

and common marygolu."

—

Quincy.

2. A kind of inflorescence, akiu to the

raceme in having stalked flowers, but differing

corymb, elder tree.

in having the lower pedicels so long that their

flowers are elevated to the same level as those

of the upper ones. Examples, the Wallflower,

the Elder, &c.

t H Compound Corymb :

Bot. : A corymb the expansion of which is

centrifugal instead of centripetal, i.e., it com-
mences at the centre instead of the circum-

ference. A branched corymb, each of whose
divisions is corymbose, is more generally

called a Fascicle (q.v.).

* cor-Jin'-bi-ate, cdr-^m'-bi-at-Sd, a.

[Lat. corymbus, i connective, and suff. -ate,

•ated.) Garnished with branches [bunches(?)j

of berries. (Johnson.)

c5r-jfan-blf -er-», s. pi. [Lat. fem. pi. of

corymbifer = bearing clusters of ivy berries,

from corymbus [Corymb], and fero m to bear.]

Bot. : The name given in 1789 by Jussieu to

the sub-order of Composite plants afterwards

called Asteracese. It is one of three sub-orders

of Composites, the others being Cynaroce-

phalae and Cichoracese.

odr-^m-bif'-er-oiis, a. [Lat. corymbus » . .

.

a corymb ; fero = to bear ; and Eng. suff. -ous.J

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Bearing fruit or berries on
branches. (Johnson.)

2. Bot. : Bearing corymbs.

odr-^m-bl'-tey, s. [Lat. corymbites ; Gr.

Kopvyifii-n^ (korumbites) = a plant, Euphorbia
platyphyllos.]

Entom. : A genus of Elateridse. Ten specie*
are found in Britain. (Sharpe.)

cdr-ym'-bose, a. [Mod. Lat. corymbosus,
from Lat. corymbus [Corymb], and suff. -osus.)

Bot. ; Pertaining to or consisting of the
inflorescence called a corymb, or having a
structure resembling it Thus there may be
a corymbose panicle, and even the branchee
in a plant may be corymbose.

% Corymbose raceme

:

Bot. : A corymb elongated to a raceme. Ex.,

the Candy-tuft, Iberis.

\ c6r-fta-hbBe'-lf, adv. [Eng. corymboss;
ly.}

Bot. : In a corymbose manner.

t ©OT-^m'-boUS, a. [Eug. corymb ; -ou*.J

Bot. : The same as Corymbose (q.v.).

t cor-jfan'-bu-lose, a. [Dimin. of corymbus,
and Eng. suff. -ose, from Lat. -osus.]

Bot. : Having, containing, or consisting of
a small corymb.

"cSr-Sfm'-bu-loti*, a. [Dimin- of Lat.

corymbus, and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : The same as Corymbulose (q.v.).

oS-ry'-nd, s. [Gr. Kopvyi) (korune) = a club.

So named because the tentacles are sometimes
club-shaped.]

Zool. : A family of marine Hydroid Polypes,
the typical one of the family Corynidae.

cdr-y-ne'-tes, s. [Gr. Kopuwfrn* (korunltls)
= a club-bearer, a mace-bearer.J

Entom. : A genus of Beetles, family Cleridas.

Four species are found in Britain. (Sharpe.)

cdr-^-ne'-iiiii, s. [Gr. Kopvvr\ (korune*) » a
club, and Lat. neut. suff. -um.]

Bot : A genus of coniomycetoua fungals,

growing on dead twigs. It has dark naked
spores radiating from a receptacle.

cor'-yn-Xd, s. [Gr. Kopvvn (korune) = a club,

and elSoc (eidos)= form, appearance.]

Zool.: A member of the order Corynida
(q.v.).

"More recently a supposed Corynid called Palseo-

coryne has been described from the Carboniferous
rocks of Scotland."—Nicholson : Zool., eh. xii.

cSr-yn'-I-<la, s. pi [Corynid.]

1. Zool. : An order of Hydrozoa, sub-class

Hydroida. The animal is simple, consisting

of a single polypite ; or if compound, then of

several polypites, united by a common flesh

or coenosarc. The reproductive organs are

in the form of gynophores. They are some-
times called also Tubularida or Pipe Coral-

lines.

2. Pakeont : They occur fossil in various

formations.

COT-yn'-I-d», a. pi. [Mod. Lat. coryn(e), and
suff. -Idas.]

Zool. : A family of marine Hydroid Polypes,

in which the animals are naked or have only

the rudiments of a polypidom. They are now
generally elevated into an order, Corynida
(q.v.).

c6r-yn-id'-I-8jL *. pi [Gr. Kopvvi\ (korune) =
a club, and tlfios (eidos) — form : dimin. of

Kopvvn (korune).}

Bot : Processes stuck into the margin of

the germinating leaf of ferns and containing

spiral threads.

cdr'-yn-lte, s. [Gr. nopvvn (korunS) = a club,

and Eng. suff. -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

M in. : An isometric mineral crystallizing In
octahedrons, with convex faces or globularly.

Ilie hardness is 4*5—5 ; the sp. gr. 5'9—6

;

the lustre metallic ; the colour silvery white,

or on a fresh fracture steel-grey. Compos. :

Arsenic, 37 -83; antimony, 13*45; sulphur
17- 19; nickel, 28'86 ; and iron, 1*98. Found
in Carinthia. (Dana.)

cdr-yn-6-car-piis, *. [Gr. xopvvt) ffcorunl)

= a club, and aapiros (karpos) =* fruit.]

b6*L. btfy ; pout, jowl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph=*£

-cian. Mw m BMpi tion, -slon = shun; -(ion, sloa - shun, -cious, tious, sious m shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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Bot. : A genus of trees, order MyrsinaceEe.
They have entire smooth leaves and clusters of
white flowers. They are natives of New Zea-
land. The fruits of Corynocarpus vulgaris are
used in that country in times of scarcity, but
the seeds, unless steamed and otherwise
treated, are poisonous.

O&r'-^-pha, s. [Gr. Kopvfyv, (koruphe) = the
top, because the leaves are only at the summit
of the tree.]

Bot. : A genus of palms, the type of the
tribe Corypbeae (q.v.). They have fan-shaped
leaves, perfect flowers on branching bracteate
spikes, three petals, six stamens, and a one-
seed berried fruit. About five species are
known, all from tropical Asia. Corypha umbra
culifera is the Talipot-tree. [Talipot.]

cor-y-pkse-na, s. [Gr. xopv<paiva (kom-
phalna) = a fish, 'the same as imroi/po? (hip-

pouros) = horsetail, i.e., the Coryphosna hip-

puris described below.]

Ichthy. : A genus of Scomberidse, or by some
it is made the type of a family Coryphsenidae
(q.v.). The head is greatly elevated, and the
palate and jaws both furnished with teeth.

Coryphcena hippwris and several other species

COKVPH.EXA HTPPURIS.

are found in the Mediterranean and the adja-
cent parts of the Atlantic. They pursue the
flying fish. The first-named species is the
one of the two animals called the Dolphin.
It has beautiful metallic tints, looking golden
while in the water. It is about five feet long.

cor y -phaen'-I-dse, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cory-
phrena (q.v.), and snff. -wte.]

Zool. : A family of spiny-finned fishes.

They have a dorsal fin running along the
whole length of the back ; the ventral fins

are small or wanting ; the dorsal and anal fins

are generally high. All the species are marine.
[Coryphcena.]

cory pne -se, *. pi. [Mod. Lat. coryph(a\
and suff. -ece.]

Bot. : A tribe of Palms, of which the type is

Corypha. It is divided into two families,

Sabalidse and Phoenicidae.

CCr-jf-pkee', s. [Fr.] A ballet-dancer.
[CORVPHETJS.]

cox - y - pke'-ua, coT-^-phW-us, s. [Gf.
xopu^cuof (koruphaios) = (a.) at the top or
head, (s.) the leader of the chorus in the Attic
drama ; «opvd>Tj (koruphe) = a head.]

1. Lit. : The leader of a chorus or company
In a play.

* 2. Fig. : The leader of any party.

"That noted corypheu* (Dr. John Owen) ot the Inde-
pendent I&ction.'—South: Serm. v. 4»,

IT In the University of Oxford the Assistant
of the Choragus or Master of Musical Praxis
is called the Coryphaeus or Praecentor.

CO^rypk'-d-ddn, s. [Gr. xoowftij (choruphe)=
= a point, and b&ovs (odous), genit. b&ovros
(pdontos) = a tooth.]

Pakeont. ; A genus of ungulate mammals,
the typical one of the family Coryphodontidae.
The genus was founded by Prof. Owen on
fragmentary materials. He showed its resem-
blance to the Tapirs. From the ampler re-

mains obtained in North America, Marsh has
proved that there were five toes. This neces-
sitates the removal of the genus from the
Tapiridae. Found in the Eocene of Europe

* and North America.

eo^ryph-o^don'-ti-dae.s./tf. [Mod. Lat. cory-

phodon (gentt. coryphodontis), and suff. -idee.]

Pakeont. : A family of ungulate mammals.
Only known genus, Coryphodon (q.v.).

c6-rys'-tea» a, [Gr. xopv<rn}? (Tcorustis) m a
helmed man, an armed warrior.J

Zool. : A genus of Brachyurons (Short-
tailed) Crustaceans. The chela; (i.«^ the an-
terior feet) are in the males about twice as
long as the body ; in the females they are not
remarkably long.

©O-rys'-tl-dae, s. pi. [Mod. Lat. corystes

(q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. sutf. -idte.]

ZooL : A family of Brachyurous Crusta-
ceans. Type Corystes (q.v.).

cory tha ix, s. [Gr. xapvAuf (koruthaix)=
a helmet shaking with waving plume : icbpv;

(korua) a helmet, and aurtrw (aisso) = to move
quickly, to dart.]

Ornith. : A genus of birds, family Musopha-
gidae. It contains the Touracos. They are
African birds with a green body, and thequill
feathers of the wings and tail violet or red.

CO)-ry'-za, «. [Lat. coryza ; Gr. «6>v£a (fonts*),

from Kop<nj (korse) m the side of the head.]

Med. : A u cold in the head," with running
at the nose, defluxion of phlegm, Ac

COS (1), t coss, s. [Mahratta, Sic] A measure
of distance in India, averaging about two
English miles. (Anglo-Indian.)

Cos (2), s. [The name of an island in the
Mediterranean, belonging to Turkey.]

cos-lettuce, s.

Bot. : A curly variety of lettuce introduced
from the island of Cos.

•cos (3), *cosse, kosse, s. [A.S. cos.] A
kiss, an embrace. [Kiss.]

A suete ocx of thy mouth."
Lyric Poema, p. W.

cos -al-ite, s. [Named from Cosala, in the
province of Sinaloa, in Mexico, where it is

found.]

Jtftn. .* A soft and brittle mineral of a
metallic lustre and a lead-grey colour, consist-
ing of sulphur 16*10, bismuth 42-25, and lead
41 '65. (Dana.) The British Museum Catalogue
makes it the same as Kezban site (q.v.).

* coscke (1), cosh, s. [Ccsshe.]

' COSChe (2), *. [Fr. cocfte.] A coach.

cos cln'-i-um, s. [Gr. kwtkCvwv (koskinion),

dim in. of ko<tkivov (koskinon) = a sieve.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Menisper-
macece. An infusion of the wood and bark of
Coseinium indicum is regarded as furnishing
an excellent stomachic. C. fenestratwm is used
in Ceylon as a tonic and diuretic. It is called
Weni-veL

cos-cin 6 dis -cus, «. [Gr. kovkivov (kos-

fctnon)*a sieve, and tW*o? (diskos)= a quoit.]

Bot. .* A genus of Diatoraaceie, with free
frustules and areolar valves, beautiful to the
view. About forty-one species are known,
four of them British. Others are fossil in
Virginia, Bermuda, Ac, in recent rocks.
(Griffith A Ilenfrey.)

* cos cm 6 man cy, * cos- kin- 6 man -

cy» 8. [Gr. kqo-kivov (koskinon) — a sieve,

and fiairrtia (manteia)— prophecy, divination.]
A kind of divination effected by means of a
sieve, which was either suspended or fixed on
the point of a pair of shears. The diviner then
uttered a certain formula, and repeated the
names of any persons suspected of a crime. If
the sieve moved at the mention of any name,
that person was considered as guilty.

*cose, *coiss, *coss, * coyse, v.t. [Per-
haps a corruption of choose (q.v.).] To ex-
change, to give or take in barter.

" The trairt A lethes
With him hea beluies cant, and gaif him hia."

DdUffUu; Virgil, 288. 83.

co-se -cant, *.
"

[Eng. co, aeon-
traction for
complement
first introduced
by Gunter, and
«can((q.v.).]

Geom, : The
secant of the
complement of

an arc or angle
—i.c, the se-

cant of the arc
or angle neces-

sary to make 8
the cosecant cosecant.

the other one
up to 90". Let a c be a quadrant, then the
arcs a e and e c are complements of each

other ; so also are the angles abe and e b c.
Let c d be a tangent to the quadrant or the
circle of which it constitutes a part, then b d
is the secant of the arc e c or the angle ebc,
and the cosecant of the arc e a or the angle
E B A.

co seis mal, a. & s. [Lat. co = together,

and Gr. o-ekt/xo? (seismos) — an earthquake.]

A. Asadj.: Pertaining to the line described
under B.

B. As subst. : The line in whicn a wave
shell " reaches the earth at the same time.
(Rossiter.) [Seismology.]

*c6s'-en, a. As. [Cozen, Cousin.]

cos-en-age (age as $£), a [CoetNAOE,

Cozenage.]

cos en-ing, s. [Cozening.]

* co sea ti ent (ti as ski), a. [Pref. co =
aim = with, together, and Eng. suiiient
(q.v.).] Perceiving with or together.

* coseri, s. [Scotch coiss, cose «» to bargain^
and suff. -ri = -ry.] Bargaining, traffic

ere takyru.
Irthure, l.SSl

cd'-sey\ co'-sy, a. A a [Etym. doubtful.]

A. As adj. : Snug, comfortable, warm.
B. As subst. : A padded covering lor a tea-

pot, put over it to retain the heat.

*cosk, s. [Cosshe.]

'COSk, a. [Etym. doubtful.] [Cosey.]

1. Snug, comfortable.

2. Intimate, well acquainted.

*coshe, s. [Coach.]

cosh -er, v.t. [It. cosair = a feast, a banquet]
L Ord. Lang: To treat kindly ; to welcome,

to make comfortable.
" Such a worthy guest to eother."

huh ifudtbrtit. {Ware*.)

2. Old Irish Feudal Law : To levy certain
taxes on ; to demand coshering from.

* odsfc'-er-er, s. [Eng. cosher; -er.) One
who practised coshering.

". . . idle coiherm who claimed to be descended
from good Iriab ramihe*."—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng..
ch. xii.

c6sk'-er-ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Cosher, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <fr particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As substantive

:

Old Irish Feudal Lam: A custom whereby
the lord was entitled to exact from his tenant
food and lodging for himself and Ids followers
at the tenant's house. It was in connection
with this practice of coshering, to which the
political circumstances of Ireland from time
to time gave an unhappy stimulus, that the
word Tory arose. [Tory.]

". . . many of the native aristocracy whose lives had
been spent in cohering or marauding."—Maeauiay

:

Bit. iW.cri. xii.

* edsk'-er-jf, s. [Eng. cosher; -y.] The same
as Coshering (q.v.).

* edsk -ljr, adv. [Scotch cosh, and Eng. suff.

-ly.) Snugly, comfortably, cosily.

*cosie, s. [Cassie.]

* co'-fi-er, * ed'-zl-er, s. [Fr. coudre (pa.

par. cousn) = to patch, to sew : Lat. con = cum.
= with, together, and suo = to sew.] A
botcher, a patcher, a cobbler.

". . . ye squeak out your coziert' catches . .
."—

Shakstp. : Twelfth Sight, il &

* co slg-nif -I-ca-tive, a. [Pref. co = con,

and Eng. significative (q.v.).] Having the
same signification or meaning. (Cockeram.)

cd-siy-ni-ta-r^, cd-slg'-nl'-tdr-y; a. &
8. [Pref. co = con, and Eng. signitory (q.v.).]

A. As adj. : Signing any document, espe-
cially a treaty, in conjunction with another.

B. As subst : One who signs any docu-
ment, especially a treaty, in conjunction with
others.

c6'-sl-ly\ * od'-sXe-iy, adv. [Eng. cosy; 4y.]
Snugly, comfortably.

" Cully and cottelm I lie."

Ranuay : Poemt, L T4V

- cosin, * cosyn, s. & a. [Cousin.]

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, euro, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, jo, oa = e, ey = a. au = kw.
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•cos in ago, * cos' en -ago, * cos-yn-
age, 5. [Fr. cousinage = kindred.] [Cocsin.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Kindred, relationship ; the condition of

being related as cousins.
" Not (or 110 cotynage ne alltaunce."

Chaucer : C. T., 14.550.

2. Relations, connections.
" All* hys bretheren, and al his cotynafe.'— WycHfe:

Mxod. i. 6.

3. A nation, race, or family.
• In thee sbal be blissyd aUe cotynagm ol tht trthe."

— Wycliff* : Utneti* xii. 3.

IX Law:
1. Kindred or relationship by blood.

2. A writ to recover possession of any
•states for the rightful heir from a stranger

who has entered and abated, after the death

of the tresail, or the grand father'8 grandfather,

or other collateral relation.

co'-slne, s. [Eng. co, a contraction for com-

plement, and sine.]

Geom. : The sine of the complement of an

arc or angle. Let a e d be a quadrant, divided

into the two arcs a e and e d, which are com-
plements of A
each other

;

then e c, which
is the sine of
the arc e d, is

the cosine of
a e. e c is the
*ine also of the
angle ebc, and
the cosine of
ABE.

If Law of the

cosine:

Physics: The
law that the B
intensity of cosine.

oblique rays Is

proportional to the cosine of the angle which
these rays form with the normal to the sur-

face. MM. Desains and De la Provostaye have
shown that it is true only within very narrow
limits—viz., only with bodies like lampblack,

destitute of reflecting power. (Ganot.)

% The law of the cosine cannot, therefore,

be rendered available exactly to measure the

diminution in the intensity of radiant heat for

each degree that the sun declines. As stated,

the law is true only of bodies destitute of

reflective power where the solar rays are not.

•c&^'-iiig-nace, »• [A corruption of Fr. cou-

$inage.~\

1. A relation by blood. (Scotch.)

2. A granddaughter or niece. (Scotch.)

cos mar -i-um, s. [Gr. Koa-naptov (kos-

marivn, dimin, of koVjk<k (kosmos).']

Bot. : A genus of Desmidiacete. It has

single cells, constructed in the middle. Ra-
beuhorst describes seventy-seven European
species, several of which are British. (Griffith

A Henjrey.

)

cos met -ic, * cos-met'-ick, a. k s. [Fr.

cosmetiqve, from Gr. K0trp.nrt.K6t (kosmetikos) =
skilled in decoration, from Koo-pAu (kosmeo) =
to decorate, to adorn : awjios (kosmos) =
order, beauty.]

* A. As adjective :

1. Skilled in dressing or adorning the hair,

skin, &.c.

" One of this nseful profession [a barberl this order

of cosmeffc* philosophers."—TatUr, No. **.

2. Pertaining to or used for the dressing or

adorning of the hair, skin, &c.
" I was never permitted to sleep till I had pawed

through the cotmetiek discipline."—Johnson : Rambler,
No. 110.

B. As substantive

:

L Lit. : Any preparation used to make and
preserve the skin soft, clear, and white ; an
artificial help to beautify the complexion.

If Many cosmetics, though improving the
complexion for the moment, injure it at last.

The best of them is a poor substitute for that

beauty which fresh air, exercise, temperance,
regularity of habits, contentment, and. piety

tend to produce.
"The oil of tfte easBew Is nsed as a cotmetick by the

ladies to remove recldea and suii-buminir.' —Granger :

The Sugar-Cane, 137 (Note).

* 2. Fig. : Anything which will preserve the

clearness, openness, or frankness of the coun-
tenance. •

" No better oosmetfeti than a severe temperance and
purity, modesty and humility, a gracious temper and
calmness of spirit • . ."—Ray : On the Creation.

* COS-met-Ic-al, a. [Eng. cosmetic; -al.]

Used for beautifying, adorning, or improving.

"... the cotmetical (but to my alms truly vital)

parts of if—Boyle : Worki, voL vL, p. 77.

cos'-ml-a, s. [Gr. koVjjuos (kosmios) = well

ordered, from koo>os (kosmos) = order.]

Entom, : A genus of moths, the typical one
of the family Cosmidse (q.v.). There are four

British species. Cosmia trapesina is a greyish

ochreous or reddish ochreous moth, abundant
everywhere. The larva is fond of other cater-

pillars. (Stainton.)

cos '- mic, cos'-mic-al, a. [Gr. ko^uco;

(kosmikos) = of the world or universe, from
a-offfioc (kosmos) (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language :

1. Literally

:

(1) Gen. : Pertaining to the universe, or to

the laws through which its beautiful order is

maintained.

(2) Specially

:

(a) Pertaining to this earth.

(b) Pertaining to the solar system of which
it constitutes a part.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Beautifully ordered

(2) Requiring for its development a great

space of time.

IX Astron. : Rising or setting with the sun,

as opposed to acronycal.

If Cosmic speed

:

Astron.: Speed like that of the planets,

meteors, or such other heavenly bodies.

(Ogilvie, ed. Annandale.)

cos mic-al-ly, adv. [Eng. cosmical; -ly.]

Attron. : With the sun ; not acronycally.

(Used of a star which rises or sets with the

sun.)

cos-mi-I-d», • c6s'-nii-dfi9, *. pi- [Mod.

Lat. cosmia, and fern. pi. adj. suff. -ida.\

Entom. : A family of Moths, sub-section

Noctuina. The wings are of moderate size

;

the antennse generally simple ; the abdomen
smooth, slender in the male ; anterior wings

rather pointed at the tip ; wings in repcse

forming a very inclined roof ; larva elongate,

bright coloured, rather flattened beneath

;

living between the united leaves of trees.

Genera, Cosmiaond Tethea. Only eight British

species. (Stainton.)

* cSs'-mo-crat, *. [Gr. koo>o* (kosmos) =
the world, and Kpardia (kraled) = to rule, to

govern.] A prince of this world.
" You will not think, great cotmocrat . .

."

SotUhey : The Devil* Walk.

coa - mog'- on - aJU °- lGr- Koa-poyovo* (kos-

inogonos) - creating the world, and Eng., &c.

suff. -al.] Relating to cosmogony, relating to

the commencement of the world ; cosmogon-

icaL

cSs-m$-gon'-ic, cos-mo-gon'-ic-al, a.

[Gr. Koo-poyovos (kosmogonos) = creating the

world.] Relating to cosmogony (q.v.).

c6s-m6g'-6n-iat, s. [Ger. kosmogonist, from

Gr. Koa-fioyovia (kosmogonia).'] [Cosmogony.]

One who speculates on the origin of the world.

"... cosmogonUti were not at all restricted in

building their systems to the agency of ItDOwn causes."

—Lyell : Princip. of Ueot., ch. hi.

c5$-mdg'-Oil-& s. [Ft. cosmogonie; Sp. <fc

Port cosmogonia, all from Gr. KO<rpoyovla(ko$-

mogonia) = the creation or origin of the world :

(too-fioc. (kosmos) = order, . . . the world

[Cosmos], and yo^s (gonos) = that which is

begotten, a child, ... a begetting
;
ylyvoiiai

(gignomai) = to be produced, to become ; root

y«W(ffCTio)or yev(gen), Sans, gdn.] The origin

or creation of the world ; an investigation or

dissertation regarding it.

% Cosmogony and geology, though having

certain relations to each other, are still dis-

tinct, cosmogony inquiring into the first origin

of things, and geology commencing at a period

when, that origin having taken place, succes-

sive events in the earth's history began to leave

behind them memorials from which their

character might be more or less clearly rea-

soned out. Various epochs may be traced In

its history.

a)
Ancient Cosmogony unmodified fcjf the

!•: The subject more or less occupied
speculative minds in most ancient countries,

and a work formally named Koo-^oyoi'ta

(kosmogonia) was published by a Greek poet
and philosopher, Parmenides, believed to

have written about 603 B.C. A prevalent
opinion among the most ancient theologians
—Egyptian, Hindoo, Greek, and Roman—was
that the world was created by the Supreme
Being. Various philosophers, on the contrary,
whose attachment to the creed of their respec-

tive countries was but nominal, believed in tht

eternity of the world. The acceptance of this

latter tenet did not necessarily exclude belief

in a Supreme Being. Thus Plato held at the
same time that there was a Supreme Intelli-

gence, and that matter was eternal. Though
not created by the Supreme Being, He operated
on it and fashioned it according to His will.

Successive creations and catastrophes of the

world were held to have occurred, and its

ultimate destruction or renovation by lire was
also expected.

(2) Jewish & Christian Cosmogony : The doc-
trine of the eternity of matter disappeared
wherever the new phase of belief arose, for the
teaching of the Old Testament was precise ;

" In the beginning God created the heavens
and the earth " (Gen. i. 1). See also the whole
of Gen. i., with Exod. xx. 11.

(3) Jewish & Christian Cosmogony blended

with independent speculation : While geology
was in its infancy, it gave its strength to cos-

mogonical inquiry, with the result of generat-

ing controversies which continued century
after century. They were terminated, not by
the settlement of the question in dispute, but
by the wise resolve of those engaged in it, or

at least of the higher minds among them, to

confine their inquiries, at least for a time, to

geological facts, and reconstruct, as far as it

was practicable, the past history of the globe,

before speculating as to its origin. Metaphy-
sicians like Kant took up the abandoned field,

but without notable result.

(4) Semi-scientific Cosmogony : Geologists

have shown some tendency to return to cos-

mological speculation, with the aid of the

vastly increased number of facts which the

investigations of the last half century have
accumulated. The revival of the nebular

hypothesis of La Place was a return to cosmo-
gonical speculation. [Nebular hypothesis.]

The efforts made by Sir William Thomson
(afterwards Lord Kelvin), Prof. Tait, and
others, to ascertain by a study of the sun what
fund of bygone time geologists can draw upon,

also fall within the province of cosmogony.

cS^-mSg'-raph-er, s. [Gr. Koo-fioypa<j>o*(kos-

mographos (CosMOaRAPHic], and Eng. suff.

-«r.] One who describes the broader features

of the world without descending to details

;

one who studies or writes on cosmography
(q.v.).

" The eotmoffraphert, which first discovered and de-

scribed the roundness of tht earth."—Robert Bacon:
FUum Labyrinth., { 7.

co§-m&-grSpli'-l'c, cSsj-mo-griipli'-io-

al, a. [Fr. cosmographique, from Gr. Koo>ovpo-
&o<;(kos}nograpkos) = describing the world, and
Eng. suff. -ic, -ical.] Describing the world

;

pertaining to cosmography.

co^-mi-graph'-Ic-al-l^, adv. [Eng. co»-

mographical; -ly.] In a cosmographical man-
ner ; in a manner tending to describe the

world.

odfl-mdg'-raph-jf'. s. [Fr. cosmographie, from

Gr. Koo-poypa^ia (kosmographia) = a descrip-

tion of the world : *6o>oy (kosmos) = order,

. . . the world or universe, and ypaipri (graphe)

= delineation, description.] A description of

the system of the universe, or of this world,

without descending to details except as these

illustrate general principles. Thus a state-

ment as to the uniform angle or direction at

which the pole of the earth is slanted in every

part of its orbit ought to be stated under cos-

mography, since it is the essential fact on

which the alternation of the seasons depends

;

but that Ceylon is an island at the southern

apex of the Indian peninsula is a mere detail

properly relegated to geography. When,
again, the causes of the appearanees described

under cosmography are investigated, the

science becomes Cosmology (q.v.). These dis-

tinctions have often been ignored by writers

on *' cosmography," whose works in some cases

have differed little from treatises on geography.

hShf t>6£; p*ut, jtffel; cat, cell, chorus, cain, bench; go, *em; thin, this; sin, a?; expect. ?enophon, exist. -Ing.

-cian, tian shan. -tlon, -slon = shun ; -$ion, -flon = shun, -dons, -tioua, -sious = shus. -We, -die, Ac. = bel, del.
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*©ds'-m6-labe, s. [Gr. «oo>of (kosmos) = the

world, and Aa£ (tab), the root of Aafiflapw
(Jamoano) = to take.]

Astron. : An instrument for taking the
angles between the heavenly bodies and their
height It was called also a Pantaeosm, and
was nearly the same as the Astrolabe.

cfts-mol-a-try; s. [Gr. Koo-fios (kosmos) =
the world, and \arp€ta(latreia)=(l) the state of
a hired workman, service, servitude, (2) divine
worship ; Xarpevat (latreuo) = to work for hire
or pay ; Aarptc (latris) = a workman for hire,

a hired servant] The worship of the world.
In some cases it might rest on a foundation of
pantheistic belief.

C5sj-m6~l6g'-lc-al, a. [Eng. cosmologXy)

;

•ical,] Relating to cosmology (q.v.).

COS mftl-^ gist, *. [Eng. cosmologXy); -ist.)

One who studies cosmology.

c6s-m6T-£-g$, s. [Fr. cosmologie; Gr. kwt-

ftoAoyta (kosmologia) (Littri, not in Liddell et

Scott) : kovhos (kosmos) = the world, and
X6yos (logos) = . . . a discourse.] The science
which investigates the causes by which the
beautiful order of the universe, the solar
system, or the earth has been produced, as
distinct from Cosmography and Cosmogony
(q.v.). Sir Charles Lyell considers Cosmology
and Cosmogony identical, and they are at
least closely akin. If cosmology investigates
the secondary causes by which the present
order of the universe is maintained, and these,
as there is evidence to show, have been opera-
tive for at least an indefinite period during
the past, a study of these causes is to a cer-
tain extent a study of the manner in which the
genesis of the world took place.

"Cosmogony, Cosmology- Words synonymous in
meaning, applied to speculations respecting the first
origin or mode of creation of the earth . .

?'—Lyell :

Frincip. of Geoi. ; Glouary.

COJ-mftm'-eVry^ s. [Gr. jttftrpoc (kosmos) =
the world, and nerpov (metron) = & measure.]
The science which measures the world. But
as the world in the sense of the universe is

limitless, and therefore unmeasurable, it

must be the earth, the solar system, or the
known parts of the universe which, alone eau
be measured or estimated.

cos mo plas tic, * cos mo-plas tick,
o. [Gr. (too-p.05 (kosmos) = the world, and
Eng. plastic.} Pertaining to a plastic, sper-
matic, or formative principle alleged to be
operative in the universe ; or holding the
metaphysical or cosmological tenet that such
a principle was at work.

"The opinion of Seneca signifies little in this case.
he being no better than a cotmoplattick athieat, i.e.,

he made a certain plastick or sperinatick nature,
devoid of all animal fty or conscious intellectual itv,
to be the highest principle in the universe."—Hall's/-
well: MtlampT. (I&n), p. 84.

cos mo-pol i tan, a. & 5. [Gr. a-oV/ioc (kos-

mos) = the world ; itoAitijc (polites) = a
citizen; and Eng. suff. -an.] [Cosmopolite.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Feeling at home in any part of the world ;

free from any national prejudices
; pertaining

to or resembling a cosmopolite.

2. Common to all the world ; not restricted
to any particular country or race ; universally
spread.

" The Cheiroptera are cosmopolitan."— Prof, Owen.

B. As substantive

:

1. A cosmopolite ; one who is at home in
any part of the world.

*2. A worldling; one who cares for no
country but only for himself.

cos mo pol 1-tan ism, s. [Eng. cosmo-

politan; -urn.] The quality of being cosmo-
politan ; cosmopolitism.

". . . some Englishmen, not wholly given over to
that rice of cotmopolitanitm . . ."—rimes. Nor. 16,

18T7.

cos mop ol ite (Eng.X * ce*-m&-pd'-li-
tes (Gr.), s. [Gr. a-oo-jAOTroAirns (kosmopolites)

= a citizen of the world : *6o>oc (kosmos) =
the world, and roAmj? (polites) = a citizen.]

A citizen of the world ; one who is cosmo-
politan in feelings and character, being free

from any national prejudices ; one who is at
home in any part or the world.

" I came tumbling ont into the world a pure cadet,
ft true cosmopolite : not born to land, lease, house or
office.

-- Houvtl : Uttert, bk. 1., J 8. lett. GO.

* cos-mo - po lit -ical, a. [Gr. ko'o>oc

(kosmos) = the world, and Eng. political
(q.v.).] Pertaining to or of the uature of a
cosmopolite ; cosmopolitan.

"... to meditate of the cormopolitical gouernroeut
thereof."—Hackluyt: Voyage*, 1.6.

t cos-mop -o-llt-lsm, s, [Eng. cosmopolite);

•ism.] The quality of being a cosmopolite

;

the character of a cosmopolite ; the state or
condition of a citizen of the world ; cosmopo-
litanism.

" Indulgent to human nature in general, and loving
it, but not with German co*mo/»>littim."—Jftis Edge-
worth i Patronage, ch. xir. {Daviet.)

cos-xno-ra'-ma, s. [Gr. K00710S (kosmos) =
the world, and opa^a (horama) = that which
is seen, a view ; bpa'w (horao) — seen.] A
series or collection of views of various parts
of the world, laid horizontally upon a semi-
circular table, and reflected by diagonal
mirrors to the lenses at which the eye of the
spectator is successively applied. The pic-
tures are illuminated by hidden lamps.

" The temples and saloons, and cotmoramat . .
."—

Dickem : Sketches by Box ; VauxhaU.

cos mo ram ic, o. [Eng., Mod. Gr., Arc.

cosmoram(a), and Eng. suff. -ic.] Pertaining or
relating to a cosmorama (q.v.).

COS mos, s. [Gr. = (1) order, (2) an ornament,
(3) a ruler, (4) the world or universe from its

perfect order and arrangement, as opposed to
chaos. Probably from kojus'u (komeo) = to
take care of, to attend to.]

1. Ancient Phil. : The term koo>oc (kosmos)
in the fourth sense [Etym.] appears first in
the philosophy of Pythagoras. His followers
Philolaos, Callicratidas, and others adopted
the word, as did the philosophic poets Xeno-
phanes, Parmenides, and Jhnpedocles. From
them it passed to the natural philosophers,
with whom it became a current word. The
Stoics used it for the anima mundi or soul of
the world. With regard to extent it had
several senses : (1) the earth, (2) the firma-
ment, (3) the region in which the stars are
fixed or apparently move ; in the Alexandrian
Greek, the known world. (Liddell & Scott.)

2. Modem Science : The universe, or as much
of it as may be known by man. It is a sub-
lime word, and useful when one competent
for the task—if any man really is competent-
attempts to sum up what is known, not of the
earth merely, but of the solar system and the
limitless expanse in which are the fixed stars.
Thus a celebrated book in which the great
naturalist Alexander von Humboldt in his
old age massed together his stores of know-
ledge of nature, was called " Humboldt's
Cosmos."

cos -mo sphere, s. [Gr. <cdo>ios (kosmos) =
. . . the world, and o~4>alpa (sphaira) = a ball.]

Astronomical Instrument : An instrument for
representing, though of necessity very imper-
fectly, the relative position of this earth with
regard to the stellar "firmament." For the
earth stands a terrestrial globe, for the stellar
"vault" a hollow glass sphere, within which
the before-mentioned globe is placed. But
the firmament or vault is an infinite expanse
between which and the diminutive earth there
is absolute incommensurability.

cfts-mo-thet -ic, o. [Gr. Koa>io6Yn)s (kosmo-

thetes) = regulator of the world : koo>los (kos-

mos) =. . . the world ; 0«r>j« (thetes) = one
who places ; rlB-r^i (tithemi) = to place ; and
Eng. suff. -ic.]

Metaph. (Of persons) : Believing in the
existence of matter, but at the same time
denying that the external world has any
existence except in our own mental concep-
tion. (Sir Wm. Hamilton.)

t co-so -ve-reign (g silent), #. [Pref. en =
con, and Eng. sovereign (q.v.).] A joint
sovereign ; one reigning jointly with another

;

a king or queen consort.

"Sophia . . . was Joined with them as regent, mnder
the title of co-towereign."—Brougham,

coss (1), t. [Cos.]

* cos* (2), ». [Ital. cosa = a thing.) Only used
in the phrase rule of coss, an old term for
algebra. (Digby.) [Cossic]

'coss, v.t. [Cose, Coiss.]

Cfts -sack, s. [Russ. kosak ; Turk, kazdk = a
robber.] One of a race of people now forming

part of Russia, and living in the south of that
empire, about the river Don, &c. They form
an important element in the Russian army,
being used as light cavalry on account of their
exceeding skill in horsemanship.

efts'-sas, s. pi, [Native East Indian word.]
Fabric : A kind of plain Indian muslin.

cos-seine, 5. [Abyssinian, &c. kousso, and
suff, -inc.]

Chem. : An organic base said to exist ia
kousso, the remedy for tapeworm.

* COS -set, s. & a. [Perhaps from Ital. casiccio,
cassiccio b a tame lamb bred up by hand in
a house, from casa — a cottage. (Fhrio.Yl
[COSH.]

U

A. As substantive

:

1. Lit, : A lamb brought up by hand ; a pet
lamb.

" I ihall gire thee yon cottet for thy payne."
Spenter: Shepheardt Calender ; JVot.

2. Fig. : A pet of any kind ; a spoilt child.

B. As adj. : Brought up by hand ; petted.
"The eouet lamb is learned to butt."—Breton •

fantailicke*. (Daviet.)

efts-set, v.t. [Cosset, s.] To nurse, to
pamper, to fondle, to pet.

" I hare been cotteting this little beast Tip."—E.
Kitigtley: 0. Hamlyn, ch. xivL {Daviet.)

* cosshe, *. [Etym. doubtful.] A cottage, a
little house, a cot.

"Coote. lytylle howse (eoiA K., cosche H-, cotthe P.).'—Prompt. Parv.

* cos sic, * cos -sic-al, a. [Eng. coss (2), s.

;

-ic, -ical.] Pertaining to or of the nature of
algebra ; algebraical

.

" The art of numbers cottical."—Digby.

* efts -sing, s. [Cose.] Bargaining, exchange,
traffic.

* edss-nent, * cos nent, a. & s. [Etym.
doubtful,]

L As adj. : Without food or wages.
" I diiina—wish you to work ootnent wark, that is,

without meat or wage."—Sir A. Wytie, ii. 16».

IX As subst. : Work for which wages are
paid with victuals. (Scotch.)

cos «6 -nils, s. [From Lat tonus (q.v.). Cf.
Ft. cosson ; Sp. gusano = a worm.]

Entom. : A genus of beetles, family Curcu-

'

lionidae or Weevils. They have short somewhat
thick elytra, with a large oval club, a rather
long rostrum, thickened at the apex, and
elongate elytra. Sharp enumerates only one
British species, Cossonus linearis. It is about
a quarter of an inch long, and is black or
brown in colour, with punctate striate elytra.
It is found in Boleti and trees. At least six-
teen foreign species are known.

COS -bus, s. [Lat.— a kind of larva, found
under the bark of trees, supposed by some to
be that of the stag-beetle, Lucanus cervus.

This is not the modern genus Cossus.]

Entom. : A genus of Nocturnal Lepidoptera,
family Hepialidse or Ghost-moths. They have
long slender half serrate antennae, a small
head, and the upper wings longer than the
lower ones. The larvae feed on wood, the
pupa is enclosed in a cocoon. Cossus ligni-

perda is the Goat-moth, so called because its

larvae emit a disagreeable smell, as the goat
does. It is a large moth, the expansion of its

wings being about 3 in. to Si in.; the upper
pair grey mottled with white, and having
moreover black bands ; the lower ones
brownish ash ; the body brownish grey, with
silvery lines. The ground colour of the larva
is yellow ; it is pink above, with the head and
the first segment of the body black. It takes
three years to come to maturity. It feeds on
old pollard willow-trees, as well as on the
poplar, the oak, and the aspen.

efts syph-us, 5. [Gr. »c6ero~v<4oc (kossuphos)
= (1) a singing-bird, like our blackbird, (2) a
sea-fish, (3) a breed of poultry.]

Entom. : A genus of Beetles, section Hetero-
mera, sub-section Taxicornes. The sides of
the thorax and elytra are flattened. They
occur in the south of Europe and north of
Africa. None are British.

* cost (l), * eooste. s. [Sp., Port., & ItaL
casta, from Lat. costus.]

fete, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pftt,

or, wore, woll, work, whd, son ; mute, ciib, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oe = e. ey a. qu = kw.
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Ord. Lang. & Bot. : Tanacetum Balsamita.

(Costmary. See also Ale-cost and Coast.]
" Cootte herbe. Cottut."~Prompt. Par*.

* T English cost

:

Among the A nglo-Saxons : Tanacetum vulgare.

(Britten <& Holland.)

cost (2),
* cost© (1),

* coust, s. [O. Fr. cast,

const ; Ger., Dut., Sw., & Dan. kost; 8p. costo,

eosta ; Ital. costo ; O. H. Ger. chosta.] [Cost, v.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. The price, value, or amount paid or

charged for any commodity bought or taken
in barter.

"In the cost of wheat there has been very little

change."—Macaulay Hist. Eng., ch. Hi.

2. Expense, charge ; money expended on the
carrying out of anything.

" He schal bAU a soper .it your alther cost."

Chaucer : C. T., 801.

* 3. Value, worth.

"Huer&u me set ofte grat cott."—Ayenbite of Inteyt,

p. 176.

4. The sustenance given to a servant, as

distinct from money ; as, I got so much
money in wages, besides my cost. (Scotch.)

IX Figuratively :

1. The penalty paid for any act committed,
or any duty omitted.

2. Loss, detriment, injury, pain, or trouble.
" I know thy trains

Though dearly to my coat, thy jtlniu, and toyls."
Milton: Samson A gonittet.

* 3. Luxury, sumptuousness, great expense.
" Let foreign princes vainly boast
The rude effects of pride, and cost," Waller.

B. Law

:

1. (Generally in plural): The amount of
charges incurred by the gainer in a suit, and
awarded against and to be paid by the party
losing.

2. Scots Law: Duty payable in kind, as dis-

tinguished from that paid in money.

% Crabb thus discriminates between cost,

expense, price, and charge :
*' The cost is what

a thing costs or occasions to be laid out ; the
expense is that which is actually laid out ; the
price is that which a thing may fetch or cause to
be laid out ; the charge is that which is required
to be laid out. As a cost commonly comprehends
an expense, the terras are on various occasions
used indifferently for each other : we speak of
counting the cost or counting the expense of
doing anything; at a great cost or at a great
expense : on the other hand, of venturing to do
a tiling to one's cost, of growing wise at other
people s expense. The cost and the price have
respect to the thing and its supposed value :

the expense and the charge depend on the option
of the persons. The cost of a thing must pre-
cede the price, and the expense must succeed
the charge ; we can never set a price on any-
thing until we have ascertained what it has
cost us ; nor can we know or defray the expense
until the charge be made. There may, how-
ever, frequently be a price where there is no
cost, and vice versd ; there may also be an ex-

cise where there is no charge ; but there can-
not be a charge without an expense. Costs in a
suit often exceed in value and amount the thing
contended for : the price of things depends on
their relative value in the eyes of others : what
costs nothing sometimes fetches a high price

;

and other things cannot obtain a price equal
to the first cost. Expenses vary with modes of
living and men's desires ; whoever wants much,
or wants that which is not easily obtained,
will have many expenses to defray ; when the
charges are exorbitant the expenses must neces-
sarily bear aproportion. Between the epithets
mostly and expensive there is the same distinc-
tion. Whatever is costly is naturally expensive
but not vice versd." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

cost-book. . & a.

A. As substantive *

Mining: A book in which a number of
adventurerswhohaveobtatned.fora stipulated
payment in ore or in money, the right to work
a lode or mine enter their names, the shares
which each of their number has in the adven-
ture, and the proceedings which take place at
their several meetings.

B. As adj. : Possessing or using such a
book.

If Cost-book mining company : A mining
company registered on such a model or scheme.

cost free, a. Free of cost or charge.

t cost sheet, s. A table or statement
showing the cost or expenditure on any under-
taking.

cost (3), "COSte (2), s. [O. Ft. costs; Lat.

costo.] [Coast.]

• L Ordinary Language

:

1. A rib or side,

"Betwixt the costs ol a ship."—Ben Jonton: Staple
of Newt.

2. A country, a region, a district.

" Alle the costes aboute."—P. Plowman, 1,068.

3. A coast or shore.

"By the cott of the feyer see."

Torrent of Portugal, 121.

II. Her. : An ordinary which contains a
fourth part of the bend, when only one is

borne ; when borne by couples it is called

cottise (q.v.).

* cost (4), *COSte(3), s. [A.S. cos(— a manner,
a means ; O. Icel. kostr; O. H. Ger. chost, kost.]

1. A contrivance, a plan.
" Nia ther coil nan other.*

-—Layamon, IL 1M.

2. A trick.
'* He haueth thea deoflea costes."

0. Eng. Homilies, p. 28.

cost, * costen, v.t. & i. [O. Fr. coster, couster

;

Ft. colter; Ger. & Dut. kosten; Dan. koste;

Sw. kosta ; Ital. costare, from Lat. consto = to

stand together, to cost.]

A. Transitive:

L Literally:

1. To stand at ; to require to be paid, ex-

peuded, or laid out for.

"... neither will I offer burnt offeriugs unto the
Lord lny God of that which doth cost me nothing."—
2 Bam. ix iv. 24.

* 2. To be at a cost or charge for ; to pay for.

"Cotte In hem that thei schaue her heedis."—
H> U0* Acttxxl. 24.

LL Figuratively

:

1. To require or demand an expenditure of,

as of time, trouble, &e,

"And this slight discontent, men say,
Cott blood upon another day."
Scott : The Lay t/ the JUut Minstrel, It. 88.

2. To be the cause of, to give rise to.

"... will require the art of a writer, and cost him
many a pang."—DryiUn.

B. Intrant. : To be bought for ; to be had
at a price.

H To cost dear : To require or cause the out-

lay or expenditure of a large amount, whether
of money, time, trouble, or pain.

COS -ta (pi., costce), 8. [Lat. = a rib.]

1, Anatomy :

(1) Human (Generally in plural) : The ribs.

In man they number twelve on each side.

[Rib.]

il CosUb of the Scapula, i.e., of the Shoulder-

blade.* Three borders to the scapula, (1) the

superior, (2) the external, axillary, or inferior,

and (3) the internal or posterior border.

(Quain,)

(2) Comparative:

(a) Of Vertebrates : The ribs.

(b) Of Crinoids : The rows of plates which
succeed the inferior or basal portion of the

cup.

(8) Of corals : The vertical ridges on the
outer surface of the theca ; they mark the
position of the septa within. (Nicholson.)

2. Bot. : The midrib of a leaf.

cost age, * coust age, * kost age, s.

[O. Fr. costage ; Low Lat. costugiitm, from
Lat. consto = to cost.] Expense, charge, cost.

" A man may goon with lytel cottage, and schorlte
tyrat."—Maundeville, p. 126.

cos'-tal, «. [Lat. cost(a) ; Eng. suff. -al.]

Anat. : Pertaining to or connected with the
costae or ribs.

IT (1) Costal cartilages : The cartilages which
unite the ribs to the sternum.

(2) Costal ribs : Developed ribs in the
chelonia.

" cost'-ard, s. [Etym. doubtful. Dr. Murray
suggests O. Fr. caste m a rib, and Eng. suff.

-ard, supporting his opinion by quotations
showing that the costard was an apple with
prominent ribs or ridges.]

1. Lit. : An apple of a large size.

" Costard, appulle. Quiriarium."—Prompt. Parr.

2. Fig. : A head.

"Take him over the costard with the hilts of thy
word, . . . 'Shakes}/. : Richard III., i. 4.

* costard boy, t coster boy, s. A
young costennonger.

"... laying down the law toa group of cotter-bout.*—C. Kinasley : Tteo Tears Ago, ch. xxit.

* costard mongar, * costard-mon-
ger, * costerd monger, s, [Coster-
monger.]

cos tate, t cos'-ta-ted, a. [Lat. costatus.)

Bot. : Having a midrib.

COS-ta'-td, tm compos. [Lat.=cos(atu8,] Costate.

costato venose, a.

Bot. : Having the parallel side-veins of a
feather-veined leaf much stouter than those
which intervene.

cos-tean', v.i. [Corn, cothas = to find, and
stean = tin. (Jago.)~\

Mining : To seek for metallic lodes by sink-

ing small pits.

costcan pit, s.

Mining : A shallow pit sunk into the solid

rock in order to trace or find out tin by_ cos-

teaning. (Ogilvie.)

cds-tean'-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Costean.]

A. v B. A3 pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

Mining : The system or process of seeking
for lodes by sinking small pits into the solid

rock. Cross-galleries are driven from one pit

to another so as to intersect any veins between
the two. The system is confined to parts of
Cornwall.

"costeie, v.i. [Coast.]

' coste let, * coste-lett, s. [0. Fr. coste-

lette.] A cutlet. [Cutlet.]
" He could . . . broil costeletts or roast an egg."—

Xorth :Life of Lord Guilford, ii. 270. (Davies.)

cost-el -late, a. [As if from a Lat. costeUa,

dimin. of costa — a rib.]

Bot. : Finely ribbed or costate.

edst'-er (1), s. [Low Lat. costura, the same as

cultura, from cultus, pa. par. of colo = to

cultivate.] A piece of arable land. (Scotdi.)

" Item, ane cotter of land with the pertinent i«, in
the territorle off SUuypethe."—Acts Ja. VI., 1621 (ed.

1814), p. 646.

cos' ter (2), 8. Abbreviation for costennonger
(q.v.)

* cos terd (1), s. [Costard.]

*cos terd (2), *cos-tere, s. [Low Lat.]

A curtain, a hanging.

"Coostre (costere, H.) of an balle. Subauteum."—
Prompt. Parv.

cost er-mori-ger, * costard-monger,
* costerd-monger, s. & a. [Eng. costard,

costerd = an apple, and monger (q.v.).]

A. As substantive

:

* 1. A seller of or dealer in apples and
other fruit.

" Cottardmongar,/ruyctier.
m
—Paltgrat<6.

2. A hawker selling or dealing in any kind
of vegetables, fruit, Ac.

"... hell rail like a rude costermonger."
Beaum. A Fletcher ; The Scornful Lady, iv. L

"B. As adj. : Mean, petty, mercenary.
"... these costermonger times . . ."Shakesp,:

isYemtt ir., i. 2.

* cost'-e'-vous, a. [0. Fr. costeous.] Costly,

exjieusive, sumptuous.
"In the costeuous toumbe of his fadirs."— Wycliffe

:

2 Paralip., xxxv. 24.

* cost ' ful, * costvolle, a. [Eng. cost, and

1. Costly, dear, expensive.
" Mid uayre robes and cottuoUe."—Ayenbite, p. 2».

2. Dangerous, trying, anxious.
" Longe welge and cottful he thor fond."

Genesis A Exodus, 8.BTB.

* COSt'-i-ly^ a. [Costly.]

cosf-I-oiis, a. [Costuous.]

co stip u la-tor, s. [Lat., kc. co, and Lat.,

Eng., &c! stipulator.]

Law : One who promises conjointly with
another.

boil, boy ; pc>ut, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, $enophon, e^ist. ph t

clan, -tian Shan* -tlon, -sion = shun; -tion, -sion = shun, -clous, -tlous, -slous = shus. -We, -die, &c. bel, del.
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Cos'-tive, a. [0. Fr. costeve, from Lat. const i-

i-atus, pa. par. of consilpo m to constipate
<q-v-)-]

L LitemUy:

1. Constipated ; boand in the body ; having
the excrements obstructed, or the motions of
the bowels too slow.

2. Causing constipation or costiveness

;

binding.
" Ef?ges routed bard be costiue."

Drant : Horace, bk. 1L, sat. 4.

*II. Figuratively:

1. Close, tightly united, impermeable..
"Clay In dry seasons is costive, . . ."—Mortimer

:

Husbandry.

2. Reserved, close, reticent ; not free in
speech or manners.

" He that courts other*' ears may use designs.
Be coy and costive." Bronte : Epistles.

3. Not ready or quick of thought : slow.

thick.
" Sometimes to costive brains
A couplet costs exceeding pains."

Lloyd : On Rhyme,

t COS'-tlve-ly; adv. [Eng. costive; -ly.] In a
costive manner ; with costiveness.

cos tive ness, * costifnos, s. [Eng. cos-

tive; -nets.]

L Lit. : The quality or state of being cos-
tive or constipated ; constipation ; an obstruc-
tion or morbid slowness in evacuation from
the bowels.

" Costiveness has 111 effects, and is bard to be dealt
with by physfck ; pursing medicines rather Increasing
than removing the evil."—Lock* : On Education,

* II. Figuratively

:

1. Slowness or want of readiness of expres-
sion.

"The same costiveneu In puhlick elocution . . ."—
Wakefield.

2. Reserve ; stiffness or coldness of manner.

OOSt -less, a. [Eng. cost; -less.] Free of cost
or expense ; costing nothing.

". . . all sorts of costless piety . . ."—Barrow..
8erm.8L

* cost-lew, * coste lewe, • cost lewe,
o. [Costly.]

1. Costly, expensive, dear.
" Ther is also coetlewe fairing in her gownes."

Chaucer: Parson's Tale, p. 296.

% Luxurious, spending much money.
" They . . . beeth more costlewe in mete and in

drynke. —TVteisa, ii. icr.

cost li-ness, * cost -lX-nesse, $. [Eng.
costly; -ness.]

1. The quality of being costly, expensive,
or dear.

" Nor have the frugaller sons of fortune any reason
to object the costliness . . "—Slanvillo : Scepsis.

* 2. Extravagance, wastefulness, lavishness
in spending money.

" Some law would bee made ... to bridle and mea-
sure women's costlineste."— Vive*: Instruction of a
Christian Woman, T. 8.

COSt-ly, a. k adv. [Eng. cost; -ly.]

A. As adjective:

L Expensive, dear, of a high price or value,
sumptuous.

" The rooms with costly tapestry were hung.
Where was inwoven many a gentle tale."

Thomson : Castle of Indolence, L SB.

S. Involving heavy expenses.
M

. . . the costly and useless settlement of Tangier
• . ."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ck. iL

* 3. Richly adorned, gorgeous, brilliant.

" To show how costJy stimmer was at hand."
ShaJtesp. : Merck, of Venice, li 9.

B. As adv. : In a costly or expensive man-
ner ; at great expense, gorgeously, sumptu-
ously.

" Painting thy outward walls so costly gay t"
Shakrsp. : Sonnets, cxlvL 4.

^1 For the difference between costly and
valuable, see Valuable:

•ff Obvious compound : Costly-made (Tenny-
* son).

OOSt'-ma-ry, s. [Lat. costus (q.v.), costum,
and Eng., ace. Mary, referring to the Virgin
Mary.]

Ord. Lang. A Bot. : Pyrethrum Tanacetitm,

sometimes called Balsamita vulgaris.

* OOSt nen, v.t. [A.S. costnian.] To cost.
" Ase mocke costnede the on ase the other."

Aytnbite, o. ltt.

•cost ning, 'cost-ninge,*. [A.H.costnung.]

1. Temptation.

"... he led us noht into costnunga . . ."—Old Eng.
Homilies, p. 67.

2. Cost, expense.
" Time and cottningge nor to lyemi."

Ayenbite,^. 181.

COS'-td, in compos, [From Lat. casta = » rib,

pi. costa = ribs.] Pertaining to a rib.

" The articulations of the ribs may ba divided into
three sets, cofto-ceutral, cojto-transvem, and costo-

sternal."—Quaist : Anat. (Sth ed.J. L 140.

costo central, a. Pertaining to the
centre of the end of a rib.

•ff Costo-central articulation

:

Anat. : An articulation which in general
unites the head of a rib with the bodies of
two vertebras by two distinct synovial joints.

(Quain.)

costo clavicular, a. Pertaining to the
ribs and to the clavicle or collar-bone.

If Costo clavicular ligament

:

Anat. : A ligament attached by one end to
the cartilage of the first rib, near its sternal
extremity, and by the other to the clavicle.

It is called also the rhomboid ligament.
(Quain.)

costo-coracoid, a. Pertaining to the
coracoid process and to the ribs.

*|[ (1) Costo-coracoid membrane

:

Anat. : A membrane extending from the
coracoid process to the clavicle, and giving
firm attachment to the subclavius muscle.

(2) Costo-coracoid ligament :

Anat. : The strong lower margin of the
costo-coracoid membrane.

costo scapular, a.

Anat. : Pertaining to the ribs and to the
shoulder-blade.

% Costo-scapular muscles;

Anat. : Two muscles connected with the
ribs and the shoulder-blades.

costo Stcrnal, a.

Anat. ; Pertaining to the ribs and to the
sternum or breast-bone. There are costo-
sternal articulations.

costo transverse, a.

Anat. : Connected transversely with the
ribs. There is a costo-transverse articulation.

costo xiphoid, o. [Xiphoid is from Gr.

M|(«f (xiphos) = a sword, and ettos (eidos) =
form.]

Anat. : Connected with the ribs, and bear-
ing some resemblance in shape to a sword.
There are costo-xiphoid ligaments.

cos treL * costrod, costrcll, * cos
trelle, * costril, s. [Wei. costrel ; Low
Lat. costreUns,] A vessel made of leather,

wood, or earthenware, and used by labourers
during harvest-time to contain their drink.

" An earthen vessel called a costrel, . .
."—Yorkshire

Philosophical Society. (Descriptive Account of the An-
tiquities.)

costs, s. pi. [Cost (2), s. B. 1.]

c6V-tumen). -*. [Fr. costume, from Ital. cos-

tume, from Low Lat. costuma, a contracted
form of consuetudineni, ace. of consuetudo =
custom. Costume and custom axe thusdoublets.j
[Custom, s.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The customary style of dress
of a particular nation, class, or rank.

"... his nsnal practice of departing from national
costume."—Douce : Illustr. of Shakemp., ii. 370.

* 2. Art & LUerat. : The style in which per-
sons are represented as regards dress and other
accessories, and agreement and suitability to
particular classes, periods, places, and cus-
toms.

"Sergfus Pauhn wears a crown of lanrei : this is

bardly reconcileahle to Htriut propriety, and thecostume
of which RatTaele was in genet
J. Reynolds : Disc So. 13.

good observer."

—

Sir

* cos -tume (2), s. [Custom.]

t COS' - turned, a. [Eng. costumXe); -ed.]

Wearing a particular costume ; dressed, ar-

rayed.
" They were all costumed In thick."-C. Bronte: Jane

Eyre, en. xvlL

Cos turn er, «. [Eng. costnm(e); -er.] One
who prepares or provides costumes for
theatres, fancy-balls, dec.

COS-tuni'-I-OP, s. [Ft.] Acostamer.

* cost u-ous, costyous, * costyouse, a.

[O. Fr. cosUous.] Costly, expenaivf. sumptu-
ous.

" Costwtus. Bumptuosus."—Prompt. Parv.

cos'-tus, s. [Lat. costum = an Oriental aro-
matic plant, Costus speciosus{Smith's Lat. Diet.);
Gr. koo-tos (kostos), kootov (ko*ton) = a root
used as spice, like pepper (Theophrastus)
(Liddell & Scott). [See def.] Sans, kuschtha ;
Arab, kost, kust (from Sans.).]

1. Pharmacy:

(1) Anciently : The root of Aplotaxis, for>
merly called Ancklandia Costus.

(2) Now: The roots of an Arabian plant
supposed to be allied to Cardo}xditm corym-
bosum. The nauiecostu j in this sense is specially
used in shops on the Continent.

2. Bot. : A genus of endogens, order Zingi-
beraceae. The roots are tuberous, the leaves
more or less fleshy, the flowers in spikes with
conspicuous bracts ; the calyx is tubular and
3-cleft, the tube of the corolla funnel-shaped,
the filaments petaloid. ' It contains various
plants of much beauty, growing in the tropics,
but which have been Introduced into this
country as stove plants. The roots of Costus
speciosus are used in India and elsewhere as a
preserve.

* costyous, o. [Costuocs.]

* od-suf-fdr-ort s. fPref. co = con, and Eng
sufferer (q.v.).] A ieilow-sufferer.

" Should as cotujferer* commiserate."
Wycherly : Prol. to Love in a Wood.

* co-su-premo , s. [Pref. co = eon, aud Eng

.

supreme (q.v.).] Oue who is supreme jointly
with another ; a sharer in suprenmcy.

" To the plut-nix and the dove,
Co-snpremes and stars of love."

Shakesp. : The Passionate Pilgrim. ( Verses among
the additional Poems to Chester's Love's Martyr, 1*01.)

co sure ty (sure as shtir), *. [Pref. co =
con, and Eng. surety (q.v.).j One who is

surety jointly with another ; a joint surety.

co'-sy, cd'-sie, a, [Cosey.] Warm and com-
fortable ; snug.

".
. . their old sluttish proverb 'The clartierthe

cosier.'"—Scott: Antiquary, cL. nvl.

o*t (l), * cote (l), * cott (l), «. [A.S. cot,

cote; Icel. & Dut. kot; M. H. Ger. kote; Low
Lat cota.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

X. Literally:

1. A little house, a cottage, a hut
"Within some pious pastor's bumble est."

Cowper : Tirocinium.

2. A sheep-fold. [Core (1), s]
Otile, schepp-eott."— Wrights Vocab., p. 287.

3. A crib or small bed for a child to sleep in.

4. A bedstead.

5. A leathern cover or stall for a sore finger.

* IX Fig. : Applied to the body as the house
of the soul.

B. Technically:

1. Navt. : A hammock.
2. Philol. : As a termination of the names of

places it signifies a small house or place.

* cot (2X cote (2), s. [Coat, ».]

* OOt (3X * COtt (2), s. [A contract form of

Cotquean (q.v.).]

* cot (4), «. [A contract, form of Cosset(q.v.).]

* cdt (5), * cott (3), 8. [Ir. cof ; Wei. out.] A
small roughly-made boat, a cock-boat ; a dug-
out.

"They call, lu Ireland, cots, things like boats, but
very unsbai>ely, being nothing but square pieces oi

timber made hollow."— 67. Some.- Eat. Hist, of Ire
land, p. 64.

cdt (6), s. [Etym. doubtful
;
perhaps a con-

tracted form of cotton (q.v.).] Asort of refuse

wool.

* cSt, v. i. [Cot (IX «•] To live or cohabit with
one. (Scotch.)

CO tAn' gent, s. [Co m a contraction of Eng.
complement ; and tangent.]

Geom. (Ofa given arc or angle) : The tangent
ofthecomplementofthatarcorangle. Let a bo
be a quadrant divided into the two arcs a b
and b c, the former measuring the angle ads,
the latter measuring the angle bdc; then a p

fate, fat. fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

«jrt wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian. », oe -- e. ey-«a> au- lew.
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Is the cotangent of the arc b c and the angle

DC, for it is the tangent of their complements

C £
~^^\

y F

^<§S

I> A
COTANGENT.

A b and a d B. Similarly c e Is the cotangent
of a b and a d b, for it is the tangent of their

complements b c and bdc.

co-tar-nam'-ic, a. [Cotarnine.]

cotarnamic acid* s.

Chem. : CnHigNQi. An acid formed by the
action of aqueous hydrochloric acid on Cotar-
nine, at a temperature of 140°. (Watts: Did.
Chem.)

cd-tar'-nlc, a. [Transposition of the letters

of Eng. narcotic]

Chem. : A word occurring only in the sub-
joined compound.

cotarnic acid, &
Chem. : An acid, CnHigOj, formed along

with nitrate of methylanine by the action of
nitric acid on Cotarnine. (Watts : Diet Chem.)

cd-tar -nine, s. [Transposition of the letters

of Eng., &c, narcotine (q.v.).]

Chem. : CijHjaNOg. An organic baie found
in opium. It is a yellow crystalline, bitter,

very soluble, slightly alkaline substance. It

forms a salt with HC1. Cotarnine, gently
heated with very dilute nitric acid, is converted
into methylanine nitrate, and a bibasic acid,

Cotarnic acid, CuHi2Ob.

cSte (1), s. [Cot 0), «•]

1. A cottage, a cot.

2. A sheepfold,

By this river-side, in the meadows, there were cotet

and folds Cor sheep. • • .'—Bunyan : P. P., pt. U.

3. Used hugely in compounds in the sense
of a fold, a house, a hut, a retreat or resting-

place, as in the following examples :—-

"Poroaria, vwynoote."—Wright* Yooab., p. 204.

" G'ltlinarium, hen-cote.*—Ibid. Dove-cofcr, Ac.

4. A place where salt is made.
" A Salte cote : talina, est toco* ubi fit taV—Cathol.

Angticum.

• cote (2X s. [Coat, s.]

* cote -armor, * cote armure, s.

[Coat-armour.]
" Cote armure. BaUhttu."—Prompt. Part.

•cote (3), *. [Coot.]

"Co$e. merfftiM."— Wright''» Vol qf Voeab., p, 189.

*cote (4), 8. [Quota.] A rate.

*cote (1), v.t. [Coat, ».]

"cote (2), v.t. [Quote.] To quote or cite.

"The text is throughout coted iu the margin."—
Vdal, Pref.

*COte (3), v.t. [Fr. cotoyer m to pass by the
side of.] To pass by.

."—3ha**tp. :

*c6t'-ed (1), pa. par. or a. [Coated.]

*cot-od (2), pa. par. or a. IQuoted.]

*cdte'-lar, "cotolcre, *. [O.Fr. coutelier.]

A cutler.

"Cotelere. CutteMariut.''~Prompt. Par*.

*Cd-te"m'-p6-ran, s. [Lat contemporaneus.]
A contemporary.

" Some of the cotemporan* . . will suffer their
labours to eome forth."—.Vorth ; Jtxamen, p. 137.

co-tem-po-ra -ne-ous, a. [Pref. co = con,
and Eng. temporaneous (q* v.). ] Li ving or
existing at the same time ; contempora-
neous.

co-tem-po-ra -n<5-ous-rjf, adv. [Eng. co-

temporaneous ; ~ly.] At the same time with
another ; contemporaneously.

cd-tem'-p&-ra-r& a. & s. [Pref. co m eon,

and Eng. temporary (q.v.).]

A. As adj.: Existing at the same time;
contemporary.

B. As subst. ; One who lives at the same
time with another ; a contemporary.

"We now find bo much artifice amongst those our
cotemporarie; . . ."—Sprat ; Hut. R. S-. p. M.

% For the difference between cotemporary
and coeval, see Coeval.

t co-ten -ant, s. [Pref. co = con, and Eng.
tenant (q.v.). J A tenant in common with
another or others ; a joint tenant

* cdt'-er-al, s. [A dimin. from cotter (q.v.).
-

]

[CottereL] An elastic piece of thin split

iron put through a bolt to prevent it from
losing hold, as the end opens after passing
through the orifice.

COterel, s. [O. Fr. couterelle.] A Kentish
nameforatumuluB(q.v.). (Defoe: rour,i.l53.)

CO'-ter-ie, *. [Kr., from O. Fr. coterie, cotterie,

from Low Lat coteria = a tenure of land by
cottars who clubbed together; cota = & cot]
A set or circle of friends who associate and
meet together for social and friendly inter-

course ; a clique. (Lovibond : On a Very Fine
Lady.)

t CO-ter-le-Ism, s. [Eng. coterie ; -ism.] A
habit or tendency to form coteries or cliques.

(See example under Cliqueism.)

co-term'-in-otis, a. [Pref. co = con, and
Eng. terminous (q.v.).J Bordering, touching,
conterminous.

cdt -gare, s. [Eng. cot (6) = refuse wool, and
Prov. Eng. gare = accoutrements.] [Gare.]
Refuse wool. (Goodrich & Porter, <fcc.)

* coth, * cothe, *. [A.8. cith, cotha, cother.]

A swoon, a faint.

cothie, «. [Cosy.]

cothlely, adv. [Cosily.]

co'-thon, s. [Gr. ku>0uv (kothon), the name
given to the inner harbour at Corinth. J A
quay, dock, or wharf.

t co thurn, s. [Lat. cothurnus.] The same as
Cothurnus (q.v.). (E. B. Browning : Wine of
Cyprus.)

* co-thurn -ate, * co^thurn'-at-ed, a.

[Lat. cothumatus = (1) wearing buskins ; (2)

tragic ; cothurnus = a buskin.]

1. Lit. : Wearing buskins.

2. Fig. : Tragic, solemn.
* Desist. hlest man. thy coQiv.ma.te stile.

And from these fore'd iambicks fall awhile."
Jletfwood : Bier, of Angelt, p. 848.

co-thurn'-us, s. [Lat, from Gr. $c66opvo<;

(kothomos).~]

Roman & Greek Drama : A boot or buskin
worn by the actors in tragedies. It reached

COTHURNUS

half way up the leg, and sometimes almost to

the knees, and had a very thick sole for the
purpose of increasing the apparent stature of

the performer. The actors in comedies wore
a thin slipper called soccus, and hence cothur-

nus and soccus were employed figuratively to

denote tragedy and comedy respectively. In

English the word " sock " has been occasionally
used to signify comedy. [Sock.]

* co tic -u-lar, a. [Lat coticula, dimin. of
cos (genit. co(w)=a whetstone.] Pertaining
to a whetstone ; of the nature of or suitable
for a whetstone.

co-ti'-dal, a. [Lat, Eng., &c. co m together,
the same, and Eng. tidal.] Having the tides
at the same moment of time.

U Cotidal lines

:

PhysuxU Geog., &e. : Imaginary lines marked
on the surface of the globe, indicating where
the tides are in the same state at the same
time.

* co ti-di an, * co-tT-di-en, a. & $. [O.
Fr., 8p., & Ital. cotidiano, quotidiano, from
Lat. quotidianus, cotidianns = daily.] [Quo-
tidian.]

A. As adj. : Occurring or recurring daily

;

especially applied to a fever the paroxysms
of which recur every day.

"To hele the feuere cotidian."—Bok* of Quinte St-
fence, p. SI.

B. As subst. : Anything which occurs or
recurs daily ; especially a fever the paroxysms
of which recur every day.

" Cotidien ne quartayne, it Is nat so ful of payne."
Rom. of Jiote. 2,401.

co til Ion (Ion as yon), co til h on, $.

[Ft.— a petticoat, dimin. of cotte = a coat, a
frock.]

1. A woollen fabric in black and white for
ladies' skirts.

2. A kind of dance in which eight per-
formers take part ; also an elaborate French
dance consisting of a number of figures.

". . . the poet of the ' Excursion sprawled upon the
Ice like a cow dancing a cotillon."—De Quincey : Work*
(ed. 186.U vol. ii,, p. 77.

3. The tune for such dance.

co tin' ga, «. [A Brazilian word (?).]

Ornith. : A genus of Ampelidce (Chatterers).
They have beautiful plumage. They are
found in South America.

cotise, *. [Cottise.]

cot -land, s. [Eng. cot (IX *•, and land.] A
piece" of land allotted or belonging to a cot-
tage.

cot -land er, s. [Eng. cotland; -er.] A cot-
tager who keeps a horse for ploughing his
small piece of land.

* cot -loft, a. [A corruption of cockloft (q.v.).]

A cockloft, a garret
"Houses indeed like cotlqftt."—Putter : ffolj/ State,

1. xlv. 2. {Davie*.)

* cSt-lyf, s. [A.S. cotlif.] A cot, a little

house.
" Wo Is him that vuel wit bryngeth to his cotlj/f."—

0. E. MUceZL (ed. Morris), p. lis.

cot'-man, s. [Eng, cot, and man] A cot-

tager.

"

"... a cotman on the farm, . .
.*

—

Caled. Merc.
Nov. 30, 1823.

co to bark, s. [From the native name of
the tree.] An officinal bark obtained from
Bolivia. It is used as a remedy in cases of
diarrhoea, and also to check excessive
perspiration. .

cdt'-i-In, s. [Eng. cofo; -in.]

Chem. : CaiHsoOg. A crystalline substance
contained in coto-bark, which is used in

South America as a substitute for quinine.

Coto'in forms yellowish-white crystals, which
melt at 124°. Concentrated nitric acid dis-

solves it, forming a blood-red solution,

c6-ton-e-as'-ter, s. [Lat. cotonius - per-

taining to the quince cydonia ; Gr. \\vhwviov

(kudonion) [supply fifjXov (melon)] ~ the
quince ; Ku&Wioc (kudonios)— Cydonian, per-

taining to Cydonia in Crete ; and Lat. dimin.
sun", -aster, here denoting resemblance.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Pomacese.
The flowers are polygamous, the calyx tur-

binate, with five short teeth ; petals, flvt,

small, erect ; stamens erect, as long as the
teeth of the calyx ; fruit turbinate, its nuts
adhering to the inside of the calyx, but not
united in the centre of the fruit Cotoneaster

vulgaris, the Common Cotoneaster, is said to

be wild at the limestone cliffs of Omieshead
in Caernarvonshire. Several varieties of it

are cultivated in gardens. Other species are

boll, b6~^; pout, jowl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, a§; expect, $enophon, exist, -Ing.

-clan, -tian = shan. -tion, - sion = shun; tion, -sion = Shun, -clous, -tious, -sious = snus. -ble, -die, Ac = bel, del*
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from the European continent, from India, Ac.

;

some of them also have been introduced into

Britain. C. Uva Ursi and microphylla have

prussic acid in their seeds.

•o6-ton'-I-ate, *. [Lat. cotone(um)=& quince,

and Eng. sufT. -ate.] [Cotoneaster.] A con-

serve or preserve made of quinces.
" The cotonlate or marmalade made of Quinces,**—

Venner : Via Recta, p. 156.

" cotoun, *. [Cotton.]

•cdt'-quean, * oot quoane,* cott quean ,

$. [Eng. cot (1), and quean.]

* 1. A housewife of the agricultural class.

2. A woman of coarse manners ; a masculine

woman ; a bold hussy.

"Scold like a cotquean, that's your profession."—
Ford: 'TU Pity, Li.

3. A man who busies himself about things

which belong properly to women.
" Go, yon cot-quean, go.

Get y.)U to bra . . ."

Shakes/'. : Rom. * Jut, It. 1

* cot-quean It ^e, * cotquean -It le, $.

[Eng. cotquean ; -ity.] The conduct, manners,
or habits of a cotquean.

"We will thunder thee In piece* for thy cot-

queanifie.'—Ben Jonton : Poetaster, iv. 4.

cd-trus tee', s. [Pref. co — con, and Eng.
trustee (q.v.).] One who is trustee in con-
junction with another ; a joint trustee.

O&t -set-land, s. [A.S. cot-saeta = one who
held a cot with land by labour tenure.] Cot-

land (q.v.).

c6ts -wold, s. & a. [A.S. cote = a sheepfold,
Ac, and wold (q.v.).]

A. As substantive

:

1, The name of a wold or range of hills in
Gloucestershire, famous for the sheep bred
there.

2. One of the breed of sheep remarkable for
the length of their wool, and originally bred
on the Cotswold hills.

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to the hills

named in A. 1. ; as, Cotswold sheep.

c6tt (1), $. [Cot (1), «.]

* oott (2), * cote, s. [Coot.] A bald coot.
'* Etc mergut, a cott."— Wright : Vocabularies, p. Ml.

* cdtt (3), s. [A contract, form of cotquean
(q.v.).]

*C*5tt (4), s. [Cot (5),*.)

COt tabus, *. [Lat., from Gr. kottoBo*
(kottabos). ]

Gr. Antiq. : A game much in vogue at the
drinking-parties of young men at Athens. It
was played in various ways, the main feature
in each case being the throwing of small
quantities of wine from the drinking-vessel
either into a basin or at a number of little
boats floating in a basin. From the success-
ful performance of this feat, good fortune,
especially in love affairs, was augured.

Cdt -tage, • cot-age, *. & a. [From cot (1),
a., with Fr. term -age.]

A. A a substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Formerly : A small, mean house ; a cot,
a hut.

" Duellyug in a pore cotage."
Chaucer: C. 7*., 18,808.

2. Now: Any small residence, especially in
the suburbs of a large town, the idea of mean-
ness having given place to that of neatness
all' 1 compactness.

IL Technically

:

1. Law : Originally a small house with no
land attached to it. Such erections were
discouraged by 81 Elizabeth, c. 7. No one

* was allowed to erect a cottage unless four
acres of freehold land were attached to it;
and no owner or occupier of a cottage was
to allow more families than one to inhabit
It. The Act did not apply to towns or mari-
time places, or to miners, keepers of parks.
Ac. It was repealed in 1775 by 15 George

2. Music: A cottage piano (q.v.).
" Uprights, Grand*. Oblique*, and ordinary Cottagesn«w and second-hand, . . ,*-Daily Telegraph. MiuTs,

1882. (Auvt.)

B. As adj. : (See the compounds).

cottage allotment, s. A small piece
of ground allotted free to a labourer, and
generally attached to his cottage, to be
cultivated by him for his private use and
benefit.

H A quarter of an acre is about the proper
quantity for a labourer whose family is of
average size.

cottage - chair, s. A form of chair
adapted for comfort rather than show, and
capable of being carried on to the lawn, on
picnics, &c. ; a folding chair.

cottage-ground, s. A piece of ground
attached to a cottage.

Here, under this dark sycamore, and view
These plots of cottage-ground, these orchard tufts."
Wordsworth : On Re-visiting the Banks of the Wye.

COttage-hind, *. A cottager. (Thom-
son.)

cottage hospital, s. A hospital which,
if large, is built not as one edifice, but as a
series of what are called cottages, but really
are houses of substantial size. Sir James
Simpson showed that the mortality was less
than when there was a single large house.
When St. Thomas's Hospital was re-built on
the south side of the Thames, facing the
Houses of Parliament, between 1868 and 1871,
a partial concession was made to the cottage
hospital principle, which at that time was
strongly advocated by Dr. Horace Swete and
others.

cottage - piano, s.

piano.
A small upright

cot-taged, a. [Eng. cottage); -ed.] Built
over or provided with cottages.

" Leads to her bridge, rude church, ami eftaged
grounds." Wordsworth: Meming Walk.

* c£tf-ta&e-iy, a. [Eng. cottage; -ly.] Suit-
able to*a cottage

;
poor, simple.

"A dry morsel, a thread-bars coat, a cottagely con-
dition."— Bp. Qauden : Hierat/iittes (IMS), p. 40.

cottager, s. [Eng. cottagie) ; -er.)

1. Ord. Lang. : One who lives in a cottage.
" Yon cottager, who weaves at her own door.
Pillow and bobbins ail her little store."

Cowper; Truth.

2. Law: One who lives on a common with-
out paying rent, and without any land of Iris

own.
"The hosbandmn and plowmen be but as their

work-folks and labourers ; or else mere cottagers, which
are but housed beggars."—Bacon : Henry VII.

cot -ta-ite, s. [Ger. cottait.)

Min. : A greyish - white sub - variety of
orthoclase, occurring in twin crystals in gra-
nite in Carlsbad, in Bohemia.

cot'-ter (1), *- [Etym. doubtful.)

Machinery :

1. A key ; a wedge-shaped piece driven be-
tween the gibs in attaching a strap-head to a
connecting-rod and tightening the brasses of
a bearing. [Key.]

2. A key inserted into a link which has
been passed through another link of a chain.
A broken chain is thus temporarily mended.
This mode is adopted in fastening a log ou the
sled, and generally in securing an object by a
chain when the whole length of the latter is

not required. The hook at the end of the
chain usually forms the cotter, and it is much
better than making a running noose of the
chain in the link, as the latter is difficult to
unfasten, while the cotter can be slipped or
driven out, leaving all free. A toggle.

3. A wedge which is driven alongside the
end of the tongue in the mortise of the sled-
roller, tightening the latter against the gib.
[Gib.] (Knight.)

cotter-drill, *. A drill for boring slots

;

It or the work having a lateral motion after its

depth is attained. (Knight.)

COtter-flle, 5. A narrow file with straight
sides, used in tiling grooves for cotters, keys,
or wedges. (KnighU)

cotter-plates, «. pi.

Founding : The flanges or lips of a mould-
box.

cot'-ter (2), cot-tar, cot'-tl-er, s. 6t a.
[Eng. cot (1), 8. ; -er, -ar, -ier.]

A* As subst. : An inhabitant of a cottage ;

a cottager. Persons of this class possess a

cottage and small garden or piece of ground,
the rent of which they are bound to pay to a
landlord or a farmer by labour for a certain
number of days, or at certain seasons in each
year.

" The toil-worn Cotter frae his labour goes."
Burns : The Cotter's Saturday NighL

B. As adj. ; (See the compound).

cotter tenure, cottier-tenure, $. A
system of tenure in which the amount of
rent, &c, is put up to competition in each
year, the result being excessive competition
and exorbitant rents. Cotter-tenure is de-
fined to be a tenancy of a cottage with not
more than half an acre of ground attached,
and rented at not more than £5 a year.

cot ter-ell, * cot- ter-ill, s. [A dimin.
from cotter (1), $.] A small cotter.

C$t'-ter-lte, s, [Named by Prof. Harknea*
after Miss Cotter, a local beauty of Mallow, in
Ireland.}

Min. : A beautiful pearly variety of quartx.
(Afr. Thos. Davis, F.G.S.)

<M>t'-tI-d», s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cottus (q.v.), and
fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas.]

Ichthy. : A family of spiny-finned fishes.

Type, Cottus.

* cfct'-tl-er, s. [Cottee (2), «.]

cottier tenancy, s. [Cotter-tenore.]

cot ti cr ism, t. [Eng. cottier ; -ism.] Cot-
ter-tenure.

cot'-tise, a [Fr. c6te, from Lat costa= tx rib.)

Her. : The same as Cost (8), s. (q.v.).

OOt -tlsed, a. [Eng. cottis(e) ; -ed.]

Her. : A term applied to bends, fesses, &c,
when borne between two cottises.

cot -tie, *. [Etym. doubtful.] A part of a
mould used by pewterers in the formation of
their ware. (Ogilvie.)

cOt ton, * cotln, * cotoun, * cotune,
' cotyn, kotyn (or pron. cotn), s. & a,
[Fr. coton, from Arab, qutn, qittun = cotton

;

Sp. coton = cotton-cloth, algodon = cotton

;

Ital. cotone ; Port, cotao.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The fibrous portion of the fruit of a plant
or plants belonging to the genus Gossypium,
or any one of similar structure.

"The species are, 1. Shrubby cotton. 2. The most
excellent American cotton with a greenish seed, a
Annual shrubby cotton, of the island of Providence.
4. The tree cotton. 5. Tree cotton, with a yellow
flower."-Milter.

2. Cloth made of cotton.

"Cheap cottons and woollens . . . probably find
themselves shut out of the market, . . . —Daily Tele-
graph, Feb. 35, 1882.

3. Cotton-thread.

IL Technically:

1. Bot. : The appropriate name of any plant
belonging to the genus Gossypium, and
specially of Gossypium herbaceum, G, religio-
sum, G. barbadense, G. indicum, and G. arbo-
reum. [Cotton-tree, Gossypium.]

II (1) Corkwood cotton: The name given In
Trinidad to the down of Ochroma Lagopus.
(Treat, of Bot.)

(2) Lavender cotton : A name given to a kind
of southernwood, Abrotonum feminea, the
leaves of which are covered with hairy pubes-
cence.

(3) Natal cotton : A textile material resem-
bling true cotton, derived from the pods of
a species of Batatas. It is of the order
Solanacese, and the same genus as the Sweet
Potato. (Treas. 0/ Bot.)

(4) Petty cotton: A general name for Gnapha-
lium and other woolly composite plants.

* (5) Philosophic cotton :

0. Chem. : Flowers of zinc which resembl*
cotton.

(6) Wild cotton : The species of Sriophorum.
(Cotton -obass.]

2. Hist., Comm,, Manvfact., &c.

:

(1) Definition: The (ibres or filamentous
matter produced by the surface of the seeds

In various species of Gossypium [II. 1], and
filling up the cavity of the seed-vessel.

Ift*e, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, «ir, marine; go, pdt,
or, wore, wolf, work, whd, son ; mute, cud, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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(2) Hist. : Herodotus refers to the cotton-

plant or plants, which he describes as grow-

ing in India, its fibres being there manufac-
tured into cloth. So do Theophrastus and
Aristobulus, one of Alexander's generals.

Pliny four times mentions cotton. The Arabs
had cotton goods in the time of Mohammed,
about a.d. 627, and the manufacture was in-

troduced by his followers from Africa into

THE COTTON-PLANT.

L Plant la Flower. 2. Pod. 3. Flower.

Spain, whence in the fourteenth century it

spread to Italy, and ultimately to the whole
of Europe. It is mentioned as one of the
" commoditees " imported into England by the
Januays (Genoese) in the " Libel of English
Policie " Q436), and even earlier in a " Com-
potus of Bolton Abbey/' dated 1290, there is

an item, "Sapoet cotoun ad candelam, xvij.i

Id." Cotton stuffs were first made by ma-
chinery by Louis Paul, between a.d. 1736 and
1740. They now constitute one of the lead-
ing staples of manufacture, alike in the large

manufacturing cities of the United States and
of England.

Columbus found the cotton-plant wild in
Hispaniola, in other West India Islands, and
In South America. The Mexicans were soon
after found to be clothed chiefly in cotton.

Cotton-seed was brought into England from
the Levant, thence it was taken to the
Bahama Islands, and in 1786 to Georgia. The
first cotton-mill in America was erected at
Beverly, Massachusetts, in 1788. The raw
cotton required for the necessities of manufac-
ture is raised in the Southern States, and
converted into textile fabrics in the Northern
and Southern States. The principal supply of
Europe also comes from this country.

The production of cotton in the United States
is over 7,000,000 bales annually ; in the East
IndieB, 2,500,000 bales ; China, 1 500,000 bales,
Ac. The consumption in the United States
is about 3,000,000 bales ; in Great Britain about
4,000,000, Ac. Oil is produced from the Beed.

B. As adj. : Made of cotton.

H Obvious compounds : Cotton-goods^ cotton-

manufactory, cotton-manufacturer.

OOtton-bale, s. A bale of cotton.

5T Cotton-bale tie; A device for fastening the
ends of the hoops by which cotton-bales are
kept in a compact state.

cotton-brush chopper, s. A machine
with revolving knives to uut up the old dried
cotton-stalks, to prepare the land for plough-
ing for another crop. {Knight.)

cotton - chopper, s. An implement
which is drawn over a drilled row of cotton-

f>Lmts, and chops gaps in the row so as to
eave the plants in bunches or hills. The
machine is supported on two wheels, and has
a plough to run on each side of the row.
Motion is communicated from the rotary axle
by bevel-wheels to a revolving head having
oblique cutters, which chop gaps in the row
of plants as the machine progresses. (Knight.)

cotton-Cleaner, s. A machine for sepa-
rating the dust and dirt from cotton. This is

performed by a scutching and blowing action,
the tussocks of cotton being torn asunder and
opened, allowing the dirt to fall out. The
heavier portions fall through gratings, and
the lighter are carried off through air-ducts
by means of exhaust-fans. (Knight.)

cotton - elevator, s, An arrangement
in a cotton-mill of a tube with air-blast or

spiked straps for carrying cotton to the upper
stories.

cotton-famine, s.

Hist, &c. : The name given to the failure of

the cotton supply to the Lancashire and other
cotton-mills which took place whilst the ports
of the Southern States of America were
blockaded by the fleets of the North during
the war between the Federals and Confede-
rates, which continued from early in 1861 to

1365. When that great struggle began, nearly
all the raw cotton required for manufacturing
purposes had been supplied by America ; when
importation from that quarter failed, a stimu-
lus was given to the cultivation of the cotton-
plant in India and other countries. In India
much cotton had from time immemorial been
grown in Berar, a portion of the Nizam's
dominions pledged to the Anglo-Indian govern-
ment in security for a debt. One remote
result of the famine has been to break the
partial monopoly of cotton previously pos-
sessed by America, and increase at once the
amount and the certainty of the supply.

cotton-gin, s. A device, originally in-

vented by Whitney, 1794, in which lint is

picked from the seed by means of saw-teeth
projecting through slits in the side of the
chamber in which the seed-cotton is placed.

cotton-grass, s. A name given to the
species of the genus Eriophorum, because of

their fruit being clothed at the base with a silky

or cotton-like substance. It really belongs, not
to the grasses, but to the sedges (Cyperaceee).

There are several British species ; the most com-
mon is Eriophorum angustifolium, the Narrow-

OOTTON-GRASS.

leaved Cotton-grass, which is common in turf-

bogs and moors. Paper and the wicks of

candles have been made of its cotton, and
pillows stuffed with the same material. The
leaves were formerly used in diarrhoea, and
the spongy pith of the stem for the removal
of tape-worm.

cotton hook, s. A claw with a handle,
by which cotton-bales are moved in loading
and shipping. (Knight.)

cotton-lord, s. A very rich cotton-

manufacturer.

cotton machines, s. pi. Machines of

various kinds for carrying out the several

processes in the cleaning, arranging, and
weaving of cotton. [Cotton-cleaner, Cot-
ton-gin, &c.j

COtton-mill, s. A factory or establish-

ment for the manufacture of cotton-goods.

cotton paper, s. We are indebted for

cotton paper to the Arabians, and it is sur-

mised that they learned it of nations still east
of them. The use of cotton for this purpose
was probably derived from China. Its first

use in Europe was among the Saracens in

Spain, and cannot be traced back beyond the
tenth century. It preceded the use of flax

fibre for that purpose. The paper of Xativa,
a city of Valencia, was famous in the twelfth
century. (Knight.) [Paper.]

cotton-picker, s.

1. A machine for scutching cotton to tear
apart the matted masses and clean it. [Cot-
ton-cleaner.]

2. A machine for picking cotton from the
bolls of the plant. One form consists of »

travelling toothed belt, which catches the cot-
ton fibre and drags it into a receptacle.
(Knight.)

cotton plant, s. The name given to
various species of Gossypium, a genus of the
order Malvaceae. It has the calyx cup-shaped,
with five short teeth, the whole surrounded by
an involucre cordate at the base, and above
separating into three broad deeply-cut seg-
ments. The petals are 5 ; the stamens, which are

many, are monadelphous; the ovary,3—5-celled';
the fruit, a3—5-celled capsule ; the seeds numer-
ous, covered with cotton(c.v.). Thegenushas
representatives in both hemispheres. How
many species exist is difficult to determine.
They have been unduly multiplied in books.
Some one or other is cultivated everywhere,
from the equator to 36° N., and the same of

S. latitude. In the United States the species
cultivated is Gossypium barbadense. There ars
two well-marked varieties : (1) The Sea-island,

or Long Staple Cotton, introduced from the
Bahamas in 1785, grown on the coast of
Georgia and South Carolina, and on the adja-

cent islands ; and (2) the Upland, Georgian,
Bowed, or Short Staple Cotton, which grows
in the Southern States generally. The former
is the finer ; the latter constitutes the bulk of
the American cotton. Indian cotton is fur-

nished by G. herbaceum. It grows in Persia,

the Levant, Egypt, the south of Europe, Ac,
It is called Surats, from Surat, on the west
coast of India, whence much of it is exported.
The cotton of Brazil, Peru, and other parts of

South America is derived from G. peruvianum.
Cotton from the last two species is short
staple.

cotton -press, s. A press in which cot-

ton is baled for transportation and storage.

There are various forms of cotton-presses,
known as the screw, toggle, beater, revolving,
hydraulic, portable, 'double-acting, windlass,
rack-and-pinion, re-pressing, and rolling-pres-

sure presses. See under those heads respec-

tively. The old form of press was the screw,

which ascended vertically from the follower
and worked in a nut in the upper cross-beam.
It was rotated by a sweep. (Knight.)

cotton-printing, s. The art of staining
woven fabrics of cotton with various figures

and colours. (Weak.)

cotton -rose, s. A common name for the
composite genus Filago.

COtton-rush, s. Eriophorum. [Cotton-
QRA&S.]

cotton-sedge, s. The same as Cotton-
rush (q.v.). (Bentham.)

cotton-seed, s. The seed of the cotton-
plant.

TT (1) Cotton-seed cleaner : A machine for tear-

ing the remaining fibre from the cotton-seed,

or one which so far compacts the fibre upon the
seed that the latter will roll upon itself with-

out making a mat, and so become fitted to be
sown by an ordinary machine. (Knight.)

(2) Cotton-seed huller : A machine by which the
hull of the cotton-seed is rasped off and sifted

from the farinaceous and. oily matters, which
are utilized for their oil aud the refuse for

manure. (Knight.)

(3) Cotton-seed mill : A mill for grinding the
seed of cotton, either for manure or for ob-

taining from the meal the oil, either by pres-

sure or the more usual mode of treatment by
bisulphide of carbon (Sim's process) or hydro-
carbon. (Knight.)

(4) Cotton-seed oil : The oil expressed from the
seed of the cotton plant. (Weak.)

(5) Cotton-seed planter : A planter in which the
feed-motions are positive, as the Beed adheres
by the interlacing of its fibres, and requires to
be torn apart and driven down the chute to

the ground. (Knight.)

cotton-spinning, a. Engaged in spin-

ning cotton. (Used of machines or of per-

sons.)
" ' Go/ Bhrill'd the cotton-tptnning chorus ;

' him
I choked.'

"

Tenvyton : Kdwin Morri*.

boil, d6£; poiit, Jd%l; cat, fell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph ~ t

clan, tian = shan. -tlon, -don = shun ; -tlon, -sion = zhun. -dona, -tlous, -slous - shus. -ble, -die, &c. ~ bel, del.
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cotton thistle, s.

Bot. : The usual book-name given to Ono-
pordum, a genus of composite plants with
4-ribbed glabrous achenes ; pilose, rough,
sessile pappa ; a honeycombed receptacle ; a
tumid involucre with spreading spindle scales,

and anthers caudate at the base with Buhulate
appendages at the apex. The Common Cotton

-

thistle is Onopordum Acanthium. It is a tall

plant, four to six feet high, with very Rpinous
wings, a globose involucre, and purple flowers.

It is found in England and less frequently in
Scotland, in waste ground, on roadsides, &c.
It is sometimes cultivated in Scotland as the
Scotch Thistle.

cotton thread, s. Cotton thread for
sewing is made by laying together two or
more yarns of equal quality and twisting
them. Previous to the doubling and twisting,
the yarn is passed through a trough contain-
ing a thin solution of starch. The twist is

given in an opposite direction to that applied
by the spinning-machine, as in the case of
organzine silk. (Knight.)

COtton-tOpper, s. A machine which
passes along and prunes the row of growing
cotton-plants, in order to curb their rampant
luxuriance. (Knight.)

cotton tree, s.

1. The name given to a Sterculiad, Bombax
fentandrum, growing in India. The lark is

said to be emetic, and the gum, mixed with
spices, is given in certain stages of bowel
complaints.

2. (PI.) : The order Bombaceee (q.v.).

cotton-waste, *. Coarse or refuse cotton,
used largely in cleaning machinery, &c.

cotton-weed, s. A name given to Gna-
phalium and some other allied genera of com-
posite plants. (Gerard.)

COtton-WOod, s. An American name for

two species of Poplar, Populus monilijera and
P. angulata.

cotton-wool, s.ka,
A* As substantive

:

Comm. : Cotton consists of the hairs of the
seed of various species of Gossypium. It can
be distinguished under the microscope by
apjwaring, when dry, as a flat band with
thickened borders, while liber cells, as linen,

remain cylindrical, and taper to a point at
each end. (Griffith & Hevfrey.) Cotton-wool
is used for making gun-cotton.

" If this be so, then disease can be warded off by
carefully prepared filters of cotton-wooL"—Tyndall:
Frag, of Science (3rd ed. \ xL SSs.

B. Asadj. : Made or consistingofraw cotton.
" If a physician wishes to hold back from the lungs

of his patient, or from his own, the perms or lirus by
which coiitagiousdisease is propagated, he will employ
a cotton-wool respirator."—Tyndall: Frag, of Science
(3rd ed.J, xL S3*.

OOt-ton (1), (pron. cotn), v.i. [Cotton, *.] To
rise with a nap.

" It cottons well : It cannot choose but bear
A pretty nap." Family of Love.

oof-ton (2) (pron. oStn), ''cotton, v.i. [Wei.
eytuno = to agree, to consent (Skeat.)] To
enter into a state of close intimacy, to unite or
associate closely with ; to agree, to coincide.

" That first with midst, and ralddsi with laate
Maye cotten and agree."

Drant : Horace (1567), slg. A. T. hack.

cot ton-- ado (cotton as cotn), s. [Eng.
cotton; -ade.]

fabric : A stout thick fabric made of cot-
ton ; cotton check.

* cot ton ar-y (cotton as cotn), a. [Eng.
cotton ; -ary.] Pertaining to or made of cotton.

—Browne: Vulgar

cot ton ee (cotton as cotn), s. [A dimin.
from cotton (q.v.).]

Fabric: A Turkish fabric of cotton and silk

satinet.

* cot ton ize (cotton as cotn), v.t. [Eng.
cotton ; -ize. ] To cause to resemble cotton ;

to treat as cotton.

oot'-ton-iz-Ing (cotton as cotn), pr. par.
or a. [Cottonize.]

cottonizLng fibre, s. A process of dis-
integrating fibre, adopted with flax, hemp,

jute, cane, &c. so as to reduce them to a short
staple resembling cotton, which can be worked
on cotton-machinery. (Knight.)

cot-ton 6c racy (cotton as cotn), s.

[Formed from'cotton (q.v.), on the analogy of
aristocracy, &c] The leading members of the
cotton trade collectively.

* cot-ton-oils (cotton as cotn), a. [Eng.
cotton; -ous.]

1, Downy or nappy ; covered with a down
or nap.

2. Soft as cotton.

cot ton- y (cotton as cotn), a.. [Eng.
cotton ; -y.] *

L Literally:

1. Having a nap or down resembling cotton.

2. Of the nature of or resembling cotton.
" Oaks bear also a knur full of a cottony matter .

."

—Evelyn, 1. &

II. Fig. : Soft as cotton, downy.

cot town, cot-tar-town, «. [Eng. cotur,

and town.] A village inhabited by cotters.

cot'-trel, 5. [Cotterel.] A hook and trammel
for suspending a cooking-vessel.

cot -tus, s. [Mod. Lat. coitus, from Gr. k<Stt«
(kottos) = . . . a river flsh, probably the Bull-

head, Cottos gobio (see def.); from norrn (kotte),

wotti'c (kottis) m the cerebellum.]

Ichthy. : A genus of fishes, by some made the
type of a family Cottidse, by others placed
under the Triglidse or Gurnards. The head is

large, depressed, furnished with spines or
tubercles ; there are teeth in front of the
vomer and in both jaws, none on the palatines

;

there are two dorsal fins ; the anal fin is small

;

the body is without Bcales; the branchiostegous
rays six. Cottus gobio the Bull-head or Miller's
Thumb, abounds through the greater part of
Europe and Northern Asia. It la seldom over
3 or 4 inches long. Its flesh is delicate, and red-
dish when boiled, like the salmon. C. scorpio,

the Sea Scorpion or Father Lasher, is a com-
mon marine form, sometimes found in rivers.

COt u -la, s. [Lat. cottUa, cotyla; Gr. kotuAij

(kotule).'}

Bot. : A genus of composite plants, the
type of the tribe Cotulese. None are English,
but Gotula coronopifolia is found in Continental
Europe.

cdt-U'-le-», s. pi. [Mod. Lat. cotuUfl), and fem.
pi. adj. suff. -tee.]

Bot. : A sub-tribe of composite plants, tribe

Senecionidese.

co-tun -nite, *. [Named after Dr. Cotugno,
of Naples.]

Min. : Au orthorhombic mineral of white
colour or streak, of adamantine lustre, and a

sp. gr. of 52, yet so soft that it may be
scratched by the nail. It consists of chlorine
2j-5, and lead 74"5. It is found in the crater
of Mount Vesuvius, and in the lava which has
flowed therefrom. (Dana.)

cd-tur'-nix, s. [Lat. = a quail.]

Omith. : A genus of gallinaceous birds,

family Perdicidse (Partridges). It differs from
the genus Perdix in not having a bare space
behind the eyes. Cotumix dactyliaonans is the
Common Quail. [Quail.] It is a summer
visitor to Britain.

t cd'-tu-tor, s. [Pref. co = con, and Eng.
tutor (q.v.).] A joint tutor or guardian.

cdt'-y-la, COt'-JMe, s. [Lat cotyla, cotula

;

Gr. kotvAjj (kotule) = anything hollow ; a smal 1

vessel, a cup.]

1. Anat. : The cavity of one bone which re-

ceives the end of another so as to constitute
in articulation.

2. Zool. : One of the suctorial cups or disks
of the arms of a cuttle-fish, constituting a
sucker by which the animal attaches itself to
other objects, or other objects to itself.

cot-yl-e'-don, s. [Lat. cotyledon; Gr.
KorvAnowi/ (kotittidoii) = a cup-shaped hollow,
a plant, probably Cotyledon umbilicus (I. 1)

;

from KOTVA17 (kotule) = a cup.]

I, Botany:

1. A genus of plants, order Crassulacete.

Calyx, 5-partite ; petals, united into a tubular
or campanulate corolla ; stamens ten, inserted

in the tube of the corolla Cotyledon umbilicus

is a succuleut plant with peltate, mostly radi-
cal leaves, and a simple raceme of pendulum
cylindrical flowers of a yellowish-green colour.
It is from six to twelve inches high, and is

found in Britain on rocks, walls, and old
buildings, especially in sub-alpine districts.

2. The first hiaf, or one of the first two leaves,
developed in a plant. In exogens two such
leaves are present in the embryo of every
plant, while in endogens there is one. In
exogens the two cotyledons are always oppo-
site; in endogens the second leaf develop. ,i is

alternate with the first. On these distinctions
or their absence have been founded three
primary divisions of the Vegetable Kingdom,,

1
COTYLEDON.

1. Pea. 2. Lime-tree.

3. Monocotyledon oat (section of seed).

viz., Dicotyledons, Monocotyledons, and
Acotyledous. Sometimes, though rarely, there
are more than two cotyledons : thus the Boragi-
nacea; and the Brassicacese have four, and the
Coniferse ten, twelve, or even fifteen ; hence
the term Polycotyledons has been used. In
some cases they are absent ; at oilier times
they cohere instead of unfolding.

H. Anat. : One of the tufted patches of a
ruminant placeuta. (Huxley.)

t C<St-yl-e'-«l©n-al, a. [Eng. cotyledon; -a?.]

Bot. ; Of, pertaining to, or resembling a
cotyledon.

o6t-Jl-©'-don-a-rj^, a. [Eng. cotyledon; -ary.]

Zool. : Having a cotyledon ; tufted.

^ Cotyledonary placenta:

Compar. Anat. : A placenta in which the
foetal villi are gathered into cotyledons or
bunches as in ruminant mammals.

cdt-^l-e'-don-oiie, o. [Lat., Ac. cotyledon^

and Eng. suff. -ous.]

Bot. : Pertaining to a cotyledon, possessing
a cotyledon or cotyledons ; as, Cotyledonous
plants.

cdt-yr-1-fform, a. [Lat. cotyla, cotula; Gr.
kotvAn (kotuU). ] [COXYLE. ]

Bot. (Ofa corolla) : Hollow, resembling a cup •

or dish ; rotate, but with an erect limb.

cdt'-yi-old, a. k s. [Gr. kotvAjj (kotule) » a
cup, and eW« (eidos) = form.]

Anat. : Cup-shaped.
" The acetabulum is * cotyloid or cup-shaped cavity."

—Quoin.' Anat. (8th ed.), 1. 108.

H (1) Cotyloid cavity ofa joint:

Anot. : A deeper jofnt-cavity, as distin-

guished from a glenoid or shallower one.
"... the glenoid and cotyloid cavities of tlu'.-i.-r.; . i

and hip joints." — Todd A Bowman: Physiol. Altai.,

toL 1., ch. iv., p. K.

(2) Cotyloid ligament:

Anat. : A thick fibro-cartilaginous ring roum 1

the margin of the acetabulum of the hip-joint.

(Quain.)

c6t-fl-6ph.'-6-r&t $. pi [Gr. kotOXv (kotuin
— anything hollow, a cup, &c, and c>opo;

(pAoros) = bearing, carrying.]

Compar. Anat. ot Zool: Mammals with
cotyledonary placenta. This is found iu the
ruminant families Bovids (Oxen) and Cervidse
(Stags), while it does not exist intheCamelidav
(Camels) and the Tragulida? (Chevrotaina).

con-ag'-ga, *. [Quaooa.J

' ccuard, s. [Coward.]

couch (1), * couchen, * oowchyn, v.t. &1
[O. Fr. colcher, coueher ; Ital. corcore, from Lat

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, tall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot,

or, wore, wol f, work, who, s6n ; mate, c&b, cure, unite , cur, rale, fuLl ; try, Syrian, «, op = e. ey = a. qn = kw.
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coUoco = to arrange, to set : col = con m with,

together, ami loco=to place ; locu$~a. place.]

A- Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

(1) Gen. : To arrange or set together in any

place ; to lay or dispose.

"Cowchm or leyne thing* togedyr. Colloco."—

Prompt. Parv.

(2) Spec. : To lay or repose on a bed or couch.
' But where unSruised youth with unstufTd bruin

Doth coitch his limbs, there golden sleepdoth reign."
Shaketp. : Romeo, H. S.

(3) To lay or deposit in a bed or layer ; to

.bed.
" It is at this day in use at Gaza, to couch potsherds,

or vessels of earth, in their walla, . . ."—Bacon : Hat.

Bite.

(4) To conceal, to hide away.

"In theselerof JuppJtertherbencowcft^dtwotunnes."
Chaucer : Boethiiu, p. U.

<5) To cause to cower or hide.

" This said, he shakes aloft liis Human blade,

Which, like a f*lcon towering in the ekieav

Coucheth the fowl below with his wings" shade.

Shakeip. ; Tarquin A Lucrece, 505-7.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To include, to comprise, to iuvolve, to

express.
"That great argumeut for a future state, which St.

Paul hath couched iu the words I liave read to you. —
Atterbury : Sermon*.

* (2) To conceal, to include or involve

i secretly.

"There is all this, and more, that llee naturally

couched under thia allegory."—VEstrange.

* (3) To arrange, to settle.

"The emperors ban was already formally couched,

*ud ready to put to the print."—Beliquia Wottonianct,

p. 521.

(4) To combine.
" Come then, my friend, I'll change my style.

And couch instruction with a smile.

Cotton : Death and the Rake.

* (5) To set.

" His oootfl armour was of a cloth of Tars,

Cowched of perlya whyte, round and grabs'*
Chaucer: C. r„ 2,162.

II. Technically

:

1. Old War, <tc. ; To set or fix the spear in

Its rest.
" But he stooped his head, and couched his spear,

And spurred his steed to full career.''

Scott : The Lag of the Last Minstrel, iil. 5.

2. Surg. : To practise an operation by which,

when the crystalline lens of the eye has been
rendered opaque by cataract, a needle is in-

serted through the coats of the eye, and the

lens is pushed down to the lower part of the

vitreous humour, so as no longer to stand in

the axis of vision and impede the passage of

the light

3. Malting: To spread out steeped barley

upon the floor to allow of its germinating, and
•o becoming malt.

" If the weather be warm, we immediately couch

malt about a foot thick . .
."—Mortimer: Husbandry.

4. Paper-making : To take the flake of im-

perfectly compacted pulp from the mould or

apron on which it has been formed. With
hand-laid paper this is the business of the

coucher, who receives the mould from the

dipper and couches the sheet upon a felt. In

paper-machinery the operation is performed
by a roller called the couching-roller. (Knight.)

* B, Rejlexively

:

1. To lay or place one's self in as small a

compass as possible.

"... the waters much themselves, as close aa may
be, to the centre of this globe, in a spherical con-
vexity."—Burnet : Theory of Vie Earth,

2. To hide, to conceal.

3. To dispose to rest.
" There benethe the! couchen hem."

Maundevilte, p. 63.

* C. Intransitive:

1. To lie down, especially upon a couch, the
ground, &c.

"
. . others on the grass

I'd "

2. To lie, to sleep.
" If I court moe women, you'll couch with moe men."

Shakeip. : Othello, Iv. ». (Song.)

3. To crouch, to bend, to give way, to stoop.

"Isaachar is a strong aas couching down between
two burdens."

—

Gen. xlix. It

4. To lie in concealment ; to hide, to crouch.
" Where Bertram couched like hunted deer."

Scott I Rokeshy, ill. 8.

5. To be laid, disposed, or spread out.

"
. ... Blessed of the Lord be his land, ... for the

dew, and for the deep that coucheth beneath."—Deut.
xxxiil. u.

t couch (2), v.t. [A ooutr. of couch-grass

(q.v.).] To clear laud of couch-grass, weeds,

couch (1),
* couche, * cowche, *. [O. Fr.

colche, couche.] [Couch (l), v.]

h Ordinary Language

:

1. A bed, or any place of rest.

" Who, when such good can be obUin'd wwtld atrive

To reconcile his manhood to a couch."
Wordswurth : Excursion, bk. iv.

2. A bedroom, a bed-chamber.
" Whan thou ahalt preye, entre In to thi couche, and

the dore schet, preye thi fadir.'— Wyclijfe : Matt. vL 6.

3. A sofa, a piece of furniture on which it

is customary to repose or recline dressed.

4. The lair of a wild beast.
" Then myghte noghte his cowche kenne.**

Avowing of K. Arthur, at. 12,

H, Technically:

1. Malting : The heap of steeped barley on

the floor where the grains undergo germina-

tion, effecting the change into malt. The
operation of couching takes about fourteen

days, and the subsequent kiln-drying, which
arrests germination, takes two days.

" Thia heap is called by maltsters a couch, or bad, of

raw malt."—Mortimer ; Husbandry.
* 2. Naut. : [Coach, »., A. II. 2].

3. Painting, &c.

:

(1) A layer or coat of paint or varnish on
the canvas or panel intended to be painted on.

(2) A coat of gold or silver-leaf on any sur-

face intended to be gilded or silvered over.

4. Arch. : A course or layer of sand.

(Crabb.)

* couch-fellow, s. A bed-fellow ; a very
close and intimate companion.

cough (2), witch, twitch, quitch, quich,

quick, 8. & a. [Eng. quick = living, from
the difficulty of eradicating. 1 The same as

Couch-grass (q.v.).

"Immediately after harveat couch lies near the
aurface."—J. Wrighttm, in CatseP'y Technical Educator,
voL ii., p. 381.

couch-grass, witch-grass, twitch-
grass, quitch-grass, quich grass,
quick grass, s.

1. A grass, Tritieum repens, sometimes called

in books Creeping Wheat-grass. It has long

spikes, the spikelets with four to eight flowers

;

1. COUCH-GRASS. 2. FLORET.

the glumes, which are awned or the reverse,

having five to seven ribs. It is very common
in fields and waste places. When occurringas

a weed in cornfields, its long creeping root

renders it difficult of extirpation.

"The couchgrats, for the first year, insensibly robe

moat planta in Bandy grounds apt to graze."—Mortimer ;

Husbandry.

2. Holcus mollis.

3. Poa pratensis.

4. Avena elatior.

«f (1) Black Couch: Alopecurus agrestis.

(2) White Couch-grass: Triticum repens.

[Couch-grass.]

COUCh -Wheat, s. [Eng. couch, and

wheat.] Triticum repens. [Couch-grass.]

* CO*uch'-an-c^, s. [Fr. couchant, pr. par. of

coucher
=" to lie down.] The act or state of

lying down ; repose.

couch-ant, a. [Pr., pr. par. of coucher.]

* A. Ordinary Language :

W Literally:

L Lyingdowninrepose; reposing, squatting.

"Why thus the milk-white doe U found
Couch-int beside that lonely mound."

Wordsworth : White Doe of JiyUtottm, L
2. Lying hid or in waiting.

"Then as a tiger who by chance has spied
In some purlieu two gentle fawns at play,
Straight crouches close, then rising, chauges oft
Hia couchant watch, . .

."

Milton : P. L. bk. It.

IL Fig. : Lying concealed ; crouching,
fearful.

'

' Oh then when pious consuls bore the away !

When couchant vice all pale and trembling lay I

"

Dryden : Juvenal, sat. IL

B. Her. : Applied to animals represented af

lying down, but
having the head
raised.

H Levant and
couchant (lit., ris-

ing up and lying
,

down): An epi-

thet applied to '

animals which couchant.
have been on the
land of another long enough to lie down and
rise up again : such time being held to include

a day and a night at the least.

cou che, a. [Fr.]

1. Her. : An epithet applied to anything
tying along, as a clievron couclte", a chevron
lying Bideways.

2. Carp. : A piece of timber laid flat under
the foot of a prop or stay.

couched, * coucht, * cowched, pa. par.

or a. [Couca, v.]

*cduch-ee', s. [Fr. couchee = bedtime.] A
visit paid at night, as opposed to a levee.

" None of her sylvan subjects made their court

;

Levees and coucheei paaa'd without resort"
Dryden.

COUCh'-er (IX » [O- Fr. collectier, from Lat.

collectarius, neut. coltectarium, from colligo »
to collect, to bring together.]

1. Old Law (From the masc.): A factor or

agent who continued in some place or country

for traffic. (Blount.)

2. Ecclesiastical (From the neut.) :

(1) A general book in which any religious

house or corporation register their particular

acts. (Blount.)

(2) A book of collects or short prayers.

"Inventories ... of graylea. couchert, legends, Ac.'

—Injunct. of Q. Miaabeth, 1&&9.

couch' -er (2), *coucheour, s, [Eng.

couch; -er.]

* I. Ordinary Language .*

1. Literally

:

(1) One who couches or lies hid ; a croucher.

(2) A jeweller or setter of jewels.

" Carpentours, cotelers, ooucheourt fyn."
Dettruct. of Troy, l,«ff.

2. Fig. : A coward ; a lazy fellow who would
sooner lie at home than exert himself.

"... he will not keep the house, nor alt at the fire

side with couchert."—Rutherford : Lett., P. L, ep. «.

IL Technically:

1. Surg. : One who couches cataracts In the

eye.

2. Paper-making: The workman who couches

a sheet of paper. . [Couch, v., A. IL 4.]

CDiich'-ing (1), *oouwch-ing, pr. par., a.,

& s. [Couch (1), v.]

A. & B. -4s pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of lying down, crouching, or

reposing.

2. A bow, a bending down before in rever-

ence or humility.
" Theae couching* and these lowly courteaiea

Might fire the blood of ordinary men,

IX Technically:

1. Malting: The spreading steeped barley

on the malting-floor to produce germination.

2. Surg. : The act or process of removing &

cataract from the eye by means of a couching-

needle.

* 3. Old War, Ac : The act of laying a lanoe

in rest.

couching instrument, s.

Surg. : A couching-needle (q.v.).

Shaketp. : JuUut Cmtar, 111. L

boil, bo>; pout, jowl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench;

-tian a ahan, -tion, -sion-shun; tion, -ejion

go, gem; thin, this;

- zhiin. -doom, -tious.

in. as;

slous

expect. Xenophon, exist, -lag.

= shus. -bio. dla, &c. bol, del.
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couching needle, s.

Surg. : A needle specially prepared for the
operation of couching a cataract.

couching-place, s. A bed, a place of
rest or repose.

o6~uch-Ing (2), «- [Couch (2), v.] The act

or process of clearing land from couch-grass,
weeds, Ate.

t couch -less, a. [Eng. couch; -less.] Having
ao couch or place of repose.

•ou-dee , s. [Fr. coudee = a cubit ; coude =
an elbow.] A cubit ; the length from the
elbow to the fingers.

cdu-ep'-i-a, s. [Carib. couepi.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Chrysobala-
nacese. It has twenty, forty, or more stamens
arising from one side only of the calyx-tube.
More than twelve species are known, all small
trees, from South America. The fruit of
Couepia chrysocalyx is eaten by the Indians of
the Amazon. The wood of C. guianensis, a
large tree sixty feet high, is durable and
heavy. The Indians use its bark in the manu-
facture of their pottery. (Treas. of Bot.)

' COUHe, «. [A.S. ceojl; Lat corbis.] A
basket.

"In lepes and in coujlet."—Bob. qfOlouc., p. 266.

•ou gar, cou gu ar, cou gouar, *.

[From Brazilian cuauacu ara, ]

Zool. : The name given in Brazil to the
Puma, formerly called the American Lion,
and now the American Panther. It extended
formerly throughout a great part of both
South and North America; but it has been
destroyed through a great part of the latter,
except its most westerly portions. It is the
Fells (xmcoUrr or the Puma concolor of natu-
ralists. [Puma.]

cough (pron kof), * coghe, " coughe,
* cowe, " cowghe, s. & o. [Dut, kuch.)
[Cough, t>.]

A* As substantive

:

1. Med. <& Ord. Lang. ; A spasmodic effort,
attended with noise, to expel from the air pas-
sages of the lungs some foreign body or irri-

tating matter, which else would injure the
delicate respiratory apparatus. Properly
speaking it is not a disease ; it is the effort of
nature to remove what, if it be allowed to
remain, may generate one ; or it may be the
symptoms of a disease of the lungs, the liver,
the stomach, or the intestines ; or may be
produced by the over-excitability of the system
in the nervous temperament. At the same
time, when itself violent, it may produce
morbid effects. Physiologically viewed a
cough acts thus : some irritation produced
by the passage through the air tubes of in-

tensely cold air, or some other cause, affects
their lining membrane, the capillary vessels
of which become distended with blood. As
these become thickened and tumifled, the
aperture for the passage of air is diminished
and oppression ensues, the effect being greater
if the venous rather than the arterial capil-
laries are the seat of the congestion. The
secretion of mucus now exceeds what it

would be in a state of perfect health, and the
mucus itself becomes depraved in quality
and is itself a fresh cause of obstruction. A
cough comes to the relief of the patient. The
violent expiration of air expels the matter
causing the obstruction, and as the proper
stimulus to the capillaries is that produced
by arterial blood, this, which is always driven
from the lung during expiration, removes the
congestion in the capillaries, and at least
temporarily relieves the system.

2. Veterinary ; Also called the husk ; a
disease incident to young bullocks when their
windpipes are choked with tape-worms.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to cough ; designed
for use in cough, Ac.

OOUgh-Wort, s. A plant, Tussilago Far-
fara. (Culpepper.)

cough (pron. kof)* *coghe, ' coughen,
* cowghen, * cowghyn, * cowhyn,
* kowne, v.i. & t. [Dut. kugchen — to
cough ; Ger. keuchen, keichen = to pant, pro-
bably an onomatopoeic word taken from the
sound of coughing ; this is seen clearly when
the gh has a guttural pronunciation, as in the
North of England.]

A- Intrans, : To be affected with a cough ;

to make a violent effort to clear from the
lungs any irritating or obstructing matter.

"... thou hut quarrelled with a man for coughing
In the Btreet, . .

."—Shakesp. : Rom. A Jul., iii. L
B. Trans. ; To expel from the lungs, Ac,

by means of a cough.
"... be discharged by expectoration, ... be

coughed up, and spit out by the mouth."— Witeman :

Surgery.

cough -er (cough as kofX »• [Eng. cough

;

-er.] One who coughs or is affected with a
cough.

cough '-ing (cough as kof), pr. par., a., &
s. [Cough, v.)

A. & B. As pr. par. dk particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. ; The act of attempting to
expel from the air passages leading or be-
longing to the lungs any irritating matter
by which respiration may at the time be
impeded. [Couoh.]

coug nar, s. [Malay.] A three-masted Malay
vessel, decked or undecked, and rigged with
square sails.

*cou-hage, s. [Cowhagr.]

OOOld, pret. of v. [Can, v.]

* coule, * cowle, s. [Low Lat. cuveUa.] A
vessel.

"Cowle, veaeelle. Tina."—Prompt. Par*.

coulee ', 5. [Fr. couXer = to flow.]

1. A stream of lava.

2. A channel worn by running water.
(Amer.)

cou leur, s. [Fr.] [Colour.]

couleur-de-rose, «. [Fr. m colour of
rose.] Used figuratively to express a perfectly
satisfactory or agreeable aspect of affairs.

COU-lisse, *. [Ft., from couler to flow.]
[CULL1S.]

1. Arch. : A grooved piece of timber. ,

% Hydraulic Engin. : A pair of battens, or
a groove in which a sluice-gate moves up and
down.

3. Theatre: A side-scene in a theatre, or
the space included between the side-scenes.

COUl-oir' (olr as war), s. [Fr. = a strainer,

from couZer; Lat. colo =to flow, to strain.]

1. An ascending gorge or gully ; esp. near
a mountain summit.

2. Hydraulic Engin. : A dredging-raachine
used in the construction of canals, &c.

cou lomb (b silent), *. [Named in honour
of C. A. de Coulomb, a celebrated French
physicist (1736-1806). J The unit of electrical

quantity. [Unit, 4 (1).J

* ooulpe, * culpe, *. [O. Fr. culpe, from
Lat culpa = fault.] Blame, fault

feceyven, which b] .

: Partorit Tale, p 288.

coul tcr, t col ter, • cul ter, * col-
tour, * coul tre. • cul tour, * cul tre,
s. [A.S. culter, from Lat. culter ; Fr. coutre.)

An iron blade or knife inserted into the tieam
of a plough, for cutting the ground and facili-

tating the operation of the furrow-slice by the
ploughshare.

"Yet they had a file for the mattocks, and tor the
coultert."—I Sam. xiii. 21.

coulter-neb, a
Ornith. : The Puffin, Fratercula arctica, from

the shape of its beak. [Puffin.]

cou mar'-am-ine, s. [Eng. coumar(in), and
-amine.]

Chem. : CoHb(NH2)02. An organic base
prepared by the action of iron filings and
acetic acid on nitro-coumarine. It crystal-
lises in orange needles insoluble in ether, soluble
in hot alcohol and in boiling water. It melts
at 170°. It forms a crystalline salt with
hydrochloric acid.

oou-mar'-lc, a. [Coumabouna.] Pertaining
to coumarin (q.v.).

coumaric acid, *.

Chem. : C9H8 3 or C6H4(OH)— CH = CH—
CO'OH, also called oxy-cinnamic acid. Ob-
tained by the action of potash on coumarin.

It crystallises in colourless plates, which melt
at 190°. Its salts are mostly soluble In water.

oou-mar-il'-lc a. [Eng. coumarin ; il the
same as yl (?) (q.v.), and suff. -ic.] Derived
from coumarin.

coumarilic add, s.

Chem. : C9H9O3. A monobasic acid ob-
tained by boiling monobrom-coumarin with
potash solution, and decomposing the potas-
sium salt with hydrochloric acid. It crystal-
lises from hot water in colourless Medles,
which are soluble in alcohol, melting at \:k.-\

cou mar in, t cou marine, s. [Cou-
marouna.] ch — ch

1. Chem.: CqH60* or C6H4< ~
|

O — CO.
Coiunarin occurs in the Tonka-bean, the fruit
of Coumarouna odorata, in Bmall white crys-
tals, between the seed-coating and the kernel

;

also in Woodruff, Asperula odorata, and in the
leaves and flowers of Sweet-scented Vernal
Grass, Anthoxanthum odoratum, and other
plants. It has been prepared synthetically
by heating salicylic sodium aldehydes with
acetic anhydride, sodium acetate being pro-
duced at the same time. Coumarin is ex-
tracted from the Tonka-bean by strong alcohol

;

it crystallises in colourless rectangular plates,
melting at 67°. It is nearly insoluble in
water, has an aromatic odour and a burning
taste, and is soluble in alcohol and ether.
Bromine and chlorine unite with coumarin,
forming CgH60-2BT2 and CoH602Cl2, crystalline
substances. Cold nitric acid converts cou-
marin into nitro-coumarin, C^H^NOalO^, but
when heated converts it into picric acid. When
boiled with strong caustic potash solution it

is dissolved, and is reprecipitated by acids.
Coumariu melted with solid caustic potash
yields salicylate of potassium.

2. Cheese Manufacture: The coumarin ex-
isting in Melilotus carruUus imparts to Swiss
Chapziger cheese its peculiar edour.

coU'-mar-ou'-na, s. [From Coumarou, the
name among the Indians of French Guiana ;

Fr. Coumarou n.]

Bot. : An old genus of Papilionaceous plants,
now called Dipteryx (q.v.). [Coumarin.]

coun ciL * coun sel, * con-sail, * con
savle, * conn-ceil, * coun ce ill, ' coun-
SOU, s. [O. Fr. concile ; Ital. k Sp. concilio =
a council, from Lat. concilium = a meeting,
arr assembly : con = cum = with, together ;

calo m to call. The word is frequently found
confounded with counsel (q.v.), with which it

had originally no connection.}

A* Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. A number of persons met together for

deliberation, consultation, and advice ; espe-

cially a number of persons selected toi their

experience or eminence to act as advisers in

the administration of any government, or of
any branch ofa government [Privy Council,
and see If 7.]

" An old lord of the council rated me the other day
in the street about you, air, . .

."

—

Shaketp. : 1 Hen. IV.,

La.

2. The act of consulting and deliberating

together ; consultation, deliberation.

"Then the Phariaees went out, and held a council

Sainst him. how they might destroy him."—Matt.
1. 14.

3. The place where a council meets for de-
liberation and advice ; a council-chamber.

II. Fig. : The faculty or qualifications neces-

sary for counsel and deliberation ; deliberative-

or consultative talent, judgment.
"O great in action and in council wiae 1"

Pop* : Vomer t Iliad, bk. i v. , L 41L

B. Technically

:

1. Polit. : The higher branch of the legisla-

ture in some States of America and the English

colonies
;
generally called a legislative council.

2. Ch. Hist. : An ecclesiastical assembly,
attended by the representatives of Churches
scattered over a wide area—a province at least,

but, in a large number of instances, the world—
the objects of the gathering being the discus-

sion, and if possible the settlement, of ques-

tions then agitating the Churches. Church
councils, to a certain extent, are modelled upon
the gathering of the Apostles and Elders at

Jerusalem to discuss the question what Jewish
ceremonies, if any, should be imposed upon
Gentile converts to Christianity (Acts xv. 1—
29). This was essentially a council, but the

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine ; go, poU
or, wore, wolf. work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, ee, ce e. ey = a. q.u = kw.
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technical view is that councils, properly so

called, did not arise till the second century. At
first they were provincial, but in the fourth

general or oecumenical councils began to be
eld. The word oecumenical was derived from

Or. oiKovfj.(viKo<; (oikoumenikos), meaning of or
from the whole world, and this again was from
oucouficVi] (oikoumene), the inhabited world.

During the time that the Church was develop-

ing itself into the form which it was destined

"to retain during mediieval times, seven oecume-
nical councils were held. The first met at Nice
in a.d. 325. It condemned Arianism, and gave
its sanction to the doctrine of the Trinity in

Unity, which is still the creed of the Roman
Catholic, of the Greek, and of the Protestant
Churches. The second—that of Constanti-

nople, a.d. 381—condemned the elder Apol-
linaris, or Apollinarius, and his followers, who
believed that the Divine nature, in Christ, did

the office of a rational human soul, and that

God the Word, a sensitive soul,, and a body,
constituted his person. The third—that of

Ephesus, a.d. 431—condemned Nestorius, who
was alleged to have made Christ consist of

two persons, whilst the council held that the
Divine Saviour had two natures in one person.

The fourth—that of Chalcedon, a.d, 451—con-

demned Eutyches, who maintained that there

was only one nature in Christ, that of the
Word, which became incarnate. The decisions

of these first four councils are still accepted
by nearly the whole of Christendom. Those
of the fifth (the second at Constantinople,
held in 553), the sixth (also at the same place,

a.d. 680), and the seventh (that at Trullo, a.d.

491) have met with only partial acceptance.
The most important council of modern

times, that held at Trent from a.d. 1545 to
1563, was not oecumenical, for its authority
was not accepted by the Greek Church or
lay the Protestant reformers. It was, however,
highly important, defining with precision the
doctrines held by the Roman Catholic Church
on all important points, and specially on those
attacked oy the Protestants.

A more recent council was that held at
Rome in 1869 and 1870, which promulgated
the infallibility of the Pope as head of the
Church. Among Protestant councils may be
mentioned the Pan-Anglican Synod, which
met at Lambeth Palace in 1867, and was at-

tended by Anglican bishops from England,
from the Colonies, and from America. The
Pan-Presbyterian Congress, which was held
at Edinburgh in 1877, and a subsequent
meeting in America were councils of the
scattered Churches of that denomination.

IT (1) Common Council : [Common Council].

(2) Council of War : A council composed of
t\ number of officers of high rank and great
experience, called together by a commander-
in-chief or admiral of a fleet to deliberate

and advise in circumstances of difficulty or
danger.

(3) Council of a University (Scot.): The go-
verning body of a university, consisting of the
Chancellor, Rector, Principal, Assessors, Pro-
fessors, Masters-of-Arts, Doctors, &c.

(4) Lords of Council and Session (Scot.) : The
judges of the College of Justice in Edinburgh.

(5) Books of Council and Session (Scot.) : The
books or records of the College of Justice in
Edinburgh.

(6) Councils of conciliation

:

Law : Councils designed to adjust differences
between masters and workmen. By the Act
30 & 31 Vict., c. 105, passed in 1867, these
may be established by licence of the Secretary
of State.

(7) Councils of the King : These Blackstone
considers to be, (1) the High Court of Parlia-
ment, (2) the Peers of the realm, who by their
high birth are hereditary counsellors of the
Crown, (3) the judges of the courts of law, who
give the sovereign counsel chiefly on legal

matters, but (4) and chief of all, the Privy
Council, called by way of eminence the
Council. [Privy Council.]

t council-board, .

1. A council-table.
" And even that day, at council board.

Unapt to sooth his sovereign's mood,
Against the war had Angus stood.

And chafed his royal Lord."
Scott : Marmion, v. 14.

2. A meeting of a council ; a council.

oouncil chamber, s. The room or
apartment in which a council meets.

" The council-chamber tor debate.
And all the rest are rooms of state."

Pope: Upon the Duke of Marlborough s House at
Woodstock.

* council-house, * counsel house,
i. A council-chamber.

" Studied so long, sat in the council-house."
Shakesp. : 2 Henry VI., L 1.

council-man, *. One of the members
of a council.

* council-post* *. A special messenger
for despatches.

council-room, s. A council-chamber.

"The bishops were repeatedly sent out into the
antechamber, and repeatedly called back into the
council room."—Macaulay : Mitt. Eng,, ch. viii.

council-table, s. The table in a council-

chamber at which the council sits.

" Wherewith he wont at Heaven's high council-table
To sit the midst of Trinal Unity."

Milton: Ode tfativ., at. 3.

* c6un'-cllist, *. [Eng. council; -Ml.] One
who is well read in the history and proceed-
ings of ecclesiastical councils.

"... I will in three months be an expert eounoilitt.''

—Milton: Apology for Smectymnuus.

coun -cil lor, • counceller, 'conseilere,
' cons«iller, * consuler, counsailour,
* counseilour, * counsoyler, * kunsil-
er, s. IO. Fr. conselliert

conseillier.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A member of a council of any kind.
". . .he was immediately sworn In a Privy Council-

tor and Lord Keeper."—Macnulay : ffiet. Eng., ch. xix.

*2. An adviser.
" With Antiphus, and Halithersee sage.

Hit father's counciUors. revered for age."
Pope : Homer't Odyssey, bk. x vli.. 1. 80-1

IL Municipal: A dignitary In a muni-
cipality inferior to an alderman.

IT Privy Councillor : [Privy].

* co-un-der-stand'-ing, a. [Pref. co = con,

and Eng. understanding (q.v.).] A joint or
mutual understanding.

"... a reciprocal knowledge and co-understanding
oflthe art 'twixt the parties."—Howell : Lett., it 71.

* CO-une', v.t. [Pref. co = con, and Lat. unus
= one.] To make one, to unite closely.

"[They] are in man one and couned together."

—

Feltham : Resolves, pt. L, Res. 95.

* coungelr, v.t. [Conjure.]

* o6-n-nite', v.t. fPref. co — con, and Eng.
unite (q. v.). ] To join or unite closely together.

"Ahad these three in one doth co-unite."

More : Song of the Soul, L i. 89.

* cd-u-nlte', a. [Co-tjnite, v.] United or

joined closely with another.
" She Tthe soul] . . .

Should be more perfectly there co-unite."
More : Song of the Soul, III. 111. 17.

* coun-sail-fuL a. [Cotjnselftjl.]

coun scl, • consail, conseil, * conscl,
* conseyl, * cowncel, * counscile,
* cunsaile, s. [O. Fr. conseil, cunseil, con-

sel, from Lat. consilium = advice, delibera-

tion ; consitlo = to consult ; Ital. consiglio

;

Sp. conselho.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A consultation, a meeting for the inter-

change of views.
". . . alt the chief priests and elders of the

people took counsel against Jesus to put him to death
. . '-—Matt, xxvli. 1.

2. Advice, opinion given after deliberation

or consultation ; direction.
" And Absalom and all the men of Israel said. The

counsel ot Hushai the Archite is better than the
counsel ot Ahithophel."—2 Sam. xvii. 14.

* 3. A conversation, an argument, a discus-

sion.

"The apostles . . . wonder that he wolde suych
conseil drawe mid a womman that sunfol was."—
Leben Jesu, 340.

*4. A deliberation or examination into

events.

"They all confess, therefore, In the working of that
first cause, that counsel is used, reason followed, and a
way observed."—Hooker.

*5. The faculty or habit of deliberation;
prudence, foresight, care.

"O how comely is the wisdom of old men, and under-
standing and counsel to men of honour."—Ecclus.
XXV. ft.

* 6. A design, an intent, a plan, a purpose,

a scheme.
"... the counsel* of the wicked are deceit."

—

Prov.
xli.5.

7. A secret ; a private matter or opinion.

t 8. Confidence ; a confidential position.
" For who hath stood in the counsel ot the Lord, and

hath perceived and heard his word T "—Jer. xxiii. 18.

* 9. A council (here confused with council,

q.v.).
'* The counceU saide . . .

That they be nought excused so."
Oovter, L T*.

* 10. A councillor.
" His two brothers, bis eight councets, and the flowaf

of the nobility "—Hovel; Letters, p. 117.

IL Technically:

1. Scrimp. : The will and purpose of God as
revealed in His word.

"I have not shunned to declare to you all th«
counsel ot Qod."—AcU xx. 27.

2. Law ; A counsellor advocate in a trial

;

also the whole number of advocates engaged
on any Bide collectively. In the United States

lawyers who act as legal advisers in reference
to any matter demanding legal knowledge
and judgment are called counsel, whether or
not the matter is brought into court. The title

covers all cases of legal consultation.
" The king found his counsel as refractory as hie

Judges."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. vi.

* counsel-keeper, *. One to whom, or a
book to whrch, secrets are entrusted ; a con-
fidant

"And, look, whether the fiery Trigou, his man, be
not lisping to his master's old tables, his note-book,
his counsel-keeper."—Shakesp. : 2 Henry IV., ii. 4.

* counsel-keeping, a. Keeping secret

;

preserving secrecy.
" When with a happy storm they were surprised
And curtain'd with a counsel-keeping cave."

Shakesp. : Titus Andronicus, ii. •.

coun sel, * consailli, * conseil, ' con-
seyly, ' counscle, " counseillon, v.t.

& i. [O. Fr. consilliert conseiller ; Ital. const-

gliare ; Port, conselhar ; Sp. consejar, from Lat.
consilior = to advise ; consilium = advice.]

A. Transitive:

1. To advise, to give advice or counsel to a
person.

" Not Lemuel's mother with more care
Did counsel or instruct her heir."

Waller : Eptt. on Sir. 0. Speke.

2. To advise or recommend any act or course
of action.

" He counsels a divorce . .
."

Shakesp. ; Hen. VIII., ii. 1
* B. Reflex. : To deliberate or take counsel

with one's self.

"Ich wole ther uppe consailli me"

—

Life of Beket,
Ms.
* C. Intrans. : To deliberate, to consult, to

take counsel.
" Alle com to Carlele to conseil how were best."

Hobert de Brunne, p, 31S,

* coun' sel ful, * coun-sail-ful, a. [Eng.
counsel ; -ful(l).\ Able or fitted to give coun-
sel

;
prudent, foreseeing.

"The deane and college of the right rounsailful
facultie of decrees. "—Hall ; Henry Fill., anno 8.

* coun'-sel-la-ble, a. [Eng. counsel ; -able.]

1. Willing to receive or follow counsel

;

open to advice.
" Very few men were more counsellable than he."—

Clarendon : Hist., i. 344.

2. Fit or proper to be advised or recom-
mended ; advisable.

"Made it very counsellable to suspend a present
obedience"

—

Clarendon : Hist., IL 662.

coun -selled, * counseled, pa. par. or a.

[Counsel, v.]

coun scl ling, * coun seyl-ing, pr. par.,

a., & s. [Counsel, v.]

A. <fc B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (Se»
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. The act of giving counsel or advice.

2. The act of advising or recommending any
course of action.

ceoln'-sei-lor, * counceller, councel-
our, * consailonr, * conseilere, * con-
suler, * counsellor, * counsciller,
• counsellor, * conseyler, s. [O. Fr.

consellier, conseillier; Ital. consigliere; Port.
conselheiro; Sp. consejero, from Lat. consUU
arius, from consilium — advice.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L, Literally

:

1. One who gives counsel or advice, as
adviser.

boil, boy ; pout. J6%1; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as: expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t
-Clan, tian - Shan, -tion, -sion = shun; -(ion, -sion m zhun. -cious, -tlous, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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* X A member of a council.

* 3. A confidant, a bosom friend.
" With such old countellort they did advise.

"

Walter.
* i. A consul (q. v.).

"Thilke dlguitee that men clepith the etuperie of
consw'ers." Chaucer : /toefaiut, p. 64.

t IL Fig. : Anything from which one de-
rives counsel, advice, or instruction ; a
monitor, a guide.

B. Law: One who gives counsel in legal
matters ; an advocate, a counsel.

Oo'un'-sel-ldr-Shrp, *. [Eng. counsellor;
-ship.] The office or post of a counsellor.

" Of the great offices and officers of the kingdom, the
moat part .ire such as cannot well be sevemf from the
counsellorthip."—Bacon : Advice to Villiert.

• conn seyl-lng, pr. par., a., k s. [Coun-
8ELLLXQ.]

oo'unt, * cowntyn, v.t. & I, [O. Fr. counter,

conter; Sp. & Port, contar ; Fr. confer, from
*Lat computo =s to reckon, to compote (q.v.).]

A. Transitive:

L Literally

:

L To reckon up in numbers, to compute, to
tell or number one by one.

"In a journey of forty miles Avaox counts.' only
three miserable cabins."— itacaulay: Hist. &ng., ch.

2. To keep up or preserve a reckoning or
account.

Some people In America counted their years by the
coming of certain birds amongst them . . .

"

—

Locke.

H, Figuratively:

1. To esteem, account, or reckon ; to con-
sider, to look upon in a certain light, character,
or valqe.

' He countet hym a cow, that watz a kyng ryehe."
1*. Eng. Altit. Poemt ; Cleannett, 1,885.

2. To ascribe or impute ; to reckon or place
to an account.

" And he believed in the Lord ; and he counted it to
him for righteousness."—(Jen. zv. ft.

3b To charge or set down to, to lay to the
account or charge of.

"All the impossibilities, which poets
Count to extravagance of loose description."

Rotce: Ambitious Stepmother.

*4. To take notice of, to pay attention or
regard to.

"... ni count his favours. 1*

Bnaketp .- BamUt, r. i.

B. Intransitive

:

X. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : To reckon or calculate in numbers.

2. Figuratively :

(1) To possess a certain value or carry a
certain weight.

(2) To reckon, calculate, depend, or rely.
(Followed by on or upon.)

" I think it a great erronr to count upon the genius
of a nation, as a standing argument In all ages."—Swift.

*(3) To take account or note. (Followed
by of.)-

"... no man count* of her beauty."—Shaketp. : Two
Gent, of Ver., ii. 1.

* IL Law : To plead or argue a case in
court.

If (1) To count out: An expression used in
the British House of Commons when the
Speaker, having had his attention called to
the number of members present, counts them,
and finding less than forty present in the
House, declares the House adjourned.

(2) To count kin with one (Scotch): To com-
pare one's pedigree with that of another.

H Crabb thus distinguishes between to

calculate, to reckon, to compute, and to count

:

"... to calculate is the generic term ; the
rest denote modes of calculating : to calcuUtte
denotes any numerical operation In general,
but is particularly applicable to the abstract

r icience of figures ; the astronomer calculates
the motions of the heavenly bodies; the
mathematician makes algebraic calculations:
to reckon is to enumerate and set down things
in detail ; reckoning is applicable to the ordi-
nary business of life; tradesmen keep their
accounts by reckoning ... To compute is to
come at the result by calculation . . . histo-
rians and chronologists compute the times of
particular events by comparing them with
those of other known events ... To count is

as much as to take account of, and when used
as a mode of calculation it signifies the same
as to reckon one by one ; as to count one by
one, to count the hours or minutes . . . These

words are all employed in application to moral
objects to denote the estimate which the word
takes of things. To calculate is to look to
future events and their probable coajwQswnces
... to compute is to look to that which is

past and what results from any past event
... to reckon is either to look at that which
is present and to set an estimate upon it,

or to look to that which is future as some-
thing desirable ... To count is to look on
the thing that is present and to set a value
upon it according to circumstances . .

."—
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.) s

count (1), counte (1). s. [0. Fr. conte,

cunte; Ital. conto, from Lat. corn-put us.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

h A reckoning or numbering ; the act of

counting.
**.

. . by my count,
I was your mother much upon these years."

tihaketp. ; Rom. £ Jul., 1. 3.

* 2. A number, reckoning, or calculation.
" Tuo thousand mark bi counte."

Robert de Brunne, p. 186.

* 3. An account. (Scotch.)

* IT Fig. : Account, reckoning, or estima-
tion.

B. Law:
* 1. The declaration or statement of a

plaintiff's case, with the circumstances of
time and place, when and where an injury
was committed, when tbesn are requisite.

(Blackstone.)

2. A separate or particular charge in an
indictment ; a particular statement in a de-
claration of complaint or in pleading.

1[ (1) A count out: In parliamentary lan-
guage applied to those occasions on which
the House of Commons adjourns in conse-
quence of a quorum of forty members not
being present. fCtWirf, r.]

(2) Out of count, Out of all count : Incalcu-
lable, infinite.

count wheel, s.

Ilor. : A wheel with peripheral notches,
whose intervals are spaces whose proportions
are 1, 2, 3, up to 12. The wheel governs the
striking so far as to regulate the number of
blows. The knife-edge detent being lifted out
of a notch, the hammer vibrates so long as the
edge rests on the portion of the wheel between
the notches. These spaces are graduated in
length, so as to allow the hammer to make
1, 2, 3, &c, vibrations up to 12, when it has
completed a revolution and begins again.
Seventy-eight blows are struck in a complete
revolution. It is superseded in some clocks
by the rack and snail, invented by Tompion.
(Knight.)

count (21, counte (2), * countee (1), s. [O.
Fr. conte, comte, from Lat. comes (genit. co-mills)

— a companion ; so called because the person
who received the appellation comes was chosen
companion to his sovereign or chief. The
term comes was borrowed from the later Ro-
man empire.) A foreign title of rank, corre-

sponding to the English earl.

count-cardinal, s. A count who is also
a cardinal.

"... but our count -cardinal
Has done this, and 'tis well . . ."

Shaketp. : lien. VIII., L 1.

count-confect, s. A nobleman made of
sweetness and flatter}*.

"Princes and counties! Surely, a princely testi-
mony, a goodly com nt-confect ; a sweet gallant, surely :

"

—Shaketp. : Much Ado, vr. 1.

count palatine, .

1. Under the Merovingian kings the Count
Palatine (Count of the Palace) was a high
judicial officer with supreme authority over
cases that came directly under the sovereign's
cognizance. Later the title was given to
powerful lords, who held over their provinces
powers similar to those held by the original
counts palatine. Such provinces were called
palatinates or counties palatine.

2. In England: The chief or head of a
county. He exercised almost royal preroga-
tives within his own jurisdiction, held his

own courts and appointed his own judges and
officers. All writs and other legal processes
could, only be issued or enforced in his name.
Three Counts Palatine existed in England : the
Duke of ILancaster, the Earl of Chester, and
the Bishop of Durham. The dignity of the

first is now vested in the sovereign ; that of*

the second in the Prince of Wales for the
time being, and that of the third is now
attached to the Crown. [County, Palatin-
ate.]

* 3. German Empire: The name given to
the rulers of two German or Bavarian stat-s,

known respectively as the Upper and Lower,
or Rhenish, Palatinates.

* count-able, a. [Eng. count, and -able.]

I, Literally:

1. Able or possible to be counted or rec-

koned.

2. Accountable.

IL Fig. : v it or worthy to be reckoned or
considered ; cumparable.

"The evils which you desire to be recounted an

* counte (3), * countee (2\ s. (CounxtJ

count-ed, pa. par. or a. [Coust, v.]

* countee (3), s. [Count (2), s.]

coin -ten-ange, * con-ten-ance, 'con-
ten-anse,' * con-ten -aunce, * con tin-
aunce, * coun-ten-aunce, * coun -ten-
aunse, "kun ten auncc, s. [o. Fr. con-
tenance, cunte nance ; Sp. contenensa ; Ital. o n-

timnza, from Lat. continentia = . . . gesture,
behaviour, demeanour, from contineo = to hold
in, to conduct : con — cum = with, together,
and teneo = to hold.J

A* Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

* 1. Air, look, expression, or appearance of
the face.

"With clipping and kessing and cmUnaunce keuds "

niUUmx of Pulerne, aj9 >.

2. The face, the features.

* 3. A grimace.
" Wan the Aineret bath iherd hvin telle, *

Contenance made he fers and Mia"
Sir Perumorae, b,"K7f

II. Figuratively:

1. Calmness or composure of look.

"The two great maxims of any great man at court
are, always to keep his countenance . . ."—Swift.

2. Confidence or assurance of mien.
" We will not make your countenance to fall by the

answer ye shall receive."

—

Bacon: New Atlantic

3. Kindness or good-will ; an appearance of
encouragement.

". . . how great an advantage it Is to a man to l.av»
the countenance of the governor of his province "—

Jiehnoth: Cicero, bk. i., lett 13.

4. Patronage, support, or favour.
". . . France should bind herself to give no help or

countenance, directly or indirectly. .
."

—

Macautag
Bitt. Eng., eh. xxii.

5. Support, corroboration, or confirmation.
". . . In onr day the hypothesis of Kant and I.;i; -'.-.wt

receives the independent countenance of spectrum
analysis, . . ."—Tyndall : Frag, of Science (.ird ed.),

vii. 159.

* 6. An outward appearance or show of
looks, whether real or pretended.

"The election being over, he made countenam-e et
great discontent thereat."

—

Aecham: School matter.

* 7. External appearance or show.
" Apparafled hem thereafter,

In contenaunce of clothyny comon disgised."
Langland ; /'. Plowman, S. irot 24.

* B. Law : Credit or estimation.

* (1) To keep one's countenance : To continue
calm or composed, without showing any signs
of emotion or passion of any kind.

". . . kept liia countenance all dayt of his life . .
."

—

Mantnger; The Loeer'i Melancholy, i. 2.

(2) To keep one in countenance: To rapport
the confidence of another by one's presence
or assistance.

(3) In countenance: In favouror confidence;
confident, assured.

(4) Out of countenance: Out of favour or
confidence ; abashed, dismayed, cast down.

" When Cain, upon the non-acceptance of his offer-

ing, was out of countenance . .
."—Grew: Cosmo.

Sacra, bk. lv.
f ch. liL

coun ten-ance, * coun '- ten-aunce, v.t.

[Countenance, *.]

1. To favour, to patronise, to support, to
show encouragement to.

"... William, in return, gave his promise not to
countenance any attempt against the government ot

France.
-*—Maeaulaf : Pitt. £ny., ch. xxii.

2. To support, to corroborate, to confirm.

Iftte, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pot
t

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, role, full ; try, Syrian. », ce = e. ey -= a. qu - kw.
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"... we know ol no fact countenancing the belief

, , ."—Darwin: Origin of Specie* [ed. 1859), ch. L,p. 2&

3. Used frequently in the sense of permit-

ting, allowing; not exactly supporting or

encouraging, nor yet opposing.

* 4. To make a show or appearance of; to

pretend.
" Which to these ladies lore did countenaunce."

Spenser: F. Q., II. ii. 16.

* 5. To act suitably to, or in keeping with,

anything ; to keep up an appearance of.

" Malcolm ! Bauquo !

Aa from your grave* rise up. and walk like sprites,

To countenance this horror!"
tihakesp. : Macbeth, ii. 3.

* 6. To grace, to honour.
"... you must meet my master to countenance my

mistress."—Shaketp.: Turning of Xitrete, iv. 1.

H Crabb thus discriminates between to coun-

tenance, to sanction, and to support : " Persons

are countenanced; things are sanctioned; per-

sons or things are supported: persons are

countenanced in their proceedings by the ap-

parent approbation of others ; measures are

sanctioned by the consent or approbation of

others ; measures or persons are supported by
every means which may forward the object.

There is most of encouragement in counten-

ancing ; it consists of some outward demon-
stration of regard or good will towards the
person : there is most of authority in sanction-

ing; it is the lending of a name, an authority,

or an influence, in order to strengthen and
. confirm the thing : there is most of assistance

' and co-operation in support; it is the employ-
ment of means to an end. Superiors only can
countenance ot sanction ; persons in all condi-

tions may support : those who countenance evil

doers give a sanction to their evil deeds ; those

who support either an individual or a cause

ought to be satisfied that they are entitled to

support." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

oo^n -ten-anced, pa. par. or a. [Counten-
ance, r.J

coun'-ten-an9-«r, *. Eng. countenance)

;

~er.] One who countenances, supports, or

encourages another.

"Are you her Grace's countenancer, lady T
"—Beaum.

* Fletch. : Honest Man's Fortune, iv. L

coiin ten-anc-lrig, pr. par., a., A: s. [Coun-
tenance, v'.]

A. & B. As pr. par, c& particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C As subst. 1 The act of encouraging, sup-

porting, or aiding another.

"The countenancing of the rich man against the
poor."—Strype: Memor. Edvf. VI.. anno 1553.

count -er (1), * count-ere, * cownt-ere,
* count lire, * count our, eownt-
owre, s. [O. Fr. conteor ; Fr. conteur ; Lat.

computator = a reckoner ; O. Fr. comptvnir;

Fr. comptoir ; Low Lat. computatorium = a

place for reckoning.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally:

li One who counts, reckons up, or calcu-

lates ; a calculator, a reckoner.
*' Cottntere. Computarius."~Prompt. Parv.

2. A learner of arithmetic. (Scotch.)

3. Anything made of metal, ivory, bone,

. &c, used as a means of reckoning or of keep-

ing an account, as in games.
" What, for a counter, would I do but good?"

Shaketp. : At You Like It, ii. 7.

4. False or counterfeit coins.

"
. . . a bag of countert made out of old kettles."—

Macanluji : Hist. Eng., ch. xiL

•5. Used contemptuously for money.
" Wheu Xarcus Brutus grows so covetous.
To lock such rascal counter* from his friends."

Shaketp. : Juliut Cottar, iv. 8.

*6, A table or board on which money is

counted ; a money-changer's table.

7. A long narrow table or board on which
goods are displayed, weighed, or measured.

" It was not safe to exhibit such publications openly
OD a counter."— Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvi.

* 8. A counting-house.
" Ful fast his countour dore he schette."

Chaucer: C. T., 14.49*.

t II. Figuratively

:

1. Anything by which a reckoning or calcu-

lation is or can be made.
" The outward and visible phenomena are with us

the counter* of the int*IIf*. . .
."—Tyndall : Frag.

of Science (3rd edj, ch. ix., p. 2*7.

2. A thing of little or no importance, a
trifle.

B. Technically

:

L Mack. : An apparatus attached to a

steam-engine, printing-press, or other machine,

for the purpose of counting the revolutions or

pulsations, as the case may be.

*2. Old Law: The name given to certain

prisons in Loudon and Southwark. [Compter.]

Of these two were in London : one in the

Poultry, the other in Wood-street ; one was in

Southwark.
' To both the Counter*, wher they have releast

Sundrie indebted prisoners."
Play of Sir Thoma* More.

* counter house, * countour-hous,
a A counting-house.

" Into his countour-hout goth he."
Chaucer : C. J.. 14,488.

counter-jumper, s. A slang or con-

temptuous epithet for an assistant in a shop ;

especially a draper's assistant.
" It seems free enough to every counter-jumper in

the town."—C. Kinatieg : Westward Hot ch. x.

Count -er (2), pre/., adv., a.,&s. [Ft. centre

;

Lat. contra = against] [Contra.]

A. As pre/. : A prefix largely used in com-
position to express counteraction or opposi-

tion. It is used with verbs, adjectives, or

nouns.

B. As adverb:

1. In an opposite direction, contrary, in

opposition. (With verbs of motion.)

"... running counter to all the rules of virtue."—

Locke.

* 2. Wrongly, in a wrong direction ; con-

trarily to right.
" How cheerfully on the false trail they cry !

0. this is counter, you false Danish dogs

!

Shaketp. : Hamlet, iv. 5.

* 3. In contrary ways or directions.

". . . It Is plain the will and the desire run
counter."—Locke,

* I. Directly against ; in or at the face.

"... they never throw counter, but at the back of

the ftyer."

—

Sandy*'* Journal.

C. As adjective

:

1. Return ; in return or answer.
•*.

. . the counter question of Jesus."—Strau**:

Life of Jesus ; Trans. (««), 5 WL
2. Adverse, opposite, opposing.
" Innumerable facts attesting the counter princi-

ple."—Itaac Taylor.

D. As substantive

:

1. Ship-building: That part of a ship's stern

which overhangs the stern-post. The counter-

counter -attired, a.

Her. : Applied to the double horns of ani

mals when borne two iu one way and two in

another iu opposite directions.

counter attraction,^ Anything which
acts in opposition or contrary to any attrac-

tion.

"... * variety of con nter-attractiont that diminish
their effect."—Shenstone.

COUNTER.

A. Hull of a Vessel showing Counter-timbers.

timbers spring from the wing-transom, which

extends across between the fashion-pieces,

crossing in front of the stern-post, near its

head. At the top of the counter-timbers is

the taffrail. (Knight.)

2. Mining : A cross vein

.

3. Bootmaking : The back part of a boot or

shoe, around the heel of the wearer, and to

which the boot-heel is attached. (Knight.)

i. Music: The same as Counter-tenor
(q.v.).

counter-agent, $. Anything that acts

in opposition or counteract*.

counter-approaches, s. pL

Fort. : A line of trenches thrown up by the

besieged to hinder the approach of the be-

siegers.

*fl Line of counter-approach; A line of

trenches made by the besieged to the right

and left of their covered way in order to sweep

the besiegers' works.

Acting as acounter-attractive, a.

counter-attraction.

counter battery, s.

Fort. : A battery at the crest of a glacis, to
silence the fire of the besiegers, and cover the
storming party. (Knight.)

counter-beam, s.

Printing: A beam connected to the platen

by two or more rods, through the medium of

which die reciprocating motion is communi-
cated to the platen. (Knight.)

counter-bond, s. A bond or security of

indemnification to secure one who has himself
given security for another. (Quarks : Emblems.
Halliwell : Cont. toLexioog.)

counter-brace, s.

Naut. : The brace of the foretopsail to lea-

ward.

counter-brace, v.t.

Naut. : To brace the yards in opposite direc-

tions.

counter-breastwork, $.

Fort. : Works constructed to intercept those

of the enemy.

* counter -buff, s. A blow in return.

"When they give the Ronianiats one buff, they re-

ceive two counter-buff*."—Milton : Prelat. Episcopacy,

P. 27.

* counter-charm, s. Anything which
can dissolve or neutralize the effects of a

charm.

* counter-charm, v.t. To dissolve or

neutralize the effects of a charm.

counter -chevronne, a.

Her. ; Chevronny divided palewise (said of

the field). Often used as equal to chevronne.

counter -coinpony, counter com-
pile, a.

Her. ; Applied to a border, bend, or other
ordinary which is composed of two rows of

checkers, of alternate metals and colours.

counter couchant, a.

Her. : Applied to animals borne couchant,

and with their heads in opposite directions.

counter courant, a.

Her. .' Applied to animals borne courant,

and with their heads in opposite directions.

counter-curse, s. Reciprocal cursing.

"With cruel counter-curse* and angry anathemas."

—

Oauden : Tear* of the Church, p. 407.

counter-deed, s. A private or secret

deed, invalidating, annulling, or altering a

public deed.

counter-die, s.

Engraving : The upper die or stamp.

counter-drain, s.

Hydraulic Engineering : A drain at the foot

of a canal or dike embankment, to catch and
carry off the water. (Knight.)

counter-embattled, a.

Her. : Applied to an ordinary which is em-
battled on both sides. [Embattled.]

counter ermine, s.

Her. : The contrary to ermine, being a black

field with white spots. [Ermine.]

counter- evidence, s. .Evidence or

testimony to contradict or invalidate that

given by a previous witness.

"... there is no counterevidence, nor any wituess,

that appears against it."—Burnet: Theory of the

Earth.

counter-extension, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : The act or state of extending

in an opposite direction.

bffll, btfy; p*ut. Jollrl; cat, cell, chorus, chin, benoh: go. gem: thin, this; sin. ay; expect, Xenophon, extat. -lAg.

-tl«ii = Shan. -tlou. -slon = ahun ; -flon. -aton = zhun. -tioua, -aloua, -ol«u» = anus. -ble. -die, to = bel, del.
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2. Surg. : A method of reducing a fracture

by extension in the opposite direction.

% Counter-extension apparatus ;

Surg. : An apparatus for retaining firmly the
Tipper part of a limb while extension is prac-

tised upon the lower, in cases of fracture of
the femur or the neck of the trochanter major,
to enable the bony parts to unite without a
shortening of the limb.

counter fallcr, t.

Cotton-manufacture : In the mule-spinner, a
counterweighted wire, which is depressed
when the faller-wire lowers the row of yarns
to wind them on the cop. Its duty is to

balance the threads after they are depressed
by the faller-wire, and to straighten them when
loose. (Knight.)

counter florv, a.

Her. : An epithet denoting that the flowers

with which an ordinary is adorned stand op-

posite to each other.

counter - force, s. An opposing or
counteracting force or power.

"A counter- force conflicting with increase of popula-
tion."—J. S. Mill, in Ogilvic.

counter fugues, s. pi.

Music: Fugues proceeding the one contrary
to the other.

counter -gate, s. Some known place in

Windsor. Probably, a gate which went out
by the counterguard of the castle, conse-
quently by the fosse, or ditch.

"I love to walk by the Counter-gate,"—Shaketp.

:

Merry Wivetof Windsor, Hi 3.

counter Influence, v.t. To affect by
an opposing or counteracting influence.

"This malignant temper—is counter-influenced by
those wore meek and auspicious cues,"— Scott : Chr,
Li/e, Lt.

counter-Influenced, a. Affected by an
opposing or counteracting influence.

counter-influencing, a. Exerting an
opposing or counteracting influence upon.

counter-irritant, a.ks.

A. As adj. : Acting as a counter-irritant.

B. As substantive

:

Med. : An irritant application to the exter-

nal parts of the body designed to diminish,
counteract, or remove some other irritation or
Inflammation then existing. Such are rubefa-
cients, perpetual blisters, issues of setons,
cauterising agents, &c.

counter-irritate, v.t.

Med. : To act as a counter-irritant ; to pro-
duce a secondary or artificial disease with a
view to relieve the primary disease.

counter-irritation, s.

Med. : The effect produced by a counter-
irritant ; the use of a counter-irritant. Any
irritation artificially established with the view
of diminishing, counteracting, or removing
some other irritation or inflammation existing
In the body.

counter lath, .

Carp. : A lath in tiling placed between every
two gauged ones.

• counter-make, v.t. To make contrary
to what anything has been before.

" He . . . began to make and unmake and counter-
make a manylines and dashes upon the cloth . .

."—
Copley : Witt, Fits, and Fancies, 1614.

counter-motion, s. A contrary, oppos-
ing, or counteracting motion ; movement in an
opposite direction.

" If any of the returning spirits should happen to
fall foul upon others which are outward hound, these
countermotiont would overset them, . .

."

—

Collier.

t eounter-move, v.t. & i. To move in an
opposite or contrary direction.

counter-movement, s. A movement
in an opposite or contrary direction ; a counter-
motion.

• counter - natural, a. Opposite or
contrary to nature ; contra-natural.

"A consumption is a counternatural hectick ex-
tenuation of the body."—Harvey : On Consumption/.

counter negotiations, s. pi. Nego-
tiations opened or carried on in opposition to
previous negotiations.

counter-opening, s. An opening or
vent on the opposite or contrary side, or in a
different place.

"... mark the place for a oounteropening." —
Sharp ; Surgery.

counter-parole, s.

Mil. : A word given in time of danger as a
countersign.

counter-pole, s. The opposite pole, the
antipodes.

" The very counter pole to the luxurious posture of
dinner."—De Quincey l Roman Meal*. (Davie*.)

counter -ponderate, v.t. To weigh
against, to counterbalance.

counter potenco, s.

Her. ; An epithet denoting that the pieces
called potences are set the one opposite the
other.

counter puft; s. An opposing or con*
trary breeze.

" With counter-puff* of sundry winds that blow.*
Sylvester : The Father*, 846. {Davie*.}

counter punch, s.

Chasing : A punch which supports the metal
beneath while the hammer is applied above,
and may be the means of expanding a dented
place by outward pressure while blows are
given on the outer surface around the spot
thus supported. (Knight.)

counter quartered, a.

Her. : An epithet employed to denote that
each 'quarter of an escutcheon is again quar-
tered.

counter-rails, s. pi.

Ship-building : The ornamental moulding
across a square stern at the termination of the
counter.

* counter-refer, v.i. To refer back.
"They counter-refer to each other."

—

North : Life of
Lord Guilford, 1. 102. (/Juries.)

counter-revolution, $. A revolution
designed to upset one which has already suc-
ceeded, and to restore the former state of
things.

" Undoubtedly a French statesman could not but
wish for ^counterrevolution in England."—iiacaulay

:

But. F.ng., eh. xii.

counter - revolutionary, a. Of the
nature of, or pertaining to, a counter-revolu-
tion.

counter-revolutionist, s. One who is

in favour of a counter-revolution.

counter round, s.

1 Mil. : A patrol of officers visiting and in-

specting the rounds or sentinels.
" To walk the round and counter-round with his

fellow-Inspectors."

—

Milton: Areopagitica.

counter-salient, a.

Her. : Applied to beasts borne salient in

opposite directions.

counter-scale, «. A counterbalance or
counterpoise.

"To compare their university to yours, were to
cast New-inne in countertcale with Christ -Church
colledge. . . ."—Howell: Familiar Letters. 16&0.

(.Vare*.)

counter-sea, 5. A cross-sea, one running
against the wind.

" With surging billows and counter-teat."—Holland :

Camden, ii. 60. (Davie*.)

* counter-secure, v.t. To make secure
or give additional security or warrant to.

"... giving that pledge from the throne, and engag-
ing parliament to countertecure It?"—Burke: On a
Regicide Peace.

counter-security, s. Security given
as a counter-bond (q.v.).

* counter - service, s. Reciprocal or
mutual service.

"Without some pact of counter•services."—Bylvetter i

The Trophies, 718, (Davie*.)

counter - shaft, ». An opposite and
parallel shaft driven by band or gearing from
the former one.

counter-signature, s. The name of an
official countersigned on a document.

counter - slope, «. An overhanging
slope.

counter-statement, s. A statement
made in opposition or contradiction to
another.

* counter-strive, v.i. To strive against
or in opposition to.

counter-surety, 5. The same as Comr-
TER-BOND (q.V.).

counter-swallowtail, s.

Fort. : An outwork in the form of a single
tenaille, with a wide gorge. (Knight.)

counter-thrust, s. A thrust or blow in
return for another.

counter-timber, «.

Ship-building : One of the timbers in that
part of a ship's stern which overhangs the
stern-post. (Knight.)

counter trade-winds, s. pi
Meteorol. & Physical Geog.: Winds blowing

in the reverse direction to the trade-wiinls.
They are in a region further north in the
northern hemisphere, and further south in the
southern one, than the winds to which they
are counter.

counter trench, s.

Fort. : A trench made by the garrison to
intercept that of the besiegers. (Knight.)

counter -tripping, counter - trip-
pant, a.

Her. : Applied to animals borne trippant is
opposite directions.

counter-type, *. A corresponding type

;

an analogue.

counter vair, counter valry. s.

Her. : A variety of vair (a. v.), in which the
cups or bells are arranged base to base and
point to point.

counter-vault, .-.

Masonry : An inverted arch or vault.

counter-weight, s. A counter-balanc-
ing weight ; a counterpoise.

* count er (3),
# cownt-ir, * cownt yr,

*. [An abbreviated form of encounter (q.v.).]

1

.

An encounter, a meeting.
" With kindly counter under Mirolck shade."

Spenser : Teare* of the Mute*. 207.

2. A division of an army engaged in a
battle.

count -er, * count-ur, v.i. & t. [Counter
(2), •.]

A. Intransitive :

* L Ord. Lang. : To encounter or meet is
opposition ; to engage.

" When they counter upon one quarry."

—

Atbumatar,
v. L {Davit.)

IL Technically:

1. Boxing: To return a blow while guarding
one.

" His left hand countered provokingly."—C. Sings-
ley : Two Year* Ago, ch. xiv.

* 2. Music : To sing in harmony.

B. Trans. : To oppose, to encounter, to
meet.

" His answer countered every design of the interro-
gations."—North : Examen, p. 248. (Daviet.)

couut-er-fiot', v.t. [Pref. counter, and act

(q.v.).] To act in opposition to anything, so
as to hinder or destroy its effect ; to act as an
antidote to.

"... one half of their ability was employed in
counteracting the other half."—Macaulay : Hist. Lng.,
oh. xi.

counter- act -ed, pa. par. or o. [Countsr-
ACT.]

count er act ing, * con tra act ing,
pr. par.

t
a., & *. [Counteract.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Acting or working in opposite di-

rections.

"These hare no antagonist grinders, nor contra-
acting mUstones."—Smith : Portrait of Old Age. p. 83,

2. Fig. : Acting in an opposite direction so
as to counteract the effects of anything.

C. As subst. : Counteraction.

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine
;
go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, sin ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oe = e. ey = a. qu = kw*
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c6*un-t«r-ac'-tloii, s. [Pref. counter, and
action.] Action, in opposition to anything so

as to hinder or annul its effect ; a counter-

acting influence.
"

. . . no leap could take place, were it not by a
counteraction of the law [of gravitationJ."—De Quinces/

:

Works fed. 1663), toL ii., p. 115.

coun-ter-ao'-tlve, a. & *. [Pref. counter,

and active,]

A. As adj. : Tending to counteract ; having
the power or quality of counteracting.

t B. As subst. : Anything which tends to

counteract, or has the power or quality of
counteracting.

*' Poetry is also, in its highest types, the best cnun-
Urnctive to materialism."—Brit. Quart. JiePiew, 1873,

p. 188.

t ci>u\n-ter-ac'-tlve-l& adv. [Eng. counter-

active; -ly.] In a counteracting manner; so
as to counteract.

co*un-ter balance, v.t. [Pref. counter,

and balance.]

1. Lit. : To weigh or act against with an
equal weight or effect ; to countervail, to
balance.

" The remaining air was not able to counterbalance
the mercurial cylinder."

—

Boyle.

2. Fig. : To be an equivalent to, to balance.

"The abstract beauty and advantage of this principle
teem to be counterbalanced in practice by some un-
known cause, . . ."—Bertchel: Astronomy (5th ed.,

1868), S 196.

t>oun ter-bal -ance, s. [Counterbalance,
v.]

J. Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : A weight acting in an opposite
direction, and balancing another ; a counter-
poise.

2. Fig. : An equivalent or counterbalancing
power.

" But peaceful kings, o'er martial people set.

Each other's poise and counterbalance are."
Dryden I Annus MirabiHs.

II. Machinery:

1. A weight in a driver or fly-wheel to over-

come a dead point, or balance the weight of
some object whose gravity affects the opposite
aide of the wheel.

2. A suspended weight to counterpoise the
weight of a drawbridge, crane-jib, bob, or
working-beam. (Knight.)

counter bal -anced, pa. par. or a. [Coun-
terbalance, D.]

coun-ter-bal -anc-Ing, pr. par., a., & *.

(Counterbalance, v.]

A. k B. As pr. par. at particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The balancing any weight or
power by an equal weight or power acting in

an opposite direction.

* coun' ter-band, a. [Contraband.] Con-
traband, illegal, illicit.

"You carry on no counterband trade."

—

Walpote:
Lett, to Mann, iii. 309. {Davie*.)

* c6un'-ter-band-ed, a. [Eng. counterband

;

•ed.] Contraband.
"Let them be staved or forfeited like counterbanded

goods,"—Dryden : Pre/, to Fables. [Davles.)

*co*un'-ter-ba»ie, s. [Pref. counter, and
bone.] An antidote.

"Btiong counterbane," Sylvester: Eden, 428.

* coun -ter-bi-as, v.t. [Pref. counter, and
bias.] To bias or prejudice against, to set
against

"Which so counterbiassed that king's judgement
against Presbytery."—Gauden : Tears of the Church,
p. 604. {Davies.)

* coun -ter-brave, s. [Pref. counter, and
brave.] A boast or challenge against another.
" Make th' enemy yield with these our countcrbraves."

Chapman: Iliad, xvi. 5*0. {Davies.)

* CO*un'-ter -buff, v.t. [Pref. counter, and
?,1(#. v.] To strike or drive in a direction
opposite to a former or existing impulse ; to
repulse, to drive back.

". . . then shoots amain.
Till counterbuffd she stops, and sleeps again."

Dryden.
* coun'-ter-btiff, s. [Counterbuff, v.] A
stroke or impulse in a direction opposite to a
former or existing impulse ; a blow which
drives back.

H He at the second gave him such a counterbuff, that
because Pbalantus was not to be driven from the sad-
dle, the saddle with broken girths was driven from
the hurse."

—

.Sidney.

* c6*un'-ter-buffed,pa. par. oro. [Counter-
buff, v.]

* coun'-ter-cast, s. [Pref. counter, and cast,

s. ] An antagonistic or opposing device.
" He gan devize this counter-cast of slight."

Spenser: F. Q., VI. 1H. 18.

* c6*un'-ter-cast-ert s. [Eng. counter (l), s.,

and caster.] A bookkeeper, a caster-up of
accounts, a reckoner.

* coun'-ter-change, s. (Pref. counter, and
change.] An exchange or reciprocation.

* coun'-ter-change, v.t. [Counterchanoe,

«.] To exchange, to give and receive, to alter-

nate, to mark in alternate patches.
" Witch-elms, that counterchange the floor
Of this flat lawn with dusk and bright"

Tennyson: In Mem. lxxxix.

* coun'-ter-changed,pa. par. oro. [Coun-

terchanoe, v.]

* A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

* 1. Ord. Lang. : Exchanged, reciprocated,
alternated.

2. Her. ; A term used to imply that the field

is of two tinctures, metal and colour : that
part of the charge which lies in the metal
being of colour, and that part which lies in
the colour being metal.

* coun ter changing, pr. par., a., & *.

[Counterchanoe, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. -4s subst. : The act of exchanging or
alternating.

coun'-ter-charge, t. [Pref. counter, and
charge, s.] A charge brought in opposition
or contradiction to another.

* coiin ter charm, *. [Pref. counter, and
charm.) Anything which counteracts the
effect of a charm ; an antidote or counter-
active to a charm.
" Now, touch'd by counter-charms, they change again."

Pope : Homer's Odyssey, bk. x., 1. 468.

* coun ter-charm, v.t. [Pref. counter, and
charm, v.] To counteract or destroy the
effects of a charm, or anything acting as a
charm.

" Like a spell it was to keep us invulnerable, and so
countercharm all our crimes, . . ."—Decay of Piety.

* coun ter charmed,;a. par. ora. [Coun-
tercharm, v.]

* coun'-ter-check, v.t. [Pref. counter, and

check, v.] To oppose, to check by an oppos-
ing power.

C^un'-ter-check, s. [Countercheck, v.]

J, Ordinary Language

:

1. A check or repulse.
" Who painfully with much expedient march
Have Drought a countercheck before your gates.
To save unscratch'd your city's threatened cheeks."

Shakesp. : King John, ii. 1.

2. A reproof, a rebuff, an answer to a
check.

". . . many things perplex
With motions, checks, and counterchecks.''

Tennyson : The Two Voices.

II. Carp. : A countersheck-plane (q.v.).

countercheck plane, s.

Carp. : A plane for working out the groove
which unites the two sashes of a window in

the middle. (Knight.)

conn -ter -checked, pa. par. or a. [Coun-

tercheck, v.]

coun'-ter-check-ing, pr. par., a., & s.

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of checking, repuls-

ing, or censuring.

* coun tcr-coup, v.t. [Fr. contrecoup.] To
overcome, to surmount, to repulse, to over-

turn, to destroy. (Scotch.)

coun -ter-ciir-rent, a. & $. [Pref. counter,

and current.]

* A. As adj. : Running or flowing in an op-

posite direction.

B. As subst. : A current running or flowing

in an opposite direction.

* coun tcr dis tinc'-tion, s. [Pref. counter,
and distinction.] The same as Contradis-
tinction (q.v.).

"I call it moral in counterdistinction to philoso-
phical or physical.' —1/ore : ConjecL Cobb., p. 196.

* co"un'-ter-draw, v.t. [Pref. counter, and
draw.] To copy a design by means of tracing-
cloth or paper, or other transparent material

;

to trace.

* coxin'-ter-draw-ing, pr. par,, a., & *.

[Counterdraw, v.]

A* & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (Set
the verb).

C. As subst. ; The act or art of copying a
design by means of any transparent material.

coun ter drawn, pa, par. or o. [Counter-
draw.]

coun ter-ex tend', v.t [Pref. counter, and
extend. ] To extend in an opposite direction.

"... a counter-extending band attached to the bed-
head . . ."—Knight : Diet, Mechanics (s.v. countered
tension.)

*coun-ter-fayte-ly,adv. [Counterfeitlt.J

coun -ter-feit, • con-tre fete, * coil-
tcr fete, coun tcr fete, *coun-tre-
fete, * coun-ter-fayt, * coun-ter-fate,
v.t.&i. [Ital. contraffare; O. Sp. contrafaotr;

8p. contrdhacer.] [Counterfeit, a.]

A. Transitive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. To imitate, to mimic.
*' And countrefet hym as an aps."

Chaucer : Hous of Fame, Hi 1SL

2. To imitate or copy with intent to pass off

the copy or imitation as original and genuine

;

to forge.

3. To put on a semblance of, to imitate or
assume the appearance of ; to copy, to feign.

" He counterfeited childish fear.

And shrieked, and shed full many a tear."
Scott : The lay of the Last Minstrel, iv. 11.

TJ. Law : To forge money, to imitate in base
or counterfeit metal. To counterfeit the coin
of the realm is felony [Coin] ; to counterfeit
the Great Seal is high-treason.

"... persons beyond sea had of late attempted te
counterfeit testons, shillings, groats, and other ths
king's coin of Bilver, . . ."—Strype : Memorials ; Edit,
VI., an. IMS.

* B. Intrans. : To deceive, to carry on a
deception, to act a part, to feign.

" Ah, sirrah, a body would think this was well coun-
terfeit* I ! I pray you, tell your brother how well I
counterfeited."—Shakesp. : At you Like It, iv. 8,

T[ For the difference between to counterfeit

and to imitate, see Imitate.

coun tcr felt, * coun ter fayte, * coun-
ter fet, a. & s. [Fr. contre/ait, pa. par. of
contre/aire = to counterfeit, from Lat. contra
= against, and facio = to make ; so to make
anything that it fits exactly against another.]

A. A* adjective

:

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. Made in Imitation of something else, with
intent to be passed off as original and genuine

;

forged, spurious, fictitious, not genuine.
" And tooke out the woolfe in his counterfeit cote.
And let out the sheepes blood at his throte.

"

Spenser : Shepheard's Calendar ; Sept.

* 2. Resembling, presenting the appearance)
or likeness of.

" The counterfeit presentment of two brothers."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, iii. 4.

3. Assuming an appearance or semblance of
something not genuine ; false, deceitful, hypo-
critical.

(1) 0/persons:
"... an arrant counterfeit rascal . .

."—Shakeetx t
Henry V.,l\L 6.

(2) Of things

:

". . . they are busied about a counterfeit assurance
. . ."—Shakesp. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. 4.

* 4. Deformed, abnormal, monstrous. (Mer-
lin [E.E.T.S.), iii. 635.)

IT. Law: Forged, spurious, not genuine;
made of base or spurious metal.

B. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. One who counterfeits or personates
another ; an impostor, a cheat, a hypocrite.

" A drunken Christian and a Jewish Christian being
at teai-mes of brabble, the drunkard call'd the couit-

terfnit a drunken companion, and the counter/aUe
called him a Jew."—Copley : Wits, Fits, and Fanciee.
leu.

2. An imitation, copy, or likeness of any-
thing ; a portrait, a counterpart.

boil, bo^; pout, joltl; cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenoplion, exist. pn = £
-clan, -tian = slian. -tion, -sion M shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -tious. -dons* -cioua = anus, -ble, -4fe, &c. k bel, del.
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*' That even Nature selfe envide the same.
And grudg'd to see the counterfet shmUd shame
The thing It selfe . .

."

Spenser : F. Q.. 111. viiL &.

3. An imitation or copy of anything made
with the intent of passing it off as original

or genuine.

"On* who does not value real glory will not value
it* counterfeit."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., cb. H.

4. Anything which falsely assnmes the ap-
pearance or semblance of something else; a
spurious, false, or deceitful imitation or
feigned semblance of anything.

. I am no counterfeit: to die, is to be a counter-
feit ; for he is but the counterfeit of a man who hath
not the life of a man . . ."—Shakesp. : 1 Benry IV.,
v. *.

6. False or spurious coin.

". . . never call a true piece of gold a counter-
feit "—Shakesp. -. 1 Henry IV„ it 4.

* IL Law : One who obtains money or goods
by counterfeit letters or orders.

covin -ter-felt-£d, pa. par, or a. [Cottnter-
FE1T, «.]

o6"un'-ter-feTt-er, w coun-ter-fet-ter,
* ccun-ter-fayt-or, s. lEng. counterfeit;
-er.]

1. One who counterfeits, forges, or makes
an imitation or copy of anything with the
Intent of passing off the copy as original and
genuine ; a forger, a coiner.

" Henry the Second altered the coin, which wm cor-
rupted by counterfeiters, . .

."—Camden.
* 2. One who assumes characters ; an actor,

a mimic.
". . . no man hath sene a better coitnterfaytor or

player in any cornedie or tragedie."—Ball : Edte. IV.,
an 14

3. One who assumes a false appearance
or semblance ; one who, with deceitful or
fraudulent motives, assumes a character which
is not his own.

c^un'-ter-felt'-Ing, * coun -ter- fayt-
yng, pr. par., a., & s. [Counterfeit, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <* particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive:

1. The act of imitating or copying anything
with the intent of fraudulently passing off the
copy as original and genuine.

2. The assumption of a false character or
appearance ; deceit, hypocrisy.

" Lying and counterfeiting my soul abhorreth . .
.**

—State Trials ; Sarlt of Essex A Southampton, an. 1000.

3. A spurious imitation.

" Neither is Thomas Cardinals life any thyng save
a counterfayt.i/ng of Saint Thomas of Canterbury."—
Tyndall : Works, p. MI.

\ covin'-ter-felt-l^, * coun-ter-fayte-ly,
adv. [Eng. counterfeit; -ly.] In a spurious,
false, or deceitful manner ; not genuinely,
fateely, fictitiously.

**.
. . I will practise the inainuatinr nod and be off

to them most counterfettly . . ."—Shakesp.: CorioL,
Ii. 3.

t coun'-ter-feit-ne'ss, s. [Eng. counterfeit

;

-ness.] The quality of being counterfeit;
spuriousness, falseness.

"A reply to which came out afterwards, shewing
the connterfHtneu of Dr. Anthony's Aurum Potabile,
Oion. UHS, — Ward : (iresham Prof, p. 26*.

• coun -ter-feit-ress. * cd"un'-ter-fel't-
resse, s. [En<r. counterfeiter ; -ess.) A female
who counterfeits.

"... dame nature, the counterfrttresse of the celes-
tial! workemen, . . ."—Botinshed': Ireland, ch. ii.

•coTto'-ter-feit-ure, con-tre fait ure,
*. [O. Ft. contrefaiture.] Counterfeiting,
simulation.

" Al his contrefaiture is colour of sinne and host."
PoUt. Songs <ed. Wright), p. S3«.

• Coun -ter-fer ment, s. [Pref. counter, and
ferment. ] A ferment opposed to a ferment.

"What unnatural mat ions and counterferments
must a medley of intemperance produce in the body I

"

—Addison: Spectator.

• coun tcr-fe -sance, * coun ter fei

sance, * count ei* fes-aunce, s. [Fr.
contrefaisance, from contrefaire.]

1. The act of counterfeiting or imitating
with a fraudulent intent ; forgery ; coining.

2. The fraudulent assumption of a false
character or appearance.

"Of fowle Duessa. when her borrowed light
Is laid away, and counterfesaunoa known*."

Spenser: F. O, L vlU. «.

3. An imitation, a copy, a likeness.
*"1 lis goodly counterfesaunce he did frame."

rt F. C, IV. W.it.

* coun-ter-fet, v.t. & i. [Counterfeit, v.]

* coun-ter-fet, a. [Counterfeit, a.]

* coun-ter-fet-ter, s. [Counterfeiter.]

coun'-ter-foil, s. [Pref. counter; and En^.
foil, from Lat. folium = a leaf. ]

1. That portion of the tally formerly strut-

k

in the exchequer, which was kept by an officer

of that court ; the other portion, called the
stock, being delivered to the lender of the
money as his voucher for the amount lent.

[Counterstock .]

2. A portion of a document, permanently
attached in a book, to which Is attached an-
other portion, such as a bank cheque or draft,
easily detached for handing over to a second
party. On the counterfoil, or part retained
by the drawer of the document, are written
the date and other particulars of the portion
handed over.

covin -ter-fort, s. [Pref. counter, and/orf.]

1. Masonry : A pier or buttress bonded as a
revetment to the back of a retaining wall, to
support and also tie the wall, such as the
scarp of a fort, to the bank in the rear. The
buttress is sometimes on the face. When
arches are turned between counterforts, it is

called a counter-arched revetment. (Knight.)

2. A spur or projecting part of a mountain.

coun - ter - gauge, coun -ter - gage, *.

[Pref. counter, and gauge.]

Carp. : An adjustable, double-pointed gauge
for transferring the measurement of a mortise
to the end of a stick where a tenon is to be
made, or vice versd. (Knight.)

coun' - ter - guard, *. [Pref. counter, and
guard.]

Fort : A rampart in advance of a bastion
and having faces parallel thereto. (Knight.)

coun ter ing, * cown-ter-ynge, pr. par.,

a., & s. [Counter, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Ord. Lang. ; The act of encountering ; an
encounter.

IL Technically

:

1. Boxing : The giving and receiving of a
blow at the same time.

* 2. Music : Singing in parts, or in harmony.
** Cownterynge yn songe. Concentus."—Prompt. Parv.

* coun' ter-league, v.i. & t. [Pref. counter,

and league, v.]

A. Intrans. : To league or confederate
against others.

"This king . . . mil nterleague* with all the princes
he could draw ia."—Daniel: Biet. Eng., p. 168.

B. Trans. : To form a league or confedera-
tion against.

" Lest they should take the alarm and counterleague
it"—North : Ex-imen, p. 2L {Davies.)

* coun ter- let, s. [Pref. counter; -let.] An
obstacle, a hindrance (?).

" To tread this maze, not free from ceunterlet.*
Jforden : Labyrinth of Man's Lift.

* coTm-ter-li-bra'-tlon, s. [Pref. counter,

and libration.]

Astron. : Libration in an opposite direction.

[Libration. ]

"It [a clock] shall shew— all the comprehensible
motions of the heavens, and counterlibration of the
earth, according to Copernicus."— M. of Worcester:
Cent, of Invent., $ 21

Coun'-ter-light (gh silent), $. [Pref. counter,

and light.]

Paint. : A light striking from an opposite
direction on a painting, so as to make it appear
to a disadvantage.

* Coun'-ter-ljr, a. [Eng. counter (1), s. ; -ly.]

Belonging to or fit for a compter or prison.
" Ye stale, counterlu villain.*

Preston K. Cambises. (Davim.)

coun'-ter-man, s. [Eng. counter (l), s., and
man.] An assistant in a shop who attends at
the counter to sell goods.

coun - ter - mand, v.t. [Fr. contremander,
from contrt *= against, and mander=to order.]

1. To give an order opposite or in contradic-
tion to a previous one ; to annul a previous
order and give a counter-order ; to revoke, to
recall.

* 2. To contradict, to oppose.
"For us to alter auy thing, is to lift up ourselves

agaiiidt God, and. as it were, to countermand him."—
Booker.

* 3. To forbid, to prohibit.

"Aviceu countermands letting blood in cholerloh
bodies, . . ."—Barvey.

coun' -ter -mand, s. [Fr. contremand.]
An order contrary to and annulling a previous

-

order ; the revoking of an order already given.
[Countermand, v.]

" Some tardy cripple bore the countermand,
That came too lag to see him buried."

Shakesp. : Richard III., U. I.

t coun-ter-mand'-a-ble, a. [Eng. counter-
nutnd ; -able.] Possible to be countermanded

;

that may be revoked or repealed.

coun-ter-mand -ed, pa. par. or a, [Coun-
termand, v.]

coun-ter-mand -Ing, pr. par., a., k s.

[Countermand, v.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. & particip. adj.: (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of revoking a previ-

ous order by giving one contrary or opposite
to it.

coun -ter-march, v.i. [Countermarch, s.]

Mil. : To march in a direction opposite to
that in which one has been moving.

"The two armies marched and countermarched,
drew near and receded."

—

Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch.

m,
coun ter march, s. [Pref. counter, and
march.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : In the same sense as B.
* IL Figuratively:

1. A movement in a direction opposite to
that in which one has been going ; retroces-

sion.

". . . the tumults, marches, and countermarches of
the animal spirits T

"

—

Collier : On Thought.

2. A change or alteratiou of conduct; a
change of measures.

" They make him do and undo, go forward and back-
wards by such countermarches and retractions, as wt
do not willingly impute to wisdom."—Burnet : Theory
of the Earth.

B. Military:

1. A march or movement in a direction
opposite to that in which men have been,

marching.

2. A movement such as to change the face
of the wings of a battalion, those on the
right now occupying the left and rice versd,

and those iii the rear now occupying the
front.

colln'-ter-march-Ing, pr, par., a., A $.

[Countermarch, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. ; (See
the verb)i

C. As subst. : The act of marching in a
direction opposite to that in which men have
been marching.

" Hackay, meanwhile, wasted some weeks in march-
ing, in countermarching, and In indecisive skirmish-
ing."—Macaulay : Bist. Eng., ch. xiii.

coun ter-mark, s. [Pref. counter, and mark.]

1. Commerce:

(1) An additional mark or sign placed upon
goods, either for more certain identification,

or in the case of goods belonging to more
than one person, that they may not be
opened except in the presence of all the
owners.

(2) The mark or stamp of the Goldsmiths'
Company, added to that of the artificer to
show the standard of the metal.

2. Farriery: An artificial mark or hollow
made in the teeth of an aged horse with the
purpose of disguising his age and making him
appear younger.

3. Numis. : A mark stamped upon a coin
or medal after it has been struck, to show
either a change in value or that it has been
taken from an enemy.

coun -ter-mark, v.t [Countermark, «.]

1. Comvu, &c : To mark with an additional

stamp or sign.

2. Farriery: (For def. see extract).
" A horse is said to be countermarked. when hti

corner teeth are artificially made hollow, a false mark
being made in the hollow place, in imitation of the
eye of a bean, to conceal the horse's age.'—Farrier's
Dictionary.

Otte, fitt, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; gd, pot

or, wore, wolf, work, whd. son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. a% ce = e. ey = a. 411 = kw.
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ooiln -ter-mine, s. [Pref. counter, andm-fn^l

A. Ordinary Language :

L Lit. : In the same sense as B.

* IL Figuratively

:

L Any means of opposing or counteract-

ing.
**.

. . knowing no countermine Against contempt but

terror, . . ."—Sidney.

2. A stratagem or contrivance to frustrate

<»iy project.

"The matter being brought to a trial of skill, the

countermine was only *u act of eelf-preservation. —
U Estrange.

B. Fort : A mine by the besieged, to meet

an approach, destroy an offensive position, or

intercept a mine of the attacking party.

"After thii they mined the walls, laid the powder,

and rammed the mouths; but the citiawns made a

countermine. . . ."—Bayward.

cmin'-ter-ralne, v.t. [Countermine, s.]

1. Literally

:

Fort. : To drive a mine to meet another

made by the enemy.
* 2. Fig. : To counteract, frustrate, or defeat

in any way by secret measures.

"Thus infallibly It must be, if God do not miracu-

lously countermine as, and do more for as than we
can do against ourselves."—Decay of Piety.

cmln'-ter-mined, pr. par. or a. [Counter-

mints, v.]

©otln'-ter-mln-ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Coun-

termine, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive:

1. Lit. : The act or operation of driving a

mine to meet another made by the enemy.

2. Fig. : The act of frustrating, defeating,

or counteracting any project

coun'-ter-mo-tive, s. [Pref. oountert and
motive.] An opposing or counteracting

motive.

* coun -ter-miire, s. [Ft. contrenur.}

1. Fort. : A wall built up behind another

wall, to take its place if carried.

". . . the countermure, new built against the breach,

steading upon a lower ground, it seldom touched."—
Knolies.

2. Masonry: The facing of a wall.

* odiln'-ter-mure, v.t. [Countermure, s.]

Fvrt. : To fortify by building one wall be-

hind another.
" They are plac'd in those Imperial heights.

Where, countermur'd with walls of diamond,
I And the place impregnable."

Kyd: Spanish Trag.

coiin'-ter-mured, pa. par. or a. [Counter-
mure, v.]

' cotui'-ter-nolse, s. [Pref. counter, and
noise.] A noise which counteracts or over-

powers another noise.

"They endeavoured ... by a counternoUe of retel-

lings and riotous excesses, to drown the softer whispers
oftheir conscience."—Caiamy : Sermont,

coTln'-ter-pace, '. [Pref. counter, and pace]

A step or movement in opposition to any
course.

" When the least counterpaces are made to these
resolutions, it will then be time enough for our male-
contents."Swift.

• coun'-ter-paine, *. [Counterpane (2), s.]

34$uu.'-ter-paled, a. [Pref. counter, and
paled.]

Her. : An erithet applied to an escutcheon
divided into an equal number of pieces pale-

wise by a line fesswise, the tinctures above
and below the fessline being counterchanged.

coun ter pane (1), • colin'-ter-point
(l)i s. [The first form is altered from the

second; pane tl) (q.v.). The O. Fr. contre-

poinct is a corruption of coutrepointe or coute-

pointe (where aiutre is a variant, from Lat.

culcitra, of O. Pr. coute, quievte, quevtt = a

quilt), from Low Lat. culcita puncta = a

counterpane, lit. = a stitched quilt.] A cover-

let for a bed, a quilt.

" On which a tissue counterpane was cast,

Arachne's web the same did not surpass."
Drayton : The Barons' Wan. bit. vi.

* coun -ter-pane (2), "coun-ter-paine, s.

[O. Fr. contrepan = a pledge or gage : centre

= against; pan = a pledge, a pawn. Thus
the word is a compound of counter and pawn,

not of counter and pane. (Skeat.)~} One
part of a deed or indenture ; a counterpart.

[Pawn.]
" Bead, scribe ; give me the aounter-pane."
B. Jonion ; Bartholomew Fair ; The Induction.

coun ter part, s. [Pref. counter, andjwrf.]

A, Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. A correspondent part ; a part which
answers to another ; a duplicate, a copy.

2. Anything exactly corresponding or an-

swering to another ; a fac-3imile.

" What the child is to the man.
Its counterpart in miniature."

LongfeUuw : The Building of the Ship.

3. Anything which exactly fits another, as

a seal and the impression.

IL Figuratively

:

1. One who is exactly like another in person,

character, or position.

2. One who lias exactly those qualities which
are wanting in another ; one's opposite.

B. Technically

:

1. Law: One of two corresponding copies or

an instrument ; a duplicate. (Used especially

of leases.)

2- Music : The complement of any part

;

that part which is to be used in connection

with another, as the bass is the counterpart

of the treble.

coun'-ter-pas-sant, a. [Pref. counter, and
passant.]

Her. : An epithet applied to animals borne

passant in different directions.

* counterpoise, * counter pese, v.t.

[Counterpoise, v.]

"ToeoiHtfsrpeiwtbebalaunce."

—

Qower, 111.135.

* coun-ter-pese, s. [Counterpoise, s.]

coun-ter-pe-tl-tion, s. [Pref. counter, and
petition.] A petition presented in opposition

to another.

* ooVin-ter-pe-ti'-tion, v.i. [Countekpe-
tition, s.] To present a petition in opposition

to another.
" Ths gentlemen and others of Yorkshire, who had

counterpetitioned, . . . were voted betrayers of the
liberties of the people, . . ."—Rerctby : Hem., p. 102.

©oun'-ter-plea, s. [Pref. counter, &w\plea.}

Law : A replication to a plea.

* co*un'-ter-plead, v.i. [Pref. counter, and
plead.] To plead in opposition; to enter

counterpleas.
"... did strive

And counterplead for the prerogative."
Sylvester: The Decay, 261. (Darin.)

* co"un'-ter-plete, v.t. [Pref. covnter, and
Mid. Eng. plete = plead.] To counterplead,

to plead in opposition to or against.
" Love ne wol uat countrepleted be

* c6un'-ter-pl<St, v.t. [Counterplot, s.] To
devise a plot to counteract or frustrate another

;

to meet plot by plot.

" Every plot had been counterplotted."~De Quincey.

t co"un'-ter-plot, s. [Pref. counter, and plot.]

A plot or stratagem devised to counteract or

frustrate another.

"The wolf that had a plot upon the kid. was con-

founded by a counterplot of the kid's upon the wolf

. .
."

—

L'Eitrange,

Colin' - ter -plSt- ting, pr. par., a., & s.

[Counterplot, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of plotting against

another ; a secret or cunning plot.

"A third reason that God's displeasure so implacably

burns against this sin is, because It is evidently a
counterplotting of God."—South: Serm., ix. 200.

* ccoln -ter-point (1), 5. [Counterpane (1),

s.] A counterpane, a quilt, a coverlet for a

bed, &c.
"... his bed all covered with the clothes and hid

with the sheets and counterpoint."—Shelton : Don
(juixott. vol. iv., ch. xxix.

co"un'-ter-p6"lnt (2), s. [O. Fr. contrepoinct
— a ground or plain song, in musick (Cot-

grave); Fr. contrepoint: contre = against, and
point = a point ; Ital. contrapunto, from Lat.

contra = against, opposite, and punetum = a

point.]

* A. Ordinary Language

:

h Lit. : An opposite point ; a point exactly

opposite another.

II. Figuratively:

1. An opposite state or position.

"They fell suddenly into the very counterpoint al

Justifying bestiality."—Sandys : State of Religion.

2. A point of difference, a contrast.

"Here M. Hardinge by counterpointet, and by
sondrie circumstances of difference, ctimpareth the
state of the priraitiue churche, and ins church* <>f

Home together."—Jewell : A Replie to M. Hardinge,

P. 203.

B. Music: The term "counterpoint" in

its broadest sense may be defined as '*the art

of adding one or more parts to a given

melody;" in its more limited sense as, " tlie

art of harmonising a theme by adding parts

which shall be in themselves melodious."

The terms subject, melody, canto fermo, and
theme are synonymous. Counterpoint is

simple or double. There are five species of

simple counterpoint :—(1) When the added part

is note against note of the subject ; (2) when
the added part is two notes to one of the

subject ; (3) when the added part is four notes

to one of the subject ; (4) when the added part

is in syncopation to each note of the.subject

:

(5) when the added part is free, or has a florid

accompaniment to each note of the subject.

Counterpoints triple and quadruple, as their

names show, are the due construction of three

or four melodies respectively, in such a man-
ner that they can be interchangeable without

involving the infringement of the laws of

musical grammar. (Stainer and Barrett.)

coun ~ter - point-e',
a. [Fr. coutrepointe.J

Her.*: An epithet
applied to two chev-
rons which meet with
their points in the
centre of the es-

cutcheon counter or

opposite to each
other. countekpoint£.

co*un-ter-poife, * con-tre-peise, * con-
tre-pese, v.t. [Fr. contrepeser; Port, con-

trapezar ; Sp. contrapesar ; Ital. coiifrappesare.]

[Counterpoise, s.]

L Lit. : To weigh equally with, to counter-

balance, to be equiponderant with.

"The force and the distance of weights counter
poising one another, ought to be reciprocal. "— Dig'/y r

On the SouL

II. Figuratively:

1. To counterbalance ; to act with equal

. weight, power, or effect against anything.

"So many freeholders of English will be able to

beard and to counterpoise the rest."— Spenser: On
Ireland.

* 2. To be an equivalent or a set-off for ; to

compensate.
" The Uvea of those which we have lost in fight

Be counterpoised with such a petty sum I

Shaketp. : 2 Henry VI., iv. L

coun ter poise, *coun ter- pois, * coun
tre peso, s. [O. Fr. contrepois ; Fr. con-

trepoids: contre = against, and poids = ft

weight; Sp. contrapeso; Port, contrapezo;

Ital. coiUrappeso.] [Poise.]

A, Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally:

1. A weight acting In opposition and
equal to another weight ; a counterbalancing

weight.
*'.

. . we init a metalline counterpoise into the oppo-
site K»Vi."—Boyle : Spring of the Air.

2. The state of being kept in equilibrium

by an equal weight acting in opposition;

equipoise.

"The Eternal, to prevent such horrid fray.

Hung forth in Heaven his golden scales , . .

Whereiu all thiugs created first be weighed.
The pendulous round earth, with balanc'd air

In counterpoise." Milton : P. L., iv. 1,001.

TJ. Figuratively:

1 1. An equal force or power acting in oppo-
sition * a counterbalancing force or power.
(Followed by to.)

" The second nobles are a counterpoise to the highsi

nobility, that they grow not too potent"—Bacon.

*2. An equal power or fortune.

" And tell her she is thine : to whom I promise
A counterpoise, if not to thy estate
A balance more replete."

Shttkesp. : Alts Well. ii. X

B. Manige: The equilibrium or balance of

the body in his seat, which a horseman ac-

quires by practice.

fcfifc b6^; pout, JotW; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist. ph = £

-dan, -tian - shan. -tlon, - sion -shun ; -tion, -sion = shun, -oious, -tious, -sious = shus. -hie, -^Ue, &c o hel, del.
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eo*un'-ter-poised, pa. par. or a. [Counter-
poise, v.]

coun - ter - pois - Ing, pr. par., a., k s.

[Counterpoise, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. d partidp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of counterbalancing
by an equal weight or power acting in oppo-
sition ; counterpoise.

coun -ter-pol-son, s. [Pref. counter, and
poison.] A poison administered to counter-
act the effects of another poison ; an anti-

dote.

• coun -ter-prac-tlce, *. [Pref. counter,

and practice.} A practice or line of conduct
followed in opposition to another.

inst the stroke of Providence,
jars rain."

—

Proceedings against Garnet (1606),

" Against the stroke of Providence, all counter-
practice* m
Ccc.tb,

•coun tcr pressure (sure as shur), s.

[Pref. counter, and pressure.) A force or pres-
sure acting in opposition to another ; a coun-
terpoise.

" That 10 the counterpresture ev'ry war.
Of equal rigour, might their motions stay."

Blackmore,

coun ter-proj ect, s. [Pref. counter, and
project.] A project or scheme proposed in

opposition to or in place of another.
"... the obligation . . . was struck out of the

ceu nterproject by the Dutch."

—

.iwifi.

coun -ter-proof, s. [Pref. counter, and
proof.]

Engraving : A proof taken by transfer from
a proof just printed, to furnish the .engraver

with a copy, non-reversed, of his plate.

o6"un'-ter-prdve, v.t. [Pref. counter, and
prove,]

Engraving: To take a counterproof of an
engraving.

coun ter-push, v.t. [Pref. counter, and
push, s.) To oppose, to push against. (Syl-

vester : The Decay, 961.)

• coun -ter-roll, $. [Pref. counter, and roU.]
[Control, s.]

Old Law : A counterpart or duplicate of
rolls relating to inquests, appeals, &c, kept
by one officer as a check upon another.

* coun'-ter-roll, v.t. [Control, v.] To keep
a check upon, to control, to check.

* coun -ter-rol-ment, s. [Controlment.]
A control, a check.

" This manner of exercising of this office, hath many
testimonies, interchangeable warrants, and counter-
rolmcntt, . . ."—Bacon.

coun ter scarp, * coun ter-scarfe, s.

[Fr. contrescarpe = a counterscarfe or coun-
terraure. (Cotgrave.)"]

Fort. : That side of the ditch next the
enemy's camp, or properly the talus that
upports the earth of the covert-way ; although

IANQUET

counterscarp.

by this term is often understood the whole
covert-way, with its parapet and glacis : and
so it is to be understood when it is said the
enemy lodged themselves on the counterscarp.

. {Harris.)
". . . the English grenadier*, orerwhelmed by

munbew, were, with great loss, driven bask to the
countemcarp."~-Macaulay : /list. Eng., ch. xvt

* coun -ter-scuf-fle, s. [Pref. counter, and
scuffle.] A scuffle or struggle in opposition or
antagonism.

"They meet with several wicked and abominable
suggestions, and a terrible count erscujfle between them
and their lusts."—Bevryt : Sernv (18W), p. 97.

C6*lln-ter-seal', v.t. [Pref. counter, and
seal.] To seal or ratify with another or
others.

".
. . you shall bear

A better witness back than words, which we.
On like conditions, will have counter-teaXd."

Shakesp. : Coriol., r. 3.

* counter-sealed, pa. par. or o. [Counter-
seal.]

* coun-ter-seal'-Ing, pr. par., a,, & 5. [Coi s-

terseal, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of sealing or ratify-

ing with others.

' coun ter-s^nse, s. [Ft. contresens.] An
opjxisite sense or meaning.

"There are some words now in French, which are
turned toa countertense."—Howell; Lett., iv. 19.

* coun -ter-set, v.t. [Pref. counter, and set.]

To match or parallel.

"But thyselfe thy selfe canst countertet-"—Davie* :

Humour's Heaven ; H. Cox to Davie*, p. 5. (Davie*.)

counter-sign (g silent), v.t. [Fr. contre-

signer « to subsign (Cotgrave) : contre =
against, opposite, and signer = to sign.] To
sign or subscribe a document in an official

capacity, as evidence of the correctness of the
contents and the genuineness of the original

signatures ; to sign in addition, to attest.

"It further declares that each of bis acta shall be
countersigned by a Minister."—Timet, Nor. 18. 1B77.

coun -ter -sign (g silent), s. [Counter-
sign, v.]

* I, Ord. Lang. : The signature of an official

to a document, attesting its authenticity ; a
countersignature.

IX Technically:

L Law: The signature of a secretary or
other subordinate officer to any writing signed
by the principal or superior to vouch for the
authenticity of it.

2. Mil. : A secret word, signal, or sentence
given to soldiers on guard, without which no
one is to be allowed by them to pass.

t coun ter signal, *. [Pref. counter, and
signal] A signal designed to answer or corre-
spond to another ; a countersign.

coun-ter-signedV (g silent), px. par. or a.

[Countersign, v.]

counter sign ing (g silentX pr. par., a., &
s. [Countersign, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. ct particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of officially attesting
the signature of a superior to a document.

counter-sink', v.t. [Pref. counter, and tinfc.]

1. To form or chamfer by drilling or turn-
ing.

2. To set a screw or bolt flush with the sur-

face, by making an enlarged or chamfered hole
to receive the head.

coun -ter-sink, s. [Countersink, v.]

Mechanics

:

1. An enlargement of a hole to receive the
head of a screw or bolt.

2. A tool for making a countersink depres-
sion. Countersinks for wood have one cutter
in the conic surface, and have the cutting edge
more remote from the axis of the cone than
any other part of the surface. Countersinks
for brass have eleven or twelve cutters round
the conic surface, so that the horizontal
section represents a circular saw. These are
called rose-countersinks. The conic angle at
the vertex is about 90°. Countersinks for iron
have two cutting edges, forming an obtuse
angle. (Weale.)

countersink - bit, s. A boring -tool
having a conical or cylindrical cutter, which
makes a depression to suit the head of a
screw.

coun - ter - sink- ing, pr. par., a., 4 s.

[Countersink, v.]

A, & B, As pr. par. ct particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or process of making
countersinks.

* conn -ter-snarl, *. [Pref. counter, and
snarl.} A snarl in reply.

". . . but if he bristle up hlraBelf, and stand to it,

gire but a countermart, there's not a dog dares meddle
with him . .

."—Burton: Anat. of Mel., p. 344.

Coun -ter-stat-ute, s. [Pref. counter, and
statute,] A statute or ordinance made in op-
position.

"His own antinomy ox counterstatute."—Milton:
Doet. and Disc, of Divorce.

* coun -ter step, s. [Pref. counter, and step.]

A step or movement in opposition or con-
trariety.

coun'-ter-Stock, s. [Pref. counter, and stock.]

The same as Counterfoil, 1.

coun'-ter-stroke, *. [Pref. counter, and
stroke.] A stroke or blow in response or
return.

coun ter-sub j ect, *. [Pref. counter, and
subject.]

Music : When the subject of a fugue has
been proposed by one voice, it is usual for the
answer, which is taken up by another voice,
to be accompanied by the former with a
counterpoint sufficiently recognisable as a
definite subject to take its part in the develop-
ment of the fugue, and this is called the
countersubject (Grove.) [Fugue.]

* coun-ter-sunk, pa. par. or a. [Countes-
SINK, V.]

% (1) Countersunk-headed bolt : A bolt having
a bevelled head, which is let into a correspond-
ing cavity in one of the pieces which it binds
together.

(2) Countersunk nail : A nail with a conical
head like a wood-screw. (Knight.)

* coun ter-sunk, s. (Countersink, *.]

' coun ter - sway, s. [Pref. counter, and
sway.] An opposing or contrary power or
influence.

"... a countertway of restraint curbing their wild
exorbitance . . ."—Milton : Doct. and Disc, of Divorce,

coun ter - tal ly, *. [Pref. counter, and
tally.] A tally or voucher corresponding to
another.

* coun -ter- taste, s. [Pref. counter, and
taste.] An opposite or false taste.

" There is a kind of countertaste founded on surprise
and curiabity, which maintains a sort of rivafship
with the true. —Shenttone.

coun -ter-ten-dr, a. & s. [Fr. contreteneur

;

Ital. contratenore : contra = against, opposite
to, and tenore = a tenor.]

A. As adjective

:

Music : The old.r name for alto (q.v.).

"... a few friends with countertenor voloss.*—
Swift.

B. As substantive : ,

Music : An alto voice.

countertenor clef, s.

Music : The C clef placed upon the third Una
of the stave for the use of countertenor or alto
voices, the viola, &c.

* coun -ter-tide, s. [Pref. counter, and tide.]

Au opposite tide.

" Such were our countertides at land, . .
."

Dryden.

* coun' - ter - time, s. [Pref. counter, and
time. Ft. contretemps.]

1. Literally

:

Manege : The defence or resistance of a
horse, that interrupts his cadence, and the
measure of his manege. (Farrier's Did.)

2. Fig. : An opposition or defence.
" Let cheerfulness on happy fortune wait,
And give not thus the countertime to f ite."

Dryden: Aurengzebe.

* coun - ter - turn, *. [Pref, counter, and
turn.] In plays, the crisis or catastrophe.

"... the counter!urn, which destroys that expecta-
tion, embroils the .-Lction in new difficulties, and leaves
you far distant from that he i-e in which it found you."
- liry-i.ii : On Dramatick Poesy.

c6"un-ter-valT, *coun-ter-valle, *coun-
tre-valle, v.t. [O. Fr. contrevaloir : contre

as against, and valotr = to be of power, to
avail.]

L LU. : To act against with equal power or
force ; to counterbalance ; to equal.

"The outward streams, which descend, must be of
so much force as to countervail all that weight whereby
the ascending side does exceed the other. — Wilkin* :

Doj'talu*.

II. Figuratively:

1. To counterbalance or be equivalent to in

force or power ; to match.
"... the profit at last will hardly countervail ths

Inconveniences that go along with it. - V Estrange.

t&te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, ae, ce = e ; ey = a. qu = kw.
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2. To compensate.
"... the enemy could not countervail the king'*

damage. Eith. vii. 4.

* colm'-ter-vail, s. [Countervail, v.]

1. Lit. : An equal or counterbalancing

weight, power, or force.

2. Fig. : An equivalent, compensation, or

requital
" 8urely the present pleasure of a sinful act Is a poor

countervail for the bitterness of the review, which be-

gins where the action ends, and lasts for ever. —South :

Sermons.

oo*un-ter-vailed', pa. par. or a. [Counter-

vail, v.]

co^n-ter-vail'-ing.iw. par., a., k *. [Coun-

tervail, v.]

A.4B, Aspr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or quality of counter-

balancing, compensating, or being equivalent

to ; a countervail.

countervalling-duty, *.

Comm. : A duty charged on articles imported

from certain specified places to equalus the

charges on those imported from elsewhere or

manufactured at home,

coun-ter valla -tion, «. [Contbavalla-
noN.]

Fort. : Lines or earthworks round a fortress

to repel sorties.

* cd"un'-ter-view (lew as u), *. [Pref.

counter, aud view.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. : A position or posture opposite to

or facing another.
" Within the gates of hell sat Sin and Death
In countertnew within the gates."

• Milton : P. L.. bit. x.

TX Figuratively

:

1. An opposite view, idea, or side of a ques-

tion.
" H. PeiaM has ably advocated the counter-view In

hit preface and appendix."—Sir W. Hamilton.

2. Contrast or opposition ; illustration by
contrast.

" I have drawn some lines of Lingers character, on
purpose to place it In eounterview or contrast with that
of the other company."

—

Swift.

B. Painting : A contrast or situation in

which two things illustrate or set off each
other. {Weak.)

* coun-ter-VOte', v.t. [Pref. counter, and
vote.] To vote against or in opposition to, to

outvote.
" The law in our minde heing countervoted by the

law in our members."

—

Scott : Chr. Life, L iii.

* coiin ter wait ,
* coun ter wayte, v.t.

[Pref. countery and wait.] To watch for, to

guard against.
" Thanne schal ye evermore counterwayte embushe-

mentz and alie espiaille."—Chaucer : Tale of Melibeus.
d. 165.

* coun ter weigh (weigh as wa), v.t. & i.

[Pref. counter, and weigh,]

1. Trans. : To counterbalance, to countervail.

2. Intrans. : To be equivalent, to counter-
balance.

" If wrights had ten fellowships of St Johns, it

would not counterweigh with the loss of this occasion."
—Atcham : Letter to Raven.

* co"un-ter-wheel', v.t. [Pref. counter, and
wheel.] To wheel, turn, or direct in an op-

posite direction.
" Whose shoots the wary Heron beat
With a well counterwheel'd retreat"

Lovelace: Luc P., p. 28.

c6un ter-wheel-Ing, pr. par., a., & s.

[COUNTERWHEEL.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of turning or direct-

ing in an opposite direction.

* coun'-ter-wlnd, * c6~un'-ter-winde, *.

[Pref. counter, and wind.] An opposing or

contrary wind.
" Like as a ship, that through the ocean wyde
Directs her course unto one certalne coast
Is met of many a counter-win-le and tyde."

Spenser : F. Q., VI. xli. I.

* CoTln-ter-wdrk', v.t. [Pref. counter, and
work.] To work agamst, to counteract, to

obstruct by opposing operations.
" But heav'n's great view is one, and that the whole

:

That counterwork* each folly and caprice."
Pope : Essay on Man, il. 28M.

co"un-ter-work'-Ing, pr. par., a., & s.

[Counterwork, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of working against or

counteracting ; counteraction, hindrance.

coun -ter-works, s. pi. [Pref. counter, and
works.]

Fort. : Works undertaken for the purpose

of destroying or rendering useless those of

the enemy.

coiin ter wrought (wrought as rat), pa.

par. or a. [Counterwork, v.]

count ess, ' contas, * contasse, * count-
as, * countes, * countese, * cometas,
* comytiss, * cuntasse, s. [O. Fr. con-

tesse, cuntesse ; Ital. contessa ; Sp. & Port, con-

dessa, from Low Lat. comitissa, comitassa, from
Lat. comes = a companion.] [Count (2), s.]

1. Ord. Lang. : The wife of a count (in

foreign nobility) or of an earl (in the English

peerage).
" Both contasse and qwene.*"—Degrevant (1845).

"The Roman counts who displaced the Saxon Earls,

who ruled each over a shire, were of equal rank with
the noblemen of the conquered race whom they sup-

planted, and Countett now stands for the wife of an
Earl, the Saxon designation being obsolete."—Trench:
On the Study of Words, p. 20*.

2. Building : A size of slate, 20 in. by 10 in.

coun'-ties, s. pi. [County.]

count Ing, count yng, 'cowntynge,
pr. par., a., & *. [Count, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of calculating, reckon-

ing, or estimating ; calculation, numeration.
" Cowntynge. Computacio."—Prompt. Parv.

counting-house, * cowntynge
hows, s.

Comm., Ac. : The house or office in which a
merchant, &c, keeps his books and transacts

his business.
" Cowntynge hows. Computoria."—Prompt. Parv.

H Counting-house of the King's Household

:

An old name for what is now known as the

Board of Green Cloth.

counting-room, s. A counting-house.

count'-less, a. [Eng. count; -less.] In-

numerable, that cannot be counted, beyond
calculation.

" Grouse, if not destroyed at some period of their

lives, would increase in countless numbers."—Darwin :

Origin of Species (ed. 1869}, ch. iv., p. 84.

• coun'-tor * count-our, * cownt-owre,
s. [Eng. count, and Mid. Eng. -our— -er.]

L Ordinary language

:

1. An accountant, a bookkeeper, a trea-

surer.
-" Adam of Arderne was is chef countour.

Sob. ofQlouc, p. 638.

2. A counter, a tally.

" They . . . took treaours
Gold and silver and countours."

Richard Cceur de Lion, l.Mu,

3. A counting-house, a place of account.

" Cowntowre. Complicatorium." -Prompt. Parv.

fl. Law : A sergeant-at-law whom a man re-

tains to defend his cause and speak for him.

{Wharton.)

• countour -hous, s. A counting-house.
" Into his countour-hous goth he."

Chaucer: C. T., 14,488.

* coun-tre-talUo, s. [O. Fr.] A counter-

tally (q.v.).

coun -tri-fled, a. [Eng. countrify ; -ed.]

1. Having the appearance or characteristics

of tha country ; rural.
*' Well to be aure it must be own'd

It is a charming spot of ground ;

So sweet a distance for a ride,

Mxd all about so countrified.
Lloyd : The Cit't Country Box.

2. Having the manners of the country

;

simple, rustic, unpolished.
'.

. . the inhabitants are likely to be as countrified

as persons living at a greater distance from town."—
Grose: Local Proverbs.

coun'-tri-fy, v.t. [Eng. country, and suff.

-fy (q.v.).]

1. To make or alter so as to have a rural or

countrified appearance.

2. To make to have the manners or habits

of the country.

coun'-tr^, *con-trai, *con-traye, *oon-
tre, * con-tree, * con-treye, * cun-
tre, * kon tre, * kun tre, s. & a. [Ft.

sontrie ; Ital. contrada, from Low Lat. conr

trata, contrada = country, region.]

A* As substantive

;

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A. particular tract of land, region, king-

dom, or state.

" In countries some must rule, some must obey, . .
.*

—Sir J. Cheke : The Hurt of Sedition.

2. {With a possessive pronoun): That particu-

lar land or region in which one was born of

lives ; one's native land.

". . . Return unto thy country, and to thy kindred.

. ,
."

—

Gen. xxxiL 9.

3. A particular sub-division of a region,

kingdom, or state ; a county, a district
" And when he was come to the other side into the

country of the Gergeaenes, . . ."—Matt. viii. 28.

4. That part of any region or district which
lies away from cities or courts ; rural districts

or parts.
" God made the country, and man made the town."

Cowper : Task, bit. IL

5. That part of any region or district which

lies about the spot where a person lives or is

staying ; the neighbouring district or parts.

" Send out more horses ; sklrr the country round

;

Hang those that talk of fear."
Shaketp. : Macbeth, T. S,

6. The inhabitants of any region or kingdom
collectively.

" For all the country in a general roice

Cried hate upon him."
Shakesp. : S Hen I T., It. L

7. The electors or constituencies of a state

collectively.

IL Technically:

1. Law : A jury of one's countrymen ; as in

the phrases, To be tried by one's country;

to put oneself on one's country.

2. Fort. : The region outside of a fort down
to which the glacis slopes.

3. Mining ; The rock or strata in which a

metallic lode is found.

4. Cricket : The places of the more distant

fleldmen.

B. As adjective ;

1. Of or pertaining to the country or rural

districts ; rustic, rural. (Opposed to city or

town.)
" Come, well e'en to our country seat repair.

The native home of innocence aud love."
jvorrto.

2. Of, pertaining or peculiar to, one's own
country. (Opposed to foreign.)

" She laughing the cruel tyrant to scorn, spake in

her country language. "—2 Maccabees vii. 27.

3. Unpolished, rude, simple, rustic, ignorant
" We make a country man dumb, whom we will not

allow to Bpeak but by the rules of grammar."—Dryden:
Dufresnoy.

% (1) To appeal to the country

:

Pari. : Said when the Government dissolves

Parliament on any question, leaving it to the

country {i.e., the electors) to decide for or

against

(2) To put oneselfon one's country

:

Law : To plead not guilty to an indictment,

to stand one's trial before a jury.

"... an outlaw who yielded himself within the
year was entitled to plead Not Guilty, and to put him>

self on his country."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xr.

% Obvious compounds : Country-folk, country-

girl, country-village.

* country-oase, s. The game of pri-

soner's-base or prison-base.

* country-dance, s. [Eng. country, and
dance.] A rustic dance in which the partner*

are ranged in lines opposite to each other.

(Not the same as contre-dance, though possibly

the name may have been derived from the

same souree.

)

" He had introduced the English country dance te
the knowledge of the Dutch ladies."—Macaulay : Hist.

Eng., ch. v.

country-fool, s. A stupid country lout,

a boor.
" I find no other difference than this, betwixt th*

common town-wits, and the downright countryfoole,

. . ."—Pope : Letter to H. Cromwell, Oct 28, 1706.

country-gentleman, s. A gentleman
resident and having considerable property in

the country.

country-house, *• A house in the

country. (Generally used in opposition to a

town or business housed

boll, ho^; p*ut, J6>1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = t

-<uan. -ttan - shan. -Hon, nrton - shtin ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, -tious, -sious = shus. -ble, -die, &c. = bel, del.
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country party , s.

1. Gen. : The agricultural interest in a state.

2. Spec. : A party formed in the reign of

Charles H., soon after the Triple Alliance,

and revived when James II. increased the
army and violated the Test Act in 1686, and
again, in 1698, under William 111.

"Already hud t(«en formed in the Parliament a
strong connection known by the name of the Country
Party. That party included all the public men who
leaned toward* Puritanism and Republicanism, and
many who, though attached to the Church and to
hereditary monarchy, bad been driven into opposition
by dread of Popery, by dread of Prance, ana by dis
gust at the extravagance, dissoluteness, and faithless-

neaa of the court."—Maeauiay : Mi*. Mng., ch. ii.

cciintry-pepper, s. [So called from its

very pungent flavour.] A plant, Sedum acre.

country-seat, *. A country residence
or house.

" Oh, could I see my Country Seatf
Pop* ; Satire*, vi. 128.

country-woman, c

1. A woman living in the country.

2. A female native or Inhabitant of a par-

ticular country.
" What country-woman }

Here of these shores?" Shakesp. : Perlclet, v. 1.

3. A female born in the same country as
another.

coun'-try-fy, v.t. [Countbify.]

coun try-man, * con trai man, s. [Eng.
country, and man.]

1. One who lives in the country, as opposed
to a townsman ; a rustic.

2. A farmer, a husbandman.
*' Contraimen to chepinge com mid raoche god.''

Saint Swithln, 56.

3. A native or inhabitant of any particular
country or region.

" What countryman, I pray?—Of Mjintua."
Shakeep. : Taming of the Shrew, iv. 2.

4. One born or living in the same country
M another.

"... people proud of the genius and snccesK of their
great countryman."—Mttcaiuay : But. Eng., ch. zl.

^[ Crabb thus discriminates between country-
man, peasant, swain, hind, rustic, and clown:
"All these terms are applied as epithets to
persons, and principally to such as live in
the country ; the terms countryman and
peasant are taken in an indifferent sense, and
may comprehend persons of different descrip-
tions ; they designate nothing more than
habitual residence in the country : the other
terms are employed for the lower orders of
countrymen, but with collateral ideas favour-
able or unfavourable annexed to them : swain,
hind, both convey t!ie idea of innocence in a
humble station, and are therefore always em-
ployed in poetry in a good sense : the rustic

and clown both convey the idea of that un-
couth rudeness and ignorance which is in
reality found among the lowest orders of
countrymen." (Grabb: Eng. Synon.)

•ff Countryman's Treacle: An old name for
Ruta graveolens. (Treas. o/Bot.)

* COUn'-try-ahip, s. [Eng. country ; -ship.]

Nationality. ( Verstegan.)

coun' -ty, * counte, * countee, * countie,
* countye, s. & a. [Lat. comitatus, from
comes = a companion, a count. In the Saxon
times, one created an earl received a shire to
govern. When the Normans took possession
of the land these Saxon earls were displaced by
noblemen of similar rank who had come across
with the Conqueror, and who from being his
companions were called comites. These each
ruled a shire (comitatus), and from the Latin
designation comitatus the English word
county ultimately came. (Trench: On the

Study of Words, pp. 206-7).] [Count.]

A* --is substantive

:

1. A county, a shire ; or, more specifically,
* the Roman name of what in Saxon times had

been called a shire.

"Every county, every town, every family, m in
agitation. "— \f. teaulay : Hilt. Eng., ch. ii.

•J Most of the states in this country are
divided into counties, each of which has its

own local government and officers.

* 2. An earldom.

•3. A count, an earl, a lord.
" Princes and countiei .' Rarely, a princely testimony,

* goodly count. County Comltct; a tweet gallant,
anrely 1 —Shakeep. : ifuch A do, iv. L

B. As adj. : Of or pertaining to a county.

county-borough, s. Any borough in-

stituted by the Local Government (England
and Wales) Act, 1888, and therein defined as
"a borough which on June 1, 1888, either
had a population of not less than 50.000, or
was a county of itself." [County corporate.]
Such boroughs are, for the purposes of the
Act. administrative counties.

county corporate, «. An English city

or town which has the privilege of becoming
in itself a county, having sheriffs and other
magistrates of its own. The cities are
twelve, viz.: London, Chester, Bristol, Coven-
try, Canterbury, Exeter, Gloucester, Litch-
field, Lincoln, Norwich, Worcester, and York.
The towns five, viz. : Kingston-upou-Hull,
Nottingham, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Poole,
and Southampton.

county-court, s. One of a number of
tribunals established by statute in the British
Kingdom, to supply the place of a great
variety of inferior tribunals, called Courts
of Requests or Courts of Conscience. They
were originally intended solely for the re-

covery of any debts or demands not exceed-
ing ,£50, but have no jurisdiction in cases
where title comes in question. Actions, how-
ever, involving sums exceeding £50 may, by
consent of the parties, be tried in the County
Courts.

county-palatine, s. [Palatine is from
T^at. palatinus = pertaining to the imperial
palace, imperial] An English county witli

what may be called royal privileges or rights.

From time immemorial this was the case with
Chester and Durham, to which Edward III.

by creation added Lancaster. The Counties-
palatine are now in the hands of the Crown,
their separate jurisdiction being controlled by
the Courts in Loudon.

county-rate, s. A rate levied upon the
ratepayers of a county for the purpose of
meeting such expenses as are chargeable upon
the whole county, e.g., the repair and main-
tenance of public roads, bridges. Ate.

county-sessions, s. pi. The general
quarter-sessions of the peace for each county.

county-town, s. The chief town of any
county.

coup (p silent) (1), * caupe, s. [O. Fr. colp,

cop; Fr. coup; Ital. colpo ; Low Lat. colpus

;

Lat. colaphus = a blow.]

1. A stroke, a blow.

"The kyng with the caupe caste to the ground."
Dettruct. of Troy. 1,287.

2. A trick, a cheat, a snare.

3. A success in a horse-race, especially when
it has been effected with cunning or sharp-
ness. (Slang.)

J The word occurs in several French
phrases, which have become more or less

adopted into our language.

(1) Coup d'etat

:

(a) Gen. : A decisive stroke or exercise of
power to alter the constitution of a country
by force, and without or against the consent
of the people.

(b) Spec (French Hist.): A revolution sud-
denly commenced and effected on December
2, 1851, by Prince Louis Napoleon, then
President of the French Republic. Being of

opinion that a plot against him was about to
be attempted and would succeed unless he
took the initiative, he dissolved the legislative

assembly, established universal suffrage, and
arranged that the election ofa president for ten
years should take place, and a senate be con-
stituted. About 180 members of the dissolved
assembly having attempted to meet were
arrested, and on the two subsequent days
sanguinary conflicts took place in the streets

of Paris between the partisans of Napoleon
and the more resolute upholders of the old

arrangements. The former were victorious,

and from the ten years' presidency to the em-
pire the transition was easy.

(2) Coup de grdce : The finishing stroke.

(8) Coup de main :

MiL : A sudden assault or attack.
" It seem* it could only have been carried by a coup

de main, which unluckily t*i\ed."—Guthrie : India
within the Gangei.

(4) Coup d'ceil

:

(a) Ord. Lang. : A general view ; the effect

produced on the mind by a rapid survey.

"Only figure to yourself a vast semicircular basin,
roll of fine blue sea, and vessels of all sorts and sixea,
4c. This is the first coup d'ceil, and is almost all I aiti

yet able to give you an account of—Gray: Lett, to
Wett, from Genoa, 1739.

(6) Mil. : The talent or faculty of taking in
and appreciating at a glance the advantages,
disadvantages, or capabilities of any position
for defence or offence.

(5) Coup de soleil : A sunstroke (q.v.).

(6) To run a coup

:

Billiards : Said when a player's ball runs
into a pocket without having touched either
of the other balls.

coup (2), cowp, 5. [Coup (1), v.)

I. Ordinary Language :

1, The act of overturning, upsetting, or
emptying.

2. The state of being overturned or upset

;

a tall.
*' Stand by the gait : lat se if I can loup.

I moil run fast in dreid I get a cowp.
Lyndiay: S. P. Repr., 11. ISS.

IX Mia, ; A sudden break in the stratum of
coals.

"The coal In this district Is full of irregularities,
•tyled by the workmen coupt, and hitches, and dykes."—P. Camptie : Stirlingt. Statue. Ace, xv. 838.

TT Free coup : The right or privilege of shoot-
ing rubbish in any place.

Od^up (3), s. [Coup (2), v.]

L Exchange, barter, traffic,

2. A good bargain.

S. A number of people (generally in cos-
tempt).

coup (J), v.t. k i. [Cf. Sw. guppa = to tilt

up ; Ger. kippen = to turn over. ]

L Trans. : To upset, to overthrow, to over-
turn. (Scotch.)

". . . Od. I trust they'll no cou^ us . . ."—Scott:
Guy Mannering, ch. xlviii.

IL Intransitive :

1. Lit. : To be overturned or upset
*' The whirling stream will make our boat to c#us.
Therefore let's imaae the bridge by Wallace' loup,"

Jtutes Threnodie. p. W6.

2. Fig. : To fail in business ; to become
bankrupt.

% (1) To coup carii : To tumble head over
heels.

(2) To coup the crans : To go to wreck, like
a pot on the fire when the cran upon which it

stood is upset. (Scotch.)

".
. . rather than their kirk should coup the crans,

as others hiid done elsewhere."— Scott : Rob Roy,
vh. xix.

(3) To coup the creels

:

(a) To tumble head over heels. (Scotch.

)

(b) To die.

coup (2), v.t. [Cope.] To buy, particularly
horses ; also to truck or barter.

". . . rade through the country nouping and selling
a' that they gat. . . ."—Scott : Old Mortality, ch. xxviL

-coup (3), * cowpe, 'caup, * kaup, v.L

[O. Fr. colper; Fr. couper; Ital. coljdre.]

To come to blows, to strike, to engage in fight.

[Coup (1), *.]

" He kepplt hym kenely «nd [thai] coupid tosedur."
Dettruct. of Troy. 7,311.

* coupar, s. [Couper (2), *.]

* coupe (1),
* cowpe (1), 5. [Coop.1 A hen-

coop.

"The fait fox cunme unto our* cowpe."—Mfe
Antiq., I. 4.

* coupe (2),
* cowp© (2), s. [Cup.]

con pe , s. [Fr.]

1. A four-wheeled close carriage, with a
single inside seat and a perch for the driver.

2. The front or rear compartment of a dili-

gence, or the end compartment of a railway

carriage, with seats on one side only.

couped. a. [Fr. couper'*

= to cut.] [Coup (3),

v.]

*1. Ord. Lang.: Cut,

slashed ; ornamented
with cuts.
" Without* couped shone."

Torrent of Portugal, 1,192

2. Her. : An epithet
applied to beasts In couped.
coats of arms which
have the head or any limb cut clean off from
the trunk.

fate, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub. cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, se, cu e. ey = a. qu = lew.



eon-pee , s. [Fr.] A motion or movement

iu lancing, when one leg is a little bent and

raised from the ground, and with the other

a forward motion is made.

* con-pee', v.i. [Coupee, «.] To make a

coupee, to cut or bow as iu dancing.

"Bather than ahe not learn to coup**."—D'Urfegi

Collirit Walk, ch. iii. (Daoiei-t

cdupe'-gorge, s. [Fr. = cut throat.)

Mil. : A position such that the troops occu-

pying it cannot escape, but must either sur-

render or be cut to pieces.

* cou pelle', «. [Fr.]

Old Mil. : A shovel of tin or copper used in

the artillery to fill the cartridges with gun-

powder.

coup er (1), cop'-per, s. [Cop (2), «.]

%im<ll|I : A lever on the upper part of the

loom to raise the harness.

* cdu'-per(2), * conpar, * cowpare, *cow-
per (1), 3. [Cooper.]

" Cowpare. CuimHu*."—Prompt. Pan.

eoiip-er (3), oop-er, *oowp-or (2X a.

[Coup (2), v.]

1. Lit. : A dealer, a trafficker.

" The horse which oxacoupert had booghtat Morton
fair were arrested many of them by the Mayor of

Newcastle."—Balltie: Lett., i. 45.

2. Fig. : One who traffics in or makes mer-

chandise of souls.
"

. these *w/-eoi*pen and trafficker* shew not the

way of salvation."—Rutherford: Lett., P. In., ep. 66.

couper-word, ». The first word in de-

manding boot in a bargain ; especially applied

to horse-dealers.

coup Ing (1), *oonp-yng (1), a. [Coin?

(2), t'.] Traffic, bargaining, barter.

•coup Ing (2), *coup-yng (2), a. [Coop

(3), v.] A fighting, an encounter, an engage-

ment.
" So kenly thel acnntred at the coupung togadere."

William at Paterne, 8,602.

•fcoup'-la-ble, a. [Bug. coupf(e); -afcte.]

Able or n't to be coupled together.

couple, «oowpuU, "oupple, «oow-
pylle, s. [O. Fr. cavU; Fr. ample; ItaL

coppia, from Lat. copula = a band, a couple :

co = «m = cum = with, together ; * apo = to

join.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. That which serves to join or couple two

things together ; a bond, a coupler. (II. I.)

" He made the howl with cedre coupM*."— Vfydlffe :

8 King* vi. 10.

2. A brace or tie which holds two dogs

together.
" It is in some sort wtth friends as It la with dogs In

eouplee; they should be of the same size and humour.
—LEttrange.

3. A pair or brace ; two of the same kind

or class considered together.

(1) Generally:
". . . behold. Ziba the servant of Mephlboebeth met

him, with a couple of asses saddled. ... —1 Sam. xvL I.

(2) Spec. : A male and a female of any
:species ; but more especially of the human
kind when married or betrothed.

*' So shall all the couplet three.
Ever true in loving be."

Shaketp. : Hide. Night'I Dream. T. L
EL Technically:

1. Building: One of a pair of rafters or

•pars in a roof, joined at the point of meeting

.at the top, and held together at the bottom

by a tie.

2. Physics: Two equal parallel forces acting

towards contrary parts— i.e., in contrary

lirections. They cannot be balanced by any

single force whatever. (Ganot.)

U The work done by a couple In turning a

body through any angle is the product of the

couple by the angle. There is an identity of

dimensions between work and couple.

(Everett: The C. G. S. System of Units, ed. 1875,

ch. i., p. 6.)

3. Magnetism : The magnetic action of the

earth acting on a magnetized needle. It is

called a terrestrial magnetic couple.

4. Voltaic Elect. ; A pair of plates forming a

battery, or a part of one ; two metals in

metallic contact and a conducting liquid in

which they axe placed. It is sometimes called

a simple voltaic element. When the metals

coupe©—coupling

are not in contact the couple is said to be

open, and when they are connected it is said

to be closed.

5. Thermo-electrics : Two metals soldered

together, the two ends of which can be joined

by a conductor. Then there may be a bis-

muth-copper couple, a bismuth-antimony con-

ductor, &c
6. Astron. : A double star. It is of two

kiuds, an optical and a physical couple.

Lf (4), (5)-]

•I (1) Magnetic couple : [Couple, II. Sj.

(2) Mechanical couple : [IL 2].

(3) Moment of couple : The product of a force

by a length. If m stands for mass, l for length,

and T for time, tlien momeut of couple is =

~ . (Everett : The C. 67. S. System 0/ Units,

ed. 1875, ch. L, p. 5.)

(4) Optical couple

:

Astron. <t Optics : A double star, of which
the two constituents have no apparent mutual
relation, except that they look to the eye in

proximity to each other.

(5) Physical couple :

Astron. : A double star, of which the two
constituents have a mutual relation to each

other in addition to the optical one.

(a) Thermo-electric couple: [II. 6].

(7) Voltaic couple : [II. 4].

«f Crabb thus discriminates between ample,

brace, and pair : '* CouplesandbracesuTemadeoy
coupling and bracing; pairs are either so of

themselves, or are made so by others : couples

and braces always require a junction in orderto

make them complete ;
pairs require similarity

only to make them what they are : couples are

joined by a foreign tie ; braces are produced

by a peculiar mode of junction with the ob-

jects themselves. Couple and pair are said of

persons or things ; brace in particular cases,

only of animals or things, except in the bur-

lesque style, where it may be applied to

persons. When used for persons, the word
couple has relation to the marriage tie; the

word pair to the association or the moral

union : the former term is therefore more
appropriate when speaking of those who are

soon to be married, or have just entered that

state ; the latter when speaking of those who
are already fixed in that state."

* couple beggar, s. A term applied in

Ireland to a suspended priest.

• No couple-beggar in the land
E'er joLu'd such numbers hand in t

Swift.

couple-close, s.

1. Arch.: Couples; a pair of rafters or spars

for a roof.

2. Her. : An epithet applied to an ordinary

inclosing the chevron by couples. (Written

also couple-closs.)

coup le, " oow-plyn, * ku-ple, v.t. 4 I.

[O Fr. copier, cupUr ; Fr. coupler ; Ital. co.pu-

lare; Ger. koppelen; Dan. koble, from Lat.

copulo = to join together ; copula = a baud,

a couple.] [Couple, s.]

A. Transitive :

1. To tie, bind, or join together.

(1) Generally

:

"And they shall be coupled together . . f—Bxod.
xxvLM.

(2) Spec. : To unite in marriage.
" The great Antlochus

e."

, ok. vtii.

2. To attach dogs together with a couple or

brace.
" Thlae cecherea that couthe, cowpled hor houndez."

Sir Qawaine, 1139.

* 3. To add or join one thing to another.

" Wo that ioyuen hous to houa and feeld to feeld

coupleth."— Wycliffe : ltaiah v. a

4. To unite or join closely together; to

consolidate, as the several parts of a body.
" For Christ is the head, whereby the whole bodie

being compacted and erupted by euery loynt of

gouernraent, . . ."- WhUgift: Defence, p. «8.

6. To connect or associate.

"With whom also Kzeklel eoupleth Gomerandall
his bands of the north quarters. —Ralegh: Ettt.

World, bk. L. ch. vlli., i t.

6. To connect mentally.

7. To connect by a copula,

'hlch consequence le signified or coupling

with the word if. —Bohht: Xtngthem together with
Darkncn, ch. xlvL
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• B. Intrans. : To pair, to copulate.

Waters in Africa, being rare, divers sorts of beasts

come from several parts to drink ; and so being re-

freshed, fall to couple, and many times with several

kinds."—Bacon.

coup - led, jm. par. or o. [Couple, ».)

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

L Lit. : Joined, tied, united.

* 2. Fig. : United in rhyme ; rhyming.
" The noble hater of degenerate rhyme
Shook on* the chaius and built his verse sublime

A monumeut too hhch for coupled sounds to climb.
Ifatts.' Adventurout Muse.

coupled columns, s. pU

Arch. : Columns arranged in pairs, where

the nature of the openings, doors, windows,

or niches precludes the usual iutercolumnar

distance. In this case two sistylos inter-

columniations are used, the column which
would otherwise occupy the middle of the

space being brought to the distance of only

half a diameter from the extreme column.

This species has been called aneosistylos.

(Weale, die.)

* ooup'-le-ment, ». [Eng. couple; -meitf]

1. The act of coupling ; the state of being

coupled or joined.

"... thys conjunction and couplement of matri-

monie, . .
."

—

GrafIon : Hen. VII., an. 27.

2. A couple, a pair.

"I wish yon the peace of mind, most royal coupt*

merit / "Shakesp. : Love'l Labour's Lost, V. 2.

coiip'-ler, s. [Eng. couyW ; -er.]

I. Ord. Lang. : One who or that which

couples or ties together.

II. Technically:

1. Music: A connection between the cor-

responding keys of different banks or ranks

of kejn, so that they act together when one is

played upon. When a key of the lower bank

is touched, it actuates the one above ; but the

action is not reciprocal. The coupler is thrown

into action by a draw-stop or pedal. Octaves

in the same bank are sometimes coupled, to

avoid the necessity of striking octaves by

stretching the hands. Similarly, the great-

organ may be coupled with the choir-organ oi

the swell. (Knight.)

2. Foundry : The ring which slips upon the

handles of a crucible tongs, or a nipping-tool

of any kind. Also called reins. (Knight.)

couples, s. pL [Couple, ».]

Carp. : Rafters framed together in pairs by

a tie, which is generally fixed above the feet

of the rafters.

•J .Jfain couples : The roof-trusses. (Knight.)

' coup'-let, v.i. [Couplet, «.] To write

couplets.
" Couplet it ss much as your worship pleasea"—

JarvU : Don Quixote, pt. ii.. bk. iv., ch. xvi. {Davtet.i

coup let, * cup-let, i.ta [Fr., dimin. of

couple.] [Couple, s.]

A. As substantive ;

* 1. Gen. : A couple or pair ; a brace.

" . well whisper o'er a couplet or two of most sage

saws."— Shakesp. : Twelfth Night, iii. 4.

2. Spec. : Two lines or verses of a poem,

especially if rhyming together; a couple or

pair of rhymes.
'* When he can in one couplet fix

More sense than I can do in six. Swift.

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or of the nature

of a couplet; consisting of or written in

couplets.

"I have always found the couplet verse most easy

for there the work is soi.uer at an end. every two

lines concluding the labour of the poet. —Drgden:
Annus Mirtit).. Account of the Poem.

coup'-ling, * cowp-lyng, pr. par., <-.,&«.

[Couple, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. ct particip. a<fj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of joining, uniting, or tieing to-

gether.

2. The act of uniting in marriage.

3. Anything which couples or unites; a

coupler.

4. The state of being coupled or united.

••The fler and ayre agreed, and to this cowplgng

gane their light"
Phaer : Firgill : ^ncidot. bk. iv.

5. The pairing of male and female.

*fe, b6?: pAt, Jo^l; cat, cell, ohoru.. chin, benon; go. gem; tain. *nla; sin. ay ;
expect, ?eiioi>lioa, e-firt. -Ii»

-^.. _».„-.t-y.. ..»-, lion = .vhsxn- -tlon.-«lon= »linp. -4»tou», -*Iom. -slow. = »nus. -We. -<11», Ac. = bei, del.
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**. . . the promiscuous couplings of males and
female* of several species."—Hale ; Orig. c/ Mankind.

IL Technically:

L Corp. : A couple.
" Even to the artificers and builders gave they It, to

bay hewn stone, and timber for ooupUngs, . .
."—

1 Chron. : xxxiv. IL

2. Mach. : A device for uniting adjacent

parts or objects. An arrangement by which
the parts of a machine may be connected or

disconnected at pleasure, or by which a ma-
chine may be disengaged from, or re-engaged
with, a revolving wheel or shaft, through
which it receives motion from a steam-engine,

water-wheel, or other prime mover. {Weak,
«tc.)

^1 There are innumerable varieties of coup-

lings, such as chain-coupling, clutch, expansion-

coupling, rod-coupling, shank-coupling
t

&c.,

which will be found described under their

respective heads,

3. Music: A device by which the corre-

sponding keys of different banks of keys are

coupled together, so as to act together when
one is played on ; a couple.

4. Railway Engineering : One of the chains

or rods which connect the several carriages of

• train.

5. Mill-work: The connection of two or

more shafts together, when it is necessary to

convey motion further than would be possible

by one shaft.

coupling box, s.

Mach. ; A metallic box Into which the ends
of the two shafts are fastened, to couple them
in line. (Knight.)

coupling-link, s.

Mach. : An open or split link for connecting
two objects, or forming a detachable section

in a chain. (Knight.)

coupling pin, s.

Vehicle: A bolt which fastens the hind
hounds to the coupling-pole, which is attached

to the fore-gears by the king-bolt' (Knight.)

coupling pole, s.

Vehicle: A pole connecting the fore and
hind gear of a wagon. (Knight.)

coupling-strap, s. A strap connected
to the off bit-ring of the off horse, thence
through the near bit-ring, and leading back to

the harness of the near horse. Used with
artillery horses, and also for restive horses in

ordinary service.

cou poh, * con-pin, * cow-pon, a. [Fr.,

from couper •= to cut.]

1. A fragment, a piece cut off, a bit.

" Gin I wiuna gi'e you a helpin' haun' myseT tae rive
htm in eoupint fit h. Jim. an' spawU"—Saint Patrick,
IU.S1L

2. A part to be detached, or cut out, from
• ticket, paper, or the like.

3. Banking : A warrant or certificate for the
periodical payment of interest on bonds issued

for any term of years. The interest being
payable in differentcases quarterly, half-yearly,

or yearly, as many coupons are attached
to each bond as represent the total number of
such payments as are to be made, with the
date of payment printed on each. When a
payment of interest becomes due at any par-

ticular date the holder of the bond detaches
the corresponding coupon and presents it for

payment at the specified banking-house or

ofiice.

4. Travelling : One of a series of tickets

enabling the holder to perform a certain jour-

ney or tour, each coupon which represents a
certain portion of the journey to be given up
on completion of that portion.

con-pure', 5. [Fr., from couper = to cut.]

Fort. : A passage cut through the glacis in

the re-entering angle of the covered way, to
facilitate sallies by the besieged. They are

sometimes made through the lower curtain, to

let boats into a little haven built in the re-

entering angle of the counterscarp of the out-
works. (Knight.)

eo*ur, v.i. [Cower.] To cower, to stoop, to
bend down, to submit.

" But here my mnae her wing maun cour,
8ic flight* are far beyond her powV

Burnt : Tarn O Shantrr.

eour'-age, * cor age. s. [O. Fr. corage;
Fr. courage; ItaL corragio; Sp. corage; Port.

coragem, from Lat. coraticum, from cor — the
heart]

* 1. The disposition of the mind ; inclina-

tion.
" I'd such a courage to do him good."

Shakesp. : Ttmon, IU. 8.

* 2. A heartfelt desire, wish, or longing.
" Swiche a corage

Hadde this knight to ben a wedded man."
Chaucer : C. T„ 9,130.

3. Bravery, boldness, daring, intrepidity.
**.

. . he was regarded by his party, and by the
world in general, as a man of courage and honour."—
Jtacaulay : Hist. £ng., ch. xv.

* 4. Encouragement.
" To the courage of such as would this realme any

ways evil."—State Trial* (Bp. Gardiner), 1651.

•f Now only used in the singular, but the
plural was formerly not uncommon.

IT The courage of one's opinions : Fearlessness

in expressing one's opinions on any subject,

even when unpopular or unpalatable.

% (1) Crabb thus discriminates between
courage, fortitude, and resolution :

u Courage
respects action, fortitude respects passion : a
man has courage to meet danger, and fortitude

to endure pain. Courage is that power of the
mind which bears up against the evil that is

in prospect ; fortitude is that power which
endures the pain that is felt : the man of cou-

rage goes with the same coolness to the mouth
of the cannon, as the man of fortitude under-

goes the amputation of a limb. Courage
seems to be more of a manly virtue ; fortitude

is more distinguishable as a feminine virtue :

the former is at least most adapted to the male
sex, who are called upon to act, and the latter

to the females, who are obliged to endure : a
man without courage would be as ill prepared
to discharge his duty in his intercourse with
the world, as a woman without fortitude would
be to support herself under the complicated
trials of body and mind with which she is liable

to be assailed. Resolution is a minor species

of courage ; it is courage in the minor concerns
of life ; courage comprehends under it a spirit

to advance ; resolution simply marks the will

not to recede . . . ; courage always supposes
some danger to be encountered : resolution

may be exerted in merely encountering oppo-
sition and difficulty . .

." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

(2) For the difference between courage and
bravery, see Bravery.

* c6ur'- age, v.t. [Courage, *.] To encourage,
to embolden or strengthen In spirit ; to ani-

mate.
" Moreouer charge Josua: and courage him and

bolden him."-/)eut. iii. 28. (1S6LJ

COUr'-aged, a. [Eng. courag(e); -ed.] Having
or endowed with spirit, disposition, or
courage.

" He who so Is most like stomacked vu to a woman,
nor lusty couraged."— Vive* : /nttruct. of a Christ.

Woman, bk. ii., eh. v.

Tf Obsolete except in the compound high-

couraged.

• cour'-age-ment, a. [Eng. courage ; -ment.]

Encouragement,
" Prom Sov'raigne's weaknesse taking cmtragement ."

Davie*; Microcotmos, p. S3. (Davie*.)

cou ra geoiis, * co ra-geus, * co-ra-
gious, * co ra-gous, * co ra ious,
* coraiows, * curaiows, * kuraious, a.

[O. Fr. corageus ; Ital. coraggioso ; Sp. corajoso

;

Fr. courageux.} [Courage.] Endowed with
or exhibiting courage ; brave, fearless, in-

trepid.

"... the character of a courageous butprodigal and
effeminate coxcomb."

—

Mucaulay : Hist Eng., ch. xvii.

cou ra -geoiis ly, * couragyously. a<h>.

[Eng. courageous ; -ly.) In a courageous
manner ; with courage, bravery, or intrepidity.

" He had only to face calumny courageously, and it

would vanish.' —Macaulay i Silt. Eng.. ch. xxii

cou ra- geous -ness, * con-ra'-glous-
ness, s. [Eng. courageous ; -ness.] The quality

of being courageous ; bravery, intrepidity,

spirit.

", . . the manliness and the courageousness that they
had to fight for their country. • • • —2 Mac xiv. 18.

t conr'-ake, s. [Etym. doubtful.] " A plant

—cauliculus." (Wright.)

% Cauliculus is not a plant or a genus of

plants, but is used to describe peculiarities of

botanical structure in various orders. [Cauli-

culus.]

con - rant ,
* co-ran to, * cou ran to,

* cou-rante, a. & «. [Fr., pr. par. of courtr
= to run.l

A* As adj. (Of the form courant)

;

Her. : An epithet applied to any beast repre-
sented as running.

B. As subst. (Of all forms)

:

1. Ordinary Txinguage :

(1) A newspaper, a gazette.

*<2) A courier.

"The shameless reports . . . and certificates by
couranu from foreign parts."—Sari. MiscelL, Iv. 87.

2. Mus. : [Coranto].

3. A cord, a string. (P. Holland : Pliny,
bk. xix., ch. i.)

COU-rap , s. [Cf. Mahratta khurooz, kharus;
Hind. Tchdrish m the itch.]

Med. : A kind of skin disease occurring in

the East Indies. An eruption comes out on
the surface of the body, and affects specially

the groin, the face, the breast, and the arm-
pits.

* courb, v.i. & t. [Ft. courber.]

L Jntrans. : To bend, to stoop, to be sub-

missive.

" Virtue itself of vice must pardon be«.

Yea, court and woo for leave to do him good."
Skaketp. : Hamlet, iii 4,

IT. Trans. : To cause to bend or bow.

* courb, * courbe, a. k $. [O. Fr. sorb,

courb ; ItaL corvo, from Lat. curvus.] [Curve.]

A. As adj. : Curved, rounded.

" Her neck Is short) her shoulders courb."
Uuwer : Con/. Am., i. M.

B. As subst. : A crook, a hump.
" He had a courbe upon the back.

"

(Joiner. U. 119.

cour ba-ril, s. [From a South American
word.] * A resinous exudation from a South
American tree, Hymenaa Courbaril, used in

varnishing. Also called Animk (q.v.).

* courbed, • coorbyd, o. [Coubb, w.J

Rounded, bent.
" Som man coorbyd, som man goth uprihte."

Lyagate : Minor Poemt, p. 1M.

* courch, * courche, * curch, " courchef,
s. [Fr. couvrechef—& cap, a headdress, from
couvrir= to cover ; chef= the head. ] ICover-
chikf, Kerchief.] A covering for the head,

a kerchief.
'* A roussat goun of her awn scho him gaif
Apon his weyd, at couryt all the lay tf,

A soudly courche our hed and nek leit fall."

Wallace, L ML
* o6"ure (1), v.t. [Covkr.] To cover, to shelter.

" Where finding life not yet dislodged quight,
He much rejoyst, and courd it tenderly,
As chicken newly hatch t, from dreaded destiny."

Spenter: F. «., IL viii. 9.

* coure (2), v.i. [Fr. couver.] To cower, to
stoop, to bend. [Cower.]

"They coure so over the coles, theyr eyes be bleard
with suiooke."—(Jammer (Jurtont Needle. (O. PL. ii. B.|

* oour-few, * conr-fewe, * enr-fu, * enr-
fur, s. [Curfew.]

" Abowten conrfew tyme or litel more."
Chaucer .- C. T., 3.M5.

oonr'-I-or, *conr-rl-«rf •cur-rour, s.

[Fr., from courir; Lat. eurro = to run ; ItaL

corriere ; Sp. correo.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. A messenger sent in great haste ; an ex-

press.
" This thing the wary Bassa well perceiving, by

speedy courir* advertised Bolyman of the enemy s

purpose, . .
."

—

KnolU*: History.

* 2. A message sent in haste.

"He addressed aforeband his letters and courrimr*

to the cbiefe of the Hardline faction."—Holland

:

Livu. P- 398.

3. A servant accompanying any one or

more persons while travelling, whose duty it

is to make all the necessary arrangements as

to hotels, means of conveyance, luggage, &c.

4. A title sometimes given to a newspaper
or news letter ; a gazette.

* IX Fig. : The wind.
" Upon the sightless couriers of the air,
jOiVn blow the horrid deed in every eye."

Skakosp. : Macbetk, L T.

B. Ornith. : The name given by Swainson
and others to Tachydromus, a genus of

Plovers (Charadriidefc).

con ronne', *. [Fr. = a crown.]

Music : The name for the sign of a pause, *T*

.

fate, lat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, we^t, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pSt

or, wore, woli work, whd, sin; mute, cua, enre, nnite, enr, rule, full; try, Syrian, as, ce = c. ey=a. qn = kw.
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couronne - des - tasses, s. [Fr. = a
circle or crown of cups.]

Galvanism : A kind of battery, the first im-
provement on the simple voltaic pile. A
aeries of cups are arranged in a circle, very
much as pearls or jewels might be around a
crown. Each of these cups is filled with salt-

water, dilute sulphuric acid, or other suitable

liquid. Immersed in each are two plates, the
one of copper or of silver, the other of zinc.

The copper or silver of each of the cups is

connected with the zinc of the next one.

When a wire is led from the silver or copper
of the last cup to the zinc of the first one, a
voltaic current is formed, through which the
electricity passes. The couronne des tosses

was invented by Volta himself. It has long
since been superseded by batteries of various
kinds. [Battery, B. III. 4.]

eour ou-cou, s, [An imitation of the plain-

tive cry of the birds so named.]

Ornithology

:

1. Sing. : Any bird belonging to the family
described under 2.

2. PL : The Trogonidse, a family of
nasirostral birds. The bill is short, strong,

HEAD OF COUROUCOU.

triangular ; the tips, and generally the mar-
gins, toothed. The wings are short and
rounded, the tail often long, tarsi more or
less feathery. The Couroucous are beautiful
r»irds with bright, often metallic, plumage.
South America is their metropolis, but they
ire found also more or less in the tropical
parts of both worlds. They frequent dense
forests, and lay their eggs in hollow trees.

[Troqonid*.]

cou rou-pi'-ta, s, [Etyin. doubtful.]

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Lecythidacese.
Couroupita guianensis is the Cannon-ball tree
(q.v.).

•cours a blc, ' curs-able, a. [Fr] Cur-
rent, valid, in force.

"... breui* of dluisioun, or ony vther courtable
breuisof ouraouuerain lordis chapel! to the quhilkia
thai haf consentit before thaim."—Act Audit. A 1478.
p. 87.

• cours -a-bly, adv. [Eng. coursdb(le) ; -ly.]

In regular course, habitually. (N.E.D.)

course, • cours, * coursse, * courco,
cowrse, s. [Fr. cours, course; Sp. & Port.
curso ; Ital. corso, from Lat. cursus = a run-
ning, a race ; curro = to run.]

A. Ordinary La', mage

:

L Literally

:

1. The act of running ; a rush, a charge.
" Dyoiuede the derfe drofe to the qwene
With a courte of his caple."

Destr. of Troy, 10,878.

2. The act of passing from one place to
another

;
progress, passage.

" And when we had finished our courte from Tyre,
we came to Ptolemais, . .

."

—

Act* xxi. 7.

3. The track or line followed or passed over.
" (As Id a map the voyager his courte)
The windings of my way through many yearn."

Cowper : Talk, bit. vi.

4. The direction or line of a stream, a road,
Ac.

*' Mak waters to ryn ogayn thair cours."
Hampole: Pricks of Congo., .4,318.

5. A complete revolution, or the period
occupied in a revolution of the moon, or of
the earth round the sun.
" No linger space thereto he did desire.
But till the horned moone three courte* did expire."

Spenaer; F, Q., IV. vl. 48.

IL Figuratively:

1. The continued progress or process of
anything ;" gradation from one stage to
another.

" The courte of true love never did run smooth."
tihakeip. : Miu*. Sight'* Dream, i. 1

* 2. The order of succession, sequence,
tarn, order.

" And he sent them to Lebanon, ten thousand a
mouth by couriei . . ."—1 Kingt v. 14.

3. A systematic or regulated order or suc-
cession of motion.

i, A stated and orderly mode of procedure
or transaction.

" Why, my lord of York commends the plot and the
general courte of the action."—Shaketp. : 1 Benry I V.,

5. A line, direction, or order of progress.

"... it has not directed the courte of its descent
and conveyance, . ,

.'

—

Locke.

6. A line or mode of thought or action

;

conduct, behaviour.
"... I infer that he was heal'd

By perseverance in the courte prescribed"
Woraneorth : Excurtion, bk. vi.

7. A method or manner of life or conduct

;

habits.
" His addiction was to courte* vain,

His companies unletter'd, rude and shallow."
Shaketp. : Henry K„ L L

8. The natural bent or disposition.
" It is best to leave nature to her courte, who is the

sovereign physician in most diseases."— Temple.

9. Study, occupation.

"A course uf learning and ingenious studies."
Shaketp. I Taming of Shrew, i I.

10. The dishes placed upon the table at one
time.
" Vnethe watz the fyrtt couree In the court kyudely

serued." Qawaine, 134.

11. Ordinary, every-day occurrence ; as, A
matter of course.

12. Used as expressing something which
must be done or said, but not from the heart

;

hence, form, emptiness.
" Men talk as If they believed In God, but they live

as if they thought there was none ; their vows and
promises are no more than words of course.''—
VEttrange.

B. Technically

:

1. Sports:

(1) Bating, Athletics, £c. : The ground or
distance marked out for a race.

(2) Coursing : A single chase after a hare by
one greyhound or by a brace.

". . . Deborah's cleverness landed her victorious In
both courte*."—Field, Jan. 28, 1882, p. 113.

2. Masonry : One row or tier of bricks or
stones in a wall. A plinth-course is a lower,
projecting, square-faced course ; a blocking-

course is one laid on top of the cornice ; a bond-
ing-course, one in which the stones lie with
their length across the wall ; a heading-course,

one being all headers ; a stretching-course, one
consisting of stretchers ; a springing-course,

one upon which an arch rests ; and a string-

course, a projecting course in a wall. Rows
of slates, tiles, and shingles are also termed
course*. The barge-course is one projecting over
the gable of a building. (Knight.)

3. Music : A set of strings of the same tone
placed alongside, and struck one, two, or three
at a time, according to the strength of sound
desired. The adjustment in a piano is made
by the soft pedal, which shifts the bank of
keys. (Knight)

<*. File-cutting: A row of parallel teeth on
the face of a file. One course makes a single-

cut file. A course crossing the former at
right angles constitutes it a double-cut file.

Eight courses of cuts are required for a square
file, double-cut on each side. On the half-

round tiles for gulleting saws as many as
twenty-three courses are required for the con-
vex side, and only two for the straight side.

(Knight.)

5. Mining: The direction of a vein or lode.

(Knight.)

"6. Tilting: The charge of two mounted
knights in the lists.

" But this hot knight was cooled with a fall, which,
at the third courte, he received of Phalantus. "Sidney.

7. Nautical:

(1) That point of the compass towards which
a ship is steering ; the destination.

(2) (PL) ; The sails which hang from a ship's

lower yards ; the foresail is called the fore-

course, and the mainsail the main-course.
When a ship sails under the mainsail and
the foresail only, she is said to sail "under
a pair of her courses."

" To the courte* we have devised studding-sails, sprit-
sails, and top-sails."— Raleigh : Jtitay*.

8. Medicine

:

(1) The menstrual flux, the menses ; cata-
menia.

" The stoppage of women's courses. If not suddenly
looked to, sets them undoubtedly into a consumption,
dropsy, or some other dangerous disease."—Harvey:
On Consumption*.

(2) A continued and methodical line of
treatment in the administration of medicine,
&c.

" The glands did resolve during her court* of phy-
sick, and she contlnueth very well to this day."—iVite-
man : Surgery.

9. University and Scholastic: A series or
certain number, as of lectures, readings, &c.

1 (1) Course of crops:

Farming : The rotation of crops.

(2) Course of exchange

:

Comm. .* The current rate of exchange be-
tween two places.

(3) Course of the face ofan arch:

Arch. : The face of the arch-stones which
have their joints radiating to the centre.
(Ogilvie.)

(4) In course

:

(a) The same as of course, (Vulgar.)

(ft) In due order.

* (5) By course, be course : The same as of
course.

" Moche sorowe . . . when tbaire kyng was kylt, how
be courte telle." Dettruc of Troy, 1,342.

(6) Of course:

(a) Of consequence, naturally.
" With a mind unprepossessed by doctors and com-

mentators of any sect, whose reasonings, Interpreta-
tion, and language, which I have been used to, will of
courte make all chime that way . .

.'*

—

Locke.

(b) By settled rule, according to precedent,
without doubt or gainsaying.

" Neither shall I be so far wanting to myself, as not
to desire a patent, granted of courte to all useful pro-

lectors."

—

Sunft

.

CI) To sail under a pair of her courses : [B. 7

(2)].

If Crabb thus discriminates between course,

race, and passage : " We pursue whatever
course we think proper ; we run the race that
is set before us. Course is taken absolutely
by itself ; race is considered in relation to

others ; a man pursues a certain course ac-

cording to discretion ; he runs a race with
another by way of competition. Course has a
more particular reference to the space that is

gone oVer ; race includes in it more particu-
larly the idea of the mode of going : we speak
of going in, or pursuing a particular course

;

but always of running a race. Course may be
used in connexion with the object passed over
or not : passage is seldom employed but in the
direct connexion. Course and passage are used
for inanimate as well as animate objects : race
is used for those only which are animate."
(Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

* course-a-park, s. A country game of
some sort

;
perhaps kiss-in-the-ring.

" At courier-park, without all doubt.
He should have first been taken out
By all the maids i' th' town."

Wit** Recreation,

course (1), v.t. & i. [Course, s.]

A. Transitive

:

* L Ordinary Language :

1. To run after, to chase, to hunt, to pursue.
" But when we came on shore, and had courted them

twice about the island, they tooke the sea . .
."—

Hackluyt ; Voyages, vol. iii., p. 114.

2. To cause to run, to put to speed.
" When they have an appetite

To venery, let them not drink nor eat,
And courte them oft, and tire them in the heat"

May.- Virgil.

3. To run through or over, to traverse.

"The bounding steed couric*[the dusty plain.'
Pope.

* i. To chase or drive with blows ; tc
cudgel, t» beat with a stick.

"That mighty Iron roan
Them sorely vext, and count, and overran.

"

Spenier: F. Q.. V., iv. 44.

II. Sports : To hunt (as game) with hounds ;

spec, to hunt (as hares) with greyhound, by
sight, not by scent.

B. Intransitive

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Lit, : To run, to move quickly ; to tot»
about.

".
. . swift as quicksilver it courte* through

The natural gates and alleys of the body.
Shaketp. : Samlet, t k,

* 2. Fig. : To move or discourse hastily.

soil, boy1

; pout, jowl;

-tlan

cat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem;
tlon, -sion M shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun.

thin, this ; sin, as ; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph = £
tious, -sious, -cious shus. -ble, -die, fte. -bel, dpL
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•' We spoke of other things
; we courted abont

The subject most at heart more near and near."
Tennyton: The Gardener'i Daughter.

IL Sports ; To chase hares with greyhounds

;

to practise coursing.
" The meet was the Trawl Boat, and we coursed over

the famous mod . . ."—Field, Jan. W. 18SS.

• course (2X v.i. [Probably an abbreviated
: am of discourse (q. v.).] To argue or dispute
i n the schools at Oxford.

c ursed, pa. par. or a. [Course, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. .43 adj. : Laid in courses or regular rows.

coursed masonry, s. A kind of masonry
distinguished from pierre perdue, in which
t lie stone is cast in at random to make a foun-
dation, as in the Plymouth and other break-
waters, the Rip-raps, fee. Coursed masonry
consists of blocks lying on their beds In

courses. When laid beneath the surface of
the water, they are direrted by operators in

the diving-liell, as practised by Smeaton at
Bamsgate Harbour.

"The whole structure la of the same irregularly
courted ma*onry."—Anderton : Seat, in Early Chritt.
Timet (1881), U. 35.

IT Cour$ed~rubble masonry is laid In courses
with occasional headers ; the side joints are
not necessarily vertical, nor the stones in a
course of an even thickness. (Knight.)

cours'-er (1), * corsour, * ooursere,
* cowrcer, * cursor, s. [O. Fr. corsier,

covrsier ; Ital. corsiere; Lat. cursorius, from
enrro = to run.]

L Ordinary Language :

1. A swift horse, especially one ridden in

war ; a charger, a racer. (Obsolete except in
poetry.)

"To ride upon a strong courier."— Wyclife: Select
Work*, iiL 138.

2- In the same sense as II, 1.

TX Technically:

1. Sports : One who is given to or practises
coursing ; one who keeps greyhounds for
coursing.

"A more popular courier ... we have not In the
country. . . ."—Field, Jan. 28, 1882.

2. Ornithology

:

() Gen. : Any bird of the sub-faruly Cur-
sorinae (q.v.)

(2) Spec. .* The Cream-coloured Courser,
Cursorius europmus, a "wading" bird*with a
rather short bill, long scutellated legs, and no
hind toe. It is found on the sandy wastes of
Africa, whence it extends to the Bouth of
Europe, a few stragglers reaching even Eng-
land.

courser-breeding, s. Noted for the
rearing of #ood horses.

" Of all that Ithaca's rough hills contain.
And all wide Elia' i-ourier-breeding plain."

Pope : Homer* Odyitey. xxL. 873-74.

• cdurs'-er (2), s. [Probably an abbreviated
form of discourser (q.v.).] An arguer or dis-

putant.

"He was accounted a noted sophlster, and remark-
able courier in the public schools. '

—

A uth. A. Wood.

cours'-Ss, s. [Course, s., B. 7, (2).]

• cbur'-cy, * cour'-sy^ s. (Ital. corsia.}

Naut. : A raised passage over the rowing
benches in a galley.

cours -ing, pr. par., a., & $. [Couksb 0). v.]

A. Aspr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

I, Ord. Lang. : Running, hunting, racing.

IL Sports:

1. Given to or fond of coursing.

%\ Used or adapted for coursing.
".

. . one of the finest counting grounds in the
United Kingdom"—FieVt, Jan. 23. 188i

3. Held for the purpose of coursing ; as,
• A coursing meeting.

C. As subst. : The sport or practice of hunt-
ing hares with greyhounds.

"Splendid weather ushered In the opening day's
courting, . , .'—Field, Jan. 28, 1881.

coursing joint, .

Masonry: The mortar-Joint between two
courses of bricks or stones. (Knight.)

'cour si-tor, s. [Cursitor.]

court, * cort, * cortc. * courte, * cowrte,
* curt, *. [O. Fr. oort, curt ; Sp., Port., &

Ital. corie ; Dut. koert, from Low Lat. cortis,

curtis - a courtyard, a palace, from Lat. cors,

caors, or cohors (genit. cortis, ire.)= an enclosed
space. Cf. Gr. x°PT<x (chortos) m an enclosure.]

A. Ordinary Language:

L Literally;

1. An enclosed uncovered space or area,

either surrounding wholly or In part any
house, or itself surrounded by buildings.

". . . the court* of the house of our God."—Pi. xxxv. 2.

2. A narrow street or alley in a towu.
"Some court* and alleys which a few hours before

bad been alive with hurrying feet."—Macaulay : Silt.
Eng., ch. iiL

3. A building enclosed within walls ; a
castle, a fortified place.
" Curt Lincolne and Berkele, and other courte* alse
Were . . . afttreido." Rob. ofGlouc., p. Ms.

i. A palace ; the residence of a sovereign.
" The Princesses, who had accompanied him. held

their court within the fortress."—Macaulay ; Hist.

Eng., ch. xx.

5. In the same sense as B. 1.

6. The persons collectively who compose
the retinue of a sovereign.

" Her court was pure ; her life serene"
Tennyiim : To the Queen.

7. A meeting of the members of a corpora-
tion or chartered body.

8w A lodge or branch of certain legally en-
rolled orders or societies.

9. A meeting of the members of such lodge
or branch.

10. Any meeting or body having any juris-

diction. [COTjrer-BARON, UOURT-LHET.]
* IL The soldiers composing a guard.

[COURT OP GUARD.]

n. ±-ig. : The act or art of endeavouring to
please by flattery or attention ; insinuating
attempts to gain favour.

" A peasant to his lord paid yearly court."
Cowper: The Cottager and hit Landlord. (TnuisL)

B. Technically

:

Law

:

1. The hall or chamber in which justice is

judicially administered.

2. The judges or other persons legally as-

sembled for the hearing and determination of

any cause, civil, ecclesiastical, military, or
naval

3. The sitting or meeting of persons legally

appointed for the judicial determination of
any cause.

% (1) Court of Conscience : [Court of Requests].

(2) Court of Enquiry : A court appointed
to enquire into and report on some military

matter. The Court of Enquiry does not give

a decision, but reports the evidence to the
highest authority.

(3) Court of guard

:

(a) The guard-room of a castle or fortress.

" Visit your court* of guard, view your munition.

"

Beaum A Fletch. : Beggar1

* Buik.

(&) The soldiers composing a guard.
" Environed round with a court ofguard about her."

—Partheneia Sacra (16 S3), p. 18.

* (4) Court of Bigh Commission :

Law : A Court which was established In

Queen Elizabeth's reign, «md exercised powers
like those which duringthe reign ofHenry VIII.

had been entrusted to Lord Cromwell. The
judges had the power of arresting suspected
persons, imprisoning, torturing them, and
causing them to accuse their confederates or

their friends. They could impose new articles

of faith, and impose them on recalcitrant con-

sciences by compulsion of the severest and
most odious kind.

*(5) Court of Honour: A court of chivalry,

of which the lord high constable was judge.

It was a continuation of what in the time
of Henry TV. was called Curia mUitaris, Mili-

tary Court.

(6) Court of Justice : A generic term for a
court of whatever name or character designed
for the administration of justice.

* (7) Courts of Love : Courts established in

France and Germany in the twelfth century to

decide on matters relating to love.

*(8) Court of Requests

:

Law : A Court, or series of Courts, instituted

under Henry VII., in 1493, for the recovery of
small debts. It was superseded in 1847 by
the County Courts (q.v.). Courts of Requests
were sometimes called Courts of Conscience.

"... Westminster Hail and the Court of RefuestL"
—Macauiay : Bit*. Eng., ch. xi v.

(9) Court of Session

:

Law: The Supreme Court in Scntland. It
was instituted in 1532 by James V., the
number of judges being fixed at fourteen, and
a president. In 1830 these were reduced to
the lord president, the lord justice-clerk, an<X
eleven ordinary judges. Each is addressed
as lord. The procedure of the court was
amended in 1S68. There lies an appeal from.
its decisions to the House of Lords.

(10) Courts of Survey

:

Law: Petty Courts established In certain
ports to hear appeals in cases relating to un-
seaworthy ships.

T For the difference between court and
homage see Homage.

H Obvious compounds : Court-bred, court-
dress, courUgate, court-suit.

' court-amour, s. A court intrigue.
(MiUon.)

court-badge, s. A badge or emblem of
an office at Court.

*"Twas no Court-badge, grr*t Scriv'ner! fir'd thy
brain." Pope: Moral Etayg, Epistle iiL, 144.

court-baron, s. The Court of a Manor.
It is usually holden by the steward, and is

of two natures : the one, a customary court,
appertaining entirely to the copyholders, in
which their estates are transferred by sur-
render and admittance ; the other, a court of
common law, held before the tenants who owe
service to the manor, the steward being rather
the registrar than the judge. Its most im-
portant business was to determine, by writ of
right, all controversies relating to the right of
lands within the manor, but this writ having
been abolished, its jurisdiction in this respect
no longer exists. The court-baron may still

hold plea of any personal actions where the
debt or damage does not amount to forty
shillings. (Blackstone: Comment, bk. iiL,

ch. ii.)

court breeding, s. The quality or con-
dition of being bred or brought up at court.

" Court-breeding, and his perpetual conversation
with flatterers, was but a baa school."—Mitton .- Biet>
nodatte*.

* court-bubble, s. A contemptuous ap-
pellation for a flimsy and hollow courtier,
made by the smile and unmade by the frown
of a king.

" Yon are no men, bat masquers

;

Shapes, shadows, and the signs of men ; court-bubbles,
That every breath ox breaks, or blows away."

Beaum. A Fletch. : Elder Brother.

court-card, s. [A corruption of coat-card
(q.v.).] One of the picture-cards in a pack
of playing cards ; that is, the king, queen,
and knave in each suit.

court-chaplain, s. The chaplain to the
sovereign ; a royal chaplain,

" The maids of honour have been rally conyinced by
a famous court-chaplain."—Swift,

* court chimney, * court chimnie,
a. Probably a stove of some kind.

". . . no Are, but a little court chimnie in their own*
chamber."

—

Greene : Quip, Ac, Marl. Mite., r. 414,
repr.

* court contempt, s. Such disdain aa
would be felt by a courtier for one of lower
rank or position.

"... receives not thy nose courtodour from met
reflect I not on thy baseness ct-urt-contempt /"—
Shakeep. : Winter'* Tale. iv. 4.

* court craft, «. The artifices or plot-

ting of courtiers ; court intrigue.

* court-cup, ». (See extract.)

"Let it dry in an ashen dish, otherwise callM a
court-cup, ana let it stand in the dish till it be dry,
and it will be like a saucer."

—

True Gentlewoman'*
Delight, 1S76. (iVaret.)

* court-cupboard, s. A kind of mov-
able closet or cupboard in which plate and
other valuables were amuifled.

"Away with the joint-stools, semove the court-cup*-
board, look to the plate."—Shatesp. : Borneo A Juliet,U
court-day, s. Any day on which a court

of justice sits.

"The Judge took time to deliberate, and the next
court-day he spoke."—Arbuthnot and Pope.

court-dress, s. A kind of costume
which people are required to wear when they
attend a royal levee or drawing-room. Till

1869 it was a survival at court of the ordi-

fi»te, 10 1, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full; try, Syrian, as, ce = o. ey= a, qu- kw.
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nary dress worn bv gentlemen in the times of

the Georges. In isd9 it was somewhat mo-

dernised by the lord chamberlain.

* court-dresser, t. A flatterer.

"This courtutretter, fancy."—Locke.

court-element, s. Flattery. (Milton:

Eikonoklastes, ch. xvii.)

court-fashion, s. That which is in

fashion with or favoured by the Court

"Christianity being the amrt-fathkn, none would

be out of it"—Putter: Boly War, p. 207.

court-favour, s. The favour or benefits

bestowed by a sovereign on his subjects.

" We part with the Montage of both worlde for

pleasures. eourt-/«»ours, and commissions, . . .
—

L'Kttrange.

court-fool. s. A jester formerly kept by

sovereigns in their retinue for their amuse-

ment.

court-guide, s. A direotory containing

the names, titles, and addresses of the aristo-

cracy.

•court-hand, s. The style of hand-

writing used in records and judicial proceed-

ings.

"Nay he can make obligations, and write eourt-

htind: —Shakesp. : 2 Benry ri„ It. 1

• court holy-water, «. A proverbial

expression for flattery.

O mmele, court holy-water in a dry house is better

than this rain-water out o' door."-3»<.*.>!>. .• Eing

Ltar.ULS.

court-house, s. A house or building

containing the room or rooms used by any

court.

* oourt-lady, «. A lady in attendance at

court.
" The same atudy. long continued, Is as Intolerable

to them "aathe appearing, long in the same clothe, or

fashion is to a court-lady. —Locke.

court-lands, ». pi. Lands kept in de-

mesne or for the use of the lord and his

family.

court-loot, <
1. Formerly: The local criminal court,

where all petty offences were dealt with and

punished.

2 Ji'ow: A court of record held once a year

before the steward of any particular hundred,

lordship, or manor.

court-life, s. Such a life as is the normal

one at courts ; the life of a courtier.

court-like, a. Fit for or becoming a

court ; elegant, polished. -

"Our English tongue is ... M courrttto ae the

French, and as amorous as the Italian."-Camd«» :

Remains.

* court-man, s. A courtier.

" For, brother mta, take of me this motif.

I have now ben a court-w»a» all my HI.

Chaucer : C. T„ 9.S66.

court-marshal, «. One who acts as

marshal in any court.

court-martial, «.

Iff!. * Naval : A court held for the trial of

military or naval offenders. It is composed

of officers, none of whom, in the case of the

trial of an officer, must be of inferior rank to

the prisoner. Courts-martial are of three

kinds: General, district, and garrison; the

first being for the trial of the most serious

charges, the last for minor offences against

discipline. Courts-martial are convened by

the commanding-officer under the authority

of acts passed for the maintenance of disci-

pline in army and navy.

". . . never again to subject his people to the Juris-

diction of courts martial"—Macaulay: Bist. Eng..

SET.

conrt night, s.

1. A night when royalty attend a theatre

in state.
•'. . . the three «ist nights (notwithstanding two of

them were court-ntghu) were distinguished by very

fall audiences of the first Quality."—Pope ' Letter to

Congreve (1714-5).

2. A night on which a court of any society

or order is held.

•court-noil, 'conrtnolo, «. Mean-

ing doubtful : perhaps a hanger-on at courk
" Now every lowt must have his son a courtnoH"—

Greene : Quip, *c.

court -party, ». That party which

favours the court. It is essentially the same

as the Conservative party. *•»« v""1* m every

country being the great focus of resistance

to organic, if not even to more moderate,

change. [Country-party.]

« court-pie, s. [Courtepy.]

court-plaster, s. 8ilk surfaced with a

solution of balsam of benzoin.

court-roUs, s. pi. The rolls or records

of a court.

Flattery. [Coort* oourt-water,
HOLY-WATER.]

• First trims the head of his master's humour, and

then sprinkles it with court-water. —Adamt : works.

I 503. I Duties.)

court word, ».

word or expression
A courtly or elegant

Advocate's the court-word for a pheasant ; say you

have none."—Shakesp. : Winter's Tale, lv. 4.

court-yard, s. A court or open area

round or attached to a house.
•• In the court-yard of the castle, bound with many an

Stands the mighty linden planted by Queen Cuui-

gunde's hand." Longfellow : Nuremberg.

court, v.t. & i. [Court, «.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To seek the favour of, to endeavour to

ingratiate oneself with ; to pay court to.

•' By one person, however, Portland was still assidu-

ously courted. . ."-Hacaula,- 1 Bin. Eng., ch. xxiv.

2. To endeavour to gain the affections of, to

woo.

3. To seek by address, to solicit.

4. To invite, to allure, to attract.

" Down which a well-worn pathway courted us

To one green wicket In a privet hedge.

Tennyson : The Gardeners Daughter.

5. To seek after, to try to gain.

•• Before the hut the dame her spindle twlrl'd,

Courting the sunbeam as she plied her Ml.
ScoM .' The Lord of the Isles, v. 1.

B. Intransitive

:

* 1. To play the courtier, to adopt the

manners or habits of the court.

"If noblemen will have their sons court it too soon,

and lie more In fashion than the rest, the fault shall

be their own. not mine."—Abp. Laud: Hem. Chanc of

Oxford, p. 61.

2. To seek the affections of any one, to woo.
•• Ev"n now, when silent scorn Is all they gain,

m

A thousand court you, though they court in valn.^

•cour taud, »oor-taud, *oor-thal, s.

[Fr. amrthaud = short and fat, squat.]

Music : An ancient instrument of the bas-

soon kind. (Stainer & Barrett.)

» court-by, ». [Courtepy. ]

court cd, pa. par, or a. [Court, ».]

court-o-ous, * cortals, * col-toys^* cor-

tavsc, • corteis, * corteys, * courtlous,

"curtals, *curtase, "curtels, *cur-
tese, " curteous, * curteys, * kurtes,
* curtious, a. [O. Fr. cortois, curteus, from

cort, curt = a court; Sp. & Port, cartes; Ital.

cortese.]

1. Of persons: Polite; having court-like

or polished manners ;
well-bred.

" Billop, though courteous, was inflexible."—Macau-

lay: Bist. Eng., ch. xvi.

2. 0/ things: Characterised by courtesy or

politeness ;
polite, kind.

"Bystanders whom His Majesty recognised often

came in for a courteous word."-Afacau!ay t Bist. Eng.,

oh.HL

IT Crabb thus discriminates between courte-

ous, complaisant, and courtly:
" Caurteousness

displays itself in the address and the manners ;

complaisance in direct good offices : courteous-

ness is most suitable for strangers; complai-

sance for friends or the nearest relatives:

among well-bred men, and men of rank, it is

an invariable rale to address each other courte-

ously on all occasions whenever they meet,

whether acquainted or otherwise . . . Courtly,

though derived from the same word as courte-

ous, is in some degree opposed to it in point of

sense; it denotes a likeness to a court, but

not a likeness which is favourable : eonrUy is

to courteous as the form to the reality ; the

courtly consists of the exterior only, the latter

of the exterior combined with the spirit
, ; the

former therefore seems to convey the idea of

insincerity when contrasted with the latter,

which must necessarily suppose the contrary :

a courtly demeanour, or a courtier like de-

meanour may be suitable on certain occa-

sions ; but a courteous demeanour is always

desirable. Courtly may likewise be employed

in relation to things ; but cxmrteous has

always respect to persons : we may speak of

a courtly style, or courtly grandeur ; but we

always speak of courteous behaviour, courteous

language, and the like." (Croob : Eng. Synon. )

court c-ous-ly, » cortaisliehe, ? cor-
taisly, 'cortaysly, "corteisly, 'cor-
teysliche, *cortelslle, * courteisely,
* ourtaysly, adv. [Eng. courteous ; -iy )

In a courteous, polite, or kind manner ;
will)

politeness or courtesy.
•' Alone the Palmer passed it by.

Though Selby pressed him courteously.
Scott : Munition, L SO.

court c-ousness, *court-1-ous-nesse,
s. [Eng. courte-oiis; -ness.] The quality of

being courteous ; courtesy, politeness.

"
. . they mnste moue and allure all menne with

courtiousnesse. ientlenesse and beneflcialnesse . . . —
Udal : Matt. v.

courtepy, *courtby, * court-pie, ».

[Dut. kort = short, pije = a coarse cloth ;

Goth, paida — a coat The word ptje is still

retained in pea-jacket (q.v.).] A short cloak

or jacket, a gabardine.
" Ful thredbare was his overest courtepy?

Chaucer : C. T, in.

OOUrt'-er, s. [Eng. court; -er.] [Cocrtier.J

1. One who pays court or attention to

another ; a wooer.

2. One who endeavours to obtain a favour

by paying court; one who endeavours to

please.
•• Queen EUsabeth, the greateat courier of herpeople,

.

.

.—An Answer to Baxter l*to, Lond., sans date), p. 28.

conrt'-e-san, court'-e-zan, s. [Fr. cour-

»isan; Ital cortiglano. The word in its

second meaning is from a fern, form.l

• 1. A courtier, esp. a member of the Court

of Home.
"By the wolf, no doubt was meant the Pope, hut

the fox was resembled to tbe prelates, courtesans

priests, and the rest of the spiritualty.'-^ie : *»"*

t/ Martyrs (ed. 1611), vol. 1., p. 51L

2. Orij. : A woman attached to a court

;

«oui, a mistress, prostitute, a woman of the

town.
• Accused to have dressed her like a court«»n. -

Boyle: uccas. Reflections; Last Section, Reflect. 1.

oburt-e-san-ship, cburt'-c-zan-ship, ».

|_Eng. couritsan ; -ship.) The character, con-

dition, or arts of a courtezan.

oourt'-e-sy, *oortaysye, "corteysye,
* courtesee, * courtesle, * curtelsie,

•curtesie, * kurteisie, s. [O.Fr. cortoi-

sie curteisie, courtesie ; Fr. courtoisie; Port,

cortoia; Sp. & Ital. cortesia.) [Courteous,

Curtsey.]

1. Courteousness of manners ;
politeness,

elegance, civility, good-breeding.

.he conversed with great courtesy and spright*

Uness . . ."—Macaulay: Bist. Eng., ch. xiv.

2 Kindness, complaisance, affability.

••I pray you of yonx curte^ ^ ^
a An act of politeness or civility ; a cour-

teous action or behaviour.
'• Sweet looks, by hnmau kindness bred 1

And seemliness complete, that sways

Thy courtesies, about thee plays.

Wordsworth : To a Bxghland mrl

4. Indulgence, favour, as opposed to right.

[Courtesy-title. ]

5. A movement of reverence or respect ; a

curtsey, a bow. (Now confined to women.)
•• The elephant hath Joints, but none for courtcty :

his legs are legs for necessity, not for flexure. -
Shakesp. : Troll, a Crees., 1L 3.

*I (1) By courtesy : By common consent, as

a matter of courtesy, not of absolute right.

(2) Courtesy or curtesy of England : A
tenure by which, if a man marry an inheritrix,

that is, a woman seised of land, and getteth a

child of her that comes alive into the world,

though both the child and his wife die forth-

with yet, if she were in possession, shall he

keep the land during his life, and is called

tenant per legem Anglim, or by the courtesy of

England. (Cornel.)

(3) Courtesy of Scotland

:

Scots Law : A similar right to (2), but ex-

isting in Scotland.

(4) To male courtesy: To raise scruples.

«^~jr=2^s^-r^ixsss^^rrs-r
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" Arlstippus made no courtetie In the matter."-*
Udai : Apoph, of Erasmus, p. 69.

courte*»v-title, s. A title assumed by
or given to any person by common consent,

as an act of courtesy or respect, not of abso-

lute right. Thus, the eldest son of a duke is

allowed the courtesy-title of marquis ; the
eldest son of a marquis, that of earl ; the eldest

Bon of an earl, that of viscount, &c. The
younger sons of peers above the rank of vis-

count are allowed the courtesy -title of lord,

and the daughters of lady.

* court -e-sy, court'-s?, v.i. & t. [Cour-
tesy, $.]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To act with courtesy, reverence, or
respect.

"... the petty trafficker*,
" That courtly to them, do them reverence."

Shaketp. : Mer. of Ven., i. l. (Quartos.)

2. To make a movement of reverence or re-

spect ; to curtsey, to bow. (Now confined to
women.)

"If I should meet her In my way,
We hardly court ty to each other." Prior.

B. Transitive:

1. To act courteously towards, to court.

"The prince politlckly courtisied him with all
favours."—Sir R. Williams: Act of the L. Countries
|M 1 8). p. 5.

2. To make a bow or curtsey to.

" lie wayt* my opportunltie.
to meete film in the ways.

To leade htm home, to curtsey him,
and cap him when he stayes."

Dram. : Horace, bk. L, Sat 9.

* oburt -e-avjf-ing, pr. par., a., <fc s. [Cour-
tesv, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. at particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of acting with rever-
ence or respect towards ; curtseying.

©durt'-i-er, * court-e-our, *. [Bng. court;
-ier.]

1. One who is in attendance at the court
of a prince.

" This courtier got a frigate, and that a company ; a
third, the pardon of a rich offender ; a fourth, a lease

2. One who solicits the favour of another
by acts of attention or flattery ; one who
courts another.

"There was not among all our princes a greater
courtier of the people than Richard IIL . .

."—Suck-
Ung,

courtier like, a. Like or becoming a
courtier,

•cburt'-i-er-iym, *. [Eng. courtier; -ism.]

The manners or behaviour of a courtier.

"The perked-up courtierism, and pretentious nullity
of many here."—Carlyle: MUce.ll.. fv. 198. [Davies.)

• COTOr'-tl-er-^, s- [Eng. courtier; -y.] The
manners or actions of a courtier ; courtier-like
behaviour.

" In this garb he savours
Little of the nicety,
In the sprucer courtiery."

B. Jonson : Entertainments.

•court In, *. [O.Fr. curtin = a kitchen-
garden.] A yard for holding straw ; a farm-
yard.

"A set of farm buildings is called a stead or steading;
the straw-yard is the courtin."—Agr. Sure. Berwick*.,
p. 305.

*cour-tine, s. [Curtain.]

court Ing, pr. par., a., ks. [Court, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb),

B. As adj. : Given to courting or wooing.
"One bird after another thus performs for hours

together, but only during the rourfmjp-aeasuii."—Dar-
win : The Descent of Man fed. 1871). pt lL.ch. xlit, vol.
li.. P-62.

C. As subst. : The act of seeking the affec-

tjons of another ; wooing.
" For he is practiz'd well In policie
And thereto doth his courting most apply."

Spenser : Mother Hubbard*t Tale.

• court -ledge, s. [A corruption of curtil-

age (q.v.).] An appendage to a house, a
curtilage.

"A rambling courtledge of bams and walls."

—

C.
Kingsley : Westward ffo/ch. xi v.

• Court'-H-ne'ss, *. [Eng, courtly; -ness.]

Courteous or courtly behaviour; elegance,
grace, good-breeding.

" The slightest part that you excel in, is courtlinet*"
—Lord Digby to Sir Kenelm Digby.

* court -ling, s. [Eng. court, and dim in.

suit', -ling.] A contemptuous epithet for a

courtier.
" Indeed, I must declare myselfe to you no protest

counting . ,
."—B. Jonson : Cynthia's Revelt, V. 4.

court' -Ijf, a. & adv. [Eng. court; -ly.]

A. As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to a court.
" Ellen, I am no courtly lord"

Scott : The Lady of the Lake, iv. 19.

2, Polished, elegant, polite, well-bred, cau-
tious, graceful.

(1) Of persons: (Longfellow: The Students
Tale).

(2) Of things: (Pope: Dunne's Satires, iv. 48).

* B. As adv. : As befits a court or a
courtier ; elegantly, gracefully.

" They can produce nothing so courtly writ, . . ."—
Dryden ; On bramatick Poetry.

H For the difference between courtly and
courteous see Courteous.

cdurf-Bhlp, s. [Eng. court; -ship.]

* 1. The act of paying court to any one for

the purpose of obtaining a favour ; court,

attention.
" He paid his courtship with the crowd.
As far as modest pride allow d." Swift.

* 2. Courtly manners or behaviour ; polite-

ness, good-breeding, civility, elegance.
" Trim gallants, full of courtship and of state."

Shaketp. ; Love's Lab. Lost, v. 2.

* 3. Court artifice, policy, finesse, address,

t 4. The act of seeking after anything.
" In vain from side to side he throws
His form, in courtship of repose."

Byron : The Siege of Corinth, xlii.

5. The act of soliciting iu marriage, wooing,
courting.

(1) Of man

:

" Be merry, and employ your chlefest thought*
To courtship . . .

Shaketp. : Merchant of Venice, ii. 8.

(2) Of the lower animals, £c.

:

" The courtship of butterflies Is a prolonged affair.**—
Darwin ; Descent of Man, pt li., ch. xi.

COUry, *. [Etym. doubtful. ] A kind of catechu
obtained by evaporating a decoction of the
nuts of Areca catechu. (Treas. of Bot.)

* cous cot, *cows-cott, *. [Cushat.] The
Woodpigeon or Wood-quest

"Hie palumbus, a cowscoU."— Wright: Vooab., p.

ML

cous cous, s. [A native word.] A favourite

dish is Western Africa composed of millet-

flour, flesh, and the leaves of the baobab;
called also lalo.

* con-sen age, s. [Cosenaoe.]

cou ' scr an ite, cou zcr-an-ite, s.

[From Couserans, an old name of the depart-

ment of Ariege in France.]

Min. : A variety of Dipyre. It crystallizes

In Bquare prisms of a black colour, or white
and black, and is often soft and fragile.

(Dana.)

cou sin (pron. ciiz'n), ' cosin, * cosine,
cosyn, • coosyn, 'cosyne, 'cosyng,

* cousine, kosyne, s. & a. [O. Fr. cosin;

Fr. cousin; Ital, cugino; Lat. consobrinus=
the child of a mother's sister, a relative, a

cousin : con — cum = with, together, and
sobrinus = a cousin-german on the mother's
side.]

A. As substantive :

* 1. A relation, a relative, more remotely
connected than a brother or sister ; a kinsman
or kinswoman. It is used of a niece, a ne-

phew, a brother-in-law, and a grandchild by
Shakespeare.

2. The son or daughter of an uncle or aunt.

3. A title used by a sovereign in addressing

a nobleman.
* B. As adj. : Allied, akin.

*' The wordes moste ben cosin to the dede."
Chaucer: C. T. ; ProL. 71s.

•J (1) To call cousin : To claim relationship.

(Congreve : Way of the World, i. 5.)

(2) To have no cousin : To have no equal.

(Heywood: The Four Fs.)

cousin german, s. A first cousin ; a

cousin in the first generation.
" Thon art, great lord, my father's sister's son,

A cousin-german to great Priam's seed."
Shaketp. J TroiL * Cress., iv. a

cousin-age (pron. ciiz'n ag), * cosyn-
age, * cosyn nage, *. fO. Fr. cosiitags,
cusinage, cousinage.]

1. Relationship, kin.
" Fleischli cosynnage shulde not lette us to do this."— Wycliff* : Select Works, i. 87*.

2. A relation, a kinsman.

3. A nation, a race, a people.
"In thee shal be blissyd alle cosynages of the erths.*— Wycltffe i Gen. xii. 3.

* cousin ance (cousin as cuz'n)," cons-
ign ance,^. [Eng. cousin; -ance.] Arelatio*
by blood, a kinsman.

* cousin-ess (cousin as cuz'n), • cou
sign es, s. [Eng. cousin; -ess.] A fernala
cousin.

.

. "-
• » m*n abuseing his coutignet, his fathers

brothers daughter sevin yeiris, . . ."—General As-
sembly, A. 1566. Keith's Hist., p. MS.

* cousin-hood (oonsin as ciiz'n), s. [Eng.
cousin; -hood.]

L Relationship, kinship.

2. Relations, kinsfolk. (Macaulay.)

cousin ly (cousin as ciiz'n), a. & ad*.
[Eng. cousin; -ly.]

A* As adjective

:

1. Of or pertaining to cousins.
**. . . these cousinly imw<t*.'—Crabbe.

2. Like or befitting cousins ; friendly.
" In a quiet cousinly walk." Praeel.

B. As adv. : In a manner like or becoming
a cousin.

* cousin rod (cousin as cuz n), s. [Eng.
cousin; -red.] Consanguinity, kindred.

"
' There is some cousinred between us, doubtless,'

said the Balllie."-Se©tt.- Rob Roy. ch, rxlv.

* cousin ry (cousin as cuz'n), s. Kindred.
(Carlyle: Cromwell, i. 21.)

t cous -lop, s. [Cowslip.]

cous -sx- net, «.

[Fr.]

1. Architecture:

(1) The impost
stone on the top of
a pier. [Cushion.] I

(2) Theornament
|

in an Ionic column
between the abacus
and echinus.

2. Bot. : The
name given by
Decandolle to the
protuberance or
gibbosity seen where a petiole joins the stem
of a plant. Link called it pulvinus.

* COUt, S. [COLT.]

cdu-tar'-S-a, a [From coutari, its native

name in Gui'aua.J

Bot. : A genus of plants, order Cinchonacese,

family Cinchonidse. Coutarea speciosa of

Aublet, now called Portlandia hexandra, fur-

nishes the French Guiana bark, which has

properties like those of Cinchona.

* coutch, v.i. [Couch.]
" Stiff as ane burd that stud on athir sydia,

Stuffit and coutchit full of irne and lede."

Douglas: Virgil, 14L 1L

* cou'-teau (teau as to), s. [Fr., from Lat.

c-dtellus — a little knife ; cidter = a knife.] A
short knife or dagger.

* cou tel, s. [Lat. cultellus.] The same aa

Couteau (q.v.).

* couth, ' couthe, pret. of v. [Can.]
" For he was wys, and couthn soue aspye
Of every servaunt, which that served here."

Chaucer: The Knightes Tale. L 1,422-a

* couth, * couthe, couthic, couthy, a
[A. 8. cuth.]

1. Well-known, famous.
" Pergamea I nemyt it, but bade.
Our folkis than t hat warren blfth and glad.
Of this couth surname our new ciete.

Exhort I to graith hous, and leif in lee."

Douglas: Virgil, 71, Hi

2. Affable, agreeable in conversation, fami-

liar.
" Nor will North Britain yield for fouth
Of ilky thing, and fellows couth
To ony but her sister South."

Ramsay : Poems, 11. 41S.

3. Loving, affectionate, kind.

COUSSINET.

i*te, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wgt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, sir, marine; go, p6%
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i. Comfortable, agreeable.

"A niankie gown, of our aln kintra growth,
Did male them very braw, and unco couth."

Galloway ; Poemt, p. 182.

* c6uth'-l-ly\ adv. [Eng. ccnithy ; -ly.] Kindly,
familiarly, comfortably, agreeably.

" In by they come, and haillat her couthily."
Rot* : Belenort, p. 7IJ.

*COUth-I-ness, s. [Eng. cmtthy ; -ness.)

Familiarity, agreeableness, kindness.

'couth-less, a. [Eng couth; -less.] Gold,
unkind.

" Their fause, uumeaning, couthlett pralae.
Wad gar ane think their vutariea

Were perfect saunts."
Macaulay : Poems, p. 114.

©outh'-y, a. [Couth, a.]

cou-vade ', s. [Fr., from couver = to hatch.]

Anthrop. : The custom, still prevalent
among some races of low culture, especially

In the Eastern Archipelago, that the father,

when a child is born to him, should take to

his bed, and be nursed as the mother is, in

such cases, among civilised peoples.

coux-i-a, s. [From its name in the region
near the Orinoco, its native country.]

Zool. : A black-bearded American monkey,
Pithecia Satanas.

cdu'-zer-an-ite, s. [Couseranite.]

* covand, * covande, * covaundc, «. [A
contracted form of covenant (q.v.).] A coven-
ant, an agreement.

" Alle my covandyt hoiden shall© be."—Towneley
Mytteriet, p. 185.

Gove (1), * couve, $. [A.S. cdfa = a chamber

;

Icel. kofi = a hut or shed ; Ger. koben = a
cabin ; Sw. kofwa. ]

I, Ordinary language

:

1. A small creek, inlet, or bay sheltered from
the wind.

"... we hal*d our ship into a small sandy cove, at a
pring tide, aa far M »he would float."—Dumpier :

Voyage*, an. 1689.

2. A nook, a sheltered corner.

". . . the summits aud gloomy covet of HelTellyn."

—

he Quincey't Work* fed. IMS), vol. 11. (note), p. SO.

II. Technically

:

1. Architecture:

(1) A hollow forming a member of some
Cornice-mouldings or ceiling-ornamentation.

(2) The concavity of an arch or ceiling.

2. Ship-bit itding : An arched moulding at the
foot of the taffrail. An elliptical moulding
sprung over it is called the arch of the cove.
(Knight.)

covo bracketing, *.

Arch. : The wooden skeleton or framework
of a cove ; the bracketing of a coved ceiling.

cove (2), s. [A word borrowed from the Ro-
many or gipsy dialect, cava = a thing ; covo
= that man ; covi = that woman. ] A man, a
fellow, a person. (Slang.)

* cove (1), v.t. [Cove (1), *.] To arch over, to
form a. coved ceiling to.

cove (2), "couve, v.t. [Fr. couver; Ital.

covare ; Lat cubo. ] To brood on, to hatch.

coved, a. [Eng. cov(e); -ed.} Forming an
arch ; made with coves.

"The mosques and other buildings of the Arabians
an rounded into dunies and covod roofs."Swinboume

:

Trail, through Spain, 1. 44.

coved celling, *.

• Arch. : A ceiling with a hollow of about a
quarter-circle running round the room, situated
above the cornice, and dying into the flat cen-
tral portion. (Knight.)

Cov el line, cov el lite, s. [Named after
Covelli, who discovered specimens of it in the
lavas of Mount Vesuvius, though the mineral,
under another name, had been previously
known

; and suff. -ine, -ite (Min.) (q.v.).]

Min. : An opaque mineral, generally mas-
lve or spheroidal ; when crystalline, which it

rarely is, hexagonal. Hardness, 1*5 — 2;
sp.gr., 4*6. Lustre of crystals submetallic,
inclining to resinous, with the cleavage face
aoraewhat pearly. Colour, indigo blue. Com-
pos. : Sulphur, 32 — 34 '3 ; copper, 64 -56 —
66 ; iron, - 1*14. There are two varieties,
Cantonite and Alisonite (q.v.). It is found in

various parts of the European continent,
and in America, in Georgia, Bolivia, &c.
(Dana.)

* cov -en-a-ble, a. [O. Fr.]

1. Suitable, fit, appropriate, agreeable.
" When a covenable day was fallen, Eroude lu his

birthe day made a soper to the princes, Ac."— W'ycliffe :

Mark vi.

2. Agreeing, in accord.

* cov en a ble nesse, s. [Eng. covenable;
•ness.) Fitness, suitability, appropriateness.

* c£v'-en-a-bie-ty\ » cov en-a -blete, s.

[Eng. covenable; -ty.] An opportunity, a fit

or suitable time or place.
" Fro that tyme he soughte covenablete for to bit&lte

hym."— Wycliffe : Matt. xxvi. 16.

cdV-en-a-bltf, * cov'-en-a-bll, adv. [Eng.
covenab(te); -ly.)

1. Fitly, proi>erly, agreeably.
" He shall bere hym, toward owre lord the kyng and

his people, in the same office wele and covenably."—
Indenture qf 1469, Archaol., xv. 177.

2. Conveniently.
" He soughte how he schulde bitraye him couema-

bly."—Wycliffe : Mark xiv. 11.

cov en ant, cosvenande, covenaunt,
* convenant, * covent, * covande, * cov-
aunde, s, [O. Fr. convenant, covenant; Ital.

convenente, from Lat conwmo = to come to-

gether.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. An agreement or compact on certain
terms.

". . . but for that oure covent
To pray for yow It ay so diligent"

Chaucer: C. T., 7.M7-9.

"Gather my saints together unto me; those that
have made a covenant with me by sacrifice."— I'talm
Li,

2. A stipulation, a condition. [II. 1.]

" If we conclude a peace It shall be with such strict
and severe covenant*.'~Shakeip. : 1 Benry r/„ y. 4.

* 3. A writing or document containing the
terms of an agreement or contract between
two or more persons.

" I shall but lend my diamond till your return : let

there be covenant* drawn between '
. .

."—Skaketp.

:

Cymb.. i. 4.

IX Technically:

1. Law : A clause in an agreement whereby
either party may stipulate for the truth of
certain facts, or may bind himself to perform
or give something to the other. If the
covenantor covenants for himself and his heirs,

it is then a covenant real, and descends upon
the heirs, who are bound to perform it, pro-
vided they have assets by descent, but not
otherwise ; if he covenants also for his execu-
tors and administrators, his personal assets

as well as his real are likewise pledged for the
performance of the covenant (Blackstone :

Comment., bk. IL, ch. xvii.)

2. Scrip., Theol., dc: An engagement entered
into between Jehovah and some other being or
person.

(1) Scrip. : A vast number of passages in the
Old Testament, and a few in the New, speak
of covenants. There was one with Noah, as

the representative, after the Deluge, of all

mankind existing or who should subsequently
be born : nay, as the representative also of the
inferior animated creatures (Gen. vi. 18, ix.

9—17). An "everlasting covenant" was made
with Abraham and his posterity (xvii. 4, 7, 9),

of which circumcision was the token (10—14).

It was renewed to Isaac and his posterity

(xvii. 19). The covenant was in force while
the Israelites were a nation. The Sabbath
was part of it (Exod. xxxi. 16). The two
tables of stone nn which the moral law was
written were tables of it (Deut. ix. 11). The
priesthood entered into it (Num. xxv. 13 ;

Neh. xiii. 29). It was renewed to David
(2 Sam. xxiii. 5). Private individuals, male
and female, were bound by it—departing from
God they violated his covenant (Psalm 1. 16

;

Prov. il. 17). That covenant the Israelites

broke (Jer. xxxi. 32). These are the chief of
the Old Testament covenants.
In the New, the Christian dispensation is

considered as a covenant (Heb. viii. 13), the
covenant of promise (Eph. ii. 12), of which
Jesus is the mediator (Heb. xii. 24). There is

reason to believe that for Testaments, in the
expression Old and New Testaments, Covenants
should be substituted, and the heading of the

two portions of Sacred Scripture should be
The Old and New Covenants.

(2) Theol. : Two covenants are especially
recognised by evangelical writers, the Covenant
of works and the Covenant of grace (q.v.).

(3) Ch. Hist. : Cocceius, in the 17th century,
carried the idea of Divine covenants more
thoroughly than had before been done through
his whole system of theology. Calvinists have
done so to a greater extent than Anninians.

1" (a) Covenant of grace or of redemption

:

Theol. : A covenant of a twofold character :

on the one hand, being between the Eternal
Father and the Eternal Son, the former engag-
ing, in consideration of the mission to earth
and especially the atoning death of the Eternal
Son, to grant salvation to those who should
believe in the Redeemer. On the other hand,
it was a covenant with men that, on their
believing, they should receive eternal redemp-
tion through the blood of Christ

(ft) Covenant of redemption

:

Theol. : [Covenant of grace].

(c) Covenant of works

:

Theol. : A Divine engagement formed with
Adam, the parent of our race. Its conditiou
was, Obey and live for ever : disobey and die
(Gen. ii. 16, 17). It is believed that it was
made for him as representing all who should
ultimately spring from him, and that his tall

made them no less than him liable to death.

3. Scottish, Ch., dt Civil Hist.: Four bonds
of agreement signed by those who believed
that the religious views and the political settle-

ment which they advocated were in danger of
being crushed, and therefore pledged them-
selves to support them notwithstanding any
peril which might arise.

(1) The first covenant was signed at Edin-
burgh on Dec. 3, 1557, by the Earls of Argyle,
Glencairn, and Morton, Archibald Lord of
Lorn, John Erskine of Dun, with many of the
lesser barons and influential country gentle-
men. [Congregation.] It was designed to
aid in carrying out the Protestant Reformation
in the face of all resistance which might be
offered to it by the Church of Rome.

(2) The second covenant was subscribed at
Perth on May 31, 1559, by the Earls of Argyle
and Glencairn, Lord James Stewart, the Lords
Boyd and Ochiltree, and Matthew Campbell of
Terringland. Its object was the same as that
of the former one.

(3) The National Covenant was signed on
Feb. 28, 1638, the first name appended being
that of the aged Earl of Sutherland. The
covenant was signed first in Greyfriars Church,
Edinburgh, and then as it lay spread out upon
a tombstone in the adjacent graveyard. Th»
people, the great majority of whom were
Presbyterian, had by a vote and resolution
rid themselves the year before of episcopacy,
and knew that their only hope of ultimate
success lay in union.

(4) The Solemn League and Covenant,
written by the Rev. Alexander Henderson,
accepted by the Scottish General Assembly
on August 17, 1643, and subsequently by the
Convention of Estates. It was then sent to
London, where, on Sept. 25, it was subscribed
by the English Parliament and the Westmin-
ster Assembly of Divines. It was designed to
be a league between England and Scotland
under the revolutionary leaders then dominant,
and to establish in England no less than in
Scotland the Presbyterian in lieu of the Epis-
copal Church.

This is the covenant most frequently alluded
to by Sir Walter Scott in his novels. [Coven-
anter.] When Scotland declared for Charles
II. against Oliver Cromwell, the young king,

previous to landing in 1650, subscribed the
covenant. In 1661 the Scottish Parliament
passed an Act absolving the lieges from tin

obligation, and prohibiting its renewal withou"
their special warrant and approbation.

*H Writ of Covenant :

Conveyancing : A writ which a person wh<
was in process of purchasing land by mean.1

of a "fine" sued for as one step in the com
plex process. By this writ it was stated con
trary to the actual fact that the vendor had
covenanted to sell the lands to the purchaser,

and failed to keep his agreement, on which
account the writ to compel him to do so wa»
sought. When such an action was brought,
the king, by ancient prerogative, claimed a
noble for every five marks of land sued for,

boil, boy; pout, jo^l ; cat, 9611, chorus, chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - I.
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which came to one-tenth of the annual value.

{Blackstone : Comment, bk. ii., ch. 21.)

IT The Writ of Covenant was abolished by
3 and 4 Will. IV., c. 27, § 36. (Wharton.)

cov-en-ant, * cov-en-aunt, v.t & i.

[Covenant, «.]

* A. Trans. ; To grant or agree to by
covenant.

"I shal recorde of my couenaunt of pees that T
eouenttntide with yon."— Wydiffe: Genesis is. 15.

B. Intransitive:

1, To enter into a covenant, to bargain, to
agree, to contract, to bind oneself by a
covenant.

" Jnpiter covenanted with him, that It should be not
or cold, wet or dry. <s*lm or windy, as the tenant should
direct. "—UEstrange.

2. To enter into an agreement on certain
terms.

" And they covenanted with him for thirty pieces of
silver." —Mat. xxvi. 15.

* covenant, covenawnt, a. [O. Fr. con-

venant, covenant, pr. par. of convenir.] In
agreement or accord.

" He semyth covenawnt and trtire."
Bona Florence, 94A.

o6V-en-ant-$d, pa. par. or a. [Covenant, v.]

A* As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Secured by a covenant.
" And spread the sacred treasures of the breast
Upon the lap of covenanted rest :

"

Cowper : Conversation.

2. Bound by a covenant into which a person
or a body has entered.

" Patronage had been abolished by a Covenanted
Parliament in 1649, and restored by a Royalist Parlia-
ment in MM."*—Macautay : Fist Eng.. ch. rvi

cov-en-ant-ee', s. [Eng. covenant ; -«.] The
party to* a covenant to or forwhom the coven-
ant is made.

" AH covenants are dischargeable by the covenantee,
. .

."—Bobbet : De Corpore Politico, pt. L, ch. Ii.

oov en ant-er, cov en-ant or, s. [Eng.
covenant'; -ex, -or.]

J. Ord. Lang. : One who enters into a cov-
enant ; a party to a covenant or contract.

"A covenant to do any action at a certain time or
pltce is then dissolved by the covenanter, . ,

."—
liabbes : De Corpore Politico, pL I, ch. 11.

IX Ch. & Civil Hist. : A subscriber of or an
adherent to any of the four covenants de-
scribed under Covenant, II. 2 (1), (2), (3). and
(4), and especially the last two. When the
third or National Covenant was signed, it was
pretty apparent that civil war would be the
result of the deed, and preparations for it were
made both by Charles I. and by the Covenants
era. On Jan. 1, 1640, the lattertook post upon
Dunse Law to the number at first of 12,000,

and after a little of 24,000. Next year they
entered England, made a treaty with the Eng-
lish parliament, and aided them in the civil

war against the king. On the fall of Charles
they entered into the Solemn League and
Covenant, designed to promote uniformity of
belief both in England and Scotland on the
basis of a Presbyterian establishment, but
very partial success attended the scheme.
Being monarchical rather than republican, they
sympathised with Charles II. against the
Commonwealth, and on his subscribing the
covenant on August 16, 1650, fought an obsti-

nate battle for him at Worcester on Sept. 3,

1651, which resulted in their defeat and a
*' crowning mercy" for their antagonist Oliver

Cromwell. In 1661, when the English and
Scotch nations concurred in restoring Charles
IT., that monarch renounced the covenant,
his prior subscription to which had been
insincere. Parliament declared the covenant
Illegal, and ordered it to be burnt Many in

consequence renounced it, or quietly allowed
the fact that they had ever signed it to lapse

in oblivion ; but the more resolute spirits held

#
to what they had done, and no severity on
the part of the government could turn them
aside from their purpose, Oftener than once
they were in arms against the government
In November, 1666, they were dispersed with
loss at Bullion Green in the Pentland Hills.

On June 1, 1679, they defeated Claverhouae,
the "Bonnie Dundee " of song, at Drumclog,
but were themselves totally routed by the
Earl of Monmouth at Both well Bridge on
the 22nd of the same month and year ; many
of the prisoners taken being tortured and
then subsequently executed. For a time the
noted Richard Cameron was their leader, on

which account they are often called Camer*
onians (q.v.). He, with about twenty others
well armed, entered the little town of Sanqu-
har, in Dumfriesshire, on June 22, 1680, and
formally proclaimed the deposition of "Charles
Stuart, meaning the king, but he was killed

in a skirmish at Airdsmoss, in Ayrshire, on
July 20. For their subsequent history see
CAMERONIANB, alSO REFORMED PRESBYTE-
RIANS.

cfiv -6n anting, pr. par., a., & a, [Coven-
ant, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Entering into a covenant or
contract.

C. As subst. : The act of entering into a
covenant or contract.

c6v-en-ant-or', s. [Covenanter,.]

* covenous, * covinous, a. [Eng. covin(e)

;

-ous.) Fraudulent, deceitful, collusive.

". . . these Inordinate and covenous leasee of lands,
* . '—Bacon : Office of Alienation.

•coV-eat,*. [O. Ft.)

1. A meeting, an assembling together.
" If ther shal entre Into youre couent, or gedaryng

togydere, a man. "— Wycliffe : James 1L 2.

2. Society, company.
"Thou hast defend id me fro the couent of warieria."— Wydiffe: Ps. xliii. a

3. A convent, a monastery.
"Their monasteries, cement*, hospitals, Ac"—Bale:

On the Revelation ( 1*W), 1. &

H The form still survives in Corent-garden,
formerly the garden of a convent or monastery.

CoV-€n-trjf, s. [A.S. cofantreo, from Cwent
[Cune], the ancient name of a little river
which runs past the town, and -ree or -ry = a
river (Somner). According to others, a cor-
ruption of Convent-garden, from a spacious
convent founded, according to Leland, by
Cnut, and destroyed by Edric in 1016. In
1044 Earl Leofric, witli his wife, the lady
Godiva, founded at Coventry a magnificent
Benedictine monastery (Charnock, otc.).] The
name of a town in Warwickshire.

% To send any one to Coventry : A phrase
signifying to refuse to have any communica-
tion or intercourse with any one, to take no
notice of him, to exclude him from society. The
origin of the phrase is not very clear. Several
explanations have been given, of which the
most plausible Is that the citizens of Coventry
had, at one time, so great a dislike to soldiers,

that any woman seen speaking to one was at
once shut out from society, no intercourse
whatever bemg allowed between the garrison

and the townspeople : hence any soldier sent
to Coventry was shut out from all social in-

tercourse.

Coventry bells, s. The bells or bell-

Bhaped corollas of Campanula Medium, or that
plant itself. It is called also Canterbury
Bells (q.v.).

Coventry bine, s. Blue thread, much
used for working or embroidering upon linen.

The preparation of it was formerly one of the
staples of Coventry.

"I have lost my thimble and a skein of Coventry
blue.'' B. Jorison : Gipsies Jsfetam.

Coventry rapes, s. [From Lat. rapum
sylvestre.] The same as Coventry Bells.
(Lyte.)

csW-er (1), *ooover, *covere (1), *covyr
(1), * keoverie. * kever (1), * kevere (1),

fcevyr (1), * kuvere (1), v.t. [O. Fr.

covrir ; Fr. eouvrir ; ItaL coprire ; Sp. & Port.
cubrir, from Lat eodperin : co = con s= alto-

gether, fully, and operio = to shut, to hide.}

A* Ordinary Language :

L Literally:

1. To overspread, to overlie.

"... a cloud covered the mount"— Exod xxiv. 15.

2. To overspread with anything.
" Go to thy fallows, bid them cover the table, serve

In the meat, and we will come in to dinner."

—

Shakeep.:
Jterch. of Venice, ill. ft.

3. To extend over.
" Drown"d In his own blood Goliah lay

And cover d half the plain."
Cowley : The DamideU, bk. ii.

4. To overspread with some intervening

object so as to conceal from sight
" In life's cool vale let my low scene be laid.

Cover me, gods, with Tempo's thickest shade."
Cowley.

5. Tu hide or conceal from sight.
" The shielde of Pallas

With which he covereth sauf his face."
ST— ,H>

6. To clothe.

"Cot is of kynde hem kevere all aboughte."— Depsm.
of Richard II., p. U.

7. To wear or put on a covering for the head
"That king had conferred the honour of grandee

upon him, which was of no other advantage or signifi-
cation to him. than to be covered in the presence at
that king."—Dryden.

IL Figuratively:

1. To conceal from sight by intervening.

2. To clothe or invest.
" All that beanty that doth cow thee."

Shakesp. : bonnets, xxit a
3. To gain or acquire. (Generally used re-

flexively, and with the prep, with ; as, Ha
covered himself with glory.)

4. To disguise, hide, or keep back ; to keep
secret, not to disclose.

5. To hide from notice ; to disguise.
" Raillery and wit serve only to cover nonsense wtlk

shame, . . ."—Watte.

6. To remove from remembrance, to forget,

to forgive.

". . . whose synnes ben keuerid or hid."

—

Wydiffe :

Rom. iv. 7.

7. To conceal or save from punishment.
"... charity shall cover the multitude of ins."—

4

pet. iv. a
8- To shelter, protect, or defend.
" The shady trees cover him . .

."

—

Job xL 22.

9. To shelter or protect from pursuit Of
danger, to screen, to shield. [B.J

10. To overwhelm.

11. To incubate or brood on.
". . . whilst the hen is covering her eggs, the malt

generally takes his stand upon a neighbouring bough
within her hearin*, . . ."—Addison : Spectator.

12. To copulate with a female, usually of
the lower animals.

13. To comprehend, embrace, or include.

14. To be equivalent or sufficient,tosuffice for.

15. To pass over ; as, to cover the ground
or distance.

16. To take exact aim at ; as, He covered him
with his ri fie.

17. To have range or command over ; to
command.

" I slowly and gradually raised the pistol ... till rt

fairly covered his head."—Trench ; Real, of Irish Life,
ch. xL

B. Military:

(1) To shelter or protect troops in their re-

treat.

(2) To stand exactly behind another man.

% Crabb thus discriminates between to cover

and to hide: "To cover is to hide as the
means to an end : we commonly hide by cor*r-

ing : but we may easily cover without hiding,

as also hide without covering. The ruling

idea in the word cover is that of throwing ot

putting something over a body : in the word
hide is that of keeping carefully to one's self,

from the observation of others. . . . There
are many things which decency as well as

health require to be covered ; and others which
from their very nature must always beftidrfen.

Houses must be covered with roofs, and bodies

with clothing ; the earth contains many trea-

sures, which in all probability will always be
hidden." {Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

* coV-er (2),
* oovere (2), * oovyr (2).

1 kever (2), " kevere (2),
* kevyr <2>

* kuvere (2), v. t. & i. [O. Fr. cdbrer, coubrer ;

Port. & Sp. cobrar ; Lat, recupero.]

A. Transitive:

1. To recover, to regain, to receive back or
again.

" I scholde cowers agayn my syght."
Seven Sages, 35T

2. To win, to gain.
" Keuered hem castelea"

Atisaitnder : Prog-, tH.

3. To heal, to cure.

"The kynge dslynered hem leches to couor theiit

woundee.--Merlin, UL 674.

4. To rescue.

"That wold koutm the owte of kare."
Amadou* It.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To recover, to be healed or cured.
" Uch whrhh that It wist wend be ne schuld keuer"

William o/ Palerne, 1,4*1

fate, fat, tare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her. there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p*t,

OT, wore, wolf, work, who. ate; mute, cub, cure, unite, civ, rule, full ; try, Syrian. «, o> = e. ey - a. q.u = kw.
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2. To escajte, to hurry.
•• Willtani at last keuered . . . out of the kene plese."

William at Palerne, 8,624.

c6V-er, s. [Cover (1), v.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally:

1. Anything which is laid or placed on

another so as to cover it.

2, The outside covering of a hook.
" Finally closing his book, with a bang of the pon-

derous cover. „. _, v ..

lonafeUou : The Cmrllhtp of MUet Slanduh, ti.

t 3. An envelope.

IX Figuratively :

1. Anything which serves to conceal or

screen.
" Sarsfield net forth, under cover of the night, with a

atrong body of horse and dragoons."—Uacaulav : Hue.

Xna.. ch. xvi.

2. A superficial covering or appearance ;
a

pretence, a veil.

••The truth and reason of things may be artificially

and effectually insinuated, under the cos*r either of a

real fact or of a supposed one."—L'Estrange.

3. A shelter, a defence, either from an

enemy or the weathei

.

". . . his army was under cover, . .
."—Clarendon.

4. The articles necessary for the u»e of one

person at tahle.

5. In the same sense as B. 1.

B. Technically:

1. Sport : A thicket, underwood, or brush,

kept up for the preservation of game.

2. Building : That portion of a slate, tile,

or shingle which is hidden by the overlap of

the course above. The exposed part is the

margin. (Knight.)

3. Machinery

:

(1) The cap-head or end-plate of a cylinder.

(2) A lid or hatch for a coal-hole, cistern, or

TOult-opening.

(3) A turret or cupola on a kitchen or boil-

ing-house, pierced at the sides to let out steam

or smoke.

4. Steam-engine : The lap of a slide-valve.

(Lap.) (Knight.)

H Crabb thus discriminates between cover,

thelter, and screen : " Caver is literally applied

to many particular things which are employed

In covering ; but in the general sense which

makes it analogous to the other terms, it in-

cludes the idea of concealing : shelter compre-

hends that of protecting from some immediate

or impending evil : screen includes that of

warding off some trouble. A cover always

supposes something which can extend over

the whole snrface of a body : a shelter or a

Screen may merely interpose to a sufficient

extent to serve the intended purpose. Military

operations are sometimes carried on under

cover of the night : a bay is a convenient shelter

for vessels against the violence of the winds :

a chair may be used as a screen to prevent the

violent action of the heat, or the external air.

In the moral sense a fair reputation is some-

times made the cover for the commission of

gross irregularities in secret. When a person

feels himself unable to withstand the attacks

of his enemies, he seeks a shelter under the

sanctity and authority of a great name. Bad
men sometimes use wealth and power as a

screen from the punishment which is dne to

their offences." (Crabb : Eng. Synon.)

• oover-chet «. [Covbrchief.]

cover point, s.

Cricket : A fielder stationed a little to the

rear and right of point [Point.)

•cover shame, s.

1. Gen. .' An outward appearance or show to

conceal infamy.
" Does he put on holy garments for a ccer^hame of

lewdness!"—Dryden : Spanish Friar.

2. Spec.: A kind of Juniper—Jvninerus
Sabina. The term Cover-shame is given from

the criminal use of the plant in procuring

abortion. (Britten & Holland.)

* cover slut, s. An apron or pinafore

;

hence, anything used as a cover for sluttish-

ness.
-

- - - I hope she will never, in any lags and cover-

[amy.beseenatsuchanexhihition. —Burke

"Item, four covcratourti of greene taffatiia akik-

klt."—Inventories, anno 1539, p. 45.

• oov'-er-tjhlef, * coverchef, * kever-

chef, "courchef, s. [O.Fr. euevrechief;

Ft. cov.vrcchef= a kerchief, from couvrir = to

cover, and chef = the head.] A covering for

the head, a kerchief. [Kerchief1

.]

" Her coverchieft weren fill fine of ground, n
That on the donday were upon her head.

Chaucer: C. T., Proi.

• c6v'-or-cle, * cov-er-kyll, * oower-
kylle, s. [Fr. couvercle; Ital. coperchio,

from Lat. cooperculum.] A small cover, cover-

ing, or lid.

" Except we take the onycha of that perfume for the
. . . .. ... - -_,, 1 1- ... 1. ,-..«.,- " .Si* 7*-Sir T.

gluttot iulamy,
On a Regicide Peace.

[COVTSRSD-WAY.]cover way,

• c6v er a-tour, *coverature, s. [Fr. cou-

vtrture.]
' A coverlet for a bed, a counterpane.

covercte of a shell-fish, called unguis odoratus."

Broicn : Mitcell. Tractt. p. U.

cov'-ered, pa. par. or a. [Coveb, ».]

covered way, covert way. «.

1. Fort. ; A sunken area around a fortifica-

tion, of which the glacis forms the parapet. A
banquette on the interior slope of the glacis

affords a place for the garrison to stand on

while delivering a grazing fire over the glacis.

(Knight.)
" One of the greatest difficulties lii a siege 1b to make

a lodgment on the covcrt-teay, . . ."—Harrit.

2. Arch. : A recess or internal angle left in

roofing to receive the covering.

COV'-er-er, $. [Eng. cover; ~er.] One who
or that which covers ; a cover or covering.

" They shall make haste to the wall thereof, and the

defence [in the margin, covering, or coverer,} shall be

prepared-"—AoAwmlL 6.

c£V-©r-Ing(l), pr. par., a., & s. [Cover (1), v.]

A. & B. As pr, par. t& particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language:

1. Anything which serves as a cover to

another ; a lid, a case, a wrapper.
" The women took and spread a covering over the

well's mouth."—2 Sam. xvii. 19.

2. Clothes or dress.
*' They cause the naked to lodge without clothing,

that they have no covering in the cold."—Job xxtv. 7.

3. Anything which covers, hides, or con-

ceals from, or shuts out the view ; a screen.

" Thick clouds are a covering to him, that he eeeth

not . . ."—Job xxiL 14.

II. Bookbinding : The clothing of the sides

and back of a book with cloth, muslin, leather,

paper, or other material. The cover ready for

the contents is a case. (Knight.)

covering leaves, s.pl.

Bot. : Leaves which cover or protect other

parts of the plant. Tbev include bud-scales,

bracts of all kinds, and scale or catapbyllary

leaves. (Thome.)

covering-strap, s.

Iron Ship-building : A plate beneath the two
meeting-plates in a strake, to which they are

riveted and by which they are connected.

(Knight )

* coV-or-ing (2), * oouryng, pr. par., a., & s.

[Cover (2), v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <t particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. 4s subst. : Recovering, recovery.

cov'-er-let, * cov-er-lett, * oouv-er-
lvte, * cov-er-lyght. cov er lid, s.

[Fr. couvre-lit, from couvrir m to cover, and lit

=a bed.] A counterpane or outer covering for

abed.
'• Voverlyte, clothe. Coopertorium."—Prompt. Parr.

"The poor supplied the place of rich stuf* with

blanketoandcoiwlW*."—J/«caM.ay- Hitt. Eng., en. SU.

cov'-er-pane, s. [Counterpane.] A cover-

ing or coverlet.

"All to be covered with a cover-pane of diaper of

fyne sylke." — Letand ; The Inthronizatton of Abp.

covered , o. [Pref. co, signifying comple-

ment, and versed (q.v.).]

coversed sine,

Ge<m. (Of a particular angle): Thediflerence

between its sine and unity. Let A be an

angle, then the coversed sine of A is = 1 —
Sin. A.

©6V-ert, * cor-erte, a.ks. [O. Fr. covert,

cuvert ; Pr. convert, pa. par of couvrir = to

cov»r„]

A. As adjective : *

L Ordutary Language:

1. Lit. : Covered, sheltered, not open or

exposed.
" You are of either side the green to plant a covert

alley, upon carpenters work, . . ."—Bacon.

2. Figuratively:

(1) Secret, private, not open or professed

;

disguised, private.

"And houeat merit stands on slippery ground.
Where covert guile and artifice abound.

'

t'o«7>eiv Charity.

* (2) Private, not public.
•* How covert matters may he best disclosed.

And open perils surest answered."
SfMJ.cs/'. : JiUius Cottar, iv. L

* (3) Mysterious, dark, not open or plain.

" To spoke im woxdea so coverte." Qower, li. 66.

* (4) Retired, in privacy.
" Gladly wohie I knnwen all.

And hold me cowr: alway.
Oower, i. 227.

*(5) Retired, private, sheltered.

H. Law : Under cover or protection, ap-

plied to the state of a woman sheltered by
marriage under her husband.

"Instead of her being under covert baron, to be
nnderewwr. feme myself! to have my body disabled,

and my bead fortified ! "—ttrgden : Spaitult Friar.

B, As substantive

:

J, Ordinary Language

:

1. Literally

:

* (1) Any covering or cover.

"This woman slepte withowtyn alia covert*."—

Coventry Myit., p. 140.

(2) Any cover or sheltering place ; a shelter,

a defence.
" Little, alas ! was left my wretched share,

Except a house, a covert from the air."

Pope: Bomer't Odyaey, bk. xiv„ L 240-L

(3) A thicket, a shady place.

"Of covert close, where scarce a speck of day."
Thornton: Spring, 51T.

(4) A place of refuge or retreat ; a hiding-

place.

"And track to his covert the captive on shore."
Byron : Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, ii. IX

2. Fig.: Secrecy, privacy.
" Whiche axeth nought to ben apert,

But in silence and in covert

Desireth for to be beshaded."
Goner, U. 10ft

IX Technically:

1. Sports : A place affording shelter for wild

animals or game.
"For these places he nothing els but couerts or

borougliee, wherein If any one search diligently, he
may find game at pleasure."— Wilton; The Arte of

Logic, 37.

2. Zool. (PI) : The feathers which cover the

bases of the quills of the wings or tails of birds.

covert-baron, *. The condition of a
married woman.

covert-way, s. [Covered-way.]

*cdv'-ert-less, * cov'-ert-lesse, a. [Eng.

covert; -less.] Without a cover or covering,

uncovered, open, unsheltered.

"
. rested day and night wet and weatherbeateo

In our couertlette boate, . . ."—Backluyt : Voyage*,

vol. ill., p- 674.

c$V-ert-r&, adv. [Eng. covert; -ly.] In a
covert or hidden manner; secretly, privately,

not openly.

"A title found, which covertly did bear
All-working pow'r under another style."

Daniel : CivU Wart, bk. vt

t oiv'-ort-ness, ». [Eng. covert; -ness.] The
quality of being covert ; secrecy, privacy.

oov'-ert-iire, * covertor, * covertour,
* oovertoure, s. [O. Fr. coverture; Fr.

couverture; Sp. & Port, cobertura; Ital.

copritura ; Low Lat. coopertura, from cooperio

= to cover.]

* A. Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally:

1. A coverlet.

"Cortynes of clene sylk. with cler guide hemmez.
and cottertorw fill curious."—Oateaine, 66S.

2. A covering, a roof.

" Hemade the couertour of the tabernacle of skynnee
of wethers."— Wycliffe : Exod. xxxvi. l*.

3. A shelter, a cover, a defence.

"... protected by walla, or other like eo»«rt»r«."—
Woodward.

4. A hiding-place, a covert
" Bo angle we for Beatrice l who even now

Is couched in the woodbine coverture."
Shaketp. ; Much Ado, ML 1.

ing.
hOL b<&; ptfkt, fjwti oat, ooll. cHorns, chin, bencn; go, *em; thin, rhls; sin, as; expect, ^enophon, exls^

-tion,^on=ahun;-tlo^^on = sliuji, -thms, nitons, -sioi»=ahii». -Me, -die, &c = Del. del.
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5. A thicket, a shady or thickly-planted

place.
** Far off, Mid where the lemon grove
In closest coverture upsprung.

'

Tennyton: Recol. of the Arabian Xightt.

IX Figuratively

:

1. Secrecy, concealment, privacy, cover.

"... In night's coverture."
Shaketp. I 8 Ben. VI., Iv. *.

2. Disguise, cover.
" Through coverture of hU falls*."—Gower, I. M.

B. Law : The state or position of a married
woman, who is looked upon as in potestate viri,

or under the cover or authority of her hus-
band, and who cannot, therefore, enter into

any contract to the prejudice of herself or her
husband, without his allowance or confirma-

tion.
" The infancy of king Edward VI. and the coverture

of queen Mary, . . ."—Davie* ; On Ireland.

ooV-et, * covcit, * covcite, * covayte,
* coveyt, * coweytyn, v.t. k i. [O. Fr.

covoiter, coveiter; Fr. convoiter ; ItaL cubitare,

formed as if from a Lat. cupidito, from cupidus
= eager, desirous. (Sfeeo*.)]

A. Transitive:

1. To desire or wish for earnestly, to long
for (in a good sense).
" Covet earnestly the beat gift*."—l Cor. xii. 81.

2. To desire inordinately ; to long for that
which it is forbidden to seek or to possess ; to
lust after.

" England, he said, covet* no cities and no pro-
vinces."— Time*. Not. 11th, 187d.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To desire earnestly, to be eager for.

"Youre eldres coueiteden to hau don awey that
dlgnltee."—Chaucer: Boethiu*. p. 51.

2. To have an inordinate desire or longing.
** That which I have, than, e- meting for more.
Be cut from possibility of alt"

Shaketp. : 1 Hen. VI., ». *.

• OOv'-et-a-ble, a. [Eng. covet; -able.] Fit
or proper to be coveted ; to be wished for or
coveted

COV-et-Sd, pa. par. or a. [Covet, v.]

oov et-er, * cov-eyt-er, s. [Eng. covet;
•er.] One who covets.

" We ben not coueyteri* of yuells,"— Wydige : 1 Cor.
x. &

cov et ing, " coveltyng, * covetynge,
pr. par., a., & s. [Covet, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act or habit of desiring or
longing for eagerly or inordinately.

" That place is clepld the sepulcris of couetynge." —
Wycliffe : Numb. xi. 84.

* COV'-St-Iiigj-ly, adv. [Eng. coveting; ~ly.]

In a covetous manner ; with an eager or in-
ordinate desire.

" Most covetingly ready."— B. Jomon : Cynth. Revel*.

*cov ct ise, " covaitis, * covcitisc,
* covaytise. * coveytise, * covetyse, s.

[O. Fr. coveitise ; Sp. codicia ; Ital. cupidigia,
cupidezza ; Low Lat. cupiditia ; Lat. cupiditas,
from oupidus = eager, covetous ; cupio = to
desire earnestly.]

1. An earnest desire or longing for any-
thing.

" Ther is an holy coueytite and an holy enure."
Ayenbite, p. 187.

2. Covetousness, avarice, inordinate desire.

"Whose greedy lust did lacke In greatest store

;

Whose need had end, but no end covetite ;
Whose welth was want, whose plenty made him pore."

Spenter: F. Q., I. iv. 29.

cov ct oiis, * covatous, * covaytous,
* covoitous, * eovetonse. ''coveytouse,
a. [O. Fr. coveitus, covoitous; Fr. convoiteux;
Ital. cubitoso.]

1. Eagerly desirous or anxious to gain or
possess.

" Covetous only of a virtuous praise ;

His life a lesson to the land ne sways."
Cowper : Table Talk.

2. Inordinately desirous of ; lusting after.
** The cruel nation, covetou* of prey,
Btain'd with my blood tb' inhospitable coast"

Dryden: Jtneid.

3. Spec. : Excessively eager for money

;

avaricious.
" Let never so much probability hang on one side of

a covetou* man's reasoning, and money on the other, it

Is easy to foresee which will outweigh."—Locke.

t COV -et-OUS-l& adv. [Eng. covetous; -ly.]

In a covetous manner ; with an inordinately
eager desire to obtain ; avariciously.

cov-et-ous-ness, s. [Eng. covetous; -ness.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The quality of being covetous ; an in-

ordinate desire for money ; avarice.

"They might have pardoned his covetoutneU . .
."

—Macaulay : Biet. Eng.. ch. xlx.

2. An eager longing or desire for anything

;

eagerness.
" When workmen strive to do better than well.

They do confound their skill in covetouineu."
SKakeep. : King John, i v. 2.

TX Theol. : The desire for what is not one's
own, whether it be money, other property, or
anything else of a desirable kind. In Mah-
ratta, lobh (covetousness) is often used for

lust or concupiscence rather than avarice, and
in some Scripture passages (as Ephes. v. 5)
the meaning seems to be the same.

H Crabb thus discriminates between covet-

ousness, cupidity, and avarice : " All these

terms are employed to express an illicit desire

after objects of gratification ; but covetousness

is applied to property in general ; cupidity

and avarice only to money or possessions.

A child may display its covetousness in regard

to the playthings which fall in its way ; a

man shows his cupidity in regard to the gains

that fall in his way ; we should therefore be
careful to check the covetous disposition in

early life, lest it show itself in the more
hateful character of cupidity in advanced
years. Covetousness is the natural disposition

for having or getting ; cupidity is the acquired
disposition. As the love of appropriation is

an innate characteristic in man, that of accu-
mulating or wanting to accumulate, which
constitutes covetousness, will show itself, in

some persons, among the first indications of
character : where the prospect of amassing
great wealth is set before a man, as in the case

of a governor of a distant province, it will

evince great virtue in him, if his cupidity be

not excited. The covetous man seeks to add
to what he has ; the avaricious man only
strives to retain what he has : the covetous

man sacrifices others to indulge himself ; the
avaricious man will sometimes sacrifice him-
self to indulge others ; for generosity, which
is opposed to covetousness, is sometimes asso-

ciated with avarice." (Crabb: Eng. Synon.)

c6-v8tf-ta, s. [See Cove (1), *.] A plane
used for "moulding framework, called also a
quarter-round. (Knight.)

c6v ef (1), ». [0. Ft. covee ; Fr. couvee, from
0. Fr. cover ; Fr. couver = to hatch, to brood

;

Lat. cubo = to lie down.]

L Literally

:

1. A hatch ; an old bird with her young.

2. A small flock or number of birds feeding

together.

"These birds do not go in covey*, . .
."—Darwin:

Voyage Hound the World led. 18T0), ch. iii , p. at,

H Now generally confined to partridges.

• IX Fig. : A pair, a number, a set
" There would be no walking in a shady wood, with-

out springing a covey of toasts."—Addison ; Guardian.

COV-ey^ (2), s. [Contr. ofMuscovy. (Skinner.)]

A geraniaceous plant, Erodium moschatum.

T Sweet covey : The same as Covey (q.v.).

* coV-ey-tise, s. [Covetise.]

t cov"-in, *cov-ine, *oov-yne, s. [0. Fr.
covine, from Lat. convenio m to come together,
to agree.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A trick, treachery, scheming,
artifice. (Chaucer : C. T., 605.)

2. Law : An agreement or collusion between
two or more persons to the prejudice or hurt
of another.

covln-tree, «. Scott, in a note to Quentin
Durward, ch. iii., where the word occurs,
says that the large tree in front of Scottish
castles was sometimes so called. Davies sug-
gests it may be from Lat. conwnto, since it

was at the covin-tree that the laird received
guests, and thither he accompanied them on
their departure.

cov -ing, 5. [Cove, v.]

1. The overhang of the upper portions of a
building beyond the limits of the ground-plan.

2. The splayed reveals or inclined jambs on
the sides of a fireplace. These jambs were
square In the old English fireplaces. In some
of the Louvre fireplaces the jambs have an
angle of about 45\ These were probably

erected about 1750, by Gabriel, under the
orders of M. de Mavigny. Gauger had pre-
viously (1715) given to the coving a parabolio

curve. Count Rumford invented or adopted
the inclined coving, having an angle of 135"

with the fire-back, to radiate heat into the
room. (Knight.)

* cov ln-oiis, a. [Eng. covin; -ous.) Fraud-
ulent, deceitful.

cdw(l), "COU, *CU, *ku(pl. *ky, *kic,*leye,

*kine, *kuyn, *kin, cows), s. & a. [A.S. cw(pL
cyy Cogn. with Dut. koe ; I eel. k$r ; Sw. &
Dan. to; O. H. Ger. chuo, chuoa ; M. H. Ger.
kuo, ku; Ger. kuh; O. Ir. & Gael. b6, all =a
cow ; Lat. 60s; Gr. jSous (bous) = an ox.]

A* As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

I, Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1, 1
t 2. Figuratively

:

(1) A coward.

(2) A coarse, awkward woman.

II, Technically

:

1. Zool. : The female of the bovine specie*

called the Ox, Bos taurus, of which the bull is

the male. Like other domestic animals it has
run into numerous varieties, and its primitivs

uniformity has given riBe to manifold diver-

sity. Nor is it in colour alone that it has
altered. It has done so in form, besides which
there are horned and hornless oxen. Tht
period of gestation of the cow is Dine months,
and the normal number of her offspring at •
birth only one. [Bos, Cattle.]

2. Farming, Dairy Operations, &>c: "A per-

fect cow," says an old writer, "shonld have
black eyes, Large clean horns, a long thin

skin, a large deep belly, strong musculai
thighs, round legs, broad feet, short joints,

&c, white large udder with four teats.

'

Speaking broadly this is correct ; but in the

choice of a cow attention should be given

primarily to the nature of the pasture into

which it is to be turned. The Darwinian
principle of natural selection with the sur-

vival of the fittest has adapted cattle of differ-

ent sizes and qualities to different parts of

the country ; little active Highland cattle

thriving on the scanty herbage found high

up the mountain-side, and large heavy slow-

going cattle of luxurious proclivities falling

off unless they are allowed to revel amid the

rank vegetation of river-sides and meadows.
The latter furnish the greatest quantity of

milk. To preserve them in health, plenty of

fresh air, artificial food when natural supply

runs short, shelter in winter and in bad.

weather, and forbearance to force medicine

upon them when it is not needed, are the

chief requisites. Apart from breeding pur-

poses, cows are specially kept in this country

to furnish milk. For details see that word.

3. Mining:

(1) A wooden wedge to jam against the

barrel of a gin or crab, to keep it from re-

volving.

(2) A rude shed erected over the mouth of

a coal-pit.

4. Mach. : A kind of self-acting brake for

merly used on inclined planes ; a trailer.

B. As adj. : Female, the term being used

not merely for the female of the species de-

scribed under A, but for that of any of th*

larger herbivorous mammals. It is opposed

to butt, adj., in the sense of male or mascu-
line. [Cow-calf.]

* cow-babe, s. A coward.

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wSt, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, aire, air, marine; go, pfit,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full; try, Syrian, n, oe = e. ey = a. qu = kw.
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cow baillie, s.

1. The male servant on a farm who lays

provender before the cows, and keeps them
clean. Sometimes applied in contempt to a

ploughman who is slovenly and dirty.

2. A ludicrous designation for a cow-herd,

one whose magistratical authority does not

extend beyond his drove.

COW-basil, *. Saponaria vaccaria.

cow-beck, *. A mixture of hair and wool
for hats.

cow-bird, a

Ornithology

:

1. A popular name for the American Yellow-

billed Cuckoo, Coccyzus americanus, founded

on the note of the bird, which resembles the

word " cow " often repeated. It is a migratory

bird, coming from the south to the United

States and to Canada in April and May, and re-

turning in autumn. Called also the Cow-
bunting and the Cattle-bird.

2. Molothrus pecoris. [Molothrus.]

3. A local name for the Yellow Wagtail

(Motacilla raii).

cow blakes, s. pi. Dried cow-dung used

as fuel.

cow-boy, s.

1. A boy who looks after cows.

2. A man employed in the care of cattle on
a ranch. (Amer.)

3. Alocal Irish nameforthe Ring-ouzel (q. v.).

4. (PL).: Anamegiventoabandofmarauders
who, during the American War of Independ-

ence, infested the neutral gronnd between the

two sides, and plundered the Revolutionists.

cow-bunting, s. [Cow-bird (1)-]

COW-oakes, s. Wild Parsnip. The
Heracleum sphondylium of Linn, is called the

Cow-parsnip. But this seems rather to be the

Pastinaca sylvestris. (Jamieson.)

cow-calf^ s. A female calf, as contra-

distinguished from a bull-calf, which is a

male one.

cow-carl, s. A bugbear, one who intimi-

dates others.

cow-catcher, s. An inclined frame, used

cow fish, a

1. A name commonly applied in Orkney to

Mactra lutraria, Mya arenaria, or any other

large oval shell-fish.

2. The Manatee. {Wallace : Travels on the

Amazon).

3. Loosely applied to smaller cetaceans, as

dolphins or porpoises.

4. Ostracion quadricorne, a tropical fish,

from the horn-like spines over the eyes.

COW-fOOt, s. Senecio Jaobbcea.

cow-grass, 3. Various plants, none of

fhem real grasses. Spec, (1) Trifolium me-

dium, (2) r. pratense, particularly the culti-

vated variety of it, T. pratense perenne : these

two plants are papilionaceous. (3) Polygonum
aviculare, one of the Buckwheats.

* cow-hearted, a. Cowardly.

cow heave, *. Tussilago Farjara.

COW-heel, *. The foot of a cow or ox
stewed to a jelly ; the dish so prepared.

COW-herb, *. Saponaria vaccaria.

cow herd, * oonherde, * kouherd,
* kowherde, 3. One who attends to cattle.

cow-hide, s. & a.

A. At substantive

:

L The hide of a cow ; leather made of the

hide of a cow.

2. A kind of whip made of a cow's hide.

B. As adj. : Made of leather tanned from a
cow's hide.

cow-hide, v.t. [Eng. cow, and hide.] To
thrash with a whip of cow's hide.

cow-horn, s. The horn of a cow.

U Cow-horn forceps : A dentist's instrument

for extracting molars. That for the upper jaw
has one hooked prong like a cow'b horn, the

other prong being gouge-shaped. The cow-

horn forceps for the lower molars has two
curved prongs, which hook between the pairs

of side-roots of the molar. (Knight.)

cow-house, s. A house or shed in which
cows are kept.

COW-hubby, s. A cow-herd,
" He galf till hir ane aple-rubjr,

Gramerce, quod echo, my kind cowhubb\

COW-CATCHER.

Itrincipally in America, placed in front of a
ocomotive to throw obstructions from the

track.

cow-chervil, s. A name for Anthriscus
sylvestris, called also Cow-parsley, &c.

cow-clogweed, s. Herackum sphondy-

lium.

COW-clover, s. (1) Trifolium pratense,

(2) T. medium.

cow-cracker, s. Silene injlata. (Scotch.)

cow craik, s. A mist with an easterly

wind. (Scotch.)

COW-cresS, s. Lepidlum campestre.

*COW-dab,». The same as Cowshed (q. v.).

COW-fat, s. The Red Valerian, Centran-
thus ruber.

cow-feeder, s. A dairyman who sells

milk ; one who keeps cows, feeding them for

their milk in the meantime, and to be sold

when this fails. (Scotch.)

boll, boy ; pout, jowl ; oat, 9ell, chorus,

-Cftan, -tian = shan. -tion, -slon=shun

;

cow-ill, 8. Any disease to which a cow
is subject. (Scott.)

COW-keep, s. Heracleum sphondylium,

COW-keeper, s. One who keeps cows ; a

dairyman.
"... here's my roaster, Victorian, yesterday a cow-

keeper, and to-day a gentleman . . ."—Longfellow:
The Spanith Student, i. 2.

COW-keeping, s. The business of keep-

ing cows for dairy purposes ; dairy-fanning.

COW-lady, s. The insect now called a

ladycow, orladybird. [Coccinella.]
" A paire of buskina they did bring
Of the cow-ladyet corall wing."

Mutarum Delicice, 1S66. (.fare*.)

* COW-leech, «. One who professes to cure

the diseases of cows.

*COW-leech, v.i. To profess to understand
the treatment of the diseases of cows.

* cow-leeching, s. The profession of a

cow-leech.

COW-Uck, s. A tuft of hair on the human
forehead, so named from its being turned back

as if licked by a cow.

A man who attends to cows.cow-man, s.

* cow-meat, #. Fodder, pasture.

cow - mumble, s. Two umbelliferous

plants, (1) Anthriscus sylvestris, (2) Heracleum
sphondylium.

cow-paps, s.

1. Lit. : The teats of a cow.

2. Fig. : The name given by the fishermen

to Alcyanium digitatum, an Asteroid Polype.

[Alcyonium.]

OOW-parsley, *- (I) Anthriscus sylvestris

(Choerophyllum sylvestre),(2) Heracleum Panaces.

cow-parsnip, s. [So called because the

plant is good fodder for cows. (Turner.)]

Heracleum sphondylium, or any other specie*

of the genus.

OOW-pat, s. Cow-dung.

t cow-pea, s. Trifolium medium. It Is

called also Cow-grass, &c, but is neither a

pea nor a grass : it is a trefoil or clover.

[Clover, Trifolium.]

COW-pen, s. A pen or shed for cows.

cow-plant, s. Any plant of the ascle-

piadaceous genus Gymnema, and specially G.

lactiferum, which grows in Ceylon. It iscalled

by the natives Kiriaghuna, and yields a milk

used for food.

oow-quakers, s. The same as Cow-
QUAKES, 1.

cow-quakes, s.

1. Bot. ; (1) Quaking-grass, Briza media;

(2) Spergula arvensis.

2. Veter. : An infection of cattle, &C.

cow-rattle, s. (1) Lychnis vespertina;

(2) Silene injlata.

cows and calves, cows and calves,
s. pi. The flowers of Arum maculatum.

cow's lungwort, ». A common name for

the mullein (Verbascum thapsus).

coWs-mouth, s. The Cowslip, Primula
veris. (Scotch.)

cow-stone, *. A local popular name for a

boulder of the greensand formation. (Ogilvie,)

cow-strippling, cow-stropple, »

The Primrose.

cow thistle, s. A doubtful plant men
tioned in Mascal s Government of Cattle (1662)

" Like a mare that were knapping on a cow-tkistU."

—

Briton: I Pray You, p. 6 (Davie*).

cow-tree, s.

1. Various milky trees. Specially, a large

tree, Brosimum Galactodendron, sometime.t

called Galactodendron utile. It belongs

to the order Artocarpacefle. It has oblong

pointed rough leaves, ten inches long, alter-

nate with each other, with parallel ribs running

laterally from the mid-rib. When wounded it

emits a highly nutritious milky juice with an

agreeable balsamic Bmell. It is chemically

akin to cow's milk. According to Humboldt,
it grows only on the Cordilleras of the coast

of Caracas, where it is called Palo de Vaca, oi

Arbol de Leche. The negroes and other poor

natives of the region fatten upon its milk.

2. The Hya-Hya, Tabemamumtana utilis,

found in South America.

3. Ficus Saussureana, and other Fici (Figs).

4. Clusia Galactodendron.

cow-troopial, s. [Cow-bunting.]

COW-weed, s. Chcerophyllum sylvestre.

COW-wheat, s. The common name foi

the personated genus Melampyrum, of which
several species exist in Britain, the most abun-

dant being the Common Yellow Cow-wheat
(Melampyrum pratense). It grows in Epping
Forest and many other places.

cow-wort, s. A plant, tSeum urbanum,

co'w (2), s. [Cowl.] A cowl.

CO*w (3), s. [Cow, v.]

1. A scarecrow, a bugbear.

"To Southron still a fearfull grievous cow."
BamUton : Wallace, bk. viii., p. 10ft

2. A hobgoblin. (Scotch.)

cow, v.t. [Icel. kuga = to cow.]

1. To intimidate, to abash, to terrify, to

deprive of spirit, to dishearten.

". . . the disastrous event of the battle of Beachj

Head had not cowed, but exasperated the people, . . .

—Macaulay : Hist. Eng., ch. xvt.

* 2. To upbraid, to rate, to scold.

* 3. To excel, to exceed, to surpass.

cd'w -age, ft [Cowhage.]

c^ an (1), *. [? Gael, cobhan m box, ftrk

(N.E.V.)] A fishing-boat.

chin, bench; go, fcem; thin, this, sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph - t

-flon, -sion Khun, -olous, -Uous, sious = shus. -Die, -die, &c. - toft, dot
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O^W'-an (2), s. [Etym. unknown.]

L A term of contempt, applied to one who
does the work of a mason, but has not been
regularly bred to it. "

2. Also used to denote one who builds dry
walls, otherwise denominated a dry-diker.

"A boat carpenter, joiner, cowan, (or builder of stone
without mortar,) get is. at the minimum, and good
maintenance."—P. .ilorven, Argylet. Statist. Ace, x.

ar, \.

3. One who is not a Freemason.
4. A sneak, an inquisitive person. (Slang

Diet.)

c6xv ard, * couard, * couerd, s. & a.

[O.Fr. couard, from Ital. codardo, from Lat.

cauda = a tail. The word thus means either

an animal that drops his tail between his

legs or one that turns tail. Wedgwood points
out that the hare is called " le coward, ou
le court cow," in the terms of hunting in

Reliq. Antiq., i. 153, and prefers to consider
the original meaning to have been bobtailed.

(Sfcea*, «Cc.)]

A. As subst. : A poltroon ; one utterly de-

Toid of spirit or courage ; a timid, fearful

person.

"... the fury of a coward maddened by strong
drink into momentary hardihood."—itacaulay ; Hitt.

Bng.. eh. xvi.

B. As adjective :

1. Ord. Lang. : Cowardly, mean, pusillani-

mous.
"... Why, why, ye coward train.

These fears, this flightT ye fear, and fly in vain."
Pope : Homer I Odyssey, vi. 239-40.

2. Her. : An epithet applied to animals re-

presented with the tail between the legs.

t coward-like, a. & adv. [Eng. coward,
and like.]

A. As adj. : Like a coward ; timid, spiritless.

B. As adv. : In a cowardly manner ; like a
Coward.

**
. . . extreme fear can neither fight nor fly,

But cowa rd-ltke with trembling terror dfe."
Shuketp : Tarquin and Lucrec*.

•cd*w-ard, •cou-ard, v.t. [Coward, *.]

To make coward ; to intimidate,
" That hath to cowarded and chased your blood
Out of appearance?" Shaketp. : Henry I'., ii. 2.

©©"r^-axd ice, s. [Fr. couardise ; Ital cedar-

digia.] Extreme timidity ; utter lack of spirit

or courage.

"Again moderation was despised as cowardice, or
execrated as treachery."

—

Maeauiay: Hitt. Eng., ch. xv.

• ©<yV-ard-Ie, * cou ard ic, *cow-ard-y,
* COW-ard-ye, s. [O.Fr. couardie, cuardie ;

Ital. codardia; Sp. k Port, cobardia.] Cow-
ardice, timidity.

# Co^h-'-ard-ing, pr. par., a., ks. [Coward,*).]

A, & B. As pr. par. <£• particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As subst. : The act of making coward or
depriving of spirit

* cow-ard-ize, s. [Cowardice.]

*OO^r'-ard-iaet v.t. [Eng. coward; -fee.] To
make cowardly.

"Wickedness naturally tends to dishearten and
cowardile wen."—Scott .' Serm. before the ArtUl. Comp.,
1«80.

* c6"w -ard-ized, pa. par. or a. [Cowardize,
v.] '

* C4yw'-ard-lZ-lng, pr- par., «.,&». [Cow-
ardize.]

A. k B. As pr. par. A particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of making cowardly.

cow ard li ness, s. [Eng. cowardly ; -ness.]
* The quality of being cowardly; cowardice,

timidity, pusillanimity.

otftr'-ard-iy, * cow-ard-lye, a. k adv.
[Eng. ooward ; -ly.)

A. As adjective:

1. 0/ persons: Timid, pusillanimous, craven,
faint-hearted, spiritless.

" Worst traitor of them all la he,
A traitor dark and cowardly 1

Wordtworlh : The White Doe of Rulttone, v.

2. Of things: Befitting a coward; mean,
despicable, dastardly.

". . . he was set upon with cowardly malipnity by
whole rows of small men . . ."—Maeauiay : Hut. Eng ,

ch. kit*.

* B. As adv. : Like a coward ; in a cowardly
manner.

Spemer ; F. Q.,

* cow -ard ness, s. [Eng. coward; -ness.]

Cowardliness, cowardice.
"... fur myne vntrewthe and false cowardness

many a one sholde be put into full greatc nprefe."—
State Triult ; Wm Thorpe, an. 14.

CO^-ard-etls, a. [Eng. coward; -ous.]

Cowardly, timid, faint-hearted,

* cow -ard -rec, * cow-ard-ry, s. [Eng.
coward; -ry, -ree.] Cowardice, cowardliness.

" Truly I think, ue vain is my belefe,
Of Ooddish race some ofspring should he be :

Cowardry notes bartes swarued out of kind."
Surrey: VtrgUe ; AXneit, bk. iv.

*cdw/-ard-Bhip,s. [Eng. coward; -ship.] The
qualities or character of a coward ; cowardice,
cowardliness.

"... leaving his friend here in necessity, and deny-
ing him ; for his cowardthip. ask Fabian.' —Shakmp. :

Twelfth Xight, iii. 4.

c6%'-bane, s. [Eng. cow, and bane.] So called
because early in the spring, when it grows in

the water, cows often eat it and are killed by
it. (Withering. }]

1. An umbelliferous plant, Cicuta virosa.

2. An American name for Archemora.
(Treat, of Hot.)

Cd*\»*'-bellt s. [Eng. cow, and beU.]

Bot. : Silene inflata. (Scotch.)

cdrfcr'-ber-rjr, s. [Eng. cow, and berry.] (l)Vac-
cinium Vitis-Id&a, (2) Comarum palustre. So
called because in parts of Scotland, if not
elsewhere, the fruits of the plant are used to
rub the inside of milk pails to thicken the
milk. (Treat, of Bot.)

* cowdo, pret. of v. [Can, Could.]

* cowdle, «. [Cowrie.]

cowdie pine, s. [Cowrie-pine.]

cowdothe,*. [PerhapB connected with A.S.
codh = sickness.] Some kind of epidemic.

" Ther was tua yeirs before this tyine [A. IM2] ane
grate vniversal seiknes through the maist part of
Scotland : vncertaine quhat seiknes it *ea, for the
doctors could not tell, for ther was no remeid for it

;

and the comons called It Cowdotke."—Marjoreybanki

:

AnnaU, p. 37.

co^ed, pa. par. or a. [Cow, v.]

CO^r'-er, *COUr, v.i. & t. [Icel. kwra =» to lie

quiet ; Sw. kura = to doze, to roost ; Pan.
hurt = to lie still ; Icel. kyrr; Dan. qvnrrr —
quiet, still. (Skeat.}]

A. Intransitive

:

1. To stoop, to bend, to squat, to crouch.
" Borne sterner virtues o'er the mountain's breast
May sit, like falcons cowering on the nest."

Qoldtmith : The Traveller.

2. To shrink, to quail, to give way.
* B, Trans. : To cherish with care.
" Where finding life not yet dislodged quite,
He much rejoic'd, and courd it tenderly.
As chicken newly hatch t, from dreaded destiny."

Spenter: F. O., II. vili.

% In this instance the word may possibly
belong to cover. [Cover (1), v.]

co^-ered, pa. par. or a. [Cower.)

CC^-er-Ingt pr. par., a., ks. [Cower.]

A. tc B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of crouching, squat-
ting, or stooping.

* co^v-'-gang, s. [Eng. cow ; and gang, fomid
in oxgang (q.v.).] A common for pasturing

cows.
"Prom the south end uf Wurtheringham cowjang

to Wurtberiagham iia»eu. "— Iw/uuition, usft,

cow'-hage, i. [Cowitch.]

* co^-heard (1), s. [Cow-herd.]

cor*r'-heard (2), a. & s. \Coward.]

* cowighe, s. [Cough.]

c6iv*
,

-lng, pr. par., a., ks. [Cow, v.]

A. i B, As pr. par. ct particip. adj. : (Bee
the verb).

C As subst. : The act of terrifying, intimi-

dating, or depriving of spirit

Ye hae gi'en Dranshogle a bonny ewfn', whan his
capernoities no cure the bizziti* yet w|' the sight of
the Lt^-h fairies that war speeliu' among the rokei."—
Saint Patrick, ilL 43.

1 co^'-lsh, a. [Eng. cou- ; -ish.] Timid,
faint-hearted, cowardly, dastardly.

terror of Mseph
mdertsk? . .

Shaketp. : King Ltar, iT. 2.

otfV-Isll, s. [Native name (?).]

Bot. : A plant, a native of South America.

co*V - itch, co% - age, crrw' - hage, t.

[Hind, kiwanch; Beng. kushi.]

1. The stinging hairs of the plant described
under 2, or any species akin to it, as Mucuna
urens, M. Tnonosperma, &c They are used as
a mechanical anthelmintic.

2. The name of a papilionaceous plant,
Mucuna pruriens. It is a twining annual,
with pendulous racemes of dark-coloured
flowers, which appear in India in the rainy
season. The legume, which is shaped like

the letter S, is clothed with stinging hairs.

These are easily detached and stick on the
skin, producing intolerable itching. The le-

gume, when young, can be boiled and eaten
like kidney-beans.

* co^'-kln, 8. [Fr. coquin.] A beggar, a needy
wretch.

" Covkint, henaeis, and culroun kevels."
Dunbar ; Jtaitland Poemt, p. 10».

c<rwl (l), * cowle (1), * couel, " cuvel,
* kouel, s. [A.S. cujle; Icel. kufl, kojl, cog.

nate with Lat. cucullus = a hood; Ital. cw-

culla ; Sp. cog^dle.]

W Ordinary Language

:

1. In the same sense as II. 1.

2. In the same sense as II. 2.

* 3. By metonymy : A monk.
" Bluff Harry broke into the spenoe
And turn a the cowlt adrift."

Tennyson : The Talking Oak, 17, tt.

II. Technically:

1. A hood, especially one worn by a monk.

cowl (a hood).

" And slow np the dim aisle afar.

With sable covl and scapular."
Scott : Lay of the Lot* Hinttrel. vL SI.

2. Building : A chimney-cap made to turn

around by the wind, or provided with ducU
by which the wind is made an accessory in

educting the smoke and other volatile pro-

CHIMNEV-COWI..

ducts of combustion. Cowls are also used on

the summits of ventilating shafts for public

buildings. (Knight)

H The cowl shown in the illustration has

the spindle stepped in a socket, its collar re-

volving in flanges upon the upper side of the

cup-plate, which is anchored to the brick-

work of tlie chimney.

fate, fat. Care, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go.

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mote, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, fall; try. Syrian. », o» = e. ey - a, qn m '

P*.
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S. Locom. Engin. ; A wire cap or cage on the
[

top of a locomotive smoke-stack. {Knight.)

* c<Swl (2), * cowl© (2), * colle, s. [Low

Lat. cuvella ; O. Fr. cuvel, cuveau ; Lat. cupa
= a vat, a butt.) A vessel for carrying water

borne on a pole between two persons.

* cowl-Staff, s. The pole or staff on which

s cowl (2), is supported when being earned

by two persons.

-Go take up these clothea here, quickly; where's

the cowl-staff t —Shakesp. : Merry Wives, iii. 3.

COWled, a. [Cowl (1), «.] Wearing or fur-

nished with a cowl.
" Far the glimmering tapers ahed
Faint light on the coirled head."

Longfellow : Hymn of the Moravian yum of Bethlehem.

Cifw'-like, a. [Eng. cow, and like.] Like those

ot a cow.
•' With oowWte udder* and with oxlike eyes,"

Pope : Dunciad, iL 164.

c6"wn'-er( *. [Etymol. unknown. Perhaps

only a misprint or mistake for counter.]

[Counter (2), D. 1.] The arched part of a

chip's stern.

* cown'-tir, *. [Cookter (3), s. ] Rencountre.
" Schir Jhon the Grayme. quhen he the covmtir saw.

On thalm he raid, and stud hot litill aw."
Wallace, v. MS. (MS.)

* cd-work', v.i. [Pref. co = con = with, to-

gether, and Eng. work (q.v.).] To work or

cooperate with another.
"

. . the power of God co-working within us."—
Goodwin: Works, voL iv., pt. iii., p. 115.

f od-work'-er, s. [Pref. co = con = with, to-

gether, and Eng. worker (q.v.).] One who
works or cooperates with another ; a co-

operator.

"In all acquired gifts, or habits, ... we are pro-

"... co-*w*«rs with God."—South : Serm., lit-

,

ca-
cowp, s. [Coop, *.] A basket for catching

tish. (Scotch.)

"Fische—ar distroylt be eowpis, narrow massis,

nettis, prynis, set in riuers."—-ictt Jo, III.. 1469, c. 45.

(Ed. 1566.)

c6"w -pen, s. [Eng. cow, and pen.] A pen or

fold in which a cow is confined.

cowpen-blrd, s. A bird, Molothrus pec-

toris, so called from attendingcontinually upon
cows, with the view of picking up insects and
seeds left in their litter. It is found in North
America. It belongs to the sub-family Icterinse.

* cowpendoch, s. [Colpindach.] A young
cow.

C6*W'-per's glands, s. pi. [See def.J

Anat. : Two glands lying beneath and open-
ing into the urethra in male mammals. They
were discovered by William Cowper, the

anatomist (1666-1709).

CO*W -pock, s. [Eng. cow, and pock.]

Med. : A single pock or vesicle of the erup-

tive disease called cowpox (q.v.).

• COWpOH, s. [Culpon.] A fragment.
" Quhen thai cteik fra us twa coupon*! of our Crede,

tyme Is to speak."—JV. tVinyeCl Quest Keiths Hist.,

App., p. 227.

cow'-pox, 8. [Eng. cow, and pox.]

Medical:

t 1. Gen. : Any disease producing pox upon
the udder or other parts of a cow. Edward
Jenner discovered that there were several of
these.

2. Spec. : That particular cutaneous disease
affecting the udder of the cow, which, being
transferred to the human frame, either gives

an immunity from small-pox or diminishes its

violence. That this is its effect had long been
a popular belief among the dairy milkers in
Gloucestershire, and when, prior to 1770,

Jenner was an apprentice to Mr. Ludlow, an
eminent surgeon at Sudbury, near Bristol, a
young woman who came into the shop where he
was, to aak advice, hearing small-pox men-
tioned, said with decision, "I cannot take
that disease, for I have had cowpox." Jenner
mused upon the statement, and spoke of it to
scientific men, who all treated it with ridicule.

Continued investigation, however, satisfied

him of its truth, and about 1780 he struck
out the brilliant thought that it might be
T>ractlcable to propagate cowpox as a preser-

vative against small-pox, by inoculating some
human being from the cow, and from that

person transferring the matter to another and
another of the community till protection was
obtained for alL This was the origin of vacci-

nation (q.v.).

** What varied wonders tempt us as they pass

!

The cote-pox. tractors, galvanism, and gas."

Byron : English Bards and Scotch Sevis

c6"w'-r$T, s. [Hind, kawri.]

Zoology:

1. The English name of the molluscous

genus Cypnea (q.v.). The Money-cowry is

Cypnea moneta, a native of the Pacific and
Eastern seas. Many tons are annually brought

to Britain, whence they are again taken as

money to be used in commercial transactions

with the tribes of Western Africa. There is

another species, Cyprcsa annulus, used locally

among the Eastern Islands for the same pur-

pose.

2. PI (Cowries): The English name of the
molluscous family Cypraeidae (q.v.).

* cowschot, • cowshot, *. [Cushat.] The
Wood-pigeon.

• cow-shed, s. [Eng. cow, and shed.]

1. A shed for cows.

2. Cow dang.
"Blind as a beetle that ... at hut In cowtheds

fall . . .'"—Chapman: Numerous dayes mirth, p. 96.

{Davie*.)

cow slip, cow's lip. * cowslap, * cow-
slypp, *cowislip, *cowslop, * cow-
slope, *oowslek, s. & a. [A.S. cuslyppe,

cusloppe. The original meaning of the word is

not clear. Skeat suggests cu = cow, and
slyppe or sloppe = a slop, a piece of dung.]

A* As substantive ;

Bot. : A well-known plant, Primula veris, of

the same genns as the Primrose, P. vulgaris,

the Oxslip, P. elatior, &c. The two last are

very much akin. The first and second widely

differ in appearance, but statements from time

to time appear that they have been found
growing from the same root, in which case

they would not be two species, but varieties

of one. To naturalists believing in the se-

parate creation and subsequent immutability

in essential character of each species, this

would be an important fact ; but Darwinians
would regard it as of little moment. They
would probably derive the Primrose, Cowslip,

Oxlip, &c, from a now extinct primulaceous
plant more generalised than any of these.

The Cowslip nas ovate-crenate, toothed, and
wrinkled leaves, with the flowers in an umbel-
late scape. It is common in clayey soils in

England, but is rarer in Scotland. The flowers

are sedative and diaphoretic. They make a

pleasant soporific wine. In the United States

the name Cowslip has been applied to a plant

of different genus, the L>odecatheon Meadia, a
handsome spring flower. It is sometimes
called Shooting Star.

" The flowery May, who, from her green lap, throws
The yellow cowslip, and the pale primrose."

Milton : On Map Morning.

B. As adjective

:

1. Gen. : In anyway pertaining to the plant

described under A.

2. Specially

:

(1) Made of the Cowslip [A.].

"Well, for the future I'll drown all high thoughts
in the Lethe of cowslip wine . . ."—Pope : Letter to H.

Cromwell, Hay 10, 1708.

(2) Like the Cowslip [A.] in colour; yellow.
" These yellow cowslip cheeks,

Are gone, are gone

:

Lovers, make moan !

"

Shakesp. : Mids. Night's Dream, v. 1.

•f (1) American Cowslip : Any plant of the

genus Dodecatheon.

(2) Bedlam Cowslip, Cowslip of Bedlam: Pul-

monaria officinalis.

(S) Hugloss Cowslip : Pulmonaria officinalis.

(4) Cowslip of Bedlam: [Bedlam Cowslip].

(5) Cowslip ofJerusalem: [Jerusalem CoweHpl

(6) Cowslip Primrose : Primula veris.

(7) French Cowslip: Primula auricula.

(8) Great Cowslip : Primula elatior.

(9) Jerusalem Cowslip, Cowslip of Jerusalem

:

Pulmonaria officinalis.

(10) Mountain Cowslip : Primula auricula.

(11) Our Lady's Cowslip : Gagea lutea.

(12) Virginian Cowslip: Mertensia (Pulmo-
naria) virginica.

*c6"w- Slipped, a. [Eng. cowslip; -ed.)

Decked or adorned with cowslips.
" Brakes and cowslipped lawns." Keats.

co*Wt, cowte, s. [Colt.] A colt. (Scotch,)

". . . it was a' about a bit grey cowt, waana worth
ten ponds sterling . . ."—Scott : Heart of Mid-Lothian,
ch, xxv.

* cow1

-ther, s. [A corruption of cower (q.v.).]

To cower, to crouch.

"Flautus in his 'Eudeos* brlniigeth in fish'

Lenten Stuff'e

fishermen

* COX, s. [A contr. of coxcomb.] A coxcomb.

cox1

a, s. [Lat. = (1) the hip, (2) the hip-bone.]

1. Anat. : The hip, the haunch ; used alsc

of the ischium and the coccyx.

2. Zool. : The joint by which the leg is con-
nected with the body in Insects, Araehnidans,
and Crustaceans.

cox-al, a. [Eng. cox(a) ; -al] Pertaining to

the coxa (in either sense).

t cdx-Sl'-gl-a, *. [Fr. coxalgie, from Lat.

coxa (q.v.), arid Gr. oAyos (algos) = pain.l

Med. : Pain of the haunch.

cox'-comb (ft silent), * oockes-como, t,

[A corruption of cock's comb (q.v.).]

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. The comb or crest resembling that of •
cock, which jesters

formerly wore in

their caps.
". . . If thon follow

him, thou most needs
wear my coxcomb."—
Shakesp. : King Lear,
Ll
* 2. A species of

silver lace frayed out'

at the edges.

"HU light grey frock
with » silver edging of
coxcomb." — Johnston :

ChrysaL.ch.xL [Davits.)

* 3. The head.
". . . and has given

Sir Toby a bloody cox- COXCOMB.
comb too. .

."

—

Shakesp.

:

Taelfth Sight, v. 1.

4. A fop, a dandy ; a vain empty-headed
fellow.

" With some unmeaning coxcomb at your side,

Condemn the prattler for his idle pains."
Cowper: Retirement.

LL Bot. : [Cockscomb].

* c6x-c$mb'-*c-al (6 silent), * cox-com-le-
al, a. [Eng. coxcomb ; -ical] Like or befitting

a coxcomb ; coxcombly, foppish.
" Studded all over in coxcombical fashion with little

brass nails."—Irving.

cox-comb -Ic ally (6 silent), *cox-
com'-ic-al-ly, 'adv. [Eng. coxcombical

;

-ly.] Like a coxcomb, foppishly.

But this coxeombically mingling
Of rhymes, . . ." Byrom: KemarJtg.

* oSx-Comb'-It-^ (ft silent), *. [Eng. coxcomb;

-ity.] A coxcombical figure or idea.

" Inferior masters paint coxcombities that had no
relation to universal modes of thought or action."

—

O.

Knight : Once upon a Time (18MJ, ii. 1*0.

* c5x'-COmb-iy (6 silent), a. [Eng. co»
comb; -ly.] Like a coxcomb ; coxcombical.

" My looks terrify them, you coxcombly ass, you 1"

Beaum. and Flet. : Maid's Tragedy.

* ctfx'-comb-rjf (6 silent), s. [Eng. coxcomb ;

-ry.] The manners of a coxcomb ; foppishness,

dandyism.
" Of coxcombry's worst coxcombs e'en the pink
Are preferable to these shreds of paper.'

Byron : Beppo, Ixxv,

* cdx-cdm -ic-al, a. [Coxcombical.] Pop
pish, coxcombly*.

* c5x-c6m-ic-&r-i-t& s. [Eng. coocomioaZ;

•ity.] Coxcombry, foppishness.

cox swain, * cock -swain, * coxon, a

[Cockswain.]

boll, bo^; pc%t, Jd"wl; cat, coll, chorus, chin, bench; go, tern; thin, fhls; Bin, as; expect, ^enophon, exist, -in*.

-tian « artiyi, -tion, -sion « shun ; -tion, -sion Ebon, -clous, -tious, -slous = shua. -ble, -die, 4c. = beL, det.
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0©"y, # ooye, a. [O. Fr. coi, coit, from Lat.
quietus = quiet (q.v.).]

L 0/persons:

1. Modest, shy, reserved, bashful.
" Like a coy maiden, Ease, when courted most,
Farthest retires . . .

Cowper : The Talk, bk. t
2. Disdainful.
"Tmu told m« j-ou were rough and coy and sullen.
And now I find report a very liar.*

Shakeip, : Taming of the Shrew, ii. 1.

H 0/ things:

1. Soft, gentle.

"... enforced hate.
Instead of love'i coy touch, shall rudely tear thee,"

Shakeip. : Lucrece, M9.

2. Dictated by or arising from modesty or
shyness.

" Begin, and somewhat loudly sweep the string
;

Hence with denial vain, and coy excuse."
JiUton : Lycidai.

* 3. Difficult to find.
" To which the mind resorts, In chase of terms.
Though apt, yet coy, and difficult to win."

Cowper : The Talk, bk. ii.

* ooy-bred, a. Naturally shy or modest.
" A coy-bred Cumbrian lass."

Drayton : Poiy-Olbion, ML

* ©t$y (IX v.i. & t. [Coy, a.)

A. Intransitive :

L To disdain, to be unwilling.
" If he coy'd

To hear Comlnius speak, I'll keep at home."
Shaketp. : CorioL, r, L

2. To be shy, modest, or bashful ; to behave
coyly.

B. Transitive

:

1. To quiet, to soothe.
" I coye, I styll or apayse. "—PaUgraee.

2. To stroke with the hand, to caress.

"Pleasure is like a dog, which being coyed and
Stroaked follows us at the heels."—Bp. Hull: Contenta-
NM,tt
3. To woo, to court

" As when he coyde
The closed uunne in towre.**

TurUervilU: ToalaU friend.

* ob"y (2), v.t. [A shortened form of dewy
(q.v.).] To decoy, to allure, to entice.

" I'll mountebank their loves,
Coy their hearts from them, and come home beloved
Of all the trades in Rome."

Shakeip. : Cartel., ill 2.

* o6"y, a. [A shortened form of decoy (q.v.),]

A decoy, an allurement.
" To try a conclusion, I have most fortunately mads

their pages our coyet, by the influence of a white
powder."—Lady Alimony, liL, sub fin. (Xaret.)

* coy-duck, coy-duk, s. A decoy
duck.

" No man ever lost by keepingacoy-doict."—Backet :

Hfe of William*, ii. 4&

* oc^y'-lng, pr. par., a., to. s, [Cot (1), ».]

A. & B. As pr. par. of particip. adj. : (See
the verb)i

C. As subst. : Flattery, caressing, alluring,
petting.

" Makes by much coying the child so untoward."
Drayton : Ode to Cupid.

' co*y'-l*sh, a. [Eng. coy; -ish.) Bather coy,
shy, or modest ; bashful.

" He tooke her in his arms, as yet so coyish to he
klst."— Warner; Albiorii England (1597'),

cd"y'-ly, *co"y'-ley, adv. [Eng. coy; -ly.]

In a coy, bashful, or modest manner ; bash-
fully.

" This said, his hand be coyly snatch d away
From forth Antinous' hand."

Chapman: Odyuey.

oo'y'-ne'ss, s. [Eng. coy; -ness.] The quality
of being coy ; modesty, reserve, bashfulness,
shyness.

" When the kind nymph would coyneu feign,
And hides but to be found again." Dryden.

* coynt, a. [Coint, Quaint.]

ooV-pu, cdJjK-pdu, *. [The native name of
.

the animal in South America.]

Zool. : A mammal (Myopotamus coypu),
formerly regarded as of the family Castoridie
(Beavers), but now placed among the Octo-
dontidffi. It is smaller than the Beaver, but
has somewhat similar habits. The hind feet

are webbed and the tail long and rounded.
The skin is valuable, and hundreds of thou-
sands have been imported from South America,
of which the Coypu is a native.

"... we look to the waters, and we do not find the
beaver or musk-rat. but the coypu and capybara, ro-
dents of the American type." — Darwin : Origin of
Spedei (ed. i $59), oh. xi., p. 549.

ooy—crab

* co'y'-strel, *. [Coistril.]

1. A degenerate hawk.
"The musquet and the coyitrel were too weak.
Too fierce the falcon."

Dryden : Bind and Panther.

2. A faint-hearted, mean fellow ; a poltroon.
"... He's a coward, and a coyttril, that will not

drink to my niece, . . .'—Shakeip.: Twelfth Night, I S.

* OOZ, s. [A contracted form of cousin (q.v.).]

1. A cousin.

2. Used for other relationships—as nephew
(Shakesp. : King John, hi. 3), uncle (Shakesp.

:

Two Gent., i. 5), brother-in-law (Shakesp.

:

1 Henry IV. , m. 1), Ac. [Cousin, A. 1.]

3. Used by princes in addressing other
princes, or noblemen.

" Be merry, coz ; since sudden sorrow
Serves to say thus, Same auod thingcomes to-morrow."

Shakeip. : 2 Henry IV., iv. 2.

t ooze, * cose, v.i. [Cosy.] To be snug or
cosy.

" As the sailors com round the fire.'

—

C. Kingtley :

Two Tean Ago, eh. liL (Davies.)

* ooze, s. [Cosy.] A snug chat.
" Where they might have a comfortable cote."—Hit*

Austen : Mansfield Park, ch. xxvt

COZ -on, * coUZ-en, v.t. to i. [Pr. cousiner=
to claim relationship with anyone for ulterior
purposes.]

A. Transitive:

1. To deceive.
" He had cozened the world by fine phrases, and by a

show of moral goodness . .
."—Macaulay : BieC Mng.,

oh. x vii.

2. To cheat, to defraud.
" Cousins indeed, and by their uncle cozened
Of comfort." Shakeip. : JWeA. ///., iv. 4.

(Trench : English Past and Preient, p. 179.)

3. To beguile, to entice.
" Not any longer be flattered or coutened in a slow

security." -Bammond : Work*, iv. (SB.

B. Intrans. : To cheat, to defraud, to de-
ceive.

" Some cogging, cozening slave."
Shakesp. ; Othello, iv. a.

U To make a cozen ofone : To deceive him (?).

"Cassander . . . dissembled his griete, although hee
were glad to see things happen out so well, and deter-
mined with himselfe to make a cozen of his young
nepew, until] hee had bought wit with the price of
woe."—Lylie : Euphue*.

* ooz en age, * cous en age, * couz
en-age, s. [Eng. cozen; -age.)

1. Theaetofcozening.cheating,or defrauding.
" This schoolmaster taught them the art of getting,

either by violence, cowenage, flattery, lying, or by
putting on a guise of religion . . ."—Bunyan: Pit-
grim'i Progret*, pt. L

2. A trick, a fraud, a deceit
"There's no such thing as that we beauty call.

It is meer cozenage alL" Suckling.

O&z'-ened, pa. par. or a. [Cozen.]

OOZ-en-er, s. [Eng. cozen; -er.] One who
cozens ; a cheat, a defrauder.

"O, the devil take such cozeners.'"
Shakeip. : 1 Henry IV., L S.

O&Z'-en-I&g, pr. par., a., As. [Cozen.]

A. to B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : Cozenage, cheating, deceiving.

oo zie, a. [Cosy.] Snug; warm and comfort-
able.

". . . some are cozie V the neuk"
Burn* : The Holy Fair.

* OOZ'-I-er, *. [Probably Sp. coser = to sew.]
A botcher, a cobbler.

" Do you make an alehouse of my lady's house, that
ye squeak out your cozieri catches, without any miti-
gation or remorse of voice T "

—

Shakeip. : Twelfth Sight,
Ws.

*cd'-zl-ly, adv. [Eng. cozy ; -ly.] Snugly,
comfortably.

*o6t-lihgt
s. [Eng. cog, and dim. suff.-iiwfif.] A

little cousin.

"Down to the cousins and coBTing*."
Bood : Mill KUmanaegg.

# 0O'-zy,o. [Cosy.]

* cozze, *. [Etym. unknown.] Some kind of
fish.

" The cod and cozte tlmt greedy are to bite."—Denny* :

Secret* of Angling. [Eng. ffamsr, i. 166.) (Davie*.)

Cr.
1. Chem. : The symbol for the metallic ele-

ment Chromium.

2. Book-keeping : Used as an abbreviation
for creditor.

crab (1), * crabbe (1), *. [A.S. crabba, eogn,
with loot krabbi ; Sw. krabba; Dan. & Oer.
krabbe ; Dut. krab.]

L Orel. Lang. : In the same sense as II. 1.

"Crab* delight in soft and delicate places."—
Bolland: Plinie, bk. ix., ch. xxxi.

U To catch a crab

:

Rowing: To come forward for the stroke
without properly lowering the hands, whereby
the blade of the oar is caught in the water.

II. Technically:

1. Zoology:

(1) Gen.: A rendering of Lat cancer, a genus
under which Linnaeus included the whole
order of Decapod Crustaceans. [Brachyura.J

(2) Spec.: A crustacean of the restricted genua
Cancer, of which the type is the Eatable Crab
of our coasts. [U (1).J

2. Astron. : The zodiacal constellation Can-
cer (q.v.).

" He somewhat loseth of his heat and light,
When once the Crab behind his back he sees."

Spenser : Epithalamton,

3. Machinery:

(1) A winch on a movable frame with power-
gearing, used in connection with derricks and
other non-permanent hoisting-machines. The
larger gear-wheel is on the shaft of the roller,

and is rotated by the spur-pinion and hand-
cranks.

(2) A form of windlass for hauling ships
into dock.

(3) A machine used in ropewalks to stretch

the yarn.

(4) A claw for temporarily anchoring to th«
ground a portable machine. (Knight.)

% (1) Eatable Crab: Cancer Pagurus. Ita

form is familiar to all, but the colours seen
are those produced by boiling. In its natural
state it is reddish-brown above, whitish be-

neath, the legs deep red, the claws deep
shining black. It sometimes weighs 10 or
12 lbs., whence it has been called the Great
Crab. Immense numbers are caught annually
around the oceanic coasts. It undergoes a

metamorphosis, the so-called genus Zoea being

an early stage of its development. [Cancer.]

(2) Greet* Crab : The same as Eatable Crab

(q.v.X

(3) Hermit Crab. [Hermit Crab.]

(4) Shore Crab : Carcinus vuenas.

(5) Spider Crab : The genus Maia (q.v.)t

crab-catcher, s.

1. Ord. Lang. : Any person who or machine
which catches crabs.

2. Ornith. : Herodius virescens, a bird of the

Heron family, which feeds specially on crabs.

It is indigenous to Jamaica.

orab clusters, s. pi.

Astron. : Certain clusters of stars in the
constellation Taurus.

t orab - computing, a. An epithet
coined by Cowper, and used in satire of some
of the microscopical investigations of the emi-
nent Lenwenhoeck, especially those dealing
with the number of ova produced and carried
by a female crab.
" The propagated myriads spread so fast,

Even Leuwenhoeck himself would stand aghast,
Employ'd to calculate the enormous sum,
Ana own his crab-computing powers o'ercome."

Cowper : Progrei* of Error.

crab-eater, s.

Ornith. : The name given to two small

herons occurring in the mountainous parts of
France. These are (1) Ardea minuta, (2) A.
daniibialis.

crab grass, s,

Bot. : A name sometimes given to the
genus Digitaria, more generally called Finger-

grass.

crab-lobster, s. Forcellana, a genus of

Crustaceans. Tribe, Anomura.

crab-louse, s. A kind of louse, PhthiHus
inguinalis, found in certain cases on the
human body, to which it closely adheres.

crab-oil, s. A corruption of Carap-oil.

[Carap.]

crab's claw, s.

1. The claw of a crab. Such claws were
formerly used as absorbents.

2. A plant, Stratiotes aloides.

Cite, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, carael, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, p*t»

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, our, rule, full ; try, Syrian, sb, ce aj ! sy = a- qu = kw,
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crab's eye, i. & a.

A* As subst. : One of the eyes of a crab.

B. As adj. : Resembling the eye of a crab.

^ Crab's eye Licften : Lecanorapallescent. It

is used for dyeing purposes.

crab's eyes, 5. pi.

1. (PL) : In the literal sense.

2. Concretions formed in the stomach of the

Cray-fish, Astacus fiuviatilis. They were for-

merly looked on as alkaline, absorbent, aud
somewhat diuretic.

" Several persons bad, Is vain, endeavoured to store
themselves with craes-eyss."—Boyle.

3. The seeds of Abrus precatorius.

* crab-snouted, a. Crab-faced.

"... those crabsnowted bestes."

A. Heuyll: Verse* pre/, to Gorge's Eglogs. (Davie*.)

crab-yaws, s.

Med. : A disease occurring in the West
Indies. It consists of an ulcer on the sole

of the foot with hard callous lips.

•Tab (2),
* crabbe (2), *. & a. [Sw. krabbdple.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1, Literally:

(1) In the same sense as II.

** Crabbe, appulle or frute. Madamim."—Prompt.
Part.

(2) A stick or cudgel made of the wood of the

crab-tree.

"Out bolts her husbaud frith a fine taper croft in his

hand. "—Oarrick : The Lying Valet (1741), ii-

1

2. Fig. : A peevish, morose, or sour-tem-

pered person.

IX Bot. : The same as the Cbab-apple
<q.v.).

If (1) Queensland Crab: PetaloeHgma guadri-

tocularis.

(2) Siberian Crab : (a) Pyrus baccata, (b) P.

prunifolia. (Treas. of Bot)

B. As adj. : Pertaining to or consisting of

the fruit or fruit-tree described under A.
" Better gleanings their worn soil can boast
Than the crab vintage of the neighb'ring coast.''

Dryden.

crab-apple, $. A wild apple, Pyrus
Malus. Tne leaves are ovate, acute, and
serrate ; the flowers in a sessile umbel ; the

styles combined below ; the fruit globose,

austere to the taste. Verjuice is made from
it. The Crab-apple is found widely through
America and Europe. It is the origin of the

Garden Apple, the mellow character of which
Ii attributable to cultivation.

crab-faced, a. Having a sour, dis-

agreeable look.
" A crab-faced mistress."

Beaumont k Fletcher.

crab-grass, s. Salicornia herbacea.

crab-Stock, s. Pyrus Malus. (Wright.)

crab-tree, * crab-tre, s. & a.

A. As substantive

:

1. Lit. : Pyrus Malus. [Crab-apple.]

2. Fig. : A person crabbed or sour in

temper.
" The crab-tree porter of the Guild Hall gates."—Bp.

Ball : Sa tire*. ( Britten A Holland.

)

B. As adjective

:

1. Made of the wood of the Crab-tree.
" So when he arose, he getteth him a grievous crab-

tree cudgel, . .
."—Bwnyan ; Pilgrim's Progress, pt. i.

2. Derived from the Crab-tree. (Lit. & Fig.)
" Was graft with crab-tree slip ; whose fruit thou art.

And never of the Nevlls* noble race."
Shakeep. : 2 Henry VI., Ul. 2.

Crab (3), *. [Corrupted from carapa (q.v.).]

The oil obtained from Carapa guianensis.

crab-wood, s. The timber of Carapa
guianensis. (Treas. of Bot.)

crab, v.t. & i. [Crab (2), t.]

A. Transitive

:

1. To make sour or morose ; to provoke, to
tncense.

" Tis easy to observe how age or sickness sours and
crabs --

p. S3.

oilte
.

nature."— Qtanvitte : Pre-exist, of Souls,

2. To run down, to depreciate.
* B. Intrans. : To fret, to be peevish or

a&nr-tempered.
" For be thay oourtas, thay will quyt me :

And glf thay cro*. heir I quytclame it
Bannatyne Poems, p. 210.

crab -bed, a. [Eng. crab (2% s. ; -ed.]

I. Of persons:

1. Peevish, morose, sour-tempered, cynical.
" Crabbed age and youth

Cannot live together."
Shakesp. : The Passionate Pilgrim, v.

2. Difficult to understand ;
perplexing, ob-

scure.
" Whate'er tbfi crabbed'st author hath.
He understood b' implicit faith."

Butler: Hudibrat.

IL Of things

:

1. Disagreeable, unpleasant, harsh.
" How charming is divine philosophy

!

Not harsh, and crabbed, as dull fools suppose."
Milton : Comus.

2. Difficult, intricate, obscure.

"The arwes of thy crabbed eloquence
Shal perce his brest."

Chaucer : The Clerkes Tale, 97B.

crab'-bed -rjf, ' crabbcdlie, ' crabd ly,
adv. [Eng. crabbed; -ly.]

1. Peevishly, morosely.

2. In a crabbed or difficult manner ; per-

plex!ngly.
"... have in such medlele or checlcerwise so crab-

bedtie tumbled them both togither, as commonlie the
inhabitants of the meauer sort speak neither good
English nor good Irish."

—

Holinshed : Ireland, ch i.

t crab'-bed-nSss, *. [Eng. crabbed; -n«w.]

L Sourness of taste.

2. Peevishness, moroseness, sourness of

temper.
"... the very same forwsrdnease and crabbedness

of visage, . . ."—Holland : Lirius, p. 85.

3. Intricacy, difficulty, obscureness.
" The mathematics with their crabbedness and intri-

cacy, could not deter you, . .
."—Howell, bk. L, 1 1,

let. 9.

t crab'-ber-^, s. [Eng. crab ; -ery.\ A resort

or breeding-place of crabs.
" Mud-banks, which the inhabitants call Cangrejales,

or crabberies, from the number of small crabs."—
Darwin : Voyage of a Hat., ch. iv.

* crab'-blsh, a. [Eng. crab; -ish.] Rather
sour or cross.

"The whips of the most crabbish Satyristea.*'

—

Decker: Seven Deadly Sinnes, ch. iv. (Davits.)

crab-bit, a. [Eng. crab (2), s. ; Scotch adj.

suff. -it — Eng. -ed.] Crabbed, fretful, peevish.

"Or lee-langs nights, wi' crabbit leuks.
Pore owre the devil's pictur'd beuks."

Burns : The Twa Dogs.

"* crab'-b^, a. [Eng. crab (2), s. ; -y.] Crabbed,
difficult, obscure.

" Persius is crabby, because ancient . . ."—Marston :

Scourge of Villany.

• cr&bd'-l^, adv. [Crabbedly.]
" Fall not crosse and crabdly forth.*"—R. Brathwayt

:

nature's Smbatsie, p. 290.

*cra'-ber, s. [Fr. (raton), crabier.] The
aquatic vole (Arvicola amphibia), commonly
called the water-rat.

"Otters, the cormorant, and the craber, which
some call tbe water-rat."

—

Walton : Angler.

cra'-bro, s. [Lat. =a hornet(Fespa crabro).']

Entom. : A genus of fossorial hymenoptera,
the typical one of the family Crabronitlie.

They are yellow and black insects, very active

in their habits, frequenting the flowers of the
Umbelliferee, the leaves of other plants, or

palings, to surprise and carry off flies or simi-

lar insects for the sustenance of their larvae.

Their cells are often made in rotten posts.

Crabro cephalotes is more than half an inch long.

cra-brSn'-l'-dse, s. pi. [Lat. crabro (genit.

crabronis (q.v.), and fern. pi. adj. suff. -iam.]

Entom. : A family of hymenopterous in-

sects ; section Aculeata, sub-section Fossores.

Antennse short, generally thickened towards
the apex ; head large, and looks nearly square
when viewed from above ; the body elliptical,

joined to the thorax by a peduncle.

# cr«£b'-si-dle, v.t. [Eng. crab (1), and sidle,

v.] To go sideways like a crab. (Southey:

Letters, i. 105.)

* cracchc, * cracchyn, * cratche, v.t.

[M. H. Ger. kratzen.] [Scratch.]

1. To scratch. (Prompt. Parv.)

, 2. To snatch, to save.
" Ne myghte roe cracche fro helle."

Langland: P. Plowman, 8,865.

"cracchyng, *oracchyng, " cratching,
pr. par., a., & s. [Cracche. ]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of scratching or tear-

ing.
" Cracchyng of cheekes, rendyng eek of here."

Chaucer f The Kmghtes Tale, 2,83*.

* crached, a. [Fr. ecrasL] Infirm, broken
down.

"... contynuyng my jorneys towardes your Inclines,
withe Bucho diligence, as myn olde and crachea body
may endure."—State Papers, i 278. (.fares.)

crac'-i-da% 3. pi. [Mod. Lat. crax (genit.

cracis) (q.v.), and fem. pi. adj. suff. -idm.]

Omith. : The Curassows, a family of Galli-

naceous birds. The bill is of moderate size,

and arched at the tip, the wings are short
and rounded, the tail long and very broad
compared with the proportionate breadth of
the body ; the hind toe is on the same level

as the others. Genera, Crax, Penelope, Ourax,
Sec. They are found in Central and Southern
America, and are apparently the American re-

presentatives of the Phasianidae (Pheasants)
of the Eastern world.

crack, • orak, * crake, * craken, * orak-
ke, * crakkyn, v.t. & i. [A.S. crucian, an
imitative word. Cogn. with Out. kraken, krakr

ken ; Ger. krachen.)

A. Transitive .*

L Literally:

1. To break or cause to part into chinks;
to cause to become partially severed.

2. To break in pieces ; to cause to open.
" Crakkyn or schy lien nothys. Sxcortico, enudea."
—Prompt. Parv.

3. To rend, break, or injure in any way.
" I had rather crack my sinews, break my back,
Than you should such dishonour undergo,
While I sit lazy by." Shakesp. : Tempest, UL 1.

4. To cause to give out a sharp, sudden
noise ; as, To crack a whip.*

IX Figuratively

:

* 1. To dissolve, to break, to destroy.
" Against the Roman state ; whose course will on
The way it takes, cracking ten thousand curbs."

Shakesp. : Coriot, i. L
* 2. To break with grief.

" The tackle of my heart Is cracked.''
Shakesp. : King John, v, fi.

3. To craze, to destroy the intellect.

"He thought none poets till their brains were crackV
Roscommon.

4. To utter or do anything smartly or quickly.
" Sir Balaam now, be lives like other folks ;

He takes his chirping pint* he cracks his Jokes."
Pope : Moral Ess., ill. 368.

* 5. To utter boastfully or blusteringly.
" He crakked boost and swor it was uat so."

Chaucer: C. T., 8,»».

6. To open and drink.
" You'll croc* a quart together ! Ha, will you uott"

Shakesp. I 2 Hen. IV., v. S.

* 7. To weaken, to impair, to destroy.
" Or (not to crack the wind of the poor phrase.

Wronging it thus,) you'll tender me a fool."
Shakesp. : Hamlet, L 1

If (1) To crack a crib : To break into a
house as burglars. (Slang.)

(2) To crack anything up : To extol highly ;

to puff.

(3) To crack credit : To lose character and
confidence in any respect

;
primarily applied

to the loss of credit in mercantile concerns.

"By Solomon's record, ahee that gadeth abroad can-

not bee well thought of: with Wlaedome ibM hath
cracked her credit. —Z. Boyd I Last BatteU, p. 9T0.

(4) To crack tryst : To break an engagement.

B. Intransitive

:

L Literally:

1. To burst or open into chinks ; to break
partially asunder ; to exhibit cracks.

" The mirror crack'd from side to side."

Tennyson : The Lady of Shalott

2. To break or fly in pieces ; to be broken.
" Must here tbe burden fall from off my back T

Must here tbe strings that bound it to me crack t

Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. L

n. Figuratively:

* 1, To break, to burst.

" My heart Is ready to crack, .

.

."—Shakesp. : Merry
Wives, U. 2.

*2. To come to ruin, to be ruined, to fail.

"The credit not only of banks, but of exchequers,
cracks when little comes In, and much goes out"—
Dryden.
* 3. To boast ; to talk boastfully or bluster-

ingly ; to bluster.
" Te sell the heir's skin on his back,—
Quhen ye have done, its tynie to crack."

Cherrie and Sloe, st 4T.

H Followed by of before that which It

boasted of.

bSH, bc*^; poTit, J6%1; cat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem: thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist. ph = &
-elan, tian — shan. tion, -sion = shun ; -tion, -sion m shun, tioua, -sious, -clous = shus. -hi*, -die, &c. — bel. del,
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"And Bthiopfdr" their sweet complexion crawst.-
Dark needs no candles uvw, for dark is light"

Shakesp. : Love's Labour'* Lout, lv. 3.

4. To talk freely and familiarly ; to chat.
" Gae warm ye, and crac* with our dame,—
The priest stood close, the miller cracked."

Ramsay : Poems, ii. M2, 34.

6. To utter or give out a sharp noise.
" I will board her, though she chide as loud
As thunder, when the clouds in autumn crack,"

Shakesp. : Tarn, of Ahrew, L 3.

8l To break, to change. (Applied to the
changing of voices at puberty.)

IT (1) To crack on about : To boast, to bluster.

(2) To crack up:
(a) To break up, to fail, to come to ruin.

(6) To praise or extol. (Slang.)

J For the difference between to crack and
to break see Break.

track, crak, * crake, - crakkc,
* krakke, ». & a. [From the verb. Fr. croc

;

O. H. Ger. chrac.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language:

1. Literally:

(1) A sudden disruption by which the parts
are separated, but only a little way from each
other.

(2) The chink, fissure, or opening made by
disruption.

"At length it would crack In many place*; and
those cracks, as they dilated, would appear of a pretty
good, but yet obscure arid dark, sky-colour."—Newton :

(8) A sharp sudden sound or report, as of a
body falling or bursting.

" Crakhe or dyn. So nittit."—Prompt. Par*.

(4) A sharp blow.

2. Figuratively:

*(1) A breach or disruption.
".

. . my fortune* against any lay worth naming,
this crack of your lore aha.ll grow stronger than it was
before."—Shakesp, I Othello, ii. 8.

*(2) Craziness of intellect.

* (3) A man crazed ; a crack-brained person.
".

. . hut cannot net the parliament to listen to me,
who look upon me as a croc* and a projector."—Addi-
son.

* (4) A boast, boasting, bluster.
" This to correct, they schow with mony crakkis.
But litUl effect of speir or l>attar ax."

Dunbar : Bannatyne Poems, p. 43. it. 8.

*(5) Chat, familiar conversation.
" Nse JangsynoL fau our auld fouks were laid.
And taking their ain croc* into their bed."

Ross : Helenore, p. 30.

* (6) An idle report or rumour.
" A' cracks are not to be trow'd."—Ramsay : Scotch

Proverbs, p. 12.

* (7) A boaster.

(8) One who is first-rate in any pursuit or
pastime.

* (9) A fault, a failing, a sin.

"I cannot
Believe this crack to be in mv dread mistreat."

Shakesp. : Winter's TaU, L &
•(10) The change of voice at puberty.

'* Our voices have got the mannish crack,"
_ „ , Shakesp. : Cymbtline, lv. 3.

*(11) A prostitute. ^^
*(12) A pert, lively boy.

" Tis a noble child, a croc*, madam."
„ . ._ , SJutketp. . Coriot.Li.
(13) An instant.

"Ye ne'er beard o' the bigblandman and the ganger,
nt no be a orack o* tellin it."—Saxon 4 Oast., I. 87.

(14) A first-rater (esp. of race-horses).

IT In a crack : At once, in a moment.
" Poor Jack Tackle's grimly ghost was vanish 'd in a

crack." Lewis: Sailors Tate.

IT. Veterinary: A disease in the heels of
horses.

B, As adjective

:

* 1. Boastful.

* 2. Crack-brained.

3. Excellent, superior, first-rate.

"... a crack small-bore shot, . . ."—Daily Tele-
graph, July 18, 1883.

crack brained, a. Crazy, cracked.
"... the ill-grounded sophisms of those crack-

•rained fellows.' —Arbuthnot A Pope.

* crack-hemp, a. The same as Ceack-
BOPE (q.v.).

" Gome hither, crack-hemp."
Shakesp. : Tarn, of the Shrew, v. 1.

* crack-rope, «. One who deserves
hanging.

* crack-skull, 8. A crack-brained person.

* crack-tryst, s. One who does not fulfil
an engagement to meet with another.

crack-Willow, s. Salix fragilis.

cracked, pa. par. or a. [Ckack, v.]

A. 48 pa. par. ; In seuses corresponding
to those of the verb.

B. As adjective

:

L\ Lit. : Burst, split ; having cracks.
" Lewis, who charitably bestowed on his ally an old

cracked piece of caution to be coined into crowns and
shillings. —Macaulay: Hist. Eng., ch. xv.

JX Figuratively

:

1. Crazy, of weak intellect.

•'He was a man of crack'd brain, . . ."—Camden:
Elizabeth, an. i&w.

* 2. Of bad reputation.

crack -er, crak or, $. [Eng. crack; -fr.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

I. Lit. : One who or that which cracks.

IL Figuratively:

1. A boaster.
" What cracker Is this same that dears our ears
With this abundance of superfluous breath ?

"

Shakesp. : King John, ii. 1.

* 2. A sharp, witty saying ; a jeu d'esprit.

"Twill heat the braiue, kindle my Imagination. I
shall talke nothing but croc*«r«, and flre-worke, to-
night."— B. Jons<m: Every Man out of his Humour,
V. 4.

3. A lie. (Colloquial.)

4. A breakdown, a smash. (Slang.)

5. One of the " poor whites "of the southern
States of the American Union.

B. Technically:

1. Pyrotech. : A form of explosive fire-work.
Marcus Qraecus, in the eighth centurv, speaks
of a composition of sulphur, charcoal, and
saltpetre, which he said might be made to
imitate thunder by folding some of it up in a
cover and tying ft tightly. This was a cracker.

i"
Th

.*».
bIadder

'
ft
.

fc !
^f

hr**kimj. gave a great report,
almost like a cracker. —Boy te.

2. Baking: A thin, hard biscuit. (Amer ;
used also in the North of Bnghind.)

'There is a dado full three feet high of biscuit or
cracker boxes. —The Century Mag., Aug., 1882. p. 488.

3. Mach. : One of the deeply grooved iron
cylinders which revolve in pairs and grind
the tough, raw caoutchouc, which has been
previously cut in pieces by a circular knife.

crack -ing, * crak -ing, pr. par., a.
}
k s.

[Crack, v.]

A. & B. Aspr. par. <£ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

L Lit. : The act of breaking or splitting
partially.

" Bach pulse beats high, and each nerve strains,
Even to the cracking."

Churctiitl : The Ghost, bk. iv.
* EL Figuratively

:

1. Failure, breach.

2. Boasting, bluster.
".

. . let on learne to know ourselves, our frailty and
weaknease, without any craking or boasting of our
own good deeds and merita "—Homilies : Of the Misery
0/Jkfan.ptii.

3. The act of conversing in a lively manner

;

gossip.

crack -le, v.i. k t. [A freq. from cracfc (q.v.).]

A, Intransitive ;

1. Ord. Lang. : To make short, sharp, and
rapid cracks ; to decrepitate.
" While hisses on my hearth the pulpy pear.
And blackening chestnuts start and crackle there."

Cowper l On the Death of Damon (Transl.J.

*2. Music: A direction in lute playing,
thus explained by " Maister " Thomas Mace,
1676: ''To crackle such three-part stops is

only to divide each stop, with your thumb
and two fingers, so as not to loose time, but
give each crotchet its due quantity." [Ar-
peggio.] (Staintr & Barrett.)

* B. Trans. : To crack, to break. (Cibber:
Non-juror, i.)

crack-less, a. [Eng. crack, s. ; -less.) Whole,
flawless. (Davies : Sir T. Overbury's Wife, p. 6.)

crack-ling, * crack llnge, pr. par., a., &
*. [Crackle.]

A. At pr. par. : (See the verb).

B, At adjective

:

t. Lit. : Giving ont short, sharp, and rapid
cracks ; decrepitating.

til. Fig. : Sharp, witty, sparkling.

aJ*'»- ?"e unholy cursing and the crackling wit ot

£t 5?
<

;

h
1

e*i*" *°d 8«*ley».'-a"J^V
! Lay Sermon*

i&in eu.), l. a
C. As substantive:

1. The giving out of short, sharp, and rapid
cracks ; decrepitation. (BerJes. vi\. 6.)

2. The browned and scored skin or rind of
roast pork.

3. A kind of dog-biscuit made of tallow
refuse, &c.

* 4. A sharp witty saying ; a jeu d'esprit.

"Those little cracklings ot mirth." -Steele: Spec-
tator, No. 882.

5. (PL): The refuse of tallow.

crack neL, * crake -neU, s. [Said to be
altered from Fr, cramteftn.] A light, crisp
biscuit, curved or hollowed in shape.

"A lytle cake in maner of a crakenell, or bysket."—
Berners: Proissart ; Cronyde, vol. i„ eh. 17.

cracks-man, $. [Eng. croc*, v., and man.]
A burglar.

*crack'-& *crack'-le, a.&s. [Eng. crack;-y.)

A. As adj. : Talkative, often denoting the
effect of being elevated.

B. As subst. : A small, low, three-legged
stool having a hole in the middle of the seat,
by means of which it is lifted, used in cottages
Often crackie- stool.

Crac-o'-vl-an, a. & s. [See def.]

A. As adj. : Of or belonging to Cracow in
Poland.

B. As subst : A native or inhabitant of
Cracow.

cra-co-vi enne', s. [Fr. - Cracovian.]

Music: [Polacca].

* Crac'-owe, s. [From Cracow, a city to
Poland.] A kind of boot or shoe, with ex-

CRACOW E.

1. From Sloane H3. 2. Toe of Cracowe 6 in. leuc.
a From Royal MS. (Temp. Rich. II.

J

tremely long pointed toes ; they were intro-
duced from Cracow.

* crade, s. [Crate.] A crate or wicker-basket
for glass or crockery.

"... on their shoulders carry'd c
With glasses in the same.

The Pleasant History of Jack Horner. (A'ares.)

era -die, * cradel, • oradcle, * cradll,
•credel,.* crcdille, * credyll. cre-
dylle, * kradell, s. [A.8. omdoL of un-
certain etymol ; cf. O.H.G. ckratto, M.H.O.
kratte, Ger. kratze = basket] [Crate.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally

:

1. A baby's bed or cot, oscillating on rockers
or swung upon pivots. The ancient Greeks
used cradles, and called them by names indi-
cating their forma, such as little bed, boat,

Ac. Baby cradles were used by the Romans.
They are also mentioned by Theocritus. The
cradle of Henry V. of England swung between
two posts.

" The cradle that received thee at thy birth."
Cowper: Ezpostulatitm.

*2. Aerate. (Scotch.)

XL Figuratively:

1. The place of birth or early nurture.

2. Infancy; the time when children sleep
in cradles.

*'.
. . being ever from their cradles bred together,

. . ."-ShmMetp. : As You Like It, i. 1.

B. Technically:

1. Surgery

:

S)
A thin shell or case of wood, acting as s

nt for a broken bone or dislocated limb.

(2) A framework which supports the bed-
clothes above an injured limb.

2. Pottery : A frame on which loam-moulds
are placed in an oven to be burned, after ths
spindle is withdrawn.

Ate, tat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wot, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pft,
«r, wire, wolf; work, wht\ son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian, se, c© 6. ey - a. qu = *w.
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3. Hydrant. Engin. : The frame in which a
•hip lies on the ways, and which aceomiwiiies
her in launching; or, the frame in which a
vessel lies on a way or slip, or In a canal. lift.

A cradle was used in very early times in voss*
insj the Isthmus of Corinth, from the Corin-
thian to the Cenchrean Sea. The place was
called the Diokos, or drawing-place, and was
Bve miles in length. This crossing-place was
again used during the maritime warfare be-
tween the Genoese and the Turks. In its
simple form, the cradle consists of three longi-
tudinal timbers united by ribs or cross-pieces.
This is floated beneath the ship, which is
lashed thereto by cables. The cradle and its
burden are then floated to the inclined ways
or slip, up which it is hauled, being sup-
ported by rollers which intervene between
tin' timbers of the cradle and those of the slip
(Knight.)

i. Metal. : A rocking apparatus, used in col-
lecting gold from soil and sand by agitating
the auriferous earth in water. The earth is
shovelled into the sieve, and washed through
its meshes by water, which also carries off the
lighter earthy particles in suspension. The
coarser matters, which do not pass the meshes
of the sieve, are thrown out and the operation
repeated. After a large quantity of earth has
been thus disposed of, the contents of the
cradle are washed in a pan and the gold ob-
tained from the settlings. (KnighL)

5. Engraving : A tool used by mezzotint-
en-iravers. It consists of a steel plate with
a proper tang and handle, and has angular
grooves on its under surface, so that when
the rounded end is obliquely ground, it will
form a row of points by which a multitude of
burrs are raised upon a plate. This is the
mode of proceeding in mezzotint-engraving
(q.v.), the cradle being rocked backwards and
forwards, and retreating, making a zigzag
series of bnrrs. Th is is crossed at right angles,
and then several times diagonally, until the
whole surface of the plate is roughened, so as
to hold the ink of the copper-plate printer.
The burnisher and scraper remove the burr in
parts, according to the desired graduation of
lights. (Knight.)

6. Mining : A suspended scaffold used by
miners.

7. Carp. : The rough framework or bracket-
ing forming ribbing for vaulted ceilings and
arches intended to be covered with plaster.

8. Husbandry

:

0) A set of ringers projecting from a post
which is mortised into the snath of a grain-
scythe.

(2) A grain-scythe.

9. Nautical:

(1) An apparatus or machino for shipping
horses. r B

(2) The basket or apparatus in which, when
a line has been made fast to a vessel in dis-
tress, the sailors, Ac, are brought to land.

10. Architecture:

(1) The centering for a bridge, culvert, &c.
(2) A square depression or sinking in each

interval between the modillions of the Co-
rinthian cornice, and in other parts. (Crabbe.)

11. Games: The same as CAT'scRADLE(q.v.).
12. Old Armour: The part of the stock of a

cross-bow on which the missile rests.

cradle-babe, s. An infant.
" As mild and gentle as the cradl+babe.*

S/i.(kfep. : 2 ffenrg VI., 111. ».

* cradle-band, * crndelbonde.
• crcdclbonde, * credylbonde, * cre-
dilbande, s. Swaddling clothes.

4 l̂
£'dUhand* 'J***"- /«***>. ii>*lta.--CaXhol.

.fc^
r
*
adJe

"balrn
' 'cradelbarn.

Kradelbarne, s. An infant, a cradle-babe.
' He . . . made hem rowte
Ala he weren kradelbarnt."

Raieloh, 1.911.

eradle-onimlay, s. The name given to
the large grate, of an oblong form, open at all
sides for the emission of the heat, which Is
nwdjn what is called a "round-about fire-
side; denominated from its resemblance to a
cradle.

cradle-clothes, t. pi. The bed-clothes
belonging to a cradle.

^O ara!d it be prov'd
' ff fairy had ex<iJ^LT" "i»ntMp*l'"/»ir} had'Vx'chang-d.

in cradle^lothei, our children, where they fay."
Shatetp. : 1 n.nry VI., t 1.

cradle-hills, s. pi. Small hillocks formed
by fallen trunks of trees. (American.)

cradle-scythe, s.

Agrie. : A broad scythe to be fitted in a
grain-cradle, as distinguished from a grass or
mowing scythe.

* cradle-song, * credllle sange, s.A lullaby.

"A cream, tange : fatotnnin»."~CathoL Anglic

• cradle-time, s. Childhood, infancy.
" Hercules, whose famous acts . .

V» hereof the first but not the least
In eradl.-time befell."

Warner: Albion't Bng., bk. t, ch. ill,

cradle-vault, s.

Arch. : A cylindrical vault.

Cra'-dle, v.t. & {. [Cradle, ».]

A, Transitive:

*L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit.: To lay or place in a cradle; to
rock to sleep.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) To nurture, to bring up, to rear from
infancy.

"He that bath been cnseUed in majesty, will not

5SL$£s °* P r yrttb "W^-eioMriB.:

(2) To put or lay to rest.
"Though clasp'd and cradUd In hi* nurse's arms."

XL Technically:
Cowper: Hope.

1. Agric. : To cut and lay with a cradle, as
grain.

2. Uydraul. Engin. : To transport a vessel
by means of a cradle.

.v"^* t
nuinl

fr °tp\"x* In Lombardyand Venetlathe ocks are insufficient or absent, and boate are

SefefJSeA
tr*n,ported 0Ter **>« Kiade."-Knight:

* B. Intrant. : To lie or lodge as in a cradle.
" Husks wherein the acorn cradled'

Shakesp. : Tempett, 1

1

era -died, pa. par. or a. [Cbadle, «.]

cra'-dting, pr. par., a., & s. [Cradle, v.]

j.*.** *« ?*• As *""' **""* ** PwMcip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

**—*- i

C. As substantive

:

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. It*. : The act of laying or rocking in a
cradle.

2. Figuratively

:

(1) The bringing up or nurturing from in-
fancy.

(2) Infancy.

II. Technically

:

L Coopering : Cutting a cask in two length-
wise, in order to allow it to pass through a
doorway or hatchway, the parts being after-
wards united and re-hooped.

2. Carpentry:

(1) The framework in arched or coved ceil-
ings to which the laths are nailed.

(2) The framework to which the entablature
of a wooden shop-front is fastened

creeme, cramc, cream, creame, s. [Dut.
kraam—a. booth, a stall ; Ger. kramer=a, stall-
keeper. J

1. A merchant's booth ; a wooden shop : or
a tent where goods are sold. (Scotch.)

".
. . il they make any merchandise privily in ashop or crame, or come to the niereate-place, when

there is no pnblick inercate."—Act* Sed. Feb. 29, lew.

2. A pack or bundle of goods for sale.
"Ane pedder is called an inarchand, or creamer.

qhua hearts ane pack or creame upon his back : quha
are called beiraris of the puddill be the Scottea-men
of the rcaJme of Polonia."—Skene : Verb. Sign.

craame ware, cream-ware. -. Articles
sold by nu.cn. as keep booths or stalls.'

"
. . . booths or shops, where they sell—several sort*

of cream-ware, as linen, muslin, kc"~Brand : Deter.
Zetland, p. 131,

crsem -or, cramer. creamer, s. [Scotch
cram(e); -er.) A huckster, a pedlar.

craam-er-Ie, cramery, creamerie, s.

[Scotch cramer ; -ie jm ~y. } Merchandise, such
as is sold by a huckster or pedlar.

craft a), *crfl9ft, * craflte, * creft, s. [A.S.
craft ; Icel. kraptr, krajir; Sw., Dan., & Ger.
krajt = strength.]

I. Ordinary Language

:

1. Art, dexterity, skill.

"A poem is the work of the poet ; poeey is his skin
or crujt of making, the very fiction itself of thework. —Ben Jonson.

2. Art, dexterity, or skill applied to bad
purposes ; artifice, cunning.

".
, . a man In whom craft and profligacy were

united . . . —Macaiday. Biet. Bng., ch. xv/
3. A manual act or occupation ; a trade, an

employment.
" For since the birth of time, throughout all ases and

nation*
Has tiie craft of the smith been held In repute by
the people." Longfellow: Evangeline, L 1.

4. The members of a particular trade.
"And because he was of the same craft lie abode

with them, . .
,"—AcHxviii. a.

5. Specially applied with the definite article
to the body or brotherhood of Freemasons.

6. A corporation, a guild.
" His craft, the blacksmiths, first ara,
Led the procession, twaand twa."

Jiaj/tM ; Siller Gun, p. &
II. Naut. : A vessel.

" Butlt for freight, and yet for speed,
A beautiful and gallant craft.

Longfellow : The Building of the Ship.

craft (2), s. [Croft.] A field near a house.
(In old husbandry.) (Scotch.)

"Or, faith ! I fear, that wi the geese,
I shortly boost to pasture

r the craft some day."
Burns: A Dream.

"craft, *crafte, +crefte, v.i. & u [A.S.
crarflan, gecrceftan.]

A. Intrans. : To use craft, arts, or artifice ;

to act craftily.

"To say, Beseech you, cease.—You have made fair
hands.

You, and your crafts lyon have crafted fair
!

"

Shakeep. : Coriolanut, iv. ft

B. Trans. : To gain or win by craft.
" Onnethe crejK eny that sUf—Shoreham, p. 1.

crafter, s, [Crofteb.]

* craft'-ful, a. [Eng. craft ;-/uI(t).'\ Cunning,
artful, crafty.

* craft'-ful-ly * craftfiUllcli, adv. [Eng.
craftful; -ly.] Cunningly, cleverly, with art
or skill.

" The best dark of al this tun
Craftfullich makid this bMtun."

Reiiq. Antiq., ii. 17ft

craft'-I-l£, * eraftllicli, a. & adv. [M. H.
Ger. krajtelich.]

* A. As adj. : Cunning, skilful, clever.
" He was a clerk, that wrothete this eraftilich werk."

—Reliq. A>di'1.,n. m.
B. As adv. : With craft or cunning ; cun-

ningly, dexterously, artfully.

" / : .
hftd- 'OT *hat cauM. craftily persuaded Soly-

man to take in hand the unfortunate Persian war —
Kitolles.

craft i-ness, s. [Eng. crafty; -nets.] Cun-
ning, art, craft, artfulness, stratagem.

"
• -He taketh the wise in their own crafUneu."—

craft -less, a. [Eng. craft; -less,] Free
from craft or art ; artless.

". . . helpless, craftleu, and Innooent people."—Bm.
Taylor : Holy Living ; On Covetoutneu, j 6.

crafts-man, ' craftmon, *craftysman,
s. [Eng. craft, and man.] A man skilled in
any particular craft, trade, or occupation ; an
artizan, a mechanic.

crafts -man-ship, s. [Eng. craftsman;
-ship.] The work of a craftsman or skilled
artizan.

"... magnificent crafttmantkip."—Rwk&n.

crafts '- mas - tcr, 3. [Eng. craft, and
master.] One skilled in any craft ; a master
of his craft or trade.

" There is art in pride : a man might as soon learn a
trade. Those who were not brought up to it, seldom
prove their crafltmaeter."—Coilier : On Pride.

craft'-*, • crafti, * crefti, a. [A.S. cra-ftig ;
Icel. krdptvgr; O. H. Ger. chreftig, kreftig

;

Dan. kraftig.]

1. Belonging to or indicating craft, know-
ledge, or skill. (There was at first no insinua-
tion of crookedness.)

" This ryche crafti/ tabernacle."
Lydgate : Book qf Troye,

2. Possessing skill or dexterity : skilled,
skilful.

*' He was a noble crafti man of trees."—Wpclife •

Bxod, xxxviii. M. w

3. Indicating or characterised by craft, art,
or cunning.

4. Artful, cunning, wily, sly.

Wtt, b6*; po&t, J.5%1; cat, oeu, onoru., fbin, bench; go, *em; tWn, tlilB; sin, a,; expect Xenophon, exl-«an.-Uan= Bliall. -Hon, -sion = SMI ; t»on, -jrton = ihfitt, -dons, -tioue. -slons = »Wi«. -We, -tUe, ftcTbei, a^iT
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" Which simple votaries shall on trust receive.
While craftier feign belief, till they believe."

Moore: Lalia Rookh; The Veiled Prophet of Kho-
nuaan.

•rag (1), "cragge, *. [WeL craig ; Gael.

creag.}

1. A rough, steep rock ; a rugged, broken
cliff.

2. The rugged protuberances or prominences
of rocks.

" From crag to crag the signal flew."

Scott : The Lady of the Lake, v. ».

crag and tail, crag and tall, s,

Geol. : A crag, rock, or hill, with a preci-

Sitous face on one side and with an accumu-
ition of boulders, gravel, mud, or similar

detrital matter on the other. Many of the
hills in Central Scotland are of this type.
For instance, the Castle Rock at Edinburgh,
with its steep western face, is a " crag," and
the eastward slope of the High Street and
Canongate constitutes the " tail."

crag-built, a. Built on a crag.

crag-covered, a. Covered with steep,

broken cliffs.

" But still I perceive an emotion the tame
At I felt, when a boy, on the crag-covered wild."

Byron: Hours of ldleneu; When 7 Roved a Young
Highlander.

crag-platform, s. A standing place on
a crag.
" A. huge crag-platform, smooth as burnished brass,
I chose." Tennyson : The Palace of Art

crag (2), s. [Etym. doubtful.] A south-
country word for a small beer vessel.

" Then you'll have brewed if I don't fail

A very pretty crag of ale"
Horner : Fleas' Burlesque, 1.722. (HaUiveU

:

Contrib. to Lexicog.)

Crag (3), craig, *cragge,s. [Dut. kraag;
Ger. kragen.]

1. The neck, the throat.
" Bearen the cragge so stifle and so state.

"

Spenser: Shepheards Calender, ix.

2. The small end of a neck of mutton ; the
scrag (q. v.).

Crag (4), s. [Provinc. Eng. crag, a term used
in Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex to designate
masses of shelly sand used to fertilize soils

deficient in calcareous matter. (Lyell.)]

Geol. : Three series of British beds, all of
Pleiocene age ; the uppermost, the Norwich
Crag, being newer, and the Red Crag and
White or Coralline Crag Iteing older Pleiocene.

Of the latter age is a series of foreign beds
called Antwerp Crag. The following series is

in a descending order :

1. The Norwich, Fluvio-Marine, or Mamma-
Hfirous Crag : The first name is given be-
cause it is found chiefly in the neighbourhood
of Norwich. It consists of incoherent sand,
loam, and gravel, exposed on both sides of
the Yare. These must have been deposited
originally in an estuary ; for the organic re-

mains are partly land, partly fluviatile, and
partly marine. Characteristic mammalian
remains are the Mastodon arvernensis and the
Elephas meridionalis. Of 124 marine shells,

Mr. Searles Wood considers that 18 are ex-
tinct. Arctic shells are rarer than in the
~beds above.

2. The Red Crag of Suffolk and Essex, &c.

:

It is the highest of the older Pleioceue strata

It rarely exceeds 20 ft. in thickness. Ex-
cluding 25 species of molluscs derived from
other beds, there are, according to Mr. Searles

Wood, 256 known species of shells in the Red
Crag, of which 65 or 25 per cent, are extinct

3. The White, Lower or Coralline Crag : It is

limited in extent, ranging only about 20 in.

In length by 3 in. or 4 in. in breadth, between
the rivers 8tour and Aide in Suffolk. It is

calcareous in composition, often consisting of
comminuted shells and remains of bryozoa.

From the abundance of the latter it is called

Coralline Crag, but this is somewhat of a
misnomer, for bryozoa are not real corals.

Mr. Searles Wood considers that 350 Bpecies
of mollusca have been found in it, of which
110, or 31 per cent., seem to be extinct.

% Corresponding In age to 2 and 3 ia the
Antwerp Crag, found near the city after which
it is called and along the Scheldt.

4. The Black Crag : The lowest part of the
Antwerp Crag, more ancient than any of the
British crag t>eds, and approaching the point
of junction with the Upper Miocene. (Lyell.)

cragge, s. [Ceag (IJ, *.]

crag god, * craggid, * craggyd, a. [Eng.
crag ; -ed.)

1 1. Full of crags or steep, broken rocks

;

craggy.
" On a huge hill,

Cragged and steep, truth stands." Crathate.

•2. Covered with knots or lumps ; knotted.
" As knave wyth this craggyd knad hym kylled."

Coventry Myst., p. &W.

crag'-ged-nSsB, s. [Eng. cragged; -ness.]

The quality or state of being cragged ; crag-
giuess.

" The craggedneu or steepness of that mountain
maketh many parts of it in a manner inaccessible."—
Brerewood.

crag'-gi-ness, s. [Eng. craggy; -ness.) The
quality or state of being craggy or abounding
in crags.

"The craggineu and steepness of places up and
down.

-—Howell : Instruct, for Poratne Travel, p. 182.

crag'-gTJ^ a. [Eng. crag; -y.] Full of or
abounding with crags or steep, broken rocks
and cliffs.

" The rest was craggy cliff, that overhung
Still as It rose. Impossible to climb."

Maton i P. L., bk. It.

crag?'-man, craigsman, a [Eng. crag (i),

s., and man.] One whose occupation, partly
at least, is to climb crags and cliffs for the
purpose of taking wild birds and their eggs

;

one skilled in climbing cliffs.

"I am more of a cragtman than to mind Are or
water."—Scott : The Pirate, ch. It.

cral-flsh, s. [Crayfish.]

craig (1), s. [Crao (1), *.]

craigsman, s. [Cragsman.]

craig (2), s. [Crag (3), s.) The neck, the
throat.

"... as I hae dealt a' my life In halters, I think na
muckie o' putting my craig In peril of a St. Johnstone's
tippet."—Scott : Waverley, ch. xxxix.

craig-claith, craig-cloth, s. A neck-
cloth.

" Item, tuenty craig-clotht and cravatts for men.
Jubairof three gravatts laced."—Depred. on the Clan
dmpbell, p. 114.

craigh-ling, a. [An imitat. word.] Coughing.
" 111 hae the auld craighling scoot afore the Lords.

The first cost was mair than five and twenty guineas.

"

— The Entail. 1 118.

craik, v.i. [Craik (i), $.]

1. To cry like a hen ; to clock.
" The cry was so ugly of elfs, apes, and owles,
That geese and gaislmy cryes and craiks."

Polwart : Watsons CoU.. ill. 21-1

2. To croak ; to emit a hoarse sound.

"A pyet,—after alighting on a tree In his yeard,
craiki as Is usuaU with them : be being at dinner,

—

takes oat Ms gun and fires at her, . . ."—Law; Me-
morials, p. 280.

craik (1), s. [Cra kk (2), «.]

craik (2), s. [Cabbick.]

crail, s. [Creel.]

crail capon, s. A haddock dried without
being split. (Scotch.)

" To augment his drowth, each to his jaws
A good Cratl capon holds, at which he ruga and gnaws."

Anster Fair. C. ii., st. 20.

* craim (1), *- [Cream.]

* craim (2), *. [Cr-eme.]

* crake (1), *. [Crack, $.]

1. Ord. Lang. : A boast.
" Leasings, backbttings, and vain-glorious crake*."

Spenser: F. Q-, II. xl. 10.

2. Old Ordn. : A kind of greatgun or cannon.
" The tothyr, crakyt war off wer.
That thai befor herd neuir er."

Barbour, xlx. 899.

crake (2\ s. [Imitated from the cry of the
bird.] A bird ; the corncrake (q.v.).

crake-berry, s. Empetrum nigrum.

% Portuguese Crakeberry: Corema alba.

(Treas. a/Bot.)

crake, v.i. & t. [Crack, v.]

L Intrans. : To boast, to bluster, to crack.

" Then she is mortal born, how so ye crake."
Spenter ; F. O., VII. vii. SO.

^T Followed by of before that which is

boasted of.

" Each man may crake of that which was his own*."
Mir. for Mag., p. 297.

II. Transitive

:

1. To boast of, to vaunt, to puff.
" But I write more than thou caust crake or cry."

Owen : Epigrams Englished, 1177.

2, To utter boastfully or vauntingly.
" To whom the boaster, that all knights did blot,
With proud disdain did scoraefull answer make :—
And further did uncomely speeches crake."

Spenter; F. ft .. V. Iii. 11

* crak -el, v.i. [Crackle, v.]

* era -ker (1), a. [Cracker.] A boaster, a
braggart.

" Ke yet great crakers were ever great fighters."
Damon and Pithias, sign. E. lilj.

era -ker (2), s. [Eng. crake (2), s. ; -er.] The
Corncrake.

"The land-fowls produced here are hawks extraor-
dinary good, eagles, plovers, crows, wrens, stone*
chaker, crater, cuckoo. —Martin : St. Hilda, p. M.

cram, crammyn, * cremrayn, cromme,
v.t. & i. [A.S. crammian. Cogn. with I eel.

kremja m to squeeze ;8>w.krama; Dan. kramme.]

A. Transitive:

I. Literally

;

1. To stuff, press, or push in, so as to fill to
overflowing ; to crowd.

" Suffer us to famish, and their store-houses crammed
with grain . . ."—Shaketp. f Coriol. 1. 1.

2. To fill with food beyond satiety ; to stuff.

I am sure children would be freer from diseases, V
tbey were not crammed so much . "

—

Locke.

IX Figuratively:

1. To thruBt, to force.
" In another printed paper it is roundly expressed,

that he will cram his brass down our throats.'—Swift.

2. To puff out, to stuff.

"... Cram us with praise, and make us
As fat as tame things."

Shaketp. : Winter's Tale, L 1

3. To coach or prepare a pupil for an ex-

amination, by endeavouring to force into him
in a short time sufficient superficial knowledge
of the subjects required to enable him to \ >ass.

B, Intransitive:

1. Lit. : To stuff one's self with food ; to eat
beyond satiety.

"Gluttony . . . with besotted base ingratitude
Crams, and blasphemes his feeder."

Milton : Comus, 779.

2. Fig. .* To endeavour to force into one's

self in a short time a sufficient knowledge of
certain subjects to enable oneself to pass an
examination.

"It was no use telling the Civil Service candidates
they must not cram."—Daily Telegraph, Oct 27, 188L

cram, 5. [Cram, v.] •

I, Ordinary Language

:

1. The system of cramming for an examina-
tion ; a coaching.

2. A crammer, a coach

.

" It was a great thing on one side to be a good cram
and on the other to take the cram well."—Daily Tele-

graph, Oct 37, 1881.

3. A lie. (Slang.)

II. Weaving: A warp having more than
two threads in each dent or split of the reed.

cram-be (1),*- [Lat. crambe; Gr. *cpau£»7

(krambe)= cabbage, cole, kale.]

Bot. : A genus of cruciferous plants, family

Raphanidae. The plant is without valves,

the upper joint globose, deciduous, bearing

one pendulous seed upon a seed from the

bottom of the cell, the lower joint resembling

a pedicel. Crambe maritima is the Sea Kale.

It is a glabrous plant with roundish, sinuated,

waved, and toothed glaucous leaves and white
flowers. It grows, though not very com-
monly, on sea-coasts or sandy or stony placet

in Britain. When cultivated and blanched,

it is an excellent culinary vegetable. C. ta-

tarica is the Tatar Kenyer or Tartar-bread of

the Hungarians. It is eaten by them, peeled

and sliced, with oil, vinegar, or salt, or some-
times is boiled.

cram bid», s. pi. [Lat. crambus (q.v.), and
fem. pi. adj. suff. -ida.]

Entom. : A family of Moths, the typical one
of the group Crambides (q.v.). It consists of

small moths, the wings of which appear ample
during flight, but which when they are at

rest are so closely folded around the body as

to make the insect look almost tubular, and
hide it from all but careful eyes. They may
be called grass-moths, for they frequent every

variety of grassy places, flying from the ground
at every step which the observer takes. They
appear from May to September. Thirty-three

Ate, lat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, whd, sou ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try. Sjfrtan. w, oa = e ; ey = a. cju = kw.
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British species are known. (Stainton, Ac.)

[CrAMBUS.]

cram bides, s. pi. [Lat. crambos (q.v.),

and masc. or rem. pi. adj. suff, -ides.}

Entom. : A group of Moths, tribe Pyrali-

dina. There are four families : (1) Eudoreidse,

(2) Galleridas, (8) Phycidse, (4) Ciambidw.
{Stainton.)

cramb)' ling, a. [A corruption of scrambling.]

(For definition see etymology.)

crambling-rocket, s. A name given

to (1) Sisymbrium officinale, (2) Reseda lutea.

(Britten & Holland.)

* cram'-bo, * cram -be (2), *. [Etym. doubt-

fuU
I. Literally :

1. A game- in which one person names a
word, to which another endeavours to find a
rhyme.

" Where every jovial tinker, for his chink.
May cry, mine host, to crambe I Give us drink."

Ben Jonson : The New Inn, L 1.

2. A word rhyming with another suggested.

H. Fig. : A joke, a game.

crambo clink, crambo -Jingle, s.

Rhymes, doggerel verses.

cram-bus, s. [Gr. KpdfxBoe (krambos), as adj.

= dry, parched, shrivelled ; as subst. = a
blight in fruit.]

Entom. : A genus of moths, the typical one
of the family Crambidse (q.v.). The perfect

Insects have simple antennae and the labial

CRAMBUS RADIELLUS.

palpi so long as to constitute a beak in front

of the head. The larvae, which have sixteen

legs, feed amongst moss in silken galleries.

Twenty-seven British species are known.
(Stainton.)

orimmed, pa. par. or a. [Cram, v.]

A. As pa. par. ; (See the verb).

B. As adjective

:

1. Lit. : Stuffed, filled to repletion.

2. Fig. : Coached up for an examination.
" The political and permanent officials of the country

might be divided into two classes—the crammed and
the crammers."—Daily Telegraph, Oct. 37, 188L

oram'-mer, s. [Eng. cram ; -er.]

1. Lit. : One who crams or fills himself or

anything to repletion.

2. Fig. : A contemptuous term applied by
opponents to those private tutors who pre-

pare students for competitive examinations.
" What was demanded was that these studies should

be rtscued from ' crammert.' But what was a 'cram-
mer* ; A professor was a person whose pay came to

him irrespective of his exertiona A 'crammer' was
a teacher whose pay depended wholly on his exer-

tions."— Mr. Bidgwick * University Intelligence, Oxford,
in Timet, Hay 80, U77.

Cram -mXng, pr. par., a., & s. [Cram, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See

the verb).

C. As substantive :

I. Literally

:

1. The act of stuffing or filling anything to

repletion.

2. The act of stuffing or eating to satiety.

U. Figuratively

:

1. The system or act of coaching for an
examination,

2. The act of preparing for an examination
with an examiner.

* cram' -Si- sy, * cramoisie, v crammasy,
* crammesy, a. & s. [Fr. cramoisi.]

A. .4* adj. ; Crimson.
"Item ane gowne of crammasy satyne heich nekkit

with ane small vane of crammasy velvot lynit all

through with crammasy velvot without hornls.'*—In-
ventories, A. (1639), p. 88.

B. As subst. ; Crimson cloth.
" In crammesy clede and granit violate."

Doug. I VirgU, SW. 20.

cramp, 'crampe, s. ha. [O.H.GeT.chrampho

;

O. Fr. crampe; Sw. kramp ; Dan. krampe.]

[Clamp.]

A. As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language :

1. Lit. : In the same sense as II. 1.

2. Fig. : A restraint, a hindrance, a re-

striction, a shackle.
" How does it grate upon his thankless ear.

Crippling his pleasures with the cramp of fear
!

"

Cowper : Truth.

XL, Technically

:

1. Med. : A spasmodic contraction of some
limb or muscle of the body, attended with
pain and numbness. [Spasm.]

2. Masonry : A bar of iron with bent ends,

used to unite adjacent blocks of stone in situ-

ations where they are exposed to wrenching,
as in piers, wharves, lighthouses, break-

waters, &.c. The stones in the Coliseum of

Vespasian were united by bronze cramps.
(Knight.) It is sometimes called also a
Cbampern (q.v.).

3. Carpentry

:

(1) A rectangular frame with a tightening

screw, by which carpenters compress the

joints of framework, as in making doors and
other panel-work, and for other purposes. Its

purpose is somewhat similar to that of a
clamp.

(2) A bench-hook or holdfast.

4. Boot-making ; A piece of board, shaped
like the front of a boot, over which leather is

bent to form the upper of a boot or shoe.

(Knight.) [Crimp.]

5. Falconry : A disease to which hawks are

subject from cold, which affects their wings.

B. As adj. : DiflJcult, knotty, obscure,

crabbed.

cramp-bark, s. The popular name given

in the United States to Viburnum oxycoccus,

an antispasmodic plant.

cramp-bone, s. The patella of a sheep,

so called from its supposed efficacy in preserv-

ing the bearer from cramp.

cramp-drill, s. A portable drill having
a cutting and a feeding motion. In one ex-

ample the feed-screw is in the lower member
of the cramp-frame, and in the other one it is

in the upper portion and forms a sleeve around
the drill-spindle which rotates within it

(Knight.)

cramp-fish, cramp fish, *.

Ichthy. : A name for a kind of Ray, the

Torpedo vulgaris, capable of giving a shock
tending to produce numbness in the part of

the human body through which it is sent. It

is called also the Ola British Torpedo, the

Numb-fish, the Wrymouth, the Electric Ray,

and the Cramp Ray. (Yarrell.)

cramp-iron, *.

Masonry : An iron binding two stones to-

gether in a course. It has usually turned-

over ends which penetrate the respective

ashlars. [Crampern.]

cramp-joint, s. One in which the parts

are bound together by locking-bars.

cramp-ray, cramp ray, s. The same

as Cramp-fish (q.v.).

cramp ling, s. A ring worn as a pre-

servative against cramp. Such rings were
solemnly consecrated or blessed by the kings

of England on Good-Friday.
" I, Robert Moth, this tenth of our king,

Give to thee, Joan Potluck, my biggest cramp ring.

Ordinary (0. PL), x. 250.

cramp-stone, s. A stone carried about

as a preservative against cramp. Such stones

are said to have been first used about the

middle of the eleventh century.
" A cramp-stone, as I take it.

Were very useful.'* Massinger : The Picture, T. L

cramp, v.t. [Cramp, s.]

L Literally

:

1. To affect with cramp.
" When the contracted limbs were cramp'd . .

."

Dryden: Virgil.

2. To bind, fasten, or confine with cramp-

irons.

IT, Figuratively

:

1. To confine, to narrow down.
'* There shall each poet share and tri.n.

Stretch, cramp, or lop the verse's limb."*
Cowper: An Ode; Secundum Artem, h

2. To hinder or restrain in growth, progress,

or action.
" He who serves has«tlll restraints of dread upon his

spirits, which, even in the midst of action, era/up*
and ties up his activity. "—SourA : Sermon*.

3. To bind or unite together.
" The diversified but connected fabrick of universal

Justice is well cramped and bolted together in all It*
parts . . ."-Burke : Speech at Bristol (1780).

cramped, pa. par. or a. [Cramp, v.]

cramp -ern, s. [Eng. cramp, and iron.] The
same as Cramp, *., II. 2 (q.v.), and Cramp-
iron (q.v.).

cramp Ing, pr. par., a., & «. [Cramp, v.}

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (Set
the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of fastening or hold-

ing with cramp-irons.

• cramp Ish, * craumpysshe, v.t. [Eng.

cramp.] To cramp, to contract.
" She . . . erampisheth her limmes crokedly."

Chaucer: Queen Anelida, 174.

cramp it, * cramp-bit, s. [Gael, cramp.
aid.]

1. A cramping-iron. (Scotch.)

2. An iron made to fit the sole of the shoe,

with small spikes in it, for keeping the foot

firm on ice or slippery ground.
" With crampett on our feet, and clubs in hand."

Muses Threnodie, p. 14*

3. The cramp-iron of a scabbard.
" On the scabbard are placed four round plates of

silver overgilt, two of them near to the crampit are
enambled blew, . .

."

—

Inventories, p. Ml.

i. An iron spike driven in a wall for sup-
porting any thing.

5. The iron guard at the end of a staff.

cramp on, cram poon , s. [Fr. crampon.)

1. Bot. : An adventitious root, serving as a

fulcrum or support.

2. Mech. : A clutch formed like a pair of

calipers, used in raising objects.

"Man with his crampons and harping-irons can
draw ashore the great Leviathan."— ffowetl: Parly of
Beasts, p. 7.

3. Mil. : Iron spikes worn on the boots, to

assist the foothold in climbing the slopes of

earthworks.

cramp-<Jn'-ee, a. [Ft. cramponnc', pa. par.

of cramponner =5 to fix .,. . — -^
with a cramp. ] >^ [—--^ ^

Her. : An epithet for

a cross that has at each
end a cramp or cram-
poon.

cram poon', s.

[Crampon.]

tcramp'-y, a. [Eng. crampon£e
cramp; -y.]

1. Suffering from or afflicted with cramp*

2. Causing or producing cramp.

cran, crane, s. [Etym. doubtful.] A suffi-

cient quantity of unsalted herrings to fill n

barrel. (Scotch.)

"They both fished and bought the herring fresh

from the country jwople, at the great price of from 9s.

to 12*. per crane (which is the full of a barrel of green

fish) as taken out of the net"—P. Ulg. Levi* Statist.

Ace, xix. 282. Uamieson.)

• cran -age, s. [Low Lat. cranagium.]

1. A liberty to use a crane for drawing up
wares from the vessels, at any creek of the

sea or wharf, unto the land, and to make
profit of it. It signifies also the money paid

and taken for the same. (Cowel.)

2. Money paid for the use of a crane.

'• To this objection it might serve for a full answer,

that there are other duties then customs and subsidies

due upon the landing of wares: for example, wharfage,

cranage, scavage, and such like."—State Trialt ; The
great Cause of Impositions, an. 1608.

cran -ber-r& t crane-ber-r^, s. [Eng.

crane, and berry.] Names of similar import
are found in many European languages.

L Singular

:

1. (Of the form cranberry)

:

(1) A plant, Vaccinium Oxycoocos, having

also the book-name of the Marsh Whortleberry.

bcH, btS^: pellt, J6%1; oat, oell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, yenophon, eylst. ph - &

-tlan^shan. -tton. -tfoaa-tiitia; #<>». -Ji©n = *-w*. -clous, -tlous, -slous = shus. -We, die, Ac. » hex, dsL
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It has a filiform stem, ovate evergreen leaves,
glaucous beneath, their margin revolute and
entire; a terminal single-flowered peduncle,
a four-parted revolute corolla, and a berry
of a bright roseate hue. It is found in peat
bogs, especially those where Bphagnuin grows.
The berries are often made in tarts, for which
they are well adapted. The deeply-divided
involute segments of the corolla have led

Richard and other botanists to separate the
Bpecies from Vaccinium and call it Oxycoccos

palustris.

(2) Vaccinium Vitis-idaia (north-east of Scot-

land).

(3) Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi (chiefly in Aber-
deenshire).

2. (Of the form craneberry. Used in Suther-
landshire) : The same as I. 1, (1).

Tf (1) American Cranberry: Vaccinium ma-
erocttrpum, or Oxycoccos Tnacrocarpus, or ma-
trocarpa. It is found through a great i«irt of
North America, The berries are exported
to England.

(2) Tasmanian Cranberry : An epacrid (As-

troloma humifueum). It lias scarlet blossoms
and a green, whitish, or slightly reddish fruit,

about the size of a currant ; this consists of
* viscid, apple-flavoured pulp, enclosing a
large seed.

IL Ft. (Cranberries)

:

Bot. : The name given by Lindley to the
order Vacciniaceae(q.v.).

cranberry gatherer, *. An Implement
shaped like a rake, and adapted to catch below
the berries on the stalk, and collect them in

a bag or box attached to the rake-head.
{American.) (Knight.)

cranberry tart, s. A tart made of

cranberries. [CRANBERaY» *• *» C1 )-]

* crance (1), s. [O. Fr. cren — a buaach, cleft.]

A crack or chink in the wall through which
the wind blows.

crance (2), s. [O.Fr. cram.]

1. Xaut. : Any boom iron, but particularly

an iron cap attached to the outer end of a
bowsprit, through which the jib-boom passes.

2. Fabric: Probably some stuff made of
hair.

"xx fyve ellla A 3 of tanne ftawney] crance, fyve
ell in ft a naif of rowand tanne, 111] ell fa & 9 of mellaia
that la rycht gad."—Aberd. Rag., A. 1536, v. 16.

•cranch, v.t. [Craunch.]
"... but she can crunch

A K\ck of small coal . .
."

B. Jonson : Mogn. Lady.

•cranck, * crank, a. [Crank, a.] Lively,

active, spirited.

crane(l), s. [A.S.cra7i,crano, erven; Sw. fcrojia,

trane ; Dan. trane (the bird), krone (the ma-
chine); Dut. & Low Ger. kraan; H. Ger.
kranich ; Corn., Wei., A; Arm. garan ; Fr. grue

;

Sp. grua, grulla ; Port, grou ; Ital. grua, gru ;

Lat. grue; Gr. ytpavoc (geranos) =* (1) a crane
(the bird) ; (2) a crane for lifting weights . . .

from the root gerun.]

L Ornithology A Ordinary Language

:

(1) Sing. ; Any bird of the genus Grus, or
the family Gruidae (q.v.). The Common Crane
is Grus cinema. The tip of the bill is horn-
coloured, its middle part greenish-black, the
base reddish. The top of the head, which is

naked, is of a red colour ; the plumage in

general is an ashy grey ; the throat, neck, and
occiput darker ; the feet black—length 3 feet

8 in. to 3 feet 10 in. It is a grallatorial bird,

frequenting marshes, but has certain affinities

to the Rasores. It is a migratory bird, in

winter living in India, Egypt, and otlier warm
countries of the old world, and in summer
migrating to the north. In these passages it

flies, generally by night, high in air, in a large
* wedge-formed flock, led by a single leader, or

in long lines, and with discordant cries. These
movements attracted the notice of the ancient
classic writers. The crane was once common
in the fenny parts of England, now it is rare.

Where it breeds, which is in the north of
Europe and Siberia, the nest is among rushes,
or even on the walls of unfrequented houses.
The eggs, two in number, are pale bluish-

green, with brown markings. [Grus, G rui d.k ]

(2) Pi. .* The birds of the genus Gnra, or the
sub-family Gruhwe, orthe family Gruid*(q.v_).

"The marshes of Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire
were coveted during some uiouths uf every year by
tm"*wtw clouds of crane*."—Macaulay : Hist. Eng.
ch. iii.

That small Infantry warr'd on by crane*.'
Milton.

2. Astron. : A small southern constellation,

one of the tweuty-seven introduced by Lacaille.

It figures as Grus, the Crane.

3. Mech. : A machine for hoisting and lower-
ing heavy weights. It consists of a vertical

post or frame, which is rotatable on its axis,

and a jib or projecting arm over which the
chain or rope passes on its way from the
winch at the foot of the post to the load to be
lifted.

" In case the mould about it be so ponderous as nut
to be removed by any ordinary force, yon may then
raise it with a crane."—Mortimer.

"Then commerce brought into the pobllclt walk
The busy merchant, the big warehouse built,
Rals'd the strong crane." Thomson ; A utumn,

If The projecting arm or beam of a crane is

the jib. The post and jib collectively are
sometimes known as the gibbet. The diagonal
is the stay.

4. Nautical:

(1) A forked post to supjwrt a boom or
spare spar on deck.

(2) A projecting bracket to support spars,

&c.

5. Engin. : An overhanging tube for supply-
ing a tender with water ; a water-crane.

6. Lapid. : A contrivance to hold a stone,

and present it to the slicer of the lapidary.

It consists of a clamp which moves horizon-
tally, having its bearings on a vertical post
rising from the bench of the lapidary. A
weighted string is attached to the lever-arm,

and keeps the stone constantly pressed up
against the slicer. [Slicer.]

7. Comm. : A machine for weighing goods,
on the principle of the crane.

8. Domestic : An iron arm or beam fixed to

the back of a fireplace, and used for suspending
pots, kettles, Ac., on.

9. Dist. : A siphon, or bent tube, used for

drawing liquors out of a cask.

* 10. Old War: Akindofbalista,orcatapult,
used for discharging large ' stones, in ancient
warfare.

U (1) Crowned Cranes

:

Ornith. (PI): The African Cranes of the

genus Balearica.

(2) Derrick Crane

:

Machin. ; A form of crane having spars for

jib and post. (Derrick.]

(3) Gigantic Cranes

:

Ornith. : A book-name for the Adjutants,
which are not of the family Gruidae, but are

Ardeida; (Herons) of the sub-family Ciconinae

(Storks).

(4) Numidian Crane

:

Ornith.: TheDemoi»elle(.4«J&rt>pout« trirgo).

(5) Stanley Cranes

:

Ornith., Ac. : East Indian cranes of the
genus Anthropoid es.

(6) True Cranes

:

Ornith. : A book-name for the sub-family
Gruiine.

crane-fly, «.

L Sing. : Any two-winged fly of the genus
Tipula or the family Tipulidse.

2. PL (Crane-flies) : The genus Tipula or the
family Tipulidee. The typical aperies is what
is popularly known as Daddy Long-legs.

crane -like, a.

necked.
Like a crane ; loug-

crane-nccked, a. Long-necked.
"... one of those pnrse-motrtbed, crane-necked,

clean-brushed, pacific individuals, . . " "*

Sartor Resartus, bit. i., ch. iii.

crane's-bill, *. [Cranesbill.]

crane (2), s. [Cran.] (Scotch.)

crane, v.i. & t. [Crake, «.]

A. Intrans. : To stretch out one's neck like

a crane ; to stare.

* B. Trans. : To raise, to lift

" What engines, what instrument* art used In cran-
ing up a soul sunk below the centre to the highest
heaven."—Bate*, vol. tv., ser. 9.

cranes -bill, crane's-bill, «. [Eng. crane's,

and bill. ]

L Bot., Ac. :

1. Sing. (Ofthe two forms) : A general English
name for the species of Geranium.

CRANES-BILL.

as that of the large crane's-bill, the Geraniumprotease
of the botanists!"

—

Black: Advent, of a Phaeton, ch.
xx. (Davie*.)

2. PL (Of the form Cranesbills) : The name
given by Lindley to the order Gerauiace*
(qv.).

IT Crowfoot Crane's-bill : [So called from the
form of the leaves]. Geranium pratense.

IL Surg. (Of the form Crane's-bill) : A pair
of long-nosed pincers.

crang, *. [Dut. kreng = a carcass.] The car-

cass of a whale,

* cran'-gle, v.t. [Crankle, Crinkle.] To
twist, to curl.
" It grew a serpent fell with head and taile

;

Which eranglino crept, and ramie from trod to trod
In many a knot?* Da Barta*. {/fares.)

crang'-OJL, s. [Gr. ttpayyw (krangon) = a
shrimp, a prawn, or some similar animal.]

Zool. : A genus of Crustaceans. C. vulgaris
Is the Common Shrimp.

crang-6n'-i-d», s. pi [Mod. Lat. crangon,

and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idee.]

Zool. : A family of niacrourous (l°ng-tailed)
Crustaceans. The internal antennae are in-

serted in the same line as the external ones,

the first joint of the latter having a large oval

or triangular appendage. The front pair of

feet are terminated by a monodactylous hand
or subcheliform extremity. [Crangon.]

cra'-nX-a, s. [Low Lat. cranium (q.v.),] [Cra-
nium.]

Zool. : A genus of Molluscs, the typical one
of the family Craniadffi. The shell is smooth
or radiately striated, the umbo of the dorsal

valve subcentral ; that of the ventral valve

kuI -central, marginal, or prominent and cap-

like, with an obscure triangular area traversed

by a central line. Five recent species are

known from Spitsbergen, Britain, the Medi-
terranean, India, and New South Wales

;

thirty-seven fossil have been found from the
Lower Silurian onward till now. The range

of the former is to 150 fathoms. (Woodward,
ed. TaU.)

t cra-ni a d» t era-ni-I-dee, s. pi. [Mod.
Lat. crania, and fern. pi. adj. suff. -idas.)

Zool. : A family of Molluscs, class Brachio-
poda. The shell, which is punctate, is orbi-

cular, calcareous, and hingeless, attached by
the umbo or by the whole breadth of the
ventral valve, rarely free ; the dorsal valve is

limpet-like, the disk with four large muscu-
lar impressions, and digitated vascular ones.

Only known genus, Crania (q.v.).

era ni-al, *. [Mod. Lat. cranialis, from
cranium" (q.v.), and suff. -alis.] Pertaining or

relating to the cranium (q.v.). Thus there

are a cranial cavity, a cranial flexus, cranial

arteries, nerves, ganglia, and sinuses.

cra-nich -I-dre (ch gutturalX ». pL [Mod.
Lat cranichis (q.v.), and fern. pL adj. sun".

-idee.]

Bot. : A family of Orchids, tribe Neotte«.

cra'-nlch-ift (ch guttural), s. [Gr. mpatoc

(kranos) = a helmet, which the flower some-
what resembles, and l\ls (ichis), an arbitrarily

formed suffix (!>]

Bot. ; A genus of Orchids, the typical one
of the family Cranichidaj(q.v.). The flowers

Ate, At, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wot, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, p5t,

or, wore, wol£ work, whd, s6n; mute, cfib, cure, unite, cur. rule, full; try, Syrian, «e, ce = e. ey = a. qu-kw.
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are inconspicuous. The genus is somewhat

Urge. The species are natives of America.

cra-ni'-i-deB, s. pi. [Craniad.*.,

cra-ni-6, in compos. [Lut. crani(wm) ; o con-

nective.] Pertaining or related to the cranium

aud also to some other part.

cranio - facial, a. Pertaining to the

cranium ami to the face. Tims there is a

cranio-facial axis formed by certain bones.

cranio vertebral, a.

Anat. : Pertuiniug or relating to the cranium

and to the vertebrae.

* cra-ni-og'-no my, s. [Gr. (pernor (kranwn)

= the skull, and y^M (gnome)= the means

of knowing, a mark, a token, . . . the organ

by which one perceives or knows, the mind,

. . . judgment, opinion.] The science founded

on knowledge of the peculiarities of the cra-

nium in different individuals or races.

ora-nl-oid, o. (Mod. Lat. omnia (q.v.), and

Gr. ettot (eidos) = . . . form.]

Zool. : Resembling the molluscs of the

genus Crania
;
pertaining to the family Cra-

niadae.

"The Orbiculoid and Cranioid group* . . . afford

some characteristic species-"—Jiurckiton I anuria, ch,

vlii.

ora-ni-4-lar'-l-a, s. [Diuiin. of Low Lat.

cranium = a skull, which the capsules some-

what resemble, aud fern. sing. adj. suff. -aria.]

Bot. : A genus of Pedaliads, tribe Pedaleae.

The fleshy sweet root of Cranioiaria annua, a

West Indian plant, when dry is said to be a

bitter cooling medicine. Moreover, it Is pre-

served in sngar as a delicacy.

cran-J-Al-og'-Io-ai, a. [Eng. craniotomy) ;

teal.) Pertaining 'or relating to the science

of craniology (q.v.).

"The choicest cranMoffical treasures obtained from

the different reigns of thetvesteinpire."—Tt* Header,

Jane tod, 1866, p. 642.

cra-ni-61-og-Ist, s. [Eng. cranio!oo<2/) ;

-til.] One who studies the science of crani-

ology (q.v.).

era-ni-Sl'-og-tf, « [Fr. mnlologit; Gr.

(pan'or (kranion) = the skull, and Aoyov

{logos} «... a discourse.] A scientific study

of the cranium, or the sum of the knowledge
acquired by such study. The examination of

the cranium is an essential part of anatomy,

altogether independent of the inferences with

regard to the mental proclivitios which may
be deduced from it. The comparison of dif-

ferent crania is also essential to ethnology

and archaeology.

cra-ni-Sm -Ster, s. [Gr. (porior (kranion)

— the skull, and uerpor (metron) = a measure. ]

An instrumentformeaBUring the sizes ofskulls.

Dr. Morton gives the following as the average

result of numerons measurements of skulls :—

European ... 87 cubic inches.

Malay ... 85 „ »,

Negro ... 83 „ „
Mongol ... 82 „ „
Ancient Egyptian . 80 „ „
American . . 79 „ „
Ancient Peruvian 75 to 79 ,, „
Professor Huxley says that the most capa-

cious European skull has a capacity of 114

cubic inches ; the smallest, 55 inches. Schaaff-

hausen finds Hindoo skulls of 46 cubic inches.

ora-ni-S-met-ri-oal, a. [Eng. cranio-

metr(y); -ical.] Pertaining to craniometry

(q.v.).

cra-ni-om-et-ry, ». [Pr. cmniometrie.]

[Cranioheter.] The measurement of the

cranium.
" la connexion with the author's own special study

of craniometry."—Athcnojum, March 4, 1882.

cra-lii-os'-oop-tot, s. [Eng. cranioscop(y)

;

ist.] One proficient in, or at least who
studies cranioscopy (q.v.).

cra-ni-os'-cop-y, s. [Fr. cranioscopie ; Gr.

(porior (kranion' = the skull, and <r«oire'io

(skopeo) = to look at or after a thing.] The
examination of the shape of the cranium

;

phrenology.

cra'-m-urn, «• [Low Lat., from Gr. (porior

ftrwnion) = the skull.]

• Anat. : The bony or cartilagijious case con-

taining the brain. The cranium and the face

taken together constitute the skull In shape

it is spheroidal, a form which offers the

greatest resistance to external violence. This

strength is increased by the compound struc-

ture of the cranial bones, which, as a rule, are

in two tables, the one external, the other

internal. The cranium is composed of

eight bones: one, the occipital bone, two

parietal, one frontal, aud two temporal bones,

with the sphenoid and the ethmoid bones.

The principal part of the vault of the cranium

is formed by the parietal bones, which rest

upon the wings of the sphenoid and upon the

temporal bones : these so overlap the lower

parts of the parietal bones, as to prevent

them starting out j in fact, they operate in the

same way as the tie-beams in the roofs of

houses.
•' That substances and modes of every kind
Are mere impressions on the passive mind

;

And be that splita his cranium, breaks at most
A fancied head against a fancied post

"

Courper: Anli-Thetyphthora.

craak, *cranke, s. (An original English

root, of which other languages have only less

distinct traces : the original form was krank

= to bend, to twist. Cf. Dut. kronkel = a

rumple, a wrinkle ; kronkeln = to rumple, to

wrinkle, to bend, to turn, to wind. (Skeat)}

[Crank, a.]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Lit. (Ofa material body, as a planet, ie.)

:

1. A turn, winding, or revolution.

" Bo likewise grim Sir Saturne oft doth spare

His Sterne aspect, and oaline his crabbed lookee.

So many turning cratikl these have, so many crookes.

Speneer 1 F. Q., VII. Vli. 62.

2. In the same senses as B.

*I1 Figuratively:

1. Any turn, revolution, or vicissitude.

2. Any conceit formed by twisting or chang-

ing in any manner the form or meaning of a

word ; a pun.

S. (U.S.) A person whose mental faculties

have been wrongly twisted or bent in one

particular respect or particular respects; a

mild monomaniac ; hence any eccentric in-

dividual.

B, Technically:

1. Machinery:

(1) An arm (called the web) at right angles

to an axis, by which motion is imparted there-

to or received therefrom. The crank ou the

axis of a grindstone or a fanning-mill is a

familiar instance. The crank is also a valued

device in converting a rotary into a recipro-

cating motion, or conversely. An example of

the former is found in the saw-mill ; of the

latter, in the steam-engine. Watt is the in-

ventor of the latter application of it. The

crank was first used in connection with steam-

navigation by William Symington, in 1802, on

his second steam-boat, the " Charlotte Dun-

das " The crank was fixed on the paddle-

shaft of the stern-wheel which impelled the

vessel, and was worked from the piston-rod

by means of a connecting-rod. Since then

the crank has superseded the sun-and-planet

wheel motion and all other devices for pro-

ducing rotary motion in the steam-engine.

The bell-crank, so called from its frequent

use in bell-hanging, is only used to change

the direction of a reciprocating motion. A
two-throw or three-throw crank-shaft is one

having so many cranks set at different angles

on the shaft.

(2) A contrivance used for labour in prisons,

consisting of a small wheel, like the paddle-

wheel of a steamer, which the prisoner has to

turn with a handle in a box more or less filled

with gravel.

2. Naut. : Iron braces which support the

lanterns on the poop-quarters.

3. Mining : That part of the axle of the fly

which is bent into three knees, or right angles,

and three projecting parts ; one of the parts

is parallel to the axis, and has the upper part

of the crank-hook collared round it. (Weak.)

crank, * cranck, * cranke, a. 4 s. [IceL

kruiifcr= 8ick,M; Dut.&Ger.krani.] [Crans,

«•]

A* As adjective

:

L Ordinary Language

:

* 1. Sick, ill.

2. In a shaky or loose condition ; cranky.

"In the caee of the Austrian Empire the crank
machinery of the double government would augment
aU the difficulties and enfeeble every effort of the
State."—rimes, Nov. 11, 1876.

* 3. Lively, merry, brisk, active, sprightly.

" He. who was a litle before bedred and caried lj-ke

a dead kurka* on fower maunes shoulders, was now
cranke and lustie. "— Udal : Mark ii.

* i. Strong, mighty.
" Towered the Great Harry, crank and telL"

Longfellow : The Building of the Ship.

1 5. Peevish, morose, sour-tempered, cranky.

XX Naut. : Liable to upset ; an epithet for

a vessel when she cannot bear her sail, or

when her floor is so narrow that she cannot

be brought on the ground without danger.

"In plying down the river, the Resolution was

found to be very crant, which made it necessary to

put into Sheemees in order to remove this evil, by

making some alteration in her upper works. —Cock

:

Voyage, voL iii . bk. L, ch. L

B. As subst. : A sick person.

". . . some notable examples of such counterfeit

eranjfci, and every viUage almost will yeeld abundant
testimonies amongst us ; we have Duminerora. Abra-

ham-men," «c—Burton : Anal, of Melunelujly, p. 168.

crank-axle, s.

1. Vehicles: An axle bent down between

the wheels, in order to lower the bed of the

waggon and make loading more easy.

2. Steam-engine : The driving-axle to which

are connected the piston-rods of a locomotive

engine. In America they are connected to

wrists on the drive-wheels.

crank bird, s. A local name for the

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker (Piciis minor).

From the cry, which is said to resemble the

creaking of a windlass.

crank brace, s. The usual form of

brace, which has a bent shank by which it is

rotated.

crank-batches, s. pi. Hatches for .

covering the cranks of the engines within

steamboats.

crank-hook, s. The bar connecting the

treadle and crank in the common foot-lathe.

crank-pin, s. A pin connecting the ends

of a double crank or projecting from the end

of a single crank. In either case it is for the

attachment of a pitman or connecting-rod.

crank-puller, s. A machine for pulling

the crank off an axle or shaft. (KnigU.)

crank-shaft, s. A shaft driven by a

crank, such as that of the grindstone.

crank-wheel, s. A wheel having a

wrist to which a pitman or connecting-rod le

attached, and acting as a crank, while the

peripheral portion may act as a fly-wheel, or

may constitute a pulley or a traction-wheel.

(KnigU.)

• crank, v.i. & t. [Crank, a.]

1. Intrans. : To run in and out, to wind and

turn, to dodge.
" He cranke and crosses with a thousand doubles."

Skakeep. : Venue and AdonU.

2. Traw. : To shackle ; to apply the hob or

ham-shackle to a horse.

"A. for the reward of preaumptlon it is In Scotland

to be cmn*i< before and kicked behind. -Perils ol

Man, t. 267.

cranked, a. [Eng. crank; -ed.) Having a

bend or turn.

cranked tool, s.

Iron-turning : A tool which is made to em-

brace the rest, by which it is prevented from

slipping away from the work. A pin is in-

serted in one of the holes in the rest, to pre-

vent the escape of the tool sideways. The

direct penetration is obtained by depressing

the handle ; the lateral motion by rotating the

tool by its transverse handle, which may be a

hand-vice temporarily screwed upon the shaft,

or a shoulder-rest handle. (Knight.)

bfiL ho^; ptftt, Jtffrl; o»t. fell, ohorns. ohta. hunch; go, gem; thin, this; si

- cian. -tian = shan. -tlon, -slon = shun; -flou, -flon = satin, -tious, -slous,

n, as: expect, yenophon, exist -in*

-clous = shus. -ble, gle. fcc, = bol. gel.
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crank ing, pr. par. or a. [Crank, v.]

*eran'~kle, v.t. & i. [A freq. "form from
crank, v. (q.v.).]

1. Trans. : To break into turns or angles

;

to bend, to wind.
" Old Vaga's stream,

Forcd by the sudden shock, her wonted track
Forsook, and drew her humid train aslope,
Crankling her luniks." PhUipt t Cider, bk. L

2. Intrans. : To bend, to turn, to twist, to
wind.

" Now on along the crankling path do keep.
Then by a rock turns up another way.

Drayton : The Baron*' Wart, bk. vL

•crinkle, s. [Craskle, v.] A bend, a
turn, a twist, a winding ; an angular promi-
nence.

* cran -kled, a. [Eng. crankle) ; -td.] Bent,
twisted, turned.

* crinkling, pr. par. or a. [Crankle, v.]

Twisting, bending, turning, winding.
** Meander, who is said no Intricate to be,
Hath not to many tarns, nor crankling nooks as she."

Drayton : Poly-Olbion, $ 7.

crank ness, s. [Eng. crank; -ness.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Health, vigour.

2. Naut. : A disposition to overset.

* crank -oils, a. [Eng. crank; -ous.] Fretful,
irritable, captions, cranky.

" This while she's been in crankout mood.
Her lost Militia flr'd her bluid."

Burn* ; Earnett Cry and Prayer.

Crank -y, a. [Eng. crank; -y.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Irritable, whimsical, fldgetty.

"What a cranky old brute."—B. Kingtley : Qeoffry
Bamlyn, cb. xxvii.

2. Naut. ; Liable to be overset ; crank.

t cran'-nied, a. [Eng. cranny; -ed\] Full
of crannies or chinks.

crin nog, t cran noge, s. [Ir.]

Archceol. : A fortified lake dwelling, of which
many occur in Ireland. They are supposed
to have been formed about the ninth or tenth
century.

"The crannog* or lake dwellings."—Athenmtn,
Oct SO, 1880, p. 594.

eran ny, " crany, s. [Ft. cran = a notch

;

Lat. crena.]

. 1. Ord. Lang. : A crevice, a chink, a small
or narrow opening or fissure ; a corner, a hole.

%, Glass-making: A tool for forming the
necks ef glass bottles.

eran ny, a. [Etym. doubtful. Probably
connected with crank(q. v.).] Pleasant, brisk,
jovial.

*cran-ny\ v.i. [Cranny,*.]

1. To be or become full of crannies or
chinks, to crack, to open.

" The ground did cranny everywhere."

—

Oolding.

2. To haunt or frequent crannies ; to pass
through crannies.

* cran nyed, 'crannyd, a. [Crannied.]

Cran reucn, *. [Gael, cranntarach.] Hoar-
frost.

" To thole the winter's sleety dribble,
An' cranreuck cauld !

Burn* : To a Bout*.

cran-tar'-a, cran-tar'-ra, s. [Gael., from
crann = cross, and tair m shame. So called
because to neglect it was regarded as shame-
ful. J The fiery cross sent round to summon
the Highlanders to rise.

•crants, crance, *. [Ger. kranz; Sw. &
l)ut. krans; O. Dut krants.] A garland, a
wreath.

" Yet here she is allowed her virgin cran**'.*
SKaketp. : BanUet, v. L

crap (1), v.t. [Flem. kroppen.] To stuff, to fill.

* crap (2), v. t. [Crop.] To crop, to lop.
" Fu' vogie, an' fu* blythe to crap
The winsome flow"rs frae Nature's lap."

Fergueon : Poem*, ii. SI

crap (1), «. [Etym. doubtful.] Buckwheat,
Polygonum Fagopyrum.

•rap (2), s. [Crop.]

1. A crop. (Scotch.)

2. The top of anything.

% Crap and root : Wholly, entirely, every bit.
** And ye may mind, I tauld you crap and root
Pan I came here." Ron .- Belenore, p. SO.

crap leather, s. Leather made from
thin cow-hides. Used for pumps and light
shoes.

* crapaude, * crapawte, • crepawde.
* crepawnde, s. (O. Fr. crapaut ; Fr.
crapaud - a toad.] The stone chelonitis, or
toad-stone (q.v.). [Bdfonite.]

"Crapaude, a precious name—cropoeKUfM."—Pale-
grave.

crap -au-dine, s. & a. [Ft.]

A. As substantive

;

1. Arch. : A pivot.

2. Farriery : An ulcer on the coronet of a
horse.

B. As adjective

:

Arch. : Moving or turning on pivots top and
bottom (applied to doors).

crape, 5. f_Fr. crepe; O. Fr. crespe = curled,
frizzled, crisp ; Lat. crispus = crisp (q.v.).]

Fabric: A gauzy fabric made of raw silk,
and woven without crossing. Uncoloured, or
gaily dyed, it is a rich shawl-stuff. Coloured
black and crimped, it is a mourning-goods.
Smooth crape is used in ecclesiastical habits
of a certain order, not quite so elevated as the
cambric lawn of a bishop. Silk intended for
crisp crape is more twisted than that for the
smooth. The twist of the thread, especially
that of the warp, is what gives the wrinkled
appearance to the goods when taken out of
the loom. Aerophanes and gauze are goods
of a similar description, either white or col-
oured. Crape is said to have been made by
Ste. Badour, Queen of France, a.d. 680. It
was first made at Boulogne. (Knight.)

crape-fish, s. Codfish salted and pressed
hard.

crape-morette,
Fabric: A gauzy woollen fabric of fine

texture, the warp being light and open, and
the weft relatively heavy and fleecy. Hade
either white or coloured.

* crape, v.t. [Ft. creeper.] [Crape, «.] To
frizzle, to curl, to form into ringlets.

" The hour ... (or curling and craping the hair."—
Mad. D'Arblay: Diary, HI h. {Dane*.)

craped, pa. par. or o. [Crape, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adj. : Dressed in crape.

crap -Ing, pr. par., a., & a, [Crape, v.]

A i' B. is pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C As subst. : The act of frizzling, curling,
or crinkling.

craping-machine, $. A machine by
which silkls craped, i.e., crinkled.

* crap -le, *. [A variant of grapple (q.v.).]
A claw. [Crapple.]

" Soone as they did the monstrous Scorpion view
With ugly craple* crawling in their way."

Spenser.- P. Q., V. riii. 40.

crap'-neL s. [A variant of grapnel (q.v.).]
A grapnel, hook, or drag.

* crappe (pi * crappes), s. [Low Lat.
crappos.] Refuse corn, chaff.

crap'-pit, pa. par. or a. [Crap (1), v.]

crappit-heads, s. pi The heads of had-
docks stuffed with a pudding made of the roe,
oatmeal, and spiceries ; formerly a common
accompaniment of fish and sauce in Scotland.
(Jamieson.)

* crap'-ple, v.t. [Grapple.] To grapple, to
claw.

craps, i. A game of chance, played with two
dice, and in vogue amongst the negroes and
lower classes in this country. The object is to
throw seven er eleven at the first cast, or to
duplicate any initial throw before seven is cast

* craps, * crappys, «, pi [Crappe.]

* crap -u-la, s. [Lat.] Crapulence.

crap'-u lence, s. [Lat craputa.] A snrfoit

or sickness from over-indulgence; druuken-

* crap'-n-lent, a. [Fr. crapulant, pr. par. of
crapuler = to indulge to excess.]

1. Surfeited with excess or intemperance

:

drunk.

2. Noted for intemperance
; given up to-

excess.

* crap u-lent'-al, a. [Eng. crapulent; -at*.)

Caused ny intemperance.
"The aforesaid crapulentatt hurts."— Venner: Vim

Recta, p. 46.

* crap'-u-lous, a. [Fr. crapuleiix. from Lat
crapulosus.] The same as Crapulent (q.v.)

"The crapulou* residence ot his father, . .
"—

Brougham.

* crap -J, a. [Eng. crap(e) ; -j,.) Of the
nature of or resembling crape.

* crare, * crayer, s. [O. Fr. craier.] [Cray.)
A kind of coasting vessel, now disused.

"... what coast thy sluggish crare
Might easiliest harbour in?*

Shaketp. : Cymb.. iv. 1
* erase, v.t. & i. [Sw. krasa; Dan. krdse.)

1. Trans. : To break to pieces.

"Thus was youre croune cratid."—Depot, of Richard
II., p. 8,

2. Intrans. : To be broken to pieces.

"The cablys craten."—Bart*horn* ; Jtetr. Tate*, p-
128.

* erase, s. [Craze.]

crash, * crasche, * craschyn, crasshe,
v.t. & i [Sw. krasa; Dan. krdse.]

A. Transitive:

1. To break to pieces.

2. To dash together violently, so as to cause
a loud noise.

" He sbak't his head, and cratht his teeth for ire.
His lips breath 'cT wrath, eyes sparkled shiiu.ig Are."

Fairtfax : Godfrey of Bovlognt, bk. vii., s. 41

B. Intransitive

:

1. To make a loud dashing or crashing
noise, as of many things falling or breaking
at once.

"... and soon roofs were biasing and walls crashing
In every part of the city."—Macaulay : Bitt. Eng., ch.
xvii.

2. To pass with violence.
" That crath'd through the brain of the infidel.
Round he spun, and down he fell."

Byron : The Siege of Corinth, rxvtt.

crash (1), s. [Crash, v.)

1. Lit. : A loud sudden noise, as of many
things broken at the same time.

" Moralizing sat I by the hazard-table : I looked
upon the uncertainty of riches, the decay of beauty,
and the crath of worlds, with as much contempt as
ever Plato did."—Pope.

2. Figuratively:

(1) The failure or bankruptcy of a large
business undertaking.

* (2) An entertainment
"The blades that want cash.
Have credit for crath,

They'l have sack whatever it cost urn."
Wife Recreation, 1U4, yXare*.)

crash (2), s. [Lat. crassvs = thick ; Ft. crasse.)

Fabric : A heavy, coarse, plain, or twilled
linen towelling or packing cloth.

crashed, pa. par. or a. [Crash, v.]

crashed-sugar, s. [Crushed-suoar,]

crash Ing, pr. par.
t
a., & s. [Crash, v.]

A. <fc B. Aspr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : A loud noise, as of many
things broken at one time ; a crash.

era -sis, s. [Gr. icpatnc. (krasis) = a mixing,
from Kepdvvvni. (kerannumi)= to mix.]

1, Med. : The mixture of the constituents
of any kind, especially of the blood ; tem-
perature, constitution.

" A man may be naturally inclined to pride, lust.
and anger ; as these inclinations are founded In a
peculiar crati* and constitution of the blood and
spirits. "

—

South.

2. Gram. : The contracting of two vowels
into one long vowel or a diphthong ; synae-

resis.

cras'-pe-da, s. pi. [Gr. Kpda-neia (kraspeda),

>]. of KpatrireSov {kraspedon) = the edge,

irder, or margin of anything.]

Zool. : Long, puckered, and convoluted
cords, charged with thread cells, bordering
the margin -of the mesentery in many sea-

anemones.

bon

fate, fit, fare, amidst, what, fall, father; we, wet, here, camel, her, there; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine; go, pdt,

cr, wore, wolf, work, who", son ; mute. Cub, cure, unite , ciir, rnle, full ; try, Syrian, as, ce = e. ey = a. qu= kw.
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eras pctl 6 ceph al us, s. [Gr. np&ne&ov
(kraspedon) (Craspeda), and k«$oAij (kephale)

m the head.]

Zool. : A genus of Serpents, family Crotalidte

(Rattlesnakes). In place of the rattle of the
typical Crotalus there is only a spine. Cras-

pedocephalus lanceolatus is a very venomous
snake, Infesting the cane-fields of the West
Indies. It is sometimes six to seven feet long.

cras-pc- do'-'ta, s. pi. [Craspedote.]

Zool. : The naked-eyed Meduste (from their

being furnished with a muscular velum).

Gr&S'-pe-ddte, a. & s. [Gr. xpacrireooe* (fcras-

pedoo) = to furnish with a border, to edge.]

A. As adj. : Pertaining or relating to the
Naked-eyed Medusae.

B. As subst. : Any animal belonging to the
Naked-eyed Medusae.

erass, a. [Lat. crassus = thick, dense.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. 0/ material things : Thick, coarse ; not
thin or fine.

"... a eras* and fumid exhalation, caused from the
combat of tbe sulphur of iron with the acid ami
nitrous spirits of aquafortis."—Browne: Vulgar Er-
roun.

2. Of immaterial things, as the intellect, Ac. :

Dull, stupid, obtuse, gross, not refined.

". . . more crass or corporeal cogitations, . . ,"

—

Cudworth : Immutable Morality, bk. iv.. ch. L

II. Bot : Thicker than what is usual in

similar cases. The normal state of leaves is

to be papery, that of cotyledons is to be of
thicker and more fleshy texture : the latter

may be called crass. (Lindley.)

* eras sa ment, * crassiment, s. [Lat.

crassamehtum, from crassus — thick.]

1. Ord. Lang. : Thickness, coarseness.
". . . all the other solid parts of tbe body, that are

made of tbe same crassiment of seed, may be here in-

cluded."—Smith : Portraiture o/ Old Age, p. 179.

2. Med. : [Crassamentum],

cras-sa-men -turn, s. [Lat. m the sediment
of a liquid, the dregs, the lees.]

Anat. : The thicker part of the blood, a red
mass of corpuscles cemented together by
fibrin e so as to form a red consistent mass.

"When blood is drawn from a vein, and allowed to
rest, it speedily separates into a solid portion, the
cr<tttiimentum, or clot, and a fluid portion, the serum."—Todd A Bowman : Physiol. Anat., vol. I., ch. i., p. 87.

cras-aa-tel'-la, s. [Dimin. of Lat. crassus =
thick.J

Zool. : A genus of Molluscs, family Cypri-
nidse. The shell is solid, venthcose, attenuated
behind, smooth or concentrically furrowed,
the pallial line simple, the hinge teeth 1 or 2,

the lateral teeth or 1, the adductor impres-
sions deep and rounded, the animal with the
mantle lobes united only by *the branchial
septum. Thirty-four recent species are known
from Australia, New Zealand, India, Brazil,

&c. ; sixty-four fossil species have been found,
the latter from the Neocomian onward. (Wood-
ward, ed. Tate.)

* eras -sl-ment, s. [Crassament.]

* eras'-sl-tude, s. [Lat. crassitude, from
crassus = thick, coarse.]

1. Of solids : Thickness, grossness, coarse-
ness.

"They must be but thin, as a leaf, or a piece of paper
or parchment ; for, if tbey have a greater crassitude,
they wiU alter in their own body . .

.*'

—

Bacon.

2- Of liquids ; Density.

"The Dead Sea, which vomiteth up bitumen, is of
that crassitude, as living bodies, bound hand and foot,
and cast into it, have been born up, and not suult."—
Bacon : Natural History.

* crass ncss, s. [Eng. crass; -ness.] The
quality or state of being crass, gross, or
coarse ;

grossness, coarseness, obtuseness.
"Theethereal body contracts crossness and impurity

by the same degrees as the immaterial faculties abate
in their exercise."—Glanvilte: Prcextstence of Souls,
p. 118.

eras' sul-a, s. [Dimin. of Lat crassus =
thick. So named from the thickness of the
fleshy leaves and stems.]

Bot. : A genus of hypogynous exogens,
the typical one of the order Crassulacese and
the tribe Crassuleee. Calyx five-parted, much
shorter than the corolla

;
petals five, stellate,

spreading ; stamens five, with awl-shaped
filaments; five short ovate scales present;
carpels, Ave, many-seeded. Thespecies, which

are fifty or more, are mostly natives of the Cape
of Good Hope. Some are cultivated in green-
houses here. The leaves of Crassula tetragona,
boiled in milk, are used in South Africa as a
remedy for dysentery.

eras su-la -ce-», * . pi [Mod. Lat. crassula),

and fern. pi. adj. suff. <tceo3.]

Bot : House-leeks. An order ofhypogynous
exogens, alliance Violates. It consists of suc-
culent herbs or shrubs with entire or pinna-
tifid leaves and no stipules, flowers usually
in sessile, often unilateral cymes. Sepals 3

to 20, more or less united at the base, petals
inserted in the bottom of the calyx distinct or
united into a monopetalous corolla ; stamens
equal in number to the petals, or twice as
many ; a hypogynous ovule at the base of
each carpel. Fruct of several follicles, opening
by the suture, or a several-celled capsule
openiug at the back. Seeds variable in num-
ber. In 1845 Lindley estimated the known
species at 450. The Cape of Good Hope is

their great metropolis, but there are species
scattered over Europe ; a few are wild in
Britain.

cras-SU'-le-SB, s. pi. [Mod. Lat crassul(a)

;

fern. pi. adj. sutT. -em.] A tribe of Crassulaceae.

* eras tin a tion, s. [Formed from Lat.
crastinus = belonging to to-morrow ; eras =
to-morrow.] Procrastination, delay.

* cras'-tln-d, s. [Lat. crastinus.]

Law : To-morrow, the morrow ; a term
used in regard to the return-day of writs.

* cra-sy, a. [Crazy.]

era tteg -In, s. [Class. Lat. cratatgius) ; and
Eng. sufT. -in.]

Chem. : A crystalline bitter substance ob-
tained from the fresh-branch bark of the
White-thorn, Crataegus Oxyacantha. It is solu-
ble in water, slightly soluble in alcohol, and
insoluble in ether.

cra-ta'-gus, s. [Lat Crataegus, crato*gon;
Gr. Kparaiyo? (krataigos) ; Kpa.rat.yutv (kratai-

gon) = a kind of flowering thorn, Crataegus
azarolla, or Pyrus terminalis (?).]

Bot. : A genus of trees, order Pomacese.
Calyx segments short and acute, petals large

and roundish, styles 1 to 5, fruit oval or round,
concealing the upper end of the cells, which
are long. It differs from the genus Pyrus in

containing a variable number of stones, and
from the medlar by having the fruit closed.

The genus contains about eighty well-marked
species and varieties, occurring in the tem-
perate parts of both hemispheres. Crataegus
Oxyacantha is the Hawthorn, or May. It is a
European thorn, growing wild in this country.
[Hawthorn.] The Oriental species have heavy
leaves, large fragrant flowers, and large, suc-

culent, somewhat angular fruit ; those from
America are often very spinous. Finally,

some species of the genus—viz., C. mexicana
and C. pyracantha—aTe evergreens.

cra-taV-va, s. [Named after Crattevus, a
Greek botanist who lived in the time of Hip-
pocrates—i.e., about 430 b.c]

Bot. : A genus of hypogynous exogens, order
Capparidacese, tribe Capparese. Leaves trifo-

liate, flowers in cymes, sepals four, petals four,

unguiculate ; stamens 8 to 28 ; berry stalked,

between oval and globose ; within pulpy.
C'ra(a?ua0T/nandrais the Garlic Pear ofJamaica.
The root blisters like cantharides. C. Tapia
is the Tapia, or Common Garlic Pear, of the

West Indies and South America ; the bark is

bitter and tonic, and the braised leaves are

used in Brazil against inflammation. C. excelsa,

a native of Madagascar, furnishes planks four

feet wide. The juicy berries of C. Nurvala are

agreeable. {Lindley.)

* cratayn, s. [A corruption of craven (q.v.).]

A craven, a coward. [Crawdown.]
". . . lest craythayn he were."

Sir Oawaine, 1,774.

* cratch, * cracchc, cratchc, crecchc,
creke, s. [Fr. creche = a manger, a crib,

from O. Sax. kribbia = a crib.] [Crib.]

1. A manger, a crib.

"She wrante Crist with cloth is, and putte him In
thecrotefce. — Wycliffe : Select Works, i. 317.

2. An enclosure.

"Potters dwellynge In plauntyngis and in cratchit."
— Wycliffe : 1 Paralip., iv. 2&

3. A hut, a cottage.

" He . . . halt a wenche in cracche. "—PoUt. Songt,
p. S27.

*cr&tcn, "cratchc, r.?. [O.H.Ger. chrazzon;

M.H. Ger. kratzen.] [Scratch.] To scratch.
" Tofore thi souereyn cratche ne picke thee nought"

—Babeet Book, p. 37.

cratch-cradle, s. A child's game, the
same as Cat's cradle (q.v.).

cratch es, s. [Cratch, s.]

Farriery : A putrid swelling en the pastern,
the fetlock, or the hoof of a horse.

* cratch ing, pr. par. & s. [Cratch, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B. As subst. : The act of scratching.

orate, s. [Lat crates = a hurdle.] A large
wicker hamper with wooden supports, in

which crockery-ware is packed for transporta-
tion. Crates among the Romans corresponded
to the English hurdles. They were of wicker
work, and were used for screens, for levelling

ground after rough-raking (rostrum) ; also for

drying fruit.

cra'-ter, s. [Lat crater; Gr. Kpar/jp (krater)

= a mixing vessel ... a large bowl . . . any
cup-shaped hollow . . . the mouth of a
volcano.]

1. Class. Archmol. : A large bowl. [Etym.]
" It was decreed that with the sum thus obtained a

golden crater Bhould be dedicated to Apollo."

—

Lewis:
Ear. Rom. Hist., ch. ill., pt. v., § 74, vol. ii., p. 305.

2. Geol. & Ord. Lang. : The basin-like, cir-

cular opening, generally at the apex of a vol-

canic cone, from which eruption takes place.

It is formed in the following way. A chasm
or fissure opens in the earth, from which
great volumes of steam and other gases are
evolved. Shattered lava, fragments of broken
stone, sand, &c, follow ; and, falling in heaps,
lay the basis of what, by the continuance of

m%
*f#l|Kf

the same process, will ultimately become a vol*

canic cone. The movement upwards of steam
and other gases keeps open a passage from be-

neath to the apex of the cone. This passage is

the crater. The efflux of lava may ultimately

consolidate it, or it may produce the contraiy
effect and break it down. There may be many
cones and many craters, or one large volcano,

and escape of gases may be by long fissures

instead of by cup-shaped craters. (Lyell, dc.y

3. Astronomy:

(1) In the same' sense as 1. There are ap-

parent craters in the moon, and much larger

than those in the earth, being sometimes as
much as 100 miles across.

(2) A constellation, called in English the
Cup, one of the fifteen ancient southern con-
stellations.

*
If Elevation crater theory

:

Geol. : A theory which explained the rise of
volcanic cones withtbeircraters by supposing
that the concentric beds of scoria?, <fec, now
forming the cone were originally horizontal,

but were upheaved to their present position by
subterranean force. It was held by Von Buch,
Elie de Beaumont, and others ; but is now gene-
rally abandoned, the rival theory of Lyell and
others being that the beds in question have
been formed by the descent of materials

ejected into the air by successive eruptions,

and arranging themselves at or about the
angle at which we now find themas they fell.

era ter'-a, s, [Lat.= a vessel in which wine
was mixed with water, a bowl. ]

Bot. : The cup-shaped receptacles of certain

fungals. (Treas. of Bot.)

boil, boy; poiit, Jowl; cat, 9611, chorus, 90111, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist ph f.

-dan. tlan - >>&« -tion, -tion = shun ; -tion, -sion = zhun. -clous, tious. -sious = shiis. -hie, -die, &c. = bel, deL
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Cxa-teV-I-form, a. [Lat. cratera (q.v.), and
forma = form, shape. J

1. GeoL, £c. : Shaped like a cup or a volcanic
crater. (Used of mountains, hills, &c.)

Mr. Darwin, in his 'Volcanic Tslaiu's,' hagde«irtbed
several erateriform hills In the Qalapugn* Arulii|>cla^o

. . ."—Lyell : Princtp of Geol., Ch. xx.lv.

2. Bot. : Globe-shaped, concave, hemi-
spherical, a little contracted at the base.

"*
cra'-ter-OUS, a. [Eng. crater; -out.] Per-

taining to, containing, or resembling a crater.

crat o^-yMfin, *. [Gr. Kodros (kratos)=
strength, and fwAoe (xulon) = firewood,

timber.]

Bet, : A genus of hypogynous exogens,
order Hypencacese, tribe Elodese. The cap-

sule is three-celled, with winged seeds. The
species are bushes or small trees, with oppo-
site leaves. Cratoxylon Hornschuchii, which
grows in Java, is slightly astringent and
diuretic.

f craunph, cranch, v.t. [An onomato-
poetfc word, the same as crunch, scraunch,

and scrunch (q.v.).] To crush or crunch with
teeth.

" She would craunch the wings of a lark, bones and
all, between her teeth."—Swift.

eraunch, cranch, *. [Cranch, v.] A crush,

the act of crushing.
" Myne grimy le knoityd with ane cranch against

thilke lotte."—Bogg I WhU. Tale*. IL 43.

t craunch'-Ing, pr. par. , a., & s. [Cratjhch.]

A. & B. As pr. par. db particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. Assubst.: Theactof crunching or crush-
ing with the teeth.

era vat , crabat, s. [Fr. cravate — (1) a
Croat, Croatian, (2) a cravat. So called be-
cause it was first introduced into France in

1636 by the Croatians or Cravates.] An
article of dress of silk, muslin, &c, worn
about the neck ; a neckcloth.

" Some men of quality came every morning to stand
round their master, to chat with nim while his wig
was combed and his cravat tied."—MacaiUay : BltU
Eng., ch. iii.

* era-vat', v.i. [Cravat, «.] To put on or
wear a cravat.

"I coated and cravatted."— Lytton: Pslham, ch.
xxxlU. (Davie*.)

tcra-vat'-tSd, «. [Eng. cravat; -cd.] Wear-
ing a cravat.

" The yiung man faultlessly appointed, handsomely
erawK»A"-Thackeray.

crave, * cravyn, * crawyn, v.t. & i. [A.S.
crajian ; Icel. Icre/ja ; Sw. kra'fra ; Dan. kneve.]

A. Transitive;

1. To beg or ask for earnestly and submis-
sively ; to entreat.

" Your present aid this godlike stranger craves."
Pope : Somer't Odyuey, vtli. 27.

2. To long for ; to desire in order to satisfy

a passion or appetite.

3. To demand, to call for, to require,
" Then TorquU spoke : 'The time cram speed 1*"

Seott : Lord of the Islet, ill. 10.

4. To dun a debtor. (Scotch.)

* 5. To persecute, to trouble.
" Noght the pronde sal crave ate."

E. Eng- Psalter: P$. cxviiL 132.

B. Intransitive

:

1. To ask earnestly and submissively ; to
entreat, to desire.
" The appellant In all duty greets your highness.
And crave* to kiss your bant), and take his leare."

Shaketp t Rich- II., i. 3.

IT Followed by for before the thing asked
for.

"Once one may cravefor love." Suckling.

2. To feel an insatiable longing for anything.
".

. . h craving appetite, . .
."—Arbuthnot ; On Ali-

ment*.

* IT For the difference between to crave and to

leg, see Beo.

era '

-

ven, * cravant, * cravaunde, s. k n.

[O. Ft. cravantt, acravante, pa. par. of era-
ranter, erevanter ; * Lat. crepanto = to break,
to overthrow. (Nicol.) The word is really
cravand\ pr. par. of the verb to crave (q.v.),

and is a sort of translation or accommoda-
tion of the O. Ft. creant ; Mid. Eng. creant,
oreaunt. (Skeat.)] [ liecreant. ]

A. As substantive

:

1. Properly, one who in battle yielded him-
self to his adversary like a coward, without

resisting as a man ; hence, generally, a coward,
a recreant, a mean, spiritless fellow. [Battle,
B. 1.]

" I vowU, base knight, when I did meet thee next,
To tear the garter from thy craven* leg."

Shaketp. : 1 Ben. VI., It, L
* 2. Applied to a beaten game-cock.
" No cock of mine ; you crow too like a craven."

Shaketp. : Tarn, of Shrew, ii. 1.

B. As adj. : Cowardly, fainthearted, despic-
able.

. . stood in craven fear of the sarcasm of Dorset."
Macaulay: But. Eng.. ch. viii.

% To cry craven: To give in, to fail.

" When all human means cry craven."--Fuller : Ch.
Bit, II. vi. 33.

*cra'-ven, v.t. [Craven, s.] To make craven,
recreant, cowardly, or dispirited.

"That craven* my weak hand."
Hhakesp. : Cymbeline, lit. 4.

* cra'-vened, pa. par. or a. [Craven, v.]

* era -ven-ing, pr. par. & s. [Craven, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of making craven or
cowardly.

*ora'-vent, • cra-vant, s. & a. [Craves.]

* cra'-ver, • cravere, s. [Eng. erat<e) ; -er.]

1. One who craves ; an Importunate asker.
" A Craver my Father.
A Haunder my Mother."
The Jovial Crete {Bagford Ballad*), L IL

* 2. A persecutor.
" Heke the cravere bo he salle."

E. Eng. Ptaiter : Ps. lxxt 4.

era' ving, *crawynge, pr. par., a., & s.

[Crave.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As substantive

:

h The act of asking for earnestly and sub-
missively.

2. The act of dunning a debtor.
" He strives to pay what he is due.
Without repeated craving."

W. Ingram : Poem*, p. 75.

3. A strong or vehement desire for any-
thing ; a heartfelt longing.

"The humbler cravings of the heart"
Wordtworth : Excursion, bk. lv.

* 4. Persecution, annoyance.
r of men me W
Eng. Pealter : Pt. cxviil. ltt.

t cra'-ving-ljf, adv. [Eng. craving ; -ly.\ In
a craving or earnest manner ; earnestly.

* era -ving-ncRS, *. [Eng. craving; -nets.]

The quality or state of being craving.

craw (1), * erawe, «. put. kro = the crop,
kraag = the neck ; Sw. krafva = the craw, the
crop ; akin to crag or craig (q.v.) m the neck.]

1, The crop or first stomach of fowls.
" Orotseorcrowpe of abyrde, or other fowlys. Gabut,

veeicula."—Prompt. Parv.

1 2. The stomach generally.
". . . It Is Immediately swallowed into the crop or

crate, or at least into a kind of ante-stomach, , . ,"—
Ray : On the Creation.

1 3. The comb or wattles of fowls.

craw (2), s. [Crow, «.]

1. The act of crowing.
'* No more the morning cock, with rousing crate.
Awakens Gib to toil ere daylight daw."

Train : Mountain Muse, p. 96.

2. A crow, a rook.

3. Ranunculus bulbosus.

% YtUow Crow : Ranunculus bulbosus. (Lyte.)

craw-croops, a pi. Crowberries.
" And what pray will yon dine on T

Rob, Craw-croopt, hips.
Blackberries, slaes, rough brambles frae the rock.'

Donald A Flora, p. 74.

craw-crowfoot, *. The same as Craw
(q.v.).

craw - dulse, *. Rhodymenia ciliata.

(Scotch.) (Jamieson.)

craw-feet, *. Scilta nutans.

craw-flower, s. Scilla nutans (?). (Tan-
nahill.)

craw -foot, *. [Crowfoot.] (Scotch.)

(Used specially of Ranunculus acris and R.
repens.)

" t wrought ft eerthestreeo upo' the plain,
A gar!an' o* Draw spinks ana crattfeet made."

Macaulay : Poems, p. 130.

craws-court, *. A court of Judgment
held by crows.

"The crows generally appear in pain, even during
winter, except when attracted to a spot In search of
food, or when tliey assemble for the purpose of hold-
ing what is called the craw's eourt.—Edmonitone:
Zetland, li 334.

craw-slUer, s. Mic*.
" Mica-slate Is the most common rock of the primi-

tive class in Zetland. It is composed of quartz and
mica : the last Ingredient is termed by the natives
eraweiIter."-~Agr. Sure. Shetland, p. 121.

craw-taes, s. pi. [Scotch toes = Eng.
toes.]

1. Crowfoot—(1) Ranunculus acris (Scotch),

(2) R. repens (Scotch), (3) Lotus corniculatus.

"Some of the prevailing weeds in meadows and grass-
lands are, crow-foot or crow-toe, ranunculus acris,'' Ac.— WUson ; Renfrewshire, p. 136.

2. A metaphorical term for the wrinkles or
puckerings of the skin about the corner of
the eyes, in persons who are advanced in life,

or have been in declining health. (Scotch.)
[Crow's-feet.]

3. Caltrops, an instrument made with three
spikes, for wounding the feet of horse*.
(Scotch.)

craw-tees, s. [North of Eng., &c. tees =
toes (?).] Scilla nutans.

• craw-thumper, s. One who beats the
breast ; a name given to the Romanists from
their doing so at confession.
"We are no craw-thumper*, no devotee*."—Wotcot:

P. Pindar, p. 188. IDavies.)

craw (1), v.t. [Crow, v.] To crow, to crow
like a cock.

" Mony a gndewife's been wondering what for the
red cock didna craw her up in the murniug."

—

Scott :
Antiquary, ch. xxL

* craw (2), * orawe, v. [Crave.] To crave,
to beg.

"The petitioner hnmbillie crawi* that the Klngii
Majestle. . . . Ane gracious answer the petitioner
hmtiMie crawi*."—Act* Chas. I. (ed. 1814). v. 487

craW-ber-rjf, s. [Crowberry.] '(Scotch.)

(1) Empetrum nigrum, (2) Vaccinium Oxycoccos
(Scotch).

craW-crooks, s. [Bcotch craw, and Eng.
crooks.] Empetrum nigrum.

•IT Corrupted in the north of Scotland into
craw-croops (q.v.)

* craw-doun, t. [A corruption of Mid.
Eng. creant (q.v.).] A coward, a dastard, a
craven.

" Becnm thou cowart erawdoun reoriand.
And by consent cry cok, thy dede is dicht."

Douglas: Virgil, S56, 39.

craw*-fIsh, cray'-fish, * craiflsh, * cre-
vish, * krevys, s. [Corrupted from Fr
ecrevisse.]

1. A small, decapod long-tailed Crustacean,
Astacus fiuviatilis. It belongs to the same

family as the Lobster. It occurs in many
British rivers, and is used for food, especially

on the Continent.

"Those th.-it cast their shell are the lobster, the
crab, the crawfish, the hodmandod or dodman, and
the tortoise."— ftacon.

2. The spiny lobster (Palinurus vulgaris).

"The common crawfish, and the targe sea cra«s>

nsh, both produce the stones called crab's eyes."—
BUI.

craw' fish, v.i.

Fig.: To go backward, to receds from %

position already taken, to recant. (Suggested

by the movement of the crawfish, which is

apparently backward.) (Colloq.)

crawl, * orall, * crawle, v.i. [Icel. krajla

= to paw ; Sw. krajla = to grope, hrdla =* to

crawl, to creep ; Dan. kravls. (Skeat.)]

late, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father : we, wet, here, camel, her, there

:

or. wore wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try,

pine, pit, sire, air, marine; go, p6t

Sjrriau. «, oe - e. ey= a. q.u - lew.
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I. LiteraUy

:

1. To creep, to move with a slow motion
along the ground, aa a worm.

** Which swarming all about bU legs did craU.
And bin' encoiubred sore, but could not hurt at all.*

Speruer; F. O... L L Ii.

2. To grow slowly, as a creeper.
" I saw them under a green mantling vine.
That crawls a.ong the aide of yon small hilt*

Milton : Comut, 295.

3. To move about slowly, with an idea of
contempt
" .Vor fools nor follies tempt me to despise
The meanest thing that crawl'U beueatb my eyes."

Byron i Emjiith Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

4. To move or advance with secrecy on
hands and feet, to scale.

**.
. . secretly crawling up the battered walla of the

fort, . .
."—Knolles.

5. To move about slowly and with difficulty,

as one recovering from illness.

"I sank, nor step could crawl."
Wordtwwth : Female Vagrant.

JT- Figuratively:

* 1. To creep, to advance slowly and slily

;

to insinuate one's self.

" Hath crawl'd Into the favour of the king."
Shaketp. : Benry VIU., ill. 2.

2. To move about, to circulate, hated or
despised.

** Reflect upon that Utter of absurd opinions that
crawl about the world, to the disgrace of reason."—
South.

3. To have a sensation as though insects

were creeping over the flesh.

• 4. To growl, to rumble.

"My guta they gawle, cruwc, and all my belly rnm-
bleth.

—

Gammer Qurton't A'eedle, ii. 1.

3rawl(l), s. [Crawl, v.] Theact ofcrawling;
a slow, creeping movement.

crawl (2), *. [Dut kraal = an Inclosure.] A
pen of stakes and hurdles on the sea-side for

fish. [Kraal.]

crawl'-er, s. [Eng. crawl ; •«-.]

I, Lit. : One who crawls ; a creeper.
" Unarm'd of wings and scaly oare.
Unhappy crawler on the land."

Loeeiace: Lucatta.

TL Figuratively:

1. A crawling cab. (Slang.)

2. In Australia: A crawler is an assigned
convict who runs away and lives how he can
by labour and petty theft. (Darwin: Voy-
age round the World, ch. xxi. , January,
1836.)

©rawl'-ing, pr. par., a., A *. {Crawl, v.]

A. As pr. par. : In senses corresponding to
those of the verb.

B. -4s adjective

:

1. Lit. : Creeping or moving slowly on or
close to the ground.

2. Fig. : Flattering, sneaking, insinuating.

C. As aubst. : The act of creeping or moving
•lowly on or close to the ground ; a crawl.

IT A crawling cab

:

In London : A cab which, In place of remain-
ing at a cab-stand, crawls or goes slowly along
the streets looking for fares. A crawling cub
is convenient for hirers, but dangerous to
pedestrians crossing from pavement to pave-
ment.

4srsLVrl'-ing-l$, adv. [Eng. crawling; -ly.]

In a crawling manner ; moving slowly along
the ground.

crax, $. [Gr. *pa£o (JtrazS) = to croak, to
scream, to shriek.]

Ornith. : A genus of Rasorlal Birds, the
typical one of the family Cracidee (q.v.). Crax
alector is the Common or Crested Curassow of
Mexico and Brazil. [Cl-rassow.]

cray, craler, cr&sr'-er, s. [0. Fr. crater.]
[Crarb.] A kind of slow-sailing coasting

"A miracle It wu to see them grown
To ships, and barks, with games, bulks, and crayes."

Earrington : AriosU, x\xix. st. 38.

*oray'-fer-& *. [Etym. doubtful.] A plant,
Pulmonaria officinalis, (GreteJ

oray'-ffeh, s. {Crawfish.]

1. Zool., &c : The Crawfish (q.v.).
** The care of the mnrlatlck and nrmoniack saltness

requires slimy meats ; as snails, tortoises, Jellies, and
crayfishes."—flayer.

t 2. Bot. : A plant, Doronicum Parda-
Hanches.

cray'-dn, s. [Fr., from crate; Lat. creta =
chalk.]

1. Fine arts

:

(1) A coloured pencil consisting of a cylin-

der of tine pipe-clay coloured with a pigment.
Black crayons are coloured with plumbago, or
made of Italian black chalk. A white crayo-n

is a cylinder of chalk, common In America
and Europe. Red chalk is found in France.
The holder is a porte-crayon. Crayons are

said to have been made in France in 1422, and
imported thence into England in 1748. It is

hard to say how long ago charcoal, chalk, and
ochreous earths were used. (Kidght.)

" Let no day pass over you without drawing a line

;

that is to say, without working, without giving noiue
strokes of the pencil or the crayon." — Dryden:
Dufres.

(2) A drawing or design done with crayons.

2. Lithography : A composition formed as a

pencil, and used for drawing upon lithographic
stones. It is of a soapy nature, consisting
of soap, wax, resins, and lamp-black, melted,
and sometimes burned, together. (Knight.)

The act or art ofcrayon-painting;, .

drawing in crayons.

^cray'-on, v.t. [Crayon, «.]

1. Lit. ; To draw in crayons.

2. Fig. .' To sketch out, to plan, to design.

"And I wonder how any one can read the kings
speech at the opening of that session, without seeing
In that speech both the repeal and the declaratory act
very sufficiently crayoned out."—Burke : On American
Taxation.

* cray'-oned, pa. par. or a. (Crayon, v.]

• cray'-6n-Ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Crayon, v.]

A. & B. As pr, par. £ particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : 'Die act or art of drawing in

crayons.

craze, * erase, v.t. & i. [A variant of crash,

from Sw. krasa = to crackle. Cogn. with Fr.

icraser. (Hkeat.)']

A. Transitive:

* 1. To break, to crush.
" Darkness defends between till morning watch

;

Then through the fiery pillar and the cloud,
God, looking forth, will trouble all his host.

And craze their chariot-wheels . . ."

Milton I P. £., bk. xlL

•2. To weaken, to break down, to impair.
" Till length of years,

And sedentary numbness, craze my limbs."
Milton : Sam*. Agon.

3. To crack the brain, to derange, to im-
pair the intellect of.

" I lov'd him, friend.
No father his son dearer, true to tell thee.
That grief hath crat'd my wits."

Shaketp. ; King Lear, UL 4.

B* Intransitive:

* 1. To be broken.
" The cabiys crasen and begynne to ffolde."

Hartthorne : Metr. Tales, p. 128.

1 2. To become weakened or impaired.

"My tortured brain begins to crate." Keats.

era ze mill, crazing-mill, «. A mill

for grinding tin-ore.

craze, s. [Craze, v.]

* 1. Madness, insanity, derangement of

intellect.

2. A mad passion or longing for anything

;

a mad fancy.

"He had taken upamnv upon the danger to Europe
from tbe advance of the Turk*."

—

Quart. Bee., April,

1856, p. 363.

crazed, pa. par. or a. [Craze, v.]

A. As pa. par. : (See the verb).

B. As adjective:

*1. Broken down, damaged.
" Till It choke up some channel side to side.

And the craz'd banks doth down before it cast."
Drayton : Battle of Agincourt

2, Deranged, cracked.
*' Whose spring can frenzied dreams dispel.

And the crated brain restore."
•Scorf ; Marmion, h it.

* 3. Impaired, weakened, broken down.
"Her erased helth, her late recourse to rest"

Spenser : F. «., III. U. 2*.

t cra'-z^d ness, s. [Fng. crazed; -ness.] The
quality or state of being crazed.

"The nature, as of men that have sick bodies, so
likewise of the people in the crazedness of their minds,
possessed with dislike and discontentment at things
present, is to Imagine that any thing would help
them.'—Hooker: Eccles. Polity. Preface.

* cra-zie, a. [Crazy.]

* cra'-zi-l^, adv. [Eng. crazy; -ly.] Iu a
crazy manner.

'* No peace, no comfort could 1 And,
No ease, within doors or without

;

And crazUy, and wearily, . .
."

WordeworVi : The Last of the Flock.

cra'-zi-ness, * crasinesse, s. [Eng. crazy

;

-ness.]

1. The quality of being crazy or deranged
in intellect.

2. The quality of being weak, poor, or
broken down.

"Touching other places, she may be said to bold
them as one should do a wolf by the ears ; nor will 1
speak now of the craziues* of her title to many of
them."—Bowel : Vocal Forest.

era zing, s. [Craze, v.] The cracking of
the glaze upon articles of pottery or porcelain.

crazing-mill, s. A crushing mill.

"The tin-ore passe th to the crazing-mill, which . . .

bruiseLh it to a hue sand."

—

Careto : Sure, of Cornwall.

era zy, " craesio, a. & i. [Eng. cratffi); -y.}

A. As adjective

:

1. Broken down, damaged, out of order,
weuk, not safe.

*' Charon ! receive a family on board.
Itself sufficient for thy crazy yawl."

Coteper : TransU of Greek Verses ; on Siobe.

* 2. Broken down in body, decrepit.

"When people are crazy, and in disorder, it Is
natural for them to groan."—L'Ketrange,

3. Weak, feeble, shattered.
" Fhysick can but mend our crazy state.
Patch an old building, not anew create."

Oryden.
4. Broken-witted, deranged.

" And over moist and crazy brains."
Butler: Hudibras.

t B. Js subst. : The Buttercup (genus Ra-
nunculus), the Midland rustics holding it to be
'* an insane herb," and believing that its smell
produces madness. (Britten <£ Holland.)

crazy-headed, a. Deranged in intellect,

crazy.
*'.

. . there is a company of these crazy-headed cox-
combs, . . ."—Bunyan: The Pilgrim's Progress, pt. L

•criv-EJr-oT-o^-gaSt. s. [A contemptuous
corruption of craniologist (q.v.).] A crauiolo-
gist

"The crazyiologists would have found out a bump on
hishead."—Southey : The Doctor, ch. xxxiv. (Dtteies.)

* cre-a'-ble, a. [Lat. creabilis, from creo — to
create.] Capable of being created. {Watts.)

creach, creagh, s. [Gael, creach = plunder.]
An incursion into a country for plunder

;

what is termed on the Borders a raid.
" A ereagh and Its consequences."—Scott: Waverley,

ch* xv.

* creaght, s. [Irish.]

1. A herd of cattle.

" In these fast places, they kept their crsaghts, or
herds of cattle, . . ."—Davies : On Ireland.

2. The same as Rapparee (q.v.).

" Ue was soon at the head of seven or eight thousand
Rapparees, or, to use the name peculiar to Ulster,
Creaghts."—Mucaulay t Mist. Eng.. ch. xvL

* creaght, v.i. [Creaqht, s.] To graze.

"It was made penal to the English to permit the
Irish to creaght or xraze upon their lands, or present
them to ecclesiastical benefices.''

—

Davies t On Ireland.

creak, ' creke, * kreko, v.i. & (. [A word
imitated from the sound. Comp. O. Fr.
criquer.] [Crack.]

A* Intransitive:

1. To make a continued sharp, grating
noise,

And the branches tossed and troubled.
Creaked, and groaned, and split asunder."

Longfellow: The Song of Hiawatha, xvlli.

* 2. To utter a sharp, grating cry ; to croak.
" He cryeth and he creketh."

Sketton : Colin Clout.

B. Transitive

:

1. To cause to make a sharp, grating noise.
" Creaking my shoes on tbe plain masonry."

Shaketp. t All's Well, ii. L
* 2. To utter in a creaking voice.

" My Bonge Is botbe trewe and pleyne,
Althogn I cannot creke hit so in veyne."

Chaucer : Cuckoo and Xight, Itt.

creak, * creake, s. [Creak, v.] A pro*

tracted sharp, grating noise.

•J To cry creak : To yield, to repent.
" I now cry creake, that are I scorned love.

Whose might Is more than other gods above."
Watson i Passionate Centurie, 1581. (Jfanas.)

boil, bo^; pout, jolfrl; oat, cell, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin. «• ; expect, Xenophon, exist. -Ins,

-claiL, -tian a. »hau. -tion, -oion « shun ; -tion, - sion = zhun. -clous, -tioua, sious = shus, -hie, -die, <t c. - bel, del.
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creak -ing, pr. par., a., & s. [Creak, r.]

A. &. B, As pr. par. & particip. adj. ; (See
the verb).

C. Am substantive

:

1. Lit. : Making a protracted, harsn, grat-

ing noise.

2. Fig. : Bough, uncouth.
Still most I hear?—shall bouse Fltigerald bawl
Hi* crtaking couplet* in a tavern hall !

Byron 1 Englith Bards and Scotch Herieteert.

C. As subst. : The act of making a harsh,
grating noise ; a creak.

" Then start not at the creaking of the door."
Longfellow: The Golden Legend, vt

cream (1),
* craymo, *oreame, 'crcmo,

9. [O. Pr. cresme ; Pr. creme, from Low Lat.
cremo. Prob. allied to A.S. redm m cream

;

Icel. rjomi. (Skeot.)] [Chrism.]

A* Ordinary Language

:

I. Literally

:

1. In the same sense as B.
"Cream la matured and made to rise speedily, by

patting in cold water, which, as it seeineth, getteth
down the whey."

—

Bacon i Jfaturat History.

2. A sweetmeat prepared from cream,
various fruits, &c.

• 3. A cosmetic.

"In vain she tries her pastes and cream*
To smooth her skin or hide its seams."

Goldsmith : The Double Transformation.

•A. Consecrated oil, chrism.
" Ich signi the with slgne of croys.
And with the ereme of hell conferral.*

Shoreham, p. IS.

jX Figuratively

:

1. The best part of anything; the choicest
bit ; the essence or quintessence.

"In an Instant, all the leads of the courts and
entries were thronged with men and maid-servants of
the duke's, who cried aloud. Welcome, Oh flower and
cream of knights-errant."

—

3helton; Don Quixote, bk.
il., ch. xxxi.

2. A name given to the finest liqueurs.

B. Technically:

1. Dairy Produce : The most oily part of
milk. It is specifically lighter than the other
constituents, and therefore rises to the surface,
whence it is generally skimmed to be used as
an adjunct in making tea and coffee palatable,
to be eaten with various fruits (such as straw-
berries), or for other purposes. If a saturated
solution of white sugar be boiled for a couple
of minutes and cream added before it cools, the
cream, if preserved in a cool place, will keep
fresh for some weeks.

2. Chem. : [Cream of Tartar.]

3. Masonry, &c. : [Cream of Lime.]

^ (1) Cream of Lime : (For def. see extract).

"Adjacent to these reservoirs are others containing
pure slaked lime — the so-called cream of lime.'—
Tyndall : Frag, of Science (3rd ed.), ch. xL, p. ML
(2) Cream of Tartar :

Pharm.: Hydrogen potassium tartarate,
KHGirXjOg, Potassa: Tartras Adda. A salt ob-
tained from the crude tartar, or argol, which
Is deposited on the sides of wine casks during
the fermentation of grape juice. It is a gritty
white powder which forms small rhombic
prisms, is sparingly soluble in water, and in-

soluble in alcohol. Heated in a crucible it

evolves inflammable gas and the odour of
burnt sugar, and leaves a black residue of
charcoal and potassium carbonate. In small
doses it is a refrigerant and diuretic ; in large
doses a powerful hydragogue purgative. ItIs
given, mixed with jalap, as a purgative in
cases of dropsy, and is used as a drink in
febrile affections.

(3) Cream of Tartar Tree : A tree, Adansonia
Gregorii, growing in the north of Australia.
It is called also the Sour Gourd. (Treat, of
Bot.)

cream-bowl, s.

cream.
A bowl for holding

Milton: VAllegro.

cream-cake, s. A cake stuffed with
custard of eggs, cream, &c.

cream-cheese, s. A variety of cheese
made of curds prepared from new milk, with
a certain amount of cream added. The curds
are placed (n a cloth and allowed to drain
without the application of any pressure.

cream-colour, s.

Bot. : Ivory-white ; white verging to yellow
with a little lustre, as Convallaria majalis.
(Lindley.)

cream coloured, a. Of a colour re-

sembling that of cream.

* cream - faced, a. With a pale or
colourless face ; cowardly.

"Thou cream-fae'd lown.
Where got st thou that goose-look T

"

Shake*?. : Macbeth, v. S.

cream-freezer, 5. A domestic machine
In which cream is stirred in a vessel plunged
in a freezing mixture.

cream-fruit, 5. A fruit found at Sierra

Leone, conjectured to belong to the Apocy-
nacese. It was supposed to be Roupellia grata,

but it is now believed that this was an error.

The real plant is as yet unidentified.

cream-laid, a. An epithet applied to
laid paper of a creamy colour.

cream-nut, s. A name sometimes given
to Bertholletia excelsa. [Brazil-nut.] (OgUvie.)

cream-pan, s. The same as Creaminq-
PAN (q.v.).

cream-pet, s. A small jug or vessel for
holding cream.

cream-slice, s. A wooden knife for
dividing and serving frozen cream.

cream-white, a. The same as Cream-
COLOURED (q.V.).

cream-wove, a. An epithet applied to
woven paper of a cream colour.

cream (2), 3. [Cr.bme.] Merchandise, goods.

cream-ware, crerne ware, s. Goods
such as are sold at stalls or booths.

cream, v.t. & i. [Cream (1), $.]

A. Transitive:

t L Literally:

1. To skim off the cream from milk.

2. To cover or top with cream.
"Creaming the fragrant caps with a rich lavish-

neas."— Whitney I Real Folks, ch. xriL
* IL Fig. : To take off the flower or quint-

essence of anything.
" Such a man, truly wise, creams off nature, leaving

the sour and dregs lor philosophy and reason to lap
up."—Swift.

*B, Intransitive:

1. To gather cream ; to receive a covering
or coating ; to mantle.

"There are a sort of men, whose visage*
Do cream and mantle like a standing pond.'

Shakesp. ; Merck, of Venice, 1. 1.

2. To pour out or use cream.
" He sugared and creamed and drank."—Mitt Edge-

worth : Helen, ch. xxxri.

creamed, pa. par. or a. [Cream, v.]

cream -er, s. [Eng. cream (2), s. ; -«r.] A
huckster, a pedlar.

cream'-Sr-y (1), s. [Eng. cream ; -ery » -ry.]

1. A dairy-farm ; an establishment where
cream is manufactured into butter or cheese.
Creameries have become common in the
United States, as cooperative enterprises of
farmers. Their utility in the production of
good butter is Buch that they are being adopted
In parts of Europe.

* cream'-er-y (2), * cream -er-ie, a, [Eng.
cream (2), s. ; -ery = -ry.] Merchandise, such
goods as are usually sold by a pedlar.

" With my cramery gif ye list mell

;

Heir I half foly hattl* to selL"
Lyndsay, 8. P. JL, U. M.

cream'-i-ness, s. [Eng. creamy ; •ness.) The
quality or state of being creamy.

cream -ing, pr, par. or a. [Cream, p.J

creaming-dlsh, s. (See extract.)

"The creaming-dishes (so I call the vessels In which
the milk Is passed for throwing up cream) are to be
filled with the milk as soon after it is drawn from the
cow as possible. '

—

Anderson I On the Dairy.

creaming-pan, s. A wide shallow pan
or vessel usecf in dairies for the milk to stand
in till the cream rises to the top.

"A better practice would be, to have the milk drawn
from each cow separately put into the creaming-pant,
as soon as It is milked, without being ever mixed. ,fc—
Anderson : On the Dairy.

ereanV-y, a. [Eng. cream; -y.\

L Full of cream; containing cream.

2. Like cream ; luscious, unctuous.

#
3. Soft, flattering.

** Your creamy wonts bat cozen."
Beaum. and /Vet , Queen of Corinth, lit. L

* cre'-ance, creaunce, s. [Fr., from Low
Lat. credentia = belief ; Lat. credo = to be-
lieve.]

L Ordinary Language

:

L Faith, belief.

"This maiden taught the creaunce unto this wife.'

« ^ „± -l. .
Gower, i. ij&

2. Credit, borrowing, surety.
"... by creaunce of Coyne."—Depot, qf Rich, II., p. 1
IX Falconry: A fine small line, fastened to

a hawk's leash when she is first lured.

* cre'-ance, * creaunce, v.t. & i. [0. Fr.
creanser.] [Creance, *.]

1. Trans. : To borrow.
" This marchaund . . . creaunced hath and payed
This soiutue of gold." Chauetr: C. T* 14.77*.

2. Intrans. : To borrow.
** Now goth this marchaund and bieth and creaunceth."

Chauetr: C. T„ 14.718.

*cre'-an-cer,* creaunser, * creaunsour,
*, [Fr. creancfer.] A creditor.

" Sylle the oyle and yields to thy creaunser."

—

Wyclife : 2 Kingt iv. 7.

* oreant, a. [Fr. creant, pr. par. of crier;
Lat. creans, pr. par. of creo m to create.]
Creating, forming.

" The creant word
Which thrilled around us."

Jfrj. Browning.

Crease (1), *. [Of unknown etymol. ; perhaps
a Celtic word. Skeat suggests connection
with Bret, kriz = a wrinkle, but this sugges-
tion is rejected by Dr. Murray.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. A line or mark made by folding or
doubling anything.

2. A slight hollow or indentation.
". . . small creates or furrows.**—Todd « Bowman;

PhysioL Anat., vol. L, ch. xiv., p. 410.

TJ. Technically:

1. Mech. : A creaser.

2. Cricket: A name given to certain lines
marked on the ground at each wicket They
are three in number, the bowling-crease, the
return-crease, and the popping-crease. The
first extends in a straight line at right angles
to the line of play, 3 ft. 4 in. each side of the
centre of the stumps. The second is a short

Rsturs

Crt***L Wicketi
Return

JcriM*

Ptsslsg Crsss*

CREASES (CRICKET).

line drawn at an angle to the end of the bowl-
ing-crease. The bowler in delivering his ball

must have one foot behind the bowling-crease,
and within the return-crease. The popping-
crease is a line drawn parallel to the bowling-
crease, and at a distance of 4 ft. from it. It

is unlimited in length. The batsman cannot
move out of the space between the bowling
and popping-creases except at the risk of
being put out.

crease (2), s. [Creese.]

crease, v.t. [Crease, s.] To make a crease
or mark in by doubling or folding.

" Under a tea-cup he might lie

Or crern'd, like dog'* ears, hi a folio."
Gray : Long Story.

creased, pa. par. or a. [Crease, v.]

ereas -er, s. [Eng. creas(e) ; -er.]

I. Ord. Lang. : One who or that whicb
creases.

IX Technically:

1. Leather-working : A tool used for making
single or double lines on leather, to form
guides or creases to sew by. They are also
used for lining leather, to give it a finished

appearance.

2. Iron-working : A tool used by sheet-iron

workers for rounding small beads and tubes.

Its shank has a tang by which It is secured is

fate, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pot,

or, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mate, cub, cure, unite, car, rule, full ; try, Syrian, sb, ce=e. ey = a. qu - kw.
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a square socket of the work-bench. Top and
bottom creasing tools, of any suitable size and
pattern, may be set in the .jaws of a creasing

swage, the lower end of whose frame has a

tang to set in the work-bench, while the upper
hinged portion carries the top tool and is

struck by a hammer.

3. Book-binding : A tool for making the

band-impression distinct on the back.

4. Sewing-machine: An attachment whieh
makes a mark in a line parallel with the

work in hand, to indicate the place for the

next seam or tuck.

creas ing, pr. par., a., & *. [Crease, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. £ partitip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Lang. : The act of making a crease

or mark in anything by folding or doubling ;

a crease.

"It ii rather a mass, with longitudinal parallel

streaks, many of which are creating*."—Todd A Bow-
man : Phytiol. Anat., voL 1., ch. L, p. 68.

2. Building: A layer of tiles forming a

corona for a wall.

creaslng-hammer,*. A narrow rounded-
edge hammer, used for making grooves in sheet

metal.

creaslng-tool, s. A creaser (q.v.).

ere as-61, s. [Eng., Ac, creaMpte), and Lat.

oleum, = oil.]

Ckem. : Creosol, C8H10O2 . A diatomic phe-

nol, obtained by the dry distillation of guaia-

cum, also from creasote. It is a colourless,

oily, refractive, odorous liquid, with a pungent
taste. Its density is 1-037, boiling at 203°.

It burns with a smoky flame.

ere-a-sote, ere 6 sote, t kre -a sote, s.

[Fr. 'creosote; Gr. noeo- {kreo), combining form
of Kptas (kreas) = flesh, and <rw£u (sozo) = to

save. So named because of its ability to pre-

serve animal substances from decay.

1. Comm. : An impure creasol, mixed with
'phenol. Wood creasote has powerful anti-

septic power. Wood smoke contains this

substance, hence its power of preserving
meat. Creasote is used to relieve toothache,
but often causes the neighbouring teeth to
decay.

2. Phar. : Creasotum is obtained by distil-

ling wood-tar. It is a colourless liquid, with
a strong empyreumatic odour. It is slightly

soluble in water, readily soluble in alcohol,

ether, and in glacial acetic acid ; it coagulates
albumen, and turns the plane of polarisation

of a ray of polarised light to the right. It is

used to prepare Mistura Creasoti, Unguentum
Creasoti, and Vapor Creasoti. A slip of deal
wood dipped into it, and afterwards into
hydrochloric acid, acquires on exposure to

the atr a greenish-blue colour. German crea-

sote is prepared by distilling beech-wood.
Creasote is a mixture of phenol, guaiacol,

paracresol, &c.

creasote-appliance, c A dentist's

instrument intended to prevent fluid caustics,

such as creasote or solution of nitrate of
silver, from running down and cauterizing the
lips when being applied to the gums. A spiral

platinum-wire carries the sponge, and a glass

tube attached to the handle and surrounding
the wire catches any of the caustic which
may run down the wire. (Knight.)

ere -a sote, cre-4-sdte, v.t. [Creasote, s.)

To treat or saturate with creasote.

ere -a so-tlng, cre'-d-so-ting, pr.par.,a.,
& s. [Creasote, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. dt particip. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subst. : A mode of preventing decay
of timber by saturating with creasote. This
is said to coagulate the albumen, absorb the
oxygen, resinify in the pores of the wood and
exclude air, and act as a poison to prevent
fungi, acari, and other parasites. (Knight.)

* creast, s. [Crest.]

* «reast -ed, a. [Crested. ]

t creas'-$, a. (Eng. create); -y.] Pull of or
marked with creases.

" The babe who reared his creaty arms."
Tennyton: Enoch Arden.

ore' -at, s. [Jr., from Lat. creatus ; Ital. creato;

Sp. criado = a pupil. 1

Manage : An usher to a riding-master.

+ ere a table, a. [Eng. create); -able.}

Possible to be created.

cre-ate', * creat, v.t. [Create, a. In
Fr. creer; Sp. & Port crear, criar ; Ital.

creare.]

1. To make out of nothing ; to cause to

exist ; to bring into existence.
" In the beginning God created the heaven and the

earth."

—

Genesis t. 1.

2. To produce, to cause, to be the occa-

sion of.

" Long abstinence is troublesome to acid constitu-
tions, by the uneasiness it create* in the stomach."

—

Arbuthnot.

3. To produce, to compose, to arrange, to

be the author of.

Cowper: On the Queen'* Visit to London, March IT, WW.
*4. To beget.

5. To appoint, to constitute, to invest with

a new character.
" Arise, my knights o' th* battle : I create you
Companions to our person, and will fit you
With dignities becoming your estates."

Shakesp. : Cymbeline, T. 5.

*6. To form, to make.
** King Richard might create a perfect guess."

Shaketp. : 2 Henry VI.. HL I.

1 For the difference between to create and
to cause, see Cause.

* ere ate', * creat, a. [Lat. creatus, pa. par.

of creo — to create. ]

1, Brought into existence, created.
" Since Adam was create, flue thousand yeeres I gease
Fine hundreth, forty more and flue as stories do

expresse."
Gascoigne : Dan Bartholomew of Bathe.

% Composed, made up.
" Hearts create of duty and of zeal."

Shaketp. : Henry V., Ii. 2.

ere-at'-ed, pa. par. or o. [Create, v.]

cre-at'-lc, a. [Gr. kd«ot-,' stem of Kpeac

(kreas) = flesh ; Eng. suff. -ic.] Pertaining to

flesh, or to animal food.

ere -a-tic' -6-189, s. pi [The pL of Lat. crea-
ticola = the worshipper of a created being,
from creatus = created, i connective, and colo*

= . . . to worship.]

Ch, Hist. : A monophysite sect in the sixth
century who followed Severus in holding that,
previous to the resurrection of our Saviour,
his body was corruptible. They were called
also Pthartolatne and Ktistolatrse. All the
three names were given them by their foes.

Cre'-at-Ine, s. [Ger. kreatin, from Gr. jepe'ac

(kreas), genit. a-pe'aros (kreatos) = flesh, and
suff. -ine (Chem.).']

Chem. : Methyl-glycocyamine. Methyl-
guanido-acetic acid, C4HyN30a + H20, or

UN -cNN(C£I3)-CH2-CO-OH. Creatine is

obtained from the muscular flesh of mam-
malia, birds, reptiles, and fishes. It has been
found in the blood and urine, and in the
brains of pigeons and dogs. It is obtained
by chopping up the lean muscular flesh, re-

moving the fat, and rubbing it with water
and pressing it ; the liquid is heated in a
water-bath to coagulate the albumen, then
strained ; to the filtrate baryta-water is added
so long as it gives a precipitate, the filtrate

concentrated on a water-bath, the crystals,

which separate, decolorised by animal char-
coal and re-crystallised from water. Creatine
crystallises in rhombic needles containing one
molecule of water, which is driven off at 100°.

The water solution has a bitter taste, and
is neutral to litmus. It gives a white pre-

cipitate with silver nitrate, which is soluble

in potash. After a time the solution solidi-

fies to a transparent gelatinous mass, which
is reduced when heated. Creatine heated
gives off ammonia and hydrocyanic acid.

Creatine is dissolved by strong acids ; it

loses a molecule of water, and is con-
verted into Creatinine. By boiling with
baryta-water creatine is decomposed, yielding
sarcosine, methyl glycocine, C3H7NO2 + urea

CO"^tjH
2 Creatine has been formed syn-

thetically by heating cyanamide, C<£WT r

with sarcosine, CH^m.Qjj 3
' in "^ a^co'

holic solution to 100° for some hours ; or

leaving a mixed aqueous solution to evapor*

ate, the creatine separates out in crystals.

Creatine heated to redness with soda-lime in a
tube, yields NH3 and inethylamine, NHg'CHj.

cre-a'-tlhg, pr. par., a., & s. [Create, v.]

A. & B. As pr. par. & particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As subst. : The act of giving existence or
being to

;
production, creation.

"' For he opens the whole discussion by stating,
That God can only exist in creating."

Longfellow : Tin: Golden Legend, vL

crj-at'-In-ine, s. [Eng. creatin(e); suff. -ine,

In Ger. kreatinin.]

Chem. : Methyl-glycocyamidine, CiEkNsO,
NH - C.O.

or HN =C^ Creatinine occurs
^N(CH3)-CH 2 .

in urine and In muscular flesh ; it is found in
the mother liquid formed in the preparation
of creatine. It can be prepared by the action
of strong acids on creatine, also by evaporat-
ing, below 100°, fresh urine neutralised with
carbonate of sodium to a syrup. The syrup
is exhausted by alcohol, and the filtrate is

mixed with a concentrated alcoholic solution
of zinc chloride ; the precipitate, after stand-
ing some time, is washed and boiled with
water ; the filtrate is evaporated ; the crystals

are dissolved in hot water and purified by
recrystallisation ; the solution in boiling
water is then digested with hydrated lead
oxide, filtered from the oxide of zinc and oxy-
chloride of lead, purified by blood charcoal;
strong alcohol dissolves the creatinine and
leaves the creatine. Creatinine forms colour-
less prisms, very soluble in water and in

alcohol ; a concentrated solution has an alka-
line taste, reddens turmeric, and turns red
litmus blue. It is a strong base. Creatinine
concentrated solution gives a ruby-red colour,

when made slightly alkaline with potash and
nitro-prusside of sodium is added. Creatinine
forms salts with acids. (Watts: Diet. Chem.,
<£c.)

cre-a -tion, * creacion, 5. [Lat. creatio,

from creo = to create ; Fr. creation ; Sp. crta-

cion; Ital. creazione.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. The act of creating, or of calling into
existence out of nothing.

"The mind finds no great difficulty, to distinguish
the several originals of things Into two sorts: First.
When the thing is wholly made new, bo that no part
thereof did ever exist before ; as when a new particle
of matter doth begin to exist, in rerum natura, which
had before no being ; and this we call creation."—
Locke: Hum. Undent., bit. ii„ ch. xxvi.

2. (Spec.) : Used absolutely ; the act of
bringing the world into existence.

3. The point of time when the world was
created.

4. The act of appointing, constituting, or
investing with a new character or position.

"The Gazette which announced these creations an-
nounced also that the King had set out for the Cou-
tinent'— AtacatUay : Hiet. Eng., ch. xx.

5. The foundation or first constituting of
anything. /

This detailed account of the creation of the dictator-
ship, and of the appointment of the first dictator, is

given by Dionysius. '—Lewis : Cred. Early /lorn. Hint.,

(1855). ch. xii., pt. i., $ 9, vol. ii.. p. 27.

6. That which is created or produced.
" The treach'rous colours the fair art betray.
And all the bright creation fades away 1

"

Pope : Ettay on Criticism, 498-8.

7. (Spec.) : The universe, the world.
" For me your tributary stores combine.
Creation'* heir, the world, the world is mine."

GoldsmitJt: Tlte Traveller.

8. An original work, composition, or pro-
duction.

"... and Schubert's Trio in k flat. Op. 100, the latter
one of its comixiser'a most individual creation*, , . ."

—Athenamm, March 4, 1882.

IX Technically:

1. Theol. : The act of creating out of nothing,
one of the three great operations attributed to
God, the others being providence and redemp-
tion.

2. Geol. : In the same sense as 1.

1T (1) Centre or Centres of Creation

:

(a) Sing. (Centre or focus of Creation) : A
point or place on the earth's surface where it

is assumed that a certain individual species
was created, and whence it is supposed that it

diffused itself to the various regions in which
it now is found,

(&) PI. (Centres or foci of Creation) : Certain
spots on the earth's surface where not one but

boil, bo^; pout. 16%1; eat, 9011, chorus, chin, bench; go, gem; thin, this; sin, as; expect, Xenophon, exist, ph U
-clan, -tlan - shan. tion, -sion = shun ; -flon, -sion m zhun. -clous, tious, -slous = shus. -ble, die, &c. — bel, del.
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various, or perhaps even many species may
have been created, and whence theymay have
been disseminated. The Darwinians would
object to the use of the word creation in con-
nection with "the origin of species," butadmit
centres or foci where they have come into being.

(2) Date, era, or epoch of the Creation : There
are about 140 opinions professedly founded on
calculations made from Scripture with respect
to the era of the Creation. The highest date
given is b.c. 6984, the lowest 3616, a difference

of 3,363 years. One chief reason of the dis-

crepancy is the fact that the Hebrew and the
Septuagint chronologies of Genesis v., and
some other parts of the same book, differ

widely, and there may be difference of opinion
as to which has been changed. [Chronology.]
Thegeologist draws a wide distinction between
the date when man first came into being and
that at which the world was produced. The
first is a very recent event, if marked on the
scale of geological time, but a very remote one
as compared with the date assigned by those
who have made their calculations solely from
the Hebrew or the Greek Septuagint numbers.
[Antiquity or Man.] Various Christian har-
monists have attempted to reconcile Scripture
and science in this and other respects. (.11 ah-
MONY.]

(3) The hypothesis ofsuccessive creations : The
view was held by Murchison and many others
that successive creations have taken place,
each an advance on its predecessor.

"These views of the successive creation of different
races nre. itia true, mainly based upon the progressive
rise la the scale of the vertebrate sub-kingdom.''—
Murchison: Stluria, ch. xviii.

"•creation day, s. The day on which any-
thing is called into existence.

"... whom God, on their creation-day.
Created mute . .

.' MUton: P. L., bk. ix.

* cre-a tion-al, a. [Eng. creation ; -a?.] Of
or pertaining to creation.

eiHS-a'-tion-Jsxtt, s. [Eng. creation; -ism.]

The doctrine that a soul is specially created
for each human being as soon as conceived in
the womb.

OrS-a'-tlve, a. [Eng. create); -ive.]

1. Having the power of creating.

"But come, ye generous inlnds, la whose wide thought,
Of all his works, creatine beauty burns
With warmest beam." Thornton: Spring.

2. Causing existence, creating.
m
m . . both owe their origin to the same crea'i'e*?

mandate."— Todd 4 Bowman: Physiol. Ana*., vol. 1.

(1345). introd. p. a

* ere a'-tive-ness, s. [Eng. creative; -ness.]

The quality or state of being creative ; power
of creation.

ere - a' - tor, * creatour, # creator, s.

[Lat. creator; FT.createur; Sp. & Port. criador;
Ital. creators.]

1. Gen. ; One who or that which creates or
produces anything ; a maker, a producer.

2. Spec : The Almighty Maker of all tilings.
** And in devotion spend my latter days.
To stn'a rebuke, and my Creator's praise."

Shakemp. : S Henry VI., It. 6.

ore* -a' -tor-ship, *. [Eng. creator; -ship.]

The state or condition of a creator.

* ere -a' -tress, * creatress©, s. [Lat.
creatrix.) A female who creates, constitutes,
or appoints.

" Him long she so with shadowes entertaln'd,
As her creatresse had in charge to her ordain'd."

Spenser; F. Q.. ILL viii. 10.

* cre-a'-trix, s, [Lat.] A creatress.

"[This] is apparently creatrix of the wound made by
the fly, when she puts her eggs there." — Derham :

Physico-Theology, bk. It., ch. xv., note m.

* crea'-tu-ral, a. [Eng. creatur(e) ; -at.] Of
or pertaining to a creature ; befitting a crea-
ture.

t "Their understandings being but creatural bumne-w
of mind. . . ."—Annot. on Glanville, p. 348.

crea'-tnre, s. & a. [Fr. creature; ItaL, Sp.,
& Poit. crcaiura, from Lat creatwra, from
creatus, pa. par. atcreo = to create.]

A* As substantive

:

1. That which is created ; anything not self-
existent, but created by a supreme power.

"Cod's first creature was light"—Bacon: Sew At-
Ism.
2. A living being.

Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth
Unseen, both when we wake, and when we sleep."

MUton: P. A., bk. It.

3. An animal not human.
" In killing creatures vile, as cats and dog*,*

Shakesp. : Cymeeline, T. ft.

1. Man.
"A greater number of Cod's creatures believe In

Mahomet's word at this hour than in any other word
whatever. "—Carlyle : Heroes <* Hero- Worship, lect. ii.

5. An epithet of mingled pityand contempt,
or of contempt alone.

"The women said, who thought him rough.
But now no longer foolish
* The creature may do well enough.'

"

Cowper; On Bbneelf.

6. An epithet of affection or tenderness.
*' Some young creatures have learnt their letters and

syllables by having them pasted upon little tablets."—
Watts.

7- A servant, a dependant.
be queeu's, la
Shakesp. : Henry VIII.. iii. 2.

8. One who owes his rise or fortune to
another ; a dependant, an instrument.

"Whatever the Governor said was echoed by his
creatures."—Macnuhty ,* Eist. Eng,, ch. xlL

9. An offspring, produce, or result.
**And most attractiveis the fair result
Of thought, the creature of a polish 'd mind."

Cowper; The Task, bk. 11L

10. Drink, liquor, (frisft.)

" When they had latter a cup of the creature.''—T.
Brown: Works, i. 31. [Davies.)

* 1L Food generally.

"Tispity, methinks, that the good creature should
be lost. —Dryden : Marriage d la Mode, p. 25.

B. As adj. ; Of or pertaining to the creature
or the body ; as creature comforts.

* crca'-ture ize, v.t. [Eng. creature; -tee.]

To make like a creature ; to make earthly or
mortal ; to animalize.

"This sisterly relation and consanguinity betwixt
them, would of the two, rather degradeand creaturcue
that mundane soul, which is their third God or divine
hypostasis, than advance and deiile those particular
created souls."—Cudworth : Intellectual System, p. 601.

* crea'-ture-less, o. [Eng. creature; -less.]

Without created beings around ; alone, solitary.
" Qod was alone

And creat tireless at first.

"

. Donne : To the Countess of Bedford.

* crea'-ture-ly, a. [Eug. creature; -ly.] Of
or pertaining to the creature ; having the
nature or qualities of a creature.

" The several parts of relatives, or ereaturely infi-
nites, may have finite proportions to one another."—
Cheyne; Philosophical Principle.

* crea-ture-ship, s. [Eng. creature; -ship.]

The state or condition of a creature.
".The laws of our creature-ship and deiwndance do

necessarily and indispensably subject us to God as our
Creator : and we can as soon cease to be creatures, as
become independent."

—

Dr. Cave; Serm., p. 10.

* crea'-tur-iz-Ing, pr. par., a., & «. [Cbea-
TUREIZE.J

A. & B. As pr. par. A partidp. adj. : (See
the verb).

C. As subsL : The act of making like acrea-
tnre; annualizing

"So was It a monstrous degradation of that third
hypostasis of their Trinity, and little other than an
absolute creaturizing of the same."-—Cudsoorth : Intel-
lectual System, p. 594.

crease, s. [Craze, «.]

Mining : The tin in the middle part of the
buddle.

cre-brl-eos'-tate, a. [Lat. creter= frequent,
close ; Eng. costate (q.v.), from Lat. casta = a
rib.]

Conchol. : Marked or distinguished by nu-
merous closely-set ribs or ridges, as in the
shell Fusns cretricostatus.

cre-bri-sul'-cate, a. [Lat. creber^ frequent,
close ; sulcus = a furrow.]

Conchol. : Marked or distinguished with
numerous closely-set transverse furrows, as
in the shell Venus crebrisulca.

* ore'-bri-tude, s. [Lat. crebHtudo, from
creber= frequent.) Frequentness, frequency.

* ere' -broils, a. [Lat. creber = frequent.]
Frequent,

"Which Indeed supposeth (as their principles do) an
Imperfect Inchoate power already in man's will to act
graciously, which through assisting grace stirred up
by crebrous and freyuent acts, grows up into an habit
or facility of working. "—Goodwin : Works. toL v., pt.
L. PITS.

creche, s. [Fr.] [Cratch.] A public Institu-

tion or nursery in which the children of poor
persons, who are obliged to go from home to
work every day, are taken care of for a small
payment, while their parents are at work.

* erode, v.U [Cree (2).) To boil to softness
" Take rie and crede it as you do wheat for Farnrlty."

Queen's Closet Opened (16*6), p. lift, {Duties.)

cre'-dence, s. [Fr. credence; Ital. credensa;

Low Lat. credentia sa belief, from credens, pr.
par. of credo = to believe.] [Creed.]

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Belief, credit, reliance, dependency trust,
or confidence in or upon any person or thing,

*' All circumstance which may compel
Full credence to the tale they tell."

Byron : Pa risina, y. a
2. A belief, an opinion, a conviction.

** A superstitious credence held.
That never did a mortal hand
Wake its broad glare on Oarrfafci strand."

Scott ; Lord of the Islea, ¥. 11.

3. That which gives a claim to credit, belief,
or confidence.

" After tbey had delivered to the king their letters
of <-rerfe/ice, tbey were led to a cliamber richly fur-
nished."—Hayward.
* 4. The act of tasting food before it was

offered to others, a practice followed in order
to give assurance that it was free from poison.

". . . credence Is used and tastynge, for drede of
poyscenynga"—Babees Hook. p. 190.

* 5. A side table where the food was set and
tasted before bung served to the guests.

CREDENCE-TABLE.

IL Eccles. : The small table near the side of
the altar, or communion table, on which the
bread and wine are placed before they are
consecrated.

credence-table, s. [Credence, «., U.]

* cre'-dence, v.t. [Credence, «.] To give
credence to, to believe, to credit

" In evidencing his tales.*
Skelton ; Poems, p. IN.

t oro'-dond, s. [Lat. crecUndum.) The same
as Credendum (q.v.).

ere don'-da, s. pL [Lat. neut. pi. otcredendus
= to be believed ; part, from credo

=

to believe. ]

Theol. : Articles of faith, as distinguishea
from agenda or practical duties ; things whu h
must be believed.

"These were the great articles and credenda of
Christianity, that so much startled the world."—
South.

ore den'-diim, s. [Lat. neut. sing, of cre-

dendus = to bo believed.]

Theol : An article of faith.

* cre'-dent, a. [Lat credens, pr. par. of
credo = to believe.]

1. Giving credence ; believing, credulous.
'* Then weigh what loss your honour may sustain.

If with too credent ear you list his songs."
Shakesp. : Bamlet, 1. S,

2. Credible ; bearing credit or authority.
" For my authority bears a credent bulk.
That no particular scandal once can touch."

Shakesp. ; Meas.for Meas., iv. 4,

cre-den'-tlal, a. & s. [Lat crefans (genit.
credentis), pr. par. of credo =» to believe.]

A* As adj. : Giving a title to credit ; accre-

diting.
" Credential letters were read from the Frisians."—

Lett,from the Syn. of Dart, Moses's Bern., p. 106.

B. A* substantive:

1. Gen. : Anything which gives a title to
credit or confidence.

2. Spec. (PL): Certificates or letters accre-

diting any person or persons ; the- commission
or warrant given to an envoy, as his claim to

credit at a foreign court.
" There stands the messenger of truth : there stands
The legate of the skies 1—His theme divine.
His office sacred, his credentials clear."

Cowper: Task, bk. U.
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crSd-i-MT-I-tjf, s. [Fr. cridibiliU, from Lat.

credibility credible.) The quality or state

being credible or entitled to credit or belief

;

credibleness ;
possibility of being believed ; a

claim or title to credit.

" As all orlrinftl witnesses must be contemporary
with the event* which they attest, it is a necessary

condition for the credibility of a witness that he be a

contemporary, though a contemporary is not neces-

sarily a credible witness.-—Lewi*: Cred, Ear. Soman
But. (1855), ch. 1., i 5, VOL i.. p 16.

orod'-i'-ble, "credyble,a. [Lat cndibilis,

from credo = to believe.) Deserving of or

entitled to credit or belief ; that may be be-

lieved, credited, or relied on ; trustworthy.
' Ail are equally destitute of credible attestation."—

lewis: Cred. Ear. Roman But. (1856), oh. Lx-, I IS,

TOLL, p. 3+8.

t orSd'-l-ble-ness, «• [Eng. credible ; -ness.)

The quality of being credible ; credibility ; a

just claim to credit.
' The tredibJeneu of a good part of these narratives

haw been confirmed to me by a practiaer of pbyslck. —
Boyle: Work*, i- 436.

or8d'-I-bl#, * cre'd'-a-bljf. adv. [Bug- cre-

dibQe); 3y.) In a credible manner; in a

manner deserving of credit.

It has indeed been told me (with what weight,

How crediWjf. 'tis hard for me to state)."

Cowper: Conversation.

cred It, J. [Fr. credit; ItaX A Sp. credito,

from Lat. ereditus, pa. par. of credo = to

believe.)

J. Ordinary Language

:

1. Belief, trust, faith, reliance, or confi-

dence in or upon a person or thing.
" Whatever Athenian arrogance may pretend, it will

not easily gain credit with a discerning mind. —
Jeremy Bcntham : Work* (18431, vol. t. ch. T. ; Euay
m (As Influence of Time and Place, p. 1»L,

2. A ground of or title to belief, trust, or

confidence.

3. A reputation or character of confidence

or trust ; a good name or opinion gained by

upright conduct in business ; a reputation for

solvency.

••He traded largely: his credit on the Exchange of

London stood high ; and he had accumulated an ample
fortune."—Macaulay : But. Eng.. ch. TU.

4. Trust reposed with regard to property

handed over oil the promise or understanding

of payment at a future time; correlative to

debt.
" Credit is nothing but the expectation of money,

within some limited time."—iocs*

5. Anything due to any person. [IL 1.]

6. The time for which trust is given for pay-

ment for goods bought.

7. Testimony or authority ; that which pro-

cures belief or trust.

"We are contented to take this upon your credit.

and to think it may be."—Booker.

8. An honour, a cause of esteem or reputa-

tion.
•• I published, because I was told I might please such

as it was ft oredit to please."—Pope.

9. Influence, interest; power derived from
character or reputation.

•' Having credit enough with his master to provide
for hi* own interest, be troubled not himself for that

of other men."—Clarendon.

II. Technically:

1. Bookkeeping : The aide of an account in

which payment is entered ; opposed to debit

(q.v.).

2. Comm., etc. : [Bill or Credit.)

If (1) A Utter of credit : The same as a Cir-

cular letter (q. v.).

(2) Public credit : The faith put by creditors

and the public generally in the honesty and
financial ability of a government seeking to

borrow money.

% (1) Crabb thus discriminates between
credit, favour, and influence : "These terms

mark the state we stand in with regard to others

as flowing out of their sentiments towards our-

selves : credit arises out of esteem j
/apotir out

of good-will or affection ; influence out of

either credit or favour : credit depends alto-

gether on personal merit ; favour may depend

on the caprice of him who bestows it Credit,

though sometimes obtained by falsehood, is

never got without exertion ; but favour,

whether justly or unjustly bestowed, often

comes by little or no effort on the part of the

receiver: a minister gains credit with his

parishioner* by the consistency of his con-

duct, the gravity of his demeanour, and the

strictness of his life ; the favour of the popu-
lace is gained by arts which men of upright

minds would disdain to employ. Credit and

credibility—oreek

favour are the gifts of others ; influence ia a

possession which we derive from circum-

stances ; there will always be influence where

there is credit or favour, but it may exist

independently of either : we have credif and

favour for ourselves ; we exert influence over

others: credit and favour serve one's own
purposes ; influence is employed in directing

others : weak people easily give their credit or

bestow their favour, by which an influence is

gained over them to bend thein to the will of

others." (Crabb :, Eng. Syrwh.)

(2) For the difference between credit and
belief, see Belief.

cr<5d'-It, v.t [Credit, ».]

L Ordinary Language :

1. To believe, to give credit or credence to.

"... now I change my mind.
And partly credit things that do presage."

Skaketp. : Juliu* Comer, V. I.

2. To trust or confide in.

* 3. To procure credit or honour to ; to do
credit to.

"At present yon credit the church as much by your
government, as you did the school formerly by your
wit"—South.

4. To sell upon credit to ; to sell or transfer

on agreement of 'future payment

IL Bookkeeping : To enter upon the credit

side of an account ; to give credit for.

ored-lt-a-blo, o. [Eng. credit; -aftfe.)

* 1. Credible, worthy of belief.

"... divers creditable witnesses . . ."—iuoBow:
Memoir*, vol. lit, p. 74.

2. Reputable.
" He sealed him In ft good creditable way of living,

, . .'•—Arbuthnot : John Bull.

3. Honourable, bringing credit or honour.
" It Is creditable to Charles's temper that, ill as he

thought of his species, be never became a misanthrope."
—Macaulay : But. Eng.. ch. iL

orSd'-it-a-ble-nSss, ». [Eng. creditable;

-MeSJ.)

* 1. Credibility ; worthiness of belief.

j 2. Reputation, estimation.
" Among all these snares, there is none more en-

tangling than the creditableness and repute of cus-

tomary vices."—Decay of Piety.

crSd'-it-a-biy, adv. [Eng. creditab(le) ; Ay.]

* 1. In a creditable or credible way ; cred-

ibly.

2. With credit or honour; so as to bring

credit
"

. neglect their duty safely and creditably, than
to get a broken pate in the church's service, . .

."—

South.

ored'-it-ed, pa. par. or o. [Credit, v.]

ox^d'-xt-Ing, 2>r. par., a., &». [Credit, r.)

A. & B. As pr. par. ct particip. adj. : (See

the verb).

C. As substantive

:

1. Ord. Long. : The act of giving credit or

credence to.

2. Bookkeeping : The act of entering upon

the credit side of an account ; the giving

credit for.

crSd'-it-or, s. [Lat.= one who trusts ; Fr.

criditeur; Ital. creditore.]

* 1. One who gives credit or credence to

any person or thiug.
" Many sought to feed
The easy creditors of novelties.

Daniel : Civil Ware, bk. liL

2. One to whom a sum of money or other

valuable is owing ; one rho has given credit

to another ; correlative to debtor.

"The English government had already expended all

the funds which had been obtained by pillaging the

public creditor"—Macaulay : BUL Eng., ch. iL

creditor's bill, ».

Law : A bill in equity filed by one or more
creditors of an estate, praying for an account

and settlement of the assets of the estate, on

behalf of him or themselves and all other

creditors who may come in under the decree.
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Bteel-grey colour. Its hardness is 45 ; its so.

gr. 4-9—.VI ; its composition, oxide of copper
42-9 and oxide of manganese 5T'l m 100.

Found at Frederichsrode. (Dana.)

ore -do, s. [Lat= I believe. 1 [Creid.1

1. Eccles. : The creed.

2. Music : One of the movements in a mass,

•cred'-u-len-cy, •cred'-u-len-Cxe.s. [Lat.

credulus, from credo ~ to believe.) Credulity.
" For were thy selfe iuror and lodge of the most

offensiue. my creduleticie, or thine inconstancie. the
iuror could not but glue verdict for Elisa and the

iudge sentence against JEnt**"— Warner : Atbiont
England. Addition to bk. ii.

cre-du'-ll-t*. s. [Fr. crlduliti

eat

* crSd'-l-tretus, s.

female creditor.

[Eng. creditor ; -ess.) A

• cre'd'-i-trix, ». [Lat.) The same as Credi-

TRESS (q.V.).

cr8d'-ner-ite, ». [Named after the mineralo-

gist Credner, who analysed it.)

Afin. : A foliated crystalline monoclinic

mineral, of metallic lustre and iron-black to

Ital. credit.

lita ; Sp. cre^uiidad, from Lat. credulitas, from
credulus = believing, from credo = to believe.),

Easiness of belief ; a disposition readily and
without sufficient evidence or inquiry to-

accept the statements of any person.
" That would have shock 'd Credulity herself,

Uumask'd. vouchsafing this their sole excuse.
Cowper : The Task, bk. ii,

orSd'-u-loiis, a. [Lat. credulus, from credty

=s to believe.)

• 1. Easily or readily believed.
•' Twas he possessed me with your cred&loitt death."

Beautn. and Fletcher.

2. Easy of belief ; disposed to lielieve «
accept any statement without suflicieut evi-

dence or inquiry.
•*.

. . nothing is so credulou* as misery."—Macaulay t

But. Eng., ch. xiv.

orSd'-U-lofis-ly, adv. [Eng. credlttous ; -Jy.)

In a credulous manner ', with credulity.

" Ii yon shall observe a man pretend to believe plain
Impossibilities, and not only supinely and credulously

swallow them, but . . ."—Goodman ; Wlnt. Ev. Cenf*
p. lit

cr8d'-u-lo&s-ne»s,s. [Eng. credulous; -ness.l

The quality of being credulous ; credulity.

"Beyond all credulity, therefore. Is the crerfuroua.

nest of atheist*."—Clarke: Ssrm., VOL L. serin. L

cree (1), v.t. [Jamieson suggests Dan. Higer
= to war.) To meddle or have to do with.

(Generally used negatively.)

"Aha- our anld friend. Michael Scott, has soma-

hand I* this 1 He's no to cree legs wi* : I's be quits wl

him."—Peril* of Man, i. WL

oree (2), v.t. [Fr. crew = to burst; /aire

crecer = to cause to swell or burst (by boil-

ing).] To boil to softness.

Creech (gutt), s. [Gael, carraic = a rock.)

A declivity encumbered with large stones.

creed, • credo, * credo, a. [Fr., Ital., A
Sp. credo, from Lat. credo = I believe, that-

being the first word in the Latin version,]

A. Ordinary Language

:

L Literally :

1. In the same sense as B.

"Heore blleue, that Is pater poster and credo."—

0. Eng. Bomilies, p. 76.

2. The repetition of the creed.

•• Himself still sleeps before his beads
Have marked ten aves and two creeds.

Scoff : Marmion. L M.

XL Figuratively

:

1. Any solemn profession of principles or
opinion. . ," For me. my lords,

I love him not, nor lear him : there's my creed.

Shakesp. : Ben. 17//.. ii 2.

2. A severe reprehension or rebuke. (JScotch.y

B. Theol. & Ch. Hist. : A summary of the

articles or Christian doctrines of widen the

several churches profess their belief. In the

Church of England three such creeds are

accepted—viz., the Apostles' Creed, the Atha-

nasian Creed, and the Nicene Creed. [Apos-

tles', Athanasian, Nicene.) In the Church

of Scotland the creed accepted is the West-

minster Confession of Faith, to whioh may
perhaps be added the Larger and Shorter Cate-

chisms. The Church of Rome accepts the

Bame creeds as that of England does, but

adds to them the creed of the Council of Con-

stantinople.

creed-maker, s. One who draws up a

creed or summary of articles of belief.

* creed, v.t. [Creed, «.] To believe.

"That part which is so creeded by the people-"-'

Milurn.

t creed'-lfiss, a. [Eng. creed ; -leu.) Without

any creed. (CarlyU : Fr. Btv.)

•oreek (1), v.t [Creak, v.]

bSH, b*^ poTlt, J6>1; eat, con, ohoms, obit.. bonoh, go. gom; ttdn, this, «dn. a,; e^ot.
**™J>*«*

«*«• ^»
-clan, -tlan=. fjhan. -tlon, -«ion=sWin. -tion, -jlon = ssbun. -dous, -tton-, -slouo = snfiB. -bio, -die, Ac. = Del. del.
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creek(l), 'creke^lixike^cryk/cryke,
s. [A.S. crecoa. Cogn. with Dut. kreek = a

creek ; Icel. kriki = a nook, a corner ; Fr.

crique = a creek. Skeat suggests also a con-

nection with Wei. crig = a crack, crigyll = a
ravine, a creek.]

1. Ordinary Language

:

L A small inlet, bay, or cove.
" Each creek and cavern of the d-vngercus shore."

Cotoper: Retirement.

2. A recess or bend in the line of the sea

w of a river.

" Am streams, which with their winding banks do play,
Stopp'd by their creeks, ran softly through the plain.

Danes : Immort. of Soul.

• 3. A turn, a winding, an alley.
" A back-friend, a shoulder-clapper ; one that com-

mands the passages of alleys, creek*, and narrow lands."
—Shakesp. : Comedy of Errors. It 8.

4. A rivulet, a stream, a small river. (Ame-
rican.)

IT. Inland Revenue : A seaside town not of
sufficient importance to be constituted a
Customs station. It is inferior to port (q.v.).

* The. Lords of the Treasury have decided that Chep-
stow and Coleraine shall cease to be occupied as Cus-
toms stations ; and that the following Porta shall be
reduced to the position of ' Creek*' . . .

—

DaUjr Chron.,
Sept 15, 188L

Creek (2), s. [Ger. krieche.] The dawn, the
break of day.

" Like night, soon as the morning creek
Has usher"d in the day."

Ramsay : Works, L 1ft.

* creek, v.l. [Creek, «.] To form a creek or
creeks.

"The salt water so creeketh about it that it almost
inanlateth it."—Holland ; Camden, p. 451. (Davie*,)

creek'-y, a. [Eng. creek (1), s. ; -y.] Full of
or abounding in creeks ; winding.

"Wllllbourne (by the old name the author calls her
Willy) derived from near Selwood by Warminster,
with her creeky passage crossing to Wilton naming
both that town and the shire, —Selden: Illust. qf
Drayton ; Poly-Olbion, a 3.

creel, s. [It. craidhlag.]

I, Ordinary Language :

1. An osier basket or pannier.
" And lightsome be their life that bear

The merlin and the creel."

Scott : Antiquary, ch. xxvL

5. A fisherman's basket.

IX Spinning ; The bar which holds the
paying-off bobbins in the bobbin-and-fly, the
throstle machine, or the mule. In the first

machine the bobbins hold the sliver, which is

to be spun and twisted into a roving ; in the
latter machines, by a substantially similar

operation, the roving is converted into yarn.

The creel may have several bars with rows of
skewers, upon which the bobbins are placed
to unwind their contents.

^1 To be in a creel : To have one's wits jum-
bled into confusion.

"'The laddie's in a cretlt' exclaimed his ancle."—
Scott : Old Mortality, ch. vi.

creel -ful, s. [Eng. creel, and fu^l).] A
basketful.

**.
. . and yet the damage canna amount to malr

than a crtelfu.' of coals, . ."—Scot; : Redgauntlet, ch. vi i.

creep, * crepen, * creopen (pret *crope,
*crupet

*crepte, crept), v.i. [A.S. creopan,
cognate with Dut. kruipen ; Icel. krjupa

;

Dan. krybe ; Sw. krypa, all = to creep, to
crawl. Cf. also Icel. kreika = to crouch ; Sw.
kr&ka = to creep ; Ger. kriechen, (Skeat.y]

L Literally

:

1. To crawl along the ground ; to move with
the belly on the ground, as a serpent, &c

". . , but this I have resolved on. to wit, to ran
when I can, to go when I cannot run, and to creep
when I cannot go."—Bunyan : Pilgrim's Progress, pt. il

2. To grow along the ground, a wall, or
other supports.

" The grottos cool, Tith shaded poplars crown'd.
And creeping vines on arbours weav*d around"

Dryden.

3. To move forward without bounds or
leaps, as insects.

II. Figuratively:

1. To move or go with secrecy, silently, or
clandestinely.

" Out of his place he crept
So stllle that she nothing herde."

Gower, L n.

2. To move slowly, either from feebleness
and infirmity, or timidity or reluctance.

"Creeping like snail unwillingly to school."
Shakesp. : As Tou Like It, H. T.

3. To move along slowly and insensibly, as
time, the seasons, Ac.

"Accordingly, so early as the year 1414, it began to
be perceived that the equinoxes were gradually creep-
ing away from the 21st of March and September,
where they ought to have always fallen bad the Julian
year been exact, . . ."—Hertchel : Astron., 5th ed.

(1858), 5 93X

4. To enter or find the way in insensibly or
imperceptibly.

" By those gifts of nature and fortune he creeps, nay
be flies, into the favour of poor silly womeu."—Sidney.

t6. (Of literary composition): To move along
with timidity ; not to venture on anything
very high or soaring.

" Paradise Lost is admirable ; but am I therefore
bound to maintain, that there are no flnts amongst his
elevations, when it is evident he creep* along some-
times for above an hundred lines together T "—Dryden.

6. To enter into the composition of. (Gene-
rally in a bad sense, implying intrusion.)

" It is not to he expected that every one should guard
bis understanding from being Imposed on by the so-

phistry which creeps into moat of the books of argu-
ment — Locke.

7. To come gradually or imperceptibly into
vogue or fashion.

8. To behave with servility ; to fawn, to
court.

"They were us'd to bend.
To send their smiles IWore them to Achilles,
To come as humbly as they used to creep.
To holy altars." Shakesp. : TroUus, iii. 8.

9. To feel a sensation as though insects,

worms, &a, were creeping over the flesh.

creep, s. [Creep, v.]

1. Ord. Lang. (PL): A sensation as of in-

sects or worms creeping over the flesh. (Col-

loquial.)

2. Mining-engin. : The curving upward of
the floor of a gallery, owing to the pressure of
superincumbent strata upon the pillars. Op-
posed to thrust, which is a depression of the
roof. (Knight.)

"The whole of the weight being thus left to rest
pon a small area, the pillars were sometimes forced

down into the floor, winch would bulge upwards and
form a creep."—Prof. Gladstone, in Cassells Technical
Educator, pt. rUL, p. W.

creep -er, s. [Eng. creep ; -er.]

L Ord. Lang. : One who or that which
creeps or crawls ; any animal which creeps

;

a reptile.

". . . not only worms and serpents, toads, frogs, and
efTs, but an innumerable host of creepers."—Boyle

;

Works, vol vi., p. 882.

TJ. Technically:

1. Naut., Mech., £c. : A four-clawed grapnel
or drag, used in dragging the bottom of a har-

bour, pond, or well, to recover anything which
has been lost overboard, or the body of a
drowned person.

2. Mach. : An endless moving feeding-apron,

or a pair of aprons arranged one above the
other, having motion to feed fibres to or from
a machine ; e.g., the creeper which feeds the
sliver or sheet of fibres from the doner of a
carding-machine. [Lap. ]

3. Domestic:

(1) An iron bar connecting the andirons.

(2) Small dogs, with low necks or none at
all, used between the usual andirons to sup-
port brands above the hearth.

(3) A small sole or piece carrying spurs,
which may be attached to the boot, to pre-
vent slipping on ice.

(4) A kind of patten or clog worn by women.

4. Arch. : Leaves or clusters of foliage used
in Gothic buildings to ornament the angles of
spires, pinnacles, and other parts ; crotchets.

5. Bot. : A plant with a creeping stem (q.v.).

" Plants that nut forth their sap hastily, have bodies
not proportionable to their length ; therefore they are
winders or creepers ; as Ivy, brfony, and woodbine."—
Bacon.

6. Ornithology:

(1) Generally:

(a) (Sing.): Abird, Certhiajiimiliaris.eome-
times called the Little Brown Creeper.

(6) (PI.) : The name commonly given to the
tenuirostral birds of the family Certhidaa
(q.v.), or to those of the typical sub-family
Certhinse (q.v.).

(2) Spec : Certhia familiaris, called also the
Common Creeper, the Tree Creeper, the Tree
Climber, &c. The bill is slender and curved,
the head and neck streaked with black and
yellow-brown, with a white line above each
eye ; back, rump, and scapulars tawny ; quills

dusky, tipped and edged with white or light
brown ; coverta variegated, a yellowish-white
bar across the wing ; lower parts of the bird
white. Length three inches. Common in

Britaiu, where it climbs trees and is perpetu-
ally in motion, but manages to hide itself from
observation. Nest in the hollows or beneath
the bark of trees ; eggs six.

If (1) Brown Creeper : [Creeper, 6 (2)].

(2) Bush Creepers

:

Ornith. : Birds of the family Sylvida?, and
the sub-family Mniotiltinse. They are found
in the warmer parts, both of the eastern and
of the western hemispheres, flying in small
flocks and hunting insects among bushes, in
which also they build. [Mmotiltin*.]

(3) Tree Creepers

:

Ornith. : Birds of the sub-family Dendroco-
laptinae. They occur in the South American
forests, and have the habits of true creepers.

(4) True Creepers : [Certhin^J.

(5) Trumpet Creeper

:

»

Bot. : Tecoma radicans. (American^) '

(6) Wail Creeper: A bird, Tichodroma mu-
rarta, which seeks after insects in old walls,

clinging to them as the ordinary Creeper does
to trees.

creep -hole, 5. [Eng. creep, and hole.]

1. Lit. : A hole or retreat into which an
animal may creep to escape danger.

2. Fig. : A subterfuge ; an excuse,

creep 10, creep y, *. [Gael, creaban m a
four-legged stool.] A cutty-stool. (Scotch.)

creepie-chair, s. The chair or stool of

repentance.
" When I mount the creepie'chair,
Wha will sit beside me there?"

Burns : The Rantiri Dog the Daddie o' *-

creep ing, * crepynge, pr. par. t a., & s.

[Creep, v.]

A. As pr. par. : (See the verb).

B, As adjective

:

L Literally:

1. Crawling or moving along the ground.
". . . of every creeping thing of the earth . . ."-»

GenesU vi, 20.

2. Growing along the ground, a wall, &c.
" What are the casements lined with creeping herbs.''

towper : The Task, bk. iv.

IX Fig. : Moving cunningly and secretly;

crafty, sly.
** Very crafty, very cunning.

Is the creeping Spirit of Evil."
Longfellow: Hiawatha, ztv.

C As substantive

:

L Ordinary Language

:

1. Lit. : The act of crawling or moving along

the ground.
"They cannot distinguish creeping from flying."—

Dryden.

2. Fig. : The act of moving cunningly and
secretly ; craft.

IL Naut. : Dragging by grapnels for the re-

covery of a lost cable or rope. The most re-

markable instance on record is the recovery

of the Atlantic cable, broken in mid-ocean.

creeping-bur, s. (See extract)
" The creeping bur is Ly

Agr. Sure. Caithn., p. 197.

creeping crow -foot, s. Ranunculus
repens, a common British plant, with creep-

ing scions and furrowed peduncles.

creeping-ivy, s.

of Hedera Helix.

The procumbent form

creeping-root, s.

Bot. : A root, the branches of which ran
chiefly near the surface of the ground,
(ThottU.) The same as Creeping-stem (q.v.).

creeping-sheet, s. The feeding-apron

of a carding-machine.

creeping stem,
Bot.: A slender stem which creeps hori-

zontally below the surface of the ground,

sending out at intervals roots and new plants.

Example, Triticum repens. It is essentially

the same as a rhizome, only it is subterranean.

creeping-thyme, s. Thymus Serpyllun.

creep'-Ing-ly^ adv. [Eng. creeping; 4y.]

t L Lit. : In a creeping or crawling

as a reptile.

* IL Figuratively

:

I. Slowly, by degrees, imperceptibly

•Etc, fat, fare, amidst, what, fall, father ; we, wet, here, camel, her, there ; pine, pit, sire, sir, marine ; go, pfit,

•r, wore, wolf, work, who, son ; mute, cub, cure, unite, cur, rule, full ; try, Syrian. », oa - e, ey = a, an = lew*

O
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